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THIS VOLUME OF "THE GARDEN"

Is dedicated by pepmission to

THE RT. HON. SIR HERBERT MAXWELL, BART,
A .Ci., D.Ct.L., LL.D., F.R.S.

IT
is given to few to possess great knowledge and at the same time the gift of

imparting it with grace and charm. Yet this may be claimed for Sir Herbert Maxwell,

to whom we have the honour and the pleasure of dedicating this volume of The Garden.

r He combines an intimate and practical acquaintance of the craft of gardening with an

accomplished pen, and a style which never fails to delight and instruct. In many branches

of science and art his name is honoured, but in none is he held in higher or more affectionate

esteem than among those where trees and flowers are cultivated.

Who has not read with pleasure his " Memories of' the Months," " Meridiana," " Scottish

Gardens" and "The Woodland Note-book," to say nothing of countless articles on. horti-

culture, or on art and archaeology, sport and history ? Those who have been privileged to

visit Monreith—that famous Galloway garden about which so many delightful accounts have

flowed from his pen—can attest to the zeal and knowledge bestowed on an exceptionally rich

and interesting collection. The West of Scotland, with its enviable climate, can boast of many

fine gardens, but of none in which an owner's personal labour, attention and wide experience

are so successfully combined. This is the secret of Sir Herbert's renown.

His life has covered wide and varied fields. For twenty-five years Member of Parlia-

ment, for many years a Minister of the Crown, Lord-Lieutenant of his County, Privy Councillor,

Fellow of the Royal Society, President of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, and

Chairman of Ro}^! Commissions and Committees—-these indicate some of the activities amid

which he has become a recognised authority on all that pertains to horticulture and forestry'.

Sir Herbert Maxwell takes the keenest interest in national affairs. For some years he

has been President of the Territorial Force Association of his county, and his two sons have

died in the service of their covmtry—one in South Africa in 1897, and the other at Antwerp

at the commencement of this war.

We are confident our readers will join us in olfering an expression of hope that he may

long be spared to cany on his useful and interesting] work, coupled with gratitude tor the ^

many and signal services he has rendered.
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INDEX
AberucliiU and its gardens, 544
Abutilons, 101
^gle separia, 185, 220
Agave americana, 446
Agricultural workers, wages for. 449
Aliens, some naturalised. 238, 251
Allotment, a reader's, 87, 345 ; cropping

a 10-rod, 90 ; National Union of, 277,

489, 523 ; security wanted, 573 ; week
by week, 52, 58, 74, 89, 98, 115, 143.

162, 186, 225, 246
Allotments, 69, 70, 333, 347, 453 ; exhibi-

tion, 415
Alnus glutinosa, 119
Alyssum saxatile, 369
Analysis, 268, 392, 416, 453, 456
Anchusa, 216 ; Dropraore Variety, 229 ;

root cuttings of, 244
Androsace ciliata, 158
Anemone blanda Ingram's Variety, 133 ;

Pulsatilla, 150 ; P. alba, 119 ; vitifolia

tomentosa. 326
Anemones, St. Brigid, 422 ; Wood, and

Snowdrops, 138
Annuals, 565
Antirrhinum Prima Donna, 224
Ants, 248 ; and Lily flowers, 353
Apple AUington Pippin, 2 ; Annie Eliza-

beth, 91 ;
Blenheim Orange, 432. 514 ;

Court Pendu Plat, 78 ; Cox's Orange
Pippin, variation in, 96, 121 ; crop,

506 ; Early Victoria, 341 ; eating,

517 ; Ellison's Orange, 474 : I'rench

Crab, 551 ; Gloria Mundi, 416, 442, 478 ;

hybridisation of, 173, 197 ; Irish Peach,

490, 542 ; Lane's Prince Albi'rt, 233
;

Miller's Seedling, 281 ; Newton Wonder,
367,422; Ne^vtown Pippin, 344 ; orchard,

planting an, 534 ; Orleans Keinette,

35 ; Peacemaker, 341 ; shoots, woolly

aphis on. 10 ; St. Everard, 416, 442,

455 ; Stirling Castle, 292 ; trees for

enclosed garden, 414 ;
grafting, 134 ;

high planting, 490 ; injury to. 78

;

pruning, 400, 446, 500 ; silver-leaf in,

173 ; three " quality," 416
Apples, 475 ; analysis of, 12, 39 ; choice,

385, 433, 455 ; flavour in, 4, 65, 479, 502,

561 : Crab, 203 ; Golden Pippin, 342
;

little-known, 542 ; many-seeded, 501

:

storing, 442 ; windfall, 377
Apricots, 288 ; limiting spurs, 561

Arch, creepers for an, 110
Arsenate of lead spray, 247, 289
Artichokes, Globe, 103, 109, 311, 474;

Jerusalem, 492, 510, 514, 322, 335, 537,

557, 566 ; two recipes for, 65
Arum, a red, 280
Asarum europaeura, 369
Asparagus, 93, 134. 215, 221, 338, 496
Aster J. Vaughan. 423 ;

paniculatus, 427
Asters, Chinese JIarguerite, 404
Astilbc grandis, 253
Astragalus maximus, 1

Bamboos, the, 391
Barberry, 538
Barr Cup liolders, 184
Bastia, Corsica, 6

Battlefield, of a year ago, 304
Bean, Broad, tops, 208; Dutch. 417.

513; Dwarf French Masterpiece. 160;
Phenomenon. 72 ; Runner, as a winter
vegetable, 171

Beans, 223 ; Broad, 84, 109, 214, 450
;

fly on, 195 ; resowing, 103 ; Climbing,

216 ; coloured, 437 ; Dwarf, for

Scottish gardens, 153 ; early. Marrows,
and Ridge Cucumbers, 131 ; French,
16, 70, 93, 255, 311 ; and red spider,

219 ; Haricot, 140, 543 ; harvesting, 208 ;

Kidney, 178 ; Runner, 98 ; cooking
seeds of, 280 ;

preserving, 184 ; staking,

106, 128, 171, 174 ; to sow now, 164 ;

value of, 27 ; watering, 267 ; White
Emperor, 112 ; White Runner, and
Roses, 331; without sticks, 151, 171

"' Beastly days," no more, 451
Bee-keeping, 128, 138, 150, 160
Bees, flowers lor, 48, 56, 64, 80, 97 ;

purchasing, 241
Beetroot, 423 ; as a bedding plant, 343,

353 ; Crimson Globe, 44 ; trial, 219, .522

Beetroots, 145, 175 ; to store, 353, 425
Begonia tuchsioides, 101 ; Gloire de

Lorraine, 7 ; Hatton Castle Bedder,

428 ; weltonensis, 167
Berberis Aquifolium, 525 ; pulyantha,

474,; Thunbergii, 538
Berkshire garden notes, 482
Bibulous, column for, 412
Bilberry, land of the, 36?
Birds, black and other, 109 ; friends and

foes, 538 ; ingenuity of, 4

Blackberries, heavy cropping, 466 ; our
native, 431, 490

Books—
" All About the Potato," 249 ;

" .Ameri-

can Indian Corn," 520 ;

"' Annuals and
Biennials," 24 ;

" Booklet on liottling

Fruits and Vegetables," 243 ;
" John-

son's Gardeners' Dictionary," 202

;

' Paynter's System of Poultry-Keeping,"
135; "Rhododendrons," 556; "Soil

Conditions and Plant Growth," 364;
"Standard Cyclopedia of Uortieul-

ture," 439

Books—continued
" The Beginner's Allotment," 262

;

" The Novelist in the Garden," 281 ;

" Theophrastus," Sir .Arthur Hort's,
180 ;

" The Perpetual-flowering Carna-
tion," 413 ; " Vegetable Growing in
War-Tim'." 85

Border, herbaceous, 53, 70, 93, 427, 531 ;

south, 21, 304
Bramble, American, 280
Brassica " clubs," 449, 477, 480, 52:3, 541
Broccoli, 37, 4:S, 117, 216, 338, 474;

Green Sprouting, 91, 175
Brooklime, 264
Brooms, late, 453 ; Spanish, 513
Brunsvigia Josephinai, 550
Brussels Sprout Dwarf Gem, 96, 493
Brussels Sprouts, 28, 61, 117, 132, 145,

175, 209, 233, 256, 268, 325, 487, 538
Buddli'ia variabilis, and butterflies, 383
Bulbs, 410, 439 ; early, 40 ; home-grown
and foreign, 88

Bullflncii bfography, 199
Burnham Sands, 486
Bush houses, 292
Butterflies in France, 128 ; in the lane, 357
Cabbage, Chinese, 392, 415 ; Harbinger.

172; patch, 221 ; Root Magiot, 256.265.
277 ; Tonic, 183 ; Whites, 319, 368, 383

Cabbages, 103, 117, 124, 221, 258. 263,
279, 291, 299, 325, 333, 338, 438

Calceolaria Clibranii, 7 ; John Innes, 369
Calceolarias, 547 ; hybrid, 77
Calendula officinalis, 453
Camellias, hardiness of, 2, 13
Campanula pnlla, 356 ; rupestris, 219
Caraway, cultivation of, 488
Cardoons. 156, 338
Cardus heterophyllus, 342
Carnation b'ooms, record of, 21, 56 ;

Countess of Wilton, 61 ; .Maldroii
Drunimond, 224 ; Marian Wilson, 546

;

Mrs. Edward Douty, 546 ; Red Ensign.
431 ; Wheatear, 513 ; Winter Glow,
546

Carnations, 239, 436, 533 ; border. 41.
53, 56, 410, 522 ; Malmaison, 156

;

propagiiting. 263; Perpetual. 118
Carrots, 436 ; cultivation of, 283 ; storing,

413 ; thinning, 165
Castor Oil Plants and Azaleas, 414
Catalogues. 87
Catalpa bignonioides, 398 ; Tree, 505
Cauliflowers, 111, 13(1, 216, 263, 275, 509
Ceanothus Gloire dt- Versailles, 401
Celeriac, 79, 101
Celery, 124, 236, 239, 263, 288, 338, 400,

475 ; and Celeriac. ways of using, 532 ;

blanching, 171, 370, 394
Cerastium, 243
Ceratostigma Willnmttiana, 423
Ceteracli, 97
Chantarelle, 371
Cherries, 191
Cherry, .Morello, double, 184 ; wild, 489

;

trees, black fly on, 207
Chestnuts, 157
Chicory, 164, 291 ; Brussels, or Witloof,

156 ; forcing, 325
Chimonanthus fragrans, 9
Chives, 289
Clioeo, Sechiuiu edule, 309
Chrysanthemum .-Vlex. Hervcy, 498 ;

Brilliant, 521 ; Crusader. 498 ; Domvid,
498 ; General Petain, 498

Chrysanthemums 124, 239, 263, 423,
522, 533. 561. ; from .seed,.489

Chutney, windfall, 404
Cinerarias, 216, 312, 325. 401. 347
Clematis among shrubs. 491 ; Armandi,

519; catvcina, 11; "die-back," 441,
466, 491, 526, ,541 561 ; freed, 515 ;

Jacknianii, pruning, 103; loss of,

466 ; montana. 216 ; nutans, 519
;

paniculata, 478 ; recta, 391
Clematises. 118
Climbers, pruning, 34
Clove Gilliflower, 40
Cobsea scandens, 318
Codlins, Pippins and other -\pples, 506, 557
Colour, an aspect of, 459, 478 ; descrip-

tion, 330, 354, 382, 392. 404. 416, 429,
455, 502 ; standardisation. 13

Comments on THK 0.4I1DES, 364, 390, 451,
463. 496, 555

Conservatory, eoid. in winter, 313
Contrast, a, 85
Cordyline australis, 293, 319 ; leaves as

tying material, 393
Corn, Indian, 435, 523 ; pudding and
Com fritters, 220

Cornus controversa, 219
Corylus Avellana contorta, 34
Cotswolds, fodder plant from the, 535
County Derrv garden notes, 437 ; Down

garden notes, 256, .322, 363, 431, 498.
Crab Apple Jelly, 352
Cratsegus monogyna. 27
Crinums, 490 ; dividing, 414
Crocus biflorus var. Weldenii, 150

;

chrysanthus Warley Variety, 100
Crocuses, autumn, 478 ; in grass, 137
Cropping notes, 306, 319
Croi>s, earthing-np, 191; kitchen, 153;

produce of, 500 ; some good root, 27
Crown Imperials. :J5l)

Cucumbers, 93, 134. 178. 216, 227, 311, :189,

423 ; and Marrows, 157 ; and .Melons,

250 ; autumn, 531 ; in fruit, 16
Currants, Black, big-bud on, 28, 56, 113 ;

drying, 292 ; Gooseberries and Plums,
313; Red and White, 101

Cyclamen Cherry Ripe, 84 ; Crimson St.
George, 34

Cyclamens, 16, 239, 496

Daffodil diseases, 188 ; Distingufi, 178
;

notes, 166, 296, 322 ; season, 150
Daffodils at Westwick, 189 ; costly, in

New Zealand, 64 ; replanting, 180
;

what is wanted in, 28
Dahlias, 312 ; P»ony-flowered, 135, 146 ;

single, 61
Dendrobimn Illustre Florence Bartels, 179
Desfontainea spinosa, 11, 20
Deutzia Vilmorinii, 224
Devonshire, effects of winter in, 185
Dianthus Allwoodii, 16, 20, 28, 49

;

Napoleon, 321
Dictamnus Fraxinella, 135
Digging, different forms of, 105, 121
Digitalis alba, 93
Drop-scene, the, 494, 514
Duckweed, 368, 418

Barlham HaU, 114, 372
Earwigs, invading,, 261
Easterman Giant, 97
Elder, common, 244 ; Golden, 267
Elm, useless, 527
Endive, 361. 521 ; as an autumn salad, 320
Engraving, French, 151
Epacrises, double, 72, 80, 96
Eseallonia Donard Seedling, 42S ; langley-

ensis, 317
Eschscholzia, double, 455, 465, 502
Eustonni Ellisii, 376
Evenings, winter. 30
Exochorda .\lbcrtii grandirtora, 202

Fabiana imbricata, 421. 442
Pernervr hardy. 273, 292
Fig Brown Turkey, 371
Figs, drying, 281 ; on walls, 338
Flower bed, war-time, 419 ; garden notes,

224. 252. 285, 323 ; parts of a, 227
Flowers, winter, 554, 563 ; and music, 544
Food, increasing, 38 ; values, 129
Forget-me-not, saving seed of, 526
Formal and informal gardens, 248, 405,

429, 466, 527 ; in garden and literature,

280 ; and wild, 354
Fowl-manure. 212
Fo.xgloves, white, 361
Frames, cold, 48 ; substitutes for, 95
Fn'csia La France, 66. 71
Freesias, 12 ; hybrid, 49
FritiUaria aurea, 166
Frost, 128, 151, 220, 403
Fruit blossom, 196 ; bottling, 260, 295.

360, 368, 385 ; crop, drying the, 222,
247 ; survey, 526 ; crops, good, each
year, 221, 244 ; gardens of England,
412, 460

;
gathering, 406

; growing in
.Australia, 288 ; notes, 307

;
preserving,

:i43, 373, 403
;

pulp, bottling, 187 ;

trees, cordon, pruning of, 288 ; training.
371 ; culture of, 406, 422, 429, 432,
448, 476. 481. 492. 517, 529, 556 ; felling,

160
;

grease-banding, 448, 461 ; heavy
cropping, 467 ; in pots, 70, 84, 178 ;

nmlching, 118 ; planting, 403, 442,
486 ;

protecting. 134 ; pruning, 32,

88, 297 ; restoration of, 344 ; saving
French, 255 ; spraying, 65, 72, 80,
88, 96, 104, 112 ; unfruitful, 456

;

unpruned, 456 ; work among. 344
Fruits, fertilisers for, 209 ; list of, 144
Fuchs and technical terms, 1

Fuchsias, 53
Fumigating with hydrocyanic acid gas, 85

Galanthus Ikarise, 2 ; nivalis and varie-
ties, 67

;
plicatus, 97

Garden, always a flower in the, 2 ; amateur
work in th*', 445 ; attractive, 408

;

Captain Daubuz and his, 36 ; Corsican,
220 ; County Down, 42, 343, 387

;

deserted, 180 ; Devon, a, 298 ; economy
in the. 162 ; kitchen, 260. 409 ; moraine,
264, 274, 311. 3;i5 ; planning a Rose,
20, 30 ; rations, 196 ; small Rose, 9

;

Surrey, 408, 507 town, 154 ; villa. 60,

94, 104 ; Weybridge, 208 ; wild, 268

;

autunm tints in, 465
Gardens and formal gardens, 330 ; and

gardening. 443 ; Japanese, 530 ; wall,

village of, 75
" Gardener, Florist and Agriculturist,"

244, 281, 305
Gardi'ners and National Service, 127
Gas-lime and club root, 204, 269
Gentian, dividing, 414
Gentiana asclepiadi^a, 446 ; Purdoraii,

326 ; septemflda, 369
Geranium 5Ime. Crousse, 442 ; Wallichi-
anum E. C. Buxton, 453

Crt^raniums, 325 ; selection of, 488
Geum montanum, 64
Gilia coronopifolla, 368
Gladioli, 462
Gladiolus Sunspot, 320
Glen Clova, 386
Gloxinias. 167
Glyeeria aquatica. 311

Gooseberries, 101, 239, 538 ; bottling,
237 ; cordon, 371 ; mock, 20 ; pro-
tecting from birds, 112 ; some good, 321

Gooseberry, hybridising the, 29 : mildew,
137, 174

Grafting and seed, 240
Granadillas, 327
Grape Moore's Early, 528 ; Millers Bur-
gundy, 551

Grapes, 250, 275, 299, 325 ; bottling,
462 ; early, 389 ; late, 487 ; Muscat,
263, 522 ; outdoor, in London, 528, 551

Grass land, 419, 452, 533
Green fly, remedy for, 233
Greenhouse, seed-sowing in, 377
Greens, 250 ; for winter use, 281
Guernsey Lilies, good old, 526 ; notes,

458, 483, 508
Gunnera scabra in Perthshire, 416
Gypsophila elegans (rosea and alba), 329
Gypsophilas, 167
Hawthorn notes, 530
Hedge, a cheap, 14 ; and hedges, 276 ;

clipping, 329 ; that, 228, 232
Helleborus niger altifolius, 513 ; Peter

Barr, 63
Henbane as a medicinal herb, 133
Herb drying, 289, 342 ; growing, 414

;

medicinal, 149 ; pudding, 73
Herbs, 77, 145, 167, 400 ; at Abbeylcix

House, 543
Hibiscus schizopetalus, 427 ; Waimsea, 427
Hollies fur carriage drive, 352
Honey production, intensive, 497
Hop garden, English, passing of, 112
Hornbeam (Carpinus Betulus), 403
Horseradish, 53, 93, 255 ; ale, 255
Horticulture, National Diploma in, 267
Hotbed cooling down, 136
Hutchins, the Rev. W. T.. 135
Hyacinth commission in 1840, a, 127
Hyacinths, Dutch, 87
Hydrangea, common, specific name of,

341, 454 ; Hortcnsia, 308, 330
Ilex Hodginsii, 48
Insect enemies of vegetables, 188
Insects, beware of, 234
Intercropping and catch crops, 171, 173
Ipomcea Leari, 403
Iris, English, 361 ; hardiness of, 447 ;

reticulata in pots, 107 ; Ringdove, 224 :

Rosenbachiana, 323, 330, 405 ; sibirica
Perry's Blue, 224

Irises, June, 248, 286 ; Regelio-cyclus, 40
Judas Tree, 139, 161, 172
Juniper, the Mountain, 261
Juniperus nana, 305,, 330 ;

phceuicea,
457 ; the genus, 430

Kew, mid-January Bowers at, 32 ; notes,
434, 509, 536

Kohl Rabi, 201, 427, 514
Kossovo, the Field of, 252
Labels, 273, 292
Labrador Kale, 171
Liplio-Cattlcya Canhamiana Golden Fleece,

376 ; Commander-in-Chief, 400 ; General
JIaude, 101 ; Serbia var. Perfecta,
158 ; St. George Bryndir Variety, 474 ;

The President, 101 ; Trident^ 66
Lake Country, reminiscences of the, 396
Land Cultivation Act, 189
L'Aniiec Champetre, 443, 478
Larkspurs dying off, 233
Lathyrus azurcus and Orobus varius, 293
Lanrus nobilis, 404
Laurustinus, 482, 489, 550
Lavender, a plea for, 303 ; dwarf, 303 ;

supply, increasing, 329 ; white, 303
Lawn, artificial manures for the, 173
Lawns, care of, 83 ; near dwellings, 159
Leek bulbs, 68
Leeks, 172. 203. 228, 239, 258, 338

;

blanching, 255 282; exhibition, 160 ; for
seed, 243

Ltjpidium Smithii as a vegetable, 184, 209
Lettuce, 167, 231, 400, 521 ; planted i>.

sown, 116; seeds, sowing, 173
Lettuces and Endive, 288 ; planting

betwccTi Celery rows, 279 ; three, 332
Leucojum venmm carpaticum, 103
Ligustrum lucidum, 303
Lilac Ellen Willmott, 224
Lilies, Arum, 462
Lilium monadelphum, 309 ; Parkmanii,
392 ; regale and ants, 303 ; speciosum
X aiu-atuin, 359

Lily, a collected, from Ctiina, 405 ; of the
Valley berries, 381 ; season in Scotland,
420 ; the Nankeen, 335

Lime, the use of, 153 ;

Loganberries, 84, 288 ; and Raspberries

,

autumn treatment of, 362
Loganberry, origin of the, 353
Lonicera fragrantissima, 23; Maackii,

349 ; nitida, 127, 129 ; Standiahii, 23, 555
Lucerne and its colour-forms, 357
Lungwort, narrow-leaved, 168
Lycoris aurea, 56
Mache, 73
Magenta memories, 551
Magnolia Watsonii, 224
Makuri Gorge, 318
Manure, artificial, 256 ; heap, 219, 231

;

liquid, 535 ; making of, 332, 392 ; prob-
lem, 481

Maritime -Alps, 387
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Marrow pickle, 377
Marrows. 70, 209, 272, 361 ; and Pump-

klus, n'markablc crop of, 428
;
growing

up poli-s, 306 : intrusive cultiv.ition of,

320 ; seleetioli of, 236 ; stuffed, 361

Medlars, gathering, 425 ; storing, 414
Melfosma cuucifolia, 317, 355
Melons, 70, 101. 109, 167, 273
Mesembr>*ant!iemums, 508
Methods, our ancient, 526
Mieliaelmas Daisy notes, 418
Michigan garden, 482
Mignonette and rain, 388, 409
Miltonia Princess Marv. 250 ; Venus, 81 ;

vexillaria Sir Jlervyu Huiler, 224
Mint, 231
Mistletoe on Oak, 2 ; on tlie Elm, 12 ;

on the Pear, 2
Molc-<*ting wircworni delusion, 233
Moles, trapping, 133
Monreith. Sir H. Maxwell's garden at, 284
Moreea, a dwarf. 1

Mounton House. 122, 142
Mulberries and Walnuts. 287
Alulching. the value of. 184
Muslltooms, 34. 93, 146. 299, 349, 410,

487 ; anil their culture. 185, 384
Musk, fragrant. 269. 280. 304 ; in Otago,

269 ; scentless, 28, 65, 208
Mustard and Cress, 475
Afyosotis oblongata, 208
Narcissi, 250, 349: natur.illsiug. 192
Narcissus Bonaparte, 117; Capax plenus,

144; Helinit, 179; .Michael, 158;
Poetaz Elvira. 195 ; Poeticus ornatus.
fi.-pl., 179 ;

Queen of Dawn, 179 ;

Santa Maria. 144 ; tenuior. 144
National Kose Society's Annual, 183
Nerine di'seriptioil. 2
Nerines, culture of. 490; liow to prolong,

501 ; seedling. 479
Nertera depn-ssa. treatment of, 500
Nettle as a food plant. 112 ; for pigs, li:i

Nettles, destroying, 87 •

^ierembergia rivularis, 465
Nineteenth century gardening, 09
Obituary; Cliristy, Captain. 62 ; Cuthush,

Captain Douglas. 168 ; de Kothschild.
Leopold. 216 ; de Vilmoriu, Philippe.
277 : Dmery, Charles Thom,%s. 351

;

Easlea. Private W.. 463 ; Poster,
Lieutenant H. L.. 241 ; Hemsley,
Alfred, 62 ; Holland, Lieutenant A.
I.rf'slie, 168 ; Houliston, William, 36 ;

Massee, Gt-orge. 78 ; Oliver. Professor
Daniel, 10 ; Koss. Charles, 62 ; Stred-
wlck, James, 135 ; W.aliace, Captain
Dudley, 463

Olearias, nomenclature of, 12
Onion Autumn Triumph, 341 ; fly, 245,

270 ; sets. 21. 29, H6
Onions, 145. 163. 2'28, 312, 361, 427,

444, 454, 490, 493 ; autnran-sown, 77,
270 ; heavy crops of, 514 ; Queens-
land, 159 ; sowing. 79 ; storing, 453 ;

summer, 306 ; Tripoli, 320, 338 ; young,
536

Orchards, making the most of, 112
Omithogalum lacteum. 105 _
0.\a!is spectabilis. 453
Oxted Place and Gardens, 470
Oxydendron arboreum. 391
Paeonia albitlora. 237 ; lobata, 196
Pafonies, herbaceous, 374
Palm for an intermediate house. 85
Papaver alpinum, 377 ; hybridum, 381
Parkinson, according to. 22
Parochetus communis, 293
Paronychia capitata, 348
Parsley. 216. 275, 423. 430. 553
Parsnip soup, 454 ; the, as a source of

sugar production, 56
Parsnips, 74, 80, 93, 478 ; recipe for cook-

ing, 138
Passiflora edulis, 41
Pasture, breaking up old. 535
Pea Clibrau's Masterpiece. 522 ; Edwin

Beckett, 64 ; Glory of Devon, 416,
442,514 ;

guard, 177 ; Lord Kitchener,
2 ; .Masterpiece, 497 ; Peter Pan, 69 ;

Triumphant, 267
Peach culture under glass, 388 ; Dymond,

- 367 ; Peregrine, 367 ; trees, 101

;

summer pruning, 297
iPeaches. 44, 84, 101, 136, 275, 299. 400,

462 ; late, 509 ; outside, 417 ; pruning,
461 ; wild, preserving, 437 ; woolly
and sour, 414

Pear Charles Ernest. 373 ; Gansel's
Bergamot, 89 ; Louise Bonne de
Jersey, 416

Pears, 424 ; cordon, 456 ; euUnary, 130
;

late, 475 ; on walls. 203 ; pickled,
recipe for. 456 ; scab on, 488

Peas, 34, 77,93, 117. 167, 191, 215, 331 ;

and Beans, preserving, 179 ; best
culinary, 84 ; early, 553 ; for clay soils.

352 ; for drying, 291 ; for poor soils,

155 ; intercropping, 332 ; in trenches,
171; maincrop, sowing, 183 ; manuring,
141 ; sowing, 44 ; trial of, 54

Pelargoniums, 410 496. ; well-tried, 441
P«re d'Ardene, 375. 382
Perennials for cut flowers, 510
Philadelphus latifolius, 267
Phlox divarieata, 110 ; Hoodii, :-43

Phloxes, 156
Phormium tenax. 341, 393
Phosphates, value of. 184

Physalis Alki'kengii, 465
Pierre Morin, 409
Pine seeds, 137
Pines and Ribes, restrictions on, 403
Pippins. Golden. 466
Plant hunting in Upper Burmah, 346
Plantain, the broad-leaved, 417, 442
Planting In light soils, 183
Plants, collection of, 465 ; how to

collect and dry, 549; for hanging
baskets, 253 ; frozen, 536 ; hardy,
cutting back, 196, 220. 244 ; selection

of, 390 ; herbaceous, in turf, 262. 343 ;

in steps and pavements. 407 ; of the
High Alps. 176. 200, 226

;
pUlar, 61 ;

staking, 219
Plum Blue Hock, 341 ; Coe's Golden

Drop, 222 ; Laxtou's Utility, 376

;

Victor Christian. 441
Plumbago Larpentje. 381
Plums. 275 ; bush. 405
Podophyllum Emodli, 353 ; pcltatum. 382
Poems :

" Pansies." 78 ;
" The Garden of

Peace." 431; "'the Cottage Garden," 561
Polyantliuses. 70
Polygonum Bistorta, 80, 97 ; vaccini-

foliunl. 441
Polystichuni. how to grow. 192
* Ponipon " or " Pompone," 250
Poppies, alpine. 14 ; animal, 341 ; Shirley,

autumn sowing of. 358
Potato clamps, thateliing. 477 ; Colonist.

393 ; competition. 415 ; crop, storing
of. 381 ; culture. 498; ditneulties, 96;
disease. 201. 231. 247. 257. 463, 541 ;

Dunnottar Castle. 11. 305 ; Epicun*,
64. 329. 354. 393 ; experiment. 318.

503 ; Gordon Castle. 479 ; Great
.Scot. 541 ; -Midlothian Early, 331, 369.
393. 403. 417. 478 ; Onions, 537 ;

Order, 501 ;
planting dibber. 443

;

pudding, 478 ; sets. chUled. 403. 427 ;

sowing, economy iir, 184 ; substitutes,

71. 1-20. 139. 150
Potatoes, 108, 117, 138. 203, 461;' and

lime, 48, 88 ; and Potato flour, 157 ;

and Sweet Corn. 221 ; at Marvport
Jlarket. 19 ; Christmas, 38 ; elami>eil,

and frost, 478 ; copper sulphate spray
for. 136 ; curious, 442 ; cutting off

tops. 381 ; cutting seed. 119 ; digging
ground for. 10, 35 ; frying for storing,

417. 479 ; early. 35, 345 ; in South-
west Scotland. 47 ; lifting of, 355 ;

ou Devon cliffs. '295 ; earthing up, 28,

256 ; from single eyes, 514 ;
greening

and sprouting, 56, 72 ;
grown from

single eyes, 487 ;
growing in lazy-beds,

128 : on rough ground, 78 ; out. 268.

292 ; prize. 493. 541 ; high-priced.

489 ; hoeing and earthing-up. 2:i6

;

inmmne from wart disease. 8, 49

;

in Buckinghamshire. :J83 ; increasing

seed supply of, 37 ; in dispraise of. 28 ;

in pots, 77 ; in Worcestershire. 417 ;

large seed. 119; maincrop, sale of.

367 ; manuring. 23 ; .Midlothian Early.

442 ; new. 195 ; at Christmas. 303
;

old and new, 503; past and present.

391. 401 ;
planting. 149. 393 ; with a

dibber. 342. 368, 383, 417 ; raising new
varietieis, 277 ; retail price of, 47 ;

seed. 501 ; .sale of hand-picked. 364 ;

value of change in. 287 ; six. for light

soil. 49 ; small. 310 : spindly growth
of, 258, 280 ; spraying, 150, 173. 231,

255, 288, 294, 314, 427, 454 ; Burgundy
jnixturc for, 279 ;

objections to, 279 ;

sprouting maincrop, 68 ; seed. 12 ;

selection of, 554 ; storage of. 394 ; to
keep small, 249 ; to save, 106 ; treat-

ment of soil for, 85
" Potatos" or " Potatoes." 228
Pot-pourri, making, :SO0. 324. 330, 352
Primula Allionii, 129 ; Eureka, 179

;

hybrids, 521 ; japonica and Trollius

Golden Queen. 299 ; La Lorraiue. 434
;

malaeoides alba tlorc pleno, 66 ; nutans,
318; sino-purpureo, 179

Primulas, 325. 410
Privet, vile odour of, 11
Prunus Pissardii, fruits of. 443
Pumpkins, 47 ; cultivation of, 47
Pycnauthemum ranticum, 79
Pyracautha erenulata Ilogersiana, 35
Pyrus prunifolia var. coceinea, 400

;

Sargentii. 428

Qucensto\ni garden, notes from a, 334
Quercus Mirbeckii. 477
Quince (Cydonia vulgaris), 329 ; Japanese,

513 ; as a pot tree, 453 ; Peculiar, 466

Rain, effect of heavy, 334
Ranunculi, French and Persian, 53
llaspberries, 34, 84, 436; after fruiting,

291 ; how to pack, 313
Raspberry canes, thinning, 223
Rates on war food plots, 312
Redoute. P. J.. 76; works, 120
Reseda alba, saving seed of, 232
Resurrections, some autumn, 433
Rhodanthes, old-fashioned, 304, 341 -

Rhododendron ferrugineum prsecox, 27 ;

praecox eaten by hares, 37
Rhododendrons. Chinese, 477 ; in New

Zealand. 249
Rhodostachvs andina. 48
Rhubarb, 70, 274, 436. 496 ; forcing in

the open, 53 ; leaves, 171, 197, '208, 2'20

Rhubarb, Monks', 300 ; pills aud tarts,

263 ; The Sutton, 207
Rhubarbs, seven, 310
Richardla (Catla) sthiopica, 180
Riv.Ts and Roses, 469
Riviera, notes from the, 3, 23, 31, 67, 100,

139, 190. 211. 237
Robinia Kelseyi. 224, 292
Rock garden, berried shrubs for, 10 ;

bulbs for the, 369
;

green of the, 501
;

in autumn, 453 ; in winter, 555
Romneya Coulteri, 513
Rosa fa;tida=R. lutea, 348; Hugonis,

179 ; Moyesii in Scotland. 232
Rose .Annual. American, 470 ; Clarice

Goodacre. 400 ; Dunwich. 281, 304,
4-28 ; Edel. 297 ; E. Godfrey Brown,
297 ; Elizabeth Cullcn. 296 ; Emma
Wright. 297 ; Flower of Fairfleld, 513 ;

Frances Gaunt, 400
;
garden at Croydon,

347 ; Gi-orge Dickson, 281 ;
growing

in the Western Highlands, 546 ;

Horace Vernet. 551 ; J. de Escofet,

400 ; Mermaid, 277, 297 ; .Minne-

haha. 465 ; Miss Slay Marriott, 277,

297 ; Mme. Jules >[argottin, 388

;

.Mooidight, hedge of, 466 ; Mrs. George
Marriott, 297 ; Mrs. G. Norwood,
403 ; .Mrs. H. D. Greene, 329 ; .Mrs.

Littleton Dewhurst, :!09, 404, 428

;

.Mrs. Lvttleton Dewar, 381 ; Mrs.
Redford. 400 ; Mrs. Stewart Clark.
297 ; Pax, 297 ; posers, 359 ; answers
to, :588 ;

Queen Alexandra. 297

;

Sander's White, 428 ; season, the. 334 ;

Souv. de la Malmaison. 256 ; Sunstar,
290 ; the Altai, 244 ; Waiter C. Clark.

277 : William Cooper, 367 ; York and
Lancaster. 409

Unsemary. the Prostrate. 269
Roses. 275 ; an<l Lilacs. 244 ; autumn.

475 ; Dorothy Perkins and Lady Gay,
469; for pergola. 352; fragrant. 118;
handbook on pruning. 63 ; in pots,

84, 101; ill the allotment garden, 471 ;

long-stemmed, 220 ; manuring. 488 ;

nnv. at Bagati'lle, 285 ; new. why
France was the pioneer in introducing,

291 ; newiT. 484 ; notable Hybrid Tea,
238; of recent introduction, 13; ont-

staiuMng in Scotland. .'>0tl
;
jilnnthlg. 450 ;

Polvantha. 537; pruning. 17. 109. 136,

389 ; Rambler. 431), 510 ; red. in 1917,

467 ; some garden, 468 ; the best

market, 472 ; the earliest. 208, 220
;

various, pbinting distances for, 136 ;

Wichuraiaiia. autumn-flowering, 473

;

wild, 469. 484. 546
Rubus Kolleri. 478 ; nutkanus, 31

Rue (Uuta graveolens), 362
Ruhhben. 66. 72, 213, 561
Rust fungi, :i70 ; White Pine blister, 24

Saceharine f.ir jain-makiug, 159
Salads. 165, 177
.Salsify, 75, 109, 127
Salt or lime, 428
.Salvia officinalis, 219
Sap transfusion. 490
Sauerkraut, making. 289
Saxifraga Burseriana, 128 ; B. Gloria, 117 ;

Fortunei, 501 ; granulata, 220 ; oppo-
sitifolia. 128 ; pedemontaua eervi-

eornis, 244
Schizanthus, 179
Schizophragma hydrangeoides, 317
Sehizostylis, 13; coccinea, the Kaffir

!
Lily. 3

SeiUa italica alba, 245
Seakale. 93, 101, 239, 496 ; Beet, 121,

138. 160. 219 ; flowers, 195
I Sea Pink, 35
Sedum album, 317 ;

brcvifolium Pottsii,
' 369 ;

pilosura, 374 ; populifolium,

j

447 ;
pulchelluin, 489

! Seed, ri"'al value of. 501 ; sowing, success
in, 125, 136 ; tape, 91

]
Seedlings, self-sown, on a retaining wall,

I
495 ; transplanting, 152

i

Seeds, 279 ; for 1918 crops, 547

I

Selenipedium caudatum var. .Sanderae, 179
I Shallots, 243 ; the harvest of, 235
: Shrubs, 349 ; dwarf evergreen, for shade,

I

63, 510 ;
grafted, 338 ;

planting, 109
;

I

prot**ctiiig, 510 ; pruning, 178
Silene pennsylvanica, 167, 192

1 Silver-leaf disease, ;J83

Slugs, a remedy for, 207, 232 ; and
snails, trapping, 367

! Smilax, 70

\
Snowdrops, autumn-flowering, 4 ; Galan-
thus byzantinus and otiiers, 15

;
Sorrel, the Eoselle, , or Indian, 108;

J

transplanting for winter use, 367
Sparrows, a crusade against-, 151 ; a word

for, 129 ; in gardens, 271
Sphaeralcea pedata, 488

j

Spinach, 109, 167, 267, 312, 349, 423 ; .is

I a spring vegetable, 195 ; winter, 288,

1 309
Spiraea spikes, 317
Spraying, 84 ; demonstrations, 149, 183
Squill, the Vernal, 185
Staghurst, the gardens at, 212
St. Anne's-on-Sea, 467
Stems, square, 104
Strawberries, 101, 156, 239, 263. 291, 299,

312, 338 ; in pots, 84 ; layering and
planting of, 259 ; soil for, 378

St. Fiacre, 353, 382
Strawberry beds, 134 ; Laxton's Leader,
338 ; season, how to prolong the, 259

Subsoil, bringing to the surface the, 79, 104
Sucker growths, removing. '202

Sugar Beet. 119, 433 ; and Brown Beans,
454, 478 ; experiments. 87, 96, 105

;

syrup, 414, 505; war-time use of. 111
Sulphate of ammonia, prices of, 231
Sunflowers, 207
Surface cultivation, 176 ; dressings, 310
Survivor^*, the, 472
Swede, Cabbage and Turnip, 103, 121
Swedes, 138, 178, 230
Sweet Pea .\lex. Malcolm. 250 ; Cupid,

329 ; Elegance, 230 ; .Moneymaker, 42,
48 ; .Mrs. Tom Jones, 250

Sweet Peas, 167, 304, 475 ; Spencer,
early blooming. 352

Symphytum officinale, 138

Tea and war. 535
Telopea speciosissima, 95
Theophrastus, 55
Thoni, Paul's Scarlet, 220, 319
Thyme, increasing. 207
Toads wanted, 490
Tomato Bide's Recruit, 442 ; culture,

books on. 233
;
grafted on Potato, 343 ;

growing in a lofty conservatory, 404 ;

Kondine Red. 522 ; maincrop. 353 ;

plants, outdoor, topping. 360 ; Princess
of Wales, 57

Tomatoes. 134. 143. 191. 228. 239. 325,
400, 496, 304. 522 ; and Potato disease,
269, :)03; early. 116; growing in
boxes. 101 ; in pots. 263 ; in the open,
77, 79. 81. 105, 434. 487 ; outdoor, in
Scotland. 87 ; side growths, 504 ;

yellow, 235, 331
Tools, garden. 106. 123
Tortoisiw in gardens. 118
Tree leaves, value of, 532
Tree planting, German prisoners for, 328
Trees and shrubs, grafted, 350 ; pruning,

61 ;
young, 436

Trencher poems. 192
Trenching. 80. 128, 150, 410, 450. 496
Trollius Ledebouri, 249
Tropax>lum speeiosum, 398
Trowel, the ' Perfect," 273
Tubs, gardening in, 268
Tulip Eclipse, 202 ; list, an ideal, 117 ;

Nomenclature Report, 337, 489, 502,
514 ; plantings, 5 ; tittle-tattle, 214,
358, 399

Tulipa Spreng4Ti ruminations. 237
Tulipes plurlHores. l:S2, 131. 1611

Tulips, Darwin, 502 ; height and colour
of, 479, 550 ; in the garden. 420, 433

Turnip flea, a trap for the. 139
Tuniips, 137 ; cold, 221, 232

Valley, an upland, :i08

Vegetable and fruit drying. 272, 397 ;

composts, 154 ; crops, desirability of
late, 237 ; review of, 353 ; ground,
cleaning the. 191 ; growing, cinemato-
graph pictures of, 172 ; rotation or
repetition in, 533 ; in war-time, 120 ;

production increased, 51 ; seeds, Eng-
lish, in the Tropics, 201 ; for Ruhleben
Prisoners' Camp, 171 ; waste, 140

Vegetables, a housewife's list of, 33 ;

autumn and winter, 475 ; below an
east wall. 136 ; for .sowing during
.\ugust. 293 ; for the Navy, 36 ; grow-
ing for the French Army, 316; inter-

cropping, 59 ; large and small, 172,
197 ; planting a flower border with, 35 ;

si'asonable remarks on, 104 ; select for

1918, 552 ; storing of. 411 ; the grow-
ing of. 59, 83, 99, 113, 131, 141, 161 ;

the need for early, 63 ; to grow in a
cold greenhouse. 85 ; to sow and trans-

plant, 246 ; watering. 234
Vegijtarian dishes, two good, 262
Veltheimia viridifolia, 127
Veronica, the Willow-leaved, 502, 527 ;

Traversii, 383
Vine. Black Hambiu-gh. at Melchet Court,

413; bleeding, to prevent. 197; on walls

outdoors, 328
;
pruning lateral growths,

265 ; -the Claret, 415 ; to combat mealy
bug on. 85, 384

Vines, 70, 124, 178 ; early, 61, 109

;

how to grow without fire-heat, 136,

551 ; late, 109 ;
planting new, 477 ;

pot, 70 ;
pruning, 521 ; young, 10

Viola bosniaca, 510 ; the, in war-time, 356
Violas, 410 ; how to treat, 233
Violets, double, 167 ; in frame, 331, 450
Vitis betulifolia, 474

Wahlenbergias, the, 336
Wallflowers, old i: young, 193
Water snails in Lily pond, 437, 454
Watkins and Simpson's new premises, 34
Weeding, a word about, 283, 478
Weeds and their destruction. 155, 305,

343, 334 ; in lawns, 383, 443
Wheat crops, condition of, 149
Winter and war, 424 ; effects of. 107, 115,

457 ; flowers, 554, 563
Wireworra, 159, 172, 195, 525, 527
Wood, well-ripened, 233, 256, 293. 355
WooUy aphis, 105

Yew hedges, a caution, 293
Yews and Hollies, planting, 536
Yucca damaged by frost, 124
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Aboruchill Castle, 544
AcokaDthera spectabilis, 63
Aldenham, intorcropping at, 59

;

pasture, 51
Allotment, a reader's, 345
Aiidrosace glaciali^, 227 ; primu-

loides, 251
Anemone alpina siUfurca, 200

;

Pulsatilla. 120, 150
Annuals, 24
Antirrhinum Captivation, 54
Apple Adam's Pearmain. 506

;

Annie Elizabeth, 91 ; Belle de
Boskoop, 460 ; blossom, 196

;

Calville Blanc. 506 ; EUison's
Orange. 474 ; >[oublou, 455

;

Newton Wonder, 422 ; Orleans
Reinctte, 351 : Peasgood's Non-
such, 432 ; Rev. W. Wilks, 412 ;

Rival, 460 ; St. Everard, 416 ;

Tom Putt. 197 ; tree, grafted,

344 ; White Nonpareil, 506 ;

William Crurap, 65
Apples, collection of, 433
Apricot Spurs, 561
Arenaria baloarica. 42
Artichokes, Jerusalem, 537
Arum, Red, outluie of, 280
Ai^paragus, giant, 221
Aster alpinus, 264 ; Thompsonii,
373

Azaleas at Weybridge, 207
Barberry fruits, 538
Bean, Dwarf, Reliance. 153 ;

French, Earliest of All, 257
;

Longpod, 214 ; Runner, Hack-
wood Park Success, 164

Beans, Broad, Leviathan, 215 ;

Rimner, in pots, 131 ; row of,

98 ; staking, 140, 174
Beetroot Crimson Globe, 44

;

Sutton's Green Top, 522
Border, Munstead Wood, 21
Bramble, spray of, 280
Jirassicas, clubbing in, 480
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Lady Man-
ningham Buller, 521

Broccoli, the Hardy Christ mas
White, 37

Brunsvigia Josephina) in fiUl

flower, 550
Brussels Sprouts, 175 ; club root

on, 449 ; Dwarf Gem. 96
|

Bulbophyllum Ericssonii, 436
Cabbage, Chinese, 353 ; Dwarf

Green Curled, 258 ;
planting,

172
Cabbages for spring, 333
Camellias in the open, 3
Campanula pulla, 356 ; Baineri,

357 ; X pulla, 357 ; rupestris,

219
Carbenia benedicta, 543
Carnation Border Yellow, 520

:

Countess of Wilton, 61 ; Red
Ensign, 43 ; Wheatear, 513

Carrot Intermediate, 246 ; New
Intermediate, 283

Carrots, seedling, after thinning,
165 ; overcrowded, 165

Caryopteris Mastacanthus, 477
Catalpa bignonioides, 398
Cattleya Astron The Bell Variety,

499
Cauliflower Reliable, 111 ; Stand-

well, 275
Cauliflowers, seedling, 186
Ceanothus divaricatus, 518
Celery, blanching, 87, 282. 283,

370 ; fly, 188, 234 ; grown
between Asparagus, 394 ; inter-

cropped, 321
;

planting, 247
Cerastium tomentosum, 243
ChautareUe, 371
Cherry, Morello, double, 184
Chicory, French, 157
Chionanthus virginica, 507
Choco, the, 310
Chopper, home-made Nettle. 113
Chrysanthemum Donald, 499
Clematis Armandi, 519; grafted,

515 ; recta, 391 ; showing
" die-back," 491

Codonopsis ovata, 312
Colewort, the Hardy Green, 258
Cordyiine australis, 318, 319
Cordylines, a group of, 293
Corydalis ochroleuca, self-sown,

407
Crab, Japanese, 203
Cragwood, Windermere, 396
Crane-fly, 58
Crocus chrysanthus Warley

Variety. 100
Crocuses, drifts of, 138
Curranti», Black, big-bud on, 28

from

529 ;

Cyclamen Cherry Ripe, 168
Cydonia MaiUei, 513

Daffodil bulb attacked by Fu-
sarium. 1S9 ; Cassandra Seed-
ling, 322 ; Distingue. 178

;

Heather Perfection. 30 : Sybil
Forster, 322

Dahlias, Mignon, 413
Daphne, after Parkii^on, 563
Deutzia Viimoriuii. 224
Dianthus Allwoodii. 16
Dracaena garden, 335
Drill, making a, 172
Dryas octopetala, 176
Duckweed. 418 ; skimmer for, 481
Earlham Hall, 114y 115
Eelworm. 188
Endive, Batavian. sowing, 291
Erinus and wild Geranium, 407
Eritrichium nanum, 226
Erodium Chamaedryoides, 82
Eryngium Oliverianum, 411
Eustoma Russt-Uiana Ellisii, 376
Flax. New Zealand, 393
Flower-bed, useful, 419
Food Production Conference, mem-

bers of, 438
Foxgloves, self-sown, 361
Freesia La France, 71
Fritillaria aurea, 166
Fruit-picking ladder, 406
Fruit tree label, 273
Fruit trees, winter moth on. 234
Galanthus Elwesii, 4
Garden, blue and mauve. 372

;

in Japan, 530, 531 ; old walled,
at Nailsea Court, 22 ; wall, 75

Gastrolobium cordifolium, 76
Genista virgata at Monreith, 285
Gentian, the Willow, 446
Gentians and Saxifrages, 192
Geranium atlanticum, 143
Glen Clova, 386
Glyceria aquatica, 311
Gooseberries, protecting

birds, 112
Gooseberry Lancer, 492
Gourds, young, 304
Grapes, Black Hamburgl

in an amateur's vinery, 551 ;

Moore's Early, 528
Halesia tetraptera, 211
Heath, Irish, 372
Hellcborus altifolius, 559
Heraclenm Mantegazzianum. 387
Herb walk at Abbeyleix House, 542
Hibiscus Sabdariffa, 108 ; Wai-

msea, 427
Honey, 497
Hornbeam hedge, 403
Hotbed, making a, 532
Hydrangea Hortcnsia. 308
Hyoscyamus niger* 133
lllicium religiosum, 232
Indian Corn, 435
Insects that help the gardener.

198, 199, 210, 211
Iris Dorothea, 248 : garden at

Weybridge, 208 ; Juno, Roseii-
bachiana, 323 ; Leucothoea, 40 ;

reticulata Cantab, 107 ; Ring-
dove, 225 ; Snow Queen. 298'

Irises at Colchester, 286
Jacobinia chrysostephana

.

golden-flowered, 33
Jasmine, the Winter, 554
Judas Tree. 139, 161
Juiiiperus phcenicea, 457
Labels, useful, 273
Lachenalia Rosemary, 349
Lavender, an edging of, 303
Leeks, 255 ; blanching, 282
Aldenham, 395

Lettuce between Celery, 279

;

Holborn Standard, 332
Lcucojum vernum carpaticum, 103
L'exercice de la Baguette, 399
Lilac Ellen Willmott, 224
Lilium giganteum, 284 ; Krameri

in wood, 545 ; nepalense. 420
;

speciosum x auratum, 359
Lily, an unnamed, 405
Lonicera Maackii, 549
Maize cob, 160
Mandrake and fox-terrier, 180
Marrow bed, 272 ; Rotherside

Orange, 320
Marrows and Pumpkins. 428

;

Custard, 236 ; in seed-bos, 209 ;

on poles, 307 ; watering. 261
McGran, James, 7
Meconopsis quintuplinervis, 373
Meliosma cuneifolia, 355
Mertensia prJmxUoides, 274
Mesembryanthemum Bolusii, 508 ;

tigrinum, 508

the

at

Michigan, a formal garden in, 483
Molynenx, E., 7
Morsea papilionacea, 1

'Mounton House, Tiarella and
Saxifrage at. 142

Mushrooms, gathcrhig, 384, 385 ;

in the open, 185
Musk, fragrant, owner of, 209

Narcissi, white, beneath Plum
blossom, 459

Narcissus Poetaz Elvira, 195
;

Queen Anne's double Daffodil,

145 ; Santa Maria, 144 ;

tonuior, 145
Nerines, a pot of, 458
Nut tree, 517

Olearia macrodonta, 334
Onion and Cabbage plants, 516 ;

Autumn Triumph, 341 ; bed,
444 ; fly, 245 ;

plantation.
Aldenham, 306 ; Record, 270 ;

set and bulb, 29
Onions Ailsa Craig, 163, 493 ;

Cranston's Excelsior, 163 ; dry-
ing, 445

Onosma taiu-icum, 93
Ornithogalum laeteum, 55
Oxted Place, 470, 471
Pseonia albittora The Bride, 237
Paeonies, herbaceous, in grass, 262
Passiflora cdulis, 41, 327
Pea and Bean weevils, 234

;

Carter's Daisy, 553 ; Dwarf
Peerless Marrowfat, 17 ; Edwin
Beckett, 64 ; Johnson's Perfect
Marrow, 331 ; Lord Kitchener,
2 ; Senator, 121, 141 ; Sutton's
Early Giant, 552

Peas growing on wiro-nctting,

162; sowing, 172
Peach Royal George. 388
Pear Doyenne du Cornice, 448 ;

Gansd's Bergamot, 89 ; General
Todleben, 130 ; house at
Allington, 461

Phlox canadensis Laphami Perry's
Variety, 123

Phloxes and gateway, 545
Pieris formosa, 408, 409
Pinks, Heucheras and Alyssnm, 83
Plan of Rose garden, 9, 20, 38 ;

small garden 39, 60, 94
Plant hunting in Upper Burmali,

346
Plum Coe's Golden Drop, 222

;

suckers, 202 ; Victor Christian,

441
Pool and statues, 154
Poppies, Shirley, 358
Portraits : Christy, Captain, 62 ;

de Rothschfld, L., 216 ; Druery,'
C. T., 351 ; Massee, George, 7 ;

Maxwell, Sir Herbert{Dedica(ion)
Orpen, O. G., 463 ; Ross,
Charles, 62 ; Schneider, George,
18 ; Stredwick, James, 135

Potato Dunnottar Castle, 11,

305 ; Eighty-fold, 50 ; freaks,

443 ; Golden Wonder, 329 ;

Gordon Castle, 479 ;
growing

out, 268 ; Harbinger, 73

;

Marsland Queen, 50 ; Mid-
lothian Early, 369 ; Prosperity,
25, 503 ; Queen Mary, 50

;

second growth of, 292 ; super-
fluous shoots, 68 ; The Chapman,
49 ; The Colleen, 49 ; tubers,
greening, 462

Potatoes at Aldenham, 271 ;

earthing up, 173, 260 ; lifting,

173; May Queen, 514; plant-
ing, 172, 318

;
preparing ground,

149 ; seed, 172 ; spraymg,
173, 267, 294, 295, 314 ; sprout-
ing, 12, 68 ; storing, 462 ; wind
screen for early, 95

Pot-pojrri, making, 324, 325
Primula Allionii, 129 ; Eureka,

179 ; La Lorraine, 434 ; nutans,
298

" Product, ye, of ye hottest
climate," 151

Pumpkin The Mammoth, 47

Quiuce, Japanese, 453

Raniuiculus glacialis, 226 ; pyrc-
naeus, 201

Raspberry canes, thinning, 223
Reinwardtia tetragyna, 32
Rhododendron ferrugineum prse-

cox and Genista hispanica, 27 ;

Marquis of Lothian, 249; Oreo-
trephes, 557

Rhodostachys andina, 48
Rhubasb, forcing, 53 ; Monk's,

300

Ribes divaricatum, 29
Hock garden. 122, 372
Rosa Hardii, 547 ; Hugonis, 179

;

microphylla. hips of, 484
;

Moyesii, 232 ; hips of, 484 ;

setipoda, hips of, 484
Rose Augustus Hartman, 238

;

Austrian Briar, 348 ; Charles E.
Shea, 485 ; Christine, 13 ;

Dorotliy Perkins. 473 ; garden
at Crovdon, 347 ; George
Marriott, 296 ; Hellebore, 23 ;

Lady Alice Stanley, 546 ; leaf
attacked by black spot, 289 ;

Margaret Dickson Hamill, 238
;

Mermaid. 297 ; Slinnehaha,
465 ; JMrs. Bertram Walker,
238 ; Mrs. Charles Russell,
472 ; Mrs. Littleton Dewhurst,
309 ; Mrs. Bedford, 400 ; Nellie

Parker, 14 ; Heine Blanche,
468; Souvenir de la Malmaison,
256 ; The Garland. 468

Rosemary, creeping, 92
Roses, red, 467
Rubus Xolleri, 431 ; growing over

wall, 430 ; nutkanus, 31
Rue in flower, 362
Ruhleben garden, 564, 565
Rustic lore, mine of, 442
Salvia Sclarea, 483
Savoys, planting, 281
Saxifraga Burseriana, 128 ; Gloria,

117 ; peltata, 143
Saxifrages and Hoar Frost, 555
Screen, the, at Chelsea, 155
Seakale Beet, 121
Sedum album, variety of, 317 ;

brevipes, self-sown seedlings
of, 495 ;

pilosum, 374
;

populi-
folium. 447 ; spectabile, 495

Seed bed, sowing, 260 ; boxes,
125 ; testing station, 501

Seedlings before transplanting,
152

Shallots, storing, 235
Shears, 265
Silenc pennsylvanica, 167
Slugs, trapping, 367

Snowdrop, Galanthus byzantinus^
51

Snowdrops in woodland, 67
Soil analysis, 456
Soldanella alpina, 200
Sparmannia africana, 6
Staghurst, house and garden, 212.

213
Stargroves, orchard at, 535
Strawberry layer, rooted, 259 i

Leader, 338
Styrax japonica, 381
Temple at Kew, 368
Thalictrum dipterocarpum, 326
Tomato Early Market, 81 ;

.
Holmes' Ideal. 185 ; Ipswicli
Giant. 504 ; Magnifleent, 187 :

Moneymaker, 181 ; outdoor!
360 ; Potato plant, 342 ; Prin'
cess of AVales, 57 ; Recruit
415, 505 ; Regina, 79 ; seed-
lings, 116; winter, 505

Trianon Gardens, Versailles, 516
Trifolium pannonicum, 97
Trillium grandiflorum, 285
Trowel. " Perfect," 273
Tulip Coronation Scarlet, 337
Tulipcs pluriflore.s, 132
Tulips at Weybridge, 208 ; iu

parkland, 421 ; late, 5
Turnip flea-beetles, 159 ; White

Milan, 186
Veltheimia viridifolia, 127
Veronica angustifolia, 527 ; salici-

folia, 527; Traversii, a hedgfr
of, 383

Viburnum Tinus lucidum, 489
Vineries, mixed, 233
Viola calcarata, 177
Wahlenbergia Purailio, 336
Walnut, Manchurian, 625
Wasps, work of the, 343
Watkins and Simpson's new

premises, 54
Winterdyne, Bewdley, 494
Wireworms, 58, 159
Wisley Laboratory, 99
Wistaria, 190
Zenobia (Andromeda) speoiosa, 1^

POULTRY
Appetites, keep, keen, 126
Appliances, rearing, 290
Birds, newly purchased, 126
Bone, green cut, 242
Breed, selecting a, 102
Calico, a waterproof, 290
Canary seed, 242
Changes, avoid sudden, 126
Chicks, an eye on the, 148
Chills, autumn, 464
Colds, suffering from, 426 ; to

ward off, 426
Crop, massaging the, 440
('rops. examine the, 426
Crossing, value of, 464
Culture, intensive poultry, 86, 102
Day-olds, sex in, 464
Death, caasc of. 440
Digestive disorders, 440
Drones and workers, 102
Eggs and chicks, 366
Eggs, forcing for, 278 : preserve.

278 ; scarcity of, 278 ; versus

moult, 254
Exercise, scratching, 126
Feeding, clean, necessary, 230 ;

grain, 126 ; injudicious, 440 ;

methods of, 147, 266 ; ready
for, 147 ; without grain, 204

Flocfcs, even, 366
Food, animal, 242 ; restrictions,

278 ; values, 242
Foods, other, 242
Foodstuffs and how to use them,

230
Fruit, fallen, 464
Gizzard, action of the, 266
Grain and soft food. 266 ; how

to give, 126 ; sprouted, 126
Grains, brewers', 218 ; the smaller,

126
Greenstuffs, 242 ; how to give,

230
Hens for winter laying, 254
Hoppers, dry mash, 266
Hospital, interior of, 440; the

hen, 440
Housing, attend to, 426 ; question

of, 464
Internal arrangements, 290
Laying, to prevent, 254
Leghorns, White, 102
Light, going, 440
Limcwashing, 290
Maize, 126 ; green, 218
Male, the utility, 102
ftlales, choice of, 102 ; the, 278
Mash, selecting a dry, 266; the

dry, 278

Methods, artificial, 86
Moult, late, 278 ; the coming, 254
Moulting, Irte, 254
Mustard and Cress, 218
Nesting, trap, 102
Oats, treathig the, 126, 147
Oflcakes, use of, 218
Organs sweet, keep the, 440

;

the digestive, 266 ; weak diges-
tive, 266

Outings, occasional, 254
Overheating, avoid, 148
Plant, overhauling the, 290
Poisoning, symptoms of, 464
Poultry-keeping, backyard, 86
Preparations, timely, 148
Pullet, the laying, 366
i*ullets, forward or backward,

366 ; V. hens, 366
Quarters, permanent winter, 366-

Quietude necessary, 366
Ration, a day's, 218
Rearing, artificial, 148 ; for early,

148 ; outdoor, 148 ; systematic,
366

Roof, the 290
Roots, the use of, 230
Roup, danger of, 426
Run, the, 148
Sitters v. non-sitters, 102
Sprouting boxes, 147
Stoclcs, reducuig, 278
Sunflowers, 159
Sunshine and fresh air, 86
SussL-x, praise for the, 464
Table crosses, 464
Tarring, 290
Temperature, 147
Tools needed, 290
Ventilation, 426
Weather, changeable, 426
Wheat, 126
Work-shed, a, 290

ILLUSTRATIONS
Chickens, day-old, 147
Crossbill Farm, 254
Ducks, White Runner, 278
House, intensive, 102
Orloffs, Mahogany Russian, 148>

Rliode Island Red, 440
Sicilian Butttercup, 426
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MERRYWEATHERS* ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climliers A grand stock of SluTibs and Oruamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweatuer & SONS, Ltd.. Southwell, Notts.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COI.LEOTING. By ADA B. Teetoen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,
by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
f)ra(tical information showing how the possessors ot gardens,
arge or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown "materia medica."—A prospectus
'if the book «ill be sent on application to the Offices of
Country Life." Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.

LAXTONS' SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc.; Fruit Trees, a flue stock to
ofler^niay Slid be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation
on receiptof stamped envelope.- Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
"VITROLITE" far superior to White Lead Paint, 15/- per
gall. "PLASTINE" supersedes Putty 18/- per cwt.—Full
particulars from W. Carson 4- Sons, Grove Works, Battersea.
Agents throughout the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application.— George Bunyard & Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will and that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper lias not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.

—

X prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "Codntrv Life." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers; also Dickson's Improved
Musliroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
BICKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries. Chester.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, bv
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, and readers of tills book will see
tliat it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedv
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" CooNTRY Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers <t Son
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Station: Harlow, G.E.R.

THE MANUAL OF bJaNURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and eujov
tlie satisfaction of an abundant and first-class crop instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of tlie vo.ume will be sent
on application to the Offices of " COUNTRY LIFE," LTD 20
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.
Send for illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and
Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BouiION <S Paul,
Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

iVAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
Che only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
dee advert, on page iv.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE now ready, free.—
Vegetable and F'lower Seeds of finest Selected Strains and
Tested Growth at moderate prices.

—

Barr & SONS, King
Street, Covent i.arden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—MorriBbume, Woking.

ECONOMY IN THE GARDEN—This is not
the time to pay fancy prices for Seeds and other garden
reriuisites. We have always made a puint of supplying the
very best of Seeds at prices within the reach of all.
Our 1917 SEED CATALOGUE contains a selection of the
very best varieties of Vegetable and Flower Secds,and Scott-h-
grown Seed Potatoes, at strictly moderate rates. A copy of
same sent free to anyone mentioning this paper.

J. R. Pearson & Sons, Lowdham, Notts. Estab. 1782.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS.—Ask for 1916
Illustrated Catalogue, 200 varieties, post free. From 4/- per
doz. ; 25/- per 100; carriage paid tor cash. Patronised by
Royalty.—Van deb Sluys, F.R.H.S., Guernsey.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By CHRISTOPHER TrRNOR. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the ma.\imum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Country
Life," Ltd,, 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

YORK STONE PAVING, for Garden Paths,
and Lily Ponds; Rectangular or Broken for Rustic Work,
Steps and Wall Coping; RocKery. Sawn Stone a Speciality.—Geo. Vint & beds.. Stone Merchants, Idle, Bradford.

CARNATIONS.—The principal grovi'ers use
Wellson's Plant Food in potting and feeding.—Particulars
Wellson & Co., West Mill, Leeds.

WELLS' Catalogue of Chrysanthemums and
Perpetual Carnations now ready, post tree on application.

—

W. W ells <S Co., Merstham, Surrey.

FLOWER POTS.—10 8in., 15 6in., 20 5in.,
30 3}in., 25 2!in., complete, packed free. 7/6 Illustrated
list of pots, seed and cutting pans, poultry and pigeon fountains,
trouglis, etc., free.

—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata
logues on application.

—

Jones, Churchiield, Cradley, Malvern.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in
What Soils to Plant Them," witli Catalogue free ou applica-
tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6, 25, 6/6; 50, 12/6; 10U,25/-.
All diflereut, Lamed, strong stock.—G. R. Phipps, Alpine
Nursery, Barnham, Boguor.

FIDLER'S NEW ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE OF CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS will be sent, post
iree to any address ou receipt of postcard. Write at once for
a copy. It may lielp yoa to save 60 per cent, ou your seed
bill this season. — Ij'idler & SONS, Koyal Berkstiire Seed
stores, ueadmg.

WHITELEGG & CO.'S Seed List for
Spring 1917 is now ready and will be posted free to anyone
sending a card asking for same. All seeds sent carriage paid.^
WHITELEGG A' Co. ChislehuTSt.

The Earliest Crops will prove of the Greatest Value.
SOW NOW

SUTTON'S GLOBE BEET
Invaluable for an early crop. Per pkt., Is.

SUTTON'S INIMITABLE FORCING CARROT
The earliest carrot in cultivation. Per pkt., Is.

SUTTON'S PURITY CAULIFLOWER
Heatia large, clote and of the finest quality. Per pkt., Is.

SUTTON'S EXHIBITION LONGPOD
BROAD BEAN

Pods of extraordinary lengtli. Per pint Is. 6d.
Post Free.

SUTTON &. SONS.THK KINGS SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
Kelway's Perfectly Glorious Peonies.
Kehvav's Beautiful Blue Delphiniums.
Kelway's Brilliantly-coloured Phloxes.
Kelway's Colour Borders ever in hloom.
Kelway's new and choice liardy perennial plants of all kinds.

NOW is tbe time to ORDER for Spring Planting

Kelway's Famous Glad'oli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyrethrums.
Kelway's Gay Gaillardias.

NOW is the time to SEND for particulars to

Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport, Somerset.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trat«d Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes, is now ready and will be sent post free on
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools; no solids; no open
hiters; perfectly automatic; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

DOBBIE & C0„ Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh,
will send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to

Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free, if this

i-aper is mentioned.

SEED POTATOES&VEGETABLE SEEDS.—
New success, Yielder, Queen Alexandra, Early Rose, Hebrons,
sharpe's b.\pre.~s, Mjait's, Eclipse, Lle»ellyus, Epicure, May
Qiieeu, Queen Mary, Duke of iork, cwt., 17/6; 56 lbs. ,9/-;

i;s lbs., 6/-; li lbs., 3/-; 7 lbs., 1/9. King Edwards, Factor,
Evergood, Royal ICidney, Northern Star, ISritisii Queen, Up
to Date, cwt.", 15/-; 56 lbs., 3/-; 28 lbs.', 4/8; 14 lbs , 2/6;
7 lbs., 1/6. Eatiug Potatoes, 12/6 cwt. Bags free. Free on
rail. Cash with oriier. Seud lor full Catalogue of Peas,
Beans and Vegetable Seeds.—HOKACE Taylok, Chatteris,

Camhri Igeshire.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Eawreiice Road, Soutii Tottenham.— Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

WATERER'S GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the Bnest collection In culti-

vation We cordiaUy invite you to come and select any plants

you reqmre.

—

Joh.n VVatekek, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
Tlie Nurseries, Bagshot. Surrey.

FOR PRESENT SOWING.
WATERERa' VtGKTABLli SEEDS.—
Broad Beans Early Longpod, lOd. per quart. Onion, Ailsa

Craig, selected, 1/- per packet, 3/6 per oz. Cucumber, Every
Uay 6d. and 1/- per packet. Tomato, Crimson Beauty, I/-'

and 2/6 per packet. Dwarf Bean, Ne Plus Ultra, 2/- per

q Kf art. Carefully selected collections of Vegetable seeds, from
a/fi to £5 5s. Catalogue free.—John WATEKtK, SONS JiCRisr,

Limited The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey and Twytord, Berks,
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FOR REALLY GOOD

VEGETABLE SEEDS
AT MODERATE PRICES, SEND TO

SYDENHAM LIMITED, 99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
NO ONE WILL SERVE YOU BETTER.

A FEW PRICES FOR THE CHOICEST STOCKS FOR 1917.

PEAS (All Selected Stocks).
QRADUS (3ft.), the best early marmw pea
LITTLE IMA VEL (Dwarf), extra large pods
MAY QUEEN liijft.), grand llrstearlv Marrowfat
DiA/ABF DEFIANCE (2*ft..). fiiiestdwarfmaincrop
CLIPPER (oft.), graniinew maincrop, strongl.v recommended ...

UIMIQ ,-tE (Ljft.), Eood flavour and verv prulitic
DUKE OF ALBANY (5ft.), grand for ueneral use & exhibition
*• U » OCR AT (4ft.), one of tite best late p^-as in cultivation ...

PRINCE OF WALtS (3Jft.), the general favourite

BEANS.
innPROVEO LONQPOD, best broad heap for general use ...

CANALIAN WONDt R. Dwarf French, very prolific

CHAMPION SOAR..ET RUNNER, selected stock

BEET.
CHELTENHAM GREEN LEAVED, the best for flavour...
PRhQNELL'S exhibition larue well-shaped roots
EAhLY M<_>DEL Q. OBE, the finest round variety

All otlier leading varieties i-ame price.

BORECOLE, or KALE.
DWARF QRFEN CURLED SCOTCH the best dwarf ..

COTTAQtRS* KALE, one of the hardiest
ASi'ARAQ US, delicious flavour

BROCCOLI.
VEITCH'S SELF-PROTECTINQ AUTUMN
SNOWS WINTER WHITE
SP INQ WH'TE, viry hard\' ; specially selected
LATE I..UEEN the heat late Broccoli "

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
THE WHOXTON, the verv best 6d.

CABBAGE.
ELLAM'S EARLY DWARF SPRINQ 8d.
FIRST AND BEST, for Autumn sowing 8d.
BEST OF ALL (SAVOY), early, and strongly recommended 8d.

CARROT (Cleaned Seed).
EARLY GEM, for forcing 8d.
EA LY NANTES, beat for earlv crop outdoors 8d.
JAMES' SCARLET be^t selected 6d.
SCARLET INTERMEDIATE (St. Valery), best exhibition 6d.

CAULIFLOWER.
DEAN'S EARLY SNOWBALL, best selected strain... per pkt. ed.
ALi THE YEAR ROUND, very distinct, large heads „ 6d.
EARLY LONDON, best for general use per oz. 1s. 6d.
WALCmEREN, tine, large close white heads , Is. 6d." "

"

„ Is. 6d.

Per pint.
lid.
lid.
Is
Is.

lid.
lOd.
lid.
lid.
9d.

9d.
9d.

lid.

Per oz.
lOd.
9d.

4d
4d.
4d.

Is.
Is. 9d,
Is. 6d.
Is. 3d.

VEITCH'S AUTUMN GIANT, best for Autumn

CELERY.
STANDARD BEARER, the Bnest flavoured red
BIBBY'S DEFiANCt, the best white
WHITE GEM, finest dwarf white

LEEK,
THE LYON, best and largest
MUSSELBURGH, excellent for general use

LETTUCE.
ALL YEAR ROUND, excellent and reliable

CONTINU.T Y, very crisp aLid tender
ICEBERG, one of the best for spring or summer
UNIQUE, pretty frilled foliage, very tender
WONDERFUL, keeps tender a long time
GIANT PARIS WHITE ^Cos), best for summer use
BALLOON (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
EXCELSIOR (True) (packets, about 1 000 seeds, 6d.)
AILSA CRAIG (packets, about 1,000 seeds, 6d.)
BEDFORDSHIRE CHAMPION, flne oval shaped, good size

WHITE SPA ISH, or RbAOINQ
GIANT ZiTTAU

PARSNIP.
HOLLOW CROWN, Specially Selected
STUDENT, good size and shape

RADISH.
FREN3H BREAKFAST, best oval shaped, early
WOOJ'S EARLY FRAWE, best long-rooted
ICICLE, long wijite, excellent flavour
MiXEO TURNIP, best for summer use
SPARKLER, unitiue scarlet and white

SHALLOTS.
BEST SELECTED ROOTS per lb

SPINACH.
VICTORIA LONG STANDING SUMMER
PRICaLY-SEEOED, or WINTER

TOMATOES.
HOLMES' IDEAL, specially recommended
HOLIVES' SUPREME, heavy cropper ...

UP TO uATE, good and popular variety „
EARLY DAWN, very early, good outdoors or in „

TURNIP.
MO:>£L WHITE STONE
RED GLOBE
GOLDEN BALL

per pkt. (200 seeds)

„ „ (-200 seeds)

„ „ (200 seeds)
(200 seeds)

Per pkt.
3d.
3d.
3d.

Per oz.
Is. 2d.

Is.

6d.
6d.
6d.
8d.
8d.
6d.
6i»,

2s.
2s.
Is.
Is,
Is.

3d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.

2d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d.
4d.

3d.
3d.
3d.

THE 5/- COLLECTION OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
SUFFICIENT FOE AN AVERAGE VILLA GARDEN, CONTAINS:

BEANS, BROAD ...
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AUCmOM^S.

HERBAGE01I8
PLANTS, LILIES,

HARDY SHRUBS,
BULBS and

DECORATIVE
PLANTS

in Great Variety.

AUCTION SALES
Every Monday, Wednesday,

and Friday, by

PROTHEROE & MORRIS
at their Central Sale Rooms,
67 & 68. CHEAPSIDE. LONDON, E.C.

Catalof-ucs sent nn apt>liciJtioii.

Established 1836.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS I

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
|

EVERY THURSDAY,
AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
I

Central Sale Rooms,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.
CATALOOUES ON APPLICATION.

Fl nWFR ^FFflQ —Best strains of all therLUWCK OCCU9. p^pj^r l^i^j^ „ff^red.

Hardy Plant. Sweet Pea, uncommon and
rare seeds a speciality.

VEGETABLE SEEDS.- f/Jjf:,
'

-J
moderate prices.

HARDY PI AMTQ - Herbaceous and AlpinennnUI rkHniO. ^^^^^^ i„ ^^^^^ variety.

including several novelties.

ROSES — Strong plants, in all the leading

varieties. Ramblers, particularly strong

at very low prices.

FRUIT TRFFC — Splendid fibrous rootedrnUII inttO.
trees, in all sizes and;shapes.

Fruiting Trees exceptionally fine.

CATALOGUES of above on application to

THOMPSON & MORGAN,
Seed Establishment and Hardy Plant Nurseries,

IPSWICH.

ROCKERY STONE
in large or small pieces, from 1 /- per ton.

Stone Qarden Rollers, Crazy Paving, Spar,
Limestone, or Qritstone Chippings for Footpaths.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Etc.

ESgUIRE

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,
DARLEY DALE, MATLOCK.

THOMSONS
V I rs E, PLANT 6'VEGETABLE

MANUR1&
Famous

for over 30 years.
Ensures success \q your

llarden; so compounded (rem
the finest ingredients procurable ^

as to comhine STIMULATING
with LASTING effects, producing
n every crop vigorous, healthy and

fruitful growth.

The dtteci result of LONG PRACTICAL
experience in gardening.

Used by Amateur and Professional
Gardeners the ^vorld over.

ALSO

THOMSON'S SPECIAL
CHRYSANTHEMUM
AND TOP DRESSING MANURE

Prices:—Vine. Plant and Ve;;etable Manure :

1 cwt. 20/-. 56 lbs. 126. 2S lb-, 7 6, 141bs.
4/6, 7 lbs 2/6. Tins 2/6. 1/- and 6d.
Carriage piiid anywhere on 56 lbs. anil tip.

Special Chrysanthemum and Top Dressing
Manure: 56 lbs. 20/-, 28 lbs- 11/-,

IJ lbs. 6/-, 7 lbs. 3/6. Tins 1/-.

Carriage Paid tinyv.'here on
2Slbs. and tip.

Sold by all Seedsinen
OR FROMSOLE ^

MAKERS

W=Tn0MS0N65OMS \I° CLOVf/NrORDS.N.B.

AWARDED DIPLOMA AND MEDAL AT THE ROYAL INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION- I9l2 -

THE MOST PERFECT *^ / ^ _ GREENHOUSES.
FERTILIZER
FOR

GARDENS.
LAWNS. Cj'.

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
Intheformof aleaf-moiild.ready for use ai any time, in the same way, .in d for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(I cwt. equallina 15 cwts.). gives better results, is clean to n;indle. sweet smellins. and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley. and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

in the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS. Secretary.

A beautiful Free Booklet giving full Pariicttlars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.

01^ BEWARE OF IMITAXIOMS ; GENTTINE ONLY IN OITR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANAI.TSI8.*^<i
Sold in B?g3 28 lbs.. 2/3: 56 lbs.. 3/6: 1 cwt.. 6/- : 5 cwts.. 28/9: lOc^vts, 55/-: for cash with order, we paying carriage by
PIckford. i:,OQdon district, "r to any station within 25 miles of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every 50 miles or part

beyond this distance.
WAKELEY BROS. A CO., LTD.. T5f> BANKSIDB. LONDON.

Also W^AKELPY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- '-hel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, eytra^aabove.

GANNELL S FAMED ROSES
We have a fine lot of

well - grown Trees in

BUSH, STANDARD. HALF - STANDARD,
WEEPERS, CLIMBERS, POLYANTHAS, Etc.

Send for Catalogue Post Free on application,

containing descriptive list of best varieties.

FRUIT TREES A SPECIALITY

Our stock consists of over 200 varieties of Apples.

Also PEARS, PLUMS, CHE^RRIES, PEACHES,
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, Etc.

Well selected kinds.

AWARDED GOLD MEDAL
(in open class) by the Royal Horticultural Society,

October 3rd, 1916.

THE NURSERIES, EYNSFORD, KENT.

THB BTOORBRIDOB HBATING APPARATUS
For Qreenhouses, Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity. Made at our
own foundry, and under our
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for
Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

J. &. lar-iivoor*
Blrmlnghim Itieet roandr;

STOURBRIOOE.

C LEAN. HEALTHY. VIGOROUS

m FRUITFOL TREES

There is no WAR ECONOMY in

neglecting to Spray this Winter.

Cue triends still are leiiing us about tiie advantEtQes Ihey are

deriving from lis use.

CLEWSTONE FRUIT PLANTATION.
ROSS. Httefordthir:

"COOPERS WINTER FLUID U o moil EXCELLENT
WINTER WASH. In addition to tUonting tha Irta it apptaf

to invieoralt ihtm during Iht atawing imiton."

t,b t i.,ia GETTING A NEWTON.

I Call. Drum 76: 2 Call Drum 14 - : 5 Cull. Drum 32 6

Special quoioliont for 40 Gallon Catkt on appl'calion

\ Gall, makes 100 Galls. Wash Of Agents Everywhere

Sole Manufaclorers.
WILUAH COOPER & NEPHEW'S. BERKHAMSTED.

BARR'S
CASH CLEARANCE SALE

Spring- Flowering Bulbs
Including DAFFODILS, MAY -FLOWERING TULIPS,
IKISES, FKEESIAS. POLYANTHUS NARCISSI, etc., for

the Greenhouse, Flower Garden, and to ualniralise in Shrub-
beries, Wild Gardens, and in grass.

A.4: Gx*esh.t:lar ESeducsed ^x*i<3es.
Bulbs in /jrst-classcotidition. Descriptive Lists on applii^ation.

BARR & SONS, 11, 12 & 13. King Street, Covent Garden, London.

SANKEYS^^o.'^poTS
•^Che BEST and Cheapesh

(jilc quiintHy nf cnch .n/* riquirril nnd h^vc " r.Trtiii^e o>' -

-tallon ("ctrrinyf '• /rryu^nlly Jmountt |o half « aliK •

5«(iJ0.>>'»fUe fof Pnctf Li»l, <rc*.

^'P.CIAL PUTS „l mM at^tripiiiius^ Duir* Bowij and Tcf-

pvns from Zd: <«ch.

RICHARD SANKer^SOrt.LTf.
Bulweil Pohhcrics. MOTTINOMAM.

For Fuel Economy
anil an unvarying

tenip&r<aturd hav3 a

genuine

shcoje:

LIST E 10 Post Free.

COMPLETE APPARATUS
FROM STOCK.

C. p. KINNELL & Co., Ld.,

65. Southwark St.

LONDON. S.E.

;et5 there f^
I

and makes the Garden ^J^^^,,

gay all the year round -rr:oTs^r.

1 everywhere in TINS at 6d.d Is., and in BRANDED * SEALED ^^
2s. 6d.; 14Ib3.,4s.6d.: 2-. lbs.. 7s. 6d.: 5Rlhs.. 12s. 6d. . 112 lbs.. 20s.

Sold «

directfromthWorkarCairLlgepaidto the United Kingdom lorCash with Order (exreptSd. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf^s & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.
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Telegrams: "FRANK CANT, COLCHESTER.'
Telephone No. 182.

CANTS
CHAMPION

The Cheapest and the Finest
Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Rose Gardens (Dept. A),

COLCHESTER.
CATALOaVE POST FREE on APPLICATION

DOBBIES
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.
160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

VTPP-ml^THTP^

OSBS

r
COLLECTfON^C * of GARDEN ROSES

A REAL BARGAIN—comprisiDg
The Qnest selection of 25 Garden Roses possible id dwarf
plants for 14/6 (with Acme Labels. 1 7'6), carriage and packing
free (or cash with order. The varieties ;

Caroline Testout. H.T.
Charles Lefebvre, H.P.
Conrad F. Meyer, Ru;;.
Edward Mawley, H.T

I

Frau Karl Drusohhi. H.P.
General DIcArihur, H.r.

I
Glolre de Chedane Guin-
nolsseau. H.P.

Gruss an Teplitz, H.T.
Hugh Dtckson. HP.
J. B. Clarke. H.T.
Jessie, D. Poly.
Lady Plrrie. H.T.
La Tosca, H.T.

Mdme A, Chatenay. H.T.
Mdme. E. Herriot (Daily

Mail Rose) P.
Madame Ravary, H.T.
Marie Beautnan, H.P.
Marqulsede Sinety,

H.T.
Mrs. John Lalng. HP.
Prince C. de Rohan, H.P-
Rayon d'Or. P.
Richmond, H.T.
Ulrich Brunner. H.P.
Victor Hugo, H.P.
Zeohyrine Drouhln. H.6.

DOSSIE & CO.,
Royal Seedsmen and Florists,

EDINBURGH.

FrulC Trees of all kinds to select from. A tiraid stock of

I
Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in ureal
.iriety. Send for Cataioque No. 12. full of interesting informa-

tion and cheap priceSi post free on application t

1 H, MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
(Dept. 2), Garden Specialists. Southwell. Notts.

Of Surpassin:^ Beauty

gUNYARD'S
FRUIT TREES

CATALOGUe
by ReTURT\

IB

GEORGE BUNYARD^CO.
Royal Nurieries,

MAIDSTONE.
Ud.

Write to-day for

THIS FREE BOOK.
Our Free GUIDE TO GARDEN WISDOM AND
GUARANTEED SEEDS is more than just a free
catalogue. Gives you 164 large pages of Garden
Seed Facts that are educating in a good and inter-
esting way. It's a story of better Seeds, lower
prices and a stronger guarantee. EVERY packet
of Seeds ordered thence MUST grow for you and
please you or you will get itREPLACED FREELY.
Tliey more than double the output and joy of your
garden, yet cost no more to buy. Just send a post-
card for your free copy to-day. No obligation of
any sort. Address us personally :

TOOGOOD & SONS,
Seedsmen to H.M. The King,

so U T H A M PTON.

eSEED potatoes.=
REPORTED VERY SCARCE.
Order NOW, so as to secure
your supplies at these prices.

Carriage paid on 28Ibs. or more.
Bags Free.

EARLY. 141bs. 28 1bs.

11 like of York
Early Puritan
Express (Sharpe's)
Queen Mary

2nci EARLY
British Queen
Epicure (Sutton's)
(jreat Scot

4/11
4/-

4/7
4/-

4/-
3/8

4/11
4/-

9/9
7/9
9/-
7/9

7/9
7/3
9/9
7/9

56 lbs.

19/-
15/3
17/9
lS/3

15/3
14/3
19/-
15/3Lancashire Lass

MAINCROP.
Arran Chief ... 4/7 9/- 17/9
Clieshire Champion 3/8 7/3 14/3
Dchs. Cornwall ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
Bvergood 3/8 7/3 14/3
Factor 4/- 7/9 15/3
Cheshire Edwitrds 3/3 6/3 12/3
Up-to-Date ... 4/- 7/9 15/3

When ordering, say whether Irish,
Scotch, Lincolnshire, or'Cheshire grown
seed is preferred. If no preference is

stated. Bees will send what is best
suited if) your locality.

SWEET PEAS.
Mersey Collection.

15 Seeds -t /Q 12 varieties
each. ' / ^ post free.

Dobbies Cream R. F. Felton,lav.
Sunproof Crimson Qn.of Norway, m*ve
Royal Purple Stevenson, orange
Rosabelle. rose Hercules, pink
Barbara, salmon America Spencer
King White KiiiK Manoel, m'.

Liverpool Collection.
15 Seeds 1 "I H ® varieties
each. I 11 post free.
Mrs. Cuthbertson, Edrom Beauty, or'ge.
,Tno.Ingman,c'mine Dobbies Scarlet
Margaret Atlee, pk. C. Hinton, white

Lancashire Collection.
15 Seeds O /^ 18 varieties
each. ^/ ** post free.
Mersey and Liverpool Collections com-
bined, and packet Gypsopbila elegana,
gratis.

ONION SETS.
These tiny bulbs make it possible for
you to avoid the ravages caused bv the
onion fly. In addition you secure an
earlier crop of fine, well finished bulbs
of the Ailsa Craig Type.
The cost is about 6d. per cwt. of crop
wlien well grown. Orders should be
placed NOW to secure full delivery.
One pound contains about 150 to 160

lib. 1/4, postage 5d.
21b3. 3/-, post free.

ORDINARY SHALLOTS.
Fine, clean, sound, hard bulbs, for im-
mediate delivery.
Tibs. 3/6 141bs. (1 stone) 6/6
Carriage paid. Cash with order.

General Seed Catalogue is being posted
to customers; will other readers please

apply for a free copy.

175c, Mill St.,

LiverpooL

VOLUME V. JUST PUBLISHED.

STANDARD CYCLOPEDIA of

HORTICULTURE. BAILB'/
In Six Vols.
L. H.

With Coloured and other IlkistratioDS. Vol. I.,

A—B. Vol. II., C—E. Vol. III., F—K. Vol. IV.,
L—O, Vol v., P—R. 25/- net each.

Journal of Botany.—" As a Cyclopedia it stands far above any-
thing we have seen, and the publication of the succeeding
volumes will be looked forward to with interest."

Illustrated Prospectus ^ost free on ap/ilieation.

MACMILLAN & CO.. LTD., LONDON.

Anemone Mallenderii.
A, Pulsatilla x A. Montana Rubra.

One of the best new hardy border or rock plants sent out
for some time. First-Class Certificate at North of England
Horticultural Society's Exhibition, 1915. Now is the time
to plant.

Strong plants 2/6 eacii, carriage free. Cash with order.

J. MALLENOER, F.R.H.S., Scrooby, BAWTRY.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

ON
page 8 will be found a list of Potatoes

^ just issued by the Board of Agriculture

I that are immune from wart disease

r and recommended for planting in

1917. These varieties alone are per-

mitted to be grown on land known to be infected,

and in most cases the variety is accompanied by

the name of the dealer able to supply such tubers,

both valuable steps in the direction which it seems

best to follow. It will be observed that the list

of varieties highly susceptible to wart disease

includes such well-known early and maincrop

Potatoes as Midlothian Early, Sharpe's Express,

King Edward VII., Up - to - Date,

.Vrran Chief and The Factor. These

and other varieties named cannot

be planted on infected premises,

while it is illegal to plant any

Potatoes on infected premises except

with the licence of the Board of

Agriculture.

Early Potatoes Under Glass.

—

With the primary object of encourag-

ing the Lea Valley nurser\iuen and

market gardeners to proceed with

what is acknowledged to be an

unprofitable undertaking, Mr. A. B.

Lister, D.I.C., B.Sc, Director of the

Experimental and Research Station

at Cheshunt, has drawn up a pam-
phlet entitled " Hints on the Culture

of Early Potatoes Under Glass."

The pamphlet contains much useful

information on soil preparation and

manuring, sprouting and planting.

Copies of the leaflet may be had

on application to Mr. Lister.

Suspended Publication of the
" Gardeners' Magazine."—With the

last issue in the Old Year the

Gardeners' Magazine, one of the

oldest of gardening papers, ceased MOR
publication for the present. This

decision was arrived at by the

proprietors of our contemporary in view of " in-

creasing expenditure, a diminishing-revenue from

advertisements, and with little prospect >-<i early

improvement in either direction."

The Largest Milk Vetch (Astragalus maxi-

mUS}.—^Those who have wide borders might try

Astragalus maximus. This is a very handsome,

robust growing species with massive spikes of

yellow flowers. We always admire a fine clump of

it which grows in the Astragalus bed at Kew. It

is easily raised from seed, but our plants seem
slow in reaching the noble dimensions of the Kew
specimen.

A Dwarf Moraea.—The accompanying illustra-

tion of Morsea papilionacea depicts a little-loiown

bulbous plant from the Cape, which is said to have

been first introduced to this country in 1795. It is

figured in the Bolantcal Magazine, t. 750, published

in 1804. Attached to the photograph, sent by
a Cape Town reader, is the following note : "A
very beautiful but delicate flower, found in

several tints from pale yellow to bright orange

and pink, with chocolate markings in the centre.

The Morsas are closely allied to the Iris family.

This is one of the smallest growing, being ordy

some 3 inches to 6 mches high, and the flowers

PAPIHONACEA, " ABUNDANT IN SANDY SPOTS
NEAR CAPE TOWN."

are pleasingly fragrant. Thunberg describes it as

abundant in sandy spots near Cape Town.'*

Retirement of Mr. W. H. Divers, V.M.H.—
We learn that Mr. W. H. Divers of Belvoir Castle

Gardens is about to retire from the position he has

held with marked ability for twenty-three years.

The gardens are renowned for their charming spring

effects, and the exquisite " Duchess' " garden was
the subject of an illustrated article in The Garden
of April 22, 1916. Mr. Divers was honoured with

the Victoria Medal of Honour in 1912 We are

indebted to him for the particulars and illustration

of Mistletoe growing on a Pear tree which appeared

in last week's issue. His new address will be

West Dean, Hook, near Surbiton, Surrey, only

half an hour's journey from Westminster. We hope

Mr. Divers will enjoy his well-earned retirement

for manv vears to come.

The Will of Mr. N. N. Sherwood, J.P.—Mr.
Nathaniel N. Sherwood of Prested Hall, Kelvedon,

Essex, who died on July 20, igre, left estate of

the gross value of £51+,949- The testator gives

£500 each to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution, the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund
and the Princess Frederica's Home for Gentle-

women. The executors of his will are Mr. Sher-

wood's sons, Edward and William,

and Mr. C. J. Parton (solicitor). To
the last named he gives £500 ; £200 is

given to Dr. Leedham Fuller
; £300

each to T. W. N. Cox, business

manager, and William Cox
; £200 to

John Kay, in his employ
; £50 to each

employ^ of thirty years*, £40 to each

employe of twenty years', and £10 to

each employ^ of ten years' service
;

£20 to his coachman, May ; £20 to his

gamekeeper. Hunt ; and an annuity of

£100 to his housekeeper. Miss Hopkins.

For many years Mr. Sherwood was head •

of the large wholesale seed firm of

Messrs. Hurst and Sons of Hounds-

ditch, and the volume of The Garden
for 1912 is dedicated in his honour.

Fuchs and Technical Terms.

—

It is one of the most obvious truisms

that every science and every calling

gathers to itself in the course of time

a collection of technical terms which

are worse than "double Dutch" to

he outside public. How few except

tailors themselves could point to the
" taUor's thumbs" on a private's

thick khaki overcoat. So it is with

botany. Only botanists know the

meaning of the many technical words

and expressions, such as " micropyle"

and " true respiration of plants "
; but. gardening

and botany being so closely related, a fair number

of these have become common property, although

it must be confessed that the gardener is often a

little too lax in his usage of many of them, and

calls a Strawberry a fruit and a Crocus a bulb.

The first list of botanical technical terms appeeired

in the Latin edition of Fuchs* " Historia Stirpium,"

published in r542.

•»• Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

already done so are asked to order TrfE GARDEN to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obinate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance

sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Mistletoe on Oak.—With regard to the note on

page 620, December 30 last, it must be remem-
bered that the American Mistletoe is Phoradendron

flavescens and not our Viscum album. The American

plant differs from ours in having its flowers and the

succeeding berries on jointed spikes bearing five

or more, instead of the sessUe group of three at

most of our familiar plant.—E. A. Bowles.

Mistletoe on the Pear.—I was much interested

in the excellent illustration in last week's issue

of The Garden of Mistletoe growing on a Pear

tree. It seems not unlikely that this plant was
sown by the hand of man, but it would be interesting

to hear of any authentic instances of its occurrence

on Pear through the agency of a bird. Mistletoe

is very abundant in the orchards of Worcestershire

and Herefordshire, but I have never seen it there

on a Pear tree. Robinia is not uncommon as a

host, and it frequently grows on Lime, Poplar,

Maple and Hawthorn. I once found it on a Hazel

in an out-of-the-way spot in Herefordshire, and

was told of another on Hazel near Malvern. The
most curious host on which I have seen it was a

Dog Rose, and I have recently been told of a speci-

men on Cotoneaster. Does it ever occur on the

Elm ? I believe Mistletoe Elms are extremely

rare, if they really exist at all. There is a fine

Mistletoe Oak on the Shropshire bank of the little

stream which separates that county from Worcestei-

shire, and another well-known tree in Eastnoi

Park in Herefordshire.—N. G. Hadden.
Nerine Description.—After what I wrote in

The Garden on page 549, November 11, 1916,

about Nerines, I had a long talk with Mr. J. T.

Bennett-Poe, a famous grower and lover of this

beautiful race, about good names by which to

describe the two very distinctive types of fl(jvvcr

which are to be found in, say, corusca major,

Fothergillii major and Lady Mary Shelley, and
those with pudjca blood in their veins, like Novelty.

He made the excellent suggestion that they

should be called "Azalea-flowered." This is better

than what I proposed, " Madonna Lily shaped."

I hoped Mr. Bennett-Poe would have penned a

few lines himself and then gone on • to enthuse

about his " darlings," but he has kept silence for

such a long space that I fear he will not write.

It would be a good thing if all interested would
agree upon these names and definitions : (i) A
Nerine-shaped flower, one like Fothergillii major :

(2) an Azalea-shaped flower, one like pudica.

Novelty, or Miss Woodward.

—

Joseph Jacob.
Blaclibird Building in tlie Hole of a Tree.—

In a recent issue of The Garden your esteemed
correspondent " Anne Amateur " refers to a

blackbird building its nest in the hole of an
Apple tree. Surely this is a mistake. Is not
" Anne Amateur's " blackbird a starling ?—F.Z.S.

[We sent this note to " Anne Amateur," who
replies as follows :

" I am sorry to controvert

the ' distinguished ornithologist,' but verily (eyen
though he should be Richard Kearton himself)

it IS a blackbird—not a starling—that builds in

the hollow trunk of my Apple tree. I have often
watched his home-comings, and his goings, for

hours from my window, and I well know a black-

bird from a starling, also that blackbirds do not
generally build in holes (that is why I mentioned
t as a curious and unusual circumstance). More-

over, last spring a starling, which evidently agreed

with the aforesaid ' distinguished ornithologist

'

that a hollow tree trunk is the proper place for a

starling's nest and not for a blackbird's, fought

the blackbird for it, and, being vanquished in the

fray, betook himself to a gully- head in the roof

guttering, and there succeeded in choking up the

pipe and drowning his family in the first thunder-

storm (and cost my factotum half a day's work,

on top of a ladder, to clear out the ruins !). Retri-

bution befel the blackbird also, for the kitten,

just arrived at cathood, caught and killed most

EARLY PEA LORD KITCHENER, A NEW
AND PROMISING VARIETY.

of the young blackbirds, and so ends this sad

but true tale.

—

Anne Amateur."—Ed.]

New Early Pea Lord Kitchener.—I was so

pleased with this variety last year that I certainly

hope to grow it on a more extensive scale this

season. With me it proved to be of robust habit,

growing to a good 4 feet in height ; but it should

be explained that it was grown on virgin land

of heavy nature that had been deeply dug, or

rather bastard-trenched, in the winter. This

Pea carried a succession of deep green and well-

filled pods from the bottom to the top of its growth.

It has two very great attributes, viz., the earliness

with which it matures and its truly delicious

flavour. It comes into bearing much quicker

even than Pioneer, while for size and sweetness,

it has everything in its favour. In the accom-

panying illustration the pods have not been specially

arranged, as they so often are in photographs,

but it shows an average growth as it appears

towards the end of the season. This Pea, which
belongs to the same type as the much-prized

Duchess of York, is introduced by Messrs. Sutton

and Sons, and it is regarded as one of the best

early Peas sent out by the well-known firm.—
H. C.

Apple Allington Pippin.—It may be that

this Apple, like some others, will not thrive on

c\'ery soil, but I suggest that Mr. Copeland should'

give it another year's trial, and if we have

a warm summer, which the past two have certainly

not been, it is probable that he will be able to

revise his opinion. My experience is that no
Apples\have been at their best for the last two
years.—E. A. B., Kent.

Galanthus Ikariae.—This is a very ornamental

Snowdrop which comes from the island of Ikaria,

ofi the coast of Asia Minor. It has highly orna-

mental foliage, this being of a glossy green and

broad and recurved, while the leaves arch grace-

fully over. The flowers, which are of good size,

are pure white, very heavily tipped with green

in the case of the inner segments. I have had

this charming Snowdrop from several sources,

including Mr. Edward Whittall, who was the

first to introduce it. My experience has not been

so satisfactory as I could desire, as, after growing

it for some time, it appeared to be peculiarly

liable to the attacks of the Snowdrop disease,

and that a severe spring injured the foliage and

led to a weakening of the bulbs. I am aware that

this is not the universal experience, but from

correspondence with other Snowdrop lovers I

fear Jhat it is the general one in the Northern

parts of the kingdom.—S. Arnott.

Potatoes and Lime.—There is a conflict of

opinion regarding the merits or demerits of lime

when applied to Potato land. I heard the other

day an agricultural lecturer who is well known
for his knowledge of manuring, and deservedly

so, state that Potatoes should not have lime.

I took the liberty of demurring to this opinion,

as in the course of a somewhat long experience in

gardens I have met a good many gardeners who told

me they always u«ed lime for their Potatoes. Some
of them said that they could not grow good table

Potatoes unless the ground was well limed. In

some cases the lime was scattered in the drills
;

in others applied during winter and dug in. I

have eaten Potatoes from land where they were

poor until lime was applied, and with that they

were excellent. A gardener of long experience

in different parts of the country who was
present when the remark was made expressed

agreement with me, and the conclusion of the

matter was that 1he expert admitted that his

remark only applied to the skin of the Potato.

By the way, I have seen Potatoes grown with

seaweed and seashore jetsam badly marked with

scab, apparently due to the salt which remained

in the manure.—A Scotsman.

"Always a Flower in the Garden."— In

the interesting and instructive article W"ith the

above title in The Garden of December i6 last,

page 605, I note that the writer speaks favourably

of that abominable and pernicious weed, Tussilago
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fragrans. Some six years ago I was induced

by similar advice to plant the thing in my garden,

and for four years out of the six I have been vainly

trying to eradicate it. The dingy, ugly aowers

have certainly a very pleasant scent and, given a

favourable season, it is winter blooming ; but a

very few degrees of frost reduce the whole plant,

both leaves apd flowers, to a repulsive black mass.

But no frost will kill the roots ; they will run

for yards round the original place of planting,

come up in a hard gravel path or work under it,

and appear amid your choicest flowers in the border

the other side. Its coarse leaves will kill any less

rank-growing plant by sheer suffocation, and

nothing short of digging up both

invader and invaded and care-

fully picking out every scrap of

the former's roots will_ be of the

slightest use. Perhaps in other

parts of England " the delicate

and fragrant thing," as Miss Hope

Evans calls it, may be a less

rampant evil - doer. Although

it grows so freely here (North

Somerset), it is, as I have said,

certainly not hardy, even on a

sheltered bank.—D. P. B.

The Hardiness of Camellias.-

The observations in recent issues

on the hardiness of Camellias

'induces me to send the accom-

panying picture of a Camellia

bush in full flower in the gardens

at St. Leonard's Hill, Windsor.

This garden is situated at the

summit of a hill, and the Camellias

are exposed to the cold north-

east winds that sweep across the

hilltop. In this garden Camellias

are not grown as isolated speci-

mens ; there are dells of Camellias

and hedges of Camellias, including

the old alba plena (double white),

Chandleri elegans (large flowers,

light rose), Valteoareda (bright

pink with snow white spots),

Bealii (deep red) and Mathotiana

(with dark double red, PjBony-Uke

flowers). Even the fragrant, small-

flowered C. Sasanqua succeeds

outdoors, also the beautiful C.

reticulata. It is strange that these

plants are regarded as tender.

The more exposed the position

the better they seem to like it.

The flowers appear early, and

they may be injured like most

other flowers that face the frosts

of spring.

—

Spartan.

The Kaffir Lily (Schizostylis

coccinea).—I have been very

much interested in reading in recent issues

of The Garden the accounts of those who
have grown this lily. I have grown this

beautiful little Lily for about ten years, but

it has never done so well with me as this year.

When first I got it from South Africa I planted

it in a fairly sunny spot in the vegetable garden,

but somehow I thought I was not kind enough

to it, as it never flowered well, and so I moved

^ome of the bulbs to a warmer place about a year

and a half ago, and gave them a dry and sunny

position against my house wall, under a window.

This year the plants have fully recovered from their

removal, and have made a gorgeous display of

flowers, which I have been picking and putting in

water for at least a month. I have found that

they last in water three to four weeks in a

warm room. All the buds, almost before they

show any colour, will open in the room by degrees,

and several persons who have seen them and not

known the plant have asked me where I got those

pretty little Gladiolus-like flowers from and what

was the name of them. The roots are still sending

up flowering stems. I have the last few nights,

when it looked like a sharp frost, put a bit of

matting over them for protection, and now I

think with a little more care I shall get a lot more

flowers from them, as I am eoine to put some

NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

CAMELLIAS FLOWERING IN THE OPEN AT WINDSOR

frame-lights over them. I certainly have found

a south wall and a dry and sunny aspect to have

suited them much better than the open garden,

as my plants have made a display of flower this

year ; and what makes this Lily such a recom-

mendation is that it keeps on flowering for weeks

in water in the house when picked. I have mixed

it with late-flowering sprays of delicate little

Michaelmas Daisies, and the two colours have

blended well together. I shall give all my plants

under the window a top-dressing of decayed leaf-

mould when they have finished their flowering,

as their situation looks so dry and poor.—F. D.

Hall, Manby Rectory, near Louth, Lined .skire.

Rose General Schablikine.^1 was glad the

other day to see that Mr. E. Beckett was able

to praise the behaviour of the Tea Rose General

Schablikine in an English garden. It does not

do well on light soils on the Riviera, but is quite

invaluable on clayey or any heavy soil, so no
doubt the strong clay soil at Aldenham suits it

thoroughly. Dean Hole used to say that if ever

he was condemned to grow only one Rose, he
should beg for a strong plant of

Gloire de Dijon as feing the most
( onstant and reliable of Roses.

P'or ray part I should ask for a

plant of General Schablikine on
its own roots, as it is one of the

lew Roses that are really best on
their own roots. It is easily struck

by cuttings of half-ripe wood,

and even will occasionally strike

when a thick piece of old wood
is thrust in the ground in autumn,
while its winter-blooming powers

are unrivalled. But there is

another Rose of unusual excellence

for autumn and winter blooming

that is not so well known. It

is a Bourbon, not a Tea, and is

therefore more of a pillar T?ose.

Comtesse de Turenne or Mme.
Wagram (for it is known by both

names) is a Rose of great value

on this coast for winter bloom.

No Rose can give finer or more
massive, globular-shaped blooms in

November and December. Its

silvery pink colouring is very

attractive, and its glossy, bright

green foliage is also noticeable

even when the blooms are cut.

It has one marked peculiarity,

which is a stumbling-block to

gardeners who prune all Roses

alike and very ruthlessly in Septem-

ber. It must not be pruned then,

but allowed to make its second

growth and flowering before any
knife is put into it. It is so checked

by being pruned in autumn that

it will not flower till January or

February, and its large and soft-

petaUed blooms suffer. '

Duchesse de Nemours is, as

its name incUcates, an old-fashioned

Rose of Bourbon strain which
deserves rescue from obUvion, for

there is no better autumnal Rose

for covering an arch. Its large blooms are a shade

deeper in colour than those of Caroline Testout, and
in this climate it is the better Rose of the twou

Neither heavy rain nor a slight frost seems to have

any bad effect on its firm petals. It has the one

disadvantage of being scentless, an unusual thing

for a Rose of the Bourbon type. It is a Rose that

strikes very easily from cuttings, and in consequence

should still find a place in the gardens of Rose

connoisseurs if a sudden fit of cold winter weather

should occur. But let it alone and only prune

out the poor and exhausted wood in February, and

you will enjoy a sequence of fine blooms throughout

the season. There is no other Rose that I have
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come across which is so marked in its habits. On
a wall in England I should think its autumn blooms

might be very beautiful where it was a little

sheltered from dews and damp. I find that cut

blooms last particularly well in the house. Its

summer flowers are never very satisfactory, being

more lumpy and irregular in shape and petal,

so that it is as an autumnal Rose it should be

recommended.

THE INGENUITY AND CON-
SERVATISM OF BIRDS

By the Rev. David R. Williamson.

THAT the beautiful feathered singers of

the woodlands and waysides, whose
music in spring and early summer is

so exquisite, possess the special attri-

butes recorded in the title of this

unambitious contribution to natural his-

tory, the following authentic narratives, the

result of observation and long experience, will

adequately show

:

For many years in my finely sheltered Manse
garden, which is now, much more than it used

to be, " open unto the fields and to the sky "

for the freer admission of sunlight and fresh air,

I was in the habit of planting annually around

a venerable Apple tree, that had almost ceased

bearing, a circle of white, lavender and orange

scarlet Sweet Peas, whose privilege it was to

grow upwards, like forms of floral aspiration,

through the branches, and whose gracious aspect

the great poet Keats, an intense worshipper of

Nature and fervent lover of flowers, has so memor-
ably described. On this aged tree, not far from
the ground, a pair of amorous thrushes began to

build their nest. As I did not wish my plants

and flowers to be contaminated at a later period

by involuntary contributions from the young and
restless (bird) generation, I took the precaution

of placing a number of pebbles in the rapidly

growing nest, thinking serenely that the " wise

thrushes." who, in the words of Robert Browning,

slightly modified,

" Sing their song twice over.

Lest they never should re-capture

The first, fine, careless rapture,"

righteously indignant at this lamentable human
interference, would go and build elsewhere. But

my hopes were not fulfilled, for the birds, intent

on carrying out their " provisional " aspirations

as soon as possible (" procrastination " not being

a word in their vocabulary), calmly proceeded

with their building as if the pebbles in question

did not exist !

Not desiring to be utterly beaten by a pair of

thrushes, I placed—this time with more amuse-

ment than indignation—a stone of very consider-

able dimensions and sensitivity to Nature's

momentous " law of gravitation " on the result

of their labours, deluding myself with the too

confident anticipation that the birds were now
completely foiled. Next morning, to my astonish-

ment, 1 found that the assiduous pair—doubtless

philosophically supposing that it was better to

bear with the evils that confronted them than

to fly to others that they knew not of—had built

an entirely new habitation on the top of the stone !

My next procedure was to tie a number of

strong black threads from branch to branch above
their latest creation, to prevent them from getting

in. In an almost inconceivably short period

they had built another house for their future

descendants in the centre of the ingenious net-

work I had constructed for their utter discom-

fiture ! Thereafter I left them not " severely,"

but admiringly, alone.

Another admirable characteristic of birds is

their intense conservatism. For at least ten

years consecutively a pair of beautiful chaffinches

built their exquisitely constructed nest in the

same picturesque position in the branthes of a

Green Gage at the foot of the Manse garden. This

special nest was constructed so closely akin in

AN EARLY FLOWERING VARIETY OF
GALANTHUS ELVVESII.

colour to its immediate environment that it was
only with great difficulty it could be localised.

A greenfinch nest was constructed for many
successive seasons on a neighbouring Apple tree.

A pair of blackbirds also built for many years

and reared their tender progeny in a Lupinus of

great strength and floral productiveness in the

centre of the garden.

From personal observation it may safely

be inferred that birds possess intelligence and

artistic capability in a remarkable degree.

AUTUMN-FLOWERING
SNOWDROPS

M^
R. CHAPMAN'S interesting note in

The Garden for December i6, 1916,

page 606, stirs me up to pen another

in defence of these favourite flowers of

mine. He charges them with getting

into bad habits, rising later year by year until

they behave like The Snark, and " frequently

breakfast at afternoon tea, and dine on the follow-

ing day," This may be true of some forms, for

I believe most of these autumnal flowers are but

forms of Galanthus nivalis ; but in my experience

of many years it does not apply to the two known
as G. Olgje and G. Rachelce, which, wherever they

can be kept alive and healthy, are sure to flower

in the end of October. They both send up flowers

before the leaves are produced. I believe and hope
that the habit is a fixed one with both of them.

G. cilicicus must surely also be reckoned as a form
of nivalis, but not as an autumnal flowerer. It

should, however, show its buds before the shortest

day of the year, and thus be in advance of the

ordinary form in ordinary situations. G. byzan-

tinus and G. Elwesii are apt to blossom very early

in the first season after planting, and then to

accommodate themselves gradually to the usual

Snowdrop season. But I find that certain indi-

viduals of G. byzantinus retain the early flowering

habit, and I have several already in flower

(December 20) in spite of the frost and snow of

the last week. One marked plant has never

failed to flower early in December for the last

ten years. I have a clump of the form that worked
its way along the months year by year till it now
flowers in the end of March, and in some seasons

lasts into April, instead of appearing in October. It

came from the Rev. H. Ewbank's wonderful garden

at Ryde, and was sent by him to Canon EUacombe,
who gave it to me, telling me of its progressive

nature. I have always hoped it might go further

still, and by flowering a fortnight later each year

come round to October again in time, but it is

now apparently contented with the lamb-like

period of March. The form from Corfu, G.

corcyrensis, unfortunately died out here, and I

have never been able to get G. Elsae. I believe

these two would prove as consistently autumnal

as G. Olgae wherever they could be made happy
enough to thrive. E. A. Bowles.

FLAVOUR IN COOKING
APPLES

THERE are some men to whom all kinds

of tobacco are alike, good or bad

;

there are others who would find no
difierence between a glass of port served

at a refreshment bar and one from a

bottle of a choice vintage ; and I venture to think

there are a still larger number to whom a cooked

Apple is the same, whatever may be the variety.

This arises from various causes ; first, from

bad cooking, and I think the more pretentious

the household the worse, as a rule. Apples are

cooked. The swagger cook is rarely content

with the natural flavour of the Apple, but must'

endeavour to improve upon it by sticking Cloves

or Lemon into the pie, and this I call bad cooking.

A second cause is that iew people take the trouble

to enquire/ what Apples they are consuming. The
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gardener sends in the fruit, the cook uses it, and

if those who eat it do notice that it is better or

worse than usual, they put it down to the cooking.

Lastly, there are the people whose palates will

not allow them to distinguish between good and

second-rate, though in the majority of cases a

little education would enable them to do so.

These ideas came into my mind because the

other day I discovered a new variety to add to

my list of good cookers and because I have often

wondered that yoiur correspondents rarely (so

far as 1 have seen) touch upon the question of

flavour. The Apple I refer to is Mrs. Barron,

by no means a new variety, buf one I had never

cooked before, and I found it excellent.

Of course, tastes differ, and what I praise some

other critic may condemn. It would be quite

impossible to pick out any one variety as the

best cooker. One is best at one season and one

at another, but one of the most delicious I ever

tasted was Thomas Rivers, fruit sent to me by a

friend in the South, for, unhappily, we cannot

fruit the variety here. I think it should be pruned

as an open bush, and needs plenty of smishine.

Again, those who have not cooked Allington Pippin

have a treat in store. We hear people complain

that this Apple when well grown is too large for

dessert. Agreed ; but cook it and you will want

more. Cox's Orange Pippin is splendid, but

here we are getting luxurious, and the fruit cannot

be spared from the dessert table. On the other

hand, Blenheim Orange, which is often extolled,

I find somewhat dry. [It is all a matter of taste,

but we know of no variety to equal Blenheim

Orange as a cooker.

—

Ed.]

Of the early Apples, Lord Suffield is perhaps

the best. Midseason Apples of fine flavour are

numerous. Cellini has a flavour quite apart,

not to be forgotten when once tasted. Golden

Noble is fine, and cooks with clear amber-coloured

juice. Bismarck is excellent if not kept too long,

and I think the same remark applies to Prince

i\lbert, which is a poor thing late in the season.

Other midseason Apples of good quality are The

Queen and Peasgood's Nonsuch, and I might

add Chelmsford Wonder.

Among the late Apples, Beauty of Kent is promi-

nent. For those who like a sharp flavour, Dume-
low's Seedling (called Wellington in the South)

is unrivalled, and no Apple can compare with it

ifor making mincemeat or relishes needing Apples

in their composition. Annie Ehzabeth is first class

for culinary purposes, and excellent for dessert

in the spring months when most of the dessert

varieties have lost their freshness ; while for the

"last of the season nothing can come up to Bramley's

Seedling. Other varieties may keep as long,

but they do not retain their flavour like this Apple.

Last August I had pies made of this variety, which

were excellent without the addition of any Idnd

of flavouring.

The few names I have given do not by any
means exhaust the list of good cooking Apples,

but are those of the Idnds for which I have a particu-

lar liking. I do not say they are the best to grow,

for, speaking for ray own locality, I have already

said that Thomas Rivers is no good ; while Lord

Suffield is a martyr to fungoid disease, Chelmsford

Wonder and Cellini suffer from canker in many
soils, and The Queen and Dumelow's Seedling

are shy bearers ; the latter also sometimes cankers.

For the above reasons market growers prefer ,to

plant Apples which, although of not quite the

same high quality, are more dependable in the

matter of cropping or more robust in their habit

of growth, and, after all, most of the market

varieties are quite, good except one. I must

draw the line at Lord Derby. I have hitherto

failed to find it even medium.

Lowdham. \. H. Pearson.

TULIP PLANTINGS

To
follow the type of formal Tulip planting

shown in the enchanting pictures of the

gardens of Mathern Palace some years

ago by Mr. H. Avray Tipping had always

been one of my dear ambitions. These

photographs, if I am n t mistaken, were published

amateurs have the best varieties of Tulips with

which to work, no excuses for poor or ugly plant-

ings arc really in place.

I submit a photograph of one of two balanced
plantings—the balance consisting in the fact that

the same arrangement occurs in opposite corners

of this garden—of late TuUps below a pink Flower-

ing Dogwood (Comus florida var. rubra). The
Tulips specified for these Box-bordered beds were to

be of either of the two groups following, and should

have been planted in the order in which those of

each group are mentioned : Clara Butt, Electra

and Dream ; or Sir Trevor Lawrence, Mystery,

Sir Harry and John Ruskin. The second group
was first in my preference because of the greater

distinction of the Tulips therein. But in such

LATE TULIPS BENEATH A PINK FLOWERING DOGWOOD.

in Country Life in November, igio. The two
entitled " A Grass AUey " and " In the Old Quad-
rangle " are lessons in beauty not easy to forget.

When the equally charming arrangements of these

spring flowers, placed and described by the same
hand, appeared in The Garden of June 17 last,

I felt more and more my own inadequacy with

these wondrous Orientals. One is never dis-

couraged when flowers are to be dealt with, however,

and fortunately, now that English and American

matters, and when the garden is another's, Tulip

plantings, like many of oiu: hopes, are on the

knees of the gods. I hear that the subjects now
shown are not in every case those specified. I

venture to think that the colour of the groups as

planned would have been fairly good below the

tree in its beauty, and suggest these for trial where

one is so fortunate as to own a fine specimen of

the Cornus. (Mts.) Francis King.

Orchard House, Alma, Michigan.
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NEW YEAR'S DAY AT BASTIA,
By W. Herbert Cox.

CORSICA

SITTING on the Cyrnos Terrace smoldng

an after-breakfast cigarette, I thought of

friends at home enwrapped in sulphur-

scented fogs, while wondering if I ought

to fetch a hat as a protection from the

sun. Gloom, grey skies, sleet, hail, cold, fog,

dirty snow perhaps at home ; here hot sunshine.

As I wandered along the Corsican byways the

birds were singing, swallows flitting,

Uzards were sunning themselves on

hot walls. Red Admiral butterflies

flying about, and bees extracting

honey from numberless flowers.

The gardens at home have gone

to rest, waiting the return of

spring; but the gardens of Corsica

were as bright and gay on New
Year's Day as on any other day

—brighter, perhaps, on account of

the Aloes. Flaming away in every

garden are they, and on rocks, hiUs

and in pots ; but in the grounds

of the Villa Lesque there is a great

hedge of them, perhaps two yards

thick and hundreds of yards long,

full of blazing scarlet blossoms, like

glowing torches, threatening the

powerof thesun. I do not know tlie

correct name of this Aloe; maybe it

is arborescens, but if so it seems

very different from the i arborescens

of British greenhouses. Maybe it is

socotrana ; anyhow, the colour is

wonderful.

At the Villa Oranga, in the high

suburbs of Cardo, are vast Camellia

trees covered with neat blossoms of

red, white, cream, streaked and

speckled. " Take away as many
flowers as you like," says M. Louis,

" but cut them ; do not break them

off. Camellias should always be cut

with a sharp Imife." We eat some
Mandarins and a few Strawberries,

gather huge Violets with long stems,

and bright Verbenas.

From the walls of the kitchen

garden of the Villa Southwell a

wealth of orange trumpets of Cape

Honeysuclde (Tecoma capenSis)

hang over, dropping flowers on the

carpet of Sweet Alyssum covering

the rocks below, and yellow Nas-

turtiums throw themselves over

another wall. Under Fort Stra-

foreUe is a villa, in the garden of which another

favourite of mine ramps gaily over fences,

besides the Bamboos. It is often disparaged,

but to see it growing thus in the wildest luxuri-

ance of creamy yellow sprays so richly scented

certainly disposes one in its favour. There, too,

the Marvel of Peru still has plenty of blossoms
;

so have Tobacco Plants, albeit they are dingy

brown ; also Cerastium shrubs with red panicles.

At the ViUa Angele the Heliotrope has grown so

big and is so full of flower that it has to be cut

xlown before tlie dining-room window will open.

Instead of the prim Box, the charming Algerian

Iris (I. stylosa) is a great favourite as an edging.

The narrow foliage is almost hidden by tlie soft

mauve flowers when tlie weather is windless. At

Turret House this is popular, the beds containing

flaring Cannas and tall Cotton Plants (Gossypium

herbaceum), with fluff falling from tlie bladder-like

pods. The pergola leading up to the house still has

plenty of golden Jasmine flowers, not those of

Jasminum nudiflorum, but of revolutum. The
gardens of the Corsicans are seldom rich, for

THE AFRICAN HEMP (SPARMANNIA ^FRICANA), WITH ELEGANT
SINGLE WHITE FLOWERS AND GOLDEN ANTHERS.

the people appear to have no love for flowers.

In the large comrnercial town of Bastia there is

not one single florist's shop, so that it is only in

the market among the turkeys, fish and vegetables

that it is possible to purchase any, and there they

are but little cottage posies ; hence no remarkable

plants can be chronicled here. The best-planted

gardens are those of the'^e mausoleums, which

are on nearly every hillside. In these gardens

the4)lue Plumbago capensis still has a few sprays,

and Bougainvillea glabra shows some mauve bracts.

Roses, too, are numerous, Roses of all shades. Teas,

Bengals, Chinas and Banksias, hanging their lovely

heads and saluting New Year's Day. Carnations are

mainly grown in pots, red being the favourite colour

;

still, there are occasionally some pink or white

ones. It seems strange that white Pinks should

be in blossom, but they are ; so are Flag Irises. In

many corners unexpected flowers are tucked away
and seem happy though neglected, such as Candy-
tuft (Iberis sempervirens), Phyllocactus with

scarlet blooms, Veronicas covered with blue or

purple tails, various Lavenders, Chrysanthemums-
and Megaseas, wliile Marigolds set odd Corners

of the beds afire. A large shrub of African Hemp
(Sparmannia africana), with elegant single flowers

and golden anthers, looks far better than the some-
what coarse, double kind. The Ivy-leaved Pelar-

goniums hang their pink petals over

the walls with golden Mesembryan-

themums, while on top wait other

Pelargoniums, white, pink and red.

They are not great favourites here,

but they grow to such a size that

they are convenient on which to

liang out the washing ! Into bushes

with woody trunks growMarguerites.

white and yellow. The Japanese

Loquat (Eriobotrya japonica) has

plenty of fra-grant blossom (see

December 23, 1916 page 615) ; so,

too, have. the Lemons; while the

Almonds arrived in good time ta

strew the path of joUy old Father

Cliristmas with soft pink petals.

From the appearance of the hill-

sides around Bastia it would seem
that some years ago the Corsicans

had nothing to do, as usual, so,

contrary to their custom, they did

sometliing—they planted Mimosa
trees wherever they could find

room. The Silver Wattle (Acacia

dealbata) is just coming into per-

fection. The fluffy golden balls

hang down from the trees and the

perfume is delicious. A. retinoides

or floribunda, called the Monthly

Mimosa because it is in blossom

every month of the year, has, as-

always, some yellow sprays, and my
favourite longifolia, with its brightly

shining foliage, is also coming out.

Not to be outdone by their exotic

relatives, the wild flowers are mak-
ing a good show. The sub-shrubby

HeUeborus corsicus, locally called

the Corsican Rose, carries heavy
bouquets, and creamy Bunch
Narcissi are out by the streams.

The "maquis" shrubs in blossom-

include Arbutus Unedo, Cistus-

monspeliensis, Rosemary, blue

Globularia alypum, Lavandula-

Stoechas, Rue and Laurustinus.

Occasionally in a clearing you may come upon
dry stems of Solanum sodomaeum, but they look,

splendid, being covered with golden Dead Sea

Apples. This is a new form, developed on the

Mediterranean from the Cape original. By the-

waysides all Idnds of blossom appear. Borage
(beloved by the bees), Daisies (our own and a coarse

kind). Cornflowers, Chicory, Cyclamen neapoli-

tanum, Arum Arisarum, shiny Celandines, Toad-
flax, tlie deliciously scented Petasites fragrans,

Campanulas, Scabious, and the blue Sea Daisy

by the lagoon.

This account of common flowers, truly noticed,

hardly suggests New Year's Day to stay-at-home-

Northerners.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning.—Continue the priming of established

trees on walls and in the open. In the case

of orchard trees that have been neglected

and the branches of which are now too thick,

cut clean away the weak ones in the

centre, giving more light and air to those

retained. In the case of smaller standard-trained

trees, the aim should be to furnish them with

main branches radiating from the centre in a

complete circle. From these main branches
smaller branchlets should aid in furnishing the

tree entirely with fruiting wood right into the

centre, Wlien once a tree is shaped, it does not

reqtiire more pruning than the cutting back of the

E. MOLYNIiUX.

ctirrent season's shoots to within an eye of the
base, the aim being, even in standard trees, to

furnish fruiting spurs freely. Plum trees in the
open, where subject to injury by birds destroying

the buds, should be thickly sprayed with lime
;

this checks absolutely such ravages if the spray
is put on properly. In the rase of newly planted
trees, defer the pruning until February.

The Herbaceous Border.

Where it is not intended to replant the border,
the whole of last season's flower-stems should
be removed, cutting them off close to the soil.

Clear away all weeds and give the border a 2-inch
surface-dressing of decayed leaves, wood-ashes,
old potting soil and burnt vegetable refuse,

completely covering the plants of herbaceous
Phloxes. Heleniums and such-like subjects which
make fleshy surface roots, from which vigorous off-

shoots are pushed up the following spring. Such
a covering stimulates growth very considerably.
In the ease of Delphiniums, which often suffer

from slugs eating the succulent growths under the
surface in early spring, it is a good plan to remove
the soil 2 inches from the crown, scatter over it

soot or lime as a preventive, and replace the soil

and the top-dressing.

Fruit Under Glass.

Pruning Vines.—This should be completed
without delay, cutting back last season's shoots
to within one or two eyes of the base. Where
the growth is satisfactory, one eye is sufficient to
retain. Sometimes two shoots are required from
one spur to fill a gap on the other side of the rod ;

then two eyes will be useful. If they are not
required, the top shoot is easily rubbed off in
spring. Where the spurs are so thick on the rods

that retaining one shoot from each spur quite
prevents a due share of light and air reaching
the leaves, cut away several to induce a more
sturdy leaf growth. This is important in the pro-
duction of good Grapes. One fully developed,
mature leaf is worth more than half a dozen weak,
attenuated ones. In the case of one. two, or three
year planted Vines, do not allow the leader to
e.\tend more than 2 feet annually. It is far better
to build up a strong base for future energy by
restricting the length of leader than to allow it

to extend 6 feet in one year with a view to filling

the vinery quickly.

Peach Trees that have made too much growth
in the past and not enough fruit should be replanted
without delay ; and although it is late for such
work, it is better done now than not at all. Make
certain that no part of the border in which the trees
are growing is dry or approaching that stage.

More harm is done to the Peach crop by dry-
ness at the roots than the reverse, that is if

the drainage is correct, as it usually is in Peach-
houses.

The Kitchen Garden.

Where large exhibition Onions and Leeks are
required, seed of Onion Ailsa Craig and Leek
Prizelaker should be sown in bo.xes of moist soil

and placed in a temperature of 50° by night.

Broad Beans of the Windsor and Longpod
t>'pes niay now be sown in lo-inch pots or boxes
where they are to fruit, leaving 2 inches of space
.It the top for a future top-dressing of mairare
to stimulate growth when the pods are swelling.

Carrots.—.\ sowing of Early Nantes or Short
Il'jrn Carrots should be made in a frame or pit
ivtr a mild bottom-heat, keeping the lights close
until the plants show through the soil, unless they
need opening to allow steam to escape from the
manure.

Peas of the Early Giant and Edwin Beckett
type should be sown in lo-inch pots in a cool house.
From such sowings Peas can be picked in May.
A sturdy growth from the start is indispensable
to success.

Potatoes like Duke of York, Ringleader and
May Queen for the earliest supplies should be
treated in a similar manner to the Peas.

E. MOLY.NEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore. Hants.

fruitful and healthy trees. Cut any damaged
roots with a sharp knife, at the same time shorten-
ing any that are extra long. Place the tree in
position, spreading out the fibrous roots; pl^nt
firmly, and if a standard tree see that it is firmly
staked, finishing with a top-dressing of loose
litter or other protective material.

Plants Under Glass.

Late Chrysanthemums still make a nice
display, while the earlier varieties have been
cut over so that they may throw up good strong
cuttings. I find my best results are obtained
when the cuttings are struck in a nice brisk tem-
perature, the single-stemmed varieties in 2§-inch
pots and the bush sorts placed in ordinary cutting-
boxes. Dibbled into a fine mixture of leaf-mould
and sharp sand they strike qMickly, and after
repotting arc gradu.illy removed to cooler quarters.

Calceolaria Clibranii is now putting out
strong growths, whii h should at once receive

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

After the New Year the work in this department
must be proceeded with apace, taking advantage
of frosty weather to wheel manure on to vacant
ground. Now is also the time to plan where
the various crops are to grow, so that the grotmd
for any certain subject may receive the necessary
attention for its particular wants. If not already
done, the Onion ground should be well trenched
and thrown up in rough ridges to be disintegrated
by the weather. This is a most valuable crop,
and any extra labour expended on the preparation
of the ground will be amply repaid later in the
season. Unlike the majority of garden crops,
the Onion may be grown successfully from year
to year on the same ground.
A good quantity of Jerusalem Artichokes

should be lifted and stored for convenience during
frosty weather. Keep Brussels Sprouts clear of
all decayed leaves and inspect the young Cabbages
that are for spring use, making firm any that may
be loosened by the storms.

Parsley may be plentiful still in the open in some
districts, but most establishments of anv size
have a good supply in frames. The plants should be
attended to regularly, picking off any leaves that
show signs of damping and allowing plenty of
air to circulate freely when the weather is open.

The Fruit Garden.

Replanting.—Where any replanting is taking
place it is well to rejuvenate the soil with a
fresh mixture of roughly chopped loam with
a sprinkling of lime rubble and wood-ashes.
The additional attention accorded at the time of
planting will be repaid in after years with good

JAMES MCGRAN.

careful staking, as the shoots are most brittle
and with the least provocation break off at the
base. Plants which have been moved into
8-inch pots should be staked with 4-feet tapering
canes, as it is not unusual to have this
elegant plant with shoots that height. It is most
happy in a cool, well-veutilated house, where
careful watering is one of the main factors in its
successful cultivation.

Begonia Glolre de Lorraine.—Plants that
have been used for house decoration during
the Christmas period may now be cut over and
encouraged to break away for an early supply of
cuttings. Keep the strongest plants for this
purpose, and do not cut over too severely. Retain
a fair amount of foliage and place the plants
on a shelf in a house with a temperature of from
55° to 60°. The plants must be kept fairly dry
till the young growths appear. Fine plants may
also be had by propagation of the leaves, but
the majority of people like best to work with the
bottom shoots.

The Shrubbery.

Most varieties of shrubs have been making
rapid growth this season, with the result that
more attention must be given them. Avoid over-
crowding, and do not be afraid to thin out the
rank growers, especially those that flower on the
current season's wood. Varieties which flower
on the previous season's growth should be handled
with discretion. In thinning thus the shrubs
are kept trim, and the growths that are left have
a much better chance to ripen.

James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)

Coodham, Kilmarnock.
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POTATOES IMMUNE FROM WART DISEASE

THE varieties of Potatoes described in

the following list have all been tested

experimentally by the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, and have been

proved resistant to wart disease of

Potatoes. The Board recommend all occupiers

of land infected with this disease to plant one or

more of these varieties, but they take this oppor-

tunity of reminding all such persons that it is

illegal to plant any Potatoes on land which has

been declared by a notice served by a duly

authorised inspector to be infected premises, or

on land which has been declared to be part of

an infected area by an Order of the Board, except

Potatoes authorised to be so planted by a licence

granted by an inspector. The penalty for illegal

planting is a fine of £io.

All persons who wish to obtain a licence to

plant should make application on a form, which

will be sent on demand, addressed to the Horti-

culture Branch, Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,

Whitehall Place, London, S.W. Letters so

addressed need not be stamped.

LIST OF VARIETIES RECOMMENDED
FOR 1917.

EARLT VARIETIES.

1. A 1 (Sutton).—An early with an upright

iaulm and rather small, crinkled leaves. Flowers

are seldom, if ever, formed. The tubers are round,

of medium size, with a white skin and yellow

flesh. Quality good. It crops moderately well

and is suited for garden cultivation.

2. Resistant Snowdrop (Dobbie).—An early with

a spreading haulm, not very vigorous. The tubers

are kidney, with white skin and white flesh. It

crops well and its quality is fairly good. The

stocks of this variety are very small.

3. Edzeli Blue.—An early with a strong, spreading

haulm. The tubers are round, skin coloured,

and flesh a pure white. It crops well and the

quality is excellent. Highly recommended for

-gardens and allotments, but its colom: will probably

prevent it becoming a popular market variety.

SECOND-EARLT VARIETIES.

4. Conquest (Findlay).—This variety has a

strong, spreading haulm. The tubers are round,

-with a white skin and white flesh. Flowers white.

The variety crops well.

5. King George (Butler).—A variety with a

fairly strong, spreading haulm. The flowers are

white. The tubers are elongated, with shallow

.eyes. In many respects the variety resembles

British Queen. It is a heavy cropping variety,

but the quality is not very good.

6. Great Scot (McAlister).—One of the best of

the second-early varieties. It is later than King

George, and might even be regarded as an early

maincrop. The haulm is tall, upright and vigorous.

The foliage is dark green and glossy. The flower

is white. The tubers are round, with moderately

, deep eyes. The skin and flesh are white. It is a

very heavy cropping variety, and the quality is

good.

7. Sir Douglas Haig (Sands).—Indistinguishable

from Great Scot.

8. Southampton Wonder (Toogood).—Indistin-

guishable from Great Scot.

g. The Duchess (Dobbie).—The haulm is mode-

rately vigorous and spreading. The tubers are

round, skin white, flesh white, and eyes rather

deep. It crops well.

10. The Ally (syn. The Allies).—Haulm vigorous

and spreading. Flower white. The tubers are

usually oval, but the shape varies. The skin and
flesh are white ; eyes shallow. It is a very heavy

cropping variety, but the quality is only fair.

LATE OR MAINCBOP VARIETIES.

Abundance Type. Nos. 12 to 18 resemble

Abundance in most respects.

11. Abundance (Sutton).—An early maincrop

with strong, upright haulm and dark green, glossy

foliage. The flowers are white. The tubers are

round to oval and flat. The skin and flesh are

white and the eyes shallow. The cooking quality

is good. The variety crops well, but it is rather

liable to the common Potato disease (P. infestans).

12. Culdees Castle (G. R. Sharp).—An early

maincrop which resembles Abundance.

13. King Albert (Sands).—An early maincrop

which resembles Abundance.

14. The Provost (Dobbie).—Of the Abundance

type.

15. Crofter (Dobbie).—Of the Abundance type.

16. Jeanie Deans (Findlay).—Of the Abundance
type.

17. Favourite or Improved Favourite (Dobbie).

—

A well-known variety of the Abundance type.

18. Twentieth Century.—Resembles Abundance.

The Admiral Type. Nos. 19 and 20.

19. The Admiral (Dobbie).—An early maincrop

with a tall, strong, upright haulm which becomes

more spreading towards the end of the season.

The flowers are white. The tubers are flatfish

round, with shallow eyes. The skin and flesh are

white. The variety yields a good crop of moderate-

sized tubers.

20. Burnhouse Beauty.—This variety does not

appear to be so vigorous as The Admiral, and the

foliage is inclined to curl. The flowers are lavender

and white. The tubers are round or pebble-

shaped. The skin and flesh are white, and the

eyes shallow.

21., The Laird (Davie).—A maincrop with a

vigorous haulm and purple flower. The tubers

are round ; larger than Admiral. The variety

crops well on certain soils in many Midland districts.

Langworthy Type. Nos. 22 to 24.

22. Langworthy (Niven).—A late maincrop

with tall, vigorous, upright haulm. The leaves

are slightly crinkled. The flowers are mauve,

tipped white. The tubers are kidney-shaped,

often tapering at the "heel." The skin and flesh

are white and the eyes shallow. It crops well

on some soils, but requires a long season of

growth and good cultivation. If possible the
" seed " should be sprouted. The quality is

excellent.

23. What's Wanted (Niven).—Resembles Lang-

worthy.

24. Golden Wonder (Brown).—The haulm, foliage

and flowers are practically identical with those

of Langworthy. The tubers are kidney-shaped,

often tapering at the " heel." The skin has a

characteristic yellowish russety brown tinge. The
flesh is white and the eyes shallow. The quality

is excellent. The variety crops well on some of

the soils of Lancashire, and it is one of the best

late-keeping varieties. It requires a long season

of growth, and if possible the " seed " should be

sprouted. Not suited for heavy soils.

White Round or Oval Section.

25. Rob Roy (McAlister).—An early maincrop

with a tall, vigorous haulm inclined to spread.

The tubers are fljttish oval, with very shallow

eyes. In size they are medium. The variety

crops moderately well.

26. The Lochar (Farish).—Haulm of medium
height and vigour, upright, with fine branches.

The foliage has a characteristic delicate shade

of green. The tubers are roimd, with eyes of

medium depth. The skin is white, with a faint

tinge of pink, especially around the eyes. The
flesh is white. This variety yields a heavy crop

of medium-sized tubers. Appears fairly resistant

to common Potato disease (P. infestans).

27. Heather Bountiful.—Resembles Lochar.

28. Leinster Wonder (Sands).—A very late

maincrop with a tall, upright, vigorous haulm
and dark green foliage. The flowers are white,

borne on long stalks. The tubers are round,

with a white skin sometimes showing a faint trace

of pink. The eyes are shallow. The flesh is white,

tinged lemon. The variety crops well, and appears

to be fairly resistant to common Potato disease

(P. infestans),

29. The Templar (Wilson).—A late variety with

a very vigorous, tall, upright haulm and dark

green foliage. The flowers are white and very

numerous. The tubers are flattened oval, with

eyes of medium depth. The skin and the

flesh are white. The variety yields a heavy crop

of medium-sized tubers of very good quality. It

appears to be fairly resistant to ordinary Potato

disease (P. infestans).

Coloured Round or Oval Section.

30. Kerr's Pink.—A late variety with a very

strong, tall, upright haulm. The flowers are white

and usually numerous. The tubers are round,

with a light pink skin. The colovir is so slight

that it will not detract from its market value.

The eyes are usually of medium depth, but on some

tubers they are deeper. The flesh is white and

the quality excellent. The variety yields a very

heavy crop of good-sized tubers. It also appears

to be fairly resistant to ordinary Potato disease

(P. infestans).

31. The Rector (Wilson).—Tall, upright, strong

haulm, with darkish green foliage. Flowers rose

purple, tipped white. The tubers are round,

with rather deep eyes. The skin is red and the

flesh white. It yields a heavy crop of medium-

sized tubers, which are of excellent quality. The

variety appears to be highly resistant to ordinary

Potato disease (P. infestans). Its colour will

probably detract from its value as a market

Potato, but it can be thoroughly recommended

to growers who require a good-keeping Potato of

first-class quality.

32. Irish Queen (Sands).—A maincrop with a

tall, vigorous, upright haulm and large, medium
green leaves. The flowers are purple. The

tubers are round, with a pink skin and very deep

eyes. The crop is fairly heavy, and the variety

will keep late.

33. Shamrock (Sands).—A very late variety with

moderately vigorous, tall haulm, which becomes

spreading at the end of the season. The foliage

is dark green. The flowers are white and usually

numerous. The tubers are round, rather rough in

shape, with a reddish pink skin. The eyes are

numerous and deep, and the flesh white.
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34. While Oily (Sutton).—A variety with tall.

vigorous, upright haulm, 'usually with three or

four strong branches. The foliage is darkish

green. The flowers are lilac, tipped a lighter

shade. The tubers are long, flat kidney-shaped

and tapering, with very shallow eyes and a russet

skin. The flesh is white and the quality good.

The variety crops well. Unfortunately, many
of the stocks of this variety are very mixed,

generally witli a smooth-skinned variety very

susceptible to wart disease.

35. SI. Malo Kidney.—The haulm is tall, upright

and strong, and the foliage dark green. The

tubers are kidney-shaped and large, with shallow

eyes. The sldn and flesh are white. The variety

crops well, but it is Advisable to sprout the " seed
"

before planting.

36. Dominion (Poad).—A late variety with a

tall, vigorous, somewhat spreading haulm, vrith

dark green foliage. The flowers are white. The

tubers are flattened oval, often elongated, in many
respects resembling the tubers of Up-to-Date.

The skin and flesh are white and the eyes shallow.

The variety crops well.

There are several other immune varieties for

which approval may be obtained if desired, such as :

Second-Early Varieties.

Aberlady Early, Mr. Bresse, Border Queen,

Snowball, Entente Cordiale (Findlay).

Late Varieties.

Supreme (Sutton), Flourball (Sutton), .-Adirondack.

Occupiers of wart disease infected premises

are reminded that it is illegal to plant any Potatoes

on their premises, whether of the foregoing

varieties or not, except with the licence of the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.

The iollowinjg varieties are highly susceptible

to wart disease of Potatoes, and cannot be planted

on infected premises : Early Puritan, Epicure,

Midlothian Early, British Queen, Duke of York,

Sharpe's Express, Sharpe's Victor, Sir John

Llewelyn, Evergood, Cora,

Edward VII., Up-to-Date,

Duchess of Cornwall, .^ran

and Prolific.

Cigarette, King

Dalhousie Cattle,

Chief, The Factor

THE WINTER SWEET
(Chimonanthus fragrans.)

Shrubs which blossom in January have much to

commend them, for they serve to impart interest to

the garden when the majority of things are in their

most uninteresting state. Although some of these

flowers are less showy than those which appear

a few months later, many of them are very fragrant,

and it is possible to detect their presence from a

distance of several yards. Chimonanthus fragrans

is a Japanese shrub of no particular interest while

in leaf, but well worth attention in January when
covered with flowers. Although often planted

against a wall, it is perfectly hardy in the open

ground, where it forms a bush 6 feet to 8 feet

high. The flowers are borne freely from almost

all parts of the younger wood. They are pale

yellow outside and brown inside, and deliciously

fragrant. The v.ariety grandiflora is preferable

to the type. It is distinguished by means of its

larger flowers, which are of a deep golden colour.

The type is increased from seeds, and the variety

by grafting on to the type, and by layers. It is,

however, an extremely difficult plant to get to

form roots, and cases of its propagation by means
of cuttings are extremely rare. A few sprays of

either plant arranged with other cut flowers are

sufficient to scent a large room.

THE SMALL ROSE GARDEN

1FIND that many owners of small gardens like

to have an all-Rose garden. This is by no

means a new discovery, as Rose gardens have

formed most interesting features for very many
jTsars and generations. But there is now a desire

on the part of small growers to pay more atten-

tion to the cultivation of our national flower.

again, the shape of the garden must be considered.

In the majority of cases, however, the plan given

will apply. The beds, too, may be differently

shaped, but the fact should always be borne

in mind that the simpler they are, the more
effective will be the display of Roses in them.

Roimd, square and oval shaped beds are the

best.

The soil must be trenched at least 20 inches

deep before any trees are planted, whether the

R
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BERRIED SHRUBS FOR
THE ROCK GARDEN

During the autumn and winter months, when
rock garden flowers are by no means plentiful,

the dwarf Cotoneasters, with their scarlet or red

berries, and, in some instances, evergreen foliage,

are interesting and beautiful. There are several

species well adapted for planting at the summits
of good-sized boulders, over which their neat,

close-growing branches can trail ; or, if preferred,

such as C. horizontalis can be planted at the foot

of a large rock, which, as it grows, it will hug so

closely as to almost appear to be part of the rock

itself. This is a deciduous species, but in autumn
and winter its branches are bespangled with

scarlet berries. C. microphylla, as its name
implies, has very small leaves. It forms a neat

little shrub, and is evergreen. It has red berries,

and is perhaps the best of the older species for

the rock garden. C. rotundifolia is deciduous

or sub-evergreen, the leaves being nearly round

and dark green in colour. It has red berries,

which are usually produced in abundance. All

three are natives of the Himalayas, and are not

diiScult to grow. C. adpressa was introduced

to this country from China some years ago, and

promises to be a very useful shrub for the rock

garden. It is of very dwarf habit and deciduous,

but before they fall the leaves turn a beautiful

orange colour. It has small pink flowers, which
are succeeded by red berries. C. humifusa or

C. Dammeri grows only a few inches high, and is

admirably adapted for trailing down the face of

a projecting rock. It is evergreen, the foliage

taking on a fine tint in autumn, which harmonises

well with its scarlet berries.

All these Cotoneasters like good loamy soil,

and C. humifusa appreciates a little peat mixed
with the loam. They should be given a fairly

deep root run ; a foot is not too much for C.

horizontalis, C. rotundifolia and C. microphylla.

AH can be successfully planted early in April,

but it is advisable to obtain plants that have

been established in pots.

OBITUARY
PROF. DANIEL OLIVER, LL.D., F.R.S.

We regret to record the death of Professor D.

Oliver, which occurred at KeW, in his eighty-seventh

year, on December 21. For thirty years he was
keeper of the herbarium and library of the Royal

Gardens, Kew. He was born at Newcastle-on-T^C
and commenced his career by studying our native

plants, and at the age of twenty he was fortunate

enough to add a new genus to the British flora

by the discovery of Naias flexilis in Connemara.

In 1858 he went to Kew at the invitation of Sir

William Hooker, and in 1864 became keeper

of the herbarium, a position which he held until

his retirement in 1890, but he continued to live at

Kew until his death. He was a frequent visitor

to the gardens and continued his botanical

studies long after his retirement. His great

services to botany were recognised by the con-

ferring on him of the Royal Medal by the Royal
Society (1884) and the Gold Medal by the Linnean

Society in 1893. The interment took place on the

23rd ult. in the little burial ground attached to

the Friends' Meet!ing-house, near Busch Corner,

Isleworth.

EDITORIAL NOTICES

Erenj department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor irwites readers to send in questions
relating to viatters upon ivhich they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be re^onsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards pfiotographs, if payment he desired, the Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or oivner of the copyright ivill be treated with.

The Editor will not he responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions u-hich he 'may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication iti THE Garden uAll alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T/;e Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter ivhat the branch of gardening may be,

and with tfiat object makes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street^ Covent Garden, London, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. Whe7i more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should he sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PLANTS FOR CARPET BEDDING (X. T. Z., Lewes).

We do not loiow of any yellow or pink foliaged plant of the
same character as the dwarf Beet that will be suitable

for working out designs in the Uower-beds. Of yellow-
foliaged plants suitable for carpet bedding there are the
golden Pyrethrum and its dwarf form, Spergula pilifera

aurea, Stellaria graniinea aurca and AJternanthera paro-
nychjoides aurea. The plant referred to by you as an
Echeveria is, we should say, Semper\ivum labulwforme,
the surface of which is quite flat. As a dot plant the
metallic-tinted, large-growing Echeveria metallica is very
striking. Other desirable species are E. Desmetiana or
Peacockii, E. farinosa and E. Schiedeckeri. Different
succulents available for the same purpose are Kleinia
repens, Mesembryanthemums of sorts, Pachyph^lum
Hookeri and Kochea falcata.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
APPLYING SULPHATE OF AMMONIA (Constant

/ff(((/(.'/).^Although sulphate of ammonia will not take
the place of farmyard manure, it is a very useful manure
when there is sutficient lime in the soil. If soil does not
effervesce when a little of it is put in a cup and spirits of
salts arc poured upon it.chalk (in light soils) or freshly slaked
lime (in heavy soils) should be added to the soil. The
sulphate may then be used to supplement the addition
of any vegetable refuse available, and it is especiuily

useful if superphosphate can be added at the same time.

It may be used for Potatoes at the rate of half an ounce
to three-quarters of an ounce to the squ^-re yard, together
with loz. to l^oz. of superphosphate. Cabbages also

benefit if the same quantity of sulphate of ammouia is

sprinkled on the surface of tho soil between the rows
and hoed in. The same quantity may be used for Koses
and fruit bushes. The trees will probably not require

any if they are growing well, and the fruit bushes, if the
soil has been well treated up to the present, will requu'e

it less than the vegetables.

DIGGING GROUND AND PLANTING POTATOES
(E. F.).— Excellent results are obtained from cut seed
Potatoe.s. but we prefer whole sets, provided they are

not too small and that they have been well ripened.

Tlie Potatoes should not be cut until wanted for planting.

A Potato may be cut into two or more pieces, according
to its size and the number of eyes. A set must have
one or more eyes. It is important that seed Potatoes
should remain dormant until shortly before planting

;

therefore keep them in a light, cool, airy position and protect

from frost. Of cut Potatoes it will take rather more
than half a hundredweight to produce the quantity you
mention, and thi-ee-quarters of a hundredweight of whole

sets. Bastard-trench the soil now, adding a liberal dress-
ing of half-decayed farmyard or stable manure and sifted

coal-ashes, also road scrapings, if available, to the bottom
soil. This will make it more porous for the freer admission
of rain and air. powerful agents in increasing its fertility.

Add the following manures to the soil in spring a month
before planting, forking them in 4 inches deep : Super-
phosphate of lime, 7fb. ; nitrate of soda, 3ilb. ; kainit,

351b. Mix together and apply to one perch or rod of
soil. It will be a great advantage if you can apply a little

fine soil and short decayed manure to the bottom of the
rows, in which to lay the'secd Potatoes. Give a top-dressing
of soot before earthing up the first time.

FRUIT GARDEN.
HOW TO PRUNE MAIDEN APPLE TREES PLANTED

LAST AUTUMN (l'\ W. £.).^Tliose on Crab stock to
train horizontally as espaliers should be cut back to witliin

three buds of their base, the two lower buds to train

horizontally and the top vertically next summer. Those
on the Paradise to train as busings should be cut back
to within live buds of then- base. These will form the basis

of the future bush.

PRUNING YOUNG VINES (F. W. B.).—There is no
reason wliy your young Vines should be so severely cut
back as suggested' to you. At the same time, it is well

not to leave the rods too long, in case the lower buds
refuse to break freely. You will, however, be quite
safe to leave 3 feet of the new cane when yo'u prune.
No time should be lost in pruning, or the Vines may bleed,

wliich is bad for them. Do not force the Vines into too
early groAvth in spring, but let growth come on naturally.

You will then find that each bud will break freely enough.
Serve them the same each year until the Vines have filled

their allotted space. Seeing your Vines are growing so

strong, you may safely take two bunches from each rod
next summer. It will prevent the Vines from growing
too strong. They may carry four or five bunches the
following year, and seven or eight the year after.

WOOLLY APHIS ON APPLE SHOOTS (E, M. S.).~
The Apple shoots sent are attacked by woolly aphis.

The tree should be forcibly sprayed between now and
the middle of 1- ebruary with either caustic soda or paraffin

emulsion, the former being made by dissolving 21b. of

caustic soda in 10 gallons of water, the latter by dissolving

lilb. of soft soap in some boiling water, adding a gallon

of paraffin (such as Tea Rose or Solar Distillate), stirring

thoroughly meanwhile, and then .-hurniug with a syringe

for about a quarter of an hour, finally making up to

10 gallons with water. Summer treatment consists in

painting with (dther linseed oil or methylated spirit every
spot on which the woolly aphis is seen. At times

the aphis lives on the roots of the Apple, and from these

it may be dislodged by making four holes round the tree,

about IS inches from the trunk and 9 inches deep, and
pouring a teaspoonful of carbon bisulphide into each.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BURNING TWITCH-INFESTED BRICK CLAY SOIL

(A. J. C). — Seeing that you are well provided
with material for burning the soil, the best way
to proceed, we think, would be to burn the surface soil

to the depth of 6 inches. You would then get rid of

most of the twitch and all the seeds which may be in the
surface soil. Instead of burying this burnt surface soil

deeply, reserve it for the top spit. Crops will succeed much
better in it than if the deeper soil was brought to the
surface. To open and make porous the deeper soil, add
a liberal quantity of farmyard or stable manure (half-

decayed only) and sifted coal-ashes to the bottom soil

as trenching "proceeds, also basic slag (in smaller quantities)

Do not forget to break up deeply the bottom of each trench

as trenching goes on. To burn the soil, build up your

fires in tlie form of a cone, consisting of coal and wood,
As soon as the fire is well alight, cover the whole heap
with the top soil to the depth of 6 inches. Leave it on

_

until von are quite satisfied that roots, grass, seeds, grubs,

tfec, "have been destroyed. The soil may then be

removed, the fire mended, more soil added, and so on
until all is done.

Board of Agriculture Appointments.—The

Right Hon. R. E. Prothero, M.P., President of

the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, has

appointed Mr. A. W. Monro to be hi^ private

secretary, and Mr. A. Balfour to be hi^ assistant

private secretary (unpaid).

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any nevlral European country ivill be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents ivlio have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Suck
permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Suntzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C

*#* Tfie Yearly Subscription to The Garden is : Inland,

6s. 6rf. ; Foreign, 8s. 9d.
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RITO HAS PROVED ITSELF

TOMATOES

:

A Devonshire man writes

:

—
" / have made tnost careful tests this season zcith

RITO and fresh top spit loam for Tomatoes, a?id

every ounce of fruit from both the treated and the

untreated has been gathered and carefiiUv weighed.

The quantity of RITO used varies from i to z lbs. per

square yard. The zveight of fruit gathered from the

treated portions with Comets, Kondine Reds, and
Holmes' Ideal, averaged just five times the amount as

from the untreated portion.'"

GRAPES:
A zvell-knozvn grower zvrites :

" My tests with RITO for Vines have been very

satisfactory. I consider it the most rapid fertilizer I

have used, more so than Nitrate of Soda. The best

time to use it is tvhen the Vine has zcell broken into

foliage, just before tying in. Soil, I consider must
always be zvell Jed zcith other manures, in particular

Lime.'^

POTATOES:
An important Agriculturist in Hampshire reports an

increase of from '},o% to 50 °o on Potatoes where

RITO has been applied.

LETTUCE (under glass):
A Market Gardener in Kent says that his RITO treated

lettuce zoere ready for the market a month before the

untreated ones, zvith the result that the treated ones

brought 2/6 per dozen and the untreated when
they zvere ready for the market brought 1/- per dozen.

CUCUMBERS:
Another Grozver in Devonshire reports that he obtained more

than double the zveight of Cucumbers by using ordinary

potting mixture plus one part in tzvelve of RITO.

BEANS:
An Oxon Grower reports that RITO produced for him " a

much heavier crop than usual ; in fact, the heaviest

crop of any of our neighbours.''

RITO suits everything that grows.
RITO is manufactured under Royal Letters Patent.

For prices and further particulars write :

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY. Ltd., 22. Tunnel Avenue, East Greenwich.

NOW READY.

A new and important Volume in the Increased
Productivity Series.

RECLAIMING
THE WASTE:
BRITAIN'S MOST URGENT PROBLEM.

By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM.

With Contributions by Professor Augustine Henry,
Dr. Brenchlev, George Bol.\m, Professor Somerville, etc.

Cloth, 3/6 net; by post 3/10.

CONTENTS OF THE BOOK:

The Urgency of Land Re-
clamation.

Reclaiming a Norfolk Heath.
How to hold Reclaimed Waste.
How much Reclaimable Waste

is there ?

Sand Dunesand Coast Erosion
Poverty Bottom : A Lesson
from Downland.

Reclamation of Waste Land in

Holland, Belgium & France.

A Colonial Minister's Ex-
perience.

Making Farmsout of Moorland
Fish Ponds and Reclamation.
A War of Timber.
Aflforestation of Peat Bogs and
Sand Dunes.

Planting on the South Downs.
Reclaiming the Pit Bank.
I^abour and Reclamation.
Forestry and Reclamation.

THE object of this book is to direct attention to

the vast possibilities of Waste Land Reclama-
tion. More than twenty million acres in Great

Britain and Ireland are lying in complete or partial

waste, and no one denies that a very considerable

portion is improvable. Reclamation means a great

addition to the wealth of the country, and readers

of this book will see that it has been turned into a

quick process, yielding a speedy return for a very

moderate outlay of capital.

The Small
Rock Garden

By E. H. JENKINS
Large 8vo, containing over

50 illustrations and
beautiful coloured frontispiece.

2/6 net ; by post, 5d. extra.

An Illustrated Prospectus of this Book will be

sent, post free, on application to "Country Life,"

Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

A Revised and Enlarged Edition ot

Wall and Water
Gardens

With Chapters on the Rock Garden and the

Heath Garden by GERTRUDE JEKYLL.

12/6 net ; post free (inland), 13/-

Large octavo, cloth %ilt, containing 200 illustrations.
plans and diagra^ns and beautiful

coloured frontispiece.

The Offices of Country Life, Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street,

Cpvent Garden, W.C.
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PRACTISE ECONOMY IN THE GARDEN
BY USING

Pearson's Reliable Seeds
WE ofTer all the choicest stocks of VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS at the LOWEST

PROFITABLE PRICES. We feel confident that many amateurs now paying
from 25 to 50 per cent, more than we charge would, if they gave us a trial, find
the results equally good, and they would have the surplus to spend in other directions.
We quote below a few specialities. Many of our friends and customers having told
us that OUNCES of seed were often far more than they required, we have lately, for
the convenience of those with small gardens, put up packets at 2d. and 3d. for their
convenience. We also offer nearly all the Hardy Annual Flowers (in liberal) 2d. packets.

Fully Illustrated Catalogue Free on application. (Please mention this pape )

SWEET PEAS.
After making hundreds of trials of Sweet Peas, and having
examined many more hun(;ireds on various seed trial

grounds, we make the following selections for the guidance
of those who have not had the opportunity to closely study
and compare the vast army which is now in cultivation.

THE 12 BEST DECORATIVE
SWEET PEAS for 2/6.

Seeds
Edrom Beauty 25
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE Royal Horticultural Society will,

the supply of labour permitting, carry

out trials of late Peas, Broad Beans,

Beet, Onions, Shallots, Leeks, wart-

resistant Potatoes, Stocks (annual),

Eschscholzias and annual Poppies at their garden

at Wisley during the coming season. Seeds and

bulbs for trial should be sent to the Director,

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley,

Ripley, Surrey (Horsley Station, London and

South Western Railway), by

January 31. The necessary entry

forms may be obtained on applica-

tion to the Director at the above

address.

Southampton Royal Horticultural

Society.—The fifty-fourth annual

report refers to the good financial

position of the society. The total

income for the year amounted to

£406 7s. 2d., and the total expenditure

was £360 13s. 8d.. including a debt

from 1915. For this favourable result

the society acknowledges its indebted-

ness to Ellen Lady Swaythling, who
lent her beautiful grounds at South

Stoneham House not only for the

show, but also for a garden fSte

which proved a great success. Mr.

C. S. Fuidge was re-elected secretary,

this making his forty-fifth year in

th.it position.

Potato Dunnottar Castle.—We
were so pleased with this Potato last

season that we recommend it to

others in the hope that it will be more

extensively grown. It is an early

variety with perfect, kidney-shaped

tubers, and an abundant cropper. Its

large, shapely tubers and clean skin

make it an excellent variety for

exhibition purposes, but beyond that

it is recommended for its disease-

resisting powers, and for its splendid

appearance and flavour when cooked.

A Winter-Flowering Clematis.— w.j,jjg
Clematis calycina, a native of the *-'

Balearic Islands and Corsica, was

introduced as long ago as 1783. An evergreen its HoUy-like foliage

plant, its branches grow 12 feet or so in

length, and its leaves are finely cut, from

which the common name of Fern-leaved

Clematis has arisen.

South-West Counties than for general planting,

and should be given good loamy soil containing

lime.

Desfontainea spinosa.—This attractive little

shrub appears to be fastidious in regard to

locality, even in districts where the climate

generally is suitable. Like many half-hardy

shrubs, it seems to appreciate a free soil and

sharp drainage. The hardest frosts which we
ever experience do not have any effect upon

PERFECT KIDNEV-SHAPED POTATO DUNNOTTAR CASTLE.

Propagation is easily

effected by placing cuttings under a bell-glass

in autumn, but they are slow in growth, and

outdoor treatment is rather a tedious business

The flowers are yellowish ' in coaxing D. spinosa to attain the dignity of a

white with a few purplish spots. They begin

to open during autumn, and at almost any

time between that and March flowers may be

found. It is better suited for the South and

shrub. At any rate, the compact habit of growth,

glossy dark ' green foliage and large, trumpet-

shaped flowers of scarlet wax with a golden lining

are a combination worth achieving.

An Attractive Pyraoantha.—Tlie season of

berried shrubs is almost over, thus the fact th.it

Pyracantha angustifolia is in full beauty makes

it of more than ordinary value. It may be de-

scribed as on the borderland of hardiness, ant'i

except in the South and West, should be planted

in sheltered positions. In the London district

several specimens are thriving and fruiting very

freely on a west wall at the present time. Being

evergreen, Pyracantha angustifolia is very suitable

for clothing bare walls and fences.

In summer the white May-like blos-

soms are attractive, followed in

autumn by yellow fruits, which

gradually change during tlie winter

until at the present time the colour

is a rich orange. When first intro-

duced to this country from China by

Lieutenant James in 1899 it was

named Cotoneaster angustifolia, and

under this name a coloured plate

was published in The Garden on

February 18, 1905.

The Vile Odour of Privet.—Many
gardeners share with Mr. William

Robinson his great dislike for Pri\'et

liedges, " which have the one poor

ijuality of rapid growth, but which

a man, let alone a beast, could walk

through without effort." Many miU s

of monotonous Privet are planted

(
annually in this country to the ex-

clusion of far better subjects, such

as Holly, Box, Yew, Hornbeam and

Quick, and, where informal hedges

are desired, Roses and Berberis

stenophylla. Apart from its rapacity,

complaints' about the vile odour of

Privet blossom in summer are frequent

and well founded, and we conceive

that it is quite a probable cause of

much sickness at that time. A
reader of The Garden who recently

returned from China tells us that

the unpleasant odour of Privet

(presumably Ligustrum sinense)

is responsible for much sickness

in that country in the form of

headaches, giddiness and fainting fits, and in

consequence the governing bodies of large towns

are put to considerable expense in having the

Privet hedges and bushes repeatedly clipped at

flowering-time.

•«* Oltnng to the shortage of paper, readers who hare not

already done so are asked to order THE Gaeden to be

delivered regularh/ by their newsagent. Readers v^ill thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue 0/ papers for chance

safe, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Curious Sleeping Place.—That a blackbird

should build in a hole in an Apple tree in " Anne
Amateur's" garden is curious. In our garden a

small black kitten sleeps every night, in snow,

rain or cold starlight, in the nest of a thrush in a

Clematis montana. Is not this more curious ?

—

S. K, Garnett-Botfield, Beamish, AlbrigUon.

Wolverhampton.

Mistletoe on the Elm.—in reply to Mr. N. G.

Hadden (page 2, January 6), I can cite one instance

and one only, of Mistletoe growing on an Elm.
The tree stands on the golf links at St. Jean-de-

Luz, near the frontier between France and Spain.

I think it is close to the fifteenth or sixteenth hole
;

at all events, it is near one of the redoubts con-

structed by Mar^chal Soult in defending the passage

of the Nivelle against Wellington in 1814. There
is a great deal of Mistletoe thereabouts, chiefly

on Thorn and Apple trees, and I saw one clump
on the aforesaid Elm.

—

Herbert Ma.xwell,
Monreith.

Potatoes for Seed ' Purposes Only.—The
Ministry of Food Production has decreed that

every purchaser of seed Potatoes must give the

seedsman from whom he purchases his seed tubers

a written statement that the tubers purchased
shall be used for seed purposes only. It would
save your readers and us an immense amount
of trouble and considerable delay if you would
please announce the fact prominently in your
columns.

—

Toogood and Sons. Southampton.

Sprouting of Seed Potatoes.—Success in

Potato culture depends in no small measure upon
the treatment afforded the seed. While practically

all the large growers, whether for market or home
consumption, recognise the utility of and practise

the early setting up of seed tubers for the purpose
of sprouting, the small grower frequently proves
i idifferent thereto. A little reflection will convince
anyone that the first shoot produced must of

necessity be the strongest, therefore best to set

store by. Others which arise after removal of

the first are not so productive, because a certain

amount of the stored-up energy has been expended
in the production of the first growth. It is advisable
to commence the early setting up of the tubers,

whether of late or early varieties. If specially

made trays are not available, choose shallow
bo.xes, placing the sets closely together, eye end
uppermost. The boxes should then be stood on
a shelf in a glasshouse where suflScient warmth
exists to keep out frost. Light and air harden
the sets, rendering them less susceptible to frost.—George D. Rowles.

Nomenclature of Olearias.—In your issue

of July I last there is figured a spray of a flowering
shrub under the name " Olearia semi-dentata,"
which appears to me to be an error. Judging
from the illustration, I have no hesitation in pro-
nouncing it to be O. chathamica, which, like O.
semi-dentata, is a native of the Chatham Islands,

which lie to the east of New Zealand. There are
several of our Olearias with purple discs, and of

these O. chathamica is most amenable to cultiva-
tion and O. semi-dentata the most difficult to
grow, as it grows in boggy ground. The former
makes a neat, compact bush in my garden, and
the latter is of an open, straggling habit. I have
tried to grow it, but without success. Its ray
florets are purple, while those of O. chathamica

are only slightly tinged with a purplish hue when
the flower first opens, but this generally fades

quite away, leaving them pure white. As it is

desirable that accuracy should be preserved in

the nomenclature of plants, I write this to

endeavour to prevent the perpetuation of what

appears to me to be an obvious error. Apparently

another of our New Zealand Olearias is misnamed
in England. I refer to O. macrodonta. Which is

confused with O. ilicifolia, which it somewhat

resembles but has broader leaves. I had some

correspondence with the late Mr. Gumbleton

on the subject, and by sending hirii leaves of each

convinced him that what he had known as O.

ilicifolia was really O. macrodonta.—A. Bathgate,

Neidpath, Morningtoii. Dunedin, New Zealand.

An Analysis of Apples.—As illustrating the

amount of interest taken in the Apple, which

stands out as the most precious fruit of temperate

but its spicy flavour appeals strongly to some
people. Below is the complete list of varieties

recommended :

Bo CO

Si

OS
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Hence " for the third time " I venture to ask

Mr. Woodall and other readers of The Garde.v—
more especially Buttercup's godfather, my dear

old friend Mr. van Tubergen— if they will tell us

more about this strange wilfulness. When we
hybridists have had a little more time given us

to^ work at our job, coloured Freesias will be
coloured Freesias indeed, or I am much mistaken,

—

Joseph Jacob.

Schizostylis.—If you judge that your readers

are not already bored to tears by the seem-
ingly interminable discussions anent this plant,

will you spare me space to point out that your
correspondents all appear to miss the essential

points in the cultivation of it ? Schizostylis is

naturally a plant of stream banks and ditch sides,

and though, as we all know, it

is often a mistake to attempt a

reproduction of natural conditions

in the cultivation of foreign plants

in gardens, it is not so in the

case of the plant under notice.

It should be planted in a flat-

bottomed trench 3 inches deep, a

foot wide, as long as you please,

and in the sunniest spot available.

From midsummer till October,

and after that if the season is

dry, the trench should be kept

moist. This method of cultiva-

tion is set out in general fashion

in " The English Flower Garden,"

and if it is followed and the autumn
proves genial, Schizostylis will

come to its own. Only those

who have seen it know what that

means. But except in maritime

districts m the South and West,

the growing of plants that come
into bloom after the autumnal

equinox is always a gamble.

Once in a while the inland gardener

may bring off a coup, but the

game is seldom worth the candle.

The adoption of the same method
of cultivation in a frame or cold

house makes for certain success.

Moisture and sunshine, a rich

soil and not overmuch lime are

the essentials.—A. Grove.

The Hardiness of Camellias.

Referring to Mr. Moffat's letter

in your issue of December 30,

page 620, as to the hardiness

of Camellias in England, the

Camellia is, as your footnote

states, even hardier than the

Laurel. Perhaps your readers may
not have heard of the enthusiastic

amateur who, being determined to grow Camellias

in his garden, hedged them round with Laurels.

Soon after a severe frost be found to his surprise

that the Laurels had been killed, but the Camellias

had not " turned a hair." If Mr. Moffat and

others wish to see Camellias naturalised, let them
visit Wisley in spring, and they will be rewarded

for their trouble, unless there happen to be blighting

frosts, when, as you say, the flowers are spoilt

;

but Camellias are not the only plants which suffer

under a similar visitation. June is the month
to plant out Camellias. Many a woe-begone

looking specimen from a conservatory, planted

out then in peaty loam and kept supplied with

water when needful, will in time rival the Laurel

in luxuriance of growth,—B,, Weybrid^e.

Colour Standardisation.—My article on "The
Corsic an ' .Maquis ' " has brought me a long letter

from British Columbia. The WTiter is Mrs. Kerr,

and the subject " Colour Standardisation." It

appears to have been written with a desire to get

a new edition of Dr. Ridgeway's book on this subject

published. She suggests that now is certainly

the time for promoting this scheme, forgetting

that we in the homeland have far greater matters

with which to occupy ourselves. The writer

goes on to state that it should be taken up by
amateurs, and not by " salaried and often narrow-

minded professionals." While admitting that

something of the kind would certainly be con-

venient in the dye and paint trades, I cannot see

the great importance of it to flower-lovers. Surely

ROSES OF RECENT
I NTRODUCTIO N

By the Rev. David R. Williamson,

M;

ROSE CHRISTINE OF LUMINOUS GOLDEN HUE.

half the pleasure of~sowing seeds is seeing what
fresh colours will appear. How dull the delightful

articles of Mr. Farrer or Mr. Bowles would be if,

instead of their unique descriptions of plants,

they contained only " 43 B.G. 40 " and the like, as

Dr. Ridgeway suggests. Personally, I much
prefer "a little bit of sunset on a stalk"—to

quote a distinguished author—as a description

of NigriteUa to various odd letters and figures.

—

W. Herbert Cox.

FORTHCOMING EVENT
January 16.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Meeting and Exhibition at the Drill Hall, Buck-

ingham Gate, Victoria Street, London.

ANY new varieties of the greatest

interest, for the most part of British

and French production, have recently

been introduced. It is only courteous

to begin with the French introductions.

Conspicuous among these have been such fine

hybrids as Mile. Cariste Martel, Raymond, Mrs.

Bullen and Mme. Colette Martinet, which, possess-

ing the famous Pernetiana attributes of form,

colour and refined fragrance, will doubtless

enhance the reputation of their

redoubtable raiser, M. Pernet-

Ducher, whose beautiful Constance,

sent out last year, is unquestion-

ably one of his finest creations.

Here, in a uniquely sunny situation,

it was somewhat more of a primrose

colour when fully expanded than

Rayon d'Or. His Totote Gelos

is also a very charming and

floriferous Rose, while Admiral

Ward is an invaluable acquisition

to the scarlet-shaded maroons.

Among the most notable of

the latest British introductions

are Paul's Scarlet Climber, Nellie

Parker, Miss Stewart Clark, Lemon
Pillar, Lady Bowater and Mr.

McGredy's brilliant Christine, some

of which have already achieved

an enviable reputation. The
Scarlet Climber, which has been

awarded the gold medal of the

National Rose Society, is a lustrous,

semi-double Hybrid Wichuraiana

of splendid endowments and

artistic capabilities, probably the

grandest Rose of its special

character that has been sent out

by the great Waltham Cross firm

(or any other) diuring the last

decade, and that is saying much.

Its companions here are the

exquisite Souvenir de Pierre Not-

ting and the perennially popular

Rfive d'Or, whose treatment at

the hands of amateur cultivators

(who for the most part leave it

" severely alone") is by no means
intelligent or productive of

adequate results. Nellie Parker,

like Christine, is another gold

medal Rose of the greatest

distinction, almost pure white in complexion,

with a delicate suffusion of cream in the central

petals, the creation of that consummate rosarian,

Mr. Hugh Dickson of Belmont Nurseries, Belfast,

\vho has also given us Prince Charming (already

artistically figured in The Garden), Cleveland,

Mrs. Mona Hunting and Ulster Gem, of which the

uniquely gifted introduction last mentioned is a

lovely single Rose of primrose yellow hue.

From the world-renowned nurseries of Messrs.

Alexander Dickson and Sons, Newtownards (from

which witliin the last„ ten years have emanated

a vast number of the grandest varieties of which

we have any record in the history of hybridisation,

and which should be sufficient to rank them with

the greatest rosarians that have hitherto appeared),
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have recently come several Hybrid Tea or Per-

netiana Roses of commanding characteristics,

two of the very finest being Mrs, Wemyss Quinn

and a later and even more impressive variety

entitled Miss Stewart Clark. The former was one

of the most radiant bea'ities in this garden last

year. Augustus Hartman (my only plant of that

highly effective, nasturtium red variety, introducecj

by Messrs, B, R. Cant of Colchester) succumbed

during last winter, soon after it was planted,

to a sudden severe frost. I hope this variety may
be more fortunate hereafter, when I give it a new
trial in a less exposed position.

It would be superfluous to eulogise Mr. McGredy's

intensely luminous Pernetiana en-

titled Christine, which made such

an impression when recently ex-

hibited befoje the National Rose

Society. It is generally regarded

as a distinct advance in radiance

and transparency of complexion

on its immediate predecessor, lona

Herdman, which was one of the

most attractive Roses in our

gardens last year.

Two of the very finest varieties

oi recent origination are Mr. George

Paul's Lemon Pillar, which has a

charming Marechal Niel fragrance
;

and Mr. Walter Easlea's Lady
Bowater, a cross between Pharisa^r

and Frau Karl Druschki.

photographs of the wonderful sight, and everyone

speaks of the beauty of the picture made in the

lovely frame of the Alps by these alpine Poppies
;

but the true alpine Poppy (P. alpinum) is far

better than the exotic one. It is the rarest,

too, as it crosses so easily with its boreal cousin

and loses its character very easily. We are obliged

in our mountain gardens to banish every Iceland

Poppy in order to avoid the cross between both

races ; then we can grow P. alpinum, P. Burseri,

P. Kerneri, P. pyrenaicum or rhaeticum, which

are all forms of the most exquisite of all the Poppies,

and even of the alpine flora. They are, of course,

local forms of the common type. Kerner (in

THE ALPINE
POPPIES
By H. Correvon.

IN

the last thirty years one has

seen in the mountains'of Switzer-

land, here and there, the gardens

adorned with that beautiful

Poppy called Iceland Poppy,

although the plant is Asiatic as

well as boreal. The famous
traveller Bonvallot, who traversed

Tibet thirty years ago with the

Prince of Orleans, brought me from

his journey some seeds of a yellow

Poppy which was nothing else

than Papaver nudicaule in its form

croceum. I planted this variety,

with several others obtained from

England, in our garden Linnaea in

the Alps and in that of the

Roches de Naye, above Montreux
(at 6,000 feet, elevation), and at

both places we soon had a collec-

tion of forms and colours, the Asiatic type having

crossed with the pure alpine type, P. alpinum,

and its varieties. Now the plant has become
quite naturalised and grows like a weed every-

where on the top of the Roches de Naye and in

the Linnaea garden. The peasants in Valais

took seeds of it to sow in their cemeteries and
gardens, so that Iceland Poppies are now among
the commonest plants there. Twenty years

ago I planted it at AroUa, and the plant grew
so well that all the peasants introduced it to their

gardens in the Val d'Herens. The Cemetery of

Evolfene is now one of the places of the country
which is the most visited. Artists come to take

and particularly at the Bernina. the flowers are

deep orange yellow.

The P. pyrenaicum of Linne is yellow, and has

very heavy leaves. There is a P. Kerneri with

finely cut leaves, very short stem, and small,

light yellow flowers. It is the minutest of all

the alpine Poppies,

I think it will be of help to the readers of

The Garden if I give them some hints about the

culture of all these very delicate alpine treasures.

Last summer I was near the Bernina glaciers,

and passed some hours there in contemplation

before the best picture I ever saw in my life. There

was a moraine-—not the moraine of your English

gardens, which has nothing to do

with the' right moraines of the

Alps—and this was covered with

such a carpet of flowers that my
mind was quite transported.

Between the grey stones
emerged myriads oflarge yellow and

orange flowers, sometimes very

fragrant. The picture was made
by Geum reptans, which was there

in millions of plants, and Papaver

rhaeticum, this one being the most

fragrant. The ground was only

gravel (moraine) or sand. No humus
was to be seen. This is how we
grow our P. Kerneri here, and

it does splendidly. On the top

of our wall it brightens the wall

garden and flowers the whole sum-
mer. The soil is poor and stony,

the situation sunny and very

windy.

All the alpine Poppies like windy

situations. In these positions we
plant all the alpine Poppies and

obtain good results. But do not

forget that in order to obtain

true seeds you must never let the

different forms grow together in a

garden. They all give large crops

of seeds and come very easily by
sowing. Of course, if you do not

wish to obtain true seeds, you may
let the plants grow how they like.

You will then find great variations.

Poor, gravelly soil and sunny places

are the best for them.

ROSE NELLIE PARKER,? A NEW SEEDLING OF REFINED BEAUTY
IN FORM AND COLOUR.

" Jahrbuch des Oet. Alpenvrein," Vol. IV., 1868,

pages 296-308) and Ascherson (in " Bot. Zeitung,"

t. 27, 1869, pages 121-129) both tried to settle

the question of the alpine Poppies and of that

of the North regions (P. nudicaule). There are

certainly two distinct forms of P. alpinum, one

being smooth and having the leaves very finely

cut. The flowers are generally white or yellowish
;

sometimes white with yellow spots on the petals

—this is called fiaviflorum. The other is P.

rhasticum (=pyrenaicum auct, not L.) which has

the leaf segments broader and entire. The flowers

are very fragrant and generally yellow, but are

white if on chalky ground. In the Engadine,

A CHEAP HEDGE
When utility in a hedge is the object

and time is on one's side, an im-

penetrable hedge may be made at

little or no cost by using Gooseberry

prunings. The twigs should not be

made into cuttings, removing the

lower buds, but merely dibbled in

about 9 inches apart, and for choice in a double row,

on the site of the hedge. The Gooseberry twigs

soon root, and during the first season throw up

stout, spiny growths from the buried buds. As
with all hedge plants, severe pruning should be

practised for two or three years, so as to ensure

a densely furnished base ; then one gets a thick,

prickly hedge which will turn aside even an energetic

and inquisitive terrier. The best and quickest

hedges are made when the erect and drooping-

habited sorts are mixed. If the hedge is wanted

more quickly, two year old bushes may be pur-

chased cheaply and planted 2 feet apart, layering

tjie outer branches. jCecil Bartiett.
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LAWN MOWERS

THERE are two very distinct types of

these machines, the collectors and non-

rollectors. Both have their uses, as 1

will presently- explain. For all-round

work I would certainly place the collector

type first, as it is usually a more lasting machine

than the other, and if kept in good order will do

more finished wprk. There are several good

makes of the collector type. Green's, Shanks'

and Ransomes' being the first three that occur

to me. Green's is the only make I am personally

acquainted with, and though there may be machines

to equal them, I doubt if there are any better.

My firm had one of these machines in constant

use for thirteen years, at the end of which time

it was sent to the makers, who put in certain new
parts and generally did it up, and it has since

done good service for some six or more years !

Of the non-collecting type I place the " Pennsyl-

vania" first, principally because it was the first

good one to appear ; secondly, because I have

one and find it very useful. All our leading English

makers produce machines on the lines of the
" Pennsylvania," which may be as good, but 1

cannot speak from experience. These machines

are wonderfully light running. A I4in. one is

quite easy work for a man, whereas the same-

sized "Green" generally requires a man and a

boy. These machines should be used during

hot weather, when it is often advisable to leave

the mown grass on the lawn to protect the grass

roots from the sun. Never try to mow with them
when there is much growth on the lawn, for they

rssent big crops and make but a poor job of them.
Their clrief value lies in the fact that one can
run them very quickly over the lawn so frequently

that the grass never gets ahead. The " Pennsyl-

vania " and its English cousins are all high-geared

machines, the cutting cylinder revolving at a

great rate. On account of this they requirc

rather different setting from what is suitable

for the lower-geared machines. The cylinder

should be so set that it will revolve quite freelv

without any grating against the bottom knife.

If any alteration is necessary, great care should
be taken not to overdo it. .A.

very slight turn of the adjusting

screws is sufficient.

Care of Mowers.—One of the

most important points is the

correct adjustment of the cylinder

in relation to the bottom knife. If it is the least

bit too tight, it will go very hard and will

cause damage to the machine. When properly

set, the cylinder knives should just touch the

bottom blade, while allowing the cylinder to

revolve freely without any unpleasant sound or

feeling. A good test is to place a piece of paper

between the knives and gently turn the cylinder

by hand. If correctly adjusted, the paper wi

be cleanly cut.

Always keep the bearings well oiled with proper

machine oil. The bearings of the cutting cylinder

will require the most frequent oiling, as they

get more friction than others. Never put a mower
away dirty ; clean the rollers, brush off all bits of

grass or grit from around the bearings, and finally

wipe (-ach cutting blade separately with a bit of

oily rag. The last " tip " was given me by one of

Green's agents, and I have ever since been grateful

for it ; it means a lot of difference to the cutting

of the mower the next time it is used. Before

commencing to mow, always oil the edge of one

of the blades for its whole length and then revolve

the cylinder ; this simple act often makes all

the difference between a good start and a bad one.

My own opinion is that a mower, to do good

work, must be sharpened once a year at least

Unless you are very sure of getting the work

done properly by a local firm, it will pay to send

the mower to the maker. Do not wait until the

soring before sending

the machine to be

done up, or ten lo

one you will not get

it back until the grass

is a hav cri^o. Send it

off early in Januar5 . It

will then get full atten-

tion and come back in

plenty of time for the

first mowing.

J. DuscAN Pearson.

Lowdham, Notts.

SNOWDROP NOTES
By Edward H. \Voop.\ll

J^'

Galantbus byzantinus and Others.—Last

year I mentioned the success of some groups

of a Snowdrop that had been planted for several

years in my valley where the summer drought

is greatly mitigated. Thanks to Mr. Bowles'

excellent draw-

ing of his speci-

mens of G.

byzantinus
[Herewith re-

p r od u ced.

—

Ed.], I was able

to recognise
their identity

with my plants,

especially when
their habit of

producing two,

and sometimes

even three
blooms in
succession from

the same bulb

is taken into

account. This

year I am glad

to say they are

more vigorous

and thriving

than ever after

a hot and
rather trying

season ; so G.

byzantinus may
fairly be con-

sidered a

Southern form

of Snowdrop
which begins to

flower at the

end of Novem-
ber and lasts

well into Feb-

ruary, when the

type and later

forms struggle to perfect their flowers, living

on only by sufferance as they do. This

robust and giant form is therefore very

welcome both here and at home. In 1915 I

got also some bulbs named G. Fosteri, which did

not flower, as they were so weak, but I obtained

a few very fine flowers and leaves from some of

these bulbs last autumn. If this is the type of

G. Fosteri, it is a still finer thing, and flowers so

early that I see the first blooms opened on

October 27. Its flower is like that of the ordinary

Snowdrop very greatly enlarged, and without the

dark green markings on the petals ; indeed, the

whole plant is much brighter green, in foliage as well

as in markings, and its broad leaves are markedly

undulated and not turned back as in G. plii atus

and G. byzantinus. If this is the true G. Fosteri,

it must, I think, be quite a Southern form, and is

as vigorous here as G. byzantinus. Quite fifteen

years ago I planted a patch of G.

in the wood, unfortunately in

drier position, as I did not then

lie of the land thoroughly. This

survived but has not increased.

A WELCOME SNOWDROP.

Galadhus b\zaniinus

think

(Nice)

octobrensis

a rather

know the

patch has

I do riot

they "retrograde" in this climate
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DIANTHUS ALLWOODII

FEW
varieties of plants are quite common

in the horticultural world, but an

entirely new race of plants is an incident

of note. The newly introduced race

known as Dianthus AUwoodii is an

acquisition, since it can be grown by anyone in

any ordinary garden. It simply excels on rock

gardens, dry walls or in window-boxes.

D. Allwoodii originated from numerous crosses

carried out with different species of the Dianthus

family, and was eventually obtained after six

years of extensive research with many thousands

of seedlings. The expenditure in the final

cost of production was largely increased by the

standard that was set

to obtain a true, hardy, -
-

herbaceous plant that
was capable of flowering

over an extended period

without deterioration of

constitution.

The habit of growth of the

plant is similar to that of the

common garden Pink, except

that the growth is much
stronger and more rapid.

With this great charm the

plants commence to flower

in May, and continue to

produce an endless supply

of bloom until late
autumn. They have the

delightful perfume of the

garden Pink, but a stronger

and slightly longer stem,

with sound calyx ; while

the range of colour even

now is wonderful, but the

future will undoubtedly

unfold almost every known
shade. Many of the varie-

ties have the beautiful eye

or lacing of the old show

Pinks which were so popular

a decade ago, when the

weavers of the North held

their spe ial Pink shows

and looked upon it as

the most beautiful of all

flowers.

The flowers of D. All-

woodii are double, semi-

double and single. Some
varieties produce blooms measuring 3 inches

and grow 2 feet high ; others, quite small

blooms and grow only a few inches high. There

are fringed flowers and those with smooth-

edged petals. Couple all this with the perfume,

variety of colours and combination of the

same, and ease of culture, and the future of

D. Allwoodii must be apparent to all.

The raisers, Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Carnation

specialists, of Hayward's Heath, describe their

creation as " the most reasonable plant in the

world," because all it requires is a direct light.

It flourishes in any soil, and is readily propagated

by cuttings, pipings or layers, which root easily

from May to October, or by division in the early

autumn. If the plants are not propagated, they

grow into large clumps, and continue to flower

for upwards of three years if manured and attended

to. The use of the short-growing varieties for

edging, intermixing with Roses, bulbs and other

plants will be extensive ; -while other kinds will

be used in herbaceous borders and for special

beds, in vases, &c. Their suitability as pot plants

for cultivation in cold conservatories and frames

for the production of early spring flowers adds

greatly to their value, many of the varieties

producing pyramids of bloom under this system.

Their glorious bluish green foliage in winter is

not the least beautiful feature.

Another great charm of D. Allwoodii is that

they can be planted in the garden, window-boxes,

&c., at any season of the year, simply because

they are perpetual growing from spring to winter,

can withstand excessive drought like nearly all

Dianthuses, and, being hardier and more robust

than the old Pink, the excessive wet of winter

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

DIANTHUS ALLWOODII, A NEW HYBRID
PROMISE.

PINK OF GREAT

does not affect them. This is only to be expected

when their parentage is considered, a point that

is also responsible for the charming variation of

the flowers in form and colour.

The culture of D. Allwoodii is ridiculously

simple, and closely resembles that of the old garden

Pink. No amount of rain, frost or snow can

hurt them ; in fact, the foliage assumes a lighter

tint and appears to revel in it. Propagation by

divisions can be done, but not so successfully

as in the case of the Pink. Yet another feature

of this plant is that it may be grown in pots

for late autumn flowering in the greenhouse

or for forcing into bloom in the early spring

;

so there is little wonder that the scientific

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society

gave a unanimous vote of appreciation to this

new race of plants.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Vegetables Under Glass.

French Beans.—Sow five seeds in a 4-inch

pot, which is a better way of economising space

than sowing direct into 8-inch fruiting pots, as

the seedlings can be readily transferred to these

later on. If stood on the evaporating troughs

in the Cucumber-house or elsewhere where they

can obtain bottom-heat and a night temperature
of 65° or 70°, they will quickly germinate. If

the soil is moist, water will not be required until

growth is on the move. Afterwards they should

not suffer from the want of it. The plants will

need a light position near the glass to induce

a sturdy growth.

Cucumbers in Fruit.—These require constant

attention as growth proceeds. Thin out the
lateral shoots, allowing space
for free development of

growth. Thin the fruits on
the clusters to one ; over-

cropping is a sure source of

failure. The fruits when too
thick cannot swell freely,

turning yellow at the points.

If mildew makes its appear-
ance, dust the affected parts

at once with sulphur, and
avoid atmospheric moisture.

Instead of syringing the
plants, it is safer to depend
upon moisture arising from
the beds, floor, or evaporating
troughs. Maintain a night
temperature of not less than
65°-

Plants Under Glass.

Geraniums.—Plants for

next season's bedding should
be kept rather dry at the

roots, especially if the tem-
perature is low, to avoid
damping ofi. Pinch out the

point of each shoot to induce
a stocky growth.

Fuchsias should be pruned
to withm an eye or two on
established plants, small or

large, to keep them a good
shape. Keep these also for a

time somewhat dry at the

roots.

Cyclamens coming into
bloom or those throwing up
the flower-stems should be

carefully watered. Too little

water checks the development
of the flower-stems and
blossoms, while too much in

a low temperature tends to

damping in the crown of the

plant. Plants in small pots

need weak liquid manure
occasionally. Sulphate of

ammonia, applied at the rate

of half an ounce to a gallon of water, is a quick-

acting stimulant.
Primulas of all sections need a light position

near to the glass to encourage a stocky growth
and stout flower-stems, and also require careful

watering.
Cinerarias.—Keep these free from green fly

by fumigation. Those throwing up their flower-

trusses should have manurial aid, as the plants

are gross feeders, yet can be flowered in quite

small pots. The Celery fly often attacks the

leaves, quickly disfiguring them if not checked.

Squeezing between the finger and thumb is an
easy way of killing the grubs between the upper
and lower parts of the leaf.

Chrysanthemum Cuttings.—No time should

be lost in securing cuttings of all large-flowering
'

varieties of Chrysanthemums. Insert them
singly in a sandy compost in small pots and place

in a handlight or small frame in a cool house,

keeping them close for a time until roots are

formed. To disperse condensed moisture in the

handlights, open these for an hour daily.
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The Flower Garden,

Bedding Plants.—Beds planted with Prim-

roses, Wallflowers, &.C., will be all the better if

the surface soil is stirred with a Dutch hoe, as the

recent heavy rains will have settled the soil down
too firmly, making a thick crust, which impedes

growth bv the exclusion of air to the roots. Vacant

beds should be prepared for the summer occupants

by deep digging, or, where the subsoil is heavy,

by trenching, keeping the surface soil in its present

position, this being easier to manipulate later

on. Leave the surface as rough as possible to

be broken down by the weather, for strong-

growing subjects like Cannas, Fuchsias or sub-

tropical plants, a small quantity of stable manure
added to the soil during this prepara-
tion will be an advantage later on.

Pruning Rambler Roses.—Complete
the prunmg of Rambler Roses, cutting
away all of last season's flowering shoots,

giving space for the stout sucker-like

growths of the current year. In the
case of pillars, if there are signs of

bareness at the base and shoots art-

numerous, a few of various lengths may
be shortened back to induce added
growth to furnish that portion of the
pillar.

The Alpine Garden.—.Now is a good
time to overhaul portions of the rock
garden where early subjects, such as

Anemones, Hepaticas, &c., are on the
move, removing decaying leaves and
weeds. Stir the soil and top-dres-i

lightly with a compost of loam, leaf-

mould and sharp silver sand. This will

give a tidy appearance and encourage
freedom of growth.

E. MOLYNEUX.
' (Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swamnorc, Hants.

The Flower Garden.

Replanting Perennials.—If suitable weather,

beds of Michaelmas Daisies may now be replanted.

Give the ground a good deep digging and mcor-

porate some well-decayed mantire or old hotbed

material, and if the natural soil is heavj, a pro-

portion of good leaf-mould is a decided help

towards the successful cultivation of these most

beautiful autumn-flowering plants. Where beds

are impoverished through the same plants benig

grown for a niunber of years, such as Peonies.

Pvrethrums and Delphinitmis, a good plan is to

utilise the soil out of Melon and Cuctmiber beds;

this generally contains some unexhausted manures.

The results are most encouraging, and where too

FOR NORTHER.N GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

General Worli.—The principal work
in this department is digging and
trenching during 'pen weather, while it

stormy and unsuitable for outdoor work,
roots in store may be inspected and
picked over. Potatoes especially requir-

ing attention tnis season. Some useful

labels may also be prepared, while
Pea-sticks should be examined and any
new ones pointed and made ready for

future requirenVents. The tool -shed
ought also to have a good tidying up ai

this time, and any implements that

require repair should be put right now
and so be prepared for pressure of work
later on.

'

Sowing of Seeds.—It is now neces-

sary to make a few early sowings of

seeds, induding both flowers and vege-
tables. Antirrhinums, Salvias (Fireball

and Scarlet Queen), Begonias (both
fibrous and- tuberous rooted) and
Pentstemons may now be sown, while

the main sowing of Onions for large

bulbs may also be made. The best and
most suitable kinds for the district

should be chosen, and with us none
proves more satisfactory than Ailsa

Craig Selected and Cranston's Excelsior.
Sow in well-drained boxes filled with a
mixture of good loam, leaf-mould and
gritty sand, using it in a moderately dry ^
condition. Press firmly and sow thinly
and regularly. Failing a well-heated pit,

a very suitable place for raising the
seedlings is an early Peach-house or vinery. A
sowing of Leeks for early use may be made in a

like manner.

Forcing Seakale, Rhubarb and Asparagus.

—

Batches of Seakale and Rhubarb should still be
planted for forcing, selecting good strong roots
for this purpose. Asparagus should also be put
in, as a dish of tliis delightful vegetable is highly
esteemed at this time of the year. A Mushroom-
hou'se is much preferred for the first two, but the
bea of a Melon pit is most suitable for the Asparagus,
although, where inside accommodation is limited, a
very satisfactory lot may be raised by means of
a well-made hotbed. It is essential that strong
crowns be used, or the crop may prove disappointing.

the trees may not be quite so symmetrical as

one would wish.

Bush Fruits.—If the ground is in good con-

dition, new plantations of Gooseberries or Currants

may be completed, while any blanks in the main
breaks should be made good.

Plants Under Glass.

The Conservatory.—In the conservatory the

various Primulas are now making a pleasing

display, while the earlier Cyclamens are also well

flowered. A little weak liquid manure will prove

a help to them at this time, while the atmosphere

should be kept as buoyant as possible. Chrysan-

themums are now fairly well past and should be
cleared away, with the exception of the

necessary stools for cuttings. Cytisus

will come in handy to fill the blank in

the meantime, and the introduction of

a few more Palms will give a pleasing

effect.

Forcing Shrubs.—.A number of plants

of Staphylea :olihica. Azaleas and
Rhododendrons should now be put into

heat to keep up the display later, and
the most should be made of the flowering

shrubs this season, owing to the scarcity

of bulbs in many plaics. Both Spira-a

confusa and S. multiflora are delightful

subjects for early fordng. Roman
Hya( inths promise well, and with small

Ferns will be used for filling bowls for

drawing-room decoration. The Due Van
Thol Tulips are mut h missed just now,
their pleasing brightness always being

welcome during the first month of the

year. James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houlds-

worth Bart.)

Coodham, Kilmarnock.

AN EARLY MARROWFAT PFA
The well-known firm of Messrs. Webb
and Sons (Stourbridge), L.mited, have

introduced a number of excellent Peas,

including their popular Senator, which

is such a remarkable cropper. In

Webb's Peerless Marrowfat we have a

new Pea which b.ds fair to outrival

Senator. It is a dwarf variety not

more than 2 feet high, and produces

a plentiful supply of well-filled pods.

In addition to gi\ing prod.gious crops

it is an early Pea of very fine flavour.

PEA DWARF .PEERLESS^' MARROWFAT.

much is not attempted in one season, the extra

time expended is of a commendable nature.

The Fruit Garden.

Training Peaches.—Generally the latest trees

on the walls to receive attention are the Peai hes

as with us the wood is long in ripening ; but the

trees will now be untied and the young growths
judiciously thinned, so that when retied the)

will be about 6 inches from one another.

Morello Cherries.—Owing to depleted staffs

Morello Cherries will in many cases not receive

the careful tying they had in former years ; but

if the wood is thinned out and the best growths
lightly tied in, no great harm will ensue, though

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
For table use small, solid sprouts are

mostly preferred. A capital variety I

grew extensively for several years was
May's Northam Prize, and for small,

solid sprouts and lateness 1 thought it

one of the best. Since then I have been

more than satisfied with Sutton's Dwarf
Gem, a variety that has become very

popular, and deservedly so, for the

sprouts are just the size for table use,

and it may with advantage be

planted more closely than some of

the stronger and larger kinds. Another

good variety is Veitch's Paragon. The

sprouts are very solid and abundantly produced.

Brussels Sprouts require ample room and rather

firm, rich, deeply cultivated land. When allowed

plenty of room, the plants grow more sturdy

and yield better and firmer sprouts. In cold

districts it is necessary to raise the plants in

a little heat, but in the more favourable parts,

if the seed is sown outdoors about the second or

third week in March, good plants will result in

time for planting out by the first week in June,

which in due course will produce excellent

sprouts. H. Markham.
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TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS
TREES AND SHRUBS.

FUCHSIA RICCARTONII {E. C.).—The plants of Fuchsia
Riccartonii alluded to have been growing In their present

site upwards of forty years. Xhey are not pruned, but
allowed to grow away uninterruptedly. This Fuchsia

does not die down naturally, sometimes it is cut down
partly by severe frost. On the East Coast plants grow
12 feet high and are never pruned. In some localities

they do not grow so tall, but are more spreading in their

habit. We advise you to allow tliem to grow without
pruning if you wish to have them tali.

SUMACH LEAVES {Mrs. E. 5.).—The specimen
sent for examination is not the Poison Sumach, or Poison

Ivy as it is more often called (Klius To.xicodendron), but
the Staghorn Sumach (II. typhina). R. typhina is not.

known to possess poisonous properties in the same way
as R. Toxicodendron, although it is possible that certain

people might be affected if the sap came in contact with
ttie sldn. As the plant is so common, however, it is unlikely

that it can be very iiarmful, or injury caused by it would
have been noted on many occasions, R. Toxicodendron
is easily recognised by means of its three-parted leaves.

THE GREENHOUSE.
TREATMENT OF BEGONIA GLOIRE DE LORRAINE

{A. i:f.).— If the only glass available for Begonia GiOire

d^Lorraine is a lean-to house with a winter temperature

oi 45° to 50°, we fear that you will not be very successful

in growing this Begonia. It would be all the better if

the house was 10° warmer. Ihen, wiien the flowers are

over, the plants shouid be shortened back to 6 inches

or c' inches from the pot, and less water be given for a month
or so. At tlie expiration of that time, if the plants are

taken into a warmer structure and syringed during bright

days as well as giving more water at the roots, they will

pusli out new growths, which, when about 2 inches in

leni^li, may be taken as cuttings. In a ciose propagatiug-

rase, in a temperature of (>0° to 75'^, they will soon root

If you have no convenience for this, after the old plants

are cut back they may be stood at the warmest end of

the greenhouse, and when new growth appears they

should be repotted in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould and
sand. It is quite possible that when some of the old soil

is taken away, the plants may be put into the same-sized

pots as they were in betoi-' ; but if very vigorous, pots

a size larger may be preferable.

ARUM LILIES AND VINES UNSATISFACTORY
f^_ £/_)_—Arum l.ilie«i have in some districts at least become
liable to a disease such as that detailed by you. It is

apparently of fungoid origin, but how it originates seem?-

to be somewhat obscure. Successful results have been

obtained by giving the plants a thorough ripening during

the summer for about a month. They may at that time

be laid on their sides outdoors. Then, towards the end

of July, shake tlie tubers clear of the old soil and go over

them carefully before repotting. This will give a chanct

to remove any decaying portions, and where cut away
some dried sulphur must be rubbed on the wound. Tlie

potting soil should consist mainly of fibrous loam, and.

if possible, obtained from a different source. No manure
should be used till the pots are well fm-nished with roots.

All decayed portions of the tubers that are cut off sliould

be burnt. With regard to the Vines, it would be more
satisfactory to obtain the advice of a good Grape-grower
in the neigltbourhood, as personal inspection is a very

great helji in such cases. There is, however, no chance
of your Viiics improving unless the border is remade,
as no doubt the roots have got into the heavy, cold subsoil.

Whether you do the work at once or in two parts, as you
suggest, will to a great extent depend upon the conditions

of labour, which is just now very scarce.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SOIL FOR EXAMINATION (IF. i).)—All the samples

of soil sent sliow you are in need of lime, and it should
be added, if chalk or ground limestone is used, at the

rate of a bushel to the square rod ; if quicklime is used
(but it will not be so suitable for your soil), add it at the

rate of half a bushel to the square rod. Wakeley's Hop
Manure is excellent, and it will provide the organic matter
useful for the improvement of the texture of the soil you
send. Decaying vegetable refuse of all kinds may be used
and will take tha.place of the stable manure you are lacking,

but, of course, diseased plants should not be allowed to

And their way into the soil.

THE VALUE OF DECAYED MANURE.—Why is it

that decayed manure is generally recommended in books
and gardening papers to be used for the growth of garden
crops in preference to fresh manure ? I should have
thought that fresh manure contained far more nourish-
ment than that which is decayed, because by the time
manure has become decayed nearly all the nourishment
must havi' gone out of it.

—

Egdon. [This is a very pertinent

and interesting question, 'i'iie answer is tliat decomposi-
tion of such manures before adding them to the .loii will

render the parts more soluble and in a better state for

being readily absorbed by plants. The liquid products
of such manu cs sh -uld be p eser^ cd and added from
time to time to the soh. Pouitry-maimre would be excel-

lent for the purpose you state. Mix with an equal quantity
of sifted garden soil and apply at the end of Murch. raking
it into the soil and afterwards well rolling It in.

—

Ed.)

OBITUARY
GEORGE SCHNEmER,

GEORGE SCHNEIDER is dead!
The words will be repeated with
grief and consternation by many
of his old friends and acquaintances,

both British and foreign. In spite

of his name, George Schneider was a Frenchman
of old Alsatian stock, and the outcome of his love

for his young fellow-countrymen was the founda-
tion of the Snci^tfi Frangaise d'Horticulture de
Londres. Many of. our readers have been the

witness of its success and have participated

in some of those brilliant annual gatherings at

the CafS Royal, when men of the highest position

in the horticultural world have considered it an
honour to preside.

Mr. Schneider was born in Paris on March 29,

i8/|8, and was therefore in his sixty-ninth year

when he passed peacefully away at his residence,

THE LATE MR. GEORGE SCHNEIDER.

i, Meredyth Road, Barnes, S.W., after a brief

.ind unexpected illness. He served his apprentice-
ship and worked in several establishments in

France before he decided to try his fortune in

England, where he arrived in January, 1870.

His first place was at Messrs. John Laing and
Cu.'s at Forest Hill ; but when the Franco-German
War broke out, young Schneider returned to France
and enlisted as a volunteer in a marching regiment.
He fniight in the army of the Loire under General
Chanzy, was taken prisoner by the enemy, but
escaped. He joined up again, and went through the

campaign to the end. When peace was proclaimed,

George Schneider returned to England. For a short

time he was employed by Messrs. Hugh Low and
Co. of Clapton ; then in 1872, before he had
attained his twenty-fourth birthday, he was
engaged by Messrs. James Veitch and Sons at

Chelsea, where he remained for thirty years.

He died on the 2nd inst., and the mortal remains
of our good friend were laid to rest in East Sheen
Cemetery on the following Friday.

At the graveside we noticed two of his daughters,
Mrs. Hiehle and Mrs. Peavot, with their husbands,
the other daughter, Mme. Ripard, and her husband
being in France. Among old personal friends

were Messrs. John Heal, V.M.H., David Ingamells,
Thomas Bevan, Harman Payne, John McKerchar,
Otto Hiehle, Tivey and Binot. The French
Horticultural Society of London, of which he was
the president since its foundation, was represented
by Messrs. Guilloud, J. Bintner, Meilli and Wuyts.
The floral tributes, several of which were by the

well-known florist Mr. R. F. Felton of Hanover
Square, comprised a very striking one from the
society, with its bold, broad band of tricolour

ribbon, and others from some of the friends above
named. Sir Harry Veitch, Mr. Edward Sherwood
(Messrs. Hurst and Sons), Mr. R. Peter Barr, the
widow (who was too unwell to be present) and
other friends also sent wreaths. There were no
speeches at the graveside, as is usual at French
interments.

As we turned from the grave with sadness
in our hearts, we felt we had lost a friend whom
it would be difficult to replace. Mr. George
Schneider was a husband faithful and true, a

devoted parent, a loyal friend, a genial and sympa-
thetic companion, a man the like of whom we
may never meet again. His memory will long

remain in the hearts of many English and French
friends who have received nothing but kind con-

sideration from him, and the name of George
Schneider deserves to be written in letters of

gold in the annals of international horticulture.

RIP- C. Harman Payne.

ALLWOODII
The newest creation in
the Horticultural World.

A Hardy Plant that
everyone will cultivate.

Our illustrated and descriptive Catalogue,
free on request, describes

—

ALLWOODII
Perpetual Flowering Carnations

Hardy Border Carnations

Malmaison Carnations

Perpetual Flowering Border

Carnations

and is a volume of useful information.

Carnation Specialists,

HAYWARDS HEATH,
Sussex.
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SEEDS FOR 1917.
It is none too early forgarden lovers to think

of steds, but be sure the seeds you buy a-e

«etds of qiiciittv. It isa gardening axiom that

RYDERS SEEDS
arc the b-st. and despitL- the fat t ol a W.it

Time price of Ijd. per packet, orders for these
famous Flower and VeKetal>!e Se ds are daily

growing in volume. Seats of quality caninU
now be supplied, even by Ryders, in Penny
Packets.

Ryders Illustrated

Seed Catalogue Free
is now being issued. Sen.) a post card to-day
for your free coiiy Remember the one and only
address and beware o( imitators-no agents.

RYDER & SON, Ltd

Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS.

Qrow Your Own Food by
Sowing Ryders

) Famous Vegetable Seeds.

>tERRHggaBERS

j»J$£$

COLLECTION 'G" (New Roses) for
29/e

I

THli superb coUectloa ot It Bast Hew Rosea in Hwarf
rUntB for as 8 1 with Aciae Lab«l«. SI/*. Carr-lue snd pack-

laK fra« for cash with order.

Astfuat Hartmsnii <H.T.)

Bvarv Ros« a chotca ooTelty-

Irlsh Plredsme (H.T.)

J. P. Barry (P.I

LadT PlTmouth (T.)

Madame E. Herrlot {Daily

Main (P.)

Mrs. C. B. Psarson (H.T.)

Mrs. P. W.Vanderbilt(H.T I

Hrs.George Norwood(H.T.)
Mrs. J. C. Hall (H.T.I

ii%m
Ch« BEST snd ChcapcsT.

. K»Wk). -ir »rrt« fOT Pric« Ltof. ItM
5^CtAL PUTS mtM ««t.Hr>i>^t. •«!» ft«»lt aiW fttm

^«ak fr*M 24. ••ch.

mCHARD SAAf/<X)r* SOfV, LT*.
BulwcM MUrics. MOmHOMAM.

BrUllftKt (H.T.I

I

Coronation (H.P.)

I
Crlmfton Chaienay (H.T.)

I

Florence Forreater (H.T.)

Hadlor (H.T.)

HonrlBUa <H T.)

B. V. Maohln(H.T.)
lona Herdman (H.T.)

Quean Mary (H.T.j

Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A Cra^tl stock of

Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in creat

variety. Send for Cataloijue No. 12. full of intcrestme informa-

tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.

(Dept. 2), Garden Speci.'Jists. S^mhwell. Nott^.

Of Surpassin:^ Beauty

QUNYARD'S
FRUIT TREES

CATAUOGUe
by RcTURn

GEORGE BUNYARD* CO.
Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.

PUT IT TO YOUR
SELF THIS WAY
IF YOU Want to liave tlie be?t Garden \ou ever
had—IK YOU WANT To GROW TWICE AS
MANY WHOLESOME AND DELICIOUS VEGE-
TABLES— if you want to have lovelier flowers than
vou nave previously ever grown. SOW ONLY
GUARANTEED GARDEN SEEDS. Write a
postcard to-dav for a free copy of our "GUIDE TO
GARDEN WISDOM AND GUARANTEED GAR-
DEN SEEDS," contaitiiug 164 pages of indispens-
ahle garden infonnation. EVERY packet of Seeds
ordered theoce MUST grow for you and please vou
or you will g t it RKPLACED FRfciELY Cost no
more to buy. Write to-day. No obligation of any
ort. Address us personally:

TOOGOOD & SONS,
The King's Seedsmen,

S O U T H A M PTON.

=SEED POTATOES.:
REPORTED VERY SCARCE.
Order NOW, to as to secure
your supplies at these prices.

Carriage paid on 281bs. or more. Bags Free.

EARLY. 14 lbs. 28 lbs. 56 lbs.

Duke of York ...4/11 9/9 19/-
Earlv Puritan ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
Express (Sharpe's) 4/7 9/- 17/9
Queen Marv ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
Snd EARLY.
British Queen ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
Epicure (Sutton's) 3/8 7/3 14/3
Great "cot ... 4/11 9/9 19/-
Lancasliire Lass . 4/- 7/9 15/3
MAINCROP.
Arnui Chief ... 4/7 9/- 17/9
Cliesliire Cliampion 3 8 7/3 14/3
Dchs. Cornwall ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
Evergood 3/8 7/3 14/3
Factor 4/- 7/9 15/3
('heshire Edwards 3/3 6/3 12'3
Up-to-Datc ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
When ordering, say whether Irish,
Scotch, Lincolnshire, or Cheshire grown
send is preferred. If no preference is

stated. Bees will send wliat is best
suited to your locality.

SWEET PEAS.
Mersey Collection

15 Seeds
each.
Dobbies Cream
Sunproof CnnisoD
Ro.val Purple
Kosabelle rose
Barbara, salmon
King Wliite

•% /Q 12 varieties

/ ^ post free.

R. F. Felton.lav.
Qn.of Norway, m*ve
Stevenson, orange
Hercules, pink
America .Spencer
King Manoel, m'.

Liverpool Collection.
15 Seeds 1 "1 H ^ varieties
each. via post free.
Mrs. Cuthbertson, Edrom Beauty, or'ge.
Jno.Ingman.c'mine Dobbies Scarlet
Margaret Atlee,pk. C. Hinton, white

Lancashire Collection.
15 Seeds n /o 18 varieties
each. ^/ «» post uee.
MTsey and Liverpool Collections com-
bined, and packet Gypsophila elegans,
gratis.

ONION SETS.
These tiny bulbs make it possible for
you to a^^oid the ravages caused by the
onion fly. In addition you secure an
earlier crop of fine, well finished bulbs
of the Atlsa Craig Type.
The cost is about 6d. per cwt. of crop
when well grown. Orders should be
placed NOW to secure full delivery.
One pound contains about 150 to 160
sets. lib. 1/4, postage od.

21bs. 3/-, post free.

BEST RED SHALLOTS.
Fine, clean, sound, hard bulbs, for im-
mediate delivery.
7lbs. 3/6 141bs. (1 stone) 6/6
Carriage paid. C^ash with order.

Genera! Seed Catalogue is being posted
to customers ; will other readers please

apply for a free copy.

b6SM<
175c, Mill St,

Liverpool.

DOBBIES
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.
160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

Wm
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ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS!

SPECUL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 & 68, CHEAPSIOE, E.G.
CATALOOVES ON APPLICATION.

BARR'S
CASH CLEARANCE SALE

OF

Spring- Flowering Bulbs
Including DAFFODILS, MAY -FLOWERING TULIPS.
IRISKS, FREESIAS, POLYANTHUS NARCISSI, etc., for

the Greenhouse, Flower Garden, and to naturalise in Shrub-
beries, Wild Gardens, and in grass.

JPL-t Gi:«e£K.t;lar Rectxicsed ^x*ices«
Bulbs in first-class condition. Descriptive Lists on opplication.

BARR & SONS, 11, 12 & 15. King Street, Covent Card -n, London.

ROCKERY STONE
in large or small pieces, from 1 /- per ton.

Stone Qarden Rollers, Crazy Paving, Spar,
Limestone, or Qritstone Chippings for Footpaths.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Etc.

ENQUIRE

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,
DARLEY DALE, MATLOCK.

FLOWER SEEDS.

seeds at very

-Best strains of all the

popular kinds offered.

Hardy Plant, Swreet Pea, uncommon and
rare seeds a speciality.

VEGETABLE SEEDS.- ««' "^'^ '^ '^^

moderate prices.

HARDY PLANTS.- ai™Va"'^vt!£:
including several novelties.

pnCCG — Strong plants, in all the leading
varieties. Ramblers, particularly strong

at very low prices.

FDIIIT TRFFQ — Splendid fibrous rootedrnUII inttO.
trees, in all sizes and shapes.

Fruiting Trees exceptionally fine.

CATALOGUES of above on application to

THOMPSON & MORGAN,
Seed Establishment and Hardy Plant Nurseries,

IPSWICH.

SCIENTIFICAXiLT AND CHEMICALLY PREPARBD.
Intlieformof a leaf-mould, ready for use atany time, in the same way. and forall purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(1 cwt. equalling 15 cwts.). gives better results, is clean to h.indle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal HortictUtural Society. " Vour Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wlsfey, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
io the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks, Secretary.

A beautiful Free Booklet giving /till Particulars and testimonials sent on receipt of Postcard. *
_W BEWARE OF IMITATIONS ; GENTTINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALTSIS.'Vti

Sold in B?gG. 28 lbs., 2/3; 56 lbs., 3/6; 1 cwt., 6/- ; 5 cwts., 28/9: 10 cwts- 5S/- ; for cash with order, we paying carriage by
Plckford, i;.ondoD district, or to any station within 25 miles of London: 3d. per bag charged extra forftvery 50 miles or part

beyond this distance.
WAKELET BROS. & CO., LTD.. T6b BANKSIDB, LONDON.

Also WAKELT^IT'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- .i- hel bag, carriage paid 25 mtlee. extra aa above.

.^Zrt<C Ate- £<Uut*^^ A.e^:^h^cc »

icts there |"?
I
and makes the Garden ,tl^S^..

gay all the year round .^ir£:tp.

Suld everywhere in TINS at 6d.A Is., and in BEANDED A SEALED
BAGS- 7 lbs.. 28. 6d.; U rbs..4a. 6d. : 2^ Ihs., 7s. 6d. : 56 lb3., 1 as. Sd. : 112 lbs,, 208. Or
dlrprtfrnm theWorks. Carriaee paid In the United KinednmfnrCash with 0rder(except6d. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mfrs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.

Telegrams: "FRANK CANT, COLCHESTER,'

Teleohone No, 182.

CANTS
CHAMPION

The Cheapest and the Finest
Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,

Braiswick Rose Gardens (Dept. A),

COLCHESTER.
CATALOaVE POST FREE on APPLICATION

NOW READY.
A new and important Volume in the Increased

Productivity Series.

RECLAIMING
THE WASTE:
BRITAIN'S MOST URGENT PROBLEM.

By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM.

With Contributions by Professor Augustine Henrv,
Dr, Brenchley, George Bolam, Professor Somerville, etc.

Cloth, 3/6 net ; by post 3/10.

THE object of this book is to direct attention to

the vast possibilities of Waste Land Reclama-

tion. More than twenty million acres in Great

Britain and Irelan4 are lying in complete or partial

waste, and no one denies that a very considerable

portion is improvable. Reclamation means a great

addition to the wealth of the country, and readers

of thii book will see that it has been turned into a

quick process, yielding a speedy return for a very

moderate outlay of capital.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this invaluable

book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-

books in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,
" CocNTKY Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.

Primed by Hudson & Kearns. Limited, Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street, S.E., and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street. Strand. W.C
md by George Newnes. LiMiTEa. 8-11. Southamuton Stxaet Strand, W.C.
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A OARDEX REMINDER!
To obtain tlte Finest Crops it is essential to sow tlie

Finest Seeds.

WEBBS' HIGH-CLASS VEGETABLES.—
Celebrated lor (iiialitv and productiveness. Awarded tlie

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S and ROYAL
AGRICULTl'HAL SOCIETY'S GOLD MEDALS (Higiiest

Honours) in 1916. For the finest strains of Vegetable and
Flower Seeds. Potatoes, Lawn Seeds, Fertilizers etc.. see

WEBBS' GARDEN CATALOGUE for lill7. post free on
request. — WEBB & Sons, Ltd., Tbe Kings Seedsmen,
Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS" ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always. Merrj'weatiier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Mebbtweather & Sons. Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection In culti-

vation We cordially invite you to come and select any plants

you require.

—

John Wateeee, Sons <S Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagabot. Surrey.

FOR PRESENT SOWING.
WATERERS' VEGETABLE SEEDS.—
Broad Beans Early Longpod, lOd. per quart. Omon, Ailsa
Craig, selected. 1/- per packet, 3/11 per oz. Cucumber, Every
Day 6d. and 1/- per packet. Tomato, Crimson Beauty, 1/-

and 2/6 per packet. Dwarf Bean, Ne Plus Ultra, 2/- per
quart. Carefully selected collections of Vegetable Seeds, from
5/6 to £.1 OS. Catalogue free.—John Wateber,Soxs 4 Crisp,
Limited, The Nurseries, Bagahot, Surrey and Twyford. Berks.

LAXTONS' SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons* Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to
offer—may 31 ill be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation
ou receiptof stamped envelope.- Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
"VITROLITE" far superior to White Lead Paint, 15/- per
gall. "PLASTINE" supersedes Putty 18/- per cwt.—Full
particulars from W. Carson & SONS, Grove Works, Battersea.
Agents throughout the country.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE nrw ready, free.—
Vegetable and Flower Seeds of finest Selected Strains and
Tested Growth at moderate prices.

—

Baeb iS Sons, King
Street. Covent • arden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International

Exiiibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants

supplied. Work personally auperiutended. Estimates given.

—Morrisbume. Wokiug.

ECONOMY IN THE GARDEN—This is not
the time to pay fancy prices for Seeds and other garden
reiiuisites. We have alwa.vs made a point of supplying tlie

verv best of Seeds at jirices within the reach of all.

Our 1917 SEED CATALOGUE contains a selection of the
very best varieties of VcKetahle anil Flower Seeds, and Scotch-
grown Seed Potatoes, at strictly moderate rates. A copy of

same sent free to anyone mentionine tliis paper.
J. R. Pearson & Sons, Lowdliam, Notts. Estab. 1782.

SECURE YOUR SUPPLIES OF THE FOLLOWING
BEFORE STOCKS ARE EXHAUSTED.

SUTTON'S EARLY GIANT PEA A
popular earlv varietv. Per pint, 1

SUTTON'S BEST OF ALL RUNNER BEAN.
—The largest podded Scarlet Runner. Per J pint, 1/9

SUTTON'S NEW RED INTERMEDIATE
C.\RROT.—The type for aener.al cultivation. Per

pkt., 1-

SUTTON'S SELECTED AILSA CRAIG
ONION.—The heaviest cropper. Per pkt., 1/6

POST FREE.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS.—Ask tor 191h
Illustrated Catalogue, '200 varieties, post free. From 4/- per
doz. ; 25/- per 100; carriage paid lor cash. Patronised b>
Royalty.

—

Van dee Sluys. F.R.H.S.. Guernsey.

WM. DUNCAN lUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.— Conservatories, Wiiiter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach HouBes, Portable Buildiogs. etc.

Catalogue gratis.

FLOWER POTS.—10 8in., 15 6in., 2n 5in..

30 3Jin., 25 2Jin.. complete, packed free. 7/6 Hlustrabed
list of pots, seed and cutting pans, poultry and pigeon fountains,
troughs, etc., free.

—

Thos. Jeavons. Potteries. Brierley Hill.

DOBBIE & CO., Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh
will send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to
Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free, if this

paper is mentioned.

YORK STONE PAVING, for Garden Paths,
and LUy Ponds; Rectangular or Broken for Rustic Work,
Steps and Wall Coping; Rockery. Sawn Stone a Speciality.—Geo. Vint & Kros.. Stone Merchants. Idle. Bradford.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application.— George Bunyard & Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools; no solids; no open
filters; perfectly automatic; everything underground. State
particulars.—WiLLlAii Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers & Son,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Station: Harlow, G.E.R.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
^-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id.sq.yard: stout 1-inch mesh, cotton,
3d. sq. yard: ditto, medium, 2d. As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supply limited; order early.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
See advert, on page iii.

WELLSON'S PLANT FOOD is the central
feature of a good manure. Send for particulars.

—

Wellson
and Co.. West Mill, Leeds.

WELLS' Catalogue of Chrysanthemums and
Perpetual Carnations now ready, post free on application.

—

W. Wells & Co.. Merslliam. Surrey.

GOVERNMENT LAND SCHEME.—Kelway's
grow Vegetable Seeds of all kinds on the largest possible

scale, which are, however, only supplied to seedsmen. We
snail be glad to recommend seedsmen to any private person

or organisation requiring the finest selections under the above
scheme. Land and labour are too valuable at present to

waste on inferior stocks. Enquiries will receive prompt
attention. — KELWAY & SON, Wholesale Seed Growers,

Langport.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with

full cultural notes, is now ready and will be sent post free on
applicjition.—(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. TEETOEN. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

hy post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
prai tical information showing how the possessors of gardi ne,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown "materia medica."—A prospectus

of the book " ill be sent on application to the Offices of
' CotJNTEY Llpe," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street. Covent Garden,
W.C.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and
Poultry Fencing Ask for separate Lists.—Boclton & PADL.
Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

OXYDOIN FOR CHILBLAINS.—Instant Re-
lief. Rapid Cure. Chaps, cuts, burns, sores, stings, rheumatic
joints, sciatica, and neuritis, 1/3 and 1/9, Approved Lamet.—
New Oxypol Products. Ltd., 23, Fitzroy square. London, W.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Slmibs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-
logues un application.

—

Jones, Churchfleld, Cradley. Malvern.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in
What Soils to Plant Them," witli Catalogue, free on applica-
tion. Special Selectiuns, 12, 3/6, 25, 6/6; 50, 12/6; 1UU,25/-.
All different, named, strong stock.—G. R. PmpPS, Alpine
Nursery, Bamham, Bognor.

FIDLER'S NEW ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE OF CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS will be sent, post
free to any address on receipt of postcard. Write at once for

a copy. It may help you to save 50 per cent, ou your seed
bill this season. — Pidler & SONS, Royal Berkslure Seed
Stores. Heading

WHITELEGG & CO.'S Seed List for
Spring 1917 is now ready and will be posted free to anyone
sending a card asking for same. All seeds sent carriage paid.^
WmTELESG & Co., ChislehUTBt.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually

using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy

the satisfaction of an abundant and Brst-class crop instead of

only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the vomme will be sent

ou application to the Offices of " COUNTRY LIFE," LTD., 20,

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C^

GROW MORE FOOD.
To do this you must buy tlie best Seeds. Thousands of

unsolicited testimonials.

SELECTED SEED POTATOES. — New
Success, Yielder, Queen Alexandra, Early Rose, Hebrons,

Sharpe's Express, Myatts, Eclipse, Llewellyns, Epicure, May
Queen, Queen Mary, Duke of York, Arran Chief, cwt., 17/6;

56 lbs., 9/-; 28 lbs., 5/-; 14 lbs., 3/-; 7 lbs., 1/9. King
Edwards, Factor, Ever«ood, Royal Kidney, Nortliern Star,

British Queen, Up-to-Date,owt., 15/6; 56 lbs., 8/-; 28 lbs., 4/6;

14 lbs , 2/6 ; 7 lbs., 1/6. Eating Potatoes, 12/6 cwt. Potato

Manure, 10/- cwt.; 6/- 56 lbs.; 3/6 28 lbs.; 2/- 14 lbs.; 1/3

7 lbs. Shallots, 9d lb. Onion sets, 1/6 lb. Free on rail.

Bags free. (When ordering p.ease state Seed Potatoes are

intended to be used for Seed Purposes only.)

PEAS, BEANS, AND SMALL SEEDS.—
PeasSd., Beans 7d. pint; Beetroot, Sprouts, Cabbage, Celery,

Kale. Lettuce, 2d. packet, 4d. ounce; Cress, Parsley, Mustard,

Parsnip, Railish, Spinach, Turnip, Id. packet, 2d. ounce;

Tomato, Carrot, Leek, 3d. packet, 6d. ounce; Onion, 4d.

packet, 9d. ounce. Orders for small seeds only to value of 1/-

post free Peas, Beans and small seeds to value of 2/6 carriage

paid. Collection of Peas, Beans and Small Seeds (22 packets),

2/6 carriage paid. Cash with ortler. Send for full Catalogue.

Seed Potatoes, Peas, Beans and Vegetable Seeds.

HORACE TAYLOR, CHATTERLS, CA.MBRIDGESHIRE.
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SEEDS FOR< 1917
It is none too early for garden lovers to

think of steds, but be sure the seeds

you buy are seeds of quality. It is a
gardening axiom that

RYDERS SEEDS
are the best, and despite the fact of a War
Time price of l^d. per paclet, orders

for these famous flower and Vegetable
Seeds are daily growing in volume.
Seedsof quality cannot now be supplied,

even by Ryders, in Penny Packets.

Illustrated Seed Catalogue Free

Send a postcard
to-day for your free

copy of Ryders Cat-
alogue. Remember
the one and only

address and beware

o/ imitators. No
agents.

RYDER
SON, Ltd.

SeedJ^Specialists

,

ST. ALBANS.

Grow Your Own
Food by Sowing

Ryders Famous

Vegetable Seeds.

SANKEYS»^>'*POTS
*^«he BEST ond CheapesK

* III* quantity *l r«ch mr rt^w.rrd mnA h«vc "Tsrr.*^* m>4 "

jr" frrMMinily >iTi«tini« »• hmlt vatur <

, »), fir •rH« fur P'nm Li»t. fr*«.

SPECIAL PUTA »IA11 i*<criptinV.(, Buli> >•»» mn* fttm
fan* tfm Zd. carh.

mCHARO SAN»C£)rS SO^, LTP.
BalweM Pb^Urics. NOTTfNCMAM.

gUNYARD'S
FRUIT TREES

CATAUOOUe
by ReTURT\

GEORGE BUNYARD^CO.
Royal Nuneries,

MAIDSTONE.
Ud.

TREBLE YOUR

GARDEN PROFITS.
GUARANTEED GARDEN SEEDSare the" open
sesame " that reveals to you the true possibilities of
tliat Rarden of yours. They ensure for You an in-

exhaustible supply of delicious vegetables and an
endless succession of lovely flowers, right in your
own garden, where You can benefit by them at your
pleasure. EVERY packet, too, MUST grow for You
and please You or You will get it REfLACliD
FRKELY. Cost no more to buy. Write to-day for

a FREE copy of our 164-page "GUIDE TO
GARDEN WISDOM AND GUARANTEED GAR-
DEN SEEDS." Postcard will do. No obligation

to buv anythnig. Address us personally

:

TOOGOOD & SONS,
The King's Seedsmen,

SOUTH A M PTON.

IF YOU WANT

Really Good Seeds
AT MODERATE PRICES

SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM
No one will serve you bettet*.

A FEW PRICES FOR 1917.

* bAda per pint.

Qradus (3ft.), the best early Marrow Pea lid.
Little Marvel (1ft.), a grand awarf early lid.
Clipper (5ft.), maincrop, specially recommended ... lid.
Unique (2ift.). splendid flavour, and prolific lOd.
Duke of Albany (5ft.), best of Telephone type ... lid.
Prince of W. 188 (SJft. I, a general favourite 9d.
o u tocrat (4ft.), one of the best late peas in cultivation lid.
Ne Plus Ultra (6ft.), ane late variety lid.

BEANS.
Improved Longpod, the best Broad Bean ...

Qreen Windsor, very fine flavour
Canadian Wonder, Dwarf French, very prolific

Champion Scarlet Runner, special stock ...

BEET.
Clieltenham Qreen Leaf, best for flavour ...

Dell's Black Leaved, smooth, medium sized roots.

BORECOLE.
Dwarf Qreen Curled Scotch, the best Dwarf
Cot ager'8, one of tlie hardiest
Asparagus, delicious flavour

9d.
9d.
9d.

lid.

per oz.
lOd.
lOd.

4d.
4d.
4d.

BROCCOLI.
Veitch'8 Self-Protecting Autumn
Snow's Winter White
Spring White, very hardy
Late Queen, the best late

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
rha Wroxton, the very best

CABBAGE.
Ellam's Early Dwarf Spring
First and Best, best for Autumn sowing
Drumhead (Savoy), best for general crop

CARROT.
Early Nantes, for early crop
James Scarlet, best selected

Scarlet Intermediate, best for exhibition ...

CAULIFLOWER.
Dean s Early Snowball, selected strain

All the Year Round, very distinct, large heads
Early London, best for general use

LEEK.
The Lyon, best and largest

lv)usse:burgh, for general use

LETTUCE.
All the Year Round, excellent and reliable

Unique, pretty frilled foliage, and tender
Wonderful, keeps tender a long time
Qiant Paris White (Cos), best for summer ...

Balloon (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
Excelsior (true), packets 1,000 seeds 6d.
Ailsa Craig, packets 1,000 seeds Gd.
White bpanish or Reading
Bedfordshire Champion

PARSNIP.
Hollow Crown, specially selected

SPINACH.
Summer or Winter

SHALLOTS.
Best Selected Roots

TURNIP.
Model White stone

ALL OTHER SEEDS EQUALLY CHEAP AND GOOD.

1/-
1/9
1/6
1/3

8d.
8d.
6d.

8d.
6d.
6d.

per pkt.
6d.
Gd.

peroz. 1/6

per oz.

... 1/2
1/-

6d.
8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

2/-
1/-

3d.

2d.

per lb.

9d.

per oz.

3d.

SWEET PEAS A SPECIALITY.

THEIR UNIQUE LISTS
Poat Free on application.

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

IT

is to be sincerely hoped that the action

of the Government in fixing the prices of

Potatoes will not have the effect of diminish-

ing the quantity placed under cultivation.

Some farmers say it will not pay them to

grow Potatoes at (,6 per ton ; others say it will

allow a small margin of profit—which is all they

require—if the season is normal. The small

grower asks ;
" Will it pay to grow Potatoes

on a vacant plot of ground with the prospects

of getting a poor crop, when I can go to a shop

and buy them at a penny a pound ? " Obviously

it is the duty of all growers, both large and small,

to grow all they possibly can ; otherwise wo mav
find ourselves in the ludicrous

position of low quotations and

no supply. Even if we all

put down the maximuni land

to Potatoes, there will not

be more than enough to gij

round.

Potatoes at Maryport Market.—
Potato prices were the cause of .l

riot at Maryport Market last

Saturday afternoon, where, accord-

ing to the daily Press, crowds of

women assembled and declared

they would not pay more than

IS. per stone, which was " the

legal price" fixed by Government.

The sellers stood out- for 2S. and

IS. rod., and a riot resulted. The
women surged round and tried to

storm and capture the carts.

Some of the farmers decided to

take their produce home and

got away with lightened loads
;

others, under the protection

of the police, sold out at is

per stone.

An Appreciation of the Buck-

ingham Palace Geranium-beds.

The following passage appears in

the Florists' Exchange in anaccount

of the Geranium-growing business

in America :
" Favourites of the

poorest people, who cling to their

Geraniums and tend them with

affectionate solicitude, they are

equally beloved and honoured by

the rich and great. It is a fact

that the late King Edward VII.

would have nothing but the scarlet

Geranium Paul Crampel in the

great lozenge-shaped beds circling

the south front of Buckingham
Palace, London, and we always

admired him for it. The effect, in contrast with

the green lawns, was resplendent."

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-

tution.—The seventy-seventh annual general

meeting of this institution will be held at

Simpson's, loi. Strand, London, on January 23

at 2.45 p.m. There are sixty-four candidates,

of whom it is proposed to elect eighteen. The
difference in these figures speaks for itself, and

indicates that increased support is required to

enable the institution to carry on its work of

untold good in relieving the necessitous cases

that constantly arise among gardeners and

gardeners' widows.

Chelsea and Holland House Shows Abandoned.
After careful consideration and great anxiety the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society have

decided to abandon these two large shows fo'r this

year. Added to the trouble arising from the

shortage of labour, the difficulties of transport, and

the Government's desire to reduce travelling, the

contractor has, at the last moment, reported that

he cannot guarantee to put up the tents. In arriv-

ing at their decision, the Council hope they will

have the support and approval of every Fellow of

the society. In the place of these two shows

ordinary fortnightly meetings will be held at the

London Scottish Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, on

the usual fortnightly dates, namely,

l\l.iy 22 and Juh' 3,

Scottish Horticultural Associa-

tion Exhibitions and Sales.—An
interesting and important announce-

ment is made b\' the Council of the

Scottish Horticultural Assodation.

This is that they have decided, in

view of the impossibility of holding

their Chrysanthemum Show in 191 7,

to have four small e.xhibitions of

flowers, fruit and vegetables during

the year, in connection, as far as

po sible, with the monthly meetings

in May, July, August and Novem-
ber. It is proposed to have sales

of garden produi e at these meetings

for the association s fund for fruit

and vegetables for the men of the

Fleet. With the consent of the

exhibitors, the produce sent in for

exhibition will also be disposed of

for the same object.

Zenobia speciosa.—This is one

of the most beautiful subjects of

the large class of hardy flowering

shrubs broadly known as Andrc-

meda. It produces handsome
spikes, fully set with ivory white,

bell-shaped flowers of solid texture.

A peat-loving shrub of modest

growth, it accords pleasantly with

wild Heaths and Whortleberry.

It blooms naturally in June and

July, but it is a great favourite

for forcing into bloom early in

the vear.

WAX-LIKE FLOWERS OF ZENOBIA (ANDROMEDA) SPECIOSA.

* + * Owing to the shortage of paper,
reiuh'rs who have not already done so are
asked to order THE Garden to be delivered
regvlarly by their newsagent. Readers
will thus obviate the waste consequent on
the issue Qj papers for chance sale, and so
'jreatltj assist in the economy campairin:
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CORRESPONDENCE in the Oak tree six years ago. The instinct which

leads bees when swarming to alight on the same

{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions tree or shrub from year to year seems to me

expressed by correspondents.)

Desfontsinea spinosa.—it is somewhat mis-

ieading to describe this as " an attractive little

bush " (page ii, issue January 13). Under favour-

able conditions it grows to a large size. About

eight years ago I measured a fine specimen in

Colonel Campbell's grounds at Stonefield, on

Loch Fyne. It was 113 feet in circumference

and 13 feet high. One side of it had to be shorn

back to clear a gravel path. There is also a very

fine bush in Mr. Carrick Buchanan's garden at

Corsewall, near Stranraer, which I have not

measiured. Desfontainea thrives best in

moist but well-drained soil, is grateful

for an admixture of peat and sand, but

cannot do with lime.

—

Herbert Maxwell,
Mo.ireith.

Planning a Rose Garden.— I am sur-

prised you should illustrate a garden plan

so utterly wanting in character as that

shown on page 9 of your issue of

January 6. The plan as a model exhibits

all the particular vices of suburban plan-

ning : (i) The usual meaningless pergola

connected to the house by a formless path

and apparently joining up to another

pergola in the distance—not even central

with any point in the house. (2) Rose

beds of quite unconnected design and with

no relation to the house. (3) Some odd
trees, apparently of the conifer type,

growing aimlessly out of the lawn, I

suggest another alternative—putting the

Rose beds in a patterning near the house,

and leaving pleasant areas of lawn on

either side of a central path. Pergolas in

a small space like this are, I should think,

quite out of the question and much to be

deprecated. If some kind of treiUage is

required by the ardent grower of Roses for

rambler types, the only legitimate place

would be on either side, forming a pleasant

boundary screen. Surely the best place for

an arbour would be at A, defining the

entrance to the vegetable garden, and a

pleasant central object. . Irresponsible plan-

ning of suburban gardens such as you
illustrate gives collectively an untidy and
formless appearance to a neighbourhood.

This is why I think it worth while to

protest against such types being held

up as a model.—P. Morley Horder.
Blackbird Building in tlieHoIeoIa Tree.

" .\nne .-Vmateur's " experience re above is not

unique. Some six years ago a blackbird built

and laid three eggs in a nest in a hole in an Oak
tree on the roadside between the garden and my
dwelling-house. Unfortunately , an enemy, whether
human or feline I cannot say, only too success-

fully turned her out before the young were
hatched. Later, however, in the same season

another nest was built in the same hole, but,

alas ! one day a disturbed nest and feathers of

a blackbird scattered all around showed that

once more an enemy had invaded the home.
In the summer of 1915 yet another pair of black-

birds made this Oak tree their nesting-place,

and with more success on that occasion. I do
not think that these latter birds could have
been descendants of the former ones which built

to account for birds selecting the same spot

for their nest from season to season. I should

add that the blackbird could easily see out

from her nest in the hole in the Oak tree,

but the starling has no objection to getting into

a quite dark recess.

—

George Johnston, Ashfield

Lodge.

DianthUS AllWOOdii.— I note the article on

page 17 in The Garden of January 13 on what

is described as a " new race " of Pinks, Dianthus

Allwoodii. May I ask in what way these pretty

hybrids are new ? For the past ten years we

have been working on these garden tink x

species, species x garden Pink, and species x

AN ALTERNATIVE PLAN FOR A SMALL ROSE GARDEN

species. For the last five years they have appeared

at the Royal Horticultural Society's shows, and

.n that time at least twenty varieties have been

put on the market with a range of colour hitherto

unknown, viz., vieux rose, crimson, tawny red,

apple-blossom pink, purple, cerise, maroon, &c.,

the shortest being Victoria (height 4 inches) and

the tallest, Jasper (4 feet), the latter a wonderful

rose heliotrope self ten years ago. Captain HiU-

PoS of Riverston, Tipperary, produced the first

variety I ever saw, viz., Rubitan, 12 inches high,

with self-supporting stems, sweet Clove scent, and of

a wonderful tawny red colour. Personally, I dislike

newspaper disputes, but I consider that Messrs.

.\llwood have no right to the claim that they first

introduced these hybrids. As a matter of fact, we

sent our first out eight years ago, before the above

firm in question grew Pinks, and we have never

placed them before the Royal Horticultural

Society's committee as our own inventions, for

to our certain knowledge there were at least three

varieties in commerce ten years ago before we
took up the work of hybridising the species. I

consider Captain Hill-Po€ of Riverston was the

pioneer of this work, and we only took up the

threads where he left off. It is rather curious

to see someone claiming the honour in 1917.

—

J. Douglas.

Mock Gooseberries, &C.—Last year I learnt

that .Apple thinnings, still far from full size,

can be stewed whole and unpeeled. To-day I

tried Apples about the size of marbles, and

discovered that when cooked they bear a surpris-

ing resemblance to Gooseberries. This is of value
;

I have no Gooseberries (they are said to

be fetching 13s. per bushel owing to

enormous War Office jam contracts), but

have acres of juvenile Apple trees from

which fruit must be picked if time permits.

Of course, having partaken liberally of

mock Gooseberries, a friend arrived bringing

the genuine article, also information that

It is an economy not to add sugar to cook-

ing fruit until it is nearly done. This was
news to me, and may even be so to more

expert cooks who are bewailing the present

sugar shortage. There are always culinary

facts to be gleaned in a new place.

Apricots are abundant in Tasmania. What
some English Apricot jam is made of,

perhaps we had better not enquire; but it

may be a useful hint to housewives if I just

mention " Try Carrots." Most cookery

books fall far short in complete information
;

indeed, is there any one which says you

need not go to the trouble of peeling and

coring Quinces for jam ? Just cut them
up, disintegrate the peel and cores, and the

pips can be skimmed off. Quinces are great

favourites in Tasmania, and ought to be

much more so in England. Last year they

were the most profitable of tree fruits in

Tasmania, fetching ijd. per lb. at the jam
factories ; a heavy crop, produced with

next to no labour. The boom in small fruits

has come after some growers had grubbed

up their Raspberries and Gooseberries.

Their picking is a difficulty in this

colony, and prices have been very low

for years. Strangely enough, the few

people I have asked seem unacquainted

with Victoria Plums. Coe's Golden

Drop is a favourite, also the Green

Gage (probably not the genuine old

Green Gage), though it is an uncertain

bearer. So-called Kentish Cherries are much
talked of, being planted in damp situations and

very much left to take care of themselves. I

have a few assorted Japanese Plums ; they bore

only sufficiently last season to tantalise me with

their delicious flavour, but are now carrying an

immature crop. French Crab is a favourite

Tasmanian Apple, but was little known to me in

England. Australia rejoices in "pundits" (the

late Mr. Gumbleton's favourite expression) who
delight in altering fruit names, but their labours

are mostly ignored by the growers. The fame

of Mr. Luther Burbank has spread very little

here. The inroads of Prickly Pear have worked

incalculable harm in Queensland, millions of

acres being now covered. From what I hear,

stock devour it, despite the spines, but their efforts
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have little effect ; so there would not appear to be

much demand (or the Wizard's spineless varieties,

the like being known at Kew long before the

pushful Californian was heard of. Hard Canadian

Wonder and other Beans, a standard food in

Xorth America, are more in evidence in Tasmania
than in England, and I would cordially recom-

mend them to food economists. Corned mutton
is an Australian speciality new to me, and there is

an excellent custom of making one's own Tomato
sauce with the Eiid of " essence " (the hot ingre-

dients), sold in bottles by chemists. An annoying

thing about Tasmania is that there is so little

appreciation of cider. But ships' stewards on
the voyage out were full of anxiety to land on the

little island, as for 3d. yon can get a very large

glass of good beer !

—

.Arthur Garnett, Cambridge,

Tasmania.

The Fate of the South Border.—The big

south border, backed by a well-

clothed, high wall, is'the glory of

the garden in the late'J summer.
But for this year its pride is to

have an honourable fall, for it is

to be given to Potatoes. Its deep,

well-worked soil should do well for

such a crop without extra manure,

and we hope for a heavy harvest of

some good late kind. The border is

something like 200 feet long by 14 feet

wide, so that it contains a good many
rods of useful ground. Only the

clumps of Yuccas that occur on
raised mounds where there is a cross

path, and at the ends, will be saved,

and a middle clump of Tritomas. It

is hard to give it up, and yet one

gives it gladly. The two sentiments

are nearly evenly balanced, but the

scale is weighed down by the satis-

faction of making the ground serve

the much wanted purpose. One
hopes that the sacrifice may be for

one year only, but if more is needed

the need shall be satisfied.—G.

Jekvll.

A Record of Indoor Carnation

Blooms.—Last January you were

good enough to print my year's

record of Perpetual-flowering Carna-

tions, and it has occurred to me
that your readers may be interested

to compare the number of flowers

cut in each month of the years 1915

and 1916. It will be seen that

the total score varies but slightly,

although the aggregate for 1916 shows

to February, a email harvest of gracious blooms
can still be gleaned when cut flowers are few and
far between. The following is the record :
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ACCORDING TO PARKINSON
Bv S. Hope Evans.

WHEN it was decreed by the Lord

of the Manor that the old walled

garden should hold only those

flowers mentioned in Parkinson's
" Eartlily Paradise," certain diffi-

culties presented themselves. To begin with, no

one wished to destroy the grass plots on either

side of the central flagged path ; therefore it was

not possible to set the flowers as Parkinson would
have arranged them. He would have placed

them in " knots and trayles," beds of elaborate

formal design bordered by " Boordes, Lead,

Tyles, or Bones," or else by green herbs whose

clippings could be used as strewings for the house,

such as Thrift, Germander, Hyssop, Marjoram,

Thyme, Lavender Cotton, or Box. As a com-

promise the grass plots were trimmed with rounded

welts of Box about a foot high, and toadstools of

clipped Box were set in these small lawns for

pixies to perch on. The standards bordering the

path were also retained, for, though the Roses

were modern varieties, the form was one well

loved in Tudor and Stuart times, the wild true

English Briar making the best of stocks.

At the top of the grass plots, " set by themselves

in the middle of long beds," as Parkinson advised,

were the Roses that he knew. " Those most

ancient Standards in England, the Wliite Rose,

the Red, and the Damaske," were there, together

with Moss and Provence Roses and the York and

Lancaster Rose. In front of them were miniature

Bourbon Roses and the little Rose de Meaux,
whose neat foliage and demure flowerets look as

though cut from tinted paper.

The corresponding beds at the other end of

the lawns were filled in the spring with Stocks
;

" Stocke Gillofiowers of divers colours, as well

tlie double as the single, they are as common as

Wallflowers in every woman's g'arden." In the

summer their place was taken by annual Lark-

spurs.

Parkinson speaks as if all Larkspurs were

annual, yet when he describes upright-bearing
" Larksheeles," the height of a man, the tops of the

stalks stored with flowers, white, pale blush,

ash coloured, purple or violet, the picture suggests

something very like a Kelway Delphinium. Any-
how, it was made an excuse for slipping some into

the wide border under the high old walls ; walls

that had survived many changes and fashions

among flowers and people.

The garden was sunken beneath the terrace

and lay open and unscreened in constant view.

Every gardener knows that to keep such a place

always gay and neat is as difficult as it is for a

woman always to produce a smile and a smart

frock. The method adopted was to endeavour

to have bloom alternately on one side or the other.

Early Daffodils on the right opened the game,

and Wallflowers on the left made the next move.

Later, the right hand challenged with Paonies,

Lupines and Columbines, and the reply came in

Sweet Williams and Snapdragons. The right-hand

bed held chiefly herbaceous plants, with the gaps

filled by Love-in-a-Mist, French Marigolds, Greek

Valerian, and Lungwort, which last West Country
folk call " Faith, Hope and Charity." By the

wall on the left were clumps of Hollyhock, yellow

Foxgloves, Peach-leaved Bellflowers, white and
blue, and Steeple Bellflowers.

In the corner at the foot of the garden, purple

Lady's Bower (Clematis) climbed to meet a Rose
that stole over from the other side of the wall.

Starworts were grouped below it. The little gate

leading to the orchard was guarded by Myrtles
;

near them were Guelder Roses and Dwarf Bay
(Daphne Mezereum). Low Rosemary hedges were
used to break the long beds, one bush of Rosemary
having been grown^from a slip that was brought

from Anne Hathaway's cottage at Shotover.

Under the terrace the border was divided into

small squares, edged with Box. Here low-growing

flowers gave an informal effect of carpeting

;

the plants were, as far as possible, of old-fashioned

varieties. There flourished Hen - and - Chicken

Daisies, " Beare's Eares" (Auriculas), Jack-in-the-

Green and other Primroses, Balsams, Pansies,

and many sweet and modest flowers ; also the

Flower of Bristowe in flaming scarlet, by some
called the Campion. of Constantinople.

It is very difficult to get real old-fashioned

varieties of flowers ; Clove Carnations, for example.

Many did we buy called by this name ; handsome
flowers, good of growth, but lacking the rich,

satisfying scent of the true Clove GiUiflower.

At last a friend gave us some from an old rectory

garden ; rather untidy flowers, but big and very

sweet, with curly, pale green grass. Again, in

the case of Musk to put in a leaden box filling an

old recess in the wall. Very pretty flowers, very

delicate foliage, but little or no scent ; not the

sticky-leaved plant with heavy, cloying perfume

which I remember when as a child I visited an old

great-aunt who was a notable gardener. Poppies

were another failure. I wanted the double ones

pictured in the " Paradisus," red, white and
murrey-coloured. I could not get them.

OLD WALLF:D garden at NAILSEA court, somerset, planted with flowers whose names are given in PARKINSON s

"EARTHLY PARADISE."
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Many interesting flowers have gone for ever,

and we must experience loss from this, even

though their place has been taken by modern

varieties richer in hue and more prolific in

blossom. The process of substitution evidently

was carried on in Parkinson's time, for he speaks

of gentlewomen who experimented in grafts of

I'rovence Roses on Damaske stock ; while of

Carnations he says :
" Those that were known

and enjoyed in former times with much acceptation

are now for the most part less accounted of ; for

now there are so niany other varieties of later

invention." The Carnation was to him the

(lueen and Delight of flowers ; it is surprising to

hnd how many varieties he describes. Next to

this he loved Lilies and Daffodils; of Daffodils

he knew more than a hundred sorts. Tulips and

Hyacinths, Windflowers and Cowslips, filled his

l^nots in spring, and very charming they must

have been ; he had a wide range of colouring in

these, and also used Crowfoot or Ranunculus.

For the summer there were Lilies, beginning

ill May with the Crown Imperial ; and following

on were Martagons of many colours
;

gold and

red Lilies ; also white Lilies, the ordinary and

that of Constantinople. Flower-de-Luce (Iris)

was another favourite ; Turkey, Portugal, Dal-

matia and Asia each supplied different kinds.

The New World of the West contributed several

treasures, among them Indian Cress (Nasturtium)

and Tobacco Plants.

Plants from every land appear in the pages of

Parkinson's " Earthly Paradise," bearing witness

to the zeal and energy of the root-gatherers.

Those who would garden upon his lines will not

find themselves unduly restricted ; they will

possess a great number of fair and interesting

flowers with which to dress their beds. It is

true that Chrysanthemums must not come into

such a garden, nor stately Phlox, nor the sensuous

beauty of Begonias, nor the gentle usefulness of

China Asters. Neither can there enter Geraniums,

Lobelias and Calceolarias, beloved of bedding

gardeners. Yet enough remains to yield a good

store of loveliness, and a long list of satisfying

delights awaits those who garden according to

Parkinson.

NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
ON THE BEHAVIOUR AND BNDURANCE OF FLOWERING PLANTS

By Edward H. VVoodall.

Eriocephalus capensis.—Bad weather has

prevailed during the greater part of the month

of December on the Riviera, as elsewhere, and

flowers are scarcer than usual in consequence

;

but directly the clouds pass and the sun reappears,

the brilliant and well-washed atmosphere casts

a glamour even over decayed Roses and sodden

vegetation. Drought-loving plants seem the most

resistant just now, and no flowering shrub is

brighter and prettier than Eriocephalus capensis.

will eventually perfect their blooms under con-

ditions one would have thought too unfavourable

for most flowers. Of all the creepers, the only

one that retains a fair amount of bright bloom is

Bignonia venusta, which stands out again as the

most cheerful and resistant of all winter flowers.

The Bougainvillea bracts have been found in

drifts, whisked away to distant corners by the

eddies, with hardly a solitary bract left to grace

the parent bush. The hardy Chimonanthus bloom

TWO WIN TER - FLOWERING
LONICERAS

.\ w.\RM welcome is invariably extended to our

hardy friends which give us of their beauty

during the dull days of winter. In the case of

Lonicera fragrantissima the welcome is more

than deserved, for, as its name indicates, it is

rharmingly fragrant. Even during January's most

inclement weather con'ditions it never forgets its

sweetening mission. If a few shoots can be spared

for use ia the living-room, it gives to the air a

delightful " tone." The colour of the flowers may
be described as creamy white. The plant should

have for preferen.'e the support of a wall, and one in

almost any aspect will do. .Although not a climber

in the recognised sense of the word, it will in time

I over a space of wall from 6 feet to 10 feet.

The second species is L. Standishii, and this

has pinkish white flowers. Although perhaps

its fragrance is not so pronounced as that of the

former species, it is certainly sweetly scented,

and always arrests attention either growing outside

or used in a cut state indoors. It succeeds

equally well as a shrub in the open or as a wall

plant. Any good garden soil will grow each of

these Honevsuckles. H. Turnfr.

Its long sprays of purple-centred,

Daisy-like blooms have endured the

deluges and gales most bravely. It

has several charms, for its Southern-

wood-like leaves are very aromatic,

and the pretty sprays of flower turn

by degrees into the balls of silvery

fluff which give it the name of

" Woolly Head " or Eriocephalus.

The white Eupatorium Weinmanni-
anum, which thrives so well in

Ireland, also proves itself fairly

waterproof, as might be expected ;

but the pleasant surprise has been the

Hellebores or Christmas Roses, which have really

enjoyed themselves, and for the first time have
given a harvest of fat white flowers and buds on

stems of (to me) unexampled length. Very
different is the fate of the poor Poinsettias, whirh

were so promising in their half-developed scarlet

bracts, when the cold storms of rain and hail

descended, to the accompaniment of thunder-

claps and squalls ! Only those heads that were

cut and put under cover remain to tell the tale

of what might have been, had the weather held

up till the New Year as it usually does. It is a

tribute to the hardiness of a well-established tuft

of La;lia anceps which seems to have settled itself

happily in the fork of an old Olive tree, that the

flower-spikes, though delayed, no doubt, by the

cold and sunless atmosphere that prevailed for

a fortnight, seem quite unharmed, and, with the

fine weather in January that the peasant^ predict,

HELLEBORE OR CHRISTMAS
ROSE.

The pleasant surprise 0/ winter flowers

has suffered most iniexpectedly and

turned transparent or even black ; but

the fragrant Freyliniacestroidesis as

fresh and as powerfully scented as

ever. Why will it not condescend to

flower further North ? It must, I

think, like Eriocephalus capensis,

demand more summer heat and

drought than England's shores can

provide, unless it be that it needs the

November sun of these shores to

perfect its numerous flower-buds.

Linum trigynura is one of the

few flowering shrubs that has

really thriven under the wet gales so unusual

on this coast. I never before saw it in finer

flower, and if one flower gets dashed there

are two more to take its place. Surely it should

be more grown in English greenhouses than

it has been, for it prefers shade and moisture

to sun and drought, though it will put up with

either, while it clearly shows which it prefers.

Red spider is, no doubt, a serious enemy to it under

glass but out of doors it never seems to suffer from

that pest ; so that plenty of moisture and air in

summer should prevent that annoying insect. The
closely allied Linum or Reinwardtia tetragyna is

a curiously ineffective plant ; at least, in this

climate it neither grows nor flowers with the

same freedom, and its flowers are much smaller ;

so, except for the sake of its little stain of

colour at the base of the petals, it is not

worth its room.
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BOOKS
MISS JEKYLL'S NEW BOOK.*

I

THINK Miss Jekyll's new book on " Annuals

and Biennials" is just the one for the

present, when so many people, owing to

naval and military exigencies, are forced

willy-nilly to be for the time what may be

called " cuckoo gardeners." To all such her

remark at the bottom of page 3 is very apposite :

" Annuals are of special use in the case of a garden

occupied on a short tenancy." Might I add
in addition that the cost of the necessary seed, if

got from such a firm as Thompson and Morgan of

Ipswich, or any other which puts up small-priced

packets, is not ruinous ; that seed packs away
in a small compass, and that sufficient for the

largest garden in England can be sent by parcel

post, thereby, compared with plants, saving

labour in transit ; and, lastly, that if a good

selection (for which go to Miss Jekyll) is made.

gation we can, and do, do the iame when we
turn biennials and perennials into annuals. The
A B C of the operations of sowing is clearly and
exhaustively given by Mr. E. H. Jenkins in

Chapter II. Thus the volume is brought within

the compass of the most inexperienced gardener
;

and doubtless there are many who, now that the

gardener is away, have to do a good deal of work

themselves from which heretofore they were

exempt. In this respect, too, the publication is

opportune. Joseph Jacob.

THE WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST
Bulletin No. 2 of the State Board of Agriculture

for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, dealing

with this disease in America, has been forwarded

to us by Mr. T. N. Cook, and we direct attention

to it as it is a European disease which appeared

in the United States as recently as 1906. It is

knowm here as Wevmouth Pine rust, and is some-

ANNUALS IN THE FLOWER GARDEN. FROM " ANNUALS AND BIENNL^^LS.'

there will be for more than one buyer the charm
of novelty ; or it may be for others the revival

of the memory of a long-quitted garden which
we knew as home. In my own case, two flowers

which invariably bring to mind the days of ray

childhood are the old blue Nemophila insignis

and the rather insignificant Virginian Stock

;

just as among bedding plants it is the rich orange,

sun-loving Gazanias, which are now so seldom
met with in twentieth century parterres or gardens.

Wartime is the opportunity of the annual

—

natural or artificial—for not alone by grafting

or by the " doctrine of insitions," as old Sir Thomas
Browne, the famous gardener of Norwich, put it,

can we "alter plants' tempers"; but by using

modern knowledge and modern methods of propa-

• " Annuals and Biennials," by Miss JekvU. Published
at the Offices of The Garden, 20, Tavistock .Street,
Covent Garden, W.O.

;
price 7s. 6rt not.

times met with under the scientific name of Cronar-

tium ribicolum and at other times as Peridermium
Strobi. Although it may occur on any of the

five-leaved Pines, it is most common on Pinus
Strobus, and in some quarters causes a good deal

of injury to that tree. Different stages of its

life-history are passed on widely different trees,

for, while one stage occurs on jthe Pine, another

is passed on the Black Currant and perhaps other

kinds 'of Ribes, the occasional transference of

spores from one host to the other being necessary

for the well-being of the fungus. Where con-

siderable plantations of Weymouth Pines exist,

therefore, it is not wise to encourage even single

bushes of Black Currants or other Ribes in the

near vicinity. Pines attacked by the disease

are noticeable by the swelling of the bark and the

subsequent appearance of yellow, spore-bearing

bodies

COLU M N FOR
CURIOUS

TH E

IN
reading The Garden for December 9 last

I was much interested in the article by the

Rev. Joseph Jacob entitled " For the Con-

sideration of the Curious," wherein he

quotes the lines " So come all jovial gar-

deners," &c. I may say that when the Goose-

berry shows or, as they used to be called, " Fay-

berry shows " were held at Rochdale, Middleton,

Milnrow, Smallbridge and Walsden, it was not

considered a successful show unless, after the

weighing had taken place, a good feed of the

popular Lancashire " Potato pie " was had, washed
down with some good home-brewed ale. Then
the " Gooseberry Growers' Song " was sung, of

which the lines referred to were the chorus, and I

am sure the man lyho could learn it in one night

would require a good memory. I may say that

the song interested the gardeners just as much as

" John Peel " or " Owd Towler " did the men
who followed the hunt.

—

Rachda.

A Reply to " Hurstcot."—" Hurstcot " has.

1 regret to say, entirely missed the spirit and
meaning of my suggestion about a column for

the curious if what appeared on page 624 in

the issue for December 30, 1916, about the

Potato is his interpretation of what I wrote in

The Garden on page 593 in the issue for Decem-
ber 9. With all respect to " Hurstcot," it would

do very well for a chapter of that rare little book
"Arcana Hortensia" (1714), or it would make
a passable Apocalypse, but it is not half matter-

of-fact enough for the column I suggested. Taking

the Potato, as " Hurstcot " has introduced it,

the sort of questions I would like answered about

it are such as these : (i) What are the pros and
cons for the rival dates of the introduction of the

Potato into Europe ? (2) What are the date

and facts about the recent Potato mania ? (3)

Which is the earliest picture of Solanum tuberosum

in the old herbals or flower books ? I would be

greatly obliged if "Hurstcot" would answer

these, or, to go back to my original article, tell

me all about Stephen Blake, or the history,

context and authorship of those curious lines :

'

' So come all jovial gardeners, let's merry, merry be.

We'll sing and dance, . . . but the London
is for me."

I do not somehow think they will be found in

" a schoolgirl's scrapbook, causerie or other

miscellanea." If they are to be found there, I

would very much like the reference, for I am one

of those who " crdve something as to the true

nature of things," which is only another way of

saying I crave foi^nowledge.
" A Chestnut."—What is the origin of our

talking about a well-worn tale or story (like the

experiences of " Conscript No. 254 ") as a chest-

nut ? I have got it in my " napper," as my quaint-

tongued old gardener would have expressed it,

that the expression has no connection either with

the tree itself or with delicious roasted seeds that

are all too seldom handed round at dessert, or

with those French dainties marrons glades. I

have been told the expression came from Phila-

delphia, where in a street called Chestnut Street

there was once a playhouse that became notorious

for its somewhat stale and ancient productions.

If this is so, it is a bit hard on both the tree and

its fruit. Victims to circumstances, I suppose.

—

Joseph Jacob.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—Make a sowing of .Ailsa Craig in boxes
111 a temperature of 55° to provide plants to give

large bulbs for exhibition or home use. To obtain
bulbs of 2lb. or more, a long season of growth
is necessary. By sowing early the plants have
a long season of steady, uninterrupted growth
without subjecting them to too much heat to

make up for loss of time in sowing the seed.
;

Leeks, to obtain blanched stems at least 1 5 inches ;

long and some 3 inches in diameter, should be
treated on similar lines to the Onions. Produce

|

of this kind has no comparison with that obtained i

by sowing the seed in the open during March.
Of all vegetables, none gives better returns for a !

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—Where an old plantation fails to
give satisfactory results, a new one should be
made. Newly trenched, well-manured soil should
be chosen in a moist part of the garden, if possible

;

never plant new canes on an old site. Plant
I foot apart in rows 4 feet wide, and cut down
the canes to within a foot of the soil. The aim
should be to induce vigorous growth with a view-

to obtaining a full crop of fruit the following year.
Superlative and Pyne's Royal are good varieties.

Cuttings of Gooseberries, Red, White and
Black Currants should be saved when pruning
the trees and heeled in the soil until a favourable
opportunity occurs to insert them properly.
Shoots 10 inches long make suitable cuttings.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Sow seeds of varieties like Hero of

Lockinge, Ringleader, Windsor Castle and Superla-
tive to give fruits in May. Sow one seed in a

THE WELL-NAMED POTATO PROSPERITY.

long season of growth and careful attention than
the Leek. Prizetaker is a desirable variety.

Cauliflowers wintered in frames for planting
out in March should, when the weather is suitable,

have full exposure to induce a sturdy growth.
Endive and Lettuce ought to be subjected to

similar treatment.

Potatoes for early planting should be set on
end in shallow boxes (see issue January 13, page 12)

in a light, cool site to induce sturdy sprouts to

push from the tubers, which is all in favour of

success when planting takes place. Early Queen,
May Queen, Ringleader, Midlothian Early, Dun-
nottar Castle, Sir John Llewelyn, Sharpe's Express
and Colonist are all suitable kinds for a variety
of soils and situations.

Cabbages from autumn sowings have a variable
appearance. In some districts the plants have
suScred from excessive rains, and the continual
sodden state of the ground has checked growth.
Slugs have been very active ; seize the first

opportunity to loosen the soil about the plants,

letting in the air and checking their ravages.

2j-inch pot and plimge in a brisk bottom-heat
This is the best way to raise these early plants
If the soil is moist, no water will be require;
until germination of the seed has taken place.

When the pots are nearly full of roots, transfer
the plants to 4-inch pots and give them a position

near the glass in a temnerature. of 70°.

E. Moi.vNEUx
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swaiimore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Carnations.—The second batch of newly
struck cuttings of Tree Carnations should now
be potted off, using 3-inch pots for this purpose.
Give the plants a fine compost to work in and
place them in a fairly warm temperature, spraying
occasionally till root action begins ; then place

them on a shelf as near to the glass as possible

See that they are free from red spider, and if this

pest becomes troublesome, spray once or twice

with a suitable insecticide. The Malmaison
varieties should be picked over occasionally and
any necessary tying done. Most Malmaisons
are grown in a cool temperature, so are not quite
so susceptible to rust and other diseases as the
Perpetual-flowering type. It is generally admitted
that too much coddling is against the successful
growing of these plants,

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Where there are perhaps no more
than two vineries in the establishment, a very
good time to close down the early one is about
the middle of this. month. Care must be taken
to keep a nice regular temperature, gradually
increasing it as the buds break. A great many
differences of opinion arise regarding the tempera-
ture of early vineries ; but err on the cool side
rather than have it too hot. In excessive heat the
.:onsequences generally are weak wood and foliage

that can ill resist the attacks of insect pests with
which we are all more or less familiar. A watchful
eye should be kept on any plants which may of
necessity have to be started in the vinery, to see
that they are quite free from any vermin, which
might readily pollute the whole house.

Peaches.—The second Peach-house should
now be closed, but, unless severe weather sets in.

it is not advisable to ha\e much fire-heat for the
first few weeks. When a little artificial heat is

admitted, s\Tinging of the trees may be com-
menced ; but a discreet judgment is necessary,
3S during dull weather it is quite sufficient to only
J.imp the paths. When the sun-heat causes
[he temperature to rise to about 65^, air should be
idmitted ; but care must be taken to shut down
the house as soon as any falling of the mercury
cakes place.

Cucumbers.—A first sowing should now be
made where the fruit is in demand for early use.

\ good plan is to sow singly in small pots and
;row on in the stove. Aftenvards they can be
transferred to a suitable forcing-pit or a good
lot frame. For this early crop we find none
uits so well as Sutton's Improved Telegraph.

Tomatoes.—A sowing may now be made of a
aritty whii h will come on quickly for early use.
iow thinly in pans, and when showing the rough
eaf prick off singly into small pots. After they
recover and commence to grow, place them in cooler

luarters near the glass so that a dwarf habit of

,'rowth may be ensured.

The Pleasure Grounds.

The Shrubbery.—After the heavy fall of snow-

experienced in this district, a great many coniferae

a-id other ornamental shrubs require a little

issistance in the way of tying back into shape.
This work should be attended to. as a great many
'lants never quite regain their shapely form after

leing subjected to a very heavy snowfall. Much
if the trouble may be averted by going round
he shrubbery with a long rake and dislodging the
iiow before it becomes frozen on the plants. When
lanting shrubs, consideration should be given
o the berry-bearing sorts, especially those that
-arry their' frvtits over Christmas. None looks
retticr against a groundwork of snow than
Cotoneaster frigida and C. Franrhetii. The latter

is a most graceful sort, and differs considerably
rom the first named. Others should be selected

for their autumn tints and their coloured bark,
vhich brighten up the grounds in no small degree
luring the dull days of winter.

James McGram.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)

Coodltam, Kilmarnock.

A NEW MAINCROP POTATO
Readers who are on the look-out for a really-

first class maincrop Potato would do well to

give Webb's Prosperity a trial. Its cooking and

cropping quahties are exceptional. The tubers

are round, with a thin skin that peels like tissue

paper—always a sign of quality, in a Potato. It

is a robust grower and appears to be perfectly

free from disease. This handsome and superior

Potato was sent out three years ago by Messrs.

Webb and Son, Stourbridge, and it has far exceeded

the most sanguine expectations.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET PEA MRS. D. DENHOLM FRASER (7. F. H

)

— Tliis Swi'it Pea was raised and distributed some four

or five N-eriis ano bv Mr. \V. J, Unwin. Sweet Pea Specialist,

Histon.' Cambs. from whom it most likely can be obtained.

We did not publish a coloured plote of this variety on the

date mentioned, but believe the variety to be a much
bri^iter form •j.ot Mrs, W. J, Unwin, from wlilch it

sported.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE "GENERAL SCHABLIKINE (Maiila Vale).—

This variety is Tea-seented, a vigorous grower, makes a

very fine bush plant, and is one of the very hardiest of

its section. It should certainly do well in Essex.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

YEW HEDGE TURNING BROWN (Biidrf.?).—It is

not ]iossibIe to say without examining the hedge in

iliU'Stion what, may be the cause of the lea\es turning

brown. We suggest, however, that an examination of

the roots be made, and also that you ascertain whether

there is any possibility of water standing in the ground
about the roots. Leaves of Yews have been known to

turn brown bv the ground becoming waterlogged. If

vou find that the soil is unduly wet. try placing an agri-

cultural drain along the hedge on the lower side, about

2 feet deep. If there is no good outlet handy for the

drain, dig a deep pit and fill it with broken bricks for the

drain to emptv into. Should the roots of the hedge

be decaying, remove some of the soil, cut away dead roots,

and fiirnp with new, sweet soil.

THE GREENHOUSE.
NERINES FROM SEED (F/M.—Sow at once, using

a conijiost of good sandv loam, and just properly cover

the seeii. r.ive good drainage. We grow ours in shahow
pans, well drained, and in a temperature of 60^ to 7(1

'.

The seeds germinate in a few weeks. Transplant as

soon as large enough to handle while in the seedling stage.

Keep growing on tor two or three years unless they go

naturally to rest the second year. Do not gi\e artificial

rest during that period.

MISCELLANEOUS.
USING LIME (jr. D.).—It is getting late to use quick-

lime, but the proper amount is lib. to the square yard.

Chalk may be used at any time at double that rate, and,

exeeiit for destrqying club-root, it is better than quick-

lime on light soils.

CARBIDE OF CALCIUM AS MANURE (0 P. £.).—
Carbide of calcium refuse from the making of acetylene

gas may be used with advantage for counteracting soil

acidity, Le., for all p\irposes for which chalk or lime is

used in the soil. It should be exposed to the weather
for about three or four weeks after it is removed from
the generators, and should then be spread on the soil at

the rate of about a bushel to the square rod. i.e.. about
•21b. to the square yard.

VALUE OF PROPRIETARY MANURES (Cliffe)~
Your best plan would be to ask the vendors for an analysis

of the manure offered, and from the analysis given calculate

the actual' value of the manure offered by using the p. ices

of manurial imits published monthly by the Board of

Agriculture and allowing the proper amount for carriage.

The ashes of the paper will contain a very small

amount of potash. They may be spread, immediately
after production, on the surface of the soil anywhere and
hoed in at any time.

INJURY TO EUCALYPTUS LEAVES (fl. J. U. A.).—
The insect on the Eucalyptus leaves sent appears to

be a species of leaf-hopper (Typhlocyba) or a nearly

related genus, and is probably undescribed. The com-
monest relative in this country is the species which attacks

Roses, known as Typhlocyba rosic. There is no book
in English dealing fully w"ith these insects, but perhaps

Edwards' " Hemlptera " would be of service. • The
insects may be controlled by fumigation with one of the

nicotine fumigants sold for greenhouse fumigation.

TO GET RID OF WIREWORM (£. J.).~Constant
cultivation with the hoe during the growing season is the

best means of overcoming the wireworm trouble. The
sowing of Eape dust and growing of Mustard, where
possible, may be of assistance, as is the encoiu^agement
of birds which feed on the grubs, like the starling, robin,

rook and lapwing. J'lU'ther, crops such as Wheat may
be protected to a large extent by sowing mth the crop

some superphosphate, which the grubs do not like ; and
any treatment, such as liming, which encourages the

rapid growth of the plant tlirough its early stages may
be used with advantage.

NAhE OF FRUIT.—B. H. H.—^Five Crown Pippin.

•,• The Yearly Utibacription lo TiiF. G.^roem
Cs. Orf. ,- Foreign. 8.s-. 9ff.

in .
Iiihind.

Your Country
Needs—

Your Garden!
'iliere iie\-el- was a ;;reater need tor

an increased production of Home
^'rown Food, and every garden

should be utilised to its

fullest extent. To ob-

tain THE FINEST
CROPS it is essential

to sow THE FINEST
SEED.S. -Cv^T:^

WEBBS' Catalogue of

VEGETABLE SEEDS,

POTATOES, FLOWER
& LAWN SEEDS, GAR.

DEN FERTILISERS, ETC. Post Free on request.

The Royal Horticultural Society's and the
Royal Agricultural Society's GOLD MEDALS
awarded to WEBBS' VEGETABLES in 1916.

WEBBS'SEEDS
EDWARD WEBB & SONS (STOURBRIDGE) LTD.,

Th* Xfn«-a Seedsmen, STOURBRIDGE.

THOMSONS
VIME,PL\MT 6 VEGETABLE

MANURE
Famous

for over 30 years.
^ Ensures success in your
tfarden; socoinp 'unded from

'

' the finest ingredients procurable
^

fli to comhine STIMULAl ING
vrilh LASTING effects, producing i

in every crop vigorous, healthy and i

fruitful growtli.
'

The direct result of LONG PRACTICAL
\experience in gardening.

Used by Amateur and Professional
Gardeners the world over.

ALSO

THOMSON'S SPECIAL
CHRYSANTHEMUM
AND TOP DRESSING MANURE j

Prices :—Vine. Plant and Vegetable Manure :

Icwt. 20/-. 56 lbs. 12/6. 28 lb-<. 7/6, 141bs.
4/6, 7 lbs 2/6. Tin^ 2/ .(/-anded.

Carriage paid anywhere o»i 56 lbs. ami up.

SpecialChrysanthemum a d Top Dressing
' Manure: 56 lbs. 20/-. 28 lbs. H/-.

1-1 lbs. 6/-, 7 lbs. -/6. Tins 1/-. ^

Carriage Paiii anywhere on
2Slbs. and up.

Sold by ail Seedsmen
OR FROMSOLE

MAKERS

W= TnOMSON&SONS \I° CLOVEMrORDS.N.B.

DOBBIE'S
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.
160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

DOSSIE & GO.
Royal Seedsmen and Florists,

EDINBUkOH.

I

CLEAN, HEALTHY, VIGOROUS

m FRUITFUL TREES

rliereisnoWAR ECONOMY in

neglecting to Spray this Winter.

GUI' (riends still are telling us about the ndvanteigcs they nre
deriving Irom Us use.

CLEWSTONE FRUIT PLANTATION,
ROSS. Htttford,hift.

" COOPERS WINTER FLUID u o -no.f EXCELLENT
WINTER WASH. In addition lo cUaniing iht treti it appear*
to invigorate ihtm during f/ie growing taaMon."

F^b T. '9'6 GETTING £ NEWTON.

t Cnll. Drum 7'« 2 Call. Drum 14'- : S Call. Drum 32 6

Special Quolaliont for 40 Gallon Casbt on application.

t Gall, makes 100 Galls. Wash Of Agents Everywhere

NOW READY.
A new and important Volume in the Increased

Productivity Series.

RECLAIMING
THE WASTE:
BRITAIN'S MOST URGENT PROBLEM.

By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM.
With Contributions by Professor Augustine Henrv,
Dr. Brenchlev, George Bolam, Professor Somerville, etc.

Cloth, 3/6 net; by post 3/10.

Please write to-day for full particulars of tiiis invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,
" Country Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.

CARTER'S TESTED SEEDS

SOW VEGETABLE SEEDS
of the highest productive value.

SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE KING.

RAYNES PARK, LONDON, S.W.
n u ' 237 and 238, High Holborn. W.C.
Branches

, 53^ q^^^^ Victoria Street. E C.
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ROSES
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TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS!

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 A 68, CHEAPSIOE, E.O.
CATALOOVES ON APPLICATION.

BARRS SEEDS
'

fofi Flower ?5 Kitchen Garden
ofFinestSelectco Strains JtTESTEO Growth

Awarded the

R. H.S. Gold Medal & R.H.S. Silver-
Gilt Knightian Medal, 1914 & 1915.

Barr's Seed Quid» lur the best Vegetable
and Flower Seeds sent free on application.

BARR & SONS, 11. 12 and 15. King St.. Covent Garden, London.

ROCKERY STONE
in large or small pieces, from 1 /- per ton.

Stone Qarden Rollers, Crazy Paving. Spar,
Limestone, or Qritstone Chippinge for Footpaths.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Eto.

ENljUlRE

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,
DARLEY DALE, MATLOCK.

SEED POTATOES
Best Early Varieties selected stocks,

Lincolnshire iroyvo from Scotch Seed.

ECLIPSE )
3/- per slone; 11/6 per i-cwt. :

EPICURE I
22/- per cwt.

MIDLOTHIAN EARLY
|
3/6 per stone ;

DUKE OF YORK 12/6 per A-cwt. ;

SHARPE'S EXPRESS) 24/- per cwi

Bags extra.

RELIABLE VEGETABLE SEEDS
at moderate prices. Carriage Paid.

FLOWER and Vegetable Seed Catalogue free On
application to

THOMPSON & MORGAN,
IPSWICH.

HOME-GROWN FOOD.
THE BUXTON LIME FIRMS COTTAGE

GARDitNS ASSOCIATION.
UUAIJTCn A thoroughly competent man to direct"**" ^"^ operations and supervise the work of

FOOD GROWING by the Association.
About 1,000 allotments and about 100 acres extra for

potato land. The man appointed must be fully qualitied and
possess satisfactory credentials. He will be required to advise
iu the purchase ot seeds, plants and implements, and instruct,
direct and lecture on food growing and storing, and also on
poultry and pig raising, et«.,by cottagers on economic and
organised lines.—Reply, stating age, experience, qualiticalions
and salary to

T. RYAN, Managing Director,
The Buxton Lime Firms Co., Ltd., Buxton.

For Fuel Economy
and an unvarying

temperature have a

genuine

h:ors£:
SHCOE
BOILER

LIST E10 Post Free

COMPLETE APPARA
FROM STOCK.

C. p. KINNELL & Co.,

65. Southvrarli St
LONDON, S.E.

^ SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PBBPARBD.
In the form of aleaf-mould. ready for use at any time, in the same way. and for alt purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(1 cwt. equallini; 15 cwt*:.). gives better results, is clean to hnndle. sweet stnellingt and free from weeds, wonns, etc.

Report of Royal HortlctiltaTal Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used In the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

in the open air." (Slfined) W. Wilks. Secretary. ^
A beautiful Free Booklet giving full Particulars and testimonials sent on receipt of Postcard. _^__

W^ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS ; GEKtTmE ONLY IN OITR MARKED BAGS, CONTAININO GUARANTEED ANALYSIS-^fl
Sold in B?ea. 28 lbs.. 2/3: 56 lbs.. 3/6 ; I cwt., 6/- ; 5 cwts.. 2S/B: lOcwts.. 55/-: for cash with order, we paying carriage by
PIckford, LoDdon district, or to any station within 25 miles of London : ad. per bag charged extra for every 50 miles or part

beyond this distance.
-- WAKELEY BROS. A CO.. LTD.. TSa BANK8IDE. LONDON.

Also WAKELT^Y'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- '..i hel bag, carriage paid 25 mlleB. extra at above.

lets thereS
I
and makes the Garden .^tril,'!

gay all the year round -~;HS-
SniapverywhcreinTINSat 6d.& Is., and in BEANDED& SEALED

BAOS 7 ill's 2». 6d.; 14 ilis..48. 6d. :
2- ihs. 7a. 6d. ; 56 lbs., 128. 6d. : 112 lbs.. ZOe. Or

dirertfrom the Worlss. CarriaBepaid in the United Kinednm forOash with Order (except 6d . TINS )

CLAY & SON. Manure M'^s & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON.E.

MEATLESS MEALS
Nothing adds more to the value of a meat-

less meal than Fry's pure Breakfast Cocoa.

- PURE ,
Breakfast

cocoA

A Cocoa Bean is a kind of vegetable

Egg which contains all that is needed

to build up a living body.

Easily Digested. Economical.

A LIQUID FOOD WITH SOLID VALUE
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PRACTISE ECONOMY IN THE GARDEN
BY USING

Pearson's Reliable Seeds.
WE offer all the choicest stocks of VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS at the LOWEST

PROFITABLE PRICES. We feel confident that manv amateurs now paying
from 25 to 50 per cent, more than we charge would, if they gave us a trial, find
the results equally good, and they would have the surplus to spend in other directions.
We quote below a few specialities. Many of < ur friends and customers having told
us that OUNCES of seed were often far more than they required, we have lately, for
the convenience of those with small gardens, put up packets at 2d. and 3d. for their
convenience. We also offer nearly all the Hardy Annual Flowers (in liberal) 2d. packets.

Fully Illustrated Catalogue Free on application. (Please mention this paper.)

The Best TOMATOES.
Best of All (Sutton), tine best exhibition variety, 3d. and

6d. per packet. -

Buck Tresco (new), 3d. and 6d. per pkt.

Sunrise (Carter's), the heaviest cropper in cultivation;

fruit perfect in shape and excellent in flavour, 3d. and

6d. per packet.

Up-to-Date, very short, jointed in habit, and extremely

prolific. Fruit smooth, medium size, e.xcellent quality,

3d. and 6d. per packet.

Kondlne Red (Holmes), a wonderful cropper, 3d. and 6d.

per packet.

ALL THE ABOVE ARE SAVED FROM SELECTED FRUITS.

After making hundreds of trials of Sweet Peas, and having
examined many more hundreds on various seed trial

grounds, we make the following selections for the guidance
of those who have not had the opportunity to closely study
and compare the vast army which is now in cultivation.

THE 12 BEST DECORATIVE
SWEET PEAS for 2/6.

Seeds.
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Price Id.
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REMEMBES.—To obtain the Finest Crops you must sow the
Finest Seeds.

WEBBS' HIGH-CLASS VEGETABLES.—
Awarded the lloYAI- HdRTICULTURAL SOriETY'S and
ROYAI, AURICULTUKAL SOCIETY'S GOLD MEDALS
in 1916.

SPECIALITIES FOR PRESENT SOWING.
Webbs' Pioneer Pea (early), 1/9 pint, 3/- quart.
Webbs' Wonderful Carrot (early), 1/3 ounce.
Webbs' Emperor Tomato. 1/- and 1/6 packet.
Webbs' Mammoth Lonzpnd Broad Bean 1/9 pt., 3/- qt.
Webbs' Selei^tcd Ailsa CraiR Onion, 1/- and 2/6 packet.
Webbs' Early Frame Caulitlower. 1/6 packet.

Post Free. l.ARDEN CATALOGUE, free on request.
Webb & Sons, LtiL, The Ki ng's Seeilsmen, Stoi rbridge .

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Slirubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Pltrnti in sreat variety. Send for CataloRue.

—

H. Merryweatbkr & Sons. Ltd.. Southwell. Notte.

WATERER'S GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection In culti-

vation We cordially invite you to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Wateree, Sons & Cribp. Limited,
The Nurseriee, Bagshnt. Surrey.

FOR PRESENT SOWING.
WATERERS' VEGETABLE SEEDS.—
Broad Beans. Early Lonppod. lOd. per quart. Onion, Ailsa
Craig, selected, 1/- per packet, 3/6 per oz. Cucumber, Every
Day 6U. and 1/- per packet. Tomato, Crimson Beauty, 1/-

and 2/6 per packet. Dwarf Bean, Ne Plus Ultra, 2/- per
quart. Carefully selected collections of Vegetable Seeds, from
h/6 to £5 58. Catalogue free.—John Waterer, Sons A Crisp,
Limited, The Nurseries. Bapshot. Surrey and Twyford. Berks.

LAXTONS^EEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to
offer—may srill be safely planted. Pampldet on Cultivation
on receipt of stamped envelope.— Laxton Brothers. Bedford.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
"VITROLITE" far superior to White Lead Paint, 15/- per
gall. "PLASTINE" supersedes Putty 18/- per cwt.—Full
particulars from W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea.
Agents throupbout the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application.— George Bdnyard & Co., Ltd., The
Royal Niirseries, Maidstone.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools; no solids; no open
filters; perfectly automatic; everything underground. State
mrticulars.—WILLIAM Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DicKSONS. Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseriea. Chester.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers <S Son,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Station: Harlow, G.E.R.

GARDEN NETS. Best salmon twine,
i-inch square mesli nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4Jd.sq.yard; stout i-inch mesh, cotton,
3d. sq. yard; ditto, medium, 2d. As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supply limited; order early".

—

W. Oi.TVER Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established IpO years.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure,
Bee advert, on page vi.

BARR*S SEED GUIDE now ready, free.—
Vegetable and Flower Seeds of finest Selected strains and
Testeii Growtli at moderate prices.

—

Barr & Sons, King
Street. Covent i-arden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal. International
Exhibition, 1012. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrisburne, Woking.

ECONOMY IN THE GARDEN.—This is not
the time to pay fancy prices for Seeds and otlier garden
requisites. We have always made a point of supplying the
very best of Seeds at prices within tlie reach of all.

Our 1917 SEED CATALOGUE contains a selection of the
very best varieties of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, and Scotch-
grown Seed Potatoes, at strictly moderate rates. A copy of
same sent free to anyone mentioning this paper.

J. R. Pearson & Sons. Lowdham, Notts, Estab. 1782.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS,—Ask for 1916
Illustrated Catalogue, 200 varieties, post free. From 4/- per
doz. ; 25/- per 100 ; carriage paid lor cash. Patronised by
Royalty.

—

Van dee Slcys, F.R.H.S., Guernsey,

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.
Catalogue gratis.

FLOWER POTS.—10 8in., 15 6in., 20 5in.,
30 3Iin., 2;'> iljin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated
list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and
rhubarb pots, etc., free.—THOS. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley
Hill.

DOBBIE & CO., Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh,
will send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to
Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free, if this
paper is mentioned.

YORK STONE PAVING, for Garden Paths,
and Lily Ponds; Rectangular or Broken for Rustic Work,
Steps and Wall Coping : Rockery, Sawn Stone a Speciality.—Geo. Vint & Bros., Stone Merchants, Idle. Bradford.

CARNATIONS.—The principal growers use
Wellson's Plant Food in potting and feeding.—Particulars
Wellson & Co., West Mill, Leeds.

WELLS' Catalogue of Chrysanthemums and
Perpetual Carnations now ready, post free on application.—
W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey.

250.000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-
logues on application.

—

Jones, Churciifleld, Cradley, Malvern.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : W here and in
Wltat Soils to Plant Tliem," with Catalogue free on applica-
tion. Special Selections. 12,3/6; 25, 6/6; 50, 12/6; 100,25/-.
All different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.)

—

G. R. Phipps, Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

FIDLER'S NEW ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE OF CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS will be sent post
free to any address on receipt of postcard. Write at once for
a copy. It may lielp you to save 50 per cent, on your seed
bill this season. — Eidler & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed
Stores, Reading.

WHITELEGG & CO.'S Seed List for
SprinE 1917 is now ready and will be posted free to anyone
sending a card asking for same. All seeds sent carriage paid.

—

Whiteleqq & Co., Cliislehurst.

SECURE YOUR SUPPLIES OF THE FOLLOWING
BEFORE STOCKS ARE EXHAUSTED.

SUTTON'S EARLY GIANT PEA. _ A
popular earlv variety. Per pint, 1/9

SUTTON'S BEST OF ALL RUNNER BEAN.
—The largest poddeil Scarlet Runner. Per 1 pint, 1/S

SUTTON'S NEW RED INTERMEDIATE
C'ARROT.—The type for general cultivation. Per
pkt., 1/-

SUTTON'S SELECTED AILSA CRAIG
ONION.—The heaviest cropper. Per pk(., 1/6

POST FREE.

SUXTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READINfi.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
KELWAY'S COLOUR BORDERS of hardy
plants arranged to give a succession of bloom during tlW
Spring. Summer, and Autumn.
NOW THAT LABOUR IS SCARCE, these borders solve the
difficulty of having a Garden always in bloom, without tl*

trouble of replanting and lifting tlie plants every year.

Plant a border now this year, and you will be able to enjoy
its beauty for several years without any additional expense.
Send tlie measurements of your Leds or borders, and we will

recommend a selection of plants suitable for your district, and
quote our special reduced War prices.

K elway & SON.Tlie Royal Horticulturists,Laiipport,Somerset.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, witfc

full cultural notes, is now ready and will be sent post free cm
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Eaimfi

WUbech^
;

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net.

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information sliowing how the possessors of gaidenfi,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown "materia medica."—A prospectus

of the book «ill be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garde»
W.C.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS.
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and
Poultry Fencing, Ask for separate Lists.—BouLTON iS PAUL.
Ltd,, Manufacturers, Norwich.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendklmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually

using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy

the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead of

only a moderate one.—A prospectus of tlie volume will be sent

on application to the Offices of " Country Liee," Ltd., 20.

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, will

have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue ol

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc,, etc., free, if this paper is men-
tioned. Magniflcent strong roots of our unequalled Del-

phiniums in superb variety.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. ANDERSON Gr.\ham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition t*

the wealth of the coiintrv, and readers of tliis book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy

return for a verv moderate outlay of capital.—.4 prospectus

of the hook will be sent on application to the Offices of
' Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Gardea,

W.C.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, from collection

of 1.000 varieties : 20 distinct kinds, named, 3/6 ; 40 diffeient,

6/3 ; 60 dilferent. 8/0. Carriage paid. Choice plants M-
changed.—Bev. Anderson, Glenn Hall, Leicester.
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SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 & 68, CHEAPSIOE, E.C.
CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

EYNSFORD, KENT.

Two Days' Sale of Fruit Trees, Roses

and General Nursery Stock.

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS
Are instructed bv Messrs. H. CANNELL & SONS to SELL

BY AUCTION, ou the premises,

The Nurseries, Eynsford, Kent,

On THURSDAY ami B'EIDAY', FEBRUARY 1st .iml -Jnd,

at 11 o'clock precisely.

On view. Catalogues had on the premises and of tlie

Auctioneers, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London, E-C.

BUNYARDS
CURRANT TREES

GEORGEBUNYARD &.C0 lu

ROYAL NURSERIES

MAIDSTONE

YOUR GUIDE TO

DOUBLED CROPS.
Get all you ciiii from your Garden. Double your
output of delicious fresh vegetables and lovely

flowers without e.xtra cost. Just send a postcard

to-day for an absolutely free copy of our 164-page

GUIDE Tf) GARllUN WISDOM AND GUARAN-
TEED GARI>EN SEEDS. No obligalion of any
sort; and EVERY packet ordered thence MUST
grow for \'OV aud please you or you will get it

REPLACED FRKELY. Best hook of its kind

ever published, too. Send a postcard to-day,

addressing us ]iers(Mially

;

TOOGOOD & SONS,
The King's Seedsmen,

S O U T H A M PTON.

SEED POTATOES
Best Early Varieties selected stocks,

Lincolnshire grown from Scotch Seed.

COLLECTION "G" (New Roses) for
SS9/6

Tills superb colleirtion of 18 Best New Roses in Hwarf
plnnts for 29 6; with Acme Labels. 31/9. Carriage anJ pack-

i free for cash with order.

August Hartmann Ul-T.i

Brilliant (H.T.l

;

Coronation (H.P.i

Crimson Chatenay (II. T.)

Florence Forrester (H.T.i

Hadley (H T.)

Henrietta HI T.)

H. V. WIachin(H.T.)
lona Herdman (H,T.)

Everv' Rose a choice novelty.

Irish Fireflame (H.T.)

J. F. Barry (P.)

Lady Plymouth (T.)

Madame E H-PPiot (Daity

MuiDll'A
Mrs. C. E. Peapson (H.T.)

Mrs. F.W.Vanderbilt(F{.T )

Mrs.George Nopwood( H.T.I

Mrs. J. C. Hall (H.T.I

Queen Mapy (H.T.)

Fpuit Trees of .-ill kiml'; to select from. A tjrand stock of
Shriibs and OrMainental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in f;real

I jety. Semi for Cualouue Nn, 1^. full of interestmfi ii-f'irma-

tion ;ind cheap prices, p >st frfe on aiiplic.ition

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
'irpt 'M t , M-,U..' '^..

I ilist -. <^ u'hwfM Nntt".

Of Surpassiri!^ Beauty

ECLIPSE
I

3/- per stone;

EPICURE
I

22/

MIDLOTHIAN EARLY i

DUKE OF YORK

11/6 per i-cwt.

per cwl.

3/6 per stone ;

1 2/6 per J-cwt. ;

READV NEXT MONTH.

Vegetable Growing
in War-Time.

By HERBERT COWLEY.
Editor of " THE GARDEN.''

Sixpence nett, by post Eightpence.

The proprietors of '"The Garden " have pleasure
in announcing the coming publication of an invalu-
able booklet on the best methods of cultivating
Vegetables in the Kitchen Garden, Allotments or
Vacant Plots. Chapters are included on :

—

Preparing the Ground, the Cultivation of
Potatoes, the Cabbage Family, Peas, Beans,
R ot and Stem Crops, Catch Crops, the right
treatment of the Soil, etc.

SHARPE'S EXPRESS I 24/- per cwt.

ss extra.

RELIABLE VEGETABLE SEEDS
at moderate prices. Carriage Paid.

FLOWER and Vegetable Seed Catalogue free on
application to

THOMPSON & MORGAN,
IPSWICH.

A NEW HARDY GARDEN PLANT.

ALLWOODII
The newest creation in the Horticultural World.

Our illustrated and descriptive Catalogue, free on
request, describes

—

ALLWOODII
Perpetual Flowering Carnations
Hardy Border Carnations
Perpetual Malmalson Carnations
Perpetual Flowering BorderCarnations

and is a volume of useful information.

Carnation Specialists,

HAYWARDS HEATH, SUSSEX.

Orders tor tlds booklet sliould be sent to the JWanaaer
COUNTRY Life " Offices, 20, Tavistock Street, London, W.c!

Burpee's Seeds Grow
'T'HE truth of thi^ famous slogan is proved by ihousands of

pleased and f>ermanent customers. The Burpee Idea of

Quality First,—combined with efficient service has built' the

World's Grealesl Mail-Order Seed Business. Burpee*ft Annual^
The Leading American Seed Catalog for 1917 is a'

brn^hc new book of 204 pa;?es. in colors, and a Safe Guide to

Success in th*i garden. Mailed free. Write for it today.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers,
wAiai&Mmib

Burpee Buildings, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

Ann

SEEDS

VAniEBu.PB.Ca I
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Gardening by Post.
Hundreclsof thousands of gardeners have already
heard Ihe welcome knock of the Ryder Postman,
and orders are pouring in for their famous
seeds. This season, because of War conditions,
Ryders are forced to abandon, temporarily, the
familiar penny packet policy, and the price of

RYDERS SEEDS
of the usual best quality, has been increased to

Ud. per packet.

You will need the best vegetable seeds for
your Garden ; you cannot get any better

than Ryders Seeds.

ICLUSTRATEO CATALOQUE FREE.
Send postcard to day for copy of the 1UJ7 lllus

traled catalogue, which will then ruach you by return.

Nn Anents: Only /l.Mrfxs •

RYDER & SON Ltd., Speci lis^f St. Albans

BARR'S
Extra Selected

VEGETABLE SEEDS
For producing Large Crops

of Best Quality.

Full Descriptive Catalogue, Free on Application.

Best Early Dwarf Pea, Peter Pan
Broad Bean, Parr's .Monstrous Long Pod
Dwarf French Bean, Barr's Excelsior

Scarlet Runner Bean, ' Best of All
"

Beet, Barr's Covent Garden
Broccoli, Barr's Hardy Winter Whit*
Brussels Sprouts, Barr's Standard
Cabbage, Barr's Autumn Exhibition
Cabbage, Savoy, Noniegian, Barr's Extra

Selected ...

Cabbage, Braganza or Seakale
Carrot, Barr's New Intermediate ...

Cauliflower, Barr's Autumn Queen
Kale, Tall Scotch, Barr's Selected

Lettuce, Cabbage, Barr's Green Favourite...

Onion, Barr's Long Keeper
Onion, Craaston's Excelsior, Barr's Selected
Parsnip, Barr's JTew White Marrou-
Potatoes, all the best sorts, see catalogue.
Radish, Round, Barr's Scarlet Perfection ...

Tomato, Barr's Lightning per packet, 1/- & l/S
Turnip, Barr's Covent Garden Snowball ... per oz., 6d.

per 'luart, 3/6

2/6

per pint, 2/6
2/-

per packet, 4d.

., 6d.&1/-
1/-

6d.

„ ed. &1/-
4d.
6d.

,. 1/-&1/6
3d.

„ 6d.&1/-
6d.

., 1/-&1/6
4d.

per oz., 6d.

BARR & SONS,
KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON.

BATH'S
Gold Medal

SWEET PEAS.
We are not merely dealers in, and advertisers of, SWEET
PEAS, but grow many acres for Seed, and supply most ot the

large wholesale houses in the trade In buying from ua, you
are buying from tlie grower, and not tlie dealer. The following
Coll ctions contain the best v.irieties in cultivation. All seeds
are hand-picked and of tirst-ciass germinating quality.

Collection K. Price 1/6
Twelve splendid wavetl varieties. Each packet contains 2J

Seeds. Il purchased separately, 2d. per packet.

Countess Spencer, blush-pink
Doris Usher, cream, suffused pink
Dorothy, pale mauve and lilac

Flora Norton Spencer, ageratum blue
Helen Qrosvenor, orange, salmon-rose wings
Lord Nelson Spencer, intense navy blue
Loyalty, wiiite, tJakcd blue
Marchioness of Tweeddale, white, edged rosy-pink
Maud Holmes, tlie best crimson waved variety
Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, cream, edged crushed strawberry
Nora Unwin, uhitc, very tine

Prince George^ Uiac-rose, wings violet

Collection L. Price 2/3
Twelve very tine uavrd varieties. Each packet contans 2.^^

Seeds. 3d. per packet if purchased separately.

Debbie's Cream, the richest cream extant
Duplex Spencer, deep cream-pink
Edna May Improved, pure white, well frilled

Edrom Beauty, bright or-inge-salmon
Elsie Herbert, whit*, suffused rosy-pink
Illuminator, Intonse ccrif-e-pink

Ivanhoe, heliotrope, sulhisfil ruse
Lady Evelyn Eyre, pink, thishcd salmon
Lavender Geo. Herbert, Iduisli Uivender
Mrs. Cuthbertson rose-pink, wings paler
Scarlet Emperor, brilliant scarlet, sunproof
Thomas Stevenson, orange-scarlet
Collections K and L together for 3/-, with one packet of Blue
Plcotee, white, tinted blue and edged violet (2o). 3d., gratis.

Collection M. Price 2/9
Twelve e.xtra fine varieties.

Agricola, blush, suffusetl rosy lilac (30) 4d
Barbara, deep shrimp-pink (20) 4d
Cheerful, aiiricot and mauve on cream (1 Til 4d
Elfrida Pearson, pink, suffused salmon (.30) 3d
King Mauve, mauve, a giant flower (30) 4d
King White, pure white, beautifully frilled (20) 3d
Marks Tey, rosy mauve, wings blush (25) 3d
Mrs. J. Balmer, cream, suffused scar et (I'l) 3d
R. F. Felton, very tine lavender (25) 3d
Robert Sydenham, bright orange-scarlet (20) 3d
Sincerity, pure cerise, extra (20) 4d
Wedgewood, rich silvery blue (30) 3d
Collections L and M together for 4/3, with one packet of May
Campbell, cream, veined carmine (25), 3d., Senator Spencer,

white, striped purple brown (25), 3d., gratis.

Collection N. Price 3/3
Twelve newer varieties.

Alfred Watkins, clear lavender, waved (25) 4d
Constance Hinton, pure wiiite, large ^20) 4d
Fiery Cross, brilliant scarlet self (10) 6d
Hercules, a huse Countess Spencer (30) 3d
King Manoel, deep rrimson-maroon (25) 3d
Margaret Atlee, cream, suflused pink (30) 3d
Jean Ireland, bulf, shaded carmine (15) 6d
Princess Mary, deep skv-blue, tintfid pink (25) ... 3d
Rosabelie, deep rose, extra large (30) ... , 3d
Royal Purple, a lovely shade of purple (25) 4d
Austin Frederick, deep lavender (25) 6d
The President, rich orange-scarlet (10) 6d
Collections M and N for 5/6, with one packet of Edith Taylor
(25), 3d., rosy cerise, and Constance Acomb (20), 4d., cream

and mauve.

The four complete collections for 8/-, and five gratis packets.

The number of seeds and price per packet are indicated
after each variety.

Customers may select from the Collections packets
priced separately to the value of 3/- and over, and

deduct 2 1. in the 1 - from remittance.

BATH'S SELECT VEGETABLE AND
FLOWER SEEDS.

FuN Illustrated Catalogue post free
on application.

R. H. BATH, Ltd,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

^SEED POTATOES.^
Place your nrder at once. Tliere is not only a
shortage of Potatoes, but a very much heavier
demand than in any previous season, due to
the exhortations of the Oovernment and the
Press to increase food production-.^

REDUCED PRICES TO ALLOTMENT
HOLDERS can be quoted when 5 owt., or
more, are ordered at once.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE ON 28 lb.

OR MORE.
(Offered subject to being unsold).

EARLY. 14lbs.

Early Puritan ... 4/-

Express (Sharpe*s)... 4/7
Queen Mary ... 4/-

2nd EARLY.
Britisli Queen ... 4/-

EpicureCSutton's)... 3/8
Great Scot ... 4/11
Lancashire LaBS ... 4/-

MAINCROP.
Arran Chief ... 4/7
Cheshire Cliampioii . 3/8
Dchs. of Cornwall ... 4/-

Evergood ... ... 3/8
Factor ... ... 4/-
Cheshire Edwards ... 3/3
Up-to-Date ... 4/-

SPECIAL OFFER OF SEED POTATOES.
For the present, while stocks hold out, Bees
Ltd. will supply 14 Ih. Early, 141b. Second
Early. 28 lb. Maincrop, Bees' selection of

varieties, for 12/6, half (fuantity, 7/- j double
(luantity (total, 1 cwt.), 24/- j all carr. paid
When ordering, say whether Irish, Scotch,
Lincolnshire, or Cheshire grown seed is pre-

ferred. If no preference is stated. Bees will

send what is best suited to yonr locality.

VEGETABLE SEEDS.

•Wlbs.
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FOR REALLY GOOD

VEGETABLE SEEDS
AT MODERATE PRICES, SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED, 99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
NO ONE WILL SERVE YOU BETTER.

A FEW PRICES FOR THE CHOICEST STOCKS FOR 1917.

PEAS (All Selected Stocks)
QRADUS {3ft.). the best early marrow pea
LITTLE MAriVEL (Dwarl), extra large podsMAY QUEEN (iJJft.), grand ttrstearlv Marrowfat
DWXABF DEFIANCE (2!ft.).Hnest dwarf maincrop
CLIPPER {r)ft.), grand new maincrop^ strongly recommended ...

UNIQUE (L'Jft.). good flavour and very prolific
DUKE OF ALBANY (.5ft.), grand for general use & exhibition
« U 1 OCRAT (4ft.), one of tiie best late peas in cultivation ...

PRINCE OF WALES (3ift.), the general favourite

BEANS.
IMPROVED LONGPOD, best broad bear tor general use ...

CANADIAN WONDe R. Dwarf French, very prolific
CHAMPION SCARLET R U NNER , selected stock

BEET.
CHELTENHAM QREEN LEAVED, the best for flavour...
PRAQNELL'S EXHIBITION large well-shaped roots ...

EAHLY MODEL Ql OBE, the finest round variety
All otlier leading varieties (jame price.

BORECOLE, or KALE.
DWARF GREEN CURLED SCOTCH, the best dwarf ...

COTTAGERS' KALE, one of the hardiest
ASPARAGUS, delicious flavour

BROCCOLI.
VEITCH'S SELF-PROTECTINQ AUTUMNSNOWS WlivTErt WHITE
SPoINQ WHITE, very hardy; specially selected
LATE QUEEN, the best late Broccoli

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
THE WflOXTON, the very best

CABBAGE.
ELLAM'S EARLY DWARF SPRING
FIRST AND BEST, for Autumn sowing
BEST OF ALL (SAVOY), early, and strongly recommended

CARROT (Cleaned Seed).
EARLY GEM, for forcing
EA ^LY NANTES, best for early crop outdoors
JAMES' SCARLET best selected
SCARLET INTERMEDIATE (St. Valery), best exhibition

CAULIFLOWER.
DEAN'S EARLY SNOWBALL, best selected strain...
ALL THE YEAR ROUND, very distinct, large lieadsEARLY LONDON, best for general use ..' per ozWALCHEREN, line, large close white heads 1b. 6dVEITCH'S AUTUMN GIANT, best for Autumn ... , Is. 6d

Per pint.
lid.
lid.
Is
is.

lid.
lOd.
11J.
lid.
9d.

9d.
9d.

lid.

Per oz-
lOd-
9d-
8d<

4d
4d.
4d.

Is.
Is. gd.
Is. 6d.
Is. 3d.

6d.

8d.
8d.
8d.

8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

6d.
6d.
6a.

per pkt.

" Is.

CELERY.
STANDARD BEARER, tlie finest flavoured red
BIBBY'S DEFIANCE, the best white
WHITE GEM, finest dwarf white

LEEK,
THE LYON, best and largest
MUoSELBURGH, excellent for general use

LETTUCE.
ALL YEAR ROUND, excellent and reliable
CONTINUITY, very crisp and tender
ICEBERG, one of the best for spring or summer
UNIQUE, pretty trilled foliage, very tender
WONDERFUL, keeps tender a long time
Ol ANT PARIS WHITE (Cos), best for summer use
BALLOON (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
EXCELSIOR (True) (packets, aliout 1,000 seeds, 6d.)
AILSA CRAIG (jiackets, about 1,000 seeds, 6d.)
BEDFORDSHIRE CHAMPION, tine oval sliaped, good size

WHITE SPA'^-ISH, or READING
GIANT ZiTTAU

PARSNIP.
HOLLOW CROWN, Specially Selected
STUDENT, good size and shape

RADISH.
FRENCH BREAKFAST, best oval shaped, early
WOOO'S EARLY FRAME, best long-rooted
ICICLE, long white, excellent flavour
Mixed TURNIP, best for summer use
SPARKLER, unique scarlet and white

SHALLOTS.
BEST SELECTED ROOTS per lb.

SPINACH.
VICTORIA. LONG-STANDING SUMMER
PRICKLY-SEEOED, or WINTER

TOMATOES.
HOLMES' IDEAL, specially recommended per pkt. (200 seeds'
HOLMES' SUPREME, heavy cropper ... „ ,

UP TO DATE, good and popular variety „ ,

EARLY DAWN, very early, good outdoors or in ,,

TURNIP.
MOOEL WHITE STONE
RED GLOBE
GOLDEN BALL

Pee pkt.
3d.
3d.
3d.

Per 02.
Is 2d.

Is.

6d.
6d.
6d.
Sd.
8d.
6d.
6d

Is.
Is.
Is.

3d.
Zd.

3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.

2d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d

THE 5/- COLLECTION OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
SUFFICIENT FOR AN AVERAGE VILLA GARDEN, CONTAINS:

BEANS, BROAD ...
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THIS year should see a dead set made on

Beans, and Peas. It is perhaps known
almost universally by now that pulse

are most excellent money-savers for

those who do not mind going without

meat. Their composition is vastly better than

that of all common vegetables, including such

solid assets as Beet, Onions and Parsnips.

The reason is that they contain so much more

protein, and this is equivalent to meat. More-

over, they grow it almost free of charge, for they

can obtain it from the air and not from the manure

with which they are commonly grown. They

should not, in fact, get too much of the latter,

because if they are overfed

there is a tendency for the ^
bacteria in the roots, which are

responsible for this action, fail-

ing to do their duty.

ft The Value of Beans.—Why
Beans — either Runners or

French—are particularly advo-

cated is because they can be

turned to such excellent account

in the winter. They can easily

be potted in salt or otherwise

and they keep well and make a

most acceptable green winter

diet, which renders meat un-

necessary if dried pulse or

cheese is also used. From
recent personal experience we

can vouch for their palatability

and good colour. There seems

to be no reason why Broad

Beans should not be preserved

also, and Peas, but the latter

take up room without the same

certainty of good growth as

Beans, though they are a shade

more nourishing in the green

state. Beans would be even

better fare and more sustain-

ing if they were cooked whole

in the sensible French way. They make an excel-

lent course by themselves thus, and are less trouble

, to prepare.

Same Good Root Crops.—There are potent

reasons for enjoining the heavy.growth of Beet,

Parsnips and Carrots, for these roots contain a

lot of sugar, besides other good solid food, and

they keep well. They have- much more feeding

value than Turnips, and are no harder to grow.

The land can stand a pretty frequent repetition

of them, too, but they make a good toll on it and

pay for good treatment. Salsify is another most

excellent winter vegetable, with fine deep succulent

roots, and not hard to grow when carefully sown
and started well. It is seldom seen, and has more of

the animal taste about it than perhaps any other

vegetable except Mushrooms. It is called the

"vegetable oyster," and makes a very passable

imitation when properly cooked. Its flavour is

worth testing, and it will stand a moderate frost

well.

The Chinese Witch Hazel.—Of the several

shrubs which bloom during late December and in

January, the Chinese Witch Hazel (Hamamelis

mollis) is one of the most beautiful. In addition

it is the best of the Witch Hazels, and anyone

wishing to grow but one plant of this remarkable

RHODODENDRON FERRUGINEUM PR-ECOX AND GENISTA HISPANTCA
IN JANUARY.

family would do well to try this. Although it

was introduced as long ago as 1879, it has only

been well known for about fifteen years, its merits

being unappreciated previous to that time. It

can be distinguished from other Witch Hazels

by its rather large, rounded, hairy leaves and
by its golden petals being flat, with a hooked

end instead of twisted, which is a familiar feature

of other species. The flowers are borne very

freely, and are Primrose-scented. It should be

given a position sheltered from cold winds, and
thrives satisfactorily in well-drained loamy soil

containing a little peat or leaf-mould.

The Glastonbury Thorn.—The legendary

associations attached to the Glastonbury Thorn

(Crataegus monogv-na var. praecox) are sufficiently

interesting to warrant the tree a position in parks

and gardens. In the summer and for the greater

part of the year it looks much like any other Haw-

thorn, but about November it begins to bloom,

and flowers may be found in mild weather at

almost any period during winter, another cro]'

appearing in May. The legend attached to

this Thorn is that the original tree grew from the

staff of St. Joseph of Arimathea, who in the early

days of Christianity came as a missionary ti>

England to convert the heathen. He settled at

Glastonbury, and as he appeared

to make little headway he

prayed that a miracle might

be performed to impress the

people. He then stuck his staff

in the ground, the time being

Christmas, and commanded it

to flower, which it forthwith

did. The original tree, what-

ever its origin, is said to

have grown at Glastonbury,

all of those in our gardens

having been raised from that

one.

Rhododendron ferrugineum

praecox. — This little alpine

shrub, which is already begin-

ning to show the lovely shell

pink of its exquisite blooms, is

one of the most accommodating

of its genus. We have it grow-

ing on the poor thin sod of a

shelving bank that in summer
is hot and dry, yef it never

fails to bloom profusely. One
light top-dressing of fibre or

peat moss is all it gets in a

twelvemonth. Although the

blossoms look so delicate, they

are wonderfully hardy, and can

stand anything but a white frost. It is desirable,

therefore, to give it a position that is screened

from the early morning sun. Last year the first

blooms expanded on January 16, and the shrubs

maintained a fine show of colour for fully six

weeks of anything but pleasant weather. R.

ferrugineum prcecox looks particularly well against

a background of native Gorse or Genista hispanica,

and conditions that suit the one will suit the other.

•«* Owing to the shortage of paper, readers who have not

alrmdii done so are asked to order THE GARDEN to be

delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers mil thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspoiidenls.)

What is Wanted in Daffodils.—In looking

through some old numbers of The Garden (always

a pleasant and profitable employment in the

winter season) my eye caught the heading of a

short paragraph signed " Ornatus " on " What is

Wanted in Daffodils," in which he says, inter

alia, " But flowers of a class such as, for instance,

a magnified Homespun, though badly wanted,

do not appear to be forthcoming. ... If

there is in existence a flower of the calibre and

proportions of Great Warley, but with more

refinement and a greater lerkgth of stem, I have

not seen it." Now, there is a flower which to

my mind fills all these requirement^, and that is

King Cup. The trade description is " A large

and finely foVmed flower resembling Homespun,

but larger and a stronger-growing plant. Segments

broad and overlapping, pale lemon yellow, whole

flower 5 inches across, cup i^ inches, A plant

of fine bold habit; flower-stalk i8 inches." This

description I can endorse. Its parentage is the

same as that of Homespun, viz,, Golden Spur x

ornatus. It has been referred to by a Colonial

grower as " one of the three best incomparabilises

in commerce."

—

Daffodil.

Dianthus AUwoodii.—May I be allowed to

correct two statements in the article entitled

" Dianthus AUwoodii," which appeared in your

issue of January 13, page 16? Both occur in the

last sentence. It is stated that the scientific

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society

" gave a unanimous vote of appreciation to this

new race of plants." The facts are that a certifi-

cate of appreciation was given to Mr, Allwood

for 'his work in raising and segregating a long

series of crosses between garden Pinks and the

Carnation. .\ certificate of appreciation is never

given to- a plant. It is given only for work done

and (unlike the first-class certificate, award of

merit and botanical certificate) is personal. The

scientific committee, in recommending the award,

passed no opinion on the garden value of the

plants. As was pointed out at the time (see

minutes of the committee), the race is not a new
one (that is, the cross has been made before),

but no name has hitherto been given to cover

the whole of the progeny of the cross for which

the name AUwoodii will now stand, I believe,

however, that there are several varieties already

in gardens derived from the same parentage. ^

—

Fred J. Chittenden, Hon. Secretary, Scientific

Committee; Royal Horticultural, Society.

—— We note with interest Mr, Douglas'

remarks regarding our new race of Dianthus

Allwoodii. However, only a few privileged

persons have been allowed access to our trial

grounds during the past six years, and outside

the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, nobody knows the secret of their

origin. After inspecting numerous seedlings of

various types, colours, &c., illustrating the stages

of development (many of which will not be shown

to the general public for several years), the

committee sanctioned the name " Allwoodii

"

Few in the horticultural world will care to challenge

the wisdom and decision of so powerful a committee.

We are well acquainted with the excellent work

associated with the name of Douglas, also note

that Captain Hill-Pc€ was responsible for the

raising of his race of Pinks, many of which we

have tested, and while they are excellent, they are

quite distinct from our new i'ace of Allwoodii.^

The origin of Dianthus Allwoodii dates back

seven years, when we first undertook the develop-

ment of a new race of hardy garden Dianthus

which would flower perpetually. From our many
seedlings and stocks of choice Carnations brought

from America by G. W, Allwood, some

possessed a habit of growth which impressed us

with their possibilities. Crossing these with

Dianthus plumarius we obtained many thousands

of seedlings, some possessing quite extraordinary

merits, which were again crossed with several

choice Perpetual-flowering Carnation seedlings,

and from some half an acre of seedlings of these

we obtained three seedlings of distinct type, which

we have worked upon to obtain our objective.

It will be readily' seen that the work we have

done was not possible until the Perpetual-

flowering Carnation had been developed to its

present high standard for the interblending of

BIG-BUD ON BLACK CURRANTS.

A, A, Normal growths : b, b. Infested growths show-

ing abnormal buds ; c, The mite highly magnified.

the blood to have any influence. It will also be

seen from the nature ' of the parents used that

the work could not possibly have been done by

Captain Hill-Poe, or any other raiser ten years ago.

We do not wish to make any bold assertions, but

the six varieties we are disseminating are simply

the forerunners of a race of very many beautiful

varieties, in varying forms, colours, habit and

growth, which will find a place in every garden,

—

Allwood Brothers,

In Dispraise of Potatoes.—At the present

moment we are being urged on all hands to

" grow Potatoes," but I think Sir Walter Raleigh

made the mistake of his life when he brought

this indigestible and detestable vegetable to

Europe, where, apparently, everyone got on very

well without it previously. Now, as many of us

know, it is the first thing physicians cut out of

our daily diet on account of its harmful effects.

The seed is dear to buy, and it is a speculative

crop at all times, as Potatoes are liable to a variety

of diseases. They are dirty to peel, and notoriously

difficult to cook well. Why, then, in the face of all

this, is this pernicious vegetable so vaunted and

valued ? Now, all ye gardeners, put me in the

pillory and pelt me (but not with Potatoes, I

pray) !

—

Anne Amateur.

Big-Bud on Black Currants.—A mite

so small as to be invisible, save under agooc^lens,

is responsible for the swollen or abnormal bud?

frequently appearing on the bushes of Black

Currants. The enlarged buds, which are readily

recognised from those that are normal, should

incite measures of repression being undertaken

at once. If the attaclt is severe, the best method

is hard pruning, cutting back beyond the infested

parts ; if slight, the removal only of all distorted

buds. Both growths and buds removed should

be destroyed by burning. Frequent dustings with

lime and sulphur are a means of prevention and

check,

—

George Rowles.

Scentless Musk.—In answer to " M. M. S,'s"

.suggestion in September last, may 1 propound the-

following theory : that the seat of the scent

was in the hairs with which the plant was covered,

and that after years of residence in our rainy

climate halts were no longer required as a protec-

tion from the sun, and the plant has ceased to

be hairy, which I believe is the case, and with the

hairs has gone the scent. My recollection of the

Musk of over fifty years ago is that it was very

hairy, and we sprinkled it with water in the

evening to bring out the scent, which does not look

as if it came from the flowers.—C. C. F.

Manuring Potatoes.—Our experience here with

Potato culture fully bears' out the statements

of " A Scotsman " in your issue of January b.

page 2, with regard to the beneficial results follow-

ing the application of lime, , I know one old farmer

who objects to using it within two years of planting

the crop, but, like your correspondent, I have-

never come across anyone who maintained that

its evil effects were more than skin deep. The
good effect of lime on the table quality of that

excellent cropping Potato Great Scot was very

marked last summer. In this district of Scotland

Great Scot is regarded as a coarse Potato, and

in the opinion of some only suited for feeding

cattle ; and while I have always demurred to this

opinion, I certainly could not have recommended it

in previous years on account of its cooking qualities.

Last season, however, when we planted it in smallei"

quantity o^ving to this defect, whereas, as in

previous years, the crop was easily the heaviest

out of nine varieties, ,the quality was a revelation

and inferior to no other. I attribute this solely

to the fact that for the first time for several years,

the ground was pretty heavily dressed with

lime during the winter. With regard to the

manuring of Potatoes in general, I note in the

" Answers to Correspondents," under the heading

of " Kitchen Garden," in the same issue of

your paper, you recommend the use of a

mixture of superphosphate, nitrate of soda and

kainit. The last mentioned scarcely enters into

the question, because, so far as one can see, it is.

unobtainable. With regard "to the other two

components, it seems bad economy to apply at

one and the same time, viz., a month before plant-

ing, a relatively slow-acting manure with one

which is exceedingly quick. Would it not be

advisable to apply the phosphate, say, in February

and the nitrate either when planting or soon after ?

Nitrate of soda is very readily soluble, and is not

easily retained except by the very stiffest soils.

There is consequently a risk of considerable loss-

by drainage if heavy rain follows its appli< ation..
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I have always understood, too, that it is

not advisable to mix superphosphate and nitrate,

owing to the fact that the superphosphate, being

arid, acts on the nitrate and there is a loss of

nitric acid. If it is inconvenient to apply the

manure in two operations, would it not be prefer-

able to substitute sulphate of ammonia for the

nitrate ? It is slower in action ; it is more easily

retained in the soil ; it is more concentrated

and, judging by manure lists, is cheaper in conse-

quence ; it is safer to use with other manures

(except basic slag) ; it is a home product ; and

it has not, apart from agriculture, the same national

importance as the nitrate. The question of correct

application of manures is, at the present time

especially, of more than academic intorest, and

I am sure there are many readers like myself

whose knowledge of chemistry is limited and who
feel that in applying artilirials they are more or

less groping in the dark. Will not some of your

able correspondents enlighten us as to what to do

and what to avoid in handling artificials ?—S. H.

[We think it inadvisable to mix superphosphate

and nitrate or to use kainit, even whpn' it can

be obtained, later than the avitumn digging,

and should certainly recommend mixing sulphate

of ammonia in place of the nitrate for Potatoes.

The mixture may be sown on the ground at

planting-time, and 30Z. of a mixture of four or

five parts of superphosphate with three parts of

sulphate of ammonia to the square yard would

be a good dressing. Sulphate of ammonia must

not be mixed with lime or basic slag ; it only

gives its full benefit where the soil already contains

lime, and the same thing is true of superphosphate.

As our correspondent says, potash salts are un-

obtainable in any quantity, and kainit is,by way
of being a curiosity in England now. Some will

be able to use fresh wood-ashes, which are as

valuable as kainit, used at the same rate ; but

lime added to clay soils sets free potash from t Ir-

an ONION SET AND BULB

Otherwise unavailable stores contained there,

and those who have to deal with clay soils may
content themselves with liming in the full assur-

ance that their crops will not lack potash. Both
sulphate of ammonia and superphosphate are

wholly British products, the former being a waste

product in coal-gas manufacture, and the same
is true of basic slag, which is best used in autumn,
and is likely to give good results only on heavy
or very moist lands. Nitrate of soda, nitrate of

lime and cyanamide are all imported products,

and should not be purchased while lime and
sulphate of ammonia are available at reasonable

prices.

—

Ed.]

Onion Sets.—Refening to this subject in your

issue of last week, page 21, some of the advan-

tages gained by using Onion sets are : (a) A strong

plant to start with.—Instead of sowing a seed

which has to run all the risks attendant upon
germination and the subsequent fragile life of

a tender seedling, you commence with a small

but vigorous young bulb capable of looking after

itself. (6) Immunity from Onion fly.—Owing to

the big start secured by the Onion set over a

young plant fnmi seed, by the time the Onion
fly is about, the plant is too big to suffer. Should
the fly lay its eggs in the axils of the leaves, which
is less likely to occur owing to the greater resisting

power of the mature foliage, the grub has a " long,

long way " to go before it reaches the root, and
on arrival there it can do little or no harm to

such a vigoroiis plant, (c) Earlier crops.—By
eliminating the tedious germination and young
seedling stages, the natural result is a much earlier

crop of mature bulbs than could be obtained

from seed; and not only this, but the bulbs are

better ripened, because of the fact that they attain

maturity and a ripe condition while the days are

warm and sunny. Culture and general treat-

ment.—The sets should be planted in the same
way as Shallots. The tiny bulbs should be pressed

into the soil if it is light, and
the ground made firm about

them, leavnig just the tips of the

. liuibs expo ed. They may be

set 6 inches to 9 inches apart in

rows 9 inches to 12 inches apart.

The time to plant is as soon as the

soil is in a fit, friable condition,

say, from about the second week
in March to the middle or end

of April.

—

Bees, Limited.

Hybridising the Gooseberry.-

I am forwarding \ou by this mail

a copy of the 191 5 Report of the

Botanical Office of British

Columbia, in which you will see

an account of some work I have

been doing in the way of trying

to improve the Gooseberry by
h>'bridising it with cnir native

Ribes divaricatum. I thought

this might interest you, as the

seedlings raised (of which I send

you a photograph) are mildew-

proof. It is almost ninety years

now since David Douglas sent

home R. divaricatum. Surely it

has not been left all these

years for me to be the first

I- to use it in this connection ! The
issue of The Garden for Novem-
ber 18, in its description of

Gravetye Manor and of Mi

William Robinson (well known

.\ NEW GOOSEBERRY HYBRID.

,
AVrf Jacket X Ribcs divaricatum.

out here), reminds me that I have Ixoi a reader
of The Garden off and on since 1872, the year
after it was founded. In November, 1872, . 1

went to serve my apprenticeship at Gordon Castle,

and was very ^soon deeply interested in The
Garden.—George Eraser, Ucluelet, British

Columbia. [We have pleasure in recording our
correspondent's success from information supplied
by him: "Some time befgre 1912, owing to the

prevalence of several pests, he destroyed all his

Gooseberries and Red and Black Currants, with
the exception of a small bush of the Red Jacktt
Gooseberry, <vliich, though a poor fruiting kind
at Ucluelet, is naturally a ' clean ' variety. In

I9r2 this bush had four flowers on it. These
were prepared for hybridising by removing the

stamens before they dehisced ; they were then
pollinated with pollen from Ribes divaricatum
and the flowers covered with cheese-cloth. As a

result he obtained about thirty hybrid seedlings,

ten of which bore fruit during the summer of

1915. All the seedlings were similar and showed
mostly the characters of the ' male ' parent.

Ribes divaricatum is one of the most common
wild Gooseberries in the humid-transition areas

of British Columbia ; it flowers and fruits profusely,

but the berries, though possessing a rich Currant
flavour, are too small to be of economic value.

Red Jacket was raised by the late Dr. Wm.
Saunders of the Dominion Jixperimental Farm,
and was the result of crossing the famous English

variety Warrington with an .American kind called

Houghton's Seedling. If the latter is from an
Eastern American species, the new Gooseberry
will have three species in its constitution." Unlers

we are much mistaken, a similar hybrid—possibly

the same'—was shown at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Fruit Show in September last. The
hybrid as shown in London was rather a poor thing,

but we think it has great possibilities as a basis

for further crossing. Many attempts to hybridise

with the Gooseberry in this country have been
unsuccessful, and we are glad to announce its

accomplishment .by one of our American friends.

Not the least hopeful feature of the hybrid is that

it is said to be mildew-proof.

—

Ed.]
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WINTER EVENINGS

IT
is perhaps a far cry from the National

Mission to the cult of gardens, but the

abiding theme of an excellent sermon by
a Bishop's Messenger was " Cultivate

your consc'ence and your conscience will

be your friend." Which suggests to me, Cultivate

your brain and your brain will be your friend

;

cultivate your garden and your garden will be

your friend.

In an address to women workers on " Growing

Old," Mrs. Creighton once said, " We may try

to have 4n innocent employment which shall

have some fascination for us, and so keep us happy
and content. We cannot hope to find this in

reading, if we have not kept our interests alive.

It is most desirable, also, to cultivate a delight

in literatiu-e as such, in poetry, in books which

can be read over and over again, and which tell

us more each time we read them. With such a

power we need never be alone—the thoughts

of the great men of old, our own thoughts, above
all, the thoughts of those whom we have known
and loved about what we read, will keep us

company."

It is not given to all of us to possess the delight-

ful hordes of garden books of some ; but even

if we have only one shelf of them, its contents

are our intimate and dearly loved friends, with

whom we hold sweet converse. And then, too,

there are the libraries. How many, I wonder,

of the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society

make use of the Lindley Library when in Town,
or realise that a line to its courteous custodian

will bring them a month's reading by return of

post ? For country members this (not forgetting

the Journal) is perhaps the most valuable asset.

(By the way, the date of the most recent catalogue

of the Royal Horticultural Society's Library is

1898 !)

From reading and dreaming of garden pictures

our thoughts wander to wild Nature pictures,

seen perhaps through the mist of years, but none

the less clearly. Reading again " The Orchids

of Italy," by W. Herbert Cox, in The Garden
of May 20 last, I find he says :

" but the Bird's-

uest (Neottia Nidus-Avis), the Sweet-scented

Gnat (Gymnadenia conopsea) and the Twayblade
(Listera ovata) are fairly rare, though the last

may often be seen above Lake Maggiore." It has

never been my lot to wander among the Italian

hills, but I had the great good fortune to spend

the early years of my life in a part of England

where these and many other Orchids were quite

commonly to be found. And " Nature, the dear

old nurse, took the child upon her knee," and
taught her to keep her interests alive. A picture

I now recall most vividly is in a North Country

dene, where, under a dense grove of Beech trees,

the loose limestone marl had years before been

excavated to make the road, leaving a depression

some 80 feet by 20 feet by 8 feet or 10 feet. Time
had half fiUed the space with decaying Beech

leaves, and here, on that long-past June day,

a company, nay a battalion, of that curious Bird's-

nest Orchis was revelling in its typical home.

A more perfect example of vegetable mimicry

one could not find. Had not the glint of the

summer sun through the trees just touched the

flowers, I might have walked past without seeing

them. The whole plant is a pale reddish brown,

stands about a foot high, and in place of leaves

has numerous sheathing brown scales. Individual

specimens, or two or three together, I have found

in the same wood before and since, but never such

a company. For such a finding and its remem-
brance, thanks be. There are other pictures, too,

to be seen in the embers' glow—sheets of Sea

Lavender in bloom on the salt marshes of the

Norfolk coast—a misty, beautiful haze of blue.

The first sight of the Chalk Hill Blue butterflies

flitting over the sunny downs of that same
fascinating county. The scent and sight of the

beds of Heliotrope (a garden picture this) in

a beautiful garden discovered by chance when
walking from Bourne End to Burnham Beeches

one lovely September day. Shall I ever forget

it, or the patience of the courtly old head-

gardener who showed me round ?

Again, the golden blaze and overpowering

scent of the Gorse on a Cornish moorland, on the

drops and Crocuses will be thrusting through the

soil and all Nature awakening from its sleep.

Meantime, let us cultivate our brains, that later

we may cultivate our gardens aright, and so in

time they both shall be our friends.

Altnncham. W. D.

HEATHER PERFECTION.

A Tasmanian seedling trumpet.

way to Bedruthan's Steps ! The giant must often

have drunk his fill of it on his way to the Causeway.

" All down in Cornwall

The Gorse is out in flower.

Golden leagues and leagues of it,

A golden fairy dower,

And the hot sweet scent of it

Rises as we pass

Like incense at the sacring

Of the Holy Mass."
—Dorothy Frances Gurney.

Memories such as these and many more come

crowding back as we read and dream. " Eyes

and no eyes '—the eyes have it ! Mrs. Creighton

was right ; we need never be alone.

We love our gardens—may we never cease to

care for them tenderly. One of the joys of the

quickly lengthening days is the thought that in

a very few weeks the green points of the Snow-

DAFFODIL NOTES
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Fusarium and Eelworm.—I have lately had
several enquiries as to whether or no anything

was being done in the way of finding out the best

means of combating the ravages of these pests,

which are now assuming alarming proportions.

A special observer and worker began to investigate

last summer at Wisley, and at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Daffodil Show in April next

we are promised a lecture or statement from him
about what he has done. A very large and experi-

enced grower of Daffodil bulbs for sale has recently

made the suggestion that deep planting may be

a means of mitigating the evU of Fusarium, at

all events. Not wishing to be too much of a Jonah,

I am happy to be able to state an experience of this

same gentleman in 1 886 which, by the way, has noth-

ing to do with deep planting. He then imported a

5,000 lot of Horsfieldii from Holland. Something'

—

either Fusarium or a near ally—attacked them,

and in the space of two years no fewer than two-

thirds had " gone." " After that," he says.

" they seemed to grow all right, and we had no

further trouble." I know this was the idea of

a man of great experience, Mr. Walter T. Ware,

when last I talked with him: " Lor', bless you,

you will see they- will grow out of it." May
it be so. Dame Nature has many wonderful

old-fashioned remedies in her medicine chest,

and she may beat us all yet with our bluestone

solutions and goodness knows what else.

Daffodils in Tasmania.—It will be news to

some that there is a flourishing Daffodil show in

Hobart every autumn, and that home-raised

seedlings are exhibited there. At the exhibition

held on September 7 last Mr. J. H. Hinsby of

Taroona staged a collection of his own seedlings,

which I am told by the secretary were greatly

admired. Included were yellow, bicolor and

white trumpets. Judging from written descrip-

tions, one of the best was a seedling from Monarch

crossed with King Alfred, which has a flower of

similar shape to the seed parent, with the rich

colouring of the last named. Another, a yellow with

a sort of gramophone-shaped trumpet, described

as a fine bloom with a beautiful flat perianth, reads

as if it were rather out of the common. In his

'* incomps " there is one which by its descrip-

tion reads like a glorified Lucifer with a perianth

with a diameter of .1 inches. Perhaps the best

flower was a circular-shaped Poet with segments,

each about the size of a florin, broadly overlapping.

It is described as a very fine thing, and so it must

be if it has a good eye of corresponding proportion.

Several triandrus hybrids are also described, but

enough has been said to show that seedling raising

has taken root in Tasmania, and it seems certain

that seedlings are one of the great attractions of the

yearly Daffodil show. In 191 5 Mr. W. H. Higgins

of Geelong sent to Hobart a large collection which

contained many novelties. He is one of the great

Australian dealers, and judging his flowers by his

catalogues he must be able to make a great display.
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NOTES FROM
RIVIERA

By Eduakd H. Woodall.

THE

THE bees are humming busily in the

bright rose flowers of Lopezia miniata
;

starry Anemones and the first bloom?

of the Celandine are wide open in the

sun ; Crocus Imperatii makes bold

patches of colour among the grassy green foliage

of the Freesias that carpet the ground under the

Orange trees, now in fullest beauty of golden

fruit ; and over all is spread

a canopy of restful blue that

is the harbinger, wB trust, of

better and happier days to '

come this year. The contrast

in many ways is curious when
compared with last year. Then
everything was unusually

early ; this year quite con-

trary conditions prevail, and
at first it might seem difficult

to account for the late season.

It is, however, if 1 am not

the more vigorously in due season. Last year

the Almond tree was already in bloom at .this

date. I should think it will be a month before

it can flower this year. Acacia Baileyana was

already past its fullest beauty. This year I have

seen only one early tree in blossom. I could give

many more instances, but these two will suffice

to show how the question of an early or late rest

and check to growth afiects their behaviour.

It is the winter Roses that have suffered most

—

all their blooms have rotted at their base. Car-

nations have suffered somewhat less at the moment,
but Will show by and by how the damp has injured

their roots. Mignonette is ruined except where

RUBUS NUTKANUS
THIS is the largest-flowered of all the

Raspberries, and that says a good deal,

for the handsome pink-flowered Rubus
odoratus bears flowers over 2 inches

in diameter and.R. deliciosus is often

mistaken at a distance for some early flowering

single Rose. Though not so round and full as in

those two species, the petals of R. nutkanus, in

a good form, are decidedly longer, and bring the

flower to a width of nearer 3 inches than 2 inches.

It is a variable plant, as one might well expect,

seeing that it ranges along the North-West Coast

of America fiom Vancouver to California ; and
the three beautiful figures of it to be found in the

Botauical Register, t. 1368; the Botanical Magazine,

t- 3453 ; and Sweet's " British Flower Garden,"

Ser. 11., t. 83, might almost represent different

species. The Botanical Magazine plate best

.,'-rt

^<i>i

V

mistaken, caused by the great difiercnce between

the two months of October in last year and the

year previous. In 1915 the month of October was

most unusually cold throughout, and vegetation

liad a premature check that caused an early spring.

During last October, however, the temperature

was high, and one week was extra hot, with a few

days of sirocco rain that kept things growing

rapidly; so plants have not had their rest in

October like the previous year, but had to wait

till December arrived, when we had twenty days

of cold storms and rain that have destroyed all

the more tender flowers and given, I trust, a salu-

tary check to vegetation that will respond all

screened from the wet, and of all the Primula

family P. malacoides and P. kewense alone are

tolerably happy, so that many gardens are shorn

of their bedding glory and must be content to wait

till the Tulips appear and the long-suffering

Schizanthus begins to flower afresh. Violets

that were so poor last season wiU prove abundant

this year. The fair white and -fragrant Teneriffe

Broom (Genista monosperma) is beginning to

show its flower foam. Lopezia miniata and

Linum trigynum are, as ever, a joy on the sunny

terraces where there is a little Ohve spray over-

head, and the Rosemary and Teneriffe Lavender

are flowering freely on the driest banks.

represents the form most frequently seen m our

gardens and shown here in Mr. Moon's beautiful

sketch. I grow three forms of it here, but may
any day reduce them to two, for the last comer

was given me as a seedhng, with the recommenda-

tion that up to date it had not begun to run

It made up for its two seasons of stay-at-

home meekness by appearing last summer yards

away from the central tuft in all directions ; and as

its flowers are smaller than those of the older form,

it had better go out into the woods if ever again

there is time and labour on hand to take it. I

have also a dwarf form given me some fifteen

years ago that has never attempted to run, and

is so reluctant to start that I have never even

been able to divide it. It has fine large flowers,

but had such a dwarf, hump-backed appearance

that it looks unhappy compared with the rolUcking,

ramping ordinary form. This may be described

as one of those plants that just misses being first

class. Like Kitaibelia vitifoHa and Lavatera

arborea, its leaves are too large and too numerous

for its blossoms, and, again, it is such a runner

that the edge of a large shrubbery or the wild garden

is the best place for it. In some seasons it bears

a goodly number of handsome, soft crimson fruits,

but so flavourless that they are little better than a

mouthful of snow or the fruit of Fragaria indica,

of which not even a small boy will eat a second.

To get the best effect from a colony of this Rubus,

the old canes should be cut out after flowering

and only a moiety of the numerous young ones

left. These will then grow strong and straight,

and flower more freely than when left to become

crowded and crooked. E. A. Bowles.
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MID-JANUARY FLOWERS AT KEW
" Who loves a garden, loves a greenhouse too,

Unconscious of a less propitious clime.

There blooms exotic beauty, warm and snug,

While the winds wliistle and the snow descends."

COWPER.

IT

is at such a time as this, while wandering

through the glass structures in the Royal

Gardens, Kew, that the above lines are in

harmony with one's feelings. The Con-

servatory (No. 4) is well filled with flowers,

and here a floral feast awaits the visitor. Opposite

tlie main entrance the tender Buddleia asiatica,

together with its near relative B. officinalis, are

effectively grouped, the graceful white panicle^

of flowers particularly adapting themselves for

a pleasing display. Close by, Chorizema ilicifolium,

with its orange red. Pea-like flowers, is most

attractive ; while a wide range of colour is pro-

vided by Primula sinensis; Cyclamens, Carnations

and a few Chrysanthemums, the last named
including the bright yellow W. H. Lincoln.

An easily grown plant, but one not commonly

met with, is Jacobinia pauciflora. It possesses

yellow flowers, is most floriferous, and as easily

grown as a Fuchsia, while, flowering as it does

in the depth of winter, it is to be recommended

as a subject deserving of more popularity. Another

species is J. chrysostephana, a very attractive

plant with its yellow flowers produced in dense

terminal corymbs. In the earlier part of the

month the winter-flowering Begonias were the

centre of attraction in this structure. The plants

were exceptionally well grown, and bore witness

of a high standard of cultural skill which had been

brought to bear upon them. At the time of writing,

many of the plants have been removed, but the

variety Exquisite still remains, and where a large-

flowered Begonia is required, this is a variety

whicli could be confidently recommended. The
colour is soft rose, shading almost to white at the

base of the perianth, while additional beauty

is afforded in the bright yellow stigmata. The
deep blue Eranthemum pulchellum, kno^vn to

some by the name of Da^dalacanthus nervosus,

presents a bright appearance, and in one part

of the conservatory it is blended with the pale

lemon yellow • Reinwardtia tHgyna. Another

species of Reinwardtia is R. tetragyna, the colour

being a deep yellow, but these plants are doubtless

more familiar under the specific name of Linum.

Of yellow flowering subjects, prominence must

be given to Lindenbergia grandiflora, a valuable

winter-blooming plant which remains attractive

for at least three months and is grown in a compact,

bushy form by systematic cutting back. The
flowers are tubular and a deligh'tful shade of pale

yellow. Of Acacias there are A. platyptera,

deep yellow ; A. alata, cream ; A. urophylla,

cream ; and A. Baileyana, a charming grey-

foliaged species with bright yellow flowers.

Erica melanthera plays an important part in

the decoration of this structiu-e, and here and there

are to be seen some magnificent specimens. The
flowers are borne in profusion, the black anthers

forming a deligiitful contrast to the dull white

petals. E. hyemalis and its white form E. h.

alba, together with E. Vilmoreana, are also repre-

sented. A pretty combination is afforded by

Begonia Mrs. J. A. Peterson and Abutilon Savitzii,

the deep-coloured foliage and rose flowers of the

former contrasting in no mean manner with the

dainty variegated leaves of the latter. Other

subjects worthy of mention are Correa alba and

C. magnifica, Statice brassica^folia, Centropogon

Lucyanus, Grevillea Thelemanniana, Sparmannia

africana, Rhododendron Tay!ori,Impatiens Holstii,

Ardisia crenata (a fine scarlet-berried subject).

Boronia fastigiata. Camellia japonica magnolisefolia

and Crassula lactea.

Euphorbia pulcherrima and its varieties allia

and the charming rosea are to be found associated,

in a semi-circular group ; and the cobalt blue-

Pycnostachys Dawei, although not yet at its

best, is staged in a very attractive manner.

In the T Range many of the aforesaid plants

are to be foimd, and in No. 7 House Abutilon

Milleri, Hibbertia dentata and Rhodochiton

volubile decorate the rafters. Columnea magnifica.

Begonia Gloire de Cincinnati, Aphelandra nitens,

A. chamissoniana, Euphorbia fulgens and Plumbago
rosea are a few of the outstanding subjects in the

adjacent house. The Orchid Houses are also

worthy of mention, Calanthes, Cypripediums,

Odontoglossums and Laelio-Cattleyas being repre-

sented by many fine species, varieties and hybrids.

The Temperate House, truly a winter resort

with many visitors, presents a refreshing appear-

ance ; but it is in early spring that this structure

commands most attention. Nevertheless, there

is much to arrest one's eye, and no better tonic

is to be partaken of than a ramble round the green-

houses at Kew in the bleak, dismal weather we
have been experiencing of late. J. K. R.

PRUNING NEWLY PLANTED
FRUIT TREES

REINWARDTIA TETRAGYNA NOW FLOWERING AT KEW.

THIS subject may well be treated as an.

annual, because the principle of prun-

ing or non-pruning newly planted fruit

trees has to be decided each year where

new trees are planted. This, like many
other horticultural topics, cannot be expected

to provide complete unanimity, owing to the

various notions engendered and also by different

circumstances as to the time of planting. In some
instances this takes place in October, in others as

'late as April. Non-pruners argue

that trees planted so late as April

succeed better if pruning is deferred

entirely until after a season's growth,

which enables the roots to recuperate

and prepare the trees for a stouter

eJJort the following year. On the

principle that there are exceptions to-

every rule, I have little to say against

allowing such trees to go on in their

own sweet way for one year at least.

As a rule, though, 90 per cent, of

fruit trees are planted before Christ-

mas or during the opening months,

of the year, and it is with such as-

these I am mostly concerned, for the

benefit of new readers with no

previous experience.

At the outset I would say I am.

distinctly in favour of pruning the

same season as planting, and for

reasons which I will endeavour to

show. In growing fruit trees the

aim should be to obtain in the

time as great an area of properly

prepared free growth as possible.

This is undoubtedly the main factor

of consideration. The non-pruners-

say newly planted trees should not

have two checks given them at one

time. They argue that the replanting

of the tree gives a check to growth.
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by interfering with its roots, and to prune

the branches that season is to give it another

check. They say, let the tree alone for one

year until it has recuperated its energies,

and prune back the shoots the next year.

Surely this practice means the loss of a whole

year in growth, and in these days, when all that

can be had from the land is required, we cannot

adopt a practice like this, which, to my mind

wastes a whole year in the growth of the tree.

.\gain, the non-pruner says, take out the point

of the shoots. This remedy is equally bad, because

the little gro^v1h such trees will make means but

a few iiiclics, but along the bulk of the shoots

fruit-buds will form, and this action hampers

the proper progress of the tree desured to give
j

a sufficient area for future fruit production.

When such branches are thickly set with fruit- I

buds, the difficulty afterwards is to get them to

push satisfactory growtli except by close pruning,

and too often it is found that the basal eyes have

perished, becoming useless for the future.

In favour of pruning the same season as planting,

I say that by cutting back the shoots on a standard '

Apple tree, for example, which are, when planted, ,

say, 2 feet to 3 feet long, to within 8 inches of the

base, instead of this being a second check it is a

concentration of the energies fii the crippled I

tree to a much reduced area, thus enabling the 1

tree to pu^h forth strong growth near the base

and retain the necessary shape and formation

of the future tree. When these shoots are left

intact or merely the points removed, the tree has

not sufficient energy to push forth growth from

each bud, and the consequence is a host ot flower-

buds where not required.

Trees cut back in February will produce shoots

from 2 feet to 3 feet in length the first year, and if

these are correctly pruned, the second year a good

foundation for a future fruit crop is quickly

assured.

Swanmore. E. Molyneux.

(

A HOUSEWIFE'S LIST OF
VEGETABLES FOR 1917

DURING the past few days 1 have

L ^at siuTounded by seed catalogues,

I comparing them with my last year's

' list and notes of how the vegetables

turned out, and holding conferences

with my gardener as to spaces and rotation of

crops, before making out this year's list and orders.

(I regret to remark that the compilers of some of the

said catalogues would seem to be lineal descendants

of ."Ananias and Sapphira.) There will be, of

course, a small supplementary list in July for

autumn sowing and to fill vacant spaces. Every
year also I try some kinds of vegetables not pre-

viously grown in my garden.

My list may perhaps interest and help other

harassed housewives in these days of dear and
difficult providing. If one leaves it to the gar-

deners, those good men are apt to consider what
they prefer to grow, rather than to aid the mistress

and cook to maintain a good variety of vegetables

for the table daily all through the year. As the soil

here does not suit long roots, I grow chiefly globe and
round ones. These also please the cook best.

Potatoes I have left to the gardener, .as I never

grew any till the last three years. His selection

is as follows ; Sir John Llewelyn, 561b., first

early ; Cigarette, 561b., second

early; Windsor Castle, 56Ib.,

main crop ; Factor, 56lb., main
crop ; King Edward, 561b., late

crop ; and trial boxes of Epicure,

British Queen and Diamond to

sec if this soil suits them. After

my tirade against Potatoes, it

may seem strange I grow so

many, but I am in a minority

of one in this matter, so I grow

them for the six others, who seem

to think they would starve with-

out them. Perhaps you will

agree with a relative of mine,

who remarked on one occasion,

" Nan talks nonsense, but acts

sensibly." To which I retorted,

" Then I am the reverse of King
Charles, who ' never said, a

foolish thing and never did a

wise one.'
"

With regard to the " Mam-
moth " White Runner Beans, I

must explain we use them when
about 8 inches to g inches long.

They are then as delicate as

good French Beans, and the

plants continue to bear freely

till cut down by frost. I have

grown this variety for about

twelve years, and though I try

some other kind against it every

year, still find it far the best.

This year I am trying a number of small packets

of Broccoli and Cauliflower from a North Country

seedsman. Usually one can only get packets

far too large and expensive for a small household
;

and as Cauliflowers have the bad habit of all

being suddenly ready at once and soon spoiling

—

the gardener wants us to eat some twenty-five

to fifty Cauliflowers within a fortnight, and the

family rebels against tliis— I had given up growing

them of late years.

Given an ordinarily favourable season, my list

will enable us to contemplate " meatless days "

with calm composure. In the remote region

where I write we ^re not unused to such, The
nearest butcher lives some miles away ; he only

calls here twice a week, and in bad weather he

sometimes fails to come. Then (having auxiliary

resources, such as really good curry powder,

anchovy and other sauces, and the absolutely

invaluable " chunk" of Parmesan cheese, together

with home-made pickles, jams and bottled fruits)

Mrs. Busy Bee Can give us a meal such as

follows :

A good vegetable soup d la jardiniere, assisted

by a little thoroughly dissolved tapioca and a raw

egg stirred in.

Mock fish course of Salsify parboiled, sliced

and fried in egg and breadcrumbs, and a dish

cunningly compounded of Jerusalem Artichokes,

with anchovy sauce (the Artichokes a wee bit

underdone). This resembles baked scallops.

Omelettes aux fines herbes, and a curry of which

the foundation is Danvers' Brown Onion, fried

first with the curry powder, and then, in addition,

the last " contemptible little " half-ripe remains

of the Up-to-Datc Tomatoes (gathered green and

set in a sunny window to ripen), a varied assort-

ment of Swedes, all sorts of vegetables, some

sour Apples, and, maybe, some bottled Damsons
or Plums, Several dishes of vegetables with the

currv and omelettes.

THE GOLDEN- FLOWERED JACOBINL\ CHRYSOSTEPHAN,\.

Bottled fruit and junket tarts, with home-made
jam, home-made fruit jelly, cheese straws, cheese,

salad of cold vegetables, Beetroot, &c,, home-
made pickles, and Celery,

Dessert of Apples, and a fruit salad of home-
bottled fruits and jellies.

The meal is concluded gratefully with " grace

after (no) meat."

Here follows my list of vegetable seeds for 1917 :

Broad Bean.—Royal Dwarf Clustfr. 1 quart.
Dwarf French Bean.—Canadian Wonder, J pint.
Runner Beans.—.Sutton's Mammoth White, 1 quart

;

experiment, Hackwood Park Success, 1 pint.
Peas.— Little Waivel, ] quart ; Gradus, 1^ quart.R

;

Autocrat, IJ quarts; experiment, Veitch's Perfection.
1 quart.

Cabbages. — Harbinger, I02, ; Little Gem, loz, ;

Favourite, one packet ; experiment, Barr's Best of All,
one small packet.

Brussels Sprouts.—Dwarf Gem, loz.
Kales.—Asparagus, loz. ; Variegated, one packet

experiment, Oreen Prnlific Sprouting, |oz,
Picl-ling Cabbages.—I buy a few seedlings.
Savoys.—Early L'Ira, |oz, ; Tom Thumb (have growTi

this for years), ioz ; experiment, Norwegian, Joz,
'

Broccoli.—Purple Sprouting, Joz, ; experiment, six
various in sniall packets.

Cauliflowers.—Ten various in small packets.
Beetroots.—Egyptian Turnip-rooted, 4oz, ; experiment.

Sugar Beet, 4oz.
turnip.—Green Top Six Weeks, 4oz.

Parsnips.—Tender and True (have grown this for
years). 2oz. ; experiment. Hollow Crown, Id. packet.

Carrots.—New Red Intermediate. Aoz, This is the
best, but the soil here is not good enough ; so grow also
Champion Scarlet Horn, Joz., and Earlv (icm, under glass,

2oz.
Swede.—Toogood's World's Best, 8oz.
Onions.—Danvers' Yellow, l^oz, ; Giant Rocca, loz,

experiment, liousham Park Hero, |oz.

S*oHo(,—Home-saved bulbs, 201b,
Leel;.—Sutton's Prizetaker, Joz,
Salsify.—Sutton's Giant, loz.

Spinach.—Long-standing Round, loz.

Spinach Beet (A most valuable vegetable and very
prolific), Joz.

Sorrel.—French Broad-leaved (for soup, siflad and
sauce), ioz.

Vegetable Marrows.—Long Green Striped, one packet

;

mixed, one packet ; experiment, Bush White, one packet,
G&urds.—Veitch's Giant, one packet ; Large Yellow,

one packet.
Cucumber.— Ridge, one small packet.
Lettuces.—Heartwell Cabbage, one large packet ; White

Heart Cos, one large packet.
Ratlishes.—Scarlet Globe, Joz, : Earliest of All, Aoz

;

Early Rose, Joz, Black Spanish (winter), loz.
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Cretees.—American, ioz. ; Australian (very good),

Joz. ; Plain, ioz.

Mustard.— Wliitc. IJoz.

Daml'lion,—Broad-leaved (home-saved, to cut small

with Mustard and Cress).

Corn Salmi, Ioz.

Cherril.—Cur.ed, Ioz. •
Parsleii.—Imperial Curled, Ioz.

Tomidoes.—Sunrise (best flavour), two dozen ; Up-to-

Date (most pro.ilic), two dozen ; seedlings in boxes.

Celery.—Two kinds, early and late, foul dozen ; seed-

lings in boxes.
Ftoiocrs.—Borage (I pretend this is still useful, but grow

it for pleasure and for bees). Pot Marigold (orange and

lemon), tall Kasturtium (flower petals and leaves for

salad, seeds for pickling).

Her^.'j.—Marjoram, Summer Savoury, Basil and other

annuals; small packets.
. i. ,. ,

Permanent vegetables and herbs, Jenisalem Artichokes,

Seakale, Khubarb, Watercress, Mint, Sage, Thyme,
Tarragon, Fennel. Winter Savoury and, last but not

least, a row of Chives.

Anne Amateur.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

OdontoglOSSUm Felicia (O. Thompsonianum X

O. crispura).—A well-flowered example of this

showed it to be a hybrid of merit and distinction.

The sepals and petals are of dark maroon, with

violet-coloured tips ; the lip is of pale violet, the

crest marked by golden lines. Shown by Messrs.

Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

AWARDS OF HERIT.

Cypripedium Lathamianum Cardinal Mercier.

A very handsome form in which the dorsal sepal

—

coloured crimson brown, with pronounced white

margin—is a strong feature. The sepals and

petals are of chestnut red colour .and somewhat

chequered with green. From the Rev. J. Cromble-

holme, St. Mary. Clayton-le-Moors, Accrington.

Odontioda Gratrixiae Bryndir Variety.—One

of the most intense coloured varieties we have

seen. Save for its gold feathered crest, the flower

is wholly coloured a maroon crimson. Shown by

Dr. M. Larroze, Roehampton, S.W.

Odontoglossum Conqueror (O. illustrissimum x

O. crispum).—Briefly described, this is a handsome,

well-blotched O. crispum, whose chequered violet

and white flowers give it a character of its own.

A fine-habited plant with a raceme of fifteen

flowers was shown. From Messrs. Armstrong and

Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Cyclamen Crimson St. George.—A variety on

all fours with St. George, save in the colour of

the flowers, which are reddish crimson. The

new-comer, in common with the original, is of

conspicuous beauty and ornament by reason of

its silvery leaves, which are marbled with green.

From the St. George's Nursery Company,

Harlington.

Corylus Avellana contorta.—A very curious

and interesting form of the common Hazel,

originally found, some thirty years ago, it is said,

by Lord Ducie in a hedgerow at Trowbridge.

The plant is more interesting in winter than at

any other season, when the contortions of every

twig and branch are clearly seen. An old specimen,

8 feet or more high and several feet through, was

shown by Mr. E. Beckett, gardener to the Hon.

Vicary Gibbs, Aldeuham House, Elstree.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead, Leatherhead

(Orchid-^ower, Mr. H. White), was given a

cultural commendation for Odontioda keighley-

ensis, a preUminary commendation card being

granted to Odontoglossum Peter, shown by

Messrs. Flory and Black.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on January i6, when the

awards were made.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Vegetables Under Glass.

.

Peas.—Sow six seeds of varieties like Early
Giant and Edwin Beckett in lo-inch pots, and pla( e

them in a cool house to provide early pods.

.^Uow 2 inches of space at the tops of the pots for

future top-dressings.

Broad Beans.—Treat these in the same way
as Peas, sowing the Longpod varieties.

Potatoes.—Place well-sprouted tubers of May
Queen, Duke of York and Ringleader singly in

lo-inch pots, three parts filling them with a light

compost. Stand the pots in a vinery or Peach-
house just started where the temperature is not
less than 55° by night.

Seakale and Rhubarb should be brought into

the Mushroom-house, where available, to keep up
a constant supply. In boxes under stages or in

the stokehole where a moist warmth is available

will also suffice.

Mushrooms.—Continue to collect and prepare

the manure in batches by throwing it into heaps
in an open shed, occasionally turning it over to

get rid of the rank steam. Make up the beds as

fast as possible in sheds or houses, allowing a

depth of 18 inches of manure, made quite firm.

When the temperature of the bed recedes to 75°,

insert 2-inch pieces of spawn, 9 inches apart,

evenly over the bed, covering with ^n inch of

fine loam and making it quite firm. To maintain
an even temperature and moist soil, cover the beds
with hay or short straw.

Tomatoes swelling their fruit should receive

occasional doses of weak liquid manure. Make
sowings of Sunrise and Golden Perfection for

succession. Grow the plants sturdily from the

start in a temperature of not less than 60°.

Chicory should be introduced to any warm
site where the light can be excluded.

Plants Under Glass.

Carnations.—Propagate all Perpetual-flowering

varieties as fast as possible. Stout cuttings

inserted in sandy soil or all sand over a gentle

bottom-heat quickly make roots, and should soon
be potted off singly, keeping them in a temperature
of 55° to 60°.

Malmaisons.—Plants of this section should be
carefully watered, keeping them on the dry side

rather than the reverse at this season. A high

temperature should be avoided
;

45° to 50° is

ample. Keep the plants free from decaying leaves.

Leaves showing the slightest sign of rust should

be picked off and burnt.

The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas.—.\utumn-sown plants in frames
should have free exposure, except during frost\'

weather. Plants 4 inches high should be topped,

to induce stronger growths from the base to

push forth. Sow at once the main batch of seeds

in pots, four seeds in one 3-inch pot, transferring the

seedlings to 5-inrh pots later on. This method
ensures good plants for putting out in clumps in

April. A gentle warmth induces a quick germi-

nation, which is all in favour of a good start.

Directly the plants show through the soil they
should have cooler quarters and be placed near

to the glass to ensure a sturdy growth.

Antirrhinums are a popular class of summer-
flowering subjects. They give little trouble, are

easily raised from seeds, flower continuously and
abund.antly from July until November, and are

neat in habit. Sow the seeds at once in sandy
soil in boxes or pans in a gentle w.armth, afterwards

growing them on sturdily by transplanting the

seedlmgs to other boxes preparatory to finally

planting them where they are to flower.

Cannas should be divided where an increase

in the number of plants is required. Every piece

with a root attached will quickly make a plant

if placed in gentle heat for a time.

Dianthi. Gaillardlas, Larkspurs and lava-
teras are of simple growth and give a wealth of

flowers. Sow at once, and grow sturdily in cold

frames. E. Molvneux.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swatimore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Carrots.—Where it is convenient, a hotbed
should be made up and seeds of these useful

vegetables be sown. Early Short Horn varieties

are best suited for frame w-ork.

Peas.—For the earliest crop our general practice

is to sow in narrow boxes about 4 feet long,

4 inches wide, and about 5 inches in depth. Place
some rough turf in the bottom and then sow in

a fairly rich compost. The seeds may be sprouted
in a moderately warm house, and then placed in

a cold frame to harden off before planting out
on a warm border. Care should be taken that<

the roots receive as little damage as possible in the

process. After several years experience with
this method we find ourselves able to f:ather Peas
much earlier and also escape the ravages of mice
among the seed lines.

Broad Beans.—in the earlier districts a sowing
of Broad Beans may be made now, choosing
a nice warm border for the purpose. The
Longpods are preferred for early work, and the
general way is to sow in double lines, allowing
about 2 feet between the double rows. The
two lines forming the double rows may be about
5 inches apart. Where mice are troublesome,
it is well to soak the seeds in paraflBn for fifteen

minutes before sowing.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—Where not already done, the

training of Raspberry canes should be completed
as soon as possible. If the canes chani e to be
weakly, it is often an advantage to renew the

plantation in a different part of the garden, for

not only can heavier crops be expected from fresh

soil, but the fruits are much finer. In the forking

over of old plantations, care must be taken not

to disturb the roots. Afterwards the surface

should be mulched with short, well-rotted manure.

Damsons.—if these useful fruits are not plentiful

in the garden, a good plan is to plant a number
of trees in different parts of the pleasure grounds.

Here, when left to grow at will, they flourish

exceedingly well, and au abundance of fruit may
be gathered in autumn.

The Flower Garden.

Fine Effects.—In many gardens formal bedding

is a thing of the past, but there are still many
favourites for which a place must be found, more
particularly among the sweet-smelling sorts; but

undoubtedly the bolder style of gardening suits

many places much better. Where the garden

is large and the surroundings imposing, much
interesting planting may be attempted in the

way of hardy plants and shrubs. A large bed of

Gynerium argenteum, with a margin of the dwarf

G. Bertinii, intermingled with Torch Lilies, has

a striking effect ; while beds of Erica carnea

and its varieties make a splendid carpet for Madonna*
Lilies ox Gladioli which come up later in the season.

Many other charming effects may be obtained

by a' little forethought in the use of hardy plants

in the flower garden ; while the saving of labour

is no small consideration where depleted staffs

are only too common.
Pruning and Tying Climbers.—Many of the

finer kinds of climbers and wall plants will now
require attention. The Buddleia family take

kindly to severe pruning, and it is marvellous

the number of strong, beautiful flower-spikes

a young plant throws out in one season.

The' variety magnifica well deserves its name ;

with us it "flowers about three weeks later than

variabilis, .\ctinidia chinensis and A. polygama
are both strong grow-ers, and should be kept

tied in according to space. Solanum crispum

on the wall is spurred back yearly, and never

fails to yield a wealth of blossom. Cratsgus

Lajlandii is simply kept trim by cutting away
the heavier shoots so that it is seen in all its glory

of berrv in the autumn. Coronilla Emerus ought

to be judiciouslv thinned, as it is inclined to grow

thickly. Iames McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)

Coodham, Kilmarnock.
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EARLY POTATOES

HINTS TO INTENDING PLANTERS.

EARLY Potatoes are likely to be more

highly valued than ever during the

present year, and where the soil is of

a very light nature and sheltered from

the coldest wind, planting will soon be

engaging the attention of all who desire to lift

fair crops early in June. Readers lacking the

experience of previous years to guide them, and who
up till now have delayed the purchase of seed,

should find the publication of the following both

interesting and useful ; and to make this of greater

value, I may add that the soil upon which the

tubers were planted was of a very light nature,

and for several years previously had been a

Strawberry bed.
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tlif r;ite of two parts of the sulpliiitc of ammonia to five

parts of the superphosphate, and applied at the rate
of 2ioz, to 3oz. of the mixture to the square yard. If,

liowever. the soil is a heavy one, the best thing to do
would be to apply basic slag at once, using 31 oz.
to 4oz. to the square yard, and the sulphate of ammonia
at the rate of half an ounce to three-quarters of an ounce
to the square yard just before planting-time. Sulphate
of amraonia and basic slag, or sulphate of ammonia and
lime, must not be mixed before application.

OBITUARY
WILLIAM HOULISTON.

We have to record the death on January g, after

a long and painful illness, of Mr. William
Houliston, who has for several years been curator
of the Observatory Gardens and Museum,
Maxwelltown. Mr. Houliston came of a family

of gardeners, and his father was well known as

gardener at Carruchan, Kirkcudbrightshire, for

many years until his death. Several of his family

followed the same calling, and William, who was
for some time in that great school for Scottish

gardeners—Druralanrig—was known as a good
craftsman and was held in high esteem.

After filling a variety of good appointments,
Mr. William Houliston took over the charge of

the gardens at Arbigland, Kirkcudbrightshire

—

then the property of the late Colonel C. E.

Blackett—on the retirement of the late Mr. Black.

He remained at Arbigland for a considerable

number of years, and during his management
the gardens were noted for their beauty and
productiveness.

, He also took an active part

in the district in the promotion of horticultural

movements, and was recognised as a most com-
petent and conscientious judge at flower shows. On
his retirement from Arbigland he was appointed
By the Dumfries and Maxwelltown Astronomical
Society as curator of the gardens and museum
at their Observatory, Maxwelltown. He worked
a great reformaticjn there, and the gardens and
museum assumed a character of beauty they had
never before attained.

Mr. Houliston, who was sixty-eight years of

age, is survived by Mrs. Houliston and a large

family. By his death the district has lost a
good gardener and a genial and highly respected

member of the community. The funeral, which
took place at Troqueer Churchyard on January ii,

was largely attended.

THE LATE CAPT. DAUBUZ
AND HIS GARDEN

I

HAVE waited in vain to see any notice

of the death of Captain Daubuz of Ryde,
Isle of Wight, who recently passed away
at an advanced age. He was a true gardener,

one who delighted in conquering' adverse
climatic conditions, and who was always kind
enough to show his garden to any real enthusiast.

It was in his pretty garden that I first began
to " sit up and take notice " of tare flowering

shrubs and plants—rare, at least, at the time I visited

him, a good many years ago. Here I saw many
plants flourishing outdoors which even now are

rarely seen. Among them was Desfontainea
spinosa, showing a wealth of red and orange
blossoms. Lapagerias, both red and white, were
flowering profusely on a wall (and here I first learnt

the value of zinc collars as protection, against

slugs). A large-flowered Honeysuckle, with a

gigantic yellow blossom and called, I think, Hilde-

brandiana, was also there. The lovely little Sollya

heterophylla, the Australian Bluebell, was blossom-

ing in great beauty, completely covering an old

wall. Even Myosotidium nobile was being coaxed

to grow in shell and seaweed brought from the

mouth of a river, a veritable achievement in his

hot, dry garden. The lovely Plumbago Larpent.x

was brilliant on the rocky margin of a small pool,

and although I had previously only seen it flourish-

ing in September at the Italian Lakes, where it

was largely used for bedding out, I at once followed

Captain Daubuz' example and planted this on

raised rockwork here in Berkshire. I have now
grown it for many years in different aspects,

and it invariably flowers profusely, the contrast

between the cobalt blue of the flowers and the

scarlet of the autumnal foliage being very striking.

This plant, curiously enough, does very well at

Brookline, Mass., and although the frost is most

severe there, it is never killed in winter. In this

garden, too, I had my first introduction to Comme-
lina coelestis, which was grown among beds of Iris

for successional blooming. My great regret is

that I never had another opportunity of

seeing this garden in early summer when the

wonderful flowering shrubs and Roses were at their

best. Alice Martineau.

Dr. W. Hotting Hemsley, F.B.S. — Our
esteemed contributor, who we are sorry to say

has been unwell during recent months, has now left

Strawberry Hill to take up permanent residence

at Kew Lodge, St. Peter's Road, Broadstairs.

With the benefit of the sea air we hope that he

may soon be restored to good health.

The Work of War Agricultural Committees.

—

The President of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries is receiving a very large number of offers

of assistance in connection with his schemes for

increased food production. We are asked to state

that the carrying out of the schemes will be

entrusted to War Agricultural Committees in each

county, and Mr. Prothero suggests, therefore, that

all persons who desire to offer their services should

communicate with the Secretary of the local War
Agricultural Committee at the ofiicesof the County
Council.

Organiser for the Land Settlement Scheme
for Ex-Service Men.—Captain Charles Bathurst,

M.P., has, on becoming Parliamentary Secretary

to the Ministry of Food, relinquished the post ot

Organiser of the Land Settlement Scheme for

Ex-Service Men which he has held under the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries in an honorary

capacity for the last eight months. The duties

have been taken over by fir Richard Winfrey.

M.P. Parliamentary Secretary to the Board o1

.\grirultu'e and Fisheries.

Produce of Crops.—From the official Agri-

cultural Returns of England and Wal6s, 1916,

we note that the average yield of Potatoes in

England and Wales is estimated at 5 85 tons

per acre, or just one-third of a ton below the yield

of igrs and the ten years' average. With a some-
what reduced acreage the total production of

2,500,000 tons is about 350,000 tons less than

last year, but only 180,000 tons below the average.

Turnips and Swedes have produced almost

13.000,000 tons, which is nearly 1,200,000 tons

more than in igrs. The yield per acre (i3'93 tbns)

is about ij tons more than in 1915, four-fifths of

a ton above the average, and the best yield since

1910. Mangolds, on a considerably reduced

acreage, gave about 500,000 tons less than last

year ; but the yield per acre is also the largest

since 1910, being half a ton per acre better than

last year and one-fifth of a ton above the average.

Late Chrysanthemiuns at Springburn Park,

Glasgow.—Visiting some of the Glasgow parks

recently, a visitor was surprised to find how well

the Chrysanthemums have stood this season.

The Chrysanthemum-house at Springburn, for

example, has been very delightful, and as late

as mid -January it was bright and attractive.

Both large-flowered plants and others were to

be seen, but the bush-grown ones appealed most

to many. . We noted Niveus and Margot as about

the best of these, and they are evidently varieties

which suit the conditions well. Mr. Thompson
always manages to have something good to show

in this attractive park and winter garden.

SOC I ET I ES

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY.

There was an exeelleut gathering of rosarians from all

parts of the country at the fortieth annual meeting of

the above society, held in the Hotel Windsor, West-
minster, on January 16. Mr. E. J. Holland presided.

The annual meeting was preceded by a special general
meeting for the purpose of adopting new rules governing
the constitutiou of the society. The proposed rules

were all passed as printed and distributed, with the excep-

tion of a slight modification as to the status of the auditors.

We are delighted to report the satisfactory progress

made by the society at such a time as the' preseut, and
it was a great pleasure to listen to Mr. Shea's address,

in which he referred to the '* splendid financial position
"

and " to the one great asset of the society, comparable
to what painters described as tlie under colour, that is,

the intense love for the Kose to be found in all parts of

the country."
aiany touching tributes were paid to the memory

of the late president, Jlr. Edward Mawley. who had been
connected with the society for forty years and had endeared
himself to all with whom he came in contact. The chair-

man announced that when happier times came round,

the Council hope to raise a suitable memorial to the

memory of Mr. Mawley. Tributes were also paid to the
memory of the late Mr. H. E. Molyneux, the versatile

writer on new Roses.

Extract from the Report.
"The Council have j^gain to report that the work of the

society has gone on successfully during the past year,

and in view of the adverse war conditions the position

of the society must be regarded as highly satisfactory.

The Shows.
Three shows have been held—the spring show in the

Horticultural Hall on April 14, the summer show at the

Royal Botanic Gardens on June 30, and the autumn show
on ".September I'.i in the Bordcultural Hall. Weather
conditions prior to the summer and autumn shows were
not favourabli', and the exhibit? were hardly up to the
usual standard either in number or quality ; neverthe-

less, what must be regarded as fine collections of blooms
were brought together on both occasions.

The Publications.

The ' Rose Annual ' was sent to members in March
last, and the new combined ' Official List of Roses and
Pruning Book,* a work which it is hoped will prove of

great assistance to members, is nearing completion. The
tlianks of the Council are again due to the members of

tlic publications committee, who have devoted so much
time and care to this important branch of the society's

work.
Membership.

During the year no fewer than 320 new members have
joined the society. After allowing for losses by death
and resignation, the total number of members is now
4,837.

ElN.lNCE.

The total receipts for the past year, including a balance
of £-238 7s. 7d brought forward, amounted to £3,323 12s. 4d.

and the expenditure to £3,220 12s. 3d., leaving a balance
of £103 Os. Id."

After the adojition of the report, the meeting proceeded
with the election of officers. Mr. E. J. Holland was
elected president; Mr. H. U. Darlington., vice-president ;

Mr. 8. A. R. Preston- Hillary, hon. treasurer : Mr. Courtney
Page, hon. secretary ; and Blr. Charles Brannan. auditor.

The vice-presidents and Council were also appointed,
the whole of the names as i-ssued in the balloting list being
elected. Since the annual general meeting it has been
decided to abandon the spring show.
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'I'HB first nu'ctiii?; of tht- year, held at tho old Drill Hall
Huckinghiim Gate, on the 16th iiist., was reminiscent of
many that pifeeded it piior to the society estati-

li^hintia home lor it--f|f ut Vinemt Sqvmre. The exhibition,
lU'spite its small <v/.v . \sw< npre-sfiited in its several depart-
iiieiits^fruit. llowcrs and veL'itables—Iience not without
interest or variety. Orchids from Tnnbridce Wells and
llayward';* Heath wito very sjood, a cfillretioo of Apph-^
iioQi Crawley and exeellent vep'tables from Hiaiiitiy
I'l'ing, howtrvcr, among the chief attraetions.

Fl-OUAI, COMMITTliH.

Prcfcnt : H. H. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messi-s.

11. C. Noteutt, J. (iieen. W. J. Bean, fl Keuthe, J Heal.
(I. Hooper Pearson, J. F. AfcLcod, A. Tnrner. J Hudson,
Charles K. Pearson W. H( we. J. Jerinlnf,'s, J. Dickson,
<'. Dixon, H. J. .Jones. H. Cowley, W. P. Thomson. E. II.

-hnkitis, (_}. Paul and W. H. Page.
The Carnation exhibit from Messis. Allwood lirothcrs.

Ilayward's Heath, was well displayed and embraced
-i-vcral varietii's of excellent colour for tho S'-ason of tlie

year. Notable amonj; these was Salmon Enchantress.
which was quite exeiptional and good. Others of notr
Sncluded Enchantress Supreme, Benora (white t:n>und
fancy with scarlet markings), WiveNjidd Wiute. White
.^[ay Day, Bishton Wonder and .Alary Allwood. Sonn-
interesting seedling varieties of Perpetual-llowering
.\ralmalsotis wen- also on view.

Me.s-,i>. H. Camu'll and Sons, Eynsford, Kent, con-
tributed an exceptionally i)right group of wintcr-IIowering
Zonal Pelargoniums, which at this season of the year
<lemonstiatc their value to the full. Some two dozen
\aritties were staged, the more distinct including Golden
Lion (orange salmon), Sii* Thomas Hanbury (crimson),
Countess of llatliior (cerise), Mrs. J. Lawson (a beautiful
rose pink, one of the best in the collection), Louis
('hauvin (blotclied salmon) and Lady Warwick (ivhite.

with picotce edge of pink).

From Messrs. Stuart \a^\\ and Co., EfiHeld, came well-

'.:iown plants of Colens thy rsoideus, a blue-flowered subji'ct

nt more than oidinary merit at this season, together with
''yclamen and weU-tlowered examples of the new hybrid
i;<'.zitnia Mrs. .(. A. Peterson, whose coppery leaves ami*
lirilliaut carmine flowers render it most attractive
CarTiation'*. too. were staged in considerable variety,
including lied En-ign (distinct scarlet). Eileen (a novelty
nf rich salmon pink tone). Pink Sensation and Countess
of Wi!ton (a heliotiopc and crimson fancy whieli is botli
fantastic and distinct). Mrs. Myles Kennedy, a Pcipetual-
flowering Slalmaisoii, was also in good form ; it promises
well.

The St. GeorgeV Xuisery Company, Ilarlington,
Middlesex, showeil a basket of the new Cyclamen Crimson
St. George, who've handsomely marbled foliage alone
is a great attraction. (See "New and Rare Plants.'*
page 3t.)

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co.. Maidstone, contributed
sprays of the beautiful winter-tlowiTing Erlangea tomen-
tosa, whose chief attraction is the rosy mauve colour of

its flowers. Valuable in the gieenhouse at this time, it

is said to be much favoured by florists owing to its unique
colour.
From the Hon. Vicacy Gibbs. Elstree (gardener, Mr. E.

Beckett), came a very remarkable specimen, S feet to
'.1 feet high, of Corylus Aveilana contorta. a curious sport
of the common Hazel. (See "' New and Hare Plants.*')

A particularly good pyramidal specimen of T ex AquifoHimi
Golden Prince, a golden sport of the common Holly,
which originated at Elstree. was also shown. Eight feet

or more Idgh and with a base diameter of 6 feet, it was
well furnished throughout.

Fruit and Veoetapi-e Committee.
Present : J. Cheal. Esq, (chairman), the Rev. W. Wilks.

and Messrs. Owen Thomas. F. Perkins. E. A. Bunyard,
James Gibson, F. Jordan. W, E. Humphreys, A. Bullock,

A. Pv. Allan, P. D. Tuckett, W. H. Divers, E. Beckett,
W. Bates and A. Grubb.
From Messrs. J. Cbcal and Sons, Crawley, came a collec-

tion of some sixty or more dishes of Apples, the whole
being in splendid condition. Blenheim Orange, Golden
Noble, Bramley's Seedling. Wellington, Charles Ross,
Keinette du Canada. Santlringham. Chelmsford Wonder,
Alfriston (qu'te a remarkable dish of this late cooking
sort). Lord Derby. Newton Wonder, Allington Pippin
and C^x's Orange Pippin were among the best. A silver-

gilt Knightian medal was deservedly awarded.
The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Elstfee (gardener, Mr. E.

Beckett), sent several dishes of Onion Autunm Triumph
and one of Tomato Golden Sunrise The Onions were
of superb quality and very solid.

Messrs. Sutton and Sous. Reading, had one of their

admirably displayed exhibits of vegetables, including
forced Carrots, Brussels Sprout Dwarf Gem. Broccoli
Christmas White (curds of model character being shown),
together witti excellent Savoys, Couve Tronchuda or
Portugal Cabbage, and excellent Kales, all valuable at

the present time.

Orchid Committee.

Pre.scnt : Sir Jeremiah Colnian (chairman). Sir Harry J.

Witch, the Rev. John Crond>leholme. and Messrs. J.

O'Brien, W. Bolton. R. A. Rolfe. J. Wilson Potter. Pantia
Raid, F. J. Hanbm-v, T. Armstrong. A. MeBean, J. E.
Shin, J. Charleswortb. C. H. Curtis. W. H. White, S. W.
Flory, R. Brooman Wliite and C. J. Lucas.

Messrs. Sander and Sons. St. Albans, had the pure white
Cattleya ftlary Sander, C. Snowflakc. and a series of

Cymbidiums which included C. Doris. C. Alexander
and C Gottianum, all of pink ground shades with copious
markings.

Messrs. Armstrong and Bro\vn. Tunbridge Wells, con-
tributed an excellent group and many novelties, some
of the more important being Cypripedium Actseus lantrley-

ense, Odontioda Seymouria> (very dark maroon). Cattleya
Pereivaliapa alba. Odontioda Cupid (a fairy-like variety,

rosy carmine), together with some lovely Odonto-
glossums and ililtonias. Silver Flora medal.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The annual general meeting of this association was held
in the Goold Hail. r>, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh,
on January 17. The .Marquis of Linlithgow was re-elected
honorary president. Mr. John Phillips, Granton Road
Nursery. Edinbur<.'h. was appoititci president in place of
y\x. W. G. Pirie. who retires by rotation. Miss Burton
and Mr. J. W. .M'JIattie were elected vice-presidents
in the plac' s of Mr. W. Sinale and Mr. J. Hay, retiring by
rotation. The vacancies on the Coiui' il caused by the
retireni'-nt in rotation of Messrs. J. Alexander, J. W.
.M'Hattie, F. M. Crquhart. W. H. Massie. R. T. Naismith,
W. G. Michie and Miss Burton were filled by the appoint-
ment of Messrs. W. Crighton, R. Fife, W. Galloway.
A. Tnnes. D. Alaedonald. G. M. Taylor and .Miss Todd.
-Atr. A. D. Richardson was reappointed secretary and
treasurer.

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The last meeting of the winter session took place
n ccntly, and although the number of members was
not large, there was much enthusiasm shown in the dis-

cussion which followed an interesting and practical paper
(Ml " Wall Fruit," gi\en by .Mr. J. Stephens, gardener at
('ulhara Court. Henley-on-Thames. He dwelt on the
preparation of the soil in the borders, planting, training,

pruning, tying in. watering, feedhig, disbudding, slieltering

in bati weather, the enemies and pests uf the several trees,

remedies for their eradication, and concluded with lists

of those trees which do well in this district. A vote of

thanks was carried with acclamation at the close, and
.Mr. Stephens promised to continue the subject at a future
meeting. Nominations of officers, <fec., were made and
the meeting closed.

The ejection of office-bearers was proceeded with. Tho
Right Hon. Ix)rd Elphinstone was re-elected president

;

Mr, Henry Methven was elected vice-president ; and
Mr. Robert Fife, of Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh ;

Mr. William Pirie. Dalhonsie Estate, Bonnyrigg ; and
Mr. John Hii^hgate. gardener to the Marquis of Linlithgow.
Hopetonn House Gardens, were apjiointed councillors

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIEfY.
The annual 'ri'rn r;d niei-tirig of the Royal Caledonian
Horticultural Society was held in Dowell's Rooms,
Fidinburgh. on January 10. The aiuuial report of the
Council and the statement of accounts for the year
ending November ;iO, lt)ir». were subnntted by the
secretary and treasurer, Mr- Donald Mackenzie. The
report was generally of a satisfactory character, under
the abnormal circumstances and no shows being held
during the year. The income account exiubits an income
of £240 I2s, *2d. and an expenditure of £'21't 5s. .')d.. leaving
an excess of incftine of £:!(> (is. 9d. The capita! account
shows a balance of £490 l:)s. The reconcilement of
balances sh(n\>- that the incrcjLse of funds during the year
amounted to £17 :is. Od. The Neill Prize Fund has a
capital of £450, taking the Clyde Navigation i''unded
Di'bt Itond at cost, but the auditor again points out
that the VIOO Clyde Navigation Funded Debt is not a
trust in\esfnient.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
On Monday, the 15th inst.. the 'executive committee of

this society held a meeting at Carr's Restaurant, Strand,
Mr. Thomas Bevan presiding. The minutes ai>d corre-

spondence relating to the show for 1917 having been
disposed of, the secretary, Mr Witty, then presented the
draft balance-sheet, accounts and annual report for 191C.

From tiic latter, which is perhaps briefer than usual, wc
gathered that the recent show was. under all tlie difficult

circumstances, very satisfactory, and that during the past
season there was not one of tlie old type of incurved
Clu-ysanthcmums staged before the floral committee,
which is a most imiqiie experience. Under the heading
of " educational meetings " mention was made of the
lectures last spring by Mr. Percy Cragg and J>r. Keeble,

and also the out* by" Mr. Harman Payne at the Japan
Society last November, when Sir Albert RollJt took the
chair there, supported by a number of the members of

t he National Chrysanthemum Society. Regarding the

1917 show of the society, details are not yet finally settled:

therefore the new schedule must remain in abeyance for

the time being. The annual meeting is fixed for February 5
next at Carr's Uestaurant at f; p.m. The executive
committee meeting following that gathering has been
arranged for the luth prox.

Before the meeting closed, Mr. Harman Payne made
a reference to the loss the National Cln-ysantliemnm
Society had sustained by the death of Mr. George Schneider
on the 2nd inst. He was president of the French Horti-

cultural Society of J-ondon, and the two societies had
long been in close, friendly relations.

TRADB NOTB
A SAiiK OF Frtjit Trees.

MESSRS. Cann'EI,! AND SONS are holding their first annual
sale of f u ttTees'a.Ddnu'^serys ockat t -e famous Eynsford
Nu ser es, Ken', on Febuuyl and 2. '1 he excellent

p.oduce brought by t e manager, Mr. J. Lawsnu, to the
leading fruit -hows is well known to all who a-'e interesied

in f uit growing. 'Ihe sale eomp i-es :i.20n Apples, 2,000
pears, 600 Che ries. no plums lO.OHO Curran's. 1,500
Goos ber ies, 2,800 Nuts, also ttowering sh ubs. Roses.

and he. bac- ous plants in vaiie y. Messrs. P.othero and
Morris are the auctioneers, and the sale will commence at

11 o'clock each day.

•** The Yearli/ Subscnplion to The Garden is : Inland
6«. 6(/. ; Foreign, .ss. 9^.

SECURE YOUR SUPPLIES
of the following popular& profitable vegetables

PEAS

DWARF BEAN

RUNNER BEAN

BROCCOLI

CABBAGE

SAVOY

CARROT

CAULIFLOWER

ONION

PARSNIP

TOMATO

Sutton's Early Giant. A popular early variety Per pint 1/9

Sutton's Selected Duke of Albany. The
Amateur's Pea par excellence ... ... ... Per pint 1/9

Sutton's Selected Canadian Wonder. A
great favourite Per pint 1/3

Sutton's Best of All. The largest podded
Scarlet Runner Per J-pt 1/9

Sutton's Superb Early White. Heads of

purest white Per pkt. 1/6

Sutton's All Heart. The name is a literal

description of the plant Per pkt. 1/-

Sutton's Best of All. Early Solid Heads ... Per oz. 1/-

Sutton's Early Gem. E.vcellent type for borders Per pkt. 1/-

Sutton's New Red intermediate. A type for

general cultivation ... ... ... ... Per pkt. 1/-

Sutton's Early Giant. A fine early autumn
variety Per pkt. 1/6

Sutton's Selected Ailsa Craig. The heaviest

cropper Per pkt, 1/6

Sutton's Tender and True. Of white flesh and
delicate flavour Per oz. lOd

Sutton's Best of All. Piig cropper and free setter Per pkt. 1/6

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S
SEEDSMEN, READING
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DOBBIE'S
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.
160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

DOSSIS & CO.,
Royal Seedsmen and Florists,

EDINBURGH.

Grov\^ Mone Food.
To do thia you must Iniy the best Seeds. Thousands of

unsolicited testimonials.

SELECTED
SEED POTATOES
New Success, Yiekler, Queen Alexandra, Early Kose, Hebrons.
Sharpe's Express, Myatts, Eclipse, Llewellyns, Epicure, May
Queen, Queen Mary, Duke of York, Arran Chief, cwt,, 17/6;
56 lbs., 9/-: 28 lbs., 5/-; 14 lbs., 3/-; 7 lbs., 1/9. King
Edwards, Factor, Evergood, Roval Kidney, Northern Star,
British Queen, Up-to-Date,cwt., 15/6; 56 lbs., 8/-; 28 lbs,, 4/6;
14 lbs., 2/6; 7 lbs., 1/6. Eating Potatoes. 12/6 cwt. Potato
Manure, 10/- cwt. ; 6/- 56 lbs. ; 3/6 28 lbs.; 2/- 14 lbs.; 1/3 7 lbs.

Shallots, 9d. lb. Onion sets, 1/6 lb. Free on rail. Bags free.

When ordering please state
Seed Potatoes are intended to be
used for Seed Purposes only.

PEAS, BEANS, and S.VIALL SEEDS.
Peas 8d., Beans 7d. pint; Beetroot, Sprouts, Cabbage, Celery,
Kale. Lettuce, 2d. packet, 4d. ounce; Cress, Parsley, Mustard,
Parsuip, Radish, Spinacli, Turnip, Id. packet, 2d. ounce;
Tomato, Carrot, Leek, 3d. packet, 6d." ounce; Onion, 4d,
packet, 9d. ounce. Orders for small seeds only to value of 1/-
post free. Peas, Beans and small seeds to value of S/6 carriage
paid. Collection of Peas, Beans and Small Seeds (22 packets),
2/6 carriage paid. Cash with order. Send for full Catalogue.
Seed Potatoes, Peas, Beans and Vegetable Seeds.

HORACE TAYLOR,
CHATTERIS, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

ROCKERY STONE
in large or small pieces, from 1 /- per ton.

Stone Garden Rollers, Crazy Paving, Spar,
Lini«8tone,or Qritstone Chippings for Footpaths.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Etc.

ENQUIRE

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,
DARLEY DALE, MATLOCK.

SCI ''NTIFIC ALLY AND CHEM'CALLT PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf- mould, ready for i]?e;it any time, in the same way, and f< rail purposes that stable mnniire is put. Goes farther

(1 c ' t. equailint; IScivts ). giv s better results, is clean to h ndle. sweet smelling, and free from we ds, worms, etc.

Report of Ropal Hofiicu turai S-cia y " Your P.i tented Hop Manme has been used in the Socifry s Garden ; at Wisley, and 1

am pleased to report that it has proved excL-lleni for the flower bjrder?, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

in the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS, Secretary.
A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full particulars and teatininuials sent on receipt of postcard.

E!^ BEWARE OF IMITATION;; GENUI.HE ONLY IN OUff MARKEi BAGS. CONTAINING GUA'I' NTEED ANALYSIS. "Vfl
Sold in Bags. 2S lbs , 2/3; 56 lbs.. 3/6; I cwt.. 6/-; 5 cwts.. 28/9 ; 10 cwt s., 55/-; or cash with order, we pa- ing .arnageby
Pickford, London district, or to any station within 25 mil s of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every 50 miles or part

beyood this distance.
WAKBLEY BROS. & CO.. LTD . 75a, BANK5IDE, LONDON.

Also WAKELEVS GROUNH GARDEN LIME. 3'- bushel bag, cnrriige nnj.l 25 n-iil.-'s. pxtr^ as nhoTc.

CARTERS TESTED SEEDS

SOW VEGETABLE SEEDS
of the highest productive value.

"When it comes to pro luction, every ava-labie square yard of land must be made to

produce food.''—Mr. Lloyd George, Dec. \qtk, 1916

SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE KING.

RAYNES PARK, LONDON, S.W.
Branches: 237 4 238, High Holborn.W.C; 53a, Qn. Victoria St., E.C.

SANKEYS^^So^'^POTS
"^ Che BEST and Chcapuh

\

-SPECIAL it>VTA •>f-A1t 4*

Bulwell PO>»«ric«: rMOTTINOMAM.

8arr"s8eed§
foBFLOW^ER^ Kitchen Garden
or Finest Selected Strains JlTested Growth

Awarded the

R.H.S.Gold Medal & R.H.S.'Silver-
Giit Knightian Medal, 1914 & 1915.

Barr's Seed Guide for the best Vegetable
and Fkiwer Seeds sent free on application.

BftRR Sl 90*'S. 11. 12 a«d IS i^ino St.. Oovont GaHen, London

lets there |»»
I
and makes the Garden ^^fi^K
gay all the year round -~;^«f,v°

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.& Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs.. Zs. 6d.: 14 lh8.,48.6d. : 2- lbs.. 7..6d.: 56 lbs.. 12». 6d.

;
liaibs ZOs. Or

directfrom theWorks. CarriaKepald in the United Kinudom forCaah with OrdfrCemeptSd. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf^s & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON E..

Printed by Hudson & Kearns. Limited. HatfieM Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E.. and Published by " Country Life." Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C.

and by Gf.orge Newnes Limited. 8-11. Smithamntnn Street. .Strand. W.C.
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FOOD PROBLEM! UTILISE THE GARDEN!
Remember— tlie llest See Im produce tlie liei^t Crops.

WEBBS' HIGH -CLASS VEGETABLES.-
ert the Roval Horticultural Society's auil Royal
Agricultural society's (iOLU MKUALS in l!tl6.

PI t'lALI'l IKS (IF EXCliPTIONAL MKRI'l'.
Pioneer Pea (early), 1/9 pint, 3h quart.
New ^turi'lartl Carrot, 1/- per ounce.
Emperor Tomato. 1/- and 1/6 packet.
Mammoth Longpod Broad Bean, 1/9 pint, 3 - iiiiart.

' New .Miirrowlat Parsnip, 9il. per ounce.
Cliampi(ui Prize Leek. 1 '- per packet.

' ViiliiMteer Beet (Iouk). fid. and 1/- per packet
Selected Ailsa Crais; Onion, 1/- and 2/6 packet.

' Early .Mauiruoru Caulillower, !/- and 1/6 packet.
Free. GARDEN CATALOGUE, free on reQuest.

A Sons, Ltd., The King's Seedsmen. Stourbridoe.

Award

S
Webbs'
Webbs'
Webbs'
Webbs'
Webbs
Webbs'
Webbs
Webbs'
Webbs'
Post

Webb

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world
wide reputation for quality and i:heapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All tlie newest varieties. Dwarfs, St^indards,

Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merbtweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the liuesl collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you tt» come and select any plantj*

you require.

—

John Wateeer, Sons A Crisp, Limitep,
'The Nurseries, Bagshot. Surrey.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE now ready, free.—
Vegetable and P'lower Seeds of linest Selected Strains and
Tested Growth at moderate prices.

—

Babr A SONS, King
Street, Covent Garden, Loudon.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practiciil Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Oriiiinal designs for gardens of every
(iest-ription, stone terraces, paviiiti, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual r ckwork and lior er(FourGold
Medals R.U.S., 40U Cups, etc.). (Jur famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing equals a bed of Douglas (^love-scented

atiir-necked Border Cornatlons that bloom all the summer,
b'iuest seed, 1/6 and :;/« pkt. Plant caulogue.—J. DouoLAS
( i he Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

FOR PRESENT SOWING.
WATERERS' VEGETABLE SEEDS.—
Broad Beans, Early Longpod, lOd. per quart. Onion, .\ilsa

Craig, selected, l/-"per packet, 3/6 per oz. Cucumber. Every
Day, 6d. and 1/- per packet. 'Tomato, Crimson Beauty, 1 -

and 2/6 per packet. Dwarf Bean, Nc Plus Ultra, 2 - per
quart. Carefully selected collections <if Vegetable Seeds, from
.vetoes ."is. Catalogue free.

—

John W.^TERER. SONS * CRISP,
Limited, The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey, and Twyford , Berks.

LAXTONS' SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of tbe above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a tine stock to

offer—may still be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation
on receipt of stamped envelope.

—

L.vxton Urothers. Bedford.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint, 15/- per
gall. "PLASTINE" supersedes Putty, 18/- per cwt.—Full
particulars from W. C.irson A: So.Ns. (Irove Works, Battei;sea.
Agents throucliout the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent

free oil application.

—

George Bunyard & Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying; of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters

; perfectly automatic ; everythinii underground. Stat«
particulars.

—

William Beattie. S. Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS.—Ask for 1916
Illustrated Cat-alouue, 1100 varieties, post free. I'Yom 4/- per
doz. ; 25/- per lOU ; carriaize paid for cash. Patronised by
Iloyalty.—Van der Sluys, E.R.H.S., Guernsey.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road. South Tottenham.—(^onservati.iries. Winter
Gardens, Vinerle.s, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

SECURE YOUR SUPPLIES OF THE FOLLOWUfS
BEFORE STOCKS ARE EXHAUSTED.

SUTTON'S EARLY GIANT PEA. — A
popular earlv variety. Per pint, 1/0.

SUTTON'S BEST OF ALL RUNNER BEAN.
-The larcest podded Scarlet Kniuier. Per A pint, !/•

SUTTON'S NEW RED INTERMEDIATE
(•ARROT.—The type for general cultivation. P«r
pkt., 1/-

SUTTON'S SELECTED AILSA CRAIG
ONION.—The heaviest cropper. Per pkt., 1/*

POST FREE.

SUTTON & BONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, ASADIV*

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 Sin.,

30 3Mn.. 25 2^in., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated
Hst of pots saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and
rlmbarb pots, et^., free.

—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley
Hill

OXYDOIN FOR CHILBLAINS.—Instant Re-
lief. Rapid Cure. Cliaps, cuts, burns, sores, stings, rheumatic
joints, sciatica, and neuritis, 1/3 and 10. Approval Lancet.—
New Oxydol Products, Ltd., 23. Fitzroy Square, London,W.

YORK STONE PAVING, for Garden Paths,
and Lily Ponds ; Rectangular or Broken for Rustic Work,
Steps and Wall Copina ; Rockery. Sawn stone a Speciality.—Geo. Vint & Bros,, stone Merchants, Idle, Bradford.

WELLSON'S PLANT FOOD is the central
feature of a good manure. Send for particulars.

—

Wellson
and Co., West Mill, Leeds.

WELLS* Catalogue of Chrysanthemums and
Perpetual Carnations now ready, post free on application.

—

W. Wells Oc Co., Merstham. Surrey.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
Kelway's Perfectly Glorious Piconies.
Kelwav'H Beautiful Blue Delphiniums.
Kelway's Brilliantly-coloured Phloxes.
Kelway's Colour Borders ever in bloora.
Kelway'a new and choice hardy perennial, plants of all kteda.

NOW is the time to ORDER for Spring Plautio*

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyretlirums.
Kelway's Gay Gaillardias.

NOW is the time to SEND for particulars to

Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport.Someiwt.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable anb Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes, is now ready and will be sent post free o»
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. BATH, Ltd., The Floral Farai»,

\VLsbech.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other higli-class fertilizers ; als() Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Roval Seed Warehouses and Nurseries. Chester.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES. ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers & SON,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Station : Harlow . G.E.R.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
i-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; stout 1-incli mesh,
cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium, 2d. As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supply limited : order early.^-
W. Oliver Alt.en, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall
Established lOQ years.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
See advert, on page ii.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-
logues on application.

—

Jones, Chtirchtield, Cradley, Malvern.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in
What Soils to Plant Them." with Catalogue, free on applica-

tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 : 25, 6 '6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-

AU different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.)—
G. R. PHIprs. Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

FIDLER'S NEW ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE OF CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS will be sent, post
free, to any address on receipt of postcard. Write at once for

a copv. It may lielp you to save f>0 per cent, on your seed
bill tins season. — Fidler & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed
Stores, Reading.

WHITELEGG & CO.'S Seed List I for
Sprins 1917 i.s now ready and will he posted free to anyone
sending a card asking for same All seeds sent carriage paid.

—

Whitelego & Co., Cliislehurst.

DOBBIE & CO.,Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh,
will semi a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide W
Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free. If thh
paper is mentioned.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetoen. Illustrated. 8/« nek,

by post 3/10. This invaluahle book provides the reader with

practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drui:

market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectSB

of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of

Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Oarde*,

W.C.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gate!5, Arches, Espaliers, Kose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrlptioB.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing ao4
Poultry Fencing. -4sk for separate Lists.—BOULTOM & TiXTL.

Ltd., MannfactAiiers, Norwich.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, wiU
have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of

Begonias, llelpbiniums, etc., etc., free, if this paper is mem-
tioneil. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del-

phiniums in superb variety.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 8/6 net, by

post S'lO. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the countrv, and readers of this book will se«

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy

return tor a verv moderate outlav of capital.—A prosnectoe

of the book will be sent on application to the OfficeB of
' Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garde»,

W.C.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, from collectioa

of 1 000 varieties ; 20 distinct kinds, named, 3/6 ; 40 difTerent,

6/3 • 60 ditferent, 8'6. Carriage paid. Choice plants «-
changed,—Rev. Anderson. Glenn Hall, Leicester.
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AU "ftowas

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS!

SPfcCUL AUCTION SALES
I

EVERY THURSDAY,
AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'

I

Central Sale RoomB,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.G.
CATALOOUES ON APPLICATION.

Seeds for War Time
:E»E:.flLS.—Pilot, selected, 1/-; Eclipse, Od. ; Gradiis, 9d.:

Relerendiim, fine earlv dwarf, 9d. ; l>alsv, Od.:
Telegraph, 8d. ; 'Duke of Albany, 9d.; Mat<?hlesa
Marrowfat (Sutton's), 1/- ; Autocrat, Ori. All per pint.

13E2 J&.I^'S*—Canadian Wonder, dwarf, 8d. per pint.

Carriage paid on Orders for 3/- upwards,

S'WEIE:17 E>e:a.S« best mixed. 4d. per pkt., liiO

seeds ; 7d. oz., 4 ozs, 1/8.
tine mixed Spencers, special, 7d. per pkt., 150
seeds ; 1/1 oz., 4 ozs. 3/2, post free.

F. A. ROSCOE, F.R.H.S.,
STEFPLE MORDEN, Royston, HERTS.

For Fuel Economy
and an unvarying

temperature tiave a

genuine

KORSE-

LIST E10 Post Free.

COMPLETE APPARATDS
FROM STOCK.

C.P.KINNELL& Co., Ld
65. Southwark St
LONDON. S.E.

Foremost for
30 Years.

GROW MORE FOOD.
To do this you must buy tlie best Seeds,

unsolicited testimonials.
Thousands ol'

SELECTED
POTATOES
Cwt.
17/6

56 lbs.

9/-

.

I 28 lbs.

r 5/-

14 lbs.

3/-

7 lbs.

1/9

King Edwards
baciur
Kveru'ocid ...

Hoyal Kidney
Aortliern Star
Brit hh Queen
I p-tc-Date
Table Talk...
Dab oiisie ...

Cornwalls ...

Triiiraplis ...

Dalmeny Hero
Pineer
Northern Star

Eating Potati.ies

CHvt.

15|6

56 lbs.

8/-

28 lb.«.

4/6

14 lbs.

2/b

7 lbs.

1/6

12/6
Cwt.

New Success ']
Yielder
Queen Alexandra
Early Rose...
Bebrons
Sharpe's E.xpress

Myatt s

Iclipse
Llewel eyus
Epicure
May Queen...
Queen Mary
Duke ol York
Arran Chief
Puritan
Gt. Scot ...

Ninetyfold 1/9 »-"«• ^..^-^o ...
j

MidlothiaD J

r Potato Manure, 1 0/- cwt. ; 6/- 56 lbs. ; 3/6 28 lbs.

;

2/- 14 lbs.; 1/3 7 lbs. Shallots, 9d. lb. Onion sets, 1/6 lb.

Free on rail. Bags free.

When ordering p*ease state
Seed Potatoes are intended to be
used for Seed Purposes only.

PEAS, BEANS, and SMALL SEEDS.
Peas 8d., Beans 7d. pint; Beetroot, Sprouts, Cabbage, Celery,
Kale, Lettuce, 2d. packet, 4d. ounce; Cress, Parsley, Mustard,
Parsnip, Eadisli, Spinacli, Turnip, Id. packet, 2d. ounce;
ToDiato. Carrot, Leek, 3d. packet. 6d. ounce; Onion, 4d.
packet, 9d. ounce. Orders for small seeds to value of 1/- post
free. Peas, Beans and small seeds to value of 2/6 carnage
paid. Collection of Peas, Beans and Small Seeds (22 packets),
2/6 carriage paid. Cash with order. Send for full Catalogue.
Seed Potatoes, Pe.as, Beans and Vegetable Seeds.

HORACE TAYLOR,
lC CHATTERIS, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABl-ES FREE OF DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT _.*^ Jm m ^ ^ GREENHOUSES.

GARDENS.
LAWNS, K

ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEM'CALLY PREPARED-
In rlieforinof a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way. and f. rail purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further

(1 c« t^-eiiuallinR 15cwts.), ^iv s better rasulis. is clean to h ndle, sweet smelling, and free from we ds. worms, etc.
Report of Royal Hon leu tura. S> cie.y. " Voar Patented Hop Manuie has been used in the Soci^ry s Garden-, nt Wisley, and I

.till pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower border^, fruit and venetablea arown both under glass anJ out
ill the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS. Secret ry.

A Beautiful Free Booklet liivhrgfull piii-ficttlars and fcstituonials sent nil rc'.eipt of Postcard.

SQiT BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKE J BAGS. CONTAiNiNG GUA4 NTEED ANALYSIS. "WE
S'il<l in Boss. 'JSIbs , 2/3; 561bs.,3/6; 1 cut.. 6/- ; .S cut s.. 28/9 : liicwts.. 55/- ; or cash with ord<:r, we p:i ing . arriage by
I'irkforit. London district, or to any station u it hin ^5 mil '- ni LuihImii ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every 50 miles or part

hevnml this liist.ince.

VVAKBLEY BROS. & CO., LTD , 75a, BANKSTDE, LONDON.
AKu WftKBLEY S GROUNn GARDEN LIME, 3/- bushol ba^i, carriage n.ii.l '3 miles, extra as above.

^3^ ^z^i/rrv^ ^^pn z^a^-c^rt^*

CARTERS TESTED SEEDS

SOW VEGETABLE SEEDS
of the highest productive value.

"When it comes to produciion, every avatlab<e square yard of land must be made to

produce food.'*—Mr. Llovd Gkorge, Due. iqtk, igi6

SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE KING.

RAYNESPARK,LONnON,S.W.
Branches: 237 & 238, High Holborn.W.C; 53a, Qn. Victoria St., E.G.

THB STOURBRIDGB HBATINO APPARATUS
For Orceniiouses, Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity. Made at oui
own foundry, and under qui
own supervisiun. Befort
ordbring elsewhere, send fo
Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

<J. &, w.inrooi}
Blrmlnghim Itreel roanilt)

STOURBRIOQE.

Bark's Seeds
foRFlower li Kitchen Garden
OFFINEST SELECTED STRAINS ?<.TESTED GROWTH

Awarded the

R.H.S.GoldlVledal&R.H.S. Silver-
Gilt Knightian Medal, 1914 & 1915.

Barr's Seed Quide for the best Vegetable
and Flower Seeds sent free on application.

BARR & SONS. K. 12 and ^3. Kine St., Covent GaHen, London

ets there |^i
I and makes the Garden ytXl^^^n

gay all the year round -~;^«Xr

Sold everywhere in TINS at Sd.A Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS-71bs 29. 6d.- 14 lbs .48. 6d : 2- Ihs.. 7s. 6d. : 56 lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs.. 208. Or

directfr'nm theWorks. Carriaeepald in the United Kingdom forOash with OrdertexceptSd. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf^s & Bone Crushers, STRATroRD. LONDON. E.
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gUNYARD'S
FRUIT

CATALOGUe
by ReTURTi

GEORGE BUNYARD* CO.
Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.

CHARLES TURNER'S

Catalogue of Garden Seeds

for 1917 is now ready, and can

be had on application. .\Iso of

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS,
HARDY TREES, Etc.

THE ROYAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH

SEED POTATOES
My new Lists are now ready. Send for one. With

every List I give my pamphlet, " How to Grow the

Potato." Pig and Poultry Potatoes 3/S cwt.

TOM E. KING, Seed Potato Grower,
COLNE, ST. IVES., HUNTS.

GARDENING MADE EASY
By B. T. COOK. Over lidU pages. 23 illustrations.
Sixth Edition Now Ready. 1/- net; cloth 1/6 net;

postage 4d. extra.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
booka in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,
"ConNTET Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.

THOMSONS
VIMt.PLAMT&VEOETABLE

MANURE
Ilnsures success in your

Itarden; so comp unde J from
ibe finest inifrediirnts procurable ^

OS to com-'ine STIMULAIING
wtib LASTIN(a cfTecis. produoioK
in every cr«>p vigorous, bealiby and
fruitful growih.
The direct result of LONG PRACTICAL

experience in gardening.

Used by Amateur and Professional
Gardeners the world over.

THOMSON'S SPECIAL
CHRYSANTHEMUM
AND TOP DRESSING MANURE

PrI es:—Vine. Plant niiJ Vei:etable Manure:
1 cwt. 20/-. 56 lbs. 12 6. 28 Ib^, 7.'6. Ulbs.

4/6, 7 lbs 2/6. Tin 2/ ,l/-and6d.
Carriage t>aid anywhere oti 56 lbs. and up.

SpCiiialChrysanthemu'ri a d Top Dressing
anure: 56 lbs. 20/-. -JS lbs- ll/-.
H lbs. 6/-, 7 Itis. le. Tins I/-.
Carriage t>aiit anywhere on

28 lbs. and up.

Sold by all Seedsm
OR FKOM- 50LC

, MAKE.R5

Ws THONSONftSOriS \I° CLOVENrDRDS.N.B.

I HEALTHy, VIGOROUS

AND FRUITFUL TREES

There ,s no WAR ECONOMY
neglecting to Spray this Winter,

Our Iriends stili .ire ici'ing us nboui inc adv^nlngas
deriving lron> its use
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HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF GARDEN LOVERS have already heard the welcome

knock of the Ryder Postman, delivering the Ryder Catalogue, and orders are now
pouring in for these famous Seeds. Vegetables will be grown this year more largely than

ever, with a view to solving the food problem—the finest Vegetable Seeds are obtainable

from Ryders, St. Albans. For the floral corner, too,-Ryders Seeds are the best you can

buy, and will give you fullest satisfaction. Ryders War-time price is l^d. the packet for
" all Seeds from Orchids to Mustard and Cress."

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
Ryders 1917 Catalogue contains a large number of choice novelties not found in other Lists.

We offer in 1 \d. packets such Standard Novelties as

:

Tomato Side's Recruit, 8 seeds for l^d.

" All the Year Round " Cauliflower.

The New Chinese Celery-Cabbage " PeTsai."

Lychnis Arltwrightii.

Calceolaria Veitchil.

New Double Cosmos, pink and white.

Such Sweet Peas as Jean Ireland, President.
Fiery Cross, The Lady Eveline, Yarrawa.
and over 200 others-

Send a Postcard to-day lor your copy of Ryders Catalogue if you have not yet received

one. Remember the one and only address and beware of imitators. NO AGENTS.

Ryder& Son, LTD., Seed

Specialists, St. Albans
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

HERp; i5 an urgent call for workers

on the land, and we understand that

Mr. Neville Chamberlain, the new
Director-General of National Service,

t
— will shortly make an appeal for the

1^ voluntary enrolment of men between the ages of

eighteen and sixty as recruits to a National Service

Corps, whose members would act in civil employ-

ment as substitutes for men of military age who
could not otherwise be released. The scheme will

provide for labour in essential industries, such as

munition making and employment on the land,

and it is the latter with which we are most con-

cerned. Inmost gardens

the in-rcased produc-

tion of food supplies is

receiving serious atten-

tion, but there is still a

great deal of labour

employed—for example,

in pleasure grounds and

bedding out—which in

the present grave cir-

cumstances should be

put to belter account.

So far, arrangements are

being made to enrol

men only as whole-time

workers ; a scheme for

the enrolment of women
will come later. Men
will be employed, as far

as possible, in the dis

tricts in which they

reside. They will re- ' j''

ceive the standard rate

of wages fixed for their

occupation, with a sub

siatence allowance of

[7s. 6d. a week if not

employed in the district

in which they reside.

Increasing the Supply

of Seed Potatoes.—In

view of the difficulty which some people may ex-

perience in obtaining seed Potatoes for planting. Dr.

Frederick Keeble, F.R.S., Director of the Royal

Horticultural Society's Gardens, draws attention

to the fact that a very considerable increase in

the supply of seed could be obtained by the follow-

ing simple procedure : From each of a batch of

Potatoes brought into the kitchen for cooking,

cut ofl, before peeling, a piece from the " rose
"

end, that is, the end where most "eyes" are.

Each piece should weigh not less than ijoz.

Properly treated, this piece, if planted, will

produce a good plant and bear a fair crop.

The Proper Treatment.— I'or this two things

are necessary: (i) Prevention of shrivelling, and

(2) proper sprouting. To prevent shrivelling.

Dr. Keeble recommends dusting over the cut

surface of the piece either a little dry powdery

plaster of Paris, or dry slaked lime, or finely

powdered charcoal. For proper sprouting, the

pieces may be stood in a shallow box resting on

a little leaf-mould, rocoanut fibre, or sand. The
box should be kept in the window of a cool but

frost-proof room. By planting-time each piece

should have produced sprouts from half an inch

to an inch in length, and may be planted in the

THE HARDY BROCCOLI CHRISTM.\S WHITE.

same way as seed Potatoes. It should not be

difficult to organise in each locality the prepara-

tion and collection of large numbers of sets, and
it is doubtful whether householders who sacrificed

the "rose" ends of their Potatoes would lose

more than they do at present by the wasteful

method of peeling Potatoes before cooking.

Revised Potato Prices.—The very remarkable

Order of the Government fixing the maximum
price for iqi7 Potatoes at 115s. to 130s. per ton

has been followed by an Order converting the

maximum into a minimum price. This decision

is, natiirally, welcomed by most Potato-growers,

but after the first Order some growers decided to

grow cereals in the place of Potatoes, and ordered

seed and manure in consequence. The strange

thing is that an Order of such far-reaching effects

should have been issued without first of all care-

fully considering its effect upon the Potato-

growing industry. :., Ej

White Broccoli.—Not the least important

point in the admirable article on " White Broccoli

and their Cultivation " on page 43 of this issue

is the stress the writer puts on the rolling and
re-rolling of the land before planting out, so that

the road-like solidity of the ground necessitates

planting with an iron

bar. The present
snap of cold weather
will prove the wisdom
of this precaution, for

plants in loose, rich soil

could never withstand

the rigours of hard

weather. The excellent

variety Christmas WhitCj

illustrated on this page,

comes in any time

between December and
March.

Rhododendron praecox

Eaten by Hares.—In a

recent issue of the Gar-

deners' Chronicle S i r

Herbert Maxwell writes

as follows from his garden

in the extreme South-

west of Scotland : "Rho-
dodendrons, like every-

thing el e, are late this

season. Only R. dahuri-

cum has flowered as yet

;

R parvifl rum will he

next, I think unless K.
Nobleanum makes a

spurt. R. pr,-ecox does

not often open blooms

before February. I have lately made the unwel-

come discovery that this beautiful hybrid

does not share the immunity from attack

by hares and rabbits which distinguishes most
species of this genus. A dozen plants which we
put out in the woods in the autumn of IQ15 were
eaten bare in no time, although the winter was
exceedingly mild, and although hares are very

scarce and rabbits not very numerous."

*^* Owing to the shortage ol 'paper, readers tvho have not
already done so are asked to order The G.\rdkn to be
delivered regularly by their newsagent. Headers mil thus
obviate the loaste consequent on the issue of papers lor chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{Tht' Editor is not responsible for the opinifnis

expressed by correspondents.)

Christmas Potatoes.—My Christmas (1916)

Potatoes have again been a success, and

from experience I tind it will be better to

plant the tubers not later than the' middle of

July to August, and deeper into the soil than

what may be usual. Protection against early

frost by covering with stable manure or plenty

of straw is all that is necessary. From 7lb. of each

of the following .seed Potatoes (cut in half) I

obtained : Dunnottar, 35lb. ; Carisbrooke, 421b. ;

Royal Kidney. 70lb., and which would have

increased bqth in size and quantity but for the

inclemency of the weather during the latter part

of the year. AH the Potatoes were absolutely

free from disease. For the coming season use

last year's seed.

—

Joseph R. Holmes.

A Late Season.—What William Howitt describes

as " a bitter, scythe-edged perforating wind" has

been blowing from the east for a week, and a friend

from the United States of America who knows
-Alaska says that he has not felt a wind like it

since he was there. I have not yet cut a Christmas

Rose or even seen a Winter Aconite or Snowdrop.

On January 22. 1916, the following were in flower

here: Christmas Rose; Winter Jasmine, Daphne
Mezereum, Erica herbacea (carnea) and alba,

Cyclamen ibericum. Crocus Imperati, C. chrysaij-

thus, C. bifiorus .Weldeni, C. Tomniasinianus,

C. Susianus, Cydonia grandiflora rosea, Corydalis

angustifolia. Iris Danfordiae, Eranthis cilirica,

Saxifraga apiculata, Garrya elliptica, Rhododen-

dron praacox and Snowdrops. To-day (January 28)

none of these plants is in bloom, save the Winter

Jasmine (always the bravest plant in the garden)

and one solitary Cyclamen flower. Everything

in the garden looks the picture of misery, and

t fear much damage has been done by this

unusually prolonged frosty wind.

—

Arthur R.

Goodwin. '

Increasing the Production of Food.—.A good

many readers of The G.\rde.\' are growing food,

but how many thousands of women there are

who are doing nothing in this direction. Women,
as well as disabled soldiers, could be employed

in nurseries and taught how to work by the

liead-gardener or foreman. They could also

take up and work allotments' during the

spare time (so much of which they often have).

There is plenty of work to do, plent}' of food that

wants growing, and plenty of women to grow

It it they would only realise the necessity of doing

their share. The women readers of The G.^rden

who grow food will support me when I say that

the idea that women cannot, or should not, do

gardening is foolish in the extreme. And there are

our children, or, as they prefer to be called, our

young people. There are in England many
thousands of boys and girls who are being educated

at secondary day or boarding schools, and there

is not the slightest reason why they should not

help to grow food (which, by the way, they have

such large, healthy appetites for eating). The
governors of these schools do not hesitate to

buy or lease land for these children to play

games on,^so why should they make difftculties

about getting land for food-growing If every

possible man, woman and chdd will grow food,

then prices will never again reach the extraordinary

amounts they hive done during the last three or

four months.—E. T. Eutis.

Plans of a Small Rose Garden.—I never

had, I never could see any joy in, nor have
any sympathy with, a villa garden. It always

seemed to me but a sad reflection closely

related to that most miserable of places, the

west-end terrace of a large provincial town.

Oh, heaven forbid that I should ever require 'to

live in such a place, and to be found dead in one

I would be ashamed ! The entire oct'upation of

these dwellers seems to be taken up in disi ussing

their neighbours, their neighbours' (urtains

and their cooks. Praise be to the war, they
have all but been bereft of this latter joy, owing
to domestic difficulties. The husbands, on the

other hand, ; re keen business men. A keen business

man is, to my mind, the man who can best swindle

his neighbour and, while approaihing extremely

close to, evade the cluti lies of the law ; whose sole

-object is to make money and more money, which

(.N

' FORMAKIN S ALTERNATIVE GARDEN PLAN
A, Pergola ; B, Pergola with covered roof to keep

rain off the seats—/ would suggest the opening being

a little, wider, say, 13 feet from pole to pole; c,

Entrance to kitchen garden ; D, Sundial ; E, Koses

planted in groups of sorts and arranged as to colour

and height, shrubs as background if you like—fl

would frffef Roses on poles dotted about ; # , Roses

on poles ,' o, X , • , Clumps of different kinds of Roses

arranged as to colour and height.

hobby, when carried to excess, as so often happens,

simply means that he belongs to the money, not

the money to him. I presume he never thinks

about Saxifraga squarrosa or Gentiana verna.

b\it there he sits plotting and planning, wrangling

and racking his brain to reach a goal which he

never can attain, for the accumulation of riches

is like drinking sea-water—the more you drink

the thirstier you become. I frankly ackiiowledge

that lack of cash begets much m.isery ; but, on

the other hand, the accumulation of gear by no

means produces happiness.

Well, what I am going to write about is to make

a few comments on your articles of the 6th and

20th ult. on villa garden designing. How easy

it is to criticise ! I am sorry I do not think

the first villa plan is very brainy, and the second

—

well, is it anv better ? I never could understand

how any sane person could draw a plan without

stating the aspect—north, south, east, or west.

I have therefore stated them to suit my sketch,

though a house built in the British Isles ought,

in my humble opinion, to always look south-east

where possible. In the sketch in your issue of

the 6th ult. I object to the extra labour in cutting

the lawn round those ugly plots, and the useless

narrow strip between the pergola and the shrubs.

The pergola itself really leads from nowhere tr>

nowhere, while, seated in the circular corner seat,

all that can be seen of the Rose garden is a small

portion of beds marked " 5." I should imagine
in a small plot of land the idea would be to make
it look as large as possible. As to the sketch in

your issue 'of the 20th, I presume the four Rose-

beds are surrounded with "chuckies" (pebbles).

I never could see the beauty of chiukies anywhere
except on the beach. Their only use in the garden,

to my mind, is to throw them at the cats ! 1

should think one would need to be of an extremely

happy disposition indeed if they could be cheerful

and possess themselves of a .soul looking out at

I huikies and four dreary plots, probably radiant

.vifh the aroma of manure for some four month?
of (he year. I do not quite understand what
the two Hi tie wings at the side mean. One seem?
like a Mushroom-bed—I just love Mushrooms,
There is no reason that 1 can see for ancther
rhuckie walk down to point " A." Surely a stroll

over the lawn would be much more pleasant,

and grass in a slab is always more restful than

when cut up into little chips and strips. And
why all this cutting of grass into those funn>'

little squares round the proposed trellis-work

of Roses at the sides ?

In the enclosed sketch which I venture ti.

suggest as an alternative—and though I do not

think it perfection by any means, yet neither do
I ihink it much worse than either of the others

—

it has the advantage that the lawn will be easier

kept, that one side of the pergola is already made
(I presume the garden is bounded by walls), that

the pergola leads from the front of the house

to the kitchen garden, and that from the seat

in the centre, where the pergola poles might be-

ts' feet from centre to centre instead of g feet as

in those at either side, the Roses can be pleasantly-

viewed. Looking on a garden in rain after a

long spell of drought is one of the many joys ot

life to the enthusiastic gardener. Granted, it is

of no use to the keen business ' man in the

terrace, to whom it only conjures up in his morbid
mind a walk with wet feet to his joy-house, the

office. The grass would be better kept at least

18 inches off the poles, both for the benefit of the

Roses and for easy cutting. I take it that the

plot is surrounded by a wall—possibly a nasty-

coloured brick with glazed tiles on top. Oh.
heavens, cover them all with white and green

variegated Ivy ! Just this one kind of Ivy.

mark you ! Use no others. Do not make a

sampler of your garden walls. This white and
green Ivy might also be used on the wall under-

neath the pergola which bounds one side of it.

I think the owner will agree with me that the

effect is pleasing in winter and by no means out

of place in summer. The view from the windows
will be restful, be it summer or winter. As 1

said at the outset of these notes, my sympathies

do not lie with the villa gardener, but I sometimes

wonder why the house is not put at the other

end of the plot. It would surely be much more
pleasant for the owner to wander through hi?

garden on arriving home or leaving for town.
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He would also have Ihe satisiactiou of giving

passers-by the pleasure of seeing his flowers and,

to my mind, the exi ceding joy of having a probably

very ugly villa the better out of sight. I trust

1 have not hurt anyone's feelings, though I am
not at all partiiular about the keen business man
in the terrai e ; he will take a lot of hurting

like the Hun, and killing like the cat!

—

Formakim.

Like Mr. Jlorley Horder, I was very much
surprised tliat you should illustrate a garden plan

on the lines of the one given in your issue of

January 6. I was equally surprised that he should

offer as an alternative the one illustrated on

page 20, January 30. His suggestion is certainly

an improvement on the previous one,

but as a satisfactory Rose garden plan

is an utter failure for the following

reasons : No scale being giveir with

(hither plan, we are left to estimate what

areas are allowed ; but estimating from

the width of door, windows and house

generally, I assume the plot is, roughly,

80 feet by 60 feet. Now, apply these

dimensions to his plan, and you will find

that the little domino /beds are exactly

3 feet wide and 7 feet long, hardly big

encmgh to grow Vicjlas, and utterly use-

less for Roses. The borders surrounding

the plot are at some points no more
than 2 feel 6 inches wide; and why the

wretched little indentations a foot deep

should have been introduced must puzzle

many of ycmr readers. Such trivial and

absurd treatment of a border line is only

creating trouble for the future. To cut

the grass with a lawn-mower is only to

risk smashing anything in the border

every time, and in trimming the edge of

the grass the indentations would soon

lose their shape, and finally become
nothing but a ragged .and untidy edge.

Nor can it be claimed that they add a

single note of beauty to the garden.

Certainly the best place for the arbour

(presumably a place to sit in) is not over

a path. Who would ever want to sit

there ? And if they did, it wouldscarcely

be very convenient to others using the

path. Another point : Why should the

area be equally divided by the central

path ? Arranged as in the plan, one

would take six paces from the door, tm^n

sharply to the left, two paces forward,

and right wheel. This would be irritat-

ing, and neither you nor 1, Mr. Editor,

would do it. We should walk straight

on across the grass. I suggest in the

accompanying plan another treatment,

which is not by any means perfect.

but is certainly much in advance of the

previous two. The beds are large enough

to grow any bedding Roses. The borders provide

space for all the others, and I think the arrangement

of pillar Roses my sketch suggests would prove

better than treillage. The arbour would cover

a shady seat and command a view of the garden.

But surely no one would wish to devote a garden

such as this entirely to Roses. To do so would

be to have a bare, iniinteresting spot for nearly

six months in the year. It is quite possible in

the area to develop a garden that will be " a

garden of Roses, and Lilies fair on a lawn,"
" Crowned Lilies standing near, Purple-spiked

Lavender," Mignonette and Night-scented Stock

near the evening seat, Sweet Jasmine and Clematis

mingling with Roses on the arbcjur, a few Violets

and Lily of the Valley on the shady side, and in

the summer a little Lemon Verbena and Heliotrope,

on the sunny side. All these could be grown,

and would go a long way towards making a real

garden instead of a soulless fc»rmality. There is

que other objection I have to Mr. Morley Horder's

ptan : the domino beds and the quarter c irrles

all have one or more sides abutting on to the path
;

in some the remainder is in the grass. This would

look lop-sided and ugly. If the paths were of

gravel, the beds ^nd paths would get horribly

mixed ; if of stone, the edges would be hard and

cold. True, the beds are big enough to plant

MR. G. DILLISTONIi S I'LAX 0F .\ SMALL GARDEN

Box edging round if e\"erything else were omitted.

—

George Dillistone,

1 have been much amused at the egotism

displayed thrcmghout the note by your corre-

spondent Mr. P. Morley Horder, page 20, issue

January 20. 1 did not claim perfection for my
plan of a Rose garden, but I find it does not exhibit

the rrudeness of his alternative plan, which forcibly

reminds one of chairs iii a room placed with their

backs so many inches from the walls on all sides.

Mr. Morley Horder evidently requires a bricklayer

to form a Rose garden, not an experienced

gardener. There are too many of these stiff

designs in small gardens, and I find that

the majority of Rose-growers like to get away
from this stiffness and be able to get a

glimpse of a fresh feature at every turn, not

see the whole at one glance. Why should not

the owner of a small garden have a pergola for his

Rambler types ? If such are planted near the

fence or trees, as shown in Mr. Morley Hc^rder's

plan, they would be robbed of much nourish-

ment. Why should all the Roses be grown close

to the dwelling-house windows ? Why should

not an owner of a suburban garden have a

few trees on his lawn ? 1 note Mr. Morley

Horder has two sentinel trees, " apparently

of the conifer type," near the position he re-

commends for an arbour. People gene-

rally like an arbcjur in a secluded,

sheltered part of the garden, where they

can rest and read ; not at the entrance

to the vegetable quarters, Dm'ing the

past thirty years I have laid out and

planted stores of gardens in different

parts of the country, for whit h I have

been responsible. What authority does

Mr. Morley Horder claim as a universal,

infallible judge in such matters ? In

the circumstances I should have thought

he would have shown more originality,

and not have taken my plan as a basis

for his " alternative one." Without

using the extravagant language adopted

by Mr. Morley Horder, 1 assert that his

alternative plan is quite unsuitable .for

adoption as a model for the garden de-

sign of the great majority of modern

suburban residences. The monotony of

such gardens would be appalling.

—

The
.Author of the Offending Plan.

An Analysis of Apples.—I fear that

the article under this heading in your

issue of January 13, page 12, may be

a little misleading to some of your

amateur readers. It looks almost like

an election, whereas it is nothing of

the kind, but only a rSsumi of articles

which have appeared in your pages

during the past year, and the Apples in

question may have been mentioned

favourably or quite otherwise. In any
case the list, though far too long for

any ordinary cultivator, does not con-

tain all the desirable Apples, nor must
the number of times they are mentioned

be considered a guide as to their rela-

tive values. First, with regard to

omissions, I think it w'ill be conceded

that the following are superior to many
of those named : Emueth Early, Golden
Noble, Irish Peach, King of Tompkins'
County, Lord Hindlip, Mr, Gladstone,

Norfolk Beauty, Royal Jubilee, Stone's

or Loddington, and William Crump,
to say nothing of some of the newer varieties not

yet fidly tested. With regard to the merit of

the .Apples mentioned in the list, this is not a
matter upon which any one person could be a
judge, tor, naturally, he would be guided in his

judgment very largely by the behaviour of eac li

variety in his own particular district. If he

lived in Essex he might include D'Arcy Spn e,

or if in Cornwall he would certainly vote for

Ccjrnish Gilliflower, but in most localities these

varieties would not appear in his selections. As
your correspondent truly says, many of the varie-

ties are somewhat capricious in their behaviour,

and it would be impossible to speak of all of them
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ill detail, but I should warn intending planters

that in certain soils many of the varieties are liable

to canker, as, for example, Cellini, Chelmsford

Wonder, Coronation, Lord Burghley, Dumelow's

Seedling, and Potts' Seedling (which printers will

have Pott's), the best of all Apples for a smoky
district. Also there are others which are surely

out of date, such as Cardinal, Court pendu PlSt

(usually a dry thing). Domino (superseded by

Emneth Early or Melrose White), Gravenstein

(of which I have grown seven varieties, all imported

from Denmark because one heard that this was

the favourite Apple of Queen Alexandra, but none

of which seemed worthy of cultivation here), May
Queen (poor in the Midlands) and

others. Benoni is excellent where

it will crop, but I grew it for years

and only once saw a crop of fruit.

Some of the Apples which have

not been mentioned frequently,

and which in an election would

probably obtain a good number o^

votes, are Grenadier, Rev. W.
Wilks, Barnack Beauty, Beauty of

Kent, Ellison's Orange and Devon-

shire Quarrenden. With regard to

Cox's Orange Pippin, the king of

dessert Apples, who shall say where

it will succeed without trial ? A
warm, light soil is usually recom-

mended ; nevertheless, it does well

«n a dry clay. To merit success,

plant it in conjunction with some

well-known good pollinator, such

as Worcester Pearmain, and grow

it either as a cordon or an open

bush. I never see Cox's Orange

Pippin cropping well when the

tree is overcrowded with branches.

—A. H. Pearson, Lowdham.

The Old Clove Gilliflower.—

There are many interesting things

in the article by S. Hope Evans on
" According to Parkinson" in The
Garde.s of January 20, page 22,

and I may be permitted to refer to

the Old Clove Gilliflower. It is, as

your correspondent remarks, very

difficult to get. This real Old Clove

Carnation, or Gilliflower. is hardly

procurable. It is exactly as yom'

correspondent describes it, and has

" rather untidy flowers, but big

and very sweet, with curly, pale

green grass." I grew it many
years ago, but it was lost when
the death of a relative entailed

a prolonged absence from home

at a time when it needed atten-

tion. Its strong point was

its perfume, which was powerful, but not

offensively so. It is a great pleasure, but a

tantalising one, too, to bring Parkinson's " Para-

disus" out of its bookcase and endeavour to

recall some of the old flowers, a proportion of

which were known to' me in early days, but many

of which cannot easily be identified, and still

more are unobtainable in any way at the present

time. Some years ago I endeavoured to trace

all Parkinson's Lychnises, and wrote some notes

upon them. One of them gave me some trouble

to identify, and I had to be indebted to a good

friend at a distance for enlightening me. The

garden "According to Parkinson" is, as an old

gardening writer said, " a pretty fancy," and

should give more than passing pleasure to lovers

of old horticultural literature and of that grand

old gardener John Parkinson.-—S. Arnott.

Early Bulbs and Sunless Weather.—My
first Daffodil to open this year under glass is

Cymry, raised by Mr. T. Batson of Beaworthy.

He kindly sent me some bulbs last autumn as a

present, and it is a very charming and useful

little flower for early work, evidently. It possesses

Tenby blood pretty obviously, but has the merit

of a longer stem, while in sturdiness of foliage and

flower-stem it follows its parent. I have to record

with regret that Tulipa Kaufmanniana will not

force. Out of a big batch of potted bulbs a few

REGELIO - CYCLUS IRISES
By R. Irwin Lynch, M.A., V.M.H.

A FT.
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THE NEW REGELIO-CYCLUS IRIS LEUCOTHCEA.
VIOLET BLUE, SHADED BROWN.

were put into a temperature of 60° as an experiment.

The flowers have opened, but in spite of attention

in the matter of frequent spraying, the tips of

all the petals are more or less shrivelled. Further

batches have been put into a graduated succession

of lower temperatures, and I hope to report on

these later. The Rev. J. Jacob tells me that

this beautiful Tulip species does remarkably well

with him in pots in a quite cold house. Flowering

bulbous plants in frames and cold houses have

simply stood quite still during the last three weeks,

owing to the unusually dull, dark and sunless

weather experienced, January has, in fact, been a

most uninteresting month from the point of view

of the lover of hardy flo-vers.—F. H. C.

FTER'a lapse of at least eighteen years

these Irises are still described as " new,"

and they certainly deserve all the credit

that word can give, for they are still

quite uncommon and no section is

better worth attention. They were originated

both by the late Sir Michael Foster and Messrs.

Van Tubergen, the well-known bulb growers of

Haarlem, and consist of hybrids between members

of the difficult section Oncocydus and the more
easily grown section Regelia. The
result of the crossing has been that

splendid flowers of the Oncocyclus

type can be obtained every year

from plants that are truly peren-

nial and easy to grow. Moreover,

two flowers are nearly always

produced by each stem ; while it

is a character of an Oncocyclus

Iris that its stem has only a

solitary flower.

The Oncocyclus Irises, it will be

remembered, are commonly called

Cushion Irises, having a broad,

diffuse beard. The old Iris susiana,

known as the '' Mourning " Iris,

may be taken as a type, though

much more beautiful species, like

Iris Gatesii and I. Lortetii, are

grown. The unfortunate circum-

stance is that they are difficult to

grow, due partly to the probable

fact that they are naturally not

very long lived. This difficulty

was overcome in descendants

nearly as fine, when trosses were

made with the Regelia section,

which is quite easy to grow. These

Irises are characterised by having

a linear beard usually common to

all the segments (not limited to the

falls), stem with two or even three

flowers, spathe valves always green,

and a rootstock with the new buds

separated by a neck.

The hybrids, as already men-

tioned, have usually two flowers to

a stem, which are very similar to

those of an Oncocyclus, and the

beard may approach that of either

of the parent sections. One of the

iinest of the hybrids produced by
Sir Michael Foster was between

paradoxa and Korolkowi, named by
him in his own peculiar, but per-

haps very useful, way—par-Kor,

This system, the method of which is obvious, at once

provided a distinctive name and gave information

of parentage at the same time. I. paradoxa,

rich in colour and distinct in form, it may be

mentioned parenthetically, was a very -useful

parent and always evident in the hybrid it assisted

to produce.

Sir Michael Foster's experiments, of course,

have ended, but Messrs. Van Tubergen fortunately

still continue to grow and distribute. In their

catalogue of last year twenty-three kinds are

briefly described. Charon is of bronzy mahogany

colom-, beautifully veined with old gold and

brown. Of lighter effect is Irene, very chaste,

of silvery white, -with chocolate brown veins.

FLOWERS
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Pcrsi'plioiie is purple blue, feathered on grey

grounii. But these are only examples to show

variety. Jocaste has white standards, tinged

with rose ; falls silvery white, veined with brown

violet. Eucharis has silver grey standards, with

brown veins ; the falls are darker and have a

large central brown area, from which dark veins

of similar colour seem to proceed. The five

mentioned form a very good selection, but others

ire eqn.iUy beautiful.

Cultivation.—This, as already mentioned, is

not difficult. It is still worth while, however, to

make up a special bed. In the Cambridge Botanic

Garden these and other select Irises of certain

groups do well on a slightly raised bed in

full sun on the south front of the

range of plant houses. It is well

drained, and to the depth of about

18 inches consists of a mixture of

good soil and broken brick in about

equal proportions. The drainage

below consists of a good depth of

broken brick. When the plants are

in growth, water is freely given as

required, and this is important, for

soccessful cultivation very often

depends not upon any one point,

but upon the proper balance of

several. It is for this reason that

Nature cannot always be followed

in gardens, for when it is impossible

to follow in one particular it is

useless to follow in others. In the

i'ase of this bed, dry conditions or

wet conditions can be provided

practically as wanted, .\fter flower-

ing, a dry period is necessary for

ripening ; then, when growtli is

evident, moisture again is required.

THE EDIBLE PASSION
FLOWER

(Passiflora edulis.)

In these days, when every ounce

of everything that can be classified

as a food product is of value, and

when fruits in particular are in

especial demand, no apology need be

•offered for bringing to notice one of

the many fruits that in peace days

used occasionally to find their way
mto Covent Garden Market or any
of the great exhibitions of Colonial

or Indian produce. One of such

fruits is that of which an illus-

tration is given, namely, the edible

Passion Flower (Passiflora edulis).

The plant is a native of Brazil, but it

is also cultivated in the West Indies

for the sake of its fruits, which are somewhat
egg-shaped, measuring about li inches in diameter,

and as they ripen they change from the normal
green colour to a dark purple. The pulp is orange

coloured, and has an acid flavour somewhat
resembling that of the Orange.

From the fact that this, like most of the other

species of Passiflora, is of easy culture and is not

particular regarding soil—though, preferably it

should consist of turfy loam with a small portion

of peat and, further, that the plant is most suitable

for training up the roof of a greenhouse or stove, it

is remarkable that it is not more often grown.

John R. Jackson.

Claremont, Lympstone, Devon.

BORDER CARNATIONS
Bv J. L. Gibson.

IT

is not too soon to start preparations for

the final potting of Carnations to be grown

under glass. If the soil has to be mixed

and prepared by the grower himself, that

should be done a week or two before the

operation begins, as the different ingredients

become better blended by frequent turning over.

It is rather hard to express, but newly mixed

potting soil has a raw, .harsh " feel " compared

with that which has been prepared for. some

little time. Moreover, the mechanical condition

PASSIFLORA EDULIS.

of the compost is under better control for the

actual work of potting if the material has been

under cover and turned over several times ;
that

is to say, it can be brought to a proper state of

dryness for working, or the materials can be

slightly altered in proportion if there seems to

be an excess of any one of them. A good medium

to use is turfy loam, four parts ; thoroughly

rotted farmyard or stable manure, one part
;

and leaf-mould, one part. To this some coarse

opening material must be added, such as sand,

crushed oyster-shell, or ground mortar rubble,

about as much as a 7-inch t)ot will hold to a barrow-

load of soil. Personally, I prefer to use the last

named, provided it can be brought to a condition

of fineness resembling coarSe silver sand, because

the lime contained therein is appreciated by the

plants and induces towards a strong, healthy

growth with beautiful leaf colour. If the

layers are being wintered in 3-inch pots, the

largest of them may by this time be pot-

bound. If so, they will be all the better for a

shift into 4-inch or even 5-inch pots. I then

leave these plants to the last when the final potting

is done, by which time the roots are already

filling up the new soil. The compost to be used

for this temporary repotting, however, must be

similar to that prepared for the final potting,

because presumably the roots are in a strong,

healthy condition and can assimilate the more
nourishing materials supplied.

Plants fn the open need but

little attention at present. A
dusting of soot (not fresh from the

chimney) now and again will help to

keep sparrows off, and the beds

should be kept clear of weeds.

Where the common Chickweed
abounds, it is not sufficient to pull

up the plants and leave them on

the surface, as they have the power

of catching hold of the soil again

and the stem roots itself freely on

the under side along its whole

length, thus practically replanting

itself with sufficient success to

mature seed in a few weeks' time.

This prolific weed seems to be par-

ticularly abundant in well-culti.

vated soil, and is a perpetual

nuisance in gardens.

As many growers extend their

collections of Carnations at this

time, I might give particulars of a

few of the newer sorts which are

well worth procuring. Fair Ellen

and Othello I have spoken of in

previous notes, and they must be

represented in every first-class selec-

tion. Mrs. Arthur Cruwys is a fine

new fancy of Persephone type

;

but, from what I have seen of the

growth and habit, a better doer

than the older flower. The brilliant

cerise markings on a dark mauve
ground make up a flower which

appeals to all who love those

daring combinations of colour the

Carnation is sometimes capable of

producing. Induna is a new dark

self, the flower finely formed

and well held up on a stiff stem.

The latest addition to the scarlet

selfs. Fiery Cross, I have not

seen in flower, so cannot speak

with authority. If it is sunproof there is

room for it, for I believe it has strong

growth and an excellent petal. My Clove is

worth including for its scent. The flower is large

without being coarse, a delicate rose in colour,

but not quite constant, sometimes coming paler

with a suffusion of lavender. Rosetta is a first-

class novelty, intensely bright rose pink, with

perfect shape, and gained distinction at last

year's Southampton Show.

For those starting to grow Carnations and

anxious to have a really first-rate lot of plants

chosen from the older varieties, I can strongly

recommend the following : White, Bookham

White and Furthest North
;

yellow. Daffodil,
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Mrs. Elliot Douglas and Solfaterre under glass,

Border Yellow for outdoors ;
pale pink, Annie

Laurie and Innocence (add Lady Roscoe if a blush

white is wanted) : salmon pink, Salmonea and

Mrs. Robert Gordon ; apricot and buff shades,

Robert Bruce, Mrs. G. Jones, Mrs. Robert Morton,

Mrs. G. A. Reynolds and Dora BHck ; orange,

Elizabeth Shiffner ; rose. Beau Nash and Rosy

Morn ; red, Fujiyama ; scarlet, Brilliant, Jean

Douglas and Robert Berkeley—this is a weak

class, as the colour burns badly. Miss Willmott

niight be included here, though it is more of a

coral red; the blooms are perfect in shape and

verv bright. Crimson, Mrs. George

Marshall, Gordon Douglas and

Helen Countess of Radnor ; deep

crimson, Hercules, The King and

Henrv Brett ;
niaroon, ZiUu and

Agnes Sorrel ; old rose. Miss Rose

Josephs and Unique ; lavender and

grey, Ellen Douglas, Evangeline

and Greyhound ; fancies. Lord

Kitchener, Mrs. Andrew Brother-

stone, Daisy Walker, Virginia,

.Edenside, Centurion, Mrs. H. L.

Hunt, Mrs. P. W. Owen, Pasquin,

Skirmisher, Queen Eleanor, Mont-

rose, John Ridd, Linkman. Lieu-

tenant Shackl^ton, Caprice and

Forester.

I have named these at random

and from memory, and doubtless

have missed some favourites ot

other growers', but the foregoing are

all good sorts and would form a

valuable collection for even the

most enthusiastic cultivator. 1

think 1 might have added The

Begum to the list of fancies ; it

mav not be everybod>''s flower.

NOTES FROM A COUNTY DOWN GARDEN

A

but it is extremely

nice dwarf grower.

prett\ and

SWEET PEA
MONEYMAKER

In ray opinion I am inclined to

put Moneymaker at the top of

all white Sweet Peas, for the very

simple but incontrovertible reason

that it is the sweetest of them.

Alas ! Sweet Peas nowadays walk

by sight and i)ot by smell, and so

Mother o' Pearl is still ungrown

and unlisted, although in the

class for scent in 1913 or 1914

it was easily the most fragrant..

At the beginning of last season

I kept noticing something par-

ticularly sweet whenever Sweet

Peas were put in my study,

and as I only had some eight or ten varieties it was

an easy matter to "spot" the variety whence

came the splendid spicy smell. King White,

which was my white second string, was simply
" not .in it." nor were any of the coloured ones

—

Mother o' Pearl, of course, excepted. All through

the season I kept testing my Sweet Peas for sweetness

by asking visitors to close their eyes for a moment
and tell me which of the two small bunches

(Moneymaker always being one) that I held under

their noses was the sweetest. It was always

Moneymaker. Ergo, if anyone wants a Sweet

Pea with a particularly pleasing scent, let him

try Moneymaker. Joseph Jacob.

I write the wind is roaring through What a " taking " little girl " Anne Amateur "

the trees, and the moon occasionally
;

appears in her portrait of fifty years ago ! Quite

breaks throu.gh the clouds, giving fitful
j

as charming -are her notes in The Garden of

flashes uf light. We are. concerned
^

to-day, and when I read " Fifty Years' Recollec-

about some trees we have planted to-day ; tions of Christmas Decorations " I think how many
as to whether they will be blown out of the ground white Camellias, alas ! are being worn this year.

or not. I was much interested in the illustration
;

We had a lo-inch pot of Schizostylis coccinea

of Mistletoe on a Pear tree, which appeared in The for our Christmas flowers last year, and think

Garden of December 30. Now this is the one this flower should be more used than it is, always

/ remembering it requires even treat-

ment, not a- very hot room, and
then 32° Fahr.

The method ot burying Brassicas

head downwards seems to me ts>

be a most excellent one, especially

if one has too many plants of the

same sort and wishes for a long

succession.

What a wonderful man is Sir

Frank Crisp ! The photograph

given was most interesting to me,

as I see he is a fellow-lawyer and
has gardening for his hobby.

Believe me, this is the hobby par

excellence for the sedentary brain-

worker, the hobby which compels

one to take the open air whether

one likes to do so or not.

I wandered into the woods here

recently and was delighted with

their internal beauty and colour,

even in the winter season. The
bronze and purple leaves of the

Beech were like a carpet, inter-

spersed here and there with a

tracery of Ferns and single plants

of Primrose. Several cascades

were falling with a silver sparkle,,

and a sweet murmur of sound

pleasant to the ear in the still-

ness and the dark rocks covered

with mosses completed the picture.

Wordsworth's lesson could be read

here, and I pitied and thanked our

gallant lads in the trenches who
are ensuring such a peace as this

for us.

If one wishes to obtain a stock oi

that popular rock plant Aubrietia,

it IS very interesting to get a packet

of mixed seed and sow it in a pan.

One sometimes gets some very-

good results, and may possibly

come on a novelty. I remember
some years ago obtaining a little

gem which used to bloom right

through the winter. Another

plant of a dwarf size is .Arenaria balearica, the

Creeping Sandwort, also the species montana,

both of which should be grown quite as frequently

as the .Arabis, .Alyssums and Rock Cresses one

constantly sees in small rock gardens. The hardy

Cyclamens are also worthy of notice, and these

written a rather weird, short novel in which the I
can all be raised from seed, sown preferably about

Mistletoe and its ancient Druidical rites are set
j

the month of May. It is surprising how sturdy

out. I am often confronted with the question
j

all these seedlings are if the seed is sown in good

as to whether Mistletoe growing on Apple trees ' fibrous turfy loam with a little compost from an

prevents their fruitfulness or not. The Editor
j

old hotbed and a trace of sand. They never seem

assures me that he believes it does, and I agree I to- go back, and even if pulled out by birds soon

with him. So grow your Mistletoe on old trees
;

recover if replanted. This seems to be a good

which are useless for fruit. ' time to strike cuttings of Chrysanthemums, and

THE CREEriNG SANDWORT (.\RENARIA H.VLE.\RICA)

A ROCKY WALL FACING NORTH.
CLOTHING

tree on which my old friend. Mr. W. H. Phillips,

the eminent Fern enthusiast, of this town always

assured me he could never get Mistletoe to grow.

He has been growing Mistletoe for at least

sixty years, and the Pear and the Oak always

failed to his attempts. James Lane Allen has
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Ilu-y ina\' l)t:

or frame with

pnts or pans

inirl; ill a cold jjreenliouse

a hand-glass placed over the

but a little heat is, I see,

preferred to quicken up the rooting process. A
1. it her curious thing arises with regard to the

lime ol llowcring. It appears that the earliest-

strucU plants flower later tlir.n those struck later;

that is to say, cuttings struck in November and

Deecmlier flower later than those struck in January

.ind l-ebriiary. This seems contrary to reason,

.Mill if any readers w.sh to pursue the subject

luriher they should get the journal ,of the Royal

lloiiiculturMl Society for May, 1016. and see

ihe article 011 "The Early ]''loweringChrysanthe-

iiiimi," iiv Robert I'ife. He does not profess to

e\pl.iiii liii-matter. Perhaps some reader'^

of The (Iakden could do ^o.

HnlvK'i^nd.Cn. Dou-ii. VV. Sjnru.

WHITE BROCCOLI &
THEIR CULTIVATION

in 'the spring months, vi/., that the plants should

be as large as possible before the winter comes

on, when growth, of course (as a general rule),

ceases, and that they should be as hard as possible,

so ?s to be uninjured by very severe frosts. To
obtain these desired ends there .ire three things

which are necessary — a long growing period,

a soil sufficiently but not too abundantly fur-

nished with plant food, and a soil that has been

well consolidated, so as to secure good rooting

without an excessive root-run, i^uch as .woiud be

made in -i rich, loose soil.

Sowing the Seed.—To obtain a long growing

period the seed should be sown early—that of the

November and December sorts in M.irch. the

IN

lu.'uiy gardens, and. indeed, in

market est.ablishments as well, failiiri'

is often expenencetl in growing good

white Broccoli and in maintaining a

good supply of large white " heads"

over a long period. To a great extent

this failure is due to a wrong perception

ol the principles involved, and it is t<

try to make the matter slightly more

clear that this article is penned.

White Broccoli .are closely allied to

C.iiiliflowers, with one vital diffei'euce

between the two races, viz.. that the

latter wll n^r stand a winter in our

climate, whue ui most ordinary winters

and under good management the former

will survive. The benefit derived from

lliis characteristic of the Broccoli is, ot

lonrsc, that it is possible, with care, to

get a supply of " heads" from the optni

ground from November finwards till well

intr June, and thus In link up with the

late autumn Cauliflowers on xiie '»iie li,uid,

and the early Cauliflowers from plants

wintered in frames on the other.

With those which come into use before

Christmas no particular difficulty is e.\-

pcrienced, except that the plants should

lint be'forccd along by heavy dressings

I f manure, so as to get too soft and in a

condition to be damaged by any severe

Irosi which may come during^that period.

Between Christmas and M.arch, however,

we must expect some severe frosts,

on many occasions very severe, and

this is a factor to be recognised in

sideration of the question. Another

portant point, also connected with the weather

conditions, is that as soon as the wmter is

fairly gone and milder conditions prevail, growth

of all kinds of vegetation proceeds at a very

r.ipid rate, particularly in that portion of its

.ictivities which is connected with flowering.

The effect of this upon such a biennial as the

Broccoli is to cause even the smallest plant to

proceed to form the flower, " head," " curd,"

or whatever may be the grower's name for it,

rather than to make grcwth in girth of stem and

in general increase in size. It will thus readily

be seen that there are two essential points to be

observed in growing good Broccoli, particularly

PERPETU.\L-FLO\VERING C.\RX.\TTON RED ENSIGN

any con-

ery im-

January. February and March sorts in April,

and the later varieties riot later than the first week

in May. The seed should be sown very thinly

in dr-ill? 9 inches ap.art, and, if it is possible, the

plants should be pricked out about three inches

apart as soon as they can be safely handled. On
no account must the plants be allowed to get

" leggy." If it is not convenient to prick them

out, then they should be planted straight out

as soon as possible, the shorter " leg " they

have and the closer thej' sit to the ground the

better.

Preparing the Soil.— if the ground has had

to be freshly dug or ploughed for the crop, it

should be trodden or rolled several times (of course,

in suitable weather) till it attains a road-like

solidity before the plants are set out. A most
successful grower of January Broccoli thus rclls

and re-rolls his land, and if the holes for the pl.-uits

need to be made with an iron bar, the better

pleased is be, since his experience tells him that

the result in the end is better. On any but the

poorest soils no nitrogenous m.^nure should be

applied lor this crop ; but if it is possible, th.

preceding crop occupying the land should have

received a good dressing of a complete manure,
so as to supply the necessary phosphoric a, 'id

and potash as well as nitrogen.

Treatment in Spring.—.As soon, however, as the

danger of ver\' severe frosts is over in the spring,

steps should be taken to secure as much growth of leaf

.and curd as possible, and to that end two
or three dressings of sulphate of ammonia
It intervals of about ten days should be

!;iven, using in all abmit three hundred-

weight per acre during the time. Very
great advance has been made during the

last few years in the production of new
varieties, and there is now a very great

number of excellent strains from which
to make a selection. For November use,

to follow .\utunm Giant Cauliflower,

there are strains of Sell-Protectnig and

Michaelmas White which come in for

this early winter use. Following these

we have Winter Mammoth, a lovely

white head for mid-December anc*

Christmas. For January and February

there are two fine varieties of a lovely

type, giving the purest white curd, viz..

Superb Early White and Snow White.

For March the general variety in use is

Le.amington, but this is a little inclined to

come somewhat yellow in colour. There

is, however, an improved variety called

Perkins' Champion which is not open

10 this objection, but comes quite

white in the curd, though perhaps it

is a week or two later than Leaming-

ton in coming in.

Of all the Broccoh, perhaps those latest

to come in in May are the most appreciated

iiiid sought after. Late Queen .and Latest

of All are both excellent in quality. Some
of the finest strains of late Broccoli, how-

ever, are not in commerce, being in the

hands of market-men, who have been

selecting and re-selecting the stock for

the last two or three generations, and
from whC'm it is impossible to beg or buy
even a single seed. In c<iurse of time,

however, these will doubtless pass into

the seedsmen's hands, when several

late strains, later than anything at

present in commerce, will be added

to our list of useful varieties.

Pilgrim's Hatch, Essex. F. W. Hammond.

/

CARNATION RED ENSIGN
Tins new Perpetual-flowering Carnation supplies

a long-felt want among these delightful flowers.

The colour is a very bright scarlet of a light rather

than a deep shade. As may be judged from the

accompanying illustration, the blooms are very

large and of good substance ; it might also be

mentioned that the variety has a good bushy

habit. At the winter exhibition of the Perpetual-

flowering Carnation Society held in London last

month. Red Ensign proved to be one of the great

attractions, and it received an award of merit. It

was shown by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield.
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SOWING PEAS
As soon as weather permits early Peas

may be - own in the opeii on well-drained

soil. The ground should be deeply trenched

and enriched with well - decayed farmyard

manure, for the Pea is a very deep rooting plant

and a gross fee.der. The soil cannot be too deeply

worked, although the sour subsoil must never be

lirought to the surface, for neither Peas nor any
other crop will grow satisfactorily in it. The sub-

soil should be dug up and left at the bottom of

the trench. It is a mistake to bury the manure
in a thick layer. By all means apply well-decayed

manure, but let it be incorporated with the soil

as the ground is turned over. After a few days

the soil will settle and seed sowing may commence.
It is well to sow in shallow trenches, as this affords

protection for the seedlings. A light sprinkling of

bone-meal and a littlq prepared soil from the

potting shed, although not absolutely necessary,

will give the seedlings a fair start in life. It is

just as well to take the precaution of rubbing the

seeds in red lead before sowing, and where m'ce

abound traps should be set for
'
them. With

Peas, as with all other seeds, it is a common fa'ling

to sow too thickly. Considering that the seedlings

should be thinned out to about 3 inches apart,

it is very wasteful to sow as thick as Mustard

and Cress. However, it is advisable to sow iwice

as thick as the plants are to remain—that is to say,

the seeds should be about i J inches apart—and each

shallow trench should contain a double row.

The seedlings in their very early stages must be

protected from birds either by Pea guards or by
placing strands of black thread criss-cross over the

rows. This should be done immediately after

sowing.

For an early gathering on a sheltered sunny

border Pilot is one of the very best. For a succes-

sion, Duke of Albany, Quite Content, Gradus and

Discovery are reliable ; while Rearguard, Glad

stone and Autocrat are hard to beat as late

varieties.

BEETROOT CRIMSON GLOBE
Globb Beetroots have been so much improved in

recent years that some of the better varieties

seem quite equal to the tap-rooted Beetroots,

both in colour and flavour. Apart from improve-

ments that have been wrought among Globe

Beetroots, this useful vegetable possesses a great

advantage over tap-rooted Beetroots for cooking

purposes. It is sometimes necessary to shorten

very long roots in order to accommodate them

in the boiling pot. and this leads to what is known

as bleeding, with its consequent loss of colour

and flavour. It is usual to store the roots in

sand, and bleeding may also be caused by trimming

the foliage too close to the roots before storing.

Toogood's Crimson Globe is a shapely variety of

delicious flavour. It is essentially an early

variety for saladings, and should not be allowed

to remain too long in the ground, lest it loses

colour.

Referring again to the question of bleeding in

Beetroots, we observe that a new variety named

Non-bleeding is now being offered by seedsmen.

This vai.ety is said to possess the unique quality

of not losing its colour in any degree during

boiling (as is the case with all other Beetroots)

if the roots are cut or broken. Even if the roots

are cut in pieces before cooking, it is said that

the flesh remains deep blood red.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—For the earliest batch of plants sow
a pinih of seeds in a temperature of fio" and let
them remain there until the plants are through
the soil, when cooler quarters should be provided.
White Gem is a good variety for early use.

Cabbage.—Where the autumn-sown plants are
not promising, plants of such varieties as Earliest,
All Heart, or Favourite, raised from, seed sown
early in February in a cool house, will fill a
prcbable gap. and perhaps be appreriated
even if there is no shortness in the ordinary
crop.

Cauliflowers.—First Crop, Purity and .Magnum
Bonum are desirable varieties to sow early in
February in a temperature of 55°, growing them
on sturdily, and planting them out in a sheltered
position at the end of March

Rhubarb.—Now is

a good time to plant
roots that have been
forced in heavily
manured, deeply dug
soil. For strong-
growing sorts allow

4 feet between the
roots.

Turnips.—For the
earliest pulling of

roots sow seed of

Early Milan in a

frame of rich soil

over a mild hotbed.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nec-
tarines. — Crimplctf
the pruning of all

trees as fast as pos-
sible. Cut away all

weak, useless wood,
even at the expense
of leaving the trees

thin ; seldom are
they left too thin of

wood. .Vs a rule, they
are o v e r c rowded.
Shoots of the thict
ness of an ordinary
Cedar pencil give
large, well-ripened
fruit. Too many
poor crops could be
traced to overcrowd-
ing of the branches.
Freedom of develop-
ment of the leafage is

important in securing
plump flower - buds.
.\s the buds swell, see

that the roots are
sufficiently moist. Much more harm is done by
too dry a soil than the reverse.

Figs.—Complete the pruning and training of

trees against walls or under roofs, cutting away
freely all weak, useless shoots. Trees that made
too vigorous growth last season should have their

roots curtailed by pruning and withholding nitro-

genous manures. *

Strawberries.—Introduce plants as fast as

spare in the early vinery or Peach-house permits.

Thoroughly clear the plants of dead leaves, stir

the surface soil, and apply a sprinkling of bone-
meal if the pots are small and the crowns vigorous.

Vines pushing their buds should have a

sufficiency of atmospheric moisture, whether it

be by syringing the rods or damping the walls

and floors. There is really no advantage in

syringing the rods : the Vines break into growth
equally well without such aid. With such un-

congenial weather as we are now experiencing,

do not raise the night temperature beyond 60°

at this stage of growth.

The Herbaceous Border.

Renovating the Plants should be done towards
the end of the month, where it is not proposed

to re jlaut the whole. Free-gruwing siilijecls
iike Helianthus. Heleniums. Phloxes and Rud-
benkias quickly exhaust the soil about them
and become weak in the centre, and to keep
uo a maximum of flowers they need renovaiing.
Where the clumps are lar^'e, cut away freelv one
hilf, retaining the outer portions of the sni ker-
!ike growths. Replace the soil close to tiie routs
with a rich compost and half-decaved manure
'as the renovating proceeds and ('ij^ in some
manure in the open places for the lerefit of other
subjects that do not require individual renovation.

E. MOI.YXKUX
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmoft',' Hauls.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Mint.—It is advisable at this time to lift some
roots of this herb and plant them in boxes for
centle forcing. Place them on the floor of ,an

earlv vinery, and the young growths will soon be
ready for use.

Lettuce.—Where salading is in demand, a sowing
of Commodore Hutt should be made in a frame.

/

BEETROOT -CRIMSON GLOBE, AN EARLY \'ARIETY FOR SALADINGS.

For early crops this is a most desirable variety;
it is hardy and of excellent flavour. We find
Sutton's Favourite almost as early, but generally
sow it a week or so later for succession.

Radishes.—These should also be sown freely
in frames now. Earliest of .411 and White
Forcing prove most suitable among the Turnip-
shaped varieties : while those who favour the
long kinds should try Sutton's Earliest Frame
or Long White.

Mustard and Cress.—This delectable salad
is always appreiiated, and regular sowings should
be made in boxes. This method is most con-
venient at present, as a box may be moved to a
cooler house and the plants retarded at will.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Early Melons are always acceptable,
and an effort is generally put forth to have them
as early as possible ; but everyone is not so happily
situated as to command well-heated structures,
and so must delay their sowings until they
h.ave the additional advautage of sun-heat. Most
growers ha\e risked a sowing before now. Care
should be taken to examine the soil or sterilise

it, and S(^ eradicate such pests as wireworms
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and eelworms bt-fcjrc the plants are transffrred
to their fruiting quarlt-rs. The first crop is

generally grown in large pots; these, when filled

with a good fibrous loam and a sprinkling
of bone-meal and lime rubble, should he stood
for a few days in the house where the plants
are to grow, so that the chill may be taken
off the soil before the young plants arc finally
mo»ed into them.

Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—The most forward of these will
uovr be showing colour, and before moving them
into the conservatory thev should be slightlv
fumigated to rid them of aphis. The later lot

should now be potted on and kept growing freely.
Careful watering is still necessary.

Poinsettias.—As these useful stove shrubs
are now fading, they ought to be removed
to a house where the temperature will be about
50*. Here they may ha\'e their necessary season
of rest.

Retarded Spiraeas.—Where plants are in

demand for house decoration, these useful subjects
are much appreciated. One of the most satis-
factory of the pink varieties is Reubens. Grown
Uong with IVach Blossom and Queen .\le.Kandra
it is in full flower quite a fortnight in advance of
the other two, and continues in flower for a lengthy
period. It is of sturdier habit than either and a
brighter pink in colour.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Winter Spraying.—This important work may
now be proceeded with, as pruning will be practi-
cally finished among the hardy fruit trees. It

is essential that a calm day be chosen for the
work, as the least wind carries the fine spra\
away from the object aimed at. For a number
of years now we have used Bentley's Concentrated
Alkali for this purpose, with most gratifyini;
results. Old trees which were co\'ered with fungus
have now a clean, healthy and vigorous appearance,
for the alkali not only acts as a fungicide, but as
an insecticide as well. It is advisable for the
operator to use rubber gloves when spraying.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.— Pillar and climbing Koses generally
should now be pruned and the strongest growths
tied in. Where a few of the more delicate
varieties are grown, it is advisable to leave
them till about the middle of Mar,-h, when all

danger from very severe frosts will be past. Where
any further planting is anticipated, it ought to
be done during open weather before the end of
March. James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth. Bart.)

Coodham, Kilmarnock.

CELERY TRIALS AT WISLEY

The following awards have been made to Celery

and Celeriac by the Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society after trial at Wisley ;

AWARDS TO CELERY.

Awardi 0/ Merit.—Clayworth Prize Pink, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Sydenham,
Birmingham ; Clayworth Prize Pink, sent by
Messrs. Hurst, London ; Invincible White, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Dobbie, Edin-

burgh.

Highly Commended.—Early .Rose, sent by
Messrs. Hurst, London (A.M., igoo).; Incomparable

Crimson, raised, introduced and sent by Messrs.

Carter, Raynes Park, S.W. ; Matchless Pink,

raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. A. Dickson,

Belfast

AWARDS TO CELERIAC.

Highly Commended.—D?licatesse, introduced and
sent by Messrs. Barr, Taplow : Late Summer, sent

by Messrs. Barr, Taplow ; ordinary type, raised,

ntroduced and sent by Messrs. Sydenham,
Birmingham . Selected, raised, introduced and
sent by Messrs Sutton, Reading.

EDITORIAL NOTICES

Every department of horticulture is represented in The
Garden, and the Editor inrites readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they wish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

tntt he mill not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however^ mil he taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor
asks that the price re//uired for repradurtinn be plainly stated.

It must be distinctly understnod that urily the artunl photo-

grapher or owner of the copyrinht trill hf treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publiration in The Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices: 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUE^T'ONS AND AN^WE^*:.—TAf Editor endeavours

to make The Garpkn h''lpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardenint may be,

and ufith that ohiect makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " cnfumns. All communications should be

clearly and conciseh/ icriften on one side of the paver only,

and addressed to the EniTOR of THE Garden. 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Carden. Tendon, W.C. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

gueru is sent, eaah should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp nrnss or moss, not cotton-ipool. and fiowerivq

shoots, where possible, should he sent. It is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on l»isiness should be sent to the Publisher.

TRFRS AND SHRUBS.
LAURTISTINUS NOT FLOWERING (/). P. B.^.^It

is Ttrnbfihlo tlmt ynnr T.aiinictinii'i plants wnuUl h'ossnni
In'ttor wiTi' the siilwnil hr(ik<'n im benrnth th'^'ni. It

niav hp tlmt tlm snb«nil is vf-rv bard anti dnf^i not allow
bfnvv rain to soak awav wr-M, tbf wfitrr Ktandina about
tbo roots and niakintr tbc soP cold. That won'd he nii'te

cnouGb to paii<tp tb'' biidi* to fait. As thr plants aro othpr-
wiso hpa'thv. it niii^t bp sorpp rniitp local condition that
ra««ps the bud sto drop. Yon cannot do piorp than von
bavp done to make vonr plants of Iris stvlosa flower :

thp position oiisbt to suit Wwvo wpll. It would, bowpver.
bp a good plan to takp a licbt out durina tbp pvonfnK aid
pink off anv shie^ tliat arp injurinir flowprs or Icavps. Bv
surroundini; the plant>> with sawdust many sluns may be
kcjit awav.

PRUNING CAMELLIAS IE. de L.^.—U if is uccpasarv
to prunp the ('ann^Mia^. this operation sbou'd bp carripd
out dirpctiv the flowers arc over. At the same time, wp
fliipstion verv much wbptlipr von will find it advantatrcous
to subipct thpni to ini'pb pnmintr. As the p'ants arp
vcrv o'd, vou will find if tbpv are cut back into the hard
wood that some of tboni at least will brpak out weaktv.
so that vou wi'l havp »*carcplv anv flowprs ncKt vear.
and qnite po^siblv hut a limited number the vear fo'low-
iu2. It mav he that vour plants arp crowded witli a
^rcat manv shoots too weak to flowpr. in which case thev
Plight be improved bv a thinnine out of anv old and
exhausted wood. Genorallv speakinq. Camellias need
but little pruninc. \mless a branch nr two outgrows the
rest or there is a erowd of weak shoots.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE QUERIES CR. C. S.V—1. If possible, allow a

foot of space from the stem of standards and lia'f-stan-
dard? : rather more than less would be preferahtp. 2.

A 20od fa-st-CTTowins iRanibler for vonr shed would he
.Ampricaii PiMar. Polyponum baldscbuanicum is niiink
CTOwina. Pvraeantha and Cpanothus are slow 2rowin!,.
but thev would look niep iie^ween two fast-srowiiiG; sub-
ject.s. "We are always pleased to help our readprs.

VAPORITE FOR WIREWORM (T. W. L.).—J. You
will do well to dress vour land with this useful funiigant
It is best to fork it into the soil two or three weeks before
plantiPK the Potatoes, and at the rate of lib. to pverv
8 snuare varrts of land. 2. Pranina old necipcted Rosp
bushes.—It is not wisp to prune back all the old erowth:
but vou niav pnuie baek. sav. two-thirds to 5 inches or
B inches and retain voupet wood on th' others for this season.
Of cour.SP. the yonna wood mav be pruned back prpttv
hard ; but with vifforons irrowers, such as Hush Dickson,
leave some of the last summer's growths fi inches to
12 inches lone if thev arc well ripenpd. ^. No : do
pot prune Irish Elegance ; merely top the Growths.
Wp have a plant some 5 feet hich and as nuieh throuch.
and we oniv iust. top the growths. Now and ttien a
vcrv old OTOwth is cut clean out to induce young wood
to grow from the base.

KITCHFN GARDFN.
TRANSPLANTING FRENCH BEANS (learner).- The

lesson from the contradictory and vague directions yoH
quote is that grcut care must be exercised in transplanting

French F.eans'. There is no need to transplant t-hpn\ for

the main crop, and in your mild district there is little

fear of frost damaging them if they are sown outdoors
in the middle of April. They are a little hardier than the

Scarlet Runner. If you want an earlier crop to transplant

outdoors, sow 2 inches apart in a cold frame placed in a
sunny position arly in April, and transplant Into a sheltered

si. nation in the second week in May, shading from the
sun for a few days after transplanting and protecting from
frost by means that will readily occur to yon. Tf tills

is done, the seedlings must be given air as soon »s they
are up, and be more and more exposed until transplanting
time conies, so as to " harden " them, i.e., cause the leaves

to form a thicker cuticle than they would do in close

conditions. Lift them carefully with a trowel, or if the
soil used was turfv, pull it carefully to pieces, keeping a
ball of soil about the roots. We fear directions given
in gardening books are often vague, because they are

written by skilled practitioners of the processes dcBcribed,

who do not aUow for lack of knowledge of details in others

which they, because of their familiarity, never realise.

In this case the important thing in transplanting is to

move the plants without breaking tlic roots to an injurious

extent This is very difficult if they have been

growing for more than five weeks under the conditions

described, and it is not worth attempting unless an early

crop, say, at the end of June, is desired.

MISCRLLANEOUS.
A HOME-MADE WEED-KILLER {Amnleur).—A weed-

killer can be manufactured as follows ; Dissolve lib. of

powdered arsenic in 3 gallons of cold water; boll well,

keeping the mixture well stirred. Add 7 gallons of cold

water and 21b. of crushed soda ; stir well and boil, then

apply the mixture during dry weather. This ought to

prove effective tor the purpose in view, though a good

deal depends upon the character of the drive.

DESTROYING SLUGS (Nemo).—We cannot think

that cither copper sulphate or Bordeaux mixture would
be of the slightest use as a " slugicide " (horrid word 1).

If bran or middlings (both of which slugs will eat when
moist) arc treated with an arsenical poison, they may
be placed near the haunts of the pests, but are not likely

to be effective outdoors. Indoors, Lettuce leaves or

pieces of Potato are almost equally effective if laid near

the haunts of the slugs. The methods of dealing with

slugs outdoors depend largely upon making the conditions

unpleasant for them, and such tilings as lime, alum,

Sanitas and the like placed about plants need frequent

renewal, for the weather acts upon and destroys them.
The use of ammonia is not to be advocated ;

even diluted

solutions are very poisonous and very penetrative. The
action of a substance used for poisoning a slug is totally

different from that of a fungus poison ; there is really

no analogy between the two.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—J. K.—Ilex Aquilolium var.

scotica. The berries do not belong to it, and are probably

those of Crat:egus Crus-gaili.

The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—We
are glad to announce that all of the candidates,

sixteen in number, will be elected at the annual

general meeting, and that no poll will be necessary.

The meeting will take place at Simpson's,

too, Strand, London, on February g at threeo'clock.

This Fund, which was founded in 1887, is carrying

on the beneficent work of providing for the healthy

upbringing and starting in life of helpless orphan

rhildren. Contributions are needed, and should

be sent to the secretary, Mr. Brian Wynne,

19, Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, London,

W.C.
Lecture on War Vegetables.—Mr. C. P. Ayre,

J. P., a well-known Hertfordshire cultivator, took

the chair at an interesting lantern lecture delivered

at Letchmore Heath, Herts, by Mr. Edwin Beckett,

V.M.H., on '• Increased Production of Vege-

tables." A series of slides dealing with vegetable

culture were exhibited during the evening, among

which were several recently taken of scenes at

Aldenham Park, where about thirty acres of

rough pasture land are being ploughed up for

vegetable culture, to which we shall refer in our

next issue. After the lecture Mr. Kent of Letch-

more Heath offered the use, rent free, of twenty

ten-pole plots for cultivators unable to obtain

ground near their homes, and added that he would

give two prizes in connection with the plots.
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SO C I ET I E S

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting hold on January ;?0 was aniona
the smallpst we ever remembor, the inteu'^ely coUI aiul

severe weather being larti'^ly responsible for this. Only
two exhibits caiae before the lloral eommittee. an 1 four
before the Orchid committee. No new plant received
-any award on this oeca«>ion.

Orohid Committef,

Present • Sir Jeremiah Colman (chairman). Sir Harry J.
Veitch. and Messrs, J. O'Brien, J. Wilson Potter. F. J,

Hanburv. Pantia Ralii. E. R. Ashton, J. E. Shiej, J.

Charlesworth, A Dye. S. W. Florv and R. A. Rolfe
The loveiy series of Odontoglossum hybrids staged by

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tu nbri dgo Wei I s, was
of a rao^^t interesting charaeter and a sourer^ of much
attraction. The variety of shades, too. was rerivirlcib'e.

A'olable varieties in a most fascinating set wnve O. eximium
variety. O. ardentillus var. violacea (reddish violet with
white tipg). O. giiUv^ii':; (miroon. irregilarly mublei
white, quite a delightful form), O. Peerless var. Rotunda
<clpar white ground with sha ling of choco'ate) and O.
Peerless Magpie. Of Odoutioda Madeline two forms were
shown—one of tawnv orange with yeliow unl^r'av, th"
othr-r having segments tipped with pi!est primrose and
almost scarlet blotches, both very distinct.

M's^rs. Charlesworth and Co.. Ha 'ward's H-^ath.
siiowed L[»'lio-Cattleya S'-rbia, Cattleva Clotho, C. TrianT.
Odo.itioda Flo -nee (wh .i- grou id with enp msmirMn
cht^qn^rin^), and a nic^ e.xamp e of Odantoglossum crispum
Xanthotes (white witli yellow crest).

Messrs. Hassall and Co.. Snuthgite, N., contributed a
nice series of Cvmbi liuins, the best being the sev:?ral

forms of C. Sybil, of wiiich four were on view. One wis
<'.oIoured waxy white, another white with heavily fr.'ckled
crimson lip, and anotlier with pale pink Howeis and
crimson lip.

From Messrs. SandiT and Sons came the white Cattleya
Freda Sander. Cymbidium Chaffinch (h ush white, red
markings) and Cypripedium Acta;us var. Radium (a sturdy-
Jooking variety).

Fi.oRAi Committee.

Present: H. B. Mav, E^(|. fchiirman). and !Vr"ssrs.

J. Green. G. Harrow, C. R. I-'lelder. J. Heal. W. Hnwr'.
J. F. McLeod, E. A. I^lowles. A. Turn-^r. J. Uiekso-i. C.
Dixon, H. J. Jones. C. E. Pearson, H. Cowlev. W. P.
Thomson, G. Paul. G. Reuthe. J. Hudson and E. H.
Jenkins.

Messrs. .\llwood Brothers, Havward's Heath, con
tribute 1 a nice lot of Carnations, including Mandarin
(yellow-ground fancy). Triumph * (criminn). Bishton
Wonder fheiiotropt^ fancy). White Mav Dav, Wivelsfi-'kl
White, and Destiny, the new cerise, which was quite goo)
among m.anv sorts.

Messrs. R. F. Felton and Son, Hanover Square, showe 1

cut slirubs. making a fine display of the higiily decorativi-
Eucalyptus resinifera. whose branches were fu'l of tl:-^

To.-y scarlet bu.ls almost readv to expmd. A show/ lot
of yellow Acficia wiis also on view.

Messrs. Horb'^rt Chapman, Limited, Rye, had tii"

houoxir of exhibiting the fir>t Narcis^ of tlie year. i)ots

of a white seedling from Mountain Maid as yet unname 1

being shown. A pretty cyelaminpus hybrid frhni th •

same source, with freesias, was also on a iew.
A new seed ing A.pple, a cross between \A ellingtoT} an 1

Peasgood's Nonsuch, was shown by Jlessrs. Seahroolc
^nd Sons, Chelmsford.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The annual general meeting of tlie above institution and
election of an'mitants on the funds took pace on
January 23 at Simpson's Restaurant, Strand. London.
Sir Harry J. Vriieli. eliairman and treasurer, presided
over a very smoll gitln-ring. The report of the committee
for tlie year was read by the secretary, Mr. G. J. Ingram,
from whieh we take the following extracts :

At the coinmrncement of the year there were 2fi5

annuitants, viz., 152 men and 113 widows, receiving an
annual amount of it4.S4S. To-dav the cotnmittee propose
to the subscribers to add by election eighteen applicaiits
from an approved list of sixty-four candidates. They
very deeply regret that they are unable to advise a greater
number, especially as some of these candidates have been
asking for the inslitution's help for some years jiist •

but with an i'leom" diniinisliing on account of tlw sad
times thronih which we are pas'^ing. and not. knowing
what the immeli-iie future may bring, thev feel it is

desirabli* to b'^ very cnutious in the administration of th
funds. But wlii e tlirv are sorry that so manv dt^s.Tvinir

cases should have to wait for another year at least before
they can receive the onged-for annuity, the committc'
are very thai.kfnl to have the means of assisting man-
of tlie vrrv necessitous easns through the two iuva'uab'-
special funds, viz., the Victoria Kra and the Good
Samaritan, the inconi from each of which is d''vnted
in the one case to assisting those unsuccessful candihiff
who formerly had been contributors to 'the funds of th
institution, and in the otlier case to temporarilv helpiiiLi

deserving app ictiiits in distress through illness or sonv
other misfortune. .T'lr iiiterest only derived from
Invested funds is avii'ah'i' f-ir thf^sf two purposes.

In moving th- adoption of the report and balance sliee)

Sir Harrv V-itch said tint tliey met that aftirnonn with
mixed feelings. The losses th'^ institution bail sustained
during the vear wre vrv much more serious than usual.
The late Mr. N. N. Sherwood, one of their trustees, had
been a great personal friend of his for many vears. ?fe
was glad to say that Mr. Siierwood's --ou, Mr. Edward
Sherwood, was following in his father's footsteps, and
gave pronuse of doing a great deal of good ; they welcomed
with enthusiasm the work he had already begun ; but

CATAT.O^irES RECErVEU.
K. Webb and Sons. Wordsley, Stourbridge : Seeds.

James Carter and Co.. Raynes Park, S.VV. : Seeds.

J. R. Peai-son and Sons, The Nurseries. Lowdham, Xotts :

Seeds and Sundries.
Wil iam Cutbush and Son. Highgite, X.: Seeds.
But and Sons. King Street. Covent Garden. W.C. : Seeds.

R. H. Bith. Limitei, Th> Floral l-'.inn^, .Wisbech : Seeils.

Tioiood and Sjus, Southampton: Soeds.
Djb'bie and Co., lilimonr'n : Seed* aa 1 Plants.

T. H. Dipnall. Tne Sh^lley'Swe-^t Pea Earm. near Hadleigh,
S iffolk : Sw.'r-t P.'is pad Saap Iragons.

B -es. lamited. Mill Street. Livcrpo^'L : Seeds,
Sutton and Sons, R-ading : Seeds.

J Stormonth and Son, Kirkbride. Carlis'e : Vegetable and
Ftower Seeds.

'The War Office notifies that frmn now onward all papers
'posted in any neutral European country trill he stopped.

except those sent by publishers and newsa<ients irho have

obtnncd special permission fro7n the War Ofliee. Such
permission hae been granted to THE Gakden, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Dennntrk. Holland, Norway,
Sireden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Rjumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

*,* The Yearhi Subscription to THE GARDEN is Inland
6,s\ (W. ; Fnrrif/n. 8,s, Orf.

no one could ever quite fll! the place rendered vacant
by tlie loss of Mr. N. N. Sherwood. Then there was
Mr. Baker, tl^eir vice-cliairman. a man who was always
a warm supporter of the institution Then- were others
whose death wouul affect the prosperity of the institution

but lie mentioned tho-^e two as being amoim tUAr most
intimate co. leagues. The present unfortnaiite circum-
stances were having an inP.ueuee on the fun i-;. He did
not wish the m.-etiiig to uaderstani that the (iaaneial

position WM anvtiiingbut soun 1 -ii w.is p:M-feei!y sound —
but, at the sanif time, they ha 1 to face the faet that the
institution lia 1 to reckon witli a diminishing income.
Sir Harry referred to the exc^lent work done by the
local audliaries, particularly Worcester and Reading,
and paid a warm tribute to those who had thrown open
th.'ir gardens to the pub ic an.l given the proceeds to the
institution. He cone. u led by referring to the efficiency

of their secretary. Mr. Ingram, who for som:^ montlis
past liad carried on the work without an assistant. Tlie

motion for adoption was seconded by Mr. Howard
(Purfleet) and carried unanimously.
Ou the motion of Mr. W. A. Bilney, Mr. Edward

Sherwood, a sincere friend of the institution, was e.eet.-d

a trustee in the piace of his father, now deceased. Mr.
Ingram was re-eieeted secretary for the twenty-fifth time.
Messrs. A. Baiiock, David Fleming, John Jaques. John

[

Jennings, Do'naid McDonald, Sir Fred. Moore. Arthur
W. Sutton, Owen Thomas and George Woodward, wlio
retired by rotation, were re-elected members of the
committee; and Mjs^rs. H. G. Alexander ani Jame^ L.
liinneii were eiectcd members of the committee in the
p.ace^ of iMr. George Wythes and Mr. \V. Y. Baker,
deceased.

Result of Election.

There were sixty-four eandiiates, and tlie committee
reeo.a.u Mided the election of ei^teea of th:se. The
following were sueeesshil : Abb;'y, George. 5.845 ;

J'"irqLiiiir. Jane G.. 4,-ilVt ; Val aiice. Abram, 4.;iii'.' ;

Caselton, G.'orge L,. i.-iOJ.: Edwards, Jessie. ;i.s:il :

(Urdng, Thomis. :i.75i» ; Truelov^^ William. :i.7j;i ;

Cannon, Sarali M.. ti.TlO; Murray, John, o,(i7-l- ; Peiiton.
Jdm-»s, 3,fl3j ; Ciavdon. John, 3.557; B/rne, Henrv.
3,50S; Evans. llich.irJ. ;i.472 ; Stoniird, K-nily A., :t.437 ;

Lockyer, John. 3.244 : Jinks. E iza, 8, '241 ; Hinton,
George, 3,235; I'pton. E izabsth, 3,122. Fodowlng
the dec.aration of the pod, Mr. George Monro moved that

the candidate George Wilson be eiected a pensioner by
reso iitioa, owing to the special circum>tances surroun ling

his casi^ This was secoiid:.'d b^' .Mr. Jani'^ Tin Istm.

and carried. Mr. Monro further sal.l chat tn- candidate
A.bert Harding was in ,very hard case, and offered a

sum of £10 for the benefit of this candidate. It was
aiso announced that Mr. Arthur W. Sutton deslri'd to

give a sum of £2i) in order to place upon the fun 1 the
candidate Edwin Tough. This completed the business

of elections.

GARDEN BEAUTIFUL
ALTHOiJGH every gardener keen to he'p the

country will grow venetables extensively this

season, there sh uldyet be a tloral space to gladden
the sen=es. In both vegetable and floral tardens
Hckfiird's S-eds will give yon the very best results

because th y are high class fresh seed guaranteed
to gei niinate.

ECKFORD'S
GIANT SWEET PEAS
\ou will m-0(i nn abundance of flowers for the ho-ju-als, etc.

Eckfori's Swe it P as and other Floral
Beauti s will pi-ovide the cutang.

"
I :
" Collection, 10/-

(Exhibitor'siof Giant Sweet Feas. Sfl exquisite Waved
Varieties 20 septls of each, seraratt- and named. A
splendid Tanse of colour, and will provide an enorirrons

«iunntiiy of cutting, '0/- Posl Free foi- Ca

'»rs" Collection, 5/6
(Exhibitor's! of Gi nt Sweet Peas. 24 exiiut ite W;ived
Varieties. 1: se^ds of each, separate ami namod. A
splendid lange of colour, and wiM pr .vide an enormous
lot of CJtting. 5/6 Post Free for Cash.

"
I i
" Collection, 2/9

(Exhibitor's) of Giant Sweet P 'as. Vl exqui ite Waved
Varieties, 12 see s of t ach. sep irate and named. A
tine ra"ge of colour, providin:^ a lot of cutiinj;, 2/9
Post Free fnr ash.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
Fckford's 1917 Cata'ofjue gives a full Ii t of the above

and other ;ollectioiis of -he newest va' ieties in addition

to a complete list of reliable Vegetable "^e ds.

HENRY ECKFORO, nfi'^^^i^
Dept. 62, Wem, Shropshire.

READY S OnTLY.

Vegetable Growing in War Time
By HERBERT COWLEY.

Editor of ' THE GARDEN.''

Sixpence nett, by post Eightpence.

The proprietors of "The Garden " have pleasure

in announcing the coming pubUcation of an invalu-

able booklet on the best methods of cultivating

Vegetables in the Kitchen Garden, Allotments or

Vacant Plots. Chapters are included on :—
_

Preparing the Ground, the Cultivation of

Potatoes, the Cab age Familv, Peas, Beans,

R ot and Stem Cr^ ps, Catch Crops, the right

treatmen of the Soil, etc.

Orders for this booklet should be sent to the Manager'
" roTTNTRY L'FR " Oftires 'i'l Th vi-^tock KtrePt London, W.C

Save your boots
when working in your garden
In these days when all must exercise the strictest

econdmy, the use of Clogs means a two-fold advantage
—a saving in money and a saving of health. Clogs

keep the leet dry and warm all day long. Nothing better

for outdoor work of all kinds. You can reduce

your footwear bill by half by wearing CALOR CLOGS.
No. C52g is linej irisiJe wiih moii i irini; ft- It ; leaiher strap up hack

The ii side strap protects tlie lining from
Invisible welts 5/11, post free

uf^dress

No. C 51a

5/-
No C 529

5/11
Post Free.

siJe
boih inside and outside.

_ __ tear and wear.

Ask fi'r ccf^y ff niir Caf-'lopit

W
sent fr -e

M. PATTERSON & SONS
BSQ. Overrate. D-ndee

Irons on
S' les

6d. more

All sizes for Men and Women same price

This two-buckle Cloe is made of strong grain
leather with neat sole of tough wood that

wears well.

Where " Reiser Wear" Ron's cntne from
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MAKE YOUR GARDEN KEEP YOU:

Extracts from letters received from pleased users:—

POTATOES:— " Did wonderfully well fT Potatoes. We took
fir-t prize for them. The man who had taken
first prize for miles round here previously had
to be contented with second. I never saw
such perfect ones. They were beautiful and
clean.

Eight roots lifted on June 31st, ' Rite '-treated,

weighed 21 lbs. ; eight roots without ' Rito,'

weighed 131bs."

Equally good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES:— 3 busliel ba^. 17,6; 2 bushel bag, 12/6;

IbusliLl bag,7 6. Carriag-e paid. Cartons 1/-

each post paid for casli with order.

Ask for Booklet " Rito Results" from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSI NE COMPANY, Ltd.. 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich.

GROWS,RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT

\

ROCKERY STONE
in large or small pieces, from i - per ton.

Stone Qarden Rollers, Crazy Paving Spar,
Llmeetone,or Qritstone Chippings for Footpatha,
ORNAIVIENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Etc.

ENQCIRE

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,
DARLEY DALE, MATLOCK.

I^TPP-JUggMTTPP^

OSes

^^^m ^B
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SOAP

IN HOME WATERS

\X70RDS could not express more perfectly all that is told in
* ' this picture. Neither can words fully convey the nation's

gratitude to our gallant navy. Therefore, we leave our illustration

to express all we would say of Jack, of his good wife, bonny son
and happy home. Likewise we think that the Quality and
Efficiency of SUNLIGHT SOAP with the satisfaction and
leisure they bring are also best expressed in this illustration of

SUNLIGHT IN HOME WATERS.
JE 1,000 GUARANTEE OF PURITY ON EVERY BAR.

'^he name Lever on Soap is a Guarantee of T'urity and Excellence.

LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED. PORT SUNLIGHT.

Pnnted by Hudson & Kearns, Limited, Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street, S.E., and Published by "Country Life." Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C.
and by George Newnes. Limited. 8-11. Southamnton Street. Strand, W.C.
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THE BETTER ALLOTMENTS.

"^X,^ v
"^•m^:^ «

Vol: LXXXI.-No. 2360.
BDtered as Second-class Matter at the New York* N.Y., Post Office.

REGISTERED AT THE OENERAL"]
I'OST OFFICE AS A NEWSPAPER
AND FOR CANADIAN MAGAZINE

POST. J

Pt*ice 1d.
Yearly Subscription,

llnland, 6/6 ; Foreign, 8/9

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweutlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All tlie newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather a Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 00 acres of tlie finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Wateeer, Sons & Ceisp, Limited,
Tiie Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

FOR PRESENT S0WT:NG.
WATERERS' VEGETABLE SEEDS.—
Broad Beans, Early Loncpod, lOd' per quart. Onion. Ailsa
Craig, selected, 1/- per packet, 3/6 per oz. Cucumber, Every
Day, Cd. and 1/- per packet. Tomato, Crimson Beauty, II-

and 2/6 per packet. Dwarf Bean, Ne Plus Ultra, 2/- per
quart. Carefully selected collections of Vegetable Seeds, from
5/6 to £5 6s. CataloKue free.—JOHN Waterer, Sons & CRISP,
Limited, The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey, and Twyford, Berks.

LAXTONS' SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to
offer—may still be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation
on receipt of stamped envelope.—LAXTON Brothers, Bedford^

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITBOLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint, 13/- per
gall. " PLASTINE " supersedes Putty, IS/- per cwt.—Full
particulars from W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea.
Agents tfiroughout the country.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the ma.ximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Country
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION. A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application.

—

George Bunyard tt Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries. Maidstone.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other higli-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCESONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers & Son,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Station ; Harlow, G.E.R.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
i-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; stout 1-inch mesh,
cotton, 3d. sq. yard : ditto, medium, 2d. As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supplv iiniited ; order early.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
See advert, on page viii.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE now ready, free.—
Vegetable and Flower Seeds of finest Selected Strains and
Tested Growth at moderate prices.

—

Barr & Sons, King
Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. JIaterialsfand plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS.—Ask for 1916
Illustrated Catalogue, 200 varieties, post free. From 4/- per
doz. ; 25/- per 100 ; carriage paid for cash. Patronised by
Royalty.

—

Van der Slhys, F.R.H.S., Guernsey.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.
Catalogue gratis.

FLOWERPOTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 5in.,
30 3Jin., 25 2Jin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated
list of pots, saucers, seed aud cutting pans, seakale and
rhubarb pots, etc., free.

—

Thos. Jeavoss, Potteries, Brierley
HUl.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "Country Life." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

CARNATIONS.—The principal growers use
Wellson's Plant Food in potting and feeding.—Particulars
Wellson & Co., West Mill, Leeds.

WELLS' Catalogue of Chrysanthemums and
Perpetual Carnations now ready, post free on application.

—

W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-
logues on application.

—

Jones, Churchfleld, Cradley, Malvern.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and first-class crop instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent
on application to the Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in
What Soils to Plant Tliem " with Cata'ogue, free on appUca-
tion. Special Selections, 12, 3, 6 ; 25, 6/6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-
All different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.>--

G. R. Phipps, Alpine Nursery, Bamham, Eognor.

FIDLER'S NEW ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE OF CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS wiU be sent, post
free, to any address on receipt of postcard. Write at once for
a copy. It may help you to save 50 per cent, on your seed
bill this season. — Fidler & SONS, Royal Berkshke Seed
Stores, Reading.

WHITELEGG & CO.'S Seed List for
Spring 1917 is now ready and will be posted free to anyone
sending a card asking forjsame. X\X seeds sent carriage paid.—
Whiteleog * Co., Chislehurst.

SOW NOW UNDER GLASS TO OBTAIN EARLY CROPS.

SUTTON'S SELECTED CANADIAN WON-
DER DWARF BEAN.—A favourite variety. Per
pint 1/3.

SUTTON'S PURITY CAULIFLOWER.^
Heads large, close and of the finest qualitv. Perpkt,,!/-.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED MUSSELBURGH
LEEK.—The most popular variety. Per pkt., 1/-.

SUTTON'S SELECTED AILSA CRAIG
ONION.—The heaviest cropper. Per pkt., 1/6.

SUTTON'S PRINCESS OF WALES
TOMATO.—The earliest smooth variety. Perpkt.,1/6.

POST FREE.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
Kelways Perfectly Glorious Paeonies.
Kelway's Beautiful Blue Delphiniums.
Kelway's Brilliantly-coloured Phloxes.
Kelway's Colour Borders, ever in bloom.
Kelway's new and choice hardy perennial plants of all kinds.

NOW is the time to ORDER for Spring Planting

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyretlirums.
Kelway's Gay Gaillardias.

NOW is the time to SEND for particulars to

Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport, SometBet,

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-
trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultiural notes, is now ready arid will be sent post free on
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

DOBBIE & CO.,Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh,
will send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to
Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free, if this

paper is mentioned.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetben. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of.rgardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market witli home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectufl

of the book will be sejit on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and
Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BouiTON & PAtu,
Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, will

have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., etc., free, if this paper is men-
tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del-

phiniums in superb variety.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy

return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectuB

of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
' CocNTKY Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.

ALPINES, BOG PLANTS, from collection

of 1,000 varieties, sold cheap. Choice plants exchanged.
Send for list.—Rev. ANDERSON, Glenn Hall, Leicester.
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AXJCTTONS.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS I

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.
OATALOOVES ON APPLICATION.

Seeds for War Time
1PE:.JLS.—Pilot, selected, 1/-; Kclipse, 9d. ; Gradus, 9d.;

Beferendum, fine early dwarf, 9d.; Daisy, 9d.;
Telegraph, 8d. ; Duke of Albany, 9d.; Matchless
Marrowfat (Sutton's), 1/-; Autocrat, Qti. All per pint.

^dJHL^N'S*—Canadian Wonder, dwarf, 8d. per pint.

Carriage paid on Orders for 3/- upwards.

SIHTESEirF ^e:a.S« best mixed, 4d, per pkt., 150
seeds ; 7d. oz., 4 ozs. 1/8.

fine mixed Spencers, epedial, 7d. per pkt., 150
1/1 oz., 4 ozs. 3/2, post free.

F. A. ROSCOE, F.R.H.S.,
STEEPLE MORDEN, Royston, HERTS.

GROW MORE FOOD.
To do this you must buy the best Seeds,

unsolicited testimonials.
Thousands of

SEED POTATOES
New Success ...1
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GUARANTESTED QUALITY
ROSES PLANTS SEEDS

Garden Roses
SELECTION • A."

21 best and uiost popular
roses for general purposes.

A splendid "iQlfi Carriage
asBortinent. Ifc/O paid.

Caroline Testout (ht), sal.pk. 6d.

Rarl of Warwick (ht),saLrose 8d.

Kcarlate (ht). scarlet - - 8d.

Kthel Malcolm (ht). ivory w. 8d.

Trau Karl Dnischki (hp), w. 8d.

George Dicksftiubt). deep cr. 8d.

G. C. Watid (bt). oranee ver. 8d.

Gen. McArthiir (ht). scarlet 8d.

Giisfirunerwald(ht),carraine 8d.

La France (ht). rose • - 6rt

La Ttisca (ht). salmon flesh 8(1.

Lady Pirrie (ht). apricot - 8d.

I^adv Ashtown (ht).deep pk. 6ii.

Mme.A.Ch.'iteii:iy(ht).sal.pk. 6d.

Mmc. C. Lnt;Mid(hlKyel.ri*9e 1/-

Mme.Ed. Herriot, prawn red 9d.

Mnie..Iule9t;r(ilezfht).sil.r<>se 6d.

Mme.MelanieSoiipert(ht),y. 9d.

Mnip. R;ivary(ht).<>r:inKovel. 6d.

Muie.Sepond Weber iht). sal. 8(1.

Ophelia (ht), flesh pink - 1. -

I'harisaer (ht). rosy white - 8d.

lt.ivon d'Or lab). yellow - 9d.

Itichmond (ht). .scarlet - 8d.

Fragrant Roses
SELECTION " D."

:'/. chosen chiefly for their

•ibiindnnt delicious scent.

Colouriny g/ farrlage
Korgpdus. paid.

Alfred Coluuib (hp), red - 6d.

nupiiv Janialn (hp), CTiwe - 6d.

I'.arl of nosford(ht).crtrii9on 8d.

»;i!f>rp;eDick3an(ht).vel.rrtMi. 8d.

<;.'ner:iI.Jaca'ienilnotfhp).cr. 6d.

<;pii. McArthur<ht^.crinisim 8d.

Juliet (hb). old t,'Oid and red 8d.

La I' ranee (ht), rose - • 6d.

Ladv Alice Stanl'^v(hl).pink 8d.

Mnie. Ed. Herriot (per), red 9d.

Rlrs-.''ihiiLain[:(hp\rosy pk. 5d.

ITIrich HninniT: hpj.ch-T.red bd.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELErnON " T."

12 perpetual, free-flowerint-

sorts, of hiishv habit.

Surprisingly yi Carriajre

effective. # /

"

paid.

A.R.Goodwin (per.).sa!.pink 8d.

Betty (litt. coppery rose - 9d.

Dchs. of Wel]int;ton. saffron 9d.

Ecarliiteiht I.scarlet red - 8d.

EarlolWaru irk. (htVsal.rose 8d.

G. C. W.uid*ht),nranv'e ver. 8d.

Lady PirrieUit),;ipricot pink 8d.

Mnie. Ed. Herrint, red - 9d.

Mollv S. Craw lord (t),white 9d.

Mrs."A.Wardiht).Indian yel. 8d.

Itayon d'Or(hb).<'iangp cad. 9d.

Klchinond (ht). scarlet - 8d.

Garden and Cutting
SELECTION •' M."

12 free-flowerinc rosea for
garden and indoor decoration.
.\l)inu]ance ^ ir^ Carriage
i(f bloom. //O paid.

Arthur Goodwln.orange red 8d.

riettv. coppery rose - - 9d.

Edu Meyer, red and yeilnw - 8d.

Genl. McArthiir,bright scar. bd.

Ciniss an Teplitz, crimson - 6d.

IlnrrvKlrk.deep sulphur yel. 9d.

KtlUirney, pink - - - 8d.

Mme. Abel (hatenay.sal.pk. 6d.

Mine.JulesOroIez, bright rose 6d.

MniB. Ravar\ . pale orange - 6d.

Rayon d'Or.deep orange cad. 9d.

Richmond, pure red scnrlet 8d.

Sweet Briars
SELECTION '• R."

6 choice and fragrant sorts,

suitable for hedges, &c.
Colours o /Q Carriage
exquisite. 0/57 paid.

Anne of Geierstein, deep cri. 8d
Edith RfUenden. rose pink 8d,

Lucy Bertram, rich crimson 8d
Lady Penzance, soft copper 8d
Meg Merriles, bright crim. 8d,

Rose Bradwardine.clear ros^ 8d,

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION " B."

24 specially-selected varieties,

superb form, grand colour.

Assured 1 O /R Carriage
prizewinners. I fc-/ O paid.

Avoca (ht), crimson scarlet 8d.

Bessie Brown {hl),creamyw. 8d.

British Queen (ht>. white - 9d.

Chas. Lefebvre {hp).crlt/ison td.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink 1/-

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose 8d.

Earl of Gosford(ht),dk.crim. 8d.

Ethel M:ilco!m (ht).ivory w. 8d.

Gl.de C.Guiiiolsseau(hp),ver. 6d.

GeorgeDickson (ht>.vel.crini. 8d.

Hugh Dickson (hp), crimson 6d.

.1. B. Cliirke (ht), crimson - 8d.

.lonkheer J.L. Mock(ht),car. 8d.

Leslie Hollandfht).scar.crim 8d.

Mabel Drew iht),i;anary yel. 8d.

LyonsKosefht>.8hriiiip pink 8d.

Mrs. C. West (ht), shell pink 8d.

Mildred Grant(ht).tlnted w. 3d.

Mr3.AmyHamniond(ht),ap. 8d.

Mr3.AniirewCarnPk'lefht>.w. 1 -

Mr8..TohnLalni'(hp).ro3v pk. 6d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht). pink 8d.

Mrs. Rn.isevcRiliIi.p:ile flesh 8d.

UlrichHrunnei <lip).cher.red fid.

Town Roses
SELECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Imniensely fiifi Carriage
successful. v/O paid.
CarotineTestoutfht), sat.pink 6d.

Dr.O'Dnnel Browne(ht),car. 8d.

F. K. Druschkl (hp), white 8d.

George Dickson fht).crimson 8d.

GustavpCiriinorwaId(ht).car, 8d.

J. B. Clark (ht>. deep scarlet 8d.

La To.sca Cht). silvery pink 8d.

Mme. Ed. Herriot (per), red 9d.

Mme.K;ivary(ht).orange yel. 6d.

Mrs..)ohnLaingihp).rose pk. Bd.

Mme. Isaac Peri-ire (b), car. 6d.
ITlrich Brunner(hp).cher.red 6d.

Tall Bedding Roses
SELECTION " .L"

12 vigorous sorts, may Sf
pegged down or grown natural.

Charming R/ft Carriagi-
colouring. O/O paid.
Gen. McArthiirfht).crimson Bd.

Gross anTeplitz'liti.crim.eion 6d.

Gus. Grunerwald (ht),carn». 8d.
Hugh Dickson (hp),crimson 6d.
Lady Hi!lingdon(t).apri-yel. 9d.

I,a Tosc.i (ht), silvery pink 8d.
Mme. .^.Chatenay.salm. pink 6d.

Mme. M. Soupert(ht).vellow fid.

Mr.^. R. G. S.Crawford", pink 6d.
Pharisier (ht>, rosy white - 8d.

Pee. C.de Rohan.dark crlms. 6d.
Souv. d*' M. Zayas (hl>. cnr. 6d.

Baby Ramblers
SELECTION " O."

12 roses of bushy habit,
recommended for beds.
About 1ft. C/C Carriage
in height. D/O paid.
Annie Miller, dazzling pink Gd.

Canarienvogel, yel. & orange 9d.
Ellen Poiilsen, deep rose • 8d.
Erna Teschendorf, crimson 8d.
E. Lamescn, orange pink - 8d.
Jessie, rose crimson - - 6d.
Kntherlne Zeimet. pure wh. 8d.
King Edward VTI.. rosy car. 8d.
Leonie Lamesch.coppery red 8d-
Mrs. Taft, brilliant crimson 8d.
Mrs.W. H. Cutbush.cher.pk. M.
Orleans, geranium red - - 6d.

Climbers. Ramblers
SELECTION " S.-

6 roses suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas. &c.
All very Jti Carriage
vigorous. *+/ -

paid.
Alberic Barbler (W.). yellow 9d.
American Pillar(cl., P.l,pink 9d.
Blush Rambler <cI..P.).blush 9d.
Dorothy Perkins (W.), pink 9d.
Excelsa (W.). bril. scarlet 9d.
Hiawatha (cI.,P.), crim.wh. 9d.

Spring Flowers
Hardy Auriculas, mixed 3.'- doz.
Sweet Wliliams. mixed 1/- ,.

Canterluiry BelU, mixed 1 'h „
., „ 3 colours 1/6 „

Wallflowers, blood red, yellow,
4/6 JOO. 9d. doz.

5'tron*-: bushy plants, for itunie-
diate planting and display.

Border Flowers
•OPAL SKJ,1':CTK)N

4/-first class. "^Z ~ paid.

Mesa Starwort, rich deep blue.

Peach-rd Bellflower, sky blue.

Mussin's Catmint, soft lavender
Bradshaw's .\ven3. scarlet.

Du'arf Golden Siieezewort.

Opal Alkanet, sky blue.

Oliver's Sea Holly, steely blue.

RIverton Sneezewort, crimson.
Pearl Achillea, pure white.
Beautiful Stonecrop, rosy pur.
Cambridge Scarlet Bergainot.
Tuck's Red Hot Poker.

scarlet, yellow.

Michaelmas Daisies
"LLOYD GKOKGE

SELECTION.
Every one Q fi Carriage
a beauty. O/O pnid.

S;iturn. rich violet.

Peguy Ballnrd, rosy lavender.
Delight, pure white.
Hilda Morris, palo lavender.
Glory ot Colwall, double lav.
I.adv Lloyd, rose pink.
St. Ecwin, rosy rod.
Moonlight, ageratuui bluo.
G. M. Lewis, deep blue.
Acris, lavender blue.
Heather Bells, white heather.
Novelty, cloudy lavender.

Summer Beddeps
18 strong
plant!!. 4/-

irriage

paid.

Instead of bedding out with
Geraniums, &c., wliich have to
be renewed every season, try
these which last foi years.
AH 3/- per doz. (of one kind).
3 of eaih, 18 plants. 4/- <-ar. paid.

6 ,. ,. ao „ 7;ti ..

12 .. .. Ti „ U/C „
Hybrid Larkspurs, mis. hybrids.
Hollyhocks, single mix. hybrids.
Opal .Mkanet, milky blue.

Propmore .\lkrinet, gentian bl.

Tree Lupins, mixed hybrids.
Border Lupins.i mixed hybrids.

Rockery Plants
SI:NSET ' SELECTION.
25i^xtra fii'fi Carriage
St. plants. OyO paid.

Alpine Erinos. rosy purple.
Yellow Stonecrop, golden.
Wilson's Bellflower, bhie.

Basil Soapwort, red.

Sunset Rock-rose, yel'ov,
Bulgarian Rockfoil, white.
Californian Stonecrop, crim. yel.

Woolly Thyme, lavender,
PuUa Bellflower, deep violet.

Silvery Aubrietia. lilac-

Alpine Cotoneaster, evergreen.
Dub. Evening Primrose, yellow.
Pott's Stonecrop, pink.
Norbonne Flax, blue.
Upright Thyme, lilac.

Californian Rockfoil, white.
Isabel's Bellflower, blue.

Potter's Aubrietia, violet.

Ewer's Stonecrop, yellow.
Rock Cotoneaster, evergreen.
Tom Thumb Spiraea, red.
Haag's Rockfoil. golden.
Basin Bellflower, pale blue.
Lydian Stonecrop. pink.
Stahian Rockfoil. white.

SEED POTATOES
Place your Order at once. There is not unly a shortage ol

potatoes but a very much heavier deniarui than in any pre-
vious se'tson, due to the exhortations of tjie Government anri

the Press to increase food production.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRLMIK on 281b. or more. OfTereil

subject to beln'-' unsold
EABLY 141bc 291bs. S61bs

Karly Puritan, white round 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/3
Express (Sharpe's). white oval 4/7 ... 9/0 ... 17/9
Queen Mary, splendid Itidney 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/5

SECOND EASLY
British Queen, white oval 4'0 ... 7/S ... 15;3
Epicure tSutton'sj, early wliite 5/8 ... 7/5 ... 14/5
(Jreat Scott. Immune black spot 4/11 ... 9/9 .. 19/0
Lancashire Lass, white kidney 4/0 ... 7/9 .. 15/5
Rov.il Kidnev. heavy cropper 4'- ... 7/9 ... 15/5

MAm CEOP
Arran Chief, tip-top every %vay 4/7 ... 9/0 ... 17/9

Champion, fine white oval 3 '8 ... 7/3 ... 14/3

Duchess of Cornwall, record cropper ... 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/3

EverRood, oval, fiije flavoured 5'8 ... 7/3 ... 14/3
Eactor, prolific, fine flavour 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/3

King Edward, kidney, fine 5/3 ... 6/5 ... 12/3

rp. to. date, lan.-e white oval 4/ff ... 7/9 ... 15/3

SPECIAL OFFER OF SEED POTATOES.
l-'or the presetil, uhile stocks bold out. Uees Ltd. will supplj

111b. Earlv. 141b. Second Early. 281b. Mainciop, Bees' selection

of varieties for 12 6. half o.uantity 7/-. double Quantity (total,

Icwt.) 24/-, all carriage paid.
When ordcrlnir. say whether Irish, Srotcli, Lincolnshire, or

Cheshire-grown seed is preferred. Tf no preference is stated,

flees Ltd. will senil what is best suited to your locality.

VEGETABLE SEEDS m Id. packets
" A " Collectioji. -I I Q ""' Strains.

13 Choice Vars. J. / ^ Post Free.

Curled P.arsley. 1,000. Cali!>age Lettuce, 1.500. Snowball Turnip, 2,000

Student Parsnip. 750. Altrlnchani Carrot. 750 Early Horn Carrot. 750.

Sprinir Cabbage. 500. Telegraph Cucumber, 2 Crin. Globe Beet. 200.

Pk. Celery, 2.500. Long \Vb. Marrow, 12. Lyon Leek. 400.

..\U..a t'ralg Onion-. .^00.

• H " Allotment O/O Post Free.

Collection. ^/O 26 Varieties.

Broccoli, 350 s. Cos. Lettuce, 1.000 s. White Turnip, 2.000 s.

Leek, 400 s. White Celery. 2,500 s. Brussels Sprouts, 400 s.

Turnip. 2.000 s Keeping Onion. 300 s. Parsley, 1,000 s.

Spinach, Joz, Chajiipion Onion, .WO s Mustard. io2.

Red Cabbage, 600 s. Radish, 1,000 s. Cress, ioz.

Bush Marrow, 12 s. French Bean, 100 s. .Ailsa Craig Onion.

Parsnip, 750 s. Pickling Onion, 400 s. 300 s.

Tomato, 60 s. Savoy, 500 s. I-ong White Marrow,
Beet-root, 200 s. Caulillouer. JilO .s. '2 «•

Carrot, 750 s.

SHALLOTS
Spendid hand-picked bulbs, hrm and .sound, no waste, 4!b. 2/6,

7Ib. 4/-. 141b. 7/6. carriage paid. Send your order now.
Shallots are likely to become very scarce and high in price.

SWEET PEAS
*• Mersey " Collection. -f /q Post Free.

15 seeds each. X. / %^ 12 Varieties.

Dobbie's Cream. K.ineA\hite. , Barbara, salmuii.

Sunproof Crimson. Queen of Norway, mve. R. F. Felton, lav.

Royal Purple. Stevenson, orange. America Spencer.
Roaabelle, rose. Hercules, pink. King Man-iel. niar.mn-

" Liverpool "Collection, T 1 l-^- 6 Varieties.

15 seeds each. JL JL Post Free.

Mrs. Cuthhertsou, white. Dobbie's Scarlet.

John Ingham, carmine. Margaret Atlee, pink.
Kdroni, Beauty, orange. Constance Hinton. wht.

BEES "LANCASHIRE" COLLECTION, 15 Seeds.
18 varieties, 2/3, post free- This collection consi.sts of the

18 varieties nanied above, and one niicket of ilypsophila Eleg.ms.

FLOWER SEEDS
*• it " Collertion. ^ Ify Cutting or Border,

15 Annuals. X. {

^

Post Free.

Sweet Snltan, 100 s. Linaria Excelsior, 1,000 s.

Shirley Poppy, 1,000 s Ctim. Eschscholzia. 500 s.

Scarlet Fh.x. 1.500 s. Veil. Fschscholzia. 1.000 s.

Pk. Everlastint^. 300 s- Blue Cornflower, 300 s.

Diniorphotheca, 25 s. Scotch Marigold. 250 s.

Wh. Gypsophila. l.COO s. cii:int, Wh. Candytuft. 200 s.

Tricolour Chrysants.. 500 s.

Similar (.'ollections of Seeds 1/2 each, post free.

" C " Collection 15 Annuals for Sunny Positions.
" D

"

„ 13 ,. „ Shadv Positions.
" J

"

„ 13 ,. .. Cuttintr Ros.
" M

"

„ 13 .. Dwarf for Edging.
•' W "

„ 100 seeds each, 7 10-week Stocks.
" H "

„ packet each 13 Asters.

"F" „ packet each 13 Antirrhinums.

If possible, make up your order from this
advertisement. It is the most economical
way to buy what you want.

A.B.C. OF ROSE CULTURE. 2d.
Booklet of 32 pages; tells you all you are

likely to want to know about roses. 2d.

stamps with catalogue, order or alone.

175c Mill Street LIVERPOOL

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
All goods are sold on approval for cash

with order. Bees Ltd., guarantee to return
money In full if you are not satisfied.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE
All collections, when ordered complete,

will be delivered carriage paid, when cash
is sent w ith order.

COLOUR Pictures Speak BETTER than words. 28 pages of Natural Photo-Colour Pictures in Bees'
Catalogues help you to select just the sorts of Seeds, Roses and Plants you want. Catalogues post free.
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FOR REALLY GOOD

VEGETABLE SEEDS
AT MODERATE PRICES, SEND TO

SYDENHAM LIMITED, 99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
NO ONE WILL SERVE YOU BETTER.

A FEW PRICES FOR THE CHOICEST STOCKS FOR 1917.

PEAS (Alt, Selected Stocks). pek pintQRADUS (3ft.), tlie best early marrow pea lid'.
LITTLE MARVEL (Dwarf), extra large pods lid.MAY QUEEN (a-ift.), grand tirstearly M,arrow(at IsDWARF DEFIANCE (21ft.), finest dwarf maincrop ... ' ... Is.
CLIPPER (oft.), grand new niaincrop, strongly recommended ... lid.
UNIQUE (2}ft.), good flavour and very prolific ... lOd.DUKE OF ALBANY (5ft.), grand for general use & exhibition lid.AUTOCRAT (4ft.), one of the best late peas in cultivation ... lid.
PRINCE OF WALES (3ift.), the general favourite 9d.

BEANS.
IMPROVED LONGPOD, best broad bean for general use ... 9d.CANADIAN WONDER. Dwarf French, very prolific 9d.CHAMPION SCARLET RUNNER, selected stock lid.

BEET.
CHELTENHAM QREEN LEAVED, the best for flavour..PRAQNELL'S EXHIBITION, large well-shaped rootsEARLY MODEL QLOBE, the finest round variety

All other leading varieties same price.

BORECOLE, or KALE.
DWARF GREEN CURLED SCOTCH, the best dwarf ..COTTAGERS' KALE, one of the hardiestASPARAGUS, delicious flavour

BROCCOLI.
VEITCH'S SELF-PROTECTING AUTUMNSNOW S WINTER WHITE
SPRING WHITE, very hardy; specially selectedLATE QUEEN, the best late Broccoli

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
THE WROXTON, the very best

CABBAGE.
ELLAM'S EARLY DWARF SPRING
FIRST AND BEST, for Autumn sowing '.

BEST OF ALL (SAVOY), early, and strongly recommended
CARROT (Cleaned Seed).

EARLY GEM, for forcing ...

^^?.y!!..'^*'^'''^S' '"*3"o''''-''rIy crop outdoors..'. '.'.'.
'.'.'.

JAMES' SCARLET best selected ... ...SCARLET INTERMEDIATE (St. Valerv), best exh'ibition

CAULIFLOWER.
?f^ t'S.? 55'-''' SNOWBALL, best selected strain... per pkt.

RkDi\.?rXF^J "°"'^°' '^"y<i'8t''i<=t. large heads .,

WA^CHFB^M *?'^' ^'' '" 8™""! "''« per oz.' Is. 6d
w.T.tS.T.Ti^^'^' '""'• '"''8'' ''°se whiteheads ,, Is. 6dVEITCH'S AUTUMN GIANT, best for Autumn ... ,, Is. 6d

Pee oz.
lOd.
9d.
8d.

4d.
4d.
4d.

Is.
Is. 9d.
Is. 6d.
Is. 3d.

6d.

8d.
8d.
Sd.

8d.
Sd.
ed
6d.

6d.
6d.

CELERY.
STANDARD BEARER, the finest flavoured red
BIBBY'S DEFIANCE, the best white
WHITE GEM, finest dwarf white

LEEK.,
THE LYON, best and largest
MUSSELBURGH, excellent for general use

LETTUCE.
ALL YEAR ROUND, excellent and reliable
CONTINUITY, very crisp and tender
ICEBERG, one of the best for spring or summer
UNIQUE, pretty frilled foliage, very tender
WONDERFUL, keeps tender a long time
GIANT PARIS WHITE (Cos), best lor summer use
BALLOON (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
EXCELSIOR (True) (packets, about 1,000 seeds, 6d.)
AILSA CRAIG (packets, about 1,000 seeds, 6d.)
BEDFORDSHIRE CHAMPION, fine oval shaped, good size
WHITE SPANISH, or READING
GIANT ZITTAU

PARSNIP.
HOLLOW CROWN, Specially Selected
STUDENT, good size and shape

RADISH.
FRENCH BREAKFAST, best oval shaped, early
WOOD'S EARLY FRAME, best long-rooted
ICICLE, long white, excellent flavour
MIXED TURNIP, best for summer use
SPARKLER, unique scarlet and white

SHALLOTS.
BEST SELECTED ROOTS per lb.

SPINACH.
VICTORIA, LONG-STANDING SUMMER
PRICKLY-SEEDED, or WINTER

TOMATOES.
HOLMES' IDEAL, specially recommended
HOLMES' SUPREME, heavy cropper ...

UP TO DATE, good and popular variety
EARLY DAWN, very early, good outdoors or in

TURNIP.
MODEL WHITE STONE
RED GLOBE
GOLDEN BALL

per pkt. (200 seeds)
(200 seeds)
(200 seeds)
(200 seeds)

Pek pkt.
3d.
3d.
3d.

Pee oz.
Is. 2d.

Is.

6d.
6d.
6d.
8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

2s.
2s.
Is.
Is.
18.

3d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.

2d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d.
4d.

3d.
3d.
3d.

THE 5/- COLLECTION OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
BEANS, BROAD ...

BEANS, KIDNEY ...

PEAS, Early (Gradus)
PEAS, Maincrop
BEET, Pragnell's
KALE dwarf curled ...

SUFFICIENT FOR AN AVERAGE VILLA GARDEN, CONTAINS:
ipint
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

[GST people, we learn, are taking the

precaution of securing their seed

Potatoes without delay, and in view

of the unquestionable shortage this

course is one to be strongly recom-

meuded, especially as it is probaiile that there will

not be enough seed Potatoes in the country to supply

the enormously increased demand. The public

should also distinguish between seed Potatoes

offered by the leading seedsmen, which have been

carefully cultivated for the purpose and kept

true to name, and the ordinary farm stocks grown

without special care and often very much mi.xed.

Retail Prices of Seed Potatoes.—Mr. Charles

E. Pearson, the secretary

of the Horticultural Trades

Association, writes to in-

form us that the announce-

ments in the Press regard-

ing prices of seed Potatoes

are altogether premature

and extremely misleading,

with the result that the

gardening public has been

led to expect drasti

reductions in retail prices.

It is therefore necessary

that it should be made
known that practically all

seedsmen had contracted

or bought, and in most

cases obtained delivery of,

their season's supply of

seed Potatoes, at prices

which are in some cases

more than 50 per cent,

higher than the maximum
figure reported in the

Press, weeks or months
before the question of the

limitation of prices of seed

Potatoes was mooted. It

will therefore be impos-

sible for these seed Potatoes to be sold retail at

anything less than the prices already printed in

their catalogues.

Early Potatoes in South-West Scotland.—

British Queen, Epicure and Ninety-fold are among

the Potatoes most favoured by many South-

West of Scotland gardeners for early crops.

British Queen and Epicure are both classed by

some as second earlies, but owing to the climatic

conditions - they are employed with advantage

as first crops in the district. Epicure is highly

spoken of, and has given excellent results
;

while

Ninety-fold is also a first-class Potato, though

some complain that the tubers used for seed do

not cut up satisfactorily. As many, however,

favour whole sets, this is of little consequence to

them.

Mr. C. H. Curtis.—We learn that Mr. C. H.
Curtis, formerly editor of the Gardeners'

Magazint:, has been appointed secretary to the

British Wholesale Florists' Federation. The
Federation hope soon to have permanent offices

in Covent Garden. The temporary address is

care of Mr. George Monro, jun., Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C.
The War Loan.—.\mong the numerous sub-

scribers in the Midlands, we are glad to observe

the firm of Messrs. Edward Webb and Sons

holes with a prepared compost of light, rich soil

and sowing three seeds on the top of each.

Pumpkins.—To show the value of the keeping

properties of well-ripened Pumpkins as a winter

vegetable, the accompanying illustration of fruits,

which are in a perfectly sound condition, has been
prepared from a photograph taken on January 12.

The public do not realise the worth of Pumpkins,
especially in these times, as when nicely cooked
and served they are generally much appreciated,

and we would urge their more extended culti-

vation. We are quite alive to the fact that this

is no new idea, as we well remember prizes being

offered years ago at local shows for the heaviest

Pumpkins, but the fact

remains they have never

been grown for supplying

the general public. Only
in quite rare instances do
we see them in the shops

offered for sale, and then

often at a prohibitive

price. We are convinced

that if shopkeepers would
more generally offer them
for sale at a reasonable

figure, cutting them up
like cheeses and selling

them by the

would be a

for them,

other things,

cut they keep

pound, there

great future

unlike many
when once

for a con-

THE MAMMOTH PUMPKIN.

A useful winter vegetable that may be cut like a cheese and sold by the pound.

(Stourbridge), Limited, the well-known seedsmen,

have invested the sum of £20,000.

National Sweet Pea Society.—The committee

of this society have decided to abandon the

novelty trials of Sweet Peas for the present year,

owing to the shortage of labour and the land

being required for the production of food.

Sowing Parsnips.—Deeply trenched soil—follow-

ing a Celery crop, for example—affords a suitable

place to grow Parsnips. Sow the seeds in drills

15 inches apart towards the end of the month,

selecting a dry day. If extra large, clean, straight

specimens are desired, make holes 3 feet deep and
18 inches apart with an iron bar, filling up the

siderable time in good
condition. The Mam
moth is the best for the

purpose.

The Cultivation of

Pumpkins.—This is quite

simple, as if raised and
treated like Vegetable

Marrows and grown in

a sunny position, success
is assured with very little trouble. They should
be planted on fairly rich ground, or even on the
rubbish heap, and kept well supplied with water.

After the fruits commence to swell, expose them
as much as possible to the sun by elevating them
above the foliage on boxes or some other medium.
For training on pergolas or buildings Pumpkins are

higtdy ornamental and productive, but the fruits,

of course, must be supported by some means or

other.

*.* Owing to the shortage ot paper, readers who have not
alreadrj done so are asked to order The Gaeden to be
delivered regularly by their newsagent. Readers will thus
obviate the uaete consequent on the issue of papers tor chance
sale, and so greatly assist in tlie economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible ior the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Ilex Hodginsii.—Of about fifteen varieties

of Holly here, most of them berry-bearing. Ilex

Hodginsii alone has the unusual characteristic

that its berries, which it unfailingly produces

every year, are rarely eaten by birds, and each

summer the old berries on two large bushes are

to be seen on the same branches with the new
^green ones. This winter, however, and only

this week, owing to continued snow, the birds

have at last cleared them. All the other kinds

of Holly were stripped two months ago.—J. H. W.
Thomas, Btimont. Carlow.

Sweet Pea Moneymaker.—In your issue of

the 3rd inst there is a note by the Rev. J. Jacob

in praise of Moneymaker, as against King White,

as a scented variety^ Being anxious to obtain

A Sweet Pea with such a recommendation, I

sought my copy of the Sweet Pea Annual for

I9r7. A search through the advertisements

failed to reveal where the seed could be obtained.

I therefore looked through the body of the volume,

more particularly under the headings " Classi-

fication of Sweet Peas." " General Audit " and
" First Prize Audit." Moneymaker was ignored

by all, and it was not till I reached the list of

" Too-Much-Alike Varieties" that I discovered

.\Ioneymaker bracketed with King White and a

host of others. The question of scent evidently does

not count with the ruling authorities of the National

Sweet Pea Society. One or two 1917 seed cata-

logues failed to take any interest in Moneymaker,
but 1 found it mentioned in a catalogue of rgrG,

I suppose each grower has his own particular

white, for I notice, in one of the advertisements

in the Annual that, although some thirty or more
varieties are named, none of the whites included

in the above-mentioned lists appears ; so if there

is a white included in the advertisement, it must

be under yet another name. At the head of the

list of "Too-Much-Alike Varieties" the general

committee state ;
" It must be clearly under-

stood that the varieties bracketed together are

not necessarily synonymous, or of equal merit."

Not very helpful to the amateur. A list of those

which are synonymous would be more useful.

—

G. L. A. D.

Flowers for Bees.—I have had a fearful

fight with my conscience (wliich, bother it !

is for ever putting the brake on my inclina-

tions) concerning flower seeds, for this year

I want a profusion, 5s usual. Old Puritan

Corscience says I " ought not to spend

money on them "—" and so, forsooth," said I,

" help to ruin our poor nurserymen. How
extremely patriotic !

" At last we came to a

compromise and agreed that only flowers useful

to bees should be bought. This lets in a lot of

really blue flowers, which I love (not the purples,

mauves and lavenders falsely called " blue " by
florists). Here are some of the bees' favourites,

and some of mine also : Ambrosia, Asperula

azurea setosa, Cerinthe, CoUomia, Cornflower,

Eutoca viscida, Helichrysum, Larkspur, Mignonette

(Aha ! old Conscience !), Nasturtium, Nigella

Miss Jekyll and N. damascena, Phacelia campanu-
laria, P. congesta and P. tanacetifolia, Shirley

Poppies, Stocks (Oh, my poor Conscience !), Sun-

flowers, Sweet Peas (Conscience, you did make a

bad bargain '). Sweet Sultan, Viscaria cajrulea and

Zinnias. Will any kind readers who are acquainted

with bees help me to some mort good bee

flowers which can be sown to flower this year ?•

—

Anne Amateur.
Rhodostachys andina. — The accompanying

illustration is of an inflorescence of a plant believed

to ' be Rhodostachys andina, which has been

growing for some time in Messrs. Barr and Sons'

Rosemorran Garden, near Penzance. When they

took over the garden in igro from Mr. Charles

Dawson, this plant was found, among others, on

a small rock gavden which Mr. Dawson had made,
but it looked very weak and not likely to survive.

In the autumn of 1915 the plant was removed to

another small rock garden which had been newly

RHODOSTACHYS ANDINA, A HEAD OF
SILVERY GREY AND PALE ROSE BLOOM.

made, and since then has made vigorous

growth, forming a rosette of long, fleshy, white-

powdered foliage with marginal spines. In

September last nine heads of bloom were

produced from between the foliage. These

with their pretty silvery grey and pale rose

colour were remarkably attractive. As far as

can be ascertained, the plant is supposed

to have originated from seed collected in Chile

by Mr. H. J. Elwes. Although always described

as requiring stove treatment, this plant, which

is now 10 feet in circumference, has, without

any protection, passed through five winters in

the garden referred to and been subjected to

a certain amount of frost.—P. R. B.

Coldest January.—A meteorological correspon-

dent of the Birmingham Post sends to that news-

paper the following interesting account of winter

frosts recorded at Sparkhill since 1895, from which
it will be seen that there has been no January in

that period showing so long a spell of unbroken
frost

:

Longest periods when the Thermometer
was continuously below Freezing i oinl.

January, 191

7

February, 1912

Marth, 1909
December, 1908

January, 1907

1903

Dei ember, 1902

January, 1901

December, 1899
March, rSgg

Dei ember, 1895

February, 1895

January, 1895

ir days

4

3

3

3

5

3

4

2

3

3

13

6

Lowest
Temperature.

235
i*-3

. II-3

no
i3'0

160
. 180

160
90

rg-o

26-0

i-o

. 150
, 1895, was

and that of

pomts near

The mean temperature of January

295 ; that of January, 1908, 35-3 ;

January, t9i6, 33 5. At several

here the Severn is frozen right acrnss, but on
Saturday, Februarv 3 the wind (banged to the

south-west, and to-day (February 4) snow has

fallen to the depth ot 2 mihes and the tempeiature

has risen considerably.

—

.\rthur R. Goodwin,
Kidderminster.

Lime and Potatoes.—The interesting letters

that have appeared' in The Garden dealing with

the use of lime and manures for Potatoes should

prove very useful at the present time. In regard

to the controversy as to whether lime should be
used directly for a Potato crop, I would suggest

that the soil will have a distinct bearing upon
the matter. Many farmers that I know are very
much against the. use of lime for Potatoes, as.

they are of the opinion that it encourages scab

and other- diseases of the tubers. This may be'

accounted for, perhaps, in that the lime may
neutralise substances in the soil which are in

themselves checks to the' growth of diseases, and
especially so in the case of diseases caused by
bacteria. On the other hand, in garden soils

containing plenty of organic matter the nse of

lime as assisting Potato ills is not so obvious, as-

the organic matter would have neutralised the

lime to a great extent before the Potato tubers

develop. In using lime for crops, I find that the

Cabbage tribe and Peas and Beans are far more
in need of lime than root crops and Potatoes.-

—

A. D. T.

Cold Frames for Allotment Holders and
Cottagers.—Now that extended vegetable culture

is really likely to become an accomplished fact in

this country, may I urge the necessity and import-

ance of cold portable frames, for use on even

small gardens and allotments ? Their value can

hardly be overestimated, as there is no day in the

year when these cannot be occupied by something

or other. For raising early seedlings of many
kinds of vegetables they are invaluable, and

soon save their cost by doing away with the need

for buying plants from other sources, the latter

frequently being poor plants and bad stocks.

Following this, the lights can be utilised for the

cultivation of Cucumbers, Tomatoes and such

like requiring the aid of glass ; and during the

winter the frame may be profitably used for

wintering many autumn-sown vegetables, such

as Lettuce, Cauliflowers, Parsley, &c. Very

little experience is needed to make one efficient

in dealing with a frame.—E. Beckett.
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THE CHAPMAN.

Hybrid Freesias.— I am afraid I cannot throw

much light 011 tho question of the new hybrid

Freesias refusing to start, as I have never

experienced that difficulty here, though I am
still of opinion that a too severe baking in pots,

followed by a too cold doui he of water when
potted, is the reason of bulbs not starting, as

in the open ground such a thing does not occur.

The hybrid Freesias are, however, much tenderer

here than the type, for they tend to disappear

in the open ground ; while Freesia refracta is an

irrepressible weed, delightful though it be. So

I have potted up the varieties I like best and

keep them under cover during heavy cold rains

or possible frosts, and 1 shall find out by and by

if that is the sprrct of their well-doing here.

—

E. H. W., Niu-.

Those Immune Potatoes.—Respecting the

list of Potatoes issued by the Board of Agriculture,

it may perhaps be as well to point out that this

list is solely for the benefit of those unfortunates

who know their land is infected with wart disease.

In the free districts one may plant either of these

immune varieties or others not so proved, assum-

ing, of course, any variety not immune has proved

profitable. Touching upon the immune list, one

naturally assumes that in these times the Board

of Agriculture's object is to encourage everyone

to grow Potatoes suitable for food. Under the

circumstances I am disposed to ask why notoriously

poor or even bad quality Potatoes are put forward ?

Such varieties as Mr. Bresse and Adirondack are

purely show Potatoes. If one were compelled to

fall back on Mr. Bresse, I guess Potatoes as food

would soon become a back number. Those who
look for a crop should not try Golden Wonder,
for it is very uncertain. Its marvellous quality

outweiglis many of its failings, but quality alone

will not fill the pot.—T. A. W.

Dianthus Allwoodii.—1 am most interested

in your description of the new race of plants,

Dianthus Allwoodii, particularly so because in

the autumn of 1914, with a well-known hotti-

cxilturist, I was permitted to see some of the

seedlings in the trial grounds in the nurseries

of Messrs. Allwood at Hayward's Heath, and
so have been patiently waiting for their advent.

It is not a sight I shall readily forget, one bright

September morning seeing the wealth of bloom

and revellfng in the rich perfume of thousands of

these beautiful plants ; but I believe some of

the recent developments are even more wonderful.

I am a little surprised that Mr. Douglas should

suggest that Messrs. Allwood Brothers, with the

sanction of the Royal Horticultural Society,

should resurrect an old plant under a new name.

With my limited knowledge of horticulture I

could appreciate the great superiority of Dianthus

A'lwoodii over the common Pink, and if Mr
Dnuglas had seen them growing as 1 did he would

agree with, inc.— ."V Lady Gardener.
It hardly seems necessary, to rcpjy to

Messrs. Allwood's rejoinder, for the hon. secretary

of the scientific committee seems to have»very effec-

tuafly done so in his communii ation printed above

their letter in the issue of January 27 ; and as

yolir correspondents justly observe, " no one will

venture to challenge the wisdom." &c. I merely

wished to point out that Messrs. Allwood's

claim was perfectly unjustified by facts, and that

we have been making these crosses for ten years

and have already sent out over twenty varieties.

The hon. secretary of the scientific committee

confirms that statement in every detail in the

letter which you have published. One more
point, please. Messrs. Allwood evidently un-

wittingly fell into a snare that I had no intention

of setting, and if they will again read my letter,

they will conclude I did not set. Captain Hill-Pcfi

to my knowledge raised but the one hybrid,

Rubican ; so how Messrs. Allwood can say that

they have tested many of his varieties seems to

suggest that the diverse crossing and recrossing

they affirm has confused their understanding.
—James Douhlas.

SIX POTATOES FOR
LIGHT SOIL

OWING til the great increase in the

i number ut Potato-growers, it is

I quite possible that many intending

r planters will be unable to purchase

seed sets of one particular variety,

and where these are ordered from a distance
and substitutes have to be made without the
consent of the person ordering, owing to the
urisuitability of the soil to the variety sent, the
resiilting crop often leaves much to be desired.

To guard against this unsatisfactory substitution,

it is well, when ordering those varieties particularly

wished for, to give the names of others which
would be equally as satisfactory to the intending
grower, should the particular variety first men-
tioned be out of stock.

Ever since the early days of the boom in Potatoes
I have taken a little more than ordinary interest

in these, and can safely say that during the past

twelve years upwards of a hundred different

varieties, or, to be correct, so-called different

varieties, have come under cultivation in these

gardens, always with a view to test their cropping,

cooking and good-keeping qualities, usually

i^rowing fen or more varieties each year, these

obtained from various sources
; and I in turn

have sent scores of varieties to gardening friends

in various parts of the country whose soil was of

a different nature to my own, asking to be
acquainted with the results. It has proved most
interesting, and the varying results recorded give

unmistakable proof of the value of certain

varieties for certain soils
; yet, after making full

allowance for the effect of seasons, I select tho
following half-dozen as being likely to give the
greatest satisfaction to anyone requiring a variety

for soils of a very light nature ;

The Chapman.—I give this variety first place,

having had it under observation since its

introduction, and when Dobbies favoured me
with a few sets for trial I was much struck by
their unusually large size ; the covering note
explained that small tubers were rarely found if

the crop was allowed to mature. These sets

carried one strong shoot each, this as thick as an
ordinary pencil, and when the roots were lifted

early the following September the majority were
much above the average size, some being really

THE COLLEEN.
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enormous ;
yet, when cooked, not one of these

showed the objectionable hollow centre so charac-

teristic of many varieties noted fon the large

tubers they produce. Since that year a few rows

of this variety have always been grown here,

and never has The Chapman failed to come up to

expectations.

The Colleen.—Although not a new variety,

very many Potato-growers are still unaware of

the value of this introduction from the Emerald

Isle. Like the above, it has much to commend

it to those who grow for large tubers, although

the shape of these is not so handsome. I find

it does exceptionally well on our hot, sandy soil

;

while a neighbouring gardener, who, previous to

coming here, for many years had grown vegetables

largely in the Birmingham district, where the

soil is of a different nature, declares that as a

maincrop variety The Colleen bids fair to oust all

others in the district. If grown on heavy soils

I note the tubers come of rather irregular shape,

but I have never once heard a complaint regarding

the number or weight, of the crop, and as a cooker

it is splendid.

Marsland Queen.—In this we have a Potato

which does exceedingly well, and a few seasons

back, when the continued drought caused the

collapse of very many weak-growing varieties,

this stood out most prominent on a very exposed

part of our ground, upon which over a dozen

varieties were being given a trial ; and when lifting

the crop we were so struck by the difference between

the results that all were carefully weighed. The

short row of Marsland Queen, the seed tubers of

which numbered six and weighed a trifle under

twenty ounces, gave us over seventeen pounds

of tubers fit for the table and three pounds of

Queen Mary.—As a second-early we find this

to be far superior to either of those which have

so long held premier place in this section. Last

year, even from home-saved seed, selected from

stock procured three years previously, the crop

was far heavier than that from Snowdrop, British

Queen, or Royal Kidney. On another patch

planted with Scotch seed the results were much
better. It is a remarkably good keeping variety,

and we find very little disease. When cooked,

the quality of the tubers should commend it to

those who prefer a close-eating variety, yet it is

quite unlike those close-eaters more suggestive

of balls of soap.

Balmoral Castle.—This is one of the heaviest

croppers sent out by Suttons for several years,

and both in 1914 and the following year our crop

averaged well over a sack to the pole. Last year

a friend living four miles from us, having a slightly

heavier soil to deal with, planted sets from our

own-raised stock, and in September dug a single

root, beneath which were 108 tubers of various

sizes ; several others on the same patch gave

from fifty to seventy, more than half being of

table size. Like the last named, it is on the

"'close" side when cooked, but not that

QUEEN MARY.

" chats." The heaviest tuber was slightly over

three-quarters of a pound, and the greatest number

per root, forty. It is an extra strong grower,

and if planted on rich ground must have plenty of

room between the rows.

characteristic of

EIGHTY-FOLD.

insipid, watery taste which

many.

Eighty - fold.—Among coloured rounds, no

variety grown by us has given better results than

this, and I can confidently recommend it both

as an exhibition and table variety. A few seasons

back we planted six tubers, obtained with several

other coloured rounds from Scotland ; these

weighed almost a pound, and at the time of lifting,

the second week in August, the tubers selected

for storing turned the scale at eleven and a half

pounds, quite a large number being left for the

fowls.

I am fully aware that, in face of the sensational

crops said to have been lifted in some quarters

last year, the above weights are not extraordinary

;

but when it is remembered the soil upon which

they were grown is little better than a sand heap,

and not more than half the usual quantity of

manure is added, it speaks well for the varieties.

Moreover these ..ix are selected from upwards

of a hundred difierent varieties which I have

grown during the past twelve years. Others could

be mentioned which, owing to much advertising,

are more popular, but which proved unworthy

compared with the foregoing.

Oxford. F. R. Casti.e
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INCREASED VEGETABLE PRODUCTION
By Edwin Beckett, V.M.H.

THE accompanying illustration shows a

scene of busy labour which is now
taking place at Aldenham Park, Elstree,

Herts, where a tract of rough pasture-

land, of an extent of about thirty acres,

forming part of the park, is being ploughed up

with a view to assist in increasing the

nation's food resources. The step has necessitated

a considerable amount of preliminary work in

the shape of grcund clearing, and this having now
reached the stage of completion, the ploughing

teams are hard at work running the long furrows

which will assist in turning land that was practi-

cally useless into ground arable and food bearing.

The top soil is a heavy loam lying on a subsoil

digging up small lawns, schoolboys breaking up
school quadrangles and playing grounds, even of

clergymen who are endeavouring to raise vegetable

crops in churchyards ; while golf greens, cricket

fields, tennis courts, &c., are being broken up
by the spade. Surely much of this is misdirected

energy, enthusiasm run riot ; and what would be

far better than the destruction of small beauty spots

and recreative spaces would be for a combined

and organised effort on the part of the nation

to get the full value of food products from the

real waste spaces of the country.

A well-known contemporary of The Garden
a short while since gave the figures for land under

Wheat in the countrv as 2,000,000 acres, while

Potatoes will probably be planted, as these are

undoubtedly the most valuable crop to put freshly

broken ground under, and besides their value as

a crop, they so greatly help in breaking up and
cleansing the ground. Potatoes should never be

crowded. One of the principal contributory

causes of failure with this crop on farms and
market gardens, where large tracts of Potato

grounds are found—as, in fact, in nearly all gardens,

large and small—is overcrowding, and sickly

haulm and plants and diseased tubers are far more
frequently found where lack of proper space is

seen between sets and rows than on grounds

where wide planting is practised. This system of

wide planting does not mean waste of ground,

for where the rows are set 3 feet 6 inches to

4 feet apart the intervening space can be utilised

for growing crops of the Brassica family.

Here at Aldenham particular care is taken in

crop rotation, intensive culture and the proper

«i^
'
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CONVERTING ROUGH PASTURE INTO FOOD BEARING LAND AT ALDENHAM PARK.

of very stiff clay, and possessors of similar

ground need have no apprehension as to its

titility, or of other apparently even more useless

tracts

For many years now I have been continuously

advocating the increased utilisation of the vast

tracts of w'aste ground seen all over the country.

There have been a few other ~" voices crying in

the wilderness." but unfortunately too few to

wake up the nation to the needs of far greater

'home production of food supplies, and it has

taken the great and serious days of this

dreadful world war to at last drive home the

'lesson ; and even then nearly two and a half

years have elapsed before the real seriousness

of the problem * has led the Government to

take the necessary steps to attempt to alleviate

the position.

Now a great reaction has set in, and we hear

from all quarters reports of private individuals

the waste land was stated to be 17,000,000 acres,

and one can scarcely conceive what a vast amount

of foodstuffs could be produced from those waste

acres, especially if proper methods were employed

to that end. One also marvels why the people

of Great Britain should permit such a large amount

of waste ground to exist, a state of affairs which

renders necessary the large imports of vegetables

and corn that have been the case for a number
of decades. During the past sixty years the

area of Wheat lands alone has fallen from

4,500,000 acres to 2,000,000 acres, and this

state of affairs with an ever-increasing popu-

lation. Consequently our food imports have

correspondingly increased enormously. Vital as

the matter of increased home food production

is at the present time, the essential fact of

this also being necessary during the " piping

times of peace" must never be lost sight of

again.

preparation of the ground. It is useless to

imagine that good results can be obtained by merely
scratching the surface of the earth. One of the

first essentials towards success in vegetable

culture is draining and deep tillage, and it is far

better to have one acre of well broken up ground
than three times that area only scratched over.

It is an accepted fact that the deeper the trenching

the better the results, and in our established

kitchen gardens here we trench 3 feet 6 inches to

4 feet deep.

Another point of great importance is the pre-

paration of the ground after it is dug up—that

is, what fertilisers to use, &c.; and for the novice

I would urge that immediate guidance should be
obtained in the direction of lectures, leaflets, &c.,

by the local authorities administering the new
regulations as to allotment grounds, and by
the local horticultural societies, where such
exist.
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THE ALLOTMENT WEEK BY WEEK
By Cecil Bartlett.

» S most of the holdinfjs are furnished

/\ through the local authorities, the allot-

,/ % merits are usually set out by their

/—% surveyors' staffs, but allotment societies

' » and other private associations are

responsible for the initial work. It will generally

be found most expeditious to enlist the services

of someone accustomed to measuring and parcelling

land, for unless, as very rarely happens, the land

is square or rectangular, many unforeseen diffi-

culties are soon met.

The ,
proper method—and the right way is

always the easiest in the long run—is to work

from a scale plan, )ising as large a scale as possible,

and after setting out as many plots as required,

they may easily be transferred from the plan to

the ground. As many " frontages " as possible

should be given, for everyone likes to get on his

plot as easily as possible, but it is not advisable

to set out the plots less than 12 feet wide ; i.'i feet

will generally be found better, and it is also a

convenient measurement for the novice to work

from, although r6i feet is the standard rod length.

But the exact width must always be governed

by the available depth as well as the general

shape of the ground, and in order to equally

divide the whole, the plots often have to be of

different dimensions.

Although many a man accustomed to manual

labour will keep a 20-rod allotment in good

condition, raising profitable crops from it. yet

as a general rule 10 rods will be found quite as

much as the average man can find time to culti-

vate. But it is not necessary to set out the

plots exactly this size, nor is it always possible

or desirable. '

The longest side of the ground should be taken

as a base line, and the plots set out at right angles.

In many instances around London no provision

for paths has been made, and although this is an

economy of ground, yet it will be found exceedingly

inconvenient in the future. To reach the further

end of his plot the worker will have to walk over

his crops ; and it has been suggested to me that

the unprincipled will make use of their neighbours'

plots, with results which may be imagined. Wher-

ever the room can be afforded, a central cart

track, 7 feet wide with a " turn " at the

far end, on large allotments will be a great

convenience for drawing manure. The paths

may be as narrow as 18 inches, and where

space is valuable one path could serve every

two plots.

Preparing the Ground.— If it has been treated

well in the past, those holders whose allotments

are on arable land are fortunate, for their digging

is plain *ork ; but while grassland requires more

laborious preparation, it is often the best in the

end. Dealing with the latter, it simplifies matters

if, when the herbage is long and at all coarse, the

field is cut over before the plots are pegged out

If this has not been done, the holder will, save

time and backache if he cuts the grass with a

scythe or a hook before beginning any digging.

The cut grass, if made into a heap at the

far end of the plot and turned occasionally,

will make a useful dressing, or, if preferred,

it can be laid under the top spit as digging

proceeds.

There are two ways of dealing with grassland

—

the farmer's way and the gardener's way.
Followers of the first dig the ground about

9 inches deep and throw it up roughly. A fort-

night or three weeks later the dug ground is

forked over, the grass and weeds collected and
burnt. When dealing with land infested with
such strong perennial weeds as Docks, Nettles

and Buttercups this method has much to recom-
mend it, provided the ground is afterwards

properly treated. But too often the worker rests

content with this scanty preparation. The true

gardener's plan is to thoroughly bastard-trench

his plot at the onset. In bastard-trenching, all

the top soil, 2 feet wide and i foot deep, is taken
from one end of the plot and wheeled to the

finishing point for use at the last. The' .soil in

the trench thus made is then dug with a fork

another full spit deep, leaving it in its original

position. (A spit, it may be remarked, is the old

name for a spade, so that a spit deep means the

depth of a spade's blade.) Then the worker digs

a second 2 feet wide strip, turning the soil over

into the trench already made. No. 2 trench is

next broken up to be filled with the soil from a

third strip, the process being continued until the

end of the plot is reached, when the last trench

is filled with the soil wheeled from thp first trench

made. By this method the soil is treated as

though it were in two layers, each a foot deep,

and these are turned over in their respecti\e

positions. It is rarely advisable to place the

original lower layer on the top at the com-
mencement, but after a few years bastard-

trenching this may often be done, because

during that time it has become improved .by

the decayed roots of the vegetables and any
man\ire which has been laid between the two
layers of soil.

Only in favoured circumstances will the allot-

ment holder be able to obtain farmyard or even
stable nianure at this juncture, but as most allot-

ments have been "down to grass" for a con-

siderable time past, the lack of organic manure
need cause no misgivings. Such land is much
of the nature of " virgin soil," and if of average

quality may be reliefl upon to give good returns

for the labour expended, without the aid of manure
now. But, at the risk of repetition, I would
insist on the absolute necessity of thorough soil

preparation, and that the digging be done as early

as possible so that Nature may have time to

exert her beneficial influence on the soil, which
in pll probability has not " seen daylight " for

many years. It may reasonably be assumed
that no sane authority would set aside water-

logged land for allotment purposes, and the

dampness of any land which " lies a bit wet "

during the winter months will be remedied by
bastard-trenching.

Alarmists have drawn dreadful pictures of

the havcx-, which allotment holders may antici-

pate from the ravages of wireworm and other

soil pests. While there are lands badly infested,

these, fortunately, are not nearly so general as

many would have one believe. However, I

hope next week to suggest ways and means
of combating these denizens of the under-

world.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Renovating Orchard Trees.—Young trees that
have been neglected by allowing the grass to grow
close up to the stems immediately after planting
should be assisted. The trees cannot flourish ip
that manner, no matter how well they were
planted. Clear off the grass 3 feet from the
stem, lightly fork over the surface, and work in
a liberal quantity of half-decayed manure,
finishing off with a light mulching of manure.
Stake all Newly Planted Trees securely.

Too often this detail is neglected or imperfectly
done, so much so that the trees are swayed about
by wind, their roots loosened in the soil, and,
what is more, the bark is bruised on the stem,
which causes injury to the tree. Place a firm
stake in the ground 4 irtches from the stem,^
and around the tree stem wrap a wisp of straw,
making it secure with a Hazel withe or galvanised
wire; then secure this to the stake in su( h a
manner that, no matter how the tree sways, the
bark does not come in contact with the stake.
Mr. Beckett has invented an excellent tree clip.,

made of waterproof listing, which is easily affixed,
durable and efficient.

Vegetables Under Glass.

Carrots.'—Sow seed of Shorthorn varieties in
light sandy soil in a frame, over a mild hotbed of
leaves and manure, for the early supplies. At the
same time thinly sow Wood's Frame or French
Breakfast Radishes in the same frame. In this
way a double crop is secured, as the Radishes may
be obtained before they interfere with the Carrots_

Vegetable Marrows.—Sow seeds of Table
Dainty or Tender and True in pots for an early
supply in a cool house or in frames in Alay. Grow
the plants sturdily, shifting them on into larger
pots as required, to avoid a check to growth.
Finally, they will succeed in the house in 12-inch
pots if well fed with liquid manuie when the
fruit has formed.

Lettuce.—Sow seeds of an early maturing
variety, like Golden Ball or Heartwell, in boxes
for providing plants for early use in frames or for
putting out in the open later to fill up anv
gaps in the supply.

The Flower Garden.

.Ornamental Vines should now be pruned,
cutting all side shoots back to within an eye of
the main stems. In this way vigoroiis growth
is obtained, and the plants kept within a reason-
able space. The foliage, too, develops fully
under this mode of treatment, and thus produces
a more intense colour.

Climbing Roses.—Complete the pruning of
this section without delay, making the remaining
shoots secure to the supports to prevent loss of
flowering shoots, which are on the move and might
be injured later on, no matter how carefully they
are handled. Plants well furnished with sucker-like
growths from the base should have all of last
season's flowering wood cut out to make room
for the new growth of the current year. With
some there is a tendency to overcrowd the shoots,
which results in weakly flower-stems.

Michaelmas Daisies should be replanted everv
year to obtain the best results. Towards the end
of February or early in March is a good time..
Where space permits, it is a good plan to grow
the plants in a mass, and on the same site when
suitable. Deeply dig or trench the soil, adding
manure if required. As a rule the clumps of
these Asters are too large ; they have too many
shoots in consequence, and grow and flower weakly.
Plants with five stout growths are ample ; each
then, if properly staked out, has space to develop
fully.

Border Chrysanthemums.—The plants of this
section which have been wintered in frames or
at the foot of a south wall slic5uld be pulled in
pieces with three growths to each and planted in a
frame or in boxes, from which they may be trans-
ferred to where they are to flower.

E. MOLV.VEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Mvers, Esq.)

Swanmorc, Hants.
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FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

General Work.—This is of necessity a busy time
in the kitchen Kartlen. Digging whieh is in arrears
must be pushed forward and e\'erythiiig put in

readiness ioi\ future planting and sowing, although,
if tlie gronntl is wet and sticky, leave it aU>ne until

FIG; I.—FORCING RHUBA'KB OUTUOOKS
UNDER AN OLD API'Lp: BARREL SUR-

ROUNDED BY LONG MANURE,

more favourable conditions prevail, as nothing but
failures can be looked for if the ground is worked
when in a pasty condition. Where Box edgings
are in need of replanting or l)latd\sare to be tilled up,
now is a suitable time to have the work done. It

is always advisable to have a few lines of spare Box
growing on in the nursery border for this purpose.

Horseradish.—Where this is in demand during
the season, it is essential that a portioi\ of the bed
be lifted and transplanted annually. Use straight,

moderate-sized pieces of roots, from which all side

roots sliould be tiimmed off. When the bed is pre-

pared, plant with an ordinary dibber in holes about
') inches deep.

Seed Potatoes.—The early lot of Potatoes for

outdoor planting have now been placed in shallow
boxes and stood in an airy loft to sprout, care
being taken to keep the shoots as sturdy as possible.

Our early varieties consist of May Queen, Mid-
lothian Early and Epicure.

Plants Under Glass.

The Fernery.—Advantage may be taken of
stormy weather to have the fernery overhauled
and some necessary repotting done. Nephrolepises
are particularly requiring attention, and it is wise
to increase the stock of this handsome and most
accommodating family. Several young plants of

,\sparagus Sprengeri will be moved into hanging
baskets; A. plumosus nanus will be put into
larger pots and placed at the bark for training up
the wall : and young stork will be advanced and any
spent subjects discarded.

Fuchsias.—Old plants which have been dried off

during the winter should now be taken in hand
,uid, after pruning into shape, be placed in a
warm house to break. Quantities of cuttings may
then be obtained either for bedding purposes or

for growing on for conservatory decoration. Plants
raised last year may be potted on for larger speci-

mens. A most useful hanging variety for edging
stages is Cloth of Gold, and when grown in hanging
baskets it is also very attractive.

Amaryllids.—As these have now shown signs of

starting int.) growth, they should be repotted in

a generous tnixture of equal parts of fibrous turf,

leaf-mould and sand, and placed in a Melon-pit
until the flower-spikes shtjot up.

Allamanda.—This beautiful ficjwering stove
plant shr)uld now be pruned back and repotted,
allowing it to oci-up\ a warm corner of the stove
so that it may break away strongly.

Gloxinias.—Tubers of these should also be
started. Shake away the old material, replant in a
moderately hue mixtiue, and place in a stove or
pit luitil growth commences, when they may be

' remoxed to slightly cooler quarters. A packet of

seed may also be sown now to provide a batch for

autumn flowering.

The Flower Garden.

The Herbaceous Border.—Where replanting
is nitcmled. the \arious plants should be carefully
lifted anil labelled, afterwards heeling them into
temporary quarters until the border is trenched
and ready for them. Where the soil is light, re-

planting in the autumn is advisable; but in gardens
where the soil is of a heavy or clayey nature I think
spring planting is preferable, as root action takes
place more quickly and the crowns of the plants
suffer less from the ravages of slugs or excessive
damp. It is essential that the gi'ound should be
thoroughly trenched, ijicorporating plenty of well-
decayed n:anure and leaf-mould, while old vegetable
matter from the rot pit should be worked inider the
second spit. See that all surface irregularities

are put right and allow the border to slope gently
tow.trds the front. Our mode of planting is gener-
ally three to five plants iu a clump, while one's own
good taste should be exercised regarding the blend-
ing of colours and the flowering periods of the
\'arious plants.

French and Persian Ranunculi.—Beds for
these should be couiplcted without delay and the
roots planted in drills about (1 inches apart
and 2 inches deep. The plants are partial to heavy
soil and like an open site. Their richly coloured
flowers make a fine display and are very suitable
for cutting, especially where flowers have to be
despati bed by post.

Border Carnations.—in many pla( es it is found
necessary to winter these in frames, so that if a
favoiu-able opportunity occurs about the end of
this month they may be planted out in their flower-
ing quarters, as it is advisable to plant early and
give as long a season of growth as possible, the
result being that tliey flower more profusely.
Seedlings that were raised during last summer and

have been growing in nursery lines may also be
transferred to the flower borders.

James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir Wi liam H. Houldsworth, Bart.)
Coodham, Kitmariwck.

FORCING RHUBARB IN
THE OPEN

To
follow the 'earliest supplies under

glass and from other quarters, beds
outdoors should be utilised to their

fullest extent. Beds and borders made
up under a wall or a close fence facing

south are excellent situations for subsequent
supplies, and from such quarters a second crop
should be obtained. This is perhaps the simplest

way of all of forcing Rliubarb, as splendid crops
may be obtained with the minimum of trouble.

When Rhubarb is forced in the open, the grower
may utilise the services of coverings used for forcing

Seakale, such as boxes, barrels of various descrip-

tions—in fact, anything that will cover the roots

and that has suflicient head room.
For raising crops of some of the more vigorous

and taller-growing Rhubarbs, such as Hobday's
Giant, I prefer to use empty Apple barrels.

These should have the ends knocked out, and the

better end preserved intact for covering purposes.

In Fig. I an Apple barrel, as used for forcing

these taller-growing Rhubarbs outdoors, is shown.
Here it will be observed the barrel is placed in

position over the Rhubarb root, with the lid

slightly tilted to show it is not fixed, and can be
adjusted after inspecting the crop. The barrel

is partially embedded in warm stable litter,

which will encourage the roots to start, and
subsequently, if needs be, the whole barrel can

be covered with the same littery material.

Leaves and stable litter used in conjunction are

better, as the heat does not then get too fierce.

The coverings should be tested occasionally, so that

the latter condition may be avoided. D. B. C.

.'ti'

ikii.

FIG. 2. -RHUBARB FORCED ON A SUNNY BORDER UNDER A BARREL.
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NURSERY NOTES
MESSRS. WATKINS AND SIMPSON'S

NEW PREMISES.

AVERY pleasant surprise awaited us

on our recent visit to Messrs. Watkins

and Simpson's new and well-appointed

premises in Drury Lane, Covent Garden.

^ For a great many years we have had
this well-known firm almost as our next door

neighbour in Tavistock Street, and our friendly

relations are none the less sincere now that the

firm, having grown too big for the buildings in

Tavistock Street, has erected extensive and,

we may say, surhptuous premises in Drury Lane,

only a few minutes' walk from the former

address, where it has all the additional accom-

modation required.

We should explain that the site was selected

and plans made for this commodious building

before the outbreak of war, and in the ordinary

course of events the building would have been

completed some months earlier than has been

the case.

Entering by the Drury Lane frontage, we find

ourselves in a spacious and palatial seed shop,

which presents a scene of great activity. There

is evidently brisk business in vegetable seeds,

and a large staff of assistants are kept worldng

at high pressure packeting seeds behind the long

series of counters. The opposite side of the seed

shop is devoted to flower seeds, and there is accom-

modation for the very large home and Colonial

business. Here we may say that Messrs. Watldns

and Simpson are out to capture the German trade.

Even before the war this firm was making
its presence felt in the Stock and Aster seed

MESSRS. WATKINS AND SIMPSON'S NEW PREMISES IN

COVENT GARDEN.

trade, and never again shall we send

to Erfurt for these or any other seeds.

Both of these annuals are largely

grown by Messrs. Watkins and Simp-

son at home and abroad from selected

strains, and great pains are taken to

ensure the very finest results. Sweet
Peas and Antirrhinums are other

strong features of the flower seed

department, and among the latter

are the exquisite varieties Cerise King
and Pink Beauty, both of the majus

grandiflorum type ; and Magpie, Spit-

fire, Golden Beauty and Captivation,

of the nanum grandiflorum section.

The last-named variety, whicli we
illustrate, has flowers of a charm-

ing rich chamois, shaded pink, quite

a unique colour, and is very free

flowering. AH of these varieties can

be obtained from leading retail seeds-

men throughout the country.

Passing from the seed shop on

the ground floor to the rear of the

premises in Arne Street, we arrive

at the covered draw-in and despatch

floor, where numerous vans and
conveyances are taking consign-

ments of seeds to the railways,

also to the docks, whence they

are shipped to all parts of the

world. The trade of this firm, it

must be distinctly understood,

is purely wholesale, and the firm

welcomes a visit from anyone in

the trade or those growers who
are interested. The first floor is mainly devoted

to general, secretarial and private offices, and
here we were welcomed by Mr. Alfred Watkins,

tlie governing director, and his

able lieutenant, Mr. J. M. Bridge-

ford, the , managing director. Mr.

Alfred Watkins, who was formerly

with Messrs. Hurst and Son, was the

rounder of the business in r876, and
at that time Mr. Watkins' own
B^round of 6J acres provided the only

trial grounds. As evidence of the

growth and prosperity of this firm,

the trial grounds situated at Felt-

ham and Twickenham now com-

prise 100 acres, entirely used for

the purpose of selection and trials.

Thus the stock selecting grounds,

which afford a wonderful sight in

spring and summer, have grown in

extent like the warehouses. We
hope to refer to the trial grounds

more fully on another occasion.

So far we have only mentioned

the ground floor and first floor of

these new premises. There is also

an enormous basement used as a

bulb and general warehouse, and
covering the area of the buildings.

The second floor brings us to an

immense flower seed warehouse,

also the most intricate cleaning

machinery, and the Pea picking

department, where scores of women
are kept busily employed. Above
is the third floor seed store ; while

on the roof we have the very

interesting experience of looking

over a modern seed-testing house.

ANTIRRHINUM CAPTIVATION.

The open, flat roof, large enough for a tennis

court, affords a space of untold value for

the purpose of drying seeds.

The whole building, which, by the way, is

mainly of steel and cement, with fireproof Teak
doors, is beautifully arranged for lighting and
general convenience, and fitted with all that

is most up-to-date in trade machinery, electric

lifts, and shoots from the top of the building

to the basement. It is heated by radiators,

and the whole place is a model of cleanliness.

No pains have been spared to bring this building

to the high-water mark of perfection. There is

one point we have left till last, although it is of

great importance, and that is the comfort and
convenience of employes have been studied and
providedfor in every possible way; and we venture

to say . that the happy relationship between

employers and employes has in some measure
been responsible for the remarkable progress and

prosperity of this world-renowned and time-

honoured firm.

TRIAL OF PEAS AT WISLEY
In reading through the result of the trials of first

and second midseason varieties, one is struck by
the number of old-established varieties which

receive special mention after so many years' trial.

Such results prove how careful the seedsmen are

in seeding the many varieties they handle yearly

to preserve the evenness of the strain. The
following are specially mentioned as belonging to

the older type of varieties that have stood the test

of time and not been found wanting : Duke of

Albany (perhaps the most popular of all Peas),

Harvestman, Evergreen Delicatesse, Quite Content,

Centenary, Gradus, Stratagem, Glory of Devon,

Alderman and Ne Plus Ultra. E. M.
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SEEDS FOR 1917.
It is iionetonearly for garden lovers to think ot seeds,

but be sure the seeds you buy are seeds o£ quality. It
is a gardening axiom that

RYDERS SEEDS
are the best, and despite the fact of a War Time price
of lid. per packet, onlers for these famous Flower and
Vegetable Seeds are daily growing in volume. Seeds
of i{ualit}j cannot now be supplied, even by Eyders, in
renny Packets.

RYDERS ILLUSTRATED SE:D
CATALOGUE FRH.

Ryders 1917 Catalogue contains a large number
of choice varieties not found in other lists.

"Britain's Best" Tomato. The finest

Tomato ever introduced.
Ryders New Snow-tail Scarlet Radish.
A remarkable new Three-podded Pea —

"Thousandfold." .« ~ ^% xrrzf.xs

A splendid New Oval-shaped Beet.

Novelties for 1917 include the New Pierce
Sweet Peas (Pink, Pale Blue and Violet).

A wonderful new strain of Hybrid Cinerarias
The " Astermum " in four lovely colours.

New Cyclamen, Mauve Queen.
New hybrids of Trollius.

Send a post card to-day lor your free copy of tliis

Catalogue. Remember the oue and only address and
beware of imitators—no agents.

RYDER i^ SON, l^.

Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS.
Grow Your Own Food by

Sowing Ryders

Famous Vegetable Seeds.

G " (New Koses) for
29/e

This superb collection of 18 Best Ne^ Roses in .^warf
plants for 29'6 ; with Acme Labels. 31/9. Carriage and pack-

I
,
. t

1 :.! , .. Every Rose a choice novelty.Ing free for cash with order.

Aatfast Hartmann (H.T.)
BrUUaat <H.T.)

Coronation (H.P.)

I

Cplmson Chatenay (H.T.)

.
Florence Forrester IH.T.)

Hadley (H.T.)
I Henrietta (H.T.)

j

H. Y. Maohln(H.T.)
lona Herdman (H*T.)

Queen Mary (H.T.)
Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A grand stock o
Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants In greai
variety. Send for Catalogue No. 12. full of interesting Informa-

tion and cheap prices, post free on application tc

I

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
(Dept. 2). Garden Specialists. Southwell. Notts.

Of Surpassin:^ Beauty

Irish Flreflame (H.T.)

J. F. Barry <P.)

I<ady Plymouth (T.)

Madame E. Herrlot (Daily

Mail} (P.)

Mrs. C. B. Pearson (H.T.)

Mrs. F.W.Vanderbilt(H.T i

Mrs.GeopgeNorwood(H.T.
PB. J. C. Hall (H.T.)

THE

NATIONAL FOOD SUPPLY

f
Whatever the size of the garden, it is of paramount
consequence to obtain the maximum return from it,

and every means of eliminating the possible risk of

failure should therefore be taken. The sowing of

reliable seeds saved from improved heavy-cropping
strains is the first principle of successful gardening,
and from such seeds alone can profitable crops
be secured.

ProfitableVegetables in Small Gardens
PARCEL POST COLLECTIONS, Post Free

Specially arranged for small gardens and to meet the convenience of customers residing
at a distance from a Railway Station.

A.

B.

C.

D.

VEGETABLE SEEDS ONLY
Collection of Vegetable Seeds, 42 varieties ... 12s. 6d.
Collection of Vegetable Seeds, 39 varieties ... 1 Os. 6d.
Collection of Vegetable Seeds, 33 varieties ... Ts. 6d.
Collection of Vegetable Seeds, 24 varieties .... 5s. Od.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S
SEEDSMEN, READING

BARR'S
Extra Selected

VEGETABLE SEEDS
For producing Large Crops

of Best Quality.

Full Descriptive Catalogue, Free on Application.

Best Early Dwarf Pea, Peter Pan
Broad Bean, Barr's Monstrous Long Pod
Dwarf French Bean, Barr's Excelsior

Scarlet Runner Bean, '* Best of All
"

Beet, Ban's Covent Garden
Broccoli, Barr's Hardy Winter White
Brussels Sprouts, Barr's Standard

Cabbage, Barr's Autumn Exhibition

Cabbage, Savoy, Norwegian, Ban's Extra
Selected ...

Cabbage, Braganza or Seakale

Carrot, Barr's New Intermediate ...

Cauliflower, Ban's Autumn Queen
Kale, Tall Scotch, Ban's Selected ...

Lettuce, Cabbage, Barr's Green Favourite
Onion, Barr's Long Keeper
Onion, Cranston's Excelsior, Ban's Selected

Parsnip, Barr's New White Marrow
Potatoes, the best sorts, see catalogue.
Radish, Round, Barr's Scarlet Perfection ..

Tomato, Barr's Lightning per

Turnip, Ban's Covent Garden Snowball ..

per quart, 3/6
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
IMPATIENS GLANDULIFERA {Jnne AimteuT).—

You might apply to Messrs. Thompson and Morgan.
Ipswich, for this and uiso for the Milk Thistle (Cardmis
Marianus). since, thougli they do not catalogue either
in the most recent edition of tlieir cataloigiie we have at
hand, they may know where one or the other is obtain-
able. So far as the first named is concerned, assuming
you are referring to tlie rose-coloured form, we have a
garden or two in mind where it grows and sows itself all

too freely eacli year, and failing your obtaining a supply
from the source named, in all probability seeds may be
had in the forthcoming autumn. If this is too long to
wait, perhaps sonn- nadei' of The Garuen in whose
garden the plant is still a weed may be able to send our
correspondent a handful of seedlings in spring, and so
give her a fresh start with tlie plant in question.

THE FLOWERING RUSH : BUTOMUS UMBELLATUS
{Guelder).—^Tliis is one of the hardiest and ino'^t easily
grown of aquatic plants suited to shallow water, the
pondside or like places : or, if needs be, it may be grown
in tubs, though not with the same chances of success.
The plant is perennial, flowering In June and July, and
is included in our native flora, being found. in ditches,
pools and like placesi In good condition it attains 4 feet
or more high, the growths terminating in an umbel of
rose-coloured flowers. Of British acjuatic plants it is

among the most interesting and beautiful. There should
b" no ditfieultv in growing it in any wet plaei'. provided
the water is not stagnant, or in places akin to those fa\oured
by it in the wild state. In tubs it should be planted in

strong loamy soil. Mr. Amos Perry. Enfield : Messrs.
T. S. Ware. P'oltham; or any of the hardy plant luuscrv-
men could snpjilv you witli" plants, which may he dealt
with now at any time in ()])en weather.

DIVIDING AND REPLANTING CHRISTMAS ROSES
(Fife).—We are pleased to receive the tribute of your
success with these following early autumn plantingand
division, inasmiicli as there are some who grow them in
Scotland who are afraid of moving them at any othcv
time than spring, which for Southern gardens, at hast,
is wrong and bad. Your dealing with, them in August
almost coincides with our own experience, which is that
late September is the best time of the whole year for
the work. It is " best " because at that season the new
main or basal roots are then being emitted from the
short rhizoniatous rootstock of the plant, and it is

important that these roots, which imder normal con-
ditions descend a considerable depth imbranched, should
go down uninjured into the soil. By planting in August,
as you have hitherto done, you have anticipated the
period of main root production, and iipon that fact not
a little of your past success hinges. But you need have
no misgivings about planting them a month later, say.
the end of Sei)tember or even in October. sinc(; tliis root-
producing process is continuous for some weeks. At
the same time, the earlier the planting is done the better.
We prefer to divide the plants by first shaking away as
ranch soil as possible, or evtni washing it away, and,
laying the plant on its side, insert just below the crown
level two hand-forks back to back, pressing them out-
wards in opposite directioas and so wrench the plant
asunder. In this way there is practically no loss of
root or plant, both of which are inseparable f om the
use of a sharp cutting instrument, be :t wliat it may.

FRUIT GARDEN.
PEAR KNIGHT'S MONARCH {W. E. ii.).—This is

one of the ricliest-llavourcd of all Pears, but most difficult
froni wh ca to get a crop on account of the failing the
var cty has of dropping its fruit in late summer. It
usually carries a good crop to start with imtil the fruit
attains practically its full size, and then dropping
begins. One good authority says do not thin the fruit

;

tantamount to saying the tree will do this for you. Our
exi)erience does not support this theory. On the contrary,
we think non-thinning is sometimes responsible for the
dropping. The best method of treating this variety we
have found is to have the tree well mulched with decayed
manure during the summer and well watered in dry
weather, thinning the smallest of the fruits in good time.
A west aspect suits it well. The variety is said to succeed
better as a .standard, but the fruits will be smaller and not
so rich.

VIISCELLANHOUS.
NAME OF PLANT.—J. H. C—The le.ives Pent are

not those of an Orchid, hut of P-iilo hn hon '^annifolium
(Canna-h aved). i\ ii a naiive of Br i il, for whicli so\e
trcaim'^-n i- neeessa y. It p.odu es small greenish.
Arum-like flower-spathes.

SOCIETIES
LECTURE ON VEGETABLE GROWING.

Thk first of a series of hrtnn's on vegetable cultivation.
to be held at fortnighlly iutirvals, was given by Mr.
R. R. Janes at Univer.-'ity College, Reading. The lecturer
dealt with many objections wlneh were likely to be made
as reasons for not cultivating vegetables. He stateil
that lack of knowledge was not an insuperabh- barrier,
as it was comparatively easy to learn enough elementary
horticulture to enable persons to grow the more common
vegetables of food value, and he instanced liow on vacant
sites in Westminster unskilled persons had learnt how

to cultivate vegetables under appallingly bad conditions.
He showed how persons with Hmited time could, by
systematically sjiending regular short periods in their
gardens, do much to increase the national food supply.
Kven if individual efforts appeared small, yet the collec-
tive efforts of thousands of persons would "be a consider-
able asset to the country. Many persons objected that
their soil was too poor, but it was pointed out that much
of the soil under cultivation in Germany and France
would be condemned as unsuitable in this country.
Instances were also given of cases where apparently
unsuitable waste land had yi'^ldcd heavy crops of Potatoes.
The olijeetiun that many heavy clay soils were unworkable
was stilted to be difficult, hut not insurmountable. It
could be met by temporarily altandoning other operations
in order to work heavy land on favourable occasions
when a good tilth was obtainable. It was pointed out
that few persons were pliysically incapable of performing
at least some form of vegetable culture, as many horti-
cultural operations, especially digging and trenching,
were excellent aids to physical i-ulture. The best methods
of cleainng and digging semi-waste gardens were next
dealt with, sjiecial importance lieing placed on the necessity

for the tliorough removal of perennial weeds, such as
Coucli and Bindweed. Reference was made to the
necessity for collecting and burning garden pruniugs
and rubbish to supply potash, which was almost un-
obtainable in other forms. Many left the building
resolving that they would immediately commence culti-
vating vegetables in their gardens.

The War Office nntifim that from now onward all paper-i
posted to any netttml Enrojienn. cnntitry uiill be sto/>ped,

except those sent hi/ puhlis/iers ami newsaqeuts i^io havf
obtained special permission from the ^yar Office. .Such
permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-
scribers u'ko send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway^
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

**• The Yearly Subscription to The tiATtDEN in : Inland.
Cis. firf. : Foreign, 85. 9(/.

r;:

MAKE YOUR GARDEN KEEP YOU
by using RITO /The Humosin Food\

Vfor Soil Bacteria/

RITO RESULTS.
SCARLET RUNNER BEANS.

I'litreiited l^lot

Treatc.l Plot

POTATOES.
Iiiitreiitert I'lot

Treated PUit

9 Ills. 7 ozs.
31 lbs. 2 ozs.

1(5! lbs.

241 lbs.

CABBAQE LETTUCE (under glass).
I{eiul\ t\ r sale one inoiitli earlier where treated with

RlTt) than untreated purtioii.

Amateur Gardeners and others may, with the assistance of RITO,
have the most beautiful gardens with one mass tif rich bloom during
the Summer, as well asiucreased supplies of all hiuds of vegetables.

PRICES:—H bushel bag, 17 6; 2 bushel liag, 12/6

;

1 bushel bag, 7/6. { arriase paid.

Ask for Booklet " Rito Kesults " from liealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS,

y

BAKERS
Seed Potatoes

(Awarded Gold Medal National

Potato Society).

GREAT SCOT
An Early Maincrop of outstanding merit.

141bs. 281bs. 56lbs. n21bs.

2/1 5/6 10/6 20/-

The prices quoted are strictly for Cash with

Order only. Bags Free, and Free on Rail,

Codsall Station.

Full List of Potatoes and other Seeds, free.

BAKER S (Dept. T.G.)

Godsall, WOLVERHAMPTON.

THE NATION'S CALL
FOR MORE FOOD.

. . sow

JOHN K. KING'S
["PEDIGREE"

For the BEST Results.
CATALOGUES FREE.

JOHN K. KING & SONS
The King's Seed Qrowers,

COGGESH ALL.
F.\MOUS FOR 124 YEARS.

GARDENING MADE EASY
By E. T. COOK. Over ino papes. 2.') illnstrations.

.Sixth Edition Now Ready. 1/- net; cloth 1/6 net;
postage 4d. extra.

Please WTifce to-day for full particulars of this invaluable
book and for illiistrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,
•• Country Lite," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.
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DOBBIES
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.
160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

DOBSIE & CO.,
Royal Seedsmen ami Florists,

EDINBURGH.

CHARLES TURNER'S
Catalogue of GARDEN SEEDS

for 1917 is now ready, and can

be had on application. .'Mso of

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS,
HARDY TREES, Etc.

THE ROYAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH

VEGETABLES LIKE THESE,

MAY BE CROWN

Your Country
Needs—

Your Garden!

WEBBS
POPULAR

COLLECTIONS
OF

VECETABLE SEEDS.
Finest Quality & Best Value.

2s.6d. to 105s. each, Om ia.'.' Frf.'.

Therp in'\«'T wa-.i .1 ;;in'.tt«r iiei-d fi

an inen^asi'd ])nMlucliOTi of Home-
grown Food, ;iinl every j^arden

should be utilised to its

fullest extent. To ob-

tain THE FINEST
(,'HOP.S it is essential

to sow THK FIXE.ST

WEBBS' Catalogue of

VEGETABLE SEEDS,

POTATOES, FLOWER
& LAWN SEEDS, GAB
DEN FERTILISERS, ETC. Post Free on request.

The Royal Horticultural Society's and the
Royal Agrioulttiral Society's GOLD MEDALS
awarded to WEBBS' VEGETABLES in 1916.

WEBBS'SEEDS
EDWARD WEBB & SONS (STOURBRIDGE) LTD.,

The Kin'ra Seedzmen, STOUBBSIDGE.

SEEDS First Quality SEEDS
FLOWER

ANTIRRHINUM, Nanum
Grandiflorum

The finest and best type, in several

beautiful new shades and mixture.

GOSMEA, New Giant Hybrids

Early, large flowers in beautiful colours,

ranging from crimson, deep rose, pale rose,

blush, white.

GODETIA. Rosy Morn
Lovely coral pink.

PEA, Peter Pan
Large podder, early, dwarf.

BEAN, Dwarf Masterpiece
The flnest dwarf Bean ever offered.

BEET, Early Model Red Globe
Fine colour, earl\'.

CAULIFLOWER, Supreme
Mid early variety of excellent quality.

TOMATO, Market King
Early, very heavy cropper.

To be had of all Leading Retail Seedsmen
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\W^MS^
^he BEST and Chcapc

!c cvr.r.-Jfy rf c^;*! .*./r r^-ti-nrr^ .in.i hnvt ' <-.irT.,ix-c j'^-

IJtIon ("carrlsyp- ff^utnlly amnunl* to half vjid,. c

,
jiMjJk), nr ^»riie for Price Li*t, frc»

nCIAI. POTS "f J»H df.tripl.nn*.. Oulr> Bowlj .nO rvf
Ptins from 2d. e«(h.

fftCHARD SANK£YSSOfi/,Lr9.
'''nvmMmj.-niAji j^j^^^ti0g/,lrjt/^f^

LION CYCLES £6:6:0
or 15s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for Eili

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised in this paper, and have made and sold over 20.000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS: Lamp, Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage
paid. YOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10

DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
I have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and
Catalogue with illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON, " Lion Cycle Works," 85, Moseley Street. Birmingham.

CASH

THOMSONS
VlfSt. PLAMT SVEOETABI.E

MAMURia
^ Famous

for over 30 years.
Ensures success ia your

garden; so compounded from
tfae finest ingredients procurable
• CO combine STIMULATING

vriih LASTING effects, producing
in every crop vigorous, healthy and
fruitful growth.
The direct result of LONG PRACTICAL

experience in gardening.

Uted by Amateur and Professional
Gardeners the world over.

ALSO

THOMSON'S SPECIAL
CHRYSANTHEMUM
AND TOP DRESSING MANURE

Prices:—Vine, Plant and Vegetable Manure:
1 cwt. 20/-. 56 lbs. 12/6. 28 lbs. 7/6, 141bs.

4/6, 7 lbs 2/6. Tins2/d, l/-and6d.
Carriage Paid anywhere on 56 lbs. and ui>.

Special Chrysanthemura and Top Dressing
Manure: 5fi lbs. 20/-. 28 lbs- 11/-.

14 lbs. 6/-, 7 Ihs. 3/6. Tins l/-.
Carriage paid anywhere on

28 lbs. aiiduP.

Sold by all Seedsmen
OR FROMSOLE ^

MAKERS

W= Tt10MSON€SOM5 L^° CLOVfNrORD5.N.B.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE OF DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT * Jm m^ ^ GREENHOUSES.

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTlFlCALJUy AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes furtlier

(1 cwt. equallinf; 15cwts.), givi s better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from we^ds. worms, etc.

Report of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
in the open air." (Signed) W. WlLKS. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet (giving full Particulars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.

D^ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -^0
Sold in Bags, 28 lbs. .2/3; 56 lbs., 3/6; 1 cwt., 6/-; 5 cwts., 28/9 ; 10 cwt s.. 55/-; lor cash with order, we paying carriage by
Pickford, London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London : 3d. per bag chartJed extra for every SO miles or part

beyond »his distance.
WAKELET BROS. & CO.. LTD., 75a, BANKSIDE, LONDON.

Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

lets there P^
I
and makes the Garden ,„tS,i
ps all the year round r^T.oT^iL

Sold evervwhere in TINS at Gd.A- Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS ; 7 lbs., 28. 6d., 14 lhs..4s.6d. ;

2< lbs.. 7s. 6d.: .56 lbs., 129. 6d. : 112 lbs.. 208. Or
dlrpctfrrim theWorks, Carriage paid in the United Kincdom lorOash with Order(except6d. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mfr= & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.

The arresting fragrance of

Compare

with

others

at

higher

prices.

its delightful flavour, extreme solubility (making it

easily digestible) and stimulating qualities make it

"A Household Treasure/'

Printed by Hudson & Kearns. Limited, Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E., and Published by "Country Life,"
and by George Newnes, Limited. 8-11. Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.

Limited, al 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C.
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TO OBTAIN THE FINEST CROPS YOU
MUST SilW THE FINEST SEEDS.

WEBBS' HIGH -CLASS VEGETABLES.—
AwanliNl GOLD MliDAI.S (Premier Honours) by tlie Royal

Horticultural ami Roval Agricultural Societies in 1916.
ACQUISITIONS FOR AMATEURS.

WEBBS- Pioneer PEA (early), Is, fld. pint.
WEBBS' Mamniotli Lonj-Tjocl B, BEAN, Is. ftd. per pint,

WEBBS' Selected Ailsa Craig ONION, Is. pkt.
WEBBS' New Marrowfat PARSNIP. 9d. oz.
WEBBS' Champion Prjze LEEK, Is. per oz.
WEBBS' Emperor TOMATii, Is. per pkt.
WEBBS' Aldenliam Pink CELERY. Is. pkt,
WEBBS' New Standard CARROT, Is. oz.

Post tree.
Illustrated Catalotnie of Seeds, Fertilisers, etc., free on reijuest.

Webb & Sons, Ltd,, The Kjuk's Seedsmen, Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Meiryweatlier trees, ever true to nanne. defy
competition. All tlie newest varieties. Dwarfs, StAn<!ards,

Climbers. A erand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.—
H. MEBJtYWEATHER & SONS, LTD., SoutllWell, NottS.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DBNDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants
you require.—.loHN Waterer, Sons <S Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested growth at strictly

'

moderate prices. Descriptive Catalogue free.

BARR'S BEAUTIFUL LILIES, GLADIOLI,
Cannas, Monthretias, Tipridias, Anemones, Ranunculus, etc.,

for spring planting. Descriptive Catalogue free.

—

Baru and
SONS. King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, Int-emational
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended Estimates given.
—Morrisbume, Woking.

WATERERS' "PRODUCTIVE" SEEDS.—
The best varieties and s lected strains at reasonable prices;
special planting table and tiesL-riptive catalogue free.—Jou\
Waterer sons & Crisp, Ltd.. seed Warehouses. Bagshot.

LAXTONS' SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to
offer—may still be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation
on receipt of stamped envelope.

—

Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to Wliite Lead Paint, \5/- per
gall. " PLASTINE " supersedes Putty, 18'- per cwt.—Full
particulars from W. Carsos & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea.
Agents tliroughout the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application.

—

George Bdntard & Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

SEWAGE "disposal FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS. ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers & Son,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Station : Harlow, G.E.R.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
i-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4Ad. sq. yard ; stout 1-incli mesh,
cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium, 2d. As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supplv limited ; order early.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (FourGolii
Meiials R. U.S., 450 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing equals a bed of Douglas clove-scented
stiff-necked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. DOUGLAS
( the Premier Houset, Gt. Bookham.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS.—Ask for 1916
Illustrated Catalogue, 200 varieties, post free. From 4/- per
doz. ; 2o/- per 100 ; carriage paid for cash. Patronised by
Royalty.

—

Van der Slcys, F.R.H.S., Guernsey.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—C'onservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

OXYDOIN FOR CHILBLAINS.—Instant Re-
lief. Rapid Cure. Chaps, cuts, bums, sores, stings, rhexmiatic
joints, sciatica, and neuritis, 1/3 and 1,9. Approval Lancet.—
New Oxtdol Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London.W,

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
See advert, on page ii.

WELLSON'S PLANT FOOD is the central
feature of a good manure. Send for particulars.

—

Wellson
and Co., West Mill, Leeds,

WELLS' Catalogue of Chrysanthemums and
Perpetual Carnations now ready, post free on application.

—

W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs. Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-

logues on application.—JONHS, Churchtield, Cradley, Malvern.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the OlTices of "Country
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

*' ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in
What Soils to Plant Them," with Catalogue, free on appUca-
tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 : 25, 6/fi ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-

All different, named, strong stock. (Please stat« position.)^—

6. R. Phipps, Alpine Nursery, Bamliam, Bognor.

TO REPLACE

SPRING CABBAGES AND LETTUCES
destroyed by the exceptional severe weather, sow at once
under glass

SUTTON'S EARLIEST CABBAGE.
The quickest growing variety, per packet 1/-.

SUTTON'S COMMODORE NUTT LETTUCE.
.K compact early variety, per packet 1/6.

These will then be tit for use almost as s^oon as those planted
in the Autumn.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, RE.AD1N6

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
Kelways Perfectly Glorious Pa^onies.
Kelway's Beautiful Blue Delphiniums,
Kelway's Brilliantly -coloured Phloxes.
Kelway's Colour Borders, ever in bloom.
Kelway's new and choice liardy perennial plants of all kinds.

NOW is the time to ORDER for Spring Planting

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyrethrums.
Kelway's Gay Gaillardias.

NOW is the time to SEND for particulars to

Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport, Somerset.

FIDLER'S NEW ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE OF CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS will be sent, post
free, to anv address on receipt of postcard. Write at once for

a copy. It may help you to save 50 per cent, on your seed
bin this season. — Fidler & SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed
Stores, Reading.

MAY WE QUOTE YOU FOR YOUR
VEf^ETABLK SEEDS AND SEED POTATOES this season 1

Only one quality—the best. Write us.—Whitelegg & C'O.,

The Nurseries, Chislehurst.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes, is now readv and will be sent post free on
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS. CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—
New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard
varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.

—

(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE & CO.,Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh,
will send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to

Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free, if tbk
paper is mentioned.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Tf.etgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with

practical information showing liow the possessors of gardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospecttiB

of the book will be sent on application to the Offices ol
' Country Lite," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descripUoB.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel RaiMng and

Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BOUITON & PAtrt

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, wiL'

have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue o

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., etc., free, if this paper is men
tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del

phlniums in superb variety.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 4fin.

30 3!in., 25 2|in., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrate,

list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale an-

rhubarb pots, free,

—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hil

VITARA (Radium) Fertiliser will give y<'i

the greatest output in vour garden, best crops, most luxuriai

vegetation, and earliest Spring flowers.—Trial box, 9d., poi

free, from Vit.ika Co., 128c. George Street, Croydon, burre%
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AUCTTOTfS.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS!

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 A 68, CHEAPSIOE, E.G.
CATALOOUeS ON APPLICATION.

VEITCH & SON
EXETER.

Vegetable and Flower Seeds. ~ ^^"'^^

tioos and Novelties in Aet«rs, etc.,

Introduc-
for tliis Seaeon.

Fruit Tl*PPC —Leading and pro6table kinds of Cook-n Ult. II CC9i ing and Dessert Apples, Pears, Peaches,
Plum^, etc.

Hardy Ornamental Trees & Shrubs,
RHODODENDRONS (Sikkim, Hybrids, and
Greenhouse).

RnCOC —Hybrid and Tea (all the newest), Alpines,nwacai Herbaceous and Bedding Plants, etc.

Catalogues of the above, separate^ on application.

VEITCH & SON, EXETER.

CHARLES TURNER'S
Catalogue ofGARDEN SEEDS

for 1917 is now ready, and can

be had on application. Also of

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS,
HARDY TREES, Etc.

THE ROYAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH

SEED POTATOES.
Ringleader
M*y Queen
Mid liarly
Duke ot York
Ninety Fold
Hebron . .

.

Puritan ...

t. Express
tclipue ...

M. Aslileaf
Epicure

112 lbs.

17/6
56 lbs.

9/-

V 28 lbs.

r 5/-
14 lbs.

3/-
7 lbs.

1/9

Pig Potatoes, 3/6 cwt.
Bags free on rail, cash with order. Send for full lists. With every
list I fiive mv p.mphlet, "How to Grow the Potato." Every order
must he accompanied with following dec'ara ion :

—
" I hereby certify

the seed potatoes ordered are rettuired for sei.-d purpo^ies only." Try
my speciality, 7lb>., any variety. :/-. carriatie paid by passenger train.

British Queen
Windsor Castle
King George
Evergood
Wliite City
Queen Mary
Dates
King Edward
Abundance
Arran Ctiief

Table Talk
Factor ...

TOM E. KING,

Reliable Vegetable Seeds
Sample prices for specially selected stocks from 1917 catelogue

PEAS.—English Wonder
Thos. Laxton ..

William Ist

pint
.. 9d
lOd.
lOd.

Fill-basket
Autocrat
Veitch's Perfection

Pint
9d.

lOd.
lOd.

BEANS.—Harlington Broad 6d.
Scarlet Kunner 1 /-

Dwarf Canadian Wonder Selected

Johnson's Wonderful 8d.
Painted lady ... lOd.

9d.

BEET, BROCCOLI, CARROTS, CABBAGE, KALE,
LETTUCE, SPROUTS, LEEKS, from 6d. per oz.

ONION from 8d. per oz.; AILS A CRAIQ and
CRANSTON'S EXCELSIOR 1/8 oz.. 6d. per packet

RADISH 2d., TURNIPS and SPINACH 3d. per oz.

SEED POTATOES
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS
Descriptive Catalogue of 100 pages enumerating over 3,000

species and varieties free on application to

THOMPSON & MORGAN,
IPSWICH.

THE MOST P

FREE OF DISEASE \A/IXH

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. K

P A T E N T E

ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf- mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way, and fur all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further

(1 c»vt. equalling iScwts.), giv s better results, is clean to h-mdle, sweet smelling, and free from wc ds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal Honicu.turai SLciety. " You.r Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
In the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS. Secret.iry.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full Particulars and testitnonials sent on receipt of postcard.

IV BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -W|
Sold in Bags. 28 lbs , 2/3; 56 lbs., 3/6; 1 cwt., 6/-; 5 cwts., 28/9 ; lUcwts., S5/- ; lor cash with order, we pa- ing < arriage by
Pickford, London district, or to any station within 25 mil s of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every 50 miles or part

beyond this dist.ince.
WAKELEY BROS. & CO.. LTD, 75a, BANKSIDE. LONDON.

Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3'- hn^hrl h:\,x. cim.mf nai.l 25 miles, extra as above.

m
UTILIZE EVERY INCH OF SPACE IN YOUR GARDEN AND SOW

GAMAGES
PRODUCTIVE VEGETABLE SEEDS

VtrttTE FOR N£W SEED CATALOGUE, POST FREE,

GAIHAGE'S EXCEPTIONAL- Gn£EN. LONG-POD
BEAN. Excepiional quality and flavour. A pi. Sd. I't.

lOd. Qt 1/6
GAMAGES "v^REEN HARLINGTON" WINDSOR

BEAN'^. A distinct fine croppinR variety, i pc. 5d. Pt.

lOd. Ot 1/6
Aquadulce Longpod. Dwarf, early and long-podded. Pt,

8d, Qt. 1/4
Early Longpod (Johnsons Wonderful). Very early and pro-

dNctive. Pt. 6d. Qt. II-
Exhibitlun L'ngpoa. Excellent quality. Pt. 8d. Qt. 1/4
Taylor's Broad Windsor. Selerted. Pt. 8d. Qt. 1/4

Gam.ige's Exhibition a light straw-toloured van ty, full

al the base with a slightly globular shoulder, large si^e and
splen id sh.'pe. Per plit. 6d , 1/-. 2/-

Ailsa CFaig. Enormous size. Per pkt, 6d.. 1/-, 2/-
White Spctnish. Well-known typ_- Per pkt. 3d.. 8d..

Nuneham Park. Good reliable stock. Per pkt. 3d,,

8d . 13
James* Keeping. Best for keeping qualities. Per pkt.

3d., 8d.. 1/3
Rousham Park Hero. Spanish type. Per pkt. 3d..

8d.. 1/3

CA.ftft0'X<S.
Ideal Carrot for the Table. 1 lt pkt. 3d. *oz. 7d. loz. 1/-

Guerande. Grows i|uicklv a d i-^ very early, ^oz. 4d. Inz.Sd.
Jannes's Scarl^-t Selected Intermediate. Reliable and

good all round. .ii.'Z. 4d. 1 z. 8d.
Early French Horn For early summer use and forcing.

Per pkt. 3d ioz. 6d. loz. 1 /

Long brai ge or Surrey. For deep I
, ^.,-^ -•

I Seeds10/-and upwards carnagefree.soils. 3d 6d.

FIRST EARLY SECTION.
Earliest of All \ Apt. pt.

William I. F.ivourite variety .. . I ^ . ^ ,_
Witham Wonder Exceptionally f *»°* ^/

swfL't ;iM<i r li'licate flavour .. .. '

Pilot, The. Bearing

2/-

a he 9d.

tiOLBORN, LONDON, E.G.

ets there f
and makes the Garden r„J^i

gay all the year round r,r£;;

TRADE MARK
f GENUINE
G a> SEAL
>STMIS

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.& Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
.BAGS : 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d.: 14 Ib9..4s.6d. : 2^ Ih3.. 78. 6d.; 56 lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs., 20s. Or
'directfromtheWorks.Carrlaee paid in the United KinedmnforCash with Orderfexcppied. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON. E.
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—GUARANTESTED QUALITY
ROSES PLANTS SEEDS

Garden Roses
SELECTION " A."

24 best and ni03t popular
roses for general purposes.

A eplendid lOlfi Carriage
assortment. Ifc/O paid.

Carolioe Teatout (ht),8al.pk. 6d.

Ear! of Warwlck(ht),saI.rose 8d.

Ecarlate (ht). scarlet - - 8d.

Ethel Malcolm (ht>, Ivory w. 8d.

Frau Knrl Driischfei(hp). w. 8d.

George Dlckson(ht). deep cr. 8d.

G. C. Wand (ht), orance ver. 8d.

Gen. McArthiir (hi), scarlet 8d.

GiisGrunerwald(ht),carmine 8d.

La France (ht), rose - - 6d,

La Tosca (ht), salmon flesh 8d.

Lady Pirrle (ht), apricot - Bd.

Lady Ashtown (ht).deep pic. 6a.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht),saI.pk. 6d.

Mme. O. Liitaud(ht).yel.ro3e 1/-

Mme.Ed. Herriot. prawn red 9d.

Mnie..!iile9Grolez(ht).9ll.ro8e 6d.

Mtne.MelnnieSoiipert(ht),y. 9d.

Mme. Rnvary(ht).or3nBeyei. 6d.

Mme.Segond WebenhD.sal. 8d.

Ophelia (hi), flesh plnlt - 1.'-

Pharisaer (ht), rosy white - 8d.

Rayon d'Or (ab), yellow - 9d.

Richmond (ht), scarlet - 8d.

Fragrant Roses
SELECTION " D."

12 chosen chiefly for their

abundant delicious scent.

Colouring fil Carriage
O/

'

paid.

6d.

6d.

gorgeous.

Alfred Colomb (hp), red
Diipiiy Jamaln (hp), cerise

Earl of Oosford(ht),crim3on Bd.

<ieorpeDick8on(ht).vel.crim. 8d.

Genera IJ;icqueminot(hp).cr. 6d.

Gen. McArthiir(ht).crimson 8d.

Jviliet (hb). old go'd and red 8d.

La France (ht), rose - - 6d.

Lady Alice Slnnley(ht).pink 8d.

Mme. Ed. Herriot (per), red 9d.

Mrs.JohnLainc(hp).rosy pk. &d.

Ulrich Brunner(hp).cher.red 6d.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION •' I."

12 perpetual, free-flowering

sorts, of bushy habit.

Surprisingly 'j i Carriage
efl^ective. //" paid.

A.R.Goodwin (per.). sal.pink 8d.

Betty (ht). coppery rose - 9d.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron 9d.

Ecarinte(ht).scarlet red - Bd.

EarlofWarwick (ht). sal.rose 8d.

G. C. Waud(ht),orange ver. 8d.

Ladv Pirrie(ht).npricot pink 8d.

Mme. Ed. Herriot. red - - 9d.

Molly S. Crawford (t). white 9d.

Mrs. A. Ward(ht). Indian yel. 8d.

Rayon d'Or(hb),orange cad. 9d.

Richmond (ht). scarlet - 8d.

Garden and Cutting
SELECTION " M."

12 free-flowering rosea for

garden and Indoor decoration.

Abundance *? Ifi Carriage
of bloom. //O paid.

Arthur Goodwin.orange red 8d.

Betty, coppery rose - - 9d.
Edn Meyer, red and yellow - 8d.

Genl. McArthur,bright scar. bd.
Gruss nn TepUtz, crimson • 6d.

HnrryKirk,deep sulphur yel. 9d.

Killarney. pink - - - 8d.

Mme. Abel Chntenay.sal.pk. 6d.

Mme.JiilesGrolez,bright rose 6d.
Mme. Ravary, pale orange - 6d.

Rayon d'Or.deep orange cad. 9d.

Richmond, pure red scarlet 8d.

Sweet Briars
SELECTION " R."

6 choice and fragrant sorts,
suitable for hedges, &c.
Colours Q/Q Carriage
exquisite. 0/I7 paid.

Anne of Geierstein, deep cri. 8d.
Edith Bellenden, rose pink 8d.
Lucy Bertram, rich crimson 8d.
Lady Penzance, soft copper 8d.

Meg Merriles. bright crim. 8d.

Rose Bradwardine,clear rose 8d.

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION " B."

24 specialty-selected varieties,

auperb form, grand colour.

Assured 10/ft Carriage
prizewinners. I^/O paid.

Avoca (ht), crimson scarlet Bd.

Bessie Brown (ht),creamyw. 8d.

British Queen (htj, white - 9d.

Chas. Lefebvro (hp>,criiiison 6d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink l/-

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose 8d.

Earl of Go3ford(ht),dk.orlm. 8d.

Ethel Malcolm (ht), ivory w. Bd.

Gl.de C.Gulnolsseau(hp).ver. 6a.

GeorgeDick3on(ht),vel.crim. Bd.

Hugh Dickson (hp), crimson 6d.

J. B. Clarke (ht), crimson - 8d.

Jonkheer J.L. Mock(ht),car. Bd.

Leslie Holland(ht),scar.crim 8d.

Mabel Drew (ht).can3ry yel. 8d.

LyonsRose(ht),8hrinip pink Bd.

Mrs. C. West (ht), shell pink Bd.

Mildred Grant(ht).tinted w. 8d.

Mrs.AmyHammond (ht).ap. Bd.

Mrs.AndrewCarnegle(ht),w. 1/-

Mr8.JohnLaing(hp).ro8y pk. 6d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht), pink Bd.

Mrs. Roosevelt(ht),pale flesh Bd.

UlriohBrunner(hp),cher.red M.

Town Roses
SELECmON " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing In smoke.
Immensely fi/fi Carriage
successful. O/O paid.
CarollneTestout(ht),8al.plnk 6d.

Dr.O'Donel Browne{ht),car. 8d.

F. K. Druschkl (hp), white 8(L

George DlckBon(ht),crimson 8d.

GuBtaveGrunerwald(ht),car. 8d.

J. B. Clark (ht). deep scarlet 8d.

La Tosca (ht), silvery pink 8d.

Mme. Ed. Herriot (per), red 9d.
Mme.Ravary(ht),orange yel. 6d.
Mr8.JohnLalng(hp),rose pk. 6d.
Mme. Isaac Pereire (b), car. 6d.
Dlrlch Brunner(hp),cher.red 6d.

Tall Bedding Roses
SELECTION " J."

12 vigorous sorts, may be
pegged down or grown natural.
Charming /% ir^ Carriage
colouring. D/O paid.
Gen. McArthur(ht),crIm8on 8d.
Gruss anTeplltt(ht).crlmson Bd,
Gus. Grunerwald (ht).carm. 8d.
Hugh Dickson (hp).crlmson 6d.

Lady nillingdon(t),aprl-yel. M,
La Tosca (htl. silvery pink 8d.

Mme.A.Chatenay.salm.pInk 6d.
Mme. M. Soupert(ht). yellow Bd.

Mrs. R. G. S.Crawford, ptnk 6d.
Pharisrier fht), rosy white - 8d.
Pee. C.de Rohan.dark crims. 8d.
Souv. de M. Zayas (ht), car. 6d.

Baby Ramblers
SELECTION "O."

12 roses of bushy habit,
recommended for beds.
About 1ft, die Carriage
In height. V)/U paid.
Annie Miller, dazzling pink 6d.
Canarlenvogel, yel. & orange 9d.
Ellen Poulaen, deep rose - 8d.
Erna Teschendorf, crimson 8d.
E. Lamescti, orange pink - 8d.
Jessie, rose crimson - - 6d.
Katherino Zeimet, pure wh. 8d.
King Edward VII.. rosy car. 8d.
Leonle Lamesch.coppery red Bd,
Mrs. Taft, brilliant crimson 8d.
Mrs.W. H. Cutbush.cher.pk. 6d.
Orleans, geranium red - - 6d.

Climbers, Ramblers
SELECTION " S."

6 roses suitable for trellis,
pillars, arches, pergolas,- 4c.
All very Jii Carriage
vigorous. •+/ paid.
Alberic Barbier (W.). yellow 9d.
American Plllar(cl., P.),pink 9d.
Blush Rambler (cl.. P.).blush 9d
Dorothy Perkins (W.). pink 9d.
Excelsa (W.), brll. scarlet 9d.
Hiawatha (cI.,P.), crlm.wh. 9d.

Spring Flowers
Hardy Auriculas, mixed 5/- doz.

Sweet Williams, mixed 1/- .,

Canterbury Bells, mixed l/fi „
„ 3 colours 1/6 „

Wallflowers, blood red, yellow,
4/6 100, 9d. doz.

strong bushy plants, for Imme-
diate planting and display.

Border Flowers
"OPAL" SELECTION.
Everyone A/ Carriage
first class. "/ ' paid.

Mesa Starwort, rich deep blue.

Peach-1'd Bellflower, sky blue.

Mussln'a Catmint, soft lavender
Bradshaw's Avens, scarlet.

Dwarf Golden Sneezewort.
OpaJ Alkanet, sky blue.

Oliver's Sea Holly, steely blue.

Rlverton Sneezewort, crimson.
Pearl Achillea, pure white.
Beautiful Stonecrop, rosy pur.
Cambridge Scarlet Bergamot.
Tuck's Bed Hot Poker,

scarlet, yellow.

Michaelmas Daisies
"LLOYD GEORGE "

SELECTION.
Every one Q,'£5 Carrlag*
a beauty. O/U paid.

Saturn, rich violet.
Peggy Ballard, rosy lavender.
Delight, pure white.
Hilda Morris, pale lavender.
Glory of Colwall, double lav.
Lady Lloyd, rose pink.
St. Egwln. rosy red.
Moonlight, ageratum blue.
G. M. Lewis, deep blue.
Acris, lavender blue.
Heather Bells, white heather.
Novelty, cloudy lavender.

Summer Bedders
18 strong ai Carriage
plants. "/ • paid.

Instead of bedding out with
Geraniums, &o., which have to
be renewed every season, try
these which last for years.
All 5/- per doz. (of one kind).
3 of each, 18 plants, 4/- car. paid.

« M .. 36 .. 7/6 .. „
12 .. .. 73 .. UJ$ „
nybr!dLark9pur8,mli. hybrids.
Hollyhocks, single mix. hybrids.
Opal Alkanet, milky blue.
Dropmore Alkanet, gentian bl.

Tree Lupins, mixed hybrids.
Border Lupins, mixed hybrids.

Rockery Plants
"SUNSET" SELECTION.
25 extra filfi Carriage
St. plants. O/O paid.

Alpine Erlnos, rosy purple.
Yellow Stonecrop. golden.
Wilson's Bellflower, blue.
Basil Soapwort, red.
Sunset Bock-rose, yel'ow.
Bulgarian Rockfoll. white.
Californian Stonecrop, crlm. yeL
Woolly Thyme, lavender.
Pulla Bellflower. deep violet.

Silvery Aubrietia, lilac."

Alpine Cotoneaster, evergreen.
Dub. Evening Primrose, yellow.
Pott's Stonecrop, pink.
Norbonne Flax, blue.
Upright Thyme, lilac. .

Californian Rockfoil, white.
Isabel's Bellflower, blue.
Potter's Aubrietia, violet.

Ewer's Stonecrop, yellow.
Rock Cotoneaster, evergreen.
Tom Thumb Spiraea, red.
Haag's Rockfoil, golden.
Basin Bellflower. pale blue.
Lydian Stonecrop, pink.
Stabian Rockfoil. white.

SEED POTATOES
Place your Order at once. There Is not only a shortage of

potatoes but a very much heavier demand than In any pre-
vious season, due to the exhortations of the Government and
the Press to Increase food production.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE on 281b. or more. Offered
subject to being unsold.

EARLT 141b8. 291bH. SCtbs.

Early Puritan, white round 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/5
Express (Sharpe's). white oval 4/7 ... 9/0 ... 17/9
Queen Mary, splendid kidney 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/3

SECOND EARLT
British Queen, white oval 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/3
Epicure (Sutton's), early white 3/8 ... 7/5 ... 14/3
Great Scott. Immune black spot 4/11 ... 9/9 ... 19/0
Lancashire Lass, white kidney 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/3
Royal Kidney, heavy cropper 4/- ... 7/9 ... 15/3

MAIN OEOP
Arran Chief, tip-top every way 4/7 ... 9/0 ... 17/9
Champion, fine white oval 3 '8 ... 7/3 ... 14/3
Duchess of Cornwall, record cropper ... 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/3
Evergood. oval, fine flavoured 5/8 ... 7/3 ... 14/3

Factor, prolific, fine flavour 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/3
King Edward, kidney, fine 3/3 ... 6/3 ... 12/3

Up-to-date, large white oval 4/0 ... 7/9 ... 15/3

SPECIAL OFFER OF SEED POTATOES.
For the present, while stocks hold out. Bees Ltd. will supply

141b. Early, 141b. Second Early, 281b. Matncrop. Bees' selection

of varieties for 12/e, half quantity 7.'-, double Quantity (total,

Icwt.) 24/-, all carriage paid.
When ordering, say whether Irish. Scotch. Lincolnshire, or

Cfaeahlre-grown eeed Is preferred. If no preference Is stated,

Beea Ltd. will wnd what is best suited to your locality.

VEGETABLE SEEDS in Id. packets
" A •• Collection. I/O ®^^' Strains.

15 Choice Vars. Xl ^ Post Free.

Curled Parsley. 1,000. Cabbage Lettuce. 1,500. Snowball Turnip, 2.000.

Student Parsnip, 750. Altrincham Carrot, 750 Early Horn Carrot, 750.

Spring Cabbage, 500. Telegraph Cucumber. 2 Crin. Globe Beet, 200.

Pk. Celery, 2,500. Long Wh. Marrow, 12. Lyon Leek. 400.

Aiisa Craig Onions, 300.

" B " Allotment O/O ^°^^ ^'"®®"

Collection. ^/O 26 Varieties.

Broccoli. 350 s. Cos. Lettuce. 1.000 a. White Turnip. 2.000 b.

Leek, 400 8. White Olery, 2.500 8. Brussels Sprouts, 400 s.

Turnip. 2.000 a Keeping Onion. 300 s. Parsley. 1,000 s.

Spinach, ioz. Champion Onion. 300 s Mustard, ioz.

Bed Cabbage, 500 a. Badlsh. 1.000 s. Cress, ioz.

Bush Marrow, 12 a. French Bean, 100 s. AUst Craig Onion,

Parsnip, 750 s. Pickling Onion, 400 s. 300 s.

Tomato, 50 t. Savoy, 500 s. Long White Marrow,
Beet-root, 200 3. (^ullflower, 300 a. 12 s.

Carrot, 750 s.

SHALLOTS .

Spendld band-picked bulbs, firm and sound, no waste. 41b. 2/6,
71b. 4/-, 141b. 7/6. carriage paid. Send your order now.
Shallota are likely to become very scarce and high In price.

SWEET PEAS
" Mersey •• Collection, - /q Post Free.

15 aeeda each. JL / %y 12 Varieties.

Cobble's Cream. King White. Barbara, salmon.
Sunproof Crimson. Queen of Norway, mve. E. F. Felton, lav.

Royal Purple. Stevenson, orange. America Spencer.
Rosabelle, rose. Hercules, pink. King Manoel, maroon.

" Liverpool "Collection, 1 1 D. 6 Varieties.

15 seeds each. X JL Post Free.

Mrs. Cuthbertson, white. Bobbie's Scarlet.

John Ingham, carmine. Margaret Atlee, pink.
Edrom, Beauty, orange. Constance Hinton, wht.

BEES "LANCASHIRE" COLLECTION, 15 Seeds.
18 varieties. 2/3, post free. This collection consists of the

IS varieties named above, and one packet of Gypsophila Elegans.

FLOWER SEEDS
" O " Collection, t /^ Cutting or Border,

13 Annuals. JL I.^ Post Free.

Sweet Sulta n. 100 s. Linaria Excelsior, 1.000 s.

Shirley Poppy, 1,000 a
,

Crim. Eschschoizia, 500 s.

Scarlet Fl;ix, 1,500 s. Yell. Eschschoizia, l.OGO s.

Pk. Everlasting, 300 a Blue Cornflower, 300 a.

Dimorphotheca, 25 s. Scotch Marigold. 250 s.

Wh. Gypsophila. l.COO s. Ginnt, Wh. Candytuft, 200 s.

Tricolour Chrysants., 500 s.

Similar Collections of Seeds l;2 each, post free.

"C" Collection 13 Annuals for Sunny Positions.
" D '*

„ 13 „ „ Shady Po.sjtions.
" J

"

, 13 „ „ Cutting Ros.
** M

"

M 13 ,, Dwarf for Edging.
" W" „ 100 seeds each. 7 10-week Stocks.
" H

"

„ packet each 13 Asters.

"F" „ packet each 13 Antirrhinums.

If possible, make up your order from thia
advertisement. It is the most economical
way to buy what you want.

A.B.C. OF ROSE CULTURE, 2d.
Booklet of 32 pages ; tells you all you are

likely to want to know about roses. 2d.
stamps with catalogue, order or alone.

175c MiU Street LIVERPOOL

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
All goods are sold on approval for cash

with order. Bees Ltd.. guarantee to return
money In full if you are not satisfied.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE
All collections, when ordired complete,

will be delivered carriage paid, when cash
is sent with order.

COLOUR Pictures Speal< BETTER than words. 28 pages of Natural Photo-Colour Pictures in Bees'
Catalogues help you to select just the sorts of Seeds, Roses and Plants you want. Catalogues post free.
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sirrxjAmoN^s yacan^t'.
THE MISSES HOPKINS, Mere, Shepperton,
liave many excellent posts for Women Gardeners; good
accommodation and wages.

WANTED, Gardener for small house

;

Sussex ; must be willing to be useful ; cottaoe ; married man
preferred ; wages 25/-. — MoKRis, 66a, Elizabeth Street,
Eaton Square, S.W.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES
OUR WELL-KNOWN MAKE.

These Frames are made of the beet materials, and can
be put together and taken apart in a few niinutes by

any handy man.
Cutalogue of Prices sent Free on At^piicatiou.

R.HALLIDAY&Co.,
Royal Horticultural Works,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.

DOBBIE'S
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.

The Three Carnation
Novelties of 1917 COUNTESS OF WILTON
RED ENSIGN, "^^ ^^i^^j^z^-'- EILEEN,

(Award of Merit). A>\
new colour of Mulbetiy i;

terra-cotta.

Healthy stock of

the finest of all salmon reds
(Award of Merit), and

NICE YOUNG PLANTS, READY SHORTLY, Z/6 EACH: 6 FOR 12/-.

PINK SENSATION, largest of all. ALICE, very free flowering, also ready,
varieties, ready for potting on, 6/- per doz. Send for our New List.

brightest of the
salmon pinks.

The old favourite'

STUART LOW& Co., Carnation Specialists, BUSH HILL PARK, Middx.

'

Burpee's Seeds Grow
'T'HE truth of this famous slogan is proved by thousands of

pleased and permanent customers. The Burpee Idea of

Quality First,—combined with efficient service has built the

World's Greatest Mail-Order Seed Business. Burpee's Annual,
The Leading American Seed Catalog for 1917 is a

bright new book of 204 pages, in colors, and a Safe Guide to

Success in the garden. Mailed free. Write for it today.

W.ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers,

BubkAMhoo I

Burpee Buildings, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.

(jd^'Jtui, Anj;;

VAti^e Burpee sCOi
|

160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

DOSSIS & CO.,
Royal Seedsmen and Florists,

EDINBURGH.

THE NATION'S CALL
FOR MORE FOOD.

. . sow

JOHN K. KING'S
"PEDIGREE"

CASHLION CYCLES £6:6:0
or 16s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 1 have
advertised In this paper, and have made and sold over 20,000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS: Lamp. Bell. Pump and everything included. Carriage
paid. YOD CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10
DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
I have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and
Catalogue with illustrattons and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON. " Lion Cycle Works." 85, Moseley Street, Birmlogham.

CLEAN, HEALTHY, VIGOROUS

m FRUITFUL TREES

rilere.snoWAR ECONOMY in

neglecting to Spray this Winter.

Our (nends ftilli o
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5^^D5
IF YOU WANT

Really Good Seeds
AT MODERATE PRICES

SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM
No on& will serve you better.

A FEW PRICES FOR 1917.

PEAS.
Qradus (3ft.), the best early Marrow Pea
Little Marvel (1ft.), a jirand dwarf early
Clipper i'yit.), maincrop, specially recommended ...

Unique I'ilft.). spleudiil llavour. and prolilic

Duke of Albany (5ft,), best of Teleplione type
Prince of W ^les (3ift. ),a general favourite
Autocrat (4ft.). one of the best late peas in cultivation

Ne Plus Ultra (6ft.), line late variety

BEANS.
Improved Longpod, the best Broad Bean
Qreen WVIndsor, very tine llavour

Canadian Wonder, Dwarf Freiicli, very prolific ...

Channpion Scarlet Runner, special stock

BEET.
Cheltenham Qreen Leaf, best for flavour
Dell's Black Leaved, sinuoth. medium sized roots...

BORECOLE.
Owarf Qreen Curled Scotch, the best Dwarf
Cottager's, one 01" tlie hardiest
Asparagus, delicious flavour

per pint.
lid.
lid.
lid.
lOd.
lid.
9d.

lid.
lid.

9d.
9d.
9d.

lid.

per oz.

lOd.
lOd.

BROCCOLI.
Veitch'8 Self-Protecting Autumn
Snow's Winter Wnite
Spring White, very hardy , ...,

Late Queen, the best late

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
The Wroxton, the very best

CABBAGE.
Ellam'S Early Dwarf Spring
First and Bast, best for Autumn sowinf;
Drumhead (Savoy), best for general crop

CARROT.
Early Nantes, for early crop
James Scarlet, best selected
Scarlet Intermediate, best for exiiibition ...

CAULIFLOWER.
Dean 8 Early Snowball, selected strain
AH the Yaar Round, very distinct large heads
Early London, best for general use

LEEK.
The Lyon, best and largest
Wusseiburgh, for general use

LETTUCE.
All the Year Round, excellent and reliable ...

Unique, pretty frilled foliage, and tender
Wonderful, keeps tender a long time
Qiant Paris Wnita (Cos), best for summer ...

Balloon (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
Excelsior (true), packets 1,000 seeds 6d.
Ailsa Craig

, packets 1 .000 seeds 6d
White Spanish or Reading
Bedfordshire Champion

PARSNIP.
HollowCrown, speciallv selected

SPINACH.
Suminer or Winter

SHALLOTS.
BastSelected Roots

TURNIP.

4d.
4d.
4d.

1/-
1/9
1/6
1/3

8d.
8d.
6d.

8d.
6d.
ed.

per pkt
6d
6d.

per oz. 1 /6

' ^ per oz
... 1/2

1/-

6d.
8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

2/-
2/-
1/-
1/-

2a.

per II).

9d.

per oz.

3d.Model White Stone

ALL OTHER SEEDS EQUALLY CHEAP AND GOOD.

SWEET PEAS A SPECIALITY.

THEIR UNIQUE LISTS
Post Free on application.

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED.

GARDEN BEAUTIFUL
A LTHOUGH vegetable growing is and will be of
^^ paramount importance in view of food neces-

'iity. many growers will still retain a corner for the

flowers. The claims of Sweet Peas cannot be
overlooked—then why not have the best—seeds
that germinate and give abundance of bloom of the

best variety. Eckford's Seeds have this.reputation.

ECKFORD'S
GIANT SWEET PEAS
\'ouwi I neeil an abundance of flowers for the ho?;pitals.etc

Eckford's Sweet Peas and other Floral
Be.iutle> will provide the cutting.

"8** Collection, 10/-
IKxhibitor's) of Giant Sweet Peas. 30 exquisite Waved
V.irieties. 20 seeds of each, separate and oaiiied. A
splendid ranoe of c dour, and will provide an enormous

quantity of cuttine. 10*- Post Free for Cash.

"C" Collection, 5/6
(Exhibilor'sl of '"•i nt Sweet Peas. 24 exuuisite Waved
Varieties. 12 seeds of each, separate and named. .-\

splendid ran^e of col "nir. and will provide an enormous
lot of cutting, 5/6 Post Free for Cash.
ii D" Collection, 2/9

'Exhibitor's) of Giant Sweet Peis. 12 exquisite Waved
\'arieties. IJ veeds of e^ch. separate and named. A fine

range oi colour, providing a lot of cuttin:^- 2/9 Post
Free for Cash

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
Eckford's 1917 ''atalo^lue fiives a full list of the above

.Tnd other Colle"tions of the newest varieties, in addition
to a complete list of reliable Vegetable Seeds.

HENRY ECKFORD, I^E^iALfs"
Dept. 61, Wem, Shropshife.

SANKEYS*^>^POTS
"^ Che BEST and Chcapcsh.

I-eCIAL POTi > Jll i.«rlpi„

RicMAmo SANteers son. ltp.
Buiwcll fe^^cries. MOTTIMOMAM.

gUNYARD'S
FRUIT TREES

CATAUOGUe
by ReTURn

GEORGE BUNYARD* CO.
Royal Nurieries,

MAIDSTONE.
Ltd.

BATH'S
Gold Medal

SWEET PEAS.
We are not merely dealers in, and advertisers of, SWEET
PEAS, bnt grow many acres for Seed, and supply most of the
larse wholesale houses in the trade In buying from us, you
are buying frum tlie grower, and not the dealer. The following
Coll ctions contain the best varieties in cultivation. AH seeds
are hand-picked and of first-class germinating quality.

Collection K. Price 1/6
Twelve splendid waved varieties. Each packet contains 25

Seeds. If purchased separately, 2d. per packet.

Countess Spencer, blush-pink
Doris Usher, cream, suHnsed pink
Dorothy, pale mauve and lilac

Flora Norton Spencer, ageratum blue
Helen Qrosvenor, orange, salmon-rose wings
Lord Nelson Spencer, intense navy blue
Loyalty, white, Haked blue
Marchioness of Tweeddale, white, edged rosy-pink
Maud Holmes, the best crimson waved variety
Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, cream, edged crushed strawlierry
Nora Unwin, w hite, very fine

Prince George, lilac-ro.se, wings violet

Collection L. Price 2/3
Twelve very tine uaved varieties. Each packet contans 25

Seeds. 3d. per packet if purchased separately.

Debbie's Cream, the richest cream e.xtant
Duplex Spencer, deep cream-pink
Edna May Improved, pure white, well frilled

Edrom Beauty, nright oringe-salmon
Elsie Herbert, white, suffused rosy-pink
Illuminator, intense cerit-e-pinK

Ivanhoe, lieliotrope, sullused rose
Lady Evelyn Eyre, pink, flushed salmon
Lavender Geo. Herbert, bluish lavt-nder
Mrs. Cuthbertson rose-pink, wings paler
Scarlet Emperor, brilliant scarlet, sunproof
Thomas Stevenson, orange -scarlet

Collections K and L together" for 3/-, with one packet of Blue
Picotee, white, tinted blue and edged violet (25), 3d,, gratis.

Collection M. Price 2/9
Twelve extra fine varieties.

Agricola, blush, Siitfused rosy lilac (30) 4d
Barbara, deeji siirimp-pink (20) 4d
Cheerful, apruut and mauve on cream (15) 4d
Elfrida Pearson, pink, suffused salmon (30) 3d
King Mauve, mauve, a giant flowtr (30) 4d
King White, pure white, beautifully frdled (20) 3d
Marks Tey, rosy mauve, wings blush (25) 3d
Mrs. J. Balmer, cream, suffused scar et (15) 3d
R. F. Felton, very fine lavender (25) 3d
Robert Sydenham, bright orange-scarlet (20) 3d
Sincerity, pure cerise, extra (20) 4d
Wedgewfood, rich silvery blue (30) 3d
Collections L and M together for 4/3, with one packet of May
Campbell, cream, veined carmine (25), 3d., Senator Spencer

white, striped purple brown (25), 3d., gratis.

Collection N. Price 3/3
e Twelve newer varieties.

Alfred Watkins, clear lavender, waved (25) 4d
Constance Hinton, pure white, large (20) 4d
Fiery Cross, brilliant scarlet self (10) 6d
Hercules, a huge Countess Spencer (30) 3d
King Manoel, deep crimson-maroon (25) 3d
Margaret Atlee, cream, suffused pink (30) 3d
Jean Ireland, buff, shaded carmine (15) 6d
Princess Mary, deep sky-blue, tinted pink (25) ... 3d
Rosabefle, deep rose, extra large (30) 3d
Royal Purple, a lovely shade of purple (25) 4d
Austin Frederick, deep lavender (25) 6d
The President, rich orange-scarlet (10) 6d
Collections M and N for 5/6, with one packet of Edith Taylor
(25), 3d., rosy cerise, and Constance Acomb (20), 4d., cream

and mauve.

The four complete collections for 8/-, and live gratis packets

The number of seeds and price per packet are indicated
after each variety.

Customers may select from the Collections packets
priced separately to the value of 3/- and over, and

deduct 2 J. in the 1/- from remittance.

BATH'S SELECT VEGETABLE AND
FLOWER SEEDS.

Full Illustrated Catalogue post free
on application.

R.H.BATH, Ltd
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.
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l/ppp^l^Tinip^

C0LLECT10N"C* of GARDEN ROSES
A REAL BARGAIN—comprising

The fiaest selection of 25 Garden Roses possible in dwarf
plants for 14/6 (with Acme Labels. 1 7 6), carriage and packing
free lor cash with order. The varieties are:

—

Caroline Testout, H.T.
Charles Lefebvre. H.P.
Conrad F. Meyer, Rug.
Edward Hawley. H.T.
Frau Kail Druschkl. H.P.
Genaral UcAnhur, H.T.
Ololr« de Chedane Guln-
nolsaeau. H.F.

GruBB an Teplttz, H.T.
Hugh Dickson, H.P.
J B. Clarke. H.T.
Jeaale, D. Poly.
Lady Pirrle,H.T.
La Toioa* H.T.

Mdme A, Chatenay. H.T.
Mdme. E. Harriot (Daily

Mail Rose) P.
Madame Ravary. H T.
Marie Beauman, H.P.
Marqulsede Slnety,

H.T.
Mrs. John Latntf, H P.
Prince 0. de Rohan, H.P.
Rayon d'Or, P.
Richmond. H.T.
Ulrich brunner, H.P.
Victor Hugo. HP.
Zephyrlne Orouhln. H.B.

Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A t>ran6 stock of
Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great
variety. Send for Cataloeue No. 12, full of interesting Itiforma-

tioD and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
(Dept. 2). Garden Specialists. Southwell, Notts.

Of Surpassin:^ Beauty

BARR'S
Extra Selected

VEGETABLE SEEDS
For producing Large Crops

of Best Quality.

Full Descriptive Catalogue, Free on Application.

Best Early Dwarf Pea, Peter Pan
Broad Bean, Barr'a Monstrous Long Pod
Dwarf French Bean, Barr's Excelsior

Scarlet Runner Bean, " Best of All
"

Beet, Barr's Covent Garden
Broccoli, Barr's Hardy Winter Wliite

Brussels Sprouts, Barr's Standard
Cabbage, Barr's Autumn Exhibition
Cabbage, Savoy, Norwegian, Barr's Extra

Selected

Cabbage, Braganza or Seakale

Carrot, Barr'a New Intermediate ...

Cauliflower, Barr'a Autumn Queen
Kale, Tall Scotch, Barr's Selected

Lettuce, Cabbage, Barr'a Green Favourite...

Onion, Barr'a Long Keeper
Onion, Cranston's Excelsior, Barr's Selected
Parsnip, Barr's New White Marrow
Potatoes, the best sorts, see catalogue.
Radish, Round, Barr'a Scarlet Perfection ...

Tomato, Barr'a Lightning per pacliet, 1/- & 1/6
Turnip, Barr's Covent Garden Snowball ... per oz., 6d.

per quart, 3/6
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
whichfull advantage of his services,

are entirely at their disposal.

" Chingkerichees " from Cape Town.—Milk

white flowers of Ornithogalum lacteum from

Cape Towtv, where they are known as Ching-

kerichees and Pigeon's Milk, are shown in the

accompanying illustration. These flowers, with

many others, were picked about November 26 last

and sent by hand under the care of the stewardess

on board the Dunogan. They arrived in England

about the New Year, and are still (February 12)

as fresh as though they had just opened.

Flowers of this well-known plant are frequently

sent for name under similar conditions.

THE|many applications we have
recei\-ed from our readers for

reliable information on poultry

matters, coupled with our wish

to do all that is possible to

increase the food supply of the country,

have induced us to make a new de-

parture in the pages of The Garden.
With this number, therefore, we com-

mence a weekly series of poultry articles.

Most of our readers are already poultry-

keepers, while a great many are taking

up this work for the first time in response

to the national call for the

rearing of poultry and the

production of eggs. In order

that we may assist readers to

make poultry-keeping a profit-

able as well as a patriotic

undertaking, we have secured

the services of Mr. W. Powell-

Owen, the author of many
books on poultry matters, who
has, perhaps, a larger following

of the poultr\'-reading public

than any other authority. Mr.

Powell-Owen was for many years

Editor of The Poultry
' World

and late Assistant-Editor of

Poultry. He is the author of
" Poultry-Keeping on Money-
Making Lines," published by
Messrs. George Newnes, Limited.

"Eggs All the Year Round,"
" An Income from Fowls,"
" The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," "The ABC of

Breeding Poulny." " Ducks and

Geese for Profit." "How to

Feed Hens for Egg-Produclion,"

and " How to Make Money from

Poultry." The last-mentioned

book, it is in- cresting to note,

has been pubU-.hed in Braille,

and is being used as a text-

book by our bUnd soldiers.

Mr. Powell-Owen is a clear

and able writer on the subject,

in which he has had exceptional

experience. We feel sure that

readers will be glad to take flowers^of^ornithogalum lacteum from cape

The Royal Horticultural Society and the

War Loan.—The annual general meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society was held on

February 13, just as we were going to press. In

the absence, through illness, of the president.

Field-Marshal Lord Grenfell, the chair was taken by

Sir Harry J. Veitch, the meeting was well attended.

A most important point was raised by Mr. R.

Wallace of Colchester, who urged the Council to

increase the amount invested in the War Loan from

£10,000 to £20,000. Apparently the finances of the

society, as shown in the balance sheet, fully

justify the increase, and- a strong recommenda-

tion was put forward by the annual general

meeting that the increase should be made.

Theophrastus.—We are glad to

note that Sir Arthur Hort, who is

a very keen gardener, has translated

this ancient Lesbian's " Enquiry into

Plants " into English prose. The

baronet, in his introductory remarks,

teUs ns how he was induced to under-

take the work by the late Canon

Ellacombe, and how, among other

friends, he has been fortunate in

securing the help of Sir William

Thiselton-Dyer and Mr. E. A. Bowles,

Theophrastus, the pupil of Plato, the

pupil and friend of Aristotle, had a

large garden in Athens about three

hundred years before the Birth of

Christ. A garden is, in truth, a

many-sided thing, and it has a won-
derful power of retaining the affections-

of its lovers. The life and work of

this great man bear this out.

Possibly a hundred years old and

still keen ! The translation is pub-

lished in the Loeb Classical Library

series and is in two volumes.

New Victoria Medallists of Honour
in Horticalture.—To fill the vacancies

caused by the death of five holders

of this honour, the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society have

appointed the fodowing gentlemen to-

the honour of V.M.H. : Mr. E. A.

Bowles, M.A., F.L.S., the Hon.

Vicary Gibbs, and

Slocock, Peter C. M.

WiUiam Watson, A.L.S.

Messrs.

Veitch

W.
and>

TOWN.

,* Owing ^to the \shmtage 'of paper, readers
who have not already done so are asked (o

order THE Gakden to be detu'ered regularly

hy their newsagent. Readers will thus obviate

the waste consequent on the issue 0/ papers
for chance sale, and so greatly assist in the

economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Flowers for Bees.—" Anne Amateur " should

include in her list (page 48) the sweet-scented

Californian annual Lininanthes Douglasii. Foi

dowering in early spring it should be sown on a

sheltered bank in September, as it will stand an

ordinary winter. But if " Anne Amatetu: " sows a

bed of this in March, her bees will not wander far in

summer, but will be " flying solicitous from flower

to flower" until the last of its bright yellow blossoms

has gone to seed.—A. R. Goodwin, Kidderminster.

"Anne Amatevtr " might well include

the following in her list of annuals suitable for

bees : Alyssum compactum Little Gem and A.

procumbens, Bartonia aurea, Lupines, Limnanthes

Douglasii (one of the very best), Nasturtiums,

Nemesias, Nemophila insignis, Salvia Blue

Beard and others Silene Armeria, Sunflowers

and Viscarias. Nearly all the CEnotheras are good

pollen bearers, but probably not equal to Mignonette

and Shirley Poppies ; and this pollen, be it

remembered, is of even greater importance to the

well-being of the hive than honey, since it is upon

it that the successional "drafts" of worker bees

are reared.—A. T. J.

Abnormal Weather in Cornwall.—It may
interest you to know what abnormally severe

weather has been experienced lately in the

neighbourhood- of Penzance. Our gardens

at RosemoiTan lie just above the town, and

our gardener writes that there will be no Daffodil

blooms open for another six weeks or more. Only

a few are just peeping above the ground. He
also states that the ground is frozen to a depth

of 2 inches to 3 inches, and that even indoors

water freezes. In normal seasons we have seedling

Daffodils commencing to flower from the end of

January, and a year or two ago we even had a few

blooms at Christmas.

—

Barr and Som?.

Border or Perpetual Carnations in the Open.
As I am interested in the Carnation, I should

like to know which you consider the best to plant

outside—the Border or Perpetual Carnation. In

the catalogues of Carnation specialists and in

reading books one is given the impression that

the Perpetual is better than the majority of

Borders. In one catalogue it states :
" Nothing

can take the place of the hardy Border Carnations";

arid in another, speaking of the Perpetuals : "Their

advantage for this purpose (outside planting) over

the Border varieties is that they can be planted

at all seasons." It would be of interest to hear the

opinions of a few who have treated the Perpetual as

a Border Carnation. I think it would be the

means of a few taking more interest in the Perpetual

Carnation as an outdoor plant.

—

Carnation.

A Record of Carnation Blooms.—1 was much
interested last year in Mr. Hudson's record of

Carnation blooms, and I decided to keep a record

of blooms cut from a house 16 feet by 11 feet

6 inches, commencing with my January-struck

plants when they began flowering last autumn.

Unfortunately, I was unable to keep any record

for October and November, so had to commence
with December. On reading Mr. Hudson's

record in your issue for January 20, I was struck

by the low numbers cut for December and January

each year. In December, 1916, I cut 118 blooms,

and for January, 1917, up to the 19th I had cut

exactly 100. I have to confess that the record

since the last few weeks' continuous frost is a

miserable reading, as the numbers have fallen

with a tremendous bump, reaching only 138 for

January. This month, up to the loth, I have only

cut 32. The numbers have fallen off since the

last week in January. Everything, however, is

promising for a more plentiful supply with the

return of more genial weather. This house is about

two-thirds the size of Mr. Hudson's, and yet his

record for December, 1916, is 46. Nevertheless,

the Perpetual-flowering Carnation is a flower well

worth growing, even if the record was below that

number.—A. Elcock.

The Parsnip as a Source of Sugar Production.

—

At this time, when one hears so much of the

scarcity of sugar, would it not be as well to turn

our attention to the cultivation of such plants

as contain sugar or sugar substitute ? We have

heard much of the sugar properties of Beet ; but

what about the Parsnip ? which, judging from

its flavour when properly cooked, would seem to

be even richer than the Beet in this respect. I

recently experimented with Parsnips, boiling them

for a long time in just as much water as would

boil them and no more. When drained off the

liquor was pale amber in. colour and tasted very

sweet. I found that a gill of this was sufficient

to sweeten a cup of cocoa. It seems a pity, when
econom\ is being so much urged on all sides,

particularly in sugar, that such a valuable sugar-

producing plant should be overlooked. — M.

Moffat, Shapwick, Somerset.

Lycoris aurea.—^Thanks to a friend in Sydney

I saw " in the flesh " for the first time last

autumn what hitherto I had only known " on

paper." I refer to Lycoris aurea. It was a very

pleasant surprise when it opened its rich saffron

flowers, for in none of its pictures that I have

come across has full justice been done either to

its glorious colour or to the stately setting of the

narrow, curled, strap-shaped petals of its individual

flowers. They are like those Prince of Wales'

Feather arrangements on long standards which

are sometimes portrayed as appurtenances of

dusky monarchy, and of a hue so rich-looking

and fascinating that a king might be pardoned

should he enviously wish it were his own royal

colour. A more prosaic description nright say

that the flowers of L. aurea resemble in shape

those of a one-sided Nerine, such as N. undulata

or N. humilis, but they are much larger and of

a deeper and lighter shade of chrome yellow

(American Colour Cliart, page 3). I cannot find

as much as a hint in books about there being

any particular difficulty in flowering it in England,

and yet knowing friends all say, " Wait and see

what will happen next autumn. It is the Sydney

suu's work that you have been enjoying." I

fear, as such a beauty is so seldom seen in ordinary

gardens, that the knowing ones are right. Should

these lines meet the 'eye of Mr. Elwes, or Mr.

Worsley, or any other grower of such-like plants,

I would ask them to tell us what we must do in

order that we may have the greatest chance of

seeing flowers every year from our own old bulbs.

Is Nerine treatment the best that can be done ?

—Joseph Jacob.

Big-Bud on Black Currants.—While, as a

general rule, Mr. George Rowles may be correct

in recommending hard pruning as a means of

combating the insidious insect, this method is

by no means infallible, and no one should lightly

consider it to be a simple and easy method of

securing immunity. Five years ago I purchased

two dozen bushes of Boskoop Giant, a reputedly

immune variety, having first grubbed and burnt

the old bushes. The new ones, apparently quite

free from big-bud, were planted, as far as possible,

full) SO" yards from the old quarter, and for two
years all was well in my Black Currant world.

Then a sprinkling of big-bud appeared, and although

all were promptly picked off and burnt, the infesta-

tion increased greatly the next year. Knowing
that Black Currants often thrive well on light

soils when hard pruned, I had no serious anxieties,

and adopted that plan. The result is strong,

vigorous shoots from the " bottom," just as badly

infested with big-bud as the former conventional

branches were. .Among the bushes of Boskoop
Giant purchased were four of' a quite distinct

variety, which I believe to be French Black.

and these have only a negligible quantity of

big-bud. In the hope of determining whether

French Black is comparatively immune—for

complete immunity seems too much to expect

—

I have now purchased a dozen bushes of guaranteed

French Black from a nurseryman whose stock

is at present clean, and am experimenting with

them. Part are planted with the others, though

not near them, and the remainder in heavy soil

three miles away, where no other Black Currants

have been grown for several years at least. My
reason for separating them is that I have the

opinion, though am open to correction or con-

viction, that Black Currants on light soils are more
liable to attacks of the mite than those on heavy

land. They certainly produce better and heavier

crops of fruit on heavy ground.

—

Cecil Bartlett.

Vegetables for the Navy.—Most horticulturists,

private or professional, have done something to

assist the patriotic work of the Vegetable Products

Committee in supplying vegetables, fruit, &c,,

for our gallant sailors who have so efliciently

and bravely guarded our shores from invasion.

The ramifications of that committee have spread

far and wide, and much success has deservedly

attended its efforts. May I, however, suggest

to readers of The Garden that some system to

prevent overlapping of effort is highly desirable ?

I happen to be in connection with a horticultural

society which covers a fairly wide area and whiLh

very early took up the scheme most heartily,

issued circulars and made other appeals to owners

of gardens, and was the means of contributing

large quantities of vegetables, fruits. &c., and also

sent considerable sums of money raised by means

of sales. The committee of this society was,

however, disappointed to find that its area

was afterwards being worked by other organisa-

tions with less opportunity for dealing with the

matter, with the result that its district has

been tapped by local committees of various kinds,

whose efforts have done little, if anything, to

increase the supply ; while there has been over-

lapping of the gravest kind, loss of time and also

of money, without any corresponding benefit.

If the war is to continue much longer and the

work of the Vegetable Products Committee main-

tained, it is highly desirable that there should be

some collaboration of the various organisations

supporting the supply of vegetables, either in a

county or district area.

—

Hortus.

Greening and Sprouting Potatoes.—Being

situated in the wilds. The Garden does not always

reach me in good time. I therefore crave pardon

for this seemingly delayed note. Respecting the

cutting of Potato eyes some weeks prior to planting

in order to utilise the major portion of the tubers

for cooking, I may say that it is an unsafe policy,

unless the small portions can be stored in soil

or some other moist medium. During the great
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liooiu period I was keen on propagating Potatoes

as mucli as possiblp, and quickly found out that

tiibiMS rut many weeks prior to planting and dry

stored Shrivelled very rapidly aud lust their

vitality. By storing the eyes, which, of course,

must have a portion of the tuber attached, in hoxi's

ot soil the eyes are enabled to sprout, and even

.1 when kept tool will emit roots more or less before

planting-time. Single eyes should not in any

case be planted straight into the gnmnd, and

I'articularly does this apply ti) the Fy<-'S from tke

I'.isal end. which are usually slow to start. Touch

iiig upon Mr. Garner's remarks anent greening.

lo not be led into thinking that Potatoes selected

liir seed nuiy be left in the open to green. It

I- now pretty well known that more Potatoes

ue blighted through the spores of the disease

iraching tile tubers than is possible by other ways.

.Vs a matter of fact, I do not believe Potatoes

.oe blighted from the interior ; that is, not by way
nl the stems. The spores of the disease reach

tlie tubers by being washed into the soil after they

i.dl from the foliage, and the more soil that is

.uthed above the crop the less is the attack of

liie disease. l-"or this particular reason never

leave Potatoes on the ground after digging
;
gather

them up as soon as dry, or earlier il the

weather is damp, and carry them into the store.

The worst example of disease attack I ever had

was in a variety I was testing some years ago.

The small crop was placed in a box, and by some

misi;hance w-as left in the garden and forgotten

tor several days. Not a single tuber escaped,

,u\d the entire stock was thus lost.

—

^T. A. W.
A Good AU-Round Tomato.—At the present

time, when su niuch stress is laid (and rightly

^n) on the production of the maximum
.imount of vegetable foods from our gardens,

.Luy indication of what we gardeners have tried

and proved to be reliable varieties should be

if great value to those less fortunately placed,

md such advice should not be reluctantly given,

luit, on the contrary, freely. For that reason

1 am tempted to recommend a Tomato that has

for the last three seasons proved of superlative

merit here. The variety is Princess of Wales,

quite suitable for use in large establishments

where constant supplies have to be kept up, but

simply invaluable to those who have only a limited

amount of space at their disposal, such as a small

greenhouse, because the plants, though of rather

dwarf habit (thus economising space), produce a

wonderful crop of well-formed fruits. Sown in

lieat in February, it will be found to set

lietter aud ripen earlier than many other varieties

sown at the same time. The fruits, although by

no means of abnormal size, are perfectly formed,

.md the flavour leaves nothing to be desired.

It can also be grown quite well outdoors ; in fact,

we make three sowings of this variety here—the

first about the third week in January for inside

work, the second about the middle of February

for planting on warm walls outside (I find this

variety fim'shes well from an outside planting,

and therefore strongly recommend it for this

method of culture), the third sowing in Sep-

tember to provide a batch of plants for winter

cropping. To sum up, so far as my experience

L;oes, and after trying several varieties along-

side it, 1 consider Princess of Wales the best

Tomato for all-round work. It was introduced,

1 believe, by Messrs. Sutton aud Sons, and

received an award of merit from the Royal

Horticultural Society as far back as 1905.

—

1". W. .Miles, Ware Park OanlL-ns.

THE GARDEN.

LEAVING NEWLY PLANTED
FRUIT TREES UNPRUNED

ISv Ll.ABENCE PONII.VI..

Tlllv article upon tin- snbjccl of pruning

nrwly planted friiit trees the first year,

l>y li. Jlolyneux, in the issue of The
li.\Ki)L.v for January 27, is one which

greatly interested nie. The inuch-

debated point as to whether il is beneficial or

not to a fruit tree to be pruned the lirst season

T0M.\TO PRINCESS OF W.-VLES.

after planting is one which can only be determined

by actual experience, and even then is greatly

influenced according to the time of the year that

the tree was planted.

I am quite aware that I am " up against

"

an authority on gardening by replying to Mr.

Molyneux's article, but as I ha\e made several

experiments upon this very subject and have

I

carefidh" noted the effects in pruned and unpruned

fruit trees, my observations may be interesting,

although at the same time they may not agree

with Mr. Molyneux's findings.

Fruit trees are pruned with two ol'jicls in

view. The first and most important when dealing

with young bushes (three years old or so) is the

shaping of the tree, and the second, fruitfulness.

I am afraid that many amateurs think that pruning

is a short cut to fruitfulness; but this is not so,

as the first essential to this desirable habit is that

the tree must be what is known as " established."

Another very conunon error which many gar-

deners make is to pruncafrnit tree,say,in February

and^expect that the residt of such pruning will

be blossoms in May. Pruning, it is true, wjll in

certain cases produce fruit-spurs, but they will

not become such until the season after prunin'4.

It is folly to expect a newly planted Ir'ce to

produce fruit the season following planting. 11

planted early, while a few leaves were still on the

tree, it is quite possible that a tree might do so ;

but this would result in a stimted tree, as the

energy of the bush would be utilised in producing

these fruits at the (Expense of growth.

The first essential in newly planted trees of

ain' description is growth, and this can only take

place whfn the root system has been restored.

When a fruit tree is lifted from the nursery,

probably three-quarters of its root system is cut

away in the process of digging up, so that in the

spring the tree starts into growth with only one-

fourth of the feeding roots which it had the previous

summer. The balance between branches and

roots has been upset. The simplest method of

restoring this balance appears to be to prune

the tree, so that the roots do not have to supply so

much sap as would be the case if the tree were

left unpruned. Experience proves this to be

wrong. In every tree there is a certain amount

of sap, which will push out leaves, as, for instanci',

is proved by taking a pruning in the autumn and

placing it in soil. These leaves commence to

draw up the sap which they converted into food,

but is not used to make growth. It will return

and form roots. Growth cannot bc-made until

enough new roots have been formed to restore

the balance of the tree. Therefore, from the

non-primer's point of view, the more leaves the

tree has to commence with, the sooner will the

balance be restored and growth commence. The

tree will thus become "established," and will

in all probability become well furnished with

fruit-spurs, which will bloom the following season

and in due course produce a few fruits. Too

many fruits should not be allowed the second

season, as they are produced at the expense of

growth.

I quite agree with Mr. Molyneux that it is un'^t

desirable to procure as much growth as possible

the first two years, after which summer pruning,

followed by autumn pruning, will keep tlie tree or

bush in a fruitful condition.

Naturally, these remarks with regard to pruning

are intended to deal with bush fruit, because

standards, when young trees, never require to be

pruned, except to take out crossing branches

or those growing into the centre of the tree.

These remarks apply more particularly to trees

planted after November. Those planted in

October or early November have a certain quantity

of sop in motion so long as any leaves remain

upon the boughs, this sap, as soon as the tree

is replanted, immediately returns to the roots,

which have been damaged, forms ,1 callus .md,

as the soil is still warm, will push otii n.^v rm.tLs
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WIREWORMS.
I and z, AgriiiUs Uiicatus. 3 and 4, A. obscunis.

5 (iiid 6, A. Sfiilalor. 7 and 8. Wircwurms {naiwal

iizc). g, Wircworm (magnified . 10 ami 11,

Chyysalis.

and so get hold of the sround before winter checks

the action of the sap. Such trees might with

advantage be pruned the following March, as they

are more or less established. The reason why
this late pruning is recommended is because the

pruner will be able to see which buds are alive

and commencing to swell. A tree which has

been sent by rail will in all probability have most

of the outer buds damaged ; or this might happen

during the taking up process or during packing.

Such damaged buds will not grow good wood.

The axiom of pruning when shaping a tree is to

prune to an outward bud. This can be easily

seen in spring, and the knife used accordingly.

The old axiom that "wood follows the knife"

will always prove true except when summer
pruning is practised. Then, if this has been done

at the correct time, instead of producing wood,

the pruned shoot will be converted into a fruit-spur.

This, naturally, does not apply to leaders, which

as a rule are not summer pruned.

THE ALLOTMENT WEEK
BY WEEK

By a. Cecil Bartlett.

A S I remarked last week, the possible

/% presence of wireworm and other soil

/ % pests must always be ' considered,

/"^m although the likelihood of serious and
L A widespread destruction from them need

not be anticipated. While digging this plot

each worker should look for wireworms, leather-

jackets and millepedes. Slugs and snails will

probably attack the vegetables later on, but the

former are not easy to see except when feeding.

Wireworms, it should be stated for the benefit

of the beginner, are not worms, but are the larva

of various beetles, collectively called click-beetles,

and received their common name because the

variety which is most numerous bears a certain

resemblance to a piece of copper wire less than an

inch long, and is firm and tough when handled.

It has a pair of short legs on each of the first

three segments, and by these six legs and a shining

body (though not always coppery in colour

—

some sorts are tarnished) they may be readily

identified. During their destructive period wire-

worms are always found near the roots, on which

they feed greedily. After three to five years in the

grub state the larva makes a little nest deeper in

the soil, and finally changes into a beetle.. Leather-

jackets are the grubs of tlie crane-fly, which is

known generally as daddy-long-legs. These will

not be found so easily as the wireworm. though

they are a trifle longer, fatter, and of similar shape.

Generally the grub is brownish in colour, and so

harmonises with the soil. But, like the wireworm,

it is a great pest when present in numbers. Mille-

pedes, or thousand-legs as they are generally

called, are more familiar, and are very destructive

to root crops.

Good cultivation is the best preventive of

all three, and every use of Nature's help with

birds should be encomraged. Starlings, rooks and
gulls are the most useful birds in this respect.

Dressings of lime, particularly of gas-hme, are

often recommended for grub-infested land ; but

lime has no direct influence, though it improves

the texture of the soil and helps the cultivator

in that way. The best direct method of ridding

the soil of these pests is by trapping with pieces

of Carrot, Potato or Turnip. The bait should

be buried 3 inches or 4 inches deep in the soil,

marking the places with a stick,' and examined
daily, when any larva: found may be easily

destroyed. If, after the crops have commenced
to grow, wireworm is suspected—audits presence is

usually indicated by yellowish leaves and a general

unthrifty appearance of the whole plant—a few
plants should be dug up and the roots and soil

examined. If the pests are at work, it is certainly

a case for trapping, and in order to race those

not trapped, stimulating manures, such as sulphate

of ammonia and superphosphate, should be applied

and a free use made of soot, which is also valuable

as a dressing. Apply the last named when forking

the soil to prepare it for seed-sowing or planting.

Foul manure is a fertile source of millepedes,

so that it should never be dug into the land until

it has been sweetened by frequent turning and,

if possible, the adchtion of road scrapings or similar

material. Grasslands are often densely populated

with the black slugs wliich have such voracious

appetites and which

seem to prefer vegetable

seedlings to any other

food. It is to be hoped

that the widespread

belief of the farmer in

the decimating influence

of severe weather is

correct ; if so, great

numbers of . slugs will

now be killed. Here,

again, good cultivation

is one of the best pre-

ventives. Dusting the

seedlings with lime .and

soot, though not both

together, as late in the

day as possible, will kill

a good many, for the

slugs are largely noc-

turnal feeders ; but it

must be remembered

that both soot and lime

lose their killing virtues

quickly when spread on

the ground. The old

country plan used to be

to search the plants after

dark and gather up all

the slugs discovered ;

this is an unfailing

method of ridding the garden of slugs, but the

necessary lantern is taboo just now. Pieces of

old sacking or strips of board laid on the ground
make good traps for slugs, and these can be

turned over in the daytime and the resting slugs

easily killed.

It is always tempting to sow some seeds as

early in the year as possible in the hope of earlier

and better crops
; but this is generally a tempta-

tion to be resisted. After a severe and prolonged
frost, freshly broken land requires a considerable

time to become suitable for seed-sowing, and any
undue haste is certain waste of labour and seeds.

The surface must first be well worked into a fine

tilth before seeds are sown, and this state can

only be obtained by working when the weather
is kindly and the soil has lost all the stickiness

inseparable to a thaw. The most suitable vege-

table seeds for February sowing are Broad Beans,

of such sorts as Improved Windsor or a good
Longpod, and of this vegetable one pint will

be sufficient for the average allotment holder.

The seeds should be set singly, 6 inches apart, in

double rows. Any good round-seeded Pea of

William I, type may be sown, and a small

packet of seed will be sufficient. As soon as a

good seed-bed can be prepared, small quantities

of Tripoli Onion, Early Nantes Carrot, an early

Cabbage Lettuce, French Breakfast Radish and
Parsley should be sown, but only in short rows,

as these- first crops are often uncertain.

The apportioning of his plot is sure to cause

the beginner some anxiety, as he lacks the

experience which tells just how much space he

should allow for each vegetable.

When grassland is first broken up, it is a splendid

plan to grow little else but Potatoes, as these

smotlier a great many weeds and so materially

help in cleaning the ground, moreover, the frequent

hoeing, earthing up and eventually lifting the

crop all help to keep the soil in a clean

condition. But such a method will scarcely

commend itself to the majority of allotment

holders, who, very naturally, wish to grow

DADDY-LONG-LEGS OR CRANE-FLY.

I, Mail- Daddy-lung-tcgs. 2, Female Daddy-long-legs. 3, Eggs.

5, Chrysalides.

4, Grub.
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a variety of vegetables. To plant the whole

of a lo-rod plot, from }cwt. to icwt. of Potato

seed would be required, arcording to the type of

sets. Of, other vegetables, average quantities

may be put as follows, after allowing room for

::81b. of Potatoes, as this vegetable will be of the

greatest importance : Broad Beans, i pint ;

Scarlet Runners, J pint ; Peas, i quart in variety
;

Onions, Joz. in two sorts ; Carrots, Joz. in two

sorts ; Parsnips, ^oz. ; Turnips, Joz. in three

sorts. The remaining seeds of such vegetables

as Cabbages of all sorts, Cauliflower, Broccoli,

Beet, Leeks and saladings will be

most economically bought in the

pemiy packets as supplied ihrougli

reliable seedsmen.

put out about I foot apart for six rows, and the re-

maining rows sown with Turnips. The Cauliflowers

were cleared away as thev matured, and the

ground deeply hoed.

The accompanying photograph, taken about a

fortnight since, depicts the plot and shows the

Brussels Sprouts, Kale and Leeks then growing

—a first-rate crop. The whole result of the e.\-

periment was absolutely satisfactory ; in fact, it

exceeded my most hopeful anticipation. It has

also demonstrated that with a little careful

consideration a supply of summer and winter

•*.,•:

well when put on each side of the white stalks,

which can he covered with a white sauce. It can be

dug up and the roots served like Salsify, or they

can be left where sown in the summer for use in

the late autumn. If left in the ground they

sprout again. The second sowing should be

made in September and pricked out, when they

come in most useful the following May and

June.

.\nother easily grown vegetable is Campanula

Rapunculus, called Rampion, which grows natur-

allv in the vallevs of Switzerland. When left in

m
VEGETABLE INTER-

CROPPING
By Kdwin Bkckett, V.M.H.

APKUBI.F.M which is of

considerable interest to

landowners, and of great

moment to the owner of

a small garden qr allot-

ment at the present time is how to

make the very best use possible of

their available ground in the pro-

duction of vegetables and sharing in

the national effort. Our land is

simie of the best in the world, and

it has always been a matter of

astonishment to me that more
energy has not been thrown into

the production of those important.^

items which appear in our daily

menu all the year round.

1 strongly advocate a system of

intercropping at the present time.

especially for the man with a limited

space of ground. For the benefit

of those interested I am giving an

account of an experiment I con-

ducted here at Aldenham last season

on a plot of ground about 100 yards

long and 12 yards wide, as preaching without proof

is of little value in these days.

Of course, the necessary preparation to obtain

the highest return from the ground is a proper

system of deep tillage of the soil in conjunction

with proper drainage, and our plot referred to was
trenched 3 feet deep the previous season and the

subsoil at the bottom brought to the surface. This

yielded splendid crops of Caidiflowers and early

Broccoli. Last season spadework was practically

impossible owing to the unusually wet early spring,

which, combined with the severe shortage of labour,

caused the preparation of the ground to fall into

arrears. To remedy this I purchased a small

plough, which proved a success on this particular

piece of ground as well as on land near by.

First, a thorough dressing of decomposed garden

refuse was applied to the surface. During March
the grotmd was ploughed twice, then harrowed

down to a fine tilth, and about the middle of April

Caidiflowers were planted in rows 3 feet apart, with

2 feet 6 inches between the plants in the rows.

A row of Peas was grown on each side, running east

to west. Brussels Sprouts and Victoria Kale were
planted on June 8 between the Cauliflowers and
in the same rows. Between the rows Leeks were

INTERCROPPING OF WINTER VEGETABLES BRUSSELS SPROUTS, KALE AND LEEKS AT ALDENHAM

vegetables can be thus obtained from the same

plot, which can also be utilised in the following

season for root crops or Potatoes.

GROWING OF
VEGETABLES

By -Mrs. C. W. E.\rle.

HERE has been so much lately in all the

newspapers about the importance of

growing Potatoes, but it surprises me
that even in gardening papers there is

so little allusion to various vegetables

seldom seen in English gardens. I propose only

to name the most unusual vegetables—not that

they are essentially better, but they make a

change and a variety which suit our imcertain

climate ; some like a hot, dry summer and some

a cold; wet one.

One of the best of the seldom-grown vegetables

is Seakale Beet ; the midribs are silvery white

and very large, and should be cooked like Seakale.

The leaves should be dressed like Spinach, and look

THE

T
1:

the garden the lung-stalked flowers do most

beautifully in water and last well. The seed is

exceedingly small, and should be mixed with a

little dry sand to prevent one sowing too

thickly. Even then the seedlings will require

much thinning out. It is best sown in drills in

May. The young leaves are used as a salad or

cooked like Spinach, and some plants are left for

the flowers the following year. Here, again, the

roots may be cooked, and are good with a cheese

sauce.

Few people, even when they grow it, under-

stand the art of bleaching the Witloof Chicory.

Sovm in June and well thinned out to quite

6 inches apart and watered in very dry weather,

it should be dug up in October, and after the

leaves have been cut off, the plant, roots and all,

should be left on the bed exposed to the air for

a fortnight or three weeks ; then the roots should

be planted in deep bo.\es, leaving 8 inches

between the soil and the top of the box. A
cover of some sort ought to be put on the

box to exclude the light, and the bo.x put

in the warmest place you have. It would do

in a bathroom, or in a warm greenhouse mider

the stage.
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THE VILLA GARDEN

1 AM ^l.ul ^11 ,i;>iiij a Siu'dciici- a-

Ricos that tl.c ijardcii shown

Mrt l>illJsti)iio

ill your issuo

of the fitli Tilt, is not a model to be followed.

I wisli I i,>uUl >-re in liis plan anv approaih

1.1 a ii<>'n\ i;iaua-al loiiunla. rcisunally, t agree

with 1-oianakin " that .111 unnilennptrd slab

of ^rass is the ideal. Tlieii- is no loom in the

average villa atrip for so nuu'h restless sh::piiig of

the ground, and if the spat'e must be rut into beds,

balanced arrangement is essential to any trained

eye. Surely it would be pleasauter to get a straight

vista along a eentral walk from tire bay window

with a balaneed arrangement of beds on cither

» side. There is, too, some advantage in' .iiettin.n

at all the beds from a dry path. There are

allugcthei too many features in' this plan, and too

m.my irregular and curved lines in the space of

a small rectangular piece of ground. My plan

was only iueant to show Wh.it seemed the ma.\i-

mum amouiil o{ lueaking up of the ground

legitimate in so small a space, and was

made over the orighial offending plan with .no

consideration of the size of the beds. The serrated

edges of my lawn were a smail concession to the

dislike bf a straight line in all such gardens, but

1 quite agree they are a mistake—1 am all, per

sonally, for the simple, unbroken luwn. I certainly

do not see Mr. Dillistone's point about my beds

—

they all form patterns out of the hard paths.

His point about the paths seems to me negligible

compared with the disagreeable effect of a path

out of the centre the whole length of so small,

a space. I am sorry. 1 have offended the feelings

of the author of the offending plan. The owner

of a suburban garden can, of course, have all the

features he enumerates and disposed to his own

fancy ; in fact, he generally does, as is evident

liy the number of gardens the author of the plan

confesses he has been responsible for. I am
unoriginal enough to think there is a virtue in

monotony, and that villa gardens should not apo

the features, of larger gardens in theiT small

compass. The simple lines of a villa garden

are determined by the size of the plot and the

aspect ; no more. Incidentally, I never could see

why the villa should not be arranged on the plot

to suit the aspect, and put right back on the plot

iu some cases, as " Formakiii " suggests. I should

like to add that " Formakin's " Rose-bed seems

about as irresponsible as his comments on the

villa. gar'den.—-P. Morley Horder.

.\s a city-born and suburban-bred woman
(who has also spent some years in a "'pro-

\incial" town) I ( annot read " I'ormakiu's"

remarks without protest. Oh, " Formakin,"

methiuks you nudiciously malign the " keen

business man." Many such have I known,

"honourable gentlemen" as any Meuibers of

Parliament, and by no means slaves of Mamnum ;

but, on the contrary, glad to quit the grind of

their offices and, getting rid. of the grime o{' town

and doflmg the busuiess suit, slip into a dear,

disreputable old coat (the despair of their women-

folk !) and, lighting the shabby old pipe of peace,

potter in the little villa garden where perchance

there may be .1. few rock plants,, which Hill be

IVv CLAD VVtiH.

N

Though 1 feel it Jolly to rush iu where

better folk fear to tread, I must take off my hat

to Mr. Morley Horder, not because his plan is

good, but because he has had the courage to standi

up for the good planning of very small gardens.

The only fault 1 can find with The Garden.
«hich I have read w'eekly for years from cover

to cover, including the advertisements, is that I

ha\-e never kuown it to publish a really good plan.

It is ungrateful to say this, for I have learnt more

from The Garden than any weekly pennies

could possibly repay. If "Formakin" would
" cut the cackle and come to the 'osses " he might

be both helpful and interesting, but his plan is

—

well, all that the designer of the offending plan

would say almul il il he did not happen to

apiirove. The dcsigm r ol llu- olfcndiug plan says

he has laid out scores ol sm h gardens. I quite

believe him ; one sees them in hundreds, not

scores -M. H. SCOTT-NlCHOLSON.

w
PL.\N OF "ANNE AMATEUR'S " TOWN

VILLA GARDEN.

shown you, with some " London Pride." If

"Formakin" were better acquainted with town

terraces, he (or she) would know that a garden

in front of the "Ugly" house (the architect, not

the tenant, is to blame for its ugliness) would be con-

tinually invaded by tradesmen and street boys,

who would soon strip it of any flowers whieh suc-

ceeded in surviving the poisonous motor dust which

chokes and strangles vegetation (even on country

rdadsides, alas !). .-^s for Ivy-clad walls—in theory,

excellent ; but in fact, execrable ! I had a town

vil|a garden once for some six years, and the Ivy

planted by a predecessor formed so safe a. shelter

for snails and other garden pests that 1 had to sow

all seeds in boxes on the back bedroom window-

sills, and I toiled up steep stairs daily with a water-

can to-tlie top of a high town house. Neverthe-

less, as I proudly related to an old friend, I had

flowei-sin that little garden for ten mouths of c\rry

vear.

—

.'Vxne Amatei-r.

h'oR many years past I liavc been a constant

reader of The Garden. Its contents liave alway
given me great assistance and pleasure., its criti

cisins have always been just, and given in a gentle-

manly spirit, so that it is with disappointment I

read the tirade of "Formakin" in the issue of

February 3. The true spirit of gardening is not

confined to any country or peoples. It may be

shared by the noble in his palace gardens, by the

cottager in his cottage garden, or even by tlie

business man in his villa garden. May I, with

all respect, refer " Formakin " to that splendid

article by H. Correvon on " Alpine Poppies

"

in The Garden of January 13, page 39, wherein

he will see manifest the true spirit of the gardener,

a worker for his present generation, and his effort?

spreading to the whole of a coimtryside, giving

pleasure to thousands of passers-by and placed

as a memorial to the departed. Again, may I

direct his attention to the article on " The Planning

of Gardens" in the issue cf The Garden of

November 4, iqt6, page 537, wherein Mr. Thackeray

Turner commences his planiiing of gardens by
quoting Bacon's immortal words :

" God Almighty

first planted a garden, and indeed it is the purest

of human pleasures." If we work in our gardens

in this spirit, we may perhaps behold something

of its great mysteries, and our lives may be

ennobled thereby, even though we work in a

business man's villa garden.—J. P., Cheshire.

Mr. Morley Horder has my synipathy in his

objection to the plan of the villa garden in your

issue of January 6. I find it quite difficult to follow

the reasons of its author. With all the numberless

beds and trees dispersed over tire turf and sur-

rounding it, tlie man who had to use the mowing-

machine would, I think, have his temper sorely

tried. But both this plan and others which

you have published cannot be properly criticised

because of their want of a scale and no knowledge

being given of the surrounding conditions. For

persons who have only one garden I cannot conceive

that they would choose to make that one garden

a Rose garden. Charming as a Rose garden is,

one must remember that tliere will only be a

real show of blooms for two months, and some

flowers at intervals for about four months. . The

only at all satisfactory Rose garden for such a

purpose would be one planted with different forms

of China Roses ; Fellenberg, for example, might be

expected to be in flower for about six months of

the year.' Supposing it is necessary'to give your

garden some shelter by putting up posts and beams,

I should certainly want such an erection to have

a good many things upon it apart from Roses.

The Winter Jasmine I should consider essential,

and I think I should want Virginian Creeper ; both

of these plants are such a success if cut back hard

at the right time. Again, Solanum jasminoides

could hardly be omitted ; and Plumbago, although

1 Ivnow it is not hardy, is so easily dug up and put

away in a corner of the greenhouse or vinery and

replanted again in the spring. However, to the

maldng of lists of plants there is no end, but my
meaning is tlialtho garden close to the house

should be cheerful as long as possible. Think of

the joy of the first Pyrus japonica showing its

flowers in late winter or early spring ; one must ha\e

• this close to the house.

—

Thackeray Turner.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Broad Beans.—-The sfvcre weather of late

has. I fear, irippled the plants sown in the
autumn where they were not protected, and it

would be wise to sow a batch in bo.xes for planting
out either to fill gaps or to make a new plantation.
The protection of a cold frame is sufficient ; here
the plants will grow sturdily. Longpod and
Green Windsor are suitable varieties.

Shallots.—-Fork over the ground in dry weather,
rake it down smoothly, scatter wood-ashes over
the surface, and plant the bulbs in rows 9 inches
apart, pressing them firmly in the soil for three
parts of the way up the bulb.

Parsley.—Make a sowing in a bo.x in a cool
house to raise plants for transplanting in the open
in March, from which the best results are obtained.

Tomatoes.—Sow seed of Sunrise and Golden
Perfection for the main summer crop under glass.

A temv>erature of 60° is ample. Pot off the
plants as soon as they are large enough to handle,
and give them an open site near the glass to

encourage sturdiness. Gradually harden them
off in cooler quarters.

Brussels Sprouts.—Sow seeds of Exhibition
or Dwarf Gem in boxes in slight warmth. When
the plants are well through the soil, remove them
to cooler quarters. From this batch plants 4 feet

high may be obtained if the cultivation is on a
liberal scale. Far too many persons are only
sowing the seed, when really the plants
•should be ready for putting out into their final

quarters. A long season of steady growth is

required to achieve the best results. When the
plants are large enough to handle, transplant
them into a cold or a temporary frame in 2 inches
of light, rich soil over leaf-mould or rotted manure,
into which the roots will run and thus enable the
plants to be lifted with a ball of earth attached
to the roots; this prevents a check to growth
while replanting.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.— Plants intended to give
large or jnediuni-sized blooms in extra numbers
should now have tlieir first shift into 4-inch pots.
Pot firmly in fairly rich soil, and give the plants
an open site close to the glass to induce a stocky
growth. Single-flowered varieties and plants of a
bush type should have cuttings inserted at once
in a cool house, to avoid unnecessary heat to make
up for loss of time.

Primula obconica.—A pinch of seed of a good
mixed strain sown in gentle heat will provide
flowering plants in the autumn. This type of
Primula gives such a variety of colours and flowers
-so incessantly that it warrants much more atten-
tion than it receives, although the culture is so
simple.

Grevillea robusta and similar plants that are
so useful for decoration can he easily raised from
seed sown now in heat. They entail but a minimum
amount of labour, and for this reason are all the
more worthy of attention.

The Shrubberies.

Pillar Plants.—Where shrubberies are being
overhauled, cutting out useless subjects, such as
common and Portugal Laurels, replacing them
with choice flowering subjects, like the better
forms of Berberis, Deutzias, Philadelphus, Pyrus,
Diervillas, &c.. opportunities are sure to crojj up
for enabling gaps to be filled with pillar plants,
such as Clematis Jackmanii, Rambler Roses of
the Wichuraiana type, and variegated Ivies,
all of which, especially in late summer and autumn,
serve to brighten what might otherwise be a dull
part of the garden. Single poles at least 12 feet
long will support the tallest subjects. Thev are
more easily fixed tha» tripods, which take up too
much space in this part of the garden.

Bullfinches need much scaring at this season
ito prevent the wholesale loss of buds from Thorns,
Peaches. Crab Apples, Lilacs and Diervillas.

E. MOLVNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Brussels Sprouts.—A sowing of this popular
winter vegetable should now be made, as it requires

a long season of growth. Seed should be sown
thinly in boxes, so that the seedlings may not
become drawn and weakly before pricking out
on a mild hotbed. After repeated trials of different

sorts, the variety Solidity has proved itself to

be the best and most reliable for our district.

It isof dwarf habit, a grand cropper, and of excellent

quality. It is sent out by Messrs. Alexander and
Brown of Perth.

Cauliflowers and Cabbages.—Sowings of these
should be made and pricked off in like manner to

Brussels Sprouts for succession.

Seakale and Rhubarb.—Further batches of

these should be put in again for forcing, using a

corner of the Mush-
room-house or under-
neath the stage in a
warm greenhouse for

this purpose.

Celery for Autumn
Use.—A sowing of a
good white variety
must now be made
where Celery is
wanted early in the ''

autumn. Sow the
seed thinly, and after
germination a place
shoiUd be given the
seedlings on a shelf
near the glass, so
that the plants may
keep sturd\ until
pricked out in boxes
or on a hot lied.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vines. —
Growth in many cases
will now be far
enough advanced
to be showing the
bunches, and one can
now decide on what
to leave and what
surplus may be re-

moved. Slop the
laterals at the second
loaf beyond the
bunch. The tem-
perature may now be
increased from 55°
to 60° by day and
from 50° to 55° by
night, with a general
increase in the moist
conditions of the
house. In the tying
down of the laterals,

care must be taken
to do the work gradu-
ally, and it is best
done early in the
morning. Ventila-
tion must be given
with care, more espe-
cially if the wind is

from a cold direction.

Plants Under Glass.

Single Dahlias.

—

There has been a
tendency during recent years towards the growing
of single flowers, and none gives more gratifying
results than the single Dahlia. From seed sown
now strong plants may be had ready for planting out
during the first week of June. The seedlings are
remarkable for the great variety and brilliance
of their colouring. Sow in pans in ordinary com-
post, and when the seedlings show their second
pair of leaves they may be potted off singly into
small pots and placed in a warm greenhouse.
Always watch that the plants are not allowed to
become drawn and weakly through being too close
together. Gradually harden them off before trans-
ferring to the cold frame.

The Pleasure Grounds.

Pruning Trees.—Any trees or large shrubs
in need of pruning may now be dealt with, allow-
ing the hand to be guided by the brain

in this work, as a badly mutilated tree may long
stand as a monument of incapacity. Reckless
hacking and slashing should be avoided, and it

is always better -to cut too little than too much.
By doing the work periodically and in moderation,
the appearance of the shrubs and trees is not
altered to any appreciable extent, while that
overgrowing which spoils the appearance of so
many gardens is avoided.

James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)
Coodham, Kibnarnnck.

NEW CARNATION COUNTESS OF
WILTON

In the early days of the Perpetual Carnation the

first varieties were very crude in colour. Many

it-

THE BEAUTIFUL AND FRAGRANT CARNATION COUNTESS OF WILTON.

people can remember, for insjance, the first good
variety, Mrs. T. W. Lawson, which was somewhat
of a blue cerise, almost magenta. Gradually a fine

variety of coloiu"S have been evolved, until in

Countess of Wilton we have a perfect art shade of

mulberry terra-cotta, a shade which varies between

a chestnut red, satined and shot with a lovely

shade of crushed mulberry, and an absolutely

non-clashing shade of red.

The flowers have the especially important

point of perfume, which all breeders should aim

to retain ; for while improving the size and colours

of flowers and selecting novelties for these points

coupled with good habit, the tendency is to lose

the Old Clove perfume so dear to the lovers ot
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Carnations. During spring, summer and autumn

Countess of Wilton vies with the sweetest of all

Carnations, although, of course, in the dull winter

days most flowers lose much of this sweet quality.

The plant is very quick in growth, and ii

is knoivn as a big producer of flowers. Whilf

this may not be seen in every market nursery for

some years (as the " man in the street" has yet to

be educated up to the best colours), this variety

is sure to appeal to those with artistic tastes.

Countess of Wilton was the first Carnation of art

colour to receive the award of merit from the

Perpetual - Flowering Carnation Society, when

it was exhibited at the Carnation show in

December last.

OBITUARY

CAPTAIN CHRISTY.

THE National Rose Society has had a

loss among its members of one of its

oldest rosarians, Captain Christy. I

had known him for some years prior

to the foundation of the National Rose

Society. He was in the early sixties an enthusiastic

grower and exhibitor and a keen judge,, while

personally he was a most courteous gentleman and

a lovable man. He was an early exhibitor at the

Reigate Rose Society's shows, fighting keenly

for the trophy against his friend Mr. J. D. Pawle,

> from whom on one occasion he wrested it. I

cannot recollect whether he held it for good,

but I remember it was a most difficult task which

we two judges had to fulfil. The stands differed

in one or two points only, and I remember as a

young judge, and both exhibitors being my friends,

what a responsible position I was placed in. I

learnt a lesson from the defeated exhibitor, Mr.

J. D. Pawle. of how to take a defeat,

In that or the succeeding year, at Lyons,

Lacharme had a very fine Rose for which a name

was wanted. Captain Christy had recently been

a visitor at Lacharme's nursery, and I suggested

the Rose should be named after him. It has

lasted since the early seventies until now—forty

years. Captain Christy was one of the founders

of the National Rose Society, being present at

the meeting on the Adelphi Terra:;e, and was
selected as one of the first committee, of whom
only about seven remain. His friend, Mr. Scott

of Bond Street, served afterwards as treasurer

of the society for some years. Until last year
" the Captain," as he was affectionately called

by his fellow-rosarians, never failed to attend

the National Rose Society's shows, and I under-

stand he retained his love for the national flower

until his death. George Paul.

ALFRED HEMSLEY.
We learn with regret of the death, from cancer in

the throat, of Alfred Hemsley, which occurred at his

residence, Lewisham, on the 30th ult., in his sixty-

sixth year. Mr. Hemsley commenced his gardening

career in a general market garden nurserj at

Hassocks, Sussex. In 1878 he entered the Royal

Horticultural Society's gardens at Chiswick.

Leaving Chiswick in 1882, and after a short engage-

ment at Carlisle, he entered the service of Mr.

H. B. May, Edmonton, with whom he remained

until 1899. His success there as a Fern-grower

was well known in the trade. Mr. Hemsley wrote

articles for the horticultural Press for many years,

and from 1903 he devoted himself entirely to the

literary side of his profession. He was author

of the " Book of Fern Culture " and joint author

with Mr. John Fraser of an edition of " Johnson's

Gardeners' Dictionary," which has been published

only a few days.

THE LATE CAPTAIN CHRISTY

CHARLES ROSS, V.M.H.
Charles Ross, the veteran gardener and dis-

tinguished raiser of new Apples and other fruits,

passed away on the 4th inst. at Westgate-on-Sea.

at the advanced age of ninety-two years. By
his death we lose one of the most striking figures

in the gardening fraternity. This venerable and
highly esteemed gardener devoted nearly one-

half of his long years to the work of intercrossing

hardy fruits, and succeeded in producing superior

varieties of dessert Apples. His greatest success

was about 1886 with the Peasgood's Nonsuc'a and

Cox's Orange Pippin cross, two Apples of widely

dissimilar character, but from which came the

variety Charles Ross, which perpetuates the

memory of the departed veteran better, perhaps,

than any other variety of his raising. The same
cross also gave us the varieties The Houblon, Rival

and Renown. An appreciation of his valuable

work appeared in The Garden, November 28,

1908, and at that time it had fallen to Mr. Ross to

obtain from the Royal Horticultural Society no

fewer than three first-class certificates and ten

awards of merit for Apples. Besides the four Apples

named, Welford Park Nonsuch (raised in 1892),

Bella, Armorel, Atalanta, Mrs. PhiUimore, Paroquet,

Hector Macdonald, Encore, Ruddy, Opal and
Excelsior are of his raising.

The Royal Horticultural Society presented Mr.

Ross with a Hogg Memorial Medal and the Victoria

Medal of Honour in Horticulture as evidence of

its appreciation of the work he had done in Apple

breeding. Mr. Ross was of Scotch extraction and

was born on the Dalmeny Estate, Midlothian,

where his father was gardener to the then Earl of

Rosebery. As a youth he served several year?

in good Scotch gardens, including Dalkeith,

under the famous Mcintosh. Later he took the

position as head-gardener at Fairlawn, Kent,

where he planted a Wellingtonia gigantea as a

THE LATE CHARLES ROSS, V.M.H.

memorial of the celebration of Peace after the

Crimea War in 1856. In i860 he removed to

Welford Park and was head-gardener there for

almost forty-nine years, from which position he

retired in October, 1908. From their origin

until recently he had not missed the Royal
Horticultural Society's fruit shows as an exhibitor

or as a judge.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

ROSE GARDEN.
SULPHATE OF IRON TO IMPROVE THE COLOUR

OF ROSES (AJaida Vaie).—Iron sulphate is likely to be
of use only in soils containing much clialk or limestone.
In such soils iron is at times deficient, but there is usually
quite enough for the requirements of plants. Basic slag
should be useful, as there is little doubt that potash is

one of the most active substances lu producing plant
colour, and the lime in the basic slag is capable of
setting free the potash locked up in the soil. Any
ordinary chemical manures may be used in spring, after
the application of the iron sulphate.

THE aREENHOUSE.
CAMELLIA BUDS DROPPING (Mrs. ^.>.—The buds

of Camellias may drop from different causes. In the
first place, it may be owing to dryness at the roots,
especially if in a pot or tub, as though the surface may
appear moist, perhaps the interior of the ball of earth
is quite dry. Next, if the roots are kept too wet, it would
have the same effect. Another probable cause is an
excess of atmospheric moisture in the structure it is

grown in, for a free circulation of air is very necessary
for the welfare of Camellias in general. If the air is too
much surcharged with moisture, it is apt to collect in
the flower-buds as they are in process of development
and cause decay to set in just at the base of the petals.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
A BELT OF DOGWOOD (A. W. /;.).—The best Dogwood

to use for the effect of coloured bark in winter is Cornus
alba, but if the ground is wet you would probably do
better with coloured-stemmed Willows, such as Salix
alba var. viteilina, with yellow bark, and the Cardinal
Willow, with red bark. If you wish to have a Dogwood
that will produce colour effect in summer as well as in
winter, Cornus alba Spathii. \\ith golden leaves, or C. alba
sibirica variegata, with silver variegated leaves, shoxild
be planted ; in both cases the colour of the bark is quite
as bright as that of the type. Alders would be rather
heavy behind the Cornus, and a Willow, such as Salix
elegantissima or 8. babylonica, would be more elegant
and pleasing. The Dogwood can be grown in a little

shade.
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PRUNING A LAUREL HEDGE (^f. C. ff.)—Von can
prvinr >nur Laiirtl lird^c Iiard hack without fear of injurinj;

it srrioiisiy. The work had better be done in April : then
new shoots will soon appear. After pruning, the ground
might be pricked over lightly with a fork and some well-

decayed manure applied. This would materially assist

the new crowth. It would also be advir^afele to dress the
wounds with tar. both for the sake of appearance and
as a protection against fungus spores.

FRUIT GARDEN.
PEACH TREES FAILING TO FRUIT (E. Z.).—Usually

it is not necfRsary to artifleially fertilise the flowers of
Peach trees growing outdoors, the wind, bees. Ac. effec-

ttially doing this for us. However, you might try the
effect. The way to do so Is to draw a rabbit's tail gently
over the flowers about midday in sunny weather when
the pollen is dry, thus securing its contact with the stigma
or centre co'uran of the Power. AVithout such contact
fertilisation cannot take place. Protection for the flowers.

—Repaired old herring nets give the best protection.
Place laths or poles over the trees and spread the nets
two folds over the poles. The nets should be near the
trees, but not restmg on them. Remove occasionally
in fine weather for a few hours in the middle of the day ;

not otherwise until after the fruit is set. Too great a
draught.—The failure of your trees, we think, is at any
rate partly due to the draughtiness of the position. To
stop this, place some straw wattled hurdles (home-made
and cheap) right across the 6-feet space at distances
of 3 yards apart. This will stop the draught and greatly
increase the warmth of the position, ftlake certain the
trees are not suffering from drraess at the roots. At
the end of March apply a mulching of well-rotted manure
over thf roots of the trees.

NftMF OF FRUiT.—£. S. C. Tenbury.—Avp\e Annie
Elizabetli.

KITCHFN GARDEN.
BORDER FOR POTATOES (/. J.).—If we understand

you correctly that tlie border is on the opposite side of
the wall from that containing the fruit trees, you certainly
might plant it with Potatoes with good chances of success.

In so narrow a space, however, there would only be room
for a single row, though even this would yield a consider-
able supply for a small family for some time. The fact
that no Potatoes have been grown therein for some years
would greatly favour a good result, since there is nothing
so beneficial to the crop as new or fresh land. You would
do well, however, to increase the soil depth as much as
possible by trenching or bastard-trenching ; indeed,
soil depth is an essential in the case. Get the ground
broken up at once, and if you have no further use for the
Viftlets. trench them in. Any manure, which should be
well decayed, would be best added fairly low down at the
same time. If you are thinking of planting one variety
only, we would suggest Sutton's Mav Queen. If two
varieties, that named and Midlothian Early would be the
more suitable.

POTATOES SPROUTING TOO SOON (Cliffe).~We do
not know the variety King George. King Edward VII.,
of course, everybody knows as an excellent late sort.

To keep seed Potatoes from sprouting too early is almost
entirely a question of temperature. An attic, being
near the roof, gets rather warm sometimes, especially in
autumn, when exposed to the sun. The tube-3 should be
kept in an airy, light room near the ventilators on the
north side of a house, where the temperature is coolest
and practically always the same. AMiether your Potatoes
are early or late (we should think th-y must be early by the
eariiness of their growth), we should plant them out in a
warm border at the end of this month or early in Ma:ch,
placing some leaf-mould in the bottom of the drill for
the Potatoes to rest on, and cover the same over to the
depth of an inch, afterwards adding the soil in the usual
way. To retard, place in the coolest position you have,
such as near a \vindow, and protect from frost.

Scotch earlies.—Do not force the groivth of the sprouts;
they will come on soon enough for planting outdoors.
There is nothing gained by planting early Potatoes too
soon and before the soil becomes warm.

SOC I ET I E

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Thb fortnightly meetmg held on February 13, il quite
small, was of not a little interest in the several depart-
ments. Choice Orchids were well shown. An exhibit
of winter-flowering Sweet Peas was in the nature of a
novelty. Th collection of Grasses from Mr. J. MacDonald
was of a most instructive charact*"'', meritin'j considerable
attention. A small collection of fruit came from Crawley.
Two or three flower novelties received recognition.

Floral Committee.
Present : E. A. Bowles, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

W. J. Bean, J. Hudson, J. Green, W. B. CYanfield, G.
Reuthe. G. Harrow. J. \V. Moorman, J. Heal, E. F.
Hazelton, C. R. Fielder, \V, Howe, J. Jennings, H. Cowley,
C. Di.von, J. Dickson, W. H. Page. C. E. Pearson, W. P.
Thomson. E. H. Jenkins, G. Paul and R. C. Notcutt.
From Mr. J. Sinimouds, The \urseries, Hounslow,

came a collection of forced Hyacinths and Daffodils, the
former in white, blue and red flowered varieties, the
latter chiefly trumpet-flowered Daffodils and Double Van
Sion (N. Telamonius fl.-pl.). They were quite good.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, showed
excellent Carnations in the cut state. We noted Salmon
Enchantress. Triumph (crimson). Highland Lassie (white
ground, scarlet markings), Bishton Wonder (a very remark-
able bit of colour, with fine Clove fragrance) and Mary
Allwood as among the hot. • Some Perpetual-flowering
Malmaisons were also on view.

Messrs. Herbert Chapman and Co.. Uye, had an exhibit
of coloured Frcesias : seedling Daffodils raised from King
Alfred, showing considerable variety of tone ; Iris Krelagei.
and many pots of Tulipa Kaufmanniana var. ryensis, a
bold and striking form of the typical species. A most
welcome and attractive exhibit.

Carnations from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfleld,
were well staged, bold vases and stands being employed.
Triumph (crimson), Eileen (a good pink novelty for the
present year). Pink Sensation. Red Ensign (new), Phila-
delphia and White Enchantress were among the best.
Countess of Wilton (a novelty) is also remarkable for its
new shade of colour.

jMessrs. Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh, contributed seven
varieties of Morst's Winter-flowering Spencer Sweet
Peas, so largely grown in the United States for winter
blooming. Coming at such a time and after such weather
they were in the nature of a revelation. Snowflake,
Morning Star. Spring Maid, Heatherbell and Melody were
the chief of those shown.
A collection of Grasses in dried specimens from Mr.

James MacDonald. comprising some sixty varieties,
was among the most interesting things in tlie hall. All
were beautifully mounted and well staged, affording an
excellent opportunity for study and comparison. A
silver-gilt Flora medal was deservedly awarded.

Messrs. Cheal and Sons. Crawley, contributed Poly-
anthuses in flower in boxes in considerable variety.

Pots of Iris tingitana in flower were shown by Messrs.
Barr and Sons. Covent Garden.

Mr. J. Dickson, gardener to Her Grace the Duchess of
Bedford, Chenies, contributed blooms of Primula obconica
alleged to be crossed with P. sinensis.

Orchid Committee.
Present : Sir Jeremiah Colman (chairman). Sir Harry

J. Veitch. and .Messrs. J. O'Brien, Walter Cobb. W. Bolton
R. A. Rolfe. F. J. Hanburv, Pantia Ralli. R. G. Thwaites,
E. R. Ashton, E. H. Da\idson. A. Dye, C. H. Curtis,
J. Charlesworth, R. Brooman White and T. Armstrong.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells,
contributed a most interesting lot of Orchids, in which
the pretty sub-prostrate Epidendrum polybulbum and
E. p. album were conspicuous. Less than G inches high,
with chocolate and white, and yeliow and white flowers
respectively, they were most attractive. Odontoglossum
Victory variety (white ground, red blotched), O arden-
tissimum Mrs. Norman Cookson (very heavily blotchefl),
O. Peerless variety (very solid white ground and claret
markings) and O. Amethyst (yellow ground, orange
blotches and rose tips) were very beautiful. Ma.xillaria
sanguinea. with hooded flowers coloured carmine, and
brown sepals nestling amid grassy foliage, was among
rarely seen species.

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, showed a series
of Cymbidiums, two forms of C. Sybil (white and cream).
C. Alexanderi {creamy to ivory white, with scarlet and
rose pink lip), and C. Corona (yellowish bronze and velvet,
crimson-marked Up) all being good. Sophro-Cattleya
Saxa is a finely coloured form of large size. It is wholly
coloured red, save for its yellow throat, which is very
distinct.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,
showed a delightful variety of Cattleyas and Odonto-
glossums. Of the first, C. Enid alba was present in two
good forms, one of which was very chaste and pure. The
golden orange coloured Brasso-Cat-Ljelia Joan was charm-
ing, its fringed and goffered lip margin a great feature in
a highly attractive flower. Another form of this had
rosy orange sepals, the carmine lip having a yellow centre.
Odontoglossum crispum Xanthotes (very "pure white),
O. Jasper (a remarkably chequered flower, white and
crimson) and Odontioda Joan (intense maroon and wine
colour) were among other good things.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, had flowering examples
of Brasso-Cattleya Andr6 Maron and B.-C. Floryi, both
having mauve pink shaded sepals and fine mauve-coloured
lip with golden orange coloured tube. Both are very
handsome. Sophro-Lielio-Cattleya M>Ta Langley variety,
with rosy sepals and crimson lip, was also very beautiful.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present J. Cheal. Esq. (chairman), the Rev. W.

W'ilks. and Messrs. H. Markham, A. Bullock, \V. E.
Humphreys, W. H. Divers, J. C. Allgrove, P. C. M.
Veitch, E. A. Bunyard, F. Perkins, E. Beckett, W. Bates,
H. Somers Rivers. W. Poupart and J. Harrison.
A ccllection of eighteen dishes of excellent Apples from

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, was the only exhibit
before tliis committee. Some good sorts were Alfriston,
Prince Albert (a very flne sampl' ), Annie Elizabeth,
Blenheim Orange, Newton Wonder, Crawley Beauty,
lord Derby (almost golden). Bramley's Seedling and
Weilington. All were in spiendid condition.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

Annual Meeting.

ON Monday, the 5th inst.. the annual meeting of this
society took place at Carr's Restaurant, Strand. In
the absence of Sir Albert Rollit, who was unwell, Mr.
Thomas Bevan occupied the chair. The adoption of the
annual report and balance sheet was moved by the
chairman and seconded by Mr. Hawes. who congratulated
the members on the favourable results of the past year.
Under all the difficult circumstances they had had to
contend with, he thought the society was in an excellent
position.
From the report we gather that after the successful

experiment of 1915 the committee were able to arrange
a show in 1916 adjusted to the requirements of war-time
and ensuring one worthy of those of previous years. It
is many years since a formal opening of the show was
arranged, but on this occasion the president of the society,
Sir Albert Rollit. was accompanied by Countess Chinda,
wife of the Japanese Ambassador, who opened the show
after an introductory speech by the president. To com-
memorate this occasion, the society's medal, suitably
engraved, was presented to Her Excellency and to the

president. In the open classes for Japanese the com-
petition was good. The trade exhibits equalled any
staged before, and it was thought that the necessary
limitation of space had a beneficial effect on the quality
of the exhibits staged and the general aspect of the show.
The committee notes with regret that for the fourth

year in succession no certificates were awarded to new
Incurved varieties. During the 191G season not a single
new variety of an Incurved was staged for the con-
sideration of the committee, and It desires to draw
the special attention of raisers to this fact. The Incurved
Chrysanthemum is an essential type, and one of the
objects of the committee is to retain and improve all
types. This will not be achieved if old tvpes are revived
while other types fall out of culture from sheer lack of
interest.

A question was raised during the past season as to tlie
limitation of the size of Pompons, it being contended
that there was a tendency to coarseness of growth and
heavy di.sbudding with a view to obtaining large-sized
flowers. In the opinion of the committee this tendency
meant the sacrificing of the particular beautv of Pompons
and the destruction of their essential characteristics.
After consideration of the matter the floral committee
decided to recommend a class in the ne.xt schedule fer
undisbudded Pompons, and this has been adopted. The
floral committee further resolved that Pompons for
exhibition must not exceed 2} inches in diameter, and
this limitation will be included in the society's classifi-
cation.
On November 8 Mr. C. Harman Payne, foreign corre-

sponding secretary of the society, delivered a lecture before
the Japan Society on "The Chrysanthemum." the chair
being taken by Sir Albert Rollit, who was supported by
the Japanese Ambassador and his wife. Mr. Payne's
lecture was received with great enthusiasm, and he" was
awarded the very heartiest thanks of his audience and,
later, of the executive committee.
The committee is again in the satisfactory position of

being able to report that all liabilities for the year were
discharged before he books were closed on December 31
last. The balance on current account at the close of the
year was £18 173. lid., and the excess of assets over
liabilities. £119 7s. 2d. The society mav, therefore, look
forward to surmounting the difficulties caused by the
present war.
The committee is arranging to hold a show during 1917,

but the arrangements are not yet completed. A further
intimation will be sent to the members as soon as possible.

The motion having been duly carried, the election of
officers followed. In this respect there was no change
from those of the past few years, all being re-elected.
The one-third of the executive committee retiring by
rotation were re-elected, except that Mr. W. O. Hiehle
was replaced by Mr. W. Robertson.

Mr. Prickett announced the death of an old member,
Mr. J. Tulley. and it was resolved that a vote of condolence
be addressed to the widow.

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS*
ASSOCIATION.

Thb first meeting of the new spring session took place on
Wednesday evening, January 31, Mr. R. Doe of Parkwood
Gardens, the newly elected chairman, presiding. The
evening was given up to " Questions and Answers,"
and most spirited discussions took place on such subjects
as Gooseberry and Currant cuttings, ants. Pea and Bean
sticks, pot Mignonette, blanched vegetables, tap-rooted
vegetables. Onions, Tomatoes and Cyclamen. The draft
rules for the Potato competition were discussed and settled,
and will soon be in tlie hands of members.

Lectures on Garden Cultivation.—The import-
ance of helping people to grapple with the food

problem has led the University Extension Board
of the University of London to make arrangements
for short courses of weekly lectures on " Garden
Cultivation and How Soils Should be Treated to

Secure Large Crops." The Board have been
very fortunate in securing the services of Mr. F. J.
Chittenden, F.L.S., of the Royal Horticultural

Society's School of Horticulture, as lecturer,

and those who go to hear him may rely on receiving

many valuable practical hints based on the most
recent research. The lectures deal with soils and
subsoils, digging and trenching, pests, the water,

mineral and nitrogen requirements of plants, and
how to help the soil to supply them. The arrange-

ments so far include one course in Central London
in the School of Arts and Crafts, Southampton
Row, and another at the Ealing Technical

Institute.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country will be stopped^
except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
pertnissioH haJi been granted to THE Garden, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

•,* The Yearly Subscription to The Garden is : Inland,
6s Qd. : Foreign, 8s. 9rf.
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For the Poultry- Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

w POWELL-OWEN
Author of " Poultry- Keeping on Money- Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

oultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg- Production." &c.Egg- Production," &c.

AIDS TO INCREASED
EGG-PRODUCTION

EACH week I propose on this page to deal

with points of vital importance where

full egg baskets are to be obtained.

Many poultry-keepers fail because they

attach great importance to what they

consider are large and essential items, at the

expense, unfortunately, of the hundred and one

small details which play so very great a part in

successful egg-production.

Egg-Eating.—Nothing perhaps robs the egg

basket more than egg-eating, and it is indeed a

most annoying vice. It starts in quite a small

way as a rule, and, going unchecked because it is

invariably unnoticed, the habit spreads through

a whole flock of layers. A broken egg—so small

an item as this—starts the ball rolling. An
inoffensive hen samples that delicious yolk, and

from that day considers that she lays eggs only

to devour them. The next day hen No. 2 sees

her sister sampling the egg she has just laid, and

both are in " at the finish." With yolk-stained

beaks these two culprits jump down from the

nests among the other birds. The latter peck

off the pieces of yolk attached to the other hens'

beaks, and they in turn develop their thirst for

yolks, and break all eggs laid from then onwards

and greedily devour the contents. Why was that

first egg broken ?

Lack of Shell.—An insufficiency of shell-

forming material may have caused the breakage

of the original egg. The birds were not supplied

with sufficient shell, resulting in a thin-shelled

egg, which very readily got broken. One moral,

then, if poultry-keepers are to have increased

egg-production, is to see that laying stock have

always before them a supply of shell. Many
poultry-keepers supply grit only, thinking that

this material helps in the shell formation of the

eggs. That is not so ! Grit aids digestion and

oyster-shell supplies the lime for the eggshells.

In every poultry-house, therefore, there should

be a box of shell, so that the layers can obtain

all they require and at times when they desire

the same. Some use as receptacles shallow tins,

nailing them to the side of the house (inside)
;

but this is wasteful, as the birds very quickly

scatter the contents with their beaks, perhaps out

of curiosity. Much the better plan is to use

small self-supply hoppers. As the shell from the

feeding cup is taken by the birds, a further supply
falls from the body of the hopper to replace the

amount.

Nesting Material.—On the other hand, that

fateful original egg may have been well shelled,

but it became broken upon coming into contact

with the hard flooring of the nest-box. But the

nesting material would prevent such an accident !

All too true had there been sufficient hay in the

nest-box. When a hen enters the latter, she

is more often than not fidgety before settling down
to business. She turns and turns, making a deep
impression with her feet in the nesting litter.

If the latter is scanty, the flooring of the nest-

box is quickly revealed. The moral is to see

that the nests are always well supplied with hay.

The deeper the nest-box and the more hay therein,

the better the laying stock appreciate it. Especially

to pullets do my remarks apply. Very few pay
sufficient attention to nests and nesting material.

The more inviting the nest-boxes are made,
the more, believe me, will they be used, thereby
greatly increasing the egg output.

Adopt Dark Nests.—There are some who trace

the egg-eating vice back to the soft-shelled egg,

but there is one important detail that they miss.

It seldom occurs to the owners to reason it out
that had the nests been dark, the hen would not

have seen the broken egg. Laying stock—pullets

especially-—prefer dark nests where they can
retire and lay, so to speak, in privacy. Few
poultry-keepers realise this, and as one cause of

the egg-eating habit I consider nests so arranged
that light penetrates therein. Nest-boxes should
be fixed in the darkest part of the house, and the

fronts should face the darlo instead of vice versa.

Once the layers learn the habit of egg-eating,

they very quickly reduce the vice to a fine art.

They devour both shell and contents so cleanly

that the owner would find it almost impossible
to detect the egg-eaters or to discover that the

habit was in being. My help has been solicited

in several cases recently where the owners com-
plained that they had had " no eggs for months."
Feeding and housing seemed in order and the birds

were well bred ; only by a little detective h ork
at laying-time (involving much patience in cold

weather) was I able to discover that egg-eating

was to blame. Hence this note of warning.

The Mustard Egg.—If the nests are darkened
and well furnished with nesting material and
shell is supplied ad lib., egg-eating should not be
met with. As a cure for this vice the mustard
egg will often prove reUable. An eggshell should
be blown of its contents and a liquid preparation

of mustard and pepper substituted. Several of

these special eggs should be left in the nests,

and in mosr cases the hen that samples one will

not attempt to touch another egg. Hens vary
very much in temperament, and I have known
some to have highly appreciated hot mustard
eggs. Perseverance is necessary, although if only
one hen is to blame and she cannot be reformed,
it is best to dispose of the bird. Special nests
can be purchased where the eggs, after being laid,

drop through a hole in the bottom, thereby passing
out of sight and preventing egg-eating, and they
are very reliable. One thing I would add, namely

:

Collect the eggs as often as possible.

Controlling the Layers.—Hens that are allowed
free range throughout the winter months will

never give the best egg returns. Layers require
ample protection from both cold and wet weather,
and while total confinement is not recommended,
it is very advisable to allow the birds out only
on fine days. Such a restriction, however, is

only possible where scratching sheds are adopted
or where combined roosting and scratching houses
of the intensive type are in use. It would be
folly to confine the laying stock during the day-
time in houses large enough only for, or con-
structed solely for,, sleeping purposes. To such
structures a roomy scratching shed must be
attached, or an intensive house must be installed

in its place. While the layers are confined they
need exercise, and if suitable occupation is not
provided they will not be happy with their lot.

It is the happiest hen that makes the best layer.

If, too, the hen is wet overhead or underfoot,

she will not give the best egg yield. She is a very
sensitive little creature. Roomy and well-lighted

structures are necessary.

Scratching Exercise.—If you are dissatisfied

with your egg returns for the past few months,
erect a comfortable scratching shed wherein your
birds can take exercise and be confined in inclement

weather, and note the subsequent increase in

egg-production. Scratching exercise ad lib. is

essential for all laying stock. It helps to circulate

the blood and to maintain the hen's bodily warmth,
while at the same time the bird is kept busily

occupied. The best layers, it must be remem-
bered, are the busy-bodied birds, and it must
also be borne in mind that it is cheaper to provide
the hen with the necessary fuel by scratching

exercise than by extra food of a heat- producing

nature. A good depth of litter should be placed

on the floor, and all grain given should. be raked
into it, so that the birds have to scratch for the

last seed. Scratching sheds should face the south,

and free admittance should be given to the sun's

rays, even by means of glass panels in the roof if

such are necessary. The rain must be prevented

from beating in, and a glass hood fixed at the top

of the front is recommended. Such an arrangement
will keep out the rain but admit the sun, and
it will serve the desirable piurpose of keeping the

litter and flooring dry.
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PRACTICAL POULTRY
POINTERS

FEEDING

Always feed for the object in mind—whether eggs,

fle^sh or chickens.
« * *

A good sample of grain or meal wiirensure lietter

results than an inferior one.

EGGS
I

Thin-shelled eggs lessen the poultry-keeper's

profits ; thov are useless for either marketing
iir incubating.

* * «

Small eggs are invariably laid by over-fat hens.

HOUSING

Each fowl requires from lo to I2 cubic feet

of air space in a house used exclusively for

roosting.

* « »

In intensive houses each bird needs about

4 square feet of ground space.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, tree

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street. Strand. W.C.

INTENSIVE

POULTRY KEEPING
Readers reiiuiriiit; EGGS 'for their household
and lor Hos'iials should write for details of
our unique system, which thousands have proved
asuccess. We supply the complete'" Beginner's
Ideal Intensi\'e Outtit" carriaye paid.

Do not miss asking for our Booklet on this

important subject, which affects all requiring
eggs for home consumption.

In addition to being the originators of the above
(introduced by us at the Daily Mail Ideal
Home Exhibition in 1913). we are the

LARGEST BREEDERS
of reliablu Poultry in HiiMland. and

HEADQUARTERS
for supplying every requirement in the Poultry
World.

BREEDING PENS,
PEDIGREE LAYING STRAINS IN
COCKERELS AND PULLETS.

Several hundred Birds still for disposal, write
us your actual requirements.

EGGS FOR SITTING,
DAY-OLD CHICKS,
NOW READY.

Satisfaction guaranteed in every transaction, with
personal attention.

Send for our 16-page Booklet, free to all

Readers of *'The Garden."

N.B.— Please write to Orpington, where all corre-
spondence is now conducted. 'Phone—CRAY 39.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, Kent
Branch Farm— LE TOl'QUHT, FRANCE.

SPRAH'S
CHICKEN

AND

POULTRY FOODS
Vt^pite for " Chicken Culture," post free.

:r>.w

mTo "thosewho are
J^unacquainied witti

# ihis marvdlous capsule

J^xxxx r

HEARSON
POINT
NP ONE

••%7^rg^r-5r^(-5r-L

^3?^.

%

»

\-<>

we would explain that it is a wonderful little scientific

apparatus—the original invention of Mr. Hearsou-
which, in spite of the most extreme variations of heat and c^

cold outside the incubator, will automatically keep the
hatching chamber insida at a uniform temperature

—

with such precision that it is guaranteed not to vary more
than 3 degrees in 12 months of constant use.

HEARSON'S
Incubator

%;... —the Incubator that hatches EVERY
i^i^. fertile egg.
""%'•••:•*• The HEAESON Incubator will last 20—30 years, and is

'i^ therefore more ECONOMICAL to buy than a cheaper

machine that may not last a quarter of the time.

:*
.•!•>

i

WriU NOW for a FREE ;?:?

copfi of extremely interesting ^'
handbook " The Problem ;J{;.*'

Solved" {lOi pp. published f.^
at Is.), GRATIS AND "*

POST FREE from *s¥
Spratt's Patent Ltd., >»

{Dept.S 18), .W
24-25, Fenchurch St., ^i?g?

London,
E.G.

..^)^
'^•r*.**

^^

1000 EGGS
The only MAMMOTH Incubator built in this country, and the
only Heated-by-Moist-Air Incubator ever invented is the

ASBESTIC HEN INCUBATOR
Patented and Manufactured witli BEST British Material by

RTOrtPE ^ rO stepney Square, LONDON, E.
• * ^^ ^-^ * "-* ^^ ^^ ^^ • f There are different sizes—i.e., for 25. 40, 60. 100, 200, 500

and 1,000 Chicks, and upwards.

IDEAL CHICKEN
SEND OFF THE

BROODER
MoTie\"-maker kir Poultryiiien.

FREE COUPON BELOW for particulars. Also for TOOPE'S
Equally successful for Indoor or Outiloor Chicken Baising. The BEST
and Most Profitable Brooder on the market, and'the SURE Spring

SEND OFF THE FREE COUPON BELOW for particulars. Also for TOOPE'S

CORONATION GRAIN SPROUTER Produces Oak Sproutingand other Green Food in the quickest,v<v*r>vnn*» I n^i^virvKii^ jn-rtv.>w , ::r^
^^^^ simplest, the cheapest, and tlie most satisfactory way. A

necessity for the up-to-date Egg-producer, and a sure preventive of poultry disease. Send for particulars. .\lso for TOOPE'S

KING'S POULTRY HOUSE and QUEBEC POULTRY HOUSE
Made of BEST class matching of latest design and scientific construe- A new type—a semi-open air House ; can be closed

tion. Every House has attendant's door, strong hinges, and lock and key. in severe weather, and is well-lighted when closed.

Above are briefly listed four of our BEST
Poultry Helps for Poultry Profits.

It will pay you to send off this Free Coupon

.

" It's a dear policy to save on your tools."

FREE COUPON.—Messrs. R.Toope &Co.,
&ri Htepnev Square London, t:

Please send me full particulars, with prices, of your BEST Poultry
Appliances, as advertised in this week's Poultry Joucuals,

Name Address

{Srjid this Form or n Postrgrd)
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HOW TO MANAGE A
BROODY HEN

FOR those who desire to hatch out a

goodly number of chickens an incubator

is strongly to be recommended, since

artificial incubation means a great

saving of time and labour. Natural
hatching will be necessary where only a few
chicks are desired.

The First Precaution.—^The first essential is

that the hen selected be really broody. When
broodiness—a kind of fever—comes on, the hen's
blood becomes heated, and it is not till the fever
has fully established itself that the broody hen
should be entrusted with the eggs. A good test

is to place the open hand under the bird with
the tips of the fingers uppermost. Should the
hen shuffle her wings and hug the fingers, she is

ready for the eggs. Nervous and excitable hens
should be avoided, as also should clumsy ones,

since they do not make the best of broodies.
Select quiet, businesslike hens which are light on
the feet, and ones that possess ample fluff^to keep
the eggs warm-^on the thighs and under the tail.

Broodies to Avoid.—The feathers on feather-

legged hens should be cut off, although, person-
ally, I do not recommend the use of such birds.

Feather-legged birds are invariably clumsy, and
•unless the feathers on the legs are clipped they
will be the means of dragging eggs from the nest
and subsequent breakages. Hatching places a
strain on a bird's constitution, and I would on
no account recommend for broody purposes a
hen that was in a thin or poor condition. Nor
would I use any bird which had scaly legs, because
this ailment would in most cases be handed on
to the young chicks. Broodies vary very much
in temperament, but the owner
is in most cases to blame for

bad hatching results. Failures

are usually accounted for by
-entrusting eggs to the hen
before she is properly broody

;

giving the broody too many eggs

to care for ; allowing the hen
•off too long at feeding-time, or

allowing insects to attack the

broody while she is sitting.

Controlling the Broody.

—

The best results will accrue
where the hen is perfectly

•controlled. Many poultry-

keepers set their broodies on
the floor in outhouses, &c.,

allowing the birds to come off

and go on how and when they
please. Such free agency has

• its drawbacks. A hen that is

not controlled is just as likely

to stroll from the nest of eggs

in the night and be unable to

find her way back till light of

day. The eggs would thus be
spoilt, and the owner would
wonder why, seeing that the

bird was such a steady sitter.

Any fright, such as a heavy
clap of thunder or the noise

created by a cat running over
the roof of the outhouse,

would cause a broody to leave

her nest. Where the broody

hen is kept confined to the sitting-box throughout
the hatch, the owner can take her off to feed

regularly each day and return her to the nest

when he considers she has been off long enough.

Some hens will not show a desire to leave the eggs,

which is not good for the latter, as they require

sufficient airing. Where such birds are con-

trolled, they are taken off daily,' and both they
and the eggs benefit.

Hatching-Boxes.—Most appliance firms make
hatching - boxes, although anyone handy with
hammer and nails can fit up sitting receptacles

from an ordinary grocer's box. One measuring
18 inches or so square will do nicely. First

remove the lid and then place the box on its

side. Saw off 4 inches of the lid, and nail this

piece of wood across the bottom of the open
front to keep in the nesting material. The
remainder of the lid should be used as a drop-

down door for the sitting-box. Hinge it at the

top, and use a small wooden screw-button as the

fastening at the bottom. The button will be
fixed on the 4-inch piece of wood that runs across

the bottom of the front. A few ventilation holes

should be bored—by means of brace and bit or

red-hot poker—in the door (at the top) and high

up in the back. An orange-box makes a service-

able two or three compartment sitting-box, and
can be pla;ed either on its side or with the openings

uppermost. In the former case, hinged doors will

have to be fixed, also bottom boards to keep in

the nesting material. In the latter instance, a

stoutish board can be placed over the top for the

entire length of the sitting-boxes (or separate

boards for each compartment), and several heavy
stones can be put thereon to keep it down. Where
such a type of sitting-box is used, the broody
hens can be perfectly controlled and cannot leave

the eggs until the operator removes the birds.

HOW TO WORK AN
INCUBATOR

T

Laid 277 e

which scaled

WHITE LEGHORN.

gs in the Scdlexcombc Twelve Months' Laying Contest, 275 of

20Z. and over each. The property of Mr. G. B. Metcal/e,

Claydon Farm, Lechlade.

HE working of an incubator is by no

means as difficult as most novices imagine.

There is much truth in the saying that

incubator works itself," and

there is no excuse for the operator going

wrong if he follows in detail the pamphlet of in-

structions supplied gratis with each machine sold.

Must Stand Level.—In the first place the incu-

bator must stand perfectly level, so that the use

of a spirit-level will be essential before the machine

is started. The temperature registered inside the

incubator during the hatch should be about 103",

allowing lo.'" as a possible and avoiding 105°.

Should the temperature at any time take a heavy
drop, do not be downhearted, but get the tempera-

ture up as quickly as possible and hope for the best.

Run the incubator at ior° for a day or so before

putting in the eggs, since, directly the latter get

thoroughly warmed through, the desired 103° will

be registered.

Adding the Eggs.—It is never wise to overfill

the egg drawer or to add fresh eggs once the machine

has been started. After the incubator has been

running for thirty-six hours, the turning of the eggs

must be commenced. To perform this operation,

take out the eggs forming the centre row and roll

the eggs in the lower half of the drawer towards

the centre, replacing those that were in the centre

outside. Repeat the process with the eggs in the

other half of the drawer. If the eggs are turned

twice daily they will get sufficient cooling or airing.

If during the turning process the egg drawer is

removed, close up the incubator to keep up the

temperatiue within.

Turning and Cooling.—As regards the length

of time for cooling and turning,

start with five minutes and then

be guided by outer elements and

the "touch" of the eggs. It is

diuring the early period of incu-

bation that one must be very

careful, since the eggs are then

turning into live or dead em-
bryonic chicks. The turning

of the eggs is necessary to

prevent the contents from

sticking to the shells. Turning,

however, should cease after the

eighteenth day of incubation,

although cooling should be

continued until the first egg
" pips." Test the eggs for

fertility on both the seventh

and fourteenth day, removing

all that are infertile or addled.

Arrival of Chicks. — The
chicks should arrive on the

twenty-first day, but do not

worry if hatchmg is late. Such
would happen were, the eggs

stale when placed in the incu-

bator or if the temperature in

the machine dropped during the

hatching period. Use only the

best oil, and trim the wick and
fill the lamp every morning.

After the hatch, well clean out

and disinfect the machine, again

running it steadily at 101° before

the next eggs are put in.

(
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rThe production of food at home fias been a 8ub-

Liect to which the attention of all householders has

leen forcibly attracted during the past year or so,

ind in the majority of cases it has been found that

t la more -ensible to keep fowls than any other class

)f stock because— PROPERLY IVIANAGED- there

sa regular supply of eggs from the pullets and hens,

while the cockerele provide meat at a lower price ifor

-earing) and in a more agreeable form than thai

obtainable from the butchers.

V creat many people have purcliased a few fowls with the

(iljiect of producing eggs for their liouselioldB and of rearing a

few brooils for home consumption, anil tlie entire absence of

tees (luiiug tlie Autumn and Winter lias been a great Uis-

aDPOintmeiit—as well as loss-to them ; and as they have not

known that their management of the birds was at fault, there

ire few prospects of an improvement until the period when

ecasare of the greatest value has passed, unless it is explained

t« them that egg production is onl,\' possible where the food

provided for the birds is of the right kind to develop the eggs

wlrich nature has endowed them with.

The majority of foods sold for poultry feeding are

starchy and fattening and consequently retard egg
production rather than develop it.

The oldest poultry farmers in this country,

WILLIAM COOK & SONS,
Originators of all the Orpington Fowls and Ducks,
who daily feed over 6.000 head of stock, d scovered

|

a few years ago tfiat all foods of a starchy kind were
a menace to the constitutions of fowls and prevehted
egg production, and they supply the food they uae
themselves to poultry keepers, viz. :

—

1
THE

IDEAL MEAL
WHICH PRODUCES EGGS IN
SATISFACTORY NUMBERS at
a LOW COST AND PROMOTES

,
HEALTHINESS.

This food Is different to all others on the marketas
It is non-starchy and non-fattening, but produces
tggs in abundance and Dromotes rosy healthiness in

the fowls fed on it. It is intw made in two forms:—

•

(1) THE ORIGINAL IDEAL
which is used in tlie pruportiun oi one part to several

of middlings ; aDd

(2) THE COMPLETE IDEAL
which retiuires no addition whatever, and should be
ordered as described.

These are the protein foods which make eggs. Hundreds of
letters are being rec-eived every week from satished poultry-
feeepers wlio are leally getting eggs. The price of the Ideal

Meal in both forms is: Percwt.,21 -; per hali-cwt.,11/-; per
quarter-cwt., 6/-; carriage paid in England and Wales; and
1/- per cwt. less than these prices for Scotland, Ireland, and
the Channel Isles, carriage forwartl.

For a few fowls a 6/- bag, or for twenty or more one
at11/-, will prove the value of this food.
Everyone who has fowls which are not laying should

—in their o^n interests — try a bag of Ideal Meal with-
out delay, then thev will be able to see that they have
not before boughtTHE RIGHT FOOD, a.though they
have paid a good prica for it.

Those who are nut getting eges from their fowls would dO
to read the following {hundreds are received weekly):—

Delamere,Seacroft, Skegness,
hfbruarn 2o'/, 1917

I find your Ideal Meal excellent. My twenty fowls
were in full lay until November; they quickly got
over a late moult, and were all in lay agatn two
weeks before Christmas and have continued regularly
until the present time. In other years i have had no
eggs from my hens until the middle of February.

—

W. Aldebman.

Ruskiu Road, Belvedere, Kent.
tebruary 2nd, 1917.

Please send me another bag of your Complete Ideal Meal.
Xhewhite Orpingtons I had from'you 'in eggs) lave turned
out most satisfactory. The pullets are now laying six
eggs each per week in spite of the weather, but fed on
your meal.— L. Si^LALRiE.
Three penny stamps will secure their advice on ( 1 ) Artificial

Hatching, (2) Hearing, (3) Feeding. (4) Fattening. and (0)
Food Production, ^'o poultry-keepers should miss sending
three stamps for this publication.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—Readers of THE Garden should

mention this paper when sending for their publications to
their ONE ADDRESS IN ENGLAND:—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS,
WHOSE OSLY ADDRESS IS

ST. MARY CRAY, KENT.
Telephone—7 Cray.

HELPFUL LETTERS
I.—MAKING A START.

Dear Sir,—I thank you for your letter of

the 14th.

There are many ways of starting poultry-

keeping, bearing in mind the fact that operations

are to begin at this season of the year. You
could, for instance, buy sittings of eggs and rear

the chicks hatched therefrom to maturity. The

pullets would be lading by next October, and would

supply you with plenty of new-laid eggs throughout

the winter and well into the following summer.

Again, you could buy day-old chicks and rear

them to maturity. If you purchased sittings of

eggs you would, of course, have to entrust them

to broody hens or an incubator to hatch them out

;

and were you to decide on artificial incubation,

you would need a foster-mother. After leaving

the broodies or foster-mothers at about eight

weeks old, the chickens would be accommodated

in small houses and be provided with suitable

grass runs. They would be grouped into sizes

and sexes, while the cockerels would later on be

fattened for the table and the pullets run on for

la>ing purposes. If you bought day-old chicks,

you wovild place them with broody hens or in a

foster-mother. Some breeders, I might mention,

gladly supply mother hens with chicks very

reasonably.

If you are a novice you might think you would

be sure to have poor hatching results. In such

a case I would, at the time of sending for the

sittings, recommend you also to order from the

same breeder a number of day-old chicks to be

delivered near the date the sittings of eggs were

due to hatch off. Then when the day-old chicks

arrived you could place them with those brought

off from the purchased eggs. If by chance you

had bad luck with the latter, you would have the

da^'-old chicks to rely upon and no time would

be wasted.

Another plan would be for you to buy a mated

pen of birds from a reliable breeder, asking him
to mate the cockerel and six (or eight) hens espe-

cially to produce laying stock. Within a week or

so of their arrival the hens should be lajing

fertile eggs, which ycu could entrust to broody

hens or an incubator. You may, on the other

hand, desire eggs for table use at once.

If I can help you further, please write me again.

Yom-s truly,

W. P.-O.

I

G. B. METCALFE
Winner of First Prize Gold Medaxs
in the English Laying Competitions

WHITE WYANDOTTES
AND WHITE LEGHORNS.

Now booking eggs and chicks from his

PEDIGREE LAYING STOCK.

List sent on receipt of a postcard.

Glaydon Farm, LEGHLADE.

k

AN OPEN LETTER TO POULTRY

KEEPERS.

TWYFORD,
February. 1917.

Dear Sir (or Madam),

Are you quite sure that you are getting

from your birds all the eggs which you might ?

They should now be laying five eggs each per

week, and if they are not you are not serving the

nation's need to tlie extent which you might.

I am at the present time feeding many thousands

of birds at the Model Farms, Twyford, which

were established as an experimental and educa-

tional station. If you would care to come down
and view the Farms I shall be delighted to see

you, and should you be in any difficulty with

your birds I will try to give you help.

I have tried many methods of feeding at

Twyford. and have found that Molassine Laying

Meal is undoubtedly the best food for egg produc-

tion. Trv the following ration for your birds :

—

Giveeach bird not morethan4ozs.of food daily,

including corn. In the morning gi%'e Z\ ozs. wet

mash. This wet mash should be made of Molas-

sine Laying Meal, scalded in the usual way and
dried off with middlings. Sc^ld one pound of

Laying Meal with one pint of water, and allow

fifteen minutes to soak. Dry off with | lb.

middlings. In the evening give li ozs. per bird of

oats—wheat and cracked maize preferably

—on alternate nights. Do not give mixed corn,

as some of the birds will pick up the best, and
others will ha\e to be satisfied with what is left.

If you are feeding on the dry mash system,

mix two parts of Molassine Laying Meal (by

measure) with one part of bran.

Molassine Laying Meal can be obtained from

all the leading corn dealers, at 25/- per cwt. or

1/9 i per 7 lb. bag.

Remember that each bird should get ten cubic

feet of roosting accommodation and four square

feet of scratching space. Your house should, if

possible, face south, so that the birds get the

benefit of whatever sun there is.

Do not overfeed your birds or they will get too

fat and will not produce eggs. Unlessa pullet pro-

duces 150 eggs in her first year, she is not worth

keeping and should be killed off. You should

easily get 3.000 eggs a year from twenty birds,

and it should not cost you, even to-day when
prices of foods are so high, more than 3jd. to4d.

per week to feed each bird.

I have a flock of 95 White Wyandottes which

averaged 189 eggs each in the tw-elve months,

all fed on Molassine Laying Meal. One bird

laid 280 eggs and another 275. I also have a

pen of eight which a%-eraged 234 eggs each.

Give the birds plenty of green stuff. Cabbage

leaves should be put into a net work bag and

hung about a foot from the ground, so that the

birds have a peck at it and thus get exercise.

Swedes, turnips and mangles are also useful green

foods. Never feed frosted leaves.

White Wyandottes, Leghorns and Rhode
Island Reds are the best breeds for egg produc-

tion on the intensive or semi-intensive system.

First crosses of these breeds are also good.

Where the birds have a free range, I would

recommend Orping tons, Langsbans or Faverolles.

By keeping birds semi-intensively. I mean they

are kept in the intensive house during bad

weather, and when the weather is fine are

allowed to run free.

Do not worry your neighbours by keeping a

crowing bird to run with the hens, for they will

lay just as well, and the eggs will keep better if

not fe tile.

See the birds have plenty of water before them.

The Molassine Co., Ltd., Greenwich, issue a

very useful little book'et, " How to Get More
Eggs," which they will be pleased to send to any

bona-fide poultry-keeper on receipt of 2d. stamps

o cover postage, etc-

Wish ng you every success.

Yours truly,

P. L. STANLEY.
(Manager of the Model Poultry Farms)
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EIGHT BELLS! AND ALL'S WELL,
FOR OUR GALLANT TARS USE

LIFEBUOY
SOAP.

« gONS OF THE SEA," they
love to feel the moisture-

laden west wind upon their
tanned cheeks. Its suggestion
of unbounded freedom is as the
breath of life to them.

For this reason they appreciate the
fresh, cleansing lather and the healthy
odour of Lifebuoy Soap. After a long
watch, nothing invigorates Jack so
much as a splash with Lifebuoy Soap,
and he appears on duty again cheery
and alert, and spick and span as the
men of the navy always are.

Lifebuoy Soap is more than soap,

yet costs no more. Wash face

and hsinds with it—bathe with it—shampoo with it.

A ROYAL
DISINFECTANT.
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TO OBTAIN THE FINEST CROPS YOU
MUST SOW THE FINEST SEEDS.

WEBBS' HIGH -CLASS VEGETABLES.—
.•Vwanie.l GOLD MED.VLS (Premier Honours) by the Koyal

Horticultural ami Roval Agricultural Societies in lUIO.
SPLENDID .SPEflALITIES.

WEBBS' Pioneer PEA (early). Is. 9(1. pint.

WEBBS' Mammoth Loiiepod B. BEAN, Is. 9d. per pint.

WEBBS' Selecteil Ailsa Craig ONION, Is. pkt.
WEBBS' New Marrowfat PARSNIP, 9il. oz.

WEBBS' Cliampioii Prize LEEK, la. per plit. POST
WI'.BBS' Emiieriir TOMATO. Is. per pkt. FREE.
WEBBS' New Le;i.hT CABBAGE (earlv). Is. per pkt.
WEBBS' New stanilaril CARROT. Is. oz.

WEBBS' F.ir.ini! (ieni LETTUCK. Is. per pkt.
Illustrated Catalogue ot Seeiis, Fertilisers, etc., free on request.
Weeii * SON'S, Ltd., The King's Seedsmen, Stourdridoe.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweathkr A Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of tinest selected strains uiui tested growth at strictly

moderate prices. Descriptive Catalogue free.

BARR'S BEAUTIFUL LILIES, GLADIOLI,
raniia?*, Montbretias, Titfridias, Anemones, Ranunculus, etc.,

for spriim planting. Destriptive (.'atalo^rue free.—Barr and
Sons, Kinji street, ('ovt-nt Olarden, London.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over BO acres of tlie finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants

you require.- .lOHN W.\terer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagsliot, Surrey.

WATERERS' " PRODUCTIVE " SEEDS.—
The best varieties and sleeted strains at reasonable prices

:

special planting table and descriptive catalogue free.

—

John
Waterer. Sons & Crisp, Ltd., Seed Wareliouses, Bagshot.

LAXTONS' SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Earlv Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to

oHer^—may still be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation

on receipt of stamped envelope.

—

Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITB " far superior to White Lead Paint, 15/- per

gall. " PLASTINE " supersedes Putty, 18/- per cwt.—Full

particulars from W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea.

Agents throughout the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTIONi^A^pecial
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application.

—

George Bunyard & Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

SEWAGE "disposal FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No empt>ing of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertiUzers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiOKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Cliester.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catiilogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers & Son,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Station : Harlow, G.E.R.

GARDEN NETS. Best salmon twine,

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Mat«riaLs'and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended Estimates given.
—Morrisburne, Woking.

i-inch square mesh nets, hound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id- sq. yard ; stout 1-inch mesh,
cotton, 3d. sq. yard : ditto, medium, 2d. As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supply limited ; order early.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net W^orks, Porthleven, Cornwall.
EstabUshed 100 years.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS or PINKS. perpetual rockwork and border (FourGold
Medals R.H.S., 4.jU C'upa.ete.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing equals a bed of Douulas clove-scented
stilf-necked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
Finest .^eed, 1/(1 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. Doxjgl.\S
(The Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS.—Ask for 1917
Illustrated Catalogue, 200 varieties, post free. From 4/- per
doz. ; 25/- per 100 ; carriage paid for cash. Patronised by
Royalty.

—

Van der Slcys, I'.R.H.S., Guernsey.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

CARNATIONS.—The principal growers use
Wellson'8 Plant Food in potting and feeding.—Particulars
Wellson & Co.. West 'Mill, Leeds.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition tt'

the wealth of the country, and readers of tliis book will see

that it lias been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden.
W.C.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Slirubs. Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-

logues on application.

—

Jones, Churchfleld, Cradley, Malvern.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure,
See advert, on page viiL

THE GRAND NEW CHINESE

PRIMULA HELODOXA, A.M., R.H.S., 1916.
Otiier New Chinese Primulas, etc. BERBERIS NEW
CHINESE SPECIES. LILIKS, GLADIOLI, BEGONIAS,
are a few of tlie items olfered and described in our SPRING
CATALOGUE, post free on application.—R. Wallace & Co.,
Lti>., Kilnfleld Gardens, Colchester, Essex.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in
What Soils to Plant Tliem." with Catalogue, free on applica-
tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 : 25, 6/6 ; 50. 12/6 ; 100, 25/-

All dilferent, named, strong stocl<. (Please state position.)

—

G. R. Phipps, Alpine Nursery, Bamham, Bognor.

TO REPLACE

SPRING CABBAGES AND LETTUCES
destroyed by the exceptional severe weather, sow at once
under glass

SUTTON'S EARLIEST CABBAGE.
The tfuickeet growing variety, per packet 1/-.

SUTTON'S COMMODORE NUTT LETTUCE.
A compact early variety, per packet 1/0.

These wiM then be tit for use almost as aoou as those planted
in the Autumn.

FIDLER'S NEW ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE OF CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS will be sent, post
free, to any address on receipt of postcard. Write at once for

a copy. It may help you to save .'>0 per cent, on your seed
bill this season. — Fidler & SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed
Stores, Reading.

MAY WE QUOTE YOU FOR YOUR
VEGETABLE SEED.S AND SEED POTATOES this season ?

Only one quality—the best. Write us.—WHITEIEGO & Co.,

The Niu-series, Cinslehurst.

SUTTON * SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
Kelway 3 Perfectly Glorious Paeonies. ^

Kelway's Beautiful Blue Delpliiniums.
Kelway's Brilliantly-coloured Pldoxes.
Kelway's Colour Borders, ever in bloom.
Kelway's new and choice hardy perennial plants of all kinds.

NOW is the time to ORDER for Spring Planting

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyrethrums.
Kelway's Gay Gaillardiaa.

NOW is the time to SEND for particulars to

Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport, Somerset.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes, is now ready and will be sent post free on
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farma
Wisbech.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and oUier flowers.—
New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard
varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.—

(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

D0B6IE & CO.,Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh.
will send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to

Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustratlonsi free, if this

paper is mentioned.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetoen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with

practical information showing how tlie possessors of gardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug

market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" CotTNTKT Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and

Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.

—

Boulton & PAUL.

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, will'

have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., etc., free, if this paper is men-
tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del-

phiniums in superb variety.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 4|in.,

30 3Jin., 25 'Zlin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated

list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and

rhubarb pots, free.—THOS. JEAVONS, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

VITARA (Radium) Fertiliser will give you
the greatest output in vour garden, best crops, most luxuriant

vegetation, aiKl earliest Spring flowers.—Trial tjox, 9d., post

free, from Vwara Co., 128c. George Street, Oroydon, Surrey.
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LETHORION ::

FumigatorVAPOUR
CONE

Introduced 1885.

The marvellous effect of this

simple and cheap method of

Fumigatins< Greenhouses is

fully borne out by the

enormous increase of sales

year by year.

Only a match required

for starting the Cone. Full

directions for use on each

Cone.

Thousands of testimonials

received from all parts.

^Prices.—No. 1, 500 to 1,000 cubic It., 6(1.; No. 2, l,&00cubic

ft., 8d. ; No. 3, ior 2,000 to 2,500 cubic ft. 1/-.
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SEEDS FOR 1917.
It is none ton early for ganien lovers to think of seeds,

but be sure tlie seeds you buy are seeds of quality. It

is a gardening axiom that

RYDERS SEEDS
itrc the hest, and despite the fact of a War Time price

of lid. per pacliet, orders for these famous Flower and
Vesi'tahle Seeds are daily growing in volume. .Sieds

ni .iHii'itu cannot; now be supplied, even by Ryders, in

Fenny Packet.'^.

RYDERS ILLUSTRATED SEED
CATALOGUE FREE.

Ryders 1917 Catalogue contains a large number
of choice varieties not found in other lists.

"Britain's Best" Tomato The Dnest

Tomato ever introduced.

Ryders New Snow-tail Scarlet Radish.

A remarkable new Three-podded Pea —
" Thousandfold."

A splendid New Oval-shaped Beet

Novelties for 1917 include the New Pierce

Sweet Peas (Pink, Pale Blue and Violet).

A wonderful new strain of Hybrid Cinerarias

The " Astermum " in four lovely colours.

New Cyclamen, Mauve Queen.

New hybrids of TroUius.

Send a post card to-day for your free copy, of this

Catalogue. Remember the one and only address and
beware of imitators—no agents.

RYDER & SON, Lta

Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS.

Grow Your Own Food by

Sowing Ryders

Famous Vegetable Seeds.

GARDEN ECONOMY
True Garden Economy lies in maximum produc-
tion at minimum cost. Fresh seeds, guaranteed
to germinate—Eckford's Seeds— will give you
the best dividends for your initial outlay. There-
fore garden economy is a term synonymous to
Eckford's Seeds.

ECKFORD'S
VEGETABLE SEEDS
Collections for a year's complete supply of Vetietables.

TO SUir ALL GARDENS.
7/6, 12/6, 21/-, 31/6, 42/-. 63/-. CARRIAGE PAID
FOR CASH. EVERY COLLECTION IS SPLENDID

VALUE.
These Collections contain only the finest varieties

of vegetables. They go each year into the very best of
{gardens where quality is recognised and appreciated.
FOR FULL DETAILS KINDLY WRITE FOR

FREE CATALOGUE.

ECKFORD'S
PEDIGREE CULINARY PEAS.
For a complete long succession. 4 pints 3/9. 6 pints 5/6,
3 pints 8/6, !:• pints 11/6. CarriaSe P.iid for Cash.
These Peas are unequalled for heavy cropping,

and fine flavour.
We send a booklet on the culture of Vetietables, free

with every order.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
Eckford"s 1917 Catalogue gives a full list of all the

finest vegetables grown, at the lowest prices, consistent
with reliable and guaranteed seed. It also contains
details of all the finest Giant Sweet Peas for 1917.

HENRY ECKFORD, Ti^^%7^^iP,
Dept. 61, Wem, Shropshire.

GUARANTESTEI3

CROW ONLY
TOOGOODS
CUARANTEED

S/'/f//VC 1317.

TOOGOOD & SONS,
edsmen IoM.MTbeKING. loM.M.T«tl.

KING EDWARP and for SOYoas toH.M.
Late QUEEN VICTORIA.

SOUTHAMPTON. E»t.W181S.

THIS BOOK
FREE TO YOU.
You will be interested in oui 164-paEe, beautifully

illustrated GUIDE TO GARDEN WISDOM AND
GU\EANTEED GARDEN SEEDS; and we shall

be delighted to send you a copy absolutely freely

with our compliments. Gardeners wlio know say

it contains more inside information about Seeds

than anything of the kind they've ever seen before.

EVERY packet of Seeds ordered thence MUST,
too, BTow for YOU and please you or you will get

it REPLACED FREELY. All you need to do is

just to send your name and address; and we will

send the Guide freelv. No obligation of any sort.

Get the book anyway. You'll enjoy it. Address
us personally.

TOOGOOD & SONS,
The King's Seedsmen,

SO U T H A M PTON.

SEED POTATOES.
riace your order at once. There is not only a
shortjige of Potiitoes, but a very much heavier
demand than in any previous season, due to the
exhDrtations of the Government and the Press to
increase food production,
REDUCED PRICES TO ALLOTMENT
HOLDERS can be quoted when 5 cwt., or
more, are ordered at one time.
PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE ON 28 lb. OR
MORE. (Offered subject to being unsold).

EARLY. 14ibs. 281bs. 56Ibs.
I-^arly Puritan
Kxpress (Sliarpe's)
Queen Mary

4/-

i/7

\h
2nd EARLY.

British Queen ... 4/-
Epicure {Sutton *8) ... 3/8
Great Scot ... 4/11
Lancashire Lass ... 4/-

MAINCROP.
Arran Chief ... 4/7
Clieshire Champion . .

.

3/8
J)ucliessoi Curuwall ... 4/-
Evergood ... ... 3/8
Factor ... ... 4/-
Cheshire Edwards ... 3/3
Provost 4/11
Up-to-Date ... 4/-

SPECIAL OFFER OF SEED POTATOES.
For the present, while stocks hold out, Bees Ltd.
will supply 14 lb. Early, 141b, Second Early. 281b.
Maiucrop, Bees' selection of varieties for 12/6, half

quantity, 7/- j double quantity (total, 1 cwt.), 24/-;
all carriuKf paid. When ordering, say whether Irish,

Scotch, Lincolnshire, or Cheshire srown seed is

preferreil. If no preference is stated. Bees Ltd. will

send what is best suited to your locality.

^1 VEGETABLE SEEDS.
" K " Collection. H /^ Best Strains.

13 Choice Vars. ' / ^ Post free.

Cabb;ige Lettuce, 1,500. Student Parsnip, 750.

Curled Parsley, 1,000. Spring Cabbage, 500.

\Itrin'-h;un Carrot, 750. Fk. Celery, 2,500.

7/9
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AT MODERATE PRICES, SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED, 99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
NO ONE WILL SERVE YOU BETTER.

A FEW PRICES FOR THE CHOICEST STOCKS FOR 1917.

PEAS (All Selected Stocks).
QRADUS (3ft.), the best early marrow pea
LITTLE MARVEL (Dwarf), extra large pods
MAY QUEEN (2Jft.), grand flrstearly Marrowfat
DWARF DEFIANCE (2Jft.), finest dwarf maincrop
CLIPPER (5ft.), grand new maincrop, strongly recommended ...

UNIQUE (2ift.). good flavour and very proUec '..

DUKE OF ALBANY (5ft.), grand forgeneral use & exhibition
AUTOCRAT (4it.), one of the best late peas in cultivation ...

PRINCE OF WALES (3Jft.),tlie general favourite

BEANS.
IMPROVED LONGPOD, best broad bean for general use ...

CANADIAN WONDER. Dwarf French, very prolific
CHAMPION SCARLET RUNNER, selected stock

BEET.
CHELTENHAM GREEN LEAVED, the best for flavour...
PRAGNELL'S EXHIBITION, large well-shaped roots ...

EARLY MODEL GLOBE, the finest round variety
All other leading varieties same price,

BORECOLE, or KALE.
DWARF GREEN CURLED SCOTCH, the best dwarf ...

COTTAGERS' KALE, one of the liardiest
ASPARAGUS, delicious flavour

BROCCOLI.
VEITCH'S SELF-PROTECTING AUTUMN
SNOW S WINTER WHITE
SPRING WHITE, very hardy; specially selected
LATE QUEEN, tlie best late Broccoli

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
THE WROXTON.tlie very best

CABBAGE.
ELLAM'S ZRBLY DWARF SPRING
FIRST AND BEST, for Autumn sowing
BEST OF ALL (SAVOY), early, and strongly recommended

CARROT (Clean'ed Seed).
EARLY GEM, for forcing
EARLY NANTES, best for early crop outdoors
JAMES' SCARLET best selected
SCARLET INTERMEDIATE (St. Valery), best exhibition

CAULIFLOWER.
DEAN'S EARLY SNOWBALL, best selected strain... per pkt. Sd.
ALL THE YEAR ROUND, very distinct, large heads „ 6d.
EARLY LONDON, best for general use per oz. la. 6d.
WALCHEREN, tine, large close white heads ,, Is. 6d.
VEITCH'S AUTUMN GIANT, best for Autumn Is. 6d.

Per pfNT.
lid.
lid.
Is.
Is.

lid.
lOd.
11d.
lid.
9d.

9d.
9d.

lid.

Per oz.
lOd.
9d.
Sd.

4d.
4d.
4d.

Is.
Is. gd.
Is. 6d.
Is. 3d.

6d.

8d.
8d.
8d.

8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

CELERY.
STANDARD BEARER, the finest flavoured red
BIBBY'S DEFIANCE, the best white
WHITE GEM, finest dwarf white

LEEK.
THE LYON, best and largest
MUSSELBURGH, excellent for general use

LETTUCE.
ALL YEAR ROUND, excellent and reliable

CONTINUITY, very crisp and tender
ICEBERG, one of the best for spring or summer
UNIQUE, pretty frilled foliage, very tender
WONDERFUL, keeps tender a long time
GIANT PARIS WHITE (Cos), best for summer use
BALLOON (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
EXCELSIOR (True) (packets, about 1,000 seeds, Bd.)
AILSA CRAIG (packets, about 1,000 seeds, 6d.)
BEDFORDSHIRE CHAMPION, line oval shaped, good size

WHITE SPANISH, or READING
GIANT ZITTAU

PARSNIP.
HOLLOW CROWN, Specially Selected
STUDENT, good size and shape

RADISH.
FRENCH BREAKFAST, best oval shaped, early
WOOD'S EARLY FRAME, best long-rooted
ICICLE, lonti white, excellent flavour
MIXED TURNIP, best for summer use
SPARKLER, unique scarlet and white

SHALLOTS.
BEST SELECTED ROOTS per lb

SPINACH.
VICTORIA. LONG-STANDING SUMMER
PRICKLY-SEEDED, or WINTER

TOMATOES.
HOLMES' IDEAL, specially recommended per pkt. (200 seeds)
HOLMES' SUPREME, heavy cropper
UP TO DATE, good and popular variety

,

EARLY DAWN, very early, good outdoors or in ,

TURNIP.
MODEL WHITE STONE
RED GLOBE
GOLDEN BALL

(200 seeds)
(200 seeds)
(200 seeds)

Pee pkt.
3d.
3d.
3d.

Per oz.
Is. 2d.

Is.

6d.
6d.
6d.
8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

2s.
2s.
Is.
Is.
Is.

3d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.

2d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d.
4d.

3d.
3d.
3d.

THE 5/-
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THERE never has been a time in the

history of our nation when the services

of practical gardeners have been so greatly

needed. In all parts of the British Isles

gardeners are doing their level best in

their own immediate surroundings, and they are

ever ready to give helpful advice and to encourage

local effort when occasion arises. On the other

hand, there are far too many amateurs posing as

authorities on gardening, and the waste in labour

and seed, both so much needed, is simply appalling.

If only a common-sense method of utilising the

services of practical gardeners were adopted, much
waste might still be obviated.

A ' Peter Pan" Board of Agriculture.—A grave

charge was laid at the feet of the Board of Agri-

cultun' at the recent annual meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society. It appears that in Xovem-
ber last the Ro^'al Horticultural Society, with a

desire to utilise the services of gardeners, drafted

a scheme for the cultivation of land under expert

supervision. In answer to criti-

cism of the society's alleged in-

11 tivity in this direction, Dr.

Kceble explained that to carry out

the scheme on a national scale,

suppart from the Government
appeared indispensable. The
services of the society were placed

at the disposal of the Board of

Agriculture, and a deputation

had waited on the Board and

submitted an outline of the scheme

which had been drawn up. The
Board twice promised immediate

replies, but months of valuable

time have elapsed and no communi-
cation had been received. Words
failed to express the feelings of

the Fellows of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society when these facts

were laid before them. The
seriousness of the delay leads us

to think that the Board has fallen

into a sound sleep, from which
it will not awaken until it is too

late.

The Need for Early Vege-
tables.—The most urgent need
at the present time is to culti-

vate early vegetables to take the

place of the diminishing supplies of

Potatoes and winter greens. Warm
south borders should be made up
with light, rich soil and used for

early Potatoes and early Peas,

and a dead set, should be made on

those vegetables which grow speedily, like the

Early Horn Carrot, small salads, Globe Beetroot,

Parsnips, Onions, Broad Beans, Turnips and early

Cabbages. It is from April to June that our

vegetable supplies are likely to be at their lowest

ebb, and no stone should be left unturned to make
good the supply.

The Greenhouse Winter Sweet.—.\mong the

number of plants now flowering in the No. 4
Greenhouse at Kew may be seen the old-time

favourite Acokanthera spectabilis. It is not a
|

success as a cut flower, but its pure white blossoms

are deliciously fragrant on the growing plant,

and for this reason it is known as the Greenhouse
Winter Sweet. A native, of South Africa, it

requires an intermediate temperature, and forms a

handsome evergreen shrub.

Dwarf Evergreen Shrubs lor Shade.—The
choice of suitable shrubs which thrive beneath

trees being somewhat limited, any additions to

this phase of gardening are worth recording.

Recent experiments with several Sarcococcas

amply justify recommending them for the

purpose. They are dwarf shrubs botanically

allied to the Buxus, but in general appearance
rather suggest the Butcher's Broom. The flowers

are white and fragrant, but not conspicuous

It is in the free growth of the stems, which spring

up freely from the base and are clothed with

rich green foliage, that the beauty and value

of the Sarcococcas lie. The plants can be freely

propagated by division in spring, and cuttings

root readily in a close frame during late summer.
S. humilis, i foot to li feet high ; S. ruscifolia,

ij feet to 2 feet high ; and S. saligna, 2 feet to

2i feet high, have all been introduced from China
by Mr. E. H. Wilson during the last twenty years.

Helleborus Peter Barr.—This delightful Lenten
Rose is a seedling from Helleborus colchicus,

raised at Taplow. It has all the characteristics

of H. colchicus in the rich coloration of the flower-

stems and young foliage growths, which are also

of pmrple hue ; but the colouring

of the flower is a deeper and richer

hue of purple than that of the type,

and the flower sepals are of a

firmer texture and broader in the

segments. Like the remainder

of the family, it is semi-shade

loving, and grows and flowers best

where it is protected from cutting

groimd winds. Being winter flow^er-

ing, it should be planted out of

reach of the early morning sun.

Handbook on Pruning Roses.
The National Rose Society in

general and Mr. Courtney Page in

particular are to be congratulated

on the new edition of the " Hand-
book on Pruning Roses." which

will shortly be posted to all

members of the Society. This

book contains an alphabetical

list of Roses w-ith instructions

for pruning each variety under

the various sections, .-ytogether

it is a great improvement on the

old pruning book ; it is in reality

a new edition of the society's

Oflicial Catalogue of Roses com-

bined with a new edition of the
" Handbook on Pruning Roses."

THE GREENHOUSE WINTER SWEET, ACOI<.\NTHER.A. SPECTABILIS

*," Otfiniy to the shortage of paper,
reeiders rrho have not alreadif done so are
asl-edtoorderTRK G.\RnF.S(ofte delivered
retfularlit bft their neifsagent. Headers
will thus obviate the waste consequent on
the issue of papers for e-hanee sate, and so
greatly assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Flowers- for Bees.-—One of the best flqwers

for bees is Borage (Borago officinalis), a hardy

herbaceous perennial or annual; also in hot

weather useful for flavouring claret cup and other

drinks.—S. P. G.

May I suggest, if it is desired to promote

the hum of the busy bee until the sound is like

the small waves on a gently moving seashore,

sow a [border of;^ Buckwheat/ A few other

good things are Dandelion, Borage, Linum,

Myosotis, Lobelia, Virginian Stock

and Asters. " Anne Amateur " will

find that garden flowers do not

yield much honey. They are not

worth the trouble, but when one is

charmed by the music Oi the unique

serenaders it makes all the differem e

in the world,

—

George Stocks.

Lycoris aurea.—If the Rev. Joseph

Jacob will turn to The Garden for

January 19, 1895, page 42, he will

find there an excellent coloured plate

of Lycoris aurea, by H. G. Moon,
together with a story of its behaviour

in gardens here. The plate was made
at Kew, where a large number of

bulbs of the Lycoris were in flower

in a greenhouse the previous autumn.
They came from Hong Kong, with

the following particulars ;
*' I send

you a box of Lycoris aurea, and I

hope it will reach you all right.

Is it not somewhat remarkable that

these bulbs should remain dormant
in the ground all the summer in such a

climate as this, with a temperature

of 85° in the shade and a rainfall of

100 inches in the year, heat and
moisture sufficient, one would think,

to start into growth the most hide-

bound of bulbs ? The Lycoris, how-
ever, sleeps through it all, pushing

up its tall scapes of yellow flowers

at the end of our summer. Here it

is one of the most popular of garden

plants, ranking with Crinums, Pan-
cratium?, Eucharis and Lilium longi-

florum. I do not remember to have ever

seen it in an English garden." The
bulbs were as large as those of Emperor
Daffodils, and they developed scapes

8 inches long with up to a dozen
big orange yellow flowers, in form
and arrangement like Nerine Bowdeni,
but nearly as large again. The next

year only a few of the bulbs flowered, and I have
never seen anything like a decent show of them
since, although we have tried both pot and border

culture and stove and greenhouse conditions

for them. Many years ago I tried to cross this

and L. squamigera, the blue Amaryllis, with
Nerines, and I believe the late Mr. Peter Barr
tried also, but nothing came of the marriage.

I have also tried L. radiata, a red-flowered species,

with Nerines, and got nothing for my pains, I

have never seen L. sanguinea in flower, although
I have had healthy bulbs of it, and so has Mr,
Wallace. The genus is worth another effort,

and I daresay the Japanese nurserymen are able

to supply bulbs of all five species that are known
;

or perhaps thev will try crossing the species

with each other and with Nerines.—W. W.
An Ever-Blooming Geum.—It is not possible

to give the plant a definite name. It has been

submitted to .botanical authority, and the

answer is that they cannot make anything

of it but Geum montanum. But G. montanum
has single flowers on stems 6 inches to

8 inches high, and the plant certainly answers

to this with regard to all the bloom it produces

from October to April ; but all the summer the

flowers are on widely branched stems nearly

2 feet high. It is of interest in the garden not only

from its good, persistent foliage, but because on a

well-established clump there is no day in the

THE HARDY AND PROLIFIC EARLY PEA EDWIN BECKETT

year when one cannot find a flower. Perhaps

the present is the unlikeliest time for finding

flowers on a summer-blooming plant, and yet

there they are—not many, it is true, but always

enough to keep up this character. The leaves

are twice the size in summer, and always have a

clean, polished appearance. I do not know if

the plant is in other gardens, but I had it many
years ago from that good old nursery, Osborne's

at Fulham, a name only to the present generatidn

and a distant memory to older folk. The plant

is best in spring, when the large,' Buttercup

flowers, as <vide again as these poor winter

specimens and of a splendid deep yellow colour,

are on short stalks and are closely associated

with the handsome foliage.-—G. Jekvll. [We
sent the flowers of this charming Geum to

Mr. Irving at Kew, and he is of the opinion that

it is a hybrid between G. montanum and G.

chiloense. It closely resembles the plant grown
in some gardens as G. montanum var. grandp
florum, as far as can be judged by its winter

flowers.

—

Ed.]

Potato Epicure.^My experience of the growing
of Potatoes for market and home consumption
hfis two aspects for consideration. For my own
use I would not cultivate any variety after the

first trial that does not boil and bake mealy.
Some would say they must be white and mealy.
While preferring them in the latter condition,

,
I do not ban a variety the flesh o{

which is slightly yellow in colour if it

is mealy. Close, " soapy " tubers I

cannot tolerate. My experience of

several of the newer varieties will,

when sufficient stock is obtained, render

the growing of these objectionable

sorts unnecessary for private con-

sumption, as the newer sorts promise

so favourably from a cooking point of

\iew. Now for the market side of the

-abject. There are certain varieties of

I'otatoes immensely popular on the

market, notably Epicure, Evergood
.md King Edward, which do not come
up to my ideal in their cooking

qualities, but they must be favoured -

liy many, or they would not command
the prices they do. Therefore it is

mainly a question of individual taste.

All the varieties noted have firm flesh,

and it may be for this reason, being so

suitable for restaurant use, they are

popular,—E. M.

Pea Edwin Beckett.—This is

unquestionably one of the finest

rarly Peas yet introduced. It received

1 10th an award of merit and a first-

ilass certificate from the Royal
Horticultural Society. It was raised

,it Aldenham, being the result of a

'TOSS between Early Morn and Duke
iif Albany. It is extremely hardy,

\-ery prolific, and considered to be
one of the finest- flavoured Peas in

existence. When treated in the

same way it is only a few days later

than the inferior- flavoured, round-

seeded varieties. On good ground it

grows to a height of from 3 feet

to 4 'feet, and should be sown or

planted thinly,—E. B.

Costly Daffodils in a New
Zealand Garden.— I enclose a cut-

ting from the New Zealand Herald

of December 20, 191 6, briefly reporting a case

brought in our local Magistrate's Court, in which

the circumstances were rather unusual, and as

it was of interest to gardeners here, it will probably

interest your readers :
" A claim for £6 made by

H. E. Sharp, Daffodil expert, Oratia, against

Herbert Ingram, Auckland, was heard in the

Magistrate's Court yesterday before Mr. C. C.

Kettle, S.M. In his statement plaintiff said as

a result of labour and experience he had a large

bed of valuable Daffodil bulbs growing on his

property, one of which alone cost him £7 los.

to import. Defendant had entered his grounds,

cut the blooms and converted them to his owd
use. . As a result the plants had suffered damage.
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and it was impossible to obtain any seedlings

from the bulbs this year. He claimed £6 as

compensation. Defendant admitted taking the

flowers and said he had endeavoured to find

plaintiff at .the time, but without success. He
left 6d. in an envelope to show his bona fides in

the matter. Mr. Kettle gave judgment for plaintiff

for £6 and costs." Towards the end of September,

with another Daffoclil-grow-er, I visited Mr. Sharp,

who lives at Oratia, some thirteen or fourteen

miles from Auckland, and found him very upset

over the loss of a large number of his best Daffodil

blooms, mostly crossed for seed. A person with

a very good taste in Daffodils (but a poor idea of

the rights of property) entered his nursery and

orchard groimds, selected the cream of his

exhibition blooms fignoring a large bed of blooms

for the cut-flower business close by), and left

6d. in an envelope as compensation ! As the

offender seemed unwilling or incapable of recog-

nising the seriousness of his offence, Mr. Sharp felt

compelled to take legal proceedings to impress the

matter, and the above cutting gives the result.

I hope shortly to send you a few

notes on the past Daffodil season

and the vagaries of- the weather,

which has been very abnormal and

detrimentally affected most gar-

dening operations.—A. E. Grind-

rod, Auskland. New Zealand.

Flavour in Apples—and Litera-

ture. — If Cox's Orange Pippin

is king of dessert .\pples, then

William Crump is the heir-appa-

rent. I know, not which excels,

the sire or the son. For flavour

in orchard fruit give me these, and
for flavour in literature commend
me to Mr. A. H. Pearson's con-

tributions to The Garden. His

concise, lucid and interesting style

of conveying instruction makes one

wish for more, and if he could be

persuaded to write a practical book

on fruit culture he would supply a

real want and impose a debt of

gratitude on the many amateurs

who now wish to grow their own
fruit.—E. [Apple William Crimip

is an excellent variety, the result

of a cross between Worcester

Pearmain and Cox's Orange

Pippin. It received an award of merit from

the fruit and vegetable committee when
shown before it on December 22, 1908, and

at that time the flavour was very good indeed,

the yellow flesh being quite firm and crisp. It

was raised on the Madresfield Court Estate, and

promises to become one of the leading dessert

varieties of the future. When shown before the

committee on January 11, igro, it received the

higher award of a first-class certificate. It was

shown by Mr, William Crump, V.M.H., Madresfield

Court Gardens, .Malvern.

—

Ed.]

Two Original Recipes for Jerusalem Arti-

chokes.—I have had so many enquiries abou!

the Jerusalem Artichoke scallops that I have

written out the recipe from Mrs. " Busy Bee's"

description. (She invented the scallops one day

as a little surprise for me.) Here it is :
" Mock

Scallops of Jerusalem Artichoke.—Grease the

scallop shells or moulds, sprinkle with grated

breadcrumbs, partly fill the shells with slightly

under~hoi\ed flakes of Artichoke. Rub some
w;t*//-cooked Artichokes throueh a wire sieve and

add melted—ahem ! I mean—margarine mixed

with anchovy sauce and a little chopped Parsley,

.^dd for ornament a little rounded piece of cooked

Carrot, dipped in vinegar. Brush over all lightly

with a little milk or the stock the Artichokes were

boiled in, and cover with grated breadcrumbs.

Bake in a hot oven about fifteen to twenty minutes.

Serve very hot. Mock Fish and Potato Pie

can be made with Jerusalem Artichokes slightly

under-boiled and mixed with a sauce of butter

or margarine and flour, finely chopped Capers

(or Nastiurtium pickled seeds;, and well flavoured

with anchovy sauce. If some peeled shrimps

can be added, they will greatly improve the above

pie." These recipes are, of course, intended for

dwellers in the countr\, who, like mys?lf, cannot

get fresh fish easily.

—

.Anne Amateur
Scentless Musk .—Your correspondent

" C. C. F.," in yoiu: issue of January 27, suggests

that the scent was located in the hairs with which

the plants of thirty or forty years since were

entirely covered. During a botanical ramble

in the Breadalbane Mountains in the sninmor

WINTER SPRAYING OF
FRUIT TREES

By J. L. Gibson.

IT

behoves all who own even a few fruit trees

in their gardens to make some effort to better

the productive powers of these, thereby helping

in the general work of increasing the home
supply of . food. Careless fruit culture is

responsible for an almost incredible amount of

waste through preventable disease and the equally-

preventable ravages of insect and fungoid pests.

Winter spraying with a caustic wash is the first

operation, and one of the most important, towards,

securing a full harvest of perfect fruit ; and as

February is the best time to apply tliis. I would like

to draw attention to the good experimental work

done by the Royal Horticultural Society in testing

a large number of winter washes at the Wisley

Gardens a couple of years ago. In all twenty

different preparations were tried, five of which

THE WELL FLAVOURED DESSERT APPLE WILLIAM CRUMP.

of 1915 I was more than surprised to find the

Musk growing wild in a mountain stream in

Glen Lyon. From its abundance it was evident

that it must have been growing in its present

position for some time. The plant in question

had not lost any of its hairy nature. Still, I was

surprised to find that the plant was entirely

scentless. M\ idea is that in our moist climate

we have not sufficient heat to elaborate the essential

oils which go to make up the beautiful scent of

the Musk. Mimulus moschatus (the common
Musk) is a bog plant. Bog plants, as a rule,

are not hairy, and yet w-e have a most beau-

tiful bog plant growing in this country entirely

covered with hairs, giving the plant quite a hoary

appearance, namely, Hypericum eloides, a common
enough plant on exposed boggy ground, covering

acres on Pilmoor in North Y'orkshire. What
we want at present is to get seeds of Mimulus

moschatus from its native habitat. In this way
we should get back the beautiful scent of our

once popular window plant.—W. H. Stansfield,

Brantwood, Kew. Soulhl'ort.

did their work well enough to earn high commen-
dation from the society's experts. These are

Jeyes" Winter Wash, Morlar Winter Wash, Liquid

Gishurst Compound, Voss' Winter Wash, and
ordinary caustic soda. The last named is the

cheapest, and was used at a strength of rib. to'

to gallons of water ; if anything, it is too drastic

in action and is corrosive to certain parts of the-

spraying machine. Of the rest, Jeyes' Winter
Wash seems to have a slight advantage over the-

others, considering all points. It is thoroughly-

soluble, nou- corrosive, caustic to tmprotected

skin, but not dangerously so ; cheap, and it effec-

tively cleaned the trees, both old and young. Any
of the preparations mentioned, however, can be

used to good purpose, and no time ought to be lost

by amateurs and large growers alike in getting this

work in hand while the trees yet remain dormant.

If the active preparations for future destructive

work on the part of fungus spores, insects and
larvae were clearly visible to the eye, no fruit-

grower would ever think of letting this time pass-

without waging a relentless warfare against these
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7

pests
;
yet winter spraying is still considered by

many to be a fad or a finicky piece of fuss on the

part of enthusiasts. It is nothing of the kind.

It is a clear moral duty to one's neighbours as

well as ourselves, for every neglected orchard is

a constant and standing menace to every clean

RULES AND STANDING ORDERS OF THE
"RUHLEBEN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY"

Title of the Society* That the Title of the Society

be the "Ruhleben Horticultural Society".

Aims of the Society. That the aims of the Society

be to further the knowledge of HorticuUure and
give members an opportunity of studying this

subject by assisting in the laying out and atten-

ding to the flower beds in the Camp.

Membership. That the Society be open to all

mterested in Horticulture and That the Membership
= Subacription be M- 1.— per annum payable on

entering. — Application for Membeish.p to be

made to the Hon. Sec. of the Society

Privileges of Membership. That Members be

entitled to attend all lectures and papers arranged

for by the Society and perusal of any literary

matter should such be obtainable.

Officers and their Election. That the Officers of the

Society consist of a President.Vice-Preeident,Chair-

man, Vice-Chairman. Secretary and Treasurer, who
are to be elected at a General Meeting of Members.

The Committee. That the business of the Society

be conducted by a Committee of not less than

eight and .not more than twelve members (inclu-

ding the Vice-Chairman) these gentlemen to be

elected at a General Meeting of Members. The
period of office to terminate at the expiration of

one year from date of appointment- The Hon. Sec.

to have full power to vote and together with five

members of tht Committee shall foqn a quorum-

the Pear midge, the Apple sucker, &c. ; the weevils

and larvae and scales of other vermin ; the Ameri-

can blight or woolly aphis ; the spores of canker

and spot and bilter-pit. Ail these can be success-

fully neutralised by cleanly culture, of which

winter spraying forms a primary part. Other

T^UHLE^EN
H0%T1CULTU%AL

SOCIETY.

AFFILIATED TO THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

L0NT>03^.

RUHLEBEN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

MEMBERSHIP-CARD

SEASON 1916-17.

PRESIDENT;- Mr, L. P. Warner

VICE-PRESIDENT; - Mr, M, Prilchard

HON. VICE-PRESIDENTS;- Messrs. C L. Brtii-

meyer. Walter Butlerworth J. P,. W. S. Cohn.
A. E. Dodd, G. F. Fisher. FW. Hessln. F H La-
zarus. B- G. Levis, Dr. J F- Logic.W. F. Mc. Kenzie.

A. H Mitchell, O'Hara Murray. F. Silbermann.

E. Silbermann.

CHAIRMAN;- Mr. L. P. Warner, Bar. 8, Room 2

VICE-CHAIRMAN ; - Mr. L. P. Roberts. Bar. 5, Loft B

HON. SECRETARY: Mr, Thomas Howat, Bar, 5,

Box 13

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES:- Messrs. W. M. Harris

and W. E. Moll

HON. TRESAURER: . Mr. T. Howat

COMMITTEE;- Messrs. J.Blackburn, W. Cayky,

H. Cooper (10), W. R, Cooper (5), A. Hill,

I. Lazarus, M. Pease, P. Soans, P,-F. W. Simon,

G, A. Wyllie.

MEMBER'S NAME;. Mr.

Bar:- Box;- Loft:-

The Chairman of the Meeting shall have power

to vote and in addition have a- casting vote.

Nomination of Members to fill any vacancies

which may occur during the year to be made at

a General Meeting of Members. The Vice President

shall be an ex-offic. member of the Committee.

General Meeting- A General Meeting shall be held

fortnightly when, if necessary, a short report of

the work will be made to the members, followed

by a paper on some Horticultural subject- All

notices of Meetings etc. to be conveyed to members
by means of a public notice-board, which notice

shall be considered sufficient.

Finance. That the Committee be empowered to

purchase bulbs, seeds, implements or any other

accessories out of the Society's funds and to carry

out all financial business cormected with the

Society. That the Accounts of the Society be

audited by an Auditor, not a member of he

Committee, who shall be elected at a General

Meeting of the Society.

Alteration of Rules. Alterations, amendments or

additions to the Rules shftU be made at any

Ge.neral Meeting, should such alteration^, amend-
ments, or additions be found . ecessary.

Appendix.
The Committee meet every Thursday afternoon from

3 to 5 p. m. in Mr. Lazarus' Summer House behind

Barrack 7 where members may apply for information.

Members vnshing to assist id gardening are aaked

to hand their Ylaraes to Mr Warner, Bar. 6, Room 2.

Requcslo for work-parties will b^ posted on notice

board, if possible, the day before going out.

THE MEMBERSHIP CARD OF THE RUHLEBEN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

orchard. Think of the number of enemies that sprays should be used later in the year, a note of

threaten the successful harvesting of your fruit.

There are the lichen and moss on the trunk and

branches, which harbour all sorts of hibernating

moths of evil repute—the goat moth, the grey

trident, the lackey moth, the winter moth and

many others. Then there are the eggs of aphides,

which will be given in due time; but if the current

work is done without delay, a great deal more

interest will be given both to the hobby and the

business of growing fruit, and because of winter

spraying the subsequent work will be easier and

less arduous.

GARDENING AT RUHLEBEN
PRISON CAMP

W.A.R
has brought about many

strange conditiohs, and it is a

source of interest to learn that

some British prisoners in Germany
have the opportunity of turning

their attention from the monotony of prison life

to the pursuit of gardening. Readers will peruse

with mingled feelings the membership card of

the Ruhleben Horticultural Society reproduced

on this page. It will be observed that this society

is affiliated to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and not the least interesting work the home society

has done has been that of sending bulbs, plants

and seeds to our fellow countrymen at Ruhleben.

Mr. T. Howat, Bar. 5, Box 13, Hon. Secretary of

the Ruhleben Horticultiural Society, in a recent

letter to the Rev. W. Wilks, says

:

" I am in receipt of your letter announcing

that the Ruhleben Horticultural Society is affiliated

to the Royal Horticultural Society, London,

which was laid before my committee. I am
instructed to tender you their heartiest thanks

for this kind assistance to the society's aims,

and also for the six cases and one parcel containing

bulbs and seeds which have been duly received.

These have been already planted, and a very

successful show is now assured. They also beg

to acknowledge with many thanks the receipt

of the six pamphlets on gardening subjects, and

to inform you that a syllabus of lectures has

already been commenced, with great success."

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Primula malacoides alba flore pleno.— ."^

charming and useful addition to a species which

has taken the popular taste by storm. The new-

comer has pure white, semi-double flowers, suffi-

ciently double to add to its decorative value

and merit without robbing it of its beauty and

elegant grace. Moreover, the flowers on the

lower whorls remain good until those at the apex

of the inflorescence expand ; hence a good general

effect results. Obviously a plant for everybody,

amateur or professional. Exhibited by Messrs.

W. and J. Brown, Staniford.

Freesia La France.—A welcome addition to

n highly valued race of greenhouse flowering plants.

It is said to be a seedling from the well-known

F. Leichtlinii crossed with the pollen of a hybrid

Dutch variety. The habit is vigorous and free, the

exceptionally large flowers of a mauve-violet tone

in sharp contrast with the nearly pmre white

colour of the tube. The colour named hardly

does justice to the variety, the shade appealing

at once as a considerable advance on anything

in the same colour range that has yet appeai'ed.

From Mr. F. Herbert Chapman, Rye, Sussex.

Laelio - Cattleya Trident — A distinct

rather than a greatlj' attractive hybrid, whose

outstanding feature is its velvety crimson lip

with pale yellow tube. The long sepals are of

pmkish white tone, the broad, ovately inclined

petals being coloured reddish purple with a paler

shade at the edges. From Messrs. Flory and

Black, Slough.

The foregoing were before the Royal Horti-

cultura, Society on February 13. when the awards

were made.
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TH E SNOWDROP
GALANTHUS NIVALIS AND ITS

VARIETIES.

WHILE the number of species of

Galanthus now in cultivation is

considerable, there is a general

agreement among those who have

grown them that none equals in

general value the common Snowdrop, Galanthus

nivalis. Some are more opulent in their charms, and

are exceedingly handsome in their appearance.

Others, again, have special attractions in the charac-

ter of their foliage. Yet as a permanent flower

for the decoration of our gardens and woodland

spots, ever full of grace and beauty, and imrivalled

in its adaptability to naturaUsing, G. nivalis

stands supreme. The woodland

scene shown in the accompany-

ing illustration will bring home
to the reader of The Garden
its charms when naturalised in

myriads in some old domain.

In many such places, the

Snowdrop is literally at home,

and its chaste flowers cover

acres with their virgin white-

ness and form a scene of enchant-

mg beauty. Happy are they who
possess such a picture of loveliness

;

but on a lesser scale the Snow-

drop may be made to minister to

our enjoyments even in the

smallest garden.

It is a moot question whether

G. nivalis is a native plant, but

it is incontestably one which,

through long ages, has delighted

everyone who cares for flowers at

all, and it is found in great

numbers in places where tradition

holds no record of any hiin.,.i'

habitation having existed.

In many parts where the Snow-

drop has been apparently natura-

lised for generations, remarkably

little variation exists. The writer

has carefully searched for such

v^ariations among millions of

Snowdrops. In many places the

flowers are remarkably uniform

in every point ; in others, how-

ever, they vary to a remark-

able degree. They differ in stature,

in size of flower, and also, in many
cases, in the length or breadth of foliage. Variation

in colour seldom exists, but has been observed,

in so far as the green markings on the flowers

become yellow in some individuals, and even the

spathes and stems may be found coloured with
the same hue.

Two marked types—
^ apart from G, nivalis

Imperati, which, for the purpt.-se of these notes,

is excluded as a geographic.il v.iriety , almost
worthy of recognition as a species—are to be found.

One of these is poor in every way, with small,

thin flowers and narrow leaves, and is much less

effective through having shorter stems. The
other, more plentiful, is finer in every way, and
is worthy of being immortalised, as it has been,

by our poets, thougtr such a flower is certain to

possess a place even if those gifted by the iVIusc

left it severely alone. This is the type to be met
with in general.

Of its varieties the double one is the best known.
It is inferior in grace, but is not to be despised,

especially when grown in grass for distance effect.

Besides the ordinary double Snowdrop, a few other

doubles exist, some of them the work of the late

Mr. James Allen of Shepton Mallet, and a singular

green. one, rare and difficult to obtain, and more
curious than beautiful. A sport or seedling of

great beauty when examined is G. flavescens

fl.-pl., with yellow instead of green markings.

This brings us again to the single yellow varieties.

The best known of these hailed from Northumber-

land, one, G. lutescens, having paler yellow mark-

ings than the other, and is smaller and less imposing.

The larger one is G. nivalis flavescens, and the

other G. n. lutescens. Other yellow-marked

varieties are in cultivation. One of these is a

variety of G. Ehvesii, and there are two forms of

in places where it abounds, in the search for

variations. There may possibly be found a form

with additional segments, one with no green mark-

ings on the blooms, some real Tom Thumb-like

flowers, and others with tall stems and big blooms.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

NOTES FROM THE RIVIERA
By Edward H. Woodall.

FRIENDS at home will be glad to know
that the French gardeners are urging

the plantation of early Potatoes on this

coast, but they are, very rightly in my
opinion, insisting that it is useless to

plant Potatoes on heavy calcareous soils. Where
the ground is favourable and has been well worked

A CARPET OF SNOWDROPS IN A WOODLAND.

G. plicatus, but these are really outside the scope

of these notes. It should be made clear that

only the green markings of the type, and sometimes

also the spathes and stems, are yellow. There

is a' record of one with the whole of its flowers

yellow, but I fear this is extinct.

A pink Snowdrop has also been discussed,

but the only pink one which has been recorded

does not appear to exist now.

Of other varieties of the common Snowdrop
there are considerable numbers, besides some

seedlings of superior excellence not readily obtain-

able. Of the former, one of the most distinct

is G. n. Scharlokii, with divided spathes and
exterior green markings. G. n. virescens is a

charming flower with green on the exterior of the

petals. I believe these can be procured, but

others are not on the market. The careful observer

may, direct attention to the common Snowdrop

and manured for other crops, such as Carnations

and flowers for the market, no special preparation

beyond digging need be made, but as potash is

the most essential thing in Potato culture, every-

thing that can make wood-ash should be burnt

and dug in, as that is the most available form at

this jtmcture. Unless this can be done, it is much
better to plant Cabbage, Spinach or any easily

grown vegetables, according to soils and circum-

stances, so as to avoid waste of time and energy.

The need of killing the caterpillars of the white

Cabbage butterfly is insisted on, and, of course,

the capturing of the butterfly when possible.

It is stated that there is a great increase of this

pest ; hence the special need of its destruction.

The severe cold of this winter must greatly delay

the crops in the North. On this coast, though

there has been no frost to do any damage, the

weather has been very wet and cold, and sunshine
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has been rarer than I ever remember, during the

last five weeks at least. In spite of everything,

spring will assert itself—the Almond trees are

in flower ; the beautiful rose Prunus Munie is

covered with coral buds and pinlv,' half-expanded

blossoms; the Acacias, both Baileyana and

dealbata, are in brilliant masses of yellow flowers;'

and wild Violets and Narcissi are abundant

in sheltered and sunny slopes, so that the drear

desolation of Northern lands is far removed from us

Owing to the impossibility of obtaining coal,

even at fantastic prices, there are few, if any,

forced' flowers ; but those cultivators who possess

a goodly store of old Olive roots have kept a little

fire going in one or two establishments for the

sake of white forced Lilacs, which are not obtain-

able elsewhere. Until now the American colony

have been lavish in their expenditrure and demanded
all such flowers as they have been accustomed to

buy for themselves and their friends ; but now,

no doubt, their attention will be turned in another

direction, and the increasing sun-heat will have

to suffice for any heating power, in the face of the

daily increasing scarcity of fuel of all kinds.

The bulbous-rooted Celery, or Celeriac, is much
grown this winter, and its culture is urged as it is

less expensive than Celery proper, since it needs

no deep trenches or any earthing up. Up to this

winter I often thought its roots rather coarse and

woody ; but whether it is owing to the wet season

or to improved varieties, its roots, stewed and

sliced, are far preferable as a food to the more
expensive Celery. I hope it may prove so in

England, and it is mentioned as being a Suitable

vegetable for small town gardens, so it is worth

giving it a trial, especially in amateurs' gardens.

Beta Cicla, the Chili Beet, is also a most useful

and excellent winter vegetable, far preferable to

Spinach where it does well. I fear it is t^oo tender

for winter purposes in England, but it is quickly

grown in summer weather and should not be

forgotten.

SPROUTING MAINCROP
POTATOES

THE sprouting of maincrop Potatoes is a

practice generally more honoured in the

breach than in the observance. Earlies

and second-earlies are sprouted by the

careful cultivator as a matter of course,

but the maincrops are often deprived of their

shoots as they form, simply because planting-

time is still some way ahead ; or if left on they are

left severely alone, so that they often present

the appearance of that shown in Fig. 2. Such
shoots are worthless, and one had better be

1. BOX OF TUBERS SET UP TO SI^ROUT.

without than with them ; weak and drawn to

start, they give weak and drawn leafy shoots,

and the crop of tubers is a poor one. Instead of

leaving maincrops to their own resources, culti-

vators would do well to give them just as much
attention as is now deemed to be the rightful

prerogative of the first and second earlies, for

they will repay the trouble expended tenfold.

It is a fact but little realised that the character

and number of the sprouts on a Potato set

largely determine the character and number of

the tubers yielded as a crop
;

yet such is the case,

and the cultivator can have—within reasonable

bounds^-either large or small tubers for his crop,

according to the manner in which he manipulates

the sprouts on his sets.

The first step to this is to set the selected seed

tubers on end in a shallow box, as shown in Fig. i.

The- illustration shows a box of Up-to-Datc,

still one of our very best maincrops, though a

little more liable to disease than some of the

newer sorts. As may be seen, the tubers are

rather large; and the selection of good-sized sets

is always advisable with varieties that naturally

run large. Thus, 20Z. tubers should be regarded

as the minimum size for Up-to-Date, the range.

2. SET WITH BAD SPROUTS ; RESULT OF

KEEPING TUBER AWAY FROM LIGHT.

extending from that weight to 30Z. To prevent

the tubers from making the kind of sprout shown

in Fig. 2, they should be stood on end as soon as

possible, always keeping the large, or rose, end

uppermost, as it is from there that the best

sprouts are produced. The box should be stood

in a light but frost-proof place and not be covered

up at all, except in very severe weather. If

lovered, the sprouts become drawn and

weakened, whereas the aim should be to keep

them sturdy and semi-tuber-like.

In a very short time the tubers, if well exposed,

should resemble that shown in Fig. 3, sprouts of

varying strength „being produced from all the

bold eyes. In practice it is found that a tuber

planted with all its sprouts retained gives a

mixed crop, in which small tubers preponderate.

The sprouts nearest the surface in planting

3. TUBER SPROUTED NEAR THE GLASS,
BUT CARRYING SUPERFLUOUS SHOOTS.

commence growing first, so that the tubers coming
from them have a start of those from other shoots

which have to travel further in order to get to

the light, and this gives inequality of size ; the

fact of many sprouts being retained causes a

weakeinng of the whole, and this accounts for

the tubers being small. With fewer sprouts,

and those, on the top of the tuber or set, growth

commences much more evenly, and as the

strength of the tuber is concentrated on a

minimum number of shoots, the shoots become
much stronger, and the tubers are consequently

larger. Many shoots, many but small tubers

;

few shoots, fewer but larger tubers, may be taken

as a Potato-growing truism.

Taking it for granted that a crop of good-sized

tubers is most generally desirable, all the sprouts

on Fig. 3 are rubbed off, with the exception of

two, or perhaps three, at the top end. Only

two sprouts should be retained. It may.

however, be found that other sprouts will push

at the side of the two retained—from the same
eye or basin—and these must be rubbed. out as

they show, leaving the two sturdy central sprouts

in sole possession. Such shoots will be anything

from half an inch to an inch long by planting-time,

which should be the early part of April. If the

shoots show a tendency to become "drawn and

weakly before the ground is ready for , their

reception, the box should be stood in a shed

having a northern exposure to retard growth

a little.

LEEK BULBS
Anyone who grows Leeks may have a fresh

and very palatable vegetable without much
trouble. A little later on, when the remaining

Leeks push up their flower-spikes, these should

be at once nipped off, and then around the base

of the stem there will form several roundish white

bulbs ; these are the " Leek bulbs " which the-

old-tirae gardener always took care to have during

late spring and early summer. They are especially-

good when stewed, and may be used just the sarae-

as ordinary Onions and Shallots.
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WHAT TO PLANT IN LATE
FEBRUARY

By a r d r e V Clifton.

USEFUL HINTS FOR WOMEN
ALLOTMENT HOLDERS.

THIS year the demand for vegetables will

be greater than ever, and the prices

correspondingly high. It is, accordingly,

advisable to begin the work of planting

the vegetable garden as early as may

be consistent with success. Here, when Wi are

all united in our efforts to bring the greatest war

the world has ever kno\\'n to a victorious con-

clusion,' we may take a hint from that wise

philosopher Francis Bacon, who lived when

England was at death grips with the tyranny

of Spain. His advice to those about to grow

their own food supply is :
" Consider what victuals

there are which grow speedily and within the

year, as Parsnips, Carrots, Tiu-nips, Onions,

Radish, Artichokes and the like. As for Wheat,

Barley and Oats, they ask too much labour,

but with Peas and Beans you may begin, both

because they are less labour and because they

serve for meal as well as bread."

Jerusalem Artichokes are a valuable food,

and though they are not a general favourite, yet,

when once you have acquired a liking for them,

you will be a veritable Oliver Twist in your desire

for mure. The tubers should be planted about

the end of February to a depth of 6 inches,

and they should not be less than iS inches apart.

The plant belongs to the Sunflower species, and

resembles this in its tall, thick growth. It grows

in any ordinary soil providing it has plenty of

light, and it is often grown in a position where

the plants form a screen or a dividing border

between allotments and plots. The stems and

foliage decay in late autumn, and the queer-

shaped tubers are ready to be dug up about the

end of October and throughout the winter.

Radishes require good, well-manured soil to

induce quick growth, otherwise they will be

rank and woolly. Do not attempt to grow them

in poor soil. A fijst sowing may be made in

February in a bed in a position as warm as possible

for that time of year. The soil should be well

broken up and powdered ;
then it should be

raked over till it is in a suitable condition for the

seed to be sown as evenly as possible all over the

surface. Cover the seeds with fine soil and pat

firmly down with the back of the spade. Twigs

or netting may be placed over the bed as a pTo-

tection from birds. Further sowings can be made

about every fortnight or three weeks. For the

first sowing be careful to select a good early

variety.

Broad Beans may be sown by the end of

February in drills (i.e.. straight furrows) about

4 inches deep and leaving 6 inches between the

seeds ;
while the drills should be at least a foot

apart, for overcrowding means a poor crop and

trouble with that horrible Wight, the black aphis.

When the plants are about 2i feet in height,

pinch out the tops, and they will then yield a good,

healthy crop.

Early varieties of Peas may be sown this month

in deeply dug and well-manured soil. Sow the

seeds fairly thickly in drills about 3 inches

deep ; then, if some seeds fail or are attacked

by pests, there will be no bare patches. Thin

out to prevent overcrowding when the plants

develop. It is a good plan to soak the seeds

in paraffin for an hour or two as a protection

against pests. As soon as the plants appear

above ground they must be protected from

birds. Stake them as soon as possible, and, if

the weather is dry, plenty of water must be given.

Slugs and mice are great enemies to Peas and,

in fact, to all garden produce. Liberally dusting

with soot will help to keep down the former,

while traps should be set if there is any trouble

with the latter. One of the most effective baits

for a mouse-trap is a small bulb—a Narcissus,

Crocus or Bluebell. Mice simply cannot resist

these tempting morsels, and the same bulb may
be used over and over again if it is buried for a

day or two just to freshen it up for the next

victim.

Rhubarb out of doors may now be forced into

gro.wth by covering it with litter and inverted'

tubs or boxes.

Horseradish up till now has been little culti-

vated in England. It grows in any kind of soil

and increases rapidly. To secure plants, cut a

root into pieces 3 inches or 4 inthes long and

insert these in very deep holes in the ground.

The only trouble it gives after this is caused

by its desire to take possession of the whole garden,

but when kept within bounds (an odd corner of

the garden where nothing else will grow) it is a

valuable asset.

Land on, which Cabbages have been grown

should now be deeply dug ready for March sowing.

While the approximate date for planting the

foregoing vegetables has been indicated, it must

be remembered that much depends upon the situa-

tion of the plot, whether exposed or sheltered, and

upon the climatic conditions prevailing in different

parts of the country, and judgment must be used

accordingly. Generally spealdng, however, the

middle to the end of February has proved a suitable

time for these operations, and thus a portion o f

work has been put well in hand which has greatly

helped when the heavier seeding-time of March

has been upon us.

GARDENING IN THE NINI
TEENTH CENTURY

Bv J. C. Wright, F.R.S.L.

A GOOD DWARF PEA: PETER PAN
.\fter my first trial of this variety I voted it to

be a Pea with a good future before it, and although

I note that at the trials made by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society it failed to gain the society's full

n:arks, after another season's trial I still hol(3

the opinion that among those of its height it' is

equal, if not superior, to any. I am convinced

that Peter Pan has a very long run before it.

In 191 5, from plants raised in pots and in

March planted in the alleys between .'\sparagus

beds on a Sunny slope, the pods hung in great

profusion during the first week in June. Last

year the seed was sown at the same time and the

plants put into rows a few days later, and shortly

afterwards were for nearly a week beneath 2 feet

or more of snow. We had an abundant crop

at the same time as in 1915, the pods being as

large as, and much better filled than, any of the

Gradus or The Pilot type, while the Peas them-

selves, and the table quality when cooked, were

equal to any midseason Pea 1 am acquainted with.

Although I have no experience of the variety

from seed sown in June, this year I intend making

several sowings, and unless we have exceptional

drought I am convinced the strong haulm and

vigour of the plant which follow a thin sowing

will result in plenty of pods next September or

before. F. R. Castle.

HORACE WALPOLE teUs us that

Kent, a celebrated gardener of his

day, " leaped the fence " (referring

to the sunken fences then in vogue)
" and saw that all Nature was a garden."

Though this expression was somewhat exaggerated,

it helps to convey Walpole's idea that formaUty
in the making of gardens was no longer to be an
essential characteristic. Yet champions of the

old order were many. Even Sir Walter Scott

urged that " wherever spectacular effect is desir-

able, formal beds and parterres can never be

dispensed with." We have only to make a tour

of the parks and public gardens of the metropolis,

Hampton Court and elsewhere, to see the splendid

use that is now being made of the wealth of decora-

tive material at our disposal—plants from all

parts of the world, of which no one would have

ventured to dream twenty or thirty years ago.

When the bedding-out system came into vogue,

it appealed to the popular taste ; it was orderly
;

it had colour. Herbaceous plants had to' give

way to the regularly formed beds of Geraniums,

Verbenas, Calceolarias and other flowers whose
colours are gorgeous in summer, but, having

bloomed, are no longer required. Two features

are absent in " bedded-out " plants—there is a

lack of individuality, and the flowers are mostly

of the s^me colour and height. One other draw-

back may be noted—scent is often wanting,

so highly appreciated by our grandfathers. How
they loved the " pot, Lavender," the Marigold,

the " crown imperial of the Lily " ! The pro-

fessional gardener, however, had his way, and
" bedding out " developed in a manner which

was considered a remarkable exhibition of taste

thirty years ago or more. As shrubs fiad been

lopped and trained to imitate various forms of

animal life, so flower-beds were made to imitate

the patterns on carpets.

Speaking generally, it may be said there has

been a readjustment of all these ideas, and, in

adapting them to modern life, 'garden-makers

have aimed to plan with due regard for precision

of line and balance of masses. While introducing

the quiet dignity of former periods, gardens have

become less formal. " Uniformity and con-

formity." said Miss Edgeworth, " had had their

day." For a time, indeed, there was a violent

reaction—only for a time, however—for methods

more or less appropriate. Gradually we may say

we have drifted towards the common-sense view

that Nature must be left to herself as much as

possible, but may be assisted to give us of her

best. H«nce the landscape gardener studies

the site of his garden— its aspect, the character

of its soil, its contour. A plot of land has been

compared to a human face, and " that man is

unwise who, to suit preferences, for any given

style of garden, or with a view of copying a design

from another place, wiU ignore the characteristics

of the site at his disposal." In a word, a garden

should be in conformity with its surroundings,

and the individual touch should ever distinguish it.

By the application of heat and by retardation

gardeners are now able to achieve marvellous

results, and experiments that a century ago

would have been considered outside the range of

practicability are now carried out with success.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Disbudding of surplus shoots from

each spur should begin as soon as it can be deter-

mined which shoot shows the best bunch. As
a rule all spurs push forth one or more growths,

and, except in the case of a blank on perhaps

the opposite side of the rod, one shoot only to

each spur is ample, as overcrowding the growth
is one of the worst features in Vine culture. Too
often the shoots are left until they are f> inches

or more long before surplus growths are removed.
This is gross neglect, doing much harm to the

remaining shoot on the same spur, and causing

a check to growth by the sudden removal of so

many shoots from the Vine,

Mealy Bug.—Vines infested with this pest

should now be examined daily, as more can be

done at this stage to rid the Vines of this pest

than later on when the growth is more crowded
and the insects more numerous. A small camel-

hair pencil dipped in pure methylated spirit is

the best thing to use with which to touch each

bug. The spirit will kill all of these insects so

treated and do no harm to the Vines. No matter
how well the Vines were winter dressed, there

are sure to be a few insects lurking behind, and
now is the time to wage war against them. With
the Vines showing bunches, the night temperature
should hot be less than 60° by night, with a rise

of 15° by day with sun-heat. Just now, with
such severe frost, it is not wise to employ high

night temperatures, for two reasons—cost of

fuel and a weakening of the growth.

Pot Vines.—The bunches, one on each shoot,

are now well discernible. The vigorous shoots

should be topped two leaves beyond the bunch
;

the weaker ones may retain three leaves as an
encouragement to growth. The roots must be
well attended to and carefully watered, but too

much water must not be given while the bunches
are in flower. As the berries approach thinning

size, weak tepid liquid manure should be given,

top-dressing the roots on the surface with turfy

loam, and building this up 2 inches around the edge
of the pot to add to rooting space. With the soil

add Thomson's Vine Manure freely where the

pots are full of roots. The temperature should
not fall below 65° by night as the bunches approach
the flowering stage.

Melons.—The early batch will now be ready
for planting out. Prepare hillocks, 15 inches

apart, of turfy loam with half-decayed horse-

manure one part, made quite firm, so that the

growth will mature as it progresses. When the

soil is loose, the roots are apt to ramble away,
especially where manure is employed as I advise.

The growth then is not so short-jointed as is

desirable to obtain a quick " set " of fruits. Some
persons recommend all loam for Melons. I do
not. Too often the loam is lacking in humus
and " heart." and such material does not infuse

sufficient vigour into the plants to give the best

results in the number and quality of the fruits.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Where the buds are

advancing to the flowering stage, the house
should be fumigated as a prevention of green fly

attacking the young leaves just at a time when
the blooms are fully expanded and at a stage

when no means of checking the spread of the

aphis are available. A night temperature of 50"

is ample at that stage.

The Flower Garden.

The Herbaceous Border.—The border should

now be finally dug over, adding manure where
necessary for hungry plants like Phloxes, Michael-

mas Daisies, Rudbeckias and Heleniums which
have occupied the same site for several years.

Where a thick mulch of decayed leaves, old

potting soil and vegetable refuse was put on in

the autumn, this, if now dug in lightly, will

encourage the surface rooting of many subjects

and provide good soil for such plants as Canterbury
Bells, Lychnis, &c., that have been wintered in

frames. Gladioli of the brenchleyensis type may
now be planted in clumps to fill gaps, and will

make a good display later.

E. MOLYXEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

S-wamnoi'C, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

French Beans.—Early lots of this favoiu-ite

vegetable will now be bearing well, and should
be given copious supplies of liquid manure, with
an occasional change of a suitable artificial

fertiliser. Keep a moist atmosphere with a
temperature of from 55° to 60°. To maintain
the supply, seeds may be sown at intervals of a
fortnight. Still use a. good forcing variety.

Vegetable Marrows.—Where these are desired
early, seeds should now be sowm singly in 3- inch
pots and germinated in a genial temperature.
Afterwards they may be planted on a mild
hotbed, and, when danger from frost is past, the
frames may be remo\'ed. The plants will then
grow on strongly till autumn. With us the small-
fruiting varieties are most popular.

Parsley.—To have nice strong plants for early
use, a sowing should be made in pans immediately.
Afterwards prick out into boxes and keep growing
freely, planting them out on a warm border when
sufficiently hardened off. In this way a dearth in
the supply is often made good, as old plants die
off unaccountably at times.

Rhubarb.—Now that the prowns are showing
signs of growth, anyone contemplating replanting
may do so with safety. Too often the Rhubarb-
bed is put in some out-of-the-way corner
of the garden, but if choice stalks are wanted
this is a mistake, as Rhubarb is partial to a good
exposure and responds readily to generous treat-

ment. The ground should be well prepared and
given a good quantity of thoroughly rotted
manure some time previous to planting.

Fruit Under Glass.

Fruit Trees in Pots.—Where fruit trees are
grown in pots they ought now to be taken in

hand and transferred to their inside quarters.
The flower-buds of Peaches and Nectarines
will now be swelling freely, and care should
be taken that the trees are not allowed to
become dry at the roots. Apples and Pears,
after being carefully pruned and sprayed, should
be placed in the coolest corner of the houssj The
structure should be kept well ventilated, taking
care that the trees when flowering arc not sub-
jected to cold draughts.

Plants Under Glass.

Smilax.—Plants of this elegant climber will

soon be starting into gro-wth again, so should
be split up into small portions and repotted into
7-inch pots. Where long trails are required,
the back wall of a vinery suits admirably for

running up threads, to which the young growths
will readily catch on. Seed may also be sown
now, and excellent results may be obtained in

this way.

Propagating.—It will now be necessary to
propagate many of the soft-wooded plants, and
most of them will root readily if bottom-heat is

provided. Ageratum, Heliotrope. Lobelia and
Alyssum should all be put in now. Stools of

summer- flowering Chrysanthemums which were
lifted and placed in boxes for the winter are now
sending up cuttings freely, and these should
strike quickly if dibbled into sandy soil and kept
shaded from bright sunshine. To have good
strong plants of these, it is necessary to trans-

plant into a nice compost and grow on in a cool
frame till near the bedding-out period.

Sweet Peas.—Where the finer varieties are
grown, it is almost essential that they should be
started in pots or narrow boxes and planted out.

Seed should now be sown, and may be germinated
in a cool house, transferring the seedlings to a
cool frame as soon as they show their second
leaves. Grow them on as sturdily as possible, so
that they may suffer no clieck when planted out
in their flowering quarters.

Polyanthuses.—A sowing of these lovely sweet-
smelling subjects should also be made, as they
enjoy a long season of growth. When large
enough to handle, the seedlings should be pricked
off into boxes, and later pl.anted out in nurserx
lines in the reserve garden, where they may be
grown till required for bedding in the autumn.
The Munstead strain has given great pleasure
when grown here. James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)

Coodhani; Kilmarnock

.

TO IMPROVE ALLOTMENTS

THE rush for allotments all over the

cotmtry will probably mean earlier

cropping than usual in some localities,

and early crops are much helped by sun
and shelter. It is perhaps not generally

realised how much wind retards development, nor

how easily this nuisance can be reduced. Low
thatched hurdles or other simple wind-breaks are

of much use in wind-swept localities, and if placed,

say, 20 yards or 30 yards apart they appre-

ciably improve the temperature which continued

wind always brings about. They keep plants

close to the ground from being buffeted by the

elements, another reason why wind is so injurious.

Roothold is shaken and root-fibres torn, so that

growth may come to a standstill altogether tiU

the nuisance is abated. Wind spreads disease,

too, rapidly, and in a few hours the spores of the

Potato disease may be blackening a healthy crop.

Rabbits and hares can also carry this scourge.

As regards aspect in cropping a kitchen garden,

this is a point which seems seldom to be noticed

unless there is a wall to enforce attention. It is

understood with a greenhouse ; but how often

does the course of the rows of vegetables allow

the sun to strike them at a good angle, up and
down rather than across, and thus benefit the stems

as well as the leaves ?—for all green parts of the

plant feed on the air under the influence of the sun.

It is with the earliest vegetables that this is of

most importance, and it is certainly not always

easy to get the full Benefit, or most convenient,

perhaps, in other ways ; but it is a point worth

bearing in mind. With a cold frame the proper

utilisation of the sun's rays is all-essential to

success in the very early year, and it is said that

almost as good results can be got this way with

half-hardy seeds as with a greenhouse. In

Australia corn is sown so as to get the benefit of

the sun up and down the rows.

Drainage of Allotments.—Drainage is a point

wliich is not sufficiently considered. A water-

logged soil is ijad in every possible respect. It

makes manures almost or entirely useless, and

it terribly retards growth, or even prevents

it. The temperature of such land is several

degrees below that of drained land, it has

been found by experiment ; and, moreover,

it encourages the bad kind of decay which

we find in boggy ground. This may involve

direct loss of nitrogen when vegetable matter is

in the soil, because a harmful Icind of bacterial

a'^tion is then set up in the absence of air.

Nearly all of the available sun is taken up in

the very slow process of drying from the surface,

so the plant gets very little benefit and is always

backward. The remedy is more difficult, but

skilfully cut water-gutters will do a lot of good at

small expense, and the system of planting in raised

beds is better still. We see this latter method
occasionally adopted even in cottage gardens in

wet districts, and it is a very useful though rather

laborious one, and for this reason, perhaps, is seldom

adopted. But it should meet the case in the

great majority of wet plots that are at all feasible

without regular bottom drainage, and its advan-

tages should be better known. A less, drastic

method is to dig in baked clay, ashes and cinders,

and the two methods may be combined if neces-

sary. Some of the low-lying plots now on offer

may need attention in this way before they can

be made profitable. G. T.
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BARR'S
Extra Selected

VEGETABLE SEEDS
For producing Large Crops

of Best Quality.

Full Descriptive Catalogue, Free on Application.

per quart, 3/8

2/8

per pint, 2/6
2/-

per packet, 4d.

„ 6d.&1/-
V-
6d.

Best Early Dwarf Pea, Peter Pan
Broad Bean, Barr's Monstrous Long Pod
Dwarf French Bean, Barr's Excelsior

Scarlet Runner Bean, " Best of Ail
"

Beet, Barr's Covent Garden
Broccoli, Barr's Hardy Winter White
Brussels Sprouts, Barr's Standard
Cabbage, Barr's Autumn Exhihition

Cabbage, Savoy, Norwegian, Barr's Extra
Selected ...

Cabbage, Braganza or Sealcale

Carrot, Barr's New Intermediate ...

Cauliflower, Barr's Autumn Queen
Kale, Tall Scotcli, Barr's Selected

Lettuce, Cabbage, Barr's Green Favourite...

Onion, Barr's Long Keeper
Onion, Cranston's Excelsior, Barr's Selected

Parsnip, Barr's New Wliite Marrow
Potatoes, the best sorts, see catalogue.
Radish, Round, Barr's Scarlet Perfection ...

Tomato, Barr's Lightning per packet, 1/- & 1/6
Turnip, Barr's Covent Garden Snowball ... per oz., 6d.

6d. 4 1/-

4<J.

6d.

1/- * 1/6
3d.

6d.&1/-
6d.

1/- & 1/6

4d.

per oz.. 6d.

BARR & SONS,
KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON.

INTENSIVE

POULTRY KEEPING
Readers ^equi^i^^4 EGGS for their household
ami lor Ho-i' ttals should write for details of
our unique system, which thousands have proved
a success. We supply the complete "*

BetJinner's
Ideal Intensive Outht" carriage paid.

Do not miss asking for our Booklet on this
important subject, which affects all requiring
eggs for home consumption.

In addition to being the originators of the above
(introduced by us at the Daily Mail Ideal
Hoiut; ICxhibition in \9\^K we are the

LARGEST BREEDERS
of reliable Poultrj- in England, and

HEADQUARTERS
for supplying every requirement in the Poultry
World,

BREEDING PENS,
PEDIGREE LAYING STRAINS IN
COCKERELS AND PULLETS.

Several hundred Birds still for disposal, write
us your actual requirements.

EGGS FOR SITTING,
DAY-OLD CHICKS,
NOW READY.

Satisfaction guaranteed in every transaction, with
personal attention.

Send for our 16-page Booklet, free to all

Readers of *'The Garden."

N.B.—Please write to Orpington, where all corre-
spondence is now conducted. 'Phone—CRAY 39.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.

ORPINGTON, Kent
Brancli Farm-LE TOL'QUET, FRANCE.

^YEARLING SCOTCH SEED POTATOES^
SEED POTATOES GROWN IN ENGLAND ONE YEAR FROM
PURE .SCOTTISH SEED HAVE BEEN FOUND TO YIELD

Better, Heavier Crops than any other Seed.

UP_TO>DATE. A specially prolific and hardy type; ininiense cropper; excellent

cooker ; delicious Havoiir ; nice, dean seed ; specially recommended for light to medium soils.

28/- cwt., 14/3 i-cwt., 7/3 28 lbs., 3/8 14 lbs.

GREAT SCOT. Recommended by the Board of .Agriculture as immune froiu Black

Spot. .An immense cropper; a "second early," of fine Havour ; cooks dry and mealy;

no waste. gg^, ^^^^ ., 5^3 j.^wt., 8/3 28 lbs., 4/3 14 lbs.

CHAM PIONi Main crop, handsome, white, oval tidjer ; short haulm, good keeper and

c^o^er. 28/- cut.. 14/3 A-cwt.. 7/3 28 ll)s., 3/8 14 lbs.

Terms—Cash with order. 28 lbs. Carriage Paid.

175c, MILL STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

THE NATION'S CALL
FOR MORE FOOD.

sow

JOHN K. KING'S
'PEDIGREE'

Fop the BEST Results.
CATALOaUES FREE.

JOHN K. KING & SONS
The King's Seed Qrowers,

COGGESH ALL.
F.\MOU,S FOR 124 YE.^RS.

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from

other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 1 5/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
01 all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal a I Royal Horticultural

Exhibition. iQll.

Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USING

RITO
(THE HUMOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL BACTERIA)

Extracts from letters received from pleased users :—
RUNNER BEANS :—

Ilild treated p'ot yielded 31 lbs. 2 ozs. : untreated plot, 9 (6s. 7 ozs.

POTATOES :—
One trencli of Potitoes containing ten plants treated unlh ric i larmuard
manure produced 18 lbs. .1 nimilur plot treated unlit Itito produced 28 lbs.

kito treated Potatoes perfectly Sound and clean, others murk diseased.

Equally good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES :—3 bushel baa. 1 7/6 ; 2 bu.sliel bag, 1 2/S ; 1 bushel bag, T/6
Carriage paid. Cartons 1/- each. Ask for Booklet ".Rito Results " from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.
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For the Poultry- Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

AIDS TO INCREASED
EGG-PRODUCTION

FEEDING plays a very important part

in successful egg-production, although

very many poultry- keepers do not realise

this. There are, I might add, numerous

systems of feeding, brought about by

modern methods of egg culture, the old plans

having been drastically altered.

Soft Food for Tea.

—

\t one time it was con-

sidered proper to give the fowls a breakfast of

warm mash and a tea (or evening feed) of grain.

This method of feeding has had a long innings,

and is, of course, widely adopted to-day. Quite

a new system, however, has been inaugurated

during the past season or two, and the results

from it have been immensely satisfactory.

I refer to the giving of the grain for breakfast

and warm soft food for tea. The disadvantage

of the old order of things was that the birds greedily

•devoured their morning mash and became lazy

during the greater part of the day. This inactivity

at a time when the birds should have been busy

in the nests was very much against successful

egg results, and poultry authorities endeavoured

to find a ren^edy.

Activity Essential.—It was found that the

morning mash encouraged laziness, since the

layers would take their till (after so many hours

on the roosting perches) and mope about all the

morning. A new system was tried whereby

the mash was given at tea-time and the grain-

feed at breakfast-time. At first the new order

of feeding was not popular, since all poultry-

keepers had been schooled by
books and writings that in the

winter months grain was essential

the last thing at night, because it

took longer than soft food to

digest and therefore sustained the

birds better during the dreary

winter evenings. Home poultry-

producers are very slow in taking

up new ideas, but in time the idea

spread, and I suppose during the

last season the majority of

poultry-keepers adopted the new
system of feeding.

Mash at Midday.—There are,

of course, de\'iations from the

new plan. Many poultry-
keepers, for instance, give the

w POWELL-OWEN
Author of "Poultry-Keeping on Money- Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Production," &c.

soft food at midday, and this was adopted

in the Utility Poultry Club's laying com-

petition held at the Harper Adams Agricultural

College,. Newport, Salop. The morning feed

consisted of grain scattered in the litter to

promote exercise and to give the birds natural

warmth in working for the same. At midday
the mash was given, followed by a meal of grain

—

scattered in the litter—at tea-time. In digging

new ground in the direction indicated, the sole

object was to prevent the moping and inactivity

of the hens which was so noticeable after a full

morning meal of soft food. The innovation has

been a great success.

Confined Fowls.—The cause of a poor supply

of eggs in the winter months from laying stock,

especially in confined runs, can be traced to inac-

tivity. The busiest layer is invariably the best

egg producer—a, point all should remember.

There are many who, naturally, still remain loyal

to the old method of feeding, viz., mash for breakfast

and grain for tea. If they will not try the newer

system, I strongly suggest that they give their

birds half rations of soft food for breakfast, followed

an hour later by half rations of grain scattered

in the litter. The scratching exercise thus provided

for the birds will neutralise the disadvantage

possessed by the giving of a full breakfast of soft

food. It is during the cold winter months that

this new departure in feeding is especially

recommended.

Glass Lights.—From my notes the reader will

already have gleaned the , fact that scratching

exercise ud lib. is essential if egg results are to

be satisfactory. Now, it is highly imperative

that the house, shed or structure that is 'set aside

for the pmrpose be deeply bedded down with litter.

The flooring, too, must be dry, and on no account

must the litter be allowed to get damp. Again,

the scratching shed or shelter must be roomy and

light. The layers cannot make the most of their

scratching exercise if, for instance, the floor is

dark. The idea in providing this health and egg

promoting exercise is to encourage the layers to

hunt in the litter for the last grain. If the house

is dark, the poultry- keeper will be well advised

to remove the wood for a depth of, say, 2 feet

^
THE RHODE ISLAND RED

'T^HIS breed of fowls has become immensely popular of late

years. It has many merits in its favour, for in addition

to being an excellent variety for the table it is a proliiic

layer of large brown eggs, the majority of the latter being

laid throughout the winter months. Another reason for the

increasing popularity of the Rhode Island Red is that it is

" at home " on heavy soil where many other breeds fail

dismally as regards egg output.

from the bottom of one (or two) sides, and substitute

thick glass. The latter will admit plenty of light

and enable the hens to enjoy to the full the

scratching for the grain.

Light Houses.—Dark houses of the scratching-

shed type are not conducive to the best egg results.

In the winter months the birds have of necessity

to go to roost early, and the earlier they retire

the longer they spend on the perches. A glass

panel in the roof of a house and one or more glass

" bottom lights " such as I have referred to will

proVide longer hours for scratching. This is so

because the birds will be able to see to work in

the litter until a later hour than would be possible

were the structure dark. A hen always scratches

away from the light, and before the grain is.

scattered among the litter the latter should be

raked against the " bottom light." The fowls

will very quickly start to work grain-hunting and,

while they will benefit in health, -the owner will see

his egg rettirns increase.

\

Daily Rations.—Most beginners in poultry-

keeping are anxious to know how much food a

hen requires per diem. One can but recommend

as an approxitnate average 20z. of gram and 20z.

of soft food. The amount of food required is

governed by whether or not the hen is in la\.

If a bird is in full profit and producing eggs

almost daily, she will naturally require more

food than her. sister who is resting. If, too,

the laying stock are provided with scratching

exercise ad lib , one need not fear overfeed-

ing. No set rule can therefore be given as

regards the exact amount of food to be given

a hen per diem. The owner is in the best

position to judge.

Size of Layer.—The size of the laying hen

has an influence on egg-production. Many poultry-

keepers strive for heavy birds, while not a

few have a liking for the small ones. The

mediumsized bird undoubtedly proves the

best layer in all breeds, and this has been

amply proved in laying competitions of the

past. I am afraid that the question of " size

"

in so far as aiding or retarding laying has

not received much attention in the past. It is,

nevertheless, a very important

matter. I am not concerned

-j1 so much with the cost of

feeding when treating upon

the subject, althoigu' very many
are under the impression that

a small bird costs less tO feed

than a large -jne. A heavy

hen is very prone to over-

fatness, whicn is very detri-

mental to successful egg- produc-

tion, so that of the three sizes

I strongly recommend the

medium weight. The latter

has sufficient flesh and fat to

combat the bitter winter elements,

in which points the very small

bird fails somewhat.
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SPRAH'S
CHICKEN

AND

POULTRY FOODS
Write for " Chicken Culture," post free.

To ihose who &re%^
#unacquaiiTted witK ^^^^^^^

XJ^XXXXT
HEARSON
POINT
NP ONE

;

"this marvellous capsule •<^\

%

>y.

v\'0

,<5;' we would explain that it is a wonderful little scientific
>;•' apparatus—the original invention of Mr. Hearson

—

'^•' which, in spite of the most extreme variations of heat and V:':..

J:
cold outside the incubator, will automatically keep the ••^;^

:' hatching chamber inside at a uniform temperature— ^'i-:-.'-

; with such precision that it is guaranteed not to vary more \>;,

than 3 degrees in 12 months of constant use. ^

HEARSON'S
Incubator

—the Incubator that hatches EVERY
'^•i;^. fertile egg.

^•^•v."*V The HEAESON Incubator will last 20—30 years, and is

':•; therefore more ECONOMICAL to buy than a cheaper
^machine that may not last a quarter of the time.

%

WriU NOW for a FREE
copy of extremely intereslmc)

handbook " The Frolli-iii

Solved " (104 pp. publtshcii •

at Is.), GRATIS AND .•;.'

POST FREE from ^•;:;

Spratf's Patent Ltd., .V-V

(Depl.S 18), ..•;^''

24-25, Fenchurch St., iVo'
London, •,*'v'*

^

E.G.

f5

^^£i^''

CARTERS TESTED SEEDS

"When it comes to production, every available square yard of land must be made to
produce food.*'—Mr. Llovd George, Dec. lat/i, jgi6

SOW VEGETABLE SEEDS
of the highest productive value.

SEEDSMEN TO H.M. THE KING.

RAYNES PARK, LONDON, S.W.
Branches: 237 & 238, High Holborn, W.C; 53a, Qn. Victoria St., E.G.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List. I
RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most

30 breeds, free. Special offer: Six selected Laving Pullets and
-Cock, 35/-.—Varney, Stratford, Essex.

I

Urgent Pmldem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10.—Published at the Offices of "Country Life,"

I Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

Profitable Poultry Keeping is only possible when
Eggs are forthcoming, and many who have been
keeping fowls with the definite purpose of producing
eggs have had reason to be dissatisfied with the
returns during the past few months, and now that
all food prices are up, it is a serious matter when the
fowls give no returns. IVlongrels and poorly bred
stock can be made profitable, and the returns from
pedigree stock greatly increased, provided that the
food which will develop their eggs Is given, and the
mistake made by the majortiy of food manufacturers
is to provide starchy diet which fattens the fowls and
prevents egg production. It is on their knowledge
possessed as to food values which

WILLIAM COOK & SONS
ORIGINATORS OF ALL THE
ORPINGTON FOWLS & DUCKS,

witli nearly tifty years' experience in feeding large tiocks of

fowls, have prepared tlieir

IDEAL MEAL
that tlie success of the users tiave relied, and it has been

proved by thousands that this is the one food wliich

PRODUCES EGGS IN
SATISFACTORY NUMBERS

at a LOW COST
This Meal is different to all others on the market as

it is non-starchy and non-fattening, and produces
eggs in abundance and oromotes rosy healthiness in
the fowls fed on it. It is now made in two forms:

—

(1

(2)

THE ORIGINAL IDEAL
whicli is used in the proportion of one'part to several
of middlings ; and

THE COMPLETE IDEAL
which requires no addition ">f meals, and is being
successfully used as a Dry Mash.

These are the protein foods which make eggs. Hundreds of

letters are being received every week from satisfied poultry-
keepers who are really getting eggs. Tlie price of the Ideal
Meal in both forms is : Per cwt., 21/r; per halt-cwt.,11/-; per
quarter-cwt., 6/-; carriage paid in England and Wales; and
1 /- per cwt. less than tliese prices for Scotland, Ireland, and
the Channel Isles, carriage forward.

For a few fowls a 6/- bag. or for twenty or more one
at 11/-, will prove the value of this food.
Everyone who has fowls which are not laying should

— in their own interests - try a bag of Ideal Meal with-
out delay, then thev will be able to see that they have
not before boughtTHE RIGHT FOOD, a.though they
have paid a good price for it.

Letters lik>' the foUniting—ench entirely unsolicited—are
recfived in numbers daily:—

Homelands, East Halton, Lanes,
Fehruaru Sth, 1917.

Please furward another cwt. of your Ideal Meal. The
2cwt. I have used has done wonders for my fowls,
for it has kept them laying through all this frost.

Geo. Ross.
House, Leicester,

l-ebruary '2nd, 1917.

In spite of frost and snow my birds — white
Orpingtons -obtained as day-olds from you last year
—have laid splendidly, i could not have imagined
that pullets which were out all day as mine have been
would lay right through such weather, but I attribute
it to your strains and your Ideal Meal, which is a
wonderful food. J. W. J.

Percy Road, Shepherd's Bu.sh, W.,
Februari/ 2»rf, 1917.

Please send me another bag of your Original Ideal Meal.
t have found it very economical, and it keeps the birds
in splendid condition. H. B. PARKINSON.

Riseley, Kuaresborough Road, Harrogate.
Februar}/ 1st, 1917,

Will vou be good enough to send me another bag of your
Ideal Meal. I purchased half-a-dozen pullets in October,
1915, which commenced to lay December 1st, 1915,
and have laid continuously down to the present with
the exception of one fortnight only, which success I

attribute to using your Ideal Meal and following your
suggestions. O. F. PlX-LMOOR.

Three pennv stamps will secure their advice on (Ij Artificial

Hatching, {:*) Rearing, (3) Feeding, (4) Fattening, and (5)

Food Production. Xo poultry-keepers should miss sending
three stamps for this publication.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Readers of The Garden should
mention this paper when sending for their publications to

their ONE ADDRESS IN ENGLAND:—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS,
WHOSE ONLY ADIiRES.S IS

ST. MARY CRAY, KENT.
Telephone—7 Cray.
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MxrcTTOJxa.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS I

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'OIOOK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.G.
CATALOOUES ON APPLICATION.

VEITCH & SON
EXETER.

Veget^Me and Flower Seeds. T„tx?Tuc'
tiotis aiid Ncveitus iii Asters, etc.. for this Season.

Fl*llit T»»p|ic. —Leading and profitable kinds of Cook-
ri uil BlASCcvi ujg and Dessert A^jpies, Pears, Peaclies,

Pkims, etc.

Hardy Ornamental Trees & Shrubs,
RHODODENDRONS (Sikkjm,
Greenhouse).

ROSfiS ^?'>'^^^*1 ^"*^ '^^^ -^'^ t*ie ne^-est)
Herbaceoiifi and Bedding Plants, etc.

Hybrids, and

Alpines,

Oattthoguea o^ tfte above^ »eq)arG>tfe^ on mp^ieaiion.

VEITCH & SON, EXETER.

SANKEYS»»S>'*POTS
^^^ Che BEST and CheapcsK

lalctiuantlly of lAch ».fr rcqu.rrd mn* h»(«c ' r3M.«x» p«.J
nUllon ('c«rtl«|r" frmwrnily -g

-----
'

, S»adk). n> wrtl* 1

!*»:CUL POTj ft ..11 >#.crip „ „«,„ „.
I pant fram 2d. cxth.

fflCMAffO SANKey'* SON. LTP.

CASHLION CYCLES £6:6:0
or I5s. with order and moQthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1305 1 have
advertised In this paper, and have made and sold over 20.000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS : Lamp, Bell. Pump and everything included. Carriage
paid. YOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10
DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE 1 PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
I have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and
Catalogue with illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON, " LiOQ Cycle Works." 85, Moseley Street. Birmingham.

Reliable Vegetable Seeds
Sample prices for specially selected stocks from 1917 catalogue

Pint
PEAS.—English Wonder ... 9d

Tlios. Laxton ... lOd.
William Ist ... lOd.

Pict
Fill-basket ... 9d.
Autocrat ... lOd.
Veitch's Perfection lOd.

Johnson's Wonderful 8d.
Painted Lady ... lOd.

BEANS.—Harllngton Broad 6d.
Scarlet Runner 1/-
Dwarf Canadian Wonder Selected ... 9d.

BEET, BROCCOLI, CARROTS, CABBAQE, KALE,
LETTUCE, SPROUTS, LEEKS, from 6d. per oz.

ONION from Bd. per oz.; AILSA CRAIQ andCRANSTON'S EXCELSIOR 1/8 oz.. 6d. per packet
RADISH 2d., TURNIPS and SPINACH 3d. per OZ

SEED POTATOES
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS
Descriptive Catalogue of 100 pages enumerating over 3,000

species and varieties free on application to

THOMPSON & MORGAN,
IPSWICH.

Gardens for Small Country Houses

By GERTRUDE JEKYLL and LAWRENCE WEAVER
THIRD EDITION NOW READY.

300 Pages. 450 Illustrations. 15/- net. By post 15/8

Please write to-day for full particulars of this invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Coontry Lite " Library, to The Manager,
" CotJNTKY Life," Limitbd, Tavistock Street, W.C.

GROW YOUR OWN F-REE. OF DISEASE. WITH
GREENHOUSES.

GARDENS.

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE FOR STABLE MANURE
SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.

Id the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further
(1 cwt. equalling IScwts.), giv- s better result s, is clean to h.indie, sweet smelling, and free from wefds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal Horticuitoral Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
in the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS, Secretjry.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full particulars and iestimotiials sent on receipt of postcard.

P^ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -W|
Sold in Bags. 28 lbs., 2/3; 561bs.,3/6; I cwt.. 8/- ; 5 cwts., 28/9 ; lOcwts., 55/- ; lor cash with order, we paving carriage by
Pickford, London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every 50 miles or part

beyond this distance.
WARBLEY BROS. A CO.. LTD.. 75a. BANK5IDE, LONDON.

Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LTWE. 3^- bushel bat;, carrinfle nni-i 25 miU-s, extra as above.

Burpee's Seeds Grow
'T'HE truth of this famous slogan Is proved by thousands of

pleased and permanent customers. The Burpee Idea of

Quality First,—combined with efficient service has built the

World's Greatest Mail-Order Seed Business. Burpee's Annual,
The Leading American Seed Catalog for 1917 is a

bright new book of 204 pages, in colors, and a Safe Guide to

Success in the garden. Mailed free. Write for it today.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers, . „.„.^^.^,.

Burpee Buildings, Philadelphia. Pa., U. S. A.

Annual
71917

SEEDS \

z Burpee « Col I

ROCKERY STONE
in large or small pieces, from 1 /- per ton.

Stone Qarden Rollers, Crazy Paving, Spar,
Linieetone,or Qritstone Chippings for Footpaths.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Etc.

ENQUIRE

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.
DARLEY DALE, MATLOCK.

BARR^ SEEDS
'

foKFlower jjKitcMN Garden
I ofFinest Selected Strains ?<.T est ed Growth

Awarded the

R.H.S.Gold Medal & R.H.S. Silver-
Gilt Knightian Medal, 1914 & 1915.

Barr*s Seed Quide for the best Vegetable
and Flower Seeds sent free on application,

BARft & SONS, 11, 12 and 13, King St., Covent Garden, London

^cts there i7°-
I
and makes the Garden t^5_ma^«

gay all the year round r.^.^s^/rsT.

8"ld everywhere in TINS at 6d.* Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d.; 14 lhs..4s.6d. : i;- lbs.. 7s. 6d.; 56 lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs., 20s. Or
dirPctfromtheWorks. CarriaKe paid in the United Kinadom forCash with Order (except 6d.TINS>.

CLAY & SON. Manure Wr? & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. London. e.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns. Liuited. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street, S.E., and Published by " Counthy Life," Limited, at :

and by George Newnes, Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street. Strand. W.C.
Tavistock Street. Strand. W.C.
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TO OBTAIN THE FINEST CROPS YOO
MUST SOW THE FINEST SEEDS.

WEBBS' HIGH -CLASS VEGETABLES.—
Awarde.l GOLD .MEDALS (PremiiT Honours) by the Hoyal

Horticultural ami Royal Agricultural Societies in 1916,
SPLENDID SPECIALITIES.

WEBBS' Pioneer PE.\ (early), la. Oil. pint.

WEBBS' Mammotli Lonjirod B. BEAN, Is. 9d. per pint.

WEBBS' Selected Ailsa Craig ONION, Is. pkt.
WEBBS' New Marrowfat PARSNIP, 9d. oz.

WEBBS' Champion Prize LEEK, Is. per pkt. POST
WEBBS' Emperor TOMATO, Is. per pkt. B'REE.
WEBBS' New Leader CABBAGE (early), Is. per pkt.
WEBBS' New Standard CARROT, Is. oz.

WEBBS' Forcing Gem LETTUCE. Is. per pkt.
Illustrateil Catalogue of Seeds, Fertilisers, etc., free on request.
Webb A Sons, Ltd., The King's Seedsmen, Stoprbridoe.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Planta in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite yoti to come and select any plants

you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & CRISP, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERERS' "PRODUCTIVE" SEEDS.—
The best varieties and silectert strains at reasonable prices:

special planting table and descriptive catalogue free.—JOHN
Watek er. Sons it Crisp, Ltd.. Seed Warehouses, Bagshot.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
•• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint, 15/- per
gall. " PLASTINE " supersedes Putty, 18/- per cwt.—Full
particulars from W. Carson * Sons, Grove Works, Battersea.

Agents tlirougtioutthe country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent

free on application.

—

George Buntard <S Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medela has been proved by hundreds of practical gardeners a
c*tain cure -for tliis trouble. To be applied in Marcli and

. April; 2/- per iruart, 5/6 per gallon, in cans.

—

Geo. Binyarh
and Co.. Ltd., Royal Nurseries. Mai<lstone.

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
now being booked for these plants for deliver>- in March.
List with full directions and prices, on application,

—

Geo.
BuNYARD & Co.. Ltd-, Royal Nurseries, Maidstone

.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
Alters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WILLIAM Beattie, 8, Lower Groavenor Place,
Westminster.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on applica.tion to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed. Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

STORRINGTON (Sussex Downs).—Ladies'
comfortably Funiislied COTTAGE to LET, standing in half-
an-acre garden and orcliard ; five rooms and offices; Co.'s
water. Yearly only, £5 montlily.—Address, 23, Faii'mile.
penley, Oxon.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thojias Rivers & Son,
Sawbridaewortli, Herts. Station : Harlow, G.E.R.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
See advert, on page ii.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested growth at Btrictly
moderate price9. Descriptive Catalogue free.

BARR'S BEAUTIFUL LILIES, GLADIOLI,
Cannas, Montbreti;ts, Tigridias, Anemones, Ranunculus, etc.,

for spring iilantiiig. Descriptive Catalogue free,—BAltR and
Sons, King Stret-t, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materialsjand plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisbume, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (Four Gold
Medals R.H.S., 450 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Notliing equals a bed of Douiislas clove-scented
stitt-necked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. DonQLAS
( Ihe Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

PERPETUAL CARNATIONS.—Ask for 1917
Illustrated Catalogue, 200 varieties, post free. From 4/- per
doz. ; 25/- per lUU ; carriage paid for cash. Patronised by
Royalty.

—

Van per Sltjys. F.R.H.S., Guernsey.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
LawTence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis. ^ ^^
WELLSON'S PLANT FOOD is the central
feature of a good manure. Send for particulars.—Wkllson
and Co., West Mill, Leeds.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
i-incli square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; stout 1-inch mesh,
cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium, 2d. As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supply limited ; order early.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Portlileven, Cornwall.
Established 100 ycors^

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-
logues on application.

—

Jone s, Churchfleld, Cradley, Malvern.

WALLACE'S NEW PRIMULA HELODOXA,
A.M., R.H.S., 1016. Other New Chinese Primulas, etc. BEE-
BERIS NEW CHINESE SPECIES. LILIES, GLADIOLI,
BEGONIAS, are a few of the items offered and described
in our SPRING CATALOGUE, post free on application.—
R. Wallace & Co. Ltd., Kilntield Gardens, Colcliester, Essex

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in
What Soils to Pl.-int Them," with Catalogue, free on applica.-

tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 ; 25, 6/6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-.

All different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.)-

—

^ • 3^- Phipfs, A1pine Nursery Barnham, Bognor.

IRIS RETICULATA, waiting to flower.—
Large single bulbs, established in 31in. pots, 7/6 doz. ; or
clumps of seconds, also in pots, with three or four in bud,
10— per doz.. free on rail.—G. R. Phipps, as above.

FIDLER'S NEW ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE OF CHOICE GARDEN SEEDS will be sent, post
free, to any address on receipt of postcard. Write at once tor
a copy. It may lielp you to save .^0 per cent, on your seed
bill this season. — Fidler & SONS, Royal Berkshire Seed
Stores, Reading.

COMMERCIAL MARKET GARDENING
FOR WOMEN.—Thorough training under expert F.R.H.S.,
Vines, Peaclies. Fruit and Vegetables, intense cultivation

;

next term begins March 6th.—For fees and particulars apply
to the Lady Warden, Nantyderry Hovise, near Abergavenny.

MAY WE QUOTE YOU^IfOR" YOUR
VEGETABLE SEEDS AND SEED POTATOES this season?
Only one quality—the best. Write us.

—

Whitelego & Co.,
! The Nurseries, Cliislehurst.

SUTTON'S SEEDS BY PARCEL POST.—
Save home expenses by growing your own Vegetables. Either
of the following Collections of Vegetable Seeds will help you
Collection of 42 varieties .

Collection of 39 varieties ,

Collection of 33 varieties .

.

Collection of 21 varieties .

.

POST FREE.

12/6
10/6
7/6
5/-

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT

KELWAY'S GLADIOLUS BULBS (AU
British) if you wish to have a glorious display of flowers, in
the autumn vn\en blooms are source. B

Relwa>''s. the champion growers of Gladioli, are offering
a wide selection of beautiful varieties in all colours at greatly
Teiinccd prices during the war.

Write at once for their illustrated catalogue and make a
selection that will enable you to send flowers to the Wounded
Soldiers in Hospitals and Nursing Homes from July till tiie

frosts come. Gladioli are invaluable for cutting, as every
bud opens in water. They last for a fortnight and are so
bright and cheerful that they are particularly well suited to
InvaUds. For decoration of all kinds the Gladiolus Kelwayi
is pre-eminent.

Carriage paid and packing free for prepaid order.
Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport.

Somerset.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New lUue-
trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes, is now ready and wlU be sent poet fre» on
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Fumi.
Wfabech.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—
New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard
varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.

—

(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE & C0.,Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh,
will send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to
Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free, If tliis

paper is mentioned .

LAXT0NS'~SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to
offer—may still be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation
on receipt of stamped envelope.

—

Laxton Brothers. Bedford.

OXYDOIN FOR CHILBLAINS.—Instant Re-
lief. Rapid Cure. Chaps, cuts, bums, sores, stings, rheumatie
joints, sciatica, and neuritis, 1/3 and 1/9. Approval Lancet.—
New Oxydol Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, Londpn.W.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, from collection
of 1,000 varieties; 25 different, 3/6; 50 different, 6/6; 100 in

50 vars., 11/6, named ; carr. paid. Choice Alpines exchanged.
—Rev. ANDERSON, Glenn Hall, Leicester.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS.
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches. Espahers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and
Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BOULTON & PAUL.
Ltd., Manufacturers. Norwich.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, will

have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogne of
Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., et«., free, if this paper is men-
tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del-
phiniums in superb variety.

FLOWERPOTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 4fin.,

30 3Jin., 25 2Jin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated

list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and
rhubarb pots, free.

—

Thos. Jeavon s, Potteries , Brierley Bill .

VITARA (Radium) Fertiliser will give you
the greatest output in your garden, best crops, most luxuriant

vegetation, and earliest Spring flowers.—Trial box, 9d., post
free, from Vft.ika Co., 128c. George Street, Croydon, Surrey.
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AUCaCIONTS.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS!

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 A 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.G.
CATALOOVBS ON APPLICATION.

SEED POTATOES.
Ringleader
May Queen
Mid Early
Duke of York
Ninety Fold
Hebron ...

Puritan . .

.

S. Express
Eclipse ...

M. Ashleat
Epicure
Eating Potatoes, 14/- cwt.

British Queen ...
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SEEDS FOR 1917.
It is none too early for parden lovers to think of

seeds, but be sure the seeds you buy are seeds of
quaiitif. It is a gardening axiom that

RYDERS SEEDS
are ifw h-sf, and despite the fact of a War Time price

of IJd. per packet, orders for these famous Flower
aud Vegetable Seeds are daily growing in volume.
Seeds of quality cannot now be supplied, even by
Ryders, in Penny Packets.

RYDERS ILLUSTRATED SEED
CATALOGUE FREE.

Ryders 191 7 Catalogue contains a large number
of choice varieties not found in other lists.

Ryders offer in l\d. packets such standard
novi Ities as :—

Tomato Bide's Recruit, 8 seeds (or l^d.

"All the Year Round" Cauliflower.
The New Chinese Celery-Cabbage "Pe Tsai."
Kychnis Arkwrightii.
Calceolaria Veitchii.

New Double Cosmos, pink and white.
Such Sweet Peas as Jean Ireland, President,

Fiery Cross, The Lady Eveline, Yarrawa,
and over two hundred others.

Send a postcard to-day for your free copy of this
Catalocue. Remember tlie one and only address and
beware of imitators—no agents.

RYDER & SON, ^t.

Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS.
Grow Your Own Food by

Sowing Ryders

Famous Vegetable Seeds.

BARR'S
Extra Selected

VEGETABLE SEEDS
For producing Large Crops

of Best Quality.

Full Descriptive Catalogue, Free on Application.

Best Early Dwarf Pea, Peter Pan
Broad Bean, Barr's Monstrous Long Pod
Dwarf French Bean, Barr's Excelsior

Scarlet Runner Bean, " Best of All
"

Beet, Barr's Covent Garden
Broccoli, Barr's Hardy Winter White
Brussels Sprouts, Barr's Standard
Cabbage, Barr's Autumn Exhibition

Cabbage, Savoy, Norwegian, Barr's Extra
Selected ...

Cabbage, Braganza or Seakale

Carrot, Barr's New Intermediate ...

Cauliflower, Barr's Autumn Queen
Kale, Tali Scotch, Barr's Selected

Lettuce, Cabbage, Barr's Green Favourite...

Onion, Barr's Long Keeper
Onion, Cranston's Excelsior, Barr's Selected

Parsnip, Barr's New White Marrow
Potatoes, the best sorts, see catalogue.
Radish, Round, Barr's Scarlet Perfection ...

Tomato, Barr's Lightning ... ... per packet, 1/- <fe 1/6
Turnip, Barr's Covent Garden Snowbail ... per oz., 6d.

per quart, 3/6

per pint, 2/6

2/-

per packet, 4d.

„ 6d.&1/-
1/-

„ 6d.

„ 6d. &1/-
4d.

6d.

„ 1/-&1/6
3d.

„ ed. <t1/-

6d.

„ 1/-&1/6
4d.

per oz.. 6d.

BARR & SONS,
KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON.

CASHLION CYCLES £6:6:0
or ISs. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised in this paper, and have made and sold over 20.000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS: Lamp. Bell. Pump and ever^nhing included. Carriage
paid. YOD CAM RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10
DAYS. IF YOD DO NOT At'PROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
I have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and
Catalogae with illustratlous and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON. " Lion Cycle Works," 85, Moseley Street. Birmingham.

gUNYARD'S
FRUIT TREES

CATALOGUe
by ReTURTi

GEORGE BUNYARD^CO.
Roj«I Nurteri**,

MAIDSTONE.

GARDEN BEAUTIFUL
A LTHOL'GH every gardener keen to help the
^* country will grow vegetables extensively this
season, there should yet be a floral space to gladden
the senses. In both vegetable and floral gardens
Eckford's Seeds will give you the very best results
because they are hif::h class fresh seed guaranteed
to germinate

ECKFORD'S
GIANT SWEET PEAS
You will neeJ an nbiu).i,ince of rtoutrs. for the hospitn!^. etc

EckfoFd's Sweet Peas and other Floral
Beautie s will provide the cutting.

"B" Collection, 10/-
(Exhibitor's) of Giant Sweet Peas. 30 exquisite Waved
Varieties. 20 seeds of each, separate and named. A
splendid range of c >lour. and will provide an enormous

quantity of cutting. 10/- Post Free for Cash.

"C" Collection, 5/6
(Exhibitor's) of Gi rot Sweet Peas, 24 exquisite Waved
Varieties, 12 seeds of each, separate and named. A
splendid ran^^e of colour, and will provide an enormous

lot of cutting, 5G Post Free for Cash.

" n " Collection, 2/9
lExhibitor's)"of Giant Sweet Pens. 12 exquisite Waved
Varieties. 12 seeds of each, separate and named. A fine
range of colour, providint; a lot of cutting. 2/9 Post

Free for Cash,
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Eckford's 1917 Catalogue gives a full list of the above
and other CoUertions of the newest varieties, in addition
to a complete list of reliable Vegetable Seeds.

HENRY ECKFORD, tpioi^f^Jir,
Dept. 61, Wem, Shropshire.

GUARANTESTED
SEED POTATOES.

Place your order at once. There is not only a
shortage of Potatoes, but a very much heavier
demand than in any previous season, due to the
exhort^itions of the Government and the Press to
increase food prnductinn.
REDUCED PRICES TO ALLOTMENT
HOLDERS can be quoted when 5 cwt., or
mope, ape opdeped at one time.
PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAOE ON 28 lb. OR
MORE. (Offered subject to being unsold).

EARLY. 141b8. 28lbs. 561bs.
Early Puritan ... 4/-
Express (Sharpe's) ... 4/7
Queen Mary ... 4/-

2nd EARLY.
British Queen ... 4/-
Epicure (Sutton's) ... 3/8
Great Scot ... 4/11
Lancasliire Lass ... 4/-

MAINCROP.
Arran Chief ... 4/7
Cheshire Champion ... 3/8
Oueiiess of Cornwall ... 4/-
Evergood ... ... 3/8
Factor ... ... 4/-
Cheshire Edwards ... 3/3
Provost 4/11
Up-to-Date ... 4/-

SPECIAL OFFER OF SEED POTATOES.
For tile present, while stocks liold out. Bees Ltd.
will supply 141b. Early, Ulb. Second Early. 281b.
Jlaincrop, Bees' selection of varieties for 12/6, Italf

quantity, 7/- ; double quantity (total, 1 cwt.), 24/-;
.all carriage paid. When ordering, say whether Irish,
Scotch, Lincolnshire, or Cheshire grown seed is

preferred. If no preference is stated. Bees Ltd. will
send what is best suited to your locality.

' ' VEOETABLE SEEDS.
" A Collection. * Iry Best Strains
13 Choice Vars. / ^ Post free.

Cabbage Lettuce, 1,500. Student Parsnip, 750.

7/9
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MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD.
32nd Year KNOWN ALL OVER THE WORLD WHERE PLANTS, BULBS AND TREES CAN BE SENT.

THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS FOR QUALITY, PACKING, FRESH-
NESS, AND SAFE ARRIVAL, QAINED''ONLY BY SHEER MERIT AND SUPERLATIVE VALUE.

63rd Season
failures,The following are VERY SPECIAL VALUE, and offered at REDUCED PRICES, to encourage early planting, thus preventing any „__

as the plants get established before summer, and never fail to do well. ALL PACKED FREE, BOXES FREE, AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

12 SUPERB TEA AND HYBRID TEA

EVER BLOOMiNG ROSES.
Twelve magnificent varieties for garden or greenhouse,

nearly all Gold Medal winners ; flower continuously the whole
season. The Koses are of great substance, with remarkably
long, handsome buds and shell-petalled flowers of most
excjuisite soft shades and distinct tea-like fragrance. 3 (or 3/-

;

6 for 5/- ; 12 for 8/6.

Very Special Offer of Giant-flowering

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.

My Selection, drawn from very best varieties where
I have a surplus.

Will transplant splendidly now, every tree having a mass
of fibrous roots, and every one flowered all last season. A
magnificent range of colour, from pure white to rich crimson. 1

These will make any garden a blaze of colour. 6, all difierent,

for 3/- ; 12 for 5/6 ; 25 for 10/- ; 50 for 18/6. Packed free

and carriage paid. This is a bargain price so long as stock
lasts, as many of these Eoses are worth from 1/- to 2/- eacli.

EXTRA CHOICE CLIMBING ROSES.—All splendid
varieties, strong, vigoroiLs trees, all difierent and correctly

named. 6 (or 4/6 ; 12 for 7/6. Heal bargain. Large stock.

These will give something more than mere satisfaction.

DAINTY BABY ROSES OR THE NEW TOM
THUMB.—Have a bed of these (or a change ; you will have
such a mass of blossom you never iiad before. Superb as a
bedding rose ; can also be used (or Edging or Pots. Now
offered by me in four lovely colours— rich crimson, snow-white,
geranium-red, and Dorothy Perkins pink. All the same price,

1/3 each ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 for 5/6 ; 12 for 7/6. May be had all

one colour or mixed as desired.

CLIMBING ROSES.—A wonderful ofler. Half-price.

Having a grnnd stock of Climbing and liambling Eoses, all

grand trees, in splendid condition, no need for bare walls,

ugly places, arches, and trellises not covered, etc. Plant these
freely, they wiU flower in the wildest profusion anjTvhere and
everjnvhere. 6 for 1/- ; 12 for 5/-. No more at the bargain
price when these are cleared.

THE VERY LATEST CARNATIONS.—American
Giant Tree Carnations, lovely colours, very free flowering.

Grand (or cold or warm greenhouse or even window. 3 (or

2/- ; for 3/6 ; 12 for 6/6. Strong, well-rooted plants.

Soon flower.

THE REAL, OLD-FASHIONED LAVENDER (flowers

and foliage deliciously scented).—Everybody likes La\ ender :

grows an>'where. Strong plants : 4 for 1/6. No garden
complete without thi> old iavourite

NOW VERY BEST TIME TO PLANT P/EONIES.

GIANT FLOWERING JAPANESE AND CHINESE
P/EONIES.—Truly glorious, beyond description. The most
magnificent of all Hardy Plants. The fragrance of these new
Pseonies creeps into the senses, soothes, delights, refreshes.

Its charm lingers in the memory long a(ter the perfume itseK

has stolen away. Double Herbaceous Pieonies are the most
magnificent of all hardy herbaceous plants ; they are immense
in size, gorgeous in colour, yet withal of exquisite delicacy,

and of indescribable beauty. Much that has been said of the

Rose bv poets of all ages might with equal truth be addressed

to these truly noble flowers. A place should be found (or

Pseonies in every garden. I

VERY SPECIAL PRICE.—All colours, mixed, strong

roots, (uU of buds. 3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/6 ; 12 for 8/6 ; 25 for

15/- ; 100 for 55/-.

P/EONY, QUEEN VICTORIA.—Magnificent purewhlte,
delicMely scented, and beyond all question the finest pure
White Pfeonv in existence. No description can do justice to

this glorious Pseony ; it must be seen. Extra strong roots, 2/-

each ; 3 for 5/- ; 6 for 9/6 ; 12 (or 17/6 (worth 7/6 each).

Special photographic reproduction, (nil plate size, of this

PECony, (ree with all orders.

RARE NEW FRUIT, SHOULD BE

IN EVERY GARDEN.
RATHBUN BLACKBERRY (New American Giant).

—Tills (ruit is very lar.:f and liandsome, intense black, with a

verv high polish, aud without any hard core, juice highly

flavomed ; of so superior a quality that it is in a ckiss by itself.

Those accustomed to the old varieties would scarcely recognise

it for a Blackberry. 3, 2/6 ; 6, 4/- ; 12, 7/6.

BLACK CURRANTS, BOSKOOP GIANT (New).—
This is the finest and largest Black Cmrant m ciUtivatiou.

The fruit is of great size, splendid quality and flavour, and the

plant is a most abundant bearer. Even young plants are

literally covered with huge bunches of fruit ahuost as large

as Grapes. 4/- per doz. Smaller trees, 3/- doz.

RASPBERRY SUPERLATIVE.—It gained a Fhst-class

Certificate at the Crystal Palace Show, and First-Class

Certificate at the Boyal Horticultural Society. This Easpterry

is miiwini; more in favour every year, and it seems to stand

dr.iiinlit 1 etter than any other. The fruit is \ery kirge, and

an abundant l;earer, and good for dessert. 2/6 per doz. 25

for 4/- ; 50 for 6/- 100 for 11/-.

IE' TWO LOVELY BUSH CLEMATIS.

CLEMATIS ERECTA ALBA.—Grows in lovely tush
form, about 3(t. higli ; very fragrant and hardy, yielding huge
clusters of white blossom, with a delicious perfume. For large

borders, and planted along side walks they are simply delight-

ful. 2for2/G : 4 for 4/-.

CLEMATIS DAVIDIANA.—This is a lovely species of

Clematis, growing in bush form 3ft. or 4ft. high, and yielding

through the summer great panicles of lovely blue flowers,

HYBRID DELPHINIUMS.—Can ofi'er plants from my
superb collection. Single and Double Exhibition varieties,

towering spikes of the most exquisite blue shades imaginable.

All who see these new hybrids are amazed at the richness and
intensity of colour. Without seeing them no one can form
the slightest conception o( their, splendour. Pertectly hardy,

and thrive anywhere 6 for 1/6 ; 12, 2/9. Extra large,

6 for 2/- ; 12 for 3/6.

WINTER HELIOTROPE (Tussilago. fragrans).

—

Perfectly hardy, blooms in the open, mid-winter. One spray

wiU scent out a large room. Anyone can grow this in sunless

town garden, or even backyard. 6, 1/3 ; 12, 2/- ; 24, 3/-,

AUBRIETIA GR>CCA.—A gem for the rockery or edging
^ ___^^_^ _^

dwarf, compact tufts, covered with lovely blue flowers for constitutes the distinct feature of this plant,

months. (or 1/3; 12 lor 2/3. I

BRUGMANSIA KNIQHTM.—Produces the Sweetest

and Most Delicious Fragrance of any Flower on Earth.

Called also Angels' Trumpets and Wedding Bells. One of the

nrandest hard-wooded plants I know of, and easy to grow.

It glows several feet high, and is quite bushy. The foliage is

large and tropic.il, and its bloom—how shall I describe what
words cannot pictine ? Imagine a little bush 3ft. high, and

with 20 or 30 pendulous blooms open at once ;
great creamy

white blooms, llln., 121n. or 13in. long and Sin. wide, of a

texture resembling thick fluted satin. Imagine these creamy
trumpets pourmg fraai-ance forth till the air is heavy with

sweetness. Imagine all this, then remember the blossoms last

for days in perfection, and that new buds are constantly

coming on. It is quite as easy to grow as a Geranium or

Fuchsia and requires the same treatment. A good plant m the

garden diuing the summer is the taUi of the neighbourhood.

Stock limited. Stioim plants, one or two years old, 5/-, 7/6,

10/6 each. Strong plants, 2/6 and 3/6 each. ^uu, Iit^.. y.^

CANTERBURY BELLS.—The new Pmk Beauty.'^A

deli"htful new shade of rose. All have been charmed who have

grown this lovely Canterbm-y Bell. 6 for 1/3 ; 12 for 2/3

25 for 4/-.

FORGET-ME-NOT (The Jewel).—The colour Is a

remarkable sky-blue, which shines out m a most conspicuous

manner when side by side with other Forget-me-nots, and
... x,„:,_ „,„_* 1/6 per dozen.

ALL ABOVE WILL PLANT OUT PERFECTLY NOW. ALL PACKED BY AN EXPERT. AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD.

Save your Boots
when working in your garden
In these days when all must exercise the strictest

economy, the use of Clogs means a two-fold advantage
—a saving in money and a saving of health. Clogs

keep the feet dry and warm all day long. Nothing better

for outdoor work of all kinds. You can reduce

your footwear bill by half by wearing CALOR CLOGS.
No. C52g is lined inside with non tearing felt ; leather strap up back
both inside and outside. The inside strap protects the lining from

tear and wear. Invisible welts. 5/ii, post free.

Ask for co^y of our Catalosiie—sent free_ to any address

M. PATTERSON & SONS
B89. Overgate. Dundee

No. C 518

5/.
No. C 529

5/11
Post Fye,

w
Irons on
Seles

6d. more

All sizes for Men and Women same price

This two-buckle Clog is made of strong grain

leather with neat sole of tough wood that

wears well-

Where "Better Wear'' Boots come from

Mrs. PYM S
FAMOUS
PLANTS.

Wintered in Open Fen Field.

ALL POST FREE.

Siiring Cabbage, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Giant Rocca and

It I Inn Tripoli Winter Onions, Pickling Cabbage, Perpetual

Spin' ch, 1/9 100. Ailsa Craig Onions, 2/3 100. Wallllower,

1/9 lOU 111/- 1 000 Rliubarb, best red, three year old roots,

1/- 'parsley, best curled, -20 1/-. Seakale, large plants

(5 1/-.' Shallots, plant now, each bulb will produce 10 to 15

this^season, 20 lOd.

Strong plants for cool house.

Herbaceous Calceolarias, grand strain, e lOd. Primula

obconica, new large hybrids, 6 lOd. Hardy Priinu as in

bud Makacoides Denticulata, Kewensis, Florabunda, 4 lOd.

Cauliflower Plants from cold frame, .50 1/6 ; 100 2/6.

IMaiiy thousand plants now ready. Hiirdy Perennials,

Spring bedding, Greenhouse and Vegetalile plants. •

CATALOGUE FREE..

£40in^ r£:ai>'^.

THE HARDY FLOWER BOOK»
By E. H.JENKINS. 2s. 6d. net, by post 5d. extra. Prospectus jree on application.

Please write to-day for full piirticulars of this invaluable book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the

super-books in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager, " Country Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.

10,VineHouse,Wo9ilstoiie, Peterborough

Gardens for Small Country Houses
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL and LAWRENCE WEAVER

THIRD EDITION NOW BEADY.
300 Pages. 450 Illustrations. 15/- net. By post 15/8

Please write to-day for full particulars of this Invaluabl^

book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-

books in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,

"Country lite." Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.
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^YEARLING SCOTCH SEED POTATOES^
SEED POTATOES GROWN IN ENGLAND ONE YEAR FROM
PURE SCOTTISH SEED HAVE BEEN FOUND TO YIELD

Better, Heavier Crops than any other Seed.
UP-TO-DATE. A specially prolific and hardy type; immense cropper; excellent
cooker ; delicious flavour ; nice, clean seed ; specially recommended for light to medium soils.

2S/- c\vt., 14/3 i-cwt., 7/3 28 lbs., 3/8 14 lbs.

GREAT SCOT. Recommended by the Board of Agriculture as immune from Black
Spot. An immense cropper; a ''second early/' of fine flavour; cooks dry and mealy;

COLLECTION ''C" of GARDEN ROSES
A REAL BAKGAIN—compri

est selection of 25 Garden Roses possible in dwarf
lur 14/6(wltb Acme La. .els i7 6). rarriafie and packing

arielns are:

—

Mdme A. Chatenay. H.T,
Mdme. E. Herriot (Dui/t

Mill! Ko^et P.

Madame Ravary, H T.
Marie Beauman, H.P.
Marquisede 8ln«ty.

insh with order. Thi
Caroline Testout, H.T.
Charles Lefebvre, H.P.
Conrad F. Heyer. Kuti-
Edward Hawley, H.T
t FBU Karl DruBchkl. M.I'

General McAnhur, H T
Ololre de Cbedane Guln
nolsseau. H.V.

Gruss an TepUtz, H.T.
Hugh Dickson. H.P.
J B. Clarke. H.T.
Jessie, D. Poly.
Lady Plrrle. H.T.
La Tosca, H.T.
Fruit Trees of all kinds to

Mrs. John Lalng. H P.
Prince C. de Rohan. H.P
Rayon d'Or, P.
Richmond, H T.
Ulrlch Bpunner, H.P.
Victor Hugo, HP.
ZeohyrinQ Drouhln. H.B.

Ct (rum. A Uraitd Stock

Shrubs and Ornamental Trecb. Herbaceous Plants in creal

vjnety. Send for Catalogue No. 12. full of interesting informa-

tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.

il 'ept. 2). Garden Specialists. Southwell. Notts.

Of Surpassin:^ Beauty

BARR"S SEEDS
foi'Flower?! Kitchen Garden
ofFinestSeiected Strains ^Tested Cmwth

Awarded the

R.H.S.Gold Medal & R.H.S. Silver-
Gilt Knightian Medal, 1914 & 1915.

Barr's Seed Quide for the best Vegetable
and Flower Seeds sent free on application.

BARR & SONS. II, 12 and 13. King St., Covent Garden, London

no waste. 32/- (wt.. 16/3 J-cwl., 8/3 28 lbs., 4/3 14 lbs.

CHAMPION. -Main croii, liandsome, white, ova) tuber; short haulm, good keeper and
cooker. ^-^ 23y_ ^.^^.^ ., ^^3 ^.^.^ 7/3 28 lbs., 3/8 14 lbs.

Terms—Cash with order. 28 lbs. Carriage Paid.

175c, MILL STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

Telegrams: "FRANK CANT. COLCHESTER.'
Telephone No. 182.

CANTS
CHAMPION

The Cheapest and the Finest
Stock In the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Rose Gardens (Dept. A),

COLCHESTER.
CATALOGUE POST FREE on APPLICATION

C LEAN, HEALTHY, VIGOROUS

m FRUITFUL TREES

^ere.SMoWAR ECONOMY in

neglecting to Spray this Winter.

Ourinends stiii arm leiimg 1 Ingas lliey flr«

derlwlfig
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IF YOU WANT

Really Good Seeds
AT MODERATE PRICES

SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM
No one will serve you better.

A FEW PRICES FOR 1917.

"tUS. per pint.
Qradus (3£t.), the best early Marrow Pea 11d.
Little Marvel (1ft.), a grand dwarf early 11d.
Clipper (5ft.), maiucrop, specially recommended ... lid.
Unique (2ift.). splendid flavour, and prolific lOd.
Duke of Albany (5ft. ), best of Telephone type ... lid.
Prince of W^les (3*ft.i, a general favonrite 9d.
Autocrat (4ft.), one of the best late peas in cultivation lid.
Ne Plus Ultra (6ft.), tine late variety lid.

BEANS.
Improved Longpod, the best Broad Bean 9d.
Qreen Windsor, very tine flavour 9d,
Canadian Wonder, Dwarf French, very prolific ... 9d.
Champion Scarlet Runner, special stock lid.

'K'^ I • per oz.
Cheltenham Qreen Leaf, best for flavour lOd.
Dell's Black Leaved, smooth, medium sized roots... lOd.

BORECOLE.
Dwarf Qreen Curled Scotch, the best Dwarf ... 4d.
Cottager's, one of the hardiest

, ... 4d,
Asparagus, delicious flavour 4d.

BROCCOLI.
Veitch'8 Self-Protecting Autumn ...

Snow's Winter Wnite
Spring White, very hardy
Late Queen, the best late

1/-
1/9
1/6
1/3

SPROUTS.BRUSSELS
The Wroxton, the very best

CABBAGE.
Ellann's Early Dwarf Spring
First and Best, best for Autumn sowing
Drumhead (Savoy), best for general crop

CARROT.
Early Nantes, for early crop
tjames Scarlet, liest selected
Scarlet Intermediate, best for exhibition

CAULIFLOWER.
Dean s Early Snowball, selected strain
All the Year Round, very distinct large heads
Early London, best for general use

LEEK.
The Lyon, best and largest
IVlusse. burgh, for general use

LETTUCE.
All the Year Round, excellent and reliable ...

Unique, pretty frilled foliage, and tender
Wonderful, keeps tendera long time
Qiant Paris Wnite (Cos), best for summer ...

Balloon (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
Excelsior (true), packets 1.000 seeds Gd.
Ailsa Craig, packets 1 000 seeds 6d
White Spanish or Reading
Bedfordshire Champion

PARSNIP.
Hollow Crown, specially selected

SPINACH.
Summer or Winter

SHALLOTS.
Best Selected Roots

TURNIP.

6d.

8d.
8d.
6d.

8d.
6a.
6d.

per pkl

.

6o
6d.

per oz. 1/6

per 02
1(2
1/-

6d.
8d
8d.
6d.
6d.

2/-
2/-
1/-
1/-

3d.

per lb.

9d

per oz.

3d.Model White Stone

ALL OTHEE SEEDS EQUALLY CHEAP AND GOOD.

SWEET PEAS A SPECIALITY,

THEIR UnTquE LISTS
Post Free on application.

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED.

BATH'S
SEED POTATOES

CARRIAGE PAID,

from the famous alluvial soil of the Wash: our soil produces
the finest potatoes in England, which invariably command
the highest prices in the Loudon and Provincial Markets. It
is slieer waste to plant inferior seed. Buy the Best, and start
right for a Uood Crop.

EARLIES.
ECLIPSE.—A grand kidney variety, suitable for all

soils. f4-lb., 4,6; 28-lb.,»/-; J-cwt., 15-
SIR JOHN LLEWELLYN.— Recommended for its

abundant cropping, disease ret-isting and table qualities.
14-lh.,4/6; 28-lt..,8/-; i-cwt., 15/-

SnARPE'> EXfRESS.~A good kidney variety of
splendid (luality. f4-lh.,4,6; 28-lb.,8/-; J-cwt,14/-
MmY queen.—An exceedingly early handsome kidney
Potato of due table cjuaUty;an uuusually heavy cropper.
Very scarce. 14-lb., 5/b : 28:1b., 10/6

SECOND EARLY.
B.-.ITISH QUEEN.—Oval white, unrivalled for quality
and crops well everywhere. 14-lb., 3/6; 28-lb., 6/6;
J-cwt., 12'-

GmEAT scot.—Oval to round. The best of the new
second earlies and enormous cropper of superb quality,
is immune from wart disease. 14-lbs., 3/9: 28-lb., 7/~;
i-cwt., 13/-

MAINCROP.
ARR N CHIEF (new).—White, round. The maincrop
variety of the future. A disease resister of first-class
quality and produces an enormous crop of magnificent
tubers, 14-lh., 4/-: 28-lb. 7/6; J-cwt., 1 4/-

KINQ EOWARO VII.—A well-known maincrop kidney,
crops heavily, good quality and resists disease well.
14-lb., 3/3; 28-lU. 6/-; i-cwt.,11/-

•JP -TO-DATE.—Well-known for its superb quality and
handsome tubers. 14-lb., 3/3; 28-lb., 6/-; J-cwt., 11/-

Write for our catalogue of Select Vegetable and Flower
Seeds, free on application.

R. H. BATH, Ltd.,

The Floral Farms, WISBECH.

1

GET YOUR

MONEY'S WORTH
Sow none but GUARANTEED Garden Seeds. You
know the quality of your .Money is good. See that
the quality of the Seeds you buy is just as good.
None but Guaranteed Garden Seeds are good
enough lor your garden— particularly this year;
and they cost no more to buy. Just drop a post-
card for an absolutely free copy of our 16-i-paue
GUIDE TO GAKDEN WISDOM AND GUAR-
ANTEED GARDEN SEEDS, and look intotlungs
for yourself. EVERY packetMUST grow for you
and please you or you will get it replaced freely.
Postcard brings the Guide—free, postpaid, no

obligation. Address us personally to-day

:

TOOGOOD & SONS,
The King's Seedsmen,

so U T H A M PTON.

The cheapest firm in 1885
And far the cheapest in 1917 „

FOR THE CHOICEST PEDIGREE STOCKS OF

Vegetable & Flower Seeds
Observe the Superb Varieties in the following List of

SWEET PEAS
and bear in mind that they are extra carefully selected
English-grown Seeds, all being guaranteed of lUlO crop and
obtainable at the same rate, viz. ;

—
ONE PENNY PER PACKET.
GIANT WAVED VARIETIES.

Afterglow, \iulet-blue shading to amethyst
Agricola, lilao-bhish ... ... '.,

Asta Ohn, lavender sulfused with mauve
Barbara, sahnon-pink
Charles Foster, opal-pink suffused mauve
Clara Curtis, a be.iutiiul primrose
Constance Oliver, creamy pink ...

Countess Spencer, pale pink
Crimson Qiant, rich crimson
Doris Usher, deep pink on cream
Dorothy, rosy-lilac
Duplex Spencer, \ery rich cream-pink ...

Earl Spencer, brilliant orange
Edith Taylor, pale cerise pink
Edrom Beauty, rich orange
Elfrida Pearson, pale pink
Elsie Herbert, wliite, edged rose ...

Etta Dyke, pure wliite
Evelyn Hemus, b\ilf, picottee edge
Flora Norton Spencer, ageratum-blue ...

Frank Dolby, pale lavender, extra fine ...

George Herbert, deep rosy-carniine
Helen Lewis, orange pink ...

Hercules, rosy-pink
Illuminator, rosy-sahnon ...

Isobel Malcolm, ivory white
John Ingman, rich carmine rose ...

King Edward Spencer, bright crimson
King Manoel, rich dark maroon ...

King White, finest of all whites ...

Loyalty, royal thie flake ...

Lord Nelson Spencer, rich deep blue ...

Margaret Atlee, cream suffused salmon-pink ...

Marie Corelli, rosy carmine
Maud Holmes, brilliant crimson ...

May Campbell, cream and carmine
Mrs. Cuthbertson, rosy pink and white
Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, l.utf, picotee edge
Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, blush jiink
Mrs. Hugh Dickson, cream and pink ...

Mrs. W. J. Unwin, orange and white ...

Nora Unwin, pm'e white ...

Nubian, dark chocolate ... ... ... ..*

Orange Perfection, rich orange-salmon
Prince George, lilac suffused solferino-red
Queen of Norway, rosy-mauve ...

Rosabelle, a really lovely rose
R. F. Felton, lavender
Royal Purple, rich dark rosy-purple
Scarlet Emperor, brilliant scarlet
St. George, bright fiery scarlet ...

Stirling Stent, orange-salmon
Sunproof Crimson, rich deep crimson ...

Tenant Spencer, violet mauve
Thomas Stevenson, brilliant orange
Vermilion Brilliant, intense pure scarlet
W. T. Hutchins, cream edged blush-pink

EXTRA CHOICE MIXTURE (No. A1 ),
selected entirely from the above superb
WAVED varieties

QIANT GRANDIFLORA VARIETIES.
Black Knight, deep maroon
Dainty, wliite, edged pink
Dorothy Eckford, pure wliite
Helen Pierce, white and marbled blue ...

Jeannie Gordon, rose and cream...
King Edward VII., briglit crimson
Lady Qrisel Hamilton, lavender
Lord Nelson, navy blue ...

Lottie Eckford, cream edgetl with mauve
Miss Willmott, deep orange pink
Mont Blanc, the earliest pure white
Mrs. Collier, primrose
Mrs. Walter Wright, mauve
Prince of Wales, deep rose
Prima Donna, soft pink
Prince Olaf, marbled blue on white
Queen Alexandra, bright scarlet...

EXTRA CHOICE MIXTURE (No. A2),
selected entirely from the above splendid
QRANDIFLORA varieties

CUPID VARIETIES.
Tliese are really distinctly charming, the plants

being very dense and dwarf and covered with
flowers as large as the tall varieties. Splendid for
pots, window boxes, beds, rockeries, etc.

Extra choice mixed varieties... ... ...
' 40 ,,

Note.—All orders value 2/6 and upwards are post free:
all nnder that amount must liave an additional 3d. added
to remittance to cover postiige, etc.

SPECIAL OFFER.—One packet each of the above
74 named varieties of Sweet Peas and one of Cupid,
post free for 6/-. -j

All my other Seeds are equally as cheap, and All
Flower Seeds are obtainable in Penny Packets.

Address all communications to

J. G. GLARKE;it^eT BIRMINGHAM
ESTABLISHED 1885.

18 Seeds-
12
18

I!

10
18
20
tiO

12
18
18
12
12
8

12
12
20
30
20
18
40 .•

20
20
10
8

12
30
10
10
10
12
8

10
20
20
10
10
20
20
20
12
40
18
S

18
18
12

8
20
12
12
18
12
15
25

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

60
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE Government restriction on Imported

Tomatoes should have the effect of

sreatly increasing the cultivation of

this crop in the open. The Tomato is.

above all else, a sun-loving plant, and

its cultivation in the open is often regarded as a

speculative business ; but those who will onl\

take the necessary trouble to raise the plants

early and give them the sunniest position available

will find the Tomato one of the most profitable

crops in the garden. An article on this important

subject will appear in next week's issue ; ii

the meantime, if seed has not already been sown,

it should be put in at once in an ordinary green-

house. Among the best varieties are Aviator

Bide's Re' ruit, Moneymaker, Sunrise, Regina,

and Fillbasket.

Two Substitutes for Potatoes.—The shortage

of seed Potatoes brings disappointment to man>
intending Potato-growers. Happily, there arc

other crops which may, in some measure, take

the place of the noble tuber, and two of the most

useful are the Parsnip and Jerusalem Artichoke,

both of which may be reasonably expected to

give good returns on newly broken land. Un-
fortunately, these crops are not popular ; they are

often badly grown and are invariably badly

cooked. An article on the proper cultivation of

Parsnips appears in this issue. Medium-sized

tubers of the Jerusalem Artichoke should be

planted now, i8 inches apart, in rows. If the

plants are given a slight earthing up when growth

is a few inches above ground, no further treatment

is required beyond an occasional hoeing until the

time of lifting the crop.

Replacing Spring Cabbage and Autumn-
Sown Onions.—Where these two crops have

been badly damaged by frost, no time must
be lost in making fresh sowings. To replace the

lost Cabbages it is advisable to sow at once such

quick-growing varieties as Flower of Spring and

Harbinger, also the hardy and early Lettuce

Commodore Nutt. These should be sown in a

garden frame or greenhouse, and if grown on quickly

they will be fit to use almost as soon as those

planted in the open. Where autumn-sown Onions

have suffered from the severe weather. Onion

sets should be given a trial, planting the tiny

bulbs about li inches deep and 6 inches apart

on the first sunny day if the soil is in a friable

condition.

Freesia La France.—This beautiful mau\e-
coloiured Freesia, desrribed in our last issue, page 66,

was raised from F, Leichtlinii crossed with the

pollen of a hybrid Dutch variety, the latter being

one of the series raised in Holland from inter-

crossing F, refracta and F. refracta alba with the

recently discovered spe:ies Armstrongii. With

regard to the seed parent, F, Leichtlinii, the late

Max Leichtlin records that he discovered this

Freesia in a small neglected pot in the Botanic

Garden at Padua, and from this pot worked up

a stock of it ; but the fact remains that F". Leichtlinii

as we know it appears to be growing wild in South

Africa, and it is frequently collected there in quan-

tity and imported to this country. From a batch

THE NEW FREESIA LA FRANCE.

Flowers mauve blue,

of seedlings resulting from the cross, Mr. Chapman
informs us that he has obtained several fine

varieties, none of them, however, equalling La

France either in size, substance, vigour, or dis-

tinctness and richness of colour. This delight-

ful variety received an award of merit by a

unanimous vote at a recent meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society.

The Recent Frosts.—W'hile cultivators of the

ground in all its phases have welcomed the recent

hard weather, many plants already show evident

signs of damage. It will be particularly interesting

to see how the very considerable number of trees and
shrubs fare whichhavebecnintroducedtoourgardens

from China during the past twenty years. While

some, unless in very sheltered positions, may be

killed outright, in others the young wood appears

to be considerably damaged. In a few of the

small-leaved evergreen Rhododendrons the flower-

buds are killed, falling off as soon as touched.

Fortunately, the general conditions at the time

W'Cre dry, for, as is well known, wet conditions

invariably add to the intensity of the damage
by frost.

" Kew Guild JournaL"—We have just received

the "Kew Guild Journal " for I9r7, and understand

that it will shortly be posted to all of the sub-

scribing members. A portrait and an appreciation

of Mr. Charles H. Citttis occupy the frontispiece,

and in addition to the usual interesting features

under the headings "Mutual Improvement
Society," "The Lectures," "Appointments" and
" Wedding Bells," there are entertaining articles on
" The Wanderings of a New Zealand Kewite,"
" Trinidad Botanic Gardens," " An Interned

Kewite," and " Impressions of a Short Bom.-

bardment," It is sad to note that the " In

Memoriam " pages record the deaths of no fewer

than fifteen members—more than we ever re-

member in a previous journal—five of whom
have laid down their lives in the service of the

country, viz., S. G. Cobbold, J. Mackenzie Camp-
bell, John Divers, C. H, Anderson and J. K.

Jackson. *\ ^
British Wholesale Florists' Federation.

—

The committee appointed to arrange for the

establishment of the Wholesale Florists' Federa-

tion have now so far advanced with the preliminary

business that a general meeting will be held at

Essex Hall, Essex Street, Strand, W.C, on
March 13, at 3 p.m., for the purpose of presenting

the proposed rules and the election of a president

and committee for igiy. All wholesale flower

growers and salesmen who are interested in the

formation of a federation are welcomed. Offices

have been taken at 36, Wellington Street, Covent

Garden, W.C, but, until these areready for occupa-

tion, all correspondence, including applications

for membership, should be sent to Mr. Charles

H. Curtis, secretary, care of Mr. George Momro.

jun.. 4, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

*,* Otdng to Vie shortage of paper, readers who have no}
already done so are asked to order THE GARDEN to bs
delivered reguUirly by their neit'saffent. Readers will thtte

obmate the leaste consequent on the issue of papers for chance
sale, and so greattyj assist in the economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible tor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Rubleben Horticultural Society.—I for one

read the membership card of the above society

with mingled feelings, for upon its committee

I noted the name of one friend who is known to

not a few members of the nursery trade. I refer

to Mr. J. Blackburn. This young man is, I believe,

well on the right side of thirty, and a keen and

skilful Carnation-grower. He went to Germany

a year or so before the outbreak of war to take

charge of a large Carnation niusery controlled

by an individual named Molle, Being a breezy

North-country lad I can imagine that Mr, Blackburn

makes the best of things. His father, Mr. T.

Blackburn, is the well-known florist of Hudders-

field. May he soon have the pleasure of greeting

his son once again,—T. A. W.

Double - Flowered Epaerises.— i see with

pleasure that a double-flowered Epacris is still

recommended as a desirable winter-flowering

subject. My first knowledge of a double-flowered

Epacris dates back to the early sixties of the last

century, when the late Baron Ferdinand von

Mueller sent to Kew a specimen labelled " Epacris

impressa var. pleniflora. Stawell, T. Holt."

Knowing that Dr. B. Seemann, then editor of the

Journal of Botany, was specially interested in

double flowers of wild origin, I showed him the

specimen, and he recorded it in the Journal of

Botany {1S65, page 157) with the remark that it

was the first instance of a genuine Australian

plant with double flowers. Mueller's specimen is

small, but it is densely beset with showy, very

double, white flowers. Stawell, I may mention,

is in the State of Victoria. Dr. M. T. Masters

examined the specimen in question and gave the

result in the same volume (page 354). It exhibits

the hose-in-hose form of doubling, the corolla

being repeated one within the other ; the lobes

of each alternating with those of the one imme-

diately preceding it. Mueller himself records

two double-flowered varieties of Epacris, namely,

E. impressa var. pleniflora, from Nunawading
and Port Phillip, where it was rare ; E. purpur-

ascens var. pleniflora, on rocks at Paramatta,

near Sydney, New South Wales. The Rev. W.
WooUs, writing in 1885 on the double flowers of

Australia, states that no family of the Australian

flora has sucji a tendency to produce double

flowers as the Epacridacea3. E. purpurascens was

one of the first discovered in that condition, having

been found many years previously on Elizabeth

Farm, near Paramatta, and subsequently at the

North Rocks in the same district. A double-

flowered variety of E. raicrophylla was found at

the North Shore and Manly Beach. The same
botanist also records the discovery of wild double-

flowered varieties of Sprengelia incarnata and
Astroloma humifusum, members of the same
family.—W. Botting Hemslev, V.M.H.

A Good Climbing Bean.—Some years ago

Mr. J. Duncan Pearson gave me a packet of seed

of a climbing French (?) Bean named Phenomenon,

raised by J. C. Sclimidt of Erfurt. It was carefully

tested in my father's garden, and the unanimous

verdict when it appeared on the table was that

its quality was much superior to that of all other

Runner Beans. Even the cook joined in the chorus

of praise, for it had to be cooked whole—well.

I need say no more! My father took some seed

to British Columbia, where it thrived amazingly

on my brother's ranch, and a good crop of seed

was carefully harvested. Since then my father

has grown it each year from his own seed, which

is fortunate, because, being of enemy origin,

Mr. Pearson, like a good patriot, has expunged it

from his catalogue, and in its place Mont d'Or

Runner (Vive La France !) appears. However,

Phenomenon is now " naturalised," and I shall

continue to grow it until I have Mr. Pearson's

assurance that Mont d'Or is better.-

—

Arthur R.

Goodwin, Kidderminster.

Author's Name Wanted.—I should feel obliged

if you could tell me who is the author of the

following lines :

" My Garden.
" A garden is a lovesome thing, God wot !

Rose plot.

Fringed pool,

Ferned grot-

—

The veriest school

Of peace ; and yet the fool

Contends that God is not

—

Not God ! in gardens ! when the eve is

cool ?

Nay, but I have a sign,

*Tis very sure God walks in mine."

—M. [These beautiful lines were written by

Thomas Edward Brown (r830-i897), the Manx
poet, and a preacher of some repute.

—

Ed.]

The Spraying of Fruit Trees, and Other

Matters.—The critic of a prevailing fashion or

fad in anything from ladies' dress to horticulture

takes little by his criticism : the fashion either

wears itself out or establishes its permanent

value. But it is annoying to a reader who cares

for evidence to meet, in a ceaseless round, state-

ments like the following :
" Winter spraying

with a caustic wash is the first operation, and
one of the most important, towards securing a

full harvest of perfect fruit " (page 65, issue

February 24), without any backing whatever of

actual proof. When some responsible authority

gives me the figures as to the number of trees

he has sprayed, the number left unsprayed, and

the resulting harvest of fruit on each, not for-

getting the cost of spraying, and its after-effects

in other ways—then I 'shall give time to the

consideration of these over- abundant statements,

instead of—waste-paper-basketing them. An old

friend of mine, now the owner and manager of

large orchards "somewhere in America," told

me some while ago that American orchardists

are reconsidering this whole business of spraying.

They are discovering serious injury to the trees

as the result of continuous spraying over a sequence

of years. And it does not take a very great

intellect to see that the continuous pumping of

coiTOsive liquids on to living tissues might be

dangerous.

It pleases the average, not deeply enquir-

ing mind to see a collection of trees rendered

beautifully shiny and spick and span after the

operation. We English like cleanliness for its

own sake, and there is an end of it. I, too, have

been in the fashion, long ago
;

polishing up an

acre of trees, my cherished model Apple orchard,

with winter wash, simimer wash, and everything

fashionable and expensive. But—and I have

the same number of eyes as other folk—I have

been unable to detect any corresponding benefit

whatever. I was one of the audience at the

Royal Horticultural Society's Congress of Spraying,

and came away with the dismal doubt, shared by

several to whom 1 spoke, whether we had learned

anything at all of really practical value. One
statement was made by one of the lecturers, a

negative statement, which can be proved by
anyone, as I have proved it, viz., that no spraying

fluid will kill moths' eggs which is not strong

enough to injure the tree. I have steeped a

twig covered with the lackey-moth's eggs in a

solution of double the strength used for spraying,

and hatched them out afterwards. This fact

alone knocks the bottom out of half the assertionsi

as to the efficacy of spraying. As to lichen and
moss, it is my experience that healthy, well-fed

trees rid themselves of these winter growths
when the sap rises and the sun shines. Even if

spraying had all the virtues that are claimed

but not proved for it, how am I to apply it to

my great standard trees, of which I have a number,
without a spraying outfit the cost of which would
swallow up the value of the fruit for several

seasons ?

The truth is that gardeners are sorely fashion-

ridden. The horticultural peudulum swings out

of one craze into another, and the poor, inde-

pendent souls who are not " in the movement "

are outcasts and pitied by the rest. What a

Philistine I am because I like a blaze of scarlet

Geraniums, bless them, in our dull summers,
and think that too many of the perennials brought

in by the herbaceous bordet resolution are but

sad and lanky objects in a wet summer ! I have
not even a pergola, deeming that the British

requirement is mostly sun and not shade, also

that I can easily get dripped on without building

a special instrument for the purpose. Moreover,

I am excluded from respectable gardening circles

in that I cordially detest rock gardens, which
have done more than any other fashion of my
time to destroy the quietude and general character

of the English garden proper. Few things have
pleased me more than your admirable corre-

spondent " Anne Amateur's " outspoken detestation

some while ago of these un-English horrors. Even
as I write, an excellent neighbour of mine, into

whose once charming garden the grassy slopes of

the downs descended and merged themselves

imperceptibly in his lawns, is turning all this

delightful quietude into a wUderness of incon-

gruous boulders and raw soil. But he is happy,

and so are the folk with the shiny fruit trees,

and, after all, the greatest happiness of the

greatest number must be our ideal.—G. H.

Engleheart.

Greening and Sprouting Potatoes.—1 think
" T. A. W." (page 56, issue February r7) may
have misconstrued my remarks respecting the

"greening" of Potatoes in the open air. 1

wholly agree with all he says about the inadvisa-

bility of leaving the seed tubers on the ground

from which they have been lifted longer than

is just sufficient for the skins to dry, and, in fine

weather, I think an hour long enough. If rain

cam_e suddenly I would at once cease to lift

the tubers. An ideal place for the greening

is in an open shed, where they may be left

for about a month prior to boxing or placing

on shelves for winter storing. I also agree with
" T. A. W." respecting the thorough earthing

or " soiling " of the plants, and this work should

always be done before the runners, bearing the

new tubers, permeate the soil more than a few

inches, as this timely earthing ensures the runners

keeping to the centre of the ridge, mainly, where

there is most moisture. 1 remember once following

a plough in a field when earthing by this means
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was done very late in the season, anil saw tli.

(reat destruction of tiny tubers laid bare anil

lUl ofl by the plough. Many years ago mu< h

was written in the gardening Press about the

Jensen system of soiling Potatoes by placing

a spadeful of soil right in the centre of the haulm

at the earthing-up st.ige or a little later. Cottagers

and others had, long before that time, " soiled
"

their Potatoes, but I believe it to be correct that

Dr. Jensen made the practice widely known.

As a boy, about forty years ago. I used to spread

the haulm while my father plumped a spadeful of

soil right in the centre, and 1 ertainly we did

not experience much disease, but reaped liea\-y

crops of tine tubers. In those days, however,

seed tubers were planted with more sprouts than

is the case now. Personally. I "soil" Potatoes

now, where there is one strong stem, or three

at most, by placing a spadeful against the single

stem on the top of the ridge. This is done a few-

weeks after the ordinary earthing-up. Perhaps

other readers do so.

—

George Gakner.

Macbe.—Last August, when it should havi-

been sown in the open, there weie difficulties and

interruptions ; the time went by and the Corn

S.iJad was not sown. But, luckily, when the

"mission was observed towards the end of Sep-

tember there was a \'acant three-light frame, and

it was soon full of MSche. If it had been in tin

open ground it would have formed little dark

uroen, half cabbaging rosettes; but in the frame,

where it was sown rather thickly and is a little

Irawn, the leaves are taller, paler in colour and.

.IS a salad, all the better and the mi»re delicati-,

-ti. I.

Herb Pudding.— I \cntnre to describe an

i\ii-lleiit dish suitable to the present time. It

IS known throughout Cumberland and West-

morland as "herb pudding." In the early days

ot fresh spring growth collect young Nettles.

Haiidelion leaves, fresh green sproutings froni

any garden vegetables, a few Leeks, and thi

leaves of a herb known locally as " Easternian

(.i.int." 1 do not know the common name for

this herb, but it looks like Sorrel and is grown in

cittage gardens expressly for this purpose. [It is

Ijrobably Large Sorrel (Rumex ycutatus) sometimes
used in salads. Kindly send a few le.ives.

—

Ed.i

The cottage housewives vie with each other in

t'lie number and \ariety of the ingredients of

their herb puddings. All the herbs are washed.

* leaned, and all hard stalks removed ; they an-

I iiopped, and with half a cupful of Barley to
j

three or four handfuls of greens they and thi'

iiarley are tied in a cloth and boiled for two and
.1 half hours. The pudding is then taken out I

"f the cloth, the water drained off, and butter,

pepper and salt added to the pudding. It is

then ready to serve, but, before doing so, it is

improved by a sprinkling of chopped hard-boiled

i"<g on the top. If any remains, this dish can be

reheated the following day with advantage. 1

believe this dish to ha\'c been in use from ancient

times. The custom here is to eat it on Easter

Sunday, and I think this points to a ceremonial

f-ating, possibly datirg from Pagan times. The
Bcirley would represent the old crop ; the

sproutings, the revival of vegetation. Though,

nowadays, it is generally eaten as a vegetable

with meat, we think it too delicious a dish to be

obscured in such a way, and we prefer to serve

it as a separate course. 1 should be greatly

interested if any readers of The Garden can

report a similar dish in use in .any other part of

Eailand.

—

M. H. Scott-Xicholsox, Carlisle.

POTATOES SUITABLE AND
UNSUITABLE FOR HEAVY
SOILS

IRE.'VD
with much interest Mr. F. K. Castle's

notes on "Six Potatoes for Light Soil"

in a recent issue of The Garden, and it

has occurrecl to me that a few words
regarding the varieties that succeed best

in this district might be of some little help to

others having soil and climate of a similar nature.

It is often just as helpfid to be warned against

unreliable sorts, so I also append a brief list of

those that have proved failures here.

May Queen.—This during the last haw or

five years has proved distinctly the best

early vaiiety. outclassing Duke of York and

Laogworthy.—In m\- opinion the finest of all

late Potatoes for table quality, and the best

keeper. With care it can be used right on till

July of the following year. It demands, and

must have, good cultivation, heavy manuring
being a necessity if the best results are to be
looked for. Under proper treatment the yield

is reallv good, and " seconds " are a negligible

quantity.

Arran Chief.—I have not yet grown tliis variety,

but intend to do so this season. It is of

fine fable quality, but to have it at its best the

soil must not be too rich. It yields heavy crops

under field culture in this district, and is exten-

sively grown.

Unsuitable Varieties.—During the last twelve

years I hd\ e tried dozens of varieties, and in most
cases the reason for rejection was poor table

quality, most of them yielding quite satisfactory

H.\RBI.N"GER, A GOOD E.\RLY POTATO FOR A HEAVY SOIL.

Midlothian Early both as regards yield and table

quality.

Harbinger.—Very free cropping and of the finest

quality when cooked, this splendid little Potato

comes in as a first-rate succession to May Queen.
The tubers are never large, neither are there

many of unusable size.

Sutton's Abundance.—In this district pro-

bably the best of all Potatoes for use from
September to January. Slightly given to disease

in bad seasons.

Windsor Castle.—A true stock of this fine

Potato gives excellent returns here, but there

are some poor stocks on the market which have
kept it from securing as high a place in popular
esteem as its merits deserve.

The Factor.—This is one of the few late

Potatoes that one may start to use as soon as

the tubers have attained a fair size. Of very

much better quality than Up-to-Date, and keeps
quite good right up till May or later.

crops. Epicure is hopelessly " soapv " in texture

and diseases badly. Sir John Llewelyn gave
great crops, but nobody would eat them. The
Chapman is much inferior to The Factor, pro-

ducing ver\ large, coarse tubers here. British

Queen, although of very fine quality, is a rather

poor cropper. Duchess of Cornwall is a great

cropper, but the tubers were very often large,

coarse and hollow, while the table quality left

something to be desired. Golden Wonder is the

worst cropper I have tried, and also produces

an abnormal number oi " chats." What's Wanted
.is very similar to Langworthy, but not quite so

good here. Dalhousie Seedling is poor in qualits

and very unequal in size. Up-to-Date gives an

enormous crop, but not one peison in ten can

appreciate its pe:uliar flavour. I discarded it

many years ago. Our si il is a heavy, clayey

loam, and the district late, being some 380 feet

above sea-level.

Pn-slou House Gardens, Linlithgovo. C. Blair.
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THE CULTIVATION OF
PARSNIPS'^

THE Parsnip is of more value as an article

oi food than is commonly supposed. It

contains about 17 per cent, of dry matter

as compared with about 12 per cent, in

Swedes, 13 per cent, in Carrots, and 25

per cent, in Potatoes. The dry matter of Parsnips

differs from that of Swedes and Carrots in con-

taining an appreciable proportion of starch, thus

resembling the Potato. The food value of Parsnip;;

is about three-fourths that of Potatoes. Since,

on recently broken grassland, provided the soil

has been turned over to the depth of about a foot

and the subsoil well stirred.

On a field scale the land is usually ploughed as

deeply as possible in autumn, cultivated once or

twice before mid- February, and then harrowed
till a fine seed-bed is obtained. On the heavier

class of soils late cross- ploughing is rarely an
advantage. A deep, fine tilth lessens the risk of

curving and "forking" of the roots. As, how-

ever, the bulk of the root of the hollow crown
varieties is formed in the first foot of soil, "forking,"

deeper down, is not of so much consequence.

Manuring.—Parsnips come best after a crop

that has been heavily dressed with farmyard

PARSNIP TENDER AND TRUE.

therefore, difficulty may be experienced in obtaining

sufi&cient seed Potatoes during the coming spring,

Parsnips might well be grown as a partial substitute.

An average crop of Parsnips will yield at least

10 tons to 12 tons peTacre(:4olb. toi681b. perrodof

30J square yards). At the present time Parsnips

are worth about £8 per ton, but the normal run of

prices is much lower. Siu-plus supplies will furnish

excellent feeding material for pigs, for which

purpose they may be used, when available, to eke

out small Potatoes.

Varieties.—The modem Parsnip is a cultivated

form of the wild Parsnip (Peucedanum sativum),

often found in hedgerows and on roadsides,

especially on chalky soils. There are several

cultivated forms, of which the following are the

chief: (i) The Student Parsnip, with a long

root and slightly concave crown
; (2) the Hollow

Crown, with thicker root at the top and deeper

hollow crown ; and (3) a Tiu-nip-rooted form.

For rich land The Student is perhaps the best

variety, but for general purposes the Hollow Crown

type is the most suitable. Of the latter variety

several types have been brought out by seedsmen.

As the seed does not retain its vitality long, care

should be exercised in purchasing. Even two

vear old seed is very unreliable.

Soil and its Preparation.—The Parsnip is best

adapted to rich, sandy soils such as are found in

the principal market-gardening districts. On
such laud it is relatively easily dealt with on a

large scale ; but where the labour and expense of

lifting need not be considered, Parsnips may be

grown successfully on nearly all kinds of soil from

light sand to heavy clay, provided it is well culti-

vated. The extremes, whether of light or of heavy

soils, are the least suitable. (As a rule Parsnips

will answer better than Potatoes on heavy soils.)

There need be no hesitation in sowing Parsnips

seed with a small quantity of grain, which seives

to indicate the rows and assists in cleaning where

necessary. When the plants show the " true
"

leaf as well as the " seed " leaf, usually about a

month from sowing, they should be thinned out

to about 6 inches to 8 inches apart. (This is

\isually done by bunching with the hoe and after-

wards siugling by hand.) The soil between the

rows should be stirred several times in the course

f the summer.

Cooking.—The full food value of Parsnips is

obtained only when they are boiled whole till

quite soft. Cut up and served with butter or

dripping, salt and pepper, they make a most whole-

some dish. They are also excellent for flavouring

soup and stews, and for making vegetable pies,

&c. In various parts of the Continent salt fish

and Parsnips are a favoured dish.

THE ALLOTMENT WEEK
BY WEEK

By A. Cecil Bartlett.

* Lcaaet issued by the Board of Agriculture.

manure. As a rule, no manure should be applied

directly to the crdp, or " forking " may result ; but

if the soil is poor, about 15 tons of manure per acre

(2cwt. per rod), applied in autumn and dug or

ploughed in, will be an advantage. Parsnips

grow over a long period ; hence the object

of manuring should be to supply a sufficiency of

fertilising material that will become gradually

available throughout the season of growth. During

the working of the land the following artificials

whichever are most readily obtainable, should be

harrowed in : 6cwt. of superphosphate or 8cwt

of basic slag per acre {4jlb. and sjib. per rod, re-

spectively) or an equivalent in the form of a mixture

of superphosphate and steamed bone-flour, or

superphosphate and ground mineral phosphate.

Just before sowing the seed, sulphate of ammonia,

at the rate of icwt. per acre (Jib. per rod) should

be worked into the top soil, and, after singling, a

further dressing of sulphate of ammonia, at the

same rate, should be applied between the rows.

In the case of recently broken grassland, or

land previously well dressed with manure, i5cwt. to

20cwt. pe^ acre (nib. to 151b. per rod) of lime

should be worked into the ground when culti-

vating.

Rate and Method of Sowing.— Parsnips should

be sown as early in the year as the condition of the

soil will permit, usually from about the middle of

February to the second week in March. Seed is

usually drilled at the rate of 61b. to 71b. per acre

(loz. per rod, or, say, 200 feet of drill), in rows

15 inches to 18 inches apart, and about i incli

deep, and lightly covered. If the seed is known
to be of satisfactory germinating power, it may be

economised by mixing with bran, sand or similar

material ; or, in the case of small areas, three or

four seeds may be dropped together at intervals

of about 8 inches along the row. When grown

as a farm crop it is often desirable to mix Parsnip

IF

early Potatoes are to be grown, and in view

of the undoubted shortage of eating tubers

which we shall experience next summer, it

will be wise to plant fully 141b. of an early

sort. The planting tubers should be placed

at once in boxes in a light, frost- proof place to

sprout. The sprouted tubers are fully ten days

ahead of those which are dormant when planted.

The best sorts of Potato to plant in the different

localities is a matter largely for local decision,

and the beginner is advised to seek the advice of

an experienced grower near by. But, as a rule,

the best early sorts are Epicure, May Queen, Duke
of York, Sharpe's Express, Ninety-fold and
Myatt's Prolific ; while for second-earlies a selec-

tion may be made from Eclipse (which is generally

a wonderful cropper and but little later than the

true carlies), British Queen, Ccmquest, Great Scot,

Royal Kidney and Windsor Castle. There are

numberless late sorts, but the best for average soils

are Arran Chief, Evergood, Golden Wonder, King

Edward VII. (especially if the soil is a trifle heavy),

Sutton's Abundance and a gcKjd strain of Up-to-

Date. Of the last named, Dalhousie Castle and The
Factor are of fine quality, and the former usually

crops well in light soils. F"or a poor quality,

stiiiish soil I should recommend Epicure as early.

Royal Kidney for second-early, and King Edward
VII. as main crop ; while on Jigfit soil Duke of

York, Great Scot and Dalhousie Castle, in similar

order of use, would be a good general selection.

It is yet too early to plant many Potatoes in open

situations, but a few pounds of an early sort may
w^U be tried in the hope of an early digging:

The best average distances are g inches apart

in rows 2-foot apart for the earlies, and 12 inches

by 2 feet 6 inches for the maincrop varieties ; but

in strong soil vigorous growers should be set in

rows a few inches further apart. The depth of

planting should also vary according to the kind of

soil—the lighter the soil the deeper should the set

be planted-—4 inches is deep enough on heavy

soils, and in light soils 6 inches is not too deep.

The Value of a Small Frame.—The possession

of a small portable frame is .i {^reat boon to the

allotment holder, for he is then able to raise seed-

lings of many kinds much earlier than in the open.

Failing a j roper frame, good work can be done with
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an old window-sash nuA four lengths of plankiiii;

Set on edge ; while even the sides of a large box

placed over a small seed-bed and covered until

jjeriuination takes place is a decided help. By
su( h means, though of a makeshift character,

earlier plants of Cabbage, Cauliflower, Brussels

Sprouts, Leeks and Lettuce, for planting out,

nia\' be obtained. A second and, perhaps, smaller

irrangcinent may well be utilised for a few gather-

ings of early saladings, if only a few Lettuce of the

nuirkly maturing Cabbage type, planted thinly

with Mustard and Cress sown between them.

Many seeds will germinate much quicker if they

are soaked for twenty-four hovirs in warm water

before being sown, and this particularly applies

lo I'eas, Broad Beans and all the Cabbage tribe.

I^nt seeds so treated must be sown soon afterwards,

PI their germinating power will be destroyed.

But for the severe frosts it would have been

possible to buy autumn-sown Onions for spring

[ilanting quite cheaply, but the mortality has been

great with these and also with young Cabbages

and Lettuce. Any enterprising market -gardener

who has sown early Cabbage, Cauliflower, Brussels

Sprouts, Lettuce, Onions and Leeks in small boxes

under glass for retailing at mtxleratc prices to

allotment holders during March will have per-

formed a great public service and will do a

good trade. Such plants, after ha\ ing been duly

hardened, may be relied up' ii to yield early crops

of valuable vegetables.

Maincrop Onions.—As early in March as the

ground can be properly prepared the maincrop

(>nions should be sown. This imp<jrtanl vegetable

well repays for good cultivation, so that before

.iny seed is sown the ground should be well worked
to make the surface soil fine. Before forking the

ground which was tlirown up rough at digging-

lime, it is a good plan to spread over the plot a

good dressing of soot and wood-ashes, if these are

obtainable. The Onion does best iii a rich and

moderately firm soil, so that the ground should

be trodden and raked before the drills are made.

The drills should be drawn a foot apart and not

more than half an inch deep, as deep sowing results

in long- necked bulbs, which do not keep well.

Remembering that a good Onion is quite 4 inches

in diameter, while the exhibition bulbs are very

much larger, the seed should be sown quite thinly

to avoid waste of seed as well as unnecessary

labour in thiiming. Good sorts for general use are

Bedfordshire Champion and James' Long-keeping.

SALSIFY
.\ow that readers are sowing vegetable seeds,

I should like to say a word about Salsify.

It is not grown hali as often as it should

be, for gardeners do not realise what a

pleasing "change it is from the usual root crops.

I reconmiend these readers to put in a row

this year, and they will soon find out what a good

vegetable it is.

Salsify is very easy to grow. All it requires is

a deeply dug plot in a sunny position. No animal

manure must be put in, but if the site of

last year's Celery trenches can be spared, this

is ideal. Sow in March in drills a foot apart

and an inch deep, thinning out to 6 inches to

12 inches between the plants. Good roots can be

obtained by transplanting the "thinnings" a

foot apart each way into deeply dug land. All

that remains to be done is to hoe the soil

frequently during the summer, and in the late

autumn lift the roots and stoie in sand, as for

Carrots. E. T. Ellis.

A VILLAGE OF WALL GARDENS

01 'RS is a Somerset village not much
i visited by horticulturists, because

there is not much by way of castle

or cottage gardens to tempt the

latter-day horticulturist far out of

his wa\'. We never exhibit at shows. And the

village itself, though it has a pronoiniced character

of its own, has little beauty to speak of. Tlie

houses are sombre and dark, more like those of

a Northern than of a Southern latitude. They
have no gay gardens in front, the doors opening

direct on the public road, which is edged on either

side by a " crazy " pavement, raised sometimes

as much as 2 feet above the road level. Our
gardens accordingly are situated foy the most
part in the rear of the houses, enclosed by high

stone walls, and so hidden away from the public

eye, whereby, perhaps, the public eye docs not

lose so very much.

What our village excels in is not its gay parterres,

but its unpremeditated wall gardens. Walls are

plentiful in our village, of all degrees of openness

and compactness, moistuess and dryness ; and
wherever there is a wall, moist or dry, there there

is a wall garden. Previous generations built the

walls, and Nature planted them and is still

responsible for their upkeep. We villagers there-

fore ca'n take no credit for them. Most of us,

indeed, never look at them twice, having 'other

things to think of. Nevertheless, the wall gardens

are there for those who are interested in that

sort of thing. You cannot walk anv distance in

\'arious Sedinns are mu(h iu evidence, especially

the common Stonecrop. It grows on the tops

and sides of walls, in the spouting of houses, and

on the heavy, stone-slabbed roofs, so that in

summer you might think that the \illage had

been plentifully dusted with Colman's mustard.

The Corydalis, of a less crude yellow, though not

so plentiful, is yet abundant on congenial walls.

My own favomite among our wall plants is the

Pennywort (Cotyledon Umbilicus), equally beau-

tiful in its leaf and in its little pagodas of blossom.

As a wall weed it is everywhere, and always

luxuriant
;
yet it never looks weedy. If I had the

genius of Wordsworth, it is not of the Celandine

I should sing, but of the Pennywort. I have called

this plant a " weed" ; but if a weed is " a plant

in the wrong place," the Pennywort is no weeil.

for it always keeps to its wall, never trespassing

on flat, cultivated surfaces. The same cannot b<-

said for another of our beautiful wall plants— .1

Geranium (lucidum, I think). It is a most prolil'i.

seeder, the progeny of a single plant draping ,1

wall from top to bottom in no time. Its near

relative, Herb Robert, is equally attractive and

perhaps equally prolific, but though it is an orna-

ment to any wall on which it grcjws. it is less a

wall than a hedgerow plant.

There are many other flowering plants which

lend themselves to the furnishing of our wall

gardens. From the coping of some walls mats nf

Cerastium hang like powdered wigs. The wall ot

my poultry yard and a dozen other walls arc

AX UNPREMEDITATED WALL GARDEN. SIXTY V.ARDS OF CETERACH.

any direction in our village without skirting an

old wall, which is sure to be overrun with a more
or less interesting vegetation—flowers, grasses.

Mosses, Ferns, fungi, lichens and Liverworts. The
Mosses have a quaint way of following the inter-

stices of the stones and pointing the joints, as the

mason does with mortar ; and sometimes they

will cover the entire surface till the wall looks

like a slab of green plush.

I do not pretend to have examined our wall

gardens with any botanical miimteness, or to be

able to give a complete list of our wall plants.

sheeted with the Ivy-leaved Toadflax. Wall

flowers clamber in tiers up the wall of the Ivy Bush

—the old village inn. But of all the flowering plants

that beautify our old w-alls, the most serviceable

is perhaps the small-leaved wild Ivy, which

rambles ever\'where, wherever there is anything

to cling to. It would be difficult to exaggerate

in speaking of the beauty of these Ivies. In

their ascent they fret the wall surfaces with

lovely traceries ; and when they reach the top

and ha\e nothing further to cling to, they spread

out into beds of foliage, which bristle in the proper
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spasoii, fir--t with iiplieres of yellmv blossuin. and

later with clusters of fruit.

I have already referred to the luxiiriaiire of

the Mosses on our walls, and the wtjalth of

Ferns is equally remarkable. Not that there

are many varieties of F'ern in our neighbourhood.
' In that respect we are badly off. But the half-

dozen or so that we do possess grow in generous

abundauc'e, and they happen to be species par-

ticularly suitable for wall gardens. The Hart's-

tongue hangs from many a moist wall, but it is

a Fern not so much of the wall as of the hedgerow,

where it is very abundant. The Wall Polypody

is common enough, but not too common. The

Maidenhair Spleenwort is at home on our walls,

and so is that typical wall Fern, the Rue Spleenwort.

But the most characteristic and most abundant of

our wall plants is the Scaly Fern (Ceterach offici-

narum). I do not know that many people would

consider this a particularly attractive Fern, but

anyone who saw it as it grows on our walls would

admit, I think, that our village has other interesting

things besides its old church and its ancient Ivy

Bush Inn. Somerset.

to say that tliere is not a single one in the Library

of the Royal Horticultural Societ)' as far as I

liave been able to discover. This should not be.

The library of the greatest horticultural society in

the world should ijot be so deficient, thereby obliging

its members to seek abroad what they might reason-

ably think they ought tt) findat liome. At Ouaritch's,

in company with the Editor of The Garden, I

recently saw a folio volume entitled " Trente

Dessins originaux de Fleurs par J. P.* Redoute,"

with the name, I presume, of the maker of the

wonderful hand-written title-page at its bottom,

Pilinski Adam, and the bookplate of Leon Rattier

("Abbatia Jaaduriarum") on the inside of the cover;

thirty exquisite paintings done on vellum, each

one bearing the well-known signature of Redoute,

whom his contemporaries called the " Raphael
of Flowers." In 1796 he invented a new method

P. J. REDOUTE
By THE Rev. Joseph J.\coe.

COLOURED floral illustration will for

ever be associated with the famous

name of Redoute. His title-deeds

of celebrity arc the minute beautiful-

ness of his paintings, which somehow
always remind me of the extraordinary detail

which Gustave Dore invariably put into his

pictures, as, for example, in the shavings beneath

the carpenter's bench in " The Shadow of the

Cross '.'
; and, secondly, the success of his invention

for printing in colour, which gives a lucidity and

refinement to his delineations, making them some-

thing apart, something so different from the very

best of what our modern processes turn out, even

the Brussels printed pictures in the early years

of The G.iRDEN, which are by common consent

admitted to be among the best that have been

done in the last fifty years. There is something

about Redoute's foliage, whether it be in those

sumptuous Brobdingnagian folios which a]i-

dedicated to the Queen of Flowers or in the smaller

" La Botanique de J. J. Rousseau," pubhshed in

1805, wherein the common English Dandelion

figures with a grace and charm which few would

think possible in this troublesome garden weed.

This particular plate must be something very near

the high-water mark of refined colour printing

or engraving ; and I do not think that it is the

spell of early acquaintance that alone miglit,

but which I feel does not, give it its high value

in my eyes.

,
P. J. Redoute, who came of a family of ecclesi-

astical painters, was born in 1759 at St. Huljert,

a small tow-n in the picturesque district of the

Ardennes. Soon after his father's death, which

occurred on December 23, 1776, he left home and

went to Flanders. Here he became acquainted

with the floral pictures of the great van Huysum.
These made such an impression on his mind and

so fascinated him by their beauty that he then

and there decided to give up his life to the painting

of flowers. Collections of his original work are

rare. A large number were destroyed in the

Louvre in the terrible days 6f 1871. I am sorr\

f J JlJo^^

G.\STROLOBIUK CORDIFOLIUM.

One of Rt'donle's own pain^Iings from the " Trente

Dessins Originaux de Fieursy

of engraving and colour printing, for which at

an exhibition at the Louvre in 1819 he received

a special gold medal. Afterwards, in 1825, he

received the Legion of Honour from Charles X..

and eleven years later the Order of Leopold.

It is from the numerous books which he illustrated

with his new method of colour engraving that lie

is best known to-day. Some of these he did,

as we colloquially express it, " on his own "
; some

he simply supplied illustrations for. In the first

category are his two masterpieces, " Les Liliacees
"

<'ind " Les Roses." These arc huge folio volumes

c<mtaining what was in Redoute's day the cream

of these two very important families of flowering

plants. Each of these was originally issued in-

*A curious slip.—J. J.

various forms. There was one edition of " Les

Liliacees " (1802-16), consisting of three " issues "
:

(i) One of " 80 livraisons de 6 planches a 40 fr."

This is the one usually met with, as, for example,

in the Liverpool Reference Library. (2) A
sumptuous one of forty copies according to the

preface (but only of twenty according to J. C.

Brunei) on " papier colombier," retouched

by Redoute himself. The Royal Horticultural

Society's Library contains a copy of this issue,

which is of the very highest importance and
interest, inasmuch as it contains a itotc in

Redoute's own handwriting stating that he had
only touched up eighteen. (3) One single copy

on vellum, made for the Empress Josephine,

said to have cost uo less than 84,ooofr. According

to Quaritch's catalogues, the market price of a

fine copy of No. i (eight volumes) is from £n)o

to £126. •

" Les Roses " also appeared in various forms

and guises. "The Flower of Malmaison" must

needs be one which claimed his pen and brush

when among his pupils were Marie Antoinette,

Josephine and Hortense, for it must be remembered
that Redoute was teacher as well as paiiiter.

His ' Roses" are even more sumptuous than his

" Lilies," as if a larger amount of heart and care

had been thrown into this superb work. Three

editions were published, (i) The first (1817-24)

comprised three issues : (a) A folio issue published

in "30 livraisons dc 6 planches" at a cost (,>!

fioofr., or 2ofr. each part
;

(b) a large folio issue,

also in " 30 livraisons de 6 planches" at a cost

of i,2oofr., or 4ofr. a part
;

(c) five copies similar

tn (6), but with the plates in two states. Mr.

Arthur Paul is the fortunate possessor of one,

and. if I remember rightly, the non-coloured

pictures are on a brownish paper and the coloured

picttrres on white. .An ordinary copy of (6) (three

volumes) with a single set of plates is worth about

£120 to £130. (2) -A second edition appeared in

large octavo form in 1824-26. The title is "Les
Roses par P. J. Redoute avec le texte par C. A.

Thory." This is the edition of which Mrs. Earle

writes in her " Pot-Pouni from a SiuTey Garden,"
" even my small edition I look upon as one of my
chief treasures ... I cannot imagine how
anyone has ever had the courage to publish the

modern illustrated Rose books with ^pictures that

look so coarse and vulgar in comparisiin with these

delicate coloured prints." (3) A third edition

(royal octa%'o) in three volumes appeared in

1828-29. It contains two portraits and 183

coloured plates.

With regard to the works for which our painter

simply supplied the pictures, mention may be made-

among others, of" Plantarum Succulentarum His-

toria," by A. P. de Candollc (1799) ; the " Traitfides

Arbres et Arbustes que Ton cultive en pleine tene

en Europe," by Duhamel dn Monceau [1800-1819] ;

and various works of L'Heritier de Brutelle. Pierre

Joseph Redoute died in 1840. The future will

tell whether his illustrative work will ever be

surpassed.

PANSIES

.A wreath of Pansies I send to you

Washed with the early morning dew

;

The purple one for light and joy
;

The golden one for fame's envoy ;

The pale ones full of tender thought

;

The dark with love and passion fraught.

Drusilla Mary Child.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Autumn-Sown Onions should now be trans-

planted wlu-re thej' are thicker in tlie rows than
6 inches apart. Do not bury the bulbs too deeply.
Stir the surface soil between the rows to hasten
growth, as from here the first supplies are obtained.
The January-sown plants in boxes should be
transplanted into other boxes or on prepared
l)eds of soil in a cold frame to induce a stocky
growtli and prepare them for being finally put
out early next month.

Peas.—Sow seed thinly of such maincrop
varieties as Duke of Albany, Quite Content, Edwin
Beckett, Goldfinder and Centenary in well-trenched
soil ; this is better than digging trenches and
filling them with manure. Allow abundant space
between the rows, which should run nortli and
south. Growing a crop, such as Potatoes, between
the rows of Peas is better than arranging the
latter close together with an idea of economising
space.

Globe Artichokes.—If the weather is favour-
able, remove the winter protecting material,

digging in freely about the roots half-decayed
manure to assist the plants tomake vigorous growth,
as the larger the heads the more succulent are
Ihev.

Brussels Sprouts.—The plants from the early

sown batch should be transplanted into boxes,
or, what is better, a bed of soil 3 inches thick
in a cold frame with an inch of decayed leaves
underneath, into which the roots will run and
enable the plants to be lifted with a better ball

of earth about the roots at planting-time.

Parsnips.—No time should be lost in sowing
the seed m drills at least 15 inches apart, choosing
trenched soil or where such a crop as Celery has
previously occupied the groimd. This encourages
a free, tap-rooting medium.

Vegetables Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—-Plants for a summer yield of

fruit should now be transferred to 6-inch pats,
and be given a position close to the glass to encour-
age robust growth. Plants still fruiting should
be assisted to swell their last fruits by applications
of liquid manure preparatory to their removal to
make room for the successional batch.

Outdoor Tomatoes.—Too often the plants are
much too small when put out, owing to neglect
m sowing the seed early enough to obtain sturdily
grown plants at least 1 foot high ; more would
be all the better. Sow seed of Sunrise or Holmes'
Supreme in a temperature of 55°, afterwards
Siving the plants quite cool treatment.

Potatoes in Pots will require the addition of a
little soil around the stems of the plants to cover
any exposed tubers. .Ajiy space in the borders
of Peach-houses where ample light is obtainable
should be occupied with tubers of any good early
variety. Cold frames, where they can be spared,
should now be planted with Potatoes, as all the
tubers will be needed.

Cucumbers are making good progress with
such bright days. Do not syringe the plants too
freely ; this is liable to induce sappy growth.
Stop the side shoots at the second leaf, allowing
ample space for full leaf development. As the
roots show through the soil, cover them with an
inch or so of leaf-mould and loam.

The Flower Garden.

Propagating Bedding Plants.—No time should
be lost m inserting cuttings of such subjects as
Heliotrope, Lobelia, Double Petunia, Iresine,
Alternanthera, Coleus, Salvias and Geraniums.
A quick bottom-heat will hasten root formation
if air is excluded from the cuttings. Asters of all

sections should be sown at once in cool quarters.
The single-flowered forms are delightful for pro-
viding cut blooms and are so simple to grow.
Single Petunias are easily raised from seed and
are profuse in flowering. Salpiglossis seed sown
at once would make good plants with but a
minimum of labour.

E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Onion Sets.—These may now be planted out
when the ground is in a favourable condition.
The rows should be i foot apart and the sets

5 inches apart in the rows. Where there is a
difficulty in growing Onions from seed, these
prove an excellent substitute. They are most
satisfactory for early use, and generally yield a
line crop of bulbs.

Shallots.—These should also be planted now
in a similar manner to the above, but allow
about 9 inches between the bulbs in the rows
in this instance. Shallots are esteemed for early
use, and are always in demand for flavouring.

Mushrooms.—A good and abundant supply of
Mushrooms may be grown in a temperature of
45" to 50°. See that a steady temperature is

maintained, as fluctuating heat generally results

in failure.

Herbs.—Many of the perennial herbs should
be lifted and replanted every three or four years,
and now is quite a suitable season to have the
work done. Mint especially enjoys this attention,
as the growth is inclined to biscome stunted if

left too long undisturbed. Failing transplanting,
a suitable top-dressing should at once be given.
Tarragon, Thyme and Marjoram also transplant
well now ; while a fresh bed of Sage should be
made up occasionally, either from seed sown
indoors now or from cuttings inserted in a frame
during autumn.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemiuns.^Where cuttings of these
have rooted freely, they ought now to be trans-
ferred to larger pots and placed in a cold pit or
frame. Shade for a few days if the weather is

sunny, water carefully, and encourage hardy
growth by admitting air freely during fine

weather.

Primula Obconica.—A sowing of this service-
able plant should now be made, as a long season
of growth suits it well, and large, finely furnished
specimens may be had in flower during the
autmnn months. Cover the seed very lightly,

and place a piece of glass over the seed-pan till

germination takes place.

Tuberous Begonias.—Varieties of these for pot
culture should now be started. If accommoda-
tion is limited, start them in boxes and repot after
growth has commenced. Water sparingly for a
time.

Hybrid Calceolarias.—See that these do not
became potbound before giving them their final

shift, as they are inclined to push out their flower-
spikes prematurely if root action is checked. A
suitable compost in which to repot is one part
of good loam, half a part of leaf-mould, and a
quarter part of silver sand, with a dusting of an
approved fertiliser. Wlien potting, see that the
soil is not pressed too firmly, otherwise the roots
will not run freely.

Forcing Shrubs.—Bring in further .supplies
of .\zaleas. Wistarias and Deutzias to keep up
the display, timing a number suitable for Easter
decorations. Any that have passed out of flower
should be placed in a temperate house to complete
their growth. Some may require cutting back,
but one's own judgment will guide them regarding
this. Syringe morning and evening, as this helps
to keep down aphis and encourages the hardwoods
to break freely.

The Flower Garden.

General Work.—^Owing to the severe frost
experienced in our district during the last month,
outdoor work has been greatly retarded ; but
a thaw has now set in, and by the time these
notes appear in print it is hoped that the ground
will be in a suitable condition for working.
Pruning and tying of climbing plants on the
pergolas and walls is now completed, so that
any beds or borders still requiring digging should
be gone over when the weather is fine. Where
the beds are filled with spring-flowering plants,
stirring with a small hand cultivator will be to
their advantage, care being taken not to disturb
any bulbs that may be breaking through.

James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)
Coodham, Kilmarnock.

LEAVING NEWLY PLANTED
FRUIT TREES UNPRUNED

THIS question has been so long before us
and so widely discussed that there is

really not very much that is fresh to

be said upon the subject. I suppose
none of us can do more than record

our experiences, and after forty years of work
among fruit trees I venture to support Mr. Moly-
neux and to 'differ from Mr. Ponting.

I well remember the time when this subject

was brought before the fruit committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and at a largely attended
meeting, comprising some twenty to thirty members,
the late Mr. John Wright, V.M.H., and I were
in the minority, as we were the only members
who advocated the pruning of trees the first season
of planting. That was some twenty years ago,

and I venture to think that if the matter were to

be discussed again to-day. the positions would be
reversed. We might find two advocates for non-
pruning, but I feel sure that the large majority
would be in favour of pruning.

One should, I suppose, be able to give a reason
for the faith that one has, so I would first of all

refer to the well-known experiments undertaken
by Mr. Spencer Pickering, F.R.S., on the Duke of

Bedford's Experimental Fruit Farm at Woburn.
In the fifteenth and last report Mr. Rickerine
refers to several previous reports upon this subject,

and says :
" That the branches of a tree after

transplanting should be cut back to one-half or
one-third of their length is not questioned [the

italics are mine], for the inevitable injurv which
occurs to the roots when a tree is lifted requires
a corresponding curtailment of the branches, so
that the balance between roots and branches may
be maintained."

I do not propose to transcribe Mr. Pickering's

report, but, [briefly, alibis experiments go to prove
that trees do better when pruned the same season
as they are planted, and that it is immaterial
whether this pruning be done in December or

deferred until April, though a very slight advantage
rests with the later date. I always advise that this

pruning should be done when the buds begin to

swell, as one can then see which buds are likely

to be strong, and it is generally a more pleasant
operation for the pruner than it would have been
in the earlier months of the year. It should be
noted that trees pruned later than .A.pril suffered

much in consequence.

Now, as to the trees which were left unpruned
for a year, Mr. Pickering says they remained in

an unhealthy and stunted condition, leaf size

being 24 per cent, below the average : the second
season, when pruning had been done, they made
very vigorous growth ; but at the end of five years
there was little or no difference in size between
the trees pruned at the time of planting and those
left for a year unpruned, but the latter were
less fruitful.

There is, however, a more important aspect

of this matter, for up to now the evidence presented

seems to say that there is no vast superiority

of either system over the other. The point is : What
kind of wood has one to prune the second year
when trees have been left unpruned ? The unpruned
tree makes practically no growth, but the buds
put out a small rosette of leaves with, in most
cases, a fruit-bud. Now there is a great tempta-
tion to amateurs, whose besetting sin is that they
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want fruit at once, to leave the trees unpruned and

let them carry a crop, inwhich case the trees, whether

standards or bushes, are ruined ; and how many
hundreds of such ruined trees have I seen. On
the other hand, what is the man to do who wishes

to prune ? Most of the buds' which he should

prune to are fruit-buds, quite unfitted to make
good strong shoots which he needs for the formation

of his tree, and the only thing he can do is to take

off the fruit-bud and trust to the development

of the adventitious buds which are found at the

base of the fruit-bud. This will be a way out of

the difficulty with many varieties, but there are

a number, such as, for example, Bramley's Seedling,

Newton Wonder and Worcester Pearmain, in

which the lower buds will not break when
the shoot has been left too long, and there, I fear,

he will be in difficulty and will not bless the

exponent of non-pruning.

Lowdham. A. H. Pearson.

I UNDERSTAND that the non-pruning section of

fruit-growers do not prune the same season as

planted because the tree would receive two

checks. This point is not quite clear to me,

for I do not realise that pruning is a check to a

fruit tree ; rather the reverse. I find that

the more a tree is pruned, the more vigorous it

grows. My expeiience regarding the pruning

of newly planted trees is that if they are

pruned in the April or May following the planting,

the object of obtaining a well-shaped tree is

attained and the loss of a season's growth avoided.

I would like to add a little advice to those

readers not well experienced in fruit-growing,

and that is that they should not be in too much
of a hurry to get their young trees to bear fruit.

Build up a good, sound, clean-growing tree first,

and better fruit will be produced in after years.

This, I think, is as important as the pruning of

the trees. A. D. Turner, N.D.H.

I HAVE carefully read the criticism page 57, on

my article, issue January 27, and fail to find any

portion which adversely criticises the advice I gave

in a manner condemnatory of my practice and

advice to others. I do not think gardeners as a

rule by pruning a newly planted tree in February

expect fruit blossoms in May. 1 give them credit

for a better grasp of the subject than that. Yes
;

the first essential in newly planted trees is growth,

which will be obtained readily the first season

if the trees are pruned as I advised, without

waiting until the root system has been restored.

This takes place readily enough when the pruning

reduces the number of buds (eyes) the trees

have to support, as compared with their weakened
condition when the shoots are left intact until

the " root system has been restored." Experi-

ence proyes that the pruned trees make much
more vigorous growth than those left unpruned

;

while waiting for the " root system to be restored
"

valuable time is wasted. What pruning does

Mr. Pouting allude to when he says, " If this is

put in the soil in the autumn it will push out

leaves " ? Surely not an Apple cutting until

roots are in formation. The " established

"

tree giving fruit-spurs the following season is

what I wish to avoid. I have seen too many
trees crippled in their growth to allow me to

encourage such a method of management. This

was the cause of my penning the advice on January

27. I cannot possibly agree with Mr. Pouting

where he says, " Young standard trees never

require to be pruned except to take out crossing

branches." If they are not pruned at first when
received from the nursery with, say, four shoots

to each, when will the number of branches in-

crease to make an area sufficient for a large tree ?

as it is well known to practical men that non-

pruned trees are slow to multiply their shoot?

for future branch formation. I fear Mr. Pouting

has had unusual experience with trees sent by
rail when he says the trees will have most cf the

outer buds damaged. Surely this is contrary to

practice, and not in accordance with the great

care nurserymen usually display in their packing.

They do not send trees without an outer covering.

Even if so, those with leaves on would protect

the buds. Dormant buds, too, would - receive

no injury, even if there was no packing about

them. E. Molyneu.x.

OBITUARY
GEORGE MASSEE, V.M.H., F.L S.

We learn with regret of the de.ith of this well-

known botanist, which occurred at Sevenoaks on

THE LATE GEORGE MASSEE, V.M.H., F.L.S.

February 17 after a brief illness. Mr. Massee
was a Yorkshireman by birth, and was sixty-

seven years of age. The son of a farmer, it was
intended he should follow in his father's foot-

steps, but botany and drawing plants, which was
at first more of a hobby, eventually claimed his

undivided attention. The deceased gentleman
was appointed Principal Assistant (Cryptogams)
in the Kew Herbarium in 1893, a position he
held with distinction until 1915, retiring under
the age limit on March 31 of that year. For
many years Mr. Massee was a leading authority
on plant diseases, his "Text-book of Plant
Diseases" being well known. The funeral took
place at Richmond Cemetery on February 21,

amid every, token of respect from his many
friends at Kew.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHFN GARDFN.
WIREWORMS ON POTATO LAND (E. .4 .).-^Constant

cultivation with the hoe is one of the best means of ridding
cultivated land of wireworms, and, next to that, perhaps
the sowing of Mustard. Superphosphate also protects
plants to some e.xfent from this pest, and may be used in
the furrows in which botli corn and Potatoes are to be
planted. Birds such as rooks, lapwings, gulls, starlings
and robins are all useful, as they devour soil grubs, such
as the wireworm, with avidity.

GROWING POTATOES ON ROUGH GROUND (il/iss
/.)—If you have sufficient labour—and apparently you
have—the best plan to adopt is to ba.stard-treneh the
ground. This is done by digging a trench 1 foot to
18 inches and forking up the bottom soil, leaving it at
tlie bottom of the trench. You should then proceed
to skim oft the top layer of grass and, placing it grass
downwards at the bottom of the trench, then turn over
the ne.\t spit of soil and place it on the top of the grass
Break up the bottom soil and leave it at the bottom
of the trench, and so proceed until the whuh of it is done.
As the work proceeds it will be a very good plan to dust
the soil over with quicklime. By applying it now it will
not have any injurious effect. The Potatoes should not
be planted until about the end of March. Do not use
gas-lime

; this is certainly injurious, although it is very
effective in disposing of soil pests, such as wirewormB.
If you have not the labour to dig the quarter of an acre
then we strongly advise you to take the advice of the
local farmer and have it ploughed first of all, at the same
time laying the turf at the bottom of the furrows. You
should apply wood-ashes and soot at the time of planting,
and if you can incorporate with the soil a fair qu ntity
of well-rotted manure and leaf-soil, it will have a remark-
ably good effect.

FRUIT GARDEN.
APPLE COURT PENDU PLAT SHRIVELLING (E. S. C).—A too common fault of this overrated so-called " Wise "

Apple. The only remedy we can suggest is to give the
surface of the soil over tlie roots a mulching of rich, well-
decayed farmyard manure at the end of March, and also
an occasional good soaking of liquid manure during
summer and autumn. .Should this treatment fail, then
the best thing to do will be to bend the tree down next
winter and graft it with another variety in spring.

INJURY TO APPLE TREES (Col. L. r.).—The swellings
on the ,\pple shoots are undoubtedly the result of the
attack of woolly aphis of which you speak. Winter
treatment consists in forcible spr yng with caustic soda,
21b. to 10 gallons of water, so as to force the spray fluid into
crevices wherein the woolly aphis may be sheltering,
paying special attentiou to portions of the trees near the
ground. The summer treatment is the use of methylated
spirit and the forcible spraying with paraffin emulsion of
summer strength. Ordinary light spraying has very
little effect.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TO STAIN BAMBOO STICKS GREEN (F. W. M -J.).—

We do not know the method of staining Bamboo sticks
green, hut they can be readily painted that colour. One
point to bear in mind, if the stakes are required for sup-
porting plants, is to take care tliat the green is not of too
glaring a tint, as it this is the case they do not harmonise
with the green of the foliage. This mistake is often made.
A sober neutral tone of green is the best.

SALT FOR DESTROYING NETTLES (B. ^.).—We are
sorry we cannot help you in tliis matter. We cannot
lay hands on any statements concerning the effect of salt
upon Nettles. It is a fact, however, that Nettles flourish
best wliere human refuse has been deposited, and that is
bound to contain much salt, so that they are unlikely to
be very sensitive. Some plants are ; Koses, for instance
A heavy dressing of salt applied shortly before a shower
will, of course, kill any weed, not excluding Nettles.

BASIC SLAG AND OTHER MANURES (S. i'.).—Basis
slag is a good manure for all kinds of vegetables, but is
best applied in autumn at the rate of about 3uz. to 4oz. to
the square yard. Asparagus is not very likely to benefit
by it. It will not take the place of farmyard manure,
and your best plan, if that cannot begot, istouseall garden
refuse (except parts of diseased plants, which should be
burned) for digging in. As soon as you get the ground
clear in August of early crops, sow Mustard and dig it in
in the autumn. Hop Manure is often spoken of as being
goud on such soils as yours, while shoddy and guano are
useful substitutes for farmyard manure.'

DEPREDATIONS OF A RABBIT (A. W. S.).— It is
probable that by placing a trough o. poisoned grain near
the point that the rabbit frequents you might be able to
destroy it, although we do not know that such an act
s amenable to law for you would probably, poisoti numerous
birds as well as the rabbit. The best plan would be to
set someone to watch for it in the evening just about
dusk. A good shot ought then to be able to shoot it or
a good dog miplii catch it At any rate, it is a matter for
local conditions to cope with, nnd it is very difficult to
suggest a means of destroying one rabbit without injuring
other anima's, as you say that you have tried all the

/

recognised methods of destruction.
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TO KILL THE STUMP OF AN OLD PEAR TREE
(G. C).—Yon can kill your I'lar tri'f hy r'-inovinti a wide
circle of bark frotii near thi^ base, takiiii: care to cut deeply
into the sapwood. The work shouici be done at once.
At the same time you niinht cut tlirough any strong
roots that an- accessible.

MANURE FOR BULBS (Miss L. M. S.).—Bulbs boncflt
most I'rnni :in apiilication of baste slag or bone-meal
just before they are planted in autumn. Fresli farmyard
manure i^ inudvUable at any time; but if partieuiarly
large bulbs are desired, a heavy manuring of the ground
before an earlier crop, such, as Potatoes, may be given
with advantage. Bulbs like Narcissi will grow for many
years witliout manuring and Hower well, providt'd the
foliage is not removed before it lias died down naturally.
Crocuses flourish best, pciuips, where cow-manure has been
placed some distance below where the corms are planted, and
in any ease manure should never be placed where the
bulbs come in contact with it. The writer well remembers
the dire results that followed liis Wv^t efforts at Narcissus
growini:. wh.n in youth and ignorance he neglected this
precaution which common sense should have tauglit him.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—FF FT.— 1. Euphorbia splendens
(stove treatmi'ut) ; 2. cannot identify in this eonditiou ;

8, a Bromeliad (grow in a stove), probably a Tillandaia ;

4, probably Barosma'Taneeo'ata. will do in a cool green-
house.— ,s'. ir.—Ga'authus Elw. sii.

NAMES OF FPU T.— /i'. <i. C—The P.-ar is known in
the inarke; as Brown Beui6: Apple Wellington or
Bunn-low'3 Se< dl ng: Apple Ma'stcr may, we beluve, be
ubiain-'d fiom the King's Ac:e Nu.-serirs, Herefoid.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting held on February '27 was
mucli the best of the present year, a greater variety
of plants being displayed. Bulbs grown in fibre from
Messrs, Bath were exceedingly well shown ; hardy

, plants, particularly the bulbous "irises from Mr. Herbert
Chapman, were in charming variety ; Orchids made a
goodly show; while the Savoys from Wisley demonstrated
the exceptional liardiness of this valuable type of winter
greens.

Floral Committee.

Present :' H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
G. Harrow, J. Green, G. Reuthe, J. \V. Moorman, J.
Heal. W. Howe, R. W. Wallace, Clarence Elliott, A.

t. Turner, J. Dickson. C. Dixon, J. Jennings, T. Stevenson.
? H. Cowtev. C. E. Pearson, W. P. Thomson. E. H. Jenkins,
t C. R. Fielder. W. J. Bean. J. Hudson and E. A. Bowles.
{ A mo.st instructive and useful exhibit in the shape of

Narcissi grown in bowls of fibre came from Messrs, R. H.
Batli. Limited. Wisbech, the whole b<^ing particularly
well grown and flowered. One of the prettiest was W. P,
Milner, a dwarf grower and creamy white in colour.

Golden Spur, princeps, Victoria, Haarlem (a handsome
pale bicolor with flue reflexing crown). Sir Watkiu, Lucifer
and odorus. rugulosus (double Jonquil variety) were
among the best.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage. Herts, contributed
a well-flowered batch of Saxifraga Burseriana in pots.
the quite snia|l plants teeming with the snowy blossoms
the beauty of which is enhanced by the rich scarlet stems
ami calyces. Rhododendron praecox was also shown.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries. Wisbech, staged
bundles of market Daffodils, together with Snowdrops,
Christmas Roses and Winter Aconites. The charm, of
the lot centred, however, in Iris reticulata, whose rich
royal purple, gold-crested flowers render it unique.

Messrs, J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed the crimson
Primrose Miss Mas^ey uncommonly well, together with
those of blue and allied shades of colour. All were pot
grown, thus demonstrating their utility for the cold

greenhouse at this season. Rhododendron prtccox in

pots, with the early forcing sort, R. Jacksoui, were also

on view.
Messrs. Allwood Brotliers. Hay\vard's Heath, exhibited

Carnations very finely, some two dozen vases being
filled with exceWent flowers. Xhe novelty of the occasion
was Eastern Maid, an addition to the fancy heliotrope

class, and in colour a decided gain on its predecessors.

It is also fragrant. Salmon Enchantress was particu-

larly good, also White May Day and Philadelphia, a
mixed vase of the two showing to consi(h'rable advantage.
Bishton Wonder, Mary Allwood, White Wonder and
Wivelsfield White were others of note.

Many vases of Violet Princess of Wales were shown
by the Misses Allrn-Brown. Th- Violet Nurseries, Uenfleld.
Sussex, The flowers were of exceptional size and good
colour.

A collection of alpines and shrubs from Mr. G.
Reuthe, Keston, contuined many Saxifrages, notably
S. Burseriana and S. Grlsebaehii {showing well for flower),

Gauitheria trieophylla. Iris alata, Eranthis cilicicus.

Leucojum vernura carpaticum and Crocus Iraperati

praicox were among flowering piants. Of flowering shrubs
the new white-flowered Rhododendron moupinensis was
the most important. It is dwarf, hardy and freely flowered.

Ha-mamelis arboreus and H. /uccariniana were also shown
Messrs. H. B. .May and Sons, Edmonton, contributed

a misc'llaneons collection of hardy and greenhouse Ferns,

together with Cyclamen i u variety, Cinerarias and other
plants in flower". Quite conspicuous in the midst of all

were well-flowered examples of Columnea magniflca, the
vermilion scarlet and orange flowers very profusely borne.

Of the Ferns, Pteris edmontonlense, Davallia Mariesii,

D. Loixainii and Asplenium erectum, a nearly hardy
tropical kind of some utility, were shown.

Mr. J. C. Jcnner, Rayteigh, showed stands of Carnations,

a central one of Mary Allwood being most attractive.

Snowstorm was also good.
Carnations from Messrs. Stuart I>ow and Co., Enfield,

were in considerable variety and beauty. Quite the best

of the batch was Eileen, a tine salmon. Mrs. Mackay
Edgar, Triumph, Philadelphia and Ked Ensign were also

good. Cyclamens were finely representid in white, crimson
and salmon shades, the new" variety, Clierry Ripe, gaining
an award of merit.

FRtHT AND Vegetable Committee.
Present ; J, Cheal, Esq (chairman), the Rev. W. Wilks,

and Messrs. E. A. Bunyard. A. Bullock. J. B. Weston, A. K.
Allan, J. C. AllRTOve. P. D. Tuekelt. A. W, ,Metc Ife,

W. U. Divers. Edwin Beckett. W. Bates and W. Poupart.
The most interesting exhibit in this department was that

of Savoy Cabbages from the Wisley trial, varieties that
have proved of undoubted liardiness despite the trying
season Of Ormskirk threi.- types were on view, and, though
variable in size, all demonstrated great hardiness. These
came from Messrs. Nutting, Messrs. Sydenham, and
Messrs, Alex. .Dickson and Sons. New Year (Sutton)

Selected Green Curled (Dobbie) and Late Drumhead
(Nutting) were otliers of merit.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed a few
dishes of Apples, of which Egremont Russet, Boston
Russet. Cox's Orange Pippin and Adam's Pearmain were
notable examples.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Jeremiah Colman (chairman), and Messrs.

J. O'Brien; W. Bolton. S W. Fiorv. A. Dye. W. H. Hatcher,
T. Armstrong F. T. Hanbury, E. K. Ashton, R. A. Rolf e and
R. Brooraan White.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,
contributed a delightful lot of Odontiodas and other
Orchids. The cliief were Odontioda Brewi (maroon),
O. Bradshawiie (orange red), O. Lambeauiana, O. Diana

Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USING

RITO
THE HUMOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL BACTERIA)

Extracts from letters received from pleased users :—

TOMATOES :—
' Plants much stronger and larger, nearly three times as much fruit on those

that had the benefit of Rl'l O."

•' I uaed RITO on Tomatoes last summer, grouing in rather poor soil, and
foU' d it stimulated growth considerably, and U'as thereby enabled to pick
an excellent crop."

Equally good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES;—3 bushel bag, 17/6: 2 bushel bag. 12/6; 1 bushel bag, 7/6
Carriage paid. Cartons 1/-each. Ask for Booklet "Rito Results" from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.

and O. Madeline (tawny orange and gold). Odonto-
glossuni L'Aiglon var. majesticum is a lovely dark-
blotched variety on a pure white ground.

Messrs. Flory and Black. Slough, had Cattlcya Blackli

alba and Brasso-Lajlio-Cattleya Harrisonii, among others.
Messrs. Sander and Sons. St. Albans, showed Cattlcya

Snow Queen, Brasso-Cattleya Andre Maron var. amabilis,
together with Miltonias and Odontoglossums.

Messrs. Armstrong and Bro\vn. Tunbridge Wells,

showed the intensely coloured Odontioda Joan Broad-
lands variety (award of merit), O. Armstrongii var.

Jupiter. O. Jladeline (chestnut red), Brasso-Cattleya
Mrs. J. Leeraan (whose large, spreading lip is of a lovely

pale rose) and Cymbidiura insigne album (award of merit),

a very beautiful variety.

Professors and Allotment Crops.—That doctors

differ we all know, but that e.vpcrts in gardening

should disaj,ree about the commonest produce

is enough to cause dismay. Mr. A. P. Laurie

writes to the Times to say that the only vegetables

worth growing are Peas and Beans, to which

Professor Keeble retorts that " Peas and Brussels

Sprouts are luxury crops, and should now be grown
only in small breadths or not at all." Both

of these adepts enunciate views that the practical

people, who themselves, their fathers and their

forefathers have cultivated food plants in their

gardens for generations, would describe as " clotted

nonsense." Mr. Laurie missed out what the work-

ing-man regards as the most feeding of all vege-

tables—the tear-producing Onion. If there is

no meat to be had, give him a large Onion and a

slice of bread, and he will not consider he has a

bad lunch, nor will his work flag after it. Nor
would Professor Keeble, if he preached from now
to the end of time, convince those sons of toil,

who judge of food by the strength it imparts to

them, that Peas do not form a most nourishing

diet ; while of the Sprouts it might be said in

these days of dear and scarce Potatoes, " Blessed

is he who hath his garden full of them ! " They
occupy a most important place in the economy
of the poor.—From Country Lite.

BERNARD QUARITGH,
11, Grafton St., New Bond St.. London.

9 Copies in all remain for Sale.

THE PINETUM BRITANNIGUM
A Descriptive ' ecount of Hardv Coniferous Trees

cultivated in Gre t Brl ain.

By EDWARD RAVENSCROFT.
With Maps, Photographs, 48 Superb Coloured Plates

and (43 Wood Engravings.

lu 52 pjrts, imi 1. folio (subscription price, £27 6s.)
£11 lis. net.

In 3 vols., half nioroc o. gil tops, fine copy.
£15 15s. net.

Seventh Edition, enlarged and revised by
H. Williams.

The Orchid Growers' Manual
By B. S. WILLIAMS.

Royal 8vo, pp. xix., 796, with upwards of 300 Illustra-

tions. Cloth (rub. 25s.net), 16s. net.

The best scieuiiiic manual of the < rchid fami'y.

16 Copies in all remain for Sale.

A Monograph of the Genus Crocus
By G. MAW.

Royal 4to, with Map, Tables, Text-Illustrations and
SI Coloured Plates. Cloth ("ub. £7 17s. 6d. net),

£5 5s. net; or green morocco, £5 15s. net.

FINE COPIES OF FOUR RARE BOOKS.

QERARDE'S HERBAL, enlarged by Johnson.
1(133. £5 5s. net.

PARKINSON'S HERBAL. 1640. £4 15s. net.

QUINTINYE'S COMPLETE GARDENER.
Ta slated by John Evelyn. 1693. £4 10s. net.

CURTIS'S FLORA LONDINENSIS, enlarged
by Groves and Hooker. 5\os. £21 net.
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INTENSIVE

POULTRY KEEPING
Readers requiring EGGS for their household
and tor Host^itals should write for details of

our unique system, which thousands have proved
a success. We supply the complete " Beginner's
Ideal Intensive Outfit" carriage paid.

Do not miss asking for our Booklet on this

important subject, which affects all requiring
eggs for home consumption.

In addition to being the originators of the above
(introduced by us at the Daily Mail Ideal
Home Exhibition in 1913). we are the

LARGEST BREEDERS
of reliable Pou]tr\' in ICn^lmcl, and

HEADQUARTERS
for supplying every retiuireiiient in the Poultry
World,

BREEDING PENS, ^
PEDIGREE LAYING STRAINS IN
COCKERELS AND PULLETS.

Several hundred Birds still for disposal, write
us your actual requirements.

EGGS FOR SITTING,
DAY-OLD CHICKS,
NOW READY.

Satisfaction guaranteed in every transaction, with
personal attention.

Send for our 1 6-page Booklet, free to all

Readers of *'The Garden."

N.B.—Please write to Orpington, where all corre-
spondence is now conducted. 'Phone—CRAY 39.

WILLIAM H. COOK. Ltd.
ORPINGTON, Kent
Branch Farm—LE TOUQUET. FRANCE.

Mrs. WALTER SCHWABE, ^^^^0,^?,^'^:

Rhode Island Reds i EGGS AND
White Leghorns -\ DAY-OLD
Silver Campines -I . CHICKS.

Catalof^ue on Application, Speciality—

FIRST CROSS FAVEROLLES-ORPINQTONS
EGOS 4/6 dozen, 34/- hundred.

HARDWOOD STAKES,
6ft. and 7lt. long, average 2in. diam., 2/6 doz.,10/-
for 50, 18/6 per 100. Sft. long, stouter, 3/6 doz., 14/-

for 50, 27/- 100. Pointed ready for driving.

Large stocks cut for quick delivery. Cash with order.
Free ou rail.

UNDERWOOD (Dept. G), Monkton Combe, Som.

SMITHS' FAMOUS POULTRY FOODS.—
Everytliing tor Poultry. Lists tree.

—

Smiths, Specialists,

Audlem, Ciiesliire. Establisljed 189(1.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer: Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Varney, Stratford, Essex.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to tlie Offices of "Codntry Life." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

SPRAH'S
CHICKEN

AND

POULTRY
Write for " Chicken Culture," post free

FOODS.

To ihosewho are^

X y. T t X y,"r

HEARSON
POINT
MP ONE

••y^TX^'x y^of-Ll

h •»!*.

%.

K>

unacquainted witn

f "this marvellous capsule%
' we would explain that it is a wonderful little scientific

apparatus—the original invention of Mr. Hearson

—

which, in spite of the most extreme variations of heat and '^-^

cold outside the incubator, will automatically keep the '^;\

hatching chamber inside, at a uniform temperature— %>^
with such precision that it is guaranteed not to vary more 'v;%y

than 3 degrees in 12 months of constant use. '^A'

HEARSON S
Incubator
-the Incubator that hatches EVERY

fertile egg.

;

1

The HEAESON Incubator will last 20—30 years, and is

therefore more ECONOMICAL to buy than a cheaper

^machine that may not last a quarter of the time.

Write NOW for a FREE f0
copy of extremely interesting f^J
Jiandbook " The Problem ;!;l;''

Solved" {lOi pp. published f.yj
at Is.), GRATIS AND >ft<

POST FREE from i-if

Spratt's Patent Ltd., .<S>

{Dept.S 18), M
24-25, Fenchurch St., ^^

London,
E.C. .^

Paynter's System of Poultry-Rearing
or £500 a Year from Hens.

Crown ivo., illustrated. 3/6 net; by- post 3/10
A Complete Prospectus of this Volume is in preparation and will be sent post free on application to the

Offices of "Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C

CALCOMAR
Registered No. 371,217.

is SUPERIOR to, yet CHEAPER than shell, and

is manufactured by BRITISH LABOUR.
PROPRIETORS:

Messrs. Wm. ASHBY & SON, Ltd.,
Poultr.v CJrit Mamiiartiirers (wliole-sale),

TUNNEL AVENUE, EAST QREENWICH.
SEE YOUR CORN MERCHANT STOCKS l^"

CALCOMAR
Registered No. 371,217.
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For the Poultry- Keeper

AIDS TO INCREASED
EGG-PRODUCTION

11'"
full egg-baskets are to be obtained, the

pullets or hens must be always kept in laying

condition. This is a point the majority of

poultry-keepers overlook. Just as there arc

standards of fitness or condition for the athlete,

the pugilist, the racehorse and the greyhound,

so should there be one for the laying hen. It is

only when the line of perfect fitness has been

reached that the best results can be expected from

citheT human or animal !

The Over- Fat Layer.—if the racehorse or the

grcyhountl carries a surfeit of fat, it will not produce

its best performance, as you will readily agree.

In like manner the hen that possesses a surfeit of

internal fat cannot possibly break records in the

egg-race. The internal organs of a laying hen

may be likened to the works of a clock
; badly

treated they quickly get out of order. If a hen is

allowed to get over-fat, the internal organs become
eiu'ircled in layers of fat and the works go wTong,

resulting in poor egg-supplies. The oviduct and
ovary—the laying organs—require absolutely

free play in order that the eggs will ripen rapidly

and continuously. If the walls of the oviduct

—

the channel di^wn which the yolks (or, eggs) pass

after leaving the ovary—are pressed in by layers

of fat, small and misshapen eggs will be produced.

In time, too, the oviduct may be so indented and
encircled by the masses of hard fat as to render

the passage of eggs impossible. Decomposition

of the yolks sets in and poisoning ensues.

Poor Egg-Results.—In the majority of cases

poor egg-results may be put down to the over- fat

condition of the laying stock. Regular handling

of the hens at night as they are roosting is to be
strongly recommended, since, by taking this pri>-

caution, the owner can tell at once which birds

are too fat and which ones are in poor condition.

It is, indeed, very difficult to tell if the birds are

too fat except by such handling, since the- surfeit

is inside. Over- feeding, lack of scratching exercise

and the over-use of heat- producing foods are

among the causes of excessive internal fat, so that

it will be seen how important a part feeding and
management play in successful egg-production.

One must not confuse soft and pliable internal

fat with solid fat, since during the winter months
a thin lining of fat inside the hen and next the

oirter skin is desirable This soft fat is of the
" meltable " kind, and during very cold weather

w
CONDUCTED BY

PO^A/'ELL-OWEN
Author of " Poultry-Keeping on Money-Making Lines," " The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg- Production," &c.

acts as a reserve base from which the layer can

draw for energy and warmth. It is the solid

" bladder-of-lard " fat, to use a poultry-fancier's

phrase, which must be guarded against, and in

over-fat hens the abdominal cavity will appear

hard to the feel.

Racy Condition,—The laying stock, therefore,

to give the best egg-results must be kept in a

racy, laying cojidition. There must be scratching

exercise ad lib. to correct any fault of over-feeding,

and where such heat- producing foods as maize,

barley-meal, barley, potatoes, maize-meal. &c,,

are given they must not be used to excess. If

it is found that a flock of layers are on the fat and
non-productive side, the birds should be put on

a scratching routine at once and their rations

be somewhat reduced, while fattening foods

can be omitted for the time being, I have found it

quite a good plan to allow the birds to have full

liberty on free range for a time and on a moderate
diet. By adopting this plan the hens are made to

search for a good part of their rations and " live"

on their store of fat. The Glauber's salt treatment

is to be strongly recommended for over-fat hens,

A Stock -Medicine.—By dissolving 8oz. of

(llaubcr's salts u; a quart of boiling water the

poultry- keeper has a cheap stock-medicine that

will prove a decided aid to increased egg- production.

The correct dose is a dessertspoonful of the mixture
in each pint of the drinking water, or in the water
(in like proportion) used to soak the soft food. This

medicine should be given twice or tlu-ice a week for

a period of not more than a fortnight at a time.

The mi.xture is very beneficial, since it acts directly

on the liver, "flushing" the latter and putting

it into proper working order. If your hens are

not laying well or are known to be too fat, the above
treatment is recommended, and all stock greatly

benefit by its adoption in spring and autumn.

The Liver.—The hen's liver is, I suppose, the

hardest-worked organ in her body, and, peculiarly

enough, it is the first to suffer when anything goes

WTOng elsewhere inside the " clock." If the liver

is out of order, the bird affected mopes and its

comb turns dark. The Glauber's salts, therefore,

touches the spot desired, and with excellent results.

It sometimes happens that the surfeit of fat attacks

the outer walls of the gizzard, preventing that

highly important organ from performing its func-

tions. Occasionally, too, the liver itself becomes
bedded in layers of fat, so that the importance
of the subject here dealt with cannot be over-

estimated if there is to be an increase in egg- yield.

The Bully.—There is another great advantage
accruing from the periodical handling of the layers

as they are roosting at night. In a flock of hens
there^re always a few that get out of condition,

owing to the bullying tactics of one or more of

the occupants. These poor- conditioned birds

can be singled out directly they are noticed, and
fed separately into condition again. Successful

egg-production is made more certain where every

individual in the flock shows its best performance
byway of eggs, Tn make this possible a close

study of the birds is essential, and these small

details will receive due attention from the man who
is out to succeed and who has his heart and soul

in his poultry side-line or business. In every

flock of layers there is a bully, and she is best

removed if she cannot be permanently corrected,

since so many of the other hens will suffer. The
culprit is invariably the worst layer, and it is more
profitable to lose her eggs than those of the several

birds affected.

Curing the Bully.—The presence of the bully

can easily be detected. Watch the fowls at feeding-

time and look for the bird which chases all the others

away. Keep an eye on the hen that commandeers
the drinking fountain directly after feeding. This

is the culprit, and at roosting-time, too, she will

quarrel with all her sisters. Away with such a

disagreeable bird that, in laying her one egg a

week, takes full charge of the nests and retards

egg-production in every possible way. Such a

bird I would place with another flock of hens that

were strangers to her ; she would in turn be

bullied into submission until she settled do^'n

agreeable. If only one pen of birds was kept. I

would resort to my favourite plan of leg- tying.

To one leg fasten a short length of thick string

and tie the latter to the other leg, leaving a little

loose between the legs. This arrangement will

not prove a disadvantage in scratching, roosting

or walking, but will prevent the bully from running,

and the bullied ones will take heart and be happier

with their lot. If the treatment proves a cure,

the string can be cut.

Foundation of Mash.—if plenty of eggs are

desired, the poultry- keeper must feed for them.

This is w'here sb many go astray ! They try to

adopt cheap menus, but it proves at the expense

of egg- product ion in the long run. In preparing

a mash it is very advisable to have a proprietary

food or meal as fhe foundation of the soft food.

Bran, middlings, house scraps, boiled vegetables, &c.

can be used to cheapen the whole, but these should

be in all cases supplementary to an approved

proprietary meal or food. The object of the poultry-

keeper is, in the majority of cases, to get the

maximum output of eggs from each layer in the

minimum length of time. A hen will lay eggs

if she is fed on bran and oats, but the fact that she

produces eggs is no criterion that bran and oats

constitute an ideal mixture. No ; it is penny

wise and pound foolish to adopt in iota cheap

feeding ! By all means make full use of offals,

vegetables, scraps, &c. but let there be a sound

foundation to everv mash.

.ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS:

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

0/ charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressM envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly- Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.
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ATTENDING TO THE
BROODY HEN

SELECT as quiet a spot as possible when
setting a broody hen. The best results

are obtained when the broody cannot

see or hear the other birds, although

every poultry-keeper cannot arrange this.

A quiet outhouse will be in every way suitable as

accommodation for the sitting-boxes.

Making the Nest.'—As regards the preparation

of the nest, first obtain a good supply of soft soil

and put it through a fine sieve to remove any

small stones that would be likely to protrude and

break the eggs. Place a good depth of the soil

into the nest-box and scoop out the centre,

forming thereby a shallow, saucer- shaped hollow.

Pack the corners very tightly, and well beat

down the soil before placing hay
on top and around the sides of

the nest. I like to use a sprinkling

of chaff in the centre of 'the nest,

or hay that has been rubbed soft

in the hands. Having sprinkled

the nesting material with insect

powder, the nest is ready for the

sitting of eggs.

Sitting the Hen.—I prefer an
odd to an even number of eggs,

since the former seems to make
up into a better circle. The exact

number of eggs must depend, of

course, on the size of the broody
heh selected and the quantity of

fluff she carries, also on the season

of the year. Far better, however,

is it to put too few than too many
eggs under a hen. A sitting hen
is usually nervous, and gentle

handling is imperative. Night-

time should be selected for sit-

ting the broody, since, when
darkness has drawn in, fowls

seem stupefied and will consent to

be handled better than in the day-

light. Fu-st well dust the bird with
insect powder, and then (by candle
light) give the hen a good feed of maize.

Meanwhile, do not let her see the eggs she is

shortly to be entrusted with. Having finished

her meal, let the light shine upon the nest of

eggs and watch events.

Settling Down.—Temperament in broodies

varies. Some hens will gently strut up to the

nest and make themselves " at home " on the

eggs without any fuss. Other broodies will

resent the strong light, which must be shaded
somewhat. If the hen does not appear to under-

stand what is e.xpected of her, gently guide her

towards the eggs, when it will be found that she

will walk on to the nest of eggs. Do not unduly
excite the broody or make any rapid movement
likely to upset the bird. After a few minutes
the hen will settle down on the eggs, when the

lid of the sitting-box can be carefully closed.

Do not trust to guesswork, but chalk on the

sitting-box the date the hen was set, the nmnber
of eggs and the breed, and the day chicks may be
expected.

Management.—On the day following the evening

on which the broody was set do not visit the hen.

This will give the eggs a good start. On the

morning of the second day open the door of the

sitting-box, having pre\'iously scattered some

maize on the ground and filled the drinking- vessel

with clean water. It is much better to attend to

this feeding before the broody is released, as the

scattering of the grain and the rattle of the food

bucket would otherwise make the hen excited.

The only other requisite is a box of ashes in which

the hen can dust herself. When the lid of the

sitting-box is opened, the hen will gently strut

out, although some hens may have to be care-

fully lifted out. n the latter is necessary, use

both hands, and with the thumbs keep the wings

outstretched so that no eggs will be dragged out

of the nest.

The Morning Outing.—While the broody is

feeding, close the lid of the box so that the sight

of the eggs will not make her anxious to get back

again. On very cold mornings a piece of flannel

can be placed on the eggs during the first few
days of incubation. Broodies require to be

taken off once a day—in the morning for prefer-

THE INCUBATOR
ROO M

D

INTERJOR OF JNCUBATOR HOUSE.

This illustration depicts the well-arranged incubator room on the Claydon Farm
Lcchladc. Glos., the property 0/ Mr. G. B. Metcalfe.

ence. The length of time allowed for the outing

should be about five minutes for the first week,

ten minutes the second, and fifteen minutes the

third week. Be guided by the outer elements

and the " feel " of the eggs, but be sure to keep

eye on the watch. Tempus semper fluit ! Maize

exclusively should be given to the broody during

the period of sitting, as this grain is heating and

keeps up the body warmth. Soft foods must not

be given.

Broken Eggs.-—Should any eggs by chance

get broken, it is advisable to wash the remainder

with a piece of flannel that has been dipped in

warm water, afterwards wiping them dry. Re-

make the nest if necessary, but the operation

must be attended to quickly. If the hen should

pierce the shell of an egg with her toenail, a piece

of stamp paper should be fixed over the apertvue.

.An egg so treated will often hatch off safely

It is advisable to count the eggs each time the

hen is attended to, since any additional ones

must be removed. It is quite common for a

broody hen to lay an egg each day during the earl>

period of hatching, and the operator must, of

course, be able to detect the same. The original

eggs should be marked in some way to make this

possible.

not run away with the idea that

an incubator-hatched chick is weaker
than a hen-hatched one. This fallacy

has long since exploded. The stamina
of a day- old chicken depends upon

the feeding and condition of the parent stock
more than the mode of incubation.

The Incubator House.—Any suitable outhouse
can be con\erted into an incubator house. An
even temperature is desirable, and there should
also be an absence of any vibration such as would
be caused by trains, heavy vehicles and the like.

Many poultry- keepers who have only cellars or

spare rooms in the house available make full use

of the same for the accommodation of their

machines, and with highly

satisfactory results. The main
point is to get a good machine,

and then the chances of bad
hatches are reduced to a
minimum.

Temperatures.—It is advisable

to try to work the temperatures
inside the incubator and in the

incubator room in co-operation.

I prefer to adopt the following

plan : If the temperature in

the incubator room registers 60°, I

run the machine at ro3° ; if 50°,

at 104°
; and if 70", then at 102°.

Where several machines are ac-

commodated in the same house,

it is quite an easy matter to

follow the plan, recommended.
If no cellar or room is available,

it will be quite a simple matter
to convert an outhouse into an
incubator shed, or a special struc-

ture can be erected.

A Special Structure.—If a

special shed is erected, the best

plan is to have a double roof and
walls, the space between being

packed with shavings or straw.

This arrangement will ensure an even tempera-

ture inside the house. The latter must be well

ventilated, and there should be a window in the

front on the southern side so that it can be

opened as desired. The air in the incubator house

should never be allowed to become fouled ; hence

the importance Of ventilation. The ventilation

holes should be covered with perforated zinc,

and a sliding shutter should be arranged in

connection with each so that the apertures

can be controlled according to the outer

elements.

The Bench.—A bench should be fitted down
one side of the house, upon which the machines

can be placed. A table should also be fitted

up so that the lamps can be trimmed and filled

thereon and the drawers of eggs accommodated
when they are withdrawn from the incubators.

If an outer porch is arranged, it is most useful.

The idea in having such a porch is that the operator

can enter and close the outer door before opening

the inner or main door to the house. No violent

rush of cold air is thus admitted to reduce the

temperature inside the shed. It is quite against

success to allow a sudden burst of cold air into

the incubator or brooder house Hence the value

of the outer porch as described above.
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The food which is filling a long-felt need for
a dependable egg-producer throughout all

I

weather and under all conditions is
{

William Cook&Sons

IDEAL MEAL
which gives the finest results in eggs of any
meal, and promotes and maintains perfect

healthiness in the stock fed on it.

* In acKiitioii to this it is a labour-saver, as WiUium ('ook and
Sons' method of feeding takes less time than any other, and
IS more ertective.
The food is now made in two forms, viz. :

—

<1) THE ORIGINAL,
which is used in tlie proportion of one part to several
of middlings; and

(2) THe COMPLETE,
tt'hicli is used without any addition of meals, and is

behig successfully used as a Dry Mash.
Iti the complete form it represents lar tiner value than any

other foods purchasable at the present time.

' These Meals provide the protein necessary to produce
eggs and maintain absolute healthiness in the stocli
from month to month.

The price of the Ideal Meal in both forms is: Per cwt.,21j-;
per lialf-cwt., 11/-; per quarler-cwt., 6/-; carriage paid in

England and Wales; and 1/- per cwt. less than these pricesfor
Scotland, Ireland, and the Cliauuel Isles, carriage forward.

Wlien ordering it is only necessary for Poultry-keepers to
specify No. 1 or No. 2 Ideal Meal.

Those re <dersof "The Qarden "who are not getting
eggs would do Wdll to send for a trial bag without
delay. For forty or more a 21/- bag ; for twenty a bag
at 11/- ; a'td for ten or so, a 6/. bag will suffice.

Entirely unsolicited letters to lianij daily from those who
are getting eggs in protitable numbers, and the following are
a few of those recently ;—

Yew Tree Farm, Barcombe, Sussex,
Febraury 2U., 1U17.

Kindly send me 1 cwt. of No. 1 Ideal Meal. I am glad to
say that from the san-te number of hens and ^i^lie^s I

have been getting well over double the number of
eggs per corresponding weeks to what I did last year,
which I attribute solely to the use of your meal.—
W. I. MOOBE.

300, Fulliam Palace Road, 8.W.,
J-ebruary -Z-Znd, 1917.

Will you kindly send 2 cwt. of your Complete Ideal
Meal. My fow(> are laying well on it and I hava
recommended it to several of my friends. It solves
the egg difficulty and is so simple to mix.— E. I*.

FOOD PRODUCTION
Now is tlie time to utilise all broody liens and inc\ibators to

produce food, >.>'., meat from the cockerels and eggs from tlie

pullets, bv setting esixs from proved laying strains.

WILLIAM COOK & SONS
ORIGINATOR i OF ALL THE PINGTON FOWLS & D iCKS

are the founders of tlie tinest laying strains of hardy fowls in

this countrv and can now supply

RELIABLE EGGS FOR HATCHING
BUFF ORPINQTONS, WHITE ORPINGTONS,

WHITE WVANDOTTES, SALMON FAVEROLLES,
HJUDANS, SPECKLED SUSSEX, WHITE LEG
HORNS, BLACK LEGHORNS, First Cross <

FAVEROLLES—SUSSEX.
From good pure stock from their special laying strains

guaranteed to produce from 200 to 284 eggs each in the year,
6d. each.

From pens of birds^all from tiieir finest laving strains, but
specially selected for type, colour, and head points, 8rf. each.

The stock from these will lay just as well as from the
cheaper pens, but be worth more from the sales point of view
as the birds will be more perfect in colour.

Not less tlian twelve eggs supplied, and no reduction for
large numbers.
The Faverolles—Sussex are the quickest gro>wing

cross of all obtainable, and the Coc-<erels make very
fine quality table birds and the pullets consistent egg
proilucers throughout the Autumn, Winter and Spring.

Three penny stamps will secure their advice on (1) Artificial

Hatching, (2) Rearing, (3) Feeding, (4) Fattening, and (5)
Food Production. No poultry-keepers should miss sending
three stamps for this publication.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Readers of THE Garden should
mention tliis paper when sending''for their publications to
their UNE ADDRESS IN ENGLAND:—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS,
WHOSE ONLY ADDRESS IS"""""""""

ST. MARY CRAY, KENT.
Telephone—7 Cray.

PRACTICAL POULTRY
POINTERS

FEEDING

Feed early and regularly, and do not keep the

fowls standing about for their food on cold

mornings.
* * •

Onions are good for fowls of all ages, but should

not be given in excess.

* « *

Fat hens are poor layers, for which reason over-

feeding must be avoided if full egg-baskets

are desired.
* * *

Regular hours for feeding should be the order of

the roost.
« « •

Maize is a very useful grain, but owing to its

heat-producing elements it must be given in

moderation.
« * «

Clover-hay meal makes an excellent substitute for

greenstuffs, especially for confined fowls.

* • •

Oats when sprouted represent an economical food.

Barley, too, is better appreciated by the fowls

when it is sprouted.

EGGS

Infertile eggs are in most cases the result of

bad management of the breeding stock.

* * •

Brown-shelled eggs are laid by heavy or sitting

breed>. and white-shelled ones by non-sitters.

* * *

Crinkle-shelled eggs should be discarded for hatch-

ing purposes.
* « «

Abnormal ^gs usually denote that the layer

requires a strengthening tonic to correct

internal disorders.
» * *

Travelled eggs should be rested for twenty-four

hours before being incubated, to allow the con-

tents to become settled.

* • «

Pale-coloured yollts denote an insufficient supply

of green-food. Maize deepens the yolk colour.

* * •

Size of egg is governed to a great degree by strain,

feeding and breeding.

G. B. METCALFE
Winner of Fik.st Prize Gold Medals
in the English Laying Competitions

WHITE WYANDOTTES
AND WHITE LEGHORNS.

Now booking eggs and chicks from his

PEDIGREE LAYING STOCK.

List sent on receipt of a postcard.

Glaydon Farm,LEGHLADE.

MONEY SAYING
I>OULTRY FOOOS
By P. L. STANLEY (of the Model Farms, Twyford).

Milder weather is now setting in and your birds

ought to be laying freely without such assistance

from those foods which it was necessary to give them
throughout the cold weather. Now is your time

to look round and choose as your staple food some
article which is moderate in price but at the same
time of first-class quality and free from spices. If

you know of an^ thmg better than Lifo Poultry

Meal I would be glad to hear of it, my experience

is that there is nothing so good to be obtained. I am
speaking from personal experience, as I have used Lifo

for a very large number of birds at the Model Farms,
Twyford, as a substitute for Biscuit Meal. It costs

only 23/- per cwt. or 1/8 per 7 lb. bag, is sold by all

Corn Dealers and manufactured by The Molassine

Co., Ltd., of Greenwich. These people issue a very

useful little booklet called " Foods and Feeding"
which they will be pleased to send to any poultry

keeper for 2d. in stamps to cover postage, etc. Lifo

Poultry Meal is useful not only lor egg production

but also for bringing young birds along from the age

of twelve weeks up to maturity, and for feeding to

the stock birds to keep them vigorous and healthy.

Lifo Poultry Meal may be fed either wet or dry

mash. If used wet it should be scalded in the usual

way and allowed to stand from 15 to 20 minutes

before being dried oft' with middlings (or sharps as

they are called in some parts of the country). If

used as dry mash, one part of Bran should be mixed

with two parts of Lifo Poultry Meal.

I recommend the wet mash of Lifo Poultry Meal
to be fed in the mornings and corn at 11 a.m. Oats,

Wheat and Cracked Maize should be given on alter-

nate days, and should be dug into the scratching

material so that the birds are kept busy. Corn
should again be fed in the afternoon. No birds

should be given more than 4 ozs. of food in all per day,

except, of course, when they are being fattened for

the table.

Green food is a necessity, and may be given

ad. lib. Cabbage is the best green food, and swedes

are also good. Grit and shell should always be

kept before the birds in boxes or hoppers, and fresh

water should be given daily. I was rather amused
recently to see a suggestion that the best way for a

beginner to learn how to feed and rear poultry was

to read letters from several thousand other beginners,

worthy men — undoubtedly — but admittedly not

possessing much knowledge of poultry keeping. The
mass of contradictory advice which would be obtained

from such a proceeding is appalling to think of.

No—beware of blind guides. Poultry keeping is

not an intricate or difficult business provided you

e.vercise common sense and use good sound whole-

some foods of proved quality, such as those

manufactured by The Molassine Co., Ltd., of

Greenwich, a concern which is admittedly first in

the country in all that pertains to the manufacture

of Poultry and Chicken Foods and the breeding and

rearing of chicks.

Now just a word or two for those of my readers who
already have chicks. When you are hatching under

hens, do not put out too many chicks to a coop.

For chicks hatched early in the year one dozen to a

hen is the full number which should be raised :

whereas in April and May the hen will cover eighteen

chickens without any difficulty.

Before placing the hen in the coop see that the roof

and sides of it are quite weatherproof—no draught

holes. On wet days if this shews any signs of being

wet inside it should be cleaned out and a fresh lot of

peat put in front of them. Where coops have no floors,

finely cut straw Uttered in the coop may be used. It

is essential to give early hatched food that will

strengthen them against cold and wet weather, and

for that reason I advise Molassine Chicken Food as

the wet mash owing to its strengthening and health

giving properties. It rears strong sturdy chicks

quickly. The dry feed should be Molassine Dry

Chick Feed, both these Foods can be obtained from

your corn dealer.

As in the eirly part of the year there are no insects

about, when the chicks are four weeks old it will be

found beneficial to give them a little Molassine

Prepared Green Bone (chicken size) mixed in the wet

mash. This adequately takes the place of insects.
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BRIGHTNESS WITH AN EDGE TO IT

-THAT'S A KNIFE.

ALMOST before you could say "knife" the thing was cleaned
»- and polished—Handle as well as Blade, for Vim is as good

for Ivory, Bone and Woodwork as it is for Metals. That is why
Vim is so popular in the home. It cleans almost everything.

One rub with Vim when washing up
will save endless rubs on the Knife-board.

For all Cooking Utensils—for Tables and Floor-boards—for Paintwork and

Tilework—for Brass Taps and Enamel Baths—for the Scullery, Sink, &c.

In 6d., 3d. and Id. SPRINKLER-TOP TINS.
LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns. Limitid. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street, S.E., and Published by "Country Life," Limited, «t 20. Tavistock Street. Strand. W.a,
and by George Newnss, Limited, 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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WEBBS' HIGH-CLASS VEGETABLES.—
Awanit'tl the Royal Horticultural and Royal Agricultural
Societies' Gold Medals iu 1010. Splendid Specialities. Webbs'
Emperor Tomato. l/-and 1/6 packet; Webbs' Leader Cabbage
(early) (id, packet; Webbs' Clianjpion Prize Leek, l/-and 1/iJ

packet; Webbs' Aldenham Pink Celery, 1/- and 1/fi packet;
Webbs' Pioneer Pea (early). 3 - quart; Webbs' Mammoth
Longpod Hroad Beau, 3/- quart; Webbs' >'ew Marrowfat
Parsnip, iid. ounce ; Webbs' New Standard Carrot, 1/- ounce.
Post free.

WEBBS' FAMOUS GARDEN MANURES.
PERFECT PLANT FOODS. Manufactured at Webbs'
Manure Works. Saltnev, Chester; (iO acres in extent. For
Potatoes, 14 lbs., 3/6; -j'Slbs.. 6/-; 56 lbs., 10/6; 112 lbs., -JO/-.

For'Xomaioes, I41bs.,4/6; 28 lbs., 7/6; 56 lbs., 13/6 ; 1121bs.,
25/-. For general purposes. 14 lbs., 3/6; 281bs..«/-; 56 lbs.,

lU/6; 112 lbs.. 20/ -. For Vines. Lawns, Roses, Carnations,
Sweet Peas, etc., see Webbs' Garden Catalogue, post free.

—

Webb & Sons, Ltd., The Kinff'a Seedsmen, Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs. Standards
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected stranis atMl tested ltowHi at strictly

moderate prices. Descriptive Cutalogne free.

BARR'S BEAUTIFUL LILIES, GLADIOLI,
Cannas, Moatliretias, Tijiridias, Anemones, Ranunculus, etc.,

for spring planting. Descriptive Catalogiie free.

—

Baru and
Soxs, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended Estimates given.—Morrisbume, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (FourGold
Medals R.H.S., 4,'>0 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Niithing enuals a bed of Douglas clove-scented
stitf-necked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. Douglas
( ihe Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection In culti-

vation We cordially invite you to come and select any planta
you require.

—

John Watereb, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERERS' "PRODUCTIVE" SEEDS.—
The best varieties and s lected strains at reasonable prices;
special planting table and descriptive catalogue free.

—

John
Waterer Sons A Crisp, Ltd., Seed Warehouses. Bagshot.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on appUcation.

—

George Buntard &. Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medeia has been proved by hundreds of practical gardeners a
certain cure for this trouble. To be applied in Marcli and
April; 2/- per nuart, 5/6 per gallon, in cans.— liEO. Bunyard
and Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
now being booked for these plants for delivery in March.
List witn full directions and prices, on application,

—

Geo.
BUNYARD & Co.. Ltti., Uoyal Nurseries, Maidstone.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
LawTence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

GARDEN NETS. ~ Best salmon twine,
i-lnch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; stout 1-inch mesh,
cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium, 2d. As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supplv limited : order early.

—

W. OLIVER ALLEN, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years. ^^^^
250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-
logues on application.

—

Jones, Churchtleld, Cradley, Malvern.

WALLACE'S NEW PRIMULA HELODOXA,
A.M., R.H.S., 1918. Other New Chinese Primulas, etc. BER-
BKRIS NEW CHINESE SPECIES. LILIES, GLADIOLI,
BEOONIAS, are a few of the items offered and described
in our SPRING CATALOGUE, post free on application.—
R. Wallace & Co. Ltd., Kilndeld Gardens, Colchester, Essex

ti ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in

Wbat Soils to Plant Them," with Catalogue, free on applica-
tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 ; 25, 6/6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-.

AU different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.}—
G. R. PH1PP3, Alpine Nursery Barnham, Bognor.

SUTTON'S SEEDS BY PARCEL POST.—
Save home expenses by growing your own Vegetables. Either
of tlie following Collections of Vegetable Seeds will help you
CoUention of 42 varieties . . ,

.

. . .

.

. . 12/6
Collection of 39 varieties 10/6
Collection of 33 varieties . . .

.

. . .

.

. . 7/6
Collection of 24 varieties . . . . . . . . . . 5/-

POST FREE.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
Kelway's Perfectly Glorious Paeonies.
Kelwav's Beautiful Blue Delphiniums.
Kelway's Brilliantly-coloured Phloxes.
Kelway's Colour Borders ever in bloom.
Kelway's new and choice hardy perennial plants of all kinds.

NOW is the time to ORDER for Spring Planting

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyrethrums.
Kelway's Gay Galllardias.

NOW is the time to SEND for particulars to

Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport, Somerset

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New IlluB
trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes. Is now ready and will be sent post fre-< on
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. BATH, LTD., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—
New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard
varieties is ready, and will be sent post fr*-e on application.

—

(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE & CO.,Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh
win send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to

Gardening, 180 pages, nearly 150 Illustrations, free. If this

paper Is nientloned.

LAXTONS' SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now Issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to

offer—may still be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation

on receipt of stamped envelope.

—

Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in.. 15 6in., 20 5in.,

30 3Jln., 25 2!in., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated

list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and
rhubarb pota, free.—Taos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brterley Hill.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DlCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester

STORRINGTON (Sussex Downs).—Ladies'
comfortably Furnished COTTAGE to LET, standing in half-

an-acre garden and orchard; five rooms and offices: Co.'s
water. Yearly only, £5 monthly.—Address, 23, Fairmile,
Henley, Oxon.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers & Son,
Sawbridgeworth, Herta. Station : Harlow, G.E.R.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete sabstltute for Stable Manure.
Bee advert, on page viii.

IRIS RETICULATA, waiting to flower.-
Large single bulbs, established in 3*in. pots, 7/6 doz. ; or

clumps of seconds, also in pots, with three or four in bud,
10/- per doz-, free on rail.—G. R. Phipps, as above.

MESSRS. FIDLER & SONS beg to announce,
with sincere regret, that they will not be able to accept, at
the present time, any more orders for Seeds or Seed Potatoes.
Since the break-up of the frosty weather, they have been
inundated to such an astounding extent with orders, tliat,

severely handicapped as tliey are in respect to labour, there is

considerable difficulty in dealing with the accumulation. As
soon as arrears have been met to the necessary extent, thev
hope to again commence accepting orders, w en tlie fact will

be announced in tlie Press.

—

Pidler & Sons, Royal Berkshire
Seed Stores, Reading.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westqilnater.

MAY WE QUOTE YOU FOR YOUR
VEGETABLE SEEDS AND SEED POTATOES this season ?

Only one quality—the best. Write ns.

—

Wbitelbgo <S Co.,
The Nurseries, Chislehurst.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and
Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BouLTON & Paoi

,

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, will

have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogae of

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., etc., free. If this paper Is men-
tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del-

plilninms in superb variety.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

cheap. List sent.— Marion Gledstanes, Fardross, Clogher,

Tyrone.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy

return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices ot
" CODNTET JAFS," tlD., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent GaideD,
W.C.
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JLXTCmON^B.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS I

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES!
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'

I

Central Sale Rooms,
67 A 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.G.
OATALOaUES ON APPLICATION.

Sale of Topiary Work,
Japanese Dwarf Trees and Miniature

Gardens,
Antique and Modern Garden Ornaments,
Garden Furniture, Seats, Tables, Tubs.

Mfissrs

PROTHEROE & MORRIS
Will SELL the above at their

CENTRAL AUCTION ROOMS, 07 AND 68, CHEAPSIDE,
LONDON, E.C.,

On Friday, March 16th, at 1 o'clock.

On view two clays prior and morning of Sale. 'Catalogues
on application to the Auctioneers.

SEED I>OTATOES.
New Success, Yi elder. Queen Alexandra , Early Rose, Hebrons-
Sharpe's Express. Myatts. Ecliu^e. LlewtHyns. Epicure, May Queeo.
Qu'>en Mary, Duke of York, Arran Chief Puritan. Great Scot, Ninety-
fold. Miiilolliian, 56 bs . Il/fi: 281bs.. 6/6; Ulbs.. 3/3; 7lbs.. 1/9. Kiir
Jidwards, Factor Ev rft' od Roval Kidney. Northern Star, British
Queen, Up-to-Date, Talde Talk. D Ihousie. Lom^alN Triumph. D lU

menv Hero, 1-ioneer. Northe n Star. S61bs.. 10/.; SSib-;. 5/6; 141bs,.
3/-; 7lbs., 1/9 v- atinc Potaloes, cwt.. 12/6. Potato Manure. 10/. cvvt.

6/- 56ltts. ; 3/6 28lbs. ; 2/- Ulbs.; V.i 7Ibs. Shallots, 9d. per lb. Onion
Sets. 1/6 lb Free on rail. BaRs free.

When ordering. p'ea<ie state S'ed Potatoes are
Intended to be used for Seed Purposes only.

Collection of Peas. Beans, and small s eds (22 packets) 2/6 carriage
paid. Ca h wit order. S-'Mid for lull Catalo,ue. Seed Potatoes
Feas, Beans and \*ef^etable Seeds.

CHATTFRIS.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE.HORACE TAYLOR,

SWEET PEA PLANTST"'!
Autumn Sown Cold rirnwu. W
OUR GREAT SPECIALITY, g;
All Devotees of this charming p
flower should send for oiir New M^
List. It contains W
90 VARIETIES, including ^;

20 Novelties. W
These are a selection of the " Cream," and we

?Jy
honestly believe that there has never been offered |j-

as plants such a comprehensive Collection of i^r

First-class varieties. Everyone who has a green- L^
house should aim at flowerine these as early as L^
possible. Tonnato crop can follow. No Heat is Li
required. Plant or pot NOW. l^.

We find " Collections " a very popular form of buy- j^^

ing, so offer—6 plants, each 12 varieties.our selection, Lv

3/3; 12 ditto, 5/9 ; 25 ditto, 10/6 ; 50 ditto, 18/6, T^

TOMATOES. iJv

Another Strong 'Line, of which we of^er as follows: W
Varieties. Seeds. Seedlings. Tmspltd.

Ailsa Craig, Comet ...\ »^
Fillbasket, Holmes' '

**°'

Supreme .

'-1 t^a I

m Kondine, and Carter's
Sunrise

Balch's Qem, Beatall
Bide's Recruit
Bucks' Tresco
Early Caulifl wer Plants, 8d. dozen. 4/- 100
Terms.—C.W.O. Please remit extra for postage,
BUCKS, M^ri Nurserymen, IPSWICH.

and
1/-
pkts.

1/-
pUts,

25, 1/-
.50,1/6

100, 2/9

12, 1/6
50, 4/6
100, 7/6

25, 1/6 12. 2/-

[)Kl,s. :• 60, 2/6 50, 4/-
onlv I 100, 4/6 100,10/6

!?J^ii!!liliSIS^iSISI@S^3ei^iSiSSl^t>I@iSi$i>^^^

Every Amateur Gardener sliould read

Gardening Made Easy
Edited by E. T. COOK.

200 Pages. 23 Illustrations'
Price 1/- Net. In Cloth* 1/6.

By post, 4d. extra.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this InvaluabL
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the sup,,-
books in the " OoCntkt LrFE " Library, to The Mana™'
"COUNIBT Lira," LUHTEP, Tavistock Street, W.O.

'
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SEEDS FOR 1917.
It is imne too early forgardi'n lovers to think of seeds,

hut hp ^iire tlie set-ds >ou buy are seeds of quality. It
IS a t^itrdL-iiiiit^ axiiim that

RYDERS SEEDS
ore (hi- best, and despite the fact of a War Time price
of 1 id- per packet, ort.ler3 for these famous Flower and
Vegetable Seeda are daily growing in volume. Seeds
of qualiiu cannot now be supplied, even by Eyders, in

Fenny Packets.

RYDERS ILLUSTRATED SEED
CATALOGUE FREE.

Ryderg 1917 Catalogue contains a large number
of choice varieties not found in other lists.

"Britain's Best" Tomato The finest

Tomato ever introduced.

Ryders New Snow-tail Scarlet Radish.
Onion, Ryders long White Spanish, lOd per oz.

Onjon, all standard kinds at low prices.

A splendid New Oval-shaped Beet.

Culinary Peas, pedigree stocks of all leading

kinds at remarkably low prices.

A wonderful new strain of Hybrid Cinerarias.

The " Astermum " in four lovely colours.

New Cyclamen, Mauve Queen.
New hybrids of Trollius.
Send a post card to-day tor your free copy of this

f'ataloBue. Reineniber the one and only address and
beware of iniitutura—no agents.

RYDER & SON, Ltd

Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS.
Grow Your Own Food by

Sowing Ryders

Famous Vegetable Seeds.

All Seed Orders value 2/6 and
over carriage free to your door.

CASHLION CYCLES £6:6:0
or ISs. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised in this paper, and have made and sold over 20,000 Machines
NO EXTRAS: Lamp, Bell, Pump and everything mcluded. Carriage
paid. YOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10
DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE
1 have thousands of Testimoaials. Write to-day for copies and
Catalogue with illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON. " Lion Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street, Birmingham.

BUNYARDS

GEORGEBUNYARD &.C0 lu

ROrAL NURSERIES

MAIDSTONE

BARR'S
Extra Selected

VEGETABLE SEEDS
For producing Large .Crops

of Best Quality.

Full Dasoriptive Catalogue, Free on Applloatlon,

Best Early Dwarf Pea, Peter P.in

Broad Bean, Barr's Monstrous Long Pod
Dwarf French Bean, Barr's Excelsior

Scarlet Runner Bean, " Best of AU "

Beet, Barr's Covent Garden
Broccoli, Barr'B Hardy Winter Wliite

Brussels Sprouts, Barr's Standard
Cabbage, Barr's Autumn Exliibition

Cabbage, Savoy, Norwegian, Barr's Extra
Selected

Cabbage, Braganza or Seakale
Carrot, Barr's New Intermediate
Cauliflower, Barr's Autumn Queen
Kale, Tall Scotch, Barr's Selected

Lettuce, Cabbage, Barr's Green Favourite...

Onion, Barr's Long Keeper
Onion, Cranston's Excelsior, Barr's Selected

Parsnip, Barr's New White Marrow
Potatoes, the best sorts, see catalogue.
Radish, Round, Barr's Scarlet Perfection ...

Tomato, Barr's Lightning per packet, 1/- & 1/6
Turnip, Barr's Covent Garden Snowball ... per 02., 6d.

per quart, 3/6

2/6
per pint, 2/6

2/-

per packet, 4d.

„ 6d.&1/-
1/-

6d.

„ 6d.&1/-
4d.

6d
„ i/-*i/e

3d.

„ 6d. 41/-
6d.

„ 1/-&1/6
4d

per oz.. 6d

BARR & SONS,
KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON.

GARDEN ECONOMY
is essential, and by garden economy we mean the

purchase of reliable seeds—seeds that are guaran-
teed to Germinate and to give the maximum results.

Eckford's seeds have this reputation. Beware of

buying old seed.

ECKFORD'S VEGETABLE SEEDS
Coliectioas foe a year's complete supply of

Vegetables.

TO SUIT ALL GARDENS.
7/6 12/6 21/- 31/6 42/- 63/-

C.^RRI.\GE PAID FOR CASH.
EVERY COLLECTION IS SPLENDID VALDE.

These CoUections conrain only the finest varieties of

Vegetables. They go each year into the very best of

gardens where quality is recognised and appreciated.
FOR FULL DETAILS KINDLY WRITE FOR t REE
CATALOGUE.

ECKFORD'S PEDIGREE CULINARY PEAS
For a comp'ete lons succession.

4 pints. 3/9; 6 piots. 5/6 : 9 piDls, 8/6 : 12 pints; 11/6
CARRIAGE PAID FOR CASH.

THESE PEAS ARE UNEQUALLED FOR HEAVY
CROPPING AND FINE FLAVOUR.

" We send a Booklet on the Culture of Vegetables
free with every ord-er."

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
EckforJ's 19!7 Cataiofiue gives a full li^t of all the

finest vegetables erown, at the lowest prices, consistent
with reliable and guaranteed se^d. It also contaias details
of all the finest Giant Sweet Peas for 1917.

HENRY ECKFORD, ripfoLT/t:
Dept. 61 , Wem, Shpopshire.

GUARANTESTED
SEED POTATOES.

Place your order nt once. There is not only a
shortage of Potatoes, but a very much heavier
demand tlian in any previous season, due to the
exhorfcitions of the Government and the Press to
increase food production.
REDUCED PRICES TO ALLOTMENT
HOLDERS can be quoted when 5 cwt., or
more, ape ordered at one time.
PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE ON 28 lb. OR
MORE. (Offered subject to being unsold).

EARLY. 141bs. 281bs. 5611)3.
Early Puritan ... 4/- 7/9 Ift/S
Express (Sharpe's) ... 4/7 9/- 17/9
Queen Mary ... 4/- 7/9 15/3

2nd EARLY.
British Oueen ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
Epicure (Sutton's) ... 3/8 7/3 14/3
Great Scot ... 4/11 9/9 19/-
Lancashire Lass ... 4/- 7/9 15/3

MAINCROP.
Arran Chief ... 4/7 9/- 17/9
Cheshire Champion ... 3/8 7/3 14/3
Ducliess of Cornwall ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
Evergood ... ... 3/8 7/3' 14/3
Factor ... ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
Cheshire Edwards ... 3/3 6/3 12/3
Provost 4/11 9/9 19/-
Up-to-Date ... 4/- 7/9 15/3
SPECIAL OFFER OF SEED POTATOES.

For the present, while stocks hold out. Bees Ltd.
will supply 141b. Early, 141b. Second Early. 281b.
Maincrop, Bees' selection of varieties for 12/6, half
q\iantity, 7/- ; double quantity (total, 1 cwt.), 24/-;
all carriage paid. When ordering, say whether Irish,
Scotch, Lincolnshire, or Chesldre grown «eed is

preferred. If no preference is stated. Bees Itl. will
send what is best suited to your locality.

VEQETABLE SEEDS.
" A " Collection. -| /n Best Strains
13 Choice Vars. * I ^ Post free.

Cabbage Lettuce, 1,500. Student Parsnip, 750.
Curled Parsley, 1,000. Spring Cabbage, 500.
,\ltriiicham Carrot, 750. Pk. Celery, 2,500.
Telegraph Cucumber. 2. Long Wh. Marrow, 12.
Snowball Turnip, 2,000. Crin. Globe Beet, 200.
Early Horn Carrot, 750. Lyon Leek, 400.

AUsa Craig Onions, 300 seeds.
" B " Allotment t% /O 26 Varieties,

Collection. ^/ •* Post Free.
Cos Lettuce, 1,000 s. Parsnip, 750 s.

Wh. Celery, 2,600 s. Cliamp. Onion, 300 s.

Broccoli, 350 3. Tomato, 60s.
Keeping Onion, 300 s. AUsa Cg. Onion 300 s.

Leek. 400 3. Beetroot, 200 s.'

Turnip, 2,000 s. Carrot, 750 s.

Spinach, \ oz. Radish. 1,000 a.

Red Cabbage, 500 3 French Bean, 100 s.

Bush Marrow, 12 s. Pickling Onion, 400 s.

Savoy, 500 s. Brus. Sprouts, 400 s.

Cauliflower, 300 s. Parsley, 1,000 s.

Long Wh. Marrow, 12 s. Mustard, \ oz.

White Turnip, 2,000 3. Cress, J oz.

CHAMPAGNE RHUBARB.
These are specially prepared Seta of tlie liest

variety for outdoor culture. Strong Sets 3/6 doz.,
6 for 2/-, carriage paid.

SWEET PEAS.
" Mersey" J^ollection. ^ /Q 12 Varieties,

Post Free.
R. F. Felton, lav.

Qn. of Norway, mve.
Stevenson, orange.
Hercules, pink.
America Spencer.
King Manoel, maroon

COLLECTION.
Post Free.

16 Seeds Each.
Dobbie's Cream.
Sunproof Crimson.
Royal Purple.
Rosabelle, rose.

Barbara, salmon.
King Wliite.

" LIVERPOOL '

15 Seeds Each. ^ "1 rl
« Varieties, M

Mrs.Cuthbertson, white Edrom Beauty, orge.
John Ingman, c'mino. Bobbie's Scarlet
Margaret Atlee, pink. Constance Hinton,wh.

BEES' "LANCASHIRE" COLLECTION
15 seeds. 18 varieties, 2/3 post free. This col-

lection consists of the 18 varieties named above,
and one packet of Gypsophila Elegans.

FLOWER SEEDS.
" O " Collection, H in Cutting or Border,

13 Annuals ' / ^ Post Free.
Sweet Sultan, 100 s. Crim. Eschacholzia, 500 s.

Sliirley Poppy, 1,000 s. Yell. Eschscholzia, li'OOs,

Scarlet Flax, 1,5(10 s. Blue Cornflower, 300 3.

Pk Everlasting, 30i> s. Scotch Marigold, 250 s.

Wli. Gypsophila, 1,000 s Giant Wh.Candytuft,2003
Linaria E.'ccelsior,l,000a Tricolour Chrysants, 500 3

Dimorphotheca, 25 s.

Similar Collections of Seeds 1/2 each, post free.
" C " Collection, 13 Annuals for Sunny Positions

"D" Collection, 13 Annuals for Shady Positions
" J " Collection, 13 Annuals for Cutting Ros.
" M " Collection, 13 Annuals, dwarf, for Edging.
" W " Collection. 100 seeds each. 7 10-Week Stocks
" H " Collection, packet each 13 Asters.
" F " Collection, packet each 13 Antirrhinums.

CATALOGUE & COLOUR CHART FREE.
B« sure to send your order to-day, or write for

Catalogue and Natural Colour Chart of Sweet Peas,
Vegetables, and Flowers, gratis and post free.

Do It NOW. " Lest you forget."

feesHe
175c, Mill St.,

Liverpool.
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FOR REALLY GOOD

AT MODERATE PRICES, SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED, 99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
NO ONE WILL SERVE YOU BETTER.

A FEW PRICES FOR THE CHOICEST STOCKS FOR 1917.

Per pint.
lid.

PEAS (All Selected Stocks).
QRADUS (3ft.). the best early marruw pea
LITTLE MA.. VEL (Dwarf), extralar(!e poda 11dMAY QUEEN (L'Jft.), grand flrstearlv MarniHfat la
DWAFiF DEFIANCE (2Jft.), finest dwarf maincrop Is.
CLIPPER (.'jft.), grand new maincrop, strongly recommended ... 11 d.
UIMIQuE (ijft.), good flavour and very prolihc 10d.DUKE OF ALBANY (5ft.), grand for general use A exhibition lid.AU I OCRAT (4ft.), one of tiie best late peas in cultivation ... lid.
PRINCE OF WALfeS (3ift.), the general favourite ... ... 9d.

BEANS.
IMPROVED LONGPOD, best broad bean for general use ... 9d.CANADIAN WONDt R. Dwarf Frencli, very prolific 9d.UHAMPION SCARlET RUNNER, selected stock lid.

BEET. Per oz.CHELTENHAM OREEN LEAVED, the best for flavour... lOd.
PRaQNELL'S EXHIBITION large well-shaped roots ... 9d.EAhLY Model QlOBE, the finest round variety 8d.

All otlier leading varieties i^ame price.

BORECOLE, or KALE.
DWARF QREEN CURLED SCOTCH, the best dwarf ... 4dCOTTAGERS' KALE, one of tlie hardiest 4d'ASPARAGUS, delicious flavour 4d"

BROCCOLI.
VEITCH'S SELF-PROTECTING AUTUMN ... IsSNOW 3 Wli\TErt WHITE Is 9dSPRING WHITE, very hardy; specially selected Is. 6d.LATE WUEEN the best late Broccoli ' Is. 3d.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
THE WROXTON, the very best

CABBAGE.
ELLAM'S EARLY DWARF SPRING...
FIRST AND BEST, for .\ntunin sowing
BEST OF ALL (SAVOY), early, and strongly recommended

CARROT (Cleaned Seed).
EARLY OEM, fnr forcing
EARLY NANTES, best for early crop outdoors
JAIVIES- SCARLET best selected
SCARLET INTERMEDIATE (St. Valery), best exhibition

CAULIFLOWER.
DEAN'S EARLY SNOWBALL, best selected strain... per pktALL THE YEAR ROUND, very distinct, large heads .

'

EARLY LONDON, best for general use perozisWALCHEREN, tine, large close white heads 'isVEITCH'S AUTUMN GIANT, best for Autumn ... " Is.

6d.

8d.
8d.
8d.

8d.
8d.
6c.
Gd.

6d.
6d.
6d.
6d.
6d.

CELERY.
STANDARD BEARER, the finest Savoured red
BIBBY'S DEFIANCE, the best wliite
WHITE GEM, linest dwarf wliite

LEEK.
THE LYON, beat and largest
MUoSELBURQH, excellent for general use

LETTUCE.
ALL YEAR ROUND, excellent and reliable
CONTINUITY, very crisp and tender
ICEBERG, one of the best for spring or summer
UNIQUE, prettj' frilled foliage, very tender
WONDERFUL, keeps tender a long time
GIANT PARIS WHITE (Cos), best for summer use
BALLOCN (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
EXCELSIOR (True) (packets, about 1,000 seeds, 6d.)
AILSA CRAIG (packets, about 1,000 seeds, 6d.)
BEDFORDSHIRE CHAMPION, fine oval shaped, good size
WHITE SPANISH, or READING
GIANT ZiTTAU

PARSNIP.
HOLLOW CROWN, Specially Selected
STUDENT, good size and shape

RADISH.
FRENCH BREAKFAST, best oval shaped, early
WOOD'S EARLY FRAME, best long-rooted
ICICLE, Innc white, excellent flavour
Mixed TURNIP, best for summer use
SPARKLER, unique scarlet and white

SHALLOTS.
BEST SELECTED ROOTS per lb

SPINACH.
VICTORIA. LONG-STANDING SUMMER
PRICKLY-SEEDED, or WINTER

TOMATOES.
HOLiViES' IDEAL, specially recommended
HOLIVES' SUPREME, heavy cropper ...

UP TO uATE. good and popular variety ,\

EARLY DAWN, very early, good out<ioors or in „

TURNIP.
MODEL WHITE STONE
RED OLOBE
GOLDEN BALL

Per pkt,
3c.
3d.
3d.

Per 01.
Is. 2d.

6d.
«d.
6d.
8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

2s.
Is.
Is.
Is.

3d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.

9d.

2d.
2d.

per pkt. (200 seeds)

„ ,. (200 seeds)
(200 seeds)
(200 seeds)

3d.
3d.
3d.
4d.

3d.
3d.
3d.

THE 5/- COLLECTION OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
SUFFICIENT FOR AN AVEUAGE VILLA GARDEN, CONTAINS:

BEANS, BROAD ...

BEANS, KIDNEY ...

PEAS, Early (Gradus)
PEAS Maincrop
BEET, Pragnell's
KALE dwarf curled ...

i pint
i „
h ..

i .,

i oz.

CABBAGE, Best of All
CARROT, Scarlet Inter.
CELERY
CRESS
LEEK, MiiBselburgh

'.'.'.

Lettuce

i oz
I,

i

i

i

PACKAGE AND POSTAGE FREE.

ONION '

PARSLEY
PAFISNIP
RADISH
SPINACH
TURNIP, White Stone

J oz.

i „
i ..

i „

SEED POTATOES
FULL LIST WITH PRICES, POST FREE.

SWEET PEAS A SPECIALITY.
No Fiowers g ve so much cut bloom nt so little cost and troub'e as Sweet Peas.

EACH PACKET IN Nos. 1, 2, AND 3 CONTAINS 25 SELECTED SEEDS.

COLLECTION No. 1 12 Best Grandiflora Varleiies, 1 -

C ELECTION No. 2.—12 Good Waved Varieties, 2/-
COLLIECTION No. 3.—12 Best Waved Varieties, 2 6
COLLECTION No. 4.—12 Newer Waved Varieties, 3/6

COLLECTIONS Nos. 3 and 4 MAY BE HAD TOGETHER FOR 5/6

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE THREE WAVED COLLECTIONS. 7'-

OR FOR THE WHOLE FOUR COLLECTIONS, 7/6

FULL LIST OF FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS
WITH CULTURAL INSTRUCTIONS, POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED, 99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
WITH a view to assisting the in-

crease in the production of food

in gardens and the smaller culti-

vated areas, Dr. Keeble, F.R.S.,

has been released by the Royal

Horticultural Society and appointed Director of

Horticultiure for servi:e with the new Director-

General of Food Production, Sir Arthur Lee.

It is understood that the ultimate purpose of

the appointment is to prepare the way for

establishing a horticultural branch of the Board

of Agriculture.

A Food Production Society in Every Village.

—

H not already in existence, a Food Production

Society should be formed in each village. The
needs are urgent, and those districts which are

doing much can try to do more. Generally

speaking, the cottager is in a better

position to help than the town dweller. „,

H help and advice cannot be

obtained iocallj, communica-

tions should be sent to the Food
Production Department of the Board

of Agriculture, 72, Victoria Street.

S.W. Whenever possible, an expert

adviser will be sent.

Bringing the Sutsoil to the

Surface.—It is a most remarkable

fact that good gardeners should

differ widely in their methods of

trenching a piece of land. In the
" Correspondence" pages of this issue

.\Ir. Edwin Beckett. V.M.H. strongly

advises deep trenching and brmging

the subsoil from the bottom spit

—

even though it be stiff, solid clay

—

to the sm-face instead of forking

it up and leaving it at the bottom
of the trench. Mr. Beckett goes

so far as to say that the finest crop

of Potatoes he has ever grown was
on a piece of ground trenched to a

depth of 3 feet, with a solid 2 feet

of clay subsoil brought to the surface

in midwinter. There are, however,

some very important factors in Mr.

Beckett's system ; (i) Putting in

drains to the depth at which the

soil is worked
; (2) surface dressins

of lime in March ; and (3) the

addition cf prepared soil, including

half-decayed stable maniu-e, at the

time of planting. Unless these

conditions can be accomplished, we
do not advise bringing the sour subsoil

to the surface. No doubt Mr.

lieckett will refer to this subjert

in his lecture on vegetables at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meeting on March 13.

Sowing Onions.—No time shoiold be lost in

sowing the main batch on land deeply dug in

the autumn and forked over last month. With
the spell of sharp frost the land is in admirable

condition for sowing, the surface having a fine

tilth. Where the soil is light, it should be made
firm by treading, or on a large plot by rolling.

as Onions appreciate a firm rooting space. Draw
shallow drills 14 inches apart, and sow the seed

thinly with a view to not thinning the plants

.\ quantity of smaller bulbs is preferable to those

fewer in number but larger. James' Long-keeping

is still one of the bes^ varieties for a general crop

Celeriac, or Turnip-Rooted Celery.—Seeds

of this useful vegetable can soon be sown. In its

early stages the treatment is the same as that meted
out to Celery, but at planting-out time differs

in that Celeriac needs no trenches. The soil should

be rich and fairly deep. Considering its food value,

it is remarkable the number of gardens in which

it finds no place. It is an excellent vegetable for

the table, also for soups and stews, and for use

in salads. Some doctors recommend its use in

cases of rheumatism and like complaints. Being

preservable through the winter and early spring

months, it makes a pleasant change from, or addi-

tion to, the few available vegetables during those

months. '

Peas or Potatoes.—Some discussion took place

at a recent meeting of the scientific committee of

the Royal Horticultmral Society with regard to the

1 elative food values of commonly cultivated vege-

tables, in the course of which states

the official report, the remarkable

pre-eminence of the Potato and the

comparatively small value ot the

garden Pea as a heat producer per

utiit of area was remarked upon.

Tomatoes in the Open.—Ti.c

article by Mr. F. R. Castle on out-

door Tomatoes will be read with

interest by many who intend £,TOw-

ing this favourite crop. Mr. Cast'c

has a leaning towards experimenting

with many varieties, and his selc -

tion has given complete satisfaction

in the open. The illustration on this

page shows a row of Webb's Regina

grown by Mr. Castle at Oxford. The
plants are growing against a low wall,

and many of the bunches carry o\"or

a dozen fruits.

Mountain Mint (Pycnanthemum
muticum). — Fragrant -leaved plants

lia\e many admirers. Those nishing

to add to their collection should

procure a plant 3f the above, if they

do not already possess it. Intro-

duced from North America in 1S97,

it IS quite hnrdy The white flowers

are not very attractive, but its small,

Mint-like leaves have a fine aroma,

somewhat suggestive of peppermint.

There is another species, P lanceo-

latum, also sweet scented. The genus

is also known as Brachystemum,

Koellia and TuUia.

ELLENT CROr OF TOMATO REGINA GROWN
WARM WALL IN THE OPEN.

*«* Owing to the shortage nf paper, readers
who have not already done so are asked to

uriier The G.\RriEN to be delivered regularly
by their newsagent. Readers will thus obriate
the waste consefuent on the issue of papers for
chance sale, and so greatly assist in the

economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Bees and Flowers.—I am grateful for the names
of flowers for bees sent by readers of The Garden,

and nut a little amused by one who thinks " garden

flowers do not yield much honey and are not

worth the trouble," remembering how full of bees

was the garden of my young days and ho>v swarms
were taken there every year, though we never

kept bees ourselves. Bees do not waste their time

in frequenting places where they find nothing

useful, from all I have ever heard of them.

Nevertheless, I will also sow some Buckwheat.

—

Anne Amateur.
Mr. George Stocks is probably right

when he says that " garden flowers do not yield

much honey " (page 64). Nevertheless, I read

some time ago, but cannot remember where,

that an acre of Mignonette, sown as a bee pasture,

would completely support fifteen hives. Judging
by a small bed of it that I had in my garden last

year, I can well believe this, for it was never

without bees until all the plants went to seed.

The variety was Pearson's Crimson King—astrong-

grjwing sort that I can readily commend for its

especially delicious fragrance. I suppose the

Lime tree furnishes more bee sustenance than any
other plant, and some of the old writers tell us that

the South- East of Europe, the slopes of the Car-

pathians and the adjacent plains were from the

v^ry beginning one immense forest of these trees,

which furnished, even in historic times, a gigantic

quantity of honey, and in which the Slavs, who
mjved into them, dwelt and feasted. As the land

came more and more into cultivation, pvery bee-

master had his fixed portion of the wood, and the

honey trees were marked so that they would not

be sacrificed in clearing. By the way, the spirit

of Hesiod would be somewhat ashamed if it visited

Europe to-day, for in his " Theogony "
{i.e., the

birth and genealogy of the gods) there is the first

mention of an artificial beehive, and in it the
working-bees are distinguished from the drones,

which latter are actually compared to women!—Artuue R. Goodwin, Kidderminster.

Destroying Nettles.—My gardener has always
assured me that if Nettles are scythed just when
in fullest vigour (that is to say, when the flower

begins to appear) and then well dressed with salt,

very few will appear again ; and that a repetition

will quite destroy any that do appear.—C. B. R.

Parsnips.—Permit me to say that I think you
have omitted to mention the most palatable way
to cook this nourishing vegetable, viz., au gralin.

If the Parsnips are very large and at all likely

to be coarse, they should be split and the cores

cut out. After having been boiled about an hour,
or until quite soft, they should be put in layers

in a pie-dish, or casserole, with a milk sauce, in

which has been stirred about loz. of finely grated
cheese. The cheese used should be mild—either

Cheddar or Gruyfere. (Some people grate the cheese
dry into the dish among tlie Parsnips as they are
laid in.) Then cover lightly with breadcrumbs,
or Force, and put into a hot oven for about ten
minutes, I have known people, who had always
been unable to eat Parsnips cooked in the usual
way, find that, prepared as above, this most useful

vegetable was quite nice and really delicious.

Some people will find that they prefer rather
more cheese than suggested.—C. B. Robinson.

Sparmannia africana.—The African Hemp is of

great service in this country where a supply of

flowers has to be maintained in the greenhouse

all the year round. The brush-like cluster of

stamens well repays close inspection by reason of

its delightful colouring of purple and gold. During

bright sunshine these tints are conspicuous. To
ensure a good floral display the plants should be

well exposed to sun and air during the latter half

of the summer.—H. P.

The Easterman Giant.—The Easterman Giant,

mentioned in your last issue, is the Bistort (Poly-

gonum Bistorta). It occurs in the Oxford Dic-

tionary and also in the Dialect Dictionary, and its

use as a food is mentioned in " The Treasury of

Botany" and in Anne Pratt's well-known popular

book. In North Lancashire and South Westmor-
land it was always known as the Easterledge.

Some fort>-five years ago it was known as an
edible herb, but I do not remember tasting it,

and I fancy there is not much demand for it in

present times.—R. H. B. Bolton.

The plant used in the herb pudding

described by H. M. Scott Nicholson is Bistort,

known in this district as Easterledge. I have a

large patch of it in my garden, and use the leaves

in spring as Spinach. It is not quite as good as

young Nettle tops, being coarser and stronger in

flavour, but quite useful when greens are scarce

and dear to buy. The plant grows wild in certain

fields and woods in this valley, but is not, I believe,

very common.

—

Ruth Corder, Greenbanh, Skel-

with, Ambleside.

Double Epacrises.—On page 72 of The Garden
of last week. Dr. W. Botting Hemsley, V.M.H.,

has a note on the double Epacrises. The late Mr.

William Bull, in 1883, sent out two varieties of

double Epacrises, vide enclosed pages from his

catalogue of 1883, and I was then manager for

him and superintended the propagation of these

plants, which we flowered quite well, and they

were lovely when in blossom, more especially

the variety called nivalis, of which there is a

woodcut.—Joseph Godseff. [Two double-flowered

Epacrises are described in the pages of William

Bull's catalogue, 1883, kindly sent by Mr. Godseff.

The plants appear in the novelty list under the

names E. onosmaeflora flore pleno alba and E. o.

flore pleno nivalis ; they are priced at one guinea

each, and received the first-class certificate of

the Royal Horticultural Society and the Royal
Botanic Society, respectively. The former is

referred to as imported from Australia, and the

latter as a native of Australia.

—

Ed.]

Winter Spraying of Fruit Trees.-Mr. Engle-

heart makes a number of statements in your last

issue anent winter spraying of fruit trees which I

cannot allow to pass unchallenged. To say that
" no spraying fluid w^ill kill moths' eggs which is

not strong enough to injure the tree " is, to begin
with, simply a flagrant untruth. So, too, is the

statement that lichen and moss are shed by the

action of sap flow and sunshine. As regards the

utility of spraying, I could, had I time, simply
overwhelm your correspondent with evidence in

its favour. Before writing the article he refers

to I spent many hours reading the e-xperiences"

gained by expert pomologists in this country,
in the United States of America and in Tasmania,
to confirm or set at naught my own observation.

No scientific orchardist would ever dream of

giving up tree spraying, any more than a common-
sense horticulturist would give up fumigating a

greenhouse to overcome green fly, unless, of course,

some other more effective or simpler method is

discovered of ridding our fruit trees of the numerous
pests which work endless havoc in neglected
orchards and gardens.—J. L. Gibson.
Trenching.—Now that the cultivation of the

land is seriously occupying the attention of so
many for augmenting our food supplies and to
obtain the highest results from a given space,
the question of preparing the soil is one that is

frequently put to me, both verbally and by post.
Though it is somewhat late to talk of thorough
trenching this spring, there are many who are only
in possession of a small piece of ground—it may
be an old, worn-out garden, or possibly a new
site entirely—who are anxious to begin in the
right way, and have sufficient time to enable
them to do so. There are many methods of
trenching. The one that finds most favour is,

in my opinion, only a half-hearted measure-
this is working the soil to a good depth ; but its

advocates will tell you on no account to bring
the subsoil to the surface, with which advice I

entirely disagree. This vexed question has
engaged my attention for many years, and
I am more fully convinced than ever that
trenching from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet 6 inches,
or even deeper, and putting in drains at the depth
to which the soil is worked, is the most effective
and profitable method, provided the subsoil
is brought to the surface. It only requires a little

extra care the first season to produce the very
best results. The finest crop of Potatoes I have
ever grown was on a piece of ground trenched
to the depth of 3 feet, with a solid 2 feet of clay
subsoil brought to the surface in midwinter.
A surface dressing of chalk lime was applied
during March, and the Potato sets were planted

4 feet apart in the rows with a little half-decayed
stable litter over each tuter. After the Potatoes
were moulded up, winter greens were planted
between, the result being the heaviest crop of

Potatoes I ever grew, followed by a magnificent
supply of winter vegetables. I have had to deal

with most kinds of soil, including chalk, sand,

gravel, and stiff London clay. In each case I

have workjd on the same rule, and always with

the most satisfactory results. Most people in

these days are agreed that deep cultivation is

of the utmost importance, and if so, surety one
should endeavour to bring the depth of soil which
is deemed necessary into good condition at the

earliest possible moment ; and unless the bottom
virgin soil is exposed to the influence of the weather

and treated, as it can be, so much easier when
on the surface, it will take years instead of months
to accomplish what is mqst desired. Consequently,

my advice is to trench as much as possible,

and bring the bottom spit to the surface

instead of going to the trouble of breaking it

up and leaving it in the same position.

—

Edwin Beckett.

A Deserted Garden.—Some months ago a

striking article in The Garden graphically

informed us as to the havoc worked by modern
warfare upon the once delightful garden of a

Belgian chateau. Too profound peace can also

be very disastrous to horticulture ; an abandoned
garden is a truly pathetic spectacle. It should

not be thought that the Colonies uniformly present

the march of Progress. There are aspects other

than the creation of bustling cities within a year

or two. Certainly it is so in Tasmania. We
have only two cities to show after more than a

century, and in England they would be accounted

by no means large towns. Launceston, which

considers it has pretensions to oust Hobart as
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the capital, is perhaps little larger, and not much
more bustling, than its Cornish namesake—a town

which I would commend to seekers after repose !

—

and there are many little Tasmanian townships

which from one cause or another have greatly

declined since the prosperous convict days. Aban-

doned dwellings are often met with, and, generally,

decaying fruit trees, and the presence of garden

escapes in the near-by Bush (especially unwanted

weeds) gives them an added interest to the plant-

OUTDOOR TOMATOES

EARLY MARKET, A TOMATO OF EXCELLENT

lover. I have found Cape Gooseberries growing

out in the Bush, evidence of former cultivation.

England is the place for gardens. Colonials are

by no means devoid of gardening enthusiasm,

but generally have greater obstacles to contend

with, and, in particular, are so desperately hard-

worked tending their stock and grain and doing

all sorts of other things likely to be done for them

at home that very likely gardening has to be

neglected. Flower gardening (that is, in the Bush)

only exists as a relaxation for the less hard-worked

women, and usually there are at least evidences

of it where there are womenfolk. To-day I

walked over to what had been an unusually

spacious flower garden, the handiwork of a Bush

woman in the rare position of having neither

children nor cows to attend to. For nearly a

year it has been neglected, but still now, in early,

summer, it makes a brave show—enormous

Marguerite bushes in full flower, a sight to behold

even a mile away ; a gigantic Oak-leaved

(ieranium, a brave show of Pelargoniums, a

tliicket of Tree Lupines, self-sown Sweet Peas

in full flower all over the place—they have even

e.xtended beyond the confines of the garden,

Poppies in the grass, Gladioli struggling hard

against adversity, and Madonna Lilies also.

A Tree Mallow is spreading itself about the neigh-

bourhood, and I wish all success to a similar

attempt by Poplars. I returned bearing a big

bunch of flowers. A large orchard is a great foe

to flower gardening, even to vegetable raising.
' An English gentleman and gardening enthusiast

could make a garden of gardens in this district.

Cannot you spare- us one or two enthusiasts from

Devon or Cornwall ? Two would be best ; it

would breed competition. There is a large local

fruit-grower here who has indulged in ornamental

planting ; he is considered somewhat eccentric,

and this year, owing to labour scarcity, has much
difiSculty to keep his strictly utilitarian orchard:,

and other crops ia order.—A. G., Cambridge,

Tasmania.

IN

view of recent developments the culti-

vation of Tomatoes is likely to be more popular

than ever, but as prices will probably be

extraordinarily high, every lover of these fruits

however small the garden may be, should

endeavour to grow his own. The unsuitabilit\

of our climate is often urged by tin'id persons as

a reason against planting Tomatoes
outdoors ; and while admitting that

when we get an unusually wet

or sunless season the weight of

ripe fruit gathered is not always

very encouraging, I am convinced

that if the grower only did his or

her " bit," instead of leaving so

much to chance, we should hear

fewer complaints.

Some years ago it was usual to

rely entirely upon the corrugated

v'arieties for outdoor crops, but

the introductions during recent

years have changed this. On
several occasions it has been

my privilege to gather fruit per-

fect in size, shape, and colour from

plants growing in the open,

which secured premier honour?

FLAVOUR. in strong competition. Varieties

which give very fine crops in-

clude Aviator, Moneymaker, Sunrise, Up-to-Date,

Supreme, Carrick, Fillbasket, P.tgina. Sutton's

Early Market and Kondine Red, the last having

very large fruit. If seed has not already been

soivn, it should be done at once, this germinating

freely in any ordinary greenhouse ; for if ripe

fruit is required at the earl'est possible date,

good plants are essential, and, in selecting these,

those having a short, sturdy habit should have

preference over others twice the length but carrying

no more leaves, remembering that a weak seedling

invariably means a weak plant throughout the

season.

It is by paying attention to little details that

plants cairying half a dozen pounds of ripe fruit

are produced, and the selected plants should not

be allowed to occupy any pot sufficiently long for

the plant to become potbound and the growth
" hard "

; but by repeated shifts an attempt should

be made to get plants which by the end of May
have well filled a 5- inch pot with roots, at which

time the average height will be about 9 inches,

each plant carrying its first truss of blooms well

expanded.

Ordinary garden soil enriched with a third of its

bulk of old manure will answer well for a start.

This should be trodden very firmly before planting.

Soils of a heavy nature may be made more suitable

for free growth by the addition of bonfire ashes

or even those from the house, using about an

eighth part. After planting, give a thorough

watering, and if the position is a dry one, cover

the surface around the plant with strawy litter.

When plants are grown against a wall or fence,

I find it a good plan to restrict the roots to the

soil provided, by means of sunken boards or slates.

The single-stem system has much to commend
it to small growers, and, all things considered,

gives the best results ; therefore it is advisable

to remove all side shoots as they appear, also the

little shoots often appearing at the end of a bunch

of fruit.

The Tomato is a gross feeder, and when carrying

a heavy crop of fruit something besides water

is required. I make a point of giving manure
water one week and a sprinkling of fish manure

the next, and photographs of plants grown here,

carrying yards of fruit suggesting ropes of

Onions, also single bunches weighing 4jlb.,

prove the plan to be a good one. In fact, looking

back over the last twelve months, I am of opinion

that our outdoor Tomato plants have given us

better returns than anything else cultivated in

the garden. F. R. C.

TOMATO MONEYMAKER GROWING IN THE OPEN ON A SOUTH WALL.
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DRY WALL GARDENING AT MOUNTON HOUSE.—

I

By H. Avray Tipping, M.A.

nyear
some account was given of the

collection of shrubs and of the display

of Tulips at Mounton House. Now will

follow short articles on its dry walls,

its rock garden and its waterside planting.

Beyond doubt, the dry wall is a most valuable

and effective area for growing alpine plants where

site or conditions prevent the making of an adequate

rock garden. I say " adequate" because, whereas

rock gardens, of a kind, are only too frequent,

those that are rightly placed, constructed and

planted are quite few. Is not the heart apt to

sink when the enthusiastic lady owner of a normal-

sized flat garden says, " Come and see my rock

garden " ? It too often proves a heap of stones,

insufficiently cloaked by Arabis and Aubrietia,

is the enclosing boundary. The old Palace at

Mathern has been more than once illustrated

in The Garden, and there the sunk garden system

was adopted for dry walling, whereas at Mounton

House, in the same neighbourhood, the principal

dry wall separates a paved parterre from the

croquet lawn, both of which are treated formally,

the latter being 3 feet 6 inches below the former.

A dry wall about 170 feet long, broken by two

flights of steps, forms the dividing line. High

masonry walls protect the entire area, except to

the south-west, where the ground falls rapidly

and affords a wide prospect across to the Mendip

Hills in far Somerset. South-west is the aspect

of the dry wall, which share; with parterre and

lawn the protection from the colder winds, although

*&..JSIS^'^^K*» 1
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throwit up against a wall or p. led on to an oval

bed on a lawn. A site suggestive of a rock upcrop

and rocks of right type rightly set thereon are not

practical propositions in the majority of gardens,

and therefore the rock garden feature is best

avoided therein. But their owners may, and
often do, delght in small growths with habits

and delicacies of their own. These both look well

and do well in a dry wall, and the garden where
such an incident cannot find a place is a rarity.

It is particularly appropriate near and within the

architectural influence of the house, and, indeed,

wherever formality is the garden characteristic.

Even in small gardens occupying apparently

flat ground there is often enough slope to get

two levels with a drop of 3 feet between them.

Here a mortarless retaining wall, battening back
6 inches in its height, can be constructed, and
such makes the ideal dry wall. The same can

b- just as well contrived where there is no fall

by making a sunk ga-d'n of which the dry wall

the £outh-vv"stcrs, sweeping up Severn Sea, are

apt to attack in force. That means careful staking

of all tall subjects on the parterre, but does good
rather than harm to the dry wall colonies that

benefit from the airy, open, sunny aspect.

Dry wall building is a job for the gardener

himself to undertake rather than the mason.

The principle on which the latter is trained is

to build walls perfectly perpendicQlar, completely

weather-tight, hostile to plant life. Unless he

is able and willing to unlearn all thiS and aim at the

direct opposite, he is a real danger to the success

of the dry wall as the home of alpines. If he does

not know how, and the gardener cannot be con-

stantly working with him, he is a person to avoid.

The making of my own dry walls has been entirely

gardener's work, but where he is not the sole con-

triver, his partnership with the mason must be very

close, for it is of the utmost importance that

building and planting should be sir-nchronous. Not
only should abundant and rich soil be behind

the wall and in the interstices, but the roots of

the plants should be laid their whole length back
into it in a manner that is impossible if the planting

takes place after the wall is built. Thus they at

once obtain ample hold in a compost which the

drying air and the hot sun cannot reach. Of
course, the time comes when there must be some
after-planting, to replace failures and to add new-

subjects. Where this is done singly, great care

must be taken to clear out the interstice where
the plant is to be lodged, to lay back the roots,

to fill in with new soil and, by small stones and
adhesive earth, to prevent the washing out of the

loose soil and the consequent exposure of roots.

Where there is any considerable replanting to

do, I remove small sections anyhow of the upper
half of the wall, and replace as I plant in the same
fashion as in the original building. Even then
there must be an occasional recourse to watering
where the position of the dry wall is as open and
sunny as in the case before us. With a full fortnight

of summer drought and clear sky, there begins
the suggestion of browning leaf and flaggng stem.

Mere frontal watering cannot cure this ; indeed,

if it be vigorously attempted it w,ll do more harm
than good, for the water will mostly pour off, elrag-

ging soil with it. Very softly, when the sun is off,

the hose may play on and between the stones.

But this is a mere refresher ; the deep drink for

which the plants yearn can only be administered

by laying the hose on the top a foot or more back
from the front of the wall, and letting it slowly and
leisurely pour out its revivifying draught on to a

tilth that admits of percolation through the whole
soil from top to bottom of the wall. There are few
summers when this need be done more than three or

foiir times, if it is performed with thoroughness.

More will be said next week as to the choice and
arrangement of the denizens of the dry wall, and
but few words are now needed in explanation of

the accompanying illustrations. The one
takes in a space less than 5 inches square.

Unlike many of its family that absorb con-

siderable tracts of the Mounton dry wall,

Erodlum chamadryoldes is a little thing of

charming but reticent habit, a sort of tiny B'elgium

entirely defenceless against Hunnish neighbours,

did not a guardian angel in the shape of the pruning-
knife watch over its r ght to its own tiny " place

n the sun " and chop off the tentacles of any
trespassing octopus. In all alpine gardening the

problem is to combine a general appearance of

flovnishing and uncurtalled growth with the

preservation and survival of the puny and fragile

members of the community.
The other picture gives about a square

yard of the wall area, and shows it to be
composed of irregular but not eccentric shaped
pieces of limestone from the quarry near by,
which supplied the material of all buildings
and walls at Mounton House. Behind the top
and most regular line of stones Dianthi in variety,

all selected and propagated from home-grown
seedlings, are seen throwing up their flowering
stems among plants of Alyssum citrinum in full

bloom. Their pleasant pale yellow is continued
down the face of the wall, while about and among
them are Heucheras, which, 1 ke the Dianthi,

are preparing to " follow on." This vertical treat-

ment suits the Heuchera well, both as an agrecabl:'

mode of ehsplay and a cultural method. Strong-
growing varieties, such as brizoides and Zabell.na,

develop huge rosettes of liappy leafage, from which
spring numerous and successive flower-heads
that give a long and striking display. More
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brilliant but less robust varieties, such as Sanglante

and Souvenir of WoUey-Dod, often fail or lead a

miserable and dwindling life with me on the level,

but succeed on the wall face. It is these that

appear among, but are rather engiilfed by, the

Alyssura. That is only a temporary inconvenience,

for as soon as the latter's blooms fade the vigorous

and abundant flowering stems will be removed
and the better-behaved tuft of leaves will not

encroach on their neighbours' " ancient lights."

THE CARE OF LAWNS

A
GOOD deal is still being written

about the utilisation of lawns for

the production of food

crops, and numerous
letters have appeared

in the daily Press advocat-

ing digging up tennis lawns,

cricket grounds and bowling greens

for the cultivation of vegetables.

While, however, there is other

ground available for food crops,

it would be folly to destroy either

a good tennis lawn, a cricket

ground or a bowling green, for they

are costly lawns to make, and a

Wi-U-made bowling green at least

would be the last place likely to

produce good vegetable crops unless

the whole was replaced with new

soil. Neither would it be wise to

neglect a bowKng green if labour

could be found to carry it on, for

no lawn is more easily ruined or

more expensive to make. But

ordinary lawns, and tennis lawns

and cricket grounds as well, can

be turned to good account and

be made productive without caus-

ing permanent injury by giving

up mowing for a season and using

the grass for hay. In fact, some

lawns, where the grass is thin,

might be improved by allowing

the grass to grow to maturity and

some of the seed to ripen and fall

before the hay is made. The great

objection to allowing lawns to be

left for hay. and especially tennis

lawns and cricket grounds, is that

coarse weeds are encouraged bol h

by unrestricted growth and by the

distribution of seeds. Also the

finer grasses are likely to be sup-

pressed and the coarser ones en-

couraged ; therefore, if the grass

is not fairly clean, it might be bad

policy to allow it to run on for hay.

If a lawn is to be allowed to remain

unmown until hay-time, however, it would be

wise to give it a dressing of basx slag or bone-me 1

at the present time to strengthen the weaker

grasses and enable them to recover more rapidly

after the removal of the hay. In the event of

the grass appearing to be weedy at mowing-time,

seeds may to some extent be prevented from falling

by mowing fairly early and removing the grass

elsewhere to dry. After the removal of the crop,

advantage should be taken of the first heavy rain

to well roll the turf, the mil ng being repeated

at frequent intervals if the grass is to be kept mown
after hiv-lime. If, however, it cannot be mown

regularly, roll it well and mow it again about the

end of September, or, if the groimd can be easily

fenced with sheep hurdles, turn a few sheep on

it and allow them to bite the grass down close,

without, however, making the ground bare.

Sheep have a beneficial effect upon weedy lawns,

for not only do they crop the weeds down close,

but the weeds are weakened by the continual

pressure of the small feet, grassland eaten over

by sheep usually being less weedy than that upon

which cattle are pastured. After the removal of

the sheep give the ground a dressing of well-decayed

farmyard manure, or good soil if the land is light,

and sandy soil if the ground is heavy, which should

be raked about' well so as to fill any little inequali-

ties in the turf which may have appeared during

THE GROWING OF
VEGETABLES

By Mrs. C. W. Earle.

PINKS. HEUCHERAS AND ALYSSUM.

summer and autumn. As soon as the dressing

has disappeared, brush the grass well with a

besom or rake it with a wooden rake ; then roll

it several times at intervals of a week or two with

a moderately heavy roller. Providing the lawn

is mown a second time in autumn instead of being

used for pasture, the same treatment may be

followed, but it will be Tkely to require more
rolling. By following out such a programme con-

siderable profit may be made from a large lawn in

good condition while it is not likely to suffer serious

injury by being allowed to remain unmown until

midsummer for' one or two vear<;. W. D.

IN

ray last notes in The Garden of

February 17 I wrote of Seakale Beet and

Witloof Chicory. Now I would bring to

your notice a vegetable so much grown

in Italy and a little difficult to grow here

—

Fennel (Fceniculum officinale). I am bound to

admit I have not been very successful with it,

as I tried sowing, which one must do till one has

some old plants. It is best cultivated by division

of old plants in March, and is a perennial and a

long-Uved subject. If you have

no old plants, sow seed in March
in rows 8 inches apart. Water
well in dry weather. When the

tubers swell, draw the soil, which
should be rich, over them

; the

flower-heads should be removed
as they appear. It can be bought
in ordinary times at ItaUan green-

grocers' in London. It should be

cooked in vegetarian or meat stock,

and served with a rich butter sauce.

This winter, especially, when so

many vegetables have been killed

or injured, we have found the

common DandeUon (Taraxacum
officinale) most useful and whole-

some as a winter salad. It is best

to biiy the seed, as there are

improved varieties, and these,

properly cultivated, produce one

of the best winter salads we have,

and salads in winter are mo-t
desirable. Sow the improved
variety early in May in rows a

foot apart, and thin out to about

8 inches apart. Remove all flowei-

buds as fast as they appear. Lift

the roots in October, twist off the

leaves, and leave the roots a few

days to dry on the ground ; then

store them in a shed in dry earth

or sand. Plant them in winter in

boxes or pots as they are wanted,

and bring them on in the dark in a

warm greenhouse or frame. If the

leaves are allowed to get green

they are too bitter for most people.

Purslane (Portulaca oleracea) is

an annual, but in a light soil and

a sunny situation it sows itself and

comes up again. The leaves are

gathered as required ; they can be

eaten raw in salad, and are very

goodinsoup. The stalks of Purslane

can be pickled in vinegar, like

Gherkins. When used as a salad, herbs—Tarragon,

Parsley, Thyme, &c.—added, chopped fine, make

a great imp- ovement. Mrs. Ross' excellent Florence

salad oil is still to be obtained at the Central Buying

Agency, 2, Gresham Buildings, Basinghall Street,

London. E.C.

The Tree or Egyptian Onion is seldom grown

now, all prizes being given for size. I find it

easy to grow ; it is most useful and delicious,

and saves the keeping Onions. It likes a warm,

dry situation. Instead of seeds, the stem produces

at the extremity a cluster of bulblets, and these

should be gathered when about the size of Hazel
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Nuts. It is from these the plants are propagated,

but they do not produce any bulblets until the

second year. They are excellent to eat stewed

with other vegetables or braised in butter. Thf

root bulbs soon decay, but the bulblets keep very

well. All kinds of Onion should be cultivated,

especially by vegetarians.

Rhubarb conies in very usefully in August.

If two or three large plants are not cut or protected

in spring, but allowed to grow till the end of May,

then cut to the ground, the growth in August

makes excellent tarts, hardly to be distinguished

from those made from Plums. This autumn
growth also bottles very well, 1 find, though I

did not try it till last year.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning.—Newly planted trees should be cut

back to within 6 inches, 8 inches, or lo inches,

according to the size of last year's shoots,

to induce the trees to make vigorous growth
during the current season. The weakly shoots

should be cut the closest, as hard pruning tends
to induce greater energy in growth. The estab-

lished trees should be promptly pruned ;
Apples

especially are giving great promise of blossom.
Old orchard trees should be freely cut in the
centre if the branches are overcrowded.

Raspberries.—Newly planted canes, if cut

down to within a foot of their base, will throw
up vigorous canes that should give a full crop
of fruit next year. If newly planted canes are

left intact they give a Jittle fruit during the

current year, but they do not make vigorous
shoots, and thus the planter loses in his fruit

crop in the long run.

Loganberries should be finally pruned and
trained to whatever supports they have. Cut
away all of last year's fruiting wood, leaving the
strongest shoots made last year to give this

season's crop. Do not overcrowd the shoots;
give ample space, as finer fruit is thus obtained.
Place a z-inch mulch of half-decayed manure
over the surface for at least 2 feet away from the
stem ; the surface roots readily appreciate this

aid to increased vigour, and the plants give a
continuous supply of fruit.

Spraying.—Fruit trees of any kind that have
moss or lichen on their branches cannot give the
best results either in fruit or growth. The
spraying of trees, large or small, is so simple that
all should be cleansed as required. Now that
there are so many ready-made washes obtain-
.able, the chief point in using them is to carry
out the printed instructions, erring on the side

of weakness, if at all. For my part I use pure
lime only, and find it answers admirably ; and
where lime in the soil is deficient, the extra
quantity of liquid that falls from the trees in

spraying is beneficial to the ground. Pure, hard
quicklime should be used at the rate of ilb. to

a gallon of soft water. When thoroughly dis-

solved and screened through a fine sieve, no
difficulty need be experienced in applying the
liquid with a pneumatic sprayer, or with a hand
syringe where there are only a few trees.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries in Pots.—Care should be taken
to water the plants regularly, especially where
they are on shelves in a vinery near the Vines.
If the soil is allowed to become dry, red spider

often attacks the leaves and quickly spreads
to the Vines or Peach trees, doing much harm to

the fruits if allowed to go unchecked. Plants
with fruit swelling should have liberal supplies

of liquid manure to aid in finishing off the fruit.

At this season too many fruits should not be
retained on the plants. It is far better to have
eight full-sized berries of varieties like King
George or Royal Sovereign than double the
number proportionately smaller and of inferior
quality in flesh and flavour.

Fruit Trees in Pots.—The later trees of Peaches
and Nectarines will now be opening their flowers.

See that the trees do not become dry at the
roots ; maintain a buoyant atmosphere, and
gently shake the trees daily when the blossoms
are fully open to disperse the pollen to ensure
a good " set." Trees the flowers of which are
not yet open should be fumigated, to ensure that
no green fly is lurking about the buds. This pest
quickly cripples the tender growth while the
blossoms are open.

The Flower Garden.

The Shrubberies.—The recent frosts have
no doubt crippled many tender shrubs that have
withstood any frost experienced during the last

ten years, and no doubt many people have been
somewhat careless in affording protection. Plants
like Ceanothuses, for example, that have suffered
should be severely cut back to healthy wood

;

this will aid new growth.

Clematises should now be pruned, cutting
the Jackmanii type back to within an eye or two
of its base ; this will induce vigour in the future
growth. A top-dressing of loam and half-decayed
horse-manure will give a fillip to the new growth.
Attend carefully to the new growth as fast as it is

made, to avoid entanglements.
E. MOLYNEUX.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)
Swanmore. Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Broad Beans.—The main sowing of these
may now be made, and, althoilgh less particular
as to soil than most things, yet depth and richness
pay in the end. Early Mazagan and Windsor
are best for an early crop, and Longpod for general
cultivation ; while Bunyard's Exhibition or Levia-
than may be grown where the larger types are
desired.

Peas.—Another sowing of Peas may be made.
Early Snowdrop, Pilot and Gradus being suitable
sorts.

Onions.—This crop requires a deep and well-
worked soil, which, if dug some time ago, should
now be broken down with a fork, at the same time
giving a dressing of soot. After thoroughly
raking the surface, drills for the seed should be
drawn a foot apart and an inch in deptli. Sow
the seed evenly and thinly, and if any burnt
refuse is at hand, it may with profit be scattered
over the surface before levelling the drills. For
this outside sowing James' Long-keeping and
Brown Globe are excellent varieties.

Brassicas.—Most of this family, Savoys, main-
crop Cabbage, Cauliflowers, Broccoli and Kale,
should now be sown on a well-prepared seed-
bed for general planting, while at the same time
a few lines of Lettuce may also be sown for succes-
sion. Use finely sifted soil to cover the seeds,
and protect from birds by netting the plot.

Leeks.—Sowing may be carried out in a similar
manner to that advised for Onions, but as they
will be transplanted in due course, a small-sized
seed-bed generally suffices.

Potatoes.—A few rows should be planted on a
warm border for early work, choosing May Queen
and Early Ashleaf, as these are reliable earlies.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—These will now require attention
in the way of disbudding. Young trees with a
lot of trellis to cover should have the strongest-
growing buds encouraged, and, as soon as the
growth is fairly even, disbudding may be done,
leaving only what will fruit the following season.
Shoots which fail to set their fruits ought to be
cut out. It is essential that plenty of light and
air be had for the ripening of both the fruits
and branches.

Plants Under Glass.

Seedlings.—The pricking out of seedlings of
different sorts will now denand attention,
and the sooner this is done the better the plants
will be. The work is probably more tedious
when the seedlings are very small, and more care
is necessary in the handling of them, but in the
end the results are better. Shade all seedlings
after pricking out until they take to the new soil.

Roses in Pots.—These will now be showing
bud. and are therefore at a time when they are
likely to be attacked by green fly and other pests.

A look-out should therefore be kept for these, and
remedies used to check them whenever they are
seen. Where varieties are planted out to cover back
walls and pillars, a liberal sprinkling of manure
should be given. Thomson's being very suitable
for this purpose. Niphetos and Marechal Niel,
two favourite Roses for inside work, respond
readily and give good results under such treatment.

Dahlias.—Tubers should now be placed in

heat. \Vork in some leaf-mould among the roots
and spray occasionally, when they will soon break
into growth and so allow of cuttings being taken.

Cuttings in Cold Frames.—The ventilating of
frames in which bedding material is wintering
should now receive careful attention. The morn-
ings and evenings just now are frequently frosty,
with strong sunshine during the day, so that
care must be taken not to open the lights too
early, yet they should be opened in time to prevent
a sudden rise of temperature, closing while a little

of the sun is on the house, so that some warmth
may be shut in to sustain the temperature during
the night. See that protecting material is at hand
in case of need. James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)
Coodham, Kilmarnock.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Odontioda Joan Broadlands Variety.—This

is one of. the most remarkable hybrids we have

seen. The sepals are of rare substance, slightly

waved at the margin, and wholly coloured an

intense dusky maroon, a Grape-like bloom or

sheen adding intensity to the flower. The pro-

nounced claret red lip is very lightly mottled

white.

Cymbidium insigne album.—A chaste and

beautiful form with alabaster white flowers

delicately tinted with flesh colour at the lip.

Obviously a vigorous grower of much merit.

These were from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,

Tunbridge Wells.

Miltonia Venus (M. Phah-cnopsis x M. vcxil-

laria). — The sepals are coloured a pinkish

white in the upper half of the flower, the lower

ones having a white ground copiously blotched

with blood crimson. Smaller than many, it is,

notwithstanding, quite unique by reason of the

colour markings named. Shown by Messrs.

Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

Cyclamen Cherry Ripe.—One of the most

brilliant of the forms of C. latifolium, and for

colour practially unique. Deepest cerise of a

most intense shade is approximately correct for

it, which, with crimson-coloured base, renders

it very striking. We know of nothing like it.

From Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on February 27, when the

awards were made.

THE BEST CULINARY PEAS OVER
A SERIES OF YEARS

It is never safe to judge any plant by its behaviour

during one season, and culinary Peas are no

exception to this rule. As this crop is of so much
importance in most gardens, it is incumbent on

all gardeners to try to discover the most reliable

varieties for their own particular district. After

many years of experiment, I find the following

to be invariably good here : The Pilot, Senator,

Boston Unrivalled, Superlative, Glory of Devon,

Royal Salute. The Gladstone, Carter's Latest

Giant, and Rearguard. Of dwarf Peas, Manifold,

Daisy and The Lincoln are splendid

Preston House Gardens, Linliihgow. C. Blair
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BOOKS
Vegetable Growing in War-Time. " — This

is a most practiral little book, containing just

what uiikarncd amateurs want to know, and (this

is its strong point) WTitten in language they can

understand, .\dvice given by gardening experts

is too often full of technical terras unintelligible

to ordinary folks. I wonder why they, witli

doctors and lawyers, mlt act on the old sayint,,

" Language was given us to conceal our thoughts."

I remember, when I became the proud possessor

of a Vine, turning to a standard book on gardening

and reading, " It must first be decided whethn-

to train on the rod or spur system." " Now
what does that mean ? " I said, " both sound

cruel." Mr. Cowley gives two most valuable

time tables for sowing and planting, and adds

what amateurs want to linow, but are rarely

told, i.e., when the crops will be ready to use.

The book gives, in orderly sequence, Choosing

Sites, Preparing Soil, Information as to Manures

(I am glad to see lime among them), then Sowing,

Planting, and Rotation of Crops. Useful hints

are scattered en passanl, such as cleaning the

spade with paraffin before putting it away, " a

pint [of Peas] w^ill sow a row 50 feet in length,"

" a handful of Hop Manure to 3 yards run."

The book deals fully with Potatoes, Cabbages,

Peas, Beans and Onions, and includes references

to other vegetables. It does not raise hopes

—

unlikely to be realised—of phenomenal crops

(as unwise seedsmen often do), so leading to dis-

appointment and failure of further efiort. There

is a concluding paragraph on Jertisalem Artichokes

well worthy of attention. Anne Am-i^teur.

• " Vegetable Groning in War-Time," by Herbert
Cowley, Editor of The (J,irden. Published at the Offices
of Country Life. Limited, liO, Tartstock Street, Covcnt
Garden ; price Gd. net.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
AUTUMN-SOWN SWEET PEAS DAMAGED BY

FROST (BiiftOfi).~\\o think you will ttiid that your
uutumu-sowu SwL'ct Peas will recover, esprcially as "they
are thus early showing signs of doing so, and tliough you
may lose the leading growtlis of most of the plants, "the
side growths will probably push out quite strongly during
the next two or tlu-ee weeks. If they do so, the blooms
will certainly be earlier and much better in substance
than any you would get from spring-sown plants. It
might be advisable to sow a few in boxes and raise them in
a little heat to make good any serious gaps there may be
in the rows or clumps, planting them out during the third
or last week in April. In the meantime encourage the
autumn-sown plants all you can by running the hand
hoe between them occasionally when the soil is in a dry
enough condition, removing the injured growths as soon
as tlie basal shoots are growing nicely.

PLANTING FLOWER-BEDS (Mrs. James A. E.. Troy).—
Wo think > uu mii^ht with advantage in the coming autumn
add greatly to the interest of the beds and materially
prolong tlie llowering by introducing a greater variety of
the bolder flowering Daffodils, particularly sucli as
*Emperor. Empress. *Sir Watkin, *Mnie. de Graaff,
•Victoria and Golden Spur ; also Lucifer. Barri cou-
spicuus and others. An indispensable set of four of these,
assuming that you would arrange these on the same plan
as the other plants, are marked by asterisks, and all are
vigorous and free flowering. With respect to the flower-
beds, the mention of Verbena Miss Willmott and others
leaves us in some doubt as to whether all hardy perennials
are needed, or these vnth tender subjects. As the majority
of the plants now employed are hardy, we incline to the
former view. Useful plants for grouping or massing
would be Aster Araellus (2 feet, violet) and Verbena venosa
(U fpet, purplish)—this is a liardy species; or Aster
Amellus and a pure wliite Phlox, like, say, Mrs. E. H.
Jenkins or Fiancee, the former a flne - liabited plant
24 feet Iiigh or rather more. Kudbeckia Newmanii
(2 feet or rather less, black and gold) and Helenium
grandicephalum cupreum (2J feet, coppery crimson)
might also be associated advantageously. Both are fine-

habited subjects and great bloomers. Again, Geum Mrs.
Bradshaw (1| feet, scarlet) and either white Ten-week
Stock or Erigeron salsugiuosus (2 feet, lilac white flowers)
would prove very striking. Another very ett'ective contrast
would be forthcoming by employing together Pentstemon
barbatus {elegant spikes of scarlet 3 feet to 4 feet high)
and Campanula pcrsicifolia Mocrheimii or C. p. alba
coronata ; while Aster acris (2* feet, violet blue) and
A. ericoides Desire (3J feet, fairy white flowers in elegant
sprays) should give quite a unique bed. We think, too,
that you might with good effect employ sonic of the finer
Aubrietias, either as broad marginal subjects or as carpcters,
though the majority wc tiave named would practically
carpet the ground themselves. Some good ones are Dr.
Mules (deep violet), i-'ire King, Lavender, and Moe.heimii
(pink). Try an association of Eryngium giganteum and
K, Oliverianura (Ivory Thistle and amethyst blue
Sea Holly respectively), with a thin carpeting of blue
and white Violas, also respectively, under each. Then,
as sometliing you can hardly alford to be without, try
Heuchera Hosamunde (3 feet, delicate pink) and 11.

erubescens, which has marbled foliage and elegant paiucles
of \vh tu ihiwers. The two make a surprismgly pretty
bed and give garniture of an acceptable kind long before
and after tlie going of the flowers. Finally, have you
ever thought of such an association as Romneya t richocalyx,
a glistening white Poppywort beset with a tuft of golden
anthers, interspersed with the elegant Thalictrum diptero-
carpum V If not, try a plant or two for the sake of ex-
periment—and infurmafiun.

THE GREENHOUSE.
PALM FOR AN INTERMEDIATE HOUSE {Mi88 P.).~

A Fan Palm approiiching anything the lieight named
will be very dithcuit to obtain, though perhaps an applica-
tion to Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
Kufleld ; or to .Mr. Robert Green, 2H, Crawford Street,
London. W., will be successful. Chama;rops excelsa
is the most likely to suit, but it would, of course, be a
very old specimen. Vou ask for a Fan Palm, otherwise
wc should without hesitation recommend Kenlia Bel-
moreana or K. Fo^leriana, the latter tor choic'j.

VEGETABLES TO GROW IN A COLD GREENHOUSE
(./. L. L.).—Tliere are many vegetables besides Tomatoes
which could be grown in such a house with advantage.
Vegetable ilarrows would succeed excellently and come
into bearing early. Make up a heap of manure in the
middle of the floor—say, four or five barrowioads—with
two barrowioads of soil, treading both down firmly, and
sow the seeds in the soil soon. Two Marrow plants
would fill the house in the course of the early summer,
and give a good return. Or French Beans could be grown
in boxes or pots, or in a border. Early Potatoes planted
in pots (three Potatoes in a 7-inch pot) succeed very well.
Plant both as soon as they can be got ready. Buddleia
Veitchiana.— If you wish to keep the plant in a fairly
dwarf condition, cut back the young shoots of last year's
growth to within three buds of their base. The flowering
shoots are those of the current year's growth.

TO COMBAT MEALY BUG ON VINE {F. B. P.).—
Fumigate the house witli liydrocyauic acid gas wiiile
the Vine is dormant. For eacli lUu cubic feet of the
house use loz. of potassium cyanide, IJoz. 01 sulphuric acid
and 3oz. of water. Make all doors and windows as tight
as possible Pour the water into an earthen^dish, then add
the acid. Put the cyanide into a thin paper bag, and when
all is ready drop it into the acid and immedialely leave
the house. The gas is very poisonous indeed—deadly,
in fact—and is only safe to use when the house can be
opened for a time without entering it. It must be venti-
lated very freely before it is entered, and care must be
taken that no one breathes any of the gas wiiich escapes
from the house. As an additional precaution an arrange-
ment might be made for dropping the cyanide into the
acid after the operator has left the house.

FUMIGATING WITH HYDROCYANIC ACID GAS.—I see
in the issue of The Garden of December 23, 191(3, tliat

you advise fumigating with hydrocyanic acid gas to
kill mealy bug ; tiiat for every lOo cubic feet of space
in the house one should use loz. of potassium cyanide,
IJoz. of sulphuric acid, and 3oz. of water. Now this
appears to me to be a mistake. Last spring I was very
much troubled with the white fly, and Tobacco smoke
had no ett'ect on them—not as regards killing ; so a
friend advised me to use the gas, which I had never used
before, altliough I have been using Tobacco for iunii-
gating for over, fifty years. My houses are 100 feet long,
12 feet wide, side walls 4 feet high, and from floor to
ridge a trifle over 7 feet. Now, I make t-his space about
t),6o0 cubic feet in rough measuring, and I use IJoz.
of potassium cyanide, loz. of smphuric acid, and 3oz.
of water. This has liilfed everjthing in the shape of
the white fly and the green aptiis, and I have not seen
a white fly for a long while. When I first fumigated with
the above 1 had quite a lot of Buddleias in o-inch pots
in one of the houses, and a lot of Scented Geraniums in
the same size pots. Tliese plants were badly scorched
and one of the Buddleias died, but noMiing else was
injured, not even the Maidenhair Ferns ; so to my way
of thinking it would not be advisable to use tlie gas
much stronger. Of course, it might be necessary to use
it stronger to kill mealy bug, but then it would be
dangerous to plant life.—G. A. Kmght, Victoria, B.C.
iG^j-s of . he strength recommended is only safe to use in the
case of dormant plants or trees. One-tenth the strengtli
may be used lor greenhouse plants, or even one-tweiuieth
the strength here recommended. The existing con-
ditions at the time of fumigation determine the effect
of the gas to a considerable extent. Only after dusk
is it safe to use the gas, and then not when the air is very
moist.

—

Ed.j

KITCHEN GARDEN.
TREATMENT OF SOIL FOR POTATOES (.1. E. B.).~-

Spread the bonfire ash over the ground before planting
Make furrows for planting about 5 inches or G inches in
depth and the proper distance apart. Spread the manure
in the bottom of the furrows at the rate of 2icwt.
to 5cwt. to the square rod, and sprinkle on it at the
rate of 2oz. to the yard run of furrow a mixture of- two
parts of sulphate of ammonia to five parts of super-
phosphate of lime. Then stand the Potatoes in the trenches
with the sprouted end upwards and fill in with the soil. This
is the best method where maniu-ing lias been delayed,
but the manure is, perhaps, better spread and dug in]
and the artificials alone used in the furrows.

NAME OF PLANT.— rt«/or, franco.—Black Bryony
{Tamus communis).

A Contrast.—After several days of a withering,

searching blast from the north-east, which has
taken the very life out of our alpines and tender
slirubs, came the mantle of snow. Would that it

had come before ! As it is, I fear there will be
many casualties. We were unprepared ; caught
napping. It is well when such weather portends
to have a bag of Cocoanut fibre handy wherewith
to tuck up the more tender and exacting of our
treasures, and so delude them that they are under
a snow blanket. I fear, too, our avian friends will

suffer many gaps in their ranks. 1 saw an unusual
sight the other day while working in the garden.
On hearing the familiar " Tap ! tap !

" generallv
associated with July's parching days, and on
looking into the base of an old hedge, I saw our
speckled friend making a breakfast off a good fat

snail. Truly "it's an ill wind," &c. We can
well spare those specimens of the genus Bulimus,
What a contrast to January and February, 1916 !

Quite a different state of things obtained in the
rock garden and herbaceous borders : vernal
Crocus, Snowdrop and the homely Primrose in

bud and flower, with alpines more or less in full

growth. In the borders, among other things,

Delphiniums and perennial Asters had growths
from 3 inches to 6 inches high—a disastrous state

of things as far as these were concerned ; for later;

in the month of March, when we had such a pro-

longed period of wet and cold, we lost 50 per cent,

of our established plants—first, owing to the slugs

nibbling off their tops, notwithstanding being
ashed up to the tops of their crowns

; secondly,

owing to the saturated condition, causing the roots

to rot. This year they are fast under a covering
of a different nature. Now is the time when one
would appreciate an alpine house such as was
advocated in The Garden of December 2, 1916,

and siu-ely it must come in better times, where
one can enjoy the unalloyed purity and scents

of our mountain treasures in comparative comfort
and shelter. By the way, what a charming mid-
winter bouquet Iris stylosa makes ; or, to be
correct, according to Mr. E. A. Bowles in his

charming series of books, unguicularis is the proper

name and claims priority over stylosa. However,
it is very sweet and beautiful, and associated in

the same bowl with a little Iris greenery, no sweeter

and prettier bouquet can hardly be found at this

time of the year. I wonder Mr. E. A. Bowles did

not find this out.—W. D., Bexhill.

PUBLICATIONS RECEITED,

"Horticultural Directory and Year Book for 1917." Pub-
lished at 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden;
piic<- 13.

Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens
Club, 1916: No. IX. From Mr. W. D. Cartw.ight.
Royal Hurticuliural Society's Gardens, Wisley, Ripky.
Surrey.

*,* The Yearly Subscription to The GARDEN is : Inlatid,
68. 6d. ; Foreign, 8«. 9d.
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For the Poultry- Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
Author of "Poultry-Keeping on Money- Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Production," &c.

INTENSIVE .POULTRY
CULTURE

VERY many of my correspondents

have recently asked for full particulars

of the intensive system of poultry-

keeping. I propose, therefore, dealing

with this method of keeping fowls

for the guidance of my numerous readers.

What it is.—For the intensive 'system the

Yankee is rightly given the credit. But while

it is true that the Americans boomed and named

the new method and a few years ago sent it to

these isles, it is not generally known that the

same method of keeping fowls was in vogue here

long ago. Then it had no name to boast of, and

after the Yankee had tried and boomed it, he

gave it the label " intensive" and sent it back to

us as something new. Upon its introduction into

these isles everybody seemed against the new-

order of things, and every poultry wTiter except

myself libelled it most cruelly. I remained firm

in my convictions that it solved the winter egg

problem, and gave it my full support. As each

season rolled on and I found " two houses where

there was one before " on each poultry establish-

ment I visited, I was fully pleased that I had given

the new method the only welcome it received.

Now Established.—The intensive system has

now established its position in the world of poultry,

and in time it will be universally recognised as

the only solution to commercial egg-farming on

extensive lines. This has always been my un-

biased opinion, and I shall not be wrong. The

system is very simple. Imagine as one structure

a nice light, roomy poultry-house wherein the

birds roost, scratch and keep " happy," and you

have the intensive house in a nutshell. The front

is open to admit fresh air, but the latter is perfectly

controlled by means of a fixed hood (of wood or

glass) at the top. To temper down the wind

and keep out the rain, glass or canvas shutters

are also provided in the front, while the lower

part of the latter is boarded in to keep out ground

draughts and make the structure cosy.

Fresh Air and Sunshine.—1-resh air and sun-

shine are two essentials to the successful cult

of the hen, and yet so very few houses except of

the intensive type provide for these two pointers
;

and it is surprising the number of poultry- keepers

who do not trouble to provide sunshine and fresh

air for their fowls. Yet both cost so little—

a

piece of glass and a length of wire- netting. The
most successful house as regards health of the

inmates in the old days was the open- fronted type

of structure, although, of course, it had drawbacks
in other directions, principally its lack of ground-
space. The intensive house goes one further,

and while Old Sol is enabled to cover the whole
of the ground-space, fresh air can be provided
in whatever degree required, since the front is

under perfect control, thanks to the sliding and
drop shutters in the front.

Scratching Exercise.—Every inch of ground-

space in an intensive structure is given to the

fowls. The droppings-board and perches are

fitted up in the rear ; the nest-boxes are either

outside or fixed (off the ground) to the drop-

board ; the dust-bath is placed on legs ; the

food- troughs, grit, shell and charcoal hoppers

and drinking fountains are arranged outside

—

with the sole idea of giving the inmates all the

"elbow-room" possible. The floor is deeply

bedded down with litter, and the fowls can
always be happy and busy among the litter scratch-

ing for the last grain without a care for the snow,

slush, wind or rain outside. The houses are of

numerous sizes and designs, of course, from the

six-hens-and-a-rooster size to that of the " palace
"

for 3.000 layers.

For the Lawn.—For those desiring to convert

their lawns (from the national standpoint) into

poultry-runs, the intensive system has everything

to recommend it. In the first place, an intensive

house is a leal ornament. There is nothing un-

sightly about the structure, and since the fowls

will be quite happy for the most part confined

to their dwelling-house, no wire-netting enclosures

are necessary to keep the fowls within bounds.

In the winter months the birds are better confined

almost in tola, occasional run-outs being allowed

only on fine days. At' other seasons the same plan

of controlment can be adopted, since with these

houses the birds do not seem to have the desire

to wander far. Thus an occasional outing only

for a short period on fine days will keep the inmates

fit and in laying condition. If it is quite convenient

to allow frequent run-outs, this is recommended,

but only in very favourable weather, with special

reservations in the winter.

For the Garden.—For the garden the owner

can combine his own work with that of successful

and profitable poultry-keeping. There is no reason,

for instance, why he should not place the house

in the centre of four wire-netting enclosures of any

length desired. The idea is to crop three of the

runs while, the birds are occupying and manuring

the fourth. The manurial value of fowl man-

ure is very high, and any crops will greatly

benefit by the system here recommended. There

are, of course, variations of this plan, according

to circumstances. Six or eight wire- netting runs

can be arranged, if necessary, for the crops the

owner intends to produce, and the fowls can,

if desired, occupy one or more enclosures. Kale

can be grown in two inns for ths fowls to eat off.

Several pop-holes would have to be arranged for

each house, the one in the run to be occupied being

left open while the others were closed. Such a
system enables a rotation of crops, the fowls

following round accordingly.

Artificial Methods.—The great success of the

intensive system, in my opinion, lies in the fact

that it allows of artificial methods. The majority
of poultry- keepers, in their treatment of the hen,

seem to overlook the fact that she is in every way
an artificial little creature. Time was when the

hen in her wild state was content to lay a clutch

of eggs to produce her own offspring. Those two
dozen eggs have been increased by artificial means
of domestication to over 300 eggs in many indi-

vidual cases, i.e., per annum. If, then, in the

jungle Biddy laid only twenty-four eggs each
spring, what happened to the remainder ? These
were undoubtedly digested inwardly in the winter

months when animal and wild food was scan e !

Having, therefore, provided artificial warmth
and energy-promoting foods for the hen during the

cold, wintry elements, we have taught the hen
to produce instead of devour those surplus eggs

of hers.

Cinderella of Agriculture.—Poultry husbandry
has always been regarded as the Cinderella of

agriculture, and only, believe me, because housing

and management were in the original days entirely

against successful egg-production. Had the in-

tensive system been in vogue, the tale would have
been different. The farmer expected his fowls

to follow the plough in ordinary roosting structures

and in all weathers, and to lay eggs. Cold and wet

underfoot and overhead, no wonder the hens

moped and laid only in the spring and summer,
when no hen can help laying ! Had the farmer

fixed four wheels on an intensive house and shut

the hens in when the outer elements were against

them, poultry culture would to-day have ranked

foremost in agriculture.

Backyard Poultry-Keeping.—In the winter

the backyard poultry-keeper is never without

eggs, and I attribute this solely to his method of

controlling the layers. The birds are protected

from the bitter elements, and their energy goes

towards egg-output. The intensive house is

the ideal "backyard-plant" for the farmer or

person who has open fields or spaces. Having
adopted artificial methods since the jungle days

as regards breeding and feeding, we must carry

out the same in housing, and the intensive house

allows of this in every way.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Poieell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communicationi

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care 0/

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.
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Established nearly Fifty Years.

WILLIAM GOOK&SONS
ORIGINATORS

OF THE

ORPINGTON FOWLS and DUCKS
are now helping all Smallholders and Poultry Keepers to

increase

THE HOME PRODUCTION OF FOOD
by supplyins tliPin with

RELIABLE EGGS FOR HATCHING
from tlie hardiest, healthiest stock in this country which have
proved to be excellent layers rit^lit through the severe weather
experienced durin'.^ Deccmlier ai\il January. They have been
despatching:; tliousands of Kt^gs weekly, which liiive produced
large niinihers of stiinly chickens, the pullets of which will
make layers of at least 200 eggs in each year, while tlie

Cockerels will be killed for food at an early age.
Bookeel orders law ing been executed, they can now despatch

the following egae at once :

—

WHITE ORPINGTONS
SPECKLED SUSSEX
WHITE LEOHORNS
BLACK LEQHORNS and
HOUDANS

And are booking orders for
supiilying in rotation for :

BUFF ORPINGTONS
RHODE ISLAND REDS
SALMON FAVEROLLES

and
WHITE WYANDOTTES
FIRST CROSS.— Faverolle-Sussex, 6d. each.—This

is the Hnest cross for the production of heavy table birils in a
short time, while the pullets make e\. client layers.

All eggs are despatclieil on the day they are laid, and not
less than twelve eggs supplieU, and no reduction for large
numbers.

From pure stock o*
guaranteed 200 to 289
Eggs each in the year

6d. each.
From selected pens of
birds of these wonderful
laying strains

8d. each.
The stock from these will
lay just as well as from
the cheaper pens, but be
worth more from the sales
point of \ lew as the birds
will be more perfect in
colour.

Profltiihle P(uUtry Keeping is only possible when Eggs are
forthc(unina, and many who have been keeping fowls with the
delinite pmpose of producing eggs have had reason to be
dissatisfied with the returns iluring the past few months, and
now that all f 1 firices are up. it is a serious matter when the
fowls gi e no returns. .^longrels and poorly bred stock ran be
made profitable, and the returtis from pedigree stock greatly
increvsed, pro.ided that the food which will de elop their
eggs is gi en, and the mistake made by the majority of food
manufac^tnrers is to pro.ide starchy diet which fattens the
fowls and pre ents egg production. It is as the result of their
know ledge possessed as to food values which

^ILLIAM COOK & SONS
^K ''•'^e prepared their

pIDEAL MEAL
and they use nothing but this and oats to feed their many
thousiinds of birds daily This is the meal which is different
to all others on the market, as it is non-st;irchy and non-
fattening, and produces eggs in abundance and promotes rosy
healthiness in the fowls fed on it. It is now made in two
forms :

—
(1) THE ORIGINAL IDEAL

used in the proportion of one part to se.eral of
middlings ; and

(2) THe COMPLETE IDEAL
which reffuires no addition of meals, and is being
successfully \ised as a Dry Mash.

The price of the Ideal Meal in both forms is : Per cwt., 21/-
:

per half-cwt., 11/-
; per quarter-cwt., 6/- ; carrLage paid in

England and Wales ; and 1/- per cwt. less than these prices
for .Scotliind. Ireland, and the Channel Isles, carriige forward.

For a few fowls a 6/- bag, or for twenty or more one at 11/-.
wUI pro . e the value of tlus food.

Everyone who has fowls which are not laying should—in
their own interests—try a bag of ideal Meal wfthout delay,
then they will be able to see that they have not before bought
THE KIGHT FOOD, although they have paid a good price
for it.

Special Notice.—Those who wish to purchase their eggs
for hatching from the

ORIGINATORS
of the Orpingtons and so secure the original and tested layers
which are quoted all over the world as Cook's strains also
the Ideal Meal, must address their letters to their ONE
ADDRESS IN ENGLAND:—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS,
ST. MARY CRAY, KENT.

Telephone ; 7 Cray.

For three penny stamps they will send a set of papers
dealing with tlie whole question of (1) incubation; (2)
Rearing

; (3) Feeding ; and (4) General Management.
Provided that readers will be good enough to mention
•• The Garden."

SPRAH'S
CHICKEN

AND

POULTRY FOODS,
Write for " Chicken Culture," post free.

To ihose w^ho are^
#iinacc|uaini:ed wiin

"this marvellous capsule

>L IJt IXI T
HEARSON
POINT
NP ONE

•^'232ZESZZZL

^

t

we would explain that it is a wonderful little scientific '•<%>

apparatus—the original invention of Mr. Hearson— 'v'^v

which, in spite of the most extreme variations of heat and '^v's

cold outside the incubator, will automatically keep the ''iys

hatching chamber inside at a uniform temperature— %y
with such precision that it is guaranteed not to Vary more '^A\

than 3 degrees in 12 months of constant use. '^^v

v.'OHEARSONS
Incubator

k —the Incubator that hatches EVERY
fertile egg.

... The HEARSON Incubator will last 20—30 years, and is

therefore more ECONOMICAL to buy than a cheaper

machine that may not last a quarter of the time.

1

^

i

Write NOW for a FREE f:^
copy of extremely iyiteresting f^'

handbook " The Frablem j!}^f

Solved" {104 pp. published 0-J
at la.), GRATIS

"*

POST FREE from
Spratt's Patent Lid

{Dept.S 18),

2i-25, Fenchurch St
London,
E.G. ,-^

00^

AND X'?

Mrs. WALTER SCHWABE, S.^^oXS.^'S:

Rhode Island Reds
White Leghorns -

Silver Campines -

Catalogue on .Application. .Speciality

—

FIRST CROSS FAVEROLLES-ORPINQTONS
EQQS 4/6 dozen, 34/- hundr.d.

EGGS AND
DAY-OLD

CHICKS.

I PULLETS, laying. 5/- each ; 60/- dcz. List,
30 breeds, free. Special offer: Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Varney, Stratford, Essex.

DON'T REAR CHICKENS
without a constant supply of clean crushed bone and
grit. They are absolutely essential. If you prepare
your own you know what you give the chickens, and
it costs next to nothing. Will send a new Crusher

made for the purpose tor 1 O/- free on rail.

L. DUNKER, Hillmarton Paddock, RUGBY.

SMITHS' FAMOUS POULTRY FOODS.—
EverythinR for Poultry. Lists free.—SMITHS, Specialists,
Audlem, Cheshire. Establis' ed 1890.

THE "COUNTRY LIFE" LIBRARY.

THE UNHEATED
GREENHOUSE

By K. Ii. DAVIDSON.

ISO pazea and nearly 50 lUastrttlona.

CHBAP EDITION, SI- NET, BY POST. 6/S

Please write to-day for full particulars of this Invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books In the " CotTNTKY Life " Library, to The Manager,
" CotJNTET Lira," Limited, Tavistock Street. W.C.
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MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD
Offered on page iv. last week a grand lot of Rose Trees, Lovely Fragrant Paeonles,
Hardy Perennial Plants, Rare Fruit Trees, etc. Look this up and order at once,

you cannot plant too early, all do well now.

MAGNIFICENT LILIES.
The brush cannot paint, or the pen portray the exquisite purity and delicacy, yet magnificent grandeur of the stately Lily. It is the

ne plus ultra of floral beauty, and I urge my friends to each year add a few Lilies to their collection. No other flower will so adorn

our homes when in bloom, and they constantly improve after planting. As a rule. Lilies are of the easiest cultivation, especially the

beautiful Longiflorum, succeeding equally well in the garden or greenhouse, sun or shade ; the eye drinks in its lovely tints with delight.

To say that it is frosted, glistening white, deliciously fragrant, is to convey but a slight idea of its perfect loveliness. They are magnificent

planted singly or in groups among Perennial and Herbaceous plants, amongst Shrubs and Rose trees they are always at home, and have a

charming effect. Whole beds planted out on the lawn or in any odd nooks or corners, is a sight not readily forgotten. Imagine these huge
snowy trumpets, 10 to 12 inches long, pouring fragrance forth till the air is heavy with sweetness. A good bed of these Lilies often

perfumes and is the talk of the whole neighbourhood. Most glorious as cut flowers for all classes of decorations. Never out of place.

THE ABOVE ARE THE TRUE LOVELY HARDY LONGIFLORUM GIGANTEUM.
rSs' Hundreds of Testimonials from Delighted Customers who have grown this Lily.

Price : 6, 2^6; 12, 4^6. Extra Selected : 6, 3/-; 12, 5/6 ; 25, 10/- Now best time to plant. VERY SCARCE THIS SEASON.

Bv Appointment.

PAULS' ROYAL NURSERIES,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

Large stocks of the following, in excellent con
dition for spring planting, at very moderate prices.

ROSES in all forms, old and new varieties

FRUIT TREES for the orchard & garden^

HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.
HARDY CLIIVIBING PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS and CAIWELLIAS.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
SEEDS and Garden Sundries.

Priced Lists on applicnti ii slating articles required.

WM. PAUL & SON, WALTHAM CROSS, LTD.

FOOD SUPPLY.
PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES

(Supplied Irom Stock),

Suitable for Allotments and Gardens at Reasonable Prices

LETHORION ::

FumigatorVAPOUR
CONE

Introduced 1885.

The marvellous effect of tliis

simple and cheap method of

Fumigating Greenhouses is

fully borne out by the

enormous increase of sales

year by year.

Only a match required

for starting the Cone. Full

directions for use on each

Cone.

Thousands of testimonials

received from all parts.

Prices.—No. 1,500 tol.OOO cubic ft., 6d.; No. a, 1,500 cubic
ft., 8d. ; No. 3, for 2,000 to 2.500 cubic ft. 1/-.

Ke;;iEtere l Trade Mark 6L'657.

4ftTENAX »t

^%f^^
These Frames are made of the best materials, and can
)e put together and taken aparl in a few minutes by

any handy man.
Caialoeue of Prices sent Free on Af>plication.

Tt. HALLIDAY & Co.
Royal Horticultural Works MIDDLETON. MANCHESTER.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
BEARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Keaders of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for wliich Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not onlv full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of " Country Life " Ltd . 20
Tavistock Street, OoviEmt Garden, W.C.

THE NEW
AND MOST
SUCCESSFUL

Wax
It is a much required " HOME-MADE " article to

meet the requirements of all Nurserymen and
Gardeners.

It is rapidly taking the place of all Foreign and other

preparations for all Grafting and Budding Purposes.

In Tins, each, 6d.,1/-, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-. Also in bulk at
reduced rates.

To be obtained through the Nursery and Seed Trade generally.

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
Bonded Chemical Works, Shad Thames,

LONDON, S.E.

A Revised and Enlarged Edition ot

WALL AND WATER GARDENS
With Chapters on the Rock Garden and the
Heath Garden by GERTRUDE JEKYLL.

12/6 net ; post free (inland), 13/-

Large octavo, cloth ^tli, containing 200 illustraiiowi.
plans and diagrams and beautiful

coloured frontispiece.

Mrs. PYM'S FAMOUS
PLANTS.

.1;/ Post Free or Curriage Pui'l Pussemjer Trnin.

Strong Plants from Open Field.
Cos and Cabbage Lettuce. Giant Kocca and Italian^

Tripoli Onions.l/'9 100. Ailsa Craig Onions, 2/3 100. Rhubarb,
best red, three-year-old roots, 6 for 1/-. Seakale, larRe roots,',

6, 1 -. Sage, Thyme, Marjoram, Mint, 12. lOd. Parsley, best,
curled. 20. lOd. Asparagvis, Kehvav's Giant, strong roots
4;- 100. Shallots, large bulbs, 20, lOd.

Magnificent Hardy Perennials, Rockery and Spring Flower
ing Plants, will flower this year : several acres : very cheap :

all lOd. doz.
Achillea, double white. Agrostemma, crimson. Alyssum,

gold dust. Alpine Pinks. Antirrhinums. ,\i|uilegias. Arabis,

double white. Aubrietia, purple. Arabis, variegated. Canter-
buryBells, separate colours. CanterburyBells, mixed (20, lOd.).

Snow in Summer. Clurysanthemum, maximum. Rock Rose.
Cornllowers. ijlue. Cowslips, red. Comnielina, blue. Crucian-
ella, pink. Daisy, Monstrosa, large double pink or white (1.5,

lOd.). nianthus, all colours, separate, noronicnm, early

yellow. Forget-me-nots, best dwarf blue (15, lOd.). Foxgloves,
iiest mixed. French Marguerites, ail colours. Gladioli, mixed.
Ceum, scarlet. Hollyhocks. Iceland Poppies. l.ily of the
Valley. Linum, blue flax. Lupins, assorted. Lychnis, scarlet

or pink. Lythrura. rosea. Mimulus. scarlet. Jlonthretia,

clumps. Oriental Poppies. Pansies, best large flowering.

Pentstemon, scarlet. Pinks, double white or mixed.
Polemonium, blue. Polyanthus, best border and gold laced.

Pyrethrum, roseum. Ribbon Grass, variegated. Sweet
Rocket. Saponaria, pink. Saxifragas. choice assorted.

Sedums. various. Scabious, mixed. Sidalcea, pink. Silene

compactn, crimson (1.5, lOd.). Silene Shafta, pink. Stachys,

lanata . Statice, Sea Lavender. Sweet Williams, new scarlet,

pink, crimson, and Diadem. Sweet Williams, mixed (20, lOd.) •

Tunica Saxitraga, Valerian, crimson or white. Many others.

Splendid Strong Plants from Cold House and Frames.

—

Calceolaria Tigrlna (herbaceous), giand varieties, 6, lOd.

Prinuila obconica, new rose shades, fi. lOd. Primula japonlca,

riueen of hardy Primulas, 4, lOd. Lovely varieties of Hardy
Primulas to flower in succession from now to end of summer.
List free.

Cauliflower, transplanted, .'JO. 1/6 : 100, 2'0. Tomato
Plants, Carter's Sunrise and Sutton's Perfection, 6, lOd.
Sweet Pea Plants, 30, lOd.

Strong Greenhouse Plants and Choice Hardy Perennials,

Kockery, Vegetable Plants, etc. Catalogue free.

Please write to-day for fuU particulars of this invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,
" Country Lips," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.

10, Vine House, Woodstone, Peterborough.

FORBES' Catalogue
Florist's Flowers, Hardy Plants, Vegetable

and Flower Seeds, Free on Application.

JOHN FORBES (Hawick) Ltd.,
Th'f K'ng'a ''«/"-"»«-v»»i~»>,

HAWICK, SCOTLAND.
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^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. \- l/-Tinsit l5/-per Cwt.if.or. London)
ol .ill Chemists. Stores and Nurberymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal al Roval Horticultural
Exh'hitio^i. iQi t

.

TUa bTwURBRIDOJH UAATIjNG APPARATUS
For Greenhouses, Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity. Made at Q,ur

own foundry, and under our
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for
Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

BlrBlngbam Itreet Foandry
8TOURBRIOQE.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
15A net: by post, 15/7.

Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USING

RITO
THE HUmOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL^BACTERIA)

letter received from a pleased userj nearExtract from
Bristol : —

'* In every cme there ig a marked increase of groivlh and sturdiness in the
portions treated irith Rito.

Broad Beans benefited 50 % Seedlings benefited 30 %
Peas „ 25 % Carrots „ 30 %

Onions benefited 20 %
and less fly attack where used."

Equally good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES:—3 buahel bag, 17/6; 2 bushel bag. 12/6; 1 bushel bag, 7/6
Carriage paid. Cartons 1/-each. Asli for Boolilet "Rito Results" from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this Invaluablf
book and (or Illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Country Life " Library, to The Managei,
" Country Life," LruiTED, Tavistock Street, W.C.

INTENSIVE

POULTRY KEEPING
Readers reiiuirint; EGGS for their household
and 'or Ho<i itais should write for details of
our unique system, which thousands have proved
a success. We supply the complete " Beginner's
Ideal Intensive Outht " carriage paid.

Do not miss asking for our Booklet on this
important subject, which affects all requiring
eggs for home consumption.

In addition to being the originators of the above
(introduced by us at the Daily Mail Ideal
Home Exhibition in 1913). we are the

LARGEST BREEDERS
of retkible Poultrv in England, and

HEADQUARTERS
for supplying every requirement in the Poultry
World

BREEDING PENS,
PEDIGREE LAYING STRAINS IN
COCKERELS AND PULLETS.

Several hundred Birds still for disposal, write
us your actual requirements.

EGGS FOR SITTING,
DAY-OLD CHICKS,
NOW READY.

Satisfaction guaranteed in every transaction, with
personal attention.

Send for our 1 6-page Booklet, free to all

Readers of "The Garden."
N'.B.—Please write to Orpington, where all corre-
spondence is now conducted. 'Phone—CRAY 39.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, Kent
Branch Farm—LE TOUQUET. FR.-\iNXE.

Burpee's Seeds Grow
TTHE tnilh of this famous slogan is proved by thousands ol

* pleased and permanent customers. The Burpee Idea of

Quality First,—combined with efficient service has built the

World's Greatest Mail-Order Seed Business. Burpee's Annual,
The Leading American Seed Catalog for 1917 is a

bright new book of 204 pages, in colors, and a Safe Guide to

Success in the garden. Mailed free. Write for it today.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers,

Burpee Buildings, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A*

WAniiBMr*iT«b.

Cf^yiez^ Annual

>EEDS^ ISEEDS
\

VATUEBUflPEG&Ca.
I

DOBBIES
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.
160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

DOBsif: sl CO.,
Royal Seedsmen and Florists,

EDINBURGH.

SEED POTATOES.
56 lbs.

12/-
28 lbs.

6/6
14 lbs.

3/6
7 lbs.

2/-

Ringleader ... i

May Queen
Mid Early-
Duke of York
Sinety Fold
Hebron ...

Puritan ...

S. Express
Eclipse ...

M. Aehleaf
Epicure '

Eating Potatoes, 14/- cwt.

71b. special, 2/6 C.P.
Bags free on rail, cash with order. Send for fuU lists. With every
list I give mv pamphlet, " How to Grow the Potato." Every order
must be accompa ied with following dec'ara Ion ;

—"I hereby certify
the seed potatoes ordered ar required for seed purposes only." Try
my speciality. 71b .. any vTriety. /.. carriage paid by passenger train.

TOM E. KING,

British Queen ...,
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Bounteous
Profitable

Gardens

OPEN TO ALL
Oui prMtloal upCTluM*

wUl help

^^ Write aow. ^^^OUNOARY CO., \.M.,^F
For

POTATO
GROWERS.

SANKEYS^So^-poTS,
'^ Che BEST and ChcftpcsK '

fcvifc ^-^wii »K.« r«

1fCMAmosAftt<mr* son, lt^.

HOCKEKY STONE
in large or small pieces, from 1 - per ton.

Stone Qarden Rollers, Crazy Paving, Spar,
Limestone, or Qritstone Chippings for Footpaths.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Etc.
ENQUIRE

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,
OARLEY DALE. MATLOCK.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.

' LAWNS. &?

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE FOR STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PHEPaRED.
In the form ofaleaf-mould. ready for use at any time. In the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further

(1 cwt. equallinfi 15 cwts.), gi^ 3 better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from wef ds, worms, etc.
Beport of Eoyal Hortlcultaral Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley. and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
in the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full particulars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.

W^ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -«Q
Sold in Bags. 28 lbs,, 2/3; 56 lbs., 3/6; 1 cwt. ,6/-; 5 cwts., 28/9; 10 cwts., 65/- ; for cash with order, we paving carriage by
Plckford, London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London ; ad. per bag charged extra for every 50 miles or part

beyond this distance.WAKBLEY BROS, ft CO.. LTD . 75a. BANKSIDE. LONDON.
Also WAKELEY'S GROUNP GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel bag, carriage raid 25 miles, extra as above.

icts there >-'

I
and makes the Garden ,l'"iL\t,

^ay all the year round r^:^^.?'-:^'^^

_ 1 everywhere in TINS at 6d.& 1».,and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d. : 14 lbs.,49.6d. : 2^ lbs.. 7«. 6d.. 56 lbs., 128. 6d. , 112 lbs 20s Ot
dlrertfrnmtheWnrks, Carriaeepaid in the United Kingdom forCashuitb Order fp\rcpt6d TINS)

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.r.s& Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON. E.

THE DEMAND FOR

COCOA
GROWS GREATER EVERY DAY

Printed by HuDfOH & Kbahhs. Liuitid, Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.H., and Published by " Couktry Lira." LiwrrsD, at 20. Tarlstocli Street, Strand. W.C
and by Gioroc NiwNca, Limitsd, 9-11, Soutliampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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WEBBS' HIGH-CLASS VEGETABLES.—
1
BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
nl finest selected strains and tested irrowth at strictly

nidcierate prices. Descriptive I'atalugue free.

BARR'S BEAUTIFUL LILIES, GLADIOLI,
Cannaa, Montbretias, Tipridias. Anemones, Ranunculus, etc.,

for spriiiK planting. Descriptive Catalogue free.

—

Bakr and
Sons. Kinu street, ('event Garden, London. ^^^^^

Awarded the Royal Horticultural and Royal Agricultural
Societies' Gold Medals in 1010. Splendid Specialities. Webb-^'
Emperor Tomato, ]/-ami l/»i packet; Webbs' Leader Cabbage
(early) 6d. packet; Webbs' Champion Prize Leek, l/-and 1/fl

packet; Wei)bs' Aldenham Pin Celery,!/- and I/O packet;
Webbs' Pioneer Pea (early), 3- quart; Webbs' Mammoth
Longpod Broad Bean, ;i/- quart; Webbs* New Marrowfat
Parsnip, 9d. ounce ; Webbs' New Standard Carrot, 1/- ounce.
Post free.

WEBBS' FAMOUS GARDEN MANURES.
PERFECT PLANT FOODS. Manufacturea at Webbs'
Maimre Works, Saltnev, t'hesti^r ; 60 acres in extfiiit. For
Potatoes, 14 lbs.. 3/6; 28 lbs.. 6/-; 56 lbs., 10/6; 112 lbs., 20/-.

ForToma'oes, 14 1bs.,4/6; 28 lbs., 7/6; .'iB lbs., 1.3/6 ; 1121b8.,
if<l-. For general purposes, 14 lbs., 3/6; 28 lbs., 6/-; 56 lbs,,

10/6; 112 lbs., 20/-. For Vines Lawns, Roses, Carnations,
Sweet Peas, et*., see Webbs' Garden Catalogue, post free.

—

Weed A- Son%Ltd,, Tlie Kin<r's Seedsmen, Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties Dwarfs. Standards.
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection In culti-

vation- We cordially Invite you to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERERS' "PRODUCTIVE" SEEDS.—
The best varieties and s lected strains at reasonable prices

:

special planting table and descriptive catalogue free.

—

John
Waterer. Sons & Crisp, Ltd.. seed Wareiiouaes. Bagshot.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
VITUOLlTlil " far .superior to White Lead Paint.
PLASTINK " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
Carson ^V Sons, Grove Works, iSattersea. Agents through-\\

out the country.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
descriptioDjStone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended Estimates given.

^^Morrlsburne, Woking. ^ __^__

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (FourGold
Medals R.H.S., 450 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing equals a bed of Douglas clove-scented
stiff-necked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
Finest l^eed, 1/6 an<i 2/tt pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. Douglas
( I he Premier Honse*. Gt. Bookham.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratia.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
t-lnch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measiu-ements, 4jd. sq. yard ; stout 1-inch mesh,
cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium, 2d As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supply limited ; order early.

—

W. OUVER Alien, Garden Net Works, Portlileven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-
loguee on application.

—

Jones, Churchfleld, Cradley, Malvern.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application.

—

George Bunyard &. Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries. Maidstone^

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medela has been proved by hundreds of practical gardeners a
certain cure for tliis trouble. To be applied in Marcli and
April; 2/- per nuart, 5/6 per gallon, in cans.

—

Geo. Bunyard
and Co., Ltd., Ro,\al Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
now being booked for Uiese plants for delivery in March.
List with full directions and prices, on application.

—

Geo.
Bunyard &. Co.. Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Musliroora Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Cliester.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand
booli to the garden. By E. T. CooK. Witli over 200 illus

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12s. 6d. net,

by post, 13s.—Publisiied at the OtBces of "ConNTRT
Life," Ltd.. 20. Tavistock Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCTTART) HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalozue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers * Son,
SawbridKewort)]. Herts. Station : Harlow. G.E.E.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—W.\kelhy Bros. & Co., Ltd.. T.'ia, Bantoside, London.

WALLACE'S NEW PRIMULA HELODOXA,
A.M., R.H.S., 1916. Otlier New Chinese Primulas, etc. BER-
BERIS NEW CUINESti SPECIES. LILIES, GLADIOLI,
BEGONIAS, are a few of the items offered and described
in our SPRING CATALOGUE, post free on application.—
R. Wallace & Cu. Ltd., Kilutield Ganlens, Colchester, Essex

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in
What Soils to Plant Them," with Catalogue, free on applica-
tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 ; 25, 6/6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-.

All different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.)^
G. R. Phifps. Alpine Nursery. Barnham, Bognor.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, from coUection
of 1,000 vars., sold very cheap. Choice Alpines exchanged.
Send for catalogue.—Rev. Anderson, " Glenn Hall,"
Lei'-ester.

MESSRS. FIDLER & SONS beg to announce,
witli sincere regret, that they will not be able to accept, at
tlie present time, any more orders for Seeds or Seed Potatoes
Since the break-up of the frosty weather, they have been
inundated to such an astounding extent with orders, that
severely handicapped as tht-y are in respect to labour, there is

considerable difficulty in dealing with the accumulation. As
soon as arrears have been met to tlie necessary extent, thev
hope to again commence accepting orders, Wi en the fact will

be announced in the Press.— 1? IDLER &. Sons, Royal Berkshire
Seed Stores, Reading. ^__^^_^_^

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
lilter.s ; perfectlv automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,

Westminster.

CULTIVATE THE FOLLOWING BERRIES,
they will repav your trouble and expeiKe. The Newberry,
one of the finest Logan crosses, no core and raspberry flavour,

1/- each, lo/o doz. : Loganberrv. lOd. each, 9/- doz. ; Wilson
Junior, a very fine Blackberrv. lod. eacl.,9/-doz. Don'tdelay,
they are wortli growing.—Whitelegg & Co., Chialehurst.

SUTTON'S
SUTTON'S

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
FLOWER SEEDS.

THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
KELWAY'S GLADIOLUS BULBS (All

British) if you wish to have a glorious display of flowers Iln
the autumn when blooms are scarce.

Kelway's, the champion growers of Gladioli, are offering

a wide selection of beautiful varieties in all colours at greatly
reduced prices during tlie war.

Write at once for tlieir illustrated catalogue and make a
selection that will enable you to send flowers to the Wounded
Soldiers in Hospitals and Nursing Homes from July till the
frosts come. Gladioli are invaluable for cutting, as every
bud opens in water. They last for a fortnight and are so
briglit and cheerful that they are particularly well suited to

Invalids. For decoration of all kinds the Gladiolus Kelwayi
is pre-eminent.

Carriage paid and packing free for prepaid order.
Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, I^ngport.

Somerset.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New lUus-
tratcd Catalogue of Clioice Vegetable and Flower Seed,s, with
full cultiu'al notes, is now ready and will be sent post free on
application.—(Dept. K), R 11. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech^

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—
New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard
varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.

—

(Dept. E), R. H. BATH, LTD., The Floral Farms. Wisbech.

DOBBIE & CO.,Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh,
will send a. lopv of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to

Gardening, IfiO pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free, if this

paper is mentioned.

LAXTON'S SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fme stock to

olfer—may still»be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation

on receipt of stamped envelope.

—

Laxton Brothers, Bedford

MCDONALD'S " DICTIONARY OF PRAC-
TICAL GARDENING, 2 vols., coloureil plates (£4 4 0),

17/6. " Birds Useful and Harmful," 85 plates, new (6/-), 3/6.

Ward's " Life Histories of Familiar Plants," 122 illustrations,

new (6/-), 3/-; postage.—Ford, Naturalist. Bournemouth.

FLOWERPOTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 5in.,

30 3!in., 25 2}in., complete, packed free, 7/6. lUnstrated

list of pota, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and

rhubarb pots, free.

—

Thos. Jeavoss, Potteries, Brlerley Hill .

OXYDOIN FOR CHILBLAINS.—Instant Re-

lief Rapid Cure. Chaps, cuts, bums, sores, stings, rheumatic

joints, sciatica, and neuritis, 1/3 and 1/9. Approval Lamelr-
New Oxtdol Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London,W.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for iUustrated Catalogue. AUo Kennel Railing and

Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—Boulton & PAUL.

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwicli.

BLAOKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, wiU
have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., etc , free, if this paper is men-

tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequaUed Del-

phiniums in superb variety.
^

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties.

cheap. List sent.—MARION Oledstanes, Fardross, Clogher,

Tyrone.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
AMATEURS
CAN OBTAIN
SPLENDID RESULTS.

v^Kf^a

COMPAR E FOR BETTER GARDENS

EVERY SEED
CROWS AT
ITS BEST

THE OLD WAYTHE, ULU WATT ^h

GET IT NOW AND MERE-THEN

theSeedtapewav

JUST PLANT THE TAPE
BRITISH SEEDTAPE. Ltd.. 4, DEWAR HOUSE, 11, HAYMARKET, LONDON, S.W.I (B^e1?SJTo«)

A IJ« 'TlOMa.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS I

SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.O.
OATALOaVRS ON APPLICATION.

Bounteous
Profitable

Gardens

OPEN TO ALL
Our practical experience

will help

YOU. £50
Write now.

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd.,

CranmerSt., Liverpool

Fop
POTATO

GROWERS.

Mrs. PYM'S
FAMOUS PLANTS

for Present Planting, all post
free. Send for Catalogue of

MAGNIFICENT HARDY PERENNIALS,
SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS,

GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

ROCKERY PLANTS,

VEGETABLE PLANTS, etc.
VERY GOOD AND CHEAP.

SWEET PEA {
(ALiiiinin Sown.- Cold Grown) ^j^'

and TOMATO PLANTS I
Our Great Specialities. ^

All Devotees ot the Sweet Pea should send for ^If^

our New Li.st. Jt rontaius >*5

90 Varieties, including 20 Novelties.

These are a 'iplection of ihe " Cream," ami we honestly
believe that there has never been ofTered as plants
such a comprehensive coIlc:ction or first-class
varieties

THE EDITORS of many Gardening Papers
have commended our selection.

Everyone wiio has . I greenhouse shouUl aim at flowering
these as early as possible. Tomato crop can follow. Noheat
is required. I'lant or pot NOW. Plant in Open towards end
af Mar^h. The followinfi are a few selections from list —

i

CiNC£ TRIED ALWAYS USED,

THE 'PAHISSON' LAWN BOOTS
SIMPLEST

!

STRONGEST

!

MOST ECONOMICAL!
Soles of best English Sole Leather
(\V"aterproofed), with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs.

Tlie "PATTISSON- BOOTS are
the most durable on the market, out-
lasting several sets ol ordinary boots,
and when worn out can be many
times refitted and are then equal to

,-
new ones, hut this may only be satis-

^'
' ' factorilydone by us, the makers.

RUBBER SOLES STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.
SILVER MEDALS "<>y^' Horticultural Society. 1904, 1914.OILfbn nibUHLO ROYAL INTERNATIONnEXHBITlON. 1912.
Used in the ROYAL (and in thousands

of the PkINCIPAL) GARDENS.
Hundreds of Testimonials.

The Field says: "As good as anything
that could be devised."
Mr. TROUP (Head Gardener to H.M. THE
KING. Balmoral Castle) writes :

" The boot-^
supplied 2 years ago are as good as ever."

Jllustriitcd Price Listfi from the Makers biG z

H. PATTISSON & CO., n.%%%7„°.'r,° .\;;.'^^-

Cont-'acto s lo H.M. Gnvernment.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, Vine House, Woodstone, Peterborough.

SEED POTATOES.
RiDgleadei
May Queen
Mid Early
Duke of York
Ninety Fold
Hebron ...

Puritan . .

.

S. Express
Eclipse . .

.

M. Ashleaf
Epicure

5fi lbs.

12/-
28 lbs.

, 6/6
( 14 lbs.

3/6
7 lbs.

2/-

British Queen ...
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SEEDS FOR 1917.
It 13 none too early for parden lovers to think of

seeds, but be sure the seeds you buy are seeds of

qualUy. It is a gardeulng axiom tliat

RYDERS SEEDS
are the be^t, and despite tlie fact of a War Time price
of IJd. per packet, orders for these famous Flower
and Vegetable Seeds are daily growing in volume.
Seeds of quality cannot now be supplied, even by
Ryders, in Penny Packets.

RYDERS ILLUSTRATED SEED
CATALOGUE FREE.

Ryders 1917 Catalogue contains a large number
of choice varieties not found in other lists.

Ryders offer in l\d packets suck standard
ttovi Ities as ."

—

Tomato Bide's Recruit, 8 seeds for IJd.

"All the Year Round " Cauliflower.

The New Chinese Celery-Cabbage " Pe Tsai."
Lychnis Arkwrightii.

Calceolaria Veitchii.

New Double Cosmos, pink and white.

Such Sweet Peas as Jean Ireland, President,

Fiery Cross, The Lady Eveline, Yarrawa,
and over two hundred others.

Send a postcard to-day for your free copy of this

Cataloaue. Keniember tiie one and only address and
beware ol imitators—no agents.

RYDER & SON, l.^

Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS.
Grow Your Own Food by
Sowing Ryders
Famous Vegetable Seeds.

All Seed Orders value 2/6 and
over carriage free to your door.

Bv .\t I'OINTMENT

PAULS* ROYAL NURSERIES,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

Large stocks of the following, in excellent con-
dition for spring plantin;^, at very moderate prices.

ROSES in all forms, old and new varieties.

FRUIT TREES for the orchard & garden.

HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.
HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS and CAMELLIAS.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
SEEDS and Garden Sundries.

Priced Lists on application slating articles required.

WM. PAUL & SON, WALTHAM CROSS, LTD.

DOBBIES
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.

SCED POTAXOES.
New Success, Yielder, Qneen Alexandra. Early Rose, Hebrons.
Sharpe's Express, Myatts, Eclipse, Llewellyns. Epicure. May Queen,
Queen Mary. Duke of York, Arran Chief Puritan. Great Scot, Ninety-
fold. Midlothian. Sfiibs . li;6: 28lbs.. 6(6; lUbs.. 3/3: 7lbs.. 1/9. Kinfi
Edwards. Factor, Evcrgi od. Royal Kidney, Northern Star, British
Queen. Up-to-Date, Table Talk. D.tlhousie. Cornwall^. Triumph. Dal-
meny Hero. Pioneer. Northe n Star. 561bs.. 10/-; 2S bs. 5/6; I41bs.,
3/-; 71bs.. 1/9 Fating Potatoes, cwt.. U/-. Potato Manure, 10/- cwt.

:

6/- 56tlis. ; 3;6 281bs. ; 2/- 141bs. ; 1/3 7lbs. Shallots. 9d. per lb. Onion
Sets. 1/6 lb Free on rail. Ba^s free.

When ordering, please state S* ed Potatoes are
Intended to be used for Seed Purposes only.

Collection of Peas. Beans, and small s eds (22 packets) 2/6 carriage
paid. Ca h wit • order. Send for lull CatalOoue. Seed Potatoes,
Peas. Beans and Vegetable Seeds.

CHATTERIS,
CAMBRIDGE HIREHORACE TAYLOR,

SCOTCH bEED t-OTATGES FOR SALE
Midlothian Early i. 16/- cwt. .' Duke of York
British Uueen ) £15 ton. i May Queen
Up-to-Dale I 14/- cwt i The Factor
Dalhousie Seedlmg I «13 ton. I King Edward VII.

5 cwt. at ton rate. Bags free. Put on rail-

CASH WITH ORDER.
HEDLEY, WELSH & COMPANY,

4, New Bridge Street, Newcastle on-Tyne

160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

DOSSIJB & CO.
Royal Seedsnteii and Florists,

EDINBURGH.

Bark"s Seeds
foc Flower ?^ Kitchen Garden
OF Finest Selected Strains Mested Growth

Awarded the

R.H.S.Gold Medal & Ft.H.S. Silver- i

Gilt Knightian Medal, 1914 & 1915.
Barr's Seed Guide for the best VeRetable
and Flower Seeds sent free on application.

BMR & SONS. 11, 12 and 13. King St., Covent Garden, London
!

^ Guarantested ^m
< Guaranteed and TesUd

MONEY-BACK
Seed Potatoes
Reports published by the Board uf Aiiriculture

show that it is possible by planting Selected Pedigree
Seed Potatoes to get

A Crop Two or Three Times Heavier
than can be secured by planting nonde<icript or
ordinary potatoe-, often nilsleadingly called " Seed "

PotatoeB. It is truft Bees' Guarintestfd Seed
Potatoes cost rather more to buy ; they cost much
more to produce, being pedigree stock, than ordin-
ary potatoes. But the rxtra cost of seed is covered
tt-n times over b thw muoh greater value of the
larger crops which you get

On the snnie Area of Oroand
with the same amount of labour If you are wise
you will avoid all otters of doubtful "Seed," poor
8t8 I is always most costly, even as a gi.t—and
concentrate your fnergy in a woriliy direction. It

is a notable fact that Bees' Guarantesi eil Seed
Potatoes are the only Se^?il Potatoe.s sold on the
definite understandiny that if they fail to give satis-

taction, when grown under suitable conditions,

You Oet Voar Mouey Back.
When ordering plpast* say whether Scotch, Irish or
Engli^ Seed it prefi'rred. 11' no preference is s ated
>^e3 Ltd. will send ihe seed wbiuh is best suited to
your locality. It will h»lp if you say whether your
soil is light, medium or heavy.

All Varieties Same Price.

Tibs.
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MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD.
32nd Year KNOWN ALL OVER THE WORLD WHERE PLANTS, BULBS AND TREES CAN BE SENT.

THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS FOR QUALITY, PACKING. FRESH-
NESS, AND SAFE ARRIVAL, GAINED ONLY BY SHEER MERIT AND SUPERLATIVE VALUE.

63rd Season
The following are VERY SPECIAL VALUE, and offered at REDUCED PRICES, to encourage early planting, thus preventing any failures,
as the plants get established before summer, and never fall to do well. ALL PACKED FREE, BOXES FREE, AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

12 SUPERB TEA AND HYBRID TEA
EVER BLOOMING ROSES.

Twelve magnificent varieties for garden or greenhouse,
nearly all Gold Medal winners ; flower continuously the whole
season. The Eoses are of great substance, with remarkably
long, handsome buds and shell-retailed flowers of most
exquisite soft shades and distinct tea-like fragrance. 3 for 3/-

;

6 for S/- ; 12 for 8/6.

Very Special Offer of Giant-Flowering
HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.

My Selection, drawn from very best varieties where
I have a surplus.

Will transplant splendidly now, every tree having a mass
of fibrous roots, and e\ ery one flowered all last season. A
magnificent range of colour, from pure white>4o rich crimson.
These will make any garden a blaze of colour. 6, all different,

for 3/- ; 12 for 5/6 ; 25 for 10/- ; 50 for 18/6. Packed free

and carriage paid. This is a bargain price so long as stock
lasts, as many of these Roses are worth from 1/- to 2 - each.

EXTRA CHOlCt: CLIMBING ROSE^.—
All Bplendid varieties, strong, vigorous trees, all different and
correctly named. 6 for 4/6 ; 12 for 7/6. Keal bargain. Large
stock. These will give something more than mere satisfaction.

DAINTYB «BY i%0««ESOK • H£NE«» TOM
THUM".—Have a bed of these for a change ; you will have
such a mass of blossom you ne\er had before. Superb as a
bedding rose ; c^n also be used for Edging or Pots. Now
offered by me infourlo\ely colours— rich crimson, snow-white,
geranium-red, and Dorothy Perkins pink. All the same price,

1/3 each ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 for 5/6 ; 12 for 7/6. May be had all

one colour or mixed as desired.

CLIMBING MOSE**—A wonderful oflfer. HaU-price
Having a grand stock of Climbing and Rambling Roses, all

grand trees, in splendid condition, no need for bare walls,
ugly places, arches, and trellises not covered, etc. Plant these
freely, they will flower in the wildest profusion anywhere and
everywhere. 6 for 1/- ; 12 for 5/-, No more at the bargain
price when these are cleared.

THK VtKV I ATFST CARNATIONS.—
American Giant Tree Carnations, lovely colours, very free
flowering. Grand for cold or warm greenhouse or even window.
3 for 2/-: 6 for 3/6 ; 12 for 6/6. Strong, well-rooted plants.
Soon flower.

The Keal.OLD-FASHIONED LAVENDER
(flowers and foliage deliciously scented^—Everybody likes

Lavender ;
grows anywhere. Strong plants : 4 for 1/6,

No garden complete without thi>. old ra\ ourite.

NOW VERY BEST TIME TO PLANT P>CONIES.
GIANT FLOWERING JAPANESE AND

rniNE^E Vf€. NIK .—Truly glorious, beyond description.
The most magnificent of all Hardy Plants. The fragrance of
these new Pseonies creeps into the senses, soothes, delights,
refreshes. Its charm lingers in the memory longafterthe per-
fume itself has stolen away. Double Herbaceous Paeonies are
the most magnificent of all liardy herbaceous plants ; they are
immense in size, gorgeous in colour, yet withal of exquisite
delicacy, and of indescribable beauty. Much that has been
said of the Rose by poets of all ages might with equal truth
be addressed to these truly noble flowers. A place should
be found for Pseonies in e\ ery garden.
VERY SPECIAL PRICE.—All colours, mixed, strong

roots, full of buds 3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/6 ; 12 for 8/6 : 25 for
15/- ; 100 for 55/-.

P/EoNY-OWEEN VICTORIA -Magnificent pure
white, delicately scented and beyond all question the finest pure
White Paeony in existence, ^o description can do justice to
tills glorious Pfpony ; it must be seen. !• xtra strong roots, 2/-
each ; 3 for 5/- ; 6 for 9/6 ; 12 for 17/6 (worth 7/6 each).
Special photographic reproduction, full plate size, of this
Pseony, free with all orders.

TWO LOVELY BUSH CLEMATIS.
CLEMATI* ERECTA ALBA-Crows in lovely

bush form, about 3l't. high; very fragrant and liardy. yielding
huge clusters of white blossom, with a delicious perfume. For
large borders, and planted along side walks they are simply
delightful. 2 for 2/S ; 4 for 4/-.

1 l.EMATIS l>AVIDIANA.-This isalovely species
of Clematis, growing in bush form 3ft. or 4ft. high, and yielding
through the summer great panicles of lovely blue flowers.

H»BRinD»LPHIMLMS._Can offer plantsfrom
my superb collection. Single and Double Exhibition \ arieties,
towering spikes of the most exquisite blue shades imaeinable.
All who see these new hybrids are amazed at the richness and
intensity of colour. W ithout seeing them no one can form
the slightest conception of their splendour. Perfectly hardy,
and thri\e anywhere 6 for 1/6: 12, 2/9. Extra large,
6 for 2/- ; 12 for 3/6.

WINTER Hi^ LIOTROPE(Tussilago fragrans)
Perfectly hardy, blooms in the open, mid-winter. One spray
will scent out a large room Anyone can grow this in sunless
town garden, or e\ en backyard. 6,1/3; 12,2/-; 24,3/-.

ALBRltTIA GK/XCA—a gem for the rockery or
edging, dwarf, compact tufts, covered with lovely blue flowers
for months. 6 for 1/3: 12 for 2/3.

RARE NEW FRUiT, SHOULD BE
IN EVERY GARDEN.

RATHBT N Bl ACKBERRY (new American
Giant ) —This fruit is very larc;e and handsonte, intense black,
with a very high polish, and without any hard core, juice highly
flavoured ; of so superior a quality that it is in a class by itself.

Those accustomed to the old varieties would scarcely recognise
it for a Blackberry. 3,2/6; 6,4/-; 12,7/6.

BLACK CURRANTS, BOSHflOP GIANT
( ^ ew).—Thisis the finest and largest Black Currant hi cultiva-

tion. The fruit is of great size, splendid quality and flavour,

and the plant is a most abundant bearer. E\ en young plants
are literally co\ered with huge bunches of fniit almost as large

as Grapes. 4/- per doz. Smaller trees, 3/- doz.

RASPB RRY SUPERLATIVE._it gained a
First-class Certificate at the Crystal Palace Show.and First-Class
Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Society. This Raspberry
is growing more in favour e^ery year, and it seems to stand
drouuht better than any other. The fruit is very lirge, and
an abundant bearer, and good for dessert. 2/6 ner doz. 25
for 4/- ; 50 for 6/- 100 for 11/-.

BRUGMAN^IA KMGHTir.-produc6s the
Sweetest and Most Delicious Fragrance of any Flower on
Earth. Called also Angels' Trumpets and Wedding Bells. One
of the grandest hard-wooded plants 1 know of, and easy to grow.
It grows se\eral feet high, and is quite bushy. The foliage is

large and tropical, and its bloom—how shall I describe what
words cannot picture V Imagine a little bush 3ft. high, and
with 20 or 30 pendiUous blooms open at once ;

great creamy
white blooms, llin., 12in. or 13in. long and Sin. wide, of a

texture resembling thick fluted satin. Imagine these creamy
trumi>ets pouring fragrance forth till the air is heavy with
sweetness. Imagine all this, then remember the blossoms last

for days in perfection, and that new buds are constantly
coming on. It is quite as easy to grow as a Geranium or

Fuchsia, and requires the same treatment. A good plant in the
garden during the summer is the talk of the neighbomhood.
Stock limited. Strong plants, one or two years old, 5/-. 7/6,
10/6 each. Strong plants, 2/6 and 3/6 each.

4 ANTFRBUHYBEI LS._The new Pink Beauty. A
delightful new shade of rose. All have been charmed who have
grown tliis lovely Canterbury Bell. 6 for 1/3 ; 12 for 2/3 ;

25 for 4/-.

fORGET ME-NOT (The Jewel).—The colour is a
remarkable sky-blue, whicli sliines out in a most conspicuous
manner when side by side with other Forget-me-nots, and
constitutes the distinct feature of this plant. 1/8 per dozen.

ALL ABOVE WILL PLANT OUT PERFECTLY NOW. ALL PACKED BY AN EXPERT, AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD.

\ HEALTHY, VIGORqUS

AND FRUITFUL TREES

There ,s no WAR ECONOMY in

neglecting to Spray this Winter.

Our friends still
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gUNYARD'S
FRUIT TREES

CATALOGUe
by ReTURTi

GEORGE BUNYARD* CO.
Rojal Nurteriat,

MAIDSTONE.
Ud.

LION CYCLES £6:6:0'""
or I5s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 1 have
advertised In this paper and have made and sold over 20,000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS ; Lamp. Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage
paid. you CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10

DAYS. IF YOD DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
I have thousands of Testimonials, Write to-day for copies and
Catalogue with illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON. " Lion Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street. Birmlnfiham.

GARDEN BEAUTIFUL
A LTHOUGH vegetable growing isand will be of
^"^ paramount importance in view of food neces-
sity, many growers will still retain a corner for the
flowers. The claims of Sweet Peas cannot be
overlooked—then why not have the best—seeds
that germinate and give abundance of bloom of the
bestvarieiy. Eckford's Seeds have this reputation.

ECKFORD'S
GIANT SWEET PEAS
^'oll wiH need an abundance of flowers for the hospitals, etc

Eckford*s Sweet Peas and other Floral
Beauties will provide the cutting.

"B" Collection. 10/-
(Exhibitor's) of Giant Sweet Peas. 30 exquisite Waved
Varieties. 20 seeds of eaicti, separate and named. A
splendid range of c 'lour, and will provide an enormous

quantity of cutting. 10/- Post Free for Cash.
ti C" Collection, 5/6

(Exhibitor's) of Hi mt Sweet Peas, 24 exquisite Waved
\'arieties. 12 seeds of each, s-'parate and named. A
splendid range of colour, and will provide an enormous

lot of cutting, 5/6 Post Free for Cash.
<<

I I" Collection, 2/9
(Exhibitor's) of Giant Sweet Pens. 12 exquisite Waved
Varieties, 12 seeds of each, separate and named. A fine
range of colour, providioji a lot of cuttint^. 2/9 Post

Free far Cash
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Eckford's 1917 Catalogue gives a full list of the above
.iiid other Colle' tions of the newest varieties, in addition
to a compk'te list of reliable X'egetabK' Seeds-

HENRY ECKFORD, I^e^Ius"
Dept. 61, Wem, Shropshire.

KEEP ON SMILING-
Bees' Guarantested Roses and Plants are

SMILE PRODUCERS
Don't overlook the fact that *' All Vegetables aii(i No Flowers, will make
Britain a dull place." Probably never again will roses or plants be available

at such low prices as now. Take the fullest possible advantage of this offer now.

Garden Roses
SELECTION " A."

24 best and most popular
roses for general purposes.

A splendid 1 O £5 Carriage
assortment. I ^' O paid.

CaroilDe Testout (ht),snl.pk. 6d.

Earl of Warv,lck(ht),saI.rose 8d.

Ec:irlate (ht), scarlet - 8d.

Ethel Malcolm (htl. Ivory w. 8d.

Frau Karl Druschkl (hp). w. 8d.

George Dicksoti(ht). deep cr. 8d.

G. C. Waud (ht). oranee ver. 8d.

Gen. McArthtir (ht), scarlet 8d.

GusGrunerwald(ht).carmlne 8d.

La France (ht), rose - - M-
La Tosca (ht), salmon flesh Bd.

Lady Pirrle (ht). apricot - 8d.

Ladv Ashtown fht).deep pk. 6<i.

Mrae.A.Chaten.iyhD.sal.pk. 6d.

Mme. C. Liitaiid'ht>.yel.r..se 1'-

Mme.Ed. Herriot. prawn red 9d.

Mme..Iiiies(;ro'ez(ht),sll.rose 6d.

Mtrie.MelanleSoupert(ht),y. 9d.

Mme. RnvaryChD.oranceyel. 6d.

Mrne.Segond Weber(ht),8al. 8d.

Ophelia (ht). flesh pink - 1
-

Phnrisoer (ht). rosy white - 8d.

Rayon d'Or (ah), yellow 9d.

Richmond (ht). scarlet - 8d.

Fragrant Roses
SELECTION' '* D."

12 chosen chiefly for their

abimdant delicious scent.

Colouring fi' Carnage
trnrgeotis. w/

"

paid.

Alfred Colomb (hp), red - 6d.

Diipny Jamain (hp), orise - 6d.

E.irl of r.osford'ht).crimson 8d.

(;eorpeI'>ickson(ht).vel.crlin. 8d.

GenernlJ.TCquenunot(hp).cr, 6d.

Gen. McArthnr(ht).crimson 8d.

Juliet <hb), old gold and red 8d.

La France (ht). rose - - 6d.

Lfldv Alice Stinl<?y{ht).pink 8d.

Mine. Ed. Herriot (per), red 9d.

Mrs JohnLainc(hp). rosy pk. 6d.

Cirich Brimner(hp).cher.red 6d.

Roses for All Purposes
>ELLC( HIS ' K/

12 Fii>t-claj.^ R/fi Carriage
Roses ^1 ^ l-ai I.

Bettv (ht). coppery rnse 9d,

Carol m'>'re>toiit hn, >al pk. 6d.

FishT Ilrtlnips ( hp). crini. sc, 6d.

F. K. I>ni-chki (hp). white 6d.

H. K. Richardjiiin (ht), crini. 9d.

Hugh hickson <hp). crimson 6d.

LhIv Ashtnwn (hp) dt.>ep pk. 6d.

1 yohs Ilo-^e ihf), ^hiimp pk. 8d.

Rime. A. Chatenav (ht), sal.p.6d.

>1 me. Ed. Herriot 'Daily Mail' 9d.

Mme. Ravary (hD.onni. \el. 6d.

Mrs. J. Lainfe' (hp>, ro>e I'k. 6d.

Garden and Cutting
SELECTION ' M."

12 free-flowering roses for

garden and indoor decoration.

Abundance 7/e Carriage
of bloom. //O paid.

Arthur Goodwin.orange red Ed.

Betty, coppery rose - - 9d.

Edu Meyer, red and yellow - 8d.

Genl. McArthur. bright scar. bd.

Gruss an Teplitz. crimson - 6d.

HarryKirk,deep sulphur yel. 9d.

Killarney. pink - - - 8d.

Mme. Abel Chatenay.aal.pk. 6(i.

Mme.JulesGrolez. bright rose 6d.

Mme. Ravary, pale orange - 6d.

Rayon d'Or.deep orange cad. 9d.

Richmond, pure red scarlet 8d.

Sweet Briars
SELECTION " R."

6 choice and fragrant sorts,
suitable for hedges, &c.
Colours Q/Q Carriage
e-tquisUe. 0/17 paid.

Anne of Geierstein, deep cri. 8d
Edith Beltenden, rose pink 8d,

Lucy Bertram, rich crimaim 8d
Lady Penzance, soft copper Bd
Meg Merriles, bright crim. fid.

Rose Bradwardine.clear rose Bd,

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION " B."

24 specially-selected varieties,

superb form, grand colour.

Assured lO/ft Carriage
prizewinners. I^/O paid.

Avoca (ht). crimson scarlet 8d.

Bessie Brown i;ht),creamyw. 8d.

British Queen (hti, v bite - 9d.

Chas. Lefebvre (lipj.crimson fd.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink 1/-

Dean Hole (ht). silvery rose 8d.

Earl of Gosford(ht).dk.crlm. 8d.

Ethel Malcolm (ht). Ivory w. 8d.

Gl.de C.Guinoi38eau(hp).ver. 6d.

GeorpeDickson(ht).vel.crlm. Bd.

Hugh Dickson (hp), crimson 6d.

J. B. Clarke (ht). crimson - 8d.

Jonkheer J.L. Mock(ht).car. 8d.

Leslie Hol!and(ht).8car.crim 8d.

Mabel Drew fht),canary yel. 8d.

LvonsRose(ht).shrimp pink 8d.

Mrs. C. West (ht), shell pink 8d.

Mlldret^ Grant<ht),tintcd w. 8d.

Mr8..\myHammond(ht).ap. 8d.

Mrs. AndrewCarnegie(ht),w. 1 -

MrB.JohnLalnE;'hp).ro8v pk. 6d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht). pink 8d.

Mrs. Roosevelt(ht).p-il6 flesh 8d.

UlrlchBrunner(hp),cher.red fid.

Town Roses
SELECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Immensely fi'Ci Carriage
successful, D/O paid.

Carol ineTestoutchD.sal.pInk 6d.

Dr.O'Donel Brovvne(ht).car. 8d.

F. K. Druschkl (hp). white 8d.

(Jeorge Dickson(hti.crimson 8d.

GustaveGrunerwald(ht).car. 8rl.

J. B. Clark (ht). deep scarlet 8d.

La Tosca (ht). silvery pink 8d.

Mme. Ed. Herriot (per), red 9d.

Mme.Ra vary fht).oranpe yel. 6d.

Mrs.JohnLning'bpi.rose pk. 6d.

Mme. Isaac Pereire (b), car. 6d.

IJIrich Brunper(hp),cher.red 6d.

Tall Bedding Roses
SELECTION " J."

12 vigorous sorts, may tip

pegged down or grown natural.

Chn rm ing
f> ic Carriage

colouring. D'O paid.

Gen. McArthiir(ht).cr(mson 8d.

Grusa anTepUtzChtKcrimsgn 6d.

Gus. Grunerwald (ht).carm. Bd.

Hugh Dickson (hp),crimson 6d.

Lady HllIlnpdon(t).apri-yeI. 9d.

La Tosca (ht\ silvery pink 8d.

Mme.A.Chntenay.salm.pink 6d.

Mme. M. Soupertfht),vellow 8d.

Mrs. R. G. S.Crawford, pink 6d.

Pharisner fht), rosy white - 8d.

Pee. C.de Rohan.dark crims. 6d.

Souv. de M. Zayas (ht), car. 6d.

Baby Ramblers
SELECTION *• O."

12 roses of bushy habit,
recommended for beds.

About 1ft. CICi Carriage
in height. D/O paid.

Annie Miller, dazzling pink 6d.

Canarienvogel, yel. & orange 9d.

Ellen Poulsen. deep rose - 8d.

Erna Teschendorf, crimson 8d.

E. Lamesch. orange pink - 8d.

Jessie, rose crimson - - 6d.

Katherine Zeimet, pure wh. 8d.

King Edward VII.. rosy car. Bd.

Leonle Lamescb.coppery red 8d.

Mrs. Taft, brilliant crimson 8d.

Mrs.W. H. Cutbush.cher.pk. 6d.

Orleans, geranlimi red - - 6d.

Climbers, Ramblers
SELECTION " S."

6 roses suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, &c.
All very ai C:arriage
vigorous. ^/ paid.
Alberic Barbier (W.). yellow 9d.

American PilUir(cl.. P.),pink 9d.

Blush Rambler (cl., P.).blush 9d.

Dorothy Perkins (W.). pink 9d.

Excelsa (W.). bril. scarlet -^ 9d.

Hiawatha (cI.,P.), crim.wh. 9d.

Spring Flowers
Hardy AuriculaSf mixed 5 - doz.
Sweet Williams, mixed 1'- „
Canterbury Bells, mUcrt l/fi „

., „ 3 colours 1/6 ..

Wallflowers, blood red, vellow,
4/6 lOd. 9d. doz.

Strong bushy plants, for immi---
dlate pl-.inting and display.

Border Flowers
"OPAL" SELECTION.
Everyone A/^ Carriage
first class. "/ " paid.

Mesa Starwort, rich deep bine.

Peach-l'd Bellflower. sky blue.

Mussin's Catmint, soft lavender
Bradshaw's Avena, scarlet.

Dwarf Golden Sneezewort.
Opal Alkanet, sky blue.

Oliver's Sea Holly, steely blue.

Riverton Sneezewort, crimson.
Pearl AchtMoa, pure white.
Beautiful Stonecrop, rosy pur.
Cambridge Scarlet Bergamot.
Tuck's Red Hot Poker.

scarlet, yellow.

Michaelmas Daisies
"LLOYD GEORGE "

SELECTION.
Everyone Q/C Carriage
a beauty. <^/U p.^j^.

Saturn, rich violet.

Pegey Ballard, rosy lavender.
Delight, pure. white.
Hilda Morris, pale lavender.
Glory of Colwall. double lav.
Ladv Lloyd, rose pink.
St. Egwin, rosy red.

Moonlight, ageratum blue.
G. M. Lewis, deep blue.
Acris. lavender bh:e.
Heather Bells, white heather.
Novelty, cloudy lavender.

Summer Bedders
18 strong A/. C;irri;iL;e

plants. • / paid.

Instead of bedding out with
Geraniums. &c.. which have to

be renewed every season, try
these which last for years.
All .^/- per doz. (of one kind).
3 of each. 18 plants. 4/- car. paid.

6 ., .. 36 .. 7/6 ..

12 ,. ., 72 ., 14/6 ..

HybridLarkspurs.mix. hybrids.
Hollyhocks, single mix. hybrids.
Opai Alkanet, milky blue.

Dropmore Alkanet, gentian bl.

Tree Lupins, mixed hybrids.
Border Lupins, mixed hybrids.

Rockery Plants
"SUNSET" SELECTION
25 extra filfi Carriage
St. plants. O/O' paid.

Alpine Erinos, rosy purple.

Yellow Stonecrop. golden.

Wilson's Bellflower, blue.

Basil Soapwort, red.

Sunset Rock-rose, yel'ow.
Bulgarian Eockfoil. white.
Californian Stonecrop, crim. yel.

Woolly Thyme, lavender.

Putla Bellflower, deep violet.

Silvery Aubrietia, lilac.

Alpine Cotoneaster, evergreen.
Dub. Evening Primrose, yellow.
Pott's Stonecrop, pinK.
Norbonne Flax, blue.

Upright Thyme, lilac.

Californian Rockfoil, white.
Isabel's Bellflower, blue.

Potter's Aubrietia, violet.

Ewer's Stonecrop, yellow.
Rock Cotoneaster, evergreen.
Tom Thumb Spiraea, red.

Haag's Rockfoil. golden.
Basin Bellflower, pale blue.

Lydian Stonecrop, pink.
Stablan BockfoU. white.

Make up your
Order from
this adverfc. if

possible, and
post to-day. or

write for cata-

logue.

175c, Mill Street LIVERPOOl

•A.B.C."
Booklet R c s e
Culture, 2d.

Colour C h art
and Ca'alogiie
of Roses and
Plants Iree on
reQuest.
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IF YOU WANT

Really Good Seeds
AT MODERATE PRICES

SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET. BIRMINGHAM
No one will serve you better.

A FEW PRICES FOR 1917.

I^bllda per pint.
Gradus (3tt.), the best early Marrow Pea lid.
Little Marvel (1ft.). a grand dwarf early lid.
Clipper (5ft,), maincrop, specially recommended ... lid.
Unique (2Aft.), splendid flavour, and prolific lOd.
Duke of Albany (5ft.), best of Telephone type ... lid.
Prince of Wiles (3Jft.), a general favourite 9d.
Autocrat (4ft,), one of the best late peas in cultivation lid.
Ne Plus Ultra (6ft.), fine late variety lid.

BEANS.
Improved Longpod, the best Broad Beau 9d.
Qreen Windsor, very tine flavour 9d.
Canadian Wonder, Dwarf French, very prolific ... 9d.
Champion Scarlet Runner, special stock lid.

I»tt I . per oz.
Cheltenham Qreen Leaf, best for flavour lOd.
Dell's Black Leaved, saiouth, medium sized roots... lOd.

BORECOLE.
Dwarf Qreen Curled Scotch, the beat Dwarf ... 4d.
Cottager's, one of tlte hardiest 4d.
Asparagus, delicious flavour 4d.

BROCCOLI.
Veitch'8 Self-Protecting Autumn
Snow's Winter Wnite
Spring White, very hardy
Late Queen, the best late

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
The Wroxton, tlie very best

CABBAGE.
Ellam's Early Dwarf Spring
First and Best, best for Autumn sowing
Drumhead (Savoy), best for general crop

CARROT.
Early Nantes, for early crop .

James Scarlet, best selected
Scarlet Intermediate, best for exhibition

6d.

8d.
8d.
6d

8d.
6d.
6d.

CAULIFLOWER.
Dean's Early Snowball, selected strain
All the Year Round, very distinct large heads
Early London, best for general use

LEEK.
The Lyon, best and largest
I'/lusseiburgh, for general use

LETTUCE.
All the Year Round, excellent and reliable ...

Unique, pretty frilled foliage, and tender
Wonderful, keeps tender a long time
Qiant Paris White (Cos), best for summer ...

Balloon (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
Excelsior (true), packets 1,000 seeds 6d.
Ailsa Craig, packets 1.000 seeds 6d
White Spanish or Reading
Bedfordshire Champion

per pkl

.

6d
6d.

per oz. 1 /6

peroz
1/2
1/-

6d.
8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

Hollow Crown
PARSNIP.

specially selected

SPINACH.
Summer or Winter

SHALLOTS.
Best Selected Roots

TURNIP.

2/-
2/-
1/-
1/-

3d.

per lb.

9d.

per oz.

3d.Model White Stone

ALL OTHER SEEDS EQUALLY CHEAP AND GOOD.

SWEET PEAS A SPECIALITY.

THEIR UNIQUE LISTS
Post Free on application.

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED.

MERRm^^ER^

OSES

COLLECTION"C'ofGARDENROSES
A REAL BARGAIN—comprisine

The finest selection of 25 Garden Roses possible in dwarf

l.iantsforl4/6(with Acme Lai. els, 17 6). rarriage and packing

tree lor cash with order. The vaneties are:—
Caroline Testout, H.T,
Charles LefebTr*. H.P.
Conrad F. Efleyer. Rug.
Edward Mawley, H.T.
Fra u Kai I Druschkl. H.P
General McAnhur, H.T,
Qloire de Chedane Guln-
nolsseau. H.P.

Gruss an Teolltz. H.T.
Hugh DicksoB, H.P.
J B. Clarke. H.T.
Jessie. D. Poly.
Lady Pirrle. H.T.
La Tosca. H.T

Mdme A, Chatenay. H.T.
Mdme. E. Herriot (Daily

Mail Robie) P.

Madame Ravary. H T.
Marie Beauman, H.P.
Marquisede Slnety.

H.T.
Mrs. John Lalng, H P.

Prince C. de Rohan, H.P
Rayon d'Or, P.

Richmond, H T.

Ulrlch brunner, H.P
Victor Hugo. H.P.
Zeohyrlne Drouhin. H.B.

Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A lirand stock

Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in (jre,

variety. Send for Catalogue No. 12. full of intere amg inform

tion and cheap prices, post free on applica'ion to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.

<Dept. 2), Garden Sp«ciall«ts, Boathwell. Notts.

Of Surpassing Beauty

BARR'S
Extra Selected

VEGETABLE SEEDS
For producing Large Crops

of Best Quality.

Full Descriptive Catalogue, Free on Application.

Best Early Dwarf Pea, Peter Pan
Broad Bean, Ban's Monstrous Long Pod
Dwarf French Bean, Barr'3 Excelsior

Scarlet Runner Bean, " Best of All
"

Beet, Barr'6 Covent Garden
Broccoli, Barr's Hardy Winter White
Brussels Sprouts, Barr*8 Standard
Cabbage, Barr's Autumn Exhibition

Cabbage, Savoy, Norwegian, Barr's Extra
Selected ...

Cabbage, Braganza or Seakale

Carrot, Barr's New Intermediate ...

Cauliflower, Barr'a Autumn Queen
Kale, Tall Scotch, Barr's Selected

Lettuce, Cabbage, Barr's Green Favoxu"ite...

Onion, Barr's Long Keeper
Onion, Cranston's Excelsior, Barr's Selected

Parsnip, Barr's New White Marrow
Potatoes, the best sort's, see catalogue.
Radish, Round, Barr's Scarlet Perl'ection ...

Tomato, Barr's Lightning ... ... per packet, 1/- A 1/6
Turnip, Barr's Covent Garden Snowball ... per oz., 6d.

per quart, 3/6
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE references in daily papers to the

value of Sugar Beet in reducing the

quantity of sugar required for jam
making have brought numerous enquiries

from readers. It is suggested that as

the shortage of sugar is likely to prevent most

housewives from making jam ne.xt season, everyone

should make a point of growing Sugar Beet.

Mixed with the fruit and well boiled, not only is

less fruit required, but it is stated that practically

no sugar is needed. In the case of very sweet

fruits like Strawberries, it is claimed that no sugar

is needed, provided the jam is boiled separately

and the pulp added, the proportion varying from

one half to two thirds, according to the ripeness

and sweetness of the fruit.

Sugar Beet Experiments.—We have had no

experience in using Sugar Beet for jam making,

and the only grower of this crop to whom we

have referred expressed the opinion that it

would not reduce the amount of sugar re-

quired in jam making to any great extent. We
should, however, welcome the opinion of others

on the subject. In recent years experiments have

been conducted in England, notably in the Eastern

Counties, in the hope of discovering whether it

is possible to produce

the sugar at home on a

sound commercial basis.

The experiments have

been attended with more

or less success. The

smaller type of root

contains the higher per-

centage of sugar (15 per

cent, to 16 per cent is

considered very good).

The colour is generallv

white, both as to skin

and flesh.

Destroying Nettles.

—

A correspondent points

out that a bet

t

pi way of

" destroying Nettles "

than that recommended
in the issue of March lo.

page 80, is to boil and

eat the clean young

shoots in spring and

earlv summer, as is done

on the Continent. " Well

dressed with salt "—but

in the pan—^they form a

i;ood substitute for Spin-

ach. Now that more

attention is being given

to the growth of

vegetables, let us hope that the deplorably wasteful

way of cooking many of them in this country will

at last receive the attention it so ba<fiy needs.

Some of the edible fungi so otten eaten in

France, which ar»" both nutritious and delicious,

should be sought for in woods and elsewhere at

the proper season and with duo precaution.

Outdoor Tomatoes in Scotland.—A propos the

notes on outdoor Tomatoes in The Garden' of

March lo. it may be said that outdoor Tomatoes
are not much grown in Scotland. The greater

austerity of the climate as compared with that of

the South accounts for this : but there are ex-

ceptions to the general rule. In some places they

are grown with comparative success. We recollect,

for example, coming across a good break of Toma-
toes in the open in an East Lothian market garden.

Firmness of soil was evidently a great factor in

enabling the Tomatoes to do well. The plants

were sheltered somewhat by a range of glass

quite near, and were trained to- stakes. They
were bearing big crops of large, corrugated

Tomatoes.

Dutch Hyacinths.—No epithet has ever had more

meaning in it than the word "Dutch" when used,

as our grammars w^'uld say, as a qualifvine

word before Hyacinths. The modern fat -spiked

plant was undoubtedly " made in Holland." What
this means can best be realised by remembering
that the start was a spike like a modern " Roman."
For proof, look at the pictures of Hyacinths in

the old Florilegiums. „ Then again, in true Dutch

style it has had a little mania all to itself in the

thirties of the eighteenth century, which was so

frightening that the Tulip mania of a hundred year^

before was trotted out as an awful example. Then
it is in Hyacinth land that so much of the Dutch-

man's capital is locked up.

Celery and Leeks in a Highgate Allotment.

—

Much first-class produce is grown by allotment

holders, many of whom are not gardeners by

profession, but men who have taken up the cultiva-

tion of a plot of land in their spare time. Indeed,

it is not too much to say that occasional patches

of vegetables or flowers, as the case may be, can

be found on allotments that would do credit to the

best of private gardens. The illustration shows

a case in point. It depicts a vegetable corner,

showing Celery and Leeks being given up-to-date

attention so as to yield well-blanched heads and
stems. The grower, a Council employ^, has proved

him'^elf a prize-winner at the Highgate Allotment

and Horticultural
^Societies' shows.

Keep Your Old Garden
Catalogues.— Horticul-

ture, already hard hit by
the loss of labomr, and a

hundred and one diSer-

I'nt ways is now still

fm-ther suffering by the

new paper restrictions,

which forbid the sending

'lut of catalogues. May
we suggest that amateurs

and gardeners should

keep their old catalogues

for reference, as it is

unlikely whether the

trade will be permitted

to print the usual Rose,

bulb, fruit, herbaceous

and seed catalogues for

next autumn and winter.

BLANCHING CELERY AND LEEKS IN A HIGHGATE GARDEN.

*»* Outing to the shortag'
"/ paper, readers who have no'
nlreudy done w are asked to

order THE GARDEN to he
delivered regularly by their

newsagent. Readers will thu^
obviate the waste consequent
on the issue of papers fo

chance sale, and so greatly

assist in the economy
campaign
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible tor the

expressed by correspondents.)

opimons

Potatoes and Lime.—In reference to the

article on "Potatoes and I-ime" in the issue

of The Garden for January 6, I beg to say that

in certain conditions of the soil lime is necessary,

as an addition, to secure a crop of Potatoes of

the best quality. Some years ago I came into

possession of an old garden, and I remarked to

the former owner that I should now be able

to grow my own Potatoes. The reply was to

the contrary : The garden would produce good

vegetables with the exception of Potatoes, which

were not fit to eat, being white, pasty and without

flavour. Considering the matter from a chemical

point of view, I ccmcluded that the soil was in

an acid condition, and that lime was necessary.

I proceeded on these lines : I limed the Potato

patch and got a result equal to the Channel

Islands product year by year. The geological

formation was that of the EUand flagstone"

or lower coal measures, and in my experi-

ence of these soils lime is necessary.

—

James E.

Bedford.

HDme-Grown and Foreign Bulbs.—In any

consideration of the future of the British bulb-

growing industry, the fact that there are bulb

merchants and flower-growers who are not neces-

sarily bulb-growers must not be overlooked.

Nor should it be forgotten that when prohibition

orders are withdrawn the Government must

seek for new som-ces of revenue; therefore it seems

inevitable that duties will be imposed upon all

imports, and particularly upon those classes

of goods which may be grown in this country.

But if such duties are imposed upon imported

bulbs at the last moment, when necessity arises,

it is possible that unless the trade is ready and

has been consulted, the regulations may be un-

workable. It seems, therefore, essential that

this question should be considered at once in

all its bearings, so that terms acceptable alike

to the trade and the Government may be drawn

upon. It is betraying no secret to state that

three members of the committee of the British

Wholesale Florists' Federation visited Mr. Walter

T. Ware at Bath a few days ago to discuss this

important subject. Mr. Ware has an exceptional

knowledge of the bulb industry, and he is now
happily in improved health. Mr. Ware's opinion

—

and it was soon shared by his visitors—is that if

duties are imposed on imported bulbs, the basis

of weight rather than number should be adopted.

It would be useful and interesting to have the

opinions of others on this interesting and important

matter.—C. K
Winter Spraying of Fruit Trees.—it seems

a great pity that Mr. J. L. Gibson did not bring

forward at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Spraying Conference the evidence with which

he says he could overwhelm me, if he had time.

The learned and distinguished men then present

were unable to adduce evidence either over-

whelming or even distinctly encouraging. Mr.

Gibson has thought fit to apply the expression

" flagrant untruth " to two of my statements,

viz., that well-managed but unsprayed trees

cast their lichen and moss in the growing season,

and that no spraying fluid will kill moths' eggs

which is not strong enough to injure the tree.

The first of these statements can be verified bv

anyone who will visit my orchards in winter

and again in summer. The second I have verified

by actual experiment, and one actual experiment

is worth all Mr. Gibson's loose assertions which

he " has not time " to prove. Moreover, as I

shall show, it has been verified by authorities

which even Mr. Gibson must respect.

As Mr. Gibson has, not very courteously, charged

me with flagrant untruth, I will reply with no

words or experiences of my own, but with, a few

short extracts from the printed report of the

Spraying Conference (Journal of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, Vol. XXXIV., Part 3).

Mr. G. Massee, V.M.H., F.L.S. :
" We have

reached the point where spraying has become

a commercial business altogether. . . . Many
of the arguments brought forward in favour of

spraying will scarcely bear examination. Evidence

is absolutely of no value unless you have some

of the orcflard left for comparison. Spray half

your orchard and compare notes. ... We
have as much disease in Great- Britain, at the

present day as we had before spraying was dis-

covered—that is. in proportion to the greater

area. . . . No amount of spraying will kill

the winter form of Apple and Pear scab."

Mr. H. V. Getting, F.R.M.S. :
" I wish that

some of the fairy tales which are sometimes

advertised were facts ; as a certain wash, which,

it was stated, would destroy nearly all harmful

insects and their eggs."

Mr. F. V. Theobald, M.A. :
" As Mr. Spencer

Pickering has said, the more you see washes

boomed, the less you find of value in them. . .

Spraying is a costly process, and it should be cut

down as low as possible. . . . The eggs of

the Apple Psylla, so far as we can see generally,

are not touched by the Woburn wash.' There

is no xtiinter wash which will burn through and
corrode the eggs of the winter moth or tlie lackey

moth. We must give up hope of destroying eggs

of Psylla and most other insects until someone

comes along who will produce something so caustic

that it will burn through the shell of an egg (and

I assure you it will have to be very caustic),

without harming the tree. If you take the egg of

an ordinary insect, you "have to soak it in caustic

soda before the shell is destroyed. ... If

you treat fruit trees with the strong caustic washes

year after year, I believe you do the trees as much
harm as the foreign growths. ... If you use

caustic wash for the destruction of the eggs it

will have no effect, even when used at double the

usual strength.^'

Mr. Baker :
" It is of little use trying to prevent

insect attacks by spraying."

Sir F. Moore, M.A., V.M.H. :
" I did not claim

winter wash as a remedy against insects ; I quite

agree that it does not kill insects' eggs ; I have

proved that by experiment."

It appears, then, that several gentlemen of

eminence in horticultural science have been

telling precisely the same " flagrant untruth

"

as myself, and it is most desirable, in a question

of such importance, that Mr. Gibson should find

time to refute them with his " overwhelming

evidence." Only it must be real evidence, and
not just grand words about the benefits of spraying

with no backing of proof. He must bring statistics

of acreages sprayed and unsprayed and their

respective crops. He must specify the fungi and
insect eggs killed, and the cost of spraying com-
pared with the receipts from the fruit. He must,

in short, give us facts and not words.—G. H.
Engleheart.

Surely the Rev. G. H. Engleheart would
not condemn all spraying ! As a matter of

fact, caustic winter washes have been largely

superseded of late years by lime and lime-

sulphur, used rather later in the season. In so

far as insecticides are concerned, I know it would
be impossible for me to grow a full crop of Black

Currants most years without several sprayings

to check aphides. The Gooseberry sawflv is another

pest which is effectually controlled by the prompt
application of a good contact wash, such as

M'Dougal's Katakilla.—H. A. W.
Maybe the Rev. G- H. En.cleheart has

not moved with the times ! At least he does

not mention what form of caustic spray

he has used upon his trees. The art of spray-

ing has progressed in recent years, and the

caustic soda, with its bark -binding and
skiii-burning propensities, has few adherents

among those who make fruit-growing their pro-

fession. The spray fluid now so largely used is

lime-sulphur, and, with those who have this outfit,

plain hot limewash is greatly in favour. Mr.

Engleheart refers to one pest only, but the lackey

moth and its larvae is not by any means the most
serious pest the fruit-grower has to contend with.

It is admitted by many that winter spraying will

not destroy all the ova of insert pests, but Mr.

Engleheart's test with lackey moth's eggs is

no criterion. The Apple sucker is far a greater

pest, for whereas the lackey moth caterpillar

is visible to the eye and can be combated
with poison, the Apple sucker is abroad before

the leaf appears, and often, by its destructioi;

of the flower clusters, leads many to imagine frost

has ruined their prospects. Mr. Engleheart

speaks of great standards, presumably old and

unpruned. Possibly they are not worth spraying
;

but if he desires to see the efficacy of spraying over

a series of years, let hiro visit some of the great

Apple orchards of Kent. The late Mr. C. Miskiii

fought down the Apple sucker to zero by lime-

sulphur, but he was not alone in this respect, for

it is safe to hazard that the famous Apples which

have played so prominent a part at the Royal

Horticultural Society's fruit shows are not the

result of non-spraying. Think of those wonderful

Apples grown in the Sittingbourne district by
men who grow fruit for a living, and consider

whether they came by chance or were fought for.

—T. A. W.
Pruning or Non-Pruning of Newly Planted

Trees.—I have followed with interest the letters

appearing in The Garden re the above heading,

and I entirely concur with what Mr. A. H. Pearson

says as regards striking a balance between root

and shoot. We are well aware that a tree

makes as much growth underground as it does

above—that is to say, the more branches a tree

makes, the more roots there are in the ground

—

and when trees arrive from the nurserymen we
invariably find they are minus a third of their

roots, which have been lost in the operation of

lifting, while at the same time the tree is carrying

all its season's growth. To plant such a tree

without first reducing its top growth by one-

third to correspond with its loss of roots is to

com't failure, the result being generally a tehdency

to make fruit-buds instead of growth. By
reducing the growth at the time of planting we
equalise tVie balance between root and shoot,

the result being a vigorous growth which enables

us straight away to lay the foundation of a healthy

and vigorous tree. In my opinion it is a great

mistake to plant trees deeper than 6 inches ; nearer

I
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Uie suiian' in soiiU' sol!*. If thu trues aic led

on the surfurn and pi-opcvly niuli lud, Ihcrc is

no tondrncy on the part o( the roots to seek food

ill (ho ('older strata of soil, which is invariably

followed by gross, sappy wood, ranker and noii-

pro.UK'.tiycucss. I also i'nul in tlie training of

si:i '.le cordons that there is no need to rut the

leader or main shoot baek unless it ends in a

fruit-bud or unripened wood. My plan is to bend

th(' tips down in a loop, siutilar to ycjung Vines,

till the buds bejiu to break, when we tie them
up in position. 13y this method we have no

I'.ne space on the stem, and. what is of

iiiu.lI impiTtance. no rai\k growth follows; the sap

is so equally distributed that what would eventually

be turned into gross wooil in\ariably ends in'

Irnit-buds. Any tree showing a slight tendency

lo grossinss is lifted and replanted, the operation

ending in fruitfulness.

—

Thom.\s 1'. 1'. iM,\c1'ii,ml

(Ibiiticultural Superintendent, Sw.inley llorti-

I nitural C'ollegi'), itt'iOi/i'y, Kciil,

I have been much interested in the coik-

spondenco loncerning the jiruning of newly

I'lantcd Apple trees. During the last si.\ years

I have planted over 5,ooo bush Apples, and have
111 it had occasion to regret pruning them soon after

planting—this on a light, friable soil, in which

trees soon establish themselves and Under anything

like favourable conditions make good growth

the fust season. On a heavy clay, such as 1 used

lo farm, I should be more chary of pruning the

lirst season. It is even more difficult to find, on a

tree that has been cut back and only made a fev.

inches of spindly growth, a growth bud in the

|>ositioii required than on a tree that has been

ieft unpruned.—H. .-X.. W., Ross.

I am grateful to the readers of Tnt Gardin
who have replied to my notes on the " Leaving

N'ew'ly Planted bruit Trees Unpruned," issue

February 17, page 57. The correspondence is

very interesting and instructive, and calls for

practically no reply upon my part, except, perhaps,

the remarks of Mr. Molyneux, one being that

leaders of The Garden do not expect that a

fruit tree pruned after planting will produce

blossoms in May. Readers of this journal may
not do so, but I have come into contact with

amateurs who have this belief. The second is

that an .A.pple pruning, such as is taken for a

scion, will produce leaves, and, in the case of the

Cherry, blossoms in the foUowuig spring, without

a vestige of roots. The fact that such cuttings

died later does not affect the point that sufficient

sap is stored in the twig to effect this result.

I think that Mr. Pearson hits the bullseye when
he says that there is very little difference to choose

between the two systems in the long rim, provided

the trees are correctly pruned after they have

become established in their new positions! .-^nd

it depends upon how the trees are planted. If

carelessly planted, the result will be the same by

cither system.

—

Clarence Ponting.

I have been much interested in the dis-

cussion on this subject in The Garden, and it

is one that cannot fail to interest fruit-growers.

At different times I have pruned fruit trees the

first season of planting, and deferred the pruning

for a year in some cases ; but I have no hesitation

in advising planters who may be in doubt to

prune the first year, and fully endorse the remarks

of Mr. Molyneux and Mr. Pearson on the subject.

Last year I had occasion to plant some standard

Apples at Batsford in Gloucestershire, and the

work was not done until February. The trees

were planted in grassland, and bad a space around

them kept cultivated. I pruned them in April,

when the buds were swelling, and they made
admirable growth for the first season. The
shoots varied in length from ro inches to 18 inches,

which I consider was good under the circum-

stances. Had the trees not been prui\ed, but
left for a year, a year's growth would have been
lost ; so that uiulrr proper Ireatnunt I do not

think 'there is any good reason to defer pruning
the first year, and 1 feel sure all growers wotdd
be well advised to piuiu; newly planted trees

at the present time.—3O15 Private J. Gardner,
1/7 Devonshire Regiment, Hullcslcy, Stiffnlk.

Pear Gansel's Bergamot. —This fine Old English
IVar seems to li.ive lallen upon evil days; but
in some 01 the old-fashioned g.arciens in this neigh-

bourhood, where even now quality is the chief

desideratum, it is still greatly prized. Anyone
who has lasted it when perfectly ripe and in good
condition cannot fail lo come to the conclusion
that, as far as quality is concerned, it is Ihe best

of all autumn Pears. The tree is a bad grower,
but .1 i>rofusc bearer when established, and the
fruit, Willi h i^ .it 111. iliiini si/e, .\|iple-shaped and

THE ALLOTMENT WEEK
BY WEEK

By a. Cecil Bartleit.

1HAVL many limes been aski,'d il. whuie llic

digging is unavoidably delayed, Potato sets may
be planted as the digging proceeds. Although
this practice is more suitable for land which has
been cultivated regularly, it will pay better t.i

practise it when breaking up grassland than l..

be unduly late in planting the sets, for late
planting increases the danger of a light crop
through the ravages of disease. The best pro-
cedure is to pl.ace the surface skimmings of grass
and roots in the open trench, then dig Ihe stripped
ground rather more than half the customary
spits deep, leaving sufficient soil to cover the
Potato sets which are to be placed in the partly
filied trench. For this work the beginner should
work with two lines, one to keep the digging
lipe straight

' ,uid the second to ensure straight

rows of Pot.aues. This mclhod of pl.iiiliiis;

gansel's HERGAMOT, an old pear of UELICIOUS FlAVOUK.
[One-hall natural size.)

russety, is melting and 01 a most rich and delicious

sub-acid flavour. Those who do not know this

Pear should try some grafts of it on a strong-

growing variety, as by this means its poor growth

can be considerably improved;. and, in my opinion,

sorts like Gansel's Bergamot are well worthy of

any trouble to obtain. Curiously enough, I

came across a note the other day in an old copy
of the Gardeners' Chronicle for .1S79, signed
" William Cuiverwell," in which the writer stated

that his trees of Marie Louise " ingrafted on
Gansel's Bergamot are great bearers and the fruit

grows to a great size—the stock in this case having

a wonderful influence on. the quality of the fruit."

That grand old gardener, the late Mr. \V. Wild-

smith of Heckfield, who used to contribute to

The Garden in its earliest days, once wrote

that in his judgment Gansel's Bergamot was one

of the six best Pears, the others being Marie

Louise, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Josephine de

.Malines, Winter Nelis and GIou Morecau. The
fruits from which the illustration was made were

grown at Hartlebury on a tree which is planted

in a good rich loam.—A, R. Goodwin, Kidder-

minster.

when digging is not suitable for sprouted sets

as the growths would be broken by the covering

soil ; so only unsprouted tubers should be used.

Except in localities which suffer from April

frosts, this method of planting could be started

at once and continued at intervals to the middle

of April.

Seed-time is now in full swing, and sowings

should be made of most kinds' of vegetable
;

but, on the principle that it is not wise to put

all one's eggs in the same basket, the needed

quantity nf each sort should be sown at short

intervals rather than in bulk. This plan not

only helps to ensure a good average crop, but

also permits the remedying of initial mistakes

which the ieginner will probably make. The
length of interval between the sowings should be

regulated by each vegetable. Onions, which

require the maximum of the sunny months, should

have short intervals, while' Beet, which is a tender

crop, may well be spread over three weeks. It

is usual to sow in bulk. Parsnips in February,

and Carrots in March and early in April. This

method is satisfactory when these roots have to

be produced in large quantities irrespective of
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high quality, but those who prefer them tender

and succulent will find it much better to sow small

quantities of seed at fortnightly intervals until

the end of May in the case of Parsnips, and up to

the first week in July with Carrots. The Student

and Hollow Crown- are good sorts of Parsnip

for general cultivation, while of Carrots the early

and late sowings should be of such stump-rooted

varieties- as Early Nantes and Early Horn,

and for the midseason sowings James' Inter-

. mediate and Altrincham are both good. In

all cases seed should be sown very thinly, to

effect economy as well as to obtain better and
sturdier seedlings. The Carrot seeds should

be rubbed between the hands so as to readily

separate them. The severe frosts have de-

stroyed a great many autumn-sown Caul.-

flowers, but if plants can be obtained it will

be well to set out some and also a few rows of

autumn-sown Onions. In both cases plant

firmly, but do not set the Onions too deep,

or they will develop long necks at the expense

of their bulbs. The correct distances between

the seed rows are : Onions and Carrots,

I foot ; Beet and Parsnips, i foot 6 inches.

should be planted on the first sunny day when the

soil is in friable condition. Plant them about

I J inches deep and 6 inches apart, and as they reach

maturity remove the soil from the bulbs to assist

their ripening. This novel method of growing

Onions has its advantages. In the first place,

there is a strong plant to start with and one is

relieved of any anxiety about germination ; the

CROPPING A 10 -ROD
ALLOTMENT

IN

(jropping an allotment this year allow-

ances have to be made for some very
unusual and distiu^bing circumstances.

In the first place, the shortage of seed

Potatoes is certain to throw many an
allotment holder out of his reckoning. To
allow for this, additional space should be
given to Jerusalem Artichokes and Parsnips,

both of which are excellent substitutes, and
may be expected to give good returns in

newly broken land. Then we have to replace

the spring Cabbages, Lettuces and winter

greens that have been destroyed by the

exceptionally severe weather. To do this it is

advisable to sow at once such quick-growing
Cabbages as Earliest of All, Flower of

Spring and Harbinger, also Lettuce Com-
modore Nutt. These should be sown under
glass, for which purpose a garden frame will

come ill very useful. If the seedlings are

brought on quickly they will be fit to use

almost as soon as those planted in the

autumn. The young Cabbage heads may
not be so firm and tightly packed as those

\\liich stand the winter, but when cooked
tliey will prove more tender, milder in flavour

ivnd of better colour. The quicker a Cabbage
is grown, the better it is on the table.

Dwarf French Beans may be sown in May
between the Cabbages, removing the latter

as soon as they become ready, to give space
I'-i the Beans.

Advantages of the Onion Set.—Where
autumn-sown Onions have been badly
damaged by frost, recourse should be had to

the Onion sets now offered by many of our

leading seedsmen—half a pound will be
sufficient for the average allotment holder.

As it is only within the last two or, three

years that Onion growing from sets has

become popular, it may perhaps be us

well to explain that the "set" is a

small, specially ripened bud—much smaller
lUau a " pii kler," These pigmy bulbs

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES.
Rows 'lit. apart.

*

Plant tubers now.

RHUBARB. Seed bed for raising
\

\ voting vegetables.
\

Frame.

BROAD BEANS.

Two rows.
.
Sow now. Brussels Sprouts to follow.

EARLY POTATOES.
Four rows '2ft. &in. apart. Plant sprouted sets late

March. Plant Winter Greens between roivs in June.

LATE POTATOES.
Four rows 2ft. 6irt. apart. Plant in laic March

Lift in October and sow Turnips.

PARSNIPS.

Six rows. Sow now.

CARROTS.
Four rows. Sow March and April.

ONIONS.

Fight rows. Four rows sow March and April. Two
rows transplanted winter varieties. Two rows plant

sets now.

SPRING CABBAGES.
Two rows, '1ft. apart. Sow at once in frames. Dwarf

French Beans to folloiv.

EARLY LETTUCE.
Three rows. Sou) now. Perpetual Spinach and

Tomatoes to follow.

DWARF PEAS.
Two rows. Sow now. Plant Celery between rows a

few weeks before Peas are gathered.

SHALLOTS.
Four rows. Plant now.

Shorthorn Carrots and Lettuce to folloiv.

BEETROOT.
One row Qlobe, sow late March. Two rows Long,

sow May-

TURNIPS.

Four rows. Sow late Marcfi.
LeefiS to follow. Sow April; plant June.

DWARF FRENCH BEANS.
Three roivs. Sow in May.

RUNNER BEANS.
One row. Sow in May.

Marrow
Bed.

liubbish
Heap.

30ft-

sets, being hard-skinned, escape the ravages of

the Onion fly. Good-sized bulbs may be grown
this way, the crop is earlier, while heavy manuring
is unnecessary. Moreover, the Onion is not the

best crop for growing on newly broken land,

but when it is decided to attempt its cultivation,

Onion sets should be used in preference to seed.

The bulbs should be lifted for harvesting when fully

grown, usually about mid-August, the space

being immediately planted with Winter
Spinach. The same rotation applies to

spring-sown Onions.
§ Intercropping Potatoes.—Speaking gener-

ally, the Potato is by far the best crop to

grow on a newly broken piece of ground,

>^ and if the allotment holder is fortunate in
* getting sufficient seed Potatoes be should

devote at least lialf his plot to this crop.

^- Early Potatoes are to be preferred to maiii-
'^ crop and late varieties for the allotment,

since they may be lifted early and so give

winter greens a fair chance for development.
With early Potatoes planted in rows 2 feet

6 inches apart, as shown in the accompany-
ing plan, such winter greens as Brussels

Sprouts and Kale should be planted between

^ the rows after the Potatoes are earthed up.

^ The Potatoes are lifted in June and Juh',
and the greens, which by that time have
been planted a few weeks, have a fair chance
for development. I have often seen it

recommended to plant Brussels Sprouts,

Kale and Broccoli between alternate rows of

luaincrop Potatoes, so that the haulm may
be put back in the vacant gully to avoid
overcrowding. Mainrrop Potatoes are not

c, usually lifted until October, and unless the
rows are more than 3 feet apart the greei'S

are certain to be overcrowded and smothered
up by the vigorous haulm of the Potatoes.

^ There is nothing gained by such attempts
* and it is far better to wait until the Potato

crop is cleared off and then sow with Tm-nips
Beetroots and Carrots are two of the worst

^ crops for growing on newly broken ground,
» particularly if there is any wireworm about,

and in such cases the additional space might
be devoted to Parsnips, Peas and Beans,
that is, providing the soil has been deeply
worked. If

g. Broad Beans, either Windsors or Long-
pods, are sown at once, the crop should be
cleared off by the end of July, when the

land should have a good dressing of stable

^ manure before planting the Brussels
"* Sprouts. The Broad Beans, as shown in

the plan, are in rows 2 feet apart, and if the

^ season is late the Brussels Sprouts should

be planted between the rows before the

Beans are gathered ; and as soon as the

t. pods are gathered the stems should be
"* removed to allow the light to reach the

Brussels Sprouts. In a like maimer

jj^
Celery may be planted in trenches

° between the rows of dwarf Peas a few
weeks before the Peas are cleared off,

while, later still, Lettuce plants might be

g planted along the sides of the Celery

trenches, or, if desired. Leeks might be

_. grown in the place pi Celery. Seedlings

g, of both Celery and Leeks should be raised

^ towards the end of the month or in April

io and pricked out on to a good bed, where
they should be kept growing steadily until

planted in their final quarters. H. C.
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SEED-TAPE

IT

may be of some interest to readers of

The Garden to know that the novelty of

sowing seeds on specially prepared tapes,

first noticed in The Garden of July 22, i'gi6,

page 353, as the " latest American idea "
;

subsequently, in The Garden for August ly.

page 402 ; and, lastly, in the issue for Septem-

ber 2, 1916, has been further developed. I'rom the

above notices it would seem that the system had

been tried with success not only in America, but

also in Italy and, lastly, in this country. It seems

MOW to have extended to our West Indian posses-

sions, for in the issue of the Agricultural Xews
of Barbados for January 27—which is one of the

iiftiiiul publications of the Imperial Department
of Agriculture for the West Indies—the following

paragraph occurs under the heading of " Seed-

tape":
" Se\eral trials have been made locally with

Seed-tape, the newly invented method of planting

se^d. The tape consists of paper treated chemi-

cally, and the seeds are enclosed and placed

more or less equally distant from each other.

In planting the tape in the soil, it is necessary

to water very thoroughly. Many advantages

.ire claimed for this method of seed planting,

llie chief of which is the fai't that the whole tape

being planted, and the seSds correctly spaced,

in the tape, it eliminates the thinning out and

transplanting process. It is understood that

the tape is highly fertilised, which should stimu-

late the growth of the seedlings, and it is claimed

that the seed, being enclosed, should to a certain

extent be protected against destruction by ants

during the period of germination. Each seed

is guaranteed to grow, and ceitainly it must be

admitted from the trials that have been made
locally that the geimination is very satisfactory

indeed." It is likely that Seed-tape will become

more and more adopted for garden work, and it

seems especially well adapted to tropical conditions,

particularly on account of the fact that the seeds

ire protected from ants, which constitute ^ucli

.1 troublesome pest. Moreover, planting seed

by the tape method involves a minimum of labour

and trouble. . J. K. J.

table quality to first-class Asparagus, for which

vegetable these are a grand substitute. Such

may be expected to follow if the plants are put

out at once on well-manured ground trodden

fairly fu'm before planting, a distance of 30 inches

allowed between the plants, and plenty of moisture

given to the roots throughout the summer and

autumn months. F. R. C.

APPLE ANNIE ELIZABETH
-•^BOUT the year 1866 a Mr. Gretoreux, a

solicitor of this town, brought for our inspec-

with fine foliage and vigorous habit. The original

tree is still standing. The following season being

a warm, dry summer, the fruit was very attractive

and abundant, so we decided to place it before

the fruit committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, who awarded it a first-class certificate.

We are pleased to know that it has now become
very popular and largely grown.

Some of our friends have asked why the

name was chosen, as it is anything but a

hild-like fruit. The explanation is this : The
jentleman, who was an enthusiastic gardener,

was married, for the second time rather late in

SPROUTING BROCCOLI
Either the purple or the white variety of the

above forms one of the most useful and appetising

of all vegetables in early spring, and, when properly

gro\vn, few will dispute the right of this to be

classed among the most profitable vegetables

of easy cultivation. But if the heads are to attain

the size one is accustomed to see in gardens where

a good system of cultivation is followed, it is

imperative that the plants should have as long a

season of growth as possible ; hence the import-

ance of getting these into their permanent

quarters as early as possible.

Owing probably to the fact that all of this family

prefer a firm to a spongy rooting medium, many
timid growers are afraid to dig, even to add

manure to poor ground intended for these

;

hence the reason why we see so many miser-

able apologies for what a Sprouting Broccoli

grown tmder good conditions really is. Give

firm soil by all means, but do not lose sight of

the fact that something beyond this is required

if the plants when fuUy grown are to be a yard

across and the sprouts equal in thickness and

THE ORIGINAL TREE OF APPLE ANNIE ELIZABETH.

tion and opinion a dish of a seedling Apple,

which he stated he had raised from seed from

a fruit of Blenheim Orange. We were at once

interested in it, as we found it excellent in form,

colour, size and quality, also a good keeper.

We inspected the tree growing at Knighton the

following summer, and found it a stm'dy grower,

making a fine standard ; also a good cropper.

life, and had a daughter born- to him after

he was seventy years of age; but, unfortunately,

the child died, at which he grieved very much,

and desired to name the Apple after her as a

melnento. He kindly gave us a photograph of

the seedling tree, his wife and himself, and

I have the pleasure of sending it to you for

reproduction. John Harrison, F.L.S.
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DRY WALL GARDENING AT MOUNTON HOU8E.~ll

13V II. AVKAV TllTING, M.A.

THJj,
iiiipoilaiKt-ul pLuituiy Uio ilry \\;ill

as it is being built was laid down last

week. That means that the whole of

llie planting material must have been

K"t ready proparatively and that a

suitable season is ehosen for the whole work. The
dry wall I am describing was erected and planted

in October, 1912, and was a mass of greenery and

bloom by the following April. The intention and
date of erection had been known a twelvemonth
before, and therefore a planting "scheme was got

out and the right selection of plants got ready

mostly by home propagation, but partly by ob-

taining from the nurseryman a few desired items

tliat the reserve garden did not already possess.

These were got by Ihc dozen, as grouping rather

than dotting was the effect aimed at. They Were

the only direct expense of the wall, for the stone

and soil were provided and hauled liy the estate,

while all the work of preparing the plants and
making the wall was carried out by the head-

gardener and one -or two labourers. The plants

were all' brought on to the ground and set out

CREEPING ROSEMARY.

handi]\', in accord with the planting scheme, just

behind the actual building line—that is, the space

needed for the operation and for the dumping of

the requisite stone and soil. As each tier of stones

was laid, the right plants could be laid in between

and upon them, the roots often stretching back a

whole foot into the prepared soil behind. Tlicre

is always the after-work of preventing robust plants

from smothering thcniore reticent ones next to

them. But this oversight can be made much less

constant and considerable by taking thought ovet

the original planting. Growtli on these vertical

surfaces is much greater downwards than upwards

or even .sideways. Do not set an Andrusace under

an Arabis, a Lcwisia under a Helianthcmum.

Near the top of the wall is the place for such choice

little individuals, not only to save them from being

drowned under a cascade of greeners-, but also

as being nearer the watchful eye of their protector.

But to have the lower half a luxuriant tangle and

the upper half a set of isolated dots would be ugly

and artificial. There must be, at or towards the

top, a fair ciuantity of vigorous plants spreading

out and sweeping down, and
yet amenable to discipline. I.

find nothing better for this

than Creeping Rosemary, that

child of the Rivieia which in

a sunny spot with vertical

treatment is perfectly happy
in Southern England.

Many such are wont to stretch

their fragrant, evergreen length
down the Mounton dry walls,

all studded in spring with pale

lavender blooms as the illustra-

tion shows, taken, however,
from a specimen not on the
wall, but on a rock face. I

have often lost plants during

a winter of alternately warm
wet and harsh cold, when
planted on the flat, but never
when set in a dry wall or rock
chink until this very excep-

tional winter, which has de-

stroyed them even in such
situations. .Fortunately, it is

very easily propagated by cut-

tings, and I 'have excellent

young plants in a frame which
in a couple of years will again

give me sturdy weeping bushes
hanging a yard down. Such
cascade effect is very striking

both in and out of bloom, and
so the position chosen should
enable it to be assumed without

curtailment of length, but the

pruning-knife can well te used

to lessen the width of the plant

if it is endangering a desirable

and weaker neighbour. A
vertical position saves many
a plant from succumbing from
the sharp snaps that fall sud-

denly and repeatedly after

enervating winter damps.
Hence, near the dry wall top,

|

where there is light. and dryness, arc,set colonics

of Androsace-—such as lactifiora and Chund)yi,

lanuginosa and sarraentosa. Lanuginosa grows

In althily but reticently and has the merit of a very

long flowering season, whereas sarmcntosa spreads

wccdily but has a short, if brilliant, bloom biusl.

Again, the Onosmas, both tauricum and albo-

roseum, suffer exceedingly from frost coming -on

the lop of wet. Even vertically phiccd the planl-^

are apt to be considerably killed back before spring

Comes, although e\H'n this wint<r lli<'y ha\'<;

i.ot been completely dune lo death. They arc-

rapid growers -and soon recover from partial

dismemberment. Albo-roscum, with grey foliage

and w-lntc, pink-edged flowers, is the rarer,

but the rich, long-lasting, buttcr-colonr(-d

bells of llic r.dlden Drop, well s>iow-n in tln-

illu'slr:itiiiii, make it the most showy and usciid

member of Die family. With verti(-al trcalmint

I get sucli half-hardy subjects as Spliaralcca

iMuuroana and t'onxuhulus mauritaiiicus lo with-

stand the winters uonnal in these parts. Tlic

formcr is of the Mallow family, a trailing plant with

much- divided sih'cry leaves and cherry pink fiow-ers.

When it lives several years it covers a square yard

of ground and has a thick, Hcshy slem. That is

where the delicacy lies. The stem will bear oul>-

a certain amount of frost and no new shoots will

spring from its base. I have not the least doubt

but that every plant in my w-alls is now dead, for

we have had no sifth winter since iSyj. l-'roni

November 15 to February 17 the exposed glass

kept above freezing point on only ten nights, and on

February 7 it fell to 8°. No self-respecting " half-

hardy" can l)e expected to w-ithstand 24° of frost,

and I anticipate losses. In the ease of the Spliiur-

alcea I always put some cuttings in a pan of saiidy

soil in a frame, and also of the charming blue-

flowered Mauritanian Bindweed, and so I can

replace the defunct parents. But in these times of

shortness and inefficiency of labour for the garden

there has been very little time for propagation, and

many gaps arc likely to remain unfilled. But Diaseia

Barber;B show-s every intention of surviving. This

delightful little thing appeared some years back in

many seed lists as a half-hardy annual, and as such

I tried it. It formed small tufts, in character like

a very dwarf bedding Lobelia, which began to de-

velop its cherry pink, two-horned blooms in August.

But, to my surprise, I found in the following

spring that some plants set at the edge of a dry

wall, and therefore in a hot, dry, well-drained

position, were shooting up. They spread rapidly

and formed patches a foot across, flowering early

in the summer and producing fresh bloom-heads

till autumn. It has proved a true perennial

during tlie four years that the dry wall which we
are now discussing has been in existpnce. The
patches have steadily increased their extent, even

to the detriment of their neighbours, and the root-

stocks starting from the fiat on the top of the wall

have pushed down and sent out shoots from the

vertical crannies, as may be seen above the Onosma
in the illustration. It is in some such positions

that I hope and believe it will survive, for even

seed is not now easy to get, as it has ceased to

appear in most lists of annuals. Yet it has

attracted universal attention here, and is one of

the plants that I am really wearied of spelling out

the name to visitors who declare they must grow

it. It is dwarf and upstanding, resembling sonu-

of the little Linarias, but has two spurs or horns

instead of one.

Although the wall garden is broadly treated and

does not contain " a bit of everything," I need not
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give a full list ut its denizens. There is a selection

uf the Dianthus tribe, from single types of plumariiis

down to little cushions of alpmus. There is

not only the diminutive Erodium illustrated last

week, but some of its larger cousins, such as gutta-

tum and niacradenum—only the coarse, ill-coloured

.Manescavi is banned. There are selections of

Houseleeks, of the red Mossy Saxifrages, and of the

Creeping Phloxes. These, being of comparatively

reserved growth, have place in the upper half of the

wall. Below them are Iberis and Helianthemum
and a few other strong-growing types, among them
two rapid growers that want hot sun and poor soil

to malie them flower freely. They are Zauschneria

lalifornica and Malvastrum lateritium, excellent

subjects for late effect, for they begin blooming
before July ends and continue into late autumn.
Tlie .\ralvastrum sends out long shoots that root

in the gravel path running at the base of the dry

wall.- Its rampancy is easily ciurtailed, but not so

that of the Zauschneria, which spreads under-

ground and upwards, bursting out on the top of

the wall and needing nnich excision of its woody
stems and roots.

Last season was, perliaps, exceptionally fa\our-

able. Certainly the dry wall had continuous
interest from March to November, and often for

weeks together was a blaze of bloom.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Preparations should be made ni
favoured districts for planting the main batch.
If any compost such as wood-ashes, decayed vege-
table refuse, or old potting soil is to be used, have
it prepared in a dry shed : this will facilitate plant-
ing when the time comes. The tubers now on end
in boxes should be examined, removing surplus
shoots

; two stout sprouts are ample on each tuber.

Spinach.—Make a sowing of the Round-leaved
variety between rows of Peas or Broad Beans,
or on a south border in drills i foot apart, for an
early supply.

Peas.—.Make successional sowings of second-
early varieties such as Duke of Albany or Gradus,
not forgetting Goldfinder, which is the best I

know for giving a huge crop of large, highlv
flavoured Peas. Where the soil is heavy anil
natm-ally retentive of moistiu-e, a little light
compost scattered at the bottom of the drill will
do much towards hastening the germination of
the seed, and perhaps avoid the rotting of the
seed of some Alarrowfat \-arieties.

Seakale.—Make a plantation of the thong-like
roots taken when lifting the crowns for forcing
and cut into lengths of 6 inches or 8 inches of
the size of the small finger. Plant these in rows
15 inches apart, allowing i foot between the
plants, just burying the crowns only. Dig the
ground deeply as planting proceeds ; this is best
done with a dibber.

Turnips.—.\ small sowing of Earlv .Milan
may now be made on a warm border, covering
the seed lightly with wood-ashes.

Horseradish.—To obtain the best results,
this crop should be replanted every third vear
at least. Too often it is left undistmbed until
very few good roots are obtainable. Anv open
site will grow good Horseradish, providing it is
not under trees and the soil is well and deeply
manured. The same site will suflSce for many
years if all the small pieces of roots are removed
when digging the plot for planting. Select straight
roots with a crown, and plant them a foot apart
and 6 inches under the surface.

Carrots.—^if the weather is suitable, lose no
time in preparing the soil for the sowing of seed
of Short Horn and a pinch of Intermediate
Carrots for the first crop, even if it is only an odd
row or two.

Vegetables Under Glass.

French Beans.— .Make sow-
ings ot larger-^ruwi[ig varieties
where space permits, five seeds
in a 4-inch pot. to be trans-
ferred to 8-inch pots later on.
The smaller seed- pots now
occupy less space, and the
plants grow away better than
if they have too much ^ater
in the larger pots at sowing-
time.

Cucumbers. — Promptly
pinch the sh<iots above every
second leaf, and thin the
fruits to one on a joint to
avoid overcropping, which is a
fatal mistake at this early
sjage. Top-dress the roots as
they show through the soil,

as aT> encouragement to more
vigour ; water carefully with
weak liquid manure, and a\'oid
excessive atmospheric moisture.

Mushrooms.—Make up more
beds as fast as the manure
is prepared. Do not allow beds
in bearing to sufl'er from the
want of water. Give a
thorough soaking in prefer-
ence to sprinklings, which do
not moisten the base of the
roots.

Asparagus.—Lift old roots
from beds the outsides of
which have become exhausted,
lay them thickly on a gentle
hotbed in a frame., cover with
2 inches of light soil, and keep
the frame well covered at nighi
to maintain an even tempera
ture of not less than 55°or6o

E. MOLVNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers. Esq

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN
GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Parsnips.—in some estab-
lishments this nutritious
vegetable is not appreciated as its excellent
qualities merit, not to speak of itsutilitv
during the winter months when vegetables are
none too plentiful. Parsnips require a good,
deep, well-cultivated soil which has been well
manured for the previous season's crops. Sow
the seeds in shallow drills 18 inches apart, and
afterwards thiu out the plants to 9 inches apart
in the rows. Where speciallv fine roots are
desired, holes are often made with a crowbar
and then filled with a well-prepared compost,
and the seeds sown over the centre of each hole.
Jerusalem Artichokes are another useful

"u"'fj
vegetable, and to obtain the best results

should be planted m a sunnv position sheltered
from strong winds. Plant in'rows -i feet apart,
allowing I foot between the tubers." and about
5 inches deep. The work should be done now,
provided the ground is in good condition.

Lettuces.—Transplant autumn-sown batches of
these into cold frames, shade from strong sunshine,
spray occasionally with tepid water, and encourage
a steady growth. Sutton's Favourite is an excellent
variety for this purpose.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—Early batches of these will
now be swelling their fruits, so should now receive
some stimulant. A little manure-water given
twice weekly will prove beneficial. If the plants
are m a forcing-pit, some.mav be moved into a
cooler house as the fruit begins to colour, as this
gives the berries a much better flavour. Support
should be given the fruit-trusses, twigs of Birch
being very suitable lor this purpose.

Plants Under Glass.

„ Half-Hardy Annuals.—Sow stocks. Asters,
Phlox Dinmmondii, Zinnias and Verbenas in

ONOSM.\ TAURICUM,-

gentle heat. After germination takes place

.

keep the seed-boxes near the glass so that the
seedlings may be dwarf and sturdy before pricking
out into frames.

The FlowerTGarden.

Sweet Peas.—A sowing may be made in the
open about this time. Do not sow too thickly,
as overcrowding in the seed lines causes weakly
growth and checks development. When the
seedlings show through the soil, give a liberal
dusting of soot ; this will ward off attacks by
birds and mice.

The Herbaceous Border.—The majority of
bulbous plants will now be showing through the
ground, so that the work of putting the hardv
flower borders in order may be proceeded with.
Where a top-dressing of leaf-mould has been
given, it should be lightly forked in : but in the
case of borders which have been trenched and
replanted the previous year, no top-dressing is

thought necessary, and so for this season, at
any rate, they will have the surface run over
with a " Buco " Cultivator, a lesser-sized implement
being used among the smaller subjects near the
front of the border. Some wood-ashes placed
round the crowns of Delphiniums, Gypsophila
and other plants for which slugs have' a liking
will be to their advantage.

Digitalis alba.—.A. large quantity of plants
of this which have been grown in the nurserv
will now be distributed through the pleasure
grounds here, bold clumps by the lakeside or on the
margin of woods being very striking. On our
heavy soil they do not naturalise freely ; hence
the precaution is always taken (o grow a quantity
yearly. James .McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsvvorth, Bart.)

Cnndluni!
, Kilmainock.
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THE VILLA GARDEN

May I add to those you have already pub-

lished the plan of my little garden, where

some- attempt has been made to achieve

balance and form without the rigidity ap-

parently imposed by the four-square fashion

of the urban enclosure ? I have also tried to oust

monotony with variety, and at the same time to

avoid a jumbling of distinct gardening features.

I am pleased to call the space outside the French

windows of my back parlour the "terrace,"

because it provides a convenient pjace for tea.

Next is a bed devoted to Daffodils in the spring

and annuals in the summer, the latter growing

as the former die down. Then there is a patch

of grass grandly labelled "lawn," surrounded on

the sides facing south and west by a border at

least 6 feet wide, which is the home of herbaceous

plants arranged with due regard to colour and

season, and giving the greatest display in June,

July and August. The narrow north border is

full of Ferns, Columbines, Anemones, Phloxes,

Lupines and other shade endurers. All this part

is enclosed by Larch posts and purlins, supporting

t-stoons of rambling Roses, Clematis, Honey-

suckle and other climbers. The " rosery," 12 yards

by 5 yards, also enclosed by Ramblers, is full

of the' bloom and fragrance of Roses, Violets and

Pansies only. Up the path, past a few frames,

and round the corner brings you to the " glade,"

where an oval plot of grass is in the midst of

autumn flowers, chiefly Michaelmas Daisies and

Sunflowers, the tallest next path and fence. Four

Weeping Ashes screen the neighbours' windows

and provide shade. In the further corner is a

small rock garden with suiificient nooks and corners

for quite a collection of the less rampant alpines
;

while the other corner is devoted behind the

rustic screen to rubbish, &c., and in front to purple

Lupines and bronze Irises for the merry month of

June. The path is narrow and straight, which

is annoying; but it was here when I came. I

have tried to destroy its effect by the narrow

bed on the right of the lawn and by using it,

beyond the rosery, merely as the way to the glade.

Although no strict rule is observed as to colour,

apart from harmony, the strong tints are grouped

according to shade.

—

Another Amateur.

I CANNOT too strongly deprecate the scornful

attitude taken by " Formakin" with regard to the

villa garden in your issue of February 3. It was

a greater than " Formakin " who wrote of gardening

that it is " a pleasure of the greatest, and the ease

of the meanest, and indeed an employment, and

a possession for which no man is too high or too

low," which seems quite sufficient reply to his tirade

against what is the one healthful, pleasant and

absolutely harmless interlude in the monotonous

lives of many thousands of office and shop weary

workers.

Mr. Morley Horder, in his courteous reply to

my remarks in your issue of February 3, raises

points that are well worth consideration and dis-

cussion. I must, however, disclaim any intention

of offering a plan that could be adopted as a

" general formula." Heaven forbid that I should

ever do anything so utterly at variance with the

true spirit of gardening. Gardening is purely

an individualistic pursuit, controlled by certain

natural laws. That a group of plants grows,

flowers, or fruits well is usually enough to justify

the methods of the gardener. If one prefers to

grow certain things well, design the garden to

suit them. If, on the other hand, a certain

arrangement of the garden is preferred, plant

those things only that suit the arrangement. I

cannot agree with him that there is any necessity

for a " general formula " at all.

In this particular instance the correspondence

originated in a suggestion for a Rose garden.

My design was prepared ^ir a garden in which it

'was possible to grow every type and variety of

Roses. 'Provision was made for climbing Roses

of all descriptions—Tea, Hybrid Tea, Hybrid

Perpetual, Polyantha, China and all other types
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PLAN -OF VILLA GARDEN BY "ANOTHER

AMATEUR."

and species. The principal exception he takes to

my plan is to the " too many curved and irregular

lines." No garden is worth having that is not

worth sitting in, and tht irregular and curved lines

were nearly all introduced for the purpose of pro-

viding space for this in the most suitable spots,

without encroaching more than necessary on the

areas required for grass, planting, &c. Moreover,

seats that are placed in such little recesses always

have, like the armchair in the chimney corner,

a cosier feeling and an appearance of being comme

ii faut. Tlie only other curved lines were entirely

due to the fact that every path in every garden,

large or small, like steps and stairways, should

always give a feeling of unrestricted progress.

Mr. Morley Horder says it is " pleasanter

to 'get a straight vista along a central walk

from the bay window with a balanced arrange-

ment of beds on either side." Surely the path

belongs essentially to the doorway, and not tc

the window. The path is the least interest-

ing feature in the whole garden ; the window
should look on to the most interesting. Flowers

or grass or anything is more attractive than the

path. After all, the paths exist for the garden,

not the garden for its paths. In such a villa it

is obviously impossible for the architect to place

the doorway central, even if it were desirable.

Nor can I appreciate the point that it is necessary

to divide a rectangular area into equal rectangles

of smaller size by placing the path central. I

am quite sure he would never think of furnish-

ing ever a small room by arranging the

furniture neatly and rigidly round the walls-

with some central feature to create an apparent

axial line. He would be the last to assert that

the prettiest cottages are those with all tlje

doors and windows placed with mathematical

precision and regularity on each side of a central

and obvious axis. Such regularity is only imposing,

when applied to large buildings. Nor would he

think much of a miniature painting, however

perfectly executed, one half of which looked like

a reflection of the other. The fact is that even

in small areas some appearance of casual and

irregular treatment often exercises a potent charm,

providing always that it is not artificially casual

(which would be a paradox).

It is a curious fact that we all, including the

architects like Mr. Morley Horder and the garden

designers like myself, air our theories about the

laws of proportion, balance, perspective, harmony

of line and colour, but instinctively turn to the

charming little irregularities with pleasure and

relief— I mean the odd corners and occurrences

occasioned by circumstances ; and I know by

experience that many a garden, large or small,

is rendered delightful by the little things that

were never really meant to be, but which grew

because they had to.

I hope no one will ever convince the owners of

villa gardens that there is such a thing as a

" general formula." What pleases the eye and

delights the senses is good enough gardening

for all. If all gardens were alike there would soon,

be none, because they would cease to interest.

There never was, never will be, two gardens alike

if the true spirit of gardening is alive. There is

a remark of Ruskin's that admirably sums up

my theoriei in this respect :
" All things that are

worth doing are interesting. There is no law of

right which consecrates dulness. The proof of

a thing being right is, that it has power over the

heart ; that it excites us, wins us, or helps us." It

applies equally to the villa garden or the grounds

around a country mansion. Why, if Mr. Morley

Horder and I lived side by side in a semi-detached

I am sure that because he did not like my garden

he would make one of his own that he did like,

and " Formakin" would do the same (although I

would rather not have him as a neighbour). I am
sure we should all enjoy each other's efiorts as

much as our own, and should not trouble much

about the " formlessness of the neighboiurhood."

—George Dillistone.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
SUNFLOWERS FOR POULTRY FEEDING (//. M. B.).

-TlnTe should be no difficulty in t^rowini; tli'-se. In

;i l;it<* district it is as well to sow early, takiiit; up t Ik- plants

with a little ball of earth attached, and trans].iant. The
Russian Giant is certainly more suitable for growing

hcatis for poultry seed than some other kinds, but really

any of the large-headed sorts would do very well. If

the tops were pinclied out it would encourage lateral

growth; the plants would then produce small heads,

but we fear would be later still in ripening.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

CUTTING BACK CORSE ON A BANK f/7. A'.).—Your
(jorse can be cut bark witli safety about the middle

or end of April. There is no reason why you should

not cut it down to within a few inches of the ground if

you so" wish.

RED AND GOLDEN WILLOWS FOR DISPOSAL
(M. V. D.).—lied and yellow barked Willows are not

the best kinds for basket-making, although some are

used for that purpose, 'i'he rods are. however, in

demand in normal times by nurserymen and market-
gardeners, who use them for binding bundles of plants,

vegetables, &c. It is probable that an idea as to the value

of the rods and a likelv market could be obtained by
applying to Mr. "W. P. Ellmore, The Willows, 3, Saxe-

Coburg Street, Leicester. It would, however, be neces-

sary to send a sample of the rods and civo some idea of

the' quantity available for sale.

MISCELLANEOUS.
DISSOLVED BONES AND SULPHURIC ACID

(IF. F. M. C).—The chief danger of the mixture you have
made would lie in excess of aeitl. and the mixture should
therefore be used only on ground which contains i-ufficient

lime. There it may be used (we are assuming the mixture
is dry and powdery) at the rate of 3o2. to the square yard.

Hones, if broken finely, are themselves an excellent

dressing for Vines. The quantity of carbolic acid in the
water used for scrubbing floors where carbolic soap is

used would not be likely to be sutlicient to damage tin-

trees.

CLEANING GLASS (Juno).—If not too bad, old glass

may be cleaned by a strong solution of soda and water.
II", however, it is very much corroded with dirt, the best

material to employ la hydrochloric acid, popularly termed
spirits of salts. It may be diluted with water, but the

extent will depend upou the condition of the glass. The
acid should not be allowed to touch the hands, a good
plan being to use an old worn-down painter's brush or

a firm pad of calico. It will be found that the sooty
deposit which is most pronounced in the ease of greenhouses
near manufacturing cities or towns is more difficult to

clean than that in a purer atmosphere. In that case tlic

acid may be stronger.

SOC I ET I ES

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting held at the Drill Hall,
Buckingham Gate, on March 13 was a great advance
on preceding ones. Bulbous plants grown in fibre from
Messrs. Bath, Wisbech, were in perfection ; cliarming
seedling bulbous Arises were shown by Mr. Herbert
Chapman ; wliiie Orchids and Carnations, together with
a fine exhibit of fruit from Cheimsfordi added both
interest and variety to a good meeting.

Floral Committee.

Present : H. B. Mav. Esq. (chairman), and ilessrs.

K. C. Notcutt, W. J. Bean, W. B. Cranfield. J. Green,
G. Harrow. J. Heal, J. F. McLeod, A. G. Jackson, J.

Jennings. V. Dixon, J. Dickson, W. Cuthbertson, C. E.
Pearson, C. E. Shea, E. F. Hazelton, H. Cowley, W. P.
Thomson, E. H. Jenkins and J. Hudson.
By far the most attractive and instructive exhibit

in this section was a magnificent group of Daffodils,
Tulips, Crocuses and other bulbous-rooted subjects grown
in bowls of fibre and shown by Messrs. R. H. Bath.
Limited. Wisbech. Rarely have these things been seen
in such perfection, the whole being equa! to the finest

pot and soil grown examples. Notable specimens in

the group included such handsome trumpet Daffodils
as Emperor, -Mme. de Graaff (white). Glory of Leiden.
Victoria (the best of the bicolors) and W. P. Milner (a
pretty and useful sort and one of the most dainty for
this work). Sir Wat kin (an incomparabilis) was also
fine. Of Tulips. Prince of Austria, Sir Thomas Lipton.
Keizerkroon (scarlet and gold). La RSve (rose Darwin)
and Duciiesse de Parma were the best among many sorts.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Niu-series, Wisbech, exhibited
quite a variety of bulbous plants in pots—Daffodils,
Tulips, Iris reticulata, Muscari Heavenly Blue, Snowdrops
and the like. Alpines, too, in boxes were nicely shown,
particularly Saxifraga Burseriana Gloria, S. Bursiculata
and the white form of S. oppositifolia.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sous. Crawley, showed boxes of
Primroses, the' crimson-flowered Miss Massey being very

fine, A good strain of the " blue-llowered " race was
also on view, with the forced Rhododendron Jack-*onii

and other jilants.

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Hurst. Twyford. Berk-J. showed
the single crimson IU>se Princess Mary in pots, tlie brilliant

colour a great attraction.
Primula malacoides King Albert as shown by Messrs,

Carter and Co., Raynea Park, was among the finer exhibits
in the show. The variety is by far the greatest advance
in colour which this species has yet given; a model green-
house plant in every way.
The Misses Hopkins, Sheppevton-on-Thames, showed

a few hardy flowers.

.Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.. Bush Hill Park. Enfield,
contributed a nice lot of Carnations, notably Red Ensign,
Eileen (fine salmon). Pink Sensation, Gorgeous (fine cerise)

and 'I'riuuiph (crimson). Cyclamen were very beautiful.

Some seven dozen pots of well-flowered Lachenalia
Nelsonii wen' shown by Messrs, R. and G. Cuthbert.
Southgate. the whole a considerable attraelion.
From Mr. a. Keuthe, Keston. came an interesting lot

of alpines, Hepaticas. Iris reticulata. Cyclamen ibericum
I)urpureum, and many Saxifrages. Of these latter,

S. Grisebachii, S. ke.stonensis. S. calycifiora and S. Bur-
seriana were the most beautiful of tliosc in flower. Adonis
aniurensis. Crocus aerius, C. aurea, C. Sieberi and C. Im-
perati longifolius were also charming.

Messrs. Allwood lirot iters. Hayward's Heath, had some
good Carnations, among which Nora West (new pink).

Triumph (erimstuiK Bishton Wonder (fine Clove scent)

and Salmon luichantress were notetl.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent (Jarden. showed a

variety of early liardy flowers in boxes, including Xareissu^
miniirms. Crocus Tommasinianus purpureus. Iris reticulata

major. I. r, Krelagei, Snowdrops, Saxifraga Buiseriana,
and Christmas Koses.

Ferns from Messrs, H, B. May and Sons. Limited, wen-
of much interest. I)a%a!lia .Mariesii, Pteris Childsii. Davallia
Lorrainii (very jiretty) and a variety of Nephrolepis beinc
noted. Hardy Kerns were also freely shown. Columnea
magnifiea, with .-Vrunis and Cinerarias, formed a gay
colony at one i-nd of the group.
An excellent group of Azaleas, forced Lilac, Lily of the

Valley. Wistarias, I'runus triloba and Daphne japonica.
intiTspcrsed with Ferns, eanu- from Messrs. William
Cutl'ush and S(in. Hii^bgate, N. The best Lilacs were
Julrs Calot (white), Michael Buchner (double lilac) and
Marie Lemoine (doubb; white). LUy of the Valley was
also good.

Mr. J, C. Jenner. Rayleigh, Essex, contributed excellent

Carnations, Aviator (scarlet). Rosette (cerise). Mary
AUwood, White Enchantress (very good). Salmon King
and Triumph (crimson) being the best in a nice lot.

Messrs. Herbert Chapman. Limited. Rye. had a charm-
ing lot of bulbous Irises, the majority being hybrids,
some of considerable merit. The variety, too, was charm-
ing ; of named sort.s. I. Cantab (blue), I reticulata.

I.' llelusine (dark blue), 1. Afterglow and I. sind-pers.

Snowdrops ami Tulipa Kaufmanniana ryeensis were also

well shown.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : Tlie Rev. W. Wilks (chairman), and Messrs.

F. Perkins, W, H, Divers, George P Berry. E. W. Harriss,

J. C, Allgrove, A R. Allan, H. Markham, J. E. Weston,
A. Bullock. E. A. Bunyard, A. W, Metcalfe and Edwin
Beckett.

Messrs. W. Seabrook and Sons, The Nurseries, Chelms-
ford, contributed some six dozen dishes of culinary and
dessert Apples, all being in excellent condition. The
new seedling Apple Monarch was well shown ; it is full

of promise. Reinette iJu Canada, Cox's Orange Pippin,
King Edward VII,. Tower of Glamis, Blenheim Orange,
Claygate Pearmain, Golden Noble, Wellington and Bis-

marck were among good dishes. Silver-gilt Kuightlan
medal.

Orchid Co.hmittee.

.Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells,
showed some lovely Mittonias and Odontiodas, O, Ashtonia
among tlie latter being one of the most brilliant. O.
Cooksoniie was also very fine, Dendrobium Armstrongia;
{white and maroon) and Odontoglossum Wilckeanum
were also excellent,

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co..* Hayward's Hea.th. had
a nice assortment. Brasso-Cattleya Vilmoriniana (deep
rosy mauve) and B.-C, Queen Alexandra being among
the more important. Brasso-Cat-Lselia Joan (golden)
was very fine.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, contributed
Cattleya Snow Queen and Lycaste Skinneri Mrs, G.
Hamilton-Smith, a richly coloured sort, among others.

Sir Jeremiah Colmaii, Bart,. Gatton Park, Reigate
(gardener, Mr. J. Collier), had some lovely Dendrobiums,
notably D. Wiganianum Gatton Park variety, D. chessing-
tonensis Gatton Park variety (yellow and maroon) and
I>. rubens elegans. among many." D. Golden Ray and D.
chessingtonensis magnifica. yellow and orange respectively,
were also fine.

TRADQ NOTB

Folding Frames and Cloches,

SOME very useful folding cloches and frames in varying
shapes and sizes are being sent out hmi specially recom-
mended by Me.ssys. Barr and Sons. Covent Garden. The

A FOLDING CLOCHE FOR RAISING SEED-
LINGS OR PROTECTING PLANTS.

frames are made of iron, heavily aluminium painted,
and they may be fitted with glass "from any local builder
or ironmonger. For raising seeds or protecting plants
these little frames, known as Slatthews' Universal Folding
Cloches, are particularly handy at the present time.

Tkfi War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country ivill be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to The Gardes, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland. Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should ordpr copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

*,* The Yearly Subscription to The Garden is : Inland,

6s. Gd. ; Foreign, 8s. 9d.

Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USING

RITO
THE HUMOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL BACTERIA)

RITO RESULTS.
Plot, 91b, 7oz. Treated Plot.SCARLtT KUNNER BEANS. ^ Untreateil

:illb. 2oz.

POTATOES.—Untreated Plot, 16Jlb. Treated Plot, 24Jlbs.

CABBAGE LETTUCE (under glass).—Ready tor sale one month earlier wliere

treated with Rito, than untreated portion.

Amateur Gardenere and others may, by the assistance of Rito, have
the most beautiful gardens, with ooe mass of rich bloom during the

Summer, as well as increased supplies of all kinds of Vegetables.

PRICES :—3 bushel bag, 1 7/6 : 2 bushel bag. 12/6; 1 bushel bag, 7/6
Carriage paid. Cartons 1 /- each. Ask for Booklet " Rito Results " from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
Author of " Poultry- Keeping on Money-Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Production," &c.

FURTHER INTENSIVE
NOTES

C'

week I described in brief the in-

tensive system of poultry- keeping, and

this week I propose again dealing with

this new method of hen-culture.

Does Egg-Production Pay ? — Not

many years ago, had any poultry expert dared

to say that egg-production exclusively paid, he

would have been severely dealt with. It was then

commonly acknowledged that the production of

new-laid eggs for the table had to be considered

in conjunction with other branches of poultry

husbandry, and not separately. The intensive

system has completely disproved this fallacy.

In those days, if one wished to keep 600

fowls he had to allow six acres of ground for the

houses and runs, and another acre or more to act

as the rearing grounds. Thus, under the old

system, the most an acre would carry was lOO

head of stock, but by adopting intensive methods

no fewer than 400 birds can be accommodated on

each acre of land. The saving in ground-space

alone is therefore very great, and cannot be

overlooked by the progressive poultry-keeper.

A Saving of Labour.—Where the small-house-

and-run system of housing is adopted, labour is

natiually a heavy item. Each house usually

accommodates, say, from six to nine fowls, and it

means the continual opening and closing of gates.

This routine is hecessary several times a day,

for early in the morning the bu-ds have to be

liberated, then the feeding round has to be under-

taken, next the cleaning operations have to be

attended to, and all the drinking vessels filled.

At tea-time the birds have to be fed, and the day's

work is not over until all the houses have been

\-isited and locked up. Thus it is one endless

trot " round the farm under the old system,

and should the owner perchance leave his pipe

in the food-house, he is compelled to cover those

many alleys in search of his soothing briar. There

are, of course, many original ways of reducing

these labour disadvantages. I am, however,

merely comparing the two systems to show that

the intensive methods have many real advantages,

which, in these times of shortage of labour, must

be given their due weight.

Centralisation.—With the birds quartered

under one roof everything is centralised. The
endless opening of doors and gates is reduced to a

nnnimum. There is, too, the saving of time in

feeding and " watering," not to forget, also, the

duties at closing-up time. The cleaning-out

operations are greatly facilitated and the collection

of eggs very much simplified. In short, it is sm-

prising the number of birds the owner can look

after with the aid of a lad's help. As I have said,

the size of the house selected will depend upon

the number of birds it is proposed to keep. One
can commence with the six-hen size and continue

till the thousands are reached. I like a depth

of about 16 feet for an intensive house, and the

inmates can be run in flocks each of 50 or 100

birde where the larger patterns are in use.

Partitions can be quickly and cheaply erected,

and may consist of wire-netting covered entirely

with canvas. The latter is perhaps advisable

in very long houses to make them snug, but in

smaller structures the wire-netting partition

need only be canvas- covered a few feet up at the

bottom to prevent the neighboius fighting.

As Laying Houses.—It is as laying houses

that I strongly recommend the intensive structures.

The small-house-and-run plan can still be adopted

for the few select breeding stock kept expressly for

the purpose of " feeding " the large buildings with

pullets. If every poultry-keeper started the winter

egg-season with an intensive house accommodating

fifty matured pullets, he or she would not be without

full egg-baskets during the winter months. It would

require but a few breeding pens to produce that

number of laying pullets, and the labour and time

expended on the small houses and enclosures

would not be much. It is always a wise plan to

allow the poultry stock kept to be half hens and
half pullets, and to make this possible two in-

tensive houses could be employed. Having com-
menced with one house of birds and gained ex-

perience in the handling of stock under the new
methods, further houses can be installed. The
exact arrangements must depend upon the would-

be inteiisivist's circumstances, &c.

Accommodation Structures.—Intensive houses

need never stand idle, for they come in most useful

as accommodation structures. If they are not

occupied by laying stock they can be utilised

for growing bu-ds. Here, again, time and labour

necessary for the tending of the young stock

can be reduced to a minimum. With birds, too,

that are intended eventually for the intensive

laying houses, it is very wise to allow them to

" finish off " or reach maturity in such structures.

They then grow accustomed to this method of

housing and management, and consequently

are acclimatised by the time eggs are expected

from them. I am, of course, referring tu pullets,

which, as a rule, are shy little creatures. Adult

birds very readily settle down to the intensive

method of management.

During the Moult.—It is rather early to write

of the autumnal moult, but I do so to show the

advantage of the intensi\'e house as an accommoda-
tion for birds that are moiilting, As most of my
readers are aware, fowls begin to moult about

August, and wlitle the normal period for the castina

of the old feathers is six weeks, some tirds will

take three months or more. Now, the longer the

hens take to moult, the later they will commence
to lay again. In fact, if the> are caught moulting

when the cold weather sets in, they will " stop

still," so to speak, and the moult will be prolonged.

Should this happen, Christmas comes along and
they have not commenced to lay again. Many
readers are without eggs to-day because they

allow^ed their hens to have a prolonged moult.
" They were laying and we did so wish for the

eggs," I hear someone say ! That excuse will

not do, because that system of hen-handling is

completely against winter egg-output.

Tlie "Clockwork" Moult.—When dealing

with the moult my automatic hen comes into the

scene once more. I decide upon a " clockwork
"

moult for all hens upon which I am to rely for eggs

from October onwards. Each one has to stop

laying the last week in July or first week in.August

and commence her moult. My methods, of courje,

must be left to a later issue when they will be topical.

I plan to get the layers into their winter quarters

by mid-September and in lay by mid-October.

Then I am sm'e of eggs right through the winter.

If the fancier wishes any bird to have a quick

moult, he places it in a heated building and" forces"

the casting of the old feathers and the growth of

the new. He does not allow such a bird free range

and in all weathers. I have received birds from
a summer exhibition-—held in a show-tent—whicli

moulted upon arrival home. The heated temper<i-

tm-e under the tent had set the old feathers

dropping. Warm housing will likewise make for

a normal moult, and that is why hens accommo-
dated in cosy and dry intensive houses and allowed

out on fine days only will moult normally and
recommence laying to time.

The Breeding Question.—It is quite a con-

troNcrsial problem as to whether hens kept in-

tensively should be bred from. In the States

males are run with the females in the large laying

houses. Mr. Corning is perhTips the largest

intensivist in the United States of America, and his

houses on the average hold 1,500 layers. He
runs male birds with his layers. On the Rancocas

Poultrj" Farm, New Jersey, too, where 20,00
layers are kept intensively, a male is used for

every twenty-five hens, and the hatching fertility

reaches nearly 95 per cent. In the small houses

holdine twenty-five layers, two males may be run

with them ; but for the larger houses I like the plan

of keeping the breeding stock in small houses

and runs and in small mated pens, and " feeding "

the intensive laying houses as already recommended.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. .A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The G.\rden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.
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SPRATT'S
CHICKEN

AND

POULTRY FOODS,
Write for " Chicken Culture," post free.

lo those who are^
unacquainted witK
this marvellous capsule

±11 1 IITT
HEARSON
POINT
NP ONE

."•V'

v^'if yyy

m
I
i

we would explain that it is a wonderful little scientific

apparatus—the original invention of Mr. Hearson

—

which, in spite of the most extreme variations of heat and '^^^

cold outside the incubator, will automatically keep the ^>
hatching chamber inside at a uniform temperature— ^>
with such precision that it is guaranteed not to vary more '<$>^

than 3 degrees in 12 months of constant use. cSj

HEARSON S
Incubator

S^ij::,. —the Incubator that hatches EVERY
•5^:^. fertile egg.

'"%•*•:••>.• The HEAESON Incubator will last 20—30 years, and is

':•? therefore more ECONOMICAL to buy than a cheaper

machine that may not last a quarter of the time.

fVriU NOW for a FREE fiyf

copy of extremely interesting fi^'

handbook " The Problem f;i;f

Solved " (104 pp. published ;'yj

at Is.), GRATIS '"" "'
POST FREE from

Spratt's Patent Ltd.,

{Dept.S 18),

24-25, Fenchurch St.,

London,
E.G.

AND ^W

#

ifiSW*

PULLETS, laying. 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,
30 breeds, free. Special offer; Six selected Laying Pullets anrl

Cock, 35/-.—V.iRNEY. Stratford, Essex.

SMITHS' FAMOUS POULTRY FOODS.—
Everything for Poultry. Lists free.—SMITHS, Specialiats,
Audleiii. Cheshire. Eatabhshed 1890.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net. by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keepiDg for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus oi the book will be sent on
applic4ition to the Offices of **Codntby Life" Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

DON'T REAR CHICKENS
without a constant supply of clean crushed liunc and
grit. They are absolutely ^sential. If you prepare
your own you know what you give the chickens, and
it costs next to nothing. Will send a new Crusher

made for the purpose lor 10/- free on rail.

I. DUNKER, Hillmorton Paddock, RUGBY.

COOK'S
ORPINGTON.
Practical Expert Advice

on the

Feeding of Poultry.
WILLIAM H. COOK, LTD., have for many months

given the above their serious attention, due partly
to the fact that many thousands of their customers
are asking " How to feed, and what to purchase ?

"

—

especially as their difficulties in obtaining supplies
locally are ever increasinfr. They have now placed on
the market TWO of the best and cheapest MEALS
ever offered to POULTRY-KEEPERS.

Note the low, inclusive prices, compare the
Ciuality. then watch the excellent results

obtained.
Tliese two foods have been blended, tried and proved

une(iuaUed by THE LARGEST BREEDERS AND
LKADIXG POT'LTRY EXPERTS IN ENCLANO.

If you want Eggs and Healthy Fowls, feed on
these foods, which have been thoroughly tested
and proved absolutely reliable.
They will make Poultry-keeping a pleasure, and,

being the cheapest on the market, will help you to save
luonev.

No, 1,—" BEATALL" MEAL.
A ^special Laying Food, containing most higlily

nutrititms ingredients for promoting heavy laying,
vigour and health. Two parts of this should be mixed
with one or two parts of Ground Oats or Middlings.

No. 2.—" COMPLETE LAYING MEAL."
A well-balanced fond, which can be gi^en withimt

the addition of any other Me:ils, as it is a perfect
mixture in itself. •

Price (for No. 1 and No. 2), 20/- per cwt. ; 11/-
per i cwft. ; 6/- per ] cwt.

Carriage paid in Eni,'Ian<l and Wales.
N .B.—Please write to ORPINQTON where a 1

1

correspondence is now conducted.
"Phone : Cray 3'J. Visitors always welcome.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, KENT.
Bnuicli Farm

—

Lk Toitqi'ET, France.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT.

mfdt
DISINFECTANT FLUID

.1 iiofihy and formidable iieapon for bnttlifij aqiiitisi the bncillua."
—Sir J. Crichton-Browne, F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Jzal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Golds and Roup.— " I mixed twenty pans of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."— " Of the advertised disinfectants Izal
is the best, and tlie only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating tlie chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, IZALPOWDER, « "' !^^«3/6 i-Sal-.

6/6 per fial

Sent c.irriaiie paid on receipt ol remittanci

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry.'

6/6 per 501b. ke;^.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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When the Chicks Arrive

*3f

/T^HE percentage of chicks hatched out, whether

by broody hen or by incubator, is governed

more or less by good or bad management during

the whole period of incubation. This article tells

you what, and what not, to do.

^

EGGS,
whether under hen or in machine,

should " be tested for fertility on
the seventh and fourteenth days. An
egg-testing lamp will be needed, and
the operator should first hold a

new-laid eeg near the light to find out exactly

what its contents look like. A new-laid egg when
held before the testing lamp appears perfectly

transparent, and at the first test on the seventh

(or tenth) day anv eggs that are transparent will be

removed as "clears" or infertiles. Inside the

fertile egg will be seen a spider-like form—the

embryo—with small veins jutting out in all direc-

tions. Such eggs should be replaced ! The in-

experienced tester will be doubtful of some of the

eggs—usually thick-shelled ones—and he will be

well advised to mark such eggs with the letter " D "

to represent " doubtfuls." These can receive

closer attention at the second test on the

fourteenth day.

The Second Test.—The novice will be
less liable to make mistakes on the four-

teenth day. The air-space test can then
be accurately relied upon. If the line

separating the air-space and the contents

of the egg is distinct and sharp, the egg

may be considered a good one. If the line

is misty, a doubtful egg may be suspected.

An addled egg can on the fourteenth day
be easily picked out. The contents

represent a dark mass, and rattle when the

egg is gently shaken. Practice in testing

makes perfect and the novice can rely

more upon the second test, with the stages

of incubation more advanced than the

first. Do not take ,too long over the

testing of the eggs, or the latter will conie

to harm through getting cold. Especially

do my remarks apply to artificial hatch-

ing. Perhaps it is a wise precaution

until experience is gained to cover the

eggs with flannel during the operation.

Test them by night, and should the eggs

at any time during incubation get stom
cold, dip them quickly into warm water
(comfortable to the elbow) and replace

them under the hen ur in the machine.

Damping the Eggs.—Take the broody
hen off the nest on the nineteenth and
twentieth evenings and lightly sprinkle tht

eggs with warm water, paying attention

also to the nesting material and the

ground around the nest. When the hen
is placed back, the heat from her body will

soften the skin or membrane inside the egg

—made parchment-like by continual warmth

—

and enable the chick the easier to penetrate
it with its beak. This it has to do before
the little one can pierce the outer shell of its

prison. Starting from one side of the shell,

the chick breaks the latter in a complete circle

until the larger end of the egg-shell falls away and
the chick struggles out. It is always advisable,

therefore, to wTite the breed and pen number of

the parent stock on the larger end of the shell, since

it is very rare for a chick to emerge from the bottom
of the egg. Should the latter happen, violent

handling of the egg may be suspected.

The Twenty-First Day.—On the morning of the

twentieth day see that the broody hen has a full

meal and a nice dust-bath, since it is not advisable

to disturb unduly the mother on the twenty-first

day—hatching-time. If hatching has not com-

RHODE ISLAND RED.

An aristocratic Rosecomb cock. Bred by Mrs, Coopc

Cxilland Hall, Brails/ord, Derby.

menced on the morning of the twenty-first day,

it will, of course, be wise to take off the broody hen
and allow her a good feed. At hatching-time the

good mother settles down to serious business,

sitting lower on the nest and hugging the eggs
more tightly. She calls the more advanced mem-
bers of her prospective brood and encourages them
to break through the prison wall and retire to the

rear amid her warm fluffy feathers. This they
readily do ! The motherly dame will arrange all

the unhatched eggs in the front, and will throw out

of the nest all broken egg-shells so that there will

be room at the rear for the brood.

Hatching-Time.—Many hens can be trusted to

finish off the hatching duties unaided, but they
vary in temperament, and young pullets are, as a

rule, very silly. At hatching-time close sitting is

'

necessary for the unhatched eggs, but if chicks

are left under the hen they will refuse to carry the
full weigbt and "hug" of the broody. The latter

directly they "cry" rises, and the eggs are liable

to become chilled. As the chicks get dry, it is

wise, I contend, to take them indoors, removing the
broken shells from the nest and leaving the re-

maining eggs to the care of the sitting hen. The ,

chicks can be accommodated near the fire in a
bowler or top hat, with a top and bottom layer of

flannel provided. At night all the chicks out can
be returned to the mother, and by the next morning
any eggs unpipped overnight should " make
good." Where an incubator is used, in some makes
the chicks have to be removed as they hatch out
and placed in the drying section, while in others

they come towards the glass front

—

attracted by the light, and drop into the
drying section.

The Twenty-Second Day.—If the hen
or incubator has been well managed, hatch-
ing should not be late. The cockerels are

the first to see the light of day, the pullets

following several hours later. If the eggs

were stale when set, late hatching may
be expected ; but if a goodly number of

chicks are out by the morning of the

twenty-second day, any unpipped eggs
that remain can be tested prior to being
broken. Place the eggs in a basin of

warm water, and any that move will

contain live chicks. Place these back
again, and if no further progress is

noticeable after several hours under the
hen or in the machine, gently break the

shells. Hold each egg between the thumb
and first finger of the left hand, and give

the top of the large end a sharp tap with
a blunt knife, hitting the thumb (gently)

at the same time so that the shell is not

broken deeply inwards. Carefully peel

off sufficient shell and inner skin, and,

taking hold of the chick's beak, quickly

withdraw the chick. The operation is

best done indoors near the fire, and after

its release place the chick in flannel in a

medium- heated oven. When dry andstrong

it can be placed with itsmother.

Mother and Brood.—On the twenty
second day both hen and brood should

be transferred to the coop and run that

have previously been prepared for their

reception.

{Continued on page xi.)

GALCOMAR
Ileuistered No. 371, 'J

is SUPERIOR to, yet CHEAPER than shell, and

is manufactured by BRITISH LABOUR.
PROPRIETORS;

Messrs. Wm. ASHBY & SON, Ltd.,
Poultry Grit Manufacturers (wliolesale),

TUNNEL AVENUE, EAST QREENWICH. GALCOMAR
Registered No. 371,217.
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Established nearly Fifty Years.

WILLIAM GOOK&SONS
ORIGINATORS

OF THE

ORPINGTON FOWLS and DUCKS
are now helping all Smallholders and Poultry Keepers to

increase

THE HOME PRODUCTION OF FOOD
by supplying them with

RELIABLE EGGS FOR HATCHING
from the hardiest, healtliiest st4ick in this coimtry which have
proved to be excellent layers right through the severe weather
experienced during December and January. They have been
despatching thousands of Eggs weekly, which have produced
large numbers of sturdy chickens, the pullets of which will

make layers of at least 200 eggs in each year, while the
Cockerels will be killed for food at an early age.

Booked orders having been executed, they can now despatch
the following eggs at once :

—

From pure stock of
guaranteed 200 to 289
Eggs each in the year

6d. each.
From selected pens of
birds of these wonderful
laying strains

8d. each.
The stock from these will

lay just as well as from
the cheivper pens, but be
worth more from the sules
point of view as the birds
will be more perfect in
colour.

FIRST CROSS.—Favepollo-Sussex, 6d. each,—Tliis
is the fiuest cross for tlie production of heavy table birds in a
short time, while the i>ullets make excellent layers.

All eggs are despatched on the day they are Liid, and not
less than twelve eggs supplied, and no reduction for large
numbers.

WHITE ORPINGTONS
SPECKLED SUSSEX
WHITE LEQHORNS
BLACK LEQHORNS and
HOUDANS

And are booking orders for

supplying in rotation for :

BUFF ORPINGTONS
RHODE ISLAND REDS
SALMON FAVEROLLES

and
WHITE WYANDOTTES

Proflt;ible Poultry Keeping is only possible when Eggs are
forthcoming, and many who have been keeping fowls with the
definite pm-pose of producing eggs have had reason to be
dLssatisfled with the returns during the past few months, and
now that all food prices are up, it is a serious matter when the
fowls give no returns. Jlongrels and poorly bred stock can be
made profitable, and the retm-ns from pedigree stock greatly
increased, provided tluit the food which will develop their
eggs is given, and the mistake made by the majority of food
manufacturers is to provide starchy diet wliich fattens the
fowls and prevents egg production. It is as the result of their
knowledge possessed as to food values which

WILLIAM COOK & SONS
have prepared theii

IDEAL MEAL
and they use nothing but this and oats to feed their many
thousands of birds daily This is the meal which is different
to all others on the market, as it is non-starchy and non-
fattening, and produces eggs in abundance and promotes rosy
healthiness in the fowls fed on it. It is now made in two
forms :

—

(1) THE ORIGINAL IDEAL
used in the proportion of one part to several of
middlings ; and

(2) THe COMPLETE IDEAL
which requires no addition of meals, and is being
successfully used as a Dry Mash.

The price of the Ideiil Meal in both forms is ; Per cwt., 21/-
;

per half-cwt., 11/-
;

per quarter-cwt., 6/- ; carriage paid in
England and Wales ; and 1/- per cwt. less than these prices
for Scotland, Ireland, and the Channel Isles, carriage forward.

For a few fowls a 6/- bag, or for twenty or more one at 11/-,
will prove the value of this food.

Everyone who has fowls which are not laying should—in
their own interests—try a bag of Ideal Meal without delay,
then thev will be able to see that they have not before bought
THE RIGHT FOOD, although they have paid a good price
for it.

Special Notice.—Those who wish to purchase their eggs
for hatching from the

ORIGINATORS
of the Orpingtons and so secure the original and tested layers
which are quoted all o\er the world as Cook's strains ; also
the Ideal Meal, must address their letters to their ONE
ADDRESS IN ENGLAND:—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS,
ST. MARY CRAY, KENT.

Telephone ; 7 Cray.

For three penny stamps they will send a set of papers
dealing with the whole i|uestion of' (1) Incubation

j (2)
Rearing ; (3) Feeding ; and (4) General Management.
Provided that readers will be good enough to mention
'• The Garden."

WHEN THE CHICKS ARRIVE

{Continued from page x.)

The mother-hen can be carried under the arm,

and the chicks accommodated in the operator's

apron. Place the hen in the coop, holding her

firmly until the chicks have been placed near her.

This precaution is necessary to prevent the mother
from stepping clumsily on her brood thiou?h

excitement brought on by the chirps of the chick;.

Handle the latter very gently, taking care not to

squeeze them unduly.

The Coop.—The coop is in the nature of a box-

receptacle, boarded in on all sides with the excep-

tion of the front. The latter consists of narrow
spars nailed at intervals from top to bottom.
The chicks run in and out through the narrow
openings, while the hen is confined. To enable

the hen to be released, the centre batten or

spar is made removable.

Addled Eggs.

A DOLED eggs should not be allowed to remain
under the broody hen or in the incubator

throughout the period of incubation. They give

off poisonous j..ases which aflfect seriously the eggs

close to them, owing to egg-shells being porous.

Addled eggs, too, do not retain heat, and therefore

chill those next to them.

Administering Medicine.

'yHE administering of medicine to fowls is

quite a simple matter if the following plan
is adopted : Obtain a small box about the size

of the bird, and place the latter in the receptacle

in a sitting position. Place the left arm across

the back of the fowl, and with the thumb and
first finger hold the upper part of the beak, opening
the latter with the second finger. The right hand
will be at liberty to drop a pill down the bird's

throat or adnrinister any medicine by the aid

of a spoon. A fountain-pen filler makes a useful

holder for medicine, the giving of which is facili-

tated by the adoption of this utensil. It is not

always possible to obtain the services of a second
person to hold the bird while medicine is being

given ;
hence the value of the method here

recommended.

Poultry and Fruit.

'M'O other livestock go so well hand in hand
with fruit culture as poultry. The latter

can be aecorantodated in the orchard with perfect
' safety, and both fruit trees and owner benefit.

Fowls are great scavengers and will keep an orchard

rid of all troublesome insect and grub pests. Nor
must we forget that the owner who is so well

placed that he has an orchard or fruit plantation

to offer his laying stock is able to rely upon double
returns from the same land, viz., fruit and eggs.

It is perhaps advisable to collect all fallen fruit

daily, as too many Apples, for instance, will

prove harmful to the fowls. Where one bird,

however, is a glutton for fallen fruit, ninety-nine

others will not give trouble in this direction.

The main idea is to see that fowls kept among
fruit trees are well fed and regularly, so that they
do not create an appetite for the fruit.

ROCKERY STONE
in large or small pieces, from 1 /- per ton.

Stone Qarden Rollers, Crazy Paving, Spar,
Limestone, or Qritstone Chippings for Footpaths.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Eto.
ENQUIRE

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,
DARLEY DALE, MATLOCK.

HOW TO FEED
POULTRY

By P. L. STANLEY
(Of the Model Farms, Twyford).

Many and various are the questions 1 am continu-

ally asked regarding Poultry-keeping. One gentleman
sends me a se%'e*i-page epistle, while another writes a

postcard " Why am I not getting more eggs ? " the

latter not the easiest question in the world to answer
as the writer gives no luriher particulars. Generally

the failures in poultry-keeping are due either to wrong
feeding, unsuitable birds or bad accommodation. It

is obvious that if you want table birds you must not

feed them in the same way as i( you wish to produce
eggs. I said last week that the very best food for egg
production is Molassine Laying Meal (sold by Corn
Merchants at 26s. dd. per cwt., or Is. lid. per 71b.

bag), but many poultry-keepers require a food which,

while good for egg production, is also suitable for

bringing on young birds from twelve weeks of age to

maturity, for feeding to stock birds, etc. Biscuit

Meal is now so high in price that it is impossible fur

the poultry-keeper to use it freely. I recommend in

place of biscuit meal—Lifo Poultry Meal, from which
I am getting some exceedingly good results at the

Model Farms : it is much cheaper than biscuit meal
(Lifo is sold by Corn Merchants at 24s. 6d.per cut.,

or Is. 9jd. per 71b. bag), and I have no hesitation

in recommending it as a thoroughly sound and
economical food. Lifo Poultry Meal may be fed

either wet or dry mash- If used wet, it should be

scalded in the usual way and allowed to stand

from 15 to 20 minuies before being dried off with

middlings (or sharps, as they are called in some
parts of the country). If used as a dry mash, cne

part of Bran should be mixed with two parts of Lifo

Poultry Meal Ten per cent, of Meat Meal may also

be added during very cold weather. I recommend
the wet mash of Lifo Poultry Meal to be fed in the

mornings and corn at 11 a.m. Oats, Wheat, and
Cracked Maize should be given on alternate days,

and should be dug into the scratching material, 50

that the birds are kept busy. Corn should be again

fed in the afternoon. No birds should be given

more than four ozs. of food in all per day, except, of

course, when they are being fattened for the table.

Green food is a necessity, and may be given ad lib.

Cabbage is the best green food, and swtdes are also

good. Grit and shell should always be kept before

the birds in boxes or hoppers, and fresh water

should be given daily.

Now just a few words on the subject of suitable

birds. It is obvious that if a man keeps poultry fur

egg production, he must have breeds that fire

recognised as good layers, whereas if he wants table

poultry, he must not buv a laying strain and expect

them to make the best birds for fattening. It is

important in addition to the selection of the right

breed of bird that they should be obtained from a

reliable firm. For egg production the very best

breeds are White Wyandottes, Leghorns. Khode
Island Reds for the intensive house, and for free

range Orpingtons, Langshans, or FaveroUes. For

table birds, the following first crosses are hard to

beat : Game—Dorking, Game—Buff Orpington,

FaveroUes— Orpington and Houdan—Orpington

They should be fed with Lifo Poultry Meal, and
three weeks before killing put them on to Molassine

Fattening Meal (sold by Corn Dealers).

Two very useful little booklets called " Foods and
Feeding," and " How to get more Eggs, " are issued

by the Molassine Co., Ltd., Greenwich, who are the

Manufacturers of Molassine Laying Meal and Lifo

Poultry Meal, and will be sent to any poultry keeper

for 2d. in stamps to cover postage, etc. They are

well worth the careful perusal of every poultry

keeper.
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BRITAIN WENT TO WAR WITH CLEAN HANDS.

A ND Tommy and Jack have worthily upheld the glorious traditions** of clean fighters. The clean, chivalrous fighting instincts of
our gallant soldiers and sailors reflect the ideals of our business life.

The same characteristics which stamp the British Tommy as the
cleanest fighter in the world have won equal repute for British goods.
Sunlight Soap is typically British. It is acknowledged by experts to represent
the highest standard of Soap Quality and Efficiency. Tommy welcomes it

in the trenches just as you welcome it at home.

£1,000 Guarantee of Purity on every bar.
Include a Tablet in your next parcel to the Fleet or Front.

The name Lever on Soap is a Guarantee of Purity and Excellence.

LEVER BROTHERS IJMITRD. PORT SUNLIGHT. S 301—.-U

Trinted by Hudson & Kearns. Limited, Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street, S.E., and Published by "Country I.he," LiMixnn. at 20. Tavistock Street. Strand. VV.C,
and b>- George Newnes, Limited, 8-U. Southamoton Street, Strand, W.C.
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WEBBS' FAMOUS GARDEN MANURES.
PERFECT PLANT FOODS. Manufactured at Welibs'
Manure Works Saltney, Cliestir; 6 acres in extent. For
Potatoes, 14 lbs.. 3 6; 28 lbs.. 6/-; .56 lbs., 10/6; 112 lbs., 20/-.
ForTomaioes, 141bs.,4/6; 28 lbs.. 7,6; 56 lbs., 13/6; 112 lbs.
25/-. For general purposes, 14 lbs., 3/6; 281b8..«/-; 56 lbs.,
10/6: 112 lbs., 20/ . For Vines Lawns. Roses. Carnations,
.Sweet Peas, etc. Particulars on application.—Webb & Sons,
Ltd., Tlie Kinti's Seeilsmen, Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for qualit.v and cheapness. Strong and
Bturd.v always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties Dwarfs. Standards
cumbers. A erand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweathee & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over RO acres of the finest collection In culti-
vation. We cordially invite you.to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERERS' "PRODUCTIVE" SEEDS.—
The best varieties ami s lected strains at reasonable prices;
special plantiiii; table and descriptive catalogue free.

—

John
W.ITERER, Sons i$ Crisp. Ltd., Seed Warehouses, Bagshot.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to Wliite Lead Paint.
" PL.^STINE " supersedes Puttv —Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 131 species and varieties will be sent
free on application

—

George Busyakd & Co., LTD., Tlie
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medela lias been proved bv hundreds of practical gardeners a
certain cure for tliis trouble. To be applied in Msrcli and
April; 2/- per iiuart, 5/6 per gallon, in cans.— GEO. Bl'NTAKD
and Co.. Ltd., Ro.\al Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
uow being booked for tiiese plants for delivery in March.
List witti full directions and prices, on application.

—

Geo.
Bustard & Co., Ltd., Koyal Nurseries, Maidstone.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other higli-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Musliroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Wareliouses and Nurseries, Chester.

NOW READY.
VEGETABLE GROWING IN WAR TIME.
By Herbert Cowley. Editor of "The Gardes." Sixpence
net, by post Eightpence.—U'ders for tliis bouklet slioul<l be
sent to tlie Manager, " Country Life " utBces, 20, Tavistock
Street. London W.C.

McDOUGALL'S"FUMERS" and INSECTI-
CIDE "sheets- foe GREENHOUSE FUMIGATION.
SAFE, EKFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.—Sold bv all Seeds-
men and Nurser> men.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS. ORANGES, and l.«CHAED HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.—THOMAS RiVERS A SON,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts Station : Harlow, G.E.R.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—W.uceley Bros. & Co., Ltd., 75a, Bankside, London.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested grcwtli, at moderate
prices. Catalogue free.

BARR'S HARDY PERENNIALS, Alpines,
Rock Plants Aquatics, Climbers, Wall Shrubs, etc., for Spring
Planting. Catalogue free.

BARR'S LILIES, GLADIOLI, CANNAS,
Monthretias. Tigridias, Ranunculus, etc., for spring Planting.
Catalogue free.

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener Silver Medal. Inteniatlonal
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended Eatimatea given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (FourGold
Medals E.U.S., 430 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing ettuais a bed of Douglas clove-scented
stiff-necked Border Carnations that bloom all tlie summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. Douglas
(The Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
LawTence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.
Catalogue gratia.

GARDEN NETS. Best salmon twine,
J-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact meiisurements, 4jd. sq. yard ; stout 1-Inch mesh.,
cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium, 2d As supplied to Royal
Gardens over 30 years. Supply limited ; order early.

—

W. Oliver Alien, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

WALLACE'S NEW PRIMULA HELODOXA,
A.M., R.H.S., 1916. Other New Ciiinese Primulas, etc. BER-
BERIS NEW CHINESE SPECIES. LILIES, GLADIOLI,
BEGONIAS, are a few of the items offered and described
in our SPRING CATALOGUE, post free on application.—
R. Wallace & Co.. Ltd., Kilnbeld Gardens, Colchester, Esses.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, from collection
of 1,000 vars.. sold very cheap. Choice Alpines exchanged.
Send for catalogue—Rev. Anderson, "Glenn Hall,"
Leicester.

MESSRS. FIDLER & SONS beg to announce,
with sincere regret, tliat they will not be able to accept, at
the present time, any more orders for Seeds or Seed Potatoes.
Since the break-up of the frosty weatlier, they have been
inundated to sucli an astounding extent with orders, tliat
severely liandicapped as they are in respect to labour, there is

consideral>le dithciilty in dealing with tlie accumulation. .As
soon as arrears have been met to the necessary extent, thev
hope to again commence accepting orders, wi en the fact will
be announced in the Press.—ilDLER & Sons, Royal Berkshire
Seed Stores, Rfading.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No eniptyintr of cesspools; no solids; no open
filters : perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

CULTIVATE THE FOLLOWING BERRIES,
they will repav your trouble and expense. The Newberry,
one of the finest Logan crosses, no core and raspberry flavour,
1/- each. 10/6 doz.; Loganherr'-. lOd. each, 9/- doz.; Wilson
Junior, a very fine Blackberry. lOd. eacl.,9/-doz. Don'tdelay,
they are worth growing.

—

Whitelegg & Co., Chislehurst.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.
SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.

THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, BEADING

KELWAY'S GRACEFUL AND BEAUTIFUL
LANGPRIM • HYBRID GLADIOLI.—These new Gladioli

are moat graceful, and provide YELLOW. AMBER, and
APRICOT shades not to be found in our other Inrge-ftowered
hybrid Gladioli. They are quite hardy and flower in July and
August. They flourish in towns, and are invaluable for
decorating hospitals, churches and. the home. Send for
REDUCED War Price Lists of our 'new varieties.

—

Kelway
and Son, Retail Plant Dept., Langnort, Somertet.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New lUus-
trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes, is now ready and will be sent post free on
application.—(Dept. E), R H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—
New Illustrated Catalogue of the beat new and standard
varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.

—

(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE & CO.,Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh,
will send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to
Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free, if this
paper is mentioned.

LAXTON'S SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Oratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to
otfer—may still be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation
on receipt of stamped envelope.

—

Laxton Brothers, Bedford

.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in

What Soils to Plant Them," with Catalogue, free on appUca-
tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 ; 25, 6/6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-.

All different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.>

—

G. R. Phipps, Alpine Nursery Barnham, Bognor.

ASPARAGUS PLANTS, three years old.-
Sutton's Giant Frencli and Sutton's Perfection, 5/- per 100.-

Langrish, Badshot Famham, Surrey.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 5in.,

30 3Jln., 25 2Jin., complete, packed tree, 7/6. Illuatrated

hat of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and
rliubarb pots, Iree.^THOS. Jeavons, Potteries, Brterley Hill.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-

logues on application.

—

Jones, Churchfleld, Cradley, Malvern.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards. Gates. Arches, EspaUers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and
Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BonLTON & Paul,
Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, wiU
liave pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., etc., free, if this paper is men-
tioned. Magnificent strong roots o£ our unequalled Del-

phiniums in superb variety.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

cheap. Listsent.— Marion GLEDSTANES.Fardross, Clogher,

Tyrone.
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RYDERS SEED
Catalogue FREE

Send postcard for Ryders 1917

Catalogue, over 100 illustrations,

and much useful information.

All Seed Orders are dis-

patched by Return Post.

All Orders over 2/6
sent carriage paid.

SUGAR BEET
The best variety for growing in

this country. -Full instruc- Ogl
tions for sowing and OUa
growing on each packet per oz.

No Agents- Only Address :

RYDER & SON, Ltd.,

Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS.
BEWARE OF IMITATORS.

BARRS SEEDS
foR FLOWERS; Kitchen Garden
OF Finest Selected Strains M est ed Growth

Awarded for Vegetables

:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-QILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.
3 GOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE coiitaius a Select List of the Best Seeds
for the Vegetable Garden, and the most bej>.utifui Annuals and
Perennials for tlie Flower Garden and Grtenhouae, with many
fine novelties of sterling merit,

Setit free on application.

BARR & SONS, 11, 12 & 13, King St.,

Covent Garden, London.

By Appointment.

PAULS' ROYAL NURSERIES

«

Waltham Cross, Herts.

Large stocks of the following, in excellent con-

dition for spring planting, at very moderate prices.

ROSES in all forms, old and new varieties.

FRUIT TREES for the orchard & garden.

HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.
HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS and CAIVIELLI AS-
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
SEEDS and Garden Sundries.

Prict'd Lists on application stating arlicles required.

m. PAUL & SON, WALTHAM CROSS, LTD.

DOBBIES
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.
160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

DOSSIC & CO.,
Royal Seedsmen and Florists,

EDINBURGH.

SKEO POTAnro£:s.
New Success, Yielder. Queen Alexandra. Early Rose, Hebron s,

Sharpe's Express, Myatls, Eclipse. Llewellyns. Epicure, May Queen,
Queen Mary, Duke of York, Arran Chief Puritan. Great Scot, Ninety.
fiiUi. Midlothian, Kln^ Edwaids, Factor, t.v< rROud. Royal Kidney,
Northern Siar. Briilsh Queen. Up-to- ate. Table Talk. Dalhousie,
Cornwalls, Triumph. Dalmeny Hero. Pioneer, Northern Star. Iron
Duke, Scottish Farmer. Miphty Atom, 561bs. 14/- : :81i.s. /,'

: l4lbs. 3/6;
7lbs. 1/9, Fatinfi Pot ttes. cwt. 14/-, Table Swede, and Carrots, 12/6
cwt. Pntatoe Manure. 10/- cwt. ; 6/- 56ibs. ; 3/6 'JKlbs. ; :'/ 14ibs. : 1/3

71b3. Onjon Seis, 1/6 lb Free on lail. liafis free.

When ordering, please state Seed Potatoes are
Intended to be used for Seed Purposes only.

Collection of Peas. Beans, and small s eds (22 packets) 2/6 carriage
liaid. 14 packets Flower Seeds, my collection, 1/.. poit free. Cash with
luder. Send for full Catalogue. Seed Potatoes, Peas, Beans and
V,?-, table Seedr,

H

O

RACE TAYLO R, cam "R\DCESHiRE.

^^ Guarantested
(Guaranteed and Tested

MONEY-BACK
Seed Potatoes
Reports published by the Board of Airriculture

show that it Is possible by planting Selected Pedigree
Seed Potatoes to get

A Crop Two OP Three Times Heavier
than can be secured by planting nondescript or
ordinary potatoe . often iiiisluadin^ly called " Seed

"

Potatoes. It U true Bi;es' GuanutesCfd Seed
Potatoes cost rather more to buy ; lh>;y cost much
inoro to produce, being pedigree etock, than ordin-
ary potatoes. But the extra cost of seed is covered
ten times over b the much greater value of the
larger crops which you get

On ihe Annie Area or Gronud
witli the same am-junt of labour If you are wise
yuu will avoid all oilers of doubtful "Seed," poor
8' e I ia always most costly, even as a gi t—and
roucentrate your i-nergy in a worthy direction. It
is a notable fact that Bees' Guarantfsiea Seed
Potatoes are the only Seeit Potatnes sold on the
definite uiideratandint,' that if they fail to give satis-
faction, when grown under suitable conditions,

Vuu Ciet Voiiv Money Baclc,
When ordering plPiise say whether Scotch. Irish or
English Seed is preferred. If no preference is s ated
P-oes Ltd. will send he seed which is best suited to
yoir locality. It will li«>lp if you say whether your
aoll Is light, medium or heavy.

All Varieties Mauie Price.

71b3. Hlhn. 2<(lb3. 661ba.

I,'9 3/« 7/- 14/-
CoBt of Carriage : Cash with Order

7d. 9d. 1/1 1/3

•V. B.—Not more than 56lbs. of any one varie y of

Bfea' Seed Potatoes can be supplied to any one
Individual.

SECOND EARLY
BrKl^ll 4fciieeil, white, oval, excellent cropper

and cooker

Epicure fSutton'al. Tlie largest of all earliea.

white, oval, e.xci llent quality ; heavy cropper.

<;reat Scot, matures pearly, but produces an
enormous weight of tubers if treated as n main
crop. Di^clared by tUf Board of Agriculture to

be immune from " Black Spot." It is a reliable

cropper and a fine cooker, white and mealy. (One
jeargro.vn in EngUndK

Lancashire lasH. Heavy cropper, white kid-

ney. 01 tirst-class flavour, which resists disease

Well, and Cooks as firm and sweet as a nut,

MAIN CROP
Arrnn <hief. New disease resisting variety,

splendid cropper, with a beautiful russeiy skin.

and delicious flavour.

€'hanipion. Reliable cropper, white, round
to ov«l, with compact haulm and excellent

keeping qualities; good cocker,

l>UClie)«S Of Cornwall, holds the crop record;
is a perfect cooker, and of excellent shape—*
reliable mainstay.

Evergrood. splendid white, oval shape, eaor-
mously productive, cooks beautifully, and Is of
excellent flavour.

Factftr. large white oval tubers, one of the moat
prolifit and beat flavoured main crops in cultivation

Cp-to- l>nte. White Kidney, tubers large and
finely formed, eyes shallow, heavy cropper,

perfect cooking quality.

Vegetable Seeds
"A" Collection 1 /O Best Strains
13 Choice Var. ^/.^ Post Free.

Cabbage Lettuce. 1,500

Curled Parsley. 1,000

Altrlncham Carrot, 7S0
Telegraph Cucumber, 2

Snowball Turnip, 2.000

Early Horn Carrot, 760
Allsft Craig Onion, 300

Student Parsnip. 750
Spring Cabbaire. 500
Pink Celery. 2.500
Long White Marrow, 12

Crimson Globe Beet, 2O0
Lyon Leek, 400

** B " Allotment
Collection.

Co3 Lettuce. 1,000

White Celery. a.50>i

BroccoU, 350
Keeping Onion. 300

Leek. 400

Turnip. 2,000

Spinach, i or.

Red Cabbage, 500
Bush Marrow 12

Savi.y. 500
Cauliflower, 300
Long white Marrow,
White Turnip. 2.000

2/3 26 Varieties
Post Free.

Parsnip 750
Champion Onion, 300
Tomat . 60
Ailsa Craig Onion. 300
Beetroot. 200
Carrot. 750
Raddlsh, 1.000
French Beans. 100
Pickling OuloB, 40»
Brussels Sprouts. 4U9
Parsley. 1,000
Mustard. } oz.

Cress, i oz.

Send your order to-day. br write for Catalogue
and Colour Chart of Sweet Peas, Vegetables, etc..

Gratis and Post Free.

ALL SEEDS IN PENNY PACKETS
And Id larger quantities as required.

175 c, Mill St., LIVERPOOL.
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BUNYARDS
standard! currant trees

GEORGE BUNYARD tCO im

ROYAL NURSEftI£5

MAIDSTONE

CASHLION CYCLES £6:6:0
or ISs, with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised In this paper, and have made and sold over 20.000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS . Lamp, Bell. Pump and everythiDg included. Carriage
paid. YOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10

DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
I have thousaods of Testimonials. Write to-day (or copies and
Catalogue with illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON. " LioD Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street, Birmingham.

GARDEN ECONOMY
True tiar<len t^coiioiiiy lies in niaxiiiuiiu produc-
tion at muiimum cost. Kresh seeds, nuaranteed
to germinate— Ecktord's Seeds—will give you
the beat dividends for your initial outlay. Tliere-

foi^ garden economy is a term synonymous to

Eckford'a Seeds.

ECKFORD'S
VEGETABLE .SEEDS
Collections for a year's complete su'ply of Vegetables.

TO SUlr ALL GARDENS.
7/6. 12/6. 21/-. 31/6, «2/-. f3/-. CAKKIAGE PAID
FOR CASH. EVEKY COuLECTION IS SPLENDID

VALUE.
These Collections contain only the finest varieties

of veftetabies. They 60 e cli year into the very best of
Hardens where quality is rec finised and appreciated.
FOR FULL DETAILS KINDLY WRITE FOR

FREE CAT vLOGUE.

ECKFORD'S
PEDIGREE CULINARY PEAS.
For acnmulete loniisiiccession. 4 pints 3/9 6pints5/6,
9 pints 8/6, 1.' pints 11/6. Carriage Paid for Ca>h.
These ceas are unequalled (dp heavy cropping,

and fine flavoup.
We send a booklet on the culture of Vegetables, free

w.th every onler.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
Eckford's 1917 Catalogue gives a full list of all the

finest veqetables Rrown, at he lowest prices, consistent
with reliable and guaranteed seed. It also contains
ilt'taiis of all the finest Giant Sweet Peas for 1917.

"

HENRY ECKFORD, l^l^E^rATTs^"
Dept. 61, Wem, Shropshire.

KEEP ON SMILING"
Bees' Guarantested Roses and Plants are

SMILE PRODUCERS
Don't overlook the fact that " All Vegetables and No Flowers, will make
Britain a dull place." Probably never again will rosea or plants be available

at such low prices as now. Take the fullest possible advantage of this offer now.

Garden Roses
SELECTION " A."

24 best anrt most popular
rnscs for general piirposes.

A sptendlti "lO/ft Carriage
assnrtment. I ^/

O

paid.

Caroline Testout (ht),5al.pk. M.
P.arl of Warwlck(ht), sal.rose 8d.

Kcirlate (ht), scarlet - - Bd.

Etiiel Malcolm (ht). Ivory w. Bd.

Frau Karl Druschkl(hp), w. 8d.

Georgo Dickson (ht). deep cr. 8d.

G. C. Waud (ht). oranee ver. 8d.

Gen. McArthur (ht), scarlet 8d.

Gi)sGrunerwa!d(ht),carmine 8d.

La France (ht), rose - - 6d,

I,a Tosca <ht), salmon flesh 8d.

Lady Pirrle (htl. apricot - 8d.

Ladv Ashtown (ht).deep pk. 6d.

Mme.A.ChatenayihD.sal.pk. 6d.

Mme. C. Hitaiid':ht).yel.rci8e 1/-

Mme.Ed. Ilerrlot. prawn red 9d.

Mme.Jiil68iirolez<ht>.sll.ro3e 6d.

Mrn6.MolanieSonpert(ht>,y. 9d.

Mme. Ravary{ht),orangeyel. 6d.

Mme.Segond Weber(ht),8al. 8d.

Ophelia (ht). flesh pink - 1/-

Pharlsaer (ht), rosy white - 8d.

Rayon d'Or (ab), yellow - 9d.

Bichmond (ht). scarlet - 8d.

Fragrant Roses
SELECTION " D."

12 chosen chiefly for their

abundant delicious scent.

Colouring C/^ Carriage
gorgeous. ^' '

paid.

Alfred Colomb (hp). red - 6d.

Dupny Janialn (hp). cerise • 6d.

Earl of Go3ford'ht).crim3on 6d.

(.ieorgeDick3on(ht).vel.crlm. 8d.

GeneralJacquetiilnot(hp).cr. 6d.

CJen. McArth"ir(ht).crlmson 8d.

Juliet ihh), old gold and red 8d.

La France (ht), rose - - 6d.

Lady Alice Stanley(ht).pink 8d.

Mme. Ed. Herrlol (per), red 9d.

Mrs.JohnLainp(hp), rosy pk. 6d.

Uirlch Brnnner(hp).cher.red M.

Roses for AM Purposes
SELECIION ••K."

12 FU-st-clasi K/R Carriage
Rosea ^/^ Paid.

Betty (ht), coppery rose 9d.

Caroline Testout < ht), sal. pk. 6.1.

Fisher Holmes ( hp), crim. sc. 6d.

F. K. Druschkl (hp), white 6d.

H. E. Richardson (ht). crim. 9d,

Hiieh Dickson (hp), crimson 6d.

Lady Ashtown (hp) deep pk. 6d.

l.yohs Rose (htl, shrimp pk. 8d.

Mme. A. Chatenav (ht), sal.p.6d.

Mme. E.l.IIerriot 'Daily Mail' 9d.

Mme. Ravary (ht), oran. >el. 6d.

Mrs. J. Laing (hpj, rose pk. 6d.

Garden and Cutting
SELECTION " M."

12 freeflowerlDg roses for

garden and Indoor decoration.

Abundance ^ ic Carriage
of bloom. / /D paid.

Arthur Goodwin,orange red 8d.

Betty, coppery rose - - 9d.

Edu Meyer, red and yellow - 8d.

Genl. Mc.Vrthur.bright scar. bd.

Grtiss an Teplitz, crimson - 6d.

HarryKirk.deep sulphur yel. 9d.

Killarney, pink - • - 8d.

Mme. Abel Chatenay.sal.pk. 6d.

Mme. JulesGrolez,bright rose 6d.

Mme. Ravary, pale orange - 6d.

Rayon d'Or.deep orange cad. 9d.

Richmond, pure red scarlet 8d.

Sweet Briars
SELECTION " R."

6 choice and fragrant sorts,

suitable for hedges, &c.
Colours Q /Q Carriage
exquisite. 0/v7 paid.

Anne of Gelerstein, deep cri. 8d.

Edith Bellenden, rose pink 8d.

Lucy Bertram, rich crimson 8d.

Lady Penzance, soft copper 8d.

Meg Merriles, bright crim. 8d.

Rose Brailwardine.clear rose 8d.

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION '• B."

24 specially-selected varieties,

superb form, grand colour.

Assured IQ/A Carriage
prizewinners. Ifc/D paid.

Avoca (ht), crimson scarlet 8d.

Bessie Brown (ht).creamyw. 8d..

British Queen ihti, vMte - 9d.

Chns. Lefebvro {hp).crlinson 6d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink 1/-

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose 8d.

Earl of Gosford(ht).dk.crlm. 8d.

Ethel Malcolm (ht),Ivory w. 8d.

Gl.de C.Guinolsseau(hp).ver. 6d.

GeorgeDlckson(ht).vel.crlm. Bd.

Hugh Dickson (hp). crimson 6d.

J. B. Clarke (ht), crimson - Bd.

Jonkheer J.L. Mock(ht).car. 8d.

Leslie HoIland(ht),8car.crlm 8d.

Mabel Drew (ht),canary yel. 8d.

LyonsRo30(ht).shrimp pink 8d.

Mrs. C. West (ht). shell pink 8d.

Mftdref* Grant(ht).tinted w. 8d.

Mrs.AniyIIariimond(ht).3p. Bd.

Mr9.AndrewCarnegle(ht),w. 1'-

MrB.JohnLalnc(hp).rosy pk. 6d.

Mrs. J. U. Welch (ht). pink Bd.

Mrs. Roosevelt(ht). pale flesh 8d.

UlrlchBrunner(hp),cher.red Bd.

Town Roses
SELECTION E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Immensely filCi Carriage
successful. O/O paid.

CarollneTe3tout(ht).9al.pink 6d.

Dr.O'Donel Browre(ht).car. 8d.

F. K. Druschkl (hp), white 8d.

George Dickson (ht>.crlm8on 8d.

GustaveC5runerwald(ht).car. 8d.

J. B. Clark (ht). deep scarlet 8d.

La Tosca (ht). silvery pink 8't.

Mme. Ed. Herrlot (per), red 9d.

Mme.^avary(ht),orange yel. Pd.

Mrs.JohnLaingfhp). rose pk. 6fl.

Mme. Isaac Perelre (b)^ car. 6il.

Uirlch Brunnor(hp),cher.red 6d.

Tall Bedding Roses
SELECTION " J."

12 vigorous sorts, may be

pegged down or grown natural.

Charming ft /ft
Carriage

colouring. O/O paid.

Gen. McArthur(ht),crImson 8d.

Gruss anTepUtzfht).crimson 6d.

Gu9. Grunerwald (ht).cajm. 8d.

Hugh Dickson <hp).crlmson 6d.

Lady UllMngdon(t),aprl-yeI. 9d.

La Tosca (ht>, silvery pink 8d.

Mme. A-Chatenay.salm.pink 6d.

Mme. M. Soupert(ht>.yellow Bd.

Mrs. R. G. S.Crawford, pink 6d.

Pharlsaer fht), rosy white - 8d.

Pee. C.de Rohan.dark crlms. 6d.

Souv. de M. Zayas (ht), car. 6d.

Spring Flowers
Hardy Auriculas, mixed 3/- dot.
Sweet Williams, mixed 1/- „
Canterbury Bells, mixed 1/6 ,,

., „ 3 colours 1/6 „

Wallflowers, blood red, yellow.
4/6 100. M.doz.

Strong bushy plants, for Imme-
diate planting and display.

Border Flowers
"OPAL" SELECTION
Every one A / Carriage
first class. ^/ * paid.

Mesa Starwort. rich deep blue.

Peach-I'd Bellflower. sky blue.

Mussin's Catmint, soft lavender
Bradshaw*3 Avens, scarlet.

Dwarf Golden Sneezewort.
Opal Alkanet, sky blue.

Oliver's Sea Holly, steely bin©.

Rlverton Sneezewort, crimson.
Pearl Achillea, pure white.
Beautiful Stonecrop, rosy pur.
Cambridge Scarlet Bergamot.
Tuck's Red Hot Poker.

scarlet, yellow.

Michaelmas Daisies
"LLOYD 'GEORGE'

SELECTION.
Everyone Q/C Carriage
a beauty. w/U p^jj.

Saturn, rich violet.

Peggy Ballard, rosy lavender.
Delight, pure white.
Hilda Morris, pale lavender.
Glory of Colwall, double lav.

Ladv Lloyd, rose pink.
St. Eerwln, rosy red.

Moonlight, ageratum blue.

G. M. Lewis, deep blue.

Acrig. lavender blue.

Heather Bells, white heather.
Novelty, cloudy lavender.

Baby Ramblers
SELECTION " O."

12 roses of bushy habit,

recommended for beds.

About 1ft. ft/C Carriage

In height. U/O paid.

Annie Miller, dazzling pink 6d.

Canarlenvogel, yel. & orange 9d.

Ellen Poulsen, deep rose - 8d.

Erna Teschendorf, crimson Bd.

E. Lamescn, orange pink - 8d.

Jessie, rose crimson - - 6d.

Katherlne Zelmet, pure wh. 8d.

King Edward VII.. rosy car. Bd.

Leonie Lamesch.coppery red 8d.

Mrs. Taft, brilliant crimson 8d.

Mrs.W. H. Cutbush.cher.pk. 6d.

Orleans, geranium red - - 6d.

Climbers, Ramblers
SELECTION '• S."

6 roses suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas. &c.

All very Ai Carriage
vigorous. H/ paid.

Alberic Barbier (W.). yellow 9d.

American Pniar(cl.. P.).plnk 9d.

Blush Rambler (cl.. P.), blush 9d.

Dorothy Perkins (W.), pink 9d.

Eicelsa (W.), bril. scarlet 9d.

Hiawatha (cI.,P.), crlra.wh. 9d,

Summer Bedders
18 strong Aj Carriage
plants. ' /

" paid.

Instead of bedding out with
Geraniums, Ac, which have to

be renewed every season, try
these which last for years.

AU 3/- per doz. (of one kind).

3 of each, 18 plant-s. 4/- car. paid.

6 .. .. 36 .. 7/6 ..

12 .. .. 72 .. H/6 ,.

HybrldLarkspurs.mlx. hybrids.
HollyhocKs, single mix. hybrids.
Opal Alkanet, milky blue.

Dropmore Alkr.net, gentian bl.

Tree Lupins, mixed hybrids.
Border Lupins, mixed hybrids.

Rockery Plants
"SUNSET " SELECTION.
25 extra filCi Carriage
Bt. plants. O/O paid.

Alpine Erinos, rosy purple.

Yellow Stonecrop, golden.

Wilson's Bellflower, blue.

Basil Soapwort, red.

Sunset Rock-rose, yePow.
Bulgarian Eockfoi!. white.
Californian Stonecrop, crim. yel.

Woolly Thyme, lavender.

Pulla Bellflower, deep violet.

Silvery Aubrietia, Iliac.

Alpine Cotoneaster, evergreen.
Dub. Evening Primrose, yellow.

Pott's Stonecrop, pinft.

Norbonne Flax, blue.

Upright Thyme, lilac.

Californian Rockfoll. white.
Isabel's Bellflower, blue.

Potter's Aubrietia, violet.

Ewer's Stonecrop, yellow.
Rock Cotoneaster, evprgreen.
Tom Thumb Spiraea, red.

Haag's Rockfoil, golden.

Basin Bellflower, pale blue.

Lydian Stonecrop, pink.
Stabiao Rockfoll. white.

Make up your
Order from
this advert, if

possible, and
post to-day, or

write for cata-

logue.

175c, Mill Street LIVERPOOl

"A.B.C."
Booklet Rose
Culture. 2d.

Colour Chart
and Catalogue
of Rose s and
Plants free on
reauest.
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FOR
ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE.

Grow vegetables yourself
THE NEED IS VITAL. The hour demands immediate

effort. You can grow more food than you ever deemed
possible. To do it is a National Duty. With SEED-

TAPE you can grow a larger quantity of food than by any other

method. It is tonnage we want. You can be sure :

—

(1) That you can plant much more ground m the same time.

(2) That seeds will be planted uniformly.

(3) That every plant will be strong and healthy.

(4) That weeding will be reduced and thinning practicejly abolished.

WHAT IS SEEDTAPE?
SEEDTAPE consists of clean, carefully chosen, hand-picked

garden seeds of the highest possible quality, properly spaced in a

feriihzed thin paper tape.

BRITISH SEEDTAPE, Ltd.,

4, Dewar House, 11, Haymarket, London, S.W. 1,

Telephone: Regent 2046.

1 .^^^ SWEET PEA I
(Autumn Sown, CoUi Grown) SjS

and TOMATO PLANTS I
Our Great Specialities. %

i

i
»22

Mrs. PYM S ;t^;?l'l*VKBES Catalogue

1/4
1/4
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
OWING to the enormous in-

1 crease in the price of paper

I
and the greatly enhanced cost

of production, we are rehic-

tantly compelled to raise the
price of The Garden to twopence,
commencing with the issue dated April 7.

In making this announcement we feel

sure.tliat our readers, among whom are

man\' who remember The Garde'n
in the days when it was threepence
and e\'en fourpence, will be ready to

make allowances for the difficulties

with which we are faced. In the present
crisis, when the food
supply of the nation is

seriously threatened, The
Garden has a most use-

ful and important mission

to fulfil. At no time in

the history of our nation
has the economic value
of gardening been so

forcibly brought before

the people. The Garden
is particularly fortunate

in numbering among its

contributors the leading

horticulturists of the day,
whose services are at

the disposal of readers.

Among our new readers

are many zealous workers

whose good intentions are

far in excess of their

practical knowledge. We
are most anxious to help

them, and invite them to place their

gardening difficulties before us.

The poultry section of The G.\rden,
conducted by Mr. W. Powell-Owen, is

proving a far greater success than we
ever anticipated. This feature was
started a few weeks ago in response to

numerous requests from readers, and
it is a source of gratification to find that
our poultry pages are gaining us new
readers every week. The one object

that is uppermost in otir thoughts at

the present time is tlie urgencv of the
food question, and it is our earnest desire

to assist readers in producing the maxi-
mum amotmt of food from their gardens.

Substitutes for Frames.—Every known device

is being employed in the gardens at .A.ldenham House
with a view to producing as many Potatoes at

tlie earliest date possible. Pots, boxes and frames

arc being utilised, and in addition to these a large

frame substitute, or wind screen, has just been
erected. The illustration gives some idea of this

s'.ructure
; and as many others may find this a

useful expedient, a description will possibly assist

them.

A Useful Wind Screen.—An oblong space

70 feet long by i6 feet broad was first enclosed

A WIND SCREEN FOR EARLY POTATOES.

by rough stakes well set in the ground at 2 feet

apart, and of a height of 30 inches on the back
and r8 inches in front. Within this another
similar oblong of stakes was made at a distance

of r8 inches from the outside staking, and the

intervening space between them was tightly

filled with small leafy trimmings from trees and
shrubs. The outside oblong was faced with wire-

netting fi.xed to the stakes and sunk a little into

the ground, and wires were run between the stakes

on and across the top. Ttiis has made a valuable

and spacious wind screen," which, during severe

weather, -protects the young growths and can be

e.isily covered. The shelter faces southwards.

The origin of this device was a simple

wind screen of a height of from 5 feet to

6 feet which iVIr. Beckett had constructed on the
north side of a young nursery ten years ago, and
this, except for an occasional renewal of a stake,

is practically as good to-day as when first built,

and has proved very effective indeed. Of course,

other media might be employed in place of tree

branches, such as straw. Rushes, Bracken, or,

indeed, any kind of spare material suitable which
is easy to obtain. Such a structure will prove
equally valuable for many other kinds of vege-

tables, and can be fully employed throughout
the whole year.

New Secretary to the Board of Agriculture.—
Sir Sydney Olivier will shortly vacate the office of

Permanent -Secretary of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, and will be succeeded
bvMr. A. D. Hall, F. R.S.,member
of the Development Commission
and technical and expert adviser

to th; Board. Mr. Hall was
formerly Director of the Roth-
amsted Experimental Station,

and first Principal of the
Sout h -Eastern Agricultural

College, Wye. His appoint-
^ ment will give general satisfac-

^ tion.

The Waratah.—Telopeaspe-
ciosissima, the national flower

of Australia, is now in bloom in

the Cape House (No. 7 Green-
house) at Kew. Though said to

have,been first introdijced to this

country as long ago as r78c3. it

is seldom seen in cultivation,

and rarely produces flowers.

In 1882 the Waratah flowered
at Pendell Comt, and when
exhibited before the Royal
H o r t i c u 1 1 >] r a 1 Society on
-Vpril II of that year it was

awarded a botanical certificate. The Telopeas
belong to the Natural Order Proteaceas, and the
subject of this note is regarded as the most beauti-
ful plant in the Australian flora. It requires
greenhouse culture, and has very showv red
flowers. Added interest is given to the flowering
of the Waratah at the present time, when so many
Australian soldiers are in London, for Kew is

looked upon by many of them as one of the places
to visit when "doing" the sights of the Mother
Countrv.

' ,' Oiring to thf shorduje ot paper, leaders who hare not
already do e so are asked to order THB Garden to t.e

delirered regularly ly their 1 ewsage t- fleuders mil V.us
obrittte i'.e waste eonnegttent on the issue oj papers for chance
sale, and so greatly assist in the eco/.omy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents )

Variation in Apple Cox's Orange Pippin.—

1 often think there must be two varieties of Cox's

Orange Pippin in cultivation. The one makes a

rather weak-growing, open bush ; the other is a very

strong, upright grower, much addicted to pushing

adventitious shoots, and gives considerable trouble

in pruning. The fruit of the latter is not so highly

coloured as that of the former, but this is possibly

the effect of its denser growth. I have both sorts

of trees growing together on the same stock

(Paradise) and treated alike. I can account for

the difference in no other way than by supposing

that Cox's Orange Pippin has perhaps descended

from two Dips of the same Apple. Can any of

your readers throw any light on this subject ?

—H. A. WniFFEN.

Sugar Beet Experiments.—Much has of late

been written about the value of •Sugar Beet for

preserves. My slight experience of the subject

prompts me to warn persons to act cautiously

before risking good fruit to mix with Sugar Beet

as jam. After boiling some roots here for seven

hours they showed no sign of pulping, although

by that time they were soft enough to eat. In

that state the Beet has a distinctly " mawkish "

taste, not at all palatable. I certainly shall not

risk spoiling good fruit by adding Sugar Beet to

it, as I see little difference in it to a good type of

Tankard Mangel-wurzel when cooked, as the

boiling extracts all the sugar. The water in which

the Sugar Beet was boiled became quite sweet
;

whether that would be of value for bottling fruit

I cannot say. Some has been put into an airtight

vessel to test its keeping properties. I think

Sugar Beet has a future when better known, as

I regard it as being excellent food for all

kinds of cattle, possessing as it does much saccha-

rine. For fattening cattle I know it is valuable

mixed with other foods. Pigs and horses are

especiallv fond of the roots in a raw state. Another

point in its favoiu- is its immunity from frost

while in the ground. I have still two acres not

lifted. The roots grow entirely under the soil,

and thus receive protection. They are also

furnished freely with spreading leaves, which do

not suffer in the same way.as those of the Mangel

—a point in favour in keeping. Sugar Beet

requires the same cultivation as the Mangel.

—E. MoLYNEux, Swanmore.

Potato Difficulties.—The difficulties of arbitrary

legislation in the case of farming and gardening

matters are almost insuperable, as, whatever

humanity may do, Nature is not bound by our

laws, and the best-laid schemes may be upset by
abnormal weather and similar causes. The recent

Potato regulations are a very patent instance

of this, and one rule is still in force which will do

great mischief if not relaxed. I refer to the regu-

lation that all seed Potatoes unsold by April i will

have to be sold as for eating, or at the price fixed

for eating. Owing to the abnormal season and
scarcity of labour, a large quantity of land intended

for Potatoes is still unfilled, and probably a large

proportion will not be ready for planting until

May is well advanced. Are all the small growers

who have not much storage room to be deprived

of the chance of obtaining seed unless they are

ready to put it in by April i? The seedsmen.are

approaching the authorities through their associa-

tion to obtain a relaxation of this regulation, and

as the matter affects almost all gardeners and

the food supply for next season, it is hoped that

all. who have any influence will utilise it in the

right direction.

—

Charles E. Pearson, Secretary

to the Horticultural Trades Association.

Brussels Sprout Sutton's Dwarf Gem.—

1

have known and grown this variety for many
years,- and for quality it excels all others that 1

have tasted. That it is very hardy is proved by

this winter, as my plants have survived and arc

still (March 12) yielding nice small, hard sprouts

of delicate flavour. Its dwarf habit is of great

advantage in snow and wind, as the plants do not

topple over and get broken like taller varieties. A.

friend who used to garden on the cliff edge at

Walmer once wrote and told me that his garden

BRUSSELS SPROUT DWARF GEM.

was so windy that he had to stake his Brussels

Sprouts ! But I hardly think this would have

been necessary if he had grown Dwarf Gem.

—

Arthur R. Goodwin, Kidderminster.

Onion Sets.—All interested in food production

—

and who are not ?—should read the article on
" Cropping a lo-Rod Allotment." On page 90
" H. C," speaks of the " advantages of the Onion
set." I may be allowed to say that the opinions

of those who have employed this easy and simple

method of obtaining good Onions are not unani-

mous in its favour. While a considerable number
of growers in Scotland have been successful,

many are not prepared to assent to what has

been claimed for the Onion set as compared with

the usual method of raising the Onions from
seeds. I find that the Onions produced are not

so large, and in some seasons not so sound
as those raised from seeds. A good deal may
depend on the soil and weather conditions. I

consider that those who wish to try the sets

should not " put all their eggs into one basket,"

but grow a portion of the stock in the ordinary

way. Onions will now be more than ever needed,

as nothing can surpass this vegetable for giving

a relish to other articles of diet.—A Scottish
Amateur.
The Spraying of Fruit Trees.—The discussion

on this subject originated by the Rev. G. H.

Engleheart would gain in point and direction

if he would give us a few more details. To those
who care for evidence it would be interesting to

have some figures as to the number of trees he
has sprayed, the number left unsprayed, and the

resulting harvest of fruit on each, not forgetting

the cost of spraying and its after-effect in other

ways.—E. A. Bunvard.
All the evidence available to me goes to

show that " no spraying fluid will kill moths' eggs

which is not strong enough to injure the tree."

Mr. Gibson, on page 80, stigmatises this verdict

as " a flagrant untruth." Mr. Engleheart quoted
it as the considered judgment of eminent entomo-
logists and men of great experience in the treat-

ruent of orchard trees. "A flagrant untruth"
is " a wilful misrepresentation of well-known
facts," and one can only think that Mr. Gibson
has used ill-chosen words to express his criticism,

for there are no well-known facts pointing to the
verdict being an unjustifiable one. That there is

evidence of the power of a winter wash to kill

moths' eggs is possible, but it can be known to

very few indeed. We have all been looking for

a wash that will kill these wonderfully protected

eggs without damage to the tree. Will Mr.
Gibson tell us what it is, and give us a full account

of the experimental evidence in its favour, or at

least tell us where that experimental evidence

is to be found ? If he will enlighten what I can
assure him is very general ignorance among
those who have studied insects and fruit trees,

he will earn everlasting gratitude. What a boon
it would be to be able to avoid the trouble and
expense of grease-banding and spraying against

caterpillars in spring ! Do not let it be understood
that I deprecate the use of a cleansing spray in

winter. Far from it. Cleanliness, pace Mr.

Engleheart, is more than an English fetish. It

reduces the lurking places of many an enemy
of the fruit-grower, and occasional winter spraying

with a wash of reasonable strength is an aid to

cleanliness. But it is well for us to know exactly

what we can accomplish by our efforts in any
particular direction in horticulture. Only so is

progress possible, and ignorance is certainly not

bliss where our aim is to produce good food, free

from blemish, and plenty of it. Knowledge
may bring wisdom which is not foolishness, and
I hope Mr. Gibson will see his way to help us

towards it.—F. J. Chittenden.

Double Epacrjses.—I am much obliged to

Mr. Godseff for the opportunity of seeing the

pages of William Bull's catalogue for 1883,

wherein he describes two double-flowered Epacrises

under the specific name of onosmEeflora. In

my note (The Garden, Vol. LXXXI., page 72)

I did not cite the synonymy of the varieties in

question, because it is given in several of the

dictionaries of gardening. My principal point

was the assumed earliest record of a double

Epacris. Mueller and Bentham (" Flora Austra-

liensis," Vol. IV., page 235) both referred the

I
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original specimen to E. inipressa. Bull's importa-

tions belong to E. purpurascens, of which E.

onosma-flora is a synonym. The double variety

of the former was first found at Stawell, Victoria,

and later at Port Phillip ; the double E, pur-

purascens near Paramatta, 'New South Wales.

—

W. BoTriNG Hemsley, Kcw Lodge, Broadstairs.

"Tommy" Loves a Geranium: A Suggestion.

No doubt many, like mysilf. will this year be

clearing their greenhouses and frames of flowcriu?

plants in order to make room for Tomatoes,
early Marrows and so forth. I should like to

put in a plea for the "Tommies." Last year, having

a choice collection of Geraniums in variety, I

supplied one of our local Red Cross hospitals

with some thirty plants in full flower, which made
a brave show arranged on the lockers down the

centre of the large ward, erstwhile the ballroom
of our pretty Assembly Rooms. They were a

great joy to the sick men, who vied with one
another in their care of their own special plant.

(Incidentally, too, plants give much less trouble

than cut flowers to the already overworked nurses.)

After a si.x weeks' sojourn the plants came back
to me to recuperate. Lately they have been cut

back and top-dressed, and by the time my Tomatoes
require the space, nice bushy Geraniums will,

I hope, he ready for another visit to the hospital.

Who will follow suit ? Do not waste the plants.

Failing a hospital, a window plant might be a

great comfort to a lonely soldier's wife, " the girl

he left behind."—W. D., Allrincham.

Galanthus plicatus, &e.—For many years

I have been caring for and increasing this very
desirable spring bulb. With me it is the easiest

of its family to flourish and increase, and I may
mention that all my large stock was derived from
three bulbs given to me. An officer serving in

the Crimean War sent or brought home to his

family some few bulbs which he had picked up
in or near the trenches, and his family, who have
now passed avvay, had a few to spare

; but I

. feel certain mine are the only descendants of the
few travelled bulbs. Self-sown seedlings spring

up all around their parents, which fact, when 1

! noted was the case, I was most particular in deny-

I ing myself the pleasure of them as cut flowers,

and feel well rewarded. To-day »I am tempted
to recount a " find " among the large progeny.
a "find" that well surprised and pleased me

—

a double, very double one. quite as double as

G. nivalis fl.-pl. As I am unaware of such a

reduplication having ever before occurred, I

think it may interest lovers of these pure harbingers
of spring. The long-laid blanket of snow which
occurred this year has naturally retarded their

growth, but the result is that the bloom of all

the varieties is much stronger and finer from
this perfect repose. A few days after the New
Year came, G. Imperati (?) opened its blooms,
and now (March 9) its large, broad leaves have
attained their full growth.—J. Hill Poe, D.L.
(Captain), Riverslon, Nenagh, Ireland.

Ceterach.—In reading "Somerset's" .article

on " A Village of Wall Gardens." I was reminded
of the extraordinary recuperative power of the
common Ceterach Fern, which was noticed after

a drought last summer and, again, immediately
after the long severe frost of this winter. In
both cases the apparently withered up fronds
were curled up, so that nothing but a brown mass
of scaly fructification was visible ; but both in

summer and winter, a day or two after the weather
became amenable, the fronds, revived and became

f
green, just as true mosses do. Here in the parish

of Blagdon, on Mendip, the Ceterach is most

abundant on walls of dolomitic conirlomeration

;

but elsewhere in the county of Somerset it grows

equally well on the lias and the carboniferous

limestone ; while about Bristol it is remarkably

plentiful, and noted from the earliest times as a

prominent feature of many limestone walls.

On the Continent I have noticed Ceterach offici-

narum, or Rustyback as it is called in Somerset,

in a greater variety of habitats, and in the South

of France it seems particularly fond of adorning

old bridges and wells. About Blagdon, both on

many walls and rocks, the rare Sedum album is

remarkably abundant ; but it is supposed to be

only a denizen in the district of North Somerset.

—

H. S. TiiOMPSov.

Good Bee Plants.—There have been several

notes of late about the best plants for bee_s, but

the one that I believe is the best of all has not

been mentioned. This is the Melilot (Melilotus

officinalis) ; the name itself. Honey Lotus, shows
that its use for bees has always been reiognised.

It is a rather straggling plant. 2 feet to 3 feet

Easterman Giant.—In your issue of March 3,

page 73, M. H. Scott-Nicholson gives a recipe

for herb pudding, and asks if anyone knows
of a similar dish. I remember forty or forty-

five years ago a herb pudding being generally

made to cat with veal on Faster Sunday. This

was in the northern part of Lancashire (Furness).

The pudding was boiled in exactly the same manner
as in the recipe given by >our correspondent,

but only Bistort, or Snakeweed (Polygonum
Bistorta), Icxally known as Easter Ledge, a few

Chives (Allium Schoenoprasum, Linn.) and groats

(not Barley) wore used. Polygonum Bistorta

is a native British plant, as is also the Allium.

I have generally seen P. Bistorta growing among
the grass in old orchards.—E. H. Greenwell.

• This plant is Polygonum Bistorta.

The etymology of the name is doubtful,

and many attempts have been made to account

for it, Easter usually been accepted as a certain

element. Variants of the name are Easter simply :

E. Magiants, E. Mangiants, E. Giant, E. M9y
Giants, E. Meiit Gions. E. Ledges and Waster

A GOOD BEE PLANT : TRIFOLIUM TANNONICUM

nigh, occurring occasionally in hedges and on
waste places. The pale yellow flowers are arranged

loosely, V'etch fashion. It is hardly important

enough for a garden plant from its generally thin

appearance, but it is well worth sowing a patch

where there is a vacant place and bees are kept.

Others of the same large tribe are also of value,

and it is well known that a neighbouring Clover

field is a boon to a beekeeper.—G. J.

Trifolium pannonicum is another good
bee plant. I well remember seeing a large dump
of it near the waterside in Mr. Bowles' garden
at Myddelton House. The plant attains a height

of 3- feet or 4 feet, and is like a giant Clover, with

sulphiur yellow flowers of a very pleasing shade.

The fragrance of this plant, which Mr. Bowles
describes as a very pleasant Cow-slip-like scent,

adds to its many charms. It is found in Eastern
Europe from Lonibardy to Montenegro, and
although used as a fodder plant, it is a real treasure

among herbaceous flowers, as it may be left un-
disturbed for years and never fails to produce a

wealth of bloom of unusual colour and sweet

fragrance.—H. C.

Ledges, a form of the last. Dr. W. Turner, our
earliest botanical writer, who was a native of

Morpeth, states that it was " called of the Northern
men beles, in the South Countrie Astrologia,"

and elsewhere we find Aristochia rotunda applied

to this plant. Of this there were various forms,

e.g
,

Aristologie, Osteriacks, Ostcricks, Ostrich,

Oisterloit and Oysterloyte, and it will be observed
that these and Easter Ledges and Waster Ledges
have a very intimate connection. There is really

no wider difference between these names and
that noted last week and Aristolochia than between
some other popular names and their early equiva-

lents
; for instance, Abrotanum and Appleringie,

or Brooklime and the Scottish form "Wall-ink

and the Saxon Lleomoc. Gerarde and other

early wTiters note how Polygonum Bistorta was
cultivated in various parts of England as a vege-

table, though the "
'erb puddin' " only in the

counties named. Your correspondent mentions
Barley as forming part of the pudding. I presume
he means decorticated Barley, but groats were
also used and any vegetables in season. Thepudding
was served with veal.—R. P. Brotherston.
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RUNNER BEANS
4 1.THOUGH one of the most popular

/\ and easily grown of all summer vege-

/ \ tables, excepting where the grower

/ \ makes a hobby of these, the proper

* * cultivation of the Runner Bean seems

to be very little understood by anyone outside

our largest gardens ; hence it is not to be wondered

at that those living in remote districts, or where

flourishing horticultural societies which make a

speciality of vegetables do not exist, regard as

"idle tales" the wonderful accounts

they sometimes read of growers produc-

ing pods of the ordinary type of

Runner Bean approaching i J feet long.

Yet such as these are possible where

severe thinning of the growths and

the pods has been resorted to, and,

even without any thinning of either,

pods from 11 inches to 14 inches,

hanging in bunches from a dozen to a

score or more, are by no means rare,

the dimensions and number mentioned

often being exceeded ; and to secure

such needs no magician's wand or

resorting to trickery on the part of

the grow-er.

The_ accompanying illustration shows

a row grown in these gardens in

1915, the length of the row being

20 yards, and the plants forming the

row were fewer than a hundred. At

the time the photograph was taken

the height of many plants exceeded

12 feet, and some of the largest leaves

measured nearly 20 inches across.

It 'is no exaggeration to say that

from the middle of July until the end

of October several sacks of fresh pods

were gathered, and at the end of the

season we had over a peck of ripe

seed.

As will be gathered from the fore-

going, we allow each plant ample room
tor development, always planting in a

double row, in a trench 18 inches

wide. This trench is prepared upon

the same site each season, the soil being

excavated to the depth of 30 inches

and the bottom, after being broken

up, covered with a good layer of half-

decayed manure. After a slight cover-

ing of soil, superphosphate at the rate of a large

handful to each yard of trench is distributed

evenly, arid the soil first taken from the trench

placed on the top of this, the rest being ordinary

soil. The plants are raised in boxes, seed being

sown in a warm house about the middle of April,

and 3 inches are allowed each seed.

The strong stakes (which suggest Hop-poles)

are put into their place before the plants are put

out ; a strong iron bar is used to make the holes.

Each plant is given its own stick, and dm'ing its

early climbing days all shoots are kept to this

by tlie aid of bast. An ample supply of water

being close to the row, this is given with a free

hand, both to the roots and overhead ; but

instead of pouring this among the plants, the

ground on either side of the row is kept loose by
constant stirring, and upon this all,water is poured;

or a deep trench is made about a foot from

the plants, this being filled with .water

times a week. Soot-water is given at

alternate watering after the first pods are set.

and when this stage is reached we sprinkle fish

manure on each side of the row, washing this

well down to the roots with rain-water. The

photograph, although showing the height, gives

but little idea as to the extraordinary profusion

of pods, but the photographer, who is certainly

one of the best known in the country where horti-

cultural subjects are concerned, informed me at

the time of taking it that never in his experience

had he seen such a large number on a given space,

and before taking the photograph he satisfied

himself that all were " a-growing and a-blowing,"

A ROW OF RUNNER BEANS TWELVE FEET IN HEIGHT

none having been tied on for the purpose of making

a better show.

Oxford

THE

F. R. Castle.

ALLOTMENT WEEK
BY WEEK

By A. Cecil B.\rtlett.

1

N the present circumstances saladings will

give the allotment holder the quickest tangible

returns for his labour. It is a good plan to

sow small quantities of Lettuce seed at fort-

nightly intervals, and for most families half

of a row across the plot will be ample at' each

sowing. As the plants should be 9 inches apart

during the early season and 12 inches apart later

three on, the seed should be sown very thinly to avoid

each I waste as well as overcrowding. It is a good

method to draw shallow drills and place three or

four seeds at the intervals before mentioned,

marking the places with twigs, and in due course

thin the seedlings to one at each station. Radishes

also should be allowed more space than is general,

otherwise the crowded seedlings throw up flower-

stems instead of forming roots. The Radishes

may well be grown throughout the season as

catch-crops ; for example, between the seed

rows of Onions, Beet and Carrots, or later by the

side of the Pea and Bean rows as soon as the

legumes are staked. Those who have frames

will soon be planting out the vegetable seedlings

raised in them, and then the frames may
be utilised for a few Cucumber plants.

If all preparations are made before-

hand, so that there is no delay in

making up a hotbed, the seecR may
i be sown in the frame, placing three in

' a group where one plant is desired
;

otherwise it will be advisable to pro-

cure plants. Ridge Cucumbers may
well be grown in the open, similarly

to Vegetable Marrows, and with both

it is advantageous to start with plants

raised in a frame, remembering that

these plants require full sunshine,

liberal treatment and abundance of

water as soon as they are established.

Probably no detail of gardening

bothers the beginner more than the

artificial manure question. How and
when to use organic manures he

generally has a plain and workable

idea, but soon realises that the safe

and profitable handling of the chemical

kinds is fraught with difficulties.

Generally, stimulants are not essential

for crops .growing in freshly turned

grassland during the first season, but

such gross feeding plants as Celery,

Runner Beans and Cabbages yield better

returns if stimulated at the right

m.oment. But the chemical manures,

from now until the autumn, should be

looked upon as stimulants r.ither than

as food, and so " little and fairly

often" should be the rule. Following

this rule prevents the possibility,

if not probability, of losses by over-

applications.

Beets readily respond to a stimu-

lant, but none should be given to

Carrots or Parsnips unless the former

are attacked b\ wireworm or similar pests ; then

a couple of fortnightly doses of sulphate of

ammonia, two parts, to five parts of superphosphate,

well mixed together and spread between the rows

at the rate of 20Z. to each yard run, will often

prevent serious loss of crop ; and this mixture may
ilso be used for Beets during the season of growth,

with admirable results.

To obtain the fullest value from the use of the

chemicals named, it is essential that sufficient

lime is available in the soil, and if the plot

was not limed as soon as the first digging was

completed, lime at the rate of three-quarters

of a pound per square yard .should be spread

and stirred in before attempting to apply

the chemical manures. In the case of medium

and heavy soils which have previously been under

grass, 2cwt., or, better still, 2icwt. spread over a

ro-rod allotment immediately it is dug will

alone be sufficient addition for the first year's

crops.
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THE WISLEY LABORATORY

T'lE
accompanying illustration of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Laboratory

at Wiiley forms the frontispiece of the

recently published Journal of the Royal

Horticultural Society's Gardens Club.

The following note accompanies the illustration :

" The frontispiece shows a distant view of the

new Laboratory, which was completed last June,

long after the date we had expected to be in it,

but delayed, like everything belonging to the

arts of peace, by the war, which has called for

all our efforts. It is a beautiful building, in

keeping with its beautiful surroundings, and will,

we feel sure, when the victorious conclusion of

the war has ensured the peaceful pursuit of the

purposes for which it has been erected, prove

admirably suited to the prosecution of enquiries

into the best ways of growing plants, and to the

teaching of the results obtained to others.

" Enlarged accommodation for the teaching

of students is provided by the building of a

students' chemical laboratory and a lecture room,

the old students' laboratory being now devoted

to botany alone. In addition, accommodation
is arranged for research in vegetable physiology,

chemistry and electricity in relation to plants,

entomology and mycology ; and ample space

is afforded for the staff and research students

in these branches of investigation. Little is

possible at present, for only members of the staft

ineligible for military duties are at work there
;

but much is possible in the future."

We quite agree that much is possible in the

future, and we, in common with others, expect

great things from the staff of experts and this

well-appointed laboratory. There is need for

investigation in many directions, more especially

with regard to fruit and vegetable crops. A
subject which calls for immediate attention is

how to combat the Potato disease. Owing to

the famine in Potatoes, we fear that many growers

will be tempted to plant unsound tubers, and
this may lead to a serious outbreak of disease

at a later date. We understand that the authori-

ties at Wisley and the newly formed Department
of Horticulture of the Board of A'griculture, under
the direction of Dr. Keeble, have this subject

under consideration, and there is every reason

to expect that a spraying campaign against

Potato disease will be organised throughout the

country.

The following problems relating to economic
crops have been under investigation at Wisley

during the past year. The control of American
Gooseberry mildew and the efiect of Burgundy
mixture in preventing the summer stage of the

disease on the berries. Potato diseases and Apple
fruit spot, by Dr. A. S. Home : owing to Dr.

Home being called upon for munition work, we
fear that some very useful investigations have been

stopped ; the eflfect of electrical discharge on the

yield of market garden crops, by Mr. F. J. Chitten-

den, F.L.S., in collaboration with the Imperial

College of Science and the Board of Agriculture
;

problems connected with pollination in orchards

and with the fruiting and growth of fruit trees,

by Mr. F. J. Chittenden, F.L.S. ; breeding of

hardy Peas, by Dr. Keeble, F.R.S. ; and breeding

of Strawberries, Blackberries and other Rubus
fruits, by Dr. Keeble, Mr. Wright and Mr. Wilson.

In addition to this Mr. J. R. Ramsbottom
(special research student), is investigating the

so-called Fusarium disease of Narcissi, and has

we believe discovered three separate diseases

commonly referred to as Fusarimn.

THE GROWING OF
V EG ETA B L E S

By Mrs. C. W. Earle.

(THINK the Globe Artichoke (Cynara
Scolyraus) one of the very best of vegetables
when it is the right kind and well cultivated.

When I came to live in Stirrey many years
ago, I was told, even by a good gardener,

that I should never get Artichokes good here.

A certain old kind that all goes to leaf is of no
use at all. I obtained from Vilmorin of Pans
the seed of a comparatively low-growing kind,

called Large Green Paris Artichoke. Every
April we take off the growths, leaving only about
three to each plant. Each year one or two rows
are taken up, and two new ones planted, with
the suckers taken off. In the late autumn a
little straw is put over the plants, and they have
never died

; but they have been hard hit this

winter. We cut the Artichokes while young,
and every year we have quantities, the newly
planted pieces coming in later in the year. We
plant three cuttings together. It is well to remem-
ber that both cows and goats enjoy the big grey-

green leaves, and will rush across a field to get

them. I should be delighted to give away some
cuttings to anyone who likes to -ivrite and ask

for them in April, as long as they last.

There is such a large variety of Cabbages that

everyone must find out for himself what suits

him best. I infinitely prefer all sorts of Cabbage
to- Broccoli and Cauliflower, which are more
difficult to grow. I found, some years ago, in

a cottage garden in Berkshire a sort of Tree
Cabbage. I could get no name for it but " Cut
and Come Again," which truly describes it

;

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S LABORATORY, WISLEY, AS SEEN FROM THE FRUIT OUARTERS.
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it is most useful, grows easily from cuttings,

and when not wanted can be given to the fowls

or the pigs. Red Cabbage is not often grown,

or, at any rate, not given space enough to be well

grown, because in the catalogues it is called Pickling

Cabbage, as if it was not otherwise useful when

cooked in various ways. It should be cut into

very fine shreds, then scalded by pouring a kettle

of boiling water over it, and when cool, but not

cold, it should be dressed with oil and vinegar

and a few herbs if you have them covered

up, and allowed to stand for two or three

hoiu'S.

This is a good way of cooking a spring Cabbage.

Split it and wash it in salt and water. Put it

in a saucepan of boiling water for ten minutes,

take it up, drain on a sieve, put it with a little

butter in a casserole for an hour to braise, and

add pepper and salt to taste, but no stock or

water.

I have not yet tried it, but I am told that

Couve Tronchuda, or Portugal Cabbage, is very

good. The seed has to be sown in gentle heat,

and not transplanted till the end of May. It

is curious that the whole family of Cabbages,

Broccolis, CauUfiowers, &c., come from the British

wild plant, Brassica

oleracea, which
grows on the cliffs r- -

near Dover, a tall,

straggling plant
with a pretty

yellow flower.

Chervil is not

often seen in
small English
gardens, but it is

a very useful herb
;

it sows itself at all times of the year,

and comes up in all sorts of places.

It is excellent when chopped up
in salads, clear soups, &c., and far

hardier than Parsley.

old type, as the shading of the back of the petals

tones down the brilliance of those that show the

upper surface, and the effect of these bouquets of

shaded "olours in the distance is quite unlike that

of the oldei types. A friend admiring their unusual

colouring and beauty agreed with me that at

a distance you would say, " What glorious beds of

Parma or Princess of Wales Violets—one almost

fancies one could smell them !" These two shades

of colour are by fir the most beautiful in this strain,

and with other beds of fine rose-coloured Cyclamen,

tall white stellata Primulas, and scroll beds of a

huge pink-tipped double white Daisy of much
merit, some most charming effects are secured.

CROCUS CHRYSANTHUS
WARLEY VARIETY

NOTES FROM THE
RIVIERA

By Edward H. Woodall.

IT

sounds rather surprising, but
it is true, that the Nice Munici-
pality, in spite of these trying

war times, have filled the flower-

beds of the Public Gardens with
finer flowers than usual, as if

to show to Serbs and Belgians
and the expatriated North France refugees that
here they may escape from war's alarms to an
unwonted degree. The spring before the war,
Messrs. Vilmorin showed a strain of very dwarf
Cinerarias with long, loose and shaggy petals,

which in the show did not appeal particularly to me,
in spite of the excellent habit and splendid foliage.

This year the town's gardeners at the Chateau
have produced a strain of this type, which has
bsen well grown and appears p."»rticularly suited
to outdoor bedding such as is practised here.
Though the winter has been particularly wet and
cold for weeks, there has been no frost to speak
of, and with the fine weather now prevailing
these beds of Cinerarias are in surprising beauty.
Owing to the loose and shaggy petals, the colour
of the flower-head is no longer " hard," as in the

CROCUS CHRYSANTHUS WARLEV \-ARIETY,

Violas, too, are very good, but Carnations are

nowhere seen to advantage, as the long-continued

wet and cold have ruined their health this winter;

but the hardy Stocks and ever-welcome Violets

and Anemones are as fine as ever and scent the

air on the terraced hillsides. The gardener's

activity this spring wiU, however, be devoted
to vegetables rather than to flowers, as the

demand, no doubt, will be great, and even
on this coast vegetation is quite a fortnight

behind time at present, so that there must
be a period of relative scarcity later in the

season.

Tulipa saxatilis is in flower already, proving
itself to be the earliest of its race, and riyallmg
the garden Due Van Thol and early yellow Tulip-

from Holland.

CROCUS CHRYSANTHUS is the most
variable in its range of coloration of

all the species. It was first known
in its plain rich yellow form, and its

specific name then fitted it well. Maw
gave varietal names to those with more or less

bronzed or feathered outer segments, but still

golden as a guinea within. Yet again he found
white forms, and that with no other colour about
it than a golden throat became var. albidus,

but, unfortunately, seems to have died out. Lastly,

he created the contradictory sounding title of

var. coerulescens for forms with white flowers

outwardly suffused or marked with lilac. These
are as delightful to grow and look at as any of

the smaller-sized gems of the family, being sturdy
and hardy, and apparently endless in their range
of variation from seed.

I had raised several generations of this strain

here, and noted how some of them had cream-

coloured or sulphur yellow

outer segments that seemed

j^ _
halfway back again to the

golden glow of the typical

form, when one day came a
parcel from Mr. John Hoog
of Haarlem containing a very
fine form of a blue and white

,' Crocus and a letter asking me
what cross I thought had
entered into the parentage

to produce such a sudden
break in C. chrysanthus. I

replied I was certain it was
a pure-bred chrysanthus, and
that some of its seedlings

might give yellow forms later

on. This, I learn, has

occurred at Haarlem ; but
here, for some unknown
reason, all the seedlings I

have raised from it have
been so much alike their

mother and grandmothers
that they are not worth

^.. :/

"
separating from the family

" gathering. It was shown by
Miss Willmott at the Royal
Horticultural Society's meet-

ing on February 14, 1905,

and received an award of

merit under the name it now
bears. It is one of the

pleasures of a fine February morning to see a
clump of this Crocus with its closely packed
flowers widely expanded in the sunshine. They
are of a soft creamy white, with rich orange

throat and scarlet stigmata, but are lovelier still

when only half open and the rich purple staining

on the backs of the outer segments is v.sible.

It is an excellent variety to use in the rock

garden, and if replanted every three or four years

should increase rapidly. E. A. Bowles.
[Our illustration gives a fair idea of the

natural size of this exceedingly pretty Crocus,

which like others is this year much later to flower

than usual. Not only is it such an excellent

variety for use in the rock garden, but it is one of

those dainty little flowers we like to see early in

the year in a pan in a cold Alpine house.'

—

Ed.]
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Lselio-Cattleya General Maude (I.-C. rubcns

var. Laiubcauiaiia x C. Hardyaiia).—One of

the most handsome, richly coloured bigeneric

hybrids we ha\'e seen. The large, broadly ovate,

deep rosy mauve sepals and broad, crimson purple

lip yellowed somewhat at the tube endow it with

a presence of its own. It is not merely of large

and handsome proportions, but exceedingly well

balanced in all its parts.

AWARD OF MERIT.

Laelio-Cattleya The President (L.-C. St.

Gothard x C. Enid).—In this the rosy mauve
p.'tals and sepals are of paler hue, the former

I'road, with a distinctly wavy margin. The lip

is broad, open and spreading at the front, heavih'

goffered or pleated, of rich crimson velvet tone.

with a suspicion of white at the back. These

two excellent novelties were shown by Messrs.

Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

The foregoing novelties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultm-al Society on March 13.

when the awards were made.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberries.—Where any alterations have
been carried out by replacing old trees on walls
with young ones, the vacancies may well be filled

with cordon-trained Gooseberries, which will
give quantities of early fruit and thus profitably
fill the gaps on the wall. It is not necessary to
obtain cordon-trained trees ; the ordinary bush
with half a dozen shoots \vill answer equally
well. Retain as many shoots as the wa'l space
will permit, taking the point out of each shoot
to enable the lower eyes to push into growth
to form spurs for future crops. Until the soil

has settleci down to nearly its natural level, do
not tie the shoots to the wall. Complete the
pruning of any bush trees that were left, owing
to the liability of their buds being eaten bv birds.
Trees that are intended for the production of
green berries only need not be thiimed so much
as those trees that are to produce ripe fruit. The
more branches there are in reason, the greater
quantity of fruit is obtained, especially when
upright-growing sorts like Golden Drop are grown.
Red and White Currants should also have the

final pruning carried out. Close spur pruning
produces the greatest quantity of fruit and keeps
the main branches thin. Too many bush trees
are kept too low to yield the greatest bulk of
fruit. In the ordinary garden the trees are not
allowed to grow more than a yard high, whereas
they could easily be grown with advantage 5 feet
high. The extra 2 feet of growth would greatly
increase the yield of fruit. Any trees that show-
signs of moss or lichen should be svTinged with
lime-water.

Strawberries.—When the weather is suitable,
hoe over the plot to remove weeds and let air
into the soil about the roots, especially where the
soil is heavy, with a hard pan-like surface after
so much wet. The stirring of the soil facilitates
growth considerably. Fill any gaps in young
plantations to avoid patchiness and loss of crop
in the future.

Peach and Nectarine Trees should be finally
pruned and trained. If the trees were gone
over in the autumn before the leaves fell, there
should not be much pruning to be done now.
Too many trees are left until this season, whereas
it would have been so much better if they had
been pruned when the fruit had been gathered;
this would have enabled the wood to become
matured. Train the shoots thinly ; as a rule
they are much too thickly placed, which does not
permit of the leaves becoming fully developed,

and without this success cannot be expected.
Any extra gross shoots are better cut out ; they
never can be useful.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—In sheltered districts the first batch
of dwarfs of various sections can be pruned.
In the case of Hybrid Perpetual varieties and the
bulk of the Hybrid Tea section, cut the plants
well back to within three or four eyes to induce
extra strong growth. This is all the more in favour
of autumn flower, which is perhaps as much
appreciated by the bulk of amateurs as extra
fine blooms during the summer months. Planting
of \'arieties of any section that could not be done
in the autumn should be completed without
delay, with the exception of plants in pots ; these
can remain until the early part of .\pril. Ramblers
should be finally pruned and tied to the supports
without delay, or the buds will be injured in the
training of the shoots. Do not overcrowd the
branches ; cut away weakly shoots where not
required. Where there are a number of growths
on pillar-trained plants, cut some at various
lengths (2 feet and 3 feet) with a view to furnishing
the base of the pillars more fully, as in the ordinary
method of pruning the whole of the shoots to
full length the pillars are liable to become bare
even of foliage for several feet upwards in a few
years.

The Shrubberies.—Now is a good time for

the planting of hedges of such subjects as Thuya
Lobbii, T. occidentalis, &c., as well as common
Laurel and Evergreen Privet. The Caucasian
variety of Laurel is superior to the common sort

for hedges, as it grows more compact, is deeper
in colour tint, and is hardier. The better the
preparation in trenching the site and the addition
of manure at planting-time, the more likelihood
there isof luxuriant growth. This tends to success
in the formation and the future welfare of the
hedge. E. Molvneux.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)
Swatimnrc, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celeriac.—This Turnip-rooted Celery is a most
valuable adjunct to the other sorts, and can be
grown with a great deal less labour, as no trenching
or earthing up is necessary. Seed may be sown
with the main sowing of Celery in the usual
way under glass ; but when planting it out.

a well-cultivated piece of ground should be chosen.
Plant on the level, in lines 15 inches apart, and
the same distance apart in the rows. The lower
foliage may be used during late summer for

flavouring, and this also has a tendertcy to allow
the tuber to swell better. When growth is com-
pleted, the tubers may be lifted and stored in

sand in a cool cellar.

Celery.—Main sowings should now be made
Choose good crisp, hardy-growing varieties
suitable to the particular district. We find
Leicester Red and Standard Bearer our best
reds, with Market White for earlier use.

Seakale.—Sets that were prepared some time
ago and stored in sand should now be planted
in suitable quarters, so that strong plants mav
be obtained for forcing next year. The ground
should be well manured and deeply dug. Mark
off shallow drills and dibble the sets in about
18 inches apart, cover lightly over, and after
growth commences rub off any superfluous shoots,
leaving only the strongest crown. Attention
should be given during summer, using the Dutch
hoe frequently.

Strawberries.— Where spring planting is

favoured, jiew^ plantations of these may now
be made. Runners that were planted in frames
and reserve beds for this purpose will now have
started into growth, so should be carefully lifted
and transferred to the new ground, planting in
rows 2 feet apart and allowing 15 inches between
the plants in the rows. It is essential that the
ground should be in good heart. If well trenched
and liberally manured during the autumn months,
it will now break down freely, and the plants
will have little difficulty in establishing them-
selves before the hot. dry weather comes in.

Melons for Frames.—Seed should now be sown
to obtain plants for this purpose. After germi-
nation the plants should be kept growing in genial

quarters, transferring them to the hotbed when
the outside temperature increases. Plant on
well-raised hillocks, and place the soil in the frame
some days previous to planting so that it may
be thoroughly warmed.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—Trees in flower must be attended
to in the way of artificial fertilisation, as insect
life is not yet much in evidence. Excellent results
may be obtained by the use of a rabbit's tail for
this purpose. By using it lightly the pollen will
be effectively scattered and a good set of fruit
ensured. In our particular district the ravages
of the Is!e of Wight disease among bees tells

against natural fertilisation, our busy little friends
being completely wiped out by this scourge.

Plants Under Glass.

Bouvardias.—Stock plants should be encouraged
in growth, so that in due course a good supply of
cuttings may be obtained.

Abutilons.—Cuttings of these root readily
now, and are well worth growing for decorative
purposes. Nice bushy plants may be had by
judicious pinching and keeping the plants when
in a young state as near the glass as possible.
The variegated variety, Savitzii, is well wortli
growing, our general practice being to insert
three cuttings in each pot, and in this way obtain
well-furnished specimens more quickly. A good
loam with a proportion of peat and sharp sand
suits them admirably.

James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)

Coodkam. Kihnarnoik.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
ABOUT SWEET PEAS (C/im^.^).—Use the dissolved

bones at the sam*- rate as the superphosphate in previous
years—about 3oz. per yard run of trench. We are sorry
to hear that your seedlinfrs liave been so seriously damaged,
but if you flTite to 5Iessrs. Bucks, Tresco Nurseries!
Ipswich, you raay obtain plants of all the varieties men-
tioned, and this will enable you to obtain flowers as early
as in former years.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CAMPBELL'S SULPHUR VAPORISER (IT.).—We have

had no personal experience of this, but have heard
a pood deal in its favour. It can be obtained from the
principal horticultural sundricsmen. who on application
would give you all the information you need.

BEGONIA FUCHSIOIDES (G. I'.)-—This Begonia
will not respond to such a drastic cutting back as suggested
in your letter, for it will not break out into growth as
readily as many other kinds. The plants may, of course,
be shortened back, but not into such old wood as would
be the case if you cut them back to witliin a foot of the pot.
In any case, by no means repot them before cutting them
back, as this operation must be done first ; then, as soon
as the young shoots arc pushed forth, the plants should
be repotted. Tlii^ Begonia is not at all difficult to strike
root from cuttings of the young growing shoots. Sucti
being tlie ca.se, you may, if you wish, propagate a few
young plants, which will gradually come on to take the
place of the old ones. The cuttings, which should be
from 2 inches to 3 inches in length, mast be put into pots
of sandy soil and placed in a close propagating-case in
a warm structure till rooted.

GROWING TOMATOES IN BOXES {No Garden).—
You certainly may t-xpect to get very hea\'j' crops of
fruit from piant-^ growing in the position named, and
boxes will answer even betterthan if you planted in a large
bulk of soil. Boards 9 inches wide would answer for
the sides, but let those at the top be an inch wider; this
will allow the side boards to be nailed in such a way as
to leave an inch at the bottom for surplus water to drain
away, thus avoiding holes being bored in the bottom.
When preparing the boxes, cover the bottom to the depth
of an inch with cinders or small stones, and upon these
place a covering of moss, decayed leaves, or manure in order
that the finer soil may not easily clog the drainage. If
you make these boxes a foot wide, you may plant the
Tomatoes in a single row. allowing 15 inches between the
plants. The soil recommended in the article will be
quite suitable, and no unpleasantness need be feared.
Do not fill the boxes at the start, but allow 2 inches of
space at the top for more rich soil to be added when the
first fruit begins to swell. Liquid manure is not necessary

;

but if this is not given, a sprinkling of one of the advertised
proprietary manures should be given every week after
the fruits on the first truss attain the size of Walnuts.
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For the Poultry- Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
Author of " Poultry-Keeping on Money-Making Lines," " The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," "How to Feed Hens for Egg- Production," &c.

INTENSIVE POULTRY

CULTURE

THIS week I continue my notes on the

intensive system of poultry-keeping, and

in order to make my articles the more

readily followed I give a reproduction

of a small intensive house. This is the

type of house used on Miss J. P. Lea's farm at

Little Nalders, Chesham. The wire-netting front

of the structure, as will be seen from the illustration,

is controlled by two canvas screens or shutters,

the lower one being "buttoned" when closed.

Sitters v. Non-Sitters.—Not very long ago

it was a common fallacy to consider that the hght

breeds, or non-sitters, were purely sum-

mer layers. Thus it became the general

plan to keep both light and heavy (or

fitting) breeds to equalise the supply

of eggs all the year round. The White
Leghorns would be relied upon to supply

the spring and summer eggs, and, say,

the Buff Orpington to fill the baskets in

the autumn and winter months. With
the airival of the intensive system this

falla:y fell to the ground. It allowed

of dry and comfortable housing and

ample litter to scratch in, and the

ndn-sitters, thus protected from the

bitter outer elements, produced suri-ris-

iiig results. Under the oH regime the

light breeds were considered profit-eaters

in the winter months, and the owner

bestowed little care or attention upon

his birds. He nursed his heavy breeds

and fed them well, and waited for the

spring before he expected eggs from his

non- sitters.

Wilite Legliorns.—The active little

White Leghorn to-day, under suitable

housing .methods, takes its place at

or near the top of all the laying competitions

and against all the heavy-weights. Mr.

Henry Sutton's May Queen beat the world's

laying record in the 1913-14 Harper Adams'
test by laying 288 eggs in the twelve months
Again, in the Seddlescombe 1913-14 test, Mr.

G. B. Metcalfe's eight White Leghorns laid 1,751

eggs in the twelve months. Surely so many eggs

could not have been crowded into the spring and
summer months. Nor must we forget that on
the large intensive plants in America the White
Leghorn is kept exclusively !

Selecting a Breed.—Although the light or

non-sitting breeds are perhaps more suited to

the intensive methods of poultry-keeping, the

heavy or sitting varieties will prove in every way
successful if properly handled. Of the non-sitters,

the following can be recommended : Black, White
or Brown Leghorns, La Bresse, Anconas, Campines,

Minorcas, Sicilian SBttercups and Andalusians.

.\s regards the heavy breeds, I might single out

Rhode Island Reds, Sussex, White or Black Wyan-
dottes, Bui! Rocks and White Orpingtons. With
any of these sitting varieties, however, I strongly

advise readers to adopt a medium-sized type of

bird and to keep the layers as active or occupied

as possible. These precautions will guard against

the- hens getting too fat, and will ensure that

racy laying condition which is to be desired and

aimed at.

Clioiee of Males.—I have already pointed out

the importance of stocking intensive houses with

selected laying birds, and a few words on the

choice of the male will not be out of place. It

is only in recent years that the poultry-keeper

has giveti any consideration to the master of the

pen, and yet he is a highly important link in the

chain of increased egg-production. Not many
seasons ago the poultry- keeper argued that " cocks

didn't lay eggs." and no matter what amount

INTENSIVE POULTRY- HOUSE.
An interesting snapshot showing two lady pupils at work on Miss

J. P. Lea's Poultry Farm, Little Nalders, Chesham. Buck's.

he paid for his pullets or hens, he would not go

beyond five shillings for the " boss." So universal

was this that breeders when supplying half a

dozen hens or pullets threw the male bird

into the bargain as a kind of " make-weight."

'Where a flock of layers is kept in an intensive

laying house, the owner should aim at satisfactory

individual egg- outputs. Drones are profit-eaters,

and the less of them in a flock the better. By
using high-class pedigree males the owner makes
one good step towards producing a level-laying

lot of pullets.

The Utility Male.—The utility qualities of a

male are judged by the laying performances of

his mother and grandmother, and all interested

in breeding for increased egg-production v/ill do
well to select the sire with great care. If I were
anxious to establish a strain of deep-browr.-c£

g

layers, I should use sires whose dams and granc'-

dams laid rich brown eggs. Again, if I desired

to breed broodiness out of my strain, I would
select to head my pens sires whose dams and
granddams were not given to excessive broodines':.

Our best breeders of laying stock now attach
great importance to the pedigree of the sire, and
on Mrs. Goodwin Preece's farm at Shrewsbury
no male is used unless bis mother laid 250 eggs
or over in her first or " pullet " year. If my
readers possess any p;irticular hens which stand
out from the rest as regards egg-output, let them
make full use of the males bred from such birds.

Beginners in poultry-keeping will find their
" battle of the shells " half won by paying a good
price for each male bird, instead of writing to the
breeder. " He is only wanted for utility purposes,
and anything will do."

Drones and Workers.—Layers can \e diAided
into two groups, viz., drones and workers, and
every poultry-keeper should endeavour to eliminate
the former from his flocks as far as possible.

There is not the least doubt that the

Irap-nest is a boon to poultry- keepers,

and my only regret is that this " dete;-

tive of the roost" is not more widely

used. It never fails to detect the

drones, for, as each hen enters to lay,

the drop-board automatically falls and
the bird cannot obtain freedom until

the owner calls and releases her, after-

wards resetting the nest. The owner

is thus able to discover which birds are

eating away the profits of the other

members of the flock, and all the

1 rouble necessitated by trap-nesting is

well repaid.

Trap-Nesting.—U is siu-prising the

number of hancn hens one meets with,

and yet such birds go scot-free unless

the trap-nest is entrusted with the

duties of finding them out. Trap-nesting,

it is argued by the unprogressive

poultry-keeper, is too troublesome

;

but surely nothing is too laborious

if it, is the means of our gaining

the goal aimed at. .A.s I have pre-

viously stated, it is more profit-

tock a laving house with workeisable to

than drones. "

ADVICE ON^, POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, tree

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden. 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.
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War-time
CHICKS are
valuable

The rearing of young Chicks into
strong, healthy stock suitable for

increasing thu supply of eggs and
table poultry in Great Britain, is

of the greatest im-
portance at the
present period, and
can be under-
taken by owners of

suburban gardens,

_ ^^i^-j^i.^ small holdings and
pasttife land with moderate outlay.

A vital question is that of FOOD for the young
chicks bnt no difficulty need be experienced
if Spratt's " Middle Course " be adopted, viz.:

—

SPRATT'S
Chicken Meal "CHIKKO"

* as the the dry feed for
early mornJn* soft the afternoon and

feed. evening feed. '

FRHH.—We Will j,'l,idly -end GRATIS anrl POST 1 RHE
our I lite rest inj::: Ijook " Chrken onri Poullry Culture

"

(piiMishcd at 6<1,|. also brochure "The Middle Courr."
i.oiitaininK ' Xpert advire ami manv v.ihinhle hints,

Spratl's Pate-it Lid . 24-?5, Fenchurch St., Lcndoo F.C.

.S' iiH

Are you going to make this

a Record Rearing Seasonj
YOU CAN

if you decide NOW to use

UVECO
POULTRY FOOD

'Iliis is ihe food wliich makes succe-s ceriain. I'si-

Lilher a-^ a softnr dry feei!—it means the miuimitni
of trouble and cost and the maximum of results

Ask your de:iler : if lie does not i^iock. write foi ,i

FREE SAMPLE
"ivinti yonr own nnd his name and address to

UVECO CER RALS Ltd..30Bnms-
\vicl< Slret-t. Liverpool.

Plea-L- always order Uveco
poll try F'lod ; otherwise yon
may (iet Uveco Cook d Kood
fur animals, and not tha: made/
specially for Pimltry. (

S>,ldin7. 14,28 56.and 1121b. baiis, ^

all branded Uveco Pou try Food."

PRACTICAL POULTRY
POINTERS

FEEDING

Powdered charcoal sprinkled ocrasioaally in the

Soft fiiod will keep the birds healthy. It is a

good blood purifier.

* * *

Grit and shell perform quite distinct functions.

The former aids digestion, while the latter

helps shell formation.
* * *

Variety in feeding will give the best results, but

one must not be constantly changing the menu.

Extremes are harmful.
* . * *

Sunflower seeds are rich in fats or oil, and the

Tiu'diuni-sized flowers should be cultivated

<ui .ill \acant spots.

EGGS

Eggs stored for incubation should be turned daily,

and should for preference be placed on their

sides,

* * *

Water represents over 70 per cent, of the con-

leiits of an egg. Moral : Give clean water

to drink !

* * *

Collect eggs regularly. Especially is this necessary

in cold, frost\ weather, when the shells are

liable to burst.
« * *

Grading of eggs is often done by means of a

simple board with holes therein of different

sizes.

* * *

Length of eggs is often the deciding factor in

the method of grading. Strips of wood
are nailed On a board, the spaces between

being of various measurements.

HODSING

Internal littings of po\iltry-houscs should be re-

movable and not fixed, to allow of proper

(leaning.
* + *

Draughts are harmful, although fresh air is a de-

sideratum,
* * *

Inlet ventilators should be low and outlet ones

as high as possible, since foul air rises.

« « *

Perches should be 2 inches or 2 J inches wide, and

the top corners where the birds' toes go should

be slightly rounded ofi.

COOK'S
OF

ORPINGTON.
Practical Expert Advice

on the

Feeding of Poultry.
WILLIAM H. COOK, LTD., have for many months

given the above their serious attention, due partly
to the fact that many thousands of their customers
are asking " How to feed, and what to purchase ?

"

—

especially as their ditliculties in obt^iining supplies
locally are ever increasing. They have now placed on
the market TWO of the best and cheapest MEALS
ever offered to POULTRY-KEEPERS.
1*^" Jfote the low, inclusive prices, compare the
^^^ quality, then watch the excellent results
obtained.

These two foods have been blended, tried and proved
unequalled by THE LAKCIEST BREKDKKS AND
LEADING POULTRY EXPKKTS JX ENGLAND.

If you w/ant Eggs and Healthy Fowls, feed on
these foods, which have been thoroughly tested
and proved absolutely reliable.
They will make Poultry-keeping a pleasure, and,

being the cheapest on the market, will lielp you to save
money.

No. 1.—" BEATALL " MEAL.
A special Laying Food, containing most highly

nutritious ingredients for promoting heavy laying,
vigour and hejilth. Two parts of this should be mixed
with one or two parts of Ground Oats or Jliddlinga.

No. 2.~" COIVIPLETE LAYING MEAL,"
A well-balanced food, which can be given without

tlie addition of any other Meals, as it is a perfect
mixture in itself.

Price (for No. 1 and No. 2), 20/- per cwt. ; 11/-
per \ cwt. ; 6/- per ', cwt.

Carriage paid in England and VN'ales.

N.B.—Please write to ORPINGTON where all

correspondence is now conducted.
'Phone : Cray 30. Visitors always welcome.

WILLIAM H.COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, KENT.
l',,,iiii!li t'.u-]ii —Le 'i'oui;rET. France.

Mrs WALTER SCHWABE, ^^^a
""""

R irde Island Reds
White Leghorns -

Silver Campines -

Catalomie on .\pplication. Speciality—

FIRST CBOSS FAVEROLLES-ORPINQTONS
EQQS 4/6 dozen, 34/- hundod.

WOOD.
EGGS AND

DAY-OLD
CHICKS.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,
j

30 breeds, free. Special offer: Sbi selected Laying Pullets and '

Cock, 35/-.—Varney, Stratford, Essex.

SMITHS' FAMOUS POULTRY FOODS.—
Everything for Poultry. Lists free.—SMITHS, Specialists,

Audlem, Cliesliire. Establislied 1800.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers oi tliis work will find that tliere is very little In the
art of poultry-keeping lor which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of " CocNTKY Life " Ltd.. 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT.

DISINFECTANT FLUID
' A irorfi!/ nnd formidable weapon /or hnUlina agaivst the badUus."

—Sir J. Crichton-Browne. F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty pans of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again.''

Against "The Gapes."— " Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which 1 have found capable of pene-
trating tlie chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ° * «

'

IZAL POWDER,'^ ""-^
6/6 per fi.il

Sent carriage p.Tid on receipt of remittance

Ask for Free Copy of "Healthy Poultry.'

6/6 per 501b. ket^.

Newton,Ghatnbers&GQ., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD.
32nd Year KNOWN ALL OVER THE WORLD WHERE PLANTS, BULBS AND TREES CAN BE SENT.

THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS FOR QUALITY, PACKING, FRESH-
NESS, AND SAFE ARRIVAL, GAINED ONLY BY SHEER MERIT AND SUPERLATIVE VALUE.

63rd Season
'I ne following are VERY SPECIAL VALUE, and offered at REDUCED PRICES, to encourage early planting, thus preventing any failures,
as the plante get established before summer, and never fail to do well. ALL PACKED FREE, BOXES FREE, AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

12 SUPFRB TEA AND HYBRID TEA
EVER BLOOMING ROSES.

Twelve magnificent varieties for garden or greenhouse,
nearly all Gold Medal winners •. flower continuously the whole
season. The Roses are of great substivnce, with remarkably
long, handsome buds and sliell-petfiUed flowers of most-
exquisite soft shades and distinct tea-like fragrance. 3 for 3/- :

« for 5/- ; 12 for 8,6.

Very Sp<-cial Offer of Giant-Flowering
HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.

My Selection, drawn from very best varieties where
I have a surplus.

Will transplant splendidly now, e\ ery tree having a mass
of fibrous roots, and e^ ery one flowered all last season. A
magniflcent range of colour, from pure white to rich crimson.
These will make any garden a blaze of colour. 6, all diJferent,
for 3/- ; 12 for 5/6 ; 25 for 10/- ; 50 for 18/6. Packed free
and carriage paid. This is a bargain price so long as stock
lasts, as many of tliese Roses are worth from 1/- to 2 - each.

EXTKA CHOICK CLIMBING ROSE .—
All splendid varieties, strong, vigorous trees, all different and
correctly named. 6 for 4/6 ; 12 for 7/6. Real bargain. Large
stock. These will give something more than mere satisfaction.

DAINTY B >BYhO^ESOK IHENE>* TOM
THUM ".—Have a bed of these for a change ; you will have
8uch a mass of blossom you never had before. Superb as a
bedding rose ; can also be used for Edging or Pots. Now
offered by me infourlo\ely colours— rich crimson, snow-white,
geranium-red, and Dorothy Perkins pink. All the same price,
1/3 each ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 for 5/6 ; 12 for 7/6. May be had aU
one colour or mLxed as desired.

CLIMBING •«0>E"—A wonderful offer. Half-price
Having a grand stock of Climbing and Rambling Roses, all

grand trees, in splendid condition, no need for bare walls,
ugly places, arches, and trellises not co\ ered, etc. Plant these
freely, they will flower in the wildest profusion anywdiere and
everywhere. 6 for 1/- ; 12 for 5/-. No more at the bargain
price when these are cleared.

THK VKMV LATEST CARNATIONS.—
American Giant Tree Carnations, lovely colours, very free
flowering. Grand for cold or warm greenhouse or even window.
3 for 2/- ; 6 for 3/6 ; 12 for 6/6. Strong, well-rooted plants.
Soon flower.

The Keal. OLD-FASHIONED LAVENDER
<flowers and foliage deliciously scentedV—Everybody likes
Lavender

; grows anywhere. Strong plants : 4 for 1/6.
No garden complete without this old fa\ourite.

NOW VERY BEST TIME TO PLANT PEONIES.
GIANT FLOWERING JAPANESE AND

CHlNEfcE P/T NIK: .—Truly glorious, beyond description.
The most magniflcent of all Hardy Plants. The fragrance of
these new Pjeonies creeps into the senses, soothes, delights,
refreshes. Its charm lingers in the memory long after tlie per-
fume itself has stolen away. Double Herbaceous Pseonies are
the most magnificent of all hardy herbaceous plants ; they are
immense in size, gorgeous in colour, yet withal of exquisite
delicacy, and of indescribable beauty. Much that has been
said of the Rose by poets of all ages might with equal truth
be addressed to ttiese truly noble flowers. A place should
be found for Pseonies in every garden.
VERY SPECIAL PRICE.—All colours, mixed, strong

roots, full of buds 3 for 2/6 ; 6 tor 4/6 ; 12 for 8/6 ; 25 for
15/- ; 100 for 55/-.

PiToNY QUEEN VICTORIA -Magnificent pure
whit«, delicately scented and beyond all question the finest pure
White Pseony in existence. No description can do justice to
tliis glorious Pieony ; it must be seen. Extra strong roots, 2/-
each ; 3 for 5/- ; 6 for 9/6 ; 12 for 17/6 (worth 7,0 each).
Special photographic re]iroduction, lull p'ate size, of this
P^eony, free with all orders.

TWO LOVELY BUSH CLEMATIS.
CLEMATIS ERECTA ALBA. Grows in lovely

bush form, about 3ft. high; very fragrant and hardy, yielding
huge clusters of wlute blossom, with a delicious perfume. For
large borders, and planted along side walks they are simply
delightful. 2 for 2/6 ; 4 for 4/-.

CLEMATIS DA VIDIANA.-This is a lovely species
of Clematis, growing in bush form 3ft. or 4ft. high and yielding
tlirough the summer great panicles of lovely blue flowers.

HVBRIDDELPHINIUMS.-Canofferpl.antstrom
my superb collection. Single and Double Exhittition varieties,
towering spikes of the most exquisite blue shades imaginable.
All who see these new hybrids are amazed at the richness and
intensity of colour. Without seeing them no one can form
the slightest conception of their sidendour. Perfectly hardy,
and thrive anywhere 6 for 1/6; 12, 2/9. E.xtra large,
6 for 2/- ; 12 for 3/6.

WINTER HI^LIOTROPE(Tussilagofragrans)
Perfectly hardy, blooms in the open, mid-winter. One spray
will scent out a large room Anyone can grow this in sunless
town garden, or even backyard. 6,1/3; 12,2/-; 24,3/-.

AtBRIETIA GF/TCA.-A gem for the rockery or
edging, dwarf, compact tufts, covered with lovely blue flowers
for months. 6 for 1/3 : 12 for 2/3.

RARE NEW FRUiT, SHOULD BE
IN EVERY GARDEN.

RATHB1 N BIACKBERRY (new American
Gian') —Thisfruit is very lart^e and handsome, intense black,
with a very high polish, and without any hard core, juice highly
flavoured ; of so superior a quality that it is in a class hy itself.

Those accustomed to the old varieties would scarcely recognise
it for a Blackberry. 3, 2/6 ; C, 4/- ; 12, 7/6.

BLACK CURRANTS, BOSHtiOP GIANT
( " ew) .—This is the finest and largest Black Currant in cultiva-

tion. The fruit is of great size, splendid quality and flavour,

and the plant is a most abundant bearer. E^ en young plants
are literally covered with huge bunches of fruit .ilmost as large

as Grapes. 4/- per doz. Smaller trees, 3/- doz,

RASPBERRY SUPERCATIVf.-it pained a
First-class Certificate at the Crystal Valace Show,and First-Class
Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Society. Tids Raspberry
is growing more in favour e\ ery year, and it seems to stand
drought better than any other. The fruit is very Lirge, and
an abundant bearer, and good for dessert. 2/6 net doz. 25
for 4/- ; GO for 6/- 100 for 11/-.

BRLGMANSIA HNIGHTIf.—Produces the
Sweetest and Most Delicious Fragrance of any Flower on
Earth. Called also Angels' Trumpets and Wedding Bells. One
of the grandest hard-wooded plants 1 know of, and easy to grow.
It grows se\eral feet high, and is (juite bushy. The foliage is

large and tropical, and its bloom—how shall 1 describe what
words cannot picture ? Imagine a little bush 3ft. high, and
with 20 or 30 pendulous blooms open at once ; great creamy
white blooms, llin., 12in. or 13in. long and Sin. wide, of a
texture resembling thick fluted satin. Imagine these creamy
trumpets pouring fragrance forth till the air is heavy with
sweetness. Imagine all this, then remember the blossoms last

for days in perfection, and that new buds are constantly
coming on. It is quite as easy to grow as a Geranium or

Fuchsia, and requires the same treatment. A good plant in the
garden during the summer is the t;ilk of the neighbourhood.
Stock limited. Strong plants, one or two years old, 5/-. 7/6,
10/6 each. Strong plants, 2/6 and 3/6 each,

« ANTERBURY BEI L^.—The new Pink Beauty. A
delightful new shade of rose. All have been charmed who have
grown this lo\ely Canterbury Bell. 6 for 1/3 ; 12 for 2/3 ;

25 for 4/-.

I-ORGET ME-NOT (The Jewel).—The colour is a
remarkable sky-blue, which sliines out in a most conspicuous
manner when side by side with other Forget-me-nots, and
constitutes the distinct feature of this plant 1/6 per dozen.

ALL ABOVE WILL PLANT OUT PERFECTLY NOW. ALL PACKED BY AN EXPERT, AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD.
n u«^T¥oiws.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS

I

SPfcCUL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK. AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 a 68, CHEAPSIOE, E.G.
OATALOOVBS OS APPLICATION.

*^Che BEST and Chcttpcsh
r«iron ("cirrUjf ' h"

TCIAI. POTS of all «•<

mcHARo SANKey^*sof*,Lr»
Bolwell Po^^crics. MOTTIMOMAM.

NOW READY.

Vegetable Growing in War Time.

By HERBERT COWLEY.
Editor of " THE GARDEN."

Sixpence nett, by post Eightpence.

Orders for thia booklet sliould be sent to tlie Manager,
" OnuNTRY Life " Offices, 20, Tavistock Street, London, W.C.

Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USING

RITO
(THE HUMOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL BACTERIA)

Extracts from letters received from pleased users :

*

CELERY
" Atjain proved a great success."

CUCUMBERS
' lias liacl a wonderful effect

"

PEAS, CARROTS, AND ONIONS—
' Improsement compart-il with the other row is also marked,

"

Equally good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES:—3 bushel bag, 17/6; 2 busliel bag. 12/6; 1 bushel bag, T/6
Carriage paid. Cartons 1 /- each. Ask for Booklet " Rito Results " from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, G^e'-nwich

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.
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LETHORION ::

FumigatorVAPOUR
CONE

Introduced 1885.

The marvellous effect of this

simple and cheap method of

Fumigatmg Greenhouses is

fully borne out by the
enormous increase of sales

year by year.

Only a match required
for starting the Cone. Full

directions for use on each
Cone.

Thousands of testimonials

received from all parts.

Prices.—No. 1,500 to 1,000 cubic ft., 6d.; No. 2, 1,500 cubic
ft., 8d. ; No. 3, for 2,000 to 2.500 cubic ft. 1/-.

Registered Tr,iae .M.i

44 f THE NEW
AND MOST
SUCCESSFULTENAX

Grafting Wax
It is a much required "HOME-MADE" article to

meet the requirements of all Nurserymen and
Gardeners.

It is rapidly taking the place of all Foreign and other
preparations for all Grafting and Budding Purposes.

In Tins, eacli, 6d.,1/-, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-. Also in bulk at
reduced rat«s.

To be obtained tlirougli tlie Nursery and Seed Trade generally.

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
Bonded Chemical Works, Shad Thames,

LONDON, S.E.

^lERKJljJimmK.^

'G" (New Koscs) for
28/e

nui superb collection of 18 Best New Roses in ilwarf

I

^Dt6 for 39 6 ; with Acme Labels. 31/9* Carriage and yack>
Every Rose a choice novtUy.
Irish Plpeflame (H.T.>

J. F. Barry (P.)

Lady Plymouth (T )

Madame E. Herplot (D^Of

Hps. C. B. Pearson (H.T.)

Hfb. F. W.YanderblltfH.T.)
Mps.George Norwood(H.T.)
Mrs. J. C. Hall (H.T.)

Lag free for cash with order.

I

JkMast Hartmann (H.T.)

BpUllant (H.T.I

I Coponatton (H.P.)

Cplmson Chatenay (H.T.)

Florence Forrester (H.T.)

Hadley (H T.)

I

Henrietta m T.)

H. V. MaohlntH.T.)
lona Herdman (H.T.)

Qaeen Mary (H.T.)

Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A grand stock of

I

Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants In great
variety. Send for Catalogue No. 12. full of iKteresling Informa-

tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
(Dept. 3). Garden Speclrtllsts. Soathwell, Notts.

Of Surpassin:^ Beauty

^ts there i^?
,
and makes the Garden ,l''^\t.
gay all the year round -~;Hit,J/-

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.,t: Is., and iii BRANDED* 8EALKD
BAGS : 7 lbs., 2s. 6d.. 14 lbs.,4s.6d. :;• Ihs. Ts.Sd., 55 lbs., 129. 6d. . 112 lbs 20» Ol
directfromtheWorks.Carrlaee paid In the United Kintrdnni for Cash «ith Order fexcepted TINS)

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON.E.

Established nearly Fifty Years.

WILLIAM COOK&SONS
ORIGINATORS

OF THE

ORPINGTON FOWLS and DUCKS
re now lielping all Smallholders and Poultry Keepers to

increase

THE HOME PRODUCTION OF FOOD
by supplying them with

RELIABLE EGGS FOR HATCHING
from the hardiest, healthiest stock in this country which have
proved to be e.xcellent iayers right through the severe weatlier

experienced during December and January. They have bteti

despatching thousands of Eggs weekly, which have produfed
large numbers of sturdy chickens, the pullets of which will

make layers of at least 200 eggs in each year, while the
Cockerels will be killed for food at an early age.
Booked orders ha\ ing been executed, they can now despatch

the following eggs at once :

—

WHITE ORPINQTONS
SPECKLED SUSSEX
WHITE LEQHORNS
BLACK LEQHORNS and
HOUDANS

And are booking orders for
supplying in rotation for

:

BUFF ORPINQTONS
RHODE ISLAND REDS
SALMON FAVEROLLES

and
WHITE WYANDOTTES

From pure stock of
guaranteed 200 to 289
Eggs each in the year

6d. each.
From selected pens of
birds of these wonderful
laying strains

8d. each.
The stock from these will

lay just as well as from
the cheaper pens, but be
worth more from the sales
point of view as the birds
will be more perfect in

colour.

FIRST CROSS.—Faverolle-Sussex, 6d. each.—This
is the finest cross for the productitm of heavy table birds in a
short time, while the pullets make excellent layers.

All eggs are despatched on the day they are L^id, and not
less than twelve eggs supplied, and no reduction for large
numbers.

Profitable Poultry Keeping is only possible when Eggs are
forthcoming, and many who have been keeping fowls with the
definite purpose of producing eggs have had reason to be
dissatisfied w ith the returns during the past few months, and
now that all food prices are up, it is a serious matter when the
fowls give no returns. Mongrels and poorly bred stock can be
made profitable, and the returns from pedigree stock greatly
increased, provided that the food which will develop their
eggs is given, and the mi^tiike made by the majority of food
manufacturers is to provide sti^rchy diet which fattens the
fowls and prevents egg production. It is as the result of their
knowledge possessed as to food values which

WILLIAM COOK & SONS
liave prepared their

IDEAL MEAL
and they use nothing but this and oats to feed their many
thousands of birds daily This is the meal which is diflferent

to all others on the market, as it is non-starchy and non-
fattening, and produces eggs in abundance and promotes rosy
healthiness in the fowls fed on it. It is now made in two
forms :

—

(1) THE ORIGINAL IDEAL
used in the proportion of one part to several of

middlings ; and

(2) THe COMPLETE IDEAL
which requires no addition of meals, and ia being
successfuUy used as a Dry Mash.

The price of the Ideal Meal in both forms is : Per cwt., 21/-
;

per half-cwt., 11/- ; per quarter-cwt., 6/- ; carriage paid in

England and Wales ; and 1/- per cwt. less than these prices

for Scotland, Ireland, and the Channel Isles, carriage forward.
For a few fowls a 6/- bag, or for twenty or more one at 11/-

will prove the value of tliis food.
Everyone who has fowls which are not laying should—in

their own interests—try a bag of Ideal Meal without delay,

then they will be able to see that they have not before bought
THE RIGHT FOOD, although they liave paid a good price

for it.

Special Notice.—Those who wish to purchase their eggs
for hatching from the

ORIGINATORS
of the Orpingtons and so secure the original and tested layers

which are quoted all over the world as Cook's strains ; also

the Ideal Meal, must address their letters to their ONE
ADDRESS IN ENGLAND:—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS,
ST. MARY CRAY, KENT.

Telephone : 7 Cray.

For three penny stamps they will send a set of papers
dealing with the whole question of (1) Incubation; (2)
Rearing ; (3) Feeding ; and (4) General Management.
Pro\lded that readers will be good enough to menUoc
•• The Garden."
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FOR REALLY GOOD

VEGETABLE SEEDS
AT MODERATE PRICES, SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED, 99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
NO ONE WILL SERVE YOU BETTER.

A FEW PRICES FOR THE CHOICEST STOCKS FOR 1917.

PEAS (Alt. Selected Stocks).
QRADUS (3ft.). the best early marrow pea
LITTLE MARVEL (Dwarf), extra large pods
MAY QUEEN i^ift.), grand flrstearlv Marrowfat
DKVABF DEFIANCE (i;4ft.),ttne8tdwarfmaincrop
CLIPPER (."»ft.), grand new maincrop, strongly recommended ...

UNIQ-.E (;;ift.), stood flavour and very proline
DUKE OF ALBANY (5ft.), grand forgeneral use <S exhibition
AU t OCRAT (4ft.), one of trie best iat*" peas in cultivation ...

PRINCE OF WVALfeS (Sift.), the general favourite

BEANS.
IMPROVED LONQPOD, best liroad heap for general use ...

CANAL.IAN WONDt R. Dwarf Frencli, very prolitic
CHAMPION SwARi^ET RUNNER, selected stock

BEET.
CHELTENHAM QREEN LEAVED, the best for flavour...
PRAQNELL'S EXHIBITION large well-sliaped roots ...

EAnLY MuDEL Q- OBE, the finest round variety
All other leading varieties same price.

BORECOLE, or KALE.
DWARF QREEN CURLED SCOTCH, the best dwarf ...COTTAGERS' KALE, one of the liardiest
ASPARAGUS, delicious flavour

BROCCOLI.
VEITCH'S SELF-PROTECTINQ AUTUMN
SNOW S Wl.\TErl WHITE
SPRING WHITE, very hartiv ; specially selected
LATE s^UEEN tlie best late Broccoli

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
THE WROXTON, the very best

CABBAGE.
ELLAM'S EARLY DWARF SPRING
FIRST AND BEST, for Autumn sowing
BEST OF ALL (SAVOY), early, and strongly recommended

CARROT (Cleaned Seed).
EARLY GEM, for forcing
EARLY NANTES, best for early crop outdoors
JAIVIES' SCARLET beat selected
SCARLET INTERMEDIATE (.St. Valerv), best exhibition

CAULIFLOWER.
DEAN'S EARLY SNOWBALL, best selected strain... per pkt. 6d
ALL THE YEAR ROUND, very distinct, large heads „ GdEARLY LONDON, best for general use per oz Is. 6aWALChEREN, tine, large close white heads le. 6d
VEITCH'S AUTUMN GIANT, best for Autumn ... „ Is. 6d

Pee pint.
lid.
lid.
Is.
Is.

lid.
lOd.
lid.
lid.
9d.

9d.
9d.

lid.

Per oz.
lOd.
9d.
8d.

4d.
4d.
4d.

Is.
Is. 9d.
Is. 6d.
Is. 3d.

6d.

8d.
8d.
8d.

8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

CELERY.
STANDARD BEARER, the finest flavoured red
BIBBY'S DEFIANCE, the best white
WHITE GEM, finest dwarf white

LEEK.
THE LYON, best and largest
MUoSELBURGH, excellent for general use

LETTUCE.
ALL YEAR ROUND, excellent and reliable

CONTINUiTY, very crisp and tender
ICEBERG, one of the best for spring or summer
UNIQUE, pretty frilleil foliage, very tender
WONDERFUL, keeps tender a long time
GIANT PARIS WHITE (Cos), best for summer use
BALLOON (Cos), largest of all

ONION.
EXCEL'ilOR (True) (packets, about 1,000 seeds, 6d.)
AILSA CRAIG (packets, about l.nOO seeds, 6d.)
BEDFORDSHIRE uHAMPION, fine oval shaped, good size

WHITE SPA ISH, or READING
GIANT ZlTTAU

PARSNIP.
HOLLOW CROWN, Specially Selected
STUDENT, good size and shape

RADISH.
FRENCH BREAKFAST, best oval shaped, early

WOOO'S EARLY FRAVIE, best long-rooted
ICICLE, lony white, excellent flavour
MtXEO TURNIP, best for summer use
SPARKLER, uniiiue 8c.^^let and white

SHALLOTS.
BEST SELECTED ROOTS per lb

SPINACH.
VICTORIA. LONG-STANDING SUMMER
PRICKLY-SEEDED, or WINTER

TOMATOES.
HOLMES' IDEAL, specially recommended
HOLIVES' SUPREME, heavy cropper ...

UP TO uATE, good and popular variety
EARLY DAWN, very early, good outdoors or in

TURNIP.
MODEL WHITE STONE
RED t3LOBE
GOLDEN BALL

per pkt. (200 seeds)
(200 seeds)
(200 seeds)
(200 seeds)

Pee pkt.
3d.
3d.
3d.

Pee oz.
Is 2d.

6d.
6d.
6d.
8d.
8d.
6d.
6d.

28.
28.
Is.
Is.
Is.

3d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.
3d.

9d.

2d.
2d.

3d.
3d.
3d.
4d.

3d.
3d.
3d.

THE 5/- COLLECTION OF VEGETABLE SEEDS'
SUFFICIENT FOR AN AVERAGE VILLA GARDEN, CONTAINS:

BEANS, BROAD ...

BEANS, KIDNEY ...

PEAS, Early (Uradus)
PEAS, Maincrop
BEET, Pragnell's
Kale dwarf curled ...

A pint
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants iu great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDllONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation We cordially invite you to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, LimTED,
The Nurseries. Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERERS' "PRODUCTIVE" SEEDS.—
The best varieties and a lectert strains at reasonable prices;
special plantiuR table and descriptive catalogue free.

—

John
Watkrer, Sons & Crisp. Ltd.. seed Wareliouses, Bagshot,

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
' VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty-—Full particulars from
W. Carson * Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-
out the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application.

—

George Bunyard & Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medela has been proved by hundreds of practical gardeners a
certain cure for this trouble. To be applied in March and
April ; 2/- per quart, 5/6 per gallon, in cans.

—

Geo. Bunyard
and Co., Ltd.,'R^yal Nvirseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
now being booked for these plants for delivery in March.
List with full directions and prices, on application.—GEO.
Bunyard & Co., Ltd., Royai Nurseries, Maidstone.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

BELLADONNA AND FOXGLOVE SEEDS,
9d. and 3d. packet.—Mrs. Burney, The Weir, Hereford.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. .\.ndebsos CrE.iHiM. 3 net, by
post 3 10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see
that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
' CouXTRY Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.

NOW EEADY.
VEGETABLE GROWING IN WAR TIME,
By Herbert Cowley. Editor of " The Garden." Sixpence
net, by post Eightpence.—Orders for this booklet should be
sent to the Manager, "COCNTRy Life" Offices, 20, Tavistock
Street. London, W.C.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
Urge and select stock always on view, niustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers & Son,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts Station : Harlow, G.E.R.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—Wakelet Bros. & Co., Ltd., 7.5a, Bankside, London.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and testeil pri.wth, at moderate
prices. Catalogue free.

BARR'S HARDY PERENNIALS, Alpines,
Rock Plants. Aquatics, Climbers, Wall Shrubs, etc., for Spring
Planting. Catalogue. free.

BARR'S LILIES, GLADIOLI, CANNAS,
Montbretias, Tigridias, Ranunculus, etc., for spring Planting.
Catalogue free.

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials 'and plants
supplied. Work personally superinteaded. Estimates given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (Four Gold
Medals R.H.S., 4J0 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing equals a bed of Douglas clove-scented
stiff-necked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. Douglas
(The Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatfiries, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratia.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
l-lnch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; any length and width to

order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton. 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2d. As suppUed to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited; order early.—W. Oliver ALLEN, Garden Net Works,
Portldeven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

WALLACE'S NEW PRIMULA HELODOXA,
A.M., R.H.S., 1916. Other New Chinese Primulas, etc. BER-
BERIS NEW CHINESE SPECIES. LILIES, GLADIOLI,
BEGONIAS, are a few of the items offered and described
in our SPRING CATALOGUE, post free on application.—
R. Wallace & Co. Ltd., KilnBeld Gardens, Colchester, Esses

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, from collection
of 1.000 vars., sold very cheap. Choice Alpines exchanged.
Send for catalogue —Rev. Anderson, "Glenn Hall,'*

Leicester.

MESSRS. FIDLER & SONS beg to announce,
with sincere regret, that they will not be able to accept, at
the present time, any more orders for Seeds or Seed Potatoes.
Since the break-up of the frosty weather, they have been
inundated to such an astounding extent with orders, that,
severely handicapped as they are in respect to labour, there is

considerable difficulty in dealing with the accumulation. As
soon as arrears have been met to the necessary extent, they
hope to again commeDce accepting orders, wl.en the fact will

be announced in the Press.

—

Fidler & Sous, Royal Berkshire
Seed Stores, Reading.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

CULTIVATE THE FOLLOWING BERRIES,
they will repay your trouble and expense. The Newberry,
one of the finest Logan crosses, no core and raspberry flavour,
1/- each, 10/6 doz.; Loganherrv. lOd. each, 9/- doz. ; Wilson
Junior, a very fine Blackberry. lOd. eacI.,9/-doz. Don'tdetay,
they fire worth growing.

—

Whitelegg & Co., Chislehurst.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT AT
REDUCED PRICES.

Kelway's Perfectly Glorious Peonies.
Keiwav's Beautiful Blue Delphiniums.
Kelway's Brilliantly-coloured Phloxes.
Kelway's Colour Borders. ever in bloom.
Kelway's new and choice hardy perennial plants of all kinds

NOW is the time to ORDER for Spring Planting

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.

Kelway's many coloured Pyretlirilms.

Kelway's Gay Gaillardias.

NOW is the time to SEND for particulars to

Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport, Somerset.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes, is now ready and will be sent post free on
application.—(Dept. E), R H. BATH, LTD., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—
New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard
\'arieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.

—

(Dept. E), R. H". Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE & CO.,Royal Seedsmen, Edinburgh,
will send a copy of their 1917 Catalogue and Guide to

Gardening, 160 pages, nearly 150 illustrations, free, if this

paper is mentioned.

LAXTON'S SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to

offer—may still be safely planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation

on receipt of stamped envelope.—Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

"llOCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in

What Soils to Plant Them," with Catalogue, free on applies

tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 ; 25. 6/6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/

All different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.)

—

G. R. Phipps, Alpine Nursery Barnham, Bognor.

OXYDOIN FOR CHILBLAINS.—Instant Re-
lief. Rapid Cure. Chaps, cuts, burns, sores, stings, rheumatic

joints, sciatica, and neuritis, 1/3 and 1/9. Approval Lancets—

New Oxtdol Products. Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in.. 20 Sin.,

30 3iln., 25 2Jln., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illastrated

list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and

rhubarb pots, free.—THOS. Jeavons. Potteries. Brterley Hill.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit

Trees, Shrubs. Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-

logues on application.

—

Jones, ChurchBeld, Cradley, Malvern.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates. Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and

Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BOCLTON & PAUL.

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, will

have pleasiu-e in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue oJ

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., etc., free, if this paper is men-

tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequaUed Del-

phiniums in superb variety.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

clieap. List sent.— Marion Giedstanes, Fafdross, Clogher.

Tyrone.
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MRS. GARDNER, F.R.H.S., PRIORY HOUSE, STROUD
Offered on page vi. last week a grand lot of Rose Trees, Lovely Fragrant Paeonies,
Hardy Perennial Plants, Rare Fruit Trees, etc. Look this up and order at once,

you cannot plant too early, all do well now.

MAGNIFICENT LILIES.
The brush cannot paint, or the pen portray the exquisite purity and delicacy, yet magnificent grandeur of the stately Lily. It is the

ne plus ultra of floial beauty, and I urge my friends to each year add a few Lilies to their collection. No other flower will so adorn
our homes when in bloom, and they constantly improve after planting. As a rule. Lilies are of the ea'^iest cultivation, especially the
beautiful Longiflorum, succeeding equally well in the garden or greenhouse, sun or shade ; the eye drinks in its lovely tints with delight.

To say that it is frosted, glistening white, deliciously fragrant, is to convey but a slight idea of its perfect loveliness. They are inagnificent
planted singly or in groups among Perennial and Herbaceous plants, among=t Shrubs and Hose trees they are always at home, and have a
charming effect. Whole beds planted out on the lawn or in any odd nooks or corners is a sight not readily forgotten. Imagine these huge
snowy trumpets, 10 to 12 inches long, pouring fragrance forth till the air is heavy with sweetness. A good bed of these Lilies often

perfumes and is the talk of the whole neighbourhood. Most glorious as cut flowers for all classes of decorations. Never out of place.

THE ABOVE ARE THE TRUE LOVELY HARDY LONGIFLORUM GIGANTEUM.
lis' Hundreds of Testimonials from Delighted Customers who have grown this Lily.

PHcg: 6,
2

'6; 12, 4'6. Extra Selected: 6, 3/-; 12, 5 6; 25, 10'- Now best time to plant. VERY SCARCE THiS SEASON.

Ss^^^iSl^^ »1?o';;S^~iii' ^S^^e; ^itl;*' ^•'i*;

I SWEET PEA
PLANTS.

Autumn Sown. Cold Gt'own.

I PLANT IN THE OPEN NOW.
^ All sh ukl send for our Ne«- Li'^t, it cnnlain-^ 9n varieties.
tpi ircluJiii(;i2il Novelties. The foUuwius a.eu lew selecacins
ffis frum it. doz. 100m Pmh- Hercules 8d «;6
^i;i Cream—Dobbi.;'s Cream 8d 4/

j

^ Cream Pink- Margai-ct Atlee 84 4/8m hose— Ro^abelle 8 1 4 '3
|::jj Samoii-E rl .spencer 9d 5-
^£ Crimson— Kinft tdward Spenctr 71 4-
"gK Scarlet-Scnrlei Emperor gd 5'.
Ui\ Orange— Rnhert S>ilenliam .. lo I S'6
Si Orange Scarltt-Thcmas Stephenson 8d 4'SM Oran=.e Pink— Hdrom Beamy 7d 4/-
fcjl Purple -Koi al Purple » /. 7/.
gH Maroon— King Manoel 8d 4'8
HBj Mauve—Hcrtrand Deal Impd .. Bd 4/6
fm Blue>Light. Mura Aora -pencer 6d 3 6
?ij B ue Dark>-Lord .Nelson Spencer 8d 4 6
V^, Lave -d r— Lavender Geu. Herbert 8d 4 6M Carmine— lolin Ingman 6i 3'6
P Picotee Eaged-tvtlvn Hemus 6d 3/3

*J
Biculor— Mr-s. Cuthbertsoi Si 4/8m < eriss-Li ian 8 i 4'6

^ L, lac—Prince George 7d 4/.

P White-KinR White 9d 5/-

^ Mixed SptiHcers—Waved ed 3/6

f*"

" Collections " 6 plnnts o»ch 12 varie'ies, our selection
3/3: 12 ditto. 5/9;25ditto, 10/6; 50 .Hit.. 18/3.

r^
'"ipo tant.—We cannot too stron^'lv emi>ha&ize the f.'ct

^g| that these plants are Autumn and Winter Sovrn and
wji Col ^ Grown. There is a v^st difference between sucli
im plants and those raised in th^ spring in heat.

I TOMATOES.
Seedlings Transplntd.

S?ed. (readv fnr (read^for"
transplanting), potting).

\'arietie?.

Cralg^ fomet. 1All
Flllb^sket. Supreme,
K ndine. Sunrise f

Baloh'a Gem Beatall t

Bidw's Recruit .. .. >

Bucks* Tresco . . . I

6(1
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RYDERS SEED
Catalogue FREE

Send postcard for Ryders 1917

Catalogue, over 100 illustrations,

and much useful information.

All Seed Orders are dis-

patched by Return Post.

All Orders over 2 6
sent carriage paid.

SUGAR BEET
riif best variety for growui;;

this country. Full instruc-

tions for sowing and
growing on each packet peroz.

No .^gents. Only Address :

RYDER & SON, Ltd.,

Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS.
BEWARE OI- IMITATORS.

Barrs seeds
Fof Flower li Kitchen Garden
OF Finest StLECTto Strains ScTested Growth

Awarded for Vegetables

:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER
3 aOLD MEDALS

QILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS
National Vegetable Society.

BtRR'S SEED GUIDE eoiitaiiia a Select List of the Best SeeJs
for the Vegetable Ganleii, and the most l>eautiful AuDualsand
Perenuials for the Flower (iardeii and Grtenhouse, with many
tine novelties of stfirling merit.

Seiit free on application.

BARR & SONS, 11, 12 & 13, King St.,

Covent Gafden, London.

PAULS ROYAL NURSERIES.
Waltham Cross, Herts.

L.irge stocks of the lollovvi i^. m excellent con
liiiion for spring plaitin.;. at very milerate prices

ROSES in all forms, old and new varieties.

FRUIT TREES for the orchard Cv garden.

HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.
HARDY CLimBliMG PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS and CAIVIELLIAS.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
SEEDS and Garden Sundries.

Prici'd Lif-tti on iippHcation stoling arlirh's rftimfd.

m. PAUL & SON, WALIHAM CROSS. LTD.

DOBBIE'S
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TQ

GARDENING.
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SEEDTAPE is no novelty—requires no intro-

duction by us—has proved its merits beyond
question. It is now an established fact that

to plant seeds in the Seedtape way is the most
economical, efficient and labour-saving method
that has yet been invented. The amateur
obtains results as good as the expert.

LAST YEAR, thousands of Gardeners through-

out the country used Seedtape with splendid

results. This year tens of thousands of new
users will test and prove the merits of this method,

for it economises seeds, saves plant life and obviates

thinning out. It also ensures strong, healthy

plants, for every seed has room to grow

ONLY
PLANT
THE
TAPE

NATURE
DOES
THE
REST

What Seedtape is.

SEEDTAPE consists of clean, carefully chosen, hand - picked

Garden Seeds of the highest possible quality, properly spaced

in a fertilized thin paper tape.

COM PAR E WITH

Not what we say—what growers say
New Southgate, N.

1 wish to express my appreciation of your wonderful " Seedtape." It is so very
easy to plant, no further trouble, and, above all, such very excellent results.

1 ve grown your " Icicle" radishes 7 inches long, and of excellent flavour ; the
other varieties have all proved very fine, such as lettuce, carrot, onion, parsley,

etc., etc. Now one can see the distinct advantage of the tape, when every seed
gets a sufficient supply of nutriment and plenty of space to develop unmolested.

O. HILL.

Price 3d, & 6d.

Order our COTTAGE COLLECTION
of Twenty-two Varieties, as starred in

side column.

PER
REEL

5f.

Varieties of Vegetables

*Beet, Egyptian Turnip Red.

Beet, Crimson Globe.

*Borecole, Dwarf Green Curled Scotch.

* Broccoli, Early Purple Sprouting.
"^ Brussels Sprouts, Covent Garden.

'"Cabbage, All Seasons.

Cabbage, Early Market (Jersey Wakefield),

Carrot, Improved Oxheart.

*Carrot, Scarlet Intermediate.

*Cauliflower, Autumn Giant.

Celery, White Plume.

Endive, Improved Green Curled.

* Lettuce, White Cos.

* Lettuce, Giant Cabbage.

*Leek, London Flag.

* Onion, Golden Globe.

Onion, Silver Empress.
* Parsley, Extra Double Curled.

*Parsnip, Improved Hollow Crown.

"Radish, Improved Long Scarlet.

* Radish, Scarlet Turnip, White Tipped

Radish, French Breakfast.

Radish, Icicle.

'Spinach, Long Standing.

Swiss Chard.

*Tomato, Beauty.

*Turnip, Purpletop Silver Globe.

Turnip, Purpletop Strap Leaf.

*Peas, Early Giant Marrow.

*Peas, Exhibition Marrowfat.
* Beans, Runner, Giant Scarlet.

*Beans, Dwarf, Canadian Wonder.

[ Not

I Taped

BRITISH SEEDTAPE LTD.
4, DEWAR HOUSE, HAYMARKET, London, S.W. 1

Telephone : REGENT 2046.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE Order regulating tlie priue of seed

Potatoes put ni'rserymen and seedsmen

who published catalogues in December and

January last in a very awkward position,

and strong representations have been

made on their behalf by the Horticultural Trades

Association. In response to these the Ministry

of Food Control have now announced that they

are prepared to grant licences to seedsmen to sell

hand-picked seed Potatoes of any variety up to

501b. of one kind at the prices advertised in cata-

logues that were already in circulation, the sale under

these conditions being permitted up to May 31.

Application fft the licence is to be made by

individual firms, accompanied by

a copy of their catalogue, to the

Secretary, Ministry of Food Con-

trol, Grosvenor House, Park Lane.

Loudon, W.
The Spring Snowflake.—Tin-

accompanying illustration shows a

pretty cluster of the Spring Snow-

flake (Leucojum vernum carpati-

cum) now flowering in the rock

garden at Kew. These delightful

flowers are particularly welcome

this year, the growing bulbs

having survived the ordeal of

frost which has made so many
plants look as though they had

been either btirnt or trampled

over.

Pruning Clematis Jackmanii.

So many complaints are made by

readers that this beautiful Clematis

is not a success in their gardens

that a hint or two, now that the

season for pruning is at hand, will

be opportune. As the flowers are

produced on the shoots of the

current year, fairly hard pruning is

the most satisfactory. Shortening

of last season's growths, even if they

are 5 feet to 6 feet long, to within 12 inches to

18 inches of the old wood is quite worth while,

the result being increased vigour of the new
shoots. When a choice of positions for planting

is available, select a west or north-west aspect.

Lime as a Manure.—In view of the scarcity

of artificial manures, the Board of Agriculture

in a circular letter call attention to the advantages

of applying small quantities of lime in locali-

ties in which it can readily be obtained.

Lime is itself an essential plant food. It will

also unlock some of the stores of nitrogen and
potash in the soil, especially on well-worked but

heavy soils, and as a temporary measure may

therefore take the place of part of the manures

which the land would (*tlurwise require.

The Swede and the Turnip.—In the very

helpful article in this issue entitled " To Save

Potatoes," Miss Jekyll implies that the Swede
is not a Turnip but a Cabbage. This is hardly

correct, as both Turnip and Swede belong to the

Brassica family and are according to Prof.

L. H. Bailey's classification varieties of the

same species. The confusion into which the

Brassicas have fallen is in some measure due to

the various vernacular names in different countries.

The Turnip is botanically Brassica oleracca Rapa,

and the Swede, known to the Memish farmer

THE SPRING SNOWFLAKE, LEUCOJUM VERNUM CARP.\TICUM.

as Rulabaga, is Brassica oleracea Napo-brassica.

Whatever their origin may be, the two root crops

differ in te.xture and flavour, while there are also

marked differences in leaves and flowers.

Globe Artichokes.—Where a quantity of these

are required, it is a good practice to lift a third

of the plants each year. By doing so, those that

are moved will come into bearing after the others

are over. In most districts growth will now be

sufficiently advanced, so that plantmg may proceed.

Before doing so, see that the ground has been well

manured, as these Artichokes are gross feeders.

Resowing Broad Beans.—From different parts

of the country we hear reports that the autumn-

sown plants of 6road Beans have been crippled

by the recent severe frost and tutting wind. In

such cases it is imperative to at once make'othcr

sowings in the open, also in boxes in geiitle^j^heat,

for planting out when 3 inches high. ^
Early Maturing Cabbages.—In order to remedy

the loss of spring Cabbages caused by the severe

winter, owners of glass houses and frames should

sow seeds of quick-maturing varieties at once,

with the object of distributing seedlings among
allotment holders. The following varieties

of summer Cabbages, in order, were the

quickest to mature in a recent comparative trial

at the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden at

Wisley: Best of All (Barr and Sons),

Harbinger (Nutting), Express (Nut-

ting), Earliest (Sutton and Sons),

l-'irst Crop (Johnson) and First

i Cooper, Taber and Co.).

Hardy Savoy Cabbages.—There

are uiidoubtedh' certain varieties

of the Savoy Cabbage endowed
with hardiness in greater degree

chan others, a fact clearly
enough demonstrated by an exhibit

of these useful vegetables at a

recent exhibition of the Royal

Horticultural Society. These came
from the Wisley Gardens of the

society, and formed part of a

trial held last year. To-day,

however, an additional value

attaches to them, seeing that

they passed unscathed through

'>ne of the most trying winters on

record. In these circumstances

no apology is offered for bringing

these e.\ceptionally hardy sorts

into greater prominence. They
were Ormskirk, of which
stocks came from Robert
Sydenham, Limited, Birmingham,

and Messrs. Nutting and Co,
;

Selected Green Curled, an excellent variety c,

medium build, received from Messrs. Dobbit

and Co., Edinburgh ; Late Drumhead, from

Messrs. Nutting and Co. ; and New Year, from

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading. The first

named were fairly large ; while New Year, a

medium to small Savoy, very fresh-looking and

compact, appeared to be an ideal sort for gardens

of limited extent.

*«* Oihng to the shortage of pappr. readers a-ho have not

already dime so are asked to order Tr.E GARDEN to lie

deliierid rrgularhj bij their neiesngeiit. Readers will th''S

obviate the waste consequent on the iss 'e of papers lor chance

gal", and so greatly assist in thi' economy campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Villa Garden.—I have no wish to have

the last word on the question of the small garden,

hut as Mr. DiUistone has done nie the honour

of saying that I have raised questions well worth

consideration, I may perhaps be allowed to say

that I am not convinced that within the compass

of the villa garden any such irresponsible garden

as he suggests is legitimate. There must be a

general formula in plots controlled by the four

sides of a rectangle of these small dimensions.

This formula, in my opinion, can only be varied

by questions of aspect or the positions of doors

and windows in the design of the house. The

view of a row of villa gardens from an upper

window of most houses is a weariness to the

trained eye. Mr. DiUistone says I would not ask

for such regularity in the fmruishing of a room as I

ask for in a garden ; on the contrary, I would

do so to a very large extent. The villa drawing-

room is often an even better illustration of the

formless view of things within a limited area,

and I am glad it was mentioned, I would even

go so far as to assert that the most beautiful

groups of cottages are those with a very large

amount, if not of " mathematical precision,"

certainly of uniformity of building material,

with occasional interruptions of design only.

I am convinced you must have this satisfying

uniformity in suburban building and gardening,

or the result is in effect simply mere untidiness.

The irregular garden treated in the way shown can-

not by any stretch of the imagination be described

as casual in the sense of being accidental ; it

is obviously artificial and entirely without charm.
" All things that are worth doing are interesting,"

says Mr, DiUistone. Is it possible to keep any
standard of perfection within a space of 100 feet

by 35 feet and give distinction to, say, a lawn,

a shrubbery, a herbaceous bordet, a rock garden, a

glade, not lo speak of a pergola and other features ?

In cramming all these into such a space you are

consecrating wantonness of mind and eye. .1

am convinced we are sufiering from an excess

of uneducated individuality in all departments,

and for most of us a worthy formula is to be

recommended. Mr. DUlistone quotes Ruskin (I

admire his temerity), but am reminded of the

delightful suburb in which the latter lived. Even
his words might fail him could he return and
visit the locality of Denmark Hill again,—P.

MORLEY HORDER,

The Spraying of Fruit Trees.—My experience

of fruit trees in various soils proves that if the

trees are not sprayed, their branches wUl become
coated over with moss and, later, with lichen, which

no amount of summer sun and showers will remove.

Surely trees so coated in their bark cannot be as

healthy as those with clean branches ! I do not

think that even a second thought is necessary

as to the welfare of trees free from moss
as against those smothered with it. Caustic

washes in careful hands are valuable ; used indis-

criminately they can do much harm, I have
seen much injiu-y by their use, and I have more
often seen the opposite. If trees are sprayed in

alternate years with pure lime at the rate of |lb. or

even lib, per gallon of water early in April they

will be kept free from moss ' and may ward off

attacks of aphis, which is to my mind the worst

of all pests. The lime that misses the branches

and which falls on the soil is beneficial to the

land, especiaUy where lime does not abound

naturally. If pure hard Buxton lime is used and

properly prepared, there need be no difficulty in

applying it either to old, tall, young, or dwarf

trees.—E. M.

Facts cannot be discourteous, and as Mr.

Engleheart throws down a challenge to show any real

benefits accruing from spraying, I have pleasure in

giving only a very few, taken absolutely at random

and without the slightest selection, U,S,.'\, Experi-

mental Station, Mass., Bulletin 123 :
" Winter

spraying is strongly recommended as a fungicide

for scab and canker, and for shot hole fungus."

U.S.A. Experimental Station, Illinois, Bulletin 106.

—Relative merits of liquid spraying i'. dusting :

" The foliage of the Apple trees to which dust

was applied suffered in the same manner and to

the same extent as the trees which were not

treated, while those that had been sprayed with

liquid did not suffer from the attacks of fungi,

but remained green and healthy throughout the

season," U,S,A. Experimental Station, New
Jersey, BuUetin 194.—It is pointed out that

spraying is no longer an experiment, but has

become part of the ordinary routine of the fruit

grower. It is further remarked that the beneficial

results from spraying are cumulative ; they show

in succeeding years the trees have good clean

foliage and form better fruit-buds. The

Agricultural Gazette, New South Wales, in 1915,

referring to pests of fruit trees, gives numerous

examples of the good effects of spraying.

Journal of Economic Entomology, February,

1910, pages' 29-32, re spraying: "Good
resiUts were obtained against Codlin moth, for,

while the control trees gave only 58.9 per cent,

of sound Apples, the sprayed trees gave 93.6 per

cent. La Pomologie Francaise recommends spraying

for Pear leaf mite. Professor A. B. Cordingley,

in the Oregon Report of the U.S.A, Board of

Agriculture, says " spraying is absolutely essential

for the good management of fruit orchards,"

Extract from Report by Professor H. M. Lefroy,

M.A., F.Z.S., Entomologist to the Royal Horti-

cultural Society :
" In WisJey Gardens Peach

trees were sprayed with the object of combating

the well-known leaf-curl disease, which had

become excessively bad. One half of one par-

ticular tree was sprayed and the other left un-

sprayed. On the unsprayed half 230 of the

leaves were badly affected ; on the sprayed half

every leaf was perfectly healthy." U.S. A, Experi-

mental Station, Cornell University of Nebraska,

Press Bulletin : Spraying against Pear scab.

Controls gave 100 per cent, infected trees. Spraying

reduced infection to 11. 7 per cent. In another

instance infection was reduced from 85 per cent,

to 4,5 per cent., and also increased the quantity

of good fruit by sixteen times. I could go on

multiplying instances of actual results from spray-

ing ad infinitum, but I have not the slightest

wish to budge Mr. Engleheart from the even

tenor of his ways, so my remarks are made only

to justify my position with readers of The Garden.

—J, L. Gibson.

Square Stems.—" Hurstcot," in The Garden
for December 30, page 624, says that your readers

" crave knowledge as to the true nature of things."

He is right, and I have been disappointed at seeing

no fiurther contributions " up to the spirituality

of plants." Ma;j I venture to ask if he can favour

us with any information about square stems,

chiefly of Winter Je'^samine ? The character

of a plant is largely indicated by the stem. True

weeds have often coarse, stubborn stems or uttarly

flaccid ones either stubborn or empty in character.

Does the square stem of the Jessamine indicate

a state of adversity nobly borne?—L A. LOUDen,

London House, South Woodford.

Some Seasonable Remarks on Vegetables Not
in General Use.— I am glad to sec a contributor

to The Garden recommending Nettle tops, now
just ready to use as a Spinach (leaving a few,

please, for the Peacock butterfly to lay her eggs
on). Dandelion, sown thickly and cut and used
like Mustard and Cress, is very good, and so are

the young centre leaves of old roots if empty
flower-pots are now placed over the plants to

blanch them. Sorrel leaves (either garden or

wild) cooked and rubbed through a sieve make
a good substitute for Apple sauce just now.
Another really exceUent vegetable will soon be
ready to cut, and I should think it might be worth
while for some of our North Country friends

to send it to market ; I allude to Bracken tops.

The most tender and thickest of these, cut*wheii

about 7 inches high and tied up like Asparagus
in bundles of fifty and a hundred, ought to find

a good sale if directions were given that all the tops
need is to be placed for an horn- or two in cold

water which has a little common washing soda
dissolved in it. This removes any slight bitter-

ness from the Bracken, which then should be
rinsed in plain water and cooked and ser\ed
just like Asparagus.

—

Anne Amateur.
Bringing the Subsoil to the Surface.—in an

editorial in the issue of March 10, reference is

made to Mr. Edwin Beckett's advice (page 80)

when trenching of bringing the subsoil to the
surface, together with the surmise that " no doubt
Mr, Beckett will refer to this subject in his lecture

on vegetables at the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting on March 13," Mr, Beckett did so,

but as another lecture was timed to follow immedi-
ately, no opportunity was aflorded for discussion

on any of the many important points raised. That
in itself was a fundamental error, since far more
of a useful, informative nature is often forth-

coming by question and answer than from the

lecture itself. Had discussion been possible, a

wealth of valuable cultural hints might have been
obtained from out of the vast store of Mr. Beckett's

long practical experience. .\\\ this was lost to

the meeting, albeit there were many present

hungering and thirsting for the details essential

to complete success, who had to be content with

the brief reply to an interjected enquiry. For
my part I had intended to endorse Mr. Beckett's

view about bringing the subsoil to the smrface.

It was a practice in which my father firmly believed,

and many a time have I assisted him as a boy.

Hence it was refreshing at a time when the majority

are recommenuing that the subsoil should be

kept below, that Mr. Beckett—a top-sawyer in

his profession, as his deeds amply testify—should

not merely emphaticaUy advise the reverse,

but afford proof of its value to the crop. That
many people dread seeing a piece of bad-coloured

soil on the surface is well known. Yet that is

the only position where it is amenable to imme-
diate treatment ; where any existing acidity

may soon be corrected, or the all-powerful amelio-

rating influences of rain, wind, air and frost have

a- chance of playing their part. Moreover, it

is the shortest cut to securing a maximum depth

of fertile soil, the thing that the majority of allot-

ment gardens are lacking in. Trenched then

fullest depth, with the subsoil brought to the

surface and properly treated, their increased
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yield would be su"-prising ; not a few almost Jouliled.

In SuiTey alone last year there were io,0'"»o of

these allotments, and to double their output should

be the aim of every holder. To-day the number

is enormously iiureased ; incidentally, the oppor-

tunities for production. Shortage of crop on

many an allotment is due to winter neglect of

the soil, and soils that are left uncultivated from

lifting to planting-time, as many are, cannot

possibly produce good results.—E. H. Jenkins.

Outdoor Tomatoes.—I am rather surprised

that Mr. F. R. Castle has not included Holmes'

Ideal in his list of the best varieties of outdoor

Tomatoes. I have always found this to be one

of the best, and when grown alongside most

of the other varieties recommended for outdoors,

both here in Wales and in Essex it has proved

the most satisfactory. The type of fruit and

the truss is somewhat like Sunrise, but it is a

much heavier cropper. I should be interested

to read the experiences of others with Holmes'

Ideal, as I rarely hear of it being grown, and find

it listed in but few seed catalogues. I have a

few plants raised this year from a

cross between Sunrise and Ideal,

hoping to get a variety even

better than the two excellent

parents. Mr. Castle has done well

to mention thoroughly the prepjira-

tion of the plants for outdoor work,

as it is most important. I often

wonder what is the ultimate fate

of the plants one sees on draughty

railway stations awaiting de-

livery. These are usually over-

crowded in' a very shallow box,

and have been dra^vn up with

heal. Surely it is this class of

plant which damps the ardour

of many amateurs for outdoor

Tomatoes. I might add that I

get the best stock of seeds frum

Messrs. Sydenham of Birming-

ham.—.\. D. Turner. N.D.H,

Different Forms of Digging.

In youi' issue of March 3, page

78, you give directions for

bastard trenching, which, to my
mind, is double digging. There

seems considerable confusion

about the different forms ot

digging, and it would be inter-

esting to have some views on this subject. I

recognise four methods : (a) digging, (4) double

digging, (c) trenching, [d) bastard trenching,

(a) The first we should all agree over. (6) Double

digging involves keeping a wider space, often,

say, 2 feet, and when the first spit has been thrown

forward, the exposed under spit is broken up but

left in situ, (c) Trenching moves two spits, the

second one being thrown on the first, and the

exposed third spit is broken before proceeding.

This method is only good for very deep soils, as

it brings the second layer (often valueless) over

the fertile top spit, (d) Bastard trenching moves
two spits and breaks the third, but leaves all the

layers in their original respective positions. For

this two trenches are kept open to fill one. Into

the emptied trench is pitched the second spit of

Its neighbour, and the top spit of the one beyond
completes it. This makes first-class cultivation,

giving deep aeration without burial of the precious

surface soil. It is hard work, as with 2-feet trenches

the top spit has to be thrown forward 4 feet Now,

what have other diggers to say to this ?—M. Agar.

Woolly Aphis.—Just before the war broke out

I was told by a friend that if you grew Nastur-

tiums at the foot of .\pple trees they would kill

the American blight, a recipe given my friend

by a large fruit-grower of the Evesham Vale.

In 1915 I tried this, and the trees showed a marked

improvement, I did the same in 1916, with a

further beneficial result, the more marked in the

latter year, as the Nasturtiums were left to seed and

die in the ground, thereby proving that the woolly

aphis harbours itself in the ground and roots

of the Apple. I suppose it does not like the

taste of the Nasturtium. I shall persevere with

this treatment, but I should be much more

encouraged if 1 could hear of some of your readers

having tried it successfully.

—

Henry Howard
(Colonel), St. Asaph.

The Illustration oJ Ornithogalum lacteum.—

In your issue of February 17 the wTiter was pleased

to notice the picture of the above plant and thus

to learn its specific name. We find, through the

aid of the " British Flora," that others of its genera

have long been natiu-alised in England. I also pos-

SUGAR BEET EXPERI-
MENTS

E:

VT^?'

TOMATO HOLMES IDEAL IN A WELSH GARDEN.

sess a few specimens sent by a friend who was in Cape

Town during the South African War, and owing

to their flowers being of a persistent character,

they remain perfect in mount. As with many
plants in the Order Liliaceae, the Ornitho-

galum is a bulbous plant, bearing long, narrow

leaves from 6 inches to 12 i.iches long, similar in

character to those of a well- t,rown Hyacinth. Arising

from a series of glaucous, radical leaves spring one

or more racemous spikes of white, spreading

flowers, centred with dark-coloured reproductive

organs, lending a most attractive appearance to

its worthy character, which only requires to be

better known to other collectors of bulbous

plants. According to our British floras there are

several species composing the genus Ornithogalum,

which is said to be, or has been, plentiful in certain

woods and plantations in parts of the Sou, h of Eng-

land. As possibly such plants have been naturalisec

in this country, perhaps the species illuitratec.

in The Garden of February 17 could also be grown

in suitable habitats, to thepleasm-eof allloversof

horticulture.—J. C. tizwroti, Ashtpn-under-Lyne.

XPERIMENTS in the growing of Sugar

Beet have been carried on in different

parts of this country for a number of

years, and so far as results have been
ascertained, they prove that sugar can

be produced on a commercial basis from the Sugar

Beet. The industry might have been established

in England by now had it not been for the un-

willingness of the Government to interfere with

the existing regulations as to the importation of

foreign sugar. The initial capital required, both

for the growing of the crops and extracting the

sugar, is very great. Therefore no further steps

were taken to set up the industry, owing to the

discouragement to enterprise caused by these

two difficulties. A great deal of work and

expense is entailed in the cultivation of the Sugar

Beet, which requires a moist loam. Good drain-

age, deep digging or ploughing, and

thorough cultivation are absolutely

' • -^
V essential. Difiiculty is experienced

in raising the roots from heavy

land and in cleaning them, as they

grow chiefly under the soil. On

the Continent machines are used

for this pmrpose. In this country

the work is done by hand with

the aid of forks.

There is no way of extracting

the sugar except by the proper

method, and the processes are

many. The Beetroot is useless for

sweetening piurposes, owing to the

large amount of pulp. It is of no

use, either, for jam making with-

out the addition of sugar, for the

same reason. When the roots reach

the factory they are first washed

and sliced. The pulp then passes

into cylinders and the sugar con-

tent is extracted in liquid form

under pressure of tepid water.

Two per cent, of lime is added to

rid the liquor of organic impurities,

and carbonic acid gas is pumped
in, by which the lime is precipitated.

The liming process is repeated

until all the organic impurities have been removed.

Subsequently the liquor is treated with a sulphur-

ous acid (S O^) to remove the sulphide of lime

that has by this time been formed. Several

filtration processes follow, and the sugar is crystal-

lised, separated, and washed ready for use.

These are only a few of the details involved

in the manufacture of Beet Sugar, but sufficient

to show the matter is not a simple one.

Droitmch. L. M. Marshall.

In my opinion it would be a great mistake fcr

small-holders to attempt to grow Sugar Beet for

the purpose of sweetening or jam making. Sugar

Beet cannot be reduced to a pulp by ordinary

methods ; it refuses to break up after seven to

eight hours' constant boiling. The liqcid in which it

has been boiled for the above period has a sweet but

not altogether pleasant flavotu-. I have had samples

dried and then ground dovm, but this does not get

id of the fibre and does not produce a pulp on soak-

mg equal to ordinary Mangels, which can be used

in scjme classes of preserve. G P. B.
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DOES IT PAY TO STAKE
RUNNER BEANS?

By Edwin Beckett, V. M. H.

THIS is a question often asked by tlie

cultivator. Well may it occur this

year, when there is every likelihood of a

great shortage of stakes ; but there is

no doubt in my mind that wherever

stakes can be obtained the;' should be used. For

those who are inclined to doubt the usefulness

of staking, I would suggest they should make a

small experiment. Let them grow the same

variety of Bean under the two conditions, staked

and unstaked, and watch the results. They will

then realise what a far larger and finer crop they

will gather from the staked vines than from the

others. The Bean revels in its upward climb,

and the better its opportunity the more it

thrives.

One other point on Bean-growing : be sure to

select good modern varieties and get the best-

grown seed from a reliable firm, and in this way
you will vastly increase the yield, for there is as

much difference between seed Beans as the Poles

are apart. For those who are unable to obtain

stakes, the device shown in the illu -

tration will serve as a substitute.

Get the wires taut and run strings

from A A to B B, where the Bean

plants are growing. It is advisable to

prepare this device prior to sowing

seeds, and if the rows are long, sup-

port top wires by straining poles or

similar device.

by covering the fingers or chips with a very thin

batter of flour and milk, the batter being flavoured

in the same manner.

Other winter root vegetables, Jerusalem Arti-

chokes and Salsify, can be used in exactly the same
ways. A pleasant variant from the more usual

ways of cooking Salsify is to boil it for half an hour,

drain, breadcrumb and fry, and the moment before

serving to sprinkle with salt and Lemon juice.

Another vegetable that we are using in place of

Potatoes is the Swede. There is a refined, small kind,

seed of which is sold for garden culture, but not

having grown this we are using field Swedes
;

they are larger and coarser, but by no means to be

despised. They are good in slices with a nice

white sauce, or cooked by any of the methods
mentioned for Parsnips. The excellence of thor-

oughly well prepared mashed Turnip—a good
white Turnip—is not enough known or appreciated.

The Turnips should be boiled in salted water and
passed through a sieve ; from its watery nature

it comes through as a wettish purfe. This must
then be got as dry as possible and receive a good
flavouring of salt and black pepper, and be

finally mixed with a little thick cream. It might
be expected that the same treatment would do
well in the case of Swedes, but the Swede has not

the distinctive flaviur of the Turnip, fc r the very

to our great advantage, the methods of cooking
of the Eastern and Southern countries from which
we import it, and where it forms so large a propor-

tion of the sustenance of the native peoples.

Thus we have the curry and kedgeree of India,

the risotto of Italy, and the pilaf of the Tiu-ks.

Risotto and pilaf are variants of the same thing,

the chief difference being that risotto is cooked
in a stronger meat stock and is more highly

flavoured. An adaptation of pilaf, such as any
handy cook can make, should in any case be more
often on an English ta'ble, made in some such way
as the following : Cook five ounces or six ounces of

well-washed Rice for five minutes in boiling water,

thoroughly drain, and put it in a casserole with an
ounce of butter and pepper and salt

; add half

a pint of light stock or strained vegetable julienne,

and cook for another twenty minutes. Any
small pieces of meat or shredded chicken or chicken

liver may be added, but it is quite good alone.

If more flavour is wanted, a piece of chopped
Onion can be cooked in the butter for ten minutes

before the Rice is put in the casserole.

TO SAVE POTATOES
By Gertrude Jekvll.

NOW that we are being

urged to decrease the con-

sumption of Potatoes in

order to prolong the supply

available for poorer folk,

it is our plain duty to consider what
may best be used in middle and
better class households in their place.

Foremost will come the Parsnip. There are many
people who say they do not like Parsnips or who
will only tolerate them vrith boiled salt meat
or salt fish. But with the abundance of Potatoes

that we have had hitherto there has been but little

incentive to their better use in more carefully

considered ways. Among these, one of the best and
simplest is first to boil the Parsnips; they take three-

quarters of an hour—perhaps an hour if very large.

They are then sliced lengthwise and cut into square

sectioned fingers ; a good general size is i J inches

long by three-eighths of an inch the two other

ways. On a plate is made a dry mixture of flour,

with white pepper and salt and spiced herbs. The
pieces are rolled about in this so that all their

sides are coated. The actual size and shape of

the pieces does not much matter, but it is obvious
that the smaller they are the larger is the proportion

of the nicely flavoured coated surface. They are

then fried—or more properly speaking, sauli—
in butter or margarine till they are lightly browned
all over, and have become refined and savoury
morsels such as are hardly recognisable as our

old friend the Parsnip. This way can be varied

A, Stout poles ID feel to 14 feet high ; B, Four short posts weh

ground and about 6 inches high. Wires from a to a. a to b, and

good reason that a Swede is not a Turnip at all, but

a Cabbage. [The Tturnip is also a Cabbage.

—

Ed.]

It is hardly necessary to remind readers of the

excellence of the thick vegetable soups, such as

dried Pea, Lentil, Carrot, Turnip, Jerusalem

Artichoke and Onion ; but, as we are also reducing

the consumption of meat, it may be well to

give a reminder of the goodness of the true French

vegetable julienne. It is made by first frizzling

a chopped Onion in two oimces of butter—it must
not be at all burnt—then adding Carrot, Ttrrnip

and Celery, all chopped small, and frying all together

for half an hour, when one pint of water is added
and the cooking is continued till all the vegetables

are completely softened. When there is Lettuce

or Sorrel, a portion of each is shredded and cooked
with the rest. The flavour of Celery is important,

but the crop is generally exhausted by the end of

February, and it does not come on again till it

is nearly winter. But there is a kind called Soup
Celery which is grown on purpose, and is in use

wheTi the main supply is net in season.

Rice can be made to take the place of Potatoes

in many ways, and we h.nve already borrowed,

GARDEN TOOLS
GARDEN tools deserve, and pay for, proper

care and attention as much as any other

class of tool, and yet how badly they are

often treated. How often one sees spades, hoes

and rakes left about in the garden

until required again ! Anyone who
treats his garden implements in this

way never can enjoy using them. He
may do the work, but never with any

pleasure. To work smoothly and easily,

spades, hoes, &c., must be kept clean

and bright. It really requires very

little trouble to keep them so if one

only makes a fixed habit of cleaning

them before putting them away. My
own practice is to clean spade and hoe

with a wisp of hay or anything of that

sort, and then rub them over with a

bit of oily rag which is kept in a box
near where they are hung up. It

takes but a minute to do, and when
one comes again for the tool it is clean

and bright, ready for immediate use.

Last autumn I had a gang of women
sent from the fruit tree nursery to hoe my Daffodil-

beds. When I went to see how they were getting

on, I found the beds looking as if a lot of fowls

had been let loose, while half the weeds were buried

instead of lying on the top of the soil. I thought

at first it was the fault of the workers-—who had

not had much experience—but on looking at the

hoes the cause of the trouble was soor. made clear.

All the hoes were covered with rust, and some
even had soil sticking to the blades from the last

time they had been in use. When the hoes were

cleaned with emery paper and oil, the work went

on as it should, the weeds were no longer buried,

and the beds looked as if they had been hoed

—

not scratched by hens ! If a gardener tried

first a dirty tool, then a clean one, I think he would

never neglect his spade or hoe again. There is a

real pleasure in using the one; none in using the

other. After buying a new garden tool with shaft,

such as hoe, rake or spade, it is well worth while

to rub down the shaft with glass-paper and then

well rub in a little linseed oil. It makes the new
shaft feel like an old one, and the oil keeps out the

wet and greatly prolongs the life of the wood.

' set in

B to B.
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Garden tools are much better hung up on nails

after use than put away in a corner of the tool

shed. First, they are more easily found
;

secondly, they are less likely to rust ; thirdly,

those with long shafts are kept straight instead

of getting warped, as may happen if left leaning

in a corner.

Spades.—In our nurseries we have tried many
makes of these, but none has stood the test like

the one made by Lyndon of Birmingham. The

one we favour, the maker calls " Straight thick-

topped digging spade No. i." When new this

spade has not a prepossessing appearance. There

is no polish and very little " finish " about it,

but handle one when a nursery hand has used it

for a while and you will say you never used such

a spade. One of the secrets of the

superiority of this spade over others

is the fact that the blade is made
up of a steel face backed with iron.

The iron backing,wears away faster

than the steel facing, and thus

always keeps the tool sharp. It

is also very strongly made, and it

takes a strong man to break ore

even when working on the stiflest

of clay soils.

Hoes.—I think the best form of

draw hoe is one having two iron

tines, or prongs turned down and

nicked at the ends to receive a

blade. It is important to have
the prongs turned under just

rightly. When properly set, the hoe
will cut through the soil and weeds
without scraping up a ridge. The
prongs should be of good stout iron

(especially for working on stiff land),

or breakages will be frequent. Per-

sonally, I hate a draw hoe, and
never use one if a Dutch (or push)

hoe will do the work ; but there are

times when the latter is useless, as

in working down land which has

been previously dug, or for earth-

ing Potatoes.

J. Du,\CAN Pearsov.
The Nurseries, Lowdham, Notts.

{To be continued.)

THE SEVERE WINTER:
ITS EFFECT ON SOME OF THE
NEWER PLANTS AND SHRUBS

IT

is now possible to take stock of the results

of the recent severe weather on those shrubs

and plants that have been accumulating

in the gardens of England during the past

fifteen or twenty years and have hitherto

experienced no jevere test as to their hardiness.

I must say at once that it is surprising the

really bad effects are so few in number. It may be

yet a little early to discern all the harm that has

been done, but a careful survey shows that many

IRIS RETICULATA
IN POTS

Some years ago I attempted to

grow Iris reticulata in the open
ground, but I had to give it^up as a

bad job. A neighbour who used to

live near Eton, and who could

gi-ow it there " like a weed,"
essayed to do the same on settling down here, but 1

with indifferent success. I conclude this hardy little

bulb has, like most humans, its likes and its dis-

likes. My object in penning these lines is to say

that it has settled down now all right as an inhabi-

tant of a cold frame in pots and pans filled with

a good light, porous conrpost, and with the bulbs

carefully rationed with nourishing food when
the time of their leafage comes round. The
beautiful little Cantab, reticulata's charming
blood relation, is equally at home under similar

conditions. They both look so happy that I

am siu^e they like their treatment ; hence I pass

on my experience as a " tip" for those who as yet

arc strangers to their charm. Joseph Jacob.

THE D.\INTV IRIS RETICULATA C.\NTAB.

plants that have been planted somewhat freely

will not stand immune during such winters as we

have just experienced, and others cannot survive

at all.

To appreciate to the full the value of these notes,

it is as well to describe the conditions. Most of

the subjects I have noticed were growing in open

fields exposed to every wind, and particularly to

the east wind. An abnormally wet period, during

which the ground became saturated and, indeed,

almost waterlogged, was followed by a severe

frost. Then came about eight days and nights

of incessant easterly and north-easterly winds,

keen and biting. During this period the ther-

mometer rarely rose above 28° Fahr. This was

immediately followed by a period of severe weather,

during which the thermometer at ground-level

was sometimes 25° below freezing point. It need

hardly be pointed out that anything which survived

such conditions unscathed canreasonably^Iay claim

to the term " hardy."

For the purpose of comparison it may be profit-

able to mention a few older and well-known shrubs

that ha\e suffered under the same conditions.

Of these, the worst appear to be the Escallonias,

the best of which are bad. Every leaf on E.

macrantha, E. exoniensis, E. Ingramii and E.

langleyensis is brown, and in all the later autumn
growths are affected. Choisya ternata has suffered

severely. All the Ceanothuses have suffered more
or less, some rather badly. Rosmarinus and

the common officinalis also suffered

-- .i.TE^i severely; and even our old friend

Hypericum calycinum (the Rose
of Sharon) and also Cotoneaster

microphylla look sick and miser-

able.

As it is impossible to mention

individually all the many intro-

ductions of recent years, I will

just touch on the various species

that have become most popular,

and my mind at once turns to the

new Chinese Primulas, especially

-4^1^ those collected by Mr. George

tBE^ Forrest during his 1913-16

"""W journey. I shall only mention
those that have received the most
severe test, and omit those that

have been occupying any sort of

sheltered position. P. conica is

evidently an absolutely safe plant.

It has, it is true, the fault, or

perhaps in one sense it is a virtue,

of making a large number of roots

just below the surface of the

ground. This is common with

nearly all the Chinese Primulas,

and in consequence they are in-

clined to thrust themselves up
out of their bed and ask for chilly

trouble. The remedy is light but

frequent top-dressing, especiall) in

the early spring. P. nutans has

borne out every claim Mr. Forrest

made for it, and'its' sturdy little

crowns were in the last

week of February, full of life

and vigour, even though it is

planted in much wetter conditions

than it really likes. Anyone plant-—r^L'"^ .'"^ i[ig this beautiful Primula should

see that the drainage is free, and
mix plenty of sand with the soil.

P. secundiflora is a safe plant,

and P. vincseflora is another ; already the big

buds of the latter are swelling above the ground.

Perhaps, however, the greaitest pleasure of all is

to be able to record that P. Helodo.xa (the Marsh

Glory Primrose) is an absolute and unmitigated

success. Its huge rosettes of leaves are still green

and vigorous, and it gives rich promise of a fine

flowering period to come. So far as I have been

able to ascertain, not a plant has suffered in the

open. The foliage of one or two, out of some

hundreds of seedlings, wintering in a cold frame,

turned a little dark, but recovered. Evidently

this is a plant that is going to do te<t under the

most rigorous conditions. The following extract

from a letter from Mr. Forrest makes this proof
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•f its hardiusBS the more welcome: "My en-

thusiasm was somewhat damped when 1 came to

consider the altitude of the area in which the species

IS localised
"—6,000 ieet is the altitude at which

lie discovered it. To-day it has suffered far less

than the Cabbages in an adjoining field. Only

one of thes^ new Primulas for which a hardy

constitution is claimed has shown signs that it

IS not going to prove of inuch use in the garden

—

P. pulchella. 1 must say we have not given it

a very thorough test yet, but it is doubtful if it

would survive anything but the mildest of winters.

Although the following have not been so severely

tried, there appears to be no reason why they

should prove other than absolutely hardy—P.

membranifolia, P. spicata and P. vittata

;

and other new plants of Mr. Forrest's collect

mg that have come through well are Aster

staticifolius. Salvia digitaloides and Saxifraga

Delavayi.

It is, however, when we come to the shrubs

that we find the most pronounced results. In the

Berberises, for instance, the evergreen varieties

have suffered most, and it seems to be the rule

that the larger the leaf the more the frost takes

hold of it. This is noticeable in other subjects,
'

too, particularly with the Cotoneasters. Berberis

Wilsonis was a fine plant even

i n February. Planted high

or low, in a damp or dry

situation, exposed or sheltered,

it has been absolutely untouched

either by . frost or wind, B.

subcaulialata and B, aggregata are

equally successful, and among the

evergreens B. Sargentiana is un-

scathed. Others that 'are safe

plants are B. brevipaniculata, B.

candidula, B. Gagnepainii and B.

verruculosa ; while those that do

show signs of distress are B.

Knightii (foliage only), B. pruinosa

(badly), and all the stenophylla

hybrids, diversifolia, erect a.

Irwinii, latifolia and reflexa have

caught it more or less severely.

Generally speaking, however, this

is the effect of the frosty winds rather than

of the low temperatmre. George Dillistone.

(To be continued.)

our principal esculent, llie wild form of which is a

small waxy tiiber not larger than a Walnut ; or

with the various forms of " greens " which cultiva-

tion has produced for us from the wild seaside

Cabbage of our coasts. What has been effected

by cultivation with these plants might well be

repeated with others.

Many, of course, are imsuited for cultivation

here, but if a demand was created at home
for the tinned fruits, such as that of the

COLU M N FOR
CURIOUS

THE

THE ROSELLE, OR INDIAN
SORREL

(Hibiscus Sabdariffa,)

FROM time to time we have been re-

minded in the columns of The Garden
of the value of many tropical fruits which

occasionally find their way into Covent

Garden Market, only to be forgotten as

suddenly as they appeared. Conservatism or

prejudice against novelties of this kind has

prevailed to keep back the supply so long as older

and better known fruits are forthcoming in suf-

ficient quantities to meet our wants. In the case

of food products, however, few, if any, permanent
additions have been made to meet our demands,
either by imports from abroad or by cultivation

at lioine. When we consider the origin of many
of our most esteemed vegetables, we cannot but
think it somewhat remarkable that we have for

so many years been content with the Potato as

THE ROSELLE OF INDIA (HIBISCUS
SABDARIFFA).

Pineapple, the list of novelties could well be

extended, such, for instance, as the Roselle of

India or Red Sorrel of the West Indies (Hibiscus

Sabdariffa). The plant is a pretty shrubby annual,

and is commonly found in tropical countries.

It belongs to the Natural Order Malvacea;, and is

grown principally for the sake of the fleshy calyces

and fruits to which they are attached and which

have a refreshing, acid taste. In the countries

where the plant aboimds these are largely used

for making into preserves and jellies, A very

refreshing drink is also prepared from the

fruits, Roselle or Sorrel jam is occasionally

seen among collac^ions of Indian chutnies, picldes

and preserve.' J. R. J

Potatoes and Matter-of-Fact.—We are in

times when utility is everywhere demanded
;

flowers and lawns are giving place to Potatoes,
The curtailment of horticulture is only inimical
to human good, yet the gardener must march
intelligently with the times and understand their
wherefore. Popular error ascribes Potato intro-

duction to Raleigh, No precise date can be given
for its introduction to Europe, Those with mystic
sense of the Potato's destiny realise the importance
of the Potato not taking its empire place till just
before the era of the first great conflict for universal
empire— the French Revolution, Not till close

upon that time, 1789, did the Potato become a
dominant factor in any of the great empires

—

Britain, Germany and France—now fighting their

final battles of destiny, Spain had it first—an
empire which has passed

; England got it much
later. Gerard figmed the Potato in liis Herbal,
almost a century after it came to Europe, All

Potato manias, like other abnormal demonstra-
tions, are the breaking up of ignorance as to

Potato ethics. Somebody stumbles into primi-

tive truth about the Potato, and at

once demands a fabulous price for the

fruit of his knowledge, A pound of

Potatoes, normally worth about a penny,
is thus inflated to a sovereign and up-
wards. It is the function of The Garden
to reduce to economic order such erratic

knowledge. Once the mind of the Potato-

grower, whoever he or she is, has seized

the fact that in cutting the Potato for

planting he is performing a barbarity

which the evolution of the ages will

surely avenge, the first principle of truth

about the Potato is gained. Meanwhile,
to meet the necessity of the day, let

someone subject the Potato to as careful

cultivation as, say, the Cucumber, and
give the world the result. Limit the shoots

and stake them, select soil and manure,
and top-dress at frequent intervals as

the root spongioles show on the surface. At
present, under the usual barbarous conditions,

the yield is not more, on an average, than about
icwt. a rod, which gives about a gallon of the

alcohol indispensable to the munition of de-

struction, "Anne Amateur" in the issue of

January 27 has a note about Potatoes, with a

significance quite unthought of by her. There
is no question but that a vegetable which capnot
bear direct contact with thS solar rays without

becoming almost at once deadly and obnoxious

is unfit for man if his higher spirituality is to

be developed. This is proved historically, [Surely

our correspondent has overlooked the fact that

Celery, Seakale, Leeks and many other delightful

and nutritious vegetables would be of little value

if fully exposed to the sun's rays,

—

Ed,] Living

on Potatoes as the chief diet always has been

observed as involving mental inferiority. [Might

not the same be said of Rice or any other one

kind of food that formed a chief diet ?

—

Ed,] In

another age, no doubt humanity will live on food

matured by the direct solar rays—Wheat and
Grapes, for instance, Mr, Jacob has superior

opportunities for investigation of questions anti-

quarian, such as the reference to Stephen Blake,

We thus are always glad to read these notes

connecting with the past —Hurstcot,
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FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Salsify should be tii'ated on simil.ir lines to

I'arsiups, j^icjwn on deeply trotirlied soil, as the
roots run tleop and should have no obstruction,

as the one straight tap-root is all that is required.
This crop follows Celery very well. Where the
land is stiff and not deeply worked, holes a foot

apart and 2 feet deep should be made with an iron

bar, filling the holes with fine light soil and sowing
two seeds in each hole at once.

Onions should be sown at once if the land is

in a fit state to receive the seed without kneading.
Draw shallow drills r4 incites apart, sow thinly,

and do not thin the plants.

Celery.—Plants from seed sown in February
should now be pricked out in bo.\es or in a cold
frame over a layer of leaves or short manure,
whence they will lift ready for planting with a
good ball of soil and prevent any check when
planting finally.

Broad Beans sown in boxes in February should
now be planted out in double rows in a sheltered
position. If they are allowed to remain too long
in the boxes they receive a check when planted.
The protection from evergreen boughs thrust in

the soil on the east side of the rows after planting
will be an advantage. .Make sowings in the open
of both Longpod and Windsor \arieties. If the
soil is heavy, a small quantity of a light compost
strewn at the base of the row will aid germination
and prevent rotting of the seed, should the weather
remain continuously wet.

Asparagus.—Where a new plantation is re-

ciuired, no time should be lost in preparing the
site. Deeply trenched, hea\ily manured soil in

the autumn should by the middle of .'^pril be in

good condition for receiving the roots, which should
be two years old if grown in the open. The best
type of root is that obtained by sowing two seeds
in a 3-inch pot early in April, growing the plants

—

one in a pot—-plunged in ashes through the summer
and planted in the prepared bed the following
.\pril.

Globe Artichokes.—Where they were but
lightly protected, these appeiu' to have suffered
very much from the recent severe frost. In that
case sow seed in gentle warmth and grow stnrdv
plants on in pots, planting them out 4 feet apart
in well-prepared soil. Where plants were not
killed by tlie frost and an extended plantation is

required, take offsets and plant in a compost of
light, rich soil to ensure a quick start into growth.
In the ordinary way remove protecting material
from the plants as well as decayed leaves, lightly
fork over the soil about the plants, and add manure
freely.

Jerusalem Artichokes have come prominently
into notice of late ; in the future their cultivation
will no doubt be largely extended. The silver-

skinned variety is much superior to the purple-
skinned form. Plant 15 inches apart in rich soil

in rows 2 feet asunder.

Vegetables Under Glass.

Broad Beans growing in boxes, now 6 inches
high, should be carefully watered and have plenty
of air to keep them stocky in growth ; too much
water induces a pale, sickly appearance.

Egg Plants now 3 inches high should be shifted
into larger pots as required. A shelf close to the
glass in a night temperature of 55" will bring them
on fast enough. •

Vegetable Marrows now coming into rough
leaf should be shifted into 4-inch pots and have
a position on a shelf close to the glass in a tem-
perature of 50°.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines now with fruit about
the size of Peas should have a night temperature
of 50°. Keep a sharp look-out for green fiy.

fumigating the house at the first sign of'this pest.
Gradually disbud the shoots, removing all those
growing on the under side of the branches, and
thin freely. Far too manv growths are left as
a rule. E. Molvneu.x.

(Steward to W, H, .Myers, Esq.)
Swnnmore. Hants

BLACK AND OTHER BIRDS
The Kitchen Garden.

Turnips.—Sowings of early varieties may no-.v

1)6 made with safety. Early Milan and Strap Leaf
being excellent sorts for early use.

Frame Carrots.—These should now be thinned
to about 2 inches apart in the drills, afterwards
giving a good watering to settle the soil about
the roots. Ventilate freely in good weather, other-
wise too much top growth will result.

Spinach.—Successional sowings should now
be attended to; also make a sowing of Spinach
Beet, as this often fills a blank if the ordinary
Spinach should run to seed owing to dry \veather
or other causes. l"or a small garden this Perpetual
Spinach is most accommodating, as fine fresh
leaves mav- be pulled throughout the season.
• Asparagus - Beds.—The beds should now be
carefully prii ked over and a liberal dressing of

farmyard manure given, also add a dusting of
soot Point the alleys between the beds anew.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vines.—When in flower the atmosphere
of the house should be kept fairly dry to ensure
a good set, and at midday give the rods a slight
shake so that the pollen may be dispersed. The
bunches may be lightly touched with a camel-
hair brush for the purpose of fertilising shy-
setting varieties such as Madresfield Court,
.Muscat Hamburgh and Cannon Hall Muscat.
When the bunches are set, a dusting of artificial

manure may be given the border and watered well
in.

Late Vines.—The starting of the late vinery
can now be no longer delayed, as the buds are
swelling naturally. In well-ordered establish-
ments the borders will have been top-dreSSed
and everything put in order for starting, so that
all that is required will be the soaking of the border
with tepid water before finally closing down the
house.

Melons.—Leading growths should be stopped
when they are about 2 feet up the trellis, also
thin out lateral growths and so prevent over-
crowding. Stop each lateral a leaf or two beyond
its first female blossom, Avhich fertilise. During
the flowering period preserx'e a comparatively dr\'

and buoyant atmosphere, and when three or four
fruits upon each plant are properly set and swelling
freely, remove all later flowers as they appear.
Ventilate -freely during favourable weather, but
guard against fluctuating temperatures.

Early Tomatoes.—Pollinate the flowers as
they open, and, as the fruits begin to swell, a rich
top-dressing should be given and waterings with
stimulants afforded also at a later date. Rub
off all side shoots, leaving the leader intact until
the limits of the wires are reached

The Flower Garden.

Pruning Roses.—The pruning of the Hybrid
Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals maj' now be done
with safety. Remove all shoots that are either
too old-or too weak to produce a reasonable quantity
of blossom, and keep the centr* of the plant open so
that light and air may circulate freely about the
shoots that remain. Many varieties require
different treatment according to their habit and
the purpose for which they are grown. The weaker
varieties need closer pruning to encourage the
production of new and stronger shoots. The pruning
of Teas and Chinas is delayed with us until the
second week of April to escape late frosts.

.

Planting Shrubs.—Owing to the severe frosts
experienced in the North this winter, many deaths
have occurred in our shrubberies, especiallv among
the more tender sorts. Carpenterias. Cistuses.
.A-zaras, Ceanothuses, Clerodendrons and many
others have suffered severe injury, the full extent
of which will not be known for some time yet.
Several fine plants of Escallonia langleyensis
were also cut to the ground by the prolonged frost.
This will of necessity cause replanting in many
places, and no time should be lost in having it

done, although many shrubs transplant better
during April and May than at any other season.
Evergreen Oaks and Hollies especially being
among this class. After transplanting, copious
waterings .should be given if the weather is dry.

James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H, Houldsworth, Bart.)

Cootiham, Kilmarnock.

B \ A \ N E .'\ M A T E U R."

SOME
readers of The Gauden seemed

interested in my blackbird last autumn.
He wouttl be pleased if he kneA-, for he is

more than commonly conceited, even for

d blackbird. I suppose it is because black-

birds are the earliest risers among all the birds.

Very early risers are given that way ! Perhaps

b'rd-lovers may like to hear about some mof
of my bird neighbours.

I am just now cultivating a closer acquaintance

with them, for at the beginning of the late spui
of frost I had a garden table set against my
window, and on it I provide " free meals." (Mr'.
" Busy Bee " remonstrated with me for " spendiii„

quite a shilling a week " on entertaining them ; but

I bade her think bow they will destroy the cater-

pillars, &c., in the garden by and by.)

The first comer was a hen robin, which came lo

early breakfast at daybreak (the kitten had
killed the cock, and has been banished trom the

south side of the bungalow ever since). Two
other robins came at different times at first— but,

one morning, all three arrived at once 1 and
och, begorrah ! and bedad I wasn't there a raa)

Oirish shindy entoirely—which has contmued
ever since. Sparrows hastily snatch bits between
whiles, always the largest, regardless ot qua! :tv.

(Sparrows have no "manners.") The hen :obin

comes again to afternoon tea and late dinner.

The next comer was a beautiful tiny blue 111.

The hen robin rules the table (e-xcept when ih'

song-thrush comes) and she drives away all ti e

other birds. I find all the birds seena to have
their " regular meal-times," and it is rather

unfortunate for the blue tit that his arc the same
as Widow Robin's; but he is awfully artful,

and it is amusing to see how he dodges in the

moment her back is turned. He, and the long-

tailed tit from the wood (which wears a black

velvet cap and necktie), have also a Cocoanut
hung up, on which they perform most fascinating

acrobatic feats.

Then there come finches galore ! I do not

know Jhem all. The chaffinch waddles about
the table with fussy self-importance and self-

consciousness (an underbred bird). The green-

finch seems disliked by all the other birds, which
drive it away at once. The goldfinch is a great

joy, and, like most great joys, pays such rate

fleeting visits that one hardly knows it is then-

before it is gone again. The missel-thrush has

beautiful, clean-cut curves like a sailing boat,

and with his strong, rudder-like tail reminds me
of the fishing boats on Brighton Beach. All the

birds, except the blue tit, are afraid of him, and
it' is droll to see the two feeding together.

The bullfinch is the only bird I ban. When
he appears, I call to the gardener, " Johnny,
get your gim, get your gun." The song-thrush did

not venture on the table for some days, but hopped
about a few yards away with the blackbird, which,

despite his brag, is a great coward. Even a sparrow

can bully him. But now the song-thrush has come,

he is lord of them all—a real aristocrat. He
allows all the little birds to come, unless they

squabble ; then he drives them away directly.

One day all the finches f-ailed to appear. I

found on enquiry they had gone to assist the

War Office officials, who were removing a hay-

stack near by. They have now returned to my
table.
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ANSWERS
TOCORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
PHLOX DIVARICATA (C. E. ^.).—The best way to

sustain vigour and freedom of flowering in tliis plant is

by periodical propagation, i.e., by cuttings inserted any
time during the early summer months. The typical kind

is not usually a vigorous subject, and is surpassed in this

respect, also in colour and freedom of flowering, by that

known as Laphami, which, however, also pays for

periodical increase in the same way. In very light soils

a little cow-manure will be found helpful, as all these

Phloxes prefer a cool rooting medium. Slugs, too, are

particularly fond of them and often play havoc with the

plants in winter-time. The old plants of Santolina may
be pruned back at any time now. If done soon, the new
growth will have an opportunity of maturing during the

season. As they break quite well from the base, you need
not hesitate about pruning them hard back. We are

pleased you find the garden plans of interest.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
INJURY TO IVV LEAVES (A. 11. /{.).—We cannot say

exactly what the pest is which is attacking your Ivy, but

from the symptoms we have no hesitation in saying it is a

biting pest and calls for the use of a ^tornach poison. We
think lead arsenate, used at the rate of lib. to 15 gallons

of water and sprayed on with a fine nozzled syringe, would
be the best thing to use. The time for clipping the Laurel

will soon arrive, and it may be unnecessary to spray now,
reserving that treatment in case the trouble reciu-s.

CREEPERS FOR A GARDEN ARCH (Miss Snook).—
Good creepers suitable for clothing your rustic garden

arch are : .lasminum officinale, flowers white, fragrant,

summer ; Loniccra Halleana, cream, early summer

;

Clematis montana var. rubens, reddish. May ; Clematis

Flammula, white, fragrant, August ; Forsythia suspensa,

yellow, Mareli ; Vitis Coignetiie, handsome leaves which

colour In autumn. All grow rapidly. Good standard

Roses arc : Bessie Brown, Caroline Testout, Clara Watson,
Duchess of Wellington, Elizabeth Barnes, Edward Mawley,
George Dickson, General Macarthur, Grace Darling,

Dean Hole, Hector Mackenzie, Gioire de Dijon, J. B
Clark, Killarnev, Lady Ashtown, Lady Pirrie, Lieutenant

ChaurS, Mabel Drew, iMme. Edmond Kostand, Mrs. David
Baillie and Jlrs. W. J. Grant. The climbers and Koses

can be obtained from Jlessrs. D. Prior and Son, The
Nurseries, Colchester. We regret to say that we do not

know of a method of making jam and marmalade without

sugar.

NAME OF PLANT.— Boris. — Mesembryanthemum
falciforme, probably, but cannot be certain without

seeing flowers.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnighflv meeting held on March 27 was full of

interest and variety. Alpines in pans from the Society's

Gardens at Wisley were a great attraction ; Tulips in

bowls of fibre from Messrs. K. H. Bath, Wisbech, were
equally good. For the rest, alpines were freely shown ;

Carnations were excellent ; while Orchids and the earliest

pot-gro\vn Daffodils each contributed then- quota, to a

goodly gathering.
Flokal Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. W. J-

Bean, J. Hudson, II'. C. Sotcutt. W. B. Cranfleld, 6.

Eeuthe, J. Heal, E. F. Hazelton, W. Howe, T. Stevenson,

C. E. Pearson, J. F. McLeod, J. Dickson, C. Dixon, R.

Hooper Pearson, Clarence Elliott, W. P. Thomson, E. H.

Jenkins, W. G. Baker and Charles E. Shea.

An exhibit of alpines in pans from the Society's Gardens

at Wisley was one of the chii f attractions of the show,

demonstrating in the most coiupleli^ oKiimer how to grow

and show these deservedly poinilur dowers. The majority

were sliown in pans 12 inches or so across, not a few of

them so abundantly flowered as to completely cover the

tufts with their blossoms. The more telling in a really

sumptuous lot were the Wisley form of Saxifraga Grise-

bachii, a vastly superior thing to that usually seen ; i
Burseriana Gloria, a sheet of blossom ; S. Irvingii, a gem,

seen in perfection for the first time ; S. oppositifolia

splendens ; S. Bovdii alba ; S. Burseriana minor, whose

scarlet peduncles and calyces display the solid white

flowers to advantage ; and Primula Winteri. An
ic^eal exhibit of the most precious of these early flowers

of the year.

Mr. G. Reuthe. Keston, showed alpines in considerable

variety. Iris reticulata {in pans), Shortia galacifolia,

Hepatica triloba lilacina grandiflora. Cyclamen Coum in

variety, together with hardy Heaths and others,

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, also contributed alpines,

Saxifraga Boydii (yellow), S. B. alba, S. apiculata alba and
others being nicely shown. Corydalis Allcnii (rose,

white-spurred flowers) was also noted.

Mr. Eiisha J. Hicks, Twyford, again showed a lovely

lot of the single crimson Rose Princess Mary, a glorious

bit of colour even in the forced state. The creamy yellow

Rosa Hugonis and R. Willmottise (rose pink flowers)

were also on view.
Alpines and forced shrubs were shown by Messrs.

W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgatc. Iris reticulata, Saxi-

fraga Burseriana major, Daphne Dauphinii and D. japonica
were others on view.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, showed
an excellent lot of Carnations, liandsome vases of some
tiiree dozen sorts being staged. Enchantress Supreme,
Mrs. C. F. Raphael, Alice Coomber (new pink). Brilliant

(crimson fancy). Triumph, Rosalind (yellow-ground fancy).

Aviator (scarlet) and Pink Sensation were among the best,

Messrs. H. Cannell and Sous. Eynsford, Kent, con-
tributed an excellent lot of Zonal Pelargoniums in the cut
state. Mrs. Ewing (salmon), Louis Chauvin (deep salmon).
Firefly (grand scarlet), CJountess of Radnor (cerise).

Golden Lion (orange), Mrs. Lawson (rosy pink) and Sir

T. Hanbury (crimson) were among the best.

Carnations from Mr. Jenner, Rayieigh, Essex, were
very good. White Enchantress, Mary Allwood, Triumph,
Empire Day. Satin Rose, Salmon' King and Aviator
represented these flowers in their highest excellence.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, contributed Primulas
and forced Rliododendrons ; Mr. G. W. Jliller, Wisbech,
showing clioice alpines in boxes, the earlier Saxifrages in

variety.
A chief attraction was the forced Tulips in bowls

from Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech, who con-

tributed handsomely of these imposing flowers. St.

Simon, Rev. H. Ewbank (heliotrope), Sierrad Van Flora
(rose), William Copeland (the flnest of them all for this

work) and Pride of Haarlem (cerise scarlet) were among
the best. Karcissi from the same firm included the flne

incomparabilis Flame. Brilliancy, Homespnn.QSilveriDawn
and Marck Wllite (the best white trumpet and of the

stature of King Alfred).

Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, showed alpines

charmingly. Lovely tufts Of Saxifraga Irvingii were
crowded with flowers, a like remark applying to S.

Burseriana Gloria, S. Obristii, S. marginata, S, Paulina;

and S. Grisebacbii, all of which were charming.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfleld, exhibited

Carnations largely. Red Ensign (a lovely light scarlet),

Eileen (charming in its deep salmon). Triumph, Aviator,

and Philadelpliia (cerise pink), with Pink Sensation,

being among the best.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons. Limited, cxliibited a
table of Ferns and flowering plants, the first named largely

predominating. Of these, Pteris Suinniersii, .\sjilriiinui

Mayi (very distinct), Davallia Slavic ^^ii. J)ieksiiiiia sqiiar-

ro.sa. Davallia Lorrainii and PttrU Child^ii were the

chief. Hardy F'erns were also freely shown.
Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, showed alpines

in variety, chiefly Saxifrages, these including S. Irvingii.

S. Burseriana Gloria. S. Mrs. Leng (yellow) and Narcissus

cyclamineus. Narcissus Bonaparte and N. Alice Knights
were well shown in pots.

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons, Lowdham, Notts,

showed Narcissi very wel'. Vega, Mrs. R, Sydenham,
Florence Pearson and Mrs. B. Farmer are all white
trumpets of a good type. Heroine (very flne white).

Queen of Spain. King Alfred and Mme. de Graaff were
also.mcluded in a nice group.

Orchid Committee.

Present ; Sir Jeremiah Colman (chairman '. Sir Harry J.

Veitch, and Messrs. J. O'Brien, R. A. Rolfe, R. Thwaites,

E. R. Ashton. T. Armstrong, A. McBean, J. Cypher,
J. Charlesworth. J. E. Shill, H. G. Alexander, W. Cobb,

S. W. Flory, W. Bolton, C. H. Curtis, C. J. Lucas, R.
Brooman White and W. H. Hatcher.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, contributed

some choice Dendrobiums, D, rubens, D. Apollo grandi-

flora, D. xanthocentnim and D. nobile nobilior being

among tliem.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells,

showed Brasso-Cattleya Lady Jellicoe, together with a
lovely series of Odontiodas and Odontoglossums, O.

Victory, a variety of the latter, being very flne.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridcc, contributed

Cymbidium Alexander (rich rose), C. Pauwelsii (creamy
yellow and crimson) and C. Gottianum (flesh pink), also

Cattleya Brenda, C. SchroderiE and others.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, had
many good things, notably Lselio-Cattleya Thea, S'ophro-

La>lio-Cattleya Meuse, LSelio-Cattleya Eiu-ypides (golden),

and a variety of Odontiodas with Miltonias. Sophro-
Laelio-Cattleya Meuse and Cattleya Enid Silver Queen
both gained awards of merit.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, liad the lovely

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Woton var. callistoglossa, a huge
flower, coloured pink. Lvcaste Skinneri alba. Cattleya

Snow Queen, C. Mary Sander (pure white) and Cymbidium
Hookerianum were also on view. Brasso-Cattleya

Vilmoriniana, palest pink, was very charming.

A Midwinter Bouquet : A Correction.—

I beg to thank you for finding space for my letter,

" A Contrast," in The Garden for March lo. At

the same time I wish to point out that an'error

crept in, owing to the fact that I did not copy

correctly off the original MS. It should read

(page 85) :
" Iris stylosa associated in the same

bowl with Helleborus niger and a little Iris greenery

make a charming midwinter bouquet, especially

the variety H. n. altifolius, usually known as

maximus, and figured in The Garden for

January 2, 1915."—W. D., Bcxhill.

Daffodil Sliows Abandoned.—Mr. Herbert

Smith writes to say that the Committee of the

Midland Daffodil Society have decided not to

hold the Daffodil Show this year. The schedule

as printed for I9r7 will hold good for 1918, and

the officers for 1917 will continue in of&ce for

another year. We learn also that the Tewkes-

bury Daffodil Sliow has been put off.

TRADB NOTB

A Reliable Gardes TaERMo.\tETER.

THE recent severe frosts have awakened an interest in

thermometers. There are many thermometers in exist-

ence that behave accurately at ordinary temperatures, but
fail completely at the low temperatures wliich we have
experienced this year. A thermometer must be carefully

made if it is to be reliable at unusual temperatures, and
with this consideration in mind we liaye every confidence
in recommending the " Horticultural " thermometers sup-
plied by Messrs. Negri tti and Zimb-a, 38, Holbo n Vi.i-

duct, London. Tempeiatures may be placed in two
groups, (a) in the air, ('') on the grass, i.e., radiation. In
the former the thermometer must be at least 4 feet

above ground in an exposed position, but protected from
rain and sun. A verandah facing north gives about as

good an exposure as possible, unless tlie Standard Meteoro-
fogical Screen is used. In the case of temperature on
the grass, a standard instrument known as a Terrestrial

Radiation Thermometer should be placed on a piece of

grass perfectly open to the sky. The temperature thus

indicated will be the minimum during the night, at which

time if the sky is clear there will be considerable radiation

from the surface of the earth with the corresponding

lowering of temperature. No rules can be given as to

comparison between the minimum air and ground tem-
peratures, but assuming a perfectly clear night and air

temperature of. say, B° of frost, we should expect at least

11° or 12' on the ground. There are always conditions

of exposure, surroundings and altitude, which may mean
that one spot has a different temperature to another;

but this hardly accounts for the great variation recorded

in the recent hard weather. For instance, 4° below-

zero wi're recently recorded at one station in Sur.-i y,

while only 16° of frost were registered at anotlier station

in the same county on the same night—a difference of

20". Considering that the stations are not far apart and
that tliere is comparatively little vanatiou in altitude, this

great difference is hard to understand unless the ihstru-

ments are faulty. Carefully tested thermometers are

necessary for recording unusual temperatures.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers

posted to any neutral European countri/ mil be stopped,

except those sent by puhlishers and neirsurjents who hm-e

obtained special permission from the War Office. Such

permission has been granted to THE Garden, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Hvllund, A'orway,

Sweden, Siritzerland. Spain, Portuipil, Greece, and

Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, II .C

.

*,• The Yearly Subscription to THE GARDES is .' Inland,

10s. lOrt. ; Foreign, 13s.
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Established nearly Fifty Years.

WILLIAM COOK&SONS
ORIGINATORS

OF THE

ORPINGTON FOWLS and DUCKS
are now helping all Smallholders and Poultry Keepers to

increase

THE HOME PRODUCTION OF FOOD
by supplying them with

RELIABLE EGGS FOR HATCHING
from the hardiest, he^ilthiest stock In this country which have
proved to be excellent layers ri^ht through the severe weather
experienced during December and January. They have been
despatching thousjinds of Eggs weekly, which have produce*!

large numbers of sturdy chickens, the pullets of which will

make layers of at least 200 eggs in each year, while the
Cockerels will be killed for food at an early age.

Booked orders ha\ ing been executed, they can now despatch
the following eggs at once :

—

WHITE ORPINQTONS
SPECKLED SUSSEX
WHITE LEQHORNS
BLACK LEQHORNS and
HOUDANS

And are booking orders for
supplying in rotation for

:

BUFF ORPINGTONS
RHODE ISLAND REDS
SALMON FAVEROLLES

and
WHITE WYANDOTTES

From pure etock of
guaranteed 200 to 289
Egga each in the year

6cl. each.
From selected pens of
birds of these wonderful
laying strains

8d. each.
The stock from these vill

lay just as well as from
the cheaper pens, but be
worth more from the sales

point of view as the birds
will be more perfect in
colour.

FIRST CROSS.—Faverolle-Sussex, 6d. each.—Tliia
is the finest cross for the production of heavy table birds in a
short time, while the pullets make excellent layers.

All eggs are despatched on the day they are laid, and not
less than twelve eggs supplied, and no reduction for large
numbers.

Profitable Poultry Keeping is only possible when Eggs are
forthcoming, and many who lua\e been keeping fowls with the
definite purpose of producing eggs have had reason to be
dissjitisfied with the returns during the past few months, and
now that all food prices are up, it is a serious matter wlien the
fowls gi\ e no returns. Mongrels and poorly bred stock can be
made profitable, and the returns from pedigree stock greatly
increased, provided that the food which will develop their
eggs is given, and the mistake made by the majority of food
manufacturers is to provide starchy diet which fattens the
fowls and prevents egg production. It is as the result of their
knowledge possessed as to food values which

WILLIAM COOK & SONS
have prepared their

IDEAL MEAL
and they use nothing but this and oat3 to feed their many
thousands of birds daily This is the meal which is different
to all otliers on the market, as it is non-starchy and non-
fattening, and produces eggs in abundance and promotes rosy
healthiness in the fowls fed on it. It Is now made in two
forms :

—

(1) THE ORIGINAL IDEAL
used In the proportion of one part to several of
middlings ; and

(2) THE COMPLETE IDEAL
which requires no addition of meals, and is being
successfxUly used as a Dry Mash.

The price of the Ideal Meal In both forms is : Per cwt , 21/-
;

per half-cwt., 11/-
; per q>iarter-cwt., 6/- ; carriage paid in

England and Wales ; and 1/- per cwt. less than these prices
for Scotland, Ireland, and the Channel Isles, carriage forward.
For a few fowls a 6/- bag, or for twenty or more one at 11/-

will prove the value of this food.
Everyone who has fowls which are not laying should—in

their own interests—try a bag of Ideal Meal without delay,
then they will be able to see that they liave not before bought
THE RIGHT FOOD, although they have paid a good price
for it.

Special Notice.—Those who wish to purchase their eggs
for hatching from the

ORIGINATORS
of the Orpingtons and so secure the original and tested layers
which are quoted all over the world as Cook's strains ; also
the Ideal Meal, must address their letters to theli ONE
ADDRESS IN ENGLAND :—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS,
ST. MARY CRAY, KENT.

Telephone : 7 Cray.

For three penny stamps they will send a set of papers
dealing with the whole (luestion of (1) Incubation; (2)
Rearing ; (3) Feeding ; and (4) Qeneral Management.
Provided that readers will be good enough to mention
" The Garden."

War-time
CHICKS are
valuable

The rearing of young Chicks into
strong, healthy stock suitable for
increasing the supply of eggs and

.iV table poultry in Great Britain, is
^'' of the greatest im-

portance at the
present period, and
can be under-
taken by owners of

suburban gardens,

t3^^%C^ ';;S-.' small holdings and
pasture land with moderate outlay.

A vital question is that cf FOOD for the young
chicks, but no difficulty need be experienced
if Spratt'a " Middle Course " be adopted, viz.:

—

SPRATT'S
Chicken Meal "CHIKKO"

* as the
early momin? soft

feed.

the dry feed for
the afternoon and

evening feed. -

FREE.—We will jjUdly 'end GRATIS and POST FREE
our interesting book "Chrken and Poultry Culture"
(published at 6d.). also brochure "The Middle Course,"

containing expert advice an'1 many ^-allJable hints,

Spratt'i Patent Ltd , 24-25. Fenchareli St.. London E.C
^___ _S23

COOK'S
ORPINGTON.
Practical Expert Advice

on the

Feeding of Poultry.
WILLIAM H. COOK, LTD., luive for many months

given the above their serious attention, due partly
to the fact that many thousands of their customers
are asking " How to feed, and wliat to purchase ?

"

—

especially as their difficulties in obtaining supplies
locally are ever increasing. They have now placed on
the niarket TWO of the best and cheapest MEALS
ever offered to POULTKY-KEEPERS.

Xote the low, inclusive prices, compare the
quality, then watch the excellent results

obtained.
These two foods have been blended, tried and proved

unequaUed by THE LARGEST BREEDERS AND
LEADING POULTRY EXPERTS IX ENGLAND.

If you want Eggs and Healthy Fowls, feed on
these foods, which have been thoroughly tested
and proved absolutely reliable.
They will make Poultry-keeping a pleasure, and,

being the cheapest on the market, will help you to save
money.

No, 1.—" BEATALL " MEAL.
A special Laying Food, containing most highly

nutritious ingredients for promoting heavy laying,
vigour and health. Two parts of this should be mixed
with one or two parts of Ground Oats or Middlings.

No. 2.—" OOMPLETE LAYINQ MEAL."
A well-balanced food, which can be given without

the addition of any other Meals, as it is a perfect
mixtine in itself.

Price (for No. 1 and No. 2), 20/- per cwt. ; 11/-
per A cwt. ; 6/- per } c^.

Carriage 'paid in England and Wales.
N.B.—Please writ* to ORPINGTON where all

correspondence is now conducted.
'Phone : Cray 39. Visitors always welcome.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, KENT.
Brancli Finn—Le TooQUEr. FaisoE,

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Vakney, Stratford, Essex.

SMITHS' FAMOUS POULTRY FOODS.—
Everything for Poultry. Lists free.

—

Smiths, Speclaliste,

Audlem, Cheshire. Established 1890

CHICKEN FEEDING

IN WAR TIME.
By P. L. STANLEY

(OF THE MODEL FARMS, TWYFORD, BERKS).

It is estimated that millions of cliicks die every

year through improper feeding. Terrible as is

this waste of life in normal times, it is in war time
even more to be deplored. Consider how many
tons of table birds and how many millions of eggs
would have resulted had these lost chickens been
looked after properly and reached maturity, and
you will immediately appreciate the vital import-

ance of taking the greatest care of every livable

chick. They must ha\e the very best and most
wholesome foods you can give them.

I have all my life been connected with the

poultry industry, and it would puzzle me to say

how many scores of thousands. 1 might almost say

hundreds of thousands, of chicks 1 have rearfd

under widely different conditions, so that without

egotism I think I may claim to know something of

their needs. At the present time I have large

flocks of chicks at the Model Farms, Twyford,
and they are increasing every week. You will

perhaps like to know how I feed them, and I would
say that although you may keep only a- few chicks,

and those not under the most favourable conditions

—or you may be rearing under ideal conditions

—

the methods I employ are equally suitable, and
will give quickly good results if carefully carried

out.

The food I use for wet mash is Molassine Chicken
Food, which is a biscuit meal, while as the last

feed every night I give Molassine Dry Chick Feed,

as I have found that a mixed diet—part wet and
part dry food -gives better results than one com-
posed wholly of one or the other. By giving

both these foods as suggested you get the happy
medium. They seem to me to have wonderful
health-giving and digestive properties which I find

in no others, and result in bringing along strong,

sturdy chicks quickly, and reducing the rate of

mortality. No chick should have food at all until

it is thirty-six hours old. Then give it for the first

week Molassine Chicken Food four times daily,

scalded with water or milk and allowed to stand

fifteen minutes. Do not feed so hot as to burn

the chicks. If chicks are with hens you cannot

overfeed, as the hen will clear up what the

chicks leave. At night give a little Molassine

Dry Chick Feed. The crop of a chicken should

not be bigger than a pea for the first week or

two.

For the second week scald the Molassine

Chicken Food in the same way, but dry off with

Sussex Ground Oats. As the chicks will now
be running about, feed further from the hens,

but do not give more than they can clear up.

Where there is limited space, and you cannot

move the coop to fresh ground each day, it is

advisab'e to have a clean board, and if the

chicks have not cleared up their food in ten

minutes take it away and give to older birds.

Never leave the food before them to get sour.

In brooders or foster-mothers always feed on a

board, and remove ten minutes after feeding.

It is difHcult to lay down any fixed quantity

of food for chicks, as some breeds always eat

better than others; again, in the early part of

the year they will require more food than later

in the season, when insects and worms are

about. Carefully watch the chicks, and you will

soon notice if you are feeding them too much
or tco little. When they are three weeks old

they will run to meet you if they are hungry,

but not unless It is better to underfeed than

overfeed

.

The Molassine Co., Ltd , Greenwich, issue a

little booklet called "Foods and Feeding," which

contains some very good practical hints on chicken

feeding and rearing and egg production. It can

be had for twopence in stamps, to cover cost of

postage, etc.

Molassine Chicken Food and Molassine Dry
Chick Feed can be obtained from all the leading

corn dealers, stores, etc.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

w POW^ELL-OWEN
Author of " Poultry- Keeping on Money-Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Production," &c.

THE NEW METHOD OF
HOUSING POULTRY.

IN
my last notes I pointed out the importance

of trap-nesting. If one cannot find the time

to trap-nest all the stock kept, selected birds

can be "trapped" to provide the number
required for breeding purposes. Then the

owner is sure of improving his strain of layers

season after season.

Marking Rings.—In conjunction with the

trap-nest each bird wears a different coloiured

or numbered ring on its leg, and the resultant

chicks are similarly marked. Book-keeping is

necessary, but it is of the fascinating kind. Records

of all eggs laid are kept, an egg-recording sheet

being hung ud in the house near the trap-nests.

Each egg laid is credited on the card to the

rndividual layer, while particulars are also noted

of the weight and colour of the egg and the broody

I had no intention of allowing my notes to run

through more than two or three issues. So many
letters "asking for more" have I received, and

so great has been the interest taken in the previous

articles, that I will go further into this new method

of housing poultry. First let me deal with the

front ! The reader must bear in mind that there

are numerous designs of houses in use, but the

general principles are identical. The lower half

of the front is composed of boards and the top

half of wire-netting. Hinged from the top is

a screen or hood—of wood, canvas, or glass

—

which controls the open wire-netting part of the

front. By a simple arrangement this screen can

be lowered to any. angle to keep out both rain

and cold. At night, for instance, in bitter weather

it would be almost closed. This description of

the most common form of front will suffice to

enable readers to understand the new style of

housing. The house, I must add, is always placed

with the front facing the south.

Measurements.—I next come to accommoda-

tion, and will tell the reader how to ascertain

the number of birds a house will hold. An ordinary

sleeping house we measure by cubic air-space,

each bird requiring some ten or twelve cubic feet

;

but in an intensive structure we work out the

accommodation sum according to ground- space.

There is perhaps.no set rule as to the number

of square feet a hen requires, since some houses

allow for three and others for four and more. Three

square feet of ground-spare would be sufficient for

the owner can move about with comfort is always

preferable to any other. As regards the depth
of the house, one can go up to i6 feet, since the

sun will penetrate to that depth, and the main
idea is to allow Old Sol full play each day over

the floor. If I were constructing a house for six,

twelve and twenty-five birds, I would probably

allow for the respective structures to be 5 feet

long by 6 feet deep, 6 feet long by 8 feet wide,

and 10 feet long by 10 feet. It will be noticed

that while one can extend in" either length or

depth to allow for increase in number of birds

housed, I prefer as deep a house as possible. The
reason is that I provide my birds with protection

from the outside elements.

Internal Fittings.—The roof will be boarded

in,,as will the back and two sides, while in one of

the latter a door will be fitted to act as the entrance

to the intensive structure. At the back of the

house will be placed the perch and drop-board.

The latter will measure the length of the house

and be several feet wide, wh'ile it will slide into

grooves at each end so that it can be easily and
quickly removed for cleaning purposes. Several

inches above the drop-board will be the perch

(or per(!hes) running from one side of the house

to the other. Each end will rest in a- wooden
socket to enable the perch to be removed at

cleaning- time. The perch should measure

2 inches or 2J inches in width, and the ends (at

the top) should be slightly rounded off. With
the dropping- board and perch so arranged, cleaning

periods of the layers concerned. Our best-known
utility breeders owe their success to the knowledge
o! the e.xact pedigree of every bird bred and the

judicious fitting in of such details with their

plans of breeding. If you were to visit a pro-

gressive poultry- farmer and single out a young
pullet wearing numbered or red and yellow rinss,

he would be able to locate the red-rung male
and the yellow-rung female representing the parent

stock. The fact, too, that the rings were on the

right leg might denote 1916 hatching, and if or

the left leg, then 1915 as the season in which
the bird was hatched.

Intensive House Principles.—When I first

wrote of the intensive 'System of poultry-keeping

INTENSIVE HOUSES.

A splendid, range of intensive houses on the

Model Farms, Taryford, where the Molassine

Poultry Foods are tested.

light breeds and four square feet for heavy varieties.

In a house holding fifty or a hundred birds, one

can be on the narrow side ; but where only six or

a dozen fowls are kept, one would be well advised

to allow them as much floor-space as reasonable.

The height of the structirre will also vary accord-

ing to the different patterns. One might recom-

mend 7 feet in front, sloping to 5 feet 6 inches, or

fi feet 6 inches, sloping tn s feet. A house in which

is quite a simple matter. The drop-board should

be about 2 feet 6 inches off the ground, as too

high a jump for the layers is not desirablt.

.ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Gaboen, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.
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The Troublesome Sparrow.
CPARROWS are very troublesome where poultry

are kept, and they will devour much of the

fowls' food if they are not checked. Where onh'

,1 small flock of fowls is kept, the owner, if he has

the time, can stand by until the birds have eaten

,ill the food provided, thns outwitting .Master

Sparrow If the hens are fed under cover

—

inside the srratchiiigshed .or intensive house,

(or instance—and thin-meshed wire-nettint, is

in use, there will be no waste of valuable po\ittr\

mI in the direction indicated.
« « *

Guard Against Rats.
VVHERE rats are truulilcsume. steps should bv

taken to kcef them out of the poultry-house

If the latter h.as a wooden floor, well t.ir the bottom
.ifter nailing thereon thin-meshed wire- netting'.

,\nother plan is to have the house raised off the

f;round. .\lthough expensive, many run <cment

right up to the house, if-, .as a foundation. Quite

an effective precaution is to dig a trench about

a foot deep and 6 inches wide all round the

structure, and fill in with broken bottles and
I hina. Strive not to encourage ra's by leaving

no food about. Keep covers on the food-bins,

and tar the latter half way up.
• • «

The Hay - Box.
T^HE hay-bo.\ should be more widely used by

poultry-keepers than it is. The appH.ince

1 unsists of an ordinary Tate sugar-box {or similar

receptacle), around the inside of which news-

papers are tightly pressed. The bottom (over the

newspapers) is covered thickly with hay, while

the latter is packed tightly into the corners. A
saucepan or stock pot is used in connection with

the hay-box. Having placed in the saucepan

the food intended fot the fowls' morning feed

ind brought it to the boil on the fire, the stock pot

- placed inside the hay- box. Two thick ha\-

-lutTed cushions are next placed on the top of the

saucepan, and in the morning the food will be

i"iind warm and ready for use. If the stock pot

-mtaining the food has a drop handle, so much the

I'ctter, while a lid can be fitted over the sugar-box.

EGGS FOR HATCHING from the finest
laying and exhibitioii strains— first pens Uv-, special pens 2U/-
persittmB, unfertile egg8 replaced. Day old chicks 16;- and
30/- per dozen. Adult birds always for sale, moderate prices
Breeds kept: Golden, Silver and White Wyandottes. Wliite
Leghorns. Kliode Itifand Reds, Light Sussex, Buft Orpington
Ducks.—SVD.NF.v HiLi-ER. Cleveland Poultry tarnn, stai.don,
Herts.

PRACTICAL POULTRY
POINTERS

Badly reared chicks are useless as future breeders

"r lasers, and are expensive to keep.
* • •

Young stock should be kept growing from chicken-

hood to pullethood.
* • •

Overcrowding must be strictly avoided where

^"oung stock are concerned.
» • *

A chick's Drst meal shouM be fine j;ritty sand.
« • •

Food-troughs when not in use should hang on

the w'all.

* * »

Do not rob the hens of any ground-space. It

possible, have inside accessories raised on

platforms, thus allowing the fowls to utilise

the ground underneath
* *

The lower part of chicken runs should consist

<>i small-nieshed wire-netting

THE FIRST BIRDS
on the Market are those

fed on

UVECO
POULTRY FOOD

UVECO Poultry Food will bring bifi-framed.

plump birds, weighing from 3 to 3i lbs., to

market in nine weeks from shell. This is

not an idle statement. It has been proved by-

thousands of wise poultry-keepers and "back-
yarders" ail over the country.

Ask your deiUer tor a bag t i-day : if he does in>t

stock, write for a

FREE SAMPLE
givinU yiMn o.vii ;<nd bis n;ime and address t

UVECO CERICALS Ltd., 30 Bruns-
wici; Street, Liverp.io'.

Plea-t- always order Uveco
Pen try Food ; otherwise yon
may fiet Uveco Cook d Food
for animals, atid not Ihat made
^p.ciaily for Poultiy.

S .Mill?. 14.28 56. and 112 ib bags.

.illb .-indt-.t" Uve.'.P-Mi Irv Fo-. :,'

Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USINQ

RITO
(THE HUMOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL BACTERIA)

Extracts from letters received from pleased users :

POTATOES; "Did wonderfully well for potatoes. We took
first prize for them. I never saw such perfect

ones. They were beautiful and clean."

Eight roots lifted on June 30th, RITO-treated,

weighed 2^ lbs. Eight roots without KITO
weighed 12 lbs.''

Equally good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES:—3 bushel bag, 17/6; 2 bushel bag. 12/6; 1 bushel bag, 7/6
Carriage paid. Cartons 1 /- each. Ask for Booklet " llito Results "from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Gpeenwich

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT.

DISINFECTANT FLUID
A Horthy and forjnidab'e veapon for bnttlii^g against ike bacillus."

—Sir J. Crichton-Browke. F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty pans of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads m it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again.

Against "The Gapes."— " Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, f «
*

s

'

,/,,„,3, IZAL POWDER,
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance-

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry

3 6 per I41b. lag.

6'6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Ghambers&Go., Ltd.JhornGliffe, nr. Sheffield.

CALCOMAR
Registered No. 371,21"

is SUPERIOR to. yet CHEAPER than shell, and

is manufactured by BRITISH LABOUR.

PROPRIETORS ;
•

Messrs. Wm. ASHBY & SON, Ltd.,
i'oultr>- Grit Mauufacturera (wholesalel,

TUNNEL AVBNUE, EAST OREENWIGH.
SFf YOUT COfiH MtRnHSM,' -lOCKS t3"

CALCOMAR
Kegistered Xo. 371,217.
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H TT'^'rTO'WS.

ROSES
LOTTED
TO SUIT
ALL

BUYERS

I

SPtClAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 A 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.O.
OATALOOVBS ON APPLICATION.

SANKEYS*^;^>'*POTS
*^ Che BEST and ChcapcsK

f?ICHA/tO SANKeVA SON, LTP.
Balwell Po^^«rics. NOTTin/OHAM.

FORBES Catalogue
Florist's Flowers, Hardy Plants, Vegetable
and Flower Seeds, Free on Application.

JOHN FORBES (Hawick) Ltd.,
ThB King's Kurscvmcn,

HAWICK, SCOTLAND.
ROCKERY STONE

in large or small pieces, from 1 /- per ton.

Stone Garden Rollers, Crazy Paving, Spar,
Limestone, or Qritstone Chippings for Footpaths.

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Eto.

ENQUIRE

THE STANCLIFFE ESTATES CO., Ltd.,
OARLEY DALE, MATLOCK.

ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED,

THE 'PATTISSON' LAWN BOOTS
SIMPLEST

!

STRONGEST

!

Soles of

MOST ECONOMICAL!
best Enelish Sole Leather

(^^^^te^proofed), with Motor ' Tyre
Rubber Studs.

The "PATTISSON •• BOOTS are
the most durable on the market, out-
lasting several sets of ordinary boots,
and when worn out can be many
times refitted and are then equal to

«eu' ones, but this may only be satis-
factorily done by us. the makers.

1914.

912.

Fig. K
RUBBER SOLES STRONGLY RECOMMENDED,

fkllVFR MFHAI^K Royal. Horticultural Society. 1904, t
OILfftn IIICUHLO ROYAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1

Used in the ROYAL (and in thousands
of the PkIN'CIPAL) GARDENS.
Hundreds of Testimonials.

The Field says: "As tfood as anything
that could be devised."
Mr. TROUP (Head Gardener to H.M. THE
KING. Balmoral Castle) writes : "The boots
supplied 2 years ago are as good as ever."

Illustrated Price Lists from the Makers Fig. 2.

H. PATTISSON & CO., '%^^i:r"^^,^,%^':'''
Contractors to H.M. Government.

GARDENING MADE EASY
By E. T. COOK. Over 200 pages. 23 illustrations.

Sixtn Edition Now Keady. 1/- net ; clotli 1/6 net

;

postage 4d. extra.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this invaluable

book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of tlie super-

books in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,
" Country Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.

COLLECTION "C" of GARDEN ROSES
A REAL BARGAIN—comprising

The finest selection of 25 Garden Roses possible in dwarf
plants for 14/6 (with Acme Labels. 1 7 6), carriage and packing
free lor cash with order. The varieties are:—
Caroline Testout, H.T.
Charles Lefebvre. H.P
Conrad F. Meyer. Kn^!.
Edward Mawley, HT.
Frau Karl Druschhi, H.r.
General McArihur, H.T
Glolre de Chedane Guln-
nolsseau, fl.P.

Gruss an Teplltz. H.T.
Hugh Dickson. HP.
J B. Clarhe, H.T.
Jessie, D. Poly.
Lady Plrrle, H.T.
La Tosoa, H.T.
Fruit Trees of all kinds t<

Mdme A. Chatenay. H.T.
Udme. E. Herrlot {Daily;

Matl Rose) P.
Madame Ravary, H T.
Marie Beauman, H.P.
Marquise de Slnety,

H.T.
Mrs. John Lalng, H p.
Prince C. de Rohan, HP.
Rayon d'Or, P.
Richmond, H.T.
Ulrich Brunner, H.P
Victor Hugo, HP.
Zephyrlne Orouhln, H.B.

-- ^ select from. A grand stock of
Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great
variety. Send for Catalogue No. 12. full of interesting tnforma.

tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

!

H. MERRYWEATHER A SONS, Ltd.
(Dept. 2). Garden Specialists. Sguthwell, Notts.

gUNYARD'S
FRUIT^ TREES

Catalogug
by ReTURn

GEORGE BUNYARD^CO.
Rojral Nurteriai,

MAIDSTONE,
Ltd.

LION CYCLES £6 : 6 :
»"•

IT l&s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised In this paper, and have made and sold Dver20.0(X) Machines.
MO EXTRAS: Lamp, Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage
jaid. YOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10

DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
I have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and
Catalogue with illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON. " Lion Cycle Works." 85, Moseley Street, Birmingham.

Save your Boots
when working in your garden
In tliese days when all must exercise the strictest

economy, the use of Clogs means a two-fold advantage
—a saving in money and a saving of health. Clogs
keep the feet dry and warm all day long. Nothing better

for outdoor work of all kinds. You can reduce
your footwear bill by half by wearing CALOR CLOGS.
No. C529 is lined inside with non te'aring felt ; leather strap up back
both inside and outside. The inside strap protects the lining from

tear and wear. Invisible welts. 5/11, post free.

Ask fnr cot)v of our Cataloeue—sent free in any address

WM. PATTERSON & SONS
" ' B89. OverfiHte, nundee

No. C 51

5/-
No. C 529

5/11
Post Free.

Irons on
Soles

6d. more

All S'zes for Men and Women same price

This two-buckle Clog is'made of strong grain

leather with neat sole of tough wood that

wears ^weU. ^__
Where " Better Wear" Boofs come from

^iv..;.:v,-,

FUMIGATE YOUR GREENHOUSE WITH

McDOUGALL'S
"FUWIERS" or "SHEETS "

SAFE-HANDY-EFFECTUAL-ECONOMICAL

NO SPIRIT REQUIRED - NO LIQUID POISON.

Piinted b>' Hudson & Kearns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E.
and bi' George Newnf.s. Limited, 8-:

and Published by "Country Life,"

I, Southamoton Street, Strand. W.C.
Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C,
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapnesa. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, LTD., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of tlie finest collection in culti-

vation We cordially invite vou to come and select any plants

you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERERS' "PRODUCTIVE" SEEDS.—
The best varieties and s.Iected strains at reasonable prices;

special planting table and descriptive catalogue free.

—

John
Waterek, Sons & Crisp, Ltd., seed Warehouses. Bagshot.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
'• VIT1!(1I>ITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.

"PLASTINE" supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson A- Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent

free on application.

—

Geokqe Blsyard A Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medela has been proved by hundreds of practical gardeners
a certain cure for tliis trouble. To be applied in

April; 2/- per quart, 5/6 per gallon, in cans.—GEO. Bunyard
and Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
now being booked for these plants for delivery in March.
List with full directions and prices, on application.—GEO.
Bunyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on appUcation to
DICKSONS, Koyal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested growth, at moderate
prices. Catalogue free.

BARR'S HARDY PERENNIALS, Alpines,
Rock Plants. Aquatics, Climbers, Wall Shrubs, etc., for Spring
PlantiDg. Catalogue free.

BARR'S LILIES, GLADIOLI, CANNAS,
Montbretias, Tigridias, Ranunculus, etc., for spring Planting.
Catalogue free.

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

BELLADONNA AND FOXGLOVE SEEDS,
Ud. and 3d. packet.—Mrs. Blrnei, The Weir, Hereford.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. ANDERSON Graham. 3,6 net, by
post 3/10. Keclainiing waste land means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, aiid readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yieldiug a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
* Country Life," Ltd., -2.0, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.

NOW READY.
VEGETABLE GROWING IN WAR TIME.
By Herbert Cowley. Editor of " The Garden." Sixpence
net, by post Eightpence.—Orders for this booklet should be
sent to the Manager, " Country Life " Offices, 20, Tavistock
Street, London, W.C.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
FIGS, ORANGES, and ORCHARD HOUSE TREES. — A
large and select stock always on view. Illustrated and
descriptive Catalogue post free.

—

Thomas Rivers & Son,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Station : Harlow, G.E.B.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
aupphed. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morriaburne. Woking.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (FourGold
Medals R.H.S., 450 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing equals a bed of Douglas clove-scented
stiff-necked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. Docglas
{The Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
i-lnch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4Jd. sq. yard ; any lengtii iind widtti to

order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2d. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited ; order early.—W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

WALLACE'S NEW PRIMULA HELODOXA,
A.M., R.H.S., 1916. Other New Chinese Primulas, etc. BER-
BERIS NEW CHINESE SPECIES. LILIES, GLADIOLI,
BEGONIAS, are a few of the items offered and described
in our SPRING CATALOGUE, post free on application.

—

K. Wallace & Co. Ltd., Kilnfleld Gardens, Colchester, Essex.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS" and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE FUMI-
GATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL. —
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER. — Saves
labour and keeps patlis ilean. Write for list and name of

local dealer. — McDocgall Bros., Ltd., Port Street,

Manchester.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Mamu'c.—Wakeley Bros. & Co., Ltd., T5a, Bankside, London.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually

using tliis book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead of

only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent

on application to the Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., 20,

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State

particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,

Westminster.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READI>0

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT AT REDUCET) PRICU';s.

KELWAY'S GLADIOLUS BULBS (AU
British) it you wish to liave a glorious display of Bowers In

the autumn when blooms are scarce.

Kelway's, the champion growers of Gladioli, are offering

a wide selection of beautiful varieties in all colours at greatly

rednred prices during the war.
Write at once for their illustrated catalogue and make a

selection tliat will enable you to send tlowers to the Wounded
Soldiers in Hospitals and Nursing Homes from July till the

frosts come. Gladioli are invaluable for cutting, as every

bud opens in water. They last for a fortnight and are so

liriglit and clieerful that they are particularly well suited to

Invalids. For decoration of all kinds tlie Gladiolus Kelwayi
is pre-eminent.

Carriage paid and packing free for prepaid order.

Kelway & SON, Retail Plant Department, Langpoit.
Somerset.

CULTIVATE THE FOLLOWING BERRIES,
they will repay your trouble and expense. The Newberry,
one of the finest Logan crosses, no core and raspberry flavour,

1/- each, 10/6 doz.; Loganberry, lOd. each, 9/- doz. ; Wilson
Junior.a very fine Blackberry, lOd. each, 9/-doz. Don'tdelay,
they are worth growing.

—

Whitelegb & Co., Chisleburst.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with

full cultural notes, is now ready and will be sent post free on
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. BATH, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—

New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard

varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.

—

(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named, 2/3 post free. Early Chrysanthe-

mums, 12 very line varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.

—

DobBlE & Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S SEEDS AND FRUIT TREES.
—New catalogues of the above now issued Gratis. Grand New
Early Pea, Laxtons' Superb, etc. ; Fruit Trees, a fine stock to

offer—may stiU be safelv planted. Pamphlet on Cultivation

on receipt of stamped envelope.—Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in

What Soils to Plant Them," with Catalogue, free on applica-

tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 ; 25, 6/6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-.

All different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.)

—

G. R. Pbipps, Alpine Nursery Barnham, Bognor.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit

Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-

logues on application.

—

Jones, Churchfleld, Cradley, Malvem.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wiie Work of every description.

Send tor illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Hamng and

Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BoCLTON & PAUL,

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, wiU
tave pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue ol

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., etc., free, if this paper Is men-

tioned. Magnificent strong roots of ovir unequaUed Del-

phiniums in superb variety.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

cheap. List sent.—MAiiiON Gledstanes, Fardross, Cloghei

Tyrone.
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SPECIAL AUCTION SALES
EVERY THURSDAY,

AT ONE O'CLOCK, AT

PROTHEROE& MORRIS'
Central Sale Rooms,

67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.O.
OATALOOUES ON APPLICATION.

SANKEYS^^S^'^POTS
*^Zh€ BEST and CheapcsK

Bulwell ^Haries. NOTTIffGMAM.

FORBES' Catalogue
Florist's Flowers, Hardy Plants, Vegetable
and Flower Seeds, Free on Application.

JOHN FORBES (Hawick) Ltd.,
The King 'a Kuraefymen,

HAWICK, SCOTLAND.
se:£:i3 poTiLTOss.
New Success, Yielder, Queen Alexandra, Early Rose, Hebrons.
Sharpe's Express, Myatts, Eclipse, Llewellyns, Epicure, May Queen,
Queen Mary. Duke of York, Arran Chief, Puritan, Great Scot, Ninety-
fold Midlothian, Kinc; Edwards, Factor, Kv^rfiood, Royal Kidney.
Northern Star. Bri'ish Queen, Up-to-Pate, Table Talk. D.ilhousie,
Cornwalls, Triumph, Dalmeny Hero Pioneer, Northern Star, Iron
Duke, Scottish Farmer. Miehty Atom.Sfilbs. UI-\ 28Ii s. 7/-: Ulbs. 3/6

;

71bs. 1/9. Tahle Swedes and Carrots, 12/B cwt. Potato Manure, 10/-

cwt. ; 6/- 561bs.: 3/6 28Ibs. : 2/- 141bs. 1/3 7lbs. Onion Sets, 1/6 lb.

Free on rail. Bags free.

When ordering, please state Seed Potatoes are
Intended to be used for Seed Purposes only.

Collection of Peas, Beans, and small s eds (22 packets) 2/6 carriage
paid. 1-1 packets Flower Seeds, my selection, I/-, post free. Cash with
order. Send for full Catalogue. Seed Potatoes, Peas, Beans and
Vegetable Seeds

HORACE TAYLORf Cambridgeshire.

KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN
WITH « 0,

McDOUQALL'S
WEED KILLER.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND NAME
OF LOCAL DEALER TO

McDougaJI Bros. ltd.. Port St., Minchester.

The pior\eer oT cheap simple and effective
heahng for smaJl greenhouses Complete
Apparatus from &• i 4 : The immervsc sale
of tKis boiler and its T\iimerous imitatiorvs
arc the best testimouv of \is urvJuuhted success

liESSEMCag*C0W3^
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS & HEAnNC ENGINEERS
LOUCHBOIIOUCH - LGICESTEnSHIRE
London Off.c. . 122 VICTOniA ST S W

i

i

SWEET PEA
PLANTS.

Autumn Sown. Cold Grown.

PLANT IN THE OPEN NOW.
ALL SHOULD SEND for our NEW LIST.it contains
90 varieties, including '^O Novelties. The following
are a few selections from it. doz. 100
Pinh— Hercules 8d 4/6
Cream—Debbie's Cream 8d 4/6
Cream Pink— Margaret Atlee 8d 4/8
Rose—Rosabelle '. 8d 4/6
Sa'mon—E irl Spencer 9d 5/-
Crimson— King Kdward Spencer .. 7d 4/-
Scarlet—Scarlet Emperor 9d 5/-
Orange— Robert Sydenham .. ' .. .. lOd 6/6
Orange Scarlet-Thomas Stephenson . . 8d 4/6
Orange Pink— p:drom Beauty 7d 4/-
Purple— Roya! Purple 1/- 7/.
Maroon— King Manoel 8d 4/6
Mauve— Bertrand Deal Impd 8d 4/6
Blue (Light! Flora Nora Spencer 6d 3 6
Blue (Dark)- Lord Nelson Spencer .

.

8d 4/6
Lavender— Lavender Geo. Herbert

.

8d 4/6
Carmine—John Ingman 6-i 3/6
Picotee Edged— Evelyn Hemus 6d 3/6
Bicolor—Mrs. Cuthbertson 8d 4/6
Cerise- Lilian 8d 4/6
Lilac— Prince George 7d 4/.
White—King White 9d 5/-
Mixed Spencers-Waved 6d 3/6
" Cf>llections " 6 plants each 12 varielies, our selec-

tion. 3/3 ; 12 ditto. 5/9; 25 ditto, 10/6: 50 ditto. 18/6.
Impot tant.—We cannot too strongly em|)hasize the fact

that these plants are Autumn and Winter So'wn and
Cold Grown. There is a vast difference between
such plants and those raised in the Spring in heat.

TOMATOES.
Seedlings Transplntd.

Varieties. Seed, (ready for (ready for
transplanting), potting).

Ailsa Craig. Comet,) 6d 25, !/ 12. 1/6
Fillbasket, Supreme, ^ & 1/- 50, 1/6 50, 4/6
Kondine. Sunrise .J pkts. 100, 2/9 100. 7/6
Balch's Gem Beatall l 1/- 25, 1/6 12. 2/-
Bide's Recruit .. ..

\ pkts. 50. 2/6 50, 6/-
Bucks* Tresco .. ..) only. 1(10. 4/6 100.10/6
COLLECTIONS —That you may TEST which suits you
BEST. 3 plants each. 4 varieties, our selection. 1/9 ;

6 ditto, 3/3: 12 ditto. 5/6 ; 25 ditto, 10/-
Early CaiAflower Plants. 8d doz. 4/- 100.TERMS.-C.W.O. Please remit extra for postage.

W^ W ^\m^ ^^ 'Vlail Nurserymen,BUCKS, IPSWICH.

1^

THB 8TOURBRIDGB HBATINO APPARATUS
For Qreenhousest Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity- Made at oui
own foundry, and under our
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for
Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

jr. &. 'ssr.isrooD
BlmlnglKiB ftreet ronndr;

STOURBRIOQE.

SEEDS BY
RETURN

FROM

RYDERS
ST. ALBANS

Easter Time is Sowing Time
Seeds ordered from Ryders, St. Albans,
will reach you by return of post.

Send your order to-day, or

write now for

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE FREE

Shortage of Sugar
makes jam making difficult. Solve
the problem by using sugar beet.

SOW RYDERS
SUGAR BEET

for jam making. Full instructions for

sowing, growing and using with each
packet. Price 8d. per oz., 4 ozs. 2/6.

All orders despatched by return post.

Orders value 2/6 Carriage Paid.

Only Address No Agents.

RYDER & SON Ltd.
Seed Cf
Specialists, k' * • ALBANS.

LION CYCLES £6:6:0»'»
or 15s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised In this paper, and have made and sold over 20.000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS: Lamp. Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage
paid. YOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10

DAYS. IF YOU DO NOT APPROVE 1 PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
1 have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and
Catalogue with illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON, " Lion Cycle Works." 85, Moseley Street, Birmingham.

gUNYARD'S
FRUIT TREES

Catalogug
by ReTURTi

GEORGE BUNYARD ^ CO.
n , ., . Ltd.
Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.
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HYDRANGEA ARBORESCENS GRANDIFLORA ALBA
• - The Snowball Hydrangea. Finest of all Hardy ^lowering Shrubs.

As supplied by me to H.RjH. Princess Louise, and His Maje-^ty's Buaid of Public Works. This, miirlit be railed the perpetiuil bioomin^ Hydrangea Puuiculata (jiraadifiora. It is certniuly
superior to that grand old sort, in that it begins blooming in May or June and continues in great prolusion until frost, while the old variety only begins to bloom in August or September.
The flowers uf the snowball H\drangea*'rire pure s!iow white, the clusters almost as round as a ball and a~s large as a man's hat. The^effect of such a glorious plant on one's lawn or in

the garden in full bluoin all summer and fall cannot easily be described. It is the grandest decorative flowering plant for outside ever introduced. In addition to its flowers the foliiige is

also very beautiful, clean, and healthy. Tlie plant is perfectly hardy anj^vhere out of doors. The bush grows to a considerable size and produces hundreds of its magnificent clusters of
bloom every year. Xow reduced to half price, 2 for 1/9 ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 for 5/- ; 12 for 7/-. Immense plants, three and four years old, 2 for 3/- : 4 for 5/-.

r
JAPANESE TREE P/EONIES

THE GLORY OF JAPAN. Will produce 200 Blossoms on one Tree.

Huge blossoms ul maguificent lustre ;nid texture, often lOin. to 12in. .o ross ; glorious lor greeidiou ••(-. but ijuite hiudy f<'r outdoor-., should be planted at once, as they flower eurly
in spring. There is a refinement more rare and a ehurm more fas<-inating about these Tree P:)'onies than can be des' ribed on paper. 3/- each : :> for 7/6.

THE CLIMBING HYDRANGEA
~~'

(SCHIZOPHRAGIVIA HYDRANGEOIDES.J
A lieautifui hardy climber introduced from Japan. It is a handsome. i-;ipid-growing plant, with almost all the characteristics of these Hydrangea, liaving sinular white flowers in Imge
riu-;ses. It clings with great tenacity to any tree or building by which it may be planted, and attains a height of .JOft. It blooms about July and remains a long thne in flower ; it is perfectly
hardv. Fine trees itf thi> irraud m-w rlimliei. 2/6 earli ;

'", i'^r 6/6. sto.k verv limited.

GREAT BARGAINS IN SUPERB FLOWERED ROSES
TEA, AND HYBRID TEA EVER-

BLOOMING ROSES.
.MaKiiiflcent viirieties for Harden ; nearly all Gold Jledal winners ;

ll<i\\er rniitiniHiusly the whole season. The Kuses are of great
Mil)>faii(i', with renuirl;,ilily I0112, liandsouic liuils and sliell-petalleil
Ilowers nl niost t'\<nii'-ite ^ojt shades and distinrt tea-iil\e fragi-ance,
:l for 2/6 : li for 4/9 ; li lor 8/6.

A firand new Rose, rich, deej) ritron yellow, beeoining deeper as
the Howers expand—a loloiu' that does not fade ; the blooms arc
l;iri:p. full, and of perfect form, with liisih-ijointed centre, and are

oiinrnn Diiin ^« t*r%» rnn miwiun dcli.i..iisly fra«rant : the plant is a vigorous, erect grower, free

SUPcRD BliD. A UCnl FOR CUTTINu. ;>>rd .ontinnons in Uoom
: one of the finest of the new Koses.

The New Bedding MARECHAL NIEL
or 2/6 : 11 for 4/- ; 12 tor 7/6.

GIANT- FLOWERING HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES

GREAT BARGAINS IN LOVELY
CLIMBING ROSES.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER oi (liant-flowering Hybrid Perpetual
Hoses. My sclectitm. diaun from very hest varieties where I ha\e
11 surplus. Will tiuusplant splendidly now, every tree liavinj; a

AMImmm ^« DI^.%M^.M ^11 ^U^ O^^^^^ '"•^'^^ "^' ^''^rou^ roots, and every one flowered all last sea.^on.

MflSS or ttlOSSOm 3II tnG OGSSOn. a tuaKiuhrent range of colour, from pure white to rich crimson
The.se will make any sariien a blaze of colour. G, all different

for 3/-: 1:^ for 5/6; 25 for 10/-: Jit for 18 6 i'arkeil free and carriage paid. This is a bargain priee so long as stock lasts, as many of these K(»ses are worth from Is. to Ss. eacj^.

A wontierful offer ; half price. Having a grand stock of Climbing
and Rambling Roses, all grand trees, in sjilendid condition ; no
need for bare walls, ugly places, anhes and trellises not covered,
etc. Plant these freely, thej- will flower in the wildest profusion
;inywhere and everywhere. G for 3/- ; 12 for 5/-. Xo more at
the bargain price when these are cleared.

MAUr wrnv DCCT TllUir Tn ni A^IT nirnuirc* Iruly glorious, beyond description. The most magnilicent of allNOW VtRY DCST TIIVIE 10 PLANT P/EONIES. Hardy plants. The fragrance of these new Pfeonles creeps into the
senses, soothes, deliglits, refreshes. Its charm lingers in the
memory long after the perfume itself has stolen away. Double
Hrrb;iceous Pieonies are the most magnilicent of all "hardy lier-

liincniis jilants ; they are immense in size, gorgeous in colour, vet
withal of ox'iuisite delicacy and indCM-ribable beauty. J\[iich that has been said of tlie Hose by poets of all ages might with ejual truth be addressed to these truly noble flowers.

" A
place should be fomid for Pa^onies in every garden.

VERY SPECIAL PRICE.—All colours, mixed, strong roots, full of bud^i, :i for 2/6 : G for 4/6 : 12 for 8/6 ;
'2.j for 15/- ; 100 f(n* 55/-.

Giant-Flowering JAPANESE & CHINESE P/EONIES

Magnificent pure white, delicately scented, and beyond all question
the fines.t pure white Pa?ony in existence. Xo description can do
justice to this glorious Pieony ; it innst be seen. Extra strong
roots, 2/- each ; 3 for 5/- ; for 9/6 ; 12 for 17/6 (worth 7/6 each)

Two glorious Roses, one snow white the other almost black.
Having a large stock of REALLY (JKAXD TREES I offer at
Bargain Price. All will be delighted who plant these two Roses
side by side, one shows off the other to great advantage ; both are
very hartly. vigorous and free flowering, 2 of euch, 4/- : 4 of
each. 7/6 ; 6 of each. 10/-.

P^EONY, QUEEN VICTORIA.

THE VELVETY CRIMSON-BLACK
ROSE and FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI.

MAGNIFICENT LILIES.
The brush cannot paint, or the pen portray the exquisite purity and deHcacy, yet magnificent grandeur of the stately Lily. It is the
ne plus ultra of floral beauty, and I urge my friends to each year add a few Lilies to their collection. No other flower will so adorn
our homes when in bloom, and they constantly improve after planting. As a rule, Lilies are of the easiest cultivation, especially the
beautiful Longiflorum, succeeding equally well in the garden or greenhouse, sun or shade ; the eye drinks in its lovely tints with delight.

To say that it is frosted, glistening white, deliciously fragrant, is to convey but a slight idea of its perfect loveliness. They are magnificent
planted singly or in groups among Perennial and Herbaceous plants, amongst Shrubs and Rose trees they are always at home, and have a
charming effect. Whole beds planted out on the lawn or in any odd nooks or corners is a sight not readily forgotten. Imagine these huge
snowy trumpets, 10' to 12 inches long, pouring fragrance forth till the air is heavy with sweetness. A good bed of these Lilies often
perfumes and is the talk of the whole neighbourhood. Most glorious as cut flowers for all classes of decorations. Never out of place.

THE ABOVE ARE THE TRUE LOVELY HARDY LONGIFLORUM GIGANTEUM.
ISs" Hundreds of Testimonials from Delighted Customers who have grown this Lily.

Price: 6,2/6; 12. 4/6. Extra Selected : 6, 3/-; 12, 5/6 ; 25, 10/- Now best time to plant. VERY SCARC E THIS SEASON.

NOW IS THE TIIVIE TO PLANT. A mass of blossom certain. Thousands ot testimonials from every part of England, and repeat orders
for my Vigorous Country Grown Rose Trees.

Alt above will plant out perfectly now. All packed by an expert, and carriage paid to your door.

iy[]:*s. GJLRDN^C:!^, F.R.H.S., I^riory Mouse, SXI^OXJI>
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NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT,
AMATEURS
CAN OBTAIN
SPLENDID RESULTS.

AKRa
COMPARE

THE OLD WAY-
FOR BETTER GARDENS

EVERY SEED
CROWS AT
ITS BEST.

GET IT NOW AND HERE-THEN

theSEEDTAPEWAY

JUST PLANT THE TAPE
SE:»fX> TO-D-flL-V FOR Xr.I^XJS'TRJtfXErt CA.rrA.IL.OGXJE: FUEE.

BRITISH SEEDTAPE, Ltd., 4, DEWAR HOUSE, HAYMARHET, LONDON, S.W. 1 a^lZ'i7o%^)

By Appointment.

PAULS' ROYAL NURSERIES,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

Large stocks of the following, in excellent con-

dition for spring planting, at very moderate prices.

ROSES in all forms, old and new varieties.

FRUIT TREES for the orchard & garden.

HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.
HARDY CLilVIBING PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS andOAIVIELLIAS.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
SEEDS and Garden Sundries.

Priced Lists on application stating articles required.

m. PAUL & SON. WALTHAM CROSS. LTD.

THE EAGLE SUPERB
GENTS' ^ LAl'IKS" MdDliLS. Prompt .lelivL'ry.

10 DAYS- FREE TRIAL AND TEST.

EAGLE WAR MODEL v «

Genuine Militnry Tyres, Lycett Saddle. 1»C HQ C
B.S. A. Free Wheel. 10 Years" Guarantee. ***** " "

Coastfr Hub. 3-Speeti. Quoted on Kecniesr,

with IHListr,itions. Sen.l i'.C.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMrNGHAM.

.^Si^ -ij^^^i^t-

DOBBIE'S
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDENING.
160 Pages.

Nearly
150 Illustrations.

Post Free if The Garden
is mentioned.

Royal Seedsmen and Florists,

EDINBURGH.

Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USING

RITO
THE HUMOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL BACTERIA)

Extracts from Letters received from pleased users :

RUNNER BEANS.—" Rito-treated plot yielded SUb. 2oz. ; untreated plot

91b. 7oz."

POTATOES.—" One trench of Potatoea containing ten plants treated with
rich farmyard manure produced 181b. A similar plot treated with Rito
produced :;81b. Rito.treat«d Potatoes perfectly sound and clean, others
much diseased."

Equally good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES :—3 bushel bag, 1 7/6 ; 2 bushel bag, 1 2/6 ; 1 bushel bag, T/6
Carriage paid. Cartons 1 /- each. Ask for Booklet " Rito Results " from Healers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Gpeenwich

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.
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NOTES OF T H WEEK
THE

" lazy-bed " system of growing

Potatoes is worth mentioning at this time.

It was once much in vogue throughout the

British Isles, and has considerable advan-

tages. The name is against it, and im-

proved drainage conditions may have rendered it

uimecessary, but with difficult ground to tackle it

may usefully be recalled to memory and considera-

tion. Those who know say that there is no better

system for wet bogland, low, marshy places, and

in the many rough places which necessity makes
use of and where ploughing is very difficult. It

is, in fact, the bed system, only the trenches are

made at the time of

planting, and the "plant-

ing "is reduced to the

minimum of labour.
Hence the name.

The Method of Plant-

ing.—Beds 4 feet or

5 feet wide are taken

and manure laid upon
them, and the earth from

the trenches is just
thrown over the Pota-

toes, which are placed on

t h e manure without

planting in the ordinary

sense. Three inches or

4 inches of earth corre-

sponds with a trench of

18 inches to 24 inches in

width, and earthing up
may be continued several

times afterwards. This

method gives good
crops, and was still con-

siderably used some few

years ago. It is perhaps

less laborious than the

ordinary way, and it has

the great advantage of

providing drainagr. The
cultivation is not so slip-

shod as appears at first

sight, for in three years all the ground is very

thoroughly moved by making fresh trenches

yearly. If the subsoil is tricky, this might be a

stumbling-block, however, as Potatoes like to live

well, and the alleys being 2 feet deep, a lot of sour

soil might have to be brought to the surface.

War-Time Use of Sugar Beet.—A special

pamphlet on this subject is issued by Messrs.

Ryder and Son, Limited, St. Albans. The pam-

phlet is wTitten by .Mr. Dennes, who has for a

long time been making experiments with Sugar

Beet. It is recommended that the Sugar Beet

should be boiled, and afterwards used in the

preparation of jam in the proportion of one-

half to two-thirds, according to the ripeness

and sweetness of the fruit. It obviously adds

materially to the bulk of jam produced, and little

or no sugar is said to be needed. The wiiter of

the pamphlet makes it quite clear that this is a

war-time method, devised to meet the special

needs of the sugar crisis, and therefore the quality

of the preserve must not be expected to equal

that obtained by preserving with sugar only. The

subject is still in its experimental stage, and we

might add that correspondents who have so far

CAULIFLOWER RELIABLE, A DWARF VARIETY OF GOOD PROMISE

given us the benefit of their e.xperience do not

report in favourable terms of the use of Sugar

Beet for jam making.

Dwarf Cauliflower Bath's Reliable.—This

is a comparatively new variety possessing the many
excellent qualities of the well-known Autumn Giant

Cauliflower. But the new-comer has the advantage

of being much dwarfer, and may be planted closer.

It produces immense pure white heads, and its

outer leaves protect the flower as in the Self-

protecting Broccoli. This variety should be sown

now, and is in season, in early autumn. The

advantage of the protection from the sun's rays is

very marked in August and September, and the

heads retain their w-hiteness for many weeks.

A Beautiful Star Primula.—Among the

numerous colours of Primula stellata, it is

doubtful if there is anything quite so effective

and pleasing as Coral Pink Star. In the green-

house it is a lively glistening colour, while plants

used for indoor decoration or cut sprays on the

dinner table are distinctly attractive under arti-

ficiallight. Though the month of May is favoured by

many growers for sowing Primula seeds, it is quite

worth while making a sowing now to obtain

larger plants by the

, normal[flowering season.

Pine Blister Rust.—
From Mr. T. N. Cook,

Boston, U.S.A., we have

received a bulletin issued

by the Massachusetts

Forestry Association on

the Pine blister rust. In-

cidentally,we might men-

tion, that the bulletin

bears evidence of having

been recovered from the

sea. From it we learn

that " The Pine blister or

blisterrust, as it has often

been called, is a Euro-

pean disease with a bad

reputation in its native

country. It has been in-

troduced into America on

White Pine nursery stock

within the last sixteen

years. Ninety per cent,

of all the diseased

stock in this country

came from a single

nursery in Germany. I n

Europe it has'made the

growing of White Pine

impossible in Denmark,
Holland and Englant'.

The disease now threatens to make the growing

of White Pine impossible in the United States

and Canada, and this includes not only the White

Pine of the East, but the Western White Pine,

the Sugar Pine, the Limber Pine, and other five-

needle Pines of the West." There seems to be

no cure for the disease at present, and no tree

once attacked has been known to survive.

*#* Owing to the shortaiJi' of paper, readers who hai^e not

already done so are asked to order THE Garden to be

delivered regrdarly by their newsagent. Readers will thus

obviate the waste consequent on the issue of papers ior chance

sale, and so greyly assist in the economy campaign.
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. CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not rc$f?onsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Dry Wall Gardening and Sphaeralsea.—Judging
from !iis dcsci'iptiuii of Sphctralcea Miniroana'

—

" a trailing plant with much-divided silvery

leaves and cherry pink flowers "—Mr. H. Avray
Tipping does not appear to possess the true plant,

that described being obviously S. pedata. S.

Munroana is an erect-habited, shrubby plant

having entire, sonrewhat hoary leaves and orange

—

almost orange scarlet—flowers. In habit of

growth and flowering it is not far removed from

S. canescens, which gained an award of merit last

year. In all probability confusion has existed

between the first two species named, S. pedata

having got into more than one good collection as

S. Munroana. How, it is difficult to understand,

seeing that the two are widely distinct.—E. H.

Jenkins. [Mr. Avray Tipping informs us that

the Sphairalcea in question was given to him years

ago by Mr. Bulley of Neston, before Bees, Limited,

was started. It was then labelled S. Munroana.
Messrs. Bees have a plant ' almost exactly

like it, except for the colour of the flower, which

they call Malvastrum eoccineum.

—

Ed.]

The Passing of the English Hop Garden.—
The English Hop garden is threatened with ex-

tinction. The restrictions placed on barrelage

by the Food Controller will cut dov™ the demand
for English Hops by 75 per cent. Besides, the land

and labour involved are needed to grow Potatoes

and cereals. Growers are accepting the situation

with equanimity, but many of them are placed

in a very serious position, as they have large stocks

on hand and have already purchased manures
for the 1917 crop. We are getting quite accus-

tomed to radical changes now, and many of them
go praotically unnoticed, but it will not be without

regret that many of us will witness the passing

of the Hop garden. .Apart from its economic
value, which is open to doubt, there is ever some-
thing charming and fascinating about the Hop,
and the disappearance of the plant will not add
to the beauty or the splendour of our country-side.

—

L. M. Marshall.

Making the Most of an Orchard. — Your
Poultry Expert remarked recently that an orchard

may be made to yield two crops if fowls are run
on it—fruit and eggs. I do more than this.

. My young orchard of some two acres yields (i)

fruit (the Plum trees have already paid for them-
selves)

; (2) eggs from the fowls which run in

it ; (3) honey from the bees (there is plenty of

white Clover in the orchard)
; (4) hay (the trees

are 25 feet apart) ; (5) Mushrooms (by the Editor's

advice I put some spawn in last June to augment
this crop). This year I intend to tether the nanny-
goats there for the greater part of the year, so

hope to have a land flowing with (6) milk (as well

as honey). There are also four small enclosed

plots for flowers, for the b%es, and for me,
but I do not count these as a crop.

—

Anne
Amateur.
Runner Beans Scarlet and White Emperor.

Where there are so many varieties of Bean in

cultivation, it is at times difficult to recommend
one as being superior to others, but in the case of

the above I have no hesitation in saying that

they are both superior to many other varieties.

They grow easily 14 feet high, give pods as

many inches in length, straight, even in width,

and, what is of more importance, the flesh is

succulent and devoid of all stringiness. Owing to

the continuance of their cropping qualities they

should find many admirers, as in a limited garden

spa' e this is most important.—E. M.

Protecting Gooseberries from Birds.—The

ravages ca^sed by birds on buds of Gooseberry

bushes in some seasons are so great that not only

is the fruit crop hindered, but the trees materially

affected by the injury done. To check this destruc-

tion of buds requires attention and laboiu' on the

part of the grower, but the time expended is not

ill spent. In the first place, resort may be had

to the entwining of black cotton around and

between the branches on a liberal scale. Another

suitable method is to bunch the branches, and by

means of one or two strands (of rope secure them

in the same manner as nurserymen do trees for

despatch to customers. Treated thus, the birds

PROTECTING GOOSEBERRIES FROM BIRDS.

A, Bitsh with black cotton entwined around and

between branches ; B, Branches tied together by means

of rope, especially suitable for young trees.

are baffled as regards the innermost buds, while,

strange as' it may seem, they then seldom molest

the outer ones. The two foregoing are permanent

means during tlie season. A method which acts

for a brief period, but requires repeating at

intervals, is that of spraying with nicotine emulsion.

—George Rowles.

The Spraying of Fruit Trees.—I do not propose

to discuss the nature of courtesy with Mr. Gibson
;

our ideas are too far apart. But I will take leave

to recall him and others who have joined in this

discussion to my original points, namely, thSt

the continuous use of caustics injmes a tree as

much as it injures its pests, and that no applica-

tion will destroy insect eggs which is not strong

enough to injure the bark. The authorities I

adduced, supplemented by Mr. Chittenden's letter,

are weighty authorities, are fully corroborative
of my statements, and cannot be brushed aside
by any number of American bulletins. Mr.
Gibson seems hardly to appreciate the require-
ments of evidence. Two only of his many quota-
tions touch the destruction of insects, and it is

not apparent that even these two are concerned
with the winter egg stage. Besides, Mr. Gibson
IS riding off on an American horse which cannot
carry him. When I asked him for actual figures

as to the respective crops of sprayed and unsprayed
trees, the cost of spraying, &c., I was obviously
askinj; for English and not American statistics.

The distinction is of absolute importance/ It is

well
I

known that the American climate gives a

much harder bark, less liable to injury by caustics

though even in the United States of America and
in Canada continuous spraying has done harm.
And—an extremely important point—in America
a sprayed orchard is not surrounded, as an English
orchard almost always is, by old, neglected orchards.
The infection from these makes spraying, if it

is necessary at all, necessary every year, and
vastly increases the expense. Cost is really the

determining factor, and neither Mr. Gibson nor
anyone else supplies me with verified figures. I

ask again : What would an outfit cost me for from
two to three acres of trees, half of them large

standards of sixteen years' growth ; what would
the annual cost be, and what my probable profits

over the cost ? Outlay versus returns is a much
more cogemt consideration here than in America,
where some sort of crop is almost certain ; whereas
here, after the spraying outlay, spring frosts

may give a nil return two or three seasons
running.

I shall be delighted to be "budged" by Mr.
Gibson or anyone else who gives me facts and not
rhetoric. My contention may be put in the form
of a question : Has all this spraying paid? Both
" H. A. W. " and-"T. A. W." own that caustic
washes have practically been abandoned

; where,
then, are the large sums which have been spent
on them? " T. A. W." gives* no figures as to

Mr. Miskin's expenditure versus receipts. He
says "it is safe to hazard that the.famous Apples
[of Kent] are not the result of non-spraying."

I might an^swer (though I do not see the logic of

either his remark or mine) that my Co.x's Orange
Pippins, which have taken first prize at the Royal
Horticultural Society's great show each time
I have exhibited, are the result of non-
spraying.

I readily concede to Mr. Chittenden that some
pests are probably dislodged by winter spraying.
But the true issue is this : Considering the costli-

ness of apparatus, washes and laboiu- ; consider-

ing that almost every nostrum in favour to-day
is abandoned to-morrow ; considering that our
foremost authorities are agreed that insects,

which constitute the half or more of our enemies,
are immune from any known wint-er spray, and
considering that it is impossible to obtain definite

and trustworthy figtires as to the outlay and receipts,

is this spraying business a wise investment
for the growers of limited means, who constitute

the large majority—at all events, until someone
gives us much better information than Mr.
Gibson has done ?—G. H. Engleheaet.

The Nettle as a Food Plant.—At this time,

when every available article of diet should be
utilised to the full, I think it should be made as

widely known as possible that in the common
Nettle (Urtica dioica) we have a very palatable
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.Hid a very wholesome vegetable, not unlike

Spinach in flavour. As a boy I used to partake

of it occasionally, under the name of " Nettle Kail."

The word " Kail" (not Kale) in the Xorth-East

of Scotland is applied to Borecole or greens

;

South of the Grampians " Kail " stands for broth

or soup. But this is a digression. For a plain

vegetable the young shoots of the Nettles should

he picked (with gloves on), washed and boiled,

.ifter which it will be an improvement to pass

ihem through a hair sieve as is done with Spinach.

.A. little bit of margarine or dripping, with a season-

ing of pepper and salt, should then be added.

I see from McGillivray's " Withering's Botany "

that in the Hebrides Nettles mixed with oatmeal

are used for food. I lived five years on one of the

isles (Raasay) of the Inner Hebrides, but I never

heard of Nettles being used for food there. Kail

(greens), mashed and mixed with a little oatmeal,

used to be a common dish in farm kitchens in

.\berdeenshirc half a century ago. -Caledonia.

Stinging Nettles as Food for Pigs.—The cgrre-

spoudeuce recently appearing in the columns of

The Garden has suggested to me that a few notes

on their usage for the above purpose in these times

of forced economy might not be out of place.

For a longitime the cottagers and small-holders

in this part of the South of Ireland have used

the growths of young Nettles for pig-feeding, their

modus operandi being as follows : The growths

are cut and col-

lected in a sack (I

need hardly say

that the use of

gloves renders the

work a greater

pleasure), and are

then chopped up

on a board over a receptacle, such as half a tub. .\m

ingenious device for this purpose can easily be

formed out of an old scythe blade, using about

15 inches nearest the handle, which should be

cut off, leaving another 4 inches or 5 inches of the

backbone nearest the point end on which to fix

a handle. The end of the scythe blade which

ordinarily joins it on to the handle is then turned

so as to form an eye. An old bolt about 4 inches

long, with a thread on the end, is divided into a

crutch shape about half its length at the opposite

end, and the eye formed riveted in so that it

works freely. The bolt is then passed through

a piece of inch board and secured imderneath

hy a nut. The blade can be sharpened at will

in the ordinary way, and by gi'asping a good hand-

ful of growths tightly they can be soon chopped up.

Of course, this would be too primitive a method

where a number of pigs are kept, but I have often

thought that the growths might be dealt with more

expeditiously in a chaff-cutter. Cabbage and all

green food is dealt with in this manner,' and the

whole softened by pouring on boiling water, to

which has been added crushed Maize. This is

allowed to swell and soften, and is known locally as

" stirabout." The tub is then covered over with

a sack to keep in the heat. This forms a good

basis to which the other ingredients can be added.

It would be of interest to know what other weeds

might be put to the same purpose.—E. B.. Fola

Gardens, Qucenstomn.

Big-Bud on Black Currants.—^The opinion

expressed by Mr. Bartlett that on. light soils

Black Currants are more open to attack than

on those which are heavy I fully endorse, and

that because conditions pre\ail which are more

suited to the mite's requirements, its increase, Re.

Heavy soils are cold and largely moist at the

period of prevalence and productivity ; hence

the reason is simple to understand. 1

desire to emphasise the need for everyone

to utilise whatever means permit towards

eradicating this pest, for by so doing he will

confer a benefit on the community. There can

be no infallible cure until legislation in respect

to pests and plant diseases becomes, not confined

to one or two in particular, but embraces all.

The loss to this country through slowness on the

part of the governing body to recognise the need

for such is so great that, put into actual figures,

it would appal not only outsiders, but many

who are within the ranks of horticultm-e.—G. D.

ROWLES.
1 fully agree with Mr. Cecil Bartlett when he

states that cutting back is no remedy. To my mind

it is utterly useless, for I have cut bushes to the

ground and watched the new wood develop big-bud

as it grew. I may say that I have during the past

six years kept my bushes absolutely free from

big-bud, although ray neighboiur's bushes, part

of which are Boskoops of the self-same stock

as my own, arc simply teeming with the pest.

The sole reason of the apparent immunity of my
bushes is close watchfulness and frequent spraying

with a well-known fruit wash. In the winter

the bushes have, been sprayed with winter wash,

and during April, May and June have been sprayed
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with a summer wash. As is well known, the

mite is migrating during the early spring, and

can only then be combated either with the dry

lime and sulphur or with some effective fluid.

By the spring and summer spraying I am able

to keep down the Currant aphis, which in my
garden is always a serious pest. Regarding

immune varieties, I believe I may say that Sea-

brook's Black is the onl\ one that has any such

reputation, and for this reason it is being largely

planted by market-growers. The French Black

is certainly no safeguard against big-bud, and

unless I am mistaken this variety is often liable

to "run out"—that is, degenerate to a worthless,

non-qropping form. This "running out," how-

ever, is often encouraged by foolish cutting back

of the tops. Black Currants must not be cut

back like the Red or White Cujjrauts. When the

bushes become ungainly, cut' out one or two

branches right down to their base and encourage

new wood from the base as much as possible.

Never plant Black Currants with a leg, for

the nearer the crutch is to the ground the more

one gets of new branches, which are essential

if the bushes are to continue healthy and profit-

able. Heavy land is no safeguard against mite,

for my neighbom-'s bushes are growing on sheer

clay and, as stated, every bush is burdoied down

with big-bud.—T. A. W.

TOW.\RDS the end of March several

wild plants can be used as vegetables.

Nettles when quite young, about 6 inches

high and well washed, make an excellent

substitute for Spinach, dressed in the

same way. Young wild Dandelions make a whole-
some salad, though, of course, not as good as that

made from the cultivated and forced Dandelions
mentioned before. The young shoots of Hops
can be boiled like Asparagus. Young Bracken
shoots, cut below the soil, are considered a delicacy

in Japan, and I read in a newspaper the other

day how the Japanese prepare them :
" Pick the

tender parts of the Bracken shoots, wash them
carefully in fresh water, put them into boiling

water for two minutes, then remove them to cold

water and leave them for a couple of hours. They
can then be cooked like Seakale and served with

any sauce that is liked, as they have not much
flavour."

Celeriac is not a great favourite with gardeners,

as they are often unsuccessful in growing it, and
many gardening books say it wants Just the same
treatment as Celery. Now, that is not my ex-

perience. It must not be planted in a trench,

but on the top of the ground and nearly 2 feet

apart, and never be earthed up. Dutch hoeing

is very useful, as with most things, and the situation

should be sunny. The Celery fly will attack

Celeriac in the same way as it does Celery

proper.

Cress can be grown under glass or in a hotbed

on a garden mat and well watered ; this prevents

grittiness, which is an advantage. It should be

ready to cut in ten days or a fortnight. Mustard
germinates quicker than Cress, and so should be

sown three days later. Salsify is another vege-

table not always grown as it should be where there

is room. It is easy to grow, very hardy, and a

useful addition to winter vegetables. Seed should

be sown in ."^pril in ground quite free from manure
on the top, but some good rotted manure buried

deeply is a help. It can be cooked in a great many-

ways, and is generally helped by a little Lemon juice.

I find one of the best ways is either in shells or

earthenware saucers, cut up in a sauce exactly

like scalloped oysters and served with pieces of

Lemon. .-Vnother good way is to cut it length-

wise, fry in egg and breadcrumbs like smelts,

and serve with Parsley sauce apart and Leinon

juice.

Sugar Corn or Maize can be gro'n'n here in the

South of England. The smaller kinds ripen best.

The plants must be brought on in a little heat,

and not planted out in rich soil till quite the end

of May, as any frost injures them. Maize will

perhaps never be as popular with us as it is in

America, because the half-ripe growths are very

ugly to eat ; they are plain boiled, covered with

a piece of cold butter, taken with both hands

and simply gnawed. This is not pretty ; but if

not too ripe, Maize is excellent.

Cuttings of Globe Artichokes.—Since the

foregoing notes were penned Mrs. Earle writes :

" The very severe frosts of the last week have,

I fear, destroyed my Artichokes, which had

just started into growth. Will those who have

applied for cuttings take this my apology

if thev do not rpcei^'c them?"
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RECOLLECTIONS OF THE GARDENS AT EARLHAM HALL

By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

I

HAVE undertaken to write some notes on

the beautiful new gardens at Earlliam tc

accompany tliese excellent photographs

taken there last summer by Mr. Malby.

Having no notebook to turn to to refresh

my memory, I must let my mind wander back to

the many happy days I have spent there, and

conjure up recollections of my impressions of the

improvements Mr. Morris has made during tlie

last three years.

I had heard of the charms of Earlham from

various Norfolk friends ; of the beautiful old

house with its flint front, red roofs and gables

and clustered chimney-stacks, but especially of

the wealth of Winter Aconite and bulbous plants

in the wilder parts round the house. I first saw

it in the glow of a September sunset, and coming

nu,t of the garden door, shown in the first photo-

graph, standing on the broad gravel terrace on

the south side of the house, I was delighted with

the quiet beauty and dignity of the view. A
very fine expanse of beautifully kept lawn rises

away from the house to another straight terrace

walk parallel with the house, bounded by a bank

of Box and Ivy that makes a restful, deep green

line on the near edge of a sunk ditch, over which

is seen the park and its fine old trees. To the

westward "the lawn loses itself in a very beautiful

grove of Oaks, one of the most beautiful I have

ever seen. They have been carefully tended

and brushwood trimmed away, and so thinned

this has now been cleared away, and were it not

that some of what remains is very useful as

shelter from wind, more might go, and the

grand old trees stand alone on the turf to show

their full beauty.

There was the finest mass I have ever seen of

Clematis Viticella alba on the wall of the built-out

library wing, and that it is still flourishing may
be seen by the hundreds of its white blossoms

that show up so clearly above the white seat in

the photograph. I also recall delicious ripe Figs

from the large tree next to it, and then a stroll

along the path in the foreground, by the fine

sweep of semi-circular wall and its mCany climb-

ing shrubs. This leads into the formal garden

enclosed on three sides by old red-brick

walls, then chiefly covered with Pear trees

that bore none too well, and are therefore

giving place to good flowering shrubs. My
first impressions of this part of the garden have,

however, been so ^completely eclipsed by visions

I can recall of later summers and autumns that

the earlier ones may be dismissed. I can see it

with my mind's eye as a delightful harmony of

shades of blue, lilac, silvery grey and softest pink.

A very charming Verbena is made great use of.

It was a seedling raised at Earlham and selected

for its large flowers, free habit and delicate shades

of lilac and mauve, varying according to the age

of individual flowers, but always soft and delightful.

A very hardy and dwarf form of Agapanthus

^^^u^^uasft^issussmi-

EARLHAM HALL, NORWICH : SOUTH FRONT.

that each tree is in exactly the right position to

be admired and yet to permit vistas of the view

down to the river, or to the blue distance, between

their stems, many of which are clad in close-

growng Ivy.

The eastern grove contains some fine old

Larches and Scots Pines, but was ruined when

1 first saw it by an ugly border of heterogeneous

and Miihe.ilthv shrubs in front of it. Most of

umbellatus, not quite the same but much like

one sold as A. intermedius, is a fine sight here

when in flower, and fills the bed round the little

Cupid, rescued from oblivion in a Laurel bush

and now the reigning deity of this garden,

but, quite harmlessly employed with a lyre

instead of his bow. Tall specimen plants of

Plumbago capensis carry on the soft blue tones,

rising out of Verbenas and Heliotrope ; Centaurca

Clementei provides masses of finely cut silvery

leaves, as no other plant can ; and soft pink

Verbenas fill some of the borders under the walls.

The scent of these beds is as delightful as the

colour eft'ect, and both do~ great credit to Mrs.

Morris' good taste, for she has had the chief hand

in their planning.

Opposite the entrance ' to this little formal

garden lies a broad, straight path between two

shrubbery borders. It is known as Wilberforce's

Walk, because the great Wilberforce spent much
time here in the days of " The Gurneys of

Earlham," and was accustomed to walk up and

down this path meditating his great plans for

emancipation. Certainly there was little in the

nature of the shrubs to distract his thoughts, for

when I saw it first it contained the moribund

remains of Portugal Laurels, Cherry Laurel and

Box that are usually found as the result of

" filling up" such borders with these plants and

then leaving them to look after themselves till

they have fought and choked one another intti

a common state of shabby leanness. Stretch by

stretch they go, and Mr. Morris plants bold

groupings between the stems of the fine trees

and large Hollies that still preserve the character

of the long, shaded walk. Many of the newer

Primulas, such as the Lissadell hybrids, Liliuni

giganteum in fine masses, and L. croceum and testa-

ceum do magnificently here with a backing of

Bamboos. Again, rare and new Berberises of many
species and the best of the Cydonias form other

groups that pleased me most, and so are best

remembered as I saw them last summer.

Continuing to the eastward we came to a large

paddock in which racehorses had at one time

been the chief feature ; but when I first saw it,

plans, levelling and tape measures were the things

of the moment, for here the greatest changes of

all were to be wrought. The long herbaceous

borders were to carry the garden on along ?ach

side of a broad grass terrace ; a sunken square

garden for Roses was to occupy the central space,

with new tennis lawns behind, and beds of shrubs

and Bamboos at one side leading up to the rock

garden. Now aU this has been accomplished,

designed by the joint brains of Mr. Morris and

Mr. George DiUistone, of Messrs. Wallace and

Co., and carried out so well that three years later

it is almost impossible to recall the. old paddock

and to believe that much of the rich collections

of herbaceous and rock plants then existed

only as divisions in course of propagation, small

pieces taken off the old-estabhshed clumps in

the other beautiful garden that Mr. Morris had

made at Wretham, his home for so many years,

till a disastrous lire destroyed the house.

The next illustration speaks for itself, showing

so well the long stretch of herbaceous border in

full blow, the well-clad retaining wall of the

sunk garden, two of the Rose beds, and the

charming paths of narrow Dutch bricks that by

now look as though they had been walked on

for three centuries instead of three years. The

blending and grouping of colours in the herbaceous

beds have been very carefully planned and are

most successful, and the growth of the plants is

remarkable. Thalictrum dipterocarpum is not

one of the easiest of plants to get on with, yet

here, aided by a judicious blend of leaf-soil and

manure as a mulch just as the flower-stems were

lengthening, Several of the spikes in a large group

were over 8 feet high. Delphiniums were mag-

nificent in these beds, and I have never seen

H^lianthus orgyalis achieve such stature and
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wealth of orange yellow blossoms elsewhere.

The latter part of last season was none too

helpful for Roses, but the beds of Mme. Edouard

Herriot, M^lanie Soupert, Autumn Tints and

other newer Roses were fine sights whenever a

sunny spell gave them a chance.

I hope we shall on some other occasions see

photographs of the rock garden. It is built with

the most beautiful of all stone that can be used

—

water-worn mountain limestone, and

many very large and beautiful blocks

were brought from Wales to fit into

the framework that Mr. Dillistone

pieced together so cleverly, and the

ensuing years, Mr. Morris' watchful

eye, and Mr. Fitt's skilled hands

have tilled with such a glorious and

healthy growth of rare alpines to

make one of the most Iwautiful

garden pictures I can recall.

No notes on Earlham Gardens

would be complete without mention

'if the grand collection of I'erpetual-

flowering Carnations, the work of

many years in hybridising from the

very best kinds. Such good things as

Lemon Queen, the only really Clove-

scented yellow yet raised, and the

brilliant red Ehzabeth are two

especially good seedlings that have

resulted from this work. Nor is

this the only line in which Mr. Morris

and his head-gardener, Mr. Henley,

have been successful in winning

awards for their creations. Broad

beds of seedhng Montbretias form

a great feature of the garden, and

Queen Adelaide, George Henley and

Queen Elizabeth, which have won
the high honours of the Royal

Horticultural Society's award of merit, are not

the only Earlham seedhngs deserving of them.

Looking at the photographs makes one wish

it were once more summer ; that Mr. Fitt was

back again in his role of custodian of the rock

garden instead of serving his country in a sterner

way ; and that Peace had brought back to Earlham

the many skilled workers needed to keep such a

fine garden in the condition worthy of it.

a moderate winter, would not stand one of

unusual severity. It is therefore good to find

they have all come through practically untouched.

True, they have been somewhat sheltered from

the worst winds. One of the older but uncom-

mon Hj'pericums, the delightful little empetri-

folium, has nearly succimibed. Ilex Pernyi is

as sturdy as it looks, and of the Ligustrums

both Delavayanum and Henryi have proved

slightly. Veronica diosmaefolia looks very bad.

It is good to know that our faith in the beautiful

Viburnums Carlesii, dilatatum, Henryi, macro-

cephalura, plicatum and rhytidophyllum has not

been misplaced, and all are quite unharmed.
In conclusion, I must add that of all those I

have mentioned, very few have suffered so severely

as to justify their exclusion from the garden.

It would be interesting to hear if expeiiences

HERBACEOUS BORDER AND RETAINING WALL AT EARLHAM HALL GARDENS.

THE SEVERE WINTER:
ITS EFFECT ON SOME OF THE
NEWER PLANTS AND SHRUBS

{CoiUinued from pagt- io8.)

THREE Cotoueasters that remain quite

unaffected are C. adpressa, C. applanata

and C. parmosa ; but C. humifusa was

badly treated by the wind, not so badly,

however, but that it will recover. C.

congesta and C. p>Tenaica suffered in a less

degree ; while the older C. microphylla and C.

thymesefolia have lost most of theu: leaves.

It is pleasant to record of the Cytisuses that

C. Beanii, C. Dallimorei and C. kewensis have all

proved themselves capable of standing with im-

punity the worst treatment they are likely toreceive.

Davidia involucrata, planted in a fairly sheltered

position, has survived without a trace of disaster.

Doubts have often been expressed about the

hardiness of three Ericas, arborea, lusitanica

(codonodes) and Veitchii. It was believed by
many that these plants, while quite happy thrnngh

themselves quite safe plants. To me personally,

one of the greatest pleasures is to find that

we have a v-aluable new and hardy hedging

plant in Lonicera nitida ; I do not mean
a plant for field fences, but one that will prove

invaluable for neat and trim garden hedges. It

looks too dainty and delicate to be hardy; it

grows quickly, and can be trimmed as freely as

Box or Yew. With its young growth it is a

delightful shade of bronzy green, and i_s just the

shrub to use where divisions are required rather

than protection or screen, although there appears

to be no reason why it should not perform the

latter service if desired to do so. I hope its future

is to supplant the eternal Privet and Laiffel.

It is, of course, valuable on account of its foliage,

and as a flowering plant this tiny white Honey-

suckle does not shine. It, however, bears attractive

blue purple berries. Except for a few belated

autumn growths it is quite unharmed, and I

should have no hesitation in planting it in places

where EuonvTUUS japonicus failed to survive.

I a:n anxious to find how it succeeds in the sea

air, as it would be pleasant to see it replacing

the coarse, clumsy Euon^-mus as a hedging material

for seaside gardens.

Of the Olearias, macrodonta, moschata and

stellnlata are all untouched ; but Ozothamnus
rosmarinifolius resents the keen wind, as also does

Rhamnus Pcrrieii, this latter very much. Poten-

tilla Veitchii and Rhododendron racemosum remain

quite cheerful under adverse conditions, and the

older Romneya Coulteri, despite its reputation,

is perfectly happy. Sarcococca ruscifolia is un-

affected. The foliage of Stransvesia undulata

has suffered from wind, but only comp.irativelv

generally coincide with ours at Colchester. Every-

one win agree that it is annoying to make use of

a plant, tree or shrub and then find just as it is

growing interesting it will not stand the climate

except under conditions that are exceptionally

favourable. It is onlj' when we get these spells

of more than usually severe weather the test can

be applied, and records of results are consequently

valuable. George Dillistone.

THE ALLOTMENT WEEK
BY WEEK

By a. Cecil Bartlett.

SPECIAL attention should be paid to the

food value of the crops which it is in-

tended to grow, and with this in view

Parsnips, Broad Beans, Peas, Onions and

Ttirnips should have ample shares of the

plot. Turnips are not so feeding as the other

vegetables, but they are especially valuable, in that

if such small, quickly maturing sorts as Early

Milan, Early Snowball or Yellow Six-weeks are

grown they yield sooner than any other out-

door vegetable. With a view to economy of space,

the drills for these early Turnips need not be more

than 9 inches apart, and the seed should be covered

with half an inch of soil. Thin sowing ought to

be practised, and, as some of the roots may be

pulled before they attain full size, little or no

thinning of the seedlings will be required. The

later varieties of Turnip have more luxurijint

foliage. ?o they must be sown in djills 15 inches
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apart ; while Parsnips require i8 inches and
should be sown quite thinly.

Particular attention should be paid to succes-

sioual sowings, and by timely preparations en-

deavour, once all the digging has been completed

and the late Potatoes planted, to have something,

either growing or just sown or planted, in every

part of the allotment. If the holder was fortunate

enough to commence early and .had sown a row
of Peas before the second spell of frost, these will

soon be showing above the ground, so little ridges

of soil should be drawn up on each side of the row-

to give slight protection from cold winds and so

hurry on the crop. If Pea-sticks can be obtained,

these dwarf early sorts will repay for staking,

for they grow quicker and pod earlier if given

support and shelter. The warm side of the staked

Peas provides a splendid place for a couple of

rows of early Cauliflowers.

Markers.—The market grower makes greater

u^c ol " markers" than does the private gardener

or the allotment holder. When sowing "such

relatively slow germinating seeds as those of

Parsnip, Carrot and Onion, he sows with them a

proportion of Radish seeds, and these are the
" mai'kers." The objects are twofold, but chiefly,

as the term suggests, to mark the rows so that he
may work the hoe at the earliest possible tim^-. A
second, but still important- reason, is to have a

light but saleable crop while w-aiting for the more
slowly maturing vegetable. The use of a " marker "

is especially important w-here such quick germinat-

ing weeds as Groundsel and Chickw-eed are preva-

lent, for these would otherw-ise become firmly rooted
long before the hoe could be plied between the

seed rows. As nearly all the new allotments are

certain to be amply supplied with weed seeds, it

will be wise to adopt the market grower's plan of

sowing " markers," and the Radish, which ger-

minates as soon as the weeds, will mark the posi-

tions of the rows and also furnish useful roots.

Thinning the Seedlings.—All seedling vege-

tables that are in their permanent places should

be thin-ned as early as possible, so as to ensure

strong, sturdy plants being left. The distances

apart which should be allowed for the plants

must be regulated by their kind. Onions, which
are often thinned too severely,' may be left

3 inches apart. The bulbs will then at maturity
" sit on the ground," ripeji much better, and yield

a far heavier crop than when the plants are thinned

to C inches apart in the hope of growing specially

fine examples. This

temptation to grow
exhibition vegetables

should be resisted

just now, when all

our efforts sTiould be

directed towards
growing as much good

produce as possible.

If Carrots are grown

in small successional

rows to obtain small,

tender roots through-

out the season, and

the sowing has been

made thinly, ivery

little thinning will be

required, but w-heu

sown in bulk the

seedlings will need

5 inches each.
Parsnips at maturity

require from 7 inches

to 9 inches, the

latter distance for

roots on strong laud

while Beet similarly

6 inches to 8 inches.

Edible Peas, unfortunately, are rarely thinned,

it being usual to allow all the seedlings that appear

to remain, and as fhis crop is often sow-n far too

thickly, an undesired congestion results. If the

w-orker would sow Pea seeds in a double row-,

allowing i foot between the lines and set the seeds

4 inches apart, and then when the seedlings are

a couple of inches high thin to not less than g inches,

greatly improved crops would be the result. A
good rule to observe when thinning, if doubtful

of the space to allow the seedlings, is to imagine a

fully developed plant of each kind and thin

accordingly.

READY FOR THEIR FIRST POTTING.

should l)c alli.iwed from

EARLY TOMATOES IN

POTS, BOXES & BORDERS

TOMATO SEEDLINGS READY FOR

CULTIVATORS who are not able to

command a moderate heat in their

glass structures should not attempt

the raising of Tomato plants too early.

Plants checked while in their seedling

and young plant stages do not give such good

I'esults as those
g r o w n luicliecked

throughout.

The beginner often

. makes another rais-

> take in sowing the

seeds too thickly.

Instead of using a

fiow-er- pot or one
small box, sow the

seeds an inch apart

in several larger
bo.xes. The latter

should be about
4 inches deep and
filled with a com-
post of fibrous loam,

leaf-soil and sand,

with a layer of well-

rotted manure at the

bottom of the box.

Leave the compost
PRICKING OKI'. in a rather lumpy

state, as the resultant seedlings will not damp ott

as readily in this as in a very fine compost. If

the boxes are covered with loose squares of glass,

these must be removed directly the first seedling

comes through the soil ; there must be uo

undue weakening of the seedlings. Water will

not be needed for several days after the seedlings

appear if the compost when used is in a medium
state of moisture.

Pot off the young plants singly in 3-inch pots

before they become overcrowded in the seedling

boxes, and again use a rather lumpy compost

in which some wood- ashes have been mixed at

the rate of a '6-inch potful to a bushel of soil.

Rich, fibrous loam should form the principal

part of the compost in which the plants are to

be fruited. Once more add the wood-ashes and
a similar quantity of burnt soil, with a 5-inch

potful of soot to each bushel of soil. The wood-

,

ashes and birrnt soil have a beneficial effect on

the fruits. The latter colour more perfectly,

fewer having that objectionable yellow patch

near the footstalk.

At first the pots and boxes should be three

parts filled with the prepared soil. In due course

surface mulches must be given, the soil being well

firmed. When putting out Tomato plants in

borders where there is a great bulk of soil, be sure

that the rooting medium is well firmed. G. G.

LETTUCE: PLANTED v. SOWN.
From April to July last year the total rainfall

\vas only 5.98 inches. This fell on but thirty-

three days out of the 122 of the four months. Such

a shortage of moisture left the soil at times very

dry, rendering the raising of crops like Lettuce

a matter of difficulty and entailing much labour

in watering where transplanting such crops as

Lettuce was practised. A saving of labour was
effected, with much better results, where the plants

were allowed to grow to perfection in the seed

drills. Perhaps a trifle more seed was used,

but that is a small matter compared with the

labour of transplanting and daily watering after-

wards until the plants become established. Instead

of sowiug the seed in beds, draw ch'ills a foot apart

in deeply dug ground and well soak them before

sowing the seed thinly. This hastens germination

mnrh more cffectivelv th.-m the continuous
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ivatcring after sowing. Directly tlic plants are large

enough to handle, thin out the weaker ones and go

over them a second time, finally settin? them out at

the proper distance. Repeated stirring of the foil

between the rows with a Dutch hoe will accelerate

growth considerably. A little practice will teach

the inexperienced how thickly to sow the seed so

that but a small quantity will be wasted. E. M.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Cypripedium Eurybiades The Baron.—We iiad

but the \-eriest glimpse of this magnificent variety

on the morning of the exliibition, its early removal

subsequently precluding our describing it in

detail. Of giant form and sturdy build, its out-

standing feature was nndoubtedly the great size

and substance of its nearly circular dorsal sepal,

which is copiously spotted with crimson. From
Mr. J. !•:. Shiel, Euslcfield Grceu.

Saxifraga Burseriana Gloria.—It is ten years

since Mr. l-arrer exhibited this incomparable

form, which easily gained an award of merit.

Now, having stood the test of a decade and, mean-

while, proved itself the most popular of the Burser

Saxifrages, it has been deservedly advanced to

the higher award of a first-class certificate.

The glorious example of it—a panful to inches in

diameter—with several hundreds of its pure while

blossoms almost the size of a florin, was irresis-

tible and a great attraction. From the Sniiety's

Gardens, Wisley.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Brasso-Cattleya Lady Jellicoe.—A biceneric

hybrid of handsome proportions and great beauty.

The sepals and petals are pure white, the

latter exceptionally large and broadly ovate.

The handsomely formed lip is also white, save for

a feathered blotch of reddish purple on the lower

half of the frontal lobe and a strong suffusion of

yellow in the throat ; hence a variety of merit

and distinction. Exhibited by Messrs, Armstrong

and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Odontioda St. Quentin.—A very beautiful form

whose golden sepals and petals are copiouslv

blotched with reddish chestnut. From Messrs.

Flory and Black, Slough.

Sophro-Lselio-Cattleya Mouse var. Genera)

Nivelle.—.\ very handsome trigeneric hybrid

having wine-coloured sepals and petals and ruby

red lip flushed with crimson.

Gattleya Enid var. Silver Queen.—The
sepals and petals are piu'e white, the beautifully

fringed lip, blotched with purple, being touched

with yellow in the throat. It is good and distinct.

These two were from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.,

Hayward's Heath.

Narcissus Bonaparte.—The award in this case

was given f'lr adaptability to pot culture, which

the well-grown, freely flowered group of it amply

demonstrated. A foot or so high, of stm-dy habit

and good colour, it is obviously eminently fitted

for greenhouse cultivation. Though unclassed in

the Royal Horticultural Society's list of Daffo-

dils, it is apparently, of the large-flowered in-

comparabilis set with yellow perianth segments

and deeper yellow crown. A useful variety in

every way. Shown by Messrs. Barr and Sons,

Covent Garden, W.C.

The foregoing were exhibited before the Royal

Horticultural Society on March 27, when the

awards were made.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Broccoli and Winter Greens should now be
sown thinly in rows on well-prepared, enriched
soil. The difference between this and an im-
poverished soil is displayed in the type of plant

obtained. In the former the plants grow vigorously

and make headwa\' from the start, whereas the

slowly grown plants—the result of poor soil

—

are weak and puny and cannot succeed like the

others. Sow in drills, covering the seed with wood-
ashes as a means of preventing an attack of Turnip
fly. Directly the plants show through the ground,
stir the soilbetween the rows with the hoe as a

means 6f hastening growth and warding off insect

pests, and also as a substitute for watering in

the c\'ent of dry weather.

Brussels Sprouts.—The early grown plants

from seed sown under glass should he transferred

to their permanent quarters with the least possible

check, planting with a trowel and lifting the plants

with soil attached. .-Vs Brussels Sprouts are by

of animal manure, superphosphate, five parts ;

sulphate of ammonia, two parts ; and bone-meal,
three parts, should be sprinkled in the drills

along with the sets at planting-time.

I CI Vegetables Under Glass.

Cabbages.—Plants of the early hearting varieties

raised under glass will indeed be a boon this season,

as so many in the open were killed by the severe

weather. Well harden the plants in cold frames
before putting them out, or the cold east winds
so often experienced in .'\pril w'ill check the growth
when put out.

Broad Beans which are a foot high in pots

and boxes should receive liquid manure to hasten

growth.

Vegetable Marrows in 3- inch pots should be

shifted into those 10 inches in diameter, in which

they will quickly give early fruits.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias of the free- flowering Cactus and Pompon
types are useful for cutting, especially in September.
Cuttings 3 inches long, taken from the base of

the old roots with a heel if possible, inserted

singly in 2 J- inch pots in sandy soil and plunged

THE POPULAR SAXIFRAG.\ BURSERIANA GLORIA.

far the most important green winter vegetable,

good preparation should be made to achieve

the best results. Deeply dug, heavily manured
soil and plenty of space for development are the

salient points. The rows should be 3 feet apart, and
allow 2 J feet between the plants. Make them
firm in the soil ; if this is at all dry, water in at

once, and keep the soil about them stirred with the

hoe. An occasional spraying of the foliage if

the weather is dry in the evening will accelerate

growth considerably.

Peas.—Sow raaincrop varieties, such as Duke
of .Albany, (iradus. &c., every fortnight to keep
up a succession. Sow between rows of early or

dwarf-growing second-early sorts instead of occupy-
ing more ground by sowing separately. It is a

mistake to sow Peas thickly ; robust growth is

the best to give more pods and larger Peas.

Spinach.—Sow fortnightly in rows between
rows of Peas, or in a plot, 15 inches apart, to main-
tain a succession.

Potatoes.—Put out the main batch as fast as

possible, allowing plenty of space between the
rows, especially for vigorous- growing late sorts.

A free development of haulm and leaf is all in

favour of a full crop and less disease. Where
artificial manure is required, owing to a scarcity

in a brisk bottom-heat under a hand-light, quic kl

grow into nice plants if they are potted on into

4-inch pots and given a position near the glass

to induce sturdy growth.

Annuals, as Asters, Zinnias, Salpiglossis, &c.

should be pricked out in boxes or frames and be
grown on sturdilv. E. Molyneu.x.

(Steward to W, H, Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—Plant out Peas which have been raised

in boxes or pots, taking care that the roots receive
no damage in the process. Stake in the meantime
with bushy twigs of Spruce, which will act not only
as a support, but as a shelter from frost or cutting
winds.

Cabbages which have been raised in boxes
to supplement the autumn-planted crop should
now be planted out. A dusting of soot or lime
round each plant will ward off the ravages of slugs

at this time.

French Beans.—Where there is plenty of

accommodation under glass, little difficulty will

be found in keeping up a good supply of these.
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Very little fire-heat will now be required. Sow
a quantity in small pots for planting out in cool

frames ; these will give good returns until pickings
can be had from plants in the open. Canadian
Wonder and Sutton's Superlative are excellent

sorts for this purpose.

Carrots.—Main crops may now be sown, giving
preference to a piece of good ground not recently
manured. Early English Ho-n may be succeeded
by standard and reliable vareties, such as St.

Valerie, Altrincham Improved and Austin's
Exhibition.

Plants Under Glass.

The Conservatory.—A great many forced
plants and bulbs w-ill now be past flowering, and
these should at once be cleared away and save
congestion in other quarters. The space thus
provided will be welcome, as batches of Cineraria
stellata and Schizanthus will now be brought
in to keep up the display, while Primula obconica
and other plants a.lready in flower will be rearranged
and given occasional waterings with weak soot-
water. This is a valuable stimulant and does not
cause the unpleasant odour usually associated
with other manures. As the sun-heat increases,
it -is possible to ventilate more freely, while less

tire is now required.

Perpetual - Flowering Carnations. — Plants
raised from cuttings early in January should now
be moved into 4- inch pots. Older plants that
have been flowering during autumn and winter
may now be fed with suitable stimulants, when
they will still continue to produce many fine

flowers. Occasional syringings with an approved
insecticide will keep down red spider and other
insect pests.

Top-Dresslng.—Plants which are not over-
robust can often be improved in health and vigour
if they are judiciously top-dressed with a suitable
compost. If the plants are in pots, the surface
soil should be pricked over with a small-pointed
iron dibber and the exhausted soil removed,
replacing with the prepared soil. Plants inbprders
may be treated in a similar maimer.

The Flower Garden.

Clematises.—Among hardy climbers Clematises
are deservedly popular, and now is a most suitable
time to plant. They like a rich, well-prepared
soil, with a sprinkling of lime rubble added to
it. and may with advantage be used for covering
walls, but look best when rambling over an old
tree trunk or trained on a pergola or arch. The
Jackmanii varieties are delightful, but I think
pride of place must be given to the Lanuginosa
section. From July to October they produce
lovely blooms with a great variety "of colour
With us C. 1. Fairy Queen is greatly admiped for
its enormous size of flower and beautiful colours.
This type flowers on the previous season's wood,
so should just be thinned and the young growths
tied in,

The Rock Garden should now be gone over
and thoroughly cleaned, removing all weeds and
withered leaves, afterwards loosening the surface of
the soil with a small hand- fork. A surface- dressing
of good soil should then be given, as frequentlv the
roots of many plants are washed bare by the winter's
rains. Make everything tidy, as many earlv
flowers are bursting into bloom, and their beauty
will be greatly enhanced if their environment is

clean. James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)
Coodham, Kilmarnock.

TRADE NOTE
Sweet Peas and Tomatoes.

The time has arrived for planting out a few Sweet
Peas, but owing to the great demand for space
in frames in the great rush for raising vegetable

seedlings, very few have ever given a thought to

Sweet Peas. Life is too sad for words, but what
would a summer be without a few Sweet Peas
to gladden our hearts ? We are pleased to see that

Messrs. Bucks of Ipswich are offering a good
selection of Sweet Pea plants, as well as Tomatoes,
both seeds and seedlings, for which they are so

widely known.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

ROSE GARDEN.
FRAGRANT ROSES (Maida F«/p).—Yes ; Mrs. Geoigo

Norwood. Ophelia, Dora Van Tets and Pharisaer are
fragrant varieties. We should not term Mine. Segond
Weber or Medea really fragrant. Chateau de Clos Vougeot
is the darkest Hose among the Hybrid Teas that is very
fragrant. Admiral Ward is very sweet, but not quite
so dark. Edward Mawley, too, has a rich perfume.
As regards your previous query, few of the Tea Roses
are fragrant beyond having a little Tea-like, perfume.
The following are very sweet : Mrs, Foley Hobbs. !\liss

A. de Rothschild. Beauts Inconstante, Mme. Cusin. Mme.
de Watteville, Souvenir d*im Ami and Souvenir de S. A.
Prince, and all these grow well. A good crimson Tea
Rose is Souvenir de Th6r^se Levet. Many of the Hybrid
Teas are equally as free flowering as the Teas ; for instance.
Betty, General iMacarthur. Richmond, Prince de Bulgarie,
and -Mme. Abel Chatenay.

THE GREENHOUSE.
PERPETUAL CARNATIONS NORA WEST AND BED-

FORD BELLE (F. A'.).—The Carnations you refer to are
both recent novelties. Nora West is a seedling from
Winsor, of which it partakes a great dea^ in form and habit.
Winsor, in its prime, was tl^e beau-Ideal of the market-
grower, and Nora West bids fair to win a leading place
among commercial varieties. It is unquestionably one
of the finest of all British-raised Perpetual Carnations.
It was raised by Mr. George West. Gables Nursery. Datchet,
Bucks, and has been honoured by the Perpetual-Flowering
Carnation Society with both an award of merit and a first-
class certificate, the latter a much coveted but rarely
given award. Bedford Belle, raised by Laxton Brothers.
Bedford, is a deeper shade of salmon pink, but on the small
side. It is strongly scented and a good grower, but is

hardly free enough in winter to make it suitable for market
purposes. For the amateur, however, it should prove
both pleasing and useful, although it cannot be termed an
outstanding variety.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATOES FOR INSPECTION (IF. H.).—The scabby

spots on the Potatoes are partly due to the attack of the
organism Actinomyces chromogenus. causing what is

generally called " scab," a disease which does no re:il harm
to the crop. Some of the cracking of the skin has arisen
from an attempt to swell after the growing season had
ceased through late rains.

THE FAILURE OF MARROW PLANTS (L. F. B.).-~
There musi, have been something in the soil the roots
did not like

; perhaps wireworms destroying the roots.
One of the best places to plant a Marrow plant is on
the top of a heap of leaves gathered the previous autumn.
It will revel in this and produce splendid crops. An
old spent hotbed will be found equally good. If you
must provide a special heap for them, tip up iialf a cartload
of soil and the same of manure in any odd corner where
there is some shelter and plenty of sunshine, and you
cannot help but succeed. Plant out at the end of May,
protect from frost, and give water daily in dry weather
until the roots have taken a good hold of the soil. The
plants will take care of themselves afterwards, so long
as they are given an occasional good soaking of water in
dry weather.

AMERICAN SWEET CORN.—I am so glad that Celeriac
and Salsify have been mentioned in your columns lately

;

I only msh they were more widely known and grown.
Their culture is of the simplest, and they grow in any soil
and stand all sorts of weather. A few weeks ago we were
digging them with a pick on account of the frozen con-
dition of the ground, and they seemed none the worse. They
are excellent in soup or stews and make delicious fritters,
cakes, scallops, gratin or fricassee \nth bacon. I should
like to know if American Sweet Corn can be grown satis-
factorily in this country ; it seems such a pity we cannot
make more of it. I should also like to know if It is a good
time to start bee-keeping, and if so, perhaps someone
will kindly give a few hints as to their management, Ac.
Has it occurred to anyone (mothers of families excepted)
that the newspapers, in booming *' spadework," are creating
an appetite and a half in each new recruit ?—M. D. H.
[We are much obliged by your commendations on the
growing of Celeriac and Salsify whicli has recently
appeared in The Garden, and quite agree that Celeriac
more especially is a most valuable root much neglected.
With regard to the American Sweet Corn, we are not
familiar with this under this cognomen. The American
Maize or Indian Corn is now grown to a considerable
extent in this country as a vegetable, and much appreciated
by many. The young green, fresh cobs, cut before the
seeds begin to harden, are delicious. The seeds should
be sown about the middle of April in a greenhouse or
frame (one seed in a 4-inch pot), and the same planted out
1 foot apart in trenches prepared as for Celery at the end
of May or early in June. They should be protected from
frost for a week or two after planting, and receive copious
applications of water in dry, warm weather. We believe
this is an excellent time to commence bee-keeping. Be
sure to get a hive of standard make and size.

—

Ed.]

FRUIT GARDEN.
MULCHING FRUIT TREE BORDERS (D. E. S. 5.).—The

season Is late this year, and we think it is well to delay
applying mulches of manure to the roots of wall trees
until the soil has become warmer and the roots
of the trees more active. Applying them now would
only tend to delay this process. It is an excellent practice,
but its application had better be deferred until the middle
of April. As regards the trers which have not yet been
touched, the best manure you can apply is bone-meal.
Spread it on the surface of the ground over tlie roots of the
trees at the rate of from 21b, to 41b., according to the age
of the trees, and then fork it lightly into the ground
4 inches deep.

BIG -BUD ON BLACK CURRANTS (Readey).—'She
Black Currants are badly attacked by big-bud. due to
the mite Eriophyes ribes. This pest is very troublesome
to deal with, and it would be well to cut down every
alternate bush at once to the ground and pick off from
the remainder as many of the " big buds " as possible,
burning them. In the autumn cut down the remaining
bushes, and depend upon the young shoots made this
season or those cut down now for fruit next year. Then
cut these down and so on, cutting down the bushes which
have fruited this season and depending on those cut down
the season before for fruit. In this way the pest can usually
be kept within bounds. Unfortunately for attempts
to exterminate it, it attacks Red Currants and Gooseberries
as well as Black Currants.

MtSCBLLANBOUS.
TORTOISES IN GARDENS {E. M. 7/.).~Mr. E. A.

Bowles replies to your enquiries :
" Gilbert White kept a

tortoise in his garden. I should be sorry to have one loose
in mine. The ordinary Greek tortoise sold by zoological
dealers feeds on the young growths of plants, and is fond
of Lettuces, Beans^^c. It would be best to keep the
tortoises in some enclosed place that they could not
escape from to help themselves to the produce of the
garden, as they are indiscriminating as to the value of the
plants they devour and those they break down in reaching
them. Fresh leaves of Lettuce or Cabbage, or Apples,
should be given to them if they are kept where they
cannot select their own food. It is better to prevent
worms getting into pots than to have to eject them.
Perforated zinc discs, placed over the hole in the bottom
of the pot, are excellent for the former purpose. Watering
with a weak solution of carbonate of ammonia, or mustard
and water, will bring the worms to the surface."

LEGAL POINT.
OVERHANGING BRANCHES.—I have been a tenant

of a suburban house with garden for the last ten months.
A tree which has apparently been allowed to grow for some
years without lopping overhangs my neighbour's garden,
and he has requested me to have tlie portion overhanging
his garden cut away. Am I compelled to accede to his

request, or is it sufficient for me to give him permission
to cut away what he wants ? Has the landlord anything
to do with the matter ? He was the last occupant of the
house, and I understand repeatedly promised my neighbour
to have the matter seen to.—[Our correspondent, in order
to keep on friendly terms with his neighbour, should comply
with the request made of him to cut back the boughs
which overhang his neighbour's garden. If he does not
do this, his neighbour is quite entitled to cut them back.
The fact of the landlord having occupied the house pre-
viously has nothing to do with the matter.

—

Ed.]

SOC I ET I ES

EAST ANGLIAN HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

At the monthly meeting of this club, held in Norwich
on Marcli 14, the president. Mr. Herbert Perry, gave a
short lecture upon Beans and Peas. Briefly touching
upon their introduction, lie dealt with the main points
of their cultivation, concluding liis remarks with a special

request that no seeds should be wasted by sowing too thickly

and that all available land should be planted with these
usefiU crops for garnering as dry foodstuffs for next winter's

use. A keen discussion followed. A feature of the meeting
was the fine array of exceptionally well grown plants of

Cyclamen brought by Mr. F. J. Endersby, gardener to

J. H. Gurney, Esq., Keswick Hall, Norwich. To these
the members unanimously voted a card of cultural com-
mendation. Other exhibits from Mr. W. Shoesmith, Mr.
G. Moore and Mr. E. J. Fouiger were full of interest and
merit.

The. War Office notifies thai from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country will be stopped,

except those sejit by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Nortvay,

Sweden, Smtzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

•*• The Yearly Subscription to THE Garden is : Inland,

10«. lOrf. , Foreign, ISa.
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^ Slugs
Slugs

^

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as AVorntis, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
01 ail Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Liinehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural

Exhibition, igii.

BARRS SEEDS
fofTLowERS; Kitchen Garden
OF Finest Selected Strains Mested Growth

Awarded for Vegetables

:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-aiLT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.
3 aOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE ooiitaiiid a Select List of ttie Best Seeds
for tlie Vegetal_)le Garden, and tlie most lieautilul Annuals and
Perennials for tlie Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
flue novelties of sterling merit.

Sey\t iree on application.

BARR & SONS, 11 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,

Covent Garden, London.

LETHORION
VAPOUR
CONE Fumigator

Introduced 1 885. >
The marvellous effect of this

simple and cheap method of

Fumigating Greenhouses is

fully borne out by the

enormous increase of sales

year by year.

Only a tT\atch- required

for starting tile Cone. Full

directions for use on each
Cone.

Thousands of testirnonials

received from all parts.

Prices.—No. 1 , 500 to 1 ,000 cubic ft., 6d. ; No. 2, 1,500 cubic
ft., 8J. ; No. 3, for 2,000 to 2,500 cubic ft. 1/-.

RefiistereJ Trade .Mark bjtj57.

44 99 THE NEW
AND MOST
SUCCESSFULTENAX

Grafting Wax
It is a much required "HOME-MADE" article to

meet the requirements of all Nurserymen and
Gardeners.

It is rapidly taking the place of all Foreign and other

preparations for all Grafting and Budding Purposes.

In Tins, each, 6d., 1/-, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-. Also in bulk at
reduced rates.

To be obtained through the Nursery and Seed Trade generally.

EsAablished nesa-ly Fifty Years.

WILLIAM COOK&SONS
ORIGINATORS

OF THE

ORPINGTON FOWLS and DUCKS
are now helping all SmallhoMers and Poultry Keepers to

Increase

THE HOME PRODUCTION OF FOOD
by supplying them with

RELIABLE EGGS FOR HATCHING
from the hardiest, healthiest stock In this country which have
proved to be excellent layers right through the severe weather
experienced during December and January. They have been
despatching tliousands of Eggs weekly, which have produced
large numbers of sturdy chickens, the pullets of which will
make layers of at least 200 eggs In each year, while the
Cockerels will be killed for food at an early age.
Booked orders having been executed, they can now despatch

the following eggs at once :

—

WHITE ORPINQTONS
SPECKLED SUSSEX
WHITE LEGHORNS
BLACK LEQHORNS and
HOUOANS

And are booking orders for
supplymg in rotation for :

BUFF ORPINQTONS
RHODE ISLAND REDS
SALMON FAVEROLLES

and
WHITE WYANDOTTES

From pure stock of
guaranteed 200 to 289
Eggs each in the year

6d. each.
From selected pens of
birds of these wonderful
laying strains

8d. each.
The stock from these will
lay just as well as from
the cheaper pens, but be
worth more from the sales
point of view as the birds
will be more perfect in
colour.

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
Bonded Chemical Works, Shad Thames,

LONDON, S.E.

lets there p;
I and makes the Garden ^^Sj^^k
gay all the year round r.^~;^«T«/.

FIRST CROSS.—Faverolle-Sussex, Bd. each.—This
is the finest cross for the production of heavy table birds in a
short time, while the pullets make excellent layers.

All eggs are despatched on the day they are Laid, and not
less than twelve eggs supplied, and no reduction tor large
numbers.

1 everywhere in TINS at 6d. A 1«.,»ad inBEANDKDA SEALED
B4GS ; 7 lbs.. 28. 6d.. 14 lbs.,48.6d. , 2< lbs.. 7s. 6d.; 63 lbs.. 1 2«. 6d. ; Uillf-'

.

airectfromtheWorks. Carriage paid in the United Eincdnmfnrf'adiwithOrd rf rr. '-;,

CLAY & SON. Manure Mfrs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON. E.

..=^^""^3^r=^^ ^^

IT*S NOT'AHARD
NUT TO crack!

Profitable Poultry Keeping is only possible when Eggs are
forthcoming, and many wlio have been keeping fowls with the
definite purpo.se of producing eggs have had reason to be
dissatisfied with the returns during the past few months, and
now that all food prices are up, it is a serious matter when the
fowls give no returns. Jlongrels and poorly bred stock can be
made profitable, and the returns from pedigree stock greatly
increased, provided that the food which will develop their
eggs is given, and the mistake made by the majority of food
manufacturers is to provide starchy diet which fattens the
fowls and prevents egg production. It is as the result of their

- knowledge possessed as to food values which

WILLIAM COOK & SONS
have prepared theii

IDEAL MEAL
and they use notliing but this and oats to feed their many
thousands of birds daily. This is the meal wUch is different
to aU others on the market, as it is non-starchy and non-
fattening, and produces eggs in abundance and promotes rosy
healthiness in the fowls fed on it. It is now made in two
forms:

—

(1) THE ORIGINAL IDEAL
used in the proportion of one part to several of
middlings ; and

(2) THE COMPLETE IDEAL
which requires no addition of meals, and is being
successfully used as a Dry Mash.

The price of the Ideal Meal in both forms is : Per cwt., 21/-
;

per haif-cwt., 11/-
;
per quarter-cwt., 6/- ; carriage paid in

England and Wales ; and 1/- per cwt. less than these prices
tor Scotland, Ireland, and the Channel Isles, carriage forward.

For a few fowls a 6/- bag, or for twenty or more one at 11/-
will prove the value of this food.

Everyone who has fowls which are not laying should—in
their own interests—try a bag of Ideal Meal without delay,
then they will be able to see that they have not before bought
THE EIGHT FOOD, although they have paid a good price
for it.

Special Notice.—Those who wish to purchase their eggs
for batching from the

ORIGINATORS
of the Orpingtons and so secure the original and tested layers
which are quoted all over the world as Cook's strains ; also

I the Ideal Meal, must address their letters to their ONE
I

ADDRESS IN ENGLAND :—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS,
ST. MARY CRAY, KENT.

Telephone : 7 Cray.

For three penny stamps they will send a set of papers
dealing with the whole question of (1) Incubation; (2)
Rearing ; (3) Feeding ; and (4) General Management.
Provided that readers will be good enough to mention
"The Garden."
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For the Poultry- Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

w POWELL-OWEN
Author of " Poultry-Keeping on Money-Making Lines," " The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Production," &c.

INTERIOR ARRANGE-

MENT OF HOUSES

BEFORE coiitinuiufi my description of

the internal arrangement of an inten-

sive house I will refer briefly to the

I illustration on this page. It shows to

a nicety the planning of small houses

and runs of which I have already written in ray

weekly notes in connection with breeding stock.

This small-house system is admirable for accommo-
dating the parent birds which are to produce
the pullets for the large intensive laying structures.

Nest- Boxes, &C.—Outside or inside nest-boxes

can be arranged. If the latter, they can befitted

directly under the drop-

board, with the entrances

facing the back of the

house. When so arranged

they appeal to the hens

as snug " retreats," and

it the back of each nest

is hinged, the owner can

remove the eggs by merely

opening the nest-box
" door," so to speak. If

the nests appear too dark,

a small glass panel can be

fitted in the hinged back

of each. By fitting the

laying -boxes under the
drop-board, no ground-

space is thrown away, since

the birds can pass under-

neath the bottom of the

range of nests.

The Dust-Bath.— An
i itensive poultry-house

ii all the better if a dust-

bath is provided therein.

The layers will certainly make full use of the dry

litter for cleatung themselves, but the main object

of the poultry-keeper should be to provide the

birds with a varied routine. Separate dusting

receptacles are therefore most useful in affording

the laying stock " something to do." An ordinary

wooden box will serve the purpose, and a deep

one is to be preferred. Carrying out the principle

of allowing all the ground-spaco possible for scratch-

ing purposes, the box will be mounted on four

wooden supports—one at each corner. In the

front a fairly wide piece of board will be fitted

to act as a " step " board, on to which the birds

can jump prior to entering the dust-bath. Ashes
can be used as the dusting' material, but they
should he perfectly dry, and so kept. The ashes

should be constantly renewed, and so that the

birds cannot scratch the material out of the box
the latter is deep and not allowed to become
more than half filled. The dust-bath is an excellent

feather- cleaning medium, and the owner can
considerably help matters by regularly sprinkling

Izal powder into the ashes. This precaution

will rid the birds of insects.

Choice of Litter.—As regards litter for intensive

houses, the poultry-keeper can select from the

following : peat-moss, cedar litter, dried leaves,

and straw. In the autumn it is a good plan to

collect a nice supply of dry leifves and store the

same under cover for use during the winter. Straw
makes an excellent scratching material, and it

can be cut into short lengths or placed in the

house as it is. The latter plan is perhaps the

better, as the layers have the occupation and
exercise accruing from the "chaffing" up of the

straw, which duties they perform very cleverly,

and which they seem to enjoy. Granulated peat-

moss and cedar shavings also make excellent

scratching materials for intensive-house floors.

Care of Litter.—As a bottom litter I advise dry

sand 2 inches or 3 inches deep, and as a top-

,,,i;d breeding pens.

Some of the 600 breeding pens on Messrs.

William H. Cook. Limiled's, model poultry

farm at Orpington, Kent. The weekly average

of -I'ifiilors to this farm, which is only 12 milci

from Loudon, is 200.

dressing the straw or other material to a depth

of from 6 inches to 9 inches. Sea-sand is useless,

as it always retains the damp. IWy idej of using

a bottom layer of sand is that every time the

birds scratch they "riddle" or clean the straw,

or main, litter. Properly cared for, litter will

last for many months. One of the chief pointers

is to keep the material perfectly dry, as dampness
causes the ammonia to rise from the droppings.

Once a month the litter can be put through a

sieve and large piecesremoved, while every month 1

like to spray lightly the litter, perches, drop-board?,

nests and the walls above and below the drop-

board with a very weak solution of Izal fluid

and water. Where wooden floors are in use,

once a year they should be tarred (top and bottom)
—creosote can be used if desired for the top

—

as this will preserve the litter. As the straw

becomes broken up, a fresh supply can be added
for the birds to work in. If dropping- boards are

in use, the litter can be made to last for six months,
although many intensivists-renew the scratching

material only once in twelve months. Quite a

good plan is to have outside each house a boot-

scraper, so that the poultry-keeper can remove
any mud from his boots prior to entering the

structure. The litter will not then become soiled.

Water Receptacles.—It has always been a

diflicult matter to arrange the drinking vessels

so that the fowls could not scratch the litter into

them or upset the receptacles. While these two
points have to be guarded against, the owner, too,

must not rob the layers of any floor-space. The
old method was to place the receptacles on a

table inside the house ; but

this has its drawbacks.

Ear the best plan is to

place the drinking vessel

outside the house, the

birds gaining access to the

water through spars
arranged on the inside of

the building.

Food - Troughs.—If a

loose feeding- trough is

used, it should be so made
that it can be hung on the

wall when not in use. The
best plan is to design

some arrangement where
the trough is placed
outside the house and
the birds obtain their food

by placing their heads
through a sparred aperture

on the inside. The water
and food receptacles can
be placed outside the
house in a box constructed

after the manner of outdoor nest-boxes, with
hinged lid. Three small hoppers or receptacles
for the grit, ishell and charcoal, respectively,

complete the internal arrangements of an intensive

house, and these can be hung on the wall a liltic

above the ground.

ADVICE ON rOULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. IF. Powell-Ouen. The G.^kden Poidtn/ Exiicil,

will be pleased to ansivei. tree 0/ ehuiije, mm t/iiestidns (trdtimi
trilli iiiiiillr!/-l;rrjtlnii. A slnmiirrl 11 ml mliire.isnl niirlnpe
shovhl be eiieloseil. lelint u leiiriHiii niiil dtldllrd replii irill be
posleil prnmptli/. Communieidioiis simuhl be sent to Mr.
W. Powell-Owen, care of The Gapden, 20, Tamtock Street,
Strand, W.C.
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PRACTICAL POULTRY
POINTERS

FEEDING

Fresh bones ground in a l-one-cutting machine

provide an excellent egg-producing food,

I'ut must not be given <o exces'j.

* » »

Never give fowls long pieces of grass, or crop

troubles will follow.

* » *

Cut up into fine pieces such foods as bacon rind.

^ cheese rind, house-scraps, grass, &c>

* * *

Give soft food in troughs, and keep the latter

regularly scoured out.

EGGS

Ducks lay their eggs in the early morning, and

should not be allowed out until they have laid.

* • *

Dip a finger in vinegar and pass it round the

centre of an egg just before it is due to hatch.

The treatment will help the chick out.

» * »

If pricked with a needle or dipped in boiling

water, eggs can be rendered unhatchable.
* * «

Wear gloves when collecting eggs, in order not

to rob the latter of their " bloom."
* * *

Eggs travel best when wrapped singly in a screw

of paper and hay is used as the packing

material.

EARLY TO MARKET
means extra profit

UVECO
POULTRY FOOD

will bring big-framed, plump, 3 to 3jlb.
birds to market in nine weeks from shell.
The chicks digest every particle of it, and
every particle nourishes. Start feeding it

to-day and note how rapidly Iha brood
will improve.

Ask your de.iler for a baS to-day ; if he does not
stock, write for a

FREE SAMPLE
Civint* your own nnd his name and address to
UVECO CEREALS Ltd., 30Bruns-
wick Street. Liverpool.

Please always order Uveco
Poultry Food ; otherwise you
may get Uveco Cooked Food
for animals, nnd not that made

j

specially for Poultry.
(

Sold in 7. 14. 28. 56. and 112 lb. bags,
all branded ' Uveco Poultry Food.'

Mrs WALTER SCHWABE, K.^^oXood:
Rhode Island RedsiEGGS AND
White Leghorns -[ DAY-OLD
Silver Campines -j CHICKS.

Catalogue on Application. Speciality

—

FIRST CROSS FAVEROLLES ORPINQTONS
EQQS 4/6 dozen, 34/- hundred.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Varney, Stratford, Essex.

SMITH >• FAMOUS POULTRY FOODS.—
Everj-thing for Poultry. Lists free.—SMITHS, Specialiatfl,

Audlem, Cheshire. Establislied 1890

COOK'S
ORPINGTON.
Practical Expert Advice

on the

Feeding of Poultry.
WILLI.A.M H. COOK, LTD., have for many months

plven the above their serious attention, due partly

to the fact that many thousands of their customers
are asking " How to feed, and what to purchase ?

"

—

especially as their ditticulties in obtaining supplies
locally are ever increasing. They have now placed on
the market TWO of the best and cheapest ME.\LS
ever offered to POULTRY-KEEPERS.
rt-S" Xote the low, inclusive prices, compare the
''*' quality, then watch the excellent results

obtained.
These two foods have been blended, tried and proved

unequalled by THE LARGEST BREEDERS AND
LEADING POULTRY EXPERTS IN ENGLAND.

If you want Eggs and Healthy Fowls, feed on
these foods, which have been thoroughly tested
and proved absolutely reliable.
They will make Poultry-keeping a pleasure, and,

being the cheapest on the market, will help you to save
money.

No. 1.—" BEATALL" MEAL.
^K special Laying Food, containing most highly

nutritious ingredients for promoting heavy laying,
vigour and health. Two parts of this should be mixed
with one or two parts of Ground Oats or Middlings.

No. 2.—" COMPLETE LAYING MEAL."
A well-balanced food, which can be given without

the addition of any other Meals, as it is a perfect
mixture in itself.

Price (for No. 1 and No. 2), 20/- per cwt. ; 11/-
per J cwt. ; 6/- per | cwt.

Carriage paid in England and Wales.
N.B.—Please write to ORPINQTON where all

correspondence is now conducted.
'Phone : Cray 39. Visitors always welcome.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, KENT.
Branch F.iria— Li: T-ifQGET, FRANCE.

War-time
CHICKS are
valuable

The rearing of young Chicks into
strong, healthy stock suitable for

, increasing the supply of eggs and
,f

table poultry in Great Britain, is

of the greatest im-
portance at the
present period, and
can be under-
taken by owners of

' suburban gardens,
small holdings and

pasture land with moderate outlay.

A vital question is that cf FOOD for the young
chicks, but no difficulty need be experienced
if Spratt's " Middle Course " be adopted, viz.:

—

SPRATT'S

^W=^-'

Chicken Meal
'' as the

early momin; soft
feed.

"CHIKKO"
the dry feed for

the afternoon and
evening feed.

FREE.—We will gladly send GRATIS and POST FREE
our interesting book "Chicken and Poullry Culture*
(published at 6d.l. also brochure "The Middle Course,"

containing expert advice and many valuable hints.

Spratt's Patent Ltd , 24-25. FcDchorch St.. Lcndon E.C
8 22

DON'T REAR CHICKENS
without a constant supply of clean crushed bone and
grit. They are absolutely essential. If you prepare

your own you know what you give the chickens, and
it costs ne.xt to nothing. Will send a new Crusher

made for the purpose tor 10/- free on rail.

L. DUNKER, Hillmorton Paddock, RUGBY.

STOP TAKING RISKS.
Buv vour Sittings only from a known- to- be -reliable
Breeder. JIv stock has attained the highest possible

records in the show-pens, and possess also Al laying qualities.

Specialities: Buttercups, R.l. Reds, Orlofls, Sussex, Rocks,
Wyaridottes, .\nconas and White LeghorTis.

I'.luslraleil Catalogue on appiicaUon to—
MRS. COLBECK,

Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, near Wakefield.

GARDENING MADE EASY
By E. T. COOK. Over 200 pages. 23 illustrations.

Sixth Edition Now Ready. 1/- net; cloth 1/6 net;
postage 4d. extra.

Please write to-day tor full particulars of this invaluable

book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-

books in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,
'• Country Lite," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT.

DISINFECTANT FLUID
•' A worthy and formidable weapon for battling against the bacillus."

—Sir J. Crichton-Browne. F.E.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers pids
the bipds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, /« * «

'

IZALPOWDER, «^"»!!^'^^«
6/6 per gal

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance-

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

6/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.,Thorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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EIGHT BELLS! AND ALL'S WELL,
FOR OUR GALLANT TARS USE

LIFEBUOY
SOAP.

" CONS OF THE SEA," they
love to feel the moisture-

laden west wind upon their

tanned cheeks. Its suggestion

of unbounded freedom is as the

breath of life to them.

For this reason they appreciate the

fresh, cleansing lather and the healthy

odour of Lifebuoy Soap. After a long

watch, nothing invigorates Jack so

much as a splash with Lifebuoy Soap,

and he appears on duty again cheery

and alert, and spick and span as the

men of the navy always are.

Lifebuoy Soap is more than soap,

yet costs no more. Wash face

and hands with it—bathe with it

—shampoo with it.

A ROYAL
DISINFECTANT.

^^&sd^^sii^
CV"'A>j

'lever brothers limited, porT sunlight. L 162—34

Prtntea bv H..SO. ^ K....S. L.m.xk., Hatfield^S^eet Wo^^ S.a,.fo^ l^^^^^^i^l^^^L ^.e^°sS^^/w^.
ished by

•• Country MFr," Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in ereat variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of tlie finest collection In culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants

you require.—JOHN Waterer, Sons & CEI8P, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagstiot, Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and WATER LILIES.— Large stoclisoi tlie bestiind

most popular varieties. Catalogue free.

—

.John Waterer,
Sons & Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to Wliite Lead Paint.
• PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson Jt Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents througli-

out the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species ^ind varieties will be sent

free on application.

—

George Bunyasd & Co., Ltd , The
Eoyal Nurseries, Maidstone.

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medela has been proved by hundreds of practical gardeners
a certain cure for this trouble. To be applied in

April ; 2/- per quart, 5/6 per gallon, in cans.—GEO. Bunyard
and Co.. Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
now being booked for these plants for delivery In April.

List with full directions and prices, on application.

—

Geo.
Bunyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Musturoom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on appUcation to

DiCKSONS, Eoyal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

THE NEWEST ROCK VIOLAS, Aubrietias,
etc.— For special offers, write Havward, Eiprrl. Ciacton-

on-Sea.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3 6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of tliis book will see

that it lias been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.

—

\ prospectus
of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Carden,
W.C.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
l-lnch square mesh nets, bound with cordB, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4Jd. sq. yard ; any length and width to

order ; stout 1-lnch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2d. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited; order early.—W. OLIVER ALLEN, Garden Net Works,
ForthleTen, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

NOW READY.
VEGETABLE GROWING IN WAR TIME.
By Herbert Cowley. Editor of " The Garden." Sixpence
net, by post Eightpeuce.—Orders for this booklet should be
sent to the Manager, " Country Life " Offices, 20, Tavistock
Street, London, W.C.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—Waf"i,ey Bros. * Co., Ltd., 75a, Bankside, London.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested growtli, at moderate
prices. Catalogue free.

BARR'S HARDY PERENNIALS, Alpines,
Rock Plants, Aquatics, Climbers, Wall Shrubs, etc., for Spring
Planting. Catalogue free.

BARR'S LILIES, GLADIOLI, CANNAS,
Montbretias, Tigridias, Ranunculus, etc., for spring Planting.
Catalogue free.

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs lor gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plante
supplied. Work personally superintended Estimates given.
—Morrisbume. Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (Four Gold
Medals R.H.S., 450 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing equals a bed of Douglas clove-scented
stiff-necked Border Carnations tliat bloom all the summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. Douglas
(The Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

VITARA FERTILISER (radio-active).—The
new fertiliser based on exhaustive experiments with radium.
Accelerates germination, increases crops, induces luxuriant
vegetation. IDEAL FOR INTENSIVE CULTURE.—Trial
packet, Od., post free from Vitara Co.. 3, Imperial Buildings,
Croydon, Surrey.

WALLACE'S NEW PRIMULA HELODOXA,
A.M., R.H.S.. 1916. Otiier New Chinese Primulas, etc. BER-
BEEIS NEW CHINESE SPECIES. LILIES, GLADIOLI,
BEGONIAS, are a few of the items offered and described
in our SPRING CATALOGUE, post free on application.—
a. Wallace & Co. Ltd., Kilnfield Gardens, Colchester, Essex.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS" and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.—
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.-Saves labour and keeps paths clean.
Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDougall BROS.,
LTD., Port Street, Manchester.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent
on application to the Offices of " COUNTRY LIFE," LTD., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WILLIAM BEATTIE, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

CULTIVATE THE FOLLOWING BERRIES,
they will repay your trouble and expense. The Newberry,
one of the finest Logan crosses, no core and raspberry flavour,
1/- each, 10/6 dot. ; Loganberry, lOd. each, 9/- dor.; Wilson
Junior, a very fine Blackberry, lOd. 8act,9/-doE. Don'tdelay,
they lire worth growing.—Whitelegg * Co.. Chlsleburst.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING

KELWAY'S GRACEFUL AND BEAUTIFUL
' LANG PRI.M" HYBRID GLADIOLI.—These new Gladioli

are most graceful, anil provide YELLOW, AMBER, and
APRICOT shades not to be found in our other large-flowered

hybrid Gladioli. They are quite hardy and flower in July and
.4ugust. They flourish in towns, and are invaluable for

decorating hospitals, churches and the home. Send for

REDUCED War Price Lists of our new varieties.—Kelway
and Son, Retail Plant Dept., Langport, Somerset.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes, is now reudv and will be sent post free on
application.—(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms.
Wisbech.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—

New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard

varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.—

(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named, 2/3 post free. Early Chrysanthe-

mums, 12 very tine varieties, 3/9 post free.

DOBBIE & Co., Florists, Edinburgli.
Strong plants.

—

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in

What Soils to Plant Them," with Catalogue, free on applica-

tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 ; 25, 6/6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-.

All different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.)—

G. E. Phipps, Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit

Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-

logues on appUcation.—JONES, Churchfleld, Cradley, Malvern.

ASPARAGUS PLANTS, three years old,

Sutton's Giant French and Sutton's Perfection, 5/- per 100.—

Langrish, Badshot, Farnliam, Surrey.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, from collection

of 1 000 vars., sold very cheap. Send for list. Choice Alpines

exchanged.—Eev. Anderson, Glenn Hall, Leicester.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 5in.,

30 3Hn., 25 2Jln., complete, packed free, 7/6. Dlafltrated

list of iota, saucers, seed and coW^S Pa°»' „"«»^« ,IS?
rhubarb pots, free.—THOS. Jeavons. Potteries, Brlerley HUl.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards Gates, Arches, EspaUers, Rose Stakes, and

Oraamental harden Iron and Wire Work of every description

Se^d fo? lllJ^trated Catalogue. Also Ke°°«l ^^l"-?./"^

Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BOULTON & PAUL,

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, will

have pleasure In sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of

Begoi^as, Delphiniums, etc., etc., free, if this Paper is men-

Honed. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del-

phiniums in superb variety.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties.

cheap. LUt seni;.-MARiON Gledstanes, Fardross, Clogher

Tyrone.
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CATALOGUE.

Grow vegetables yourself
THE NEED IS VITAL. The hour demands Immediale

effort. You can grow more food than you ever deemed
possible. To do it is a National Duty. With SEED-

TAPE you can grow a larger quantity of food than by any other
method. It is tonnage we want. You can be sure :

—

(1) That you can plant much more ground in the same time.

(2) That seeds will be planted uniformly.

(3) That every plant will be strong and healthy.

(4) That weeding will be reduced and thinning practically abolished.

WHAT IS S E EDT APE ?
SEEDTAPE consists of clean, carefully chosen, hand-picked
garden seeds of the highest possible quality, properly spaced in a
fertilized thin paper tape.

BRITISH SEEDTAPE, Ltd.,

4, Dewar House, Haymarket, London, S.W. 1.

Telephoae: Regent 2046.

Barr's Seeds
ro" Flower 3^ Kitchen Garden
OF Finest Selected Strains j^Tested CaowTH

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.8. SILVER-QILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.
3 GOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of tlie Best Seeds
for ttie Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
fine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent free on application. '

BARR & SONS, 1 1 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,
Covent Garden, London.

By Appointment.

PAULS' ROYAL NURSERIES,
Waltham Cross, Herts.

Large stocks of the following, in excellent con-
dition for spring planting, at very moderate prices.

ROSES in all forms, old and new varieties.

FRUIT TREES for the orchard & garden.

HARDY TREES and SHRUBS.
HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS andOAMELLiAS.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
SEEDS and Garden Sundries.

Priced LitU on application stating articln required.

WM. PAUL & SON, WALTHAM GROSS, LTD.

MPS. PYM'S ^pi'SS^i.
All Post Free or Carriage Paid Passenger Train.

Strong Plants from Open Field.
Rhubarb, best red, three-year-old roots, 6 for 1/-. Seakale,

large roots, 6, 1/3. Sage, Thyme, Marjoram, Mint, 12, 1/-
Parsley, best curled, 20, 1/-. Asparagus, Kelway's Giant,
strong 3-year-old roots, 6/- 100.

Magnificent Hardy Perennials, Eockery and Spring Flower-
ing Plants, will flower this year ; several acres ; very cheap

;

all 1/- doz
Achillea, double white. Agrostemma, crimson. Alyssum,

gold dust. Alpine Pinks. Antirrhinums AauUegias. Arabia,
double white. Aubrietia, purple. (Auriculas, 6, 1/-.)
Arabia, variegated. Canterbury Bells, separate colours.
(Canterbury Bella, new Pink Beauty and white Queen, 6, ]/-),
(Canterbury Bells, mixed, 20, 1/-.) Snow in Summer. Chry-
santhemum, maximum. Rock Rose. Cornflowers, blue.
Cowslips, red. CommeUna, blue. Crucianella, pink. (Daisy,
Monstrosa, large double pink or white, 15, 1/-). IJianthus,
all colours, separate. Doronicum, early yellow. (Forget-
me-nots, best dwarf blue, 15, lOd.). Foxgloves, best mixed.
Frencli Marguerites, all colours. ((Jaiilardias, 6, lOd.)
(Gladiolus, very scarce, finest early and late varieties,
9, 1/-). (Geum, Mrs. Bradshaw, 3, 1/- ) Geum, scarlet.
(Gypsophila Paniculata, 6, lOd.) Hollyhocks. Iceland
Poppies. Lily of the Valley. Linum, blue flax, lupins,
assorted. Lychnis, scarlet or pink. Lythrum, rosea.
Mimulus, scarlet. Montbretia, clumps. Oriental Poppies.
Pansies, best large flowering. Pinks, double white or mixed.
Polemonium, blue. Polyanthus, best border and gold laced.
Pyrethrum, roseum. Ribbon Grass, variegated. Sweet
Rocket. Saponaria, pink. Saxifragas, choice assorted.
Sedums, various. Scabious, mixed. Sidalcea, pink. SUene
Shafta, pink. Stachys, lanata. (Statice, Sea Lavender, 6, 1/-.)
Sweet Williams, new scarlet, pink, crimson, and Diadem.
(Sweet Williams, mixed, 20, 1/-.) Tunica Saxifraga, Valerian,
crimson or white. Many others.

Splendid Strong Plants from Cold House and Frames.

—

Calceolaria Tigrina (herbaceous), grand varieties. 6, lOd.
Dahlia Tubers, good varieties, 6, 1/-. Primula obconica, new
rose shades, 4, lOd. Primula japonica, queen of hardy Primulas,
4, lOd. Lovely varieties of Hardy Primulas to flower in
succession from now to end of summer, 4, lOd. List free.

Tomato Plants, Carter's Sunrise and Sutton's Perfection,
6, lOd. Sweet Pea Plants, 30. lOd. Pea Plants (eating), best
varieties, 30, lOd. Broad Bean Plants, 25, lOd. Veaetabie
Marrow Plants, 6, II-. Garlic sets, rooted, 12, lOd.
Vegetable plants of every description ready in a few weeks,

for whole year's supply.
Strong Greenhouse Plants and Choice Hardy Perennials,

Rockery, Vegetable Plants, etc. Catalogue free.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, Vine House, Wood stone, Peterborough.

i

SWEET PEA
PLANTS.COLD'

GROWN.
AUTUMN
SOWN.

MAKE SURE OF PLENTY of the NATIONAL COLOURS,

Remember other Victories and the Great Demami.
SPECIAL OFFER.— I'll) Best in the :i colours, 3/6.

PLANTINTHEOPEN NOW.
ALL SHOULD SEND for our NEW LIST.it contains
90 varieties, iacluding 20 Novelties. The following
area fewselections from it. doz. 100
Pink—Hercules 8d 4/6
Cream—Dobble's Cream .. .... .. 8d 4/6
Cream Pink—Margaret Atlee Sd 4/6
Rose—Rosabelle Sd 4/6
Salmon—Eaxl Spencer 9d SI-
Crimson—Klne Edward Spencer .. 7d 4/-
Scarlet—Scarlet Emperor 9d 5/-
Orange-Robert Sydenham lOd 5/6
Orange Scarlet—Thomas Stephenson 8d 4/6
Orange Pink— Edrora Beauty .. 7d 4/.
Purple— Royal Purple 1/- 7/-
Maroon—King Manoel 8d 4/6
Mauve—Bertrand Deal Impd Sd 4/6
Blue (Light! Flora Nora Spencer 6d 3/6
Blue (Dark)—Lord Nelson Spencer .. 8d 4/6
Lavender-Lavender Geo. Herbert .

.

8d 4/6
Carmine—John Ingman 6d 3/6
Plootee Edged— Evelyn Hemus 6d 3/6
Blcolor—Mrs. Cuthbertson ..

i
8d 4/6

Cerise—Lilian 8d 4/6
Lilac—Prince George .. 7d 4/-
White-King White 9d 5/-
Mlxed Spencers—Waved 6d 3/6
" Collections " 6 plants each 12 varieties, our selec-

tion. 3/3 : 12 ditto. 5/9; 25 ditto. 10/6: SO ditto. 18/6.
Important.—We cannot too strongly emphasize the fact

that these plants are Autumn and Winter Sourn and
Cold Groiarn. There is a vast difTerence between
such plants and those raised in the Spring in heat.

TOMATOES.
Seedlings Transplntd.

Varieties.

Allsa Craig. Comet,
Plllbasket. Supreme,
Kondtne, Sunrise
Baloh's Gem. Beatall i

Hide's Recruit .

Bucks' Tresoo ..

Seed, (read? for
transplantlnfi).

SO,

100,

50.

100,

!/
1/6
2/9
1/8
2/6
4/6

(ready for
potting),

12. 1/a
50.

100,

12,

50.

4/6
7/6
2/-
1/-

100, 10/6

ed
&i/-
pkts.
!/•

pkts.
only.

COLLECTIONS.—Tliat you may TEST which suits you
BEST. 3 plants each, 4 varieties, our selection, 1/9
6 ditto, 3/3 : 12 ditto, S/6 : 25 ditto, 10/-

Early Caullflowep Plants. 8d doz. 4/- 100.

TERMS.—C.W.O. Please remit extra for postage.

v^ i^^B.^^^ Mall Nurserymen,BUCKS, IPSWICH.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

BV
fixing five Putatoless da\s per week

in tlie new rules regulating the supply

of public meals which come into force

I
on April 15, Lord Devonport entertains

the hope that supplies, which are

scanty, will be left to poor people who most re-

(juire them. The obvious duty of all who own
tjardcns is to increase the Potato crop this year

to prevent any possible chance of a shortage

next winter. It is not sufficient that owners of

large gardens should grow for their own needs

only. We must all take a broader outlook upon

the situation. It was a sin to have

ntissed opportunities last year. Let every-

one be up and doing, so that no stone is

left unturned to grow the maximum of

\ cKctaliic (tops in I'll 7

Large Seed Potatoes.—Seed Potatoes "i

some of the most popular Scotch varieties,

such as .-Vrran Chief and Cireat Scot, have

been sold " as grown." This means that

many of the tubers are much too large

for seed. In most cases large Potatoes

slicuild be cut before planting. Not only is

the cost of seed much enhanced when
large tubers are planted whole, but the

vesulting crop is likely to consist of n\an\'

undersized Potatoes.

Cutting Seed Potatoes.—Son^e varieties,

such as L'p-to-I)ate and .A.bundance, stand

cutting well ; others, such as King Edward
V'll. and Ninety-fold, may be much injured

by cutting ; others again, such as AiTan

Chief, are uncertain. Cut tubers are

always less safe for plantin.g in dry soils

than in moist loams, and are less satis-

factory in a dry than in a moist spring,

but every kind of Potato can be cut and

successfully used inider all ordinary con-

ditions if carefully treated. Two points

must receive attention. The grower should

make certain that an " eye " or btid

capable of growth is present in the set (if

the Potatoes ha\'e been sprouted there

is no difficulty in deciding as to this

point), and the rut surfaces should be

sprinkled with slaked lime, which forms a

crust and prevents the Potato drying after

it has been cut. This is especially

necessary if there is any likelihood of delay

between cuttitig and planting.

The Pasque - Flower. — Probably very few
readers have ever s en the Pasque-flower grow-

ing w.ld in this country, but it is one of the most
beautiful plants in the British flora both in flower

.nd leaf ge. Our illusfr tion shows the charming
white varietv under cultivation.

Sugar Beet.—The recent reference to the above

recalls the fact that at the beginning of the war
considerable alarm was felt in the Western United

States of .America over the difficulty of getting a

supply of seed from Germany. It was, however,

quickly discovered that while Cicrmany handled

the seed supply, the greater part of it was grown
in Russia. Thfs is only another instance of

Germany getting the credit for seeds she never grejv.

The American buyers, on discovering the fact,

were very soon dealing direct with the Russian

growers, one dealer crossing the ocean in order

ANEMONE PULSATILLA ALBA.
The white vnric'y of our native Pasque-flo-wer.

to liook up 3,ooa,ooolb. of seed. During the

past few months America succeeded in importing

i8,ooo,ooolb. of seed without any losses, and it is

a safe hazard that the American buyers will in

the future continue to buy their Sugar Beet seed

from Russia without any intermediate German
aid. Incidentally, considerable quantities of the

ordinary garden Beet .are also grown for seed in

Russia, yet how many of us have looked upon

Russia as being a cold, useless country.

General Work.—The month of April is a busy

time in the garden. So many details have to be

carried out that a method must be adopted and

strictly adhered to. The timely thinning of

seedling plants is one that should not be neglected.

When plants like Lettuces and Turnips are allowed

to remain thick in the rows for too long a. time

they become drawn up, weakly, and can never grow

into such sturdy plants as if they were given space

e.irlier. Stirring the soif among crops during

dry weather is important, .as it admits air

to the roots and conserves moisture, two

items of great importance.

The Cabbage Patch.—Most gardeners

pride themselves on their Spring Cabbage

bed, and rightly so. LInfortunately,

Cabbage plants have suffered terribly by

the severe weather, and, in addition, the

wood-pigeons have played great havoc

with the more for^*ald plants. Even in

quite small gardens the hearts are com-

pletely picked out by these troublesome

birds. We make it a practice to prii k

out a good stock of spare plants in a

temporary shelter in late autumn, and,

this year especially, they will be of great

service. In many cases growers will have

to reduce their beds very considerably by

taking up part of the rows to make the

others good. Nothing benefits this crop

more than continuous flat hoeinirs

—

indeed, it can hardly be done too often

when the weather is suitable — and

when the plants are in active growth

ipply a little artificial manure, such

.IS sulphate of ammonia, about once in

ten days.

Root Nodules on Alnus glutinosa.—.\t

a recent meeting of the Scientific Commit-

tee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

.\It. J. Eraser showed a series of seedlings

uf the common Alder (.Alnus glutinosa)

which he had found growing along the

Thames and in other »places. He drew

attention to the nodules on their roots,

which, he pointed out, were inhabited

by organisms, according to Hillier, which

enabled the Alder to obtain nitrogen from the air

much in the same way as does Pseudomonao

radicicola in the case of leguminous plants.

• ,* Readers who have not alretidu done so arc asked to

order THE G.\RDEN to be delivered regularlji by their veirs-

agent. The Board of Trade have drcidrd to prohibit the

return 0/ vnsold copirs of any jottmot to piildisheis from

April :il). and in consequrnce Thi; (i <kpks irill be uftninablc

(liter that date only if ordered lioforelvmd
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Potato Substitutes.—Among all the suggestions

offered I have seen no mention made of that

excellent old-fashioned dish. Pease pudding.
" Pease pudding hot, pease pudding cold

—

Pease pudding in the pot, nine days old."

So runs the old doggerel, and here is the recipe, of

which " the proof of the pudding is in the eating "
:

"A pint and a half of split Peas, a quarter of a pound

of butter, pepper and salt, three yolks and one

whole egg. Soak the Peas twenty-four hours,

then tie loosely in a cloth, put them in a saucepan

of cold rain-water to boil, allowing two and a half

hours after the water has simmered. When
the Peas are tender, drain them from the water, and

rub them through a colander with a wooden spoon.

Stir in the butter, pepper and salt, and mix with

the eggs. Then tie tightly in a cloth, boil another

hour, turn out, and serve very hoi with any rich

ruined by kindness, which rows I hoed out when
those of the second planting appeared. Perhaps

you can tell me wherein I failed, and your explana-

tion may save others my experience. [The Potatoes

may have been overdosed with potash, a double

nandful being sufficient for at least four sets.

Wood-ashes are of even greater value when applied

at the same rate as a top-dressing just before

earthing up.

—

Ed.] You rightly condemn the

use of the dibber for planting Potatoes. Last

season fourteen boys under my instruction each

planted a row of Potatoes hurriedly with dibbers
;

another set of fourteen boys planted similar rows

under identical conditions, except that the sets were

laid in deep drills and soil drawn over them.

The average yield in the second case was double

that of the tirst, a result which was far more

striking than I had expected. Last season was

a very favourable one for Peas, and each of my
half-dozen sorts did well. My experience of

Webb's Senator fully bears out the favourable

opinion you express with regard to the prolific

nature of this Pea.—H. W. C

PROLIFIC CROP OF SENATOR PE.\S.

meat, such as pork, ham, &c." Margarine does

quite well instead of butter, and the number of eggs

may be modified, if wished. Reboiled a second,

and even a third day, the pudding is still better
;

what it is like when " nine days old " I cannot say,

for ours has never survived to tell the tale.—W. D.,

Altrincham.

Vegetable-Growing in War-Time.—Though
not a raw recruit, I have read with interest your
little book for beginners, " Vegetable-Growing

in War-Time." On reading the advice on page 13

to apply wood-ashes at the time of planting

Potatoes, I was reminded of an experience of

mine last year, when I used wood- ashes, which I

had carefully stored all the winter, on one half

of my Potato ground, placing a double handful on

each set as I planted it in the trench. When
the plants should have broken through the sturface,

they appeared, one here and there, very irregularly,

and much later than those on the plot not treated

with ashes, which was looking well. After patiently

and vainly waiting for improvement, I replanted

on June i lictwccn the rows of the plants I had

Comments on " The Garden " of Marcli 31.

—

With a great sigh of relief I read the first para-

graph in " Notes of the Week." It led me to

hope I may (?) presently get my seed Potatoes

(ordered and paid for in January). 1 have been

saying " Bother oh ! Prothero !
" for some weeks.

Next, I note my favourite old panacea for garden

ills—lime—has, in the turning of Time's wheel,

come again to the fore. About Sugar Beet,

I am not altogether discouraged, in spite of the

icy showers poured on it. I have, done so many
things men assured me were "impossible" that

I do not despair of using Sugar Beet in

the household. Regarding the "Staking of

Runner Beans," I am at one with Mr.

Beckett. Twelve years ago I bought a bundle

of 250 Bamboo poles, and ivas severely criticised

for my extravagance in using them to stake

Runner Beans in Sussex fashion, i.e., a double

row slightly slanting towards each other, so as

to cross about a foot from the top, and horizontal

poles resting on them where they meet, and firmly

bound there. The Bamboo poles were quite

ornamental thus treated, and proved most

economical, for some of them are still in use

;

whereas ordinary Bean poles seldom survive a

second season. It is fine to find such a recognised

authority as Miss Jekyll commending Swedes.

It is astounding how quickly that humble vege-

table has become popular. It was little known,
save by country cottagers, in England (though

used in Australia) when a few years ago I first

wTOte—almost apologetically—of it in The
Garden. Now it seems probable the Swede
has " come to stay." I have grown the so-called

" garden " Swedes, but find them inferior to the

best field varieties, I smiled on reading " Hurst-

cot's" assumption that my "Dispraise of Pota-

toes" had "a significance quite unthought of"
by me. I wonder why he supposes that to him
is given a gift—denied to me—to discern the

spiritual significance of plants ? It is rather

uncivil of him to insinuate that my intelligence

does not soar above saucepans. His obsolete

logic obviously runs thus :

" Woman is ignorant.

' .Anne Amateur ' is a woman

—

Therefore she is ignorant."

It happens that the psychism of plants and the

folk-lore concerning them have long been among my
favourite studies (though I do not aspire to be a

bas bleu any more than " Hurstcot " does to be a

cordon bleu). If it be imagination he thinks I

lack, I learn' for the first time that that is a

masculine monopoly ! I did not allude to the

theory that feeding on Potatoes induces mental

inferiority, because I incline to concur with the

Editor's opinion that it is more probably monotony
of diet that does this. I hope the Rev. J. Jacob
will let us have his views on this question. I

find I end—as I began—with Potatoes, the

omnipresent topic, which now seems to rival poor

iMr. Dick's King Charles' head in all our con-

versations.—.\NNE Amateur.
Redoute's Works.—in connection with the

Rev. J. Jacob's interesting account of Redoute
in your issue of March 3 (page 76), it may be worth
while to reprint a reference to an original drawing
by that great artist which may possibh' be traced

and secured for the Royal Horticultural Society.

In 1884 I was fortunate enough to obtain for the

Department of Botany from Mr. John Lee, a

grandson of the original James Lee of Hammer-
smith (1715-95), a series of drawings of Cape
plants by Francis Masson. Of these I gave some
account in the Journal of Botany for that year,

in the course of which (page 123) is the following

passage :
" Mr. John Lee (the name is incorrectly

given as James) . . was good enough to

show me ... an exquisite original drawing

by Redoute of Campanula medium, the history

of which he gave me. Redoute was in England
making drawings for publication from 21, valuable

collection of butterflies in the possession of his

father, who entertained the artist at his house

while the work was in progress. When it was
finished, Redoute said he must leave something

in acknowledgment of the kindness with which

he had been treated, and, going into the garden,

brought in a Canterbury Bell, from w-hich he made
a drawing and presented it to Mr. Lee. It is a

beautiful example of his work." I had some hope

that Mr. John Lee would have presented this also

to the Department of Botany, but such was not

the case. We have in the Department a copy of

the second issue of the " Liliac^es" ; Mr. Jacob

may like to know that I. Bellendon Ker published

in the Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. I., page 168
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(i8i5) a " Systematic review " of the plants figuied

m this work. In the Journal of Bolany for 1905

(pages 26 to 30) W. B. B. Woodward gives a

detailed list of the dates at which the parts of

Keduutt''s wuks were issued.

—

-James Britten.

Different Forms of Digging.—As a contribution

In the very interesting and informative discussion

on the above which is being carried on in your

1 olnmns, may I be permitted to sound a note of

warning for the benefit of those—and there must

be many at this time of increased interest in

gardening—who have not had much experience

of soil working and so are not in a position to

discriminate. While some soils may be, and

from Mr. Beckett's experience are, capable of

being worked to the depth he ad\'ises, there are

certainly others for which such treatment as deeply

burying the surface soil would only spell disaster.

1 refer more particularly to shallow sandy soils,

with gravelly or chalky subsoils, with which I

have had a good deal to do, but I have also in

my mind's eye au instance, on the strong Stafford-

shire clay, in which a good corn-bearing field was
ruined by very deep steam-plough-

iug, the subsoil being brought to

the top, though, of course, not from

•mything like the depth advocated

liv Mr. Beckett. I saw the field

^imc five years after ploughing, and

the only crop which would grow

was wild Camomile, which, by the

way, had never appeared in that

particular field before, and any corn

sown merely dwindled away. By
I he way, how would the London clay

subsoil fare when brought on to the

surface in a wet and frostless winter ?

Surely it would never work down.

—E. S. CiiATTOcK. [For the benefit

of those who have not followed

this correspondence closely, we
point out that the system of

deep trenching and bringing tln'

subsoil to the surface advocated

by Mr. Beckett involves (i) drain-

age to the depth to which the

soil is worked, (2) surface dress-

ing of lime on clay soil in March,

and (3) addition of prepared soil,

including half - decayed stable
manure, at the time of planting.

Even a solid clay subsoil has

been known to give good results when treated

in this way.

—

Ed.]

The note on the various forms of soil

transposition (page 105) exhibits a wide differ-

ence from what I understand them to mean.

One need not refer to digging or to trench

ing, which, though there are various methods
of carrying these out more or less perfect, .their

meaning is fairly well understood. However,

when I have a bft of ground double dug, the men
carry before them only the width of the spade,

the top material being turned into the bottom

of the trench last turned over, and the soil under

the first spit is placed on the top of that. It is

in effect a rapid, though not so efficient a method
of cultivation as simple trenching. Bastard trench-

ing consists in turning the top spit over without

transposing its position, the under layer being dug
without removing it out of the trench. It varies

by shovelling the "crumbs" left after the top

spit has been moved, thus at little expense of labour

ensuring a considerably greater depth of soil broken

up. The effect is exactly similar to that noted as

ing Kales are welcome, especially now when green-

stuff is scarce, but we find the Russian Kale one

of the very best.—G. Jekvll.

Seakale Beet, or Swiss Chard.—This is

a vegetable not nearly so largely grown as it

deserves. It is undoubtedly a variety of what

is commonly known in this country as Seakale

Beet, and when grown to perfection and nicely

cooked is a most desirable addition to our kitchen

garden crops. It should be sown in boxes in

a gentle heat during February, March and April

to give a continuous supply, and planted out in

well-prepared ground in a sheltered position

;

but to produce it at its very best, a deep cold

bastard trenching by Mr. .\gar, with the difference thegreaternumberwith aglaucouscolouring. While

that it requires considerably less labour than the on this subject may I remind readers of the ex-

involved procedure he advocates. It is impossible cellence of the very hardy Russian Kale, a kind

toimproveon the old-fashioned method of trenching not enough grown. We have used the tops and

which transposes the various layers of soil, whether are now enjoying the side sprouts. All the Sprout-

two or three spits in depth, every time trenching

is carried out. All the old gardens in the United

Kingdom have been cultivated in that way, and

however attractive the theory may be to those

who know no better that the proper and only

efficient method of soil cultivation is to keep the

surface soil always at the surface, it is a theory

that will not stand the test of time, and those who
have been led astray by a specious reasoning may
yet live to see the time-honoured methods of

practical gardeners once more recommended in

hortirultural papers — R. P. Brotherston.

Swede, Cabbage and Turnip.—To listen and

learn is more to my liking than to engage in any 1

form of argument, but surely the note on page 103 frame should be allotted to it, as by so doing

in the issue of .March 31, quoting Professor Bailey's
;
the growth is much more rapid and tender,

classification of Turnip and Swede, rather con-
1
The leaves can be cooked like Spinach, and

firms than confutes my impression that the Swede the stems like Asparagus or Seakale ; both are

excellent.

—

Edwis Beckett.

Variation in Apple Cox's Orange
Pippin.— 1 am very much interested

in Mr. H. A. Whiffen's note re two
varieties of Cox's Orange Pippin in

his possession. It is possible that

one of these is what is termed a

" sport"—that is, it may have been

propagated from a branch that varied

or sported from the original stock

—

or. of course, it may have been a

seedling, but this is not very probable.

I have never definitely heard of the

parentage of Cox's Orange Pippin, but

I remember reading somewhere that

the Apple called Margil was the
" mother" of Cox's Orange Pippin.

It was probably the result of an

accidental cross, and I should say

that, if so, Ribston Pippin was
probably the " father." The Apple
bears a great resemblance to Margil

in appearance, and partakes both of

it and Ribston Pippin in its flavour.

It is said that Cox's Pomona was
raised from a pip of the same Apple
as Cox's Orange Pippin, but it is far

inferior to it, and the parent pollen

can hardly have been from the

same " father "
; neither does Cox's Pomona remind

us of Margil. Probably anyone crossing Margil

and Ribston Pippin would get an Apple equal,

and perhaps superior in some ways, to Cox's

Orange Pippin.—W. J. Farmer.

Your correspondent Mr. Whiffen suggests

that there are two forms of Co.x's Orange Pippin. I

would remind him that there are many varieties of

Paradise stock, and his trees are perhaps not on

the same stock. Or it may be that the tree has

rooted from the scion and is thus on its own roots.

There is, too, a chance—I do not put it at more with-

out further knowledge—that grafts taken from a

strong, upright shoot may grow more upright than

those taken from a side shoot . It certainly is notice-

able in some conifers that side shoots persistently

refuse to make a leader, and it may be that some-

thing analogous will be found in Apples. I know of

a very similar case to Mr. Whiffen's in a plantation

of Lane's Prince Albert .\pples, some trees growing

very strong and upright and a great contrast to the

remainder of the trees, which have the normal pendu-

lous Lane's Prince Albert habit.—E. A. Bl-nvard.

^ y

SEAKALE BEET.
The leaves may be cooked like Spinach and the items like Seakale.

inclines by relationship rather to Cabbage than

to Turnip. Brassica is Latin for Cabbage, and

the two names Napus and Rapum are equally

Latin for Turnip. The botanical name of

Turnip, viz., Brassica oleracea Rapa, in plain

English means Cabbage family—garden-stuff

—

Turnip. That of Swede, viz., Brassica oleracea

Napo-brassica, means Cabbage family^—garden-

stuff—Turnip-Cabbage. In saying that a Swede
is not a Turnip but a Cabbage I may have

put it too bluntly
;
perhaps I should have said that

it appears to be nearer Cabbage than Turnip.

Then there is Kohl-rabi. another Turnip-rooted

Cabbage, in which the bulb-like swelling of the

stem is just clear of the ground ; but no one would

consider this a Tiurnip. I take it that the Turnip

proper is the widest and most characteristically'

distinctive break of any of the cultivated Cabbage

family. It seems to stand separate and isolated.

The flavour is quite its own, and in the bristly,

bright green leaf it has a character in sole and

absolute difference from all others of the garden

Brassfcas. all of whi< h have smooth-surfaced leaves,
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ROCK GARDENING AT MOUNTON HOUSE
By H. Avray Tipping, M.A.

THE gardens surrounding Mounton House
occupy some acres of slightly sloping

table-land and a section of a limestone

gorge that edges the table-land on the

south and west. A large part of the former

area is laid out formally, while the whole of the

latter is given over to the wild and water gardens.

There is, however, an interspace—a fringe of the

arable field that used to occupy the table-land,

of wjiich tlie unevenness has been intensified,

especially where quarrying operations were carried

on, and the rocky character revealed. This e.\-

quarry forms the foreground of the illustration,

two terraces—the one grass, the other paved

—

lying between it and tlie house. Where tJie quarry-

ing had been deepest, pools were made. The
hollow was increased and then cemented. Although
pudlo was added to the cement, the e.xtra pre-

caution was taken of giving two coats of hot tar,

sanded over, as a leak after completion would
have been disastrous. Only the central portion

of the cemented area was left for the water, a

stems of Primula pulverulenta and the elegant

leaves of Rodgersia po3opbylla are seen by the

waterside in the foreground of the picture, re-

produced from a photograph taken last May.
Earlier in the spring the sturdy stems of Caltha

polypetala had carried the heads of golden bloom
above the big leaves, the whole jutting out into

the water and reflected therein. The stateli-

ness of these plants is enhanced by making them
rise out of an undergrowth of Primula rosea and
Omphalodes verna blooming at the same time.

Then follows a selection of the tall Primroses of the

japonica type, of which Bees' hybrids give much
variety of tone. That enterprising nursery also

offers excellent Mimuluses (of which the dwarf,

vivid-colouredWhitecroft Scarlet isperhapsthegem)
that begin to bloom as the Primulas go oif and before

Astilbes begin. Of the latter it is the pink ones,

such as Ceres and Salmon Queen, that find a home
here. Cypripedium spectabile and Iris Ksempferi

flourish in the marsh
; while in the damp soil

just beyond it is a happy colony of Columbine?

A ROCK GARDEN IN A QUARRY.

considerable but very irregular margin being

bordered with rocks and filled in behind them
with sandy and peaty earth, forming a morass,

whence the moisture, by capillary action, is in a

measure transmitted to the soil beyond the

cemented area. Thus, in a very open and sunny
spot, subjects needing much or moderate moisture

are accommodated without the necessity of water-

ing, while the rocky banks around are well suited

to many a dry-loving alpine, with water at need
from a handy hose-pipe, supplied, as are the pools,

from the estate water main. The tall flowering

of the CiTulea type strengthened by crossing

with a more vigorous breed without loss of the

long spurs. Rising from the marsh is a rocky
mound wherein a group of Ramondia pyrenaica is

set vertically, facing north and additionally shaded
as summer progresses by the foliage of the tall

.Astilbe Davidii. Next to it, but having more
sun and light, its cousin Haberlea rhodopensis
so crowds its allotted chinks that it needs frequent

thinning. Beyond the humid area many Cam-
panulas, such as Raineri, pulla and G. F. Wilson,

have spread so as to assume the look of natural

patches. Various Saxifrages, Diahthi and Stone-

crop clothe the ground, and the sunniest spots

are given to alpine Wallflowers, ^thionemas
and Linums, all of which have suffered badly this

winter, as also have certain shrubs associated with
them, such as Cistuses and Veronicas, Fuchsias
andCoronillaglauca. Many, I hope, wjllrecover, but
they are needing drastic cutting back and will be
poor-looking things at best during this season, which
promises to be one of sufficient gloom through the
action of the Hun without any ugly knock on
the part of Dame Nature. Luckily, the injured

innocents occupy only a fraction of the ground.
The broken rock-strewn stretch beyond the pools

and their banks shows much herbaceous stuff in

bloom, of which Irises are most conspicuous in

the photograph, and beyond them shrubs, among
which groups of white Portugal Broom and of

Exochorda macrantha are covered with flower.

I never succeeded in making Exochorda grandi-

flora quite at home. here. The lime in the
soil makes its foliage poor and yellowish, and
there is not the vigoiu- needed for a fine display

of bloom. But its descendant, the macrantha
variety, I tried as soon as it was introduced, and
it does excellently. I have bushes 8 feet high and
as much across, producing yearly an abundance of

bloom-buds which, unfortunately, are liked by the
birds, so that the fulfilment of flower

is apt not to be quite equal to the
promise. Where the photograph
ends on the left there is an open, un-
dulating area set with hundreds of

plants of Erica carnea and its off-

spring Erica mediferranea hybrida
(syn. E. darleyensis, Bean).
They often show flowering sprigs

before Christmas, and are rich in

colour during February'. Not so this

I old winter, but the frost has had no
ill effect beyond delay, and these early

days of April are made bright by
their sheet of bloom. In the
background, but occasionally coming
forward among the Heaths, are

flowering shrubs. Lilacs and Deutzias,

Forsythias and Rhus Cotinus pur-

pureus. The latter covers itself with
crimson purple fluff as July opens,

and, even when the colour dies out
into grey as autumn advances, it re-

mains a source of joy, for its foliage

assumes rich tints. In the more
rocky section to the right of the main
path, dwarf growths occupy the fore-

ground. Stony flats to walk on get

carpeted with Woolly Thyme. With
a little care and frequent resowing of

collected seed the beautiful Linaria
alpina—both the type and the rosy
variety—is kept going on the edge of

the gravel. Type Violas, especially

gracilis, are encom-aged to spread.
The rosy Gypsophila and the Maiden Pink
embrace each other as they spread. Behind
stretches of Creeping Phlox are tufts of the Cana-
dian species as improved by Mr. Perry. It is

apt to disappear entirely after a most successful

season, but is easily propagated by breaking up a few
plants every summer, and is a subject well worth
much more pains and trouble than that. For a long
period in the late spring its numerous stems are
topped with a perfect cluster of pale blue flowers

in the manner well shown in the illustration.

These plants continued for three seasons without
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being touched, but were lepIanteU tliis autumn

to free them from weeds and give tliem new soil

The winter does not seem to have evilly affected

them or the colonies of propagated plants put

out at the same time, for all are now happily

springing up.

Form, which to the Japanese is the lirst essential,

is often much neglected in our rock gardens. Un-

tidy growths are permitted to spread haphazard and

(over over even the bolder and more important

rocks. They may be quite charming in their

flowering season, but a detriment during a large

part of the year. They should be used with

reticence and kept in bounds, while subjects having

the virtue of deportment, such as the I"l,ag Irises

and the Heucheras, Sedum spectabile and Statice

lutifolia, are to be encouraged. So are certain

evergreen shrubs that are of compact growth,

but a marked hahit either vertical or horizontal.

To heighten the effect of certain mounds I have set

(iolden Irish Yew to form minarets, and Reti-

nospora ericoides to form pyramids. Kor hori-

zontal effect the spreading Junipers cannot be

beaten, 'but where the position is exposed and the

soil none too good the prostrate Yew, called Taxus

Dovastoni, is excellent. I have specimens that

came from the Darley Dale Nursery quite a dozen

years ago that are 6 feet across but not above

15 inches high. Others, planted five years ago

amid rocks, stretch themselves. in the gaps or over

the shelves, assuming most engaging and graceful

shapes, covering much space, yet never reaching

a greater height than 10 inches. Where a bough

begins to hide a rock or oppress a plant it can

easily be removed or curtailed. But where the

Yew occupies its right domain it must not be

allowed to be killed or spoilt by any rampageous
summer neighbour. To get something tall to

grow among and group aright with these prostrate

evergreen shrubs, and yet not smother or even

seriously shade them, is difficult. . The best subject

I know is Sparaxis pulcherrima. Its arijhing

wands ending with purplish pink bells in full sum-
mer are the perfection of form, cause no shade,

and are so wiry that without any artificial support

they sway uninjured in the roughest wind. It

is a tuberous plant impatient of disturbsince.

It should be grown from seed in pots and then

planted out, or sown in sand heaped on to rich

soil where it is intended to grow. With me it

succeeds admirably. There are old groups of

i'ts wands 7 feet high in summer, and young, often

self-sown, tufts everywhere. " We call them
Canterbury Bells," quoth a small boy whom 1

at first thought was displaying abnormal botanical

ignorance, but who spoke quite correctly, for he

came from Cape Colony, where the plant is indi-

genous and where this popiUar name is transferred

to it from our well-known Campanula.

T .. best pattern of small Dutch hoe—4} inches

to (J Mches—is made by Messrs. Skelton and Co. of

Sheffield. It is made out of sheet steel shaped into

half hollow tines, and with a socket for the shaft.

I cannot say why this pattern works more easily

than any other, but I am fully convinced it does.

I have had two or three of these hoes wear down

until the blade was not more than a quarter of

an inch deep, and they cut well until the inevitable

break occurred. It is almost more important

to keep hoes clean and bright than it is to keep a

there is hardly a weed to be seen, simply to keep

a loose surface soil and prevent the under soil

getting dry.

Trowels.—A very satisfactory pattern is made

on the same lines as the small Dutch hoes and

by the same makers. These tools work three times

as well if kept quite bright. Makers have a stupid

habit of stamping their names on the blades of

hoes and other garden tools. These stamps make

a collecting place for soil if the land is at all moist;

and one often has to hoe when the soil is not in

GARDEN TOOLS
(Conliinu'd from page 107.)

PHLOX CANADENSIS LATHAMI TERRY S VARIETY,

spade clean. If not bright it is impossible to use! the best condition for the work. There should

them if the soil is at all damp, as it clogs the blade

directly, which makes easy work into hard work,

and the results are not so satisfactory.

When to Use the Hoe.—Many gardeners,

especially amateurs, make a huge mistake in allow-

ing weeds to grow into full-sized plants before

they think of destroying them. This means at

least treble work in the end. First, the work

is much harder ; secondly, the weeds will have to

be no siich stamp used on the blade of the hoe or

spade. It might just as well be put on the socket

or some part that does not come in contact with

the soil.

Bakes.—I have not much to say about these.

There are many patterns, most of them having

good and bad points. I think makers make a

mistake in putting the teeth too close together

in the larger sizes. The larger sizes are used fur

be collected and taken away ; and, thirdly, much
!

rougher work, and too many teeth are a liuisance.

Dutch Hoes.—Every large garden should be
provided w-ith both large and small sizes of this

invaluable tool. On one of my visits to the Dutch
bulb farms I noticed that their hoes were of a
different pattern from ours, so I bought one and
brought it home, and soon found it miles ahead
of our English pattern. Our own makers liave

improved on the pattern, and we now have a grand
hoe for working in open spaces, between fruit trees, or
for cleaning bulb-beds when the bulbs are dormant.

seed will have been shed to start a new crop. I

have known amateurs to leave weeds to grow until

they could not use a hoe for fear of destroying

' the wheat with the tares," and consequently

had to slowly and laboriously fork out the weeds.

Now, if the weeds are hoed off while still quite

young—not much beyond the seed-leaf stage

—

they will die at once unless the weather be very

showery, and the work will go easily and quickly.

Take the case of beds of vegetable seeds. If the

hoe be run between the lines of seedlings as soon

as they are visible and continued throughout the

season, the only hand-weeding necessary will

be in the rows themselves ; whereas if left a little

too long it will mean hand-weeding the whole

bed, a most slow and back-aching job. Added

to this, the constant working of the soil between

growing crops is of great benefit, apart from keeping

the weeds down. Especially is this so in dry

weather, as it closes up the cracks in the soil

and prevents evaporation. In our fruit tree

nurseries the hoes are frequently going when

For the fining down of seed-beds I prefer a large

rake with a wooden head, and with iron teeth

about 2 inches apart. One can get the soil into

condition for seed - sowing more quickly and

easily with such a tool than with an ordinary

fine garden rake. By the way, I consider there

is more art required in the proper use of a rake

than in almost any garden tool. It takes long

practice before a man can make a really level and

fine seed-bed.

Lawn Weeders.— I have tried nearly every

device that has been invented for taking weeds

out of lawns, and have at last found what I consider

the best of all. It is called a Daisy grubber by

the makers ; but I consider it a waste of tnne

to dig out Daisies—with the exception of single-

crowned plants, which may be extracted without

making any mess—as they can be more easily

and quickly killed with lawn sand. This little

tool is only 18 inches over all, and is the handiest

of tools for extracting Plantains, Dandelions and

other tap-rooted lawn weeds.
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Pruning Saws.—I have found from experience

that these must be very narrow in the blade,

for in three cases out of four the pruner wants

to get his saw between two branches in order to

cut close to the stem of the tree. If this is not

done, i.e., if a snag be left, it will almost always

die back and cause trouble to the stem of the

tree. Of course, if large branchesare to be removed,

an ordinary hand saw will have to be requisitioned.

I have seen weird things called pruning saws

with two cutting edges, one having fine teeth,

the other coarser ones. Now, fancy using such a

tool between two branches growing close together I

It would certainly mean ruin to the branch left

behind as well as to the one removed.

Garden tools are too often made by manufac-

turers who know little or nothing about their

practical use, and are sold by ironmongers or

others who perhaps know less still, so that unwary
amateurs often buy the worst of patterns when
they might have had the best for the same money.
It is the duty of all who really know a good tool

from a bad one to. let the public kn,ow which are

the best patterns ; also to do all they can to

get the makers to turn out really good serviceable

-tools. J. Duncan Pearson.

TJie Nurseries, Lowdham, Notts.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Broad Beans.—Continue to sow for succession
varieties of the Longpod type, as these give a heavier
crop than the Windsor section. Put out the plants
raised in boxes, using, if possible, a little prepared
compost to cover the roots as an encouragement
to prompt rooting action, which hastens growth.

Asparagus.—Where not done, the winter cover-
ing of soil or manure should be raked off into the
alleys, first digging these over where it is customary
to plant Cauliflowers, Cabbages or Lettuces.
Where the beds are liable to be infested with weeds,
give a dressing of agricultural salt to check their

growth and aid the Asparagus.

Turnips.—Make a small sowing of Early Milan
on a south border. Directly the plants show
through the soil, dust them with dry wood-ashes
and protect from birds.

Spinach.—Sow Spinach in small quantities in
favourable sites and for the economic use of the land.
This is the quickest-growing vegetable at this season
of the year.

Carrots.—Sow the main batch of such varieties
as Red Intermediate, Long Surrey, and a good
Short Horn sort where the longer-rooted kinds
do not succeed. Thin sowing in drills 14 inches
apart is the most economic treatment of space I

can suggest.

Celery.—Plants raised from seed sown in gentle
heat in the early part of March for the main batch
will now be ready for pricking out in a prepared
frame or boxes, the former for preference, as the
plants are not so liable to suffer from want of water
there as they are in boxes when they are fully fur-

nished with roots. Grow the plants sturdily, so that
they do not receive a sharp check when planted
finally in the trenches.

Cabbages.—Those that were planted in the
autumn ha\'e had a struggle to w'ithstand the severe
weather and the ravages of wood-pigeons. Several
plots have been dug or ploughed up, so many
plants having perished. Those remaining should
be encouraged to grow by stirring the soil between
the rows frequently during dry weather, and have
occasional sprinklings of sulphate of ammonia
or nitrate of soda. The plants of such varieties as

Earliest, Best of All and Favourite raised under
glass will be doubly valuable this season for filling

gaps and making new plantations.

Salsify.—Sow seed at once in deeply worked
soil in drills 14 inches apart. If the land is stiff

or stony and very largo roots are required, holes

2 feet deep should be bored, filling them with fine

soil and sowing two or three seeds in each.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines growing freely should have regular atten-
tion in pinching the point out of each side shoot,
two leaves beyond the bunch, as a rule. Three
leaves where space permits may be retained.
Pinch the laterals at one leaf and remove the
sublaterals entirely. The latest Vines should be
promptly disbudded when the best shoots and
bunches can be plainly discerned. Vines that have
" set " their bunches and are making the first

swelling should have copious supplies of water
given to the inside borders to assist the swelling
bunches. In late houses where the Vines are just
pushing into growth, the borders must not suffer

from the want of moisture.

Thinning the bunches and berries is all too
often postponed by the amateur. When this is

so, the Vines are asked to carry an unnecessarily
greater weight of fruit than they should, which
tends to weaken the Vines and prevents the swelling
of the berries. Directly it can be seen which are
the best-placed bunches, cut off all surplus ones.
A strong Vine rod 12 feet long may carry fifteen
2lb. to 31b. bunches, and so on in proportion to the
manner the Vines are supported. Directly the
berries are of the size of Peas, the surplus ones
should be removed.

Melons.—The early batch of plants, considering
how little sun they have received, are growing
nicely away. Keep the shoots thin and the roots
carefullv watered. E. Molvneu.x.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)
Swanmorc. Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

General Work.

—

.\ few weeks of open weather
have allowed work in this department to be rapidly
pushed forward. Winter greens, Brussels Sprouts
and Broccoli are now well over, so should be
cleared out at once to allow of the ground being
cultivated as soon as possible. The intense frost

of the past winter has been most trying to winter
vegetables. Broccoli suffered more than anything

;

in many gardens scarcely a plant was left, even
among the supposed hardiest varieties. A sowing
of autumn Broccoli may now be made ; Veitch's
Sell-protecting is an excellent variety for autumn
and early winter use.

Cauliiiowers.—Plants that have been wintered
in frames may be planted out now. Choose a
warm border with a rich soil for this early crop.
Varieties such as Early Snowball, being of dwarf
habit, may be planted much closer than the
stronger-growing sorts. Eighteen inches between
the lines and a foot between the plants will be
ample.

Potatoes.—Main crops may now be planted,
choosing a spell of favourable weather for the
work. Plant reliable, heavy cropping varieties,
and for the national good give every attention
to this most valuable crop. The special articles

on Potato culture by competent writers in recent
issues of The Garden should prove most helpful
to all growers.

Peas.'—Sow Centenary, Duke of Albany and
Gradus for succession.

Salsify.—A deep, sandy soil suits this vegetable
best ; it should never be grown on ground that
has been recently manured, or the roots will be
forked and scraggy. If sown now on the site of a
last season's Celery trench, roots of high quality
may be had. In most households this winter
vegetable is much esteemed.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Grapes should now be ready for thin-
ning in the earlier vineries. This should be done
as soon as possible after setting, as when left

too long and the berries firm to each other, there
is danger of the operator damaging the berries
which are to be retained. After thinning, give a
dressing of artificial manure to the border and
water thoroughly in. See that the border is fairly
moist before applying the manure, otherwise a
watering is recommended. In later houses constant
attention must be given to disbudding and the
tying down of lateral growth^.

The Flower Garden.

Violas.—These may now be transferred from
the frames to their flowering quarters. Violas
are partial to a rich, well-cultivated soil, and if

well treated will give an abundance of flowers
throughout the season.

Primula japonica.—Numbers of these which
were raised from seed last summer will now be
planted in the bog garden and by the margin of
the lake. They are partial to slight shade and a
moist soil. The addition of peat to the soil adds
to their successful cultivation.

Miscellaneous Plants.—Rooted cuttings of
Cheiranthus, Rock Roses, shrubby Veronicas,
alpine Phloxes, Tree Lupines, &c., which have
been wintered in frames may now be planted
out, filling vacant spaces in the rock garden and
the front of the herbaceous borders with the dwarf
subjects. The frames thus rendered vacant can
be utilised for the raising of other material.

Lawns.—Where the lawns are worn and bare,
seed may now be sown. Stir the surface with an
iron rake, then dust with sifted soil, and afterwards
sow the seed and smooth the surface with the
roller., James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth, Bart.)

Coodham. Kilmarnock.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

TREES AND SHRUBS,
YUCCA DAMAGED BY FROST (-4//orrf).— ir tlif stems

cif ynnr jtlaiit of Yucca Klorinsa cannot be staked into
an upriplit position, tlipy may be cut off. Then tie the
loaves of each branch together, removing any dead or
dying leaves, and cut the stems otf about 9 inclics below
the leavc.'^. Afterwards place each head separately in
a large pot, using loamy soil to which a large quantity
of coarse sand and leaf-mould has been added, and place
the heads in a warm greenhouse. Do not give very much
water, but just keep tlie soil moist. Syringe the leaves
twice daily. In about three weeks or a month new roots
ought to liave formed. The plants may then be hardened
oflf, and as soon as they are really well rooted they can
be planted out of doors. If the ofd stems are laid in light
soil, many young shoots will be formed. These can be
used as cuttings if desired.

THE GREENHOUSE.
NAMES OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS (il//y,s- D.).—

The following varieties should suit your purpose

;

Decorative Japanese.—Baldock's Crimson, rich crimson ;

Bronze Soleil d'Octobre, bronze ; December Gold, rich
yellow ; Decorator, yellow' ; Fclton's Favourite, white ;

Framfield Yellow, rich yellow ; Freda Bedford, bronzy
orange ; Glory of Merstham, soft pink ; Goacher's
Crimson, rich crimson ; John Scott, white ; Kathleen
May, bright crimson ; Lizzie Adcock. golden yellow

;

Mile. Louise Charvet, pink ; Market Gold, rich golden
yellow ; Market Red, velvety red ; Moneymaker, white ;

Mrfl. Thompson, white : Mrs. \V. Buckbee. white ; Mrs.
E. H. Christy, amaranth ; R. F. Felton, deepest yellow ;

Source d'Or, orange red ; Tokio, crimson scarlet ; Wells'
Crimson, bright crimson ; Christmas Gift, golden amber

;

and Christmas Rose, bright rose pink. Single varieties.

—

Arcturus, maroon crimson; Bronze Edith Pagram.
reddish bronze ; Caledonia, rosy lilac ; Edith Pagram.
pink : Felicity, white ; Florrie King, clear pink ; Florric
Stevens, orange red ; Framfleld White, purest white

;

J. B. Lowe, brightest crimson ; Kitty Bourne, deep
yellow ; Lady Furness, reddish salmon ; Maggie MacLeod,
rich bronze ; Mcnsa, white ; Merstham Gem, rosy
crimson ; Merstham Jewel, reddish terra-cotta ; Merstham
Tints, soft bronzy yellow ; Mowena, orange red ; Mrs.
R. C. Pulling, pink ; Nellie Riding, reddish salmon ;

Peter Pan, fawn colour ; Sandown Reliance, reddisli
crimson ; Sir George Bullough, deep yellow and Syhia
Slade, rosy red and white.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TENNIS COURT MEASUREMENTS {A. E. G. A.}.—

The measurements of the white lines of a full-size la'wn tennis
court are as follow : Base lines, each 36 feet long ; side
lines, each 78 feet long. The net is in the middle. Parallel
to each side line and 4J feet away are other lines the
length of the court, leaving 27 feet between the inside
lines. A service line extends between these inside lines

at each side of the net and 21 feet from the net, a line

at right angles bisecting the two in the centre. Behind
the base line should be a run back of at least 12 feet,

and a space from 4 feet to 6 feet wide should be allowed
along each side of the court.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—J/. A' ^.—1, Pieris floribunda
;

2 and 5, Cupressus Lawsoniana, golden form; S, Crypto-
lueria japnnica ; 4. Euonymus radicans varirgntus.
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SUCCESS IN SEED-SOWING

THE amateur who possesses only a cold

irame, or possibly an unhealed greenhouse,
for the raising of seedlings is often dis-

louraged. It may be that in former

years failure has courted all his efforts,

and instead of having a good supply of vegetable

seedlings for planting out, the majority of his

I. SEED-BOX WITH SIDE REMOVED.
Shoiuiiig drainage in bottom covered with rough material uiul fine

soil on tfw surface.

plants have never got beyond the seedling stage.

That a little artificial heat is a great aid in the

raising of such kitchen garden crops as Tomatoes,

no one will deny. Yet it is by no means indispens-

able. Indeed, seedlings raised in a cold frame

or greenhouse by amateurs are usually more

sturdy and better in every respect than those

raised by ine.xpericnced cultivators in artificially

heated structures.

Boxes and Seed-Pans.—The receptacles in

which the seed is to be sown need to be selected

with some care. Boxes or pans 3 inches or rather

niori- in depth are preferred by many ; but where

only a little seed of a kind is needed, an ordinary

fiower-put. 5 inches or 6 inches in diameter at the

top, answers well, and does not take up a lot of

room. Whatever is used must be scrupulously

clean and have ample outlet at the bottom for

waste water ; stagnant moisture in the soil kills

more seedlings under cool conditions than anything

else. The bo.\es ought to have holes three-quarters

3. TO AVOID \V.\SHIXG SM.\LL SEEDS OUT
OF SOIL, WATER THROUGH PERFORATED
I'APER OR CO-\R-E MUSLTX. «

of an inch or i inch in diameter in their bottoips,

five holes not being too much for a bo.\ measiu-ing

15 inches by J2 inches. Over these holes a layer

of broken pots, or crocks as they are termed, must

be placed, then some rough fibrous material, and,

finally, the fine, sifted soil. Fig. i shows a bo.\

with one side removed. Note the crocks and

rough and fine soil. This is a

large box ; consequently a

dividing board is placed across

the centre so that two kinds of

seed may be sown in it, one at

each end.

Soil for Seed-Sowing.—This
1^ quite as inipurtant as the

drainage. For the majority

of the seedlings that the

average beginner is likely to

want to r«nse, the following

mixture will answer well

:

Ciood turfy loam, well chopped

and passed through a i-inch

meshed sieve, two paits ; leaf-

soil, well decayed and sifted

through the same sieve, half a

part ; and coarse sand, half a part. Retain the

coarse material that is left in the sieve for placing

over the drainage. In some localities it is difficult

to procure turfy loam, but

every endeavour to do so should

be n^ide, as there is no good

substitute. With leaf-soil it is

different. Cocoanut fibre re-

fuse or Hop Manure may well

take its place. Having placed

the drainage and soil in posi-

tion, as shown in Fig. r, pres^

the whole down gently with

the presser shown at the right

of Fig. 2. The edge of this is

useful for making lines when it

is desired to sow the seed in

rows.

Sowing the Seed.— I f there is

one thing more than any other

that the beginner needs warn-

ing against, it is thick sow-

ing. No matter how often this

warning is given, it is seldom fully accepted, and
thousands of seedlings are wasted every spring

by too thick sowing. Seeds differ very consider-

ably in size, and it is not diflicult to place the large

ones separately, as is shown at the right of Fig. 2.

Very small seeds are difficult for the beginner,

who may be excused for sow-ing them too thickly.

.\s an aid to the thin sowing of these small seeds,

mix them with some dry silver sand, as shown at

the left of Fig. 2. This will make a greater bulk
and, if the mixing is well done, will ensure a thin

and e\en distribution.

Covering the Seed.—.\fter the seed is sown it

must be covered. Here, again, there is a great

deal of difference to be observed. Thus, very
small seed will only need pressing into the soil

with the presser shown in Fig. 2 ; while

larger seed will need a. quarter of an inch

thick covering of fine soil. The larger the

seed the greater the depth of soil for covering is a

good general rule to follow. Do not press down
the covering soil except just to make it level,

and it is well to have rather more sand in it than is

used for the mixture previously advised for sowing.

Watering.—it is no uncommon occurrence to

find choice seed that has been carefully sown
washed out of the seed-pans or boxes during the

process of watering, or, if not actually washed out,

carried all to one side, owing to the receptacle not

standing level. Therefore, stand allseed-pans, boxes
or pots as level as possible and use a fine rose on the

watering-can. For very small seeds a sheet of

paper, freely perforated with holes, as shown in

Fig. 3, may be laid over the soil before watering,

or a piece of coarse muslin may be utilised in the

same way, although this is apt to adhere to the

soil. Pots and small pans can be immersed nearly

to their rims in a bucket of water, allowing the
liquid to saturate the soil from below upwards.
.\fter the sowing and watering are completed, keep
the frame or house fairly close until germination
has taken place, after which ventilation must be
afforded as freely as outside conditions will admit.
Give water whenever the soil is at all dry, but avoid

overdoing it. Remember, seedlings in an early

stage do not want large quantities of water ; but.

on the other hand, they must not be allowed to

become dry. Subsequently they will need trans-

planting, and this will be dealt with in the next
issue.

STAKING DWARF PEAS
Although not usually practised, even the dwarfest-

growing varieties of Peas give better returns if nice

bushy sticks are afforded the plants early in growth.

-LARGE SEE

Mi\ small ones

DS CAN BE PLACED .SEP.\RATELV .\S SHOWN
ON RIGHT.

with dry sand to ensure even sowing. The presser

on right will make soil level.

lor in addition to the protection these afford from
frosts and winds, the haulm being kept from direct

j

contact with the cold earth, growth is more rapid

I

from the time the sticks are first placed against

the rows, and later on, when the sun shines on bolli

•sides of the row, each side will be found to be

I

equally well laden with pods, and, thanks to

[full exposure to the sun, these pods invariably

fill much quicker and better than others allowed

to lie upon the ground. In a wet season this

}

difference is very considerable, and in a year

I

like the present, when we are all striving for early

and heavy crops, those readers who just now
are halting between two opinions should take

advantage of every little item conducive to these

ends. Staking has another advantage not fully

recognised by many gardeners, inasmuch as

it allows a row of early Cauliflowers being

planted between even the very dwarf varieties.

At least, for some years past our Laxtonian, Little

Marvel and Peter Pan Peas have been grown
together, the crops of each being ready about the

middle of June or, in favourable seasons, a fortnight

earlier. F. R. Castle.
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For the Poultry-Keeper

CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
Author of "Poultry-Keeping on Money- Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Production," &c.

VARIKT\' in feeding laying stock is the

essence of success where increased egg-

production is concerned, but while

this is true, extremities lAust be avoided.

A varied menu.—We maiy be very fond

of porridge, but would not feel happy if it were

placed before us at each meal-time and day after

day. It is the same with Biddy ! The poultry-

keeper is indeed fortunate in having so many
poultry foods to select from, which makes it quite

a simple matter to arrange a varied menu. One
does not want to be continually chopping and

changing, but readers will understand my meaning

from the instances given below. It often happens

that newlypurchased birds do not commence to

lay for a long time after they have been in-

stalled in their new quarters. Invariably this

is put down to the journey and strange sur-

roundings.

Newly Purchased Birds.—It is true that the

change of quarters affects the egg-production of

the birds—more particularly shy pullets—until

they have become settled in their new domicile,

but feeding has an important say iii the matter.

Very few, if any, pay attention to the special

feeding of purchased stock, although they should

do. I have always made it a point to recommend
buyers, when sending their orders for hens, to ask

the vendor very politely for particulars of feeding.

If the request is suitably phrased, few breeders

will refuse to give the desired information. It

will be seen at once how helpful such data will

prove in the subsequent handling of the birds

after their arrival.

Avoid Sudden Changes.— I do not see how the

best can be expected from birds if, upon arrival

at their new home, they are forced to undergo

a sudden and complete change of food-routine.

I do not advocate the adoption of the breeder-

\'endor's system of feeding in toto and for all time.

My point is that the birds can be made to settle

down in their fresh quarters more readily if they

are fed on the foods previously given to them.

It might, and probably will, be desirable to substi-

tute an entirely different dietary within seven or

fourteen days, and this can easily be done by
gradually withholding one ingredient at a time

and substituting another

Grain-Feeding.—Oats have always been con-

sidered my ideal grain for egg-production, but if

the same is given day after day and by itself the

best results cannot be e.xpected. Oats, wheat
and maize are, I suppose, the grains most commonly
used by poultry-keepers, and it should not be a

difficult matter to ring the changes on this trio.

We will suppose that the mixture chosen, as it

invariably does, consists of

:

Oats 2 parts

Wheat 1 ,,

Maize i part

The parts are by weight, and maize is best gi\-en

in its cracked or broken state, as it is a hard grain

and is not easily digested whole by the fowls.

Oats, Wheat and Maize.—Desiring to vary the

diet, I should adopt the rations pientioned above
for two days, give oats (four parts) and maize
(one part) the next two, and wheat (four parts)

and maize (one part) the next two, and so on.

I should sometimes look for a grain to take the place

of maize, and I should probably hit upon barley.

I should, too, leave out the maize and the barley

sometimes, but I would always have one of my
staple ingredients prominent.

Sprouted Grain,—Grains, too, can be served up
in many ways, and I would take full advantage

of this. The sprouting of grain is an ingenious

idea, and the finished article is in the nature of

grain and greenery combined. Oats are princi-

pally sprouted, but barley can be as successfully

treated. Some fowls will not take to barley,

but they seldom refuse it in its sprouted form.

Both wheat and barley can be made more palatable

as a change by being boiled sometimes, while if a

good boiler or copper is handy, maize can be

steamed and mashed. During cold snaps I have
given " warjn " grain to advantage. Prior to

the round of feeding, cover the grain with boiling

water, strain off the latter quickly, and give the

grain in its warm state.

The Smaller Grains.—One can, too, brint; into

use the smaller grains, and such a procedure greatly

benefits the birds. Those I particularly have in

mind are dari, buckwheat, millet, hempseed,

canary seed, rice, groats, &c. All are not easily

available just now, but they represent admirable

change foods, and are popularly termed " srratcii
"

grains. They are small, and therefore difficult

to find when scattered or raked into the litter.

For this reason they provide ample scratching
exercise and occupation of the right kind for the
laying stock. One can give such small grains
independent of the others at midday, for instance,

or directly after the soft food. In either case the
poultry-keeper would not give a large amount.
An alternative plan is to make up a mixture of

most of the smaller grains mentioned, and occasion-
ally add one part of the same by weight to the
other grains recommended.
Scratching Exercise.—When fowls are devour-

ing their meal of grain they invariably take the
largest kind first. Maize in particular is a case
in point. These larger grains, therefore, do not
encourage scratching exercise unless they are
buried deep in the litter. If, on the other hand,
we add the smaller seeds and grains, the fowls
are eventually compelled to get busy searching
for the last morsel. That is one good way of

providing the layers with something to do. Many
poultry-keepers go to the trouble of putting a

good depth of litter in. the houses, but the fowls
do not benefit because they do not "work" it.

The first pointer to remember is not to overfeed !

It is quite common for me to see litter absolutely
full of grain—from top to bottom. How can the
owner possibly expect birds to scratch for their
food when it is always there on the sm-face of the
scratching material ?

Keep Appetites Keen.—The litter should never
he allowed to get into such a condition, and, where
this happens, the owner has the option of under-
feeding the birds or removing the litter and putting
in ,a fresh supply. Where the former plan is

adopted, the fowls will sometimes eat the grain
before them, but I always think it is more profitable

to remove the litter. If food is left before the birds
they lose their appetites and go off their meals.
One of the best stepping-stones to increased egg-
production is

—"keep the appetites of laying
stock keen." It is far better to underfeed than
overfeed !

How to Give Grain.—If straw is used as the
litter, the grain, if scattered over the bedding,
will sink through, but when the material has be-

come " dusty" it acts as a barrier. With certain

other litters, too, grain has a difficulty in working
through if merely scattered on the surface. No
method can beat that of burying the grain well

below the surface of the litter. Fowls, the ob-

servant poultry-feeder will notice, always scratch

away from the light. Bearing this in mind, bury
the grain and then rake,up all the litter towards
the front of the house, rfr that side where the best,

light is. The hens will do the rest and obtain
the kind of exercise that makes for health, proper
circulation of blood, better digestion of food,

happiness, keen ^appetites and increased egg-

production.

Maize.—Owing to increased use of maize-flour

for bread-making, maize available for stock may
be reduced. The Board of Agriculture propo e to

issue weekly prices ruling at ports. If you are

charged excessive prices for maize, write to the

Director-General of Food Production, 72, Victoria

Street, London, S.W.i.

ADllCK OX POULTRY A/AT TENS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The, Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

oj charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care 0/

The G.^rden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C.
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^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from

other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instruotion* Free.

6d. Si l/-Tins& IS/-per Cwt.(f.or. London)
01 all Chcmisls. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" GO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal al Royal Horticultural

Exhibition. \Qli.

CHEALS'
DAHLIAS.

NKW CAT.VLOGl'K WITH .\LI,

NOVKl/riKS POST FRKE.

J. GHEAL & SONS, Ltd.,

CRAWLEY.
FOR PAKTICULARS OF THE

NEW PERPETUAL CARNATIONS
Red Ensign (Award of Merit). Eileen.

Countess of Wilton (Award of Merit).

ALSO THE Duchess of Wellington.

NEW PERPETUAL MALMAISONS
Mrs. Myles Kennedy. Hon. Cfaas. Knollys.

See our NEW CATALOQLiE, free liy post upon
application to

STUART LOW Co., Bush Hill Park, Mddx.
And JARVISBROOK (Crowboroug h), SUSSEX.

gUNYARD'S
FRUITyi^^TREES

CATALOGUe
by ReruRn

GEORGE BUNYARD* CO.
Royal Nurgeriea,

MAIDSTONE.
Ltd.

War-time
CHICKSare
valuable

SEIEID I>OTATOES.
New Success. Yielder, Queen Alexandra. Hebrons. Sharpe's Express,

Myatts. Eclipse. Llewellyns. May Queen. Queen .Mary, Duke
of York. Arran Chief. Puritan, Great Scot, Ninetylcild, Mid.

lothian. King Edwards, Factor, Everiiood. Royal Kidney. Northern

Star. British Queen, Op-to.lJate. Table Talk. D.ilhouslc. Cornwalls,

Triumph. Dalmeny Hero. Pioneer, Northern Star, Iron Duke, Scottish

Farmer. MlBhty Atom, 561bs. 14/.; 281bs. 7/.; Ulbs. 3/6: 71bs. 1/9.

Eatine Potatoes. 16/4 per cwt. Table Swedes and Coi;rots, 1^/6 cwt.

Potato Manure. 10/. cwt.; 6/. 56lbs. ; 3/6 281bs.; 2/- 141bs. ; 1/3 71bs.

Onion Sets. 1/6 lb. Free on rail. Bafis free.

When ordering, please state Seed Potatoes are
intended to be used for Seed Purposes only,

Collection ot Peas. Beans, and small seeds (22 packets) 2/6 carriafie

paid. 14 packets Flower Seeds, my selection. 1/-, post free. Cash with

order. Send for full Catalogue, Seed Potatoes. Peas. Beans and

HIORACE TAYLOR, cambridoI««rE:

The rearing of young Chicks into
strong, healthy stock suitable for
increasing the supply of eggs and

poultry in Great Britain, is

of the greatest im-
portance at the
present period, and
can be under-
taken by owners of

suburban gardens,

- r - -^ '^- small holdings and
pasture land with moderate outlay.
A vital question ia that ot FOOD for the young

chicks, but no difficulty need be experienced
it Spratt's " Middle Course " be adopted, viz.:—

SPRATT'S
Chicken Meal

^ at the
early momins soft

feed.

"CHIKKO"
the dry feed for

the aitcmoon and
eveninc feed.

FREE.—We will gladly <:end GRATIS and POST FREE
our interesting book "Chicken and Poultry Culture"
(published at 6d.), also brochure "The Middle Course,"

containing expert advice and many valuable bints.

Spratt's Patent Ltd . 24-25. Feocliareh St., Undoo LC
8 22

DON'T REAR CHICKENS
without a constant supply of clean crushed bone and
grit. They are absolutely essential. If you prepare

your own you know what you give the chickens, and
it costs next to nothing. Will send a new Crusher

made for the purpose tor 10/- free on rail.

L. DUNKER, Hillmorton Paddock, RUGBY.

FORBES' Catalogue
Florist's Flowers, Hardy Plants, Vegetable

and Flower Seeds, Free on Application.

JOHN FORBES (Hawick) Ltd.,
The King's Nurserymen,

HAWICK, SCOTLAND.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

so breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.—Vahney, Stratford, Essex.

STOP TAKING RISKS.
Buy your Sittings only from a known- to- be- reliable
Breeder. My stock lias attained the highest possible

records in the show-pens, and possess also Al laying qualities.

Specialities : Buttercups, R.I. Reds, Orloffs, Sussex, Rocks,
Wyandottes, Anconas and White Leghorns,

lUuslrated Catalogue on application to—
MRS. COLBECK,

Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, near Wakefield,

CALCOMAR
Registered No. 371,217.

is SUPERIOR to, yet CHEAPER than shell, and

is manufactured by BRITISH LABOUR.

PROPRIETORS:
Messrs. Wm. ASHBY & SON, Ltd.,

Poultry Grit Manufacturers (wholesale),

TUNNEL AVENUE, EAST GREENWICH.
SEE YOUR CORN MERCHANT STOCKS 13-

CALCOMAR
Registered No. 371,217.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT.

\7Mi
DISINFECTANT FLUID

' A worthy and /ormidable weapon lor battling against the bacillus."

—Sir J. Criohton-Beovtne, F.K.3.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I thinli it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and

were on the feed again."

Against " The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers fids

the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, /^ » «

•

IZAL POWDER, f'^^"^!^^^6/6 per gal

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

6/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.,Thopncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USING

RITO
(THE HUMOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL BACTERIA)

Extracts from Letters received from pleased users :

RUNNER BEANS.— "Rito-treated plot yielded Sllb. 2oz. ; untreated plot
91b. 7oz.'

POTATOES.—"One trench of Potatoes containing ten plants treated with
rich farmyard manure produced 181b. A similar plot treated with Rito
produced 281b. Rito-treat«d Potatoes perfectly sound and clean, others
much diseased."

Equally good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES :—3 bushel bag, 1 7/6 ; 2 bushel bag, 1 2/6 ; 1 bushel bag, 7/6
Carriage paid. Cartons 1 /- each. Ask for Booklet " Rito Results " from IJealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.

cts there P^
I and makes the Garden ZU^^.
gay all the year round r^":^ne

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.& Is., tad In BRANDED & B£ALED
BAGS: 7 lbs., 28. 6d.; 14 lbs.,48.6d.

: 24 lbs., 7s. 6d.; S«lb9., 12«. 6d. ; llllbs., 20«. « Of
directfrom theWorks, Carriagepaid In th« United Kingdom forCash with OrdeT(eiceptad. xnni).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATfORD. LONDON.

THE EAGLE SUPERB
GENTS' .S: LADIES' MODELS. Prompt dehvery.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL. AND.TEST.

EAGLE WAR MODEL -h
Genuine Milit.iry TyrfS. Lycelt SaLidle, OC iQ C
B.S. A. Free Wheel. 10 Years' Guarantee. *0 10 O

Coaster Hub. 3-Speed, Quoted on Request,
with Illustrations. Send P.C.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.

ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED,

THE 'PATTISSON' LAWN BOOTS
SIIMPLEST ! STRONGEST ! MOST ECONOMICAL

!

Soles of best English Sole Leather
( Waterproofed), with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs.

The " PATTISSON ' BOOTS are
the most durable on the market, out-
lasting several sets ot ordinary boots,
and when worn out can be many
times refitted and are then equal to

_ , "eii' ones, but this may only be satis-
r IG. 1. factorlly done by us. the makers.

RUBBER SOLES STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.
SIIVFR MFDAlit "^^V^' Horticultural Society. 1904. 1914.aiLItn lllLUHLg royal international exhibition, 1912.

Used in the ROYAL (and in thousands
of the PRINCIPAL) GARDENS.
Hundreds of Testimonials.

The Field says: "Ab good as anything
that could be devised."
Mr. TROUP (Head Gardener to H.M. THE
KING, Balmoral Castle) writes :

" The boots
supplied 2 years ago are as good as ever."

Illustrated Price Lists from the Makers Fig. 2

H. PATTISSON & CO., ''%^Si:^^i!^,%':;^:'^'
Contractors to H.M. Go\'erDment.

For Destroying Weeds, Moss, etc., on Garden
Walks, Drives, Roads, etc.

"ACME" Powder Weed Killer
Gold Medal by Anglo-American Exhibition;
Commended by Koyal Horticultdral Society.

DISSOLVES QUICKLY IN COLO WATER.
Sizes—No. X—Sufficient to make 12i gallons, 1/4 Tin

No. 1— „ „ 25 „ 2/3 „
No. 2— ,, ,, 50 „ 4/2 „
No. 3— „ „ 100 „ 8/- „

No. 3, Carriage Paid. Tins free.
LIQUID WEED KILLER—Send for particulars.

LAWN SAND.—Marvellous killing effect on weeds
but fertilises the grass. Tibs., 2/3; 14Ibs., 4/3;
carriage paid on 561b8.. 16/-.

ARSENATE OF LEAD PASTE.—For destroying
all leaf-eating insects, caterpillars, etc. 1/3 per lb.

" FUMERITE."—For destroying all ground vermin.
To be dug into the soil. 141bs., 3/9; 281b8., 7/-;
561bs.. 12/6; 21/- per cwt., carriage paid.EXTRACT OF QUASSIA.—Pint, 1/6; carriage
paid on 1 gallon, 5/-.

COMPOUND QUASSIA-TOBACCO INSECTI-
CIDE.—Pint, 1/6, post free.

ACME CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.,
TONBRIDGE, KENT; and

RIVER STREET, BOLTON, LANCASHIRE.

THE COOPER
HORTICULTURAL REMEDIES
ARE WHAT YOU WANT

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparation for Apple-Sucker. Green-Fly,
&c., on FRUIT and other TREES.

Qt. 3/6 ; 1 Gall. 10/6 : 2 Galls. 20/6 ; 5 Gills, 50/-;

40 GaUs. £19/10/-

i^ Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUID

For ROSE, STRAWBERRY and other MILDEWS
Per Qt. 3/- ; 1 Gall. 9/- : 2 Galls. 17/6 : 5 Galls. 42/6

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a long time in sus-

pension, coats foliage uniformly, and does not scorch
when properly prepared.

1 lb. Till 1/10: 5 lb. Tin 7/11; 10 lb. Tin 14 2;
50 lb. Ket 56/3

^ Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the " Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Kills Weeds on Garden Paths and Gravellsd Spaces.

Per Qrt. 3/6: 1 Gall. 8/6 ; 5 Galls. 38/- ; 40 Galls. 210/-

AII packages charged extra, except quart tins.

/ gall, makes 100 galls, of effective Weedkiller

^ COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A re-inlotced NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses.

In Bolts. @ 8d.: 1/2 ; 2/6 : 5/-; 9/-; In Tins 'al 17/-; 30/-: 57/-

N.B.—Owing to e.MStiiig conditions the

above prices are subject to aUeration. We
shall be pleased to send luutations on

application.

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Sole BlaQufacturers

:

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamsted.

LION CYCLES £6:6:0'""
or 16s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised In tills paper, and have made and sold over 20,000 Machines.
NO EXTRAS : Lamp. Bell. Pump and eveiTthing included. Carriage
paid. YOU CAN RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10
DAYS. IF YOD DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE.
1 have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and
Catalogue with illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON. " Lion Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street. Birmingham.
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I^TON^ - POXSOT«^OX]S.
KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN

WITH *. f

McDOUQALL'S
WEED KILLER.

• WRITE FOn PRICES *HD NAME
OF LOCAL DEALER TO

McDouCall Bros ltd.. Port St.. Manchester

o

o
Bl'

o
s
o
B

EGGS FOR HATCHING from the finest
laying and exhibition strains—first pens 10/-, special pens 20/-
per sitting, unfertile eggs replaced, Day old chicks 16/- and
30/- per dozen. Adult birds always for sale, moderate prices.
Breeds kept: Golden, Silver and White Wyandottes, White
Legliorns, Rhode Island Reds, Light Sussex, Buft' Orpington
Ducks,—Sydney Hiller, Cleveland Poultry Farm. Standon,
Herts.

'•^'dougalu'SI

FUMIGATE YOUR GREENHOUSE WITH

McDOUGALL'S
"FUMERS" or "SHEETS"

SAFE-HANDY-EFFECTUAL-ECOHOMICAL.

NO SPIRIT REQUIRED - NO LIQUID POISON.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns. Limited. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street. S.E„ and Published by 'Country Life,'
and bl- George Newnes, Limited, «-ll, Southamnton Street, Stranii VV''.

Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W,C,,
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and ciieapness. Strong and
Bturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards.
Climbers. A grand stock of Siirubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous P^nts In great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merrtweathek & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection In culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants

you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot. Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and WATER LILIES.—Larce stocksof the bestand
most popular varieties. Catalogue free.

—

John Waterer,
Sons & Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, Surrey

.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
"PLASTINB" supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-

out the country.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application.

—

Gkorge Bunyard & Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medela has been proved by hundreds of practical gardeners
a certain cure for this trouble. To be applied in

April ; 2/- per quart, 5/8 per gallon, in cans.

—

Geo. Bunyard
and Co. Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
DOW being booked for these plants for delivery in April.
List with full directions and prices, on application.—GEO.
Bunyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
Dicksons, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book wUI be sent on application to the Offices of " COUNTRY
LITE." LTD.. 20, Tavistock Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste laud means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see
that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be ' sent on application to the Otfices of
•• Country Liee," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
i-lnch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4Jd. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-lnch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2d. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited ; order early.—W. Oliver Ailen, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven. Cornwall. Established 100 years.

NOW READY.
VEGETABLE GROWING IN WAR TIME.
By Herbert Cowley. Editor of " The Garden." Sixpence
net, by post Eightpence.—Orders for this booklet should be
sent to the Manager, " Country Life " Offices, 20, Tavistock
Street, London, W.C.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reUable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—Wakeley Bros. & Co., Ltd., 75a, Bankside, London.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested growth, at moderate
prices. Catalogue free.

BARR'S HARDY PERENNIALS, Alpines,
Rock Plants, Aquatics, Climbers, Wall Shrubs, etc., for Spring
Planting. Catalogue free.

BARR'S LILIES, GLADIOLI, CANNAS,
Montbretias, Tigridias, Ranunculus, etc., for spring Planting.
Catalogue free.

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
deacription^tone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
BuppUed. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisbume. Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (FourGold
Medals R.H.S., 450 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing et^uals a bed of Douglas clove-scented
stiff-necked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. Douglas
(The Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.
Catalogue gratis.

"THE LATEST 'GOLDEN' VIOLA
GRACILIS." "Finest New Aubrietias." " Lovely new Rock
Violas," etc.

—

Hayward, Expert, Clacton-on-Sea.

WANTED, good second-hand 24in. Petrol
Lawn Motor, Green or Ransome's make. Must be in first-

class condition. State price, date of make, and where to be
seen.—Address "Box G.," c/o The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS" and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.—
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.
Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

MoDouGAiL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent
on application to the Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
Alters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetqen. Illustrated. 3/6 net.
by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drag
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd , 20, Tavistock Street, Coven iGarden,
W.C-

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, EEADIHO

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT AT
IiEDU(.;EI) PRICES.

Kelway's Perfectly Glorious Paionies.
Kelway's Beautiful Blue Delphiniums.
Kelway's Brilliantly-coloure<l Phloxes.
Kelway's Colour Borders, ever in bloom.
Kelway's new and choice liardy perennial plants of all kinds.

NOW is the time to ORDER for Spring Planting

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyretlirums.
Kelway's Gay Gaillardias.

NOW is the time to SEND for particulars to

Kelway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport, Somerset.

BATH'S SELECT SEEDS. — New Illus-

trated Catalogue of Choice Vegetable and Flower Seeds, with
full cultural notes, is now ready and will be sent post free on
appUcation.—(Dept. E). E. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

BATH'S CARNATIONS,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and

PANSIES.
, . _ .

other flowers.

—

New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard
varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.

—

(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named. 2/3 post free. Early Chrysantlie-
nmms, 12 very tine varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.

—

DOBBIE & Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in

What Soils to Plant Them," with Catalogue, free on applica-

tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 ; 25, 6/8 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-.

AU different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.)

—

G. R. Phipps, Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit
Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Roses, etc. Descriptive cata-

logues on application.—JONES, Churchfleld, Cradley, Malvern.

ELECTRIFY YOUR PLOT Experiments
conclusively prove that ELECTRICITY, applied to crops,

hastens seed germination
;
produces stronger growth ; increases

yield 30 to 7U per cent., and improves flavour remarkably,

'The apparatus, requiring no teclinical experience to use, is

prepared by Mr. Peeks, author of tlie popular book " Elec-

tricity Made Plain." Outfit, with full instructions; suitable

for 2 to 5 rod plot, 20/-, carriage paid. Larger outfit, incl\iding

carrying case, 30/-. Send P.O. TO-DAY, and secure bumper
crop's.-Address, G. R. Peers, A.M.I.E.E., 18, Lothair Road.
London, N. 4.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards. Gates, Arches, EspaMers, Rose Stakes, i and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and
Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BouLTON & PAUL,
Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, will

have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue ol

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc., etc., free, if this paper Is men-
tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del-

phiniums iu superb variety.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

cheap. List sent.—MARION Gledstanes, Fardross, Clogher.

Tyrone.
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Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USING

R1TO
(THE HUMOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL BACTERIA)

Extracts from Letters received from pleased users :

RUNNER BEANS— " Rito-treated plot yielded 311b. 2oz.; untreated plot

91b. 7oz."

POTATOES.—" One trench of Potatoes containing ten plants treated with
rich farmyard manure produced 181b. A similar plot treated with Rito
produced '2Slb. Rito-treated Potatoes perfectly sound and clean, others

much diseased."

Etiually good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES :—3 bushel bag, 1 T/6 ; 2 bushel bag, 1 2/6 ; 1 bushel bag, 7/6
Carriage paid. Cartons 1 /- each. Ask for Booklet " Rito Results " from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.

lets there |^%
I and makes the Garden r^J^i'^^^

gay all the year round r^:^l:_^^i^sp.

Sold everywnere in TIKS at 6(1.4 1«.,WMt In BRaJIDBld 4 9A\lJiS>
B\(}S V lbs . 28. 6d.. 14 lbs ,4s. 6d. . 2h lbs., T». 6rt., *» lb», 12» M, . il» (bn i«>»_0*
alrectfroro theWorks. CarrtaEepaid in th« United KinKdom forr^ask witfc rtrrtwr^Kxr^p' «^ >mnV
CLAY & SON. Manure Mf^s & Bone Crushers, STRATrORD. LONDON. E.

LION CYCLES feiGiO"""
or 159. with order and monthly payments, aigned Guarantee for all

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised In this paper, and have made and sold over 20.000 Machines
NO bXTRrtS. Lamp, Bell. Pump and tverythmg included. Carriage
paid. YOD CA.\ RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10

Days if Yon do not approve i pay all carriage
I have thousands of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and
Catalogue with illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE
BEATSON. "Lion Cycle Works." 85, Moseley Street. Birmingham.
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KCEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN
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MeDOUQALL'S
WEED KILLER.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND M«MK -
OF LOCAL DEALER TO

McDouiaJI Bros ltd. Port St., Mgnchestef
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SANKEYS'SSo^^POTS
*^ZY\€ BEST and ChCBpcsh.

'KCI»L PUTi > ..il J.«r.ni,«.., B,

mCHARO SANKeirSSON,LT9.
Balwell Po^^«^i«s. NOTTIMOMAM.

SX'TUJl.TIONS VACAM^X.
Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. "
day Friday.

WANTED, AT ST. LEONARD'S SCHOOL :
FOR GIRLS, St. Andrew's, Fife, a fully qualified and well- ""^^

educated woman, to act as llead Gardener and Instructor in

Gardening. Knowledge ol the growth and sale ot vegetables,

and tlie care of grass is essential, and some experience in

teaching desirable. — For further particulars apply to the

HE^J) MISTUESS.
,,, .il.l-' finiii nil PiM-fiiniprsMii'l St nrcfs.onliivi't, post free.

uuiUS 1 3.— WELLS TltTLET CO Ki-lls St liiRyiVuHASi.

THE COOPER
HORTICULTURAL REMEOIES

ARE. WHAT YOU WANT

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparation lor Apple-Sucicer, Green-Fly.
&c.. on FRUIT and other TREES.

Qt.3/6; 1G*U. 10/6: 2 Galls. 20/6;
40 Galli. £19/10/-

5 Gilli, 50/-

^ Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUID

For ROSE, STRAWBERRY and oiler MILDEWS
PerQt.3/-: 1 Gall. 9/-; 2GaUs. 17/6; 5GaUl.42/6

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a long time in sus-

pension, coats foliage uniformly, and does not scorch

when properly prepared.

I lb. Tin 1/10: 5 lb. Tin 7/11: 10 lb. Tin 14/2;

50 lb. Kec 56/3

i^ Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the " Commended " award

'of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Kills Weeds oa Garden Paths and Gravelled Spaces.

Per Qrt. 3/6; 1 GaU. 8/6 ; 5 Galli. 38/- : 40 Galls. 210/-

All packages charged extra, except quart tins.

1 gall, makes 100 galls, of effective Weedkiller

i|i COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A reinforced NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses.

In Bolts. @ 8i: 1/2 : 2/6 ; 5/-: 9/-; In Tins @ 17/-: 30/-: 57/-

N.B.—Owing to existing conditions the

above prices are subject to alteration. We
shall be pleased to send iuotations on

application.

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Sole Manufacturers

:

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamtted!

.^:=>l^

Only medal
'llflTRmTIONftL&HlgmCrltDiNBURSH-IOSeY

Only Gold KEDALeDinsuR6H -1891

0N^
BES

jilSiil-

W
K,
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PERFECT AXJ
PLANT FOODS. >

XTnrlTftlled for «.ll gard**
cropi. Prices: Vine, Plant

and Vegetable Manure, 1 cwt,
20/.. 56 lbs. 11/6. 28 lbs. 7/6, 14 Ib».

/8, 7 lbs. 2/6. Tins 2/6. 1/- and 9A
Carriage paid anywhere on 56 lb*

and u.p. Special ChrysanthemuiD
and Top Dressing Manure. S61bB.

20/-. JS lbs. 11/-, 14 lbs. 6/.. 7 Ibl

3/6. Tins 1/-. Carriage i>aid

anywhere on 28 lbs, and uP.
Soldbyail Seedsmen. Sole
makers, Wm. Thomaon

<k Sons, Ld., CLoTen-
forda, N.B
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HYDRANGEA ARBORESGENSGRANDIFLORA ALBA
The Snowball Hydrangea. Finest of all Hardy Flowering Shrubs.

As supplied by me to H.R.H. Princess Louise and His Majesty's Boaid of Public Works. This might be called
the perpetual blooming Hydrangea Paniculata Urandiflora. It is certainly superior to that grand old sort in that
it begins blooming in May or June and continues in great prolusion until frost, w bile the old variety only begins
to bloom in August or September. The flowers of the Snowball Hydrangea are pure show white' -the clusters
almost as round as a ball and as large as a man's hat. The effect of such a glorious plant on one's lawn or in the
garden in full bloom all summer and fall cannot easily be described. It is the grandest decorative flowering plant
lor outside ever introduced. In addition to its flowers the foliage is also very beautiful, clean, and healthy The
plant is perfectly hardy anywhere out of doors. The bush grows to a considerable size and produces hundreds
of its magniltcent clusters of bloom every year. Now reduced to half price, 2 for 1/9 ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 for 5/- 1''

for 7/-. Immense plants, tliree and four years old. 2 lor 3/- ; 4 for 5/- ; 8 lor 9/-.

Photo, by Merrett Bros., Stroud.

HVDRANQEA ARBORESCENS QRANDIFLORA ALBA
(the Snowball Hydrangea).

JAPANESE TREE P/EONIES
THE QLORY OF JAPAN. Will produce 200 Blossoms on one Tree.
Huge blossoms of magnificent lustre and texture, often lUin. to 12in. across

; glorious for greenhouse but
quite hardy for outdoors. Should be planted at once, as they flower early in spring. There is a refinement more
rare and a charm more fascinating about these Tree Pfeonies than can be described on paper. 3/- each ; 3 lor 7/6.

THE CLIMBING HYDRANGEA^
(SCHIZOPHRAGMA HYDRANGEOIDES.)

A beautiful hard.v cliinber introduced from Japan. It is a handsome, rapid-growing plant, with almost all the
characteristics of these Hydrangeas, having slnnlar white Howers in huge trusses. It clings with great tenacity
to any tree or building by which It may be planted, ami attains a height of 'lUft. It blooms about July and remains
ailong time in flower ; it is perfectly hardy, Kiue trees of this srrand new clinilier, 2/6 each ; :i for 6/6. Stock
very limited.

GREAT BARGAINS IN SUPERB FLOWERED ROSES
TEA, AND HYBRID TEA EVER-

BLOOMING ROSES.
Magnificent varieties for garden ; nearly all Hold Medal winners •

fioner continuously the whole season. The Koses are of great
substance, with remarkably long, handsome buds and shell-petalled
flowers of most eNquisite soft shades and distinct tea-like fragrance
3 for 2/6 ; for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6; 25 tor 12/6: ,50 for 22/6.

A grand new Eose, rich, deep citron yellow, becoming deeper as
the flowers expand—a colour that does not fade ; the blooms are
large, full, and of perfect form, with high-pointed centre, and are
dclirinusly fragrant

: the plant is a vigorous, erect grower free
;iTid^c.,nfuuious in bloom ; <.ne of the finest of the new lioses
:Uur 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6.

.iwf,cs.

The New Bedding MARECHAL NIEL
SUPERB BUD. A GEM FOR CUTTING.

GIANT- FLOWERING HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES
A Mass of Blossom all the Season.

inese wui niaKe any garden a idaze of colourl 0, all dlHei
fur 3/-

; 12 for 5 6; i^i for 10/-; 50 for 18/6 Packed free and carriage paid. This is a bargain price so long as stock lasts, as many of these Koses are worth from Is, to 2s. each

GREAT BARGAINS^ IN LOVELY
CLIMBING ROSES.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER of Giant-flowering Hybrid Perpetual
Hoses. .My selection, dr.iwn from very be.st varieties where 1 have
a surplus. \\ ill transplant splendidly now, every tree having a
mass of fibrous roots, and every one flowered all last season
A magnificent range of colour, from pure white to rich crimson'
These will make any garden a blaze of colour', 0, all dltterent

A wonderful offer ; half price. Having a grand stock of Climbing
and Kambling Koses, all grand trees, in splendid condition • no
need for bare walls, ugly places, arches and trellises not covered
etc. Plant these freely, they will flower in the wildest profusion'
anywhere and everywhere, 6 for 3/- ; 12 for 5/-. Jfo more at
the bargain price when these are cleared.

DAINTY BABY ROSES OR THE NEW TOM THUMB.
Have a bed of these for a change

; you will have such a mass of
blossom you never had before, .Superb as a bedding Hose • can
also be used for Kdging or Pots. The sensational new Dwarf ItOSli

MDME. NOR BERT LEVAV.\SSI';rit.--.\s a pot Rose for greenhouse or window it has no equal, for beds and borders it is simply a mass of crimson the whole of the .season, producing such a
grand, telling effect that once seen it is not readily forgotten ; it is very hard>'. and will thrive in the poorest soil. Only grows about 1ft. high, and blooms so profiLsely as to entkelv hide
the foliage. The foliage is of a beautifully deep glossy green, and is never attarkcil by disease. It flowers in large clusters from .lune to .Vovembcr. It is always hi bloom. This Rose
will prove invaluable for bedding purposes and pot cidture. It has already ohtaiued the five following Prizes, viz. :—Paris Exhibition (.May)—Large Silver Mcdab; Paris Exhibition
(November)—1st Class Certilicate of .Merit by the National Horticultural Society of France ; London (.^pril)— 1st Class Certificate of Merit, li.H.S. of London ; London (Jiine) 1st
Class Certificate of Merit, National Hose Society ; Orleans (.-Vugust)—Gold Medal, highest award, with congratulations from the Judges. .Yow offered by me in four lovely coloiu-s—rich
crimson, snow-white, geranium-red, and Dorothy Perkins pink, .Ml the same price ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 for 5/- ; 12 for 7/6. May be had all one colour or mixed, as desired.

withal of exquisite delicacy and indescribable beauty
place should be found for Pieonles in every garden,

VERY SPECIAL PRICE.—All colours, mixed, strong root;

TriUy glorious, beyond description. The most magnificent of all
Hardy Plants. The fragrance of these new Poeonies creeps mto the
senses, soothes, delights, refreshes. Its cliarm lingers in the
memory long after the perfume itself lias stolen .away. Double
Herbaceous Pseonies are the most magnificent of all hardy lier-
baceous plants

;
they are immense in size, gorgeous in colour vet

Much that has been said of the Rose by poets of all ages might with equal truth be addressed to these truly noble flowers!
" A

NOW VERY BEST TIME TO PLANT P/EONIES.

Giant-Flowering JAPANESE & CHINESE P/EONIES

full of buds, 3 for 2/6 : 6 for 4/6 ; 12 for'8/6 ; 25 for 15/- ; 100 for 55/-

RARE NEWFRUIT.SHOULDBE IN EVERY GARDEN
RASPBERRY SUPERLATIVE.

It gained a First-class Certilicate at the Crystal Palace Show, and
First-class Certificate at the Koyal Horticultural Society. This
Kaspberry is growing more in favour every year, and it seems to
stand drought better than any other. The fruit is very large, and
an abundant bearer, and good for dessert. 2/6 per (ioz 25 for
4/- : 50 for 6/- ; 100 for 11/-.

RATHBUN BLACKBERRY (New
American Giant).

This fruit is very large and handsome, intense black, with a very
high polish, and without any hard core, juice highly flavoured

; of
so superior a quality that it is in a class by itself. Those accustomed
to the old varieties would scarcely recognise it for a Blackberry
;j, 2/6 ; 0, 4/- : 12, 7/6. Also the lovely new firystal White, 1/6
each ; 3 for 4/-. '

STRAWBERRY
OR STRAWBERRY - RASPBERRY

This is one of the most unique, and at the same time the largest
and most beautiful berry of any kind that has yet appeared before
the public. It comes to us from Japan, and is one of the Kaspberry
family, though in many respects it resembles a Strawberry growing
on a bush 2ft, high. The plant is entuely hardy in any location,
and a most profuse yielder, ripening an enormous crop of fruit

in July and August, and more or less all the time up to November. The berries are globular, slightly oblong in form, monstrous in size, a rich glossy ruby-red colour. Makes a most lovely
preserve and jelly. Now is the very best time to plant these out, as they are just pushing up growth for this season's fruiting. They receive no check from transplanting, and fruit
splendidly the first season. A bed I put out in the middle of May was a mass of fruit till November. Price, 1/3 each : 3 for 2/6 : for 4/6 ; 12 for 7/6. .^11 carriage p.aid.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT. A mass of blossom certain. Thousands of testimonials from every part of England, and repeat orders
for my Vigorous Country Grown Rose Trees.

All above will plant out perfectly now. All packed by an expert, and carriage paid to your door.

IVIi^s. 0JLI^I>:N^£:R, F.R.H.S., F>i?ior»y SEouse, SXROXJD
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LETHORION ::

FumigatorVAPOUR
CONE

Introduced 1885.

The marvellous effect of this

simple and cheap method of

Fumigating Greenhouses is

fully borne out by the

enormous increase of sales

year by year.

Only a match required

for starting the Cone. Full

directions for use on each

Cone.

Thousands of testimonials

received from all parts.

Prices.—No. 1 , 500 to 1,000 cubic ft., 6d. : No. 2, 1,500 cubic
ft., 8d. ; No. 3, for 2,000 to 2,500 cubic ft. 1/-.

Refiistered Trade Mark 62657,

ft4 »» THE NEW
AND MOST
SUCCESSFULTENAX

Grafting Wax
It is a much required "HOME-MADE" article to

meet the requirements of all Nurserymen and
Gardeners.

It is rapidly taking the place of all Foreign and other

preparations for all Grafting and Budding Purposes.

In Tins, each, 6d., 1 /-, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-. Also in bulk at
reduced rates.

To be obtained through the Nursery and Seed Trade generaliy.

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
Bonded Chemical Works, Shad Thames,

LONDON, S.E.

THE EAGLE SUPERB
GENTS' & LAMES' MODBLS. Prompt delivery.

Ij DAYS FREE TRIAL. AND TEST.

EAGLE WAR MODEL wth
Genuine Miiit iry Tyres, Lye tt Saddle, IJC ^O G
B. S. A. Free Wheel. 10 Years' Ouarautee. *»* lO U

Coast- r Hub. 3-Speed. Quoted on Request,
with Illustrations. Send P.C,

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.

gUNVARD'S
FRUIT TREES

Catalogug
by ReTURB

GEORGE BUNYARD^CO.
Royml Nurteriet,

MAIDSTONE.
Ltd.

^ SWEET PEA I

di

^"o^^r PLANTS. COLD
GROWN.

THE EDITOR OF "THE GARDEN,'
in issue April 7lh. wTote ns follows —

"We are plensed to sre that Messrs Bucks of Ipswich
are offering a ^ood selection of Sweet Pea plants, as
well as Tomatoes botli seeds and stedlings, for which
they are so wdely known."
Make Sure of G'^od Supplies of the Natlo-al Colours,

RED, WHITE & BLUE.
FA'cts wilt prohably happen quickly now.

Remember previous Victories, and tlie ^^eat demand
for emlilems. The Sjveet Pea is the most useful of all
Flo'wets for this purpose.

SPECIAL OFFER.—100 Best in the 3 oo:ourB. 3/6.

The following are a few selections from List. doz, 100

Pinh—Hercules 8d
Cream—Clara '^urtis 7d
Cream Pink (Deep)—Margaret Atlee 8d
(Pale)— Duplex ^pencer (dble. Spencer) 8d

Rose— Rosabelle .. 8d
Salmon— E rl ;!>pencer - 9d
Crimson— Kinrt Edward Spencer 7d
Scarlet—Scarlet Emperor 9d
Orange— Robert Sydenham lOd
Orange Scarlet—Thomas Stephenson . . 8d
Orantte Pinb— Edrom Beauty 7d
Purple— Royal Purple !/•

Maroon—KmR Mannel .. 8d
Mauve—Bertrand Deal Impd 8d

4/6
4/.

4/6
4/6
4/6
5/.
4/-
5/.

6/6
4/6
4/.
7/.

4/6
4/6
4/.
4/6
4/6
3/6
3/6
4/6
4/6
5/6
4/.
5/-

gre. nhouse.

Varieties.

All^a Craig, Comet.
)

Flilbasket, Suprtme.
\K >ndine. Sunrise )

Baloh's Gem.Beaialll
Bide's Recruit .. • t

Bucks' Tresco . .. )

A Typical Tru&s.
of a single
weighing
12lbs.

!/- doz.

doz ;

There are some places in most Gardens quite un- fjgi

stdtable for the grow^th of Vegetables, but where ^ij>|

Sweet Ptas would probably flourish. If only to send to the '(f4

sick and wounded, you must groiBf some. ij*j

The world would be a dull place without the j^}
cheering influence ot flowers. ifA

PLANT NOW IN THEOPEN. I
SEND FOR OUR NEW LIST OF M

Sa VARIETIES, INCLUDING 20 NOVELTIES. Mm

Blue (Light)-Wedgwood 7d
Blue 'Dark)— Lord NelsoD Spencer .. 8d
Lavender—Lavender Geo. Herbert .

.

8d
Carmine—John Ingman .. 6i
Picotee Edged— Evelyn Hemus .- 6d
Bic lor— Mrs. Cuthberlson 8d
Cerise iDeept—Edith Taylor 8d
White—Constance Hinton lOd
Etta I yke 7d
King White 9a

MIXTURES.
Spenoefs—Waved 6d 3/6
Large Flowertntf 4d 2/4
The Popular .. 3d 1/9

Not le=s than .^0 at the lOD rate.

" Collections" 6 plants each 12 varieties, our selec-
tion, 3/3 : 12 ditto, 5/9 : 25 ditto. 10/6 : 50 ditto. 18/6.

Impo taut.—We cannot too strondlv emphasize the fact

that these plants are Autumn and Winter Sown and
Coli Grown. There is a vast difference between
such plants and those raised in the Spring in heat,

TOMATOES.
This fruit will und ubtertly be very much more

expensive (his s ason. theref 're all who can should

growthir own supplies. Start now if you have a heated
Seedlings Transplntd.

Seed, (ready for (ready for

transplanting), potting).

6d 25, !/• 12, 1/6

Sc 1/- 50. 1/6 50. 4/6
pkts. 100, 2/9 100. 7/6
1/. 25. 1/6 12, 2/.

puts. 50, 2/6 50, 6/-

only. 100, 4/6 100, 10/6

COLLECTION'S.—That you may TEST which suits you
BEST. 3 plants each. 4 varieties, our selection, 1/9;
6 ditto, 3/3 : 12 ditto. 5/6 ; 25 dittn, 10/.

Caullnuwerc^, transplanted. 8d. doz. 4/- 100.

TOMATO "BUCKS' TRESCO."
When properly

grown, this is without
doubt tlie most prolific

Tomato io existence.
It simply needs
generous treat-
ment. Cultural Hints
with all purchases if

requested.
Rt .Td ihe fnllowinfi

u soli.iled testimonial
from a gentleman when
writing " for more "

this season.
" Result, from 30 to

401ciS.pePplan' ; the
trus-esbor' froTn45
to 5* Tomaioes.—
TheGardcner.Barlboro
Hou-.e, near Chester-
field."

NOTE.-Thisisf nly
oneofmany received
during the last three

i

m

m

! Plants, trnnsplanted, ex boxes, ready for potlin
i 50, 6/-: iO/6 lOil. Delivery April.
! „ ex pots, rtady for tru tmg quarters, 5/-

! 35/. 100. Delivery May. p
I ORDER NOW. The demand is already great this p
i se son. ^*

!

CYCLAMEN, "LOW'S GIANT f^TRAIN." . t*

i
In 72"s. White. 4'- doz. Mixed 3/3 doz, r«

I

Ir nsplanted. „ 2/6 .. ,. 2/- ., fi

\

SCHIZANTHUS, "Excelsior Strain," in 72's 3/- dos fi

i

Primulas Malacoides atba. ex boxes, scarce. 3/. dos. Kjj

Marguerites, " Mi s. Sanders,"ex boxes. 2/- doz., 5/- 100 ^
! Terms—C-W.O. Please ri^mU extra for f>o tage or rail. j&

r^m H^^a^^^ IVIa« Nurserymen, k

I

BUCKS, IPSWICH. I

V Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/-Tins& 1 5/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen,

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural

Exhibition. iQil.

CHEALS'
DAHLIAS.

NEW CATALOGUE WITH ALL
NOVELTIES POST FREE.

J. CHEAL & SOKS, Ltd.,

CRAWLEY.
FOR PARTICULARS OF THE

NEW PERPETUAL CARNATIONS
Red Ensign (Award of Merit). Eileen.

Countess of Wilton (Award of Merit).

ALSO THE Duchess of Wellington.

NEW PERPETUAL MALMAISONS
Mrs. Myles Kennedy. Hon. Chas. Knollys.

See our NEW CATALOGUE, free by post upon
application to

STUART LOW Co., Eush Hill Park. Mddx.
And JARVISBROOK (Crowborough), SUSSEX.

BarrsSeeds
fofFLOWER?^ Kitchen Garden
ofFinestSeiected Strains JS.TESTED GROWTH

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-GILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.
3 GOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds

for the Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials tor the Flower Garden and Greenliouse, with many
Qne novelties of sterling merit.

Sent tree on application.

BARR & SONS, 1 1 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,

Covent Gnpden. London.

S£:£:D JPOXAXOJ1.S.
New Success, Yielder. Queen Alexandra. Hebrons. Shar|.ie's Express,

Myatts, Eclipse, Llewellyns. May Queen, Queen Mary, Duke
of York, Arran Chief. Puritan, Great bcot. Ninetyfold. Mid-

lothian Kice Edwaids. Factor, b v. rtiood. Royal Kidney. Northern
Siar Briiish Queen, Up-to-laie. Table Talk D.dhousle. Comwalls.
Triumph. Dalmeny Hero Pioneer. Northern Star, Iron Dulte, Scottish

Farmer. Mtt^hty Atom. 561bs. 14/- : :i81i s. 7/-; l4lbs. 3/6; 71bs. 1/9.

hating Potatoes, 1W4 per cwt. Table Swedes and Carrots. 12/b cwt.

Potato Manure. 10/- cwt.; 6/- SBlbs. ; 3/6 28lbs. ; 2/. 141bs. ; 1/3 71bs.

Onion Sets, 1/6 ib Free on lail. bags free.

When ordering, please state Seed Potatoes are
Intended to be used for Seed Purposes only.

Collection of Peas. Beans, and small seeds (22 packets) 2/B carriage

paid. 14 packets Flower Seeds, my selection, 1/-. pobt free. Cash with

order. Send for full Catalogue. Seed PotatoeB. PaaB, Beans and

Vegetable Seeds.

HORACE TAYLOR, cA^ii^lll^if^E.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
THE Prime Minister has sent, through

the medium of war agricultural com-

mittees, a rousing appeal to all workers

on the land, in which he says: " Now
I ask all workers on the land to give their

best help. . . We may have to feed our

Army and Navy as well as ourselves on home-
grown food. Far less is asked of you than is asked
of those who by sea face perils of mine and sub-

marine or on land endure the storm of shot and
shell. Nothing is required of you except to make
good time, and to put your hearts as well as your
hands and skill into the work of growing food.

Every full day's labour that you do helps to shorten

the struggle and bring us nearer to Victory.

Every idle day and all loitering lengthens the
struggle and makes defeat more possible. There-
fore, in the nation's hour of need quit yourselves
like men, and as workers on the land do your dutv
with all your strength."

Gardeners and National Service.—A good
deal of niisundorstandiiig still exists on the subject

of gardeners and National Service. .It should be
clearly understood that a gardener exftmpt from
military service who is cultivating not less than
one acre of ground devoted exclusively to vegetables

will be recognised by the Director-General, of

National Service as doing work of national im-

portance and should be left to continue his

work. Similar considerations will be extended
to a gardener who, though cultivating less than
n;ie acre of vegetable garden, places his spare
time services for the purpose of advice and instruc-

tion at the disposal of the local Food Production
S jciety or pther organisation formed for the purpose
of increasing the vegetable food supply.

Gardening Appointments.—Vacant situations

which admit of the carrying out of the above
conditions may be filled by men who have enrolled

as National Service Volunteers, and may be re-

tained until such time as the men are required

for National Service, Except in the case of luxury
fruits and crops, provision will be made for

the similar retention of the minimum number of

skilled men necessary to maintain cultivation

in fruit gardens, fruit plantations, market
gardens and fruit and forest nurseries, and also

glasshouses put to the use of essential food
production.

Luxury Gardening.—On the other hand,
luxury gardening, bedding-out, lawn tending, path
sweeping, path rolling, &c,, will enjoy no considera-

tion whatever ; on the contrary, in the event of

places where gardeners are engaged in such work
becoming vacant, they will not be allowed to be
filled by men within the specified ages. It is not

intended, however, to discourage more than

circumstances necessitate the upkeep of collections

of plants of great rarity or value the possession

of which in this country is a great asset to the

horticultural industry. The foregoing regulations

are, we believe, the work of the new Horticultural

Department, of which Dr, Keeble is the newly
appointed Director,

Velthemia viridifolia.—From Mr, J, Butt, The
Barnlands, Littlehampton, we have received the

remarkably fine flower-spike of Velthemia viridi-

folia illustrated on this page. This plant is some-
what like a Lachenalia, the flowers being dull red

and spotted. It is a native of South .\frica and

fairly well known as a greenhouse subject in thi

country.

A Promising Hedge Plant.—On page 129 a

correspondent dr.iws attention to the suitability

of Lonicera nitida for seaside gardens. We know
this comparatively new Honeysuckle to be hardy

in inland gardens. The flower is not in the least

attractive, but its graceful sprays of dainty foliage,

together with its low branching and bushy habit,

make it an excellent substitute for the ubiquitous

Privet and Euonymus. It is readily propagated

by cuttings, which may be taken like Privet

cuttings and simply trenched in thickly, where
they may remain until well rooted.

Salsify.—-This is quite a useful vegetable, the

increased production of which should be kept U\

view by all having a reasonable sized plot of land.

Salsify much resembles the Parsnip in root growth,

and when boiled in the same way as this vege-

table is appetising. Seed can be sown from the

end of March until May, A deep soil gives good-

formed roots, though shape need not be studied

too severely. To preserve the roots in winter

they are usually stored like Carrots in sand, &c,,

but they can be left in the ground, and the foliage

does not look untidy,

A Hyacintli Commission in 1840.—The question

if Dutch Hyacinths can be grown on year by >ear

in England, Scotland, France and elsewhere with

the same success as in Holland seems to have

occupied the attention of gardeners from time to

time. Justice, in " The Scots Gardeners' Director,"

discussed the question in 1755 as far as Scotland

was concerned, and gave a favourable verdict.

Nearly a century later (in r84o) a Commission was
appointed in France with M, Hericart de Thury
as president to watch the growth and behaviour

of a collection planted close to Paris for the space

of five years—that is, from 1840 to r845. Their

verdict was "les Jacinthes de Hollande ne deg^n^-

rent pas 6tant cultivees k Paris en terre con-

venable," We have within the last year or two
seen exhibits of English-grown bulbs from Mr Leak
of Wisbech, It would be interesting if he would

give our readers his experience.

Lecture on Daffodil Diseases.—We understand

that a lecture by Mr, J, K, Ramsbottom on " In-

vestigations in Fusarium Disease of Daffodils "

will be given before the Horticultural Club at the

Hotel Windsor on the evening of May 8, This

lecture had been arranged for the Royal Horti-

tural Societ v's Daffodil show which was abandoned.

•,• Readers who have net already done so are asked to

order THE G.\Rden to he delivered regularly by their news-
agent. The Board of Trade have decided to prohibit the

return of unsold copies of any journal to publishers from
April 30, and in consequence The Garden unll be obtainable

after that date ONLY if ordered beforehand
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Bee-Keeping : Making a Start.—In The

Garden of April 7 one of your correspondents,

" M. D. H," asks if this is a good time to start

iee-keeping. Under ordinary conditions, yes.

April and May are the best months in which to

make a start with hees, but at the present time

there is so much Isle of Wight disease about that

I should advise " M. D. H." to consult some local

expert before starting. . It is of little use to bring

healthy bees into a district where the Isle of Wight

disease was prevalent during 1916. If " M. D. H."

cares to send me his address, I will, if possible,

ascertain the condition of the bees in his neigh-

bourhood and give any information regarding

the starting of an apiary that is in my power.

—

L. Bigg-Wither (First-class Expert, British Bee-

Keepers' ; Association), Birdwood, Wells, Somerset.

Two Early Saxifrages.—Saxifraga Burseriana

Gloria and S. oppositifolia have just opened their

buds simultaneously. Though they are late,

these little gems of the early spring are even more

welcome than usual after the long hard weather

Bright with promise and hope of better days,

they look, as if they would like to cheer up the

withered spirits of so many of their little neigh-

bours. The former, with its blue-grey rosettes,

its brilliant crimson stems and wide-spreading,

milk white flowers, affords a lovely combination

of coloui, and yet, withal, a classic dignity of

line curiously imposing in so lowly a plant. S.

oppositifolia, if it lacks "drawing," is not less

beautiftil in its own way. The rich shining green

of its foliage and the wonderful purple of the

abundant flowers is a combination not merely

uncommon, but one which possesses an irresistible

fascination. This species is also a shy bloomer,

and that doubtless gives zest to its charms. We
have ours perched on the brink of a miniature

precipice, where it is ver\ dry at times and very

SAXIFRAG.\ BURSERIANA IN THE ROCK GARDEN.

Butterflies in France.—Lieutenant G. F.

Drayson, 43rd Field .\mbulance, B.E.F., France,

writes :
" I was very interested in the corre-

spondence in your pages last autumn regarding

butterflies in England .
during last summer, as

! have seen a number of varieties out here which

are quite uncommon at home. In one small

copse within an hour I saw a Purple Emperor,

several White Admirals, two Commas anri two

\aricties of F'ritillary, including the Silver Washed.

Red Admirals were not very common last autumn,

but Peacocks were plentiful. In September the

Pale Clouded Yellow was always to be seen

whenever one went past a Lucerne field. I do

not think I saw one specimen of the deeper variety.

I should like to learn whether 1916 was a good year

for the Clouded Yellow at home. I saw a number

of specimens of that fine insect the European

Swallow Tail, but unfortunately this is not found

at home. The Marbled White is abundant in a

numbei of places out here, but at home it is

plentiful only in a very few lo( alities."

sunny. But it soon seems to tire of the same
spot, grows fat and lazy, and ceases to bloom.

If, however, it is dug up and divided every two

or three years, it is perfectly happy.—A. T. J.,

North Wales.

Damage by Frost.—Evidence of the havoc

wrought by the recent great frost is daily becoming

more visible. One of the most surprising results

which I have noticed has been the annihilation

of every plant of Maggie Mott Violas which carpeted

a bed of Roses. 1 noticed last summer that these

Violas were attacked by the rust fungus Puccinia

aigra, but it did not apparently affect the health

of the plants then ; it seems probable that the

presence of this parasite had so undermined the

constitution of the Violas that they were unable

to resist the action of the frost. Violas which were

free from the fungus have apparently escaped.

I shall be much interested to hear if others have

noticed the same result with infected plants.

All the Kangaroo Apples (Solanum laciniatum)

are quite dead, as also are all plants of Ozothamnus

thyrsoideus which I have seen. Cytisus racemosus

has been terribly crippled but not killed, and
Benthamia fragifera has also suffered severely.

Clematis cirrhosa has stood the winter bravely

and is just coming into flower in a sheltered corner.

N. G. Hadden, Porlock, West Somerset.

Staking Runner Beans.—Fiveyearsagoi bought

6-feet wire-netting and eight 9-feet old gas-pipes.

Cost equalled two and a half years of wood stakes.

The Beans grow up it perfectly satisfactorily. To
erect same it takes many times less compared to

poles; to remove, a little longer, owing to picking

off the dead haulm. The wire-netting is good

for many years more and the poles will be good
fifty years hence. Another wrinkle.—Paint wood
seed-boxes with Sideroleum, a sort of tar preserva-

tive. Paint the bottom inside and out and half up
the sides ; it keeps away all insects from the seed

boxes, and, if stood outside, no slugs will come
near it ; besides, it preserves the wood box.

—

W. F. M. COPELAND.

Trenching v. Double Digging.—I always read

with more than ordinary interest anything from
the pen of Mr. Beckett, and usually entirely agree

with his advice on things horticultural. In a

recent issue of The Garden, however, he advocated

a method of preparing ground that I have more
than once observed to be disastrous. He maintains

that the subsoil should invariably be brought to

the surface, no matter what its quality may be.

Of course, I notice that Mr. Beckett somewhat
qualifies his assertion by mentioning the application

of a dressing of chalk lime. This to numbers of

gardeners is unobtainable, and the putting in of

drains as advocated by Mr. Beckett is also practi-

cally impossible to many. Here is my experience

of deep trenching on a good loam with a sandy
subsoil. It was a new garden which had been
well farmed for years. The first year the entire

garden of three acres was trenched 2 J feet deep,

the subsoil being brought to the surface and gener-

ous dressings of farmyard manure applied. The
result was entirely disastrous, not a single crop

succeeding. The following winter the ground
was again trenched and, of course, the original sur-

face soil brought to the surface. Finer crops from
that time onward no one could desire. I was a

very young gardener then, but I shall never forget

that experience. Some years later, on a very stiff'

grey clay, I saw the same thing happen, the only

crop that succeeded the first year being Carrots,

and the man had bored holes for these, filling up
with prepared soil, or they also would have failed.

Experiences such as these could be multiplied,

and do not encourage one to follow such methods.

—

C. Blair, Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow.

Growing Potatoes in "Lazy-beds."—I was
much interested in the note on this subject in "Notes

of the Week" in the issue of April 7. When
I was a boy helping my father on his farrfl in

Cheshire, I had some experience of growing

Potatoes in " lazy-beds," and have now a lively

recollection of the very heavy crops of fine tubers

grown in the rather retentive soil there. The
soil was mainly prepared by means of farm imple-

ments and horse power, but all the finishing work

was done by fork and spade as described in

the note above referred to. In those days that

grand old variety Skerry Blue was extensively

grown in the North and North Midlands. It was

a very heavy cropper, a good keeper, and of fine

flavour. It had, however, two defects, viz.,

deep "eyes" and a tendency to produce the

tubers near, and often on, the surface. The
"lazy-bed" method was of advantage, as the
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"soilings" or earthings adequately covered the

tubers and so prevented " greening " before lifting.

This method would be effective in the case of

many newly broken allotment grounds.

—

George

Garner.

A "Tip" for Egg Preserving.—The great disad-

vantage of the water-glass method of preserving is

to my mind the fact that those eggs which have

FOOD VALUES
By F. J. Chittenden, F.L.S.

COMrARTMENTS FOR EGG rRESERVING.

been the shortest time in pii kle have to be used

first. The following device is offered to your

readers, free of all patent rights, to obviate this

disadvantage. Take two pieces' of fine-meshed

galvanised wire-netting of the same height and

diameter as the pail used. Bend at right angles

and fit to the pail. Fix them together to form

an X as shown in the sketch, and the pail is then

divided into four compartments, the first of

which to be filled can be the first to be used,

—

E, A, BUNVARD,
A Word (or the Sparrow.—It is seldom anyone

says a good word for the sparrow, but he renders

good service to me every summer in clearing the

Roses of aphides. Though many young and

succulent plants are destroyed by sparrows, they

do less damage if there is a plentiful supply of

water.—H. P.

Lonicera nitida in a Seaside Garden.—I read

with interest the artii le on "The Severe Winter

and Its Effect on Some of the Newer Plants and

Shrubs " by Mr. George Dillistone, in which he

mentions Lonicera nitida. He need have no

anxiety as to its thriving in sea air, as I have had

two sperimens of this plant in my garden, which

is situated in the West of Scotland, not 200 yards

from the sea. Since planting them two years ago

they have both thriven well and seem entirely

unaffected by either sea air or spray, which during

stormy weather is carried into the garden. I find

it very easily increased by cuttings and can endorse

your contributor's appreciation of it.

—

James C.

Gilchrist.

Primula Allionii.^—This is a charming little

Primula for growing in pans in the alpine house.

Last year it was in full bloom in February ; now

(the end of March) its stem'ess flowers, of a beautiful

pink with a white eye, have just opened among
the tightly packed, grey-green, toothed leaves.

It seems of easy culture in a limy, sandy soil in a

sunny position.—M. C. D.

BEFORE the war the choice of crops

to grow in our gardens was determined

by two considerations—either some
I quality in them gave us pleasure, or

their cultivation left a sufficient margin

of profit to return interest on our outlay. The
first consideration was very complex, as various

as the tastes of mankind, and in any case in-

commensurable ; the second was measured in

terms of money and depended not only upon the

cost of production and distribution, but upon the

relation between supply and demand. The
demand was not without its connection with the

quality of pleasure-giving.

The events of the past two years have combined

to produce a shortage of food which is likely to

become more marked as time goes on. The demand
for food, since a greater proportion of the popula-

tion is engaged in hard physical work, cannot

be expected to fall ; the available labour and the

means of transport on land and sea are bound to

be diminished ; while the supply of fertilisers

is likely to be inadequate to maintain the soil in

a high state of fertility. The demand for food

is thus likely to be greater than the supply, and

it is therefore important from every point of

view not only that every effort should be made
to cultivate all suitable land that can be made
available, but that crops giving a high return

in food value should be grown. In other words,

we are called upon to judge the merits of a crop, not

by the pleasure its cultivation or consumption may
give, nor by its money value, but by a new standard

—its actual value as food, A natural outcome

of the fixing of maximum prices for the consumer

is the fixing of minimum prices for the producer
;

any other method of pi'ocedure would defeat its

own ends and must result in chaos or even ruin

It were far better to leave prices to adjust them-

selves, or to make the State the direct intermediary

between producer and consumer, since it seems

impossible to eliminate the middleman. Home
and local production of food helps enormously

in reducing the difliculties of feeding the people,

since then the need for the middleman and the

demand on means of transit are both greatly

reduced.

The actual food value obtainable from a given

area is by no means easy to arrive at with accuracy.

Everyone knows that the main function of the

nitrogenous or albuminoid material in food is

to build and repair tissue waste

;

while sugars, starch and the like

supply the energy required by the

body for the performance of its > ^^

functions and to do external work.

The indigestible fibre of foods and

their bulk undoubtedly play some

part in the economy of the body,

and certain substances not' recog-

nisable by ordinary chemical analysis

are essential to its health. It seems

certain that the sapid Onion, so

beloved of mankind since before the

time of Moses, yet so low in the

scale of food value as measured in

calories, owes some of its virtue to

these subtle substances. One may
suspect that the Asparagus and the

Tomato and many another plant may
have greater value than the analysis

shows, because of these things, and they must not

be entirely neglected in a scheme of cropping.

Unfortunately, the chief vegetables rich in

nitrogen give a comparatively small return in

bulk of crop from a given area, and greater depen-

dence has to be placed upon meat, fish, milk, cheese

and eggs, and upon Nuts for the supply of flesh

formers, than upon Peas, Beans and the like.

Beans probably give greater value than Peas,

Of other crops valuable for their sugar and

starch, a measure of value can be obtained in terms

of heat-units or calories, a calorie being the amount
of heat required to raise the temperature of one

litre of water through 1° Centigrade, Such values

are, of course, only approximate, " One man's

meat is another man's poison," and the figures

do not take into consideration personal differences

with certain foodstuffs. One variety of a given

crop will give a higher yield than another ; all

the varieties of the same kind of plant do not

yield the same number of calories from a pound

(a subject we are likely to hear more of in the

future), and so on ; and we have to assume an

average yield and an average calorie yield for

each crop which has to be eaten by an average

person.

In selecting crops to grow, our choice has to

be governed by the suitability of soil and site to

the crop, the season at which it matures, and

provision of variety in food as well as the absolute

food value obtained. But bearing these things

in mind, the greater part of the land at disposal

should he cropped with vegetables which give

a high yield in food units, and which may be stored

or available over a long period.

The gross yield of food units (assuming for

purposes of comparison a constant average crop

yield and composition) is not difficult to arrive

at. It is the useful yield in pounds of the crop or

crops from a unit area multiplied by the calorie

yield per pound. Allowance must, of course,

be made for the time the crop occupies the ground

if it interferes with the growth of a second crop,

for the seed used, manures, labour and the like,

all of which go to reduce the net yield from a given

area. Judged by this standard, of all our garden

crops the Potato comes first. Beet is a very good

second (and ought to be more widely used as a

vegetable—not only as a salad), Jerusalem Arti-

chokes third, and Parsnips fourth. These give

considerable variety in the nature of foodstuffs

as well as in flavour, for Potatoes depend for their

value on starch. Beet on cane sugar, Jerusalem

Artichokes on a sort of soluble starch called

inulin, and Parsnips on both sugar and starch.

<^i

A reader's sketch of primula allionii.
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NOTES ON CULINARY
PEARS

IT
is, of course, a vexata quaslio. but I have

always thought that one of the misfortunes

of this country has been the ease with

which we have been able to import food

that might easily be produced to a con-

siderable extent at home. And, as out of evil

good often comes, so I look upon the Government

prohibition of import of tinned fruits as a blessing

in disguise, because it will tend to make people

rely more upon home-grown supplies and teach

those who have gardens to grow some of the

'hardy fruits which are still so strangely neglected.

Chief among these I should place cooking Pears,

for few people seem to grow them, and even in

a county like this, where most Pears thrive so

well, it is well-nigh impossible to purchase any

in the shops after Christmas is past. It is, there-

fore, not to be wondered at that people fall back

roundish, very large and heavy, and the crisp

flesh is pleasantly perfumed with musk. Like

most late Pears, it should not be gathered until

late October (given protection against birds), and

is in season from December to April. In a good

season that fine old variety

General Todleben is of great merit as a culinary

Pear, but the fruits want to hang late and do not

mature if the autumn is cold. In a bad season they

arewoody and tasteless, but as a rule they ares A-eet

and of a pleasant aroma. The fruits from which

the illustration was made were grown in my father's

old garden on a handsome p>'Tamid tree which

usually bore pretty freely. When the tree is well

treated they are of large size, long and p>Tiform,

yellow and russety, and are in season from Decem-

ber to the end of February.

The Black Pear of Worcester is, of course,

popular in this part of the Midlands, and since

Christmas I have been enjoying some excellent

fruits grown by ray father-in-law on a fine standard

tree in his orchard, which is close to the Severn.

This is the Pear mentioned by Parkinson (page 592)

:

GENERAL TODLEBEN, A GOOD STEWING PEAR.

on tinned Pears, vastly inferior though they are

to the fresh fruit. In the autumn there is generally

such an over-abundance of fruit of all kinds that

it is scarcely worth while for a private grower to

plant varieties like Beurre Clairgeau, which does

not keep past November and is of moderate

quality into the bargain. For this reason I would

recommend people with small gardens to plant

long-keeping sorts, as a dish of stewed or baked

Pears is very acceptable in the early months of

the year when fruit is getting scarce. My great-

uncle, the Rev. E. Bartrum, D.D., author of

" The Book of Pears and Plums," paid much
attention to culinary Pears, and I well remember
seeing in his garden at Wakes Colne, near Col-

chester, some giant specimens of Uvedale's St.

Germain, a variety whose size and appearance

are more striking than its quality. If I were

planting one tree of a cooking Pear,

Catillac would be my choice. As a bush on the

Pear stock this variety is a strong grower and
needs a good deal of room, but it is usually a fair

cropper and the tree is hardy. The fruit is

' The Worster peare is blackish, a farre better

peare to bake (when as it will be like a Warden,
and as good) then to eate rawe ; yet so it is not

to be misliked." All the trees of this variety

I have seen have been standards on the Free

stock, and as it is a strong grower it is not a sort

for a small garden. The fruit is large and solid,

obovate in shape, and of green and brown
colouring with a slightly reddish tinge. The
flesh is coarse, but if well cooked the flavour is

quite good.

Uvedale's St. Germain was grown by Dr.

Bartium mainly as a cordon, and he used to

exhibit at the local shows some enormous speci-

mens which he had produced by high feeding.

Frankly, it is not a connoisseur's Peai", and when
I see people admiring it I think of the scathing

remark that "The Virginian" (in Owen Wister's

clever book) made to the "drummer" (United

States commercial traveller) who claimed his

acquaintance. " I don't forget you," said the

drummer. " I knowed your face right away.

I seen you at Chicago all right." " Maybe you

did," said the Virginian. " Sometimes I'm mighty
careless what I look at."

I believe it was Mr. Alfred Pearson who once

told me that this is the Pear that certain Covent

Garden fruiterers used to hire out for adorning

the table at City banquets. In ante bellum days

there was little likelihood of a guest tackling a

2lb. Uvedale after a ten-course dinner ; but with

all due respect to Lord Devonport there is no

knowing what might happen now

!

As I have already remarked, quality is not a

strong feature with Uvedale's St. Germain, but

if kept until the New Year and then stewed it will

be found juicy and pleasantly flavoured. By the

way, it is curious that this Pear should have as

many as twenty-two synonyms, mostly French,

of which Belle Angevine and Belle de Jersey are

the best known, because it was raised in England

in i6go by Dr. Uvedale, a schoolmaster of Eltham,

Kent.

While on the subject of culinary Pears, is there

any other fruit about which the cookerj' books

give so much bad advice ? Nearly every recipe

advises you to add lemon, allspice, stick cinnamon,

and a clove or two, to say nothing of a glass of port

wine. People who practise this nonsensical

kind of cookery certainly need not trouble what
varieties they plant, for any flavourless trash will

do. Nor is it in the least surprising that people

who eat fruit cooked in this highly spiced way
should find it unwholesome. Here we like Pears

cooked fl« nature!, put in a stew jar, just covered

with water and cooked with a Utile sugar until

they are soft. There is no time limit for cooking.

Some sorts, like Black Worcester, will stand twelve

hours' stewing and are all the better for it. Lemons
are good in their way, but they are the curse of

most English kitchens, and Mrs. Beeton is much
too fond of them in her recipes for cooking Pears.

In Parkinson's day baked Peai-s were held in high

esteem, and, in addition to the "Worster," he

mentions several varieties, such as the "Gilloflower"

and the " Turnep," as being suited to this purpose,

though the last named scarcely sounds alluring.

And he sums up his notes on Pears by remarking

that " the most excellent sorts of Peares serve to

make an after-course for their masters table,

where the goodness of his Orchard is tryed. They
are dryed also, and so are an e-xcellent repaste

if they be of the best kindes fit for the purpose

They are eaten familiarly of all sorts of people,

of some for delight, and of others for nourishment,

being baked, stewed or scalded." Readers of

The Garden are safe in taking Parkinson's advice

to plant " the best kindes," and as I am at present

planning an orchard, I hope that those who have

a knowledge of the subject will amplify these notes

with their own experience, for (as Sir Philip Sidney

says) " all is but lip-wisdom which wants ex-

perience." I need hardly add that many dessert

Pears are excellent for stewing when they can be

spared for the kitchen. They should be cooked

just before ripening.

Kidderminster. Arthur R. Goodwik.

CAULIFLOWER DUAUCOURT
Those who have not grown this Cauliflower would

do well to do so. It is a variety much superior

to many, coming into use in July, following

Walcheren. Seedlings should be planted out now.

The virtue of this Cauliflower consists in the close-

ness of its heads, combined with purity of colour

and exceptional flavour. As to its history I

am unable to say. I saw it growing in the kitchen

garden at Aldenham House last year. E. M.
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HOW TO GET EARLY BEANS, MARROWS AND
RIDGE CUCUMBERS

A LTHOUGH it is yet too early to sow

t\ seeds of French and Runner Beans,

/ % Vegetable Marrows and Ridge Cucum-

^"^^ bers in the open garden, the beginner

A m who has a cold frame, or even a moderately

deep box and a few good-sized pieces of glass, may
make a start with these plants. The average

amateur stil! has to realise that the Beans under

notice will transplant as readily as Tomatoes.

Marrows and Ridge Cucumbers he may know will

do so, because the general practice is to buy a

lew plants from any chance dfealer that may come

along, plants that have become debilitated by too

much warmth and insufficient air. Seeds are cheap,

and home-raised plants are usually far the best.

Sowing the Seeds.—In the issue for .\pril 14,

page 125, illustrations showing the draining of

seed-boxes and the sowing of other seeds were

given, and the box shown in Fig. i has been

drained and filled with soil in precisely the same

2. SOW VEGET.\BLE MARROWS AND RIDGE
CUCUMBERS IN POTS AS SHOWN.

way as then advised. Ample crocks or broken pots

were placed over the drainage holes in the bottom,

then some rough soil, and finally the sifted material.

.\s a good quantity of Beans are required for a

row, boxes are the most economical receptacles

to use, as they hold a number of seedlings and do
not take up a lot of room. They ought not to be

less than 3 inches deep. The soil should be com-
posed of the best loam obtainable two parts, well-

decayed manure one part, or, failing this. Hop
Manure at the rate of a double handful to each
peck of soil, and a good dash of coarse sand. The
seeds ought to be sown in rows as shown in Fig. i.

It will be noted that by this arrangement each seed

has the maximum amount of space, and is really

in the centre of a circle of its fellows. Nothing is

gained and much may be lost by thick sowing.

Cover the seeds with an inch oi finely sifted soil,

give a watering with a fine-rosed can, and, after

allowing the whole to drain, stand quite level

in a cold frame. Both Runner and Dwarf French
Beans may be raised in this way.

Marrows and Cucumbers.—As the average

amateur requires only a few of these, it is best to

puts

sow them in pots. I prefer to sow the Marrows
three in a 5-inch or 6-inch pot, and the Cucumbers
singly in 2j-inch pots, as shown in Fig. 2. For
the purpose of illustrating

this, Marrow seeds were also

used in the small pots, as their

large size renders them more
conspicuous. The pots must
be clean, dry and well drained.

and soil similar to that advised

for the Beans may be used

If frame room is plentiful

—

which is not at all likely at

this season — the .Alarrows

could be sown separately in

the smaller-sized pots, though

these are none too deep for the

roots, which are coarser than

those of the Cucumbers.

After - Treatment. — .A'^

already stated, a cold frame ^

is an ideal place for the seed-boxes
after sowing and watering; but in this spring
frames are filled with other vegetable seed-

lings. If this is the case, procure a box about
S inches deep, make a few holes in the bottdm
to allow water to run away, and stand the recep-

tacles in this, as shown in Fig. 3. A pane or

two of glass over the top makes a miniature frame
that answers this and many other purposes quite
Ai;)l. If desired, the bottom can be knocked
iUt of the box, and an earthen floor, coated with
ashes, used.

As soon as germination has taken place and the
seedlings can be seen pushing their way through
the soil, ample ventilation must be given, taking
care, however, to avoid as far as possible cold,

cutting winds blowing direct on to the young
plants. But remember that robust, short-jointed

plants are the ones that will give the best account
of themselves when planted out. The positions

where they are to go should be well dug and
manured as soon as possible, so that by the end
of the third week in .May, when
the seedlings may be safely

transferred to the open, the soil

will be in good condition. G.

healed unusually quickly, and he went away
with one of Dr. Alexander Haig's valuable books
under his arm !

I have come now to a vegetable which I think

I may say is always grown in every garden, but
very seldom eaten. I refer to the Parsnip. The
gardeners and some servants like it, but in my
recollection it was never served in the houses of

BO.XES 3 INCHES DEEP ARE SUITABLE FOR SEEDS OF
RUNNER AND DWARF BEANS.

the well-to-do, except on Good Friday as an
accompaniment to salt fish, when the children

would eat neither, but reserved to themselves

large helpings of egg sauce ! Now, Parsnips will

be appreciated by many ; they are more nourish-

ing than Potatoes, and so good to serve on no-

Potato days. As with Salsify, it is well to boil

them first ; then cut them up and cook them with

a cheese sauce like macaroni au gratin, which is

the non-vegetarian's one idea of a dish for the

strange friend who is coming to luncheon and does

not eat meat ! Pickling Onions are not often

grown, because pickles are considered unwhole-

some ; but they have great merits. The two best

kinds of small white Onion are The Queen and
Silver-skinned. BraiSed in a little butter they

are very delicate, and an excellent addition to

rice or macaroni. Chives, or Rush Onions, are

perennials and need nothing but dividing now
and then in March. The young green shoots are

excellent when cut up with Chervil as a flavouring

for any salad. Gerarde grew them in his old

THE GROWING
OF VEGETABLES

By Mrs. C. W. E.^rle.

NE of the bright

spots in these

dark days is for

vegetarians; they

know how to

feed themselves and have no
dread of being ill from carry-

ing out the Government
orders. I have been a vege-

tarian for thirty-four years

and have not had a doctor

in the house for myself except

once, when I was thrown
out of a carriage. The
wound had to be sewn up,

bat the doctor told me it

3.-^A B0.>: ABOUT 8 INCHES DEEP COVERED WITH PANES OF
GLASS IS A USEFUL ADJUNCT TO A COLD FRAME.
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London garden, and recommends them to be eaten

with oil and vinegar, " being first boiled, which
is very good for old people who are dull and without

courage ; it rejoiceth and comforteth the heart

and increases their strength."

Corn Salad, or Lamb's Lettuce, may be, sown
from March to September, and will grow anywhere
if thinned out ; but the important sowing for

winter use is made in August, as it is invaluable

in winter either cooked or raw. The salad used

to be served in Paris restaurants, with or without

Beetroot, invariably all the winter and spring,

in my day. I say nothing about Mushrooms, as

1 do not think cultivated Mushrooms are whole-

some, but it is an amusement to some amateurs,

and not very difficult to carry out for those who
have horses and a shed or dark pit in which to

grow them.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
During the past winter these have not been a

success in our district, many growers admitting

the crops they have gathered to be the lightest

for many years. Upon enquiry I find the seed

TULIPES PLURIFLORES
By THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

IT

is eight years since M. G. Bony of Clermont-

Ferrand in France surprised the bulb world

by introducing a race of Branching Tulips

For these he was awarded, in 1909, the

Grande M^daille d' Argent de la Soci^te

Nationale d'Horticultiu'e de France, and, later

still, a certificate of appreciation by the Royal

Horticultural Society of England. The original

bulbs from which these new-comers had been raised

were found in an old French garden, and were

brought home years ago as one of the prized

gifts of plants which were always given to M. Bony
on the occasion of his yearly visits. Up to the

present time, as far as I am aware, there is only

one variety in commerce, M. S. Mottet. This is

a fine tall plant which, when it is in perfection, has,

first, a large branched main stem carrying at its

extremities between three and five long, egg-

shaped blooms, which begin life pure white, but

become flushed with a rosy pink as they age ; and,

secondly, two, or sometimes three, smaller stems

TULIPES PLURIFLORES, FROM MONCORNET's "LIVRE NOUVEAU DES FLEURS,
PUBLISHED IN 1645.

which supplied the plants was obtained from the
same source, which points to the fact that there

may be other reasons besides the unsatisfactory

season to account for this.

One of the other reasons may be found in the
fact that stable manure has become too costly

to allow its use on such a liberal scale as in

former years. This, together with the desire of

most growers to get more from their garden
by planting closer than is advisable, would,
of course, account for many light crops of loose

sprouts.

Be this as it may, I cannot help thinking that

the chief reason for many light crops lies in the

matter of variety or an indifferent strain of a

particular variety, and I am convinced that the

man who is responsible for a supply throughout
the winter will do well to ignore the cheap packets
of seed now obtainable from many shops other than
seed stores, and pay a fair price for a packet from
a firm having a reputation to maintain. As in

former years. The Bullet, Dwarf Gem, Solidity and
P e-ident Carnot have done well with us, and I am
still of opinion that the first two named are among
the very best for small gardens.

Oxforf. F. R. C.

issuing like the larger one directly from the bulb
itself, and each one bearing a bloom which in size

is, as a rule, midway between the largest and the

smallest borne on the main stem. I am a believer

in the future of the "branched" race. That it

has not attracted the flowering public as yet I

cannot deny, but I believe the reason is that its

proper treatment has not been understood, and that

everyone has taken for granted that its culture

presented no more dilficulties than that of the

Darwins.

The royal road to success consists in good
cultivation and liberal feeding while the bulbs

are growing, followed by a rigorous weeding out

of all but the very largest when planting-time

comes round. Thus, in order to have a sufiiciency

of probable certainties, a fair-sized stock is a

necessity ; roughly speaking, I would say that

if 100 bulbs are wanted, there would have
to be something like 500 always "grown
on " in a" nursery bed. This, most likely, is

"the trouble" and, at the same time, the ex-

planation of Tulipes pluriiiores remaining in the

shade.

One w'ould like to know more about the garden
and its treasures wherein M. Bony found his prize.

More than one Frenchman has in time past made a

speciality of this elusive race ; M. Marcel Poulin of

CouIanges-sur-Yonne and M. Thiebaut-Legendre,

marchand grainier, of Paris are names to be
remembered in this connection. The former had
a large collection of them in the middle years of

the last century, and the latter is known in connec-

tion with the double Roi des Bleus—a pluriflore

figured in the Remic Horticole for February r, 1882.

But as

" Woman's at best a contradiction still

"

(Pope's" Moral Essays.")

so are these Tulips. M. Poulin found it was a case

of " first they would and then they wouldn't, and
then they said they really couldn't." Is it, or

must it be cultivation ? Can a reliable race ever

be raised? Whence came the " pluriflores " of

the past ? There were such plants. We have
pictures of them. I do not think they were all

copied one from another, although undoubtedly
some were, as, for example, Moncornet's was from
Clusius'. It is quite likely that somewhere or

another specimens were always to be found. In
" The New Gardeners' Dictionary," in 1771,

John Dicks, gardener to the Duke of Kingston,

describes and figures what he calls a Cluster

Tulip. Although the illustration is singularly

suggestive of certain pictures in seventeenth

century flower books, the letterpress appears

to describe actualities. But there you are, don't

you know. Going still further bark and jumping
more than a hundred years, we find in Merian's
" Florilegium Renovatum," published in 1641,

on a plate numbered eight, a " Tulipa serotina

major polyanthos, rubra vel lutea "
; in Besler's

" Hortus Eystettensis," in 1613. a " Tulipa

polyanthos prascox rosea colore mixta " ; and,

earliest date of all, in ClusiuS' " Rariorum Plant-

arum Historia" of 1661, a "Tulipa serotina

poluklades major," which has served as a copy,

or, at any rate, a concrete inspiration for a picture

in more than one flower book (including Merian's
" Renovatum") of later years. Clusius generally

had a good deal to say, and although his remarks
about this Tulip are not as extended as is frequently

the case, he mentions that he had in the year 1591
plants with six branches (stems), each bearing a

flower.

The illustration is taken from a scarce book
published at Paris in 1645 by Baltazar Moncornet,

called " Livre Nouveau Des Fleurs." (The illustra-

tions were made for the use of the goldsmiths

of the period.) It is taken either from Clusius'

or else from an earlier edition of Merian's " Reno-

vatum," the "Anthologia Magna" of de Bry. I

refer to the Tulipe pluriflore on the left with the

rounder petals. The original of the pointed plant I

am unable to trace with the books at my disposal.

One wonders why, in this small collection of twelve

plates, two of these Branching Tulips were selected.

Were they popular flowers 300 years ago, or

was it that their artistic aspect appealed to the.

designer ? This last suggestion is quite likely,

for, on showing my "Hortus Eystettensis" to a

friend, the sight of the T. polyanthos evoked this

remark :
" Oh ! what a pretty picture that middle

on* [the T. polyanthos] makes." I believe there is

a future for Tulipes pluriflores ; but it seems likely

they will always be wayward in their blooming.

Even if no anybody's race is ever evolved

by hybridists or selectors, it may be that the

difficulty and uncertainty will appeal to

some gardeners. They will have their reward

in this.
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HENBANE AS A MEDICINAL

HERB

H
[ENBANE (Hyoscyamus iiigei') is an

important medicinal hci'b. Tliere are

two varieties of Henbane—the biennial

and the annual. The biennial is

used in medicine. ' Henbane culti-

vation should be carried out as follows : The seed

must be sown in the open, as the seedlings will

not stand transplanting, but must be thinned oi^t

in the rows. The seeds, however, are prone to

lie dormant, and the crop is a little uncertain,

sumetimcs drying in patches. Commercial Hen-

bane seed is often kiln-dried and useless for sowing.

The annual variety is never sown. This herb is

smaller, and does not branch so freely as the

biennial plant. The leaves are gathered when
the plant is iu flower in June and

July. The root is not used in

medicine. The fresh herb loses 80 to

86 per cent, of its weight in drying.'

Henbane seed is very small and light,

and must be well mixed with fine dry

soil as it is sown.
" The official Henbane leaves of the

British Pharmacopoeia are the leaves of

the biennial herb, but the dried commer-

cial drug imported from Germany and

Russia, mostly of another species, is de-

rived from the wild annual. The En-

glish-grown plant varies much in price,

from 3s. to 6s. per lb. In the wild

state Henbane is found growing on

rubbish-heaps, about village greens, and

in sandy waste places near the sea.

It is a coarse, hairy, erect, branching

plant with an unpleasant smell and

rather ugly flowers with yellowish petals

and purple veins. The steam from

the seeds put in a basin with boiling

water is a popular remedy in some

parts of the country for toothache.

The small white cylindrical embrvo

of the seeds is thus forced out of

some of them, and mistaken by

ignorant sufferers for ' worms ' com-

ing out of their teeth ! The leaves,

root and seed of the Henbane are

poisonous and produce general paralysis

of the nervous system. The poisonous

properties of the plant are due to

the presence in its tissues or sap of

two alkaloids, hyoscine and hyo-

scyaraine. German Henbane is not as a rule

so rich in these alkaloids as the English-grown

herb,

" Mr. Holmes' valuable remarks about Henbane

show why a good crop of this plant should be so

remunerative to the expert grower.
" '.

. . The wild plant occurs in two forms,

and has been found wild in sixty British counties,

or, rather, twice the number of counties that Bella-

donna occurs in ; and yet it always exceeds the

latter in price, because it nowhere occurs profusely,

and is found under circumstances that appear at

first sight to be quite contradictory, growing in

some places on sandy spots near the sea, in others

0:1 chalky slopes, and in cultivation flourishes

in a good loam. When sown, the seed sometimes

comes up quickly and flowers the first year, when
only a few inches high, especially in a dry spring

and summer. In other cases it produces only

large leaves, iu the autumn, often more than a foot

long, and the second year it sends up a large

branched flowering stem ; but sometimes the

whole of the foliage is destroyed by the larv.T?

of a leaf-mining fly, Pegomyia Hyoscyami, and

the crop is rendered worthless in a week. But

sometimes the seed will not germinate the first

year, or even the second, and when the field has

been ploughed and some other crop sown, vip

it comes. .\ curious case occurred some years

ago at Weymouth, showing that the seed >nider

certain circumstances may retain its vitality for

a very long period.
"

' .A. house on the Parade, whi( h had been

built a hundred years, was pulled down, and

the next year there appeared on the cleared

building-ground numbers of Henbane plants,

although this plant does not occur in the neigh-

bourhood within many miles of the spot. Even

if Henbane seed comes up strongly the first year,

TRAPPING MOLES

T;

THE COMMON HENBANE (HYOSCYAMUS NIGER

when the large autumnal leaves decay away

the large terminal bud is often destroyed by one

of the many macro-lepidopterous caterpillars

that, like the Agrotids, hide themselves in the

soil ; or floods may rot the plants in winter if

grown on level ground.
" ' II would probably pay well to cultivate

Henbane in sandy ground near the sea, especially

on rich estuarine soil, or in sandy ground in

such places as the Golf Links at Westward

Ho, or Dawlish Warren, where the seaweed

could be used as manure and the#e is sufficient

moisture at a depth of 2 feet for the roots

to reach it. It obviously is therefore not a

plant for profitable cultivation in small gardens,

especia'ly as the yield of dried leaf is extremely

small.'
"

(From " Profitable Herb Growing and Collecting,"

by Ada B. Teetgei).)

HE difficulty which main' aniateiu'^

experience in catcliing moles would be

considerably reduced if greater attention

were paid to the selection of the run.

We see the tortuous surface workings,

that ugly tracery of upheavals which does the

most damage, and set the trap in one of these

tracks. This is a mistake, for the mole is on a

feeding expedition when he travels iri these surface

runs, which ho makes as he goes along ; and as he

rarely, or never, passes the same way twice when
on such excursions, it is obvious why traps placed

in such holes fail to catch. Even if the pest did

use a surface passage a second time, the hole is

usually in such soft earth that the animal, in

pushiixg the latter along in front of him, would

spring a ti'ap before it could have the desired

effect. The right hole to select for the

mole trap is one of those permanent

.^rteries which lie from 4 inches to a

foot below the siirface. These are the

highways w'hich the animal uses every

time he goes to or returns from his feed-

ing grounds. You will generally come
across one of them as it approaches a

hedgerow or stream, or it may indicate

its presence at the edge of a path or

open drain. Once such a run has been

discovered, it is the easiest thing in the

world to catch , such an unsuspecting

(rcature. .A.s for the nonsense written

about the mole's sense of smell necessi-

tating the use of gloves when trapping,

and other minute details, believe them

not. Nor is the luole-catcher possessed

of the strange secrets he is usually

credited with possessing, though it is

doubtless part of his "profession" to

invest the latter with all the mysteries

he can muster.

Worms pickled in strychnine will kill

moles if dropped in the runs, but such

virulent poison is a nasty thing to have

about, and quite unnecessary when traps

can be efficiently employed. An acre of

land which I took over for garden work

two years ago was infested with moles,

but I soon eradicated them with the iron

traps which work on the pincer principle.

If a stray visitor from the adjoining

fields now happens to appear, he is not

often at large more than a couple of

days. The odd part about it is that gene-

rations of nroles seem to use the same main track,

for during tne last ten years I have trapped some

scores in precisely the same hole, A. T. J.

ANEMONE BLANDA INGRAM'S
VARIETY

This handsome variety of Anemone blanda either

originated or was selected by Mr. Ingram at Belvoir,

and is perhaps the finest of the deep blue varieties

of the Greek Windflower. The colour is an intense

deep blue, and the flowers are large and well

formed. I had it from a Dutch source, but I

expect that it is still obtainable from British

nurseries, whence it may be had in pots for planting

at any time. I prefer to plant A. blanda and its

varieties about 2 inches deep. February and March

may be reckoned as its normal times of flowering.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Vegetables Under Glass.

Cucumbers.—All plants during this inclement
weather require more artiiicial heat, which, with
the absence of sun, renders the plants liable to a

loss of chlorophyll, or colouring matter, in the
leaves. This is a strong reason why the growth
should be kept thin, so that the leaves will obtain
all the available sunlight. Stop the shoots one
leaf beyond the fruits, which should be severely
thinned to ensure the plants not being over-
cropped. Always use tepid water for the roots

and for syringing, but little of this will be required.

Tomatoes advancing to the colouring stage

should have a temperature of not less than 55"
by night, and should be freely supplied with weak
stimulants. All plants in successional stages

should be transferred to larger pots as required.

To be cramped at the roots during their early

stages of growth means checked progress, resulting

in weakly lea^-es and smaller fruit trusses. Sow
seed for a batch of plants for outdoors; Holmes'
Supreme and Sunrise are both good. Larger-
fruited varieties are not an advantage. The sowing
of the seed is often deferred until too late, resulting

in plants too small when put out, therefoi'e late

in giving a crop, which does not mature properly.

Asparagus.—Continue to introduce roots from
an exhausted bed. If no frames or hotbeds are
available, place the roots on a Peach-house border
where a night temperature of 50° is kept up, and
cover the roots with fine soil. Here the results

will be quite satisfactory, no matter how far the
site is from the glass. On the soil sow a pinch
of seed of Early Breakfast Radish, which will

come in useful.

Potatoes with haulm 6 inches high in pots will

require added soil to aid in keeping the tops erect

and to encourage surface roots. Water freely

when growth is active.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Grafting Apple Trees.—No time should be
lost in renovating the trees of inferior varieties

by heading them down to a convenient base,

according to the type of tree, and replacing useless

sorts with those desirable. This is the quickest
method of obtaining full crops of that old favourite
Blenheim Orange. The grafts will have been
selected at pruning- time, and laid in soil on a cool
site to prevent any rise in the sap. Grafts 6 inches
long, of the size of an ordinary lead pencil, are
preferable to extra strong or weakly grown shoots.

Two eyes beyond the top of the stock is ample
where several linrbs on one tree are to be operated
upon, as overcrowding in the future must be
avoided. Where.only a single stem is to be grafted,

three eyes can be retained. What is known as

splice-grafting is the easier method and more
certain of success. The point is to get a complete
connection between the bark of one side of the
graft and the scion. Secure the graft firmly in

position with raffia, coating it well over with
warm wax to exclude the air, which w'ould

absorb the moisture from both stock and graft.

A mixture of clay and horse-manure answers
very well if this is covered with moss and kept
moist during dry weather.

Strawberry Beds requiring renovating by the
filling of gaps with new plants, from pots if possible,

should be done at once. Keep the ground free

from weed?, as shortly the plants should be mulched
if they show signs of exhaustion. A dressing of

soot would assist growth and add colour to the
leaves, which means larger fruits. Where new
plantations are needed, nothing is better than
using forced plants, gradually hardening them oft

before putting them out in well-prepared soil.

From such plants a crop of fruits next year is

assured.

Plants Under Glass.

Carnations.—Continue to pot off the newly
rooted cuttings, giving them a position near the
glass in a genial temperature. Pot on successional
plants of the Perpetual-flowering section and venti-
late freely those giving flowers, which in hospitals
are much appreciated.

E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

The Severe Weather.—Unfortunately, more
severe weather for the season of the year has to be
recorded, April coming in with severe frost, the
thermometer registering from 22° to 25° on the
mornings of the first and second days in our
district, followed by a heavy fall of snow on the
third. This is naturally a hindrance both to the
professional gardener and the allotment holder,

and causes much worry to those who were energetic

enough to have seeds and plants in. We can only
hope that the damage will be less serious than one
fears at this time.

Broad Beans.—Sow maincrop varieties in double
lines 2 J feet apart. A row of Spinach may he
sown in the space between, as it will be fit for use
before the Beans grow too tall.

Celery.—This will now be ready for pricking
out either into boxes or on to a slight hotbed with
a layer of well-decayed manure immediately under
the soil. Where large quantities are grown, the

latter method is most favoured, as, when ready
for planting out, the plants lift with splendid roots.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Protecting Fruit Trees.—A sharp look-out must
now be kept on fruit trees and bushes in the garden
to see. that sparrows and finches are not at their

work of destruction on the buds. Many protective
remedies have been tried, with varying success.

A mixture of powdered lime and soot dusted over
the bushes when they are damp often proves
effective. A useful preparation for this purpose
is Bentlev's Bud- Protecting Compound; it is

inexpensive and easily applied with a syringe.

It is best to apply the dressing just as the buds
are swelling, and one dressing usually suffices.

Young Trees on Walls.^—Newly planted trees

of Plums, Apples and Pears shoiild have any
superfluous or badly placedshootsrubbed off. En-
courage growth by watering during dry weather,
as in many cases wall trees do not get their full

share of the rain.

Plants Under Glass.

Bush Chrysanthemums should now be moved
into 6- inch pots and be kept growing freely. Shade
from strong sun for a few days after potting.

Begonias.—Tubers of these which were started
in boxes some time ago may now be potted up,

using judgment in the size of pot required, accord-
ing to the size of the plant. A compost of two parts

loam, one part of leaf-mould and sand suits them
well.

Coleus.—Plants struck from cuttings ought
to he potted on before they become potbound.
Seedlings should be kept in small-sized pots to

induce good colour in the leaves.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Tea and China Roses may now be
pruned and the various borders lightly pointed
over. If the borders have received no mulching
during the winter, or if farmyard manure is difficult

to obtain, a dusting of Thomson's Plant Food
should be given.

Perennials.—Finish any planting in the hardy
border that may have been kept back owing to

bad weather. Plant Gladioli in clumps of twelve,

using sandy soil when planting. Hollyhocks
wintered in frames may also be transferred to their

flowering quarters.

Grass Verges may be pared neatly with the
edging iron, as this makes them much easier to be
kept in good condition during the season ; also

clear off any sticks or stones from the lawns,
and so be in readiness for the lawn-mower.
Hardy Annuals.—Sow Shirley Poppies, Mignon-

ette, Candytuft, Limnanthes, &c., in well-prepared
ground. If the natural soil is heavy and cold,

a good plan is to cover the seeds with finely sifted

old potting soil.

Ivy on Walls should now be. trimmed in closely,

as it will soon refurnish the wall with delicate
green, giving a fresh, spring-like appearance
free from the irregularity of the older growth.

James McGran.
(Gardener to Sir William H. Houldsworth; Bart.)

Coodham, Kilmartwck.

SOC I ETI E8

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meetins held at the Drill Hall, Buckingham
Gate, S.W., on April 11. if less varied than usual, was
not without interest. Darwin Tulips in bowls from
Wisbeeh were superbly shown, and constituted a chief

attraction ; alpines and early hardy flowers were in

great variety from many sources ; wliile Narcissi, Carna-
tions and Orchids each contributed their quota of beauty.
Roses from Twyford were both beautiful and fragrant.

No fruits or vegetables were on view, and only one novelty
—an Orchid—received an award.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.
Presgnt : E. A. Bowles, Esq. (chairman), the Rev.

G. II. Englchcart, and Messrs. G. \V. Leak, Christopher
Bourne, F^ Herbert Chapman, W. B. Cranfield, Peter B.
Barr and Charles H. Cxirtis.

An exhibit of Darwin and other Tulips from Messrs.

li. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech, and for which a gold medal
was deservedly awarded, constituted a chief attraction
of the sliow. Grown entirely in bowls of fibre and attaining
to such a pitch of liigh excellence, tlie exhibit was also

of educational value, demonstrating the possibilities of

this pliase of horticulture for those living in towns and
suburban districts where proper soils are difficult to
obtain. In all some ninety-six bowls were staged, and
these averaging a dozen or fifteen giant flowers apiece,

a magnificent display resulted. All appeared alike

amenable to the treatment, the great goblet-like flowers,

as large as the best soil-cultivated examples, reflecting

the highest credit on the cultivator. Some of the more
conspicuous included Suzon (pale flesh pink), the indis-

pensable Clara Butt, Goliath (a giant in bronze), Isis

(scarlet), Europe (intense scarlet with pure white base),

White Queen (very good). Panorama (terra-cotta bronze,
most beautiful and distinct), Faust (glossy dark maroon),
Bleu Aimable (the best of the mauves), Yellow Perfection,

and Wally Mocs (pale violet, shaded lilac). Of Cottage
sorts, Bouton d'Or, Inglcscombe Yellow and Sirs. Moon,
all yellow-flowered, were very fine, tlie colour quite wel-
come amid so much brilliance.

In the Narcissus section Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent
Garden, who alone contributed, staged an admirable
collection, chiefly in the cut state, a few beiug also noted
in pots. Such sui)erb white trumpet sorts as airs. G. H.
Barr and Loveliness were at their best, chaste, and full

of grace and charm. Groups of each were most effective.

A prominent novelty was Golden Arrow, a cyclamineus
hybrid with an intense golden Queen of Spain effect.

It was strikingly beautiful and distinct. Maximus (very
rich), Firelight (with a very brilliant cup), Lord Roberts,
Wcardalc Perfection, and Golden Chief (a magnificent
yellow trumpet sort) were other good things. Volcano,
a double incomparabilis wth a centre of brilliant orange
scarlet, was not the least conspicuous in a very telling

lot. Many seedlings of merit as yet unnamed also con-

tributed their quota of interest and beauty.

Flokal Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

W. J. Bean, J. Hudson* J. Green, T. Stevenson, J. Heal,
W. Howe, J. F. McLcod, W. J. Biakey, C. Dixon, Clarence
Elliott, W. J. Bilney, H. Cowley, E. H. Jenkins, G. Paul
and Charles E. Pearson.
The forced Roses from Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford.

were singularly beautiful and refreshing, some, too.

delightfully fragrant. Of this type were the new Hybrid
Tea Mrs. Elisha J. Hicks, of delicate shell pink tone, and
the golden apricot coloured Climbing Lady Hillingdon,

which is also a novelty of high rank. Others in the group
also renowned for fragrance and beauty were Princess

Jlary and Mrs. George Norwood. Snow Queen was in

fine form, also Mme. Edouard Herriot. In addition,

such species as Moycsii, \vith its variety Brilliant, which
Is exceptionally rich in colour, and the pale creamy yellow
Hugonia were also noted, the whole making a delightful

group. Ada Paullin, with long, elegantly formed rose

and cream fiowers, was represented by a big vase.

Alpine and early dwarf flowers from Messrs. Barr and
Sons, Covent Garden, included a choice assortment of

Saxifrages, as, e.g., Haagii, Petraschii, Paulinse, Faldon-
side and others, with Chionodoxas and Scillas.

Alpines in boxes and in considerable variety were well

shown by Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, such
clioice Saxifrages as S. Grisefcachii (very distinct form),

S. Rocheliana hitea, S. Vaiidelii (white, one of the most
diflicult to grow), S. oppo-'itifolia in variety, and S.

Petraschii being noted. Primula Juliae and Androsacc
(Douglasia) laevigata, full of rosy flowers, were also good.

Mx. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, struck a novel course

by showing the more miniature-growing alpines grguped
in variety in shallow pans, .styling them " Rock gardens

for table." In this way such as Anemone vernalis. Iris

reticulata, Androsaee laevigata, Houstonia cjerulea,

Puschkinia libanotica, Saxifraga Pauiinte, S. Faldonside

and S. oppositifolia, with others, were associated with,

in not a few instances, pretty effect. As a novelty It

attracted considerable attention. This exhibitor also

contributed a grand panful of Saxifraga Grisebachii

Wisloy Varietv, which is very distinct,

Mr. G. Rcuthe, Keston, also showed alpines in consider-

able variety, the choicer ones including Puschkinia
libanotica, Hepatica Double Blue, Saxifraga Irvingii,

S. Petraschii (white), S. Burseriaua minor, Anemone
blanda rosea, Shortia galacifolia and S. g. rosea, together

with Primulas and others. Rhododendron lutricatum

(violet) and R. strigillosum (brilliant crimson scarlet)

were notable shrubs in the group.
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Early hardy flowers were also shown by the .Misses

Hopkln3, Sheppcrton-on-Thames.
Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, con-

tributed a nice lot of Carnations, Circe. Blshtou Wonder,
Salmon Enchantress, Nora West, Mary Allwood and
Triumph being noted.

Orchid Committke.

Present : Frederick J. Hauburv. Esq. (chalrmau), and
Messrs. J. O'Brien, J. Wilson Potter, It. A. Rolfe, T.
Armstrong, Walter Cobb and J. E. Shiel.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown. Tunbrldgo Wells, sent a
choice lot containing such excellent Udoutoglossums as O.
ardcutUlus, O. Fabia Orchidhurst Variety. O. Conqueror
(clear white ground, freely btotolied chocolate) and O.
eximillus (of browiush crimson hue, finely bordered white),
All are high-class varieties and big flowers with broad,
overlapping petals.

In a group from Messrs, Sander and Sons, St. Albans,
Brasso-Lielin-Cattleya Wotan vur. Excelsior, with big
rosy-coloured, gold-centred flowers, was the most con-
spicuous item. Others of note were Cattlej'a Snow Queen
and C. Mary Sander, both chaste and beautiful.

Cattleva Ladv Koweana, pure white sepals and lip,

with yellow in the tube, from Mr. J. E. Shiel, The Dell
Gardens. Englcfleld Green, was very flne.

A group from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Ha>T\ard's
Heath, included Odontioda Brewii, O. Lambeauiaua
Kuby .Gem. Cattleya Robert de Wa\Tin and Sophro-
Lslio-Cattleya Meuse, a very distinct form with rosy red
sepals and cream-coloured lip.

In that from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
Sussex, Lielio-Cattleya Calabria. wit!i apricot-coloured
sepals and rich orange lip, caught the eye at once. Cattleya
Schrodeiic Purity was also noted among others.

FlRST-CI,.\SS CliUTIFICATE.

Odontioda Coronation Oickidharst Variety.—This remark-
able liybrid, whose parentage is not recorded and which
bore a much-forked raceme witli forty-nine flowers, was
by common consent regarded as one of the finest of its

tribe yet seen. For sturdy vigour and freedom of flowering
it ranks high with the best of its race, while in its rose
and white i-ifect it is quite unique. The sepals and petals
hne a white ground copiously and irregiUarly blotched
ro^y red, thrir while, rose-sutfused tips lending additional
charm to the whole. The small, pure white lip is blotcheil
with crimson at the base ; the crest is golden. One of
the most sumptuous hybrids we liave seen. From Messrs.
.Armstrong and Browii, Tuubridge Wells.

OBITUARY

BOOKS
Paynter's System of Poultry-Rearing*.—Tin

liiink clest'r\'es a place in every peiultry-keeper'-

li'irary. Mr. Paynter has devoted many years

v)f his life to investigating the problem of how
such a person as a partly disabled soldier, ex-

sTvice man, ex-civil servant, or intelligent person

of either sex can best set to work to make his or

her living, or addition to their living, out of the

production of table poultry or eggs. As is well

known, such people have frequently all the personal

factors necessary for success, that is health, strength,

energy, sufficient capital, and an earnest desire

to make their living by such means ; but what
they lack is proper knowledge, that is, a clear

comprehension of the financial possibility of their

work and exact instructions as to how to set about
attaining it. This book has been written in order

to act as a sort of guide or finger-post to such

people, tirst by indicating to them the financial

possibility, and secondly by giving them clear

and definite instructions as to how best to set

about attaining this possibility. Ml the four

branches of utility poultry-keeping have been so

treated, namely : Egg Production ; Table Poultry

Production; Fatting, that is. Cramming the

Cockerels ; and Stock Birds for Producing the

Necessary Eggs. The author has worked out a

one-man unit for each branch, showing how
many birds and how much capital one man
can comfortably handle himself, and what the

financial possibility of such an undertaking to

such a person ought to be. The book is illustrated

with numerous photographs of a very practical

nature, and is a worthy addition to the Increased
Productivity Series of the Country Life Library.

JAMES STREDWICK.
For rather more than five and twenty years the

name of James Stredwick has been indissolubly

associated with progress among Dahlias, and there

seemed to be no good reason why the association

should not be maintained for many years to come
;

therefore the news that Death had withdrawn this

genius from the ranks of floriculturists has come
with a great shock and suddenness. Probably

Mr. James Stredwick secured more awards for

new Dahlias than any other raiser, and it is certain

that the varied forms and colour shades he gave
to Cactus Dahlias have been the means of adding

very greatly to the popularity of this autumn flower,

both in our own kingdom and in the Colonies and
the United States. Mr. James Stredwick took up
Clirysanthemum culture as a hobby and a re-

laxation from the building business ; as an amateur
grower he was very successful, as his record of

• " Paynter's System of Poultry-Kearing, or £500 a
\far from Hens "

; price 3s. 6d. net.
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THE \.\TE. JAMES STREDWICK.

prizes won in London and the Southern Counties

would show. He presently "took up" Dahlias,

and soon developed a genius for raising distinct

and beautiful varieties, chiefly in the Cactus
section. The hobby developed into a business

at St. Leonards-on-Sea, and for many years past

there has been an annual output of new varieties.

Mr. Stredwick was equally successful as an ex-

hibitor, and he never tired of advocating the merits
of Dahlias as exhibition and garden flowers.

The loss is a great one, and the sympathy of

all flower-lovers and all who are interested in the
production of new flowers and the evolution of a

particular kind of flower will be extended to the
members of Mr. Stredwick's family. From a

somewhat selfish and purely floricultural point

of view, the loss is softened by the knowledge
that Mr. Harry Stredwick hasloag been his father's

right-hand man, and is thus specially fitted to

add further laurels to the family name. Mr.
James Stredwick will be greatly missed at St.

Leonards, where he took an active part in the work
of the Borough Council as an .Alderman.

THE REV. W. T. HUTCHINS.
The Florists' Exchange, New York, announces
the death of the Rev. W. T. Hutchins, who was
one of the pioneers of the Sweet Pea in America.
It was in 1900, at the Bicentenary Celebration

of the introduction of the Sweet Pea, that he
opened his paper with the celebrated simile of

the Sweet Pea that has since gone all over the

world, and is known by heart by all Sweet Pea
growers:. "The Sweet Pea has a keel that was
meant to seek all shores ; it has wings that were
meant to fly across all Continents ; it has a standard
which is friendly to all Nations; and it has a

fragrance like the Universal Gospel; yea, a sweet
prophecy of welcome everywhere that has been
abundantlv fulfilled."

EDITORIAL NOTICES

Everi/ department of horticulture ie repretented in THE
Garden, and the Editor invites readers to tend in questions
relating to matters upon uhich they trish expert advice.
The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not be responsible lor their sale return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Editor
asks that the price required lor reproduction be plainly slated.
It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner ol the copyright trill be treated with.

The Editor ii-ill not be respunsilile lor the return ol artistic
or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt ol a proof must not be taken as evidence that a»
article is accepted. Publication in THE Garden will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Oarden, W.C.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—T/ic Editor endeavours

to make THE GARDEN helpful to all readers who desire
assistance, no mutter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature ol the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely written on one side ol the paper only,
and addressed to the Editor ol The Garden, 20, Tavistock
.street, Covent Garden, London, ICC. The name and address
o! the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in tlie paper When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, uhere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic ol the plant, letters
on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FLOWER GARDEN.
DICTAMNU3 FRAXINELLA tMauve Poppy).—This is

not at all likely to ignite spontaneously. It is easy to
set fire to a good clump whtii in flower or friut on a still,
warm evening. The secret of success is to hold a lighted
match close to the main stem just below the lowest leaf,
and raise it from leaf to leaf until it meets with the volatile
gas and a flame runs up the plant. A delightful scent,
rather like that of Lemons, is given off as the gas burns,
and the plant is not injured at all.

PffiONY-FLOWERED DAHLIAS (R. E. Blair).—
The following are among the best and most distinct of
these plants to-day : Aphrodite (pure white). Attraction
(yellow), Blusliing Bride, Distinction (yellow and red),
Duchess of Brunswick (salmon red, edged apricot), Duke
Henry (purple crimson). Queen Wilhelmina (pure while,
most elegant form). Geisha (orange red), John G.ern
(yellow and scarlet), Lilac Queen. Sunset (bright or igc
scarlet). Glory of Baarn (soft pink), Germania (g.cwing
crimson). Golden Eagle, and Princess Juliana (large c ouble
white). You could obtain those named fro.n Messrs.
E. H. Bath, Limited, The Floral Farms, Wish 1 h, and it

would be adv.sable to write them early stati 'j the time
you expect to sail, in order that the plants may be specially
prepared for the joiuney. In certain instances " pot
roots " of the preceding year arc available, and, if you
were making the journey to Australia soon, these—assum-
ing they are procurable—would stand the joiurney better
than the young green, freshly propagated plants of the
moment. Pot roots, indeed, when dormant, may be sent
almost any distance with impunity.
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ROSE GARDEN.
PLANTING DISTANCES FOR VARIOUS ROSES

(D. R.).—It yon haxe plenty of space, we should advise

planting Hie Eoses y.ou name about 30 inches apart each
way. excepting those we shall name. Zenobia is a strong
y;ro\ver ami would need about 3 feet each way. Jlme.

Planticr can be made to grow into quite a big bush 4 feet

to 5 feet through: so also can Fellenberg. Varieties like

Florence H. Veitch and Griiss an Teplitz are best treated

as.' piiiarp about 4 , feet apart. Boiu-bons, such as iMrs.

Paul and Zeph^Tine Drouljin. should be given at least

4 feet; Bourbon Hoses planted to form a hedge should

be fVbout 2 f<?v>"t apart, the idea being to force them to

grow tail rather than bushy. China E.oses.' such as

LaTifette Messimy. Queen Jhib and Comtesse du Cayla.

may be 3 feet to 4 feet apart, as by moderate pruning
they quickly develop intp large bushes.

PRUNING ROSES (B. I'.).—We would advise you
to pruciir*' the " Handbook on Pruning Roses," published

by the National Hose Society, 25. Victoria Street, West-
niinster. The diagrams are very helpful. As a rule, the froe-

rioweriug Teas and Hybrid Teas, such as sorts you name,
should have the wood "made last season cut back to 3 inches

to 4 inches, or even a little more severely. You then
encourage basal growths, which give the best blooms
and which yield such fine Roses later in the year. If

your plants are some years old, it is advisable to cut out
some of the oldest wood quite down to the ground. This
ensures keeping the plants in a youthful condition.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CONES ON AN ARAUCARIA (Lady Pearce).—'Ihe

brown, ball-shaped bodies on the Araucaria are cones.

They need not be removed; for when they are quite ripe

they will fall asunder naturally. They will doubtless

contain numerous bright brown seeds, which can be sown
if more plants are required, or they may be eaten if

desired. The seeds, however, have a turpentiny flavour,

and few people in this country care for them, although
they are a regular article of food in Chile. The whole
cones are very curious and interesting. If cut before

they arc quite ripe, they may be kept unbroken for many
years.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
PEAT moss AND SAND FROM A POULTRY-HOUSE

(E. /''.).—The manure sliould be applied wheu digging

is in progress, but may be lightly foriced in between the
rows of plants. It will prove particularly valuable for

all kinds of Brassicas, but may be used vdih advantage
to Peas, Beans, Onions and Potatoes as well. In any
case, a good barrowful to each four square rods of .soil

will be an ample dressing.

POTATOES AND TOMATOES IN A GREENHOUSE
(H. JV. I'.).—The Potatoes should be lifted late in iMay.

Plant tlie Tomatoes immediately afterwards. Sow-
seeds now and grow plants in 4-inch pots to be fit for

planting when wanted. Add some turfy loam and a
sprinlcling of lime and bone-meal to the soil, and the same
soil will grow a good crop of Tomatoes. Plant in rows
15 inches apart and allow 12 inches between tlie plants
iu the row. Cirow on the single-sfrni system.

VEGETABLES BELOW AN EAST WALL (.4/;o/rf).—You
say the soil is good but heavy. This seems to suggest
an excellent position for autumn, winter and spring
vegetables in the shape of Caulillower, Broccoli. Brussels
Sprouts, Sprouting Broccoli; Scotcli, Asjiaragus and
Cottager's Kale; and Savoys, both Druniluad and siuall.

Seeds of these sliould he sown now, and the plants be put
out about the middle of .Tune. Or, if preferred, salads could
be grown in the way of succession. Lettuce (botli Cos and
Cabbage), Beetroot (both Turnip-rooted and long-rooted),
.also Celeriac (Turnip-rooted Celery, but is grown on tlie stir-

face of tile soil lilie Turnips). Sow the seeds now iu small
pots in a cool greenhouse and treat like young Celery
plants. Plant out as above as soon as ready. Corn
Salad and lladislies, of course, could also be grown.

HOTBED COOLING DOWN QUICKLY (H. M. II.).—
The cause, we think, of the temperature of your hotbed
falling too quickly was its rapid heatiug and quick decay,
in cousequence of being so wet to start with. The best
way of reheating the hed will be to tiu^n it over again,
taking out the most decayed jtart and adding a cartload
of fresll stable litter in a cunqiaratively dr.v condition,
with the addition of half a load of leaves of last autumu's
gathering. Tliis would give a steady lieat and retain the
same for a long time. Tlie old material.—Give the border
in question a dressing of this (> inches deep, and dig the
border at least 12 inches (hcji, mixing the manure well
with the soil as digging prcjeceds, addin? a liberal scattering
of lime at tlie same time. The plants you mention would
succeed well in this. The rest of the old hotbed could be
used to advantage on otiicr borders for any vegatables,
as it is excellent manure, especially wiien lime is added
to it. A dressing 3 inches deep would be ample for
most crops. It would be exeelleut to lay down
in the drills to receive tlie Potato sets. Tomatoes in cold
greenhouse.—The weather Is wintry at present, but should
break soon. The Tomatoes will be all right. Keep the
house warm by giving little or no air and by covering the
glass on cold nights witli mats, o|d sacking or anj-thing
else available.

THE SIZE OF A KITCHEN GARDEN (A. B. C.) - It
would require ratlier more ihan .a. quarter of an acre to
comfortably supply a houseliold of four all the year
round—later Potatoes and Carrots not included—if the" soil

is good and made the most o.f. It should be large enough
also to accommodate such fruit as you require, provided

the garden is walled round for the accommodation of

choice Pears, Plums and "Cherries. Bush trees would
succeed bv the sides of the walks, and, if necessary, espalier

Pear and' Apple trees could be made use of for di\iding

tli£ quarters of the kitchen garden. Well-trained gardeners
are courteous and kindly disposed, and will not leave a

stone unturned to try to please their employers iu all

matters relating to the" garden, so long as they feel they
have their confidence and respect. By all means give the
gardener clearly to understand your wislies in respect

to the condition of maturity the vegetables are in when
gathered. But do not worry him by ignoring him and
gathering them yourself. Th(?re should be a day book
in every garden for noting down every article supplied

to the house (or to the owner's friends) every day in the

year, with a price attached. The result of the gardener's

labour when measured in the light of pounds, shillings and
pence during the ye.ar would surprise many employers. Xo
other book is needed.
SULPHATE OF COPPER SPRAY FOR POTATOES

{R. E. S.).—Two washes containing copper sulphate are

in use, viz., Bordeaux mixture and Burgundy mixture.

Tlie latter is usually more easily made. Bordeaux mixture
is made by dissolving 61b. copper sulphate in 20 gallons

of water in a wooden vessel. This is best accomplished by
placing it in a loosely woven canvas bag and suspending it

in water overnight.' Slake 41b. quicklime in another
vessel, adding water gradually at first until the lime is

crumbled to powder, then in greater quantity so as to

form a milk, about 20 gallons in all. When cold—and not
before—strain this through a piece of coarse cloth, add
the copper sulphate and mix thoroughly. If the mixture
is properly made, a drop of the clear liquid left, wiien

the precipitate formed begins to settle, will give no red

coloration when added to a drop of a solution of potassium
ferrocyanide. If it does, add more lime until no red

coloration is produced. JIake up to 40 gallons with water

;

soft water is best. The mixture will not keep. Bur-
gundy mixture is made by dissolving 13oz. copper sulphate

in 4 "gallons of water as above, and 15oz. washing soda
iu another 4 gallons. Mix the cold solution in a third

vessel and add 8oz. soap powder (or soft soap). This
mixture will not keep, but the two solutions may be kept
separately if covered and mixed when wanted.

FRUIT GARDEN.
PLUM TREE EXUDING GUM (B. E. G.).—This com-

plaint is generally due to over-luxuriant growth in the

early stages of the tree's career, and is usually the pre-

cursor of canker, a still more serious disease. Your
local gardener is qnite right ; root-pruning is the only

remedy. It is ratlier late, but we should risk it, as the

tree is of no use to yon as it is.

PEACH TREES UNDER GLASS IN BLOOM {Qardenia).—
Keep the trees well supplied with water at the roots

(or the buds or young fruit may drop) all the season

through. Do not "ventilate too freely, but give sufficient

air to create a free circulation. While the weather is

so cold vou should have a little heat in the pipes, especially

at night ; this greatly helps the free circulation of air.

At midday on flue days go over the trees and gently tap
thefn with the closed hand ; this will help to distribute

the pollen and make the impregnation of the fruit more
secure. As soon as the fruit is set, water the trees again

and ventilate rather more sparingly so as to keep the air

sliglitly warmer.

SILVER-LEAF ON PEACH TREE (-1. H. /!.).—Ko cure
is known for silver-leaf, which, at least in some eases,

follows the attack of the fungus Stereum purpureum upon
the tree. Wiieu a tree is badly attacked it is best to

uproot it and destroy it entirely, as on the dead wood
the fruits of the fungus are produced, and the spores from
these are likely to gain entrance to other trees through
wounds. There is no good evidence to show that the soil

in which the diseased trees were growing is infective, and we
know of instances wiiere badly diseased trees have been
replaced by others without any soil treatment, and the new
trees liave remained quite healthy. The wounds made in

pruning should always be painted over with painter's

knotting or stj-ptic, or some similar protective covering.

HOW TO GROW VINES WrtHOUT FIRE-HEAT
(W. G. £.).—The secret of growing Grapes successfully

without the aid of fire-heat lies in making the best use

of sun-heat during the summer. This is done by closing

up the vinerv after syringing the Vines, floor and walls

(at this time" of the year at 3 p.m.) and not opening

the lights again until half-past seven the following

morning, that is to say, il the morning is bright and
warm. Only a little air 'must be given at this time, and
then by opening the top ventilator (not the front), syringing

the Vines and vinery as above before gi\ ing aii;. Increase

the amount of air given through the top ventilator only

as the sun gains power, in order to keep the temperature

moderately down. Do not over-ventilate to depress

the temperature too much at any time. Close the

vinery with sun-heat at 3.30 p.m. In sunless weather
the warmth of the vinery must be kept up as best you
can by giving but little air. The great thing is to take
advantage of warm, sunny days to stiuiulatc growth.

GROWING PEACHES UNDER DIFFICULTIES (£. E.,

Essex).—We must say, iu the tiist place, that if best quality

Peaches are to be grown, the growth of the trees must
not be handicapped by adverse couditions, such as blocking

up the drains by the roots of outside trees, or by the roots

of other trees finding theu: way into the soil of the border,

impoverishing the same and making it ineffective for the

gronih of good fruit. Drainage.—We do not. think

it matters much how the drains are arranged, provided

tliere is a sufficient fall to the outlet drain and the waste
water is carried easily away. Concrete walls.—Your border
should be protected on the one side from the roots of
trees entering the soil, and from sour water draining into
it from the front border, and also from the cold clay under-
neath. The only way of doing this is to concrete all round
and undernejith. Take up the trees in autumn and replant
in best new Peach tree soil ; new life will thus be infused
into them, and you should have no further trouble. No
doubt the shoots sent are suffering from a virulent attack
of a fungoid enemy. The trees are now starting into

growth, and it would not be safe to apply a fungicide
in strong solution. The best thing you can do to destroy
the fungus is to paint the parts over with sulphur and soft

soap made into the consistency of thick paint.

Land Settlement of Ex-Service Men : Acqui-

sition of an Estate in Yorkshire.—The Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries have acquired

for the purpose of a land settlement colony

of ex-Service men an estate of 2,363 acres

near Patrington in the East Riding of "Vorkshire,

about fifteen miles distant from Hull. The
soil is a rich alluvium capable of producing very

heavy crops. This colony, when fully developed,

will consist of a central farm of about 200 acres

and sixty small holdings of "mixed farming"

type averaging about 35 acres in extent. The
equipment of each of the latter will include a

comfortable cottage and the necessary farm

buildings for carrying on the holding. Co-operative

methods will be adopted for the purchase

of requirements and the consignment and

disposal of produce. It must be clearly under-

stood that the Government do not propose

to make direct advances of capital to ex-Service

men desirous of taking up holdings, but it is

hoped that industrious men, even if possessed

of but little capital of their own, by starting as

workers on the Central Farm and at the same

time cultivating a smfiU plot on their own account,

may gradually be able to increase the area under

their own control until they are able to support

themselves entirely from this source. Endeavours

will be made to -establish a system of co-operative

credit to assist men of this class. It is hoped

to provide, by means of voluntary donations, a

club-room and other social amenities. In, the

selection of settlers preference will be given as

between men of equal merit and qualifications

to those whose wives or sisters or daughters have,

as the result of their employment on the land

either before or during the war, acquired proficiency

in milking or other farming operations. Those

desirous of becoming applicants for holdings on

this colony should send in their applications

without delay to the Secretary, Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place, S.'VV.,

from whom forms for this purpose can be obtained.

Letters or postcards asking that forms may be

sent need not be stamped.

QARDBNINO APPOINTMBNT
We learn that Jlr. Kobert. Stuart, until a short time
ago gardener at Thiilstanc C'astle, Berwickshire, with
Viscount Maitland, has been appointed gardener at Drum-
lanrig Castle, Dumfriesshire. iMr. David Inglis, who has
been gardener at Drumlanrig for a considerable number
of years, is retiring on May 28. Mr. Stuart is at present

in the employ of the Parks Department of the City of

Glasgow.

The War Office notifies that Irom now ontmnl nil papers

posted to anil neutral European countrii nill In' stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have

obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to THE GARDEN, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark. Holland, Norwa;/,

.Siredrn, .^iritzerland. .S';)«(H, Portugal, Greece, and
Ruamnnia shoald order copies to be despatched by the

J'uUislicr from 20, Taristqcl; .street, Corent Garden, W.V.

•,' The yearly Subscription to THE Garden is : Inland,

10s, 1»</ , Foreign, 138.
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For the Poultry- Keeper

w
CONDUCTED BY

POWELL-OWEN
Author of " Poultry-Keeping on Money-Making Lines," " The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," "How to Feed Hens for Egg- Production," &c.

LABOUR-SAVING
DEVICES

A
READER of my poultry notes asks

if I will from time to time recommend
labour-saving devices, since, as she puts

it, " they will be appreciated by one

and all just now." Labour-saving

methods may be grouped into two categories

—

good and bad. Those in the latter class are

adopted by the lary poultry-keepers and cannot

be recommended by me. The poultry-keeper

when taking "short cuts" towards his objective

should make siu'e that the results are not jeopardised

for methods that save time, labour and trouble,

but do not yield the best

returns, are useless to the

progressive producer.

Cleaning Out Interiors.

If all internal fittings of

houses are made movable,

much labour will be saved

at cleaning-out time.
Again, if the droppings-

board is covered with a

strip of linoleum, the drop-

pings can the easier be

brushed into a bucket.

-One can, for instance,

sprinkle the linoleum with

soft sifted earth to facilitate

cleaning, and in each house

can be placed a small

bucket of earth, a triangle-

shaped scraper and a small

brush. I am always in

favour of doing everything

possible from outside the

house, knowing that the

rontinual entering of the

structure tends to upset the birds unless they are

docile and know their owner well. Now it is quite

.1 simple plan to arrange a hinged flap in the back or

side of the house directly level with the drop-board,

and to draw the latter (or the linoleum) through the

aperture at cleaning- time. Such an arrangement
saves a lot of labour, and the drop-board should

slide along grooves for the purpose.

Drinking Fountains.—Where the drinking

fountains are so arranged that they can be filled

.ind cleaned without entering the house, much
labour and time will be saved. The idea I have
in mind can best be carried into practice with

self-filling fountains that have a cup at the base.

These are commonly used by poultry-keepers

and are of the usual self-supply kind. The vessels

are turned on their sides when being filled, and when
placed upright sufficient water leaves the " body "

to fill the drinking cup at the base. As the birds

drink the water out of the cup, more leaves the

body of the fountain to take its place. The cup

is therefore always full. In the side of the house

a small aperture must be cut, through which the

cup of the drinking vessel can be placed. The
fountain is stood on a wooden bracket that is

fixed to the side of the poultry-house. Inside

the house a similar bracket is arranged to act as

a step-board, on to which the birds can fly when
desiring to drink out of the cup which has been

passed through the aperture. Apart from the

labour saved, this idea enables the poultry-keeper

to fix his vessels well clear of the ground so

that litter cannot be scratched into the drink-

ing water.

Reversible Sections.—What may be termed a

"reversible section" has many advantages by

way of labom-saving. I will presume that hanging

on the side of the poultry-house (inside) are three

small receptacles holding grit, shell and charcoal,

respectively. In the usual way the owner must

enter the house each time the receptacles need

In thf phoiogtai h teprmtuced abuvd. Mrs. Loib^ck

of Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, near Wakefield, is

seen feeding one of her favourite fens of Light

Sussex.

attention. My plan is to cut a small section out

of the side of the poultry-house and to place this

door arrangement on "pivots" at the top and

bottom, i.e., in the centre. The receptacles are

arranged on the inside of the small reversible door,

and all the poultry-keeper has to do when the

vessels need attention is to swing the door inside

out on its pivots. The owner can fill the receptacles

from outside the house and turn the door back

so that the hoppers are inside the building. Two
screwed buttons must be fixed on the outside of

the house to prevent the reversible section from
turning of its own accord or through the action of

the inmates. This idea can be carried out in other

directions if desired.

Wide Alleys and Doors.—Where wide alleys

to runs and wide doors to houses are adopted,

much labour and time will be saved. Readers
who intend erecting houses and wire-netting runs
should allow for wide dividing alleys so that a

horse and cart can pass up and down. If a load

of straw or litter or food has to be " tipped" at

the bottom of the farm because the alleys will

not take a horse and cart, there is all the trouble

and labour of transferring the material by hand-

barrow. With narrow doors, too, one is working

at a great disadvantage. I prefer doors to poultry-

houses that are wide enough to admit a wheel-

barrow. The latter can then be pushed right into

the house and either " tipped " or filled on the

spot. It is so much waste of time and labour to

leave the barrow outside the laying structure

and to pay a hundred and one visits to and fro

using small buckets. It is false economy to have,

as so many do, narrow doors to either houses or

runs. The door of the structure should be so

placed that the owner has not to enter the wire-

netting run to get to

it. The door should

face the alley-way or

walk.

Communication Gates.

Poultry -keepers who
adopt the system of

small houses and wire

runs, whether for breed-

ing or laying stock, in-

variably err in the planning

of the gates to the runs.

It is too often considered

that one door only is

necessary to each run

;

but where many wire-

netting enclosures are ad-

jacent, the value of com-
munication gates cannot

be over-estimated. There
should be a gate leading

from one enclosure to

another to enable the

owner to walk from top

to bottom of the farm
without coming into the alley on leaving one run
and prior to entering the next.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleated to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications
should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.
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War-time
CHICKS are
valuable

The rearing of young Chicks into

strong, healthy stock suitable for

increasing the supply of eggs and
table poultry in Great Britain, is

of the greatest im-
portance at the

7 present period, and
' can be under-
taken by owners of

suburban gardens,

_^ small holdings and
pasture land with moderate outlay.

A vital question is that of FOOD for the young
chicks, but no djflQculty need be experienced
if Spratt's " Middle Course " be adopted, viz.:

—

SPRATT'S
Chicken Meal

as the
early momins soft

feed.

"CHIKKO"
the dry feed for

the afternoon and
evenuiK feed.

FREE.—We will gladly send GRATIS and POST FREE
our Interesting book "Chicken and Poultrv Culture*
(published at 6d.), also brochure "The Middle Course."

containing expert advice and many valuable hints.

Spratt's Patent Ltd., 24-25, Fencburch St., LoDdoD E.C.

8SS

The Premier French Utility Breed

Black La Bi*esse
MRS. LONGUEVILLE lias !^ITTIN(;S and
CHICKS from her celebrated utility and ex-

hibition birds forSALE; also special imported
pen. Wonderful layers.—" Oerley," Oswestry.

DON'T REAR CHICKENS
without a constant supply of clean crushed bone and
grit. They are absolutely essential. If you prepare
your own you know what you give the chickens, and
it costs next to nothing. Will send a new Crusher

made for the purpose lor 1 O/- free on rail.

L. DUNKER, Hillmorton Paddock. RUGBY.

EGGS FOR HATCHING from the finest
laying and exhibition strains— first pens 10/-, special pens 20/-
per sitting, unfertile eggs replaced. Day old chicks 16/- and
30/- per dozen. Adult birds always for sale, moderate prices.

Breeds kept: Golden, Silver and White Wyaudottes, White
Leghorns. Rhode Island Keds, Light Sussex, Rutf Orpington
Ducks.

—

Sydney Hiller, Cleveland Poultry Farm. Standon,
Herts.

COOK'S
ORPINGTON.
Practical Expert Advice

on the

Feeding of Poultry.
WILLIAM H, COOK, LTD., have for many months

given the above their serious attention, due partly
to the fact that many thousands of their customers
are asking " How to feed, and what to purchase ?

"

—

especially as their difficulties in obtaining supplies
locally are ever increasing. They have now placed on
the market TWO of the best and cheapest MEALS
ever offered to POULTRY-KEEPERS.
^J^ Note the low, inclusive prices, compare the
^"^ quality, then watch the excellent results
obtained.

These two food?, have been blended, tried and proved
unequalled by THE LARGEST BREEDERS AND
LEADING POULTRY EXPERTS IN ENGLAND.

If you want Eggs and Healthy Fowls, feed on
these foods, which have been thoroughly tested
and proved absolutely reliable.
They will make Poultry-keeping a pleasure, and,

being the clieapest on the market, will help you to save
money.

No. 1.—" BEATALL " MEAL.
A special Laying Food, containing most highly

nutritious ingredients for promoting heavy laying,
vigour and health. Two parts of this should be mixed
with one or two parts of Ground Oats or Middlings.

IMo. 2.—" COMPLETE LAYING MEAL."
A well-balanced food, which can be given without

the addition of any other Meals, as it is a perfect
mixture in itself.

Price (for No. 1 and No. 2), 20/- per cwt. ; 11/-
per A cwt. ; 6/- per \ cwt.

Carriage paid in England and Wales.
N.B.—Please write to ORPINGTON where all

correspondence is now conducted.
'Phone : Cray 39. Visitors always welcome.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, KENT.
Branch Farm—Lu Touyasr, FRiNCB.

Mrs WALTER SCHWABE, S."qXood:
Rhode Island Reds i EGGS AND
White Leghorns - DAY-OLD
Silver Campines -| CHICKS.

Catalogue on Application. Speciality

—

FIRST CROSS FAVEROLLES-ORPINQTONS
EGOS 4/6 dozen, 34/- hundred.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Varney, Stratford, Essex.

Mrs. PYM'S FAMOUS
PLANTS.

AH Fosl Free oy CarrkKje Paid Passenger Train.

S«i?on^ X>la.n«s fx-om Open Field.
Rliubarb, best red, tliree-year-old roots, 6 for 1/-. Seakale,

large roots, 6, 1/,S. Sage, Thyme, Mint, 12, 1/-. Parsley,
liest curled, 20, 1/-. Asparagiis, Kelway's Giant, strong
three-year-old roots, 6/- 100.

MaKniftcent Hardy Perennials, Kockery and Spring Flower-
ing Plants, will flower this year ; several acres : very cheap ;

all 1/- doz.
Achillea, double white, -igrostemma, crimson. Alyssum,

gold dust. Alpine Pinks. Antirrhinums. Aquilegias. Arabi.s.
double white. Aubrietia, purple. Arabis, variegated. Canter-
bury Bells, separate colours. Snow in Summer. Chrysanthe-
nnim, maximum. Rock Rose. Corntlowers, blue. Cowslips,
red. Commelina, blue. Crucianella, pink. Daisy, Monstrosa,
large double pink or white. Dianthus, aU colours, separate.
Doronicum, early yellow. Forget-me-nots, best dwarf blue.
Foxgloves, best mixed. French Marguerites, all colours.
Gladiolus, very scarce, finest early and late varieties. Geuni,
scarlet. Hollyhocks. Iceland Poppies. Lily of the Valley.
Linum, blue flax. Lvipins, assorted. Lychnis, scarlet or pink.
Lythrum, rosea. Mimulus, scarlet. Montbretia, clumps.
Oriental Poppies. Pansies, best large flowering. Pink,
double white or mixed. Polemonium, blue. Polyanthus, best
border and gold laced. Pyrethrum, roseum. Ribbon Grass,
variegated. Sweet Rocket, Saponaria, pink. Saxifragas,
choice assorted. Sedums, various. Sidalcea, pink. Silene
Shafta, pink.. Stachys. lanata. Sweet Williams, new scarlet,
pink, crimson, and Diadem. Tunica Saxifraga, Valerian,
crimson or white. Many others.
The following. 6 for 1/- :—Auriculas, Aciuilegias, long

spurred, new colours, golden-yellow and Clematis flowered.
Canterbury Bells, new pink beauty. Gaillardias. Campanulas.
Coreopsis. Gypsophila paniculata. ,Statice Sea Lavender.
Alpine Pinks. Many others.
The following, 1.5 for 1/- :—Canterbury Bells, mixed.

Sweet Williams, mixed. Dianthus, mixed. Daisies, red and
white. Forget-me-nots, etc.

Geum Mrs. Br.adshaw, two-year-old, 3, 1/-.
Splendid Strong Plants from Cold House and Frames.

—

Calceolaria Tigrina (lierbaceous), grand varieties, 4, lOd.
Dahlia Tubers, good varieties. 6, 1/-. Primula obconica, new
rose shades, 4, lOd. Primula japonica, queen of hardyPrimulas,
4, lOd. Lovely varieties of Hardy Primulas to flower in
succession from now to end of summer, 4, lOd. List free.

Strong Tomato Plants, Carter's Sunrise and Sutton's
Perfection, 6, lOd. Sweet Pea Plants, 30, lOd. Pea Plant
(eating), best Marrowfat varieties, 30, 1/-. Broad Bean
Plants. 30, 1/-. Vegetable Marrow Plants, 6, 1/-. Garlic sets,

rooted, 12, lOd. Cucumber Plants, Bedfordshire prize. 6, 1/-
Scarlet Rimner Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. French Dwarf Bean
Plants, 30, 1/-. Golden Butter Bean Plants, 30, 1/-.

Strong Vegetable Plants ready in'aifewiweeks for a whole
year's supply.—Early, Mid and Late Broccoli. Cauliflower.
Celery. Cabbage. Savoys. Brussels Sprouts, curled. Aspara-
fnis. and Cottager's Kale. Lettuce. Beetroot. Sprouting
Broccoli. Spinach. Leeks. Onions. Chicory. 1/6 100 ; 4/- 300.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine House, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUQH.

STOP TAKING RISKS.
Buy your Sittings only from a known- to-be- reliable
Breeder. My stock has attained the highest possible
records in the show -pens, and possess also Al laying qualities.
Specialities : Buttercups, K..I. Beds, Orloffs, Sussex, Kecks,
Wyandottes, Anconas and White Leghorns.

Jlluntrated Catalogue on applieatioti to—
MRS. COLBECK,

Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, near Wakefield.

Registered No. 371,217.

is SUPERIOR to, yet CHEAPER than shell, and

Is manufactured by BRITISH LABOUR.

PROPRIETORS:
Messrs. Wm. ASHBY & SON, Ltd.,

Poultry Grit Manufacturers (wholesale),

TUNNEU AVENUE, EAST QREENWICH.
S€E roi/if co/tn merchant stocks is-

CALCOMAR
Registered No. 371,217.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

\7Mi
DISINFECTANT FLUID

•' A leorthy and /ormidahle weapon /or battling against the bacillus."

—Sir J. Crichton-Browne, F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal Should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and

were on the feed again."

Against " The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathefs rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^;^*-fii IZAL POWDER, « '^^"'f^ ^^«
6/6 per 501b. keg.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.,ThornGliffe, nr. Sheffield.

Piinted ]>v HrrsoN ik Kearns, Li Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street, S.E., and Ptiblished by " Cohntrv I. he,"
and bi' George Nrwnes, Limited. 8-11. Sniithamoton Street. Strand- W"^

l.iMiTFn. at ::0. Tavistock Street. Strand. W.C..
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MERRYWEATHERS* ROSES have a world-
wide reputatloD for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. AU the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
cumbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants In great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons <& Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and WATKR LILIKs.—LarRe stocksof the bestand
most popular varieties. Catalogue free.—JoUN Waterer,
Sons & Crisp. Limited, Bagsiiot. Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty —Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. Cook. With over 200 illus-

trations plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 128. 6d. net,

by post, 138.—Published at the Offices of " COUNTRY
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application —George Bdnyaed & Co., Ltd., The
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medela has been proved by hundreds of practical gardeners
a certain cure for tliia trouble. To be applied in
April; 2/- per .mart, 5/6 per pallon, in cans.

—

Geo, Bunyard
and Co., Ltd., Koyal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
now being booked for these plants for delivery in April,
List with full directions and prices, on application.

—

Geo.
BUNTARD & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objecte
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the masimum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of '" Country
Life." Ltd.. 20. Taviat<ick Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other hifjh-clasa fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circiilars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested growth, at moderate
prices. Catalogue free.

BARR'S HARDY PERENNIALS, Alpines,
Rock Plants, Aquatics, Climbers. Wall Shrubs, etc., for Spring
Planting. .Catalogue free.

BARR'S LILIES, GLADIOLI, CANNAS,
Montbretias, Tigridias, Ranunculus, etc., for epring Planting.
Catalogue free.

Barr & Sons, King Street. Covent Garden, .London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artlat-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912 Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally saperintended EatimateB given.
—Morrisburne. Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (FourGold
Medals R.H.S., 450 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Nothing equals a bed of Doui?la8 clove-scented
stiff-necked Border Carnations tliat bloom all the summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/6 pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. DouOLAS
(The Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

GARDENING MADE EASY. Bv E. T. Cook.
Over 2U0 pages. 23 illustrations. Sixth Edition Now Ready
1/6 net; cloth 2/- net; postage 4d. extra.—Published at the
I ifflces of ' Country Life " Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses. Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P Anperron Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste iaiid means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see
that it has been turned into a quick proce.«<(. yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.

—

A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
' Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C,

NOW RE.\DY.

VEGETABLE GROWING IN WAR TIME.
By Herbert Cowley. Editor of " The Garden." Sixpence
net, by post Eigbtpence.—Orders for this booklet should be
sent to the Manager, " Country Life " Offices, 20, Tavistock
Street. London W .C.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reUable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—Wakkley BEOS & Co.. Ltd., 75a, Baukside, London.

GREENHOUSE SHADING BLINDS to order.
No. 3, ''4iM. wide. Is. .'>d.run y<l.; No. 4, Is Od. ; No. {>,l8. 9d,

run yd. Male mto any size blind bound with tane No. 3,

's.; No. 4, Is. Id.: No. 5, Is. 3 1. sguard vd. Samples free.—\V. Oliver Allen, Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS" and
INSKCTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EKFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.—
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POHONOUS.—Saves laljour and keeps paths clean.

Write for list and name of local dealer —
McUouoALL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitual^
using tliis hook will be enable*! to add to his gains and enjov
the satisfaction of an abundant and tirst-class crop instead of

onh a moderate one.—A prospectus of the voiunie will be senl

oil "application to tlie Offices of "Country Life." Ltd., 20,

ravistock Street. Covent Garden, W C.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground, State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8 Lower Grosveuor Place,

Westminster.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetoen. lUustrated. 3/6 net
by post 3/ 10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens
large or small, can raise (nedicinal herbs and supply the drag
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
' Country Life," Ltd.. 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SCTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, EBADINO.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT AT
REDUCED PRICES.

Kelwav's Beautiful Blue Delphiniums.
Kelway's Brilliantly-coloured Phloxes.
Kelway's Colour Borders, ever in bloom.
Kelway's new and clioice hardy perennial plants of all bind!,

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyrethruma.
Kelway's Gay Gaillardias.

Write for Reduced Price Lists to

KEIWAY & SON, Plant Department, Langport, Somereet.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—

New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard

varieties is ready, and will be sent poet free on application.—

(Dept. E), R. H. BATH, LTD.. The Floral Farms. Wisbech,

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named. 2/3 post free. Early Chrysanthe-

mums, 12 very rtiie varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.—

DoBBra & Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

cheap. List sent.—Marion Glbdstabks, FardrosB, Cloghei,

Tyrone.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, HERBACEOUS
AND BORDER PLANTS, in four sorts, 25/- per 100. Cata-

logue. 2.-. per cent, during May.—W. H. St.^nsfield, Kew.
Southport.

" ROCK GARDEN PLANTS : Where and in

What Soils to Plant Them," with Catalogue, free on appUoa-

tion. Special Selections, 12, 3/6 ; 25, 6/6 ; 50, 12/6 ; 100, 25/-.

All different, named, strong stock. (Please state position.)—

G. R. Phipps, Alpine Nursery, Bamham, Bognor.

250,000 HARDY PERENNIALS, also Fruit

Trees, Shrubs, Golden Privet, Eoses, etc. Descriptive c»t»-

lognes on application.—J0SB8, Churchfleld, Cradley, Malyera.

ELECTRIFY YOUR PLOT Experiments
conclusively prove that .ELECTRICITY, applied to crops,

hastens see<l germination ;
produces stronger growth ;

increases

yield 30 to 70 per r«nt.. and improves flavour remarkably.

The apparatus, requiring no technical experience to usejs
prepared by Mr. Peers, author of the popular book Elec-

tricity Made Plain." Outfit, with full instructions, suitable

lor 2 to 5 rod plot, 20/-. carriage paid. Larger outfit, inchidiog

carrying case, 30/-. Send P.O. TO-DAY, and secure bumper
crops,—Address, G. R. Peers, A.M.I.E.B., 18, Lothair Road.-

London, N. 4.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS.
Tree Guards. Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for iUustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing and

Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BODITON s, PATTL,

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 5in..

30 3Jlu., 25 2Jin., complete, packed tree, 7/6. XUastrated

list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and

rhubarb pots, free.—THOS. JEAVONS. Potteries, Brlerley HiU.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, wiU
have pleasure in sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of.

Begonias, Delphiidums, etc., etc., free, if this paper Is men-

tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our onequaUed Uel-

phiniuma in superb variety.
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ABOL
INSECTICIDE
Serves a double purpose

.

While it kills all garden pests
and diseases affecting plant
life, it also promotes to- a
wonderful extent the growth
of the plants washed.

USED IN THE ROYAL GARDENS.

^V pint 1/-: pint 1/6; quart 2/6:
I gallon 4/- ; eallon 7/6 ; 3 gallon

drum 18/-; 5 gallon drum 27/6

F E RTI LI Z E R
WEED KILI.ERS

WRITE FOR F[/LL PARTICULARS.
"ABOL" SPECIALITIES ARE SOLD BY ALL

NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, ETC.
Manfrs. ; E. A. White. Lt l.. 64. Beltring. Paddock Wood. Ke^t.

ABOL

For Destroying Weeds, Moss, etc., on Garden
Walks, Drives, Roads, etc.

"ACME" Powder Weed Killer
Gold Medal by Anglo-American Exhibition;
Commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

dissolves quickly in colo water.
Sizes- No. X—Sufficient to make 12J gallons, 1/4 Tiu

No. 1— „ „ 25 „ 2/3 „
No. 2— ,, „ 50 „ 4/2 „
No. 3— „ „ 100 „ 8/- „

No. 3, Carriage Paid. Tins free.

LIQUID WEED KILLER—Send for particalare.

LAWN SAND.—Marvellous killing effect on weeds
but fertilises the grass. 71bs., 2/3; 141bs., 4/3;
carriage paid on SGlbs., 16/-.

ARSENATE OF LEAD PASTE.—For destroying
all leaf.*atiiig insects, caterpillars, etc. 1/3 per lb.

" FUIWERITE."—For destroying all ground vermin.
To be dug into the soil. 141bs., 3/9 ; 281bs., 7/-
501bs. 12/6; 21 /- per cwt., carriage paid

EXTRACT OF QUASSIA.—Pint, 1/6; carriage
paid on 1 gallon, 5/-.

COMPOUND QUASSIA-TOBACCO INSECTI-
CIDE.—Pint, 1/6, poet free.

ACME CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.,
TONBRIDGE, KENT ; and

RIVER STREET, BOLTON, LANCASHIRE.

CHEALS'
DAHLIAS.

NEW CATALOGUE WITH ALL
NOVELTIES POST FREE.

J. GHEAL & SONS, Ltd.,

CRAWLEY.

Four New Primulas
COLLECTED BY GEO. FORREST.

P.Helodoxa,A.M.,R.H.s.,3/6 P Nutans,A.M.,R.H.s.,7/6

P. Vmcaeflora „ „ 5/- P. Conica „ „ S/-

The set of four grand novelties for 18/-. Full descriptive cata-
logue on these and other new Chinese plants post free on
application.— R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd., COLCHtSTER, ESSEX.

Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

9(1, per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
day Friday.

WANTED, AT ST. LEONARD'S SCHOOL
FOE, GIRLS, St. Andrew's, File, a fully qualified and well-
educated woman, to act as Head Gardener and Instructor in
Gardening. Knowledge ot the growth and sale of vegetables,
and the care of grass is essential, and some experience in
teaching desirable. — For further particulars apply to the
Head Mistress.

^^^^^^^^^m^^t^^^x»z*^^^^s^'^4
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SWEET PEA
AUTUMN
SOWN. PLANTS. COLD

GROWN.
Make Sure of Good Supplies of the National Colours, ^i^

RED, WHITE & BLUE. |
Events will probably happen quickly now. j|»j

Remember previous Victories, and the great demand =•=

for Emblems. The Sweet Pea is the most useful of all m
Flowers for tVii& purpose.

,
fjf?

SPECIAL OFFER.— 100 Eesi in the 3 colours, 3/6.
jjg;

PLANTINTHEOPEN NOW. I
90

SEND FOR OUR NEW LIST OF
VARIETIES,

""

The followinc; are a few selections ;

Pink—Hercules
Cream—Clara Curtis
Cream Pink (Deep)—Margaret Atlee
Rose—Rosabelle ..

Salmon— Enrl Spencer
Crimson—King Edward Spencer
Scarlet—Scarlet Emperor
Orange—Robert Sydenham
Orange Scarlet—Thomas Stevenson
Orange Pink—Edrom Beauty
Purple— Royal Purple
Maroon—King Manoel
Mauve—Bertrand Deal Impd
Blue (Lieht>—Wedgwood
Blue iDark)—Lord Nelson Spencer ..

Lavender—Lavender Geo. Herbert .

.

Carmine—John Ingman
Plcotee Edged— Evelyn Hemus
Bicolor— Mrs. Cuthbertson
Cerise (Deep)—Edith Taylor .-

Lilac I'rince George
White—King White

MIXTURES.
Spencers—Waved
Large Flow^ering
Tha Popular 3d

Not le^s than 50 at the 100 rate.
" Collections" 6 plants each 12 varieties, our selec-

tion. 3/3: 12 ditto, 5/9: 25 ditto. 10/6.
Impo'^tant.—We cannot too stront^lv emvihasize the fact

that these plants are Autumn and Winter Sovrn and
Cold Grown. There is a vast difference between
such plants and those raised In the Spring in heat.

CYCLAMEN. - LOWa GIANT STRAIN,"
ln72's White. 4/- doz. Mixed. 3/6 doz.
Transplanted. .. 2/6 .. .. 2/- ..

SCHIZANTHirS " EXCELblOR STRAIN."
In 72'5. 3/-doz.

Primulas Malacoides alba, ex boxes, scarce, 3/- doz.
Heliotrope, *' Lord Ri berts," ex boxes 2/- doz.
Lobelia. " Mrs. Clibran." c\ boxes, fine .. 9d doz.
Marguerites. *' Mrs. Sanders." ex boxes 2/- doz.

TOMATOES.

ITELT
doz.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK
ANY tons of Potatoes have been

planted within tlie last few days. On
light and well-drained soils planting

should proceed with all possible speed,

•but in the case of heavy land,

especially where it is newly broken, every care

shoiild be taken that the soil is reduced to a

well- pulverised condition before planting. .The
ground is still very cold and it is worse than useless

to attempt planting on soil that is cold and pasty.

It is far better to plant in May with the soil in

good tilth than to plant now if the ground
is not in fit condition. Tilth should be the watch-
word for the Potato-grower, and it should be re-

membered that well-sprouted tubers will produce

a crop a good fortnight in

advance of those planted at the

same time if not sprouted.

Turnips.—Further sowings of

early Turnips may be made, as

there is always the chance of

the first crop being blighted by
late frost. Purple-top Milan is

a good early sort, but we
prefer White Gem. This
is an oblong - shaped type
of excellent quality. and
comes quickly to usable size.

Turnips require a rich soil

which will promote a quick

Ljiowth. A poor soil only pro-

duces roots that are stringy

and bitter in taste. Thin out

early and keep stirring the soil

frequently.

Gooseberry Mildew Formula.
It may not be out of place to

igain give Dr. Home's formula
till Burgundy mixture, which
has proved useful at Wisley
in combating the .American

Gooseberry mildew. The
formula is gfoz. of copper sulphate (98 per cent.),

II oz. of washing soda, 6oz. of soap powder, and
6 gallons of water. The copper sulphate is

dissolved in 3 gallons of water, the washing
soda in another 3 gallons, and the two cold

solutions mixed. Six ounces of soap powder
is then added and thoroughly stirred in. The
mixture must be freshly prepared just before

use. The best time to spray is about the second
'ir third week in May, repeating the operation

if the mildew appears. The first spraying kept

the berries clean at Wisley, but the young growth
subsequently became affected. Further experi-

ments are required to ascertain how frequently

spraying is, necessary, but possibly twice or

thrice would be necessary, according to the

season.

Appointment of Dr. A. S. Home.—We are

pleased to learn that the Ministry of Munitions

have consented to the transference of Dr. Home
from munitions to horticulture. Dr. Home's
appointment is in connection with the control

of plant diseases in Sir Arthur Lee's Department,
and he returns to Wisley more particularly for

the purposes of plant disease investigation in the

Horticultural Section of the Food Production

Department under the direction of Dr. Keeble.

In a recent issue of The Garden we referred

to the unfortunate interruption of Dr. Home's
useful work in connection with the diseases of

DRIFTS OF CROCUSES IN A. LONDON P.\RK.

Potatoes, Gooseberry mildew and .-Vpple spot.

We omitted to mention, however, that Dr. Home's
wife {nee E. V. Esling, A. R.C.S.) volunteered

and obtained the consent of the Director to keep

the investigations going during his absence.

Owing to this thoughtful provision the American
Gooseberry mildew and fruit spot of Apple
investigations have not been abandoned, and

excellent progress has been made.

Mrs. Edwin Molyneux.—The wide circle of

friends of Mr. Edwin IVIoIyneux, V.M.H., the

well-known horticultiu-al expert of Swanmore,
Hants, will learn with the greatest sorrow of the

death of Mrs. Molyneux, which occurred on the

i8th inst., after a long and fluctuating illness.

Mrs. Molyneux was a charming helpmate and

hostess, as her many friends and acquaintances

can testify ; and we are sure that all who know
Jlr. Molyneux will join us in tendering to him

and his daughter our deepest sympathy in the

sad and irreparable loss sustained by them.

Crocuses in the Grass.—In these days, when
spring bedding seems almost a thing of the past,

it is with feelings of great joy that we welcome

the appearance of Crocuses in the grass. The
illustration on this page shows a delightful

planting of these favourite bulbs in a London
park. The yellow Crocuses are badly pecked

by the sparrows, though the birds seem some-

what indifferent to the purple and white

varieties.

Royal Horticultural
Society's War Horticultural

Relief Fund.—An orchestral

concert will be held at Queen's

Hall, Langham Place, on

Saturday, the 28th inst., at

3.15 p.m., in aid of the Royal

Horticultural Society's War
Horticultural Relief Fund. The
programme is to be rendered

by the Strolling Players' .Ama-

teur Orchestral Society.

British Pine Seeds for

France.—In order to assist in

re-establishing the forests of

France so severely devastated

during the war, the Agricultural

Relief of Allies Committee, with

the co-operation of the Royal

English Arboricultural Society,

are this week sending a quantity

of seeds of Scotch Pine to Dieppe.

Close on i.ooolb. of the seed

have been obtained from British

forests, and will be given to

the peasants and small pro-

prietors, who in France own a considerable area of

forest land. Free facilities for the conveyance

of the seed have been provided by the British War
Office. The gift has been greatly appreciated by the

French Government, and the mature trees will

form near the battlefield a permanent memorial

of the close alliance and sympathy, not only of

the British and French troops, but of the farmers

and arboriculturists of the two nations.

*,* Readers trho hare not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly by tlwir news-

agent. The Board 0/ Trade have decided to prohibit the

rettim of unsold copies 0/ any journal to jnlblishers from
April 30, and in consequence THE GiEDEN will be obtainable

alter that dale ONLY if ordered beforehand.
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Bee-Keeping : Making a Start.—Mr. L.

Bigg-Wither's note on this subject is not very

encouraging. A writer in the ' Field recently

recommended Dutch bees, and stated that they

could be obtained from Mr. William Channel

of Grove Apiary, Histon, Cambridgeshire. I

reproduce his note, as it may interest readers of

The Garden : " As to the best means of starting

hives with them—if the enquirer is a beginner

and has no stock of bees already, the best way
is to procure a six frame lot in April. They

would cost about 30s. f.o.r., and should, with

reasonable luck, give some surplus during the

season. Another way is to buy a swarm as early

as possible, in May (this should weigh about

3 Jib. to 5lb., and cost 5s. per pound). They

would build up into a strong stock, but little

surplus could be looked for this year. Of course

a fertile Dutch queen bee could be introduced to

any existing stock of bees after it has been made

queenless. Dutch bees have a reputation for

resisting Isle of Wight disease, but they are

inveterate swarmers, and need to be very closely

watched.—-John Wilder." I might add that

throughout this neighbourhood there is hardly

a sound hive of bees.

—

Arthur R. Goodwin,
Kidderminster

.

The Common Comfrey.—Is the Common
Comfrey, Symphytum officinale, edible and palat-

able to human beings ? If it is, how should it be

cooked ?

—

Alford. [We have never tried the

Common Comfrey, but we learn from others that

the leaves are boiled like Cabbage. The plant

is slightly astringent and has been regarded as

a styptic and vulnerary, but its qualities in these

directions are said to be slight. The plant has

been used as an emollient, also for bronchitis, &c.

Johnson and Sowerby in " Useful Plants of

Great Britain," page 182, say: "The leaves,

when young, form a good green vegetable, and

are not unfrequently eaten by country people

where the plant abounds ; when they are fully

grown they become coarse and unpleasant .in

taste. They are sometimes used to flavour cakes

and other culinary preparations."

—

Ed.]

Making Mead and a Recipe for Cooking
" Parsneps."—The accompanying recipe for

cooking " Parsneps" is culled from a quaint old

cookery book lent me by a certain young acquain-

tance (who wickedly accuses me of adorning my
conversation with " culinary comparisons.)" The

book contains many recipes for making mead.

I am ambitious to try ray hand at this, if I get

enough honey from my hives to spare some for a

small experiment. The directions appear to be

extremely, simple, but I guess "there is a catch

in it somewhere." If any readers have made
mead, I shall be grateful if they will tell me if this

is so and where the risk of failure lies. " To dress
' Parsneps.'—Scrape well three or four good

large roots, cleansing well their outside, and cutting

off as much of the little end as is fibrous and of the

great end as is hard. Put them into a pot with about

a quart of milk upon them, or as much as will

cover them in boiling, which do moderately, till

you find they are very tender. This may be in

about an hour and a half. Then take them out

and scrape all the outside into a pulpe, like that of

roasted Apples, which put into a dish over the fire

with a little of the milk you boiled them in, put to

them, not so much as to drown them, . but only

to imbibe them. When with stewing the pulpe

has imbibed all that milk, put to the pulpe a little

more of the same milk, and stew that, till it be

drunk in. Continue doing thus till it hath drunk

in a good quantity of the milk, and is well swelled

with it, and will take in no more, which may be

in a good half-hour. Eat them so, without sugar

or butter, for they will have a natural sweetness

that is beyond sugar, and will be unctuous, soasnot

to need butter."

—

Anne Amateur.

Wood Anemones and Snowdrops.—On April 12,

after a rather heavy snowstorm, I was surprised

to find on a southern bank at 900 feet on Mendip

(an Ordnance Bench-mark indicating 905 feet is

close at hand, on the highest part of the road to

Nordrach and Wells) three Wood Anemones

among patches of fast-melting snow. They had

been embedded in snow that morning. It reminded

me of the way the beautiful Anemone vernalis

pushes through the melting snow in the Alps

;

and I wondered if much alternate snow and brilliant

sunshine could account for the early blooming

that we have received from years gone by ol

rule of thumb methods ought almost to be worn
threadbare, and from a chemical point of vie\v

bastard trenching as advocated was wrong, because

it only provided for breaking up the third spit

for drainage purposes, but leaving it in situ and

untreated even although it is admittedly in an

acid condition. What could be worse or more
foolishly ignorant ? It has always been argued

by " gardening journals" that one of the causes of

canker in trees is sour undersoil ; so why not,

in all common sense, advise the treatment of the
" third spit "—if it must be left there—with lime ?

Even this week a contemporary gardenmg journal

is giving the usual copy-book advice on bastard

trenching, but with the further suggestion that

this third spit can be improved by the addition

of good soil and leaf-mould and some lime. In

this case, what is the good of adding lime to this

spit with leaf-mould, since the lime will wipe

out this humus in a few short weeks ? No

;

Mr. Beckett's plan is the only right way to treat

soil ; that is to say, the texture should be the same

at that altitude. Close by were Hazel catkins I throughout down to such a depth where the

still shedding pollen, and I gathered a twig with

six pistillate crimson flowers in perfect condition

arranged alternately down the stem—a very

unusual number. In a cottage garden not 200 feet

lower, Snowdrops were only just past their best

;

and a week earlier they were still in perfection

at Blagdon (altitude about 350 feet). Since my
note in The Garden (March 24) on Ceterach, I

happen to have seen good examples of the variety

crenatum of this Fern on two walls a mile apart.

It appears to have been recorded from only one

locality—also on Mendip—in the county of

Somerset.—H. S. Thompson.'

Potatoes.—It is quite likely that many of the

rather rmpromising-Iooking plots now being brought

under notice may give a respectable return in

Potatoes, for these have a marked reputation

for responding to virgin soil, especially turf.

In fact, they are a responsive crpp to soils of all

kinds, except those with very stiff subsoils, because

persistent cold and wet below they cannot stand,

as they are of semi-tropical origin, and revel in

light and sun. However, they are very accom-

modating as to temperature, and their range in

this respect is great, and beats many native plants.

The disease is their great enemy, but the large

amount of fresh ground available now is in their

favour. At any rate, it will make for a wholesome

change of seed next year, for newly reclaimed land

is good in this respect, like turned up grassland, and

they will probably in such cases do for three seasons

without renewal, especially if sprayed. It is the

omission to do this on old land that causes such

heavy annual loss. There is no doubt of this,

and small societies or clubs should be formed

to provide spraying materials. Otherwise nothing

may be done. This method of dealing with spray-

ing has been found to work well in the West Indies,

where co-operation was first tooked on askance.

The writer knows a man in a county full of Potato

disease who sprays and practises green-manuring

annually, and his crop is about double that of

his neighbours, although he has used the same

ground for many years—I think consecutively.

He digs in Cabbage of sorts, strongly grown, and

Tares along with it. Early sowing, early sorts,

and earlvTand all help to ward off disease.-—G. T.

Trenching.—I was very glad to see Mr. Beckett's

bold exposition of his method of soil treatment

and his and subsequent denunciations of the

bastard trenching method. The stereotyped patter

undersoil ceases to be of a true loamy nature

and becomes gravel, sand or the like. I do not

agree that Mr. Beckett's method depends upon
additional artificial drainage methods and the top-

dressing of the surface with higher quality soil or

the like. The artificial additions for drainage

would apply to any soil if the undersoil is not

sufficiently loose or sandy to carry it away. That

does not alter the fact that to leave a known sour

or acid soil deliberately at the bottom because

it is acid is wrong and indefensible. There

is no better treatment for soil texture and

condition than by the atmosphere and proper

correctives for acidity, but the dressing of the

same with artificials and new soil is accentuated

when the third spit is left below, because two spits

will become worked out sooner than three spits

of depth well turned over and incorporated. If

the soil is Heavy and the loam goes deeper than

three spits, then obviously artificial added drainage

is of advantage to the soil, whatever the manner of

digging, but it does not imply or prove that Mr.

Beckett's method is dependent upon it. His

way is right, and the only true way to allow the

atmosphere to act upon the whole depth of soil

as it is turned up from time to time.—S. J.

Hughes, 41, Leyborne Park, Kew.

Swedes.—I was rather surprised to read in

a recent article by "Anne Amateur"'—whose

contributions I always enjoy—that Swedes were

not of general domestic use. Here they have

been in such use for more than fifty years to

my own knowledge—how much longer I cannot^

say—and have always been known as " Rooties"

(Ruta Bagas). The name" Swede" is quite unused

here and not very generally known, hawkers

always shouting " Rooties, Rooties." They are

sometimes mashed and seasoned with pepper,

salt and butter ; but their most frequent use

is in the famous Cornish pastie, in which the>'

are considered almost indispensable. The leaves

are not sold for food, these being cut off before-

hand. Until the attention of the Food Controller

was directed to " Rooties," a fair-sized one could

he bought for a halfpenny. The price is now

doubled.—L, E. C, St. Ives, Cornwall.

Seakale Beet.—This vegetable, illustrated ii.

The Garden of April 14, page 121, was quit,

new to me last year, when we sowed a piecr

of well-manured ground in my garden about

2 yards square, four lines of which were
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subsequently thinned out. The seed was put in

what I called very late, viz., early in May. It came
up at once and grew very rapidly, and every week
that spot of ground furnished us with some vege-

tables right up to the frosts in November. The
stems are excellent, but they must be boiled a

li)t, and the tops make quite good Spinach. But
tliat is not all. To my amazement nine out of

every ten plants have survived the winter and
.ire looking quite strong. (They were quite un-

protected.) We had here as much frost as anyone,

• ind the ground was frozen quite a foot deep.

Having sprinkled a mixture of Rito and wood-ashes
round the roots and forked the ground over, I ex-

pect some good results in another three weeks. I

may say that I have never seen a more fruitful

piece of ground than that 2 yards square. This

vear we are planning a flower border of this Seakale

Beet, alternated with Beetroot.—W. !•". M.
CoPELAND, West View, Shirley, Sotiihampton.

Potato Substitutes.—The popularity of Pota-

(nes, especially among the poor, is owing to their

rheapness in normal periods and the fact that

their preparation for food occupies but little time.

Ill suggesting Pease pudding as a substitute,

vour correspondent "W. D., Altrinchani," seems
to regard the question of cost as but a minor
matter, instead of the all-important one to tbe

majority of people. A pint and a half of split

Peas will cost about 8d., four eggs 8d., a quarter

of a pound of margarine 3d. at the very least.

This, with the pepper and salt, amounts to, roughly
speaking, is. yd., so that the substitute for the

humble Potato is a decidedly expensive one.

I am very fond of Pease pudding, but should look

vipon that advocated by your correspondent

.IS a dish suitable for a meatless day instead of

being supplemented by rich meat, such as pork,

ham, &c. This last savours far too much of

xtravagance, and is quite hostile to the spirit

nf economy which we are so continually told is

necessary for the welfare of the country. Per-

sonally, I think that one of the most satisfactory

Potato substitutes at the present time is plainly

steamed Rice, as Haricot Beans are so expensive.

Many preparations now recommended are very

nice, but the fact that they take up a great amount
nf time militates against their use when the whole

of the household work falls to the lot of one pair

of hands.—H. P.

The Judas Tree.^There are in this town two

Iiidas Trees, and their magenta blossoms iu the

spring are beautiful, and in the autumn, too,

the red-brown seed-pods and leaves against a

background of blue sky are not without charm.

If you could give me information about the Judas
Tree I should be grateful. What is its classical

name, and why is it called "Judas"? Where
iloes it come from ? I am told it is often seen

in Italy and Portugal. The tree is not common,
md the cultivation of it certainly makes the

world more beautiful than we found it.— P. B. B.,

Weston-super-Mare. [This tree, which is so ex-

tremely beautiful in flower and leafage, is believed

to be the one chosen by Judas Iscariot when he

hanged himself. Its botanical name is Cercis

Siliquastrum, and it is a native of Southern

Europe. It has Pea-shaped flowers, which appear

in spring before the leaves. The fact of its flower-

ing usually about Good Friday may have some-

thing to do with the name Judas Tree. It is

of slow growth, and has been a favourite in the

gardens of this country for about 300 years. The
largest tree we have seen is in the Botanic Garden,

Cambridge, where it thrives in a well-drained

soil; and this is probably one of the largest

iu the British Isles. This particular tree is of

low-branching habit, and it has been stated by
an old employe of the garden that the branches
are very slowly revolving, so that those now
growing to the east were at one time facing north

;

but there is some doubt as to the accuracy of

this statement. There is at least ohe other tree

that Judas is credited with having selected for

his self-destruction : it is a variety of the Mountain
Ash, which grows on the slopes of the Rhodope
Alps. To this day it is called the Cursed Tree
by the Bulgarians, and it is said that the wood
will not burn ; anyway, the Bulgars decline to

use it even for camp fires. Mr. E. A. Bunyard,
commenting upon the Judas Tree in a recent

issue of Country Life, says: "The legendary

association of this tree with the disciple Judas is of

some antiquity ai^d seems to have first been given

NOTES FROM THE
RIVIERA

Bv Edward H. Woodali,.

THE long and cold winter has been felt

in the South of France as elsewhere,

though mitigated by sunshine and
latitude, so vegetation is later than
usual, but not exceptionally so. Plane

trees are in young leaf this Easter Week, and
Horse Chestnuts are rich in foliage and opening
flower-spikes. Banksian Roses are unusually

late, while the white, sweet-scented Acacias

(Robinias) are actually leafing earlier than is their

custom. Why this should be so is a puzzle to

me, as the flower-buds are so late. For the first

time I have seen that Jasminum primulinum has

THE JUDAS TREE IN THE BOTj^-NIC GARDEN, CAMBRIDGE.

currency by Gerard, who writes in his Herbal,

' It may be called in English, Judas Tree, for it

is thought to be that upon which Judas hanged

himself, and not upon the Elder as is vulgarly

said.' It is rather surprising to see this legend

still maintained, as .^Iphonse de Candolle has

pointed out in his ' Origine des Plantes Cultivees
'

that it is based upon a mistranslation of the French

name Arbre de Judee. To collect such curiosities

of translation and adaptation would provide an

amusing chapter. The Apple Belle et Bonne

becomes in English Bellyband, and more curious

still is the Pear named Leaping Diver. The

explanation given was that the tree when being

landed on these shores fell into the water, but was

rescued by a bold diver who leaped after it and

brought it safely to shore. When, however,

we find this Pear identical with the L'Epine

d'Niver of France, a less circuitous explanation

offers itself."

—

Ed.]

suffered in its flowers in col^l and damp situations,

showing clearly how much less hardy it must be

than J. nudiflorum.

Acacia verticillata must be a very hardy tree

;

it is in fullest vigour and beauty, as if it enjoyed

the cold and the wet. It must be better worth

planting in England than the earlier-flowering

A. dealbata, and is certainly even less requiring,

as it will grow on limestone as well as on sand and

peat.

After an eclipse of two months the trails of

pink Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums are asserting them-

selves gaily. Wistarias and Judas Trees are

waiting for a little more warmth at night.

Malus floribunda is, I think, much more brilliant

in its colour than usual, and Dendromecon rigidum

is such a blaze of yellow that it almost rivals the

many species of Acacia now in flower. The early

Roses, notably General Schablikine and Dr.

Rouges, are in good flower and give us a foretaste
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of what is to come early in May. Tlie wealth

of Irises and Tulips recalls England in early June.

May you have this brilliant sunshine when they

open with you !

A curiosity of the season is worth recording.

For some years I have had a good plant of Ljelia

anceps growing healthily on an Olive tree and
making very fine pseudo-bulbs. Last December,

when the cold weather began on the fifth day of

(hat month, there were several spikes of flower

nearly ready to open. The cold and wet so

thoroughly checked any further growth that I

gave up all hope of seeing an expanded iJower

this season. On Good Friday, however, the sun
was very bright and two flowers opened, months
later than they should have done ! The colour is

extremely bright, but the blooms are only half the

size, as might be expected after enduring months
with the night temperatures frequently very near
freezing and many days of cold

winter rains at a temperature below
48° Fahr. If it makes good growth
in the coming summer, as it has pre-

viously done, no one need despair of

growing it in quite a cool house.

Owing to the cold and wet I put my
pots of Cymbidium Lowianum under
cover in an unheated little shelter,

and they have developed very fine

fJower-spikes and are now in much
beauty in the open porch, so they,

too, may fairly be described as quite

hardy in this climate.

I

hole with his heel, putting in seven or eight seeds

in each and covering slightly. These clumps
are about 20 inches apart. In about ten days
the seedlings appear, and then the ridges are

split by a small plough. The Beans in this way
are well moulded up, this soil protecting them
from cold and wind. From this time, provided

the ground is clean, very little attention is required

until the Beans are ripe.

If the autumn is dry it is an easy matter to

harvest them ; but if wet it takes a long time

to get them dry enough to store. They are

frequently strung on wires between trees, or hung
in an open shed to dry. Two clumps are tied

together and are slung across the wire by a wisp

of straw, and when fit are placed in an open shed,

close up to the roof, until required for use. Before

being used it is necessary in damp weather to

place them close to a fire or boiler so as to make

be gathered when nearly ripe and carefully

stored.

Dried Haricots or Haricots Sees.—These are

the dried seeds of any of the kinds mentioned
below, grown as described and preserved in winter

and spring. The Beans that are so often grown
here, viz.. Scarlet Runners, are not favoured very
much by the French. The tall varieties grown
are numerous, but one of the best is Haricot

de Soissons blanc k rames. This is the one
frequently sold in shops here. Of course, others

are used also, but the Soissons is considered to

possess a better flavour. Haricot St. Fiacre and
the varieties of Haricot Coco are also well worth
growing. Among the dwarf kinds, I think two
of the very best are the Golden French Bean
and Green Gem, both of very fine quality used

either green or as flageolet or dried. They give a

very heavy crop of seeds of good quality. The
best French kind is Flageolet Chevrirr

de Soissons nain (white-seeded).

The kinds known as " stringless
"

here are also worth growing, and give

very heavy crops. Varieties such as

Sutton's Masterpiece, Sugar Beans and

Vilmorin's Haricot de Prague are all

good. The Butter Beans can also be

grown in the same way. The tall

Mont d'Or Waxpod and the Dwarf
Golden Waxpod are both very

good. L. L

HARICOT BEANS
VEGETABLE WASTE

By Edwin Beckett, V.M.H

HARICOTS are among the

many foods that have so

rapidly advanced in price

owing to the shortage of

Potatoes, and now that we
are turged to grow all vegetables

having a high food value, it should

be advisable to grow Haricots more
largely. At anything like present

prices they should be a paying crop,

especially as very little labour is

required after earthing-up. There
seems no reason why they should not

succeed all over the South of England
at least, except where the soil is too

wet ; and most seasons would give

good returns. The Dwarf Beans
and also the climbing kinds are

largely grown by almost all cot-

tagers in France, and at the end of September
and in October one can see the dried Beans hanging
up in all sorts of places. The taller kinds are
grown in much the same way as they are grown
here, viz., by taking out a shallow trench and
sowing early in May, according to the district,

In the region about Paris it is not safe to sow
before that date, or later in some seasons. For
field culture the dwarf kinds are largely grown,
and give good results.

The method of culture followed by most people
in the districts of Normandy is, briefly, as follows :

The ground is ploughed deeply in early

spring and well worked with harrows when
possible. When the soil is broken and in good,
condition, it is made up in early May into ridges
about three-quarters of a yard apart. On a fine

day about the third week the seed is sown on the
sunny side of the ridges by a man making a small

If^Mi^
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STAKING RUNNER BEANS AT ALDENHAM.

the seeds readily come out from the pod when
beaten in a sack. When screened they are fit

for use. Screening is usually reserved for wet
days.

With us the name " Haricot " is only applied to

the dried seed, but the French call all sorts of

Runner and Dwarf Beans " Haricots." Haricots

verts are the pods as we usually eat them in

summer when they are green. Haricots mange-
tout are those that we know as "stringless."

Haricots flageolet are the seeds gathered before

they are ripe and when about three-parts grown,

usually of the varieties " non-stringless." These

are very much in demand, and are sometimes

served with the green Bearis and sometimes as

a separate dish with melted butter or Parsley

sauce. These can be had in this form from May
(where forced) to September, and they may be

preserved for winter use in boxes. They must

OW that the country is facing

a critical period of food sup-

plies and great endeavours

-ire being made to conserve

our stocks while increasing

production, it would perhaps be valu-

able to consider ways and means of

greater saving eilorts. I recall a para-

graph in Mr. Eustace Miles' book,
" What Foods Feed Us," published in

1905, in which the following words
appeared : " There is a terrible waste
going on in England. We need a

war to make us realise in how many
ways we are recklessly wasting foods."

These words have proved grimly pro-

phetic of the present days.

How much good food, for in-

stance, is wasted from Potatoes in

the peeling process, and, in addition, what

valuable chemical salts are removed—salts which

form just under the Potato skin and which are

so fiije in helping to destroy the deadly uric

acid in the human frame, which is the base of

various bodily ills. In the case of Turnips,

Carrots, Onions and Parsnips, the peeling destroys

so much food, and this waste occurs in nearly all

households, be they large or small. Again, in

preparing the Beetroot for table, so many remove
far too large a part of the crown, and this part, to

my mind, is the most delectable portion of the

Beetroot. Again, the outside leaves of Cabbages

are so often thrown on the waste heap, yet most

of these, when properly cleansed, should form a

very useful ingredient for soups. The outside

leaves of Lettuce and Endive can be used as

palatable vegetable food, also the leaves of

Beet, Turnips and Carrots, which can either form
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roust it uoiit parts of salads or appear at table as

looked vegetables. The outside stems of Celery

arc another valuable food so often discarded as

waste, yet for soups or as a boiled vegetable what

( ould be more delicious ?

In the hedgerows and fields appear other useful

foodstuffs—Hops, Nettles, Sorrel and Dandelion.

The latter is invaluable in salads, while Nettles

can be cooked like Spinach, to which they bear

a close resemblance in flavour. Sorrel, when used

half and half with Spinach, cooked separately,

is a favourite dish with the Belgians, and is most

ippetising. Hops, when young, are a fine sub-

siituto for Asparagus. Two other refuse vegetables

occur to me—Pea pods and Broad

Bean shells. The former cooked

and rubbed through a sieve make
an excellent soup ; while we may
recall an article which appeared in

The Garden a short while since

which detailed a means of utilising

the otherwise waste portion of the

Broad Bean

Beginners often make the mistake of sowing in

close drills across the garden bed, wliile others

sow thickly iu trenches ; but, as a matter of fact.

Peas should be so cultivated that the light and

air can reach every part of the growing plant.

An amateur acting on the advice to sow in a

rich soil would proceed to enrich it by the addition

of fresh stable manure. Now this is not only

unnecessary, but wasteful, because such fertiliser

contains a good deal of nitrogen, and to supply

this element unless the soil is particularly poor

will result either (i) in the Pea crop making use

of it to the neglect of that existing in the air,

or (2) in the free nitrogen being utii..',ed while

MANURING PEAS

ONE is often told that

, the Pea likes a rich

soil containing plenty

of organic matter.

This advice is quit'

sound so far as it goes. As witli

many other vegetables, however,

so with Peas and Beans, sweeping

statements are made that do not

pay sufficient regard to detail.

A rich soil for Peas means one

that has been brought into that

condition by previous cultivation,

cropping and judicious manuring.

It is true that the Pea will suc-

ceed better in a light, calcareous

loam than on a clay soil. At the

same time, there are certain

essential elements of plant food

that are not present in inexhaus-

tible quantities in any soil. Obvi-

ously, then, all crops remove plant

food that must be replaced by the

addition of manure before the

following one can be expected to

succeed.

Peas require plenty of lime, and

tlie main point to be observed in

manuring the crop is to supply lime

—if there is not already a good

ijuantity of it present in the soil

—and phosphates. Like other

leguminous crops, the Pea can, if

properly manured in other respects,

secure most of its nitrogen from the air. But

lime and phosphates must be present in such

luantities as to meet the needs of the soil for that

particular crop, otherwise it cannot even make
use of the free nitrogen of the air, which is a

further proof of the fact that for a crop to derive full

benefit without wastage, the manurial constitu-

ents of the soil must be properly balanced.

Four-fifths of the air is composed of nitrogen,

and leguminous crops are able to obtain nearly

all they need from this soiurce, providing they have

sufficient phosphates and lime. That full advantage

may be taken of this, neither Peas nor any other

legumuious crop should be sown too thickly.

leguminous crops ; but farmers, on the other

hand, make them a regular part in the rotation.

Peas may well follow and precede a crop which
requires its nitrogen to be fixed for it in the soil,

because (i) Peas do not require large quantities

of nitrogen in the soil, and (2) they leave behind
a good supply of it for the succeeding crop.

The nitrogen is "fixed" by beneficial bacteria

living and acting on decaying vegetable matter
in the soil—which is one of the chief reasons

for supplying organic matter—and not leaving

out of account the need of the Pea for coolness

and moisture. Nitrogen is rendered finally avail-

able by bacteria living in little nodules on the

roots of the plant. Whether bac-

teria exists or not can be ascer-

/ tained by the presence or absence of

these nodules. If absent they must,

be added. L. M. Marshall.

THE GROWING OF
VEGETABLES

Bv Mrs. C. W. Earle

I

.V WtLL GROWN' CLUSTER OF SEN.VIOR VEX

that added with the manure is wasted, for be it

remembered that soluble nitrogen, if not at once

taken up by the growing crop, is soon carried away
with drainage water.

In respect of nitrogen, the Pea crop adds 'con-

siderably to the fertility of the soil, as more is

" fi.xed " than is used. This ingredient is the

most expensive one to purchase ; therefore it is

highly advisable to make the greatest possible

use of the available air source. The Pea and Bean

crop should be so arranged from year to year

that it may be grown on every part of the garden.

Gardeners do not take sufficient advantage of

the benefits to soil offered by the cultivation of

T is with sorrow and apologies

that I have to say I have

received over thirty letters

asking for cuttings of Arti-

chokes. The week I wrote they

were sprouting well, and we had
12° or 13° of frost which killed

them all. How far the plants will

recover I do not know. I am
returning money and stamps, and
trust everyone will understand that

the failure to keep my offer is not

my fault.

One or two experiments of mine

with Potatoes, though not quite

seasonable, may be useful. It is

better not to fork the early Pota-

toes, but to scrape away the earth

either in a frame or out of doors,

pick the larger Potatoes, and
qui«kly cover up the small ones to

grow on. Another very useful plan

when taldng up the maincrop

Potatoes is to wipe the smaller

ones and have ready old tins,

biscuit boxes, &c., put the Potatoes

in them, bury the tins deep enough

to have a foot of earth on the top

of them, and a stick to mark
the place. (One tin of ours was

left till the middle of March, and

the Potatoes were excellent.)

They come in as a surprise

dish at Christmas, and are so

good that I always regret there

are not more of them. The difficulty is the

number of tins one can collect. It is not necessary

for them to be air-tight ; the earth keeps away

the air.

The scarcity of winter greens this unfavourable

spring makes me think much nourishment might

be got out of the stalks of Cabbages, Brussels

Sprouts, &c., that are now everywhere thrown

on the rubbish heap. If cut up and boiled down
without soda or salt they would make an excellent

soup for chilchen's supper. No water in which

vegetables have been boiled should ever be thrown

away. English people do not like soups or stews,

but now they have got to try to like them. The
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poor in France and Belgium have lived on them
from all time. Towards the end of the last century

—say, 1870—there was a scare about the popular

and wholesome herb called Watercress being often

grown in ditches and streams contaminated by
sewage, and the children were forbidden their

Watercress at tea-time. Shakespeare says " we
may pick a thousand salads, ere we light on such

another Herb " ; but in Shakespeare's day all

the refuse of houses lay at the front doors and
never reached the streams and ditches. In

r878 Shirley Hibberd brought out a charming little

book called " Home Culture of the Watercress"

{E. W. Allen, ii, Ave Maria Lane, E.C.). This

book would teach anyone who could find time

—

and it would take but little time—how to grow
Watercress in a back yard in pans, troughs, or beds

and forcing frames, and enable anyone who had
the taste to supply the household in all seasons

with Watercress of the finest quality at a merely

STREAMSIDE GARDENING AT MOUNTON
By H. Avray Tipping, M.A.

HOUSE

T
HERE is something very sympathetic

about a wood. There is not only the

beauty of" its trees and herbs, but also

the charm of seclusion, of aloofness from

man and his artifices, and of nearness

to Nature and her works. To pass straight away
from the terrace and lawns into a bit of woodland
is to absorb the fulness of gardening satisfaction,

and should be made good use of where the juxta-

position exists, or be created wherever circumstances

allow. If the wood is not only there, but is rich

in features—possesses, for instance, rock and stream

—then the elements of a complete garden of pleasure

are surely there. It was the wooded hanger.

TIARELLA AND SAXIFRAGE HANGING OVER THE WATERCRESS BED AT MOUNTON HOUSE

nominal cost of money or labour. It would be

a charming task for any rather delicate woman or

girl unable to do harder work. It is equally

desirable for the crowded suburb or far away on

dry hills in the country where no Watercress

can be bought.

One other unusual thing I must bring in now,

because it is the time of year to sow it, is the

improved Alpine Strawberry so very much culti-

vated and eaten in France, and appreciated by
children as the fruits are so easy to pick. That

called the Red Alpine is, I believe, one of the

best, and the seed must be obtained from a first-

class nurseryman. It is best sown every two or

three years, as plants grown from runners deterio-

rate. When well grown they produce fruits from

June to September, and are an excellent addition

to Strawberry Jam. In France they cultivate

a kind called Bush Alpines, which make no runners.

All kinds mtist be kept weeded and watered.

with its limestone cliff and upcrop, and the babbling

brook dancing gaily at its base, that decided the

site of Moimton House, which did not come into

being until some years after the wild and water

garden had been developed. The stream originally

divided the steep wooded ascent from a strip of

flat meadow, and some planting was begun about

its banks. But while it was apt to shrink to a

mere rill in dry weather, so that water plants

wilted by its side, in rainy seasons it became
a rushing torrent overtopping its banks. I re-

member a flood coming down soon after I had been

setting batches of such plants as Primulas and
.Vstilbes down to the edge of the water at its normal

level. When the flood subsided few of the plants

were to be found where set, but a search two or

three feet up among the bushes disclosed a goodly

number hanging from the twigs by their roots

like Absolom by his hair. Well established plants

flourisli by the edge of the water, but a different

and more defensive home was clearly needed for

lesser subjects calling for cultivation and replant-

ing. So a subsidiary stream bed was constructed

in the meadow ground, with bay and bluff,

hill and dale in miniature, imitating a little bit of

natural tumbled ground through which a rivulet

might meander. The water was let in through

the real stream bank by a pipe, of which the

capacity fixed the maximum of supply and which,

moreover, can be plugged, so that the flow is com-
pletely stopped when that is an aid to gardening

operations. Nothing succeeds better here than

Primula rosea, which sows itself freely among the

rock chinks, and even on their face where it is

mossy. The brilliant coral red buds
jewel the ground before March is out,

and then the stems grow up and the

pink blooms expand for an April

show. Earlier than this Himalayan
Primrose are the Snowdrop and the

Spring Snowflake, the Winter Aco-

nite and the Hellebores. Of the

latter, the Cbrsican variety, with its

finely formed and displayed foliage

and heads of large yellow green

flowers, is very handsome rising

behind and partly falling over rocks.

The ' Christmas Rose does poorly

here, but its Lenten relative—Helle-

borus orientalis and its hybrids

—

flourishes excellently and gives whole
rifts of early spring bloom ranging in

tone from almost pure white to deep
pmrple red. These are subjects for

the banks where the woodland begins,

but near the waterside Omphalodes
verna creeps along and, mingling

with Primula rosea, gives touches of

bright blue among the pink, and
this coloruring is intensified by the

upcrop of masses of Grape Hyacinth,

while the nodding buds of .the Floren-

tine Tulip (Tulipa sylvestris) rise

through all to expand into yellow

bloom. Meanwhile, Funkias and
Rodgersias show signs of life and
of their later overshadowing of

the lesser growths, such as Clintonias

and Saxifrages of the London Pride

section, which luxuriate in the damp soil about
then- feet. May-time, when the photographs
now reproduced were taken, finds a fulness

of flower. On the steep, stony banks of a

little sunken run of clear water, where Water-
cress has established itself, the slaty blue heads
of Camassia Cusickii rise from among sheets of

Tiarella cordifolia and Mossy Saxifrages, as the

illustration shows. A path made of the flattest

of the local stones winds about, now high above,

now on a level with, and now stepping across the

artificial stream whose denizens we have been
describing. But the natinral brook, despite its

uncertain temper, has its edges embraced by
strong-rooting subjects. Early, Caltha polypetala

and, later, hybrid Mimuluses stretch themselves

from the edge well into the water. Still more
invasive of this element, however furiously it may
at times rage, is Saxifraga peltata. Its big, fleshy,

creeping rootstocks, like the paw of an animal.
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move steadily onward, sending out laterals which

push over and under each other, and mat together

to form ever-growing blocks that may rise from the

water as islets of sufficient solidity to step on to.

I'rom them in early May spring tall stems, which, on
reaching a height of two or three feet, hurst rocket-

like into the heads of pink bloom well seen in the

illustration. Before they fade the leaves begin to

push up, forming in full summer-time great green

bowls up to 18 inches across and turning to rich

colour before the gales and frosts of late autumn
batter and brown them. Further from the water

and in partial shade. Dog's-tooth Violets, European
and American, Canadian Wood Lily and Blood-

root are followed by Campanulas and Columbines,

Phlcxes and Heleniums. Behind, again, come
bushes. Savins and Pernettyas for evergreen

;

Viburnums, Deutzias and Spirsas for bloom.

For years the best shrub display has been afforded

by a group of Fuchsia globosa standing among
rocks high above the water, but reflected in it

where it expands into a still pool, and reaching

a height of ten or twelve feet. But this winter

has been too much for it. It is certainly cut to

the ground and, being well on in years, may not

have energy and courage to begin 'life again from

the ground-level, .\mong other well-represented

herbaceous families are the Meadowsweets, the

lordly gigantea, the purple Davidii, the pink

palmata and venusta, the white .-Vruncus and

Filipendula. The Anemones give a long season,

beginning with Hepatica, blanda, apennina and
the pale blue varieties of nemorosa, passing on to

sylvestris and rivularis, and ending with white

and pink varieties of japonica. The Iris family

is represented by various forms of sibirica, and

there are Globe-flowers, Meadow Rues and
Primulas galore. To mention more would be

to turn this article into a catalogue ; but a word
must be said of the Crane's-bills. The rich blue

Geranium grandiflorum and the lovely veined

pink Lancastrian variety of sanguineum are largely

grown. But there is als:) a much less well known
member of the family. The catalogues I consult

and the gardens I visit habitually ignore it. It

came to me years ago from the NewTv Nursery

under the name of atlanticura. It is tuberous

rooted, and its peculiarity is to throw up foliage

in autumn which, like that of Cyclamen europaeum,

persists till the following summer. Its well dis-

played, deeply cut, rich green leaves are a joy

through the winter, and have withstood even the

frosts and blasts of this pernicious season. In

spring the flowering stems push up, reach the height

of 18 inches, and branch into the heads of large

purplish pink blooms which the photographer

caught at their best moment last May, As
" wildness " is the keynote of the water garden,

and implies no" further disturbance of the mossy
surface of the .soil than a removal of coarse weeds

and curtailment of over-vigorous plants, this

Geranium has to struggle /or existence, but does it

successfully, and therefore appears to me an

excellent subject for the semi-natm-alisation

which, where rightly ordered and successfully

attained, is one of the most sympathetic forms of

modern gardening.

THE ALLOTMENT WEEK
BY WEEK

Bv .•^. Cecil B.\rtli;tt,

IN
view of the late unseasonable weather,

which delayed seed sowing, the allotment

holder would be well advised to purchase

a few seedling vegetables so as to ensure

earlier crops than will be available from his

own raising. Many trade growers offer seedling

plants of Cabbage, early Cauliflower, Brussels

Sprouts and Borecole at reasonable prices, so that

the purchase of, say, fifty plants of each need not

entail any great expense, and it would be money
well spent. Such seedling vegetables have been,

for the most part, raised from seeds sown early

in the year in warm glasshouses, and if they are

bought from reputable firms they are sine to have
been properly hardened before delivery, so that

they may be safely planted out as soon after

receipt as circumstances and the weather permit.

The fortunate workers who made up a frame on
the lines advised in this column will, of course,
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A LIST OF HARDY FRUITS

THE publication of selected lists of hardy

fruits is always a hazardous business,

and may be expected to produce a

flow of criticism from those who find

their favourite varieties overlooked or

underrated. The Royal Horticultural Society has

not, however, been deterred from maldng such

an attempt, and the work before us contains

much matter of interest. We read that the object

is to simplify the rather overcrowded nurserymen's

catalogues, and, in the words of the introduction,

" The following list is an attempt in the direction

of reducing this number to choose

from." This work hasbeen undertaken

partly by the fruit committee, who
produce a list of selected varieties cover-

ing seven pages ; and the remaining

173 pages are filled with the replies to

a series of questions addressed to

gardeners in various parts of the

country. This second section, we gather,

the fruit committee are not responsible

for. For the latter purpose groups of

counties have been made, presumably

on a climatic basis ; but the reason is

sometimes difficult to trace, as, for

example, why Gloucester should be

placed with Middlesex rather than with

the neighbouring Western Counties, to

which for many reasons it would more
naturally be allied. The simpler divi-

sions of Southern, Western, Midland,

&c., would have been quite near enough

for the purpose, as it can only be a

very rough classification, as every

gardener knows that certain varieties
f;

will do well in one part of the country

and fail totally in another. Another

objection to this method of counting

votes is that there can be few gardens

in which any large number of varieties

have been tested. Gardeners can say

that of the varieties they have tried so-

and-so is the best ; but to proceed

from that and say so-and-so is the best

for their county or district is a step

that logic would not countenance. The
introduction wisely counsels " a little

consideration before their recommenda-
tions are adopted," and we think that,

far from helping the ignorant amateur,

the 173 pages of this book will but

confuse him, and he would be wise

to confine himself to the fruit commit-

tee's list, as it is in a very large degree a

summary of the whole. As an example

of the perplexity which would attend the enquiring
" amateur," we turn to the lists for Wilts, Devon,
Cornwall, &c. Here Ecklinville heads the list

of early cooking Apples for standards, bushes,

espaliers and <cordons. A little lower down we
read of it as a variety which " does not do well

in places." We then turn back to the second

on the recommended list. Early Victoria, only to

find that this is likewise ficlde in certain localities.

The same applies to Lord Grosvenor, another

recommended variety. Thus by a process of

cancelling out we will be left only with the Rev.

W. Wilks as a sure thing. But the introduction

cautions us that this Apple has not yet been
fully tested ! The last state of that amateur . . . !

The conclusion that the expert will come to is

that any survey which omits such important
factors as rainfall and geological formations must
be but a very rough guide, and even with this

knowledge at hand we laiow as yet too little as

to the relations of soil, climate and varieties.

The work has been, on the whole, carefully

edited, but there seems doubt in some cases as

to whether a French name should be anglicised

or not. For instance. Count Althann's Gage may
be accepted as a translation ; but, if so, why not

Count Lamy ? " Bergamotte Esp^ren " will give

a Frenchman (and some Englishmen) a cold shiver
;

but Bergamot Esperen would be accepted b'y

both as a translation. Synonyms are given but

once, it being unnecessary, as stated in the preface,

cultural Society will be taken as an authority.

The amateur will not be greatly aided in his

search for simplification unless he confines himself

to the fruit committee's list which prefaces the

volume, and this might perhaps be published

separately at a cheap price in the interests both
of the beginner and paper economy.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE

NARCISSUS SANTA MARIA.

" to continually repeat " tliem. Again, the

shortening of names oh the American plan, such as

" Ribston" and "Allington," is probably a matter

of taste or convenience, but it should be accepted

or consistently rejected. Of misspellings there

are but few, but Gascoyne's Seedling has a super-

fluous " g " added throughout. Beurre de Naghin

appears as " Naghan." The printer has been

careful with his accents, but Napoleon has been

deprived throughout of his necessary " aigu,"

and in President Barabe a " grave " has been

wrongly placed. " Stones Apple " without its

apostrophe gives a lapidary suggestion that the

fruit does not warrant. These are, of course,

small matters, but not therefore negligible, as any

work bearing the imprint of the Royal Horti-

THREE OLD-WORLD NARCISSL
Old garden flowers possess a charm entirely their

own apart from their interest, which is often

hidden in past history. From .the

Cornish nurseries of Messrs. Barr
and Sons come the flowers of three

delightful old Narcissi. The first of

them is

Narcissus Santa Maria.—This is a
beautiful hylirid Daffodil found by the

late Mr. Peter Barr in North- Western
Spain in 1887, and so named by him.

Unli.ke some wild Daffodils, Santa
Maria has showrT itself amenable to

cultivation, which is fortunate, as it

has disappeared' from its original

habitat, where the ground is now
under cultivation. Santa . Maria is

one of the deepest golden trumpet

Daffodils in colour, is early, and pro-

duces a charming effect when natu-

ralised in grass. The flowers are

very elegant in outline, the perianth

having a graceful twist. The second

variety is

Narcissus Capax plenus (Queen

Anne's Double Daffodil), which

appears to have been grown in gardens

for more than two centuries. Parkin-

son figured it in his " Paradistis

"

in 1629 under the name of Pseudo-

Narcissus gallicus minor fl. pi., and

referred to it as a "lesser French

kinde." Herbert, in his " Amaryl-

lidaceae," calls it " Ajax Eystettensis."

It has long been known in gardens

as Queen Anne's Double Daffodil

(not to be confused with Queen
Anne's Double Jonquil). The plant

grows 7 inches high. and the

flowers, wlrich are of a soft lemon
colom-, consist of six rows of petals

symmetrically arranged over each

nther in the form of a star. This

little Daffodil is best planted in

sheltered nooks on rockwork where

it can remain undisturbed for years.

The third \ariety is the graceful and deliciously

fragrant

Narcissus Tenuior, a very old garden variety

which was first figured in the Botanical

Magazine in 1794 from specimens grown in

the garden of Mr. John Maddock of Walworth,

who obtained bulbs under the name of " Narcis-

sus ilore sulphureus juncifolius" from Holland,

where it appears to have been grown for a long

period. \t grows 9 inches high, has a light,

gracMul habit with Rush-like foliage, and

bears several blooms on a stem, opening a

delicate pale yellow and turning a paler tint

with age. It has a resemblance to Narcis-

sus gracilis, but blooms earlier and is of

dwarfer growth. .
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Brussels Sprouts.~The plants raised under
t;lass wjll niiw be ready for puttiiig out into their
permaiiout quarters. No green vegetable will

produce as much food in the winter during the
most severe weather and over so long a period
as Brussels Sprouts. They are ready for use in

October, and continue until the end of ,\pril if

properly grown. Deeply trenched soil of any
kind should be heavily manured to induce vigorous
growth. If stems 3 feet to 4 feet high arc obtained,
there will be a huge crop of Sprouts. Where the
plants are put out late and the cultural conditions
are faulty, Brussels Sprouts may conre into ill-

repute, because the crop will be poor. Lift the
pLiiits carefully with a trowel, retaining a good
ball of earth about the roots, which prevents a
check to growth. Allow si feet from plant to
plant in the rows, which should he 3 feet av^art.

Herbs.—No time should be lost in making
new plantations of herbs. Where such kinds as
Sage, for example, have got into a decrepit state,

slips t.aken from the old plants quii kly strike and
produce fresh roots if dibbled firmly in the ground
a foot apart. Thyme, Balm, Chamomile. Tarr.igon,
Chives, Rosemary, Pot Marjoram and Mint should
all be treated in a similar manner. Seeds of
Sweet Basil, Borage, Chervil, Fennel and Sweet
Marjoram should be sown at once, the first and
last in gentle heat, hardening oiT the plants before
putting them in their final quarters.

Parsley.—The plants raised from seed in heat
should now be planted 6 inches apart in rows
a foot wide, on a sheltered spot if ptjssible. Keep
the soil about them thoroughly stirred until they
are well on the way, as slugs are at times trouble-
some. The stirring of the soil is the best preventive
of slugs.

Endive.—Make a sowing of Green Curled and
Batavian varieties in drills 15 inches apart, thin-
ning the plants to a foot when they are large
enough to handle. The surplus plants vvilljmake

other rows if they are dibbled in during showery
weatlier. Make other small sowings fortnightly.

Onions.—Fill up gaps in the autumn-sown
bed anil stir the surface soil about the plants,

first giving a sprinkling of soot, which will aia
latent growth. When an opportunity exists,

sow more seed of the ordinary spring-growing
sorts, as all are sure to be required in the autumn.

Leeks.—If not already done, sow, in the open,
seed of some good hardy variety, like Musselbiu-gh,
for planting in the ordinary manner in the open
for late winter and early spring use.

Fruit Under Glass.

Figs.—Early F'igs on back walls of vineries,

or under the roof as a main crop, are swelling
freely. Give a plentiful supply of water to the roots
as required, especially w here the borders are limited
in their soLl sp.ace

;
piiu h out the point of stron.q

shoots at the third or fourth joint, and remi>\'
any surplus sho<jts that are likely to overcrnwii
the remaining shoots. Very often the wood mi

Fig trees is too crowded, and now is the time tn

a\'oid this.

Strawberries in Pots, the fruits of which are
approa< hing the ripening stage, should be freeh'
supplied with liquid manure to swell up the fruits

to a maximum size. Later plants on which the
fruits are nicely set should have all the surplus
berries taken oifif at once. From eight to twehe
fruits of full size are sufficient for one plant to
carry well. Special care in watering Strawberries
should be exercised where the plants are near
\^ines or other permanent fruits, because dryness
at the roots predisposes attacks of red spider,
which arc injurious to the permanent fruit crops
in the house.

The Flower Garden.

Roses should be pruned without delay. When-
late summer and autumn blooms are specially
required, cut Hybrid Tea varieties hard bad,,
say, to within 4 inches or 6 inches of the base,
to induce vigorous shoots to push, from which
the best blooms are obtained quite late in the
season. Standards of any section should be cut
back to within two eyes of the base. Dwarf
Hybrid Perpetual varieties should be treated in

a similar manner. Fork over
the beds, adding manure
freely. E. Molyneu.x.
Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.

Swantnore, Hants.

QUEEN ANNE's DOUBLE DAFFODIL.

FOR NORTHERN
GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—Plant out
successional lots, and as these
will have been raised in

frames, care should be taken
to lift them with soil at-

tached.

Potatoes.—Finish planting
maincrop varieties, also see
that early sorts which are
through the ground receive
protection from late frosts.

Feathery Spruce branches laid

lightly down the rows afford
the necessary cover and are
easily handled. Where they
are growing in frames, the
sashes should be pulled off

entirely during fine weather,
and so keep the haulm as
sturdy as possible.

Beetroots.—A sowing of

the Turnip- rooted variety
may now be risked. Sutton's
Globe is a favourite here,
being far in advance of the
ordinary Egyptian type.
Sow in drills 15 inches apart
on ground which was well
manured for the previous
season's crop, as when sown
on recently manured ground
the roots are inclined to be
coarse and overgrown, with
the result that many . of

them are worthless.

NARCISSUS TENUIOR.
An old fragrant Jonquil.

Endive.—Sow a pinch of seed for an early

supply, and afterwards prick out on a warm border.

Lettuce.—Plants raised in boxes and duly
hardened off may now be transferred to the outside
border. These will come in nicely when the
supply in frames is exhausted.

Radishes.—Regular sowings may now be made
in the open border. Sow fortnightly, so that

tender little roots may be ensured.

Onions.—No time should be lost in finishing

the planting of Onions that have been raised in

boxes or on hotbeds, as it is essential for them to
have a good start before the Onion fly becomes
troublesome. The middle of April is the best

time for planting, but in late districts the con-

ditions are not always favourable at that time.

See that the ground is in good condition, and plant

in rows a foot apart and allow 9 inches between
the plants. Before raking the ground give a

good sprinkling of wood- ash and work it in, as

we find this most beneficial to the crop.

Tomatoes.—Plants for the main crop will

now be ready for transferring to their fruiting

quarters. If planting in borders is favoured,
a renewal of the soil is advisable, as the Tomato
is most exacting in its demands for certain chemicals,

more particularly potash ; so the old soil should
be excavated to a depth of 15 inches and replaced
with virgin loam which has been stacked for a

period. This, mixed with some gritty material,

makes an excellent compost. Refrain from using
farmyard manure in the meantime, as this causes
excessive luxuriance and is against fruitfulness.

Rather wait until several trusses are well set and
swelling, then give a mulching that may be watered
in. If pots or boxes are used, do not fill with soil

to the top, but leave a margin for top-dressing
later on.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Attend to the dis-

budding and thinning of these when necessary,

also fertilise the later lot that are in pots.

Ventilate freely during fine weather.

Vines in late houses will now require attention
in the way of tying down the laterals and thinning
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out superfluous shoots. Pinch the growth a
couple of joints beyond the bunch. Bunches on
Vines in the earlier houses will be thinned when
ready. Always keep this work well in hand.

The Pleasure Grounds.

The Bog Garden. — Bog plants are begin-
ning to send up young growth, so that one may
now see where any necessary thinning out may be
done, as there is always a danger of the stronger-
growing Reeds ousting some of the more fragile

water plants. Ranunculus Lingua and Villarsia
"lymphoides must also be kept within bounds.
Water Lilies may now be divided and transplanted
in shallow baskets- if further planting is desired.
Several new groups of Astilbe Ceres were planted
here on the margin of the bog last spring and have
proved a valuable asset to the Spirjea family.
Astilbe New Rose was also greatly admired ; it-

is of much dwarfer habit than A. Ceres. Cyperus
longus is also a handsome aquatic and may be
planted now, James McGran.

The Gardens, Coodham, Kihnarnoch.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
CHRYSANTHEMUM SPECIALISTS {Wilhypool). ~Oi\\i^T

Chrysanthemum specialists besides those mpntioned by
you are Messrs. H. J. Jones, Liinited. Hither Green Nursery,
Lewishani. S.E.13 ; and Jlr. Norman Davis, The Nursery,
Framfleld, Sussex.

PELARGONIUMS TO NAME (C»no!/s).—The blooms
were somewhat damaged, but, as far as we can judge, the
names are as follow; 1. Frogmore ; li, AMiite Abbey;
3, Mrs. Lawson. The following make a good selection :

Firefly, scarlet ; Sir T. Hanbury, crimson ; Carmania,
salmon red ; Madresfleld, magenta ; Mr. J. A. Bell,
shrimp pink ; Louis Chauvin, salmon ; Queen of Italy,
china pink ; Mrs. Lawson, rose pink ; Lady Warwick,
picotee edge ; Golden Lion, soft orange ; Maxim Kovalev-
sky, orange scarlet ; Lady Eoscoe. delicate pink ; Snow-
storm, white ; and Countess of Radnor, cerise.

P;E0NY-FL0WERED dahlias {K. C.)- south Pole
and Queen \Vilhelmina are among the finer whito-flowcrcd
sorts, and Colonel Cody (orange yellow) and Kuig Leopold
(creamy yellow) two of the more distinct yellows. As you
desire variety, it would be well to embrace the set of four
named. Practical ways of trapping the Daffodil fly are
not numerous, and, apart from that of netting, the only
course open apparently is that of making the plants and
soil distasteful to the pest. This may be done by saturating
sawdust with paraffin, or by mixing it with a little soil

fumigant, and strewing it among the plants. Syrmging
with Quassia extract with plenty of soft soap added might
also be of some avail in the sanie direction. In either case
they should be taken in hand experimentally, as nothing
is known concerning their efficacy or their effect on the
plants. That first named is certainly a deterrent in the
case of a fly attacking certain tap-rooted vegetables

;

hence the suggestion that it might be worthy of a trial in
respect to the Daffodil.

HARDY HERBACEOUS BORDER (T/«/assa).—We
are not acquainted with any book on this subject giving
plans likely to suit your particular requirements. So
far as we know, no such hook exists, and only by an
elaborate series of plans could such a scheme be portrayed.
If the border is of any extent, we think your better plan
would be to entrust its arrangement to someone liaving a
special knowledge of the subject It would be quite safe
to paint the outsides of the boxes, while the insides may
be smeared with paraffin and then fired. First well
smear the interiors either -nith an ordinary brusli or by
semi-saturation of the wood, and having set them alight
with paper or shavings, turn the bo es upside down. Tliis

would have the effect of charring the wood. If tlie latter

is thin or apertures for drainage are numerous, a damp
sack should be at hand to smother out the fire. Wood
first dipped in creosote would also resist damp and fungus,
but should be done some time in advance of the boxes
being required. The outside painting, in any case, should
be done last. For the purpose named, however, we should
employ plain wooden boxes without paint or any other
preparation. If made of board three-eighths of an inch
thick, with slightly stouter end pieces, they would with
care last two or three seasons.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
EFFECTS OF THE ARCTIC WINTER U- ff- i?).—Erica

codonodes can be increased by cuttings of short shoots
taken in July or August and inserted flnnly in sandy peat
imder a bell-glass in a close frame. Trees and shrubs
injured by frost should be cut back at once to the point
where the wood is alive.

EDIBLE BAMBOO (M. M. W. C.).—Shoots of the Giant
Bamboo (Dendrocalamus) are sometimes eaten abroad,
but^notliing is known of the edible properties of Bambusa

M6take and other hardy species. It is likely, however,
that the culms could be used, when very "young, like

Asparagus.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
MUSHROOMS IN OUTHOUSES {E. A. Ilnnison).—

ft is a bad tinir of the year to start Muslu:oom growing
under cover. Mushrooms do not succeed well when grown
imder cover in i^ummer, the weather usually being too
hot and the air too dry for them. But if you have any
meadow or suitable turf land in which you would like to
grow Mushrooms, now is the time to plant the spawn.
It would not be possible in the space allocated to an
answer to a question to give full particulars of how to
grow Mushrooms in sheds successfully, but possibly we
may be able to publish an article on the subject
before the best time arrives for making up beds, namely,
1 he first week in September. We may say that the requisites
to possess in the successful growth of Mushrooms are a
liberal supply of fresh manure from corn-fed horses,
and good spawn. Given these two products and a
knowledge of how to manipulate them, nothing is easier
than the growth of Mushrooms, and, when successfully
grown, they are perhaps the most remunerative
crop of the garden. We will not further anticipate the
information which no doubt will be forthcoming
in good time beyond saying that the manure should
consist of half-droppings and half of the short, littery
straw which usually is collected with the droppings.

MISCELLANEOUS.
VARIOUS QUESTIONS {F. A. if.). — Any "fish

guano " would serve the purpose. Apply to Messrs.
Kichardson of Skeldcrgate, York, as they are near
you. (2) Yes; rub off all but the two or three strongest
shoots of all Potatoes before planting. ^3) We have no
first-hand information with regard to this preparation,
which as you know is a propriet-ary article.

SIZES OF POTS {A. £.).— Pots are measured from the
inside just below the top. Thus a 4-inch pot' is one 4 inches
in diameter, inside measurement ; a 5-inch pot is 5 inches,
and so on. Thus, as worded by you, a pot is measured
by breadth and not length. The flower sent is a
white Crocus, evidently a garden variety, but the specimen
was much withered up.

DRYING PEAS (A'. B. il/.).—The variety Harrison's
Glory is largely grown in England for this purpose,
but any green field Pea may be treated in the same way.
The Marrowfat Peas are not suitable for drying, as they
are inclined to turn yellow and shrivel. lu Essex the
variety Harrison's Glory is stacked with the haulm and
afterwards threshed, the dried Peas being sold by the
grocers. To hasten the cooking of dried Peas they should
be steeped overnight in water to which a pinch of carbonate
of soda has been added. An article on vegetable drying
appeared in The Garden of September 2, 1016, page 433.

SOC I ET I ES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

'

The fortnightly meeting held at the Drill Hall, Bucking-
ham Gate, S.W., on April 24 was much the best of the year.
Flowering plants were in great variety and beauty, "par-
ticularly Narcissi and alpine plants. Koses, too, were in

evidence from three of the leading growers. Tuhps in
the cut state, Carnations and Orchids each added their
quota to a goodly gathering.

Flokal Committee.-

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), Messrs. W. J.

Bean, J. Green, G. Beuthe, G. Harrow, J. Heal, J. W.
Moorman. T. Stevenson, W, Howe, J. F. McLeod, J.

Dickson, C. Dixon, Sydney Slorris, Charles E. Pearson,
Clarence Elliott, H. J. Jones. H. Cowley, J. Hudson.
E. H. Jenkins. 11. Hooper Pearson, Jt. W. Wallace, E. F.
Hazeiton and W. A. Bilney.

Messrs. William Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N.,
contributed a nice lot of alpines in flower, including a
dozen or so of Saxifraga Faldonside in excellent condition.
Androsace carnea was very preity and bright, whili' such
as Narcissus triandnis albus, Saxifraga Stracheyi and
Primula roseii each gave bright patches of colour. Backed
by flowering shrubs, the group was most effective. Forced
flowering shrubs from the same source included good
examples of Lilacs Mme. Lemoine (double white), Michael
Buchuer (pale lilac) and Marie Legrayc (single white).
Azaleas and Dielytra spectabilis made a goodly display.
Boronia megastigma was higlily fragrant.

Messrs. H. B. &tay and Sons, Limited, contributed
Ferns in variety with a central group of Clematis in flower.

Of these, C. montana rubens was very charming. Xellie
Moser, Mrs. Quilter (white) and Lady Londesborough
were others of note.

Messrs. B. B. Cant and Sons, The Old Rose Gardens,
Colchester, showed a delightful lot of Roses, the half-
dozen stands at the back being most attractive. Of
these, Goldfinch (wlute and gold) was perhaps the most
charming, whether in bud or bloom. Silver Moon (large

single white). Golden Ophelia, Sallie (flesh wfiite), Joan
(cream, with orange base), Hon. Mrs. R. C. Grosvenor,
and Captain Cant (red) were among the more telling.

Several boxes of cut blooms were most effective.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C.. showed
groups of Hepaticas. Saxifraga Haagii, S. Petraschii.
the pretty Iris japonica, Tuliija Cluaiana in scarlet and
white, and other hardy flowers.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, displayed
excellent Carnations, the outstanding novelty being the
yellow-ground fancy Rosalind, a handsome flower of
fine petal texture. Destiny (cerise, very fine). Brilliant
(white-ground fancy with" crimson markings), Bishton
Wonder, Bcnora (white fancy) and Salmon "Enchantress
were all good.

Messrs. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford, Kent, contributed
a bright and telling lot of Zonal Pelargoniums, which
in the sunlight were most attractive. Some two dozen
vases were staged, the best being Firefly, Countess of
liadnor (cerise). Lady Warwick. Lady Roscoe (delicate
pink). Mrs. Jackson (magenta pink), Louis Chauvin
(salmon orange), Mrs. Ewing (light salmon) and Golden
Lion.

JMr. Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford, Berks, sent some glorious
stands of Roses, rich in colour and variety. Of out-
standing merit were Mrs. George Norwood (pink, fragrant),
Mrs. Dunlop Best (apricot and salmon). Climbing Hilling-
don (richly coloured), Joanna Bridge (apricot and cream)
and Princess Mary, the last a feast of crimson scarlet
and fragrance. Handsome vases of Rosa Willmottise
(pink) and R. Hugonis (soft yellow) were also on view.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, staged a considerable
variety of interesting alpines, as Primula Julise (very
good in colour), Androsace carnea. Rhododendron
intricatum. Daphne Blag yana, Sis>Tinchium grandiflorum
and Tecophyltea cyanocrocus. Primulas were very
charming.

Messrs. J. Chea! and Sons, Crawley, showed alpines •

and shrubs in varietj'.

^Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, had many beautiful
alpines, notably Androsace pyrenaica, A. ciliata (a richly
coloured form). Primula Julite, Saxifraga scardica obtusa,
Morisia hypogcea, Ranunculus bilobus (wliite), Saxifraga
Petrascliii and Pulmonaria azurea. Primula nivalis
was also nicely shown.
A series of Primula hybrids were shown by Mr. Clarence

Elliott, also pans of alpines suitable for table decoration.
Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot and Twyford,

brought baskets of alpines, as Saxifraga Cherrytrees,
S. Rocheliana, S. scardica obtusa. S. marginata and others.
Omphalodcs cappariocica was also good.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, showed good
vases of Roses Lady Roberts, Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Sunburst,
Richmond and Caroline Testout.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech, had many hardy flowers,
Primroses, Grape and Starch Hyacinths," Violas, Daphne
Blagayana, with many Mossy "and other Saxifragas, S.
Ferdinandi-Coburgliii being quite good.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, had good Carna-
tions in vases. White Wonder, Red Ensign, Triumph and
Eileen being noted.

Naeclssus Committee.

Present : E. A. Bowles, Esq. (chairman). Miss Ellen
Wiilmott, the Rev. J. Jacob, and Messrs. Herbert Smith,
George Monro, jun., F. Herbert Chapman, R. W. Wallace,
G. Reuthe, J. Duncan Pearson, W. F. M. Copeland and
F. Barchard.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, showed vases of
excellent Tulips, of which Harry Veitch. Mrs. Moon,
Velvet King, Europe. Clara Butt, Jlr. Farncombe Sanders,
and Rev. II. Ewbank were among the more important.
The collection of Narcissi from Messrs. Barr and Sons,

Covent Garden, was of superb excellence, the more
conspicuous being Ulysses (a big bicolor), Phineas
(yellow Jonquil hybrid), Basilia (Giant Leedsii), Myra
(Giant Leedsii), Lord French (a glorious yellow tnimpet),
Vivian Gosnell (white Ajax), Michael (a glorious yellow
trumpet—award of merit), Cleopatra (yellow Ajax), and
Titjnis (a fine bicolor). Queen of tlie North, J-ord
Kitchener, Whitewell and Sunrise were among other
notable things. A gold medal was deservedly awarded
this magnificent group.

Orchid Committee.

A beautiful group from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,
Tunbridge Wells, included Odontoglossum Mars (very
dark), O. Rex, O. Victory, O. Dreadnought. O. crispum
Xanthotes and O. eximillus. Several beautiful Odontiodas,
Miltonia Hyeana sandhurstiana and M. Bleuana albescens,
a fine pure white with pale brown base, were also si.own.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, showed Brasso-
Cattieya Digbyano-Warneri, Trichopilia suavis, Odonto-
glossum loochristiense (yellow with red blotches), together
with Odontiodas and others.

In a group from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's
Heath. Lu'lio-Cattkya Serbia var. Perfecta, Sophro-
Lielio-Cattkya M' use (rich colour), Odontoglossum Corona-
tion Fowler's Variety, and Odontoglossum iUustrissinmm,
a fiiiely blotched form, were noted among others.^,,^^y

The War Office notifies thai from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country will be stopped^
except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission jrom the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to THE GARDEN, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Stvitzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W,C.

*»• The Yearly Subscription to THB Gakden is : Inland,
10s. lOd. ; Foreign. 13s.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

w PO W E L L-O W E N
Author of " Poultry- Keeping on Money-Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Production," &c.

HOW TO SPROUT
OATS

THE introduction of Iho intensive system

of poultry-keeping brought to light

many innovations of a practical and
economical nature. . One of these was
the sprouting of oats.

Sprouting-Boxes.—The sprouting-bo.xes must
first be dealt with. Any shallow wooden receptacles

will do, and it will be necessary to bore holes

the bottom to enable the water which ha '<"

applied continuously to the oats during the period
of sprouting to run away. Uniformity in the

sizes of the sprouting-boxes is

perhaps advisable to facilitate

matters. A receptacle measuring

i;: inches wide. 24 inches long and
several inches deep will be large

enough to take 2lb. of dry oats.

The two ends can be made higher

if desired, so that the boxes can

be placed on a shelf one above the

other without the growth of the

green sprouts being interfered with.

Again, a handle can be fitted to

each box—a batten nailed at each

end of the receptacle answering

the purpose. If large holes are

bored in the bottom to run off tin-

water, perforated zinc should b*

nailed underneath to prevent the

grain from falling out.

Treating the Oats.—In the first

place the oats must be perfectly

sound and sweet, while theyruu^t

not be clipped. Many poultry-

keepers endeavour to sprout oat^

but give up the idea owing to tli'

hadresults. Thelatter I have often

traced to the use of clipped oats, the poultiy-kccicrs

not knowing that in such grain the germ has been
removed. Soak the oats in warm water for at

least twenty-fotu- hours and, having drained off

the water, place them in the sprouting-boxes to a

depth of about an inch. Do not place any soil

in the receptacles, as this is neither necessary nor

desirable. Once in the boxes the oats must be

constantly watered with lukewarm water, the

latter draining off through the holes in the bottom
of each receptacle. The grains, too, must be
regularly stirred until sprouting commences, when
stirring should cease. Two waterings daily will

suffice and a "'fine" water-can should be used.

An occasional sprinkling of cold water will do

good.

Temperature.—The quicker the oats can be

sprouted the more valuable they prove from the

feeding point of view. The sprouting-boxes

should be placed for preference in a greenhouse

where the temperattu-e is about 6o'. Heat is

necessary, the quickness of growth depending

upon the same. A warm room or building will

be suitable if the temperature is not below 50°.

Where a number of boxes are kept, at work, the

owner will be able to supply his fowls with a con-

stant amount of sprouted oats. In America

many poultry-keep'ers run the sprouting of oats

in conjunction with Mushroom culture, which is

an excellent idea. The temperature inside the

Mushroom- house ensures the rapid sprouting,

of the oats. Cabinet-sprouters are exceedingly

useful and very quickly earn back their cost.

A lamp or heater is located at the bottom, while

above this are placed numerous shallow sprouting-

boxes—one above the other, and fitting into

cabinet-like drawers.

Ready for Feeding.—Opinions differ regarding

the length the sprouts should attain before they

are given to the fowls. Personally, 1 like to see

DISPATCHING DAV-OLD CHICKENS.]

Scene at Messrs. Adams and Linkic's Romanno
Bridge Poultry Farm, West Linton, Scotland.

130 acres of grassland in the Peniland Hills are

exclusively used for poultry-farming and over

5,000 birds are mated.

prove, but extremes should be avoided if thel

best results are desired. Coarse greenery will

not be relished by the fowls
;

yet we must obtain

sufficient growth.

Methods of Feeding.—There are many ways in

whii h tilt- sprouted Dats can be given. As regards

adult fowls, the most popular form is to cut it into

squares measuring several inches and to place the

same before the fowls for them to separate the

roots and green sprouts by scratching. Another

plan is to pass the .whole through a mincing-

machine—roots, grain and greenery—and give

it to the birds in a trough. Yet another method
is to place the bo.xes in the run and to allow the

fowls to pluck the blades through thin-meshed

wire-netting that is placed over the top of each

receptacle. The sprouted oats should be given

to adult fowls as a separate meal, preferably at

midday, and each Ijird can be supplied with an

ounce or more. The quantity will depend upon

the amoimt of other greenstuff provided and

whether the birds have free range over grass or

are confined.

For Chickens.—Sprouted oats are excellent

for young chicks after they are a week old. Only

the green sprouts should be given, however, the

matted roots at the bottom being given to the

adults. The sprouts should' be

very finely cut up, and while one

feed of the same per diem is advis-

able at first, two meals can be

allowed daily after the second

week. .^ good plan where chickens

are concerned is to keep cutting

the sprouts as they are needed,

allowing the grain to continue

sprouting. It issiu-prising the num-

ber of cuts that can be obtained

in this way. Whether with adults

or young poultry stock it is a mis-

take to give the birds too much

at first. They should be gradually

accustomed to this new diet, and

they will then fully relish it; As

the chicks get older they can

have roots and grains as well as

the greenery.

Advantages.—The sprouting of

oats is a system that every

poultry - keeper should adopt.

Personally, I am much surprised

that it is not extensively put

into practice here. The American

poultry- keeper makes full use of the advantages

the sprouting of oats have to offer. With very

little trouble a combined grain-and-green dish

can be provided and one that is economical.

Experiments have proved that 41b. of dried oats,

when sprouted have made a bulk of 18 lb.

ADVICE OA' POULTRY MATTERS.
W. Pmvdl-Owen, The G.tP.DEN Poultry Expert,

the green sprouts about 2 inches high, when I

consider them " ripe." Some poultry-keepers use , ^r.
the oats when thev have sprouted but half an inch, ''''" *"' pleased lo ansuvr, free of charge, any queslixms dealing

„.i,;i„ .,*!,„-.. .,ii„' *u 4 . >, "''"' paullry-keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope
while others allow them to grow up to 3 mches should be enclosed, iehen a Inigthg and detailed reply imll be

and more. Naturally, the smaller the green '
posted promptly. Commimieations should he sent to Mr.

„.-,„»^ .i.,„ 4.J J i».i- i
TF. Po!crf(-Oi««i, care 0/ The GiKUEN, 20, rat>i«(oci- iSfrcc*

sprouts the more tender and succulent they 1 strand, W.C.
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The Care of the Chicks

TN this article Mr. W. Powell-Owen continues

his interesting and helpful notes on chicken-

rearing, treating especially on the management

of the foster-mother.

A
DEEP coop is beneficial, . since the

hen can retire to the rear and keep her

brood sheltered in inclement weather.

A hood, too, can be fitted at the top

of the front, so made that it will

swing over the roof of the coop when not in use.

This arrangement will prevent rain from beating

into the coop and making the floor wet and un-

comfortable. The coop can be floorless, or a

wooden floor ran be fitted. In either case I like

a nice dry bedding of sifted earth and fine sand
mixed, with perhaps a sprinkling of chaff or similar

litter. A sliding wooden front will be necessary

at night, and a small glass panel should be fixed

in the same to admit light. In dark coops the

hen is liable to tread on the chicks—chirping to

get out among the insect life—in the early morn,
and there will then be losses. The roop, too.

must be properly ventilated 3icar the top.

The Run.—On poultry-farms the hens are

always contined to thft coops, hut manv nf mv
readers will perhaps be able to

allow the hen to strut about
proudly with her family. If this

plan is adopted, keep the mother
confined for the first seven days
or so until the chirks get ^-troni!

on the legs and can hop out of

the way of their mother's clumsy
feet. If cats have to be guarded
against, a run can accompany the

coop. The sides and one end will

be of boards- and the top of wire-

netting. The run will be iioorless

and in the top will be fitted a

door, through which utensils and
food can be passed. The structure

will Le placed against the front

of the coop. There are many
excellent designs of coops and
runs on the market—both separ-

ate and coratined. Early in the

season when the elements are un-

favourable the hen and her bi-ood

can be accommodated in a light,

dry and well-littered outhouse,

shed, stable or barn.

Artificial Rearing.— A few
words are now necessary respect-

ing artificial rearing. If the

latter is to be successful in

every way, three essentials must be allowed
fc!r : (i) a good make of foster-mother; (2)

chicks from robust parent stock ; and {3) com-
mon-sense management. Just as there are
two types of incubators, so are there two
in foster-mothers, viz., hot-water or " tank

"

and hot-air. There are many designs of

rearers, some having two compartments and
others three, the former comprising a heated
chamber and run, and the latter a heated chamber,
a run with' wooden floor, and a run with earthen
floor, respectively. At the end of each rearer
is arranged a trap-door, through which the chicks
can pass into the outer grass run on fine days.

During inclement weather the little ones are best

confined so long as they are encouraged to take

e-Kercise in scratching for grain among the litter.

Both young and adult fowls are the better for

"something to do." The heated chamber, also

the wooden floor of the run, should be littered,

since the running on bare floors is apt to^-esult

in leg-weakness or cramped toes.

For Early Rearing.—For early rearing the

foster-mother is a boon. Those who adopt early

rearing make.full use of the foster-mother, placing

the appliance inside an ordinary poultry-house

of the open- fronted type. The floor'is well bedded
down and the chicks are allowed the full run
of it, enjoying themselves and thriving in their

snug " retreat," no matter what the outer elements

are. A barn, loft, stable, or comfortable out-

house will provide suitable accommodation for

the foster-mother and chicks, provided there is

ample light and the little ones can see to scratch

for the grain in the litter. If the floi>r was dark.

MAHOGANY RUSSIAN ORLOFFS.

Splenclid tabic birds for a non-silling or light breed The property of Mrs.

C. Colbeck, Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, near Wakefield.

a glass panel could be inserted near the bottom

of the house to remedy this defect. As the weather

becomes milder, outdoor rearing is advisable.

Outdoor Rearing.—Where outdoor rearing is

adopted, each foster-mother is provided with a

grass enclosure. For a hundred-size appliance

I would recoramend a run measuring lo yards

square. To erect the run, the corner posts ^nd

supports should be hammered into the ground,

and the wire-netting—3 feet high—should be

passed round, being tied to the stakes. Hooked
stakes can be used to fasten the wire-netting to

the ground. An enclosure thus arranged can be

quickly moved as occasion arises. AH young

poultry stock benefit by frequent changes of

ground, and as the old run gets worn, the netting

and stakes can be transferred to the other side

of the foster-mother. Fresh ground can thus be
provided at a moment's notice.

Avoid Overheating.—Failure in artificial rear-

ing often arises from the placing of too many
chicks in the rearer, or through overheating.

As regards the question of temperatures, opinions
differ. Personalh, I favoiu- 90° the first week,
80° the second, 70'° the third and 60° for the
fourth week. One must, however, use common sense

when arranging the temperatures inside the foster-

mother, since the owner must be guided by the outer

elements. In milder weather the foster-mother

might be started at 80°, be run at 75° from the

fourth to the seventh day, at 70° for the second
week, and so on. Again, in cold weather, if the

former plan is being carried out, the temperature
might be kept at 70° for the foiurth week. At
any rate, it is very foolish to "coddle" young
chickens, and the weaning must be gradual.

Thus, after the chicks are deprived of artificial

heat during the daytime, the lamp can be kept

alight at night for a short time just to harden
oft the young birds.

An Eye on the Chicks.—As a sure guide to

temperatures one can watch the chicks. The
foster-mother should be visited at night, and the

movements of the little ones will reveal whethtr

or not the inside temperature is correct. If the

chicks crowd round the hover and push each other

over, the owner can be sure that the heated

chamber is too cold. If, on the other hand,

the little ones sit shoulder to

shoulder and appear " comfy," all

is well ; while, should they con-

tin\ially open their bealts for air,

the temperature is too high and
must be remedied. In ascertain-

nig the temperature inside the

foster-mother, the thermometer
must be placed 1 inch or 2 inches

off the floor. Do not place the

thermometer near the open door

or yet in the corner furthest from

the door—two extremes—but

midway between these two points.

The quality of the oil used will

have an effect on the temperature,

for which reason only the best

brand should be employed.

Attend to the lamp in the day-

time to ensure an even flare for

the night, and trim the wick by
rubbing off the charred portion

with a piece of soft paper. The
latter plan will ensure a steady

and not a " forked " flame.

Timely Preparations.—It is

always wise to examine the lamp
half an hour after it has been

attended to and just before going

to bed to see that all is well. If

two lamps are employed, so much the better,

since they can be used on alternate days, thus

allowing ample time for cleaning, &c. The foster-

mother must be run for a dav or so prior to

the chicks being placed therein to make sure

of the proper heating. Having taken the chicks

from the drying box or chamber of the incubator,

place them in the heated compartment of the

foster mother and do not disturb them for several

hours. When they are visited, tempt them to

feed in the run-section by gently guiding them

through the entrance or door, kiitr they have

been fed, gently drive them into the heated com-

partment and repeat the plan at each feeding-time.
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War-time
CHlCKSare
^valuable

The rearing of young Ohioks into
strong, heaJthy stock suitable for

increasing the supply of eggs and
^ table poultry in Great Britain, is
™^-'— — of the greatest im-

portance at the
present period, and
can be under-

i taken by owners of
' suburban gardens,

jg^_^ small holdings and
padtlffe tan? with moderate outlay.

A vital qaestiOD is that ofFOODfortheyoooK
ohioks, but no difQoalty need be experienced
i( Spratt's " Middle Couree " be adopted, vIb,:—

SPRATT'S
Chicken Meal "CHIKKO"

as the
Murly momins toft

feed.

the dry feed for
the afternoon and

evening feed.

FREE.—We will gladly send GRATIS md POST FREE
our Interesting book "Chicken and Poultry Culture"
(published it 6d.), kIio brochure "The Middle Course."

containing expert advice and many valuable hints.

Spratt'i PatCDt Ltd.. 24-25. FcBckorch St, Uodoa LC
8S$

ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED,

THE'PATTISSON' LAWN BOOTS
SIMPLEST

!

STRONGEST ! MOST ECONOMICAL!
Intilish Sole Leather
with Motor Tyre

Soles of best '.

(^^'ate^proofed),
Rubber Studs.

The " PATTISSON " BOOTS are
the most durable on the market, out-
lasting several sets ot ordinary boots,
and when worn out can be many
times refitted and are then egual to

new ones, hut this may only be satls-
FiG. 1. (actoFlty done by us. the makers.

RUBBER SOLES STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.
QIIVFR MPnAIQ Royal Horticultural Society. 1904, 1914.
oiLffcn mcuHLO royal international exhibition, 1912.

UsB'i in the ROYAL (and in thousands
of the PKlN'CIPAL) GARDENS.
Hundreds of Testimonials.

The Field s.nys : "As tfood as anything
that could be devised."
Mr. TROUP (Head i.ardener to H.M. THE
KiNG, Balmoral Castle) writes : "The boots
supplied 2 years ago are as good as ever.'*

Illustrated Price Lists from the Makers Fig. 2.

H. PATTISSON & co.,-v%\-r°.r,°!v;'^'
Coiit'-.Ti"tM' s to H.M Government.

DON'T REAR CHICKENS
without a constant supply of clean crushed bone and
grit. They are absolutely essential. If you prepare

your own you know what you give the chickens, and
it costs next to nothing. Will send a new Crusher

made for the purpose tor 1 O/- free on rail.

L. DUNKER, Hillmorton Paddock, RUGBY.

CASHLION CYCLES £6:6:0
or l&s. with order and monthly paymeots. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20.000 Machines. NO EXTRAS :

Bell. Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification.—GEORGB RRATSON. Ltd.,
' Lion Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street. Birmingham.

EGGS FOR HATCHING from the finest

laying ami exhibition strains— first pens 10/-, special pens 20/-

per sitting, unfertile egps replaced. Day old chicks 16/- and
30/- per dozen. Adult birds always for sale, moderate prices.

Breeds kept: Golden, Silver and White Wyandottes, White
Leghorns. Rhode Island Reds, Light Sussex, liuff Orpington
Ducks.

—

Si'dney Hiller, Cleveland Poultry Farm. Standon,
Herts.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,
30 breeils. free. Special offer: Six selected Laying Fulleteand
Cock, 35/-.

—

Varnet. Stratford, Essex.

STOP TAKING RISKS.
Buy your Sittings only from a known- to- be- reliable
Breeder. My stock has attained the highest possilile

records iu the sliow-pena, and possess also Al laying qualities.

Specialities : Buttercups, R.l. Reds, Orloffs, Sussex, Kocks,
Wyanddltes, Anconas and White Leghorns.

Illustrated Catalogue on application to—
MRS. COLBECK,

Boyle Hall. West Ardsley, near Wakefield.

TOM A. SCOTT & CO. have Eggs and
Cliicks ready fmni their well-known breeding pens; 11. I. Red
Specialists, Priie list on application.—The Trenciies, Slough.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions,—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "Country Life." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

cts there P?
I and makes the Garden T^r^^Vi-
gay all the year round r^'^::£^^t^:.

Sold everywnere in TINS at 6d.it 1«.,iml Ui BBANDBD & SKAUi:!)

"^^'^iJ' '"* 2s. 6d. 14 lbs .49.6d. . 2s lbs.. 7a.6dl. . M Iba^ 18». 6*.. lUI lbs. ZOm. Ot
directlFf-fi" theWorks, CarrtaeeiwKd In th»TTnlted Klncdnmforra^ *Tltb«>n1flT<#nfr*;piei< TILNSV

CLAY & SON. Manure Mfr^ & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. e.

THE COOPER
HORTICULTURAL REMEDIES
ARE WHAT YOU WANT

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicodoe Preparation for Apple-Sucker, CirceD-Fly,
&c., on FRUIT md oiher TREfeS.

QL 3/6 : 1 (ML 10/6 : 2 GiUi. 20/6 ; S Galk SO/-;

40 Gallj. £19/10/-

^ Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUID
For ROSE, STRAWBERRY ud other MILDEWS

PerQt.3/-: IGJIO/-; 2G«lls.l7/6: 5GJli.42/6

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a lona time in sus-
peDsioQ, coats foliaffe uniformly, and does not scorcK

when properly prepared.

1 lb. Tin 1/10; S U>. Tin 7/11; 10 lb. Tin 14/2:
SO lb. Ke( S6/3

1^ Cooper's WEEDICIDE
A fter trial—Received the " Commended " award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

KilU Weeds od Garden Patha and Gravelled Spaces.

Per Qrt 3/6; 1 GalL 8/6 ; 5 Galls. 38/- : 40 Galls. 210/-

All packaits charged eitra. except quart tins.

I gall, make* 100 galU. of effective Weedkiller

^ COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A r.-intorced NICOTINE PREPARATION (or

Destroyinf INSECT PESTS in Glass-house..

In Botli. ® 8<L: 1/2 ; 2/6 i 5/-: 9/-; In Tins @ 17/-: 30/-: 57/-

N.B.—Owing to existing conditions the
above prices are subject to alteration. We
shall be pleased to send quotations on

application.

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Bole HanufaoturerB:

WILUAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamiled.

IT LABOUR SAVERS.-EUREKA- uwis sand. ^
SOILFUME Nicotine, IMSECTICIDES FUMERS.
sprays. and other chemicals & sundries.
See List Please ask your agent for the Eureka j
ARTICLES -They ARE ALWAYS SATISFACTORV IF ANY \
'DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIACE PAID

.OnlyAililiKsTOMUNSONitHAYWARD L7 LlNCdLN.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
"' A worthy and formidable weapon for battling against the bacillus."

—Sir J. Crichton-Browne, F.E.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, , « » ^

'

IZAL POWDER. ,«"^""'^^^^
' 6/6 per gal

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry.**

6/6 per 50lb. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield, j
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GREAT BARGAINS IN SUPERB FLOWERED ROSES
TEA, AND HYBRID TEA

BLOOMING ROSES.
Magnificent varieties for garden ; nearly all Gold Medal winners ;

flower continuously the whole season. The Roses are of great

substance, with remarkably long, handsome buds and shell-petalleJ

flowers of most exquisite soft sliades and distinct tea-like fragrance.

3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6 ; 25 for 1 2/6 ; 50 for 22/6.

The New Bedding MARECHAL NIEL
SUPERB BUD. A GEM FOR CUTTING.

A grand new Rose, rich, deep citron yellow, becoming deeper as

the flowers e.xpand—a coloiu that does not fade ; the blooms are
large, full, and of perfect form, with liigh-pointed centre, and are

deliciously fragrant ; the plant is a vigorous, erect grower, £ree

and continuous in bloom ; one of the finest of the new Roses.
3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6.

GIANT- FLOWERING HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES
A Mass of Blossom all the Season.

for 3/- ; 12 for 5 '6 ; 25 for 1 0/- ; 50 for 1 8/6) Packed free and carriage paid.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER of Giant-flowering Hybrid Perpetual
Roses. My selection, drawn from very best varieties where I have
a sm-plus. Will transplant splendidly now, e\ery tree having a
mass of fibrous roots, and every one flowered all last season.

A magnificent range of colour, from piue white to rich crimson.
These will make any garden a blaze of colour. 6, all different

This is a bargain price so long as stock lasts, as many of these Roses are worth from Is. to 2s. each.

GREAT BARGAINS IN
CLIMBING

LOVELY A wonderful offer ; half price. Having a grand stock of Climbing
and Rambling lioses, all grand trees, in splendid condition ;

no
need for bare walls, ugly places, arches and trellises not covered,

etc. Plant these freely, they will flower in the wildest profusion
anywhere and everywhere. 6 for 3/- ; 12 for 5/-. No more at
the bargain price when these are cleared.

DAINTY BABY ROSES OR THE NEW TOM THUMB.
MDME. NORBEET LEVAVASSEUR.-

Have a bed of these for a change ; you will have such a mass of

blossom you never had before. Superb as a bedding Rose ; can
also be used for Edging or Pots. The sensational new Dwarf ROSE

As a pot Rose for greenhouse or window it has no equal, for beds and borders it is simply a mass of crimson the whole of the season, producingsuch a
^and, telling effect that once seen it is not readily forgotten ; it is very hardy, and will thrive in the poorest soU. Only grows about 1ft. high, and blooms so profusely as to entirely hide
the foliage. The foliage is of a beautifully deep glossy green, and is never attacked by disease. It flowers in large clusters from June to November. It is always in bloom. This Rose
will prove invaluable for bedding purposes and pot culture. It has already obtained the five followmg Prizes, viz. :—Paris Exhibition (May)—Large Silver Medal ; Paris E.\hibitioii
(November)— 1st Class Certiflcate of Merit by the National Horticultural Society of France ; London (April)—1st Class Certificate of Merit, R.U.S. of London ; London (June)—1st
Class Certiflcate of Merit, National Rose Society ; Orleans (August)—Gold Medal, highest award, with congratulations from the Judges. Now ottered bv me in four lovely colours—rich
crimson, snow-white, geranium-red, and Dorothy Perkins pink. All the same price ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 for 5/- ; 12 for 7/6. May be had all one colour or mixed, as desued.

Truly glorious, beyond description. The most magnificent of all

Hardy Plants. The fragrance of these new Pseonies creeps into the

senses, soothes, delights, refreshes. Its charm lingers in the

memory long after tlie perfume itself has stolen away. Double
Herbaceous Paeonies are the most magnificent of all hardy her-

baceous plants ; they are immense in size, gorgeous in colour, yet
Much that has been said of the Rose by poets of all ages might with equal truth be addressed to these truly noble flowers. A

NOW VERY BEST TIME TO PLANT P/EONIES.

Giant-Flowering JAPANESE & CHINESE P/EONIES
withal of exquisite delicacy and indescribable beauty,
place should be found for Paeonles in every garden.

VERY SPECIAL PRICE.—All colours, mixed, strong roots, full of buds, 3 for 2/6 6 for 4/6 ; 12 for 8/6 ; 25 for 15/- ; 100 for 5S/-

STRAWBERRY
OR STRAWBERRY - RASPBERRY

This is one of the most unique, and at the same time the largest

and most beautiful berry of any kind that has yet appeared before

the public. It comes to us from Japan, and is one of the Raspberry
family, though in many respects it resembles a Strawberry growing
on a bush 2ft. high. The plant is entirely hardy in any location,

and a most profuse yielder, ripening an enormous crop of fruit
in July and August, and more or less all the time up to November. The berries are globular, slightly oblong in form, monstrous in size, a rich glossy ruby-red colour. Makes a most lovely
preserve and jelly. Now is the very best time to plant these out, as they are just pushing up growth for this season's fruiting. They receive no check from transplanting, and fruit
splendidly the first season. A bed I put out in the middle of May was a mass of fruit till November. Price, 1/3 each : 3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/6 : 12 for 7/6. All carriage paid.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT. A mass of blossom certain. Thousands of testimonials from every part of England, and repeat orders
for my Vigorous Country Grown Rose Trees.

All above will plant out perfectly now. All packed by an expert, and carriage paid to your door.

Mvs. GJl-RDN^ER, F.R.H.S., Pviopy House, SXROUD

Make Your Garden Keep You
BY USING

RITO No. 1
(THE HUMOSIN FOOD FOR SOIL BACTERIA)

Extracts from Letters received from pleased users :

TOMATOES:—
*' Plants much stronger and larger, nearly three times as much fruit on those
that had tlie benefit of RITO."

" I used RITO on Tomatoes last summer, growing in rather poor soil, and
found it stimulated growth considerably, and was tliereby enabled to
pick an excellent crop."

Equally good reports from growers of all Garden Produce.

PRICES :—3 bushel bag, 1 7/B ; 2 bushel bag. 12'6; 1 bushel bag, 7/6.
Cartons 1 /- each. Ask for Booklet " Rito Results " from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22. Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.
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KEEP VOUR PATHS CLEAN
WITH » O

McDOUQALL'S
WEED KILLER.

WniTC FOR PRICES AND NMMK '

or LOCAL OEALCR TO
McDoufall Bros. ltd.. Port St.. Manchester
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SANKEY'S*«S«^'*POTS
^Chc BEST «nd Chcftp«sK
-."til'lan C'c'tfn.t*!*" frf^tfw^nfly imi^wnt* »* fc.if «!»

"

. f.-»<*k7. f<r »r,t> t^ t>r,ct Lisf, IrtM.

vfTCIAL POTi ,.i»_«il <*rLr.f.(i-i.i<. Dulh B«i»H aiJ Tvt

, r«f»s from rd. •ijtfi.

fflGMARO SAfifK£)rj^ SOf*, LTP.
I
;Bolwell PofUrics, MOTTIMGMAM.

THE EAGLE SUPERB
GENTS' c\: LADIES' MODELS. Prompt delivery.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL AND TEST.

EAGLE WAR MODEL WITH
Genuine Military Tyres, Lye. tt Saddje. jPC 1 R fi
B.S.A. Free WheeL 10 Years' (juarantee.

Coastrr Hub. 3-Speed, Quoted on Request,
with IlhiEtrations. Seiul P.C.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns, Limited, Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street. S.E., and Published by "Country Life,'

and by George Newnes. Limited. S-11. Southamoton Street, Strand. W.C.
Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and ciieapness. Strong and
Ituidy aiways, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. AU tiie newest varieties. Dwarfs. Standards.
Climbers. A grand stock of Siiruba and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Meeeyweatheb & Sons, Ltd., Southwell. Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDR0N3 ; over 60 acres of the finest collection In culti-

vation. We cordially Invite you to come and select any plants

you require.

—

John Waterbu, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and W.\TER LILIES.—Large stocksot the beatand
most popular varieties. Catalogue free.

—

John Waterer,
Sons * Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
'• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
' PLASTINE " supersedes Putty—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out tlie country.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
hook to the garden. By E. T. CooK. With over 200 illns-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Si-\th Edition. 12s. 6d. net,

by post, 138.—Published at the Offices of "COUNTRY
Life," Ltd.. 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

BUNYARD'S IRIS COLLECTION.—A special
descriptive list of over 134 species and varieties will be sent
free on application —Georoe Bcnyaed & Co., Ltd.. The
Eoyal Nurseries, Maidstone.

PEACH LEAF BLISTER. — Bunyard's
Medela has been proved by hundreds of practical gardeners
a certain cure for tiiis trouble. To be applied in

May; 2/- per iiuart, 5/6 per gallon, in cans.

—

Geo. Bunyard
and Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S ASPARAGUS.—Orders are
now being booked for tliese plants for delivery in May.
List with full directions and prices, on application.

—

Geo.
Bustard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone. •

CHOICE PLANTS FOR PRESENT PLANT-
ing.—Old Sweet Double Rocket (Hesperis). 10s. 6d. doz.

Saxifraga Longifolia, grand plants in small pots, 10s. 6d.

and 15s. do«.— George BusY.utD & Co., Ltd., The Royal
Nurseries, Maidstone.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects

of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, eitlier for the purposes oi

growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of

giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Coitntry
Life," Ltd., 2U, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on appUcation to

DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

NOW READY.

VEGETABLE GROWING IN WAR TIME.
Bv Herbert Cowley. Editor of " The Garden." Sixpence
net. bv post Eislitpence.—Orders for this booklet should be
sent to the Manager, " Country Life " Offices. 20, Tavistock
Street, London, W.C.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
—Wakeley Bros. & Co., Ltd., 75a, Bankside, London.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested growth, at moderate
prices. Descriptive Catalogue free on application.

Barr & Sons, King Street. Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. 0. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
E.xhibition, 1912 Original designs for gardens of every
descrlptionjStoue terraces, paving, etc. Materials and planta
supplied. Work personally superintended Estimates given.

—Morrlsbome. Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THL'S OR PINKS, perpetual rockwork and border (FourGold
Medals R.H.S., 450 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be
planted now. Notliing equals a bed of Douglas clove-scented
stiff-necked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
Finest seed, 1/6 and 2/« pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. DoDOlAS
(The Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road. South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

GREENHOUSE SHADING BLINDS to order.
No. 3, .'ilin. wide. Is. jd.run yl.; No. 4. Is M. ; No. 5, Is. 9d.

run v(l. Made into anv size blind bound with tape No. 3,

Is. ;'No. 4, Is. Id.; No. 5, Is. 31. suuard yd. Samples free.

—W. Oliver Allen, Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
t-lnch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurementa, 4id. sq. .vard ; any length and widtli to
order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton. 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2!d. As suppUed to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited ; order early.—W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
Bv C. J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, "id.—Published at the
Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS" and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL. ECONOMICAL.—
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.

Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDougall Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State

particulars.—WILLIAM Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,

Westminster.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medlca."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Codntry Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
EKY NOW.—Try Anbrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, tlie finest of all, 7/0 doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a fine Lilac Pulla. 5/- doz.—Write for

guotations to Whitelegg A Co., Nurseries, Chislehurst.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, EEADIBO.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT KELWAY'S
Colour Borders of hardy plant.s arranged to give a succession

of bloom during the Spring, Summer and Autumn. NOW
THAT LABOUR IS SCARCE, these borders solve the

difliculty of having a ganlen always in bloom without the

trouble of replantina and lifting the plants every year. Plant
a bonier now and you will be able to enjoy its beaut^ for

several years without any additional expense. Send tlie

measurements of vonr beds or borders, and we will recommend
a selection of plants suitable for your district, and quote our
.special reduced \V.\R prices.

—

Kelwav & Son, Retail Plant
Department, Langport, Somerset.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowera.—
New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard

varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.

—

(Dept. E), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms. Wisbech.

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named. 2/3 post free, Eariy Chrysanthe-

mums, 12 very fine varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.

—

DOBBIE <!b Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

cheap. List sent.

—

Marion Glbdstanes, Fardross, Clogher.

Tyrone.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, HERBACEOUS
AND BORDER PLANTS, in four sorts, 25/- per 100. Cata-

logue, 2.'i per cent, during May.—W. H. Stansfleld, Kew.
Southport.

CABBAGE, BROCCOLI, SPROUTS, TO-
MATOES, and all other vegetable plants. Order now to

ensure plentiful supply for Autumn and Winter Food. List

free.—Taddevin & Co., Willaston, Chester.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P, Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by

post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book wUl see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy

return for a verv moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.

KATAKILLA.—Destroys insect pests, cater-

pilhirs green flv, etc. The Ideal non-poisonous insecticide

for veaeiables, roses and fruit trees. Safe, simple, eftective,

economical. Is. and 3s. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

men —Sole Manufacturers, McDouoAiL Brothers, Ltd.,

Manchester.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS.
Tree Guards. Gates. Arches. EspaUers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description

Send for iUustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Radlng and

Poultrv Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BOULTON & PAUL.

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 5in.,

30 3Hn 25 2Jln., complete, packed free, 7/6. DlaBtrated

list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seatofe and

rhubarb pots, free.—Thos. Jkavons, Potteries. Brlerley Hill.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, wiU

have pleasure In sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of

Begoidas. Delphiniums, etc . etc., free if this paper Is men-

tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del-

phiniiima in superb variety.
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ABOL
INSECTICIDE
Serves a double purpose.
While it kills all garden pests
and diseases affecting plant
life, it also promotes to a
wonderful extent the growth
of the plants washed.

USED IN THE ROYAL GARDENS.

i pint 1/-; pint 1/6; quart 2/6;
5 gallon 4/- ; eallon 7/6 ; 3 gallon
drum 18/-; 5 gallon drum 27/6

FE RTI LI Z E R
WEED KILuERS

WRITE FOK FULL PAKTICULADS.
"ABOC" SPECIALITIES ARE SOLD BY ALLNURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN. ETC.

Manfrs. ; E. A. White. Lt t.
. 64. Beltring. Paddock Wood. Kent.

ABOL

Four New Primulas
COLLECTED BY GEO. FORK E.ST.

P. Helodoxa,A.M.,R.H.s.,3/6 P. Nutans,A.M.,R.H.s.,7/6
P. Vmcaeflora „ „ 5/- P. Conica „ „ 5.-

Tlie set of four grand novelties tor 18/-. Full descriptive cata-
logue on these and other new Chinese plants post free on
appUcation.— R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd., COLCHtSTER, ESSEX.

LION CYCLES £6:6:0'*"'
or 15s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all '

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20,000 Machines. NO EXTRAS •

Bell. Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
^J??r^'^^PoJ«^^^^T«^ MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS IF YoSDO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
Illustrations and full specification.—GEORGE BEATSON Lt.i
LiOQ Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street, Birmlneham.

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instpuotions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. Lontion)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen,

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural
Exhibition, igii.

3
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NTO M - POISONOUS.
KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN

WITH «,

McDOUQALL'S
WEE D KIL LER.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND NAME -

OF LOCAL DEALER TO
McDouKgll Bros ltd.. Popt St.. Mtnchestep.

o
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o
01'

o
s
o
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Barks SEEDS
foR Flower x^ Kitchen Garden
or Finest Selected Strains JtTESTED Cf^owiH

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-QILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.
3 aOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds
for the Vegetiil'le Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
fine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent free on application,

BARR & SONS, 1 1 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,

Covent Garden, London.

CYCLES - from £5 5 O
THE EAGLE SUPERB

Lnte t Ladies* or Gents' Models, iieaiitifully fiuished
I mmediate delivery free, ready for ridine, ten days* free
trial, complete satisfaction eu-iranleed by our certificate
"^ 10 YEARS' WARRANTY
for everything- Choice of Three-Speed. Coasters or
Free Wheels. Descriptive Catalogue with factory prices.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.

New Success, Ylelder, Queen Alexandra. Hebrons. Sharpe's Express.
Myatts. Eclipse, Llewellyns. May Queen. Queen Mary, Duke
of York, Arran Chief, Puritan. Great Scot. Ninety fold, Mid-
lothian, King Edwards, Factor, EverRood. Royal Kidney, Northern
Star, British Queen, Up-to-L>ate, Table Talk. Dalhousle, Cornwalls.
Triumph, Dalmeny Hero. Pioneer, Northern Star, Iron Duke, Scottish
Farmer, Mighty Atom, 56ibs. 14/-; 281i.s. 7/-: I4lbs. 3/6; 71bs. 1/9.

Potato Manure. 10/- cwt.; 6/- S6ibs. ; 3/6 281bs. ; 2/- I41bs. ; 1/3 71bs.

Shallots, 1/- per lb. Free on rail. Bags free.
Delivery guaranteed or replaced.

When ordering, please state Seed Potatoes are
intended to be used for Seed Purposes only.

Collection of Peas, Beans, and small s-eds (22 packets) 2/6 carriage
paid. 14 packets Flower Seeds, my selection, 1/-, post free. Cash
with order. Send for full Catalogue. Seed Potatoes, Peas, Beans and
Vegetable Seeds.

HORACE TAYLORp cambridgeshirf.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
If, owing to the enormous demand, you could not obtain

RIT No. 1
in time to sow in the trenches when planiing Potatoes. It has been
found by practical tests to do equally well if hoed in the surface soil

just as the tubers oome through the ground.
For Peas, Beans, Carrots, Onions, Cabbage and all garden produce,

if already planted, sprinkle RITO on the surface soil and hoe it in.

Either water or the rain will wash the RITO suflSciently deep to pro-

duce excellent results.

RITO RESULTS.
SCARtET RUNNER BEaNS—

Uh treated Plot ... 9 lbs. 7 oz. Trea'ed Plot

POTATOES—
Untreu;ed Plot ... 16! lb.5. Treated P of

.31 lbs, 2 oz.

24 i lbs.

PKICES :—3 bushel bag, 1 7/6 ; 2 bushel bag, 12/6; 1 bushel bag, 7/6.
Cartons 1 /- each.

Ask for Booklet, " Rcto Results," from Dealers, or

The MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, S.E.IO

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.

I FOOD'

ii

FOR MIND AND BODY.

^ TOMATOES.
Varieties.

Ail^a Craig. Comet,
Fillbasket, Supreme,
Kondlne. Sunrise
Baloh'B Gem. Beatall
Bide's Recruit
COLLECTIONS.—That
BEST. 3 plants each, 4

6 ditto. 3/3; 12 ditto. 5/6
Bucks* Tresco Seedlmi

2/6 doz,; 7/6 50: 14.'"

Seedlings
Seed, (ready for

transplanting),
6d

&!/-
pkls.
II-

plits.

only.

25,

50.

100,

50,'

100.

1/6
2/9

2/e
4/6

Transplntd.
(ready for
potting).
12. i/r
50.

100.

4/6
7/6

12. 2/.

50. 6/.

100, 10/8
you may TEST which suits you

, varieties, our selection, 1/9 ;

; 25dittn. 10/-
gs.5/- 100 Transplanted ox l.oxes.

Ex pot5. 5/- doz. ; 35 - 100.

TOMATOES FOR TH|£ OPEN.
Book your orders for plants now for delivery after

May 15th. Prices and Varieties are as listed above
for Transplanted, these are ex boxes, but ex pots are
4,'- doz.. 27/6 100. for ail varieties.

We strongly recommend a v.iriety named "Holmes
Open Air" (not mentioned above), a heavy cropper.

Prices ex boxes 2/3 doz,; 7/- 50 ; 12/6 100. Ex pots. 4/- doz.

llo;i.
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X N important notice has recently bci-n

f\ issued by Dr. Keeble, Director of Horti-

/ % culture, relating to the spraying of

/ % Potatoes. Should the coming summer
' prove to be a wet one, there is certain

to be a serious outbreak of disease among
Potatoes, for we fear that many diseased tubers

are being planted as seed this year. .\s all

gardeners are aware, the spraying of Potatoes is a

means of preventing loss from disease, and, in

order to put the means of spraying within the

reach of allotment holders and gardeners generally,

the Director of Horticulture is making arrange-

ments to provide for the spraying of all Potato crops

grown by small cultivators. The Food Produc-

tion Department is ordering from the manufac-
turers a large supply of the best types of Knapsack
Spraying Machines, and is making arrangements
for the sending out in packets, ready for making
up, of the materials for spraying.

Spraying Demonstrations.—For the benefit oi

those who have not had experience in the use of

the Knapsack Spraying Machine, demonstrations
by experts are being arranged in different parts

of the country. An illustrated leaflet describing

how and when to spray will be ready shortly,

and may be had free of cost on application to the

Director of the Horticultural Section, Food Pro-

duction Department, 72, Victoria Street, S.W. i.

The price of the Knapsack Spraying Machines which
have been selected is £3 each, inclusive of packinc
and delivery. We feel sure that there will

be a very large demand for the machines, and
all those who wish to purchase them should send
in their applications without delay to the Food
Production Department.

Planting Potatoes.—There are many ways of

planting Potatoes, some very good and others
equally bad. To plant with a dibber on heavy
soil is perhaps the worst of all. A very good plan
is to take out a trench with a spade or, better

still, with a cultivator, as shown in the accompany-
ing illustration. In this case the rows run from
north to south and the trenches are left open for a

few days to warm in the sun, after which the tubers
are placed about 18 inches apart in the rows and
lightly covered with soil to a depth of 4 inches.

Medicinal Herb-Growing in Scotland.—Quite
a number of ladies in Scotland are taking an active
interest in promoting, by precept and example,
the cultivation of medicinal herbs in their districts.

.\mong the most active is Lady Elphinstone of

Carbery Tower, who has generously had a large
numb-r of seedlings of Valerian and Wormwood
raised in the gardens at Carbery Tower for dis-

tribution among those in the vicinity who will

undertake to grow them in their gardens. Advan-
tage is being taken of the opportunity, and a useful

phase of the work is the cultivation by the school
children of Elphinstone Village of some of the
herbs in their school garden.

Condition of the Wheat Crops.—The Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries have received the

following information from the International

-Agricultural Institute: "The condition of Wheat
in France. Italy, Switzerland and Egypt is reported

to be average, and in Great Britain and the United
States rather under average ; while that of Rye
in France, Italy, Switzerlaiid and the United
States is average. Barley in France, Italy,

Switzerland and Egypt is in average condition
;

while Oats are average in Italy and the United
States, but under average in France and Ireland.

The probable yield of winter Wheat in the United
States has been estimated at 230,363, ooocwt.,

or 107 per cent, below the corresponding produc

PREPARING THE GROUND WITH A CULTI-
VATOR BEFORE PL.XNTING POTATOES.

tion last year. The total production of Wheat
in Argentina, Australia and New Zealand in

1916-1917 is now estimated at 121, 991, ooocwt.,
and that of Oats at i6,96o,ooocwt. ; while the
yield of Maize in Argentina and Australia is

estimated at 33, 670, ooocwt."

Camellia japonica as an Outdoor Shrub.

—

It is a pity that more use is not made of Camellia
japonica and its many varieties for the outdoor
garden, as it is hardier than many people imagine.
In addition to giving excellent results in the

Southern Counties it grows quite well in the

Midlands, and we have known a plant to

flower well and produce a few seeds on many
occasions during the last thirty-five years in a

sheltered position in a West Lancashire garden.

In spite of the recent cold period, Camellias out-

doors in the neighbourhood of London look per-

fectly healthy, while several other evergreens

have suffered. Moreover, the buds appear' to

be uninjured, and the usual good display of bloom
may be expected. The greatest enemy of the

outdoor Camellia is late spring frost, and the

expanding blossoms are sometimes injured during
early May. When planting, give good, well-

drained loamy soil containing peat or leaf-

mould.

Forestry and Hygiene.—Professor A. Hemy
\ytU deliver, under the auspices of the Chadwick
Trust, three public lectures at the Royal Society

of .Arts, .Adelphi, London, on May 8, 11 and 14,

at 8 p.m. The subject of the lectures will be
" Forests, Woods, and Trees in Relation to

Ixgiene."

Horticultural Club.—The next meeting of

ii'- Horticultural Club will be held at the Hotel
Aindsor, Victoria Street, S.W., on May 8, at

p.m., when Mr. J. K. Ramsbottom will

liver a lecture entitled " Investigations in Fusa-
ira Disease of Daffodils," illustrated by a series

lantern slides obtained during the investiga- -

IIS carried out at the Royal Horticultural

>i iety's Gardens at Wisley.

Peter Barr Memorial Cup.—At their meeting

on .April 24 the Narcissus committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society awarded ' the Peter

Barr Memorial Cup to Mr. Walter T. Ware of Ingles-

combe, Bath. This cup was established as the

outcome of a wish of some of the late Mr. Barr's

admirers to do something to perpetuate his memory,
and a joint committee of the floral and Narcissus

committees of the Royal Horticultural Society

was appointed to carry out the project-

This joint committee placed the cup in the

hands of the Royal Horticultural Society to

be awarded every year by their Narcissus com-
mittee to anyone who, in their opinion, has

done good, work of some kind on behalf of

the fl'twer.

National Rose Society.—In view of the excep-

tional circumstances now prevailing and the call

for National Service, the Council of the National

Rose Society have thought it right to cancel

their Great Summer Show, which was to have

been held at the Royal Botanic Gardens on Friday,

July 6. In order, however, that nurserymen may
have an opportunity of exhibiting their latest

productions, arrangements have been made in

conjunction with the Royal Horticultm-al Society

for a special display of new seedling Roses to be

held at the Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, on

Tuesday, July 17, and also for a modified autumn

meeting to be held in the same hall on Tuesday,

September rr.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Bee-Keeping : Making a Start.—With refer

ence to my note on page 13S I have received a

letter from Mr. William Channel of Histon saying

that he has completely sold out all his available

stocks of Dutch bees for this season.-

—

Arthur R.

Goodwin.
Potato Substitutes.—At a club of which I am

a member, a most excellent substitute for the

Potato is served. It takes the form of a small

ball of cooked rice, covered with egg and bread-

crumb. Various flavourings are used, the changes

being rung on Tomato sauce, curry, or finely

chopped hard-boiled egg may be added to the rice.

On the dish they look just like Potato croquettes,

and they are most popular with the lunching and

dining members.—F. Herbert Chapman.
Should Potatoes be Sprayed ?—I should very

much like to hear your readers' views on this

question. I am in charge of a number of temporary

allotments in a suburb of Sheffield, and have

addressed an enquiry on the spraying to several

people round about. Most of them have replied

to the effect that to spray Potatoes with Bordeaux
mixture on this rough, recently turned land is

waste of time, labour and money. They say that

there will be no disease, and do not seem to realise

that if the disease once really gets started how
hard it is to stop it. Bordeaux mixture is the best

preventive I know of.—E. T. Ellis, Weetwood,

Ecclesall. Sheffield. [Potatoes arc subject to dis-

ease when grown on newly broken "land, and
there were many instances of this last year. Our
correspondent should read the notes on the

subject of spraying Potatoes on the preceding

page, and then write to the Director of Horti-

culture for the leaflet describing how and when to

spray. Remember that the object of spraying is

to prevent rather than to cure the disease.

—

Ed.]

The Royal Horticultural Society's Show of

April 24.—I paid one of my now rare \isits to

my native London Town last week, and among other

things, visited the Royal Horticultural Society's

show. I made straight for the Daffodils to start

with, for they have been among my best-beloved

flowers from the days when Messrs. Barr first

went to Surbiton and robbed me of one of my
favourite field-path walks—from Cockcrow Hill

to Claremont, But I think they are decidedly

not improving (the " D's," not the " B's," I mean).

Many of the newer kinds, especially among the

trumpets, seemed rather coarse and clumsy. I

should certainly not choose them for indoor decora-

tion, and for naturalising they would be too costly.

The Tulips were beautiful, and Mme. Clara Butt
still one of the loveliest pink ones. But the flowers

which appealed most to me were the Auriculas
;

I wanted to bring them all hfime with me. I love

their quaint old-world colours and combination
of soft hues. I hung fondly over them and could

scarcely tear myself away. Messrs. May's Ferns
nearly made me break the tenth command-
ment, too. The Roses were lovely and did not

look so " forced" as they do sometimes. I over-

heard a man in khaki saying " Frau Karl Druschki
ought to be interned as a German, passing under

.
an English name," a sentiment with which I

heartily agreed. It is, moreover, of the tribe of

showy, scentless "milliners'" Roses I should like

to see less of. I observed another elderly man
critically inhaling the perfume of the Roses and

commenting on them with the air of a connoisseur

of wine, in days of yore, judging the "bouquet"
of a glass of port ; and, talking of port, the Misses

Hopkins had a dear little claret-coloured Saxifrage,

which would be charming on a dinner-table set

bodily in small silver bowls ; but most of the " rock

plants " in pots and pans struck me as " not worth

the candle " of coddling they seem to require. I

believe I could make quite as effective a rock and

water garden with a collection of English wUd
flowers.

—

Anne Amateur.
Anemone Pulsatilla.—In spite of the terrible

winter and spring, Anemone Pulsatilla has flowered

at its usual time with me, but this was far from

the case with another of the tribe, A. fulgens,

which opened its first flowers only this week

—

some two months later than in an average season.

Beautiful as A. Pulsatilla is when growing wild

on a chalky down, in my opinion it is far more

attractive when well established in a garden.

The photograph accompanying this note was

taken on April 23, when the plant had twenty fully

expanded flowers on it. It is the best form of

A. Pulsatilla I have ever seen, being much larger

and more floriferous than the type, while the

ANEMONE PULSATILLA IN

GARDEN.
A READER S

colour is deeper than usual. No plant can be

easier to grow than this Anemone. It requires

no coddling and is perfectly happy if given at

planting-time a little leaf-soil .ind mortar grit

with a south aspect in full sun. A baking summer

or a cold wet winter comes alike to it. By mid-

April I can always count on my cheery friend

opening its blooms, displaying their rich golden

anthers to tell me that spring has come once more.

—B., Weybridge.

The Daffodil Season.—Writing on April 20,

I am reminded by the letters of numerous corre-

spondents, and also by my own observation, of

what an abnormally late season this is. Flowers

are only just beginning to open, even here in the

South. A sprinkling of seedlings are flowering.

I do not know how it is that seedlings always

open before the commercial types, but such is

always the case here. One pretty little flower with

Tenby blood in it attracts me. It differs from

nearly all other Daffodils, inasmuch as it looks

up at you. Most other flowers either face hori-

zontally or droop, and a few freakish specimens

gaze straight up at the sky, but each flower of

this little Tenby hybrid faces upwards at a slightly

inclined angle, and this habit renders it a very

pretty variety for the border. Those who can
spare the time, from national work or otherwise,

should make this their year- for hybridising. It

is par excellence a hybridist's year. There are

no distractions in the way of shows for one thing.

Many a time have brother hybridists complained
to me of the incompatability of hybridising and
exhibiting at the same time, and it is a well-

grounded complaint. This year they can let

themselves go with the tweezers and pollen brush.

They will get no results for four or five years,

but it is worth it.-

—

Ornatus.
Crocus biflorus var. Weldenii.—The garden

historian will not have much that is pleasant to

say concerning March, 1917. In this district its

mean temperature was only jd^" Fahr., or 5°

below the normal and 1° below the midwinter
average, while frost was registered on twenty
two nights and snow on thirteen days. Under
these circumstances it is not surprising that even
the hardiest of the Crocus species in my wind-
swept garden were prevented from disclosing

their enchanting tints until the warmer days of

April. To-day (April 22) Crocus Imperati is

still in full beauty—surely a record of lateness •

that has not been surpassed for many years.

It is worthy of record that of all the Crocus species

grown here C. biflorus Weldenii stood the

bad weather best and made the bravest show.

I commenced with a dozen corms some years

agOr which have increased into quite a re-

spectable clump, and as (unlike C. biflorus,

which is quite sterile) in addition it seeds

freely, a stock is quickly worked up. The
ground coloirr is white, streaked and feathered

externally with exquisite shades of soft lilac and
almost to blue. It is a native of the limestone

hUls of Dalmatia, where it flowers in January
and February. It was introduced by the late

Rev. H. Harper-Crewe of Tring, who received it

from Major R. F. Burton, who collected it at

Trieste. A coloured portrait will be found in

the Botanical Magazine, t. 6211. My soil is

light and warm and contains but little lime, and
as I have not added any for this Crocus, I presume
that it is not necessary for its well-being.

—

Arthur R. Goodwin. Boscombe, Kidderminster.

Trenching v. Double Digging.—I much appre-

ciate Mr. C. Blair's remarks in relation to myself

on page 12S of The Garden, and his friendly

criticism on the methods I advocate for deep
cultivation. I am afraid I have little to add
to what has already been stated by me on many
occasions in the horticultural Press, except to

say that after practising for many years the prin-

ciples I advise, I am more than ever convinced

as to their efficacy. I have yet to see the piece

of land which has been properly treated, accord-

ing to my views, after a short space of time, that

does not answer readily to such treatment. As
to procuring chalk-lime, surely this must be within

the means of most people; and with regard to

draining, with little difficulty some means can

easily be devised to effect this. My contention

is, and always has been, that when once a piece

of ground is selected for growing vegetable crops,

it is generally with a view to using it for such for

a number of years, and the quicker it can be brought

into a state of deep fertility the better. To
attempt to improve the subsoil buried away

from the influence of the weather, the greatest

benefactor of all, is, in my opinion, only playing

with it, and the fact should not be lost sight of

that, though the top soil is placed at the bcttoni.

it will in due course find its way again to the
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<iirla<i' or become mixed with the general body of

- 'il. to the benefit of the whole, as borne out by

the statement of Mr. Blair when the garden he re-

ferred to was re-trenched, I have before stated that

the kitchen garden here, when I first took charge,

.\ .15 pronounced to be unfit for vegetable culture,

I id the vegetable plot was some two and a half

lailes away from the rest of the garden. The truth

- that the ground here had become sick and worth-

-^ owing to lack of deep working, as the depth of

il only amounted to about a spit, resting on a

I'.d of pure clay. One of my first operations

'..IS to trench to the depth advised and thus

ing the subsoil to the surface. The results

1 this can now be seen by anyone at any time,

and I may add that my experience is precisely

the same on other kinds of land, both of a chalky

.uul a saiuly natiu'c.

—

Edwin Beckett, V.M.H.

Runner Beans Without Sticks.—Such a row of

Kuiuier Beans as was illustrated on page 98 of The
* .ARDEN is enough to make one's mouth water. It

undoubtedly shows the results of good cultivation
;

but those less favourably situated have in

many cases to grow them in a different

way. In the first place, the labour and

the stimulants are, especially at this

time, not always available, while hop-

l'"les, or, in fact, sticks of any kind.

ire in many places difficult to obtain.

Wlien such conditions prevail, it is

well to bear in mind that very satis-

i.ietory crops of Runner Beans can

bo grown without sticks of any kind
;

indeed, it is the method employed
by market gardeners, and is also

advocated in the pamphlet issued by
the Royal Horticultural Society under

the title of " Economy in the Garden."

If the plants are stopped just as they

iiinmence to run, it is surprising what
.1 quantity of Beans are produced. True,

tliey are not such as one meets with at

exhibitions, for the very long podded
\arieties are not well suited for the

purpose. The old Scarlet Runner is

the best for growing without sticks.

When treated in the way above
lucntioned "it continues to fruit over

.1 much longer period than Dwarf
Beans.—H. P.

After the Frost.—Though we have
lost many treasures, some plants that

were to all appearances dead are making
Itrave efforts to recover. Even some
if the Lithospermums are showing

~isns of life beneath their blackened leaves.

Large bushes of Menzicsia polifolia which were

' at back are starting nicely, and it is a pleasure

to note that both Hypericum Coris and H. fragilis

have survived. The Thymes, notably Thymus
cricaefolius and T. micans (recently planted)

l>ok very sick, but T. azoricus will recover.

i;.)th Romneya Coulteri and Diplacus glutinosus,

which had their roots well covered beneath a

mound of ashes, are starting from the base,

.md some -Agapanthuses in the open border,

protected by the same material, have, to our

surprise, also survived. The New Zealand
X'eronicas are on the hopeless list. Some Cistuses

have come safely through, and it is good to note

that among them is a fine plant of the charm-
mg little C. algarvensis. Escallonias have fared

badly, especially E. macrantha, and a well-

established Arbutus Unedo still looks very gloomy.
Everything is a month late, but at last (April 19)

the snow is beginning to go off the hills, and we food. Ignoring the waste of grain in the field.

are enjoying a spell of soft, wash-housy, Welsh

weather.—A. T. J., North Wales.

Tulipes pluriflores.—The Cluster Tulip in

"Dicks' Dictionary" is copied from "Eden,"
plate 36, only reversed, as all the other figures

of flowers are, and in this instance one of the

flowers is suppressed in order to- get it into the

plate. " Eden" is one of Dr. John Hill's books,

and the dictionary is in all probability also one

of his ventures. In " Eden" it is clearly stated

that the Cluster Tulip is that of Clusius' " History

of Rare Plants" of i6or, but instead of the bulb

at the left hand of the stalk. Hill has engraved

an extra flower while suppressing two, making

it a five- flowered stem instead of a sextuple one !

The very description ol the variety is quoted.

In the dictionary the notes are much abbre-

viated, and reference to Clusius and others does

not appear.— R. P. BriOTHERSTox.

A Crusade Against Sparrows.—The Minister

the harm done to grain that is sprouting or milting,

and the robberies from shed and threshing floor.

quays and stables, &c., and assuming that each

acre is ravaged for eight or ten days of a peck
a day, valued at 2S., we have to face a possible loss

of bread stuffs alone to the tune of £1 per acre.

As we should have approximately 8.000,000 acres

under grain this year, the possible cost of allowing

sparrows to multiply reaches the incredible figure

of £8,000,000 I The actual money, however,

is comparatively a trifle ; but we cannot afford

this year to lose the food which it represents.

It is of vital importance, therefore, that there

should be an immediate and simultaneous crusade

in town and country against these pests ; and
experience elsewhere, e.g., in Belgium and New
Jersey, suggests that, to be really successful,

efforts must be associated with a capitation fee

—

say, ,ss. per mo birds (or eggs).-—L. VV. Lvde.
An Old French Engraving for a Nurseryman

of Agriculture is anxious about the damage which at Weybridge.—The accompanying illustration

Is a reproduction of an old engraving

,r^«^f.1^rrti'. »»}i,m^.t.'. '

.lin; .AppUs r.,il-,.l;i.i.ir,.l;n«

riit'-ii'urri'iiv^ S , ji ji .^.fesjgga

" YE PRODUCT OF YE HOTEST CL1M.\TES.

may be done to our urgency crops this year by

sparrows. The matter is of special importance

in towns, because of the wide extension of suburban

cultivation, and because the swarms of sparrows

that ravage our grain (;rops are mainly town- bred,

and migrate to the country when the grain is

maturing. Next to the grain. Peas, Beans and

young salad crops suffer most from these pests.

It is impossible to estimate the damage done to

these garden crops ; but we know, from actual

examination of hundreds of birds (shot over mature

grain), that a single sparrow on a single day will

eat over forty grains of corn. This is confirmed by

similar examinations conducted officially over many
parts of the world, and these also agree on the very

small percentage (under 5 per cent.) of insect

food found in the sparrows examined. On the

other hand, we know that sparrows drive away
really insect-eating birds, and do not themselves

become carnivorous until gorged with vegetarian

by F. Vivares, published in October,

1754, and now in the possession of

Mr. W. A. Bilney, Weybridge, who has

kindly allowed me to reproduce it.

Above the picture appears a brief note

of explanation :
" Knoledge and Labour

(assisted by Four Elements) presenting

the Gardener with A Cornucopia of

Fruits which are ye product of yC Hotest
Climates." The pictur? was used to

advertise the nursery produce of one
Henry Scott, gardener at Weybridge,

and beneath the picture appears the

following inscription, in English on
one side with a corresponding transla-

tion in French on the other 'side :

" Pine Apples, raised and sold by
Henry Scott Gardener, at Weybridge,

in Surrey.
" Where Persons may be supplied

with ripe Fruit during their Season,

and Plants of all Sizes are Sold at the

Lowest Price.

"And as the Chertsey Coach goes

every day from thence to London, so

ripe Fruit may be easily sent by that

Conveyance and Plants may be safely

sent by the Weybridge boats, to London,

twice a Week.^*

The reference to the conveyance

of plants to London by the Wey-
bridge boats is interesting, particularly

to those who know the lower reaches of the

Thames to-day, and we can picture the boats

in olden days being sailed or slowly towed

on their journey to London. If the Chertsey

coach were still running daily to Town, it might

with advantage be used for the conveyance of

ripe fruit.

"At the Same Place are Sold Garden-Tools,

Seeds, Mats, Fruit Trees, Flowering-Shrubs, and

Green House Plants.

" He also undertakes the Building of Green

houses, Stoves, and Fire-Walls, and Performs any

sort of Work in Gardens.

" Letters directed to him will be punctually

answered, & upon notice he will attend on Gentle-

men, either in Town or Country. He has cut ripe

Pine Apples every Week for 15 Months Pass'd,

& shall cut untill ye Latter end of Octo"."

The open book on the left of the engraving is

" Miller's Dictionary of Gardening."—H. C.
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TRANSPLANTING SEEDLINGS RAISED IN A
COLD FRAME

IN

the issue dated April 14. page 125, advice

on the sowing of such vegetables as Cabbage,

Brussels Sprouts and Lettuce was given,

and the promise made that the trans-

plantation of the seedlings would be dealt

with in due course. As these have now reached

the stage when this work is necessary, a few

hints on the best way to do it will be of service

to the beginner. In the issue mentioned above,

the drainage of the seed-boxes was dealt with fully,

a sectional illustration of a box properly drained

being shown. Thorough drainage is equally as

necessary for the seedlings when they are trans-

planted, and for this reason the boxes or pans

used for the purpose ought to be 3 inches or

4 inches deep, and each should have a number

of good-sized holes in the bottom. Over these

broken pots, or " crocks" as the gardener terms

them, should be placed, concave side downwards,

next a layer of rough soil and, finally, the

sifted material, which must be made firm. All

boxes or pans must be quite clean.

The Best Soil.—Although amateurs often have

but little choice in the selection of soil for their

seedlings, every endeavour should be made to

get it as good and sweet as possible. A mixture

replanting should be done with the blunt-pointed

dibber shown in Fig. 2. This is thrust into the soil

and withdrawn, the roots of the seedling dropped

into the hole, and the dibber again pressed in

beside it, but so that some soil is between the

on the other. In Fig. 2 some of the sturdy seed- Ixoots and the dibber. This soil is gently

lings from the thinly sown half of the box are shown squeezed to the roots, so that the latter are

-SEEDLINGS BEFORE TRANSPLANTING.

On the hit they were sown too thickly.

separately. To lift the seedlings in readiness for

transplanting, there is nothing better than an

i.

2. LIFTED WITH A LABEL.
Note clusters of roots to each seedling. The pointed stick on the left is used for Irnnsplantiiig.

that will suit most kinds of half-hardy annuals is

composed of decayed turfy loam two parts, leaf-

soil or Cocoanut fibre refuse half a part, well-

decayed, rather dry manure half a part, and coarse

sand half a part. Failing the decayed manure,

use a rather smaller proportion of Hop Manure.

.All the ingredients should be well mixed and passed

through a sieve with a i-inch mesh, retaining

the coarse portion for placing over the crocks

as advised above. Avoid filling the boxes or pans

too full ; when made firm the soil ought not to come
within half an inch of the edge of the box.

Lifting the Seedlings.—Having prepared the

receptacles, our next duty is to give attention

to the seedlings. The soil in which these are

growing should be well watered an hour or two

previous to the transplanting or pricking off,

as they lift better and do not suffer so much as

when the soil is on the dry side. In the April 14

issue the necessity for thin sowing was emphasised,

and, for the purpose of bringing this home forcibly,

one half of the box shown in Fig. i, i.e., the left-

hand side, was sown thickly, and the other half

thinly. It will be readily seen how crowded the

seedlings are on the one hand and how sturdy

ordinary wooden label, as shown in Fig. 2. If

this is thrust well under a cluster of seedlings,

they can be lifted out bodily,

as depicted in the centre of

Fig. 2, This avoids injuring

the roots, and the individual

seedlings as shown can be

taken out with practically all

their fibrous roots intact—

a

not inconsiderable item in the

successful cultivation of Let-

tuces, Brussels Sprouts, early

Cabbages and similar vegetables.

Distance to Transplant.

—

This may ^'ary somewhat,

according to the space at the

disposal of the cultivator. If

I had unlimited room I

would place the seedlings

3 inches apart each way ; but

at this season cultivators, and
especially beginners, have none

too much room under glass,

and consequently 2 inches

must suffice. The actual

made quite firm. Fig. 3 shows a box of seedlings

ready for the frame.

Subsequent Treatment of the Seedlings.

—

As soon as a box is planted it should be labelled,

given a light overhead watering with a rosed can

and stood in a cold frame. Tliis should be kept

almost closed for three or four days and the

seedlings shaded from bright sunshine. By
that time they would have made new roots,

and from then onwards more air can be

given, so that stiurdy, well-grown, if rather late

plants will be available for planting outside.

Planting Out.—It is well to plant with a trowel

and to use a mi.xture of siiarp sand and leaf-soil

around the roots of each seedling. If the seed-

lings have been grown in a compost containing

flaky leaf-soil, there is less risk of injury to the

roots when planting out. Press the -soil well

arormd the roots with the handle of the trowel,

and make certain that delicate seedlings, such, for

example, as frame-grown Lettuce, are well shaded.

It is a good plan to invert a flower-pot over each

seedling for a day or so in bright weather. P. H.

3.-—SEEDLINGS TRANSPLANTED SEPARATELY.

Grown in a cool frame preparatory to planting out.
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KITCHEN CROPS IN A
SURREY GARDEN

Bv Mrs. I . \V. 1;aki,[:.

TOMATOES and Ridge Cucumbers are

both worth growing if brought on

sufficiently early in hotbeds to ripen

outside in the three warm months.

Previous to the war it was cheaper to

I'uy them. Vegetable Marrows, to my mind,

are only worth eating if gathered about the size

of large Lemons and cooked whole. For those

who love to bring into their winter rooms the

colour and sunshine of summer, the small Italian

Gourds are, I think, well worth the care they

require. The drawback was that in most summers
they did not ripen sufficiently to keep, and rotted

in the winter. I add a recipe that was given me,
and which preserves the decorative Gourds
p.^rfcctly, with the colour as fresh as if just

gathered :

Dry the fruits with a clntli, and then pour

over them, or let them stand in it for three or

four seconds, a varnish made by dissolving gum
mastic in methylated ether in the proportion of

half an ounce of the mastic to three fluid ounces
of ether. After doing this, hang or lay out the

fruits to dry. Pour off the mixture and use it

again for other Gourds. It should be remembered
tliat the ether is v.;ry volatile andal-o inflammable.

The supply of these materials from an ordinary
chemist last autumn cost Ss., but from the Army
and Navy Stores 2S. rod. So far the Gourds
havo been perfectly preserved, with the colour

as bright and fresh as if they had just been
gathered.

In the prosperous years gone by and with the

revival of the fashion of gardening, The Garden
had beautiftj coloured pictures of flowers and
fruks. All of these I kept and made screens

with them and Dutch flower pictiu-es, cutting

them up and arranging them on white or brown
paper pasted on to Bristol boards. Several new-

hardy fruits were depicted and recommended,
but iu my limited experience they have spread
very little and are not to be seen in gardens.

The Loganberry has beautiful large red fruits

;

the new Hybrid Berry Low Junior has large

fruits like Blackberries ; and another one, called

Laxtonberry, has red fruits. I have always grown
the wild Blackberry in the garden, also the cut-

leaved one, which I believe is called' American.
The fruits are rather larger than those of our

wild Blackberry, but have not as much flavour.

For those who live in the neighbourhood of large

towns, this moderate cultivation is necessary,

as the Blackberry picking has so increased during

recent years with the appreciation of jam. There
is some tradition in France, or used to be forty

years ago, against picking or eating les mures
sauvagc, as they call them. I have a plant here

which I have never seen illustrated or cultivated

anywhere. It was brought out under the foolish

njrae of Strawberry- Raspberry, but has nothing
to do with either. I was told its real name was
Rubus palmatus. It is hardy, deciduous, and
almost a weed from the way it creeps about under-

ground. It has beautiful red fruit in August
aid September, not very good, but mixes well

with cooked windfall Apples, and is worth growing
as it is so pretty.

The ripe fruits of Rosa rugosa just before the

birds attack them make a very fair jam. I never D\V.\RF BEAN RELIANCE

can understand why the improved kinds of the

alpine Strawberry are not more cultivated. They
are much more eaten in Paris than the larger

kinds, and are a very useful addition to Strawberry

jam. The improved red alpine Strawberry is

the best. It must be grown from seed every two
or three years, as the runners deteriorate. There
is another kind called bush alpine Strawberry

which makes no runners—rather a comfort, but

I do not think it is quite so prolific. Properly

cultivated, alpine Strawberries should continue

to bear till October. Children love them ; they

are so easy to pick. •

THE BEST DWARF BEANS FOR
SCOTTISH GARDENS

.\t tliis time of crisis, when everyone should en-

deavour to obtain a maximum yield from all

food plants, the great importance of growing only

varieties that are known to succeed in the locality

should receive more than ordinary attention.

One of the most economical of garden crops is

the Dwarf French or Kidney Bean, when properly

grown, for not only will the plants yield a large

amount of wholesome and appetising food for

present consumption, but any surplus may be

preserved for winter use by bottling or by being

placed in salt. There is no sense at any time of

cultivating unsuitable varieties of anything,

while in these days such a practice is almost

criminal. I have for many years been experi-

menting with these Dwarf Beans, and have now
satisfied myself that there are very few really re-

liable sorts. The best of all the varieties 1 have

tested is undoubtedly Sutton's Reliance. For

crop, quality and long standing it is far in advance

of all others, and were I restricted to only one

variety, this would, without reserve, be the one

selected. Last season—one of the worst on record

—this fine Bean saved the situation. The man
who serves the kitchen here came to me one day

and remarked :
" I wish they [the Beans] had all

been Reliance." Next to Reliance a good stock

of Canadian Wonder is very desirable, and, any.way,

makes an admirable succession to that variety.

Ne Plus Ultra is fairly good, giving a heavy crop

of good quality, but its great defect is the short time

it remains fit for use. C. Blair.

Preston House Gardens, Lintitligow.

THE USE OF LIME

A GREAT deal has been said and written

/\ of late about lime, the sura total of

/ % which amounts to the advocacy of

jr~'^% this substance being used more widely
^ * as a fertiliser for farm and garden

crops. Now there are several points of prominent

importance 'to be observed in connection witt

its application to the soil. The operation need'

to be carried out with care. It is all very well

for those having no knowledge of a plant's constitu-

tion and feeding to come along and say, " Use

lime instead of this and instead of that." Advice

given in haste is best taken with caution.

To proceed with our subject. Calcium is an

element of plant food, and is consumed for

strengthening the cell walls. We must—many

of us, at any rate—plead guilty to a grave misuse

of the term " plant food," which means the whole

food as composed of the various elements and

compounds, and not one element, as in the case-
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of calcium. The elements fulfil their proper

functions in forining compounds, but each or

several cannot take the plane of others. It is

as futile to think that lime can be used in sub-

stitution for potash, phosphoric acid or nitro-

gen as to suppose that the moon could replace

the sun.

I-ime is present in most soils in sufficiency to

meet the requirements of plants for this element

of food. On the other band, some soils are

VEGETABLE COMPOSTS

FOR
some years I have done entirely

without stable or farmyard manure,

using instead a compost of decayed

vegetable matter. The latter consists

of garden refuse, weeds, turves, autumn

leaves, green Bracken, orchard and lawn mowings,

and such like. This is accumulated in a shallow

as the best stable manure. I have had excellent

results from such a mixture, and that after the

heap had been standing out in the open all

the winter without any covering other than

a thin layer of turves or soil over its ridge-

shaped top.

The foregoing suggestions should be adopted by

the many who are now finding animal manure

s(5 difficult to obtain. We are as yet only just

beginning to discover that vegetable or natural

substances, as differing from

animal manures, contain the bulk

of what we require in plant food.

Necessity is forcing us to look

around for substitutes for the old

commodities, now becoming rarer

year by year, and that they exist in

plenty will not be denied. For

generations the heathen Chinee has

produced a manure equal to any pro-

duct of the stable by saturating green

and other vegetable refuse with

household (bedroom) slops. We are

getting back to these first principles

of cultivation, and shall not be the

losers for having to adopt them and

depend on them. A. T. Johnson.

A TOWN GARDEN

T
CHEY.NE \V.\LK, CHELSliA : POOL AND STATUES.

deficient in lime for this purpose, which is usually

indicated by acidity and a failure on the part

of plants- to make satisfactory growth. Again,

a very considerable number of soils need an appli-

cation as a check to fungoid and insect pests

and for the purposes of correcting sourness or

soil acidity, rendering available plant food that

is in aix unavailable state and to assist the

mechanical working of the soil. Among fruit

trees and bushes lime is invaluable, and legu-

minous crops, such as Beans and Peas, and

plants of the Beet -family consume large quantities

of it.

The object is to supply soils with lime that

need it, and a test is often necessary. Poor

soils will not be enriched by it unless applied

in conjunction with a good, well-balanced

fertiliser. In dealing with sourness due to the

presence of stagnant water, the trouble can

be obviated by draining, applying the lime

subsequently.

No doubt many gardens will benefit, but liming

may easily be overdone. Dressings are better

given dm'ing autumn and early spring in small

quantities at frequent intervals rather than in

heavy doses at longer intervals. A point to

note is that caustic lime must never be allowed

to come into contact with germinating seeds,

young plants, or the young shoots of Potatoes,

as its effect will be to kill or greatly injure

them. L. M. Marshall.

pit, and as the heap grows it is sprinkled occasionally

with soot or salt—preferably the latter. When
this collection is completed, it is allowed to stand

for some weeks and another is started. The older

pile is turned over at intervals, and it very soon

becomes fit to dig into the soil in preparing the

latter for most vegetable crops. This spring I

have three of these composts going. The oldest,

finished in midwinter, is being used, the second

is maturing, and the third growing in size as

material collects. [We have lately received from

Mr. Edward Lovett, Outram Road, Croydon, a

leaflet entitled " In My Half-Acre Garden," in

which Mr. Lovett describes a similar system

of preparing manure, adopted by him with

highly satisfactory results for the past twenty-

eight years. The contents of the decomposing

pits are rich in nitrogenous matter, and of great

value in the kitclien garden.

—

Ed.]

If poultry-manure can be obtained, it is an

excellent thing for spreading between the layers

of vegetable matter, for it not only adds to the

fertilising value of the compost, but it is a more

potent factor in accelerating decay than anything

I am acquainted with. Theory says that you must

keep poultry-manure dry or lose its most vital

properties, and theory is right in a sense. But

practice proves that poultry-manure, used in the

way I have described, will for months contain

enough of its nitrogen to render the vegetable

compost with which it is incorporated as good

HE designing of a town

garden is an interesting

problem. It does not
demand the application of

very different principles

to that of a country garden

except in so far as archie

tectural elements may be more
consciously displayed. The garden

at 100, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, the

residence of the late Sir Hugh Lane, is

a good example of what may be done in a limited

space. The garden proper is divided from the

paved space at the back of the house by a simple

colonnade of stone. Fortunately, there existed

two fine trees, one a Mulberry of noble growth,

and these make brave features. A sense of length

is given to the garden by the wide parallel stone

paths, the middle one of which is interrupted by a

round pool. At the far end the old, uninteresting

wall has been transformed by the building of two

niches, which shelter statues in the classical

manner. A practical point in the design of this

garden is the provision of a narrow flagged path

running up the east side, which gives access to

the flower-beds on either side. The whole scheme

is simple and unlaboured. Too often the makers

of town gardens try to make up for the absenc e

of a fine show of plants by an excess of sculpture

which raises visions of a monumental mason's

yard. Mr. Lutyens has shown a wise restraint,

and the garden has a refined classical flavour

without being stiff. When the borders are fur-

nished at their proper seasons with such things

as Arabis, spreading its bloom and leafage over

the paving, and later with Carnations that will

bring their brilliant array of colour, the garden

will be complete. Carnations in particular are

kindly to the town gardener and in nowise turn

against a soil that builders of many generations

have salted with brick rubbish. Indeed, the

lime of old mortar is often a beneficent aid.
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GOOD PEAS FOR POOR OR
SHALLOW SOILS

FEW vegetables give better returns for

any little extra attentioji bestowed cither

upon the ground previous to sowing the

seed or after the little plants commence
their upward journey than the Pea.

But special treatment of the soil or frequent

attention after sowing is apparently quite beyond
the possibilities of most of us this seasim, and many
who have or are about to sow their rows of

Peas will have to leave all future attention to

others who, although fully appreciating the crop

when grown, take but little interest in the rows

until the podding stage is reached. Where these

<:onditions are likely to exist, those readers who
intend risking a few rows of Peas upon newly
broken up ground, or in gardens which even in the

happier days were never properly treated with

manure, and which this season will get none at

all, should make the best of existing conditions

by doing all in their power to ensure at least a

prtihtable return for what to most will be a con-

siderable outlay upon seed. A glance at any
up-to-date seed list will show the names of many
varieties, the height of these varying from i foot

to 6 feet ; and good as the majority of these un-

doubtedly are when given suitable conditions, it

should be obvious, even to the novice, that if

grown upon poor or shallow soil the crop from

whichever is sown is not likely to be all he would
wish for. But something may be done towards

ensuring very fair, if not heavy, crops by paying

due attention to the selection of the variety.

To show how necessary this really is, it must be

borne in mind that not many of the very dwarf
growing varieties are noted for the heavy
crops of well-filled pods they

produce, early maturity being the

chief, if not the only recommenda-
tion of some of the older varieties,

and to sow such as these upon
hungry soils without manure in-

variably ends disastrously
;
yet, to

go to the other extreme and sow only

the very tall varieties in the hope of

getting at least half a crop would be

equally foolish, for what little good-

ness the soil contained would be ex-

hausted by the roots before the haulm
had reached its full height, and even

supposing this was attained, a very

brief spell of drought just as the

flowering stage was reached would
result in mildew, or a burnt-up

haulm, and few, if any. Peas in

what few pods did form. Thus it

will be seen that the man whD ex-

pects his plot to be profitable with-

out manuring the ground must give

both the very dwarf growers and
the giants a wide berth when order-

ing the seed.

Those readers who are in this

imhappy plight should lind the

following list of varieties interest-

ing, these being selected from a

trial made in this garden a few
years ago, when circumstances per-

mitted me growing a length, 6 yards

long, of over thirty varieties, all

being sown on the same date upon soil

of the poorest possible nature which, for two years

or more, had not been manured. This trial proved

to be one of the most interesting of my experience,

neither clear water, liquid manure nor a mulch of

any kindbeinggiven, though the summer was excep-

tionally dry. It will be further interesting to town
gardeners and others who live where sticks are

costly to note that the height of either of the

varieties mentioned rarely exceeds 4 feet, and
for these ordinary Pea boughs will not be required.

Varieties.—Essex Star, Duke of York, Triumph,

Senator, Rcntpayer, Eureka, Royal Salute, Glory

of Devon, Dr. Maclean, Knight's Everbearing,

Autocrat and Late Queen- The last two,

together with Eureka and Everbearing, retained

the green colour both of pods and foliage over a

very long period. F. R. Castle.

WEEDS AND THEIR
DESTRUCTION

THE destruction of weeds at an early

stage of t,rowth is of advantage in many
ways. I shall recapitulate only a few-

of these. First of all, it saves labour

to an extent of which the inexperienced

have no conception. . Some gardeners, who
ought to know better, are always in a muddle
just because they allow weeds to obtain a footing,

their reason being laudable enough, if true, which
is that time cannot be spared from apparently

more pressing work to hoe ground which might
well be left unhoed till a more convenient season.

But no work being more pressing than the hoeing

of surfaces which are producing seedling weeds,

their reasoning is void. So impressed am I with

the necessity of frequent hoeing, and early hoeing

as well, that all ground that can be hoed is manipu-

lated in April or early May. The Potato quarters,

for instance, are all hoed in advance of the appear-

ance of the haulm above ground. This one item

in itself forms a great saving of labour because
of the facility with which the ground is hoed.

It has the further value of breaking the slightly

baked surface layer of soil, and to that extent

benefiting the crop, which is a second reason for

frequent hoeing. Later the Dutch hoe may be

set aside for the ordinary draw hoe. which in the

hands of an expert workman cultivates the ground
several inches in depth and to an equal depth.

Where, however, weeds are rampant, a draw hoe
or, better still, a swan-neck hoe cannot be used
to advantage. It seems like advancing a heresy

to remark that the manipulation of either type
of hoe, though easy to one trained to their best

use, is rather difficult to an ordinary workman
and to the amateur and the allotment holder. It

is amusing to see the doubled back and the short

strokes of the incompetent compared with the

long sweeps and the upright attitude of the adept,

whose work is of a superior quality, too.

A common means of a garden becoming full of

weeds is the due to seeding, and many of the weeds
that infest garden soil are of a kind that produce
seeds without going through the whole process

of growth and maturity on the plants. Groundsel

is the commonest example of this kind of weed, but

all Composite flowers exhibit a similar peculiar

reproductive activity, which is the power to produ' e

seeds of vital energy though the plant be uprooted

and the seeds still very immature. The plants,

moreover, are diflicult to kill. Of plants of

Cciltsfoot uprooted last autumn three were left

unnoticed lying on the surface till I saw the

yellow discs shining in the sun the other day.

If left, these would have given a large crop of

this abominable, if pret-ty. weed ; and it is not

singular. R. P. Brotuerston.

THE SCREEN AT lOO, CHEYNE WALK
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Seeds.—Very often during the month
of Mav we get a spell of dry weather ; this, %yitl>

hot sun and parching wind, renders the germina-

tion of small seeds a slow and unsatisfactory

process, except under special circumstances.

In the case of Lettuce and seeds of the Brassica

family, for instance, much the best plan to ensure

good results is to water the soil overnight before

sowing the seed; and in the case of seed-beds,

cover the site with mats or green boughs until

the seedlings show through the soil. In this

way a full germination of the seed is assured

and the plants make greater progress under the

moist, cool conditions.

Runner Beans.—If these are sown in boxes
about this period of the month and placed in

gentle heal, harden them off in a cold frame dire:tly

they show through the soil and plant them out

later on.

Cabbages.—Continue to plant out those raised

from seed sown in March in a cold frame after

fully exposing them. The more the hoe is kept

moving the soil about the plants, the less will slugs

trouble them.

Vegetable Marrows.—Wncre plants are growing
in frames for an early supply, keep them well

watered, the flow'ers fertilised and the growth
thin ; any tendency to overcrowding will cause

loss to the crop by the fruit failing to swell. Sow
a batch in pots in a cold frame for open-air culture.

While many sow in the open where the plants are

to grow, the plan of sowing three seeds in a

small pot has an advantage, as germination is

more certain should the weather be wet and cold.

Cauliflowers.—Plant out from early sowings

as the plants are ready, sheltering them frcmi keen
winds and frost with evergreen boughs or inverted

flower-pots for a short period after planting.

Keep the soil about the plants stirred to check
slug ravages. Sow seed of such sorts as Autunin
Giant and Mammoth in frames, and plant out as

soon as the plants are ready to handle.

Peas.—Transplant seedlings in single rows in

lioxcs as they become ready, allowing at least

3 inches between the plants. Sow appro\'ed

varieties in the open for succession.

Vegetables Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—Make sowings for succession, growing
the plants sturdily near to the glass in a temperature
not above 60°. Plants swelling their fruit should
be assisted with weak liquid manure or a sprink-

ling of Clay's Fertilizer on the surface.

French Beans.—Sow a batch of Canadian
Wonder for growing in cold frames to give an early

supply. Give ample space for free cievelopment,
as loss in the crop is sure to result from over-
crowding.

Carrots in frames should be thinned early to

avoid weak growth. Sow Short Horn for suc-

cession to pull in quite a young state.

Cauliflowers in cold frames forming hearts
should be fully exposed to give crispness to the

heads.

Mushrooms.—Make up the last bed for an indoor
crop. Well soak with tepid water the beds that have
given a full first crop. Sprinkle salt over the
surface previous to watering.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries should receive their last hoeing
prt'paratory to flowering and " bedding up," so
as to ensure the plants wnll not \ye overrun with
weeds during tlie ripening stage. Towards the

end of the month any plots of old, almost worn-
out plants would be benefited by a thin nmlching
of horse-manure, this to be covered with the clean
straw to prevent contamination and also to
shield the fruit from being splashed by the manure
during heavy rains.

The Herbaceous Border.

Phloxes.—Mulch with short, half-de(a\ ed
manure or leaf-mould plants of herbaceous Phloxes,
which suffer more, perhaps, than all other subjects
in the border from drought in May and June.
Phloxes revel where the roots are cool and moist.
Reduce stools of sn^h rank-growing subjects as

Helianthemums. Heleniums and Michaelmas
Daisies, as smaller clumps are more easily

managed. E. Molvniti'x.
(Steward to W. H. M'lCrs, Esq.)

Sivanmorc , Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Cardoons.—Although not much grown in our
Northern gardens, Cardoons are well worth culti-

vating. They like heavily manured ground, and
the general practice is to sow in rows about 3^ feet

apart, the seeds in clumps of three 1 i feet apart,
thinning out later in the season to one good strong
plant. Some favour sowing in trenches, but in

retentive' soil it is advisable to sow on the level.

To have plants of good flavour, Cardoons must
be large and well grown. Blanching must be
attended to as soon as the plants are ready, which
is generally about October.

Parsley.—Sow a good breadth in the open for

late summer and autumn supplies, and thin out as

soon as ready so that the plants may develop into

vigorous specimens.

Vegetable Marrows should again le sown for

planting on ridges in the open. Do not put out
plants that are stunted and potbound, as these
only cause disappointment and delay. Keep the
plants moving freely and shelter lor a period
after planting out, as they are readily blighted
by the least touch of late frost.

Cabbages.—Continue the planting of early
varieties. Flower of Spring and EUam's Early
being general favourites for this purpose. Plant
closely ill the rows, as both are of a dwarf
nature. Economy of space should always be
studied where possible without unduly crowding
the plant,s.

Kohl-Rabi.—The bulbous roots of this in a

young state are highly esteemed as a vegetable.
Sow now and transplant early in July in the same
manner as Cabbage. They are specially valuable
in a dry season, when Turnips are inclined to be
fibrous and bitter, as they make a fine substitute
for these.

Peas.—Sow second-earlies and see to the staking
of former sowings. Always attend to this in
good time, as the work is then much easier done
and early staking is also an advantage to the
plants, if mice or birds are troublesome, dust
the rows with soot as the plants show through the
ground.

Plants Under Glass.

Shading Houses. — Where blinds are not
approved of, the glass of plant houses should now
be obscured with some suitable shading. Seedsmen
are able to supply nimierous useful preparations
for this purpose. Palm houses should be more
densely shaded than ordinary plant houses.

Eucalypti.—Where these were raised from
seed last summer they will now need a shift into
larger pots. Of vigorous growth, we find them
most useful for conservatory decoration, also for

dot plants in the flower garden.

Mahnaison Carnations.—Plants in 5-inch pots
may nt:)vv be advanced and kept growing freely.

Stir the surface soil of older plants with a pointed
sti'k and give them a pinch of Carnation manure.
Tie in all flowering shoots and vaporise occasionalh'
so that aphis and other insect pests may be kept
in check, as only by keeping the plants clean and
giving generous treatment can choice blooms be
l(M:)ked for.

Azalea indica.—Having finished flowering,
plants of these should be repotted and growtli
encouraged. Pot in a compost of sandy peat
and loam, spray overhead for a few days, and,
after root a-tion commences, transfer to a cold
pit for the summer.
Bush Chrysanthemums will now be growing

freely, so sluniUl be pinched back in order
that nice bushy specimens may be obtained.
Give an occasional spraying wjth Abo; Insecticide
to keep down the leaf-mining maggot. We have
found it most effective in warding off this pest.

Bedding Plants in frames should receive careful
attention just now. Avoid overcrowding, and
see that watering is not neglected. Keep moving
the hardier sorts into the open, and thus relieve

the frames for other subjects. Be ready with
covering material in case of late frosts.

Cooilham. Kilnmrnock. James McGr.\n.

BRUSSELS CHICORY OR
WITLOOF

By Henry Vendelma.n'S.

CHICORY, Mhi(h belongs to the Com-
posite family, is generally cultivated

for its roots. The common varietv
is grown in the garden for kitchen use,

while another variety is produced
on a large scale for manufacturing purposes, being

transformed by burning into the familiar substance
which often forms the principal ingredient of coffee.

The Brussels Chicory or Witloof, however, which
must not be confused with Endive, is not grown
for its root, but for the " chicon,'*' op top, which
is produced. This " chicon " is without question

the finest of all winter salads, as,well as being an

excellent vegetable for cooking purposes, li

is distinguished in the first capacity
by its delicate crispness, and in both
by its delicious flavour. The finest

is produced in the neigfibourhood of

Brussels, but it may be grown satis-

factorily in any soil, fi-om light sand
to a loamy clay : indeed, splendid
results are obtained in sandy soil.

The success of the crop depends
entirely on the'way it is managed.
There are two stages in growing
Witloof: (i) Growing the roots, (1)

growing the tops.

1. Growing the Roots.—The
The Chicon. chief point to be observed is that

the soil should contain sufficient

humus to ensure retention of moisture and per-

meability. It should be dug and manured to a
depth of from 14 inches to r8 inches, and the sub-

soil must be permeable. For the actual crop
the first essential is the right variety of seed.

Other varieties have a similar seed, but the ordinary
kind will not give satisfactory results. To get
the right kind it is necessary to deal with a reliabli^

seedsman.

Chicory is sown in the open after about May 15.

At this time the formation of flower-heads, which
spoil the plant for culinary purposes, is avoided.
When it has attained about the thickness ol

the little finger, it is planted out in rows about
10 inches apart, allowing 6 inches between the
plants. If too much leaf is formed, the tops may
be cut off so as to prevent an excess of evaporation.

As the ultimate top growth is the edible part of

this crop, extra long roots are not to be encouraged.
Indeed, they may be shortened if too large, though
experience has shown that they should not be too

much reduced, because one must bear in rair.cl

that the " chicon," which is produced in winter,

grows at the expense of the root. Ground in-

tended for Chicory must be abundantly manured
with farmyard manure, and cake must afterwards
be added. Superphosphates, basic slag and
muriate of potash are also used with advantage
at the respective rates of about 3cwt., 3cwt.
and 2cwt. per acre, and, if necessary, nitrate of soda
also at the rate of about 3cwt. per acre.

Chicory should develop broad leaves on a large

crown above a thick root. The thickest roots

are the best, providing that the head is sound
and the thick part of the root about 8 inches long.

If the plants show signs of developing flower-stems

towards the end of the season, they can be dis-

couraged by treading down the leaves. The
roots must be taken up about the end of October-

—

earlier or later according to the season and to the
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time when the Chicory is wanted for the table.

The success of the crop greatly depends on the

care bestowed upon the subsequent operations.

2. Growing the " ChiJon."—Select a dry part

of the garden and mark "Ut a space about a yard

lWlil;Hf/(|Hl(ii

Tnnth. 2, Slope of bed about

iiiclu's. 3. Banh of earth.

4, Chii,ory roots.

JmWWi
^.

/.

The bed must never get wet. After a time

the roots will develop a " chicon," which easily

pushes its way through the light earth, and
when it has attained a length of 8 inches or

9 inches it can be gathered by breaking it off.

For this purpose the earth must
—

.

be taken away, but it should be

put back when the gathering is

finished for the remaining plants.

The "chicon" really is a thick,
^~~~~~~~ well-formed, spindle-shaped bundle

of close white leaves with a

yellowish top. A supply for from

two to four days' consumption
can be gathered at one time. If

the roots are good they may, after

the first gathering, develop more
heads, which, although small and
not suitable for cooking, will be
very much appreciated as salad

later on.

In winter-time Ihe tup and

^^^^^^^^ sides- of the bed may be covered

with leaves. Pine needles or any——— other material, so as to protect

the soil from frost, which would
stop the growth of the "chicons"
and perhaps spoil the whole

crop. This practice will permit of the gather-

ing of the "chicons" whatever the weather
may be.

As has beeu said, the " chicons" are produced
at the expense of the material stored in the

wide and as long as the crop requires. Turn the

soil to about half a spade's depth and rake the

surface so as to get it perfectly smooth. Trim
all the Chicory roots to equal length. Then start

digging a trench about 7 inches away outside

the prepared bed, and with the extracted soil
j

roots, therefore the plants do not need manure
make a heaped row at one end of it. Against at this stage of their development. This shows
this bank lay the first row of roots, almost upright, 1 at once the importance of good root growing

;

so that the crowns come about to the level of the

top of the bank. The row will be about 30 inches

long, the roots nearly touching each other, and

all the crowns at the same level. Then fill in the

spaces between the roots so that each plant is

slightly but separately enclosed. Then put in

a new row, allowing about an inch of solid soil

between the rows, and so on till the plants arc

exhausted. When all the roots are laid

in, the top must be covered ' with more

earth. This must be done very gradually,

and the soil must be powdered by
rubbing it between the hands with the

fingers extended (just as a cook rubs the

fat into flour for pastry) so that it is very '. Trench.

light. Where screens or twining drums
are at hand, the soil may be powdered
by their use. Mark the corners of the plot with

four stakes so as to make a guide at gathering-

time. When finished the plants should be

covered with about 7 inches of very fine soil.

After a few days a little more may be added if

necessary.

When the work is done, the trench should go

all round the bed and will act as a drain for the

moisture. As dryness is essential, the bed should

further be covered with a pointed roof of wood
or thatch so as to turn off rain into the trench.

A COLUMN FOR THE
CURIOUS

Pronunciation of Menziesia.—Will someone
tell me how the word Menziesia {or Menziesii) is

pronounced ? The Scottish botanist, Menzics,
would have called himself " Mingis," or "Mingus"
(soft "g"), according to the present pronunciation of

the name. Should we be considered pedantic,
or merely mad, if we said, for example, Mingisia
(Menziesia) polifolia?—J.

Chestnuts.—A propos the origin of referring to

a w-ell worn tale or story as a Chestnut, raised by
the Rev. J. Jacob, issue January 20, page 24,

the following is an extract from a play called " The
Broken Sword "

:

" Xavier : I entered the wood of Colloway,
when suddenly from the thick bows of a cork

tree

" Pabi.o ; A chestnut, Captain, a chestnut.
" Xavier : Bah ! Booby, 1 said a cork tree.

" Pablo: A chestnut; I should know as well

as you, having heard you tell the tale these
twenty-seven times."

—U. H. Zachary, Siddington Rectory, Cirencester.

2. Rt>ol. 3, Leaves,

fine

4, " Chieoiis
'

'arlh

.

pushing through

but

the

Trench. 2, Ground dug half a spade deep.

Rows of roots. 4, Fine earth. 5, Leaves

for protection against frost. 6, Slake.

very often, in order to get an early irop,

roots, are placed on a bed of fresh' horse-

manure, which is separated from actual contact
with them by a 2-inch layer of earth. By
this ineans the plants are forced and can be
gathered much earlier. Sometimes no roof

is used above the bed. its place being taken
by a layer of manui-e. This does equally
well as long as it prevents water from reach-
ing the heart of the "chicon." No stones or

ashes may be used in the covering earth through

which the tops have
to shoot. as they
would cause the
" chicons " to be de-

formed and would
force the Ica\'es open.

W i 1 1 o o f may be
gathered from m i d -

November till the end

of the winter by appro-

priate nianageraent.

In Praise of Potatoes and Potato Flour.—
If 1917 is not a Potato year it ought to be. It is

Potatoes here. Potatoes there, and Potatoes
everywhere. They are to be the deus ex machind.
Not to have Potatoes on the brain and in our
gardens is to be out of fashion indeed. Shade of

John Forster, arise ! This good man wrote a

small treatise in 1664, of which Weston WTote
in his "Tracts": "The public is much obliged

to him, from the great benefit the poor of this

nation has received from the cultivation of this

valuable root : particularly from the scarcity

and dearness of corn within these last few years."

It', title is well worth recording for the light it

throws on bygone times. Here it is

in full :
" England's happiness increased,

or a sure and easie remedy against all

succeeding years by a plantation of

the roots called Patatoes, whereof
(with the addition of wheat flower)

excellent good and wholesome bread ipay
be made every year eight or nine montlis
together for half the charge as formerly.

Also by the planting of these roots ten thousand
men in England and Wales who know not how-

to live, or what to do to get a maintenance for

their families, may of one acre of groimd make
thirty pounds per annum."

—

Joseph Jacob.

Sowing Cucumbers and Marrows.—The illus-

tration on page I3r, issue April 21, prompts me
to ask whether there is not a right and a wrong
way to sow seeds of the Cucurbite family. As
shown the seeds lie flat and, of course, will be

covered as they lie in this position. Experienre

convinces me that there is only one way to sow
this class of seed, viz., m an upright position,

with the pointed end downwards. As is well

known, the radicle is em.itted from the pointed

end, while the seed-leaves are unable to free them-

selves of the outer husk until they appear above

the soil. Lying flat, the rootlet must, in orccr

to strike downwards, turn at right angles and
then exert itself to pushing the seed husk in its

entirety up through the soil in a horizontal position.
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When set upright the seed is pushed up very

readily, and the seed leaves are therefore better

able to free themselves. Some may argue there

is nothing in it ; but I venture to say that seed

of this type so sown germinates and appears

more quickly, and there is less liability of rotting

off. I believe I am correct in saying that most
Cucumber and Melon growers adopt this position

<if sowing.—T. A. W.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWABD3 OF MERIT.

LsElio-Cattleya Serbia var. Perfecta.—The

sepals and petals are of a unifornr pink shade, the

much goiYered lip coloured a rich velvet crimson.

A very beautiful novelty. From Messrs.-

Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

Narcissus Michael.— .\ very handsome and

refined self yellow Ajax Daffodil which promises

well from any point of view, garden or exhibi-

tion, though the award was made from the latter

standpoint, a proof in itself of high excellence in

the variety. It formed the subject of a coloured

nlatc in The Garden of July 30, 1910. Shown by
-Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C.

Androsace cjliata.—Though by no means a

novelty, this is one of the choicest of alpine

flowers, also one of the brightest coloured. The
plant forms hillocks of glabrous green leaves,

smooth on both surfaces, and finely ciliated or

fringed at the margin.- The flowers are of rich

carmine red, a-nd crowd the plant on half-inch-

high stalks. Native of the Pyrenees. Shown in

fine condition by Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons,

Oxford.

The foregoing were exhibited before the Royal

Horticultural Society on April 24, when the awards

were made.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

TREES AND SHRUBS.
TREATMENT FOR A MYRTLE (IF. B. TT^).—Cut the

Myrtle back to a puint wlu-re the branches appear to be

alive, li the weather keeps dry syringe the branches
several times a day and keep a sharp look -out for new
shoots. As soon as new growths are formed and are an
inch or so long, give manure water or sulphate of ammonia
as yon suggest, but do not give stimulants until there is

some appearance of new growth.

FRUIT GARDEN.
TOMATO PLANTS FOR INSPECTION (.7. ^'. i?.).—The

Tomatoes are attacked by the damping off fungus. De-
stroy all those affected and keep theothers ina well-veuti-

lated place, giving them a top-dressing of lime. In
future steam or bake all soil in which young Tomatoes
are to be germinated or grown on.f

PEACH TREE DYING BACK {.!/. ±. J.).—The shoots

sent are insutficieut to enable us to say what the Peach
is affected with, but we suspect you will find some wounds
lower down the stem and branches and the degeneration

of the tissues there, producing the disease called "' gum-
ming." This causes the obliteration of the vessels and
a check to the water supply, so that the shoots above die

from lack of water. Gumming is often due to unripened
wood and the cultural conditions that cause failiure to

ripen, and such shoots which show gumming are best

cut out and the wounds made painted, as all wounds should

be. with lead i)aiut, Stockholm tar, or painters' knotting.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ACONITE AND ADJACENT VEGETABLES {F. G. J".).—

The Aconite roots will not cause harm to adjacent vegetable
loots or tubers. They must not, however, be mixed with
vegetables w'hen the latter are dug up, for if that is done
an accident might occur.

SOCIETIES
READING GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

'"The Sowing of Vegetables in July and August."
This very important subject, which bears strongly on
the national food problem, was brought forward at a
recent meeting of the above association by Mr. H. C.
Loader, The Gardens, Erlegh Park, Reading, who
at the association's meeting on October 23 last staged
a remarkable collection of vegetables grown from seed
sown less than three months pre^iously. In introducing
the subJL-ct. Mr. Loader said that It was his intention to
show that in a number of Instances land might be coaxed
or treated in such a way as to produce two useful crops
uithin the twelve months without undue .strain, and tliis

could he done by the sowing and planting of vegetables
in July and August on land which had already borne
crops of such things as early Peas, Potatoes, Caulitlnwris,
Dwarf Beans, Beet. Carrots. &c. For these crops the
ground would liave been well tilled and manured during
the previous winter and spring, and therefore not much
labour would be required to prepare the soil for these late
sowings. He emphasised the point that early thinning
was a great secret of success Jn connection with these
late crops. The lecturer then dealt with the sorts and
varieties of vegetables he had found to prove successful
so late in the season, viz.. Dwarf Beans, Lettuces, Cabbages.
Peas. Carrots, Spinach, Potatoes, Beet, Radishes, Onions
and Turnips. An animated discussion of an hour and a
quarter's duration showed with what interest the lecture
had been followed.

OBITUARY
CAPTAIN HARRY SANDERSON.

The war has roljbed our country of niauy ardent

amateur horticulturists, and we have nowtorecord
with deep regret the death in action of Captain

Harry Sanderson, R.F.A., of Galashiels. Captain

Sanderson, who wqs forty-six years of age. was a

prominent citizen of Galashiels. He was a member
of the firm of Messrs. P. and R. Sanderson, tweed
manufacturers, in that town, and took an active

part in public affairs. He was for some time a

member of th; Town Council and School Beard,

and one of the active promoters of the South of

Scotland Technical College. He was a member
of the Edinburgh Botanical Society and an active

horticulturist, his garden being one well known
for its interest. He is survived by Mrs. Sanderson

and three of a family. We may add that Captain

Sanderson enlisted as a private in the Inverness-

shire Horse Artillery in August, 1914, soon after-

wards receiving a commission in the Royal Field

.Vrtillery, and, obtaining promotion rapidly, rose

to the rank of captain.

War News from France.—It may interest the

many friends of the Vilmorin family to know that

Mr. Jean de Vilmorin, the next oldest brother of

Mr. Philippe de Vilmorin, has been appointed a

Captain in the cavalry regiment wherein he is

serving at Salonica. His scarcely nineteen year

old cousin. Mr. Pierre de Vilmorin, the youngest

son of Mr. Maurice L. de Vilmorin, has been

awarded the War Cross for his gallantry in a

recent light. The other members of that well-

known family belonging to the Army are, up to

the present time, enjoying good health.

*** Readers u'ho have not already done so are allied to

ordfr The G.^rden to be delivered regularly by their news-
a{fent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold
copies ol any journal to publishers, and in conseqvenee THE
G.\RDEN is obtainable ONLY if ordered beforehand.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country will be stopped,
except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. .S'wcA

permi.^simi has been granted to The G-\RDEN, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmarlr, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, . Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

*,* The Yearly Subscription to THE GARDEN is

10s. IDrf, . Foreign. 13s.

Inland,

rs. PYM'S FAMOUS
PLANTS.

All Post Free or Carriage Paid Passenger Train.

Sti:*ox^^ ;E>l£ft,irm-t;s fm^owk. Ox^ex^ F'teld.
Rhuhnrb, best red, three-year-old roots, 6 for 1/-. Seakale,

larce roots, 6, 1/3. Sage, Thyme, Mint, 12, 1/-. Parsley,
best curled, 20, 1/-. Asparagus, K jway's Giant, strong
three-year-old roots, 6/- lOU.

Magnificent Hardy Perennials, Rockery and Spring Flower-
ing Plants, will flower this year ; several acres ; very cheap ;

all 1/- doz.
Achillea, double white. Agrostemma, crimson. Alyssum,

gold dust. Alpine Pinks. Antirrhinums. Aquilegias. Arabis,
double white. Aubrietla, purple. Arabis, variegated. Canter-
bury Bells, separate colours. Snow in Summer. Chrysanthe-
mum, maximum. Rock Rose. Cornflowers, blue. Cowslips,
red. Commelina, blue. Crucianella, pink. Daisy-, Monstrosa,
large double pink or white. Diantlms, all colours, separate.
Doronicum, early yellow. Forget-me-nots, best dwarf blue.
Foxgloves, best mixed. French Marguerites, all colours.
Gladiolus, very scarce, finest early and late varieties. Geum,
scarlet. Hollyhocks. Iceland Poppies. Lily of the Valley.
Linum, blue flax. Lupins, assorted. Lychnis, scarlet or pink.
Lytlirum, rosea. MJlrauius, scarlet. Montbretia, clumps.
Oriental Poppies. Pausies, best large flowering. Pink,
double white or mixed. Polemonium, blue. Polyanthus, best
border and gold laced. Pyrethrum, rpseum. Ribbon Grass,
variegated. Sweet Rocket. Saponaria, pink. Saxifragas.
choice assorted. Sedums, various. Sidalcea, pink. Silene
Shafta, pink. Stachys, lanata. Sweet Williams, new scarlet,
pink, crimson, and Diadem. Tunica Saxifraga, Valerian,
crimson or white. Many others.
The following, 6 for 1/- :—Auriculas. Aquilegias, long

spurred, new colours, golden-yellow and Clematis flowered.
Canterbury Bells, new pink beauty. Gaillardias. Campanulas.
Coreopsis. Gypsopliila paniculata. Statice Sea Lavender.
Alpine Pinks. Many others.
The following, 15 for 1/- :—Canterbury Bells, mLxed.

Sweet Williams, mixed. Dianthus, mixed. Daisies, red and
white. Forget-me-nots, etc.

Geum Mrs. Bradshaw, two-year-old, 3, 1/-.

Splendid Strong Plants from Cold House and Frames.

—

Calceolaria Tigrina (herbaceous), grand varieties, 4, lOd
Dahlia Tubers, good varieties, 6, 1/-. Primula obconica, new
rose shades, 4, lOd. Primula japonica, queen of hardyPrimulas,
4, lOd. Lovely varieties of Hardy Primulas to flower in

succession from now to end of summer, 4, lOd. List free.

Strong Tomato Plants, Carter's Sunrise and Sutton's
Perfection. 6, lOd. Sweet Pea Plants, 30, lOd. Pea Plant
(eating), best Marrowfat varieties, 30, 1/-. Broad Bean
Plants, 30, 1/-. Vegetable Marrow Plants, 6, 1/-. Garlic sets,

rooted, 12, lOd. Cucumber Plants, Bedfordshire prize, 6, 1/-
Scarlet Runner Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. French Dwarf Bean
Plants, 30, 1/-. Golden Butter Bean Plants, 30, 1/-.

Strong Vegetable Plants ready in a few weeks for a whole
year's supply.—Early, Mid and Late Broccoli. Cauliflower.
Celery. Cabbage. Savoys. Brussels Sprouts, curled. Aspara-
gus, and Cottager's Kale. Lettuce. Beetroot. Sprouting
Broccoli. Spinach. Leeks, Onions. Chicory. 1/6100; 4/- 300.

Strong Seedlings now ready for pricking out.—Celery.
Early Cauliflowers. Summer Cabbage. Brussels Sprouts.
Savovs. Beetroot. Cos and Cabbage Lettuce. lOd. 100 ;

2/- 300.
Strong Greenhouse Plants and Clioice Hardy Perennials,

Rockery, Vegetable Plants, etc. Catalogue free. Everything
post free.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10 Vine House, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

HON-POISONOUS

POWDER INSEeTrCIDEWASH
DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK &GREEN FLY. CATERPILLARS,ET<:

in Cartons to make 10 ealtons of Wash, /•

50 3/6
of Nurserymen i

and Seedsmen f i

M9 DOUGALL BROS lT? PORT ST MANCHESTER
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HYDRANQEA ARBORESCENS QRANDIFLORA ALBA
(the Snowball Hydrangea).

HYDRANGEAARBORESGENSGRANDIFLORAALBA
The Snowball Hydrangea. Finest of all Hardy Flowering Shrubs.

As supplied by me to H.R.H. Princess Louise and His Majesty's Board of Public Works. This might be caikf^l

the perpetual blooming Hydrangea Paniculata Grandifiora. It is certainly superior to that grand old sort, in that
it begins blooming in May or June and continues in great profusion until frost, while the old variety only begins
to bloom in August or September. The flowers of the Snowball Hydrangea are pure snow white, the clusters

almost as round as a ball and as large as a man's hat. The effect of such a glorious plant on one's lawn or in the
garden in full bloom all summer and fall cannot easily be dej^cribed. It is the grandest decorative flowering plant
for outside ever introduced. In addition to its flowers the foliage is also very beautiful, clean, and healthy. The
plant is perfectly hardy an>'where out of doors. The bush grows to a considerable size and produces hundreds
of its magnificent clu.-^ters of bloom every year. Now reduced to half price, 2 for 1/9 ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 for 5/- ;

12
for 7/-. Immense plants, three and four years old, 2 for 3/- ; 4 for 5/- ; 8 for 9/-.

JAPANESE TREE P/EOMES
THE GLORY OF JAPAN. Will produce 200 Blossoms on one Tree.
Huge blossonLs of magnificent lustre and texture, often lOin. to 12in. across ; glorious for greenhouse, but

quite hardy for outdoors. Should be planted at once, as they flower early in spring. There is a refinement more
rare and a charm more fascinating about these Tree Pa?onies than can be described on paper. 3/- each ; 3 for 7/6.

THE CLIMBING HYDRANGEA
(SCHIZOPHRAGMA HYDRANGEOIDES.)

A beautiful hardy climber introducetl from Japan. It is a handsome, rapid-growing plant, with almost all the
(.haract-eristics of these Hydrangeas, having siimlar white flowers in huge trusses. It clings with great tenacity
to any tree or building by wliith it may be planted, and attains a height of 5Uft. It blooms about July and remains-
a long time in flower ; it is perfectly hardy. Fine trees of tliis grand new climber, 2/6 each ; 3 for 6/6. Stock
very limited.

GREAT BARGAINS IN SUPERB FLOWERED ROSES
TEA, AND HYBRID TEA EVER-

BLOOMING ROSES.
All beautiful dwarf retarded trees for bedding out in masses now, far superior to

ordinary bedding plants, and cheaper.

Magnificent varieties for gnrden ; nearly all Gold Medal winners :.

flower continuously the whole season. The Koses are of great

substance, with remarkably long, handsome buds and sheU-petalled

flowers of most exquisite soft shades and distinct tea-like fragrance.

3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6; 25 for 12/6 : .'.U for 22/6.
100 40 -.

The New Bedding MARECHAL NIEL
SUPERB BUD. A GEM FOR CUTTING.

GIANT- FLOWERING HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES
A Mass of Blossom all the Season.

for 3/-; 12forS'6; 25for10/-; 50for18/6) Packed free and carriage paid.

A grand new Rose, rich, deep citron yellow, becoming deeper as-

tlie flowers expand—a colour that does not fade ; the blooms are-

large, full, and of perfect form, with lugh-pointed centre, and are-

deliciously fragrant ; the plant is a vigorous, erect gro«%r, free

and continuous in bloom ; one of the finest of the new Koses.

3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER of Giant-flowering Hybrid Perpetual
Roses. My selection, drawn from very best varieties where I have
a siu-plus. Will transplant splendidly now, every tree having a

mass of fibrous roots, and every one flowered all 1.1st season.

A magnificent range of colour, from pure wliite to rich crimsor

,

These will make any garden a blaze of colour. 6, all different

Tliis is a bargain price so long as stock lasts, as many of these Roses are worth from Is. to 2s. each.

GREAT BARGAINS
CLIMBING

IN LOVELY A wonderful offer ; half price. Having a grand stock of Climbini!

and Kambling Eoses, all grand trees, in splendid condition ;
no

need for bare walls, ugly places, arches and trellises not covered,

etc. Plant these freely, they will flower in the wildest profusion,

anywhere and everywhere. 6 for 3/- ; 12 for 5/-. No more at
tlie bargain price when these are cleared.

DAINTY BABY ROSES OR THE NEW TOM THUMB.
Have a bed of these for a change ; you will have such a mass of

blossom you never had before. Superb as a bedding Eose ; can
also be used for Edging or Pots. The sensational new Dwarf ROSE

MDME. NORBERT LEVAVASSEUR.—As a pot Rose for greenhouse or window it has no equal, for beds and borders it is simply a mass of crimson the whole of the season, producing such a
grand, telling effect that once seen it is not readily forgotten ; it is very hardy, and will thrive in the poorest soil. Only grows about 1ft. high, and blooms so profusely as to entirely hide
the foliage. The foliage is of a beautifully deep glossy green, and is never attacked by disease. It flowers in large clusters from June to November. It is always in bloom. This Rose
will prove invaluable for bedding purposes and pot culture. It has already obtained the live following Prizes, viz. :—Paris Exhibition (ftlay)—Large Silver Medal ; Paris Exhibition
(November)— 1st Class Certiflcate of Merit by the National Horticultural Society of France ; London (April)—1st Class Certificate of Merit, R.H.S. of London ; London (June)—1st

Class Certificate of Merit, National Rose Society ; Orleans (August)—Gold Medal, highest award, with congratulations from the Judges. Now offered by me in four lovely colours—rich

crimson, snow-white, geranium-red, and Dorothy Perkins pink. All the same price ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 for 5/- ; 12 for 7/6. May be had all one colour or mixed, as deshed.

FORGET-ME-NOT (The Jewel).—The colour is a
remarkable sky-blue, which shines out in a most conspicuous
manner when side by side with other Forget-me-nots, and
constitutes the distinct feature of this plant. 1/6 per doz.

ARTEMISIA LACTIFLORA QRANDIFLORA ALBA.
—A New and Remarkable Floral Qem of Qreat Beauty.
This remarkably hardy perennial is. without doubt, one of

the best new introductions, and may be classed with the
sliowiest of all herbaceous plants. It is very free floweriu;
i>n the poorest soil, and as the buds um'old they become
whiter and whiter, until at last they burst forth into a veritable
snowbank of drooping, fleecy bloom of purest whit«, the
panicles often 2ft. to 3ft. long. It is a vigorous perennial,
attaining a height of from 3ft. to 4ft. when well established
and is absolutely hardy, is of easy cidtivation, and makes s

wonderful show, equalled by few plant,:; of any description
When known it will be planted by thousands. Superb for
(hurt_h decoration. 3 for 1/9 ; 6 for 3/- ; 12 for 5/6.

THE HARDY BLUE GERANIUMS.—This lovely
hardy Geranium is rarely seen in beds or borders, yet it is

absolutely a hardy perennial, and will give a wealth of glorious
large blue flowers for months ; increase and improve yearly
3 for 1/6 ; G for 2/- ; 12 for 3/6.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM PEERLESS.—The
new giant white hardy marguerite : large, handsome, glossy
foliage ; the blossoms are enormous, and often measure -Mn.

acrof-s, thus eclipsing all other marguerites. 6 for 1/6
12 for 2/6.

NEW MAMMOTH SWEET WILLIAMS " HOLBORN
GLORY."—The finest strain ever seen. The size of the
blossom-s. delicate and lovely colouring, splendour and
brilliancy, is unsurpassed ; no garden complete without this
lovely strain. 12, 1/9 ; 24, 3/-.

NEW PERENNIAL PHLOXES.—Those who remember
the thin-petalled white and the duil-hued purple Perennial
Phlox of old-fashioned gardens, can scarcely recognise these
new Phloxes as the same flowers. These new varieties are iu

bloom from June until frost, and the individual florets are
twice the size of the old-time Phlox, and the shades of colour
the brightest, richest, and clearest. There are no finer or
more useful perennials than the Perennial Pliloxes, or which
will give more complete satisfaction. All are sweet-scented
dwarf in habit, compact in truss, and have large—many of

them abnormally large—flowers, some exceeding in size a
tive-shilline piece, fi lor 2/-; 12 for 3/6.

PHYSALIS FRANCHETI.—New Giant Winter Cherry
(Chinese Lanteni Plants ). Beautiful new PhysaUs from Japan,
which has lately become in good demand for decoration and
for bedding ; entirely hardy. Grand for winter decoration, as
this plant carries a perfect load of richly coloured lanterns.

for 1/3 : 12 for 2/3.

THE CRIMSON SPIR^A.—A glorious new plant. It
is most superb for winter and spring decoration of the green-
house, a well-grown plant being a mass of lovely crimson
blossom ; but it has a further charm by being perfectly
hardy, and can be planted in the open at once. 3 for 1/6 ;

(i for 2/9 : 12 for 5/-.

EVENING PRIMROSE.—A lovely shade of rich soft

yellow, and deliriously fragrant ; tiie buds expand at dusk,
and will perfume the whole surrounding atmosphere till

sunri.se; thrive anywhere, tj for 1/3 ; 12 for 2/-.

CANDIDUM.—This lovely Lily produces from six to

thirty lovely waxy-white blossoms, which have tiie most
delirious fragrance." Of all Lilies it is one of the most charming,
and sure to bloom freely. (', for 1/6 : 12 for 2/6 : lareer. 4/-

per doz.

LOVELY HARDY CLIMBERS.
DOUBLE MORNING GLORY (Calystegia).—Rare

hardy perennial climber, one of the most beautful climbins

plants, covered all through the sununer with a mass of full-

double, pale rose flowers in the shape of double Clematis
flowers ; oft«n Sin. across. Remarkably fast and easy glow-

ing ; excellent for trellis work, for covering walls, verandahs.
balconie.s, etc. ; grows on every soil. Sometimes called Ko.se

Vine and Californian Rose, it will luxuriate anywhere, sun or

shade, and when well established, its long vines, wreathed in

a profusion of large double rose-like blossoms, produce a very

telling effect. 3 for 1/6 ; 6 for 2/9 ; 12 for 5/-.

POLYGONUM BALDSHUANICUM.—A new hardy
climber of rapid growth, with stems twming and clingiTig to.

anytiiing for support. Panicles of showy white flowers in great

profusioii the whole season. This is a really glorious climber,

and all will surely want it when better known. 2/6 eacli :

2 for 4/-.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT. A mass of blossom certain. Thousands ot testimonials from every part of England, and repeat orders
for nny Vigorous Country Grown Rose Trees.

All above will plant out perfectly now. All packed by an expert, and carriage paid to your door.

lVEx>s. GILRDNER, F.R.H.S., I>riory »[oixs;e, STROXJI>
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For the Poultry- Keeper

CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
Author of "Poultry-Keeping on Money-Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry- Keeping," "How to Feed Hens for Egg- Production," &c.

M:
rAY is undoubtedly the best "grouiug"

month for chicks, and one of my
pointers reads: "The more of May
chickens see t'he better they

thrive." Insect and grub fife can

he found in plenty, and the grass has some " body "

•in it.

Free Range.—For growing chickens free range

Juring the summer is ideal, and happy are they

who can provide suitable environment for the

young poultry stock. I have been discussing

with Lady a system of rearing chickens in

a small wood that she has available for them.

The following is an extract from her original

letter :

" I have about 200 chicks which I am rearing

from day-old, and when they are six weeks
old 1 intend putting them out into a small

wood near the house, where they can run

absolutely free. I am having small houses

made to accommodate from thirty to forty

each. My difficulty is, how am I to ensure

that each lot goes home into its own house

every evening, and that the whole lot do not

I rowd into one or two ? The wood is about

two afres. As they will find most of their

own food, is it necessary to give them grain

more than once a day or twice ? What quantity

per day ought they to have besides what they

pick up for themselves ? How can 1 tell the

cockerels from the puUets at two months
old ? I want to begin killing off the cockerels

for home consumption as early as possible."

Housing.—As many readers of The Garden
7nay be in a position to adopt my correspondent's

system of rearing, the following notes may prove

helpful. Many devii es could be tried to prevent

overcrowding. I would place the houses—facing

the south—in line and arrange for a scries of

po.i-holes through which the birds could pass

from structure to structure. Wherever long

perches are used, fowls will insist on roosting

close together, causing overtrowding and subse-

quently sweating, which often results in colds and

roup. As a safeguard, instead of erecting one

long perch, a number of short perches should be

installed in each house running at right angles

to the back. For young stock they would have

to be narrow and but a small distance from the

fround. The idea is to have just sufficient roosts

in ea^h house to take the number of birds accommo-
dated therein, although one need not be too

exact. Then when the perches in one structure

are occupied, the chickens will pass through the

pop-hole into the next house, and the roosts

will ultimately be fully utili'^ed without any

overcrowding.

Overcrowding.—Young poulliy stock will often

give trouble by sleeping on the ground until

they are many months old, and are encouraged

to do so because the corners of the house are

inviting. To prevent this the corners of the

roosting- place should be filled in until the chickens

get accustomed to the perches. No harm will

accrue from sleeping on the floor if it is well littered

and providing that " corners " are filled in. Apart

from the sweating, there is always the possibility

of a-chicken being crushed if all the birds crowd

into a corner of the structure. Early perching

should be encouraged, and at first it might be

necessary to visit the houses at roosting-time and

place the birds on the perches. After a few

lessons young poultry stock will quickly get to

know what is expected of them. With some

chickens there comes the desire to roost at a very

early age ; with others it comes later. If the

young birds are enticed to take to the roosts,

the above plan will discourage overcrowding

and will see the chickens equally distributed

throughout the houses. If difficulty was experi-

enced on account of the chickens showing no

desire to roost, one might have to place the houses

a little distance apart and for a time see that each

structure has its full complement at roosting-

time. After a while the birds would sort themselves

out.

Sexes.'— It would, in my opinion, be much wiser

to put out the chicks into the small wood when

they were eight weeks old. This is the age when
it is customary to move them from the foster-

mothers to the cold brcjoders or cockerel-boxes.

Much better results, too, would accrue if the

sexes were separately housed. Cockerels are

very greedy and devour more than their share

of food when both sexes are run together, the

pullets suffering in consequence. As the males

are required for the table, this separate housing

would be an advantage, because the birds could

be put on a fattening diet for a week or two before

they were desired for the table. Having sorted

out the chickens at eight v;eeks of age, I would

recommend quartering the young males at one

end of the wood and the females at the other.

While free range is ideal for growing stock, it is

prone to make cockerels "sinewy" for table

purposes, the exercise and running about develop-

ing the muscles. This drawback can be guarded

against if, during the last week or so prior to killing,

the males are placed in wired-in enclosures and

kept quiet. In the plan under review the cockerels

—whether killed at fourteen or sixteen weeks

old—could remain in the same quarters, but a

wue-netting enclosure could be attached to each

house (if it was only by yiay of a temporary

arrangement) for use during the last week or two.

It would be an advantage to keep the males in

flocks, as they put on flesh the better when so

handled, Althcnigh cockerels can be taken

up from the ground and be found "ready" for

table at fourteen or sixteen weeks without special

fattening, a finishing course will yield better

results and heavier weights. Much, of course,

depends upon the breed that is kept.

Feeding.—As regards the amount of hand-

feeding that would be necessary, this must depend

upon the quantity of natural food that the young

stock pick up. Environment must naturally

play an all-important part in deciding to what

extent hand-feeding should be adopted. There

is one thing, however, I would recommend. It

will take the chickens a little time to get settled

down to their new quarters, and for a short time

hand-feeding should be rather on the liberal side.

If two "scratch" meals of grain are given per diem

—morning and night—at the start, the birds'

crops can be examined at roosting-time directly

the rations are gradually reduced. It is best

to be guided by the amount of food found in the

crops at the end of the day, and many birds should

be examined. When the " hand " rations are

reduced to one meal ai grain per diem, this will

best be given at night to ensure the birds going

to roost with full crops. One evening as the

birds come up to be fed when " whistled " their

crops can be felt, and it will be found what amount

of natural food is being discovered.

Keen Appetites.—It will not be advisable

to give the grain feed in the morning, or the birds

will have no encouragement to go grub-hunting.

If they are not accustomed to an early morning

meal, their one object directly they are released

will be to roam in search of natural food. If a

morning feed is given, let it be just a light one,

and perhaps the best results might follow from a

light meal morning.and evening It would keep

the appetites keen !

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. Tr. Powell-Owen, The GaedeN PouUry Expert,

mil be -pleased to answer, free of charge, any questions denlint/

irit/i po/dlrit'keepinfj. A stamped and addressed eiireliipe

sitnuhl lie eiielosed, lehen a lenifthy and detailed reply will he

nailed pruinptly. Commmiieations shoald be sent to Mr.
W. Powell-Owen, care of THE Gauden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C.
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Our clmrge for advertisemeuts under the above heading is

!»d. per line, consisting of eight words to tlie line. Press

day Friday. _^
WANTED, AT ST. LEONARD'S SCHOOL
FUR GIRLS, St. Andrew's, Fife, a fully qualified and well-

educated woman, to act as Head Gardener and Instructor in

Gardeniug. Knowledge of the growth and sale of vegetables,

and tlie care of grass is essential, and some experience in

teacliing desirable. — For further particulars apply to the

Head Mistress.

TWO LADIES WANT WORK.— Market
jrarden; little training; strong, healthy.

—

Pratt, Caerleon,
Mon.

Cabbage Root
Fly Maggot

ANDERSON'S Felt Discs for

protecting Cabbages and Cauli-

flowers against Maggot attack.

8s. per 1000, »r Is. per 100.
Postage extra 9d. per 1 COO or

4d. per 100. Cash with order.

Full Directions with each packet.

Ask your Seedsmen (or thera.

Manufacturers ;

D. ANDERSON & SON, Ltd.,
Lasan Felt Works . . BELFAST.

LETHORION ::

FumigatorVAPOUR
CONE

Introdnced 1885.

The marxellous eftect of this

simple and cheap method of

Fumigating Greenhouses is

fully borne out by the

enormous increase of sales

year by year.

Only a match required

for starting the Cone. Full

directions (or use on each

Cone.

Thousands of testimonials

received from all parts.

Prices.—No. 1 , .500 to 1,000 cubic ft., Sd. : No. 2, 1,.500 cubic

ft.. 8d. ; No. 3, for 2,000 to 2,500 cubic ft. 1/-.

ReeistereJ Trade Marii 62657,

44 »» THE NEW
AND MOST
SUCCESSFUL

EGGS FOR HATCHING from the finest
laying and exhibition strains— first pens 10/-, special pens 20/-
per sitting, unfertile eggs replaced. Day old chicks 16/- and
30/- per dozen. Adult birds always for sale, moderate prices.
Breeds kept: Gulden, Silver and White Wyandottes, White
Leghorns. Rhode island Reds, Light Sussex, Ilutf Orpington
Ducks.—SVD.NEY UiLLES, Cleveland Poultry Farm. Standon,
Herte.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- (ioz. List,
30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock. 35/-.—Varney, Stratford, Essex.

TOM A. SCOTT & CO. have Eggs and
Chicks ready from their well-known breeding pens; R. I. Red
Specialists. Price list on application.—The Trendies, 8loiit*li.

,

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

BOiH WEED
KILLER

THB

LASTING RESULTS - NO NEW EXPERIMENT,

LABOUR SAVERS.-EuREKA- lawn sand.
SOILFUME Nicotine INSECTICIDES FUMERS.

- SPBAY5. AND OTHER CHEMICALS & SUNDRIES
SEE List Please ask your agent foo ihe Eubeka

'.ARTICLES - They are slways satisfactory if any '

(difficulty in obtaining we send DlBtCT CARRI4CE PAlU

.tnl.AdiliissTaMLINSON&HAYWARD L7 LINCOLN.

BTOURBRIDGEl UJBATING APPARATUS
For Qreeahouses, Conservatories, &c,

TENAX
Grafting Wax
It is a much required " HOME-MADE " article to

meet the requirements of all Nurserymen and

Gardeners.

It is rapidly taking the place of all Foreign and other

preparations for all Grafting and Budding Purposes.

InTins, each, 6d.,1/-, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-. Also in bulk at
reduced rat«s.

To be obtained through the Nursery and Seed T. ade generally.

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
i Bonded Chemical Works, Shad Thames,

!

LONDON, S.E.

NOW KE.\DV. Crown Kvo, 3<. 6d. ntl

^ Che BEST and ChcapcsK
••c 4ujntll/ of c«cH.«.-r r.it"."«( »n*M»-^i. *.••. i,--- ?-
r«llcn ("c»fTl«je'".h:**ju»»iir/ 'arnpom* t« k« • \mUf t^

.
*•""(*). •> »nt« for T'lC* Lilt, iff

rCIAL POli ..I All **«trift|, m^^ . Bulh EowU •••J tv.
f«m *f#m 3d. carh.

RICMAROSANKey*SON. LT9.

I
Most economical and efficient.

I

Tht^ apparatus has attained

great popularity. Made at oui'

own foundry, and under oui

own supervision. Before
ordering elsewher;, send for

Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

llrMlDsham Street PouDdry

8TOURBRIDQE.

JOTTINGS OF A GENTLEMAN GARDENER.
A I-ractical Guide to Flower Gardening tor Amateur Gai

-

deners; to wh ch is added some suggestions on growing fond

plants during the War. By E. T. Ellis. F.R.H.S.

Abstract of Contents:

Starting a Garden. Annuals, Biennials and Perennials.

Colour Borders. Kock Gardens. Paths. Weed=. Pests,

ami Disease:. Propa--ation of Plants. Soils aiid

Manures, and their Management. Exreriment in

Gardening- Pict iresque Vegetab'e Gardening. Flower
and Vegetable Ca en- ars.

London : L. REEVE & CO., Ltd., 6, HenKetta St ,
W C. 2.

CALCOMAR
Registered No. 371,217.

is SUPERIOR to, yet CHEAPER than shell, and

is manufactured by BRITISH LABOUR.

PROPRIETORS:
Messrs. Wm. ASHBY & SON, Ltd.,

Poultr.v Grit Manufacturers (wholesale),

TUNNEL AVENUE, EAST GREENWICH.
SEE YOU f COHN MfKOHaHT ^10CK9 fS-

BY AI*POINTIV)ENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
" A worthy and /ormidable weapon for battling against Ike bacillus,"

—Sir J. Ceichton-Browne. F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of Uquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so benehcial that I think it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.— " I mixed twenty par s of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and

were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm oVa."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids

the birds of insect pests.

rZAL FLUID, ^ ^ * «

'

IZAL POWDER, ^'^'^^''"'*^^*

J 6/6 per gal.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry.

6/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.,Thorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT
Li 1^9—110

lets there Pt
I and makes the Garden ZU^S'..
gay all the year round -~;^{{£-i

i everywhere in TINS at 6d.& Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs., 2s. 6d.: 14 lbs., 4s. 6d. : Si lbs.. 7s. 6d.: 56 lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs., 20s. Or
directfrom theWorks, Carriasep.aid in the United Kinedom fn^C.^sh with OrderfexceptSd.TINS)

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.

THE COOPER
HORTICOLTORAL REMEDIES

ARE WHAT YOU WANT

1

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparation for Apple-Suckcr. Gteen-Fly,
&c., on FRUIT and other TREES.

Ql 3/6 : I Gall. \Olt: 2 Galls. 20/6 : 5 Galli, 50/-:

40 Galb. £19/10/.

Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUID
KorROSE, STRAWBERRY anil other MILDEWS

Per Qt. 3/- ; 1 GaU. 9/- : 2 GJli. 17/6; 5 Gallt. 42/6

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

! AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a Ions time in lus-
pcnsion, coats loliase uniformly, and does not scorch

when properly prepared.

I lb. Tin l/IO; 5 lb. Tin 7/11: 10 lb. Tin 14/2;
SO lb. Kef 56/3

Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the " Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Killt WmcU od Garden Paths and GraTelled Spaces.

Per Qrt 3/6: 1 GalL 8/6 ; 5 Gallj. 38/- ; 40 Galli. 210/-

All packagei charged extra, except qaart tins.

1 gall, makea 100 gallt. of effective Weedkiller

COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A re-lntorced NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses.

lnBotts.@8i: 1/2; 2/6; 5/-; 9/-: In Tins® 17/-; 30/-; 57/-

N.B.—Owing to existing conditions the
above prices are subject to alteration. We
shall be pleased to send quotations on

application.

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Sole Manafaoturers;

WILUAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkluunsted.

Printed by Hfusori & Kearns. Limitfd. HatfieM Street Worlvs, Stamford Street, S.E.. and Published by " Country Life." Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C,
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide re^jutatiou for quality aad cheapnesB. Strong and
•turdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All tlie newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants In great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Mbeeyweatheh & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection In culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants
you require.—JoBN Wateher, Sons & Cbisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and WATER LILIES.—LarEestocksol thebeatanci
most popular varieties. Catalogue free.

—

John Waterer,
Sons i£ Crisp, Limited, Bagsliot, Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
"VITROLITE" far superior to Wliite Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-

out the country.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. COOK. Wiih over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 123. 6d. net,

by post, 13s.—Published at the Offices of "COUNTRY
Life." Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S OFFICES, 72, Victoria
Street, S.VV. 1, are commandeered for War purposes. They
are now at No. 92.

DEFY THE BIRDS. — Superior rotless
t-anned netting. Supply limited. Obtain our prices. Buy
early. Pea guar-ts 6/11 dozen with ends small niesli. Trel'is,

12ft., 1/1. Garden hose, barrows, lawn mowers equal'y cheap.
—E. B. Hawthorn, Ltd., Dept. E, Abbey Foregate, Shrews-
bury, also at Loudon and Boston.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 Bin., 15 6in., 20 Sin
30 3ilD., 25 2iln., complete, packed free, 7/6. Hlostiated
list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and
rhubarb pots, free.

—

Thos. Jkatons, Potteries. Bilerley Hill.

CHOICE PLANTS FOR PRESENT PLANT-
Ing.—Old Sweet Double Kocket (Hesperis). 10s. 6d. doz.
Saxifraga Longifolia, grand plants in small pots, lOs. 6d.
and 15s. doz.— GEORGE BUNYARD & Co., Ltd., The Royal
Nurseries, Maidstone.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to ita full use. either for the purposes ot
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Country
Life," Ltd.. 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawu.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCESONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

GLADIOL' FOR PRESENT PLANTING.—
Very choice mixture of Gandavensis Hybrids, 8 6 100;
Nanceanus Hybrids, 8/6 100. Gandavensis Hybrids, in sepa-
rate shades of colonrs. 10/- 100. New Priniulinus Hybrids,
15/- 100. Early flowering Gladioli. 3/- 100. — Robert
Sydenham, Ltd., 88, Tenby Street, Birmingliam.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
Sold in one, two and four bushel bags. All orders despatched
in rotation. Write for free booklet. -Wakeley Bros. & Co.,
Ltd.. 75a, Baukside. London, ^.. _ o

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested growth, at moderate
prices. Descriptive CataloRue free on application.

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, Internatlon^
Exhibition, 1912 Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, pavlug, etc. Materials and plants

supplied. Work personally superintended Estimates given.

—Morrisburne. Wokiog.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS, DIAN-
THUS or pinks, perpetual rockwork and border (FourGold
Medals R.H.S., 450 Cups, etc.). Our famous stocks can be

planted now. Nothing equals a bed of Doualaa clove-scented

stitf-uecked Border Carnations that bloom all the summer.
PMnest seed, 1/6 and 2/B pkt. Plant catalogue.—J. Douglas
(The Premier House), Gt. Bookham.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratia.

GREENHOUSE SHADING BLINDS to order.

No. 3, .i-iin. wide. Is. 3d. run yd.; No. 4, Is 6d. ; No.5,ls.9d.
run yd. Made into anv size blind bound witli tape No. 3,

Is. ;'No. 4, Is. Id.: No. 5, Is. 31. squard yd. Samples free.

—W. Oliver Allen, Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
t-luch square mesh uets, bjjud with cords, guaranteed cover

exact measurements. 4iu »q. yard ; any leugtli and width to

order ; stout 1-iuch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2ld. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited : order early.— W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of

rabbii-keepine for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C.J. Dnv' s. 7d. net; by post, ^Sd.—Published at the

Offices of COiHiRY Life," Lid., Tavistock Street, Covent

G arden, W .C.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS" and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL. ECONOMICAL—
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
N0N-P0I-*ON0US.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.

Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

MoDnuoALL Hrob.. Ltd.. Port Street. Manchester.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
Alters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State

particulars.—WILLIAM Beattik, 8. Lower Grosvenor Place,

Westminster^

POLYANTHUS PRIMROSES.—Seed from
mv e.xhibition strain, fid. and 1/- packet. Sendfor list of plants

aiid seed.—Rev. L. Barnes, F.R.H.S., Scofton, Worksop.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. TEETGEN. Illustrated. 3/6 net

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader witb

practical information showine how the possessors of gardens

larae or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices of

Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden.

W.C. ___^_
FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERA' NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.

Oppositifolja W. 6. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Piilla Lilaciana, a fine Lilac Pulla. 5/- doz.—Write for

quotations to Whitelbog & Co. Nurseries, Chislehurst.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READINa

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT AT
REDUCED PRICES.

Kelway's new and choice hardy perennial plants of all klndi,

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyrethrums.
Kelway's Gay GaiUardias.

Write for Reduced Price Lists to
Kelway a Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport, Somerset.

BATH'S CARNATIONS, PANSIES,
DAHLIAS, CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and other flowers.—

New Illustrated Catalogue of the best new and standard
varieties is ready, and will be sent post free on application.

—

(Dept. B), R. H. Bath. Ltd.. The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named, 2/3 post free, Early Chrysanthe-

mums, 12 very fine varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.—
Dobbie & Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

cheap. List sent.-Maeion Gledstanes. Fardross, Clogher.

Tyrone.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS. HERBACEOUS
AND BORDER PLANTS, in four sorts, 25/- per 100. Cata-

logue, 25 per cent, during May.—W. H. Stansfield. Kew.
Southport.

CABBAGE, BROCCOLI, SPROUTS, TO-
MATOES, and all other vegetable plants Order now to

ensure plentifnl supply for Autumn and Winter Food. List

free.—Tacdevin & Co., Willaston, Chester.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by

post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book wUl see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy

return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices of

" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The. ideal non-poisonous

insecticide for vegetables, roses and truit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economical. ^ ^, , _
Is and 38. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

Sole Manufacturers, McDougall Bros., Ltd.. Manchester.

IRON ANDWIRE FENCING FOR GARDENS,
Tree Guards Gates. Arches, EspaUers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every description.

Send for iUustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel RalUng and

Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Lists.—BODLTON & PADl,

Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

DOUBLE THE OUTPUT OF YOUR GARDEN
l,v using VITARA (radio-active) FERTILISER ;

trial packet

0,1, "post free, from T. Thorne Baker, 3. Imperial buildings,

Croydon, Surrey.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, wiU

have pleasure In sending a copy of thelx 1917 Catalogoe o!

Begoi^as, Delphiniums, etc, etc., free If this paper U IMO-

Uoned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequaUed Del-

phiniums in superb variety
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Of mind can only be secuioJ by helpinj; to vuur utmost iii

the production of Food.

TOMATOES.
FOR COLD HOUSES AND THE OPEN.

Varieties: AilsaCraig, Balch's Gem, Beatall. Pides'
Recruit, Comet. Fiiibashet. Holmes* Supreme.
Kondlne and Carter's Sunrise. Mrong plants, ex
boxes. 21- doz.: 25 3 6; .iil 8/3; 100 12/-. Limited

number, ex pots. 4/- doz.
BdokS* Tresco. ex boxes, 2/6 doz.; 7/6 50; 14/8 lOff.

Ex pot-. 5/- do7.. ; 35/- 100.
We strongly recommend a v.iriety named '* Holmes'

Open Air" inot mentioned above), a heavy cropper.
Prires ex boKes 2/3 doz.; 7/- 50 ; 12/6 100. Ex pots. 4/- doz.

:

27 6 100.

COLLECTIONS.—That you may TEST which suits you
BEST. E-v iioxes. 3 plants each, 4 varieties, our selec-
tion. 2/3 : 6 ditto. 4/- : IJ ditto, 7/- ; 25 ditto, 12/6

Book your orders now f^ir plants of the followmc >Sl

VeMetablet; for pLiLilmg m the upen. Delivery May M
22nd and onwards. D< z. 100 f^i
Borecole or Kale (3 varieties).. .. 2d 1/3 »^
BroccoIHWinler Cauliflower). 5 varieties .. 3d 1/10 '^
Broccoli, Sprouting White or Purple . . 2d 1/3 g?;
Brussels Sprouts {2 varietiesi 3d 1/10 ^«
Cabbig^ (;t varieties) 2d 1/3 |fe

Cabbage, Red Pickling 3d 1/10 r^^

Cauliflower (2 varieties) 3d J/10 sgl
Celery, red or white 4d 2/4 h-4

Leeks Civarreties) 2d t/3 |?)i

Liettuoes. Cabbage or Cos 2d 1/3 *ftl

Onion < 4 varieties) 3d 10.0 S|
Savoys II variety) 2d 1/3 %"?

SWEET PEA I

PLANTS. f(AUTUnN AND WINTER SOWN. ColJ eroun). M
PLANTINTHEOPEN NOW. |

SEND FOR OUR NEW LIST OF >d
90 VARIETIES, INCLUDING 20 NOVELTIES. %1

NOVELTIES. ^
The following are a few selections :— Per doz. 100 ^Pink— Hercules Sd 4/8 )?4

Cream—Clara Curtis 7d 4/- ^Cream Pink (Deep)— Margaret Atlee Sd 4/6 'M
Rose—Rosabelle 8d 4^6 1*1
Salmon— E.irl Spencer Od 5'- PCrimson—KiDR Edward Spencer 7(1 4/- »i1Scarlet—Scarlet Emperor Od S/- M
Orange—Robert Sydenham lOd 6/6 JS
Orange Scarlet—Thomas Stevenson 8d 4/6 fclSsOrange Pink—Edrom Beauty 7d 4/- Wi
Purple— Royal Purple 1/. 7/. pMaroon—King Manoel 8d 4/6 u^Mauve—Bertrand Deal Irapd 8d 4/6 S^
Blue (Light)—Wedgwood 7d 4/- p|
Blue I Dark)—Lord Nelson Spencer .. 8d 4/6 >*<

Lavender—Lavender Geo. Herbert .

.

Sd 4/6 pjis

Carmine—John Ingman 6d 3/6 l«5
Picotee Edged—Evelyn Hemus 6d 3/6 W-
Blcolor— Mrs. Cuthbertson 8d 4/6 Ss?
Cerise (Deep)—Edith Taylor 8d 4/6 W4
White-King White gd 5/- ^Lilac -Prince George 7d I 4/- i!fe

MIXTURES. ^jSpencers—Waved 6d 3/6 W-Large Flowering qd 2/4 ^Th ' Popular 3d 1/9 ^Red. White and Blue 50.2/-; lOd. 3/6 paj
' C 'llections."-Our selection from General Collection of gk
70 varieties, 6 plants each 12 varieiies. 3/3 ; 12 ditto. 5/9: M

25 ditto. 10/6. PImportant.—We cannot too slronslv emphasize the fact IS?
that these plants are Autumn and Winter Sown and SiCold Grown. There is a vast difference between pS
such plants and those raised in the Spring in heat. ^^^^—^^— mTERMS.—C.W.O. Please remit extra for postage or rail. ?Si

DQN'T OMIT THIS as 1^ WaULD CAOS^ DELAY. B
^^ fl M ^^ U^ ^^ Mail Nurserymen, ^BUCKS, IPSWICH, i

ABOL
INSECTICIDE
Serves a double purpose.
While it kills all garden pests
and diseases affecting plant
life, it also promotes to a
wonderful .extent the growth
of the plants washed,
USED IN THC ROVAL GARDENS.
pint 1/-: pint 1/6; quart 2/6:
u gallon 4/- ; gallon 7/6 : 3 gallon
drum 18/-; 5 gallon drum 27/6

FERTI LIZER
WEED KILUERS

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.
'ABOL" SPECIALITIES ARE SOLD BY ALLNURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, ETC.
aafrt.

:
E A. White. Lt i.. M. Beltring. Paddock Wood. Kent

ABOL

VEGETABLE PLANTS
Per doz. Per 100

Brussels Sprouts Prolific 4d. 2 6

Cabbage First of All (ver>- early)... 4d. 2/6

Cauliflower Autumn Giant ... 6d. 3/6

Tomato Holmes Supreme, ex 60 pots 4/-

Strong, hard plants, from our selected strains of seeds,

ready for Immediate despatch.

JOHN WATERER, SONS & CRISP, Ltd.

The Nurseries,

BAGSHOT, Surrey & TWYFORD, Berks.-

Teakwood

Seats. Chairs, ables, tc. ^ -i |

OLD AND MOD RN.
Japanese Dwarf Trees »nd Miniature Gardens.

IV/TE^SKS. PROTmEROE & MORRIS will StLL the above
^^ at their Central Auction Ronnis. 67 .S: PS, Clcapsitte,
London, E.G.. " On Friday. May 18th. at 1 oVIock.— Oi'
vifw tv^o da> s pE-ior .in niurniiit; of Sale. CatalOf;;ues on

LAWN BOWLS.
50/- Association Set Lawn Bowls, lour pairs superior tuU-size
selected Lignum. meOium bJas, with two jacks, complete in

strong box, unused, price 29/6; also two new pairs finest

Standard Match Bowls, noted maker, absolutely accurate
three bias, officially tested and stJimped, 11/tt pair, or whole
lot for 49/C. Approval.

GILYARD S, darley:::street, Bradford.

THE COOPER
HORTICULTURAL REMEDIES
ARE WHAT YOU WANT

COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparation lor Apple-Sucker. Green-Fly.
&c..on FRUIT and otiier TREES.

Sold in Qrt Tin, ; 1. 2. 5. and 10 Gall. Drum, :

and in 20 and 40 Gall. Caaks.

B^ Coopar'S MILDEW (V2K) FLUID

For ROSE, STRAWBERRY and other MILDEWS
Sold in Qrt. Tins : I. 2. S. and 10 Gall. Drums ;

and in 40 Gall. Caskn.

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a long time in aw-
pension, coats foliaae uniformly, and does not scorch

when properly prepared,

SoM in 1. 5, and 10 lb. Tins ; and in 50 and 100 lb. Kegs.

Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the *' Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

KilU Weeds on Garden Paths and Gravelled Spaces.

Sold in Qrt. Tins : \, 1, 2, and 5 Gall. Drums, and in 20 and

40 GalL Casks.

/ gall, makes 100 galls, of effective Weedkiller

^ COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A re-inforced NICOTINE PREPARATION foi

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses.

Sold in Bottles in 5 sizes; and in Pint, Qnart, and ^ Gall.

Tins.

Latest Prices on application

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Sole Manufacturers :

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamsted.

BATH'S
DAHLIAS, &c.,

FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

The true Cactus variety is pre-eminently the popular flower
amongst Dahlias. Many of the new varieties are superb,
being greatly in advance of the older sorts in form, colour,
freedom of flowering, and habit of growth.

Set E.
12 Extra Fine Varieties for 8/6, Carriage Paid.

DOROTHY HAWES, ruby-red, tmged purple.
PIERROT, deep amber,' tipped white.
VICAR OF WASPERTON (New), centre cream, shading

to pinlv.

COYNESS (New), Tyrian-rose, shading to cream.
ERIN (New), bright orange-red.
A. R. PERRY (New), old rose, tipped gold.THE IMP, deep maroon, almost black.
SUZANNE CAYEUX, siUphur-white.
VALIANT, brilliant crimson.
MRS. H. RANDLE, bright rose-pink.
FREDERICK WENHAM, fawn-pink, centre salmon.
SCEPTRE (New), orange-yellow, shading to mauve.

Set G.
12 Qood Varieties for 4/6, Carriage Paid.

MISS STREDWICK, mauve-pmk, shaded yellow.
RENE CAYEUX, bright reddish-scarlet.
HON. MRS. QREVILLE, orange-yellow, suffused salinoiu
FLORRIE WELLS, rosy-crirason.
BRIQADIER, bright crimson ; long petals.
QOLDEN WAVE, rich yellow ; incurved.
WHITE ENSIQN, pure white ; decorative sort.
STABILITY, a pretty shade of pink ; very free.
J. H. JACKSON, intense blackish-maroon.
MRS. USMAR, coppery-orange, suffused coral-pink
LIGHTSHIP, bright yellow

; good garden sort.AMOS PERRY, crimson ; one of the best.

ANTIRRHINUMS
(Snapdragons)

The following Antirrhinums are of the^semi-dwarf type,
which is the best for bedding.

50 for 2/6 ; 100 for 4/6.
BRILLIANT, bright carmine-rose, a lovely shade.
CANARY BIRD, pale sulphur-yellow, a deep yellow lip.

COTTAGE MAID, cor.il-pink, white throat.
FAWN, deep fawn, sh.ided apricot.
FIRELIQHT, briglit orange-scarlet.
THE BRIDE, pure white.
NELROSE, deep rose-pink.
QOLDEN QUEEN, soft yellow, large flower.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
SUMMER FLOWERING.

These are specially adapted for giving a magnificent
display of bloom in the garden during the late summer and
early autumn, when other flowers are scarce. If planted in
any good garden soil, they require no further attention beyond
carefully staking as they grow. We offer only the early-
flowering varieties.

Set E.
12 Newest Varieties for 6/-, Carriage Paid.

ALMIRANTE, red, shaded crimson, tipped gold.
BRONZE NORMANDIE, bronze sport from Normandie.
CHARLIE, pure white, very fine.

EXCELSIOR, verv line new early white.
QOLDEN POLLY, golden sport from Polly.
HARRY THORPE, golden-yellow, shaded f.iwii.

HECTOR, mauve-pink.
EARLY BUTTERCUP, golden-yellow.
MRS. J. FIELDING, rich che.stnut-bronze.
MRS. J. MASON, lovely shade of old rose.
YELLOW KING, deep yellow, very good.
LA TAMISE, p\ire white, shaded rose.

Set G.
12 Very Fine Varieties for 3/6, Carriage Paid.

ETHEL BLADES, chestnut-scarlet, very bright,
BLANCHE NEIGE, purest white.
DOLORES, terra-rcitta bronze.
ERNEST BALTET, licry-red, large flowers.
FRAMFIELD EARLY WHITE, pure white.
H. H. CRANE, bright chestnut, golden centre.
J. BANNISTER, lemon, shaded reddish copper.
LA GARONNE, reddish-salmon, tinted old loee.
PERLE CHATILLONNAISE,. cream, shaded rose.
HORACE MARTIN, deep yellow, sport from M. M. Masse
POLLY, splendid deep orange.
PROVENCE, rose, golden centre.

Complete Illustrated Catalogue post free on application.

R. H. BATH, Ltd.
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.
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M
rANY readers who have been busy con-

verting waste land into vegetable gar-

dens are now complaining bitterly of the

ravages of wireworm. The spell of

bright weather during the past fort-

night has brought about great activity on the part

of this dreaded pest. Wireworm is the larvae

CLICK BEETLES AND WIREWORMS.

T and 8, show Wircworms natural size ; 9, Wiu-
worm magnified ; 10 and 11, Chrysalis.

*orm of the click beetle and it usually abounds

in old pasture?. It was thought by many that

the hard winter would have settled the wireworm

on ground that had been turned over, instead

of which we have lately seen this nefarious pest

in greater numbers than ever. In many instances

seed Potatoes in the ground are already riddled

with wireworm, and there is a heavy toll among
Peas just as they are appearing through the soil.

This pest is umiuestionably one of the greatest

dangers to our food supply.

How to Eradicate Wireworm.—It is the duty

of all to kill every wireworm that is seen. Birds

will devour them, but it is not suiScient to leave

them to the birds ; each pest should be broken in

two by the hand. Soot, salt and lime are dis-

tasteful to them, and may keep the pest at bay

for a time or drive it to another part of the garden.

Deep hoeing between the rows will often bring

wireworm to the surface, and infested ground

should be turned over on every possible occasion.

In extteme cases the soil near to the roots of the

growing plants should be carefuUy removed with

a hand fork, when the wireworm may be taken

away. Traps should also be set for wireworm

in the form of sliced Carrots or Potatoes, if they

can be spared. The baits should be placed on

the end of a stick and covered with a few inches

of soil. Lift the baits every few days, take out

the wireworms, and then replace the baits in a

fresh position. By this simple means this de-

structive grub will be greatly reduced.

The Turnip Flea.—.Another pest which presents

great difficulty at this season is the Turnip flea-

beetle, commonly known as " fly," an active

little creature which springs a good distance when

disturbed. It attacks the seedlings directly

they appear above the ground. The late Mr.

John Wright, V.M.H., in one of his lectures related

the following story of the Turnip flea, which may
prove helpful to others at this season: "An
allotment holder was told to try scaring it away

by placing half an inch of petroleiim in the bottom

of an 80Z. medicine bottle and filling it up to

within an inch of the top with strong soapy water.

Then if he had a split cork he could jerk enough

out on his Turnips when the seedlings were crack-

ing the ground, and afterwards, al night only,

to save them : but he was to mind and keep the

oil and water well mixed by shaking. He did

so, and gave his Turnip-bed a nightly sprinkle

—

all but three rows. The result was far too many

plants in the dressed rows, and not one in those

not sprinkled. It was a dry season in a chalk

district, and the man had the best bed of Turnips

round about." It should be noted that the

beetles will not interfere with the seedlings after

they have formed their rough leaves.

A Trap for Turnip Flea.—The following simple

device was designed to deal with the hordes of

flea-beetles on the Turnips at Wisley. It consists

of a small, light sledge on runners, which is drawn

_, r-.7

A TRAP FOR TURNIP FLEA-BEETLES.

over the rows of Turnips. The sloping boards

are greased, and as the trap is drawn down each

row the beetles leap up and alight on the sticky

boards. There they perish.

Queensland Onions.—Brisbane gardeners are

excited over some gigantic Onions. They were

grown on Mr. N. E. Winthorpe's agricultural

farm on the Binjour Plateau, and 18 tons were

taken from 2 acres. Ranger Ferguson says he

has never seen finer specimens, fifteen of them
going to a 281b. bag. Those on view are each

over 2lb. in weight.

Saccharine as a Substitute for Sugar in Jam-
Making.—A reader asks if saccharine may be

used for jam-making in the place of sugar. We
are jiot sure if the suggestion is practical, on the

score of price, but Professor Dunstan of the

Imperial Institute, to whom we have referred

this question, is of the opinion that jam made
with saccharine would have a very much lower

food value than jam made in the ordinary way
with sugar. Sugar has a high nutritive value,

whereas saccharine is not a food. Moreover,

the omission of the sugar in jam-making would

affect the consistence of the product, and it would

probably be necessary in some cases to add

some other mgredient in order to obtain the

necessary consistence. Fruit jelly made from

Apples, or possibly gelatine for the cheaper

jams, could perhaps be utilised for the purpose,

sufficient saccharine being added in each case

to give the desired sweetness. Another point

of importance will be the keeping qualities of

the product. Saccharine is stated to possess

antiseptic properties, but it is asserted to be in-

effective as a preservative when used in beverages,

and may therefore not succeed with jam. It

might therefore be necessary to use some preserva-

tive in jam made with saccharine to ensure it

keeping in good condition for some time. We
have no practical experience on record, and these

points would have to be investigated practically

before any definite opinion could be expressed

as to the possibility of using saccharine success-

fully in - place of sugar for jam-making. We
suggest that s«me experiments on the subject

might be arranged at one of the schools of

cookery which are devoting attention to war-

time cookery.

Sunflowers for Poultry.—The shortage of

corn is viewed with great concern by the poultry-

keeper and by all consumers of eggs, and the

suggestion made in the Poultry pages of this

issue to grow Sunflowers for seed is certain to be

widely adopted. Sunflower seed, in addition to

being a good chicken food, is also highly useful,

owing to the oil it contains, for the making of

margarine, of which we are faced with a serious

shortage. Both in Russia and in Germany the

qualities of Sunflower seed for commercial pur-

poses have long been recognised, and in Russia it

is even used as human food.

A Sunflower Competition.—In the village of

Claygate, Surrey, a novel competition has been

started among the cottagers for the largest return

of Sunflower seed. A local resident is not only

providing the seed and offering very handsome

prizes, but will buy from the competitors all

the seed not required by them. This excellent

example might well be followed in other districts.

It would serve the double purpose of beautifying

many cottage gardens and at the same time

adding to our food resources.

Lawns Near Dwellings.—We are so much

accustomed to see lawns of all shapes and sizes

forming part of the pleasaunce of all sorts and

conditions of human dwellings that we accept

nowadays quite as a matter of fact a house rising

up, as it were, from a lawn. We can learn much

from casual allusions or remarks, such as, for

example, we meet with in Sir William Temple's

famous essay, " The Gardens of Epicurus" (1685):

" The part of your garden next your house (besides

the walks that go round it) should be a parterre

for flowers, or grass-plots bordered with flowers :

or if, according to the newest mode, it be cast

all into grass-plots and gravel-walks, the dryness

of these should be relieved with fountains,

and the plainness of those with statues;

otherwise, if large, they have an ill effect upon

the eye."
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Tulipes pluriflores.—Re the observation^ in

The Garden of April 20 on " Tulipes pluriflores,"

if your correspondent will grow Tulipa saxatilis

in beds in the open—not three in a small pot

as I have seen recommended in your pages—he

will have no difficulty in rearing many-ilowered

Tulips. My plants are beyond reproach, as they are

the descendants of the original bulbs sent to Mr. Peter

Barr by the discoverer.—A Constant Reader.

Cinematograph Pictures of Vegetable Grow-
ing.—Some extremely good and practical pictures

showing planting Potatoes, earthing up, spraying,

liftingthe crop, also sowing Peas, Beans, and prepar-

ing Celery trenches, have been produced by the

Topical Press Association. The pictures, which
were prepared at Wisley, are of great teaching

value.—X.

Maize or Sweet Corn as a Vegetable.—When
my father visited America many years ago, his

opinion coincided with that of Mrs. Earle that

Maize was an excellent vegetable, but that the

American way of eating it was "not pretty"
;

but at his brother's house he found that they
"shelled" the cooked Maize from the cobs with

a fork in the kitchen, and served it at the table

like Peas.

—

Anne Amateur.

Dwart French Bean Masterpiece. — Last

year this variety, along with several others

grown both under glass and out on the open
borders, behaved exceedingly weU. In fact, grown
in pots it has proved the best, and will in future

be grown more extensively. The pods, produced
in great profusion, are of excellent quality, and
have been greatly appreciated. I may also add
that the Beans grow to a good size, are very fleshy,

and keep good and stringless long after several

of the others which I have grown. Another, but an
old variety that I have grown for many years, and
which usually gives every satisfaction, is Negro
Longpod. When given ample room the plants yield

heavy crops of good, tender Beans, and continue

bearing for a long time.—H. Markham.

Exhibition v. Ordinary Cultivated Lftelss.—
Nowadays we hear many complaints about the
coarseness of exhibition-grown vegetables from
those who do not adopt this method of culture.

The Leek is certainly a vegetable that pays for

all the high culture it can have, and those who
have not yet experienced the pleasure of eating

these huge exhibition-grown examples have a
treat in store. On a recent visit to Aldenham
I asked Mrs. Beckett as a favour to cook in her
own way some of these magnificent specimens,

of which none are finer than those grown in the
Aldenham kitchen garden, as I was anxious to

test for mvself the difference between the ordinary
8-inch grown stem and that double the length.

In due time the treat came, and I confess that
nevermore will I do anything but praise the
" monsters," as some will term the exhibition-

grown specimens. Leeks grown to produce
fully blanched stems 16 inches long, ij inches or

more in diameter, all within nine months, cannot
be other than tender, succulent and full of flavour

as compared with those that require a much
longer time to attain haM the size. The latter

must be tough, lacking in flavour and, what is

the most important item, tenderness of flesh.

I am aware the success of the dish is much in-

fluenced by the manner in which the cooking is

carried out. In this case, needless to say,

it was superb. I came away with a firm resolve
to persuade all I can to grow Leeks in the future
on exhibition lines, even though it be but a dozen
plants.—A. B. C.

Seakale Beet.— I have read with interest and
satisfaction the recent articles in The Garden
in praise of this excellent vegetable, which supplies

the grower with two distinct dishes for the table.

Allow me, however, to throw a little additional

light on the subject. I annually make a sowing

in the open border the first week in May,
which fmnishes a supply from, July onwards
till severe frost sets in. During this period,

however, there is an abundant supply of choice

vegetables, and Seakale Beet has to take a secondary

place. We allow it to stand through the winter,

and it is when it starts into growth in May and

MAIZE COB EARLY DWARF.

A Sugar Corn of rapid growth well adapted

for growing in this country.

on' through June that it is most appreciated,

before Peas come in. I may also say that at

this stage we find it most succulent and tender.

My next point is in the way of a warning. I

have grown Seakale Beet for more than twenty

consecutive years, always getting the seed from

the same firm. There has always been some

variation among the plants, but up till two years

ago the strain has been excellent, the leaf-stalks

being flatfish, thick, succulent and, with rare

exceptions, as white as snow. Moreover, the

plants always stood the winter well. These

last two seasons, however, I have had a different

experience, as the bulk of the plants have had
greenish white leaf-stalks, these being narrow and
deeply channelled (more akin to those of the

Spinach Beet) and not nearly so fleshy and tender

as they used to be. Paradoxical as it may appear,
this inferior strain has not stood the winter

nearly so well as the better strain. About 50
per cent, of the plants have survived the past
severe winter, but only about 25 per
cent, siu-vived the previous winter. Another
gardener in the district has had a similar experi-

ence, although getting his seeds from a difierent

firm. Has the war anything to do with this ?—Caledonia.

Bee-Keeping: Making a Start.—Mr. Arthur R.
Goodwin quotes a writer in the Field who recom-
mends Dutch bees. In the letter there is a very
important and true statement—" but they are

inveterate swarmers." Beginners in bee-keeping
will hardly realise the full significance of this fact.

Uncontrolled swarming is the bane of modem
bee-keeping. There are a few people who keep
bees entirely for the pollination of their fruit

tree blossoms, for these Dutch bees are perfectly

satisfactory ; but by far the greater majority

take up bee-keeping chiefly for the sake of the

honey they hope to obtain. To secure a large

• iiuount of surplus honey, bees must not be allowed
In swarm at will; herein lies the great drawback
: ') the Dutch bees. Even with most careful manage-
ment it is difficult to prevent them from swarming,
and this is the reason why they are not popular

with practical bee-keepers. I strongly advise

beginners to obtain, if possible, a good resistant

strain of British or British X Italian. Certain

strains of these are quite as resistant to the Isle

of Wight disease as is the Dutch bee, which is

not immune to it. At the present time the demand
for these resistant strains, which have been care-

fully worked up by expert bee-keepers, is much
greater than the supply ; but by 1918 there

should be a good number of colonies available.

—

L. Bigg-Wither, Birdwood, Wells.

The Felling of Fruit Trees by the Hun.~
Mr. H. J. Mackinder, M.P., writing in the Times
recently, said :

" Next in point of wickedness

stands the cutting down of fruit trees. This is

one of the richest fruit districts even in fruit-

growing France. Not merely were there orchards

and fruit trees round almost every house, and

avenues of fruit trees along the roads, but practi-

cally every field in the countryside was studded

with fine trees from twenty to a hundred years

old—Apples, Pears and Cherries. They stood

over all the landscape with the regularity of

chessmen on a chessboard. I write with due

caution when I say that tens of thousands of these

trees have been felled. They lie across the fields

in ranks like men lying in extended order, not a

branch having been lopped away, and each stump

having a white, newly cut top to it. A few trees

remain standing, but of these whole groups have

rings neatly clipped round them so that they will

die. Perhaps the felling of the fruit trees is felt

by this Army of French peasants as the foulest

stab of all. As I travelled back through Kent

and looked up from my newspaper and saw an

orchard, I found myself exclaiming, ' Why, there

is an orchard standing !
' When you have traversed

mile after mile of that vast ruined orchard in

France, even a townsman feels as in a nightmare.

At the end of a day of it the rage mounts in your

throat. It is difficult indeed, but vitally important,

to make the people of this island realise the coldly

scientific method of the Hun. The war is for him

an act of commerce. It begins to appear that,

after all, the result of it may not be a capital invest-

ment for himself, and therefore he destroys

systematically the capital of his future competitor."
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The Judas Tree.—The notes in The Garden
of April 28 may be supplemented by a photograph

of these peculiar trees growing wild near the

picturesque village of Gcmenos, Bouches-du- Rhone.

It not only grows in quantity on the side of the

road leading to the famous mountains of Sainte-

Baume, but there is, as shown in the photograph,

a beautiful glade of it on the right bank of the

river just above Gemenos, The writer sends a

M-cond photograph of Cercis Siliquastrum growing

iin limestone rocks with Pistacia Terebinthus

and small Aleppo Pines (Pinus halepensis). It

ceases at this altitude, of about 700 feet, where

it is associated also with Holm Oak (Quercus Ilex),

Rhus Cotiaus, and the blue stellate flowers of

Aphyllanthes monspeliensis, whose leaves are

reduced to scaly sheaths at the base of the stem.

Cercis, Anagyris and Ceratonia (Carob Tree) are

three anomalous genera in Leguminosae (with

free stamens not united into a tube by the filaments)

which botanists have had difficulty in placing
;

and they form an interesting feature in the vege-

tation of the French and Italian Riviera. But

in the Soutli of France the Judas Tree is doubtfully

native, though naturalised in places and frequently

planted. As to its popular name, we are told by
" C. C." in his charming " Riviera Nature Notes

"

that "Judas is here a corruption of Judaea."

—

H. Stuart Tho.mpso.s-.

• The Judas Tree, or rather the Tree of

Judaia, deserves all that is said of it on page 139,

and even more might be adduced in its favour.

Treated as a shrub in a mixed shrubbery, it is a

very effective and distinct type, both in flower

and in leaf, and also later in the season when

bearing a good crop of its red pods. But it i.^

of the genus, rather than of Cercis Siliquastrum,

that I would offer a few particulars. Cercis is

line of the few members of the Caesalpinieae repre-

sented in our gardens, the tropical genus Bauhinia

being its nearest relation. The flowers differ

essentially from those of the true Papilionaceie

in the edges of the upper petal being inside the

others instead of outside. Cercis is one of those

types of the vegetable kingdom represented in

the Eastern Mediterranean region, eastward to

Afghanistan, recurring in China and in Japan,

and widely spread in temperate North .'\merica.

Whether it forms a conspicuous feature in any

part of its geographical area I am unable to say,

but the little evidence I have points to a scattered

rather than a social existence ; and the same may
be said of the species, though they are all very

closely allied. C. chinensis, of which C. japonica

is a synonym, is a species of comparatively recent

introduction, more nearly related to the American

C. canadensis than to C. Siliquastrum. From
the latter it differsinstatm-e, being, on the authority

of Professor A. Henry, a valuable timber tree

50 feet high, with a trunk sometimes 12 feet in

girth. Yet the pods are exactly like those of

C. Siliquastrum, supposing I have correctly

referred them to C. chinensis. The late Professor

D. Oliver described and figured (Hooker's " Icones

THE GROWING OF
VEGETABLES

By Mrs. C. W. Earle.

A GLADE OF WILD JUDAS TREE NEAR
GEMENOS, SOUTH OF FRANCE.

Plantarum," plate 1894) a new Chinese species,

to which he gave the name of racemosa on account

of the axis of the inflorescence being elongated

and bearing scattered flowers. Returning to the

North American species, C. canadensis is recorded

as having been introduced into England in 1730 ;

but it is very rare in this country now, and possesses

no special claims on our recognition. It is at

home in Canada and the Eastern United States

southward to Virginia. C. occidentalis, to which

C. californica and C. reniformis are referred by

some American writers, is a native of California

and North Mexico in the Sierra Madre above

Monterey in Nuevo Leon. The present distribu-

tion of Cercis is in isolated areas around the

northern hemisphere, suggesting an ancient type.

I must finish, like Mr. E. A. Bunyard, with the

corrupt name of a Pear in which Josephine de

Malines becomes Joseph-on- the- Palings ! This

is a memory of my youth in Sussex.—W. Botting

Hemsley, V.M.H.

WHERE THE JUDAS TREE GROWS,

Old bridge spanning highway near Gemenos.

*,* Headers who have not already done so are asked to

order THE Garden to be delivered regi/laily hij their ne-'S-

wjent. The Board of Trade prohVdt the ret'rn of unsold
copies of any jo"riial to publishers, and in conseq'ience THE

RDEN is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.

TO
get French Beans early it is

well to grow them in a box in a
hotbed and plant them out when
all fear of frost is over. French
Beans and Scarlet Runners are

never picked young enough ; they should
not be left to require the order in all

cookery books, " String the Beans and
cut them up." Nothing ought to be
cut but the stalk. The string should not
have grown, and the Beans should be
cooked whole. They are then, with a little

butter added, a vegetable really worth
eating. The same thing applies to Scarlet

Runners. Some of these are always
planted here between Apple trees. The\'

grow up into the branches, and this

protects them from the first autumn frosts,

which destroy those in the open. The
more they are picked young the longer

they continue to bear.

This is also 'the case with Vegetable Marrows,

which ought not to be larger than a big

Lemon. The white Haricot Beans are best kept

for winter use. When they turn yellow they

should be pulled up by the roots, tied together in

bundles, and be hung head downwards in a dry

shed or outhouse. They are excellent when
plain boiled, and any that are left, rubbed down,
make an excellent soup with "-gotarian stock.

There is no good evidence that the Old World
had either the Dwarf French or the Runner Beans.

No trace 'of them has been found in Egyptian

tombs or in the lake dwellings in Switzerland
;

but after the discovery of America, and pr?c'ically

immediately, my scientific friend tells me that

all authors refer to Kidney Beans, give descrip-

tions, and show recognisable drawings ; whereas

before, in the fifteenth century, all was silence.

Furthermore, the Beans have been found in tombs

of tjfiknown age, but along with other remains

of indigenous American plants, and with them
only, in Peru, apparently antedating the Spanish

occupation. It would therefore appear to be true

that they are natives of America and were not

introduced to Europe or Asia before the time of

Columbus. This is also true of Maize, which we
wrongly call Indian Corn, and which the French

name Ble de Turquie. The Romans certainly

had the Broad Bean and used it, also the Pea,

the Lupine and Vetch.

The foreign way of preserving French Beans

and Scarlet Runners is to pick them day by day
and lay them in separate earthenware pans, a

handful of Beans, then a handful of salt, and so

on till the pan is full. Of course, the Beans in

the salt must not be allowed to get touched by
frost in the autumn. When wanted they are

taken out, well soaked so as to get rid of the salt,

and boiled in the ordinary way till they break

to a certain extent when stirred, a little fresh

butter, a squeeze of Lemon and a little chopped

Parsley being placed on the top. Preserved in

this way, they can be eaten all through the winter

Many good gardeners are against the use o

chemical manures. I expect that is becaust

they require more knowledge than is possessed

by most people. It is a very good economical

plan for all vegetable refuse, leaves, tufts of grass,

Chickweed, &c., to be collected and interlaid

with stable manure, so that one cartload of manure

becomes equivalent to three cartloads.

Here is a good war bread recipe, and -may be

useful to those who want a good deal of bread.
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(I am so glad of anything that teaches baking

at liome) : lib. of Barley meal, alb. of Wheat,

ilb. of Maize, Jib. of Oats, Jib. of cooked Rice,

mixed as for ordinary bread with yeast and

water.

I have not yet tried it myself, but the unusually

bad spring and the war turn one's thoughts to all

sorts of economies, and I think the long stalks of

winter greens, Brussels Sprouts, &c., always thrown

on the rubbish heap, if cut up and boiled down
with neither salt nor soda would make an excel-

lent foundation for vegetarian stock. Water in

which all kinds of vegetables have been boiled

makes a drink which children like.

THE ALLOTMENT WEEK
BY WEEK

By a. Cecil Bartlett.

m con-

wire-
rANY beginners seem to be
cerned over the use of

netting for Peas and
Runner Beans, so prob-

' ably the accompanying
illustration of a vigorous young
TOW of Peas climbing up a stretch

of vnre-netting will show that no
harm accrues from contact wth
the wire. Even for the, dwarf
Peas, which may be grown with-
out, it pays best to place sticks

or some other support, for then
the Peas may devote their whole
energies to growing and podding.
But no one should fail to grow
Peas because of a lack of stakes
or wire-netting, for the dwarf
varieties jdeld quite profitable

crops when allowed to grow with-

out support. For a time these

unsupported Peas keep erect, but,

as the pods mature, the plants

usually fall over, when it will be
convenient to see that all thehaulm
lies on the same side to facili-

tate gathering the pods. Such a
length of wire-netting as that de-

picted would be also suitable for

Scarlet Runners. Broad Beans
are not climbers, but it is usually

wise to place a stout stake at
each end of the rows and stretch

cord to prevent the plants being
blown over.

A Common Error.

In several allotments 1 notice that
some workers have ridged their Potato
rows at the time of planting. This must
be due to a misunderstanding, for, in
effect, this practite means that the sets

are planted too deeply. Where the ridges
are only 6 inches high it means that the
tubers are covered by almost a foot of soil,

so deep that, as the sun and air cannot
yet warm the soil to this depth, growth
will be late. Those who have so ridged
their Potatoes are advised to level the
soil with a rake, otherwise, besides
having late crops, they will experience
difficulty in destroying the weeds which will in-
evitably appear on the ridges. Later on, when
the plants are earthed up at the usual stage, all

weeds that try to grow will be smothered by the
luxuriant foliage.

Making Fresh Plans.

Many who set out with plans of model allot-

ments, which disposed of the various crops in their
order of maturing so that the autumn digging is

made straightforward, have been compelled in
most cases to modify their plans. The unfortunate
weather earlier in the vear made even the most
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energetic worker later with the digging than was
anticipated, and the observance of a prearranged
cropping plan depends on all the plot being dug
up by early spring. But the urgent necessity for
sowing some seeds and planting early Potatoes
as soon as the first drying winds came, while the
plot was only half dug,- has upset arrangements
and made it necessary to make fresh plans. In any
case, the convenience of having all the early crops
consecutively arranged is not so great as is often
contended. As in the case of Potatoes, the
after-cuUivation, with which I hope to deal in my
next article, can remedy very greatly insufficient

soil preparations previous to planting the sets ; while
it is inadvisable to disturb the soil, except on the
surface, with seedling crops.

Brussels Sprouts.

In some quarters the wiiters of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's pamphlets have been adversely
criticised for banning Brussels Sprouts from the
allotment. While one realises the great amount of
green vegetable that can be gathered from one
Brussels Sprout plant, under expert cultivation, it

must always be borne in mind that this variety
requires more space and better cultivation than any
other green vegetable. The most profitable plants
are those raised under glass early in the year,
and in due course planted out at 30 inches apart.
The allotment holder who has sown seeds out of
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ECONOMY IN THE GARDEN

PEAS GROWING ON WIRE-NETTING.

doors will almost certainly find that his crop will
consist of a rosette of leaves and comparatively
few small buttons. But the other winter greens—Kale of various sorts. Savoys, late Broccoli and
the like—if sown now in shallow drills a foot apart,
may be relied upon to give satisfactory and profit-
able returns. For windswept plots, as well as
elsewhere. Cottager's Kale is an excellent variety,
and it should be remembered that the Ormskirk
varieties of Savoy are hardier than the Drumhead.

Peas for succession and the main crop of Runner
Beans should be sown now, remembering that thin
sowing pays best.

ECONOMY IS the order of the day, in

the garden as elsewhere, and waste is

taboo, but there are doubtless many
well-meaning folk who commit waste
unknowingly. It will be admitted that

many of the larger gardens are not only insuffi-

ciently productive for present-day requirements,

but allow good material to run to waste. This

loss may, by a little stretch of the imagination,

be likened to the depreciation of house property,

which is recognised by law as of two kinds

—

permissive and voluntary, and it is in the former

category that the sins of the amateur gardener

mostly lie, permitted, let us hope, more through

ignorance than for other reasons.

The manure heap is perhaps the greatest cause

of offence in this respect, though the waste from

over-seeding and over-manuring comes a good

second. Waste of produce, owing to deferred

cutting and over-ripeness, is another, and some-

times a glaring, instance of want of economy,

varied by the practice of the opposite

extreme, owing to over-insistence, may-
be, on the calls of the inner man, or

to the tyrannous regime of the subur-

ban kitchen. Leaving the manure heap

for the moment, as being quite a theme
in itself, as those of real knowledge are

aware, let us glance at several common
causes of waste mentioned.

Waste from over-seeding. How true

this is and how often held up to re-

proach, but still it goes merrily on.

' Nature is very bountiful in this re-

1^1 spect ; why not imitate her ? But
"'

natural conditions are very different

to those obtaining in a fertile garden,

and over-seeding means extra work

later on, some extra toll on the soil, and
the probability of an attenuated, and

therefore not fully productive, plant.

The latter point is more than likely,

because few people are courageous

enough to ruthlessly destroy fine seed-

lings which they have grown and which

look so endlessly healthy and poten-

tially productive in their early days.

Yet it is in their very early days that

proper light and air make so much
difference in quick maturity later on.

Yet another point : an attenuated crop

is sometimes a diseased crop.

Over-Manuring is a more venial

offence than over-seeding, because it is

done with good intentions and is

perhaps harder to control ; but it

is certainly lack of judgment. It is diffi-

cult for the amateur to realise how
infinitesimal is the quantity of a stimu-

lating food which a plant requires. In

the average garden, reliance on good

stable manure is the safest and most

economical course for those gardeners

who are without that special know-

ledge of chemical manures which is

almost essential for their proper

use.

A more patent and glaring waste is associated

with the cutting of very young fruit and vegetables,

such as microscopic Peas and Potatoes the size

ot marbles, and the year 1917 should put a period

to this. As far as gustatory reasons for such

folly go, these are based on ignorance, for no

undeveloped garden produce has much flavour

;

and somewhat the same reasoning applies to

forced stuff. There is some excuse for Carrots

and Turnips, and perhaps Leeks, in ordinary
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years, hut hardly for Potatoes. Small salads

come in a different category, as they occupy the

ground such a short time, but Coleworts are hardly

an economical war vegetable.

The care of the manure heap leaves much to be

desired in many gardens. This is inevitable, to

some e.xtent, because it is a problem which

scientists and farmers have experimented with

and pondered over for generations, and yet new
facts are constantly coming to light which suggest

improvements on existing methods of protection.

For it is protection against the ravages of climate

and fermentation that is required. Animal manure
is an intensely complicated substance, always in a

state of active change, and liable to immense
loss owing to the soluble and volatile nature of

its most valued ingredients. It is usually, and
perhaps necessarily, exposed to the elements in

a way which would savour of madness in the case

of artificial manures, yet the latter are in their

essence the same substance, coixcentrated out of

all recognition, and rigidly preserved under cover.

There is, for these reasons, necessarily much
shrinkage in fresh manure. This should be

clearly understood and accepted as inevitable,

and does not spell waste to nearly the same
extent as does careless treatment in a later stage

to which the following hints particularly apply :

Avoid, if possible, all loss from outside moisture

or access of air. This is still the sum and sub-

stance of the latest advice on the subject—indulge

in a policy of non-intervention.

Gervaise Turnbull, l-.L.S.

ONIONS

IN

their wild state—and that was long since,

for Onions have been cultivated several thou-

sands of years—no doubt the bulbs were of

small size. Selection and cultivation, how-
ever, have changed the nature of the

plant so much that rarely are large stems seen

now, the energies of the plant being devoted

to the production of fine bulbs. These differ

more or less in size, form and colour, but the

growing plant exhibits very little distinctness.

The bulbs differ considerably in shape. One
variety, the Cocoanut, is quite long and narrow,

being pointed at both ends. The majority of

the bulbs of all shapes when ripe are brown in

colour, some, however, having on the brown skin

a reddish tinge, others a shade of yellow. The
ground colour also varies, some being pale, some
dark. There are two deep red coloured varieties

—

the Old Blood Red and the Crimson Globe. There

are several white-skinned varieties, such as the

little Silver Skin, The Queen, White Lisbon, or

White Tripoli. All of these are of a very soft,

watery nature, and decay rapidly when once

ripe. The brown or shaded brown skinned varie-

ties are those most generally grown, and first-

rate stocks are Banbiu'y Cross, Main Crop, Sutton's

.Ai, Lord Keeper, Giant Zittau and Anglo-Spanish,

rounds ; while fine oval or globular stocks are

.\ilsa Craig (the finest of all varieties), the W^roxton,

Cranston's Excelsior, Sutton's Globe, Carter's

Record and Dobbie's Golden Globe. Older varie-

ties, such as Bedfordshire Champion and James'
Keeping, while still good, do not give such fine

bulbs as newer varieties.

Times for Sowing.

Onion seed is habitually sown at three diverse
periods or seasons—outdoors in .August, usually
about the 20th, to secure fine bulbs in the follow-
ing summer, chiefly for exhibition ; or in the
spring, at the end of March or during April, for
the production of fine ripe bulbs in the autumn
for storing through the winter ; then sowings
are commonly made in midwinter in pans
filled with sandy soil and placed in a frame or
greenhouse where there is a gentle w-armth of

from 50' to 60'. Such raised plants put out
thinly into soil specialh" prepared by deep working
and manuring produce quite large bulbs in the
autumn, that fine variety .Ailsa Craig often giving
produce of the weight of jib. and over. While
any variety so raised and treated produces fine

bulbs, the best are from such superior stocks
as have been previously named.

Onions lor Keeping.

.Autumn sowings are always made of the large
but soft - bulbed Tripolis or Roccas. These,
however, very soon decay after ripening, and are
then often worthless before thev can be used.

or early in January. These pans should be stood
near the glass and in gentle warmth. When the
plants are some 3 inches high, they need to be
lifted very carefully and pricked out 2 inches
apart into shallow boxes filled with good fine

soil, and be still kept in warmth until 6 inches
in height ; then placed in a frame looking south,
where they can have more air, and finally by
greater exposure be well hardened off, ready for
planting outdoors in April. Such plants should
ba quite stout and firm, also erect, and fully
8 inches in height. Transplanting shcnild be done
with great care, lifting each plant with a good
ball of soil and roots, and replantiii;j: carefully

A GOOD BED OF CRANSTON S EXCELSIOR AND AILS.A CRAIG ONIONS

SCOTTISH GARDEN.

It is now proved that if autumn sowings be made
of the best brown-skinned varieties, whether
round or globular, not only are \'ery fine bulbs
produced in the following summer, but also that
they keep better, and are therefore far more
valuable. Still further, if in thinning the rows
of plants in March or April some be lifted with
special care to preserve the roots and be dibbled
out 6 inches apart in good ground, they will also

produce exceedingly fine bulbs. In all cases

of open-air-sown Onions the rows should be fully

12 inches apart.

Seedlings and the Onion Fly.

Spring-sown seed should be got in early if

the season be open and the soil fairly dry and in

good condition. As in sowing much treading
is needful, it is obvious that to do so while the

ground iswetwould be productive of e\'i!. Generally,
early sowing not only results in giving strong plants
to stand the summer heat, but also in making
the plants strong and hardy early, enabling them
to withstand the attacks of the Onion fly, a pest
that never troubles autumn sowings or those
plants raised under glass and planted out when
strong. Freely dusting the rows with soot when
the plants are damp, and washing it in with liberal

w-aterings the next morning, is good practice, as
the. soot renders the plants nauseous to the insects,

and when washed into the ground promotes
quick growth. Through the summer, after proper
thinning has been performed, the chief need
with spring-sown Onions is to keep the sm'face

well stirred with the hoe, as such practice checks
evaporation and retains moisture. .A thin dressing
of sulphate of ammonia appMed twice during the
summer and good weeding are also helpful to bulb
production.
Winter-sown Onions under glass need much

more care and attention than do outdoor-raised
plants. They are raised from seed sown in pans
filled with light sandy soil at the end of December

without disturbing the roots, and not deeply.
Commonly, when very fine bulbs are desired, the
rows of such plants are 20 inches apart ; a very
useful breadth is 16 inches, the plants being
12 inches apart in the rows. This form of Onion
culture, however, necessitates high-class soil

preparation, the ground being trenched from
20 inches to 30 inches deep, and the deeper the
better, ample dressings of good animal manttte
being buried and mixed with the several layers
or spits of soil, while that on the siu'face should
have forked in, some time before the planting
takes place, a good dressing of well-decayed
manure that is short and does not create coarseness.

Onions are very deep rooters, and where so
much worked soil is furnished and ample manure
is added, roots strike deep in search of it, thus
finding good as well as ample moisture when the
surface soil is dry. After plants have become
well established, a mulching of short maniu'e
on the surface not only serves to check evapora-
tion, but also furnishes plant food. When water
is given, which may in prolonged drought be
needful, it should be in the form of a heavy soaking,
as driblets do more harm than good. With such
treatment quite wonderful bulbs will be produced
in the autumn.
Outdoor-sown Onions need deeply worked and

well-manured soil. The work should be done
fully a month before sowing, to enable the soil to

settle do^\'n, as Onions like a firm soil. When the
rows are 12 inches apart and the plants while
quite young are thinned down to 4 inches apart,

fine hard, long-keeping bulbs are produced in the
autunm and a very heavy crop. When the

sample is good, even, clean and well ripened,

few ground crops are more profitable than spring-

sown Onions. In the winter the bulbs may be
stored on shelves in an open shed, or be tied

thickly round sticks coated with straw, and, in

the form of ropes nr I'lnsi rlu'^ters, be iiung in an\-

cool, airy place.
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BEANS TO SOW NOW

UNDER this heading come all

the tender climbing and dwarf
Beans so useful in the summer,
and furnishing

a large supply
of pods over a long
season. The Runner, or

climbing section, is,

without doubt, the most
useful, and certainly

lasts longer than any
other. Of Runners Hack-
wood Park Success, White Mam-
moth and the old Scarlet or rough
Dutch Runner are most in favour.

This section is very rcbust in

growth, for if sown thinly and in

deep, well-manured soil the plants

will grow to a height of 10 feet on
tall sticks or other supports, and
fruit for fully three months. The
flowers are scarlet, white, and, in

the case of the Old Painted Lady,
both white and scarlet. The
scarlet-flowered forms are most
hked, but in other respects the

whites and scarlets differ only in

the colour of the flower and the

seed. Not infrequently scarlet

Beans produce plants bearing

white flowers, and a white one
will often do the reverse.

Kidney Beans.

Former old varieties both of scarlet

and white have been displaced by the
introduction of such long-podded and
very productive forms as Ne Plus Ultra.

Hill's Prize, Prizewinner and Best of

All ; the former produces pods, when
the soil is good and the plants thinly
placed, from 9 inches to 12 inches in

length, and yet very tender, fresh and
succulent. Of the white forms. Czar
and Giant Titan have very fine pods.
The old case-knife section of smooth-
podded Runners, now seldom grown,
have been superseded by the introduc-
tion of climbing Dwarf Beans, especially

the running form of Canadian Wonder,
which is also known as Tender and
True. This produces long, straight,

smooth pods in great abundance, and
over a long season when cultural con-
ditions are favourable.
The Bean family is unquestionably

one of the most useful of all vegetables
for medium-sized gardens, and the Run-
ner kinds may be grown for the sake
of their beauty alone, without con-
sidering their pods. In quite a cottage
plot one may frequently see the fence
hidden with the foliage of the Scarlet

Runner, brightened with scarlet flowers,

as pretty as anything one can well get
among climbing plants, and lasting in

beauty for many months. If the Runner
Bean were not of such great value for its

crop, it would be treasured as a climbing
plant for the garden. Many things

grown for their flowers are less interest-

ing and beautiful than this familiar

vegetable. So many fail to secure a
good crop through not gathering the
pods as fast as they have attained some
size. When permitted to remain until

they have become old and stringy, not
only is the plant burdened and the pro-
duction of pods interfered with, but the
pods are less wholesome. Frequent
pickings should be the rule. Striving to

get pods as large as possible is a fatal

policy. This pernicious practice is even
increasing, and with bad results. There
is naturally a smaller crop, because the
energies of the plant are directed to a
few pods, and hence vegetable growing
becomes expensive and unprofitable.

Exhibitions frequently teach unwhole-
some lessons by promoting among

competitors a love or desire for mere size as
against crop and quality, because, as everyone
should know, size does not denote good flavour.

Big Beans, Turnips. Cabbages, Marrows and other
\'egetables should be discouraged ; then will the
vegetable garden become more profitable. Of all

the forms of Bean, the Runners are of the greatest

use to the cottager and amateur gardener who
cannot spare much space, because the plants can
be accommodated in odd corners.

Dwarf Kidney Beans.
These are usually treated as crops of a more

fugitive order, and seldom remain any length of
time on the ground. The
great facility with which sow-
ings can be made renders it

needless to preserve the plants
after they have furnished
good gatherings. Varieties
are numerous, some very
early and with small pods
being best suited for forcing
in pots in houses. For out-
door purposes excellent varie-
ties are Ne Plus Ultra,
Mohawk, Long-Podded Negro,
Magnum Bonum and Canadian
Wonder. These make an
excellent succession if small
quantities be sown in this
order. The earliest outdoor
sowing may be made on a
warm border early in May,
and if the plants be lightly
protected at night for a few
weeks, until danger from

late frosts is past, they will be carrying good
pods for gathering at midsummer. Other sowings
may be made every fortnight up to the end of
August, as beyond that date nothing would be
gained. The drills should be 3 inches deep,
and from 2 feet for the earliest to 2 J feet apart
for the latest and strongest, while in the drills

the seeds should be placed not less than 4 inches
apart. It is surprising how far a pint will go when
thus thinly distributed. Though Kidney Beans
do not need deep, rich soil, yet, like all these crops,
they thrive best where the ground is at least
deeply dug.

Butter Beans

are found in both climbing and dwarf sections,

but the climbers are the best. These grow to
an average height of about 6 feet if well cultivated,
and pod freely. When ready for use the pods,
about 6 inches long, are of a rich golden colour,

and very thick and fleshy. They are cooked
whole, being stringless, and when properly served
are delicious. The best variety is Mont d'Or.
General culture for all climbing Beans should be
in the form of either deeply trenched and well-

manured soil, or else trenches 2 feet wide should
be opened for each row, the top spit of 12 inches
being thrown clean out, then a thick dressing of

manure cast into the bottom, and this should
be mixed well, by deep forking, with the bottom
soil. The top soil may then be replaced, and
have mixed with it some well-decayed manure.
The Beans should be sown in drills 3 inches deep,
drawn with a large hoe, 6 inches apart, down the
middle of the prepared trench, and the seeds
placed in regularly down each drill, but not
opposite to each other, fully 9 inches apart. So
treated the plants later, being properly supported
with the aid of tall, stout sticks or sprayed branches,
will grow strong and crop for a very long season.
Sowings may be made from the middle of May

—

generally a safe time—to the end of June. The
latter sowings will give very late cropping plants,

but these should be grown where some slight

protection from early autumn frosts can be con-
veniently furnished. To secure continuous crop-
ping, hard gathering of the pods is essential. Where
it is desired to save some plants for seed, it is good
policy to reserve a portion of a row for the purpose,
allowing the pods to harden and mature, and then
gathering all others produced too late for the
purpose. Growers for exhibition invariably save
the finest and handsomest long pods for such
purpose, as a few seed-beans so obtained perpetuate
all the best features of the strain. A liberal mulch
of manure laid along over the soil on each side of

the row is very helpful in checking evaporation and
keeping the soil cool and moist.

RUNNER BEAN HACKWOOD PARK SUCCESS.

Chicory.—This is rather a bother to grow, as

it takes such deep root, and to bleach its stalks

involves lifting and covering up. But if tliis is

not an objection, it is a very pleasant addition

to spring vegetables, and helps a salad wonder-

fully. Corn Salad is rather a poor, scrambling

thing, and I was not impressed with my efforts

in growing it ; but it makes for variety in green-

stuff and may be given a trial, but is too puny
to stay the appetite.—G. T.
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THINNING SEEDLING
CARROTS

A T this period of the year the beginner

/% in the cultivation of vegetables will

/ % find plenty of work to keep him engaged

/~^^L if justice is to be done to the different

* •bubjects under his care. In no section is

the work more important than that of the vege-

table garden. Here quite a number of seedling

vegetables will require immediate attention if the

ultimate result is to equal the grower's expectations.

Foremost in this connection may be mentioned

Carrots, Parsnips, Onions, Beetroot and Turnips.

Each of these should be taken in hand forthwith,

lieavy ground, and here it might be mentioned
that coal-ashes, which are generally of better use

on the garden path than elsewhere, may be applied

with advantage to ground on which Carrots are

grown.

SALADS

I. ROWS OF OVERCROWDED SEEDLING
BEFORE THINNING.

1) not dealt with already, and in a few days the

respective crops will show their appreciation of

this attention by vigorous and satisfactory

growth.

In the case of the Carrot, I have endeavoured to

portray the beds both before: and after thinning.

In Fig. I the reader will note the seeds have been

sown thickly, and in consequence the seedlings

give evidence of being very considerably crowded,

rendering the thinning-out process all the more
difficult. We are sometimes told to commence
the thinning of Carrots when the seedlings are

a few inches high ; but I am disposed to deal with

them before this, because the residts are so much
more satisfactory when this work is done earlier

in the history of the young plants. I prefer

to partially thin the plants as soon as they

are in the rough leaf, subsequently thinning

out superfluous plants a little later, when
the character of those retained can be better

determined.

Immediately subsequent to the thiiming the

Dutch hoe should be frequently used, stirring

the soil between the rows of plants, in this way
aerating the soil and, at the same time, keeping

the weeds under. When the thinning of Carrots

is unduly delayed, the yoimg plants become drawn
and weakly, and the roots ultimately will be found
distorted and irregular in shape. At the first

thinning long-rooted Carrots should be left about

4 inches apart ; intermediate, 3 inches ; and
stump-rooted or short-horn sorts about 2 inches

asunder. When real progress is noteH later on,

thin out the long-rooted to 8 inches apart,

intermediate to 6 inches, and the stump-rooted
to about 4 inches. In Fig. 2 a section of a

bed of Carrots that have been carefully thinned
is shown. Incidentally, the Carrot is, above all

else, a crop for a light soil. Only short-horn
varieties that crop early should be selected for

THE cultivation of salads is not
the least important of a gar-
dener's duties, for these in many
cases are required for daily con-
sumption the whole year round.

Of salads, Lettuce may be said to be the
most important, . so this shall be first

considered. By growing suit-

able varieties of both Cos and
Cabbage, and if proper accom-
modation is provided, there
should be no difficulty in obtain-
ing Lettuce throughout the
greater part of the year. The
best qualities the Lettuce can
have are : In spring the pro-
perty of turning in quickly, in

summer to be slow in running
to seed, the least susceptible to
damp in autumn and winter,
and hardiness.

Lettuce.
Ill order to maintain a continu-

ous supply of Lettuce, seed should
be sown at intervals from January
to September. In January sow the
seed in boxes and place these near
the glass in a gentle heat. If the

C.\RROTS cjiltivation of Lettuce is practised
upon a large scale, instead of sowing
in boxes, sow either upon the surface
soil of a pit under which runs

a hot-water pipe, or upon 6 inches of soil,
resting upon a mild hotbed composed of two
parts leaves and one of stable manure, in a cold
frame. From the time the seedlings appear
they should be grown sturdily, and must experi-
ence no check. Ventilate carefully according to
the state of the weather, and so long as there
is any likelihood of frost cover the frame every
night with mats.
The variety selected will depend upon whether

the cultivator prefers a Cabbage or a Cos Lettuce
;

the former turns in and is ready for use more
quickly than the latter. An excellent Cabbage
Lettuce for the early sowing is Golden Queen,
a sort that is rather under medium size with smooth,
green leaves. It forms solid, crisp and tender
hearts.

Plants from the early sowing, after being well
hardened off, may be planted out on a south
border, placing them about 8 inches apart. Instead
of putting them out in this manner, they may be
dibbled in a rather rich and light soil in a warm
frame about 7 inches from each other. Grown in
this way Lettuces of the most delicious flavour

2. SEEDLING C.4RROTS AFTER THINNING.
PLANT HAS ROOM TO DEVELOP.

and finest te.\ture are obtained. Should cold,
cutting winds prevail after planting the young
plants outside, as before mentioned^and in early
spring they frequently do—temporary protection,
furnished by means of mats or branches of Laurel
I foot or 2 feet long, must be given. Place these
branches in the ground between the plants all
over the bed, and there let them remain until
the Lettuces are established.

If a Cos variety is required. Superb White.
a selection from Paris White, is excellent. Grow-
ing as it does larger than Golden Queen, this
variety must be placed at least 2 inches further
apart when planted out. About the first week in
March a sowing may be made out of doors on a
south border. Sow thinly, so that the seedlings may
have plenty of room to properlv develop. Whether
the sowing is made a few davs sooner or later is
immaterial, but take the first opportunity when
the ground is in a suitable state, i.e., when it can
be trodden or raked without adhering to either
one's boots or the rake.

After sowing, fix a net over the bed, keeping it a
foot or more above the soil by means of sticks.
The two varieties recommended above for sowing
under glass in January may be sown in early March
outside, with Commodore Nutt and the Cabbage
Lettuce New York. These varieties will stand a
long time in hot weather without running to seed
and by the time the plants from early sowings are
ready for cutting, hot weather is not unusual.

Royal Albert, another Cabbage Lettuce, much
resembles New York, except ti.n it is a lighter
green ; both varieties are large, with crinkled
leaves, and form large, tender and crisp heads of
the first quality. These attributes considered,
together with the fact that they do not easilv run
to seed, mark them as the best of summer Cabbage
Lettuce. Chelsea Gem is also a good Cabbage
variety for summer, of medium size, with smooth
leaves.

Of Cos varieties for summer, Eckford's Mammoth
White is, taking all things into consideration, as
good as any, though it is closelv '->llowed in point
of merit by White Cos.
Whether one or more of these sumircr Lettuces

are grown, frequent sowings are necessary to main-
tain an uninterrupted supply. As soon as the
seedlings from the first sowing out of doors com-
mence to form the first rough leaf, a second sowing
should be made, and when the resulting seedlings
have reached a similar stage, sow again, and so on
to the end of the season. During the months of
May, June and July sow the seeds thinly in drills"
on a north border, making the drills 12 inches
apart. At the end of June discontinue sowing the
summer varieties, with the exception of Mammoth
White, which is sown once more early in July.
Then are also sown Sugarloaf, Grosse Parisienne,
and Lee's Immense Hardy Cabbage. The first and
last named are of medium size, and the French
variety is large ; ail are valuable for autumn use.
These three varieties are selected for the second
sowing in July, which, together with the sub-
sequent sowings, is larger than those made pre-
viously, so as to provide a plentiful supply of
plants for planting out for the autumn and winter
supplies. Early in September the last sowing of
the season is made on a south border, the varieties
used being Sugarloaf, Lee's Immense Hardy, Bath
or Brown Cos, and a good summer Cabbage variety
such as Perfect Gem or All the Year Round.
The first three mentioned are quite hardv; the last
two are more tender, as also are some others that
are good for sumiuer use, although thev survive

mild winters.
As soon as large enough the best

plants from the September sowing
should be planted out on a south
border, there to remain during the
winter. They will be ready for cutting
during late April and May. Brown
Cos is at that season excellent

—

tender, crisp and sweet. The smaller
plants are left in the seed-bed through-
out the winter. Should there be in-
sufficient plants from the last sowing
out of doors, sow again in October in a
cold frame, leaving the plants there
dtu-ing the \vinter, and plant them out
in the spring. Although some varie-
ties of Lettuce are quite hardy when
the plants are small, they are much
more tender when fully grown and
blanched. In the month of October,
therefore, some provision should be
made to protect them from frost.
Those that are fully grown jiay be

protected by means of mats supported
by rods that are attached to short
stakes driven into the ground.

{To be continued.)
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SEASONABLE NOTES ON DAFFODILS
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

T^
IHE stars in their courses fought
against Sisera." Nature every
now and again can give a very
ugly knock. As if eelworm,
Fusarium and war were not

strong enough, they must needs take
Nature as an ally in their attack on the

Daffodil.

We in England have had a dreadful

spring. It is but cold comfort to read

that in the past there have been others

as bad ; that John Wesley in his diary
recorded frost and snow from early October,

1784, until April, 1785 ; and that equally

unpropitious springs were mentioned a
century earlier still by "J. W." in his
" Systema Horticulture." This knowledge
does not make it any warmer at nights,

or bring down from the sides genial and
growth-giving April showers. It does not
put forward the blooming season by an
hour. Hence the one show (that of the

Royal Horticultural Society in London)
that there might have been had to be
abandoned. It does not add one half-inch

in stature to either stem or leaf. Hence
what flowers there are are borne on stalks by
no means of the Pearson
standard, and the foliage

is shorter by a good deal

than it ought to be.

The Daffodil Season Out

of Joint.

Poor old Daffodil
; you have

been hard hit this time and
no mistake.
As an oasis

in a cold and
d i s m a 1

spring there
came a gold
medal ex-
hibit from
Messrs. Barr
and Sons to

the Drill
Hall on the
24th of last

month. It

was the
only one
there. Need
more be
said than that it was
from favoured Corn-
wall ? How impossible

such a display would
have been from the
Midlands or the North
can be gauged by a
comparison of some
openings in my own
garden, e.g., William
Baylor Hartland was
fully out on March 26,

29 and 30 in the
years 1912, i 9 r 3

and 1914 repec-
tively, whereas in I9r7 it did not expand until

April 23.

Mr. Bamsbottom's Lecture.

Are we downhearted ? Much will depend on
this lecture and what is said there. ' We will

then know the best and the worst. Who is respon-

sible for its published title 1 know not. It is,

however, somewhat of a misnomer, for that dire

scourge eelworm is to be included, Mr. Chittenden

has informed me. This is as it should be. Both
Fusarium and eelworm have got out of the stable,

and what is to be done we all want to know.
Blessed be the man or the woman who tells us

how to fight. We cannot ignore the menace
any longer. Thousands of bulbs have been
fusariumed and eelwormed at home and in the

Dominions where Daffodils are grown. Something
must be done, or our flower will lose its proud
position as the Monarch of S iring. Before these
notes appear the lecture will have taken place. I

hope to give Daffodil readers an account of the
proceedings.

The Barr Cup.
At their meeting on April 24 the Narcissus and

Tulip committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society unanimously awarded this cup to Mr.
Walter T. Ware for his work on behalf of the
Daffodil. (The cup is held for one year and is

then returned by the holder. The previous
recipients of this honour have been the Rev.
G. H. Engleheart, Mr. E. M. Crosfield, Mr. P. D.
Williams and Mrs. R. O. Backhouse.) His small
but choice non-competitive exhibits have always
attracted much attention both at Birmingham
and in London. The high-water mark of his

endeavours was reached last year wlien he won
the Bourne Cup at Birmingham. I feel sure

all who know Mr, Walter Ware will join me in

FRITILLARIA AUREA.

congratulating him upon the honour just con-
ferred upon him, more particularly as he is, and
has been for a good many months, an invalid.
It is the price he has had to pay for an unusually
active and busy life, during which he has been
in the thick of the Daffodil world both at home and
in Holland, from the distant days when he found
Ornatus near Paris and Queen of the West at
Haarlem up to last year when he was able to
produce a red-cupped giant incoraparabilis cf
such outstanding merit as Fortune. " Walter,"
as his many friends affectionately call him, was,
up to the time of his breakdown in the beginning
of I9r6, a fine example of a man with a mens
Sana in corpore sano. We all hope that his long
rest will be beneficial, and that when Daffodil
shows are again possible he will be able to be with
us, keen, kindlv and commanding, as of vore.

COLUMN FOR
CURIOUS

THE

TnE A.NGULAR IN NATURE.—The enquiry as to

the wherefore of "square stems" in various

plants in the issue of March 31 proves a bent for

abstract philosophy in the enquirer which at one

time distinguished gardeners as a -class, if it does

not to-day. The query refers to a basic principle

of horticulture, therefore gives ample scope to

review the creative origin of the subjects of the

gardener's art. The poetic idea of the correspon-

dent in question as to angularity bearing some-

how on " misfortunes nobly bonie " is beautiful, but

not related to philosophic truth. Misfortunes which

in the human subject educe angularity " are not

nobly borne," and the plant is the prototype of

man and his predecessor in creation order. It

must have been noticed that in herbs and numerous
herbaceous plants angular stems are very fre-

quently met with. In shrubs or trees angularity

of stem is frequently seen in the young growth,

while it disappears with development. The
Winter Jessamine, quoted by the correspondent

referred to, is a case in point. The angularity is

not found in the mature stems. Angularity is

thus imperfect development ; Nature's expression

of beauty in form is by the rotund and ciurved.

If we trace this back through the geologic ages

we will find, in so far as any data is available,

that the Grass Fern and much herbaceous growth
preceded the tree or shrub—how remote the

first appearance of plants is hardly conceivable,

but the evolution of the beautiful in Nature from
the angular can readily be traced. The most
archaic tree on earth is generally believed to be the

Salisburia. Its leaves still retain the primitive

angularity of palaozoic ages, something like a

child stunted in its growth. But the Salisburia

otherwise has the usual rotundity. There are

many other trees—Liquidambar and some Oaks,

for instance—which show traces of angularity

in their growth.

The enclosing of the seed in a soft envelope,

rendering it what we call fruit, was a final conces-

sion of Nature to the law of beauty in form. Nuts
preceded fruit in geologic order. The Acorn and
Beechnut, for instance, are not the form of beauty

a Peach is ; they are more primitive. Probably

no fruit shows more completely gradation from the

angular than the Apple. Many Codlins are ribbed

and quite primitive to a Pearmaiu or Pippin.

When evolution arrived at the fruit and its line

of beauty, then the first chapter of Genesis applied,

not before. And if it is wrong to-day to cultivate

anything for the sake of beauty only, as we are

told, we are back to Genesis i., as it is chiefly

economic. There are fruit trees mentioned there,

but not conifers
; they had been on earth count-

less ages before even a Nut was seen, and we
cultivate them.

All this is of the greatest practical importance

to the gardener. Without capacity for perception

of the beautiful, the gardener must be condemned
to long-life servitude in the kitchen garden or other

departments devoted to soulless routine. In the

cottager and allotment holder we can see anywhere
and everywhere the instinct of beauty inherent

in man struggling to assert itself in the life crushed

with toil and care. It may be just a path made to

curve, a group of homely flowers showing up
otherwise in monotonous line, but there it is, the

precious sense of beauty redeeming human life.

In the plans of gardens given in The Garden
lately we see the same conflict of the beautiful

with the uninspired economic, and the effort to

get that beautiful within the soulless angularity

of brick walls.

—

Hurstcot.

Fritillaria aurea —This plant is seen to the best

advantage when planted in breadths on gentle
slopes or raised borders, sowing the bulbs broad-
cast as one would do Peas. The plant is very
hardy, and the bulbs should not be lifted to store.

They attain a much larger size and flower in

greater profusion when allowed to remain in the
ground. It is an Asia Minor plant, and one of the
most fascinating of all Fritillarias. It grows but a

few inches high, and bears a solitary, pendulous,
balloon-shaped flower from r inch to 2 inches

across, golden yellow in colour, faintly netted 'on
both surfaces with maroon tracery, but more
heavily flecked maroon on the outside. The outer
base of the flower is also flushed with the same
colour. The bulbs are scarcely larger than a good-
sized Pea, but they are wonderfully tenacious of

life.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Lettuce.—Sowing Jittle and often is a s\ire

motlnKl of maintaining a regular supply of crisp

Letture, even when tiie weatlier conditions are
not favourable. Drought is the worst evil to

fear during the early summer months. Watering
the drills before sowing the seed ensures germina-
tion ; early thinning of the plants, too, is a step
towards success. Those left y inches apart in the
rows will grow quicker than newly planted ones
from the thinnings, which will pro\'ide a succession.

Spinach.—The New Zealand variety, although,
perhaps, not of the same quality as the ordinary
summer variety, has its advantages during hot.
dry weather, as it does not suffer from drought
nearly so quickly. Sow seed in shallow
drills at least 3 feet ap.-irt, thinning the
plants to nearly a yard wide ; then
rampant growth is made, producing
large, succulent leaves. If seeds were
sown in gentle heat early in April, the
plants will be ready for transplanting.
Autumn-sown batches of the Prickly
variety ha^e stood the recent severe
weather remarkably well, and the plants
are now yielding full crops of succulent
leaves.

Turnips.—Sow seed of Early Milan and
Snowball in newly watered drills, cover-
ing the rows with short mown lawn grass

as a preventive of Turnip fly. Plants
coming through the soil from previous
sowings should be dusted with soot, and
the soil between the rows frequentK'
stirred with the hoe.

Potatoes.—No time should be lost in

planting the last batch of tubers. Plants
showing through the soil will be encouraged
in their growth if the soil about them is

frequently stirred.

Peas.—Make successlonal sowings of
maincrop sorts, and preferably those
that grow at least 6 feet high where
facilities exist to obtain suitable sup-
ports. As a rule, tall-growing sorts like

Quite Content or Goldfinder give heavier
crops of well-filled pods than short or
even medium growing varieties. It is

in the number of well-filled pods of high
quality Peas that one variety excel?
another. Sowing the seed thinly is

all-important ; freedom to develop the
haulm means extra pods and better
Peas.

Celery.—From February-sown seed the Tim
plants will be ready to put out in quite
shallow trenches, allowing 10 inches of space
between the plants.

French Beans.—In a warm, sheltered site

an early batch of seed can be sown if some slight
protection can be afforded when the plants show-
above the soil.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Pay constant attention to all such
details as early thinning of the crop and the
berries from the bunches, also to the timely removal
of lateral growth to avoid overcrowding, remem-
bering that one fully matured leaf is of more
service to the plant than half a dozen puny leaves.

Newly Planted Vines should have timely
attention. See that the one shoot at the base
is made secure by a stake to avoid an accidental
breakage. Encourage freedom of growth by daily
syringing the Vines to maintain a moist' atmo-
sphere, in conjunction with the early closing of
the ventilators to utilise the warmth of the sun.

Melons.—Train the leader of each plant up the
wires as a cordon. As a rule, ample side slioots
are made to enable a full crop to be secured without
stopping the plant at the point. Keep a moist
atmosphere to encourage freedom of growth and
immunity from red spider. Do not wet the
collar of the plant too freel>-, which at times
induces canker.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Disbud late varie-
ties somewhat severely, where the growth is strong,
to avoid overcrowding, which is a common fault
among Peach- growers. Keep a sharp look-out
for green fly or mildew, and adopt the usual
remedies to check the progress of each pest.

Plants Under Glass.

Double Violets intended for flowering in the
frames next autumn should be planted in the open

in (piite small pieces taken from the (lumps
llowcrcd this season in frames. Keej) the newly
lil.intcd roots freely watered until they are estab-
lished. Afterwards frequently stir the soil about
the plants to encourage freedom of growth.

Crotons recently " rung " will now require to be
taken off and potted, placing them in a frame
until they are rooting freely.

E. MOI.VNEU.X.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swaninofi-, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Seed-Beds.—Examine all seed-beds carefully,

and if there is evidence of failure, sow again at

once, as seeds sown now germinate quickly and
readily make good the time lost. Resowing will

have to be resorted to in manv instances this year.

.\MERIC.\N WILD PI.NK SILENE PKNNSYLVANICA

Herbs.—Owing to the increasing demands
for garden products in these times, herbs are
again coming into favour for the concoction of

the various dishes recommended as substitutes

for scarcer foods. It is not too late to increase
the stock of such sorts as Mint, Sage, Thyme,
Hyssop, &c., by offsets or division of the roots.

If done during showery weather they start away
freely and make good plants before late summer.
Other herbs, such as Fennel, Basil, .Marjoram, &c.,

may be raised from seed sown in the open. Un-
doubtedly the culture of herbs has been neglected
in recent years, largely owmg to the many con-
centrated flavourings which could so easily be
procured and kept in a cupboard for convenience.
Years ago the herb border was one of the most
treasured in the garden, and it is pleasing to think
that the old order in this instance may again reign.

Broad Beans.—A late sowing may be made
at this time, so that nice fresh pods may be picked
during the autumn months. Choose any well-

known maincrop variety and sow in the manner
recommended in previous notes.

Salads.—If constant supplies of Mustard and
Cress are wanted, sowings should be made weekly
so that nice fresh supplies may be had. Do not
sow in a sunny aspect, as this gives tougher, less

juicy material than when the plants are grown
in a slightly shaded position. Attend also to
the regular sowing of Radishes. Lettuce should
also be sown and pricked out regularly, utilising

frames that may have been cleared of bedding
material.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—Considering the high position
the Strawberry holds among hardy fruits, culti-

vators should give it their best attention. Remove
all flower-trusses from young plantations as they
appear, and keep the surface of the ground between

the rows open by regul.ar stirrings with the Dutch
hoe. Older plantations should be mulched with
good strawy litter, taking care not to damage
either the foliage or the flowers during the
process.

Peaches.—Attend to the disbudding of these
where necessary, doing it by degrees, rubbing the
buds off daily until the work is completed. Keep
a watchful eye for Peach l)lister, and apply a
reliable preparation so that it may be kept in
check. Syringe with the garden engine regularly
should green or black fly make its appearance.
Where the trees are in flower, protective material
should be hung in front of them, as the cold spells

experienced during this month often prove
disastrous to the outdoor crop.

Plants Under Glass.

Begonia weltonensis.—Rooted cuttings of
this graceful Begonia will now be potted on, and

as they make quick growth, hand-
some plants will be obtained by the
end of the summer. It is most effec-

tive for conservatory decoration, its

light, graceful habit being much admired.
It is a pleasing change, too, from the
tuberous-rooted sorts, as it can be
grown to succeed them for autumn
flowering.

Gloxinias. — Further lots of these
will now be moved into their flower-
ing pots. Keep in a brisk atmosphere
until root action commences, after-
wards transferring them to cooler
quarters. Let the compost consist
largely of leaf-mould, sand and peat.

Pot Roses that have been forced
should now be plunged in ashes in

the frame ground. Pick off all flower-
buds as they appear, and, to encourage
strong growth for next year's flower-
ing, copious applications of liquid manure
should be given.

Sweet Peas. — The ground for the
planting out of these will have been
in readiness for some time, and to get
handsome blooms it is essential for
the plants to be well grown. Do not
plant too closely, and place supports
to the plants immediately they are
put out. If planted out in clumps,
they should be so arranged that each
colour gives increased value to that of
its neighbour.

Gypsophilas are now almost con-
sidered among the necessities of the
garden, so far as cutting for decora-
tive purposes is concerned. The annual
variety grows readily from sowings
made in the open, but the perennial
kind should be sown under glass and

wintered in frames, planting them out the
following April.

Cnodham, Kilmarnock. James McGran.

SILENE PENNSYLVANICA
The " American Wild Pink," though known to cul-

tivators for a century or more, is by no means com-

mon even in good collections of alpine pli.nts to-

day ; hence one welcomed all the more some
splendidly flowered examples of it brought recently

to one of the meetings of the Royal Horticultural

Society by Messrs. Whitelegg and Co., Chisle-

hurst. One of these is so admirably portrayed

in the accompanying illustration that little need

be said as to the leaf or flower characteristics. It

may be said, however, that the flowers vary

from purplish rose to rose pink ; in some speci-

mens a much lighter tone prevails, and all are

beautiful.

Growing 6 inches or 8 inches high, it ranks to-day

among rock garden rarities; one so good and choice,

indeed, as to merit general cultivation. In its

North American home it is said to favour sandy,

rocky, or gravelly places, though past experiences

of it go to prove that these are not essential,

and that it will grow quite well in deep, gritty

loam. It is easily raised from seeds, but by no
means easy to increase otherwise. The slug is

a great pest to the choicer Silenes, and as this

ornamental kind is no exception, cultivators

should ever be on their guard. E. H. Jenkins.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
NARROW-LEAVED LUNGWORT (E. P. Z>.)—We take

it that Pulmonaria angustifo.ia azurea is the plant meant.
Its flowers are of an intense gentian blue and appear in April.

The plant when established is about a foot high, and
though dwarf is most vigorous, hardy and free-floweiing.

It does quite well in ordinary garden soils, not objecting

to those of a chalky nature. The plant is quite cheap,

and may be had from Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Brook-
side Nurseries, Oxford. If planted at once, a good flowering

would result next year.

FRUIT GARDEN.
LATE VINES NOT STARTING INTO GROWTH FREELY

(Anxious).—We much fear the peeling of the bark has been

too severe, and so arrested the flow of sap. It is a mistaken
practice to peel the bark of Vines. We thought it was
obsolete. The best thing you can do in the circumstances

is to keep the atmosphere of the \inery moist and faiily

close, with moderate heat, in order to try to induce a
freer break in the Vines ; also encourage surface- roots

by adding fresh turf and bone-manure as a top-dressing.

If the Vines do not break freely, encourage the growth
of new shoots from the base of the Vines to take the place

of the old stems in case they fail.

OBITUARY

CAPTAIN DOUGLAS CUTBUSH.
Captain Douglas Cutbush of the 5th Middlesex

Regiment, and the elder son of Mr. W. H. and

Mrs. Cutbush of the Barnet Nurseries, has paid

the supreme sacrifice in the cause of humanity.

He was educated at Bognor and Tonbridge,

and spent some time of his brief career in the bulb

fields of Holland. For " great courage ami

ability under heavy gunfire " he was awarded

the Military Cross last autumn, and he bad been

wounded in the thigh in the preceding January.

This brave and able officer attained his majority

last March. He was killed in action on April ro

LIEUTENANT A. LESLIE HOLLAND
The sympathies of all rosarians will go out to the

President of the National Rose Society, Mr.

Edward J. Holland, in the loss of his elder son,

Second-Lieutenant A. Leslie Holland, RifJe

Brigade, who fell in action on April 21. Educated

at Marlborough, he received his commission last

October, and went to the Front in December.

The Colonel of his regiment, in a letter to his

father, says :
" Your son behaved in a most

gallant manner, and the success of the day was
in a great part due to his courage and ability."

The Rose Leslie Holland was named after him.

SOC1 ET I ES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting held on May S was full of interest
and variety, all departments being well represented.
Narcissi, however, were in strong force. Roses were in
perfection, and rarely have these popular flowers been
better shown. Auriculas, too, were interesting and beauti-
ful and contributed not a little to a good meeting ; while
the collection of vegetables from Messrs. Sutton was
perhaps one of the chief attractions of a good exhibition.

Floral Committee.
Present : H. B. May, ^Esq. (chairman), and Messrs. J.

Green, W. J. Bean, G. Reuthe, G. Harrow, R, C. Notcutt,
Sydney Morris, H. Cowley. "W. Howe, J. Heal, T. Stevenson.
Clarence Elliott. II. Hooper Pearson. C. Di.xon, J. Dickson,
A. Turner, C. E. Shea, C. E. Pearson, W. Cuthbertson,
E. H. Jenkins and A. J. Jackman.

Messrs. William Paul and Son. Walthira Cross, con-
tributed a delightful group of th ir new Scarlet Climber,
which, without doubt, is one of the most brilliantly coloured
Roses yet raised. Free also in flowering, it is a Rose to
be grown by all.

Mr. George Kerswell, Exeter, showed a delightful lot
of blooms of Gentiaua acaulis, rich and good in colour.

Mr. G. Rcuthe, Kestou, showed many beautiful and
interesting plants, Viburnum Carlesii, whose fragrant
wliite clusters are a great charm ; Primula Juliae,
very rich in colour ; Rhodothamnus Chamsecistus, pinkish
salver-shaped flowers; and R. oleifolium. like a richly
coloured R. racemosum, being some of the mce prominent.
Alpines were in charming array, Ranunculus rutsefolius
and Matlhiola Valesiana being noted. A brilliant lot of
Rhododendron species with Calvpso borealis (rosy red)
were also shown.

Messi"s. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, contributed
Ferns in variety, both hardy and exotic, together with
Begonia Rex and a variety of Hippeastrums, which made
a good display.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfleld, arranged excellent
stands of Carnations, Red Ensign being one of the most
telling. British Triumph, Countess of Wilton, Carola,
Mrs. Myles Kennedy and Mephisto. the last two of the
Perpetual Malmaison class, were very good. In a group
of New Holland Plants. Acacias, Chorizema cordata
splen lens, Boronias and Eriostemons were noted.
Rhododendron Veitchianura was also good.

Carnations from Messrs. Allwood Brothers were ex-
cellent, Bishton Wonder, full of beauty and fragrance,
being splendid. Mary Allwood. Salmon Enchantress,
Rosalind (yellow-ground fancy) and Highland Lassie
(white groxmd) were also prominent among many.

Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Middle Green, Langley, Slough,
contributed a delightful lot of alpine Auriculas, notably
Edith Winn, Majestic, Firefly. Duke of York, Argus,
Phyllis Douglas and Dean Hole. Of show varieties.

Lady Veitch, Henry Wilson, Heather Bell, Mrs. Henwood,
Buttercup and Wild Swan were the best ; George Light-
body was also good. A group of Omphalodes cappa-

. docica and Primrose Evelyn Arkwright was very fine.

Mr. J, C. Jenner, Rayleigh, showed good Carnations,
Aviator (rich scarlet). White Enchantress. Triumph,
Yellowstone, Carola and Satin Robe being prominent.

In a group of alpine plants and shrubs. Messrs. William
Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, arranged a big lot of Primula
cortusoldes, very brfght and effective in colour. Iris

fliifolia, I. pumila varieties and others were also noted.
Forsythias and Azalea mollis were very beautiful.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries. Wisbech, had
an extensive exhibit of early hardy flowers inclusive of
Crown Imperials. Violas. Polyanthuses, Primroses, Muscari
Heavenly Blue and much besides.

MESSRS. S, LOW AND CO. S CYCLAMEN
CHERRY RIPE.

A brilliant variety with deep cerise flowers.

Award of Merit.

Beautiful Roses were contributed by Mr. G. Prince,
Oxford, Flame of Fire, Yellow Banksian, Red Copper
Briar, Climbing Richmond and the pillar Rose Florence
H. Veitch being notable sorts.
A fine strain of Schizanthus—Dr. Badger's hybrids

—

were shown by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh.
Sown on Febniary 3 last, the strain, while of a high class
order throughout, contained much variety, the flowers
being very large.

Messrs. Piper, Barnes and Bayswater, showed flowering
shrubs. Clematises and Roses. Of the latter, Rosa Hugonis
(single yellow) was very beautiful. Clematis Nellie Moser,
C. Lady Londesborough and C. Sir Garnet Wolscley were
good.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames, showed an

interesting group of hardy flowers in variety.
Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, contributed

standard and cluster Roses, Grace, a Wichuraiana seedling,
being very pretty. Mme. E. Herriot, Rosabelle Walker,
Hugh Dickson (both fine reds), Cynthia Fordc(good pink)
and Golden Ray (Wichuraiana) were also good.

Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, showed many
beautiful alpines, Geum reptans, Asperula suberosa,
Primula The General, Daphne rupestris, Fritillaries,
Douglasia prtetutiana (golden), D. Vitaliana (yellow).
Ranunculus bilobus and Viburnum Carlesii bidng good

Messrs. Wallace and Co., Colchester, showed Tulipa
Clusiana in a goodly group, also hybrid Irises of the
orchioides sot, the new Primulas chionantha and sind-
purpurea, Chinese species, being shown for the first
time.

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, had a few lovely Auriculas,
notably Mikado (a rich dark self), Edith (a rose alpine),
and Golden Gem, with many yellow seedlings.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed alpines
together with Roses and Rliododendrons.
A brilliant lot of Zonal Pelargoniums were exhibited

by Messrs. Cannell and Sons. Eynsford, Louis Chauvin,
Maxime Kovalevsky (scarlet), Mrs. Ewing, Salmon Crampel
and Crimson Crampel being no ed. Rival, a new
Cactus variety, is very distinct and beautiful. It is of
salmon rose colour and very charming.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, contributed
Ronii- lovely Roses, Goldfinch, Rose du Barri, Fortune's
Yellow, Golden Ophelia, Sallie (flesh) and AmTican Pillar

being noted. A brilliant red seedling Hyb.id Tea
is of much promise.

Calceolarias of the herbaceous set. together with a
series of hybrid forms, were shown by Mr. Mond,
Sandridge, Sevenoaks (gardener, Mr. Hall). None of the
hybrids was named.
An exhibit of hybrid alpine Primulas from Mr. Clarence

Elliott was most interesting, variety and beauty being
embraced in a small lot.

The Roses from Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Twvford, were
quite a feast, the variety being remarkable. Quite
the best was the gold medal Hybrid Tea of last year

—

Charles E. Shea. It is strong in fragrance and rich in
colour. Climbing Hillingdon. Joanna Bridge, Queen of
the Belgians. .Mrs George Norwood, Princess Mary and
Sonning Dean (a fragrant white cluster) were excellent.
Rosa Moyesii Brilliant was very fine. The blooms in
boxes were also very good. A silver-gilt Banksian medal
was awarded.

Mr. James Douglas, Great Bookham. contributed very
good Auriculas, notably Canary Bird. Duke of York,
Gordon Douglas. A. Barker (green edge). Dean Hole,
Harrison Weir, Muriel, Admiration aud Prince Charming.
Silver Banksian medal.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : J. Cheal, Esq. (chairmin), the Rev. W.
Wilks and Messrs. E. A. Bunyard, P. D. Tucke.t, J. C.
Allgrove, E. Harriss, G. P. Berry, A. Bullock, P. C. M.
Veitch, John Harrison, W. H. Divers and W. Bates.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons. Reading, contributed a superb
collection of vegetables, showing them in their usual
high-class style. In all twenty-six dishes were staged,
these including Potatoes May Queen and Ringleader,
Broccoli Snow White and Satisfaction (raoiel examples).
Vegetable Marrows Green Bush and White Bush, Cabbages
Harbinger and April, Lettuces Golden Ball, Ideal and
White Heart, French Beans Tender and True and
Masterpiece, Seakale, Chicory, Perfection Asparagus,.,
Mushroom Twentieth Century, with Rhubarb, Spinach
Beet and Cucumbers. All were In perfect condition, and
while showing the great variety available at this early
date, demonstrated what is possible in the exceptional
circumstances in which we are placed. A silver-gilt
Knightian medal was deservedly awarded.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, showed a dozen
baskets of Potatoes, for which a silver Banksian midal
was awarded. Sir J. Llewelyn, Arran Chief, King
Edward VIL, Dobbie's Favourite, British Queen, The
Factor, Great Scot, Up-to-Date. Dobbie's Prolific and
Village Blacksmith were some of the best.

Narcissus Committee.

Present : E. A. Bowles, Esq. (chairman), Miss Ellen
Willmott. the Rev. J. Jacob, and Messrs. W. Poupart.
J. Duncan Pearson, W. F. M. Copeland, J. T. Bennett-
Poe, F. Herbert Chapman, Herbert Smith, R. W. Wallace.
H. Backhouse, W. B. Cranfleld, G. E. Backhouse. G. W.
Leak, P. R. Barr and George Monro, jun.

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons, Lowdham, showed very
fine Narcissi, including Erin, Mrs. Robert Sydenham,
Alice Knights, Potentate (yellow trumpet), Evangeline,
Mrs. Wolseley and Scarlet Eye.

Mr. G. Churchor, Alverstone, Hants, contributed Torso,
Crimson Braid, Czarina, Yellow Poppy, Red Beacon,
Ruby, Inglescombc and Araby (a Jonquil hybrid) among
many good things.
The most extensive exhibit of Narcissi was that from

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, the finer things
including Yellow Prince, George Philip Haydon, Royal
Lady, Queen of Dawn, Caedmon (Poeticus), Red Beacon,
Steadfast and others. Challenger was very fine.

A small collection was shown by Mr. C. A. Jardine,
Balham.

Delightful Narcissi were shown by Mr. Martin H.
Sutton. Erlegh Park, Reading, Mont d'Or (golden
trumpet) and White Colossus being prominent among
them.
An extensive exhibit from Messrs. R. H. Bath, Wisbech,

included Buttercup (a Jonquil hybrid), Hypatia, White
Knight. White Slave, Inglescombc, Sarabaiide (a white
Poeticus), King Alfred and the serai-doubte Coronation.
Mr. F, Herbert Chapman, Rye, showed some beautiful

Narcissi, Vintage, Crimson Braid (a fine Poeticus), Diamond
Pendant, White Hart, Bombardier (golden trumpet) and
Statuesque being some of the best. Alabaster, a triaudrus
hybrid, was very fine.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir H. J. Veitch (chairman), and Messrs.
J. O'Brien, W. Bolton, Gurney Wilson, R. Brooman White,
Walter Cobb, C. J. Lucas. W. H. Hatcher, J. Charlesworth,
J. E. Sliill, T. Armstrong, Pantia Ralli, F. J. Hanbury,
Stuart H. Low, R. A. Rolfe and J. Wilson Potter.

Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, showed many fine Den-
drobiums, D. nobile virginalc, D. n. nobiliusand D. Perfec-
tion being among the best.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tuubridge Wells, showed
a lovely example, with fourteen flowers, of Cattleya Skinneri
albaj; Laelio-Cattleya Canhamiana splendens, Miltonia
Venus variety, OJontoglossum President Wilson (which
gained a preliminary certificate), Miltonia G. D. Owen and
Odontoglossum Rex exquisitum. Brasso-Cattleya Shil-
liana was also very fine. A silver Flora medal was awarded.
In a group from Messrs. Charlesworth, Odontiodas and

Brasso-Cattleyas were prominent ; while in that from
Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, Lajlio-Cattleya (Sold
Crest and Vanda suavis were the more prominent things
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For the Poultry-Keeper
and for the guidance of readers I give a table

showing one system of crop rotation that is ver\

extensively adopted in the States

:

CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
Author of "Poultry-Keeping on Money-Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry- Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Production," &c.

A LTHOUC.H till' iiunihfi ut ()..iiliry-

/% keepers in these isles easily runs into

/ % six figures, I doubt if, outside those

^^^% interested in general farming, a dozen
' ^grow crops especially for their poultry.

I propose, therefore, to wTite a series of articles

dealing with suitable crops, and hope that my notes

will be of help to my readers.

Systems Compared.—In the past the British

poultry-farmer has installed the small-house-and-

small-flock system, and it is only in recent years

that he has given his attention to the intensive

methods of keeping fowls. I have, as readers

will remember, already dealt with the pros and cons

of the old and new types of housing, and the matter

again comes up for discussion in connection with

the home-growing of poultry foods. Under the

old rigime the poultry-farmer fitted out his five

or seven acres with small houses and small en-

closures at the rate of a hundred birds per acre,

and no space was available for the cultivation of

crops. With the intensive system coming into

popularity, the question has a different prospect,

because one can keep 400 birds on each acre

of ground under this more progressive plan of

accommodation. Previously the poultry farm

of seven acres accommodated about 500 or 600

birds, an acre being reserved for chicken-rearing

operations. There was not room even for exten-

sions in the majority of cases. If under intensive

poultry culture the owner can accommodate his

500 or 600 head of adults and also his

chickens on about tivo and a half acres, he has

no less than four and a half acres to spare for

cropping.

American Poultry Farms.—Across the Atlantic

the poultry business is run on different lines to

what it is here. There are only two classes of

poultry-culturists. With the one, small intensive

plants are popular ; and with the other, extensive

intensive hefineries. Both sections aint at pro-

ducing the greatest volume of "egg-fruit" on

the least amount of ground-space. Intensive

methods are adopted almost exclusively, and while

the largest concerns are run on commercial lines

even to the extent of paying dividends to share-

holders, the smaller plants are conducted also

on a business scale. The small hobbyist poultry-

keeper is almost a negative quantity, and the

backyarder, who is in the majority in this country.

is not in evidence in the States. Everyone culti-

vates crops of some kind or another for the head

of poultry stock kept, and while the fowls greatly

appreciate the food grown for them, the owner

is able to lighten his bill of costs.

Alfalfa and Beets.—Two crops that stand out

from the rest, perhaps, are alfalfa (known here as

lucerne) and beets. Every poultry-farmer reserves

a given munber of acres for the growing of lucerne,

which has an excellent egg-producing analysis. It

is very economical, since from three to six cuttings

can be taken during the season from one planting

and succulent green-food is available continuously.

There are two forms in which the alfalfa or lucerne

can be fed, viz., green and dry. In the latter

condition it is either cut into short lengths or made
into a fine meal and then used as an ingredient of

the soft food. Clover can be treated in the same

way. As regards beets, mangel-wurzels are ex-

tensively grow-n. The practice is to cut the tops

from the growing mangels and feed them green at

once. The roots are left in the ground until 'such

time that they are gathered in, w'hen, after a few

days of curing, they are stored for winter use in

beds of earth and straw.

Arranging Alternate Runs.—When dealing

fully with the intensive system in earlier articles,

readers will remember that I dealt with the plan

of alternate runs. I suggested placing the intensive

house in the centre of four wire- netting enclosures,

the idea being to crop three of the runs while the

fowls occupied the fourth, and to let the birds

follow the crops round. There are several ways
of arranging alternate runs whereby the owner
can grow green-food for his poultry. There can,

for instance, be a wired-in enclosure in front of

the house on the south side and a second in the

rear on the north side. While one run is down with

a crop the fowls have the use of the other. .Another

method is to have four runs to each house, and the
,

poultry- keeper can either plant three of the en-

.closures while the fowls occupy the fourth, or crop

two of them while the birds have the use of the

remaining two. Food can be grown on outside

ground, of course, but where the enclosures are

made use of, the soil is kept nice and sweet and the

e.xtra labour necessary for harvesting the green-

food is saved.

Home -Grown Green -Food.— Care must be

taken in the selection of the greenery to grow,

Date.
Mar.—April 30 .

.

April 30—May 25
May 25—June 15
June 15—.Tuly 10
July 10—Aug. 1

Aug. 1—Aug. 20
A\lg. 20—Sept. 20
Sept. 20—Dec. 1

Run 1.

Peas and oata
Feeding .

.

Dwarf Essex rape
Feeding .

.

Buckwheat
Feeding .

.

Rye, vetch, clover
Feeding .

.

Run 2.

Feeding
Peas and barley
Feeding
Buckwheat & oats
Feeding
Cow peas & millet

Feeding
Rye and vetch

Directly the crops are from 4 inches to 6 inches

high the fowls are allowed access to them for feed-

ing. The ground is ploughed twice a year, the seeds

each time being sown broadcast and harrowed in tn

ensure strong and thick growth. Another plan ot

cropping very freely adopted is : For early spring—
Canadian peas and oats, spring vetch and oats or

barley ; summer—buckwheat, soy beans or cow

peas ; late autumn—clover, winter vetch, winter

rye or winter wheat. Where one planting only is

made, Swiss chard or rape is recommended, since

when the fowls have eaten off the crop it grows

again from the crown. For outside planting

lucerne and clover are invaluable.

Grow Sunflowers.—Sunflower seeds represent

an excellent food for fowls, and it has always been

a surprise to me why poultry-keepers do not grow

them extensively. Sunflowers need plenty of

manure during the period of growth, and the

poultry-manure can be made full use of. The
small- headed kinds are the best to grow, as fowls

relish the small seeds better than the very large

ones. The flowers are ornamental as well as

useful, and all vacant spots should be planted.

When stmflowers have made good growth they

provide excellent shade for poultry, and they can

be grown down the sides—but a little way from the

netting—of the wired runs. Owing to the oily

nature of the seeds the latter are invaluable during

the autumnal moult, helping the fowls to cast

their old plumage and to take on their new. In

the winter, too, they are most useful on account

of the oily fat they contain. Their analysis reads :

Water, 8.6 ; ash, 2.6 ; albumen, 16.3 ; fibre, 29.9;

carbohydrates, 21.4; fat, 21; which gives a

ratio of one of albumen to' four of carbohydrates.

The value of the seeds can be judged by comparing

the ratio with those of oats (i to 6), wheat (i to 6)

and maize (i to S).

Feeding Sunflower Seeds.—The seeds can be

fed to the fowls either whole or in the form of a

meal. In the former case they are given with the

grain-feed, and in the latter instance the seeds

are ground and the meal used in the mash. -When

so given the seeds must be ripe, which necessitates

the gathering of the heads before the seeds fall out.

.\nother plan is to throw the heads into the litter

and allow the birds to have the exercise and

occupation in scratching for the food. Yet another

way is'to gather the heads before the seeds are ripe

and, having placed both seeds and heads through

a mincing machine, either boil and mix with the

other ingredients of the mash or, before drying off

the soft food, add the uncooked minced food to the

prepared ingredients. The stems can be dried

and used as scratching litter. The green leaves

of sunflowers, if gathered young, can be finely

minced and mixed with the soft food or given

alone. They will provide a succulent green-food

for both adults and young poultry stock, and have

excellent medicinal properties.

ADVICE ON POVLTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Poivelt-Owen, THE GARDEN Foultry Expert,

icill be pleased to answer, free 0I eharge, any questions dealing

ivith poultry-keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed reply will be

posted promptly. Communications should be sent to Mr.

W. Powell-Owen, care 0/ The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C.
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Layers of Tinted Eggs.
pIRST-CROSSES have become very popular

ia recent years, but they must not be con-

tused with mongrels. The former are the result

of crossing one pure breed with another pure
one, while many breeds are mingled in the latter.

The crossing of a white-egg breed with a brown-
egg variety will produce progeny which yield

tinted or brownish eggs. In such first-crossing

it is advisable to rely upon hens of the brown-egg
or sitting breed to preserve the tinted charaC'

teristics of the egg, the males being of the non-
sitting or white-egg varieties. For instance, to

White Wyandotte hens—layers of brown eggs

—

we mate a White Leghorn cockerel, and so on.

To maintain such a first-cross we mate a White
Wyandotte male to the progeny the second year
and bring in a White Leghorn cockerel the next
season, afterwards repeating the plan year after

^ear.

* « «

Medicinal Eggs.

pEEDING has great influence on the quality
of the contents of an egg. The yolk, for

instance, can be richened in colour by 'the pro-
vision of ample green-food. One poultry-keeper,
realising the importance of feed, specialises in
the production of medicinal eggs for convalescents.
His birds are provided with ample green-food—lettuce, for choice—and every other day each
hen receives a quarter of an ounce of onion.
In addition, the following ingredients are mixed
in the soft food, the amounts mentioned being
for every twelve birds : A saltspoonful of sulphur
every third day, a small pinch of gentian root
every other day, and a quarter of an ounce of
quinine twice a week. The object is to make
the hens transfer the ingredients to the eggs
they lay. Onions, as is well known, contain
magnesia, iron and other medicinal properties,

while gentian and quinine are tonics.

* * *

Interior of an Egg.

CTARTING from the outside of an egg, we first

have the_ shell and then two membranes or
skins, styled outer and inner, respectively. The
second or inner membrane forms the outline to
the 'air-space or air-cell. Next come two layers
of thin albumen or white, and then a layer of
thick albumen. The latter supports the chalaza
on each side of the yolk. The yolk comes next,
and at each end is a chord-like chalaza, which
acts as a buffer to prevent the yo!k from coming
to harm against the outer shell. The chalazK
form, as it were, a kind of hammock for the yolk,
which can therein swing freely to and fro. The
germ (blastoderm) is in the yolk, near the top
and a little to the left of the centre. This spot
always floats uppermost, no matter at what
angle the egg is held. By this arrangement it

receives most heat from the broody hen's body.

* * *

Craze for Brown Eggs.

AT one time the craze for brown-shelled eggs
was so great with the buying public that

they refused to purchase white-shelled ones from
the shopkeepers. This prejudice has more or

less departed, and I am glad to find it so, since

there is no difference whatever in value between
the contents of a brown egg and those of a white-
shelled one. In America the public insists on the
white egg and swears by the yellow-fleshed

fowl for table purposes, whereas we favour the
white-fleshed table chicken. I am afraid many
buy as brown-shelled eggs some that were white
prior to their being dippeA-in coffee or in water
sightly coloured with a few flakes of perman-
ganate of potash.

PRACTICAL POULTRY
POINTERS

FEEDING

Feed grain in the litter of the scratihing-shed

to promote exercise.

* * «

Do not throw food on the gtass, or the fowls in

continual scratching will wear down the

grass and make the enclosure unsightly.
* • *

Scorched grain makes a useful change. Place

the grain on a shovel over the fire and allow

it to darken.
* * Ht

When giving roots, such as swedes and turnips,

drive a long nail through each into a heavy
piece of wood. The fowls can then easily

peck out the centre of the root.

* * *

.Vinegar—^just a spoonful^given at night to a

table chicken about to be killed will render

the flesh white and tender.
* + *

Boiled stinging nettles are excellent for poultry

of all ages, possessing medicinal properties.

EGGS

The theory that long eggs contain cockerels and
round ones pullets has long since exploded.

* * *

The sex of an egg depends upon the season of

the year and the condition of the parent

stock.

* * »-

If an egg is rather watery, there is a deficiency

of albuminoids in the food supplied. In-

crease the meat rations.

* *_ *

Special eggs can be accommodated in muslin

bags inside the incubator, or sectioned off

by wire-netting partitions.

* * *

Twenty large eggs are superior to forty small

unsaleable ones. Breed from layers of

large eggs

!

* * *

Set eggs preferably from the best winter layers.
* * *

Cockerels hatched from rich-coloured eggs are

strongly recommended to head the breeding

pens. '

HOUSING

Perches should be placed at the same height

;

otherwise there will be quarrelling for the

highest one.
* * *

A drop-board should be fitted underneath the

perches to catch the droppings and facilitate

cleaning operations.
* * *

Well air the poultry-house during the daytime.
« * «

Combined scratching and roosting houses are con-

sidered on a par with intensive houses, accom-

modation being measured by ground-space.
« * *

Paraffin swims on the top when used in lime-

wash. To prevent this, mix the former

with an equal quantity of boiled milk.
« * *

Low perches are advisable, as a " long drop "

is harmful to laying stock.

Mrs. PYM'S It'iZ^l
All Post Free.

FOOD PLANTS A SPECIALITY.
Thousands of Splendid Plants Now Ready.

Strong, transplanted Tomato Plants, beat varieties for
house or garden. B for 1/-. Cucumber Plants, Bedfordshire
prize, 6 for 1/-. Vegetable Marrow, trailing or bush, 6 for 1/-.
Ithubarb. best red, 6 for 1/4. Parsley, best curled, 20, 1/-.

Sage, Thyme. Mint, 12. 1/4. Asparagus, three-year-old, 100
0/-. Pea Plants (eating), best Marrowfats, 30, lOd. Scarlet
Kunner Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. French Dwarf Beau Plants,
30. 1/-. Haricot Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. Golden Butter Bean
Plants, 30, 1/-. Broad Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. Garlic Plants,
12. lOd. Telegraph Cucumber Plants, 1, lOd. ; 2, 1/4.

Strong Transplanted Plants.—Asters, best double and
single. Stocks, large double, ten weeks. Ageratum, blue or
mauve. Lobelia, red, white or blue. Nemesia. Salpiglossis.
Schizanthus. Sweet Peas. Sweet Williams. Zinnias. 20 fori/-.

Strong Sturdy Plants.—Marguerites, Covent Garden, white
or yellow, or blue. Scarlet Pentstemon. Mixed Geraniums.
Heliotrope. Regale or Lord Roberts. Auriculas. Begonias.
Cannas. Calceolarias, bedding or pot. Kche eria. Dahlias.
Fuchsias. Scarlet Musk. Primulas. Scarlet Salvias. 6, 1/4.

Strong Transplanted Plants.—Nicotiana affinia and Sandera-.
Scarlet and Mixed Verbenas. Antirrhinums, mixed. Kochia.
Canterbury Bells. Blue Cornflowers. Pansies. Red and white
Daisies. Dlanthus. Forget-me-nots. 15 for 1/-.

Strong Vegetable Plants Ready Soon for a whole
year's supply.—Karly. Mid and Late Broccoli. Cauliflower.
Celery. Cabbage. Savoys. Brussels Sprouts, curled. Aspara-
gus, and Cottager's Kale. Lettuce. Beetroot. Sprouting
Broccoli. Spinach. Leeks. Onions. Chicory. 1/6 100 ; 4/- 300.

Strong Greenhouse Plants and Choice Hardy Perennials,
Rockery. Vegetable Plants, Summer Bedding Pl&ats. Cata-
logue free. Everything post free.

MRS. PVM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine House, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUQH.

GARDEN HOSE

ARMOURED HOSE.

Cut 60 feet

Streiit^th. Lengths. Leii^lths

Jxl Ply, 5 ft., 20/6

ix2 „ 5i „ 23/-

J-x3 „ 6 ,, 25/6

^-Inch

Internal

Diameter
for

Household
Taps.

PLAIN HOSE.
Cut 60 feet

Strength. Lengths. Lengths

ixiPly,3Ht.,13/6

ix2 „ 4 „ 16/-

Jx3 „ 4i „ 18/6

FRANKENBURGS,
Rubber Specialists,

SNOW HILL, BIRMINGHAM.

CASHLION CYCLES £6:6:0
ir 16s. with order and moDthly payments. :aigDed Guarantee for all
:lme. Packed in crate (ree and carriage paid. Since 1905 1 have
idvertised and made and sold over 20.000 Machines. NO KXTRAS :

Bell. Pump and t verything included. Carriage paid. YOD CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS IF YOU
no NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification.—GEORGF <lEATSON. Ltd.,
" Lioo Cycle Works," 85, Moseley Street, Birmingham.

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

\v\\\r:
WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT J

LABOUR SAVERS.-EuREKA- uwn sand. ^
SoiLFUME Nicotine insecticides Fumers.

<- SPRAYS. ftlSO OTHER CHEMICALS » SUNDHIES-

bSEE LIST Please ask your agent foR the Eureka
ARTICLES- They ARE ALWAYS SATISFACTORY IF ANY
'DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PHIU

.InlyAililrtsiTOMLINSON 8iHAYN*RD.L'.V LINCOLN.
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GREAT BARGAINS IN SUPERB FLOWERED ROSES
Specially retarded for late planting. Flower splendid this Season and during the Autumn.

TEA, AND HYBRID TEA EVER-
BLOOMING ROSES.

All beautiful dwarf retarded trees for bedding out in masses now, far superior to

ordinary bedding plants, and cheaper. .

Magnificent varieties for garden ; nearly all Gold Medal winners ;

flower continuously the whole Reason. The Rosea are of great

substance, with remarkably long, handsome buds ami shell-petalled

flowers of most exquisite soft sluides and distinct tea-like fragrance.

3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6; 25 for 12/6; 50 for 22/6.
100 40/-.

The New Bedding MARECHAL NIEL
SUPERB BUD. A GEM FOR GUTTING.

A grand new Rose, rich, deep citron yellow, becoming deeper as

tile iiowers expand—a colour tliat does not fade ; the blooms are

large, full, and of perfect form, with Mgh-pointed centre, and are

dellciously fragrant ; the plant is a vigorous, erect grower, free

and continuous In bloom ; one of the finest of the new Boses.
3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 tor 7/6.

GIANT- FLOWERING HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES
A Mass of Blossom all the Season.

for 3/- ; 12 for S 6 : 25 fur 1 0/-

;

50 tor 18/6; Paclied tree and carriage paid.

GREAT BARGAINS IN LOVELY
CLIMBING ROSES.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER of Giant-flowering Hybrid Perpetual
Koses. My selection, drawn from very best varieties where I have
a surplus. Will transplant splendidly now, e\ery tree having a

mass of fibrous roots, and every one flowered all last season,

A magnificent range of colour, from puje white to rich crimson.

These will make any garden a blaze of colour. 6, all different

This is a bargain price so long as stock lasts, as many of these Rosea are worth from Is. to 2s. each.

A wonderful offer ; hall price. Having a grand stock of Climbing
and Kambling Koses, all grand trees, in splendid condition ; no
need for bare walls, ugly places, arches and trellises not covered,

etc. Plant these freely, they will flower in tlie wildest profusion

anywhere and everywhere. 6 for 3/- ; 12 tor 6/-. No mora at

the bargain price when these are cleared.

DAINTY BABY ROSES OR THE NEW TOM THUMB.
Have a bed of these for a change ; you will have such a mass of

blossom you never had before. Superb as a bedding Koee ; can
also be used for Hdging or Pots. Tlie sensational new Dwart ROSE

MDME. NORBERT LEVAVASSEUR.—Asa pot Rose for greenhouse or window It h,is noe(iu.il, for beds and borders it Is simply a mass of crimson the whole of the season, producingsnch a
grand, telling effect that once seen it Is not readily forgotten ; it is very hardy, and will thrive in the poorest soil. Only grows about 1ft. high, and blooms so profusely as to entirely hide
the foliage. The foliage is of a beautifully deep glossy green, and is never attacked by disease. It flowers in large clusters from June to November. It i3.alway8 in bloom. This Rose
will prove invaluable for bedding purposes and pot cuiture. It has already obtained the live following Prizes, viz. :—Paris Exhibition (May)—Large Silver Medal ; Paris Exhibition
(November)— 1st Class Certificate of Merit by the National Horticultural Society of France ; London (April)— 1st Class Certiflcat« of Merit, R.H.S. of London ; London (June)—Ist

Class Certificate of Merit, National Rose Society ; Orleans (August)—Gold Medal, highest award, with congratulations from the Judges. Now offered by me in four lovely colours—rich

crimson, snow-white, geranium-red, and Dorothy Perkins pink. All the same price ; 4 for 3/- ; 8 tor 5/- ; 12 for 7/6. May be had all one colour or mixed, as desired.

MAGNIFICENT LILIES.
The brush cannot paint, or the pen portray the exquisite purity and delicacy, yet magnificent grandeur of the stately Lily. It is the

ne plus ultra of floral beauty, and I urge my friends to each year add a few Lilies to their collection. No other flower will so adorn

our homes when in bloom, and they constantly improve after planting. As a rule, Lilies are of the easiest cultivation, especially the

beautiful Longiflorum, succeeding equally well in the garden or greenhouse, sun or shade ; the eye drinks in its lovely tints with delight.

To say that it is frosted, glistening white,-deliciously fragrant, is to convey but a slight idea of its perfect loveliness. They are magnificent

planted singly or in groups among Perennial and Herbaceous plants, amongst Shrubs and Rose trees they are always at home, and have a

charming effect. Whole beds planted out on the lawn or in any odd nooks or corners is a sight not readily forgotten. Imagine these huge
snowy trumpets, 10 to 12 inches long, pouring fragrance forth till the air is heavy with sweetness. A good bed of these Lilies often

perfumes and is the talk of the whole neighbourhood. Most glorious as cut flowers for all classes of decorations. Never out of place.

THE ABOVE ARE THE TRUE LOVELY HARDY LONGIFLORUM GIGANTEUM.
C lO i::ar- Hundreds of Testimonials from Delighted Customers who have grown this Lily.

Price ;T6. 2/6; 12,4 /6. Extra Selected : 6, 3/-; 12, 5 6 ; 25, 10/- Now best time to plant. VERY SCARCE THIS SEASON.

This is one of the most unique, and at the same tune the largest

and most beautiful berry of any kind that lias yet appeared before

the pubiic. It comes to us from Japan, and is one of the Raspberry
family, though in many respects it resembles a Strawberry growing

on a bush 2ft. high. The plant is entirely hardy in any location,

and a most profuse yielder, ripening an enormous crop of trult

in July and August, and more or less all the time up to November. The berries are globular, slightly oblong m form, monstrous in size, a rich glossy ruby-red colour. Makes a most lovely
preserve and jelly. Now is the very best time to plant these out, as they are just pushing up growth for this season's fruiting. They receive no check from transplanting, and fruit

splendidly the first season. A bed I put out in the middle of .May was a mass of fruit till November. Price, 1/3 each ; 3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/6 ; 12 for 7/6. All carriage paid.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT. A mass of blossom certain. Thousands of testimonials from every part of England, and repeat orders
for my Vigorous Country Grown Rose Trees.

All above will plant out perfectly now. All packed by an expert, and carriage paid to your door.

T/Li^s. GJLBM>N^EKL, F.R.H.S., I>rioi»y Hoixse, STROXJO

STRAWBERRY
OR STRAWBERRY - RASPBERRY

STOP TAKING RISKS.
Buy your Sittings only from a known- to-be-reliable
Breeder. My stock has attained the highest poBsibie
records in the show-pens, and possess also Al laying qualities.

Specialities: Buttercups, R.l. Reds, OrlotfB, Sussex, Rocks.
Wyandottea, Anconas and White Leghorns.

Illustrated Catalogue on application to—
MRS. COLBECK,

Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, near Wakefield,

EGGS FOR HATCHING from the finest
laying and exhibition strains—first pens 10/-, special pens 20/-

per sitting, unfertile eggs replaced. Day old chicks 16/- and
30/- per dozen. Adult birds always tor sale, moderate prices
Breeds kept: Golden, Silver and Wliite Wyandottes, Wliite
Leghorns. Rhode Island Ueds, Light Sussex, Buff Orpington
Ducks.

—

Sydney Hiller, Cleveland Poultry Farm, Standon,
Herts.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Varney, Stratford, Essex.

TOM A. SCOTT & CO. have Eggs and
Cliicks ready from their well-known breeding pens; R. I. Red
Specialists. Price list on application.—The Trenches, Slough.

POULTRY TRAINING, the best obtainable
j

short and long course.s for ftentlewomen. Lovely country-

j

Syllabus. — Miss EDWARDtii, Coaley Poultry Farm,,
Gloucestershire.
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mCMARD SANtferASON.LTf,
Bulwell feHcrics. NOTTIMOHAM.

CYCLES - from £5 5 O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
Latest Ladies" or Gents' Models, heautifully finished.
Immediate delivery free, ready for ridinfi, tenday-^' free
trial, complete satisfaction gu rinteed by o r certificate
of 10 YEARS* WARRANTY
for everything. Choice of Three-Speed, Coasters, or
Free Wheels. Descriptive Cataloftue with factory prices.

Four New Primulas
COLLECTED BY GEO. FORREST.

P.HelO(loxa,A.M.,R.H.!>.,3/6 P Nutans,A.M.,R.H.s.,r/6

P. Vmcaeflora „ „ 5/- P. Conica „ „ S/-

The set of four grand novelties for 18/-. Full descriptive cata-

logue on these and other new Chinese plants post free oo
application.— R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd., (OLCHtSTtR. ISSXK-

S£:e:i> poxatoss.
"BRITISH QUEEN,

141bs., 3/0 ; 281hs., 7/-
;

" " WHAT'S WANTED."
seibs., 14/-. Carriage extra.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM,
i

heaths, Ltd., 149, hvndland road, clasgow.
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO USE
RITO No. 1

You may have been disappointed in not having obtained RITO No. 1,

owing to the enormous demand, in time to sow in the trenches when
planting Potatoes. It has been found by practical tests to do equaJly well
if hoed in the surface soil just as the tubers oome through the ground.

For Peas, Beans, Carrots, Onions, Cabbage and all garden produce,
if already planted, sprinkle RITO on the surface soil and hoe it in.

Either water or the rain will wash the RITO sufficiently deep to pro-
duce excellent results.

Extracts from letters received from pleased users :

—

POTATOES.—"Did wonderfully well for Potatoes. We took first prize for
tliem. I never saw such perfect ones. They were beautiful and
clean."

Eight roots lifted on June 30, Rjto-treat«d, weighed 21 lb.

;

eiglit root-* without Rto weighed 12 Ih.

EQUALLY GOOD REPORTS FROM GROWERS of all GARDEN PRODUCE
PRICES :- •3 bushel bag, 1 7/6 ; 2 bushel bag, 1 2/6 ; 1 bushel bag, 7 6.

Cartons 1/- each.

Ask for Booklet, " Rito Results," from Dealers, op

The MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, S.E.IO

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.

cts there P^
I and makes the Garden rlli^^JK
gay all the year round r,^~;^££rjr.i

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.& 1b., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS: 7 lbs.. 28. 6d.; 14 lbs..48.6d. : 2-< lbs.. Ts. 6d.: 56 lbs., IZs. 6d. ; 1121b,s.,208. Or
dlrectfromtheWorks, Carriage paid in the United Kingdom forCash with Order (pxcpptSd. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf^s & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON. E.

Barf^ Seeds
f
of Flower ^^ Kitghen Garden

ofFinestSelecteo Strains JtlESTED GROWTH

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two n.H.S. SILVER-QILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.
3 aOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BURR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds
for the Vegetiible Garden, and the moat beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhousel with many
fine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent tree on application.

BARR & SONS, 11 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,
Covent Garden, London.

Cabbage Root
Fly Maggot

ANDERSON'S Felt Discs for

protecting Cabbages and Cauli-

flowers against Maggot attack.

8s. per 1000, sr Is. per 100.
Postage extra 9d. per 1 COO or

4d. per 100. Cash with order.

Full Directions with each packet.
Ask your Seedsmen for them.

Manufacturers

:

D. ANDERSON & SON, Ltd.,
Lagan Fell Works - . BELFAST.— Si-

For Destroying Weeds, Moss, etc., on Qarden
Walks, Drives, Roads, etc.

"ACME" Powder Weed Killer
Gold Medai by Anglo-American Exhibition;

.Commended by Royal Horticcltural society.

DISSOLVES QUICKLY IN COLD WATER.
Sizes- No. 5—Sufficient to make 12* gallons, 1/4 Tin

No. 1— ., „ 25 „ 2/3 „
No. 2— ,, ,, 50 „ 4/2 „
No. 3— „ „ 100 „ 8/- „

No. 3, Carriage Paid. Tins free.

LIQUID WEED KILLER—Send for particulars.

LAWN SAND.—Marvellous killing effect on weeds
but fertilises the grass. 71bs., 2/3; 141bs., 4/3;
carriage paid on 561ba.. 1 6/-.

ARSENATE OF LEAD PASTE.—For destroying
all leaf-eating insects, caterpillars, etc. 1/3 per lb.

" FUMERI I E."—For destro.ving all ground vermin.
To be dug into the soil. 141bs., 3/9; 281bB., 7/-
561bB. 12/6; 21 /- per cwt., carriage paid

EXTRACT OF QUASSIA.— Pint, 1/6; carriage
paid on 1 gallon, 5/-.

COMPOUND QUASSIA^TOBACCO INSECTI-
CIDE.—Pint, 1/6, post free.

ACME CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.,
TONBRIDGc, KU.T ; and

RIVER STR:ET, BOLTON, LANCASHIRE.

ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED,

THE 'PATTISSON' LAWN BOOTS
SIMPLEST

!

STRONGEST! MOST ECONOMICAL!
Soles of best Enelish Sole Leather
( U iiterproofed), with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs.

The "PATTISSON" BOOTS are
the most durable on the marhet, out-'
lasting several sets ot ordinary boots,
and when worn out cm be many
tim>>s refitted and are then equal to

ne-w orn^a, hat this may only be satis-
factorily done by UB, th» makers.Fig. 1.

RUBBER SOLES STRONGLY RECOMMENDED
QIIVFR MFRAIQ Roya* Horticultural Society. 1904, 1914.
OILffCn IIILUHLO ROYAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1912.

Used in the ROYAL (and in thousands
of the PkINCIPAL) GARDENS.
Hundreds of Testimonials.

The Field s^ys : "As good as anything
that could be devised."
Mr. TROUP (Head Gardener to H.M. THE
K NG, Balmoral Castle) writes: "The boots
supplied 2 years ago are as good as ever."

Illustrated Price Lists from the Makers

H. PATTISSON & CO., nTRE^rHA^.^.w.''^-
Contractors to H.M. Government-

FlG. 2.

New Success, Yielder, Queen Alexandra, Hebrons, Sharpe's Express,
Myatts. Eclipse, Llewellyns. May Queen. Queen Mary, Duke
of York, Arran Chief. Puritan. Great Scot. Ninetyfold. Mid-
lothian King Edwaids. Factor, hvtrfioud. Royal Kidney, Northero
Star. Briiish Queen. Up-to-l ate. Table Talk D.ilhousie, Cornwalls,
Triumph, Dalmeny Hero Pioneer, Northern Star, Iron Duke, Scottish
Farmer, Mighty Atom, 56lbs. ll/R; 281 s. 6/6; Ulbs. 3/6; 7Ibs. 1/9.

Potato Manure, 10/- cwt. ; 6/- 56lbs. : 3/6 281bs.: 2/- Ulbs. ; 1/3 71bs.

Shallots, 1/- per tb. Free on rail. Hags free.
Dcliz^et-y giicirantcecl or rcf>htced.

When ordering, p>ease state Seed Potatoes are
Intended to be used for Seed Purposes only.

Collection of Peas, Beans, and small s- eds (22 packets) 2/6 carriage

paid. 14 packets Flower Seeds, my selection, 1/-, post free. Cash
with order. Send for full Catalogue. Seed Potatoes, Peas, Beans and
Vegetable Seeds

HORACE TAYLOR, camb
CHATTERIS.

RIDGESHIRE.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
•' A worth!/ and formidable weapon /or haltlitig against the bacillus."—Sir J. Crichton-Browne, F.K.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty pans of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed ag,ain."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating, of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^" » ^

'

,;,,„,, IZAL POWDER,
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance-

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry.'

216 per 141b. bag.
6/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.

Printed by Hudson & Kf..»rns. Limited. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street, S.E.. and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand. W C,
and by George Newnes. Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street. Strand. W.C.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and clieapnesa. Strong and
tardy always. Merryweatiier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All tlie newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants In great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merbyweatheb & SONS, Ltd., Southwell, Notte.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDEONS ; over 60 acres of the finest coUectlon In culti-

vation. We cordially Invite you to come and select any plante
you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Ceisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and WATER LILIES.—Large stoclisof the bestand
most popular varieties. Catalogue free.

—

John Waterer,
Sons * Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-
out the country.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand
book to tlie garden. By E. T. Cook. With over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12s. 6d. net,
by post, 133.—Published at tiie Offices of " Country
Life," Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S OFFICES, 72, Victoria
Street, S.W. 1, are communtleereLi Uiv War purposes. Tliey
are now at No. 92.

DEFY THE BIRDS. — Superior rotless
t-anued netting. Snpply limited. Obtain our prices. Buy
early. Pea guards 6/U dozen with ends small mesli. Trel'is,
12tt., 1/1. (iarden hose, barrows, lawn mowersequal'vcheap.
—E. B. Hawthorn, Ltd., Dept, E, Abbey Foregate, Shrews-
bury, also at London and Boston.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 6in., 20 Sin.
30 3|ln.. 25 2lln., complete, packed free, 7/6. nioatrated
list of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and
rhubarb pots. free.

—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brterley Hill.

CHOICE PLANTS FOR PRESENT PLANT-
Ing.—Old Sweet Double Kocket (Hesperis), lUs. (id. doz.
Saxifraga Lon<rifolia, grand plants in small pots, 10s. 6d.
and 15s. doz.—George Btnyard & Co., Ltd., The Eoyal
Nurseries, Maidstone.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving tlie maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on appiicatian to the Offices of " Country
Lite," Ltd.. 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

GLADIOLI FOR PRESENT PLANTING.—
Very choice mixture of Gandavensis Hybrids, ^/G 100;
Nanceanus Hybrids, 8/6 100. Gandavensis Hybrids, in sepa-
rate shades of colours. 10/- 100. New Primuliuus Hybrids,
15/- 100. Early flowering Gladioli, 3/- 100. — Robert
Sydenham, Limited, 88, Tenby Street, Birmingliam.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
Sold in one, two and four bushel bags. All orders despatched
in rotation. Write for tree booklet. -Wakelby Bros. & Co.,
Ltd., 75a, Bankside. London.

BARR'S VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
of finest selected strains and tested growth, at moderate
prices. Descriptive Catalogue free on application.

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Sliver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912 Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended Estimates given.—MorriflbuTpe. Woking.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper lias not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hinte
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "Codntry Lifk." Ltd., 20,
TaWatock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis^

GREENHOUSE SHADING BLINDS to order.
No. 3, 54in. wi.le. Is.Sd. run yd.; No. i. Is 8d.; No.5, Is. ad.
run yd. Made into any size blind bound with tape No. 3,

Is.; No. 4, Is. Id.; No. 5, Is. 3i. sauard yd. Samples free.—W. Oliver Allen, Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS.— Best salmon twine.
i-lnch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; any length and widtli to
order ; stout 1-luch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2jd. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited ; order early.—W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of
rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, "jd.—Published at the
Offices of "Country Life," Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden. W.C.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS" and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.—
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.
Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDocoall Bros.. Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no Bolida ; no open
filters

;
perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State

particulars.—WILLIAM BEATTIE, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

POLYANTHUS PRIMROSES.—Seed from
my exhibition strain, fid. and 1/- packet. Send for list of plants
aiid seed.—Rev. L. BARNES. F.R.H.S., Scofton, Worksop.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. TEETGEN. lUustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" CocNTET Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Pax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a tine Lilac PuUa, 5/- doz.—Write for

(juotations to WHiTELFGfJ & Co., Nurseries, Chislehurst.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, BEADIBA.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT KELWAY'S
Colour Borders of hardy plants arranged to give a succession
of bloom during the Spring, Summer and Autumn, NOW
THAT LABOUR IS SCARCE, these borders solve the
difficulty of having a garden always in bloom withoutthe
trouble of replantinK and lifting tlie plants every year. Plant
a border now and you will be able to enjoy its beauty for

several years without any additional expense. Send ttie

measurements of your beds or borders, and we will recommend
a selectinn of plants suitable for vour district, and quote our
special reduced WAR 'prices.

—

Kelway A Son, Retail Plant
Department, Langport, Somerset.

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named. 2/3 post free. Early Chr>'santhe-
muma, 12 very tine varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.

—

DOHBIE *fe Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

cheap. List sent.

—

Marion Gledstanes. Fardross, Clogher,

Tyrone.

ALPINES, ROCK PLANTS, HERBACEOUS
AND BORDER PLANTS, in four sorta, 25/- per 100. Cata-

logue, 2.J per cent, during May.—W. H. Stansfield, Kew,
Soathport.

CABBAGE, BROCCOLI, SPROUTS, TO-
MATOES, and all other vegetable plants. Order now to

ensure plentiful supply for Autumn and Winter Food. List

free.

—

Tahdevin & Co., Willaston, Chester.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy

return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonous

insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economical.
Is. and 3s. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Manufacturers, McDouoall Bros., Ltd., Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultrv Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices; suhjct to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

Bodlton & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

DOUBLE THE OUTPUT OF YOUR GARDEN
by using VITARA (radio-active) FERTILISER ; trial packet

9(1., post free, from T. Thobne Baker, 3, Imperial Buildings.

Croydon, Surrey.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, wiU
have pleasure In sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc , etc , free, if this paper U ooen-

tioned. Magnificent strong roots of our unequalled Del-

phiniums in superb variety.
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO USE
RITO No. 1

You may have been disappointed in not having obtained RITO No. 1,

owing to the enormous demand, in time to sow in the trenches when
planting Potatoes. It has been found by practical tests to do equaJly well

if hoed in the surface soil just as the tubers oome through the ground.
For Peas, Beans, Carrots, Onions, Cabbage and all garden produce,

if already planted, sprinkle RITO on the surface soil and hoe it in.

Either water or the rain will wash the RITO sufficiently deep to pro-
duce excellent results.

Extracts from letters received from pleased users :

—

POTATOES.—" Did wonderjidly well for Potatoes. We took first prize for
tliem. I never saw such perfect ones. Tliey were beautiful and
clean.*'

Eight roots lifted on .r iine 30, Eito-treatcd, weighed 21 Ih.

;

eight roots without Kito weighed 12 lb.

EQUALLY GOOD EEPORTS FROM GROWERS of all GARDEN PRODUCE.
PRICES :—3 bushel bag, 1 T/6 ; 2 bushel bag, 1 2/6 ; 1 bushel bag, 7/6.

Cartons 1 /- each.

Ask for Booklet, " Rito Results," from Dealers, or

The MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, S.E.IO

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.
THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendeljians. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the Batisfaction of an abundant and flret-class crop instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of tlie volume will be sent
on application to the Offices of "COCNTET LIFE," LTD., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

THE COOPER
HORTICULTURAL REMEDIES
ARE WHAT YOU WANT

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparation for Apple-Sucker. Green-Fly.
&C.. on FRUIT and olher TREES.

Sold in Qrt. Tins : 1. 2, S, and 10 Gall. Drimu
;

and in 20 and 40 Gall. Casks.

^ Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUID

For ROSE. STRAWBERRY and other MILDEWS
Sold in Qrt. Tins : 1. 2. 5. and 10 Gall. Drums :

and in 40 Gall. Casks.

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATINC CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a Ions time in sus-

pension, coats foliage uniformly, and does not scorch
when properly prepared.

Sold in 1. 5. and 10 lb. Tins ; and in SO and 100 lb. Kecs.

4> Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the '^Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Kills Weeds on Gardeo Paths and Gravelled Spaces.

Sold in Qrt. Tins ; \, 1, 2, and 5 Gait. Drums, and in 20 and

40 GaU. Casks.

/ galL makes 100 galls, of effective Weedkiller

i|i COOPER^S FUMIGATING FLUID

A re-in(orced NICOTINE PREPARATION fo;

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses.

Sold in Bottles Ib 5 sizes; and in Pint, Quart, and ^ Gall.

Tins.

Latest Prices on application

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Sole Manufacturers

:

WILUAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamsted.

ABOL
INSECTICIDE
Serves a double purpose.
While it kills all garden pests
and diseases affecting plant
life, it also promotes to a
wonderful extent the growth
of the plants washed.

USED IN TH€ ROYAL GARDENS.

J pint 1/-: pinl 1/6; quart 2/6;
i gallon 4/-

; gallon 7/6 ; 3 gallon
drum 18/-; 5 gallon drum 27/6

ABOL FERTILIZER
WEED KILUERS

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.
"ABOL" SPECIALITIES ARE SOLD BY ALL

NURSERYHIEN, SEEDSMEN, ETC.
Manfrs. ; E. A. White. Lt 1. . 64. Beltring. Paddock Wood. Kent.

Four New Primulas
COLLECTED BY GEO. FORREST.

P. Helodoxa,A.M.,R.H.s.,3/6 P Nutans,A.M.,R.H.s.,7/6
P. Viflcaeflora „ „ 5/- P. Conica „ „ 5/-

The set of four grand novelties for 18/-. Full descriptive cata-
logue on these and otiier new Chinese plants post free on
application.— R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd., COLCHESTER, ESSEX.

GARDEN HOSE

ARMOURED HOSE.

Cut 60 feet

Strentsth. Len^jths, Lengths

Jxl Ply, 5 ft., 20/6

ix2 „ 5i „ 23/-

ix3 „ 6 ,, 25/6

J-inch

internal

Diameter
for

Household
Taps.

PLAIN ' HOSE.

Cut 60 feet

Strength. Lengths. Lengths

ixi Ply, 3 i ft., 13/6

ix2 „ 4 „ 16/-

Ax3 „ 4J „ 18/6

FRANKENBURGS.
Rubber Specialists,

SNOW HILL, BIRMINGHAM.

I
PLENTY

?J of Good Home Grown Toinatoes and Vegetab'es
'9j^l will greatly ease the Katu)irs Food Problem.

I TOMATOES.
?ii| FOR COLD HOUSES AND TFIE OPEN.
ri'i Varieties: Ailsa Craig. Batch's Gem, Beatall, Bides'
yj-\ Recruit. Comet. Fiilbasket. Holmes' Supreme.
<;;;• Kondine and Carter's Sunrise, strong plants, ex
iSi boxes, 2/- (luz.; '25 3'6; 51) 6/6; 100 12/-.
if.i Bucks* Tresco. ex boxes. 2/6 doz.; 7/6 50; 14/6 100.

Isl E X pots. S/- doz.; 35/- 100.

?ji;*
We strongly recommenii a v.iriety named "Holmes'

>ai Open Air" (not mentioned above!, a heavy cropper.

p^ Prices ex boxes 2/3 doz.; 7/- 50 : 12/6 100. Ex pots. 4/- doz

^jjji
COLLECTIONS.—That you may TEST which suits you

hai BEST, Ex boxes, 3 plants each. 4 varieties, our selec-
jSj tion, 2/3 ; fi ditto, 4/- ; 12 ditto. 7/- ; 25 ditto, 12/6

i
i

a*

i

Book your orders now for plants of the following
Vegetables for planting in the open. Delivery May
22nd and onwards (weather permittirtg—at present we
badly need r.iiiO. Uoz. 100
Borecole or Kale (3 varieties) 2d 1/3
BroccolHWinter Cauliflower), 5 varieties .. 3d 1/10
Broccoli. Sprouting White or Purple 2d 1/3
Brussels Sprouts (2 varieties) .. 3d 1/10
Cabbage i:\ varieties) 2d 1/3
Cabbage. Ked Pickling 3d 1/10
Cauliflower (2 varieties) 3d 1 /lO
Celery, red or white 4d 2/6
Leeks (2 varieties) 2d 1/3
Lettuces, Cabbage or Cos 2d 1/3
Onion (4 varieties) 3d 1/10
Savoys (1 variety) ^d 1/3

SWEET PEA PLANTS
SEND FOR ODR NEW LIST OF

90 VARIETIES, INCLUDING 20 NOVELTIES.
(See also various advts. duriiifi last few weeks.)

MIXTURES. Per doz, 100
Spencers—Waved ed 3/6
Large Flowering 4d 2/4
The Popular 3d 1/9
Red. White and Blue 50.2/-; 10:), 3/6
" Collections."— Our selection from Genera! Collection of
70 varieties, H plants each 12 varieties, 3/3 ; 12 ditto, 5/9.

TERMS.—C-W.O. Please remit extra for postage or rail.

PDNT OMIT THIS OR *T Will CAUSE DELAY.

v^ ^% m^ ^^ Mail Nurserymen,BUCKS, IPSWICH.

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as W^orms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/-Tins& 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticulluial

Exhibitio'i. iQii.

m

PLANT xN'OW

GENTIANA AGAULiS
A beautiful Deep Royal Blue, excellent for Rock

tJardens and Grass Slopes.
Awarded Bronze Medal at the U.H S. Show, May 8th, 1917.

Strong Plants from 5/- to 10/- per dozen.

GEO. I^ERS^W^fX^i:.,
Bowhill Nurseries, St. Thomas, EXETER.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
IS/- net; by post, 15/7.

Please write to-day lor full particulars of this Invaluable
book and tor illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Cocntrt Life " Library, to The Manager,
" ConNTKT LIPB," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.
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IF
there is one subject more than another tliat

requires constant attention among growing

crops it is the importance of hoeing or

surface cultivation. The motto for every

garden worker should be " Keep the hoe

going." Every trained gardener knows the

immense value of hoeing, particularly at this

reason ; but as the result of recent visits to

cUotment gardens it is only too obvious that

.imong the newer workers are many who prefer

the watering-pot to the hoe. To such we commend
to their notice the article on surface cultivation

<iu page 176 of this issue.

Poisonous Rhubarb Leaves.^No one would

.iilenipt to prevent the substitution of one food

for another if it is right and proper, but as the

lesult of an inquest on a minister who was taken

Ml and died after eating Rhubarb tops, we are

.istounded to learn that the leaves had been

prepared as a vegetable in place of Spinach

according to a recipe entitled " War-time Tips ".

issued by the National Training School of Cookery.

There are other cases of poisoning from Rhubarb

leaves on record dating back for a number of years,

and we should have thought that this would

have been w'ell known by this time. Of course,

many people may have eaten the leaves without

ill-eflects, but it would not be advisable to do so

again. It is well known in country districts

that pigs will not eat Rhubarb leaves.

Intercropping and Catch Crops.—At the iMay

meeting of the East Anglian Horticultural Club

Mr. W. Shoesmith gave a practical paper on

intercropping and catch crops. Lettuce, Radish

and other salads lent themselves admirably to

this form of gardening. Broad Beans could

be grown in rows of Potatoes. Autumn Onions

could be sown on new Strawberry plantations,

and he advocated growing two varieties of Peas

together.

Blanching Celery.—For all e.xcept the latest

batches the blanching of Celery by the aid of
'

brown paper has advantages over that of earthing-

up with soil. .Amateurs do not appear to see

the advantage gained by the use of paper. In

the first place, the paper (stiff brown) when cut

into strips 8 inches or 10 inches wide, i; so easily

wound round the sticks a sufficient nimiber of

thicknesses to fully exclude light, and made secure.

Another strong point in its favour is the oppor-

tunity it gives of further stimulating the growth

<jf the plants by the aid of liquid manure, which
is impossible when once the first batch of soil

has been put around the plants. The saving in

time, too, of digging trenches is avoided, as plants

on level ground succeed equally as well as tiiose

buried in trenches. From six to eight weeks

should be allowed for blanching.

Peas In Trenches.—-Some writers advocate

the sowing of Peas in trenches prepared as for

Celery, with 6 inches of manure at the bottom
all tightly trodden down, with as much oil on the

t'lp for the Peas to grow in. This we regard

.i~ quite a ^vrong method of cultivation. The
pUnts grow vigorously for a time, quickly rambling

through the soil and manure, when, owing to the

hard sides of the trench not being loosened, the roots

cannot penetrate further, and are thus confined to

the trench. Should a spell of dry weatlier set

in, mildew is almost sure to attack the haulm,

as the roots are confined in a limited space

and quickly exhaust all the available moisture.

Deeply trenched, heavily manured soil in the

autumn, again forked over to obtain good tilth

and an easy ramification condition for the roots,

has much to recommend it, no matter whether

the weather during the summer is favourable or

not. In deeply dug soil the roots ramble away
at will in quest of moisture, which is really food,

and do not suffer nearly so much from a speU of

dry weather.

Labrador Kale.—Mr. Edwin Beckett writes

to say that this excellent Borecole has again proved

its worth during the past severe winter season.

Fortunately, he planted it fairly largely. It came
through quite unharmed, is now giving an abun-

dant crop, and will continue to do so during the

present month. It is one of the most prolific

vegetables to grow, coming in as it always does

when other greens are scarce, and it is one of the

m«st distinct and delicious flavoured of green

vegetables. If seed is sown at once it will

make good material for next spring.

Vegetable Seeds for Ruhleben Prisoners'

Camp.—The following letter has been received

by the Rev. \V. Wilks from the Ruhleben Horti-

cultural Society acknowledging a consignment of

vegetable seeds recently sent to the Ruhleben

Prisoners' Camp by the Royal Horticviltural Society:

RUHLEBE.V •HORTICL'I.TrR.\L SoCIF.TV,
Bar. 5, Box 13,

March 8, 191 7.

Royal Horticultural Society, London.
Dear Sirs,—
Your con-^ignm^nt of vegetable and flower

seeds sent through the Central Prisoners of War
Commitfoe has arrived here in good condition,
and I wish to thank you, and through you the
donors, for 111°-.? acceptable gifts. Vou will be
interested to loiow that our arrangements for

the rentng of th-" ground for the vegetable garden
havj 1) -en satisfactorily concluded, and that we
hope very soon to commence trenching the ground,
which, owing to very severe frost, we have not
yet been able to do. In the meantime work
continues in our nu'ser\', where we already have
a largi stock of secdl'ngs nearly ready for planting
out.

.\g\in a'-c'pt o i' warmest thanks for your gifts.

Voirs faithfully,

Ruhleben- Horticultur-^l Society.
(Signed) T. Howat, Hon. Sec.

Runner Beans Without Sticks.—With refer-

ence t<> the articles in this and recent issues on

this subj;ct. it may not b; generally known that

early pinching induces earlier Beans. Grown
on sticks and allowed to run, the earliest flowers

often fail to set ; but grown on the flat and

pinched as soon as the plants begin to run causes

a check in growth which influences earlier develop-

ment. Plenty of Kentish allotment holders

grow their Runner Beans without sticks, and

the crops produced are asto mding. Of course,

the pinching niust be continued all through the

season.

Staking Runner Beans With Old Sticks.—

Owing to the high price which many have to pay

for what are termed proper Bean sticks, in many
quarters the temptation to make these do a second

season is very great, and in sheltered spots nothing

can be said against the practice ; but readers whose

kitchen gardens are exposed to strong gales should

always endeavour to get new sticks each season,

for by the time the sticks are well clothed with

leaves and large clusters of Beans the weight is

often too much for old sticks to carry, and some •

fine morning, following an unusually strong wind,

the man who relies entirely upon last year's

sticks finds his row of Beans in a horizontal

instead of an upright position. When this happens

he finds many of the plants kiUed outright, and

others so badly injured as to considerably reduce

their productive powers. A real good plan to be

adopted by those who have no option in the matter

of sticks will be to secure not only the tops of the

sticks or poles to others run horizontally, but also

run other sticks about 2 feet from the bottom,

supporting these by means of stout new sticks

every few yards. If the old sticks are made secure

to these horizontal ones, little fear need be enter-

tained of the crop blowing over.

The Runner Bean as a Winter Vegetable.—

A good deal is being ivritten in these days in praise

of the Runner Bean, on the best methods of

cultivation and as to the selection of varieties,

and it well deserves all the attention that is being

bestowed upon it. May we point out to the

uninitiated among the many allotment holders

that this choice vegetable can be had in good

condition throughout the winter by preserving

the pods in salt ? Whenever there is a surplus

over present requirements in summer or autumn,

the pods should be picked while in good con-

dition, that is, before they can be bent over without

breaking them. A layer of salt should be placed

in the bottom of a suitable-sized crock. Over

the salt place a layer of pods^ and repeat the

operation till the pods are exhausted or the vessel

is full. Finish off with a layer of salt. It is not

necessary that the whole should be placed in the

jar at one time. The pods should be steeped in

fresh water for twenty-four hours before being

cooked to extract the salt from them. We have

hitherto only kept the stored Beans till about

the end of the year. Last year, however, we had

a bumper crop, and therefore stored a large

quantity. The consequence was that the last

of the crop was used on March 31, when the pods

were as tender and succulent as on the day they

were picked.

National Carnation and Picotee Society.—

Mr. J. J. Keen has been appointed secretary and

treasurer of the National Carnation and Picotee

Society in the place of Mr. C. Henwood. All com-

munications and subscriptions should be sent to

Mr. Keen at 54, The Avenue, Southampton. The

schedule of the forthcoming show to be held on

July 18 at the Drill Hall will be ready

shortly, and will be sent to the members in

due course. •
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Cabbage Harbinger.—I cut my first spring

Cabbage to-day (May 9), firm, compact, little

heads of the above variety. For the season this

date may, I think, be considered early, and they

were most delicious eating. The seed was sown

thinly in rows last August, and in October we
thinned out the rows, transplanting the thinnings,

to another quarter and leaving the plants standing

in the rows at interv'als of about a foot or less.

The plants left in the rows come in quite a fort-

night, or perhaps three weeks, earlier than the

transplanted ones, and make a most welcome

early dish. This is the first season that I have

tried this plan, and my thanks are due to my
friend Mr. W. F. Giles of Messrs. Sutton and Sons

for giving me this valuable hint, a hint by which

your vegetable-growing readers cannot fail to

benefit.—F. Herbert Chapman.

Cinematograph Pictures of Vegetable Growing.
In last week's issue reference was made to the

great teaching value of the pictures taken by the

Topical Press Agency showing the cultivation of

vegetables. The pictures were prepared at Wisley

at the request of the Food Production Depart-

ment, and are now to be shown in picture palaces

and serve. So my practical advice to the average

gardener and cook is : Do not hesitate to use your

vegetables small and young, for you will thus

obtain better table results ; and, after all, as I have

had to remind more than one gardener, the chief

aim and end of vegetables is not to adorn the garden

nor to win prizes at shows, but to furnish palatable

and abundant food for the household. I am
practising what I preach, for to-day we are-cutting

some little Harbinger Cabbages, dainty, delicious

little things which would go into a teacup. As

they are cut thus early, their stumps will very soon

give us an abundant second crop of sweet little

" bunch greens," thus keeping up a continual

supply of first-class flavoured Cabbage for the

table for months.

—

Anne Amateur.

The Judas Tree.—I note that your corre-

spondents on page 161 agree in regarding this name-

as meaning " the Tree of Judsea," and perhaps

they have some good reason for their assertion

which is not apparent. Mr. Hemsley contents

himself with an obiter dic'um ; Mr. Thompson
cites Mr. Comerford Casey's " Riviera Nature

Notes "—a book which, " charming " as it certainly

is, contains wild speculations as to plant names
{e.g., as to Lady's Bedstraw) and cannot be re-

garded as an authority. The earliest citation of the

name in the " Oxford English Dictionary" is dated

1668, but it appears in Gerard's " Herball " (1597).

page 1,240, and was apparently invented by its

for exhibition, I have long satisfied myself that

whe e only ordinary specimens for home consump-

tion are required, these invariably follow where

strong plants are put out from the early days of

June until the end of the month on to land

which has been deeply dug and no more manure

added than it is usual to allow for other crops.

Our soil is a very light one and Leeks are appreci-

ated more than any other winter vegetable ;
yet

ea' h year the patch intended for these is dug over

in March and the surface left rough until the time

mentioned, when drills about 6 inches deep are

drawn out about a foot apart. Into these the

plants are dibbled, burying each very deeply and

from 8 inches to 12 inches apart. One good water-

ing is usually suffi lent to give the plants a fair

start, liquid manure being freely used from the
^

middle of August until the end of October, at which

date the soil between the rows is pricked up with

a small fork and broken up very finely, this being

afterwards drawn to the plants with the hoe,

no further earthing being needed to secure Leeks

of most serviceable size.—F. R. Castle.

Trapping Wireworm.—Sliced Carrots and

Potatoes—the latter too much of a luxury now to

admit of free use—as traps are of doubtful value,

since the wireworm, despite the fact that it is not

an educated being, seems to know by intuition

which are the Potato traps and which are not, ..

and acts accordingly. I tried the Potato-on-stick

I

I, MAKING A DRILL. 2, SOWING PEAS. 3, SEED rOTATOES. 4, WRONG W.\Y TO PLANT. PLANTING CABBAGE.

throughout the country. A selection is here made
of these pictures which are accompanied on the

screen by well-chosen instructions, such as

:

" The art of digging—dig deep and vertically

and with a clean spade." " Large seed Potatoes

with a fair number of eyes may be halved before

planting." " Plant Potatoes in trenches 2 feet apart

and place the seed at intervals of 15 inches." If

cinemas will show pictures of this kind, they may
become an influence for good in the land.—X.

Large and Small Vegetables.—At the risk of

being a bore, I write once again on this subject.

Personally, having to ca'ter for a household who
are gourmet rather than gourmand, I am entirely

in accord with Mrs. Earle. Then comes along
" A. B. C," who makes all our mouths water by a

description of Mr. Beckett's large Leeks, prepared

for table under Mrs. Beckett's supervision. But
we have to bear in mind that two such experts

are not found in one house among a thousand.

I think really the main point to be aimed at is

spcediness of growth ; therefore, for most of us,

small and young vegetables are more to be desired

than larger ones, and if we use them at an
early stage we attain better table results and,

especially as regards Vegetable Marrows and all

the Pea and Bean tribe, we get a really larger

return also than by waiting for them to grow
larger. Moreover, s mall vegetables are easier to cook

author, who refers to the Judas legend as then

current :
" it may be called in English ludas tree,

whereon ludas did hang himselfe, and not upon
the Elder tree, as it is said" ; it may be noted

that Gerard makes no mention of its occurrence

out of Europe. The German equivalent Jtidas-

baum indicates the same connection ; but I

do not know of any earlier reference to the legend.

Subsequent wTiters

—

e.g., Prior—take it from

Gerard, though without acknowledgment. If

there is any reason for accepting the " Tree of

Juda;a " origin, it would be well to state it.

—

James Britten.-

Leeks : Planting on the Level for Home
Supplies.—Although during the winter months
a dish of good Leeks rarely fails to find apprecia-

tion, we find these all too seldom grown by the

suburban or middle-class amateur, and I am of

opinion the chief reason why this is so is found

in the fact that most -writers or books on gardening

lay much stress upon these being given the same
generous treatment usually approved by those

who grow first-class Celery. But for obvious

reasons such trenches as these are quite beyond
the province of the man having but a lunited

amount of spare time at his disposal, and although

not underestimating, the value of these trenches

and the benefit of the large amount of plant food

usually ejjtployed where gigantic Leeks are desired

dodge till I was tired, and caught many more of

the pest in the Potato tubers not intended for it

than .in the prepared bits that were. Of root

vegetables as a trap, one cannot do better than try

Beetroot. Birds—particularly green plovers, star-

lings, sparrows and robin;—are a great help,

the last named especially when rearing their young,

inasmuch as then they fearlessly work alongside

you and, as you turn the soil, snatch their prey

before you have seen it. .Much the most effectual

trap for wireworms that I know is a young

Chrysanthemum. Having lost a few thousands

in that way—quite unintentionally, I admit—

I

speak with authority, not as a s ribe. On land

treated with a soil fumigant four times above the

prescribed strength I planted young Chrysanthe-

mums with a view to getting a crop of flowers later.

Instead, I got one of wireworms, a dozen to a

score on many plants. They seemed to swarm
to them. That crop of Chrysanthemums did more
to rid the ground of the pest than auytliing else.

Hence I place young Chrysanthemums first, and

the fork-and-robin dodge second. In an ordinary

way exception may be taken to associating Potatoes

and Chrysanthemums, but with an object in view

it may be different. If, however, any wireworms

are about, you may be sure of getting them, and

equally sure that a crop of Chrysanthemums will

not interfere with the Potatoes.—E. H. Jenkins.
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Silver-Leaf in Apple Trees.—Frum observation

and experienre I do not think silver-leaf disease

has spread among Apple trees so fast as it promised

to do two years ago. I need hai'dly say this is

.1 lioon if the exemption is general. A particular

lico of Norfolk Beauty, grafted on Warner's King.

was badly affected three years ago with silver-leaf

'isease. In March I applied 61b. of crude sulphate

•I iron, in crystals, to the roots 6 inches under the

-urface soil, well working it in among them. The
- iir.e >car the early part of the young growth was

-iiuilarly affected, but as progress was made in the

liMiling shoots the leaves grew larger, the shoots

were more robust (many reaching a yard in length)

and densely green in colour, entirely losing all

trace of the silver-leaf disease. Since then I have

detected no sign on the leaves formed, an en-

couraging result.—E. M.

Intercrop !—Let me urge the importance of

using every possible foot of ground, where it has

been properly treated, for the production of

vegetables. One can hardly draw a hard-and-fast

line as to how far this may be practised, but I

will enumerate a few ways by which this may be

carried out, and which we are now using here.

Cauliflowers planted in frames at the usual distance

apart are intercropped with O lery. These should

be nice plants when the Cauliflowers are cleared,

and it i- intended to use them for early supplies

by blanching with brown paper. After the

'^ uiliflowers are fi ished we shall again hope to

the space with either Carrots, Globe Beet or

quantity of young, succulent leaves. For this

purpose the small Cabbage varieties are the most
suitable. It is very essential that the ground

be well dug and manured in order to give

the best results. It must also be in good tilth

for the sowing of the seeds.—H. P.

Spraying the Potato.—A significant and impor-

tant sentence concludes an editorial footnote

on the above on page 150 of The Garden. It

runs thus " Remember that the object of spraying

is to prevent rather than to cure the disease "
;

and if spraying were done with that object in

view, hundreds of tons of valuable produce would

probably be saved every year. Over and over

again, when addressing meetings on vegetable

girowing, I have uttered similar words of warning.
" Spraying," I have said, " should be adopted as

a preventive measure—should, in fact, anticipate

the disease if it is to be effective in keeping it

at bay." Never was the need for this greater

than in the coming season if a maximum crop

of healthy tubers is to be raised from the thousands

of new allotments which existing circumstances

have called into being. Years ago the late George

Massee warned all gardeners to " Watch and

spray," and it might well be adopted as the watch-

word of every allotment holder at the present

time. The presence or absence of the Potato

disease is not a question of new or old soils ; it

is climalic, and, the conditions favourable to

vegetating being present, its spread is so rapid

that the disease, once started, can never be over-

and it is here where an artificial manuring is so

useful. Sulphate of ammonia will make a good
show of green, but Peruvian Guano (about 20Z.

to a square yard) or bone-meal—better mixed,
equally—are about the best, because they feed

the ground slowly and thoroughly, mixed with

sood soil. Even these are mainly phosphatic,

ind as it is this class of manure which is mainly
wanted on worn-out grass, superphosphate alone,

which is cheaper, will do good, or slag on heavy
ground. But if Clover is taboo, they should nor

he used.—G. T.

HYBRIDISATION OF THE
APPLE

THE many varieties of .A.pple arranged

by competitors at some of the first-

rate au'.umn shows, especially at the

October meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, inspires the wish that

about half of these varieties were eliminated,

for, speaking truthfully, there are numerous varie-

ties not wanted and which are a nuisance to

the uurser\'man, who keeps a stock out of senti-

ment to meet the demands of the few. Many
varieties are neither of use nor ornament, although

some have borne a card with the significant

words " Award of Merit." It would have been

better if they had been consigned to the rubbish

6, EARTHING UP.

Lettuce. Radishes are also growing in the same pit.

"
_ We are planting Celery in the alleys of our

Asparagus-beds. This should do well there,

and is easily blanched as before mentioned. Later

on the growths of the Asparagus can easily be kept

away from the Celery plants. Lettuce is being

grown on Celery ridges ; Radishes and Spinach

between Peas, which will in their turn be followed

-. by winter greens ; Cauliflowers and Coleworts
~- will be planted between rows of winter Onions

;

' Leeks and winter greens between crops of

early Cauliflowers, &c. There are many other

similar devices which can be employed, these stated

being only a few means of saving space.—Edwin
Beckett, V.M.H., Aldciiham House Gardens, Elslree.

'. Sowing Lettuce Seeds.—The possessor of a

\ ery small garden frequently resorts to unorthodox

methods in order to obtain the best results. For

instance, a practice which I have seen followed

with success to keep up a lengthened supply of

Lettuce is to sow the seed thinly, but broadcast,

on a small piece of ground. Then, directly the

plants are sufficiently advanced to form a salad

ingredient, the largest are pulled from the bed,

. thus giving increased space for the more back-

y ward ones. In this way a spot only a yard square

;^ will furnish a constant supply for some time.

J Of course, the plants, being small, cannot be

?- expected to have any heart ; still, they yield a

7, SPRAYING TO PREVENT DISEASE.

taken. Timely spraying, therefore, may not only

keep the disease at bay, but by promoting a

healthy growth in the plant for an extended period

assist it materially to produce a maximum yield

of serviceable produce.—E. H. Jenkins.

Artificial Manures for the Lawn.—These

are sometimes useful in private gardens fertilised

in the ordinary way with farmyard manure

;

but as a rule it is only phosphatic manures that

can really be said to be at all necessary, unless

lor lawns. These are often—in fact, as a rule

—

starved in a deplorable manner, though, looking

on grass as a crop, it needs fertility as much as

any other, especially if it is allowed to go to seed,

as many lawns will do if a hay crop is patriotically

taken, for nothing exhausts grass more than

seeding. The finer grasses soon die out if they

are allowed to go to seed in their early years,

so special care should be taken to cut in an early

stage of flowering any lawn laid down within

three or four years. Lawn grasses have shorter

roots than field grasses, and so more restricted

range for finding nomishment, and the increase

of weeds and moss and Bent-grass is a sure sign

of gradual impoverishment. A good manuring in

winter will do much, especially with new lawns

on poor ground, for young grass does not respond

to artificials as old turf does. Sheep,

again, may do good. But both are unsightly,

8, LIFTING THE CROP.

heap, as many of these " record " crosses are

absolutely deficient of the long-sought essential.

From experience among hardy fruit and fruit

growers I find the request is to supply varieties

without a record cross, varieties with a history,

but all else assumed, such as those commercially
required in the market, viz., Blenheim Orange,

Warner's King. Newton Wonder, Bramley's
Seedling, Cox's Orange Pippin, ,\nnie Elizabeth,

Claygate Pearmain and many others, the whole
of these being of a sort of guess character as re-

gards parentage. Yet one and all are sought after;

Nature's own output, I term them.
The hvbridist has yet a long way to go and much

to learn,' as the tactics he has hitherto used have not

by any means produced the "ideal" either in

flavour or in keeping qualities. I am aware
the aim is to obtain varieties with the flavour of

Cox's Orange Pippin, but I contend the working
of crosses, up to the present, has been wrong. The
result so far has been disappointing, as the late

veteran of Apple raising, Mr. Charles Ross, in the

course of his career put more varieties in nursery-

men's hands for distribution than any other

ten men living, but how few of them have a pro-

nounced commercial value. Really the variety

Rival stands out above the rest. Guelp may have
a future, as the tree is a good cropper and the

fruit in appearance resembles Coronation, but is

firmer in te.xture.

I have been led to believe in a method quite

contrary to the general belief in Apple crossing,

viz., to use the pollen of a common Malus, say,

of the Crab Apple, on let us say, such a variety as

Peasgood's Nonsuch, and consider such a cross

would produce better results than crossing

i
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the popular sorts. Of course, this suggestion is

only by way of illustration.

Definite utility, the aim and the climax of

Apple raising, will be attained when we can plant

varieties of the quality of Cox's Orange Pippin to

maintain a season front Christmas to June, although
the idea may sound far-fetched. The matter lies

entirely in the hands of the hybridist as regards
definite seasons. His one great effort must be keen
observation, a life of activity, never decreasing,

when, given time, he will reach the goal of his

researches and ambitions. Hereford.

STAKING RUNNER BEANS

THE want of method and common
sense usually noticeable in the

gardens of the inexperienced vege-

table-grower who aims at pro-

ducing a really good crop of

Runner Beans is often most obvious, few

of thpm appearing to regard the character

of growth peculiar to these plants, and

failing to do justice to them in consequence.

There are very few gardens where Runner
Beans are not grown, and for this reason

it may be well to point out how the

staking of these plants should be done,

so that ample provision may be made for

their rambling growths to receive adequate

support when they need it.

All too often the plants are set out much too

thickly, or, it may be, the seeds have been sown
in prodigal fashion at an earlier date. Whichever
may be the case, it is a mistake to sow or plant

thickly. There should be one seed or seedling to

each stake. When done in any other way the

result is most unsatisfactory. How often one sees

the plants thickly disposed in the row and a large

number of thin and short stakes inserted for then-

support. Within a very short space of time the

growths of the Runner Beans will reach the top

of these short, weak stakes, and the only thing

that can then take place is for the weak heads of

the stakes and their over-vigorous growths to topple

liver, so that cropping facilities are checked.

In Fig. I the wrong method of staking is shown.
In this instance the stakes are not more than
6 feet in height and the heads of the stakes are turned
inwards at the top. The stakes are also inserted

too close to the plants at their base ; in such
conditions the results can never be satisfactory.

To teach the beginner how he should do the work,
a row of plants, properly staked, is shown in Fig. 2,

although even this might be improved upon. A
careful observation of the base of the stakes will

reveal one stake allotted to each plant. In this way
it is quite a simple matter to encourage the plant to

entwine its growth arpund the stake inserted for

its support, so that its subsequent treatment leaves

little else to be done. The stakes should be from
8 feet to 10 feet in length, and if a double row of

plants is grown as depicted in Fig. 2, the stakes

should be inserted at an angle on each side of the

double row. This is brought about by crossing

the tops of the stakes some 18 inches, more or

less, below their apex, and to secure them in this

position either wire may be secured to the forks

through the whole length of the row, or long,

straight stakes may be tied in the same position,

these being secured with stout twine. As soon as

the growths have reached the tops of the stakes,

they should be pinched off or cut with shears.

When this is done, lateral gro\v;ths are encouraged
to develop and heavier crops are secured. In
cases where a single row of plants is grown, use
tall, stout stakes, inserting these in upright fashion

and securing them to stout poles at intervals of a

few yards, or strong winds in late summer may
cause trouble. In dry weather mulch the rows
with a heavy dressing of old hotbed material or

partially rotted manure.

PEACH TREES OUTDOORS

I. THE WRONG METHOD Ol' bJAKI.NL.

RUNNER BEANS.
The supports have been placed too close together.

THE cold, chilly nights we have
recently experienced have greath
retarded the growth of both the

Peach and Nectarine, and in

many instances the young shoots

have become much infested with green

fly. These insects, which appear to have

a great lildng for ^the young growths,

if not checked early ^vill quickly cripple

the shoots to such an extent that for

weeks little further growth will be made.
I have experienced more difficulty in

eradicating this pest this spring than

has been the case for many years, but
under repeated syringing almost daily

with a Quassia extract they are now fast

disappearing, so that with genial weather
we hope for a healthy growth and an
abundance of firm, dark green leaves,

essential for the annual production of

heavy crops of good fruit.

Our trees ha\-c set a very heavy crop, and the

thinning of the fruit will soon receive atten-

tion. I do not at any time advocate too heavy a

crop of fruit, but a fair supply, thus giving the trees

an opportunity of building strong, fruitful wood
for the next year's crop. Disbudding and training

in the young wood must be thoroughly and care-

fully attended to, removing at intervals, with the
thimib and finger, ill-placed young shoots and
those not required for filling up wall space.

It is needless to remark that the well-trained

Peach tree depends greatly on the way it is dis-

budded. One should never lose sight of a single

shoot that is wanted for a particular purpose.

It is well to go over the trees at various times

in preference to one severe thinning. At the

first thinning preserve one strong shoot at the base,

on the upper side if possible, others at intervals

of a few inches, the leaders and any fore-right

shoots and those at the back, after which others

may be removed, and so on till oidy sufficient

are left for next year's crop. We always keep
removing any,young or useless shoots when going

over the trees throughout the growing season,

so that the winter pruning is practically reduced
to a minimum.
Young trees planted last autumn should be

given a good firm treading over and about the
roots, after which slightly loosen the surface to

the depth of 2 inches to prevent cracking. Then
carefully secure the new shoots to the walls or

trellises for the formation of the future trees.

These should be trained straight from the various

2. THE RIGHT WAY TO STAKE RUNNER
BEANS.

points and at suitable angles, leaving ample space
in the ties for the development of the shoots
without pinching them during the summer. Keep
them clean and free from insects, and should water
at the roots be required at a later date, do not
omit to supply sufficient to keep the trees healthy
and produce a free growth. M.

AMERICAN GOOSEBERRY
MILDEW

GOOD EFFECTS OF BURGUNDY
MIXTURE.

DURING the late autumn and winter

I, I collected and examined a large

I number of twigs from Gooseberry
' bushes affected with the American

Gooseberry mildew at Wisley, which

had been sprayed with Burgundy mixture by

Dr. Home in July, 1916, with the object of

discovering whether the spraying had destroyed

the vitality of the perithecia (winter fruits).

The spraying was done after mature winter fruits

had formed on a large number of the twigs. Prior

to the spraying, several twigs were labelled,

viz.: I, Twigs without mildew; 2, twigs with

white mildew only, perithecia not formed; 3,

twigs with mature perithecia. My observations

may be sirmmarised as follow :

1. Twigs not mildewed at the time of spray-

ing : No mildew subsequently appeared.

2. Twigs with white mildew but no peri-

thecia at the time of 'spraying : No perithecia

were subsequently observed, with the exception

of a very few young ones in a few cases, probably

present at the time of spraying. The contents

of these were shrivelled.

3. Twigs with mature perithecia present at

the time of spraying : The perithecia con-

tained shrivelled asci and shrivelled ascospores

which, when immersed in water or dilute
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su(j:ar soliitittn aiul pressed out ot the peri-

thccia, burst within a few seconds. The ascospores

were not discharfjcd naturally and failed to ger-

mina'f.

The perithecia from unsprayed bushes, used

as a control, discharged perfectly healthy asci

and ascospores, which did not burst when im-

mersed in sugar solution, but sometimes burst

in water after the lapse of a comparatively long

period. Ascospores were discharged from these

perithecia and collected on cover-glasses arranged

at a distance of one-quarter of an inch to over

2 inches from the perithecia. On several occasions

the ascospores germinated, producing a short

germ tube. Unsprayed twigs from other localities

vielded similar results.

Twigs sent for examination from a locality

where the operator admitted that the bushes

Wt^re sprayed with a - mixture incorrectly pre-

pared yielded a large proportion of peritliecia

capable of ejecting spores.

The ejection of ascospores has been observed

in December, January, March and April.

From' these results it is evident that the spraying

with Burgundy mixture was effective, not

only in preventing the appearance of

mildew, but aho in destroying it when
present, whether in an early or in an advanced

stage in its life-history. The mixtures used were

one-h.alf and one-quarter strength Burgundy mix-

ture, m.ade up according to the fiOlowing formulae :

I.

—

Half-stre.vgth :

Copper sulphate 98 purity .. g}o/..

Sodium carbonate (washing voda) iioz.

Soap powder .

.

.

.

. . 6oz.

Water .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 6gal.

2.

—

Quarter-strength :

Copper sulphate (98 purity) . . gjoz.

Sodium carbonate (washing ?oda) iioz.

Soap powder .. .. .. 120Z.

Water .. .. .. .. i2gal.

Eleanor V, Horne, .VR.C.Sc.

B E ETROOTS
BEETROOTS are very nutritious, and

merit far wider consumption than they
usually obtain. Habitually used as

( salading, yet cold, sweet, soft, well-

cooked Beet is very delicious and appe-
tising, especially when partaken of with cold

meats for breakfast, luncheon or supper. Great
size of root is invariably allied to coarseness of

flesh and bad colour
; hence the seed should never

be sown where the soil has been recently dressed
with strong manures. The best Beets are always
obtained from ground which, having been pre-
viously well manured and borne such a crop as

Celery, Cauliflowers, Spinach or early Cabbage,
14 then deeply dug and thoroughly pulverised
and levelled ready for sowing seed.

The earliest to sow and to produce useful roots
is the Red Globe, a fine selection from the Turnip-
rooted of the old Egyptian type, and which has
bulbs of a globular form, deep, smooth and very
handsome. The flesh when fully grown is of a
deep blood red. very soft and refined. Seed of
thisvariety should be sown thinly in shallow drills
12 inches apart early in April for preference,
as the special object in growing it is to obtain
early summer bulbs. The long Beet is best
sown in this month. Provided the plants are
properly thinned to 6 inches apart when young
and assisted by having the hoe frequently used
among them, they should produce good-sized
bulbs to pull by the middle of fulv, and these
should be of perfect form a" month later.
Growers should take care to obtain the true Red
Globe stock and to sow thinly, as thick sowing
means not only waste, but gives needless labour
in thinning the p'ants later. For furnishing a
supply of roots for the late autumn and winter
none are better than the long tapering-rooted

forms. These are numerous and good, though
some have rather coarse leafage if grown in rich
soil. Among the best are Dell's Crimson, Toogood's
Blood Red, Dobbie's New Turpee, Nutting's
Dwarf Red, Pragnell's Exhibition and Cheltenham
Green Top. The roots of the latter have very
dark flesh, 'and it is the most favoured variety
in the market. Still, all those named are of
first-rate excellence. The best average time for
sowing these Beets is from the ist to the middle
of May. Young plants raised from su:h sowings
make quick growth, and when thinned to

5 inches apart in the rows, these being 12 inches
apart, also kept well hoed and clean, form by
October fresh, handsome roots. They may
remain in the ground, keeping very fresh and
sweet up till the end of the year, then be
very carefully lifted, the leaves broken off.

and stored away in sand or' ashes in a cool
shed for the winter,

BRUSSELS SPROUTS

During last year experience taught me a valuable

lesson with these plants. I am always in favour

BRUSSELS SPROUTS FURNISHED FROM
BASE TO TOP.

The result of coniimious and unchecked growth.

of raising the plants in boxes and transplanting

early where autumn sprouts are desired, and
in consequence sowed seeds as usual in boxes
a:id carefully transplanted the seedlings in due
course. It was not convenient to put out some
of them in their final quarters till rather late in

the season, owing to lack of space. They were,

however, well cared for in'^the nursery beds
ill the meantime ; but the plants never proved

satisfactory in spite of everything that was done
for them. '

Their stems hardened unduly, and two appli-

cations of nitrate of soda failed to have a

really beneficial eflfect on the growth when given

about tw-o months after they had been finally

transplanted with a hand trowel with nice balls

of earth adhering to the roots. I tried to take

a crop of Peas from the quarter before putting

out the Brussels Sprouts, and succeeded in this

right enough, but failed with the latter through
having to retain them too long in the nursery

beds. Where Brussels Sprouts are regarded as

an important crop—and they are in the majority
of gardens—steps should be taken to have a vacant
plot for them before the plants get at all hardened
or stunted.

An experiment with a few plants in some rather

poor, unmanured soil turned out well. The seeds

were sown thinly and the resultant plants thinned
out, none being transplanted- They made reallv

good progress and have been well furnished with
plump sprouts from base to nearly the top.

Although growth was never rapid, it continued

unchecked. George Garner.

GREEN SPROUTING
BROCCOLI

THE great value of a good breadth of

this has been again demonstrated during

the past winter, plants grown upon
an exposed slope proving themselves

better able to mthstand tha severe

frosts we experienced during the first half of

February than even the most hardy Curled

Kale, the tips only of these shoots showing signs

of damage.

As a vegetable for coming into use during the

early weeks of the year, and, with care, producing
a succession of nice shoots until spring, I consider

this to have few equals, ancj it is surprising to

find so few gardeners having a knowledge of the

plant, more particularly where the ordinary

greens, apart from Brussels Sprouts, find little

favour. If the best results are to be had, seeds

should be obtained from a reliable source, for I

have frequently noted in the gardens of friends

beds which should have been good have been
nothing better than the most common winter

greens.

We make a point of transplanting the seedlings

from March-sown seed to beds of rich soil,

allowing the plants 6 inches or 8 inches each
way for development. By paying attention to

watering and frequent soil stirring, the plants

in these quarters attain to quite large size by the

end of June. They are then carefully lifted with

a fork and transplanted to the ground upon which
the early Potatoes or Peas were grown, and thanks
to the large number of roots each plant carries,

by planting with a trowel in place of the ordinary
dibber very little check follows. We plant in

drills about 6 inches deep, spacing the plants

from 24 inches to 30 inches apart, the same
distance dividing the rows.

Ours being a light, sandy soil, the advantage
of planting in these drills is obvious, should a dry
period follow the planting, for this allows each
plant to get its full share of water without waste,

and early in the autumn this soil is drawn to the

rows, thus supporting the plants against the strong

winds which are a feature of our district in early

winter. When grown as outlined above, the

plants are covered with good sprouts from Christ-

mas onward, and when cooked form one of the most
d.»licious " greens " with whirh I am acquainted.

Oxford. f . R. Castle.
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PLANTS OF THE HIGH ALPS AT HOME.-I

By E. a. Bowles, M.A., V.M.H., F.L.S.

IT

seems sti'ange to iiuagine''that Dante ever

tried to cultivate alpine plants, yet how
otherwise did he gain the experience em-

bodied in the following passage from " II

Convito " ? He wrote :
" Love is the spiritual

union of soul and the thing loved, . . . and is

found in both the physical and inanimate worlc'.s,

heavy bodies seek the centre of the earth . . .

animals the place of their birth, and plants, the

first things in the order of Nature with souls, (crtain

places. Some are found by water, others on the

heights of mountains, and if removed, either die

or live in sadness like things severed from their

friends." Even with all the refinements of modern

rock gardening the fact is too true, though nowadays

we may be more inclined to attribute their languish-

ing to uncongenial climatic conditions than to

the bereavement of their souls. There arc many
e.xquisite little plants of the high Alps that must

be visited in their homes to be seen in full health,

vigour and beauty, and others that, although

fairly accommodating under cultivation, yet lafk

much of their native grace when seen in small

patches in the bare brown soil of a rock garden, in-

stead of jewelling miles of short turf and forming

contrasts and harmonies with colour variations of

their own species or many quite distinct plants.

It levels the pride of the most successful cultivator

of alpines to stand on the southern slope of the

Cima Tombea and look upon the hillsic'c rosy red

with tlie wide-open eyes of Primula spectabilis,

or among the vast stretches of Viola calcarata

of every shade of lilac and purple, cream and

yellow, at Le Lautaret or by the Lac du Mont

Cenis. Standing among those floral feasts and

comparing them with his own carefully tended

but still ever ready to vanish specim.ens. he may
well thank his stars he lives in an age when steam

and petrol in times of peace have made it so easy

to spend a holiday in the high Alps,

Until those e\il days of war fell upon us, an e\ tr-

ine reasing number of flower-lovers found their

way each season to the flower fields, and a finer

tonic for tired nerves and flagging muscles can

scarcely be found, especially if undertaken suffi-

ciently early in the season, in mic^-June for choice,

before it is necessary to struggle' with crowc's

of tourists of all nations out for their summer
holiday. What a lesson can be learnt from the

portrait of Dryas octopetala ! The free way in

which it flowers on the open mountain side tells

us full exposure to sunshine should be given it

in gardens. The rocky surface points to cool

root run and yet good drainage and sun-traps to

ripen the growths. The open flowers are not

quite in their ordinary position of flat stars, and

must have been weighted over by a fine rain or

the night dew. Again, in this group of Viola

calcarata springing from the turf one can

see at a glance it represents a plant of

two or more years' standing. For a plant

flowering for the first time is a compa. t tuft, and

afterwards, like Gentiana verna. works away from

the central long tap-root by means of slenc'cr

underground runners, and so year after ye;.r an

evcr-im reasing circle of growth and b!osscm is

formed. It is not uncommon to see a stretch of

turf a yard or two across thinly spangled with

flowers of the Viola, and all of the same shade

of colour, so proclaiming their identity of origin.

It is not an easy matter to collect portions of

such a plant fcjr cultivation, and unless the vener-

able patch or circle is of some very unusual and

beautiful form, it is wiser to hunt about for a

compact young tuft growing in shaly soil or by

the edge of the path, so that tap-root and all may
be removed without breakage.

Notice, too, in this delightful group how the

Viola has run against a stone at the back, and

therefore, at its sheltering fcjot, both from its

protection and the arrest of further wandering,

the flowers are finer and more closely packed.

It is always a joyous moment when, as one ascenc's

through the Fir woods, and open, turfy glades

appear among the less crowded stems, this litt'e

Vic;la greets one with its cheery Pansy faces so

various in their expressions, The form shown
here bears an unusually rounded flower ; more
often the four upper petals are all raised a little

froiu the lowest, and the expression is then still

more wide awake and cheerful ; in others the

uppermost petals are lowered to either side behind

the two next, and then a sleepy or sulky effect is

produced. This and the extraordinary range of

its colouring make it a most charming plant to

wander among, either simply to enjoy its beauty

as it grows or to select especially fine forms to pick

for a. sweet-scented nosegay, its honey-like frag-

rance being very pleasant. It is one of the

few plants of which the peasants pick a bum h

to carry or wear, and I believe chiefly on
arcinmt of its fragrance.

SURFACE
CULTIVATION

DRYAS OCTOPETALA ON THE MOUNTAIN SIDE (7,000 FEET).

KEEPING THE HOE GOING.

HAVING brought the soil to a

gooii and thorough state of cul-

tivation and having secured .t,

fine and well-tilled seed-bed, the
next step after the seeds are

sown is to maintain a fine state of cul-

tivation during the growing period of

the crop. The benefits secured to the
soil by thorough and continuous surface
Ullage is well enough known to all expe-
rienced gardeners, but the why and
wherefore of the matter is not generally
understood.

Perhaps the most important benefit from
hoeing is that of increasing the water-ho'cing
capacity of the soil by preventing water

evaporating from the surface. Of
course, there is always a certain amount
of evaporation going on, and in dry
seasons considerable damage is done to
crops by loss of moisture. The effect of

constant hoeing in this case is to form a
surface mulch of 2 inches or 3 inches of

fine soil, which by being kept stirred

reduces the loss of moisture to a
minimum. The work must be done
well so as to disintegrate the soil par-
ticles to such a degree as to form a
dust mulch. This dust on the surface
will practically stop the capillary flow

of moisture from the soil underneath it.

It is impossible to conserve moisture in

a soil that has a rough surface. If a
plot has become hard by being allowed
to remain for a long time without stir-

ring, or by becoming baked and dried
after heavy rain, the hoes should be set

to work immediately.
The effectiveness of surface cultivation

in conserving moisture for the use of

crops cannot be better illustrated than
by the dry farming of the arid and
semi-arid regions of the western part

of the United States, where the annual
rainfall does not exceed 10 inches, and
where the maximmn of moisture must be
saved by thorough tillage.

The effects of sunshine on the soil and
the need for aeration are matters the
importance of which is not fully recog-

nised. Sunshine has an invaluable
sweetening effect upon the soil by dry-
ing it out and by reducing acidity, and
many insects are killed by the hot sun
in stimmer-timc. The drying of wet soil

makes more space for the entrance of

air among the soil particles. In this

connection it is well to remember that

without sufficient air in the soil seeds

cannot sprout or plants grow. Besides,
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there "ran be no decay of vegetable or anima
matter, neither eaii those chemical changes
tako place which render plant food available for

the crop. Also denitrifying bacteria live in soil

from which air is excluded. These harmful
bacteria cannot live in soil having a good cirrula-

tion of air. On the other hand, the beneficial

bacteria cannot live without it.

Last, but by no means least, is the question of

destroying weeds. With the continual stirring

of the soil with the hoe to form a dust mulch no
weeds would be able to grow. In all well-cultivated

gardens not a single weed is allowed to flourish.

Weeds use up the plant food that should go to

the support of the cultivated crop, deprive the

SALADS
{Contintted from pagt: 165.)

THE distance apart at which
Lettuces should be planted depends
upon what size they attain when
fully grown. Small-growing varie-

ties may be planted 8 inches

distant from each other, those of medium
size at 10 inches, and the larger ones
12 inches apart. Mammoth may be

VIOLA C.VI.C.\R.\T.\ SPRINGING FROM THE TURF (7,000 FEET)

soil of a great deal of moisture, and prevent tfie

ciriulation of air and sunshine among the growing
vegetable crops.
The foregoing briefly states the objects to be

sought in the cultivation of most vegetable crops
during the growing period. Also the value of
the hoe when used among fruit trees is very
great. L. M. .M.4rsh.\ll.

A HOME-MADE PEA GUARD
There are few gardens immune from the ravages

of the ubiquitous sparrow, more especially at

this season, when food is scarce. Early Peas are

his special favom-ite. A simple and efficacious

Pea guard can be made as follows : Prociue some
%vire-netting t8 inches deep and of f-inch mesh,
some small wire staples, and some rails of wood
2 inches by 2 inches. For the early border, the

rails should correspond with the width of the

border ; otherwise they may be of any desired

length.

Lay two of the rails on the garden path
parallel to each other and at 18 inches apart.

Now lay your wire-netting along the top of the

rails, and only lightly stitch them on with the

staples. This done, let two persons each catch

up the rails at either end and place them on the line

of Peas. Then draw the rails closer together till

an arch about 9 inches high is formed. Close up
the terminal ends and you have a sparrow-proof

guard. The guards can, of com-se, be used for

later sowings. When the season's work is finished,

draw the staples, roll up the netting and store

under cover till the following spring.

Midlothian. Ch.4rles Comfort.

allowed even rather more space in which
to develop. It is necessary to tie some
Cos varieties in order to blanch them,
and this should be done a fortnight before
cutting. Cabbage varieties should not
need tying ; those that do require it we
do not think worth growing. To obtain
the best Lettuce, well-cultivated, rich
ground is essential. Liberal and frequent
waterings are also necessary during hot
and dry weather. At no time of the
year, whether under glass or out of doors,
must the soil be allowed to become dr\'.

Insect Pests.

Slugs are frequently troublesome ; as soon as the
seedlings appear above ground they often eat them
off. We know of no better method of checking
their ravages than by dusting freshly slaked lime
over the seeds. This is preferably done early
in the morning. During showery weather it may-
be necessary to do this almost daily. The frequent
use of the hoe is an important factor in the suc-
cessful cultivation of the Lettuce.

Protection.

The best protection that can be given to autumn
and winter Lettuce is to lift those that are well
developed (excepting those for immediate use) and
plant them in a cold frame or^ a pit as close
together as they can be w^ithout being crowded.
In lifting, care should be taken to preserve as many
roots as possible ; the plants ought also to be
graded into two or three sizes, so that when one
cuts them the pit may be cleared by commencing
at one end and proceeding uninterruptedly. This
practice admits of others being brought in from
outside that have developed since the first lot of
plants was lifted.

Another method of protecting the Lettuces is to
place frames over them as they are growing ; rough

three-light frames are very useful for this purpoes.
Mats and long stable litter should be used for
covering at night, taking care to place plenty of

the latter around the sides of the frame. During
mild weather draw off the lights, tilting them at
the bark instead when it rains. Ventilate every
day when the temperature is above freezing
pi">int.

I'rom a sowing of both Cabbage and Cos varieties
male late in the month of August, part of a frame
or cold pit may be planted ; they now provide
excellent Lettuce for cutting. The plants raised
from seed in September and put out on a south
border should in January be planted in a
heated pit, in soil resting upon a mild hotbed.

These quickly develop into plants of the
best quality. Cabbage varieties are best
suited for this treatment. Plants from a
sowing made in January upon a hotbed
will succeed the first early crop sown in

the autumn. As a salad

Endive

ranks next in importance to Lettuce. It

provides a welcome change from the
latter, and assists to maintain the supplv
of salads well into the winter. The best
varieties are Round-lea^ed Batavian and
Green Curled. Successive sowings may be
made from now to August. Give the
plants the same treatment as the Lettuce
received, planting as far apart as recom-
mended for the largest Lettuce. Both
the above-mentioned varieties must be
tied to enable them to blanch perfectly.

Chicory

is a good salad for use in January and
h'ebruary when Lettuce is scarce. It has,
however, a bitter taste which many do
not care for. June is the most suitable
time to sow Chicory. Make the drills

15 inches apart in which the seed is sown,
and subsequer y thin the seedlings to
6 inches apart. The roots are finally
lifted and forced in a dark structure, such
as the Mushroom-house, in a similar manner
as for Seakale.

Brussels Chicory or Witloot

is an excellent winter salad and should be
sown now. A detailed account of its culti-
vation appeared in issue May 5, page 157,

Corn Salad or Lamb's Lettuce

makes a welcome addition to the list of
salads, for it also is in season when

others are scarce, viz., during February and
March. Sow in drills r foot apart in June,
and when the seedlings are well through the
soil thin them out to 4 inches apart. Corn Salad
is quite hardy.

Celery

also makes a splendid winter salad, either alone,
with the usual herbs, or in a mixed salad. In
preparing it cut the blanched leaf-stalks across in
small pieces.

Tomatoes

provide a delicious and favourite salad ; one may
use them alone or mixed with other vegetables.
Their increased utility and popularity are accounted
for by the fact that they may be had throughout
the greater part of the year.

Other salads are Cucumbers, Radishes, Mustard
and Cress, Watercress, Celeriac, Stachys, French
Beans. &c. ; indeed, there are few vegetables that
are not suitable for the salad bowl. .

Herbs

play an important part in flavouring salads.

Tarragon is in demand every day of the year.
From April to October the supply is provided by
plants grown outside, and from October to April by
forcing. To be able to maintain an uninterrupted
supply, a fresh plantation of young plants should
be made every spring

;
plenty of roots will then

be available for forcing. The soil for the cultiva-
tion of Tarragon should be light ; if it is at all

heavy, add spent Mushroom-bed manure and burnt
earth. This herb is increased by division of the
roots. The best roots for forcing are those two
years old ; they are then a convenient size for

placing in pots or bo.xes. Early October is the
best time of the year to lift them.

Salads are very wholesome ; they retain proper-
ties that are lost by cooked vegetables. Lettuce
and Endive should not be washed if it is at all

possible to remo\'e the dirt from them by means
of a drv cloth.
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GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Kidney Beans may now be sown with safety
;

tanadiaii Wonder, Ne Plus Ultra and Sutton's

Evergreen are reliable and favourite varieties in

this district. Sow the seeds in drills 18 inches

apart and drop them 3 inches apart in the rows,

afterwards thinning out when the rough leaves

appear. In our colder districts early sowings

are often a failure, so a warm border is generally

chosen for the first crfjp.

Asparagus- Beds.—Asparagus in seed-beds
should now receive attention, as it is essential

tl\at no overcrowding of the seedlings takes place.

Stir the soil between the lines with a small fork,

and encourage the plants w^ith copious waterings

during dry weather.

Beet.—Main crops should at once be sown, also

make another sowing of Sutton's Round Globe

variety.

Celery Trenches.—The man who looks ahead
will no doubt be prepared by having his trenches

readv, so that as soon as the Celery

plants are sufficiently hardened off they

may with advantage be at once trans-

ferred to their final quarters. Do not

let plants remain in boxes or frames

until they are stunted and yellow, as

so often happens in establishments

where the preparation of the trenches

is left till the last moment. Opinions

differ regarding the width of the

trenches, but one's own common sense

should be a sufficient guide in this

matter. The bottom of the trench

should be liberally manured, and as

Celery plants are moisture-loving, they

should be freely watered if the weather

is hot and dry.

Cucumbers in HotKds should

have their leading shoot'-,>inch€d out

so that they mav spread freely in the

frame. Avoid overcrowding, and place

the young fruits on slates or boards.

Syringe freely and close the frame

early to conserve the sun-heat, as by
now the hotbed will be losing its power.

Swedes.—Sow good breadths of these

for wiiitor use, as there is no more
valuable addition to the menu now
than this long-despised vegetable. Give

them a rich piece of ground and work
freely between the drills during the

summer. Refrain from using artificial

manure, more especially if the roots

are wanted to keep till the spring, as

we find they have a tendency to decay

more readily than when farmyard
manure is used.

, Potatoes in Frames.—Earth up as

required and give occasional waterings

to swell the tubers. Keep the lights

"ff during fine weather.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—With the increasing sun-

heat it will be necessary to maintain
a moister atmosphere in vineries con-

taining Grapes which have been
thinned, keeping up a good brisk

temperature at night. If the Vines are

carrying heavy crops, liberal feeding

should be afforded them. Keep all

sublaterals in check and ventilate as

required.

Fruit Trees in Pots.—These being
well advanced, with fruit swelling rapidly, should

receive feeding regularly, care being taken to give

it when the plants are in a moist condition at the

roots. The plants should at no time be allowed to

become dry, as the result will be fatal to the

crop's chance of being carried to a successful

finish. Pinch the tips of the young wood and
keep the syringe going to prevent attacks of

insect pests.

The Flower Garden.

Biennials.—Sweet Williams, Canterbury Bells,

Rose Campion and Myosotis may now be sown
tor next season's flowering in a prepared bed in

the open or in a frame, pricking out into nursery
lines in the reserve garden as scon as they are fit

to handle.

Planting Out.—Plant out Violas, Chrysanthe-
mums, Calceolarias, Pentstemons and all other
hardy bedding plants. A good soaking of water
ought to be given just previous to lifting; this

causes the soil to adhere to the roots, giving
them less check.

Climbers.—Most of the hardy climbers will be
making growth freely now, so should receive
attention to prevent the shoots getting entangled
or broken. Care should be taken when tying to see
that the flow of sap is not restricted in any way. .

Pruning Shrubs.—Unfortunately, many shrubs
will require to be gone over this month and the
dead shoots cut away. The havoc wrought by
the severe weather is, in many cases, only now
being noticed, since the heat of the sun has browned
the leaves. Standard Roses are also sufferers, in
many cases the shoots having to be cut right
back to the base. If Rhododendrons are pruned
back now they will soon recover from any dis-

figurement that has been caused by having to cut
back severely. James McGran.
The Gardens, Coodham, Kilmarnock.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus is now growing freely ; strong heads
are pushing-up w'ith the increase in sun power. All

THE EXQUISITE DAFFODIL DISTINGUE.

that the strong-growing beds require is to keep them
free from weeds. Weak-growing plants in young
or old beds should have a sprinkling of some fertiliser

preceding a shower. Soot is a desiralile stimulant

;

so is agricultural salt. Newly planted beds
should have a light mulching of half-decayed
horse-manure; or, where the soil is stiff, decayed
vegetable refuse, wood-ashes and decayed leaves
would be an advantage in inducing freedom of
growth. Seedling plants should be thinned to
one in a clump.
Onions.—Late-raised plants of the Ailsa Craig

type in boxes or frames should be planted out with-
out delay, lifting them with a hall of earth attached
ta. the roots where possible; this prevents a check
to growth. The ordinary sown crop in the open
'should have the siu'face soil stirred between the
rows to facilitate growth. Where the plants
show a tinge of yellow in the tops, a light dusting
over with soot would improve matters.

Brussels Sprouts should be transplanted to
their permanent quarters as fast as possible before

the plants get too large, as wh'jn in this stage they
feel the check of removal much more. Plants sown
in the open should be kept quite free from weeds,
and if they promise to be too thick, remove the
smaller to add vigour to the stouter ones.

Cabbage from boxes and frames should be put
out as fast as possible to fill up gaps and make
new plantations.

Beet.—The early-sown batch should be promptly
thinned to one plant in each site. Where sownm bored holes, stir the surface soil as often as
possible.

Parsley.—Sow seed in the open for succession,
and plant out the seedlings sown in boxes under
glass, selecting the best type of 1 uri in the leaves.

Lettuce in frames should have the lights re-
moved during the day and the roots ba well supplied
with water, as from here the first supplies will be
obtained.

Radishes of the French Breakfast type should
be sown every fortnight, always watering the site
first, as this hastens germination so much during
dry weather.

Tomatoes for the open should now be in frames
to harden off before putting them
into their permanent site. Deeply
dig the soil, but do not add much
manure. Stimulants can be given
as progress is made. A sturdy
growth is required ; not thick, sappy
stems.

Vegetables Under Glass.

Cucumbers are making rapid
progress now with the increased sun
power. Keep the shoots well and
timely thinned

; overcrowding is

ruinous to the future welfare of the
plants. Top-dress with loam and a

. sprinkling of bone-meal as fast as the
roots show through the surface soil.

Freely supply liquid manure to plants
that have been bearing for some
time, and remove any worn out
shoots to encourage young growth.

y The Flower Garden.

The Herbaceous Border.—Plants
like Michaelmas Daisies and Phloxes
that were not replanted this season'
and which show signs of overcrowding
should be promptly thinned or reduced
in area, forking in half-rotted manure
about the roots. Fill up gaps with
plants of such subjects as Lychnis,
Carnations, herbaceous Lobelias and
Gaillardias, wintered in frames.

Thin Annuals sown in clumps, like
Mignonette, Shirley or other Poppies

;

overcnwding means ruination, weakly
growth and poor flowers.

Delphiniums should be mulched
with half-decayed manure to induce
stout growths, covering this with soil

for the sake of appearance.
E. MOLYNEU.X.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)
Swanmore, Hants.

DAFFODIL DISTINGUE

Those lucky beings who were fortu-

nate enough to have a peep at this ex-

quisite flower at the Royal Horticultu-

ral Society's showonMayS lookedupon

a bloom of great refinement and of sufficient size

to satisfy the most exacting. It may be described

as a large example of an old type Leedsii, a class

to-day known in show circles as " Class 4b." The

corona is an ivory white disc with a pronounced

pale lemon edge. The perianth segments are long

and pointed, of the smoothest texture, and of

almost Foeticus whiteness. The three inner ones

have that slight incurve on their edges, which is

just sufficient to give an added beauty to the whole

bloom and which marks it as different from the

multiluc'e. Mr, HenB^' Backhouse, its raise',

has very happily suggested this look in the name
he has given it. The diameter of the disc-like

corona is li inches, and that of the whole flower

3f inches. The sight of it made my mouth
water. Joseph Jacob.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWARD5 OF MERIT.

Primula Eureka.—A remarkable plant saiil

to be a hybrid between a selected form of P.

obconica crossed with a P. sinensis variety. The

e.xhihited plants were only six months old, and

were shown in pots of 4 inches diameter. The

exceptionally large flowers are of rich rose carmine

with yellow eye, and borne in sturdy trusses

about 8 inches high. The leaf develo. raent was

as remarkable as that of the flowers. Shown by

Adeline Duchess of Bedford, Chenies (gardener.

Mr. J. Dickson).

Rosa Hugonis.—An early flowering species

from China ha\-ing small, elegant, pinnate leaves

and producing festoons of single primrose-coloured

blooms. Old plants were wreathed with them in a

delightful fashion. From Messrs. Piper, Bayswater.

Primula sino-purpureo.—A new and entirely

distinct dcciihuius species from China, one of the

many good things discovered by Mr. Forrest.

Small plants just de\'eloping displayed some

variation of colour, the dominant shade being

rich purple with pure white eye. Passing the

winter in the open unharmed, it Is likely to prove

an acquisition. Shown by Messrs. R. W. Wallace

and Co.. Colchester.

Schizanthus.—The award in this case was

given to a strain recognised as Dr. Badger's hybrids,

which represent the highest merit in these useful

flowers. Of exceptional size and containing much
variety, the strain left nothing to be desired.

Sown on February 3 last, the plants were shown

in the highest excellence when less than three

months old. Exhibited by Messrs. Dobbie aTul

Co., Edinburgh.

Narcissus Posticus ornatus fl.-pl.—Just a

double-flowered ornatus with all the good attributes

of the original and calculated to become equally

popular. Of the purest white, it is also highly fra-

grant. From Messrs. F. Culpin and Son, Spalding.

Narcissus Vintage.—A refined and beautiful

triaiulrus hybrid of clear lemon yellow throughout,

and distinct by reason of its shapely expanding

crown. Quite a show flower. Shown by Mr. F.

Herbert Chapman, Rye, Sussex.-

Narcissus Queen of Dawn.—A handsome, well-

balanced Barri whose creamy perianth is in sharp

contrast with the spreading, elegantly frilled and

brilliant-coloured crown. Award for show pur-

poses. Shown by Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent

Garden, W.C.

Narcissus Helmet.—A Giant Leedsii of the

largest size and white throughout. We know of

nothing to equal it in its class. Award for show

purposes. From Mr. W. B. Cranfield, Enfield.

Selenipedium caudatura var. Sanderae.—.v

prominent feature of this variety is the unusual

size of the lower dorsal petal. The dominant

colour is yellow, with white and green reticula-

tions. The petals are from 2 feet to 2* feet long.

Shown by Messrs. Sander and Sons. St. .Albans.

Dendrobium Illustre var. Florence Bartels

(D. chrysotoxum y. D. Dalhousianum).—-A very

charming yellow-flowered hybrid whose bearded

lip is heavily marked with maroon crimson at

the base. Shown by Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park. Reigate (gardener, Mr. W. Collier).

Odontioda Cardinal was shown by Mr. J. E.

Shill, Englefield Green but we were unable to

locate it.

The foregoing were exhibited before the Royal

Horticultural Society on May 8, when the awards

were made.

Bottling Peas an J Beans.—.At the last mceiing
Mr. Vincent Banks exhibited Peas and Runner
Beans in bottles whi'h had been preserved in

excellent couditio:i as follows : After shelling

or cutting in the way usually prepared for table,

put them in a pan of cold water with a little salt

PRESERVING PEAS
AND BEANS

A

PRIMULA EUREKA, AN ALLEGED HYBRID BETWEEN
P. OBCONICA AND P. SINENSIS.

N extremely useful course of lectures

and demonstrations in bottling

fruits and vegetables is being
given by Mr. Vincent Banks at the
fortnightly met tings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, held
at the London Scottish
Drill Hall, West-
minster. Mr. Banks is

known to be a most
successful expert in this

work, and all who fre-

quent the Roya

1

Horticultural Society's

shows are familiar

with his splendid ex-
hibits of bottled fruits

and vegetables. It is

our intention to describe

these demonstrations in

future issues, in the
hope that the informa-
tion will be helpful to

those who] are unable
to attend the meetings.
Fortunately, a good
deal of garden produce
may- be preserved with-
out the use of sugar,

and we hope to refer

in a future issue to the
means whereby fruit

Mulp may be preserved
in any odd bottles or
jars—a point of import-
ance, since vacuum jars

are likely to be scarce

and dear, while there
are millions of iars

lying idle in the homes
throughout the country

HUGONIS, AN EARLY-FLOWERING
SPECIES.

and soda, and with the Peas add a sprig or two
of Mint and a lump of sugar

;
put on the fire

and bring to the boil for a minute or two ; then

take off and cool in cold water. For the Peas,

previously pour some boiling water on to the

sprigs of Mint, a little sugar, salt and soda according

to the quantity to be bottled, but do not let the

Mint remain in too long. Allow this mixture to

cool ; then fill the bottles with Peas and pour on
the prepared mixture. The Beans only require

plain cold water, with a little salt and a tiny

piece of soda. Place the caps on the bottles

;

then put the bottles in a pan and cover

with cold water, bring to the boil and keep gevlly

boiling for one and a half hours, take out and
put on the rubber ring, also cap, and screw or clip

tightly down. If it is desired that the Peas and
Beans should retain their green appearance

a teaspoonful of powdered borax should be dis-

solved in each pint of boiling water. In the case

of Peas it should be included in the Mint mixture,

but for Beans it must be mixed separately and
poured over them in the bottles when nearly or

quite cold. Most te.xt-books on bottling recom-
mend covering the bottles to the shoulder in water,

but the bottles should be just covered to the top,

otherwise the contents at the top of the bottle

are not subject to the same temperature, and
this is a very frequent cause of failure.

Preserving by Salt and Drying.—in addition

to bottling, we would like to call the attention

of readers" to the following simple means of pre-

serving Peas and Beans : French Beans and
Runner Beans can be preserved in earthenware

jars with salt quite easily. They need not be
sliced, but should be cut open along the midrib

or preserved whole. Place the Beans in layers

in the jars, and cover each layer with salt until

the jar is full ; then tie down with a piece of

parchment paper. The Beans are thus preserved

satisfactorily ; but the disadvantage is in un-

salting, which necessitates the loss of a great deal

of the protein—as much as 84 per cent., we are

told. Nevertheless, the Beans are very palatable

and still nutritious when preserved in this way.

Young Beans should, of course, be selected
;

it is a mistake to preserve the old Beans only

at the end of the season. Any variety of Runner
or French Bean may be preserved in this way, but

one of the best is Carter's Perpe.tual French Bean.

This variety keeps green longer than any other

varietv we know. In the trials at Wisley it

remairied fresh and green late in the season long

after other varieties had turned sere and yellow.

The Beans should be thoroughly washed in running

water on a sieve before cooking, in order to remove
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the salt. Look at the Beans from time to time
in the jars, and if a layer of mildew forms, skim it

off and put a fresh layer of salt on the top. The
Beans underneath will be all right. If Peas are

sprinkled in with the Beans, they may be preserved

together. Sugar Peas may be preserved in the

same way, but it is better to preserve them in

the pod, as they absorb less salt. A good way
to preserve Broad Beans is to leave them to ripen

on the plants. Pick them in September when
the haulms are turning black, and dry them in

an oven with gentle heat. Store in a dry cup-

board, for preference in a tin box.

BOOKS
Sir Arthur Hort's " Theophrastus."*—It

would be presumptuous for any man whose greatest

achievement in the Greeklanguage was the making in

the distant past of an iambic which neither scanned

nor construed, to venture any remarks on such

a recondite subject as the true reading or the most

fitting emendations of the original text of Theo-

phrastus. Readers of The Garden will for the

most part be quite content to shut their mouths

and open their eyes and see what Sir Arthur Hort

has given them, more especially when they have read

and digested his admirable translation, which,

perchance, is destined in years to come to be

referred to as Hort's " Theophrastus" in the same
way that we speak of Holland's " Pliny."

Nor would it be anything less than a parading

in clothes which did not belong to him were one

whose attainments in botany were only those

commensiu-ate with a third class in the Natural

Science Tripos, and who can honestly say he has

never attempted as a result of his study of plants

to change the name of the most hiHuble genus

or species in the vegetable kingdom, were, I say.

such an one to attempt to criticise the putting of

the Theophrastan plant nomenclature into modern
clothing so that we moderns may understand what
the old Greek wi-ote about and described. This

has been done by Sir William Thiselton-Dyer and
other helpers, whose expert knowledge entitles

their findings to the status of an almost ex cathedrd

pronouncement. What I want to do in my
notes about this translation is primarily to thank
the translator for having opened my eyes to the

wonderful knowledge of plant-life which the great

Aristotle's favomite pupil and bosom friend was able

to accumulate 300 years before the Birth of Christ.

To me the fascination of Sir Arthur's book lies

in this, viz., that it is a simple translation. He
has resisted the tremendous temptation of over-

loading his pages ; for almost every paragraph
must have mutely asked for notice. Think what
might have been written about the makers of

wreaths or garlands (Hort, Vol. II., page 51) and
the coronary plants [idem, page 35) of the day.

The mind leaps over centuries and lands at the

great book—"The Plan of a Royal Garden"—^which

Evelyn contemplated and for which he invited Sir

Thomas Browne to write the chapter on "Garlands
and Coronary Plants." Then Theophrastus
(Vol. I., page 35) gives in connection with Rest-

harrow the old familiar advice thar it is easier

to weed when the ground is wet than when it is

dry. Again, there is a notice of the famous
Mandrake (Vol. II., page 259), and if one expected
to read a harrowing account of the danger attend-

ing its uprooting, one is disappointed, for the un-

fortunate dog of later years is left out, and the

drawing " three circles round the plant with a

sword" and "at the cutting of the second piecc

the dancing round and saying as many things

possible about the mysteries of love" are only

mentioned to be dismissed. " These notions seem
to be irrelevant." The illustration on Plate 5

•"Theophrastus: Enquiry into Plants and Minor
Works on Odours and Wea.her Sgns," by Sir Arthur
Hort. Published by William Heinemaun

; price 5s.

of Arber's Herbals of the Mandrake in the Her-

barium of Apuleius (1484 ?) certainly would not

have done duty in the "Historia Plantarum," or the

pathetic figure of the poor little fox-terrier would

have had to be cut out. Lastly, to take a

more botanical illustration of its contents,

Theophrastus' remarks about fruits are quite

uncanny. To him the part of a plant which

was in popular phraseology called a fruit was
always a fruit, alike in the earliest stages of its

differentiation as in its completed maturity (Vol. I.,

pages n aiid 79). Was it because of his enforced

limitation of observation that he had not to ask

when is a fruit not a fruit ? The want of a micro-

scope possibly saved him from any such perplexity.

But what would he not have discovered had that

instrument been at his service ? Would Grace

the cricketer, ever have been got out in his palmy
days had wickets been like the billiard tables of

later years ? Who can say what scores he might

not have run up ? So for Theophrastus
; given a

mi?roscope, what might he not have found out ?

I hope these few random allusions to the contents

of the wonderful book which Sir Arthur Hort has

now so ably opened up will be sufficient to stimulate

NOMEN HFRDAr MANDRAqORA

Among the exhibits were a number of Narcissi, sent
by ^I^. Crighton, Balhousie Castle Gardens, and an ex-
hibit of half a dozen very fine specimen Amaryllids,
sent by Mr. J. W. M'Hattie from the Parks Department
of the City of Edinburgh. These were much admired
and showed high cultivation.

MANDRAKE AND FOX-TERRIER.
From an Ulustraiion in Arber's Herbals.

the curiosity of many lovers of plants and plant-

life to whom the Greek original is but a sealed book.

This English version is eminently understandable,

readable and, as far as I am able to judge, repre-

sentative of the views of the great Grecian who
taught in and cultivated and loved his garden
at Athens, to which the " Historia Plantarum" owes
in various ways so much. Joseph Jacob.

SOC I ET I ES
SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The JMay mortinji of the Scottisli Horticultural As^^or-iatii»n

was lickl in the GoolU Hall, 5, St. Andrew Square. Edin-
burgh, on tlie CA-ening of May 1. It had been intended
to hold a small Kprins show on this occasion, but that
was abandoned, and the proceedings followed the usual
tiiursc of thr inonthly meeting. Tlie cliair was occupied
hy Mr. .luhn riiillips. (Iranton Road Nurseries. Edinburgh,
I.iresideut of the association.

Tlie paper of tlic evening was given by Mr. W. G. Pirie,
factor, Dalhousie Castle, and was on '"Daffodils." Mr.
Puie, who is a well-known expert on the cultivation,
exhibition and raising of the Daffodil, discussed the
cultivation, the diseases and the appropriate remedies.
He also discussed the question of hybridising, and ex-
hibited a number of specimens illustrating the results
of crossing and hybridising. This was an exceedingly
i ntci-esting part of the paper, Mr. Pirie having been suc-
cessful in raising a number of new varieties of mucli
excellence. He was awarded a hearty vote of thanks.

NATIONAL AURICULA AND PRIMULA SOCIETY

(SOUTHERN SECTION).

This society held its annual exhibition in conjunction
with the fortnightly meeting of the Royal Jlorticultural

Society on April 2-1, the event proving one of the smallest
on record. Most. of the leading exhibitors weic unable
to show owing to the lateness of the season, and but few
classes were worthily represented.

For six show Auriculas Miss Lowinsky, Tittcnhurst,
Sunninghill, Berks, was awarded the first prize in addition
to the James Douglas Memorial Cup and Medal. Her
bi^'st were Acme, Buttercup, narrison Weir and Mrs.
Phillips. This exhibitor also took first prize for four
show Auriculas.

In the class for twelve alpine Auriculas Messrs. Phillips

and Taylor, Bracknell, showed Sunbeam and eleven
seedlings, and were awarded first prize.

For six alpines Mr. J. T. Bennott-Poe, 29, Ashley
Place. S.W.. led, staging Dean Hole. Argus, Mrs. Douglas,
Phyllis Douglas, Rosy Morn and Teviotdale in very good
form ; second. Miss Lowinsky. These two exhibitors
occupied like places for four alpines, Mr. J. T. Eennett-
Poe showing Dean Hole, Argus, Teviotdale and Mrs.
J. Douglas, the' last named being selected as the premier
alpine Auricula in the show.

Mr. H. W. Mason, Banstead, secured first prize for

six alpine Auriculas, of which King Geoige, Commander,
Golden Dustman and &Irs. J. Douglas were the pick.

The Primula section, usually a most interesting one,
was no better represented, filr. G. \V. Miller, Clarkson
Nurseries, Wisbech, taking first prize for a collection of
species and varieties and for six double Primroses, varieties

of Primula acaulis.

Non-competitive exhibits were staged by Mr. J. Douglas,
Great Bookham, who had a miscellaneoas group of show,
alpine and fancy Aiu-iculas, hybrid Primulas, P. viscosa
and others ; and Messrs. Phillips and Taylor, Bracknell,
Berks, whose group was of Primulas alone, P. viscosa, P.
pubcscens alba (P. nivalis), and a nice lot of P. Mrs. J. H.
Wilson, which is among the best of the alpine set.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE
A New Richardia.—From Mr. G. Taylor, Ferry-

bridge, Yorks, wo have received flowers of a grand

Richardia very much larger than Richardia

(Calla) Eethiopica. The spathes are of immense

size, measuring 8 inches long by 7 inches across,

very solid, and of the purest white, with canary

yellow spadix. The foliage, which is sagittate,

measures 14 inches long by 11 inches across at

the base. Mr. Taylor states that it is a veritable

giant in growth, each stem throwing up two

flowers. The plants have only been grown in

a temperature ranging from 50° to 55°. Oddly

enough, this Richardia is the result of crossing

ordinary R. aethiopica and R. sethiopica Little

Gem. Mr. Taylor has some of these plants

growing in a lake, where they were planted nine

years ago and where they thrive wonderfully well,

one clump having more than twenty blooms

open at a time. The flowers outdoors are not

as large as those produced under glass ; neverthe-

less, they are very good.

TO
ANSWERS

CORRESPONDENTS
FLOWER GARDEN.

REPLANTING DAFFODILS (E. 2'.).—Yes ; groups of

these that liave by long tenure of the ground or too
close planting originally become overcrowded may be
lifttd at any moment when the foliage has died down
and be replanted forthwitli. There is no ireed for drying
off. A necessary evil in the main, it is the reverse of

beneficial to those sorts which incline to almost perpetual
rooting, of which the popular Narcissus Poeticus ornatus
furnishes a good example. Division of the birlbs would
be necessary in a case like yours, and, depending upon
where they play their part, some sorting into sizes also.

If, for example, they are used in beds for flowering near
the liousr, the largest only should be planted in such places,

and Ihe smaller elsewhere. If for woodland planting, no
sorting would be necessary, while a much thinner distribu-

tion of the bulbs should be the rule. In any case, let

the replanting be done in fresii, well-cultivated ground.
The spraying of Potatoes is referred to in The GARDEN
for April 21, page 130.

THE GREENHOUSE.
ERITRICHIUM STRICTUM AND PHYTEUMA HUMILE

(Laurence Jones).—The correct name of the first-named

plant is Cyuoglossum Wallicliii, an erect-habited, rather

coarse-growing subject of 2 feet to 3 feet high, with small
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hlur flowers. It is a native of Nepaul, and of doubtful
liiirdincss in the open in this countr>'. It is not often seen
in cultivation. Tlie Phj-teuma Is a grassy-leaVi-d species
most nearly approaching P. hemisphterirura in its roundish
heads of violet bhie tinted flowers. Botti foliage and
flowers are. liowever, larger than in tlie hist-named species,
though neither is. in our opinion, first class from the
decorative standpoint. It is from the Eastern AI[h
\Ve know of no synonym for it.

GARDENIA AND PANCRATIUM FOR INSPECTION
(F. E. //.).—^Tlie Pancratium appears to have been attacited
by bulb mite. \l other bulbs show similar injury, steep
them for about ten minutes in water at 110* Fahr. There
is no disease in the Gardenia, but something wrong in its

treatment. Try watering once or twice with a solution of
iron Sulphate, loz. to the gallon of water. This may
restore the green colour. The annual is Limnantlies
Douglasii.

ADVICE ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS AND VARIEGATED
WEIGELAS {Mn. //.).— liy nut giving the names of the
CiirjsaTitlumums concerning which you enquire we arc
somewlmt handicapped In advising thereon. Vour
better plan, however, will be to pot them in single pots
as soon as possible, and in so doing avoid damaging the
roots. 'J'he soil should be mainly good fibrous loam,
with a littli! well-decayed maimre and sand. As soon
as the plants take hold of the new soil they may be cut
down to witlun (i inches or 8 inches of tho pot, and when
they break out freely they may be shifted into their
flowering pots. When jiotting off the cuttings they
should be put into pots only large enough to take the
roots comfortably. Jlost probably 5 inches in diameter
mil be a very suitable size. From these they may be
shifted into pots about 8 inches across, in which they
mil flower. As the season is so far advanced, this size
mil in all probability be qiiite large enough. The varie-
gated Weigelas concerning which you enquire are quite
hardy, and may be safely planted out. Aa you have grown
them in a warm house, it will, of course, bo very necessary
to thoroughly harden them otf before planting outsitle.

With regard to pruning, they need nothing more than
the shortening back of any straggling shoota and the
cutting out of any old and exhausted ones. Should you
wish to keep them in pots, they may be repotted at once
in some good loamy soil. Even in this case they will
be better if plimged outdoors during the summer mouths,
taking can; that they do not sutler from the want of water.
The same remark will apply to tliem if planted out.

ROSE GARDEN.
BLACK SPOT ON ROSES {Mrs. J. B. C.).—There is no

known preventive of this fimgus. Try spraying with
Jeyes' Summer Wash ; it may clicek its ravages.

LONG-STEMMED ROSES FOR CUTTING {A. B. C).
—You do not say if the lloses are for forcing or for outdoor
culture. Assuming for the latter purpose, a good crimson
variety is Richmond ; another. Captain Hay\vard.
Ulrich Brunner is also a good light red. Lady HilUngdon
would be a good deep yellow, but perhaps Melody would
be the best if only one variety was required. Frau
Karl Druschki is certainly a fine white, but many are
growing Molly Sharman Crawford instead. Oraoenta is

not suitable for your purpose. Most of the large-flowered
Roses may be grown with long stems. It is more a question
of culture, for if you desire long stems it is necessary to
prune very hard and confine the growths to two or three
only.

FRUIT GARDEN,
BLACKBERRIES.—Which is the best of the following :

(1) Wilson Juuior; (2) Parsley-leaved; (3) Rathbun
(American (Jiant) ? .A.re they equal in flavour to the wild
English Blackberry ?^.MAii'A Vale. [We have referred
your enquiry to .Mr. E. A. Bunyard, who replies :

" Wilson
Junior is qiute good on a stiff clay, but not at all on sandy
soils. Rathbun I cannot do at all well. Parsley-leaved
is not an American kind, as so many people think, bnt a
form of our omtu Blaekberr/, and qiiite the best to grow
in this country, in my opinion. It has the true Blackberry
flavour.' There is a still better one I am growing on,
also a form of the BritLsh Blackberry ; but that is another
story."

—

Ed.)

YOUNG VINE SHOOTS SHRIVELLING AND BREAK-
ING OFF UNACCOUNTABLY (C. H. 5.).—It is not uniLsual
to flnd young slioots breaking off in the way yours have
done, especially late, strong-growing varieties such as
Oros Colmar and Gros Maroc. They are exceedingly
brittle at this stage. It is difficult to specify any one
particular cause in your case. We can only say" that
generally the cause is due to some injury to the shoot
in the first place, either by burning, due to faulty venti-
lation, to bad quality glass in that'partieular part of the
roof, or by attempting to tie *down the shoots too soon.
Sometimes the injury is caused by an attack of a very
minute species of red spider. We cannot trace any of
these on the shoot sent.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
YOUNG HOPS AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR ASPARAGUS

(J. L., Manche-^terj.—Yrs ; ilsu shoots up to i) inches
in the case of Hops. Tie in bundles, cook, and serve
like Asparagus at this season. These are frequently found
growing wild in liedgerows, and are easily gathered.
As you suggest, the plant would only have an ornamental
value after the young shoots are removed. Mr. Beckett's
book on vegetables would be helpful to you. It may be
obtained from the author at Aldenham House Gardens,
Elstree, Herts

; price 5s. Gd. post free.

SIZE FOR A MUSHROOM-HOUSE (./. J. H.).—A good
width for a Mushroom-house is 11 feet. This will allow
for beds 4 feet wide to be formed on either side, and a 3-feet
path in the middle. The length of such a house must
naturally be determined by the largeness or otherwise of
the supplies in demand. A house 20 feet long shoiild
provide a fine supply. There should be tlu-ee beds on
either side, the floor bottom being one. the middle next,
and afterwards the top one. Tlie depths of the beds
when made up with mannr? should be 1 1 inches. Between
the surface of one bed and the bottom of another there
should be a clear space of 2 feet for working purposes,
so that tlie height of the walls should be about 12 feet.

The best roof you can put over such a house would be
a thatch of Ling or straw. It keeps the house cool
in summer and warm in winter. Zinc would be the worst
material you could use. Hot-water pipes.^Therc should
be one flow and one return 4-inch pipe, fixed by the side of
the path and rnnnmg the whole way round it.

portion. Stonham*s *' British Birds." with capital black-
and-white plates, and Varrell's " British Birds " arc
probably the best for genenil purposes.

BOOK ON FUNGI (J. M I/.).—Cooke's " British Fungi
"

or Badhara's " Esculent Funguses of Great Britain

"

would probably suit your purpose.

APPLYING POULTRY-MANURE i Torq ua >,).—'Ponltiy-
manure should be used at about one-eighth the rate of

horse-mamu-e, and may be used, where desired, straight

from the run, scattered on the surface of the ground and
hoed in, or if stored, must be put in a quite dry place

and is best mixed with some dry earth.

NAME > OF PLANTS.- 7". O. C—1, Salvia rutilnnB (Pine-

apple Scenttd Sage); 2. S. (ulgens; 3, Ruellia Portellse.

Kew Guild.—The annual general meeting

of the Guild will be held in the Lecture Room,

Royal Gardens. Kew, on Saturday, June 2, at

6 p.m.

Wheat in Canada.—The Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries have received the following infor-

mation from the International Agricultural Insti-

tute : "The area under winter -Wheat in Canada

is estimated at 899,000 acres, or 18 per cent,

below the corresponding area sown last year."

T R ADB HOTH

Messrs. J. Weeks and Co.

We understand that the old-established business of

J. Weeks and Co., Horticultural and Heating Engineers,

Chelsea, having had their offices at 72, Victoria Street

comm mdeiTiil by the AVar Otflcc for the period of tlic w r,

iiave t;ikeii temporary otficesat 92, Victoria Street, S.W.I,
to which address all communications should be addressed

until further notice.

*,* Readers who haoe not already done so are asked to

order THE Garden to he delivered regularly by their news-

agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold

rxtpies of any journal to publishers, and in conscquenve The
Garden is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOKS ON BRITISH TREES AND BIRDS {R. B. B.).~

Mr. Step's book on trees and that by Professor Groom on
" British Trees " (Cassell and Co.) would probably serve
the purpose you have in view. A larger book with keys
for identification is Professor Marshall Ward's work,
designed for the identification of trees from almost any

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers

posted to any nextlral European country will he stopped,

except those gent by pnblisfiers ami newsagents who hare

obtained special permission from tlic War Office. Such
permission fias been granted to The Garden, and sub-

scribers ivho send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Nortmy,
Siveden, Suntzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tarnstock Street, Covent Garden, W ('

*,* The Yearly Subscription to The Garden is : Inland.

10s. lOd. ; Foreign, 13s.

Magnificent varieties for garden ; nearly all Gold Medal winners ;

flower continuously the whole season. The Roses are of great

substance, with remarkably long, handsome buds and shell-petalled

flowers of most exquisite soft shades and distinct tea-like fragrance.

3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6; 25 for 12/6; 50 for 22/6.

Gneat Bargains in Superb Flowered Roses
Specially retarded for late planting. Flower splendid this Season and during the Autumn.

TEA, AND HYBRID TEA EVER-
BLOOMING ROSES.

All beautiful dwarf retarded trees for bedding out in masses now, far superior to ordinary beddi ng plants, and clieaper.

MAGNIFICENT LILTES.
The brush cannot paint, or the pen portray the exquisite purity and dehcacy, yet magnificent grandeur of the stately Lily. It is the

ne plus ultra of floral beauty, and I urge my friends to each year add a few Lilies to their collection. No other flower will so adorn

our homes when in bloom, and they constantly improve after planting. As a rule, Lilies are of the easiest cultivation, esp8ciall>' the

beautiful Longiflorum, succeeding equally well in the garden or greenhouse, sun or shade ; the eye drinks in its lovely tints with delight.

To say that it is frosted, glistening white, deliciously fragrant, is to convey but a slight idea of its perfect loveliness. They are magnificent

planted singly or in groups among Perennial and Herbaceous plants, amongst Shrubs and Rose trees they are always at home, and have a

charming effect. Whole beds planted out on the lawn or in any odd nooks or corners is a sight not readily forgotten. Imagine these huge
snowy trumpets, 10 to 12 inches long, pouring fragrance forth till the air is heavy with sweetness. A good bed of these Lilies often

perfumes and is the talk of the whole neighbourhood. Most glorious as cut flowers for all classes of decorations. Never out of place.

THE ABOVE ARE THE TRUE LOVELY HARDY LONGIFLORUM GIGANTEUM.
lis" Hundreds of Testimonials from Delighted Customers who have grown this Lily.

Price : 6, 2/6; 12, 4/6. Extra Selected : 6, 5/-; 12, 5/6 ; 25, 10/- Now best time to plant. VERY SCARCE THIS SEASON.^

and repeat ordersNOW IS THE^TIIVIE TO PLANT. A mass of blossom certain. Thousands of testimonials from every part of England,
for my Vigorous Country Grown Rose Trees.

All above will plant out perfectly now. AM packed by an expert, and carriage paid to your door.

JVEx*s. GARON^SR, F.R.H.S., I>i?iory Hoii^se, STROXJI>
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For the Poultry- Keeper

CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
Author of "Poultry-Keeping on Money- Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry- Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Production," &c.

NO
industry has had as httle

support from the powers that
be as poultry husbandry ! No
national pursuit has had more
set-backs ! It has always lacked

good leadership and has taken the name
of "Cinderella" among agriculture. Not
until the war started did the Board of
Agriculture realise that there was such a
thing as the poultry industry, and then
producers were implored to " keep more
and better poultry." Although in the
early stages of the war producers carried
out the motto of " business as usual," they
did so at a heavy loss. I am quite sure
that no other group of food -producers
acted so loyally or so promptly.

Another Set-Back.—The Board had until then

quite ignored the noble poultry industry and had
on no single occasion indexed it under agricultural

pursuits. The departure was greatly welcomed,
and one and all were looking forward to the time
when poultry would take their place among the

most profitable stock on the farm. Another
bombshell, however, has been dropped. The
matter was brought to a head by a few lay \vriters

who take a delight in scribbling sensational stuff

by the mile. One writer in particillar drew
attention in the Daily Mail to the fact that the hen
was eating our bread. Biddy's daily ration was
placed at 40Z. of corn per diem, which he alleged

worked out at grlb. a year. He then pointed out

that these gilb. of wheat would make S61b. of

bread.

Feeding of Layers.—This very Professor had
evidently forgotten the fact that for many months
an Order forbidding the use of " milling " grain

for poultry had been in existence. He also over-

looked the fact that this was not his I rst contribu-

tion to the sensation Press on poultry culture.

Not many months ago in the Evening News I

find him going " all out" for poultry and showing
how each hen would return a gross profit 0/ 30s.

per annum. When referring to his notes on
feeding these thirty-shillmg-profit layers, I notice

that he recommends for each bird " 40Z. of dried

food per diem, chiefly wheat, flsh-meal and clover-

meal, which ration is ample for maintenance and

egg-production." Articles in tlie general Press

on the lines of " Fortunes in Egg-shells," " Guineas
from Guinea-fowl," &c.,do more harm than good
and the noble poultry industry is worthy of better

literature.

Clearing Up Waste.—If we had no fowls there

would be much waste. .Ml kmds of waste materials

find their way to the fowls that would otherwise

have to be lost. Inferior grains, wheat damaged
by water and dried (useless for human purposes),

scorched wheat (througi fires on vessels), mill

sweepings, rai in and grape stones, weed seeds, &c.,

are what Biddy is treated to. As regards maize,

only 60 per cent, can possibly be used for human
food, and the remaining 40 per cent, is available

for poultry. There are not enough plants to grind

down oats, and as it is still prohibited to use more
than a small percentage of barley in bread-making,
there sliould be large supplies of this grain available.

Oilcakes would go a long way to help us over the

difficulty, and they are the least bulky of all im-

ported foods.

Better Prospects.—The original drastic Order
from Mr. Prothero that " no more poultry should
be kept than could be fed on scraps and tailings

"

literally meant total ruin for the poultry industry.

One could see that behind the ruling was the past

history of the hen in the hands of the farmer,

who has never really understood the laying fowl.

Since my last notes appeared my readers will be

glad to learn, an advisory committee of practical

poultrymen has been set up to be available for

consultation by the Board of .Agriculture. To the

recently inaugmrated National Utility Poultry

Society and Mr. W. G. Tarbet, its secretary, is

credit due for these activities. The following instrur-

tions have just been issued :

Confronted with a shortage of grain and of
feeding stuffs for livestock, the feeding of pigs
and poultry on the large and lavish scale of the
past cannot be justified. Now that the con-
servation of hunian food has become the
dominant consideration, the President of the
Board of .Agriculture has found it necessary to
reverse his previous policy as regards pigs and
poultry. Tlie old policy of encouraging them
was perfectly sound while there was corn as
well as other feeding stuffs to spare. There is no
need, it is stated, for an immediate and wholesale
slaughtering of pig and poultry stocks. It

would be foolish, for example, to kill laying
birds just now, after they have been brought
to tlieir most productive period. A supply of

eggs for the wounded, for invalids, and for

cliildren must be maintained. But egg-pro-
duction must become tlie sole object of the
poultry-keeper, and fat poultry must for a time
disappear from the table. As the season advances,
the older and less profitable birds must be
eliminated and tlie stock brought down till it

comprises only the very best layers. Except
for these purposes, no more fowls must be kept
than can be supported on grass, greenstuff,

stubbles and waste food, and even for the good
layers and breeding stock good corn must, as
far as possible, be replaced by other things.

Poultry in the States.—With a special advisory

committee now active, and composed as it is of

progressive men keeping fowls on modem methods,

we may expect a fair chance. In the States

poultry husbandry is referred to as the " BilUon

Dollar Industry." It is fostered by the powers

that be and is considered more valuable than the

combined wheat and oats output and most of the

other chief pursuits—industrial or otherwise.

The census of 1910 elicited the fact that over

587,000,000 fowls were kept, and there is no reason

why the poultry industry of the United Kingdom
should not hold the same important position.

Poultry in the United Kingdom.—The census

of 1908 showed that in Great Britain the head of

poultry totalled just over 18,000,000, and the I9r2

census that Ireland had a total of about 14,000,000.

Financially, the position in pre-war days was that

we consumed yearly in the United Kingdom eggs

and poultry to the value of £27,000,000, of which

our home produce realised £15,000,000, leaving

£r2,ooo,ooo to be spent each year on imported

poultry and eggs. The great strides made since

war broke out has altered this serious state of

things, and it would be a great pity if poultry-

keepers (not to forget the nation) were robbed of

their objective. The poultry industry of the

United Kingdom is capable of a yearly production

of over £100,000,000, and only in recent years

has poultry husbandry been taken up by the proper

people. A better class has joined the ranks, and

this has meant the application of modern methods

which are so essential to success. Younger and

more progressive farmers have come along and

admit that under scientific treatment the hen is

highly remunerative and earns her pace among
the livestock on the farm.

Home-Grown Foods.— I shall from week to

week deal fully with the question of feeding

poultry and refer to foods that so far hav not been

widely used for fowls. I hope all my readers will

keep my contributions filed for future reference.

Meanwhile, full use should be made of clover-

meal, alfalfa (or lucerne) meal and meat-meal, or

fish-meal. As much produce as possible should

be home grown, and in my next article I shall

deal with suitable crops. Here in passing I may
mention the value of lucerne and clover, which

can b3 grown extensively for use in both its green

and dried forms. Cattle cakes—cocoanut, linseed,

palm kernels, &c.—-can ba used in moderation and

will help to " bulk" the mashes.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and a.ddres'-ed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Commtmications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care

of The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand,

W.C.
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CALCOMAR
Registered No. 371,217.

is SUPERIOR to, yet CHEAPER than shell, and

is manufactured by BRITISH LABOUR.
PROPRIETORS:

Messrs. Wm. ASHBY & SON, Ltd.,
Poultry Grit Manufacturers (wlioles.ilet,

TUNNEL AVENUE, EAST QREENWICH
•SCf YOUf OORN MCROHANT STOCKS ISs-

GALGOMAR
Registered No. 371,217.

Mrs. PYM'S FAMOUS
PLANTS

All Post Free.

FOOD PLANTS A SPECIALITV.
Thousands of Splendid Plants Now Ready.

Strong, transplanted Tomato Plants, best varieties lor

house or garden, 6 for 1/-. Cucumber Plants, Bedfordshire
prize. for 1/-. Vegetable Marrow, trailing or bush, 6 for 1/-.

Rhubarb, best red, 6 for 1/4. Parsley, best curled. 20, 1/-.

Sage, Thyme, Mint, 12, 1/4. Asparagus, tlu-ee-year-old, 100
6/-. Pea Plants (eating), best Marrowfats, 30, lOd. Scarlet
Runner Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. French Dwarf Bean Plants.
30, 1/-. Haricot Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. Golden Butter Bean
Plants. 30, 1/-. Brojui Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. Garlic Plants,
12, lOd. Telegraph Cucumber Plants, 1, lOd. ; 2, 1/4.

Strong Transplanted Plants.—Asters, best double ami
single. Stocks, large double, ten weeks. Ageratum, blue or
mauve. Lobelia, red, white or blue. Xemesia. Salpiglossis.
Scblzanthus. Sweet Peas. Sweet Williams. Zinnias. 20 for 1/-.

Strong Sturdy Plants.—Slarguerites, Covent Garden, white
or yellow, or blue. Scarlet Pentstemon. Mixed Geraniums.
Heliotrope. Regale or Lord Roberts, .\uriculas. Begonias,
Cannas. Calceolarias, bedding or pot. Echeveria. Dahlias.
Fuchsias. Scarlet Musk. Primulas. Scarlet Salvias. 6, 1/4.

Strong Transplanted Plants —Nicotiana affinis and Sanderjc.
Scarlet and Mixed Verbenas. Antirrhinums, mi.xed. Kochia.
Canterbury Bells. Blue Cornflowers. Pansies. Red and white
Daisies. Dianthus. Forget-me-nots. 15 for 1/-.

Strong Vegetable Plants Ready Soon for a whole
year's supply.—Early, Mid and late Broccoli. Cauliflower.
Celery. Cabbage. Savoys. Brussels Sprouts, curled, .\spara-
gus, and Cottager's Kale. Lettuce. Beetroot. Sprouting
Broccoli. Spinach. Leeks. Onions. Chicory. 1/6 100 ; 4/- 300.

Strong Greenhouse Plants and Choice Hardy Perennials,
Rockery, Vegetable Plants, Summer Bedding Plants. Cata-
logue free. Everything post free.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine House, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

BARRS SEEDS
fof Flower?^ Kitchen Garden
ofFinest Selected Strains JiTested Growth

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd., """^l^ir NORWICH.

NOW READY.

VEGETABLE GROWING IN WAR TIME.
By Herbert Cowley, Editor of "The Garden." Sixpence
net, by post Eightpence.—Orders for this booklet should be
sent to the Manager, " Codntey Life " Offices, 20. Tavistock
Street. London, W.C.

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Scciety's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER GILT KNIQHTIAN IVIEOALS.
3 QOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds
for tlie Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
fine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent free on application.

BARR & SONS, 11 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,
Covent Garden, London.

I

STOP TAKING RISKS.
Buy your Sittings only from a known- to - be- reliable

I
Breeder. My stock has attained the liighest possible
rect^riis in the show-pens, and possess also Al laying qualities.
Specialities: Buttercups, H.I. Reds, Orlotfs, Sussex. Rocks.
Wyandottes, Anconas and White Leghorns.

Illustrated Catalogue ori appli/'ation to—
MRS. COLBECK,

Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, near Wakefield.

Cabbage Root
Fly Maggot

ANDERSON'S Felt Discsfor

protecting Cabbages and Cauli-

flowers against Maggot attack.

8s. per 1000, er Is. per 100.
Postage extra—9d. per 1 COO or

4d. per 100. Cash with order.

Full Directions with each packet.
Ask your Seedsmen (or them.

Manufacturers ;

D. ANDERSON & SON, Ltd.,
Laian Fell Work. - . BELFAST.

a.

LION CYCLES £6:6:0""*
ar 1&3. with order and moothlp paymeots. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed Id crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
idvartised and made and sold over 20.000 Machines. NO EXTRAS :

Bell. Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. YOD CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR ID DAYS. IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification.—GEORGP HEATSON, Lt.!.,
" Lion Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street. Birmingham.

EGGS FOR HATCHING from the finest
laying and exhibition strains—first pens 10/-, special pens 20/-

per sitting, unfertile eggs replaced. Day old chicks 16/- and
30/- per dozen. Adult birds always for sale, moderate prices.
Breeds kept: Golden, Silver and White Wyandottes, W^liite

Leghorns. Rhode Island Reds, Light Sussex, liutf Orpington
Ducks.—SVDNEY HiLLER, Cleveland Poultry Farm. Standon,
Hertfl.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,
30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Vabnet. Stratford, Essex.

TOM A. SCOTT & CO. have Eggs and
Chicks ready from their well-known breeding pens; R. I. Red
Specialists. Price list on application.—The Trenches, Slough.

POULTRY TRAINING, the best obtainable,
short and long courses for gentlewomen. Lovely country.
Syllabus. — Miss Edwards, Coaley Poultry Farm,
Gloucestershire.

SEED POTATOES.
New Success, Yielder. Queeo Alexandra. Hebrons, Sharpe's Express,
Myatts. Eclipse, Llewellyns, May Queen, Queen Mary. IJuke
of York. Arran Chief, Puritan, Great Scot, Ninetyfold. Mid-
lothian. King Edwards. Factors, Evergood. Royal Kidney, Northern
Star. British Queen. Up-to-Date, Table Talk. Dalhousle, Cornwalls.
Triumph, Dalmeny Hero. Pioneer, Iron Duke, Scottish Farmer. Mitihty

Atom. 561bs. 14'-: 28U>s. 7/ : Ulbs. 3/6; 71bs. 1/9. Potato Manure
10/- cwt.; 6/- 561bs. ; 3/6 281bs. ; 2/- 141bs. : 1/3 71bs. Shallots. 1/e 1I>.

Pig and Poultry Potatoes, 3,'6 per cwt. Scarlet Runners. 1/6 pinl.

Free on rail. Bags free. Delivery guaranteed or replaced. When
orderinn. please state Seed J-otatoes are intended to be used for

seed purposes only. Collection of Peas. Beans, and small seeds <'J2

packets) 2/6 carriaee paid. 14 packets Flower Seeds, my selection. 1,'-.

post free. Cash with order. Send for full Catalogue, Seed Potatoes.

Peas. Beans and Vegetable Seeds.

HORACE I AYLOR9 CAMBRIDGESHIRE

NON-POISONOUS

POWDER INSECTICIDEWASH
DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK&GREEN FLY, CATERPILLARS,ET<:

In Cartons to make 10 gallons of Wash * /•
[

of Nurserymen ,

50 3/6 ' ^""^ Seedsmen <: ,

McdOUGALL BROS LT9 PORT ST MANCHESTER.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
•' A worthy and formidable weapon for bottling against the bacillus."

—Sir J. Crichton-Browne. F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."— " Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers pids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, !" ^^' IZAL POWDER, ^;«-X LI:i 6/6 per ga
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield. |
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MONKEY BRAND

THIS SOLID CAKE MEANS
SOLID ECONOMY

TT'S no trouble to economise with Monkey
Hrand— it economises for you. You rub on

cloth or brush the exact quantity > ou need. It

saves labour—there's no hard rubbing. It saves
time—Monkey Brand works quickly.
But there is no lack of bright cleanliness when Monkey
Brard is used. The cheery shine of everything in the

house tells you that.

Use Monkey Brand for Cleaning and Polishing Tin, Copper,
Brass, Marble, Enamel, Linoleum, China, Glassware, etc.

In 2d. and Id. Bars.

SHINES FOR ALL BUT
WON'T WASH CLOTHES.

BENJAMIN BKOOKE » CO. LIMITED.

icts there P4
I
and makes the Garden ZU^L
^ay all the year round T,^:.^a«TsT/u

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.& l8.,and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS: 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d.; 14 lbs.,4s.6d. ; &S lbs.. 7s. 6d.; S61bs., 12s. 6d. ; 112Ib3., 20s. Or
directfrom theWorks, Carriage paid In the United Eingdom for Cash with Order (except 6d. TINS).

CLAY & SON, Manure Mf.r^ & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD,. LONDON. E.

3ANKEYS'^&o.HpoTS
.?!^?5, »?EST and CheapesK

rciAL POTS ,.i..ii i ,„,,,„, ,,„,^ p„.i, ...j r,..

Bulwell Po^^c^lts NOTTIf^OHAM.

LETHORION
VAPOUR
CONE Fumigator

Introdnced 1885.

The marvellous effect of this

simple and cheap method of

Fumigating Greenhouses is

fally borne out by the

enormous increase of sales

year by year.

Only a m^tch required

for starting the Cone. Full

directions for use on each
Cone.

Thousands of testimonials

Registerej .Trade Mark 626.S7. received from all parts.

Prices.—No. 1 , .'500 to 1,000 cubic ft., 6d. ; No. 2, 1,500 cubic

ft., 8d. ; No. 3, for 2,000 to 2..'i00 cubic ft. 1/-.

44 ^9 THE NEW
AND MOST
SUCCESSFULTENAX

Grafting Wax
It is a much required "HOME-MADE" article to

meet the requirements of all Nurserymen and
Gardeners.

It is rapidly taking the place of all Foreign and other

preparations for all Grafting and Budding Purposes.

In Tins, eacli, 6d., 1 /-, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-. Also in bulk at
reduced rates.

To be obtained through the Nursery and Seed Trade generally.

CYCLES - from £5 5 O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
Lntest Ladles' or Gents' Models, hcnutifully finished.
Immediate deliver^' free, ready for riding, ten days' free
trial, complete satisfaction gUdranleed by ourcertificate
o^ lO YEARS' WARRANTY
for everything. Choice of Three-S|teed. Coasters, or
Free Wheels. Descriptive Caialogue with factory prices.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.
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i<roi«^-POiso M^o u s.
KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN

WITH «, «

McDOUQALL'S
WEE D KILLER.

wrniTC FOR PRICES and n«mc '
-

or LOCAL DEALER TO
McOouKall Bros ltd.. Port St.. Manchcstep

o
s

5'

s
o
c

CORRY & CO., Ltd..
Bonded Chemical Works, Shad Thames,

LONDON, S.E.

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

HI WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT,

f LABOUR SAVERS.-EuREKA- lawn san
' SOILFUME. NICOTINE. INSECTICIDES FUME--_.

SPRAYS. AND OTHER CHEMICALS & SUNDRIES.

bSEE LIST PlEUSE ask VOUR AGENT FOR THE EUREKA
.ARTICLES- They are always satisfactory If any
IDIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PAIU

.BnlyAddiHiTOMUNSnitiHAYWARDL'.! LINCOLN.

1

\
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KKUISTERED AT THE fiEKEKAI. l

I'OST OPKICE AS A NEWSl'Al'EK
AND FOR CANADIAN MAGAZINE

POST. J

Price 2d.
I

Vi^iirly Subscription,
|Iiilaml,UI/10; Foreign, 13/-

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
turdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. Ail tlie newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards
Climbers. A grand stocii of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

B. Mereyweathee & Sons, Ltd.. Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDEONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection In culti-
vation. We cordially Invite you to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Wateeeb, Sons & Ceisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and WATER LILIES.—Large stockaof the bestand
most popular varieties. Catalogue free.

—

John Waterer,
Sons <S Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, Surrey.

VEGETABLE PLANTS.—Barr's Selected
Struins, now reudv to plant out: Summer Cabbage, Small
Reil^abbafie. Brussels Sprouts, Caulillowers (early and late),
Kale (Asparagus and Scotch), sturdy plants 3/6 per 100
I arria^e [aid.

POTATO, UP-TO-DATE, selected seed for
late planting; .5fillis., 14 6; Ulbs., 4/- (carriage extra).
Barr & SONS, 12 ami 13, KiiigStreet,Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plantfl
supphed. Work personally superintended Estimates given.—Morrisbujne. Woking.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to Wliite Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. CARSON & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand
book to the garden. By E. T. Cook. With over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12b. ttd. net,
by post, 138.—Published at the Cilices of " COUNTRY
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

J. WEEKS & CO.'S OFFICES, 72, Victoria
street, S.W. 1, are commandeered tor War purposes. Tliey
are now at No. 92.

DEFY THE BIRDS. — Superior rotless
tanned netting. Supply limited. Obtain our prices. Buy
early. Pea guards ti/11 dozen with ends small nieslj.. Trel'is,
12ft., 1/1. Garden iiose, barrows, lawn mowersequaiiyclieap.
—E. K. Hawthorn, Lt*l., Dept. E, Abbey Foregate, Shrews-
bury, also at London and Boston.

GENTIANA VERNA, 12 first-class clumps,
free, tj Dryas octopetala, 3,-. 1 Ajusa variegata, I -.

1 Ajuga hybrida, 1,-. 1 ,\juga pyramidalis, 1 fi. 1 Helian-
themum canum, 1,-. 1 Potentilla frutiiosa, 1/-. 3 Bee
Orchis, 2/6. 4 Neotinia intacta, cream and carnea, new
varieties, 7/6. 3 Royal Flowering Ferns, 2-. 3 Cresteil
Royal Flowering Ferns. 2 6.

—

CKelly, Botanist, Bally-
vaughan, Ireland.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. Tlie olijects
of this book are to bIlow that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, eitlier for tlie purposes of
growing tlie maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Country
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dicksou's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

GLADIOLI FOR PRESENT PLANTING.—
Very choice mixture of Gandavensis Hvl)rids, .1/6 100;
Nanceanus Hybrids, 8/6 lOO. Gandavensis Hybrids, in sepa-
rate shades of colours, 10/- 100. New Primulinus Hybrids,
15/- 100. Early flowering Gladioli, 3/- 100. — Robert
Sydenham, Limited, 88, Tenby Street, Birmiugham.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—Wakeley Bros. & Co., Ltd., 75a, Bankside, London.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "Country Life" Ltd., 20.
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER "& SONSTLTDi^
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—ConBervatorlea, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.
Catalogue gratis-

GREENHOUSE SHADING BLINDS to order.
No. 3, 54iii. wide. Is. od. run yd.; No. 4, Is 6d. ; No. 5, Is. 9d.
run yd. Made into any size blind bound witli tape No. 3,
Is.; No. 4, Is. Id.; No. 5, Is. 3.1. squard yd. Samples free.—W. Oliver Allen, Net Works, Porthleven, Comwal I

.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
4-lncb square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements. 4Jd. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order

; stout 1-lnch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2Jd Aa supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited ; order early.—W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most prolitable methods of
rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, 'id.—Pubhslied at the
Offices of "Country Life," Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W .C.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.
Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDoroAiL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

Wiluam Beattie, 8, Lower Groavenor Place,
Westminster

POLYANTHUS PRIMROSES.—Seed from
my exliibition strain, 6d.and 1/- packet. Send for listof plants
and seed.—Rev. L. Barnes, F.R.H.S., .Scofton, Worksop.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetgen. lUustrated. 3/6 net.
by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia raedica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.~Try Aiibriet.ia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, tlie finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a fine Lilac Pulla, 5/- doz.—Write for
quotations to WHITEIEGG & Co., Nurseries, Chislehurst.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.
SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.

THE BEST.

STJTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, EEADIHB.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT AT
REDUCED PRICES.

Kelway's new and choice hardy perennial plants of all kindi.
Kelway'B Famous Gladioli.
Kelway's many coloured Pyrethrums.
Kelway's Gay Gailtardias.

Write for Reduced Price Lists to
Kelway & Son. Retail Plant Department, Langport, SomerBet.

SOW NOW. BATH'S EMPRESS PANSIES,
as grown for the Royal Gardens at Frogmore. The richest
an! largest llowered strain of Pausies extant. Per packet,
2/6 and 1/6 post free for cash with order.—<Dept. E), E. H.
Bath, Ltd,, The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named, 2/3 post free. Early Chrysanthe-
mums, 12 very fine varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.

—

DoisBiE & Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,
cheap. List sent.

—

Marion Gledstanes, Fardross, Clogber,
Tyrone.

WALLACE'S WATER LILIES and other
Plant^i for the aquatic garden should be planted now.
Cataloj^ues free.—K. Wallace & Co., Ltd.. Kilntield Gardens.
Oolcliester.

CABBAGE, BROCCOLL SPROUTS, TQ-
MATOES, and all otlier vegetable plants. Order now to
ensure plentiful supply for Autumn and Winter Food. List

free.

—

Taudevin * Co., Willaston, Chester.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. ANDERSON Graham. S/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" ConNTRT Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonous
insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economical.
Is. and 38. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Manufacturers, McDouGALL Bros., Ltd., Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have
a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

Boulton & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

DOUBLE THE OUTPUT OF YOUR GARDEN
bv using VITARA (radio-active) FERTILISER ; trial packet

Ud., post free, from T. Thorne BjVKER, 3, Imperial Buildings,

Croydon, Surrey.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH, will

have pleasure In sending a copy of their 1917 Catalogue of

Begonias, Delphiniums, etc , etc , free, if this paper Is men-

tioned. Magnificent strong roots of oui unequalled Del-

phiniums In superb variety.
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Mrs. PYM'S IVSZ^i
All Post Free.

FOOD PLANTS A SPECIALITY.
Thousands of Splendid Plants Now Ready.

Strong, transplanted Tomato Plants, best varieties fo''

house or garden, (i for 1/-. Large Tomato Plants, thick
stemmed, 12in. high, showing bud, with ball of soil, 3/8 doz.
Cucumber Plants, Bedfordshire i)rize, for 1/-. Vegetable
Marrow, trailing or bush, 6 for 1/-. Parsley, best curled,
20, 1/-. Sage, Thyme, Mint, 12, 1/4. Asparagus, three-year-
old, 100, 6/-. Pea Plants (eating), best Marrowfats, 30, lOd.
French Dwarf Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. Haricot Bean Plants,
30, 1/-. Golden Butter Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. Garlic Plants,
12, lOd. Telegraph Cucumber Plants, 1, lOd.

Strong Transplanted Plants.—Asters, best double and
single. Stocks, large double, ten weeks. Ageratum, blue or
mauve. Lobelia, red, white or blue. Nemesia, Salpiglossis.
Scliizanthus, Sweet Peas. Sweet Williams. Shirley Poppies.
Zumias. 20 for 1/-.

Strong Sturdy Plants.—Marguerites, Covent Garden, white
or yellow, or blue. Scarlet Pentstemon. Mixed Geraniums,
ColeuS; Heliotrope. Regale or Lord Roberts. Auriculas.
Begonias. Cannas. Calceolarias, bedding or pot. Kcheveria.
Dahlias. Fuchsias. Scarlet Musk, Primulas. Scarlet Salvias,
6, 1/4.

Strong Transplanted Plants.—Nicotiana affinis and Sanderte.
Scarlet and Mixed Verbenas, Antirrhinums, mixed, Kochia.
Canterbury Bells. Blue Cornflowers. Pansies. Red and white
Daisies. Dianthus. Forget-me-nots, 15 for 1/-.

Antirrliinums, same splendid variety as last year, all

colours separate, in dwarl, medium or tall, 12, 1/-.
Cobea scandens, grand rapid, blue flowering climber, 2, lOd.
Pansies, splendid choice, large-flowering varieties. English

Heath's Prize, Cassias, Odiers, Bugnots, Britannia, Golden
Queen, White Queen, etc., 12, i/-.
Strong Vegetable Plants for a whole year's supply,

—

Early, Mid and Lale Uroi^oli. Cauliflower. Celery. Cabbage.
Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, curled. Asparagus, and Cottager's
Kale. Lettuce. Beetroot. Sprouting Broccoli. Spinach.
Leeks. Onions. Chicory. 1/6 100.

Strong Greenhouse Plants and Choice Hardy Perennials,
Rockery, Vegetable Plants, Summer Bedding Plants.
Catalogue free. Everything post free.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine House, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

BARRS SEEDS
Fof Flower 5; Kitchen Garden
ofFinestSeiected Strains ^Tested Growth

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-QILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.
3 QOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds
for the Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials lor the Flower Garden and GreenhouBe, with many
Sne novelties of sterling merit.

Sent free on application.

BARR & SONS, 1 1 , 12 & 13, King St.,
Covent Garden, London.

ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED,

THE 'PATTISSON' LAWN BOOTS
SIMPLEST

!

STRONGEST ! MOST ECONOMICAL

!

Soles of best EnGlish Sole Leather
(Waterproofed), with Motor Tyre
Rubber Studs.

The "PATTISSON" BOOTS are
the most durable on the m.irket, out-
lasting several sets of ordinary boots,
and when worn out can be many
times refitted and are then equal to
Heu' ones, but this may only be satis-
ractOFlly done by us. the makers.Fig, 1.

RUBBER SOLES STRONGLY RECOMMENDED
.*illVFR MFnAlt "oyal Horticultural Society. 1904, 1914.UlLILn IIICUHLd ROYAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1912.

Used in the ROYAL (and in thousands
of the PRINCIPAL) GARDENS,
Hundreds of Testimonials,

The Field says; '* Aa good as anything
that could be devised."
Mr. TROOP (Head Gardener to H.M, THE
KING, Balmoral Castle) writes :

" The boots
supplied 2 years ago are as good as ever,"

Illustrated Price Lists from the Makers Fig, 2,

4-6, GREYHOUND LANE,
STREATHAM, S.W.H. PATTISSON & CO.,

Contractors to H.M. Government.

REAOY SHORTLY.

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most
profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for
all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J.DAVIES. 7d. net ; bypost'SJd.
Published at tlie Offices of "Country Life," Ltd., Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT *_ Jm m .^ ^ GREENHOUSES.

( PATENTED)
THE ONLY RELIABLE AND

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.

Ill tlio form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time. In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further
(-1 bii.^^liels equalling IScwls.l, gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal Horticultural Society, " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley. and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

in the open air." (Signed) W. WILKS. Secretary.
A Beauti/iit Free Booklet giving full Particulars ami testimonials sent on receipt of -postcard.

0^ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -Wl
Sold in Bags. 1 bushel. 2/3; 'l bushel, 3/6; 4 bushel, 6/-; five -1 bushel. 28/9; ten 4 busiie!, 55/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Pickford, London district, or to any station within ZS miles of London ; Sd. per bag charged extra for every

SO miles or part beyond this distance.
WAKELEY BROS, ft CO.. LTD., 75a, BANRSIDE, LONDON.

Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3'- bushel bag, carriage pai.i 'l^ inllr v extrn n'i al.ove.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO USE
R I TO No. 1

You may have been disappointed in not having obtained RITO No. 1,

owing to the enormous demand, in time to sow in the trenches when
planting Potatoes. It has been found by practical tests to doequaJly well

if hoed in the surface soil just as the tubers oome through the ground.

For Peas, Beans, Carrots, Onions, Cabbage and all garden produce,
if already planted, sprinkle RITO on the surface soil and hoe it in.

Either water or the rain will wash the RITO sufficiently deep to pro-

duce excellent results.

Extracts from letters received from pleased users:

—

RUNNER BEANS.—"Eito-treated plot yielded 311b. 2oz. ; untreated plot 91b. 7oz.

POTATOES.
—" One trench of Potatoes containing ten plants treited with rich far.ii-

yanl manure produced 18Ib. A similarplot treated with Rito produced 28Ib.
Rito-treated Potatoes perfectly souikI and clean, others much diseased.

EQUALLY GOOD REPORTS IfROM GROWERS of all GARDEN PRODUCE.
PRICES :—3 bushel bag, 1 7/6 ; 2 bushel bag, 1 2/6 ; 1 bushel bag, 7/6.

Cartons 1/- each.

Ask for Booklet, " Rito Results," from Dealers, or

The MOLASSINE COMPANY, Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, S.E.IO

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS.

NON -POISONOUS

POWDER INSECTICIDEWASH
DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK &GREEN FLY, CATERPILLARS,ET«:

In Cartons to make 10 gallons of Wash,
60

I of Nurserymen
j

I and Seedsmen

Mc DOUGALL BROS LT9 PORT ST MANCHESTER.

SALE OF SUSPLIS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks ot

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Whicli we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL. Ltd
, Tontl,"^ NORWICH

Four New Primulas
COLLECTED BY GEO. FORREST.

P.Helodoxa, A.M.,R.H.S. ,5/6 P Nutans,A.M.,R.H.s.,7/6

P V.iicaetlora ,, „ 5/- P. Conica „ „ 5-

The set of four graml novelties for 18/-. Full descriptive cata-

logue on these and other new Chinese plants post free on

aiiplicatou.— R. WALLACE & CO, Ltd., COLGH.STEK, ESSfcX.

cts there f»i
I
and makes the Garden TR.ri^K

gay all the year round -r£;{rsri

I everywhere in TINS at 6d.& 1e.,aiid in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs., 28. 6d.; 14 lba.,48.6d. ; W lbs., Ts.Sd.; 56 lbs., 128. Sd.; U21bs., 208. Or
directfrom theWorks, Carriage paid in the United Kingdom forCash with Order (except 6d .TINS ).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.
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IN

order to prevent the loss of Potatoes

from disease, Mr. R. W. Ascroft has been

authorised by the Director of Horticulture

(Food Production Department). 72, Victoria

S.reet, Wtstniinster, to make arrangements

enable all allotment holders
,

gardeners

lid small cultivators generally to spray their

lijps. Individuals can greatly assist by joining

u forming small local societies with a view to

,: having their orders submitted in bulk by the

secretary.

Materials for Spraying.—.\rrangements are

I'L'ing made for the supply at cost price of spraying

materials ready for use. Copper sulphate and

'da put up in small bags and packed in wooden
i^es holding sufficient to spray ij acres twice

will cost 24s. a case. Where indi\'iduals require

only small bags of chemicals, they should arrange

with neighbours to send a combined order for not

less than one case. By so doing they will save

the railway companies unnecessary handling of

goods.

Spraying Demonstrations.—For the purpose

of organisation the coiuitry is being divided as

far as possible into county areas, for each of

i' which an honorary organiser or supervisor will

be appointed. ' The supervisors will assist local

societies in preparing for the work of spraying.

Societies are asked to help by sending in

orders at once. Experts will be available

for the purpose of giving demonstrations

in spraying. Applications for their services

should be made to the Food Production

Department.

Knapsacl( Spraying Machines.—A committee

•of experts appointed by the Department, after

testing the chief types of Knapsack Sprayers,

has recommended the " Four Oaks," " Stone-

house " and " Mysto " patterns. Orders have

been placed with the manufacturers for a supply

of these maclrines. The first two types have

external pumps and air chambers, and the latter

an internal pump and air chamber similar to the

French Vermorel type of machine. They are all

made of copper, weigh when empty about i+lb., and

hold from 3 gallons to 3i gallons of liquid. They
""_ are suitable not only for spraying Potatoes, but

, also for keeping fruit trees clean. They may be

used for practically all washes except those con-

taining sulphur. Knapsack Spraying Machines

ordered from the Food Production Department

may be obtained for £3 inclusive of packing and

delivery to the nearest railway station. Instruc-

tions as to use will be sent with each machine.

To secure early delivery, machines should be

ordered without delay. Orders should be accom-

panied by cheque drawn in favotu: of the " Food
Production Department " In order to save labour

and paper, it is not proposed to acknowledge the

receipt of remittances unless in any instance this

is specially requested.

Planting in Light Soils.—Those who have poor,

light soils to deal with will find that their vegetables

will stand drought best if planted in shallow

drils running from east to west. The advantages

are easier watering when planting, rains collect

around the young plants, and the hot noonday sun

does not dry up the niots so much as when planting

is done on the lf\(-l.

Lat5 Potato Planting.—The majority of those

who cultivate Potatoes for prolit or home use

prefer planting the seed tubers fairly early in the

season, while not a few take risks—wittingly or

unwittingly—-and plant far too early, with the

result that the crop not infrequently suffers from
frost. Opposed to these is an instance of very

late planting, wliich may be of interest to those

whose laud is not yet ready or who have been

unable to procure tubers for seed. It occurred

within our personal knowledge, and consisted

of a plot of waste land that for years had remained

idle. Acquired late in the spring of 1916 and

trenched in spare time in the e\'ening, it was not

till June was well in that it was fit for planting,

the date of finishing being June 17. Notwith-

standing a good crop was dug remarkably free from

disease. Up-to-Date and Avrau Chief were the

principal varieties grown.

Sowing Maincrop Peas.^The injunction to

" sow thinly," urged by writers on gardening

from time immemorial, has, in all probability,

become sa effete by reiteration that it now means
nothing to nobody. It must, however, be clear

to all who have given any thought whatever to

the subject that thick sowing of any seeds results

in waste, and if in conjunction therewith " timely

thinning" is also neglected, a decided shortage

of crop must follow, since no plant can perform

its functions unless given ample room to develop.

But Mr. E. Beckett, in a recent lecture on vegetables

before the Royal Horticultural Society, avoided

the hackneyed and indefinite phrase to " sow
thinly," and in relation to many things stated in

definite terms the distance the plants should be

apart. This was so with respect to Pea Quite

Content, one of the tallest and strongest growers,

and of branching habit withal. The plants

should be 9 inches to a foot ap?-rt, Mr. Beckett

firmly stated, a remark which astonished not a

few ladies in the audience. But Mr. Beckett is a

great believer in raising his plants under glass

.'.nd subsequently transplanting, also of sowing only

the best of carefully hand-picked seed, for, as he

says in his admirable book on vegetables, " it

is quite impossible to produce the finest Peas

from small, badly ripened, cracked, or deformed

seeds." By adopting precautionary measures

such as these, not only are failures reduced to a

minimum, but the quality of the produce is also

high. Remembering that a pint may contain a

thousand or t\en twelve hundred seeds—^of certain

varieties of Peas it may be still more than this

—

that quantity of highly graded seeds at four per

yard, i.e., 9 inches asunder, would suffice for a

row at least 250 yards long; hence those who
sow a pint of Peas in a 40-feet-long row, as is often

done, are not only wasting much valuable material,

but also taking the most effectual step towards

getting a meagre and poor crop. For such de-

ficiencies they will unblushingly blame the seeds-

man or the variety, or both, when indifferent

cultivation may ha\'e caused it all. For open-air

sowings of the larger and stronger-growing variet:e^

of Peas, high quality seeds should be sown at least

5 inches or 6 inches apart, the plants to be

thinned later, should occasion arise. Room for

full development in the plant ensures not only

an abundant yield, but also a continuous supply.

A Cabbage Tonic.—It is well known to gardeners

that all members of the Cabbage tribe respond

to fairly liberal applications of nitrogenous manures.

In not a few instances at the present time—those

more particularly where hbeing or light forking

between the rows has been neglected since the

frost and snow left us—the young plants have

made but little headway and "hearting" is late.

The baked surface soil I have seen in some

instances is practically impervious to air and

warmth, hence a great hindrance to progress.

In such circumstances light forking or hoeing—

-

the former for preference—^is the remedy to apply

at once, and with it a stimulant to energise the

plants. Superphosphate of lime at the rate of

2lb. per rod, mixed with lib. of sulphate of

ammonia, will in such circumstances constitute an

excellent tonic.

The National Rose Society's Annual.—^This

excellent publication has just come to hand, and

the editors are to be congratulated upon the

varied and instructive information contained

therein. Those who love the various species

of the Rose will welcome Mr. Darlington's notes

and illustrations, and he shows deep knowledge

of the subject. Mr. Arnott discourses upon Roses

in the rock garden and mentions many gems not

generally known to rosarians. Mrs, Darlington

has a word to say for the beauty of the Rose

foliage, a subject intensely interesting to others

besides rosarians. The " Rose Annual " would

be well worth the small amount charged for it

to non-members if it were only to read an article

upon that dreaded fungus black spot ; and if other

Rose-growers are as successful as the writer claims

to have been, this pest will soon disappear from our

gardens. Rose perfumes, by that skilled rosarian

the Rev. J, Pemberton, will claim many sym-

pathetic readers ; for do we not all love this precious

attribute to a Rose now so sadly deficient in many
of the latest novelties ? Amateurs who contem-

plate forming a Rose pergola will find Mr. Easlea's

suggestive hints of much value ; and the vexed

subject of manures is ably dealt with by Mr. R.

Woosnara. To dwellers near manufacturing towns

Mr. Worsey's article will be most helpful and

encouraging ; while the notes on new seedling Roses,

by Mr. Courtney Page, will be eagerly read by

those individuals who were unable to see them at

the summer shows. These are but a few of the

many excellent subjects dealt with by able

rosarian;. We have nothing but praise for the

style of the book and its beautiful illustrations,

and shall look forward eagerly to next year's

Annual. We wish it were possible to produce

it at the beginning of the year, so that the valuable

information could be utilised before the planting

season is past.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Lepidium Smithii as a Vegetable.—Conspicuous

in hedgerows and in waste grounds in and around

Broadstair is a kind of wild Cress, the Lepidium

Smithii. It grows so luxuriantly and in such

profusion that it almost takes sole possession

of the soil, and I have often thought that it might

be utilised as a green vegetable in a time of scarcity,

such as we have experienced this spring. Accord-

ingly, I cut some and had it cooked in water,

though I now think from its succulent nature

that it would be nicer cooked in the same way as

Spinach, without, or with very little water. This

Cress has no pronounced flavour ; only a suspicion

of acridity, ^nd no unpleasant qualities. Care-

fully cookfed and seasoned to taste, I venture

to suggest that it would prove an agreeable addition

to early spring greens. It is very hardy and is

now (May 12) beginning to flower, and under

cultivation it would doubtless prove highly

a delightful tree when it happens to evade spring

frosts —Wavland.
Barr Cup Holders.—I am very sorry I omitted

in my notes on page 166 of The Garden the

name of Mr. Peter R. Barr as one of those who

have held the cup established to keep green the

memory of his father, " the Daffodil king."

—

Joseph Jacob.

Preserving Runner Beans.—Having read your

article " Runner Beans as a Winter Vegetable,"

I find there are two most important details that

should be added for the good keeping of the pre-

serve : (i) Every layer has to be pressed with

the hand as tightly as possible ; and (2) when

the jar is full, cover with a slate and press it down

with a heavy stone so as to always keep the Beans

under the brine. If a white skin appears on the

top, as it generally does, let it remain till you want

the Beans, then skim it off, well wash the slate

and stone, and replace them on what are left of

the Beans, well pressing them down.—A Belgian

Lady.

Value of Phosphates i^l the Garden.—It is

not probably realised that the main source of

A DOUBLE-FLOWERED FORM OF THE MORELLO CHERRY,

productive. At all events it seems worth a trial.

Growing wild, the crop is so thick as to afford enough

herbage for a small dish within an area of a square

foot. For cooking I only used 'the quite fresh

leaves, together with two or three inches of the

tops of the stems bearing the unopened flowers.

\n competition with other plants this Cress is one

to two feet high in the early flowering stage,

increasing to two or, sometimes, to even three feet.

Since writing the foregoing lines I have eaten

the rest of my cooked Cress as a salad with

tinned salmon, and enjoyed it.—W. Bottixg

Hemsley.

A Double-Flowered Morello Cherry.—Now that

the Cherries are laden with blossom I am sending

a few sprays of a double-flowered Morello Cherry

which is seldom seen, although it is one of the

most freely blossomed of them all. It is known

as Prunus Cerasus Rhexii flore plcno. It is of

smaller growth than the common Cherry (Prunus

Avium) and lacks the grace and elegance of the

Gean, but each year it makes a perfect cloud of

blossom. It is a suitable companion to the slender

Rose-bud Cherry of Japan, or Prunus pendula,

plant food which is lacking even in the good soil

of a garden is phosphate. The supply in most

soils the world over is small, and yet it is the

most wanted of any, for it has no means of being

supplemented from the atmosphere, rain or snow,

and the process of preparing it by tillage is a

very slow one. Nitrogen and potash are supplied

pretty freely in manure and vegetable refuse

of all kinds, but phosphates are often conspicuously

small in amount, and even animal manure contains

a good d-eal less of this than of the other two

fundamentals. It foUow.s from this consideration

that if any artificial manure is used, phosphates

should have first consideration, and, indeed,

often nothing else is required, though if all animal

manure is stopped, some other source of plant

food must be added to phosphates before very

long. Take Sweet Peas, for example. They

can be grown well with superphosphate, and

possibly some bone-meal as weU, an excellent

combination (though this includes some nitrogen),

which permits them to grow luxuriantly year by

year in the same ground. Peas and Beans, again,

will thrive in it. if the season is not too dry, in a

soil of reasonable fertility. It is often useful,

too, when animal manure is plentifully used,

to supplement its rather one-sided nature before

referred to, and thus correct its richness, for

phosphates act in some degree as a tonic as well

as a food. Sands and gravels are specially benefited

by phosphates, and are specially weak in them.

It is here where guano and (steamed) bone-meal

are so useful, superphosphate being of a more

generally useful nature, though useful here as

well. Phosphates are fundamental in all ripe

fruit and matured produce, especially in seeds

of all kinds, and this is sufficient indication of

their great importance, and they tend to hasten

maturity.—G. T.

The Value ol Mulching.—To most gardeners

mulching and top-dressing are synonymous,

whereas there is a considerable difference. Top-

dressing should mean giving additional nourish-

ment to plants by applying it on the surface of

the soil, and may consist of a layer of fresh soil

or anything manurial, from a light sprinkling of

chemical manure to a heavy dressing of farmyard

manure. The time of profitable application

would be governed by the condition of the crop

and the nature of the top-dressing. A mulch

should consist of a layer of some loose material

of little or no manurial value, and its object be to

shade the surface of the soil and so conserve the

moisture. In most gardens there is a fairly wide

choice of material for mulching ; lawn mowings,

coarse grass and weeds, litter and such are very

effective. It is the light soils that dry out quickly

during drought that most require mulches. Mulch-

ing should not be applied until the middle of May,

by which time the sun has warmed the soil ; other-

wise the application of a mulch would, by pre-

venting this necessary sun-heat from entering,

make the crops later. A mulch is of most

value to such surface-rooting fruits as Peaches,

Raspberries and Strawberries, among which

hoeing is very inadvisable. The customary

material for Strawberries is stable litter, from

which the manure has been shaken out, and

if placed around the plants just as they commence

to flower will have been washed clean, either by

rains or artificial waterings, before the fruits ripen.

Lawn mowings should never be placed around

Strawberries, as the short grass adheres to the fruits.

In the vegetable garden. Peas probably respond

nrost to a mulching, which will often be found to

prevent attacks of mildew. All kinds of Beans

—

French, Scarlet Runners and Broad—also benefit

from mulching, and much labour in watering is

saved thereby. As a general rule, all mulchings

should be removed about the middle of September,

by which time the autumn rains have arrived,

and the sun, having lost its fierceness, will give

the soil a genial warmth.—A. Cecil Bartlett.

Economy in Potato Sowing.—Some years

ago, when a new variety of Potato was brought

out, we bought lib. for 21s. There was a compe-

tition that year as to who should grow the heaviest

crop from a weight of ilb. We started the small

tubers in a greenhouse to sprout, and when the

shoots were well advanced each eye was cut out

with a penknife, potted into a 3-inch pot, grown

on in a cold frame, and turned out in May. The

plants, then 2 inches or 3 inches high and the

pots full of roots, were planted on ridges 3 feet

apart, and earthed up two or three times. The

crop when dug weighed close on I4st., being

beaten only by one other competitor. The variety

was Duchess of Cornwall. Adopting the same

plan this year, except on a larger scale, the eyes

. were planted in flat boxes and grown on in an

ordinary glasshouse. We have British Queen,

Beauty of Hebron and Main Crop Kidneys all

treated in this way, and the young plants, now
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planted out, are 2 inches or 3 inches high and

promise well. I may say that the Potatoes from

which the eyes were cut c.ime in well for kitchen

use. From Potato ground of last year, all tubers

left behind accidentally, as they start into growth,

are carefully lifted as they appear above ground

and arc planted in rows, We find they succeed

admirably,—E. X. WniTE, Coollcgvcan, Watcrford

.

" Gather up the fragments that remain that

nothing be lost."—Here is a patriotic text for

U5 elderly housewives just now ! Some of us (I

fur one, I own) have felt grievously envious of

younger and more able-bodied women who are

doing special " war work," and wished we were

thirty years younger that we might do likewise.

Now, here comes our chance to do our little bit to

help the nation. Among the " fragments " in

the garden at this time are the fag-ends of winter

greens. Kales, &c. I write to remind readers

that if the remaining tips and leaves are cooked

(with a bare teaspoonful of sugar in the

water for about 31b. of greenstuff), then put

through the mincing machine, it will retain

the tough, stringy parts and let only the

tenderer portion pass through ; and if this

be chopped up with a very little margarine

added and reheated, some excellent dishes of

green vegetable will be the result. The old

stems and roots of winter greens are very use-

fully got rid of by being buried at the bottom

of the trenches where Runner Beans are to

be sown or planted out ; they there become

ready to nourish the Beans just when the

latter require them,

—

.Anne .Amateur,

The Effects of the Winter in Devon-

shire.—The long-continued spell of wet

and cold weather during the late winter

and- early spring of 1916-17 will no doubt

be memorable in records of the varied

effects on hardy and half-hardy plants

in different parts of the country, especially

in the Southern and South-Western Counties.

Though the severity of the weather has

kept me entirely indoors throughout the

winter, I am enabled to see from my
windows facing south some of the weather

effects on plants that have never been the

least affected during the fifteen or sixteen

years I have resided here. Thus, in front

of the house is a sniall lawn raised about

4 feet above the roadway and surmounted

by^a mixed hedge of Hawthorn, Laurus-

tinus and Bay Laurel (Laurus nobilis). Of

these, the Laurustinus, which began to

show flower-buds at the end of March,

had a severe check, the young flower-buds

being shrivelled and quite brown. The
plants have now (May 14) recovered and
are flowering freely, and the foliage is very

little affected. On the Bay Laurel the

action of the frost or damp was peculiar' One
plant in the hedge referred to covers a surface

of about 3 feet by 4 feet, and every leaf is as brown
and dry as though it had been scorched by fire

;

while in a south-east corner of the garden, only

a few feet distant from the hedge, but sheltered

by a big Portugal Laurel, a standard Bay tree

about 10 feet high is at present bearing on its

upper branches numerous spikes of yellow flowers,

and, at the same time, on the lower branches the

dead and shrivelled leaves and unexpanded
flower-buds. These eccentricities would seem to

point, not so much to the severity of the frost

alone, but to the cutting winds accompanied

by the extreme cold arising from the soddened

earth.

—

^John R. Jackson, Claremont, Lympstone,

Devon.

The Vernal Squill.—This dainty little native

Scilla with its small, upright flowers covers

wide areas of the North Wales coast with

a sheen of lilac blue. It appears local in its

range, but where it exists it grows abundantly,

seeming to prefer the thin sandy turf of sea

cliffs or the well-drained slopes of limestone crags.

To enjoy S, verna at its best in a wild state one

should see it when its companion the Gorse is

laden with its golden bloom. Between the flaming

bushes the ground is often carpeted with a haze

of the most delicate blue, the air heavy with

perfume, and the skies melodious with the song

of larks. Given all that, one will, for the

moment at any rate, sigh for no alpine meadow
nor the flower-laden plains of California. Nature

is ever a supreme artist in her handling of blue

and gold, but she excels herself in the above

combination,—.A. T. J,

/Egle sepiaria.—The hardy Orange, as it is

often c.-illcd, .'Egle sepiaria, which has several

synonyms, is hardy in a good many parts ot the

South and West of Scotland, as well as in certain

MUSHROOMS AND THEIR
CULTURE

MUSHROOMS IN A BED IN THE OPEN.

places in the East. In a number of these gardens

it does not flower well,- and is only prized for its

singular appearance, with its low growth, its

spiny branches and ternate leaves. Its white.

Orange-blossom flowers are only sparsely produced

with some, but in other places it blooms with

great freedom. .At Culzean, the Marquis of

Ailsa's gardens in Ayrshire, JE. sepiaria flowers

well but does not appear to fruit, and, so far as

I know, it does not fruit in Scotland. It is fre-

quently met with under the names of Citrus

trifoliata or Limonia trifoliata. It was figured

in the Botanical Magazine, t. 65r3, as Citrus

trifoliata —S, Arnott.
I

*.* Readen'who hare not alfeady done so are asked to

Older The Garden to be delivered regularly by their neu'S-

agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold

copies of any^journal to publishers, and in consequence

The Garden will be obtainable only if ordered beforehand.

JUNE is a good moitth in which to

make up Mushroom - beds in the
open, and preparations should be
made without delay. If the beds
are made up within the next few-

weeks there is every reason to anticipate a
crop from early September. There are
various ways by which these excellent
edible fungi may be grown, though in

no case can better produce be obtained
than Nature brings so lavishly in certain
seasons in the meadows and pastures,
generally in the autumn. But by the aid
of artificial culture Mushrooms may be
had almost all the year round. The
chief need to this end is found in having

a properly constructed and heated
^^ushroom-house, which should be
quite dark, have external air ex-

cluded, and be so warmed that a
fairly high temperature may be
obtained all the winter.

The Mushroom-House.

The best form of structure is a stout

lean-to shed erected against the back wall
of a vinery or other forcing-house, because
in such case one back wall serves for both
houses, and it is easy to secure from the

same heating apparatus the needful hot-
water service and heat. A Mushroom-house
may be about 9 feet in width, having stout

wooden shelves 3 feet wide, and fixed at

about 24 inches apart, one above the other.

In this way there may be a floor-bed and
three shelves at the back, and a floor-bed
and two shelves in the front. The alley

running down between the shelves should
be fully 2 J feet wide to enable a wheel-
barrow to be brought in for removing or

introducing manure and soil, Beds are

made up in succession, the earliest for the

winter made perhaps about the middle of

.\ugust, and fresh ones each month or six

weeks as may be found needful or desirable.

The shelves should each have a stout wooden
edge, some 6 inches to 8 inches deep, to

retain the manure when the beds are

formed.

Turning the Manure.

The manure with which to form a Mush-
room-bed anywhere should be from stables,

and only where horses are quite healthy.

Using manure from horses taking medicine

is very injurious to the spawn, often causing

complete failure. This manure should be

collected fresh every day and be thrown
into a heap, either under a shed, or, if

outdoors, where a few mats can be placed

over it to throw off rain. The longer por-

tions of straw should be shaken out and
dried for other use ; then, as the heap
accumulates, a long stick should be thrust

into it to enable its condition as to

fermentation to be discovered. When the stick

becomes well warmed the heap should be turned,

the outer portion being placed within during

the process ; and should the manure show signs

of dryness, a few cans of water should be poured

over 'it with a rose to distribute it thoroughly

as the turning proceeds.

Spawning.

It mav be needful to turn the heap in this way
twice or' thrice, but the greater care exercised the

longer will the bed when made up retain heat

and the more satisfactorv will be the spawning.

The manure thus prepared should now he placed

on one of the Mushroom-house shelves, and be

well beaten down ; a solid bed of from 10 inches

to 12 inches, if possible, may be made over the

entire shelf. It will certainly settle down 2 inches

or 3 inches later. Then, when the heat is well up.

which will be in a few days, but not dangerously

hot, the surface of the bed may be spawned. For

this purpose Mushroom spawn cakes should be

purchased, either by weight or number, from some

reliable dealer, and thev should be fairly new, or at

least not more than a year old. These cakes
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may be each broken or cut into pieces about
the size of a hen's egg, one cake making
about eight, and these pieces, with the broad,
flat side upwards, should l">e liard pressed into
the manure, about 8 inclies apart, all over the
bed. Then a coating from half an inch to three-

quarters of an inch in thickness of good loamy
soil, free from weeds, seeds and uisects, should be
laid on, neatly patted down, and the whcjle well
saturated with tepid water. After drying off a little

cover up the bed with the long straw litter shaken
from the manure and dried.

Examine the Beds.

Occasionally the bed should be examined, and
if found dry a gentle watering given. In from
six to seven weeks Mushrooms should appear, and
pulling may go on for some two mouths. In the
meantime, other manure may be collected and
prepaired for a second bed, and so the process
would go on till April. Then indoor bed making
must cease, unless a deep cave or cellar is available,
as hot, dry weather is not conducive to the pro-
duction of good Mushrooms by artificial cultiva-
tion. Mushroom spawn cakes are made by expert
manufacturers, and cannot be produced with
appreciable success by amateurs. They are fairly

cheap, and it is wise to piu"cliase tliem fresh, as
needed. Carefully examined when broken, the
cakes are found to contain a quantity of white
thread-like growth, which is the fungus mycelium.
When put into the manure bed and warmth and
moderate moisture are furnished, this mycelium
soon runs all about the bed, producing spores in

all directions, and from these spores emanate
the clusters of Mushrooms tliat presently appear.
It is not well to cut them; they should be
neatly pulled by twisting the stems slightly,

and they then part from the bed and without
injuring the myceliiun.

Mushrooms in the Open.

To have Mushrooms on outdoor beds it is needful
that the manure should be prepared in the same
way as indicated to secm'e successful results
indoors ; but it is desirable that there be greater
bulk. In this case beds are usually made up from
the beginning of June until the month of Octo-
ber. They are of ridge form, having a base of
about 2 feet 9 inches broad and the same in height,
narrowing towards the top, which is rounded.
The beds should be built up on a dry gravel or ash
floor, and very solidly, the manure being trodden
in the erection. When complete—and the length
of the bed must be determined by the quantity
of manure provided, then neatly finished off-
it should be allowed to heat, which it will do
gradually. The stick test may here be easily
applied also. When warmth is good the surface
should be spawned all over as advised for indoor
beds, and also be coated with loamy soil that is

fairly adhesive ; then give a moderate watering
with tepid water, and the bed should be at once
covered up with a coating, fully 10 inches thick,
of straw litter or similar material.

B;ds made up in this way to stand through
the worst winter months should have mats or
specially made canvas covers placed over them
to throw off rain and snow, also to protect them
from cold winds. Poles or strips of wood tied
to the covers keep them secure in windy weather.
Much depends on the condition of the weather,
but, as a rule, fully two months elapse before
Mushrooms are ready to gather. The usual
practice is to begin pulling at one end, clear off all

large enough for use or sale, then give the beds
a gentle watering and re-cover with the straw.
Well-made beds, properly spawned and cared for,

will give Mushrooms for from two to three months.
Cases have occurred where beds insufficiently
protected have been in hard weather frozen right
through ; then when a thaw has ensued they have
gone on cropping for some time after.

Outdoor beds may be made up under a wall,
the faces having a slight slope to the front, and when
so sheltered prove very successful. No matter how^
or where made, it is essential that the manure
be prepared properly, that the beds be made up
solidly, and that heat be gentle and not fierce,

as a iierce heat may biu^n the spawn or mycelium.
The spawn cakes must be fresh and good and the
spawning properly done. Soiling over is essential,

and sliould always be with mould tiiat is free from
weeds and stones and wliich readily adheres to the
manure. Finally, there must be no sparing of
ample covering. Nothing is better than the long
straw shaken from stable manure and dried in
the sun. Hay is not advisable, because it is more
brittle and often full of weeds. A little experience,
provided ample, materials be at disposal, soon
enables even a tyro to grow Mushrooms outdoors
successfully.

Beet seed should now be sown, and this being large,
it will be found very easy to practise thin sowing
The best plan is to place three seeds together at

6 inches intervals in drills 12 inches apart, when
the seedlings may be thinned singly in due course.
By the time the seeds have germinated there wili

THE ALLOTMENT WEEK
BY WEEK

By A. Cecil Bartlett.

TURNIP WHITE MILAN.

IT

is not sufficient to plant Potato
sets at the correct distances in pre-

pared ground and wait until the

time for earthing the stems before

doing anything further. To obtain

a maximum j'ield—and now of all times

this is most essential-—much more is neces-

sary'. As soon as the Potato tops appear

above ground, the soil between the rows

should be stirred frequently. This may
be done with a draw hoe or by forking

the ground to a depth of 6 inches. Once
weekly, until earthing becomes necessary,

is not too often for this cultivation, which
keeps the soil free and open,
admitting abundant sun and
air. In new allotments which
have not been manured, some
assistance after the ,

Potato
tops have become 4 inches

high will be beneficial. If such
as spent Mushroom-bed, well-

decayed stable manure or

matured road scrapings can be
obtained, this should be lightly

spread alongside the rows, where
it will be incorporated with the
soil at earthing-up time. At

,

the same time a dressing of

chemical manure will pay, either

alone or to supplement the
natural manure.

The allotment holder will generally
find it best to purchase the chemical
maniu'e ready mixed from a reputable
dealer. He may rely on obtaining
a Potato manure as complete in its

constituents as present circumstances
permit, and will be saved the bother
of mixing. But those who desire to
mix their own may try one part of
sulphate of ammonia and two parts
of superphosphate of lime, well mixed
together and lightly dusted alongside
the rows

;
30Z. to each yard run

would be a suitable quantity to use.

SEEDLING CAULIFLOWERS READY FOR
TRANSPLANTING.

be very little danger of loss from frost. Like all

similar root crops. Beet tlirives best in a rich soil

that has been manured for a previous crop. If

the subsoil is lumpy it will pay to first fork it over,
breaking the clods before making the seed-bed.
The weather has now so improved that a fine tilth

may be readily obtained. The ^uccessional
sowings of Peas, French and Runner Beans should
be kept in mind and made at the proper time.

As an experiment it will be well to try to grow
a few short rows of Haricot and Butter Beans, of

which ample information has appeared in recent
numbers of The Garden. It must be remembered,
though, that while Haricot Beans are dwarfs, the
Butter Bean is a climber and grows fully 6 feet

high, requiring support similar to that of the Scarlet
Runner. All Beans require a sunny, sheltered
place and abundance of moisture during the season
of growth.

Hoeing and thinning will now occupy most of

the worker's spare time, and both operations
should be performed as soon as possible. Thinning
of vegetable seedlings should be spread over
three visits, and so done gradually. The early
varieties of Carrot and Turnip will require but little

thinning. White Milan is a capital Turnip for the
allotment holder. As fast as they are large enough
for use the bigger roots should be pulled and cooked,
and somewhat similarly Onions may be automati-
cally thinned, the thinnings being of value as
saladings and in the stew-pot. The hoe, which
should be looked upon as a weed preventer rather
than as a weed destroyer as well as a conserver of

soil moisture, should be plied as often as circum-
stances permit, and particularly after any thinning
has been done. This is to replace the soil around
the roots and so help to prevent the ravages of

various insect pests.

The seedlings raised in frames should now be
large enough to be planted in their permanent
places, but this should only be done when the
ground is moist, and the seed-bed should be watered
the day beforehand to ensure that the soil is

sufficiently moist to adhere to the roots. Advantage
should be taken of the showers we are now having,
rain is far better than the watering pot. Those
who can find time and have the convenience
to pot a dozen or so seedling Cauliflowers and
Brussels Sprouts for planting out a week or so

later will find themselves amply repaid. The
seedlings should be transplanted quite firmly

and be well watered in any time during the
next few weeks. A few short brandies of any
evergreen shrub, or pap3r, kept upright with a

couple of short sticks, placed at the sunny side

of these transplanted vegetables, will assist them
to become rooted quickly.
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BOTTLING FRUIT PULP
WITHOUT SUGAR OR WATER

A T a recent meeting of the Royal
/\ Horticultural Society' Mr. Vincent
/ % Banks, who is giving a most
/ % intere.sting and valuable series

•* » of demonstrations in fruit bottling,

explained a very simple process for the
preservation of fruit pulp. One of the

great points in this process is that any
odd bottles or jars can be used, and as

there are scores of these lying idle in

cverv country home and as vacuum jars

are likely to be even more scarce and
dearer, the advantage of this method
is of immense value tf) the country at

the present time. It should be explained

that Mr. Banks is a leading

expert in fruit bottling, and for

years his exhibits at the meet-
ings of the Royal Horticultural

Society have reached the high-

water mark of perfection.

But, curiously enough, the niethini

ho explained was recently brouglit In

his notice by a lady who chanced to

read in the Times of one of his earlier

demonstrations. .\Ir. Banks related

liow he arranged an interview with
the lady in question, and her demon-
stration in what he termed the
" sulphur process " so impressed him
that he decided to try it for himsell
and, if successful, to spread th<"

knowledge for the benefit of others.

The method is not so good as b{it-

tling by means of the vacuum process,
but it is a good alternative, and the
lady wiio brought it to notice has
used it with success for over twenty
years. The process simply consists

of sterilising the interior of the jars

with sulphur fumes, filling the jars

with fruit pulp—Rhubarb pulp was
used for" the purpose of this demon-
stration—finally tying down with
parchment paper after shaking more
fumes from another jar on top of the
pulp. The sulphur fumes are intro-

duced by means of burning a sulphur
taper or ribbon, and then inverting
the jar containing the fumes until it

is ready to be filled with pulp. Diffi-

culty may now be experienced in

purchasing sulphur tapers, as they
are of foreign make, but powdered
sulphur burnt in the jar in a deflagra-
ting spoon will answer equally well,

or the jars may be inverted over a

little stdphur burnt in a saucer. The
idea is as old as the hills—so old that
it appears to have been forgotten.
Generations ago the womenfolk used
to sterilise jam-jars by burning a
sulphur match inside them just before
introducing the jam or pulp. The idea
is splendid, and pulp made fairly stiff

by boiling may be poured into the
jars, tied down and stored away for

future use, and no sugar is required
to preserve it. The simplicity of pulp-
ing is for beginners a great point in

its favour. The temperatures do
not require watching nearly so
closely as those of fruits which
are bottled in water. The fruits or Rhubarb
stalks (not leaves, which are unquestionably
poisonous) are merely brought to simmering
point and kept at that from half an hom- to
three-quarters of an hour. .Aji open fire or
any ordinary range can be used for this, and
the regulation of the heat is not so particular
as in the case of bottling fruit in water. When
bottling fruit in water, the rather under-ripe
fruit is best, as it is less liable to crack open

;

but for pulping, now that there is such a shortage
of sugar, fruit should be selected which is as ripe
and sweet as possible, and if the worst comes to
the worst it can be eaten without sugar, though
we are doubtful if anyone will venture on un-
sweetened Rhubarb. However, it may be stored
until sugar is available ; and this is a great
consideration.

It will be found on experiment that the sulphur
fumes discolour the pulp where they first come
in contact with it—that is to say, around the
sides and on the top—but the discoloration
gradually fades away. Fruit preserved by this
process is perfectly sound and wholesome, and
in these serious times any method of preserving
food without sugar is worthy of very careful
consideration. H. C.

TOMATOES IN THE OPEN

IF

not already done, readers who have strong,

well - hardened plants are advised to get

these into fruiting quarters without delay,

and others havipg no plants who cannot

make up their minds whether to make the

venture, or not are advised to throw all doubts

as to the ultimate result of planting to the wind,

and at once order all the plants they can com-

A HOUSE OF TOMATO MAGNIFICENT.
I seedling raised by a reader in the Isle of Wight,

fortably find room for. If these cannot be had
locally, let them write to someone who advertises

plants in the columns of this paper, and thus

avoid the cheap rubbish offered by some firms of

mushroom growth at prices less per dozen than
the cost of a small packet of seed. When the

plants are had from a distance, I prefer these

to be straight from pots, for, thanks to e.xpert

packing, they usually arrive as fresh as when
they left the nursery.

The full treatment regarding soil preparation,

&c., for this crop was given in an earlier issue of

The Garden ; but, if I may be allowed, I would
now like to supplement this with other seasonable

hints calculated to induce early maturity and

heavy crops of fruit.

Never plant a Tomato when the soil in which

the roots are growing is on the dry side, but always-

give sufficient water to thoroughly moisten the

whole ball of soil a short time before planting.

Plants from a distance arriving from boxes

instead of from single pots invariably show signs

of flagging. These .will quickly revive if laid on

a damp floor and lightly bedewed over through a

fine-rosed can or syringe. After planting such,

as these in the open air, it will be well to arrange

for a little light shading to be given during the

hottest hours of the day, tiffany or coarse sacking

answering well for this purpose.

.\void overwatering at all times, but particularly

so during the first few weeks following planting

out, excessive dryness being less harmful than the

other extreme Keep the plants secured to what-
ever support is provided. If this is

neglected, the work of months may
be lost in a single night.

Carefully adhere to the rule of one
shoot, one plant, removing all little

shoots springing from the base, also

others from the axils of the leaves

and, later on, those often produced

at the tip of the flower trusses.

When once well established, growth
is likely to be very fast, necessitat-

ing frequent examination of previ-

ously made ties, severing these be-

fore anything approaching tightness

is apparent. A little neglect in this

matter often means disaster.

On no account be persuaded to

remove entire leaves, or even a part

of the leaf, for some time to come.

Those who indulge in this early de-

foliation rarely have a photograph
taken of the crop. As a matter of

fact, providing we get an average

amount of sunshine this summer and
the plants have at least a clear foot

and a half for development, I would
not remove a leaf until September.

Avoid undue haste in giving stimu-

lants, either in a liquid or dry form,

to young plants which have just

formed fruit, for, providing the soil

was properly prepared, no stimulant

of any kind will be needed just yet.

The great danger of giving stimulants

simply because certain works on
the Tomato advise this to be done

when the first truss is set tends

to an extraordinary amount of leaf-

age, leading inexperienced growers

to expect a crop very much in excess

of what it proves to be. Added to

this, plants freely supplied with

manure rarely set fruit as freely as

others to which water only is given.

My own practice is to get a good set

upon several bunches before apply-

ing stimulants of any kind, after

which a little fish manure is stirred into the surface.

Although not generally practised, a good syring-

ing overhead after a very hot day is equally as
beneficial to these as to other plants it is usual

to syringe regularly, this being especially noticeable

where plants are growing near dusty roads.

It will lessen labour if plants ^growing in very
light soil are mulched with half-decayed cow-
manure, but even on the lightest of soils the

heavy dressings used by many should be
avoided. A depth of 3 inches serves the double

purpose of conserving moisture and at the

same time permits of sun and air reaching

the roots. F. R. Castle.
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INSECT ENEMIES OF VEGETABLES

TIMELY MEASURES OF REPRESSION

THE gardener must be ever alive

to the possible depredations of

insect enemies, and experience

will prove to him the advantage
of using every phase in the culti-

vation of a crop for purposes of adopting

some deterrent measure. Only by such

CELERY FLY.

I, Celery fly. 2, Grub. 3, Chrysa,

steady and sustained effort can the fullest

meed of success be won. Sound as this

principle is, it must not be assumed that

any modification is to engender futility.

There are times when, by the adoption

of some specific combative measure, most
far-reaching and beneficial results can

be secured. This is particularly evident

at this time of the year. The revival of

the active phases of insect life is almost,

and in many instances quite, spontaneous

with that of \-egetable growth. The
individuals of any species are now, or

will soon be, bent on the perpetuation

of their kind, and where there are now
thousands there will shortly be billions.

If, therefore, nothing has yet been done

to anticipate and, if possible, prevent

this dangeroue increase where noxious

insects are concerned, then prudence

counsels effort in this directicin without

delay. Wliat may be done now and
during the next few months is indicated

in connection with the most serious and
very general insect pests here mentioned.

The Carrot Grub.

No vegetable crop germinates more freely or

promises better in its early growth than the

Carrot. At the same time, no hardy vegetable

is, as far as its future well-being is concerned,

regarded with more misgiving by the cultivator.

So general and insiduous is the pest that attacks it

that a gardener may feel justifiable pride should

he secure a clean crop of roots. The grub, as

is generally known, is the larva of a fly which
deposits its eggs near the crown of the young
Carrot in May or early June, according to the

climate and latitude. A good many of the com-
bative measures recommended aim at the preven-

tion of this egg laying by the use of liquid sprays

containing such mineral oils as paraffin, carbolic

acid, &c. Of these the paraffin 24 per cent,

solution ' is the most effective. The spray is

prepared by dissolving a few ounces of soft soap

in half a gallon of boiling water, and, while boiling,

stirring in 2i pints of paraffin. By thorough

stirring a mass of butter-like consistency can be

obtained, which can be dissolved and diluted as

required. The merit of these unpleasant smelling

sprays lies in their regular and frequent applica-

tion rather than any other factor. Paraffin,

a quarter of a pint to a gallon of sand or similar

fine material, is found, when dusted weekly

between the rows, to be useful in keeping the fly

away. For simplicity and effectiveness, however,

the writer has found nothing better than mulching

between the rows—after a preliminary thinning

and hoeing—with lawn mowings or other short

organic matter.

The Celery Leaf Fly.

The operations of the leaf-mining maggot of

this fly are familiar to most growers of Celery.

Though not so fatal in its effects on the plant
as in the case of the insects previously noted,
even a mild attack depresses physiological functions,
and good quality or size cannot be expected unless

combative measures are adopted. In the case of a

slight attack, or where the quantity of Celery

grown is not great, the crushing of the larva-

between the finger and thumb is the surest means
of keeping in check a pest that is annually increas-

ing. The larger methods aim once more at the
prevention of egg deposition on
the part of the female fly, and
dusting the leaves with soot and
lime when moist with dew, or,

again, spraying with paraffin
emulsion or Quassia solution,
pro\es effective.

The Onion Maggot.

This pest is not quite so

general as the Carrot grub, but
where it does occur it is quite as

troublesome. In many districts

spring-sown Onions are out of

the question owing to their
"^" liability to attack, and growers

have recourse to transplant-
ing plants raised out of doors in the autumn
or under glass in February. Leeks, too, are
susceptible to attack. The life-history of the
fly that gives rise to the maggot is practically
identical with that of the Carrot fly, and here
again the most effective preventive measures
are those designed to prevent egg deposition.
The paraffin emulsion applied weekly as a gentle
spray has been found excellent. The part usually
selected for the deposition of the eggs, i.e.. the neck
of the plant, is fully exposed to the solution, and
this no doubt accounts for the effectiveness of

the treatment. Many growers aim at the preven-
tion of egg deposition by covering the bulb with
fine soil. This cannot, however, improve the
keeping qualities of the bulb, and a more efficient

alternative would be to dust the bulbs thoroughly
with soot and lime in the proportion of one part
of the former to two of the latter.

The Cabbage Root Fly

is another troublesome pest w'ith a life-history

similar to the Carrot grub and Onion maggot, and
giving rise to grubs or maggots which are particu-

larly destructive to young Cauliflowers or Broccoli.

The principle of rotation seems to avail but very
little in securing immunity from this pest, since

plants are seriously attacked even when put out on
land entirely new to the Cabbage family. The
plants are often attacked in the seed-beds, and
rigid examination of the seedlings should be
made before transference to their cropping quarters.

Liberal dustings of lime and soot, or paraffin and
sand around the newly planted subjects will

act as a deterrent. Witliout being able to vouch
for it, however, it is probable that the American
method of placing a disc-like collar of thick paper
a few inches in

diameter around the

stem of the Cauli-

flower as close to

the soil as possible

would prove the
superior method of

keeping this pest at

bay.
Of the four insect

-enemies so far dealt

with, there are seve-

ral generations an-
nually ; but, except-
ing the Celery fly, it

is only the earliest

or earlier that prove
of serious import.

The winter is passed
in the pupal state

in the soil, or some-
times in the refuse

of the crops preyed
upon.

The Leather-jacket.

Last but not least

in this list comes the

leather- jacket, the

fat, legless grub of

the familiar daddy-
long-legs. It is par-

ticularly destructive

this spring among young Cabbage and Lettuce
plants. It carries on its nefarious work at night,
when it may be caught in the act. It may also be
captured by carefully removing the soil with a
pointed stick from around the plants. C.W. M.

MR. RAMSBOTHAM'S
LECTURE ON DAFFODIL
DISEASES

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

w
The Lecturer.

rHO is Ramsbotham ? What is

he ? Mr. Ramsbotham is the

scientist selected by the Royal

Horticultural Society to lead the

crusade against the enemies of

the Daffodil, which of late have become far too

numerous and insistent to . be pleasant. With

this purpose in view he began observations and

experiments at Wisley in the early summer of last

year, and he has also visited some of the chief

bulb-growing districts in the British Isles so as to

see for himself the mischief done and to acquire

first-hand information from those on the spot.

The Audience.

The lecture was delivered at the Horticultural

Club on the evening of May 8, and was attended

by a large number of amateurs, traders and growers.

I have never seen a bigger muster at any of the

club lectures, nor, following the usu.il custom which

obtains on these occasions, has there ever been a

more animated, interesting and extended dis-

cussion afterwards. This must have been very

satisfactory to the lecturer, and I am but voicing

the unanimous opinion of all present when I say

he on his part rose to the occasion. From another

point of view, however, it was a sad gathering,

for the interest created was an eloquent and

inimistaka^le testimony to the seriousness of the

outlook.

The Lecture.

As a preliminary the lecturer exhibited a

collection of photographs and " pickled " samples

of diseased bulbs in the exhibition hall during the

day, and in the evening again set them up in the

lecture room. These, together with the lantern

slides, were just what one wanted to see, and were

a most valuable asset. The main points of the

lecture may be summarised in a few words. They

y»-

EELWORM, THE PRIMARY CAUSE OF THE DAFFODIL TROUBLE.

I, Echform. 2, Eclwonn just emerged from the egg. 3, Eclworm egg

in tissues 0/ a plant. All liighly magnified.
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were that, as far as the lecturer's investigations had

extended, everything poinlcd to eelworm (TyUiichus

cii'vastatrix) as being the primary cause of all our

trouble, and not, as so many had hitherto thouglit,

a fungus—Fusarium bulbigenum. Out of a large

number of examples whicli he had examined,

in all but a negligible quantity eelworms were

found, but comparatively seldom any Fusarium.

Furthermore, by careful inoculation of healthy

bulbs with eelworms, all the typical symptoms
and destructive results of a natural attack had been

set up. This is as far as the lecturer has got

up to the present, and I am sure he will like people

to know that his work is still only in an embryonic

stage. Confirraative, preventive and

curative e.xperiments are still in hand,

and it must be some months yet before

anything more can be definitely stated.

In our present state of knowledge the

best thing to be done when we iiiid

ourselves with diseased bulbs is (i) if

they are few and isolated, to carefully

dig each one up, making for the purpose

a roimd hole about 8 inches in diame-

ter and about i foot in depth, putting

some lime in the bottom and leaving

it open and unfilled ; or (2) if the

attack is widely spread, lifting and

burning all bulbs in the diseased area,

then digging a trench 10 inches to

12 inches wide all round it, and by

means of a crowbar or strong dibber

making holes i foot deep, into which

carbon bisulphide must be poured at

the rate of loz. per square yard (the holes

being at once filled up).

The signs of the disease are ; In

the foliage an unhealthy, curved

putting forth of leaves, the appearance

of which has been likened to ram's

horns, and in the bulb when cut

transversely rings of brown tissue,

\yhich in a longitudinal section may
be seen to begin at the top, and

could one only see the disease spread-

ing, would be observed to gradually get

lower and lower until the base was

reached, after which, in a short time,

the whole bulb would become rotten.

The Discussion.

The animated talk which followed

disclosed considerable differences of

opinion as to both the primary and

secondary causes of the d'sease, and

also as to what was the best method

of dealing with it. Mr. William Barr

said that his firm had fomid immersing

the bulbs for an hour in water ol a

temperature of 110° very effective.

Potash also did good.

Mr. Frank Law of King's Lynn argued

that the eelworm was only a scavenger,

and that the disease was caused by

wrong treatment of the bulbs when they

were lifted and being dried. Seemingly,

both he and Mr. Dent of Spalding have

no dread of anything but the " Dutch

pig," and of this they both have a holy horror

Luckily, the beast is very rare ; the two gentle-

men put together have only seen three speci-

mens, and they do not want to see it again !

[This is a most mysterious foe of which we should

be interested to hear more. Is there really such

a new horror in store for us or does it exist only

in imagination ?

—

Ed.]

Let us hope Mr. Ramsbotham will be able to

make our common foe, Tylenchus devastatrix,

equally uncommon. ' Good luck to him in his

endeavours.

DAFFODILS AT WESTWICK

1

T was a very warm day (May 11) when
we went to see them. " There you
arc," said the genial George Davison.
" They are five weeks behind time, and
they haven't had anything done to them

for two years, not even a hoe through."
We had passed through woodland walks
co\-ercd with superb blooms of Mme.
Plemp, Mme. de Graaff, the chaste

J. B. M. Camm and hosts of others till

we came to Daffodil land proper. Here

correspondingly bold. " That's one ot
my seedlings," said George ;

" but come
here and look at these." Weardale Per-
fection and Van Waveren's Giant were
but babies to them. Well-grown King
Alfred blooms were pigmies to their
counterpart in colour in this batch.

The strain of Mme. de Graaff he has improved
beyond all dreams of a few years ago, and the
flowers in many cases are whiter and daintier.
They are all under numbers, and so coded that
at a glance at the label and a book colour, form
and pedigree can be told at any time of the year.
Oh, that one could go on about these wonderful
improvements

! What an awakening there will
be when they find their way to the
exhibition tables I

" Before you leave
have a look routid that corner." Another
sight, if you please ; Leedsii, incompara-
bilis and Poeticus sections of the verv
best from other growers. We look at a
flower. " Ah ! that was sent out by
Engleheart ; that, oh that's one of the
Rev. Jacob's. These are Pearson's," and
away we strolled again. Before I left I

gave mv last glance to a glorious patch
of Will Scarlett. What beautiful shades
of red, orange and gold there are in
that cup, which its creamy 'perianth
shows up to perfection ! George had
left these flowers for a vear or two to
young Ernest ; and how" he wished he
could motor cycle from France just then
to be with us and have a peep at them.
In spite of trying to get beyond twelve
coombs of Wheat per acre, or home-breds
bringing home over £70 when a little

over two years old—objects alreadv
achieved by Mr. Davison—he still re-

juvenates and beams with pride at the
wonders of his productions. " Where
will it end ? " said one, gravely. George
said, " There is no end." Avtch Pea.

D..\FFODIL BULB ATTACKED BY FUSARIU

This disease is being investigated at

BULBIGENUM,

isley.

THE LAND
TION

CULTIVA-
ACT

A

we stood aghast. Bold sweeps of Mme.
de Graaff, Gloria Mundi, Agnes Howell,

Horace, Wliite Lady, King Alfred and
others too numerous to mention were there.
" Come on," said George (he will pardon me,
I know, for being so familiar), " I want
you to see these." " Well, well," said

the tall one of the three visitors. " Let
me get down and look at that trumpet.
What do you call it ? Megaphone ?

Most appropriate name for so huge a
flower!" Besides, the large perianth was

T a recent fortnightly meet-
ing of the Romford and
District Smallholders'
Society the following

resolutions were passed,

and the secretary was instructed

to forward them to the President
of the Board of Agriculture, the
Essex War Agricultural Commit,
tee, and Sir J. H. Bethell, M.P. :

t. " That this meeting of the Romford
and District Smallholders' and Allotment
Holders' Society begs most respectfully to

call the attention of the President of the
Board of Agriculture and asks his favour-
able consideration of the following matter:
(a) The extension of the period allotted

for the cultivation of small plots of land
under the Vacant Land Cultivation Order,
which expures in January, 1918

;
(b) sug-

gests the necessity of an early announce-
ment upon the matter, so that such
crops as Parsnips, Leeks, Broccoli, and
such other crops as are gathered during
early spring, and requure to be seeded at

once, may be sown, and which the plot-

holder will fail to crop unless such an
announcement is made.

2. "The society also suggests that such plots

should be let to the plotholders at the expira-

tion of the Order at a rental not exceeding sixpence

per rod per annum, and in the event of any such

plots being required for building purposes, then

reasonable compensation should be allowed to

the cultivator for any growing crops he may have
to sacrifice."

One of the members was granted an interview,

and he was promised that the whole question

would be considered immediately. This promise

was well kept, for in a few days the following

communication was received from the Food
Production Department of the Board of

.Agriculture :
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" No. I. 28ii4yic)i7. April 27, igiy.
"Sir,—I am directed to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 22nd inst. forwarding
two resolutions with regard to the period allotted
for the cultivation of plots under the Cultivation of
Lands Order, 1917 (No. 2) and to the rents charged
for such plots, and I am to say in reply that the
Regulation 2L of the Defence of the Realm
(Consolidation) Regulations, IQ14, has been
amended to extend to the tenure of land acquired
thereunder until December 31, 1918.— I am, Sir,

your obedient servant, Ern. Karstom (for
Assistant Secretary)."

It is hoped now that resolutions will be sent
from all over the country to the Board of Agri-
culture asking for a further extension of time,
certainly till the end of March, 1919, so that such
crops as Parsnips, Leeks and winter greens may be
planted and harvested.

H. C. Smith (Secretary).
no, Como Street, Romford.

NOTES FROM
RIVIERA

By Edward H. Woodall.

THE

Green Maize.—Though an undoubted delicacy in

America, this vegetable has not yet caught on in

Britain, the result, probably, of the method of con-

suming it, which is not too refined. The cobs are

gathered while the corn on them is green but has

somewhat hardened ; these are stripped of their

sheaves, trimmed, washed, then boiled, and served at

table whole, usually with melted butter. But it is

difficult to remove the corn from the stems, except

by holding the ends of the cobs in either hand
and biting it off. This is hardly an acceptable

process. Nevertheless, this green corn is, when
well grown and properly cooked and served,

delicious. Any early dwarf variety will cob

well here if seed be sown thinly in a pan or shal-

low box in April under glass. When the plants

are 4 inches in height they should be put singly

into small pots, and at the end of May they will

be strong enough to plant out singly into mounds,
2 feet apart each way, on soil that has been deeply

dug and well manured. Late spring frosts should

always be avoided.

ONE of the most useful of scarlet winter-

flowering slirubs. Salvia gesneraeflora,

I
has, much to my surprise, developed

a sport of soft rose Du Barri colour that

is very attractive. I first saw it in a

Mentone gaiden, where I was kindly allowed to take
a cutting or two, but I do not know where cr how it

originated. It is particularly useful in lialf shade,

where the delicate colour is not burnt by the sun,

and has been much admired near the masses of

white Iris, so abundant on this coast. I should
think it would be a good plant under glass for Eng-
lish gardens, but it doesno'i show to much advantage
as a small plant in a pot, where it seems stunted.

Pteronia incana, as usual, scents the air at this

season, and diu-ing the last t.-ree days, when a hot
sirocco wind has been raging, its perfume is all

the more powerful. It is not amenable, I fear,

to pot gardening under glass, as I am told it is

unwilling to flower under Northern skies. Though
quite utdike it in every way, save in its wiry growth,
its scent is as penetrating and powerful as that of

Boronia megastigma, a very unusual quality among
raylcss composites. It has a special interest on
this coast as the flower and scent that Queen
Viictoria loved most.

The long wet and cold winter rest imposed on
the Roses has produced the most vigorous and
luxuriant growth and abundance of flower, and
it is quite noticeable that Asparagus also, which
is a child of the North, is much finer and sweeter

than usual, so there are compensations for every-

thing
; and I hope that when the long winter has

gone, some advantages may be gathered from its

wreck and devastation in places north of this region.

One result of the late spring is the wonderful
promise of fruit. 1 never saw Cherry trees.

Peaches, Plums, Pears and Apricots more full of

swelling young fruits. Almonds are not so good,

but Quinces cannot possibly carry the quantity

of fruit that has apparently set. .'\s there is such
a scarcity of sugar, there will, I fear, be great waste

of all this beautiful fruit, which cannot be carried

away by rail or preserved at home. A small

quantity may be bottled, and some of the Plums
possibly sun-.'^ried if the summer is hot, but the

waste will be most unfortunate at such a juncture

of affairs. May the fruit trees in England have an
equally propitious time when they flower ! [We
have seldom had a iiner display of blossom

;

.A.pples. Pears and Cherries- are all flowering

together in great profusion.

—

Ed.]

I often sec notes about the Portugal Cabbage,

or Couve Tronchuda. It is such a delicious

vegetable when quickly grown, and eaten before

the Turnip-like protuberance on the stem has grown
hard and woody, that it is well deserving of a

sheltered and warm corner, where it should be

planted closely so as to shelter and draw up the

young plants. When the first " bulbs " have
attained the size of a large Walnut they may
be thinned out and eaten stewed - in a little

gravy ; so that a long continuance of cropping can

be obtained from one plot. I cannot, however,

insist too strongly on the necessity ©f eating them
while still young and tender. The same thing has

prevented the bulbous Celery, or Celeriac, from being

really popular, because the " bulb " becomes too

woody and hard when allowed to grow old. In

this case, however, the newest varieties are in-

finitely more tender and lasting than that first

introduced, now many years ago.

WIST,\RIA ON A HOUSE IN FRANCE.
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I wonder how far it is known tliat the white

Japanese Wistaria (W. multijuga alba) lives very
well when cut in good sprays and used for house
decoration. With a little attention in the way of

cutting the base of the stem and changing the

water, bold sprays will last a whole week develop-
ing tlieir buds to the very end of tire long racemes.
With a few bold sprays of the white Lilac alba

grandiflora a tall vase may be made most beautiful.

The Chinese white Wistaria is such a fragile and
fading beauty that it is of little use in comparison
either for outdoor or indoor decoration, and it is

worth Icnowing that the beautiful and apparently
fragile white Japanese is so useful and lasting as a

cut flower. It is also to be noted that it will

thrive on a dry, calcareous soil, which is so harmful
to the Chinese Wistaria, and is, generally speaking,

much less affected by bad weather. Flowering
a; it does after the Chinese forms (except the little-

knov.'n species W. brachybntrys, which blooms
three weeks later), it often escapes the cold rains

in May. I have never experimented on W.
brachybotrys as a cut flower, and shall hope to

give my impressions later.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

The Weather Prospects, in the South of
England at any rate, promise a spell of drought

;

we have already had three weeks without rain.
Although the soil is moist under the surface there,
it is dry enough and not favourable to seed germi-
nation, i>nd will, if it continues, interfere with

.
the growth of many vegetables, especially Peas.
The alert cultivator will take steps to guard against
retarded growth from this cause. Mulching the
surface about growing crops is quite the best
method of conserving moisture in the soil. Half-
decayed horse-manure, disused Mushroom-bed
materials, leaf-mould, decayed vegetable refuse,
or even short grass, are all valuable if laid on the
surface 2 inches thick, particularly if the crops
receive a thorough soaking previously. If mulch-
ing materials are not available, stirring the surfare
soil 2 inches deep is the next best remedy. If

the soil is not allowed to crack, the escape of
moisture is not nearly so great.

Tomatoes in the open should be planted without
delay, assuming they have been well hardened
off. Wherever a bare piece of wall or fence with
a southern or an easterly aspect is available.
Tomatoes of the Simrise type will generally
succeed. A little manure among the soil to give
the plants a start is good, but too large a quantity
is a mistake, as it produces too much foliage,
the blossoms do not ' set " freely, and the plants
are more subject to disease should a spell of
wet, cold weather set in in the autumn. When
the plants are carrying a heavv crop of fruit,
liquid stimulants can be given them to aid the
swelling of the fruit.

Peas.—Sow maincrop \arieties regularlv everv
fortnight, well soaking the drills before sowing
the seed, should the weather be dry. Protect
the plants from sparrows, as soon as thev show
through the soil, by stretching black cotton along
the rows a few inches above the plants. Earth
up the rows early to keep the plants erect,
and place the supports in position at once when
the earthing is done. Put the supports more
upright than is all too often done. The common
practice is to lean the stakes inwards at the top,
frequently so much so that the haulm falls down
on each side for want of support.

Vegetable Marrows raised in pots should be
planted out at once, not necessarily on hillocks,
but the reverse. Scoop out a hole' in the open
2 feet wide and i foot deep, place a foot of manure
and soil in the site, and put out two plants. In
this way the plants will suffer less from drought
than if they are on a hillock.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—Finally hoe over the plants
and "bed" them up with Barley straw, which,
being shorter, is better than any other sort. As
a whole the prospect is not quite up to the average.
The plants have lost much foliage, which must
affect the swelling of the fruit. Forced plants,
where new plantations are required, are a capital

way of adding quickly to the outside crop. Well
soaked and planted at once, they will give a full
crop next year.

Peaches and Nectarines on walls are promising
for a full fruit crop. Disbud auy surplus shoots
regularly and without delay. Frequently the sho<its
are left too thick on the trees, resulting in unnec es-
sary overcrowding, which is fatal to full crops
of good fruit. O.i the slightest sigii of green
fly syringe with Quassia extract and soft soap.

Cherries on walls require strict attention to
Kct nd of black fly. which is the gTeatest pest
this fruit has to contend with. Prompt syringing
with an insecticide will avert disaster to the
growth. Neglect now may mean much damage
not only to the future growth, but to- the present
crop. Stubbtirn cases should be dealt with hv
dipping the affected parts in a strong <..iiiti-ii '.f

tobacco water.

Fruit Under Glass.

Grapes.—Thinning the crop and the hunches
is the most important detail in the vinery, with
the exception of regulating the growth and the
prompt removal of laterals.

Peaches and Nectarines swelling their fruits
before and after stoning should receive mpious
supplies of water and stimulative fuud where
necessary.

Melons are setting full crops, and should he
regularly watered to ensure prompt swelling cif

the fruits. H. .Molvxevx,
(Steward to W, H. .Mvers, Esq.)

Sivanmorf. Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Thinning of Crops.—In the earlier districts
creeps such as Onions, Carrots, Turnips and Let-
tuce will now be ready for thinning. .\ttend
to this before crcjwding takes place and permanent
injury is done.

Peas.^.\ good sowing of Peas should now be
made, and in cold, late districts those who intend
growing such \arieties as Autocrat or Late Queen
shoidd make a sowing at once. Here we generallv
sow an early variety about the beginning of June,
as we find the crop more dependable than those
recommended as late varieties.

Cabbage and Cauliflowers.—Further lots of
these will now be rc^ady to go out. and if the
natural soil is ccMd and heavy, a small quantity
of old potting scjil worked in with the trc«vel when
planting will enc cmrage them to start more
quickly.

Earthing Up Growing Crops.—This is a most
important point in the cultivation of most kitchen
garden crops, and the work shcjuld be properlv
carried out. It is specially valuable in stiff

clayey soils, where ycjung plants have little to
induce a downward tendency of the roots. Before
earthing up, a digging fork should be used to
loosen and break up the soil. It is surprising how
quickly all the members of the Brassica family
respond to this treatment. The earthing process
besides stimulating growth aiid encouraging
root action serves also to steady the plants against
strong winds, and prevents that swaving which
often destroys the roots. Both Brcjad Beans
and Kidney Beans delight in this attention,
and will repay the trouble by a sturdy growth
and more abundant yield. Keep the hoes going
freely among the crops, so that all weeds are
killecl in a yc^ung state, while the soil will be
benefited generally, as hoeing checks evaporation
and allows the sun-heat to penetrate the soil.

It also allows the genial rains to soak in more
freely.

Melons.—Attend to the fertilising of the flowers
about midday, and as there is now abundance
of sun-heat, the syringe should be used freelv.
as this not only keeps vermin in check, but also
encourages fine fruit and foliage. Thin out the
shoots occasionally and avoid overcrowding.

Tomatoes.—A top-dressing should now be
given the early lot if the fruits are swelling freely ;

use a good chemical manure mixed with some
IcMra. Watering should be carefully attended
to, so that no dryness may occur at the roots.
Equal care should be taken that the pots or
borders do not get into a sodden state, as the
Tomato quickly resents this. Keep all side
shoots ruhhed off and tie in carefully.

Plants Under Glass.

American Tree Carnations.—Attend to the
disbudding and tying of these. We find the
celluloid rings most convenient for this purpose,
a boy or girl being able to get over a large number

in a very short period. Some stimulant should
be afforded the plants now that they are blooming
freely, so that the flowering period may be extended
as long as possible. Fumigate on the appearance
of green fly, and pick off any withered or diseased
foliage.

Sponging Plants.—With higher temperatures
in the stove, mealy bug and other insect pesis
make their presence known, so foliage plants
should be carefully sponged and cleaned as oppor-
tunity is affordecl, probably the first wet day.
\othing is more beneficiil to the health of the
plants, not to speak of their appearance, than a
thorough cleansing of the foliage. Plants that
are addicted to attacks of mealy bug, scale, thrip,
or red spider require great care in sponging, so
that every vestige of either the insects themselves
or their eggs may be removed. .-Vdd Fir Tree Oil
or other well-known preparations to the water
for the destruction of insect life.

The Flower Garden.

Polyanthuses.—Where these are past flowering
they ought to be split up and transferred to the
reserve garden where they ma-\- make good growth
during the season. The beds can then be prepared
for the reception of the summer-flowering plants.
Summer Bedding will now be in full swing,

but tender subjects, such as Begonias, Dahlias
and Heliotrope, should be left till the last. Thin
out hardy ainuials before the plants become drawn,
c hoosnig a showery dav for the work.
Herbaceous Borders.—Tying and staking should

be done as required, .\lwavs attempt to have
the work done before the plants fall over. Keep
the hoe going now so that weeds have no
opportunity of growing and running to seed.
.A.ttention to this early in the season often saves
days of labour later on. Sow annuals, such as
Shirley Poppies, Mignonette and Candytuft,
over the site of Daffodils or May-flowering Tulips
that are permanencies in the border.

Cooilham. Kilmarnock. James McGran.

CLEANING VEGETABLE
GROUND

THE importance of a clean bed during
the period of active growth is fully

recognised by most growers, but weeds,
Ike the undesirables of life, have a

weakness for appearing just when they
are least welcome, for in early spring so many
little jobs are needing attention that the less

prominent occupants of beds in the kitchen garden
have to take their chance ; consequently,' where
these are permitted to remain until of good size,

when hoeing is out of the question, and apart
from the fact that hand-weeding is a tedious and
back-aching operation unless carefully per-

formed, disturbance of the crops and its subsequent
check to growth is inevitable.

Realising this, it is somewhat remarkable that

the small grower pays so little heed to his garden
after the crops are gathered in. The state of

many during the early days of winter leaves

much to be desired ; weeds of all kinds are allowed
to monopolise the plot. Twitch, Bellbind and
Couch, like " Charley's Aunt," being " still run-
ning," while the healthy appearance of the all too

familiar Dandelion and Dock may easily lead one
to imagine they are there by right and not by
chance. In these days, when it is incumbent
upon us all to make the best of our ground and
stable maniure is only to be had at exorbitant

prices, we should not allow these undesirables

to extract goodness from the soil, but remove
them as expeditiously as possible, burning all

the old perennials, but burying such as Groundsel,

Chickweed and grass at the bottom of a deep
trench.

After removing these weeds, give the vacant
plot at least an ordinary forking over, after which
a good dressing either of gas-lime or builders'

lime will be an advantage. Where gardens have
been heavily manured for several seasons, an
application of the latter often proves more beneficial

than manure of any kind. F. R. C.
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A COLUMN FOR THE
CURIOUS

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

Trencher Poems.—In looking through some

old volumes of the Gentleman's Magazine I came

across the following, which I thought might

interest your readers. In its later developments

the trencher apparently* served as a dessert plate,

and the under side was decorated with poems or

mottoes, posies of flowers and fruits. The lines

quoted are from a set of twelve decorated with

flowers.

1. Honeysuckle.

Poison and honey from my stocke proceedcs
The bee and spyder of me suckes and feedes.

2. Pea.

Pcascods are restorative and hardly founde
When for . . . some wimen give a pounde.

3. Rose.

Esteeme of me as one in worth that standes
Sweetes 1 can give you, and water for your liands.

4. Marigold.

My leaves do welcome forth the sonne, and shuttes
them at his fall.

A wife of such a propertie in thrift exceeds you all.

5. Carnation.

As snowe and blood together women weare
So seates my styppes within my mystris hearc.

6. Strawberry.

And if thy fortune be advanced like myne
Often you thanst thy mystris lyppes "betweene.

7. Cherry.

For dayntes I am served to make our gestes sit raerye

For cherries out of season heers a charie.

8. Heartsease.

Nothing on earth can better please

Than a fayer wyfe and hartes ease.

9. Lily.

My roote sweet orris, my toppe a purple dye.
Princes ritche dames esteem my collars high.

10. Sweet Briar.

Deface me not, nor with'disgrace^doe sticke me
Though I am sweete, bryers have power to prick me.

11. Flower (unknown).

Sweete is my smell, but'bytter is my taste.

Such are my giftes as good words badly plaste*

12. Flower (unloiown).

I taste your wyne, and am a cordiale flower

And prove as women, some tyme sweete and sower.

I leave to others more expert to explain some

refereuces here obscure. It seems that these

trenchers often served for ppst-prandial humour,

the mottoes when turned up being held to apply

to the user. Chivalry was, I fear, not an out-

standing virtue of the wag who inscribed

:

" I shrove his hart that raaried me
My wyfe and I can never agree

A knavish quene by Jis I swere

The good mans bretche' she thinks to were."

Or, again, by the same author, one imagines :

" If that a batcheler thou be

Kepe so still:—be ruled by me
Leaste that repentance all too latte

Reward thee with a broken pate."

The seasoning of nourishment with moral precepts

continued until comparatively recent times.

The writer was brought up on milk from a mug
which gave the stern warning, " Wine is a mocker,

strong drink is raging," but , , . alas !—B.

" PoTATOS " OR " Potatoes " ?—-Which ? I

suppose there is a right and a wrong way ; or

is it merely a case of doctors differing ? The Royal

Horticultural Society and a leading contemporary

favour " Potatos." Other gardening journals,

including The Garden, together with many
catalogues and books, prefer " Potatoes." The

article is, of course, the same, though editors

evidently " cook it " differently. With the above

finally settled, there should be less difficulty in

deciding whether " Tomatos " or "Tomatoes",

is correct.

—

Jay.

FLOWER GARDEN.
AUBRIETIA AND FORGET-ME-NOT (C. E. A.).~

Thf correct coloiu- of Aubriotia iirldesmaid is pale pink;
hence the seedling appears quite distinct and wortli
perpetuating so far as can be determined from tiie small
spray of flowers sent. Had yoii sent a fuller specimen
showing gro\vth. or a small plant, we could have given a
more dt'tiiiiti- opinion as to its merits. If this is not possible
now, you iiiU'ht submit it to us later on. The Forget-me-
not docs not ajtpcar to differ materially in colour from
Blue Eyes and others of its class. As such it is, of course,
quite worth growing, though not showing any advance
upon the leading commercial sorts. In this tribe habit
counts for much, and the true value of a variety can only
be determined wlien grown side by side with the best.
Many, we fear, are like you. and would like to get away
from the vegetable to tiie llower gardfn just now for a
change. All the s;inie, we think our duty is quite plain.

HOW TO GROW POLYSTICHUM {E. U.).—The Poly-
stichum appears to be one of the new plumose forms of
P. angularc divisilobum—probably densum—which, when
exhibited before the Koyal Horticultural Society last
year by Mr. Amos Perry, Enfleld. gained an award of
merit. In the plumose density of its fronds it is suggestive
of Todea or some of the newer forms of Nephrolepis,
surpassing both in beauty and grandeur, while more
valuable to a larger number because of its hardiness.
Despite the latter, however, if you would attain perfection
in growing it, cold house or frame treatment will be found
the best, particularly in smoky or manufacturing districts,
though the bulk of Mr. Perry's collection is grown in the
open, save for a specially constructed overhead lath screen
to ward off the sun. A shaded pit or frame in a secluded

makes the case a little complicated, though it might have
been more clear had we knowledge of tlie varieties in each
case. Dry woodland soil is generally the least well
suited for naturalising Daffodils, and it would interest
us to know what varieties in your case had done so well
in it. .Occasionally it is found that some are indifferent
as to moist or dry soils ; cyclamineus. Bulbocodium,
pallidus prtecox. Queen of Spain and, more rarely, obvallaris
are some of those occurring to mind. But, even so,
the same kinds are usually more vigorous in moist soils.

The '• better soil " you speak of may itself be at fault-
too rich, perhaps—or the bulbs may not have been sound.
In the absence of details we can only surmise, and a fuller
knowledge of the soil gained on the spot is the only way
to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. One of the best of
all Narcissi for naturalising is N. princeps. Often a weed
in dry soils, it gets knee-high and more in cool, moist loams,
and goes on indefinitely. Quite safe, too, are the single
incomparabills varieties generally, Cynosure, Frank Miles.
Beauty, Sir Watkin (which is also good near water).
Stella, Stella superba, Barri conspicuus, Mrs. Langtry and
Duchess of Westminster. The last two are white and
of particularly good effect in grass, while graceful
and free-flowered. Those good rich yellow trumpets
Henry Irving and Golden Spur are alike valuable ; while
Emperor has no equal for boldness or flue effect. Good
generally, it gets waist-high in deep, loamy soils near
water. W. P. Milner and Mnie.deGraaffare also of especial
value. Varieties such as these are far better than the
cheap mixtures offered, and which rarely give satisfaction.

THE GREENHOUSE.
WATERING CACTI OVERHEAD (Mauve Poppy).—

We do not advise you to syringe your i>lant of
Ecliinopsis overhead, urore particularly now that the
flowers are developing. It will, however, of course, require
a moderate amount of water at the roots. Wlien the
blossoms are past, it will not do it any harm if it is stood

GENTIANS AND SAXIFRAGES SHOWN BY MR. G. KERSWILL,

At the Royal Horticultural Socieiy*s Meeting.

corner suits admirably and, failing these, it may be grown
in a cool, sequestered spot in the open where but a flicker

of sunlight reaches it. All the varieties of its set grow
well in loamy soU mixed with a third of its bulk of well-

decayed leaf-mould and a slight addition of very old
manure that has reached the powdery state. To this
some sharp sand might be added. Cool, Immid conditions
dining growth are of great assistance, also free supplies
of root and overhead moisture. The present is a good
lime to pot or start the plants.

SILENE PENNSYLVANICA (A. J. H.).—We think you
are in error as to the " wild Pink or Picotee " you found
so plentifully in North China being identical with the
" American Wild Pink," which is, so far as we are aware,
confined to the American locality named. It is not, of
course, a true Pink, and the inflorescences are invariably
panicled, as shown in the illustration on page 167 in our
issue of May 12. If the plant you refer to produced its

flowers on single stems, it would most likely prove to be
a true Pink, i.e., a species of Dianthus, since more than
one species of that genus belong to China. The most
probable theory as to the continued expansion of the
flowers of the Morning Glory in the circumstances men-
tioned is that it was due to the advanced stage of growth
at the time, in conjunction with the somewhat succulent
nature of the stem. Supported by the latter, the fully
formed buds would quickly respond to the heat. This
view is supported by the gradual diminution in the size
of the flowers to the upper portion of the plant, where a
like development of blossom had not then be reached.
But that flowers of any sort should have continued to open
for a fortnight after the stem had been detached and
under such heat is remarkable in tlie extreme. Obviously,
the support for the flowers was contained in the stem of
the plant, and was drawn on by them to the limit of
complete exhaustion.

NATURALISING NARCISSI (A. H. R.).—Yovu: success
with these in the " most unpromising dry, hard, woodlfind
soil " and failure with " others planted in better soil

"

outside in a gentle rain, but it must not be exposed to
storms or heavy rain.

FRUIT GARDEN.
BLACK SPOTS ON VINES (T. 0. C'.).—The black spots

on tlie Vines arc due partly to irregularities in ventilation
and partly to attacks of tlu-ips. Both should be carefully
attended to in order to prevent a recurrence of the trouble.

INJURY TO GOOSEBERRIES (P. W., Surrey).--
Birds have destroyed many of tlie buds and some branches
have died probably through the attack of a fungus, but
those sent are not long enough to enable one to say with
certainty. Dead branches should be cut out.

PEAR FLOWERS GUMMING (B;/rfrfs).—We cannot say
without seeing specimens whether the gumminess of the
Pear flowers is indicative of any particular trouble.
They are not usually gummy, but there is a bacillus
which at times causes gumming in the flowers; tlien
their centres would be black. The Pear Psylla produces
similar gumming on leaves, &c., and search would reveal
this flat, green insect if it be present. Unlike the Apple
Psylla, it hibernates as a living insect, not as an egg.
Ordinary mauure tlies do no harm, but if house-flies are
meant, they, of course, are likely to be dangerous. Probably
sprinkling a small quantity of borax on the heap would
be the best measure to adopt, while spraying with a wx'ak
solution of formalin, 1 part to 200 part3 of water, would
kill a good many.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WEEVIL FOR IDENTIFICATION (F. 5. J.).—The weevil

sent is a species of OtiorhjTichus (picipes), and the larvae
from which it has come have probably been feeding on tlie

roots of various greenhouse plants. We advise you to
go into the house at night and spread a cloth beneath the
infested plants ; then suddenly shine a bright light upou
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thcra. Treat the Vines, wljieli ui e also likelv to be attaekoil,
in the same way. SliaiiiiiK 1 hr ijUmts would be an addil ional
aid towards tlie eapture uf tin: iiists.

NAMES OF PLANTS.— (t'. ./. //,—A variety of Acacia
armata. .V. W. B.—Amelanchier \nlgaris Somerset.—.\lieUi quinifa, China and Japan.

SOCIETIES
ROVAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

A MErTIN.; crowded with interest, beauty and variety
was tliat lield on .\[ay 22, in every respect "a counterpart
of many of the old-time gatherings of past decades.
Tulips were in great force—quite a feast ; while Orchids,
hardy plants. Sweet Peas, Ferns, Carnations and flowering
shrubs each gave their quota to a gathering of unusual
excellence.

FiORAL Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.
J. \V. liarr, Clarence Elliott, 11. C. Xoteutt, (i,,Keuthe,
W. .T. Bean, G. Harrow, B. I". Hazelton, J. Heal, J. F.
Mcl.eod. J. W. Blakey. H. Cowley, \V, A. Bilney. Charles
E. Pearson. U, Hooper Pearson, W. Cuthbertson. E. H.
.Tcnkins, Ci. Paul, J. W. Moorman, J. Dickson, T. Steven-
son, W. P. 'fhomson, Sydney .Morris and ,T, Hudson.

Tulips were in great variety and beauty, and rarelv
have these handsome .May flowers been seen in siicli

perfection.
From .Messrs, Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh, came a

magnificent display, tite best of a great race being arranged
in big stands, which showed them to perfection. Good
varieties were White Swan, Inglescombe Pink, Itemem-
brance, Velvet King, Inglescombo Yellow, Nora Ware
(heliotrope). Eclipse (crimson), La Tnlipe Noire (glossy
black). Louis XIV. (bronzy). Jlrs. .Moon and Ellin Willmott.
These were but a few of the many fine things staged.
' .Messrs. .\ilwood Brothers, Hiiyward's Heath, sjiowed
excellent Carnations, Salmon Enchantress, Gorgeous.
Bishton Wonder and British Triumph being excejitionally
good.

Jlr, Charles Turner, Slongh, contributed a great bank
of Lilacs in the cut state, ".Vegro, Souvenir de L. Spath,
Reaumur and Congo being the best of the dark sorts:
while Mme. F. Stepman, Mnie. Lemoine (double) and Miss
Willmott (double) were the best whites. Charirs Sargrnt
is a good pale double Lilac. .Magnolias and Pyrus .Mains
Sargentii were also shown.
The Tulips from Messrs, Barr and Sons, Covent Garden.

W.C. were very fine, the firm forming a big centre with
violet and lieliotrope shaded flowers, such as I^rans Hals.
Remembrance, Valentine, Dal Ongard, .Melieette and
others. In addition Mrs. Jloon. .\ndromaque (ruby red),
Farncombe Sanders, Golden Bronze, and Goudvink (a line
bronze and gold) were a few of the best. X selection of
English florists' Tulips were also staged.

Sweet Peas from .Mr. Robert Bolton. Halstead. Essex,
were of novelties only. Orange King. Victory (rose and
blue) and Valentine (pink) being some of the best. The
arrangement was rather crowded.

Ciiarming alpines came from Messrs. R. Tucker and
Sons, Oxford, Phlox Douglasii (blue). Anemone snl-
phurea, Aquilegia glandulosa, Viola heterophyila, V.
pedata. Oxalis adenophylla, Viola Bertolinii" (blue),
Diantlnis gelidus (a lovely miniature) and Pinguicula
Reuteri (a most dainty thing) being among the best.
Very fine Tulips were staged by .Messrs. Sntton and

Sons, Reading, several sections being well represented.
-Moonlight (yellow). Toison d'Or(bronze) Bacchus, Cardinal
Mamiing. Clara Butt, Diana (crimson), Dom Peilro (deep
bronze). Rev. 1 1 . Ewbank (tlie best of the heliotrope shades),
Fanny (pink) and Farncombe Sanders were all excellent.
Sunbeam (cream and rose) was also" beautiful.
Hardy spring flowers. Polyanthuses, Squills, Violas,

Daisies, Gentians, Globe-Howers. Mossy Saxifrages and
alpine Phloxes were well shown by Mr. G. W. .Miller,

Clarkson Nurseries, "Wisbech. Habranthus pratensis
(scarlet) was also shown.

Messrs. II. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, contributed
an excellent batch of Verbenas in scarlet, violet and white
shades, also Hippeastrums and a good selection of hardy
and exotic Ferns. Of the latter, _\diantum Veitcliii was
very pretty with pinkish fronds, and tire New Zealand
Oak Fern was shown with new and old fronds, the latter
very suggestive of its popular name.

Messrs. Paul and Sons, Old Nurseries, Cheslmnt, showed
some charming shrubs, Exocliorda Albertii grandi-
flora, with 3-feet-long sprays of wliite blossoms, being one
of the best. Pyrus Mains Sargentii (wliite) and Amelan-
ehier asiaticus were other good things. Xanthoceras
sorbifolia was also noted.

Interesting single Psonies with Regelio-cyclus and other
Irises were shown by Mr. H. J. Elwes, Colcsborne, though,
unfortunately, none was named.

Mr. J. Douglas, Edenside, Great Bookham, had some
lovely Auriculas—Beauty (green edge), Kaffir, .Mrs.

Henwood. and George Lightbody (a nearly sixty year old
show variety and still the best in its class).' ".Mrs. J.
Douglas is the best blue alpine. Dean Hole and Rox-
borough were also good.

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks. Twyford, again sliowed a fine
bank of Hoses. Climbing Hillingdon. Princess Mary,
Climbing Orleans, Manian Turbat (a pink cluster), Ellen
Poulsen and .Mrs. Dunlop Best being among the more
important.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.. Colchester, contributed
a capital group of cluster and other Koses, the former
largely as standards. White Dorothy, Orleans Rose,
Dorothy Dennison and fllinnehaha were well represente(i.
.Mrs. Foley Hobbs. Richmond and Lady Alice Staidey
were others of note.

Messrs. Wiliiam Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, N.,
contributed forced slirnbs. Hydrangeas and alpines, the
choicer things in the latter being Erinacea pungens,
Schizocodon soldanelloides and Inearvillea grandiflora.

.Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, showed Linaria Cvmba-
laria rosea, Androsace Chumbyi, Gentians, .inthenus
.\izoon and Campanula Allionii in groups. Daphne
Cneomm alba was also noted.

Carnations from .Mes.srs. Stuart Low and Co. Enfield,
were very good. Red Ensign being a feature. .Mephisto
(a fancy Perpetual Malmaison) and Salmon Enchantress
were others of note. Greenhouse plants included Ericas,
Streptocarpi, Epacris, Eriostemons, and Leptospermum
Nlcholsii with a profusion of ruby crimson flowers.

Messrs. Piper, Bayswater. contributed an excellent
group of slmibs, the dominant feature being some flue
examples of M'istaria sinensis alba. Clematis Guiding
star, C>-tisus Dallimorei, Rosa Hugonls. Genista Andreana
prostrata and Lonicera semper\irens were noted. Messrs.
Piper also showed alpines. Achillea argentca. Phlox
Douglasii, Lenisia Cotyledon, Primula La Lorraine
and Phlox divaricata Violet Queen being among the
number.

Bakers. Wolverhampton, sent a nice lot of Saxifraga
Codsall Gem (crimson). Gentiana acaulis alba. Androsace
villosa. Daphne Cncorum, Saxifraga S. T. Wright (cream)
and Ilaberlea virginalis.

.Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons. Colchester, showed very
gooil Roses, Snow Queen, Lady Roberts. Goldfinch, Blush
lUmbler, Silver .Moon and Anna (Jlivier being some of
the more prominent.

Floweririg shrubs were a feature as shown bv .Messrs.
.T. Clieal and Sous. Crawley, the more beaudiul l.cing
Pyrus .Malus speetabilis Kiversii, P, .M. Sebiidcekeri,
Exocliorda alba, .Magnolia Sonlangeana nigra. Spirica
arguta multiflora. Pyrus .Malus atrosanguinea and Prunus
serrulata J. H. Veitch. In another group alpines and
Dahlias were shown.

Uo.ses from .Messrs. William Paul and Sons, Waltham
Cross, included Paul's Scarlet Climber, Souv. de Gustave
Prat (cream) Yellow Banksian, Portia and others.

Mr, G. Kerswill, St. Thomas. Exeter, contributed a
lo\ely lot of Gentiana acaulis, tlie flowers of remarkable
brilliancy and good colour.
The Yokoliama Nursery Company, Limited, Craven

House, Klngsway, showed dwarfed trees, in which were
seen Acers, Thuya, Wistaria nmltijuira and other plants.
The Misses Hopkins. Sliriip,rtnn-iin-Thanies, showed

good masses of .\ubrieiias with other hardy plants.
.Mr. G. Keuthe. Keston. showed manv good liardv plants,

Oxalis enneaphylla grandiflora, .Mvosotis nipicola.
Ilaberlea Ferdinandi-Coburgii. Anc-mone alpina. .\. sul-
liliuria. A, rupicola and A, globosa being prominent.
l.itlios|)ermuni oleoides, with bluish flowers, was very
b.autiful.

.Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited. M'isbech. had an excellent
bank of Tulips. The Fawn. Clara Butt, Erguste, .Mrs.
.Moon and others being noteil.

.Messrs. Carter and Co.. Raynes Park, had a lovely lot
of Strei)tocarpi in pink, white, blue, violet, rose, purple
and other shades.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Jeremiah Colman (chairman). Sir Harry
J. Veitch, and Messrs. J, O'Brien, ,\. Dve, li. G. Thwaites".
Gurney Wilson, R. A. Rolfc, F. J. Hanburv, Pantia Ralli,
E. 11. Ashton. T. Armstrong, Stuart Low. J. Cypher,
H. G. Alexander, J. E. Shiel. A. .McBean. J. Charlesworth,
Walter Cobb, C. J. Lucas, R. Brooman White, W. Bolton,
and S. W. Flory.

.Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. .\lbans. showed Cattleva
Undine (white). Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-.Mossise and
Brasso-Lsello-Cattleya Astarte among many.
From .Mr. J. Cypher. Cheltenham, were' seen Brasso-

Cattleya Maronae, Lalio-Cattleya Fascinator. -Miltonia
Bleuana Stevensii, .Masdevallia Harryana and Epidendrum
Xanthinum X Boundu, of a rich orange shade. The plant
shown had been flowering for eight months.

Messrs. J. and A. .McBean, Cooksbridue, staged a delight-
ful lot of Odontiodas and Odontoglossums. In addition,
Cattleya Dusseldorfli (pure white), C. .Mabel (also white)
and Jliltonia vexillaria were among notable tilings.
From .Messrs. .Armstrong and Bromi. Tunbridge Wells,

came a delightful lot of things—.Miltonia Hyeana, .M.
Phalaenopsis, Odontoglossum General Haig (wliich gained
an award of merit). .Miltonia vexillaria Ci. D. Owen (a
lovely plant bearing twelve flowers on two spikes) and
Coelogyne pandurata (green and black, with thirteen
flowers on a spike). Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-.Mossia;
splendens was very rich in colour.

Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart., Gatton Park, contributed
a lovely lot of Odontiodas, O. Ada (verv dark), O.
Bradshawije (very rich in colour) and O. St. Quentin
(yellow, with red markings) being very beautiful.
An extensive bank of Orchids from Messrs. Ciiarles-

worth and Co., Hayward's Heath, included a fine lot of
Cattieya-s, Miltonia vexillaria Lyoth. together with a
feast of Odontiodas and Odontoglossums.

FRriT .i.ND Veuet.ible Ccmmitiee. I

Present : J. Clieal. Esq, (chairman), the Rev. W. \Vilks.
and Messrs. Owen Thomas. J. Harrison. W. H. Divers,
J. E. M'eston, .\. Bullock. F. Jordan. Edwin Beckett,
J. C. ,\llgrove, .A. W. .Metcalfe and George P. Berry.

-\ rather extensive collection of vegetables from the
Hon. Jlrs. R. Grcville. Polesdon Lacey, Dorking (gardener,
Mr. H. Prince) included Potatoes, Tomato Earliest of .\ll.

Carrots, French Beans Invincible, .isparagus. Peas. Lettuce,
salads and much besides. A silver Banksian medal w-as
awarded.
From Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, came an

important exhibit of Potatoes, baskets of seven first-early
varieties being staged in admirable condition. These
were Dunnottar Castle (oval), Gladiator, Ringleader.
.May Queen, Carisbrooke Castle, Harbinger and Sutton's
Ashleaf, They were grown in a cold house from a planting
made on February 5. their excellent condition a demon-
stration of what is possible in times of stress. A silver
Knlghtian medal was awarded.

*,* T?w Yearly Subscription to THE GARDEN is : Inland,
10s. lOrf. ; Foreign, 13s.

SI DUTY
demands that everyone should increase to their

uttermost the Nation's Food Supply.

TOMATOES.
FOR C'">LD HOUSES AND THE OPEN.

\'ars.; Ailsa Craig, BeataH, Bides' Recruit, Comet,
Flllbasket. Holmes' Supreme. Kondine and Sun-
rise. StroLiR iilanti, ex boxes, 2/- doz.: 25 3/6;

50 6/6: UH) 13/-. Limited number, ex pots, 4/- doz.
" Holmes' Open Alp " (strongly recommeoded). a heavy
cropper, ex boxes 2/3 doz.: 7/- 50 ; 12/6 100. Ex pots. 4/-doz.
COLLECTIONS,— Ex boxes. 3 plants each, 4 varieties, oup
selection, 2/3 ; 6 ditto. 4/- ; 12 ditto, 7/- ; 25 ditto. 12/6

m

Borecole or Kale Vi vnrieties)..
BroccoH I Winter Cauliflower). 5 varieties
Broccoli, S|iroiiting White or Purple
Brussels Sprouts (2 varieties)
Cabbage ';( varieties)
Cabbage. Red Pickling
Cauliflowep Vl vnrieties)
Celery, red or white
Leeks (2 varieties)
X«ettaoes. Cabbage or Cos
Onion M varieties)
Savoys (! \-.irioty)

Sciui tor List of W Wuictic^. incliitli

MIXTURES.
Spencers—Waved
Large Flo werlntf -

The Popular
Red, White and Blue
"Collectlona."—Our selection, 6 plants each, 12varieties.

3/3 ; 12dlUi^ 5/9: 2,S<lntM, 10/6.

ANTIRRHINUMS
BRILLIANCY WITH ECONOMY.

Speciality.

Doz.
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For the Poultry-Keeper

w.
CONDUCTED

POWELL
BY

OWEN
Author of "Poultry-Keeping on Money- Making Lines," "The Intensive System of

Poultry-Keeping," " How to Feed Hens for Egg-Producticti," &c.

[N my notes of Mav 12 I dealt with
two methods of crop rotation, and
pointed out that the seeds could
be planted either within the wircdin
enclosures (or runs) or in outside

ground. The usual plan is to plough the
ground in the spring and autumn instead
of at each planting. The soil is prepared
by a cultivator as a rule, and after the
seeds have been sown broadcast they
are covered bv means of a smoothing
harrow.

Two Excellent Crops.—Two e.\celleiit crops

to grow are alfalfa and clover. The former is

used for fowls very extensively in the States,

where every poultry-farmer makes a practice

of putting down so much of his land every season

to the growing of the same. Here we know alfalfa

as lucerne, but for poultry-feeding clover is un-

doubtedly more popularly used. Both, however,

boast of about the same ratio, roughly, one of

albumen to three of carbohydrates. The analyses

read as follows :

Albmnfft.
Clover, green .

.

3*5

hay .. 14-5
Lucerne, g em . . 4*5

hav -
. . 10-0

Carbo-
Flit. hydrt:ti'!<.

0-7 .. 81
2-2 .. 81-6
0-8

. .
9-2

2-3 .. 31-8

Samples vary, of course, as users of clover-meal

will agree, and when buying this kind of

iood one should be guided by the guaranteed

analysis.

Methods of Feeding.—Both lucerne and clover,

can be fed to fowls in two forms : i, green ; and
2, dry. In the former case the birds can be

allowed to eat off the succulent greenery as it

grows within their run, i.e., after it has obtained

a firm growth, or the desired quantity can be cut

and given fresh to the fowls. In the dry state

the clover or lucerne is cut green and cured into

hay. In this dry form, too, it can be fed in

several ways'. The hay can be cut into quarter-

inch lengths or ground into a meal. The latter

is the more popular over here, and is very con-

venient for handling in conjunction with the

mash. Another form of clover contains nothing

but the heads or flowers (miiuis the seeds) ; this

is by no means as valuable as the sliort-cut chaff

I'C the fine meal.

Selecting a Sample.—In finely ground meal

it is diftitult to detect any adulterant, although

it is easier in the short-tut chaff or hay to tell

the amount of adulterated material—mostly

timothy—present. If timothy is in the sample

it can be picked out, as it is a yellow or brown

material. A good test is to pour boih'ng water

over the ha\' or meal and be guided by the smell.

Pure alfalfa is bright green in colour and has a

very appetising smell. Clover—hay or meal

—

will also smell fresh and wholesome if it is a good

sample, and both will bulk or swell nicely. The

presence of Italian rye-grass in clover-meal is

quite customary, but it is a good addition, having

a nice fesding ratio. The chaff and meal to avoid

are those which do not "bulk" when scalded,

and which are fit only for scratching litter. When
used in the wet mash the dried clover or lucerne

should be properly scalded. The best method

of preparation is to place the chaff or meal in a

bucket, pour over boiling water, and cover the

receptacle with a board to keep in the steam,

allowing the whole to stand thus for several

hours prior to its use in the soft food.

Lucerne.—This well earns the title of " king

of forage plants." Several cuttings can be taken

during the season, and it will average up to twenty

tons of nourishing feeding-stuff per acre. As

the roots penetrate the ground so deeply, it will

resist great drought, finding its own water, so to

speak, while one planting will last up to ten years.

It is not well suited to grazing by horses or cattle,

owing to its being trodden down and the crowns

of the plant being plucked. Fowls, however,

when allowed to roam over a thick patch of

lucerne do not harm it in any way, which is a

great advantage. There is no set rule of planting

this crop. If 3olb. of seed are used to the acre,

a splendid growth should result, and after the

seeds have been sown broadcast the land should

be rolled to ensure a firm base. When made into

hay the lucerne should be cut just before it is

in full flower, and when cut be protected from

rain. The plants when gathered should not be

left long enough to become brittle, or the leaves

[May 26, 1917.

will drop off, and this most valuable part of

tlie crop will be lost. Deep, dry, chalky, well-

liraed and well-drained soil will yield the best

results.

Clover. — There are many species of clover,

but they are not so lasting as lucerne. The red

clover is extensively grown, and while it is used

pure in the South of England, it is sown with

Italian rye-grass in the North. The heaviest

crop is obtained the first .year, and i61b. of seed

can be used to the acre. The best results are

secured on rich, deep, heavy, well-limed loams,

and on suitable soils the crop will grow for three

years. The ground should be rolled firm after

planting, and most of the clover should be made
into hay and fed in either short-cut or meal form.

Both clover and lucerne can be sown in April,

May and June.

Making Clover Hay.—The clover should be

cut when in flower, but before any of the heads

turn brown. Having turned it several times,

it should be raked into small " cocks " and left

for several days. The " cocks " can then be

opened and the ,sim allowed to' play on the hay.

It is ready to carry if no moisture exudes from
it when a sample is pressed tightly in the hands
or wound round two fingers. It should not be

carted with dew or rain on it, and it must be

stored under cover. One good plan is to place

a layer of straw at the bottom and top and
have alternate layers of the clover hay and
straw between. Another plan is to cut it up
into small lengths after the hay has dried and
store it under cover in bags. Both clover and
lucerne meals should be stored in a perfectly

dry place, as dampness renders them unfit for

poultry-feeding.

Preserving Green Clover.—Many poultrj'-

keepers preserve a supply of green clover or alfalfa

for use in the winter. Success has followed the

use of air-tight barrels as the silos. The flooring

of the barrel should be covered with straw or

bracken, and the succulent green clover be placed

therein and pressed down tightly. On top of

the clover or alfalfa a thick sack should be laid,

then about 7 inches (depth) of straw, and over

this another sack. On top of the latter to complete

the silo heavy bricks are placed. The clover

should be cut into very fine lengths and placed

immediately in the air-tight silo.

Woods for Growing Stock.

TN an earlier issue of The Garden I dealt with
*- the rearing of growing stock in woods and gave
recommendations re feeding. If a full evening
supply of grain was provided, the young stock
might get artful and wait about 'in the afternoon
listening for the sound of footsteps and the ring

of the food-bucket. They would be better era-

ployed searching for natural food. The houses
should be placed in the open if possible, as any
site directly under trees would be more or less

damp. In districts overrun by Reynard one
could not, of course, adopt this system of free

range, but I am writing in general. In all cases

I would recommend the use of raised wooden
floors to houses, while the structures should be

securely fastened up each night to keep out ground
vermin—stoats especially.

.illVICE OX POCI.TRY MATTERS.

Mr.
I

W. Powell-Owen, The G.\rd. en
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

0/ charge, any questimis dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The G.A.RDEX, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.
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GREAT BARGAINS IN SUPERB FLOWERED ROSES
Specially retarded for late planting. Flower splendid this Season and during the Autumn.

TEA, AND HYBRID TEA EVER-
BLOOMING ROSES.

Magnificent varieties for garden ; nearly all Gold Medal winners
;

flower continuously the whole season. The Koses are of great
substince, with remarkably long, handsome buds and shell-petalled
flowers of most exquisite soft sliades and distinct tea-lUie fragrance.
3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6; ;;5 for 12/6; iO for 22/6.
lUO 40/-.

All beautiful dwarf retarded trees for bedding out in masses now, far superior to ordinary bedding plants, and cheaper.

GIANT- FLOWERING HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES
A Mass of Blossom all the Season.

f.>r 3/-; 12 for B,8; 25 for 10/- ; 50 for 186, Packed free and carriage paid.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER of Giant-flowering Hybrid Perpetua
Roses. My selection, drawn from very best varieties where I have
a surplus. Will transplant splendidly now, every tree having a
mass of fibrous roots, and every one flowered all last season.
A magnificent range of colour, from pure white to rich crimson.

„, . . , . , ,
These will make any garden a blaze of colour. 6, all different

lliis IS a bargain price so long as stock lasts, as many of these Roses are worth from Is. to 2s. each.

GREAT BARGAINS IN LOVELY
CLIMBING ROSES.

A wonderful offer ; half price. Having a grand stock of Climbing
and Rambling Roses, all grand trees, in splendid condition ; no
need for bare walls, ugly places, arches and trellises not covered,
etc. Plant these freely, they will flower in the wUdest profusion
anywhere and everywhere. 6 for 3/- ; 12 for 5/-. No more at
the bargain price when these are cleared.

NEW LARGE-FLOWERING HYBRID SWEETBRIAR
Delicious Fragrant Foliage and Lovely Flowers.

JCverybody likes these new Sweet Briars. They grow anywhere,
and perfume the whole garden. Very strong trees, 3, 2/6 ;

0. for 4/- ; 12 for 7/-.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM PEERLESS.—The
new giant white hardy marguerite ; large, handsome, glossy
foliage ; the blossoms are enormous, and often measure 6in.
across, thus eclii)sing all other marguerites, ti for 1/6 :

12 liu- 2/6.

CANOIDUM.—This lovely Lily produces from six to
thirty lovely waxy-white blossoms, which have the most
delii-ious fragrance. t)i all Lilies it is one of the most charming,
and sure to bloom freely, t; for 1/6 ; 12 for 2/6 ; larger, 4/
per iloz.

MICHAELMAS ASTERS.— • .Mauve Queen," the most
superb of all .\sters. Tlie flowers are large, and the now
fashionable mauve tint so much sought after ; the fitliai.'i' is

dark and luxuriant ; habit very compact, and so free llow.Tiui,'
as to almost hide the foliage. A chanuim^ flower fur cutting
and uill flourish in any soil and sitmition. sun or shade.
Having a grand stock. 1 olfer at a bargain prii'C. U for 1/6
12 for 2/9. .Mixed colours same prir-e.

JAPANESE TREE P/EONIES. The Qlory of Japan.
Will produce 200 blossoms on one tree. Huge blossoms
of magruficent lustre and texture, often luin. to I21n. across

;

glorious for greenhouse, but quite hardy for out^loors. Should
be planted at once, as they flower early in spring. There is a
refinement more rare and a charm more fascinating about
the Tree P:i*onies than can be described on paper. 3/- each :

3 for 7/6.
SUPERB PANSIES AND VIOLAS.

PRIORY BEAUTY.—This is a really magnificent Pansy,
of great size and sulistance, free fiowering and strong grower!
colour dark rirh blue, shaded pliun, magnificent lustre and
fixture, now first nlfered by me. 6 for 2/- ; 12 for 3/6
VIOLA MAUVE QUEEN.—This is a delightful shade of

colour ; soft, refined, and extremely beautiful ; plant
simply a mass of blossom all the season. 12 for 2/6 ; 2.

for 4/6 : r.o for 8/- : 100 for 15/-,

VIOLAS in cliarmiiig and delightful shades of colour;
mixed, 12 for 1/6; 2.i for 2/9 ; 30.5/-; 100.9/-.

..„ „. „„.. ^ VIOLA DAINTY DAME.—The dainty Viola, with a
on the loorest soil, and as the buds unfold they become ''ainty perfume

: a soft, refined, real ladies* colon . Xow
whiterand whiter, until at last they burst forth into a veritable ""'"''''' b.v me for the first time. Beautiful creamy white

NEW MAMMOTH SWEET WILLIAMS ' HOLBORN
QLORY."—The finest strain ever seen. The size of the
blossiims, delicate and lovely colouring, splendour and
brilliancy, is unsurpassed ; no garden complete without this
lovely strain, 12, 1/9 ; 21, 3/-.

NEW PERENNIAL PHLOXES.—Those who remember
the thin-petallcil white and tlie duU-hued purple Perennial
Phlox of uld-fashioncd gardens, can scarcely recognise these
new Phloxes as the same flowers, Tliese new varieties are in
bloom from .lune until frost, and the individual florets are
twice the size of the old-time Phlox, and the shades of colour
the brightest, richest, antl clearest. There are no finer or
more useful perennials than the Perennial Phloxes, or which
will give more complete satisfaction. .-VU arc sweet-scented
dwarf in habit, compact in truss, and have large—many of
them abnormally large—flowers, some exceeding in size a
five-shilling piece, lilor2'-; 12 for 3/6.

PHYSALIS FRANCHETI.—Xew Giant Winter Cherry
(Chinese fjantern Plants ). lieavitiful new Physalis from Japan,
which has lately become in good demand for decoration and
for beilding ; entirely hardy. Grand for winter decoration, as
this plant carries a perfect load of riclUy ct)loured lanterns.
Ofor 1/3 ; 12 for 2/3.

THE CRIMSON SPIR/EA.—A glorious new plant. It
is niost superb for winter and spring decoration of the green-
house, a well-grown plant being a mass of lovely crimson
blossom ; but it has a further charm by being perfectly
hardy, and can be planted in the open at once. 3 for 1/6;
6 for 2/9 ; 12 for 5/-.

FORQET-ME-NOT (The Jewel).—The colour is a
remarkable sky-blue, which shines out in a most conspicuous
manner when siile by side with other Forget-me-nots, and
constitutes the distinct feature of this plant. 1/6 per doz.

ARTEMISIA LACTIFLORA QRANOIFLORA ALBA.—A New and Remarkable Floral Qem of Qreat Beauty.
This remarkably hardy iierennial Is. without doubt, one ofi

the best new iiitiorlnctions. and may be classed with the
showiest of all herbaceous jdants. it is very free flowering!

snowbank of drooping, fleecy bloom of purest white, tlv
panicles often 2ft. to 3ft. long, it is a vigoro\is perennial,
attaining a height of from 3ft, to 4ft. when well established,
and is absolutely hardy, is of easy cultivation, and makes a
wonderful show, equalled by few plants of any description.
When known it will be planted by thousands. Superb for
church decoration. 3 for 1/9 ; li lor 3/- ; 12 for 5,6.

THE HARDY BLUE GERANIUMS.—This lovely
hardy Geranium is rarclv- seen in bels or borders, yet it is

absolutely a hardy perennial, and will give a wealth of glorious
large blue flowers for months ; increase an{l improve yearly,
3 for 1/6; ti for 2/- ; 12 for 3/6.

HYBRID DELPHINIUMS.—Can oifer plants from mv
superb collection, single and Double Exhibition varieties ;

towering spikes of the nm-t exquisite blue shades imaginable.
-All who see these new hyl)ri Is are aniajed at the richness ami
intensity of i(jlour. Without seeing them no one can form
the slightest conception of their splendour. Perfectly hardy
and thrive anywhere, (i for 1/6 ; 12 for 2/9. «Extra lari'e
<i for 2/- ; 12 for 3/6. ,

entre, with lovely mauve border, and perfect formation ;

may be justly called the Queen of all Violas. ContiTiuuus
blocmier from spring to late autumn. 6 for 1/6 ; 12 fur 2/9
2,-> for 5/- ; 100 for 17/6.

CAMPANULA PERSICIFOLIA ORANDIFLORA
ALBA.—The most valuable of the later introductions to our
hardy flowers, a great advance on existing kinds, and one of
the very finest hardy perennials in existence. The flowers

CANTERBURY BELLS.—Dean's lovely hybrids, ten
superb colours of double and single varieties ; fine year-old
plants that wdl make a magnificent display. for 1/3 ;

12 lor 2/3,

LOVELY HARDY CLIMBERS.
DOUBLE MORNING QLORY (Calystegia).—Rare

hardy perennial climber, one of the most lieautftd climbing
plants, covered all through the summer with a m.ass of full,

double, pale rose flowers in the shape of double Clematis
flowers ; often 3in. across. Remarkably fast and easy grow-
ing

; excellent for trellis work, for covering walls, verandahs,
lialcouies, etc. ; grows on every soil. Sometimes called Rose
N'ine and Californian Rose, it will luxuriate anywhere, sun or
shade, aiul when well established, its long vines, wreathed in
a profusion of large double rose-like blossoms, produce a very
telling ettect. 3 for 1/6 ; (i for 2/9 ; 12 for 5/-.

POLYGONUM BALDSHUANICUM.—A new hardv
climber of rapid growth, with stems twining and clinging to
anything for support. Panicles of showy white flowers in great
profusiort the whole season. This is a really glorious idimber,
and all will surely want it when better known. Z/6 each ;

2 for 4/-.

VERY SPECIAL OFFER.—Giant-flowering Hybrid
Clematis, blooms 4in. to oin, across. Superb colours, velvetv-
purple, double white, brilliant blue, rose, etc. All very strong.
Made 8ft. to 12ft. of growth last season, and flowered abun-
dantly. 3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/-. These are not weak, pot-grown
Clematis, but vigorous roots, and all two years old.

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII.—Xo picture can portray
the beauty of this grand climbing plant. As an Important
aid to architectural beauty it is rapidly attaiiung prominence,
being now a feature on the finest houses. It is entirely hardv
in the most exposed places, attaining a height of 20ft. or 30ft.
in two or three years, clinging to stones, brick or woodwork
with the greatest tenacity. For covering dead trees, gate-
posts, boundary walls, verandahs, etc., it has no equal, while
its rapid growth and tenacious clinging qualities make it a
most desirable plant for staying up terraces. It is a wall of
living green the summer through, turning in autumn to
Haming crimson, when it Is fairly gorgeous. It stands the
dust and dry air of cities admirably. Nothing else can take
its place, 3 for 2/6; 6 for 4/-

; 12 for 7/6.

KENTISH HOP.—Vigorous, handsome, and true perennial
climber of great beauty, covering an enormous space in one
season. It has become very fashionable of late, owing to its
producing a grand telling effect in a short time, its huge.

are very large, produced on long, slender stems. Everyone '"^'J"""^
foliage^and masave trusses of^ flower give it a very

should possess this magnificent Bellflower. Strong plants,'""
"»"•>'>-'"->• »•"" « ™.-v,„ „ .1

.

6 for 2/3 ; 12 for 4/-.

BEAUTIFUL IRIS Another grand old flower, as,

handsome as an orchid, now to be found in many new{colours.
A striking flruver of crepe-like texture and most exquisite
colouring, the gauzy veining reminding one of the delicate
tracing of the butterfly's wing. Many colours, mixed, 2/- per
doz, ; or the lovely white variety, " Florentine," powerfiilly
violet scenteil, a lovely flower. 6 for 1/6 ; 12 for 2/9.

CORNFLOWER.—Emperor William, rich blue, splendid
I healthy plants, gems for cutting, 15 for 1/3 : 12 for 2/3.

noble appearance ; easy to grow anywhere and everywhere,
town or country. 3 for 1/3; 6 foe 2/-; 12 for 3/6.

CLEMATIS VITALBA.—Those who want a climber to
cover anything and everything, perfectly hardy, and rampant
grower, should plant some of my Clematis Vitalba ; flourish
in the town garden or sunless backyard, in fact, grow any-
where, for 1/6 ; 12 for 3/-.

CLEMATIS MONTANA.—This lovely, hardy, white
Clenuvtis is now very scarce, owing to the great demand for it.

I can offer limited quantity ; two years old, 2 for 2/3 ; three
years old. 1/9 each ; 2 for 3/-.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT. A mass of blossom certain. Thousands of Testimonials from every part of England, and repeat orders for my Vigorous
Country Grown Rose Trees.

All above'willplant out perfectly now. All packed by an expert, and carriage paid to your door.

IVIrs. OARON^ER, F.R.H.S., I^riory H:oi:ise, STROXJO
3ANKEYS^^S>'*P0TS

mcHAfto SAAftr£)rjt son, ltp.
Bcilwell Pofhcrtes. NOTTIMOHAM

CYCLES - from £5 S O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
I.;itest Lathes- or Gents" TMclels. I tMiitifully linished
Imtnetliate delivery free, ready for riding, ten davs" free
trial, complete satisfaction gu-r-^nteed by o r certi^c.ite
°f 10 YEARS' WARRANTY
for everythiag. Choice of Three-Speed. Coasters or
Freewheels. Descriptive Ca'alogne with factory pries.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.
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KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN
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McDOUQALLS
WEE P KILLER.

MTRITE FOR PRICES «NO NOME
OF LOCAL OEitLER TO

McOou|(all Bros ltd.. Poft St.. Hanchestec
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BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
" A worthy and formidable weapon for battling against the bacillus."

—Sir J. Crichton-Bkowne. F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL POWDER, « ^'''^ '^^IZAL FLUID, ?^^»-ii
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance-

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

6/6 per 50lb. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd-JhornclifTe, nr. Sheffield.

GARDEN HOSE
^l^-_______
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quslity and cheapness. Strong and
itordy always. Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy

competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Berbaceoos Flanta In great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Meretweathee & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Kotte.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants

you require.—John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,

Tbe Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and WATER LILIES.—Large stocksof thebeatand
most popular varieties. Catalogue free.

—

John Waterer,
Sons & Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROLITE " far superior to Wliite Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson A Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
oat the country.

GARDEJIING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to tlie garden. By E. T. Cook. With over 200 lllus-

trationSj plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12s. 6d. net,

by post, 133.—Published at the OlEces o( "COUNTET
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

CISTUS and HELIANTHEMUMS, for present
planting: Salvnefolius, Purpiireus, Cyprius, Ladaniferus,
AlyssoUle3, Algarvensis. The above six choice sorts, strong
plant*, for IU/(>, package free.—Geo. Bxjnyarp & Co., Ltd.,
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

DEFY THE BIRDS. — Superior rotless
tanned netting. Supply limited. Obtain our prices. Buy
early. Pea guards 6/11 do£en with ends small mesli.r TrePis,
12Et., 1/1. Garden hose, barrows, lawn mowers equally cheap.
—E, B. Hawthorn, LU\., Dept. £, Abbey Foregate, Shrews-
bury, also at Londou and Boston.

VEGETABLE PLANTS.—Ban's Selected
Strains, now ready to plant out: Summer Cabbage, Small
Re<l Cabbape, Brus.sels Sprouts, Cauliflowers (early aud late),
Kale (Asparagus and Scotch), sturdy plants 3/6 per 100
carriage paid.

Bark & Sons, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent Garden, London

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
descriptionjBtone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plaote
supplied. Work personally superintended Estimates given.—Morrisburae. Woking.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11,
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book wiii be sent on
application to tbe Offices of "Country Life." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

WB:T)tJNCAN TUCKER^ S^NSrLT^.
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

GREENHOUSE SHADING BLINDS to order.
No. 3, .'i4in. wide. Is. 5ii. run yd.: No. 4, Is Bd. ; No. 5,1s. 9d.
run yd. Made into any size blind bound witli tape No. 3,

Is.; No. 4, Is. Id.; No. 5, Is. 3J. squard yd. Samples free.

—W. OuvER Allen, Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

SUTTON'S
SUTTON'S

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
FLOWER SEEDS.

THE BEST.

GENTIANA VERNA, 12 first-class clumps,
.">,-, free by Parcel Post. 6 Dryas octopetala, 3/-. 6 Ajuga
variegata. 3,-. 3 Bee Orchis, 2/-. 3 Epipactis atroruliens,
2 6. 3 Gnat Orchis, 2/-. 3 Butterfly Orchis, 2/-. 3 Orchis
pratermis.s:», 3,'-. 3 Royal Flowering Ferns, 2/-. 1 Variegated
Royal Fliiwering Fern, new, 2/-.

—

O'Kellt, Botanist,
Ballyvaughan, Ireland.

NARCISSUS "CRIMSON BRAID. Tht
sensational new Daffodil exliibited at tiie R.H.S. on the 8th
inst., and at Birmingham last ye:ir. where it obtained a

unanimoiLs Award of Jlerit from the llidiand DalTodii Society.

For brilliant colour, stoutness and length of stem, and sub-

stance of llower it is unsurpassed, and every market grower
and hybridist slioukl secure a bulb or two. The plant possesses

a strong and vigorous constitution, and every bulb is in perfect

healtli.—For special quotjition, apply to the raisers. Herbert
Chapman, Ltd., Rotherside Gardens, Rye, Susse.x.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circiilars free on application to

DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
i-lnch aqoare mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; any length and widtli to
order ; stout 1-lnch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
21d As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited ; order early.—W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN TVAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
Bv C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, i<ld.— Publislied at tlie

Offices of " CocNTKY Life," Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

McDdUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.

Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDoi'QALL Bros.. Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspoola ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State

particulars.

—

William Bkattis, 8, Lower Groavenor Place,

Westminster.

SUTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN. BEADUT*.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT AT
REDUCED PRICES.

Keiway's new and choice hardy perennial plants of all kindt,
Kelway's Famous Gladioli,
Keiway's many coloured Pyrethmms.
Kelway's Gay Gaillardias.

Write for Reduced Price Lists to
Kblway & Son, Retail Plant Department, Langport, Somerset

SOW NOW. BATH'S EMPRESS PANSIES,
as grown for the Royal Gardens at l<'rogniore. The richest
and largest flowered strain of Paasies extant. Per packet,
2/6 and 1/6 post free for cash with order.—(Dept. E), R. H.
Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named, 2/3 post free. Early Chrysanthe-
mums, 12 very flue varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.

—

DoBbiE A Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,
cheap. List sent.

—

Marion Oledstases, Fardioas, CloRbei,
Tyrone.

WALLACE'S WATER LILIES and other
Plants for the aquatic garden should be planted now.
Catalogues free.—R. Wallace & Co., Ltd.. Kilnfleld Gardens.
Colchester.

CABBAGE, BROCCOLI, SPROUTS, TO-
MATOES. and all ottier vegetable plants. Order now to

ensure plentiful supply for Autumn and Winter Food. List

free.—TACDEVIN & Co., Willaston, Chester.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most
Urgent Problem. By P. ANDERSON Graham, 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealtl) of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy

return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on application to the OtBces of
" COUBTRY Lira," LTD., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.

POLYANTHUS PRIMROSES.—Seed from
mv exhibition strain, fid. and 1/- packet. Send for list of plants

and seed.—Rev. L. BARNES, F.R.H.S., Sccfton, Worksop.

GLADIOLI FOR PRESENT PLANTING.—
Very choice mixture of Gandavensis Hybrids, 8/6 100;
Nanceanus Hybrids, 8/6 100. Gandavensis Hybrids, in sepa-

rate shades of colours, 10/- 100. New Primulinus Hybrids,
15/- 100. Early flowering Gladioli, 3/- 100. — Robert
Sydenham, Limited, 88, Tenby Street, Birmingham.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
—See advertisement page ii.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with

practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the dmg
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on application to the OfBcea of
" CoirsTRY Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C,

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERV NOW.—Try Anbrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.

Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Puila Lilaciana, a fine Lilac Pulla, 5/- doz.—Write for

quotations to Whitelegg A Co., Nurseries, Chislehurst.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonous

insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economical.

Is aud 33. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

Sole Manufacturers, McDougall Bros., Ltd., Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden hon and Wire Work of every (lescrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stoclc of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices; subject to being unsold. Particulars on appUcatioo.

—

Boulton & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers. Norwich.

"THOSE CHARMING NEW ROCK
VIOLAS !—Write Haywarp, Expert, Clacton. for thum !

DOUBLE THE OUTPUT OF YOUR GARDEN
bv using VITARA (radio-active) FERTILISER .;teial packet

9d., post free, from T. Thorne Baker, 3, Imperial BuUdings,

Croydon, Surrey. ^

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's

Empress, fine plants in bloom ; t'<'r«i9Ps'sJ;i«ndiflora ;
!/h

doz^ .10 for a/-, carriage paid. See list vegeUble plants.

F. H. Jones, Churclifleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

IN

certain districts slugs are more than usually

abundant just now and have already played

considerable havoc with some of the early

cro; s to the extent almost of extermination.

In the circumstances every effort should

lie made to get rid of them. Soot and lime,

^'> often reconunended as of deterrent effect,

hardly meet the case when the pest assumes the

nature of a plague, and more effective measures

must be adopted. Where it can be applied without

injury to the crop, a sprinkling of common salt is

excellent ; so, too, are the usually advertised soil

fnmigants, either of which is fatal. Wet sacking

l.iid at intervals between the rows will attract the

pest thither, when it can be " salted down " with

ease. Where it can be employed, it is one of the

simplest and most eflective tiaps we know.

Black Fly on Broad Beans.—Too often this

most undesirable pest is permitted a good start

before any serious attempt is made to com-

bat it. To be effective,

preventive measures
rather than remedial

ones should be adopted.

With a fair set of

Beans, or even with the

fading flowers, the re-

moval and burning of

the points of the plants

will reduce the possi-

bility of a plague, seeing

that infestation always

commences at the top of

the shoot. At the same

time, a Quassia and soft

soap solution should be

given, or, failing the

former, paraffin—a wine-

glassful to three gallons,

to two tablespoonfuls

of the soap. Nicotine

solutions are also effec-

tive, though perhaps

Quassia is as good
as any, since its bit-

terness long retained

fenders the plant highly

distasteful to the pest.

Remedy (or Wire-
wonn.—" Wireworm is very destructive here on

lea fields ploughed up for Oats," writes Mr. Ernest

A. White, Coollegrean, Waterford, " and we have

found by experiments made by numerous farmers

that a good dressing of salt is the best remed\',

and also that it acts very favourably on the growth

of the corn, especially on light soils ; but this

belongs to the agriculttural department. However,
we are getting good results from the use of salt

with Potatoes (mixed with soot). Cabbage and
Broccoli of all kinds, Onions, roots and Mush-
rooms. The salt is used as a top-dressing and
worked in with the hoe, and we find most vegetable

crops benefit by its use."

Spinach as a Spring Vegetable.—How well the

ordinary prickly form of Spinach has withstood

the wintry weafher experienced, and when in

good condition what a quantity of succulent

leaves a few rows will produce ! So many grow

the summer variety, but do not appear to know
how easy the winter variety is to grow and what

a boon it is during the spring, when, as in this

season, other green vegetables are scarce. Too
often those who attempt to grow the winter

variety fail mainly because they do not sow early

enough to ensurethe plants being well established

before winter approaches. Sow early in August

in drills rS inches apart in deeply trenched soil

if it be heavy and naturally retentive of

moisture ; in that case free drainage is

essential.

New Potatoes.—-The important exhibit of new
Potatoes exhibited by Messrs. Sutton and Sons

before the Royal Horticultural Society on May 22

was perhaps the most educational of any at that

full and representative gathering, appealing not

so much by reason of so many baskets of produce.

.NWKCISSUS POET.\Z ELVIRA AT MUNSTLAD WOOD

but rather because of the high perfection attained

in their cultivation. In this latter the exhibit

was in the nature of an eye-opener. There were
seven sorts, all first-early varieties, each repre-

sented by a peck or thereabouts, the whole practi-

cally without spot or blemish, and therefore an

object-lesson of some worth in these stressful

times. The fully grown produce resulted from
sprouted tubers planted on February 5 last and cold

house treatment, and, remembering the prolonged

winter and other uncongenial weather conditions,

it was excellent. The varieties were Dunnottar

Castle (oval). Harbinger (flat round). Gladiator,

Ringleader, May Queen, Carisbrooke Castle and
Sutton's Ashleaf (kidney varieties). With better

weather a much earlier crop would have resulted
;

indeed, tubers of excellent quality had been lifted

some two or thre^ weeks earlier than those shown.

Obviously there is here an object-lesson of more

than ordinary value—a golden opportunity for

those having cold glasshouses or pits vacant

early in the year to turn them to profitable

account.

Seakale Flowers.—-This is the moment to

remind readers of the value of Seakale flowers

as a tender and delicious vegetable. It should

be cut while it is in a close, compact. Broccoli-like

stage, be plain boiled, and served with a nice white

sauce. We venture to say that its good qualities

will never be forgotten, and that even when the

better days come—when the now pressing need

to save everything of edible vegetation has passed—

•

it will still be remembered as one of the best of

vegetables.

Narcissus Poetaz Elvira.—it was a happy

inspiration that led to the hybrids derived from

a combination of Narcissus Poeticus ornatus

with the Tazettas,

for it has resulted in

t h e production o i

^ome very beautiful

:;arden flowers. One
elf the finest of these is

Elvira, a grand Bunch
Narcissus over 2 feet

high, singularly distinct

m its nobility of port

and its strong, upright

habit. The blooms

have a white perianth

of great substance and

a yellow cup. The

splendid vigour of this

fine variety is not easy

to account for, for it

exceeds that of either of

its parents.

Old V. Young Wall-

flowers.—The past
^e\'ere winter has in

many cases taken a

heavy toll of the
Wallflowers, so that, in

some instances at least,

the spring display is but

a meagre one. . In a

Surrey garden, where the soil is of a heavy, cold

nature, all the Wallflowers, with one exception,

are either killed or severely injured. They were

one year and two year old plants, and between

the two there is nothing to choose as to the extent

of their injury. The exception is one that has been

here eight years and which, for the sake of associa-

tion, has been kept on year after year. Its stout

,

woody stems have been proof against the frost

,

and it is now in full bloom, having pushed out

new growth all over the plant. True, the flower-

spikes are not large, but there are plenty of them,

so that they form quite a mass of colour. This

fact might well be noted by those who make it a

rule to discard their plants when they have once

flowered, as an extra severe winter may put in an

appearance at any time.
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CORRESPONDENCE
The Editor is not responsible jar the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

The Promise of Fruit.—The spring of 191

7

lias already given us one or two things to re-

member, but probably the most notable is the

abnormal iiowering of practically every kind and
variety of fruit tree ; at least, this is what I have
noted in a good many parts of Surrey and Middlesex.

At Woburn Place, though the trees are not old

—

all having been planted within the past eighteen

years, and most of them during recent times

—

every tree, both of Apple, Pear, Plum and Cherry,

is laden as it has never been before, and,

given a fair chance as regards moisture and, on
the smaller trees, a fair thinning (the larger trees

will have to go for lack of labour), we ought to

have a bumper fruit crop. Some few years ago,

when planting a copse, I planted a good many
maiden Apple trees among the Hazels, &c.,

particularly down the sides of the paths where
the fruits coul^ be easily gathered,

and the accompanying illustration

shows a row of these trees in

bloom where the Hazels were
grubbed and Roses planted for cut-

ting purposes, the variety in the :

immediate foreground being Lane's .'

Prince Albert, and in the distance

Cox's Orange Pippin. The other
*

illustration is of a tree of the old
|

variety Tom Putt, which invariably
]

flowers and fruits well here, and though I

the fruit is not so juicy when cooked
!

as some others, it is of good flavour

and certainly a desirable variety owing
to its consistent cropping qualities.

This and several other varieties of i

Apples, Pears and Plums were
planted a few years ago on grass

to afford shade for poultry, and
though the grass is allowed to

grow close up to the trees, the

growth of the latter is quite vigor-

ohs enough, and such varieties as

Brownlee's Russet, Beauty of Bath,

Peasgood's Nonsuch, Bramley's

Seedling, Warner's King, Ecklinville

Seedling, King of the Pippins,

Bismarck and The . Duchess give us

good crops of clean and weU-
coloured fruits in most seasons, thus showing
that the poultry-manure suits them well.^

—

T. S.

Garden Rations per Head per Year.—
When I first came to live in the country and was
thrown entirely upon my own resources for

vegetables, I found it extremely puzzling to

estimate the quantities of each land required for

my household. I think, therefore, the following

list, which 1 have worked out with the help of

my gardener (who is a bit of a chef also), may
aid other amateurs now begiiming to grow vege-

tables to supply then- families. I have based
my calculations on my own household of seven,

comprising one active man and wife ; two healthy,

hungry, growing young folks
; two grown women,

and one elderly one (yours truly). I have estimated

for a liberal supply per person, from average crops

grown on medium quality soil, well dug and
manured, and cultivated by a non-professional

Kardener in part of his time. (Doubtless pro-

fessional gardeners, who devote their whole time
and attention to gardening and have special

facilities, could do with smaller space and quanti-

ties than those here given.) I have not listed

choicer' vegetables, requir-ing special care, such as

Celery, Seakale, Tomatoes and saladings, as the

demand for these varies so greatly. Here follows

the list of vegetables for one person for a year :

Spring Cabbage, twelve plants.
Cauliflower and Broccoli, twelve plants, proportion

of three sowings.
Savoys, twelve plants, two kinds, early and late.
Asparagus Kale, ten plants.
Sprouting Kale, ten plants, two kinds.
Brussels Sprouts, ten plants.
Broad Beans, 6-foot row.
Dwarf Beans, twelve to fifteen plants.
Runner Beans, twenty to twenty-five plants, two

sowings.
Peas, three rows of 6 feet each, three sowings.
Spinach, two rows of 3 feet each, two summer sowings.
Spinach Beet, 6-foot row, for winter.
Carrots, 50-foot row ; main crop, twelve months'

supply.
Early Carrots. 3-foot row.
Vegetable Marrow, one plant.
Onions, 50-foot row ; main crop, twelve months'

supply.
Shallots, 24-foot row ; fresh and for pickling.
Turnips, three rows of 7 feet each, three sowings.
Swedes, 24-foot row.
Beetroot, two rows of 12 feet each, two sowings in two

varieties.

Parsnips, 20-foot row.
Jerusalem Artichokes. 12-foot row.
Potatoes, 75-foot row, three kinds.

Of course, individual tastes vary, and, where some
vegetables are omitted, others in season at that

cation of the genus, published in the Journal

of the Royal Horticultural Society some years

ago, be accepted, these two plants are not in the

same section with Mr. Gifford's plant. Mr.

Gilford's plant obviously is an officinalis. It is

in fact, I believe, the only plant in cultivation

that has any claim to the name officinalis lobata.

It is indeed the plant that has borne the name,,

and it is no doubt, I believe, the only plant we
have that is entitled to it. Its possession has

not to my knowledge been disputed by any other

form, and since it is Mr. Gifford's plant that is

represented by your illustration in June last on

page 284, I was right in confirming the correct-

ness of the name. Mr. Gifford did endeavour

to get the correct name of his plant. That he

was misinformed is clearly due to some mis-

understanding. Mr. Gifford is to be congratulated

on having a more valuable plant than he supposed.

1 may mention that the flowers of Mr. Gifford's

plant here are not yet actually open, but it is

planted alongside a correct P. officinalis lobata,

and as there is obviouslv no difference between

THE PROMISE OF APPLES AT WOBURN PLACE, SURREY.

time of year must be supplied. For example,

if some do not like Parsnips, a row of Salsify may
be substituted, and many might like more Turnips

and less Beetroot, though Beetroot is more nourish-

ing and can be used hot or cold, which is not the

case with Turnips.

—

Anne Amateur.

Pseonia officinalis lobata.—In October of last

year I was requested to express my opinion as

to the kind of Psony represented by an illustra-

tion in your issue of June 10 last under the name
Pseonia officinalis lobata. This I did, and as

there was every reason for recognising it as correct,

I expressed my opinion to that effect on page 522,

also in October. On page 545 Mr. Gifford wrote

a response under the heading " Pseonia peregrina

Gifford's Variety," asking the question by what

intuition I came to the conclusion that the picture

really represented P. officinalis lobata. To
this letter I replied on page 568, and I suggested

that Mr. Gifford should forward me a specimen,

and I promised to report in The Garden a state-

ment of fact. Mr. Gifford very kindly sent me
a plant, and I now write to carry out my promise.

The plant Mr. Gifford sent me is just now coming

into flower. It will clear the ground if I say at

once that it has nothing to do with P. peregrina

and nothing to do with P. decora. If my classifi-

them, I write early in case of interest while Mr.

Gifford's stock is in flower.—R. Irwin Lynch,
Botanic Garden, Cambridge.

Cutting Back Hardy Plants.—It often happens

that some plant of a height of 3 feet or 4 feet,

either self-sown or from a stray root, appears

in the front edge of a flower border. It may be

some good plant—too good to be cleared away
without regret—but its height makes it quite

unsuitable to its place. In many cases i may
be boldly cut down, when, as now, it has made
about a third of its growth. I do not say that

all plants can be so treated, but probably the

greater number, for I do not remember any that

I have had occasion to cut back that have failed

to do well and to flower at their normal season

at the reduced height. It would, naturally, not

be attempted in the case of the comparatively

few plants that have radical leaves and a more
or less non-leafy stem, such as the Eryngiums.

To-day (May 19) I have cut back several plants

of the beautiful Campanula lactiflora, whose

normal height is something like 5 feet ; they will

flower in the front of the border at a height of

15 inches to 18 inches. Taught by this e.xperience,

I make it a practice to cut back more moderately

other plants of the same towards the middle of
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the border, for the only trouble with it is that the

spreading heads of bloom are apt to break down
unless a stick is fastened almost to the flower

itself. This cutting back makes the stem stronger

and sturdier, and the bloom is safely carried.

—

G. J.

To Prevent a Vine from Bleeding.—I believe

I have found an effective way of stopping a Vine

from bleeding. Smear the part affected with

tar, press some cotton-wool on, and before it can

get wet with the leakage well cover with tar with

a piece of stick, being careful to make it adhere

closeh to the Vine.—T. W. W.
Hybridisation of tlie Apple.—The notes on

this subject signed " Hereford " in your issue

of May 19, page 173, are of extreme interest to

all who, like myself, are of opinion that the man
who produces a reaHy good Apple is one of the

greatest benefactors of the human race. I am
in entire agreement with hira when he speaks of

raisers having so far gone on wrong lines, and he

raises a most fascinating and interesting point

in suggesting the use of the common Crab in

alliance with existing varieties. Is there or is

there not sontething in the alliance of the peer

and the ballet girl ? From experience of some

years with plants other than the Apple I contend

that there undoubtedly is. Some
of the finest and most successful

things of my raising have been

the result of intercrossing a pedi-

gree aristocrat with a vulgar

species, and I presume that this is

what " Hereford " means. It is

quite natural for a novice in seed-

ling raising to say to himself,

" Now, I intend to start by inter-

crossing the very best varieties,"

and he accordingly takes Cox's

Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin,

perhaps Bramley's Seedling, and

all those that would come out at

the top of an Apple audit, with

results which up to now do not

appear to have given us any im-

provement on their "parents. If I

say that none of the offspring has

been so good, I shall not be

exaggerating. From what practical

learning I have, I am disposed

to believe that the suggestion of

" Hereford" will give him a better

run for his money. There is no

harm in his trying it, anyway.

—

F. Herbert Chapma.n.

Large and Small Vegetables.—
On page 172 of The Garden for

May 19 I was interested and

amused to read " Anne Ama-
teur's " notes on the above, as I

usually am by her comments. On
this occasion she has followed one

who has " lived and learned,"

with a view to refuting somewhat
his statements. I refer to " \. B. C." in the

previous week's issue. I have been keenly inter-

ested in the culture and production of vegetables

during my whole life, and principally with a view

to encourage the growing of all kinds of vegetables

of the highest quality, and I may here state that for

some considerable time this year we have been

cutting the same variety of Cabbage to which

your correspondent refers ; but I fear they

would hardly go into an ordinary teacup, and" I

venture to suggest that the eating qualities were

none the worse. We have to produce these

for the many and not for the few, and I am afraid

that if "Anne Amateur's" advice was put into

practice by the large majority the Cabbage-bed

supplies would fall very far indeed below the

demands made upon them, and this as surely applies

to most kinds of vegetables. We also try to keep

up a supply, not by retaining and depending

on the same bed, but by making frequent small

sowings of the various varieties and using the

ground for other crops. Nothing would give me
more pleasure than to receive a visit from " Anne
Amateur " in order to enable me to prove my
statements, and I have confidence enough in our

culture to stand or fall by the culinary quality

and tenderness of our productions.

—

Edwin-

Beckett, V.M.H.

RHUBARB LEAVES
By Gertrude Jekvll, V.M.H.

[We have passed on the suggestion made by
Miss Jekyll in this article of investigating the
edible properties of Rhubarb leaves to the
Rev. W. Wilks, Secretary of the Royal
Horticultural Society, who reports that there
is nothing to investigate and no one at
Wisley to investigate it. Mr. Wilks thinks
it is possible that alleged cases of Rhubarb
poisoning are due to the use of common soda
instead of carbonate of soda in cooking; while
he is painfully aware from personal experience
that even the stems of Rhubarb leaves are

? 'Jt<

% /

A PROMISING TREE OF -TOM PUTT APPLE.

capable of setting up acute irritation. Rhubarb
leaves have recently been prepared as a vege-
table in the place of Spinach according to
a recipe entitled " War-time Tips," issued by
the National Training School of Cookery.
This was followed by fatal results. We
still think that an authoritative statement
from the Royal Horticultiual Society would
be of great interest and of much service to
the public.

—

Ed.]

THE recent lamentable result ot

eating cooked Rhubarb leaves

suggests the thought that the
ill-effects might have been averted if the
leaves had had a preparatory treatment
by what coolis call " blanching "—that
is, boiling for anything up to ten
minutes in water that is then thrown

au-ay. This is commonly done by carefti

cooks in the case of Sorrel, another plant
of the same tribe with a strong acid, the
purpose being to get rid of a good part
of this acid. If the proper use of Rhubarb
lea^'es could be ensured by the emplovment
of such a safeguard, it would be the saving
of a large quantity of useful greenstuff.

Possibly the use of some form of soda
might still further neutralise the acid and
render the leaves harmless. Might I

suggest that it would be a useful subject
for experiment in the Royal Horticultural
Society's laboratory at Wisley ? A pub-
lished account of such an investigation
would be of great interest and an authorita-
tive statement of much service to the
public. And, further, would this well-

organised laboratory or any practical

chemist clear up doubts about the use of

soda with boiled vegetables ? It has the
effect of softening hard water and of pre-

serving the green colour. But when
" soda " appears in a recipe it is natural

for cooks to use common washing soda,

which they always have at hand. Am I

right in thinking that common soda is

of an irritant nature and
should not be used in the pre-

paration of food, and tit
only bicarbonate of sjda
should be so omployed ?

Distinct instruction on this

point, as well as on means
of dispersal of the acids of

Rhubarb and Sorrel by
means of a first boiling,

and the length of time that
this boiling should be carried

on, would be of immense
value. The large-leaved

>V Sorrel, the Oseille of so

much good French cookery,
might then be used with
more confidence.

Another matter bearing on
the same kind of question
comes to mind. The value
of Bay leaves for flavouring is

well known. But in an ex-

cellent book on vegetable
cookery published within the
last year or two, the word
Laurel is used instead of

Bay. By Laurel an English
cook would understand the
common Laurel (Primus Lauro-
cerasus), whereas the leaf

intended is that of the
Sweet Bay (Laurus nobilis).

It is easy to see how the mis-

take arose, for, from other
evidence, the author would
appear to be better acquainted

with the French cookery terms than their

e(juivalents in English. In French a
Bay leaf is Feuille de Laurier, and the
French popular name for the Sweet Ba\-

is Lanrier-baic, which in English would
be Berry Laurel. I am no chemist, but
have a general impression that both kinds

of leaves contain a ceii:ain amount of

prussic acid, the common Laurel probably
the greater amount of the two, while the

Bay has the ' far finer flavour. A.% one
who has received a distinguished honour
from the Royal Horticultural Society,

I venture to appeal to its scientific

branch for enlightenment on these sevefal

points.
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INSECTS THAT HELP THE G A R D E N E R.—

I

By John J. Ward, F.E.S.

Fig I.

—

The hover fly.

{Slighlly enlarged.)

NOW that gardening— mainly
kitchen gardening—has become
part of everybody's duty, and
developing crops are being
studiously watched, in numerous

cases, by ver\- amateur tillers of the soil,

it is certain that, even with the most
favourable
climatic con-
ditions, there are

insect troubles

ahead. A greater

or smaller toll

has got to be
taken from every
crop that is

grown. The
very fact that

large cultivated

areas have sud-

denly sprung into

existence is the

one factor that

ensures trouble-

some insect visi-

tations, for
abundant food
alwa^'s implies

rapid multiplica-

tion in the insect

world. How much damage may be done

depends largely on (i) climatic conditions

and (2). expert handling of the various

pests as they appear.

America is said to lose ever>. year one

lumdred million pounds ' from damage
inflicted by insects upon her growing

crops. Expert observers estimate that

insect depredations represent at least

an average of one-tenth of the value of all

agricultural crops. Since, then, an average

crop of one hundred pounds in value has

to yield a ten-pound loss on account of

insect attacks, it is obvious that when
individual crops are badly attacked the

losses become very great ; indeed, large

cultivated areas are often completely

destroyed when once insect pests get the

upper hand.

Do not imagine that indiscriminate killing of

every insect that appears will constitute a remedy.

I frequently meet witli professional gardeners

(who ought to know better) who make a practice

of destroying all small grubs they come in contact

with, no't infrequently by means of a squeeze

between thumb and forefinger. They fail to recog-

nise that they are continually killmg their best

friends—friends who are much better qualified

to kill foes than the gardener is himself.

When large and destructiye caterpillars are seen
obviously doing
damage to foliage,

&c., they should,
of course, be de-

stroyed ; but great
care should be
taken with regard
to smaller grubs and
insects which offer

no e\'idence of in-

jury, for these are
often the natural
foes of the injuri-

ous species hunting
down their prey.

There are often
times when it would
prove more profit-

able if gardeners
would lay aside
their insecticides

and fumigating and

spraying devices, cease killing, smoke their pipes,
and carefully observe what is happening. Probably
many of my readers have noticed that Rose and
other trees swarming with green flies or '* blight

"

not infrequently suddenly become cleared of these
pests, and in the course of a day or so, without
any attention, the green flies seem to have entirely
disappeared.

Let us investigate how this comes about. In
Fig. I is shown an insect called a hover fly. a black
and yellow striped wasp-like insect, but one
quite unable to sting, for it is nothing more than
a coloured fly, and one closely related with the
common house fly, but its life-story is very
different.

There are numerous species oi tiiese flies seen
in our gardens, and they may be readily distin-

guished by their curious habit of poising almost
motionless above foliage and flowers, held there
by the rapid vibrations of their almost invisible
wings. It is from this habit of hovering in the
air that their popular name is derived. Their
function is to select suitable sites where aphides
or " blight " are abundant and to deposit their
eggs here and there among the infested foliage.
From each egg then emerges a tiny grub, whose
mission, almost immediately it appears, is to seek
for aphides and to suck their juices at a rapid rate.
Their strength is marvellous, and when only two
days old they are able to lift an aphis much larger
than themselves clear of the leaf and hold it in

mid-air while they drain the juicfs from its body.

Fig. 2.

—

The hover fly grub,

two days old, devouring a

green fly much larger than

itself. (Magnified four times.)

Fi^. 3.

—

The full-grown Fig. 4.—//// // clear

hover fly grnb captures of the leaf and, hold-

a green fly on a Pea ing il in. the air.

flower a n d proceeds il—
to—

»

as shown in Fig. 2. It takes about ten days to

complete their development, and their appetite
increases hourly during that period, until they
can comfortably dispose of a full-grown aphis
in one minute, its empty skin being then cast

aside and another victim captured almost
immediately.

Their method of feeding is extremely interesting,

and is clearly shown in Figs. 3 to 5. Various kinds
of these grubs will be found among the foliage,

all doing excellent work for the gardener through-
out the day and also during the night. It is

astonishing with what rapidity two or three of
them will clear a twig swarming with living green
flies. After some three or four hours from the time
they commence their beneficial work, nothing but
the white and shrunken skins of their victims
will be found.
The grub illustrated is green in colour with a

white stripe down the centre of its back from head
to tail, and is about three-quarters of an inch
in length with .body fully extended. There are
other species of a~ greyish brown colour, but they
can all be distinguished by their habit of rapidly
thrusting their long, tapering head and foreparts
here, there, and everywhere as they travel. Sooner
or later their nose tbuches a green fly, which is

immediately lifted clear of the leaf and disposed
of as shown in Figs. 3 to 5.

At the end of ten days the grub changes to a
pupa or chrysalis, and ten days later emerges

as a fully developed hover fly (Fig. 6). So that
in about thref weeks a new generation of these
flies appears, and consequently, when aphides
are abundant, new broods continually occur
throughout the summer months. It follows,
therefore, that a large and new brood suddenly
appearing in a particular area may mean almost
a complete clearing of the aphides in that part

;

' hence the sudden disappearance of these pests
from our Rose bushes or other plants.
Now, it is quite possible to invite these hover

flies to our gardens, and they will invariably
accept the invitation. All that is necessary is a
bed, or a few groups, of some flower on which
they feed; for the flies themselves feed on nectar
and pollen from flowers. A bed of Mint or Thyme
allowed to reach the flowering stage is a great
source of attraction, or a clump of Poppies here
and there among our crops is also highly appre-
ciated, and likewise any Ox-eye or other Daisy
type of blossom. By introducing groups of such
flowers amid our crops we are adopting a natural
protective device against the attacks of aphides,
although that point is not always appreciated
by gardeners. Where the hover flies come to feast
and breed, there will they search among the foliage
for the aphis hosts, amid which they instinctively
place their eggs. It is quite possible for a garden
well sprinkled with flowers to be comparatively
free from " blight," while one more or less flower-
less, only a short distance away, may have its

plants swarming with them, simply because the
hover flies find greater pleasure and all they need
in the flower area.

Also, by so arranging crops and flowers we are
working on Nature's own lines. Nature does not
grow one kind of plant exclusively on a piece of
ground ; that would ultimately mean rapid exhaus-

Fig. 5.

—

extends its body

into a rigid attitude,

and in about one minute

sucks the juices of the

green fly.

Fig. 6. ~ T h e

hover f ly fust
emerged from its

chrysalis, the broken

skill of which is

seen above it.

tion of the soil. When man attempts to do it.

Nature objects, and sends birds, insects, fungi and
other pests to break up his scheme. The fact that he
intends to have rotation of crops and to fertilise

the land does not insure him from the attacks of
these pests, because he might by some mischance
fail to fulfil his part. Nature, therefore, takes
the matter in hand immediately, and begins to
correct what, in the natural balance of living things,
is an evil. iWan is endeavouring to obtain more
than his share from a given area, and, if he gets
it, he will have to fight for it. Pests appear when
man interferes with natural laws.

Let us suppose that our hover flies fail to subdue
the rapid development of the aphides. Imme-
diately new enemies come into play. The familiar
red and black-spotted ladybird beetles begin ti>

prey upon them (Fig. 7), not only in their beetle
stage, but more particularly in their larva or grub
state (Fig. 8), when they are dark greyish or blackish
creatures only about one-third of an inch in length,
often seen slowly prowling over the buds and foliage
like miniature crocodiles. Lender a pocket magni-
fier the body appears tuberculated and spotted
with yellow, and they have si.x legs. When full

grown they will devour ten or twelve aphides
in one hour, and, like the hover flies, new
broods are continually appearing as the summer
advances.
There is no insect danger so much to be feared

by the gardener as that of the attacks of aphides ;
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ihty constitute Naiure's most potent weapmi
in rontroUing superfluous vegetation. Sometimes,
too, they seem to get out ot hand, so rapidly do
they multiply. Still other enemies then arise to

attack them. Minute wasps appear in untold

^"'g- 7-

—

Malt- and female ladybird hedlci

feasting on green flies. Note the shrunken

skins of their victims.

numbers and deposit their eggs in the bodies of

the green flies, one in each aphis. From each egg
is hatched a %v-asp grub, which matures on the
substance of the body of the aphis, and about
fourteen days later breaks through the skin of its

host, a perfect little wasp like its parent. So new
generations of these wasps are continually added
to the ever-increasing enemy hosts.

Tlien common wasps will ocrasioaally take 'to

feeding their grubs upon them ; they may be seen
working up and down the stems, gathering mouth-
fuls to carry back to their nest, chewed into suit-

i\\Ac mincemeat fi>r their offspring. The common

Fis. 8. —Larva of ladybird beetle devouring

g/ivii flies. (Enlarged.)

'arwig is also iinutlier occasional enemy, feeding

iipcin them at night-time.

We must not forget either the beautiful lace-

wing fly (Fig. 9), whose emerald green body, gauzy,
lace-like wings and jewel-like eyes are familiar

in every garden during the summer-time. It

deposits forty or more eggs in one batch, all on
long stalks, by means of which they are attached
to the leaves. Fnim these eggs come ravenous
little grubs which when full grown can destroy
thirty or more aphides in an hour. They are only
about half an inch in length, but are very active

;

their method of attack is shown in Fig. 10. These
grubs also suck the eggs of moths they may find

on the leaves, and devour minute caterpillars

just hatched from such eggs, so that they are

extremely valuable war-time allies of the gardener.
.^ Lilac tree or two in the garden is a certain attrac-

tion for these insects, for it is on the foliage of that
tree the insect prefers to deposit its eggs.

THE GARDEN.

It is obvious, then, tliat the gardener has
numerous insect friends as well as foes. Never-
theless, he comes along with powerful spraying
devices and obnoxious fluids and squirts away at
his plants, when the first victims to suffer are these
beneficial grubs, which get removed from the
plants and hurled to the ground, while numerous
aphides still hold on, and an hour or so later have
things all their own wav, and multiply as only
aphides can. In a few days the few "hundreds
left become a few thousands, and a few days later
still hundreds of thousands, and at the end of
three or four weeks there may be millions or,
indeed, thousands of millions. An hour or two
spent in searching round the garden with a good
reading-glass, or a pocket magnifier, for these grubs
and removing them from unimportant plants and
placing them on the important infested crops

Fig. 10.

—

Larva »/ lace-wing fly /ceding on an
aphis. (Natural size.)

would have proved much more effective, although
at the time such a remedy mav appear very in-
effective. It is, nevertheless. Nature's own reniedy,
and, given opportunity, is certain of success.

In this connection we have much to learn in
this country. In the State of California farmers
and growers of all kinds of crops send to the
Insectary at Sacramento for regular supplies of
ladybird beetles, and millions of them are di--
patched, packed in boxes, to all parts of that
country, so that they can be released among the
growing crops and in the orchards. So skilful
have the entomologists become that the lady-
birds can be kept hibernating in cold storage for
six.or more months, so as to appear in accordance
with the various crops on the growers' calendar,
long after their normal advent. The success of
the scheme is astonishing, and the green fly plague
of the Californian farmer will probably ill a very
few years be completely overcome, and hundreds
of thousands of poimds saved annually.

(To be continued.)

[Di'printed by permission 0/ t'le proprietors 0/ the " Strand
Magazine." y

THE BIOGRAPHY OF A
BULLFINCH

13v THE Rev. D.wid R. Willumsos.

Fig. 9.

—

The lace-wing fly.

IH.WE
often \vondered how this interesting

representative of the finch family of birds

—

so unique in its attractive colouring, the

miniature, parrot-like formation of its bill,

and its distinctive vocal utterances—received
its name. One eminent naturalist has expressed
the conviction that it is a corruption of " bud-
finch," as this special bird is a notable destroyer
of flower-buds, and especially those of Cherries and
Plums ; and I think it is probable that his theory
is correct. The modification, in any case, is not
more remarkable than many geographical names
in Southern Scotland (as we may learn from Sir

Herbert Maxwell's invaluable book on " The
Etvmologv- of Galloway ") when compared %vith

the original Celtic names from wliich, manifestly,

they have been derived. The only bullfinch I

have ever seen in this region was not a native

of the place, but an introduction from the Glen

199^

of Glenapp, one ot tlie most beautiful valleys'
in the South of Scotland, which would be quite
as impressive in its varying aspects as Glen Trool
in Kirkcudbrightshire if it only enfolded, like,

" That Eden of our raptured eyes,"

fhe dominating fascination of an exquisite lake;
though it has at least the privilege of looking into
Loch Ryan, so much admired by Queen Victoria.
This bullfinch was presented to my mother by
a retired sea captain, her accomplished, son-in-
law, who has now a large and fertile farm in the
parish of Kirkbean. It used to sit serenely, as I

have often seen it do, on the top of the special
copy of the Glasgoxv Herald that the captain was
reading, with its small,- beady eyes attentively
fixed upon his face. When my mother was
suffering from her last illness in the manse, it

used to light, ever and anon, upon her pillow
and produce for her benefit a series of highly
amusing staccatos, enlivened by an occasional
trill. She, naturally, became very much attached
ti] this brightest of birds, which I used to consider
the one (unconsciously) humorous inmate of the
manse.

We had also a canary that had, like the bullfinch,
the entire run of the house ; but though capable
of marvellous vocal achievements, he never was
such a universal favourite. Besides all this.

taking advantage of his liberty one fine summer
morning he deserted us, while the bullfinch
remained. Mr. Matthew Arnold, who was my
kindest literary friend and one of the most charm-
ing men I ever knew, in his memorable poem
entitled " Poor Matthias," written at the request
of his gifted daughter Eleanor (now- Lady Sand-
hurst) on the death of her pet canary, has expressed
his deep regret that

" Birds find not, do all they can.

Passage from their souls to man."

They have, nevertheless, an intelligence and
vocal language of their own, which only their
admirers can discern and understand.

I may add to those fragmentary observations
that the buUfinch, whose characteristics and
amiable eccentricities I have endeavom-ed to
describe, would sleep nowhere else in the manse
than on the wor.i frame of an ancient picture
of ' A Gipsy Woman in her Tent " that adorned
my bedroom. Thither he repaired at an early
hour in the evening. He was always asleep there,

with his bright head among his feathers, when I

sought the region of repose
; but he was awake

long before me in the morning, and invariably
saluted me mth his picturesque, piping notes
when I awoke and spoke to him. He ultimately
perished (through the consumption of too much
Hemp-seed) in his cage in the study, and I was
present, a silent and sorrowful spectator of his
sufferings, when he died. As an appropriate
conclusion and a tribute to his dear memory,.
I apply to him unreservedly the beautiful words'
of "Matthew Arnold :

' Fare thee well, Companion dear !

Fare for ever well, nor fear.

Tiny though thou art, to stray

Down the uncompanioned way !

We without thee, little Friend,

Many years have not to spend ;

What remain, can hardly be

Better than we spent with thee."

",* Readers who have not alreadi/ done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regutarltj by their neue-
wjent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold
copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence THE
OiKDEN is obtainable only ;/ ordered beftreband.
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PLANTS OF THE HIGH ALPS AT HOME.-II

Bv E. A. Bowles, M.A., V.M.H., F.L.S.

SOLDANELLA ALpf^A is another plant

characteristic of the turfy Alps, where,

as soon as the snow has thinned sufficiently,

its beautifully fringed, lilac bells rise up
often through the snow, and in some places

mingled with Crocus vernus spring up through
the recently uncovered and still brown and sodden
turf, in such thousands as to spread a iilm of

colour as far as the eye can reach.

Soldanella alpina, I regret to say, is one of those

plants that soon misses its friends in this lowland
garden, and there languishes and dies, and I have
ceased to collect and condemn it to such a sad fate.

On the other hand, I collect all the more assidu-

ously the handsome evergreen tufts of the larger

species, S. montana, whenever I am lucky enough
to meet with them, for with care, which means
liberal top-dressings and an ever-ready eye and
hatpin for greedy slugs, it will not only live but
thrive and flower in any half-shaded place, such
as will make an Anemone Hepatica happy.
Whereas S. alpina is a plant of the open hillside

and mostly loses its leaves in winter, the larger

S. montana dwells in the woods at lower altitudes,

or occasionally nestles in mossy nooks at the

foot of a clump of Alnus viridis, and retains

leathery, evergreen leaves, as hearty mouths
and lungs working for its well-being, throughout
the winter. This seems to make it a much more
robust and obliging plant in gardens. In spite

of these good qualities, the true S. montana is

seldom offered for sale, and when it cannot be
procured, the best substitute is the plant sometimes
listed under the name of S. alpina var. pyrola^folia.

Anemone alpina is for the most part another
plant of the mountain turf. Occasionally it makes
itself at home among dwarf bushes or even in

shingly dibris
; but the finest specimens, both as

regards size of flower and number of crowns, are

those found in the rich and damp Alpine meadows
Surely the world can show no more beautiful

plant than this Anemone when it is growing at

its best, as on the slopes on either side of the Col
du Mont Cenis, Ranunculus Lyallii on Mount

clump to clump to choose those with the most
perfect combination of charms irom which to dig
portions for my garden. Suppose we were to
look for the purest white, with the roundest flowers,

then we should notice that the young buds vary
enormously in the richness and tone of the blue
that tints their outer surface. Some are of a rich

amethyst tint, others of the greenish blue of a

SOLD.\NELLA ALPINA (4,500 FEET;.

Cook may make as fine a display, but would lack

the charm of variety inherent in the Anemone.
I have walked through the fields of these, knee
deep among the tufts of finely cut foliage, as beau-

tiful as that of many Ferns, and have gone from

ANEMONE ALPINA SULFUREA (7,000 FEbl).

turquoise. Some of these last are so exquisite

that one is soon looking for them exclusively, and
thus finds that one has been led to forms with
large starry flowers with an extra allowance of

sepals, and so beautiful that the rounded type
that seemed best to us at first, part of one's

training in selecting florists' flowers, is now dis-

carded for these less formal beauties. Then here
and there is a form of such clear and glowing citi-on

yellow that even whiteness seems no longer the

main requisite, and at length one realises each
in its own way has some special charm. Some
of these clumps must be of great age—not less than
half a century, possibly much more ; for it is

a slow-growing plant, and seedlings two or three

tears old are very small affairs. Yet when you
dig into one of these old clumps you will find that

the central root has long since disappeared, and
the clump consists of a number of hollow, tough
stems that descend much further into the ground
than you care to follow with onJy a trowel, before

they connect with each other. Fortunately, these

portions can be broken off and with care re-rooted

in our gardens, but I never e.xpect to live long
enough to see any of them grow into many crowned
clumps like those of the hillside.

It seems to be the correct botanical view nowa-
days to regard the self yellow plant of the granite

as no more than a variety of A. alpina. But this

var. sulfurea must not be confounded with the

sulphur, or rather citron yellow, forms found among
the white type, and which I consider far more
beautiful, especially when their young buds are

of the brightest turquoise tint. Botanists assure

us that this var. sulfurea difters from the normal
type in the size of its achenes and the shape of its

cotyledons. These, however, are trivial matters
when compared with the facts that the colour

of its yellow is never so glowing and pure, nor
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does it grow into such huge chiinps, as the true

alpina. The finest effect I have ever seen of masses

of A. sulfurea was on the Pordoi Pass in Tyrol,

but lovely as were those many acres waving with

sulphur Anemone blossoms, I missed the variety

and excitement of the many shades from pure

white to citron, as seen on the Cenis.

Ranunculus p>Ten:eus, again, must be seen at

home, and also very much at home and in full

luxuriance, before it can be appreciated at its full

value. Under such conditions it fills hollows

and gullies, slopes or level plains with drifts of

imitation snow. One walks through them ankle

•deep in white Buttercups for many hundreds of

yards at a stretch, and by crossing a ridge can often

turn again into another shimmering drift. Very

likely, if all our Buttercups at home were white, wi-

should become enthusiastic over a drift of yellow

R. acris ; but a white flower, however familiar,

certainly has a charm of its own for most people,

and when I see the beautiful and simple outline

and the glittering varnish of our Buttercups

reproduced in the dazzling white purity of R.

pyrenaeus, I feel that one of the most lovely of

Earth's children is before me.

When the plant is growing freely it shows a

tendency to doubling, and every stage can be

collected from an additional row of petals to a

fully double flower like a miniature Rose, and it

is hard to say which of the many forms is the most

beautiful. Some have a centre of minute green

petals replacing the anthers, and others, though

endowed with many rows of petals, still retain a

golden boss of stamens in the centre that gives a

touch of warmth and beauty one misses m the more

fuUv d<mble forms.

DISEASES ATTACKING
EARLY POTATOES

can do is to burn affected leaves and stems and
make frequent changes of seed. A bad outbreak
will do great damage, and when such a state of

things appears likely to occur, the crop, what
there is of it, should be dug at once.

The disease can be detected by the small size

of the leaves, the leaflets of which curl eventually,

and by the stunted growth of stem. The set

hardens in the ground without decaying; some-
times the sprouts fail to push through the soil

to the surface, and the yield of tubers is small.

There are no varieties resistant to leaf-curl disease,

but some are more liable to attacks in particular

localities than others. In such districts these

should be avoided. L. M. Marshall.

w EAF-CURL is the disease that most frequently
I attacks the early Potato, but summer
I blight sometimes appears on July crops
I in seasons when the weather is favourable
I to its development. This disease is

* Vfi-o most formidable enemy of main-
crops, and is best combated by prevention, which
can be done by spraying in good time with
Bordeaux mixture. Crops earlier than those of

July are very rarely affected, and even then the
trouble only comes as a result of a cold and wet
month. Bordeaux mixture is the best remedy
for this blight, but, imless it appears very early,
the better plan is to dig the crop.

Leaf-curl is said to arise through the infection

of spores in the soil, or by mycelium on the tubers.
It appears, however, in varying forms, and its

cause is not yet known. For example, some
authorities hold that the arrest of growth is due
to checking of the circulation of water and soluble

plant food by the upward progress of fungus in

the haulm tissues, and that the leaves curl as
they gradually lose their rigidity. It has also
been the experience of growers that the disease
is more prevalent in hot, dry, sandy soils and in

seasons of drought. Mr. Walter P. Wright says
that leaf-curl may be the same as the " leaf-roll

"

so rife in Germany, and which is considered to

be due to general debility

—

i.e., physiological
causes—since no fungus is discoverable. In
191 5 in particular Mr. Wright had numerous
cultures of early Potatoes on different soils from
fresh Scotch seed completely ruined by a form
of curl in which neither Macrosporium Solani
nor any other fungus could be traced by mycolo-
gists ; and thousands of other growers suffered
similarly.

The Macrosporium Solani causes black-stripe
in Tomatoes, with which leaf-curl seems to be
identical. As regards Potatoes, it is known that
the fungus is transmitted from haulm to the tubers
wlien the crop is ripe, and when the sets are
planted the following year the young shoots are
attacked from the soil. This is about as far
as we have gone in oiu- discovery of the cause
and development of the pest. On the other
hand, it may be of little use to the grower to know
what particular form attacks his own crop. ' It

is certain that spraying is no remedy. .\U one

ENGLISH VEGETABLE
SEEDS IN THE TROPICS

SOME notes on the question of the value

of English vegetable seeds in tropical

countries, which may be of some interest

to English growers of the same descrip-

tion of vegetable, appear in the latest

issue of the Agricullural News, one of the official

pub ications of the Imperial Department of Agri-

off close to the ground, leaving the stumps to

shoot. These were manured and kept supplied

with the proper amount of water, the sf>il being

kept loose around them and the selected plants

treated with proper respect in view of their impor-

tant destiny. Four shoots were retained to

mature on each root, and the seeds when formed

allowed to ripen completely. They were then

carefully gathered, dried and placed in a narrow-

necked bottle dried in an oven, and a piece of

absorbent cotton-wool placed on the top of the -

•seeds. The bottle was then corked and sealed

and deposited in a dark, dry place, there to remain

until required. This proceeding was completed

by the middle of June, and in the following Decem-
ber specimens were sown in boxes, where they

germinated very satisfactorily." Sir Gilbert further

states " that it would have been impossible to

get finer and more satisfactory plants than those

which subsequently developed from these locally

raised seeds. It is well known that in growing

Lettuce m hot weather the plants have a tendency

to run to seed, the main shoot usually coming
up from the centre of the heart. The Contiuuity

R.\NUNXULUS PYREN.EUS {8,000 FEET).

culture for the West Indies. It seems to be a fact

that seeds of temperate climate vegetables imported

into Barbados fail to germinate satisfactorily,

even if planted shortly after arrival. In view

of this fact Sir Gilbert Carter, K.C.M.G., an ex-

Governor of Barbados, says it is quite possible

to raise and keep seeds silccessfully if proper

means are adopted, or even to establish a minor

industry of seed production among the peasants.

Sir Gilbert's remarks on the raising of Lettuce

seed and the after-treatment of the plants may
contain some hints that may be of interest to

English cultivators, and they are as follows

;

" There are two Cos Lettuces which I have

found do well in the Tropics, namely, London
Cos and Paris Cos. The former makes a good

heart without tying, and the latter makes a loose

heart, with light green and delicate leaves. Of

the Cabbage Lettuces, the best I know is Con-

tinuity, which makes a very fine heart and does

not run quickly to seed. I have raised seed

from this variety with complete success. I selected

a few of the finest specimens when they had

thoroughly formed hearts, and then cut the plants

variety resists this tendency better than any other

sort, and possibly the practice of obtaining

the seed from a later development of the plant

encourages this retardation." In conclusion.

Sir Gilbert says that in his experience " English

and French seed are better than American, though

there appears to be an exception in favour of the

Seedtape, which embodies a new idea and a good

one." J. R. J.

Kohl Rabi.—This very curious member of the

Brassica family, commonly grown as a cattle root,

has undoubted edible e.xcellence, and when seed of

such varieties as the Early Green or Purple is sow-n

in April on good garden soil there is no difficulty in

sectu'ing nice roots that, having developed quickly,

are tender and when cooked distinctly pleasant eat-

ing. Seed should be sown in shallow drills where the
crop is to remain, the drills being 14 inches apart.

The plants need thinning to ro inches apart in

the rows. But where it is preferred to sow in

beds and transplant, the stems should be fixed

into the soil quite shallow, as the edible portion,

like the Turnip, swells above the ground. The roots

should be pulled early, and having been trimmed
may be stored in sand in a cool, dry place, and
thus be available for use during the winter.
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REMOVING SUCKER
. GROWTHS

DOUBTLESS many readers are

1 familiar with the sight presenteci

I in the garden of the inexperienced
' grower . at this season. How
common it is to see round

about the base of fruit trees of every

description a young forest of superfluous

and unnecessary growths which have
been allowed to develop without ever

making an attempt to check or rid the

trees of them. A moment's reflection

cannot fail to convince the beginner that

such a state of affairs is most undesirable.

To allow these basal shoots to develop

in such an unrestricted way must be

harmful to the trees and seriously menace
their future fruitfulness. Plum trees are,

perhaps, a more frequent source of trouble

than most other subjects, bush fruits

excepted, and where these trees are

growing in grass or on lawns, where they

are frequently met with, they are a source

of anxiety to the growers on this account.
The question naturally arises how to rid the

trees of these innumerable and unnecessary

growths. In Fig. i an example of a Plum tree

witli numerous suckers is shown. The merest

novice should readily realise that to leave a tree

such as this unatteiided to must be prejudicial

to its best interests, and for this reason it should

be dealt with promptly. If such Plum trees

are on their own roots, the suckers that are removed
may be utilised for increasing the stocks ; but

Plum trees are usually budded on wild Plum
and other stocks, and for this reason the suckers

are useless until they are budded. The novice

should have little difficulty in determining whether
the trees are on their own roots (Plum) or not,

because the leaf-growths of the two are so different.

The tirst thing to do in removing suckers from
fruit trees is to remove the soil round about the

former and to cut off the suckers quite
close to the roots whence they spring.
It is useless merely to cut them off just
below the surface, as so many inex-
perienced growers are prone to do.
-Ml suckers shotild be traced to their
origin on the roots, and then be cut
clean away. To make this removing
of the sucker growths quite clear, in

Fig. 2 the same Plum tree as is repre-
sented in Fig. 1 is shown, but with all

the growths except one renroved. This
one growth has been retained in order
to show how the suckers are actually
dealt with. A careful inspection of the
illustration will reveal the fact that the
soil has been removed round about it,

so that its origin may be discovered
;

the severance from the roots from which
it springs is then a very simple matter.
The altered appearance of the base of
the tree shows the drastic way in which
it is necessary to deal with these
growths, and it is easy then to under-
stand that the prospects of the trees
are improved thereby. It does not
necessarily follow, however, that suckers
are responsible for trees failing to bear
fruits. Suckers from Gooseberry and
Currant trees should be removed, and if

this is done with care and with roots
attached they will, in a year or two.
become good plants. For the latter

purpose I prefer to remove the suckers
in the late autumn or early winter. C.

BOOKS
Johnson's Gardeners' Dictionary.*

This new edition of a classical work,

formerly enjoying great popularity, is

on the same lines as the more recent

editions, with a great accession of

names, especially of new Chinese plants.

Chief among the authorities for new
plants are the annual lists in the Kfw
Bulletin, and these, we are editorially

informed, have been utilised from 1876 to 1910.

inclusive. Why those dating

from 1911 to 1916 were not

included is unexplained,

I although the title-page bears

the statement :
" Thoroughly

recast and brought down to

the year 1917." Of course, no
dictionary can be earned up to

the date of publication, even

with the latest possible supple-

ment ; and this has no sup-

plement. Yet • six years is a

long interval between making
up and publication. However,
we have to deal with upwards
of 900 double-column pages,

of which perhaps three-fourths

is dictionary and the rest

cultural instructions. It seems

from the meagre particulars

given that the present edition

contains all that is in the

original edition of 1846, " with

the addition of many thousand

names," As a record this may
be interesting, but to the

practical gardener it must be

bewildering. Take ten familiar

genera, for example : Of Aconi-

tum, about 100 species are

enumerated ; of Dendrobium,

about 450 ; of Epidendrum,

300 ; of Odontoglossum, upwards

I.—A PLUM TREE WITH NUMEROUS SUCKER GROWTHS.

of 300 ; of Passiflora, more than 100 ; of Pelar-

gonium, 300 ; of Rhododendron, 250 ; of Rosa,

250,; of Rubus, 200 ; and of Salix, nearly 300

species. Probably not more than an average of

10 per cent, of the species enumerated are now
in cultivation, including those in purely botanical

collections. But we have their names ; theii

etymologies ; diuration of plant, height, colour,

native country, natural affinities, c&c. ; all in a

handsome, well-printed volume, marvellously free

from typographical errors on the lines indicated.

The cultural articles, it may be added, are not

the least valuable part of the work. W. B. H.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

2. THE SAME TREE AFTERWARDS, SHOWING THE PROPER
WAY TO REMOVE THE SUCKERS.

* " Johnson's Gardeners' Dic-

tionary and Cultural Instructor,"

edited by J. Fraser and A. Hemsley.
Octavo, pp. 923. Loudon : George
Eoutlcdge and Sons, 1917; price

12s. net.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Exochorda Albertii grandiflora.—It was in

1894 that Messrs. George Paul and Son,' Old

Nurseries, Cheshunt, presented the typical species

above named, which was then granted an award

of merit, and now, after twenty-three years,

the same firm presents its variety grandiflora.

a vastly superior thing, which gains a like award.

Three-feet-long sprays were shown, traced with

the large snow white flowers. It is one of the

test flowering shrubs of the moment.

Tulip Eclipse (Darwin).—This is one of the

grandest in its set, a noble flower of goblet-like

form whose dominant colour internally approxi-

mates to a glo\ving chestnut red. The base is

strongly marked violet with white margin. Admir-

ably shown by Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh

Odontioda General Haig (O. Aglaon x o
Vnylstckea-),

—

A magniftcent hybrid which in

colour effect approximates to O. Coronation

Orchidhurst Variety, for which Messrs. Armstrong
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I, and Brown, Tmibridgc Wells, received a fir^t-

ilass certificate on April ii. The ground colour

is white, heavily blotched with red, the well-

defined margin being of a violet shade. At a

short distance the rose and white effect was very

beautiful. Quite a small plant bore a fine raceme

- of thirteen flowers.

The foregoing novelties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultural Society on May 2:2, when

I he awards Avere made.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes. -Early
plots are looking
showing the goocl

j,rowfh is vigorous.
M't-back by frost.

varieties and early planted

quite promising so f_ar.

v'ltality of the seed. The
and, providing we have no
the prospect is distiTictly

c icouragmg. The tubers dug from frames have
been of excellent quality. Keep the soil well

s:irred aniong growing plants, and, if any look

weakly, give a light sprinkling of sulphate of

.iramonia about such plants previous to earthing.

When earthing do not draw the soil to a sharp

point, as is too often done, because the water

from rains runs off into the bottom of the furrow

and the plants do not receive the l>enefit they

otherwise would if a space of 4 inches was left

at the top of the ridge.

Leeks.—Those put out last month are now
making good headway with the recent warm
weather. Any late plants should be transferred

to their final quarters without delay, especially

if they are required of large size with a long

blanched stem, in which condition Leeks arc at

their best. Trenches 2 feet deep and 18 inches

wide, with the bottom well broken up and 3 inches

of manure added, should be prepared. Plant in

prepared soil consisting of old potting soil, horse-

manure, and decayed vegetable refuse, (iive at least

I foot of space between the plants.

Runner Beans.—The first planted batch

from boxes should liy now be making good headway.
Do not overcrowd the laterals : keep the roots

moist, and syringe the plants in the evening after

a hot day to encourage rapid growth.

Cauliflowers.—Plant out in well-prepared ground
as fast as the plants are ready, giving a good
soaking of water to start growth at once. Fre-

quently stir the soil among early plants, and, if

possible, mulch the surfaie to conserve moisture.

Celery.—Put out the plants as fast as they
are large enough. It is far better to err on the

side of plants too small than the opposite, as they

receive less check by removal. Well water the

plants before lifting ; this will make the soil

adhere closer t(.) the roots.

Turnips.-^Sow fortnightly in small batches,

well watering the drills before sowing the seed

and sprinkling short grass on the surface to prevent

attacks of Turnip fly.

Lettuce.—Plant out directly the plants are

large enough. The smaller they are, the less

check the growth receives. Sow frequently in

small quantities.

French Beans.—Sow thinly in the open,

first watering the drills if the weather is dry.

If there is any suspicion of the plants in earlier

batches being too thick, remove sonre ; over-

crowding should be avoided. Sturdy plants

give a greater yield of good pods than weakly
plants caused by overcrowding. No plants in

the vegetable kingdom pay better for mulching
than I-'rench Beans.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pears on Walls have set a huge crop in the
majority of cases. Early thinning of the fruits

will be an advantage in every way, as it affords

relief to the trees and causes an increase in the

size of the fruits. Mulch at once trees carrying

heavy crops, which will greatly aid the trees

not only to swell their fruits, but encourage
them to make free growth for the foundation of

next year's fruit crop. The early removal of

surplus shoots from wall trees such as Plums
and Apricots should be done gradually for the
better development of those required for future

use.

E. MOLVMEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmorc, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Continue to plant out for late supplies.

Choose showery weather for this operation, and
as quicklv as possible plant after lifting with a good
ball of soil attached. Give a good watering in

and keep the plants damped over. Once a week
give the plants a dusting of soot, which will do
inncli to ward off the fly.

Leeks.—For late kitchen use make a further

plantmg. Select a shady part of the garden,

bore holes with a dibber and drop the young plants

to the bottom, and close in with some of the finest

soil at the roots. ^
Potatoes.—Earth ut the rrops of these as

lic.onu's i\e. essary, ami where the grovvtl\s are too

numerous, thin out the weakest, or a heavy crop

of haulm will be grown at the expense of the

tubers.

Parsley,—The main Parsley-bed should be
planted from seedlings raised in the open. Plant

about 12 inches to 15 inches apart in nice friable,

but not too highly enriched s<.il, which causes a

coarse growth. Dress the ground with soot as a

preventive of root maggot.

Onions.—The transplanted ones that were
raised in heat at the beginning of the year should

have the soil between the rows constantly stirred

with the Dutch hoe, and be damped over as often

as po.ssible in the absence of rain. Give a dusting

of sool occasionally, and as soo 1 as the plants are

Gooseberries.—Where heavy crops of the best
dessert varieties are hanging on the bushes and good
fruits are wanted later on, they can be thinned
now for preser\'iiig and for use in the kitchen ; this
will allow the remaining berries to swell to a larger

size.

The Fruit-Houses.

Feeding Vines.—Long-established Vines must be
well fed to be satisfactory. At the thinning stage

it is therefore important to apply to the borders
, a dressing of sifted pigeon-manure, being careful

to keep the 'top ventilators slightly open at night

to allow of the escape of noxious gases. Soot is

also beneficial, and when applying water to the
borders let it be strengthened with a soluble

manure.

THE CRAB APPLES

FLOWERING only a few days behind

the wild Cherry or Gean of our woods

come the Crab Apples. Many of these

handsome trees are not yet fully appreci-

ated, for, in addition to their beautiful

flowers in spring, the highly coloured fruits are

attractive in autumn and make a most excellent

jelly. Foremost among varieties is the John

Do\vnie Crab, with rich scarlet fruits. It is a

THE JAlANl-bli CKAE AITLE.

growing freelv a little artificial manure may be

given during ' showery weather. The main crop

requires similar treatment. Carefully hand-weed

when necessarv in the rows, and pull evenly

from the bed as required for salads, &c., but not

too severely.

Seeds to Sow.—.\ little Endive may be sown for

use in autumn, and the very dark-hued Beets,

such as Cattell's, should not be sown earlier,

else they will grow too coarse. .-Mso sow a few seeds

of London Colewort. waiting a fortnight to make
the main sowing. This is a useful vegetable not

much grown in the North. At the same time sow

seeds of a good second-early Cauliflower. Spinach,

Mustard and Cress, Radishes and Lettuces must

be sown at short intervals not exceeding ten days,

and Lettuces should be regularly transplanted, a

few at a time, in order to secure a constant supply.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Currants.—The bushes of Red and White
Currants will benefit for more reasons than one

if the shoots are tipped back within a week or so.

In the first place, aphides are removed and more air

and light can reach the fruits, while the appear-

ance of the bushes is improved, and permits of

a covering of nets being placed on with greater

e.ase as soon as the berries commence to colour.

most desirable tree for a lawn or shrubbery when

grown as a standard. Siberian Crabs or Cherry

Apples and the yellow-fruited variety, both with

Cherry-like fruits on long stems, have been grown

for centuries in English gardens, and are perhaps

too well known for further description. These

also make capital jelly. John Downie has an

excellent companion in the Dartmouth Crab,

which, although not so prolific, bears good crops

of rich crimson fruit covered with a bloom like a

blue Plum.

Of the Crab Apples grown for flowering effect

it is doubtful if any of them e.\cel the Japanese

Crab (Pyrus floribunda). It is very singular

that the Japanese Crab, like the Japanese Spring

Cherry (Prunus subhirtella), has never been found

in a genuinely wild state, although both are very

extensively cultivated in the gardens of Japan.

It has been suggested that the Japanese Crab is

really of hybrid origin, and the Siberian Crab is

mentioned as one of the possible parents. How-

ever this may be, it is an exceedingly beautiful
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tree whicli should be extensively planted in all

our parks and gardens. It is seen to the best

advantage when associated with a background

of dark green conifers or when planted on a grassy

hillside. The trees are literally smothered with a

profusion of red and delicate pink blossoms. The
variety atrosanguinea is, as its name implies, of

deeper red than the type.

POULTRY FEEDING
WITHOUT GRAI N

THE increasing dif&culty of obtaining
grain for poultry feeding is causing
much consternation among poultry-

keepers, and substitutes are being
very eagerly enquired for. A

que.stion now frequently put to the expert
is :

" Are there any substitutes for grain,

or must I give my poultry up ?
" And

another :
" Do you think one ought in

these times to give maize, barley or oats

that might be required for human use ?
"

The answer to these questions is better

given Scotch wise—by asking another,

and that is ; Have you ever thought
that poultry can exist without grain ?

And if so, then you ought not to deplete

the country's stock by disposing of your
birds.

Supposing that grain is cut out of the dietary,

would not such drastic measures reduce the egg
supply ? Possibly it would do so, but the eggs
would be produced at a cheaper rate, and there
would be some eggs and the stock would be saved.
The following may lead to a solution of the .most
urgent of poultry-keepers' difficulties. Over
twenty years in the service of the poultry industry
has brought the writer in touch with many and
sometimes peculiar clients. One comes very
forcibly to mind at the present time—a retired
Colonial with many bizarre views of the world
in general and the subject of poultry feeding.
His theme was that poultry could be reared withoift
grain, and he very faithfully carried out his theory.
Here for nearly two years the fowls were under the
closest observation ; a good number of chickens
were reared entirely without grain, and the adult
stock were months without grain, and never at

any time had but the smallest supply of it. A
sick chicken^ or fowl was never seen in his yards.
Some will say he was a " crank." Perhaps so,

but his crank was on the axle of a meat-mincing
machine, one provided with good stout cutters
that most effectively dealt with a variety of
substances. May I e'numerat^ them ? Banana
skins, tomato skins, outsides of celery, radish
tops, outside cabbage leaves, potato peelmgs,
small pork bones, soft rabbit bones, bits of fat,

the heads and tails of herrings, cod, or any other
fish ; the backbone and other bones of all these
fishes, eggshells, crusts (if any, which was seldorh),

apple peelings, all fruit peelings, tiu-nip and
carrot tops and parmgs ; in fact, whatever was
" going " went through that meat-mincing machine
and came forth in a very nice granulated con-
dition. Into this he put a handful or two of
broad bran and a handful of " fine feed "—by
which he referred to middlings. The little chickens
had rather less vegetable food and more of the
meat, fish, bran and middlings.

Buff Orpington chickens reared in this way
weighed between sib. and 4lb. at four months
old, and at that age did not know the shape of
a grain of corn. They were perfectly healthy
and beautifully feathered. The adult birds were
fed in much the same way ; from October to
Christmas they had loz. of grain per day in addition
to the soft food. After Christmas they went
without, because the local supply of tail corn
had finished and it was against his principles to
import it. The egg average varied because the
house scraps variecl ; usually two and sometimes
three eggs per bird per week were obtained, but
the egg supply never failed and the cost per dozen
was ridiculously small. In those days, a fowl
could be fed for ijd. per week. The' Colonial's
scheme was to feed under a halfpennv, and—he
did it.

This method could not be applied to large
farms ; but why not save the small stocks ? Is

it not worth while to preserve stocks when so
many will be needed to restock France and
Belgium ? This is not a time to make money

;

it is a time to hang on to things. If ail our stocks
go, then out of the Old Country the money will

go to refurnish them.
The use of the foods before mentioned does not

contravene the Food Controller's orders. It is

simply using waste—what in many cases would
be unavoidable waste—and with the help of a
little milling offals turning it into good food.
It is quite as legitimate to give it to poultry as
to pigs, and in towns much more convenient.

Fish provides good war jations for poultry.
A cod's head is not usually used for human con-
sumption, and there are other kinds of fish waste.
The heads of " dabs," or flukes, and other fiSi,

if well boiled become so soft that the bones will
crush to powder as the meal is incorporated with
them. Fish given in this way has no appreciable
fleet on the eggs—it is shrimps, salmon, mackerel
and .fish containing a good deal of oil that are
likely to flavour eggs if given daily in the diet
of the fowl. In many districts rice with husk
on can still be obtained ; ilb. of this will weigh
nearly 41b. when cooked. A cod's head, ilb.

of rice (cooked with a very small lump of fat),

a little bran and some middlings, and quite a
good repast is available for the fowls—food that
chickens, ducks, fowls or turkeys will enjoy and
on which they will thrive. Meat bones ought
to be boiled with vegetables many times before
being dismissed as useless. One boiling does not
obtain all the nutriment from them ; they yield
fat, gelatine and bone phosphates in every successive
boiling.

It is to be hoped that the Government will

seek to preserve the breeding stock of this country,
stock that has been scientifically bred until it

is the world's best. Still, even these cannot be
put in the balance against human requirements,
and one only asks that no stock should be sacrificed
without very careful investigation.

Will Hooley, F.Z.S,, in Country Lite.

GAS LIME AND CLUB ROOT

APROPOS of the article on gas lime as a

cure for club root in a recent issue

I am tempted to write the following.

L Fully recognising your correspondent's

^experiences with gas lime as a cure

for club root, I think an additional note should

be added for the less experienced reader. The appli-

cation of gas lime is generally considered to be very

dangerous in a garden, and if used, it should ha\'e

been turned and weathered to rid it of the plant

poisons that it may contain, most of which are

allied to sulphuric acid.

It is the lime, we are told by investigators,

which destroys the fungus, and therefore it seems
wiser to use the pure lime and not a dangerous

mixture. For myself I do not consider gas lime

worth carting. It only contains about 12 per

cent, of lime—the remainder is chalk and impuri-

ties ; while quicklime contains from 40 per cent, to

60 per cent, of lime, according to its source, with

no impurities. We see, then, that the lime value

of gas lime is very low ; it is heavy in proportion

to its lime value and it is poisonous. To emphasise

this last point, I once saw a hedge and some
trees killed where gas lime had been placed in a

large heap before it was applied to a ' field. I

fully agree that gas lime will prevent club root,

but I am advising readers not to use it in prefer-

ence to quicklime.

The garden, an old and previously neglected one,

which I have charge of gives me clubbed plants

of the Cabbage tribe, and I am fighting the

disease fairly successfully by points of strategy
;

so I append my methods.

Club root, finger and toe, anbuiy, gout, is a slime

fungus which lives in the soil, and which maintains

its existence by living in the roots of all kinds of

plants of the Cabbage family. When the roots

die the spores are liberated into the soil, and if,

when germinating, they are successfulin having

an acid and moist mediiun to grow in and the

roots of suitable plaints, they continue their work

of infection. If, on the other hand, the soil is

sweetened or neutralised by lime, and, by rota-

tion and weeding, cruciferous plants are kept away
from the ground for a few years, the spores which
are germinating must die of starvation.

Reinfection of the ground may easily take place,

and this must always be carefully guarded against.

Spores existing in an infected piece of ground may
be carried with the soil on the boots of the men
from one part of the garden to another. The
use of farm manure from stock fed on diseased

Turnips or Swedes, or manure from towns contain-

ing greengrocers' or vegetable market refuse, may
easily bring about infection. Compost from
decayed vegetables, unless it has been burnt,

used as a manure, is dangerous. Weeds such as

Shepherd's Purse and Charlock act as host plants

for the disease, and so" confuse the purpose of a

long rotation.

The use of acid manures such as superphosphate,
or the continual use of stable manure without

lime, favours the disease, as the soil is rendered

acid and more suitable for the growth of the fun-

gus. It has been stated by investigators that

infection of the plant occurs chiefly during the

first few weeks after germination. This theory,

if correct, is useful in treating against the disease.

Prevention, not cure, as with other diseases, must
be the means of keeping a garden clear oi club root,

and war must be declared against it, using all

methods of blockade to starve the enemy.
Methods of warfare would be to decide on a

rotation for the piece of land most badly infected,

and to treat -the others as early as the rotation

would allow. I' am endeavouring to do this in

my case as follows : Celery and Leeks, Peas and
Beans, Onions, Carrots and Beetroot, Potatoes,

Strawberries. This, I admit, is not the best

system so far as full cropping goes, but under the

circumstances I must give way to it.

Lime—that is, quicklime, slaked on the ground
in February and pricked in—should be applied each
year at the rate of a half to three-quarters of a

pound per square yard. The manure to use will be

farm manure, obtained before autumn, when there

is little risk of the animals being fed on diseased

Turnips or Swedes. Basic slag and wood-ashes,

forcing manures such as sulphate of ammonia,
poultry manure and fish guano can be used if the

crops require it.

-Assuming that infection is more likely to take

place in the young stages of the plant. I always

raise my plants on a border specially prepared for

the purpose,manured with leaf-mould in the autumn
and heavily dressed with old mortar rubbish.

1 apply quicklime in February and give a heavy
dressing of basic slag ; this may also be sown with

the seeds. Last year I tested the value of this

extra care of the seed-bed by sowing part of my
Broccoli seeds on what I knew to be infected

ground. Batches of the varieties of each sowing

were planted out on infected ground. Those from

the prepared s^ed-bed made the finest plants

;

the late sorts are still standing. Those sown on
diseased ground have nearly all been burnt long

ago on account of the club. I do not accept this

as actually a proved test, as other conditions may
not have been equal, yet it seems to have a moral.

Other methods of fighting the disease must he

the thorough destruction of weeds, even to Horse-

radish which may have strayed on the edges of

the ground. Every plant of the Cabbage class,

as soon as it is seen to be diseased, must be dug up
(not pulled), and the roots and adhering soil carried

away to be burnt.

A final note to owners of small gardens. Never

buy plants of the Cabbage class for planting

unless it is known that they come from clean

ground. It is cheaper and more interesting to

raise one's own plants. A. Turner.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES

Ecffij department of horticulture is re/zrescntt-d in THE
(;\KL>KN. imd the Editor itifites readers to seyid in questions

rftatinif to mutters upon which they ivish expert adinre.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

bid he irill not be responsible for their safe return. All

reasonable care, howerer, ivill be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeaeour to return non-accepted

mntributions.
As regards photographs, if pai/ment be desired, the Editor

asks that the price required for reproduction he pluinhj staled.

It must be distinctly understood that only the actual photo-

grapher or owner of the copyright will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions ichieh he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in Tub Garden will alone

be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, 7'avistock Street, Covent Garden, W.V.

THE GREENHOUSE.
INJURY TO STREPTOCARPUS (F. B. L.).—7\\c

Stroptocarpus is apparently attacked by the Begonia
mtto, and wo advine dipping tiic folias*' in a wash made
by kneading tlowers of sulphur into a handful of soft

soap thoroughly and dissolving the whole in •i.\ gallons

of liot wat'T. Dip when nearly coo!.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUEiTiONS AND ANSWERS.— 7'A.' Editor endeavours

to inuke The Garden helpful to all readers wfio desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be.

and icith that object makes a spetial feature of the "Answers

fi Correspoiuienis " columns. All communicatiojis should be

tlearly and concisely ivritten on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to the EDITOR of The Garden. 20, Tavistock

"itreet, Covent Garden, London, W.C, The name and address

uf the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. Wlien more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or nwss, not cotton-wool, and flowering

shoots, where possible, should be sent. Jt is useless to send

small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business shoiUd be sent to the PUBLISHER.

FLOWER GARDEN.
TULIPS TO NAME (//. .SJ.— Thr llowcrs arc doubtless

tiiosr of the broken form of Darwin Tulip .Mrs. Potter
l*ahuor. They tliercfore must come under the Rembrandt
Tulips, which are otherwise kno\™ as the broken Darwins.
It is not easy to identify these broken Tulips, as the colour
iii'nerally comes of a deeper or lighter shade.

tIFTING DARWIN TULIPS OR NOT (H. .S.).—As you
wish to grow only " first-class blooms " you would be
ill-advised to follow the advice given you about leaving
the bulbs in the ground. Notliing would be more risky,

for though in a few instances the bulbs may come through
and give a fair account of themselves next spring, the
odds are against the majority producing high-class blooms.
>'ar too much hinges on the weather conditions of the
your, and the bulbs, losing all their root-fibres each year
and remaiuing long in the dormant condition, even when
not lifted, are greatly benefited both by annual lifting

and a long season of rest in cool, dry, airy quarters.
Defer the lifting till the plants are fully mature,
selecting a moderately cool day for the operation as
opposed to one of great sun-heat, and remove to an airy
outhouse or shed with as little exposure as possible.

PRIMULA LEAVES DISEASED (M. S. i).).—The
Primula leaves arc undoubtedly affected by a fungus,
but quite probably this is ouly a secondary matter. The
appearance of the leaves would suggest that they have
been attacked by minute tluips or the mite whose ravages
are greatly on the increase in this country. One of the
leaves of Primula obconica looks as if an excess of stimu-
lants had been applied to the roots ; if so, tlus would tend
to set up an unliealthy condition of things, and con-
sequently the plants fall a prey to fungoid diseases.

Yoii say nothing as to the treatment, hence we cannot
form an opinion if such is the case. One point we have.
Ijowever, observed is that since the general employmejit
of powerful chemical manures, plant diseases of a gouty
nature have become far more frequent than they formerly
were. \Ve advise you to vaporise with nicotine the
structure in wliich the plants are growing, and after-
wards spray the leaves with a rose-red solution of per-
manganate of jiota-sh.

LIFTING CROCUSES AND SNOWDROPS {Egdon).—
The same rule as to the immediate replanting of the
Daft'odils mentioned in a recent issue would also apply
to the above-named, should occasion arise for their being
lifted at all. This, however, we would like to make
Iterfcctly clear : that if Snowdrops and Crocuses are
sufficiently deeply and thinly planted originally, they may
remain for years undisturbed, with considerable improve-
ment and profit. As with the Daffodils, so with the
above, annual lifting being a necessary evil. Moreover,
Snowdrops suffer materially through drying off. Where
the ground which has been occupied with these spring
bulbs is required for summer bedding arrangements
or the sowing of annuals, they should be planted 8 inches
or so deep—we have dug Snowdrops up from twice that
depth—in order to be out of the way of light forking for
other things which may be required to adorn the surface
at other times. Hence, while immediate replanting
might be a convenience, as you say, permanent plantini^

in such case is not only a time-saver, but calculated to
assist bulb and flower increase also.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATOES FOR EXAMINATION (A'. O. H.).—The

tubers sent are. so far as two of them go, attacked to

some extent by winter rot, due to tlie fungus Fusarium
Solani. The others appear to be quite sound and show
no signs of disease. It seems probable that they may
have been frosted sufficiently to damage the buds in the
eyes so severely that they failed to grow. If they do
not start again, such tubers should be lifted and fed to

the pigs, not allowed to remain in the ground and rot.

ASPARAGUS-BEDS AND VINE BORDERS (TF. J. It.).—
" Is it a proper system when milking Asparagus-beds
to fill up the alleys between with clay.? "—No ; a very
improper way. The alleys should be filled with as good
soil as the beds. The Asparagus plant is a voracious

feeder and strong rooter, and it often happens that the
best of the roots of the plants are found in the alleys.
" in the making of anew Vine border, after putting concrete

in the bottom, is 6 inches of broken bricks or sandstone
enough depth of drainage ?

"—^Yes, provided that the

surface of the drainage is sufficiently protected against

its being choked by soil filtering into the drainage and
in time possibly clioking the outlet pipe. The secret of

effective drainage consists in keeping the drainage clean

and clear of soil. So long as this is effected, it makes but
little difference whether there is 6 inches or 12 inches of

nibble.

FAILURE IN FORCING POTATOES IN POTS (S'ock>i-

fieid).^To grow Potatoes in pots under glass in sjiring

is so simple a matter and so easy to carry out successfully

that we arc at a loss to understand how your failure

could come about. The l*otato dislikes wet or even over-

damp soil to grow in, and especially soon after planting.

Perhaps the soil was over-<lamp at planting-time, also

the temperature too low. Was the soil sweet and fresh ?

Possibly the seed-tubers had been frozen. We fear the

Potatoes will do no good now. Without more particulars

to go by as to the soil and its condition, temperature,

seed, and the position in which the pots were placed, we
are sorry we cannot give you a more definite reply.

corn syrup as sugar. Many people recommend only one-

third glucose or corn syrup and the rest sugar; but Mr.

Vincent Banks has found the half-and-half mixture to be

quite satisfactory. Neither corn syrup nor glucose is very

sweet—the latter is rather sweeter than the former—and
at present prices thera is no economy in using it if sugar

is obtainable in its place. We know of no other sub-

stitute. If you attempt to cook Sugar Beet with fruit

to keep it. the flavour of the Beet destroys that of

the fruit, and is not to be recommended. The best way
to preserve fruit is by bottling in various ways, vacuum
ami otherwise.^ Ed.]

NAME OF PLANT.—Bor/s.—Mentha rotundifolia.

SOCI ETI ES
GARDENERS' BENEFIT SOCIETY.

The niontlilv lULeting of the I'nited Horticultural Benefit

and Provident Society was lield at tile Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Hall On Monday, May 14, Mr. Charles )l.

Curtis in the chair. Kive new members were elected.

Seven members withdrew .a double amount of interest,

amounting to £22 lis. lOd. Three members over the

age of seventy years were allowed to withdraw sums
from their deposit accounts, amounting to £84 8s. 2d.

The d-eath certiflcjite was produced of one deceased member,
also the Army Forms of Sergeant W. T. Almond and
Private J. Perks, who had been killed in action, and the

sum of £93 128. lOd. was passed for payment to their

nominees. One member was assisted from the Convales-

cent Fund. The sick pay for the month on the ordinary

side amounted to £51 7s., on the State side to £26 14s. 2d.,

and the maternity benefits to £13 10s. The society's

report and balance-sheet for 1916 may be had on application

to the secretary.

FRUIT GARDEN.
VINE BORDER MANURED IN AUTUMN {G. W.).—

The best thing to do will be to rake away the loose,

spent part of the manure lying on the surface of the

border, and then give it a sprinkling of Pearson's (of

Lowdham) Artificial Manure at tlie rate of a good handful

to the square yard and fork the surface of the border

over 3 inches or 4 inches deep. JJext give the border
over its whole surface a top-dressing, i inches deep, of

the following mixture : To a barrow-load of fibrous loam,
broken small, add half a barrow-load of fresh horse-

manure, a gallon of lime, the same of old mortar rubble,

and the same of bone-meal. After applying on a dry
day, tread down firndy. and give the border a good
watering. Then place a mulch of half-decayed stable-

yard manure, 3 inches deep, over the surface of the border

to keep the roots cool and to reduce evaporation. The
object of apphing the top-dressings is to feed the annual
roots formed "in summer to support the great strain of

fruit and leaf production on the Vine. These roots die

as soon as their function is over in the same way that

leaves perish.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRITISH PLANTS (6*. T. F.).—

The new edition of " Illustrations of the British Flora.

"

by W. H. Fitch, F.L.S.. and W. G. Smith. F.L.S., would
probably answer your purpose. It is published by
Messrs. L. lleeve and Co., Limited, London ; price 9s.

You would find the coloured plates in *' Herbs Used in

Medicine," by Mrs. J. D. Ellis, M.A., of interest. This
book is published by the National Herb Growing Associa-

tion, Queen Anne Chambers, Westminster, S.W. ; price 3s.

PURCHASING BEES (Mrs. H.. Ozon).—At the present

time, owing to the ravages of the Isle of Wight disease,

bees are difficult to obtain. As there is no Oxfordshire
bee-keepers* association, we should suggest wTiting to

the Hon. Secretary of the Gloucestershire Bee-Keepers'
Association, the Rev. F. H. Fowler, Barnwood Vicarage,

Gloucester, who may know of bees for sale. If not,

an advertisement in "the British Bee Journal, the offices

of which are at 23, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C. would
probably be successful. Bees can be sent by rail any
distance", either as swarms or as nucleus colonies and
combs, if properly packed in ventilated boxes. Swarms
now should be worth about 4s. per lb. They shoidd not
weigh less than 41b. Big swarms are more profitable

than small ones.

GLUCOSE AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR SUGAR IN JAM
MAKING.—^I shall be most grateful if you can give any
instructions for the use of glucose or other sugar substitutes

in jam making. There is every prospect of a good fruit

crop, and as the requisite supply of sugar for converting
it into jam appears to be a very doubtful quantity, any
hints you may be able to give will be of very general
interest. We made our marmalade this season with a
teaspoonful of salt to each pound of fruit and only 6oz.

of sugar instead of 12oz. as usual, and the result is excellent

and, to my taste at any rate, preferable to the usual

highly sweetened sample.—E. S. C. [The use of glucose

and corn syrup in preserving fruit is not very extensively

used outside of factories ; both kinds can be bought (or

rather could -be) at any large stores in tins. The price now
is high, and in many places they are unobtainable. To make
a palatable preserve, use the same weight of glucose or

More Sugar for Jam.—Private growers who

wish to preserve their fruit on their own premises

for domestic consumption are notified that an

endeavour is being made by the Sugar Commission

to supply some sugar for this purpose, provided

stocks are available. Those qualified who desire

to obtain sugar for this purpose should immediately

apply in writing to Mr. C. S. Rewcastle, care of

J. V. Drake and Co., lo and ii, Mincing Lane,

London, E.C.3. A stamped addressed envelope

must be enclosed.

PUBLICATION Received.

" Journal of Genetics," Vol. VI., No. 3. edited by W.
Batesou, M.A., F.R.8. and R. C. Punnett. M.A., F.R.S.

Published by the Cambridge University Press, London
price lOs. net.

The War Office notifies t/uU from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country tvill be stopped,

except tfiose sent by puhlisfiers and newsageiits wfio Aore
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-

scribers who send to frietids in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatcfied by the

Publisher, from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

*,* The Yearly Subscription to THE GARDEN is : Inland,

lOs. lOrf. ; Foreign. Vis.

Phytobroma
Barrs Neui Plant Food

For Flowers Veoetatles and Fruit

Phytobpoma greatly increases all

Vegetable Crops.
Guarantied Analysis: 3-.i0% Nitrogen; 16-fiO% Soluble

Phosphates; 13-50% Insoluble Phosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b., 5/6; 281b., 8/6 ;
."jtilb., 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for tt<\b. and upwards, carriage paid.

Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON
THB STOURBRIDGE) HEATING APPARATUS

Par Qreeohouses, Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efl&cient.

This apparatus has attained

great popularity. Made at our
own foundry, and under our
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for

Price List giving full par-

tioulars, free by post.

J. &. nar.'vsroo'D
BlrBlngham Itiett loandt}

STOURBRIOQE.
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READERS will, I am sure, forgive
' me for again comparing our own
poultry industry with that of
America. I rather like the way

^ U.S.A. poultry - producers do
things. They always have the thorough
backing of their Government, and
even the daily newspapers offer valu-

able trophies and prizes in the laying

competitions. My Americair poultry
mail has just arrived, and I must
admit that I have been anxiously
awaiting it.

Across the Water.— I knew I would
not be disappointed. The president of

the American Poultry Association has

already "got busy" calling a conference

and sending out an appeal to poultry-

producers
" to increase the poultry production

one hundred million pounds—to aid in

the food shortage that seems inevitable

during the next twelve months."

The meeting took place without delay,

and was attended by the leading poultry

experts and State governors, the latter

promising to do all in their power in

the districts they had charge of. A com-
mittee was formed to promulgate plans,

and President Wilson's Proclamation was
read amid applause.

Important Discussions.—Many impor-

tant discussions took place, and Mr. Harry
Lamon, Senior Poultry Husbandman of the

United States Department of Agriculture,

made the startling statement that
• experiments had proved that the late-

hatched chick will in two years lay just about
as many eggs as the early-hatched chick."

The president of the American Grain Manufac-
turers' Association spoke on the grain condition

of the country. The chief of the advertising

agency that is handling the Government Bond
issue even spoke on " publicity." The supply
of baby chicks and sittings also received attention.

The secretary of the American Buttercup Club,

who also represented the Governor of Pennsylvania,

made the liberal offer of turning over to the cause
the use of his mammoth incubators to hatch eggs at

a cost ofone cent each. The mammoth incubators
consist of a number of egg- chambers—multiple
imits—some machines having a capacity indivi-

dually «f 25,000 eggs.

For the Poultry- Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

The Broody Hen Problem.—An appeal is to

be made to all owners of mammoth incubators

to loan their machines in the cause on and

after June i. This plan will solve the

question of broody hens, of ^which there must

be a shortage . owing to the lateness of

the season. This, briefly, is how American

poultry-f roducers set to work. Their plan

is to produce in the next six months extra

poultry produce to the tune of a hundred

million pounds. " Will om' Board of

.\griculture ivey get to know the national

value of the hen ? " one may ask. One

of my grievances has been the importing

of flour into this country minus the offals

which are so essential for " home " stock-

breeders. Why should the ofials remain with

the exporters ? In view of this, the recent

announcement that the British Government

is to take its Australian wheat in the form

.of flour disgusts me. The Australian milling

industry is rejoicing at the prospects of

development ; but what of our own milling

industry and our " home " stock-producers ?

COLLECTING THE EGGS.

Lady pupils in training on Miss Edwards' pro-

gressive poultry farm, Coatey, Gloucestershire.

Boiled Pumpkins.—To revert to my notes

on foods, I have always used pumpkins in moderate

quantities, with good results, but until now I

have not seen them recommended. At the confer-

ence before referred to a discussion took place

on the feeding of late-hatched chickens. A
prominent American breeder "gave away"
what he considered a valu.ible secret, viz., that

he had been very successful in developing late-

hatched chicks by the use of boiled pumpkins.

They were fed as follows : The pumpkins were

boiled until soft and then mixed with corn-meal

(i.e., maize-meal), bran, middlings and a dash

of meat-meal, and given once a day. I give the

feeding analyses of pimipkins and pumpkin-see<l

cake, as poultry-readers will find the information

helpful for future reference ;

Albumen. Carhohydrat'S F>tt.

Pumpkins - - 1.3 - 5.2 - II. -in

Pumpkin-seod cake 55.5 - 7.2 - lit.;i

Ascertaining the Ratio.—The laying hen

requires a daily ration containing as nearly as

possible I part of albumen to 4J or 5 parts of

carbohydrates and fat. When a hen is not in

lay, a wider ratio of i to 6 or i to 7 is recom-

mended, the same being suitable in the summer
for birds on free range, because the animal food

found will narrow down the figures. To ascertain

the ratio of a food, the owner follows the formula

here given :

(Fats X 2t) -I- Carbohydratfs

Albumen

Working out this little siim, we find that pumpkins
show a feeding value, roughly, of i to 5, and
pimipkin-seed cake i to i. All the food—grain

and mash—given for the day must be taken

into account when ascertaining ' the

combined ratio. Later on I shall deal

more fully with this branch of feeding,

but think it wise just to outline the steps

taken in finding out food-values.

Kale. — Thousand-headed kale is an

excellent greenery for fowls. The usual

plan is to adopt the alternate-run idea,

the fowls using the southern run while the

northern one is down with the crop.

When the latter is ready, the fowls

are allowed to eat it off. Each enclosure

can be cropped every season. This

greenery yields a heavy crop and resists

both frost and drought. The seeds can be

drilled at the rate of from 41b. to 61b. per

acre, or from lolb. to i2lb. if sown

broadcast. If sown from May to June,

the crop is ready from December on-

wards, but the seeds can be sown in

July and August if desired for use from

the following March. The analysis of

thousand-headed kale reads : Water,

85.15 ; ash, 1.76 ; albumen, 2,63 ; carbo-

hydrates, 8.49 ; fat, 0.51 ; and fibre,

1.46-

Rape.—This is a most useful and hardy

crop to grow, and it can be sown from

April to August, the seeds being used at the rate

of 31b. per acre if drilled, or 5lb. or 61b. if sown

broadcast. It is a most useful food, because

it continues to grow while the fowls are feeding

on it. Again, rape can be grown in July to

provide green-food in October and November.

Analyses: Seed — 19.4 albumen, 9.3 carbo-

hydrates and 40.3 fat. Leaves—3.4 albumen,

2.3 carbohydrates and 0.5 fat.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS
Mr. W. Poirell-Onvn, THE G.^RUEN PoiUtrn Expert,

itntl be pleased to answer, free of charge, am/ questions dealintj

anth poultry-keepinrl. A stnmped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a length}/ and detailed replif wilt lie

posted promptly, ('oinmunications slitntld he sent to Mr.
ty. Poicell-Owen, care of THK G.tUDEN, 20, Taristoek ,Street,

Stra/ld. W.C.-l
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BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
' A worthy and formidable weapon for battling against tfte bacillus."

—Sir J. CriC'HTON-Browne. F.R.8.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty pans of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—"Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID. ^;«*-, IZALPOWDER, ^'^ '''^^^^
I 6/6 per 501b. keg.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

Newton, Chambers & Go., Ltd.,ThornGli1fe, nr. Sheffield.

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Wornns, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

leaflet and Free Sample
with Instructions Free.

6d. & |/-Tins\- isZ-perCwt. ((.or. London)
oi all Cliemi^ls. stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticullui al

Exit In lion. iQii.

ABOL
INSECTICIDE
Serves a double purpose.
While it kills all garden pests
and diseases affecting plant
life, it also promotes to a
wonderful extent the growth
of the plants washed.

USED IN THE ROYAL GARDENS.

* pint 1/-; pint 1/6; quart 2/6;
i gallon 4/- ; gallon 7/6 ; 3 gallon
drum 18/-; 3 gallon drum 27/6

F E RTI LI Z E R
WEED KILLERS

WRITE FOR FCLL PARTICULARS.
"ABOL" SPECIALITIES ARE SOLD BY ALL

NURSERYMEN, SEEDSHEN. ETC.
Manfrs. : E, A. White, Lti.. 64. Eeltring. Paddock Wood, Kent.

ABOL

BARR"§. Seeds
foR Flower ?; Kitchen Garden
OF Finest SELECTED Strains j<.T est eo GROWTH

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-QILT KNIOHTIAN MEDALS.
3 QOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contaiua a Select List of the Best Seeds
for the Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
fine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent free on application,

BARR & SONS, 1

1

, 1 2 & 13, King St.,
Covent Garden, London.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks ut

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to dear at special prices, subject to

bein^; unsold. Particulars on application.

""works,"' NORWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd..

Mrs. PYM'S FAMOUS
PLANTS

.III /...</ /•>..

PULLETS, layiiif^, 5/- each ;
60/- cloz Li-i.

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Si.'i selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.—Vaknet, Stratford, Essex.

TOM A. SCOTT & CO. have Eggs and
Chicka readv from their well-known breeding pens; R. I. Ked
Specialists, Price list on application.—The Trenches, Sloneb.

POULTRY TRAINING, the best obtainable,
short and long courses for gentlewomen. Lovely couniry.

Syllabus. — Miss EDWARDS, Coaley Poultry Farm
Gloucestershire.

LADY PUPILS RECEIVED. Practical

theoretical I'oultrv trainins! ; all branches ; special oppor-

tunities izivcn
;

i>osts found ;
moderate fees (board residence).

-Mis- LowKY iHlston Farm. Wliitwell, near Welwyn, Herts.

FOOD PLANTS A SPECIALITY.
Thousands of Splendid Plants Now Ready.

Strong, transplanted Tomato Plants, best varieties for
house or garden, G for 1/-. Large Tomato Plants, tliick
stemmed, 12in. high, showing bud, with ball of soil, 3/0 do?,.
Cucumber Plants, Bedfordshire prize, 8 lor 1/-. Vegetable
JIarrow, trailing or bush, 6 for 1/-. Parsley, best curled,
20, 1/-. Sage, Thyme, Mint, 12, 1/4, Asparagus, three-vear-
old, 100, 0/-. Pea Plants (eating), best Marrowfats, 30, lOd,
French Dwarf Bean Plants, 30, 1/-, Haricot Bean Plants,
30, 1/-. Golden Butter Bean Plants, 30, 1/-. Garlic Plants,
12, lOd, Telegraph Cucumber Plants, 1, lOd.
Strong Transplanted Plants.—Asters, best double and

single. Stocks, large double, ten weeks, Ageratum, blue or
mauve. Lobelia, red, white or blue, Nemesia, Sajpiglossis.
Schizanthus, Sweet Peas. Sweet Williams. Shirley Poppies,
Zinnias. 20 tor 1/-,

Strong Sturdy Plants.—JIarguerites, Covent Garden, white
or yellow, or blue. Scarlet Pentstemon. Coleus. Heliotrope.
Regale or Lord Roberts, Auriculas. Begonias, Cannas,
Calceolarias, bedding or pot. Echeveria. Dahlias, Fuchsias,
Scarlet Musk. Primulas, Scarlet Salvias, Heuciiera. 6, 1/-,

Strong Transplanted Plants,—Nicotiana afflnis and Sandera',
Scarlet and .Mixed Verbenas, Antirrhinums, mixed, Kochia,
Canterbury Bells, Blue Cornflowers, Pansies. lied and white
Daisies, Dianthus, Forget-me-nots, Id for 1/-,

Antirrhinums, same splendid variety as last year, all

colours separate, in dwarf, medium or tall, 12, 1/-.
Cobea scandens, grand rapid, blue flowering climber, 2, lOd,
Marguerites, new double white, I\lrs. Sander, 4, 1/-.

Genm, new large double scarlet, Mrs. Bradsliaw. 3, 1/-.

Strong Vegetable Plants for a whole year's supply.

—

Early, Mid and Late Broccoli. Cauliflower. Celery. Cabbage.
Savoys. Brussels Sprouts, curled, .\sparagus, and C'ottager's
Kale. Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Beetroot, Sprouting
Broccoli, Spinach, Leeks, Bedtordshire Champion Onions.
Chicory. 1/6 100.

Strong Greenhouse Plants and Choice Hardy Perennials,
Rockery, Vegetable Plants, Summer Bedding Plants.
Catalogue free. Everything post tree,

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine House, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH,

GENTIANA AGAULIS
A beautiful Deep Koval Blue, excellent tor Ruck

(iardens and Grass Slopes.
Awarded Bronze Medal at the R.H S. Show, May 8th, I9I7

Strong Plants from 5 - to 10/- per dozen.

GSO. KERSlftZ^ILL,
Bowhill Nurseries, St, Thomas, EXETER,

SIX<UAariONS "VACAN^T.
Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
day Friday.

WANTED, imme(iiately, competent Lady
Gardener to manage garden about one-and-a-quarter acres,
in good condition ; one small glasshouse : assistance given.

—

Colin Kidnkr, Brincliffe Kettering.

CYCLES - from £5 5 O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
L.ntest Ladies" or Gents' Models, beautifully finished

Immediate delivery free, ready for riding, ten day-" free

trial, complete satisfaction eu ranteedbyo rcertiic-iie

of lo TEARS' WARRANTY
for everythipti. Choice of Three-Speed, Coasters. - r

Freewheels. Descriptive Ca aloKiie with factory pric s.

EAGLE CYCLE Co.. BIRMINGHAIV.

LETHORION ::

FumigatorVAPOUR
CONE

Introduced 1885.

The marvellous effect of this

simple and cheap method of

Fumigating; Greenhouses is

fully borne out by the

enormous increase of sales

year by year.

Only a m_atch required

for starting tbe Cone. Full

directions for use on each

Cone.

Thousands of testimonials

Registered Trade Mark 62657. received from all parts

Prices.—No. 1,500 to 1,000 cubic ft.. 6d.; No. 2, 1,500 cubic

ft,, 8d, ; No. 3, for 2,000 to 2.500 cubic ft, 1/-.

99 THE NEW
ANO MOST
SUCCESSFUL"TENAX

Grafting Wax
It is a much required " HOME-MADE ' article to

meet the requirements of all Nurserymen and

Gardeners.

It is rapidly taking the place of all Foreign and other

preparations for all Grafting and Budding Purposes

In Tins, each, 6d,. 1/-, 2/-, 4/-, 6/-. Also in bulk at

reduced rates.

To be obtained through the Nursery and Seed Trade generaly.

CORRY & CO., Ltd..
Bonded Chemical Works, Shad Thames,

LONDON, S.E.
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cts there r
and makes the Garden rtol^^l.
gay all the year round r^'::^^t^::

I 3old everywhere in TINS at ed.& Is., and In BP.ANDBD * SEALED —

—

BAGS: 7 lbs., 2b. 6d.: 141b8.,48.6d. ; 28 lbs., 7e. 6d. ; 661b8., 12». Bd. ; 112H)8.,20«. Or
dlrectfrom theWorto, Carriage paid In the United Kingdom forCash with Order(eTcept 6d TINS)
CLAY & SON, Manure Mfrj A Scne Crushers, STRATFORD. inf.'DCN E.

^he BEST and CheapesK

f?/CHAno SAA/fCEi^J. SO/V. LTf._Bu ,well Pohhenes. NOTTIf^OHAM.

LION CYCLES £6:6:0
or I&9. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20,000 Machines, NO EXTRAS
Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CANRIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YODDO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification.—GEORGE BEATSON. Lt-d
Lion Cycle Works," 85, Moseley Street. Birmingham.

THE COOPER
HORTICULTURAL REMEDIES
ARE WHAT YOU WANT

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicorine Preparation for Applc-Sucker, Green-Fly.
&c.. on FRUIT and olher TREES.

Sold in Qrt. Tins ; I, 2. 5. and 10 Gall. Drums;
and in 20 and 40 Gall. Cailu.

Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUID
For ROSE. STRAWBERRY and otlier MILDEWS

Sold in Qrt Tins : I. 2. 5. and 10 Gall. Drums ;

and in 40 GalL Casks.

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILURS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a lona time in sus-
pension, coats foliage uniformly, and does not scorch

when properly prepared.

Sold in 1, S. and 10 lb. Tins ; and in 50 and 100 lb. Ke(s.

4" Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the " Commended " award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

KilU Weeds on Garden Paths and Gravelled Spaces.

Sold in Qrt. Ties ; h, I, Z, and 5 Gall. Drums, and in 20 and

40 Gall. Casks.

1 gall, makes 100 galU. of effective Weedkiller

4" COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A reinforced NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses.

Sold in Bottles in 5 sizes; and in Pint, Quart, and ^ Gall.

Tins.

Latest Prices on application

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Sole Manufacturera

:

p

WILUAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamsted.

Cabbage Root
Fly Maggot

ANDERSON'S Fell Discs for

protecting Cabbages and Cauli-

flowers against Maggot attack.

8s. per 1000, er Is. per 100.
Postage extra—9d. per lOOOor
4d. per 100. Cash with order.

Full Directions with each packet.
Ask your Seedsmen for them.

Manufacturers

:

D. ANDERSON & SON, Ltd„
Lasan Fell Worka . . BELFAST.

-IL

LASTING RESULTS - NO NEW EXPERIMENT
.

r LABOUR SAVERS.-EuREKA- uwn sand.
' SOILFUME. NICOTINE- INSECTICIDES FuMERS.

SPRAYS. AND OTHER CHEMICALS & SUNORIES-
L See List Please ask your agent for the Eureka
^-lARTiCLES - They are always satisfactory If any '

IDIFriCULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PAIU

Onl.AdilKssTOMLINSON & HAYWARK L? LINCO LN.
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i«^oj>i'POASOi4rous
KEEP VOUR PATHS CLEAN

.: WITH •. «

McDOUQALL'S
WEED KILLER.

MrfilTE FOR PRICES «NO NAME
or LOCAL DEALER TO

McDeuKill Bros Ltd. Port St.. Manchester
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< QUEEN ALEXANDBi

^^Reakfast

cocoA
,

„«~OfACTu„Eo ^ p

*^STOL&LONP£^

"No Better Food"
Dr. Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E., etc.

for Brain and Body than

this
—"One of the Choicest

Items on Nature's Menu."

Compare with others

at higher prices.

A necessity all the year round.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns. Limited, Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street. S.E., and Published by "Country Life," LrarrED, at 20. Tarlstock Street, Strand. W.C,
and by George Newnes. Limited, 8-11, SouthamDlon Street, Strand, W.C.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strona and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy

i-onipetition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Stamlards.
flimliers. .\ (;rand stock of Shrubs and (Irnainental Trees.

Herhaocous I'lant.s in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merkvwhather & SONS, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO
DKNDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants

you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons * Crisp, Limited.
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.-

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
I'L.4NTS and WATER LILIES.—Large stocks of tlie best and
most popular varieties. Catalogue tree.

—

John W.vterer,
Sons & Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROIJTE •' far superior to White Lead Paint
" PLA8TINE " superseden Putty.—Full particulars from
W. C.iRSON &• Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Ageuts through-
out the country.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS, A hand-
book to tlie garden. By E. T. Cook. With over 2(H) illus-

tration.s, plans, diagrams, etc. Si.\tli Edition. 12s. 6d. net,

by post, 13s.—Published at the Offices of " Country Life,"
Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

CISTUS and HELIANTHEMUMS, for present
planting: Salv^ufolius, Purpureus, Cyprius, Ladaniferus,
Alvssoides, Algarvensis. The above si.x choice sorts, strong
plants, fur 10/6, p.ackage free.— Geo. Bunyard & Co., Ltd.,

- Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

DEFY THE BIRDS. — Superior rotless
tanned netting. Supply limited. 01>tain our prices. Buy
early. Pea guards 6/11 dozen with ends smaii meslj.i Trel'is,

12ft., 1/1. Garden hose, barrows, lawn mowers etjually clieap.

—E. B. Hawthorn, LUI., Dept. E, Abbey Foregate, Shrews-
bury, also at London and Boston.

GENTIANA VERNA, 12 first-class clumps,
5/-, free by Parcel Post. 6 Dryas octopetala, .3/-. 6 Ajuga
variegata, 3/-. 3 Bee Orchis. 2/-. 3 Epipactis atroruliens,
2,0. 3 Gnat Orchis, 2/-. 3 Butterfly Orchis. 2/-. 3 Orchis
pratermissa, 3/-. 3 Royal Flowering Ferns, 2/-. 1 Variegated
lioyal Flowering Fern, new, 2/-.

—

O'Kelly, Botanist,
Ballyvau}^han, Ireland.

NARCISSUS "CRIMSON BRAID." The
sensational new Daffodil exhibited at tlie R.H.S. on the Sth
inst., and at Birmingham last year, where it obtained a

unanimous Award of Merit from the Midland DatEodil Society.
For brilliant colour, stoutness and length of stem, and sub-
stance of flower it is unsurpassed, and every market giower
and hybridist should secure a bulb or two. The plant possesses
a strong and vigorous constitution, and every bulb is in perfect
liealth.—For special quotation, apply to tlie raisers, Herbert
Chapman, Ltd., Rotherside Gardens, Rye, Sussex.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and otlier higli-<las3 fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 pet, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and 6rBt-claB3 crop instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent
on application to the Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
--See advertisement page ii.

VEGETABLE PLANTS.—Barr's Selected
strains, now ready to plant out: Summer C'ahbage, Small
Ked Cabbasje, Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflowers learly and late).

Kale (Asparagus and Scotch), sturdy plants 3/6 per 100,

carriage paid.

Barr & Sons, 12 and 13,KingStreet,CoventGarden, London

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, et^\ Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

^Morrisburne, Woking.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame JASPER. 3/6 net. by post 3/11.

Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry -keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions,—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of " Country Life." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.
Lawrence Road, South Tottenhani.^C'onservatories, Winter
(iardens. Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

(.'atalogue gratis.

GREENHOUSE SHADING BLINDS to order.
No. 3, r>4in. wide, Is.od. run y'l.: No. 4. Is Oil.

; No, 5, Is. 9d.
run yd. Made into any size blind bound witli tape No. 3,
Is.; No. 4, Is. Id.; No. 5, Is. 3d. squard yd. Samples free.—W. Oliver Allen, Net Works» Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
J -inch square mesh nets, bound witli cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard'; any lenpth and widtli to
order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2^d. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited ; order early.—W. Oliver Allkm, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable nietliods of
rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or C'ountry.
By C.J. Davies. Td. net; by post, Kid.—Published at the
Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.
Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

lIcDouoALL Bros., Lto., Port street, Manchester.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids : no open
tilters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WiLLL\M Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

POLYANTHUS PRIMROSES.—Seed from
my exhiliition strain, fid. and 1 - packet. Send for list of plants
and seed.—Rev. L. Bakxep, F.R.H.S., Scofton, Worksop.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,
by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market witli home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Othces of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a tine Lilac Pulla, .5/- doz.^Write for
quotations to Whitelegg & Co., Nurseries, Chislehurst.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.
SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.

THE liKsr.

SUTTON <fc SONS, THE KINGS SEEDSMEN, HEADING.

SOW NOW. BATH'S EMPRESS PANSIES,
as grown for tlie Royal Gardens at Frogmoro. Tlie richest
and largest flowered stoain of Pansies extant. Per packet,
2/6 and 1/6 post free for cash with order.—(Dept. E), R. H.
Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named, 2/3 post free, Early Chrysanthe-
mums, 12 very fine varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.

—

DOBBIE & Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties.
cheap. List sent.

—

Mariov Gledstanes, Fardross, Clogher,
Tyrone.

VITARA RADIUM FERTILISER is the
ideal stimulant for roses, and PRE-EMINENT for tlie

KITCHUN GARDEN. Obtainable through all seedsmen or
dealers, or of T. Thorne Baeer, 3. Imperial Buildings,
Croydon, Surrey, itd., Is. 3d. and 2s. 9d. post free.

WALLACE'S WATER LILIES and other
Plants for the aquatic garden should be planted now.
Catalogues free.—R. Wallace & Co., Ltd., Kilufleld Gardens.
Colchester.

CABBAGE, BROCCOLI, SPROUTS, TO-
MATOE.S, and all other vegetable plants. Order now to
ensure plentitul supply for Autumn and Winter Food. List
free.

—

Taudevin & Co., Willaston, Chester.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Gr.4HAM. 3;'B net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of tlie country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moilerate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Ottices of
• CouNTKT Life," Ltd., 20, TaTistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonous

insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economicaJ.

Is. and 33. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Manufacturers, McDouo^ll Bros., Ltd.,. Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Bailing

and Poidtry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have
a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subjeit to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BOULTON & Pai'L. Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

WILL KIND FRIENDS, WHEN BEDDING
OUT THEIR GARDENS, send small surplus to Wounded
Soldiers. Red Cross Hospital, 24, Norfolk Street, Park Lane,

where there is a small g,arden whicli gives much pleasure ?—
Matron.

DOUBLE THE OUTPUT OF YOUR GARDEN
by using VITARA (radio-active) FERTILISER ; trial packet

9d., post free, from T. Thorne Baker, 3, Imperial Buildings,

Croydon, Surrey.

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's
Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis (ir,andiflora; 1/R

do2., ."in for :>/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plants.—

F. H. Jones, ChurchUeld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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Mrs. PYM'S FAMOUS
PLANTS

FOOD PLANTS A SPECIALITY.
Thousands of Splendid Plants Now Ready.

Strong, transplanted Tomato Plants, best varieties for

house or garden, G for 1/-. Large Tomato Plants, thick
stemmed, 12in. high, showing bud, with ball of soil, 3/6 doz.
Cucumber Plants, Bedfordshire prize, 6 for 1/-. Vegetable
Marrow, trailing or bush, 6 for 1/-. Parsley, best curled,

20, 1/-. Sage, Thyme, Mint, 12, 1/4. Pea Plants (eating),

best Marrowfats, 30, lOd. Garlic Plants, 12, lOd. Telegraph
Cucumber Plants, 1, lOd.

Strong Transplanted Plants.—Asters, best double and
single. Stocks, large double, ten weeks. Ageratum, blue or

mauve. Lobelia, red, white or blue. Nemesia, Salpiglossis.

Schizanthus. Sweet Peas. Sweet Williams. Shirley Poppies.
Zinnias. 20 for 1/-.

Strong Sturdy Plants.—Marguerites. Covent Garden, white
or yellow, or blue. Scarlet Pentstemon. Coleus. Heliotrope.

Eegale or Lord Roberts. Auriculas. Begonias. Cannas.
Calceolarias, bedding or pot. Kcheveria. Dahlias. Fuclisias.

Scarlet Musk. Primulas. Scarlet Salvias. Heuchera. 6,1/-.

Strong Transplanted Plants.—Nicotiana aftinis and SandenT*.
Scarlet and Mixed Verbenas. Antirrhinums, mixed. Kochia.
Canterbury Bells. Blue Cornflowers. Pansies. Ked and white
Daisies. Dianthus. Forget-me-nots. 15 for 1/-.

Antirrhinums, same splendid variety as last year, all

colours separate, in dwarf, medium or tall, 12, 1/-.

Cobea scandens, grand rapid, blue flowering climber, 2, lOd.

Marguerites, new double wliite. Mrs. Samier, 4, 1/-.

Geum, new large double scarlet. Mrs. Bradeliaw. 3, 1/-.

Strong Vegetable Plants for a whole year's supply.

—

Early, Mid and Late Broccoli. Cauliflower. Celery. Cabbage.
Savoys. Brussels Sprouts, curled. Asparagus, and Cottager's

Kale. Cos and Cabbage Lettuce. Beetroot. Sprouting
Broccoli. Spinach. Leeks. Bedfordshire Champion Onions.
Chicory. 1/6 100.

Strong Greenhouse Plants and Choice Hardy Perennials,
Rockery, Vegetable Plants, Summer Bedding xl'l^nt^-
Catalogue free. Everything po.st free.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine House, WOOPSTONE, PETERBOROUGH

L'iALE OF SURPLi'S STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd . Tortl"^ NORWICH.

Don't Woppy
over KILL THEM.

Weeds. I

WEEDITE doeslt white 70U steep.
You sitnplydust iton the paths.every

;
weed and mossy growMi disappears
like magic and does not return for

i months. Price, In lOlb. packets, to
dress 100 sq. yds., 3/- each : 2 for 5/6 ; 4 for 10/-.

carriage paid pass, train.

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd., Cranmer Street, LIVERPOOL

Four New Primulas
COLLECTED BY GEO. FORREST.

P.Helodoxa,A.M.,R.H.s.,3/6 P. Nutans,A.M.,R.H.s.,7/6

P. Vincaeftora „ „ 5/- P. Conica „ „ 5/-

The set of four grand novelties for 18/-. Full descriptive cata-
logue on these and other new Chinese plants post free on
application.— R. WALLACe & CO., Ltd., COLCHESTER, ESSEX.

GARDEN HOSE
jvMftSAi'S/SWlMMkJ
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WE are pleased to learn that the

Food Production Department. 72,

Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.,

are making arrangements for

lectures and practical demon-

si lations in fruit and vegetable bottling throughout

{hi- country. Such lectures at the present time

\\\\\ prove of the greatest value in the homes of all

xvho grow fruit. Retail prices for fruit are almost

1
1 itain to rule high, as so much of the market pro-

duce is being bought at high prices for the purpose

of making jam for the troops, and this is all the

more reason why the preservation of fruit

-hould be encouraged in the home. The Walton-

'ui-Thames Urban District Council, which is

1 \ cr alive to the necessity of food production and

preservation, has started at Hersham, Oatlands

Park and Walton a series of lectures by Mrs.

W. A. Bilney on fruit and vegetable bottling,

at which housewives and

other residents interested

are earnestly invited to

attend. If this example

is followed by eVery

(.iistrict council in the

I'liited Kingdom, it will

ill much to alleviate the

jiiissible food shortage

ri'-xt winter.

Lieutenant - Colonel

Mark Lockwood, C.V.O.,

M . P .— Congratulations

to Colonel Lockwood,

who^ is among the new
peers. Apart from his

duties as Chairman of

the Kitchen Committee

of the House of

Commons, Colonel
Lockwood is a very keen

gardener and a member
of the Council of

the Royal Horticultural

Society. His new title is

Lord Lanibourne.

Rhubarb The Sutton.

—While this is one of

the most attractive-look-

ing of this esteemed vegetable, it is, in our opinion,

( unsurpassed for general utility. The brilliant

colouring of the stems, which are so fine a com-
mercial asset and cause it to sell at sight, is but

one of its many good attributes. Cooked, it is

pleasantly acid, requiring far less sugar to be added

than most sorts, while a general refinement is

apparently responsible for a comparative absence

of fibre ; hence its high table quality. For

bottling, too, it is excellent.

Increasing Thyme.—Both the Lemon and

common or Black Th^Tnes have suffered con-

siderably in some localities owing to the trying

and prolonged winter weather, and, where not

already done, steps should be taken at once to

supply any deficiencies that may occur. By this

time, where the old plants have been much cut

by frost, there should be evidence of growth

where any life remains, and the bushes may be

pruned back to this point. Pri' king the soil

round about them and giving a top-dressing

of old potting material or rich, light soil will be

found helpful to assist new growth. Inch-long

bits of new growth inserted as cuttings r.iot readily

in moist sand in a cold frame now, and the resulting

plants may be bedded out as soon as ready. Seeds

may also be sown now of both, though the seedlings

of the Lemon Th>'me are inclined to vary. Both

kinds prefer medium to light loams.

Black Fly on Cherry Trees.—When trees on

walls become infested with black aphis the growth

is stopped, and if prompt measures are not taken

the growth of the tree is crippled for that year

and the fruit crop spoilt. A daily look-out should

be kept on trees at this season of the year for the

first sign of the point leaves curling. When this is

found, unroll the leaves, and it is almost certain that

AZALEAS IN A GARDEN' AT WEYBRIDGE.

black fly will be found there. One small tree can be

cleansed with clear water only. In the left hand

hold a basin of water, and with the right hand

bend the shoots, dipping the point in the water

at the same time with the finger and thumb.

Clear the leaves from fly in the water. If the tree

is large, syringe vigorously with paraffin emulsion

in the evening ; next day give the tree a

vigorous syringing with clean water. In stubborn

cases dip the point of the shoots in tobacco

water.

Unreliable Advice.—When the ordinary news-

paper deals with horticultural matters, some
strange advice is often given. The following is

taken from one of the prominent Sunday papers,

under the heading of " Home Hints "
:
" To destroy

green fly.—Put a tablespoonful of paraffin in a

pail of water and pour it over the Rose bushes

very gently. This will completely destroy the

green fly. A few drops of castor oil will be found

most beneficial to drooping Ferns. Drop the

castor oil on the roots and soak the Ferns in a pail

of water all night. In a week a marked improve-

ment will be noticeable." With regard to the

destroying of green fly, the writer seems to have
ignored the fact that plain water and paraffin

will not mix The oil will float on the top and
run over at the first pouring. Again, the reader

is left in a state of uncertainty whether the mixture

is to be poured on the roots or not. A stran'ge

feature of the castor oil cure for Ferns is that

it is apparently effective whether the Ferns droop

from drought or the roots are decayed by too much
water, the result of standing them in vases or

saucers and allowing the water to remain therein.

In the case of Ferns whose roots are dry, it is easy

to understand that the soaking in a pail of water

—

not the castor oil—will

do them good; but for

Ferns with decayed roots

the advice is certainly

all wrong.

S u n f lo w 6 rs.

—

The
reference to the large-

flowered Sunflower

reminds one of a little

episode recently recorded

in a London daily. A
seedsman was asked if

he had any giant Sun-

flower seed, but, being

out of stock, the seeds-

man advocated the small-

flowered forms, w h i c h

were much more useful

for the garden. The
would-be buyer, however,

stated they would be of

no use, as he wanted the

big ones specially for

the purpose of annoying

his neighbour. Query:
Had the neighbour
planned a colour scheme,

and was he particularly

averse to the garish

Sunflower peeping over his wall, thus destroying

the harmony of colour ?

A Remedy tor Slugs.—Slugs are numerous this

spring, the severe weather appearing to have

done little injury to them. For some reason or

another soot is generally advocated for warding

off their attacks. Sometimes in the past I may
have erred in the same way, but I am now con-

vinced that it is of little use, except as a stimulant

to plant life, and I am not certain that it does

not act in the same way on a slug. A plentiful

supply of finely sifted cinder ashes I have long

since found to be by far the best remedy. [Sharp

sand and road grit are also effective.

—

Ed.] If

placed round the young growths the pests very

much dislike crawling over this, as it adheres

to their skin, which they much detest.—E.

Feckeit.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editoy is not responsible joy the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Broad Bean Tops.—Oli, fie ! for shame, Mr.

Editor, for advising your readers to burn h^-road

Bean tops, and in these war times, too. Have you

never eaten them boiled ? If not, tr\ them, and

you will find tliem a very palatable dish. [We
are grateful for the suggestion and will certainly

give it a tria'.

—

Ed.] Use the tops just after

the third tier of flowers is out. If pinched

out then and boiled while fresh, a good vege-

table is obtained, and at a time when greenstuff

is not too plentiful, and no opportunity is then

afforded black fly to disfigure the Bean tops.

Furthermore, better Beans are secured by pinching

the tops out at this stage. So far I have never

met anyone who has tried Broad Bean tops, but

there ! how seldom English people consume boiled

Lettuce. They would sooner throw bolted Lettuces

on a rubbish-heap than take the trouble to boil

them. Verily, we are a wasteful nation !

—

Economy, Weybridge.

Scentless Musk.—Perhaps you are tired of

hearing why Musk has lost its scent ; but someone

referred to this country, where it grows wild,

and seemed to think that the change from the

conditions here had something to do with its loss

of fragrance. Musk grows plentifully around

Victoria, British Columbia. I collected it twenty-

eight years ago there, and was quite disappointed to

find that if it had any smell at all it was rather a

disagreeable one. Douglas must have collected

this plant away in the interior, as I notice in the

"Southern British Columbia Flora," by J, K. Henry

(1915), that he says :
" The musky odour is appar-

ently not characteristic of plants at the coast."

Evidently there is quite a variation in the species,

as Dr. Asa Gray, in the " Botany of California"

(1876), says: "The Californian specimens of the

Musk plant of the gardens incline to have a longer

corolla, fully thrice the length of the calyx and
twice the size of the plant in common cultivation."

—G F., British Columbia, Canada.

The Earliest Roses.—Towards the end of

May we look for the first Rose to come into

bloom. This year the race has been between

Rosa altaica and R. Hugonis, the latter being

the winner. Both are natives of Central Asia

and both belong to the spinosissima group.

R. altaica is almost a counterpart of our native

Burnet Rose, but is a size larger all over ; it has

the same bloom, lemon white on first opening.

Ronneby, Oatlands Chase, Weybridge, and,

singularly enough, on the occasion of a recent

visit this garden was looking better than ever before.

Masses of bright Rhododendrons, brilliant Tulips,

and bold groups of Irises create scenes of unusual

splendour ; while the moraine is full of treasures

TULIP-TIME IN A GARDEN AT WEYBRIDGE.

changing to pure white. The colour of R.

Hugonis is a clear lemon yellow of beautiful

quality, and the bloom is abundant.—G. J.

A Weybridge Garden.—We can no more afford

to lose our collections of rare flowers than we can

give up our treasures in art and literature. Most
flower gardens, however, are sadly neglected,

and many rare plants have, I fear, been lost to

cultivation for want of attention. Happily, there

are private gardens here and there throughout

the country in which the owners by unselfish

devotion and their own exertions have saved

collections of beautiful plants. To the latter

class belongs the garden of Mr. W. A. Bilney at

IN THE IRIS GARDEN.

from the mountains that bring pleasant memories of

June in the .•\lps in years gone by.

—

Wavl.\xd.

Notes on Rhubarb Leaves as a Spinach Oseille,

Laurel and Bay.—Tlie first time I heard of Rhu-
barb leaves as a Spinach was over twenty years

ago, when at a family dinner-party the young tops

of forced Rhubarb (grown on chalk soil in Surrey)

were served and eaten without any ill effect.

I have also eaten them myself mixed with Spinach

Beet to eke out a short supply, but consider they

did not improve the flavour of the dish ; rather

the reverse. Much probably depends on the

variety of the Rhubarb (some kinds being so much
less acid than others), also possibly the mater'al

of the saucepan in which they are cooked. Large-

leaved French Sorrel (Oseille) I have constantly

used for many years in many ways—^raw in mixed

salads, puree in soups, and as a thick sauce with

veal and pork, and have never found any ill

effects. I consider it a most valuable plant in

cookery. Young leaves of common Laurel are used

in strict moderation for custards and milk puddings

by me ; while Sweet Bay leaves are reserved for

flavouring fish, such as pickled mackerel, &c.,

and also as a flavouring for stew and for spiced

meats.

—

.\nne .\M.\TErR.

Myosotis oblongata.—This Forget-me-not is

especially suitable for growing in the wild garden.

It has the great advantage over other species

in flowering continuously from May until Septem-

ber. The flowers are pale blue and the foliage a light

green. I grow it in masses among small bushes of

Berberis stenophylla, and the contrast is very

striking.—L. B.-W., Birdwood, Wells, Somerset.

Harvesting Haricot Beans.—-We are receiving

numerous enquiries from amateurs just now
in respect to the harvesting of Haricot Beans

and Peas for use next winter, and we think a few

notes on the subject may be of some service to

your readers. A\\ the white-seeded varieties of

both Dwarf and Runner Beans are suitable for

winter us^ as Haricots, as also are Excelsior (a

golden brown seeded Dwarf Bean) and the Dwarf

Green Haricot. To harvest the Beans.—In the

case of the Dwarf varieties, all the pods should
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lie allowed to remain nii Mie plants and ripen

naturally in the sun. About the end of September

the whole plant should be pulled up and the haulms

luuig in a dry, airy shed or spare room. In the

' ase of Runner Beans, a first picking, green, is

sometimes taken off by growers, but it is perhaps

U'enerally safer to let the whole crop ripen ; the

plants may well be pinched back after a good crop

has set. As the haulms of Runner Beans are

large for hanging up, the individual pods may be

^'athered in auti mn and put in an airy place

to complete their drying. Peas.—-The best variety

to sow now is Little Marvel ; it not only cooks well

\\hen dry during the winter, bmt has the further

advantage of mataring early, tmd, being a dwarf-

i:rowing variety, it does not need staking and is

nxore easily handled. The treatment in harvesting

if the same as for Haricot Beans, a full crop being

allowed to develop on the plants and ripen

entirely outdoors if the weather is favourable,

nr the whole plant may be pulled up in autumn
and hung in a dry, airy shed or spare room. It

IS a most important point for amateurs to bear

in mind that the Beans or Peas must be thoroughly

dry and the seeds quite hard before they are

stored for the winter. Last autumn, owing to

the continued wet weather, it was necessary for

many seed growers to finish the drying of both

Beans and Peas in trays before they could be safely

bagged. Like most other things, however, it is

only ordinary care that is required to ensure

success, and in view of the prospective shortage

of food for next year it is " up to " all to do what

is possible to produce a reserve of food by their

I'wn endeavours.

—

Barr and Sons.

Lepidium Smithii as a Vegetable.—Since I

wrote the note on this subject on page 184, May 26,

I have explored this neighbourhood in a wider

,irea, ranging from Ramsgate to Margate, and I

have been surprised at the extent to which this

Cress has taken possession of the soil, both culti-

vated and uncultivated. It is now in full flower

and past its best stage for the table, and Sprouting

Broccoli, Turnip and other greens of familiar

flavour are comparatively abundant, but 1 would

again press the claims of the Cress for trial early

next season. Certainly it would successfully

compete with Rhubarb leaves and Dock leaves,

which are rejected alike by animals and insects.

No account of the cultivation of Rhubarb to which

1 have access at the moment mentions insect

enemies, and the standing Docks in bare-grazed

pastures tell their own tale. [Goats are said to

be fond of Docks.

—

Ed.] Neither pigs nor asses

will eat Rhubarb leaves, 1 believe, and I doubt

whether the omnivorous goat would touch them
except to put an end to its existence in the absence

of other food. Apart from supplpng a wholesome
" green," the utilisation of Smith's Cress as an

article of food would benefit the farmer and render

the hedgerows and boundary ridges more attractive

by permitting the growth of more ornamental

plants.—W. BoTTis-G Hemslev, V.M.H.

Brussels Sprouts Planting : A Warning.

—

Mr G. Garner, page 175, cites an instance of the

evil wrought through delay in the timely planting

of this much-esteemed green vegetable, which,

if regarded in its full significance, should serve

as a general warning to others. To have hoped

to have taken both Peas and Brussels Sprouts

from the same quarter was expecting too much,

and could only end in the partial or complete

failure of one of them unless provision had been

made for putting out the -Brussels Sprouts between

the rows of Peas in due time. Mr. Garner says

their " stems hardened unduly " and the plants

failed to respond to " two applications of nitrate

of soda," which is what one would have expected.

To healthy, developing plants these applications

might have proved a serviceable tonic, but to

plants in the hide-bound condition named it was

useless. A like condition of stem growth at

planting-time is not infrequent—a direct result

of a too early seed sowing or inability to gauge

the time when the land would be ready for the

green crop. Where an error of judgment occurs

in timing, the better remedy is by a fresh sowing

of seeds of the succession crop, since smaller plants

would have given better results in the end. But

Peas with Brussels Sprouts to follow appears fore-

doomed to failure for the latter, since the greatest

essential of all—a long season of growth to the plants

—is impossible. Without it, the stem growth

necessary for a full crop of buttons cannot be

secured. Very firm planting is also highly desir-

able for this crop, though frequently disregarded

altogether.—E. H. Jenkins.

Vegetable Marrows.—Where these plants have

been raised in heat, the end of May will see some

of them planted in their outdoor quarters.

Giving slight protection at night for a while

will aid the plants to tak= to the fresh soil and

ward off the evil effects of sudden climatic changes.

A portable frame, hand-lights, old baskets or,

failing these, some branches of evergreens, will

answer the purpose. Some growers sow in May
where the plants arc to fruit, but a few early

grown plants give an appreciated return where

sufficient space is possible. These early grown

FERTILISERS FOR FRUITS

WHILE it is an easy matter
to give too much manure
to fruit trees—and there is

great danger in overmanui-
ing—at the same time it i^

possible to help ripen and develop the
fruit by judicious application of special

fertilisers at this season of the vear.
For trees in gardens and small plantations
one may well consider the sound recom-
mendatifms of Mr. W. Ds-kc :

Apples anl Pears.
Each May, when the fruit has set, he recom-

mends 20Z. per square yard of a mixture con-
sisting of muriate of potash, one part ; sulphate
of ammonia, one and a half parts ; and super-
phosphate, three parts. A good plan on poor,
hungry soils is to apply a barrow-load of well-
decayed farmyard manure to each tree when the
bloom is opening and before it fall^.

Apricots, Cherries, Damsons and Plums.

Give, in June. Jib. to 3jlb. of fish-meal, according
to size, to each tree promising a heavv vield of
fruit.

Currants and Gooseberries.

In .May apply loz. of nitrate of soda or of

sulphate of ammonia to each tree.

Peaches and Nectarines.

Immediately before and after stoning appiv
20Z. per square yard of a mixture consisting of

VEGET.\BLE M.\RROWS IX SEED-BOX AXD POTTED UP.

specimens can be managed in pots, frames, inside

borders, or on stages like Cucumbers, and can be

allowed to trail or be trained upright to wire

fixings. In limited spaces the growths must be

thinned rather more than is otherwise necessary,

and the first few flowers be liand pollinated

because of the scarcity of bees and other insects.

Outdoors, Marrows may be grown on the level or

on mounds of earth and manure, the latter being

obviously the better in wet or sunless summers.

Like most vegetables, medium-sized fruits are

the best flavoured, and do not overstrain the

plants like huge specimens. M ny growers advise

sowing in pots, but where several varieties are

attempted the seeds can be sown in a box, marking

off each variety with a stick between as here

shown. Two old favourites are Long Green

and Long White, while Pen-y-byd and Moore's

Cream are two of the best for general use. Green

Bush or Cluster Marrow is useful for small gardens

—C. T., Ampthill.

Peruvian Guano, one part ; dissolved bones,
two parts; muriate of potash, half a part. If

trees fruit too freely and do not make sufficient

healthy growth, apply instead the same amount
of : Nitrate of lime, one part

;
guano, two parts

;

dissolved bones, one part ; and muriate of potash,
o.ie part. In case of trees making too much
growth and not bearing freely, apply 20Z. per
square yard of nitrate of lime, one part ; and
bone-asli, four parts.

Raspberries.

Three pounds of fish or Peruvian Guano per
square yard when the plants are in flower.

Strawberries.

In .\pril apply 2lb. of superphosphate per square
rod, and directly the fruit has set, the same amount
of nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia.
Of coiirse, the general fertility of the soil is

the chief factor deciding the amount to apply.
Poor soils always need the full dressing, but it

mav be advantageously reduced as fertility

increases, and omitted on rich land. Fruit trees

more frequently lack moisture than plant food in

summer. Moisture is conserved by mulching and
constant hoeing. L. M. Maksmall.
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INSECTS THAT HELP THE GARDENER. — II

John
,

B y W A R D
,

F.E.S.

JUST in the same way that aphides
are attacl<ed by insect enemies,
so destructive caterpillars are de-

stroyed by similar foes. In Figs, ii

and 12 two ichneumon iiies are

shown, active insects which are often

seen running over the foliage of our garden
plants with
feelers quiver-

i n g excitedly,

always appear-
ing in a great

hurry.

The mission of

these \vasp-lil-:e in-

sects is to seek for

living caterpillars

among the
branches and
lea\es, and to
alight upon their,

bodies and thrust
tlieir sharp ovi-

positor into their

substance and leave
one or more eggs
there. From each
egg comes a mag-
got, which devours
the internal tissues

of the caterpillar,

and so destroys it.

Eventually it

either becomes a
chrysalis within the
shrunken skin of
the caterpillar, or
in the skin of the
chrysalis into which
the caterpillar is

sometimes able to

change : or it may leave its dying host and pupate
in the ground or elsewhere. There are an in-

calculable number of caterpillars destroyed
every day in our gardens by these insects, of

which there are numerous species, both large and
small.
Sometimes around Gooseberry bushes and other

trees a host of what look like house flies will bo
seen, all extremely active in and out among the
foliage. These are tachina flies, and their work
is, like that of the ichneumon flies, to destroy
caterpillars. The larvae of the Currant, or magpie,
moth (Fig. 13), which cause so much damage
to the foliage of Currant and Gooseberry bushes,
are very subject to the attacks of these insects,

which are very difficult to distinguish from a

common house fly.

In F'ig. 14 some of the caterpillars of the Currant
moth are shown making their light silken cocoons
in whic: h they change into the chrysalis stage. In
the upper two the caterpillars are seen so engaged,
while in the lower one on the right the change has
been effected, the clirysalis being formed witli

the shrunken caterpillar skin by its side. In the
lower example, on the left, however, the caterpillar

skin has been cast, but, instead of the chrysalis

of a Currant moth, three chrysalids of the tachina
fly have' been produced. Instead, therefore, of

a moth appearing, as shown in Fig. 13, three
tachina flies . would emerge from that cocoon.
In I'lg. 1 5 two chrysalids of these flies are shown with
their inmates just emerged, with (below) the fully

developed fly as it appears about an liour later.

Fig. II.

—

An ichneumon fly

searching for caterpillar

victims on which to place its

(Natural size.)

Caterpillar enemies in the insect world alone,
not considering birds and larger foes, are legion.
Among the most interesting and astonishing are
tlie solitary wasps, or mud-wasps, two novel and
unique photographs of one of which are shown in
Figs. 16 and 17.
This insect is very much like an ordinary wasp,

but slightly smaller in size, and it builds its wonder-
ful nest entirely unaided, tliere being no social life,

as in the case of the common wasp. Its nest is

built of mud made from sandstone, which it scrapes

iH%

Fig. 15.

—

Two chrysalids -of the
tachina fly with flics just emerged.
Below the fully-developed fly. which

is very like a house fly.

Fig. 14.

—

Two caterpillars of the Currant moth are

seen above constructing their light silken cocoons in

which they change into a chrysalis. Below, on the,

right, one has completed the change, and the chrysalis

and shrunken caterpillar are seen. On the left the

cocoon contains three chrysalids of the tachina fly
parasite.

into a powder by means of its jaws, and then mixes
it with saliva into a kind of mortar ; this it usually

carries to a flat brick wall, and there, mouthful
bv mouthful, it builds rows of cells, three of which

are shown
completed
in F"ig. 18.

In each
cell is
s t o red
from eiglit

to sixteen
living
cat e r pil-
lars, all
under an
anaesthetic
from hav-
ing when
captured
been stung
by the
mother
wasp in
such a way
as to para-
lyse but
not to kill

them.
Finally,
with each collection of caterpillars the wasp places an
egg and then seals up the cell, and at once proceeds
to build another. In that manner she provides
her offspring with fresh meat when it emerges
from the egg some twenty-four hours later. In
the dark chamber of the mud-cell the wasp grub
devours its caterpillar feast and then lies by, com-
pleting its changes into a mud-wasp by June of
the following summer.
These mud-cells 'when seen upon walls should

never be removed. Sometimes tliey are arranged
horizontally along the mortar between the bricks,

and at other times perpendicularly, as shown in

Fig. 18. Another species of similar habits builds
irregular groups of cells, looking extremely like

a dab of mortar hurled at the wall. The mud-
cells remain on the walls from the end of June of

one year until early in June the following year,

the wasps then biting their way out and appearing
for only about three weeks in June.
The example illustrated in Figs. i€ and 17 is

very strildng, from the fact that the wasp built

its cells partly on the glass of a stone window of

a country school. The photographs are taken
from inside the room, the wasp being seen at

work outside in the sunlight. The ifat wasp
grubs can be seen inside some of the cells, having
disposed of their supply of living caterpillars.

In Fig. 17, which was photographed a day later

than Fig. 16, an additional cell is seen to have

Fig. 16.

—

The solitary mud-waspbmlding
its mud-cells, which are stored with living

caterpillars to feed the wasp grub. The
cells are built on the glass of a window. ;

and the photograph is taken from inside
the room, showing the wasp at zvork out-

side in the sunlight.

Fig. 1 7.

—

The mud-wasp shown in Fig. 1

6

photographed one day later. An addi-

tional cell is seen to have been made, and
is stored with nine or ten little cater-

'

pillars.

Fig. 18.— MuJ-
celis of the mud-
wasp in the corner

of wall. The
wasps bite their

way out in early

June.

Fig., 12.—-Another species of ichneuinun

fly caterpillar-stalking.

Fig. 13.

—

The Currant or Gooseberry moth just

emerged from its chrysalis, the empty skin of
which is seen on the leaf to the left.

been made, and this is stored with caterpillars.

These wasps are some of the most useful and
interesting insects that visit our gardens. The
group of cells shown are larger in number than
appears on the glass side, as other cells are
arranged outside those whose interior is shown.
Probably one hundred caterpillars would be
destroyed to supply this group of cells.

On the ground, too, insect friends are often
abundant. In Fig. 19 a photograph is shown
of a familiar ground beetle which is often destroyt d
by a heavy boot being placed upon it the moment
it appears. It is of nocturnal liabits, but some-
times gets disturbed during the daytime, and
then appears of a metallic violet colour as it

catches the sunlight. It should not be destroyed,
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as it is a very good scavenger on the surface uf

Ihf soil, and it also destroys many insect grubs
which do injury liolow the surface. There arc
several species of these beetles, all characterised
by their metallic colouring and fiddle-shaped
bodies.

Tliere is another ground beetle, which cannot
make any claim It) l)eauty of colouring or form,
illustrated in Fig. :;o. This insect, " the devil's

coach-horse " beetle, is even more useful than
those already mentioned, being both bold and
fearless, and attacking all kinds of prey, worms,
slugs and various grubs, which do considerable
damage in the soil. It is of a dull funereal
black from head to tail, and it can assume very

NOTES FROM
RIVIERA

By Ed\v.\rd H. Wood.'Vll.

THE

Yl

Fig. 19,

—

Thf /Iddlf or ground
beetle. These beetles arej)eau1i-

jully coloured with melullic

sheens and serve useful (turposes

among the soil, and should there-

fore be protected.

Fig. 20.

—

The cock!t'-il. or devil's

coach-horse beetle, which is a
useful insect to the gardener and
should not be killed. It assumes
desperate looking postures when

attacked.

desperate-looking postures when attacked. It

will fight boldly, and hold on firmly should it

get a grip. Its ugliness and pugnacity should
be forgiven, however, on account of the useful

work it does, largely at night.

Seeing that we have so many insect friends,

it is perhaps wise when an insect cannot be

proved to be doing any harm to give it the

benefit of the doubt. Finally, it should be

remembered that, although some newspapers
are informing us that it is unpatriotic to grow
flowers in war-time, a few unattended groups
of mixed kinds may mean all the difference

between successful and unsuccessful crops.

I
Ueprintfd i>fi perminsion of the proprietors of the '* .Strand

Magazine."]

E.-^R by year the conviction grows on

me that the Japanese Wistaria nmltijuga

is still more precious and desirable than

the well-known lovely W. sinensis.

It is true that there are many poor

varieties of W. multijuga, but when the fact is

realised that W. multijuga will

thrive on clay and on dry and

poor calcareous soils where W.
chinensis is miserable, I think a

good prima facie case has been

established. The greatest superi-

ority, however, is in tlie behaviour

of the two white varieties, for the

Japanese white W. multijuga is

so much hardier and resistant

than the Chinese form that I

cannot understand anyone plant-

ing the white Chinese Wistaria

that flowers so early and vanishes

with the first touch of wind or

rain. W. multijuga alba flowers

quite three weeks later, which

means it has a chance of better

weather for its flowering season,

and it is more inclined to leaf

earlier than the Chinese form ; though I strongly

reconunend putting a plant or so of the early

leafing double Chinese with it, not so much for

the sake of the bloom as for its abundant and early

leafage, which adds so greatly to the beauty of

these white flowers. The great length of the racemes

of the white Japanese Wistaria is a striking charm
on a pergola or verandah, and I am sure 'it shjuld

not be planted against a south wall, as is so commonly
done in the case of W. chinensis. Under the

shade and shelter of a pergola its long racemes

last longer and develop more fully than when
against a wall. I never knew or grew it when I

gardened in Northern \'orkshire, but my im--

pression now is that 1 should much prefer to plant

it in Yorkshire than any of the Chinese forms.

The nationality of W. brachybotrys is not Icnown

to me, but its late flowering and its lovely red

mauve colouring make it a very desirable thing

where there is room for so robust a grower. In

the South it has the peculiarity of flowering on
the last year's long shoots, so that you may have
a garland 6 feet or 8 feet long furnished with

its large and lovely flower-spikes that do not exceed

3 inches or 6 inches in )»ngth, but make up for it

by the length of the flowering sprays. In fact,

every Wistaria is beautiful, and those who find

that W. chinensis does not thrive with them
should at once plant one or several of those I

have described.

This year, stimulated by unusual heat dtu-ing

its flowering season, W. multijuga alba has set

seed so abundantly that I shall be obliged to get

ladders and try to cut off the excessive production

of " Pea pods," for I cannot think they would
be worth eating, and their profusion would certainly

prevent a good flowering another year. Only
this season I have striking proof in the absence of

bloom on a Chimonanthus grandiflorus and the

lovely Sophora secundiflora, which I had allowed

to seed freely last year. It is true I have a nice

lot of young seedlings this spring, but those two
bushes have had hardly one flower on them after

their production of so much seed. The set of all

hardy fruits this spring is so remarkable that I fear

we must not expect a like profusion another year,

save in the case of early varieties which have

time to recover their strain before another winter.

It seems an irony of fate that th year when there

is the greatest abundance of fruit set there should

be no chance of preserving it in the usual manner,

as sugar is so difficult to obtain just now.

Hemerocallis aurantiaca major is flowering quite

freely this spring, as it did last year, so it has

settled down happily to the conditions here.

Somebody will, I hope, tell me if it is a spring or

early summer bloomer in Japan ; we shall then

know better how to manage it in Northern gardens.

THE SNOWDROP TREE
(H.\LESI.\ TETRAPTERA.)

OL'R
example of this beautiful flowering

1 tree seems to have attained unusual

I
dimensions, for it is quite 40 feet

high — probably higher— and this

year is even more than usually

loaded with its pure white bloom. It grows

at the edge of a grove of Bamboo, whiiii

has possibly robbed it of its lower branches,

for its strong, straight trunk, now of a girth

of 31 inches at 3 feet from the ground, is

hardly branched at all for the first 15 feet, but

the shapely and now wide-spreading head is well

furnished to the top. The flowers are on the

outer branches, hanging in graceful clusters of

foiu- together on slender stalks that first arch

sliglitly upwards. They come from the points

that were the axils of the last year's leaves. This

year they appear to be larger than usual—though

I have no authentic drawing or measmemeni

of normal size for comparison—but they are

I J inches long as they hang in bell form, and

i\ inches in diameter.

It is a North American tree, said to grow

in damp places, though here in South-West

Surrey it flourishes in very poor, sandy

soil on a dry hill nearly 200 feet above any

natural water. Nicholson describes it as a

small tree 15 feet to 20 feet high, but it seems to

be more frequent in gardens as a large bush than

as a tree with a clear stem. G. Jekyll. FLOWERING BR.\XCH OF THE SILVER BELL OR SNOWDROP TREE (HALESIA TETRAPTERA.)
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It is a glorious flower when fully developed,

deserving the name of a golden Amaryllis, and

worthy of any extra attention.

Streptosolen Jamesonii on a south wall is a

dazzling mass of orange and scarlet flowers. Though
it is so tender a plant, it has withstood the wet

of last winter better than the Heliotropes, which

are only beginning to lose their pinched and yellow

aspect, unless in some very dry corner under the

shelter of a protecting tree or overhanging

bush. Another week or ten days of the summer
heat we have been feeling will entirely remove
all traces of winter stagnation and put an pnd
to the Roses that have been so superb this season.

THE GARDENS AT STAGHURST, BERKAMSTED
Bv Thomas H. Mawson.

A USE FOR FOWL-MANURE
Valuable as it is as a guano for all manner
of purposes, fowl-manure possesses the property
r)f decomposing vegetable matter in a remarkably
short space of tnne. Spread thinly between
layers of turf, mixed with leaves, weeds. Bracken
and other refuse of a like nature, it will transform
it in a very few weeks into a condition suited for

use with most vegetable crops. Now that manure
is so scarce, many allotment holders and small gar-

deners might, with a little enterprise, soon gather

THE Editor of The Garden, in asking

me to write a few words of description

to accompany the photographs which

illustrate this article, has set me a task

than wliich it would be difficult to find

a more pleasant one. As will be seen by the state

of growth in the trees and shrubs shown in the

illustrations, I have to look back some years in

asysting memory to conjure up once more the

pleasant days I spent at Berkhamsted with my
friend Mr. C. J. Gilbert when helping him to design

his garden. Still, the reader Who knows anything

of the length of time it takes usually to establish

clipped hedges and the other arboricultural features

shown will be surprised to find that it is only

seventeen years since Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Rew,

his architect, and I, in the happiest, complete;t

and most perfectly harmonious collaboration it

is possible to imagine, together produced and

STAGHURST : HOUSE AND GARDEN WITH PENZANCE BRIARS.

together enough of such material as their plots

require. I have for years adopted it as a substi-

tute tor animal manure, with considerable success.

The fowl-manure must be used as fresh as pos-

sible. No lime should be put with it, and whenever
the manure is sprinkled upon the heap it should

be covered with a layer of vegetable matter and
a little soil. When a sufficient quantity has been

collected, it is banked up, covered with 2 inches

of soil, and beaten down with a spade. In a few

weeks (about a fortnight or so before required

for use) it is turned over, a little soot being inter-

mixed. Theoretically, of course, this is the wrong
way to use towl-manme, since much of the nitro-

gen undoubtedly gets lost. But enough remains
(probably more than there is in an average sample
of stable manure) to provide our vegetables with

what they want, and they get the humus which
the soil badly needs. Turthermore, the novice

is liable to do' more harm than good in applying
crude fowl-manure, which is a potent nitrate.

With the compost he is, at any rate, less liable to

make a mistake. . A. T. J.

materialised the designs for house and garden at

Staghurst. I lay special stress on this collabora-

tion, not only because I do not wish to take upon

myself the entire responsibility for a most successful

scheme, but because it is the one feature which

comes most vividly and happily to my mind

whenever, in these sad days of war, I once again

seek solace in this now beautiful garden, or when

any circumstance arises to conjure up in my mind

the work done there.

It is a beautiful garden, as I have already said,

and I feel sure that its beauty arises first and fore-

most from the complete mutual understanding

which existed throughout the work between the

owner of the property, his archittct, and myself

as garden designer. This community of interest

and complete understanding of the aims of the

garden designer on the part of the architect and

the client is the one factor which can, and fortu-

nately, I may say, often does, make the work of

the garden designer the one above all others which,

had I my time over again, would effectually

prevent my ever cTioosing any other profession.

Again, it would 1 ave b^en a dull and stupid man
indeed who, visiting the site for this house and

garden for the first time, would not have been im-

pressed and would not have had his imagination

quickened by the glorious outlook from it and the

exceptional opportunities presented by its situation

and surroundings. We stood on high ground

commanding the main deep valley cleft througli

the Chiltern Hills, along which runs the London
and North Western Railway main line to the North,

and saw before us a long panorama of hill and

dale surrounding it and the lateral valleys joining

up with the main one. At our feet lay the ancient

town of Great Berkhamsted, and the views in

every direction were most charming :

they were alone enough to impel one tu

do one's utmost with such a site and

such surroundings.

The first thing, of course, n-as to choose

the site for the house, and, in order to

economise to the utmost the one and

a quarter acres at our disposal and

to obtain for it as much privacy as

possible, the usual winding and rather

meaningless and pretentious carriage

sweep was dispensed with and tlie

house placed in such relationship to

the quiet roadway that only a small

carriage Court, sufficient for the need;

of the case, intervened.

Tlie house itself is designed on

those simple, straightforward lines

which always produce the most artistic

results, and is practically devoid ol

anything which would be called " mere

ornamentation." The details are treated

in a manner which gives a suggestion

of rugged strength, particularly in

keeping in the case of a building

which stands " four-square to all the

winds that blow " on a hill overlooking

such a wide expanse of country. It is

sheltered on the north by the arrange-

ment of the conservatory and out-

houses. The east, we have already seen,

is occupied by a carriage court, though,

owing to the irregular shape of the

ground, it has been possible also to

provide a " wilderness " wherein

luxuriate all kinds of free-growing

things. They have already reached

sufficient size to give a good deal of additional

shelter.

The garden proper lies on the south and west

sides, and on these the house is surrounded by a

pretty terrace bounded on the south by a hedge oi

Penzance Briars, and on the west by a beautifully

grown and dense hedge of Cotoneaster macro-

phylla, which is not only exceptionally fine in

itself and in fulfilling its function as a boundary

to the terrace, but also forms a part' of the shelter

hedge to an enclosed garden which occupies this

side of the ground.

This enclosed garden takes the form of a tennis

court, alon; the south end of which runs the

pergola shown in one of the illustrations, and

which is formed of a series of arches strongly

made from Larch poles, thickly covered with masses

of climbing Roses, Jessamine, &c. It is made
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(i.irlicularly interesting at its western end by tlie

treatment of the boundary hedge which is here

I lipped into a circular opening, through which,

.uid framed by wliich, we S'^e one of those

magnificent prospects which have already been

described.

Xorth of the tennis lawn the whole of the design

i> dominated by the position of the garden entrance

from the house and the path which runs from it

straight across the garden to the boundary at right

angles to the house. On one side this is separated

from the tennis lawn by a steep bank covered

with a most luxuriant growth of Cotoneaster marro-

phylla, which is also clipped to the form of a low

hedge bounding the walk. At the other side of

tliis path is a mixed border backed up with a

.lipped hedge, which divides it from the kitchen

:;arden. The shape of the ground has also

allowed of a little extra cropping ground to

the west of the tennis lawn.

On the south side of the house the terrace already

described is connected by a flight of steps with

a formal garden, in the centre of which stands a

sundial specially designed for its position. This

is divided from the tennis lawn by a Rose fence.

This very short and, I fear, somewhat inadequate

description of the garden will at least be sufficient

to show that quite a remarkable amount of variety

has been found possible in the treatment of this

small plot of only ij acres, including that portion

on which the house, the outbuildings, the con-

servatory and the carriage court stand. This

is only possible because it has been treated in what

IS usually known as the formal style of gardening,

but how little real formality there is in this style

will be immediately evident on glancing at the

illustrations.

The moral, if one may be allowed to draw one,

is that one should be very careful in gardening,

as in everything else, not to allow merely a name

or the antecedents of a given style to prejudice

one against it, but, considering all the circum-

stances of the case, to choose that which is best

suited to the conditions which prevail and to the

object which we ultimately have in hand.

One word in conclusion. However well a garden

may be planned, it can only realise its highest
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perfection when both proprietor and

gardener are in sympathy with the

designer's ideals. The success of the

gardens at Staghurst has been

attained by this happy combination

of interest.
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ASPARAGUS BEDS

NOW that the season of

Asparagus has reached

its height, 1 consider

the time most oppor-

tune to call attention

to many of the mistakes made
both by amateur and pro-

fessional gardeners when dealing

with this crop, and in a season

like the present, when all of us

are out to lessen the consump-

tion of bread and imported

foodstuffs as much as possible,

it is safe to assume the evils

will be aggravated rather than

lessened : but those who cut the

voung shoots without discretion

do so at the expense of the next

and future years' crops.

Possibly the greatest trans-

gressors are found among those

who last year made up new

beds bv planting one or two year

old plants, and, in a less degree,

others who only recently added

an Asparagus bed to the

garden. Neither of these

should attempt any cutting during the

present season, but, instead of weaken-

ing the plants by so doing, assist

them to make good strong) growth

by giving copious supplies of water before

the soil gets very dry and care-

fully removing all weeds.

Cutting from old-established beds should be

contiimed until the beginning cf the third w^eek

in Juii-, when, if next vear's crop is expected to

STAGHURST : TERR.\CE AND FLOWER BORDER.
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equal or surpass that obtained now, except

where circumstances compel longer cutting, it

will be to the advantage of both grower and con-

sumer if those in charge of the garden declare

the Asparagus beds to be " out of bounds " for the

season. IBut this declaration will not relieve

the grower of his responsibility so far as the beds

are concerned for the season, for, contrary to the

idea of many, it is just ^^hen cutting stops that

extra attention should be paid to the bed, and
this not only to remove obnoxious weeds, but

also in the application of manures, except where
these were liberally supplied during the month
of April. If this is not done now. it is hardly to

be expected the quantity or the quality of the

shoots will be up to the usual standard.

I am quite aware that in advocating this treat-

ment in June instead of in early spring I am advising

a line being taken directly opposite to that prac-

tised bv manv gardeners, who, after making the

final cutting, take little or no care of the beds

until the time comes round for tidying up next

spring ; but I cannot help thinking that it is

the stress of work at this busy season rather

than the idea that it is the correct course to

pursue which lai-gely accounts for the jungle-

like appearance of many Asparagus beds from

]uly onward. It is strange that although we never

tolerate weeds of any kind to remain long growing

among less important crops, yet the bed of

this, acknowledged bv almost all to be the verv

choicest of all spring vegetables, is too often allowed

to provide congenial quarters for almost every

weed known to the gardener, and, thanks to the

rich soil, these grow rampantly, each one taking

away a certain amount of nourishment whirli

can be ill spared bv the large, fleshy roots of the

rightful occupants if these are to do all that is

expected of them.
A good plan to follow by all who, next spring

worfld have Asparagus from their own gardens

equalling that now" offered in first-class shops

will be to give the bed a dressing of either of the

largely advertised proprietary manures, burying

this a few inches below the surface by means

of a small hand-fork. After washing this well

down to the roots with clear water, and before

the soil gets dry, give copious appUcations of

liquid manure, and before the foliage gets too

high and heavy insert a few bushy sticks at

intervals of a few feet over thebed to assist the plants

to maintain their correct position in the evept

of heavy rains and strong winds, which m some

seasons play havoc with the tops and thus weaken

the crowns. F- R- Castle.
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TULIP TITTLE-TATTLE
Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

At the Drill Hall, May 22.—As a lover of my
country I am sm'e the Council did the right thing

when they annulled the Chelsea fixture ; but wlien

I saw the magnificent show of young Tulip bloom

in the somewhat dimly lighted Drill Hall on

May 22, my floral soul was stirred within me as

my mind wandered back to the well-filled mammoth
tent of the great spring show, and I thought of

the what-might-have-been were the times not out

of joint, for Tulips would have been there as

they had never been before. This latest of late

springs would have given them the chance of

years. That they would have risen to the occasion

is more thaff a hypothetical certainty. As it

was we had a grand gold medal group from

Dobbies, in which was a vase of the pale mauve
Norah Ware of exquisite excellence ;

" silver-

gilt Floras" from IVfr. A. D. Hall, F.R.S. (let me
take this opportunity of congratulating him on

his appointment as Permanent Secretary of the

Board of Agriculture), and from Barr and Sons
;

" silver-gilt Banksians " from Sutton and Sons,

R. W. Wallace and Son and R. H. Bath ; and a

" silver Flora " from Mr. Peters, the hon. secretary

of the Royal National Tulip Society.

A rich dark crimson with an Isis-like base

(for pictures of bases see the great Tulip book

about to be published by the Royal Horticultural

Society) named Eclipse received an award of

merit. It is not a bad description to call it a
King Harold improved. Andromaque, which

was included in both Barr's and Bath's groups,

is one of the " finds" of the Wisley trials, where its

fine bearing and rich dark blue toned carmine

colour made it a prominent variety. It looked

well on May 22, and should have been put up

for an award. It would have had one vote, at

all events. Bacchus, a deep rich plum purple

Dutch breeder, was staged in more than one

group in excellent condition. By "plum" it is

intended to convey the idea of colour which is

found on a " Kirke " and not on a " Victoria,"

although why it should be so is difficult to explain,

any more than why cherry colour is always red.

Marconi and Paul Boudry are two other good

dark varieties of almost the same shade of claret

purple. Both were shq\vn in Wallace's group.

It is a strange physiological fact, which enquiry

leads me to infer is by no means confined to myself,

that a Tulip may have bloomed in my garden

for many years in succession without being noticed

as anything particular, when suddenly it wakes

up, as it were, to find itself famous, for eyery

visitor of importance is taken to see it and it

b comes aware that it is a centre of attraction

and no longer an unnoticed Cinderella. A parallel

case in literature would be that of R. L. Stevenson's
" Treasure Island." Until a discerning firm of

publishers presented the tale to the world in

volume form, no special notice was taken of the

work that first made him famous. Among Tulips,

The Bishop is one case in point. That, however,

is ancient history. An up-to-date example is a

Dutch breeder. Lord Macaulay, which in a semi-

opened state features that aristocrat of aristocrats,

Louis XIV., but which eventually develops swarthy

buff edges and tops to its rich dark recurving

petals, so that in its fully opened condition it is

a sight for the gods. Another example occurred

last year, and it, too, was a Dutch breeder.

Fabius then established its reputation. It

is a quiet, unobtrusive-looking bloom until

it is seen against a May sun, when the

flower becomes a most beautiful pale ruby

red, yet so rich-looking and clear. I feel I am
toasting someone, " My best respects." These

varieties are rarities. A more practical example

is the red Darwin Flambeau. Mr. Leak and my-
self discussed Tulips over that refuge of harassed

well-to-do ratimiees, a plate of salmon, on the

occasion of the last Royal Horticultural Society's

show in May. He said it was one of the best

tasters among the brighter reds, and stood un-

propitious weather very well. My first task on

reaching home was to pay it a visit. Its position

might have had a little to do with it, but there

was no doubt which was Flambeau. To Mr. Leak :

" Thanks, thanks to thee, my worthy friend,

For the lesson thou hast taught."

To Flambeau :

" Friend, go up higher."

A Memory of Gravetye.—My first visit to the

great preacher of open-air gardening at his lovely

Sussex home will for ever be associated with

Tulips. The master was right. It was the best

bit in the garden, and so simple. For the moment
he was the Grand Vizier, and my friend the

Editor of The Garden and I were his guests

at one of those Tulip feasts of old Constantinople

—

a profusion of soft warm pale rose and pink,

and rich yellow Azaleas with Gesneriana lutea

peeping up here, there and everywhere in their

midst on gently rising ground. That was all,

but nothing could have been more beautiful.

Tulips, pink and rose Azaleas, Robinson, Gravetye,

are for ever linked together in my memory.

A Literary Allusion.—Possibly I am wrong,

but it seems to me that the Tulip has invaded the

pages of literature for many generations in a

way that no other flower has done. From the

days of Petrus Hondius and Gerard, writers for

one reason or another have introduced Tulip

allusions into their pages. Few people to-day

read the writings of the fashionable goody-goody

poet of the early years of the eighteenth century,

and so the lines of bitter satire in the second part

of " The Universal Passion " are but little known,
.^s a man Edward Young the divine may be

variously appraised. There can be no doubt,

however, but that he had the power of incisive

writing from his own point of view :

" Why teems the earth ? Why melt the vernal

skies ?

Why shines the sun ? To make Paul Diack

rise.

From morn to night has Florio gazing stood,

And wonder'd how the gods could be so good."

George Eliot would have said his introduction

of the Quaker gardener who " cropt " the florist's

favourite flower with his self-righteous reply was
thoroughly characteristic of the poet :

" Lo ! 'twas crushed by me,

Fall'n is the Baal to which thou bow'dst thy knee."

This was a little too much even for Young, and

so he ends :

" What's he who sighs for wealth, or fame, or

power ?

Another Florio doting on a flower ?
"

Joseph Addison's allusion in the Taller (No. 218,

.August 31, 1710) is equally satirical, but it does

not leave behind the same unpleasant taste.

THE GREEN LONGPOD BEAN.

BROAD BEANS

ONE of the most useful summer
I vegetables is the Broad Bean
I when the pods are grown so

that they can be eaten without
so much cooking to make

them palatable. When in a seedy state

they are coarse and of peculiar flavour.

Of late years there has been considerable
improvement in this vegetable, especially
in the Longpod section, a variety of which
is illustrated. Doubtless the l.ongpods
of late years have found more favour
than the old Broad Bean, of which the
Broad Windsor is the type, and I am
inclined to think that, in addition to a
better shaped pod, the Beans also are of

superior quality. Take the Giant Green
variety ; this seems to have been a cross

between the Windsor and the Longpod,
and the result is a great gain. It possesses
the size of the Windsor, with a much longer
pod, containing seven to nine Beans,
and these of a dark green colour, which is

retained when cooked. The flavour is

mild and delicate
;

indeed, if they are

eaten in a young
state, in my opinion
they are equal to

Marrowfat Peas.

There are other
varieties, such as Mam-
moth Longpod, Exhi-
bition and i^rolific

luiperial Longpod, and
the older Johnsons, all

well worth growing; and
.ifter these come the
Uroad Windsors, but
Ihese could easily be
.livided into t*wo sorts

—the white seeded and
I lie green. I prefer the
hist named, as I think
Kreeu Beans are of

better flavour. I do not
see any need for grow-
ing such varieties as
the old Windsor with
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Iwn iir three Beans in a pod ; it is nuiili liettcr

til grow some of the newer race, which give a

ilonhle crop on the same space.

Tlie Broad Bean lias got a bad name through
hcing gatliercd too old. In our own case we grmv
this vegetable largely, but gather the pods daily.

The Beans when shelled are very little larger

than MaiTowfat Peas ; this is the best wav to serve

this \'egetable. and those who now^ dislike them
wi>iild probably change their opinion if they tried

them in this way. I have heard it stated that it

is wasteful to cook the pods so young. I do not

think so, as when the pods are allowed to mature
it (hecks growth, whereas if gathered in a young
state there is less demand on the plants, and they
yield for a longer time.

We get very early supplies by growing under
glass early in the year and then planting out.

1 am aware many would hesitate to grow Broad
Beans in pots, but I can safely say there are few-

vegetables that give a better return if planting

out is done carefully, and much earlier produce
is secured. The old system of sowing in October
or November in an open quarter is not advisable,

as the plants frequently pass through the winter

till, say, I'ebruary, and then make new growth.
Of late years this has been cut down by frost.

We get inuch better results by sowing in a cold

frame in January and planting out early in March.
In this way pocls are usually gathered
early in June.

h'or late supplies the Broad Windsor '

section is the best. The varieties

grown on a stiff soil do well, and
manv could eat these if the outer skin

was removed before cooking. The
Broad Bean should not be grown •iii'

poor land. 1 have referred to the
cooking of Beans. On the Continent if

they are at all old they are boiled and
the skins rubbed off. There are several

ways of cooking them to make them
more appetising. I have seen them
chopped up with fine Parsley and
served with butter. I am aware that

our old modes of cooking the Bean are
mostly with bacon, but if bacon is

procurable in these days I think the best

way is to cook the bacon first and
then the Beans, as if cooked with
the bacon it spoils the colour of the
Beans.
The culture of the Broad Bean is so

simple that few words are required.

I have rcfeiTcd to an early lot raised

under slass. Another sowing should
be made in the open in February or

as soon as the ground is workable;
another, three weeks later; a sowing
in April, and another in May. These will

give a long supply. The last two
sowings are made on an east or north
<iuarter, and if possible in heavy soil or

a moist position. The plants should
be topped early to get pods low down
the stems and a sturdy plant.

The Broad Bean enjoys a deep,
uninterrupted root run. Double rows
shovild be placed in each trench,

3 feet apart at least, and the width
of each iS inches ; the rows should
be 10 inches apart and 8 inches
allowed between the plants. Lift with a

good ball of soil, using a garden trowel ;
place

plenty of finely sifted cinder ashes between
the plants to preveirt them being ravaged by
slugs, as these have a great liking for the young
growths : give ctjpious supplies of both clear

water and liquid farmyard manure water when
111 active growth during dry weather, and after

the plants show plenty of bloom the points
shiiuld be pinched nut. When extra fine pods are

required, remo\'e all side growths. The plants
should be supported by driving in a few good
stakes, and stretch two lines of stout tar cord
along them to keep them in an upright position.

Should black aphis make its appearance, thoroughly
syringe the points with strong soft soap and water,
a safe and sure insecticide for this.

The best strain that 1 am acquainted with is

Leviathan. It is a fine exhibition variety, also
very, prolific and of excellent quality. Sutton's
Exhibition Lougpod is also good, and for the latest

supplies the Broad Windsors are best. The new
sreen variety is a great impro\-ement.
By the way, has any reader tried cooking Broad

Bean tops? I am told that they are particularly

good. In any case the plants should be topped to

get the pods low down on the stems. When fully

r.pened. Broad Beans may be taken out of the pods
snd dried in a slow oven, then stored in tin

boxes and put away in cupboards for use in the
winter. W. G.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus.—The recent rains have given a
fillip to the growth. A sprinkling of agricultural

salt to beds that show signs of weaklv growth
will be an advantage. Do not < ut newly planted
beds too severely nor ciit all the grass fronr

every root. Leave two stems to encourage root

action. .Any newly planted beds should have
supports given to the plants to prevent them
being broken by wind. Short Pea stakes thrust

in among the plants is a good method. Keep
the plants free from weeds.

Broad Beans.—.Make a last sowing in the open,
t'jp the plants in flower, and feed well with liquid

manure if extra large pods are required from those

plants now swelling their pods. Keep the plants

free from aphis by frequent syringings with soft

soap dissolved in water.

Onions are growing away vigorously, especially

those planted from early sown seed imder glass.

Keep the soil between the rows frequently stirred

and dust the plants with soot fxcasionally, always,

if possible, preceding rain. Do not thin the

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Newly Planted Apple Trees should be carefully
examined for grubs, caterpillars and green fly.

If the newly made shoots arc crippled, the future
progress of the trees is retarded ; therefore it is

imperative that the initial growth is not interfered
with.

Wall Trees need careful treatment to cleanse
the shoots from insect pests, which will cripple
the growth and interfere with the swelling of the
fruit. Pears have set an enormous crop. Early
thinning of the fruit will be an advantage to the
trees and the future prosperity of the crop. It is

too early to say what Cherries and Plums may do
in the way of cropping, but present appearances
point to a huge display of healthy fruit.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines swelling their fruits,

either before or after the stoning period, should
be ctipioiisly watered and, where the trees are
not making too strong a growth, have applications

of liquid manure. Tie the shoots carefully to

the supports, allowing each plenty of space.

Too often they are overcrowded, which frequently
militates against future crops. So many persons
fail to understand the necessity of maturity in

the wood of fruit trees.

LEVIATHAN BROAD BEANS.

ordinary outdoor-sown plots much ; a greater

nop is secured by having the plants fairly thick

in the rows.

Peas.—Make sowings of late varieties such
as Gladstone, Ne Plus Ultra and Goldfinder.

There is some in-egularity in the germination of

seed this year. Take all precautions to guard
against this by well soaking the drills before

sowing during dry weather, also by having the
soil quite fine. In the case of rows where the
plants have come up too thickly, pull out some
of the weaker plants, as overcrowding is a mistake.
The crop from crowded plants, neither in quantity
nor in the quality of the pods, is never so good
as from plants with ample space for development.
Plants that have grown sufficiently high should
have the points pinched off to hasten the swelling

of the pods.

Coleworts.—Make a small sowing of these

for early autumn use when the summer Cabbages
are past.

Broccoli.—Put out the plants as fast as the
ground is ready for them, in show^ery weather
if possible. The smaller the plants are the better,

as thev receive less check.

Ridge Cucumbers.—The plants raised in pots
in frames shouM be put out on small hillocks of

manure or lea\'es with soil on the top. Shelter

the plants with boughs from east wind for a few
days." Sow more seed in the open for succession.

Late Vines in flower should have a buoyant
atmosphere by day with little atmospheric moisture,
and not a lower night temperature than 65'' until

the bunches are fertilised. Tap the rods daily
to disperse the pollen and thus ensure fertility,.

Directly the bunches are set, thin the crop, thus
aiding the Vines to swell the berries of the selected

bunches. E. Molyneux.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

SW'inmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

A Crowbar is a handy implement fpr making
holes in hard soil for Broccoli and other plants

wlii. h do better 111 hard than soft ground.

Root Puddlings.—I strongly advise the roots

of seedlings of all kinds of winter greens, Leeks,

Lettuces and Endive to be coated with soft mud
previous to being permanently planted. The
term for this is " puddling."

Superphosphate of Lime.—A slight dressing

of this manure applied to the surface of the groimd
about to be planted with vegetables (and flowers,

too) has a very beneficial influence on subsequent

growth. It may be either raked or hoed into the

ground previous to planting.

Celery.—Even though the plants are small,

provided they are well rooted they should be
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planted in the previously prepared trenches.

I have them lifted from frames in turf-like masses
and divided singly at the trenches. They should
be planted deeply and a little water applied to

each, afterwards running a Dutch hoe through the
surfaces, which completes operations for a time.

Cauliflowers.—Where these are difficult to

grow during summer, it is a good plan to grow the

seedlings for a fortnight in 3-inch pots, or just long

enough to ramify the soil with roots and so form
a ball for planting. Sowing where the plants

are to remain is also satisfactory; but those in

pots are useful for filling blanks where one crop

follows another as the first is cut, a system that

can be followed also with Cabbages and Lettuces,

especially where ground space is limited.

Parsley.—Plants from seeds sown in January
or February are ready to transplant, each needing
at least one square foot of space and to be arranged
in rows. The soil near the surface may be enriched,

but as a rule the finest foliage is derived from soil

not highly manured. This is the best way of

cultivating Parsley, each plant providing a great

number of fine large lea\'es. The one sowing
usually provides a supply for twelve months.
Enough plants should be left in the seed-bed to

yield early pickings.

Broccoli.—As soon as the plants are strong

enough to transplant, which will be now or soon,

have them planted in firm soil ; this produces

a hardy plant well fitted to stand the winter's

strain. Allow 3 feet between the rows and at

least 2 feet between the plants. The earlier Cauli-

flower-like varieties require rather more space than

those of the older type. Savoys, Winningstadt
and Drumhead Cabbages may be planted at the

same time ; these require less space.

Rosette Colewort.—This is a valuable vege-

table for use during the three months before Christ-

mas, and by selecting the plants and making two
plantings a succession may be had front the one
seeding. Sow now.

French Beans forwarded in pots should be

planted out on ground well protected and open to

the sun. The seedlings from the sowing in May
should be all up and have the soil between the

plants deeply stirred.

Scarlet Runners.—These, too, should be
planted from pots. The largest crops are obtained

from bines trained to sticks or twine, but good
crops are also had from plants kept dwarf by
pinching. These need a space of ,•; feet by 3 feet

to get the best results.

Climbing Beans.—These do not succeed as

well in Scotland as they do in the South, but

sown under glass they ' give very large crops.

They should now be producing freely and be

as freely picked to keep the plants in bearing.

Abundance of manure water is favourable to crop-

ping ^nd freedom from insect attacks. If dwarf
varieties are coming on in cold frames, these, too,

will need abundant supplies of water at the roots.

Cucumbers.—Owing to coal shortage this crop

was later in being sown than usual. However,
the plants have been bearing since the beginning of

May, and the house is now well filled with fruiting

shoots. The system I pursue is to stop at every

leaf and cut every fruit while still quite young
;

later, and before exhaustion, bringing up growths

from near the base to succeed the lower shoots.

Much water is essential, also surface dressings of

manure at regular intervals and of fresh soil

occasionally, ^

Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—It is now quite time to sow seeds.

Plants by proper treatment can be had from Christ-

mas onward. Frame culture is best, and for a time

merely protect from adverse weather. Always
transplant or repot at the correct moment. The
Cactus-flowered varieties of the star-flowered forms
are fine. Calceolarias must now be sown, too, cool

treatment being essential. There is also time to

obtain winter-flowering batches of Primula mala-

coides and its varieties. They are hardy plants,

but not averse to warm treatment.

The Flower Garden.

Mixed Borders.—To stake or not to stake will

be an absorbing question at present. I saw-

borders last year that had been allowed to grow
wild, and their appearance was awful. But what
can be done when there is no labour ? My
plan in the past two years—which is being followed

this—was to trim with a reaping-hook the tops

of such things as Michaelmas Daisies, Hollyhocks,

Helianthus, Sec, but not Phloxes. Dahlias were
pegged to the ground, and almost the only plants

that were staked were P.T3onies and a few

Delphiniums. When there are thousands of sticks

in use, the labour of setting in the ground, tying
and, in autumn, clearing off is immense and out
of the question in these times. My plan, happily,
suffices.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tviiiiigkame, Prestonkirk, N.B.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

OBITUARY
LEOPOLD DE ROTHSCHILD.

By the death of Mr. Leopold de Rothschild we

lose one of the great patrons of horticulture who '

devoted considerable time, thought and interest

to the advancement of gardening. He was an

• nthusiastic lover of gardening in all its branches,

with interest that amounted almost to passion

for landscape gardening. The delightful gardens

at Ascott, Leighton Buzzard, were his own design
;

while the gardens at Gunnersbury, where fruit

and vegetable culture are carried out on an

extensive- scale, are known throughout the land.

In 1912 he acted as President of the Jury at the

Royal International Show. He was Vice-president

of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,

THE LATE LEOPOLD DE ROTHSCHILD.

and presided at the Festival Dinner in 1889 and

agaiii in 191 3. He was also Vice-president of

the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund. In his

demise the gardening fraternity lose; a great and

sympathetic friend. The volume of The Garden
for 1913 was dedicated in his honour.

" Kew Bulletin " Suspended.—It is sur-

prising to learn that the Controller of H.M.

Stationery Office, hitherto publisher of the Kew
HuUetin of Miscellaneous Iiuforma'.ion, has advised

the editor of the Bulletin that it has been ruled

that the Kew Bulletin is not essential, and that

its publication has therefore been suspended. In

view of the interest and importance of this small

brochure and bearing in mind the useful nature

of its work, particularly in disseminating infor-

mation relating to the Colonies and India, this

is surely another instance of the way in which

a Government department will strain at a gnat

and swallow a camel.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ANCHUSAS (T. IF. i.).—The two srooii-s A. eapensi«

and A. myosotidiflora are distinct in many ways. The
first named is practically of biennial dnration only.
Occasionally, however, it is treated as an annual, wlien
in favoured" districts it may be had in flower in August
and September. Kot being reliably hardy, it requires
])rotection in winter when treated as a biennial, and then
flowers in early summer. Its brilliant blue flowers are
of the size of a sixpence. Two feet or so high, it

is also of erect habit. The other species hails from
Siberia, is a true perennial, quite hardy, 1^ feet high,
of bushy habit, and produces during May and June
numerous bright blue flowers of large Forget-me-not
size. It would do quite well in the rock garden, prefer-

ably in a cool root-run, and a group of it would be very
pretty. Its specific name appears somewhat far-fetched,

as the flowers do not in the least resemble those of the
Myosotidium.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CLEMATIS FOR NAME AND TREATMENT (J. «.).—

The specimen sent for naming is t'lematis montana
var. nibons. It is quite h-irdy, and may be grown on a
pergola, over a fence, wall, group of branches, low tree,

or other support. Good loamy soil containing lime
suits ii(, but the deeper the soil the better it is for the

plant. Aspect is not of vital importance, for it gives

good results in any exposiu-e providing it receives a fair

amount of sun. Although annual pruning is not absolutely
necessary, it is wise to cut some of the flowering wood
baek to within an eye or two of the base as soon as the
flowers fade. On no account cut the young wood back
before it flowers.

PRUNING YEW, BOX AND EUONYMUS [Chloe).—
The Yew bushes planted to form a hwlge may be pnmeti
in August. Pnme moderately hard, and that will keep
the hedge tidy throughout the winter. Box edging may be
pruned at oneV or at any period during summer. Kuonymus
can be pruned at once, although late April is a better

time. Weigela may be grown in two ways—severely
pruned and unpruned. Pruning may be carried out
as soon as the flowers fade. Cut away as much as possible

of the older wood and rely on young wood for next season's

flowers. Unpruned plants grow larger than pruned
plants, and as a rule have a longer life, but they do not
flower quite so well

KITCHEN GARDEN.
SEED POTATOES AND THINNING THE " CHITS "

OR HAULMS {H. H.).—It is a good plan generally to

rub olf the small or weak eyes or *' chits " of seed Potatoes
before tboy are planted, leaving, say, three of the strongest
and best. This reduces the number of small Potatoes
to a root and correspondingly helps the larger and better

roots ; but once Potatoes are planted, they should not
again be interfered with. Superphosphate and sulphate
of ammonia.—Apply this to the soil between the rows,
forking it in 3 inches or 4 inehes deep, and imme-
diately afterwards mould up the Potatoes with the
same soil. The time to apply it is as soon as the young
plants are from 3 inches to 4 inches high. The varieties

you mention are all good. We are sorry .that through
an inadvertence on our expert's part the answer to tlii'>

question lias been delayed.

FRUIT GARDEN.
INJURY TO RASPBERRIES (Mrs. B. C.).—The trouble

with the Raspberries is due to the wce\il Authonomons
nibi. This beetle lays its eggs in the blossoms and then
punctures the shoot some distance do^vn. It is useless

spraying, but the beetles may be shaken off the canes
on to a tarred board or one wcU greased, and thus captured.

INJURY TO APPLE TREES (T. P. Tf.).—It is probable
that till' eggs of thi' moths from wliich the caterpillars

of which you complain were hatched were laid after the

trees were planted. Spray them with lead arsenate

at the rate of lib. to 20 gallons of water. " Fruit-Growing
for Beginners." by F. \V. Harvey, is an excellent Jittle

book. It is published from this office, price 1b. lOd. post free.

LEAVES OP VINE MADRESFIELD COURT DISEASED
(G". F.).—In the first place, we consider the leaf sent

as being thin and wanting in robustness and strengtii

through its having been subjected to too great a heat during
the early stages of its growth. Thi*; Grape is one of those
which succeeds best under cooler treatment than most,
the result being that *hc foliage was not able to withstand
the fierce lieat of the sun during the recent spell of hot

weather ;
possibly also for the want of early ventilation

to dry the foliage* before the sun had obtained too great a
power. It is well to have a little air on the front and
back ventilators always in warm weather, night and day.
opposite this Vine. We find this also helps to prevent
the variety from scalding and splitting, to which it is

subject.

HELP WITH A VINE IN A GREENHOUSE (Mrs.
11. A. (V.).—Do not coddle your Vine too much as regards

temperature. Let it take its chance with otlier plants

as regards ventilation. Tliis will suit it all right during
summer. You do not say whether the border is inside

or o\\\. If outside, it will not require watering so often

as if it were inside. If the border is inside, durmg the

height of the growing season it should be watered, say,

every three weeks. Let the surface be covered over
with" a mulching of manure 3 inches deep, and see that
the border does not suffer from the dropping of water
from pot plants after watering. If the' border is an
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nutsi<lf om\ sorve in the sanio way. In dry wcathor it

i- should be wiitiTod every three weelis. but during wet
r wealiier onee a mouth will be often enoujib. MiN Peruvian

Gnano with the water wllen waterin;; (ii liandfnl to two
t'Sllou^). and lee that it is well dissolved. Let tlie young
sluKils on wbieh the bunehes of Grapes appear be stopped

.tt till- third leaf beyond or above the huueb. Subsequent
voui K shoots (termed " later.ils ") whleh will appear on

the above shoot .should be stopped in the same way as

soon as three youn*; leaves have been formed. This

will keep the vounj; Vine growth well under eontrol

throughout the summer. Thin the (irapes as soon as

tbev iiave formed. You will tind that the berries are

arranged in sets of three. The way to thin is to eut out

two and leave one—the best, of eourse. \\ rite us again

later saying how you are getting on, and we will help

you fuitlKT.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A SLUG-EATING SLUG (//. s Oif.).- Tho slugs

sent ure airuivorous. uiul wi' think you should look

i-lsewhiTC for the CHl]irits attackiuK your Onions. The
usual food of tht'st' spueics of TostacpUa 13 worms and
slugs.

A WEEVIL IN THE LILY-BEDS {Miss Ci. M. 71.).—

Tlio wttvil sent (thf rhiy-colourcd TM-ovil) will rat Lily

leaves, but wc think then- is probably sonif otht-r pest

at work. The weevils should be captured, however,

and this is best done in the evening wiicu they are feeding

on the plants. The plants should be shaken over a
i-loth or paper .spr<'ad beneath them, and theu a bright

light suddenlv flashed upon them, when the beetles will

fall to the earth and feign death. They u\ay be killed

l)y immersion in boiling water, or in water having a film

of jiaraflin on its surface.

SMALL BONE CRUSHER (X.).—Vou will find the

bone eriisher suppli«'d by ^fr. L. Dunker, Rugby Koad,
Hillmorton Paddox, useful for crushing bones in small

quantities where only a dozen fowls are kept. Incidentally,

it might be mentioned that eruslied bones are of great

value as manure in the fruit and vegetable garden. The
btst results are obtained if you bake the bones or shell

tliorou;;hly iu an oven before crushing, and when you
do, do not attempt to crush too nuich at the time. Aft^r

the crushing has been done, lift up the circular shell

of the mortar and scrape off the material. Pass this

through a sieve of suitable mesh and return to the mortar

such material as requires recrushing.

NAME OF FRUIT.— T. O. A'MJrpr.—Apple Annie
Elizabeth. \Ve quite agree with the high opinion you
have formed of this Apple. We know of no variety to

equal it at this time of the vear. It was raised as a seedling

from Blenheim Orange. See The Garden of March 17

for an illustration of the original tree and its history.

NAMES OF PLANTS.— xlX. T. P.—Paulownia imperialis.

./. F. A.— 1 and 2, Saxifraga Aizoon ; :i, Sedum
anglicum ; 4, Saxifraga afflnis ; 5. Linaria fequitriloba ;

ri, L. Cvmbalaria ; 7. Sempervivum arachnoideum ;

8. S. tectomm ; 9. S. blandum : 10, S. triste ; 11 and 12,

S. •arachnoideum var. T^ggeri. G. Y.— 1. Fagtis

sylvatica var. heterophylla : 2. Prunus Padus ; 3. Pyrus
Aria ; 4, Sambucus nigra ^ar. laciniata ; 5, Garrya
eliipMca.

SOC I ETI ES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

AN exhibition full of beauty and nuu'li variety was brought
together on the occasion "of the fortnightly meeting on
June 5. Popular flowers, such as Columbines. Sweet
Peas and Snapdragons, were grandly displayed by Messrs.

]>obbie ; Irises from Colchester constituted a feast of

these unique summer flowers impossible of description ;

vegetables from Messrs. Barr were of nuich nu^rit and
interest ; while Roses, alpines and Orciiids each con-
tributed their quota to a gathering well up to the average
of summer displays.

Florax Committee.

Present : H. B. May. Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

J. Green, G. Keuthe, 'W. P. Thomson. C. K. Fielder,

Clarence Elliott. H. Cowley. E. H. Jenkins, T. Steveuson.
\V. Howe, J. "W. Barr. W. H. Page. A. Turner. C. E.
Pearson, J. Dickson, W. Cuthbertson. Sydney Morris,

J. T. Bennett-Poe, George Paul, "W. G. Baker, \V. J.

Bean. J. F. McLeod. C. Dixon. R. W. Wallace, R. C
^'otcutt, G. Harrow, E. A. Bowles and J. Jennings.
By far the finest exhibit of .the meeting was that of

commonplace flowers—albeit not shown in a common-
place way—from Messrs, Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh,
who with Sweet Peas, Columbines and Snapdragons
once again demonstrated their skill both as ciiltivators

and exhibitors, Nothing, indeed, could be finer than
this great array of flowers and the excellence that had
been acliieved with subjects that the ordinary amateur
loves to grow and which not a few also cultivate with
conspicuous success. The centre of the group was of

Snapdragons (Antirrhinums), Yellow Queen. Jloonlight
(red and yellow). White Beauty, Xelrose (pink). ^Vhite
Queen. Cottage Maid (rose and wliite), Primrose King
and Coccinea (rich red) being some of the best, though
Amber Queen was also very beautiful. The Columbines
(Aquilegia) represented the firm's long-spurred .strain,

white, blue, rose and white, yellow, scarlet and yellow,
and other colour combiuations being noted. We liave
never before seen these flowers in such excellence. The
Sweet Peas were also very fine for this early date. Debbie's
Ivorine, Tom Jones and Alex Malcolm (scarlet) being
some of the best.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers. Hayward's Heath, showed
Carnations well, more particularly of Britisli Triumph.
Carola, Salmon Enchantress, Rosalind, Bishton Wonder
and Mary Allwood. all of wliich were very good.

Hardy" flowers aud choice shrubs from Mr. G. Eeuthe,
Keston, contained many good things. Conspicuous items

were Magnolia Watsoiui, Embothrium coeein-'um. Rhodo-
dendron Ro'lei grandiflorum and Edwardsia grandiflora.

Of aipines.' R;imondia s.ihica. Orchis nuiculatu alba.

Campanula thyrsoideus, Horminlum pyrenaicum (rich

purple). Sednm" pilosum (pink) and Asperula nitida (pink)

\Yere among the best.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, Iiad a small

exhibit of Cluster Roses, together witli Austrian Copper
and Austrian Yellow.

Mr. G. G. Whitelegg. Chislehurst. Kent, showed alpiues

very flnely. a big spreading carpet of Ednuanthus Puuulio
and" ];. pumiliorum making the finest exhibit of these

we have ever seen. A hundred plants were a mass of

the royal purple cups, which constituted a feature.

JManthus alpinus (very rich in colour). Siiene alpestris

fl.-pl. (very pure). Phlox Vivid and Saxifraga calahrica

(pure wliite pyramids of flowers) were noted. S. Dr.
Kamsav and Asperula Gussoiui were also beautiful.

Mr. J. C. Allgrove. Langley, Slough, had an interesting

group of hardy tilings with a background of Erenuiri.

E. robustus albus and E. Elwesiana being the

chief. Rheum Alexandne (with creamy braeti>), TliaHc-

trum aquilegifolium rubnim. Saxifraga lantoseana superba,

Magnolia parviflora. il. Watsowii. Itobinia Kelseyi and
Spira-a Wilsonii w<Te among imtable things. A charming
exam])le of Dianthus auvergnense, full of rosy pink flowers,

was also noted.
.Messrs. Piper. Bayswater. showed Cleniatises in great

variety, Nellie Moser, President (deep purple). Ville de
Lyon (red). Marcel Moser (mauve pink) and .Mrs. Cholmon-
ileley being some of the besf. .\zatea rosa^llora was very
beautiful, as was also Cytisus Uallimorei and Carpen-
teria californica. The firm also showed alpines in

variety.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.. Enfield, contributed a

flne hank of Streptocarpi. the cold-grown plants sturdier

imd even more full of flower than ever. In white, blue.

Eink, violet and other shades they were eharming indeed,

eptospermum Xicholsii (red). "
T.. Boseawenii Ipink)

and L. verticillata (scarlet) were all beautiful. .M'*ssrs.

Low also showed excellent stands of Carnations. Mephisto.

Red Ensign, Matchless (white) aud Scarlet Carola all

being good.
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons. Kdmontoo, showed

Fiu'hsia". Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, HtMiotrope and
Scented Pelargoniums in standard form, with hardy
Ferns. Soolopertdriums aud others beneath. Gardenias.

.\sparagus deflexus (a most graceful plant). Verbenas aud
Hydrangeas were also shown.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons, Highgate, X., arranged
goodly groups of Hydrangeas. Primula japonica and
Amaryllis.

In a group from Messrs. Paul and Son, Clieshuut, Rosji

Webbiana was jtretty. R. niierojiliyHa x Rugosa, a
large pale pink flower intermediate between the parents,

was very charndng. R. xanthina (yellow) was also good.

P,a?ouia albiflora, P. lobata. Lonicera fuchsioides and
Cercis Siliquastrum alba were notable. The double
white Lilac Ellen WilUnott is at once the best and latest

of all the Lilacs, and very fragrant.

The tabic of Irises from Messrs. R. Wallace aud Co.

was one of the features of the sliow. Some of the finer

things in a great group were Prosper Laugier (very dark)

Rhein Nixe (white and violet), Lady Foster, Trojana.
Isoline. Alcazar. Ossian (yellow and red), Neptune, Edouard
Michel, Iris King and Ma Mie (a nmch-improved ilme.
Chereau). Varieties of I. sibiriea. and the pretty I.

gracflipes were shown, also I. bracteata and others.

Mr. J. Dougla-s. Great Bookham. exhibited very flne

Border Carnations. Mrs. Brotherston (freckled Clove),

Goliath (yellow). Lieutenant Shackleton (buff), Elizabeth
Shiffner, Hercules (very dark). Orange King, and My
Clove (a lovely pink) being notable.

Mr. J. C. Jenner,- Rayleigh, contributed Carnations
Carola, Mrs. C. F. Raphael", Mary Allwood. White Enchan-
tress. Sunstar and Triumph among others.

Mr. G. W. Miller. Wisbech, showed many hardy flowers,

notably Pyrethrum Princess Mary, of which a central

bank was composed. Heuchera tiarclloides (a lovely

pink) and Pieonia Esperance (a yellow Tree Pseony with
crimson base) wei:e most charming.
A large variety of Lilacs, together with Cratajgus,

Cytisus and others, came from Mr. R. C. Xotcutt,
Woodbridge.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, had interesting

Roses, such as Perle d'Or, Yellow and Copper Briar,

and a variety of cluster sorts.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons. Cjawley. showed Fraxinus
Ornus, Viburnums, Rhododendrons and Azaleas in charm-
ing variety. A. coccinea speciosa and A. Daviesii (white

and yellow) were very good. Deutzias, Spiraeas aud
C>iisus were very beautiful.

Mr. Elisha Hicks, Twy-ford. showed beautiful masses
of -Roses Queen of the Belgians (single pink), Harrison
(yellow). Princess Mary, Copper Briar, Star of Honour
(single white). Jlrs. George Norwood and others. Louis
Barbier was charming.

Mr. F. Gifford. Horuchurch, showed a lovely lot of

Pa?onia alba grandiflora. which were very beautiful.

A most important item in a group from Jlessrs, H.
Canned and Sons, Eynsford. was Thalictrum aquilegi-

folium rubrum : it was very fine.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Sti venage, showed many alpines.

Pentstemou Davisonii. Dianthus neglectus, D. Firefly,

together with Oxalis and other charming things.

Mr. Amos Perry. Enfield, showed a variety of Poppies,
King George and Mrs. Maurice Bevan and Iris sibirica

Perry's Blue being good things.

Mr. H. J. Elwes showed Ercmuri. P^onia, Meconopsis,
Allium and other plants, which were of great interest.

Koses from Messrs. W. Paul and Sons. Waltham Cross,

included Paul's Scarlet Climber, White Tausendschou
and others.

Orchids from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tuubridge
Wells, Included Miltonias, Odontioda General Haig.
Odontoglossum Chanticleer. O. eximillus and O. Menier
St. Vincent. Miltonia vexillaria Sir Mervyn Buller,
pink, with crimson mask, secured an award of merit.

Messrs. Sander .and Sons, St. Albans, showed La?lio-

Cattleyas chiefly, with Miltonias.

.Messrs. Staart Low and Co. showed Cattleyas and
Odontiodas.

Sir Jen'miah Colman. Bart., had flne plants of Den-
drobium acuminatum, Thuniagattonensis audSaccoIabium
ampul laceum.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: J. Cheal, Esq. (chairman), the Rev. W.

Wilks. ami Messrs. P. D. Tuckett, E. A. Bunvard. H.
Markham. J. C. Allgrove, A. R. Allan. P. C. ^L Veitcli,

W. H. Divers, J. Vert, AV. Bates and G. P. Berry.
The collection of vegetables and salads from Messrs.

Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C. for wiiich a gold

medal was deservedly awarded, was of a most compre-
hensive character. Carrot Barr's Earliest, Pea Alderman.
Cauliflower Best of All, Marrows Long Green aud
Peifeetion. Potatoes Sharpe's Exi)ress. May Queen and
Midlothian Early. Tomato Stirling Castle, Cucumber
Delicacy. Asparagxis and others were well showni. In all

some five dozen dishes of excellent produce were staged.

KEW GUILD.
Thi-: annual genertil meeting of the Kew Guild was this

year ln-ld in the Lecture Room at the Royal Botanic
Gardens. Kew. on the evening of June 2. There was
no dinner on this occasion. Mr. C. H. Curtis presided
oTiT a somewhat small gathering. Among the Old Kewites
present we were pleased to sec Sergeant Bamett of Otago.
New Zealand. Sergeant Barnett came over with the New
Zealand Forces, and having been thrice wounded,
from which he has happily recovered, lie is now returning
to New Zealand to take his discharge from the Army.

In the covirse of Ills presidential address Mi. C. H. Cuitis

made the excellent suggestion that the Guild shoiUd raise

some form of war memorial to those members who had
fallen in Ihe service of their country aud tc those who
had joined the Colours, A new fund was opened with the
express object of sending parcels to members of the Guild
who iiave the misfortune to be taken prisoners of war.
So far onlv two members are known to be prisoners.

Over 150 members of the Guild are serving in His
.Majesty's Forces; eight, as alieady recorded, have
fallen in tin' service of their country; and since the Journal,

1017, was published we regret to have to further report-

the loss of Second-Lieutenant U. B. Scott, Corporal

H. ^L Woolley and Private A. E. Baggs. It is with regret

that the committee also have to report, the deaths of tlie-

following members : Professor Daniel Oliver, F.R.S.,

Dr. n. If. W. Pearson, F.U.S., Messi*. George Massee,
V.M.H., F.L.S.. William Foden, Gastav Mann, Robert
Wright, James Fors>ih, Hugh Price, John H. Stephen,
William C. Trotter and Harry Hughes.
The members of the committee who retired undei Rule

4 were .Mi-ssrs. C. W, Mayhew. L. Recordon, G. H. Ridley

and W. Taylor, and Mr. C. H. Curtis as president caused

a fifth vacancy. The following were elected to take their

places Messrs. T. \V. Brown, S. A. Skan, H. Spooner.

A. .Menissier, and M. Free (nominated by the Association

of Kew Gardeners in America). Messrs. J. Clark and D.

Halkerstou have been co-opted as representatives of the

sub-foremen and gardeners respectively. Messrs. W. Hales

and J. Aikman were elected auditors for the cntuing
year.

TR ADB N OTB

The Sanitas Company, Limited.

The many specialities of the Saiutas Company, Limited.

Limehouse. London, E., are extensively used not only
in the home, but also in the garden. To rid the garden

of slugs aud snails and to protect seeds and plants from
other pests, such as- worms, rats, ndee, sparrows, cats,

Ac, Sanitas Powder is popularly employed. This firm's

Distemper, too. is strongly recommended for the walls

of all garden and potting-sheds, forcing-pits, greenhouses,

Ac, as an insectieitle and disinfectant ; while their Svdphiu*

Caudle's are most useful for fumigating greenhouses, &c.

To many uses can Sanitas preparations be put where
livestock are kept. Their Special Sawdust makes an
excellent bottom layer for poultry-nests aud rabbit-

hutches. Their Powder can be sprinkled freely about
stables, kennels, poultry-houses, rabbit-hutches, cow-

slieds and the like ; while tlic Veterinary Ointment should

have a jjrominent place in the medicine cupboard. Sanitas-

Crude Disinfecting Fluid is a strong preparation that

ensures against disease in the stable, kennel and poultry-

yard, and for fumigating poultry-houses and other buildings-

after an outbreak of disease the Sulphur Candles are

widely used. The preparations offered by this firm are

numerous, and all wiio have a garden or keep animals-

or livestock should become fully acquainted with the

specialities. Descriptive leaflets are sent on receipt of a

postcard.

Publications Received.
" Practical Potato Growing and Storing," by A. G.

Gentle, Little Gaddesden ; price Is., post free

" The Worker's Garden." by G. W. Butcher and C. Harding.

Published by the Vacant Land Cultivation Society,

14. Buckingham Street, Strand. W.C. ; price 6d.

" Jottings of a Gentleman Gardener," by E. T. Ellis.

Published by L. Reeve and Co., London
;

price

3s. 6d. net.

The War Office notifies thai froin now onivard all papers

posted to any neutral European country will be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have

obtained special permission from the War Office. SucJt

permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Hollami, Norway,

Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and

Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

*** The Yearly Subscription (o The Garden is : Inland,

10s. Wd ; Foreign^ 13s.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

SHOULD the feeding question reach
its worst point, those poultry-
keepers who are unacquainted with
the vahies of both the best and
least known foods will be the

first to be compelled to sacrifice their
fowls. Success in egg-production has
always depended more or less on the
feeding of the layers, and yet this branch
is the weakest in the average poultry-
keeper's routine work. That is why there
are, and have been, so many failures and
empty egg-baskets ! The present crisis
should put poultry-keepers on their guard
in this direction, so that later thev will
be able to play for safety. \ case came
to my notice only last week where a man
with 500 head of laying stock considered
the home-growing of poultry foods quite
" above his head." His birds will be
the first to go to the wall ! The larger
the number of fowls kept, the more
urgent is the need for studying the in-
numerable feeding problems. The test
will come when the miller or the corn-
dealer offers a " substitute " for this or
that and the poultry-keeper in Oxford-
shire cannot obtain those foods which
.are freely on offer in Yorkshire, and is

compelled to use others instead. It will
be essential to know not only what foods
to give to the fowls, but also how. when
and in what quantities.

A Day's Ration.—In my last notes I men-
tioned that a laying hen required a daily ration
containing i part of albmnen to 4J or 5 of carbo-
hydrates. If all the food given per diem has this
combined albuminoid ratio, it will be sufficient

for maintenance, egg-production and " wear and
tear." As an example, supposing you were
using the mash and grains mentioned below, you
will be able to find out the combined ratio in quite
a simple manner :

M-^.f''-
'^"'"- '''"""• Ports.

Middlings .. .. 4 Oats.. <>

IJ.ia" 3 Maize .. .'. "
i

Fish-moal .. ., j parj j

If we know the albuminoid ratio of each in-

gredient—ascertained by the agency of the formula
I gave last week—it is easy to find out the com-
bined ratio. As I explained, where two parts
of a food are used, its ratio must be multiplied
by 2 ;

whereas if only half a pari is used, we divide
by 2. Wherever you see a menu in which the

iniredients are given in par!s, the latter are

by weight (whether ounces or pounds) and
not measure. Taking the foods before referred

to, the albuminoid ratio appears in paren-

theses after each, viz., wheat middlings (i to 4),

wheat bran (i to 4), fish-meal (r to J), oats

(i to 6), maize (i to 8) and dari (i to 6).. Our
little sum then is as follows :

Pails Alhti- Cailio-
01' Iba. mm. Inidtatcs

4 = 4 to' 18
-^ = 3 „ 12

.Middlings
Bran
Fish-iiifal

Oats
Maizf
Dari

— 2
= 1

= 1

12
8
6

Total .. llJto54j

By dividing the total carbohydrates by the

albumen, we discover that the ratio is i to 4J.

Any greenstui? supplied must also be taken into

account, so that it will be seen how easy a matter
it is to make up as near as possible an " egg

"

menu.

Use of Oilcakes.—Up to new the poultry-

feeder has not supported oilcakes, leaving these

for the larger farm stock. After the oil has been
extracted, the residue from the raw products,

whether nuts or seeds, is in the form of either

pressed cakes or meal. Both have about the
same feeding values. As regards cakes suitable

for poultry, I may mention cocoanut, palm kernel,

linseed and cottonseed. All tour represent highly

concentrated foodstujfs, and the last two in

particular must be fed with care. Of the four,

cocoanut cake appeals to me most, as it is very
palatable and tends to make the mash nice and
bulky, which is to be desired. These cakes,

however, need careful preparation. They must
be soaked in water for many hours until they have
swollen thoroughly, otherwise the material will

complete its " bulking " inside the hen. If the
meals are used, these, too, need thorough scalding

with hot water and steaming. Below I give four

useful " e.,g " soft mashes, and, in order that

ray readers may work out the albuminoid ratio,

the ratio of each food is here given in parentheses
where it has not already been dealt with. Palm
kernel cake or meal (i to 4), rice meal (i to 7),

brewers' grains, wet or dry (i to 3), clover meal
(i to 3), cocoanut cake or meal (i to 4), meat-
meal (i to i), biscuit meal or dust (i to 7), and
malt culms (i to 2).

Paris. Parts.
Palm kernel meal. . 1 Brewers' grains .. 1
Sice meal . . . . 1 lUce meal .

.

. . 1
'

Bran 1 Clover meal .

.

. . 1
Middlings

. . . . 1 Middlings .

.

. . 2
Fish-meal

. . . . J Fish-meal .

.

. . I,

Parts.
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GREAT BARGAINS IN SUPERB FLOWERED ROSES
Specially retarded for late planting. Flower splendid this Season and during the Autumn.

TEA AND HYeRID TEA EVER- BLOODING ROSES.
All beautiful dwarf retarded trees for bedding out in masses now, far superior to

ordinary bedding plants, and cheaper.

Magnificent varieties for garden ; nearly all Gold Jledal winners ;

flower continuously the whole season. The Roses are of great
substance, with remarkably long, handsome buds and shell-petalled
flowers of most extiuisite soft sJiades and distinct tea-like fragrance.
3 for 2/6 ; 6 for 4/- ; 12 for 7/6; 25 lor 12/6; 50 for 22/6.
I (10 40/-.

NEW LARGE-FLOWERING HYBRID SWEETBRIAR
Delicious Fragrant Foliage and Lovely Flowers.

SUPERB PANSIES AND VIOLAS.
PRIORY BEAUTY,—Thi<i is a really magniticent Tansy,

of great >ize and substanre, free flowering and strong grower,
colour dark rich lilne. shaded plum, magnificent lustre and
texture, now ttr^t ottered by iiie. 6 for 2/- ; 12 for 3/6.
VIOLA MAUVE QUEEN.^This i.s a delightful shade of

colour ; soft, refined, and extremely beautiful
; plants

simply a mass of blossom all the season. 12 for 2/6 ; 25
for 4/6 : 50 for 8/- : 100 iui 15/-.

VIOLAS in charmiiiti and ddrjhtful shaties ot" colour;
mixed. 12 fur 1/6: 25 icr 2/9 ; 5u, 5/- ; 100,9/-.
VIOLA DAINTY DAME.—The dainty Viola, with a

dainty perfume : a soft, refined, real ladies' colour. Xow
offered by me for the first time. Beautiful creamy white
centre, with lovely mauve border, and perfect formation ;

may be justly called the Queen of all Violas. Continuous
bloomer from spring' to late autumn. C for 1/6 ; 12 for 2/9;i
25 for 5/- : 100 for 17/6.
JAPANESE TREE P>EONIES.^The Qlory of Japan.

Will produce 200 blossoms on one tree. Iluj^e hlossoijirs,

of magnilicent lustre and texture, often lOin. to 12iu. across ;

glorious lor greenhouse, but quite hardy for outdoors. Should]
be planted at once, as they flower early in spring. There is a;

refinement more rare and a charm more fascinating about'
the Tree Pa'onies than can be described on paper. 3/- each ;!

3 for 7/6.
i

THE CRIMSON SPIR/EA.—A glorious new plant. It
is most superb for winter and spring decoration of the green-
house, a well-grown plant being a mass of lovely crimson
blossom

; but it has a further charm by being perfectly
hardy, and can be planted in the open at once. 3 for 1/6':

6 for 2/9 : 12 for 5/-.
CORNFLOWER.—Emperor William, rich blue, splendid

healthy plants, gems for cutting, ti for 1/3 ; 12 for 2/3.

NEW MAMMOTH SWEET WILLIAMS " HOLBORN
QLORY."—The finest strain ever seen. The size of the
blossoms, delicate and lovely colouring, splendour ami
brilliancy, is unsurpassed ; no garden complete without this
lovely strain. 12,1/9; 24.3/-.
NEW PERENNIAL PHLOXES.—Those who remember

the thin-petalled white and the dull-hued purple Perennial!
Phlox of old-fashioned gardens, can scarcely recognise these
new Phloxes as the same flowers. These new varieties are in,

bloom from June until frost, and the individual florets are'
twice the .size of the old-time Phlox, and the shades of colouri
the brighti'st, riche>t. and clearest. There are no finer orl

more useful perennials than the Perennial Phloxes, or which
will give more complete satisfaction. All are sweet-scented,!
dwarf in habit, compact in truss, and h*ve large—many of!

them abnormally large—flowers, some excelling in size a
live-slidluig piece. t\ ].>t 2/-

; 12 for 3'6.
ASTER ALPINUS (the Blue Mountain Daisy).—

A beautiful dwarf Alpine species, with very large, deep blue
flowers : a very handsome border plant, l-'or rockery an<li

e liziiig it is exceedingly beautiful : its large blue flowers are
always areatly admired, tj for 2/3 : 12 for 4/-,

'

THE HARDY BLUE GERANIUMS.—This lovely
hardy (ieraniutn is rarely seen in beds or borders, yet it is'

absolutely a hardy perennial, and will give a wealth of glorious'
large blue flower> for months ; increase and improve vearlv.
:i for 1/6 : r. fm- 2/- : 12 for 3/6.

'

:

PLUMBAGO LARPENT^.—The beautiful dwarf, hardy
Plumba'-'o from China, for rockery or edging, or borders ofj

low-iirowing plants. It is a precious gem ; its huge heads ofi

lovely cnbalt-blue flowers are very striking, and they finallyi
I Imnge to a rich violet. Their will-power to continue flowering
till late in autumn makes them doubly valuable. They are]
quite hardy, and once planted last for ages. 3 for 2/6 ; G for
4/- : 12 for 7/6.

Everybody likes these new Sweet Briars. They grow anywdrere.
and perfume the whole garden. Very strong trees. 3, 2/6 ;

6. for 4/- ; 12 for 7/-.

BRUGMANSIA KNIGHTI I.—Produces the Sweetest
and Most Delicious Fragrance of any Flow/er on Earth.
Called al-o AnijcN' rnuupct. and Wedding Bells. One of the
f,'r;tnde,t iiiu il-woinled plants I know of, and easy to grow.
It grows several feet high, and is yuite bushy. The foliai^i-

is large and tropical, and its bloom—how shall 1 desriihc
what words cannot picture ? Imagine a little bush 3ft. high,

and with 20 to 30 pendulous blooms open at once ; great
creamy-whit« blooms, llin.. I2in., or 13in. long, and 8in. wide,
of a texture resembling thick, fluted satin. Imagine these
creamy trumpets pouring fragrance forth till the air is heav>
with sweetness. Imagine allthis, then remember the blossoms
last for days in perfection, and that new buds are eonstantl\
coming on. It is quite as easy to grow as a Ueranium or

Fuchsia, and requires the same treatment. A tiooil plant in

the garden during the summer is the talk of the neitrhlKuirhooil.

Stock limited. Strong plants, one or two years old, 5/-,
7/6, 10/6 each. Stronix plants. 2/6 and 3/6 each.

OUTDOOR TOMATOES. — A wonderful outdoor
Tomato ; has lieen awarded a First-class Certificate by the
Royal Horticultural Society. It has smooth, handsome fruit,

of a rich flavour, and is an enormous cropper, handsome
bunches of fruit at every joint. The fruit ripens fully a

fortnight before any other outdoor Tomato. 12 for 2/3 ;

25. 4/- : .50. 7/6.
CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM PEERLESS.—The

new giant white hardy marguerite ;
large, handsome, glossy

foliage : the blossoms are enormous, and often measure 5in.

across, thus eclipsing all other marguerites. 6 for 1/6 ;

12 for 2/6.
CAMPANULA ISOPHYLLA.—Beautiful dwarf trailing

species, with large salver-shaped flowers ; splendid for

suspended pots, etc.. forming hanging streamers of lovely

white flowers 3ft. to 4ft. long. Doubtless the queen of hangimr
basket plants. 3 for 1/6 for 2/9.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT. A mass of blossom certain. Thousands of Testimonials from every part of England, and repeat orders.
All above will^plant out perfectly now. All packed by an expert, and carriage paid to your door.

Mrs. GAROlNJBft, F.R.M.S., PRIORY HOUSES, STROUD.

BOOKS FOR THE TIMES
THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY REARING. By MADAME JASPER. Illustrated. 3/6 net, by post 3/10.

" Before the war Madame Jasper was a well-known chicken rearer in Belsium. and in this volume she gives us the benefit of her knowledge and experience. It is a book
which all who keep poultry ought to read."

—

Liverpool Post.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND COLLECTING, byadab teetgen Illustrated. 3/6 net, by post 3/10

"A r>racti-:al handbook, well suited to assist a profitable industry, which has largely lapsed to Germany."—Times.
" At once compiebensive. well ar.anged and practical, it sets out a great mass of botanical and economic learning in a form that cannot but make it acceptable to many
among ihe large number of ladies who are now taking up herb growing, and the special study of medicinal plants."—Sco^smrtM.

GARDENING MADE EASY.
m cloth. 2, - : by post 4d. extra.

EVERY AMATEUR GARDENER SHOULD READ

Edited by E. T. COOK. 200 pages; 23 Illustrations. Price 1/6 net;

FRUIT GROWING FOR BEGINNERS. By F. W. HARVEY. ho pages. 40 illustrations. A
simple and concise handbook on the right and profitable cultivation of fruit. 1/- net ; cloth, 1/6 net

;
postage

4d. extra.
An amaz'ng amount of information is packed into this book."

—

Eveflili:4 Xezi'S^

OUR FOOD SUPPLY: Perils and Remedies. By Christopher turnor 2/6 net, by post 2/10.

" We can heartily coniinend this practical book to landholders and farmers."

—

Spectator.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By henry VENDELMANS. CrownSvo, 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
This book is designed to help those engaged in cultivating the soil to increase their -returns. In simple terms the
author describes the nature and constitution of manures of every type, explains the manner of their application, and
gives the fruits of his long study and experience of practical growing.

" We heartily commend the book."

—

Scottish Farmer.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most Urgent Problem. By p. anderson graham. 3/6 net, by post 3/10.

"Mr. Anderson Grahim has written a volume of very great interest and practical importance. The object of the book is to direct attention to the vast possibilities of
waste-land reclamation. . . . The book deserves to be widely read. It is timely, and it provides along with many valuable experiences, a blend of optimism and good
sense. —Glasgow Herald.

Please write to-day for full particulara of these invaluable books and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-books in tiie " COUNTRY LiFi " Library, to The Manager,
" Country Life," Limited. Tavistock Street, W.C. 2.
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BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
•' A worthy and formidable weapon for bottling against the bacillus,"

—Sir J. Ckichton-Browne, F.K.8.

Use Fi*eely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenxa.-—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I thiak it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Agamst "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, , '«
* ^

•

,/,,,,,„ IZAL POWDER,
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance-

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry

2/6 per 14lb. hag.

6/6 per 50lb. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.JhornGlifTe, nr. Sheffield.

For Cestroying Weeds, Moss, etc., on Garden
Walks, Drives, Roads, etc.

"ACME" Powder Weed Killer
Gold Medal by Anglo-American Exhibition;
Commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

DISSOLVES QUICKLY IN COLD WATER.
Sizes— No. X—Sufficient to make 12i gallons, 1/4 Tin

No. 1— „ „ 25 „ 2/3 „
No. 2— ,, ,, 50 „ 4/2 ,,

No. 3— „ „ 100 „ 8/- „
No. 3, Carriage Paid. Tins free.

LIQUID WEED KILLER—Send for particulars.

LAWN SAND.—Marvellous killing effect on weeds
but fertilises the grass. 711)8., 2/3; 141b3., 4/3;
carriage paid on 561b8.. 16/-.

ARSENATE OF LEAD PASTE.—For destroying
all leaf-eating insects, caterpillars, etc. 1 /3 per lb.

" FUIVIERITE."—For destroying all ground vermin.
To be dug into the soil. 14lbs., 3/9 ; 281bs., 7/-
56Ibs.. 12/6; 21/- per cwt., carriape paid

EXTRACT OF QUASSIA.—Pint, 1/6; carriage
paid on 1 gallon, 5/-.

COMPOUND QUASSIA-TOBACCO INSECTI-
CIDE.—Pint, 1/6, post free.

ACME CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.,
TONBRIDGE, KENT; and

RIVER STREET, BOLTON, LANCASHIRE.

Cabbage Root
Fly Maggot

ANDERSON'S Felt DIscsfor
protecting Cabbages and Cauli-

flowers against Maggot attack.

8s. per 1000, sr Is. per 100.
Postage extra 9d. per 1 COO or

4d. per 100. Cash with criier.

Full Directions with each packet.
Ask your Seedsmen for them.

Manufacturers ;

D. ANDERSON & SON, Ltd.,
Lasan Felt Work. - . BELFAST.

' f

CASHL.ION CYCLES £6:6:0
or l&s. with order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over '^0,000 Machines. NO EXTRAS :

Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. YOO CANRIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF VOCDO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specl6cation.—GEORGE BEATSON. Ltd..
Lion Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street. Birmingham.

SANKEYS'^^>'*POTS
'^ 'Ghe BEST and Cheapesh i

mCMARD SANKEY A SON, LTf.
-'^BolweM PoHeries. NOTTINGHAM,

fof Flower \ Kitchen Garden
ofFinest Selected Strains Mested Cmwth

i

Awarded for Vegetables

:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER
3 QOLO MEDALS

-QILT KIMIQHTIAN MEDALS.
National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of ttie Best Seeds
ior the Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennialfffor the B'lower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
Sue novelties of sterling merit.

Sent tree on application,

BARR & SONS, 11, 12& 13, King St.,

Covent Garden, London.
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I^^ON-POISOM'OUS
KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN

WITH «. ^

McDOUQALLS
WEED KILLER.

WRITC FOR PRICES «Mb N«ME .

or LOCAL DEALER TO
MeDoutfail Bres '^td.. Port St., Manchester

o
S

•t
o
5
o
3
o
c
a

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

WEED
KILLER

LASTING RtSULTS - NO NEW EXPERIMENT. ,

LABOUR SAVERS.-EUREKA- uwn sand.
SaiLFUM.E. Nicotine, insecticides Fumers.
SPRAYS. AND OTHER CHEMICALS & SUNDRIES-
SEE tiST PLEASE ASH YOUR AGENT FOR THE EUREKA
.ARTICLES- They are always satisfactory If any
OlFflCULTY m obtaining we send direct carriage PAIlj

^OnlyAddrtssTOMLINSON&HAYWARD K LINCOLN.
H i

CYCLES - from £5 5 O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
L.ntest Ladies' or Gents" Models, beautifully finished.

I mmediate delivery free, ready for riding, ten days' free

trial, complete satisfaction gu^iranteed by our certificate

of 10 YEARS' WARRANTY
for everything. Choice of Three-Speed. Coasters, or

Free Wheels. Descriptive Catalojlue witli factory prices.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz List.

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets aod .

Cock. S.'i/-.—Vaenkt. Stratford,

TOM A. SCOTT & CO. have Eggs and
Chicks ready from their well-known breeding pens: R. I. Ked
Specialists. Price list on application.—The Trenches, Slough.

POULTRY TRAINING, the best obtainable.
short and long courses for lientlewomen.
Syllabus. — Miss Edw.\rds, Coaley
Gloucestershire.

^

Lovely country.

'

Poultry Farm,

LADY PUPILS RECEIVED. — Practical
tlieoretical Poultry training ; all branches ;

special oppor-
tunities given ; posts found ; moderate fees (board residence).
—.Miss LowRY, Gilston Farm, Wliitwell, near Welvvyn, Herts.

WATER FOUNTAINS AND FEEDING
TROUGHS for Poultry, Chickens, etc. Illustrated list free.—Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley HiH

Japanese Dwarf Trees and
Miniature Gardens,

iiiclLuliiig iiuuiy exceptional specimens.

Garden Ornaments,
Old n»d Afodcru,

including Fountain and other tipures. Sundial, Vases, etc.,

in stone, stoneware and lead.

Garden Furniture, etc.
including Teakwood Seats, Tables, Chairs and Tubs, etc.

Bamboo poles and canes, and a variety of Tents.

Messrs.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS
Will Sell the above at their Central Auction Eooms, 67 and
tiS, Cheapside, London, E.C., on Friday, .lune 22nd, at

1 o'clock. On view two days prior and morning of Sale.

Catalogues on application to the Auctioneers.

Phytobroma
Barrs Neuj Plant Food

For Flowers YeqetzAAes and Fruit

of hiohest quality & ouaranteed analysis

Phytobroma greatly increases all

Vegetable Crops.
Guaranteed Analysis; 3-.^0"<, Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble

Phosphates; 13'50% Insoluble Phosphates; 3% Pure Potash.

7lb., 2/9; 141b., S/6: 281b., 8/6 ; 561b., IS/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 2Hlb. and upwards, carriage paid.

Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

ets there f--,
I
and makes the Garden ^^aS^k
gay all the yeafround r^^^.

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.<6 1».,»nd In BRANDED & SBAIJID
BAGS : 7 lbs., 28. 6d. ; 14 lbs., 4s. 6d. : 28 lbs., 78. 6d. ; 56 lbs., 1 28. Bd. ; 112 lbs 208. Or

dlrectfrom theWorks, Carriage paid In the United Kingdom forCash with Order (except6d .
TINS).

CL.i\Y & SON, Manure M"-- & 3cne Crusr ^s^smsB^
Printed by Hudson & Kearns, Limited, Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Sa street works, btamtord street. S.E. 1. and Published by Country Life." Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street. Strand. W.C, 2,

and by George Newnes. Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
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THE DRYING THE FRUIT CROP.

Vol: LXXXl.-No. 2378.
Entered as Second-class Matter at the New York. N. Y., Post Office. I:

REGISTERED AT THE GENERAL-]
POST OFFICE AS A NEWSPAPER
AND FOR CANADIAN MAGAZINE

POST. J

Prioe 2d.
Yearly Subscription,

Inland, 10/10 ; Foreign,13/-

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide rtputulion fur quality and iheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competitiun. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standanis,
Climbers. A (irand stock of 8hrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants iu great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
PEXDltONS ; over fiO .acres of the tinest < ulleition in cnlti-

vation. We cordiallv invite you to come and select any plants

you require.—JoH.v Waterer, Sons A- Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Ilagshot, Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and \V,\TKR LILIES.—Larce stocks of tlie best and
most popular varieties. Cataloaue free.—JOHN Waterer,
Sons & Crisp, Limited. Bagshot. Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROLITE far superior to Wliite Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Fnll particulars from
W. C.UiSON & Sons. Grove Worlds, Battersea. .\gent3 tlirough-

out tiie country.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS,—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. Cook. Witli over 200 illus-

. trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixtii Edition. 12s. 6d. net.

hv post, 13s.—Published at tlie OBices of " Country Life,"
Ltd., 20, Tavistock street, Covent Garden, W^C. 2.

CISTUS and HELIANTHEMUMS, for present
planting; : Salv;efolius, Purpureus, Cyprius, Ladaiiiferus,

Alj'ssoides, Algarvensis. The above six choice sorts, strong
plants, fnr 10/(3, package free.—GEO. BUNYARD & Co., LTD.,
Royal Nurseries. Maidstone.

DEFY THE BIRDS. — Superior rotless
tanned netting. Supply limited. Obtain our prices. Buy
early. Pea guards fi/11 dozen with ends small mesli.i TrePis,
12ft., l/l. Garden hose, barrows, lawn mowers equally cheap.—E. B. Hawthorn, Ltd., Dept. E, Abbey Foregate, Slirews-
bury, also at London and Boston.

GENTIANA VERNA, 12 first-class clumps,
5/-, free by Parcel Post. 6 Dryas octopetala, 3,-. 6 Ajuga
variegata, 3,-. 3 Bee Orcliis, 2/-. 3 Epipactis atrorubens,
2;6. 3 Gnat Orchis, 2/-. 3 Butterfly Orchis, 2/-. 3 Oruhifi
pratermissa, 3/-. 3 Royal Flowering Feras, 2 ~. 1 Variegated
Royal Flowering Fern, new, 2,'-.-—O'Kelly. Botanist,
Ballyvauglian, Ireland.

NARCISSUS "CRIMSON BRAID." — The
sensational new Daffodil exliibited at the R.H.S. on Jlay
8tli, and kt Birmingham last year, wliere it obtained a
unanimoiL^ Award of Merit from the Midland Daffodil Society.
For brilliant colour, stoutness and length of stem, and sub-
stance of flower it is unsurpassed, and every market grower
and hybridist should secure a bulb or two. The plant possesses
a strong and vigorous constitution, and every bulb is in perfect
health.—For special quotation, apply to the raisers, Herbert
CHAPiLAN, Ltd., Rotberside Gardens, Rye, Sussex.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
MusliTOom Spa%\Ti.—Priced circulars free on application to
DicKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Xurseries, Chester.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent
on application to the Offices of "Country Life," Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
—See advertisement page ii.

BARR'S SEEDS FOR JUNE SOWING.—
Finest strains of Antirrhinums, Aquilegias, Campanulas,
Canterbury Bells, Calceolarias. Ciuerarias. Delphiniums.
Hollyhocks, Lupins, Pansies, Primulas, Stocks, Wallflowers,
etc. Catalogue on application.

B.vRR A Sons. King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibitiun, l'J12. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

—Morrisburne, Woking.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.

Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints

and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "CocrNTRY LiFB " Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Itoatl. South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

GREENHOUSE SHADING BLINDS to order.
No. 3, .'•4in. wide, Is. 3d. run yd.; No. 4, Is 6d. ; No. 5, Is. 'Jd.

run yd. Made into any size blind bound with tape No. 3,

Is.; No. 4, Is. Id.: No. 5, Is. 3d. squard yd. Samples free.

—W. Oliver Allen, Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. Best salmon twine.
i -inch square mesh net5, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2(d. As supplied to Koyal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited : order early.—W. OuvER Allen, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on tlie best and most profitable methods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Ow'ners in Town or Country.
Bv C. J. Davies. 7d. net ; by post, 8id-—Published at the
Offices of " Country Life." Lip., Tavistock Street, Covent
G

a

rden , W.C. 2.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.

Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

JlcDouu.iLL Bros.. Ltd., Port Street, Mancliester.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters : perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, S, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

POLYANTHUS PRIMROSES.—Seed from
mv exhibition strain, 6d. and 1 '- packet. Send for list of plants

and seed.—Kev. L. B-VRNES, F.R.H.S., Scofton, Worksop.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By AHA B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3'iO. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of tlie book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Lite," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new , 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, tlie finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a flue Lilac PuUa, 5/- doa.—Write for

quotations to Whitelebo & Co., Nurseries, Chislehuiat.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SOW NOW. BATH'S EMPRESS PANSIES,
.as grown for the Royal Gardens at Frogmore. The richest

and largest flowered strain of Pansies extant. Per packet,

2/6 and 1/6 post free for cash with order.—(Dapt. E), R. H.
Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

VIOLAS, finest Scotch.—Twelve bedding
varieties, correctly named, 2/3 post free, Early Chrysanthe-
Diums, 12 very flue varieties, 3/9 post free. Strong plants.

—

DobBIE & Co., Florists, Edinburgh.

ROCK AND BOG PLANTS, good varieties,

cheap. List sent.—M.UHON (Jledstanes, Fardross, Clogher,

Tyrone.

VITARA RADIUM FERTILISER is the
ideal stimulant for roses, and PRE-EMINENT for the

KITCHEN GARDEN. Obtainable through all seedsmen or

dealers, or of T. Thoene Baker, 3. Imperial Buildings,

Croydon, Surrey. 9d., Is. 3d. and 2s. 9d. post free.

WALLACE'S WATER LILIES and other
Plants for the aquatic garden should be planted now.
Catalogues tree.—R. Wallace & Co., Ltd.. Kilnfleld Gardens.
Colchester.

"THOSE CHARMING NEW ROCK
VIOLAS " :—Write Haywakd, Expert, Clacton, for them !

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. ANDEESOK Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great adtlition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it hasTjeen turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on application -to the Offices of
" Country Lite," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C. 2.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonous

insecticide for veeetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economical.
Is. and 3s. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

Sole Manufacturers, McDocgall Bros., Ltd.. Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, EspaUers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Hlustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have
a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal tit special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BouLTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

THE ANT PEST.—The only sure remedy
is Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer. In bottles, 2/6 and 3/6 each,

from all seedsmen.—Sole Manufacturers, Alexander cross

and SONS, Ltd., Glasgow.

GARDENING MADE EASY. By E. T. Cook.

Over -'00 pages. 23 illustrations. Sixtli Edition Now Ready

1/6 net: clotli 2/- net; postage 4d. extra.—Published at the

Offices of •' COUNTRY LiEE " LTD., 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's

Empress, tine plants in bloom; Coreopsis Graiidiflora; 1/6

doz., 50 for o/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plants.—

F. H. Jones, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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^ Slugs
Slugs

»'SANITAS" POWDER
win rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from

other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/-Tins& I5/-peiCwt.(f.o,r, London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Llmehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal al Royal Horticullural

Exhibition, igi/.

Four New Primulas
COLLECTED BY GEO. FORREST.

P. Helodoxa, a.m.,r.h.s., 3/6 P. Nutans.A.M. , r.h.s., 7/6

P. Viflcaeflora „ „ 5/- P. Conica „ „ 5/-

The set of four grand novelties for 18/-. Full descriptive cata-

logue on these and other new Chinese plants post free on
application.— R. WM.LACE & CO., Ltd., COLCHESTER, ESSEX.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. C:

( PATENTED)
THE ONLY RELIABLE AND

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.

In t)ic form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further

U Imsluls equalling IScwts,). gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

In the open air."" (Signed) W. WiLKS. Secretary.
A Beautiful Free Booklet givinf< full tmrticttlars and testimonials sent o" receit>t of postcard.

Sir* BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -VQ
Sold in Bags. 1 bushel, 2/3; 'l bushel. 3/6; A bushel, 6/-; five 4 Ijiisliel. 28/9 ; ten 4 biisliel. 55/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Plckford. London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London ; 3d. per bag char:ged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this dist.'ince.

WAKELEY BROS. & CO., LTD.. T5a, BANKSIDE, LONDON.
Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME, 3/- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

Rose Lane NQRWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd., Works,

DOUBLE YOUR by
GARDEN OUTPUT the RITO TREATMENT

If you want VEGETABLES-here you are—

These two plots of Scarlet

Runners were identical

when sown. The plot from

which those on the right-hand

side were gathered had about

Id, worth of RITO, and that

made all the difference. The

one plot yielded 9lbs. 7ozs.,

the treated plot 31lb. 2oz.

Equally good results have been obtained from Potatoes, Peas,

Beans, Onions, Tomatoes, Lettuce ; in fact, all kinds of produce.

If you want FLOWERS—early, hirge, and with beautiful foliage—the .same HITO

treatment will give you them.

RITO is maniiractured under Royal Letters Patent.

Ask for Booklet " Rito Results" from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE CO., Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue. Greenwich, 8.E. 10.

AND FOR ALL

GLASS STRUCTURES
THAT REQUIRE

OUTSIDE SHADING
The only Genuine, Original, and Improved Article.

It has been in general use for

OVER 35 YEARS.

BE SURE TO ASK FOR

SUMMER CLOUD
AND SEE THAT YOU GET IT!

Sold by all Dealers in Horticultural Sundries throughout the
Kingdom. In packets containing 8 ozs,, lur IDOIt. ot gla.ss, 1/-;

•2i ozs. 2/6; ami in hags of 7 lbs., 10/6; 14 lbs. 20/-.

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, LONDON, W.C.

HOH-POISOHOUB

Powder insecticidewash
DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK &GREEN FLY.CATERPILLARS,ET^

In Cartons to make 10 gallons of Wash. /- ot rMurseryme.

go 3/6 I and Seedsmen

M^ObUGALL BROS LT° PORT St MANCHESTER

Japanese Dwarf Trees and

Miniature Gardens,
inchiiling many exceptional specimens.

Garden Ornaments,
Old aiiil Modern,

including Fountain and other figures, Sundial, Vases, etc.,

in stone, stoneware and lead.

Garden Furniture, etc.
including Teakwood Seats, Tables. Chairs ami Tubs, etc.

Bamboo poles and canes, and a variety of rents.

Messrs.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS
Will Sell the above at their Central Auction Rooms, (17 and

fiS, Cheapside, London, E.C., on li'riday, .Tune 2_Mid,at

1 o'clock. On view two days prior and morning of Sale.

Catalogues on application to the Auctioneers.

Phytobroma
Barrs Neur Plant Food

For Flowers Veqetatles and Fruit

of hiohest quiility'^ guai^anteed analysis

Phytobnoma greatly increases all

Vegetable Crops.
Guarant<'ed Anahsis; .3-,=.a% Nitrogen; IB'BW, Soluble

Pbospliates; 13-00% Insoluble Phosphates; .3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b., 5/6; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b., IS/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281h. and upwards, carriage paid.

Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON
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THE sunniest, hottest spot in the garden,

preferably against wall or fence, where

a maximum of sunlight and reflected

heat is ensured, is the place the

amateiu' who essays to grow Tomatoes
in the open air should select. There he may
prepare by digging a trench i foot wide and

I foot deep. No manure will be required at

planting-time or before ; this would but aid

gross growth, which is equivalent to no Tomatoes.

If the soil has never grown Tomatoes before, all

the better for the crop. There is nothing the

Tomato appreciates more than fresh soil, albeit

it may be of poor quality, which in its turn

is conducive to firm, productive growth in the plant.

If a crop of fruits is required, do not put out

starved, under-sized plants that require a micro-

scope to determine their whereabouts Strong,

hardily grown plants ^ inches high are better.

Let them have plenty of elbow-room, say, 2 feet

apart. In planting, set the plants in a trench

slightly below the level of

the surrounding soil, so that

liquid manure or water can

be profitably applied later.

Above all, make the soil

very firm about the plant -

—treading is insufficient
;

it should be made quite

hard by ramming. With
the roots in such a medium
a concentrated growth is

ensured and all else that is

good follows in its train.

French Beans and Red
Spider.—No plants that wc
know of are so liable to

attacks of red spider when
growing under glass, es-

pecially when in a warm
temperature and the plants

are allo%ved to become dry

at the roots. In this way
French Beans are a pest t' 1

the Grape-grower, as all

too often when the Beans

are grown in vineries an

attack of red spider can

be traced to contact with

the Vines, especially if

the Beans have even cnce been -allowed to

become dry at the roots. French Beans can

be grown, and well grown, too, in vineries

if care is taken that abundance of moisture

is given the roots and the foliage is repeatedly

moistened. We wTite this note as a precautionary

measure for those who have had but little ex-

perience of the coalition of the two subjects.

Cornus controversa.—One of the most striking

shrubby plants in bloom at Kew during early

June this year was Cornus controversa, an

Eastern member of the Dogwood family w'hich

is rather a rarity in British gardens. At one time

known as C. brachypoda, this handsome species

is related to C. alternifolia of North America,

and the inflorescences have something of the

tharacter of those of C. macrophylla. It is a

native of japan, China and the Himalaya, where

it grows 40 feet or 50 feet high. Here it is yet

below 20 feet in height, but appears likely to assume

the proportions of a moderate-sized tree, judging

. from its rapid growth. The leaves are oval,

bright green above and glaucous beneath, and the

creamy white 'flowers are borne in large, flat

heads, which terminate the shoots. It is perfectly

hardy, and without pruning grows into a shapely

bush or small tree. The recent severe winter

has not injured it, therefore it may be considered

to be perfectly hardy. Ordinary soil suits it and

it is easily raised from seeds.

The Manure Heap Up to Date.—There has

been much «Titten about the proper manage-
ment of farmyard manure, but not quite

enough possibly of the reasons for the principles

advocated, seeing that great waste is so easily

incurred. The fact that this often does not

appeal to the eye—or to the«iose—makes this a

matter of more consequence. Avoidance of loss

THE R.\RE C.\.\ll'A-\ L L-\ RtJPESTRIS.

from drainage and compression are found in the

recent researches at Rothamsted to be still the

two cardinal points to be observed, but the harm
that may be done by any undue moisture has

been strikingly manifested in an unexpected
manner, and, even without drainage loss, rainfall

seems now to be the most active agent of waste.

Sage (Salvia officinalis).—A big old bed of

this several feet across was so badly cut by the

winter's frost and wind that for weeks it appeared
lifeless. Now, with more congenial weather,

it is studded with fresh green shoots, and has

been pruned back to where these are appearing.

All the same, a few cuttings will be put in later

on and a new bed will be made from some of the

outer branches of the old one in the course of a

few davs. These outer branches are usually

well rooted, and form a ready and convenient

method of increasing this invaluable herb. In

one instance the red variety is killed outright,

but as it is not so much esteemed as the grey-

leaved form, it will not be replaced.

Seakale Beet.—Respecting the deterioration

of Seakal Beet recorded by " Caledonia," it may
be merely a case of substitution. The large-ribbed,

giant-leaved form known as Seakale Beet is

usually recognised on the Continent as Swiss

Chard, and possibly owing, to the war the crop

has no; been so plentiful. A few years ago a

giant variety was grown named Lucullus but the

seed came from the United States of America.

This variety has for a long time been in vogue

across the water.

Campanula rupestris.—^.At the meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Sjciety on June 5 Miss

Willmott exhibited well-flowered examples of

this rarely seen biennial species, which gained

an award of merit in 1904. It is a dwarf-growing

kind, w-ith ascending stems

and hoary leaves almost

hidden by the abundance

of the erectly disposed pale

blue bells, which are nearly

white in the throat. A
native of Spain and the

Morea, and usually found

among rocky dlbris, it is

under cultivation impatient

of rich soils and soil damp,

and not infrequently suffers

from wet in lowland
countries. These avoided,

it is well worthy of a trial

in British gardens, or may
be grown in the alpine

house and planted out in

early spring. Though long

known to cultivation, we
have never seen it so pro-

fusely flowered as on the

present occasion.

Staking Plants.—Del-
phiniums are best tied

separately to one central

stake. For Paionies

nothing is better than

ordinary Pea stakes thrust

in among and around the stems. Michaelmas

Daisies should have several stakes to each clump,

all leaning outward ; thus the main stems, of

which there should not be more than eight, will

ha.ve space to develop their side growths, which

in the bulk of varieties are of so much importance.

Bocconias should be treated in the same manner

as Delphiniums where the choicer varieties are in

individual small clumps.

A Beetroot Trial.—The Royal Horticultural

Society is about to carry out a trial of Beetroots

for late summer sowing, and Lettuces for autumn

sowing. One packet of each variety for trial

should reach the Director, Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens, Wisley, Ripley, Surrey (from

whom the necessary entry forms may be obtained)

on or l)efore June 30.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A Wasp Enticer.-—Pyrus erythrocarpus, now
hlooniing, exercises a peculiar fascination to queen
wasps, and I have lately captured many scores in a

bed of these plants. Every garden should try

a few plants to serve this useful purpose. The
plant is further very attractive with its glossy

leafage and the striking autumnal tints. The showy
black sheeny beiTies borne on till winter enhance

the merits of this plant.^

—

Pennick Jones, Dclgany,

County Wicklow.

Corn Pudding and Corn Fritters.—In The
Garden there have been several recommendations
to ; lant Sugar Corn (Maize), but several demur
at the " American" way of eating it, and so far

no one has suggested the best American way of

prepai'ing it—C' rn pudding, to be served with

meat as a vegetable or in place of Potatoes. One
way of making it is to take twelve or more ears

of Corn, cut with a sharp knife through the centre

of each row, and then scrape them off the cob.

To two cupfuls (one pint) of pulp one adds half a

cupful of milk, a tablespoonful of butter, and
some salt and pepper. This is well mixed, put

into a baking dish, and baked until there is a brown
crust. Corn fritters also may be made in place

of Potatoes, adding to scraped Corn pulp a little

butter, flour ; nd salt, and moulding into small

1 akes for frying or sauti in butter. The best-

flavoured Corn is Country Gentleman, but it is

long growing ; the sweetest short-season Corn

is Golden Bantam.—A Roman Reader, Ciampino,

.ffigle sepiaria.—Re Mr. Arnott's note on this

interesting subject in The Garden for May 26,

it may be of interest to note that on May r4 I

saw this shrub in full bloom in Mr. E. C. Buxton's

beautiful garden at Bettws-y-Coed. Though
planted ten years ago, Mr. Buxton tells me it has

never flow'cred before this year. The hard winter

setms 10 have had a beneficial effect on many
subjects. Genista hispanica is finer than it has

been for years, though so brown a month
ago. Choisya ternata has never had such a wealth

of blossom. Roses are looking remarkably well,

especially the ramblers, and Rosa Hugonis promises

to be covered with blooms. The Berberises also

have been laden w-ith bloom of quite exceptional

size and beauty—all but B. Darwinii, which was
not so fine as usual.—A. T. Johnson, North Wales.

A Visit to a Corsican Garden.—The amiable

and progressive Director, M. Pierre Geyer, of the

Etablissement horticole de I'Oleno, near Ajaccio,

Corsica, had repeatedly invited me to come and
see his latest creations and seedling selections

of n w garden plants, and especially Freesias and
Roses. A beautiful May fternoon—^we have not

had many this season even in ^this favourite

climate—I went up the hill, and let me say at

once that my visit was a very interesting one
in a horticultural sense. I will not mention the

fields of multicoloured Freesia seedlings—in all

the colours of the rainbow—^but limit myself
to his principal creation : a Hybrid Tea Rose,

in full flower, a seedling of three years, planted

against a north wall, with well over a hundred
buds and flowers. It is a climbing, strong-growing

plant, sending up six to ten strong shoots during

the season 3 metres to 3i metres long, with
numerous well-characterised thorns. The whole
plant reminds one much of that splendid climber

Conrad Ferdinand Meyer. The foliage is dark
and of a leathery consistence, immune against

mildew, and like the leaves of the Pernetianas,

though M. Geyer assures me that the parentage
is not in that direction. He says it dislikes

pruning—like all climbers, which require onl\- the

three year old wood to be taken out to grow

well—though this need not be a general rule,

as I have a Turner's Crimson Rambler grafted

on a YlIIow Banksian, eleven years old, which

I never prune beyond the old flower-stems, and

which is hug in size, covering nearly the wTiole

of my house, 16 yards by 10 yards, sending up
each year young f hoots from the bottom and

also from the old wood above. M. Geye 's Rose

produces on each shoot, ij feet to 2 f et long,

only one flow r—never three or five buds— aiTied

upright. Even the power of our strong sun

does not droop the stem near the bud, as with

so many Roses, even the great favourite Mme.
Edouard Herriot ! It should be extremely valu-

able as a cutting Rose for decorations. Paquin,

the dressmaker, should hail tire advent of this

Rose with particular delight, when all shades of

mauve are the fashionable colours for feminine wear,

nearly everybody being in mourning owing to the

war. The form of the bud before expanding

and when fully out is like Mrs. W. J. Grant, or,

as Americans call her. Belle Siebrecht, only larger

and fuller in body, the colour of a bright red.

with a dash of slaty blue on the outer petals when
fully open. A further quality is its beautiful

Tea scent. I consider it a most appreciated

addition to our already very long list of Roses,

and particularly so at the present time. It makes
very little demand on treatment, evidently, as

it grew in very poor and hard soil facing north.

It will do well as a pillar, on a wall or ugly hillside,

and is invaluable as far as cutting from is con-

cerned.'—W. Strasser-Euste, Maria Stella Ic

Chdtcl. Ajaccio, Corsica.

Saxifraga granulata.—\ Saxifrage that will

do in any position, wet or dry, sun or shade,

even in the woodland, is deserving of attention.

Such is our native S. granulata, which thrives

anywhere, flowers abundantly, and is Withal one

of the loveliest of its race. It sends up tall and

creot stems of wide-rayed, pure white flowers

Of great beauty from its rich green foliage. There

is also a double variety, but though the blooms

of this may last longer, it is in every way less

satisfactory than the type. One sometimes sees

S. granulata presuming to be represented by a

much smaller and altogether poorer plant than

the genuine thing. Whether this is S. cernua

I do not know. Probably it is, but, once seen,

the true S. granulata will not be forgotten. No
plant is more easy to propagate, for its root-

stock is a bundle of tiny bulbs, which set root

freely about the parent plant.—A. T. J.

Cutting BacK Hardy Plants.—I am interested

in the note by " G. J.," page 196 of The Garden,
on this subject. It must be twenty-five or thirty

years since I first wrote in a contemporary on
" Dwarfing Herbaceous Plants," and which, if I

remember rightly, the late Rev. C. WoUey-Dod
did not quite approve of. Whether I was the

originator of the idea I do not loiow, but it came

to me more by accident than design. Having

occasion in June to move a big bed of P>Tethrura

uliginosum, and knowing how it would suffer

if left its full length, I cut the stems down to

within 9 inches of their bases when replant 'ng.

To my surprise the plants broke quite freelj-

again and flowered much about their usual time

at a little more than half their usual height. In

that fact I saw an increased sphere of usefulness

for many of the taller herbaceous plants in small

gardens from which they had hitherto been ex-

cluded by height alone. Mr. WoUey-Dod had,

however, viewed the idea from the belittling

standpoint alone, not extending it to the much
wider field to which it might be applied. For

example, for the taller Michaelmas Daisies, and
others akin, on the dwarfing plan there is room

not only in the small garden, but in spacious

beds on the lawn, where the fully grown plants

which would also require much staking would
be out of place ; while the introduction of a much-
needed colour mass in the near foreground of a

big herbaceous border— impossible otherwise—

•

is rendered easy by the same process. It is not an

attempt to belittle the noblest herbaceous plants,

but rather to make a greater use of them than

before. " G. J." rightly says these dwarfer

plants are " sturdier and stronger "
; in short,

they are self-supporting. As already pointed out

by " G. J.," the method is not applicable to all

plants alike, though among the Michaelmas

Daisies there is ample scope for experiment.

Sunflowers and Helenium; also respond to it.

Formerly a like method was adopted for dwarf-

ing Chrysanthemums, the plants so treated pro-

ducing excellent heads of bloom.—E. H. Jenkins.

Rhubarb Leaves.—References in your last issu5

afford me an opportunity to correct some wrong

impressions in the minds of your correspondents.

May I state in the first place that so far as a small

quantity of oxalic acid may be present—to

neutralise this with soda will make it no less

poisonous—also it makes not the slightest difl'erence

in any way whether washing soda or bicarbonate

of soda is used, because by the simple act of boiling

the milder bicarbonate is at once converted into

carbonate or ordinary washing soda, this being

so, our cooks may continue to use either without

distinction.

—

John Whitfield, F.C.S.

Paul's Scarlet Thorn.—With all its ' beauty

this form of the Double Scarlet Thorn is not so

graceful in its habit as some of the others. It

has,'' however, been flowering well this season,

and is a picture with its branches wreathed with

clusters of the bright flowers.

The Earliest Roses.—With me the earliest

Rose was Rosa altaica, followed a day or two

after by R. alpina. R. Hugonis is a little later.

A great deal depends on position, however, as

my first plant of R. altaica to bloom was not near

either R. alpina or R. Hugonis. Side by side

with R. alpina in another part of the garden,

R. altaica was a day or two sooner, so that, I

think, settles the matter in this garden for this

year. Hitherto R. altaica has always been the

first here, and is greatly admired. Plants vary

a little in size and shape of flower, and I have

what appear to be three types of this charming

white Rose.—S. .A.RNOTT.

Long-Stemmed Roses for Cutting.—An enquiry

was recently made for the names of Roses that

can be cut with long stems. The warm white-

bloomed Mme. Alfred Carridre ni y be recom-

mended, for on a well-established bush it is easy

to cut flowers on stems from 2 feet to 3 feet long.

That most sweet and charming Rose Zephyrine

Drouhin also furnishes an abundance of long-

stemmed bloom, especially in the later part of

the season, when the flowers are at their best.

It is a vigorous grower and does not need hard

pruning. It is a good plan to grow it as a hedge

with access on both sides. The rose red blooms

are not only deliciously sweet, but they are well

shaped and long lasting, and the almost entire

absence of prickles makes it a pleasant Rose to

cut by the armful.—G. J.

Effects of the Frost on a Surrey Hill.—Your

readers may be interested to hear how my small

flower garden on the Surrey hiUs, 570 feet above

sea-level, has been affected by the severe frost

of last winter. I did not mat up any plants,

but put sand and cinders round the crowns of

the specially tender ones. Out of nearly a hundred

Roses I have lost only about eight, and many
herbaceous and rock garden plants, though much
damaged, have survived and are putting out

shoots from the base. I have lost two Arbutus
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trees, a Cistus crispus, two or three plants of the

handsome yellow Linum arboreum, and a Genista

purgans. Buddleias globosa and variabilis are

alive, and so are Ccanothuscs Veitchii and Gloire

de Versailles, though all these four plants appeared

quite dead two months ago. My Menziesias

(Irish Heaths) and Helianthemums have been

badly nipped, and will ha\'e little or no blossom

this year. Choisya ternata, in a very sheltered

corner of the house, has survived and is blooming

abundantly ; but two plants of Aloysia citriodora

in the same situation, which have survived many
winters, are, I think, quite dead.—M. J. T.

Turnips Eaten Cold.—I an\ aware that it

is a tall order to differ from your regular and

versatile correspondent " Anne Amateur," but

when she states on page 196 of your issue of the

2nd inst. that " Beetroot can be used hot or

cold, which is not the case with Turnips," I beg

to say I differ. A favourite salad dish of mine

is a cold Turnip, young and tender, of the Snowball

variety, thinly sliced, and with a dash of salad

dressing. My taste may be peculiar, but with

cold meat I find this dish refreshing and delicious,

and if "Anne Amateur" has not yet tried it.

I trust she will grant me the favour of doing so.

—

F. Herbert Chapman.

Cabbage for Late Use.^—A writer in The
Garden some time ago suggested sowing Cabbage

seed in drills where the plants were to remain and

grow to maturity, instead of transplanting them
in the way we have always done, and the Editor

asked what would be gained by the change. So

far no one has answered, and I thought perhaps

readers might be interested to know that if Cabbage

veed is sown at once in the drills, th^plantsare not so

ready to burst open and go to waste at maturity.

Therefore it might be worth while trying with

some of those intended for early winter use. The
writer learned of this from a neighbour outside

the profession , and for the past four years a row-

has been sown about May 10 for late use. The
Cabbages have kept up the supply to the end

of the following January, which is quite a con-

sid; ration on this west coast of Vancouver Island,

where we have much rain, and mild weather in

the autumn.

—

George Fraser, Uchulct, B.C.,

Ciiiimia.

Potatoes and Sweet Corn.—I have been much
interested in your notes on Potatoes and American

Sweet Corn, and as our process of planting seems

to differ a little from yours in England, I take

the liberty of sending you the little booklet which

this club—the Shedowa Garden Club, Garden

City, Long Island—has been distributing free

to help on with the food supply if possible. We
always cut up our Potatoes for seed. Each piece

should contain two "eyes" to allow for the

fjiilure of one to sprout. Several of our neigh-

bours have raised good but small Potatoes from

parings, planting the scraps that had eyes in them.

This is worth trying. I was interested in the advice

given by one of your correspondents to rub the

seed pieces with lime. We hesitated a long time

before putting in the note about the mixture

of lime and fertiliser, as most of our local experts

claim that lime is apt to make the Potatoes scabby,

and finally compromised by putting it in, advised

as an experiment only, as one experienced farmer

said a little lime was good for the soil and might

not hurt the Potatoes ! As to the Sweet Corn,

which I have marked in the booklet, I saw a

paragraph in a recent issue in which your corre-

spondent asked about its food value. We consider

it the most delicious of vegetables, but it takes

up a good deal of room and is rather indigestible.

It is eaten green, you see (it is often called Green

Corn) ; the ears are pulled as soon as the silk

turns brown, and then we husk it and

boil the whole cob and chew it off in a manner
highly offensive to our British friends (having

plenteously buttered it first), or we score each

row of kernels with a knife, cut or scrape it from
the cob, and stew it with butter, pepper, salt

and a little milk.—(Miss) Mary Youngs (Secretary).

The Cabbage Patch in a Small Garden.—Mr.

Beckett's remark about Cabbage growing is a

"counsel of perfection" practically unattainable

in a small garden, where literally every foot of

space has to be constantly utilised. Doubtless,

as he says, a succession of fresh Cabbage-beds

would ' be better, if one had space for them.

It would be a very great pleasure to me to visit

Mr. Beckett's gardens one of these days " after

the war," and especially to see his Michaelmas

Daisies. We amateur gardeners owe him a deep

debt of gratitude for the many lovely varieties

which now enrich our borders. Personally, I

think modern Michaelmas Daisies are the greatest

addition that has been made to the hardy flower

ON MAINTAINING AN
ASPARAGUS BED

Bv J. T. Bennett-Poe, .MA., V.M.H.

A HOME-GROWN BUNDLE OF GI.\NT

.\SP.\R-\GUS.

garden in the fifty years of my amaeur flower

growing, albeit not forgetting thanks due to the

Rev. W. Wilks for Shirley Poppies, which are a more
" fleeting joy." These two are gains to set against

the loss of scent in the new'er Roses (a loss being

repaired now that Rose growers have been brought

to a sense of the error of their ways) and of my
loved and lamented shapely, short and sweet Peas

—now, alas ! lost for ever, I fear—though I hope

the gawky giant, grotesque deformities which

have usurped the r place may in time cease to

disfigm-e our gardens. I note their popularity

seems on the wane. A propos, what do you think ?

I have a real old-time fragrant Musk once more
— a chance plant under the kitchen window.

Ima ine my joy !

—

Anne Amateur.

*,* Readers u'ho have not already done so are asked to

order THE GARDEN to be delivered regularly by tlieir news-
agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return 0/ unsold
copies of any journal to j^ublishers. and in consequence THE
Garden is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.

A T this period of the Asparagus season

f\ a few hints on keeping the bed in vigorous

/ % health and in a profitable state may be

/""^ of use to the amateur, for whom alone
•* * these notes are intended—not for the

iparkct grower. From Mr. Woodall, whose in-

teresting articles in The Garden, written from

his villa at Nice, are so weU Icnown, I learned a

method of treatment he had carried out with

success in Yorkshire. The general practice is

to continue to cut the stems as long as a good dish

can be got to send into the kitchen. This can

only be done at the cost of the vigour and crop

for cutting in future years. Twenty-three years

ago I made an Asparagus bed, and I have carried

out rigorously the simple treatment, which is so

effective that the crop obtained this year is as fins

and plentiful as in any year since the bed was
made. When the danger of severe frost is over,

the strongest stems from each plant are selected

and staked, tying them to slender Bamboo canes or

tarred cord stretched from en to end of the bed.

Then from that time onwards all other growths are

cut away. The small iate growths come in useful

for putting into soup or omelets. By doing this

all the strength of the plants is given to maturing

strong crowns, wliich produce the crop of the

following year. It is important the stems should

not get broken off before the growth is completed.

.\s this note refers to the cutting of Asparagus,

I do not think it necessary to allude to the winter

dressing of seaweed or other material. A well-

loiown nurseryman who now and then pays me
a visit remarked recently on my Asparagus bed

how well this method of treatment worked and in

what good condition the bed was after so many
years of cutting. If anyone thinks it worth while

to try this treatment, he will be surprised at the

result, and find a marked difference in the growth

of this the choicest of vegetables.

GOOD FRUIT CROPS POSSIBLE
EVERY YEAR

In spite of a very common belief, it is "e.rtain that
tiie bearing capacity of fruit trees is not limited to

every other year. Ninety-nine orchardists out of

every hundred in England assert that a good crop is

followed by a thin one, and vice versa, but the regu-
larity with which excellent returns are obtained
amually from espalier trees and trees under glass,

which receive different treatment from that meted
out to orchard trees, ought to suggest some scepti-

cism about the old tradition. In the cases mentioned,
it is possible to rely on good crops every year.

Among the reasons which explain this more regular
bearing, manure takes a first place. Without it

the abundant crop of one year makes so great a
demand upon food that the reserves of the trees

are exhausted and are not strong enough to feed
a new crop the next year, He.ice a poor return
follows a good return. In the year following the
bumper crop the trees often carry no fruit at all,

but they accumulate new reserves and are then
ready to feed a large crop the next year. When
the exhaustion of the trees is prevented by appro-
priate manuring, bearing takes place much more
regularly.

In manuring fruit trees it is necessary to bear
in mind that the blossom buds are formed the year
before they come out—that is to say, during the

period of bearing or shortly afterwards— conse-

quently they are forming at a time when the trees

are being exhausted or have been exhausted.

Therefore a liberal supply of easily assimilated

manure rriust be placed at their disposal during

this period. Liquid manure, w-ood-ashes, basic

slag and lime should be used, taking into account

that a superabundant supply of nitrogen might
lead to a' production of wood instead of flower

buds, and that phosphates assist largely in develop-

ing the flavour of the fruit, H. Vendelm.ans
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DRYING THE FRUIT CROP
By William W. Bull.

THE promise of a crop of nearly

every kind of fruit this year is

abundant ; but the supply of

sugar being so limited, the ques-

tion exercising the minds of

growers and housewives is as to how
those kinds which need its addition are to

be utilised.

For keeping varieties of .\pples and
Pears, early preparation should be made for

storage. There will be a glut of those

varieties that will not keep, especially if

high winds prevail. Of these, the sweetest

varieties will, of course, be of most value.

The juice of these, pressed out in a cider

press and boiled in a little gelatine, may be
bottled and kept to add to pies, &c., during
the winter. The same applies to Pears.

Plums, however, cannot be stored for

any length of time, and must be artificially

attempt drying Plums for winter use. Several
evaporators were in the market ; but I made my
own.

It consisted of a cabinet 6 feet long, 2 feet wide,
and 4 feet high (internal measurements), one side

opening outward as folding doors. It was made
of deal and lined with tinned steel sheets.

Ledges along the sides supported trays, in seven
rows, made of perforated tinned steel, holding
altogether from five to seven bushels in single
layers.

The quantity, of course, varied according to
the size of the Plums to be treated. The top or
lid of the cabinet could be raised or lowered by
a cord and pulley as required to regulate the
current of hot air and allow the escape of steam.

The cabinet was set over a pit of the same area,

up which came the hot air. I-'rom end to end of

this pit. 12 inches below the lowest tray, ran two
layers of old engine tubes, one end coming through
the brirkw;ork from the furnace, and the other
end bricked into the chimney, the heat from
the furnace thus passing through them. They
were easily swept with a flue brush on a rod.
The furnace was like a small oven with an

DESSERT PLUM COE S GOLDEN DROP.

preserved in some way, or wasted. ^Vllat

means of preserving stone fruits are open
to the ordinary grower other than maidng
them into jam ? Most housewi\'es are

familiar, and some very successful, with
the bottling process, "for which outfits

may be purchased at a small cost. Bu+
the widest opening is to be iound in the
drying process.

It may interest some readers of The Garden to
hear the result of my own experiments in this line.

In 1890 I owned and occupied some orchards
where about 100 varieties of Apples, 40 of Pears,
and 60 of Plums grew. It happened, of course,
that in some years I had a crop in excess of my
customers' demands.
A storehouse enabled me to make the best of

my Apples and Pears, and to put them on the
market as late' as possible ; but Plums, in plentiful
seasons, were a difficult matter. In one year
Green Gages were hawked round our local market
and found slow sale at 4d. per peck, while inferior

Plums were unsaleable. I then determined to

ordinary grating at the bottom. Into this I could
throw a big log or stump of wood, which kept
burning at night. The cold air was admitted
under the tubes and passed upward through the

narrow spaces between them, thus gaining its

heat.
Each two trays on a ledge left a space of 4 inches

at one end, and, being arranged alternately, caused
the hot air to take a zig-zag course, first to right

and then to left, between two layers or trays of

Plums. I found the best fuel was breeze, or rough
turf, cut and dried in the summer and stacked,
Irish fashion. In this primitive way many bushels
of Plums w re converted into Prunes, and served
my family, my friends and customers with fruit

for winter stewing.
When dried I packed them in railway boxes,

lined with paper, but had not the excellent waxed
paper now used by grocers. Prunes selling in

grocery stores were inferior in flavour to those 1

made at home. I found a great difference in the
drying qualities of different varieties, the old
Mussel Plum yielding most readily to treatment
and making Prunes of the richest flavour if taken
when JHSf, ripe, but quite ripe. Ne.xt came Prince
Englebert and Curlew. I could never dry Rivers'

Early and get it to keep. I was very much handi-
capped, having the care of farms and houses as my
daily business, and left the apparatus to a boy.

Once started, a farmer's wife could attend to it

much better than I could. But in one season 1

had some leisure and tried drying some better
varieties for dessert. Grand Duke and Purple
Gage responded well to my efforts. Packed in
fancy boxes they kept well, and were pronounced
quite equal to the best Bosnian and American
fruits. Dried Pippins and Apple rings were quite
easy to make ; and one tin of rings made in 1895
has just been found and opened, and are still quite
good.
The best results of all I obtained from Pears.

In one season the crop was so plentiful that I could
only obtain 2S. per bushel for fine fruits of Williams'
Bon Chretien. I therefore set a woman peeling
and dividing them into .six parts, and they dried
most easily, resembling, when fit to store, pieces
of thick Basil leather. Stewed in winter they made
a delicious dish. In one wet season Plums were
abundant—not worth a penny per pound—and I

had windfall Mussel Plums gatliered up and rinsed,

putting all but the worst cracked ones into the
dryer dripping wet, and these kept remarkably
well and made 5d. per lb. Were I starting again,
I would construct the furnace in the same way,
but would not spend one-third as much, upon the
cabinet and trays. I would make them of

Willow or Poplar. Deal would not do ; it would
impart a turpentine flavour.

Next to a storing room, I consider an evaporator
a requisite for every grower of fruit if Plums are
included in his crop. Why not a co-operative
e\'aporator ?

PLUM COE'S GOLDEN
DROP

THIS excellent dessert Plum is grov/n

under various names, and in the Eastern

Counties I have frequently seen it

grown and sold under the names of

Bury Seedling and Coe's Imperial. It

was raised by a Mr. Coe at Bury St. Edmunds
a hundred years or more ago, and is still one of

our best late dessert Plums. In many gardens it is

not robust enough for a standard, though on the

South Coast in a warm soil I have seen it bearing

splendid crops grown on a short stem. The fruits

hang on the trees when other kinds are past.

However, such a splendid iruit is well deserving

of a wall, and. with ample room, it gives a good

return. This Plum is not ripe, even in the South,

till well on in September, and in the North it is

an easy matter—by gathering late and storing

in a cool place, each fruit being placed singly in

tissue paper and laid in single lay.er= in a drawer

—

to keep them good till the new year.

Of late years this variety has found much
favour as a pot tree ; it fruits in a very

small state, and the crops hang well. I grew

this variety on a back wall of a cold house and

got a splendid return, as with glass protection it

never failed us. In a warm garden it makes a

nice pyramid when grown in this way. The trees

at times suffer when in blossom, so that, if possible,

a sheltered position should be chosen, the soil

well drained and the roots not too deeply planted,

so that rich surface food may be given. W.

Sugar for Making Jam with Home-grown Fruit.

—I have sent in my application for sugar for home
jam making, but cannot resist remarking that

home growers of fruit seem to be expected to

possess a gift of prophecy as regards the amount
of fruit and kind of each that will be available,

for Ave are required to state before June 11 the

quantity we shall need for " soft fruit " and for

" stone fruit " (which, as Euclid would say, is

absurd). I have only applied for roolb., though

I usually want more in good seasons, hoping to have

honey later on. One of my hives has already some

i2lb. of Apple blossom honey, and the white Clover

on which I chiefly rely is not out yet. — Anne
Amateur.
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THINNING RASPBERRY
CAN ES

To
grow Kaspbrrries satisfactonh-

it is very necessary to thoroughly
understand the character of their

growth, and the be2;inner who
dtsirts to succeed should apply

himself to acquire the knowledge that
must ine\-itably lead to success. I am
not concerned in the present instance
so much with the matter of general
culture ; it is the aim of the present notes
to make known the way in which the
thinning of the growths is carried into
effect. The beginner should understand,
however, that to grow the Raspberry
well, deep culture is of the highest import-
ance. The quarters also should be well
manured previous to the planting of new
canes, as deep digging afterwards is out
of the question, owing to the surface-
rooting character of this much-prized
subject making this operation prohibitive.
The I^aspbcrry prefers a somewhat moist
situation, and few hardv fruits of .our

garden respond in more liberal manner
when treated to coj.ious applications of

water and manure-water.

\\i- lia\ e now arrived at that period of the early
sumiiu-r when the work of thinning out the growths
sliould be done. In many gardens tlic Raspberry
is sadly neglerted, and yet I quesiion whether
any other hardy fruit yields so satisfactory and
heavy a 1 rop as does this subjeit. The beginner,
through ignoranf e, no doubt, is disposed to allow
far too many growltis to develop, and in ronse-
(|ue!He of this indiscretion the canes, as a whole,

arc less strong than they should
be ; the yield of fruits also is

less than it might be, and they
are poor in quality. Assuming
the plantation or RaspbeiTy
quarters were mulched with well-
decayed manure, the plants should
evolve growths of a robust kind,
and in well-prepared soil they
should develop freely. If too
many shoots spring up—and this
seems to be almost inevitable

—

their number must be reduced.
That the beginner may quite
understand what these few notes
are intended to teach him, he
should proceed to inspect .his
Raspberry canes forthwith. A
careful inspection will reveal the
fact that the growths that were
made last year are the canes
that are developing their fruits

now, and the young growths in
various stages of development
that are more or less crowded at

the base of each plant are the
canes that are to yield fruits next
season, and these, therefore, need
every care to ensure their proper
devtiopmcnt. In order to teach
the novice what the thinning of

Raspberry canes really means,
ill- 1-ig. I is shown a spe imen
plant that was photographed in

the garden of an amalein* who
knows little of how to deal with
this subject. The reader will

observe that there are numerous
growths—far too many for the
plant to develop satisfactorily.

Not only arc the new shoots
numerous, but they are poor and
weakly, and fail to give any
indication of promise for another
year. The beginner should
remember that these unduly
numerous shoots are all drawing

on the re-
sources of the
Mu\ and rob-
bing the fruit-

beafing. canes
of the vigorous flow of sap which
they need to develop their fruits
satisfactorily. This overcrowding
of young growths is, indeed, very
detrimental to the best interests
of the plants, and should be reme-
died at the earliest possible
moment. .All weak and useless
growths should be removed at
this period. Retain on plants
grown on trellises any number
between three and five growths,
varying the number according to
the strength and character of
the canes. When the plants are
grown in individual clumps,
retain some live to six stout
canes, this number being quite
sufficient forastrongplant. Fig. 2
shows a plant where weak and
superfluous growths have been
removed, and where a few strong
canes have been retained for next
year's fruiting. Under no cir-

cumstances cut out any growths
that are now about to bear fruits

;

it is only the weakly and crowded
'. rowths of recent development
that should be removed. C.

I.—OVERCROWDED CANES BEFORE THINNING.

BEANS
TOUCHING on the

question of stringi-

ness, would it not
be an advantage to drop
growing varieties that have
this tendency ? Mrs. C. W.
F.arle advocates picking
very young, presumabh-
half-grown or less, but for

the a\-erage gardener or
allotment holder this means
a serious curtailment of

the crop. As is pointed

2. AFTER TH'NNINGi

out. Beans are natives of the New World,
and it may therefore be taken for granted
that Americans know something about
Beans, especially as their climate enables
them to grow forms that are too tender
for this country. I have grown several
American varieties in past years, and from
an eating point of \dew can certainly
state that many of them are infinitely

better than the average sorts we grow
over here. Stringlessness and meatiness
have been the American aim all the .time;
while the develojiment of white-seeded
sorts, which are so useful for shelling dry,
has also been carried out. These white-
seeded sorts are infinitely superior to the
average sample of small Haricot as sold
by the grocer. Incidentally, si/e is no
criterion, and there are few w-ho will

agree that big Beans must necessarily be
tough. It is a question of variety and
culture. Some people argue that the
Dwarf Bean is inferior to the Runner,
but this is largely due to ignorance, for
the average person believes that nothing
better than Canadian Wonder exists.

The writer of the recent notes on Beans errone-
ously uses the term " Butter Bean" iji connection
with the golden-podded Wax Bean. To the
housewife the Butter Bean is the large, flat, white
Bean sold by grocers, and it is the name applied
to the Siena or Lima Beans which are grown in
such vast quantities in the more southerly districts
of America. The Lima, by the way, has never
succeeded with me although I have made man\-
attempts. The commercial Haricot Bean is not
rjf the Lima type, for it is largely grown on the
Continent. The large Haricot as sold is, I believe,
the so-called Potato Lima, and, as in the flat kind,
can be obtained in two types, viz., dwarf and
climbing. The flat-seeded Liraas, as stated, are-
the so-called Butter Beans. Both these and the
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Potato Limas, which are round-seeded, are used
as shelled green Beans and dry.
The Wax Bean is grouped in the so-called Snap

class, as the best varieties are totally stringless,

and for cooking are merely broken, not sliced.

The green forms, such as Lazy Wife among
climbers and White Wax among dwarfs, are
extra useful because of their white seeds; but,
after all, colour counts for little, as some of the
coloured seeded sorts are superior as dry Beans
to the white forms. T. A. W.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Robinia Kelseyi.—This delightful flowering

tree gained an award of merit when shown in

June, 1910, and has now been promoted to the

higher award above named. It is without doubt

one of the most ornamental of its class, trees

now laden with the rose and white Pea-shaped

flowers being a fine feature in the garden. It is

good either in bush form or as a standard. From
Mr. J. C. AUgrove, Langley, Slough.

,
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Deutzia Vilmorinii.—A free-flowering hybrid

producing long sprays of pure white flowers, the

latter freely borne in axillary clusters. From
Mr. J. C. AUgrove, Slough.

Magnolia Watsonii.—The flowers of this

magnificent species are 5 inches or 6 inches across,

creamy white, and strongly perfumed. It is one of

the most handsome of its class. Shown by Mr. J. C.

AUgrove, Slough, and by Mr. G. Reuthe. Keston.

Iris sibirica Perry's Blue.—A variety of

toutstanding colour and distinction, which, together

twith its much larger flowers, renders it of gr^at

value. Shown by Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield,

Middlesex.

Iris Ringdove.—This resulted from a pallida

cross. The standards are rosy mauve, with deeper-

coloured falls. It is handsome and free, and

a good garden plant withal. From Messrs. R. W.
Wallace and Co., Colchester.

Lilac Ellen Willmott.—The latest and probably

the best of the double white flowered class, a

worthy climax to a group of flowering shrubs of

no mean import-

ance. From Messrs.

George Paul and Son,

The Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt,

Carnation Maldron

Drummond.— T h i s -

belongs to the Per-

petual-flowering class.

Tlie colour is pink,

the variety sweetly

scented. From Cap-

tain Maldron Drum-
mond, Cadland Park,

Southampton ( g a r -

dener. Mr. Smith).

Antirrhinum
Prima Donna.—One
of the " medium

"

section, the salmon

and maize coloured

flowers constituting a

very charming com-

bination. Shown by
Messrs. Dobbie and

Co., Edinburgh.

Miltonia vexillaria

SirMervyn Buller.—

A very handsome variety with flowers 4 J inches

across. The dominant shade is pink, a butterfly-

like mask of crimson velvet marking the centre.

A most attractive variety. "Exhibited by Messrs.

Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

The foregoing novelties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultural Society on June 5, when
the awards were made.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES
Bv Mrs.

f,
W. Earle.

DEUTZIA VILMORINII.

I
WONDER if it would amuse your readers

to hear a few of my successful personal

experiences in this sandy, unsatisfactory

soil. In old days I had lots of manure from

horses, cows, and pigs, which I

used freely, and the ground re-

sponded and lost its sandy char-

acter. Now I have only two pigs,

and the collected leaves, which

cannot be used for at least a year.

Christmas Roses I have struggled

with for years very unsuccess-

fully.

Crown Imperials, the yellow and

the red orange ones, are such

beautiful March flowers that one

wonders so few gardens seem to

have them ; and yet in cottage

gardens they grow with no . care.

I think the explanation is that the

herbaceous beds are forked over in

the autumn, and if the roots of

Crown Imperials are disturbed then,

they die in the winter. The only

time they can be mbved is at the

end of June ; that never kills

them. On the contrary, if they

are moved every third or fourth

year they are all the better for

it. A mulch in the winter when
they are cpming through the

ground does them good. They are

well worth growing, if only to

turn up the flower and look at

their tear in the green or black

cup. My plants are so admu'ed at

the end of March, a sure sign they

are not often grown.

LILAC ELLEN WILLMOTT.

For years Lilies of the Valley defeated me,

though grown on the east side of a wall and good

German (!) plants. They are best replanted

every third or fourth autumn, some of them at

any rate ; but the real secret of success is weeding

them at the end of February and covering the

stu-face with loam, leaf-mould, and a few cinders,

and then in wet weather stamping them down
as hard and close as possible. It is simply sur-

prising the difference this makes. Like many other

operations in gardening, it all depends on doing

things just at the right moment, in this case before

the plant starts its growth. In a very dry spring

a good soaking of water when well through

the ground does them good.

Lilacs want a judicious pruning after flower-

ing and the seeds to be cut off. This is

often not done in small gardens, where it is

most wanted. If Lilacs are snipped all over

instead of being thinned out they will not flower

the following year. The two Lilacs that do best

in this garden are Charles X. and Marie Legraye.

I use the old familiar name of Lilac, but I ought

to say Syringa. The old Syringa of my day

(Mock Orange) is called Philadelphus. The new
kinds are very beautiful, but I am not sure they

are as sweet-scented as the original plant of my
youth. Philadelphus grandiflorus is the hand-

somest variety, and also wants careful pruning.

I have lost all my large old plants of Sweet Verbena

(Aloysia). They have lived out of doors for years,

.and sometimes even the tops did not die. But

they require, even in mild winters, a good heap

of ashes round their roots early in November,

and this was forgotten last autumn by my
young gardener and myself< and the winter

was unusually long and severe; I saw in Hert-

fordshire this spring the most splendid branches,

yards long, of the Glory Pea of .Australia covered

with its beautiful red flowers like a claw or a

parrot's beak. It had come through the winter in

a house with no heat at all. It seems to me that

everyone with a good-sized greenhouse ought to

grow it, and I am told the seed can be bought now
in England or could come direct from Australia.

I was years patiently trying to get the Scotch

scarlet Tropeeolum to grow here ; the best time

to plant it is April. I got cuttings from Scotland,

and now it takes care of itself and comes up every

year through a Holly hedge shaded by a house

close by. It does not like full sun. The cuttings

are easily moved ia spring. It is a help never to
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pull oft the dead growths in the winter. .A.11 in

the South seem to depend on situation. .\ friend

arrived the other day with a fascinating bunch

of a slirub with small Privet-shaped leaves and a

number of waxy coloured flowers. It turned out

to be the Sacred Aniseed of China and Japan,

and again has proved hardy m the heavy soil of

Hertfordshire. Its name is lUiciuni religiosus.

I am fold it is in the Botanical Magazine, Plate

3965, but this is just beyond where ray second

series of the Botanical Magazine ends. I am
trying hard to make some cuttings grow.

Getting plants to grow out of the common is

my chief interest in gardening, especially now that

weeds reign triumphant in most flower gardens
;

and if there is a gardener he says, " Most people

now are growing nothing but vegetables."

THE ALLOTMENT WEEK
BY WEEK

Bv A. Cecil B.\rtlltt.

THE early Potatoes now require earth-

ing, and this work is best done while the

soil is nioist. In a natural state the

Potato produces its new tubers just on the

iirlace, where they soon become green and

hard and, while excellent for reproductive

purposes, quite unfit for human food. Soto
obtain wholesome tubers it becomes necessary

to draw the soil up around the stalks sufficiently

high to completely cover the young tubers

which are produced tliereon. and this earthing

upj by keeping the tubers moist, also increases

the yield.

In general the tuber-bearing part of the

Potato stalk is fairly fixed and definite, and
no advantage is gained by abnormally high

ridging. The' tuber bearing part of the stalk

commences at 4 inches or 5 inches above
the seed and continues upwards for 6 inches

or 7 inches, and it is within these limits

that the new Potatoes are, in the great

majority of cases, produced ; though I have
seen Potato haulm—notably of the variety

Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf—studded with tubers

at every leaf-joint, but this is very ex-

ceptional.

The manner of earthing also requires con-
sideration. There is a choice of two methods.
The advocates of what may be termed the
straight-side earthing—by which the soil is

drawn up steep like the roof of a house

—

contend that this method effectually prevents
the spores of the Potato disease which
fall from the foliage from penetrating the
soil and infecting the tubers there, as the steep
sides make them roll to the lower level
where there are no tubers to infect. Against
this theory we have the pronouncement of
the late Mr. G. Massee, the eminent fun-
gologist, that the disease spores which fall

from the leaves cannot and do not infect the
tubers, so that the transmission of disease
need not be considered ; and when, in
addition, it is obvious that if the ridges are
steep enough for the alleged purpose they also
direct all rains that fall to thQ bottom of the trenches
instead of allowing them to moisten the soil and
nourish the young Potatoes, the advantages of a
rounded form of earthing are obvious. Manv
old growers firmly believe in the value of placing
a spadeful of soil in the middle of each plant,
spreading out the stems before drawing up the
soil.

Before proceeding with the earthing, the worker
should consider the manure question. If the
growth is strong and robust, it may safely be taken
as a sign that the soil is sufficiently fertile and no
stuuulant is needed. But if, on the other hand,
the Potato haulm is a trifle pale in colour and thin,
it will be an advantage to assist the plants in some
manner. Where it can be obtained cheaply, a
dressing, sufficiently thick to hide the soil, of
horse-manure and road-scrapings which have
been collected and turned over several times,
spread alongside the rows, would be an admirable

help. Fowl-manure, used much m<jre sparingly,
is also good.

If neither of these natural manures are avail-

able, recourse may be had to chemicals, and
the most convenient form to use them is as

a Potato manure mixed by a reputable firm,

f«)r this will be almost as cheap as bn\'ing the
ingredients separately atid will probably contain
a proportion of potash, which cannot now be
purchased in small quantities, and will be as com-
plete a fertiliser as possible.

If we get a continuance of this fine June weather,
it should be a good year for outdoor Tomatoes,
a'ld iu any case it would.be well worth while
planting a dozen or so, for even if the fruits do not
ripen, the green Tomatoes are excellent for chutney
and other preserves. Plants in 3-inch pots are

the best to set out, and a sunny position, well

slieltered from cold winds, should be chosen.

If it is available, a good place is on the sunny side

of t he Scarlet Ruinier Beans, for these are a splendid

THE INDISPENSABLE
POTATO

c
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PLANTS OF THE HIGH ALPS AT HOM!
By E. A. Bowles, M.A., V.M.H., F.L.S.

Ill

THE plants of the highest rocks and

shales that only lose their covering of

snow for a short period are, naturally,

the most specialised of all

alpines Stemless, to escape

injury from winds, they take, as a

rule, the most attractive of all forms

for a lover of Alpine plants—the

cushion. Then, again, they rush into

flower with a speed that seems almost

magical, till one realises the many
months they have been preparing under

the snow for this transfiguration.

Directly the snow is off their cushions

and the sunshine once again touches

them, the flower-buds that have been lying

dormant since last summer rapidly fill

out and the whole tuft becomes a mass

of flowers, often so closely packed as

to hide the foliage. They have so short

a period between the melting of one

season's snow and the falling of another's

to blossom and seed that they must

needs make haste to make seeds while

the sun shines, or the crop will be a

failure.

What an excellent floral badge for an

Alpinist troop of Boy Scouts some of

these would make. The little round buds

of Petrocallis pyrenaica, ansmic and

yellow, but fully formed when the snow

uncovers them, and softly lilac a day

or two after, have indeed learned the

way to " be prepared."

Naturally enough, most of these

cushion plants of the high aretes and

pinnacles are among the hardest of all

to make happy in lowland gardens.

Perhaps one is foolish to try to grow

them at all, but even an occasional

success, however transitory, gives so

much pleasure in recalling the beauty of

the plant when at home, though it can

never equal it, that one hopes for more

successes and struggles on.

Many of the most beautiful of them,

too, are to be found in great profusion

when once their home is reached, so

that collecting specimens does no harm,

and may, indeed, be making room for

-younger ones—providing new lodgings to

let, as I always feel I am doing when
I pull down a last year's bird's nest.

It is very seldom possible to linger long

on such high places, and the carrying

down of a dozen or so tufts is an ex-

tension of the joy in their beauty, for

though they do not appear so lovely

sitting in what spare soup plates and
soap dishes one's lodging affords, yet one

can learn and enjoy many of their charms

in one's own peaceful, sheltered room
better than in a raging wind on slippery

shales up among the clouds ; and there

is always the hope that our failure

with the last lot we collected has

taught us something to avoid, and
that this year's collections will really flourish in the

moraines, crevices, or pans of the alpine-house

we have been planning for them. So though it

is wisest and best to go and visit them at home
and enjoy them as fully as possible there, it is

not altogether folly to bring some away to try

again—hoping to have solved the riddle this

time, and to have the pleasure of teaching the

rock-gardening fraternity how to grow a square

yard of Eritrichium nanum or Androsace glaci-

alis. So it is good to live in days when the

that will always abide with us when once we have
wandered among rocky summits where the high

alpines grow luxuriantly. Mr. Malby's beau-
tiful picture of a rare woolly-leaved and cream-
coloured form of Ranunculus glacialis reminds
me well enough of the common pure white form
of the plant to create a longing to be again round-
ing the last but two of the seemingly interminable

liKlTRICHlUM NANUM ON SCREE OF GRANITIC SCHIST (8,700 FEET).

A RARE WOOLLY-LEAVED RANUNCULUS GLACI.'^LIS (9,500 FEET)

climbing up to these high lands is regarded right-

fully as pleasurable and health-giving exercise,

and even those long past recruiting age and not

over robust can hope to visit the Roi des Alpes

among the rocks of its own home. Apart from
the pleasure of overcoming difficulties and achiev-

ing the end desired, and the invigorating effect

of the k«en, light air, there is a joy and knowledge

zigzags of the path up to the little summer military

station of La Nunda above Mont Cenis iu late

June. At that point one has left behind the

patches of Viola calcarata, no two quite alike in

form and colour ; the daffodil yellow patches of

Douglasia Vitaliana and full-blown Gentians and

Anemones, and is reaching a sodden land of black

and slippery shales, with snow patches in every
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st.iRe of melting, from tliose dazzlingly wliite

with a recently fallen layer on top liUe Sunday's

• K an tablerloth, whirl) lie on the northern side

if some shoulder, to soft and oozing patches that

are being conquered fast hy the sun, and are already

pitted witli little holes like a toasted muffin or

: crumpet fl never rcme-mber which' is the cellular

I one) and almost as drab in colour.

.•\nyone reaching this spot for the first time

might think the land of flowers was passed, and

such a dreary, damp stone slide a thing to be

.i\'oided : but one who knows climbs on to it and
' .igerly looks out for the first straggler of the

v.liite Buttercup. And when it is found nestling

'lose among the black stones, .and the novice is

I ailed to worship before its beauty and is assured

that the ridge above is thickly jewelled with such

': gems, the last intervening zigzags will soon be

passed. When the Glacial Buttercup has but

first opened its flowers the plant is at its most

attractive stage : the crisp, much divided leaves

nanum. There he sits on his throne of great

grey rocks, and the tufts of silvery leaves, fringed

with delicate hairs, are lovely enough in themselves.

When they are almost hidden by the flowers of

softest, purest sky blue, with here and there a

pink bud, few plants are more lovely. Perhaps they

are most wonderful when seen on gaunt, bare

cliffs: where nothing else seems able to grow,

the contrast of terrible precipice and delicate

downy plant is so striking. As I saw it tlnis on

the Col di Fenestre I thought it even more lovely

than on the rounded fallen rocks of the Cchis.

I have succeeded in flowering it here two seasons

running, but in the granite chip moraine its flowers

seemed colourless, and but few opened at a time,

so that Myosotis alpestris growing luxuriantly

on the other side of the path was really the better

plant of the two. Of course, if one knelt down
and examined the leaves of Eritrichium closely

and realised the difficulty of having it there at

all, an enthusiasm could be kindled for it that

GARDENING OF THE WEEK

ANDROSACE GLACIALIS ON GRANITIC SCREE (9,400 FEET)

lie flat on the ground and are almost hidden by
the round, white flowers. They look so sturdy
and have such substance in them that one longs
to see a good patch of them at home in the rock
garden ; but though they do flower for a year or two
under especially skilful treatment, they are never
the same as those on the mountain tops. They
lose the compact habit and the flowers are poor
and thin, at least all I have seen ; but, of course,

the next collection may achieve the long-sought
success. The sepals are covered with a rust-

coloured down that sets of! the whiteness of the
petals and gives a protected, cosy look to the buds
that is very attractive. Higher again, on the
ridge above La Nunda, one may be lucky enough to

meet with rosy tufts of Androsace glacialis, one
of the most beautiful of high alpines on account
of the soft warm shade of its rose colour. But it

is necessary, at any rate at that time of year, to

cross to the other side of the lake and ascend to

the rocks at the entrance of the Col du Clapier
if one wishes to visit the Roi des Alpes, Eritrichium

would never glow for a Forget-me-not which seeds

so freely that it must be ruthlessly weeded up by
hundreds.

Parts of a Flower.^Calyx, corolla, sepal,

petal, pistil and stamen are now the A B C of

every gardener, and multitudes who are not,

that it is of interest to know the ages of these

words, or the date when they were first used in

their present meaning ; for if Pliny wrote of a

stamen and Theophrastus of a flower, it must
not be assumed that the meaning they attached

to these terms was the same as twentieth century

people mean. " Flower" to Theophrastus meant
the corolla and nothing more, while it is very
doubtful if Pliny when he wrote " stamen " always
differentiated it from pistil. Calyx was mentioned
by Roman and Grecian writers ; corolla, in

1736 ;
pistil, 1552 ; sepal, 1790 ; stamen, by

Roman and Grecian writers ; style, in 1606

;

filament, 1736; anther, 1660; ovary, 1718;
carpel, iSrg; and pollen, r56i.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

General Work.—The month of June necessitates
nmch labour and attention to growing crops to
maintain them in a satisfactory condition, especially
when the weather is hot and dry. h'ortunately,
so far this year we have had abundant' rains,
which have minimised the work among kitchen
garden crops. Although I have advised watering,
mulibing, the value of hoeing, and the early
thiTuiing of seedling crops, I return to these item's
again with a \iew to advising new readers of The
(Iarden. of wh<mi there are no doubt many.
Such notes, too, may be a reminder to others.

Watering is often misunderstood bv the amateur

;

he IS apt to think it is of no value to water once
if he cannot continue to do so. This is a mistake

;

one good soaking of the soil is of much benefit
to the growing crops if means are taken to con-
serve the moisture in the soil, which can easily
be done by mulching the surface within i foot
of the crop. No doubt mulching materials are

not easy to obtain. Thev are in great
variety, such as half - decayed manure,
vegetable refuse, wood-ashes and decayed
leaves, old potting soil, straw, or even the
mowings from lawns. If none of these are
ivailable, stir the soil an inch or so deep
to avoid cracking of the surface

; it is
through such fissures that the sun extracts
the moisture. The worst form of watering
is that of sprinkling the soil during the
daytime, not giving sufficient to moisten
any of the roots. Sprinkling growing crops
in the evening after a hot day is beneficial,
as it freshens the leaves and does much
good, providing the roots are in a moist
condition.

Potatoes are growing vigorously where
the seed was in good condition at [ilanting-
time. In the rase of any that suffered from
too low a temperature, there are distinct
signs of in-egularand weakly growth. Earth
up the rows as fast as required, leaving at
least 4 inches of space at the top as a
receptacle for water from rains.

Turnips should be sown at intervals of
a fortnight in well-watered drills, covering
the surface of the rows with short grass as a
preventive against the Turnip flv, which is
very active this year,'

Cucumbers are very popular this season
and are being largely grown as an article
of food. Plants that have been fruiting
for some time should be pruned well back
to induce new growth, covering the surface
with fresh soil and manure in equal parts
to make fresh roots, thus encouraging
additional growth.

Cauliflowers sown in April should be
planted out as fast as the ground is avail-
able, not allowing the plants to become too
large in the seed-bed. The earlier-sown
batch from frame-raised plants are growing
vigorously and will benefit by a heavy
application of liquid manure.

The Flower Garden.

Summer-Flowering Chrysanthemums raised
from divisions of the old stools or from cuttings
in .\pril should now he put out into their flowering
quarters, either singly or in threes, to fill up gaps
in the herbaceous border, where their autumn
flowers will help to prolong the display.

Summer Bedding Plants should now be put
out after being thoroughly hardened. Most
persons this season are simply planting sufficient

to maintain their stocks of such subjects as
Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Lantanas and Calceolarias,
using the bulk of space for the production of food-
stuffs of some kind or other. Some are planting
all their flower-beds with vegetables and trans-
ferring their plants to a portion of the kitchen
garden, under a mistaken notion of space economy.
Limited space should be given to such plants
as those named, pruning back the shoots as they
make progress.

Tulips that have flowered should be lifted as the
foliage changes colour, drying the bulbs thoroughly
in the sun before storing them for another season.

Shrubberies.—Much pruning can now be done
to subjects that have flowered, such as Lilacs,

Berberis, Deutzias, &c., thus keeping the plants
within bounds and inducing vigorous growth
for next season's flower crop. *
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Newly Planted Subjects should be attended to

as regards watering, givijig a mnlching on the
surface if they show any sign of a change in the
colour of the leaves.

E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Sniamnore, Hants.

COLUMNS FOR
CURIOUS

THE

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Latest Peas.—in the less backward districts

there is still time to sow a large batch of either
The Gladstone or Sharpe's Queen, or both. More
space may now be given the seeds, and by no
means should the ground be eni'iched, the cool
nights of autmnn causing sufficient growth without
manurial aid. Make the trench a few inches
below the general level, in order that water may
be applied with fa-ility during the hot weather
that may be expected next month and in August.

Leeks.—The planting of the main batch cannot
be longer delayed except at the expense of a
smaller crop. We have been so used to eating
only the whitened portion of the Leek and throwing
away the green part that a long-stemmed variety
only is worth growing. The Scots method of
planting is now well understood, which consists
in drawing deep furrows 14 inches to 15 inches
apart, and in the furrows at every 5 inches to

9 inches making a deep round hole, into which
the Leek is dropped and watered. Subsequent
hoeings fill the holes and level the ground.

Onions.—These were planted later than I

previously remember. If not already surface-

dressed with a stimulating manure, no time should
be lost in its application, afterwards hoeing all

exposed surfaces. It is astonishing the amount
of manure Onions—and other vegetables as well

—

can assimilate with advantage and with no regard
to the formulas laid down by scientists.

Leek Bulbs.—Those who have kept over old
Leeks may soon look out for the sweet bulbs
which form during the summer months at the
base of the plants. The flavour is distinct from
the Leek as usually eaten, and, indeed, from any
other vegetable.

Fruit Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—The earliest crop will now be
nearing exhaustion, and unless the plants have
been kept in good condition they will not be
worth keeping longer, the remaining fruits being
so small. Later crops made a tremendous set

of fruits early in May. I had three structures
planted with them not long before the advent
of that glorious weather, and the prog'ress the
plants made was really astonishing. No fire-

heat was used, but then no ventilation was given,
and each day the temperature rose above 100°.

It is one of the few fruits tliat is capable of standing
extremely hot temperatures without ventilation ;

but the atmosphere must not be saturated with
moisture, else elongated, etiolated stems and
little or no fruit will result. For two years a
slight attack of sleeping sickness has appeared in one
structure, which a free use of flowers of sulphur
has stayed.

The Pleasure Grounds.

Mowing, &c.—Mowing can only be carried
out with pleasure to all concerned when the grass
is kept closely cut. My girls take two-hour turns
and run the machines quite easily and quickly.
Worst of all are the unsightly uncut parts near
shrubs, statues, &c., which the mow-ers cannot
reach. They are not at all difficult to keep in
good condition if repeatedly cut with the scythe
or, in some instances, cut low with hedge-shears.
Walks and verges of beds should be treated on
the same principle, and as a rule in weather when
other work cannot be done, walks being freshened
in similar weather by raking.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberries will now hear extensive pickings
of the green fruits, which, not too young, are a
valuable food. Growing the bushes on the non-
pruning system, we have annually large quantities
of green berries, which must be gathered in order
to give those left to ripen a chance to grow to-
ordinary proportions.

Strawberries cannot be longer left without
some strawy material being placed alongside the
plants to prevent the fruits which will soon ripen
from being splashed by soil. If seedling weeds
are in evidence, the Dutch hoe should be run
between the rows previous to laying down the
straw. R. P. Brotherston.

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)
Tyninghame, Prcslcnkirk, N.B.

" That. Hedge."—It was a hedge such as,

minus decayed rubbish and dirt, would have
pleased " Anne Amatem-." The justification

for its existence was the hope of its planter that

it would give seclusion from the roadway below,

above which the garden was elevated about 6 feet,

with the aid of a retaining wall of brick. It had
failed to secure the desired seclusion, and, as

becomes a failure, had been consistently neglected,

till it had become a mass of dead rubbish with

a few green leaves to cover it over. The com-
position of this hedge was up to anything " Anne
Amateur " ever imagined. There w^ a Prunus
Pissardii at one end, which overtopped all else,

and thus had some claim to distinction .ffisthetically.

In this it was surpassed by a Forsythia suspensa,

a shrub never seen in native grace of golden

inflorescence upon leafless stems, imless where

neglected. Here it glorified the roadway and
its depressing dead walls in late spring, as few
other flowers of spring could. Space the Forsythia

must have t6 ramble in, though any aspect but

a very cold and sunless one will suit it. A Lilac

in this hedge looked less happy, and various Roses

had given up the struggle for existence. The
hedge concluded, at the opposite end to that of

the Prunus, with a Sycamore. If the planter

had finished with these various subjects, he might

have attained his object, though far from an ideal

assortment. But, dubious as to these forming

the dense screen desired, he introduced Irish Ivy

and Honeysuclde. Both of these subjects show
up well where the survival of the fittest is in

question. They did in this hedge, the coarse,

dust-collecting Ivy especially. It killed the

Roses and, as it had its own way for years, made
a network of stems, dead and living, as far up
as a supporting wire would allow, which collected

dust and dirt of all sorts to a depth of over a foot,

then climbed the taller shrubs on a mission of stran-

gling them also. This is an object-lesson on how
not to do it ia attempting to transplant Nature

to the confined spaces we call gardens. A garden

at the best is a concession to the passion of

acquisition, which d'' jes to monopolise something

as his or, and often , her very own. For simple

Nature study the common, the field, the woodland,

are incomparably better than the confinement

of the garden. But the little bit of Nature which

we may call our very own is the garden, and the

proof of its exclusiveness as otur very own is the

hedge fence, of whatever sort, enclosing and bound-

ing it. If space is limited, as in the villa garden, the

fence is always the supreme test of the owner's

culture and perception of the fitting and beautiful.

In most cases the residence is built by someone

with no pretension to cultrrre or refinement. He
imposes a harsh and almost brutally depressing

brick wall or wooden fence, and there you are,

after you have paid for the outrage upon the

canons of natiu-al fitness and beauty. Then a

jobber is employed whose mentality has never

reached the beautiftil, and he duly sees to it

that the initial outrage upon the beautiful in the

back garden is maintained, and at no incon-

siderable cost either. It is true there are hedges,

such as those of Whittinghame and Tyninghame
in East Lothian, famous for more than a century.

But they are in extensive and ancient domains, and
of architectural designs and dimensions; their

limitations are not obtrusive. Also there was no

predecessor of " Anne Amateur " at the planting

of them. If the restful communion of Nature is

to be found in the garden—and in these days of

war and stress the garden must do its bit in saving

the spiritual in humanity, as Potatoes and Cabbage
certainly cannot—the fence must come into line

with Nature and contribute to its spiritual im-

pression. If the gardener is incapable of this,

he must be regarded simply as a " hewer of wood
and drawer of water,' ' whose servitude demands
control of higher intelligence. The spiritual

instinct latent in all must develop and flourish, as we
see the Nature we try to cage in gardens growing
and blooming. But the charm of the picture is

deepened by its frame and hanging ; indeed, it may
be lost by an unbecoming setting.

—

Hurstcot.

"PoTATOs" OR "Potatoes."—Potatoes is the

correct spelling according to all the dictionaries.

There is no option. The Oxford Dictionary gives

five columns to the word and furnishes a great

number of quotations. In 1597 Gerarde wrote,
" the common Potatoes " and " Virginia Potatoes."

In 1598 Shakespeare wrote, " Let the side raine

Potatoes" ("Merry Wives of Windsor," Act V.,

Scene V.) Edmund Waller (1606-1687) wrote:

" With candy'd plantains and the juicy pine.

Or choicest melons and sweet grapes they dine,

And with potatoes fat their wanton swine."—" The Battle of the Summer Islands.

In the " Wealth of Nations " Adam Smith says :

" The food produced by a field of potatoes is not

inferior in quantity to that produced by a field of

wheat." Tomatoes, grottoes and mottoes arc

correct forms.

—

Thomas White.

With regard to " Jay's " enquiry whether
" Potatos " or " Potatoes " is the right spalling,

the Oxford Dictionary gives as the plural

" Potatoes," " Tomatoes."—H. Pitcairn.

" Jay>" on page 192, issue May 26, in

asking this question must be a " jay " indeed

if he supposes that such a question can be
" finally settled " or that .there is a right and a

wrong way. First, who is the authority to decide

in matters of English, considering we have no

Academy of Letters ? Certainly neither the Royal

Horticultural Society nor the leading contemporary.

They are only like other people—they can adopt

which way they please and support their view

by quoting their standard ; but other people have

an equal right to adopt another standard.

If the authority of antiquity appeals to your

correspondent he will find in Bailey's curious old

dxtionary (twenty-thurd edition, 1773) the word

given in its plural form, " Potatoes."

Collins, in his Authors' and Printers' Dic-

tionary, says Potato takes in the "pi. -es."

Dr. Angus, in his " Handbook of the

English Tongue," tells us that several noi;ns of

foreign origin ending in " o " add " es " in the

plural, quoting among a number of them
" Potato-es."

Finally, Dr. Brewer, in his Dictionary of Difficult

Words, gives Potato, plu : Potatoes (rule xlii)

and Tomato, plu : Tomatoes (rule xlii).

But in his preface this authority has much to say

about the plural of nouns ending in " o," and it is

interesting to record his opinion, for he says :

" We have now gone through every word ending

in ' o ' except six, and can find no reason why
the plural of all should not be ' s.' " He, neverthe-

less, admits the common custom of spelling mani-

festo-es, mosquito-es, motto-es, mulatto-es, potato-

es, and tomato-es in the other way.

Therefore " Jay " may rest assured that he has

the right to please himself. This is one of those cases

in which there is no right and no wrong Way. It

is purely optional. He can select his authority

and stand by it so long as he has an authority, and

that is all anybody else can do—until we establish

an English Academy of Letters.—C. H. P.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES

F.irrii (it-purl iHi'tit of horfindti/n' is represented in Thk
<; viiiJKN, iiiiil the Julitor inritm renders to send in questions
I •tilting to mutters upon uhieh t/ie>/ wish expert adiHce.
The Editor trelrontes plioto'jr/ip/is, articles and notes.

t'lit he tvill not l>e responsifi/e for their safe return. All
'i-nsonahle care, however, iiill be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed^ he icill endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if payment be desired, the Kaitor
asks that the price ret/uired for reproduction be plainhi stated.
It must be distinrtli/ understood that onh/ the ortwil photo-
tjrapher or owner nf the eopi/ri/jht will }<e trentrd with.

The Editor will nut be res/ninsib/r for tfie return of artistic
or literunj contributions which he may not be able to use. and
the receipt of a proof jmist not be taken as evidence that an
article is accepted. Publication in THE GARDEN will atone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices: 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.— r/(c Editor endeavours

to make 'J'HE Gaudfn ftclpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Ansivers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,

and addressed to tfie Editor of Tar, Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C. 2. The name andruidress

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

parked in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool, and flowering

shouts, tvJicre possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the PuBUSHER.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ANCHUSA DROPMORE VARIETY (Iluxk<iui).—Th<-

best tinu- to havt' taluii root cuttings of the above in
ordrr to obtain "good tlowerlns plants for next year"
would have been between ^'ovember. 1916, and February.
11)17. The product of such cuttings would have resulted
in nice plants fit to put out in their permanent quarters
in May or June following, in time to have made a gro\vt.h
and development essential to a good flowering in 1918.
This latter is entirely dependent upon a full season's
growth beforehand, which is not possible from June
propagation or November planting. All root-cutting
propagation to be successful should be indulged in when
the plants are dormant. Roots taken in June, when
full of sap and vital energy, would most probably perish,
and in any case would have no time in which to make
plants large enough for a representative flowering, if a
tjowering at all.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
GARLIC IN WOODLAND (fite. (,'. C. H. 7?.).—We are

not (juite errt;iin what plant is referred to, but it is probably
the Broa<l-li a\i'd (iarlic (Allium ursinum), which, so far
as we know, has never been used for food. It is probably
not poisonous, but its intolerable odour would prevent
its use to any extent, while its value as food would be very
small indeed. The actual food value of the Onion itself
is low, and this would probably be very much lower.
Speaking generally, plants that grow in the shade of trees
(unless the shade is very light indeed) canuot be expected
to have any great food value, for they are severely handi-
capped in the direction of food-makiiig themselves, owing
to-the small amount of light that reaches them.
THINNING OUT THE HAULMS OF POTATOES

(P. L.).—.\fter seed Potatoes have cliitted or sprouted
in spring, and before they are planted, it is a good plan
to rub off some of the small, weakly chits, reserving only
three of the best on the tubers to ijc planted, the object
being to prevent the growth of too many small Potatoes.
But once the Potatoes have been planted, they should
not be disturbed afterwards.

SHOULD POTATO FLOWERS BE REMOVED ? {Tim).—
11k removal of tlir il(,w. r^ as s.xni as th.^v appear as buds
may make a sliulit .lirt.inirr t,, tlir en.]), but only in a
few varieties which s,t seed will the difference be noticeable.

THINNING POTATO GROWTH (Tim).—If vou thinned
the sprouts on the tubers to two or three, allow all that
appearabove ground to remain. The actual weight of crop
depends largely upon the extent of the foliage exposed,
and the object of reducing the sprouts is to restrict the
number of tubers, not the amount of foliage. Do not
remove the shoots now.

SHOULD POTATOES BE EARTHED UP ? (Tim).—
Earthing up docs not increase the crop of Potatoes. It
helps to prevent some of the tubers from being spoilt by
becoming green, and it also helps to protect them from
the Potato disease, so we strongly advise earthing up.
BURGUNDY MIXTURE FOR SPRAYING POTATOES

(M. A.).—To make Burgimdy mixture dissolve lib. of copper
sulphate in five gallons of water in a wooden vessel,
lilb. of washing soda in another five gallons, and mix the
two by pouring together into a third vessel. The mixtture
must be made afresh each time spraying is to be done.

POTATOES IN POTS IN A GREENHOUSE (Mrs. A.J. J. ).— The Potatoes will succeed better now if placed out of
doors in a warm sunny position than if left in the
greenhouse. Place three or four stakes m the soil at the
side of the pots, and then tie some string round the stakes
to hold up the haulm. Pick ofl the flowers as fast as they
appear, because they exhaust the plants. When the haillm
turns yellow, then the Potatoes will be ready to use. Do
not keep the soil too wet or too dry, but only moderatelv so.

THE GREENHOUSE.
NAMES OF PELARGONIUMS (Curious).—Pelargonium

flowers travel badly, and those you sent had on receipt
dropped all their petals. This renders correct naming
a difficult matter ; but, as far as we can make out, the
varieties are : 1, Umbria ; 2, ,Mme. Grillot ; 3, .Airs.
Charles Pearson.

TREATMENT OF CYCLAMENS AFTER FLOWERING
{M. C).—When the flowering season is past, the (Cyclamens
may be removed to a frame, lessening the amount of water
as the leaves turn yellow. A liberal amount of air should
be given them. Under such conditions thev will soon
become quite dormant, when they will need only just
sufficient water to keep them fro'm shrivelling.

" Then
towards the latter part of July they may be taken out of
the pots, shaken clear of the old soil, and repotted in a
mixture of two-thirds loam to one-third leaf-mould
and a good sprinkling of broken brick rubble aud sand,
lieturned again to the frame they will need only to be
lightly watered till new leaves liiake their appearance.
As growth advances, an increased amount of moisture
at the roots will be required. During the summer the best
place for them is in a frame in a shady position where
Iilenty of air can be given, but away from the drip of trees.
When the pots get well furnished with roots an occasional
stimulant nmst be given, but care taken to keep it from
the crowns of the plants. If the Heliotropes are in pots
sufficiently large they may be occasionally given a little

liquid manure or souie other stimulant, while if in small
pots they will need to he put into larger ones. A suitable
compost is a mixture of loam, leaf-mould and sand.

ADVICE ON TREATMENT OF GREENHOUSE (.l/.C.).—
It is very essential to bear in mind tliat tin- temperature
of the outer air at this season is sufficiently high for the
welfare of the occupants of the greenhouse. Owing to
this, plenty of air may be left on the stnicture night and
day unless the weather is abnormally cold. At the same
time, plants dislike a direct draught, and so ventilation
should be arranged that they are subjected to this as little
as possible. The greenhouse will require to be shaded
from the sun's rays, the best plan being by means of
roller blinds, which may be let down when required and
drawn n\> during dull weather. Failing these, the glass
may be painted with one of the many shading substances
now to be obtained, that known as " Summer Cloud

"

being still as good as any. The frequency with which
the plants require water will depend, of course, upon the
size of the pots and other particulars. During very hot
weather the better way is to water in the evening, as the
plants then have the whole of the night to absorb the
moisture. The question of syringing or spraying is au
important one, and plants are greatly benefited by it when
the we.ather is hot and dry, especially in the" evening.
As a rule, plants that are in flower should not be syringed,
particularly the various members of the Pelargonium
family. Unless the plants are syringed occasionally,
red spider is very apt to attack the foliage of many of theni

.

.\phides or green flies are extremely injurious to a great
number of greenhouse plants, and make rapid headway
unless checked. A sharp look-out must be kept for these
pests, and at their first appearance the house should be
vaporised \vith Nicotine Compomid.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PRUNING OVERGROWN LILACS (H. .V.).—You can

prune the plants as suggested, and the sooner it is done
after flowering the better. We would suggest cutting a
few of the growths down to the ground, and the others
at varying heights up to h.alf way. Well fork round the
bushes, and when new growths start give some liquid
manure occasionally. As you desire to become a member
of the National Hose Society, we would advise you to WTite
to Mr. Courtney. Page, Hon. Secretary, National Rose
Society, 25, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE FOLIAGE CURLED (il/. H.).—The foliage .sent

is attacked by the leaf-rolling sawfly. You should pick
off the foliage when first seen affected. You might spray
with Nicotine Wash, but when once the trouble has started
there seems to be no real cure. Some experts believe
the sawfly is first introduced in the form of cocoons on
the roots of Briars, so that any new plant.s should be well
washed before planting. It would be a good plan to re-
plant your Roses in autumn, if possible, adding a good
dressing of lime, and, before replanting, well trim and
wash the roots.

MISCELLANEOUS.
OXFORDSHIRE BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.—

I notice that in your reply to Mrs. H., Oxon, " Purchasing
Bees," on page 205 of The Garden, you say there is no
Oxfordsliirc bee-keepers' association. I beg to say there
is one, although not affiliated at the present time with
the British Bee-Keepers' Association, and tlie hon.
secretary's address Is Mr. C. B. Bartlctt, Barley Park,
Witney. All your other information on the subject is

absolutely correct.

—

David Hancox.
DESTROYING ANTS (Ttm)--Ants may be attracted

and killed by standing syrup mixed with arsenic, or a fresh
bone dipped in arsenic, near their haunts, but, of course,
out of the reach of all animals. If their nests can be found,
pour boiling water into them at night, or a solution of
formaliu, one part to fifty parts of water.

RECIPE FOR MARROW JAM (-•llwiirfancc).—Peel the
Marrow, remove seeds, and cut the pulp into small pieces.
To every pound of pulp add a pound of sugar and two
lemons, sliced. Let the ingredients stand for twenty-four
hours, then add two ounces of bruised Ginger and a dram of
Chillies, tied in muslin. Boil slowly for an hour, then take
out the Ginger and Chillies, and continue to boil until
clear and ready for potting.

GREEN TOMATO JAM {Forlorn).—YoM might with
advantage try the following recipe : Four pounds
Tomatoes, 31b. preserving sugar, flavoiu-ing to taste.
Break up the Tomatoes, put them in a preserving pan,
and let them come to the boil. Add the sugar, and tor
flavouring either a few Cloves, a small piece of whole
Ginger, or the grated rind of a Lemon. Boil fast for
about twenty minutes until it will set when placed on a
plate in a cool place.

BRACKEN AS MANURE (C. P.).—The manurial value
of Bracken by itself is small. It is useful for litter, though
less so than straw and peat, being less absorbent. If it

is stacked tightly and allowed to decay, then dug in,
it would be of greater value than if used' freshly ciit on a
sandy soil, for, as you say, it decays but slowly.

TOMATO CHUTNEY {Recipe).—2\h. sour Apples,
lib. brown sugar, 2oz. whole Ginger, 2oz. salt, ilb. Raisins,
Igr. Mustard seed, Joz. Chillies, Ulb. Onions, ijlb.
Tomatoes and 3 pints vinegar. Skfn the Tomatoes

;

chop all ingredients or put them through a mincer

;

boil all ingredients, except the Tomatoes, one hour.
Then add the Tomatoes, and boil again until it thickens.
If not hot enough, add a dessertspoonful of ground (iinger
in addition to the 2oz. whole Ginger. Use an enamel
saucepan, not iron. Fill jars and tie down.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—7. D. U. ,S'.—Pyrus salicifolia
(Willow-leaved Pear). II'. M. 11. f'.—Piunus Padus
(Bird Cherry). A. M.— 1, Sanicula europ;ea (Saniele)

;

2, Asperula odorata (Woodruff) ; 3, Lepidium Draba
(Witlow Cress). li. F. C.—Exochorda grandiflora.
J F.—Staphylea Tpinnata (Bladder Nut). (Jvekier.—
Kerria japonic i fl.-pl.

SOC I ET I ES
SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The montlily meeting of the Scottish Horticultural
Association was held in the Goold Hall, 5. St. Andrew
Square, Edinburgh, on the evenins of Juno 5. The
chair was oeoupied by Mr. Jolm Phillips, Granton Road
Nurseries, president of the association. The paper of the
evening was given by Mr. James ^^^lytocK^ V.M.H..
gardener to the Buke of Buccleuch, Dallvcith Palace
Gardens. Mr. Whytoclt's subject was on "Grape Growing "

and was characterised by the practical character of his
papers given to the association. Although so frequently
treated. Mr. Whytock invested the important subject
with freslmess from the way in which it was dealt, the
various details being fully considered in an able way.
Hc! was heartily thanked for the paper. The hall was
brightened by an interesting and beautiful exhibit of
May-flowering Tulips from the firm of Messrs. Dobbie
and Co., the Royal Nurseries, Craigentinny, Edinburgh.

Trials of Stocks (Under Glass) and Myosotis

at Wisley, 1917.—Tlie following avi'ards of merit

have been made to Stocks and Myosotis by the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society after

trial at Wisley ; Stocks.—Crimson Brompton,

sent by Messrs. R. Veitch, Exeter ; Mammoth
Pale Lilac, sent by Mr. Dawkins, Chelsea

;

Mammoth Pyramid Flesh Colour, sent by Messrs'.

Hurst, London ; Mammoth Rose, sent by Mr.

Dawkins, Chelsea ; and Nice Giant Light Blue,

sent by Messrs. Nutting, London. Myosotis.

—

Alpestris Indigo Queen, sent by Messrs. R. Veitch^

Exeter.

TRADB NOT]

Sprayinc. Mixture for Potatoes.

Foe many years Messrs. Keeling and Wallcer, Limited.
Milton House, Surrey Street, London, W.C.2, makers-

of Keeling's " Kiln " Brand Spraying ^Oxture for Potatoes,
have shipped immense quantities of hydrated oxide of
copper to France, wiiere it has been used witli good results

for spraying Vines and fruit trees. This year the mixture
is being' used for sprajing Potatoes in this country, and
we learn that large orders have followed the recent.
announcements to the public made by this firm. In
order ta. meet the wishes of liolders of small allotments
whose requirements are limited, it has been decided to
supply lib. samples^suflficient to spray 10 rods of Potatoes
once—for Is. Cd. post free.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country mil be stopped,

exec/It those sent by publi^/iers and newsagents ivlio fiave

obtained special permission from the War Office. Suck
permission has been granted to THiE Garden, and sub-

scribers ivho send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland. Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania sJwuld order copies to be despatcfied by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,'^W.C. 3. .
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For the Poultry- Keeper

CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
AVING dealt with albuminoid
ratios, I will now pass on to
vegetables, roots and wild plants
that are useful foodstuffs for

fowls. This is the first time
that any effort has been made to classify

wild plants, &c., in connection with the
feeding of poultry.

How to Give Greenstuffs.—There are several

methods of giving greenstuff. The latter can
be boiled and included in the soft food after being

minced, or it can be given raw. The former
plan is adopted in the majority of cases, but I

would point out the necessity of giving green

-

stuffs primarily raw, owing to their succulence.

It is true that the inclusion of boiled greenery

in the mash makes the latter palatable, but fowls

need greenstuffs in both forms. One must there-

fore see that raw greenery takes its proper place

in the fowls' dietary. There are, too, several

ways in which the ra!w material can be provided.
It can be (i) finely chopped and placed before

the fowls in a trough
; (2) finely minced and added

to the soft food just before the ingredients are

dried off
; (3) placed in a rack ; or (4) put in a

string bag. Where green leaves are being fed,

they can with advantage be placed in an ordinary

string bag, the latter being suspended on a string

from the roof of the poultry house or run. The
bag should hang a foot or so off the ground, so

that the birds can jump up for the greenstuff

and by so doing obtain exercise and occupation.

If both heart and leaves of any greenery are

given, the whole can be suspended a foot or so

off the ground on a string.

The Use of Roots.—Roots (by which I mean
mangels, swedes, turnips, &c.) come in most
useful during the winter months, when ordinary

greenery is scarce. They are usually stored in

beds or pits after being cut, the tops being fed

at the time of cutting. Roots can also be given
in several ways : (i) finely sliced and placed in

troughs
; (2) finely sliced and added to the soft

mash, prior to the latter being dried off
; (3) cut

into halves or quarters ; or (4) boiled and
" mashed " and used in the soft food. Here
again I am against boiling, except by way of an
occasional change, since the fowls greatly relish,

and benefit by having, roots in their raw state.

A plan I usually follow is to cut each root in half

and to drive a long nail right through each portion

into a heavy piece of wood. The fowls are then
able to pick out the inside of the root, and clean

feeding is the result. The "shells" of the roots

that are left can be boiled and added to the soft

food.

Clean Feeding Necessary.—Clean and careful

feeding must be adopted in the case of greenstuffs.

I make a point of washing all roots prior to use.

Greenery of any kind should not be given wet,

or it is liable to set up diarrhoea or internal dis-

orders. If it is wet when gathered, it should be

placed on a wire-netting shelf to drain. Frozen
greenstuff or roots must be thawed and drained

prior to being fed. On no account should fowls

have access to stale greenstuffs, which should
be collected and removed from the run daily.

As regards the amount to give, see that the fowls

have only what they can readily eat up cleanly.

One cannot perhaps give the fowls too much
raw greenfood in the summer, provided the

supply is kept up daily. If the birds have not
been accustomed to greenery, stprt with an ounce
per diem for each bird and gradually increase

the amount. This will avoid gorging, which is

harmful. Success in the feeding of fowls depends
to a great extent on the provision of variety,

and with so many kinds of greenery available

the owner should ring the changes on them
occasionally. We must not overlook the fact

that in her natural state Biddy samples this,

that and everything as she forages. Too sudden
changes are harmful, however, and must be
avoided.

Foodstuffs and How to Use Them.—The
following notes on suitable greenery, &c., should

prove useful. The foodstuffs dealt with should

be treated not as staple foods, but as adjuncts.

Dandelions.—Dandelion leaves have medicinal
properties, and should be fed raw after being
finely minced. Many poultry-keepers use leaves,
roots, stems and flowers. The leaves act favour-
ably on the kidneys.

Nellies.—The tender leaves of nettles can be
boiled and used in the soft food.

Chicory.—This can be recognised by its bright
blue flowers of the size and shape of the dandelion.
It grows wild in certain parts of the country
in dry wastes on roadsides and borders of fields.

Chicory leaves act as a tonic and purify the

blood, and should be given raw. The giant
variety, like that of the dandelion, can be specially
cultivated from seeds. Where this is so, the plant
quickly grows several feet high, and it is usual
to cut off the stems when they are about a foot
high to ensure a bushy growth. The albuminoid
ratio is i to 6.

Chickweed.—A very useful auxiliary green-
. food, especially for chickens. Chickweed is to be
found almost everywhere.

Chervil.—The foliage and habit of this plant
are the same as the sweet cicely, which was once
loiown as the great chervil.

Sweet Cicely.—A member of the parsley family,
this wild plant is easily recognised by its carraway-
like odour. The leaves have excellent tonic
properties.

Fennel.—Here again we have a member of the
parsley family, and the leaves can be utilised for
poultry.

Coltsfoot.—Not until the plant has finished
flowering do the leaves—which can be used for
fowls—appear. They are somewhat heart-shaped.

Comfrey.—Leaves of this plant have medicinal
properties for internal disorders. The plant is

found on moist banks.
Coriander.—Another member of the parsley

family, the leaves of which can be utilised for
fowls.

Groundsel.—Leaves of groundsel can readily
be distinguished owing to their toothed or jagged
lobes.

Plantain.—The leaves of either the narrow or
broad leaved variety can be utilised.

Other Wild Plants.—Leaves of hogweed, marsh-
mallow, shepherd's purse, sow-thistle and thyme
are others that can be recommended.

Furze or Gorse.—It is not generally known that
furze or gorse has good feeding values. The dark
green sprouts can be fed raw, or they can be dried
and chaffed, then being used in the mash like

clover meal. The albuminoid ratio is i to 3.

Apples and Pears.—If these are given to fowls,
they should in all cases be well boiled, and even
then be used in moderate quantities. Fowls
allowed to eat a lot of raw fallen apples usually
waste away owing to poisoning. The albuminoid
ratio of apples and pears is i to 38.

Elderberries.—When thoroughly ripe these repre-
sent a useful auxiliary food, and the birds seem
to like them. Blackberries, &c., can also be
utilised.

Hips and. Haws.—Even hips and haws can be
utilised in the mash. They should be thoroughly
boiled and be passed through a mincing-machine
or bone-cutter prior to use.

Grass.—Where grass is cut and carried to the
fowls, only the young succulent shoots should
be selected, the coarse stuff being discarded.
It should be finely minced to prevent crop trouble.
Lawn clippings are excellent for both chickens
and adults. The albuminoid ratio of grass is

I to 4i.
Cabbage.—If this greenery is cooked, it should

be boiled alone and the " strong " water thrown
away. Ratio : Outer leaves, i to 3 ; inner
leaves, i to 4^.

Cauliflower.—Leaves of cauliflower represent a

good greenfood.
Celery.—This must not be given in large quanti-

ties, as it is rather stimulating. Both tops and
outer stems can be utilised sparingly.

Broccoli.—Here we have another good greenery.
Brussels Sprouts.—While the sprouts are very

widely used, the stems, if cut down the centre,
provide the birds with amusement and " something
to do." The sliced stems can be nailed to a heavy
board or the side of a bo.x after the manner
recommended for roots.

Endive.—Excellent medicinal properties are
possessed by this greenstuff, which is widely used
for chickens.

Lettuce.—With a ratio of i part albumen to

6 parts carbohydrates, lettuce contains excellent

medicinal properties, and is most useful for poultry
of all ages.
Onions and Tops.—Given in limited quantities

to prevent tainting the eggs, onions and onion
tops are excellent. They should be finely minced
and added to the mash prior to " drying off."

If given regularly to chickens, this food will guard
against gapes and colds. Ratio : Onions, i to 7 ;

tops, I to h

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTER.S.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The OfiRDEN Poultr/i Expert,
vnll be plriised to answer, free of charge, any questions dealing
with poult I'fl-lrepittg. A .^tampeif and adtiresretl envelope
should be tnrlnseil, when a Jeii'ithit and dtt'tiled rcphi ni'll he

posted p/oniptln. C'nnmnninitions shonld lie sent to ^Jr.

W. Poieelt-Oimn, care of Tin: G.^r.DEN, 20, Tueistock Street,

Strand, W.C.2
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Egg- Preservation.
'T'HE preservation of eggs should be much more

popular with poultry-keepers and housewives

than it is. Eggs can be put down in preservative

': when they are low in price, and taken out for use

during the autunm and winter when there is more
or less a scarcity of new-laids. Special preserva-

tives can be purchased very cheaply, and every

surplus e^g should be preser\'ed. Eggs should

not be placed into the prepared liquid until they

have rested for twelve hours after being laid,

and if they are from hens with which no male

bird has been running, so much the better. Select

only sound, fresh eggs with smooth, firm shells,

and place the containers in a cool plac. It is

unwise to attempt to preserv-; eggs that are ill

shaped or not 'mooth. Such eggs are inclined to

crark and may spoil others that ltc preserved in

the same x'essel. As the eggs are removed from

trthe preserving pans they should be tested before

J Sa strong lifht, any containing dark substances

being discarded.

The Feather- Plucking Habit.

T DO not know of a more annoying vice than

feat her-pluc king, unless it be egg-eating.

It quickly spreads through a flock of fowls if

unattended to. There are many causes to account

for the habit, chief of which are : i, overfeeding
;

2, overcrowding
; 3, lack of exercise and " some-

thing to do "
; 4, insufftcient supply of green-food

;

and 5, the overuse of fattening or heat-producing

foods. By avoidin.; the above, one can usually

cure the vice by bathing the feathers round any

bare parts of the birds with quassia-chip water.

The chips should be soaked in boiling water over-

night, and the liquid will impart a bitter taste

to the feathers treated. A few feathers can be

soaked in this strong liquid and placed in the

sun for the fowls to " sample." An aperient is

sometimes advisable to cool the birds' heated

blood.

Curing Broodiness.

nPHE secret of curing broodiness lies in taking

the broody hen in hand directly the fever

shows itself. If eggs are left in the nest, whether

they are new-laids or china " dummies," the hens

will be enticed to go broody. Collect the eggs

regularly and often each day, and at night-tima

see that no birds remain on the nests. Attached

to the side of each house should be a broody

coop with a barred or slatted bottom and front.

As the hens go broody they should be placed in

this " cold-chamber " within sight of their sisters.

Care should be taken to see that they have a

constant supply of fresh drinking water—a point

often accidentally overlooked. By usinf in the

breeding pens hens that have not shown a tendency

to excessive broodiness. the latter caTi be to a great

extent bred out of a strain.

The Value of Poultry- Manure.

pOULTRY-MANURE is a very valuable fertiliser,

although so many poultry- keepers, I am
afraid, waste this by-product of poultry culture.

An adult fowl produces nearly a hundredweight

of manure per annum, and ' dropping - boards

should be litted below the perches so that the

manure can be collected daily and stored. Before

being stored, poultry - manrure must be dried,

and it is quite a good plan to spread it out on

the floor of a dry outhouse. It must not b§

heaped, but raked lightly over the flooring. When
it is sufficiently dry, it can 'be stored away in

barrels and boxes and used as required, preferably

in "liquid" form. The latter plan is recom-

mended, since fowl - manure is very strong.

Another method of storing is to place the manure
in boxes or barrels with an equal amount of soil,

but it is more valuable in its pure state.

*** The Ycarhj Subscription to THE GARDrN is

:

Ii:la.nd, 10s. lOd. ; Foreign, ISs.

Mrs. PYM'S ^tXSVI
All Post Free. .

FOOD PLANTS A SPECIALITY.
Thousands of Splendid Plants Now Ready.

Strong, transplanted Tomato Plants, best varieties for

house or garden, (i for 1/-. Large Tomato Plants, thick
stemmed, r2in. high, showing bud, with ball of soil, 3/0 doz.
Cucumber Plants, Bedfordshire prize, 6 for 1/-. Vegetable
Marrow, trailing or bush, 6 for 1/-. Parsley, best curled.
2U, 1/-. Kennel. Sage, Thyme, Mint, 12, 1/4. (iarlic Plants.
12. lOd. Telegraph Cucumber Plants, 1, lOd. 2. 1/6.

Strong Transplanted Plants.—Asters, best double and
single. Stocks, large double, ten weeks. Ageratuni, blue or
mauve. Lobelia, red, white or blue. Nemesia. Salpiglossis.

Schizanthus. Shirley Poppies. Zinnias. 20 for 1/-.

Strong Sturdy l*lants.—Marguerites, Covent Garden, white
or yellow, or blue. Scarlet Pentstemon. Coleus. Heliotrope.
Regale or Lord Uoberts. Auriculas. Begonias. Cannas.
Calceolarias, bedding or pot. Echeveria. Dahlias. Fuchsias.
Scarlet Musk. Primulas. Scarlet Salvias. Heuctieta. 0,1/-.

Strong Transplanted Plants.—Nicotiana allinis and Sander*.
Scarlet and Mixed V'^erbenas. Antirrhinums, mixed. Kochia.
Canterbury Bells. Blue Cornflowers. Pansies. Bed and white
Daisies. Dianthus. 15 for 1/-. Lobelia, best blue, red, or
white, strong plants. 2 t^ lOU.

Antirrhinums, same splendid variety as last year, all

colours separate, in dwarf, medium or tall, 12, 1/-.

Cobea scandens, grand rapid, blue flowering climber, 2, lOd.
Marguerites, new double white. Mrs. Sander, 4, 1/-.

Geum, new large dnuhle scarlet, Mrs. Bradeliaw, ;i, 1/-.

Strong Vegetable Plants for a whole year's supply.

—

Early, Mid and Late Broccoli. Cauliflower. Celery, ('abbage.
Savoys. Brussels Sprouts, curled. Asparagus, and Cottager's
Kale. Cos and Cabbage Lettuce. Beetroot. Sprouting
Broccoli. Spinach. Leekg, Bedfordshire Champion Onions.
Chicory. 1/6 100.

Strong Greenhouse Plants and Choice Hardy Perennials,
Rockery, Vegetable Plants, Summer Bedding Plants.
Catalogue free. E\'erything post free.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine House, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

LION CYCLES £6:6:0'*<»*
ir l&s. with order and mootblr papmeDts. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 1 have
advertised and made and sold over 20.000 Machines. NO EXTRAS :

Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. YOt7 CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOD
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full speclBcation.—GEORGE BKATSON. Ltd..
" Lion Cycle Works." SS. Moseley Street. BirmlDgbam.

Don't Woppy
ovep

Weeds.
KILL THEM.

WEEDITE does It while you sleep.
You simplydust It on the paths.every
weevVntl inossy grow»h disappears
like magic and does not return for

months. Price, tn 101b. packets, to

dress 100 sq. yds., 3/- each ; 2 for 5/6 ; 4 for lO/-.
carriage paid pass, train,

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd., Cranmer Street, LIVERPOOL

NOW READY.

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most

profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J.DAVIES. 7d. net; by post 8Jd.

PubliBhed at tlie Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., Tavistock
Street, Coveat Garden, W.C. 2.

The " Country Life " Library.

NOW READY.
A new and important Volume in the Increased

Productivity Series.

RECLAIMING
THE WASTE:
BRITAIN'S MOST URGENT PROBLEM.

By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM.
With Contributions by Professor Augustine Henry,
Dr. Brenchlev, George Bolam, Professor Somerville, etc.

Cloth, 3/6 net ; by post 3/10.

CONTENTS OF THE BOOK i

The Urgency of Land Re-
clamation.

Reclaiming a Norfolk Heath.
How to hold Reclaimed Waste.
How much Reclaimable Waste

is there ?

Sand Dunes and Coast Erosion
Poverty Bottom : A Lesson
from Downland.

Reclamation of Waste Land in

Holland, Belgium & France.

A Colonial Minister's Ex-
perience.

Making Farms out of Moorland
Fish Ponds and Reclamation.
A War of Timber.
Afforestation of Peat Bogs and
Sand Dunes.

Planting on the South Downs
Reclaiming the Pit Bank.
Labour and Reclamation.
Forestry and Reclamation.

THE object of this book is to direct attention to

the vast possibilities of Waste Land Reclama-

tion. More than twenty million acres in Great

Britain and Ireland are lying in complete or partial

waste, and no one denies that a very considerable

portion is improvable. Reclamation means a great

addition to the wealth of the country, and readers

of this book will see that it has been turned into a

quick process, yielding a speedy return for a very

moderate outlay of capital.

Please write to-dav for full particulars of this invaluable

book and for Ulustrated prospectuses of some of the super-

books in the "Country Life" Library, to The Manager,-
" Country Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C. 2.
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BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
*' A worthy and formidable weapon for bottling against Ike bacillus."

—Sir J. Ceichton-Beowne, F.E.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

,is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, « » ^

'

iZALPOWDER, ^'^""J^'^^^
I 6/6 per ga

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance
Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry.'

6/6 per 50lb. keg.

Newton. Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.

THE COOPER
HORTICULTURAL REMEDIES
ARE WHAT YOU WANT

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparation for Apple-SucLer. Green-Fly.
&c..on FRUIT and other TREES.

Sold in Qrt. Tins : 1. 2. 5. and 10 GaJI. Drums :

and in 20 and 40 Gall. Casks.

4" Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUID

For ROSE. STRAWBERRY and other MILDEWS
Sold in Qrt. Tins: 1. 2. 5. and 10 Gall. Drums :

and in 40 Gall. Casks.

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a long time in sus-

pension, coats foliage uniformly, and does not scorch

when properly prepared.

Sold io 1. 5. »d 10 lb. Tins : and in 50 and 100 lb. Kegs.

^ Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the "Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Kills Weeds on Garden Paths and Gravelled Spaces.

Sold in Qrt. Tins ; i, 1, 2. and 5 Gall. Drums, and in 20 and

40 Gall. Casks.

1 gall, makes 100 galla. of effective Weedkiller

^ COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A re-in(orced NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses,

Sold in Bottles in 5 sizes; and in Pint, Quart, and i Gall.

Tins.

Latest Prices on application

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Sole Manufacturers

:

f

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamtled.

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT.^

LABOUR SAVERS.-EUREKA- uwn sand. .:

SoiLFutiE. Nicotine, insecticides Fumers.
SPRAYS. AND OTHER CHEMICALS & SUNDRIES.
See List Please ask your AGtr^r for the Eureka ^

^ARTICLES- They ABE ALWAYS SATISfACTORV IF ANY \
IDIFnCULTY IM OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT. CARRIAGE PAID

.OnlyAdilKssTOMUNSON&HAYWARD L» LINCOLN.

SANKEYS^^>POT§
**'Qhz BEST and Cheapest-.'

™tlty - -
«^.

SPECIAL POTS ot atl

mCMAKb SANKEY* SON, LTP.
Bulwell Pof^«ries. NOTTINOMAM .

f
of! Flower j^ Kitchen^Garden

OF Finest Selecteo Strains ^Tested Growth

Awarded for Vegetables

:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-aiLT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.
3 aOLO MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds
lor the Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
tine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent free on application,

BARR & SONS, 11 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,

Covent Garden, London.

N^oi<r.poiso:Nous
a
S
o
fl

o
10

o
&
&
o

KEEP VOUR PATHS CLEAN
'^-

.
'

", .WITH „ »; -,(*

McDOUQALL'S
WEE D KILLER I

WRITE FOR PRICES AND NAME
or LOCAL DEALER TO

McDou<aJi Bras Ltd.. Port St.. Manchesttr

CYCLES - from £5 5 O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
Latest Ladies" or Gents' Models, teaiitifully fioished.

Immediate delivery free, ready for ridinf^. ten days' free

trial, complete satisfaction guaranteed by our certificate

of 10 YEARS' WARRANTY
for evervthin^. Choice of Three-S|.eed. Coasters, or

Free Wheels. Descriptive Catalociie with factory prices.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAIV;.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Layine Pallets and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Vaknet, Stratford, Essex.

TOM A. SCOTT & CO. have Eggs and
Chicks ready from tlieir well-known breedine pens; K. I. Red
Specialists. Price list on application.—The Trenches, Slough.

MRS. HOLLAMS, Dene Park, Tonbridge,
has few of her noted Fiench strain of black and white " La
Bresse " chickens for disposal— \pril and May hatched at 5s.

each.—Apply Poultry M.\n.\oer, Estate Office.

LADY PUPILS RECEIVED. — Practical
theoretical Poultry training ; all btanihes ; special oppor-
tunities given

;
posts found ; moderate fees (board residence).

—Miss Lon-RY, Gilston Farm, Wliitwell, near Wehvyn, Herts.

WATER FOUNTAINS AND FEEDING
TROUGHS for Poultry, Chickens, etc. Illustrated list free.—Thos. Jeavon.s, Potteries, Brierle>' Hill.

ihboroudh
bum 1 1 A

31000 IN USE
LISTS ON APPLICATION

The pioi\eer of cKcap simple and effertive

heating for small grcenUouses Complete
Apparatus from &« i « : 0. The immense sale

oCthis boiler and its numerous imitatiorvs

are the best testimonv o/"its undoubted success

wsssmommmm
HORTICULTURAL BUILOER3 & HEAnNG ENGINEER^
LOUCHBOROUCH LEICESTERSHIRE

Off.co 122 VICTORIA ST S W

lets there |^i
I
and maizes the Garden -r^J^i^n,

gay all the yearround -~;^S«-
1 Sold everywhere in TINS at ed.& 1s.,ai»l In BBANDBD & SEALED

BAGS : 7 lbs., 28. 6d. ; 14 lbs., 4». 6d. ; 28 Ibt., 7e. 6d. ; 56 lbs., 1 28. 6d. : 112 lbs., 20». Or

dlrectlromthsWorks, Carriagepaid in the United Kingdom forCashwith OTderCexceptSd.TIWS).

CLAY & SON. Manure W^? & Bone Crushers. STRATFORD. London e.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by "Country Life." Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C. 3.

and by George Nkwnes, Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
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THE HARVESTING SHALLOTS.

VOL! LXXXI.-No. 2379.
Entered as Second-class Matter at the New York.N.Y..

SATURDAY. JUNE 23, 1917.
[REGISTERED AT THE OENERAL"!
POST OFFICE AS A NEWSPAPER
AND FOR CANADIAN MAGAZINE

POST. J

Price 2d>
Yearly Subscription,

Inland,10/10 ; Foreign,13/-

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation lor quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather &. sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection n culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants

you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

WATERER'S ALPINES, HERBACEOUS
PLANTS and WATER LILIES.—Large stocks of the best and
most popular varieties. Catalogue free.—JOHN Waterek,
Sons & Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-

out the country.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. COOK. With over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12s. 6d. net.

by post, 13s.—Published at the Offices of " CocNTRT Life,"
Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

CISTUS and HELIANTHEMUMS, for present
planting : Salvjefoliiis, Purpureus, Cypriiis, Ladaniferua,
Aiyssoitles, Algarvensis, The above six choice sorts, strong
plants, fur 10/6, package free,—Geo. Bunyard & Co., Ltd.,
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

DEFY THE BIRDS. — Superior rotless
tanned netting. Supply limited. Obtain our prices. Buy
early. Pea guards 6/11 dozen with ends small mesh.. Trel'is,
12ft., 1/1. Garden hose, barrows, lawn mowers equally clieap.—E. B. Hawthorn, Ltd., Dept. E, Abbey Foregate, Shrews-
bury, also at London and Bostoa.

GENTIANA VERNA, 12 first-class clumps,
5/-, free by Parcel Post. 6 Dryas octopetala, 3/-. 6 Ajuga
variegata, 3/-. 3 Bee Orcliis, 2/-. 3 Epipactis atrorubens,
2/6. 3 Gnat Orchis, 2/-. 3 Butterfly Orchis, 2/-. 3 OrcWs
pratermissa, 3/-. 3 Roj'al Flowering Ferns, 2/-. 1 Variegated
Royal Flowering Fern, new, 2/-.

—

O'Kellt, Botanist,
Ballyvaughan, Ireland.

NARCISSUS "CRIMSON BRAID. The
sensational new Daffodil exhibited at the R.H.S. on May
8th, and at Birmingham last year, where it obtained a
unanimous Award of Merit from the Midland Daffodil Society.
For brilliant colour, stoutness and length of stem, and sub-
stance of flower it is unsurpassed, and every market grower
and hybridist should secure a bulb or two. The plant possesses
a strong and vigorous constitution, and every bulb is in perfect
health.—For special quotation, apply to the raisers, HERBERT
CHAPiiAN, Ltd., Rotherside Gardens, Rye, Sussex.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent
on application to the Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. i.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page ii.

BARR'S SEEDS FOR JUNE SOWING.—
I'Mnest strains of Antirrhhiums, Aquilegias, Campanulas,
Canterbury Bells, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Delphiniums,
Hollyhocks, Lupins, Pauaies, Primulas, Stocks, Wallflowers,
etc. Catalogue on application.

B.uiR & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
descriptionjBtone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrisbume, Woking.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will And that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of " Country Life." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

GREENHOUSE SHADING BLINDS to order.
No. 3, 54in. wide, Is.od.ruu yd.; No. 4, le.6d.; No. 5,l8. 9d.
run yd. Made into any size blind bound with tape. No. 3,

Is.; No. 4, Is. Id.; No. 5, Is. 3d. squard yd. Samples free.—W. Oliver Allen. Net Works, Portlileven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. ~ Best salmon twine,
i-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2^. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Supply
limited ; order early.—W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works,
Porthleven, Cornwall. Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on tlie best and most profitable methods of
rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C. J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, SJd.—Published at the
Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.
Write lor list and name of local dealer.

—

McDotJQALL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie,-8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

POLYANTHUS PRIMROSES.—Seed from
my exhibition strain, 6d. and 1/- packet. Send for list of plants
and seed.—Rev. L. BAKNES, F.R.H.S., Scofton, Worksop.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3^10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing liow the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
Country Lite," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C. 2.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new, 0/- doz. Sax.
Oppositilolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/C doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a fine Lilac Pulla, 5/- doz.—Write for

quotations to Whitelegg & Co., Nurseries, Chisleliurst.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATIffiR TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc , blisters, sunburn,
neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—New Oxydol
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

OUR LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS suit-

able for summer sowing is now ready and will be sent
post free on application.

—

Dobbie & Co., Seedsmen to the
King, Edinburgh.

VITARA RADIUM FERTILISER is the
ideal stimulant for roses, and PRE-EMINENT tor the
KITCHEN GARDEN. Obtainable through all seedsmen or
dealers, or of T. THORNE Baker, 3, Imperial Buildings,

Croydon, Surrey. 9d., Is. 3d. and 2s. 9d. post free.

WALLACE'S WATER LILIES and other
Plants for the aquatic garden should be planted now.
Catalogues tree.—R. Wallace & Co., Ltd., Kilnfield Gardens.
Colchester.

PLANT OUT between the rows—now

—

Broccoli, Cottager's Kale, Cabbages, Brussels Sprouts, Cauli-

flower. All strong hardy plants. Best varieties only, 1/6 per
100. Carefully packed, carriage paid. Larger lots cheaper.

—

I)awley Court, Uxbridge.

GOAT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—An in-

valuable booklet on tlie best and most profitable methods of

Goat-keepirg by <'. J. DAViES,7d.net, by post 9d.—Published
at the Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. 2. ;^_

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. Bv P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden.

W.C. 2. ^

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonous

insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economical.
Is. and 3s. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Manufacturers, McDouGALL BROS., LTD., Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send tor Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BouLTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

THE ANT PEST.—The only sure remedy
is Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer. In bottles, 2/6 and 3/6 each,

from all seedsmen.—Sole Manufacturers, ALEXANDER CROSS

and SONS, Lt d., Glasgow.
.

GARDENING MADE EASY. By E. T. CooIj.

Over 200 pages. 23 illustrations. Sixth Edition Now Ready

1/6 net; cloth 2/- net; postage 4d. extra.—Published at the

Offices of "COUNTRY Life." Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent G.-trden, W.C. 2.
^

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's

Empress, fine plants in bloom ; Coreopsis Grandiflora ;
1/6

doz., r>0 for 5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plants.—

F. H. .Jones, Churchfield Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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PotatoSpraying
Specially recommended by

the Board of Agriculture,

Bordeaux Mixture

and Spray Syringes
Supplied by

xb£ Chemists

iJoots Pure Drug Co., Ltd_

SOUTHAMPTON R.H.S.

SUipjR SHOW, JULY 1 1th
Prizes for Roses, Carnations, Sweet Peas, Fruit and

Vegetables. Schedules and particulars of

7, Silverdale Road. C. S. FuiDGE, F.R.H.S.,

Southampton. Secretary.

BARR'5 SEEDS
foR Flower 5; Kitchen Garden
OF Finest Selected Strains j^Testeo Growth

Awarded for Vegetablee

:

Royal Horticultural^Society'sGoldlMedal.
Two R.H.SrSILVER-OILT'kNiaHTIAN'MEOALS.
3 GOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE containa a Select List of the Best Seeds
for ttie Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
fine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent tree on application,

BARR & SONS, 1 1 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,
Covent Garden, London.

SANKEYS^^S;So^'*POT^
*^ Che BEST and CheopesK
5utc quantity - -

"^

quotation ("el

SPECIAL POTS ot all

R/CHARb SANKEY Jt SON, LTP.
Bulwell Po^feries. NOTTINGHAM

Don't Woppy
ovep KILL THEM.

Weeds. W&EDITE doesit while yousleep.
You simplydust It on the paths,every
weed and mossy growth disappears
like magic and does not return for

I months. Price, la 101b. packets, to
dress 100 sq. yds.. 3/- each : 2 for 5/6 ; 4 for 10/-.

carriage paid pass, train,

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd., Cranmer Street, LIVERPOOL

CASHLION CYCLES £6:6:0
or 15s. wltb order and monthly payments. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed Id crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20,fl00 Machines. NO EXTRAS :

Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification.—GEORGE BEATSON. Ltd.,
" Lion Cycle Works," 85. Moseley Street. Birmingham.

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT.,

LABOUR SAVERS.-EUREKA- lawn sand. 1
SOILFUME. NICOTINE- INSECTICIDES FUMERS.
SPRAYS. AND OTHER CHEMICALS & SUNDRIES.
See List Please ask your Actwr for the Eureka

^ARTICLES- They ARE always satisfactory If any
IdiFFICULTY in OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIACE PAIU

^OnlyAildiessTOMUNSON&HAYWARD L" LINCOLN.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. 6=

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
In the fiirmof aleaf-mould. ready for use at any time, in the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(4 IihsIhK equalling 15cwts.), gives belter results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.
Report of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
In the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks. Secret.iry.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full tmrticnlars ami tesiimonials sent on receipt of jtostcarci

.

D^ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING- GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -^Q
Sold in Bags. I bushel. 2/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; live 4 busliel. 28/9 ; ten 4 biishe). 55/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Pickford, London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London ; 3d. per bag chargedextra for every

50'miles or part beyond this distance.WAKELEY BROS. & CO., LTD., 75a, BANKSIDE, LONDON.
Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel bag, carriage paiii 25 miles, extra as above.

DOUBLE YOUR by
GARDEN OUTPUT the RITO TREATMENT

If you want VEGETABLES—here you are-

These two plots of Scarlet

Runners were identical

when sown. The plot from

which those on the right-hand

side were gathered had abotit

id. worth of RITO, and that

made all the difference. The

one plot yielded 9lbs. 7ozs.,

the treated plot 31lb. 2oz.

Equally good results have been obtained from Potatoes, Peas,

Beans, Onions, Tomatoes, Lettuce ; in fact, all kinds of produce.

If you want FLOWERS—early, large, and with beautiful foliage—the same RITO
treatment will give you them.

RITO is manufactured under Royal Letters Patent.

Ask for Booklet " Rito Results ' from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE CO., Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, S.E. 10.

NON-POISONOUS

1>0WDER INSECTICIDEVWVSH
DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK &GREEN FLY^CATERPILLARS,ET^

In Cartons to make 10 eaiions of Wash, ^ /*

.. 60 3/6

1

of Nurserymen
and Seedsmen

M9D0UGALL BROS tT9 PORT ST MANCHESTER.

I^OM-POaSON^OUS
KEEP VOUR PATHS CLEAN

WITH ft. • #. V

McDOUQALL'S
WEED KIL LER.

WRITE FOR PRICES AMD NUME :' ^

OF LOCAI. DEALER TO
llcDau<Bll Br»j ltd.. Port St.. Htnchtsttf
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o
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SALE OF SUKPLtS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

beiiii; unsold. Particulars on application.

Rosa Lar,e NORWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd., Works,

Phytobroma
Barr'S Neuj Plant Food

For Flowers Ve^etzktles and Fruit

of hiohest quality & ouaranteed analysis

Phytobroma greatly Increases all

Vegetable Crops-
Guaranteed Analvsi.s: y'SO"U Nitrogen; 16-fiO% Soluble

Phosphates; 13T)0",, Insoluble Phosphates; 3% Pure Potash.

Vlb.,2/9; 1411>., S/6; 281b., 8/6; 561b., 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards, carriage paid.

Circular with fall particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON
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Fl^OM
all parts of the country we hear

reports of the weak and spindly growth

made by late Potatoes. This does not

necessarily mean that the yield will be

disappointijig, as there is still plenty of

time for the crop to mature. But this is not the

time to "rest and be thankful." The crop may
be assisted by hoeing frequently between the

cows. Before earthing up it is an excellent plan

to sprinkle wood-ashes or soot between the rows,

while a dressing of superphosphate of lime (20Z. per

square yard) and sulphate of ammonia (roz.

per square yard) will be of great assistance if

applied now.

Spraying Potatoes.—So far the much dreaded

Potato disease (Phytophthora infestans) does not

appear to have shown itself. It is not as a rule

until the middle of July that the disease first

makes its appearance plainly visible. The first

signs are greyish patches of various sizes on the

leaves, particularly on the lower ones. The
leaves curl up, forming on their under sides a

whitish, frost-like mould. The infected leaves

eventually turn black and die. The disease

spreads like a pestilence, turning haulms black

and rotten in its trail.

Insure Against Potato Disease.—The disease

may not appear this year, although the chances

are that it will appear all too freely, as, owing to

the Potato famine, many diseased tubers were

planted as seed. Whether the disease appears

or not, the Potatoes should be sprayed as a pre-

ventive and as an insurance against disease. The
sole object of spraying is to prevent infection. There

are many sprays now in use, the best known being

Burgundy Mixture, which is composed of carbonate

of soda and copper sulphate ; Bordeaux Mixture,

made up of copper sulphate and lime ; and
Keeling's Spraying Mixture (hydrated oxide of

copper), which is sent out ready for use without

any further mixing beyond adding water. The
Food Production Department of the Board of

Agriculture are carrying out a vigorous spraying

campaign against Potato disease. Allotment

holders who have not the means of carrying out

their own spraying should communicate with

all possible haste with the 'Food Production

Department, 72, Victoria Street, London, S.W., in

the hope of arranging for a spraying demonstra-
tion. Application should at the same time be

made for the useful leaflet on spraying, as it

gives much information that is helpful to the

uninitiated.

Sliould Growths be Thinned ?—From a glance

through our "Answers to Correspondents"
columns for the last few weeks it will be seen that

this question has been put to us from many sources.

In the first place, had the sets been properly

sprouted and disbudded as advised in earlier

issues, there would be no occasion to thin the

growths
; but when once the tubers have been

planted they ought not to be interfered with.

We know this to be a debatable point among
growers, and those who desire should try thinning

the growths in a few rows and note the result.

Another question that is frequently cropping

up is, Should the flowers be removed ? This

does not appeal to us as a very important point,

for a singular thing about modern varieties is

that they are not so much inclined to flower and
produce "Potato balls" as the older varieties.

The production of fruits would certainly be at

the expense of tubers, so that where practicable

the removal of flowers should be carried out to

assist tuberation.

Winter Lettuce, Peas and Runner Beans.^
A practice we have not seen followed elsewhere

appears to be in vogue with some allotment

holders in Bedfordshire. Early Peas and Scarlet

Runners are sown between rows of winter Lettuce.

Of course, the Runner Beans are somewhat of

a speculative crop, because, being sown so

early, they sometimes get killed by frost in

spite of the protection afforded by the foliage

of the Lettuce. An early yield of the Broad
Bean would, we should have thought, been

a better investment —-certaiiUy a safer one.

However, we noticed a crop of Peas and Runner
Beans recently which had not been harmed by May
frosts this year, while the bulk of the Lettuce

had been cleared, thus leaving the plot to the

legumes. An early sowing of Dwarf French

Beans might be hazarded under similar con-

ditions, but this vegetable does not find great

favour with the average cottager or allotment

holder.

The Hard Winter and Garden Pests.—it is

often supposed that a hard winter is followed by
a marked immunity from insect vermin, a view

which we have never held. The current season

affords an instance, proving the fallacy of such a

supposition, for as many pests we have never had
within memory. Similar reports come from other

places. Apple and Plum trees (even the hedge-

rows) are stripped by caterpillars to an extent

seldom before seen. Wheat is badly attacked by
" hot." Early Cauliflowers and Cabbages are

suffering from an epidemic of root maggot,

whole plantations being destroyed. Chafer grubs

are unusually abundant and the wireworm prospers

like the wicked. The sawfly promises to be more
destructive than usual, and American Gooseberry

mildew has broken out in several private gardens

where such a thing has never before been seen, and
that in a district peculiarly free of that disease.

Insectivorous birds are sooner kiUed by prolonged

frost than "germs," and this season they appear

to be scarcer than usual, especially robins and
thrushes.

Seed Wheat of the 1917 Crop.—In view ef the

importance of providing seed Wheat for next

year's harvest, the Government propose to acquire

pure stocks of certain of the less plentiful varieties

of autumn Wheats. Crops in adequate quantity

found after inspection to be suitable for seed

will be purchased at a substantial premium above

the milling price. Farmers with pure crops

of not less than 20 acres of the following varieties,

viz., Wilhelmina, Victor, Little Joss, and Browick,

are requested to communicate at once with the

Director General, Food Production Department,

72, Victoria Street, London, S.W. i. Details

are not at present desired of other more plentiful

varieties, of which it is expected adequate supplies

will be available. In writing to the Department
the correspondent should state his nameTand
address, the variety of Wheat, the area sown and
the location of the crop. "^ 1*4 M

Prices of Sulphate of Ammonia.—The atten-

tion of manure mixers, agricultural merchants,

co-operative societies and farmers is drawn to the

advantages to be obtained from ordering sulphate of

ammonia at once. Prices have been arranged

with the manufacturers for the season ending

May 31, 1918, in such a way as to give an advantage

of £1 per ton to those who purchase before the end

of September. Dealers and others having good

dry storage accommodation should take advantage

of this offer. The net cash retail prices of sulphate

of ammonia to consumers, in quantities under two

tons, for delivery in Great Britain by dealers ex

store or by makers ex works, shall 'not exceed

the following :

2ge -ge §, •«

§lsS s»eS ? -2 5~-2

. , Per Per Per
June r, 1917, to cuit. civt. cwt.

Per
ton.

Dec. 3r, r9i7 . . 20s. i8s. 17s. £r6 10 o

Jan. I, 1918, to

May 3r, 1918 . . ars. rgs. i8s. £17 5 o

Those who are unable to obtain supplies irom local

works should apply to the Sulphate of Ammonia
Distribution Committee, Food Production Depart-

ment, 72, Victoria Street, London, S.W. i.

Mint.—This is one of the most serviceable

herbs of the garden, though often indifferently

cultivated, particularly by amateurs and cottagers.

Too frequently new beds are made from old roots

earlier in the year. A far better way is to lift

an old-established bed and carefully detach the

single growths which now are emitting root

fibres at their bases. Such growths dibbled or

planted a foot apart in rows 15 inches asunder

in well-cultivated ground make excellent plants,

and where Mint is dried for winter use affords

the best of material for that purpose.

A Firm, Dry Manure Heap.^The loss of

nitrogen in a moist manure heap has been

found to be double that in a heap kept dry.

The use of a pump for supplying extra liquid

seems, therefore, unwise, and the oft-tendered

advice for a covering of some kind has been

proved quite sound, and this, too, when no

loss from drainage is visible. This concerns not

only cover, which is perhaps out of reach of

many, but also to a considerable extent on keep-

ing a firm, dry heap—fresh evidence against the

wasteful practice of turning, now recognised, and

any unnecessary moving or disturbance of the

heap. Experiment on these two cardinal points

combined actually shows that the loss in the heap

after three months may be reduced to. nil as

regards nitrogen, and to oidy 4 per cent, of dry

matter. This is very satisfactory intelligence.

A policy of " masterly inactivity " seems to be

the best one.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Editor is not responsible far the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

Broad Bean Tops.—This is a dish 1 have looked

forward to every year since I can remember.

It was also a favourite dish of my father's. You

must get the tops before the fly gets on them, and

add butter and pepper.—E. H. Wood, Ludlow.

[We have found the fresh young tops of Broad

Beans quite delicious. They are by far the best

of the many alleged substitutes for vegetables

we have tried.

—

Ed.]

"That Hedge."—In The Garden of June i6,

page Z28, " Hurstcot " again seeks to limit my
imagination to his own restricted range ! He

draws a piteous picture of a poor neglected hedge

of some eight kinds only of plants, and writes :

" The composition of this hedge was up to any-

thing ' Anne Amateur ' ever imagined." (Oh !

ye gods and little fishes !) He also remarks :

" It would have pleased ' Anne Amateur.'

"

I certainly should not plant a hedge so composed

between a house and roadway with the idea of

its giving " seclusion from the roadway," to say

nothing of its utter imsuitability for such a position.

" Hurstcot " further continues :
" There was

no predecessor of ' Anne Amateur ' " at the plant-

ing of the hedges of Whittingharae and Tyning-

hame. Let him not make too sure of this ! My
imagination can conceive of more than one type

of hedge. I should not plant a " hedge of sorts
"

in conjunction with "extensive and ancient

domains," of " architectural designs and dimen-

sions "
; neither does my " hedge of sorts " bound

E dusty highway, but divides a two-acre orchard

from miles of open country with never a house

in sight, though hidden in a hollow some two

miles away there is a farm known as " World's

End," and Blackbird Bungalow is beyond even

this ! It would be extremely interesting (and

doubtless most instructive) to linow how " Hurst-

cot " would construct the hedge he very vaguely

indicates " the fence, in line with Nature," which

will " contribute to the spiritual impression " of

the garden. I here challenge him to give a definite

practical description of it.

—

Anne Amateur.

A Remedy for Slugs.—I fully agree with

Mr. E. Beckett in " Notes of the Week," issue

June 9, in his reference to slugs. Many years

ago I was much troubled with slugs eating the

tender leaves of Delphiniums as they commenced

to grow, and to prevent loss from this cause

used dry ashes rather freely. They answered

the purpose. Since that time I have made exten-

sive use of ashes and fine cinders against slugs

in various ways, especially so in the case of Carrots.

1 sow the ashes broadcast, thinly, several times

while the Carrots are small, and have not lost

many—only a few round the edge of the bed ;

while other people in the district who rely on soot

often have to sow seeds a second time. I have used

fine ashes and sand, mixed, for placing next to

the stalks of any particular rows of Celery as

the ordinary soil was heaped up, and the stalks

were never marred by the slugs ; but where these

ingredients were not employed, the Celery was

eaten.—G. Gas nek.

Get some fresh burnt lime, allow it to

slake in a dry outhouse, or, if wanted im-

mediately, pour water on it until it breaks

up into a dry powder. Dust it lightly in

the evenings and mornings in the places fre-

quented by slugs and it will kill all it touches.

It is best to do it when the foliage is dry. A clear

solution of lime will banish worms from pots.

—

E. A. W.
lUicium religiosuni.—Mrs. C. W. Earle does-

well to draw attention to the charms of this fragrant

.A

THE BEAUTIFUL ROSA MoyESII. {Natural size

THE FRAGRANT ILLICIUM RELIGIOSUM.

shrub, issue June i6, page 225. In Devon,

Cornwall and the South of Ireland it succeeds

in the open and usually flowers in May, but in

other southern counties it should be given the

protection of a wall. The leaves, stems and wot)d

have a delightful and aromatic odour. At

one time it was thought to be the Star Anise

of the Japanese and Chinese, but Mrs. Earle-

will be a. little disappointed to learn that that

tree is really quite a distinct species now

known as I. verum. However, it is a de-

lightful subject and well worth trying on a wall.

—Wayland.

Cold Turnips.—Many thanks to Mr. F. Herbert;

Chapman for his cold Turnip salad. On reading

his letter I murmured softly, " Let the righteous.,

smite me friendly, but let not his precious balms,

break my head." I have used Turnips in mixed

salads of cold cooked vegetables, but not alone,

as Mr. Chapman describes ; but will certainly

try them at an early opportunity.

—

Anne Amateur.

Rosa Moyesil in Scotland.—Rosa Moyesii is

proving highly satisfactory in Scotland, and I

have reports of it of a favourable nature fromr

different districts. Some gardens near the sea,

specially favoured, are quite suitable, but no more-

so than others where the winter conditions aj-e

very severe and try to the utmost any plant of

a doubtful kind. R. Moyesii has now been intro-

duced into a considerable number of Scottish

gardens. From all I have any knowledge of, the-

verdict is favourable, and in those I have seen,

the plants thrive and flower exceedingly well.

—

S. Arnott.

Saving Seed ol Reseda alba.—-When referring

to this imposing annual in the columns of Thb
Garden a year or two ago, I mentioned that

none of the seedsmen known to me included it

in their lists, so that those possessing it were

obliged to save their own seed, and those desiring

to possess it must needs depend upon a more-

fortunate friend. At that tune an Indian reader

of The Garden kindly sent me a supply of

seed. I find that seed can readily be saved

by growing on a plant or two in pots or seed pans.

If you, Mr. Editor, will forward me the names i

and addresses of the first three correspondents

who send to you for a pinch of the seed of this

white Mignonette, I will be glad to supply

them gratis

—

Caledonia. [With pleasure.

—

Ed.]
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A Simple Remedy for Green Fly.—In your

issue of June 9, page 207, under the heading of

• " Unreliable Advice," paraffin is recommended for

green fly ou Rose bushes. We have found a simple

and efficient remedy for this aphis is made by

slicing a pound of best tallow Crown soap and

boiling it in a gallon of water, leaving it till cold,

when it forms a thick white jelly ; then get water

at 90° temperature and mix it with about lo gallons

of water. It should be quite 80° when applied.

One or two applications in a season will clear off

all aphis from Roses and do no harm. Apply

late in the evening.—E. A. W.
Undesirable Experiments with Untried

Food.— I think someone recommended the

rhizomes of Bracken. I do not know whether

boUing removes the poisonous property, but when

raw their use is fatal to cattle. A farmer living

in this county recently lost four or five bullocks

from eating the roots of this Fern when ploughed

up. A veterinary surgeon certified the cause of

death.—E. A. White.

The Mole-Eating-Wireworm Delusion.—It is

surprising how large a number of people believe

the wireworm to be one of the chief foods of the

mole, whereas it is anything but that. Some
years ago, dealing with a soil infested by both—
the mole a general nuisance, the wireworm a much
to be dreaded pest—I determined to put the matter

to a test. Catching some moles alive and putting

them into captivity, they were kept without food

for some hours, when a few dozen wireworms

—

five dozen, I believe, by actual count—were intro-

duced and mingled with the soil of their little

run. Darkened and left severely alone for another

spell of hours, the soil was then taken out and the

wireworms carefully counted, when it was found

that not one was missing. Wishing to make sure

that the temporary prison had not taken away
the appetites of the moles, some earthworms were

caught and introduced ; but these had hardly

reached the soil when they were pounced upon,

cleansed of all soil matter internally as well as

externally by being repeatedly and cleverly passed

through the claws of the right fore-foot while held

in position with the left, and, rendered as clean as

a freshly cut rump steak, were devoured instantly.

The business-like attitude of the moles—-their

mode of attack and method of procedure—showed

them to be no strangers to the worlc. The ex-

periments demonstrated all too clearly, however,

the food of their choice, and was incidentally

their imdoing, since I decided at once that moles

were useless for destroying wireworms. As an

object-lesson the experiment was of no little value,

while the cleanly habits of the mole in preparing

its own food was such that I shall never forget.

—

E. H. Jenkins.

Brussels Sprouts.—I was pleased to read

Mr. E. H. Jenkins' note on the planting of Brussels

Sprouts, page 209, issue June g, in which he

"hammered in" the warning. I would like to

ask Mr. Jenkins or any other contributors whether

they have had good experience of raising plants

of Brussels Sprouts in the autumn for the produc-

tion of the earliest produce the following autumn,

and, if so, with what result ? I have been assured

that many cultivators who grow mainly for market
do so raise their earliest batch of plants, with reaUy

good results. Personally, I have not so grown the

plants, but always raised the first batch under

glass at the end of January or early in February.

But as so many cottagers and amateurs do not

possess any glass for such a purpose, the autumn
raising—I believe in October—of the plants,

especially in these times, would be very convenient. .

G. G.iRXER.

Apple Lane's Prince Albert.—In this district

this Apple is regarded as an alternate year cropper.

Seldom indeed do we see a crop two years in

succession on the same trees, no matter what the

character of the soil may be. 1 find this Apple re-

quires more manurial support than any other to

keep the trees healthy in foliage and swell the fruit

to its full size. The Apple when well grown is a

great favourite. I think perhaps the most profit-

able method of training the trees is as half-

standards. The natural semi-drooping habit of

growth is all in favour of this system. To do
this Apple justice the fruit should be severely

thinned, or there is likely to be many " scrumps."

—E. MoLYNEU.x, Swanmore, Hants.

Well-Grown Vines.—^The illustration repre-

sents two vineries, early and late, with six Vines

in each. Each Vine contains from four to six

rods. There are nine varieties, as follows : Two of

Black Hamburgh, two of Muscat of Alexandria, two
of Frontignan, with one each of Foster's Seedling,

Golden Champion, .Alicante, Gros Colman, Mrs.

Pince and Lady Do«-ne's Seedling. As near as

I can find out, they have been planted about forty

years and at times have been badly neglected

and heavily cropped ; so when I took charge of

them I found a great deal of shanking among
them. I generally apply a good dressing of

WELL RIPENED WOOD
IS IT NECESSARY FOR THE PRO-

DUCTION OF FINE CROPS?

ON
no other subject are writers

^ on gardening matters so en-
I tirelj' unanimous as on the
' insistence of well-ripened wood

if fine crops are to be expected
the following season. I fear that too
many of us have accepted this theory
without gi\'ing the subject that close
personal study which is necessary if we
are to arrive at an entirely clear under-
standing of this important matter.

I confess to having been one of those who for
years blindly followed this belief, but latterly
I have had serious doubts as to the soundness
of these deductions, and my experience of the
current season makes me pretty well convinced
that there is much less in the " well-ripened wood "

theory than most people will admit. Last year
(1916) was, without a doubt, the coldest, wettest
and most sunless year within living memory,
and yet, looking round the garden, we find every-
thing practically smothered in bloom. This is a
very late and cold upland district, so that we have

^ '

MAKING A SUCCESS OF MIXED VINERIES.

rich farmyard manure in winter after cleaning

down the houses. Two or three waterings of

weak liquid manure are given and a dressing of

Thompson's Vine Mauiu'e. They now seem to

have taken a new lease of life.—P. H.

Stock-flowered Larkspurs Dying Off.—^The

Stock-flowered Larkspurs, especially the rosy

scarlet and mauve varieties, are objects of great

beauty ; but for some years past, as far as my
experience and observation goes, a large proportion

of them die off annually, irrespective of the char-

acter of the season. The symptoms are similar

to those of the Aster disease. I wonder whether
any scientific reason has been discovered for this

high rate of mortality. JThe plant is usually

treated as a half-hardy annual, in Scotland at

any rate. Perhaps cooler treatment would abate

the evil. Possibly some of the other readers of

The Garden may be able to throw light on the

subject.

—

Caledonia.

*#• Readers who have nol already done so are asked to
order The Garden to he delivered regularly by their news-
agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold
copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence THE
Garden is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.

much less chance of securing well-ripened wood
than is possible in more favoured localities. For
all that, we have never bsfore had such a wealth
of bloom on fruit trees, flowering shrubs (with the
exception of Rhododendrons), and also on all the
spring flowers. In particular Apples, - Pears and
Cherries are simply smothered with flowers, while
even Plmns, which never do much here, showed a
fair amount of bloom. Hawthorn, Ribes, Gean,
Laburnum, Lilac, Whin, Broom, &c., are very fine
indeed

; and as I write (June 9) .Apples are still

in full flower, which must sound strange to my
Southern readers.

.Another point that considerably shakes one's
confidence in the " well-ripened wood " theory
is the fact that last autumn we obtained by far the
ftuest Chrysanthemums we have ever had, and yet
theyreceivede.xactly the same treatment as in former
years. The blooms were larger, better formed,
richer in colour, and gave no trouble with damping,
and yet it was impossible that the wood could be
anything like (as, indeed, it -Jwas not) ripened,
as we understand the term. I would greatly liks

to hear the opinions of others on this subject,
and to quite master,the reason why, after a par-
ticularly bad season, we are experiencing such an
abundance of bloom. It is, of course, too early
for me to say how most of the fruit crops have set,

as so many of the trees are still in bloom. Goose-
berries are a heavy crop, I notice, and so are Cur-
rants, while Strawberries are smothered in bloom,
and the earliest appear to be setting quite well.

Preston House Gardens, IJnlilhgow. C. Blair.
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BEWARE OF THESE INSECTS

THE spring of 1917 will be re-

membered for the hordes of pests

among fruit and vegetable crops.

The ravages of the Pea and Bean
weevils, the winter moth on fruit

trees, and the Turnip flea or beetle have
become so serious in some parts of the
country as to almost ruin the crops.

The Pea and Bean Weevils.—These pests feed
upon the leaves. When the plants have attained
some size this does not so much matter, but while

PEA AND BEAN WEEVILS.
1 mid 2. iSitones crinilm, naluial size and magnifiedi

3 akd 4. „ lineatuSt „ „ „

quite young they suffer very much, the weevils
only leaving the midribs of the leaves. As these
insects generally feed at night, hiding themselves
in cracks in the earth during the day, it is by no
means easy to kill them, particularly as they
resemble the soil so much in colour that they ars
very difficult to detect when they fall and feign
to be dead, as they do at the slightest alarm.
Dust the leaves, when wet, with powdered soot
or lime, or a mi.xture of gas-lime, lime, and soot.

Spraying with paraffin emulsion, properly diluted,
would be very useful, and press the soil iirmly
round the plants by walking slowly up the rows
with one foot on either side. This will prevent
the weevils to some extent from coming up out
of the ground. Sand, soaked in paraffin,
strewn on each side of the rows is also useful.

The young plants should be pushed into rapid
growth as quickly as possible by watering with
liquid manure ; orjby any other suitable methods of

cultivation. The genus to which this- insect
belongs contains a considerable number of species,

several of which attack Peas and Beans, but by
far the commonest one is Sitones lineatus, which is

about a quarter of an inch in length and of a
•greyish brown colour, striped longitudinally with
yellow. The grubs feed on the roots and are
white, legless, and about a quarter of an inch long.

The Celery Fly.—The grubs of this fly injure
the leaves of Celery, Parsnips, and other umbel-
liferous plants by feeding on the interior substance
of the leaves. The leaves of these plants towards

of the summer often have a withered

leaf, will kill the grub. Later on, when the injury

is more extensive, the entire leaf had better be
cut away and burnt, as it is of little use then and
will only decay before the others. There is more
than one brood of this insect, so that it is most
desirable to prevent the grubs of the first brood
from undergoing their transformations. No in-

secticides have been found of any use in lulling

the grubs, but spraying or syringing with some
soapy insecticide when the flies are wanting to

lay their eggs is useful in preventing them from
doing so. The difficulty is to know when to make
the application, for the flies may be found from
the beginning of June until the end of July. When
full grown the grubs bury themselves in the ground
and become chrysalides. After the crop has been
taken off, the upper part of the soil should be
buried as deeply as possible, so as to render it

impossible for the flies to reach the surface when
they leave their chrysalides. Every bit of the

crop that is left should be burnt. The fly is a

pretty little brown insect with brilliant green eyes ;

it measures nearly half an inch across the wings,

which are clouded with yellowish brown markings.

The Winter Moth.—The caterpillars of this

moth, and some nearly alUed species, are among
the most destructive pests to the leaves and
flowers of Apple, Cherry, Damson, Pear and
Plum trees, and Nut bushes. They attack the

young leaves and flowers as soon as the buds
begin to open, so that at times after a severe

visitation the trees appear to be scorched by fire.

There are fortunately various useful methods
for keeping these insects in check, perhaps the most
efiicient being that which prevents the females

from reaching the buds to lay their eggs ;
the

females are wingless, or have such veryrudimentary
wings that they are perfectly useless as organs of

flight, and as the chrysalides are formed ^in the

ground the females have to crawl up the stems
before they can reach their destination. Therefore
the application of sticky bands, which the insects

cannot pass over to the stems of the trees, is a
most effectual protection. Whatever sticky sub-

CELERY FLY.

1. CeUryZfly- 2. Grub. 3. Chrysalis.

and blighted appearance, which is caused by the
action of the grubs working their way between
the skins of the leaves. On holding one of the
leaves so that the light shines through it, the
position of the grub is easily seen. The grubs
may be found in the leaves from the middle of
June until the beginning of December. If the
attack is noticed when the leaves are quite young,
a firm pinch, but not hard enough to injure the

THE WINTER MOTHS.
Male and two iemale$.

stance may be used, it is not advisable to apply
it to the bark, as it may injure the tree, but a band
of common grease-proof paper about 8 inches

in width should be fastened round the stem a foot

or more from the ground, and on this spread the

cart grease or whatever else may be preferred.

The bark if at all rough should be scraped smooth
below this band, so that the moth may not be able

to pass under it, and it should be sufficiently long
to lap well over. It is perhaps easier and better,

on the whole, if the " smear " be spread on a strip

of calico, sacking, &c., of the same width as the

paper band, over which it should be tied. These
bands should be fastened both at

top and bottom. Of the various
substances, such as cart grease,

tar, soft soap, &c., really good
cart grease appears to be the best,

on the whole, but it must be re-

newed as soon as it becomes
hard, or so clogged with insects

that it is of no fmrther use. Of
course, if trees are supported by
stakes, or in any other way by
which the females might gain
access to them, they must be
treated in the same way as

the stems. These bands should be
put into position quite early in

October, and be kept in working order until
the middle of January. In spite of all pre-
caution, some females may find their way
to the buds, some, no doubt, being carried there
by the males when pairing is talcing place. If

this be the case, in the spring, as soon as any injury
is noticed, the trees should be sprayed with Paris
green or paraffin emulsion, properly diluted.
The male winter moth measures about on inch or
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rather more across the wings when expanded
the upper wings being reddish brown or light

grey in colour, and marked with iine transverse
undulating dark lines ; the lower pair are rather
paler than the others. The body is slender and
of a yellowish grey colour. The female is stout,
about half an inch in length, brown or grey in

colour, and, as before mentioned, has no proper
wings. The full-grown caterpillar is about three-
quarters of an inch in length, and is green or
yellowish green in colour, with several pale longl-

tudiual lines. It is hatched just as the buds are
opening, and is full grown in June. It then
drops to the ground, buries itself, and becomes a
chrysalis, from which the moth emerges in October,
November, or December, and at times in January.

WATERING VEGETABLES

EARLY in the summer of 191 5 an article

of mine was published in The Garden
on " Some Hints on Watering." This

article dealt with the watering of flowers

to a large extent, for in those days ,our

gardens were full of bright bloom ; but now, as

the gardens are full of vegetables, a few remarks

on watering vegetables may be seasonable. There

are a good many old gardeners who are consider-

ably against watering established vegetable crops.

Tliey say that it is unnecessary, that it encourages

surface root action and leads quickly to disaster.

But it need not. Working as I do on a hot soil,

I have had some experience in the matter, and
although, fortunately, my soil is not a hot sand,

I may be able to speak as convincingly as can

gardeners working on sand.

I may say that I have found the watering of

vegetables during the hottest part of the summer
(the last fortnight of July and the first fortnight

of August) almost essential. A crop can, it is

true, be got without watering, but it is a very poor

one ; and in this year, of all others, nobody can

afford to lose a single plant which will bear food.

But we cannot succeed in our aim if our vege-

tables are burnt up in dry weather ; therefore we
must water.

It will be remembered that in my previous

article I made a strong point of thoroughness in

watering, and this pc... must be reiterated and

much more strongly msisted in the present one.

I showed that plenty of water was necessary for

successful flower gardening ; but now we must

confess that experiments have proved that water

must on no account be stinted in the case of

vegetables. Do not water at all if you cannot be

thorough
;

you will do real harm, for you know
well enough that- the last thing you wish to do is

to attract the roots to the surface. So soak the

soil well if you water at all.

A question of some importance is when to water.

For leaf vegetables, watering in hot sunshine is

most dangerous and should never be done. Water-

ing in the early morning or late evening is the best.

Culinary Peas and Beans, however, so long as the

water is not sprayed over their foliage, can with

much benefit be watered, even on the hottest and

sunniest days, up to about 11 a.m. (new time).

Foliage watering is, I consider, very useful

;

it is better, to my mind, to do it in the evening.

It is, of course, no good as a means of allaying the

plant's thirst, but merely as a means of cleaning

and cooling its leaves.

Very hard and very cold water is not good for

either flowers or vegetables, but it is much less

detrimental to the latter. In these busy days it will

not be possible in most cases to soften the water

and allow it to warm before it is used, so we shall

have to use it fresh.
"

'

' What crops most repay watering? " is a question

often asked. On this point people think differently,

but my opinion is that Peas and Beans repay the

labour best of all. After Peas and Beans I think
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I should put Cauliflowers, which well repay water-

ing, producing as they do under liberal treatment

in this direction large, tender heads for the table.

The same may be said of Broccoli. There are some
crops which do not well repay watering, but it is

necessary to do it to keep them flourishing at all

in hot sites Such crops iilclude Leeks, Celery,

Onions, Kohl Rabi, Endive, Lettuces, Spinach and

others.

A crop which can be left to itself without

watering after the initial stages, even in very hot

soils, is the well-known Spinach Beet. Two others

to which the same applies are Couve Tronchuda

and Celery Cabbage. These are strong growers

and capable of resisting all but the very worst

drought.

Mulch for Moisture.— Watering should be

supplemented by frequent hoeing and mulching,

both of vast importance in conserving the water

supply. Weeds should be exterminated as soon as

they appear, for they use up a lot of valuable

water
; and a thick layer of friable earth should

always be kept round all unmulched crops. As
regards mulching, the use of fresh lawn mowings
is a favoiirite expedient, but not very effective,

to my mind, as a mulch for vegetables. Leave

the mowings to heat up a little, turning them over

constantly meanwhile, and when in a semi-rotted

condition you will find when you use the material

that it conserves moisture far better. If there is any
animal manure to spare, use it by all means ; old

stable manure and moderately fresh cow-manure

are both extremely good. But I must again utter

a stern word of warning against using road sweep-

ings for mulching. They are not only valueless

for the purpose, but actually harmful.

Just a closing word about feeding vegetables.

Gentle feeding is, I have proved, extremely

advantageous to all vegetable crops, but it is a

great mistake to overdo it, especially when, maybe,

the soil is already rich in plant food. " Weak and
seldom " must be the motto of the would-be

plant feeder working on such a soil. In the case

of a rather poor soil, the motto may be changed

to " weak and often," but never to " strong and
often." Liquid made from fresh horse or

cow maniure and soot, diluted till it has the appear-

ance of very weak tea, is good. Once a week is

quite often enough to start with. Feeding must
be kept distinct from watering, imless the food

is present in a very small quantity, for the dry,

hot roots of the crops are easily burnt. Feeding

through the mulches is a desirable way of doing

the work, and economical as well.

Weetu'ood, Ecclesall, Sheffield. E. T. Ellis.

THE H A R V EST
S H A L LOTS

O F

2. L.^Y THE BULBS IN A SUNNY
STORING.

CONSIDERABLE difference of

opinion appears to prevail
regarding the period during
whi ch
i t i s

proper to lift
and store this
well - known and
useful vegetable :

and as the season
for this work, as
generally recog-

nised, is now with
us, a few remarks
respecting this
matter may assist

beginners who are

in doubt what
to do.

It should be re-

membered that the
period of growth is

comparatively short,

and for this reason j —jHE RIPENING OF

hi^derr'ilfo^uid"^^ °OWN THE GROWTHS
removed. In many
gardens the quarters devoted to Shallots are
not so free from weeds as they should be. It

may be that fear of damaging the fast-developing
bulbs with any tools that may be used deters
inexperienced growers from using the hoe between
the plants, and this, after all, is a very good reason
for the condition in which the quarters are not
seldom to be found. Hand-weeding is a simple
and effectual means of keeping the beds free from
weeds, and if only the quarters are looked over
occasionally, the smallest weeds as they evolve
may be dealt with and removed with ease. It is

good, nevertheless, to keep the soil well stirred

between the rows of plants, and this may be done
with a small hand-fork at the time the weeding is

doiie.

In gardens where the Shallots were planted
quite early, the new bulbs will mature at an earlier

period of the summer than those planted a

month or more later. This is what one might
reasonably expect to be the case, and it is for this

reason that growers are so often recommended
to lift their bulbs at the end of June or early in

July. The advantage of early planting and early
lifting as a consequence is that it enables the
grower to make use of the same quarters for some
other crop, where the advantage of planting a week
or two earlier at this season is something worth
striving after.

It is customary in gardens where the bulbs
are not lifted until the earlier half of August to

assist the ripening process by removing the soil,

if any, from the base of the bulbs, so that they
may be fully exposed
to sunshine and air,

by which means the
ripening is more
speedily and more
satisfactorily
achieved. This is es-

pecially to be desired
when the weather is

dull and moist and
the climatic con-
ditions so much
against finishing the
Shallots satisfactorily.

As many beginners
are so well aware,
the bulbs are all too
frequently planted
too deeply, in con-
sequence of which the
after-culture cannot
possibly be as satis-

factory as it should
be. In order that the
inexperienced grower
may know what to

do, in Fig. r three
examples of Shallots
that represent bulbs
from which the soil

has been removed
from their base

and bulbs that have not been dealt with in-

this way are shown. The two examples on the
left of the illustration show quite clearly the
advantage of removing the soil from their base.
The bulbs prove to be well developed, and need
only to be exposed to sunshine and air to ripen
them off, so that they may be lifted before the
moist weather is upon us again. The plant off

the right of the picture serves to show how many

THE BULBS M.\Y BE ASSISTED BY BENDING
AND REMOVING THE SOIL FROM THE BASE.

Shallots appear to be embedded before the soil is

removed from their base. In this condition they
seldom finish well, as the soil round about tttem
keeps the bulbs too moist. Plants treated in
this way, as the reader will be quick to appreciate,
cannot possibly be so satisfactory as those from
which the soil at their base has been removed.
For this reason those who have Shallots that have
not yet matured should put this advice into practice
forthwith.

So soon as the growth is completed—and
this is not in the least difficult to determine
if careful observation of the bulbs be made

—

the stems should be bent do\vn in a careful way.
A week to ten days, as a rule, suffices between
the bending down of the growths and the actual
lifting of the bulbs. Shallots are lifted by simply
pulling up the whole plant. After lifting, the
bulbs should be laid in an airy, sunny position
to dry (see Fig, 2), and to assist the drying process
the bulbs should be turned over every other day
or so. In wet or moist weather spread the bulbs
thinly in shallow boxes or on mats in frames or
in the cool greenhouse. When thoroughly ripened,
store the bulbs in nets or in shallow boxes, or tie

them into ropes, subsequently placing these in a
cool, dry place until required. In wet weather the
bulbs should be looked over occasionally and
badly ripened or decaying specimens removed.
The smaller cloves should be selected for planting
next season. C.

YELLOW-FRUITING
TOM AT O ES

PLACE BEFORE

H.WING for some time past given

prominence to the yellow-fruiting varie-

ties of these, both under glass and in

the open garden, the question most
frequently asked by visitors is, " Why
is it the average gardener pays so-

little attention to this section ? " and I am firmly

convinced that, until enlightened, the majority
of those who enquire are under the impression-

that if a fair crop of fruits is to follow, something
above the ordinary attention, either in the way
of preparation of the soil, manures, or after-

treatment, is absolutely necessary. Yet such
is not the case, particularly when the plants are

to be grown in the open air. for, providing good
strong plants are got into summer positions by
early June, my experience goes to prove that

a crop of ripe fruit is more certain from these

than from many of the much-lauded red-fruiting

varieties.

During last summer, thanks chiefly to a mistake
at the time of sowing, we had a much larger number
under cultivation than during any previous season.
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Some of these were grown in pots, others against

a wall, on a sunny bank, and quite a large number
between the crop of early Potatoes; yet, no matter
where growing, every plant set an unusually
large number of fruits, the first fully ripe specimens
being gathered from the sunny bank the third

week in July ; and although the rains we experi-

enced in August caused many red varieties to

burst their skin, a split fruit was unknown among
the yellows.
The variety grown was' Sutton's Sunbeam,

and some idea of the crop may be gathered by
a glance at the accompanying illustration [un-

fortimately not suitable for reproduction

—

Ed.]
which shows a plant growing against a south
wall. At the time the photograph was taken
the plant carried r36 fruits, quite half the number
being fully ripe. Needless to add, the majority
of these were not of large size, but a more
generous system of feeding would have remedied
that.

Other single plants from the same sowing
carried over sixty fruits, the majority of these

being the size of a bantam's egg; while other
plants which early in August had the points

nipped out and the bunches of fruit thinned
rather severely while still small had nearly twenty
fruits about the size of an average duck's egg.

These, together with the smaller ones, were highly
appreciated at table, jnd no one regretted that
instead of six we had nearly three dozen plants.

Quite distinct from the foregoing variety are

Golden Nugget, Golden Perfection and Jubilee.

These carry fruits of a different shape to tliose of

Sunbeam, the first named being very handsome and
often grown by exhibitors. Others having small

fruits are highly valued as much for decoration as

for the fruits they produce. F. R. Castle.

While Bush Variety.—Produces long, shapely
fruits; suitable for a limited space in the open.

Green Bush Variety.—^This differs from the

above in colour only.
Prince Albert.—A true stock of this is the

best trailing green long sort I am acquainted
with ; a fine exhibition and market Marrow.

Sutton's Perfection.—.\ variety of much merit
greatly resembling Pen-y-byd except in colour. It

sets its fruits very freely and is a splendid variety

for forcing
;
good for any purpose. E.Beckett.

CELERY TO PLANT NOW

A SELECTION OF VEGE-
TABLE MARROWS

M:
CORE'S CREAM (white).—A very
prolific trailing variety, medium-sized,
good flavour, splendid for exhibition,

and good for any purpose. It does
remarkably well in large pots grown

.
under glass in an intermediate tempera-
ture.

Pen-y-byd.—A white trailing variety, very
free fruiting, nearly round in shape, quality of
the best

;
good for frame or culture in the open.

Custard, Improved White.—-This is extremely
ornamental when growing, shows and sets its

fruits freely, and when cooked quite young is

delicious. It bears very freely under glass, also

in the open.

THIS is useful cooked as a vege-

table, for flavouring purposes and
eaten in a raw state ; scarcely

a leaf that is sound need be wasted.

In a comparatively small area

several hundreds of plants may be

grown, but I would like to say now that

Celery requires really good cultivation ;

that is, it must not be undergrown nor
overgrown. If undergrown, the sticks

are puny and almost worthless, except

for flavouring purposes ; if overgrown, they
are hollow and pithy. The first is the

result of lack of a due. amount of nourish-

ment during the growing period ; the

second is tlie result of over - forcing

the grovrth in too rich and too loose

a rooting medium ; or it may be

caused by subjecting the young plants

to a very high bottom-heat. Celery is

generally more satisfactory when not

subjected to bottom-heat at any stage

of its growth. The earliest crops should

be ready for planting in the trenches

about the first week in June ; the main-

crop plants will do nicely if planted out

towards the end of June.

Selection and Treatment of Young Plants.—
Usually too many seeds are sown in a small pot

or box, and then the resultant plants are weakened
through overcrowding. The majority are not

required and are left in the pot. It is important
that all the plants be about the same size, and the

selection should be made when they are small.

A good compost is made up as follows : Fibrous
loam, two parts ; leaf-soil, one part ; well-rotted

manure, one part. Now, I would urge cultivators
to make up a bed in a cold frame or in a temporary
one. First put down a thin layer of ashes and,
after watering them, beat them with the back
of a clean spade ; on the beaten ashes spread a
thin layer of rotted manure, and on this a layer
of compost 3 inches deep. Transplant the Celery

5 inches apart each way, water and cover with
a glass light for a few days ; then ventilate,

gradually at first, then freely, and by the middle
of June remove the covering altogether. In due
time the plants can be lifted with practically

all the soil and a few ashes adhering to their roots,

and with ordinary care they will not be checked
in the least.

How to Make the Trenches.—Shallow trenches
are better than deep ones, unless there is an extra
depth of really good soil. It is wrong to take out
the top soil, manure and dig up the cold subsoil
and plant the Celery in it, as the best soil is then
used for earthing up purposes and the worst soil

for growing the plants in. First decide as to
whether you will have single or double rows of
plants, and so make the trench of suitable width.
In either case the plants should be planted about
10 inches apart each way, in single lines or in
zigzag rows. Take out the soil to a depth of
I foot, placing the best on one side ; then about
4 inches more, placing that on the opposite side

;

return some of the good soil after loosening the sub-
soil, and add the rotted manure ; then there will

result a trench q inches deep—quite deep enough
for ordinary purposes. Space the trenches far

enough apart to allow of sufficient soil for earthing
up in due course. Water and feed judiciously,

remove side suckers, and earth up for blanching
purposes only, as premature earthing prevents
moisture reaching the roots of the plants while
they are growing freely. G. G.

HOEING POTATOES AND
EARTHING THEM UP

CUSTARD MARROWS.
Top vxiisiy. Prince Albert ; bottom. Improved White.

HOEING among Potatoes is as necessary

as among other crops of the farm, and
garden. On light soils nothing more
than the ordinary hand hoeing is

required ; but if, on the other hand,

the soil is rough, heavy or caked, the hoeing must

partake more of the nature of stocking. Also

it is often possible to dig lightly between the

rows. Deep hoeing, however, or digging is not

advisable until the plants have attained to a

fairly large size, say, 4 inches to

6 inches high. The first operation of

hoeing should be made immediately

the plants are through the soil and
when the rows are clearly definable.

The general object of hoeing crops is

to destroy weeds ; increase the water-

holding capacity of the soil, aerate it,

admitting air and simshine ; lessen

denitrification, and make the soil

mellow. With Potatoes a deep, loose

mould is essential, and where the soil

is of such a nature that this condition

is not present, it must be secured by
digging or forking between the rows.

On heavy clay soils this digging must
be done to secure sufficient mould with

which to earth up the crop. Two
hoeings are generally enough on light

soils, and two diggings or one digging

and a previous hoeing on heavy soils.

In all cases weeds must be kept down.
Earthing up takes place when the

plants are about 9 inches high, and is

accomplished with the ordinary heavy
garden hoe, the Canterbury hoe, or

the spade. The operation is quite

simple, and, provided the necessary

cultivations have been made between
the rows, is quite easy. The amount of

soil to be drawn up to the plants

will depend upon the space between

the rows. It is not possible to
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mould Potatoes satisfactorily' wlien the rows

are close togetlier. Witli the exception of the

earlier and smaller sorts, the minimum dis-

tance should be 24 inches. Earthing should in

no case be unduly delayed, or injury to the root

runners may result.

The primary object of earthing is to blanch the

tubers. If left unmoulded they become green

through exposure to the sun, and are then un-

wholesome. Some people think that moulding

has something to do with preventing disease,

but personally I do not think so. At least, it

must be very little that disease can be held in

check in this way. There is this fact, however,

that the better laud is cultivated the less liable

are crops grown upon it to disease attacks. There

seems to be no reason for supposing that a pointed

ridge is superior to a fiat one in keeping disease

spores from the tubers. At present no proof to

this effect has been discovered, and the soil is not

the main source of infection. On light soil and

in a dry summer the ridges should be more flat

than pointed, thus securing a better circulation

of moisture, and full benefits of every little rainfall

are obtained. -The sharp-pointed ridges are only of

benefit on heavy land in wet weather to help drain

off superfluous rain-water. L. M. Marshall.

BOTTLING GOOSEBERRIES
AND TOMATOES

THE one obstacle which presents
itself to many at the present
time is the sugar question,
but even tiiis need not act as a
deterrent, as successful preserving

can be done without using an ounce of

sugar during the operation. This is a
method which I have practised with success;

and which I will here record as briefly

as possible. The point to be borne in

mind is that the .secret of preserving
by bottling is the sterilisation of the fruit

and keeping it perfectly airtight after-

wards. Sterilisation is the act of destroy-
ing the bacteria which ripen the fruit and
eventually cause it to go bad, and this

is effected by heating it to a temperature
of i5o° Fahr.

There are many good forms of preserving bottles
now sold, any of which can be easily used, the
method of doing so being to pack the bottles with
the fruit as closely as possible, fill with cold water
to the top, adjust the rubber rings and glass discs
carefully, fixing the latter into position by means
of the spring catches or screws, stand the bQttles
in cold water, and bring it to the before-mentioned
temperature. When thus heated, remove the
bottles from the pan, test the caps to make certain
that they are properly airtight, and then stand
the bottles in a place free from draught until cold.
With the permission of the Editor I shall
hope to deal with the various kinds of fruit
as the best season arrives for their preserving,
the first of surh being the Gooseberry, which
is generally treated in a green state, and is best
bottled when it attains a stage of one-half to
three-quarters its full size.

Bottling Green Gooseberries.—The Goose-
berry, as is generally known, is one of the most
successful fruits to bottle, and almost any varietv
may be used, though preference should be given to
medium-sized varieties, such as Crown Bob and
Whinham's Industry. Fortunately, by preserving
these in this stage the trees are considerablv
relieved, and much finer fruit will afterwards
result for fresh dessert purposes.

Vegetables.—Though I have had considerable
experience in preserving the various kinds of
vegetables, I do not regard these in the same light
or nearly as essential as fruit, and it is a question
if the method generally adopted is really worth
the trouble, as in ordinary seasons there is little
difficulty in procuring good fresh vegetables
of one sort or another throughout the whole
year, and my advice is to make strenuous efforts

to produce these in much larger quantities in our
own country than has hitherto been the case,

rather than rely on preserved vegetables, the
one exception being Tomatoes.

Tomatoes.—Nothing is easier to bottle nor
retains its flavour better than the Tomato, and it has
become such a universal favourite that every year
finds an increase in the demand for it. Owing
to the importations having been stopped, there is

u idoubtedly, for the time being, at any rate,

greater scope for the home grower than ever.

P^ONIA ALBIFLORA
Tins I think is the most valuable of the herbaceous

species of Paeony, and it is no doubt the best

known. It is approached in showiness only by
the magnificent P. officinalis, always recognising

that for splendour there is nothing to equal the Tree

Paeony, one of the finest of all flowers, but which,

of course, is not herbaceous. P. albiflora is chiefly

loiown by the double-flowered forms, which are

P.50NI.\ ALBIFLORA THE BRIDE.

Here, again, most varieties are suitable for bottling,
but small to medium sized fruits should always
be selected. My favourite varieties are Sunrise
and its golden sport Golden Sunrise, which are,
in ray opinion, ideal for the purpose. These should
be preserved in exactly the same way as advised
for Gooseberries, and though some recommend it, I

do not agree with the use of salt as a preservative
at the time of bottling. (Mrs.) E. Beckett,

TULIPA SPRENGERI RUMINATIONS
JUNE 11, 1917.

" The last of all the Romans, fare thee well !

"

THANK God, you are the last. Had
the author underlined " you " in his
manuscript, it would have been equivalent
to saying that it is a happy circumstance
for those who have Sprengeri in their
gardens that the last Tulip of the year

has that rich dulled scarlet lining which sets off

so perfectly the orange yellow pollen of the adult
anthers—truly a great and delightful effort of
Nature than which she has few fairer sights in the
compass of a single flower.

Those who have watched the slender stem
with its long, narrow, shiny, soft green leaves,
lengthening week by week ; those who have
noticed the sharp-pointed, inconspicuous bud
slowly but surely preparing to take its turn in the
limelight, have been rewarded, and the last of the
race has provided a happy memory for its human
admirers to retain until the six months' Tulip-
time comes round once more. Suppose " las!

"

is underlined. The meaning would be, thank
God there is a last. Ver perpetuum is a
delightful theory, but somehow I do not think
I should like it. It would be a dull world if it

were so, or man would have to do the iiqpossible
and " change his spots."
Thank God, I say, that the very best brands

of tinned Peas and bottled Plums are never quite
tlie same as the real Simon Pure. Thank God all

flowers are not Perpetual - flowering Carnations.
A few perpetuals, say, Roses and Carnations,
are all very well, but too many would be a calamity
of the first magnitude. The greatest pleasure to
be got from flowers is when for a part of the year
we only see them in imagination. I am indeed
glad that there is a last in the Tulip world and that
that last is Sprengeri. Joseph Jacob.

always very fine, and the accompanying illustration

is intended to show, if possible, the great beauty
of a single-flowered form loiown as The Bride.

It is exceedingly ornamental, and the white

flowers are greatly in contrast with the ruddy
foliage. It is curious that, however white the

flowers may be, the foliage of this species is always
ruddy. Its most -marked feature—that of pro-

ducing more than one flo%ver to a stem when not

too weak—is shown by the illustration. It is

shared by the allied P. Emodi, but this is a rare

plant, sufficiently well marked by its one tomentose
carpel and green, sometimes bronzy, but not

ruddy leaves. P. albiflora is a native of Siberia.

R. Irwin Lvnch.
Botanic Garden, Cambridge.

RIVIERA NOTES
Bv Edward H. Woodall.

I

AM rather surprised to see no ' mention of

the Burdock (Arctium Lappa), a common
woodland or roadside plant that once was
considered not only as eatable, but as

nutritious and excellent. There must be
several readers of The Garden who have old

books at hand on vegetables and culinary herbs,

and if they turn to them they will see what a

good reputation the Burdock had for its culinary

properties a hundred years ago. It is still eaten

in France, I am told, but I have never come across

it on the Mediterranean coast, where so many
herbs are gathered for food or for " tisanes."

It ij apparently the strong young shoots which
first spring up that are the most succulent, and
if rather too much developed the stems may be
peeled before cooking. At any rate, the plant

is quite harmless, so anyone may make the experi-

ment, though I trust they will not wait till
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the burrs are developed. The smell of the plant

is pleasant, and I can quite believe that the flavour

would be far superior to that of Nettles. At any

rate, I would recommend its trial by lovers of

the curious and the economical.

Mention has beenmade of the Bay ( Laurus nobilis),

which is so much used for flavouring stews and

for imparting an extra good flavour to dried Figs

that it goes by the vulgar name of Laurier-sauce,

and if enqiiired for at the market under any other

name one would fail to procure it, so far has it fallen

from the days when it was known as the Warrior's

Laurel or the Laurel of Apollo ! Oreodaphne

californica, which has a very similar fragrance,

is poisonous except in very small quantities,

and should never b? used for flavouring. It

has been used by mistake here.

The long cold and wet of the past winter have

left their mark on this coast by the death of the

very bold and handsome flowering shrub Montanoa

bipinnatifida, which had become a great favourite

under the name of the Christmas Daisy Tree.

So far I have not heard of any old specimens

that have survived. Careful folk will have a

young plant in reserve under cover. If not,

recourse must be had to seed ; but the young

< plants will not have time to attain to flowering

size by next Christmas, I fear. The hardy M. moUis-

sima is nearly as good in some ways, but it flowers

in November and so is over before the short days

of winter, when M. bipinnatifida made a glorious

show until well into January.

Vitis Voineriana has suffered in low and damp

situations, while Streptosolen Jamesonii has come

through the winter bravely and has flowered as

brilliantly as ever. In the neighbourhood of

Hyeres and Toulon great damage was done by

a violent freezing wind the last day of January,

and every tender plant was cut to the ground

;

but east of the Esterel there has been no

severe frost that I have heard of, in spite

of the sudden fall of snow on the morning of

February i.

The fruit crops suffered severely from a

curiously violent storm of rain and wind at Whit-

suntide. The temperature is so high that the

excess of sap has caused most fruit trees to cast

their fruits in the most disappointing way. Quinces

in particular have cast every fruit ! Cherries

have split badly, but those that are left are juicy

and extra large in size ; and now summer tempera-

tures seem to have set in and Northerners begin to

look to the mountauis for fresh air and cooler nights.

NOTABLE HYBRID TEAS
By the Rev. David R. Williamson.

TEN years ago, among my supreme

favourites in this highly attractive

class were Viscountess Folkestone, La

France, Pharisaer, Le Progrfes and

Clara Watson ; and I am free to confess

that in ray estimation these fine varieties retain

to a large extent their original place. There are,

indeed, a considerable number of modern intro-

ductions, somewhat more distinctively coloured,

that are regarded—or at least described by their

raisers—as distinct improvements upon these
;

but I greatly question if they are equally floriferous

or produce on the whole grander artistic or decora-

tive results. It would, I submit, be very unfair

to relegate to utter oblivion such Roses as La

France, Caroline Testout or Viscountess Folkestone

for the sake of other varieties of more recent

origination that are less hardy in their constitu-

tion and flower less profusely. Another exquisite

Rose that was a great favourite with me in " the

days that are no more " was Gustave Regis, with

ROSE MRS. BERTR.AlM WALKER.

ROSE AUGUSTUS HARTMAN.

long and very graceful deep saffron buds, which,

I am glad to find, is widely cultivated still.

That there are many new Hybrid Teas of the

very highest merit, and of great capabilities for

garden culture and even for effective exhibition

purposes, cannot be denied. As their name is

legion they cannot all be enumerated or character-

ised here. Among crimson or maroon varieties

we have such splendid representatives as George

Dickson, H. V. Machin, Brilliant, Admiral Ward,

General Macarthur and J. B, Clark, whose only

formidable rivals are found among the Hybrid

Perpetuals in Hugh Dickson and Captain Hayward,

that seem predestined by their luminous beauty

and charming fragrance to endure. Among
yellow varieties are such admirable introductions

as Mrs. Wemyss Quinn, lona Herdman, Margaret

Dickson Hamill, Sunburst and Mrs. Archie

Gray.

Mrs. Herbert Stevens, one of the most refined

in its aspect of modern pure white Roses, has been

assigned to the Tea section by its distinguished

raisers ; but, on the other hand, an introduction

of larger size, viz., Florence Pemberton, is one of

the most conspicuous among the Hybrid Teas.

Richly distinctive in their- aspect are Gorgeous

and Mrs. Hugh Dickson, raised by the eminent

ROSE MARGARET DICKSON HAMILL.

firm at Belmont Nurseries, Belfast. Earl of

Warwick, introduced by Messrs. William Paul

and Sons of Waltham Cross, is holding its place

admirably, alike as an exhibition and garden

acquisition ; and from what I saw of its capabilities

in this garden last year, I think that a rivalling

Irish Rose—Mrs. Bertram J. Walker—is likely

to do the same. Of the most recent productions

of that consummate French rosarian, M. J. Pernet-

Ducher, three of the most valuable for garden

ornamentation are Viscountess Enfield, Totote

Gelos and Willowmere. Some of his finest creations,

such as Rayon d'Or, Constance and Mme.
Edouard Herriot, have been relegated, like

Mr. Arthur W. Paul's distinctive Juliet, to the

Austrian Briar section ; but they might as well

be regarded as half Hybrid Teas. The beautiful

nasturtium red Augustus Hartman, raised by

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons of Colchester, is

now flowering here for the first time this year.

Among other hybrids that I greatly admure are

Antoine Rivoire, Arthur R. Goodwin (a richly

coloured Rose), British Queen (of fine texture

and pendulous tendency), Cissie Easlea, Countess

of Clanwilliam, Harry Kirk, Edgar M. Burnett,

Killarney, Mr. George Paul's Lemon Queen,

Mme. Abel Chatenay, Mme. Melanie Soupert,

Queen of Fragrance (odorous and free-flowering).

Queen Mary, and Mrs, Franklin Dennison, greatly

eulogised in The Garden by Mr. Herbert E.

Molyneux not long before his death.

SOME NATURALISED
ALIENS

By Norman G. Hadden.

SO
many natives of other lands have so

firmly established themselves among our

indigenous flora that it would be quite

a loss to us were some of them to be

interned as " undesirables," though it

must be admitted that self-naturalised aliens are

more often unprepossessing plants, if not actually

noxious weeds.

The lovely yellow Musk (Mimulus Langsdorffi)

has recently received much well-merited praise

in the columns of The Garden, for it is certainly

one of the most attractive of waterside plants,

either in its self yellow or chocolate-blotched

variety. In North Devon it is interesting to find

the self-coloured form abundant in the River Lyn,

while in the Horner (the nearest stream in which
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it occurs again) all the plants are of the spotted

variety. There is a beautilul colony of Mimulus

on the bank of a roadside ditch near Albury in

Surrey, which was still a blaze of colour in mid-

September last year. Your correspondents have

referred to its abundance in Derbyshire, and it

is also plentiful—or was in my childhood—in a

little backwater of the Dee in Aberdeenshire.

Near this colony there grew an even more beautiful

and much rarer alien, the blue Lupine from Nootka

Sound (Lupinus nootkatensis), which has somehow

become naturalised on the gravelly banks of a

few Scottish rivers. As it is not easy to cultivate

and is rarely seen in gardens, it is all the more

surprising to find it established here.

Another of the very few alien species of the

Pea tribe having any claim to distinction is Coro-

nilla varia. Being very rare it is little known,

yet it is a strikingly beautiful plant when seen

established among the native herbage as it is

near Bewdley in Worcestershire. The violet-

tinted white fiowers are lavishly produced above

the typically vetch-like foliage ; it is a rampant

grower and, in cultivation, only suited to the

wild garden. .

The curiously shaped, rosy purple blooms^of the

Indian Balsam (Impatiens glandulifera) make a

welcome addition to the rich vegetation of a few

English river banks. Along the banks of the

Taw above Barnstaple this Balsam is as plentiful

as the native Willow-herbs and Loosestrife, form-

ing quite a feature of the landscape. There is

another species of Balsam which is firmly estab-

lished in parts of Surrey and other counties, and

is valuable owing to its late-flowering habit ;

this is the Orange Balsam (I. bifiora), a native of

North America. It grows strongly in damp
situations and is gradually spreading over new
districts.

The rather small orange flowers are suc-

ceeded by wonderful azure blue seeds, which

are shot violently into the air, after the customary

habit of Balsams. If any plants of this species

are being collected for naturalisation in wild

gardens, care should be taken to see that they

are free from the rust (Puccinia argentata) which

not infrequently attacks them. Infected plants

will not flower, and the foliage soon shrivels up,

having become covered with the rusty brown
spores of the fungus.

Another riverside alien is the Soapwort (Saponaria

officinalis), now abundant in many parts of the

country, and far more beautiful than its double

form so often seen in cottage gardens. Both

forms are equally tiresome land-grabbers and

soil-robbers. But of all land-grabbing aliens

surely none can vie with the Winter Heliotrope

(Petasites fragrans). It is even more rapacious

than our native Coltsfoot, but as it floiurishes in

the poorest soil and clothes waste land with its

handsome foliage, it is certainly welcome outside

the garden. The fragrant flowers, like Butter Bur

in appearance, are freely borne in the depth of

winter, especially in warm districts like South

Devon, where the plant is abundant.

Several foreign Geraniiuns have established

themselves in English copses and waysides, the

prettiest being G. striatum, whose dainty white

flowers with pale mauve veinings are very charm-

ing, if not showy.

Though stray plants of the Evening Primrose

(CEnothera bieimis) are frequent on waste land,

it is seldom that one can see them growing in

hundreds among the Foxgloves, looking as com-

pletely at home as any native. They give a

delightful bit of colour to parts of the railway

banks on the Lynton-Barnstaple line and are a

source of much surprise and admiration to visitors.

(To be continued.)

GARDENING OF THE WEEK FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Leeks.—The early plants in trenches, where
they were well attended to as regards water at

the roots and nightly sprinklings overhead, have
made much progress. As growth proceeds,
draw up the cardboard collars, which gives length
to the stems, and add more fine soil. Put out a
good batch of plants with a long dibber on flat

ground, adding sutiicient soil to cover the roots

and. allowing the hole to be gradually filled in.

This batch will provide a capital late crop till April.

Celery.—Put out the later batches in single,

double, or treble rows, as convenience allows.

When the plants in the prepared beds are 4 inches
high, they should be put out at once, as they
receive less check by removal than when they
are larger. Water freely this batch and all other
plantings during dry weather. Much of the
badly grown Celery—hollow stems—is traceable
to want of water during the growing period.

The early batch in frames should be liberally

supplied with liquid manure to increase the bulk.

Endive.—Sow batches frequently to maintain
a regular supply. A single row on the ridge of

Celery trenches is an economical method of dealing
with this salad plant.

Carrots are growing quite satisfactorily. Early
thinning should be practised, as this induces a
robust growth. Stir the soil between the rows
frequently.

Potatoes.—-In many instances the plants are
coming up irregularly, especially in late batches.
This is generally found in home-saved seed. Much
of this defect is traceable to the seed being subjected
to a low temperature during the winter. Certainly
the seed that was "boxed" under genial con-
ditions previous to planting has a much superior
appearance, the plants growing vigorously, with
no blanks. Keep the hoe going freely among the
plants in stiff soil, and give weakly growing plants
a sprinkling of soot previous to earthing.

French Beans.—Sow a batch for late use,

thin the early plants where foo thick, mulch the
surface on each side of the rows, and water freely.

Broccoli.—Put out the plants as fast as they
are ready, well watering them in to start root
action.

Radishes.—Sow often in small batches, first

well watering the soil. Shade for a few days
afterwards until the plants show through the
ground.

Vegetables Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—^Never before have Tomatoes been so
much appreciated as at this season, owing to the
scarcity of other vegetables. The yellow-fruited

varieties have grown more in favour as their

qualities have become better known. Plants
swelling their fruits should be freely supplied with
liquid stimulants. Later batches of plants should
be restricted to single stems, removing all lateral

growth.

Peas growing in boxes and pots, now removed
to the open, are giving pods freely. The plants
in bo.xes have a much better appearance than
those in pots, owing perhaps to the greater body
of soil available for the roots.

Vegetable Marrows started early in frames
over a gentle hotbed have given good crops, and
will continue to do so for a long time if the frames
are removed, giving the plants free exposure, and
well supplying them with water.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberries are carrying enormous crops.

The old Crown Bob has again maintained its

reputation for freedom of fruiting and vigorous
growth in heavy soil. In some cases red spider
has attacked batches of bushes of Whinham's
Industry. Heavy soakings of water should be
given to the soil, with vigorous syringings with
Quassia extract to kill the pest, or the trees will

be weakened for the future besides checking the
swelling and ripening of the present crop.

Pears generally are carrying a heavy crop of

fruits. Early thinning is imperative to obtain
the finest fruits later on, in addition to giving
copious supplies of water to the roots.

Figs on walls, where severely thinned when
pruning, are giving good crops, which proves
the advantage of thin growth.

E. MOLYNEU.X.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.

Beet.—The latest sowing may now be made ol
a coarse-growing variety, which, sown so late, has
not time to develop its natural coarseness. This
usually gives a large crop of well-coloured roots.
The earlier batch sown—a few seeds at proper
intervals—should now be thinned to one or two
plants, the ground dressed with superphosphate
of lime, and then be deeply stirred.

Endive.—Sow for early winter use, treating
similarly to Lettuces, though Endive thrives in
soil of a much poorer nature than Lettuces.
Batavian is a reliable variety that blanches very
easily.

Broad Beans.—Keep pinching off the tops of
plants which are well set with pods, and continue
to bank up soil against each side of the rows to
steady the plants. The earliest crop (under glass)
will probably yield a quota of mature pods, which
should not be destroyed, but preserved for the
ripened Beans to be eaten in winter and spring.

Seakale should now be pushing freely, but the
crowns will be only small unless such a manure
as sulphate of ammonia, dried blood, or cleanings
of the poultry-house, is lavishly applied as a surface-
dressing. Msanwhile, see that the soil is deeply
stirred until the foliage becomes too large to admit
the hoe. The plants rooted so badly last year
that I had to use old crowns this year to make
up the needed quantity. These are apt to run to
flower, and a look-out must be kept so as to
nip off the flower-stems at an early stage.

The Fruit Garden.

Wall Trees.—I make it a practice to remove
all superfluous growths about this date. Some
allow them to remain longer, but the foliage
becomes too crowded after this, and though
secondary growths are formed they are not formid-
able. A very little time is occupied in rubbing
them off while still small, leaving none but early
formed leaves to carry on the functions for which
they are adapted.

Strawberries.—Royal Sovereign and Kentish
Hero will now be ripening. Fruits of both are
peculiarly subject to rot in damp weather—that
is, large fruits—and it is almost necessary to pick
these under such circumstances before perfect ripe-
ness, keeping the fruits for a day before using them.
Early runners should be sought for and prepared for
forcing purposes as soon as possible. It is much
better to gather the runners together in a limited
number of spaces between rows than to have
them scattered all over the beds. In watering
alone the method entails a considerable saving of
time, and it reduces to the minimum the chances
of missing any.

Pot Plants.

Chrysanthemums.—Bush plants are now grow-
ing freely and, if not already staked, should be
seen to at once. Spread the stakes wider apart
than they need be when the plants are housed, in
order that the growths may be perfectly exposed
through the svunmer and autumn. Any weakly
shoots may be removed where there are enough
without them to furnish the plants. They only
enfeeble the plants and never produce flowers that
satisfy the grower. More water at the roots will be
needed, but careful watering, especially if the
weather is not warm, is important. Dust the
points of the growths with tobacco powder
when aphis is observed.

Cyclamens.—The last shift will have been
given. In Scotland I find it is of no use to grow
these anywhere save in a warm structure. They
must be shaded, carefully watered, and from time
to time vaporised to make sure that thrips do not
gain a footing. Old plants are not so liable to
attack, but generally similar treatment suits these,

and if repotted in May new leaves will now be
pushing. Meanwhile, comparatively little water
at the roots will be required.

Carnations.—The staking of this year's plants
will now occupy attention, as, once the shoots get
away from the perpendicular through neglect, it is

impossible to make them decently upright after-

wards. It is a custom in some Scottish gardens
to shade these during the summer months. I

have never found this to be necessary, but the
structure in which they are summered is little

better than a glass shed, which is cooler than in

the open, as a rule. My observation leads me to
believe that shading is attended by a weakened
growth and small and few flowJ^r5.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Preslonkirk, N.B.
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Grafting and Seed.—Please allow me to say

how much I appreciate the infonnation given

by " Hurstcot " on the angular question. I

am very glad to see where I was on the wrong

path, and to be given a glimpse of the right one.

The information was all the more helpful that

it answered principles rather than details. If

I may trespass yet again on the kindness of

" Hurstcot," I should be glad if he would explain

the significance of grafting and pruning. Seeds,

crushed or otherwise prepared by man, serve for

food; but the "soft envelope" is prepared by

Nature herself for the delight of his eyes, and

becomes a " fruit." How and where does the

work and. responsibility of man come in ?—L. A.

Louden.

[We have referred this enquiry to " Hurstcot,"

who replies as follows :
" This query as to grafting,

pruning and seed is of great interest, both as

historic and economic. In geologic evolution

a ' herb-bearing seed ' was finally arrived at

as the proper provision for man occupying the

earth. Seed is the essential of reproduction

;

all variations from seed are secondary and inferior.

The language as to seed in ancient Hebrew is

not that of to-day. Three—always a symbolic

number—forms of vegetation went to nutriment

of the animal—grass and plants whose utility is in

their foliage ; herbs with utility in their seed

;

fruit with utility in their fruit envelope. Ferns

are chiefly survivals from a previous creation

without animal nutriment in their leaves. Cattle

will not eat Bracken, and its human use as Spinach,

advocated of late, has met with little approval.

Wheat and Maize are familiar examples of the

seed-bearing herb. It is indicated that fruit

has the primary seed, and is subject, therefore,

to the essential law of seed reproduction. In

human history, propagation of any plant by

methods other than seed has but a minor plac3.

Grafting and cuttings were used in remote classic

times, but such variations from seed reproduction

on any extensive scale are but of modern times,

and even yet only incidental to high civilisation.

The object ,of these variations in reproduction

is rapid production. There is no demand for

trees capable of enduring centuries. Trees pro-

duced by man must be adapted to his own uncertain

life, and thus capable of the greatest yield in the

shortest time. Even in forest trees it is seldom

more is contemplated than the next generation.

All variations from natural law have a penalty,

more or less. Grafting and pruning gain at the

expense of shortening the life of the tree and

making it susceptible to disease and decay. In

a future age, when hujuan life will be no longer

limited by a doubtful threescore and ten average,

trees of centuries duration will be demanded

with immunity from disease. Grafting and other

variations from seed will then be obsolete, save

experimentally. This has worked out in recent

horticulture. Leading seedsmen of to-day

—

Suttons, for instance—have built their success

upon advocacy of the original principles of

Genesis i. They hold that for most garden

subjects seed production has an undeniable advan-

tage, and they are in line with true progress.

Cuttings and layers are less the vogue to-day

than they were, say, thirty years ago. In ancient

times fruit trees were protected in war, as the

tree then grown from the seed in itself was long in

yielding. We have a pleasing instance of human

art undoing the German barbarity of to-day

—

which ignored the ancient protection of the fruit

tree—^by regrafting the stumps of the cut-down

orchard trees. It is a gain and a mitigation

of war's severity. Man is limited in his variation

from natural law, but he is responsible for know-

ledge of the point of divergence. Hybridisation

is but elaboration of a complex process always

in operation in Nature. Some of our best Apples

were produced without human aid—Bramley's

Seedling, for instance. But this takes us into

vegetable psychology and its sex medium, which

must be a further subject."

—

Ed.]

come very low indeed in the scale of foods as

providers of tissue- building material.

—

Ed.]—it is

well to try to get a crop, by hook or by crook,

this coming season. Anne Amateur.

RAMBLING REMARKS ON
SUNDRY SUBJECTS

BEANS—THIN SOWING—BEES AND APPLE BLOS-
SOM—MUSHROOMS.

SEEING a paragraph in a daily paper about

Dutch Haricot Beans for winter use, I

wrote at once to the Royal Horticultural

Society, and received in reply a very dis-

appointing leaflet, for, not being a " Fellow "

(though often toasted as a " jolly good " one

elsewhere), I cannot get the Beans, and if I could

it is apparently too late to sow them this season,

so I' must hope for better luck next year,

and meantime experiment with some White

Runners.

I read with great interest Mr. Beckett's remarks

and the editorial comments on " thin sowing."

Perhaps the general neglect of the " good advice
"

is because it tells nothing to an amateur. " Sow
thinly " may mean anything from 3 inches to a

foot. How can one know ? I always sort over

Pea and Bean seeds on a large tray before sowing
;

then sow the best in rows thinly, and doubtful

ones in a patch at the end of the rows ready to

lift as small plants to fill gaps or make a small

row elsewhere.

I am doing no flower gardening, save annuals

for bees ; for only one man is now left to run

my three acres (with goats, donkeys, and

poultry also to attend to), so I fear weeds

will have an unwonted " innings " this summer.

By the way, goats tethered are excellent war-

time live lawn-mowers and hedge-trimmers, and

also keep weeds down on waste and fallow

ground. They simply dote on Dock in particular,

and do not despise Dandelion nor " greedy

Groundsel." "

We had here the profusion of fruit blossom

noted elsewhere, so hope to " enjoy the kindly

fruits of the earth in due season," especially as

the bees were busily attending to the fertilising.

I never remember to have seen Gooseberry bushes

so loaded. I noticed, however, the bees favoured

some Apple blossoms more than others. Lane's

Prince Albert was full of bees, which may account

in part for its regular and profuse crops. The

Russet Apple here does not seem to attract them.

They take a moderate interest in Gascoyne's

Scarlet and my favourite American Mother, and

they like Lord Derby very much.

With parrot-like persistency we are counselled

continually to use " spent manure from the

Mushroom-bed " for this, that and the other.

Now, methinks it might safely be conjectm-ed that

not more than one per cent, of ordinary gardens

has a Mushroom house or bed ; so in view of the

present paper shortage I venture to suggest this

irritating phrase be omitted " for the duration

of the war." and we others, " the ninety and nine,"

cease to be tantalised thereby. I intend to run

some more Mushroom spawn in my orchard before

June is out.

Naturally grown meadow Mushrooms are so

superior in flavour to those grown in beds

!

We used to grow Mushrooms along the banked-up

Celery rows in days long ago, and often had good

results. In view of the high value of Mushrooms

as food—[Mushrooms are delicious, but we fear

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
OXLIP, COWSLIP AND POLYANTHUS (A/. D. C.).—

The difference between the first two named represents
the difference between two species of the genus Primula,
the Cowslip being known as P. officinal^ or P. veris.
and the Oxiip as P. elatior. The differences are chiefly
botanical, though the Oxlip is a much bolder habited
plant and taller. Still stronger growing is the Swiss
Oxlip Imown as P. e. intricata, which has deeper yellow
flowers. There is also a variety from .the Caucasus known
as P. e. amoena, with purple 'flowers. It would not be
correct to " consider a Polyanthus of the typical primrose
shade to be the Oxlip," the latter being virtually a giant
Cowslip \^ith, in the typical form, pale yellow, horizontal
or drooping flowers in umbels or clusters, its varieties,
as already indicated, differing in colour. The Polyanthus
(P. variabilis) is generally believed to have been derived
from a cross between the Primrose (P. vulgaris) and the
Cowslip (P. officinalis), though it is not improbable that
some of the garden forms of the Oxlip did not also play
a part, and if so, the unusual vigour of not a few Poly-
anthuses might be easily accounted for. It should be
easy to find the Oxlip in some form or other in the hardy
plant nurseries or gardens in your own district.

DAFFODILS UNSATISFACTORY (Burton).—The double
white Narcissus Poeticus is very impatient of moving,
and even when untouched it sometimes fails to flower,
the buds remaining in the sheath and rotting. This
has been the case in many places this year, and you may
live in hopes of a better show next year if the season suits,

TREATING A WALL (D. CarrufheT.f).—li the facts
arc- as you state Uiem and climbers must be had on the
wall, the only way of dealing with the plaster is to knock
it off. In other words, the lime in such disproportion
cannot be got rid of otherwise. Wo candidly confess,
however, that we have never been faced with such an
experience, and would like to know how long the plaster
has been on and what creepers have been tried. If your
enquiry refers to a house wall and the property is not
your own, you could not well do what is suggested, and
in any case there would be considerable disfigurements.
We should like to hear from you again on this matter.

WHERE TO OBTAIN FUCHSIAS (W. A. C.).—We
think that your best chance to obtain the Fuchsias in
question will be to apply to Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons,
The Nurseries, Eynsford, Kent. At the same time we
do not Ivuow the variety Popularity ; it may perhaps
be a local name. With regard to Avalanche, there are
two distinct varieties bearing that name, both of which
are old kinds. They each have large double flowers,

but in one the corolla is purple and in the other white.
In ordering, it wil! be as well to indicate which of the
two you require.

INJURY TO OLARKIAS (Devon).—The Clarkia is

attacked by eelworms. Probably the soil is infested with
them, and we advise you to give it a dressing of lime in

the autumn and forbear from planting Clarkias in it for

a season.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE SHOOTS EATEN THROUGH (Dcran) .—Probably

weevils similar to those which attack Raspberries have
been damaging the Roses. Shake the bushes at night
over a cloth and so endeavour to catch them. Put them
into boiling water, or water covered with paraffin.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
WEAK POTATOES ON ALLOTMENTS (W. W. TF.).— ^

We regret to say that this experience is a common one,

although not serious enough to affect the general excellence

of Potato crops. It is difiicult to give any one specific

cause of the trouble. Crops planted in soU first broken
up after turf always suffer more or less from wireworm.
This year we seem to notice the damage more, many
single tubers being attacked by as many as fifty wire-

worms, so that we may safely conclude that the wireworm
is often the culprit, but not always. For instance, if

the eye remains intact (and it often does) and the other
part of the Potato is fairly sound, there is no reason why
its growth should be much, if at all, affected. Then the
puzzling problem arises : We find growing side by side

in the same soil and under the same conditions two different

varieties, one perfectly healthy and robust, and the other
sickly. It cannot be the wUreworm in this case. What,
then, is it ? In our opinion the cause is due to the
weakness of the seed Potato through its having sprouted
the second time, the first sprouting, happening too early

through improper storing, having to be rubbed off and
the Potato thus called upon to make a second effort to

form new sprouts. The lesson in this case woxfld be to

save your own seed and store in a cool, airy, frost-proof

room, or buy in your seeds in autumn and store them your-
self. The best thing you can do now to strengthen the growth
of the haulm is to lapply a top-dressing of a stimulating

artificial Potato manure, such as that sold by Messrs.

Voss and Co., horticultural chemists, MiUwall, London,
with directions how to use, and if rain does not come
soon, give a good watermg after applying the manure.

TOMATO PLANT FOR INSPECTION (S. S.).—lt would
need a very careful analysis of the soil to ascertain whether
the plant "was poisoned or not, and even then the fact
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might uot be apparent. This analysis' is more than we
tan nadertake. but wc think Dr. Vonlolicr of I, Tudor
Street, Ncvr Bridge .Street, London, 'R.C., might be wllline
to do so.

CABBAGE-HOOT MAGGOT (Jmn(,»,).—The Cauli-
flowers are attacked bv tlic- Cabbage-root maggot, wliich
IS an extremely troublesome pest. Sprinklins; sand
moist cnc<! with paraffin aloni? the rows has some beneficial
effect, but the best plan is to place one of the cut felt discs
made by Mr. Kobinson of Dowgate. Manchester, round
the base of sueh plants or places where the attack is likelv
to oi-eur. Screenins; the seed-beds with mustard is also
beneficial, as it protects the plants from the fly that lays
the eggs from which the urubs hatch. The Tomatoes
are damping off. Fresh soil should be nsed before
Tomatoes are again (ttowii, or the soil should be steamed.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PRIMULAS UNSATISFACTORY (M. E. IF.).—Due to

conditions wliich can only be determined by examination
on the spot.

FUNGUS ON LAWN (W. .1/.).—Yonr fungus appears
to be the fairy-ring fungus, which often growis upon and
disfigures lawns. Why it should cause dryness of the
soil is not very apparent. Try watering tlic soil where
the fungus occm-s with Bordeau.'i or Burgundy mixture,
or, failing that, with a weak solution (sav, i part to
1,000 of copper sulphate. The last may daiuage tnc grass
somewhat at first.

BUTTERCUPS ON LAWN (T. B.).—Sulphuric acid
injected into the crowns of the Buttercups on yonr lawn
will k-ill them. The instrument used for inserting the acid
resembles a hollow walking-stick with a pointed end.
The acid is placed in a receptacle and the pointed end
is Inserted into the centre of the weed. By pressing a
lever the acid is then set free and passes to the plant.
Such instruments can be procured from horticultural
stmdrlesmen. .Another way of dealing with such weeds
is to place a teaspoonful of table salt in the centre of each
weed.

PURCHASING BEES.—I saw in a recent issue of The
Garde.v you have had an enquiry for bees. On the
16th of last month I purchased a stock of bees for my
employer, L. O. Wait, Esq., and they are now about to
swarm. On the 24th we had another, and they are doing
well. They are nearly pure Dutch bees. The man I
bought them from had about sixteen stocks, the only
bees in the lillage. as other people's had died out.
The address is Mr. O. Knight. Epney, near Stonehouse,
Glos. To-day I have been to fetch another stock, which
are quite as strong as the other two lots were when bought,
I paid 30s. for each stock.—F. Norman, Severnside Fruit
Farm, ^cwt\ham-on-S€vern, Qtos.

HEATING APPARATUS (C. Q. M. S.) —So far as the
safety of the boiler is concerned, it will be as safe as ever
it was and will take no more harm where it now is than it
would if it had not been disconnected. The usual way
with such things is to draw off the water and let the boiler
remain in its setting Detached, however, and more
completely drained of its contents, it chould be freer from
rust, and if slightly raised above ground level would take
little or no harm. Bursting, cither of the boiler or the
pipes, after resetting, in such a ease could not ensue,
since, the whole being water-charged, expansion through
reheating would be gradual throughout the system At
the same time it would be well to proceed with caution
when the time comes to restart it. You say nothing of
the age of the boiler aud the kind of stokehole—wet or
dry-in which it has been. These are important matters,
and have a far greater bearing on the life of a boiler than
is generally supposed.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (A Roman flearfer).—With
the vegetable garden now occupied it is not easy to apply
remedies where the ants are in the nature of a plague,
though much may be done during the egg-laying season
by collecting the eggs and .burning them. Shovelled up,
anthills and all, and deposited on a rubbish fire, many
would be destroyed. Sawdust saturated mth petroleum
or carbolic acid, the latter for preference, mil often drive
them away, though they may go elsewhere and start
afresh. Boiling water is fatal, and should be persevered
with, since they frequently tlesert places where they are
worried continually. We think Roses Goldfinch and
Claire Jacquier might suit you. They are of the multi-
flora set, small-flowered and yellow". A garden Rose
budded on the Banksian would take its own form and
not that of the stock, whose influence would be in other
directions. If a climbing variety is required, a bud of
such an one should be inserted, and, if successful, all
other growth from the stock, i.e., the Banksian. should
thereafter be discouraged. The most fragrant Sweet
Peas are those of the grandifiora class, and a good way of
obtaining a collection would be to write to Messrs. Sutton
and Sons, Heading, England, who offer them in collections
or separately.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—Miss C. C—Owing to the intense
heat and the flowers being packed dry, they arrived in a
very withered condition, making identification diflicult.
The specimens sent appear to be : 1, double-flowered
Ivy-leaved Pelargonium The King ; 2. double-flowered
Ivy-leaved Pelargonium (JaUlee ; 3, double-flowered
Ivy-leaved Pelargonium )Ime. Crousse ; 4, Tulip Thomas
Moore ; 5, may be Viola .\rchic Grant ; 6, shrivelled
up ; 7, cannot find. J. E., Pitlochr.i/.—Primula Cock-
bumiana. L. S. Owen.— 1, Polypodium vulgare var.
cambricum

; 2, Cystopteris fragilis ; 3, .-Vspidium angulare.
M. E. IF.—1, Yes, Primula japoniea ; 1a, the orange

.scarlet hybrid is BuUeyana Beesiana cross, always variable
from seed ; 2, specimen not found ; 3, impossible to say.

J. F. A.—I and 2, both varieties of Veronica pros-
trata ; 3, a hybrid of Campanula Waldsteiniana and
another species, probably carpatica ; 4, Myosotis Stabiana

;

3, Campanula collina
; 6, Dianthus Waldsteinii ; 7,

D. inodorus : 8, 9 and 10, garden seedlings, cannot
identify, HI. T.—Probably Sempervivum species,
cannot identify from flowers alone. Thalassa.—Proba-
bly Melilotus Indica. Kindly send a better specimen.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting held on the 19tb inst. was
characterised by much beauty, interest and variety.
Hardy plants were among the more prominent, not least
among them a capital collection of flowering shrubs
from Slough. Carnations, too, were very beautiful ;

while the Koscs made quite a display alone. Orchids
were more than usuaUy prominent, the Miltonias being
particularly noteworthy.

Floral Committee.
Present : H. B. May. Esq. (chairman), and Messrs.

J. Green, Sydney Morris, R. C. Notcutt. J. W. Barr,
G. Reutbe, J. Heal, J. T. Bennett-Poe, H. W. "Wallace,
R. Hooper Pearson, C. R. Fielder, E. A. Bowles, J. F.
Hazelton, C. DLxon, J. Dickson, J. Hudson. \V. J. Bean.
A. Turner, W. H. Page, W. P. Thomson, W. Howe, T.
Stevenson, J. F. McLeod, J. Jennings, J. W. Moorman,
C. E. Shea, G. Paul, C. E. Pearson and E. H. Jenkins.
The exhibit of hardy flowering shrubs from Mr. Charles

Turner was of more than usual interest, and contained
many beautiful subjects, cliiefly, however, of the Phila-
delphuses. or Mock Oranges. The best of these were
Virginal (double white). P. hybridus Avalanche, P. h.
Lemoinei erccta, P. h. purpureo-maculatus, P. h. Conqufite
and P. h. Manteau d'Hcrmine, a small, profusely flowered
sort. Spirsea sorbifolia (a most elegant species), Lonicera
Heckrottli, L. Hendersonii and L. italica, tluce rarely seen
Honeysuckles, were also noted in an excellent lot.

New R09C3 from Mr. Walter Easica, Leigh-on-Sea,
contained many charming things, notably President
Wilson (H.T., salmon pink), Mrs. Ramon de Escofet
{red, shaded orange), Dr. Joseph Lowe (in the way of
Mme. M6lanic Soupert, if more golden in the bud, state).
ilrs. Edith Stanley (creamy white, with rich apricot
centre) and Helen Chamberlain (a good yellow-fiushed
flesh). Eastwood Queen (T.), white, shaded rose, was also
noted.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries, Wisbech, had a
particularly showy group of hardy flowers, iu which the
pink-flowered Erigeron B. Ladhams was a prominent
feature. Paeonies, Heucheras, Spanish Irises, Gaillardias
and Lilium Martagon album were among notable things.
Verbascums were very showy.

Mr. George Prince, Oxford, showed some very charm-
ing Roses, Mrs. Campbell Hall (Tea. white and pink),
Molly Sharman Crawford (white). Mrs. Foley Hobbs,
Comtesse de NadaiJlac and Miss A. de Rothschild (golden)
being very good. Queen of the Belgians (white), Diabolo
(crimson, semi-double) and Alberlc Barbier were good
among climbing sorts.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, contributed a
large collection of herbaceous Paonies. of which Eugenie
Verdier (flesh), Duchesse de Nemours (white) and Boule de
Nelge were good. Crawley Star and White Star Dahlias
were also shown.

Messrs. Paul and Sons, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, had
lovely baskets of Rose Paul's Lemon Pillar, together with
well-fiowered plants showing habit and freedom ; an
excellent variety in every way. The tree climbing sorts,
Rosa himalaica alba plena and rosea plena, which is said
to attain 40 feet high, were also well shown. They are
hybrids of Himalaica and Polyantha; sorts and have
proved quite hardy.

Messrs. W. H. Simpson and Sons. Birmingham, con-
tributed a capital assortment of Snapdragons, Carminn
King, Warrior, Golden Beauty, The Fawu, Beacon and
Afterglow being among the more distinct.

Mr. H. J. Elwes, Colesborne, showed many interest-
ing things—Orchis foliosa, of which one was very dark
flowered ; Gerberas in variety. Alstropmerias, Lilium
warleyense, together with Crinums and other plants.
Pancratium Macrosteffana and Urceocharis Ciibranii were
also included in an interesting lot.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, had very
flue Rose^. Mme. Edouard Herriot, lona Herdman.
Mrs. Peter Blair (soft yellow), Cupid (a lovely single pink
pillar sort), Ophelia, Rayon d'Or. Constance, General
Macarthur, Margaret Dickson Hamill, aud Sallie being
among the best in an excellent lot.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, showed
Gardenias, standard Lantanas, Verbena Miss Willmott,
standard Fuclisias and other plants, together with an
assortment of hardy Ferns, cliiefly Polystichums. Of
these P. aculeatum pulcherrimum gracilHmum Drueryi
was very beautiful, also P. angulare plumosum densum
P. a. p. tenerum Foxte and others.j

'

Messrs. Altwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, had a
splendid lot of Carnations, Gorgeous being very fine
Champion (scarlet), Wivelsfleld M'hite (very fine), Destinv'
Mrs. C. W. Ward (cerise), Bishton Wonder and Triumph
were other good sorts.

Messrs. William Paul and Sons, Waltham Cro^s, showed
their scarlet climber very finely, also Ophelia. Circe (flesh)
Josephine (pink). Queen of Fragrance, Marcella (blush)
and Titania (orange). Majestic was also rich in colour.

Paeonies and Delphiniums—both groups finely displayed—were well shown by Messrs. Kelway and Son, Langport
Among Pffionies. Queen of Spain (rose with golden centre)'
Lady of Langport (pink). E. St. Hill (rose). Queen Alex-
andra (white) and Bunch of Perfume were among the best.
Of Larkspui-s, Dusky Monarch, Admiral Cadigan, Mrs!
J. Kelway. Zinfandel, Minoru and Warspite (very dark)
were among the best in an extensive lot.

Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, had a delightful
show of alpines, Campanula Raineri, C. pseudo-Raineri,
Astrantia carniolica, Linum arboreum. Campanula
Raddeana, C. Kolenatiana, C. gargauica villosa. Ph5i;euma
comosnm (very charming), Silene Elizabethse and S.
alpestris flore pleno being among the more charming.
Allium pedemontanum. Saxifraga cochlearis. ConvohTilus
nitidus and many alpine Dianthi were nicely sliown.
The Roses from Mr. Eli?ha Hicks, Twyford. were very

beautiful. Great stands of such as Joanna Bridge, Red
Letter Day, Charles E. Shea (the gold medal Rose of last
year). Climbing Hillingdon, Ophelia and Mrs. George
Norwood were some iu a magnificent display of these

flowers. The new Mrs. Elisha Hicks was also in superb
form.

Mr. James Douglas, Great Bookhara, showed some good
Carnations. Ziska (quite a new shade of cinnabar red),
Margaret Lennox (yellow ground), Imiocence (pink),
Hercules (maroon), Dora (orange), Mrs. Robert Gordon
(pink) and RcnowTi (yellow-ground scailet) were among
the best.

Messrs. Piper and Co., Bayswater, contributed a group
of Clematises, of which Sensation, Duchess of Edinburgh
(double white), Mrs. George Jackman (wliite) and Fairy
Queen were good. Cistus laurifolia and Senecio Grayi
were noted in the group.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, had some charming
Acers in pots, those of the palmatiim set being very
beautiful.

Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester, showed Roses
Le Progr6s, Sunburst, Gorgeous and other good sorts.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, displayed a collection of Paeonies,
together with alpines in variety.

Herbaceous Paeonies, Larkspurs, Roses and other plants
were well shown by Messrs. H. Canncll and Sons, Eynsford,
Kent. Delphinium Mrs. Robert Cobb (mauve) was
particularly good, while many seedling foims were also
of much promise. Pjeonia Joan of Arc was very fine.

Rose Mme. Le Baronne Charles de Gargai is a lovely
Rose of yellow and cream and delightfully fragrant.
Juliet and Snow Queen were also good.

Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Langley Green, Slough, showed
many hardy plants, TroUius Ledebouri (award of merit),
Rodgersia ajsculifolia, Philadelphus Virginal (very beauti-
ful), Fremontia califomica and Magnolia parviflora being
good. Clematis angustifolia, Primula BuUeyana rosea
and Paonia lutoa were also fine.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. showed Carnations and
Roses, Mrs. \Vemyss Quinn, Mrs. Hugh Dickson and
Constance (yellow) being noted. _t„ t ^ ^. ^

Orchids.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,
had a fine show of Miltonias. Odontiodas and Odonto-
glosBums, the first named making a magnificent display.

Miltonia Charlesworthii and M. vextllaria Lyoth were the
chief varieties. A gold Williama medal waa deservedly
awarded

.

Messrs. Stuart. Low and Co. contributed Cattleyas,
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Orpethena, and Laelio-Cattleya

Vesuvius among others,

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, had fine specimens
of Laelio-Cattleya Gottoiana var. Imperator and L.-C.

Canhamiana vat. Rex among others.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, con-
tributed a lovely lot of Miltonias and Odontiodas.

FRtriT AND Vegetable Committee.

Present: J. Cheal, Esq. (chaurman), the Rev. W.
Wilks, and Messrs. J. Jeffries, F. Perkins, E. A. Bunyard,
W. H. Divers, W. Poupart, E. Beckett, J. C. Allgrove,
A. Bullock, P. C. M. Vcitch, Owen Thomas, W. Bates,

H. S. Rivers, J. G. Weston, E. Harriss and A. R. Allan.

A collection of Cabbages exhibited by Mr. R. Staward,
Panshanger Gardens, Hertford, included fine baskets
of Sutton's Harbinger, Sutton'sjmperial, Earliest Favourite
and Flower of Spring. All were particiUarly well-hearted
specimens.

OBITUARY
LIEUTENANT HARRY L. FOSTER.
Keen regret will be felt by all horticultiu-ists,

and especially those in Kent, at the news of the

death in action on June 7 of Lieutenant Harry

L. Foster, second son of the late Mr. Charles Foster,

who made a great reputation at Reading Uni-

versity. Lieutenant Foster was educated at

Reading Collegiate School and at the Wisley

Laboratories of the Royal Horticultural Society.

In 1913 he was appointed Assistant Horticultural

Instructor under the Kent Education Committee,

and in that capacity did admirable work imtil the

outbreak of war, when he immediately asked per-

mission to join the Army. Enlisting as a private,

he fought bravely in several engagements before

being wounded at the great battle of Loos in

1915. At the end of a long convalescence he

was recommended for cadet training, and in the

early spring of the present year he received his

commission. Lieutenant Foster resided for a

considerable time in Maidstone and became a

popular member of the Church Institute . Although

a keen student, first of horticultuire and ento-

mology, and subsequently of military science,

he was a versatile athlete. He had a singularly

engaging personality and was greatly beloved

by all who knew him.

The War Office notifies that from now ommrd all papers

posted to any neutral European country unll be stopped,

except those sent by puidishers and newsagents w/io have

obtained special permission jrom the War Office. Such

permission has been granted to The G.4RDEN, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmari, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and

Moumania should order copies to be despatcluid by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistoci Street, Covent' Garden, W.C.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

CONTINUING my notes on green-

stuffs, I mention below other suitable

greenery, &c., fogethervvith their feeding

values from the view-point of both

albumen and carbohydrates.

Kohl-rabi.—One great advantage possessed bv
this vegetable lies in its keeping qualities. Both
bulbs and leaves can be utilised. Ratio : Leaves,
T to 3i ; bulbs, i to 7^.
Radish Tops.—These can be given as an

occasional change.
Artichokes.—Abroad the artichoke has always

been widely used as a food for livestock. Its
ratio is r to 6.

Beetroot.—With so wide a ratio as i to 15 beetroot
is useful to widen a mash if such is desired.

Carrots.—Here we have a most useful " cold-
weather " root. Ratio : Leaves, i to 3 ; root,
T to 8.

Mangels.—This root does not stand the frost
like turnips or swedes, which necessitates early
storing. Mangels should be perfectly ripe before
they are used for fowls, and many give them
to the birds from February onwards when swedes
run short. Prior to preparing mangels, cut off
the crowns, which contaui harmful matter. Ratio :

Leaves, i to 2| ; roots, i to 8i.
Potatoes.—These are " spud-less " days, but

ray notes can be kept for future reference. Potatoes
should be washed prior to being boiled in their
skins. They should be cooked by themselves,
and the water be thrown away. If they
are again rinsed in warm water prior to being
mashed and added to the soft food, so much the
better. Potato haulms are poisonous, and neither
potatoes nor peelings should be given raw. Peelings
should be washed prior to being boiled by them-
selves, the liquor being thrown away. Ratio, i

to 10.

Sugar Beet.—Cultivated from seeds the roots
can be fed in the winter or left in the ground to
provide spring greenery, both greenstuff and
roots then being used. Ratio, i to 5J.

Swedes.'—These come in very handy after about
November, and both leaves and roots can be
utilised. Ratio : Leaves, i to 3 ; bulbs, i to 5J.

Turnips.—Another useful winter root. Ratio :

Leaves, i to ij ; bulbs, i to 5.

Parsnips.—Both leaves (r to 6) and roots

-

(i to 61) can be fed to fowls.
Pea Pods.—These are best boiled and passed

through a cutting-machine. Ratio, i to 4^.
Bean Pods.—If boiled and run through a cutting-

machine, these can be used in the mash in limited
quantities. Ratio, 1 to 3J.

Tomatoes.—Any surplus tomatoes can be added
to the soft food occasionally ; they have not
good enough feeding properties to warrant their
regular use.

Acorns, &e.=—Three foodstuffs that can be used
in moderation are acorns, horse chestnuts and
beech nuts. Acorns may be said to boast of an
albuminoid ratio of about i to 15, and horse

chestnuts around i to ro, from which it will be
gleaned that they are rich in carbohydrates, and

W. POWELL-OWEN

therefore fattening. Both, however, have a

serious drawback in that they contain a large

amount of tannin, which prevents our using

them as foodstuffs too liberally. They should

in consequence be regarded as a subsidiary

food, and should never be given as a meal by
themselves. Acorn poisoning is noticed where

livestock feed too liberally on acorns, due to

the effect of the tannin ; but as the symptoms

are so easily diagnosed, the careful feeder will be

able to judge if he is too heavy with this food.

Loss of appetite and wasting away denote the

presence of poisoning from both acorns and

apples. There are many ways of preparing

these foods. Many pass them through a

bone-cutting machine after removing the husks,

and add them to the mash prior to drying it off
;

while others dry them in the oven, remove the

husks, and then grind them up into meal for use

in the soft food. Sprouting removes most of the

tannin, as does boiling, and I have always found

it best to boil thoroughly acorns, horse chestnuts

and beecb nuts, pass them through the bone-

cutting machine, and use them occasionally and

in limited quantities in the mash. While these foods

are being used, provide plenty of greenery.

Animal Food.—In nine cases out of ten poor

egg-returns are due to the absence of animal food

from the hens' dietary. Lack of this food entices

the layers to eat more and more of ordinary food-

stuffs in the hope of obtaining from them the

much needed animal albumen. The birds in

consequence become overfat and egg-production

suffers. There are, of course, many forms of animal

matter, the list including meat -meal, fish-meal, meat

scraps, fish scraps, greaves, dried blood and green

bone. All are very rich in albuminoids, the ratio

varying from i to | to i to i, and necessitating

thereby careful use. For a hen in lay the animal food

should represent a tenth of the soft food, while

15 per cent, might be given to hens that are

" out of profit " to bring them on to lay, when
the usual 10 per cent, should be adopted. Albu-

men derived from animal food is much more
valuable than that from cereals or greenery, and

too much of the former will seriously affect the

kidneys and liver. When the fowls are enjoying

free range, the inclusion of animal food in the mash
is not necessary provided the birds have suitable

environment where they can obtain grasshoppers,

worms, grubs and insects ad lib. For confined

fowls and during the winter and such months

when grub or natural animal life is unobtainable,

such foods must be provided. , A supply of animal

food can be given daily until the birds are heavy

in lay, when thrice weekly will suffice. One is

well advised, however, to go by the egg-returns.

For hens that are to be marketed after a period of

heavy laying, 20 per cent, of the mash can consist

of animal food to " force " the eggs desired. Such

forcing, however, would be unwise for stock needed

later for breeding or other purposes.

Green Cut Bone.—This is one of the best egg-

producing animal foods obtainable, and it should

be much more popularly used by poultry-keepers.

Soft bones should be purchased fresh from the

butcher and ground up in a bone-cutting machine,

when the prepared food can be gi^'en in the mash

or separately at midday, being placed before the

birds in a trough. On no account use bones of

the " splintery" kind, or they will set up internal

troubles. A good combined bone and vegetable

cutter should be stocked by all poultry-keepers,

to whom it should prove a boon. A cheap, inferior

appliante is useless, as the work of grinding and

cutting is done by knives which must be strong

and reliable. All kinds of soft bones suitable for

poultry, greenery, roots, &c., can be put through

one of these machines and be turned into palatable

foodstuff ready for use.

Other Animal Foods.—Other animal foods

include fish-heads, offal and soft bones, dried

blood, horseflesh, liver, lights, paunches, skim-

milk, buttermilk, sour milk, whey, and cheese

parings. Blood from the slaughter-house, which

is invariably wasted, can be cooked and reduced to

a powder for use in the soft food. Having brought

the saucepan of water to the boil, drop in the pieces

and keep the whole simmering for a good time.

The blood will then resemble cooked liver and

can be rubbed up in the mash. It should be used

fresh, as when so prepared it will keep but six or

seven days. A good method of preparation, if it

is desired to keep the food for a long period, is

after boiling to place it in the oven to dry, and then

store it in airtight vessels. Some poultry-keepers

mix it with middlings into cakes, which are baked

in a slow oven. In cake form it will also keep

for a long time.

Canary Seed.—A correspondent informs me
that he is able to get canary seed, but does not know

if it is of any feeding value for fo%vls. This little

seed I may say is very rich in albuminoid matter

and has a feeding ratio of i to 4J. It figures in

practically all small grain mixtures sold for chicks,

but its high price has always ruled it out of the

grain diet of adults. StiU, it is a most useful egg-

producing seed, and can be used as freely as desired

in proportion to the price paid for it.

Food Values.—Another reader sends me a list

of over fifty foodstuffs, and adds that she will be

very grateful if I will fill in the albuminoid ratio

of each. The collection includes even dates and

walnuts. For the guidance of others I append

some of the foods mentioned, together with their

values, as so far I have not dealt with them:

Barley, i part albumen to 6 parts carbohydrates
;

millet, r to 5j ; wheat screenings, i to 6 ; walnuts,

I to 6 ; dates, i to iij
;

pea-nuts, i to 3 ; locust

bean, i to 2 ; sprouted oats, i to 6i ;
prickly

comfrey (green and hay), i to 2^ ; sainfoin (green

and hay), i to 3 ; vetch or tare, green 1 to 2, hay

I to 2j ; melons, i to 4J ;
poppy seed, i to 5|;

Irish moss, i to 5J ; barley-meal, i to 6 ;
dried

hops and dried yeast, i to i ;

' beans, peas, bean-

meal and pea-meal, r to 2 ; maize-meal, r to 8 ;

gluten meal and gluten feed, i to 2i ; rye, i to 7 ;

cotton-seed, i to 4 ; hempseed, i tog; linseed,

I to 5 ; sorghum seed, i to SJ ; beech-mast

(shelled), i to i ; and buckwheat, i to 7.

ADVICE OiV POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powdl-Owen, THE GARDEN Poultry Expert,

mil be pleased to ansuier, free of charge, any questions dealing

with poultry-keeping. A stamped and addressed. envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed reply mil be

•posted promptly. Communications should he sent to Mr.
W. Powell-Owen, care of tHE Gakden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C. 2.
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SUCCESSFUL REARING
OF CHICKENS.

IN
my last article on chicken-rearing I dealt

fully with the management of the foster-

mother, and now pass on to the handling

of the chicks.

The Chicks.^At first the chicks cannot

grasp what is expected of them, but after a little

schooling they soon enter the sleeping section and
pass to and fro. Never feed the "Chicks in the

heated chamber, but in the nm-section of

the rearer, scattering the grain in the litter. For the

first few days it is wise to visit the rearer after the

chicks have retired, and any that are in the outer

run should be gently guided into the sleeping

compartment. It is quite a simple matter to

entice little chicks to feed ; tap the wood or

dish with the finger and the noise will attract

them. After the first week the chicks can be

allowed to run out into the grass enclosure, where
the soft food can be given in troughs, although

the grain or seeds can still be scattered in the

litter inside the foster-mother. In the day-

time open the lid of the run-section a little to let

in fresh air.

Cleanliness Essential. — In chicken-rearing

rifauliness is essential to success. The litter

' in the heated section of the foster-mother should

be regularly renewed, as should that in the run-

compartment. The chickens are allowed the

protection of the foster-mother until they are

eight weeks old, when they are removed to

cold brooders (unheated) or cockerel boxes, i.e.,

growing stock houses,

which they occupy until

they are ready for their

permanent winter laying

quarters. Before they are

removed from the foster-

mothers the se.^es are best

divided and run in separate

flocks, as this gives the

young pullets - a better

chance of going ahead.

Cockerels are very greedy

and proper " bullies "
;

hence the reconimenda-

. tion of separating the

sexes.

Feeding Maxims.—There

are countless methods of

feeding, and I propose here

dealing with the general prin-

ciples only. Chicks do not

require food until they are

from thirty-six to forty-eight

hours old—Nature has per-

formed her duties by pro-

viding the yolks which the chicks must devour
-before they break out of the shells. The first

meal, too, if it can be so called, should be fine

gritty sand. My four feeding maxims for

rearers of chickens are : (i) Little and often
;

(2) early and late
; (3) regular feeding-times

;

and (4) provide variety of foods. The soft

food should be given in wooden troughs or on
boards, and the " dry " food (seeds and grains)

should be scattered among the litter. Drink-

ing water should be provided from the start,

and all vessels should be kept scrupulously

clean. For the first week the chicks should be
fed every two or three hours, and during the

next three weeks five meals per diem will be
sufficient, with four feeds daily from a month
to three months, when the usual three can

be adopted.

Mash and Grain.—The quantity to give must,

of course, depend upon the amount of food that

the chickens can pick up if they are on free range.

The idea is to feed little and often—just sufficient

at each meal to keep the appetites keen, as this

promotes growth. If poultry on free range are

overfed, they will make little or no effort to forage.

The last meal of the day should be "dry" or

grains, and mash and grain should be provided

as alternate feeds. As regards grains, the small

and broken kinds and seeds should be used at

first, the whole grains being given when the

chicks get older. The following provide a wide

choice for a suitable "dry" mixture: Half

(or split) groats, split wheat, rice, broken

maize (sparingly), broken peas, dari, buckwheat,

millet, hempseed (sparingly), canary seeds and
rape seeds.

Green-Food.—If the chickens cannot find a

sufficient supply of green-food, it must be supplied

in some form or another. Sprouted oats are a

valuable greenery, as are onions, the latter being

finely minced and either given alone or mixed with

the soft food. The green tops are also excellent,

and the ffee use of onions will guard against gapes

and many other ailments. Clover-meal after

being well scalded and allowed to steam and
bulk represents a splendid ingredient of the mash,

as do boiled nettles, the tender young leaves

of the latter being used. The leaves of nettles

possess medicinal properties, as do those of lettuce.

HENS AND CHICKENS.

A pretty snapshot taken on Messrs. William

H. Cook, Limiled's, model poultry farm at

Orpington. Kent. It will be noticed what

an excellent wind-screen the bushes behind

the coops make.

Mustard and cress can be grown in bo.xes, and
lawn clippings come in most useful. Wherever
green-food, house-scraps, bacon rind, cheese

rind, &c., are used, they should be finely minced

to prevent digestive disorders.

Meat.—After the chicks are a week old, a little

meat or animal food should be provided several

times a week. It can take the form of meat-
scraps, greaves, meat-meal, fish-scraps, fish-meal,

or green cut bone. It is advisable to steam

thoroughly most of the animal foods mentioned
prior to use to aid digestion. Skim-milk can be

given to drink or in the soft food, as can soured

skim-milk, provided the liquid residue is thrown

away, as this tends to create diarrhoea. As an
aid to better digestion the drinking water can be

slightly coloured once or twice a week with per-

manganate of potash, and occasionally a little

powdered charcoal can be added to the soft food.

These precautions will not only aid digestion,

but also sweeten the digestive and other internal

organs. To ensure the proper growth of feathers

the chicks must be guarded against insects, and

the head, neck, shoulders and fluff of each chicken

shoiild be regularly dusted with Izal powder,

which can also be sprinkled over the litter.

Feed for Framework.—In the rearing of chicks

it is highly important to feed first for a framework

which will carry the necessary amount of flesh

that is to be added later. If this is not done, leg-

weakness will ensue. For the growing of frame

or bone there is nothmg to beat bone-meal. This

must not be confounded with green cut bone.

The latter is produced by grinding up fresh bones,

whereas bone-meal is obtained by grinding dry

bones into a meal. Too much should not be

given, and I recommend a spoonful mixed in

the soft food for a dozen chicks twice or thrice

a week.

Exercise Necessary.—Growing stock should be

provided with ample exercise. All the free range

possible should be allowed, and where this cannot

be provided the constant moving of the chickens

to fresh ground is recommended. Free range

creates an appetite, promotes growth, and provides

natural food. A good plan where a small coppice

or wood is handy is to place the houses near,

so long as they are not directly under trees. The

young stock will enjoy retirement during the

daytime into the wooded

coppice, where they will

dig themselves in among the

grubs and insects. A bone

on which a little (in these

times) meat has been left

will cause plenty of exercise

and fun, and a certain

portion of ground can be

dug up daily for the

chicks to " work,*' Another

good plan is to make a

heap of garden refuse,

soil and grass turves, and

scatter a little grain thereon

occasionally,

Late-Night Feeding. —
The rearer of fancy poultry

knows the value of late feed-

ing, and there is no doubt

that a late-night feed by

lamplight is all in favour of

better growth. It is sur-

prising how quickly the

little ones get accustomed

to it and eagerly await the approach of footsteps

and the glare of the lamp.

CYCLES - from £5 5 O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
Latest Ladies" or Gents' Models, beautifully finished.

Immediate delivery free, ready for riding, ten days' iree
trial, complete satisfaction guaranteed by our certificate

of 10 YEARS' WARRANTY
for everything- Choice of Three-Speed. Coasters, or

Free Wheels. Descriptive Catalogue with factory prices.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
15/- net: by post, 15/7.

Please write to-day for full partlculara of this Invaloable

book and for illustrated proapectuaea of some of the super-

booka in the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,
" CouNTEY LIPE." Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C. -.
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THE EDITOR of "THE GARDEN" asks you to

HELP THE BLINDED HEROES.
Take a Ticket in

THE GREAT LOTTERY
(AUTHORIZED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE).

A great Art Lottery, under the management of the Chelsea Art Union, has been authorized by the Board of Trade, the whole

of the proceeds to be given to Sir Arthur Pearson's Fund for the continuous care of Bhnded Soldiers and Sailors at St. Dunstan's Hostel.

There are over 500 prizes to be drawn foi—Pictures, Sculpture, and Prints, given by the foremost artists of the day and

art lovers. This wonderful collection of art treasures is a tribute of the world of art to the heroes blinded in the field of bat

The prizes include works by such men as

:

Sir Edward Poynter Millais Alma Tadema Holman Hunt Edward Burne-Jones

Sargent Alfred Gilbert Augustus John Wm. Orpen

Among the generous donors are the Duchess of Rutland, Lady Wantage, Lady Stuart of Wortley, Lady Hamilton, Lady

Fitzgerald, Mrs. Holman Hunt, Lord Plymouth, Lord Reay, Lord Faringdon, and Lord Henry Cavendish- Bentinck.

The artists themselves are giving of their best. Some of the names are : Bernard Partridge, George Belcher, Lee Hankey,

Arthur Hacker, Augustus John, John Lavery, John Sargent, C. H. Shannon, Byam Shaw, Spencer Watson, Alfred Parsons,

"Wilson Steer, and William Nicholson.

The Art staff of Punch, with F. H. Townsend as art editor, have contributed a considerable number of drawings, to which

have been added some by Tenniel and Du Maurier. It is a truly wonderful collection. The tickets for the Lottery are only 5s. each.

The drawing for prizes will take place at St. Dunstan's on July 10th, and will be done by some of the blinded soldiers themselves.

Until that date the pictures will be on exhibition (from June 20th) in the Palm Court, Selfridge's, Oxford Street.

Tlie Lottery is under the management of the Chelsea Art Union, of which the Marchioness of Linlithgow is President, and

Lord Stuart of Wortley the Treasurer.

All cheques and postal orders must be made payable to the Chelsea Art Union, and be crossed London County and Westminster

Bank. Communications should be addressed to Kineton Parkes, Hon. Sec, Chelsea Art Union, c/o The Editor, " '^-

Garden," 8, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

tel.

I

The

CUT THIS OUT AND POST IT TO-DAY. THE GARDEN" COUPON. Closing Date July 7lli

Please send me tickets for the great Art Lottery, for which I enclose / s (5s. for each ticket).

Name-
Post this Coupon with your remittance to the Hon. Sec,

Kineton Parkes, Chelsea Art Union, e/o The Editor,
"The Garden," 8, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C. 2.

Address-

(Please write address carefully.)

Every 5/- Lottery Ticket is a subscription to the St. Dunstan's Fund.

icts there P?
I
and makes the Garden ZU^L
gay all the year round r,":\«TsT.i

I Sold everywhere is TINS at Od.i. 1».,uid In BRANDBD A SBALED
BAGS: 71bs., 2». 6d.; 14Ib3.,4«.6d. ; 3S lbs.. 7».6d.; 581b8„ 12«. 8d. ; 1121ba.,aO«. Or
dlrectfrom theWorks, Carriagepaid In the United Kingdom forCashwithOrdertexceptSd. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure M""s & Bone Crushers. STRATFORD. IQNDON.E.

PULLETS, la3ang, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

so breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Vaknet, Stratford, Essex.

MRS. HOLLAMS, Dene Park, Tonbridge,
has few of her noted French strain of black and white " La
Bresse " chickens for disposal—April and May hatched atSs.
each.—Apply Poultry Manager, Estate Office.

LADY PUPILS RECEIVED. — Practical
theoretical Poultry training ; all branches : special oppor-

tunities given
;
posts found ; moderate fees (board residence).

—Miss LOWEY, Gilston Farm, Wliitwell, near Welwyn, Herts.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
•' A worthy and lormidabU weaponlor battling against the bacillus."

—Sir J. Ceichton-Beowne. F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influensa.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and

were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova,"

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^L*ef,ai IZAL rOWDcn, g/g peJsoiblkeg!

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C 1
and by George Newnes, Limited, 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation (or quality and ciieapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.^
H. MERRTWEATnER & SONS, LTD., Southwell , Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons *: Crisp, Limited,
Ttie Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey^

CHINESE CABBAGE. — This vegetable
resembles a Cos Lettuce in appearance and produces a fine

head weighing about 41bs. It may be cooked and served
like ordinary cabbage and makes a delicious dish, or may be
eaten raw as salad. Seeds, whicli may be sown from end of
June until Aupust for autumn and wnter use, 6d. andl-
per packet.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
Bagshot, Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITKOLITE " far superior to WTute Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Cakson & SONS, Grove Worlis, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. CoOK. With over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. SLith Edition. 12s. 6d. net,

by post, ISs.^Published at the Otfices of " Country Life,
Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

CISTUS and HELIANTHEMUMS, for present
planting : Salv;efoIius, Purpureus. Cyprius, Liidaniierus,
Alyssoides, Algarvensis. The above six choice sorts, strong
plants, for 10/6, package free.—GEO. Bunyard & Co., Ltd.,
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

DEFY THE BIRDS. — Superior rotless
tanned netting. Supply limited. Obtain our prices. Buy
early. Pea guards 6/11 dozen with ends small mesh.. Trel'is,

12ft., 1/1, Garden hose, barrows, lawn mowers equally cheap.—E. B. Hawthorn, Lt^L, Dept. E, Abbey Foregate, Slirews-
bury, also at Loudon and Boston.

12 large clumps,
Drj'as octopetala, 3/-, 1

gentiana verna,
S/-. free by Parcel Post. 6
Pinguicula grandiflora, 7/6. 3 Bee Orchis, !/-. 3 Gnat
Orchis, 2/-. 3 Prog Orchis, 2/-. 3 Butterfly Orchis, 2/-.

3 Orchis Incarnata, 2/- 3 Orchis Fuchsii, 2/-. 3 Orchis
O'Kellyii, 2/6. 3 Orchis Praetermissa, 2/-. 3 Habenaria
intacta var. Carnea, 2^6. 3 Habenaria intacta var. Palidi-
flora, 2/6. 3 Habenaria Albida, 2 6. 3 Epipactis Atrorubens,
2/6. 3 Epipactis Palustris, 2 -. 3 Royal flowering Ferns, 2/-.—O'Keliy, Botanist, Ballyvaughan, Co. Clare.

SPECIAL SQUARE MESH NEW HAND-
BRAIDED PEA NETTING, ,lnv length, width, od. square
yard ; orders promptly supplied, passenger train. Largest
Hand-braided Net Maker in I'nited Kingdom.—W. Oliver
Allen, Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

FLOWER POTS.—10 8in., 15 6m., 20 Sin.,
20 4in.. 20 3in., 20 2Hn.. complete, packed free, case included,
9/-. Illustrated list of pots, poultry fountains, trouglis, etc.
free.

—

Thos. Jeayons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS. Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

the MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
Dsing this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and first-class crop instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent
on application to the Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE-
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page ii.

BARR'S SEEDS FOR JUNE SOWING.—
Finest strains of Antirrhinums, Aquilejrias, Campanulas,
Canterbury Bells, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Delphiniums,
Hollyhocks, Lupins, Pansies, Primulas, Stocks, Wallttowers,
etc. Catalogue un application.

Barr a Suns, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal. International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisbume, Woking.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "Country Lifb." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

SPECIAL NEW SQUARE MESH PEA NETS
OF COIR YARN, 3,4, .i, 6ft. high, any size to order, r,d.

sq. yard; desnatched on receipt of order; passenger train

carr. paid.—W. OLIVER ALLEN, Net Works, Porthleven,
Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
j-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4*d. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-incli mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2Jd. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Goods
supplied on receipt of order; carr. paid passenger train.

—

W, Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of
rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country,
Bv C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, SJd.—Published at the
Offices of " Country Life." Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

McDOUG ALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.
Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDoroALL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
W^estminster.

POLYANTHUS PRIMROSES.—Seed from
my exhibition strain, 6d. and 1/- packet. Send for list of plants
and seed.—Rev. L. Baknes, F.R.H.S., Scofton, Worksop.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. TEETGEN. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Lite," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a fine Lilac Pulla, 5/- doz.—Write lor

quotations to Whitelego & Co., Nurseries, Chislehurst.

SUTTON'S
SUTTON'S

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
FLOWER SEEDS.

THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc , blisters, sunburn,
neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—New Oxydol
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

OUR LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS suit-
able for summer sowing is now ready and will be sent
post free on application.—UOBBIE & Co., Seedsmen to the
King, Edinburgh.

VITARA RADIUM FERTILISER is the
Ldeal stimulant for roses, and PRE-EMINENT for the
KITCHEN GARDEN. Obtainable through all seedsmen or
dealers, or of T. Thorne Baebr, 3. Imperial Buildings,
Croydon, Surrey. 9d., Is. 3d. and 2s. 9d. post free.

WALLACE'S WATER ULIES and other
Plants for the aquatic garden should be planted now.
Catalogues free.—R. Wallace & Co., Ltd., Kilntield Gardens.
Colchester.

PLANT OUT between the rows—now—
Broccoli, Cottao;er'3 Kale, Cabbages, Brussels Sprouts, Cauli-
flower Ail strong hardy plants. Best varieties only, 1/6 per
100. Carefully packed, carriage paid. Larger lots cheaper.—

•

Dawley Court, Uxbridge,

LAWN BOWLS.—50s. Association Set Lawn
Bowls. 4 pairs, superior, full size, selected lignum, with two
jacks, complete in strong box, unused, price 29fl. 6d. ; also

;; pairs finest Standard Match Bowls, new, absolutely
acx'urate :J bias, officially tested and stamped, lis. 6d. pair,

or whole lot for 498. (id. Approval.—" Box 724 " Gilyabds,
Darley Street, Bradford.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. .\NDERSON Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices of
' Coontrt Like," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.2.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonouB
insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economical.
Is. and 3s. (id. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Manufacturers, McDoCQilL BEOS., LTD., Manchesteff

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wu:e Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BouiTON & Paui., Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

THE ANT PEST.—The only sure remedy
is Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer. In bottles, 2/6 and 3/6 each,

from all seedsmen.—Sole Manufacturers, Alexander Cross

and SONS, LTD., Glasgow.
:

TENNIS BORDER NETS.—Limited quantity

only. To hand 2.5 x 3 yards. Well corded top and bottom.

12/- each.—The Gocrock Ropework Co., Ltd., Lowestott.

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's

Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis Grandiflora; 1/6

doz., 50 for 5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plants.—

F. H. Jones, Churchfield Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as ^VoI*mB, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/-Tins& IS/-perCwt.(f.or. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen,

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural
Exhibition, iqii.

BARR'S SEEDS
fpi' Flower 3^ Kitchen Garden
ofFinest Selected Strains ^Tested Growth

Awarded for Vegetables:

Roval Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-QILT KNIQHTIAN'MEDAI^.
3 QOLO MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds
for the Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
fine Dovelties of sterling merit.

Sent tree on application.

BARR & SONS, 1 1 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,
Covent Garden, London.

Important to Gardeners

and Fruit Growers

ccNIQUAS
(IMPROVED)

(REGD.)

II

The Most Successful Non-Poisonous
insecticide of the Day.

^', lis Advanlagea ara—
'- Certain Death to all Insect Peats.
- No possible inj ur.v to the most delicate
; Plant, Flower or Foliage.

' It is the Cheapest Insecticide known.
One pint makes 10 to 12 gallons for
Thrip, Black and Green Fly, etc.,
wliilst RED SPIDER. Mealy Bug and
Scale can lie thoroughly eradicated
by using " NIQUAS " about double
the strength required tor Fly.

PRICES.
Half-pint, 1/-; Pint, 1/6; Quart, 2/6;
Half-gal., 4/.; Gallon, 7/6; Kegs, each

Five Galls., 25/- ; Ten Galls., 45/-.

THE "NIQUAS" SYRINGE
Tliese Syringes are especially adapted for tlie use of
Niquas,"aDd as a general Vaporising Syringe.

The "Niquas" Syringe clianges automatically
from Direct to Underleaf Spraying by simply

turning the Syringe.

To be had from the Trade generally.

Man ufacl urers :

—

CORRY & CO., LTD., BONDED TOBACCO
- STORES & WAREHOUSE:SHAD THAMES, LONDON, S E

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT •_ / .^ GREENHOUSES.

( PATENTED)
THE ONLY RELIABLE AND

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
tiCieNTIFiCALiL.y AMD CUGiaiCAL.t<y fRldfakkd.

In thp form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time. In the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further
(4 busliols equalling IScwts.). gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Report of Royal Horticultural Society. " Vour Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
in the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full Particulars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.W BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -«a
Sold in Bags, 1 bushel, 3/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; five 4 hiisliel. 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel. 55/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Plckford, London district, or to any station within 25 mll-^s of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.
WAKELEY BROS. & CO.. LTD., 75a. BANKSIDE. LONDON.

Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bu-shel bag, carriage n.iid 25 miles, extra as above.

DURING THE WEEK-END
Your thoiiglits are full of your garden and allotment. How can I produce the finest flowers

to cheer the family and trighten the home surroundings? What will make my allotment
give me more Beans, Peas, Potatoes, etc., than last year? In fact, how can I double
my crops ?

We can tell you. We have more than doubled Potato and Scarlet Runner Bean Crops.

We have had Lettuce ready for use three weeks earlier than ever before
;

plants and flowers

in profusion weeks ahead and finer in quality. It has all been done hy mixing a little

Manufactured under

Royal Letters Patent. RITOno.1 Manufactured under

Royal Letters Patent.

(The Humosin Food for Soil Bacteria)

with the soil. This is the new idea in gardening, the latest scientific process. You feed the

soil bacteria and they feed you.

PRICES :

3-bushel bag, 17/6; 2-bushel bag, 12/6; 1-busliel bag, 7/6; Ca^^cns:, 1/- each.

Ask for Booklet ••Rita Results" from Dealers, or THE MOLASSINE CO., LTD.,
22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, S.E. 10.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS

NON -POISONOUS

POWDER INSECTICIDEWASH
DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK&GREEN FLY. CATERPILLARS,ET^

(n Cartons to make 10 eailons of Wash, 1/- of Nurserymerr

60 3/6 ^"<^ Seedsmen

MCDdUGALL BROS LT9 PORT ST MANCHESTER

IfON-POISON^OUS
KI^EP VOUR PATHS CLEAN

WITH •> ,»

McDOUQALL'S
WEED KILLER

WRITE FOR PRICES AMD N«WE
or LOCAL OCALCR TO

McDBUiall Bres ltd., Port St.. MjncKf-ittr

o
3

is
o
a'
o
a
o
c

SALE OF SURPLtS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

"^orts"' NORWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.,

Phytobroma
Barrs Neuj Plant Food

For Flowers Vejgetzkbles and Fruit

of highest gueJity & gt/aranteed analysis

Phytobroma greatly increases all

Vegetable Crops.
Guaranteed Analysis: 3-.'i0% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble

Phosphates; 13-30% Insoluble Phosphates; 3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b., 5/6; 281b., 8/6 ; f)61b., 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 2Hlb. and upwards, carriage paid.

Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON
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SEEDS of many kinds of vegetables are

likely to be scarce next season, which

leads us to suggest that as many seeds

as can should be saved at home. It is

difficult to save seeds of many vegetables,

true, and e.tcept as a war measure seed saving

i^ far better left to the seed-grower who has made
.1 special study of the methods to be adopted

in procuring and placing at the disposal of his

I lients seeds clean, alive, and true to name.

This is by far the more economical method in the

long run, but as seed is scarce, special measures

should be adopted.

Save Last Season's Leeks for Seed.—For

instance, there are probably still in some gardens

a few of last season's Leeks. These might be

allowed to flower and run to seed, and when the

seeding inflorescence begins to dry off, cut the

whole thing and hang it up—without attempting

to shell out the seeds—to dry thoroughly in a dry

shed. Tlie seeds may be removed in January

when thoroughly dry in time for sowing next year.

Peas and Beans may easily be saved in gardens

if a few plants are kept for the purpose, although

birds are diSicult to keep oiJf the former. Cabbages

and Beets are likely to cross if other Cabbages

and Beets respectively are

in their neighbourhood.

It would, of course, be

unwise to attempt to

save seed from bolting

plants of Onions or Cab-

bages, as the progeny

would then be more
likely to bolt.

Shallots : Errors in

Cultivating.— We have

more than once, when
examining school
gardens, found Shallots

nearly 6 inches
deep and with the tops

cleared away when
judging-time came
along in early July the

crop was practically

non-existent. Deep
setting of the bulbs

and earthing up are

errors to be avoided,

and where the latter

has been done it should

be at once corrected

in order to afford the

clusters every oppor-

tunity of maturing in

due course.

Southampton Royal
Horticultural Society.

—

Notwithstanding the stressful times through

which we are passing, this society is working hard
to keep things going. A grand summer flower

show will be held in the beautiful grounds of

South Stoneham House on Wednesday, July ii,

when prizes for allotment holders and cot-

tagers will be awarded. A band and other

attractions will be provided, including netting

the salmon pool (tide permitting). A floral

bazaar will be held in connection with the show
in aid of the local branches of the British Red
Cross and the Order of St. John.

National Sweet Pea Society.—Although the

Manchester Show has been abandoned, arrange-

ments have been made for exhibits of Sweet Peas

in connection with the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting on July 3 (the oirly available date) in

the Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, Westminster.

No schedule of prizes \vill be published, but medal

awards will be made to meritorious exhibits put

up by trade and amateur growers. Members are

specially invited to exhibit novelties. The trials

of novelties for this year have also been abandoned.

Flower Show in the Ruhleben Prison Camp.—
The following interesting letter has recently been

received from the secretary of the Ruhleben

Horticultural Society :
" You will be pleased

to know that, notwithstanding the very severe

winter which we had, we were able on Saturday,

April 7, to hold our first flower show of spring

flowers, which was very successful and was greatly

appreciated by our fellow-prisoners. Now that

milder weather has set in, trenching operations

on the vegetable garden have commenced, and

CERASTIUM TOMENTOSUM CLOTHING A DRY WALL,

morning and afternoon squads of sixty men go

out for this work. In the meantime our frames

are full of vegetable seedlings, and by the time

the ground is ready they will be in a condition

to transplant. We hope in a few days' time to

send you copies of the photographs of our flower

show, which will interest you, no doubt. Would
it be possible to make arrangements for gardeiring

papers and books on' horticultural subjects to

be sent to us here ? We should be delighted to

receive any literary matter of this description."

The British Prisoners of War Book Scheme
(Educational) will be glad to receive offers of

literature in response to the above appeal, as well

as of other books (not fiction) suitable for prisoners

who are desirous of pursuing various studies.

All communications should be addressed to the

Chairman, Mr. A. T. Davies, C.B., at the Board
of Education. Whitehall, S.W. i.

Cerastium in a Dry Wall.—With its masses

of bloom and curtains of neat grey foliage, no
plant is better for a June effect in dry walling

than the old favourite Cerastium tomentosum.
Even in the old bedding days of fifty years ago,

long before the special ciiltivation of alpine plants

was thought of, it was valued as a grey edging

plant for summer gardens. But in a dry wall

it is seen quite at its best, for its habit is to trail

downwards and form sheets of hanging growth.

The illustration shows the advantage of planting

it on the top edge of the wall as well as in the

middle and lower joints, so that the upper level

and the vertical face are pleasantly connected.

The group shown has been several years in its

position, and has sown
itself on the ground at the

—

^

foot of the wall. Every
v:. year or two, when the

hanging mass looks over-

worn, it is cut clear

away, when sheets of

new growth are quickly

produced.

A Practical Booklet

on Bottling Fruits and

Vegetables. — Through-

out this year a series of

lectures and demonstra-

tions on fruit preserving

and bottling have been

given by Mr. and Mrs.

Vincent Banks at the

Royal Horticultural

Society's fortnightly

meetings at the Drill Hall

in Buckingham Gate, S.W.

These lectures have now
been supplemented by a

book, which the societ .'

has published and which

Mr. and Mrs. Banks have

written. The book deals

not only with vegetable

bottling and fruit pre-

serving without sugar,

but goes further and

includes many valuable

recipes for pulping fruit, which economises sugar,

and for jams, jellies and marmalade. The methods

and recipes set forth in the book are the result

of the authors' practical experience extending

over many years. The price is is. 2d. post free.

It can be obtained from the Secretary of the Royal

Horticultural Society, Vincent Square, West-

minster, London, S.W. i.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

About Roses and Lilacs.—Notice has recently

been called in The Garden to the early Roses,

Rosa Hugonis and R. altaica. The former in

my garden has been a mass of bloom 8 feet high

by 10 feet broad, and a common Lilac near made
a beautiful addition. Three plants of R. altaica

were a mass of bloom 6 feet high by lo feet broad,

and near it Iris Purple King added to the picture.

I cannot conceive why people do not grow then

more. Friends to whom I have recpmmended

them tell me that nurserymen, when asked for

Rosa altaica, reply that they do not know it !

R. Hugonis was a lovely sight last year also.

It is curious that both last year and this year

one great flowering shoot of R. Hugonis has died

suddenly in mid-flower, the rest of the tree being

quite healthy. It seems like the disease that

attacks Clematis for some unknown reason. Have
any of your readers had experience of this ; I

mean with regard to R. Hugonis ? Some while

ago correspondence appeared in your columns

re the pruning or non-pruning of fruit trees the

frst year of planting. Mr. Pearson put the case

excellently for pruning. I have found by ex-

perience just as he says, that if you do not prune

the first year it is difficult to prune the second

year, as you get no nice dormant eyes to cut to
;

but, apart from this, I notice in this year of drought

that the bushes of Apples planted this spring that

were pruned hard are looking well, whereas some

few, mostly cordons, that I did not prune are

feeling the- effects of the drought in a marked

manner. I notice you say of Syringa Ellen

Willmott that it is probably the most beautiful

double white Lilac. To my mind it is not nearly

so beautifrU as Mme. Abel Chatenay.—(Rev.)

RoLLO Meyer, Walton Rectory, Hertford.

The Altai Rose.—Rosa altaica is again a delight-

with its large, creamy white, single flowers, and

is a source of great pleasure to all who see it and

who can appreciate the charms of the single Roses.

It is such a free grower, too, and makes such

handsome bushes that it is a treasure for those

who love the Rose in the wilder parts of the garden

in huge bushes, so that they may bear a wealth

of flowers. I have had it from various sources,

and there appears to be a slight variation in the

plants. One form I have here looks more creamy
in its hue and to have larger blooms than others.

It may be a disadvantage in some places, but a

gain in others, that it suckers freely. By this means
good plants may soon be secured if the suckers

are taken off in November or early spring and

planted where desired. As it fruits freely, it is

almost a matter for surprise that those who have

time and space have not endeavoured to raise

seedlings and to select the best from these. I

hope, however, that nobody will spoil the charms
of this early flowering and most delightful single

Rose —S. Arnott, Dumfries.

Good Fruit Crops Each Year.^—Your corre-

spondent H. Vendelmans (issue June r6, page 221)

in his note on this subject appears to give all

the credit for regular crops of fruits each year

to " appropriate manuring," regardless of the

known fact that certain varieties of fruit—Apples

among others—are proverbially shy fruiters,

while others are consistent croppers year by year.

Such well-known culinary Apples as Stirling

Castle, Lane's Prince Albert, and Bismarck

—

where the latter is left unpruned and only thin

wood removed—are instances of the latter
;

while Gravenstein, Alfriston, Keswick Codlin

and Beauty of Bath might be cited from out of

the not short list of the proverbially shy. In

the mind's eye is a row each of Bismarck and

Beauty of Bath, trees of the same age, side by

side, that first named yielding bushels of fine fruit

each year, the i.ther enough to cause it to be

condemned and turned into potash. The trees

were good specimens, there were plenty of fruiting

spurs and a good show of blossom annually,

but no crop worthy of the name. Of the two rows

named, the Beauty of Bath was by far the better

looking, never having carried crop enough to

cause any distress. Whether the shortness or

entire absence of crop was due to infecundity of

the pollen in the variety or not I do not know,

but it was an instance in which the manuring

suggested by your correspondent could have

only resulted in excessive wood production without

any good result. Under like conditions Lane's

Prince Albert was a consistently good cropper

annually, not a few of the fruits reaching exhi-

bition size and finish. These are mentioned in

order to show that things other than manure

count, and among them weather conditions after

the cultivator had done all that was either possible

or practical. Liquid manure for orchard-grown

trees is hardly a practical suggestion, and trees

grown under glass are so differently circumstanced

in so many ways that the two can hardly be

compared.—E. H. Jenkins.

Traps for Queen Wasps.—During the past few

days I have killed over forty queen wasps on

Cotoneaster pannosa and C. bullata, both of which

attract them and prove excellent traps for these

pests.—T. H. F., Ewhurst.

Root Cuttings of Anchusa.—After reading

your reply to "Huxham"—"Anchusa Root

Cuttings"—on page 229 of The Garden, I would

like to state that on May 9 of last year, having to lift

several plants of Anchusa italica, I prepared about

forty cuttings from the roots of a few of the plants.

I then put them in a row in the garden, first cover-

ing them with sand and then with the garden

soil. Most of the roots grew and made nice plants.

They were transplanted in April this year, and are

at the present time flowering very well.—P. S.

,

Liss. Hants.

Cutting Back and Dwarfing Hardy Plants.

—

Mr. Jenkins' note re the above in The Garden of

June 16, page 220, refers to Michaelmas Daisies,

among others. I have continually treated these

thus (especially when I had a tiny town garden).

I left a few shoots in the centre of a clump to grow

to their full height and pinched back all the outer

ones, gradually decreasing them in height towards

the extreme outer edge. This caused each to

throw out a number of short, branching sprays,

making a mass of blossom from quite low down,

causing the whole to remain longer in flower, and

giving a plentiful supply for cutting without

spoiling the garden effect. I have treated tall

Antirrhinums, hardy Chrysanthemums and other

plants in like manner to great advantage in a

small garden.

—

Anne Amateur.

A Remedy for SlugS.^—1 quite agree with Mr.

E. Beckett that soot as a slugicide is greatly over-

rated. Like slaked lime, it is only effective when
fresh and dry. I have found the best means of

destroying slugs is to heavily dress the ground with

freshly slaked lime when it is vacant, using the lime

at the rate of 2cwt. to each 10 rods—I give this

proportion for the benefit of your many allotment

holder readers—digging the ground the next day

before the lime has lost its killing properties.

By this method the slugs underneath, as well as

those on the surface, are reached. It will be seen

that to get the best results, only as much ground

as can be du? in a day should be dressed with lime

at once. This liming will not kill all the slugs,

though their numbers will be greatly reduced.

Those which are troublesome later on with the

crops may be trapped fairly easily if pieces of

old sacking or boards are laid near the plants.

Slugs are mostly nocturnal feeders, and they

will hide under the materials named during the

daytime, so that it is merely necessary to turn

them over and kill the slugs. Ducks are great

slug-eaters, and, as they are not such bad gardeners

as fowls, may often be turned into the kitchen

garden.—A. C. B.

The 'Common Elder.—^This woodland weed, so

detested by all good woodmen, is, however, a

really beautiful shrub and worthy of the greatest

admiration when growing in its proper place.

I have just admired a rounded specimen 20 feet

high, of perfect yet informal shape, and studded

with huge plaques of fragrant, creamy flowers.

This huge bush is growing by the side of a placid

little stream which gently meanders along dividing

meadow land from the wood, and next, in marked
contrast, is a mass of the delicate pink wild Rose.

This floral feast is in the real country, and probably

an accidental effect, but in the cultivated wild

garden and by many a lakeside it might be copied

with advantage. For the shrubbery in the garden

proper there is quite a fair selection of varieties

and foreign species which are sometimes enlisted

by planters, but, except the Golden Elder, they

are all too rare. I may add that if the shoots

of the Golden Elder are tipped now, the bushes

retain their colour much longer into the autumn
than if allowed to grow unchecked.—A. C. B.

" The Gardener, Florist and Agriculturist " :

Doings in the Forties.—The first volume of this

periodical publication has recently come into my
possession. No. i is dated April ro, 1847, and

No. 26, October 2, 1847. The firm who reported

the work mentioned in their letter that it was
new to them. As it is also to me, I would be

most grateful if any reader of The Garden could

give me any information about its parentage or

the length of its existence. All these journals

and newspapers are glasses in which we see the

past as in a glass face to face. They are clinical

thermometers which register the condition of

the gardener of their time, and as such are indis-

pensable aids for a true diagnosis of his case.

Many, too, are the undesigned lights which they

throw upon the past. Under this heading I

have learnt that the first edition of Glenny's
" Properties of Flowers " came out in 1847 ; and
a chance expression has set me wondering if it

ever was the fashion to plant Cabbages in waving

lines to make them look ornamental. Perhaps

Mr. Beckett, our kitchen garden magician, could

tell us this. One very curious sentence in an

article on " The Cultivation of the Tomato " I

must quote :
" Cows are said to thrive well and

give an increased quantity of milk of improved

quality when fed upon Tomatoes. They may not

take to them kindly at first, but are said to grow

soon fond of them." Cows evidently are not

bad judges of what is good ; neither are hens.

So my household and I say for shredded 'Maize

pudding, which, made d la Rice puddinf, is

A I.

—

Joseph Jacob.

Saxifraga pedemontana cervicornis.—I do not

quan'el with the name of this charming little

plant, as I am sometimes told I ought to do.

Enough to possess what promises to be one of

the most satisfactory of the smaller tufted Mossies,

with a creeping, matted foliage of a soft apple

green, covered for many weeks with abundant
blossoms. These flowers, though they are all

but stemless, are as large as those of S. Wallacei

and of the same form, but they are of a pure cold

white and of fine texture. There is nothing coarse,

nothing untidy, no jarring note in flower and

foliage, and, so far at any rate, this sweet-tempered

little Saxifrage has proved surpassingly easy to

grow.—A. T. J.
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Scilla ita'.ica alba.—This very pretty little

bulbous plant is undeservedly neglfccted, for it

is undeniably charming and yet is rarely seen

in gardens. The cream white flowers are in

closely clustered pyramidal heads on stalks

5 inches or 6 inches high, and the strap-shaped

leaves arc of a full deep green. It is all the more

welcome because it comes at a kind of midseason

of the smaller bulbous plants—near the middle of

May, when the Daffodils are almost over and the

quite lale bulbs, Hyacinthus amethystiuus and

Muscari comosum, are not yet due. Its nearest

companion in seasun of bloom is Triteleia uniflora,

but the two should not be closely associated,

for the white of the little Squill is creamy and

the white of Triteleia has the faintly bluish colour

of skim-milk. I have noted to plant the white

Scilla close to a drift of the brilliant blue Pulmo-

imria angustifolia ca;rulea, for their blooming

time is identical and in colour they will set off

one another.—G. J.

Hood's Phlox (Phlox Hoodii).—I shall be glad

lo hear of the whereabouts in commerce of Phlox

Hoodii, one of the few North American Phloxes

which do not appear to be available. It would

seem to be a plant likely to interest the rock

{gardener, even although it may prove inferior to

some well-known and acceptable favourites,

such as P. subulata and others. I have no recol-

lection of having met with it anywhere in culti-

vation, and the surprise is that it is not in commerce,

seeing that its habitats are fairly widespread.

It occurs from Manitoba to the North-West

Territory and south to Western Nebraska and

Wyoming. It frequents dry, sandy soil. Hood's

Phlox is a closely tufted plant from 2 inches to

4 inches high, with imbricated, erect, subulate,

sometimes ciliated leaves, and is closely related

to P. Douglasii, but more imbricated and with

shorter leaves. It flowers in May and June, the

blooms being purplish.—S. A.

THE ONION FLY

A
MONTH ago we were looking at
one of the most promising beds
of January - sown Onions we
could ever wish to see. To-day

* we hear that the Onions are being
carried off one after another by the

dreaded Onion fly. This is in tlie County
of Surrey, but we fear that the pest is very
troublesome in other parts this season,

and we also hear that autumn-sown Onions
are falling a prey to this insidious pest.

The Onion fly (Anthomyia ceparum, sj'n.

Phorbia cepetorum) is not unlike the
common house fly in general appearance.
It is of a blackish colour, thickly powdered
with grey ; the sides of the thorax are

pale, and there are three dark lines on the
back. In certain lights the abdomen
has a whitish lustre, with, in the male,

a darker medium stripe. The eyes are
separated in the male by a slender, black,

white-bordered line ; the face has a pale
lustre and the forehead is black, as are

the antennae and "palpi ; the legs are

pitch black, the wings being pale grey,

and the pincers white. The length of

the insect is about a quarter of an inch.

In the female the forehead is broad,
with a reddish brown, vertical medium
stripe, and the body is more ochreous in

colour than the male.

The Onion fly is causing serious injury to the
Onion crop this season, large percentages of the

plants being quite spoilt, both in large and small

areas. The first indications of its presence are

shown by the largest leaves of the Onion plants

becoming yellow and afterwards whitish ; if

these are piiUed they come easily away from the

stem, and gradually the other leaves become
yellow and decay. The bulb will be found to be
small and badly shaped, and to have yellowish

maggots within its folds feeding upon it, this

eventually causing it to become decayed and useless.

In other cases the outer or lower leaves of the plants

are seen to be lying on the ground, still green,

while the leaves remaining upright and green feel

soft and flabby. If infected plants are examined
it will generally be noticed that ih the case of very
young plants they are eaten through just above
the swelling bulbs by the maggots or larvje of

the fly. In older plants, with large bulbs, maggots
of all sizes will be found within the bulbs.

The flies appear in early summer, and the female
lays six to eight eggs on an Onion plant upon the

leaves, and just above the ground or on it. The
eggs are white, long-oval and readily seen with a
pocket lens. Larva, called maggots, come from
the eggs in from five to seven days, and make
burrows down into the root or bulb between the

pump, adding seven gallons of hot water when the
Onions are young, and six gallons when they are
forming bulbs. The spraying should be dense
and in the form of a mist, operating early in the
season, repeating twice or even three times,
especially if heavy showers fall after the process,

(i) Tar water, made by boiling half a pound of

gas-tar and two gallons of water for half an hour
or until it will readily mix, then diluting to fifty

gallons, applying as advised for paraffin oil emwlsion
solution.

2. (a) Dusting the plants with a mixture of

lime and soot, mixed together in the proportion
of one bushel of soot to two bushels of lime, very
finely powdered and broadcasted over the plants,

afterwards lightly hoeing in, has been efficacious

in some degree. ' (b) Sprinkling the young Onions
with soot has been adopted with some advantage,
but it is necessary to repeat the applications,

a peck of soot being applied per rod at each dressing.

{c) Kainit, broadcasted on land cropped with
Onions, at the rate of 5cwt. per acre, or ^Jlb.

per rod, has been found of great use. Where
obtainable, it should be lightly hoed in after

being broadcasted on. (d) Nitrate of soda applied
at the rate of rjcwt. to ajcwt. per acre, or 140Z.

ONION FLV.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS .REPRESENT ONION FLY : ATTACK AND EFFECT ON ONIONS.

A, Onion fly : a, natural size ; 6, enlarged three diamaters. B, larva, commonly called maggot :

c, natural size ; d, magnified three times. C, pupa, sometimes called fly-case : c, natural size
; /,

enlarged three diameters. D, young Onion at usual earliest stage of attack : g, eggs of Onion
fly deposited on leaf bases ; h, eggs deposited on ground close to bulb. E, attack on plant

after bulb commenced forming : i, eggs laid in leaf axils
; /, dotted line indicating course taken by

maggot after hatching out to base of bulb ; k, hole eaten by maggot in passing into bulb. F,

..section of Onion infested with maggot : /, hole made by larva or maggot in entering bulb; »»,

"burrow in bulb with maggot lying in it. G, Onion destroyed by Onion fly: n, top withered;
o, centre of bulb decayed with maggots in it.

sheathing leaves. They feed upon the contents
of the stem or where a bulb would form, and move
on to other plants. Where the bulbs are larger

they are occupied by many maggots, feeding on
and causing them to become decayed, and in some
cases the earth round the bulbs is also infested.

The maggot continues in the larval state about a

fortnight. When full grown it is about one-third
of an inch long, dull yello%vish white or dirty

white in- colour. The head part of the body is

sharply pointed, and the head furnished with a
pair of black hooks, which can be extended at

will. The tail end is cut off obliquely flat, and in

the centre there are two brown breathing tubes,

and on the margin of the flat tail end there are
eight projections. Before reaching the pupa
stage the maggot usually goes into the earth,
but sometimes remains within the Onion. The
pupa, or its case, is chestnut brown, long-oval,

and from the pupa case the fly appears in from
thirteen to sixteen days. In a season there are
several generations of the fly. The first has been
seen as early as April 25, and flies have been
noticed as late as November.

Prevention.— i. Spraying with offensive com-
positions, (a) Paraffin emulsion made by mixing
three pints of paraffin oil and half a pound of soft

soap with one gallon of boiling water, mixing
being thoroughly done bv churning with a hand

to 280Z. per rod put on infested land, after finely

crushing, stimulates the plants and acts badly on
the maggots.

3. Sow Parsley with the Onions thinly, the smell

of the former being hateful to the Onion fly.

In many farms or gardens the Parsley remains
after the Onions, and is sometimes a very remunera-
tive crop. The Onion fly does not appear to relish

umbelliferous crops; hence foUow Celery with
Onions, not using any manure for the latter

crop.

4. When Onion plants in a garden or field are

noticed to droop and wither, all such plants should

be taken up and burnt. If taken up with a small

three-pronged fork, the maggots will usually

be removed with the plant. If this is done early

all the larva; will be got rid of, but if deferred they

will have left the bulb and have turned into pups
in the soil.

5. AU pieces of bulbs should be removed from
infected land, as pups' sometimes remain in the

-bulbs, afterwards dressing with gas-lime, 2^ tons

to 5 tons per acre. After spreading evenly and
leaving for a month or six weeks, plough deeph- or

trench the ground.

6. Wherever possible. Onions should not be

grown again for at least one season on land where

the crop has been infected, as the pupa? remain

in the ground during the winter.
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VEGETABLES TO SOW AND TRANSPLANT NOW

THE general run of kitchen garden

crops are making satisfactory

progress, and beyond watering

and occasional hoeing they are

more or less able to take care

of themselves. But this in not the time

"to rest and be thankful"; we must be

up and doing to make further preparation

for supplies in autumn, wdnter and next

spring. The gardener must always look

ahead, and it is hoped that the follov\ing

reminders for late June will serve a useful

purpose.

Sowing Carrots.—The main crop of Carrots

sown in April and May often fails owing to the

'ravages of the Carrot fly and wireworra. This

year there have been more complaints than usual

about these destructive pests. One way of evading

the Carrot fly is to sow late. The end of June or

early in July is quite a good time to sow.

Sonie of our most successful gardeners always

sow their main crop of Carrots at the end of June,

but the practice is not generally loiown, and it is

one of those practical points that is invariably

omitted from gardening calendars. The Carrot

is a very fastidious crop, preferring a deep sandy
or sandy loam soil. It is sheer waste of time to

attempt to grow Carrots on heavy, lumpy land

that has recently been turned up. The ground
must be thoroughly well worked and reduced to

a fine tilth before sowing. Well-rotted manure
may be applied, but fresh manure is harmful,

and on no account should Carrots be given a surface

dressing of farmyard manure, or the roots are

almost sure to become forked and fanged. Gener-

ally speaking, coal-ash is not of much use in the

garden except on the garden path ;
but if the

soil is heavy, a good dressing of ashes well mi.\ed

in with the soil before sowing is highly beneficial.

Carrots do well in a mixture of soil and ashes, and
this is a point to remember. In heavy soil it is

advisable to grow only the Short Horn type of

Carrot . The seed should be mixed with silver sand

and sown in drills i foot apart, covering with a

fine light sprinkling of soil. The seedlings should

be thinned in showerv weather. Varieties such

as Long Surrey, .Mtrincham and Intermediate

should be finally thinned to about 8 inches apart,

but the Short Horns require less space—3 inches is

usually sufficient.

Sow Turnips at all Times.—The Turnip is one

of the most acconunodating crops, since it grows

quickly and mav be sown at all times. It is a

capital crop to follow earlv Potatoes which are

cleared off in Julv. Three of the best varieties

are Snowball, Model and the yellow-fleshed All

the Year Round. To keep up a succession of

young roots, seeds should be sown in small

quantities at intervals.

Plant Celery in Showery Weather.—Advantage
should be taken of warm summer rains to plant

out Celery in trenches. A deep
rich soil is necessary, and when
once established the plants

should be given copious sup-

plies of liquid manure made
from cow manure or from sheep
droppings diluted with water.

A weekly application of liquid

manme either side of the lines

will prove very beneficial. The
tops of the trenches should
be used for a catch crop, for

which pmpose nothing is more
suitable than Lettuce. If

transplanting must be com-
pleted in dry weather, the work
should be done speedily, water-
ing before planting, and lifting

orily a few plants at a time.

Soak the plants well in, and
lay Pea sticks across the tops
of the trenches to give shade
from the hot sun. After plant-
ing, dust wood-ashes and soot

around each plant.

The trenches should be about

3 feet apart from centre to

centre, 15 inches wide and the
same in depth. Half fiU them
with rich manure, and upon
this place a few inches of soil.

Ten inches should be allowed
from plant to plant, and, when lifting, care should
be taken to retain a good ball of earth. When
planting is finished give each trench a good
soaking with water.

It is now too late to sow Peas and Beans. They
seldom do much good if sown after Midsummer
Day, although a late sowing of an early Pea
will provide welcome dishes of . green Peas in

October. There is still plenty of time for sowing
Onions to withstand the winter. Seed should be
sown in August ; if sown too soon there is a great

tendency for the plants to run to seed in early

The ideal Tomato plant is a sturdy single-

stemmed specimen with short leaves, fruit almost

touching the ground, and a minimum length of

stem between the clusters of fruit. So far it

does not seem possible to grow a Tomato plant

with fewer than three leaves between the fruit

clusters, but those who understand their plants

H. C.

THE ALLOTMENT
BY WEEK

Bv .•\. Cecil Bartlett.

WEEK

INTERMEDIATE CARROT SHOULD BE SOWN NOW

Although Tomato plants are most fruitful

when they are each restricted to a single stem,

the removal of the side shoots

should not be commenced too

soon. These lower growths .have

a decided value in helping to keep

tlie plant dwarf and in preserving

its balance. The object of the

skilful Tomato grower is to induce

his plants to bear fruits as low

down on the stem as possible. The

securing of this " bottom truss,"

as it is termed, makes a great

difference in the profits of the

crop, for it means an extra and

earlier cluster of fruits which will

weigh not less than a pound, and

with good cultivation very much
more. As soon as this first cluster

of fruits is seen the removal of the

side growths may be commenced,

as the fruits take first toll of the

plant's energies and check a too

rapid upward development. Some
large growers do not entirely

pinch out the lower side shoots, even

after the plants have commenced

bearing, contenting themselves

with pinching out the tips, leaving

two or three leaves, but all other

side growths are rigorously pinched

out as soon as they can be handled.

CELERY PL.\NTS HARDENED OEF READY FOR II.ANTING
OUTDOORS.

can make a material difi'erence in the length of

the internodes, as the botanist terms the portions

of stem between the leaves. This gives a shorter

plant, which does not cost so much to support,

and a heavier crop of fruit. The length of leaf

is more important than at first would appear,

but on consideration it will be realised that if

the leaves can be reduced in length, the plants

may be grown closer together than otherwise

would be the case, and the labour of cutting the

leaves is saved ; also there is less drain on the

plant's energies.

Both of these objects may be. attained by the

same means. The soil must not be over-rich,

the plants should be firmly set, overwatering must

be guarded against, and the manuring, which

should not be commenced until the second truss

has set, must be of the nature recommended by the

old farmer, that is, done with brains. Ml manures

that stimulate growth should be banned, for the

Tomato naturally makes profuse leafage. Of

chemical manures the best is superphosphate of

lime, and this may be used freely without harmful

effects. When it can be obtained, potash is

excellent ; but while the plants are growing

satisfactorily sulphate of ammonia or nitrate of

soda should not be applied, as these encourage

free growth at the expense of fruit. The ready-

mixed chemical manures offered for sale by reput-

able dealers may all be relied upon, though when

buying manure for Tomatoes it is well to ascertain

the proportion of phosphate, as this constituent

is of the greatest value for all fruiting plants,

provided there is a sufficiency of nitrogen also

present.

In many allotments midseason and late Potatoes

are very patchy, and some are far from being

satisfactory. The reason in many cases may be

traced to the seed, which was unavoidably un-

suitable. But it must be admitted that the most

promising Potatoes are those that have been
" done well." Enquiries elicit the fact that the

owners sprouted their sets and thus prevented

the risk of blank spaces in the rows, besides

ensuring early growth and the Potatoes being

established before the drought came, and that

the ground between the rows was frequently

stirred. Those whose Potatoes are thin in the
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liaulni should plant winter greens tittween the

rows as soon as possible, so as to make the greatest

use of the ground as well as to improve the appear-

ance of their plots. The blank spaces in the

rows could be utilised for Lettuces and Radishes,

which will mature before the Potatoes are lifted.

If the spaces are too numerous for this, a quick-

hearting Cabbage of the Colewort type may be

[planted, and if the plants do not heart firmly they

I may be used as greens.

Outbreaks ot Potato Disease.-Owing to

l^the prolonged drought and the lateness

toi planting—both beyond the control of the

fgardener—the new Potatoes in some plots have

fripened prematurely and have thrown out shoots.

These young tubers will, unfortunately, be ot

very little use. So far it has happened only on very

light and dry soils. In a few instances the Potato.

disease has been reported, and this should stir

up laggards to a sense of their responsibilities

with regard to spraying, which should be done

as a wise and necessary precaution. The scheme

I if spraying of the Food Production Department,

which has its headquarters at 72, Victoria

Street, I^ndon, S.W., has already been fully

described in these pages.

Planting Leeks and Celery.—As soon as

they are large enough the Leeks should

be planted in permanent rows. The best

stems are from seedlings raised under glass

and planted in trenches similar to those made
fr>r Celery, though not quite so deep. Trenches

a foot square will accommodate two rows of

plants set at "8 inches apart. But good Leeks

may be grown on the level by making a deep

hole with a dibber and dropping in the plant.

The hole should be left open, and it will be found

that the watering will wash sufficient soil around

the roots.

Celery should be planted in either single or

double rows in trenches made earlier in the season,

allowing 9 inches for each plant. The hot weather

has brought out the Celery leaf-miner earlier than

usual, so that the plants should be examined

carefully before they are planted, and every

blistered leaflet removed and burnt. To prevent

future attacks the plants should be sprayed with

Quassia extract, soapsuds, or weak liquid manure,

or they may be dusted with soot. As several

generations are born during each summer, the

preventive measure should be repeated periodically.

SUGGESTIONS FOR
DRYING FRUIT

M"
R. KNOX'S interesting letter

in the Times re fruit drj-ing

should be helpful to many,
but he forgets that the cUmates
of Switzerland and England

are entirely different in the greatest of

all essentials—sunshine and damp. How-
ever, we must adapt ourselves and realise

that heat is, after all, only concentrated
sunshine, and anj'one keen enough to
put it to the test will find that avy fruit

or vegetable or herb will dry and preserve
perfectly in an ordinary well-heated linen
room or a cool oven. In France they
string up the Runner Beans on a frame
in a warm draught and drj' them. Weight
is, after all, only water, and that can be
added when the food is cooked. Any
information I can supply will be given
gladly. B. P. Mudie-Cooke.
The letter to which our correspondent

refers is as follows :

Sir,—Now that there appears little chance of
obtaining sufficient sugar for jam-making, and

the probability of a good fruit year lies before us,

might I suggest the possibility of teaching our
country people the method of drying fruit so
widely used all over the Continent of Europe,
in climates no better than our own ? The process
is quite simple, inexpensive, and requires no sugar.

In Switzerland, where I lived for many years,
quite small cottagers were accustomed to dry
all kinds of fruit—.A.pples, Pears, Plums, Cherries,

and even wild Whorlle, or Hay berries—making
a good store for their long, cold winters. Should
we be fortunate to have anything resembling a
glut of Apples, not one single Apple ought to be

wasted. The better kinds would make pippins
and .\pple rings, while the inferior sorts could be
cut up and dried without being first peeled. This
makes a quite eatable dish with very little trouble.

Should Plums be abundant, various kinds of

Prunes could be made, and so on with almost
every kind of fruit. The method is to spread the
fruit out carefully on tins or oven shelves and
slowly dry it. Very little heat is necessary.

Cherries are generally spread first in the sun until

they shrivel, when they are finished oiT in slow
ovens. Further details can be supplied if desired.

It is also possible to make a very delicious preserve

called Apple honey, which simply means boiling

.\pples slowly for a very long time without any addi-

tion of sugar. The people of Denmark make this in

hay boxes, thus saving fuel. When cooked long

enough it is thick and brown, and very sweet,

THE VALUE OF ARSENATE
OF LEAD SPRAY

UNDOUBTEDLY arsenate of lead pre-

paration is the very best material

now in use as a spray for killing cater-

pillars on fruit trees and bushes of all

kinds. It is also very effective wheu
used on vegetable crops, such as the Brassicse,

against grubs and caterpillars. Arsenate of lead

spray is intended to poison the food of biting insects

like caterpillars that live on plants by eating away
the foliage. It will not affect sucking insects of the

green fly class, or fungoid diseases. These pests

must be dealt with by different materials. But

arsenate of lead will mix with the same preparations

used against both, so that it is possible to deal

with three pests at once if they abound. For

caterpillars, 31b. to 41b. of arsenate of lead ;
7lb. of

Bordeaux mixture for fungoid disease ; and lolb.

of tobacco extract for sucking insects, to loiJ

gallons of water, will make a spray that will combat

all the entmies to fruit which are classed above.

N^w-

PLANTING CELERY. THE TRENCHES ARE WELL M.\NURED AND ABOUT FIVE FEET APART.

and will keep any length of time. In the present
time of need, siu-ely this simple method of increasing
oiu: food supply is worthy of a trial.

I am yours faithfully,

Marcus Kno.x.
Care of St. Saviour's Vicarage, Eton Road,

Hampstead, May 31.

The Canterbury Hoe.—This is a comparatively

imknown garden tool to amateur and professional

private gardeners, although most market growers

rightly consider it to be indispensable. To use

an Irishism, the Canterbury hoe may be described

as being a strongly built Turnip hoe with prongs

instead of a solid blade. It may be had with

two or three prongs, but for general purposes

the three-pronged tool is the best, and it should

be of medium size so as to be used easily, for the

large sizes are very heavy and soon tire the worker.

The chief use of the Canterbury hoe is for breaking

up land which has been tturned up rough, and
for cultivating Potatoes. But it is also an excellent

tool for hoeing in fruit plantations and for dragging
Couch Grass out of the ground. As the soil is

stirred to a greater depth than by any other hoe,

the Canterbury type is very valuable for use

when preparing the ground for seed-sowing.

When used alone, 31b. to 61b. per 100 galloiis

of water, according to the time when it is applied.

If trees are sprayed before the bloom opens, 31b.

per 100 gallons of water is enough. When applied

after the bloom has gone, more is needed, because

the caterpillars are bigger, stronger and more
difficult to kill. Although a strong poison, the

amount included in a spray is so small that it can
do no harm to human beings ; but it is not wise

to spray trees on which the fruit is nearly ready for

gathering. Spraying should take place before

and after blooming, and never while the bloom
is on, because fertilisation will be interfered with.

Hitherto Paris Green and London Purple have

been used for maldng caterpillar sprays, and there

are many still who recommend these substances.

Arsenate of lead is superior to both, because its

effects on the caterpillar are deadly, it sticks well,

and does not scorch or burn the foliage. The best

time of the day for spraying is in the morning
while the dew is still on. Care should be taken

to procure the right kind of nozzle, i.e., one that

will produce a fine mist -like spray ; and it will be
as well to bear in mind that the object of spraying

is to spray the trees and not to wash them. There-

fore all parts of the tree shouM be touched with
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the mist ; but so much that it runs off should not

be applied. Always be on the look-out for pests,

with good lens, and never spray except m the event

of tliem being present. L..M. Marshall.

ANTS IN GARDENS

THE following is one of several

letters we have recently received
from readers :

" Our garden is

at the present time infested with
ants. They eat the fruit, and

have now taken to eating the Rose buds.
What can I do to prevent this ? I have
tried Quassia with no effect, and have
placed pots filled with grass under the trees

as advised in ' Gardening Made Easy' ; but
meanwhile they are feasting on my Roses."
One can hardly help placing these insects among

those that are injurious in gardens, though tlie

amount of mischief they do is very small, and it

is only when they make their nests at the roots
of a plant that any harm is done, and that only
indirectly, as they do not feed on the roots ; but
these are injured by not being in such close contact
with the soil as they should be. It will nearly
always be found that if an ants' nest be made among
the roots of any plant, the roots are attacked by
one of the root-feeding aphides. This position has
been selected in order that the ants may the more
easily feed on the sweet secretions of the aphides.
When this is the case the plant should be taken
up, its roots carefully washed and freed from the
aphides, and then be replanted elsewhere. The
ants* nest may tiien be destroyed by pouring
boiling water, diluted carbolic acid, or paraffin
into it. If it is undesirable to remove the plant,
take a good-sized garden pot, stop up the hole at
the bottom, half fill it with leaves, and place it

bottom upwards on the ground close to the plant

;

then water the plant copiously every day, so as
to keep the soil thoroughly saturated. The ants
will soon begin to move their nest to the shelter
of the pot, which in about a fortnight's time may
be carefully taken away, when it will be found to
contain the nest. Ants are often of service by
showing when a plant is attacked by aphides or
scale insects, for if several ants are found on a
plant it is almost certain that it is infested by one
of the other insects.

THE NAME "FORMAL
GARDEN "

THE garden of this house has been
called by that simple and right name
for 300 years, and to describe it as

'formal' is needless and redundant.
This useless term was applied to the

garden by two men who wrote a book about
gardening, and, knowing nothing of it, supposed
that any attempt to promote wild gardening
meant the abolition of a garden near the house.

—

William Robinson, Gravctye Manor, East Grin-
stead, Sussex."

The above is a cutting from The Garden of

November 25 last. At the time I read it I could
not help thinking that it gave expression to an
idea utterly at variance with the estabhshed
policy of not only The Garden, but all its kindred
publications. Country Life, and the books of the
Country Life Library. I anticipated and hoped
that the opinion as to the use of the word " formal "

would be challenged, but in this have been (not
alone among your readers, as I happen to know)
disappointed. This has just been brought to

my notice in a way that leaves me no option but
to take up the cudgels for the retention of a term
which I believe not to be " useless," as Mr.
Robinson describes,it, but one that fills a vacuum
in gardening vocabulary.

First, let us examine its ets'mological significance.

Taken at random from half a dozen dictionaries.

new and old, I find that its definition is given

variously as follows : On the authority of Holy

Writ, "form" means splendour, pomp and
dignity. Shakespeare uses " formality " to imply

regularity, method, order. Waller uses "formal "

to signify regular, methodical. Again turning

to Holy Writ, we find " form " used to express

a sense of beauty, or elegance of appearance
;

and, finally, Dryden uses the term " to form "

to imply to modify, to scheme, to plan.

I might say in passing that this opinion of Mr.

Robinson's is not by any means a recently formed

one ; but I, in common with many other admirers

of him, have never been able to understand his

reasoning, which seems to be lacking iji logic.

In his " English Flower Garden "—undeniably one

of the best gardening books in the English language

—he freely makes use of such phrases as these :

" Formality is often essential to the plan of a

garden," and " Design not formal only," which

imply at least that he found the necessity of
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using the word to express something, whatever

he had in his mind at the time. In the light of

the context to the above quotations, there is

very little doubt that he understood by it what

most of us do, viz., those portions of the garden

that have for one reason or another to conform

to regular lines, methodical arrangement, and

perhaps ordered severity of design.

Now let us examine another term that we all

use freely and with which Mr. Robinson has been

particularly liberal—the "wild" garden. Again

let us take the etymological significance of the

word : (i) " Not refined by culture." (2) " Grow-

ing without culture." (3)
" A term prefixed to

many plants to distinguish them from such ai

are grown in gardens." Yet a third definition,

and this time of the word " garden "
: "A piece

of ground appropriated to the cultivation of herbs

or plants, fruit or flowers," and " A rich, well-

cultivated spot."

Obviously, if we adhere strictly to the dictionary

definitions, a garden cannot be a garden and at

the same time wild. But "-wild garden" is

nevertheless a correct term to employ, because

by established usage it has come to convey

to our minds gardening or cultivating with tlie

freedom of line and arrangement displayed by
Nature. It means cultivating a garden in imita-

tion of Nature's own haphazard and indiscriminate

but, nevertheless, beautiful distribution of its

component parts. In the true etymological

sense we have no right to use the term and,

curiously enough, the French possess none to

correspond with it. The nearest they get to it

is 'the jardin sauvage. But Mr. Robinson, if 'he

did not create the term, has certainly been the

most effective instrument in popularising it, and

we are all grateful to him. Would any of us

dare to say it is " needless," " redundant " or

" useless," or that to call the wild garden a garden

is sufficient ? No ; and why ? Because it sepa-

rates in the mind the portions of the gardens

that are not regular or methodical. It eradicates

instantaneously all thought of terraced gardens,

straight lines, herbaceous borders, architecture

of all descriptions, but rather conjures up the

picture of Goldsmith :

" Near yonder copse where once a garden smiled,

And still where many a garden flower grows wild."

If, then, the term " wild garden " is justifiable

because it separates in the mind the necessary

extension of the architectural lines of .a house

into the surrounding land ; if these lines must

(and often it is inevitable) consist of direct paths

to particular points ; if it is wise—and it often is

—

to create on the lines of such paths a garden

arrangement, simple, more or less severe, always

to a very great extent regular and methodical,

then the term "formal" is not only desirable

but indispensable. Moreover, it is better used

than the word " w.ld " ever can be, applied

to any part of the garden. Splendour, dignity,

beauty, elegance of appearance and method

always have their place in the good garden. Often

regularity and pomp may be—indeed, are

—

overdone, but that is no reason for discontinuing

the use of a word that has come to mean so much.

If it is said that there are gardens called formal

that are bad in every respect, then I must retort

that there are so-caUed wild gardens that are mere

neglected wildernesses, and others that are wild

"uly in the sense that they are artificial dumps, such

spots asNature never produced in her wildest mood.

The whole point is this : If a word conveys

what it is meant to convey and is generally under-

stood, it is right to use it. The fact that one may
I onceivably have an objection to what it does

convey is no reason for suppressing its use.

" Formal garden " means something that we all

understand, and whether that something is good or

bad matters not at all. It is a term we cannot

dispense with. George Dillistone.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE
June Irises from Maidstone.

—

Vtom. Messrs.

George Bunyard and Co. comes a box of the

gorgeous Irises of June, or Bearded Irises as they

are sometimes known. From 'a collection of two

dozen varieties it is no easy matter to sihgle out

the best, which included Mme. Chereau and its

improved form Ma Mie, charmingly frilled with

blue ; our old friends Prosper Laugier and I.

pallida dalniatica, still two of the finest Irises

in cultivation ; the great Oriflamme, the beautiful

mauve Caterina, the giant Shelford Chieftain, the

bold Lohengrin, and the delicate Dorothea, which

has been grown at Maidstone for some years. The

flowers are porcelain white, tinged with lilac blue.
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BOOKS

All About the Potato.*—In a book of 90 pages

.Air J. C. Newshara sets out to tell readers "all

about the I'otato." Judging from the fact that

the volume appears as one of a series in the
" Smallholders' Library," one would have expected

the matter to be useful and easily understood

by the ordinary cottager, allotment holder and

smallholder. Instead, one finds it is so slight in

substance as to be of little use to the beginner,

and its very stalen^ss renders the book uninter-

esting to the professional. The style is too

gushing, and from a literary point of view the

te.vt is badly vvTitten. One is surprised that

material of such a poor quality emanates from

the pen of Mr. J. C. Newsham. The object of

the book is not clear. It no object were sought,

then its mission is fulfilled, for nothing is accom-

plished. Scores of points relating to the Potato

are discussed in a brief paragraph or two, and

after reading any portion or the whole of the book

one is left with a sense of having " searched and

found not " and with a feeling of astonishment

towards the writer for attempting his subject with-

out dealing adequately with it. Mere reference

is given to the geographical, historical, chemical,

cultural and culinary aspects of the Potato
;

and the only point of value in the whole is the

emphasis laid on good tillage as an essential

factor in successful Potato growing. The opening

chapter begins thus :
" Never before in the history

of the world has this excellent vegetable been

more worthy of the cultivator's attention. .

In the Potato we have a wonderful example of a

wild plant being utilised as food for human con-

sumption or for livestock. Nowhere has man's

labour been crowned with such momentous results

as in the development of the Potato, not only as

food, but also in the arts and manufactures."

Then there are any number of sentences and phrases

like these: " Now starch, although found plenti-

fully and widely distributed throughout the

vegetable kingdom, is a very valuable material,

as it is quite easy for chemists to prepare a host

of very useful materials from it." " Now as to

the question as to whether the cultivation of

Wheat or of Potatoes should have the prcterence."

Criticism is easy, and I will close by expressing

the hope that our friend Mr. Newsham's next

book will show better work.—L. M. Marshall.

TO KEEP SMALL POTATOES
One of the lessons of the war is going to be the
value of vegetable diet as an asset to daily
food, especially when meat is found to be scarce
and dear. In the large country gardens there
is apt to be a good deal of waste of good vegetables
during the summer-time, and one hopes that
this year it may be checked. I send a Danish
recipe for keeping small Potatoes, which are very
often thrown away, and if kept in this fashion are
most excellent eating iu midwinter. Anyone
caring to put down a good supply will find
them a welcome addition to the Christmas fare.
They can hardly be told then to differ from
freshly grown young Potatoes. The method is as
follows :

" To keep young Potatoes.—In the middle of the
Potato season, late June or July, when the larger
ones are being dug, take the small ones and put
them into wide-mouthed glazed earthenware jars.
Then cover them with a little earth and tie the jars
down with canvas. Place on the top of the jars
an inverted saucer to keep off the moisture. Then
put the jars and saucers into She ground in a hole
quite C) inches from the surface ; cover them up
with earth, and leave them there till about Christ-
mas-time, when they should be dug up and eaten.
The small Potatoes should be put into the jars
immediately they are first dug up."

H. a'C. Penruddocke.

* • The Potato Book." by J. C. N-p„.g|,an,^ F.L.S.
Publisheil by C. ,\rthur Pearson, Limited

; price Is.

THE GARDEN.

RHODODENDRONS IN
NEW ZEALAND

THE accompanying photograph, which

I hope you will be able to reproduce,

may be of interest to some of your

readers. The tree shown is Rhjdo-

denckon The Marquis of Lothian, a

hybrid raised by the late Mr. William Martin

of Fau-field, near Dunedin. The parents are

R. Thomsonii and R. Aucklandii, now, I see,

generally called Griffithianum. As the photograph

shows, it is a free bloomer, and when in flower

forms a picture worth going a long way to see,

as its large bells are of a beautiful shade of pink,

deep at first, and changing to a paler hue. The
individual flowers are as large as those of R.

-Aucklandii. I measured one of the blooms on
my o\TO specimen of Aucklandii and found it was

5 J inches across, which is probably no larger than

can be grown in the favoured parts of the South of

England. The bush, or rather tree illustrated is

SJ feet in height and is, of course, of considerable
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they are fully established, as I know to my cost,

for, notwithstanding mulching and watering by
hand, I recently lost two or three, including R.

barbatum, out of a small lot I had imported, which

would probably not have happened had the use

of the garden hose not been prohibited. I think

that possibly the freest- flowering and most satis-

factory Rhododendron I have is Tlie Counters

of Haddington. It is neat and compact in habit,

and my bush is usually so covered with flowers that

hardly a leaf is visible ; but R. ciliatum is also

one of my favourites. R. arboreum cinnamoiueum,

on the other hand, does not flower equally well

every year with me, but even when its white

trusses are sparse it forms a striking object with

its dark green leaves thickly clothed with a rich

brown tomentum on the under side.

Here in Dunedin we have a Rhododendron dell

which in time will rival the far-famed dell at Kew,
for it contains species which cannot be grown there.

Within the area set aside as the City Gardens
there is some hilly ground, still partially covered

with native "bush," through which runs a

dell, or gully as we call it. The able Curator

RHODODENDRON MARQUIS OF LOTHI.\N IX A NEW ZE.\LAND GARDEN.

age. Mr. Martin, one of the early settlers of

Otago, was a nurseryman and a keen lover of

plants who, under great difficulties, acquired a

large and varied collection, though Rhododenckons
and alpines were his chief delights. For the former
he had little or no market, but for the latter there

was iu those, days absolutely no demand. For
many years the only mode of getting plants from
Europe was by Wardian case, carried by sailing

ships which took rather more than three months,
and more often considerably longer, to accomplish

the voyage. From this it will be realised what
a genuine plant - lover Mr. Martin was. His
collection of Rhododendrons was a large one
and contained many of the Himalayan species,

but, of course, lacked the modern hybrids, except

such as he raised himself, of which The Marquis
of Lothian was the best.

Rhododendrons do very well in this part of

the Dominion, and before the war upset our ship-

ping were fairly easily imported from Home.
A dry summer is rather trying for them before

of our reserves has cleared this of scrub and
some of the trees, but has left most of the red-

barked Fuchsia trees {F. excorticata) and the

gnarled old Broad-leafs (Griselinia littoralis) and
underplanted them with innumerable Rhododen-
drons. Already it is a picturesque spot, and
when the vistas through the tree stems are

brightened by the flowers of the masses of Rhodo-
dendrons, to say nothing of the countless Primroses

nestling below, it will indeed be a dream of beauty.

Dunedin, N.Z. A. B-\thgate.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

TroUiUS Ledebouri.—A beautiful and remark-

able Globe-flower introduced from Western China

in 1909. It is without doubt the showiest and

brightest of its race, the-rich orange flowers more
widely spreading than some, and which serve to

reveal its fuller beauty. It attains zi feet high
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and is very free flowering. From Mr. J. C.

AUgrove, Middle Green, Langley, Slough.

Sweet Pea Elesanee.—A very good self pink

variety. Shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and

Sons, Belfast,

Sweet Pea Mrs. Tom Jones.— ,\ great gain

in the nriuve and violet shaded class, the flowers

of large size.

Sweet Pea Alex. Malcolm.—The dominant

colour shade of tliis hue variety is reddish carmine.

It is very attractive. These two were shown by

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh.

Odontioda The Prince (Odontoglossum Ernestii

X Odontioda Charlesworthii).—.A very remarkable

hybrid, in which the dominant colour is reddish

violet, with heliotrope suffused. The individual

flowers are very large, the variety one of the

most distinct. Shown by G, W. Bird, Esq.,

Manor House, West Wickham, Kent (gardener,

Mr. Redden).

Miltonia Princess Mary.—A very handsome

novelty of the largest size. The ground colour

is white, the centre masked by rich reddish carmine.

A variety of exceptional merit. From Messrs.

Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

The foregoing novelties were exhibited before

the Royal Horticultural Society on June 19, when

the awards were made.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Tlie Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—Sow seed of Autocrat, Gladstone or

Goldfinder for tlie latest crop. After this date
it -will be useless to sow more, except under very
favourable circumstances. Well water the drills

before sowing to hasten germinatio,n. Mulch all

plants in rows which are showing flower, or indeed,

later batches, as this precaution may prevent
an attack of mildew, which is the bugbear of

Peas during dry weather.

Globe Artichokes.—This has been a bad
season for this crop. So many of the plants

were killed by the severe winter that all that

can be done is to secure a batch of plants
for ne.Kt year's supply. Encourage free growth
bv giving copious supplies of water and mulchings
of short manure.

Cardoons.—Supply these freely with water
and occasionally with liquid manure to encoiu'age
freedom of growth. As the plants progress,

support them with a stout stake on either side.

Swedes.—At intervals until the third week
ui July sow seed of the ordinary farm varieties

of the Imperial type, which are quite equal to

those which are termed garden varieties. If

the seed is sown too early, the roots are liable to

be " woody" and the leaves attacked by mildew.
Water the drills before sowing and cover the

seed lightly, finishing off with a layer of short

.grass, which is a preventive of Turnip fly attacks.

Lettuces.—Sow thinly in shallow, well-watered
drills on the Celery trenches for economy of space.

Thin the plants early, which is better than trans-

planting during dry weather.

Turnips should be sown fortnightly to keep
up a summer succession of tender roots. Sow
quite thinly to save seed and to avoid overcrowding
of the plants, which checks growth.

Onions are growing freely, in spite of the con-

tinued dry weather, in many parts where they
are kept free from weeds and the surface soil

stirred. An occasional dressing of soot will

improve the growth and aid in warding off an
attack of fly.

Cabbages have not hearted well this season,

having made too much leafage, owing, perhaps,
to the inclement weather retarding the growth.
Where the plants received a fillip from the applica-

tion of nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia,
the growth is more satisfactory. If the hearts

are cut and the stems left, useful sprouts will be
produced in August and onwards.

Fruit Under Glass.

Newly Planted Vines should be encouraged
to make vigorous growth by giving copious supplies

of water at the roots and by well syringing the

foliage twice daily, especially in the afternoon.

closing the house early to obtain the advantage
of suu-heat. Allow abundance of lateral growth
as long as the leaves are not in the least over-
crowded, pinching the shoots above each leaf.

Keep the leader intact until it reaches the top
of the house ; then take out the point to aid in
plumping up the basal eyes.

Grapes commencing to colour should have
copious supplies of liquid manure and an over-
hauling of lateral growth to induce the strength
of the Vine to go mainly into the berries. In
the case of Madresfield Court allow more lateral
growth to remain ; this is a safeguard against the
splitting of the berries. Give a free circulation
of air, top and bottom, as an aid to the colouring
of the berries. Thin all late bunches as fast as
the berries swell to the size of Peas. Avoid over-
cropping, which is sure to display such a mistake
later on, either by bad colour, shanking of the
berries, or by the smallness of the latter. Any
sign of red spider on the leaves, even if it be per-
ceptible only on one leaf, should he dealt with
promptly by dusting such parts with dry sulphur
on both sides of the leaves. If this is effectively
done, the red spider cannot live.

E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myei-s, Esq.)

Swanmorc, Hants.

the surface. The bulbs need be covered now only
to save watering so frequently as would be neces-
sary were they left ex-posed. Place in a shaded
position for preference.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyni)ighaine. Preslonkirk, N.B.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Greens.—As Potatoes are cleared off the ground,
fill up with Dobbie's Victoria Kale or with other
strains which were sown in May for the purpose.
Sometimes these are recommended for summer
eating, but at best they are of little value till

after winter sets in, when they are delicious and
remain in use later than any other " green."
1 invariably grow them as a secondary crop,
planting vacant spaces as they are ready. Some
strains are so tender as not to bear a hard frost.

No strain should be planted in freshly manured
soil, frequent stirring of the ground being enough
to ensure a crop of fair-sized plants.

Potatoes.—Early varieties are now mature
enough from which to select seed for another year.
Late varieties, where grown in the garden, will

have advanced sufficiently to be earthed up, draw-
ing the soil to a sharp ridge at the middle.

Lettuces, Radishes, Turnips and Spinach
should be sown at short intervals, just a little

seed of each, but Spinach, where it is always
in request, to a larger extent. Where the soil

is dry, the drills should be filled with water an hour
or so before sowing in order to ensure rapid germina-
tion .

Parsley.—It is usual to sow about this time
for a winter and spring supply. When properly
managed, however, this crop may be dispensed
with luiless as an emergency one, should the trans-
planted Parsley fail, which seldom happens.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—Trees cleared of fruit may have
a portion of the bearing wood removed to give
more space for shoots of the current year to be
laid in. Later trees will require to be frequently
examined to tie the fast-growing shoots and to
remove the axillary growths while still small.

Grapes.—Where the crop has been cut the Vines
should have all the ventilation piissible, the young
growths rigorously repressed, and sufficient water at

the roots to keep the foliage a clean, healthy green.
Later Vines with the crops swelling must have
manure in some form, either when water is applied
to the borders or sprinkled on the borders as a
dressing. If the leafage is not a deep green, a
dressing of sulphate of ammonia, followed by
another of soot, will immediately bring about the
desired effect. Red spider may appear in very hot
weather, and is most certainly destroyed by spong-
ing the leaves with strong soapy water. Where
mealy bug is seen, the surest and safest antidote
at this period is vaporising with nicotine, but not
so strong as to damage the foliage.

Plants Under Glass.

Narcissi.—Bulbs for forcing and flowering inside
should now be lifted, or as soon as the foliage turns
yellow. Select only the very large bulbs, after
allowing them to lie for a few days to dry, either
planting the rejected, ones at once or putting them
aside to be planted later. Not much time should
elapse before boxing or potting the others. If for

cutting, boxing is decidedly to be preferred, and the
bulbs need not be placed further apart than a finger
breadth. For some time I have used no drainage
other than rough material, to a certain extent
composed of manure ; and once growth commences,
a coating of half soil, half manure, is applied to

COLUMN FOR
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" Pompon " or " Pompone."—Rev rting to the
question of ." Potatos" or " Potattes," here is

another case which has recently arisen. For many
years the small-flowering double Dahlia has been
known in the various publications of the National
Dahlia Society as " Pompon," as, indeed, it has

been elsewhere. The Dahlia men evidently adopted
the term on account of its appropriateness when
compared with the Pompon Chrysanthemum.
Now in this year of grace rgi? it will be noticed

that the new schedule of the National Dahlia
Society has been systematically gone through by
somebody—advertisements and all—and the long-

used imported French word which had practicalU-

become acclimatised now appears as " Pompone.'^
I ask, Why this extraordinary departure from an

established rule of long standing ? There is no-

such word as " Pompone " either in English or in

French. Surely before making any alteration it

would have been prudent on the part of the person
responsible for this innovation to enquire whether
there was any justification for a change. la
passing, it may be observed that this is not a case

like the plural of Potato—there is no analogy.
" Pompone " is a " fake "

; it looks as if it were
a feminine adjective, but it is not. " Pompon "

is always masculine in French, even when used

adjectively, and so, too, is Dahlia.
" It would perhaps be unkind to say of the author
of this change that " il avail son pompon " when
he commenced his work, but it is certain we
may say "pas ^ lui le pompon pour bie.T cok-

naitre le franijaise."—C. H. P.

Sowing Cucumbers and Melons.—While 1

am generally disposed to support " T. A. W." iiu

what he says on the above on page 157, it might

interest him to know that the conclusion I arrived

at, after raising many hundreds of Cucumbers
annually over a period of twenty-five years, was, lo-

use his own words, that " there was nothing

in it." Those sown smgly in pots were invariably

upenc'ed in true orthodox style, but, in order to.

have enough and to spare, a supplemental batch

sown in boxes were as often as not sown on their

sides, and so far as one could see there was no-

appreciable difference between the two. Much more-

harm is likejy to ensue from over-deep sowing or

too firm or too moist a soil, all of which are to be

avoided. Seed sowing on the flat with either ot

these may prove disastrous. A brisk heat, witli

soil that is moist enough to require no watering

for twenty-four or thirty-six hours after sowing,

shaken into the pots and the seeds covered

lightly are, with good seeds, the essentials in the

case. Too firm a soil with too deep sowing of the

seeds are prolific sources of failure, since the plants,

strong and robust enough in after-life, appear highly

sensitive and opposed to these things at the time

of vegetating. It is this fact, I think, which tells

against them rather than that any failure which may
arise is due to either radicle or plumule having to

adapt themselves to circumstances. Countless,

thousands of seeds in Nature, field or garden' have

of necessity to do this ; and a bulb, though turned

topsy-turvy in the soil, will invariably be found

with its root fibres and leaves in those directions,

in which Nature intended they should he.—E. H
Jenkins.
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PLANTS ON A SMALL
MORAINE GARDEN

By T. Ashton Lofthouse.

M:
R. REGINALD FARRER contribwted

to The Garden in May, 1913, a very

interesting list of plants (fifty) suitable

for the moraine garden, with a few

•introductory notes thereon. At the

time I was just laying out a small moraine, on

which since I have planted about three parts oS

the species mentioned therein ; some of the

others did not appear in any of the lists that I

had or were too much of a luxury for present

times. I am sending the following notes on the

plants in the above list of which I have had experi-

ence, and also, in brackets, of a few additional

species that I have planted thereon.

My moraine is a built-up one, having the sides

roughly built up with sandstone ; it is about

7 yards in length and averages i J yards to 2 yards

in width, with a flagged footpath all round. It is

divided into three parts, and varies in depth

from 3 feet 6 inches at one end to 2 feet at the

other, 6 inches of the depth being below the

ground or footpath level. All the sections had a

bottom of rough broken bricks, and on top of

these a good layer of sand. The first upper

section had the top part filled in with whinstone

chippings, the lower portion having limestone

chippings mixed with them in about equal pro-

portions. The middle portion was just filled in

with whinstone chippings (this, not being altogether

satisfactory, has recently been made into a peat

moraine), and the bottom section, and shallowest,

is made in the upper part with whinstone and

limestone, and in the lower part practically all

limestone. (The upper and lower sections have

a perforated pipe 'laid in under the surface for

watering below in dry weather.) Since it was
made, many of the plants h.ive been so frequent! >•

mulched with limestone, old mortar or plaster

ground up, sand, granite chippings, &c., that it

is difficult to say exactly what tjie constituents

lire now in some of the parts. It has an open

aspect to the south and south-east, and is sheltered

from the west and north. While this, on the

whole, seems to be satisfactory, it has one draw-

back, and that is that many of" the flowers in

spring and early summer get bleached through

the frosts which often occur with >is at that

period of the year.

Androsaces.

—

A. primuloides and A. villosa,

planted on the edge of the moraine, the former,

hanging over on one side, flowers well without

protection. A. villosa. which is in a flatter

position, has glass protection in the winter.

They have both increased considerably since

planting. It is usual for all my Androsaces to

be mulched once or twice during the year with

a limy compost.

[The illustration depicts A. primuloides in

.Mr. W. A. Bilney's moraine garden at Weybridge,

where this species has flowered in great profusion

this spring.

—

Ed.]

[Other Androsaces on the moraine are A., lanu-

ginosa, which grows very freely and is really too

free for this purpose ; A. Chumbyi, and the

following, which seem to be better for protection

during the winter : A. sarmentosa. growing

very freely and flowering beautifully ; A.

Watkinsii, a recent addition, with somewhat
similar rosettes to the latter, but the flower is

much deeper coloured and it is, in my opinion, a

desirable addition. Unfortunately, a severe frost

on the night of May 6-7 caught nearly the whole

of the flower-buds and they never developed

properly. A. Chama>ja5me.—My representative

of this species appears to be very much

like A. villosa, both in rosette and flower (the

rosettes, if anything, seem to be greener). It

has not made much progress, having, been checked

- somewhat by slugs, which exist on moraines

(and prosper if not carefully watched for) as well

as in other parts of the garden. A. sempervivoides,

.-V. Vitaliana and A. carnea are all recent additions

that seem to be quite happy. The first and

last flowered well and are quite good varieties,

hut only a single yellow flower appeared on A.

Vitaliana, which 1 understand is only a shy

bloomer.]

{To be continued.)

SOME NATURALISED
ALIENS

{Continued from page 239.)

By Norman G. Hadden.

THE Spur Valerian (Centranthus ruber) is

established on so many walls and
cliffs throughout the country that it is

hard to realise that it is but an

alien ; it has probably done more to

beautify otherwise ugly walls than any other

flower, the cliffs at Barmouth and similar places

being a blaze of colour when the Valerian is in

bloom. It becomes especially attractive at dusk,

to be encouraged in the neighbourhood of a garden.

A more interesting composite is the silvery-leaved

Senecio Cineraria, which has made itself at home
on the limestone cliffs at Torquay. Its rather

inconspicuous yellow flowers are amply atoned

for by the large, deeply cut, velvety grey leaves,

which lend quite an air of distinction to the cliffs

which they adorn.

Many of the banks of the Great Western Raihvay

have been beautified in recent years by masses

of the Oxford Ragwort (Senecio squalidus), so

called because it made its first appearance at

Oxford. It is a , decidedly handsome plant and

has brightened up many an ugly siding with its

large golden flowers; in the neighbourhood nf

Worcester it is abundant and has hybridised with

some of the native Ragworts.

Only two alien members of the vast tribe of

Umbellifera; are worthy of notice. The first is

.\strantia major, established in woods near

Ludlow, a familiar garden plant of quiet and

refined beauty ; the other is the shrubby Spanish

Bupleurum fruticosum, which is sometimes planted

in shrubberies and game coverts. It is becoming

naturalised on the Malvern Hills, whither it hai

spread from the gardens of the late Jenny Lind.

Being so very unlike the British species of

Bupleurum, it proves a very puzzling plant to

amateur botanists. The so-called Tea Tree

(Lycium chinense) is another shrub that puzzles,

many people, as it is not to be found in all o\ir

ANDROSACE PRIMULOIDES IX THE EDGE OF A MORAINE.

when the flowers are visited by dozens of fine

n\oths, notably the lovely pink and green hued
E'ephant Hawks, which seem to prefer this to

any other plant. Equally abundant in similar

situations is the dainty little Ivy-leaved Toadflax

(Linaria Cymbalaria), and occasionally one may
find the much rarer, tall-growing Linaria purpurea,

a noteworthy addition to our wall-top flora.

Erinus alpinus is a pretty little plant with

rosy mau^•e flowers which is firmly established on

the Roman Wall in the North of England and in

a few other stations. I have seen it in abundance
on a high wall near Monmouth, where it was quite

an attraction to passers-by, but it was here

probably a garden escape.

Quite a host of alien composites are more or

less established in England, but they are mostly
" undesirables," like the plebeian Matricaria

suaveolens—an American importation devoid of

all beauty and with all the attributes of a tiresome

weed—which is rapidly spreading across the

country. Orange Hawkweed (Hieracium auran-

tiacum) is handsome when seen in a mass on some
rough bank or old wall, but it is far too invasive

floras. .It has been cultivated in England for

many years, and when covered with its oblong,

red berries is quite attractive, though the dingy

purple flowers are not showy, and its habit is.

straggling. It is completely naturalised along the

shore of the Bristol Channel at various parts of

the Somerset coast, and occurs here and there

inland also.

Of foreign herbs which are relics of- cultivation,

the true Balm (Melissa officinalis) is the most

welcome for its deliciously lemon-scented foliage ;.

it seems quite capable of holding its own among
our native plants.

Only a few aliens are to be found among the

monocotyledons, but all of these few are of great

interest. Most precious is the Primrose Peerless.

Narcissus (N. biflorus), which carpets many an

old orchard in the West Country just after the

last of the Daffodils are over. It must have been

established here for many a long year; possibly

it was introduced by the monks. Several species,

of Crocus are established in parts of Suffolk, and

in one spot in North Devon there is a colony of

the orange yellow PjTenean Lily. The quaint
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little green- and black Snake's-head or Mourning

Widow Iris (Iris tuberosa) is admitted to the

British flora on the ground of being naturalised

about Penzance and Cork.

Whether our one and onlj' British Tulip is a

genuine native or a long-established alien seems

to be a disputed point ; at any rate, one wishes

it were more plentiful and less shy about flowering.

It seems to waste all its energy in multiplication

of offshoots, rarely producing a flowering bulb.

I know of one locality in Worcestershire where

hundreds of the grass-like leaves can be found,

but seldom more than half a dozen of the beautiful

yellow fragrant blooms.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES
By Mrs. C. W. Earle.

JUNE is the month during which we

always put out the half-hardy plants

in tubs and pots on a low wall in front

of the house. It is, I think, a fascinating

and i musing kind of gardening, particu-

larly suited to small places, as long as the plants

can be housed free from real frost in the winter. It

permits of every kind and size of pot and tub, the

more variety of shape and size the better. Seakale

and Rhubarb pots turned upside down are most

useful, and Mrs. Watts' pots from her pottery

near Guildford are so heavy that they do not blow

over, which sometimes happens if the plants are

top-heavy. This kind of gardening is much more

common abroad, where the winters are severer

than thoee in England. All my old plants

of "Geraniums"—I was going to say, but

that is wrong ; all plants of that family whi«li

grow north of the Equator are rightly called

Geraniums, and all that come from south of the .

Equator with their countless descendants are

Pelargoniums—well, all my large and handsome

Pelargoniums which had braved many winters

with very little protection died this last winter,

and I have to begin again, I think the deaths

came partly from neglect and partly from the

places where they have been stored before not being

sufficiently frost-proof. This winter has taught

me that old half-hardy plants have less resisting

power than younger specimens of the same kind
;

this may be from the sandy poverty of the soil.

I must try putting some of the best-grown plants

of Pelargoniums in strong paper bags this autumn

and hanging them up in a spare room head down-

wards. Several survive that way, especially

if potted up early in the spring. The sweetest

of all the sweet-leaved Cape Pelargoniums is called

Prince of Orange, but it is rather more tender

than some of the others, so a potful of cuttings

should always be kept.

In the Botanic Garden of Padua, which is the

oldest medicine garden in the world, the most effec-

tive flower is called Diadinatum. I saw English

wild plants potted up to keep them in heavy shade

through the hot weather ; and the same was to

be noticed in the Botanic Garden at Florence.

Here we have to fight cold and damp with little

room and the sh rtage of coal and coke. I have

two old plants of the beautiful single Datura,

Brugnt&nsia Knightii, too large for pots; they

are planted out each year in a warm corner and

well watered, and they flower beautifully in August

or September. They are cut round in late Septem-

ber, and when they begin to flag they are taken

up and crammed into pots in October. Thus

treated, they have lived for years. The double

sweet Datura wants more care, and can be grown

best in the earth in a greenhouse or in a pot for

the wall. They ar; Mexican plants, I believe.

The pure white '^"es without a tinge of lilac are

the most beautiful. A sunny situation and plenty

of water are all they want in summer. The tallest

plants on the wall this year are two old Oleanders,

the pink and white ; they do not flower as well

as they did when younger, but we have had a spell

of cold summers. We have repotted them in

old tubs, and their long, waving branches and

pointed leaves remind me of happy trips abroad

and tubs in front of small cafes in countries with

colder winters than ours, where they are kept

in cellars all the winter. Other years I have

always had the best and most uncommon shrubby

Veronicas in pots, but these were all killed this

winter. I had become careless, a., they had proved

so hardy in other winters, and neglected to keep

cuttings. Traversii, with an ineffective flower,

seems really hardy. The most unusual plants

this year on the wall are two pots of Erythrina

Crista-galli, which do well, but they have to be

staked. I first saw them in pots in the Duke of

Hesse's garden at Friedberg. A plant of Impatiens

Olivieri, from Uganda, also makes a change, but

I am not quite sure it will stand the cold wind

we sometmies have ni summer. I have never

tried it outside before. Myrtles flower well in

pots, and at each end there are two half-tubs

filled with the blue Agapanthus. The irregularity

of height, colour, size and shape makes the charm,

to my mind, in a garden where prolusion and

picturesqueness is the object—not tidmess and

uniformity.

THE FIELD OF KOSSOVO

A
FEW da\s ago it was our pleasure

to meet the Rev. Father Nicholas

Velimirovic, a genial and charm-
i ing personality who was Priest-

^ in-Waiting to King Peter of

Serbia and Professor of Theology at

Belgrade University. Father Nicholas is

a preacher of repute, and is now well

known in this country. His love for

Serbian flowers and the folk-lore of his

native country amounts almost to a passion.

The following legend on red P.-Eonies

vnll be read with interest, particularly as

the anniversary of the Battle of Kossovo
is now being celebrated.

A SERBIAN LEGENDARY FIELD
OF RED P^ONY

Where fell the blood of the horses,

There grew up the long green grass
;

Where fell the blood of the heroes.

There blossomed the Psony red.

The Field of Kossovo is in Central Serbia.

It is five times as long as it is broad. Two rivers

cross the field—Sitniza River and Lab River.

A beautiful church—Gracaniza—has stood there

since the beginning of the fourteenth century. Many
ruined churches lie all over the field. Specially

famous is the ruin of a church—Samodresha—in

which the saint King Lazare prayed with all the

Serbian Crusaders, Not far from there is a

Mohammedan chapel, with the tomb of a great

Turk, Sultan Murad, who lost his life in the struggle

against the Serbians. Some scattered and poor
villages, a melancholy population, wonderful
sunshine and still more wonderful starry sky

;

woodless hills all around the field ; the bushy
red Paeony and a great story—that is all. But
the story is a really great one.

In June, 1389, the Field of Kossovo was thickly

inhabited, and a joyful people sang with a choir

of nightingales among the white Pteonies. White
Pasonies ! Many rich villages, beautiful white
towns, stony churches, pious nobles, gorgeous
merchants, exporting gold and silver from a

neighbouring mountain of the field ; a lofty army,
many visitors from Byzantium and Venice admir-
ing a youthful Christian nation—so it was.

But the storm came. A storm witli hail.

And the storm with hail was the Turk, the Un-
faithful. It was not the first struggle, but the last

and decisive one. The first was under King
Dushan, who proceeded with the Serbian Crusaders

to defend Constantinople, the Orthodox Sancta
Sanctorum, and sacrificed his life ; the second
was under King Vukashin (1371), who fought near
Adrianople, and gave his life for the Cross ; the
third was at Plocnik, under the victorious Voivodc
Milosh. Ill June, 1389, was the last and decisive
one. On that twenty-eighth day of June rain
was falling as the two splendid armies met, the
one fighting for Christ, the other one against
Christ. The white Pteonies were bathing in the
warm rain. The rain stopped in the evening,
and the field was red with blood. The Serbians
made the supreme sacrifice for Christ : the King
and the nobles, the dukes and the whole army
laid down their lives for the greatest ideal. The
Serbian Kingdom perished, and the Serbian
material glory vanished. But Christ remained
with the Serbs, Christ and the glorious story of the
supreme sacrifice on the field of the white Peonies.
White ? No. No human eyes ever since saw
them white. From the following day of the battle
they became red, and all the following generations
of Pseonies grew red ; not one made exception.
Some say they grew red from the blood of the
heroic Crusaders ; some say they grew red because
they blushed at seeing the Turkish devastation of
the field and their oppression of the Christian
people ; some say they grew red as a symbol of

suffering, with hope of resurrection for the
oppressed ones. But the first interpretation •

prevails among the Serbian people.
" Our friends, the red Paeonies, will again grow

white when the Field of Kossovo is liberated and
the Serbian people free." So spoke the Serbian
mothers to their children in the poor villages

during 500 years. The mothers died and the
children died, generation after generation. In
1912 the old King Peter came with a lofty army
and liberated the Field of Kossovo. Now, we ail

expected the red Peonies to change their colour
and dress in their cloth of old. But they did not.

Why ? " Why do not our friends, the red
Pasonies, change their colour ? " That was the
question we asked. But they were solemn and
silent, and grew still redder. We could not explain
their attitude.

But now we loiow. Three anti-Christian
armies with three anti-Christian Idngs attacked
Serbia, and stamped her people down. And
Serbia has been filled with blood, and cruelties,

and awful sufferings, far more awful than those of

500 years ago. We did not foresee it, but the
Peonies did. We believed too much in the
Christianity and civilisation of Europe to be .able

to foresee such a wicked storm with hail from a

sky that we believed to be bright and blue. But
our red Paeonies were sceptics and prophets.
And yet . . . we believe that sooner or

later our friends the red Pa?onies will dress them-
selves in white, They do not hurry. They await
the moment when the whole Serbian people, with
all their suffering brothers under the anti-Christian
Caesars, shall dress themselves in joyful white,
and theji they also will change their bloody colour.

This is the story which has been whispered
always in the lands of the Serbs, but which has
been vividly told every year, especially on
June 28, on Kossovo Day, the National Day of the
Serbian race, the celebrated day of the Supreme
Sacrifice. (Rev.) Nicholas Velimirovic.

(Of St. Sava's College, Belgrade.)

Dumfries and Maxwelltown Allotments.

—

Through th-^ medium of the Dumfries Public

Health Committee and the Allotment Holders

.Association a series of prizes will be given in

Dumfries for aPotment holders. Maxwelltown

Ailotment Holders Association has also agreed

to a prize scheme, and the Dumfries and District

Horticultural Society will also give prizes, some

of these going to allotment holders who contribute

to the Society's Gift Sale on behalf of war chari-

ties in August. Maxwelltown Allotment Holders

Association has asked Provost Arnott to formally

declare the five divisions of the burgh allotments

open on June 30.

Edinburgh and Leith Allotments.—.A two

days exhibition of produce fftown by a'lotment

liolders in Edinburgh and Leith has been arranged

and will be held about the .end of September.

A complete list of prizes has also been prepared.

In all upwards of 130 will be offered, these apply-

ing to the vegetables most used, special notice

being taken of Potatoes. Prizes will also be

given for the best kept and cropped allotments.

To avoid possible hardships through the different
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conditions iu the several districts, a series of

areas has been aiTangcd for the allocation of the

prizes.

The American Paeony Society.—We have
recently received the " Bulletin of Pceony News,
No. 3," with also a letter of. invitation from the

secretary, Mr. A. P. Saunders, Clinton, New York,

giving the history of the society and showing reason

for all and sundry who are interested in the flower

to join. It appears to be wonderfully popular

in America, and the enthusiasm of this society

srems to be unbounded. In the report on the

exhibition held in co-operation with the Horti-

cultural Society of New York, it is said that over

16,000 visitors attended in three days, and on
Sunday afternoon there were 7,933 visitors.

There is a chapter on using Paeonia lutea in cross

fertilisation, and especially with the herbaceous

species. Success with these has not yet been

attained, and considering the great difference

there is between them, success, one would think,

is hardly promising. P. Wittnianniana is men-
tioned, and the colour is referred to as really only

a creamy white. It can be much better than this,

and it may be suggested, therefore, that better

forms should be enquired for. It varies greatly

and we think crosses. We have one with flowers

of beautiful shape, nearly white, but shaded with

rose ; a neighbouring plant with identical foliage

has flowers of fairly deep magenta, and it seems
likely, therefore, that they have all come from a

natural cross. American publications, even the

most scientific, often fail to give the botanical

name, and as we on this side know nothing of the

popular names, it is impossible to l<now what
plants are referred to. In a similar way the species

of Paeony are not mentioned in this, and though
Paeonia albiflora may be understood, probably
there can be no certainty that P. officinalis and
P. Moutan do not come in. From the address

of the president at a meeting of the society at the

Hotel Astor last June, we learn that there was to

be a Paeony Manual, and in this, if well carried

out, we shall take great interest.

plants have started will give you more bushy examplesi
In this way you should obtain the best plants possible for

putting into permanent positions early in October. This
mothod is vastly superior to division.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
INJURY TO ORIENTAL POPPIES (It. E. X.).—We

regret we art- unable to say from the specimcus sent
what has damaged the Pop|)ies. Oriental Poppies
often go off in tliis fashion, and usually through some
soil pest nibbling at the base of the growths. It would
be well to dig about them to ascertain whether anv such
are there.

ASTILBE GRANDIS (F. S. J.).—This is one of the
hardiest of its race, and also one of the noblest her-
baceous plants. It is one of the many good tilings found
by Mr. Wilson when plant-hunting for Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons in the mountainous districts of Western
China, and has been long enough cultivated in this country
to prove its high value and ornament. The species attains
6 feet or more high, sending aloft creamy wliite plumes
from a handsome spreading tuft of leaves which are from
2 feet to 3 feet in length. Like all the Astilbes, it loves
strong soil and moisture, and by reason of the lateral
spread of its leaves—an established clump may be C feet
or more across—is better suited to isolated positions
than to the ordinary border. The cool or wet places of
the combined rock and water garden suit it well. and.
given a prominent place, it commands attention for a
long season in or out of flower. It is, of course, a deciduous
herbaceous perennial, and dies down each year,

HOW TO TREAT VIOLAS (B. O'Z.).—As the Violas
are now flowering for the second vear, it is uiilikely

—

unless the soil conditions are of an exceptional character-
that they will pay for leaving for another season. The
remedy is to increase them by means of cuttings or division
of the root. In either case, when the flowering is com-
pleted or the growth has become so straggling as to be
no longer desirable, the plants should be cut down
practically to the ground-level. Should you decide to
increase them by means of cuttings, lightly fork up the
soil on each side of the plants, apply a mulching of fine
rich soil, adding a little to the centre of each, and keep
the plants watered daily for three weeks or a month.
At the end of that time each plant should be bristling
with new shoots, the stronger of which, if removed by a
sharp upward pull, will be found already rooted. Trans-
plant these to a reserve plot of good ground, and repeat
the process till you have a sufficient number of young
plants. Removing the point of growtli as soon as the

FRUIT GARDEN.
APPLE MILDEW {W. F. M. T.).—Spraying is of little

st-rvicc with .\pplc mildew, and we recommend the pruning
out at once of ail the shoots showing the white spores
of the fungus. Prune well back behind the attack and
bum all tlic prunings.

MILDEW ON PEACH LEAVES {Mrs. Macdonald).^
The Peach is attacked by the Peach mildew. Spra>ing
with any fungicide now will be likely to damage both
foliage and fruit, so we recommend dusting with sulphur.
Ventilation and avoidance of draughts should be carefully

attended to

GRUB IN STEM OP APPLE TREE (If. E. i.).—The
grub escaped in the post, but the damage shown by the
stem sent looks like tlie work of the wood leopard moth
caterpillar (Zeuzera aesculi). The moth is a white one
of considerable size, spotted \vith black. If further
burrows are discovered and they are fairly conspicuous
by reason of the fresh sawdust about the entrance, thrust
a wire sharpened at the end into the burrow so as to
pierce and kill the caterpillar.

BARREN FIG TREE {S. R. J.).—We are much obliged
by the two photographs, from which it appears your
tree is growing in the open and not against a warm wall.

Had it been gro\vn against a wall and the treatment
given to it we advised, we see no reason why it should
not have borne ripe fruit. The fruit you send us has had
no flowers, consequently no seeds have been formed,
and as a result the essentials of fertility are absent. They
are absent because of the want of the concentrated lieat

and warmth of a wall to properly ripen the shoot of last

year, which bears the ripe fruit of this year. Unless
your tree can be transplanted and placed against a warm
wail, we fear there is little prospect of its producing ripe

fruit.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
SHALLOTS TURNING YELLOW AND FOLIAGE

DROOPING (G. U. /'.).—This complaint is general this

year, especially among allotment holders, the cause in
iuost cases being attributed to wireworm or some other
root pest. Failure in the growth of this plant is some-
times due to planting in too rich a soil, forcing a too rapid
and succulent growth which proves unable to stand a
sudden burst of strong sunshine s\ich as we have lately

had, thus hastening premature ripeness. Shallots should
be planted in soil which has been liberally manured for

a previous crop. The raising of new Potato varieties

from seeds.—We are obliged for your suggestion, which
we have made a no'e of. Kindly send a description of

the new Brae Seedling.

BOOKS ON TOMATO CULTURE (-V. J. M.).~Two
useful books on tliis subject are the following :

'* Tomato
CuJture for Amateurs," by B. C. Kavenseroft. jjrice Is. 3d. ;

and " Tomato Culture for Market," by J. Stoddart, price

Is. Id., to be obtained from 41, Wellington Street, Strand,
W.C. As regards the culture of the Tomato, whether planted
in pots under glass or outdoors in rich light soil, it is very
simple and easily understood. 'Pot culture under glass.

—

Keep the atmosphere of the house sweet and not too
hot, but nice and warm, by adequate ventilation botli

day and night. Tomatoes dislike to have their roots
always in saturated soil, therefore bear in mind to keep
the soil always moderately moist. The proper way to
water a Tomato plant (or any other plant in a pot) is

to wait until the soil is moderately dry and then give a
good soaking, then wait until it is fairly dry again before
adding more. As regards the treatment of the plant
itself, the best way is to confine it to one stem, placing
a stake to each stem to tie to. As the plant grows you
will find that many young shoots will issue from its stem.
These without exception must be rubbed off as fast as
they appear. Opposite to such shoots will appear the
bunches of flowers. To help each flower on a bunch
to form a fruit, it is a good plan to inoculate the flowers
with a rabbit's tail. Tliis is done by gently drawing
the tail over the pollen of the flowerand pressing the
same gently over the stigma or centre column of tiie

flower. The plants must not be overcrowded. Each
should stand clear of the other by 15 inches. Outdoor
culture.—The secret of success in outdoor culture consists
in providing generously manured, rather light soil of a
good depth of mould (say, 18 inches), a warm, sheltered
position, and good strong plants to start with. Plant
in rows 18 inches apart and allow 12 inches between the
plants in the row. Plant firmly and a little deeper than
they have been wliile in the pot. Give a good watering
immediately afterwards, stake securely, and place a mulch
of short manure 3 inches deep on the surface of the soil

over the roots of the plants. This will not only help
to feed the roots, but also prevent the soil drying so
quickly, thereby considerably lessening the labour of
watering. Treat the stem of the plant exactly in the
same way as directed above for plants under glass, with
this difference—that once you have converted the flowers
of three separate clusters into fruit, then you must be
satisfied. There will not be time for the plant to develop
and ripen more fruit. What you will have to do after
securing these three clusters of fruit (or certainly four
at most) is to cut off the top of the stem about 4 inches
above the last cluster of fruit. After doing this you
will find that young shoots in many parts of the stem
will persistently reappear. Pinch these hack with the
finger and thumb to within one leaf or bud of their base
as long as you can find any to pinch.

plant of a double-flowered form should revert to the
single- flowered type. The flowers may be double next
year, or they may now romahi single.

SUCKER GROWTHS ON LILAC (/. F.).—Your white
Lilac bush had apparently been grafted upon a stock of
common Lilac, l-'rom the stock, suckers have grown on
unnoticed until they flowered. You have done quite
right by cutting them down, but they ought really to
be removed below the soil-level and close to the roots.

Other suckers will doubtless appear, which should be
removed at once. Your bush is not likely to suffer
through the removal of the suckers, and it will not require
any special attention except in the event of the soil being
poor. Should that be the case, give a top-dressing of

decoyed farmyard manure.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PLANTS FOR HANGING BASKETS {A. II, Ii.).~

Besides the many double and semi-double varieties of
Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums whicli are of such value for fur-
nishing hanging baskets, there is an old and at one time
popular kind whose merits for tiiia purpose might be more
generally recognised than they are now. The name of
the variety is L'El^gante, a plant of free growth, with
true Ivy-like leaves of a deep green, broadly margined
with white. Under the influence of sun and air the white
becomes heavily suffused with pink, and in that state it

is very attractive. The flowers are single, pale in colour,

and of no particular merit. For furnishing a small or
medium-sized basket this Pelargonium may be used alone,
but for a large one a good effect is produced by a central
plant of some scarlet variety,margined with this variegated-
leaved kind. Fuchsias, too, are particularly suitable

for hanging baskets, especially those of loose habit and
great profusion of bloom ; while much the same niay be
said of tuberous-rooted Begonias. Of these last there
is a race of markedly drooping habit whicli eminently
fits them for growing in baskets. Other suitable basket
plants are Petunias, the loose-growing Lobelias, including
the large-flowered L. tenuior; Tropaolums of sorts, ami
tile old and well-known Creeping Jenny. A very distinct

and attractive plant for this purpose is Lotus peliorhynchus,
whose shoots, which hang down for a considerable distance,
are clothed with finely cut, hoary leaves and bear a profusion
of red. lobster-claw-like flowers. With regard to arranging
the baskets, you say nothing as to their size; hence we
are unable to advise further. Concerning the book on
" bedding," the practice of bedding out flowers either for

winter or summer is at the present time condemned by
so many that such a work would not be appreciated now.
Perhaps in more peaceful times the beauty of flowers

will be appreciated as mucli as ever.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—il/flc, Deal.—Wc believe the Rose
to be Mrs. Edward Mawley. If often produces vari-

coloured flowers on the same bush. C .4. Waldron.—
1, Fremontia californica ; 2. Actinidia arguta ; 3,

Lardizabala biternata ; 4, Akebia quinata. E. M.,
Parkstonc.—1, -Ethionema grandiflorum ; 2, Phlomis
fruticosa.

SOCIETIES
GARDENERS' BENEFIT SOCIETY.

The monthly meeting of the United ITorticultural Benefit

and Provident Society was held in the Hoya! Horticultural
Society's Hall on Monday. June 11, Mr. Charles

H. Curtis presiding. Two new members were elected.

Two members over the age of seventy years were allowed
to withdraw £45 from their deposit accounts, and two
members withdrew a double amount of interest amounting
to £3 19s. 6d. Notifications of death were received of

Privates G. E. Sanders and W. F. Bull, and the sums
standing to their credit were passed for payment to their

nominees. The sick pay for the month on the ordinary
side amounted to £50 18s.. on the State section to

£18 16s. 8d., and maternity benefits to £9. Owing to the

Registrar-General disapproving of the separate rule book
for the admission of juveniles, a special general meeting
will be held on July 9 at 8 p.m., at the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Hall for the adoption of a partial amend-
ment of rules "to Ihe rule book. Mr. Charles H. Curtis

will preside, and it is hoped that everyone who can will

attend.

DUNKELD ALLOTMENT SOCIETY.

On Thursdav, June 14. at tlie Sheffield University, the
Dunkeld AWotment Societv organised its first public

lecture. This was given by Mr. E. T. EllLs, his subject

being " Vegetable Pests and Soil Cultivation." Mr.
Ellis dealt with the subject in a simple, practical manner,
and illustrated his lecture with charts of the principal

pests. Great interest was shown in the lecture, nearly

200 people being present.

TRADB NOTB
Appointment.

We learn with pleasure that Mr. S. W. Goodman has been
appointed a director of the Molassine Company, Limited,

in the place of the late Jlr. W. A. Owston.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
DOUBLE LILAC REVERTING <G. n. 7.).—It is not

usual for the flowers of a double-flowered Lilac to become
single suddenly, though it might easily happen that a

The War Office notifies that frotii now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country unll be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission froyn the War Office. Hvch
permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Nonvay,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roianania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from. 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

•,* The Yearly Subscription to THE Gakden is : Inland

lOs. lOd. ; Foreign 13s.
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For the Poultry- Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

THE COMING
MOULT

A LREADY letters are reaching
/\ me from readers of The Garden
/ % in whicli advice is sought on the
/ % forthcoming moult. If I am a
• * little previous in dealing with
the moulting period in this week's article,

it is because I always like to be well in

advance with my notes. Thereby I am
able to save my students much disappoint-
ment at a latei' date. One of my
many maxims for the would-be
successful poultry - keeper runs :

Work to a schedule and do every-

thing at the proper time.

Many Considerations.—When study-

ing methods of management during the

moult, the poultry-keeper has to bear

in mind many considerations. This is

so in all seasons, but more particularly

this autumn, when poultry-keepers will

be reducing their stocks-. In the average

poultry-yard there will be three flocks

of fowls : (i) Hens that are to be
retained for laying purposes after the

moult
; (2) hens that are to be disposed

of prior to the moult ; and (3) pullets

of the current year's hatching which
are to be depended upon for winter

eggs. I will here take flocks Nos. i and
2, and it will be noticed that each calls

for different methods of management.

Hens for Winter Laying.—It is highly essential

that those hens the owner intends to retain for

winter eggs should be carefully handled during
the moult. If the fowls are left to themselves,

progress will never be made. Some members
of a given flock will be half way through the moult
before others commence to cast their old plumage,
and so on. It is, in short, another instance of

my au'cunatic hen, which, when gently coaxed
and guided by her owner along definite lines,

proves a success in every way. The owner must
work as far as is possible to a scheduled time.

The moult usually commences at the end of July
or early in August, although if no steps are taken
to encourage the casting of the old feathers, it

wiU be very much later. Again, if a prolonged
haphazard moult is allowed, the hens concerned
will be very late in commencing to lay again.

w POWELL-OWEN

The object should be so to handle a flock of hens

that all commence to moult at about the same
time and all start to lay again within a few days

of each other.

Eggs versus Moult.—From the start the owner

must make up his mind that he cannot have

both eggs and the moult at the same time. It is

here where so many go wrong. The schedule

I always try to w*k to systematically allows

for the casting of the feathers to commence about

the first week in August, the moult to be nicely

over towards the end of September, and the birds

to start laying about mid-October. Several

weeks should intervene between the finish of the

moult and the laying of the first egg, and it is

during this time that the hens get settled down
comfortably to their winter quarters. As the

end of July or b ginning of August approaches,

each flock should be carefully watched. If many
of the birds are laying, they should be dis-

couraged, so that they can think more of the

moult than of the nest-boxes.

To Prevent Laying.—There are many ways

of discouraging laying. One plan is to change

the hens to fresh quarters, where the new environ-

ment will help to check egg-production. The best

method is to reduce the rations and to withhold

food that will force eggs. Animal food should

The above snapshot depicts part of the

rearing grounds on Mrs. Goodwin Preece's

Crosshill Farm, near Shrewsbury, where

pedigree laying strains are specialised

in. In the foreground are seen two girl

helpers.

be entirely dispensed with, and the feeding should

be sparing. In normal times I have always dis-

carded the soft food for a time, a practice that

might be adopted by those who can obtain plenty

of tail corn and poultry grain. From the start

too warm housing and confinement should be

put into operation. I do not mean by this that

the fowls must be cooped up in a small orange-

box type of house. It is during the moult that

the scratching-shed type of house comes in most

useful. The hens need protection from all

inclement weather and bitter winds, and they will

quickly commence to moult and get their new
plumage in the normal time. The fancier moults

out his prize birds as if they were hothouse plants.

The houses are artificially heated in many cases,

and full use is made of cosy barns or lofts above
stables. The utUity poultry-keeper need not

trouble about artificially heated structures so

long as he keeps his fowls warmly accommodated
and fully protected from elements that retard

moulting, and consequently make the hens
" hang in the moult."

Occasional Outings.—One need not remain

too loyal to the confined quarters idea, as occasional

outings can be allowed at times when the weather

is favourable. Sometimes the fowls can be

allowed out during the morning and at others

in the afternoon. Due regard must in all cases

be paid to the outer elements. Within a short

time under this method of handling the moult

will be well on its way. As the new feathers begin

to appear, the owner can go back to a more liberal

menu and give a tonic in the drinking water.

A strengthening tonic is necessary, because the

moult naturally places a strain on the system of

each bird. Throughout the moult succulent

greenstuffs should be givfen daily, and to the soft

food a little flowers of sulphur should be added

twice a week. Sunflower seeds will

come in most useful to promote the

growth of the new feathers, as will

linseed. The latter should be well boiled

in water, half a pound being used for

about half a gallon of water, and the

whole should be mixed with the soft

food. From the time that the moult is

well in sway an iron toruc (given in a

glass or earthenware drinking receptacle)

can be given to advantage two or three

times a week. A good stock medicine

can be prepared by dissolving half an

ounce of sulphate of iron in a quart of

boiling water. As a dose add one

tablespoonful of the mixture to each

quart of drinking water.

Late Moulting.—^The moulting period

may last normally for six weeks, but if

the birds are not well handled it

may be prolonged for many months.

It should be remembered that the

earlier the moult is over the sooner will winter

eggs be obtained. A late or prolonged moult

is entirely against successful winter egg-produc-

tion. The cold weather sets in while the hens

are still in the moult, with the result that the

birds "hang in the moult" and laying is late.

It is most difficult to get birds into lay after a

prolonged moult when the cold wintry elements

have set in. Such hens will invariably postpone

laying until after Christmas, when the better

weathei: comes along. That is why so many
poultry-keepers have such bad egg-yields in the

winter months from their hens. It is all a question

of management.

Cleanliness in Housing.— Clean "housing is

a great aid to moulting. The feathers should

be raked up daily, and greenery not eaten

should be collected and removed each day.
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Where the flooring of the house or run is of earth, it

should be dug up and turned over once, if not Jwice,

weekly, and everv-thing should be done to make
the birds comfortable. Adult male birds intended

for the next breeding season should also be care-

fully handled during the moult. They should

be housed in flocks away from the bens. To
prevent fighting when the birds are placed together

each male must have its legs tied. A little of the

string should hang loosely between the legs, so

that the bird can walk but not run. When they

seem settled the strings can be cut. The idea

,has its amusing as well as practical side, as readers

will discover. It is, however, the only way of

preventing severe and continual fighting when
many males are run in one flock.

Disposing of Hens.—As regards the handling

of hens that are to be disposed of, it is very wise

to obtain as many eggs as possible from them
before they are parted with. One should dispose

of them before the moult takes place, and here

is where skill in management comes in. With
the hens to be retained for winter laying, as I

have pointed out, an early and normal moult is

necessary.

SITXJlLTXOn -VACAN^I?.
Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the Ime. Press
day Friday.

MRS. C. W. EARLE, of "Woodlands,"
Cobham, Surrey, is wanting a Head-Working Gardener (over
age) and wife. Ali particulars to anyone who writes.

TOMATOES AND BOW TO GROW THEM
by F. R. CASTLE, is a new and up-to-
date book which will tell you every-
thing there is to know. You should not
fail to learn from this valuable work.
From nil book.tfUers, 1/6 nft, in 1/8 dirtrt
from "AMATEUR OARDEXIXG,' 147n,
Alderngale Street, London, E.C. 1.

POTATOES.—Now is the time when
knowledge may ensure good healthy
crops. Every grower, therefore, should
study the new edition of "SANDERS'
BOOK OF THE POTATO," just
published. Fully Illustrated.
Price 1/6 net from all booksellers, or 1/8 post
tree from" A31ATEUR GARDEyiSG,' 147m.
Aldersgate Street, London, E.C. 1.

SHUSH DISPLACES SOOT
SHUSHi a scientific preparation of soot's ack-
nowledged stimulating and insecticidal properties,

highly concentrated.

MIXES WITH WATER.
Ideal for application. Whenever soot is advised use
Shush. Protect your vegetables and plants from
pests and promote healthy growth 1/6 post free,

smaller size 1/- ; cash with order.

SHUSH CO., 9, Gore Street, Piccadilly, Manchester.

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

GLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and coniains the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY GROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Rearing.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt,, 7/- .\-cwt. C.irria;:e iiaid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER

ROBERT MILLER'S

HEN HOUSES
are RIGMT-ON^-TTOI* of every other

make.
ROBERT MILLER holds suoremc place for
STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.

Downright satisfaction always.
Catalogue Free.

ROBERT MILLER, Denny.

Mrs. PYM'S ^ptANTt
cxxe:a.p 'TO ck^e:a.si.

Alt Post Free.

FOOD PLANTS A SPECIALITY.
Tomatoes, large strong sturdy I'lants in flower, 3/- doz.:

6/6 for 50; 10/- 100. Telegraph Cucumber, lOd. each. 2 for
1/4. Cucumber, King of Ridge, 6, 1/. Vegetal>Ie Marrows,
trailing or bush, 6, 1/-. Parsley, 20, 1/-. Sage, Thyme,
Mint. Fennel, Garlic, 12, If-.

Celery, strong transplanted, best red, white, pink. 100, 1/6
Strong plants, all varieties, of Broccoli, Cauliflower, Leeks,
Cabbage, Brussel Sprouts, Savoys, Bedfordshire Champion,
Ailsa Craig and Giant Rocca Onions, Asparagus Kale, Curled
Scotch Kale, Cottager's Kale, Purple, White, and Green
Sprouting Broccoli, Beetroot, long or round, Perpetual Spinach,
Chicory, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Winter Greens, 1/6 100.
Lobelia, strong plants, best blue, red or white, 2-6 100.
Strong transplanted plants, double and single Asters,

Stocks, Zinnias, Verbenas, Antirrhinums, .\geratuni, Neraesia,
Salpiglosais, Schizanthus, Blue Cornflowers, Canterburv Bells,
White or Crimson Nicotlana (Tobacco), Kocliia, burning
bush, 20, 1/-.

Strong sturdy plants in bud and bloom, double and single
White Marguerites, Yellow and Blue ilarguerites, Yellow or
Red Calieolarias. Scarletand Pink Pent.atemon, Scarlet Salvias,
Heliotrope, Begonias, Echeveria, Dahlias, Primulas, 12, 1/4.

Catalogue Free.

MRS. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine House, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUaH.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, Ac.
FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 19/6. Carriage Paid.

LAYING MEAL.
.\ magnificent egg-producing mi.sture.

Per Il21b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561o. 16-. Cirriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX QROUNO OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. Sfilb. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121b. 22/6. Carriage Paid.

FEEDING WHEAT.
Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

THE " ECLIPSE " MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Kecogiused by experts as the standard dry cluck foQ<l

Per 11211 28/-
of the day.

. 561b. 15/- Carriage Paid.

" WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older clucks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-

PEAT
Carriage Paid

MOSS.
Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.

Per 1121b. 4/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT.
I cwt. 5cwt. lOcwt.
3/- 14/6 28/6

Carriage Forward.

1 ton.
56/-

COCKLE SHELL.
Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

HARRY HEBDITCH^'l'f Martock, Somerset

"CARRY ON"
with my hard broken and small Wheat, 22s. cwt.-. Wheat Offa

Meal, lOs. ; special Heavy Ground Wheat and other nutritious

seeds, 12s. 6d. ; grand Une Clover Meal, 10s. 6d. ; Wheat Chaff,

a grand litter, 25. fid. sack : f.o.r., sacks free ;
samples 3d.

—

Harry Fo.k, Matlock.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz List

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets arnl

Cock. 35/-.—VABNET. Stratford, Essex.

LADY PUPILS RECEIVED. — Practical

theoretical Poultrv training ; all branches ; special oppor-

tunities given ;
posts found ; moderate fees (board residence).

—Miss LOWRY, Gilston Farm, Whitwell, near Welwj'n, Herts.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Kluvera," the celebrated brand oi clover nieal.

12s. '6d. cwt.: "s i-cwt.. carr. paid.—KossiYN & Co., 30,

Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

PALM KERNEL MEAL, guaranteed pure,
21,'- cwt. Ground Oyster Shell, 6/6 cwt. ; 2 cwt.. 12 -.

Bags free.—C. C. Vevers, Bramley, Leeds.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
•' A worthy and formidable weapon for battling against the baeillus."

—Sir J. Ceichton-Beownb. F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenxa.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—"Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, '« «

'

IZALPOWDER, «'^"'!'^'^^
6/6 per gal.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

6/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Ohambers&Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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THE COOPER
HORTICULTURAL REMEDIES
ARE WHAT YOU WANT

+ COOPER'S

NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparalion for Apple-Suclcer. Green-Fly,
&c., on FRUIT and othet TREES.

Sold inQrt. Tim: 1. 2. 5, and 10 Gall. Drams;
anil in 20 and 40 Gall. Caiki.

^ Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FLUID
For ROSE. STRAWBERRY and other MILDEWS

Sold in Qrt Tim ; 1. 2. S. and 10 Gall. Drumi

:

and in 40 Gall. Caskt.

+ COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a long time in su-:-

pension, coats foliase uniformly, and does not tcoich
when properly prepared.

Sold in 1. 5. and 10 lb. Tins : and io 50 and 100 lb. Kc(s.

^ Cooper's WEEDICIDE
After trial—Received the " Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Killi Weeds od Garden Paths and Gravelled Spaces.

Sold in Qrt. Tins ; ij, I, Z, and 5 GatL Drums, and in 20 and

40 Gail. Casks.

/ gall, make* 100 galh. of effective Weedkiller

^ COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A re-inforced NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses.

Sold in Bottles in 5 sizes; and in Pint, Quart and ^ GalL
Tins.

liHtest Prices on application

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Sole Manufacturers: i

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamsted.

SANKEYS'S^>POTS
*^ Che BEST nnd Cheapest
StMtc quantity of cflcK size required and havt ' rarriaje '<^i\-

'

"""•-•'"I ("carrlar- "' •' ....

RICHAftb SANKCV^* SON, LTP.
Bulwell PoHeries. NOTTIH/GMAM

LION CYCLES
CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for all
tlcae. Packed Id crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
alvertised and made and sold over 20.000 Machines. NO EXTRAS :

Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHlME FOR 10 DAYS, IF YOC
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification.—GEORGE BEATSON, Ltd.,
• LioD Cycle Works." 86, Moseley Street. Birmingham.

f LABOUR SAVERS.-EUREKA- lawn sand.
soilfume. tslcotine, insecticides fumers.
sprays. and other chemicals & sundries,
See List please ask your agent for the Eureka

',ARTICLES- They ARE ALWAYS SATISFACTORY IF ANY
fOlFFICULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PJIlj

JnlyAililiissTOMUNSON&NAYWARD U.> LINCOLN.

^

KILL THEM.
I

WEEDITE does It while you sleep. I

You simplydust It on the paths.every
weed and mossy growth disappears
Uke magic and does not return for

I months. Price. In lOlh. packets, to
dress 100 sq. yds.. 3/- each ; 2 for 6/6 ; 4 for 10/-. '

carriage paid pass, train,

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd., Cranmer Street. LIVERPOOL,

CYCLES - from £5 5 O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
Latest Ladies" or Gents' Models, \>enutiful!y Bnishefl.

Immediate delivery free, ready for riding, ten days' free

trial, complete satisfaction gu iranleed by o^r certificate

of 10 YEARS' WARRANTY
for everything. Choice of Three-Speed, Coasters, or

Free Wheels. Descriptive Catalogue with factory price?.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.

cts there P?
and makes the Garden ^tli^S!!^,

gay all the year round -'-^^^»V
I Sold everywhere 1b TINS at ed.& 1«.,uid in BEANDBD & SEALED

BAGS: 71bs., 2s. 6d.: 14 lbs.. 4s. ed. ; 28 lbs.. 7a. 6d.; 66 lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs., 20*. Or
dlrectfrom theWorks, Carriage paid Is the United Kingdom forCash with OrderCexcepi 6d. TINB).

CLAY & SON, • Manure M"-= i Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LCrJDONE.

t.
PURE ^

cocoA
^^FRY&SONS-L
*^STOLa.LOND£^

"No Better Food"
Dr. Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E., etc.

for Brain and Body than

this
—

" One of the Choicest

Items on Nature's Menu."

Compare with others

at higher prices.

A necessity all the year round.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns, Limited, Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E, 1, and Published by " Country Life," Lihitid, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C 2,

and by George Newnes, Limited, 8-11, Southampton Street. Strand. W.C. 2.
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"BEITAIN'S GEEAT CABBAGE."
WEBBS' EMPEROR CABBAGE, for July
aii'l August sowing. Earliest, and best in cultivation.

Remarkably free from any tendency to "bolt." 6d. and 1,-

per packet. 1/6 per ounce, post free. List of Vegetable Seeds
for present sowioe on reriuest.—WEBB & SONS, LTD., The
King's Seedsmen, Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapneaa. Strong and
sturdy always, Meiryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.^

—

H. Merrtweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot. Surrey^

CHINESE CABBAGE. — This vegetable
re.sembles a Cos Lettuce in appearance and produces a tine

head weighing about 41bs. It may be cooked and served
like ordinary cabbage, and makes a delicious dish, or may be
eaten raw as salad. Seeds, which may be sown from end of
June until August for autumn and winter use, 6d. and 1/-

per packet.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
Bagshot, Surrey.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Puttv.—Full particulars trom
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents ttaough-
out the country.

BARR'S SEEDS FOR JULY SOWING.—
Finest strains of Antirrliiimma, Aijuilegias, Campanulas,
Canterbury Bells, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Delphiniums,
Hollyhock's, Lupins, Pansiea, Primulas, Stocks, Wallflowers,

etc.
" Catalogue on application.
Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International

Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants

supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

—Morrisburne, Woking.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see
that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospecttis
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" COUNTRY Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

LAWN BOWLS.—50s. Association Set Lawn
Bowls, 4 pairs, superior, full size, selected lignum, with two
jacks, complete in strong box, unused, price 29s. 6d. ; also
i; pairs finest Standard Match Bowls, new, absolutely
accurate 3 bias, officially tested and stumped, lis. 6d. pair,
or whole lot for 49s. 6d. Approval.—" Box 724 " GllYARDS,
Darley Street, Bradford.

CISTUS and HELIANTHEMUMS, for present
planting: Salvaefulius, Purpureus, Cyprius, Ladaniferus,
Alyssoides, Algarvensis. The above 8ix choice sorts, strong
plants, for 10/6, package free.

—

Geo. Btjnyard & Co., Ltd.,
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
BEARING. By Madame JASPER. 3/8 net, by post 3/11.

Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the

art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hinte

and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "COUNTRY Life," Ltd., 20,

Tavistock Street. Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS. LTD.,
Lawrence Road. South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratia.

SPECIAL NEW SQUARE MESH PEA NETS
OF COIR YARN, 3, 4, .'., 6ft. high, any size to order, 5d.

sq. yard ; despatched on receipt of order
;
passenger train

carr. paid.—W. OUVER ALLEN, Net Works, Porthleven,
Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
J -inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2Jd. As suppUed to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Goods
supplied on receipt of order; carr. paid passenger train.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, PortlUeven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, 8Jd.—Published at the
Offices of " Country Life," Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

DEFY THE BIRDS.
tanned netting. Supply limited.

- Superior rotless
... Obtain our prices. Buy

early. Pea guards 6/11 dozen with ends small mesh.. TrelUs,
12ft., 1/1. Garden hose, barrows, lawn mowers equally cheap.—E. B. Hawthorn, Ltd., Dept. E, Abbey Foregate, Shrews-
bury, also at London and Boston.

SPECIAL SQUARE MESH NEW HAND-
BRAIDED PEA NETTING, any length, width, 5d. square
yard : orders promptly supplied, passenger train. Largest
Hand-braided Net Malier in United Kingdom.—W. Oliver
Allen, Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS , Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

WAKELEY'S PAT^TED HOP MANURE.
The onlv reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page ii.

McDOUG ALL'S WEED KILLER
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean
Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDouGAJLL Bros., Ltd.. Port Street. Manchester.

SPRING CABBAGES.—The best varieties to
BOW during the early part of August. Order at once.

SUTTON'S HARBINGER CABBAGE.—The
earliest cabbage for Spring cutting. Per pkt. I/- ;

per oz., 1/6.
" Cabbage Harbinger is a capital variety. I sowed some

seed in July, and now, Jan. 10th (1917),! am cutting some
lovely heads."— Mr. A. F. Coles, The Gardens, Wallacefleld,
Croydon.

SUTTON'S APRIL CABBAGE.—The most
popular early cabbage for garden use. Perpkt.,1/-; peroz., 1/6.

" The April Cabbage you supplied me with last year have
done wondenully well, liardly a plant has been destroyed by
the severe winter, and tl*ey are now coming in very useful."

—

Tlie Rev. F. J. Bkiggs, May 4tli, 1917.

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING CAB-
BAGB.—The most suitable for the general Spring crop. Per
pkt., 1/-; peroz,, 1/3.
" My bed of Flower of Snring Cabbage was well worth a

photograph, and weeks earlier than any others in this

neighbourhood."—W, Webb, Esq., Dursley.

SUTTON & SONS, THE^kTnG^S SEEDSMEN, READING .

TO REPLACE DUTCH BULBS FOR NEXT SPRING
FLOWERING, SOW NOW BRITISH FLOWERS.

SUTTON'S WALLFLOWERS. — Sweet
scented flowers of brilliant colour. Sutton's Fire King, vivid
orange, per pkt., 1/6. Sutton'sGiant Vulcan, brilliantcrimson,
per pkt., 1/6. Sutton's Superb, mixed, per pkt,, l/-and 1/6,

post free.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, guata, etc., blisters, sunburn,
neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—NeV' Oxydol
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

OUR LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS suit-

able for summer sowing is now ready and will be sent

post free on application.—DOBBiE & Co., Seedsmen to the

King , Edinburgh.

VITARA RADIUM FERTILISER is the
ideal stimulant for roses, and PRE-EMINENT for the

KITCHEN GARDEN. Obtainable through all seedsmen or
dealers, or of T. Thorne Bakik, 3. Imperial Buildings,

Croydon, Surrey. 9d., Is. 3d. and 2s. 9d. post free.

WALLACE'S
Plants for the
Catalogues free.-

Colchester.

WATER LILIES and other
aquatic garden should b© planted now.
-R. Wallace & Co., Ltd., Kilnfleld Gardena.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WiLLLiM Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

POLYANTHUS PRIMROSES.—Seed from
my exhibition strain, 6d. and 1/- packet. Send for list of plants
and seed.—Rev. L. Barnes, F.R.H.S., Scofton, Worksop.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetgen. Ilhistrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information sliowing how the possessors of gardciis,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica/'—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" COUNTRY LIFE," LTD., 20, Tavlstock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Anbrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Opposittfolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Bulla LUaciana, a fine Lilac Pulla, 5/- doz.—Write for

quotations to Whiteleog & Co., Nurseries, Chislehurst.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poi8onou»
insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, eflective, economical.
Is, and 38. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Manufacturers, McDouQiLL BROS., LTD., Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, EspaUers, Roae Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BouLTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

THE ANT PEST.—The only sure remedy
is Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer. In bottles, 2/6 and 3,6 each,

from all seedsmen.—Sole Manufacturers, Alexander Cross

and SONS, Ltd., Glasgow.

TENNIS BORDER NETS.—Limited quantity
only. To hand 25 X 3 yards. Well corded top and bottom.

12/- each.—The Godrock Ropework Co., Ltd., Lowestoft.

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's
Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis Grandiflora; 1/6

doz., 50 for 5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plants.—

F. H. Jones, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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Phytobroma
Barrs Neur Plant Food

For Flowers Vejgetzktles and Fruit

Phytobroma greatly increases all
Vegetable Crops.

Guaranteed Analysis: 3'50% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble
Phosphates ; 13'50% Insoluble Phosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.

"lb., 2/9; 141b., 5/6; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b., 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards, carriage paid.
Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

ALLOTMENT TROUBLES are easily over-
come if you have Sandeus' " Allotment and
Kitchen Gabd.ens " handy for reference. Here
is a work containing everything the Allottee
wishes to know about growing Vegetables
lor Table or Exhibition. It is a wonderful
book and you must have it.

Price 1/6 wl from all booksellers, or 1/8 post tree
Irom "AMATEUR OARDENING," 147a, Aldera-
gate Street^ London.

DOUBLE CROPS may be secured by ju-
dicious feeding. Study Dykes " Manures for
Garden (and Allotment) Crops." It will tell

you why different crops need different fertilis-

ing agents ; the particular manures for various
soilg, and the proper proportions to use. With
this book at hand a grower may gain real

profit. Illustrated.

0/ all booksellers, 1/6 net, or 1/8 post tree trom
"AMATEUR GARDBNINO,'' U7a, A'dersgate
Street, London.

SANKEYS^^S>'*POTS
** Che BEST and Cheapcsh
j-talc quantity of each size required and havt ' e irrlaje -.v\"

"

^uolallon ("carriage" frevueniiy amounia to half vaiuc <

,

Soodi), nr write for Price Liil, frc*.

5PECML PCT6 or alf de.icririinns. Bulb Bawti and Fern
Pans from 2d. c^ch.

R/CHARO SANKEY* SON, LTP.
Bofwell Pohferies. NOmNOMAM

CASH OR MONTHLY PAYHENT5. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed Id crate free and oarrtafle paid. Since 1905 I have
ftdvertlsed and made and sold over 20.-000 Macblnes. NO EXTRAS :

Bell, Pomp and everything included. Carnage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHIItE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOD
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALX CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Cataiogue with
Ulustratloos and full specification.—GEORGE BEATSON. Ltd..
' Lion Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street. Eirmln^iam.

VOL. VI. JUST PUBLISHED.

CYClLiOPEDIA ofHORTICULTURE
Illustrated with Coloured Plates and numerous other

Illustrations. In 6 Vols.

Vol. I.. A-B: Vol.11., C-E; Vol. III. F-K ; Vol. IV.,
L-0; Vol. v., P-R; Vol. VI., S-Z, and Supplement.

25/- net each.

Illustrated Prospectus post free on application.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., LONDON.

BARR^ SEEDS
pof Flower?; Kitchen Garden
OF Finest Selected Strains ^Tested Growth

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-QILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS,
a aOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BIkRR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds
foT the Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
PereimlalB tor the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
fine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent free on appli<;ation.

BARR & SONS, 1 1 , 1 2 ds 13, King St.,
Covent Gapden, London.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS, t?

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIEMTIFICALLT AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf.mould, ready for use at anytime, In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalUne IScwts.). gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.
Report of Royal Hortlctiltnral Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
in the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving fttll-iiarticuJars and testimonials sent on receii>t of postcard.

IW BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAININGGUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -^Q
Sold in Bags, 1 bushel. 2/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; five 4 bushel. 28/9 ; ten 4 linshe), 55/- ; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Plcbford, London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.
WAKELBT BROS. & CO.. LTD.. 76a. BANKSIDE, LONDON.

Also WAKBLEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

DOUBLE YOUR by
GARDEN OUTPUT the RITO TREATMENT

// you want VEGETABLES—here you are-

These two plots of Scarlet

Runners were identical

when sown. The plot from

which those on the right-hand

side were gathered had about

\d. worth of RITO, and that

made all the difference. The

one plot yielded 9lbs. 7ozs.,

the treated plot 31lb. 2oz.

Equally good results have been obtained from Potatoes, Peas,
Beans, Onions, Tomatoes, Lettuce ; in fact, all kinds of produce.

If you want FLOWERS—early, large, and with beautiful foliage—the same RITO
treatment will give you them.

RITO is manufactured under Royal Letters Patent.

Ask for Booklet " Rito Results" from Dealers, or

THE MGLASSINE CO., Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, S.E. 10.

"ABOL"
INSECTICIDE

IS THE ONE SUCCESSFUL
GARDEN WASH.

"ABOL" should be in every garden throughout this little Island.

Its wonderful aid to heavy cropping is a fact well known. Your
(ilants can be kept CLEAN and HEALTHY, free from the ravages

of insect pests and di,seases, simply by occasionally spraying with
" ABOL." If you have not yet commenced using it, you will be

well advised to get a supply.

use:i> II* the: i80"v.«i.i-. GJ^Fti>E:M^s.
Pint. 1/6. Quart, 2/6. i-Gallon, 4/-. Gallon, 7/6.

Write for our Free Booklet.^ ^ ^^ ^_^^^ ^^^^ H MM Wnie for our Free Booklet.ABOL WEED KILLER^"^ POWDER or LIQUID.

The really wonderful Weed Killer. Unequalled, yet cheap. One gallon makes 50 gallons.

LIQUID.—i-Gallon tin, 3/-. Gallon, 4/6. 2 Gallons, 9/-. 3 Gallons, 1 3/-.

POWDER.—2/6 Tin makes 25 gals. ; 4/9 Tin makes 50 gals. ; 9/- Tin makes 100 gals.

Of all Seedsmen, Nurserymen, Ironmongers,

E.

or if any difficulty, write to the Makers :
—

A. WHITE, LTD., 64, BELTRIIVJG, PADDOCK WOOD, KENT.
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No. 2381.—Vol. LXXXI.] NOTES OF THE WEEK
POT.\TO PROSPECTS.—Speaking genor-

ally, the Potato crops are looking well,

although there are complaints about

spiiully growth and the effects of drought

.

while many acres of Potatoes in low-

lying districts at Halsall and Barton, near Ormskirk,

were recently damaged by sefere frost in the night,

the haulms being completely blackened and

withered. Such frost at the end of June has not

been experienced for two decades. Fortunately,

disease has «ot yet done damage of much import-

ance, but no time should be lost in carrying out

tlie first spraying, if it has not already been done.

Spraying Potatoes.—-In a special leaflet issued

hy the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries on

spraying, the following passage occurs :
" The

grower who neglects to spray is a danger

to his neighbours, for the disease, when
'Mice started, spreads rapidly from one plot

to another." It is in these circumstances

that Potato spraying should have been made
I ompulsory, since the apathy, indiflerence, late-

ness of action or ignorance of the few may be

attended with very serious results, particularly

in those instances—as is the case in the district

from which we wTite—where a few hundred

allotments are congregated together. Unfortu-

nately, the erroneous idea has gone forth that

on newly turned-up land the Potato crop will

this year be immune from disease. We have,

however, in every case that has come to our

notice, endeavoured to show the fallacy of such

a theory, though in some instances, we fear, our

words have fallen upon deaf ears. This is not

to be wondered at when it is remembered that

many thousands are cultivating garden plots

this year for the first time and, while ignorant

of the first principles of cultivation, know nothing

whatever of plant diseases, much less the serious

nature of their attacks upon certain crops. In

such circumstances it were better that local

authorities—lU'ban councils and the like—had

been invested with power to spray rather than

that it should be optional with the allotment

holder, who, in the words of the leaflet, may
be " a danger to his neighbours." Amateurs and
others having small plots, and who mean to do

their best to keep the disease at bay and have
not gone to the expense of purchasing a knapsack
' r other spraying machine, will find the " Abol "

syringe useful, particularly if the turned or bent

nozzle is used. The ordinary syringe is of little

good. Moreover, it is wasteful of material. The
efficacy of spraying against Potato disease lies

not in the abundance of the material employed,
but in ensuring that a fine mist gains a lodgment
on all parts of th« haulm—the under surfaces

as well as the upper surfaces of the leaves-—in

order that the plant may be rendered imniune
from attack, the primary object of spraying being to

prevent disease. Nothing in the vegetable garden
at the moment is more important than this, and
those who would keep their Potato quarters

healthy and free from disease should take the work
in hand at once. Spraying is best done in

the morning or evening, or during a dull time.

The period of strong sunshine should be avoided.

Blanching Leeks.— It is safe to assert that in

Southern CouiUies at least the cultivation of the

Leek is less understood than that of almost any
other vegetable. Nine people out of ten are

under the impression that growth should first

I e made and the blanching done afterwards,

whereas the blanching of the Leek should begin
inunediately the plants are put out in their final

quarters. Large or medium sized Leeks are

preferable to small ones ; in this respect the Leek
may be an exception to other vegetables. As
pointed out in the practical article on page 258,

the blanched stem of the Leek should be from
12 inches to. 15 inches long, with a uniform cir-

cumference of abciut 6 inches thnnighout.

Filling Up the Blanks among French
Beans.—Where blanks occur they should be
made up at once with other plants too thickly

set in the rows. Eighteen inches apart is none too

wide to allow the plants if they are to maintain
continuous cropping, and where they are very close

it will well repay thinning them out to not much
Uss than that distance. We are assuming that

vigorous-growing varieties, such as Canadian
Wonder, are grown. Very dwarf varieties are of

Mm

AS .\VER.\GE SAMI>LE OF WHOLESOME LEEKS.

little value for main crops, lacking as they do
the vigour to go on cropping.

Horse-radish Ale.—In the days of Pepys Horse-
radish was used for making an ale, though whether
it was taken as a beverage or for medicinal purposes
is not clear, but as he considered the drinking of it

worthy of special metition, on» may conclude that

it was not in common use. This was in September.

1664, while in February, i66i, he wrote that hr

ate some Nettle porridge made for him by Mrs.

Symonds. No mention is made of the preparation

of either, but an old herbalist gives the followinc.

for Horse-radish :
" The Horse-radish root, whole

or cut to pieces, is put into diet drink, to sweeten
the blood ; and the eating frequently ani in

quantity is good for rheumatism ; as an external

application in rheumatic affections there are few

remedies to compare with the juice of Horse-

radish, and it will also relieve the palsy." Evelyn.

in his " Acetaria, or a Discourse on Sallets,"

says Horse-radish is an " excellent universal

condiment," and that if first " steeped in water

and then grated and tempered with vinegar in

which a Little sugar has been dissolved, it is mustard
to the sallet," and is good " likewise for any dish

besides."

Horse-radish Still Popular.—The greatly in-

creased market price of Horse-radish roots shows
that its use as a condiment is still popular,

and it is an important element in at least one

well-known sauce. It is still used in medicine

as a sudorific for chronic rheumatism, atonic

dyspepsia, and a diuretic in dropsies. For-

merly the best market samples came from the

Continent, but now much smaller English roots

realise high prices, so that the culture of Horse-

radish is well worth the serious attention of our

growers. To produce saleable roots quickly a

deep, light and rith soil is necessary, and the herb

rfelights in blazing sunshine, though it is often

put away in some odd corner of the garden and in

semi-shade, under which conditions it refuses to be

dominated by even the coarsest weed.

Saving the French Fruit Trees.—The French

authorities are making great endeavours to mini-

mise the destruction which the retreating Germans
wrought in their orchards. As is well known,

the fruit trees in the gardens and orchards were

hacked, chopped and felled in a shocking manner,

hoping to destroy their value ; but latterly, either

because the orchard trees in the last territory

regained by our Allies were too large for easy

felling or, more probably, because the retreat

was too precipitate, the German hordes contented

themselves with removing rings of bark from the

triniks, no doubt feeling confident that by so doing

the trees were doomed. Many of the orchards

were composed of half a century old Apples,

Pears and Peaches. After prompt consultation

with their pomological experts, the French

authorities decided that it was well worth while

to make an effort to save these trees, so without

loss of time doctors and men of the Red Cross

set to work bandaging the wounded trees. The

exposed wood was first coated with grafting-wax

and then bound up with Army bandages, but the

supplies soon ran short, and clay for the dressing

and a local Moss for the bandages were found

eminently suitable substitutes. Besides this

tree surgery, many of the trees which were felled

had their jagged stumps cut clean last spring and

were grafted, sometimes with shoots from their owi.

tops which were lying by, and at others with grafts

of selected varieties from other places.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

EARTHING UP POTATOES.
T HAVE read with pleasure and interest Mr.

L. M. Marshall's contribution on " Hoeing
Potatoes and Earthing Them Up " in The Garden
of June 23, pages 236-7. I tliink there is one

point in the latter part of the article which is

open to criticism. Mr. Marshall there says

:

" There seems to be no reason for supposing that

a pointed ridge is superior to a flat one in keeping

disease spores from the tubers. At present no
proof to this effect has been discovered, and the

soil is not the main source of infection." I quite

agree that the soil is not the main source of infec-

tion ; that is almost invariably to be found in

the foliage. The spores of the disease are, how-
ever, very mobile and readily fall to the ground,

and if a channel instead of a sharp point terminates

the finished drill, many of the spores will lodge

in the channel and will, partly by infecting the

stem at the surface and partly by being washed
down by the rains, accelerate and increase the

damage to the tubers.

—

Caledonia.

THE CABBAGE-ROOT MAGGOT.
TN your reply to "Amateur" in "Answers

to Correspondents" on page 241 of The
Garden, June 23, re the above maggot, I

notice you do not refer to using a decoction

of Hellebore as a cure. This Hellebore is a

very certain material to kill the maggots.

It is best applied as follows : Put 20Z. of

Hellebore powder (which, by the way, is

poisonous and apt to irritate the nose and
throat) into a small quantity of hot water. Stir,

and after a short time dilute to one gallon. This

is applied in the evenings, the soil is scraped

slightly away from the roots, and the plants given

a good soaking of the liquid at the roots.—E. T. E.

ARTIFICIAL MANURE FOR GARDEN
USE.

A LTHOUGH patent manures for the garden
receive scant courtesy at the hands of

those who understand fertilisers, it must not

be supposed that some form of artificial com-
pound is to be decried. They are useful

enough if only for the reason that animal
manure is not easily procurable, or for

the fact that one knows how much and what
kind of plant food is being supplied. By this

means growth can be regulated and stimulated

as desired in a more certain manner than with
animal manure, and certain ingredients can be
omitted or accentuated if desired, according as

leaf, flower, seed or roots are aimed at. E.xperi-

ments with Oats clearly went to show that the

different ingredients in a mixed manure were
taken up in very different quantities according

to the stage of the plant's growth, and that these

differed in the -various parts of the plant. It is

somewhat the same with all plants
; and in general,

if a manure of this kind is used, what is called a

"complete" one is best. The three essential

plant foods are represented, together with lime

in some form, and such a mixture has at least

the advantage of balance, though for special

features a more one-sided manure—containing

mainly nitrogen for leaf stimulation or much
potash for certain fruits and vegetables

—

may be preferred. Such a standard mixture
can easily be made at home, and if kept dry will

keep almost indefinitely, which is far from being
the case when some other forms of these ingredients

are brought together, although all right to keep
when not mixed. It will be little the worse, too,

for keeping .though rather more effective when

fresh. Take one part of sulphate of ammonia,
six of superphosphate (26 per cent, brand), one and
a half each of finely ground bone-meal and sulphate

of potash, and mix very thoroughly, breaking

up the lumps. It is sound, and at normal prices

very cheap compared to proprietary articles,

and. moreover, it is fairly safe if it should be

imprudently used. It can easily be made more
one-sided if desired.—G. T.

WELL-RIPENED WOOD.
TV/TR. C. BLAIR'S article on the above-named

subject in The Garden of June 23, page 233,

opens up a very interesting question, and one

that occurred to me previous to the appearance;

of Mr. Blair's article. My experience this season

here in Midlothian, in the vicinity of Edinburgh,

exactly coincides with that of Mr. Blair in West
Lothian, and as far as I can gather it is a common
experience throughout the United Kingdom.
I refer to the factthat notwithstanding the cold,

sunless nature of 1916 (inimical to the thorough

ripening of the wood), nearly all sorts of trees

and shrubs have this year flowered most pro-

fusely, the Elms and Lilacs especially having

ROSE SOUVENIR DE LA M.M.MAISON.

excelled themselves in this respect. Another

record in floriferousness here this season has been

made by a specimen plant of Cotoneaster micro-

phylla on a west wall, which as I write on June 25

is actually smothered with bloom. Here, as at

Preston House, Rhododendrons are an exception

to the general rule. R. ponticum has flowered

well almost without exception : but in the case

of the finer hybrids, while about 50 per cent,

have flowered freely, the remainder have hardly

produced a truss of bloom. Although I cannot

give dates, not having made notes on the subject,

yet I have a distinct recollection that the present

experience is not unique, and that I have pre-

viously noticed that a comparatively cold, sunless

season has been succeeded by a great show of

blossom on tree and shrub the following spring

and summer. What have the scientists to say

to this ?

—

Caledonia.

TS it not possible that Mr. Blair, issue June 23,

page 233, has made his deductions on this

subject from a wrong basis ? He argues

that the year 1916 was a sunless one (in

Scotland, I suppoje), and therefore unfavour-

able for the ripening of wood, yet " every-

thing is this season practically smothered in

bloom." But is not this wonderful show of

blossom due to. the complete rest which the trees

enjoyed owing to the long cold winter ? For
some years past the winters have been so mild

that the flow of sap scarcely ceased. Mr. Blair

instances the Chrysanthemum to illustrate his

theory, but it is possible to have the wood too

hard as it is to have it too soft.—S. E. D. T.

AN OLD BOURBON ROSE.

T ENCLOSE a photograph of some flow rs of

that grand old favourite Rose Souv. de

la Malmaison ; they were such good flowers

of the variety that I thought. Rose news

being scarce this year, they might interest

your readers. They were caught " just right

"

to show what this Rose is in perfection, and were

cut on a cool morning after a showery night

(June 20). The shape and colour (flesh white and
shell pink centre) are remarkably fine. The
plant from which they were cut was planted

twelve or thirteen years ago by Mr. C. H. Clarke,

Leighty Water, Torrington, and now covers two-

tliirds of the front of his cottage, it having

about two hundred beautiful blooms on it when
he allowed me to cut these. It was produced

in 1843, and has ever been a favourite.

—

The Agricultural Labourer.

NOTES FROM A COUNTY DOWN
GARDEN.

TN Mrs. Earle's " Flower Garden Notes " I see she

refers to Clianthus puniceus, which is grown

in this neighbourhood with great effect out

of doors. I have seen it upwards of 15 feet

in height, covered with its bright scarlet

flowers, not unlike the claw of a lobster,

after which it is locally called. There is

another plant which is equally strildng, although

its flowers are of a yellow shade. I refer to the

Bladder Senna, Colutea arborescens ; it also

makes a good climber if neatly pruned and tied

into a fence. The Lemon Verbena (Aloysia) is

also almost hardy here against a south wall

;

in fact, I saw a fine bush against the front wall

of Lord Londonderry's residence at Mount Stewart,

near Newtownards, County Down, which has evi-

dently been flourishingtjiere for years. Of flowering

shrubs, some of the most beautiful are the Hyperi-

cums and the Potentillas, many of which are never

seen in private gardens, but when once possessed

are " joys for ever." We have here in this village

many beautiful coloured Thorns—dark red and

pink—all of which at this season are brilliant

settings to the greenery of the other trees.

—

Walter Smyth, Holywood, County Down.

AUTUMN-SOWN BRUSSELS SPROLTS.

TN reply to Mr. G. Garner's enquiry in the issue of

The Garden of June 23, page 233, I may
say that I have grown autumn-sown plants with

success for several years. My experience is this :

Select a plot of ground free from weeds, and do not

dig it. About the middle of September scatter

the seeds broadcast, and if sown thinly the plants

stand the winter better and prove hardier than

when sown in drills. They grow very rapidly

during the summer, therefore give them plenty of

room to develop their leaf-stalks. They should be

planted in their permanent quarters as early in

the new year as possible, which gives one an

opportunity to drop a few Broad Beans in between

the plants. I have at this date—June 26—200

strong-growing, healthy plants which have stood

the severe winter without any protection what-

ever, while I had the whole of my other green

crops ruined by the frost. The advantage of autumn-

sown plants is that they are furnished with good

solid sprouts from the bottom to the top. The

variety I grow is Aigburth.'

—

William Roberts,

Dancs/ord, Bridgnorth, Salop.
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POTATO DISEASE:
LATK PLANTING AND SEED

TUBERS.

T-IAS it- ever been satisfactorily decided by

scientists whether the fungus of the common
f'utato disease (Phytophthora infestans) has a

limited or fairly well defined season of activity

—

lieginiiing and ending—during which it plays

such ha\oc with the crop ; or whether it is in th<-

nature of an ever-present evil only awaiting the

I Mmatic conditions to bring it to earth, where,

tindi^ng a lodgment on its particular prey, it--

countless spores are ripe for immediate action r

The question is asked advisedly for more than oni-

i-eason. Spraying in a general way is taken in

hand in July, the more advanced farmers in the

South of England, those growing second -early

sorts more particularly, being early at the work,

hardly waiting tiU July is in, and these, while

anticipating the coming of the disease, also believe

that • prevention is better than cure." The

"cure" in the case, however, is somewhat of a

misnomer and rarely effected, since the spread

of the disease is so rapid that there appears no

means of overtaking it once it has set in. From

this general spraying custom—the time for starting

which also receives the support of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries—-it may be inferred

that the starting period at least—the infectious

stage of the disease—is known, and, the natural

conditions for its vegetating—soft foliage and heat

and moisture—being present, the work of destruc-

tion is rapid. At the other end of the chain the

continuance of the disease may be limited or

cease, having come to the end of its " season."

I put it this way in order, first, to provoke dis-

cussion, and, secondly, to state that of a con-

siderable planting of Potatoes made late in June

last year no disease of the haulm worth noting

was remarked. The produce, lifted at much the

usual time, kept well and was quite free from

disease. So far it is only the experience of a single

season, and further experiments are necessary.

The point I desire to bring out, however, is this :

That if immunity or comparative immunity from

disease in the Potato is possible of attainment

by late or deferred planting, there is here an

opportunity of adding enormously to the stocks

of seed tubers, which this season have given

so much cause for anxiety.—E. H. Jenkins.

[We fear the Phytophthora must be regarded in

this and other temperate climates as an ever-

present menace to the Potato. In hot climates

it cannot survive long, but our summers are

not hot enough to kill it. In the opinion of

Mr. F. J. Chittenden of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens, Wisley, and of other authori-

ties, the disease probably comes from

diseased tubers (planted or left over from another

crop) in the first instance, and merely awaits the

advent of ' muggy" weather to spread, for moist,

warm conditions are necessary for the germination

of the spores. No doubt it frequently develops

unnoticed on the lower leaves of the plants, and

may never spread further unless the weather

conditions are favourable. The favourable con-

ditions for its spread usually occur about the

first week in July, the period often of rapid

growth of the Potato haulm ; but it may be

earlier (the disease has already appeared in

the Isle of Wight, and a year or two ago

it occurred and did serious damage in Jersey

in April) or it may be later. We have no

evidence to bring in support of the sug-

gestion that late planting, i.e., June planting,

would reduce the disease, and except for the

production of seed tubers it would, of course,

seriously reduce the crop. An isolated instance

of practical immunity from attack, while suggestive,

is not, as Mr. Jenkins points out, in any way
conclusive. In the writer's own garden, except in

one small area, Phytophthora did no damage
whatever last year among Potatoes planted as

usual in April, but in gardens in the neighbour

hood the havoc wrought was often serious. The
Potatoes were not sprayed, and one can only

conclude that some condition in that garden was

unfavourable to the development of fungus.

—

Ed.]

The Desirability of late Vegetable Crops

El
ARLIER in the year the desira-

bihty of growing as many vege-
' tables as possible was emphasised

. in these pages, and the continued
' increase in the price of practically

all kinds of food calls for extended action
in this sphere of gardening. Owing to

the scarcity of labour, a good deal of work
in the sowing and planting of vegetables

during March and April had to be left

in abeyance, with the result that in many
places ground is lying idle that ought to

be producing its quota of useful and
wholesome food. The drought that was
experienced from the early part of May
and throughout the greater part of June,

together with the severe frosts of

spring which we can never forget,

have also tended to lessen supplies

;

hence no apology is

needed for offering sugges-

tions on the cultivation of

vegetables that may be
sown or planted during the

next few weeks. In most
gardens there will be some
seed that was not required

for sowing earlier in the year,

so that there need be ver\-

little outlay in that respect.

One result of the present

war is to bring before us
\ividly the cropping possi-

bilities of the soil, and many
lessons will be learned that

will be of considerable benefit

to the community in future

vears. In the notes that

follow I do not propose to

deal with extraordinary vegetables that

need elaborate preparation or apparatus to

bring to perfection, nor those kinds which
yield comparatively little actual food.

Beans.—Any of the Dwarf French Beans sown
now in rows i foot apart will yield some useful

pods for gathering after those sown earlier are

finished. The soil ought to be well dug and
manured, and if rubbish such as lawn mowings,
leaves and annual weeds that have not yet reached
the seeding stage can be worked deeply into the

soil they will tend to keep it cool and moist during
the hot days of August. It should be remembered
that the seeds of all French Beans are perfectly

wholesome and palatable, as witness the Haricot
Bean ; hence any pods on the earlier-sown plants

that cannot be profitably gathered green should
be allowed to mature.

Beetroot.—Seed of any of the round or Turnip-
rooted varieties may be sown during the next
two weeks with good prospect of success. Sow-
in rows I foot apart, and before sowing well

water the drills. This should be done for all small
seeds that are put in at this time.

Borecole or Kale.—Any of the varieties sown
at once will be in ample time for good late

winter and early spring crops. Sown in rows
I foot apart the plants will be ready to go where
the early Potatoes or Shallots have been lifted or

where old Strawberry plants have been uprooted
after the fruit is gathered. The same remarks apply
to such Broccoli as Snowdrift, May Queen and
Purple and White Sprouting.
Cabbages.—The. date for sowing spring Cabbage

is the last week in July or the first week in August.
Sow as advised for Borecole. Savoy Cabbage,
sown at once and planted out when ready where
early Potatoes or other crops have been cleared.

will give some useful if small heads for cutting
early in the New Year. Christmas Drumhead
Cabbage and Hardy Green Colewort are other types
that may with advantage be sown during the next
week or two.
Carrot.—The early Stump-rooted or Horn Carrots

may be sow-n thinly in rows i foot apart from now
until the end of July. The young roots thus
obtained will be available for use from the end of

September onwards, and will prove a welcome
change to the large maincrop varieties.

Kohl Rabi.—The small garden forms of this

must not be confused with the coarse roots grown
in the fields for cattle. Seed sown in drills i foot

apart in well-enriched soil, treated as advised for

Beans, will give excellent Turnip-like roots for

winter use. The seedlings must be thinned early,

so that they stand from 6 inches to 9 inches asunder.

Leeks.—Although too late to sow seeds, this

is just the season for planting, and doubtless in

most districts plants could be obtained from the

local nurseryman. They ought to go g inches apart

in trenches 6 inches deep, these having previously

been well manured, much in the same way that

Celery trenches are prepared.

FRENCH BEAN EARLIEST OF ALL.

There is still time to sow for a la'.c supply.

Peas.—It is not generally known that Peas
may be sown with every prospect of success
during June and the early days of July. Late
Peas suffer most from attacks of mildew, brought
about by the drought of August and early Sep-
tember ; hence rather more than ordinary pre-
cautions must be taken with these late sowings.
A cool, moist root-run is essential, and to secure
this it is advisable to dig out a trench 18 inches
wide and as much deep, then in the bottom place

at least 6 inches of well-decayed manure mixed
with lawn clippings, annual weeds, or any other
garden refuse that is capable of retaining moisture
Some short, well-rotted manure may also with
advantage be mixed with the upper soil that is

filled into the trench. For sowing in June, one
of the recognised late Peas, such as Gladstone,
should be selected, but for July use an early one.

such as Little Marvel, The Pilot or Eight Weeks.
These are hardier and come into bearing more
quickly than the maincrop sorts. When a few
inches high, soil should be drawn up to each side

of the plants so as to form a small ridge, each
side of which should then be mulched with short

manure and lawn clippings.

Turnips.—It is a well -recognised rule of garden-

ing that the best Turnips are obtained from sowings

made during the latter part of July and the first

week in .August. Drought is their greatest enemy,
and to pre\'ent it as much as possible some pre-

cautions are necessary. In addition to working
plenty of manure, grass or other garden refuse

into the soil, the seed-bed should be covered,

after the seed is sown, with clippings from the

lawn. This prevents moisture escaping from the

soil and has been found to act as a preventive

against the ravages of the Turnip fly. This crop

must be grown quickly, .otherwise the roots are

hard and useless. W. H.
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THE CULTIVATION OF CABBAGES

THE time is fast approacliing when it

will be necessary to sow seeds for the

production of plants to be set out later

on in order that we may at least prepare
for crops of spring Cabbage next

year. Cabbages were a very poor show last

spring owing to the damage that was sustained

THE HARDY GREEN COLEWORT.
Seed should be sown now for use next winter.

as a result of the hard weather diu-ing winter.

Those coming in now have better hearts. Hitherto
they have been very spindly and leafy. But
this must be no deterrence to our preparing
for possibilities next year. We are always com-
pelled to take risks with outdoor crops. The old
adage, " nothing risk'd, nothing won," is most
applicable to the work of growing vegetables
outdoors. As a matter of fact, unless gardeners
were ready to shoulder this risk we should find

ourselves very short of any kind of vegetable-
except that grown in hothouse and what can be
stored—from November to midsummer. And this

brings me to a discussion of the particular risks

involved in raising early Cabbages in spring.

Coleworts are sown at midsummer, and they give
a good yield during early winter. They are rather
small, and when planted out should be placed
rather closely together. Apart from this, there
is the possibility of having small hearts of spring

Cabbages ready to cut by the end of March, or

even earlier, in a favourable season and a suitable

locality. This, however, requires that the seed
should be sown before the accustomed time at

the end of July or beginning of August. A first

sowing must be made at latest by the end of the
first week in July, and it is often a good plan to

make a sowing at the end of June. The writer

has personally found the practice of early sowing
very successful, and the risk of an early crop of

Cabbages in spring worth taking. The objection
met with is that if sown too early, i.e., before the

end of July, the plants are almost certain to " bolt,"

or, in other words, to run to seed. This objection
is true of certain kinds, and there are some that
will " bolt " even when sown in August, but it is

bv no means true of all. It would not be possible

to name here varieties that are less liable to
" bolting," because they vary with the locality

and are generally laiown to gardeners. A good plan
is to avoid all sorts that have the reputation for

riuining to seed. There are also other means of

overcoming the difficulty. One is that the seed
should be sown in a moist bed, or that the bed
be watered alter sowing. Then again, watering
of the plants in the seed-bed, on the nursery bed
and in the permanent bed is a great help, because
it is hot, dry weather that causes " bolting."

Again, if the seed is sown in drills and not broad-
casted, hoeing can take place between the rows
of seedlings. When planted out the hoe should
be kept going continuously, as by this means the
soil is kept in a more moist and cool condition.

In any case and at whatever time it is proposed
to sow seed, care and energy must be put into

the work if success is to be achieved. The
seed-bed must be fine, well prepared, rich,

but compact. Seed of a good strain should
be selected and the seeds sown very thinly.

The seedlings must not be allowed to suffer

from lack of moisture or from the effects of

being allowed to grow thickly together.

Those plants thinned out may be set in a
nursery bed, and the whole of the plants

removed in the same way when large enough.
Success! nal sowings must be made. It

would be quite a mistake to make one large

sowing or to sow only one variety. Planting
out takes place from early September on-
wards, and care must be taken to keep the

soil well hoed to admit sunlight and air, and
to keep the plants free from weeds. It is

well to remember that the Cabbage is a rank
feeder, and the land on which it is planted
should be heavily dressed with stable manine
and be well supplied with soluble artificials in

the shape of nitrate of soda, superphos-
phate and potash. The plant requires any amount
of lime. Cabbage is liable to become attacked
by disease if the land on which it is planted should
lack lime or if it is in a poor and undraiued
condition

; also it is a great mistake to plant
Cabbage on the same ground year after year, for

the same reason. But more about manuring and
planting out later. L. M. Marsh.4ll.

1
^

LEEKS
IHERE is little doubt that the
Leek is one of the most whole-
some of vegetables, and has long
been held in very high esteem
by all classes of society. The

date of its introduction is uncertain, but
we know it was cultivated in Egypt some
1,500 years before Christ. Strange to say,
for many years the production of high-
class specimens was practically- in the
hands of Scotch friends and of those in
the extreme North of England, and it is

only during the past thirty years or so
that the Southern growers
have found out that it is not
merely the climate, as was
once supposed, but the proper
treatment of the plant, es-

pecially in the early stages of
its growth, that is so essential.

Whether intended for compe-
tition or for home consump-
tion, every endeavour should
be made to produce these
at their best ; and one can
only appreciate good speci-

mens when comparing them
side by side with badly grown
produce.

There is considerable diversity of
opinion as to what constitutes a
good Leek. Some believe a long
length of blanched stem is essential,
while others are of opinion that
thickness and not length is what
should be aimed at. But in my
opinion an intermediate specimen
is to be preferred, consisting of

[July 7, 1917.

a blanched stem from 12 inches to 15 inches
in length with a circumference of about 6 inches,
uniform throughout, and no tendency to bulb-
mg. The most important item to observe in
Leek culture is that the blanching should begin
immediately the plants are put out, as by this
means the stems are drawn up to the required
height with suitable paper collars, which are easily
made, or they can be purchased at a small cost.
Far too many people even now are under the
impression that the growth should first be made
and the blanching done afterwards. This cannot
be done, as, after the growth is once set, nothing
will induce the plant to run to the length required,
the result being a short edible piece generally full
of grit, which, of course, is objectionable.
The Leek requu-es much food and loves moisture,

hence the trenches should be well prepared and
three parts filled with good manure. Moisture should
be given freely in a clean and liquid manure form,
and the tops damped over everv fine afternoon.
Fine soil should be drawn up to the blanched
portion as the paper collar is raised higher, and
to hold the soil in position boards should be placed
upright on either side, leaving a space of about
8 inches between tiem. This is a method I have
adopted for the last few years with the greatest
success. By so doing the roots are not buried to anv
great depth, as is the case when the soil is banked
up in the usual way ; the plants can be fed and
watered much more effectively, and very little

bulbing will be found to take place. What first

induced me to follow this plan was, when lifting
the specimens after being treated in the old-
fashioned way, the roots were found largelv
in the banked-up soil instead of at the bottom
where they should be. This often meant that the
appearance of the specimen was very much marred.
For a continuance of a regular supply through
the winter and early spring three sowings and
three plantings should always be arranged. The
last sowing made at the end of March should be
planted on a south border from the middle to the
end of June. There is no more delicious vegetable
than the Leek when properly cooked, and it is

to be hoped such a wholesome addition to the
table will become more popular. E, B.

Spindly Growth of Potatoes
I WAS much interested in Mr. Molyneux's

theory that this fault is induced by the low

temperature in which the seed had been

kept during the winter. I am much of his

opinion, although my own experience this year

points to some other cause. The seed of

Midlothian Early and Arran Chief was kept

in bo.xes in a spare room in the house, and

though I believe frost was excluded, the tempera-

ture at times must have been very low. Yet the

early varieties are a capital crop, whereas I have

had to replant the late ones. Perhaps s >me

varieties are more susceptible to cold than others.

Another theory is that the tubers experienced a

check during growth, which hardened the tissues

and interfered with their growing powers.

Bridgnorth. S. E. D. Turner.

CABBAGE DWARF GREEN CURLED.

Sown before the end of July, the plants will " bolt *' in spring.
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THE LAYERING AND PLANTING OF STRAWBERRIES

VHE cultivator of the Strawberry reaps

a quirk return for his labour. I'ew kinds

I .)f fruit entail less labour than does

I the Stra\vberr\', but good work must be

M. done at planting-time and strong plants

pnt in if the best crops of fruit are to be realised.

Layering.—Although a strong plant yields many

runners suitable for layering, it is not advisable

to layer more than one on each runner, and that

should be the one nearest the parent plant, all

others being discarded. I'rom three to six plants

may be raised from each parent plant. The neces-

sary runners must be layered as early as possible,

so that the young plants can be put out in their

permanent quarters and get well established before

the winter months come. Plants so treated will

bear a good crop of fruit the following year, and

much earlier than those planted late in the season.

The runners may be layered in small pots or in

squares of turves. Fig. i shows an old plant in a

pot which has produced two runners, one of which

is shown layered in a small pot. Old plants in

beds produce layers in this way. The compost

must be good. Fibrous loam, two parts; leaf-

soil, one part ; rotted manure, passed through a

i-inch-meshed sieve, one part : with a small

quantity of sand added, will form a suitable

compost. Peg down or place a stone on each runner

in the pots. The runners on border plants must be

layered in a similar way. Fig. 2 shows a strong-

rooted layer ready for planting.

The Position (or the New Bed.—This must be

an open one for the main crop, away from tall

trees or buildings. For very early cropping a few

rows of plants may be put out on a sheltered

border faring the south.

Preparing the Ground.—in every instance

where young plants are to be put out it is essential

for them to be planted in deeply dug ground. At

this season the soil may be deeply trenched, and

made moderately firm again by treading in the

short space of two days, because the soil is not too

moist. A naturally poor soil must be enriched

bv the addition of some well-rotted manure, and

this should be supplemented by top-dressings of

manure after the planting is done. Trench the

soil two spits deep—twice the depth of the spade

—

and, in addition, fork up the subsoil, but leave

it below. All fairly large lumps of soil must be

broken up, and for this piurpose a garden fork

will be found very useful. A rich soil need not be

riianured when dug ; the top-dressings will he

sufficient.

Planting.— Early planting is advisable, so

no time should be lost in getting the rooted layers

put out in their fruiting quarters ; but it is a good

plan to first place the young plants in the pots

on the north side of a wall or fence for three days

when severed from the patent plants. If given

such shelter and s>Tinged twice dailv they will

receive no check to growth. .A. Strawberry

plant is at its best the second year after planting.

Renewal is generally advisable at the end of three

vears. In many cases valuable space is wasted

owing to the young plants being put out too far

apart. The strong-growing varieties should be

planted 2 feet apart each way ; the varieties

with smaller leaves and a less robust habit

will do well at a distance of 20 inches each

way. One hour prior to plantiiig thoroughly

water the young plants in the pots. In plant-

ing, a hand-trowel should be used. The hole

must be made large enough to contain the

roots without cramping ; the crown of the plant

must be above the soil-level, and the soil should

be firmly pressed round the roots with the hands.

The greatest care should be taken to prevent

soil getting into the hearts of the young plants ;

if it does, growth is severely checked and the plant

may be killed outright. Give water and mulch the

surface with very short, well-decayed manure, if

obtainable. G. G.

good crop of berries during June and July of

next year. This, really, is the great advantage

of early autumn planting. If the work is deferred

until the spring, very little fruit will be available

next year, and a loss of practically twelve months

will result. Any reasonably good soil will grow

HOW TO PROLONG THE
STRAWBERRY SEASON

l-ROM the end ot this month onwards is a good

time of the year for making new beds of this

useful fruit. Strong runners planted then

become well established before the winter

and will, if the elements prove normal, give a

I. PARENT PLANT AND RUNNERS.

2. LAYER KOOTED AND READY FOR
PLANTING.

excellent Strawberries, but it must be deeply

dug and well manured, especially if the plants

are to remain for two or three years. Treading

afterwards to consolidate the surface before

planting also is essential, as the plants appreciate

a firm rooting medium. On no account should

the roots be cramped together at the time

of planting, but they should be spread out

evenly and planted with care. The distance

apart to set them will depend upon the time

they are to remain.

If the one year system is adopted, i.e., a

new bed is made every August and destroyed

the following year after the fruit has been gathered,

2 feet between the rows and 15 inches betweeii

the plants will suffice ; but for more permanent

beds 2 feet 6 inches and 18 inches respectively

must be allowed.

Of varieties there are now a large number,

yet for nearly all purposes four, or at the

most five, will suffice. For a good all-

round and early Strawberry Royal Sovereign

has not yet been surpassed. It thrives nearly

anywhere, always crops well and, as the fruit is

firm, it is excellent for market. Its rather acid

flavour is a point against it, though many prefer

this to the sweeter varieties. Vicomtesse Hericart

de Thury is a good early Strawberry. It is rather

small, but a heavy cropper, and the fruit is sweet

and of excellent flavour. To follow this and

Royal Sovereign, either The Bedford or Bedford

Champion should be selected. My experience

of the former is that it does well the first year,

but cannot be relied upon after that. Hence to

get it good a new bed should be niade each year.

Bedford Champion is slightly earlier, a heavy

cropper, and does well during the first, second

and third years. The quality of both leaves

nothing to be desired.

For a late variety choose Laxton's Latest or

Givon's Late Prolific. Both are excellent in

every way. With the varieties named it is

easily possible to have good Strawberries for

at least two months, instead of only a fortnight

or three weeks where only one variety is

grown. One would think that market growers

would find it to pay them well to grow the late

%arieties named, as prices, when the fruits were

ready, would be much higher than at the height of

the season. W. F.
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KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES
Bv GERTRUDE JEKYLL.

Potatoes in the Big Flower Border.—The
main flower border that has been given to Potatoes

appears to be suiting them well, for the haulm

of our rough-and-ready way of raking the ground,

scattering the seed and raiting again, the bed

is first finely raked, the seed sown broadcast.

EARTHIKG UP TOTATOES IN THE BIG SOUTH FLOWER BORDER.

is strong and healthy, and now, in the last week

of June, we are about to lift some of the earliest.

The border faces south a little east, and slopes

a little down to the path. There are Tomatoes

in any suitable places at the back, trained to single

stems, now a third of the way up their stakes and

in flower. A narrow alley 3 feet from the high

wall thit backs the border gives convenient

access for training and watering.

A Small Seed-Bed.—A Continental method

of sowing a small seed-bed is worth noting. Instead

and then got in in a special way. The rake is

held firmly in both hands and worked from the

side of the bed next to the operator in very gentle

successional grabs in a forward direction, taking

less than an inch at a time, with the teeth o( the

rake, which is the better for being half worn,

going into the ground barely an inch. At every

stroke the seed, with the top soil, falls in by the

head of the rake. The result is that all the seed

goes underground and lies at an even depth.

The sowing, as shown in the illustration, is of

A CONTINENTAL

METHOD OF SOWING A

SMALL SEED BED

Golden Purslane, a quick-growing crop. The
whole size of the bed is about 4 square yards,

I square yard being taken in fortnightly succession

and the first sowing made near the middle of June.

The same method is suitable for any sowings of

small spaces, as for Radishes, Corn Salad, Parsley.

Cher\-il and other sweet herbs.

Vegetable Marrows.—We have recently been

advised to grow Vegetable Marrows on the level

ground rather than on raised beds, and one can

easily understand that in the case of such a plant

—

a gross feeder and liking plenty of water—it

would be glad of the cooler and less drying

positions. Still, as we get a quantity of good produce

from our raised bed, it may be worth describing. A
foundation is built of any long stumps of the

Cabbage kind—Brussels Sprouts, Cottagers' Kale,

Marrow Kale and the like—placing the stumps-

roots outwards in the lowest course, with other

courses laid across and across, according to the

size of the bed and the supply of material. On
this there is 7 inches or 8 inches of strawy stable

litter and then 4 inches of soil. We use tlie

Marrows quite small (when not more than 4 inches

long), and a large quantity is produced.

AN EASY WAY TO
BOTTLE FRUIT

THERE is much talk about bottliug

fruit going on. I have found the

plan recommended by " Anne Ama-
teur." and reproduced in The Garden last

year, so excellent that it seems to me a

pity it should not be more widely known.
The use of ordinary jam jars brings the
.process within the reach of the simplest

household. The fruit bottled by this

process keeps for nearly a year, as I have
just proved when using last week Red
Currants bottled last year.

(Mrs.) H. Droop.
Misbrooks, Capel, Surrey.

For the" benefit of new readers we have
pleasure in reprinting the very helpful

directions referred to :

Materials Needed in Readiness.—Boiling water
sufficient to fill the fruit Ijottles. Clarified mutton
fat, melted and ready to use. (Put this in a jar,

into the oven, while the fruit is cooldng.) Vege-
table parchment covers to fit over all the bottles,

and fine, strong twine cut into lengths to tie down
cacii jar quickly.

Method.—Gather the fruit on a dry day, and.
having provided clean tea-cloths, very carefulh"

wipe the fruit, laying aside any that are over-
ripe, split or in any way imperfect. Place the

clean, dry fruit gently in perfectly clean, dry,
wide-mouthed bottles or jars, such as (.)ld French
Plum bottles, good sound glass jam jars, &c. (but

do not use any that have contained pickles or

vinegar). After filling the bottles with tile fruit,

gently turn and keep patting the bottles. In
this way the fruit settles down, so that you will

find you can add some more fruit to each jar after

it is apparently quite full. Next stand the bottles

in an open vessel, such as a large fish-kettle or any
large saucepan, &c., and put clean straw, hay or

rags between the bottles to prevent them from
shifting while cooking. Fill the large vessel with
cold water till it reaches to about 2 inches or

3 inches below the tops of the jars. Let it

gradually boil up, and keep it boiling till the fruit

at the bottom of the jars just begins to show signs

of cracking. Then (" I can't be interrupted to

speak to anyone, not even the Queen if she should
chance to call ") fill the bottles with boiling water
from the kettle, thoroughly covering the fruit

(as it often soaks up a little of the water), and
carefully and quickly add just enough of the melted
fat to entirely cover the surface of the water.
Tie the vegetable parchment covers over the jars

instantly. Set the jars to cool, and wipe every
one before storing, in case any of the fat should

be on the outside. Store on cool, airy shelves.

Fruit preserved thus will keep good for twelve
months.

—

Anne Amateur.
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Invading Earwigs

FEW insects are better known or

less liable to be mistaken for

another insect than earwigs ; they
are common everywhere, and arc

very troublesome and annoying
in gardens, sometimes in dwelling-houses.

That earwigs are not favourite insects

there can be no doubt ; but like many other
creatures and things, they arc not so black
as they are painted, and in spite of the

story that is so often repeated about their

getting into persons' ears and brains which
cause madness and death, they never
do so.

As a matter of fact they could not
enter the brain, as the passage is blocked
by the drum of the ear. It is curious,

however, how universal this idea is, for

in many European countries they are
known by names which allude to this

superstition. For instance, in France thcv
are known by the name of perce ore ilie or
ear piercer, in Germany as ohrwurm or

earworm. Another superstition is that
the\- do not fly. It is true that they are

seldom indeed seen on the wing ; but as thev
usually hide themselves during the day.
only feeding and moving about at night,

it is not to be wondered at that they arc

not seen in the act of flying. That thev
do fly is a well-proved fact, and their

wings are such complex and wonderful
pieces of mechanism that it is most unlikely

that they would be provided with them if

they were of no use.

Earwigs are a certain benefit, as tliey kill tlirips

and aphides. They are very cleanly insects in
themselves, and always look bright. They have,
moreoxer, a strong maternal instinct, which is

not the case with most insects, which, having laid
their eggs after the manner of their kind, appear
to take no more thought about them, and leave
them to take their chance in this inhospitable
world. Not so with the earwig, which, after deposit-
ing its eggs in a suitable place, sits on them as a
bird would, and even broods over the young ones.
Earwigs are very voracious, and chiefly feed on
the flowers and leaves of various plants, the petals
of Dahlias, Chr^'santhemums and Carnations being
their special favourites. They often attack fruit,
especially Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Apples
and Pears, and spoil Cauliflowers by creeping into
them and rendering them dirty and unfit for use.
They seem to have no objection to animal food,
and, as already mentioned, sometimes feed
on smaller insects. They have been known,
when other sustenance fails, to feed on one
another.

These insects hide during the day in all manner of
different places ; in fact, wherever there is a crack
or crevice into which they can creep. Thev often
hide in or among the petals of flowers, and have
many natural enemies. Various birds, toads and
some of the larger predaceous beetles are very
fimd of them, and many fall a prey to parasites.
In the open air I cannot recommend any better
method of destroying them than the old-fashioned
one of trapping them, which mav be done in various
ways. Small garden pots filled with drv moss or
crumpled paper, placed inverted on the top of the
stake or stick by which the plant is supported;
pieces of Reed, Bamboos, the hollow stems of
Sunflowers or Broad Beans, or, indeed, the stems
of any plants which are hollow, cut into
lengths of about 9 inches and placed among the
stems or branches of the plants, are very useful
traps.

Pieces of crumpled-up paper or canvas laid
among the shoots are also useful, and lengths of
canvas or sacking folded looselv several times and
laid on the ground near plants which are attacked
by these insects may be used for the same purpose.
Smearing the inside of any of these traps with
a mixture of beer and treacle will render them more
attractive. They should be examined every morn-
mg and the insects that thev contain be blown or
shaken into a vessel of water into which sufficient,
paraffin has been poured to form a thickish

film on the surface. This will soon kill them.
Earwigs are able to move so rapidly that it is

useless to try to spray them with any insecticide.
Of course, by this means their food may be poisoned

;

but flowers and fruit cannot be treated in this
manner.
Though they often infest dwelling-houses,

they do no harm as a rule, but they have been
linown to destroy insects which entomologists
have inadvertently left within their reach on
setting-boards ; and a correspondent wrote recently
saying that " they have invaded a countrv house
to the destruction of all things therein." One
can only imagine that this statement was intended
to be taken with the proverbial "grain of salt,"
and that there were certain exceptions ; but what
articles were really destroyed, unfortunately the
" deponent sayeth not." It is difficult to suggest
any method for destroying this insect in rooms,
except by fumigation with hydrocyanic gas, which
would be a very dangerous operation, as it would
be so diflScult in most rooms to open the
windows from outside without inhaling some of
the gas.

Earwigs are so well known that it is needless
to give any description of them ; but I may point
out that the males may be known from the females
by the shape of their pincers. Those of the male

The Mountain Juniper

THIS pretty little native shrub, sometimes
distinguished under the specific title of

Juniperus nana from the taller and more
upright J. communis, is a useful subject

in many gardens. It will succeed in

the windiest situations, and although it adapts
itself to such conditions by assuming a bushy or

eventraiUnghabit, it is, nevertheless, a useful buffer

in protecting more tender things. It is equally

indifferent to drought. Indeed, it revels in the

hottest sun, and no matter how sharp the drainage

may be, it will come through the most trying

summer unscathed. It likes some lime, but this

is not essential. Indeed, all it asks for is a light,

free soil—rocky for choice—and all the air and sun-

shine it can get. It will thrive on the sea-coast as

well as inland.

The difference between this dwarf Juniper and
the taller one appears to be one that is the result

of habitat or conditions. Thus it may be said to

W.ATERING VEGETABLE MARROWS.

are curved, meeting only at the tips, while those
of the female are nearly straight, only just the
tips being curved. They are made great use of
when the insect wishes to fold up its wings, which,
as I have before mentioned, are very delicate and
complex organs. The front pair are like those
of the rove beetles (or Brachelytra), form short
wing-cases for the other, which are many times
larger, and, in order that thev mav be protected
by these cases, they are folded in the'most elaborate
manner ; they are kept expanded bv a series of
nervures, which radiate from a point like the frame-
work of a fan. When the wing closes it does so
just like a fan

; the end half can then be folded
back upon the other half, and with another fold,
which it is impossible to explain in a few words
and without a figure, the entire wing, with the
exception of the hardened tip of the now tightly
folded organ, is covered by the wing-case. The
young earwigs much resemble their parents in
form, but they have no wings and are quite white.
There are eight different kinds of earwigs native
to this country

; only two, however, are common.
Besides our well-loiown species (Forficula auricu-
laria) there is a much smaller species (Labia minor),
which may often be seen flving about in the
evening, but it is not recognised as a pest in any
«'^y- - s. s.

bear the same relationship to J. communis as Ulex
nanus bears towards U. europajus. But whether

J. nanus is merely a variety of its " big brother,"
but altered in form by the effect of environment,
may be left to the botanists to decide. The question,
though interesting, does not affect the fact that
the dwarf Juniper, with its finely cut, evergreen
foliage, daintily set off with the bright glaucous
under colour of the leaves and globular berries
of bluish purple, is a shrub well worth the attention
of all who have the trials of a sun-beaten and windv
garden to face. It may be added also that,

altiiough the spreading habit is such a marked
feature of J. nanus, plants taken young and put
in the garden where conditions are normal will

assume the pyramidal shape of the Irish or other
Junipers without the aid of the shears. Grown
thus it makes a very desirable little specimen shrub
of some 3 feet or 4 feet in height, but it is well to

bear in mind that full exposure to sun and air is

essential to the production of a really good blue tint

in the foliage and fruit. A. T. Johnson.
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HERBACEOUS PLANTS IN TURF

A
CHARMING branch of gardening which

has been developed more and more
during recent years is that of

nnturalising Daffodils and other bulbs
^ in grass. But very few gardeners seem

to have realised the possibilitiesof natumlising
herbaceous plants in the grass

;
yet all sorts of

delightful possibilities exist. I grow several

clumps of common old sorts of Michaelmas Daisy
in the rough turf of the wilder parts of my rather

wild garden, and they hold their own against

coarse grass and weeds from year to year, and
always give me far more pleasure than the finest

Michaehnas Daisies in the borders. The tall

Moon Daisy (Chrysanthemum Leucanthemtim) is

also well established near by, and looks very fine

in late summer. Anemone Pulsatilla is also

flourishing in rough grass, and seems thoroughly
established. I shall try Anemone alpina and A.

japonica in the same way. I have heard of A.

with the herbaceous plants. To anyone who has
a piece of rough grassland which is not overrun
by horses or cattle, or a piece of lawn that can
be spared to run wild and rough, I strongly recom-
mend this form of half wild gardening.

Certain folk will say, " But the plants won't
do half as well in turf as they would in the border."

To those who judge flowers by their bigness and
fatness, and to whom obesity is its own reward,
I do not recommend growing herbaceous plants

in turf. But there are many who will find rough
wild turf a very attractive setting for certain

flowers, and who will derive much pleasure from
experimenting with this form of gardening.
The Cl;inese herbaceous Paeony in the accom-

panying illustration would, I think, look better

if the turf had been allowed to grow up and into

it, if the grass were rather longer and rougher,

and if the plant had been allowed to fling itself

about with a little more freedom. I will mention

HERBACEOUS P./EONIES IN GRASS.

alpina as a grass plant in an English garden,

and have seen it by the acre in alpine meadows,
so have little fear of managing it. Pa^onies are

excellent in ferass, both the Chinese herbaceous
varieties and the European sorts.

,
Other plants

that are flourishing in my rough grass are Viola

cornula (hayfields in the Pyrenees are blue with

this). Lychnis Flos-Jovis, Oriental Poppies, Vero-

nica Spicata, Doronicums, Sweet Williams, For-

get-me-nots, Campanula persicifolia, St. Brigid

Anemones and Gladiolus byzantinus. But I

intend to try a great many more things. I 'hink

the great secret of success in establishing her-

baceous plants in tiu-f is to give them a really

good start. Dig the soil deeply and well, forming

a bed rather larger than the groups you wish tn

form ; manure the soil well, and then put in your
herbaceous plants They should then be left

well alone, and the surrounding turf may be

allowed to make its own way back among the

plants, which it will do in a year or so.

The groups should be irregular and not too

dense, and bulbs may be grown in conjunction

a few other plants which might be tried in grass :

Anthericums, Aquilegias, Aster alpinus, A. sub-
cieruleus, any of the big Campanulas, Gentiana
lutea, Rudbeckias, Scabiosa caucasica. Spiraeas,

Thalictrums, Hemerocallis, Irises, Chrysanthemum
maximum and Golden Rod. But there are
hundreds more with which to experiment.

Stevenage. Clarence Elliott.

Two Good Vegetarian
Dishes

IN
a cold frame, early in February we made

up a bed of old manure and leaves under

2 inches or 3 inches of soil. On the 24th,

Cabbages Sutton's Earliest were pricked

out in rows, and Early Horn Carrots sown
between the rows. On May r the Cabbages were
planted out in the open, on ground well dressed

with guano, and some of them have now good
hearts and are almost ready to use. The Carrots

were thinned as required, and on June 21 we

[July 7, 1917.

enjoyed a delicious dish of them for lunch,
for which I send the recipe. Peas Little Marvel
are also now available, so I am adding a recipe for

cooking them which may be new to some readers.

of The Garden, and is always popular here.

I do not consider the small amount of cream
used an extravagance, as, if no meat is eaten,
one requires a certain amount of fat of some kind.

Carrots.—Blanch i.Ub. of young Carrots—that
is, cover the Carrots with boiling water and boil for

five minutes—then rub them with a coarse towel
until the skin is removed. (If large Carrots are
used, cut in slices about an inch thick.f Put the-

Carrots in a saucepan with a quarter of a cupful of

boiling water and a large tablespoonful - of butter
or margarine, a pinch of salt and a smaU pinch of

sugar. Cover the saucepan and allow the contents
to simmer gently for twenty minutes. Examine,
and if the Carrots are tender and the water entirelr

absorbed, mix in half a cupful of cream and the yolk

of an egg (previously stirred together)! add a
teaspoonful of chopped Parsley, and serve at once.

Peas au Gras.—Take a quai-t of freshly shelled

Peas ; rinse and stew their shells in a quart of

water with a few Lettuce leaves, cooking them for

half an hour ; then strain the liquid into a stew-

pan on to the shelled Peas, adding a quarter of a
pound of minced bacon or ham. Boil for half au
liour, or until tendei ; then mix in an ounce of

butter or margarine, a sprig of Mint, finely chopped,
and a finely minced Onion. Mix well, theii add
half a gill of cream or thin white sauce, a dust

of coralline pepper and a pinch of castor sugar.

Turn out on to a hot dish, and garnish with fried

Potato straws that are perfectly crisp. N.B.—If

too much liquid is left in the pan after the Peas
are cooked, strain it off (for soup) before adding

the cream, &c., or the mixture will be too thin.

AUriticham. W. D.

BOOKS
The Begianer's Allotment.*—An excellent

little book for the gardener and allotment holder

is the addition of No. ii to the volimies contained

in the Smallholder Library. The book will

be found particularly useful to the beginner, and
valuable to him who studies it thoroughly. It

contains sound, practical advice for the old hand,

and interesting information for the professional.

The matter is well chosen and the subject dealt

with by a writer of understanding. As to style,

this is good, being clear, concise and to the point,

thus showing what can be done in a book of small

compass. " Taking a New Allotment " is the

title of the introductory chapter. It is a gem in

practical instruction ; and so is the second ou
" How to Handle an Old Plot." Mr. Brett com-

mences by pointing out how absurd it is to imagine,

as so many excellent people do, that the manage-

ment of an allotment is a simple business which

any tyro can learn in five minutes. The present

writer was reminded, when in Birmingham a week

ago, of the amazing ignorance prevailing among
many of those good people suffering from the

allotments cra'ze for the first time. In one instance a

business man persisted in talking about his wonder-

ful feats on a newly acquired allotment. To tell

all the ridiculous stories forced on my ears would

take up space to the extent of five columns.

But here is one of them, told quite innocently

and quite seriously : " I've been planting Beans

to-day. Well, Beans— I suppose you would

call them Beans ; it said Marrowfats, Scarlet

Runners, Green Windsor on the packets, and

some of them were round, some long, while others

were white and all colours. I suppose there is

• ' The Allotment Book," by Walter Brett. Published
h.v (\ Artluu: Pearson, Limited ; price Is. net.
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not a great deal of difference in Oiem when
growing. They are all Beans. / mixed them lo-

^lihcr, and am thankful they are sown. If

this weather lasts I ought to have a splendid

lot of Beans ! " It is difficult to say whether

.Mr. Brett's book would be of service in

such a case, but each chapter is delightfully

iresh, and plots of different sizes—10 perch,

:^o perch, 30 perch up to the 120 perch plot—are

treated separately. " The Year's Work at a

C.lance," which is more than an ordinary calendar

of op rations, though accurate in the main and

reliable, is not perhaps the best part of the

book.—L. M. Marshall.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Hoeing and Mulching should bo strictly attended
to for the benefit of all growing crops likely to.

-lifter from drought, such as Peas, Runner Beans
.Old Cauliflowers. Frequent stirring of the surface
-oil among such crops as Lettuce, Turnips, Bras-
sjcas and Onions does much more to accelerate

i^rowth than the mere observer realises. Even if

there are no weeds, it is time well spent, admitting
air to the roots of growing subjects.

Onions.—.\bout the middle of the month
sow a pinch of The Queen variety, which does not

run to seed so quickly by early sowing as do some
other sorts. This variety is ready for use in the
spring before any other.

Celery.—Continue to put out plants in single,

double, or even treble rows for late use. Supply
earlier batches freely with water. Syringing the

leaves iu the evening after a hot day does much
to induce a healthy tone to the plants. An
occasional sprinkling of soot about the plants will

help to ward off fungus attacks later on.

Cauliflowers.—Plantations made now from late

sowings will be useful in November, especially

if the plants are well supplied with water until firmly

established.

Leeks.—'Plant a good batch deeply with a

dibber on flat ground, simply covering the roots

and leaving the holes open to be gradually filled

in as the plants grow.

Parsley.—Make a sowing on a warm border
lor winter use, and thin the seedlings early to

encourage sturdy growth.

Endive.—Sow on Celery trenches for lifting

in frames. Thin the plants early to allow free

development.

Spinach.—Sow seed of Prickly and Round varie-

ties thinly in rows 18 inches apart on ground from,
which early Potatoes were lifted. Plants from
this batch will stand through the winter and give

pickings in the autumn.

Savoys put out on ground where early Potatoes

grew will give good heads quite early in tlie autumn.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—Fasten layers with a wooden or a

wire peg on the top of a 3-inch pot full of rich soil

plunged in the ground for a new plantation.

The middle of August is a good time to put out

such plants on deeply dug, well-manured soil,

where early Potatoes were grown, for example.
Strawberry plants put out in this manner guarantee
fruit the following year, as the plants will be well

established by the winter and will have made
gO(jd crowns with ample leafage.

Summer Pruning is all too often neglected,

especially in young trees of Apples, Pears and
bush Plums. Not only does the timely removal
of surplus shoots aid tlie swelling of the fruit, but

it also assists in laying a foundation for the future

crop by maturing the wood of spurs and shoots
by exposing those parts to sun, air and w-ind.

In the case of newly planted trees, much may be
done in laying the foundation of a shapely tree

by the judicious removal of useless shoots. Of
all hardy fruit, none benefits more by close

summer pruning than the Red Currant. Where
the main branches are thinly placed, as they
should be, the removal of surplus shoots back to

within 2 inches of their base not only aids matura-
tion, but exposes the fruit to the sun, which
••mproves the colour and allows the rain to cleanse
the fruit from honeydew, which all too often

affects them.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums should be finally potted,
using a compost of three parts fibrous loam, one
part half-decayed cow or horse manure, with a

sprinkling of bone-meal or soot. Pot firmly and
allow ample space at the top for water or future
top-dressings. See that the balls of soil are
thoroughly moist before potting. Then allow
them to remain two days before again watering.

Tuberous Begonias, both double and single,

should be placetl iti their flowering p»>ts. which
need not be large. It is surprising how well they
succeed with a limited root run if supplied regularly
with water and liquid manure alternately. Shade
from bright sunshine, keep the plants near t<i

the glass, and syringe overhead in the evening
until the flowers expand. Plants growing in

baskets must be regularly supplied with water ;

if any doubt arises in the mind that one plant has
not sufficient, well soak the whole in a tub of water.

Salvia splendens, raised from cuttings in March,
should now be planted out in the open to save time
HI watering.

Crotons in cutting pots shotild be shifted on as

required, giving them a position close to the glass

in a high, moist temperature, where they will

colour rapidly. Shade is only required for three

hours during the hottest part of the day.
E. MOLVNEt'X.

(Steward to W. H. Jlyers, Esq.)

Swatimore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Vegetable Food.— it is to be feared that not

nearly enough is made of vegetables as a food.

They are eaten mostly as an addition to other
foods, and could in these circumstances be very
well left out of the dietary as not being indis-

pensable. I fare, if not sumptuously, at least

very well, on \'egetables mainly, and at this

season, when these are so abundant in gardens,
others who do not esteem them highly as a satisfy-

ing dietary might be induced to give them a trial.

Broad Beans form an important item, and these

in thick soup with Cauliflowers, Carrots, .Lettuces
or, indeed, anything in season, with herbs to

flavour to taste, are very good to eat. .-^s many
mature Kidney Beans and Broad Beans as possible

should be saved for winter and spring eating.

There is no difficulty in drying them, provided
they are allowed to get fairly ripened before

gathering.

Tomatoes in Pots.— I grow only a few dozen
plants iu pots—10 inch-—finding it more profitable

and less laborious to plant them out in borders,

no matter how contracted nor how poor the soil.

In pots it is specially important to apply surfacings

rich in manure, such as half loam and half manure,
and, once the roots have ramified the material,

to apply more ; but there is this caution—that
more than is sufficient to keep the plants healthy
and the fruit swelling will assuredly result in

coarsened fruits. Water at the roots in hot weather
may need to be applied twice daily. The fruit

should be picked before it is quite ripe, and if

to be sent away, before it is wholly coloured.
There is some diversity of opinion regarding the
practice of lessening the leaf surfaces. My opinion
is that it may always be done when tlie leaves
overlap.

Cabbages.—About the 13th of the month is

late enough to sow for early localities, while in

later ones no time should be lost in sowing. The
drills for these should be about 2 inches deep
and be broad, and the seeds sprinkled rather
thinly so that the seedlings may have room to

grow without crowding. Where birds abound,
it is essential to protect the seed-bed till the

plants are well established.

Cauliflowers.—The last planting may now be
made of a quick-hearting variety. By selecting

the plants, leaving the small ones to be set out
a short time hence, a long supply of delicious

heads will be obtained, much, of course, depend-
ing on the season. Last year jt continued into

December, but that was exceptional. Even with
the Cauliflower-like Broccolis we have for early

winter, a few Cauliflowers are quite acceptable.

Plants Under Glass.

Propagating Malmaison Carnations. — Most
growers laver stock ior ant)ther year as soon as

possible after the bloom is over. There is, however,
no reason to hurry, as very good material is pro-

duced by delaying propagation till a few weeks
hence ; only it gets the plants out of the way
once thev have been somewhat hardened after

the shading they had to endure some time back
The layers may be rooted in a bed of soil in
a frame, or the plants planted in a similar way
in a frame and the layers fastened into 3-incii

pots filled with light soil, by which means no
check happens when the necessary shifting occurs.
Those who are inexperienced in propagation will

get the best results by preparing the layers
previous to planting the okl plants, selecting the
medium, healthy leaved shoots. If disease has .been
present, make the layers as short as possible

;

this will usually result in healthy plants.

Fruit Under Glass.

Muscat Grapes.—in very hot weather a
temporary shading will lessen the strain on the
foliage, which is more susceptible to intense heat
than that of other varieties usually cultivated.
The simplest material to use is common whiting
dissolved in hot water and applied by means of
a syringe. The first shower of rain will remove
most of it, but it may be made to endure
longer by mixing a small quantity of oil with it.

About this time of year, too, scalding of the
berries occurs. The shading to some extent
minimises that ; but to be on the safe side it will
be better to leave the ventilators slightly open
all night, and during the daytime to air freely.

When applying water to the borders, mix super-
phosphate—an ounce to three gallons—with the
water. The borders also might safely be surface-
dressed with a quick-acting manure. Even soot
is valuable, but does not act so quickly as some
other materials.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyniiighame, Preslonkirk, N.B.

COLUMNS FOR THE
CURIOUS

Rhubarb : Pills and Tarts.—Probably the

war has knocked all centenaries on the head,

otherwise someone would almost certainly have

found out the exact date and possibly the very

occasion when our great-great-grandfathers and

grandmothers first ate the toothsome " sweet "

now so well known to ns all as " Rhubarb tart,"

and we would have had—what might we not

have had ?—a banquet, of course—that goes almost

without saying ; and how appropriate it would

have been if a certain " Birthday " lord with

vast experience of culinary matters had been

induced to preside ; then afterwards a conference

to settle such knotty points as which was the

popular species or variety in the twenties of last

century, when Rhubarb tart eating began in

earnest ; and which is the best one to grow to-day

for a similar purpose. Of course, the ofiicinal

plant would not be forgotten—^who can ever

forget the pleasures and the pains of the good old

pill ? A paper might have been read by one of

our horticultural historians on its introduction

as a garden inhabitant in pre-Gerardian days,

and references might have been made to the

strenuous efforts made by the London Society

of Arts in the seventeen-nineties to promote its

culture, for gold medals galore were then given

to successful propagators, growers and curers

qf the savoury root ! Again, what names would

almost assuredly have been meritioned on such

an occasion ! At one end of the scale of fame

would be the great Bacon, who discussed its

virtues in his well - known natiural history

(" Sylva Sylvarum ") ; and John Evelyn, England's

ideal squire, who thought it worth while to make
a note in his famous " Diary " of some he saw in

the Physic Garden of Oxford in 1654. Then. at

the other end there would be the unknown butcher's

boy of Maidstone to whom John Bennet the

chirurgeoE gave a decoction of Rhubarb leaves

in ale, with alarming, but in the end most satis-

factory, results. This must have been in the

last decade of the sixteenth century. In between

these extremes there would be Myatt of Deptford,

who in 1820 " undertook the utilisation of the
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talks as a fruit "
; aTid General Manners of

Bloxholm, who brought seeds of Rheum palmatum
from Russia about 1777, whose progeny in the

garden of one Mr. R. Turner of Grantham must
have been among the very first plants to be used

for purely culinary purposes {Gardeners' Magazine,

Vol. III., page 102). One point of practical

importance that I have come across in my hunt

for Rhubarb facts is the suggestion that the plant.?

should always be grown in partial shade, because

it is only in such positions that they will become
properly succulent and develop their true luxuri-

ance. It would be of interest to readers and

eaters, should these lines be read by any Rhubarb
experts, if they would tell us how far this statement

holds good for modern garden varieties, or if the

benefit of this method of cultivation is confined

to Rheum j)almatum only.

—

Joseph Jacob.

Plants on a Small Moraine Garden.—II.

Bv T. ASHTON LOFTHOUSE.

Brooklime.—Some weeks since I had occasion

to note the strange transformation effected by
the lapse of time on the folk-names of plants,

Brooklime being mentioned as an instance. To
trace the progress of the transformation in the

case of this plant may prove an interesting item

for your " Column for the Curious." Though the

plant is commonly regarded as merely a pretty

weed, it was not always so, and quite recently I

heard of it being sold in the open market as a

substitute for Watercress, than which it is rather

more bitter to the taste, and with which it was
wont to be mixed as a salad in bygone times.

We read of it being eaten with oil and vinegar, mixed

in pottage at Easter ; while in the eighteenth cen-

tury it was an ingredient in a popular tonic known
by the name of " spring juices." For a lengthened

period it was identified with the " Kepaia " of Dios-

corides (Sedum Cepsea), and by the early herbalists

was associated with the Pimpernels and Purslanes,

Water Purpie, a very old Scots name from the

French " Pourpier," still keeping the association

green. But our Brooklime is native of the soil,

and is first identified as Hleomoc in a tenth century

vocabulary. Of this name there exist in later

manuscripts various forms—Leomoke, Lemeke
&c. Some illiterate scribe in the thirteenth

century wrote it Water Lyngke, and it will be

seen below that this name still survives. The
first form was by and by reduced to Lemke and

Lempe ; and Dr. W. Turner may be regarded

as one of the first to give the present designation in

Brooklom as a gloss for Cepa;a. Lyte, some
thirty years later, has Brookelime. But that the

old form was not extinct is proved by its appearing

in two rural tracts in 1623, which in one is Brockell

Hempe, and in the other Brokelempe. It will be

noticed that the " Hempe " in the former would
be Brock (Brook) Hempe had the words been

properly divided. In Scotland, Water Purpie

gives place in the west and the northern districts

to the, at first sight, ridiculous name of Wall Ink

and Well Ink. This, it will be observed, is just a

form of Brook-lime, " well " in Scotland indicating

a fomitain or spring, and by accommodating the

letters to the meaning of the designation we have

Well-Link, which is similar to an extraordinary

degree to the Water Lyngke of the thirteenth

century. Very curious have been the attempts

to discover how " Lime " came to be associated

with this weedj, which, as I have tried to show, is

really of the simplest nature. " Inlo" naturally

remains a puzzle unsolved to the majority, but is

equally simple of solution. These names are, of

course, only a few out of the many by which this

plant is known.—R. P. Brotherston.

Asperula Athoa (suberosa).—There seems to

be two forms of this member of the Woodruff
family sold under this name—one with green

leaves and the other with silvery grey leaves.

(Since WTiting this I have seen the latter at Kew
named Asperula arcadiensis, although I have
never known it catalogued or described under this

name.) Both have similar flowers, but the latter is

the most beautiful, although it seems to be more
delicate, and without protection in the winter

I am afraid it would rot off in this locality, even

on the moraine.

[A. nitida (Gussonii).—This does quite well,

although there is a tendency to go off through
excessive moisture, but it does not seem to be

so delicate as the last.]

Aster alpinus.—^I have not placed this on the

moraine, as it grows very freely in other parts

of the garden. It is a species that seems to vary
greatly in the quality of its flowers, some of

portion taken off this plant recently and placed

in sandy soil has grown more freely and luxu-

riantly even than the parent plant, and it seems
from this that the latter conditions are more
suitable ; but my experience shows that it will

live quite well in limy soil, notwithstanding

experiences of others to the contrary. With the

persistent attention paid to it by the slug family

it is a miracle that it exists in anything. C. puUa.

—

This lovely little purple Campanula took only

too readily to moraine conditions, and looked

like taking possession of the whole place, along

with some C. pusilla planted adjoining. It

seemed like either giving this portion of the

moraine to tliem entirely or re-making, but, after

seeing the little purple bells right across the

moraine, it seemed too drastic to stamp them
out. After considering the problem for some
time, it occurred to me that I might possibh-

stop them encroaching further by driving in

AN ALPINE DAISY : ASTER ALPINUS.

*** Readers >t'ho have nut alrendy done so are asked to

ord^r The G.\rden to be delivered regnlarltj by their lu'ws-
agent. The Board 0/ Trade prohibit the return of unsold
copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence The
Gakden is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.

the plants opening out with raggy and incomplete

petals. Whether this, is due to an indifferent type

of plant or to attacks of some sort, such as earwigs,

green fly, woodlice, slugs or other vermin, in the bud

stage I have not been able to make out. Perhaps

some reader could enlighten me on this. The plant

is certainly very attractive to the slug family and

suffers considerably from their unwelcome atten-

tion, especially in the winter season, a time when
much more damage is done than is generally

realised.

Campanulas.—The representatives of this family

are planted on the lower portion of the moraine,

which is more or less limy throughout. C. alpes-

tris (AUionii).—This I raised from seed, and it

has flowered every season since planted out and

is increasing, tljjrowing out runners, the rosettes

from which appear some considerable distance

away from the parent plant. C. excisa, a

quaint-flowering Campanula first obtained by me
in t9t4, has increased considerably in the limiest

portion of the moraine, throwing out runners in

every direction ; but the great difficulty is to

prevent the slugs from eating the foliage as soon

as it appears. Even if carefully watched it

usually suffers, considerably from this pest. A

slates across the moraine on either side of the

plants to prevent the roots from travelling, and

these seem to have answered the purpose satis-

factorily; and I have found them useful in confining

other species since that were inclined to take

up more than their due^ share of room. C. Raineri

is quite a desirable species, with its azure blue,

large-flowered bells. The plant is quite dwarf

and has flowered freely, the one drawback again

being slugs, which seem to concentrate on the

flowers, especially as soon as they appear.

My form of C. Raineri docs not seem to be the

true one, but the more beautiful variety mentioned

by Mr. Farrer in "My Rock Garden" (page 151).

C. Zoysii.—A small plant of this, with its quaint,

puckered bells, flowered nicely last summer. It

has since died, the roots probably having been

frosted while the moraine was uncovered by
snow.

[C. Raddeana is quite an interesting species,

with purple bells and long, projecting yellow

pistils, and seeigis to be quite easy growing

;

much too free for a small moraine. C. Wald-

steiniana, planted in the recently made peat

moraine, threw up some of its pretty star-shaped

blue bells in the summer ; the plant did not
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look very robust, but lam glad to say it has

reappeared after an exceptionally trying winter.

Cyananthus lobatus.—A plant of this obtained

in the spring of 1915, planted in the limy portion,

threw out its peculiar bell-like flowers in the August

following, but the plant unfortunately failed to

reappear after its first winter. It is possible the

conditions were not nxoist enough for it, or that

the shock due to a very severe ice storm (thunder)

we'had in July, 1915, when the ice laid on the

plants' for several hours, may have affected its

constitution.

(To bf continued.)

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

ROSR GARDEN.
VARIOUS QUERIES (AVsvj-).- Kosr ;\ Parfiira d.-

I'Huy will Krow iis tall as C. F. Moycr ; so also will Xova
Zombia. the wliitr- sport of the latter. ,^Iost of tlie Kugosas
will attain a lioight of S feet if nt)t priinrd much. Stanwvll
Perpetual we lm\r on a lattief ff-iiee prowinf; to a height
of tJ feet, and it would i^'o higher than this if left unpnuu-d.

ROSES FOR BURIAL GROUND (£:n(/»ife/).—We think
tlie followiniK varieties would suit the position very well :

Moonlight, Boule de Neige, (Iloire Lyoonaise and White
Taiirtendschon.

-TlH-

THE (7REENHOUSK.
INJURY TO LEAVES OF PRIMULAS (M. S. D.).

t*potti[ig of the Primula folia'.'e is due to errors in cultiva-
tion and probably to jierniittin^ the jilants to become too
dry for a few hours, or possibly to failure to ventilate
sufficiently early in the morning and subjecting them to
very close conditions for a time.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT TREES ATTACKED BY CATERPILLARS

(Tudor).— Lead arsenate is th<- b.st niatirial for si>rayhm
trees attacked by caterpillars, and it should be done "just

after the buds of the trees burst, i.e., as soon as tlie cater-
pillars are seen feeding by someone who will keep careful
watch. You should obtain particulars of one of the
wheel sprayers for orchards from such a firm as the Four
Oaks Company of Sutton Coldtield.

CLUSTERS OF APPLE BLOSSOM WITHERED (W.W.K.
»wd F. W. B.). —The common cau'^e of the withering of
the flower clusters of EcklinvilU- Seedling is the attack
of the fungus of brown rot (.Moniiia). The best remedy
is rutting out all the affected shoots and burning them,
and this may be fortified by spraying with Bordeaux oi
Burgundy mixture just before the flower buds burst
All Apples showing the brown rot in autumn should he
removed and burned, not allowed to remain and become
•' mummies " on the trees or on the ground bem ath. for it

is partly through these *' mummies " that the disease
spreads from tree to tree and is carried over from year
to year, the fungus also in the shoots helping in that
direction.

THE SCALDING OF GRAPES (./. Farley).—This disease
is termed "scalding," because w^eu suffering from it

the berries appear as if scalded or parboiled. It is caused
through the want of sufficient ventilation in hot weather,
such as we have lately been having, especially in the early
morning, in order to dry the night moisture from the Vines
before the sun shines upon them. The only way to stop its
progress is to ventilate freely during hot weather, day and
night. Should a spell of colder weather come, still venti-
late freely, but have a little warmth in the pipes at night
to help the free circulation of air. Scalding always
happens soon after the stoning-time ; bear in mind to
guard against it next year Jyy giving freer ventilation
at this time as above.

PRUNING LATERAL GROWTHS ON A VINE (G. H.).~
The spur or branch on wiiieli the (irapes are borne should
be stopped at the third leaf beyond the bunch. The
stopping of this branch will naturally be followed by
young shoots (termed laterals) growing" out of it. Th'ese
siiould also be stopped at the tliird leaf immediately it

is formed. Other shoots will issue in due time from these
stopped laterals (these are termed sublaterals). They
should be stopped at the second leaf as soon as it is formed.
A heavy strain will now be imposed on the roots of the
Vine in developing and maturing its heavy crop of fruit.
This should not now be expended on the growth of surplus
foliage, which only helps to draw sustenance which is

greatly needed, not only by the fruit now swelling rapidly,
but also by the permanent leaves of the Vines, which
are its lungs. Your greatest care should be to protect
these and to see that they are developed to the greatest
health and perfection possible. After the fruit is ripe
it is the practice of some good Grape-growers to encourage
the free growth of sublaterals, believing that by so doing
the fruit-buds for next year's bearing are better developed
and plumped up than would be the case without. Where
the main leaves have been destroyed by red spider or
weakened in some other way. we believe this method to
be on the right lines, but not otherwise.

INJURY TO GOOSEBERRIES (Bori*).—The fungus-
like growth on the Gooseberries is really a lichen, not a
fungus. It does no direct damage to the trees, but
damages them indirectly by interfering with their respira-
tion and with the incidence of light upon them. In order
to destroy it, it would be well to spray the bushes in winter
with a wash made by dissolving lib. of caustic soda in
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10 gallons of water. The green caterpillars are best

destroyed now by dusting with Hellebore powder, as the

poisonous properties of tlus material will bo dissipated

bi'fore vou will be using the Black Currants for food.

BROWN ROT ON APPLE SHOOTS {T. B. «.).—The
sho<its of the Apples si^nt appear to be attacked by brown
rot. This passes the winter in the shoots, and such shoots

often die later on iu the same manner as have yours.

They should all be cut out and the tn-es sprayed with

Bordeaux or Burgundy mixture.

YOUNG APPLE, PEAR. PLUM AND CHERRY TREES
NOT FRUITING AFTER ROOT-PRUNING (IV. .v.).—

It is not often one hears of fruit trees being so obstinate.

Your soil is evidently rich in elements which go to form
gross wood and foliage, and possibly the trees are growing

m a more or less sheltereil position, which would help

to make matters worse as regards ripening of the wood
and fruit-spurs of the trees, this no doubt being the root

of the diBie\iltv. The only remedy in a case like yoius

would be to Lake up the trees in autumn, to root-prune

and replant them in a more porous and lighter soil, and
when planting to raise the soil 5 inches above the ordinary

ground-level. Plant the trees near the surface—certainly
not deeper than 6 inv'hes below the siu-face. Add the

following ingredients to the natural soil at the time of

replanting : To a barrow-load of the natural soil add
luilf a bushel of gritty road scrapings, a gallon of lime,

and the same of crushed old brick-ends and mortar rubble.

Also add half a gallon of bone-meal to tlie new soil of

each replanted tree. Give a mulching of short, well-

decayed manure to the surface soil after planting, and
renew at the end of April to prevent the elevated surface

soil from drying up too quickly.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CABBAGE-ROOT MAGGOT ((V. J. IC.).—Insect pests

of all kinds e.xeept aphides arc imusually numerous this

season, and usually are after a hard winter, contrary to

the ill-founded idea that hard weather kills many insects.

Your Cabbages are attacked by the Cabbage-root maggot,
a very destructive pest. Cabbages, Cauliflowers and
all allied plants are liable to attack. Earthing up the old

plants with moist earth is a useful measure, but better

still is the use of a flat card disc put round the base of

the plant so as to prevent the fly laying its eggs so near
the plant that the larva3 can reach it to begin feeding.

Tliese discs can be made at home or purchased of Mr.

Robinson, Dow Street, Chorlton, .Manchester. Another
preventive measure lies in dusting sand or sawdust
moistened with paraffin all along the rows at intervals

so that there is always thi' odour of paraffin about the
pKants.

STERILE POTATOES (O. W.. Radnorshire).—It Is

nothing unusual to And a sterile lubcr here and there

among an ordinary plant.-ition of Potatoes, but to find

two or three rows" together refusing to grow is a most
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uncommon experience. Something has evidently been

at work destroying the vitality of the gro\vth germs (the

eyes). It could not be frost, because the tubers are

quite firm but partly diseased, with wormholes here

and there. Wireworms have been most destructive

this year. Is it possible that these destroyed the eyes ?

We suggest that you carefully examine the soil for

tliis or some other pest responsible for the mischief.

Midlotliian Early.—We are interested and glad to know
you were able to restore your seeds to .

usefulness

after they had been badly frozen. You have been more

fortunate than many in this respect.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF PLANT3.—Co?ls(an( Header .—'Rom Cecilc

B,u„„i,r. Miss B.. County Attirtm.—Olearia macro-

donta and Calceolaria polyrrhiza.

Trial of Tall Bearded Irises at Wisley, 1917.—

Awards of merit have been made to the following

tall Bearded Irises by the Council of the Royal

Horticultural Society after trial at Wisley

:

Dominion, sent and raised by Mr. A. J. Bliss of

Tavistock ; I. pallida dalmatica, from Messrs.

Forbes, Messrs. R. Veitch, and Wisley ;
I. pallida

Princess Beatrice, from Messrs. Barr ai\d Messrs.

Bunyard, I. pallida Rev. W. Wilks, sent by Messrs.

Bunyard, is identical with I. p. Princess Beatrice,

The Gardening Industries ol Our Allies.—

A most successful meeting was held at 25, St.

James's Place on Saturday afternoon, June 16.

by kind permission of Lady Northcote, C.I.,

to meet the County Presidents of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's War Relief Fund and to promote

the interests of this very important organisation.

Lady Northcote, as chairman, opened the pr^)-

ceedings with a striking little speech. The Right

Hon. The Speaker and Mr. H. J. Mackinder,

M.P., were both present and made inspiring

speeches, emphasising both the utter desolation

of the country districts in those lands overrun

by German troops and ruined by German Kultur.

and the greatness and beauty of the work under-

taken by the Royal Horticultural Society and

its Ladies' Committee in proposing to restore,

when peace is declared, the vanished gardens by

means of a vast fund collected throughout the

British Empire and the United States of America

"sELLEY's Patent Combination Sheaks.

Wf have fo\ind a most useful and convenient garden

implement in the above. The shears may be used either

for edging borders (see Fig. 1) or for cutting on the level

as in Fig. i. To change from one angle to another, it is

2. THE SAME SHEARS CHANGED FOR

CUTTING ON THE SURFACE.

nniv necessarv to unscrew the wing nuts and turn th&

taiidl^s ov4r to the desired angle, then screw "P A™ >
iLmuH. "

, Labour-saving devices of this kind
with the wrench, i.au

are worthy of close atten-

tion. These shears arc sup-

plied by the well-known tool

m a k e' r s, Messrs. 0. T.

Skelton and Co., Limited,

Sheafbank Works, ShelBeld.

I. THE SHEARS SET
FOR EDGING BORDERS.

,* The Yearlu Svbserip-

lion to The Garden is :

Inland, 10s. lOii. ,• Foreign,

13s.
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

W'lTH the arn\'al of the in-

tensive system of poultry-
keeping came the dry masli
method of feeding, which
to - day has very manv

followers. So far this newer plan of
feeding has been strongly recommended
because of the labour, time and trouble
saved when compared with the wet mash
method. Now, however, I see another
great advantage that it offers.

The Digestive Organs.—Very few poultry-
keepers trouble to study the workings of the hen,
although a perfect knowledge of the same is essen-
tial to the best egg-results. The best simile I can
think of was the motor boom. Plenty there were
who could drive a machine, but how many knew
the mechanism ? To avoid breakdowns in Biddy's
digestive organs we must know what happens
to the food after it is picked up in her beak. In
the first place the' food is not masticated in the
mouth

; instead it is swallowed whole and passes
into the crop, where it is softened by the juices

present. From the crop it passes to the stomach,
an organ which nine out of ten poultry-keepers
think is absent in the fowl. Here also the food
is softened before it passes into the gizzard, where
it is ground to a paste. After leaving the gizzard
it is either wasted or goes to nourifh the individual
fowl. Thus simply put, the poultry-feeder has
not a volume of long words to study.

Action of the Gizzard.—The gizzard is a very
important organ of the digestive tract, and it

is highly important that it should be kept active
and running smoothly. It is a very busy organ,
since the action of grinding the food, whether
there is any there or not, is perpetual. If the
crop and stomach do not do their duties, owing
perhaps to being compacted—due to overeating
on the part of the hen—the gizzard refuses to
act as a corrective. In such a case it usually
breaks down completely and the engine stops.

In most cases harmful results accrue unless a
remedy is applied before the food in the gizzard
turns sour. Two agents are employed in the
grinding of the food into a paste : (i) the walls
of the gizzard and (2) the grit always present in

that organ. The walls are muscular and strong,

and pound the food against the grit much as one
would' rub his closed right fist in his open left

hand, i.e., to and fro. It is imperative, therefore,

that the fowls should be provided with grit—

•

the sharper and more sided the better—arf lib.,

BO that there will always be a reserve store in the
gizzard to assist the muscular walls of the latter.

Grain and Soft Food.—No doubt many of

my readers have given their fowls grain and soft

food daily for years and yet have not troubled to

find out why. In fact, I have never seen the
subject touched upon by any other writer. Grain
is necessary to provide suitable material for the
gizzard to grind down, and the meals are given
in a soaked condition to aid digestion. At first

you may be inclined to tell me that this is contra-
dictory, the one putting a strain on digestion and
the other helping matters. For this peculiarity.

after a very deep
study of feeding

matters. I blame

domesticati on.

When the hen was
enjoying the free

range Nature
originally planned

for her, she was
eating all day long. She trotted on and on,

sampling this and tasting that, and while she
varied her menu to a nicety she did not gorge
herself. Bearing this in mind, now take the case
of the domestic hen of to-day. Two full meals a

day are provided for her, and in a few minutes
she has swallowed her warm breakfast of soft

food and the grain at tea-time is devoured in a

short space of time. To give a concrete case,

then, the hen of to-day is compelled by domestica-
tion to eat in half an hour or so what it took the
wild hen of yesterday all day to collect.

Weali Digestive Organs.—Carried on for so

long, this mode of feeding has rather weakened the
fowl's power of digestion, and this being so, we
must be most careful in our methods of feeding.

Grain is useful because it encourages exercise,

takes time to be scratched for and picked up
singly, and \eeps the gizzard active. Soft food
is given because it is eaten up rapidly, and being
partly softened it is the more readily digested.

At the moment many have given up the system
of feeding grain to the birds, which is a great

mistake. Where two meals of wet mash are

given per diem (the second being in place of grain)

the gizzard will become inactive and its walls

will become limp and useless. Where grain is

not fed I can suggest no bettor plan than the

combination of wet and dry mashes. The day
mash will ensure th: safe working of the gizzard,

which duties up to now have fallen to the grain.

Dry Mash Hoppers.—When adopting the dry
mash system of feeding, the meals are mixed in

thiir dry state and placed before the fowls in a

hopper. The latter is a self-feeding appliance,

and the food is placed in the body of same. The
mash automatically fills the feeding cups fixed

at the bottom of the hopper, and as the food is

eaten, more drops from the body of the appliance
into the cups to take its place. The appliance
is a splendid labour-saving idea, since it can be
filled with sufficient food to last for three, six

or more days without replenishing. What this

means to a person who runs mammoth intensive

houses, each holding four or five hundred birds,

can be readily understood. The best hoppers
are those which guard against the wasting of the
food brought about by the birds brushing out the
mash with their beaks. Again, where a lid is

fitted to each cup, the hopper can be closed up
at "night to discourage rats and mice, and the

hens can be allowed access to the mash as desired.

Many keep the hoppers open all day, while others

close them during some periods in the day.

Selecting a Dry Mash.—Practically any in-

gredients used in the soft food can be used in the

dry mash. The selected meals and oflals are

taken in their dry state, and after being properly
mixed they are placed in the hopper, the latter

receiving the desired amount according to the

number of days the food given is to last. Where
very many birds are run in a flock, several hoppers

_ can be used, and the smaller kinds can be adopted
as grit, shell and charcoal receptacles. They are

hung on the wall or the side of the house (inside)

at a convenient height. Clover or alfalfa (lucerne)

meal, or a combination of the two, sho.uld figure

prominently in all dry mashes, as should bran,
and a sample dry mash may consist of bran,

2 parts ; clover or alfalfa meal, 2 ; gluten meal,

2 ;
palm kernel meal, 2 ; fish meal, i ; and cocoa

meal, 2 parts. The latter are by weight and not

measure. Clover meal breaks up the mash to a

nicety, and it is a succulent foodstuff and invalu-

able for egg-production. One can always provide
ample variety in dry mashes. There are numerous
splendid dry mashes on the market sold ready
mixed for use, and if these are not used exclusively

.they can be brought in as a welcome change to

secure our varied diet.

Methods of Feeding.—Supposing you , had
decided to adopt the dry mash system in combina-
tion with the wet one. The first point to remember
is that ample raw greenery should be provided.

This greatly aids digestion ! You might adopt
many plans, but I give a few suggestions to help

you. Many leave the hoppers open all the day,

which is quite in order if the fowls do not overeat.

Personally, 1 like to close the hoppers of dry mash
during a certain part of the day. One week, for

instance, you might give soft food for breakfast,

greenstuff at midday, and leave the hoppers of

dry mash open from two o'clock in the afternoon
until roosting-time. The next week the plan

of feeding might be slightly revised so that you
opened the hoppers in the morning, gave greener\'

at midday, and provided the soft food at night.

As a change a little scratch feed of grain in the

litter can be given to provide exercise and occupa-
tion. As with all systems, there are deviations,

and each reader is recommended to judge his

feeding by the egg-returns of his birds. In the

majority of cases poor egg-baskets can be traced to

wrong feeding, and if the poultry-keeper bears

this in mind and is prepared to go to a little trouble

to put things right, he will be amply repaid by
way of eggs.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Oariien Poultry Expert,

will be pleased to answer, free of charge, any questions dealing
ttnth potiltry-fi-eepintj. A stamped and addressed envelope
sftoald be enclosed, when a tenqthy and detailed reply mil be
posted promptly. Communications should be sent to Mr.
W. Pou'cU'Owcn, care of THK Gakden, 20, Tavistock Street,
Strand, W.C.2.
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Opportunities in Guinea-Fowl.

AX^H^' the guinea-fowl has no been specially bred

for laying purposes has always surprised

iiif It is an excellent layer, and I am sure that

l'\' selective breeding and rearing one could estab-

lish a strain of prolific egg-producers. At the

present time the guinea-fowl is regarded more as

au ornament to the farm, but it does not figure

prominently on every farm as it should do. I

am rather against the old-time method of allowing

the birds to roost in the trees. It is true that

in such a position they make excellent watch-dogs

and weather-prophets, but I am interested more

in the utility side. An Airedale will tell the owner

when Mr. Burglar is about, and a weather-glass

will do the needful in the other direction. Guinea-

fowl au'e nervous little birds unless they are brought

up tame from chickenhood. If from an early

age the guinea-fowl are handled as if they were

ordinary chickens, they can be schooled to roost

at night in an ordinary poultry-house instead of

taking to the trees. They are splendid table

fowls, their flesh having a " gamey " flavour.

Precautions Against Gapes.

T .\RGE numbers of chicks die annually from

gapes, the gape or " forked " worm finding its

way into the trachea and causing the chick to

gasp for breath. It is doubtful whether the

exact causes can be named, but I am rather of

the opinion that sparrows are the carriers of these

troublesome worms. Instead of worrying about

the causes, I strongly recommend poultry-keepers

to adopt precautions against outbreaks. It is a

good plan to allow all chicks from a week to a few

months old a little finely minced onion (or tops)

in the soft food daily. This will guard against

these worms ; as will camphor. A few flakes of

block camphor should be added to a jug of boiling

water, and when the latter is cold it should be

given the chicks to drink twice a week. A fresh

rearing-ground should be selected each season

for the chicks, and, after the rearing season is

over, the ground should be treated with spent

lime. Coops should be kept well lime-washed,

a little Izal fluid being added to the prepared
wash, and clean housing is essential. Drinking

water should be kept in the shade, as it is imperative

that sun-heated or stagnant water should be with-

held from chickens. In cases of outbreak, isolate

the ailing chicks directly the symptoms are noticed.

To extract the worms, strip the fluff and web
from a feather, leaving only a little at the top.

Dip this in turpentine, and having gently inserted

the feather in the trachea, twist it and withdraw.
The worms will be found attached thereto. The
opening to the trachea is the small aperture at

the base of the tongue. Repeat the operation

many times at intervals.

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

GLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and coniaiEis the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY GROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Reannfi.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt,, 7/- ^cwt. Carriatie paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

ROBERT MILLER'S

HEN HOUSES
are RIGMT-ON -TOF» of every other

make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for
STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.

Downright satisfaction always.
Catalogue Free.

ROBERT MILLER, Denny.

THE BEST EGG PRESERVATIVE

PUR- OVA-INE.
Preserve now while egps are at their lowest price.

Customers using our "Purovaine" in 1900 are still

ordering it in 1017, which proves its excellence.
InTins with directions. Prices: llb.,10d ; 2Ib.,1/6;

4Ib., 2/6; 71b., 4/3; lUlb., 6/-. Per p^ircel post.

Larger quantities per rail.

nnDDIC A PA Manufacturers,UUDDIC tt UU., Waverley Works, LEITH.

THE GREAT EGG DUCKS.
White Runners. 1917 Breeding pens half price, any number.
Ducklings ready. Duck book and photographs free.

—

Taylor, Kotherwas, Hereford.

Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
day Friday.

MRS. C. W. EARLE, of "Woodlands,"
Cobham, Surrey, is wanting a Head-Working Gardener (over
iige) and wife. AU particulars to anyone wlio writes.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, dec.

FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 19/6. Carriage Paid.

LAYINQ MEAL.
A maaniflcent egg-producing mixture.
Per U21b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per U21l>. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Pai<l.

SUSSEX QROUNO OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 5Slb. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121b. 22/6. Carriage Paid.

FEEDINQ WHEAT.
Per n21b. 27/- Carriage Paid.

THE "ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Kecognieed by experts as the standard dry chick fuod

of the day.
Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. IS/-. Carriage Paul.

" WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older chicks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

"PIONEER" DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. „ ,^

Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.

Per 1 121b. 4/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT.
Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt.
3/- 14/6 28/6

Carriage Forward.

1 ton.
56/-

COCKLE SHELL.
Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

HARRY HEBDITCH '^K^Hartock. Sommet

"CAKK'V ON"
with my hard broken and small Wheat, 228. cwt. ; Wheat Otfal

Meal, lOs. ; special Heavy Ground Wheat and other nutritious

seeds, 12s, 8d. ; grand fine Clover Meal, 10s. 6d. ;
Wheat Cliatf

,

a grand litter, 2s. 6d. sack ; f.o.r., sacks free ; samples 3d.—
Harry Fox, Matlock.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and

Cock, 85/-.—Varnkt, Stratford, Essex.

LADY PUPILS RECEIVED. — Practical

theoretical Poultry training ; all branches ;
special oppor-

tunities given ; posts found ; moderate fees (board residence).

—Miss LOWRT, Gilston Farm, Whitwell, near Welwyn, Herts.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give vour birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal

.

12s. VkI. cwt.; 78. j-cwt.. carr. paid.—RossiYN & Co., .30,

Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

PALM KERNEL MEAL, guaranteed pure,

21/- cwt. Ground Oyster Shell, 6/6 cwt. ; 2 cwt., 12'-.

liags free.—C. C. VEVER9, Briimley, Leeds.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
• A worthy and formidable weapon tor battling against the bacillus."

—Sir J. Crichton-Browne. F.K.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenxa.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see ahd
were on the feed again.

'

'

Against "The Gapes."—"Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers pids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, f" ' «^' IZAL POWDER, f^-^"''"^^^' 6/6 per gal

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry.'

6/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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THB BTOURBRIDGB HBATING APPARATUS
For Qreenbouses, Conservatories, &c

Most ecooomical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity. Made at oui
own foundry, and under oui
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for
Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

J. & inr.iiirooc
liBlDghan Itittt foondi)

8TOURBRIOQE.

If o »r-po I so Mrou I

KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN
WITH »

McDOUGALLS
WEED KILLER.

WHITE FOH PniCCS ANO NAME
OF LOCaL OKALCR TO

McDfluKall Bros ltd.. Port St.. Minrhtacr

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Qarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

Torts,"" NORWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.,

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT. .

LABOUR SAVERS."EuREKA- lawn sand.
SoiLFUME. Nicotine, insectjcides Fumers.
SPRAYS. AND OTHEB CHEMICALS i SUNDBItS.

I See List please ask your agent for the Eureka

J^ARTICLES- They ARE ALWAYS SATISFACTORY IF ANY
DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PAID

OnlyAddrKsTOMUNSON&HAYWARO t! LINCOLN.

i

NOW READY.

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most
profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; bypost SJd.

Published at the Offices of " Countet Life," Ltd., Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

nuDso

^S

'TEN, TWENTY, THIRTY,
FORTY, FIFTY YEARS AGO.'

OUDSON'S SOAP was then
* * in use, just as it is to-day.

Like a sentry, it watches over
cleanliness and challenges all

dirt and dullness.

Pass, Hudson's Soap, and"All't Well!"
Pass it along to lovers of cleanliness,

lovers of sweet linen, lovers of white

w9odwork and paintwork, lovers of

glassware and chinaware.

"All's Well" with everything wash-
able when Hudson's Soap is used. It

surpasses every other preparation for

washing up after meals.

IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE
R. S. HUDSON LIMITED.

LIVERFXXDL west BROMWICH and LONDON.

NON-POISONOUS

POWDER INSECTICIDEWASH
DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK iGREEN FLY, CATERPILL ARS,ET<^

(n Cartons to make 10 gallons of Wash, /*

.... M .. 60 3/6
o'K N u pse rym•n

and Seedsmen.

Mc DOUGALL BROS LT9 PORT ST MANCHESTER

Don't Woppy
ovep

Weeds.
KILL THEM.

WEEDITE does It while you sleep.
You simplydust ltonthepath8,eTery I

weed and mossy growth disappears
|

like magic and does not return for
moDths. Price, In 101b. packets, to

dress 100 sq. yds., 3/- each : 2 for 5/6 ; 4 for 10/*.
carriage paid pass, traio.

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd., Cranmep Street, LIVERPOOL

CYCLES - from £5 5 O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
Latest Ladies" or Gents' Models, beautifully finished
Immediate delivery free, ready for riding, ten days' free
trial, complete satisfaction gu^irauteed by our certificate
o^ 10 YEARS* WARRANTY
for everything. Choice of Three-Speed. Coasters, or
Free Wheels. Descriptive Catalogue with factory prices.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.

cts there f"i
and makes the Garden ,l^i£.

j^av all the vear round ^"".vrsr-'

Sold evwrwheie la TUfS at U.^ la., and In BBAJTDaD * SBALKD
BA08: 7 lbs., 2s. ed.; 14 Qw., 4s. 6d. : M Iki., 7a. 6d. ; 6S Rie., 1 Sa. ed. ; Ilfilbs-20s. Or
dlrecttoootlwWoxki, Csartsa*paid in thsUnltod Kinotem farOadi with Oid.r<Bxc^i6d.TIK8).

ii SON

Printed by Hudson & KE^RNs. Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E. 1, and Published by "Country Life," Li.mitp.3, at 20, Tavistock Street. Slrand, W.C. 2.

and by George Newnes. Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
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THB "AUTUMN" SOWN ONIONS.

VOL! LXXXI.-No. 2382.
Entered as Second-class Matter at the New York. N.V.,

SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1917. [

EEGISTERED AT THE GENERAL"]
POST OFFICE AS A NEWSPAPER
AND FOR CANADIAN MAGAZINE

POST. J

Prioe 2d.
Yearly Subscription,

llnland.lO/lO; Foreign.lS/-

" BRITAIN'S GREAT CABBAGE."
WEBBS' EMPEROR CABBAGE, for July
aii'l August sowing. Earliest, and best in cultivation.

Eemarkahly tree from any tendency to "bolt." Bd. and 1/-

per packet. 1/6 per ounce, post free. List of Vegetable Seeds

for present sowins on request.

—

Webb & Sons, Ltd., The
King's Seedsmen, Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy

competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons .Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLlJ MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants

.vou require.

—

John Waterek, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey. ^^__

CHINESE CABBAGE. — This vegetable
resembles a Cos Lettuce in appearance and produces a fine

head weighing about 41bs. It may be cooked and served
like ordinary cabbage and makes a "delicious dish, or may be
eaten raw as salad. Seeds, which may be sown from end of

June until August for autumn and winter use, 6d. and !/
per packet.—JOHN Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
Bagshot, Surrey.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will lie sent on receipt of

card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — Geo.
Bdnyard <t Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-

out the country.

CISTUS and HELIANTHEMUMS, for present
planting : Salvaefolius, Purpureus, Cyprius, Ladaniferus,
Alyssoides, Algarvensis. The above six choice sorts, strong
plants, for 10/6, package free.—GEO. Bunyard & Co., Ltd.,
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GARDENS FOR SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES
By Gertrude Jektll and Lawrence Weaver. Third
Edition Now Ready. 300 pages. 450 Illustrations. 15/- net.
By post 15/8. A mine of helpful suggestions.—An Illustrated
Prospectus of this book will be sent post free on application to
"Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

DEFY THE BIRDS. — Superior rotless
tanned netting. Supply limited. Obtain our prices. Buy
early. Pea guards 6/11 dozen with ends small mesh.. Trel'is,
12ft., 1/1. Garden hose, barrows, lawn mowers equally cheap.—E. B. Hawthorn, Ltd., Dept. E, Abbey Foregate, Shrews-
bur>', also at London and Boston.

SPECIAL SQUARE MESH NEW HAND-
BRAIDED PEA NETTING, any length, width, od. square
yard ; orders promptly supplied, passenger train. Largest
Hand-braided Net Maker in United Kingdom.—W. Oliver
Allen, Net Works, Porthleven. Cornwall.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
MuBhroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiOKSONS. Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page it

BARR'S VEGETABLE SEEDS for July to
September sowing. Special List post free.

Bare & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International

E.xhibltion, 1912 Original designs for gardens of every
description^tone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and planta

supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

—Morrisbume, Woking.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.

Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the

art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful liinte

and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "Country Lub." Ltd., 20,

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratis.

BEST TENNIS BOUNDARY SQUARE
MESH NETTING. Any length and width to order, bound
with cords, supplied on receipt of order, passenger train,

carriage paid. Stock sizes 25yds. by 3yds., 13/6 each.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. — Best sahnon t'wine,

i-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4Jd. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2Jd. As suppUed to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Goods
supplied on receipt of order; carr. paid passenger train.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Countrj'.

By C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, 8Jd.—Published at tlie

Offices of " COUNTRY Life " Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.

Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDouGAiL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS. A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. COOK. With over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12s. 6d. net.

by post, 13s.—Published at the Offices of " Country Life,''

Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything xmderground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

i.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetqen. Hlustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a flue Lilac Pulla, S/f" doz.—Write for

quotations to Whitelegq & Co., Nurseries, Chislehurst.

SPRING CABBAGES.—The best varieties to
SOW during the early part of August. Order at once.

SUTTON'S HARBINGER CABBAGE.—The
earliest cabbage for Spring cutting. Per pkt. 1/- : per oz., 1/6.

'* Cabbage Harbinger is a capital variety. I sowed some
seed in July, and now.Jaift 10th (1917), I am cutting some
lovely heads."— Mr. A. ¥. Coles, The Gardens, Wallacefield.

Crovdon.

SUTTON'S APRIL CABBAGE.—The most
popular early cabbage for garden use. Perpkt..l/-; peroz., 1/0.

"The April Cabbage you supplied me with last year have
done woudertuUy well, hardly a plant has been destroyed by
the severe winter, and they are now coming in verv useful."

—

The Rev. F. J. Briggs, May 4th, 1017. *

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING CAB-
H.\GE.—The most suitable for the general Spring crop. Per
pkt., 1/-; peroz,, 1/3.
' My bed of Flower of Spring Cabbage was well worth a

photograph, and weeks earlier than any others in this

neighbourhood."—W. Webb, Esq., Dursley.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

TO REPLACE DUTCH BULBS FOR NEXT SPRING
FLOWERING, SOW NOW BRITISH FLOWERS.

SUTTON'S WALLFLOWERS. — Sweet
scented flowers of brilliant colour. Sutton's Fire King, vivid

orange, per pkt., 1/6. Sutton'sGiant Vulcan, brilliant crimson,
per pkt., 1/6. Sutton's Superb, mixed, per pkt., l/-and 1/6.

post free.

SUTTON 4 SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc., blisters, sunburn,
neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—NEW OXYDOL
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

OUR LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS suit-

able for summer sowing is now ready and will be sent

post free on application.—Dobbie & Co., Seedsmen to the

King, Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S STRAWBERRIES.—Fine early

pot plants for forcing or outdoor planting of King George V.,

Royal Sovereign, etc., pots 26/- 100 ; open ground. 6/- 100.

Laxtonian, the Grand New Maincrop, pots 30/- 100 ; open
ground, 20/- 100.—Illustrated Catalogue, with cultural hints

and description of all the new and older sorts gratis.

—

Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonoue

insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economical.
Is. and 3s. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Manufacturers, McDougall Bros., Ltd., Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every desarlp-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask lor separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BouiTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich^

THE ANT PEST.—The only sure remedy
is Ballikinrain Ant Destroyer. In bottles, 2/6 and 3/6 each,

from all seedsmen.—Sole Manufacturers, Alexander Cross

and Sons, Ltd., Glasgow.

TENNIS BORDER NETS.—Limited quantity

only. To hang 2."; X 3 yards. Well corded top and bottom.

12/- each.—The Gourock Rofework Co., Ltd., Lowestoft.

VIOLAS, choicest named; Pansies, Bath's

Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis Grandiflora; 1/6

doz., .'iO for .5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plants.—

F. H. JONES, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley. Malvern.
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AND FOR ALL

GLASS STRUCTURES
THAT REQUIRE

OUTSIDE SHADING
The only Genuine, Original, and Improved Article.

It has been in general use lor

OVER 35 YEARS.
BE SURE TO ASK FOR

SUMMER CLOUD
AND SEE THAT YOU GET IT I

Sold by all Dealers in Hortioultural Sundries throughout the
Kingdom. In packets containing 8 ozs., for lOOt't. of glass, 1/-

;

24 ozs. 2/6 ; and in bags of 7 lbs., 10/6 ; 14 lbs. 20/-.

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, LONDON, W.C.

Phytobroma
Barrs New Plant Food

For Flowers Ve^etatleS and Fruit
of highest quality & Guaranteed analysis

Phytobroma greatly increases all
Vegetable Crops.

Guaranteed Analysis: 3-50% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble
Phosphates; 13-50% Insoluble Phosphates; 3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b., S/6 ; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b., IS/-; 1 cwt., 28/-
Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards, carriage paid.

Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

KNOWLEDGE IN A NUTSHELL.
Sanders' " Encvclop ^dia of Gardening" (5th
Edition). It gives in alphabetical sequence, under
Botanical and Common Names, the proper culti-
vation of practically every known Flower. Fruit,
Vegetable, Tree, Shrub. Bulb, etc. The most
wonderful Gardening Book ever published.
Price 4l- net from all booksellers, or 4l5 post
free from "AMATEUR OARDBNINO." 147a.
Aldersgate Street, London,

VEGETABLES & THEIR CULTIVATION
by T. W. Sanders. Editor of "Amateur Garden-
mg." is without doubt the best work on the sub-
ject. Full, explicit, practical, and admirably
illustrated— it should be studied by everybody
desirous of growing good crops of fine vegetables.
New edition on sale at all booksellers, price
61- net, or post free 6/6 from "AMATEUR
GARDENINO." 117a, Aldersgate Street,
London.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
VBNDKLMAN8. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop Instead of
only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent
oD-application to the Offices of " Codntet Life " Ltd 20
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. W.C 2

''STONE-HOUSE"

SPRAYING MACHINES
•^OR POTATOES AND FRUIT TREE SPRAYING.

SUITABLE for LIMEWASHING and DISINFECTING.

Makers of Other

Models.

KNAPSACK
PATTERN,

as approved by the

Board of Agriculture,

and supplied to the

Food Production De-
partment of His
Majesty's Govern-

ment.

Complete - 65 -

STONEHOUSE WORKS
Spon Lane Mills, Houghton St., West Bromwich, Staffs.

Send for Catalogue.

(De^pt.)

Telegrams: "STEEL," West Bromwich. Telephone: 405 and 406j West Bromwich.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
GREENHOUSES.

GARDENS.

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEHICALLY PREPARED.

Ill the form of a leaf- mould, ready for use at any time, In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further
(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results, Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc,

Keport of Royal Horttcaltaral Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardeas at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
In the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS, Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving fullparticulars and testimonials sent on receit>t of i>ostcard.

DV BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR.MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING«GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -Vfl
Sold in Bags, 1 bushel. 2/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 bushel, 6/-; five 4 bushel. 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel, 55/- ; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Plckford, London district, or to any station within 23 miles of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance,
WAKELBT BROS. & CO.. LTD.. 75a. BANKSIDE. LONDON.

Also WAKBLEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIMB, 3/- luishe! bat;, carriage paM 25 miles, esttra as above.

DOUBLE YOUR by
GARDEN OUTPUT the RITO TREATMENT

If you want VEGETABLCS—here you are-

. -TiSS*. =

These two plots of Scarlet

Runners were identical

when sown. The plot from

which those on the right-hand

side were gathered had about

\d. worth of RITO, and that

made all the difference. The

one plot yielded 9lbs. 7ozs,,

the treated plot 31lb. 2oz.

Equally good results have been obtained from Potatoes, Peas,

Beans, Onions, Tomatoes, Lettuce ; in fact, all kinds of produce.

If yon want FLOWERS—early, large, and with beautiful foliage—the same RITO
treatment will give you them.

RITO is manufactured under Royal Letters Patent.

Ask for Booklet "Rita Results" from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE CO., Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, S.E. 10.
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ON
the success or failure this year the

k future of Potato spraying largely

I dopeuds. It is possible—we might
' almost say probable—that the spray-

ing of Potatoes will be made com-

l)vilsory next year. Many allotment societies

liavf appointed one or two men to spray all the

I'otatoes grown by the members of their societies.

We have heard of cases where certain members
have refused to have their Potatoes sprayed

—

such members are a danger to the community

—

I'ut the difficulty has been overcome, at least in

'>iLe district, by the " official sprayers," who are

up very early in the morning and spray all plots

alike, " whether they want it or not." To make
( complete success of spraying, it would be neces-

-uy to appoint inspectors in every district. At

present the Food Production Dapartment only

deal with orders for one or more cases of spraying

material, and as one case makes 830 gallons and

is sufficient to spray three acres, owners of gardens

would be well advised to try one of the many
proprietary mixtures recommended for this pur-

pose. The accompanying illustration shows the
*' Stoue-house " sprayer iu use with Keeling's

Spraying Mixture as a method of protection

against the Potato's worst enemy.

Spinach : A Useful Crop to Sow Now.

—

By many. Spinach of all sorts is regarded more as a

speculative than a certain crop ; but the fact should

not be forgotten that last ivinter, when frost had

permanently destroyed the appearance of many
reputed hardy crops, this gave a continuous

supply all the winter. In many gardens wheie
Spinach is highly valued, sowings made from now
until the end of August are confined to the Round-
seeded ; but where the land is exposed to full

winter's blast, the Prickly-seeded invariably proves

the more reliable.

Pea Triumphant.—It is generally admitted

by growers of second-early or main crop Peas that

some of the finest all-round varieties are found

among those growing between 3 feet and 4 feet

high. Were we asked to name a trio. Triumphant
would certainly be one of the varieties selected ;

yet it is by no means a novelty. We have grown
it nearly every summer since 1898, and this year

the size of pod and weight of crop certainly equal

anything we have yet seen. It grows about the same
height as Grad>is, but a healthy row will carry

double the crop of that popular variety, and this

year, sown on the same date, it was ready to gather

a few days in advance of it. Sowings made in

former years from May until the end of June
show Triumphant to be equally good for later

sowings.

Watering Runner Beans.—The fact does not

appear to be generally recognised that the Runner
Bean is one of the most thirsty of all ' cultivated

vegetables. Where the soil is of a retentive nature

and heavy manuring and deep digging have been

practised, artificial watering may be delayed until

pods are abundant ; but any reader having a light,

badly worked soil to deal with who neglects to

water the plants until this stage is reached, in a

dry season pays very dearl? for the neglect.

Celery Hints.—^There is not the least doubt

that a lack of appreciatioh of the natural require-

ments of a plant on the part of the gardener—
amateur or professional—is largely responsible

for indifferent success, while, conversely, the highest

excellence is only attained by a due appreciation

of the facts and applying them to everyday

practice. How many ordinary gardeners, for

example—if we may judge by their actions

—

realise to the full the moisture-loving nature of

the Celery or know that in the wild state the plant

invariably inhabits wet ditches and marshy

ground ? Yet it is one of the chief finger-posts

to success. In his excellent book on vegetables

Mr. Beckett says " it is hardly possible to give

Celery too much water," and all good gardeners

realise the importance of the remark. Water,

indeed, plays an important part in the successful

cultivation of the plant, promoting that rapid,

continuous growth which ensures early maturity

as well as those qualities of crispness and tender-

ness so much appreciated. Some of the finest

Celery we have ever grown came from a bit of

SPR.WI.NG .\ PROMISING CROP OF

POTATOES.

black boggy ground where water was present in

winter and summer alike at 18 inches deep. Here,

in conjunction with heavy dressings of manure

—

another essential in the case—progress was rapid

and excellent material resulted weeks in advance

of that on land near where the natural food of the

plant was not available. But where it is not, the

gardener should bear in mind the water-loving

nature of the plant and do his best to meet its

requirements.

CrOlden Elder.—The refereirce to Golden Elder

on page 244, issue June 30, reminds us of what
is probably the earliest mention of this useful

plant in garden literature. It occurs in "
J. W.'s "

" Systema Horticulture, or The Art of Gardening,"

one of the classical books of the seventeenth

century. At the end of Section II., Book II.,

the author records the finding of au embroidered-

leaved Elder tree in a hedge by a gardener near

London in 1674, which " he transplanted into

his garden as no small curiosity." As no gilded

or embroidered Elder is mentioned by Parkinson,

Blake or Rea, it is quite " on the cards " that this

gardener's find was the first introduction of the

plant into cultivation. Parallel cases are Mr.

Coey's find of his beautiful silver-leaved Pitto-

sporum and Mr. Bowles' discovery of his Golden

Sedge {Care.x strictus) on the Norfolk Broads.

Philadelphus latifolius.—A fine group of this

beautiful Mock Orange is at the time of

writing in full flower not far from

the Timber Museum at Kew, where it not

only convinces one that it is the best of

the larger-growing species, but also one of the

most decorativej shrubs in flower at this time.

A native of the South-Eastern United States, it

was introducedja century ago, but never appears

to have been so widely grown as Philadelphus

coronarius. From that species it can be recog-

nised by itsYmore vigorous habit, bolder leaves

and larger, pure white flowers. Mature plants

may attain a height of 20 feet with a very wide

spread. The leaves are broadly oval, up to 5 inches

long and dark green ; while the flowers, which are

not so strongly fragrant as those of the common
Mock Orange, are nearly 2 inches across and in

racemes of five to nine flowers each. It is easily

raised from cuttings in summer and grows well

in any really good soil.

National Diploma in Horticulture.—The 1917

examinations for the National Diploma in Horti-

culture—established by the Royal Horticultural

Society in conjunction with, and by the approval

of. His Majesty's Government—were held at the

Society's Gardens at Wisley in June. The Diploma

has been bestowed upon the following, who have

satisfactorily passed the Final Examination.

Section II. : General Horticulture.—Hilda

Margaret Bertha Thrupp, The Nurseries, West

Clandon, Surrey ; and May Heron, 5, Welling-

ton Road, Handsworth ' Wood, Birmingham.

Section V. : Landscape Gardening.—Robert Vernon

Giffard WooUey, Far Croft, Lapworth, Warwick-

shire. Section VII. : Horticultural Inspection.

—

David George Mclver, 8, SUver Street, Enfield, N.

Further, the following candidates satisfied the

examiners' requirements in the Preliminary

Examination : Charles Henry Oldham, 23, Mill

Street, Stafiord ; Lucy Henrietta Joshua, 58,

Forest Road, Kew ; Lottie Kate Herring, Horti-

cultural College, Swanley ; and Eleanor Robb

Thornton, Botanic Garden, Cambridge. These

candidates are accordingly eligible to take the

Final Examination in I9r8 if they have then

spent six years in regular garden work, or as soon

thereafter as they can satisfy this requirement.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE GARDEN AND THE WILD
GARDEN.

TN all the evidence we have of our human story

a garden was always called a garden, and

owing to needs of approach, convenience of work-

ing and defence against enemies, far too many in old

time were geometrical in outline. In this county

where I write and in Kent 300 years ago there were

many fortified castles where the lady had to do all

her gardening within the walls. In Italy of the

thousand hills the Italian could not garden at all

without levelling and terracing the ground. The
useless terms "formalities" and "informalities'*

were not applied by gardeners, but by men who
knew nothing of the art and boasted of the fact.

The wild garden has nothing to do with garden

design, I vnrote the book and ought to know its

meaning. It is the naturalisation of hardy flowers

where they will grow as freely as at home, in copse,

ditches, lanes, on pond and stream sides, and in

woods. In all these I practise it and even in

meadow cut for hay. This year we enjoyed the blue

Apennine and the scarlet Anemones, and with many
other early flowers in meadow grass cut for hay
on June 15. It may be practised in every country

place and even in the farm. Apart from the

artistic result in effect, there is a deep lesson for

the gardener in it in giving him the loveliest of

spring gardens without the costly trouble of

breaking up his flower garden twice a year, and

that to usually get a very ugly result with much
wasted labour. The gain to the flower garden

is great, as in a true flower garden three parts of

the plants should be permanently planted and can-

not be well enjoyed in any other way-—Lily, Rose,

Clematis. The ground at our hand is Often better

for the wild gardening than any planned surface

would be, the only things essential being some
knowledge of the plants to use and modesty in their

use, as the thing may be overdone, as in some of

the public gardens in London. A group is often

more effective than bulbs dotted all over the

siurface like tiles on a house. The wild garden

idea may be, and often is, confused with the

picturesque garden, a much more serious affair

and one that should be the subject of the most
artistic effort, dealing as it should with all the

conditions and problems that affect the beauty

and the economical working of a country place

—

wood and water, trees and their grouping, shelter

from the worst winds, breadth and views, drives

which may bring neighbouring landscape into

view, easy of access, with the simplest lines (many
places are spoilt by needless or abandoned

roads). The wild garden may be seen here too,

but its effect only as a passing incident. Its

only drawback is that its effects are transient.

With the beauty of the cloud it passes almost as

rapidly away, and three parts of the year I have

to regret that the prettiest things of the wild

garden are in the haystack. But where should

we be without the cloud and the miracles of the

spring ? If I have failed in these words to make
the matter clear, I fear I must give up any further

attempt to do so.

—

William Robinson, Gravetye

Manor.

SOIL ANALYSIS AND THE "BIG
FOUR."

TT is pleasing to note the great revival that is

taking place in gardening, and let us hope
it is only the beginning of still greater efforts

in this direction. In some places scientific instruc-

tion is already being given to the amateur on such

subjects as the treatment of disease or fungoid

and insect pests which affect plants. There is

one point, however, which seems to be overlooked,

and which may be regarded as the most essential,

namely, the chemical constituency of the soil.

It would be a great thing if each collection of

allotment holders could be given information as

to this, free of charge. They would then know
what their soil lacked, and this could be applied

in the exact proportions for the crop desired,

thus effecting a saving of time and labour with an

increased rate of production. A large grower

taking over land would have an expert analysis

of his soil, and be amply repaid for the trifling

cost of this by the results gained, only adding the

manure required by the crop he intended to grow.

This 'applies equally to the small cultivator.

Now, the four primary constituents of plant life

are nitrogen, phosphates, potash, and lime. Plants

require these in various proportions, according

to whether they are grown for their leaves, roots,

seeds, or flowers. Thus it can be clearly seen

that a knowledge of their soil and this " Big

Four," as they are called, would be a great help

AN E.4KLV I'OXATIJ GK(.AVI.\G OUT."

to thousands of amateur gardeners throughout

the country. Next year the need for manuring

will be more apparent ; then let it be scientifically

performed. Haphazard methods in this respect

are waste of time and material.—F. Marshall.

GARDENING IN TUBS.
T AM so delighted to find Mrs. C. W. Earle writing

in The Garden. It is like getting fresh

glimpses of an old acquaintance, for her volumes

of " Pot-Pourri " have long been among the

choicest treasures of my flower book shelf. Miss

Marianne North's " Recollections of a Happy
Life " sit next them, and the Rev. J. Jacob's
" Daffodils " and " Tulips " live in the same

terrace, together with Thoreau's " Walden

"

and some of Richard Jefferies' books, including
" Nature near London " (which tells of places

near Surbiton well known to me in schooldays.

I spent many happy hours on the little common
opposite Jefferies' house. There I first found a

Sundew and the " Penny-pies " or " Penny-wort "

so abundant in Devonshire). Mr. William Robin-

son's " English Flower Garden " ought to be on

that same shelf, but it is not a neighbourly volume

somehow, so finds a place on the reference shelf

among the dictionaries; and Mr. Bunyard's " Apples

and Pears " lives with other fruit books, of course.

To return to Mrs. Earle's writings. Her article

referring to tub and pot gardening in The Garde hf

of June 30, page 252, particularly appeals to me.

I have recently taken to this form of gardening,

since I have, alack ! come to an age when squatting

on one's heels in " coolie fashion " is no longer

easy, and I prefer to do my personal bit of garden-

ing ," on a shelf." Tub gardening can be carried

on on a wheelbarrow, and the completed tub then

easily conveyed to its destination. One very

great advantage of tub gardening is that the

soil and situation of each tub can be suited to the

special requirements of its own " Diogenes," so

that a greater variety of plants can be successfully

grown in a small space ; also slugs and other

plagues can be defied. Another advantage is

that a tub can be brought to the fore just while

at its best and relegated to the background when

it is shabby. I think of lifting some of the latest-

flowering Michaelmas Daisies into tubs this year

and bringing them just under cover (not heat)

during their flowering-time. Perhaps Mr. Beckett

would kindly advise which would be likely to

bear such treatment. I " tubbed " Antirrhinums

last autumn
; they flowered nearly till Christmas

and began again in early spring. I am interested

to find Mrs. Earle advocating hangmg Pelar-

goniums topsy-turvy in paper bags. I have

been told that my grandmother kept hers thus in

North London, but when / tried this at Brighton

during two winters the plants were dead failures !

Possibly this was due to the sea air. Mrs. Earle's

closing sentence in " Flower Garden Notes

"

exactly sums up my ideal of a country cottage

garden :
" The irregularity of height, colour,

size and shape makes the charm, to my mind,

in a garden where profusion and picturesqueness

is the object—not tidiness and uniformity."

—

Anne Amateur.

POTATOES " GROWING OUT."

pARLY Potatoes this year show a great tendency

to " grow out," as shown in the accompanying

illustration. This is doubtless brought about

l>y the heavy rains after a long spell of hot, dry

weather. Such Potatoes should be lifted early

and used at once, for they can hardly be expected

to keep and they would not improve if left__in the

ground. It is only with early Potatoes on very

warm soils in the South where " growing out
"

has been noted. Luckily the main crops and late

crops look remarkably well and have been improved

by the welcome rains of the last few days.

—

Wayland.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

TV/TR. GARNER enquires, issue June 23, page

233, concerning the raising of this excel-

lent vegetable " in autumn for the production

of the earUest produce in the following autumn,"

and has been quite rightly informed that market

men do so raise their earliest batches of plants.

The seeds are sown—not in October as he suggests,

but from late August to mid-September—in firm

ground in a perfectly open, sunny position, the

object being to secure hard plants that will endure.

Planted out in October where possible, the sturdy

plants make but little progress during the winter,

but are ready with the coming of spring to do their

' bit." It is from such sowings and plantings that

some of the finest Sprouts are put on the market

annually in August. At such a time the amateur

or cottager may have little need for them, having

still fair supplies of 'Peas, also Runner 3eans
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and other things. On the market, variety is

important, while it must not be forgotten that

through its agency the thousands of tovm-dwellers

who have no gardens get their supphes. Inci-

dentally, the method makes it clear that the

Brussels Sprout must have a long season of growth

if the best it is capable of giving is to be realised.

—

E. H. Jenkins.

TOMATOES AND POTATO DISEASE.

TT happened that one Potato disease year I

planted—for want of room—^Tomatoes be-

tween every other row of Potatoes, the result

being that only the Tomatoes were diseased.

1 have since only had Potatoes diseased when no

Tomatoes were in juxtaposition. A notice of a

seed Potato has just been shown me which it

states produces both Potatoes and Tomatoes on

the same plant !

—

Harold Malet (Colonel),

Racketts, Hythe, Southampton.

[The fungus which attacks the Potato and pro-

duces the common Potato disease, namely, Phy-

tophthora infestans, also attacks the Tomato, but

there is some evidence that it is not at all easy for

it to pass from one plant to another. We should

like to have records from growers on this point.

It is possible to graft the Tomato on to the Potato

and so obtain a crop below the ground and another

above, but so far as we know it has not proved a

commercial success.

—

Ed.]

MORE ABOUT GAS-LIME.

T WOULD like to point out to your corre

spondent who in The Garden for June 2

deprecates the use of gas-lime that there are

advantages in its use which he appears to

be ignorant of or ignores. Sulphur, which it

contains, is an essential ingredient in all soil

devoted to the growth of the Brassica tribe. But

as the stench of sulphuretted and carburetted

hydrogen is inimical to health, it would be better

to add the sulphur to the soil in the shape of*

sulphate of lime—gypsum. Possibly it might

prove a cure for club-root, and merits a full trial

with a view to decide that point. At any rate,

caustic lime in powder, air slaked, is seldom required

in a properly kept garden. The addition of old

mortar or chalk would provide all the neutralising

material necessary for sour soil. Caustic lime

will destroy all organic matters in the soil, and
by making them soluble enable the rain to wash
out the most valuable constituents. Is that the

end desired by its advocates ? If you have made
your soil so undesirably fat that it needs such a

drastic purgative, do you not think you have

acted very foolishly ? I trust that none of the

professional gardeners will construe this screed

into an attack upon their skill. The latter they

must possess in superabundance in order to grow

as they do the -very fine vegetables and fruits

I read about in The Garden. If they can produce

such results from skill only, what could they not

grow if their chemical knowledge were improved ?

To help them on a trifle we will now give definitions.

Lime, from the chemist's point of view, i.e., caustic

lime that has been slaked by the moisture of the

atmosphere, is hydrated oxide of calcium. Chalk,

which the professional gardeners nearly always

refer to as lime, is carbonate of calcium. So that

they are two very distinct chemicals. Except for

whitewashing purposes, my dear professional

gardeners have not the slightest use for, or need

of, caustic lime. And please do not run away
with the idea that lime, simply because it has

absorbed moisture, has lost its causticity. The
application of a very small amount to the eye

(of someone else) will demonstrate that fact.

Your expert refers to the destructive effects of

gas-lime upon a tree and a fence. Well, the caustic

lime whose use he advocates would produce

exactly the same effects as did the gas-lime.

—

The Unorthodo.x Gardener.

THE PROSTRATE ROSEMARY.
"DOTANISTS tell us that this plant (Ros-

marinus officinalis prostrata) is merely

a variety of the common Rosemary, but in

my own mind I have alTvays held this in

doubt. Here it is usually one of the first plants

to be killed in a sharp frost—a vivid contrast to

the old plant, which is of such tough vitality.

Mr. Irwin Lynch, in a note received some months

ago, told me that it was not hardy with him, and

I see that a good-sized plant on the top of my dry

wall has been completely killed by the frosts of

February, and this is the second occasion on which

this has happened since I have grown the plant.

Some cuttings in a cold frame stood the winter

without harm, and now I am trying one or two

of them in the face of the wall on the south side

and in a position much sheltered from the east.

As far as I can remember, this plant was found

send some back to us, for it is many years since

we have had the pleasure of smelling Musk in

Otago, New Zealand.—E. D., North Otago.

THE OWNER OF THE REDISCOVERED
FRAGRANT MUSK PLANT.

at Capri, so I suppose the long residence beneath
sunny skies, accompanied by the absence of frost

and the influence of the sea, has altered its nature

and so made it unable to resist our winters. If

the leaves of this Prostrate Rosemary are compared
mth those of our old Rosemary, it will be noticed

at once that they are of a lighter green and of an
altogether softer texture. If it is not a distinct

species it is, from a garden point of view, of far

less value than " the cheerful Rosemary," as

Spenser calls it. Perhaps some day the Prostrate

Rosemary may become accustomed to our sunless

summers and steely winter nights, and then " it

will thrive," as Phillips, in his " Flora Domestica,"

says of the common Rosemary, " when accidentally

rooted in a wall or crevice of a building, and endure
the greatest cold of our winters, however exposed
to the wind."—A. R. Goodwin, Kidderminster.

MUSK IN OTAGO, NEW ZEALAND.
TF " Foreign Legionnaire " is fortunate in raising

sweet-scented Musk from New Zealand seed,

I hope he will do us a good turn out here and

An Old-time Fragrant

Musk Once More

FROM all parts of the globe we have

received and published letters on scent-

less Musk, and we began to think that

for some mysterious reason its frag-

rance had departed for ever. Not only

in our gardens had tlie Musk ceased to give its

old-time fragrance, but, as may be seen from the

preceding letter just received from a reader in New
Zealand, it is many years since Musk had its

fragrance even in that far-off land. Strange to say,

a fragrant Musk is at last reported from the garden

of our esteemed and observant correspondent
" Anne Amateiu-," who, in our issue of June 16,

page 231, writes: "What do you think? I

have a real old-time fragrant Musk once more

—

a chance plant under the kitchen window. Imagine

my joy !
" Needless to say, this announcement

has brought letters of real gratitude from numerous
readers, in reply to which " Anne Amateur

"

writes to say :
" All available cuttings (seven)

struck are already bespoken. The first applica-

tion was from Kew Gardens, who wrote that

they had tried everywhere, even sending as far

as Vancouver, where the plant grown in gardens

is supposed to have been originally obtained;

but the plants received from there were as odourless

as their own. Possibly later on there may be

some more cuttings, and if so, the Editor of

The Garden will be informed. The original

plant was a little ' twopenny pot plant ' given to

a little girl here a few years ago. It was planted

out in the garden for some time, then repotted

to save it from destruction during the building

of the bimgalow ; then it was turned out, apparently

dead, into the border made under the kitchen

window. There it reappeared last year as a

tiny plant, and this year came up strongly.

Nearly all the sprays were gathered and

brought to me one day by young Myr^e
to cheer me up when I was ill, for she

knows how keenly I appreciate fragrance. I

smelt the Musk before I spied it, and then, per-

ceiving it, had the gathered pieces struck in the

ground forthwith and carefully watered and shaded,

and so far they appear all right. I always thought

a stray plant would turn up in some country

cottage garden some day, but little supposed it

would be my own. The seven cuttings are imder

my care, but I send a portrait of Myrtle, the,

actual owner of the Musk plant, taken in my
garden bonnet and seated in my garden chair.

There is no doubt about the muskiness of the

Musk. Two of the household had observed it

before the bits were gathered for me, but they

did not know its rarity."

[Speaking from memory, we should say that

this is the only recorded instance of fragrant

Musk for at least eight years. For the past few

years we have always made a point of smelling

Musk in every garden in which we have seen it

growing, but the last occasion on which we can

call its fragrance to mind was in the Royal Gar-

dens, Windsor (Frogmore), in 1904. It was there

growing under the staging in one of the vineries,

and its delicious fragrance after the house had

been damped down can never be forgotten.

—

Ed.]

*,* Readers w/io have not already done so are asked tn

order THE GARDEN to be delivered regularly by their news-
agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold

copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence THE
Garden is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.
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" AUTUMN " SOWN ONIONS
It is always a good plan to make at least a small sowing of Onions to stand the winter.

Onion likes a firm bed, so that a soil leaning towards

looseness must be consolidated in the way pre-

scribed in these columns for the sowing of Onions in

spring. L. M. Marshall.

THE best time to sow the seed is

between mid - July and mid - August,

according to the climate and the character

of the soil, and up to the middle of

September on nice warm soils. These

Onions are not " autumn " sown really, but

all those sown outdoors to stand the winter are,

as a rule, regarded as such.

As already stated, at least a small patch should

be sown, and this even in the tiniest gardens

where Onions form a feature. Larger gardens

should have proportionately larger plots. The

crop always proves useful, and sometimes it is

very valuable. Among the advantages may be

mentioned the uncertainty of being able to make

a sowing in spring at the right time and the liability

of the spring crop to fail ; large Onions of good

! avour ; a heavy crop free from attacks of the

maggot ; and a supply of green " spring " Onions

in winter and early spring.

The soil must be rich and well prepared as for

spring-sown Onions. The crop is a great lover of

organic matter, which should be well incorporated

with the soil, and the deeper the soil is mixed with

this material the better the crop. Two feet is

none too deep. The soil can scarcely be too rich,

and such ingredients as soot, lime, wood-ashes

and burnt vegetable refuse, well worked in, all help

in this durection. The seed-bed must be equally

and for Onions it is absolutely essential if success

is to be the result of sowing. While this crop

should not be sown too early, there is danger in

putting it off until autumn. On stiff soils and

others of a clayey or poor nature, the middle of

July and up to the end of the month is a good time

—-as a matter of fact, the best time—for sowing.

On light, rich soils July 25 to* the end of August is

a time that generally gives satisfaction. It is

often wise to make one or two sowings in succession

at intervals of twelve or fourteen days, the first

being made on ordinary or moderate soils about

July 20. The practice of not sowing before the

second or third week in August is a mistake

—

except, perhaps, on the best and richest soils

—

because if the plants are to stand the winter

they must be allowed the chance of making growth

and of getting a good hold^f the soil while a part

of the growing season remains. Ailsa Craig,

Cranston's Excelsior, Royal Keeper, Premier,

Record, Giant Rocca and Trebons are good varie-

ties for late summer sowing. The produce of this

crop does not as a rule keep so well as that from the

spring-sown crop, but it comes in earlier and

enables one to store the latter. Then there is the

Tripoli. Every gardener should endeavour to

have a few rows of this. Seeds may be sown

fairly thickly or thinly in rows th" usual distance

apart. In the former case the seedlings must be

ONIONS SHOULD BE SOWN BETWEEN MID-JULV AND MID-AUGUST TO STAND

THE WINTER. THE VARIETY RECORD IS HERE ILLUSTRATED.

as fine as that necessary for the spring crop. •

There is sometimes a tendency of running to seed

if sown very early, but this can be avoided if the

bed is kept fairly well watered with soot-water

during dry weather, l^ept free from weeds, and

the soil well stirred to conserve moisture. It

is drought during late summer and autumn that

is chiefly resnonsible for crops running to seed,

both with Onions and Cabbages. Nothing less

than the best cultivation will do for any crop,

thinned out, an operation that may be performed

as the plants become of a useful size for transplant-

ing or for salad. Of course, the best plants are

left to harvest. But more about the after-culti-

Vation and care of the crop later. In conclusion,

I would ask the reader to pay strict attention to

the proper preparation of the seed-bed, to sow the

seed when the soil is nice and moist to the touch

underneath and dry on the surface—not imme-

diately after rain—and also to bear in mind that the

The Dreaded Onion Fly

As
a victim of the dreaded Onion fly,

I tender to you my thanks for

your admirable article (issue June 30.

page 245). Until some three weeks
L since, ray bed of Ailsa Craig promised
L as well as anyone could wish,' and

I rejoiced to think that next winter

my household would be well "supplied with
Onions ; but, alas ! it was a case of " the

best laid schemes of mice and men gang
aft agley," for one day I noticed some of

the leaves lying on the ground as you describe.

Suspecting the cause, I found on pulling up the

affected plants that, the pest had descended 011

me. I may here say that the plants were raised

in heat and put out in April, and that they
flourished until early in June. After planthig out

I frequently scattered soot and lime, and some-

times soot only, on the bed simply as a preventive

measure, as I have never previously had the

Onion fly here, and it is obvious that these supposed

remedies or preventives can be marked off as

useless. On discovering what I was in for, I

put salt round each plant, but this proved no
remedy. Next I adopted the recommendation
in the' Royal Horticultural Society's Diary {inter

alia) of applying sulphate of ammonia, but I

did not find if, as therein stated, " very unpalatable

to the maggot," for it seemed to enjoy the dressing,

neither did it " act as a strong stimulant to the

plant, promoting in it such vigour that it will

quickly grow beyond the attacking stage." A
local authority advised me to try sulphur, so I

set him to put it about each plant, but it was in

vain. At this stage I found a bed of Giant Roccas

which had stood the winter was also afflicted.

I am convinced that there is no remedy once a

bed is attacked by fly but to pull up forthwith

and burn all affected plants. I have not tried

spraying with paraffin emulsion, but it may be a

preventive. Hitherto I have been encouraged

to believe that the object in raising Onions in

heat in January and planting out in April was
to defeat the Onion fiv, as the plants would then

be sufficiently strong to withstand its assault.

If this is not so, why trouble to sow in heat ?

I may remark that my Onioiis were some 3 inches

in circimiference when they were attacked, so

they needed no " strong stimulant " other than

they got from a carefully -prepared and well-

manured bed, which was not only trodden in

orthodox manner, but it had a heavy roller on

it on three occasions. The worst feature of the

visitation is that I fear to try growing Onions

again anywhere in the garden next year.

June brought me the Celery fly also. The
pests this year " come not in single spies, but in

whole battalions," as my Parsnips have a maggot

in the leaves exactly similar to all appearances

to that in the Celery. Is this usual ?

Disappointed.

[We strongly advise sowing in August such

varieties as Giant Rocca, Ailsa Craig and Spanish.

These varieties winter in the open quite satis-

factorily and it is most unusual for such plants

to be attacked bv the Onion fly ; but they liave

been this year, when, like nearly all insects, the

flies are abundant. It is a common thing to find

a great abundance of insect pests in seasons,

succeeding very hard winters. However, we

know of many beds of so-called autumn-sown

Onions that, having withstood the hard winter,

are now producing excellent crops, whereas spring-

sown Onions in the same gardens are badly

attacked by the Onion fly. None of the measures

that have been suggested are, or can be from the

nature of the case, remedial. They are all, when

adopted in time, more or less preventive. It is

no uncommon thing for the Celery fly to attack

Parsnips as well, while it is also known to attack

Beetroot. Where the plants are small, the leaf-

mining maggot within the brown patches on the

leaves should be crushed between the thumb and

forefinger, but with large plants the damaged

portions should be removed and burnt at once

To prevent further egg-laying the leaves should

be sprayed with Quassia extract or paraflin

emulsion at intervals of a few days, while a sprink-

ling of sulphate of ammonia would encourage the

plants to make rapid growth.—Ed.]
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VEGETABLE GARDENING AT ALDENHAM
IX

horticulture, probably no trio of

names is more indissolubiy linked
together than Aldenham, Beckett and
Vegetables, an association not of
circumstance or the moment-—having

already exceeded three decades—though
it has to some extent remained for the
most devastating war the world has known
to stir Mr. Beckett's innate love of vege-
table growing to its utmost depths. In
saying this, one is not unmindful of the
fact that for years the vegetable products
frcmi .Mdenham have revealed the master
mind, or of the good accomplished by his

splendid exhibits of them in town and
country alike—exhibits upon which have
been lavished praise as great as that ever
Ijestowed upon any flower exhibit vet
arranged for the public's delectation.

Holding strongly the view that " unless a
gardener can produce regular supplies of first-

rate vegetables he fails lamentably," he is also
tirm in the conviction that the " professional attain-
ments of the gardener are more often judged from
the variety and quality of the vegetables and fruits
he supplies for the table than from the beauty
and arrangement of the flowers that adorn the
table." Certainly at no time in the history of
gardening was vegetable cultivation so much to
the fore as now, or its value and importance to the
community so fully realised or discussed as at the
present time. Incidentally, the war has revealed
the exceeding apathy of the people in not pro-
viding for themselves supplies of the most whole-
some foods the earth produi es, and of the need fur
putting to use some of the countless thousands of
idle acres throughout the length and breadth of
the land. It was with these things in mind and
knowing Mr. Beckett's keenness in the matter
that I gladly availed myself of a recent invitation
" to come and see the vegetables." Knowing that,
despite a much depleted staff and the introduction
of alien labour into the garden—the erstwhile
carpenters and painters on the estate are now trying
their 'prentice hands at gardening at Aldenham—
Mr. Beckett had saddled hinvself with increased
responsibilities in vegetable culture, the visit was
vested with more than ordinary interest, full as
it would be tothesefamousgardeiisinnormal times.
The Potato Field.—Of outstanding importance

is the taking in of a thirty-three acre field for
Tntato cultivation alone. A rough pasture at
the end of January last and the work of subse-
quently breaking it up repeatedly delayed bv the
severity of the long-continued winter, it is to-day
a vast undulating sward of chiefly maincrop
Potatoes, as, e.g., Great Scot, Iron Duke (a pebble-
shaped variety of great promise). King Edward
and The Factor. With room to develop both
between the plarts and the rows, a firm, sturdy-
looking growth—that best able to resist disease^
was everywhere apparent. Healthy and promising
in the highest degree, it was easy 'to see what an
immeasurable boon a few hundred such acres
would be to the nation in the forthcoming winter.
.\ corner plot—a few acreso—was devoted to winter
greens.

It was not, however, in' large areas alone that
special effort is being made to increase the supply
of food. The same thing is being done on a vast,
if less straightfonvard, scale in the more recently
made plantations which occur mile after mile.
Here in every direction where opportunity occurs
for a root or two of Potatoes—anon, perhaps, a
short row—they have been given place, and on
so large a scale will appreciably increase the total
yield. Not exactly the place where anybody would
dream of growing Potatoes, it is but the evidence
of an intensive system everywhere prevailing
and of the desire of making each yard of soil, so
far as this is possible, to yield its quota of useful
food. These two instances are .characteristic of
much that is being done without the kitchen
garden proper.
Within that sphere there are untold acres of

the finest produce conceivable. In the exhibition
arena one has become more or less accustomed
to the picture-making effects of the superb collec-
tions of vegetables staged by Mr. Beckett, little
dreaming that like effects—if of a different pattern
and on a vaster scale-—were equally possible in
the garden. Yet here they were, equally, if not
even more, fascinating because of their perfection,

and more imposing by reason of the vastness of

the scale upon which everything is produced.
The Promise of Peas.—Peas in rows 100 yards

long and 50 feet apart had between crops of Onions,
Lettuce, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Turnip, or Kohl Rabi
—not an inch of ground wasted. The Onions

give an idea of the work which continues un-
ceasingly throughout the year. On an equal
footing with high-class cultural excellence every-
where must be placed a perfect system of rotation,
by which means, as a result of ripe experience,
gaps in the supplies are practically unknown.

POTATOES AT ALDENHAM PARK.

The above photograph depicts a large piece of land in Aldenham Park which in February last

was pasture and is now occupiei by a healthy crop n/ Potatoes. The piece of land in question

is about 30 acres in extent, and the principal varieties are King Edward, The Factor, Arran Chief,

Iron Duke, (,reat Scot anl Windsor Castle.

were by the acre. Sown thinly in boxes in early
February and transplanted to their permanent
positions in late March or early April, they were as
good as could be desired, the thin sowing saving
both seed and labour. The Peas, carefully hand
picked, are all sown in boxes and transplanted.
In this way the regular uniform spacing of the
crop is ensured with, it is urged, an earlier and more
continuous cropping by reason of the momentary
check due to transplanting and the fuller develop-
ment of the plants. In any case there was the
promise of Peas by the bushel. Edwin Beckett
was in full bearing at the moment, with Duke of
Albany, Quite Content, Autocrat and others to
follow on. Of aU the crops growing at this point,
the Peas and Onions have left the greatest impres-
sion on the mind, the almost entire absence of
failures or blanks being alone remarkable. James'
Keeping and Veitch's Maincrop Onions are mostly
favoured for spring sowing.
Runner Beans are treated on all fours with the

Peas, and the fact that they have started to climb
stakes 10 feet to 12 feet high suggests that much
is expected of them. Prizewinner, Scarlet Em-
peror and Best of All are among those finding
most favour.
Cabbages Harbinger, April, Ellam's Early

Dwarf and Flower of Spring, given in the order of
turning in, are favoured for autumn sowing, with
Sutton's Earliest, Tender and True, and Favourite
for spring sowing.

Intensive Cultivation.—in frames early Pota-
toes, Carrots and French Bean were magnifi-
cent. Of the former, May Queen for earliest cropping
was nearly done. Midlothian Early, its successor,
was well in. Grown in a foot or so of old leaf-soil
with but little addition, superb quality tubers
had resulted. What applies to the one applies to
the whole. Elsewhere Vegetable Marrows, started
iri frames, but now growing fully exposed, were
yielding many dozens weekly, Moore's Cream,
Prince Albert, Long Green and Custard being
favoured ; and so the list might be indefinitely
extended. Enough has, however, been said to

In this, as in all matters of gardening, Mr. Beckett
has the generous support and whole-hearted sym-
pathy of his employer—wholesome tonics in the
circumstances whose value it is not possible to
over-estimate. E. H. Jenkins.

SPARROWS IN GARDENS
AFTER many years' experience of these cheeky

birds I have come to the conclusion that

while Wi a general way sparrows are a most
unmifigated nuisance, yet they occasionally

do good. As soon as the Crocuses began to

develop, the sparrows in my old London garden

set to work to pull them to bits, and Primroses

shared the same fate. When summer came round,

they were not nearly so troublesome, and they

actually showed one redeeming feature. The
plants in my old garden were particularly liable

to be attacked by aphides ; and one who has had
no experience of a London garden will scarcely

understand their rapid increase in such confined

quarters. When they got very bad, despite

syringing and all other attempts to keep them
in check, the sparrows would swoop down in

numbers and make short work of the insects.

This happened not once or twice, but formed

quite an annual feature. Now, in a more favoiu"ed

locality the sparrows have lost their good quaUty,

for while they will destroy seedlings of all kinds,

they leave the aphides alone. In the spring they

picked off the shoots of the Pinks. Thinking

moisture might be their pbject, I stood out a couple

of dishes of water, of which they quickly took ad-

vantage and left the Pinks alone. H. P.
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Vegetable Marrows

SOME o£ the best crops of Marrows are

obtained from plants grown on mixed

heaps of soil and odd garden refuse.

Very little attention is given. On the

other hand, we see nice plants growing on

elaborately constructed hotbeds that fail to

yield even an average crop of fruits. Too often

the cause of failure lies in the bed itself, the soil

of which is allowed to become too dry ; then the

young Marrows fail to set, turn yellow and

shrivel up.

Expert cultivators know exactly how to con-

struct the bed, treat the plants, and secure a huge

crop of medium-sized fruits, which are so much

to be preferred to the very large ones. The

more closely the young Marrows are cut, the

freer is the new growth and the formation of

fruits on it.

At the present time cultivators will be

anxiously watching the young Marrows as they

grow. If any female (pistiUate)|flowers fail to

set, and the plants are growing in a thin layer

of soil on a dry bed of straw, give a thorough

watering with clear water and then put on a

layer, quite 4 inches thick, of really good soil.

A bed of this kind needs saturating with water

at least every week in dry weather.

Plants growing on low, flat-topped

beds of rotted manure and loam, mixed,

and those growing on the surface of

beds sunk a littla below the general

soil level usually give the most satisfac-

tory results. Although Vegetable Marrows

are moisture-loving plants, they do not

thrive and bear well later in the summer

if the beds are constructed under the

branches of large trees, as in a rainy

season the drip from the latter is too

much for them.

As the plants now become established

and yoimg Marrows form, stop the leading

stems and also the side branches from

them. The fruits will swell quickly,

especially if diluted manure water is

given. Continue the work of stopping as

the new fruits form'. G. G.

the advice—issue May 26, page 187

—

and make pulp of the Plums without

sugar. By sterilising the jars with sulphur

fumes both before filling and on top of the

pulp after filling, the pulp will keep
perfectly well until the winter, and if

the worst comes to the worst it may then

be eaten without sugar. It is, in fact,

sugarless jam. The great advantage of

this method is that any odd bottles or

jars may be used, and there are scores

of them lying idle in most country

homes. But even these means are not

likely to cope with one-tenth of the

crop that may be reasonably expected,

and drying seems to be the only solution

of the problem.

Cabbages.—Let us turn to the vegetable supplies.

There is likely to be a glut of the Cabbage

VEGETABLE &
FRUIT DRYING^
How are we to preserve the fruit

and vegetable crops this year fof

winter use ?

THE VEGETABLE MARROW BED. COPIOUS SUPPLIES OF
WATER ARE NECESSARY FOR THE SWELLING FRUITS.

I. Shows main stem stopped. 2. Side shoot stopped.

3. Female {pistillate) flowers. 4. Male (staminate) flowers.

5. Branch stopped beyond fruits.

THIS is a subject of great

national importance now occupying
the attention of fruit and vegetable

growers throughout the country.

The Plum crop is good in certain

districts. What is to be done with
the Plums ? In pre-war days, when
Plums were over-abundant and it did
not pay to market them, it was an all

too common occurrence in the orchards
of Kent to leave the fruit to rot

upon the trees. Sugar or no sugar,

such deplorable waste cannot be tolerated

this year. No doubt a good deal of fruit

will be bottled. This is an excellent means
of preserving most soft fruit other than
Strawberries, and sugar is not necessary

at the time of bottling. But the great

difficulty is that of procuring bottles for

this purpose—there arc not enough to

go round. Others, no doubt, will follow

tribe in many gardens. How \aluable this green
food might prove next winter, and drying seems
to be the only practicable way of preserving it.

On the Continent there appears to be no difficulty

in the way of drying vegetables, for it is carried
out on an extensive scale and there is a great
demand for dried vegetables for use in soups
and for other kitchen purposes; but in this
country the drying of vegetables is little under-
stood and seldom tried.

Mint.—It is usual to dry a few herbs such as
Mmt for winter use, and the procedure is simple.
The Mint is gathered dry and tied up loosely in
bundles under cover ; a shet^ where there is a
brisk draught will answer admirably. The bundles
are hung on strings or wires until the leaves are
dry and withered. Artifirial heat is then used
to dry off the stems, and when quite dry the Mint
is rolled up in the hands and sifted to clear the dust.
It is then placed in wide-mouthed bottles and
corked up securely. In such instances a green-
house would make a suitable drying shed, especially
if heated by pipes ; but it is found that the colour is

better preserved in vegetables whendried in thedark.
Broad Beans, which are now yielding un-

commonly good crops, are easily preserved by

drying. For this purpose the Beans should be
left to ripen on the plants. Pick them in September
when the haulms are turning black, and dry in an
oven with gentle heat. The Beans leave the pods
readily and may be stored in a dry cupboard,
for preference in a tin box.

Peas.—^Round or field Peas, such as the well-

known Harrison's Glory, may be dried in a similar
way, but Marrowfats are much inclined to
shrivel and turn yellow when subjected to this

treatment. Nevertheless, they are perfectly whole-
some when dried. Green Peas are best soaked
in a 10 per cent, solution of carbonate of soda

;

this preserves the colour and prevents toughness.
It should be remembered that dried Peas and
Beans are far more nutritious than those preserved
in salt, owing to the fact that a high percentage
of the protein is washed away with the running
water in the unsalting process.

While the drying process is extremely simple
with such things as Peas, Beans and Mint, it

must be admitted that the drying of Plums
and, let us say, the Cabbage tribe presents many
difficulties. To be perfectly frank, we do not know
of an inexpensive and satisfactory means of drying
these crops which could be recommended, for use
in the average household. If readers oould furnish

us with particulars of the methods practised

abroad in the preservation of fruit by drying, it

might be of great utility to those growing fruit in

this country. If Plums and Apples could be desic-

cated and stored in English homes, as in Switzerland
(see "Suggestions for Drying Fruit," issue June 30,
page 247), the economy in valuable food would be
enormous. There are expensive drying machines to

be had, but when only a few bushels of surplus pro-

duce are grown the purchase of an elaborate drying
machine is not likely to prove a sound
investment. Obviously it would not pay
to set up an expensive plant to deal with
the possibility of a surplus, such plant
to lie idle in years when there is not
a superabundance of garden produce.
Demonstrations are being held in various
counties by the British Fruit Evaporator
Company, and their apparatus, known as

the National Evaporator, seems to have
given general satisfaction even among
experts. The writer had the privilege to
attend one of these demonstrations a few
days ago, and in the hands of an expert
knowing the right temperatures and the
right length of time for drying the various
produce the results were highly satisfactory.

Plums, Apple rings, Potatoes, Cabbage,
Sugar Beet and Carrots were among the
subjects selected for drying. This 'evapo-
rator, like others we have seen, consists of

a wooden box divided into compartments
of shallow trays. Each tray has a wire
foundation tacked on to a wooden
frame, and is so made that it may be
taken out. The evaporator is heated by
gas, and secures a free circulation of hot
air over the material to be dried and
the maintenance of an even temperature
for hours, and these conditions are essen-
tial for the drying of fruits or vegetables
either for domestic or commercial purposes.

Hitherto the demand for dried vege-
tables in this country has not been
sufficiently steady at a remunerative price
to enable this industry to be conducted
on commercial lines, except perhaps in-

one or two specialised instances ; but the
British Fruit Evaporator Company are so
confident that there will be a ready market

for dried produce that they are prepared to make
arrangements with their clients to take all the
dried produce from them at the current market
rates.

With regard to the drying of Apples and Plums,
Professor Dunstan of Wye College, who has made
a special study of fruit and vegetable drying,
expresses the opinion that it has not yet been
found possible to compete with American Apple
rings or Continental Prunes. In the manufacture
of Apple rings for sale a white appearance is essential,

and to obtain this the fruit must be sulphured
;

while in the case of Prunes a careful study of the
subject has led Professor Dunstan to state that our
English varieties are not suitable, as a Plum rich

in sugar and of a less watery consistency than
English Plums is required to make an article

which is saleable. Be this as it may, we have
lately heard a farmer say that in pre-war days the
famous Carlsbad Plums were grown in Buckingham-
shire and sent to Carlsbad for the purpose of

being specially dried. Whether English Plums
will or will not make satisfactory Prunes we do
not know, but of this there can be no doubt

—

that dried English Plums make splendid jam.
Therefore, in the event of sugar not being procurable
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at the time when the fruit is ripe, the Plums
'should either be preserved as pulp or dried, and
111 the two methods the latter seems preferable.

One great advantage of drying over bottling is

that the produce takes far less space for storage,

and it is, of course, so very much lighter for trans-

port. Speaking generally, about four-fifths of

the weight of green or fresh vegetables consists

of water. Proper drying removes the water only,

and the residue one-fifth is food material ; therefore
lib. of dried vegetable makes about 5lb. when
boiled in water. The proportion of water varies
considerably in different crops, but the point oi

One end is pointed and the other painted with

dark lead colour that has a dash of green in it,

and the name is written in white paint. These

STIRLING
CASTV

A WATER-WORN STONE MAKES A SUITABLE

LABEL AT THE FOOT OF A FRUIT TREE.

importance is that drying is merely concentration,

and in this form the food is so much more easily

handled. The small quantity of 4ilb. of dried

Pershore Plums made, with the addition of sugar,

49lb. of excellent jam. With Apples, 4I tons of

fresh fruit when dry would weigh about i ton ;

while it would take approximately 10 tons of

Cabbage to make i ton of dried Cabbage. The
great reduction of weight in transport is

apparent.
Unfortunately, there are very few drying experts

in this country. A school for the instruction of

men and women in the art of drying is, we under-

stand, to be opened shortly, and there is great need
^for such instruction without further delay. But,

as I have already pointed out, it is very doubtful

if it would pay to set up drying plant to deal with
garden surplus if such plant is to lie idle in years

when there is no glut. What, then, is to happen
to the surplus vegetables of private gardens ?

Clearly this is a case for organisation, in which
a central depot should be established—a sort of

Covent Garden—to which fruit and vegetables

should be sent for drying from all parts of the

country. There is a great and urgent need, and
it is the clear duty of the Food Production Depart-
ment of the Board of Agriculture to see that it is

done. Now is the time to act. The waste of

produce even in small gardens may be enormous
before the winter arrives. The Food Department
should realise that it is their duty to see that centres

are established for the drying of all surplus

fruits and vegetables of gardens, both large and
smaU. H. C.

GARDEN LABELS
[ABELS are ugly things and should never

be seen in ornamental ground, but they

Tabei

I
I

I are necessary in the kitchen garden and

I reserve ground, and even there it is well

* ' that they should be as little unsightly

as may be. The illustrations show three kinds of

labels, two of them of purely local material. There

is a kind of blackish stone that occurs over a few-

square miles of our district in South-west Surrey. It

contains a large proportion of iron, and was, in

fact, used as iron ore by the Romans at a place

four miles from here ; a chain of ponds where the

fall of the water provided the power for their

works are still called the Hammer Ponds. There

the ironstone is in small, rough pieces, but just

here it is in larger lumps, water-worn to an almost

smooth surface. Such stones, with the name
painted in plain white letters, do well as labels

placed on the ground at the foot of Apple trees.

Other labels we make from the staves of paraffin

barrels when, cut in half, they have served for

other uses and, finally, from the rusting of the

hoops, have fallen to pieces. They are of sound

Oak and, being soaked with paraffin, are long lasting.

USEFUL G.\RDEX LABELS.

we use for Michaelmas Daisies. They would be

too conspicuous for the ordinary flower border,

but are soon hidden by the quick growth of the

.A.sters, and yet can be found when wanted. A
smaller label we make of Hazel rods about an inch

thick, cutting them anything from 10 inches to

12 inches long. One end is pointed and the other

shaved to about a third of the thickness with a
draw knife, leaving a smooth surface for a smear
of white paint, which is then written on with a

soft black pencil. G. J.

A Well-shaped Garden Trowel
Some years ago, having felt the want of a better-

shaped trowel, a consultation with a friendly

firm of ironmongers and one or two trials

resulted in a tool so handy and pleasant to use

that one cannot wish for a better. The blade

is flatter than usual, and the handle, instead of

being turned into various useless forms, is quite

plain and smooth, like that of a bricklayer's tool.

This plain handle is a great comfort, enabling the

trowel to be turned or twisted in the hand as may
be required. Unfortunately, just at present the

existing stocks have been sold out and Government
restrictions on the use of steel stand in the way of

Tenewal, but it will be made again after the war.

Gardeners who have had it in use do not willingly

have any other kind. G. J.

A Hertfordshire Hardy
Fernery

SP.\CIOUS hardy ferneries are, in my ex-

perience the exception rather than the

rule, even in acknowledged good gardens.

But I came across one the other day at

Danesbury Park, Welwyn, the residence

of A. W. Merry, Esq., which is well worth

recording. The ground it occupies must be

approaching half an acre in extent, while the idea

to so utilise such a position shows considerable fore-

thought and skill on someone's part in past years.

Its actual site is in the park, a matter of two or

three minutes' walk from the residence, and it was
probably the scene of an old quarry. There are

a few very large stone boulders to be seen, but

whether found naturally or specially taken there I

would not hazard. If the latter was the case, all

traces of artificiality have gone, for the materials

are weather-beaten and overgrown with moss.

Planting has been done in bold patches or colonies,

and there is considerable variety. Besides planting

on the varying ground-levels, old tree stumps

have been hollowed for planting in too, thus

giving a further touch of naturalness to the scheme.

One omission, however, was very noticeable in

such a fernery : I could not find a trace of the

Royal Fern, Osmunda regalis. Its absence was

the more remarkable because appropriate positions

abounded and water had been laid on, thus pre-

cluding the question of a sufficiency of moisture

so essential to the well-being of this particular

Fern.

The entire enclosure is fenced with iron

railing and some groupings of trees, which,

when viewed from a distance, suggests no

thought of a fernery being so pleasantly sheltered

within. C. T. H.

GARDEN TROWEL.
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Plants on a Small Moraine Garden.—Ill

By T. ASHTON LOFTHOUSE.

Delphinium nudicaule.--Although not neces-

sarily a moraine plant, it is very effective with its

red flowers, and provides a useful break from the

dwarfer plants which necessarily predominate.

Dianthi.—Dianthus alpinus does beautifully,

especially in the more limy portion. Several of

my plants were raised from seed, and the flowers

\ary somewhat, both in size, colour and zone

marking ; it is usual to mulch them after flowering,

and again in the winter or spring. Plants not in

moraine are apt to go off through being attacked

at the root, and also from the persistent attacks of

the slug family. I sometimes notice pieces nipped

off and lying about the plants ; this may possibly

be due to the attentions of either field mice or birds.

D. Freynii, the plant I have

representing this species, and

which was supplied to me by a

well-known firm, has what 1 take

to be the characteristics of this

species, being dwarf, compact,

and having flowers about half an

inch in diameter on very short

stems ; but the flowers are white

with a thin pink zone, and some-

what disappointing. D. neglectus,

the prettiest of the Dianthus

family, while, as a rule, satisfac-

tory under ordinary conditions if

precautions are taken to prevent

it being overgrown, revels under

moraine conditions. A plant that

I have in this is covered with

its lovely flowers every season,

and last summer had over 150

flowers at its first flowering. If

the dead flowers are picked off at

the time and the plant is mulched,

it continues to flower until well

into the autumn. D. sylvestris
'

has flowers somewhat like the

last, but on iuuch longer stems

—

in fact, too long for a small

moraine, the specimen I had

having flowering stems well over

12 inches in length, and requiring

staking to keep it off adjacent

plants.

Other Dianthi that I have are

D. petraeus alba, D. Lereschii (a

dainty white-flowering form on

stiff 3-inch stems), D. kamtchati-

cus, D. graniticus, D. caesius albus,

D. Falconeri (too tall for this

purpose), as is also D. atrorubeus,

which has been removed. D. caesius

Bickhami. — Moraine conditions

proved too much to the liking of

this good form ; the, flower-stalks,

instead of being 3 inches to

4 inches, were 6 inches or 7 inches. Species

recently added, but which have not flowered yet,

are D. Sirasii, D. creticus and D. dentosus.

Leontopodium alpinum.—One or two plants

of this placed in the driest part failed to maintain

themselves, being one of the only failm^es, but as

it flourishes in other parts of the garden I did not

trouble any further with it.

Linaria alpina revels in the moraine, rooting

and seeding itself in every direction, its pretty blue

and orange flowers prevailing more or less the whole

of the summer and well into the autumn. The

prettier rose-coloured form seems to be more

delicate and do^s not grow or seed about nearly

so freely as the blue form.

Mertensia primuloides.—An exceedingly pretty

flower, but the plant does not seem quite happy ; it

would probably do better in a peat moraine, in

which 1 am now trying it. It grows about

6 inches high, with pm'plish, white-edged flowers

in clusters. (See illustration.)

Morisia hypogoea.—Only introduced in 1915,

when it flowered quite well ; it survived the winter

but did not increase perceptibly, and failed to

flower last year.

Myosotis rupicola.^This has proved a dis-

appointment, as so often happens with the smaller

seeding for another purpose, and that is that they
seed and come up so freely under these conditions
that they would soon take absolute possession.

Petrocallis pyrenaica.—A very suitable plant
and quite at home, being covered with its pretty
pink flowers in the spring, but it is a plant that is

better for a little protection in the winter, at least

in a district such as this.

{To be continued.)

MERTENSIA PRIMULOIDES.

beauliful little plant for the moraine. {About natural

Forget-me-nots. I raised plants from seed, some

of which flowered the following season, but they

all gradually died off, receiving considerable assist-

ance from the attentions paid to them by the slug

family. It is possible that this requires treating

more or less as a biennial, and in a suitable position

would probably seed and maintain itself.

Papaver alpinum.— These beautiful dwarf

Poppies are quite at their best on the moraine,

flowering freely in white, yellow and orange (yellow-

being dominant) all the summer, the period being

considerably extended if the flowers are not allowed

to seed. It is just as well to prevent them from

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.
Potatoes.—When lifting the early varieties,

any seed required for next season's planting
should be carefully selected, dried, and stored at
once. Misshapen tubers should be rejected.
Those weighing from ijoz. to 20Z. are the most
suitable. .Large tubers if not cut are wasteful.

Cutting sometimes results in loss
, from slug and wireworm attacks,

uliich means gaps in the rows.

Peas.—All rov/s, .especially of
late sorts, should, directly they
are earthed up, be heavily mulched
to conserve the moisture in the
soil. Lack of this is a sure fore-
runner of mildew, which is the
worst evil late Peas have to con-
tend with. If the weather is con-
tinuously dry, copious supplies of
water should be given to all Peas
iu any stage of growth.

Scarlet Runners are revelling
iu the hot sun. They are fast
creeping up the supports, making
luxuriant foliage. Avoid over-
crowding by thinning the laterals.

^ 1 f extra large pods are required, thin

,
the clusters of fruit. Mulch the space
between the rows with long strawy
manure and syringe the plants in

ihc evening after a hot day.

Vegetable Marrows.—Keep the
plants well supplied with water,
especially those on narrow hillocks,

to ensure a free " set " of fruits.

Where the plants are on manure-
heaps and growing extra strongly,
the weakly growths should be cut
out to avoid overcrowding, which,
with the excessive manure in

u'hich the roots ramble, often
results in abortive blossoms. Such
plants do not require so much
water. It is better to allow them
to become dry, thus checking
exuberant growth,

Rhubarb.—Now is the time to
ensure good crowns for next
season's forcing. Promptly remove
any flower-stems that throw up,

as the formation of seed-pods tends
to weaken the maturing of the
crowns. Keep the plants free from
weeds or anything that may shade
them from direct sun.

Brussels Sprouts where put

out early are growing apace, and
promise to reach 4 feet high for

the tall-growing sorts, which is

deemed satisfactory. Keep the

plants free from weeds, and the

soil stirred between the rows even
if there are no weeds. The latest

batch for outside-sown plants should be put out

at once on any spare plot. They may give some
useful sprouts in the spring.

French Beans.—Well water the late-sown

rows in the open and sow seed in a skeleton

frame for use in the autumn, should an early frost

out off the runners. As the cold nights come on,

the lights should be put on to protect the plants

from a check to growth.

Cabbage.—Sow a pinch of seed of Harbinger

on moist soil to ensure speedy germination for an

early plot.

Lettuce should be sown frequently in well-

watered drills to ensure a succession of crisp

heads. Always thin the plants early. Those

left in the rows will mature quickly and cause

less trouble than those transplanted.

size.)
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Fruit Under Glass. ,

Melons now showing colour sliovild have less

water at the roots, but not be dried off entirely.

Abundance of air ought to be given the plants,

which improves the colour and flavour of the

fruits. Successional plants in houses or frames

should have the growth regulated, avoiding over-

crowding. Pinch the shoots a joint or two beyond

the fruits, and carefully fertilise the blossoms to

ensui-e an even and quick "set" of four fruits

on each cordoa-trained plant in the Melon-house.

In the frames smaller-fruited varieties are generally

grown. These may carry half a dozen full-sized

fruits on each plant. Weakly growing plants

should be stimulated with liquid manure.

Grapes.—Where Vines are growing in the

Peach-house, greenhouse or conservatory, although

requiring air freely after the berries are thinned,

care sho'dd be takeffthat they are not exposed to

direct draught, which is the most fertile cause

of mildew, .^void overcrowding the shoots, but

thin and stop lateral growth promptly, going

over the Vines for this purpose certainly once a

week. Well water the inside borders where the

Vines are swelling their berries, and mulch with

half-decayed horse or cow rtlanure. Inside

borders require much water, especially where
the Vines are growing wholly in them and the

drainage is good.

Strawberry layers for forcing plants should be

secured in 3-inch pots without delay, and ouglit

to be regularly watered to ensure quick rooting.

It is an advantage to get the plants early into their

fruiting pots, so that they may be well supplied

with roots before the autumn.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Directly the Ramblers have gone out

of flower is the time to commence the pruning

of this section. Take a full-sized plant of any
variety that has bloomed fully and made vigorous

sucker-like shoots from the base. From these

latter the next season's flower crop will be obtained.

The point to bear in mind is to preserve these

growths intact and mature them thoroughly,

so that they pass through the following winter

without harm and are in a thoroughly matured
condition to give a maximmn of bloom. Cut
clean away all growths that flowered this season,

loosely securing to the supports the new shoots.

Dwarf plants of Hybrid Tea and other sections

have given their first crop of flowers in quite a

satisfactory manner. Go over the plants and
shorten back the shoots from which the blooms
were simply picked off after flowering. This
cutting back of some inches of the shoot will

induce more vigour in the basal eyes, which will

give stout growths and another full flower crop.

Such plants would be all the better for a mulch of

horse-manure or a sprinkling "f superphosphate
over the surface soil, 61b. to the rod, or sib. of

sulphate of ammonia, well watering the plants

afterwards. E. Molyneu.x.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Weeds.—These, after a rest, will now be
germinating, and if the hoe meanwhile has been
laid aside it should be again brought out and ever>"

bare space scuffled neatly. This can now be
quickly done and will save much labour later,

and probably also a standing eyesore, should time
not be found' to clean the ground.

Routine Work.—it is, sad to say, not un-
common to see the whole of the Pea sticks, the dead
Pea haulm, and the remains of seed-beds of spring-
sown stuff standing up till now and even over
the autumn, as well as Potato shaws, cut-over
Cauliflowers, &c. It is difficult to assure people
who are so, unthrifty of time that less labour is

involved in clearing off crops as they pass over and
recropping the ground at once than in allowing
things to stand over. Successful garden manage-
ment consists largely in keeping everything in

hand so that no arrears are e\'er left to be ruider-

taken when other work ought to be done.

Winter Tomatoes.—-Delay no longer sowing
seeds of an early variety, raising the seedlings in a
warm structure, but being careful to keep them
there only a short time subsequent to germinating.
A cold frame kept close will suit them very well,

coolness at night and heat in the daytime just

suiting these. It is important, too, to repot
at frequent intervals up to lo-inch pots, which are
large enough to enable the plants to carry a good
crop.

THE GARDEN.

Parsley.— It is usual to sow for whiter and spring

use about this date and in a warm position. Some-
times the position is chosen so that a frame can
be placed over the plants during severe weather.

If, however, the spring-sown plants are properly

treated anci given plenty of space, it is seldom, if

ever, that another sowing need be made. There
is no question as to the improved quality of the

latter and the minimised labour involved in its

production.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches.'—The shoots for another year should

be selected, superfluous ones, though ever so few,

being removed, and those left secured to the walls.

A simple method consists in securing these by
means of small shoots of Willow or Snow-
berry, each end being kept in place under
the shoots on either side of that to be fastened.

Terminal shoots have to be nailed to the wall,

keeping them quite straight.

Princess Beatrice ripens on
a south wall about this

date, sometimes a little

later. It is a small fruit

and worth growing
because it is so early.

Those who have little

knowledge of this should
not let the fruits ripen on
the trees. They are best

picked when they come off

after a gentle pressure

—

not enough to damage
the fruits—and laid for a
day or two to mature in a

cool room. In this they
may be kept for a con-
siderable time if not wanted
at once.

Plums.— Y o u n g trees

make very long growths
during summer, and those
chosen to form a founda-
tion for the future tree

should be examined occa-

sionally, fastened securely

to the wall, and laid in

perfectly straight. Fruit

on Rivers' Early Prolific

is ripening, and as Plums
are a very short crop, it

may be bottled if wanted
for dessert, when well

ripened not being a de-
spicable variety by any
means. Then the tree

should be securely netted,

an(J* traps set for mice,
these being partial to the
fruit. Very old trees re-

quiring new wood to

rejuvenate them may have
a select number of young
shoots laid above the bare
portions and tied in so

that they may fill the
spaces these occupy when
cut out next winter or

spring. Some old trees

with hollow branches bear
very well when treated
in the abo^'e way. Be
carefvil, however, to dis-

tinguish between gross,

watery shoots and those of medium strength,

which are the better.

The Flower Garden.

General Work.—We have reverted to Geraniums
to some extent this year, having eight beds fur-

nished with these. The final hoeing for the year
should be given, and after this the beds ought to

assume a very gay appearance. Violas which have
been flowering for some time require examining
and all seed-pods and decaying flowers picked off,

otherwise the plants are apt to stop producing
flowers. Lobelias should be spread flat and a little

soil placed in the centre of each. This is a source

of vigour and a raeaus of inducing continuous
flowering. The lovely Godetia Schaminii fl.-pl.,

which I like rather better than later colour

forms, is apt to grow rather lanky and also to

stop flowering owing to seed production. By
switching off the tops two or three times in the

course of the season with a reaping hook this is

obviated, the plants are kept dwarf, and an alto-

gether improved effect is produced.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Prestoiikirk, N.B.
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CAULIFLOWERS FOR
SMALL GARDENS

THE fact that many of the more popular

varieties of Cauliflower need a space

approaching a full square yard if the

large leaves are to have the necessary

room for development—and, unless this

is provided, heads of full size need not be expected

—forbids the owner of a small garden growing

more than a very limited number, yet where these

are in great demand it must be admitted that if

care is exercised in the selection of the variety,

also the date of sowing, few vegetables are more

THE HARDY CAULIFLOWER STANDWELL.

profitable than these to the grower, and a long

succession of heads is possible, covering the period

from early June until quite the end of the autumn,

without resorting to the extra strong growing

varieties requiring 'the above-mentioned space,

and which in some seasons produce heads of such

gigantic size as to make them almost useless

where the family is small, or for others who
prefer the heads cooked whole.

For several seasons I have relied entirely upon

the dwarf-growing varieties, and find that, even

where the heavy dressing of manure usually thought

to be absolutely indispensable for these is

omitted, we get heads of most useful size from

plants occupying less than half the space allowed

for those of the " giant " type.

Seed to supply the first heads being sown in

an ordinary greenhouse about the middle of

February, the plants from this sowing usually

occupy a warm position out of doors during the

latter part of April, and we are never without
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good heads from this sowing for a month, com-

mencing about the middle di Jmie. An outdoor

sowing of the same variety follows about the

end of March, the plants from this sowing Iceeping

up the supply until the end of August. Two
later sowings are made between this and the end

of June, and last December we cut fine heads

from this last sowing up till Christmas, the plants

occupying a very sheltered spot.

Quite the best of these dwarf varieties is found

in Dickson and Robinson's Standwell, the moderate-

sized heads of this never disgracing the name

they bear. Sutton's Magnum Bonum, Early

Bird, Dwarf Erfurt and Early Snowball are very

good, although the last-named often gives many
"blind" plants; while a later introduction by

Carter Page named Matchless gives good heads

eleven or twelve weeks after sowing. On any

moderately good soil excellent results will follow

f either of the above is planted i8 inches by

15 inches in the row. F, R. C.

A COLUMN FOR
THE CURIOUS

" That Hedge, and Hedges."—In The
Garden of Jtme 23 " .\hne Amateur," writing

apparently from an expansive country place

where Nat-ore should teach her the truth,

expresses doubt as to the spiritual mission of a

hedge in the artificial landscape. Averse to any-

thing unpractical or indefinite, I am replying

to our esteemed " Anne Amateur's " request for

a statement as to the spiritual impressi9n of the

hedge. There is no human art which can create
;

it but follows design in Nature. The hedge is

essentially architectural, and in practice marks

the transition from Nature in less or more primitive

form. Classic and Eastern architecture, which

is the most ancient, was evolved upon lines sug-

gested by the trees most familiar in those regions.

This origin is not given the place it should have

in our text-books. Similarly,Western and Northern

architecture was evolved from the trees most

familiar, especially conifers. The aspiration of the

spire and its innumerable adaptations is but the

spiral growth of mafiy coniferse reproduced, as

the dome in the East came from the Palm and

many similar trees with spreading rather than

aspiring stems. The most distinctive feature of

English- nineteenth century horticulture was

coniferae coming into its own in our gardens and

pleasure grounds. The Garden owed much of its

original success to protest against the garden

forming a mere exposition of coloiur. In this

The Garden directly, and yet more indirectly,

assisted coniferae to its true place in garden economy.

Given coniferae thus, our horticulture was free

from the soulless lines of Thorn, Beech, Privet and

so on, which in pre-conifer days were said to be

hedges. We must evolve from the conifer the

hedge with a true spiritual impression, just as the

architect originally evolved the heavenward

pointing spire. There is no practical difficulty

in this save obtuseness as to natural principle.

" Anne Amateur's " hedge of sorts may go a certain

way in the direction of an inspiring impression,

but it is based upon no definite principle whatever.

In Cupressus macrocarpa and Lawsoniana, Juni-

perus chiuensis, many Thuyas and numerous

others we have ample adaptable material for

hedges, either alone or in a modification of

" Anne Amateur's " sorts.

—

Hurstcot.

here. They are in fairly good condition, and are

supposed to be of the time of Queen Elizabeth,

I should be most grateful to " B." if he or she

could tell me which volume of the Gentleman's

Magafine the account comes from, su that 1 may
look it up. I was once told that at Goodrich Court

there was a set of the time of Henry VIII., bearing

his device of the Rose and Pomegranate. One
would like to know where more of these interesting

treasures have been preserved.—(Mrs.) Trevor
CoRBETT, Longnor Hall, Shrewsbury. [These notes

run through many years of the Gentleman's'

Magazine, but they are conveniently summarised
in the Gentleman' s Magazine Library, " Manners
and Customs," G. L. Gomme, pp. 259-280. This

volume has lately been remaindered and can he

purchased for 3s. or so. The particular couplets

quoted are in Part I., r794, pp. 407-409, of original

series.

—

Ed.]

Poesies on FKmT Trenchers or Roundels at
LoNGNOR Hall.

Tliy fortune is full longe to lyuc. For nature dothe longp
lyffe thegugue,

But once a weeke thou may be sicke, And have a sullen
ague yitt.

Thou gapesjt after deade mens shoes. But barefoote thou
are lyke to go.

Content tliyselfe and doe nott ye muse, for fortune saith
itt must be so.

Whatt neddes suche eares opresse thy thoughts, for
fortune saithe thy hope is naught.

Asbrodse thy chauuce is for to kcpe. Butt better a shrodse
faire then a sheepe.

A quiet lyfe surmounteth gohle, Though goode great
store thy coffers liolde.

Yett rather deathe I do besetche. Then moste maister -to

weare noo bretche.

Tiiou hopest for marriage more than niee, Leave of thy
hope ytt wil nott be.

Thy mocke will breede thy hearte suche care. That deatlie
will come or thou beweare.

Harde is ye hope yff you doste nott thrive. Thy is to have
wyves fyve.

And everye one better then thee other, God sende ye
good lucke, I wishe noo other.

If! yt -Dianas birde thou be, And stile haste kepte thye
chastetie,

Seke nott to thrale thy virgins lyfe, Inn miariage withe
a crueli wyfe.

Trencher Poems or Beechen Roundels.—
I was very much interested in " B.'s " accoimt of

the trencher poems in The Garden, issue May 26,

page ig:^ as we have seven of the poesie trenchers

The Royal Horticultural

Society

A
FULL and interesting exhibition

characterised the fortnightly meeting

held at the Drill Hail, Buckingham
Gate, S.W., on July 3. Hardy flowers

were in great variety and beauty,

none more imposing, however, than the rich

displays of Delphiniums, Lilies and new Eremuri,

of each of which there was quite a feast. Roses,

too, were shown galore, and while in much variety,

also included several important novelties, some of

which are richly endowed with fragrance. There

were also some good groups of Sweet Peas,

and these, together with Carnations, new hybrid

Poppies, Gloxinias and Orchids, made up a most

delightful whole. Following are some particulars

of the more important exhibits.

Hardy Flowers.

These were admirably shown by Mr. J. C. Allgrove,
Slough, the group, however, containing nothing of greater
garden merit than the rich array of Lychnis fuigens.
Brilliant scarlet in the typical kind, they were here in
crimson, rose, pink, flesh and other shades that rendered
them welcome and attractive. Trolllus Ledebouri,
of rich orange colour, appeared to attract largely ; while
among choice alpines nothing was more delightful than
the pink-flowered Acantholimon venustxun, of which some
two dozen or more were most charming. A background of
Spiraea arlBefolla with Eremuri and Philadelphus Fantalsle
were other notable things In an excellent lot. Quite
near Messrs, R. W. Wallace and Co., Colchester, had set
up a great gathering of hybrid Eremuri, largely of the
E. Bungel set, though including others. E. Bungei
superbus (lemon colour), E. B. pallidas, Shelford, Shelford
No. 1 and Sir Michael—the last three endowed with shades
of copper or pale tawny orange—are some that most
appealed, though wo cannot omit the lovely new Olgse
Pink, which is doubtless one of the most beautiful of all,
" Fox-tail Lilies " seen^ a not inappropriate name for
tliese, and should do far more to popularise a great race

than any Latin name could possibly do. Iris aurea and
I. Shelford Giant were suggestively grouped near the water,
the pool itself richly ornamented with the choicer Water
Lilies. Of more than ordinary interest, too, was the lovely
if small group of Lilies from the Alder lliver Nurseries,
Iver, Bucks, the most prominent being a delightful dozen,
3 feet to 4 feet high, of the graceful Lilium WillmottlEP, the
plants flowering with great freedom. Already It lias the
reputation of being a good garden Lily, and certainly
it is one of the more attractive. The very rare Man-
churlan L. eernuum was also noted—it is virtually a rose-
coloured tenulfolium, dwarf in habit and among the most
dainty of its tribe. L. Golden Gleam and a sport or
seedling variation with lustrous, waxy, scarlet flowers,
as also a highly promising hybrid (pardalinum x Parryl),
were others well removed from the commonplace, while
practically unique in the genus they adorn. From Bath,
Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon brought a sumptuous
lot of Larkspurs (Delphiniums), not an overwhelming
array, not everything they had in flower, probably, but a
delightful gathering of the best, which should be good
enough for all. Elsie (sky blue), Glory (pale mauve),
Mrs. A. J. Watson (deep mauae, semi-double), Harry
Smetham (Intense gentian blue^^ and Lizzie Van Veen
(bright blue with white eye) were some of outstanding
merit, the giant, well-furnished spires of flowers being
most imposing. Very fine Larkspurs came, too, from
Messrs. Cannell and Sons, some of the best being Ustane,
Rolland, Dick Sands and Eynsford Beauty; while in a
great gathering of these from Messrs. Bakers, Professor
Coleman (brilliant deep blue) and Lizzie Van Veen were
among the more important. Messrs. Bunyard and Co. also
had an extensive display of these best "of July flowers.
Lady Conway (azure blue). Queen Wilhelmina (soft blue).
The Alake, and the rich blue Harry Smetham being
noted. Of quite a different order were the hybrid
double and semi-double Poppies, obviously descendants
of tlie " Shirley " race, staged by Messrs. G. Stark
and Sons. Norfolk. Hardy, in shades of orange, scarlet,
flesh, blush, salmon, rose and the like, they are among
the most attractive of easily grown annuals and specially
well suited to autumn sowing. The most telling things
from Mr. Reuthe were the new forms of Erica cinerea
pygmaea, rosea, and alba minor being noted.

Roses.

These were particularly good from various sources,
though we regret the exigencies of space will not permit
of our dealing with them in detail. Pax in Mr. Pember-
ton's group is a white perpetual-flowering Hybrid Musk ;

Lady Curzon, a single pink Damask, which forms a great
shrub and merits to be so grown. The new crimson
Walter C. Clark and the handsome single Mermaid each
gained an award (see " New and Rare Plants "), and stood
out from the rest in a select lot from Messrs. Paul and
Son. Waltham Scarlet, too, was very brilliant. Another
Rose novelty was the orange sport from Mme. Edouard
Herriot. It was staged in quantity by Mr. T. Robinson,
Nottingham. Mr. Ellsha J. Hicks of Twyford invariably
stages good Roses, and among his best were Red Letter
Day, a most brilliant thing ; the new Climbing Hillingdon,
of richer orange than the original and of free climbing
habit ; lona Herdman, a glorious deep yellow ; and
Florence Forrester, a magnificent white. The gold medal
Rose Charles E. Shea and that most fragrant of Roses,
Mrs. G. Norwood, were well to the fore. The more telling
sorts in a bright lot from Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons
were H. V. Machin, scarlet ; Cupid, a fascinating pink
single; Red Letter Day; and the yellow Climbing
Wichuraiana Emily Gray ; and in that from Messrs.
Frank Cant and Co., Lady Mary Ward, Lyon, lied Letter
Day and Lady Pirrie.

Stove and Gkeenhoitse.

An interesting novelty In this department was Richardia
Elllotioplca (R. Elllottiana x R. sethiopica), the soft
primrose yellow spathes marked at the base with light
purple. The plant is dwarf, the foliage that of the last-

named parent. Acalypha Sknderlana, Medinella magnlflca
and Dracaena Victoria were ail shown in well-grown
examples by Mr. L. R. Russell. Messrs. R. and G.
Cuthbert showed a few big Gloxinias, of which Cuthbert's
Distinction was the largest. We do not, however, think
that mere size is adding to the beauty of these popular
greenhouse flowers. In a group of Ferns from Messrs.
H. B. May and Sons the red-tinted Adiantum Veltchli
was very pretty, Nephrolepis Marshallii compacta being
also well presented.

Sweet Peas.

These were not seen on the extensive scale anticipated,
and but few groups were staged. Some of the finer were
in Mr. J. Stevenson's group, King Mauve, Peace (pink).
Faith (pale blue) and Austin Frederick (lilac and lavender)
being noted. Margaret Fife (mauve). Mrs. Gentle (pink
and white). Admiral Beatty (flue red) and Minnie Piper
(pale salmon) from Messrs. Piper were distinct and good,
as was also Elegance (a blusli pink of large size) from
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Belfast. The finest

exlilbit of these flowers was that from filr. W. H. HoUoway,
Shrewsbury, which was awarded a gold medal by the
committee of the National Sweet Pea Society. The best
vases were those of Royal Purple. Hope, Constance
Hinton (fine white), Charles Foster (pink), Jean Ireland
(cream and pink, a variety for everybody) and Golden
Glory, which, curiously, Is coloured orange scarlet.

ORcmDS.
Of these Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridgo

Wells, showed many good things, none better, however,
than Jliltonla J. Gurney Fowler, whose soft pink flowers
have a wondrous moth-shaped mask of velvety maroon
at the centre. It is one of the most striking ever raised.

M. Bleuana and others, with Cattleya Gaskelllana alba
and a lovely series of Odontiodas, were among other
things. In Messrs. Charlesworth's group Cattleya glgas
Mrs. E. Ashworth (of pretty blush shade), Miltonia
Charlesworthii (pink and dark crimson) and M. Bleuana
(with eleven spikes) were among the more import-ant
items.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Rose Walter C. Clark (H.T.).—This nut very

large variety is coloured rich crimson with maroon
centre, and for colour and easy opening would
attract in almost any stand. Its greatest attribute,

however, is its rich and powerful perfume, in which

respect it excels.

Rose Mermaid.—A single-flowered VVichuraiana

hybrid of the largest size. It is coloured a, rich

deep cream, the cluster of rich golden anthers

throwing the body colour of the flower into

bolder relief. These two were from Messrs.

Paul and ScHis. Waltliam Cross.

Rose Miss May Marriott.—^An orange-coloured

sport from Mme. Edouard Herriot, which needs

no further description. From Mr. Thomas
Robinson, Nottingham.

Odontoglossum Queen Alexandra Memoria
Lionel Crawshay.—A beautiful and distinct

hybrid having dark orange coloured sepals

bordered with gold and chequered with creamy
yellow. The lip is violet and chocolate, with big

white tip. From de B. Crawshay, Esq., Seven-

oaks (gardener, Mr. W. J. Stables).

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

Where a few plants arc infested they may be dipped in a
strong solution of soft soap, but this is iinpracticabK-
where so many are attacked.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ZINNIA LEAVES EATEN (Mauve Poppy).—'The piece

of plant sent is too much dried up to enable us to make
even a guess at the cause of the trouble of which you
complain ; but we suspect caterpillars, whicli hide in
the earth during the day and feed at night, are the culprits.
They should be sought for, but are not easy to discover, as
they are the colour of the earth and he rolled up in it.

INSECTS ATTACKING HARDY PRIMULAS (M. E. W.).—The insects sent are allied to the cuckoo-spit insect and
others which damage plants by sucking the sap ; but,
being immature (and when they reached us dead), they
are not in a state to be named with aec"\iracy. In any
case, they will be difficult to combat, since spraying is

out of the question and poisoning the food impossible.
Sprinkle a little sawdust or sand damped with paraffin
around the plants at the time experience^ has shown you
the attack is likely to commence.
PROPAGATING VARIOUS PLANTS (Mrs. B. P. E.).~

The different subjects named by you can all be propa-
gated by cuttings formed by the half-ripened shoots
of the current season's growth. These cuttings should
be taken off at a length of from 4 inches to 5 inches, the
bottom cut off immediately below a joint, and the lower
leaves removefl'for the purpose of insertion, the latter
part of July being the most suitable time for the purpose.
When made the cuttings must be dibbled firmly into
pots of sandy soil, given a thorough watering through a
fine rose, and stood in a frame which is kept close and
shaded till they are rooted. The lights should be taken
off each morning to ascertain the condition of the soil,

whether water is required, and for the removal of any
decaying leaves. If you have no frame accommodation,
the cuttings may be put in a sheltered border out of doors.
In that case they must be made of the harder wood, say,
the shoots of the previous year, and to a length of Sinches
to 9 inches, two-thirds of which must be buried in the
soil. It is very essential that they are firmly fixed in
the ground, and if the soil is of a stiff nature, some sand
must be incorporated with it.

THE GREENHOUSE.
DISEASED LEAVES ON GREENHOUSE PLANTS

(E. C. 0.).—The leaves sent are badlv infested with
thrips and white flies. The name of Tomato flies is

frequently applied to these last. They are one of the
worst insect pests in the greenhouse once they have
effected a lodgment on the plants tlierein, and difficult
to get rid of. They and the thrips can be destroyed by
the fumes of hydrocyanic acid, but this substance is too
dangerous a poison to be recommended for general pur-
poses. We have before now had a great deal of trouble
to get rid of this fly, and had the most success when
vaporising with the XL All Vaporiser. A single vaporising
is of no use whatever, as the eggs are not affected by it,

and in a few days they hatch out. For this reason the
vaporising should be done at intervals of about three or
four days until the plants are clear. One point to bear
in mind is that at the first application of the uicutine vapour
many of the insects drop to the ground and a fair pro-
portion of them are not killed, so that they again quickly
take their places on the plants. A good plan to check
this is, if the vaporising is done in the evening, to water
the paths and underneath the stages early the following
morning with boiling water or paraffin emulsion. Again,
the very badly infested leaves had better be picked off
and burnt, as they will never resume their natural functions.

FRUIT GARDEN.
WALNUT TREE FIFTEEN YEARS OLD NOT BEAR-

ING FRUIT {.Si^trr Hehrcra. S. S. B.. St. Audrey).^
Walnut trees when raised from seed (the nut) remain
barren a long time. The only way to hasten their fertility
is by root-pruning in the autumn as soon as the leaves
have fallen. The way to do this is to cut a trench round
the tree 21 feet deep and 1 foot wide at a distance of
4 feet from the stem of the tree Cut awav nil roots come
in contact with ivith a sharp knife (not with the spade).
Fill in the trench as soon as the pruning is finished, treading
the soil well down. Root-pruning arrests vigorous shoot
growths and compels the formation of fruit-spurs. Young
trees which are grafted (not raised from seeds) bear fruit
much earlier than trees raised from seed. In regard
to the Mulberry tree casting its fruit before it is ripe,
take away the turf nearly as far as the branches extend,
keep thii surface of the ground clear of weeds or grass,
give the tree a top-dressing of well-decayed manure,
and water heavily three or four times during winter.
Possibly the lower roots are dry.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
RAISING NEW VARIETIES OF POTATOES.—In one

of my previous situations, at the time when Northern
Star Potato was first sold at 5s. per lb., we propagated
a lot of cuttings. The way we done this was to sprout
them in the usual way, and then took off about 2 inches
of each other shoot with a cut at a joint like a Coleus
or Begonia, &c., and put them in sandy soil in small 60's
in a propagating-frame in a warm greenhouse till rooted,
and then potted into 48's, gradually hardened off, and
planted out with balls of soil intact. It is now some
years since, but if I remember rightiv I believe the >ield
was sometliing about a bushel of tubers from the lib.
of seed. Perhaps if you could give in THE Garden the
average amount of tubers to be expected from a peck of
seed— 1. early sorts ; 2, late sorts—it would be a help to a
lot of new allotment holders this year.—W. Smallhone.
[Your experience in propagating the Northern Star Potato
when the variety was scarce and dear is interesting,
although the method you describe is not new. Perhaps
next spring, before Potato planting-time, you will send
us a note about it. Average weight of Potatoes which
may be expected as a result of planting lib. of seed.

—

The answer to this question can only be approximate.
On an average it takes about seven tubers of seed Potatoes
to weigh lib. The return depends so much on the quality
of the soil and its high culture or otherwise, making it

difficult to give a reliable answer to such a question.
The most that can be expected under ordinary cultiva-
tion is from eight to twelve usable Potatoes, with perhaps
eight or nine small ones from one root from early ones,
and more in proportion from later and hea^ie^ cropping
varieties.—ED.]

iMXSCELLANEOUS.
REPOTTING SWEET BAYS (W. O. 5.).—Sweet Bav

trees may be repotted at the present time or at any time
during tlie next two months. The best time is. however.
April.

CABBAGE-ROOT MAGGOT {Rev. E. R.).—The Cabbages
&c., are attacked by the Cabbage root maggot (Phorbia
brassicse), a very troublesooje pest. Card discs may be
cut or obtained ready for use from Messrs. Robinson,
Dow Street, Manchester, to slip round the stems of the
Cabbages at soil level. These will prevent the flies from
laying their eggs near enough to the Cabbages to permit
the larvje to reach them, but they should be placed in
position as soon as the Cabbages are set out in order to
catch the first brood of files. Another method is to
sprinkle sand or sawdust, damped with paraffin, along the
rows, as this will check the flies from approaching too
closely, but the treatment requires renewal at intervals.
Lastly, in any case it is well to draw earth up to the plants
so as to induce them to root out above the place of attack
and so to secure their future growth.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—G. F.—Both of the Rubi are

correctly named. In both speciesthe flowers contain both
male and female flowers (hermaphrodite). There is no
reason why they should not bear fruit, except probably
the absence of pollinating agency. F. L. H.—Crataegus
tanacetifolia. C. A. W.—Periploca grreea. W. P.
D.—Lysimachia vulgaris (yellow Loosestrife). G. TV.
B.—Matthiola sinnata ; this pkint has no food value.
H. M. T.—Rose Lady Hillingdon. H. A'.—The
Garland Rose.

Mr. H. B. May, V.M.H.—We Hear that Mr.

H. B. May, the chairman of the floral committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society, has recently

undergone a serious operation for the throat.

His many friends will be relieved to know that he

is progressing satisfactorily.

The War Office notifies that from twiv onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country loill be stopped,
except those sent by publishers and neirsagents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Nortvay,
Sweden, Stmtzerlarid, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street Covent Garden, TF.C.

Proposed Federation of

Allotment Holders
[To THE Editor of " The Garden."]

Sir,—The crisis through which the nation is

passing in consequence of the war has awakenea
the pubUc as never before to the vital necessity

of putting forward every effort to promote home-
grown food production. There is a deep and grow-

in;; feeling that the movement for home-grown food

production is not only worthy of every effort as a

war-time expedient, but must be strengthened and
developed as a permanent feature of our national

life. In furtherance of these objects it is proposed

to make an effort to bring together into a National

Association of Allotment Holders all those who are

engaged in this great and growing movement.
The necessity for removing the many dis-

abilities (arising from their isolated position)

experienced by allotment holders is clear ; hence

the need for an organisation able to bring about

close and practical co-operation.

The advantages of such an association are many.
Among them are :

1. A co-operative effort in the purchase of seeds,
implements, manures and accessories needed by
allotment holders.

2. To ensure that the allotment question secures
that publicity and consideration from those in

authority, landowners, and the public generally,
which its importance demands.

3. To safeguard the interests of plot holders
with regard to tenure, so that if and when it may
be found that allotments occupied have to be given

. up, other suitable land shall be provided.
4. To co-operate in any movement towards

such changes in our laws as will make it easy

—

instead of, as at present, difficult—for willing
workers to grow their own food as near their homes
as possible, at rents and under conditions which
are reasonable and just.

5. To promote educational work of a practical
character with a view to instructing adult workers
and their children in the all-important work of

food production.

This society, with its nine years' experience,

is taking the initiative in this effort in order that

something practical on the lines suggested may be

secured ; and we therefore invite allotment

societies in your district to co-operate with us

and take a hand in formulating a scheme based

on democratic principles such as will commend
itself to all, and enable those concerned to give

voice to their ideals.

We invite communications from readers on the

subject, and a form for affiliation will be gladly

returned to them on application to John Gorman,
Hon. Secretary, The Vacant Land Cultivation

Society, 14, Buckingham Street, Strand, W.C.2.

OBITUARY
PHILIPPE DE VILMORIN.

The many friends of M. Philippe de Vilmorin

in this country will learn with deep regret of the

death of the head of thewell-knownfirmof Vilmorin-

Andrieux and Co. of Paris. Having enlisted for

the war, M. de Vilmorin was appointed Secretary

to the French War Office Delegation in London,

where he caught the complaint to which he fell

a victim on June 30, at'the age of forty-five,

leaving a widow and six children. His premature

death is a great loss to his family and to the world

of horticulture. The funeral took place at

Verrieres le Buisson, the home of the Vilmorin

family, on July 3. There was a large and sym-

pathetic attendance, among which were the repre-

sentatives of the President of the French Republic,

of the Marine, Treasury and Agrictilture Depart-

ments, and of the various scientific and trade

societies of which M. Philippe de Vilmorin was a

member.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

w POWELL-OWEN

Things in General

IN
my notes of June 30 I pointed out how

important it was to encourage all layers

that are to be retained for the winter egg-
soiison to moult early and normally.

Late Moult.—With hens to be disposed of, the
opposite is desired. Prom a business point of

view the hens should be encouraged to postpone
their moult and meanwhile to continue in profit.

As the time for the moult approaches, the birds

should be kept on free range and be liberally fed.

Their egg-yield should be carefully noted from
day to day, and; if it decreases, a little more animal
food should be added to the soft food.

Forcing for Eggs.—By increasing the amount
of animal food and giving soft food e.\clusively

—

for breakfast and tea—eggs can be forced. This
speeding up of egg-production will keep the birds

from moulting, and they will thus return extra
profit during the last " lap." Grit and shell

must be provided ad lib. to ensure perfectly shelled

eggs and thorough digestion. Poultry-keepers, 1

am afraid, do not pay sufficient attention to grit

and shell. These materials should not be bought
in small quantities, as under this arrangement
stocks are always running short. Then, too,

there is the question of cost. It is most advisable
to buy grit and shell in bulk, since it is always
there when wanted and there is a considerable
saving in cost. This is a point poultry-keepers
should carefully study. Many poultry-keepers put
ground shell in the soft food—about a teaspoonful
per head—which plan ensures every layer getting
a supply of shell-forming material.

Reducing Stoclts.—The Poultry Advisory Com-
mittee of the Board of Agriculture (recently
inaugurated to watch over the interests of the
PoiUtry Industry) passed the following resolution
at its first meeting :

" That all hatching should cease for 1917 ;

that all old stock cocks should be killed at

once ; that with the exception of certain hens
selected for breeding stock all hens hatched
in 1915 or earlier that go broody and show
signs of moult should be cleared, as well as any
1916 hens that indicate by their appearance
that they wiU not be profitable ; that as soon
as possible all 1917-hatched cockerels not
required for stock purposes in 1918 should be
killed."

As students will have already observed, I am
a great adherent to the slogan " Pullets for eggs
and hens for chicks." The most prolific 1916-
hatched hens will be required for breeding purposes
next spring, and winter egg-production in the
main should fall upon the well-matured 1917-
hatched pullets. After an endeavour has been
made to obtain by special handling and force-
feeding (on lines before indicated) a last round
of eggs from the 1915-hatched hens, they should
be disposed of. There are exceptions, however,
and I would not hesitate to retain for breeding
purposes next season selected hens that would
on past performances increase the prolificacy of
my strain. Waste of good material is false economy
in the long run !

The Males.—Surplus adult males should from

the business point of view be disposed of, but any

required for the maintenance of one's laying

strain should be retained. The introduction of

fresh-bloodjd males into one's particular flocks

does not always lead to satisfactory results by

way of progeny and their laying performances

subsequently. While, then, surplus 191 6 and

1917 males should be disposed of, poultry-keepers

must have both eyes on the breeding operations

of next season. The best mating to produce

healthy, vigorous chickens in 1918 )vill be 1916-

hatched hens headed by a strong, well-matured

1917 cockerel. The next choice falls on 1917-

hatched pullets headed by a 1916-hatched male.

Age should be on one side for best results in

"fertility" and " rearability," and preferably

on the female's. If we rely for winter eggs chiefly

on the current year's pullets and carrV on with

an equal number of hens, our egg-baskets will be

satisfactory.

The Dry Mash.—Where a complete change of

feeding is adopted, the fowls will not often take

readily to their diet. The owner must therefore

trick the birds in some way or other. For a time

the present method of feeding might be followed,

a little dry mash being given as an " extra " each

day. The dry mash can be gradually increased

until the new method of feeding is carried out

in toto. Another plan to adopt is to keep the

new food before the fowls until their hunger

drives them to it, but this method tends to upset

the egg-laying of the birds. It is a case of

perseverance. Many birds will refuse to touch

certain grains, but by careful handling they

are soon tempted to sample them, when they

finally acquire a taste for those seeds or grains

they formerly refused. Those who intend to

feed their adult pullets on the dry mash system

should get the birds accustomed to the same from

the time that, they approach maturity.

Scarcity of Eggs.—When last summer I pre-

dicted that eggs would in some instances realise

sixpence each in the winter months, many perhaps

smiled, but my prophecy turned out true. With
so many poultry-keepers disposing of their stocks

owing to the panic caused by recent food orders,

the winter egg is still more uncertain in price.

Writing from Chicago, an American poultry-

friend tells me that England is planning for the

purchase there of huge poultry and egg supplies.

I understand that the British Government are

in the market for 2,000 cars of eggs (or 24,000,000

dozen) and 800 cars of poultry (or 8o,ooo,ooolb.

in weight). The cost of this American poultry

produce must total nearly £3,000,000. I am not

here concerned with the very important problem

as to whether home poultry-producers could not

the better supply this order and save tonnage.

The news points to the fact that there will be a

shortage of eggs in the near future. Poultry-

keepers are well placed in that they have eggs

at their door, and I strongly recommend all my
students to put down as many eggs as possible

from now onwards.

Preserve Eggs Now.—When winter comes along

no household is complete, to my way of thinking,

without its full supply of eggs down in preservative.

Even if they are used for culinary purposes only

they save the winter new-laids, and since hundreds

of eggs can be preserved for the outlay of a few-

pence, the matter should be taken up by every

housewife, whether she keeps poultry or not. A
f«w eggs put down now will not be missed, whereas

they will be very welcome when taken out of the

preservative during the time when all the layers

are moulting and therefore " out of profit," or

later still if the pullets do not come into lay to

time, as so often happens.

Food Restrictions.—Many poultry-keepers seem

to be under the impression, erroneously, that they

cannot use grain for poultry. No orders have

been issued restricting the use of any cereals

for poultry with the exception of wheat, rice and

rye, and even of these tail and damaged samples

may be used.

WHITE RUNNER DUCKS.
Universally ^ept for their sterling laying merits.

The property of Messrs. Taylor, Rotherwas,

Hereford.

ADVICE ON FOVLTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Gaeden FouUry Expert,

vfill be pleased to answer, free of charge, any questions dealing
with poultry-keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope
should be enclosed, when a lenf/thy and detailed reply will be
posted promptly. Communications should be sent to Mr.
W. Powell-Owen, care of The Oakden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C. 2.
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Pale-coloured Yolks.

lyrANY poultry students write me asking the

reasons for pale-coloured yolks. Aiiy shortage
of green-food wDl result in the yolks being pale

ill colour, as will the adoption of "sameness"
in feeding. There is nothing like variety of

foods, provided one does not adopt too sudden
changes. Maize and sunflower seeds—especiallv

the latter—both darken and strengthen the yolks,

as does sprouted rape. Layers benefit by having
occasionally an iron tonic in their drinking water,

and sulphate of iron can be recommended, since

this darkens the yolks. By dissolving half an
ounce of sulphate of iron in a quart of boiling

water a good stock medicine is obtained. As a

dose add a tablespoonful of the mixture to each
quart of drinking water, using an earthenware
or similar vessel.

Ovary and Oviduct.

"J^HE hen's reproductive system consists of

ovary and oviduct. The former resembles
a bunch of grapes, the unripe yolks (or ova)
varying in size from very small specks to that
<if a large chestnut—according to stages of

development. As each yolk ripens, it drops
into the funnel-shaped entrance of the oviduct.

The latter is a long, whitish-coloured tube, and
its walls by the contraction of muscles carry
the yolks down. Each yolk dm-ing its passage
down the oviduct is fertilised and covered with
several layers of albumen or white, the whole
being shelled in the last chamber. Until laid,

the shell is but a thin covering of lime, which
hardens directly it is exposed to the air.

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Laaflet and Fru Simtl*
with instruetioni Fre*.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehoute, London, E.

Awarded Medal al Royal Hor ticultural
Exhibitio'i. igii.

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

GLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and coniaiMs the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY QROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Rearing.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/ cwt.. 7/- ^-cwt. Carnage paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

ROBERT MILLER'S

HEN HOUSES
are I%IOH:i7-OI4^-arOP of every other

make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for
STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.

Downright satisfaction always.
Catalogue Free.

ROBERT MILLER, Denny.

THE BEST EGG PRESERVATIVE

PUR-dvA-INE.
Preserve now while egps are at their lowest price.
Customers using our " Purovaine " in 1900 are still
ordering it iu 1917, which proves its excellence.
In Tins with directions. Prices: lib., lOd ; ilb., 1/6

41b., 2/6; 71b., 4/3; lOlb., 6/-. Per parcel post.
'

Larger quantities per rail.

DOBRIE A fin Manufacturers,UUDDIt a> UU., Waverley Works, LEITH.

THE GREAT EGG DUCKS.
White Runner.s. 1917 Breeding pens half price, aiiv number.
Ducklings ready. Duck book and pliotographs free.

—

Taylor, Rotherwas, Hereford.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem, By P, Anderson Graham, 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see
that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectuB
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country LtFE," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden

a^nii

H E BDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, &c.
FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 19/6. Carriage Paid.

LAYINQ MEAL.
A maaniflcent egg-producing mixture.
Per il21b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 5(ilb. 16 -. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX QROUNO OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. Sfilb. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121b. 22/6. Carriage Paid.

FEEDINO WHEAT.
Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

THE " ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Recognised by experts as the standard dry chick food

of the day.
Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. IS/-, Carriage Paid.

WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older chicks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per H21b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS.
Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.

Per 1121b. 4/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT.
Icwt. 5cwt. lOowt.
3/- 14/6 28/6

Carriage Forward.

1 ton.
56/-

COCKLE SHELL.
Per. 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

HARRY HEBDITCH<'k,!' Martock, Somerset

CHARCOAL
for Poultry. Trial bags 1/3 ; lOlbs. 4/~ carriage paid.—WllLS
Bros., Hoddesdon, Herts.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullete and
Cock, 35/-.

—

Varney. Stratford, Essex.

SPECIAL POULTRY FOODS.
" Evon " Complete Meal (three grades—Laying, Growing,
Drv Mash), 16/- cwt. Also Chick Wheat, 24/- ; Wheat Offal

Meal, 12/6 ; finest Meat Meal, 18/6 ; Nut Kernel Meal. 17/9 ;

Corn Screenings for scratching, 14/-; Clover Meal, 10/-;

whole Malt Culms. 13/6 ; Malt Culm Meal, 12/-, Samples 3d.

—Mr. and Mrs. HURT, Poultry Breeders, South Darley,

Matlock.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give vour birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal.

12s. 6d. cwt.; 7b J-cwt.. carr. paid.—Rosslyn & Co., 30,

Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
•' A worthy and formidable weapon tor battling againtl the bacillus."—Sir J. Crichton-Brownk, F.B,.8.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenxa.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers pids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, f
« ^^> IZAL POWDER, f^-^"'^'"^^I 6/6 per gal

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance-

Ask for Free Copy of '* Healthy Poultry

6/6 per SOlb. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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Bark's Seeds
f
of Flower ^ Kitchen Garden

ofFinest Selected Strains ^Tested Growth

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-QILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.
3 QOLD MEDALS National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SiED GUIDE contains a Select List of tlie Best Seeds
for tlie Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
fine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent tree on application,

BARR & SONS, 11 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,
Covent Garden, London.

SANKEYS^^S^POTS
'*' Che BEST and Cheapest.
5Utc quantity of each sizt required and have " rarriafv tmi; "

quotallon ("carrt.je" fr«iuenlly amounn »o h.ff vsiue «.

goods). r>r write for Price Li»l, free.

SPE'''AL POTi of all descriplior.s. Bulb BowU and Ferfi

Pans from 2d. each.

RICMAftO SANKCyr* SON, LTP.
Bulwell PoHeries. NOTTINOMAM

IL.ION CYCLES
CASH OR mONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Gnarantee for all

lime. Packed In crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20.000 MachtneB. NO EXTRAS :

Belt, Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. VOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials, Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
Illustrations and full specification.—GEORGE BEATSON, Ltd.,
" Lion Cycle Works," 85, Moseler Street, Birmingham.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

"rorks,"" NORWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.,

NOW READY.

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most

profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; by post Sid.

Published at the Offices of " Countbt Life," Ltd., Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

MOM -POISONOUS

POWDER INSECTICIDEWASH
DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK IGREEN FLY, CATERPILLARS,ET<^

In Cartons to make 10 eailons of Wash, ' /*

60 3/6 i

of, Nu^'serymei
and Seedsmen

M9 DOUGALL BROS LT9 PORT ST MANCHESTER

Don't Woppy
over KILL THEM.

Weeds.
WEEDITB does It while you sleep.

I
Yousimplydust Itonthepaths.evexy I

weed and mossy growth disappears
|

I
like magic and does not return for

' months. Price, In lOlb. packets, to
dress too sq. yds., 8/- each: 2 for 6/6; 4 for 10/-.

'

carriage paid pass, train,

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd.. CraniiMP Stpcet, LIVERPOOL

CYCLES - from £5 5 O

THE EAGLE SUPERB
Latest Ladles* or Gents' Models, beautifully finished.
I mmediate delivery free, ready for riding, tea days' free
trial, complete satisfaction guaranteed by our certificate

of 10 YEARS' WARRANTY
for everything. Choice of Three-Speed, Coasters, or
Free Wheels. Descriptive Catalogue with factory prices.

EAGLE CYCLE Co., BIRMINGHAM.

cts there pt
I
and makes the Garden .^l[^..
gay all Itie year round ^^i^:^ti::.

Sold everywhere 1b TIKB at ed.<t 1a.,UMllo BKANDBS & SEALED
BAOS : 7 1be., 2a. 6d.: 14tt».,4a.6d. ; 28 IbL, 7«.6d.: 5< lbs., 12a. Sd. ; 112 lbs., 20a. Or
(yrectfrom theWorks, CaiilaaapaUhiQw Vnltad Kingdom forCash with Order(except6d. TIN'S).

CLAY & SON

MANY YEARS REPUTATION. i

WEED
KILLER

LASTING- RESULTS - NO NEW EXPERIMENT >

f LABOUR SAVERS.-EuHEKA" uwn sand.
SoiLFuME Nicotine. INSECTICIDES Fumers,
SPRAYS. AND OTHER CHEMICALS h. SUNDRIES.

bScE List Please ask -vour aclnt for the Eureka J
ARTICLES- THEY ARE ALWAYS SATISFACTORY IF ANY \
DIFFICULH IN OBT4ININ0 WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PAItl

oni.AddrKsToMLiNsoN&HAYWAiiDk* Lincoln.

N^ O I^-PO I SO N^OU S
01

S
o

o
0)

o

KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN
WITH »

McDOUQALL'S
WEEP KILLER

WRITE FOR PRICES AND N«ME
OF LOCAL DEALER TO

McOouKall Bros ltd. Port St.. Manrt-f'tcf

ioudhboroudh
BOILER

31,000 IN USE
LISTS ON APPLICATION

The pioneer of cheap simple Ai\d cffectlVE

heating /or small greenhouses Complete
Apparatus ftom St. : < : 0. The immciue sale

o/'this boiler and its numerous imitations
arc the best testimony o/"iLs undoubted success

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS * HEATING ENGINCER^,.
LOUCHBOROUCH - LEICESTERSHIR.E :|:

Off.c. . 122 VICTORIA ST S W '

Printed by Hudson & Kbarhs. Liuited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E. 1. and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. t,

and by George Newnes, Limited, 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
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" BRITAIN'S GREAT CABBAGE."
WEBBS' EMPEROR CABBAGE, for July
au'i August sowing. Earliest, and best in cultivation.

Remarkably free from any tendency to "bolt. " lid. and )/-

per packet. 1/G per ounce, post free. List of Vegetable Seeds

for present sowing on retjuest.—WEBB & Soxs. Ltd., The
Eini;!'3 Seedsmen, Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and ciieapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest cxiUection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants

you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp, Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey.

CHINESE CABBAGE. — This vegetable
resembles a Cos Lettuce in appearance and prodvices a fine

head weighing about 41bs. It may be cooked and served
like ordinary cabbage and makes a delicious dish, or may be
eaten raw as salad. Seeds, which may be sown from end of

Jun'e until August for autumn and wint-er use, 6d. and II-

per packet.^JoHN Waterer, Sons & Crisp. Limited,
Bagshot, Surrey.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now readv, and will be sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — GEO.
Bdnyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.

" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Cakson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

CISTUS and HEUANTHEMUMS, for present
planting: SalvEefolius, Purpureus, Cyprius, Ladaniferus,
Aiyssoidea, Algarvensis. The above six choice sorts, strong
plants, fur 10/6, package free.

—

Geo. Bunyard & Co., Ltd.,
Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GARDENS FOR SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES
By Gertrude Jekyll and Lawrence Weaver. Third
Edition Now Ready. 300 pages. 450 Illustrations. 15/- net.
By post 15/8. A mine of helpful suggestions.—An Illustrated
Prospectus of this book will be sent post free on application to
"Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Coveiit
Garden, W.C. 2.

LAWN BOWLS.—50s. Association Set Lawn
Bowla, 4 pairs, superior, full size, selected lignum, with two
jacks, complete in strong box, unused, price 20s. Od.; alsn
2 pairs finest Standard Match Bnwls, new, absolutely
accurate 3 bias, officially tested and stamped, lis. 6d. pair,
or whole lot for 49s. 6d. Approval.—" Box 724 " Gilyards,
Darley Street, Bradford.

BARR'S VEGETABLE SEEDS for July to
September sowing. Special List post free.

Barr & Sons, King Street, Coveut Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912 Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrisburne, Woking.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see
that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Coveot Garden.
W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham.—Conservatories, Winter
Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Buildings, etc.

Catalogue gratia.

BEST TENNIS BOUNDARY SQUARE
MESH NETTING, Any length and width to order, bound
with cords, supplied on receipt of order, passenger train,
carriage paid. Stock sizes i.'o'ds. by 3yds., 13/6 each.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
*-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4id. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2Ad. . As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Goods
supplied on receipt of order; carr. paid passenger train.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on tlie best and most profitable metliods of
rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, 8Jd-—Published at tlie

Offices of " Country Life " Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths clean.
Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDocoALL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. Cook. With over 200 Illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12s. 6d. net,
bv post, 13s.—Published at the Offices of " Country Life,"
Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

SPECIAL SQUARE MESH NEW HAND-
BRAIDED PEA NETTING, any length, width, 5d. square
yard : orders promptly supplied, passenger train. Largest
Hand-braided Net Maker in United Kingdom.—W. OiiVER
Allen, Net Works, Portlileven, Cornwall.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other hiyh-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page ii.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,
by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" COUNTRY LIFE," LTD., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
PuUa Lilaciana, a fine Lilac Pulla, 5/- doz.—Write for
quotations to Whitelegg & Co., Nurseries. Chislehurst.

SPRING CABBAGES.—The best varieties to
sow during the early part of August. Order at once.

SUTTON'S HARBINGER CABBAGE.—The
earliest cabbage for Spring cutting. Per pkt. 1/- ; per oz., 1/6.
" Cabbage Harbinger is a capital variety. I sowed some

seed in July, and now, Jan. 10th (1917),! am cutting some
lovely heads."— Mr. A. !•'. Coles, The Gardens. Wallacetteld,
Croydon.

SUTTON'S APRIL CABBAGE.—The most
popular early cabbage for garden use. Perpkt..!/-; peroz.. 1/6.

" The April Cabbage you supplied me with last year liave
done wonderfully well, hardly a plant has been destroyed by
the severe winter, and tliey are now coming in very useful,"—

•

Tlie Rev. F. J. Brigos, May 4th. 1017.

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING CAB-
IJ.^GE.—Tlie most suitable for the general Spring crop. Per
pkt., 1/-; peroz,, 1/3.

•' My bed of Flower of Spring Cabbage was well worth a
photograph, and weeks earlier than any others in this
neighbourhood."—W. Webb, Esq., Dursley.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN. BEADING.

TO REPLACE DUTCH BULBS FOR NEXT SPRING
FLOWERING. SOW NOW BRITISH FLOWERS.

SUTTON'S WALLFLOWERS. — Sweet
scented flowers of brilliant colour. Sutton's Fire King, vivid
orange, per pkt.. 1/6, Sutton's Giant Vulcan, brilliant crimson,
per pkt., 1/6. Sutton's Superb, mixed, per pkt., l/-and 1/6,

post free.

SUTTON &SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, HEADING.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnate, etc., blisters, sunburn,
neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—NEW OXYDOL
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

OUR LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS suit-

able for summer sowing is now ready and will be sent
post free on application.

—

Dobbie & Co., Seedsmen to the
King, Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S STRAWBERRIES.—Fine early
pot plants for forcing or outdoor planting of King George V.,

Royal Sovereign, etc., pots 20/- 100; open ground, fi/- 100.

Laxtonian, the CJrand New Maincrop, pots 30/- 100 ; open
ground, 20/- 100.—Illustrated Catalogue, with cultural hints

and description of all the new and older sorts gratis.

—

LA.XTON Brothers, Bedford.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,

caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonouB

insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, effective, economical.
Is and 3s. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Manufacturers, McDoroflL Bros., Ltd., Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for clisposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BouLTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

TENNIS BORDER NETS.—Limited quantity

only. To liang 2S X 3 vards. Well corded top and bottom.

12/- each.—The Gookock Ropework Co., Ltd., Lowestoft.

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's
Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis Grandiflora; 1/6

doz., .fiO for 5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plants.—

F. H. JONES, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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Phytobroma
Barrs NetJtr Plant Food

For Flowers Ve^etatles and Fruit

of hiohest quality & ouaranteed analysis

Phytobpoma greatly increases all
Vegetable Crops. *

Guaranteed Analysis : 3-50% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble
Phosphates ; 13'50% Insoluble Pliosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.

"lb., 2/9; 141b., 5/6 ; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b., 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Ordera for 281b. and upwards, carriage paid.
CircxUar with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

KNOWLEDGE IN A. NUTSHELL.
Sanders' " Encvclop/edia of Gardening" (5th

Edition). It gives in alphabetical sequence, under
Botanical and Common Names, the proper culti-

vation of practically every known Flower, Fruit,

VeRetable, Tree, Shrub, Bulb, etc. The most
wonderful Gardening Book ever published.

Price 4l- net front all booksellers , or 4i5 i>ost

free from ''AMATEUR GARDENINOr U7a,
Aldersgate Street. London.

VEGETABLES & THEIR CULTIVATION
by T. W. Sanders, Editor of " Amateur Garden-
ing," is without doubt the best work on the sub-
ject. Full, explicit, practical, and admirably
illustrated— it should be studied by everybody
desirous of growing good crops of fine vegetables.

Nezv edition on sale at all booksellers, price

6l- net, or post free 6/6 from "AMATEUR
GARDENING." U7a, Aldersgate Street,
London.

BARR"g. SEEDS
fof Flower?; Kitchen Garden
OF Finest Selected Strains 3cTested Grovvth

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
QILT KNiaHTIAN MEDALS.
National Vegetable Society.

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds
for the Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials for the Flower Garden and Greenhouse, with many
fine novelties of sterling merit.

Sent tree on application.

BARR & SONS, 1 1 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,

Covent Garden, London.

Two R.H.S. SILVER
3 QOLD MEDALS

SANKEYSS;Sot'*POrS
•^^he BEST and CheapesK

SPECIAL PUT6 ol all d

fflCMA/tt3 SANKEV* SON, LTP.
Bulwell Pofheries. NOTTINOMAM

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We Btill hold certain small stocka of

Qarden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden RollerSi Water Carts, Qarden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

"rontsT" NORWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.,

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

HOS WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT,

f LABOUR SAVERS.-EuREKA- iawn sand,
SoiLFUME Nicotine. Insecticides Fumers.
sprays. and other chemicals * sundries.
See List Ple«e ask your agent for the Eusek*

ARTICLES -They ARE ALWAYS SATISFACTORY IF ANY
DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PAIll

Onl,*ililr.si;TOMUNSOH &HAYWARD.I:.! LINCOLN.

(fi STONE-HOUSE >»

SPRAYING MACHINES
'°'' POTATOES AND FRUIT TREE SPRAYING.

SUITABLE for LIMEWASHING and DISINFECTING.

KNAPSACK
PATTERN,

as approved by the

Board of Agriculture,

and supplied to the

Food Production De-
partment of His
Majesty's Govern-

ment.

Complete - 65/ -

Also

Makers of Other

Models.

Send for Catalogue.

f'Dept.NSTONEHOUSE WORKS CO. C
Spon Lane Mills, Houghton St., West Bromwich, Staffs.

Telegrams: "STEEL," West Bromwich. Telephone: 40S and 406, West Bromwich.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
- GREENHOUSES.

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
BCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEBUCALLY PREPARED.

In Ihe form ofaleaf-mould. ready [or use at any time, in tlie same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.). gives better results, is clean to h.indie, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worins, etc.

Report of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisiey. and 1

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the fiowet borders, fruit and vegetab es grown both under glass and out

in the open air
' (Signed! W. WILKS, Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving fuU-t>articulars and testimonials sent on receiM of postcard.

BW BEWARE (

paying caS^aBe by'pi'cliloTd'. London'drs'trict' oVt'o a'liy'sta'tion'witliin 25 mTles of London ; 3tl. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.

WAKELEY BROS. & CO., LTD., 7Sa. BANKSIDE, LONDON.
Also WAKELBY'S GROUND GARDEN LUBE, 3/- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as_above^

OF IMITATIONS: GENUINE ONLV IN OUR, MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING-GUARANTEED ANAtVSIS. "«

1 bushel 2/3; 2 bushel, 3/6: 4 bushel. 8/- i five 4 husliel. 28/9; ten 4 busliel. 56/-: for cash with order.

DOUBLE YOUR by
GARDEN OUTPUT the RITO TREATMENT

if you want VEGETABLES—hore you are

These two plots of Scarlet

Runners were identical

when sown. The plot from

which those on the right-hand

side were gathered had about

Id. worth of RITO, and that

made all the difference. The

one plot yielded 9lbs. 7ozs.,

the treated plot 31lb. 2oz.

Equally good results have been obtained from Potatoes, Peas,

Beans, Onions, Tomatoes, Lettuce ; in fact, all kinds of produce.

If you want FLOVVEKS—early, large, and with beautiful foliage—the same RITO
treatment will give you them.

RITO is manufactured under Royal Letters Patent.

Ask for Booklet " Rito Results" from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE CO., Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10.
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DURING this and next month, in the

gardens of those who aim at making

I tlie greatest use of their ground, a good
' niany seeds of plants for use next

winter and spring will be sown.

Globe Beet, Short Horn Carrot, Parsley, Winter

Spinach and Turnip seed are all sown where they

are to stand, while Cabbage, Lettuce and Onion are

^ iun for transplanting. On more than one occa-

I '11 we have drawn attention to the serious

shortage likely to occur in vegetable seeds of

almost all kinds, and scarcely need to point out

that the situation may be relieved to some ex-

tent by care and economy in the use of seed.

Economy in Seeds.—It is constantly insisted

upon that seed, in order to obtain good crops,

should be sown thinly; but jji spite of that,

thick sowing is the rule rather than the exception,

nowhere more so than in small gardens and allot-

ments. All the seeds mentioned should be sown

in drills of the proper depth and when the soil

is in good condition ; while all those in the first

list which are to matm'e where they are sown
should not be sown all along the drill, but tw" or

three seeds at a place at the

intervals at which the plants

are finally to stand. Thus two
seeds of Beet should be put at

one place, then 8 inches further

along the drill two more, and so

on. In the same way three or

four seeds of Carrot are sown in

one place, then 6 inches further

along four more. In this way
II 'z. of Beet seed will sow
4'i" feet, loz. of Carrot 600 feet,

loz. of Parsley 350 feet, loz. of

Winter Spinach 250 feet, and

loz. of Turnip 600 feet. For

transplanting, loz. of Cabbage

should provide 1,000 plants, so

also should loz. of Onion, while

one-third of an ounce of Lettuce

is sufficient for the same number.
t

These quantities are often too

great for the needs of the small

gardener, and ' he may with

advantage co-operate with his

neighbours in the purchas? of

«the quantity of seed necessary

for all.

Burgundy Mixture for Potato

Spraying.—Ordinary knapsack

sprayers hold about three

gallons, but probably two and a half gallons is

as much as one unused to spraying will wish to

carry on his back. In order to meet the demands
of such, and also of those who have recourse to the

garden syringe (which, so long as it is fitted with a

.nozzle which will give a fine mist-like spray,

may be used for the purpose), the weight of copper

sulphate (which should be of 98 per cent, purity),

and of washing soda required for making 2 J gallons

'is here given. Dissolve 40Z. of the copper sulphate

in I J gallons of water in a wooden vessel ; and

50Z. of washing soda in i J gallons of water in another

vessel (not necessarily wooden). When dissolved

(they must be cold) pour both together into the

knapsack. Use at once after mixing. This

should spray three or four rods. Where larger

quantities are required, the two solutions may be

made much stronger, and as they will keep, if

kept covered, quite safely for a few days so long

as they are no! mixed, this is often a convenient

way of preparing them. In this case 4lb., say, of

the copper sulphate may be dissolved in 4 gallons

of water, and 5lb. of washing soda in another

4 gallons. To make 2 J gallons of Burgundy mixture,

2 pints of the copper sulphate are carefully

measured out and made up to i i gallons with water,

2 pints of the washing soda solution are made up

to I J gallons with water in another vessel, and the

two solutions diluted thus are mixed as before

and used immediately. The more diluted the

solutions are before mixing and the quicker the

mixture is used after it is made, the better. It

will not keep.

Objections to Spraying Potatoes.—We have

received two letters from readers who decline to

have their Potatoes sprayed. One of them writes :

A USEFUL C.\TtH CKOT : LETTUCE BETWEEN CELERY

" In this district copper sulphate is used as a spray

to kill Charlock, therefore it must be harmful to

the Potato." Now, we do not recommend that

Potatoes should be sprayed with copper sulphate,

but with Burgundy mixture as gi\'en in the preced-

ing formula. When copper sulphate and soda are

mixed as advised, the former is converted into

copper carbonate, which is not a plant poison,

so that this objection falls to the ground. The
other point raised is that the spraying of the

Potato flowers has led to the destruction of

bees. On this point we welcome the first-hand

obser\'atious of others. We have never known bees

to visit the flowers of Tomatoes—in fact, most

insects keep at a respectable distance from these

plants—and. we are not certain if bees visit the

flowers of Potatoes.

Water on Allotments—and the Hoe.—In the

past the laying on of water to allotment gardens

seems to have been more or less neglected by local

bodies, the crops in such cases being entirely at

the mercy of the weather, unless individual holders

provide water by the sinking of a well. Freshly

turned up plots, many of them building sites,

are no better off at the moment, though we note

the ease with which standyipes might be con-

nected to the service mains passing through the

streets, and so enable the owners of the adjacent

plots to get what water they require.

Keep the Hoe Going.—So far neither the

water company nor the local authority can

see its way in the matter. In the circum-

stances, for all seed-sown crops, as Parsnips,

Onions, Carrots, Beet and the like, the hoe is

the
,
gardener's best friend, though the fact is

not sufficiently recognised, its use as a destroyer

of weeds summing up its value

to many, while that of a cul-

tivator is disregarded altogether.

Than this no greater mistake

could be made. Many so-called

" patriotic allotment holders
"

appear to consider that with

the planting of the crops their

work came to an end, and have

acted up to it. Others are

cultivating the soil for all it is

worth, and these are they who
are justly Entitled to receive

not thirty or sixty but a hundred-

fold for their labour.

Planting Lettuces Between
Celery Rows.—Now that Celery

has been safely planted out in

trenches, it is a good plan to

take advantage of showery

weather and to plant out

Lettuces in rows on the top of

Celery trenches. This is one of the

most useful of so-called " catch

< rops." By the way, if there is

one plant more than any other

which ought not to be allowed

to grow near to Celery it is

Heracleum villosum (giganteum).

which is a great attraction to the

Celery fly. The handsome foliage of this giant

Cow Parsnip is seen growing against the wall in

the illustration on page 281, which, by the way,

is not at .\ldenluim.

Sowing Cabbages.—^To obtain good early

Cabbages in spring, the time for sowing the seed

is of great importance. It is unwise to raise the

voung plants too early, as they are very liable

to bolt. On the other hand, if too late they will

^>ot turn in at the desired time. Two sowings should

be made of suitable varieties—oUe on or about

July 23, and a second sowhig a fortn'ght later.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible /or the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

AUTUMN-SOWN BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

pJAVING already favourably contributed to

this method of cultivating this excellent

vegetable, I am writing again only to question

the wisdom of Mr. Roberts' advice (page 256) to

sow the seeds "broadcast," In my opinion all

broadcast sowing is wrong, since it practically

excludes the cultivator from the land. Mr.

Roberts prefers it to sowing in " drills," and the

ordinary drill, the V-shaped one, is not the best
;

for despite attempts to sow thinly it is hardly

possible to prevent the seeds getting together. A
much better way, where the plants are required in

quantity, is that of sowing in 6-inch to 8-inch wide

shallow-drawn trenches, set a foot apart. In this

way the cultivator can get in if needs be, while

firmness of ground, which is quite essential, may

be secured in many ways.—E. H. Jenkins.

FRAGRANT MUSK AT CHEWTON
PRIORY.

A SMALL plant of fragrant Musk has suddenly

appeared in my kitchen garden this year.

There has been none here for a long time and I

have no idea how it got here. I shall, of course,

preserve it and try to propagate it.

—

Waldegrave,

ChewtoH Priory, Bath.

A GRACEFUI AMERICAN BRAMBLE.

OOME twenty-five, years ago there came to me
"" from New Jersey a consignment of plants,

among them some tufts of Cypripediuni spectabile

and some Ferns. After they had been a year in

the ground there appeared, with one of the Ferns,

I little plant that was evidently some kind of

3ramble. Its pretty pale green leaf induced me to

SPRAY or A WOODLAND BRAMBLE.

separate it and grow it on in the hope that it

might have an equally attractive flower. In this

I was not disappointed, and now after many years

it is one of the prettiest things in the garden in the

middle days of June. It is not in the actual flower

garden, but at the borders of the broad green

paths in the adjoining woodland. For such a place

there could hardly be a better plant. The one

spray shown, supported by a stick for conveiiience

of photographing, is one of myriads that arch over

to the grassy way and form cloudy curtains of

delicate bloom. I do not know its specific name,

but it is a plant that for such a purpose is more

than worthy of general cultivation.—G. J.

COOKING THE SEEDS OF RUNNER
BEANS.

\X7E recently had our attention drawn to an

article which appeared in a horticultural

journal warning the public against eating cooked

ripe seeds of the white-seeded or other Runner

Beans, as they might possibly be poisonous.

In view of the national importance of making

use of any good nourishing food of this kind that

might be available, we forwarded the article with

samples of two varieties of Runner Beans and two

varieties of Dwarf Beans to Dr. Keeble, F.R.S.,

Director of the Horticultural Branch of the Food

Production Department, for analysis. Dr. Keeble

has sent us the following analyst's report with a

request that we send you a copy for publication.

—

Barr and Sons.

[On the 5th inst. I received from you four

samples of Beans, marked respectively " Dutch

Case Knife Runner Bean," " Dutch Case Knife

Dwarf Bean," " Ordinary White Haricot Bean

Sold by Grocers" and "Scarlet Runner Ne Plus

Ultra." I have very carefully tested these four

samples for the presence of a cyano-genetic gluco-

side, but in all cases with negative results. I have

not, of course, examined the samples for other

poisons, but I have fed the two uncooked " Dutch

Case Ivnife " samples to white mice without

any ill result.—A. C. Chapman, F.I.C, Chemical

Laboratories, 8, Duke Street, Aldgate, E.C. 3.]

" FORMAL " IN GARDEN AND
LITERATURE.

]\T0 good writer would question Mr. Robinson's

dictum that " formal in garden connection

is needless and redundant."" " Garden " is

from Anglo-Saxon, meaning an enclosed place,

the same word as yard. No one misunderstands

it by applying it to anything else than the

cultured ground attached to a residence or

some special culture. In ordinary parlance the

gardener divides it into kitchen garden, flower

garden and pleasure grounds. These are compre-

hensive of all, but in their several descriptions

different terms may be used, though not speaking

of the whole. If "formal" is used, where does

it either begin or end ? Even a wild garden is

"formal"; it has "form" in one expression,

flower garden " form " in another expression.

.Ml is garden.

—

Hurstcot.

A RED ARUM.

A VERY interesting Arum, a native of Swazi-

land, is in bloom in a plant-house in Sir Charles

Metcalfe's garden in my neighbourhood. I use the

name Arum in the popiilar sense, for the plant has

been identified at Kew as Richardia Rehmanii.

It was sent to Kew a few years ago by Dr. Medley

Wood, then Director of the Natal Herbarium ;
it is

much to be regretted that he did not live to finish

the seventh of his volumes on the plants of Natal.

The plant was figured in the Botanical Magazine,

pi. 7436. It is not large—the spathe has a length

of 4 inches, but its colouring and unusual foliage,

and its grace of habit and appearance, combine

to make it a singularly attractive plant. The inner

side of the spathe is rosy purple of a charming

and quite peculiar quality ; the description rosy

purple might stand for some kind of magenta, but

there is no taint of this un-

desirable sort. The colour of

the outside is a blend of green

and purple, with distinct lighter

veins. The spadix appears to

be short, for, looking into the

tightly rolled base of the spathe,

only the tip of the club is

OUTLINE OF RED .\RUM.

visible. The-

lance- shaped

leaves, about
2 inches wide,

are handsomely-

waved at the

edge, reminding,

one of Vel-
theimia ; they

have no stalk ;

the blade of the

leaf, though,

narrowing down

almost to nothing, is still visible at the ground

line. The slight outline sketch gives a general idea

of the form of the plant.

—

Gertrxjoe Jekyll.

EARTHING-UP POTATOES AND THE
SPREAD OF DISEASE.

T AM very grateful to " Caledonia " for his

criticism—page 256, issue July 7—of my
remarks on the Potato disease in connection with

earthing up. I do not think I said exactly what

I meant in the paragraph referred to by " Cale-

donia." I agree with him that, considering the

mobility of the disease spores, a ridge having a

pointed finish is superior to one with a little channel

running along the top. My contention is that

a flat ridge is better than a sharp, steep one, and

I ought to have used the word " sharp " instead

of " pointed," because a flat ridge can be made

pointed. A flat ridge is the better because in

an ordinary season it allows the most rain, air

and sunshine to reach the roots. As there is

nothing to support the theory that a sharp ridge

is effective in helping to check the spread of

disease, I do not think such a method worth the

risk of a dry sunmier. In a wet season a sharp

ridge may be of some advantage by giving more»

drainage for surplus rain-water.—L. M. M.

SPINDLY GROWTH OF POTATOES.

TT is interesting to note what Mr. Molj^ieux

and Mr. S. E. D. Turner say regarding the

spindly and patchy growth of the Potato plant

in so many cases this season. I had not thought

that the temperature of the winter affected growth

very much, but the sets that were boxed and

sprouted have done considerably better than

those not so treated. I have noticed that many

crops in old gardens are looking rather poorly,

especially where the same strain has been used

for a number of years and on land planted with

Potatoes last year. No doubt inferior seed was

planted, and probably the rusty and decaying

condition of some of the plants to be seen can be
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arrounted for owing to the use of inferior seed.

The under leaves turn yellow, a kind of rust appears,

and in a few days the plant begins to show signs

jf decaying at the base of the stem and at the

root.—L. M. M.

ROSE GEORGE DICKSON.
r^AN. you advise me as to the best treatment of

this Rose ? It grows strongly with me here.

Last year it threw up long shoots, which I pegged

down in March. It flowers profusely ; but from

the beginning the bloom-buds were very fat and

•opened into great misshapen blooms of splendid

colour and substance, but of no use in form. It is

nothing to do with the pegging down, as blooms

on ordinarily pruned plants (both hard and light

pruned) have come the same. They have »ot

been strongly fed, and my soil is light, though

the Rose beds were well made.—R. f. C, North

Devon.

[This is a common experience with this otherwise

fine Rose, and it proves to us the fallacy of looking

upon a gold medal Rose as the acme of perfection.

When the raisers exhibit, say, a score of blooms

lor the medal, they probably have a choice from

several thousand maiden plants. We are convinced

that there will never be a true estimate obtained

of a new Rose until it has been tested in a trial

garden, and we hope that when happier times

arrive the National Rose Society will establish

such a garden on the lines of the one in France at

Bagatelle. The pegging down of your plants had
nothing to do with the malformed buds. If

anything would do it, it would be late frosts, but

you cannot have had such frosts in Devonshire.

We think if you treat the Rose more as a pillar

than as a bush and very moderately prune it each

year you might succeed in getting better-shaped

flowers. We also advise transplanting annually

in autumn, and not to plant in beds that have

been so well prepared. Try a few plants in the

ordinary soil.

—

Ed.]

DUNWICH ROSE.

T H.WE read somewhere that among the ruins

of the churches of Dunwich in Suffolk there

grows a Rose peculiar to that spot or neighbour-

h<3od. I have asked many an East .\nglian, but

liave never been able to find one who had

more than heard the name of the " Dunwich Rose."

Can anyone give me some information upon the

subject ?

—

A. E. P. Ravmund Dowling, Oxford

and Cambridge Club, Pall Mall, S.W.

[We regret we cannot give you any information

regarding this Rose. Perhaps some of our readers

can help us.

—

Ed.]

DRYING FIGS.

"^^OULD you or any of your readers be kind

enough to state the best way to dry Figs ?

The Turks, I believe, dry them in the sun in the

open ; but I doubt if the sun is strong enough
in this country to do that after picking-time.—F.

Knight, The Downhams, Wraysbury, Bucks.

[Figs are usually dried in the sun in California

and on the Mediterranean shores, but in less

favourable climates they are successfully dried

in evaporators. The essential points are, first,

that the fruit is perfectly ripe ; and, secondly,
,

that a suitable %'ariety be chosen. "As in French

Prunes, a preliminary dipping in lye or other

compound is given to soften the skin, one recipe-

being as follows ; First wash the Figs in pure

water, then dip in a solution of i^lb. of saltpetre

to 50 gallons of water. The water must be boiling

hot. Dip once or twice. ^Common salt may be

substituted for saltpetre. Exposing the fruit to

fumes of sulphur is also used to check fermenta-

tion and to bleach. Anyone about to experiment

should read the article on drying Plums in the

June number of the Journal of the Board of Agri-

culture, by Dr. Eyre, in which several new methods
are recommended.

—

Ed.)

APPLE MILLERS SEEDLING.
npHIS variety is well worth attention, for

it is early and particularly free. The
flavour is good, the flesh being both juicy and
slightly acid. In appearance the fruit is pale

yellow, with a slight colouring, I first saw it some
years ago on the fruit plantations of Messrs. George

Mount and Sons, Canterbury, who grow very large

quantities of it for market. It comes in with

Worcester Pearmain, and Messrs. Mount dispose

of all their fruit by early October through the

usual Covent Garden channels. Speaking of this

great firm, which is so well known for its Roses,

it may come as a surprise to many to learn that

Messrs. Mount and Sons have many hundreds of

acres devoted to Apples and Hops. The firm

possesses the finest—perhaps the only one of its

kind—cold storage plants in this country, and
recently I saw no fewer than 10,000 bushels

of Apples, all in boxes, in this cold store. Messrs.

Reliable Greens for

Winter Use
BY EDWIN BECKETT, V.M.H.

BY
the above I, of course, mean all kinds

of the Brassica family which are grown
with a view ,0 supplying green vegetables

during late autumn, winter and spring.

I have carefully noted here the kinds

and varieties which came through last

winter the least harmed ; and though we may
not have a repetition of a long spell again, it

is most unwise, especially during these critic.il

times, to plant any of an uncertain hardiness.

No time should be lost in fiUing every piece of

vacant ground, as well as intercropping, with such

valuable vegetables.

Brussels Sprouts.—By making two sowings
these will keep up a continuous supply, if properly
treated, from September to the end of April.

Savoys.—Next in importance are Savoys, which
are extremely hard y and 'generally liked. The

Vim

PL.\NTING A CORNER WITH SAVOYS.

Mount and Sons box all their best fruit, and the
" Red Rose" brand on the boxes is familiar to many.
Apart from growing fruit, it is worth mentioning

that the firm's average output of maiden Apple
trees is at least a quarter of a million,—T, A, W.

"THE GARDENER, FLORIST AND
AGRICULTURIST.-

\\^ITH reference to the query "by the Rev. J.

Jacob—issue June 30, page 2+4—about

the defunct " The Gardener, Florist and Agri-

culturist," I have two bound volumes in my pos-

session—No. III. and No. IV., dated April 8 to

September 30, 1848, and October 7, 1848, to

August, 1849. These had been in my father's

possession for a great number of ye,ars. If I

remember rightly, my father told me they were

the finish of this publication.—W. G. Mills,

55, Rochdale Road, Plumstead, London, S.E.18.

*»* Readers who hove not already/ done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly bi/ their news-
agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold
eopies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence THE
Gauden is obtainable ONLV // ordered beforehand.

should not be sown or planted out too early,
and late varieties are the best. These should be
considered as midwinter vegetables.

Borecoles or Kales ought to be included in
every garden. The varieties which stood best
with us, and generally do so, are Victoria, Cottager's
(a grand old variety) and the true Labrador. 'The
latter came through absolutely unharmed, has
been providing us with greens for some consider-
able time, and is still doing so. In my opinion
it is quite the best flavoured of this family, and,
being late, supplies a want by filling a gap between
winter greens and spring Cabbage.

Sprouting Broccoli.—The hardiest with us
proved to be Late Purple. A large percentage
of the plants were killed, but some should always
be grown of this delicious vegetable.

Cabbages of sorts should be planted largely
during the next two months, especially of Rosette
Colewort and London Green.

Broccolis.—Owing to shortage 'of labour these
were not layered as they shouM have been, conse-
quently these suffered disastrously. The most
hardy proved to be Leamington, Model and Late
Queen,
Where the ground is subject to produce clubbing,

make large holes and fill in with finely sifted
cinder ashes, and where slugs abound place a
ring of cinder ashes round the stems.
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BLANCHING LEEKS AND CELERY
BOTH LEEKS AND CELERY NEED TO BE TAKEN IN HAND WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS IF

BLANCHING IS TO BE SATISFACTORILY ACCOMPLISHED.

IN
the past this has been done by the in-

experienced grower in anything l)ut proper

manner, bull 1 ope by the illustrations depicted

herein ; nd by the accompanying notes to

make the case a little clearer for the be-

ginner. The rules that prevailed years ago,

although they still hold eood, have been

I. BLANCHING LEEKS BY BINDING STIFF

BROWN PAPER AROUND THE STEMS.

\ improved upon, and it is satisfactory to note

that the newer methods find favour and the results

are in every way satisfactory.

I will first deal with the Leeks. These were

planted in their permanent quarters in the early

summer in most gardens, and where this work was

then carried out the plants have attained very

excellent proportions and will soon be in a suitable

condition for blanching.

It is the custom for those who grow these plants

for exhibition to commence bleaching operations

almost as soon as the plants are established in

their permanent quarters, but for ordinary

culinary purposes this is not so necessary.

The concern of the grower is to be able to

grow and perfect specimens that will find

a ready use in the kitchen, and to do this

and assist the beginner to bring about

this desirable result is the aim of the writer

of these notes.

In Fig. I is depicted a, row of Leeks

that were planted out in May in well-

prepared soil which had been enriched by

heavy dressings of good lasting manure,

and immediately subsequent to the planting

and in dry periods since copious applica-

tions of water have been given when

necessary. As a result of this treatment

plants of the description shown in the

aforementioned illustration have been

brought into effect, and so ' satisfactory

has been their growth that it has become

necessary to commence blanching opera-

tioiis forthwith. This is carried into

effect by utilising strips of stout brown A
paper some 6 inches wide and binding

or bandaging these moderately tightly with two

ties, one at the bottom and one at the top,' to keep

the blanching material in position. When the

Leeks are planted on a level surface, the blanching

may be completed in this way ; but far more

satisfactory results are achieved when the plants

have the soil drawn round about them, by which

means the bleaching is more satisfactorily accom-

plished. It will be observed that the specimens

in the illustration denote growth of a robust kind,

and with such plants it is an easy matter to bring

into effect fine specimens representing really satis-

factory cultural skill.

In Fig. 2 just a section of another row of Leeks

that have been blanched as depicted in the first

illustration is shown, but in this case the soil

has been drawn round about them. The strong,

vigorous growth which they show goes to prove

that this method of bleaching is one that should

find favour, and 1 commend it to all beginners

who desire to bring this much-appreciated vege-

table to a satisfactory finish. I am aware that

in many gardens the use of paper or cardboard for

bleaching purposes is dispensed with, many growers

being quite content just to draw the soil round about

the plants; but the method I have advocated

herein yields such excellent results, sufficient, in

fact, to justify the system being adopted in all

gardens where good results are desired.

Celery.—The treatment of Celery in regard to

blanching is very much the same as that mentioned

for Leeks ; but in this case the concern o'fthe

grower should be to prevent the soil getting down

into the heart of the plant, as this is a serious

detriment, often causing the plant to rot and

deoay, bringing about results that are most

undesirable. To blanch Celery ,
satisfactorily by

the means advocated in these notes, it is neces-

sary that the plants should be in excellent order

before they are taken in hand. They should

be making free growth and be represented in

excellent proportions, both in diameter as well as

in height ; and, for the guidance of the beginner, in

Fig. 3 a row of plants that are ready to be taken in

hand forthwith is shown. When grown in natural

fashion it is quite common for the plants to extend

their heads in an outward way in vigorous

growth, and if the grower were to attempt to mould

up or bleach the plants without some preliminary

operation, the chances are that failure would be

the result. For this reason it is necessary, in the

first instance, to draw the stems close together, so

that the soil cannot work down into the heart of

the plant, and then to secure the whole of the

growths together by means of a tie^using raffia

for the purpose. They need not be very tightly

tied ; as a matter of fact, moderately tightly will

-CELERY Kl..\Lr l(jl; LLAXCHING.

II offsets and- small outer and decayed leaves have be

removed and the plants tied loosely toge'her.

2. THE SOIL DR.AWN AROUND THE STEMS
AFTER THE PAPER HAS BEEN ADJUSTED.

serve the purpose better. This having been done,

the grower should remove all offsets and decaying

leaves ; in fact, it would be better to do this before

the plants are properly tied up, as first suggested.

The great thing to remember is that each plant

when it is tied should be represented by a clean

and neat specimen, so that in adjusting the

brown paper slips, and bandaging or binding

them round the plant, this may be done

evenly.

That the beginner may understand and appre-

ciate the character of Celery plants treated in this

manner, in Fig. 4 the method of doing

this work is shown. Here will be observed

the stately character of the plants, also

their even appearance, so that when the

paper is bound round moderately tightly

there will still be room left for the

plants to grow and expand, while at the

same time the bleaching process will be

going on. Bleaching may be carried out

on perfectly level ground by these means ;

but I prefer to draw the soil up round

about the plants, as I am of opinion this

assists in the more satisfactory bleach-

ing of the plants and, consequently,

makes the Celery more toothsome. I am
aware that certain vegetable-growers take

exception to this method of bleaching

Celery in gardens where the soil is of

heavy texture, but they are quite content

to admit that it answers exceptionally

well in light, sandy soil. I have tried

it on both, and although the paper may

rot in very wet weath r in the autumn,

the result is far more satisfactory than
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Iliu weeds? We want lu (set >..iin- ..| iln-ii louis
up, else our plots will soon he git-cii again. Deep
luieing will do tliat and benefit the soil a lot at
the same time. After the first rlearing with the

lioe, use the rake at once to remove the weeds'
otherwise they may" start growing again and bear
their seeds.

Wcctwood, Ecclcsall. Sheffield. E. T. Ellis.

4. ANOTHER WAY OF BLANCHING CELERY.

The faper prevents soil jrom getting into the hearts

of the plants. The earth is subsequently drawn

round the planii.

when the plants arc bleached in the old and

orthodox way by simply drawing the soil round
about them as and when they are ready. C.

A Word About Weeding
IW'OXDEK i( your chatty correspondent

.\nne Amateur" has any or many war
allotments laid out anywhere near 10 her

' hedge of sorts." (Perhaps this hedge is too
thick to sec through ano too high to see
over by now.) If she has, why does she not
write us one of her charming and spirited

articles on the subject ? There are many readers
who, like myself, look for her contributions
weekly.

While "Anne Amateur" is writing this article

(which she must, please, make specially chatty),
and while the printer is printing it and the
machine is wiring it into The Garden. I want
to say a word or two about the allotments I am
in charge of, and also about other allotments in

the district. ^
It is all new ground here—new in one sense

and very old in another. Most of it has been
down 'with grass for twenty years—some people
say forty—and this land has never had a thing done
to it so far as we can see. The weeds were terrible
before we started, and they seem to be e\'en worse
now, if that is possible, despite the thousands of
weed roots which have been picked out and burnt.
It seems to us that the soil surrounding the weeds
must have been teeming with weed seeds, and
that every one of these seeds must have
germinated.

There were many who on starting their, plot
thought they had merely to dig it over and set

Potatoes. These imagined that all the work was
then over. But they are realising their mistake
now. It is going to be a stern fight against the
weeds. Some plots are very green, but the
greenness is due, alas ! more to weeds than to
Potatoes.

It is a case of " Fight the good fight with all thy
might " against the weeds on the allotments.
The humid weather is just the thing to make the
crops grow, but it makes the weeds grow too.
There seem very few of these allotment holders
who have ever heard of, much less used, a Dutch
hoe. They try to do weeding with a draw hoe.
chopping all over the place and making the garden
look in a muddle.

I gave a lecture the other night at the Sheffield
University. I showed a Dutch hoe there (with
some misgivings, for I feared my audience would
chaff me for exhibiting so ordinary a tool !). To mv
surprise, after the lecture I had many enquiries as to
" where to get that hoe," and w'hen I said from anv
ironmonger my friends said they would certaiid\-
have one, for they " could see that it would make
short work of the weeds." And there is no doubt
about it to my mind that a Dutch hoe, used properlv,
is about the grandest tool of all for weeding. A
cultivator may be better, but a cultivator is far
too expensive for the ordinary man ; anyway, a
hoe acts well.

1 am strongly in favour of real deep hoeing.
What is the good of chopping the top foliage off

THE CULTIVATION OF CARROTS
THK LAST S()\MX(; OF CARROTS SHOULD BK MADE IN JULY ON

WELL-PREPARED GROUND AFTER EARLY PEAS OR POTATOES.

THIS root vegetable likes a deep sandy
soil, but gardens, of course, vary greatly,

and it is an excellent gardening axiom
that where soils are unfavourable natur-

ally they must be rendered suitable by
cultivation. Thus we seldom hear of Carrots

tailing. It is essential to well dig the soil by
trenching and manuring, but it is not a good prac-

tice, in the case of large roots intended to form the

main or winter crops, to have the manure near the

surface. Bury it well down beneath the top spit of

soil, as in that way the main tap ro:>t is encouraged
to go down deep, and fine straight root? usually

result. If the maimre be applied fresh near the

surface, it tends to encourage the formation of side

or forked roots, which destroy a symmetrical
appearance and lead to waste. It is well to let

Carrots follow after Celery or a similar crop that

lias been liberally manured, as in such a case th?

soil is deep and in good condition. In the case

of early beds or warm borders, add some warm fresh

manure fairly wc>ll buried, this promoting quick

germination and rapid growth. The variety tised

for such sowing should be one of the Short Horns,
which should be pulled wiien quite young and
succulent. When the soil upon which the Carrots

are to be sown is stiff and tenacious, intermix with

it a liberal dressing of wood-ashes, burnt refuse,

old leaf - soil, oU road s-w-eepings, or other

gritty materials. Cover up the seeds, after being

sown in the drills, with such mixture. Well-

pulverised soils do not need these gritty dressings,

but wood-ashes are invariably helpful to Carrots.

The earliest sowing should be of the little French
Horn or Early Gem. mads either in a frame placed

upon a manure bed to gi\'e heat or in a mere wooden
frame placed on the ground under a warm wall or

fence, this being nearly filled to the surface with

fine soil. In both cases sow the seed thinly in

\'ery shallow drills drawn by the hand 6 inches

apart, cover up, gently press, and well water.

Then place a glass light over the frame. Carrots

thus raised need no other thinning than is carried

out by pulling the strongest as soon as they have
made roots about 2 inches long, as so grown they
are of delicious quality. Such sowings may be
made early in January. A successional sowing
on a warm border, and in drills 10 inches apart.

may be made early in February, but this time use

Early Nantes, a pleasing short Carrot that

usually does not exceed a length of 6 inches and
does not taper.

Carrots to Fdllow Peas or Potatoes.—Those
who appreciate this Early Nantes maymake yet a

further sowing about the middle of April in the

same way, but on more exposed ground, for suc-

cession, and, finally, a last sowing about the middle
of Jtily on well-dug, thoroughly pulverised ground
that has previously carried early Peas or Potatoes.

Such a late sowing as this will furnish a fine crop

of roots to pull from all through the winter. The
rows in this case may be ra inches apart t permit

of cleaning in between, but the thinning should be

moderate as before. Should severe weather inter-

vene during the winter, cover th» bed with straw

litter, fern or heather, so that the roots can be

pulled as required. What is commonly known
as the main crop is furnished by a' sowing made in

a large bed at the end of March or early hi .\pril.

The soil for this sowing must be deeply worked
and the surface made fine, letting the drills be about

an inch deep and from 12 inches to 14 inches

apart. The varieties most commonly sown
are St. Valery, Matchless, and the New Inter-

mediate, a long tapering kind that usually pro-

duces roots of good size and weight. They are

rather too large for the table, but are excellent

cut up for soups and stews, and many prefer them
when cooked whole. The plants should be thinned

early to 9 inches apart in the rows, and on no account

disturb the soil in the process of thin ing, so that

it is better to cut off the young ones with a hoe.

Carrot Fly.—Loosening the soil about the plants

facilitates the attacks of the Carrot maggot. The
best remedy for this pest is to dust the rows of young
plants frequently with soot, a; that keeps off, too,

the Celery fly, which deposits on the plants the

eggs producing the maggot. An occasional

liberal watering with soot water is helpful. Use
the hoe freely between the rows after thinrung is

o\er, but beyond keeping weeds down little else

can be done. Lifting of the roots may be done in

November, the tops being trimmed off neatly

and .the roots cleansed by rubbing off the soil.

Then stack them away neatly in a cool, airy' shed

in fine sand or ashes for the winter. Carrots

THE NEW INTERMEDIATE CARROT.

Seed should he sown this month for a winter c:op.
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sometimes suffer from the attacks of green fly or

aphis. Tlie best remedy is found in liberal water-

ings and soot dressings, as the plants then grow

too strong to be injured. The best varieties of

Carrots are Early Short Hojn or Early Gem,
Early Nantes or Early French Horn, Scarlet

Champion, a thick, blunt root
; James's Inter-

mediate, New Intermediate, rather larger ; Long

Surrey, a very deep rooted variety ; and
Altrincham. These long, deep-rooting kinds are

less grown than formerly, the New Intermediate

displacing them.

SIR HERBERT MAXWELL'S GARDEN AT MONREITH
A SURVEY OF EARLY SUMMER FLOWERS IN A SCOTTISH GARDEN.

FEW Scottish gardens present more
features of interest and delight

to the visitor than that of Sir

Herbert Maxwell at Monreith in

Wigtownshire. In a favoured

district, where the austerities of the

Scottish climate—frequently unduly em-

phasised—are ameUorated by the influence

of the sea, Monreith has

for its owner one who is

not only an ardent lover of

Nature in all her ways, but is

capable of appreciating in a

special manner the beauties

of flower and leaf as shown

in forest tree, shrub and

herbaceous plant alike. What-
ever Sir Herbert Maxwell

essays he does with all his

heart, and it is little wonder

that his garden is of abound-

ing interest and charm. Its

general aspect would well repay

extended description, but in

these days that is not called

for, and it will be of more

purpose to give a running

survey of some of the plants

most in evidence at the

end of the third week of

June.

Lilies call for special mention.

The collection is a remarkably com-
plete one, at least of those whicli

have been found a success in

Scotland, and perhaps the noblest in

bloom was that reliable and highly

admired one, Lilium Szovitzianum,

which thrives to perfection at

Monreith and displays many of its

glorious flowers. L. regale is proving

a capital Lily at Monreith, and
some of the plants when they flower

(they were coming on rapidly when
I saw them) will be about 6 feet

high. L. pomponium, now getting

scarce, was excellent ; L. Hansonii,

L. giganteum, L. Humboldtii, L.

auratum, L. canadense, L. candi-

dum, L. pardalinum and many
more are to be met with, some in

big clumps, the produce of several

years' establishment. Special men-
tion may be made of L. Martagon
album, which is largely raised from
seeds, some 60 per cent, of which
come true to colour. Several of the

newer hybrid Liliums, including one
raised by Mr. Grove, are also doing
well. The Lilies are mainly grown
in the borders among other flowers,

but a specially prepared bed, supplied

with water fay underground pipes,

has not proved advantageous in

the humid climate at Monreith,
The lover of the Rhododendron will find much

to interest at Monreith: Many excellent hybrid
varieties are grown, but the best affections of

Sir Herbert Maxwell arc centred in the Himalayan
and Chinese species, both of which are well repre-

sented, and the Chinese species include several

as yet unnamed.
Shrubby and herbaceous Spiraeas are favourites,

and at the time of my visit a friendly rivalry

for pride of place was in progress between S. Van
Houttei and S. bracteata. The former is a little

earlier, and is whiter ; but the wreathed branches
of S. bracteata with their thousands of flowers

were inexpressibly beautiful. Some Spiraas were
over,; others were to come among the shrubby
species, and the tale was about to be taken up
by herbaceous species. S. decumbens, of which
there is a glorious plant in the wall garden, was
more than sprinkled with its dainty flowers.

Primulas are viewed with increasing apprecia-

tion. Monreith appears to be favourable to the

welfare of the moisture-loving Chinese and Japanese
species. P. japonica abounds ; P. pulverulenta

LILIUM GIGANTEUM AT MONREITH.

is no less flourishing ; P. Cockburniana forms good
clumps and is apparently perennial ; P. Bulleyana
is glorious ; P. Beesiana is thriving ; P. Veitchii

and others are happy. Hybrids between several

of the species are making their appearance

—

mostly of great beauty. Pride of position at

present, however, must be given to P. helodoxa,
that glorious new yellow species, which at Monreith
deserves all the Commendatory adjectives at

command. The Primulas are cultivated in the
borders;

These borders, with their foreground of turf

and their setting of shrub and tree, are highly

attractive, and abound with subjects worthy of
*

study. From among them one may cull the
names of the following : Kniphofia caulescens,
Libertia grandiflora. Anemone sulphurea, Antheri-
cums, Asphodeline lutea, Anemonopsis macro-
phyUa, Cheiranthus linifolius, C. Marshallii, C.
mutabilis (a hybrid between the last two named),
Campanulas galore, Romneyas, Camassia Leicht-
linii. Delphiniums in grand clumps, Erragiums,
Erigerons, Erodiums, Asters, Funkias ' (rabbit-

proof, by the way), and the new
Glaucidium palmatum. Then there
are hardy Geraniums, Gentians in

considerable variety, the striking
Habranthus pratensis, with gorgeous
flowers ; Irises—great favourites in

many sections and including I.

chrysographes—doing well ; Inulas,
Roylei, one of the best, among
the number ; Kirengeshomapalmata,
in excellent condition ; Melittis
Melissophyllum, Mynsotidium nobile
in bloom, a nice collection of hardy
Orchids, including Cypripediums,
Habenarias and Orchises ; Paeonias,
Pyrethruras, Podophyllums, the
lovely Pancratium i 1 1 y r i c u m

,

Roscoea cautloides and R. capitata
purpurea. Salvias, Shortia, Ther-
mopsis, and a wealth of other her-
baceous subjects. Trillium grandi-
fiorum, the American Wood Lily or
Wake Robin, has again flowered
well—not in a shady place, but in

full sunshine at Monreith.
It is still more difficult to survey

at a glance the affluence of shrubs
in the borders and shrubberies or
against walls, some of which are of
great rarity in Scotland at least.

From among them one may men-
tion a few : Eucryphias cordifolia
^nd pinnata, both flowering annually
now ; many Rose species, including
the grand Rosa Moyesii ; Buddleias,
such as the old B. globosa and most
of the newer hardy species and
varieties

; Leptospermumsscoparium,
Nicholsii, lanigerum and one or two
more ; Abelia floribunda, Azara
microphylla as a tree in the border,
.^butilon vitifolium, Colletia spinosa,
Choisya ternata (many fine plants),
Ceanothus Veitchii, Clerodendron tri-

chotomum, Cistuses, Clematises,
Deutzias, including D. Sieboldii

;

Eucalyptus coccifera and E. c.

whittinghamensis. Ericas, Fuchsias
in great masses; the Madeira Broom.
Genista virgata. which attains un-
usual proportions ; Magnolias parvi-
flora, stellata and others ; Olearias,
several; Osmanthus Delavayi,
Mutisia decurrens, Trachycarpus
excelsus, Senecio Grayi and others.
Illicium religiosum. Solanum
c r i s p u m , Tamarisks, Veronicas,
Tricuspidaria lanceolata and a
galaxy of other good things too
numerous to detail.

.'Vs for the lovely wall garden and
its precincts, time would fail to
tell of the many treasures. Dian-
thuses, including zonatus, alpinus.

neglectus and many other gems ; Zauschnerias,
Ramondias, a bewildering array of Saxifrages and
Sedums, Helianthemums, Androsaces in good
species, /Ethionemas, a magnificent plant of Alys-

sum spinosum, Arenarias, Astelia nervosa, Codonop-
sis ovata and C. viridiflora. Campanulas, Cistuses,

Epilobium obcordatum. Geraniums, such as

argenteum and other choice species ; Gentianas,
acaulis doing splendidly on the sunny wall :

Hypericums, Meconopsis integrifolia and some
others of the race, Sempervivums, and a very
opulence of plants whose enumeration would
extend to pages without attempting to detail
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TRILLIUM GRANDIFLORUM IN FULL SUNSHINE.

their many charms as seen hi the delightful garden
thev adorn, which is a veritable " Paradisus in

Sol.'"

Dumfries. S. Arxott.

FLOWER GARDEN
NOTES

Rv .MKS. C. W. EARLE.

WHEN I first began gardening I

used to find the end of May.

when the spring bulbs were over,

rather a dull time in the garden

but there are many most beautiful

things that belong to this period. Pieonies are

perhaps the most showy and indispensable, but

they like a good stiff soil, which they do not get

here. I nearly lost my old-fashioned Tree pinU

one from having its roots cut by an inexperienced

man digging the bed, but with care and manuring

it is again a fine healthy plant. A famous nursery-

man in the North has cultivated a very -fine strain

of Pa^onies. If they are disbudded in this light

soil they have larger blooms. I have the only

wild one which grows in the British Islands, a

large, single red flower with a handsome middle.

It is found, I am told, on an island in the Bristol

Channel, but, like many beautiful things, it lasts

a very short time in flower and fulfils even more
exactly than the Rose what the old French poet,

Francois de Malherbe, wrote on the death of a

young girl

;

Mais elle ete du monde ou les plais belle chose

Ont le pire destin,

Et rose elle a vecu ce que vivcnt les roses

L'espace d'un matin."

The Japanese Tree Pionies defeat me entirely
;

they resist the winter better in a strong, damp soil,

covered up. I have tried them several times
;

they do not exactly die, but never flourish nor flower.

The single red .\nemones flower quite early,

and I find do best if just forked over at the end of

June. That is how they grow in the young corn

in the South of France, as the fields are ploughed

up at midsummer. The large and beautiful

Irises are the most satisfactory perhaps of all

spring flowers, with the sameness of growth of

leaves and their great variety of colour. I have
fourteen or fifteen kinds. No one grudges giving

one a little bit if one sees a new colour in a friend's

garden. A large blue one called Iris pallida

dalmatica is perhaps the most beautiful in shape
and colour. The small pieces sold or given by
friends all want a little petting at first in half

shade, and then in a year or two they can be moved
to a sunny border and need to be very seldom
replanted

; but all the varieties are a pleasiu'e to

grow, though I sup-

pose some will object

to their being called

" German Iris." Iris

g i g a n t e a , which

flowers much later,

is also worth grow-

ing if a rather damp
place can be fotmd

;

and the wild Iris

foetidissima cannot

be omitted, though

not showy as a

flower, but well
worthy of a place

for its lovely red

seed-pods which give

colour to a bouquet

of autumn leaves.

Spanish Iris and
English Iris are apt to want renewing from a

nurseryman ; at least, that is what happens here.

.\ little double Wallflower called Harpur-Crewe is

a precious spring flower, and I have always found

it so here till this cruel last winter. Cuttings have to

be struck every year. Alas ! I put all mine out, as

1 had always done, in the autumn, but old and new

plants were all killed, so I must beg, borrow or

steal (!) some cuttings, as I am so fond of it.

I find Woad—I believe the mid one—a most

useful spring biennial ; it sows itself and flowers

the second year, and comes in well behind the blue

Irises. I am told the root is still used in China as a

blue dye. The wild English blue Geranium makes a

beautiful hiass of blue early in the summer and is

best in half shade. I have a very graceful shrub,

one of the tall varieties of the Tamarix. I have

never seen it in any English garden. I brought

it back years ago from Aix-les-Bains ; it flowers

all along its slender branches, bearing small pink

flowers before the green growth, and as it stood

last winter I may say it is quite hardy and worth

growing. It is called T. parviflora, but it must be in

an open bed that it may throw its tender arms about

freely—not overgrown by coarser shrubs. It is well

worth a good place, as it is a most charming and

graceful feature in an open bed during early spring,

and the delicate green is pretty later on.

A most useful low-growing plant with soft woolly

white leaves is Stachys lanata. Gardeners used

to use it for humble artificial borderings of bedding,

and the cottage children called it " Rabbits' Ears."

Its long and ineffective flower can be cut off,

when its growth is useful to arrange with many
flowers. The plant will flourish in any dry corner.

New Roses at Bagatelle

AT
the recent adjudication upon the new
Roses sent to Bagatelle for trial, the

following received gold medals : Mme.
k Caristie Mattel, from M. Pernet-Ducher

;

_* and Margaret Dickson Hamill, from

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons. They are both

grand additions to our yellow Roses. The former

we have flowered under glass and can endorse

the high opinion of the judges. Its size is enormous

and the colour is pure sulphur yellow. Margaret

Dickson Hamill is a deep, solid, maize straw

yellow, and its shell-like petals are flushed with

delicate carmine on the back. It is a fine grower,

with but one defects—that of hanging its head

—

but the buds are carried erect.

Certificates were awarded to Mrs. Mackellar

(creamy yellow, another of the " Hawlmark

"

novelties). Red Star, (brilliant red, from a Dutch

grower), and Henriette (in the way of Mme. Edouard
Herriot, from Messrs. H. Merryweather and Sons).

Seventy-six varieties were received at Bagatelle

th^? last season to be judged next year. A very

promising novelty from America is Les Angelos, a

cross between Mme. Segond Weber and Lyon Rose,

and we look forward with great interest to the

introduction of this Rose. '

The value of the awards given at Bagatelle

would be more usefvfl if we were favoured with the

varieties brought under review. According to

a list of kinds said to be planted in 1916 we find

the following English varieties : Crimson Chatenay,

Gold Star, Red Star, G. Amadee Hammond.
Sir Henry Graham, Edward Bohane, Mrs. Maud
Dawson and Janet ; so doubtless these have not

come up to the Bagatelle standard, although the

latter last year received the gold medal of our

National Rose Societv. Danecroft,

GENISTA VIRGATA, THE MADEIRA BROOM, AT MONREITH.
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THE GARDEN IRISES OF JUNE
NOTHING HAS SURPASSED THE SPLENDOUR OF JUNE IRISES THIS YEAR.

THERE are some flowers of which
it is difficult to speak or write

without indulging in superiatives.

Of such are the Irises of to-day

that flower in the month of June.

There is no reason, so far as 1 can see,

to exercise restraint in choosing words

to describe a genus upon which Nature

has bestowed a splendour of form and
colour that no mere words can portray.

Yes ; there is one reason. Editors have

a habit of using a blue pencil. They say

all these things are exaggerations. You
can, of course, understand this. They
sit in a stuffy office all day, and, knowing

the exquisite pleasures they are missing,

thev hate to think of you out in the

glorious sunshine,! under the blue sky,

revelling in sensuous pleasures that cannot

be theirs. No burst of brilliant colour fires

Heaven that you are not ^as other men
are.

—

Ed.]

But it is of Irises, not of Editors, that I must
write. And what a wealth of material I have
before me. I suppose I must get some sort of

order into my remarl<s, but it is very difficult,

because to me these floAvers have a way of acting

much as Chapman's Homer did upon Keats.

Among them, '; Oft have I travelled in the realms
of Gold." Come with me for a while. Let us

visit the Land of the Nibelungs, for in one flower

here we have the whole legend. Never was flower

better named than Iris Nibelungen ; rich in colour,

a combination of violet purple falls and metallic

glow of bronze underlying it that is a mantle for

warrior or king. The standards take; up the

bronze tints and softly shade to fawn. Its habit

is sturdy, as a warrior's should be, and its colour

is suggestive of wealth as becomes a returning

Nibelung.

Akin to the last named in splendour of apparel

is Prosper Laugier. I must confess to ignorance
of the personality of this gentleman, but if he was
worthy of the Iris named after him he was a

JUNE IRISES .\T COLCHESTER.

their imagination to flights of poesy ; that

is, so long as they remain in the artificiality

of the city. But get them among a

field of May Tulips, or in some " high

walled garden, green and old." See them
shake off the dull grey spectacles through

wtich they gaze at the world of flowers

as I see it. Hear them then, and

listen to them saying the things they

cannot help saying because they cannot

help thinking them. Then they are

eii-joying the garden ; at other times they

are only analysing it. I know all this

'

because' I have talked to them in town and

listened to them in the gardens. I hke

them best in the gardens. [Yes, Mr.

Dillistone, vou feel that Elitors are very

dull and foohsh people. Maybe you are

right, for ^:he world is divided into two

classes of fools. We take it from you

with a smile, and may you continue

to muse among those glorious fields

of Irises at Colchester and to thank

wealthy burgomaster in one of those old Rhine cities.

His robes as represented by the falls are of the

deepest velvety crimson. ' His decorations are

represented bv the richest possible veining at

the throat. The standards are gold—not the yellow

shade in flowers that is generally understood by
that term, but real glistening metal gold. Then
there is Isoline, tall and most divinely fair. This

is a flower of transcendental beauty. It is foolish

to trv to convev by mere verbal description the

charnibf this, a "queen among Irises; great flowing

falls that are robes of old rose, that melts into

purple. The standards are delicately transparent

in the sunlight, and change chameleon-like with

every variation of light and shade ; lilac with a

lot of rose, and a suffusion of buff in its composi-

tion. Vet another royal flower is Iris King ; a

glittering king in splendid armour is he. Gorgeous

and barbaric splendour is the note this flower

suggests. Real old gold are the standards, and
the verv broad falls are of the richest crimson

maroon' velvet with a golden margin. Nuee
d'Orage is a veritable Storm Cloud. Grey and dull

blue, clouded pm'ple and mingled bronze are the

colours that are there, though how to separate

them beats me.
It mav be late in the day to suggest such a

thing, but perhaps it will be as well if I touch on

the main colour groups into which the Irises can

be easily divided and just mention a few of the

best. First there are the pale blue purples, in

which the same colour is predominant in both
standard and fall. I. pallida dalmatica is one of

these, and with its cool grey blue, and grey foliage,

is still one of the best. Very tall, it bears its

flowers close to the main stem and gives an im-

pression of erect and stately pride of place that

makes it easily distinguishable from everything

else. Mile. Schwartz is one of the softe'^t shades

among (his group ; Goldcrest, one of the deepest.

Ringdove goes to the extreme limit in one direc-

tion and displays a faint suffusion of red in its

colour composition. It is a glorious flower, tall

and ireelv branched, and of a grand constitution.

One of the purest, neatest and most truly " pallida
"

among the group is Viola. By " pallida " I mean
that its flowers are borne close to the stem, and

that it does not branch as do those in which the

effect of Trojana blood is clearly shown. The
colour, standards and falls, is of a pure blue violet.

It expands four or more blooms at once, and for

neatness of habit is a veritable Beau Brtmimel

among Irises.

The second group is the red purples, among
which, so far, nothing has made its appearance

that I like better than Edouard Michel. Caprice

is a better-known variety, but is not necessary

when one has Edouard Michel. This is altogether

a wonderful flower, both as regards shape and
coloiu-. The standards are large and beautifully

waved, and the falls broad, long, and also slightly

waved. The colour is a rich vinous red. Caprice

is a little lighter in colour, has more white in the

interior of the flower, is not so good in shape, and

while it is an excellent substitute where price is a

consideration, it is decidedly inferior. Both of these

are so far removed from the older Mme. Pacquitte

and I. pallida rubella that one feels inclined ti>

omit them altogether, but they are both really good

if there were no others better.

Then come the blue purples, which are sum-

marised by the mention of Isola, I. pallida Brionen-

sis and Verbena, all of medium height, all free

flowering, and pretty, cleanly modelled flowers.

It is, however, when we come to the purples that

are best described as bicolors, because the falls

and standards are of distinct shades, that the

difficulty of selecting becomes great. It is difficult

to discriminate between those that should be called

red purples and those that are blue purples.

.^ good representative and altogether excellent

collection would include Black Prince, with falls

of deep blackish purple and standards of d,eep

purple blue. So far this is just what it is called—

a dusky prince among Irises. There is another

(I believe this is a well-lmown secret) before which

It is prophesied that its glories shall pale, when it

becomes a question of rivalry. I have seen the

other and I believe the prophecy, but Black Prince

possesses so much intrinsic merit that it will

.ihvays hold its own among the best—and that

other is among the " Wait and sees " yet. Another

tirst-class Iris in this group is Archeveque, rich m
colour, a combination of purple violet standards

and purple velvet falls. Both of these belong to

what may be described as the rigid, sturdy type

of flower. Of another habit altogether is Mr.

Veld's Lord of June. Bold in every characteristic,

a giant in stature, it lifts its head nobly above

its compeers, and its intense lavender blue standards

and rich violet falls place it at once among the

aristocrats. In the same social coterie are Neptune

and Oriflamme, Lady Foster, Emir and Shaliraar,

each in its way excellent, all very tall, very free

flowering and 'vigorous. Of lighter colouring are

Petit Vitry and Monsignor, the first being later

flowering than the latter : both are violet with rich

veining, the latter being displayed m a handsome

fall which is verv deep purple violet and veined

purple on a white ground to the full length of the

beard, which is orange yellow, of medium height

and sturdy habit ; both of these are valuable Irises.

Among' the yellow' selfs there is nothing more

delicately beautiful than Dawn. It is an exquisite

flower altogether, of perfect shape and' colour,

something rather deeper than sulphur yellow.

Translucence is not an exaggerated term to apply

to this Iris. The brown veining m the throat

only serves to emphasise the purity of the rest of

the'flower. Of deeper hue are Foster's Yellow and

Shelford Yellow, neither of which has the full

deep chrome of Aurea. Of the pure white group

there are not manv reallv good. Kashmir White

is the best. Miss Willmott being a good second,

while La Ncige is considered by many authorities

to be among the first three. Among the whites

feathered with blue or red purple. Ma Mie is

without doubt the best. Its nearest rival is

.Mme. Chereau, but it is in every way superior

to that variety. The flowers are a foot taller.
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The pearly white purity of its flowers, the clearly
pennlled tracery of almost pure blue along its

margins, and the gracefully waved incurved
standards place it undoubtedly in advance of
anything yet in commerce. Of a different colour
scheme is Parisiana. The standards are white,
but dotted freely with lilac, from which a shading
of purple is not absent, and tliese dots deepen,
to definite shading as they approach the edge.
Tlie falls arc purer and cleaner, and neatly edg> d
with reddish lilac. It is quite, a charming flcjwer.

There are several others in this group, but most
of them have the appearance of the marginal
colours hax'ing run, and the flowers are consi-
quently dirty m effect. Xearh* akin to this c(tlour

gr^mp are those with white or slightly tinted
standards and purple falls. Rhein-Xixe is one
tliat first occurs to the mind as one of the best.

Ill this Iris the standards are white, large and will

di-veloped. The violet purple falls are margined
with white. It is one of those flowers that alwa-ys
attracts attention to itself whenever it is seen.
.•\nother first-class variety is one of French origin,

Dalila, white standards, witli a suggestion of flesh

ill its composition, falls of that purple that
approaches crimson, and a grand yellow beard ; it

is unique and rich in colouring and exercises a subtle
charm that is a compliment to the chooser of its

name. Thora is a third in this group of beautie-.

The base of the fall is deep purple, which gradually
melts towards the throat to a network of thin

purple veining on a white ground. The wliite

standards as tiiey age exhibit a soft blue tint.

There are among the lilac and rose shades some
of the most ex(]uisite of all the gems. Troost is,

I think, far and away the best of these, that is

when you get it true, but there are undoubtedly
two distinct forms in circulation, whicli is a great
pity with such a glorious flower. The true plant
may be described as a glorified M. .\ymard, deeper
in colour, finer in shape, and with a distinct bronze
tint in the throat that is not all derived from the

slight brown veining. It may be said, indeed,
to be the best of three good Irises, of which Her
Majesty is the palest ; next comes M. .^ymard, and
finally Troost. If it were desired to add a fourth,

Queen of May is paler than either. The stock of

Troost is not very large in this country, and M.
.^ymard, although quite distinct, can well take
its place where colour rather than a collection

is required. Bishop's violet is the colour of the stand-
ards according to the " Repertoire des Couleurs,"
the falls being slightly paler and having a deeper
veining. Of another type altogether is Lohengrin,
a magnificent flower of the mauve tint familiarised

to us in the Cattleyas. The shape of the flower is

very fine, and it is very floriferous ; as a colour
note in the garden it is distinct and always calls

forth admiration. .\ delightfully softly tinted
and pleasing Iris is Cherubim. Two shades of

lilac with a thin veining of purple on. the falls

is the colour scheme.
Thus I have skimmed through the collection,

trying to find in each some more distinct and
pleasing attribute than is possessed by its neigh-
bours. I am conscious, however, that in doing
so I have missed many that are among the best.

The iridescent bronzes and purples, coppers and
golds, fascinate and create all sorts of wonderful
and fanciful impressions. Knights in shining
armour and " great lords and barons of the realm
flash forth." Then turn to the softer lilacs,

lavenders, creams, and mingled ivory and blue,

and the garden is peopled with a " dream of fair

women." Some day I shall try to make an Iris

garden and it shall be an epic poem. It shall be
a domain peopled with every character in Tenny-
son's " Idylls," and for every knight or king, and for

everv lady fair or queen, I can find a fitting Iris

of June. George Dillistoxe.

The Value of Change in

Seed Potatoes
Never has the wisdom of a change of seed in

Potatoes been belter exemplified than during the
present season's trials. Many severe lesson-^

have come under my notice, not forgetting
my own experience. Thinking there might be
considerable difficulty in procuring seed from
Scotland and elsewhere, I decided to plant several
acres from home-grown seed on the same plot on
which they grew last year. Although the pre-
paration of the soil was good, the growth was
irregular, slow and much wanting in vigour, in

spite of applications of sulphate of ammonia at

planting-time and also as a top-dressing.
From the present appearance of the plant^^

I do not anticipate more than half a crop. 1

cannot but think that iheextremelvlowlemperaturf
to which the tubers were subjected so long, although
not actually frozen, must have lowered their vitality
considerably. Seed from the same source, planted
a shfirt distance away, has so far produced satis-

factory growth. In the future I shall always plant
fresh seed. Without exception, plants from fresh
seed planted in various parts of the farm and
garden have a promising appearance ; none more
so than in cottage gardens, where the seed procured
from the County Council was largely used and
which, owing to its appearance at the time, was
rudely condemned. The growth from this seed
is, in many cases, extraordinary, giving every
promise of succe*'". E. M.

BOOKS
The Novelist in the Garden.*—From the

days of Kielding onwards the garden has served

as a convenient background for the novelist.

In prim Victorian days, in its seclusion only could

the heroine indulge in her solitary musings, pluck-

ing a Rosebud and dallying in arbours until such

time as the hero should appear. As the century

grew older, tentative efforts were made to introduce

into the scene a greater wealth of detail ; flowers

and trees were specified with results often more

amusing than accurate, sometimes, indeed, cont-

pressing into a week the floral resources of the

year. Mais nous avoiis change tout ccla. We
now- ask from our novelists a greater accuracy.

Mr. Compton Mackenzie in his latest book draws

us an enthusiast who would never confuse the

bulbous and rhizomatotis Iris, and to whom the

ways of Vincent Square are clear as the day.

But even the moderns arc not always impeccable.

Mr. Max Beerbohm in his ever-delightful ' Zulieka

Dobson " decorates a Horse Chestnut with catkins I

Much, how-ever, can be forgiven his fanciful and

wayward pen. The dramatists are not behind

in seeking floral assistance. Jlr. Granville Barker

solves the age-old problem of clearing his stage

of the undesired by the sudden flowering of an

Agapanthus. But a new group of novelists

are evidently approaching, men who are as dis-

tinguished in horticulture as in literature, and

who would probably agree in counting the late

R. D. Blackmore as their leader. Among those

of the present day Mr. Eden Phillpotts stands

prominent, and his recent book, " The Nursery,"

will be taken up with eagerness by those amateurs

who have long desired to know something of the

inner workings of our nurseries and their pro-

prietors. As to the latter, let us say at once that

we find them, as we had long suspected, quite

human at bottom, sharing our common frailties

and even our undesirable relations. Even more
;

we learn that they muse on theological problems

among the Delphiniums—in times of slack business,

we hasten to add. But absorbing as the nursery-

man is as a psychological study. Mr. Phillpotts'

readers will be more interested in the unveiling

of technical mysteries. We are taken into the

propagating department, taught the esthetics of

dwarf trees and the merits of bacterised peat, and

even shown a glimpse—a'as ! all too short-—of the

art of catalogue compiling. We are grateful to

Mr. Phillpotts for settling the question that has

long perturbed us. How would a landscape

designer of the " formal " school respond to a

demand for a garden where curved lines are pre-

dominant ? The problem is solved, we under-

stand, by employing an adherent of each school.

We are permitted to see these two artists amicably

working together and discussing their principles

in close proximity, " Curves " graciously conceding

pre-eminence to " Straight Lines " as becomes

his greater plasticity. What a lesson to us all 1

But most of all will the readers of The G.iROEN'

* "The Xu.'sery." by K icn Pliillpo'l

William Heineniaiiii
;

jiric'- 65.

Published by

welcome the glowing descriptions of the water
gardens—in which M. Latour Marliac receives 'his

meed of praise— and the quaint sketches of the
gardeners and their mellow wisdom. It is hardly
necessary to say that the plant names are accurately
spelt throughout, and we only catch the author
tripping once when he ascribes Gladiolus primu-
linus to America instead of to Africa. In a study
of Colchester and its productions it is somewhat
remarkable to find nothing about the Rose
nurseries there. .K Devonshire novel without
I ream would hardly be less astonishing. But we
suspect and hope that Mr. Phillpotts .has this

card up his sleeve, and a future book is to deal

with this subject. And if Delphiniums move
nurserymen to the study of ethical problems,
what will be the effect of, say. Rambler Roses ?

But the subject is too complex for us ; we hand
it with respect and confidence to the author of

" The Nursery."

Mulberries and Walnuts

—

in Prospect and Retrospect

IW.-VS
glad to find in June that my young

Walnut and Mulberry trees were alive.

They looked "as dead as doornails" in

May
; but now, in July, there is little amiss

with them. Of course, I do not expect to

taste their fruit, but have planted them for a

legacy to the next generation. I do think at the
present time it is the duty of all patriotic gar-
deners (amateur and otherwise) to plant not onlv
for the present, but the future needs of our beloved
land. In this connection I put forward the
merits of the Mulberry. It thrives and fruits

even in the limited space of the small " town
villa " garden (so unkindly vilified by " Formakin "

in The Garden not long ago). In the corner of

London where my earliest days were spent there

were scores of well-grown and fruitful Mulberry
trees, shapely and shady trees, with clean, hand-
some foliage, yet not too large for the limits of

small town gardens. We may reasonably hope
that before many years have passed, the now-
soot and tar dust laden and petrol poisoned
atmosphere of London and other- large towns
w-iU have become " a memory of the past," and
that the rising generation of town-dwellers will

breathe a purer air, so that Mulberry trees planted
now will add to the pleasure and profit of our
successors. Walnuts, too, would be a very valu-

able asset in the food supply of the nation, (not

to mention the value of their timber in time to

come). They, too, though occupying rather more
space, will thrive and fruit in the near vicinity

of towns. We had large and constant crops of

Walnuts in our Surbiton garden some forty-five

years ago. Both Walnuts and Mulberries are

slow-growing and long-lived, so that trees planted

now (by all who have a few spare shillings and a
small garden) would be an enduring and valuable

gift to the nation.

Never can I forget my first introduction to

Mulberries, when (more than half a century ago)

a somewhat severe maiden aunt took me to pay
a call. I was arrayed in one of the stiff-starched

white muslin frocks which were the constant

misery cif my first ten years. Happy little girls

of to-day ! They will not be wearing starched

white garments this summer ! (I was not surprised

later on to learn that penitents wore white. It

was always " penitential garb " to nie.)

On arriving at Mrs. 's she took pity o'n

me and told hen little boy to take me out in the

garden and amuse me. He was at a loss at first,

but soon asked me if I liked Mulberries. I

did not then know what they were, and said so.

When we got to the great tree there were no ripe

berries on the lawn. Ouoth Master B., " I'll
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climb up and shake some down." He soon called

down " Look out !
" and I promptly held out my

wide white Mid-Victorian skirt as down came a

shower of ripe Mulberries plop, plop, plop ! Oh,

it's all very well ! How was a poor little girl to

know they were such squashy things ? After all,

it was only one more of the mean tell-tale tricks

those horrid white frocks and " pinnies" were always

playing me. All too soon Mrs. and my
aunt sallied forth, and on seeing my frock cried,

" Oh, Nan ! " and " Oh, B. !
" " Well, mother,"

said B., sturdily, " you told me to amuse little

Nan." " And he has 'mused me very much," I

eagerly added. Then Mrs. laughed, but

—

woe was me !—my aunt didn't, Anne Amateur.

P.S.—I have not seen B. for many a year.

He is now " a citizen of credit and renown," for

when I last read his name in a newspaper he had

just been elected a Common Councilman of the

City of London.—A. A.

Gardening of the Week

Loganberries.—Care should be taken of the
stout, vigorous shoots which spring from the
base of the clumps, as these will provide next
year's fruit crop. Secure them loosely out of

Harm's way until the cutting away of the current
season's fruit crop growths is done, which should
take place directly the last fruit is gathered.

Prepare New Beds for Strawberries.—It is

impossible to plant runners too early, therefore

the sooner the site for a new plantation is made
the better, as the runners, if planted early in

August, grow vigorously and become well estab-

lished before winter. By this means of early
planting a crop of fruit is ensured the first year.

Deeply-dug and well-manured soil, if free from
chalk, will grow Strawberries.

Plants Under Glass.

Ferns that show signs of a loss of colour in the
fronds should have some stimulant. Nothing is

bettei than half an ounce of sulphate of ammonia
dissolved in a gallon of water.

Primulas and Cinerarias growing in cold frames
should be shifted into larger pots as required and
be given plenty of space and air during the day.
drawing off the lights entirely at night.

E. MOLVNEUX.
,

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)
Swanmore, Hants.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—The earliest batch of plants growing
in frames required for use in September should
now' have brown paper strips, about 5 inches

wide, wrapped around the stems and tied securely

with raffia at top and bottom to ensure the light

being entirely excluded. As the plants increase

in height, add another band of paper. Do not

tie the plant too tightly to prevent its swelling.

Put out without delay the latest batch of plants

in double or even treble rows to save space.

Encourage the growth of the main batches of

plants in trenches by the aid of liquid manure
or dustings of soot sprinkled over the leaves,

which will have a double effect in hastening growth
and tend to keep the Celery fly from attacking
the leaves.

Winter Greens.—The various Kales, Savoys,
&c., should now be finally made up where gaps
exist. Encourage the growth of all by repeated
stirrings of the soil with the hoe. Occasionally
look over the plants for caterpillars. Either
hand pick them off or dust the plants with soot
weekly.

Radishes should be sown thinly at fortnightly
intervals in a bed or in rows, the latter for prefer-
ence, as the soil between the rows can be more
easily moved with the hoe, and weeds kept down
easier than by hand weeding.

Onion The Queen.—At the end of the month
sow a small batch of this Tripoli Onion for early
use next spring. This variety has less tendency
to " bolt " than any other sort. Suph early
bulbs will be found useful in April.

Winter Spinach.—Prepare the ground for
this crop to be sown the first week in August

;

this is one of the most useful of autumn ancl

winter vegetables. Deeply-dug and well-manured
soil following, say, a Potato or Pea crop will be
a good selection. Allow at least 14 inches
between the rows.' Sow thinly to avoid over-
crowding, which causes weakly growth, all too
often the cause of a loss of plants during the
winter months. The Round and Prickly varieties
are both suitable.

Parsley.—For the winter supply put out plants

9 inches apart on a sheltered border, keeping the
ground well stirred and free from weeds.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Summer Pruning.—No time should be lost

in removing all surplus shoots from all fruit trees
to aid in the maturing of the wood and the for-

mation of fruiting spurs for the future supply of

fruit. Where trees are allowed to remain over-
crowded with such surplus growth, which ought to
have been removed during their dormant state, the
trees are being robbed of sun and air, which can-
not do other than harm. Cut the shoots back to
within 3 inches of their base. Naturally, leaders
and shoots that are required for filling spaces in
parts of the tree later should be left intact.

Thinning the Apple Crop.—Generally the bulk
of varieties are so thickly set with fruit as to need
thinning. It is a mistake to overload trees, young
ones especially. Judiciously thinned, the remain-
ing fruits grow finer and the trees are not over-
taxed for the next year's crop, which has much to
do with the supposed alternate years of cropping.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—Up to about this date a few rows of

Spinach sown at a time suffices. Now, however, I

make a much larger sowing, the plants from which
in most years continue a fairly long time in use.

If summer Potatoes have been lifted carefully

—

by which I mean the stirring of the ground between
the rows, as well as forking up the tubers, levelling

the surface, and removing the haulm each day

—

the ground will be in a suitable condition for

Spinach ; and should the soil be dry, the drills

and the material removed from the drills should
be watered just previous to sowing the seeds,
a slight trouble and labour that will be repaid
by a rapid and uniform growth. If there is any
appearance of weeds, the surface may be Dutch
hoed once the drills are filled in, otherwise wait
till the plants are made up in rows before stirring
the ground. Viroflay is very superior to common
Spinach. A dressing of soot gives leaves of better
quality.

Spraying Potatoes.—We have arrived at the
period when the Potato disease may be expected,
and if spraying is to be enforced, then no time
shotild be lost in applying the material, being
careful to let the under sides of the leaves have
a thorough wetting. Late varieties were rather
erratic in starting, and in fields there are many
blanks ; but, on the whole, considering the poor
quality of the sets, the crops should turn out
above the average.

Lettuces and Endive.—Continue to transplant
these while still small, allowing the plants a foot
each way. If these are w^anted in quantity during
winter, sow now and a little later as a precaution
lest either should fail to come at the right time.
Of Lettuces I like All the Year Round and Hicks'
Hardy when true. The latter stands good a
long time when transferred to a cold frame. Ohio
has been recommended, but it grows too big for
winter keeping. Batavian Endive, as I have
already mentioned, is the variety I chose for
winter.

Turnips.—There is still time to sow a few rows
of Early Snowball Turnips, which produce nice
little roots and in some seasons continue useful
for a long time, while they yield very nice material
in April and May in the shape of sprouts. They
need not have quite so much space as earlier

sowings, and should be thinned from 4 inches to

5 inches apart as soon as the seed-leaf is fully
developed.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apricots.—These will soon be ripening ; indeed,
a few of the earlier fruits are already colouring,
and where birds abound the only way to save the
crop is to hang herring-nets in front of the trees.

Squirrels are particularly fond of Apricots, and
the only way of preserving the fruit is to destroy
them either by means of traps—into which they
go with a facility very remarkable for so clever
an animal—or else shoot them. Here, happily,
they have disappeared of recent years.

Currants growing and trained to north walls
intended to be kept on the bushes as long as
possible should have the current year's growths
well shortened and canvas sheets hung in front
of them.

Gooseberries.—The great enemy to preserving
these are wasps, and, however many nests may be
destroyed, if only one is left in the vicinity it

sends forth its thousands of raiders, which soon
leave nothing but skins for the grower. This
year, like last year, bushes of Warrington and other
big varieties are fruiting so heavily that forked
sticks are needed to support those branches which
are being weighed down too close to the ground.

The Flower Garden.
Carnations.—Layering should be finished as

soon as possible. Keep the flower-stems tied to

sticks and remove decaying flowers bi-weekly.

The display, especially of late varieties, will

continue for a long time if these simple expedients
are adopted.

Gladioli.—The earlier sorts, such as Halley,
are now near the flowering stage, and if the plants
are growing in conspicuous positions, a short stick

should be placed to each spike as a support. As
a rule, one stick suffices for several the way I

grow them, which is much closer than is usually
the case. The greater portion this year are in

long rows, and these are nicely supported by means
of a wire or two held up by sticks placed at

regular intervals, the spikes being tied to the
wires.

V Anchusas, &C.-—A. italica should be cut over
from time to time, which induces the plants to
continue to produce flowers till the end of the
season. The lanky Rudbeckia laciniata varieties

should be shortened, when the ugly bunchy heads
so often seen never appear. Helianthus Miss
Mellish should be shortened similarly, the effect

being much superior to leaving them to grow to

the height they would otherwise attain.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyniiighame, Prestonkirk, N.B.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

PRUIT GARDEN.
STRAWBERRIES DISFIGURED (J. T.).—We think-

that the seeds and surface of the fruit have been eaten by
slugs—small black ones, probably. The way to prevent
this another time will be to give the base of the plants
and the ground round them a heavy dressing of fresh

lime and soot just before the plants come into flower.

SUMMER PRUNING OF CORDON FRUIT TREES (T. J).).—The best way to summer prune the above subjects
is very much as you outline in your questions. Now is

a good time to carry out the operation. Cut back all side
shoots in each case (these issue out of the groups of spurs
formed on the main stem), the strongest to within
five buds of their base and the weaker ones to within four
buds of their base. Subsequent young shoots wiJI issue
from these stopped shoots in the course of the summer.
These are termed sublaterals. Let all these be stopped
as soon as a third leaf is formed. The terminal shoot
at the end of the main stem should not be stopped in
summer unless it has filled its allotted space. Then it

should be shortened at the height it is wanted to attain,

and the sublateral in the same way as the others. "Winter
pruning consists in still further shortening the same
shoots—the strong ones to three buds and the weaker
ones to two. Treat the bush fruits as you suggest.

FRUIT-GROWING IN AUSTRALIA (J. H. D.).—The
following is from a wounded soldier in hospital who, as soon
as he is fitted with an artificial leg, is emigrating to
Australia to take up fruit-farming, more especially Apples,
and bee-keeping as an adjunct. He says :

" I hope
to go in for fruit-farming after my discharge from hospital.
May I ask you to give me advice in the selection of books
on my subjects ? I hope to specialise in Apples and to
include bees as an adjunct. I would be grateful for a
list of books on either or both subjects." Our corre-
spondent, we are sure, gives expression to the wishes and
intentions of many more of our brave boys wounded
and incapacitated "in the war. We venture to give a
word of friendly advice to all such as may read these lines.

Do not invest your capital in a project of this sort unless
you are possessed of some sound and practical experience
in the business, or are willing to make some considerable
sacrifice of personal ease and comfort to obtain it on landing
in Australia. We suggest that the best and safest

path to success for you to adopt will be to hire yoiU"self

to a fruit-farmer living far away from the towns, to
work hard to gain information and experience, and, if

necessary, to fare hard as well in order to save more money.
After two or three years of " roughing it" in this way you
will have gained priceless experience (which no books
ean possibly teach you) as regards the best systems of
culture, marketing, prices, and kinds of fruit to grow^
Kqulppcd in this way you will be in a position to confidently
embark, with every "prospect of success, on a life-long

career of prosperity. But do not plunge and risk all

until you have confidence that you are qualified as above.
Books.—" The Fruit Garden," by George Bunyard, V.M.H..
and Owen Thomas. V.M.H., to be obtained from The
Garden Office ;

" The Book of the Strawberry," by
E. Beckett, 2s. 9d. ;

" Tomato Culture for Market."
by J. Stoddard, Is. Id. :

" Apples and Pears," by George
Bunyard, V.M.H. ; and " Bee-Keeping for Pleasure
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and Profit," by O. Gordon Sampson. Is. 2d. The last

four may he had from 42. Wellington Street, London.
W.C.2.

A STRANGE STRAWBERRY PEST (A Reader from
i'onmmara).—We do not recognise the pest of which
you speak from your description and in the absence of

a specimen, nor do we think there is much to fear from it

if you destroy any of your plants you see attacked. Straw-
biiTies are rarely any good beyond then- third year.

SILVER-LEAF IN PLUM TREE (Borw).—The Plums
are, we regret to say, attacked by silver-leaf, from which
trees rarely recover, and for which no cure has yet been
discovered. Branches attacked should be cut out and
burned, the cut being made behind the point at which
tiie wood shows signs of brown stain. If the whole tree

is affected, it should be cut down and burned. The
fungus which causes silver-leaf fruits on the dead wood,
and spreads from this to the living, attacking trees especi-

ally through wounds. AH wounds of any size made in

Iiruning should be painted over with lead paint or Stock-
holm tar.

GRAPE VINE DYING (Tj/roTif).—The root pruning of

Vines is a delicate operation, and should not be under-
taken by the ine.xperienced without assistance or precise

instructions from an expert. We do not think that the
bleeding of the roots had an>-thing to do with the cause
of death, but fear that a considerable number of the main
roots must have been sacrificed, with the consequence
that there were too few left to keep the Vine alive. The'
principle of top-dressing Vine borders in winter with new
soil is quite the correct thing, and exceedingly beneficial

to the roots of Vines wliich have been bearing crops. The
way of carrying out the operation, so far as exposing
a good body of surface roots by removing the top soil, as
you seem to have done, is the correct way to proceed.
Had you stopped at applying the new soil top-dressing
and left the roots alone, all would have been well. The
way to root prune Vines is to open a trench 15 inches
\vide and 2A feet deep at the bottom of the border and then
to work the soil back, say, 2 feet, until you come to a good
body of roots. Let all such be cut back. The consequence
will be that each root so cut back will in due time produe.-

from three to six or more new roots, thus adding greatly

to the number of fertile roots. If you wish to plant another
Vine, your best way is to plant it now, mth leaves on and
in a growing condition. The roots will establish them-
selves in the soil before winter, and in consequence the
Vine will make much better progress next year. It

should be planted in new Vine soil.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
ONION SETS {J. A. J.).—These sets, or offsets as they

should be termed, are produced from the base of the Onions.
They should be planted in spring in rows 10 inches apart

and 7 inches apart in the rows. Mould up the plants

when the tops are about 5 inches high. Lift in July.
expose to the sun for ten days to ripen and dry, and then
store for immediate and early winter use.

CHIVES (E. H.).—This is a native hardy perennial.

It is of the Onion family, but of much milder flavour,

and is specially useful in salads. It does well in any garden
soil. It is increased by divisions of the roots in spring or

autumn (three or four of the roots in a division) plant
in rows 10 inches apart and 3 inches deep, and allow 9 inches
between the bunches of roots in the row. Planted in

this way they will soon form good-sized clumps. They
should not be permitted to bear flowers or seeds, as thesv
exhaust the j>lants. When required for use, each clump
may be cut in turn, close to the ground. These will

soon grow again, and the produce prove more tender
each time. Keplant in new ground every three years.

treatment effective in banishing them from an old house.

In the first place, a considerable amount of patience is

necessary. We found Keating's Powder very useful, it being
freely sprinkled during the evening around the wainscoting
or wherever the beetles made their way into the room.
Early in the morning great numbers were found lying

about in an unconscious state, and they were promptly
dropped into a pail of boiling water. In this way large

numbers were disposed of every morning. Xext, two
jiolsons which we found very effective, namely, Beetlecute
and Chase's Beetle Paste, were freely used. Both of these

can be obtained from horticultural sundriesmen. Lastly,
powdered borax, which is most distasteful to them, was
sprinkled wherever they were in the habit of congregating.

HYDRANGEA NOT FLOWERING (E. IF.).—By cutting

your Hydrangea down you have stopped it from flowering.

Do not shorten any of the branches, but if the plant
becomes too thick, remove some of the branches to the

ground-line. Hydrangea Hortensia. which we presume
your plant is, produces flowers from young shoots on last

year's wood: but H. paniculata bears its flowers from the

current year's wood, therefore the latter plant may be
pruned hard in spring.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE CRIMSON GLOBE {Ueutenant-Colanel D. C. P.).—

Crimson Globe flowers freely, but only once. It would
make a hedge plant, but you can have much better for

this purpose. Roses such as Florence H. Veitch and J. B.
Clark would be superior.

TREATMENT FOR BLACK SPOT (PaiVc).—The follow-

ing treatment has been found effective in dispersing this

troublesome fungus, and we think If you persevere you
will overcome it in your garden. When the leaves have

FLOWER GARDEN.
LONDON GARDEN {Sojourner).—Qmte recently a

series of plans suited to small gardens appeared in "Thk
Garden, and it is not improbable that one of these or
a modification of it might find favour with you. Failing
this, the only safe way would be to get someone to see
it and ad\ise you as to the best way of treating it. In
so small a space not much variety is possible, and en\'iron-
ment counts for much. For example, you do not say
what the trees at the west end are, whether large or
small, or whether you are free to tre^t them as you wish.
If large, they would in that position shade the garden
considerably. Then you give no idea as to the flowers
of your choice, which is rather important. Three-feet-
wide borders or rather more should be ample, which,
if succeeded by a 4-feet-wide path throughout, would
leave, roughly. 30 feet in the centre. This, if you do not
care for the grass, might be turned into a Kose garden,
with paved paths like the rest and arches of Roses to adorn
the sides, or at least the sunnier parts. If you will say
what flowers you prefer for the borders, we will gladly
give you a suitable selection. The railing near the house
might be screened with Roses and Clematises, mixed.
Some good Clematises would be Jackmanii superba. J.
alba. Viticella rubra, Henryi. Rubella and magnifica.
Suitable Roses would be Alberic Barbier, Aimee Vibert,
Jersey Beauty. Gardenia. W. A. Richardson. Diabolo.
Mme. Bi-rarJ, Gloire de Dijon and Mme. Jules Gravereaux.

OLEANDER NOT rtiOWERING AND EXTERMINAT-
ING BLACKBEETLES (Another Amateur).—IhciG is no
apparent rfasou why your Oleander does not flower.
We presume it is wintered in a greenhouse and stood out
of doors in a sunny comer during the summer. The
requirements of the Oleander may be summed up in plenty
of water at the roots, provided they are in good condition.
Of course, less is required in winter, but at no time must
the soil be allowed to get too dry. Full exposure to the sun
is also very necessary. An occasional stimulant at the
roots during the spring and summer months may be useful,
for it is perhaps lack of nourishment that prevents it

from flowering. With regard to getting rid of black-
beetles and cockroaches, we have found the following

i#
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ROSE LEAF ATTACKED BV BLACK SPOT.

fallen, well dust the ground with powdered iron sulphate,
using about 4oz. to Goz. to a bed about 5 feet by 10 feet.

A second dressing should be given iu February. In March
spray with Bordeaux mixture, and continue this each
week until May. It is useless to attempt to pick off tl.e

leaves now, but you can do no harm by sprajing with
Bordeaux mixture.

ROSE BUDS INJURED (Rose).—Vfe think most of
the buds have been attacked either by ants or earwigs,
or both ; but the large bud has evidently suffered from
the insecticide, either by being used too strong or applied
when the sun was too bright. "We would suggest examin-
ing your plants late at night by the aid of a lamp, and
you will probably find the culprits at work.

tinuously, never sUowing the Nettles to grow more than
3 inches or 4 inches high. Another way to eradicate
them is to dig them up. Both of the latter methods,
however, mean a considerable tax on labour.

THE APPLICATION OF ARSENATE OF LEAD SPRAY.
— I sec in the issue of The Garden for June 30 that
arsenate of lead is recommended as a spray against cater-

pillars, even on Brassicae. As we lost our Bnissels Sprouts
through the attacks of the Cabbage caterpillar last year,

I should much like to try this spray if it would not be too
poisonous to use on these vegetables and other Brassicse

as late as August or September. Would it be safe, and
iu what proportions ?—G. S. (Arsenate of lead spray
is not too poisonous to be used on Brassicae

for killing the caterpillar of the Cabbage moth. Of
course, it would be unwise to spray the veg;'tables just

before they were to be cut for cooking. The quantity
to use is Jib. to lib. to twenty-flve gallons of water.

It is better to buy the arsenate of lead ready made
rather than to prepare it at home. In the prepared
from the material is very easy to mix. The applicatioo

should be made as a spray and not as a wash. It

should not be used in such quantities that the liquid

runs off the plants. No harm whatever can result from
the spray if made of the strength mentioned above and
applied as directed, and it is most effective in killing the
caterpillars. The Brassicas must of course be thorougllly

washed before cooking.

—

Ed.]

MAKING SAUERKRAUT (R. £.).—We sent your
enquiry to "Anne Amateur," who replies as follows: "In
patriotism I yield place to no woman, but good cookery,
like good hvmns, has no nationality. I first tasted Sauer-

kraut in Paris at one of the Exhibitions— I forget which

—

' way back ' in la.st centMy. It was much like our pickled

Red' Cabbage in flavour, but it smelt most abominable.

On returning to England I mentioned this to a naturalised

German, who forthwith quoted a rhyme, of which I now
remember one fragment only :

' Then you put it in the

cellar : .\lid there you let it stay, and schmell, till it can
schmell no schmeller.' (Sounds like Hans Breitmann, does
it not ?) I never made Sauerkraut, but have looked it

up in several books and And full description in ' Chambers'
Enc.vclopsedia ' and here enclose a copy, which will,

I hope, be of use to your correspondent :
' A preparation

of common white Cabbage well known and in extensive

use in Germany and the North of Europe, where it supplies

during winter the place of fresh vegetables. The Cabbages
are gathered when they have formed firm white hearts

;

these, sliced into thin shreds, are placed in a succession

of tliin layers in a cask, each layer being sprinkled with
fine salt, to which some add juniper berries, cumin seed,

caraway or other condiment. A board is then placed

on the top, with a heavy weight, so as to press the whole
down firmly, but gently, .\fter a time, fermentation
begins ; and' when a sour smell—[" Ugh I

"—A. A.]—arises

from the cask it must be removed into a cool place and
kept for use. It is generally eaten boiled in the same way
as fresh Cabbage." "—ED.

DRYING HERBS.—I have been hoping to see some
advice about herbs and drying the different kinds for

winter use. I have grown a great many this year, and
shall be much obliged for information in The Garden,
as no doubt many of your readers would be. I hope to

send dried herbs to Kcd Cross hospitals in London as

well as to ours here.

—

Grace Moeiey. Tunbridge Wells.

lYour question is not sufficiently explicit, for you do not

say whether it refers to the ordinary garden pot-herbs
or to the kinds for medicinal use. Pot-herbs, such as

Thyme, Marjoram. Sage, Mint and Bay, are all acceptable

in the kitchens of hospitals, either fresh or dried. Parsley

and Chervil are used fresh only. If it is a question of

medicinal herbs, it is of no use to send them direct to

hospitals. With rare exceptions, such as Camomile,

the herbs have to pass through a drug factory, where
the extracts, tinctures and other preparations are made.
If you are growing medicinal herbs, you should obtain

the pamphlet issued by the Royal Horticultural Society,
" Medicinal Herbs," price 6d. (by post, 7M.). and some
of the publications of the Herb-Growing Association,

of wfiich they would send a list from their offices, 15-16,

Verulam Street, Gray's Inn Road, E.C.I. All herbs

that are dried are best cut just before flowering. They
should be tied in loose btmches and hung up to dry in a

warm, airy place.

—

Ed.)

NAME OF PLANT.—J.O'J\'.. Worplesdon. — Lycium
chinense. or the Chinese Box Thorn, now naturalised in

many parts of this .country.

MISCELL.\NEOUS

.

SUSPICIOUS WORMS (A. H. B.).—The worms sent
are parasites from the interior of insect bodies, where they
pass a great part of their existence, and wliich they leave
when they have attained a certain state of development.
They are not infrequently found on the foliage of vege-
tables, &c., but are quite harmless to them and to human
beings. They are sometimes wrongly accused of causing
illness to human beings, and are looked upon with a great
deal of awe and distrust in country districts.

NETTLES OVERRUNNING A BANK (E. E. B.).—Nettles
can be destroyed by watering the infested ground with weed-
killer, but other plant life in the vicinity would be killed
at the same time. Therefore it would only be possible
to use weed-killer for the pm-pose on patches that are not
near trees or other useful plants. Nettles can be killed
by mowing them down, but mowing must be done con-

AUotments at Maxwelltown.—The five fields

which have been laid out in plots for allotments

in the burgh of Maxwelltown, all of which are

fully taken up, were formally opened on June 30,

at the request of the Allotment Holders' Association,

bv Provost .A.rnott, to whom the inception of the

scheme was due. At the opening of the first

ceremony at Portland, where there are upwards

of sixty plots, Mr. Robert Wightman, chairman

of the association, presided and, after the formal

opening, presented Provost Arnott with a silver

key, subscribed for by the members, as a memento

of the occasion. The key bears a suitable in-

scription and the coat of arms of the burgh. It

was stated in the course of the proceedings that

Maxwelltown had a larger proportion of allotments

for its size than any other town in Scotland.

•,* The Yearly Subscription to THE Gaeden is : Inland
10s. lOrf. ; Foreign, 13s.
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
SPRING-CLEANING in the poultry-yard

is carried out by most poultry-keepers,

but very few concern tlremselves with

autumn cleaning. As early as possible

poultry-keepers should set to work to

prepare the winter quarters for their laying stock.

Tarring.—All houses should be tarred, creosoted,

or painted outside, fine days being selected for

.

such operations. Many recipes for tar are available,

my favourite being a mixture of creosote and pitch

•—31b. of the latter to i gallon of creosote oil.

Boil the whole in an old pot over a " brick " fire

until the pitch has melted, and. if necessary,

thin down with a little water. When thoroughly

boiling it is ready for use, and to keep tar warm
and of the right consistency a good idea is to

.

drop a red-hot brick into the bucket.

Limewashing.—.A.s regards the limewash for the

interiors of houses, a good recipe consists of lolb.

of lime, 31b. of soft soap and i quart of paraffin.

Place the ingredients in a tub, pour over about

3 gallons of water, and then place a coarse sack

over the top of the receptacle to retain the heat.

Stir the mixture a little time after, and having

taken out a bucketful of the lime-putty thin

down with boiling water. Having been strained

it is ready for use. A Garden reader recently

sent me particulars of a limewash he has used with

success : Put several lumps of good quicklime

into a bucket, pour over boiling water to slake

it. and in the process, while very hot, stir in about

lib. of flowers of sulphur and i quart (to a bucket-

ful) of an equal mixture of paraffin and linseed

oil. Creosote is a splendid preservative for the

interiors of houses and can be easily applied.

It is popularly used by poultry-keepers and possesses

many good points. It penetrates the wood and

does not come off on the owner's clothes like

limewash.

Internal Arrangements.—Before the interior

walls of a house are treated with limewash or

creosote they should be thoroughly cleaned clown.

^

The internal fittings, such as nest-boxes, perches

&c., should be removed during the operations.

To-day the spraying machine has taken the place

of the old-time whitewash brush. Spraying has

its great advantages in that it saves time and labour

and ensures the limewash or creosote finding its

way into all crevices. Special attention should be

bestowed on the corners, as it is here where parasites

lurk, and it is a good idea to add a little Izal disin-

fectant fluid to the wash used. The perches,

nests and drop-board should be scrubbed down
with Izal bar soap and water and put out in the

sun to dry, when they can be replaced.

Care of Rearing Appliances.—Very few. poultry-

keepers, I am afraid, take sulficient care of their

rearing appliances. Although these are in use

but a few months of .the year, many leave them out

in all weathers all the year round. The progressive

owner will store away his chicken appliances

directly they are finished with, and any suitable

shed or outhouse will do as the store-place. Coops,

foster-mothers and brooders should be so treated.

Incubators, too, should not be left untreated from

the end of one season to the beginning of the next.

They should, when finished witlt. be thoroughly

scrubbed out with

Izal bar soap and

water, dried, and

tied up in a piece

of s a c k i.n g or

similar material to

keep them free

from dust. Incu-

bator lamps should

be emptied and cleaned inside and out, the

wicks being removed and the burners scalded.

The capsules should be removed and the egg-

drawers and water-trays cleaned out, while dirty

pieces of canvas should be washed and packed away.

One does not want to be continually putting

one's hand i» the purse for new appliances
;
hence

the importance of my notes.

To Waterproof Calico.—Tlnis? who have

intensive houses will be anxious to know how to

waterproof the calico shutters. One plan is to

take 3 quarts of linseed oil, 6oz. of resin and

20Z. of sugar of lead. Grind the latter with a

little oil, then add the rest of the oil and also the

resin. The whole must be placed in a pot over a

gentle fire and be well stirred. Apply the hot

mixture with a brush. Another method is to give

the calico a coat of boiled linseed oil in which

a teaspoonful of terebine to every quart has been

added. The calico should he stretched taut

prior to being waterproofed.

The Roof.—If the roof has to be tarred, the

mixture should be applied by means of an old

water-can, the spout of which has been flattened

to leave but a small apertme. Start at the top

of the roof and pour on the tar, finally scattering

all over a handful or two of fine sand. Nowadays

specially treated and sanded roofing felt can be

cheaply purchased, and it will come in most useful

for covering roofs, whether wholly or partly. A
good method of fixing down felt securely is to nail

a thin batten or slat from top to bottom, i.e.,

over the felt. This will prevent the wind from

getting under the edges of the felt and blowing

or tearing off the whole. The poultry-keeper

should examine the roofs of all his houses and

securely fasten down any loose felt.

Overhauling the Plant.—The poultry plant

should be thoroughly overhauled, and the owner

will be surprised at the number of little jobs that

will want attending to. .A look-out should be

kept for any apertures between boards that have

warped. If unattended to these will allow of

draughts, which will prove harmful to the fowls

when the winter sets in. They can be easily

remedied from the inside of the house by means

of several pieces of brown paper pasted over the

openings. Wire-netting that has sagged should

be tightened up, and one method of doing this is to

stake the netting into the ground here and there

by means of short " hooked " stakes or tree-

prongs. Any loose hinges should be attended to

and new locks fitted where needed. Supports

that have rotted should be removed and replaced

by fresh ones. .A few long stakes or supports will

be necessary here and there wherever wire-netting

enclosures are in use. Corner posts should be

made rigid if they are at all shaky.

A Work-Shed.—Wherever poultry are kept

in any numbers 1 think that suitable outhouses

are a great asset. They can be put to all manner

of uses. A work-shed is essential, I think, and

therein can be done all the small repairs. When
the coops and foster-mothers are brought out of the

store-shed at the beginning of the season they

require a coat of preservative outside and an

application of limewash or creosote inside. Such

small jobs can be nicely done in a work-shed,

wherein can be installed a working- bench and a

complete set of tools. As each broody coop falls

empty it needs an inside coat of limewash or

creosote before the next broody hen and chicks

are placed therein. It is quite a simple matter

to carry the coops into the work-shed. Repairs

will constantly be necessary to the smaller

appliances. Water receptacles may require solder-

ing, trap-nests may need readjusting and new

gate-catches made.

Tools Needed.—In the work-shed will be

kept, as stated, a complete outfit of tools. In like

manner the latter will include a bag of assorted

tools and accessories. The idea of this is to save

time, since the poultry-keeper should get into the

habit of mending small things when they are noticed

to be out of order. Supposing, for instance, a

small bag is kept handy in the work-shed contahiing

a selection of screws, nails, hinges, string, buttons,

&c., together with a hammer, screwdriver, pair of

scissors, pincers and such small everyday tools,

the owner can make full use of this little outfit.

He can carry this roimd the farm when he notices

that a few repairs need attention, and thus save

much time. If he replaces all the articles as taken

out, he will always have his little outfit complete.

Should he, for instance, use four hinges on one day,

let hiur rpake a note of the number used and replace

them on arriving at the work-shed. After all,

it is system that spells success in poultry-keeping.

Litter.—The old litter should be removed, the

floor (if of wood) scrubbed down with Izal disin-

fectant soap and water, and fresh litter put in.

It has been my experience that hens will moult

better and quicker in a clean house than in a

structure that has not been cleaned out. It is a

mistake to delay the autumn cleaning, since, once

the birds are placed in their winter quarters for

laying, any undue excitement will have its harmful

effect on the egg-returns.

ADVICE OX POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-OiieK, I'HK G.\RDEN Poultry Eupert.

wilt be pUiised to ansirer, free oj charge, miy questions dealing

with pouUrji-keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed reply will be

posted promptly. Communications should be sent to Mr,

W. Ponell-Ouvn, cure ot THH G.vRDEN, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand. W.C. 2.
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To Kill a Fowl.
JJEFORE killing a fowl the latter should he

fasted for at least twenty-four hours to ensure
the internal organs being emptied of food. The
most humane method of killing is by dislocation
-f the neck. The legs and wing-tips should be
held in the operator's left hand, the bird's back
being uppermost. The head is ne.\t taken between

. the first and second fingers of the right hand.
the comb resting in the palm of the hand and the
fingers closing on the neck near the head. Having
placed the bird, thus held, across the knee, the
operator must give the neck a sharp, long pull,

at the same time sharply bendifig the head upwards.
.Many lady students will want to know of a method
most suited to them, and so I give one here. Place
on the ground a heavy bar of iron measuring
3ft. long and put the right foot on one end. Take
the bird's legs in the right hand and with the
back of the bird (to be killed) uppetmost slip
the head under the bar and quickly put the left

.
foot on the other end of the bar. Pull the bird
>harply upwards and the neck will be dislocated
instantly. Apart from being a simple lady

Jtry-keeper's method, it will be found most
I'l-essful for the more difficult ducks, turkeys

-iiid goslings.

Full Broods Essential.

JT is a very waiteful system of rearing to allow
broody hens to run about with small broods

of chicks. Yet so many poultry-keepers do I

If a mother-hen brings oHf a poor hatch, entrust
her chicks to another hen that is caring for a
small family. Every hen should -have under
her care a full brood of at least a dozen chicks.
If this plan is adopted, many mothers will be
released for the "laying" line. When putting
chicks to a hen which has not brought them off,
keep strictly to colours. If her own chicks are
white, see that others of this colour are given her,
and so on. She will pick out black or dark-
plumaged chicks and kill them.

Selecting the Layers.

'pHERE is not the least doubt that an experi-
enced eye can pick out the working hens

from the drones. The "likely" layer has a

j/
short, fine head, a keen, intelligent eye, a long,

I

snakey neck and a rather smill frame. Her body
' is long and cone-shaped—rather narrow in front

,
but wide behind, like a wedge—pelvis broad,
and abdomen large, pendulous and well covered
with fluffy feathers. There is plenty of space
between the legs, the comb is large, and the tail
generally carried high. First from the perch in
the morning and last to roost at night, her every

. action speUs business—and eggs. Contrast this
busybody with the dull-eyed, thick-necked
drone I

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

GLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and conlaiiis the food value of either mai^e, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY QROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal certains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken ReannR.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt.. 7/- .\-cwt. Carrraiie paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

ROBERT MILLER'S

HEN HOUSES
are fllGHT^-ON'-T'OP of every other

make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for
STYLE, STRENQTH, and QUALITY.

Downright satisfaction always.
Catalogue Free.

ROBERT MILLER, Denny.

THE BEST EGG PRESERVATIVE

PUR- OVA-INE.
Preserve now wliile egps are at their lowest price.
Customers using our " PurovaiDe " in 1900 are still
ordering it in 1917, which Droves its excellence.
In Tins with directions. Prices: lib., lOd ; 21b., 1/6-

-Hb.. 2/6: 71b.. 4/3: 101b., 6/-. Per p.i reel post.
Larger quantities per rail.

DOBBIE /i nn Manufacturers,UUDDIC « «Wm Waverley Works, LEITH.

THE GREAT EGG DUCKS.
White Runners. 1917 Breeding pens half price, anv number-
Ducklings ready. Duck book and photographs free'

—

T.VTLOR, Rotherwas. Hereford.

H E BDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, Ac.
FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 19/6. Carriage Paid.

LAYINQ MEAL.
A nia&nificeiit egg-producing mixture.
Per 1121b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. Sfilb. 16,-. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per I12II1. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX QROUND OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 5fill). 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121b. 22/6. Carriage Paid.

FEEDING WHEAT.
Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

THE "ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Recognised by experts as the .standard dry chick food

of the day.
Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older chicks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.
" PIONEER " DRY MASH.

Per n21b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared Bne, specially for Poultry.
Per 1121b. 4/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT GRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.
3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-

Carriage Forward.
COCKLESHELL. Per H21b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

ORANULATEOMEAT. Per 112 lbs., 26/-.Car. Pd.
2nd ijuality, per 1121bs., 21/-. Car. Pd.

BONE MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 1 12 lbs., 12/6. Car. Pd

HARRY HEBDITCH^Ki'Martock, Somerset

CHARCOAL
for Poultry. Trial bags 1/3 : lOlbs. 4/- carriage paid.—Wills
Bros., Hoddesdon, Herts.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.—Vaeney. Stratford, Essex.

NITROPHOS PURE FISH MEALS
AND DRAINS.

The Best, therefore the cheapest Eeg ProJucer
Order No. 1 quality (fine), for wet or dry mash

„ No. 2 quality (coarse), for distribution.
PRICES :

18/6 per cwt., carriage paid to English Goods Station,*
10/- per * -cwt. do.

Scottis!) Stations, t5d. per bag extra.
Insh and Channel Islands, paid to nearest English port.

(SOLE PRODUCER.S:
The Good Rich Products Co. td.,p.n.G 2 West Marsh.Grimsbv

SPECIAL POULTRY FOODS.
" Evon " Complete Meal (three grades—Laying, Growing.
Dry Mash), 16/- cwt. Also Chick Wlieat, 24/- ; Wheat Olfal

Meal, 12/6; finest Meat Meal. 18/6; Nut Kernel Meal, 17/9;
Corn Screenings for scratching, 14/-; Clover Meal, iU/-;
whole Malt Culms, 13/6 ; Malt Culm Meal, 12/-. Samples 3d.
—Mr. and Mrs. HUET, Poultry Breeders, South Darley,
Matlock.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal.
12s. 6d. cwt.: 7s. i-cwt,. carr. paid.—ROSSLYN & Co., 30,
Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
•• A worthy and formidable weapon for battling against the bacillus."—SirJ. Crichton-Beowne. F.E.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.— " I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers pids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ' « «

•

IZAL POWDER ^'^ p" I""' ''^B'"•"^ rUWUCn,
g/g per 501b. keg.I 6/6 per gal

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance-

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry

Newton, Ghambers&Go., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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MOM-POISONOUS

1>0WDER INSECTICIDEWASH
DESTROYS APHIS.BLACKiGREEN FLY, CATERPILLARS.ET^

In Cartont to maKe 10 gallon* of Wath, • /- I of: Nurserymen

, „ „ ., 60 3/6 1 and Seedsmen,

Mc DOUGALL BROS LT=> PORT ST MANCHESTER

Don't V/orry
over

Weeds

Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press

day Friday.

GARDENER WANTED. — Old-fashioned
pretty garden ; fruit, flowers, vegetables: nice cottage: good
wages.—Mrs.STANHAM,Michen Hall, Shackleford, Godalming.

X^ION CYCLES
CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed la crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20.000 Machines. NO EXTRAS :

Bell, Pump and everything included. Carriage paid. YOD CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification.—GEORGE BEATSON. Ltd.,
" Lion Cycle Works," 85. Moseley Street, Birmingham.

KILL THEM.
WBBDITE does tt while you sleep.

You simplydast it on the paths.eTeiT
weed and mossy grow»h disappears

like magic and does not return for^^^^— months. Price, In 101b. packets, to

dress 100 sq. yds., 3/- each : 2 for 5/6 ; 4 for 10/..

carriage paid pass, train,

IDARY CO,, Ltd., Cranmer Street, LIVtRPOOL

Gardens for Small Country Houses
15/- net; by post, 15/7.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this Invaluable
book and tor illustrated prospectuses of some of the super*
boolss in the " COUNTRY Lite " Library, to The Manager,
" Country Life," Limitbd, Tavistock Street. W.C. :;.

o

liIOI«-I»OXSOI«IOUS
KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN

WITH * .

McDOUGALLS
WEE_D_K1LLER

WRITE FOB PRICrS AND N4ME

McDouttll Bros ltd. Port St.. ll»nrHg':t

o
s
I

Ol'

o
»
o
B

FOR WAR-TIME GARDENERS.

The Cultivation
of Allotments

By P. ELFORD, Secretary of the Oxfordshire

Educational Committee, anil S. HEATON, Staff

Instructor in Horticulture.

Price 8d. net (9d. inclusive of postage).

Nowadays many people are cultivating an allotment or a

vegetable garden for the first time. The authors give

practical help to such people, so that they may be saved

unnecessary expense, and be enabled to grow enough

L;arden produce to keep themselves and their families.'

Of all BonlisellerK.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Amen Corner, E.G. 4

cts there
I and makes the Garden ^Zl^^.L

-gay all the year round ^r-^lHIr

-J Sold everywhere la TINS at fd. & 1 •., »»1 In BRAOTBD 4 BKAI^D
BAOa 7 lh« 2« 6d • 14 lbs 4b. 6d. ; 28 Ibi., 7e. 6d.; 56 lbs., 12». 6d. ; 112 lbs., 20«. Or

"^fromtte^OTto c;rtag?i;Mdtoth;UiJt«J

CLAY & SON. Manure

BOOKS FOR THE TIMES
THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY REARING. By MADAME jasper, illustrated. 3/6 net, by post 3/10.

" Before the war Madame Jasper was a well.l<nown chicken rearer in Belgium, and in this volume she gives us the benefit of her l«nowledge and experience. It is a book

which all who keep poultry ought to read."

—

Liverpool Post.

EVERY AMATEUR GARDENER SHOULD READ

GARDENING MADE EASY. Edited by E. T. cook. 200 pages; 23 Illustrations. Price 1/6 net:

in cloth, 2/- ; by post 4d. extra.

FRUIT GROWING FOR BEGINNERS. By F. W. HARVEY. ho pages. 40 illustrations. A

simple and concise handbook on the right and profitable cultivation of fruit, 1/- net; cloth, 1/6 net; postage

4d. extra. ., ^^ ^^^^^^^ amount of information is packed into this book."—Ene<"'»« News.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY: Perils and Remedies. By Christopher turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10.

" We can heartily commend this practical book to landholders and farmers."—S/.ecte(or.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By henry VENDELMANS. CrownSvo, 3/6 net, by post 3/11.

This book is designed to help those engaged in cultivating the soil to increase their returns,
j^^ f

^P'^^erms the

author describes the nature and constitution of manures of every type, explains the manner of their application, and

gives the fruits of his long study and experience of practical growing.

" We heartily commend the book."—Sco«is/t Farmer.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE : Britain's Most Urgent Problem. By p. anderson graham. 3/6 net, by post 3/10.

-•—™— -^ -'^'^^^^i^-:^^:^^^ yn^sranirir^ro^'Sj^ t.s:i:^^.^z.^?:^i^^ss£^i'>^waste-land reclamation,
sense."

—

Glasgow Herald.

Please write to-dav for fuU particulars of these invaluable books and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-books in the " COUNTRY LIFE " Library, to The Manager,

" COUNTRY Life," Limited. Tavistock Street. W.L. i.

Printed by Hudson & Kkarns, Limited, Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E. 1, a°d Published by " Com|TRV^iK«.''

and bv George Newnes, Limited, 8-11, Southampton Street, btrana. vv,i„ t.

Country Liee." Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. 3,
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Price 2d.
Yearly Sabscription,
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"BRITAIN'S GREAT CABBAGE."
WEBBS' EMPEROR CABBAGE, for July
jiiil August sowing. Earliest, and best in cultivation,

luinarkably free from any tendency to "bolt." Od. and 1/-

IitT packet. 1/6 per ounce, post free. List of Vegetable Seeds
for present BowiDg on request.

—

Webb & Sons, Ltd., The
King's Seedsmen, Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
lompetition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs. Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.—
H. Merrtweather & Sons Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERERS' GOLD MEDAL RHODO-
DENDRONS ; over 60 acres of the finest collection in culti-

vation. We cordially invite you to come and select any plants
you require.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp. Limited,
The Nurseries, Bagshot. Surrey.

CHINESE CABBAGE. — This vegetable
resembles a Cos Lettuce in appearance and produces a fine

head weighing about 41b9. It may be cooked and served
like ordinary cabbage and makes a delicious dish, or may be
eaten raw as salad. Seeds, which may be sown from end of

June until August for autumn and winter use, 6d. and 1/-

per packet.—JOHN Waterer, Sojts & Crisp. Limited,
Bagshot, Surrey.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STEAWBBKRIES a speciality. — GEO.
Bcnyard <S Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

CISTUS and HELIANTHEMUMS, for present
planting: Salvsefolius, Purpureus, Cyprius, Ladaniferus,
Alyssoidee, Algarvensis, The above six choice sons, strong
plants, for 10/6, package free.

—

Geo. Bdnyard & Co., Ltd.,
Eoyal Nurseries, Maidstone.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to sliow that tlie land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, eitlier for the purposes ot
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Ofllces of " Country
Life." Ltd.. 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. -2.

LAWN BOWLS.—50s. Association Set Lawn
Bowls, 4 pairs, superior, full size, selected lignum, with two
jacks, complete in strong box, unused, price 29a. fid.; also
2 pairs finest Standard Match Bowls, new, absolutely
accurate 3 bias, officially tested and stamped, lis. 6d. pair,
or whole lot for 49s. fid. Approval.—" Box 724 " Gilyards,
Darley Street, Bradford.

TENNIS BOUNDARY NETS, square mesh,
bound with cords, guaranteed to measure length and width
when stretched, any size to order at 2d. sq. yd.; stock sizes
ij yds. by 3 yds. li;/6 carr. paid passenger train.—W. Oliver
Ali.en, Garden Networks, Porthleven, Cornwall.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS. Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page iv.

BARR'S VEGETABLE SEEDS for July to
September sowing. Special List post free.

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description^tone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see
that It has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Codntry Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 1.').—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

BEST TENNIS BOUNDARY SQUARE
MESH NETTING. Any length and width to order, bound
with cords, supplied on receipt of order, passenger train,
carriage paid. Stock sizes 25yds. by 3yds., 13/6 each.—
W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. — Best sahnon twine,
j-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4^(1. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
24d. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Goods
supplied on receipt of order; carr. paitl passenger train.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works. Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of
rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C. J. Davies. 7d. net ; by post, 8}d.—Published at the
OfBces of " COUNTRY Life " Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

McDOUGALL'S WEED KILLER,
NON-POISONOUS.—Saves labour and keeps paths olean.
Write for list and name of local dealer.

—

McDoTJQALL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. Cook. With over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. SLxth Edition. 12s. 6d. net,

bv post, 13s.—Published at the Offices ot " Country Life,"
Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no sohds ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetqen. Illustrated. 3/6 net.

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, cun raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" CoiTNTRY Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try AubrietiaThe Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
PuIIa Lilaciana, a fine Lilac PuUa. 5/- doz.—Write for
quotations to Whitelegg & Co., Nmrseries, Chislehurst.

SPRING CABBAGES—The best varieties to
sow during the early part of August. Order at once.

SUTTON'S HARBINGER CABBAGE.—The
earliest cabbage for Spring cutting. Per pkt. 1/- ; per oz., 1/6.

*• Cabbage Harbinger is a capital variety. I sowed some
seed in July, and now, Jan. 10th (1917),! am cutting some
lovely heads."*— Mr. A. F. COLES, The Gardens, Wallacefield.
Croydon.

SUTTON'S APRIL CABBAGE.—The most
popular early cabbage for garden use. Perpkt..!/-; peroz.,1/6,

' The April Cabbage you supplied me with last year have
done wonderfully well, hanlly a plant has been destroyed by
the severe winter, and they are now coming in very useful."—
The Rev. F. J. Briogs, May 4th, 1917.

SUTTON'S FLOWER OF SPRING CAB-
B.\GE.—The most suitable for the general Spring crop. Per
pkt., 1/-: peroz,, 1/3.
" My bed of Flower of Spring Cabbage was well worth a

photograph, and weeks earlier than any others in this
neighbourhood."—W. WBBB.Esq., Dorsley.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S' SEEDSMEN, READING.

TO REPLACE DUTCH BULBS FOR NEXT SPRING
FLOWERING, SOW NOW BRITISH FLOWERS.

SUTTON'S WALLFLOWERS. — Sweet
scented flowers of brilliant colour. Sutton's Fire King, vivid
orange, perpkt., 1/6. Sutton'sGiant Vulcan, brilliant crimson,
per pkt., l/(). Sutton's Superb, mixed, per pkt., 1/- and 1/6.
post free.

SUTTON <S SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc., blister^, sunburn,
neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—New OxtdoL
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

OUR LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS suit-
able for summer sowing is now ready and will be sent
post free on application.—DOBBIE & Co., Seedsmen to the
King, Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S STRAWBERRIES.—Fine early
pot plants for forcing or outdoor planting of King George V.,
Royal Sovereign, etc., pota 20/- 100; open ground, 6/- 100.

Laxtonian. the Grand New Maincrop, pots 30/- 100 ; open
ground, 20/- 100.—Illustrated Catalogue, with cultural hints
and description of all the new and older sorts gratis.

—

Laxton Brothers. Bedford.

KATAKILLA. — Destroys insect pests,
caterpillars, green fly, etc. The ideal non-poisonous
insecticide for vegetables, roses and fruit trees.

Safe, simple, eflfective, economical.
Is. and 3s. 6d. of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Sole Manufacturers . McDouGALL BROS.. LTD., Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gat«3. Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden. Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have
a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices : subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BOULTON ifc Paul. Ltd.. Manufacturers, Norwich.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/8 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually

using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy

the satisfaction of an abundant and first-class crop instead of

only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent

on application to the Offices of " Country Life." Ltd., 20.

Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2^

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's
Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis Grandiflora; 1/6

doz., .'•)0 for 5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plants.—
F. H. Jones, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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L Sprayers

of Food Shortage

ii

it is the duty of every fruit grower and small-holder to make use of
every aid to increase production. The value of spraying and lime-
washing machines is well known, but too much importance cannot
be attached to the selection of a sprayer that will give thoroughly
satisfactory service.

"UBEL" Knapsack Sprayers are used by thousands of fruitgrowers and small-
holders throughout the world. All the machines in the " Ubel" line and bearing
the trade mark " Ubel " are strong, efficient and easy to use. They are the outcome
of a long and varied experience in spraying and lime-washing. They embody, all
the latest improvements, and are made from the best quality of materials by high-class
laJiour. Each machine Is the very best of its kind.

Write to-day for Illustrated Catalogue and address of nearest Dealer.

The UNITED BRASSFOUNDERS & ENGINEERS, Ltd.
EMPRESS FOUNDRY, CORNBROOK, MANCHESTER.

The largest actual manufacturers of spraying and lime-
washing machines and accessories in Great Britain.

This Trade Mark is on
every machine, without
which none are genuine.

PhytobroMa
Barrs Netir Plant Food

For Flowers Ve^getatlesapd Fruit
of hi&hest quality «. ouaranteed analysis

Phytobpoma greatly increases all
Vegetable Crops.

Guaranteed Analysis: 3-50% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble
Phosphates; 13-50% Insoluble Pliospliates ; 3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b.. 5/6; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b.. 15/-; 1 cwt.. 28/-
Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards, carriage paid.

Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

HON CYCLES
CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 1 have
advertised and made and sold over 20,000 Machines. NO EXTRAS;
Bell. Pump, and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CANRIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOUDO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE BEATSON. Ltd..
Lion Cycle Works." 8S. Moseley Street, Birmin-ham

NON-PPISONOUS
POWDER JNSECTICIDEV/ASH

DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK &GREEN FLY. CATERPILLARSlT^
tn Cartons to make 10 ealions of Wash, ' /*

60 3/6

1

of..Nurserymen
j

and Seedsmen

M9P0UGALL BROS LT° PORT ST MANCHESTER

Barrs Seeds
Fof Flower 5; Kitchen Garden
ofFinest Selected Strains JcTested Growth

Awarded for Vegetables:

Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal.
Two R.H.S. SILVER-QILT KNIQHTIAN MEDALS.

Vegetable Society.3 QOLD MEDALS National

BARR'S SEED GUIDE contains a Select List of the Best Seeds
for the Vegetable Garden, and the most beautiful Annuals and
Perennials tor the Flower Oarden and Greenhouse, with many
flue novelties of sterling merit.

Sent free on application.

BARR & SONS, 11 , 1 2 & 13, King St.,
Covent Garden, London.

w^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as 'Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instpuotions Free.

6d. & l/-Tinsc& 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r, London)
of all Chemists, Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, B.

Awarded Medal a I Royal Horticultural
|

Exhibition. iQii.
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Endive is well grown and artificially

blanched it is one of tli* best and

most useful winter salads. It

should be grown on good soil,

allowing ample room for development. A couple

or more sowings should be made during the

end of this month and at the begiiniing of

August, according to the demand. Sow in

drills 2 inches deep on moderately firm soil,

and transplant as soon as the young plants have

attained a suitable size. If the weather proves

dry, water the bed freely, also the drills before

planting. After the plants have become thoroughly

established a few waterings with liquid manure
\m11 greatly assist them both as regards the size and

tenderness of the leaves. With a little care and
attention as regards protection in frosty weather

and the blanching, good, tender, sweet Endive

may be had over a long period.

Chicory.—We find this a most welcome salad,

and is both easily grown and bleached. If given

.1 good position the plants develop splendid crowns
and may be lifted as required, placing several

roots in large pots filled with

lifjht soil or leaf-mould and stand-

ing them in a moderately warm,
dark place, when- they soon com-

mence making new tender leaves.

It takes very little time in winter

to have a good supply of this

most useful salad. There are

many ways to assist the bleaching

process, such as boxes with covers,

inverted flower-pots, or planting

thickly under stages or in a

Mnshrooni-housfe.

Selecting a Seed -Bed for

Cabbages.—In selecting a place

for the Cabbage seed-beds a well-

e.\posed south border should bi-

chosen. Let the drills be made
2 inches deep and rather broad at

the bottom, and about g inches

apart. If the soil is very dry,

thoroughly soak the drills before

sowing. Cover the seed over with

moderately fine soil, and if the

weather proves very dry, to assist

germination let the beds be covered

over with a mat or some other

material to conserve moisture.

Plants raised from these sowings

should be large enough for plant-

ing out on good land in September,

following spring Onions or some other crop. If

in good heart and moderately rich it need not be

dug up, but be deeply hoed and raked over, and
the plants may stand i8 inches apart each way.

Good varieties are Ellam's Early, Flower of Spring,

Early Rainham, Mein's No. i and Macldnlay's

Matchless. The latter is exceptionally good and an
evenly selected strain. Others might be mentioned,

but the above are very dependable ; and for pick-

ling. Red Dutch.

A New Butter Bean.—Messrs. John Waterer,

Sous and Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, send a sample

of a new Butter Bean, to which they have given

an extensive trial this season at the Twyford and

Bagshot nurseries. It is an improvement upon

other Butter Beans, inasmuch as the pods are

longer, the flesh thicker, sweeter and of better

flavour. These, however, are not the most re-

markable characteristics of the Bean. It is claimed

to be one of the quickest -growing varieties in

cultivation. Seed was sown on .A.pril 28 and a

picking of excellent Beans made on June 27,

which means that the Beans only took about

nine weeks to mature It is extremely free

bearing and continuous ; also, so far as we are

able to ascertain, quite distinct from any other

variety on the market. After comparing it with

others, we have formed a very high opinion of this

Butter Bean, which we understand will be known

a* Wargrave Abundance. It should prove of

considerable value o^ing to the short space of

time which it takes to come to maturity.

Peas for Drying.—We are interested to know-

that on the a\Uhoritv of Messrs. Barr and Sons, written to tell

SOWING B.\T.A.VI.-kN ENDTVE FOR -WINTER USE,

Little Marvel will dry and boil. The bulk

of the shop dried Peas are, we believe, the old

field Pea, Harrison's Glory, and we were under

the impression that it was the only variety suitable.

We have tried many varieties of wrinkled Peas,

but they all refused to soften. Incidentally,

we may mention that all Beans except the Horse

Bean, which a while back was foisted on to the

public, will boil well after drying. The most
delirious dried white Bean we have tried is the

American Macaslan Pole Bean, which has narrow

seeds. The quality was much finer than that of

the ordinary Haricot.

Why France was the Pioneer in Producing

New Roses.—A long interesting chapter might be

written by an historian of flowers upon the in

fluence that the different habits and customs of

mankind have had upon flowers. In the days

before Queen Victoria came to the throne or the

name of Rivers of Sawbridgeworth had risen

and grown famous, the French were the great

new Rose producers of the world. And why ?

Largely, if not exclusively, because it was the

custom of the ancient nobility and gentry ol

F'rance to repair to their country homes in May
and to remain there until Novembenor December.

Hence there was a demand for beautiful summer
flowers wherewith to filF their gardens. Thus

it came about that the Rose was taken in hand,

and Laffay, Gels, Joly and Vibert were the French

counterparts of the Cants, the Dicksons, the Pauls,

McGredy, Easlea and Hicks of to-day. Mrs.

Gore's book, " The Rose Fanciers' Manual," was

English rosarians of the thirties

of last century how they managed

things in France !

Raspberries After Fruiting.

—

Immediately the crops have been

gathered, cut out all the old canes,

and thin out the young growths,

leaving only those needed to fruit

next season, with the exception of

where the stock is to be increased,

when a sufficient number should be

left for that purpose. After the

thinning out is completed, tie up

to the wires those left to fruit next

year, allowing ample room in the

ties for the swelling of the young

wood. Attention to this matter

will greatly add to the strength

and fruitfulness of the canes.

If the soil is light and porous

and time will permit, give the

plants a good mulching with

rich manure and a thorough

soaking of water at the roots, so

that the manurial properties may
be well washed in. This will

also prove very beneficial to the

new canes.

Strawberries.—The crops this

season, although very heavy,

have not lasted so long as in

some previous seasons, at least on

light land, drought being the sole cause ; neither

have the fruits been as sweet as we have before

had them. Now that the fruits are at an end,

no time is being lost in cleaning the beds of

weeds and the plants of runners and some of

the lower leaves and fruit-stalks. We shall, if

possible, slightly loosen the surface and apply

a good mulch of manure so as to give the plants

a better chance of producing stronger crowns,

which is a most important item. -^^
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Edi'-or is no! responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondcn's.)

DRYING BLACK CURRANTS.
J^AVING read with great interest tlie article

on fruit drying in The Garden of July 14,
page 272, I ventui-e to send you some of our last

year's dried Black Currants. As this fruit is

not mentioned—it is by far the commonest in
cottage gardens in Scotland—you may like to
see what can be done with it. I also send some
which have been steamed and are ready for use,
either to stew with a little sugar or to mix in with
"real" Currants in puddings, &c., for which
purpose we find them quite useful. The Black
Currants were dried on wire baking trays on an
ordinary kitchen range, being left there all night
for about a fortnight and lifted off in the mornings.
I may also say that in 1915 we dried a good many
Plums. Mitchelson's was the most successful,
and made excellent Prunes, with the true Prune'
flavour. With some of the other varieties, such
as Belgian Purple, we failed entirely. For fruit
drying 191 6 was a most unfavourable year, as

SECOND GROWTH ON A MAINCROP POTATO.
The left end would eook white and the right end be elose and yellow.

we had continuous rains during .August and
September, so we were very pleased at having suc-

ceeded with the Black Currants.—H. M. Brown.
[We are very grateful to our correspondent

for drawing attention to this subject. From the
samples sent it is evident that Black Currants may
be dried satisfactorily, and as the crop is heavy
in most gardens, this information will be welcomed
by readers in all parts of the country.

—

Ed.]

APPLE STIRLING CASTLE IN
DUMFRIESSHIRE.

'pHIS popular Apple is very largely cultivated in
Dumfriessliire, and many excellent fruits are

produced. I do not recollect seeing it finer
than on a wall tree in the garden of Mr. J. A.
Mather at Hastings Hall, Moniaive. The fruits
were not only large, but were almost uniform in
size and of perfect form.—S. A.

. GARDEN LABELS.

J
DOUBT if Miss Gertrude Jekyll voices the
opinions of the majority of owners and gar-

deners in her statement that labels should never
be seen in ornamental ground (see issue July 14,
page 273). Surely it is possible to use and
place the material in such a way as not to be
unduly conspicuous. The ornamental grounds

THE GARDEN.

at Kew are not less so by the trees, shrubs and
occupants of beds being labelled. Most people,
I venture to write, would hold they were more
interesting—certainly more instructive—because
of the names of the various subjects being made
known. Not all employers, liowever enthusi-
astic, and decidedly not all gardeners, have had
the chance of becoming familiar with the many
good things possible in ornamental grounds.
Labels save many questions for such people,
are a source of genuine knowledge to earnest
seekers, and also at times a memory refresher
to even the best informed. It seems incredible
that the dull grey of .\cme and zinc labels, when
intelligently attached, could be considered ugly
or out of place in any well-kept ornamental
groimd. The most durable labels for flower
borders, and not too obtrusive, in my humble
opinion, are of zinc, written on with indelible ink
—the long shape as shown in the illustration to the
article referred to before.—C. T., Ampthill Park.

POTATOES GROWING OUT—SECOND
GROWTH IN POTATOES.

YOUR correspondent " Wayland " writes about
" Early Potatoes Growing Out," and rightly

advises lifting and using such. It does not follow,

of course, that

every tuber at a

root will have grown
out. Those which
have not will keep

for seed or to be

_«»'.'•• usei later. When
reading "Way-
land's" note I

thought of a photo-

graph I had of a

tuber, showing
second growth on a

maincrop variety
(The Factor). It is,

I think, the most
serious form of

second growth. It

spoils the appearance

and keeping qualities

of the tuber and also

the cooking quality,

because the large end
will cook white and
dry and the small

end creamy in colour and soapy. Weather con-
ditions are entirely the cause of second growth.
In Scotland the Potato crop looks well, and the

forecast is that it will be above the average. Prices
have come tumbling down.—W. Cuthbertson,
Diiddingston.

A HERTFORDSHIRE HARDY
FERNERY.

OUR contributor " C. T. H." in the issue of

The Garden- for July 14, page 273, speaks,

with a measure of commendation, of the fernery

in Danesbiu-y Park, Welwyn, and makes pointed
mention of his inability to determine whether
the large stone boulders v/ere found there naturally

or specially taken there. " If," writes your
correspondent, " the latter was the case, all traces

of artificiality have gone,- for the materials are

weather-beaten and overgrown with moss."
Well, Sir, the latter was the case. The fernery

in question was formed for the then owner of the

Park, the late W. J. Blake, Esq., in i860. I

worked on it as a lad. The site v/as a disused
chalk pit or quarry, and all the material used
was drawn from local sources. Unless my memory
is at fault, I believe that the head-gardener,

the late Mr. G. Parsons, made special provision

for cultivating the Royal Fern, Osmunda regalis.

Y^
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.'\lthough traces of this plant are no longer to be
found, I feel a legitimate pride when reading of
the present condition of a work upon which I

was engaged nearly sixty years ago.

—

James
PuLHAM, 71, Newman Street, W.

ROBINIA KELSEYI: A WARNING.
"pHIS lovely Pea-flowered Acacia fully deserves

the award recently given to it. But pur-
chasers are reminded that the wood is extremely
brittle, and it cannot be grown in' the open except
as a bush. Its finely divided foliage forms an
elegant backing for its bright pink flowers, and
the safest place to grow it would be on a west
or east wall, where the large-flowered Rose Acacia
is also happy.

—

George Bunyard.

THE SCHOOLGIRLS SHARE.

J^
1-EW days ago an unknown j-oung lady,

signing herself " A Schoolgirl," wrote me a
long letter about holiday work on the land. Her
letter was interesting, and I am bold enough to

write you on the subject, hoping you will put this

letter in at once. In the coiurse of her epistle

the young lady said :
" I want to do my share

in working on the land, but I can't, because I

don't know how to. Is there no organisation

that takes boys and girls who are willing to work
on the land ? If not, surely there ought to be.

My school gives us nine weeks' holiday, and I

don't want to do nothing all that time. I shall

go away to the seaside for about a month, I

suppose, but I want to do something on the land

to help my King and Country for the rest of the

time. Someone said you could help me and
others, so I write you." Unfortunately, this

young lady omitted her name and address, but

I hope she may chance to see this reply. More
unfortunate still, I cannot help her and others,

much as I should like to, for I have up to now
heard of no organisation for holiday work on the

land. Her letter probably expresses the feeling

of a good many other schoolgirls and schoolboys.

They want to do their share in national work -

and national labour on the laud, but they " can't,

because they don't know how to." Can anything

be done to wake up the authorities, for it must
be someone's duty to organise this labour ? There
ought, of course, to be a committee in every

district. There is not a lot of time to waste ; .

if anything is to be done, it should be done at

once. Let us hope it will be.

—

Gardening
Consultant.

BUSH HOUSES, &c.

^HESE are a feature of New South Wales
gardening noveK to a visitor from the

"cold country." Nearly all the Sydney subur-

ban gardens I have visited contain a specimen,

but not infrequently in the neglected con-

dition not unknown as regards conservatories at

home. 'The objects of bush houses are to subdue
too powerful sunshine, keep plants moist and cool,

and protected from hot, drying winds. Twenty
feet square seems a popular size, and a sunny
situation is selected ; construction difiers some-

what. There may be a roughly built stone or

brick wall up to 6 feet high ; boards are sometimes
used, or only a wall on the windiest sides. The
roof should have only a slight fall, sufficient to

carry off the drips. It is composed of tightly

stretched wires, i foot apart, or of 4-inch wire-

netting, the whole being interlaced with dried

branches of Ti-tree, 3 feet or 4 feet long. Creepers

are not allowed to grow on the roof, and in u-inter

the amount of shade should be reduced. Planting

out, not employing pot plants, is preferred,

so the soil should be free from tree roots, be
trenched and ameliorated, and may require to be
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drain; (1. The {ulluwiiig ari.- i-er<imiueiidcd for a

bush house in the neighbourhood of Sydney

:

Azaleas. Begonias in great variety, Balsams,

Coleus, Cyrlamen, hardy Ferns (including Adian-

tums), Fuchsias, Lilium auratum and L. speciosum,

English Primroses, Prmiula sinensis and P. obronica.

and readers of The Garde.v will readily add to

this brief list. Sydney appears to rae a paradise

for gardeners, but I arrived eaily in an ab-

normally cool and moist summer, and have no

visual idea of the normal later drying heat which

is the principal disability of the oliraate. Suburban

gardens are up to the best English standard, and

the wealth of subtropical floral features is positively

bewildering. Conversing with a leading nursery-

man, I learnt that the demand for medium-priced

lines is very good, there being more demand than

over for seeds, bulbs and plants, despite the war.

The more costly novelties, however. ar« slow of

acceptance. Seeds are not offered in less than

3d. packets, and I will give a few prices illustrative

of the svibstantial profits which must exist in the

distributing business, the more so when the

case of raising stock is taken into account.

Carnations, so-called 1916 novelties, 2S. 6d.

each ; older varieties, is. and

IS. 6d. Roses, novelties, 3s. 6d.

each. Narcissi Sir Watkin and

Poeticus ornatus. 2d. each, is. 6d.

per dozen. Gladiolus The Pride,

4d. each, 2s. 6d. per dozen. Spanish

Iris, 3d. each, is. 6d. per dozen.

Hyacinths, 6d. and 8d. each. The
high price of labour and other

difficulties in connection with it

must be borne in mind. Several of

even the biggest nursery firms have

abandoned large cultural establish-

ments, landing it better to be sup-

plied by small growers on the

contract system. Carnations are

fa-.hionable as outdoor plants, but

the flowers I have seen are not of

first-rate quality. One of the things

that cannot be done at Sydney
is rock gardening according to

English id?as, as alpines will not

succeed here.

—

Arthur Garnett,
Sydney.

l.ATHYRUS AZUREUS AND
OROBUS VARirS.

'T' HIS annual or blue Pea,

sometimes called L. magella-

nicus, with its large and con-

spicuous sky blue flowers, is a most beautiful

plant at this season, its fine-leaved, graceful foliage

being covered with blossom. Here, from seed

sown in spring, it rapidly attains a height of some
3 feet to 4 feet. It is a sun lover, and appears
to be an easy doer in a light, free soil. The pods
are curiously winged and the seed very large

for the size of the bloom. Some sticks, trellis

or other support is essential. Its relation

Orobus varius, which has sulked for years, has
bloomed well and ripened seed this season. Its

delicately beautiful foliage and loose clusters of

Pea-shaped flowers in deep rose and pure white
make an attractive feature in a sunny corner of

the early summer rock garden.—A. T. Johnson',
Norih Wales.

YEW HEDGES : A CAUTION.
r^ARDENERS need to be reminded that every

care should be taken to burn at once all

clippings and prunings of Yew hedges. If thrown
on the rubbish heap the lawn-mowing cob
may find them and cause his death, as when
half dried they are doubly poisonous. The writer

had to pay a neighbour compensation. One of

his hungry horses reached ovel the hedge and

helped himself lu Vc«, and died at once. Legally

the horse was a " trespasser," and I might have
fought the case, but I felt it best to pay and avoid

all bother.

—

George Buxvard.

PAROCHETUS CO-MJIUNIS.
'T'HE Blue Himalayan Pea is a rare subject for

the waterside or damp corner of the rock

garden. In manner of growth and form of leaf

it is precisely like any bit of creeping Clover that

is doing well. But the flowers are distinctly Pea-

shaped, borne singly on long, thin stems, and of a

most perfect azure. P. communis is a rampant
grower in congenial circumstances, and though
perfectly^ hardy in normal conditions, it was killed

out in some districts last winter.—.\. T. 1.

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS IN A PEM-
BROKE GARDEN.

T ENCLOSE a photograph of a group of Cordylines
(Dracaena australis) in blossom here, which

you might like to reproduce in The Garden.
They have been here about twenty-seven years,

and were raised from seed : they blossom every
year, but not often as freely as this ; and they ripen

Vegetables for Sowing
During August

.\ GROrr OF CORDYLINES IN A RE.i^DER's G.\RDI-,N

seeds, of which the missel-thrushes are especially

fond. — M. B. MiREHOUSE. The Hall, Angle,

Pembroke.

WELL-RIPENED WOOD.
T N The Garden of July 7, page 256, " S. E. D. T."

challenges my remarks on this subject, but I

fear his own deductions will scarcely bear examina-

tion. If, as he says, the extra long rest enjoyed

by plants and trees during last winter is the reason

for the abnormally fine display of bloom this

spring, how does he explain the fdct that fruit-

buds on trees are formed the previous autumn

—

[Is this a fact ? It is thought by many that the

Iruit-buds are formed much earlier.

—

Ed.]—and
that the Daffodil and other bulbous plants have
the embryo built up during the growing period of

the previous season ? There is something wrong
with his theory in another direction, for our

winter here, altliough very wet and disagreeable,

was not by any means cold until February, so

that the 'plants did not enjoy a greater period

than usual of entire stagnation. 1 am glad that
" Caledonia " in his interesting letter in the same
issue is able to corroborate ray experience.—
C. Blair, Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow.

UNDER normal conditions the
end of the third week in July
marks the finish of the sowing
season for most vegetables. In
manj' gardens this work is

brought to a conclusion much earlier,

partly through lack of knowledge and
partly indifference on the part of owner and
gardener. At ordinary times this is not
very serious, but now that we are rightly
being urged to grow as much wholesome
food as possible, and to economise with
existing supplies, it is the duty of everyone
to adopt unusual or little-known measures
with those ends in view. The amount of
success attained with the late sowings
that I will advocate will depend to a
large extent on the season and, in a less

degree, the kind of soil one has to contend
with and the amount of care that can be
given to the crops. Even with highh"

u n f a vourable circumstances
partial and useful crops will

i)e obtained, and it is im-

possible to place too strongh"

ijefore those who have ground
and seed available the desira-

bility of attempting some-
thing at least on the lines

indicated.

Potatoes.—N'jw that new Pota-
toes are plentiful, it is far more
profitable to plant seed tubers, where
such exist, than to feed them to pigs.

Even at this date tubers may be
planted, with every likelihood of

yielding good crops for use at the
end of October or early November.
Wliere old tubers are not available

1 would not hesitate to plant new
ones, selecting these from the
earliest and most matured plants

in. the garden. If lifted and rested

for a week or so before replant-

ing, they will give some useful

tubers during late autumn.
Carrots.—Next to Potatoes these

Ate the most useful vegetable to

sow now for winter use. A well-

drained plot of moderately rich and
thoroughly tilled ground should
form the seed-bed, and a stump-
rooted CaiTot ought to be chosen,

as this type matures more quickly
than the longer ones. Young roots

from this sowing will be available

for use from the end of October onwards through
the winter. The bed should be protected with
Bracken or other litter during severe frost.

Turnips.—,\bout mid- August last year I made a

sowing of Early Snowball, and the result w-as an
excellent crop for use during the winter. Thin
sowing, in rows i foot apart, and early thinning,

so that the plants stand 9 inches asunder, are
essential. Mulching between the rows with lawn
clippings will preser\'e moisture and prevent the
roots becoming " woody."

Beetroot.—This is a rather risky crop to sow
now, yet if seed of a Turnip-rooted variety is

available and a warm, well-drained piece of ground
is vacant, it is worth trying. The roots will not
be very large by early November, yet if the elements
are favourable they will be of sufficient size for

use in salads.

Radishes.—Seed of French Breakfast variety,

scattered thinly and lightly covered" with soil,

will yield some useful salad in a very short time.

It is necessary to keep the plants well watered,
hence the bed should be in an easily accessible

place.

Onions.—The present is a good time to sow
seeds of winter or spring Onions. These have to

stand through the winter, and are either pulled

and used green at the end of March or during April,

or transplanted at the end of Octotier for growing
on, into large bulbs for use in July of next year.

.\s a catch crop the growing of these Onions for

salad is one of the most profitable for market
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gardeners. A system that I used to adopt largely

was to sow a row between every two rows of

newly planted Strawberries. The Onions were
cleared in April, and did not do the slightest harm
to the Strawberries.

Lettuces.—These also used to be sown between
the newly planted Strawberries, or else in a separate

bed, and the seedlings transplanted there later

on. They were cleared in May, just when the
Strawberries were commencing to flower. Hardy
Hammersmith for a Cabbage variety and Black-
seeded Bath Cos for an erect sort were the varieties

chosen. The end of August is a good time to sow.

Spring Cabbages.—From August i to August 12

is the period that experience tells us is best for

sowing seeds of this important crop. They are

scattered thinly in rows i foot apart, and when a

few inches high are transplanted to their permanent
positions. The distance apart will depend on
the variety. Harbinger, which I think is the
best and earliest of all, is a rather small Cabbage,
and needs but 18 inches between the rows and
I foot between the plants. Though small, it is a

Cabbage of the best quality. W. H.

POTATO SPRAYING AT WALTON- ON -THAMES
By THOMAS STEVENSON.

[Fortunately, Potatoes are looking strong and healthy in many parts of the country, but it should be borne in mind that it is not

too late for the much-dreaded disease to make its appearance. Those who have not sprayed are reminded that it is not too late

to do so even now. Arrangements for demonstrations in Potato spraying may be made with the Food Production Department,

72, Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W. Lieutenant Ascroft, who is in charge of the Potato Spraying Department, will

at once send experts to advise on this important work and to give demonstrations free of all charge.

—

Ed.]

NO matter where one turns, land
that has been lying idle for

years is broken up and apparently
carrying good crops, and if one
can judge by appearances so

early in the season, these recently vacant
plots must add materially to the food

help them. Much credit is also due to

the various Food Production Committees,
and where the members have put their

heart into the matter the benefit accruing
to the allotment holders is very con-

siderable. As an instance of real en-

thusiasm I would mention the Walton-

IN READINESS FOR THE DAY S WORK.

Showing the xeorkcrs and the spraying apparatus i.i the Council yard. Six sprayers are employed

and between 300 gallons and 400 gallons 0/ mixture are applied each day.

supply during the coming winter. In

this neighbourhood the crops of Potatoes
look uncommonly well ; in fact, I have
never seen better promise—not even on
old-established allotments and gardens

—

than is to be seen on these freshly broken-
up plots, and great credit is due to the
workers, as in most instances the work
has been done under very trying con-

ditions, and done well. Single digging

has been the exception rather than the

rule, and it is to this that many must
credit their success, very little organic
or chemical manure being available to

on-Thames Council. This riverside town
has a population of about 10,000, and
there are 1,800 allotments under culti-

vation, 37 tons of Potatoes having
been distributed by the Council alone,

and this does not by any means represent

the total amouiit of Potatoes being

grown.

Early in the season a member of the Council

—

a Potato grower of repute—gave a most e.xcellent

lecture on the cultivation, which was well attended,

and the number of questions asked on the various

phases of cultivation showed how keen the

audience was to take advantage of the grower's

knowledge. One member of the audience, how-

over, was not iquite satisfied with the advice

given on the depth of planting, as his experience

proved that Potatoes planted fully i foot

deep gave better results than when planted

4 inches to 6 inches as advised. At lifting-time

I fully expect this man will have many lookers-on,

as the lecturer doubted if he would ever see the

seeds again, much less a good crop from them,

and on my soil I am quite sure he would not.

Tills is, however, by the way.

The question of spraying has been seriously

taken up under the direction of the surveyor,

Mr. R. Wilds, and the horticultural representative

for the district, Mr. H. T. Wilkin, and the method
employed is well worth quoting. Spraying com-

menced on July 2 and is being carried on daily,

except, of course, when raining or when the sun

is particularly burning. Six sprayers are in use,

and between 300 gallons and 400 gallons

of Burgundy mixture are applied each day.

The system, though simple, is excellent and

easily worked, consisting of a mixing apparatus

at the Council yard (see the first illustration). This

shows barrels, which are graduated for 20 gallons

and 40 gallons, raised on a platform, one for the

soda solution and the other for the copper

sulphate.

Two bags of soda and two bags of copper sulphate

are dissolved in separate barrels, after which 20

gallons of the soda solution and a similar quantity

of copper sulphate are run into each barrel under

the staging. The barrels are slung into a cart and

taken to the field of operations.where they are placed

on empty tubs which are about the right height

for filling the sprayers (see the second illustration).

By the use of these tubs on end the cart is released

to bring further supplies, and thus much time

is saved. The barrels used are of 40 gallons

capacity, fitted with wooden taps, and can be

easily rolled and moved about by a couple of

men. The third illustration shows the sprayers

at work.

The Council have also sown considerable

breadths of the various Brassicas for planting

between the Potatoes, and later varieties, such

as Christmas Cabbage and Coleworts, for planting

after the Potatoes are lifted, thus ensuring the

ground being occupied and not left idle during

the autumn.
Lectures and demonstrations on fruit and

vegetable bottling have been given by Mrs. W. A.

Bilney of Ronneby, Oatlands Chase, and the

first consignment of 400 dozen fruit bottles has

been distributed. This is most fortunate, for

there are heavy crops of fruit in the district,

•specially soft fruits such as Black Currants, Red

Currants and Raspberries, all of which bottle

quite well. Further lectures and demonstra-

tions are to be given during the season. Such

work is worthy of great praise, and, as stated

earliir in my arficle. must do much to augment
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FILLING THE SPRAYING MACHINES.

'<\n- foud supply; ami .u tlu' i luse of the war let

us hupe that the Committees will not be dissolved,

but will coutinue to carry on the good work com-

menced through sheer necessity.

Early Potatoes on the

Devon Cliffs

NOT at first glance would one expect

to find advanced cultivation at an

altitude of i:5o feet, where the cliff top

is crowned with wind-battered Thorn

bushes, at the foot where the waves,

remote and small, creep slowly up the shingle.

Midway between, even when the winds of

.March were blowing overhead, was a summer
profusion of foliage, bud and blossom. For

here is interposed in the barren cliff a space for

a natural garden, greatly favoured in situation and

richly productive. All along the six sunny miles

of Devon coast, from Sidmouth to Branscombe,

runs a fertile belt. In some places it is a mere

ledge, half a dozen feet wide ; in others, a stretch

iif gently sloping terraces, covering an acre or

more of ground, with here and there a descent ^o..

steep that even a tuft of grass can scarcely find

holding room. .\nd on this sheltered undercliff

are grown some of the earliest and best English

Potatoes.

No one seems to know how long these gardens

have existed, Branscombe Potatoes are famous

tlu-oughout the district, and are not unknown
further afield, and " Branscombe," in reference

to Potatoes, is merely a generic name for the

whole range of cliff gardens, of which the principal

are Branscombe itself, Weston and Salcombe

Regis. The sod is composed largely of earth

from the cliff top and S3nd worn away from the

rock by the constant erosion of winter storms

and deposited on the terraces below. Conditions

of growth are very favourable, and cultivation

is by no means costly, as the gardens, facing south,

receive the sun all day long, and are naturally

irrigated by the springs w'hich triclde from the

cliff above, while the staple fertiliser is seaweed,

obtainable in large quantities from the beach

below.

At Weston, where the gradients are tolerabh-

easy, nearly all the haulage is done by

donkeys ; but their employment is restricted at

Salcombe Regis by reason of the steepness and

difficulty of the paths. There most of the

carrying is undertaken by the cultivators them-

selves.

Some parts of the Salcombe cliff are so steep

that no path can be made there, access to the

lower plots being obtained by means of a rope

attached to stout iron pegs driven into the rock

face.

The cultivation of the cliff gardens is done iu

the spare time of the men who rent them, all of

whom have other employment. .\s the long-

shoreman is to the deep sea fisherman, so is the

cliff cultivator to the farmer. He is the free-lance

of agriculture, Melville JIackav.

BOTTLING FRUITS.-II
RED, BL.VCK, AND WHITE CURRANTS,.

R.\SPBERRIES AND CHERRIES.

IN

the issue of The Garden /or June 23 1

mentioned that 1 hoped to deal with other
fruits as the best season arrived for their bottling -

The time has now come for dealing with the
next fruits after Gooseberries, viz., Currants,.
Raspberries and Cherries of sorts.

Red Currants.—These should, if necessary, be'

rinsed first to remove any foreign matter, there

picked off the stalks and packed into the bottles,

filling up to the top with water. The use of a

s>Tup made with two ounces of sugar to each
quart of water is advantageous, but, as explained
previously, water alone will act perfectly well,

providing the bottles are quite airtight. As
before, heat to a temperature of 160° Fahr, The
new large varieties, such as Comet and Raby
Castle, are among the best for this purpose.

Black Currants.—The same treatment should
be given as for Red Currants.

White Currants.—These are more of a fresh

dessert fruit than a culinary one. I do not bottle

them myself nor do I advocate them being bottled,

but they will preserve perfectly well. Their chief

demerit, in my opinion, is their very unsatisfactory

rolour when preserved. For those who wish to

hottle them, use the same method as for the

Mtlier Currants,
Raspberries.—These are very satisfactory fruits

to bottle. Remove the stalks, but do not wash the

fruits, as this spoils their quality. Fill the jars as

tightly as possible with the fruits, adding sufficient

water or syrup to completely fill tlie jar, and heat

as before,
' Mixed with Red Currants they also give

a delicious preserve. The larger and better the

varieties, the more satisfactory they are for bottling.

With the soft fruj*^ the main desideratum is to

pack them as tighrty as possible in the bottles, as

this gives far better results.

Cherries.—We are now getting the first of the

stone fruits in the shape of Cherries. Remove the

stalks, and clean, if necessary, by wipiflg with a
clean, soft cloth ; then treat as recommended
for the other fruits. It is as well to heat these

for a slightly longer time to ensure perfect steri-

lisation. Among the most satisfactory sweet varie-

ties for this purpose are the Bigarreau, May Duke,
Late Duke, and Black Eagle, Morello is undoubtedly
one of the best fruits to bottle that is known, but

this variety will not be ready for some time to come.
Let me reiterate once again the necessity for

testing the jars as tn whether they are airtight

when cold, or fermentation will set in and the

results of one's efforts be completely spoilt. Do
not forget to set in a draught-proof place to cool off.

In each of the cases of the fruits mentioned
above it is best to select the fruits slightly under-
ripe than over-ripe, (Mrs.) E. J. Beckett,

SPR.WING IN rOTATO FIELDS AT WALTON-ON-THAMES.
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DAFFODIL NOTES
By the Rey. Joseph Jacob.

THE DISEASES OF DAFFODILS ARE SO PERSISTENT THAT QUARANTINE
BEDS ARE SUGGESTED FOR CHOICE VARIETIES.

Introductory.—What funny bedfellows are

tucked away in that unexplainably and unlocatable

place, the storehouse of the mind ! Some may
have been there from the days of our childhood,

e.g., Black Currant jam and "powders" ; others

have only been put in yesterday. These storings

away are as a rule very individualistic. Few
associations are univei'Sal. Yours are different to

mine and mine to yours. Speaking for myself, one

of the last additions to my storehouse is Rhubarb
tart and Daffodils. The connecting link is the

history of their garden development and their

general utility, if pleasing the palate and the eye

may be included under such a heading. Just

as Rhubarb tart, compared with Rhubarb pills (?)

is a new acquisition, so is the hardy modern

British-made Daffodil of the present day com-

pared with those that were current coin in the

days of Parkinson. It will be rough luck if,

after filling our eyes with

wondrous realities and visions, its

supreme purpose is found to be

food for the eelworm. Circum-

stances have for the time being

transformed my garden into a

rock and myself into a linuiet.

Hence I have neither seen nor

heard all I usually do in a normal

Daffodil season, and I cannot say

how growers as a rule have fared.

Disease and Eelworm.—One

hoped that the Royal Horticultural

Society would have had the pre-

science to have published in

pamphlet form Mr. Ramsbotham's.

lecture immediately after its de-

livery ; but, as far as I am aware,

nothing of the kind has been done.

I presume it will appear in the

distant future in a volume of the

Journal, when the planting season

of 1917 is past. " O lago, the

pity of it. lago !
" The Daffodil

has become so much a part of a

normal spring garden that I hope

our Editor will offer a certain

space in The Garden to readers

with experience of pests who may
be Avilling to share that e.xperience

with others. My own trouble is

eelworm. I have found my plan

of carefully going over my best

varieties when they were stored in

their trays every ten days or so,

and then planting in late October

in soil in which no Daffodils have

been grown for a very long time,

most efficacious. At the time of

writing, however, I liave not lifted all my
bulbs, so it may be that I will have un-

pleasant surprises ; for it appears to be highly

probable that those but very slightly affected

may not show any decided symptoms of being

attacked at their flowering-time. Another probable

fact which practical experience seems to be pointing

out is that certain varieties are more liable to

attacks than others. The Leedsiis and the ^le
bicolors and so-called white trumpets (bi and ci

in the Royal Horticultural Society's classification)

seem to take the infection very easily. Lucifer

and Sir Watkin, for example, become victims

sooner than Emperor. I do not think any variety

is immune. From an experiment in my own
garden it seems to be highly probable that the

condition of the soil may have a considerable

influence in warding off or intensifying an attack.

In 19151 divided a long bed into four parts and took

out the soil to a depth of about 2 feet. The bottoms

of each part to a depth of 9 inches were filled as

follows : (i) Soil dug out simply returned in a

fine state, (2) light farmyard manure, (3) peat moss

litter well broken up, (4) gossypium. Each part

was planted with about half a dozen rows of each

of these varieties—Emperor, princeps and Sir

Watkin. After being two years in without being

taken up, it is very evident that the cushion

under the different parts has made all the

difference in the world. The bulbs did best in

the farmyard manure part ; then followed those

in ordinary soil, then those in peat, then those

in gossypium. In other words, the colder

myself, " Thank God, Australia and New Zealand

are practically immune," This last spring, however,

to my intense sorrow, I have received letters from

both Dominions which have rudely awakened
me from my dream. I am not surprised that

what I dreaded has happened, for the out-

ward signs of the commencement of an attack

are so obscure that the very elect are, unfortunately,

liable to err and pass as sound what time will

reveal as, alas ! the reverse. All who grow choice

and valuable varieties 'should at once, if the\'

have not already done so, establish some quaran-

tine beds, isolated from the part or parts of the

garden where the collections are grown as com-
pletely as is practicable. Here all new purchases

should remain for twelve months, for until a bulb

has been wintered and summered no one can sa\'

if it is immune or not. A second bit of practical

advice is to keep all new purchases spread out in

trays without any of them touching one another,

and, in addition, to delay their planting till a

later date than heretofore has been deemed
essential.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Daffodil

Show and Year Book.—In the middle 0' writing

these notes I have heard that there is to be no

show in 1918 and again no Year

Book in 1917. I would have thought

that the Royal Horticultural Society

would have found it possible to

issue a Y'ear Book like the National

Rose Society has done, and even

the much smaller Perpetual-Flower-

ing Carnation Society ; but its

Council does not realise that it is

ill loco parentis to the Daffodil.

Its actions show more of the pro-

verbial stepmother spirit than I

like to see.

Seed-Time in 1917.—The wind

is tempered to the shorn lamb.

April last was an ideal time for

hybridists. Personally, beyond see-

ing that my Calathinus crop did not

fail, I did nothing in the way of

fertilising, crossing or hybridising
;

but one is glad to think that there

were certain enthusiasts who " made
hay while the sun shone." How
some of them did what they did

none but those of the same kidney

can imagine. Three hundred and

ninety distinct tabulated crosses, a

bag of 15,000 seeds (almost a pound

in weight), are no mean accomplish-

ments for the busiest of busy men ;

but then, after all, it is only they

who can do more than their fellows.

Do you not agree, Mr. Leak ?

NEW ROSES
GOLD MEDAL ROSE MRS. GEORGE MARRIOTT.

and damper the bottom, the more adversely

were the bulbs affected. Another observation

which is confirmed by those who store bulbs is

the seeming facility with which eelworms work
destruction to " dried-off " bulbs in storage trays.

Not only do they eat up the bulb they are in,

but they seem to be able to migrate into adjoining

ones, and so it is a common thing to find nests

of infection here and there among presumably

healthy and unaffected ones. Experience gained

from storing small lots in bags made of cheese-

cloth tends to confirm this. Again 1917 has

knocked on the head a thought which heretofore

has given me much comfort, I have said to

The new seedling Roses named
received recognition from the

National Rose Society at the

special meeting held at the London Scottish Drill

Hall, Buckingham Gate, S.W,, on July 17.

GOLD MEDALS.

Sunstar (H,T.),—A perpetual-flowering bedding

and decorative variety. The predominant colour

is salmon red, the base of the petals rich orange.

Distinct and beautiful,

Elizabeth Cullen (H.T,).—Also recommended

for bedding and decorative purposes. Colour

crimson scarlet, shaded maroon, exceptionally

free flowering as shown, and sweetly fragrant.

These two were exhibited by Messrs, Alex, Dickson

and Sons, Newtownards.
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Mermaid.—A gloriously beautiful single-flowered

Wichuraiaua of the largest size. The great spread-

ing flowers arc of rich cream colour, this being

enhanced by the golden anthers. The foliage, too,

is proportionately large and of a lustrous green.

I'crhaps the most captivating novelty of the

occasion. It was entered as a hybrid of Rosa

bracteata. Suited for garden or trellis. From
Messrs. William Paul and Son, Waltham Cross.

Mrs. George Marriott (H.T.).—A full and
beautifully formed Rose of rich cream and
pink colour, the petals reflexing in a charming
manner (see illustration on page 296). It is of a

freely branching habit of growth.

Queen Alexandra (H.T.).—A perpetual-flower-

ing exhibition or garden variety of free habit.

The dominant colour is scarlet, the

reverse of the petals as seen in the

opening flower of coppery red tone,

which renders it almost unique.

The variety is distinctly fragrant.

These two were from Messrs. S.

McGredy and Son, Portadown,

Ireland.

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.

Edel. — Pure white single with

1 reamy centre.

Emma Wright (H.T.).—The colour

is deep orange with apricot. Very

pretty in the bud, when there is a

suggestion of an enlarged Old Gold.

These were from Messrs. McGredy
and Son, Portadown.

Miss May Marriott (Pernetiana).

— The orange - cohjured sport from

Mme. Edouard Herriot already de-

scribed in our columns. Shown by

Mr. Thomas Robinsou, Birmingham.

Mrs. Stewart Clark (H.T.).—Re-

< ommended as a bedding and 'deco-

rative variety. The colour is yellow,

with scarlet markings on the

buds. Firm, shining foliage. From
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons,

Newtow^lards.

Pax (Hybrid Musk). — A very

charming and large semi-double

white perpetual - flowering variety

as good in autumn as now.

of bush habit and 3 feet to 4 feet i

high. Two-feet-long sprays of it are (

beautiful in the cut state. From f

the Rev. J. H. Peniberton, Rom- i

ford. j.

T. F. Crozier (H.T.).—For ex-

hibition or garden use. The colour

is soft yellow to cream. g^_^2Qr___;

E. Godfrey Brown (H.T.).—The
colour is rich crimson scarlet ; the

variety is nicely fragrant. These

two were shown by Messrs. Hugh Dickson

and Sons, Belfast.

gardens, where they have to be restricted

to narrower quarters. There are four
established and well-known systems of

pruning hardy fruit trees, each bearing
important relations one to the other

—

winter, summer, root pruning, and
disbudding.

When each receives the attention which is its

due at the right time, then the art of pruning is

very simple, and becomes one of the most enjoyable
pleasures the fruit-grower has to pursue. There
are two distinct systems of summer pruning, each
advocated as the best by their respective champions,
namely, the spur system and the long shoot one.
These two ways of summer pruning apply to

.A.pples, Pears, Plums and Cherries. The long
shoot system consists in thinning out superfluous
shoots from the main branches of the trees, leaving
only as many side shoots as will furnish the tree

leiy, 1

It is p

It may be said that side shoots are encour-
aged in the body of the tree. This must be
admitted ; but they are so much shaded by the
terminal growth of the outer branches as, iii our
experience, to reduce them to little value as fruit
producers.
The other system, as we have said before, is

the spur system, and this is preferable both in
the bush and pyramid form of tree, more especially
for gardens of limited extent. It consists, briefly,
of having so many main branches to a tree (whether
bush or pyramid) from 10 inches to 12 inches
apart each way, according to the robustness of
growth or otherwise of the tree until it is com-
pletely furnished and well balanced with fruitful
main branches. By having these main branches
thus widely separated, abundant space is provided
for the admittance of all light and air obtainable
in the course of the summer, and without the
influence of which in consolidating and ripening
the wood it is hopeless to expect fruitful results.

Summer priming under this svsteni
consists in stopping the lateral growth
which emerges out of the main
branches at the seventh or eighth leaf
towards the middle or end of July.
The object of this is to concentrate
the remaining growing force of the
tree in strengthening the base of the
shoot, in order that it may produce in
due time stronger and better fruit-
buds. Some object to this method
because, without resorting to dis-
budding in spring, it is apt to produce
a plethora of those lateral shoots.
This is granted, but by timely atten-
tion to disbudding this objection
falls to the ground. The terminal
shoots are treated the same as the
laterals, only instead of shortening
them to seven or eight leaves they
are cut back to within 12 inches or
15 inches of their base, according to
whether the growth be strong or
weak, the weaker being more severely
cut. By some this system is con-
sidered to be of too restrictive a
nature, hampering, as they say, the
free development of the trees. All
pruning, no doubt, tends in this
direction, but when it is considered
that a fair-sized tree would contain
twenty or more main branches
and that each branch is extended
every year i foot, making 20 feet
for each year, with the added lateral
growth to each foot of terminal, the
annual extension of the tree is .con-
siderable.

Apple and other trees of pen-
dent growth, and which are in-

clined to bear more freely at the
ends of the branches, would possibly
succeed better under the long shoot
system. We hope we have succeeded
in making the way clear how to
carry out both systems, and would
advise those interested to try both
methods and prove to their own
satisfaction which renders them the
best service.

THE SUMMER PRUNING
OF PEACH TREES

The Summer Pruning

of Fruit Trees

JULY is admittedly the best summer
month iu which to carry out this
operation. In the case of Apples in
orchards, or in gardens where ample
space is available, and where it is

desired that the trees should grow- into
large specimens, .summer pruning is perhaps
of less importance than it is when con-
sidered in relation to trees in smaller

GOLD a([ED.\L ROSE MERMAID

with bearing wood without overcrowding. These
shoots, as well as all the terminal ones, must bp
left their whole length without any shortening
whatever.

This system applies more to the Apple and
Plum than to the other fruits mentioned. Some
very good cultivators declare it to be their con-
viction, after fully proving both systems, that
this one is successful in producing the finer fruit

and better crops. One objection to this system
is that by leaving the annual shoots their full

length the bottom buds of the shoot (whii h we
believe to be the strongest and best) generally
refuse to break into growth the following spring,

thus forcing those branches to depend on the
weaker tenuinal buds for the production of wood
and fruit buds the following year, leaving the
base of the shoot barren. This, repeated in each
shoot every year, results in the course of time
in leaving the body of the tree bare, with the
bulk of the fruit at the terminals of the branches
oiilv.

Seldom indeed do we see Peach
trees on the open wall or under
glass that are too thinly pruned;

more often it is the reverse, .\mong gardeners

generally there is a tendency not to remove
sufticien't shoots when disbudding the trees in

spring, so that when the shoots and leaves develop

the trees are all too often overcrowded. Of all

fruit trees, none suffer more than Peaches and
Nectarines from an overcrop of fruit. If the trees

are asked to yield annually too heavy a crop,

they in time resent such request by a diminished

size', loss of flavour in the fruit, and an ultimate

loss of branches. Fewer fruits of higher quality

are to be preferred to those of medimn
qualitv.
"When trees are overcrowded with weak

shoots, why leave them until the winter pruning

period ? " is a question to which I never could

get a satisfactory reply when enquiring. Do
not hesitate to cut away all .siurplus growth is

the advice I give, which will be well repaid in

better de\-eloped and matured growth for nest

season's crop in consequence of more space for

leaf development. F- M-
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JUNE IN A DEVON GARDEN
A GARDEN OF LITTLE-KNOWN SHRUBS AND HARDY PLANTS.

By Robert W. Wallace.

COVERING about an acre, the interest-

ing garden of Mr. Eden Phillpotts,

the famous Devon novelist, contains

within its walls an unusually fine

collection of little-known trees, flower-

ing shrubs and plants. The area of the garden

was originally a sharp slope to the south, which
has been skilfully terraced, so that much variety

is given to the aspect and many positions for plants

of all habits. On the broad terrace by the west

end in early June, on the wall of the house a fine

white Wistaria niultijuga was mingling its beauties

with those of the pink Anemone Rose, which was
climbing finely up the adjoining garden wall ; while

at the foot, clumps of deep pink Pceonies were in

flower. A few paces away blossoms of Magnolia

parviflora were intermingling with ruby red

flowers of Rosa Moyesii. Here also is a young
plant of Magnolia Campbellii, about 8 feet high,

and those who have seen this noble plant in flower

THE RARE PRIMULA NUT.\NS.

can imagine the delight of the owner in years to

come when his plant is covered with these immense
and lovely deep pink, goblet-shaped flowers.

Passing the Magnolias, a large clump of Lilium
Szovitzianum came into view, expanding its many
yellow blossoms, the perfume of which filled this

corner of the garden in the evening. To complete
the pictura, from a certain angle on a lower path
a large and finely flowered clump of the purple
Geranium grandiflorum could be seen at the foot

of the Lily, forming a lovely colour contrast.

In the west terrace border the noble Paulownia
imperialis was passing out of flower and a large

and vigorous Parrotia persica gave promise of

grand autumn colouring. Edging the border were
clumps of the newer June Bearded Irises, such as

the grand Oriflamme, the mysterious Isoline,

Edouard Michel (in shades of deep wine red).

Lady Foster (pale blue), Eldorado (in tones of

iridescent copper and gold), Trojana (tall and
majestic). Her Majesty (rosy pink), and many
recent additions, such as Neptune, Stamboul,
Prosper Laugier, and the giant Alcazar, which
has received the great honour of a first-class

certificate at the Wisley Trials—not now flowering,

but promising well for next year. What grand
garden plants these new Irises are ! Their strength,

size and colour are a revelation to those who only

know the older forms.

In the same corner of the garden were Corokea
Cotoneaster (4 feet high) and C. buddleoides (the

latter covered with yellow flowers), while the

Californian Poppy was sending up stems over

4 feet high. In narrow borders beneath the front

of the house were many rare bulbous plants,

including a mass of Calochortus, tliree years

established, the plants of which were just

expanding their beautiful butterfly-like blossoms.

A mass of Iris Korolkowi and many of its hybrids

were over, while the white Peruvian Alstroemeria

was just showing colour.

Space does not allow one to speak of the many
rarities planted in the peat bed at the Shady east

end of the house, but I noted the deep scarlet

Pentapterygium serpens, Berberidopsis corallina.

Crinodendron Hookeri, Rhynchospermum jasmin-

oides and Rhododendron calophyUum, all of which
are growing well and coming into flower.

Descending below the level of the front terrace

we find a long rock bed and moraine siu-mounted
by many fine dwarf trees and flowering shrubs.

Here was seen in flower the rare Chinese Primula
nutans of Forrest's collecting, while, above, Ostrow-
skya magnifica is 4 feet high, with unfolding flowers

of palest lavender ; and Rock Roses, Saxifragas.

Aubrietias, Campanulas, &c., tumble about in

beautiful confusion amid the supporting limestone

boulders. Rhodothamnus Chamsecistus is very
happy, and in the retaining wall the golden Tropa;-

olum polyphyllum is appearing in many direc-

tions. Close by is an eftective little shrub^he
rare Euonymus nanus linifolius, whose tiny brown
flowers give place to orange scarlet berries in

-August

.

The erect-growing Cupressus Wissclii, witli its

many upright green flames of growth, is very
happy, while, beneath, Cotoneaster Dammeri
gave promise of many scarlet berries for winter
decoration. The seldom seen, blue-fringed Iris

tectorimi was in flower, but not the white variety,

though flourishing. The glaucous-leaved Rosa
Xanthina was full of pale yellow flowers, similar

in appearance to Hugonis, and, near by, a most
delightful little shrub, Andrachne colchica, with
slender and graceful stems covered with tiny pale

green leaves and small yellow flowers. Olearia

insignis was breaking strongly and showing for

flower.

A particularly pleasing combination at the top
of the rockery was a fine specimen scarlet Japanese
Maple, near to wihich was planted a blue Abies
Kosteri. Descending once again we come to the
level of the lawn, where, in the bed below the
retaining wall, are many rare and fine shrubs.

A glorious specimen of Carpenteria californica

has been rather badly hit, but is now making
strong growth. Callistemon speciosus and C.

salignus, the white and red Bottle-brushes, are

coming into flower. Anopteris glandulosa was
going ahead finely. This has to be wintered in

a cold house, otherwise the large, waxy, white
Snowdrop-like flowers which openjn April would
be destroyed. The beautiful Brazilian evergreen
Feijoa Sellowiana, with white and crimson flowers,

has flowered well for many years but never fruited,

and though suffering from the winter cold is now
breaking strongly.

At either end of the lawn are many fine and
uncommon shrubs. Notospartium Carmichaeliic,

whose pink Broom-like flowers appear in Julv,
is growing near the base of a fine specimen Koelreu-
teda paniculata, 20 feet high ; while close by is

a large speciijj^i of Elajagnus macrophylla, the
silvery leaves of which make a groundwork to
the former, especially in autumn, when its leaves
turn to orange. A grand specimen of the Chilian

CoUetia cruciata, some 15 feet high, thrusts its

ugly face across the lawn ; surely here is a substi-

tute for barbed wire should it ever become scarce.

Stephanandra flexuosa, standing by itself, illustrates

how much finer many of our shrubs would appear
had they sufficient room to develop. Knowing
the owner's love for the beautiful in Nature, it is

not surprising to find a small water garden in which
are congregated a very select company. . On the
far side of the lawn in the centre of the garden
is a small but cleverly constructed artificial pool.

THE SIBERIAN IRIS SNOW QUEEN.
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-urroundetl by many bog beds. On the right

ilaiik stands a fine specimen of the lovely Golden

Weeping Willow, whose graceful outlines attract

much attention. At the foot of the Salix and

Ml the other side of the pool are clumps of

i;iant Rheums, whose bold foliage and stately

spikes frame the pool and its occupants. Just

MOW the tall red spear-like stems of R. Emndii

,ire emerging from the weeping gold of the Willow ;

ni the pond the slender Typha stenophylla con-

tributes its beauty, while a smaller mass of the

mhiialure Reedmace. with its wee club-like heads,

is seen as a great contrast. Golden Club, with

Buckbean and others, clothe the sides and

penetrate the surface, which is mostly covered

with a mass of the best Water Lilies. In particular

do the forms of the pink Nymphaja carolin ana

thrive, the warm, shallow water just suiting their

requirements.

On a slightly lower level a new pond has been

prepared, into which, with great care and interest.

has been placed the greatest of all Water Lilies

—

the glorious ruby Escarboucle—and as a companion

Mrs. Richmond, with its magnificent flowers

of soft pink. I do not think there are any two

hner Water Lilies than these. Again, beyond these

in the surniounting beds are masses of Iris

orientalis and Snow Queen in a happy contrast,

while Primulas and a host of other moisture-loving

subjects are planted in close proximity, including

the new golden yellow Marsh Primrose.

We look beyond the pool to the end of the

garden, where facing north in the cool are many
fine Rhododendrons, including some very choice

species, and at their feet were noticed Cypripediimi

spectabile and Orchis foliosa, the seldom seen

Sanguinaria canadensis and the uncommon
Kirengeshoraa palmata ; while in one corner was a

large bed devoted to the culture of the giant

Himalayan Lily, several fine spikes of which were

sending up their towering and imposing stems.

Another beautiful Himalayan was also at home,

giving promise of great glory, viz., Meconopsis

Wallichii, a good form of which is hard to

beat, in spite of all the treasures from Western

China.

The foregoing are but a tithe of the many
fine plants Mr. Phillpotts grows ; to mention all

would probably weary your readers, but I trust I

have indicated in some measure the delights of this

most interesting garden, the dwellers in which, being

personally introduced to me, under the guidance

of the owner made my \isit a thousand times

more enjoyable.

GARDENING OF THE WEEK
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Late Peas are growing sturdily. givniB promise
of satisfactory results. Supply the roots with
water when necessary, and mulch the surfa- *•

at least i foot wide on each side of the row as

a safeguard against mildew, which is the greatest
enemy late Peas have to contend with.

Autumn Onions.—Prepare the ground for

this crop by deep digging, adding manure if

possible. This crop should follow Potatoes,
Peas, Beans, or Summer Spinach. The third
week in .August will be early enough to sow- the
seed. White Leviathan, White Emperor, Lemon
and Blood Red Rocca are desirable varieties.

Where only one is required for an early supply,
select the former.

Cabbage.—Preparation should be made towards
the end of the month to sow a pinch of seed for
an early supply of Cabbage. Harbinger is quite
the best variety for this purpose. The heads
quickly turn in, and, the growth being compact,
the plants do not occupy so much space as some
other varieties. This should be followed by
Ellam's, Flower of Spring and Sutton's April.
If the weather is dry, deeply dig over the site

before sowing the seed, well water overnight,
break down the soil quite finely, sow the seed
thinly to avoid a spindly growth in the young
plants, and cover lightly, using some wood-ashes
as a deterrent to the Turnip fly. Shade the bed
with a mat or green boughs until the plants show
through the soil, when they should be gradually
exposed to induce a stocky growth.

Endive.—Continue to so«» in well-watered
drills, on Celery trenches, or any available site.

Thin the early sown batches as required, trans-
planting some of the surplus plants to skeleton
frames; these may be useful for filling gaps in
the early supplies.

Cauliflowers, especially the Autumn Giant
variety, will appreciate copious supplies of water
as well as mulchings of strawy manure. Put
out plants from late sowings ; these will be useful
quite late in the atitnmn, even if thev do not
grow large.

Globe Artichokes.—The renewed stock of
these roots are making good growth, and with
encouragement in keeping the surface soil stirred
should be in a hardened state to withstand an\
reasonable wintry weather that mav oc( ur this
vear.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—Directly the fruit is gathered,
cut away the old canes to make room for the
ciurent season's shoots, so that they wiU mature
and give a full crop of fruit next season. If each
I lump is furnished with six stout new growths,

the r( mainder should be removed, as nothing is

gained by overcrowding.

Strawberries.—N'o time should be lost in cutting
away all runners from the plants that have fruited
and at least three parts of the old leaves, so as
to ensure an early growth of leafage as a winter
protection. Clear the ground of weeds and dig
between the rows lightly with a fork, adding
short manure where it is known the plaints require
assistance.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—When the fruit is

.:;athered is the < nrrect time to prune the trees
by removing useless shoots, those that have
given fruit, and any weakly growths that were
left w-hen disbudding. This early removal of

such growths gives space for the remaining shoots
intended for the next season's fruit supply, so
that they may better mature by exposure.

Vines from which the frtiit has been gathered
should have the lateral growths removed and
the side shoots shortened back to aid the matura-
tion of the basal eyes, from which next season's
I rop will come. .-Vlthough the Vines are semi-
dormant, the roots must not be allowed to become
dry, or their activity will be checked. Well
water the borders in which late varieties are now
swelling their berries, either before or afterstoning.
Thin sublateral growth to avoid overfcrowding.

E. MOLV.VECIX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers. Esq.)

Swanmorc, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

French Beans.—Where a large breadth of
these is being grown in addition to frame culture,
a few rows should be permitted to carry pods
until these approach maturity, for using as Haricots.
Picked at the correct stage, there is no difficulty
in drying them where there are vineries or Peach-
houses. The pods should be spread on canvas
sheets or mats on the borders, and after drying
is completed the Beans may be shelled into bags
to keep till winter.

Onions.— I would not advise any more manure
for these. The bulbs will continiie to swell for
another si.\ weeks or so, but all that the crop
requires in the interval is the removal of any
weeds that have surreptitiously crept in or eluded
the many scufflings of precedhig weeks. The
sowing of seeds for a spring and summer crop
should be no longer delayed, placing the seeds
fairly thickly in drills. These succeed in moder-
ately fertile soil and should receive manurial aid
when growth comniences in spring.

Mushrooms.—Where these are grown, means
should be taken forthwith to secure supplies of
stable manure with a fair proportion of straw.

ll n.. proper shed eM>ts lor its preparation, the
Mushroom-house itself can be utilised, venti-
lating it freely to allow gases to escape and air to
enter to partly dry the material. It must not
be allowed to get too dry, and I have known in-
stances when a slight addition of water has been
needed to induce fermentation.

"Greens."—The Scot usually denominates
what the Englishman calls Borecole by the
name of Greens. I have previously mentioned
this crop, and would just say here that as ground
gets cleared of other vegetables, it may he very
usefully filled with Borecole. In some years it has
to do duty for Spinach as well as fill its own special
r61e as a delicious winter and spring vegetable
which o\'erlaps into summer.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Peaches.—The current year's growths have

now extended sufficiently for them to be regulated,
though it would have been better had there been
sufficient labour to have gone over the trees
earlier. Just as many shoots as are seen to be
needed to furnish the trees with fruiting waod
for another year should be preserved

; all the
others should be rigorously removed. Generally
the whole of the shoots are tacked to the walls,
byt they are more expeditiously controlled by
means of short pieces of dry Willow or young
shoets of Snowberry, the ends of which are slipped
under the permanent Peach shoots, the terminal
growths alone being tacked to the walls. Pro-
vided the trees were heavily mulched with cow-
manure in spring and moderate crops taken,
with space for the foliage to develop, there should
be no fear of red spider nor need for sprajiiig or
syringing. These remarks are equally pertinent
to the management of Nectarines.

Strawberries.—If the layers were secured
sufficiently early, they should now, or very soon,
be ready for transferring into fruiting pots, the
very early ones into 5-inch and the main lot into
6-inch pots. The soil here is verv light, and a one-
fourth part of dried cow-manure rubbed through
a quarter-inch mesh sieve should be added to the
soil with the usual amount of artificial manure to
ensure a healthy and vigorous plant. The com-
post, which, of course, I assume to be in the proper
condition of moisture, cannot be made too hard in
the pots, and especially that portion above the
drainage and under the ball of the prepared plant.
This simple expedient causes the roots to ramifv
equally throughout the new compost, instead of
the plant rooting downwards and out of the drainage
hole as happens when this is not seen to. As old
Strawberry plants are cleared of fruit they should
be grubbed up and left to dry, afterwards being
burned in heaps.

Fruit Under Glass.
Grapes.—Vineries in which Lady Downe's is

growing, the berries of which have arrived at the
scalding period, must be kept ventilated night and
day. The reason for this is that there mav be no
sudden rise of temperature nor no deposit of mois-
ture on the berries.the borders and paths at the same
time being kept dry. Heated pipes are a valuable
aid, but not absolutely necessary provided these
precautions are observed. It is not impossible
that, with the general disuse of fire-heat, mildew
may appear. This can only be where too much
moisture has been kept in the vineries. People
do not seem to realise that the Grape Vine is
perfectly hardy and not a moisture-loving plant,
and that it is the prey of mildew only when its
natural proclivities are outraged. .^ "very weak
solution of Gishurst Compound, sprayed, is a
specific, and more natural treatment should be
given the Grape Vine afterwards. Grapes that
are ripening should be ventilated regularly, and
on cold, wet days the fires lighted where possible.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyiiingltame. Preslonkirk, N.B.

Primula japonica and Trollins Golden
Queen.—Perhaps the most satisfactory colour

effects in the boggy and shady part of the wild

garden this spring have teen acquired by a group-
ing of these two plants. The brilliant gold of the

one and the rich crimson of the other afford a

very marked and distinctive contrast, and the easy

grace of the Globe-flowers, both in stem and
foliage, helps to detract from the stiffness of the

Primulas. Whether in complete shade or in

the sunbeams which pierce overhanging trees, the

effect is one of remarkable beauty.—A. T. J.
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A COLUMN FOR
THE CURIOUS

Monks' Rhubarb or Herb Patience (Rumex
ALPiNUs).—Searching in the pages of Geraud's

Herbal for information as to tlie medicinal use

of this old physic-garden plant, the following

entertaining story of the happy-go-lucky methods

of a Tudor apothecary came to light. After a

description of the general use of the plant- as a

moderate purgative, and a comparison of its

efficacy with that of other plants of the

same family, he says : " Other distinctions

and differences, with the temperature and

every other circumstance, I leave to the

learned Physitions of our Loudon Colledge

(who are very well able to search this matter)

as a thing farre above my
reach, being no graduate, but a

Countrey SchoUer, as the whole

framing of this Historic doth well

declare, but I hope my good meaning

may be well taken, considering I doe

my best ; not doubting but some of

greater learning will perfect that

which I have begun according to my
small skill, especially the ice being

broken unto him and the wood rough

hewn to his hands. Notwithstanding

I think it good to say this much
more in mine own defence that

although there bee many wants and

defects in me, that were requisite to

perform such a worke, yet may my
long experience by chance happen

upon some one thing or other that

may do the learned good : consider-

ing what a notable experiment I

learned of one John Bennet, a Chirur-

gion of Maidstone in Kent, a man
as slenderly learned as myself, which

he practised upon a Butcher's boy of

the same town, as himself reported

unto me ; his practise was this

:

Being desired to cure the foresaid

lad of an ague, which did grievously

vex him, he promised him a medi-

cine, and for want of one for the

present (for a shift as himselfe

confessed unto me) he tooke out

of his garden three or four leaves

of this plant of Rubarb, which

myself had among other simples

given him, which he stamped and

strained with a draught of ale,

and gave* it to the lad in the

morning to drinke : it wrought

extremely downeward and upward

within an hour after, and never

ceased untill night : In the end

the strength of the boy overcame

the force of the Physicke, it gave over

working and the lad lost his ague ; since

which time (as he saitl») he hath cured with

the same medicine many of the, like maladie,

having ever great regard unto the quantity,

which was the cause of the violent working

in the first cure. By reason of which accident,

that thing has been revealed unto posteritie,

which heretofore was not so much 51s dreamed

of. Whose blunt attempt may set an edge

upon some sharper wit and greater judgement in

the faculties of plants, to seek farther into

their nature than any of the Antients have

done : and none fitter than the learned

Physitions of the -Colledge of London ; where

are many singularly wel learned and experienced

in naturall things."

tk:: gardex.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

[July 2S. 1917.,

FRUIT GARDEN.
NETTING RASPBERRIES (ict^A)-—The half-inch

square mesli nets supplied by Messrs. W. Oliver Allen.
Porthleven. Cornwall, would answer the purpose quite
satisfactorily. We have used this netting, and can
recoiumend it with confidence. It is bound with cords,
and may be had any length or breadtli to order, which
is a great convenience.

BLIGHTED CURRANT TREES {A. W. .V.).—As the
fruit of the Currants should soon be ripe, it will not do to
spray the bushes with an insecticide, because the leaves
cannot be effectively sprayed without spraying the fruit

also. The better way will be to gather the "fruit first, and
then give the bushes a dressing of Bordeaux raixturi."

in order to kill the fungoid disease from which they are
suffering. It will be well to burn all the leaves as they fall,

in order to try to stamp out the disease.

A BOOK ON THE THINNING OF THE CROPS OF
APPLES (/'. ir. B.).—There is no book we know of which

by an expert to be a success, and even then success could
not be guaranteed. If you have decided to remove the
tree in any case, the experiment might be tried if you do
not mind the expense. Success may result. The best
time for moving it will be as soon as its leaves have fallen.
Dig a trench round the tree at a distance of 3 feet from it>

stem. The trench should be 15 inches wide and 2J feet
deep. Cut all the roots with which you come in contact
close to the wall of the trench next the tree, then fork awav
the surface crust of soil on the top of the roots, and carrv
the tree carefully, with all the soil possible attached to
its roots, to where you wish to plant it. The hole for its

reception must be large enough to accommodate the roots
being laid out their full length, and prepared before the
tree is lifted. Add a bushel of new turfy soil at the time of
planting, also a gallon of lime and a quart of bone-
meal to the soil of the tree. In planting, work the soil

well in among the roots with the hands and press firmly
down. Fill the hole with soil and tread firmly down.
staking the tree, and giving it a good watering afterwards.
Prune the branches of the tree ratiher severely at the same
time as the roots arc pruned,

SUMMER PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES (Newlands).—
Some fruit-growers claim an advantage in simply breaking
the foreright or side shoots and allowing them to hang
thus on the trees. So far as our experience teaches us,
the advantage is more imaginary thatn real. Kow is a

good time to summer prune wall trees.
including Pears. Apricots, Plums and
Cherries, also. Peaches and Nectarines.
In the case of all the above, with the ex-
ception of Peaches and Nectarines, the way
to proceed is to cut back all side shoots, the
strongest to within five buds of their base,
and those not so strong to within four buds
of their base, the same shoots at the wiuter
pruning to be still further shortened, the
one to within two buds of its base, and
the other to within three buds (the latter,

of course, are the stronger shoots). The
terminal or leading shoot at the end of
the main branches should not be summer
pruned. In the ease of the Peach and
the Nectarine, the summer pruning of
these consists in removing au occasional
shoot of this year's gro\vt.h where it is

found that such shoots are too close to-
gether, and also in removing all youug
shoots which grow out of the young shoots
of this year's growth.

MONKS RHUBARB. AN OLD Mi-,DiCI.\AL VLA-M

specially deals with the thinning of Apples. A useful
book on hardy fruits which deals largely with the Apple
is that of " Fruit Farming for Profit," by George Bunyard.
now in its sixth edition, price 2s. 9d., to be had from 41,
Wellington Street, Covent Garden. W.C. It would be
advisable to leave the strong, thick-stemmed Apples in

the centre of the trusses, as in all probability they will

grow into fine specimens.

GREENGAGE TREE DROPPING ITS FRUIT (J.M.).—
This is due to the flowers not having been properly
fertilised ; that is to say, there was no seed formed in
the fruit. In the absence of this it is impossible for the
fruit to grow and mature. Perhaps your tree is growing
in poor soil and has been sufferhig occasionally from the
want of water at the roots, and also, maybe, from the want
of summer pruning. Take special note of our weekly
calendar, and you will find seasonable notes bearing on
this subject and others on fruit trees which may interest
you. Sometimes the failure is caused by too strong
growths. Perhaps you will let us have particulars of
the growth of your tree, when we shall be glad to do the
best we can for you.

REMOVING A NINE YEAR OLD APPLE TREE
(J. E. //.).—The ('X]»('iise of moving such a tree would be
considerable, as the wuxk would have to be undertaken

KITCHEN GARDEN.
THE SPRAYING OF POTATOES {New-

lands).—Yes ; the whole of the h;fulm of

the^otatocs must be sprayed, including the
top and under side of the leaves and stems.

BEAN CANADIAN WONDER FOR
WINTER USE (6'. G. IF.).—Bean Canadian
•Wonder is excluded among the Haricots in

France. We have not tried this variety
in this way, but if it has been well grown
and fully ripened it would be equally suited

for use in winter in a dried condition as are
the others, although white seeds are pre-

ferred.

AUTUMN-SOWN ONIONS GOING TO
SEED (To/-g»ay).—These Onions have had
a long season's growth (from August to

July). They are ripe for pulling up at

this time and for harvesting and putting
by for present use, because they will not
keep so loog as summer-sown ones. The
cause of their bolting to seed is because
they are making a second growth, and tlu-

nature of the second growth in such cases

is for the plants to throw up their flower-

stems in order to produce seeds. Cut otf

the flower-stems as soon as they appear.

SPRAYING POTATOES WITH A
SYRINGE (I/.il/.C.).—A knapsack sprayer
is far more convenient for spraying
Potatoes than a syringe ; but if only a
small area is to be sprayed, a syringe, if

fitted with a very fine nozzle and with a
bend in the tube so that the under side of

the leaf is reached by the spray, may be
used, .\bout a gallon of spray is requured
for a rod if the Potatoes are well

grown, but less if only partly grown.
Early Potatoes need not be sprayed, but

later ones should bo sprayed during the first week in

July, and again three weeks later if the disease appears.

MISCELT.ANEOUS.
BOOK ON SEED-GROWING {E. A. IF.).—There is no

book dealiriu >]ir(itir;illy with seed-growing, but you
will find some i[i til HI i;it inn on the subject in the'- Gardeners'
.Assistant," publishi-d by Longmans.

POT-POURRI (IF. F. 5.).—The best pot-pourri is

made by the moist process. The chief ingredient is

Hose petals. They are half dried to a tough, leathery
consistency and packed into jars, with a handful of buy
salt and common salt mixed, to each three handfuls of
petals. It should be kept weighted down in tlie jars,

and remains in them till the autumn mixing. Sweet
Geranium leaves are also di-ied in the same way and
salted. Bay leaves and Lavender are salted down in
the jars without first drying. When atl is complete.'
the contents 'of the jars are broken up and mixed
with ground spices—Cloves. Mace, Allspice, &c. Similar
inquiries have been receive,! Irom other readers and wo
hope to give a more detailed accoimt of the making of
jtot-poiuTi a little later.
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NAMES OF PLANT '.—•/,. B.~LiHuiiJ immadclphuin. A
II .If (HI this spo -ifs will appear shortly. G H. L.—Lysi-

machia vult;aris (connnon Looftostiif*'). Borif:.—Eii.a
riliaris var. AUweana. th<* Portuguc-e foiiu of E. ciliaris.

M. E. T.,l''orr€s.— Exofhordagr.indiHnra. A folniire 1

l-Iale iiitpiarfa iti The GaBDEN" of February lit, 1«77.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HOKTICULTHKAL SOCIETY.

A SSOCIATED with the fortnightly meet-

/\ i'lg of the above-named society on

/ \ J"ly 17 at the Drill Hall, Buckingham
/ % (iate, S.W., were the exhibits of new
^ ^ seedling Roses, under the auspices of

the National Rose Society, and the annual exhibi-

tion of the National Carnation and Picotee Society

(Southern Section), the whole contributing to a

show of considerable variety and excellence. A
report on the Carnations, by Mr. J. L. Gibson,

will appear in our next issue. From the

spectacular standpoint the greater displays

were the banks of Roses from leading growers

and the superb collection of , Sweet Peas

from Shrewsbury, which deservedly secured a

gold medal. Equally good and well merited was

the gold medal collection of vegetables presented

by Messrs. Barr and Sons, and rarely has finer

produce been staged. For the rest there were

"Carnations and shrubs. Ferns and hardy plants
;

everything, indeed, that goes to make the garden

and greenhouse gay at this season of the year.

Vegetables and Fruit.

Th<* gold medal collection of vegetables staffed by Messrs.

Bait and Soas, Covent Garden, was of that high-class
eharacter wliich attracts everyone even in normal times.
To-day such an cvlubit possesses an enhanced value,
impelling admiration by reason of the superb (luality of

the produce and its picture-making effect as a whole,
while demonstrating the possibilities of cultivation and
the infinite variety "available where the highest skill and
nitelligence go hand in hand. In all there were some
sixty-ftve dishes arranged, the background comprising;
pyramids of Broccoli, such excellent Cabbages as Ellam's
Eiuiy Dwarf and Standard liear'T. and Ahbnliaui I'iiik

Celery. Tliese last for miil-Jnly were of exceptional
quality. Peas Duke of Albany., Qujte Content, Alderman
and others were each represented by splendid gatherings,
though even more attractive were the Tomatoes, of which
Peachblow, tiolden Jubilee, Froxfleld Red and Golden
Sunrise were among the mori- conspicuous. The dwarf
Golden P.uttcr Bean also afforded a tuuch of colour; and of
another type the Carrots, of which we noted Early Scarlet
Horn, James' Intermediate, and Stump-Rooted Scarlet.

These from Perfection's standpoint vied with the Potatoes,
magnificent baskets of Duke of York, May Queen, King
Edward. Midlothian Early, Yeoman (purple - eyed) and
Exhibition Ited being staged. Onions. Vegetable Marrows,
C\ieumbers and French and Broad Beans, among others,
contributed their quota, adding variety and sustaining
tlie excellence of the whole.

Sweet Peas.

tjuantities of these popular flowers were on view, none.
however, to equal the magnificent collection ^hown by
5Ir. AV. H. Holloway, Port Hill Gardens, Shrewsbury,
and which deservedly gained a gold medal. Not merely
an outstanding feature in an exhibition full of attractions, it

was without doubt the finest exhibit of the kind seen in the
South this year, the great stands being filled with flowers
that were practically without a blemlsli. From out of a
large array of first-rate sorts we selected Beryl (salmon),
Hope (cerise scarlet). Victory (lavender). Charity (crimson).
Adelaide (violet and purple). John Porter (salmon with
orange). Jean Ireland (cream and pink) and Lord Fisher
(maroon), a set. we believe, that would satisfy almost
any lover of the flower. These flowers were also well

shown by Messrs. Piper. Bayswater. Crimson Queen,
Victory, Prince Albert, Mavis and General Townsen<l
being among important novelties.

Roses.

Half a dozen leading growers staged big collections

of these, our regret being that the exigencies of space
preclude our dealing with the whole in detail. Of more
than ordinary merit, however, was the big bank arrange<l
by Mr. Elisha J. Hicks. Twyford, in whose group Red
Letter Day was the most brilliant variety in the whole
show. Of equal import was the single pink Queen of the
Belgians. It is large, very free, and of a delightful colour
tone. lona Herdman (yellow), Mrs. F. Dennison (creamy).
Charles E, Shea, Rayoa d'Or, OpheHa (cream and t)lush)

and Prince-ss Mary were other good things in a most attrac-
tive lot. Mr, Walter Easlea. Eastwood. Leigh-on-Sea,
showed, among others, Tint Page, a golden Pcrnetiaua.
and the dwarf-growing white Polyantha Little Meg,
Dr. Joseph Drew aud Lamia were "others of note. In
a big lot from Messrs. W. aud J. Brown, Stamford. Mrs.
H. Stevens. Ulster Gem. and Duchess of Wellington were
noted. In that from Messrs. B. R, Cant and Sons,
Colchester. Golden Ophelia, Red Letter Day and Sovereign
(rich orange Pernetiana) were good things ; Messrs.
William Paul and Son showing Waltham Scarlet (single),

Louise Crette (grand white) and the fragrant W. C. Clark
among uiany. From .Messrs. R. Harkness and Co..

Ilitchin. Kiorcm-.' l"ui r. st-T, ;i jMinznitti'mt \\\\]U- i;o-.r.

was very thie. Duchess of Westminster (pink). A. Hart-

man (red) and Marquis de Oanay (pale pink) were also

good. The mot^t striking variety, however, was American
Pillar, a great background of this being very fine. The
finer stands from Messrs. Frank Cant and Co., Colchester,

were the vvv\ dark Ch&teau de Clos Vougeot, H, E. Richard-
son (deep \elvety maroon), British Queen (white), Mrs,

C. E. Pearson (refined salmon) and the deep cream Perle

von Godesberg.
HAllDY FLOWERS.

TIic Alder River Xursery. Iver Heath. Bucks, again
contributed a lovelv lot of choice, well-grown Lilies,

examjiles that should do much to extend the cultivation

of this unique race of bulbous plants. To such good
things as Humboldtii magnificum. regale (a grand lot),

the unique Willmottise with its wondrous array of orange
scarlet flowers, thoi dusky dalmaticum and towering

stems of giganteum must be added that best of all trumpet
IJIiesi, L. Browuii. of which many yard-high examples
were shown—the flnest lot of the true plant seen for

many a day. Deipliiniums from Messrs. Blaekmore
aud Langdon. Bath, were very fine. Lord Lansdownc
(deep blue). Chantry Queen (deep lavender), Lavanda
(rosv lavender). Daniel Osiris (dark blue), Sergeaut B^ranger

(mauve) aud Harry Smetham (rich porcelain blue) were
some in an extremely rich collection. Notospartium
Carmichaelise, with a shroud of pinky blossoms, and Plagi-

anthns Lyalli var. glabrata (white) were contributed by
Mfssrs, Robert Veileh and Sons, Exeler.

NEW AND HARE PLANTS.
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Rose Sunstar (H.T.).—A pleasing variety of

salmon red tone with rich orange-coloured base

to the petals. It is recommended for bedding

and decoration and is perpetual flowering.

Rose Irish Afterglow.—A single Hybrid Tea

variety of salmon red colour. The dark foliage is

in good contrast. These two were shown by Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards.

Sambucus racemosa plumosa tenuifoUa.—

A

most remarkable Elder that out of flower and

fruit might easily be mistaken for a fine cut-leaved

Acer. Of small tree or bush habit, its finely plumose

character renders it highly attractive, its good

effect much enhanced by the abundance of axillary

clusters of almost coral red fruits. From Messrs.

G. Paid and Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.

*,* The Yearly Subscription to The Garden is : Inluntl ,

lus. JO./. ; Ff.Hn'111. 1".^.

0t0^0^m <i^

PEARSONS RELIABLE BULBS
There is every sign of Bulbs being very scarce this season,

owing to the prohibition of foreign produce.

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May - flowering TULIPS, SCILLAS, CHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you

will support an important and growing home industry.

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but

full of useful cultural details, free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Estab. 1782. The Nurseries, Lov\^dham, Notts.

vt0>»0mmt^0m0^»0m^mm m^^0tm >0m0*m
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
IK

looking over my correspondence from
readers of The Garden received during

the past week, there are several matters
icaised therein upon which I am here tempted
to write.

Value of Charcoal.—.My notes on the digestivt

organs of the laying hen as appearing in the July 7
issue brought along many interesting letters.

Among these there were quite a number of requests

for more particulars. There are several ways
of strengthening the digestive organs or keeping

'them in working order, one of the best plans
being to see that every hen has a daily supply of

charcoal. Compaction of the crop and gizzard

is quite common, and while it may be put
right within a reasonable time, success in treat-

ment depends upon keeping the digestive organs
sweet. When compaction sets in, the crop or

gizzard becomes full of food, and if the latter is

not passed on it goes sour and poisons the bird.

The liver is the first thing to be affected, but
this can be tuned up to concert pitch quite readily

by a course of Glauber's salt as already outlined

in my earlier articles.

Sweetening the Organs.—The poultry-keeper,

'however, will have to give his attention to two
things in curing compaction of the digestive

•organs. First, he must reduce the rations to

give the food in the digestive organs the chance
to pass on ; and, secondly, he must protect the

food that is there from soiurness. For the latter

purpose there is nothing to excel charcoal, which
has the excellent properties of sweetening the
•crop, gizzard and intestines and removing any
trace of soiurness. Charcoal is prepared in two
forms, viz. , fine and coarse, and it mitters not which
is chosen for use. Where the powdered form is

adopted, it is customary to mix it with the soft

mash
;
but with the coarse brand it is placed in a

.hopper or receptacle and kept always before the

:fowls. It is treated just like grit or shell.

Corrects Bad Feeding.—Poor egg-supplies can,

in the majority of cases, be traced to bad feeding

or improper digestion, and that is why I so strongly

Tecommend charcoal. It is a splendid corrective

•of bad feeding and poor digestion, and should
tie given daily. The fowls when they get accus-

tomed to this material eagerly partake of it,

as the dog when ailing resorts to tender blades of

grass. When anything is wrong with the methods
of feeding or the digestive organs get out of gear,

the disadvantage lies in the fact that symptoms
do not make themselves apparent in the early

stages. If this were so, the feeder would have
an opportunity of setting things in order. The
unfortunate part is that when the damage has
been done the symptoms are noticed. By giving
charcoal constantly the poultry-keeper is able
to check bad feeding and correct digestive disorders.

Pahn Kernel Meal.—One reader asks me to
tell him exactly what palm kernel meal is. It is

a product of our West African possessions, the
nut-kernels being crushed by various methods
and the oU extracted for numerous commercial
purposes. The meal is the residue. The oil is

used extensively in the making of soaps, candles.

margarine and cook-

ing fats. In pre-war

days Britain made
the great mistake of

Showing Germany
to procure the

kernels. The
Germans extracted

the oil and sold it

to us—the usual roundabout pre«war way of

doing things—^but they retained the meal and
residue for feeding their livestock. In pre-war

days palm kernel meal was fed extensively to

farm cattle, but Biddy did not call upon the

supplies. Now, however, with the trade in the

nut-kernels diverted to this country, the poultry-

keeper should make full use of this meal.

Introducing New Foods.—From now onwards
there will be plenty of palm kernel meal available,

and the growing stock should be brought up
accustomed to it, so that it can be included in

their dietary after maturity is reached. The
meal can represent a third or a half of tlie mash,

but it is wise, as with all newly introduced food-

stuffs, to commence with a small percentage and
gradually increase the amount. When used in

the soft food it should be well scalded prior to

being dried oft, and it is surprising what a nice

i.'rumbly mash is prepared when it is included

therein. There is a great advantage, too, from
the economical point of, view, as the meal, when
properly prepared, swells to many times its

original bulk. It can be used in both wet and

dry mashes. This is one of the " war " poultry

foods which will remain with us after the close

of hostilities.

Conveying Preserved Eggs.—.\nother reader,

residing at New Barnet, raises a very important

matter. He writes :

" Would you kindly advise me how to convey
some eighteen dozen eggs, which I have saved

and pickled in water-glass, across London ?
"

In the near past I have been surprised at the

number of times I have been asked for advice on
this question. There are two methods I have
found to be reliable. If plenty of soft mateirial

were packed round the sides and bottom of the

preserving receptacle, and the eggs closely packed

and covered over with a good depth of soft material,

they could be left in the preservative and conveyed
in this way. The success of the operation would
naturally depend upon the mode of transit selected.

A better way is to wrap each egg singly in a piece

of thin unprinted paper that has been dipped

into the preservative and then add a further

wrapper of paper, screwing it at each end of the

egg. Packed in a box with a good bottom of

hay and alternate layers of eggs and hay, and a

good depth of the latter as a top covering, the

eggs should be safe. . At the other end they can

be unwrapped and returned to the preservative.

With most preservatives the process of preserving

is complete through the closing up of the pores

in the egg-shells, which prevents any air from

entering the eggs. This is not generally known
;

hence the doubt thrown upon transit. After

the operation an egg can be taken out and tested

each week if desired to make sure all is well.

Automatic Feeders.'— I have been busy working

out plans for a reader of The Garden who is a

confirmed invalid. In her first letter she wrote :

" I am a confirmed invalid, and my poultry

are a source of great pleasure to me in the good

seasons. My greatest difficulty will be during

the winter, as last winter I was confined to my
room on and off."

I have suggested that she should adopt the dry-

raash system of feeding in conjunction with

automatic feeders to provide the grain. Automatic

feeding appliances are very ingenious inventions

The body of the feeder is filled with grain and

the fowls work the appliance themselves. Below

the feeder there is a kind of bar which is filled

with grain and acts as the " bait." The fowls

cannot obtain the corn in the bait-receptacle,

but in their endeavoiu: to get it out they work

the machine. As the bait-receptacle—hung on

a pivot—is moved, a shower of grain from the

body of the feeder descends and, falling upon a

deflector, it is scattered broadcast over the ground

beneath. It stands upon a tripod, and is placed

on the floor of the house or scratching shed so

that the grain will be scattered among the litter.

Economy in Grain.—One great advantage of

using these automatic feeders is in the saving of

the grain and the natural method of feeding

provided for the fowls. There can be no gorging,

as the fowls have to work for every grain eaten,

and, what is more, scratch for it. Digestion is

greatly aided, as the fowls first work the " oracle
"

and then forage for their grain, and have to repeat

the operations continually. Only a sprinkling of

grain is released each time, and if a large appliance

is in use the hopper needs replenishing but once

a week, according to the number of birds kept.

Of course, several of the appliances can be placed

in each house if desired, and the feeders are just

as. useful in the open field as in the backyard run

or scratching shed.

Rats and Sparrows.—Where these automatic

feeders are in use rats and sparrows will not be

encouraged, as at no time is the litter full of grain,

which is usually the case with hand feeding of

grain. Rats and sparrows not only rob the birds

of their grain, but also increase the owner's

outlay for foodstuffs. Thirty sparrows will eat

ten bushels of corn in a year.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Owen, THE Garden Poultry Expert,

will be pleased to answer, free of charge, any questions dealing

with poultry-keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed reply will be

posted promptly. Communications should be sent to Mr.
ir. Powell-Owen, care of THE GARDEN, 20, Tavistock Street,

.Itrand, W.C.-i.
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WATTLE SHEDDING.
The New Economic Housing System for Poultry.

Timber shortage overcome.

Ill sections, complete with supporting posts; easily ert-cted.

Sent from nearest country depot ; no stock kept in London.

12 ft. -eft.. 6 ft. high in front £17 6
ISIt. -bft fcl 18 6

Cash with ^rder. Send for List.

RURAL INDUSTRIES Ltd , 54, Gracechurch St.. London, E C. 3.

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

CLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

'

A Green Food rich tn Protein and Mineral Salts

and contains the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY GROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Rearing.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt., 7/- i-cwt. Carriage paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

NITROPHOS '

""r.^o^'I^AlCNS*'-^
Till' Beiii, therefore the cheapest E^S Producer.

Order No. 1 quality ttiue). for wet or dry mash.
,, No. '1 Quality (coarse), tor distribution.

PRICES :

18/6 per cwt., carriage paid to English Goods Stations.
10/- per J -cwt. do.

Scottisli Stations, t>d. per bag extra.
Iri^h and Channel Islands, paid to nearest English port.

SOI-E PRODUCERS:
The Good Rich ProductsCo.Ld.,nepT';i.West Marsh,Grimsby

LAST CHANCE
to obtain a bone and '/rit crusher tor 11/6 carriage paid. The
price will be increased next month. This crusher ia specially
made for the duiali poultry yard, and is indispensable for

those who pra tice economical feeding.— L. Ddnker, Hill-

morton Paddox, Rugby.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbisn or fresli vegetables, mixed
with cnispy green bone, becomes—" Bacon between war
bread." Butchers* bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone
Cutters £1 10 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,
enormous profits. Particulars:

—

Kerfoot. Hawkgreen.
Marple, Cl^eshire.

SPRATT'S
POULTRY FOODS

are stocked by your Local Tradesman.

Patent Poultry .Meal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

The Chicks' Breakfast
• Makes Hens Lay.

"

• Meat and Bone."
(a blended food).

(Biscuit, -Meat, etc.

I

(a Biscuit Meal).

Grain and .Meat Mix-
ture for adult Birds.

Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for Pullets.

Chikko' The Dr\ Feed.

Cut Cloveu, Gk.\-nul.\ted Charcoal, Vv..\\

.Moss, Fli.nt Grit, and Oyster Shell.

Chicken Meal
L.4YMOR

"

.Mebo
Fish L.\yinc. .Mi;.\l

Turkey .Me.m.
• B.\NTO

""

Henno "

• PULTO
""

REMEDIES FOR ALL AILMENTS.

DRY MASH FEED
(BAYNES FORMULA).

All obtainable in small and large quantities.

Write for current prices and free copy of
.

' Poultry Culture."

SPR.\TT'S PATENT. LIMITED. 24/5. FENXHtiRCH
STREET. EC. 3.

ROBERT MILLER'S

HEN HOUSES
are HIGMT-O^I-TOIP of every other

make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for
STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.

Downright satisfaction alvvays.

Catalogue Free.

ROBERT MILLER, Denny.

THE BEST EGG PRESERVATIVE

PUR-dvA-INE.
Preserve now while eggrs are at their lowest price.

Customers using our *' Purovaine " in 1900 are still

ordering it in 1917, which proves Its excellence.

In Tins witli directions. Prices; llb.,10d. ; 21b., 1/6;
4Ib.. 2/6; 71b., 4/3; 101b., 6/-. Per parcel post.

Larger quantities per rail.

HADDIC JR PA Manufacturers,UUDDIC Cb bU.] Waverley Works, LEITH.

THE GREAT EGG DUCKS.
White Runners. IfllT Breeding pens half price, any number-
Ducklings ready. Duck book and photographs free.

—

Tayixir, liotiiervvas. HerciV^rd.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, Ac.
FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and tlie Bnest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 19/6. Carriage Paid.

LAYING MEAL,
k maaniBcent egg-producing mi.xture.

Per il21b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 5Rlb. 16,-. Carriage Paid.

" UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per llilh. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX QROUNO OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 5(>lb. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121b. 22/6. Carriage Paid.

FEEDINQ WHEAT.
Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

THE "ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Recognised by experts as the .standard dry chick food

of the day.
. 561b. 15/- Carriage Paid.Per 1121b. 28/-

" WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
k coarser grade for older cliicks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.

Per 1121b. 4/6. Carriage i'orward.

FLINT GRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.

3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-
Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

GRANULATED MEAT. Per 112 lbs., 26/-. Car. Pd.
2nd quality, per 112 lbs., 21/-. Car. Pd.

BONE MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lb8., 12/6. Car. Pd.

HARRY HEBDITCH"K,!''Martock, Somerset

CHARCOAL
for Poultry. Trial bags 1/3, lOlbs. 1/- carriage paid.—Wills

Bkos., Hoddesdon, Herts.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and

Cock, 35/-.—Vabnet. Stratford. Essex.

SPECIAL POULTRY FOODS.
" Evon • Complete Meal (tliree grades—Laying, Growing.

Dry Mash), 16/- cwt. Also Chick Wheat, 24/- :
Wheat Otfal

Meal, 12/6; finest Meat Meal. 18/6; Nut Kernel Meal, 17/9;

Corn Screenings for scratching, 14/-; Clover Meal, 10/-;

whole Malt Culms, 13/6 ; Malt Culm Meal, 12/-. Samples 3d.

—Mr. and Mrs. Hurt, Poultry Breeders, South Darley,

Matlock.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal.

12s. 6d. cwt. ; 73 }-cwt.. carr. paid.—RosSLTN & Co., 30,

KeniiiHgtoii Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
** A worthy and formidable weapon for battling against the bacillus."

—SirJ. Ceichton-Beowne, FJl.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and

were on the feed again."
Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids

the bipds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, f
^ » ^^' IZAL POWDER, f'^'^"'"!'?^^^6/6 per eal

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry

6/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Chambers* Co., Ltd.,Thorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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Important to Gardeners

and Fruit Growers

n IQUAS
(IMPROVED)

(REGD.) ==:=^^=

ft

The Most Successful Non-Poisonous
Insecticide of tiie Day.

Its Advanlagos aro—
>TO5 Certain Death to all Insect Pests.
5^ No possible injury to the most delicat*g Plant, Flower or Foliage.

It is the Cheapest Insecticide known.
One pint makes 10 to 12 gallons for
Thrip, Black and Green Flv, etc.,
whilst RED SPIDER, Mealy Bug and
Scale can be thoroughly eradicated
by using " NIQUAS " about double
the strength required for Fly.

PRICES.
Half-pint, 1/-; Pint, 1/6; Quart, 2/6;
Half-gal., 4/-; Gallon, 7/6; Kegs, each

Five Galls., 25/- ; Ten Galls., 45/-.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT GREENHOUSES.

GARDENS.
. LAWNS. (.'.

N T E D )

_ ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTlFICAIiLY AND CMEnilCALLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, la the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.
Beport of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I
am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
In the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full-Particulars and testimonials sent on receit>t of postcard.W BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR.MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING«GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. *«
Sold in Bags. 1 bushel. 2/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 bushel, 6/-; five 4 bushel. 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel. 56/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by PIckford. London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.WAKBLEY BROS. & CO.. LTD., 75a, BANKSIDE, LONDON, S.E. 1.

Also WAKBLBY'a GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel bag, carriage raid 25 miles, extia as above.

THE "NIQUAS" SYRINGE
These Syringes are especially adapted tor the use of
" Niqua8,"and as a general Vaporising Syringe.

The " Niquas " Syringe changes automatically
from Direct to Underleaf Spraying by simply

turning the Syringe,

To be had from the Trade generally.

Manufacturers

:

—
CORRY & CO LTD bonded tobaccoWVI\ni OC WW., bll#., STORES & WAREHOUSE:

SHAD THAMES, LONDON, S.E.

*^Zhe BEST and CheapesK
5t*lc quantity of *fl-;h <iF- T,«».rmA .*.rf h.. '

"^-

5PECIAL POTS ot m

'. Uil. *r

Bulb B«wU And F

mCMAnb SANK£Y* SON, LTP.
Bulwell Mferies. NOTTINOMAM

cts there p<
, and makes the Garden .I'^^l
gay all the year round r.^/:/™

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.ct Is., and in BRANDED * SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d.: 14 lbs..4s.6d. : 2^ lbs.. 7s. 6d. : 56 lbs.. 12s. 6d. : 112 lbs., 20s. Or
directfrom the Wr.rks. Carriage paid in the I'nited Kingdom for Cash witii Order (excepted. TINS).

,et.AY,;& SON. V Manure M'!':^ & Bone'Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. e.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Qarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

"works,"' NORWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.,

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT,

f LABOUR SAVERS.-EUREKA- uwn sand.
SOILFUME NiCOTiNE INSECTICIDES FUMEBS.
SPRAYS. AND OTHER CHEMICALS & SUNDRIES-

bSEE List please ask vour agent for the Eubeka
ARTICLES- They are always satisfactory If any
'difficulty in obtaining we send direct CARRIAGE PAIt

i

OnlYAMnKTmLINSON &HAYWAIID Lv LINCOLN,

F^ABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most
profirtable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; bypost 8|d.

Published at the Offices of "CODNTRY LIFE," Ltd,, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2,

]>ifOJM-POXSONOUS
o
9
O
S
o
n
O

k
o

KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN
WITH ,.

McDOUQALL'S
WEE P KILLER.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND N«ME
or LOCAL DEALER TO

McOoufiall Bros ltd. Poft St.. Manrb^-^tff

S8
o
3
I

5'

o

o
e

DOUBLE YOUR by
GARDEN OUTPUT the RITO TREATMENT

If you want VEGETABLtS—here you are-

These two plots of Scarlet

Runners were identical

when sown. The plot from

which those on the right-hand

side were gathered had about

Id. worth of RITO, and that

made all the difference. The

one plot yielded 9lbs. 7ozs.,

the treated plot 31lb. 2oz.

Equally good results have been obtained from Potatoes, Peas,

Beans, Onions, Tomatoes, Lettuce ; in fact, all kinds of produce.

If you Avant FLOWERS—early, large, and with beautiful foliage—the same RITO
treatment will give you them.

RITO is manufactured imder Royal Letters Patent.

Ask for Booklet " Rito Results" from Dealers, or

THE MOLASSINE CO., Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich, S.E. 10.

Printed by Hudson & Keakns. Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S,E. I, and Published by " Country Life." LiSited. at 20. Tavistock Street. Strand, W.C. a.

and by George Newnes. Limited, 8-11, Souttampton Street, Strand, W.U Z,
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always. Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrulis and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. MEBKnvEATHER & SONS LTD.. Southwell. Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

ANDWATERER'S RHODODENDRONS
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

WATERER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR
PRESENT SOWING. Lists post fre?.

All or any of tlie above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

.Iohn Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. CARSON & Sons. Grove Works. Battersea. Agents tlirough-

out the country.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher TURNOR. 2/6 net, by poet 2/10. The objects
of this book are to sliow that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Country
Life." Ltd.. 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. i.

BARR'S Autumn & Winter-flowering Bulbs,
including Crocus species, Colchicums, Nerines. Hardy
Cyclamen, Freesias, Laclienalias, Irises, etc., for early plant-
ing. List on application.— Barr & Sons, King Street,

Covent Garden, London. W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. JIaterials and plania
supphed. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrisburne, Woking.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. ANDERSON Graham. 3/6 net. by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden.
W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. !•').—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

BEST TENNIS BOUNDARY SQUARE
MESH NETTING. Any length and width to order, bound
with cords, supplied on receipt of order, passenger train,

carriage paid. Stock sizes ijyds. by 3yds., 13/6 each.

—

W. OLIVER Allen, Garden Net Works. Porthleven, Cornwall.

TENNIS BOUNDARY NETS, square mesh,
bound with cords, guaranteed to measure length and width
when stretched, any size to order at 2d. sq. yd.; stock sizes

25 yds. by 3 yds. 12/6 carr. paid passenger train.—W. Oliver
ALLEN, Garden Networks, Portlileven, Cornwall.

GARDENS FOR SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES
By Gertrude Jekyll and Lawrence Weaver. Third
Edition Now Ready. 300 pages. 450 Illustrations. 15/- net.

By post 15/8. A mine of lielpful suggestions.—An Illustrated
Prospectus of this book will be sent post free on application
to "COUNTRY Life." Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Diclison's Improved
Uoshroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

WALL AND WATER GARDENS, with
Chapters on the Rock Garden, the Heath Garden, and the
Paved Water Garden. By Gertrude Jekyll. 5th edition,
revised and enlarged. 200 illustrations. 12/6 net; by post
13/-. Plejise writ« for an illustrated prospectus of this
beautiful book.—Offices of " Country Lite," Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
J -inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4Jd. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-inch mesli. cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2Jd. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Goods
supplied on receipt of order; carr. paid passenger train.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works. Portlileven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years. ^^
RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C. J. Davies. 7d. net ; by post. Sid.—Published at the
Offices of " CouNTRy Life " Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W .C. 2.

HERBERT CHAPMAN, Ltd., ROTHERSIDE
GARDENS, RYE, SUSSEX.—Messrs. Cliapman are not
printing a list this year, but will be pleased to quote specially

to any eniiuirers for tiieir special and exclusive novelties in

Daffodils and otiier flowering bulbous plants. Add ress as above.

CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION FROM THE GARDEN.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUES OF SEEDS AND
GARDEN REQUISITES for present use.

SUTTON'S LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
for Summer and Autumn sowing. Contains brief cultural

notes.

SUTTON'S LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS for
present sowing and Spring flowering.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Datfodils, Narcissi, May-flowering and Darwhi Tulips, etc., etc.

These Catalogues will be sent post free on application.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANGPORT, Somerset, are now booking orders for tlieir

Choice Hardy Perennial Plants to be delivered in tlie Autumn.
Plant a COLOUR BORDER this Autumn, and you will be

able to enjoy its beauty for many years without any
additional expense or trouble.

Sencl the measurements of your borders, and they 'will

recommend a selection of flowers suitable for your district,

and quote tlieir REDUCED prices.

Pa-onies, Delphiniums, Pliloxes, Gaillardias. and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from earlv Spring to late Autumn.

Write now to the Retail Plant Department for REDUCED
Price Lists.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc., blisters, sunburn,

neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved iaKCff.—NEW OXTDOI,
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

OUR LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS suit-

able for summer sowing is now ready and will be sent

post free on application.—Dobbie & Co., Seedsmen to the

King, Edinburgh.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. Cook. With over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diaf?rams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12s. 6d. net,

by post, 133.—Published at the Offices of " Country Life,''

Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WiLLLiil BEATTIE, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The oniy reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page iii.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ABA B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a fine Lilac PuUa. 5/- doz.—Write for

quotations to Whitelegq & Co., Nurseries, Chislehurst.

LAXTON'S STRAWBERRIES.—Fine early

pot plants lor forcing or outdoor planting of King George V.,

Royal Sovereign, etc., pots 2(1/- 100; open ground. 6/- 100.

Laxtonian, tlie Grand New Maincrop, pots 30/- 10(1; open

ground 20/- 100.—Illustrated Catalogue, with cultural hints

and description of all the new and older sorts gratis.—

Laxton Brothers. Bedford.

lOin., 6 9in., 10 7iii.,FLOWER POTS.
10 (iin, 1.5 51n., 20 SJin., l!; 2Sin., packed free, crate-

included, 12/-: half quantity, 6/-. Illustrated list free.—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, EspaUers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wure Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. AUo Kennel RaUlng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BOULTON & PAUl, Ltd.. Manufacturers, Norwich.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelsians. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitua.lly

nsing tiiis book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy

the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead of

only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent

on application to the Offices of " Cocntey Life," Ltd., 20,

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's

Empress, fine plants in bloom ; Coreopsis Grandiflora
;

1/6

doz .in for 5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plants.

—

F. H. JONBS, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley . Malvern.
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YOU DON'T USE THESE WITH

DINSOm ^k THE DIRT DISPELLER

TTHE housewife no longer has to brave
•* the dangers and unpleasantness of
a steamy and overheated atmosphere

—

there's no boiling needed with Rinso.
Soda, drill board, dolly and scrubbing
brush no longer wear out the clothes
before their time—Rinso washes while
the housewife sleeps.

Soak the clothes in cold water
with Rinso overnight. Rinse and
hang to dry in the morning, ^-b^^''^
Rinso is the easy washer—easy for
the housewife—easy for the clothes.

In 2d. & Id. Packets.
From all Grocers, Stores,
Oilmen, Chandlers, etc.

R. 8. HUDSON LIMITED, Liverpool, West Eromwich & Londo:

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

Torts?" NORWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.,

tABOUR SAVERS.-EUREKA- uwn sand.
SoiLFUME. Nicotine. Insecticides Fumers.
sprays. and other chemicals & sundries.
See List Please ask your agent for the Eureka
lARTICLES- They ARE always SATISFACTORY IF ANY '

OlFflCULTY IN OBTAINING WE SEND DIRECT CARRIAGE PAID

^.DnlyAddmsTOMLINSON&HAYWARD KH LINCOLN.

'fZhz BEST and ChcapcsK
StMtQ quantity of each sizt requirtd mni have ' carrliife m.^ "

r.uotallon {'carrtmit" frvqucnily amounts to half vatuc (.
roods), or write for Pnce List, fr««.

SPECIAL POTS^ ot >ll dMcriptioris. Bulb BowU and Fern
Pans from 2d. each.

f^iCHAffO SANKBY^A SON, LTP,
Bulwell Po^feries. NOTTiNCMAM

CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for alt
time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20.0U0 Machines. NO EXTRAS;
Bell. Pum|). and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE 1 PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write today for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE BEATSON. Ltd..
" Lion Cycle Works," 8S, Moseley Street, Birmingham,

simjA.moi« vA.C:11.14 oc.
Our charge for advertiseoieuts under the above heading is I

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
|

day Friday.

WANTED, a good hard-working, single-
handed Gardener (help given occasionally) for good garden in

East Cornwall ; single, or married with small family ; good
references required. — Apply, stating wages and giving
references, '* X.Y.Z.," c/o Henningham & Hollis, 4, Mount
Street, London, W. 1.

Every Amateur Gardener should read

Gardening Made Eas}
Edited by E. T. COOK.

200 Pages. 23 Illustrations-
Price 1/6 Net. In Cloth, 2'-.

By poat, 4d. extra.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " CoDNTKY Life " Library, to The Manager.
OotTNTEY LiPE," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.0.

2

lets there P^
I and makes the Garden ^^J^^^
gay all the year round .^:if£i^p.

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.& 1a.,and in BKANBEU & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs,, 2s. 6d.: 14 Ib8.,4s.6d. ; 2S lbs.. 7s. 6d.; 56 lbs,, 12s. 6d. ; 1121bs., 208. Or
directfrom theWorks, Carriage paid in the United Kingdom for Cash with Order (excepted. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Wy? & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON. E.

..
,^

/ May be a right thing in a wrong place. \
I *
! Here is something which is %

\ NEVER OUT OF PLACE i
ij

at any meal or between meals^ """^^^
Always Stimulating, ^^^^Zl^^Z.^^^^^^^^
Ever Strengthening^

PRY*
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PEARSON S RELIABLE BULBS
There is every sign of Bulbs being very scarce this season,

owing to the prohibition of foreign produce.

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May - flowering TULIPS, SCILLAS, CHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you

will support an important and growing home industry.

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but

full of useful cultural details, free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS

i

Estab. 1782. The Nurseries, Lowdham, Notts.
tm0m0m9

VEGETABLE GROWING

IN WAR-TIME.

By HERBERT COWLEY.
Editor of " THE GARDEN."

Sixpence nett, by post Eightpence

The proprietors of " The Garden
"

have pleasure in announcing the

publication of an invaluable booklet

on the best methods of cultivating

Vegetables in the Kitchen Gardens

Allotments or Vacant Plots. Chapters

are included on :

—

Preparing the Ground,

The Cultivation of Potatoes,

The Cabbage Family,

Peas, Beans, Root and Stem
Crops,

Catch Crops,

The right treatment of the

Soil, etc.

Orders for this booklet should be sent to the

Manager, " Country Life " Offices, 20, Tavistock

Street, London, W.C. 2.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR:

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. V:

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
In theformofaleaf-mouid. read? for use at anytime, In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.). gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, %vorms, etc.

Report of Eoya,! Hortlcttltoxal Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley. and I

am Dieased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

m the open air." ... ,
(Signed) WWILKS. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full-particulars and testtmontals sent on receipt of postcard.

mm' BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OURMARKED BAGS, CONTAINING«GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. "Vfl
Sold in Bags. 1 bushel. 2/3; 2 bushel, 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; five 4 bushel. 28/9; ten 4 bushel. 55/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Pickford. London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London'; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance,

WAKBLEY BROS. & CO.. LTD.. 75a. BANKSIDE. LONDON, S.B. 1.

Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3'- hw.ho] h.m, cirrl.Tgf nnt-i 25 mil.-s. extra as a^ove^

SOW REAPy. A new and important Volume in the Increased Productivity Series.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: SS*irpr,fEM
By p. ANDERSON GRAHAM.

With Coatributions by Professor Augustine Henrv, Dr. Brenchlev. George Bolam. Professor Somkrville. etc.

Cloth 3/6 net; by poat 3/10

CONTENTS OF THE BOOK :—

The Ifrgency of Land Reclamation.
Reclaiming a Norfolk Heath.
How to Hold Reclaimed Waste.
How much Reclaimable Waste is there ?

Sand Dunes and Coast Erosion.
Poverty Bottom : A Lesson from Downlaad.

Reclamation of Waste Land in HoUandi
Belgium and France.

A Colonial Minister's Experience.
Making Farms out of Moorland.
Fish Ponds and Reclamation.
A War of Timber.

AfEorestation of Peat Bogs and Sand
Dunes.

Planting on the South Downs.
Reclaiming the Pit Bank.
Labour and Reclamation.
Forestry and Reclamation.

The object of this book is to direct attention to the vast possibilities of Waste Land Reclamation. More than twenty million

acres in Great Britain and Ireland are lying in complete or partial waste, and no one denies that a very considerable portion is

improvable. Reclamation means a great addition to the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see ttiat ii nas

been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy return for a very moderate outlay of capital.

The Offices of Country Life, Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2.
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Wallace s Irises &Iris Gardens

IRIS .\LC'AZAR.
l-.C.l'., R.H.S.'

" Man has availed himself of the great laws
of evolution in mightier matters than the
Iris ; but in no theatre of his unsleeping
efforts has he created purer beauty or

wakened for flower lovers a truer joy than
among the bearded Irises of June."

—Eden Phillpotts in Countrv Life,

June 24th, 1917.

NOW
is the time to plant the

BEARDED IRISES

OUR NEW IRIS LIST is much more
than a mere catalogue. It introduces a

new system of classification . Varieties

are arranged according to COLOUR
GROUPS and TIME OF FLOWERING.
It is well illustrated, contains a complete

list of the best and newest types, and
offers for the first time new hybrids

raised by Mr. A. J. Bliss, including

DOMINION, the finest Iris yet raised

UNDER THE PAPER RESTRICTION
ORDER. 1917, WE CAN ONLY SEND
YOU THIS LIST, AND ALL OUR
OTHER PUBLICATIONS, IF YOU

APPLY FOR THEM.

Send a Postcard NOW, authorising us to send

you our lists as published.

litis SIIALIMAH.

Try This Collection.

ALCAZAR

ELDORADO

IRIS KING

ISOLINE

TRO.JANA

VIOLA

F.C.C.,

A.M..

A.M.,

A.M.,

A.M..

H.C.,

PROSPER LAUGIER a.m

DAWN
CATERINA

LOHENGRIN

RINGDOVE

MA MIE

H.C.,

A.M.,

A.M..

A.M.,

H,H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

., R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

One of each, carriage and

packing free,

21/-

R. WALLACE & CO.,

COLCHESTER. "^^

THE IRIS WALK AT HALLINGBURY PLAt'I
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WHILE most fruit-growers are

agreed that this is the time to

prune Raspberries, not one in

ton gives a thought to the pruning

of Black Currants at this season.

And yet the mode of fruiting is much tlie same.

In both cases it is the young growth made this year

from which we may expect next year's fruit.

Therefore do not postpone the pruning a day longer

than is necessary, but proceed to cut away the old

wood, allowing as much light, air and room as

possible for the development and ripening of the

young ; rowth which is to carry the crop next year.

A Chinese Privet.—Ligustrum lucidum

is one of the most ornamental of the

Privets and one of the largest growing.

In China it forms a tree of considerable

size, and is of importance by reason of

its being the host plant for an insert

that secretes a waxy substance. This

wax is collected and used in the manu-
facture of candles, &c. It is an evergreen

with dark green, oval leaves 4 inches or

5 inches long and 2 inches wide. In

August and September large terminal,

erect inflorescences of creamy white flowers

are borne, which are effective for several

weeks. Planted in ordinary loamy soil it

urows rapidly, forming a shapely bush

16 feet or more high, with a wide spread.

As it is quite hardy, it can be grown in

many parts of the country, and is useful

as a change among other evergreens.

•Cuttings inserted in sandy soil indoors in

July root without trouble.

Scarlet Runners Come to Their Own
Again.—We recently read a short article

in one of the gardening papers advocating

the planting of certain vegetables for

ornament in what, in normal times, used

to be the flower garden. Included in the

list of appropriate plants were Runner
Beans, if topped and the pods kept closely

picked. This is but a return to their

ancient heritage. When "J. W.. Gent:"

lived and wrote—that is, in the middle and ^«

•second half of the seventeenth century—the

flower garden was their accustomed home
equally with the vegetable garden. In this .

author's comprehensive manual. " Systema Horti-

culturffi," among the list of flower seeds sold by
Edward Fuller at the Three Crowns and Naked Boy
at Strand Bridge near the May-Pole are Scarlet

Beans
;

and in the chapter on " Flowers Raised
Only from Seed " we read " There is a sort of

Kidney Bean that yields a fine scarlet - Blossom
for which it is esteemed." Let us hope that in

their restoration they only become swollen through
good cultivation and not with pride.

Change of Colour in a White Currant.—Dr.
Walter Dick has recently drawn attention to the
complete reversion of a White Currant planted

against a wall at Great Massingham, Kind's Lynn,

to a red form, l-ur twu years prior tu tlu- present

the plant bore White Currants, but this season

all on the bush are red, and ripe ten days earlier

than those on other bushes in the garden.

An Effective Vase Combination.—-It sometimes

occurs that after gathering flowers just as they

happen to come in the garden the chance resultant

bunch reveals quite unexpected harmonies or

contrasts which no one wotild probably ever have

thought of in cold blood. Rose Alfred Colomb

and Spiraea palmata is not a combination that would

be likely to be evolved out of a person's head ; but

a haphazard association in a bunch of flowers

AN EDGING OF DWARF L.WENDER.

just cut and carelessly thrown together revealed

suddenly the beauty and effectiveness of the blend.

The rose reds of the two were so very near akin,

and the contrast of their shapes and styles so strik-

ing, that they made an uncommon and pleasing

picture when they were judiciously arranged in a

vase.

Ants and Lilium regale.—At a recent meeting

of the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, Mr. Bowles showed a bud of

Lilium regale and read the following note :
" A

group of this growing in a garden at Norwic*
has been attacked by ants. »The owner of the

garden has watched the ants at work on the

tmopened buds, and seen them carry away particles

of greenish matter that they have apparently ex-

tracted from the flower. They confine their atten-

tion in the first place to those portions of the flower

that are coloured with the chocolate-brown that

comes on regale in its early stages. The first

effect that is apparent is that the chocolate dis-

appears in patches. As the flowers develop, the

portions attacked begin to decay, and, naturally,

spoil the flower. So far as can be ascertained,

no other variety of Lily growing in the neighbour-

"

hood has been touched, which would make it

appear as though L. regale possesses some particular

attraction for the pests. It is necessary

to find some remedy for this, as the attacks

of the ants are so persistent that a fine

group of this beautiful Lily has been ruined

within the course of a fortnight." It is

probable that a disc of cardboard covered

with tanglefoot fixed round the stem some
little distance from the ground would pre-

vent the ants from reaching the flowers.

Dwarf Lavender.—.Anything that pro-

lungs the season of Lavender is a gain in

garden enjoyment, and as the ordinary

forms are not at their flowering best till

the first week of August, this early dwarf

kind is a precious plant, coming into

. flower from the second week of July.

4JF The whole plant has a good, compact

jiTS habit, the flower-stem is short and the

bloom blunt and wide, with the individual

flowers set densely on the spike. The
colour is a rich purple and the scent is

even stronger than that of the ordinary

Lavender.

White Lavender.—While the common
Lavender in many forms is grown exten-

sively, the white variety is only occasion-

ally seen. On a suitable soil that is light

and not too rich it flowers quite as freely

as our old favourite and is also fragrant,

while its paleness makes a pleasant

change. We do not know of a dwarf white

Lavender, but with us it does not g ow
so vigorously as the type, s ) is eminently

suited for planting as a low in ormal hedge.

It is very effective in the mixed flower

border, particularly near to mauve and blue

coloured flowers, but should never be placed by

the sid of pure wiiite, for then the Lavender

flowers appear to be slightly stained.

A Plea for Lavender.—Lavender Days are

being arranged all over the kingdom to sell Laven-

der for the Auxiliary Maintenance Fund for the

Y.M.C.A. Hufs and Miss Lena Ashwell's " Concerts

at the Front." The dates in the various counties

will be decided by the time the Lavender flowers.

Everyone who has Lavender growing in their gar-

dens is asked to send some to the Hon. Treasurer,

the Right Hon. Lord Arthur Hill, loi. New
Bond Street, W., who will gratefully receive any

quantity and promises of a future supply.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE DUNWICH ROSE.
nPHIS Rose, mentioned on page 281, issue July 21,

is Rosa spinosissima. I published a note

upon it in the Journal of Botany some years back,

but regret that I cannot put my hand on the

reference.

—

James Britten.

FRAGRANT MUSK IN THE SIERRA

NEVADA MOUNTAINS.
TV/TANY years ago I was for a short time up in

the Sierra Nevada Mountains in Southern

California, and found the common Musk and other

of the larger Mimuli abundant in wet spots. I also

found, what is well known in that part, at any rate,

tliat only some plants of Mimulus mos-

chata in the native state are scented,

and that most are not scented. There

are all stages between scentless and

strongly scented, but strongly scented is

tlie exception. I have had the common

Musk growing in a low, shaded place in

the garden, where it has been taking

care of itself entirely, except for weed-

ing, and it seems as sweet as it ever

was, but, of course, is not reproducing

itself from seed. Did it do so, I have

no doubt it would revert to the scent-

less, wild form, as I beUcve that pre-

dominates. I think any residents in

Fresno City, Fresno County, California,

who visit the mountains would con-

firm what I say.—A . A l l i N a R ,

Letham, Wanganui, New Zealand,

May 30, 1917.

A BATTLEFIELD OF A

YEAR AGO.

T HAVE just travelled up the line

again for the second time. I am
not so very far away from the spot

where I was last time, but the

change that has happened since I

left the line towards the end of last

year has impressed me very much.

I have crossed the old battlefield

of a year ago—the ground that we

were fighting for so hard—and it is

unrecognisable from what it was as

I saw it last. Nature has exerted

her very utmost to cover up all the

terrible havoc that has been done,

and it is now a most beautiful

garden. It is absolutely covered with

flowers as far- as the eye can reach,

and the effect is most pleasing.

The banks of the old trenches are covered with

white Dog Daisies, and the vivid red of great

patches of Poppies has a splendid effect. There

are thousands of beautiful mauve Sweet Scabious,

and pink and mauve double Poppies. The

loveliest flower to be seen, however, is the Corn-

flower. It is such a rich, intense blue ;
there

' are whole fields of it, and the sight is most glorious.

There are some tall yellow flowers, very much
like Mustard, and the reddish brown seed of the

Dock plant adds to the effect. Here and there

are large pools of water, caused by the shell holes.

The trees, too, that were blown to bits have

thrown out shoots to cover up the ugly

stumps. The unlevel nature of the ground

adds a great deal to the beauty of the scene ;

truly a most lovely wild garden. Last year it

was a horrible inferno ; this year a veritable

paradise. It proves what the Great Gardener

can do.—23004 Private A. Speck, British Ex-

peditionary Force.

SWEET PEAS.

T MUST take exception to "Anne Amateur's"

reference to the gawky giant, grotesque defor-

mities which have usurped her loved and lamented

shapely, and fragrant Sweet Peas. Surely she will

be aware that the great deformities are solely

the result of cultivation. I could easily demonstrate

to her that the dear old grandifloras could be

altered out of recognition so far as colour, spacing

and stem are concerned, and I am sure she would

not like them. Grow the Spencer varieties in a

natural way without over-feeding and disbudding,

and one will get flowers that ninety-nine people out

of every hundred will admit are far more dainty

than the grandifloras grown in the same way.
" Anne Amateur " admits she is old-fashioned, but

YOUNG GOURDS IN THE SOUTH BORDER.

she surely must realise that modern folk are apt

to favour modern flowers, and, taking them as a

whole, I think the modern varieties of flowers are

an advance in many directions. True, scent may
be lacking, but one cannot have it all ways, and,

after all, I am not so sure that all modern flowers

lack the perfume of their forbears. There are

many beautifully scented new Roses ; did not

our esteemed friend the Rev. J. Jacob record

that the most powerfully scented Sweet Pea was

Moneymaker—perhaps the most vigorous and long-

stemmed of all the gawky deformities ? No ; my
" dear lady," Sweet Peas are not on the wane

because of their gawkiness—the cut-flower trade

tells us that—but largely owing to the disease

that has followed in the wake of super-culture.

Incidentally, too, three years of war have affected

the Sweet Pea, as they have other flowers. When

the beastly business is over, those of us who are left

will, I trow, get back to the beloved flowers of our
fancy. Only a few days since, when I chanced to

drop in at the Royal Horticultural Society's show,
I met one of my Carnation Society members
perambulating in hospital uniform. Shrapnel
had done its best (or worst) to cut away his back-

bone, and for seven months he had lain in hospital

;

but it was not that he wanted to talk about,

but Carnations—the new range of glass his old

employer was putting up for his use as soon as

his services were again available. Again I say no ;

the craze for Sweet Peas and other modern flowers

is not over ; we are simply biding our time. Person-

ally, I am happier than some, for I am, with our
O.C.'s permission, devoting all my spare time to

making our camp a flower garden, through the good
assistance of several nurserymen friends. Since

mid-June I have been cutting some excellent

Sweet Peas, sown in mid-April—exactly two-

months—and not gawky deformities.

But this apparent precocity is due tO'-

the fact that they are all new, early

flowering Spencer varieties ; and, in-

cidentally, I may add that these

new-comers will open a new era for

Sweet Peas, for ahready there are

pink, rose, crimson, white, cream and
other shades available, and, let me
add, they have a fair amount of

perfume.—T. A. W.

THE SOUTH BORDER FOR
UTILITY.

nPHE main hardy flower border is now
bearing a crop of Potatoes, only

some Yuccas and a few other permanent

plants remaining in their places. But

in order that it may not be entirely

without garden interest, the extreme

front edge is sown with Pot Marigold,

whose dried petals have an economic

value ; and at intervals it has some

plants of the great Goiu'd, the Potiron

Rouge of the French. These are also

planted near the edge of the border ;

they will trail across the path and then

tturn, still upon the path, towards the

sun. The logs of Birch are placed to

protect the tender tips of the vines as

they grow ; but when the Gourds have

taken up the whole width of the path,

a short length of board will be nailed

from log to log to form a bridge for

safe passage.—G. J.

THE BEAUTIFUL OLD-
FASHIONED RHODANTHES.

""PHESE are among the prettiest

and most delightful of flowers

arranged in a small vase. Nothing

is more charming than Rhodanthes for such

a purpose, either when freshly gathered

in summer or when kept hung up in any

room or closet out of the sun and used in

winter. In my estimation they are figuratively

Sauls among their everlasting brethren, head and

shoulders above them all. Yet how seldom are

they seen nowadays, either in the once popular

small pots or in vases. Talking about Rhodanthes

to a friend, be said he thought they were a bit

tricky to-manage. As far as my experience goes,
^

their cultivation seems to be simplicity itself.

Use any decent garden soil. Sow thinly either

in pots (if such are required) or in pans for cutting.

Allow the plants to be a little " drawn." The wiry

stems will stand it all right, and their lengthening

adds considerably to their utility. Shade the

flowers from burning sun, and cut them—more
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varticularly if for winter use—ttetore they are too

much open. There are three varieties in commerce,

i.g., (i) Buiculata, rose pink with large yellow

centre
; (2) Manglesii, the same, but with a deep

crimson zone round the dis; ; and (3) alba, white

in the place of rose pink. Personally, my decided

preference is for a mixture of the first and second
;

but then I do not think I am a lover of white

flowers. At least, such is my present mood.

Probably all of us are much of a muchness in

this. We do not always like to-day exactly what

we did five years ago. No ; we are not fickle,

only natur.1l and healthy.

—

Joseph Jacob.

TOMATOES AND POTATO DISEASE.

COMEONE has misinformed Colonel H. Malet.

There is no su«h thing as a seed Potato that will

produce Tomatoes as a top crop. As the Editor

states (issue July 14, page 269) it can be done by

grafting, and Burbank tried it years ago, but the

produce neither of top nor bottom is affected.

Put plainly, the tubers produced on

the so-called Tomato will, if planted,

only produce Potatoes, while the seed

saved from the top fruits will merely

produce Tomatoes. The story of

cross-breeding and the rest of it is all

a myth. Actually, on the raiser's (?)

own admission he was simply trying

to get a disease-proof Potato, and to

reach that pinnacle of fame he

grafted the Tomato on to the Potato,

the former, by the way, a plant more
susceptible to diseases galore than

the Potato.—T. A. W.

POTATO DUNNOTTAR
CASTLE.

T HAVE tested many varieties of

early Potatoes this season for

their cooking qualities, and have no

hesitation in saying the above is much
the best in point of flavour, meali-

ness in cooking as well as whiteness

of flesh, and, what is of importance, it

crops well.—E. M.

NEW POT.\TOES AT
CHRISTMAS.

TX addition to my previous notes

regarding " New Potatoes at

Christmas," I would advise those

interested in late Potato planting

not to delay a moment, but to at

once select some sheltered ground
facing south and protected as much
as possible from the north-east

wind. Turn well over and loosen

the earth with the usual garden fork, and, once
the drill or allotted spot is ready, slightly manure
with fresh stable refuse (if obtainable), plant a

whole seed Potato of last year at least 7 inches

deep, and cover with loose soil. On the appearance
of the plant above the surface, slightly press down
carefully all sides within 2 inches to 3 inches of

the growth, and cover the whole to a depth of

2 inches to 3 inches, raising in the centre with loose

earth other than that about the plant, so that the
tuber root may have all the earth protection it

can get against prospective frost. On the appear-
ance of frost, cover the whole plant with a layer

of stable straw bedding or other suitable material

to protect the developing Potatoes maturing
below ground from being affected, when all

will go well and the result amply repay the

labour. Do not dig for Potatoes until two days
before Christmas, and then only lift what is

actually required for use, taking care to protect

the plant and its base next to that lifted.

—

Joseph R. Holmes, Bowmore.

ANOTHER "WORD ABOUT WEEDS.'
TN acknowledging E. T. Ellis' kind remarks in

The Garden (July 21, page 283) I am fain

to confess my " hedge of sorts " is as yet by no
means " all my fancy painted." It has suffered

such a succession of cruel raids from animals

(also " of sorts "), donkeys (my own, alas !), and
sheep, bullocks and horses—horrid trespassers and
greedy thieves !—that were la" weepy " woman I

should have been reduced to tears more than

once. .As it is, I began to count my hedge as one

more of life's disillusions and disappointments.

But at last the hedge is beginning to grow and
go ahead, my hopes revive, and I plan to replace

gaps and add fresh beauties to it this autumn,
including a lew conifers (pace " Hiurstcot ").

Now about weeds. I am glad E. T. Ellis has got

so far as " real deep hoeing " to get some of the

roots up, and raking to remove the hoed-up weeds.

That is far more than most men do ! My experi-

ence is that they generally merely dig weeds in

<^
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and make a deceitfully smooth surface above them.
and in a short time the weeds come up smiling

in a joyful resurrection. Some men make excuse

that dug-in weeds enrich and improve the soil

;

but, surely, if removed and burnt they would be

of more value for that purpose. For real weeding
give me women workers on the land " every time,"

as our American friends say. Women weeders
are more radical. They " go to the root"

get it out, and " teach it never to come there

no more," like Cowper's viper (which, by the

way, was slain with a Dutch hoe). Women do
not clear so-.—apparently—large a space in the

same amount of time as men, but they do it'

thoroughly, with that " attention to detail

"

generally admitted as a feminine characteristic.

(Is this " spirited " enough for Mr. Ellis ?) I

must say further theJe are no war allotments

here. Most country cottagers have a little bit

of ground, and I do what I can to help them by
distributing first-class seeds and seedlings from
time to time. (I am giving them hundreds of

.assorted " winter greenstuff " just now, as my
seedlings came up splendidly.) It does seem such a
pity to see poorer neighbours growing very inferior

vegetables for want of opportunity to obtain

better kinds ; and first-class seedsmen (such as,

ahem !
" Messrs. Dot, Dash and Daughters,'"

shall I call them ?) mostly sell packets too large

in quantity and far too expensive for cottagers.

—

.\nne Amateur.

JUNIPERUS NANA : A QUERY.

J
SHOULD like to ask your contributor A. T.

Johnson whether he has succeeded in inducing
Juniperus nana to assume " the pyramidal shape "

when brought into his garden ? Many years ago
I was informed that such was the case, but two
small plants which I have in my garden, collected

in Coimty Mayo some ten years ago, have grown
to a considerable size but remain quite prostrate.

although under normal conditions. I have seen
this little plant many times in a state of Natiu-e

growing in quite sheltered positions, but
showing no tendency to grow upright.—

A. W. Stelfo.x, Bangor, County Down.

•THE GARDENER, FLORIST
AND AGRICULTURIST."

T AM interested in the enquiries

respecting the publication bearing

the above title. The Rev. J. Jacob's

query is not before me, and I over-

looked it when it appeared ; but Mr.

Mills' reply (The Garden, July 21,

page 281) has started me in the inves-

tigation. Kew possesses no copy, and
Mr. S. A. Shan has so far not suc-

ceeded in finding a record of the

work. Between, we will say, 1820

and 1850 the niunber of horticultural

periodicals initiated was considerable.

Some were short-lived, others reached

a decent age ; but there were changes

in their titles and editors, which are

somewhat perplexing and only intelli-

gible on reference 10 the respective

title-pages. During the long period

that I had charge of the Kew Library

I made special efforts, with the

Director's approval, to fill up the gaps

in periodical illustrated and other

horticultural literatiu'e, and the col-

lection now comprises most of the

^^^' important ones, as well as the often

^SBKK: rarer, though otherwise less impor-
''"

tant series. In 1845 The United

Gardeners and Land Stewards^

Journal was started imder the edi-

torship of R. Mamock. In form it

is very similar to the Gardeners' Chronicle of that

period, and, as an inducement to piurchase, there

is the statement on each number of the early

volumes that the profits were to be devoted to

the relief of aged and indigent gardeners and

farm bailiffs, their widows and orphans. This

promise seems to have been withdrawn in 1850.

The last volume of this publication appeared in

1852 ; but this is, or was, wanting in the Kew set.

The paper size of The Gardener, Florist and Agri-

culturist is not given by Mr. Mills, but the title

covers the same subjects and the issues were-

\vithin the same period. Was there any connec-

tion between the two publications ? Sometimes

there are secondary titles. I am too far from the

centre to clear up this point.—W. Botting

Hemslev, Broadstairs.

y-
)

*»* Readers wfio ham not already done so are asked to

order THE GARDEN to be delivered Tegularhj by their newS'

agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold

copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence The.

Garden is obtainable only // ordered beforehand.
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NOTES ON CROPPING
SOME VEGETABLES TO BE SOWN AND PLANTED NOW FOR USE IN

WINTER.

By L. M. Marshall.

Turnips.—A sowing of Turnips made now
will provide a supply for winter and spring use.

The yellow-fleshed varieties are best for this

purpose, and include Golden Ball and Orange

Jelly. If white varieties, such as Chirk Castle,

Green-top Stone and Red-top Stone, are to be

sown, it must be done at once. These crops

may conveniently follow early Potatoes and

early Peas. The haulm of the previous crop

should be cleared, burnt, and the ashes thrown

over the bed. I do not as a rule like burning

Bean and Pea haulras, because, being leguminous

crops, they help to enrich the soil if dug in or put

to rot for conversion into manure. But if there

is any suspicion of insects or disease being present

,

•there should be no hesitation on this point, and

must be well manured and cultivated, but firm.

Broccoli do not succeed well in a loose soil.

It is not a good plan to set out the plants in

their permanent quarters while they are small
;

allowing them to become strong plants of good
size is altogether better. A good distance apart
to set the plants is 2 feet each way. When once
planted the hoe must be kept going continually,

both for the sake of keeping down weeds and
with the object of conserving moisture in the soil.

Assuming this to have been done, one watering
at the time of planting should be sufficient.

Broccoli is a very important crop and one that

the gardener cannot afford to dispense with.

Cabbage.—Successional sowings of seeds to

secure plants for setting out later on to produce

THE ALDENHAM ONION PLANTATION IN JUNE, I9I7.
I

everything consigned to the fire. Turnips like

a rich, well-cultivated soil and a fine seed-bed.

A soil that is too gross, however, is not very suit-

able to the crop, because it tends to produce rank

growth of the top with a bulb of poor quality and

flavour. If the soil is thought not to be hardly

rich enough, a little basic slag and sulphate of

ammonia (used separately) may be applied before

sowing. The crop will succeed on a variety of

soils, but a fine loam well supplied with lime

suits it best. The trouble with heavy soil is the

difficulty of obtaining a seed-bed with a fine friable

surface, which is so essential. In all cases the

ground must be well dug. Another point with

regard to varieties. There are several tap-rooted

sorts which do well on deep soils
; Jersey Navet

aud Long White Horn are the best, and any

gardener having the right kind of soil will do well

to try them.

Broccoli.—The planting out of the main crop

of Broccoli should be finished as soon as possible.

Varieties planted now should produce crops from

Christmas to June next year. Soil for this crop

a good crop of Cabbage in spring should continue.

Good varieties are April (Suttons), Early

Market (Watkins and Simpson), Early Offenham,

EUam's Early, Flower of Spring, Harbinger, King

of the Earlies and Selected Evesham. The culti-

vation of Cabbages and Onions has been discussed

separately in previous articles. Early Savoys will

need planting soon, and in August or September

a sowing of Red Cabbage may be made.

Parsley.—Seeds of Parsley to stand the winter

in the open should be sown at once, if this has

not already been done. A situation affording

some shelter in winter should be chosen. Too
much seed should not be sown, neither should

the plants be allowed to go unthinned. Very

rich soil is necessary for a good crop, and it is

better to sow the seed in drills rather than broad-

cast. Double-curled, Fern-leaved, Moss-curled and

Plain-leaved are good varieties. A supply in

midwinter can be secured by potting off some

of the best specimens of last year's or this spring's

plants in 7-inch to g-inch pots, putting four to

six plants in each. The pots should be placed in

[August 4, 1917.

a shad\' position until the roots have got a hold
of the soil, when they can be removed to an open
situation and brought into the greenhouse in

winter. Potting may be done in September.

Endive.—^AU seedlings of this must be planted
out as fast as they become large enough. Plants
should be dug up and not forcibly pulled to injure

the roots, and continual growth must in no way
be checked. Sowings may be made of Round-
leaved Bat avian and Hardy Winter Green-curled,

or Batavian White and Green, Green-curled,

Louviers Large Ruft'ee, and White-curled. Never
sow seeds of Endive thickly, or the plants

will not form hearts satisfactorily after being

transplanted.

Further notes on the sowing and planting of

vegetables for winter use will appear in the next

issue. In the meantime I take this opportunity
of reminding readers of the importance of sowing

Onions at this season to stand the winter in open
quarters.

SUMMER ONIONS
Unfortunately, in many districts I hear this

crop is anything but a success. In many cases

the crop has been practically destroyed by the

dreaded Onion fly. Here we have a large bed
which at the moment shows great promise. The
plan we have adopted, and which, in my opinion,

is by far the best, is to sow the seed thinly in boxes
in early spring, raise the plants in cold frames,

and plant out on well-prepared ground about the

middle of April, allowing a distance of about
t4 inches between the rows and from 4 inches to

6 inches from plant to plant. We have about
twenty-seven rows, each 100 yards long. These
were all planted by women who had not previously

been accustomed to the work. I am glad to say

there is scarcely a blank, and they should produce
a heavy yield.

The advantage over sowing in the open is that the

plants are seldom attacked by Onion fly, the bulbs

ripen much earlier, are of better and more uniform
size, their keeping qualities are much better, and
the ground is thus cleared in good time for autumn
cropping. The varieties I prefer for this treat-

ment are Maincrop, James' Long Keeping, Walker's

Exhibition and White Spanish.

Aldenham. Edwin Beckett.

GROWING MARROWS
UP POLES

By CLARENCE PONTING.

THE picture of a gardener watering
a wonderfully constructed bed
of Vegetable Marrows, and evi-.

dently watering them with the
sun upon them (?)— see issue

July 7, page 261—makes the small gar-
dener, who this year is especially restricted
as to what he shall grow, somewhat
envious.

It is a common impression that Vegetable

Marrows can only be successfully grown upon
beds made in the manner depicted in the before-

mentioned illustration. Manure heaps are cer-

tainly a very siure method of producing a fine

crop of Vegetable Marrows, but there is another

method quite as successful and nothing like so

expensive as the foregoing. It has also the

decided advantage of taking up little room.

To me the one disadvantage of the trailing

type of Marrow (and, in my opinion, this

type is far superior to the " bush " kind)
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IS the rouni which it occupies. Under good

cultivation a Vegetable Marrow plant of the

trailing type will run some 20 feet if placed upon

a manure lieap.

This year, obeying the patriotic request to

grow more Potatoes, I had no room to allow the

usual space allotted to the Marrow-bed, and so

had to resort to growing my single plant up a

pole. Tlie bed measures 4 feet square, and

consists simply of the grass and soil which one

annually obtains from edging the lawns with

the turf edger. This turf was chopped into

pieces the size of a cricket ball, thrown up

into a heap, and then covered with

3 inches of potting soil, with which

had been mixed half a pound of a

compound manure to the barrow-

load of soil. The plant was raised

in a cold frame from seed sown iji

March, planted out the third weeU

in May, and has now at the time of

writing two fruits ready to cut, one

wi'll formed, and three just formed.

The plant has just reached the top

of the lo-feet pole, and will now
liave the point pinched out. .\11

laterals were pinched off as soon as

they formed, with the exception of

one, which is trained along a wire

which is used to support the " grass
"

of the .Asparagus-bed. The top having

been pinched out will cause laterals

to appear all down the pole, and will

be allowed to hang down until one or

two fruits have set, when they in

turn will be pinched and keep up a

supply of fruits for as long as I shall

want them.

The cultivation is simple, for,

beyond tying the vine to the pole

at about every foot interval, nothing

further is required. Water is given

twice a week to keep the growth

steady.

I have seen it stated that Marrows

do not fruit early unless the leader

is pinched when about a toot long

;

but 1 have not proved this to be the

case with ray plants. The flowers

form in an upright position, and after

being fertilised either naturalh' or,

in my case, artificially, gradually turn

over and fruit in the position shown
in the accompanying illustration. The
weight of the fruit neither bends down
nor breaks the vines, as might be

expected.

As an example of \vhat crops can

be produced from a small space, I

might add that on this 4-feet square

of lawn edgings I have this Marrow
plant, and behind this are two strong

outdoor Tomato plants trained close

to a south fence on canes and well set

mth fruit. On the righ' of the Marrow
is a Ridge Cucumber plant, which is

allowed to run in the alley way of the Asparagus-

bed between a row of Savoy Cabbages. Most of

these can be seen in the illustration.

A propos of Asparagus-beds, the difficulty of

avoiding breakage of the "grass" after cutting is

finished can be overcome by driving in a stout

Fir post at each end of the bed and running two

lines of wire along. These are fixed on hooks in

the post, so that the wires can be easily removed

when cutting the " grass." The wires are useful

to run Marrows along, or might be used as a

support for Runner Beans if one is restricted

for room, pinching the Beans on reaching the

top wire.

FRUIT AND FLOWER GARDEN NOTES
ON CLOTHING A PEK(;OLA WITH HARDY VINES, BLACKBERRIES
AND .\LLIKD FRUITS, RUNNER BEANS AND VEGETABLE MARROWS.

Bv Mrs. C. W. Earle.

I

' X the prosperous years now gone by and
the great fashion for gardening revived

and, in fact, become a new art. The
G.^RDEN published some very beautiful coloured

prints of tiowers and fruits. I kept them all and

GROWING M.\RRO\VS UP POLES TO ECONOMISE SP.ACE,

made countless screens and flower pictures, cutting

them out and arranging them on white or coloured

paper after the manner of the old Dutch flower

pictures, masses of flowers coming out of im-
possibly small flower vases, which were painted

in, standing on a table. The new hardy fruits

were depicted and recommended at different times,

but in my experience they have not made much
headway. Pergolas of Roses and flower creepers

are beautiful and common enough, but if I could

begin again—which one never can—and I had
room to build a really strong pergola with piers

of broken bricks, stones and cement, I think

something very beautiful might be planted for

growing over it—^fruit and vegetables which could

hang down from the top beneath the leaves,

hardy Vines, the Blackberries and the allied fruits,

the best wild Blackberry, and the cut-leaved

varieties called " American." I have the pictures

still of the three best new kinds. The
Loganberry has beautiful large red

fruit, the new Hybrid Lowberry
has very large black fruit, and
the Laxtonberry has large Rasp-

berry-coloured fruit. Another kind

much recommended is Rubus phoenico-

lasius (WinebeiTy), the fruit round

and bright scarlet, very juicy and of

pleasant flavour, the foliage and stems

covered with red bristles. This gives

it a very distinct character and makes
It a beautiful and unusual climber,

even when not fruiting. The chief

\alue of the Loganberry, besides being

sood in fruit salads, is for preserving

.lud bottling. It combines, I am told,

the richness of the Raspberry with an
acid flavour which is most exceUeut.

In these sugarless days it is well to

remember to put a tablespoonful of salt

to every pound of fruit ; this enables

one to preserve it with half a pound
of sugar. I have always grown the

wild Blackberry in my garden, also

the cut -leaved American kind. The
fruit is rather larger, but I do not

think it has quite so good a flavour

.IS that of our wild kind.

Anyone living in the suburbs of

large towns will find it necessary to

have the wild Blackberry protected,

as the fruits are picked very early

and often unripe outside. I also grow
a low-growing small fruit that comes
in late in the autumn, called Straw-

berry-Raspberry, though it has nothing

to do with either. I am told its real

name is Rubus palmatus. It is beau-

tiful to look at and cooks excellently

with early Apples.

But to go back to the pergola. Two
or three hardy Vines grow well and only

want pruning ; and all bare places

might be filled up with the handsome
annual climbing vegetables, such as

Runner Beans, Ridge Cucumbers,

Vegetable Marrows, and all the

varieties of Ornamental Gourds, which
are so pretty and bring the sunshine of

summer into rooms in winter. Perhaps

the reason they are so little grown
is because in unfavourable summers

they do not ripen sufficiently, and decay quickly.

The following is an excellent recipe for keeping

these decorative Gourds from decaying. Dry the

fruits with a cloth, then pour over them, or let

theni stand in it for three or four seconds, a varnish

made by dissolving gum mastic in methylated

ether in the proportion of half an ounce of the

mastic to three fluid ounces of ether. After doing

this, hang them up or lay out the fruits to dry,

and pour oliE the mixture and use it for other

Gourds. It should be remembered that the ether

is very volatile and also inflammable. I saw some
Gourds last winter thus preserved, and they

looked beautiful and as fresh as when gathered.
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even the very small, unripe ones. The materials

are not expejisive.

My favourite autumn greenhouse flowering

plants are the South African Nerines. They

depend \'ery much on jii>t the right treatment.

They like to be potbound. but this is the time to

repot them in small pots, as they must have some

nourishment after months of drvin,? off.

AN UPLAND VALLEY
NOTES ON THE FLORA OF THE DRY SUNNY SLOPES OF THE MARITLME

ALPS. ROSES THAT FLOURISH AND ROSES THAT FAU..

Bv Edwai^d H. Woodall.

THE vegetation of the Maritime Alps is

strangely different to that of the Savoy
or Swiss Alps, for the reason that the

climate is so much drier and sunnier

that a different type of plant prevails.

Above the height of 6,000 feet

many representatives of the alpine

flora are to be found, but below

that level there is little to remind

one of northern and alpine types.

It comes as a surprise to me to

find no trace of any sort of Fern

in the moist mountain gullies, even

where there is a thick wood to

shade them from the fierce sun

power. Instead of Sa.xifrages

everywhere, a fine-leayed white

Flax (Linum) so closely mimics .

the Saxifrage with its white

flowers that the eye is deceived,

but it is only iu the crannies of

the rocks, high up, that the stift'

plumes of the form of S. Cotyledon

wh'ch is a native here are to be

found. The pretty S. lantoscana

prevails in one valley, and another

form is found in a different dis-

trict. Sedums, Brooms, Lavender,

a great number of Vetches,

Lathyrus, Ononis and Orobus

abound, some of much beauty,

particularly one thorny shrub with

shining, stiff leaves and spikes of

large, soft pink, Pea-shaped flowers

that must long ago have proved

itself unsuitable, or it would be-

fore now be in every bold rock

garden ; it is so ornamental. Pale

pink in colour and with more
elegant spikes of flower, the first

impression is of a very fine bush

of dwarf Snapdragon with shiny,

serrated leaves, though really more
elegant and ornamental. Orchises

and Primulas can only be found in.

regular swamps where the summer
drought does not touch them, and

not one have I ever seen where

tlie sun can exercise its power.

There are some splendid examples

of Orchis latifolia and conopsea, Habenaria
and Epipactis, but all of quite different types

to . those in Savoy. Parasitic Orobanches
are abundant, and one monster, with golden

brown " fur " and brilliant deep crimson and blue

lip, is quite a striking object among the Alders,

Birches and Willows. Now and again one comes
across a little garden of alpine flowers, washed down
by the spring floods, that has taken, root among
the huge boulders of the wide torrent's bed ; but
for colour on the hillsides, only Labiates, legu-

minous or succulent plants are in sufficient quantity

to make an effect. Lavender takes the place of

Heather for many miles, and Stonecrops for grass,

sa^ e where the wiry Couch Grass holds up the black

shale of which so many mountain sides are made.

Black shale, white limestone and still whiter

patches of snow prevail till the eye is wearied of

the violent contrast which is repeated in the intense

blue of the sky and the wliiteness of the slow. ,•

conditions. Sunburst, too, was another surprise,

with superb orange-coloured flowers. Jonkheer

J. L. Mock is another " eye-opener," for the blooms

are so enormous and the petals so very solid that it

would make a sensation at an English show. Dean
Hole, MoUy Sharmau Crawford and British Queen
are quite at home and really beautiful ; while the

familiar Dorothy Perkins and nearly all the

Wichuraiana Roses are killed down by the winter

frosts and so cannot bloom at all ! Last year the

snow begai; to fall in this valley on October 21.

During the winter it reached a depth of 11 feet

on the fiat, and did not disappear until the end of

April, when the floods did great damage, sweeping

away bridges and roads wholesale, and these cannot

be replaced under war conditions. Ou my way
here, in the lower Var Valley I was surprised to see

how beautiful and abundant are the Pomegranate
trees. Perched often on some rock, with the

Venetian Sumachs at their feet, pink and cream in

early bloom, the combination of

colours was most unusual. Higher

up. the creamy flowered Chestnuts,

succeeded by miles of Lavender

and various Brooms, continued

the beauty for many miles till the

austere mountain heights had
been reached and the northern

slopes and valleys of the Maritime

Alps showed bare in the evening

lights — a striking contrast to

smiling Savov.

Hydrangea Hortensia

F
Ladv

BLOOMS THAT Np;VEK SCATTER THEIR FLORETS

sailing clouds that so rarely condense into thunder-

showers during summer-time. Truly a brilliant

and " hard " climate that recalls the winter

climate of the Engadine, and should prove ideal

for all who seek purity of air and blazing, unvarying

sunshine ! .And yet there are surprises. A Rose

lover has planted a garden high up in the mountains

with all the modern varieties of the Rose, and

with the deep snow in winter to keep them warm
many varieties not only prove hardy, but show

themselves to great advantage. For the first

time I saw Rose Etoile de France, which is
'

so useless in English gardens, with five fully ex-

panded blooms open at the same time, showing

that it is reallv a beautiful Rose under certain

[OR the amateur's glass

porch or cool green-

house Hydrangea Hor-

tensia (the Beauharnais,

or the August Roman
will one of the "curious"

enlighten me ?) is a rock to lean

upon. The blue shades have a

certain fascination, but there is

something behind them, possibly

a sense of artificiality, which

makes me cling to the old pink,

with conversion, perhaps, to the

newer variety, Mme. MouUiere,

which I am trying this year.

In early summer prepare pots

of sandy soil (the shallow bulb

pots made by Messrs. Dowel and

Son of Hammersmith are excellent

for all cuttings). Soak and drain

well. Take cuttings oi young

shoots, which have not flowered,

from old bushy plants, press these

firmly into the soil, being careful, as

with all cuttings, that they rest on

a solid base. Give a final dressing

of sand and keep under a bell-glass

in a cold frame shaded from hot

sunshine.

In August or . September, when well rooted,

pot up singly into 3-inch or 4-inch pots and winter

in the greenhouse, when very little water is required.

In February or early March move into 5-inch pots

of richer soil with a touch of peat, and train as a

single stem, rubbing off any side or basal shoots

that may appear. When growing well and the

flower-buds begin to show, start feeding with

soot-water and guano-water in gradually increas-

ing strength. Syringe daily.and fumigate once or

twice (if necessary) to keep away green fly, which

always attacks a starved or badly grown plant.

(A camel-hair brush and a small basin of water

are useful aids to a sharp eye at these times.)

No plant responds so well to good cultivation
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.1- the Hydrangea. It revels in rich food (or

Irink, perhaps), but should not have too large.

I pot. Let it bercjme potbound, and soak twice

a day in hot weather, practically alwa>'s with a

stimulant.

The photograph, taken about the middle of

June, shows a group of half a dozen plants this

propagated. Some of the flower-trusses measured
ifi inches across each way, and the foliage was a

luautiful rich dark green ; not the sickly yellow

one srj often sees. Well watered, such plants la^t

in bloom for two months or more, and make a mo«t
iiTective decoration for sitting-room or cool hall

arranged with l-'erns and f>ther greenery, especially

against a background of old Oak. They have one

i;reat advantage, too, in the eyes of the tidy house-

wife, in that they never scatter their florets.

The Hydrangea is almost the only case in which

I would place s;V as one of the first qualifications

n( the flower, and then only in the case of single-

stemmed, one year old plants such as these. The
large, heavy truss must have the support of a

stick, as unobtrusive as possible : a bushy plant

with every bloom tied stiffly up is anything but

prettv.

When the flowers turn green with age, cut them
off and stand the plants outdoors in full sun to

ripen the wood. Cut back in August or early

September, winter indoors, repot in February,

.md repeat the same treatment, except that the

second year you will have a bushy plant in a

7-inch pot. and in four or live years a fine specimen

in a tub for the steps or terrace.

In the South of England, of course, H. Hortcnsia

is hardy and makes fine bushes outdoors ; and
readers of The Garden will remember the beautiful

picture in the issue of September 30, igi6, showin.^

an unpruned plant in flower in the garden of

Princess di Teano, on the Isola San Giovanni,

Lago llaggiore. But in the North and colder

parts of England it rarely survives a hard winter.

Verily '* he who loves a garden, loves a greenhouse,

ton." W. D.

Climbing Rose
Mrs. Littleton Dewhurst
I.s the midst of so many varieties of Rambling

Roses it is perhaps a bold thing to name any one

as being the best. After several seasons' trials

of new and old varieties as well as observation of

the efforts of others, I have no hesitation in saying

the above variety stands alone. Mrs. Littleton

Dewhurst is a white sport from Dorothy Perkins

and was sent out by Messrs. Pearson, Chilwell

Nurseries, some few years since. In growth it is

all that could be desired, having the true charac-

teristic habit of its parent with perhaps a trifle more

vigour. The trusses of bloom are exceptionally

large, and, what is important, the flowers develop

simultaneously, making up a huge mass of real

white. The blooms are shapely, and well filled in

the centre. I do not say there is no pink streak

in the colour occasionally ; there is in the opening

buds, but not nearly to the same extent as in

White Dorothy as is generally seen.

Swanmnre. E. Molyneu.x.

LILIUM MONADELPHUM
This is one ot the best Liliums for general

garden culture, the bulbs thriving in the well-

tilled soil of the mixed flower border. The
season of flowering extends from the end of May
to July in the North of England and Scotland.

The average height of the flower-stems is from

4 feet to 6 feet, occasionally more when the climate

and soil are very favourable. The number of

flowers on a stem varies from five or six to twentv

or'^even thirty bUioms on old-established plants.

These are about 4 inches across, drooping and
prettily recurved. The colour varies, especially

in seedlings, from pale citron or canary yellow

to a deep yellow, usually prettily spotted. Plan:

the bulbs 4 inches to 5 inches deep, early autumn
being the best time. Resenting disturbance at

the roots, as long as the bulbs are happy in their

surroundings and flowering freely leave them
undisturbed. A native of the Southern Caucasus,

this Lilium is said to have been first introduced

about r82o. L. Szovitzianum and L. colchicum

are names given to forms of this beautiful Lily, but

the reputed characteristic distinctions are not

reliable, being found in seedlings from L. mona-
delphum. A. O.

plants directly they arc large enough to handle :

this will induce a stockier growth, a point all

ill fa\onr of future success. E, M.

WINTER SPINACH
THIS \'egetablo increases yearly in p(»pu-

larity as. its merits become more widely

known and the ease with which it can

be produced at a miuimimi of cost in

seed and labour. E\en a yearly supply

entails no difficulty where space is available and

THE CHOGO
(SECHIUM EDULE.)

Bv R. Irwin Lynch, V.M.H.

AR.\RH
fruit in this country, sonutinies

found in Covent Garden and elsewhere.

Is known as the Chocho, Chayote, or.

\ulgarly, as Chow, as I understand it to

i be pronounced in London ; and it is

produced by Sechium edule, otherwise Chayota

edulis, the name apparently adopted in

.\merica. It is a native of the West Indies,

where it is largely cultivated, and it has been

introduced to Madeira and other Atlantic Islands.

The fruit is used as a vegetable, like the Vegetable

Marrow, and it belongs to the same Natural Order

—the Cucurbitacea;. In this Order it is remark-

able and distinct, quite unlike anything else.

Instead of a number of seeds, it has one seed only,

whicli is pendulous and germinates in the fruit.

THE WHITE R.\MBLEU ROSE MRS. LITTLETON DEWHURST.

a regular system of sowing the seed at stated in-

tervals is practised. Many persons grow Summer
Spinacii. but few during the winter and early

spring. It is to these I specially wish to point

out the advantage of Winter Spinach.

It is not necessary to sow the Prickly-seeded

variety. at this season, as the Round-seeded kind

is eqtially satisfactory. As, howe\'er, both are

equal in price, it does not matter which sort is sown.

For present sowing a south border is the best

site, as it affords some protection from cold winds

during the winter and early spring. If such a site

is not available, a well-drained plot in the open

should be selected. This should be fairly well

manured and deeply dug. The drills. 2 inches

deep, should be 14 inches apart and well watered

before sowing the seed if the soil is dry, as this

watering greatly hastens the germination of the

seed and gives a fillip to early growth, enabling the

plants to become sturdy before winter sets in.

If the seed should be sown too thicklv, thin the

so that to obtain a plant the fruit itself must be

sown. The fruit obviously supplies a large store

of nutriment for the young plant, and though it

does not seem to be stated, either by Hooker or

Cogniaux—and both were authorities on the Order

—

I find that the seed is fused with the walls of the

fruit. This seems clear by cutting through a

partly grown fruit I have had to spare for the pur-

pose. Germination has commenced here while

the fruit is still attached to the parent plant,

roots appear, but a radicle has not been seen

and apparently it must be suppressed. The early

growth of the plumule can be seen between the

cotyledons, which gape apart, as may be observed

in the illustration on page 310 of a fruit produced

last autumn in the Aquarium of the Cambridge

Botanic Garden. The suture or fissure of the

fruit which permits the seed to be seen is quite

natural in the mature fruit and appears to be

formed by limitation of growth along its line,

yet there must be a breaking open in some way,

because in the younger fruit above referred to.
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ill Avhich tlic fissure was well formed, the flesli was
solid and continuous over the seed.

The economic importance of this fruit appears

to be great. It is described as extremely whole-

some and commonly used in the West Indies

as an article of food by all classes, and also as pro-

viding a very fattening food for pigs and other

animals. In a publication of the Department
of Agriculture, Washington, just received. " Plant

Immigrants," No. 126, the large white " Perulero
"

is recorded from Ciuatemala, and is described as

one of the very best varieties of Chayote or Guis-

quile there grown. Two classes are distinguished

in the markets of Guatemala, one including all the

larger fruits, varying from green to white in colour,

the other including small fruits, white to green in

colour, with the surface smooth and free from
prickles or soft spines. Both classes are exceed-

ingly abundant. From Santo Do-
mingo fruits had been received,

and interesting points of informa-

tion are given. Growth is said to

be wonderful, and aftei^ninety days
it is known to produce over a

hundred fruits. They are known
as Tallote, and there are two kinds,

but they are said to differ only in

the colour of the skin, whether
white or green. The plant is much
liked by the natives, and is pre-

pared in many ways for use in

soups and meat dishes as well as
in the manufacture of candy.
Native physicians prescribe it not,
only as food for children and old

people, but also to be used ex-
ternally. The leaves are boiled
and are then used to cure rheu-
matism. It might be suggested
that this kind of fruit could be
dried and imported in bulk for all

purposes at no serious cost, since it

probably is cheap where it can be
grown and would be likely to sub-
mit to a drying process.'

The fruit which produced the
parent plant of that here illus-

trated was given me by Mr. Delph
of Canrbridge, who visits Covent
Garden, and I believe it was green
and longer than that of our illus-

tration, which is pale yellow in
colour. If there has been this
change it is remarkable, but both
kinds are described. There is

only one illustration with which
I am acquainted, viz., that in

Jacquin's " Selectarum Stirpium
.\mericanarum Historia," drawn
by Jacquin himself, and, it might
be said, only in'jthe rough with-
out any fineness of detail. , This
illustration represents the form
of fruit shown by the accom-
panying illustration, and it is

under the name Sicyos edulis.
In Pritzel I find a reference to
Bot. Zeiltmg, 1858, 3, but that is anatomiial.
Sechium edule in its habit and leaves may be
likened to a Cucumber plant, except that the leaves
are smaller, less rough, and paler green. It is

said by the "Treasury of Botany" to have a fleshy
root which resembles a Yam both in edible qualities
and appearance, and to attain a weight of 2olb.,
hut this I have not seen produced, and so far as
I have known the plant it has alwavs died after
making one growth. The flowers and fruit I

have never seen produced before, and as the flowers
are unisexual (monoecious), assistance in pollination
is probably necessary. In this case, as I took
trouble to examine the flowers, I believe I did
pollinate the females. The growth of the fruit
was phenomenal in its rapidity, and it very soon

attained full size. I have a new plant fjrowing

up from one of the fruits produced last autumn,
and a second shoot, possibly through a slight check
of the first, is growing up fronr the same seed.

Two other very interesting Cucurbitaceae are

now represented in the Cambridge Botanic Garden
—Hodgsonia hetoclita, which has immense seeds

not suggesting those of a Cucurbit ; and Acan-
thosicyos horridus, a leafless, spinose shrub with
globose, edible fruit the size of an Orange. Hodg-
sonia is a splendid Cucurbit, the most magnificent

of the Order, but it has never flowered in this

country. It has deep green leaves not unlike those

of a Passiflora ; the flowers, which are dioecious,

have a long tube ; the limb of the corolla is about

6 inches over, rufous yellow with dark veins below
and above white ; while from each segment depend
fix spiral, teadril-like continuations of yellow

THE CHOCO. .\ LITTLE KNOWN FRUIT IN COVENT GARDEN

colour, which without being extended are 6 inches

long.

The fruit resembles a brown Melon. The
seeds, according to an example before me, are

3 inches long, nearly 2 inches wide and ij inches

thick. It is curious that " two collateral

ovules contract an adhesion and together form
only one seed with two cells and often two embryos,
though one is usually imperfect." The embryos
are said to be eaten like Almonds, but they are

described as rather insipid. Hodgsonia grows
freely enough, while Acanthosicyos can hardly be
grown at all, and no doubt requires a very special

environment. It is indigenous to South Africa,

growing in Namaqualand, Angola and Mossamfedes,

and the fruit is eaten by the natives.

A COLUMN FOR
THE CURIOUS

Seven Rhubarbs.—Perhaps the Rev. J. Jacob
might be interested to know that in the Gardener

and Practical Florist, a weeldy horticultural

paper that came into existence on March 1, 1S43,

and of which I have several odd numbers, a list

is given by Rogers—one of the best kitchen

gardeners of his time—of seven varieties of

Rhubarb, with notes on their culture, which I

will give in his words as printed :

" 1. Rheum Rhaponticum—Rhapontic Rhubarli

—a native, of Asia, introduced and cultivated

since 1573. From the date it wiU be observed

to be an old inhabitant of the English garden.

"2. Rheum undulatum—Waved-
leaved, or Chinese Rhubarb — a

native of China, introduced in

1734-
" 3. Rheum hybridum—Hybrid

Rhubarb—a mixed variety, a

native of Asia, and cultivated

since 1778.

" 4. Rheum Palmatum—Spread-

ing, or Palmated-leaved Rhubarb
—a native of China and Tartary,

and first introduced into this

country, according to the ' Hortus

Kewensis,' in 1763. The roots of

this and the undulatum species

constitute the drugs sold in our

shops under the name of Chinese

and Turkey Rhubarb ; the other

\'arieties also possess the like medi-

cinal properties. There have been

several attempts made to culti-

- vate the Rhubarb for that pur-

pose and dry it in a similar

method to the Chinese, but from
some cause or other, and princi-

pally from the want of a stock of

roots of sufficient age, it has been

laid aside. What has been pre-

pared, however, was found to be

equal to that of foreign growth.
" 5. Buck's, or Elford Rhu-

barb.—This esteemed and valuable

variety was raised from some seed

of Rheum undulatum a few years

ago by a Mr. Buck (whose name
it now bears) of Elford, near

Lichfield in Staffordshire. It

comes very early, and may be

forced in various situations, re-

taining its line scarlet colour to

the last, though it prefers dark-

ness to the light ; its flavour

seems to be more heightened than

diminished.

" 6. Tobolsk Rhubarb.—This
variety is of late introduction,

and is stated to be very superior

for all the purposes of forcing. The author has

heard it highly extolled by many who have given

it a trial, and for delicacy and fine flavour it stands

pre-eminent.

" 7. Giant Rhubarb.—This is an excellent and
profitable variety, producing leaves of immense
size and stalks from two to three feet long, which are

thick and fleshy, and abound with the fine acid

juice. When cooked they are tender and well

flavoured. A few of this sort should be grown in

every garden, and especially in that of the

cottager.

" The Pontic and Waved varieties, being the

most hardy, are proper only for the open air, as

neither improves by forcing, hence a good stock
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of the Tobolsk and EHord should always be kept

up for forcing.

" The Hybrid variety is said to be the most

succulent, and perhaps it might be so in some

soils, but tlie author could never observe any

difference between it and the Waved-leaved."

He then gives a chapter on his systems of

culture.—G. Young, The Gardens, Brantingham

Thorpe, Yorkshire.

Plants on a Small Moraine
Garden.—IV

By T. ASHTON LOFTHOUSE.

Primula spectabilis.—This was planted in what

1 considered to be a more suitable part of the garden

for Primulas, and flowered well the first season,

but, as frequently happens with Primulas (at least

with mine), it died off in the winter, rotting off

at the roots and seemingly helped by the worms
pulling the fibrous roots away. [P.

capitata does quite well. A plant or two

provide flowers at a time when they are

most wanted on the moraine ; the

plants do not usually last more than

two or three seasons. I am trying

other Primulas on the peat moraine,

but as these have only recently been

planted, it remains to be seen how
they succeed. I may say that my
^xperience with P. luteola, of which

I put in two plants, has not been very

encouraging, the stems being eaten

through and the leaves or remains of

them lying about alongside ; curiously,

the only plants touched in this way
and considerably apart. The cause of

this persistent persecution I have not

been able to make out, but one of the

plants which started to throw up fresh

eaves had them again treated in the

same way.]

Polemonium confertum mellitum.

—

The plant I obtained for this did not

turn out to be correct, the flowers

being pale blue (not white as stated in

Mr. Farrer's list). It only made slow-

progress on the middle or driest part of

the moraine, and, since removed to

allow this part to be remade, it has died.

Good ordinary soil, with efficient drain-

age, would no doubt be most satis-

factory for this family.

Ranunculus alpestris.—This was

only added, along with the two follow-

ing members of the same family, in the

early part of 1915, and placed in the

limiest portion ; it only had one or two

of its lovely crinkled white flowers on

last year, but the plant has grown
considerably and I have hopes of it

doing better in the future. R. glacialis

did not survive the first winter. Probably the

conditions were too dry for this species, or it

is possible that the shock received from the very

unusual ice storm I have mentioned before may
have affected its stamina, especially seeing that

it had not been long planted. R. parnassifolius

survived its first winter and made some growth,'

but was only very sparing with its flowers. It

has flowered much better this year. .

Silene Elizabethae.—Only one plant being raised

from seed sown in the autumn of r9i3, and it

making very slow progress, I purchased another

in the spring of 1915. but neither of them
lias shown any sign of flowering as yet, growing

very slowly, but appearing to be quite healthy,

and I am hoping it may break out this summer.

[S. acaulis and S. acaulis alba.—Both of these

have been disappointments, as I understand is so

often the case. Var. alba flowered more freely than

the type, but both have been very sparing, and I

am now trying them in other quarters. I have

recently added S. acaulis escarpa in the hope that

it will show better results. It would be interesting

to have the experiences of any who have succeeded

with this Silene. S. alpestris.—Although this

grows freely in other parts of the garden, it has

such beautiful flowers and good habits that I include

a plant or two of it. S. Hooteri I have not had

the pleasure of trying as yet.]

(To be coKtinued.)

A Handsome Striped Grass
The variegated form of Glyceria aquatica is a much
better plant than the old " Gardeners' Garters."

The yellowish stripe in the leaf is bolder, and the

THE VARIEGATED FORM OF GLYCERIA AQUATICA.

whole plant has a better appearance. The illustra-

tion shows it near the front of a flower border

where there is a group for yellow colour effect,

formed of Calceolaria amplexicaulis with the

variegated Mentha rotundifolia. These were not

yet grown when the photograph was taken in

June. The whole when grown forms a delightful

colour combination, the yeUow-white of the

variegation, in both Grass and Mint, having the

tone that exactly suits them as companions to

the canary-coloured Calceolaria. As the Grass

would naturally come to perfection a little too early

for the others, we check it by pulling it up and

immediately replanting it in April. G. J.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Globe Artichokes.—Owing to the scarcity
of plants every encouragement should be giveii
to those in existence for the future crop. Do not
allow any plants to flower, as the energy for this
weakens the future growth. Keep the ground
free from weeds so that growth will be sturdy and
mature.

Broccoli.—Where plants were put out between
rows of Peas or second-early Potatoes, these
crops having been cleared, fork over the ground
about the Broccoli plants to induce them to make
sturdy growth.

French Beans sown in frames during Julv
will require staking and tying to maintain the
growth of tall-growing varieties erect ; the pods
then grow quite straight, in which form they are
the more desirable. Keep the plants well supplied
with water during dry weather and syringe them
every evening. Until the end of the month the
lights will not be required over them.
Turnips.—Sow good breadths of Snowball,

Orange Jelly and Prizetaker, in well watered drills
should the weather be dry, to ensure
prompt germination of the seed and
accelerate growth out of the way of the
Turnip fly.

Carrots.—Sow seed of Short Horn
varieties in frames that were used for
early Potatoes, Cauliflowers, &c., to
give a supply of roots for early winter
use. Sowings on a south border, too,
will give useful roots during the winter.

Celery.-—During this month much
attention is required to keep the plants
in a satisfactory growing condition.
Remove all side growths before earth-
ing or the use of paper for blanching.
Thoroughly soak the roots during
dry weather and dust with soot occa-
sionally. Six weeks is required for
blanching.

Spinach.—For early autumn use
make further thin sowings in an open
site of either the Round or Prickly
varieties. During dry weather stir the
soil occasionally between the rows of
those plants coming through the soil.

Cucumbers in frames that have
borne fruit heavily will require severe
thinning of the old growths to encour-
age new shoots to give a succession of
future fruits. Mulch the surface with
half-decayed horse-manure or give a
sprinkling of superphosphate or soot,
thoroughly soaking the roots with
water if at all dry, and keep the frame
closer to encourage new growth by
utilising the sun-heat in the afternoon
especially.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Black Currants.—No time is more
sviitable for pruning the trees than when
the fruit has been gathered. Cut awa\-
old bearing wood to make room for

the full development of young shoots,
which usually spring up in the centre of
the bushes. By the early removal of
shoots that would otherwise have to be
taken out during the winter pruning,
the growths left have an opportunity
to mature and thus be in a better con-
dition for the next season's crop of
fruit.

Thinning Pears and Apples.—No time should
be lost in finally thinning surplus fruits if

they are too thickly placed to enable the full

size for each variety to be attained. It is better

both for the fruits and the future crops that they
should not be left too thick, thus creating a heavier

strain on the tree than is necessary. If Apph-
trees were not allowed to carry such heavy crops

as they sometimes do, we should not hear so much
of the semi-yearly cropping of certain sorts. No
tree, no matter how vigorous, can withstand an
abnormal strain too long.

Grafted Trees.—^Exaniine this season's grafted

trees. Where the ligatures securing the grafts are

being overgrown by the bark of the stock or graft

they should be cut away, enabling the graft to

grow away freely. Remove all growths from the

stocks below the grafts to ensure the full energy
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of the tree being concentrated in the grafts, which
should make growths 2 feet long.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons in frames require considerable attention
to ensure a crop. Keep the shoots thinly regulated
to admit light and sunshine to the blossoms.
To ensure a full set of fruit, impregnate the
blossoms during the middle of the day when the
pollen is dry. E. Molyneux.

(Steward to W. H. IVIyers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—The crop for winter and spring should
be sown without delay, the advice to put off
sowing till September, which is sometimes given,
being attended by a very certain risk where adopted.
As there is little or no growth for at least two
winter months, and frequently not until March,
it is important to make this a large sowing and to
allow more space for the plants than is needed
for summer crops. So pronounced is the advantage
of room for each plant that 15 inches to r8 inches
is none too wide to interspace the rows, and r foot
or more between the plants in the rows. Usually
ground cleared of Potatoes is in excellent condition
for sowing, especially if when lifting these the
workman stirs every inch of ground and leaves
it level. Manure need not be applied, but later
a good dressing of soot is useful in thickening
and darkening the leaves. Giant Viroflay or
another improved variety should be sown in prefer-
ence to the old Prickly kinds.

Turnips.—Seeds sown at once will produce nice
tender roots in early winter and an abimdance
of leaves and shoots in late spring, when usually
the choice of outdoor vegetables is limited. Sow
also Lettuces and Radishes for the last time for
the season.

Onions.—Those raised under glass in spring
give such superior results to
autumn - raised Onions that at
present I would only sow suiiBcient

for early use. The seeds should
be sown thinly enough not tn
need thinning, and the rows be
just wide enough apart to permit
a Dutch hoe to be run between
them. The main crop will need
no attention for some time beyond
drawing any weeds that have
escaped notice earlier in the
season.

" Cleaning Up."—As Peas and
other crops pass out of use they
should be cleared away imme-
diately. Potato haulm removed
daily, and litter of no kind left

on the ground. This attention
not only gives the vegetable
quarters an appearance of neat-
ness, but facilitates their keeping
so very considerably.

The Fruit Garden.

Strawberrie s.—At least the
earliest varieties— and, by the
way, 1 made a mistake in a
previous calendar in the name bf
" Kentish Favourite"—should be
repotted into fruiting pots, either
of 5 inches or 5i inches. These need no more
than one potsherd for drainage ; and a fair loam to
which one-fourth of dry cow-manure, rubbed
through a fine-meshed sieve, is added and a slight
addition of a fruit manure or of superphosphate
of lime make a suitable compost. Firm the soil

above the drainage quite as much as that around
the ball, and for a time be careful not to applv
water profusely, nor, on the other hand, be nig-
gardly in its use. Plants in the open which have
done fruiting and are to be destroyed should be
cut over at the surface of the ground and left to
dry, afterw-ards burning them. Those still worth
keeping should he cleaned of weeds.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias.—.Much of the value of these grand
flowers is lost through inattention to a few
details at this period. The singles, which ought
to find a place in all good gardens, produce seed-
vessels, which should be occasionallv removed
not only to improve the appearance of the plants,
but also to enable them to continue to yield
flowers profusely. Other sections usually produce
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more shoots than are wanted, the effect of which
is to lower their decorative value. The need here
is to carefully lessen their number. Pompon
varieties may, and should be, less drastically
treated. Where Dahlias are staked, the shoots
will need a final look over for the season.

Plants Under Glass.

Cyclamens.—The sowing of these must be
no longer delayed. Young plants will now be
growing with great vigour if healthv, the greatest
bar to success being attack by thrips, which are
easy to keep down by persistent vaporising.
Older plants are now making fresh growth and
need more water at the roots, which may mean,
where the tubers are large, twice filling the space
for water when liquid is wanted.

Begonias.—Gloire de Lorraine is quite as
susceptible to injury from thrips as are Cyclamens,
and if they are grown in the one structure
the same treatment suits both. Attention to
tying the shoots so as to produce well-proportioned
plants is important, and occasional applications
of weak manure water will do mueh to keep a
glossy and healthy leafage.

Cinerarias.—Continue to repot these, the proper
stage being when the roots have taken possession
of the soil of the previous pot, but before they
become in the least matted. An open and very
highly manured compost suits these best. Keep
the plants in the open, but with sashes ready to
place over them. These conditions are favourable
to vigorous growth and unfavourable to insect
attacks. R. p. Brotherston.

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)
Tyninghame, Prestonhirk, N.B.

CODONOPSIS OVATA
CoDONOPsis OVATA is quite a good border or

rockery plant. It also looks well in a wall

garden, and I consider that the rockery or wall

CODONOPSIS OVATA ON A ROCK WALL.

is the best place for it. Much of the charm of

its flowers is hidden if only the outside is visible.

They droop neatly, and should be turned up to

discern their full beauty if not above the level of

the eye. They are of a pale blue, bell-shaped,

and have deeper-coloured veinings. The exterior

of the flower has a purple zone at the base, and the

interior is decked with two zones of yellow and one

of black—a most uncommon combination. It

may also be mentioned that the blooms have a

strong coffee-like odour (not too agreeable, by the

way). [Far from it.

—

Ed.] This Codonopsis comes
from the Himalayas, and is about i J feet in height.

It should have a light and rather dry soil, and a

sheltered, though sunny place. LTnfortunately,

Codonopsis ovata is not too hardy, and in the

colder parts of the kingdom requires protection

in winter. In some parts, however, even in

Scotland, it is hardy enough. S. Arnott.

[August 4, 1917.

Rates on War Food Plots
[To THE Editor of " The Garden."]

Sir,—The following correspondence which has
recently passed between the Chairman of the
Kingston Branch of the National Laud and Home
League and the Chancellor of the Exchequer
will, we feel sure, be of great interest to many
of your readers, and we hope you will be able to
find space to insert it.—Yours, &c.,

Henry Bentinck, President.
Save and Sele, Chairman.

The National Land and Home League, Queen
Anne's Chambers, Westminster, S.W.i.

April ig, 1917.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer, Whitehall, S.W..

SiR,

—

Re Schedule A and rates charged on war
food plots, in November, 1916, this branch
was lent a piece of ground of about if acres in
Gloucester Road, Kingston-on-Thames, free of
rent, for cultivation in small plots. This ground
was rated and the appeal to the Assessment
Committee was not successful.

This year I have received a demand note for
Income Tax under Schedule A based on the
assessed rateable value, and I have refused to.
pay until the general question is decided by you.
The rent charged to occupiers is gd. per rod,

and this is not " rent " in the economic sense at
all, but a contribution to meet expenses of fencing,
management and the like, which are at present
unlinown.
The branch now controls 654 plots. Rent is

paid to the owners of the lantl in respect of about
half the plots, and the question of Schedule A
does not arise, as it is rightly charged and deducted
by us from the rent. No rent is paid for the other
half except a nominal charge of 2s. 6d. per acre
by the Kingston Corporation on 138 plots (9 acres)
and a peppercorn rent in another case.
The question at issue cannot be merely local,

and may be put shortly thus :

Are war food plots, on which no rent is paid
to owners, rightly assessed under Schedule A

when the rent paid by cultivators
is merely for the payment of ex-
penses and not to provide personal
profits ? If not, are such plots
which were provided through simi-
lar exertions to those of our
branch, but before the Order in
Council of December last, to re-
ceive similar treatment ?

My Committee is of the opinion
that, seeing the urgent national
need of such cultivation and taking
into consideration that the plot'

workers do not receive an economic
return for their labour, there
should be no charge made under
Schedule A.

They also consider that these
plots should not be assessed for
local rates, in any case, where there
IS no extra expense incurred by
the local body. If such expense
is incurred, I understand it wilf
be refunded under the Order in
Council up to £2 per acre.

The local Surveyor of Taxes.
states that he is bound to assess
under Schedule A where rates are
paid. In ordinary circumstances
this is doubtless correct, but
these are extraordinary circum-

stances, and I fail to see why Income Tax
should be charged when there is no income. It

may be said that the resultant returns of vege-
tables to the cultivators is an income, but if each
cultivator included the cost of his time in his
expenses, the balance would be on the wrong side..

In any case most of the cultivators are exempt
even from quarterly assessment, and therefore
not liable.

With all respect I would submit very strongly
that all such plots should be officially declared
free of Income Tax under Schedule .'V and not
assessable to local rates.— I am. Sir, your obedient
servant, J. .\. Marshall.

Norbiton and Kingston Branch, National Land:
and Home League, Normandie, Gloucester Road,
Kingston Hill. .May ^i, igiy.

J. A. Marshall, Esq.
Sir,—In reply to your letter of ."Vpril ig, I am
desired by the .Chancellor of the Exchequer to
say that he understands that the Income Tax
Schedule A assessment on the piece of ground
in question has now been discharged by the District

Commissioners of Income Tax.
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As regards the question of the assessment ot

the ground to the local rates, Mr. Bonar Law
wishes me to suggest that you should comrnuni-

I rite with the Local Government Board.—Yours

i.,ithfully, R. P- M- GowER.
Treasury Chambers, WhitehaH, i'.H'.i.

[Copy.]
Local Government Board,

Whitehall, S.W.i,
June 18, 1917.

Sir,— I am directed by the President of the Local

(iovernment Board to advert to your letter of

the ist inst. as to the rating of plots of land used

for food growing.
I am to state that the paragraph numbered 4

in accompanying circular dated January 31 last

indicates the Department's general view as regards

the rating of land taken by a local authority for

the purpose of the Cultivation of Lands Orders.

There may, however, be cases where, having

regard to the conditions of hiring of any particular

plot of land, its value for cultivation, convenience

of access or other considerations, the local authority

feel that it is reasonable that an equivalent of

the rates which have hitherto been paid in respect

of the land or would have been payable under

normal conditions should be forthcoming, and

it is open to the local authority to make arrange-

ments accordingly.
Plots of land used for food production by private

arrangement between the owner or occupier and
the cultivator are in a somewhat different position

from lands taken by a local authority acting

under the Orders as agents of the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries. In many cases such land

has been lying idle or has not been used or not

principally' used for the production of food crops,

and the present emergency lias led to its being

utilised temporarily in the form of field gardens

nr allotments. The Department have taken the

view that having regard to the special circum-

stances in whith the lands are being cultivated,

the rating authority might properly refrain from
bringing the lands into assessment or collecting

rates from the cultivators. There may, however,
be cases where it might not be unreasonable that

rates should be paid in respect of the land, but

it rests with the rating authority after considera-

tion of the circumstances in each particular case

to decide whether or not they will require payment
of rates.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) D. Dolton, Assistant Sec.

J. A. Marshall, Esq.

e.xtract from loc.\l government bo.xrd
Circular, Januarv 31, 191 7.

"
(4) Rates on Land Cultivated.

" The Local Authority are, under the Order,

acting as the agents of the Board of .\griculture

and Fisheries, and the land taken may be regarded
as Crown land and thus not subject to rates.

The cultivators will not be in the position of

ordinary tenants, but rather in that of users of

the laud by permission of the Local Authority
for the express purpose of increasing the total

food supply of the country, and in these circum-
stances we think they may be regarded as nol

liable for the payment of rates."

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

Botrytis fiiu-rea. This fuugus attacks many kinds of

Lily, motrtly when the foliage has been weakened by
exposure to' cold winds or to frosts. Under these circum-

stances it is exceedingly frequent and troublesome. There
is no cure when once the plant is attacked, but preventive

measures are (1) the planting of the bulbs where they

will not be exposed to these conditions, and (2) the removal
of the top 2 inches or 3 inches of soil from above the bulbs

(which are themselves perfectly healthy at present) and
its replacement with fresh soil mixed with lime or powdered
chalk. The transplanting, if it be necessary, should be

carried out soon.

THE GREENHOUSE

.

COLD CONSERVATORY FOR GROWING VEGETABLES
IN WINTER (C. C. H. J/.).—Vegetables can be grown
fairly well under glass during winter and spring, especially

in cold frames and pits, where the crops have the advantage
of being near the glass and a!! the light available during
these sunless months. Conservatories generally are

too lofty and not suitably ventilated for the growth of

vegetables in spring. However, if you can form borders
of soil of a depth of 15 inches on the floor or fill up boxes
of the same depth, say, early in January, and then sow
the following crops towards the end of the month, you
should succeed in producing useful crops : Cabbage
Sutton's Earliest, Spinach, Peas, Potatoes, Carrots,

Marrows. Turnips and Lettuce. If you propose growing
such in boxes, they could be placed on the stages and
thus brought nearer to the light. Sow the seeds very
tliinly in the boxes in the case of Cabbage, Carrots. Turnips
and Lettuce, and, as soon as the young plants are large

enough to handle, thin them out to 9 inches apart in tlie

case of the Cabbage and Lettuce, the Turnips to 5 inches

apart, and the Carrots to 3 inches. Sow Radishes among
the Carrots. They will be ready for pulling before they
can hurt the Carrots. The Marrows should be sown at

the end of February and grown in boxes or large pots.

Peas and Potatoes to plant in rows about the middle of

January.—Let the soil be fairly dry at the time of planting.
Better results (and at less trouble) will follow by sowing
and planting than if you tried to grow such plants through
the depth of winter Add a little lime, leaf-mould and
short, dry manure to the soil. Plants for cold conservatory.
—Pot up a few Clirysanthemums. yellow and white
Marguerites, and late Gladioli. Plant early bulbs in pots
in August, such as Snowdrops, Crocuses, early Roman
Hyacinths, early Tulips and Paper-white Xarcissi. Con-
served sun-heat will help all these to bloom early. For
spring flowering in such a house we have nothing brighter

nor more welcome than bulbs and hardy shrubs
potted up in autumn and placed under glass in January,
such as Lilacs. Spiraeas japonica, conhisa and others.
Azaleas, Cerasuses (double Cherries), Cytisus. Deutzias,
Forsjiihias, Jasmine. Laburnum, Pninus triloba and
others, Rhododendrons, Staphyleas, Viburnums, Weigelas.
Arum Lilies and Hydrangeas can be wintered safely in

a cold house, when they should flower in spring. Js'ow

is a good time to propagate the Hydrangea. Rambler
Roses.—You should give them larger tubs or pots and
more water. The herbaceous border should be replanted
nad rearranged every three years, deeply dug and generously
manured, top-dressed with manure, and dug in every
autumn. Rock plants of creeping growth to sow now.

—

Alyssum sasatile, Arabis albida, Aubrietia, Cerastium,
Gypsophila prostrata and Iberis corresefolia. Fowl-
manure is valuable in the garden, and may be safely applied
to any vegetable crop by mixing an equal quantity of
soil with the manure.

soil drying so quickly, and at the same time feed the
roots of the trees. Summer pruning of the cordons.

—

If this has not been done, lose no time in cutting back
all the side shoots of this year's growth to within five

buds of their base. This will help the ripening up of the
fruit-buds for next year.

HOW TO PACK RASPBERRIES TO FORWARD BY
POST OR RAIL (T. W. F.)—In the first place it is essential

for them to be gathered before they are quite ripe. The
best way to pack them is to have shallow, liglit boxes
made, say 15 inches by 71 inches wide and 2 inches deep.

Put a thin layer of fine wood-wool on the bottom of the
box, and then a layer of fresh and cool French Bean
leaves; then place a row of Raspberries across the box,
say 2 inches wide (with leaves at its back against the end
of the box). The row of fruits should be nearly as deep
as the box, but leave room at the top to cover the fruits

with leaves before the lid is put on, say rather more than
an eighth of an inch. Place a layer of leaves against the
side of the row of fruits to keep it up, and then fill in the
flecond and subsequent rows in the same way, adding
leaves between the rows to keep them separate until

the box is filled. Place as many layers of leaves on tl.e

top of the fruits as will keep the same firmly in their place

after the lid is gently pressed on. The great aim should
be to fill the box well with fruits and leaves without undue
pressure, in order to prevent oscillation on the journey.
Such fruits will travel better by rail than by post. All

soft fruits may be packed in the same way.

SELECTION OF CURRANTS, GOOSEBERRIES AND
PLUMS iW. G. B.).—Black Currants.—Baldwin's Cham-
pion, Black Grape and Boskoop Giant, Red Currants.

—

New Red Dutch, Prince Albert (late) and Skinner's Early.
White Currants.—Bar le Due, Dutch White and White
Versailles. Gooseberries for dessert.—Lord Rosebery»
Langley Gage. Companion, Highlander, Lady Leicester,

Leader and Speedwell. The following are later dessert

sorts : Duke of Sutherland, Lancer, Marlborough, Rifle-

man and Whitesmith. Gooseberries for exhibition.

—

The following are among the largest and best for this

piu"pose : White.—Antagonist, Careless and Lancer.
Green.—Stock\vell, Telegraph and Thumper. Red.

—

Bobby, Dan*s Mistake and London. Yellow.—Catherina.
Drill and Leveller. Gooseberries to gather ripe for jam
making or bottling.—Warrington, Ironmonger and Red
Champagne. Varieties best adapted for gathering green
for bottling or for sale.—Cro^vn Bob. Keepsake, Leveller
and Whinham's Industry. Plums.—The following are
among the best : Dessert.—Coe's Golden Drop (suitable

for planting on north wall), Denniston's Superb Gage
(one of the best), Early Transparent Gage. Old Green
Gage, Jefferson's Gage, Late Transparent Gage, Kirke's
Purple, Utility (fine flavour and most prolific), Victoria
(dessert or cooking) and Oullin's Golden Gage (fine for
bottling). Culinary varieties.—Victoria (cooking or
dessert), Belgian Piirple, Czar (purple, small and prolific).

Diamond (very large and fertile). Monarch (one of the
best, purple, large round, good for dessert when dead
ripe) and Rivers' Early (very early, small variety, prolific,

and fine for jam making). ^ The firm you name is among
the best.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET PEAS (Miss E. M. <7.).—The varieties Tea Rose

and Old Rose may be obtained from Messrs. Dobbie and
Co.. Edinburgh ; the variety Surprise from ilr. Robert
Bolton. 10. Queen Street, Haverhill, Suffolk, the raiser

and distributor.

CLEMATIS LEAVES FOR EXAMINATION (H. B. H.).—
The leaves of Clematis lanuginosa sent for examination
appear to have been injured by apliis while in a young
state, but there is notiiing on at present to indicate the
correct source of disease. Keep a sharp look-out on the
plant, and in the event of insect life being detected, please
send again and we will advise you as to its eradication.

CATERPILLARS ON SOLOMON'S SEAL (J/. J. T.).—
The caterpillars attacking the Solomon's Seal are not
those of a moth, but of a sawfly. The two forms of
larvje are very similar to one another, but may be readily
distinguished by the number of legs and by the little

curve near the end of the tail which the sawfly larvae
generally show. Where hand picking is impossible
(in this case it might be effected partially by shaking the
plants over a piece of paper or a cloth), for all biting insects
spraying with lead arsenate is best. This poison should,
of course, not be used on plants or parts of them which
it is intended to eat within a few days, but otherwise
it is the best and most effective material to use.

INJURY TO LILY LEAVES (Enquirer).—The Lily
s attacked by the common Liiy disease, due to the fungus

FRCIT GARDEN'.
FIG TREES IN POTS TO PLANT OUTDOORS (IF. G. B.).— If therr is a prospect of the trees finding room under

glass again, say, in a couple of years' time, the best thing
you can do with the object of converting them to fertility

is to plant them out in a sunny, sheltered border in

moderately good soil, and there leave them for a couple
of years. Repot them in the autumn and place under
glass ift a cool temperature early in March, allowing them
10 start into growth without forcing. The trees must be
protected from hard frost in winter while they remain
in the open ground. You cannot depend on the trees
ripening their fruits in the open ground in yom- part, so
that if they are not again wanted for the greenhouse
there is no object in keeping them.

SPECIMEN APPLES WITH CRACKED SKIN (.1. W. C).
—Your tree is affected by the work of a fimgus called
Cladosporium dentriticum. There is no cure known for
it once it has made an attack, and the only way of eradi-
cating it and preventing its appearance in future is to
burn all the leaves of the trees as they fall, also all the
prunings at the time of summer and \vinter prunings.
Cut away all dead branches, and spray the trees in
winter with Bordeaux mixture, which is composed of
the following : Sulphate of copper. lOoz. ; caustic soda,
lilb. ; water, 10 gallons. When only a little is

required, it is much better to buy the small
quantity—such as you would want—rather than make
it. It can be had of all seed merchants and sundriesmen
with directions how to use. The fungus continues to
spread over the fruit after it is gathered, so the fruit must
be isolated from that which is healthy.

CORDON PEARS NOT FRUITING (C. E, /*.).—We
think the reason must be that the ground is poor and too
dry generally. It should be remembered that the soil

at' the foot of walls dries up very much quicker than
doesthat in theopen, the wall audits foundations favouring
the free passage of rain. It is a common cause of fruit
trees gromng against walls doing badly. We suggest
that you give tlie trees three or four good soakings of
manure water between now and the end of the summer.
To improve the quality of the soil and to encourage the
growth of new surface roots, add noiv a top-dressing,
4 inches deep, of well-rotted manure to the surface of the
soil over the roots of the trees. This will prevent the

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CATERPILLARS OF THE COMMON WHITE BUTTER-

FLY ATTACKING ONIONS (Mus If'.).—This is the first

time we have seen the caterpillars of the common whit&
butterfly (Pieris brassiere) feeding on Onions, but there
is no doubt whatever that it is that species, which is very-

abundant this year. Hand picking is the most effective-

measure, and, failing that, spraying the plants with lead
arsenate (lib. to 15 gallons of water). If, however, the
Onions are approaching maturity, it would be better
not to use this poison spray upon them, but to hand
pick. If nearly ready to pull, the tops may be bent down
and the grubs kilbd by pressure of the foot.

ASPARAGUS MAKING WEAK GROWTH (W. H. W.).~
The best thing you can do now to strengthen your Asparagus
roots and grass growth is to keep the beds clear of weeds
and to give them a good watering once a fortnight, while
the weather is dry and warm, throughout the summer.
Do not cut off the grass in autumn until it is dead ripe,

and then be careful not to pull at the grass in cutting,

but cut clean off with a sharp knife. As soon as the bed
is cleared, give it a top-dressing. 3 inches deep, of short,
well-rotted manure. It -nill take some years to bring
back a neglected bed of Asparagus into good condition.
The above is all you can do this year. Write us again
at the end of March, and we will try to help you with the
summer treatment.

CELERY DESTROYED BY A FUNGOID DISEASE
(Newlands).—It is not unusual for Celery to be attacked
by a fungoid disease. It is the Celery fly and grub which
prove so disastrous to Celery crops once they are attacked by
them. For destroying fungoid diseases we know of nothing
better than to spray the plants with Bordeaux mixtmre,
which may be obtained of any seed merchant or sundries-

man. For destroying the Celery grub the only effective

remedy is to crush the grub inside the leaf with the finger

and thumb, cutting away the affected part and burning
it. Regarding the bush fruit, where the growth
of branches is so dense, as with you, we advise you to
shorten the side branches to within 5 inches or 6 inches

of their base, but not to expose the fruit too much to
birds and weather if it is still on the bushes.

iMISCELLANEOUS.
INCREASING ALLOTMENT RENT.—I have occupied

an allotiiiiiit for srvenU y<ars. 5A roods—[? Rods.

—

Ed.]—
at a niital of 6s. 4d. per annum, payable March 25. On
March 19 the landlord sent notice that the future rental

will be 8s, 3d. per annum. Is he justified under th
Defence of the Realm Act to do this ? He also has let

a number of new allotments at the same rental. Is this
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correct ? If not, please say what action should be taken.—
Retrac. [From the wording of " Retrac's " letter it

would seem tliat a private arrangement has been made
with tlie owner of the land: and. if that be so, we fear
nothing can be done. If. on the other hand, the land
was " commandeered '* by a local allotment authority
under the Cultivation of Lands Orders 1916 and 1917,
only sufficient rent may be charged by the allotment
authority (i.e., the local Urban District Council) as will

recoup them for any outlay tliey are called upon to make
in connection with the laying out of allotments. As a
general rule, allotment authorities have little or no Outlay.
Briefly, therefore, if a private arrangement has been
made with the owner, nothing can be done. If the land
is being cultivated under the above Orders through the
local allotment authority, only a nominal rent should be
charged, unless the local authority has been put to some
unusual expense.

—

Ed.]

"names of plants.—CHno«s.—l, Spiraea Douglasii ;

2. Rosa rugosa germanica ; 3, Double llaspai! ; 4.

Galaxy ; 5, Alexandre Girault ; 6. Newport Fairy ;

7, Wedding Bells. The Agricultural Labourer.—Phacelia
campauularia. Mrs. B. A. J.—Yes, Origanum hybri-
dum. It cannot be raised from seed. J. F. A.— 1,

Campanula carpatica; 2, Hemerocallis (too far gone tu
identify); 3, Iris foetidissiraa variegata ; 4, Primula
Poissoni ; 5. Astilbe Davidii; 6. and 7, Campanula
carpatica vars. ; 8 and 9, Veronica Spicata vars. ; 10,
Cytisus hirsutus; 11, Epilobium Fleischeri ; 12, Aquilegia
hybrid.

SOCIETIES

PLEASURE IN POTATO
SPRAYING

Fortunately, Potatoes are looking very promis-

ing and there is little evidence of the disease.

But readers should be warned that it is not

too late for ihis evil pestilence to make its

SPRAYING POTATOES.

appearance among the maincrop and late Potatoes.

Those who have not sprayed should do so without

further delay. The United Brassfounders and
Engineers, Limited, of Manchester, manufacture
at their Birmingham branch a large assortment

of machines sijitable for all spraying and lime-

washing purposes. We have seen the knapsack
spraying machines in use and know them to be

effective. Moreover, the comfort with which they

are carried and the fine mist-like spray which never

fails, and the ease with which the pump works,

render spraying a pleasure instead of a trying

occupation.

There are other pests besides the Potato

disease for which these spraying machines

will be required. The action of the Food Produc-

tion Department—their recommendations and
distribution of machines—has given a remarkable

impetus to spraying the Potato crops, and there is

reason to believe that this effort will be extended

to other vegetables and fruits subject to those

insect and fungus attacks which may be kept

in check by timely spraying.

BORDER CARNATIONS.
THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

CONSIDERING the times, the annual

exhibition of the National Carnation

and Picotee Society {Southern Section),

held on July 17th at the Loudon
Scottish Drill Hall, Westminster, was

a conspicuous success. An outstanding feature

was a very finely staged display group of cut

blooms in extensive variety by Mr. H, Lakeman
of Thornton Heath, for which a gold medal was
awarded. I hope to see such exhibits freely

developed in future years, as it would add sensibly

to the popularity of the Carnation as a garden

plant, and certainly it enhances the value of the

show from a spectacular point of view.

Division I.

Passing to the competitive classes, Mr. A. R. Brown
of King's Norton was the only exhibitor of bizarres and
flakes in the first division, and he had also no opponent
in the class for white-groimd Picotees. Of the latter,

Mrs. Twist and Fortrose were beautiful flowers, and I
cannot help thinking that the new method of showing
without cards is a great improvement. Now they are
really flowers and not mere decorations. No. 3 was a
strong class, six dissimilar selfs being staged by a number
of the noted growers. It must have been difficult for the
judges to decide who should have premier position here,
Mr. Lakeman and Mr. Douglas of Great Bookham having
quality very nearly alike. If anything. Mr. Laktnian's
flowers looki'd fresher, and he was awarded fii'st prize,

the new scarlet self, General
French, being notable. In Mr.
Dou<ilas' lot The King, Purity
and Mrs. P. R. Smith (premier
self) were very good. Mr.
Brown was third, his collec-

tion including the new white
Prairie Belle. I think this

flower should be called Bell-
fleld White, as it was raised
by the keen florist who cares
for the Bellfleld Estate, near
Kilmarnock in Ayrshire, and,
I believe, was so christened
by him. It is a nice flower of
pure colour, but the petal lacks
the texture of Bookham White,
nor is it so finely shaped as

Purity, shoivn by Mr. Douglas.

For six fancies other than
white ground, Mr. Douglas won
with splendid examples of

Lieutenant Shackleton, Lord
S t e y n e , Pasquln, Cyclops,
Edenside and Mrs. Penton. air.

Lakeman, in second place, had
the premier yellow - ground
fancy in Lord Steyne. His
Pasquin and Skumisher were
also very good. Mr. Brown
was again placed thurd. In
white-ground fancies Mr. Lake-
man and Mr. Brown took first

and second places. A number
of very beautiful flowers belong
to this section, among those
shown behig Lord Kitchener,
Daisy Walker, The Bride and
Gipsy Love, the last named a
sweet little thing, but too small
to take a commanding position.

Class 6, for six yellow-ground Picotees, was well contested,
Sir. Douglas leading with good samples of Mrs. J. J.

Keen, Eclipse, Santa Claus, Exquisite, John Raskin and
Togo (premier heavj- edge Picotee, yellow ground).
Eclipse was very good, as were Mrs. Keen and John
Ruskin. Mr. Lakeman and Mr. Brown followed with
-second and third places.

Division II.

Iti this division the competition was lively, a group
of our best amateur growers vying with each otiier for

preniier honours with fine spirit. Mr. Keen of South-
ampton, the new sicretary of the society, but a veteran
grower of much experience and great success ; Mr. James
Fairlie of Acton, ftfr. Frostick of Norbury, Mr. Robert
Morton of Woodside Park, and, Miss Sliiffncr of Lewes all

showed flowers of high exeellencf!, worthy of any period
in the history of tlir Carnation SdL-irty. In the class for

flakes and bizarres Mr. Knn was first, his blooms including
a fine example of M^rtuu, which gained premier for the best
fiake or bizarre in the show. Mr. Fairlie was second,
Black Diamond and J. S. Hedderley being notable ; and
Mr. Frostick third with a flue Robert Houlgrave in his lot.

Whitc-tj;roiind Picotees (Class 8) made an attractive
display, Mr. Krrn Irading again, Jolm Smith (premier
heavy «'dged), Perfection and Clytie (premier hght edged)
being almost perfect. Mr. Frostick was a close st'cond,

two of his flowers. Quaker Girl and J. Ward, showing
fine quality. Mr. Fairlie was hardly inferior, presenting
Fair Maiden, Amy Robsart and Lavinia. The class for

selfs (No. 9) is always a popular entry, and Mr. Frostick
gained honours here with Mrs. George Marshall, General
French and Dafiodil, the last named not so good as it

usually is. Mr. Fairlie, iu second place, had a fine Daffodil,

backed up with Gordon Douglas and Bookham White ;

Mr. Keen third with Bellfteld White (Prairie Belle). Mis>;

Rt)se Josephs and Fujiyama. Fancies other than white
ground (Class 10) showed the new Melba in Mr. Frostiek's
winning set. It is a shapely yellow-ground fancy with
rather heavy marking's, cliiitly on the margin, of purp!.
and crimson. His uthrr hitmms were Lord Steyne and
Becky Sharp. Miss Shilfner was second with Pasquin
Lieutenaiit Shackleton and Linkman ; Mr. Fairlie thini
with Mandarin, Lord Steyne and Pasquin. Mandarin
is a fiower I used to have quite an affection for, and ii

looked very well in this group. Class 11. white-prouijil
fancies, was a disappointing entry this year, Mr. Frostick
and Mr. INforton taking first and second places. Yellow
ground Pieotees were betterstaged, and in this class (No. 1-)
Mr. Keen led, with Mr. Frostick and Miss Sliitfner followinu^
in the order given. Mr. Keen's Eclipse was magnificent
and well earned for him the award of premier bloom iu

light-edged Picotees of yellow ground. I have said some
hard things of this fine Picotee in the past, and I maintain
it is not everyone's flower to grow, but when it is grown
well there is nothing to touch it as a staged bloom. I

have never seen it to such great advantage in previon--

years, and if it were only more robust—but there, if it was.
it woidd not be Eclipse. Professor Burstall, a Midland
variety, was also shown by Mr. Keen in this same clas^-.

and it looked almost a different variety from the sample
put up by Mr. Brown of King's Norton in Di%'isiori I.

It is beyond question a pretty flower, but the yellow ground
is not very constant, a couple of days' exposure paliui:

it out to almost a cream shade. Mr. Frostick and IVIiss

Shiffner were the other wimieis, the former also showing'
Eclipse well.

Division III.

The six classes of this division, open to amateurs groA\-

ing not more than 300 plants in pots, offer the valuable
Martin Smith Memorial Cup for one year. Mr. Pinnock
of Ilford and Mr. Webb of Thornton Heath were very
close competitors for the honoiu", the former winning on
points, but with an extremely close margin. I was pleased
to see Miss Kingsford of Fulham showing this year. She
is an exeellent judge of Border Carnations and an enter-
taining writer concerning them. Her best exhibit was for

three fancies, in which she had good blooms of Othello.

Fair Ellen and Centurion, all grown in the open, I believe.

There were ten classes open to all growers, and these
always produce interesting entries. For six pink or rose

selfs Miss Shiffner had very fine flowers, but somehow
she put up Innocence, which is pale flesb colour and nut
purely a self, so she had the misfortune to be disqualified.

Mr. Douglas was second with Rosetta, a beautiful rose self

with a wonderful stem, almost as strong as a piece of wire ;

in the open border it needs no staking whatever. Mr-
Brown had Salmonea in third place. In white selfs Mr.
Douglas led with Albion, an almost white of smooth
petal, but not too many of them. Mr. Frostick won in the
maroon class with Mrs.' George Marshall, one of the greatest
prize-winning flowers ever raised. Mr. Douglas showed
Sulphur for his yellow selfs and took first prize ; but where
is the glory of Daffodil this year ? I fancy it is late ami
it may come in well at Biimingham,
Red or scarlet selfs were best represented by Fujiyama

and General French, Mr. Douglas being first, 5Iiss Shiffjie

second with the former, and Mr. Frostick third with
the latter. Buffs or terra-cottas are a limited class,

and Elizabeth Shiffner was shown in each winning stand,

the order of merit being Mr. Douglas, Mr. Frostick and
Miss Shiffner, For selfs any other colour Mr. Douglas
was a fairly easy first with Grey Douglas, the best-petalled

lavender fiower I have yet seen, and with a fine scent.

Mr. Frostick was good with Eclipse in yellow-ground
Picotees, Mr. Douglas being second with Onward. The last

two classes were for fancies, and in the yellow or buft'

ground section Mr. Morton had six very fine blooms of

Skirmisher, taking first prize, but followed very closely

by air. Frostick with Lord Steyne. as good samples as

I saw in the show. In white-groimd fancies Mr. Douglas,
though only earning third place for his six blooms, liad

one magnificent Daisy Walker which proved to be the

best in the hall, and was marked premier of this section

of fancies, ftlr. Douglas also won the Cartwright Cup. as

he has so often done before. Altogether it was a show of

encouraging merit in spite of a backward season, and I see

every chance of the society growing in popularity and
usefulness under the able secretaryship of IVD. Keen. I am
sure that gentleman will be happy to send full particidars

to anv enquirers who think of joining. His address is

51, The Avenue. Southampton. J. L. GlBSON.

SOUTHAMPTON SUMMER SHOW.
In delightful weather and in the beautiful gardens of

South Stoneham House, Swaythling (kindly lent for the

occasion by Ellen Lady Swaj-tliling), a very fine exhibition

of fruits, fiowers and vegetables was held on Wednesdaj-.
July 11. The officials of this old and widely known
society are to be congratulated on their venture, which
proved a great success. As usual, evcrythiug was in

order for the convenience of exhibitors, judges, the Press

and the public. Many classes were provi<ied for vege-

tables, and these were filled with excellent produce
Much of the latter was sold for the benefit of the Red
Cross Societv and the Order of St. John. Messrs. Toogood
and Sons. Snnthanipton. almost filled the centre of one
large tent with a splendid collection of vegetables, tastc-

fiUly staged, and these were also sold for the same purpose.

Messrs. W. H. Rogers and Son, Limited, Bed Lodge
Nursery, Southampton, had great banks of Roses and a

charming water garden. Messrs, B. Ladliams and Sons,

Limited, Shirley, Southampton, also put up a grand lot

of Roses and herbaceous flowers and plants ; and Mr.

E. Wills, Southampton, flUcd one side of a tent with a

collection of greenhouse plants.

Competitive Exhibits.—Roses.

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Hurst, Berkshire, won in the class

for thirty-six blooms, distinct varieties. George Dickson,

Florence* Forrester, Naardcn, Mrs. George Norwood,
Caroline Testo\it, E. Mawley and Snow Queen were the

fuiest blooms. Second honours went to Messrs. D. Prior
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jMui Son, Colchostor, who had noteworthy blooms of

H. V. Machin, Florence Forrester. Q. C. Waud, Lyon
Uose, Edward Bohane and Walter Speed. Mr. Hicks

also won with fine biooms in the clat-s for twelve varieties,

three trusses of each. Fislicr Holmes, Mrs. W. C. Miller

and Mrs. George Norwood were very fine. Messrs. D.

Prior and Son were second. For twelve blooms, Teas

or Noisettes, distinct, Messrs. Prior were first. The
varieties Mrs. Myles Kennedy, Auguste Comte and Mme.
C. Soupert were full, splendid blooms. Second, Mr.

Hicks. Tlie last named had the best blooms of one

red variety, staging Augnstc Hartman. Messrs. Prior

staged Leslie Holland and won second prize. Messrs.

Prior staged Lady Barham in the class for six blooms,

pink, and won first prize. Mr. Hicks won second honours
with Mrs. George Norwood. Mr. Hicks had

^
twi^lve

splendid vases of garden Roses and won in this class

;

Mrs. Dunlop Best, Mrs. Alfred Tate, I'rincess Mary,
Isobel, Mme. A. Chatenay, Red Letter Day, lona Herdman
:Hid Charles E. Shea were very fine. W. H. Myers, Esq.,

Swanmore Park (gardener, Mr. G. Ellwood), was second.

\Ir. Hicks again scored in the class for three baskets of

rat Roses, having Queen of the Belgians, Red Letter Day
;ind Joanna Bridge ; second, Messrs. Prior. The best

dinner-table of cut Roses was arranged by Mrs. C. M.
Burnett, Southampton ; . second, Mrs. E. Ladhams.
Mrs. Burnett had the winning vase and basket of cut

Roses, respectively. In minor classes Captain B. Kilbe^--
~' Daniel Seaton, Esq., Lymlngton ;

Esq., Gosport, were the successful
Stuart., Newbury

;

and A. R. Reeves,
exhibitors.

Sweet Peas.

S. F. White, Esq., Eastleigh, was the most successful

rxhibit<jr. In the class for six distinct varieties he staged
Royal Purple, Jean Ireland and Hercules in grand form.
For nine distinct varieties (prizes offered by Messr*.

Toogood and Sons) the Hon. Albert Hood, Southampton
(gardener, Mr. C. Goodchild), was the winner. The
varieties Barbara and President were beautiful. He
also won in the class for six bunches of Sweet Peas, the
prizes being given by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading.
Mrs. S. F. Wliite had the best dinner-table decoration of

Sweet Peas.
Carn.\tions.

These were not extensively shown, but the blooms
staged were fresh and good. Captain V. Birch Reynard-
•^on, Southampton (gardener, Mr. G. Cousins), won in

the class for three vases of yellow-ground Picotees. For
four vases of selfs, fancies and yellow-ground Picotees,

H. W. Frostick, Esq., Norbury Crescent, London, was
first. He staged Bookham White, Gordon Douglas,
Eclipse (premier Picotee) and Melba (premier fancy).
Second, Captain Birch Reynardson. Jlr. Frostick had
the two best vases of selfs and two vases of white-gromid
Picotees, respectively ; also the two best vases of fancies.

Mr. Myers had the wiimiug four vases of Tree Carnations

—

Rose Pink Enchantress, Mrs. R. F. Felton. Countess of
Lathom and Baroness de Brienen ; he also won in the

cla^s fov three vases. In the class for the best vase of

tree or border varieties, C. W. GreenhiU, Esq., was first.

Frtht and Vegetables.

Mr. Myers scored in the class for a collection of fruit,

four dishes. The Black Hamburgh Grapes, Emerald
Green Melon, Brown Turkey Figs and White Heart
Cherries were splendid. Ellen Lady Swaythling (gardener.

Mr. T. Hall) was second, and Mr. A. F. Tofleld third.

Mr. Myers had the winning bmiches of Grapes in thi-

classes for two bunches of black and two of white. In

the classes for Peaches and Nectarines, Captain Maldwyn
Drummond (gardener, Mr. Lewis Smith) was the winner.

Mr. Myers had the best Melon, dish of Tomatoes and
brace of Cucumbers, respectively. He also won premier
honours in the four special classes for collections of

vegetables, namely, those the prizes for which were
offered by Messrs. Toogood and Sons, Messrs. Sutton
and Sons, Messrs. James Carter and Co., and Messrs.

Webb and Sons. For a collection of garden produce
Mr. H. Broom was the winner. He staged Onions,

Cauliflowers, Cucumbers, Potatoes, fine Apples, Goose-
berries, Black Currants, Beet, Lettuce, Carrots, Vegetable
Marrows and Tomatoes. Mi. S. F. White staged the best

half-bushel of Potatoes and dish of Broad Beans ; Mr.
H. Broom, the twelve best Carrots and twelve Onions ;

Mr. W. J. Stickley, the two best sorts of Potatoes ; and
Mr. S. F. White, the twelve best Potatoes, one variety.

AU these classes were open to amateurs, cottagers and
allotment holders.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Gold Medals.—To Messrs. Toogood and Sons, South-
ampton, for a collection of vegetables and salads ; Messrs.
W. H. Rogers and Son, Southampton, for Roses and a
water garden : and Messrs. B. Ladhams, Shirley, South-
ampton, for Roses, herbaceous plants and cut llowers.

Silver-ffilt Medal.—To Mi'. E. Wills, Southampton,
for miscellaneous greenhouse plants.

Silver Medal.—To Miss Rayner, Southampton, for

Tomatoes and home-made jam.

BOOKS
Fruit Growing for Profit.*^Tbese text-books

are being
^
issued for the benefit of the grower

of fruit for market ; the grower in a small way of

business ; and in view of the move that is being

made in the direction of providing small holdings

* " Commercial Fruit Growing oo the Small Holding "

and " Commercial Strawberry Growing," by W. F,
Emptage. Published by Itenn Brothers : price Is. each,
cloth edition. Is. 6d.

for our returned warriors and others. No matter

what work on the subject of fruit growing one takes

up, it is, as a rule, a cross between the amateur

and the commercial, and likely, if followed by the

would-be commercial man, to lead to a nondescript

product. The important amateur side of fruit

growing, &c., has been well served, and the

publishers desire, in the new series, to keep the

commercial branch of gardening and fruit growing

entirely distinct and separate from the amateur,

the main idea being that the grower for profit

may with confidence adopt any of the methods

recommended and feel that he is going right.

So says the preface. Nevertheless, and apart from

the fact that the books are written mainly for the

benefit of the small man who grows fruit for

market, there is much that should be of equal value

to the amateur gardener and the large commercial

gi-ower. The volumes are small, but lucidly and

concisely written. The author is also very con-

scientious, and neither wastes words talking

about nothing nor brings forward impractical

suggestions. No person venturing the risk of

fruit growing would be likely to go astray if he

tlioroughly masters the text and follows the

advice therein contained. The subject is dealt

with in a thoroughly practical way, from choosing

the site to methods of packing and marketing the

fruit.—L. M. M.^RSHAH.

The War Office notifies that from noii) onward alt papers-

posted to any neutral European country mil be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission /rom the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to THE GARDEN, aiul sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Eolland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched, by the

Publisher /rom 20, TaiHstock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

lOt

,• The Yearly Subscription to The Gareen is : Inlaml,

. lOf/. .• Foreign, 13*.

II
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UBEL"
napsa
L Sprayers

of Food Shortage
it is the duty of every fruit grower and small-holder to make use of
every aid to increase production. The value of spraying and lime-
washing machines is well known, but too much importance cannot
be attached to the selection of a sprayer that will give thoroughly
satisfactory service.

"UBEL" Knapsack Sprayers are used by thousands of fruitgrowers and small-
holders throughout the world. All the machines in the " Ubel" line and bearing
the trade mark " Ubel " are strong, efficient and easy to use. They are the outcome
of a long and varied experience in spraying and lime-washing. They embody all
the latest improvements, and are made from the best quality of materials by high-class
labour. Each machine is the very best of its kind.

Write to-day for Illustrated Catalogue and address of nearest Dealer.

The UNITED BRASSFOUNDERS & ENGINEERS, Ltd.
EMPRESS FOUNDRY, CORNBROOK, MANCHESTER.

The largest actual manufacturers of spraying and lime-
washing machines and accessories in Great Britain.

-^^^44^ 1
This Trade Mark is on
every machine, without
which none are genuine.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

A
CORRESPONDENT takes me to task

this week on two items : (i) egg-

preserving and (2) egg-eating.

Egg-Preservation.—Below will be
^ found an e.xtract from his letter, and

this will enable readers to follow the pointers

at issue :

I do not think much of the suggestion made by Sir.

E. A. Bunyard—[April 21 issue.—W. P. O.]—in regard
to the storing of eggs in compartments under water-
glass, as the difficulty of liaving the freshest eggs on
top still remains. I always preserve eggs in the old-
fashioned way, viz., lime-ivaler and not water-glass,
and I find that the eggs keep well for a year,

I have four pans, eacli liolding 200 eggs, and after
about two months a sort of general post takes place.
The eggs from No. 1 are emptied into a reserve pan.
the bottom eggs being brought to the top. Those in
pan No. 2 are transferred in like manner to pan No. 1

and so on. Tliis process enables one to detect and
remove any eggs found to be cracked, as these, if allowed
to remain, woilld in time spoil the whole panful.

I have seen it stated that if water-glass is used,
the eggs must not be disturbed. If this is true, the
water-glass system has two serious defects. I keep
about seventy head of poultry for table use and eggs.

Adopt Commercial Methods.—In the preserva-

tion of eggs there is, I admit, the drawback of

finding the freshest eggs on top at the time when
the eggs are removed for use. This is aggravated
by the fact that few really understand their ABC
of egg-preserving. The majority select receptacles

that are much too large for their purpose, instead

of bearing in mind (r) the number of fowls kept

and (2) the number of preserved eggs likely to

be used within a given time. It is half the battle,

where the eggs are placed in tiers, to select

receptacles that will hold the eggs likely to be
gathered within two or three days, and then each
pan can be filled with its quota. If I kept seventy

birds I should prefer pans to hold 100 or 120

eggs. If the eggs are of about equal age when
put in, they can be withdrawn for use as desired,

since the length of time during which eggs can
be left in preservative runs up to twelve months
or so. In using them one can therefore be guided

by the number of eggs put down. The best

method of preserving eggs is that adopted com-
mercially. Shallow concrete pans are let into the

ground, the eggs being arranged in double tiers

with about 2 inches of the preservative over them.
If a cool cellar or outhouse is handy and a goodly

number of eggs are to be preserved, it would pay
to instal such receptacles, the eggs being placed in

within so many hoiurs of being laid.

General Post.—My correspondent's " general

post " method would be improved if he could put

his eggs in galvanised wire trays within each

preserving pan. The trays would be placed

•one above the other, and this would facilitate

the changing of positions. There are two good
points I see in Mr. Bunyard's x -shaped galvanised

wire arrangement. In the first place, if my
correspondent's " G. P." method were adopted,

•one of the compartments could be left empty
to do away with the special " reserved " pan.

'This empty compartment would allow of the

• eggs being shifted up. Secondly, eggs of approxi-

mately one age could be placed in each compart-

ment and " dated " accordingly. It will be

clearly seen that if roo eggs are put into an

undivided pan, supposing that number were

obtained in eight days, the bottom eggs will be

.eight daj's old and the top ones a day old. With

the pan divided into four compartments there

will be but two days' difference in age in each lot

of twenty-five eggs.

Cracked Eggs.—If the eggs are carefully tested

when put into the preservative, there is no need
again to handle them. In egg-preservation the

secret of success lies in putting down the proper

material. Every egg should be thoroughly

examined, and only clean and sound ones pre-

served. If no male birds are running with the

hens, so much the better. Again, a cool storing-

place must be selected and a cover be placed

over each pan. In the majority of cases cracked

eggs are the result of placing too many eggs in

each receptacle. I prefer separate lots of loo

eggs, with 150 as the maximum. It will be seen,

therefore, that success in egg-preserving depends
upon putting down sound eggs, using the right

kind of receptacle, and selecting a cool storing-

place. Each egg should be tested before a strong

light, not only when put into the preservative,

but also before use, and the quality of its contents

noted. An expert eye will readily detect any
thinness or irregularity of shell formation. There

is, of course, no harm in making a test during the

course of preservation if the operator so desires.

Water-GIass v. Lime-Water.—My correspon--

dent can rest assured that water-glass is much
superior to the old-fashioned lime-water process.

A\\ tests have proved this, although I may safely

say that lime-water is a good second. It is a

fallacy to suppose that eggs placed in water-glass

must not be disturbed. This preservative very

quickly closes up the pores in the egg-shell,

rendering the handling of the eggs then absolutely

safe. Eggs must, of course, be handled with

clean hands or gloves prior to being put into the

preservative, and dirty eggs should in all cases

be discarded. For the latter reason clean nests

are essential, and the eggs should be gathered

almost as laid. If this plan is not adopted, eggs

which broody hens have cuddled will " tiu'n

"

in all probability. The choice of preservative

must, I think, be left to the merits of the finished

article. It is here where the water-glass eggs

beat those taken from the lime-water. They are

fresh and milky and full-flavoured, whereas those

taken from lime-water will in all cases be found
to be " flat " and without flavour in comparison.

Water-glass will be found to be the basis of most

preservatives on the market, and its thorough

preserving powers wLU be understood when I

say that eggs taken out of water-glass have,

when thoroughly cleaned, been known to hatch
;

this, too, after the eggs have been " down " more
than six months.

Egg-Eating.—^The other criticism is in regard

to egg-eating, and an extract from his letter reads :

If one carries out your instructions—[February 17
issue. I presume.—W.P. 0.]—it would be necessary to
watch the fowls very closely indeed, which would take
up a lot of time, and even tlicn the chance of finding the
culprits would be very remote. My plan is a very
simple one. I place one, or perhaps two birds in a
small house with an egg in the nest-box. I am then
able to find out the egg-eater mthout much difficulty.

In the article in question I dealt rather with

the steps to take to prevent the habit of egg-eating

from entering the roost. This is one of the vices

where prevention is better than cure. I am
surprised that my correspondent should be so

careful in preserving his eggs and yet begrudge

time spent' on detecting egg-eating, which should

really be another method of preserving eggs. I

must .congratulate him on his good fortune in never

having had serious trouble from this vice ; no

doubt his excellent management has been respon-

sible for this. Tlie isolation of each layer would

soon bring disaster to the egg-supply if regu-

larly practised. Nothing would put the birds

—

pullets especially—oS the lay sooner than this

shifting to new quarters, .-igain, harm might

follow the handling of the birds if any were carrying

eggs " low " at the time. Once in full lay, the least

the layers are disturbed or excited, the better from

the view-point of egg-production.

To Detect Egg-Eating.—Where egg-eating is

suspected, it is by far the best plan to watch the

nests during laying-time through an aperture

in the house, and isolate for treatment all culprits

discovered. A hen subject to egg-eating will

keep an eye on any bird that is in the next-box

and will fly up after the egg durectly it is laid.

Should this vice spread through a flock of layers,

the only certain remedy is to instal special nest-

boxes which possess a hole in the bottom, through

which each egg as laid passes out of sight and

reach to a compartment below. That means
expense, which can be saved if the owner is watch-

ful. I have known owners who have in disgust

killed off their birds because, through neglect,

they had all learnt the egg-eating habit. To the

progressive poultry-keeper who is desirous of the

best results, nothing should be too troublesome.

It is attention to detail which scores so heavily !

I repeat the precautions I originally gave to prevent

egg-eating : Provide shell ad lib. to prevent soft-

shelled eggs being laid ; see that nest -boxes are

deeply lined with material to guard against break-

ages ; adopt dark nests where the hens cannot

see the eggs they lay ; collect the eggs as often

as possible ; and do not allow the layers to get

over-fat and, in consequence, lay soft or abnormal

eggs.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased, to answer, jree

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, 11'. C. 3.
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HOW TO MANAGE THE
GROWING STOCK

IN
the handling of the growing stock it is

well to remember that the future breeder

or layer is what the rearer moulds it during

the stages of growth.

Adopt a System.—Then- is more than meets

the eye in this handling of growing stock

from chickenhood to puUethood. Everj'thing

should be managed on systematic lines. First

we have to start with a " hatchable " egg from

which to get the " rearable " chick, but having

seen to this the owner's prowess does not end here.

The best results in rearing are obtained where

the youngsters are systematically moved to

pastures new, and this should not prove a difiScult

task. Some kind of srou[> system must be adopted,

and to enable this to be carried out we must bear

in mind two items, viz., sex and size. In the early

stages especially it is highly important to group

the chickens into sizes, for the very reason that

if smaller-sized chicks are allowed to run with

the larger ones they will be btUlied by the latter

and not get their proper share of food. The usual

practice has always been to run the chicks in

flocks according to their ages, but this is not

advisable.

Backward Youngsters.—In all flocks there are

.a certain number of chickens which appear back-

ward, and yet with care these very youngsters

will quickly catch up

the more forivard ones.

I do not, of course,

suggest that weakly

•chicks should be so

•coddled as to catch up

their brothers and sisters

of the same hatching.

In fact, my slogan is,

and always has been,

" Breed well and kill

well" ; it is more profit-

able in the long run.

It is very unwise to

bestow time and care

on an obviously weakly

•chick which may die

when half grown and

prove to be a dead loss.

Again, the chances are

that later on that

weakly chicken which

has been coddled and

handled like a hothouse

plant win be selected

for its beautiful outline

to head the most im-

portant breeding pen. Only when infertile

«ggs and weakly chicks are the result of the

mating will the owner realise the mischief

caused by coddling that poorly bred chick.

There are other backward youngsters I have

in mind, such as those that feather badly

and those smaller chickens (always the pullets)

which are pushed about at feeding-time by the

greedy cockerels and bullied by them, males

predominating in the flock. If the rearer is guided

in his grouping by size rather than age and runs

his cockerels and pullets in separate flocks, he will

be proud of his yoimg poultry stock when they

reach maturity.

Telling the Sexes.—Personally, I prefer to

separate the sexes when the chickens are two
months old, but at that age it requires an expert

eye. The continual handling and sorting out

of young chickens will bring the much-needed

experience. The novice must experiment, and

if he makes any mistakes he can easily rectify

them later when the chickens are older. At
eight weeks old I usually go by the build of each

chick. The cockerels will have thick legs, large

heads and short, stout necks ; while the females

will be of slender build throughout. As the

youngsters get older the legs in the males seem to

" sprout " and the birds become lanky and out

of propottioti. The head points redden up sooner in

the males than in the females, and are much larger.

One cannot go with accuracy by the growth of

the tail and body feathers, as so many poultry

authorities aver. It is because poultry-keepers

invariably go by these tests that they become
" fogged." No two chicks seem to feather alike,

i.e., in all respects. I have certainly experienced

the fact that those chickens which feather badly

on the wings, shoulders and back are invariably

cockerels, provided parasites are not the cause of

the poor feathering. The quickness with which

chickens become completely feathered, in my
opinion, depends upon the breed. Leghorns, for

instance, seem to be in full feather long before

they leave their teens.

Carriage of Wing.—The shape and carriage

of the wing often decide the question of sex in

AMID NATUR.\L SURROUNDINGS.

A charming snapshot showing a flock of Light

Sussex pullets on the Rev. Crawshay's farm at

Melchbourne, Bedfordshire.

my case, but, as I have said, ine must be taught

by experience as to the points to be guided by in

each individual breed. In the female the wing

as a rule fits neatly into the side of the bird, and

it is rather broad in shape throughout. In the

male the wing-ends often protrude beyond the

bird, sometimes even touching each other, and that

compact fit so characteristic of the female's wing

is absent. The ends, too, taper and each wing

is long and narrow. In the light or non-sitting

breeds the headgear is the best guide for the

novice. In the male the head points begin to

redden up quite early, and the comb and wattles

are many times the size of the female's head points.

Another of my methods is to apply the following

tests in cases that are doubtful : Throw some

grain on the floor, and the cockerels among the

flock will be most prominent in " hurdle-jumping
"

over the other birds to secure double their share

of food. Again, while the young 1 irds are feeding,

gently tap each bird on the back with a light cane.

The cockerel will squeal like a naughty boy being

spanked, whereas the note of the female will

be more pleasant and comely, very much like

" Pretty Dick." A careful examination of the

legs will, in the male, reveal a large circular scale

on each leg which is ultimately to carry the spur,

but this is another test for the more experienced.

Anyhow, I think the novice will fathom the sex

problem from the advice given.

Age to Perch.—By the time the chickens are

four months old they can be quartered in ordinary

poultry-houses or in intensive structures. Perohes,

too, can be provided for them. Early perching

should not be encouraged, since, although opinions

differ, it is apt to cause crooked breasts. At

foiir months old, however, the birds can be allowed

to roost. The perches must not be of the thin,

round type, but oblong in shape and reasonably

wide, say, ij inches in width and i inch in depth.

They should be placed quite low at first, only

about a foot off the ground, and as the burds get

older the roosts can be raised. Young birds

will not in all cases take to the perches without

a little assistance. It is often advisable to place

the burds on the perches at roosting-time for

several nights in succession, and to have a final

look round on one or two further evenings to make

sure that all are on the

perches and comfort-

able. Do not lose your

patience if two of the

little eggars jump down

every time you put two

up. They soon find out

what is expected of them

if the owner goes the

right way to work.

Training sh .>uld take

place as darkness
sets in.

Ground - Roosting.

—

Up to the age of )Our

months the yormgsters

can be allowed to perch

on the floor of the house,

pro'vided it is well lit-

tered and cleanliness is

observed. Where, how-

ever, the birds are per-

mitted to sleep on the

ground, the corners of the

house should be filled in

for a little distance up

to prevent crowding.

This crowding into corners not only makes the birds

sweat and become liable to outbreaks of colds,

&c., but also in some cases results in a bird being

crushed to death. With young growing stock,

especially if they are scantily feathered, one must

take care to see that they are not shut out in the

run at night, otherwise they may le found dead

in the morning, due to lung or other troubles.

Cold nights are very treacherous for growing

poultry, and they should be counted each night.

Crop and Eggs.—There are two items which

ultimately have an important say in egg-production,

viz., crop and egg-organs. It is not generally

known that the hen with the biggest crop lays

the largest number of eggs, although it is very

true. We must be careful, therefore, not to stint

the pullets for food from the time they are four

mouths old until maturity is reached.
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WATTLE SHEDDING.
The New Economic Housing System for Poultry.

Timber shortage overcome.

In sections, complete with supporting posts : easily erected.
Sent from nearest country depot ; no stock kept in London.

12 ft. » 6 ft.. 6 ft. high in front £17 6
18ft.v6ft £1 18 6

Cash with Order. Send for List.

RURAL INDUSTRIES Ltd., 54, Gracechurch St., London. EC. 5.

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

CLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and contains the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY GROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Rearing.

No PaleYolkswhile Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt., 7/- 2-cwt. Carriage paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIGSTON, LEICESTER.

"NITROPHOS" ""rNo'lSATN""-^
The 1-test. therefore the cheapest Egg Producer.

Order No. 1 quality (fine), for wet or dry masli.
„ No. 2 (luality (coarse), ior distribution.

PRICES :

1 8/6 per cwt., carriage paid to English Goods Stations.
10/- per J-cwt. do.

Scottish Stations, 6d. per bag extra.
Irish and Cliannel Islands, paid to nearest English port.

SOLE PRODUCERS:
The Good Rich Products Co.Ld., Pert r. 2,West Marsh.Grimsby

LAST CHANCE
to obtain a bone and grit crusher for 11/6 carriage paid. The
price wUl be increased next month. This crusher is specially
made for the small poultry yard, and Is indispensable for
those who prattice economical feeding.—L. Ddnker, Hill-
morton Paddox, Eugbv.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbish or fresh vegetables mixed
witli crispy green bone, becomes—" Bacon between war
bread." Butchers' bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone
Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,
enormous profits. Particulars:—Eerfoot, Hawkgreen
Marple, Cheshire.

SPRATT'S
POULTRY FOODS

are stocked by your Local Tradesman.

Patent Poultry Meal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

Chicken Meal The Chicks' Breakfast
" LiAYMOR "' " Makes Hens Lay."
" Mebo " " Meat and Bone."
Fish Laying Meal (a blended food).

Turkey Meal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

• Banto" (a Biscuit Meal).
" Henno '

Grain and Meat Mi.x-

ture for adult Birds.
" Pulto '

Grain and Meat Mix-
' ture for Pullets.

'• Chikko " The Dry Chick Feed.

Cut Clover, Granulated Charcoal, Peat
Moss, Flint Grit, and Oyster Shell.

REMEDIES FOR ALL AILMENTS.

DRY MASH FEED
(BAYNES FORMULA).

All obtainable in small and large quantities.

Write for current prices and free copy of
" Poultry Culture,"

Sl'RATT'S PATENT. LIMITED, 24/5, FENCHURCH
STREET, E.C. 3.

ROBERT MILLER'S

HEN HOUSES
are KIGMT-O^T-rrOI* of every other

make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for
STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.

Do^A'nri&ht satisfaction always.
Catalogue Free.

ROBERT MILLER, Denny.

THE GREAT EGG DUCKS.
White Runners, 1917 Breeding pens half price, any number.
Ducklings ready. Duck book and photographs free.^
Taylor, Rotherwas, Hereford.

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most
profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; by post 8|d.

Published at the Offices of "ConNTEY Life," 'Ltd., Tavistock
Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, Ac.
FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 19/6. Carriage Paid.

LAYINa MEAL.
A, magnificent egg-producing mixture.
Per 1121b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 5filb. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX GROUND OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 11211). 22/6. Carriage Paid.

FEEDING WHEAT.
Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

THE "ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Recognised by experts as the standard dry chick food

of the day.
Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older cliicks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.

Per 1121b. 4/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT GRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.

3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-
Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

GRANULATED MEAT. Perll2'lbs., 26/-.Car. Pd.
2nd quality, per 112.lbs., 21/-. Car. Pd.

BONE MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs., 12/6. Car. Pd

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL. Per 1121bs., 30/-.
Carriage Paitl.

HARRY HEBDITCH '^k,!" Martock. Somerset

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
The great intestinal corrective, digestive and food cconomiser.

ijromotinathat full-blooded condition so necessar.\ for regular

laving. Trial bags, 1/3; lOlbs., 4/- ; Carriage paid. — WILLS
Bitos., Hoddesdon, Herts.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,

30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.—Vaenby. Stratford, Essex.

SPECIAL POULTRY FOODS.
" Evon " Complete Meal (tliree grades—Laying, Growing,
Dry Mash), 16/- cwt. Also Chick Wheat, 24/- ; Wheat Offal

Meal, 12/6; finest Meat Meal. 18/6; Nut Kernel Meal, 17/9;

Corn Screenings for scratching, 14/-; Clover Meal, 10/-;

whole Malt Culms, 13/6 ; Malt Culm Meal, 12/-. Samples 3d.

—Mr. and Mrs. Hurt, Poultry Breeders, South Barley.
Matlock.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame JASPER. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.

Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the

art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints

and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of "Country Life." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
• A worthy and /ormidabte tceapon /or battling against tJie bacillus."

—Sir J. Crichton-Brownb, F.R.3.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenra.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against " The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers pids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^;^»Jii IZAL POWDER 2/6 per 141b. bag.
*t.l\i. runUCn,

g/g perSOlb, keg.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance-

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

Newton, Chambers & Go., Ltd.,ThornGlifre, nr. Sheffield.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by "Country Life," Lihitbd, at 20, Tavistock Street. Strand. W.C. i,

and by George Newnes. Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and clieapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Meiryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All tlie newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants In great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merrtweather & SONS Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH
New Catalogue now ready.

GROWN BULBS.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue ani Supplementary List of new and choice

varietiea now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

WATERER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR
PRESENT SOWING. Lists post free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berlis.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

BARR'S Autumn & Winter-flowering Bulbs,
including Crocus species, Colchicums, Nerines, Hardy
Cyclamen, Freesias, Laclienalias, Irises, etc., for early plant-

ing. List on application.— Barr & Sons, King Street,

Covent Garden, London, W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
descriptionLStone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrlsbume. Woking.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" CocTNTRY Lite," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. l;i.—Conservatories,

Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

BEST TENNIS BOUNDARY SQUARE
MESH NETTING. Any length and width to order, bound
with cords, supplied on receipt of order, passenger train,

carriage paid. Stock sizes 2'>yds. by 3yds., 13/6 each.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works. Porthleven, Cornwall,

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Cheistopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objecta
of this book are to show that the laud of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growinfr the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of "Cocntry
Life." Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

TENNIS BOUNDARY NETS, square mesh,
bound with cords, guaranteed to measure length and width
when stretched, any size to order at 2d. sq. yd.; stock sizes

25 yds. by 3 yds. 12/6 carr. paid passenger train.—W. Oliver
Allen, Garden Networks, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDENS FOR SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES
By Gertrude Jektil and Lawrence Weaver. Third
Edition Now Ready. 300 pages. 450 Illustrations. 15/- net.

By post 15/8. A mine of helpful suggestions.—An Illustrated
Prospectus of this book will be sent post free on application
to "CoDNTRY Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden. W.C. 2

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom SpawTi.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

WALL AND WATER GARDENS, with
Chapters on the Rock Garden, the Heath Garden, and the
Paved Water Garden. By Gertrude Jekyll. 5th edition,

revised and enlarged. 200 illustrations. 12/6 net; by post
13/-. Please write for an illustrated prospectus of this
beautiful book.— Offices of "Country Life," Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

GOAT-KEEPING IN WAR-TIME. — An
invaluable booklet on the best and most profitable methods
of Goat-Keeping. By C. J. Davies. Now Ready. 7d. nett,
by post, 9d.— Published at the Offices of Country Life, Ltd.,
20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. 2.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,
i-inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4ia. sq. yard ; any length and width to
order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2id. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Goods
supplied on receipt of order; carr. paid passenger train.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works. Porthleven, Cornwall.
Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable metliods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, 8Jd.—Published at the
Offices of " CoDNTRY LiFE " LTD., Tavistock street, Covent
Garden, W .C. 2.

HERBERT CHAPMAN, Ltd., ROTHERSIDE
GARDENS, RYE, SUSSEX.—Messrs. Chapman are not
printing a list this year, but will be pleased to quote specially

to any enquirers for their special and exclusive novelties in

Datfodils and other flowering bulbous plants. Addressas above.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page viii.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. CooK. With over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12s. 6d. net,

by post, 133.—Published at the Offices of " Country Life,''

Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptjing of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—W'lLUAM Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION FROM THE GARDEN.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUES OF SEEDS AND
GARDEN REQUISITES for present use.

SUTTON'S LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
for Summer and Autumn sowing. Contains brief cultural

not«8.

SUTTON'S LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS for
present sowing anil Spring flowering.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Daffodils, Narcissi, May-flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc., etc.

These Catalogues will be sent post free on application.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists.
LANGPORT, Somerset, are now booking orders for their

Choice Hardy Perennial Plants to he delivered in tlie Autumn-
Plant a COLOUR BORDER this Autumn, and yoa will b&
able to enjoy its beauty for many years without any
additional e.xpense or trouble.

Senil tlie measurements of your borders, and they will

recommend a selection of flowers suitable for your district

and (luote their REDUCED prices.

Peonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.

Write now to the Retail Plant Department for REDUCED
Price Lists.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc., blisters, sunburn,

neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—NEW OxYDOL
Prodhcts, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Siiuare, London, W. 1.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices of
" Country Lite," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

OUR LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS suit-

able for summer sowing is now ready and will be sent

post free on application.—DOBBIE & Co., Seedsmen to the

king, Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S STRAWBERRIES.—Fine early

pot plants for forcing or outdoor planting of King George V.,

Royal Sovereign, etc., pots 20/- 100; open ground. 6/- 100.

Laxtonian, the Grand New Maincrop, pots 30/- 100; open

ground, 20/- 100.—Illustrated Catalogue, with cultural hints

and description of all the new and older sorts gratis.

—

Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

FLOWER POTS.—4 lOin., 6 9in., 10 7in.,

10 6in, 15 5in., 20 3Jin., 15 2iin., packed free, crate-

included, 12/-; half quantity, 6/-. Illustrated list tree.—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every desCTlp-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.—

Boulton & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

FILL UP ANY BLANKS IN YOUR ROCK-
ERY NOW.—Try Aubrietia The Queen, new, 6/- doz. Sax.
Oppositifolia W. G. Clarke, the finest of all, 7/6 doz. Camp.
Pulla Lilaciana, a fine Lilac Pulla, 5/- doz.—Write for

quotations to Whiteleqg & Co., Nurseries, Chielehurst.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually

using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy

the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead of

only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent

on application to the Offices of • Country Life." Ltd., 20.

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

VIOLAS, choicest named; Pansies. Bath's
Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis Grandiflora; 1/6

doz., 50 for 5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plante.—

F. H.JONES, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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PEARSONS RELIABLE BULBS
There is every sign of Bulbs being very scarce this season,

owing to the prohibition of foreign produce.

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May -flowering TULIPS, SCILLAS, CHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you
will support an important and growing home industry.

We gained 1st Prize for Daffodils and 1st for Tulips at the

R.H.S. Exhibition of British-grown Bulbs, July 31st, 1917.

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but

full of useful cultural details, free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Estab. 1782. The Nurseries, Lov\^dham, Notts.
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GOLGHIGUMS & CROCUS SPECIES
For* Immediate Planting.

Autuninale album
j» ,, pleuuin ..

„ plenum
,, maximum
„ mixed

Bornmullerii
Gigaiiteum
Speciosum

J, album
,, Maximum (T.S.)

Veratril'olium

COLCHICUMS. Doz.
3,'-

1/-each 10/6
3/6
3/-

1/6
2/6
2/6
2/6

1/6 each 10/6
1/6 each 15/-

3/6

100

20/-

20/-
17/6
10/
15/-
15/-
15/-
70/-

20/-

CROCUS SPECIES.
Autumn Flowering :^ Doz.

Asturicus 3/6
C'lusii 1/6
Graecus 2/-
Ochroleucus 1/6
Salzmannii 1/6
Siculus 1/6
Speciosus Aitchisonii — •

TiD?itanus 1/6
Zonatus —

100'

7/6
10/-
7/6
8/-

8/-

7/6 & 1 0/-

7,6
6/- & 7/.

1,000

65/- & 85/-

55/- & 65/-

Winter flowering :

—

Auclierii
Cancellatus var. Damascenus. .

.

Chrysanthus
„ I'usco-tinctus

Hyemalis
Isauricus
Vitellinus '.'.

Spring flowering :

—

^rius
Aureus
Bannaticus
Heufellianus .".

Kotschyanus
Maesiacus

„ stellaris
Versicolor obscurus

» violasceus

Complete Collection, with descriptions, wiil
Bulb List which will be p6sted on application.

doz.

2/-
4/-

1/6
3/-

1/6
6/-

3/-

24/-
1/6
3/-

2/-

3/-
3/-

1/4
2/6
1/-

100

12/6

10/-
20/-
8/-

40/-
20/-

7/6

10/6

17/6
7,6
15/-
6/-

be found in

T. SMITH, Daisy Hill Nursery, NEWRY.

Phytobroma
Barr'S Netju Plant Food

For Flowers Ve^etatles and Fruit

of highest quality & Quaranteed analys

Phytobroma greatly increases all
Vegetable Crops.

Guaranteed Anftlvsis : 3'50% Nitrogen ; 16'60% Soluble
Phosphates; 13-50% Insoluble Phosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b., 5/6 ; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b., 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders lor 281b. and upwards, carriage paid.
Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

The "Country Life" Library.

A new and important Volume in the Increased
Productivity Series.

RECLAIMING
THE WASTE:
BRITAIN'S MOST URGENT PROBLEM.

By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM.

With Contributions by Professor Augustine Henry,
Dr. Brenchley, George Bolam, Professor Somerville, etc

Cloth, 3/6 net ; by post 3/10.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Country Life " Librarv, to The Manager,
*' Country Life." Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C. 2.

THB 8TOURBRIDGB HBATINO APPARATOS
For Qreenhouses, Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity. Made at cur
own foundry, and under our
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for
Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

«j. & iBT.iflyrooo
BlrBtngbam Itreet Fonndrj

8TOURBRIOQE.

For Fuel Economy
and an unvarying
temperature have a

genuine

KORSC:
sh:oe:

BOILEIl
LIST E 10 Post Free.

COMPLETE APPARATUS
FROM STOCK.

C. p. KINNELL & Co., Ld.,

65. South-wark St.

LONDON. S.E.

Every Amateur Gardener should read

Gardening Made Easy
EdlMd by E. T. COOK.

200 Pages. 23 Illustrations-
Price 1/6 Net. In Cloth, 2'-.

By post, 4d. extra.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books In the " Country Lite " Library, to The Manager.
" ConNlEY Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C. 2.
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pGUARANTESTED

DAFFODILS AND NARCISSI DARWIN TULIPS
t|>4tul»le Inconipariil>lt\
"Butter and Eggs" is a favDuriU'
name for this, and descriltes It^

pretty colouring. 9d. doz., 5/<i loo

fDouble Whltp Nai*<*iHau8.
the ^'anli'iilii - Howi-red puotiona
[ilcnus. deliriously Iniurant ; lain
liloom until the end ol May.

Top size, Id. doz., 4/- 100

First ,. .'id. ., 3,'- ..

*tPoetA' Narciss OrnndiH,
pureat alabastrine wbite petiils,

surrounding a vivid scarlet cup:
a great favourite

;
quite llrst class

for all purpoaes, I>«licluualy fra-

grant.
Mother bulbs, »d. doz., n/fl 100

First size. «d. .. 3y0 .,

tPheOMaillM* Eye. Crimson-
edged orange cup, pure white
petabi - couunences to tlower when
omatu.s is over.

TopKizn. 7d. doz.. 4/- loii

Finit size. 5d. ,. 3/- ..

•tEmporor, deep yellow trum-
pet, primroae petala: quite first

c1jis3 for every purpose, indoors or
out; well ripL'Udd guarauteated
llowerint{ bulhs.

Mother Diilbs. 1/4 doz.. »/- 100

First size. I/- .. T/6 „
Second size. 9d. ,. 5/6 .

*tEllipre8S, rich yellow trum-
pet. wtiilL' petals ; a most striking

flower ; excellent for indoor or out-
door culture.

Mother bulbs. 1/4 doz., 10/- 100

First size. 1/- ,. T/C ..

•tVictin'ia. golden trumpet.
Huow wliite petals ; early, tim*

forcer; splendid grower ; quite tip-

toji In buds, pots or bowls.
Mother bulbs, 1/4 doz.. 10/- 100
First size. 1/- .. 7/ti ..

*tHorHn«ldl, Grand home-
grown bulbs of first-rate quality

;

early in pots, a superb bedder.
hardy ;

pure white petals, golden
yellow triuiipet.

Mother bulbs. l/-.do2., 7/6 100
First size. ftd. ,, 5/6 „

tC-randiSt Handsome wbite and
gold flowers : follows Horsfieldi ; a
very useful flower to continue dis-

play outdoors. 9d. doz,, 5/6 MKI

•tPrlnceiis, golden trumpet,
primrose petiils ; very pretty and
useful in pots, bowls, flower bed*
and bordei-s ; early.
Mother bulbs, 9d. doz., 5/6 100
First size. 6d. ,. 3/6 ..

'tGolden S|>ur, a glorious
shade of deep orange-gold, trumpet
and patals same rich tint, solid and
linn in substance ; first-class in-

doors and out.
Mother bulbs, 1/4 doz., 10/- lOO
First size, I/- ,. 7/6 ,,

Second size, Od. ,. 5/6 ,,

•tSIr ^Tatkill, a raoat hand-
some and effective flower ; deep
orange, frilled trumpet ; rich yellow
p<>tals; first-class Indoors and out

Mother bulbs. 1/3 doz.. 9/- 100
First size lOd. „ 6/6 ,.

*(Barrl <!onH|ilcuuH. Orange
soarlet cup, golden petals; light,

graceful, free flowering; unexcelled
both Indoors and out ; splendid
bedder, a huge success in pots and
bowls.

Mother bulbs. 9d. doz., 5/6 100
First size. 6d- .. 3/6 ,,

•tMrs. Lanetry* lemon yellow
cup, white petals ; fragrant, grace-
ful and free ; indoors or out.

8d.doz.. 5/- 100

•tDoatole Yellow. This raag-
nlftcent old daffodil is at its best

;

huge double rose-shaped flowers are
freely produced, and last a long
time indoors or out.

Mother bulbs, 1/4 doz.. 10/- 100
First size. 1/- .. 7/6 ..

tnoiible OraDse Pbceuix,
primrose and gold petals, with
orange centre ; sometimes called
"Egjrs and Bacon" ; absolutely
tip-top. l/.doz.. 7/6 100

t'dant Poets' NarelK-siiK,
This is a very large and very early-

flowering variety; the bulbs are

twice the size of the ordinary orua-

tus, and produce the large pun-
white scarlet-cupped tlower3 in im-
mense quantity. lOd doz., tt tt luu

EARLY FLOWERING.
•Lily of the Valley, retarded
crowns ; will bloom in two or three
weeks after planting ; do well in soil

or fib^e in greenhouse or room.
Per bundle of 25 crowns !j/6. per
100 10/-

'Fraeraiit Freesias. tin- tniL-

refracta alba, deliciousiy fragrant:
soil or fibre; room or greeuhousL',

close to light.

Giant bulbs. I/- doz.. 7/6 100
First size. 8d. ,. 5/- ..

•4;iadlolu.>4 Tile Bride, fine

pure white, handsome spikes of

flowers. 1/- doz.. 7/6 luO

'GladioiiiN. Early Mixed.
Includes lovely pinks, &c.

1/ doz.. 7/6 100

•tScilly White NarelsMiis.
the only alternative to Paper White
Narcissus, importation ot which is

prohibited ; does ivell in soil or
fibre ;

greenhouse or room.
8d. dnz,. 5/. 100

•tPolyanthus \arei>£!4iiN.
Gran«l Moiiarciue. produces
bunches oChandsome yellow flowers,

orajige centres lOd. doz., 6/- 100

*tPolyanthns Narci.s.suK.
Orand PrilllO, very early,

primrose and gold.
8d. doz., 5/- 100

*+Vlolet Scented lri.s (reli

culata}, velvety violet, with orangi*

throat, most delicioualy violet scen-

ted ; does remarkably well in pots

of soil or fibre in room or green-
house.
Giant bulbs. 6d. each, 5/6 doz.

Flowering bulbs, 4d. ,. 3/6 ,,

PAPER SCARCITY.
Bees Ltd. respectfully urge
their customers to make up
their order from this adver-
tisement in order that paper
supplies may be ©conomised
as much as possible. The
Government have found it

necessary to cut down very

heavily the suppllesof paper
for Bees' Catalogues, for a

full issue of which many
tons of paper are necessary.

NO BULB CATA-
LOGUES WILL BE
PRINTED in order that

the available paper may be
reserved for the seed lists,

which the Government re-

cognise are of national im-
portance on account of the

work which Bees are doing
to promote Food Production.

BE LOYAL ; MAKE
OUT YOUR ORDER
FROM THIS ADVER-
TISEMENT.
// you are unable to send
your order at once, which is

advisable owing to the scar-

city of bulbs, please cut out
this advertisement or send a
post card to Bees Ltd. asking
for a reprint gratis and post
free.

DARWIN TULIPS
'Ulargaret, rosy pink, shaded
salmon and silvt-ry whit's ; verj-

attra^;liv^. l/tf doz.. 9/- 100

*tEr8ruHte, mauve sh.oded laven-
der : a most delicate and beautiful
shade when grown Indoors.

a/- doz., 15/- 100

tBaronne de la Tonnaye.
deep cherry rose, shatled blunh.

edges of petals delicate pink; verv
h.irming. I/'i doz., 9/- 100

fSllltail* glossy maroon bronze,
shading to intense black.

1/4 doz., 10/- 100

*tLaurentla* deep rosy pink,
shaded carmine, rich blue centre.

!/•» doz., 9/- 100

Darwin TnllpN <nii\ed>.
a fine blend of colour.

Ij-doz., 7/6 100

COTTAGE TULIPS

'K'iara Butt* a delicate and
gloriously pure shade of salmon
pink; a huge success lud<^><jrs and
out ; forces well ; a superb bedder

;

truly magnificent.
Mother bulbs. 1/4 doz.. 10/- 100

First size, 1;- „ 7/6 „

*tMr. Farncoinbe Sanders,
dazzling, fiery scarlet ; a corgeous
colour; forves well, is splendid out-
doors.
Mother bulbs. 110 do/.. 14/- 100

First size, I .. 11/6 ..

*fPrldc or Haarlem, huge
glossy carmine rose blooms, shaded
salmon ; one of the grandest tulips

grown ; indoors or out,

1/8 doz.. 13/- 100

•tSweet Eavender. other^vibe
known as Wm, Copland; colour
lavender; rosy tinted, outdoors in

pots, a most delicate and lovely soft

shade. «/- doz.. 15/- loo

•tRev, Ewbank, rosy hello
trope, outdoors, in pots, a mo&t
entrancing, softer shade of the sami
colour. a/- *ioz.. 15/- loO

*tLovelinesA, satin rose, most
beautifully toned and shaded blush
pink. 1/6 doz.. 11/6 lOO

*t^Vbite Queen (La Candeur)
Th« nearest approach to a white
Darwin, abnost pure white Indoor^
outdoors It is shaded blush.

1/6 doz.. ILG lOO

MAY FLOWERING or

COTTAGE TULIPS.

These tulips, especially the first

six sorts, are excellent for bed-
ding, and may be used with con-
fidence in place of the Dutch tulips
whit^h are not available lliis year.
Height about 18 inches.

•tGesnerlaua major, bril-

liant glowing scarlet; dazzlmg blue

centre ; one of the most gorgeous.
I/- doz.. 7/6100

Ttiolden Crown, bright golden

yellow, edged and flushed Rcarlet ; a
striicingly effective bedding and
border tulip. lOd. doz.. 6/- 100

•tBouton d'Or, practicaUy a

golden yellow DarwiU ;
qult« tb©

best hardy yellow tulip ; a riCh

etrective colour audacertain success

everywhere. I/- doz., 7/6 100

Gesneriana oculata, scarlet.

'

with white eye and blue centre

verj- striking. lOd. doz., 6/- 100

fNacroBplla, splendid glowing

crimson, shaded scarlt-t, with in-

tense blue-black centre, and a
pleasant spicy fragrance.^

8d. doz.. 5/- 100

C'aledonia,elowing orange scar-

let : like a veritable flame ; very

distinctive and striking.
l/-doz., 7/6 100

•tifiglescombe Vellow. For
peTfection of form and colouring

this tulip has no rival Of large

size, almost spherical when fully

gro\vn, and of a deep canary yellow

colour possessed by no other tulip,

it Is a Joy to see it growing.
1/10 doz., 14/- 100.

•tla Candeuror Parisian white.

a handsome white tulip, for bedding

and cutting, does well in pots.

1/3 doz., 9/- 100

tCaCsneriana Rosea, hand-
some cherry rose flowers, shaded
carmine ; very large and fine.

lOd. doz., 6/- 100

^Rosalind, a sweet and charm-
ing tulip, beautiful cherry carmine
shaded rose with white centre.

l/-doz., 7/6io«:i

tPleotee, or Maiden's Blush;
nri'- nf the daintiest of tulips;

ciiaLiiiiug wldte. edged and fea-

iliercd with rosy cerise, especially

in the later stages.

I/- doz., 7/6 100

'^Parisian Yellow, clear rich

yellow; a deep, elegantly pointed
flower ; showy and reKable.

l/-doz.. 7/fi 100

Cottage Tirtips <uiixed>;
a showy mixture of colour for bed-

ding. 9d. doz.. 5/6 100

MISCELLANEOUS.

"tWinter Aconite, the golden
or butterfly yelTow geni whieh caY-

(Njis Uie ground In March ; re<x>m-
mended to be used in place of

cnxiuses. 6d. doz. . 3/6 100

•tScarlet Anemone ifuigensi,

dazzling scarlet, with few exceptions
(be most brilliant outdoor spring
flower. I/- doz., 7/6 IW

•tBluebells, mixed shades of

blue, &c, ; charming in pot or bor-

der. 7d, doz,, 4/- 100

tBIne Spanish Irl8. very
scarce ; floe home-grown bulbs.

6(1. doz., 3/6 100

tMixed Spanish Iris.
8d. doz.. 5/- 100

tWhite English Iris, hand-
some large white flowers.

I/- doz., 7/6 100

(Mixed English Iriis. Quite

hardy outdoors. I/- doz., 7/6 ItW

*tDouble Snowdrops, very
chiiniiing in pots of fibre or soil;

do well indoors or out.

Top size, lOd. doz., 6/- 100

First size, 7d. „ 4/6 ,.

fSingle Snowdrops. the true
English Snowdrop, the one which
grows and multiplies in border or
woodland ; does well in pots.

Top size. lOd. doz.. 6/- lOO
First size, 7d. ,. 4/6 ,.

•tBlue Star of Bethlehem
(0- pyranildale). very handsome
spikes of rich blue flowers; may be
grown in pots or border.

;i/-doz., 18/- 100

Varieties Specially Recommen-
ded for growing tn pots or bowls, tn soil or

fibre, or in the open ground, in beds or borders,

are denoted as follows :—
• indicates suitability for pots and bowls.

•
,. ,

,. beds and borders.

Free Carriage and Packing t^

given to orders of 10/- vahte wSien cash is sent

with order. Bees Ltd. pay carriage on orders

of less value than 10/- wh£n 6d. extra is en-

closed.

Please send -yoar order to-day.

Cash returned if bulbs do not please.

175 c, Mill Street. LIVERPOOL.
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Wallace s Irises &Iris Gardens

IRIS ALCAZAR.
F.C.C, R.H.S.

" Man has availed himself of the great laws
of evolution in mightier matters than the

Iris ; but in no theatre of his unsleeping

efforts has he created purer beauty or
wakened for flower lovers a truer joy than
among the bearded Irises of June."

—Eden Phillpotts in Countrv Life,

June 24th, 1917.

NOW
is die time to plant the

BEARDED IRISES

OUR NEW IRIS LIST is much more

than a mere catalogue. It introduces a

new system of classification. Varieties

are arranged according to COLOUR
GROUPS and TIME OF FLOWERING.
It is well illustrated, contains a complete

list of the best and newest types, and

offers for the first time new hybrids

raised by Mr. A. J. Bliss, including

DOMINION, the finest Iris yet raised.

UNDER THE PAPER RESTRICTION
ORDER, 1917, WE CAN ONLY SEND
YOU THIS LIST, AND ALL OUR
OTHER PUBLICATIONS, \V YOU

APPLY FOR THEM.

Send a Postcard NOW, authorising us to send

you our lists as published.

IRIS SHALIMAR.

Try This Collection.

ALCAZAR

ELDORADO

IRIS KING

ISOLINE

TROJANA

VIOLA

F.C.C,

A.M.,

A.M.,

A.M.,

A.M.,

H.C.,

PROSPER LAITGIER a.m

DAWN
CATERINA

LOHENGRIN

RINGDOVE

MA MIE

H.C.,

A.M.,

A.M.,

A.M.,

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

., R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

R.H.S.

One of each, carriage and

packing free,

21/-

R. WALLACE & CO.,

COLCHESTER. '^^

THE IRIS WALK AT HALLINGBURY PLACE
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PERHAPS the most general fault to be

seen in allotment gardens throughout

the country is overcrowding. The desire

to make the utniost use of the land

available is partially accountable for

this, but, like so many virtues carried to excess,

overcrowding is apt to defeat its own ends. Over-

crowded plants cannot develop to their fullest

extent ; they are apt to run to seed, or they become

hard instead of retaining their fleshy, usable

characteristics for a considerable time, or they

grow weak and spindly, and anything but desirable

in the way a luscious, well-grown vegetable is

desirable.

The Error of our Ways.—Now is the time

to take stock and to see where mistakes

made this year may be rectified in planning

our planting next year. Have we chosen

those compact, neat-topped varieties that take

comparatively little room for the produce they

yield ? They are to be fotmd among Radishes,

Carrots, Parsnips, Beet, Cabbages, Potatoes

and other desirable kinds. Or have we been con-

tent to plant coarse-growing varieties that elbow

out other plants and occupy ground which might

have been growing other plants ? Have we
had our rows too closely together ? Or, most likely

of all, have we sown our seeds too closely together

and lacked time, when the plants became large

enough to thin, to do the work, and courage to

destroy enough of the seedlings that came so

thickly, so as to give the remainder room ? We
have pointed out the remedy, and so convinced

are we of the benefits to be derived from thin

sowing, or rather from dot-planting, instead of

continuous sowing in drills or sowing broadcast,

that we do so again even at the risk of appearing

tedious. We wish that, sometimes at any rate,

the tops of the roots exhibited so finely at many
of our village shows were shown as well as the

roots, for they would help

in the selection of varieties

suitable for the small garden

or allotment and add much
to the educational value of

the exhibition. Dot-sowing,

early thinning out, and

transplanting in suitable

cases so as to give ample

room for development and
to check growth as little

as possible are essential if

undue waste is to be pre-

vented and good crops

secured.

A Plague of Cabbage

White Butterflies.—Never

before have we seen this

common butterfly in such

alarming numbers. The
market gardens of Essex

are literally alive with

them, and the butterflies

deposit eggs on almost all

kinds of crops, even, in-

cluding Onions. The Food

Production Society at Southend is ofiering prizes

to boys and girls who catch the greatest number
for the society's show in September. It is hoped

that children in other paits which are suffering

from a plague of this butterfly will follow suit in

this entertaining and profitable pastime.

Meliosma cuneifolia.—The Meliosma family

has received several additions during the last

twenty years which raise it from a position of

comparative obscurity to a place of some importance

among hardy shrubs, for some species are conspicu-

ous when in flowet, while others are of considerable

merit by reason of their handsome foliage. M.

cuneifolia is a deciduous shrub at least lo feet high,

and probably twice that when mature, with hand-

some leaves up to 8 inches long and 3 inches wide,

bearing freely during late June and July panicles

up to 8 inches or so long of small, cream-coloured,

fragrant flowers. A native of Western China, it

was introduced in 1901, and flowered for the first

time about eight years later. It is perfectly hardy

and thrives in good, well-drained loamy soil in a

moderately but not too sunny position.

A Rare Shrub.—A plant of Schizophragma

hydrangeoides is at present flowering well near

the Japanese Temple in the vicinity of the Pagoda

at Kew. It is closely related to the Hydrangeas,

and for many years H. petiolaris was almost

invariably sold for the Schizophragma. The

two plants have much in common in general

appearance, for they both form long, scandent

stems bearing aerial roots like the Ivy, by which

trees 30 feet to 40 feet high are ascended or high

walls covered. . Moreover, there is a similarity

in the large ovate or rounded leaves. The flowers,

however, are difierent, for whereas the sterile

flowers of Hydrangea have four showy bracts,

each sterile flower of Schizophragma has but one

yellowish white bract. The entire head of

flowers may be 9 inches or 10 inches across.

A VARIETY OF SEDUM ALBUM.

The plant thrives in loamy soil and is an excellent

subject for planting over an upturned butt of a

tree, against the trimk of a tree, or against a wall.

A second species, S. integrifolia, is also bearing

an inflorescence at Kew.

Escallonia langleyensis.—This is one of the

hardiest Escallonias, being second only in hardiness

to the deciduous E. philippiana. At the same time

it is one of the most beautiful, and is available for

planting against a trellis or to form a bush in the

open ground. At maturity it is 10 feet to 12 feet

high, with long, arching branches, the leaves

being small, dark green, and evergreen or sub-

evergreen, according to the severity of the winter.

The rosy red flowers are borne in racemes 2 inches

to 3 inches long during July, but a continuation

of blossoms may be expected until September.

It is of hybrid origin and originated in the Langley

nursery of Messrs. James Veitch about twenty-four

years ago, its parents being E. philippiana and

E. punctata. Plants in the open ground passed

through the recent severe winter uninjured.

Loamy soil suits it.

Spirsea Spikes.—There is a world of difference

m the shape of the spikes of the Spiraeas which are

usually forced in pots. There are the tall and grace-

ful, and the short and fat. Tile introduction of

coloured varieties was, we think, wholly good,

and a very welcome change. We hope hybridists

will now turn their attention to the production

of long and slender spikes. Such spikes are a

great gain, especially if they are to be used in

vases. One of the most pleasing of the modern
coloured varieties is 'jailed Philadelphia. Under
glass the colour is a pleasing shade of rose. If

at the first potting the soil has been good, with

mild feeding during the ripening off stage, plants

may remain two years in the same pots.

Sedum album.—There are several varieties

of this good Stonecrop. The one shown, which

appears to be known in

nurseries as S. murale, is

perhaps the best, and is a

valuable plant for a rock or

wall joint. Before the bloom

comes the whole plant has a

reddish bronze colour that is

very pleasing, but when it

is transformed into a flowery

f;;i^i . mass it becomes one of the

^ J'j/< \ y best small things of the

garden. It has, besides, the

merit of being long lasting,

the 6-inch-high blooming

shoots rising quite early

in July and remaining in

beauty nearly the whole

month. The little starry

flowers are barely three-

eighths of an inch across
;

they are pinkish white in

colour with rosy centres,

giving the whole mass a pink

effect of charming quality,

further helped by the also

rosy stem and calyx.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE EVIL OF PLANTING POTATOES
WITH A DIBBER.

T HAVE the pleasure of sending you a photograph

showing very clearly the disastrous results

of planting Potato tubers with a dibber. You
may think it worthy of a place in The Garden
as an example to those who still employ this

method of planting seed Potatoes. There are,

I believe, a great many who do so in certain parts

of the country, and I know it is still a common

POOR RESULTS OBTAINED BY PLANTING
POTATOES WITH A DIBBER.

practice in this district. Some weeks ago I dis-

covered that, qrfite unknown to me, and to my
great aimoyance, my gardener had used a dibber

to plant nearly 'all my early seed. When I

remonstrated with him, his reply was that he had

used this method all his life, and he knew many
good men who did likewise. He ridiculed the

idea of any harm resulting. He tells a different

tale now. 1 had four roots taken indiscriminately.

From left to right in the photograph, i, 2 and 3

got rather broken, but they were all, when
taken up, just the same as 4, which shows very

clearly how they came out of the ground—just

as if they were taken out of a motild. Practically

the entire crop from this piece of ground was

ruined. With the exception of a very small number,

where I insisted on having the seed properly

planted, all the roots were in the condition shown

in the photograph ; some very much worse. The

sides of the holes were so hard that considerable

force had to be used to break them. They formed

a complete mould in which the plant could not

possibly develop, nor could the roots penetrate

them. Our soil is light and sandy, and I should think

in heavy soil the results would have been even worse.

As it was, the yield from this piece of ground was

almost nil. Very few roots had tubers larger

than a Tangerine Orange. The strength of the

plants seemed to go chiefly into the foliage and

stalks or haulms.

—

Cecil A. P. Osburne, The

Grove, Old Catton, Norwich.

A POTATO EXPERIMENT.
nPHlS year I planted 141b. of Sharpe's Express

and 7lb. of British Queen ; the former gave

very much the best results under identical treat-

ment. From the ailb. of seed I got 3cwt. of

Potatoes. I planted the greater part of them

in drills 30 inches apart, and about 15 inches apart

in the drills. The seed was mainly uncut. I also

planted, as an experiment, three rows 15 inches

apart, but this lot did very badly, the result being

small Potatoes and very few of them. In the

drills 30 inches apart the results were the best I

ever had, not i per cent, of the Potatoes being

small, and in many cases I had twenty-five

splendid Potatoes to the root from Sharpe's Ex-

press. British Queen was not so good by 25 per

cent. I am convinced that even with early Potatoes

it pays to give much room. All the Potatoes were

well earthed up, the space between the drills

being ample for doing so. The land had not

previously been cropped with Potatoes, having

been used by me as a nursery for fruit trees.

The only manure was decayed weeds and dissolved

bones ; I freely scattered the latter. The seed

was dibbled in with a large-ended dibber at

Easter and the crop taken up on July 28, quite

ripe, free from disease, and very clean indeed.

[If this is the result of planting with a dibber,

what might the crop have been if planted

with a spade ?

—

Ed.] The plot had sufficient

potash from previous years' manuring. The
gross yield would have been more if all the

seed had been of Sharpe's Express and the three

rows put 15 inches apart had been at 30 inches.

—W. J. Farmer, Redruth.

PRIMULA NUTANS. .

TN The Garden of July 28, page 298, appears a

very good illustration of Primula nutans.

This Chinese Primula no doubt is very beautiful,

but, I am afraid, like P. Reidii and P. Wattii,

the Himalayan members of the same section

—

Soldanelloides—it will never prove a hardy peren-

nial in the majority of gardens. Out of some 150

plants I wintered in a cold house there are at least

forty in bloom at the present time. A few of those

in flower were planted in the open and exposed to

the weather during the past month. Those kept

under glass and protected from rain have the

corollas densely covered with white meal, but those

standing in the open are darker in colour and show
white markings. Taking one of the corollas that

has not been exposed and putting it under a tap,

you get the same blotches shown as on those

flowering in the open. This, of course, is due

to the farina being washed off. All the Primulas

belonging to section Soldanelloides have leaves

coated with soft hairs, a sure indication that they

will resent the dampness of our winters. The.

same remark applies to the different species

belonging to section Muscaroides. I have growm
in quantity P. deflexa, P. Gtraldiana, P. pinnatifida,.

P. Littoniana and P. conica. With me they do
not make satisfactory garden plants, as they

invariably damp off after flowering.— John-

Macwatt, Morelands, Duns.

A VISIT TO THE MAKURI GORGE.

T HAVE lately been on a visit to the Makuri

Gorge, near Paihiatua, in the North Island,

and was much struck with the variety of

grassy trees down to grassy plants that

grow there, and think perhaps some of The
Garden readers might be interested to hear

about them. I begin with the smallest—Libertia

ixioides, with its three-petalled blossoms about as

big as a sixpence, short, stiff leaves, and followed

afterwards by bunches of dull orange berries. Next

in size perhaps is a little Orchid growing on the

trunks of trees, with very small spikes of sweet-

scented orange or yellow flowers ; the leaves are

long and narrow, dark green, and arranged at

intervals along the stem, at the end of which come
the orange flowers. Then there grows a kind of

Pampas Toi-toi, a short sort with beautiful plume?
of brown or biscuit coloured heads. It is prettier

than the ordinary tall-growing Toi-toi with taller,

hay-coloured plumes, being less coarse and smaller

and neater in habit. The Flaxes that grow there,

too, are different to the swamp ones M'hich grov,-

6 feet high and have dark red blossoms ; these

have shorter, paler leaves and spikes of blossom

of either a pale green or greenish yellow. Then
comes the greatest treasure and, I think, one of

the queerest plants in existence—the Freycinetia,

or Climbing Cabbage Tree, in bloom. I had scram-

bled through a piece of bush to try to get to a

place to look down a waterfall, an almost perpen-

dicular scramble at the top. I looked down,

and just below me was the Freycinetia growing

and in bloom with its pure white spathes and
centres—six, I think—like large, broad, flattened

centres of the Arum Lily. At first I thought it

was a queer kind of Cabbage Tree that someone

had taken the heart out to eat, but when I looked

again I saw it was the bloom, and, managing to-

break off a piece of the plant, noticed the roots

sticking out of the thin trunk and the very lone

leaves, rather spiky up the edges, that completely

AT RAMSEY, ISLE OF MAN, CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS FLOWERS AND PRODUCES AN
ABUNDANCE OF SEED.
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encircled the bloom. I brought the treasure home
here, but I am afraid it has died. Then come the

Cabbage Trees, the smallest, Cordyline Banksii,

well named, not because of Sir Joseph Banks only,

but also because it invariably grows on a bank. It

is very handsome and has larger and looser spikes

of flower than C. australis. The bloom is usually

white, but we found one with a mauve pink head

'f bloom—one of the most beautiful things I have

seen. The pinkish blossoms, buds like mauve pink

Job's Tears in shape and size, and the flower-stalks

deep pink, it was a sight showing above and among
its fine long leaves. We picked a lot of the

blossom and put it in water, when it lasted fairly

well. A tall C. Banksii is only about 10 feet. It is

fairly hardy, as I have one growing on a bank
here, and it blossomed well. Unfortiuiately, it is

the white one. The pink I have only seen this

once. The Bastard Cabbage, a supposed cross

between C, Banksii and C. australis. is also beau-

tiful. The heads of foliage are lighter-looking

than those of C. australis, and so are the bunches
of blossom. Then comes the ordinary C. australis,

which I know is fairly common in England.

The Nikau Palm also grows in the Makuri. It

is very handsome when the leaves are not too much
exposed to the wind, and grows about 20 feet high,

with a plain, rather hairy trunk. Then come
bunches of flower or berries yellowish in colour,

and then the huge leaves, each about 6 feet long,

very stiff and hardly spreading. On almost every

tree trunk of the Bush, cither alive or dead, grows

the Astelia ; it has short, thick leaves, and flowers

starting from a creamy spathe that hangs down.
They are pale yellow and almost the shape and
size of the Bottle-brush. If any of the readers of

The Garden would care for the seeds of Cordyline

Banksii (white) or Libertia ixioides, I would be

glad to send some, as those on my own bushes

are ripening, and if possible I want to get the seeds

of the pink, but I cannot offer those until I get

them.—(Mrs.) Mary Poulton, Moera, Shirley,

Christchurch, New Zealand.

THE PLAGUE OF "CABBAGE
WHITES."

T OBSERVE a letter in the issue of July 28 in

which a schoolgirl wishes to do some useful

war work. May I be pardoned for making the

suggestion that she and as many dear little girls

as she can obtain pursue the exciting occupation

of catching the pesky "Cabbage White"? If

we could by some means or other ensure that for

the next eight weeks (the average school holiday)

every schoolboy or schoolgirl w-ould endeavour

to catch as many of these butterflies as possible

each day (and they are extremely easy to catch),

the present plague might be reduced, and if we
had no benefit from such an action this season,

the result would be seen during 1918. I am
assuming that every gardener is stricken in a

like manner to myself. I have them coming into

my garden in battalions. They settle for a moment
on a Cabbage, depress their egg-laying portion

of their anatomy, and deposit an egg, or more
often eggs, and pass on to the next. Nothing

is sacred this year. I have them on my Brassicas,

Leeks, Parsnips, Potatoes, Turnips and Beans.

They seem particularly fond of a long row of

Turnips which are only just through the ground

and have barely made their seed-leaf. That

they are not merely disporting themselves upon
these vegetables I know from an examination of

these plants, all of which have eggs upon them. I

have never before known them to lay their eggs

upon anything other than the Brassicas, but this

year they are upon everything. They have become
so bad in my garden this season that I have

sprayed all the "greens" with lead arsenate,

although I And that it is very diflScult to make

it adhere to the leaves ; it all runs off. However,

by mixing with soft soap I have got sufficient

to give the caterpillars a hot time as soon as they

commence to feed. I think it is time that

some institution offered so much per thousand

butterflies, and the same for the caterpillars.

[This is being done in a few places.

—

Ed.] The
eggs will be found at the back of the leaves in

most cases.

—

Clarence Posting.

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS AT RAMSEY,
ISI.E OF MAN.

T HOPE the views of the above may be of interest

to many of the numerous readtrs of The
Garden. I was rather astonished when first I

came to the Island, eleven years ago, to find this

plant growing and doing remarkably well without

any protection. But it also flowers most abun-

dantly and ripens seed perfectly all over the

Island. This park is close to the seashore, and

the trees are exposed to all the north and east

winds, which amount to gales during autumn and

winter. They have no protection whatever,

although last winter was exceptionally severe
;

in fact, the worst e.xperienced since 1895. They

FURTHER NOTES
ON CROPPING

Globe Beet.—A sowing of Globe Beet should

be made during the early part of August on

good forward soils. It grows fast and will be

ready for. use before the bad weather arrives.

A good plan is to grow the Globe for summer and

autumn use, and the long variety for storing.

Sutton's Globe is one of the best for autumn.

Beet likes a nice rich, deep, well-tilled soil. Be
sure to sow the seeds thinly. The plants will

need to be about 3 inches apart, so a seed or two

may be dropped in drills at this distance in the rows.

A sowing of Globe Beet may also be made in a cold

frame during the first half of August, and, if pro-

tected, a supply will be secured after the winter

has set in.

Winter Spinach.—A good sowing of Winter

Spinach may now be made. Winter varieties

are possessed of prickly seeds and include Long-

standing Winter, Common Prickly and Prickly

Flanders. Sowings for succession are made up

CORDYLINE AUSTR.\LIS IX THE ISLE OF MAN.
I

have been in bloom for the last few weeks, and
the atmosphere has been heavily charged with

their Lily-like fragrance. I raise them very easily

from seed in a frame. I have over 1,200 plants

raised last year and wintered outside in an open

border. If any of the readers of The Garden
would like a little of the seed, I will gladly send

them some on writing to me.^J. Milburn,
Mooragh Park, Ramsey, Isle of Man.

PAUL'S SCARLET THORN.
nPHE reference to Paul's Scarlet Thorn prompts

me to ask whether the pink-tinted, wild

single form of Thorn is common ? I cannot re-

member ever seeing it before, but here so.iie trees

opened blush and deepened, while many that

opened white turned pink before finishing. I have

seen a good many " May" trees in my time, but

not until this season anything like coloured forms

growing wild. I might add that an enormous
crop of berries has set this season.—T. A. W.

•** Readers who have not already done so are atlced to

ordtr The G.\RDEN to be delivered regutarli/ bi/ their news-
agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold
eopres of any journal to pafilislwrs. and in conse^aence The
Garden is obtainable only if ordsred beforehand.

till September. Crops that are growing must be
kept well hoed and free from weeds, so as to

conserve moisture during hot, dry weather. Soak
ings with water or liquid manure may be necessary,

or mulchings. The culture of Spinach is very simple,

and details need not be gone into here. The
vegetable may be regarded as a catch crop, though
by no means an unimportant one. Seeds possess

good powers of germination, therefore it is needless

to put in seed to waste. The rows are made not

less than i foot apart, and the plants thinned in the

rows to the same distance. Plants of the late

sowings will need to be protected if frost sets in

during autumn ; also indiscriminate picking must be
l^uarded against, otherwise the crop will be ruined.

A crop of Turnip-rooted Radish may be taken by
sowing seed between the rows of Spinach, if the

latter does not happen to be sown between rows
of another crop. When sowing Spinach in dry
weather, the drills should be got out 2^ inches deep
and soaked with water. Seed is sown immediately

the drills have become drained of the soaking.

The soil should be fine, and it is not a bad plan

to firm it a little within a few days after sowing.

Lettuces.—A good variety of Lettuce which,

if sown now at one operation, will provide a
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supply right into the winter, is Daniels' Continuity.

We have depended upon this variety for quite a

number of years and without fail. Other good

varieties for autumn work are Ideal, Nonsuch,

Hardy White, Covent Garden White and Brown,

and Hardy Green Hammersmith.
Red Cabbage.—One sowing of Red Cabbage

should be made in August, and if thought desirable

a second sowing early in September. Such sowings

wUl provide useful plants for next year's crop. These

Cabbages do best on a firm soil that is not too rich.

Green Onions.—White Lisbons, or SUver Skins,

are grown largely for supplying green Onions in

the spring, and it is now time to be making the

first sowing. Rich, well-drained, friable soil is

necessary, and the seed will need to'be sown rather

more thickly than for a crop to produce buJbs.

The rows are made 9 inches to 12 inches apart.

When preparing the site it is advisable to

add some soot or lime to the soU. In hoeing

between the rows after the crop has come up,

great care must be takeli not to disturb tlie

seedlings.

Carrots.—The subject of growing Carrots in

the autumn was dealt with on page 283 of The
Garden, issue July 21. L. M. Marshall.

Intensive Cultivation of Vegetable Marrows
Bv EDWIN BECKETT, V.M.H.

1HAVE for many years advocated the system

of cultivating these under glass, as I am
convinced that when properly managed few

crops give better returns with so little trouble.

The past and present seasons have especially

borne out my views on this matter. We devoted

a rather large three-quarter-span house to them.

Seeds were sown in the middle of

February and nursed along in a

warm house. The seedlings were

finally placed in the largest pots

obtainable, the pots being about

three-parts full of a compost con-

sisting of two parts fibrous loam,

one part decayed horse-manure

and one part leaf-soil, adding

sufficient coarse road grit to keep

the soil porous, the pots being

thoroughly drained.

We commenced to cut nice clean

fruits from these about the middle

of April, and they continued to

bear freely until the middle of

June. A good rich top-dressing

was afforded them when in full

bearing. Very little fire-heat was

employed, as too high a tempera-

ture is fatal to their success.

The varieties we grew for this

purpose were Moore's Cream, The

Sutton, Table Dainty, Perfection,

Pen-y-byd and Rotherside Orange,

the latter a new variety of much
promise. The plants were kept

well supplied with manure water,

and the foliage thoroughly syringed

twice daily during fine weather.

The house 13 now fully occupied

by Tomatoes ripening. We also

planted the same varieties, with

the addition of Improved Cus-

tard, the first week in March in

portable frames on mild hot-beds,

the plants commencing to bear

freely by the middle of May.

The first week in June the lights

and frames were entirely removed,

and, the weather being favour-

able, very heavy crops of fruit

have been, and are still being,

cut. This is a method which

should certainly be more ex-

tensively carried out, a3 it is

•obvious that when properly man-

aged such plants will be in full

bearing when the large majority

of cultivators are putting out

their plants, and by keeping them

well supplied with water and

plenty of stimulants these will

continue to bear splendid crops as long as the

weather remains favourable. Here let me say a

word in favour of Mr. H. Chapman's new variety

Rotherside Orange. He kindly sent me a few

seeds to try. It is quite distinct from anything I

am acquainted with, and is apparently a cross

between Pen-y-byd and the Custard. It is

practically round in shape, by far the most
prolific variety I know, and, above all, quite

the best flavoured Vegetable Marrow I have

yet met with, while the stock seems to be

thoroughly fixed.

Endive as an Autumn
Salad

Endive is a salad that is not widely laiown among
amateur gardeners, but very useful for supplying

bleached heads in autumn after the summer
Lettuces have gone. Seed is sown in a cool

position in June to produce a crop out of doors.

Plants should not be encouraged to make too rapid

growth. The Endive plant is rather tender, and

has a spreading habit of growth. For this reason

seed should be sown thinly, and plants, when set

out, placed at a good distance apart. Plants

cannot regain strength lost through overcrowding.

A well-cultivated, moderately manured plot should

be selected for the permanent bed, and the soil

watered before planting out. Use a fork for lifting,

and never pull the plants to injure the roots.

A firm bed is necessary, but hard, lumpy soil should

be avoided, unless it can be brought into proper

condition by cultivation. It is

not a bad plan to set the plants on

ridges where the soil is heavy or

inclined to be damp. In wet

weather the soil should be scraped

away from the surface under the

lower leaves, taking care not to

injure those leaves. The plants

will often decay on reaching the

blanching stage if the soil is re-

tentive. When large enough the

hearts are blanched by tying the

leaves together as for Lettuce, or

by covering the plant with an in-

verted flower-pot. When plants

are needed for forcing, the seed

is sown thinly in the outside

garden in August and September,

the plants being removed to frames

before the arrival of bad weather.

When blanching in cool frames, do

not place the plants too closely

together, a mistake that is so often

made and which results in the de-

cay of the plants. Endive is very

subject to damping off. The frame

used for growing the plants in

autumn and winter need not be

heated, but protection against the

effects of the weather must be

afforded during frost by covering

the frames with mats 'or straw,

otherwise plenty of air should be

admitted. Blanching plants in

frames takes place when growth

is fairly well advanced, in the same

way as for outdoor plants.

Droitwich. M.

INTENSIVE CULTIVATION OF THE VEGETABLE MARROW
SIDE ORANGE AT ALDENHAM.

ROTHER-

Tripoli Onions
This most important crop should

not be overlooked by anyone who
may have a garden, be it ever so

small. In fact, it would be most

difficult to maintain a regular

supply of Onions throughout the

year without the Tripolis, and it is

needless to remark how very useful

they are, when the spring-sown

Onions are past, in every house-

hold. The ground selected should
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br ill good licirt, deeply worked, witli ample-

llioroughly decayed manure well mixed in with

the' soil; of course, more or less, according to

till' nature of the ground. Among the best

xirieties and those most generally grown are

(.iant Rocca, Giant Lemon Rocca, Red Italian

and Wliite Italian. There are others strongly

recommended, but for ordinary purposes any of the

above will suffice. Let the soil be made moderately

firm, draw out the drills 2 inches deep, and allow

9 inches to 12 inches from row to row. Sow the

-I'd moderately thickly in case it be old and

inferior, and also for tlie purpose of drawing

the plants in spring, both for use and trans-

planting. I usually make two sowings on two

different sites—one fully in the open and another

on a snug border. Of the latter, frequently the

plants haye proved exceptionally useful for drawing

young and also for supplying nice usable bulbs

early. Allotment holders should not overlook this

crop, as a few pennyworths of seed will produce

a splendid crop of Onions.

li'nilham Park, Bariiel. H. MarIi:h.\.m.

are placed early in May, having been raised in a

cold frame from seed (no expensive heated green-

house needed). A foot of space is allowed on

each side of the row, which in my case is always

a double one, in order to economise space. Then
rows of Peas are planted also on trenches of the

same manure. These, being first ' and second

early varieties, come off well before the Celery is

in need of earthing-up. At the foot of the Pea

sticks—almost touching, in fact—are sown (not

planted, as they do not " bolt " like the planted

ones) the inevitable Lettuce;. Close to the Celery

itself is sown the Radish seed. These two crops

produce such an abundance that it is necessary to

give away the surplus, owing to them all turning

in at once, as before mentioned. The Celery is

dusted with lime, which serves the double purpose

of warding off the Celery fiy, and the surplus,

which falls on the Radish seedlings, keeps away
the Turnip flea-beetle. The Radishes are off

before they interfere with the flat hoeing at the

sides of the Celery, while the Lettuces are cropped

at about the same time as the Peas are ready.

Some Good Gooseberries
GOOSEBERRY time, to anyone who

is critically appreciative of this

excellent and wholesome fruit, is by

no means the least important in the

small-fruit season. I have a few short

rows of them with posts and wires, so that they can

be pruned and trained espalier fashion, a great

convenience in the way of saving hands and wrists

from overmuch scratching. After testing a number
of sorts I am quite content to keep to very few.

For a red kind one cannot wish for anything better

than Red Champagne ; for green, Langley Green

and Langley Gage are both superb fruits for

quality. None of these is of large size—only

medium. It is good to go from red to green and
then back to red ; from the sharper Champagne
to the blander but higlily flavoured Langleys,

and then to return to the red. In addition there

are two bushes of Warrington, a fine late red, and

two of Early Sulphur, for, though this is not of

much account for flavour, it gives one Gooseberries

Catch Cropping the Sides

of the Celery Trench
Bv CI-ARENCE PONTING.

I

THE photograph on page 279. issue

July 21, of a gardener planting Lettuce

as a catch crop on the Celery trench

sides is. a most interesting one, very

nicely taken, and illustrates the method
very clearly. But why does every writer on this

subject gi%'e us only two alternatives as catch

crops for this purpose ? The two good old

infdUibles are French Beans and Lettuces. Some
even go so far as to recommend Radishes; but I

draw the line at the latter for this purpose—

I

decline to be a rabbit. It is bad enough to have

to get throngli the crops of Lettuces which one

can raise on the sides of a moderate row of Celery,

and which all turn in at once as the result of being

all planted out at the same time. But no_: I

really could not commence on those Radishes,

e\-en in war-time.

We are slaves to the conventional, are we not ?

.^11 writers glory in the educating of the tyro

in Celery planting, and tell him to take out trenches

which will enable the gardener to go out to th"

Front without further delay. In fact, there is

too much luxury about those Celery trenches.

That fat layer of manure, a foot thick at least,

is enough to frighten any novice out of his wits.

His contention that he can buy good sticks of

Celery at 2d. each, whereas the manure would

run to 5S. at least, holds good, and he groweth

it not.

The method which I always follow is to do away
with those two mounds of earth that are placed

on the sides for earthing-up purposes, and which

cannot be very well utilised for any crops other

than French Beans or Lettuces, and plant it on

the flat. This does not mean that I do not trouble

to prepare a trench. Such easy-going gardening

will never produce those 2-feet to 3-feet sticks

which are the pride of the gardener's eye. No
;

I take out my trench, throwing up the soil at the •

sides in the orthodox manner, and fill in the bottom
with a foot of decayed grass mowings. Pea and
Potato haulms—[It is better to burn Potato

haulms.

—

Ed.]—and the refuse of the garden,

which are placed in a heap for this purpose the

previous summer. This is dug into the subsoil,

the earth is returned to the trench, and the

whole raked level. On this the Celery plants

CELERV PL.\NTED OX THE LEVEL AND INTERCROPPED WITH PEAS, LETTUCES, ETC.

These two crops being removed, the soil which
is then vacant is used to blanch the Celery. As
this does not take place until September and the

Peas and Lettuces are off before the Ijeginning of

August, the soil can be dug over and made in that

fine condition which is necessary to blanch Celery

as it should be done.

My Celery, grown on this system, is beyond
reproach

; I am not modest, I admit. The sides

of what would ifi the ordinary case be mounds
of soil are utilised for -a more useful crop than
either Lettuces or Beans, and the following

spring tiiat piece of ground is in excellent

condition for a bed of Carrots, as the three

trenches when dug over are of just the right size

for such a crop.

In the accompanying illustration, which shows
the system fairly well, the Celery is about half

grown, and is now (July. 21) 18 inches high and
growing welL As there are two paths down the

sides of the Celery, stimulants can be easily given,

wliereas with the mounds of soil this is anything
but an easy thing to do. At the end of each
path is one ,, Tomato plant. No waste space

this year ! •

a good fortnight before the others. Besides these,

which are in my special Gooseberry patch, there

is in the kitchen garden a row of Ironmonger, the

small, rough red kind so good for jam, and some
bushes of Whinham's Industry, an early kind for

picking green. But we also pick quite small

for pies all the lower fruits of the dessert kinds,

as they are the ones that would get splashed with

sandy particles in heavy rain. G. J.

Dianthus Napoleon III.^This is quite one of

the best of the hybrid Mule Pinks in colour, consti-

tution and habit. The double, well-formed,

rich crimson scarlet flowers are proditced from

July to autumn with extraordinary freedom.

They are, moreover, held erect on stiff stems

8 inches to 15 inches high, thus exempting the

plant from that reputation for Soppiness too

common in some of its kin. Few border and
rock garden plants have withstood the fierce

sun and rapid evaporation which we have had
for the past three weeks—and that in an exceed-

ingly porous, shaly soil—better than this one.

This Dianthus is easily propagated from cuttings

any time during summer.—A. T. J.
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DAFFODIL NOTES
By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

.ALTHOUGH WE M.\Y H.WE .\NOTHEK SHOWLESS DAFFODIL SEASON

NEXT SPRING, IT IS HOPED THAT READERS WILL MAKE .\N EFFORT

TO KEEP THEIR COLLECTIONS TOGETHER.

Showless Seasons.—.\s far as my information

goes we who live in Great Britain and Ireland

are in for a second showless season in 191 8. I

am very glad. It is wholly right that no one should

spend their time 011 " showjng." E\-eryone worth

a halfpenny has much more important work to da
The nxost that show people and seedling raisers

will wish' to do is to keep their collections

together, possibly picking up an odd bargain

or two with the idea of helping the badly hit

dealers in new and expensive Daffodils. I am
wondering what " show " conditions will be like

after the war, when peaceful days come round

again.' I e.xpect a great seedling' erji will then

set in. The normal raiser looks forward' to the

liitie when his home-made collection will dehisce.

There are many new ".dark horses" busy pre-

paring for that exciting day. The young man

from Waterford whose jolly Cassandra seedlaig is

illustrated below is one of the keenest and one

who has high ideals of what a flower should be

—

a Cssar's wife at least ! When ;-ill these, along

with the " old stagers " show their wares, there will

be such displays of novelties that all pievious

records vil! be passed. If I am right, all

Daffodil societies must provide for their next show-

more seedling classes thfin ever. Just at present

mv head is full of local words and sayings, or.

.^ CASSANDRA SEEDLING R.\1SED BY MR.

LIONEL RICHARDSON OF W.^TERFORD A

COMING MAN.

to put it more truthfully, seeing it is really any-

thing but overflowing, I have recently purchased

a book of Cheshire proverbs brought together

and annotated by Dr. J. C. Bridge, the organist

of Chester Cathedral. An old lady told me one

the other day which is not in his collection,

but which I must send him and which I now repeat

for future schedule-makers to think over, remem-

bering that tcmpoya mulanhir : "Those who have

made a start with the brandy bottle won't go

back to the buttermilk ladle."

Straws from New Zealand.— 'The Macs"

—

that i^, .Mr and Mr?. John Maclean of Oamaru

—

are great Daffodil people. They do the thing

thoroughly and leave no stone uaturned to ensure

success at shows. They have sent me a little "snap*"

unfortunately not suitable for reproduction, which

depicts a fairly large space covered in with scrim, top

and sides. I ha^e never,seen anything on the sanie

scale here at home, and (wind permitting) it strikes

me as as great an advance over our usual petty

coverings as a tall wire cage is over close-fitting nets

on Strawberries and Currants.. Straw No. 2 : Cer-

tain New Zealand papers, dated March 2, 8 and 9,

give accounts of the last autumu shows. Mr.

Robert Gibson was able on three occasions at

least to astonish the natives with Daffodil blooms.

He had Ivory King, The Earl, Brilliancy, Golden

Chief, Ozan and Incognita. I was able to do the

same sort of thing at the Holland House Show in

rgis, when I had a trumpet in my buttonhole on the

lirst and an incomparabilis on the second day.

To the uninitiated it, looks uncanny, but it only

means that they are recent importations taking

an early peep at their new home. Straw No. 3 :

.\ picture of Sybil Forster, grown by Mr. Trevena

of Dunedin, shows how well Daffodils can be

grown in the Southern Island. It seems even

more refined than we get it here.

Harness the Daflodil.—My friend Mr. E. H.

Wuod of LiuUow was not going to disappoint

his flowers last spring. Birmingham was off. So

what did he do but have a show " on his own " at

the local town hall on May 10 for the local Red

Cross Society and Queen Mary's Needlework Guild.

He staged rjo varieties. War tea was provided

at sixpence a head ; bedding plants and Tomatoes

were for sale. He was able to hand over to the

above vitaUy important objacts no less than £20.

Kind readers with Daffodil collections, you might

like to do likewise. Your plants will like doing

their "bit," and they will feel an inch taller

when they next bloom.

Selections for Pots.—-There is no red cup in the

ordinary run of varieties that can compare with

Blackwell for flowering in pots in early February.

If this meets the eye of any of bur market forcers,

it would be of great interest if they would tell us

if they have tried it and how it behaved. I fancy

the blooms would pack and carry very well. Of

Poets there are no end. I am inclined to think

Homer, Ben Jonson and Virgil are as good and as

reliable as any. Seagull almost always develops

a coloured edge to its cup when slowly brought on.

In this state it is striking and effective. Triandrus

(alathinus uiakes quite uncommon and exceedingly

beautiful 5-inch potfuls. With six or seven bulbs

in each the effect is good. The cultural require-

SYBIl FORSTER.

A magnificent White Trumpet raised by Mi. J.

Mallciider 0/ Scrooby, and ^rown by Mr. Trevena

of Dunedin, Xew ZealanJ.

each pot in a saucer and water by filling it (the

saucer) from time to time, or place the pots on a

damp bottom ; seed is easily obtaiiied, so e\'eryone

should sow a little yearly to keep up a succession

of young, healthy bulbs that will give a good

accour.t of themselves when they flower. Ruby
is one of the modern %'arieties that is almost certain

to have a great future—eelworm and such like

" annoyances." as the old garden bofikmen

expressed it, permitting. I have never grown it

in pots, but as the minister said to the rich

Scotsman who, when he was very ill, had asked

if he thought a donation to any charity would have

any effect upon St. Peter, " It's an experiment

well worth trying."

porous, good soil ; cold frame treatment ; standil t

Notes from a County Down
Garden

Recording the note " .An Old Bourbon Rose,"

this Rose, Souvenir de la Malmaison, was greatly

admired and grown very jsWCcessfuUy by the late

Mr. .Alfred M. Munster of this neighbourhood.

We have it here very strong and healthy, but it

does not seem to open its buds satisfactorily.

The soil, of course, is rather light and dry for

exhibition Roses, but the Penzance Briars do

extremely well, and Rosa polyantha grandiflora

over a tool-house has thousands of flowers at

present. I had the pleasure of seeing some of

Mr. Hugh Dickson's Roses in massed beds of 300

or 400 plants of one nanie and colour, and

noted the following as superb instances of great

beauty and brilliance : Gorgeous, Red Letter Day,

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt and Irish Elegance.

This grand weather has no doubt given tlie Rose

its chance of repaying the gardener for his past

attention, and as a flower no other can well enter

into competition. Of course, every plant has its

place in the garden's calendar and every plant

has its quota of beauty ; this applies specially to

the gems of the rock garden. But there are few

more beautiful sights in horticulture than a mass of

Delphiniums in full shimmering bloom as at present.

Holywood, County Down. Walter Smyth.
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IRIS ROSENBACHIANA

To
uld readers of The .Garden this

deliglitful, gaily painted Iris is no novelty,

for there is a charming coloured plate

of it in Vol. XX.Xin. for the year 1888.

I am spending a week's holiday in my
Ui'vv gatden, but when all out-of-door work is

^Utpped by the weather, as it is on this eighteenth

(lay of July (Samuel Taylor Coleridge must have

(imposed his " Ode to the Rain " on such a day

.IS this !), it is pleasant and profitable employment
to turn to these old volumes of The G.irden,

which contain such a storehouse of information

in addition to the numbers of superb reproductions

of Mr. Mfion's lovely and truthful flower-paintings,

and read about one's favourite plants or hunt

up t»hose that have passed long since into the limbo.

It is curious that a plant of the easiest

culture—on my light, warm 'soil it grows as

readily as Iris reticulata, and does not

re<]uire frequent lifting—should be rather scarce

ind expensive after being in cultivation for

at least thirty years. It was discovered

about 1885 by .^bert von Rege! on the

mountains of East Bokhara, Turkestan,

.it an elevation of 6,000 feet to 9,000

feet, and proved quite hardy in the

Botamc Garden, Petrograd (I had almost

wTitten St. Petersburg), as it has with

uif in the past severe winter.

It is exceedingly variable in colour,

.Uld in its wild state, we are told, two

v.u'ieties arc found growing together, the

fl<.)wers of one form being blue, those of

the other being a fine violet. It grows

easily from seed, and seedlings also vary

much in colour, being variegated in

purple, yellow and white. Sir Michael

l-'oster (see " Bulbous Irises") describes

.1 rare form as nearly pure yellow with

,1 few purple or violet markings \ another

form which I have never seen is pure

white, except for a large patch of deep

violet on the blade of the fall and some
few veins.

.\ bed of these Irises with their end-

Ii.-ss combinations of blue, purple, red,

yellow and white would be gorgeous in

tlie extreme, especially if carpeted with

.1 low-growing Thyme or similar rock

plant to prevent the flowers from being

splashed.

.\t the time of flowering the three to

hve leaves are short, but develop quicklv

.liter the flowers are past, and are finally

t. inches to 8 inches long by 2 inches in

breadth and lanceolate in shape. For

.-uch a large flower the bulbs seem
small ; they are ovoid in shape, three-

quarters lit an inch to an inch in

diameter, with thick root fibres and
lirown tunics, never reticulated as in

the Netted Iris (Iris reticulata).

In 1916 this Iris was fully out in my garden

on .\pril 10, but this year it was not in flower

until well into May. The flowers are 4 inches

or more across on long tubes, the falls oval, almost

strap-shaped, and the standards are an inch long.

It belongs to the third section of the Juno Irises,

known as Stemless Junos, all the members of which,

with perhaps two exceptions, have their leaves

absent or very short at flowering-time in spring.

The beautiful but miffy Iris Danfordia; belongs

to this same section, but I have quite failed to

grow this species successfully.

.^11 bulbous Irises should be divided (when
necessary) as soon as they go to rest, as, if left

until root growth has recommenced, much

damage may be done to tliem. The Juno Irises

have thick and fleshy roots, and these must be

preserved and disturbed as little as possible.

I can and do honestly recommend Iris Rosen-

bachiana to anyone who, like myself, finds Irises

reticulata and bucharica easy to manage. It

should be obtained and planted at once, and those

readers who " do it now " will be able, when it

makes its appearance next spring, to speak of

its beauty in the words of Su: T. N. Talfourd :

" We were charm'd,

Not awe-struck ; for the beautiful was there

Triumphant."

Kidderminslcr. .Arthur R. Goonwis.

FLOWER GARDEN
NOTES

BY MRS. C. W. E.\RLE.

I RECEIVED a letter the other day from a

stretcher-bearer in Persia. It is so interesting

THE STEMLESS JUNO IRIS ROSENB.\CHrAN.\.

to find that wherever English soldiers go,

gardens of sorts spring up, and if they I'an

find nothing else they make ornaments of

stones. This is an extract from the stretcher-

bearer's' letter :

I am still in the corner of Persia doing duty

at this camp. Twice or thrice weekly we get the

cowboys in from the base hospitals, and the men
have from two to three weeks' convalescence

before going back to the firing line. We have a

hospital section for treating relapses and cases

that develop here. This is a very splendidly run

camp. We have a field bakery here, which has

the reputation of making the best bread in the

country. It is run by Indians, but Persian coolies

do the kneading, and very good they arc at the

job. Local cattle arc slaughtered here, but they

are poor specimens of cattle. Just lately we have

been getting frozen meat from the Argentine,

and very excellent it is. Here there are hundreds

of acres. of land up the line under cultivation for

growing fresh vegetables for the troops, and it is

proving a very successful experiment. Our
garden here does well, and the brilliancy of the

flowers is wonderful. Hollyhocks, sown seven

months ago, are a mass of bloom and 5 feet or

6 feet in height ; double and s^ingIe Pinks, Zinnias,

Gladioli and Mignonette are all doing splendidly,

grown from Sutton's seeds, got from their depot in

India. Watering is the great thing, the water being

poured into channels round the beds ; if sprayed

directly on to the beds the ground hardens too much
and things do not do well. The fall of Baghdad
and the subsequent advance have done wonders

to raise our prestige, which was rather low.

and, of course, secures our hold on the

petroleum fields, which is the great thing. We
are all hoping for a speedy end of it all,

although I expect a good many will take the

offers that are going around for jobs ii

this country after the war ; but such a

climate as this wants a lot of inducement

to stop in it." •
I have known the writer of this nice

letter many years. He was not a

gardener, but lived where he was sur-

rounded by good gardens and knew
what good gardening meant ; he wa^
always fond of flowers and knew how to

arrange them in water.

In niy last article on the fruit and

\egetable pergola I forgot to name one

of the best for spring bloom and auturaii

beauty—the Siberian Crab or Cherry

-Apple. It grows most successfully here

as a standard ; it has small fruits and
long stems like a Cherry, scarlet or

golden yellow, and it makes excellent

jelly. Some people like the yellow-

fruited variety ; it is similar to the

(irdinary one, only pale yellow, which

to my mind suggests its not looking

ripe. .Another surall, richly tinted Crab

called John Dowiiie is well worthy of a

place.

I ha\e lately had tliree or four fine

blooms from the Night-flowering Cereus,

C. grandiflor-us. It was severely hit by
cold last winter. It is the species

illustrated in Thornton's beautiful and

unique book published in 1790- This

book is now rare, as it has been so cut

up to sell the pictures separately to

frame or insert in wood panels.

Thornton says its native country is

Jamaica, lint I believe it grows in

forests in South America as well.

How wonderful it must have seemed

when first seen growing and climbing

up the trees in some dark forest ! Even

in England when well grown by a careful gardener

in a well-regulated and not over-heated, stove

an old plant will bear thirty to forty blooms in

the summer, but whether cut off the plant about

eight o'clock or left to flower on the plant, in the

morning nothing is left but soft, sad, little brown

corpses.

So much beauty for a few hours through the

night in a dark tropical forest is one of Nature's

greatest marvels. In the first volume yf the

Cactus Journal there is an illustration of a

plant called " the Serpentine Cactus," which

is growing and flowering in a small pot. One

summer my plant had eighteen blooms, but it

has not done well since the war.
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THE MAKING OF POT-POURRI
By Gertrude Jekvi.l.

THERE ARE TWO WAYS OF MAKING POT-POURRI, NAMELY, BY THE DRY PROCESS . AND BY THE MOIST.

THE DRY WAY IS THE EASIEST AND QUICKEST, BUT ;rHE PRODUCT OF THE MOI.ST METHOD IS SO

MUCH SWEETER AND MORE LASTING TH.AT IT IS HERE DESCRIBED IN DETAIL.

THE chief ingredient in mailing pot-

pourri is half-dried Rose petals, and,

roughly speaking, this should constitute

a proportion by bulk of something like

four-fifths of the whole. Then if the

remaining fifth is still further subdivided, it

may be of two-thirds Sweet Geranium and

the remainder Bay leaves and Lavender. These

proportions are given as a kind of type, but

they need not be constant, for in some years

it may be convenient to use less of Rose

and more of Sweet Geranium, and it will make
good pot-pourri. We make it every other year,

enough to fill a big tub that holds nearly

2cwt. It is not made every year because the

preparation takes a good deal of time and trouble,

and the quantity suffices for the usual two years'

distribution ; m<ireo\er, it is better the second

year than the first, as it ripens slowly to a more

complete maturity.

The Roses are picked when open at their widest
;

they must be quite dry and must not have been

thick, on the wrapper. There are three old oak

tables in the studio, 8 feet or g feet long, and the

Rose leaves are laid out on cloths on these. If

the following day is fine and sunny they are taken

out and laid on their wrappers in the sun on the

little paved court just outside ; but if rain comes

on or even threatens we rush to the rescue and bring

them indoors and put them again on the tables.

If they have been in the sun the second day they

may be ready to go into the preparation jars

on the afternoon of the third day, but the time

they take to dry to the proper state is better

understood by the barometer than by the Rose

grower, who has to learn it by experience ; but

the petals have to shrivel to about half their bulk

and be not dry, but tough and leathery. Mean-

while, a store of salt mixture is held in readiness ;

it is half bay salt and half common salt. The bay

salt is sold in lumps ; it has to be roughly pounded

so that the greater part is broken up small, leaving

a certain proportion in knobs about the size of

Marrowfat Peas.

PICKING OFF THE ROSE PETALS.

rained on snice th^' were in bud. They are best

collected on a sunny day any time between twehe
and three.

If they are picked at all damp they will

not dry properly, but will go mouldy, and the

batch will only have to be thrown away. We
pick about two bushels at a time, and they are

at once taken to a big, airy I'oom, a temporarily

disused studio, where a large cloth, a dust sheet

or a b^e wrapper, is laid out on the brick floor
;

on thiFthe petals are picked off and separated.

If this cannot be done at once the Roses must not

be left in the basket or even be laid to wait in heaps,

or they would soon heat and spoil ; they must
be laid out, not more than two or three Roses

The preparation jars I had made on purpose

at Doulton's Lambeth Potteries ; they are of

strong buff stoneware with covers of the same, of

plain cylindrical shape ; they stand 22 inches

high and have an inside diameter of 9 inches.

Each has a loosely fitting disc of lead, weighing

I4lb., with a flatfish handle. Three moderate

or two large handfuls of Rose petals are thrown in

and are rammed down with a wooden rammer
made of the upper part of an old spade-handle

let into a rounded wooden block ; then an easy

handful of the salt mixture is sprinkled over the

layer, another three handfuls are thrown in, and

so on as long as that batch of Rose leaves lasts ;

the heavy leaden disc is then lowered in to keep

THE
RAMMER.

the mass tightly pressed down.

The Sweet Geranium leaves are

treated in the same way, but in

the case of the most commonly
grown kinds, namely, radula and

radula major, each leaf is first

torn up into three or four pieces.

Sweet Verbena is very desirable,

but unless the quantity of pot-

pourri made is small there is not

usually enough to make a material

addition to the bulk. It need not

be dried, but can be put into the

jars and salted at once. The young
Bay leaves of the year are not

hard and mature till quite the end

of July, and are still better in

August. Lavender is ready in

the last days of July or the first week of August ;

it should be gathered while the upper part of the

spike is still in bud. La\'euder and Bay leaves

are both of a dry nature and go straight into th

salting jars without any preliminary drying.

The Sweet Geranium is not gathered till well on in

September, or according to the season, the object

being to enjoy it in the open for as long as possible

and to cut it just before the plants would naturally

be destroyed by frost. A very precious ingredient,

the earliest prepared in the year, is Orange peel

stuck with Clo\'es. In March, when Seville

Oranges are to be had, the peel is taken off in halves

and cut into strips the up and down way of the

Orange, so that they are about half an inch wide

in the middle, and they are stuck all over with

Cloves. This is put into a jar with salt by itself

and only pressed down by hand, as it is too tender

to bear being rammed.

Thus the collecting and preparation of the pot-

pourri nraterial begins in JIarch and runs through

the summer and early autumn, so that the time

of the final mixing does not arrive till October,

when the seasoning of spices and other sweet

things should be prepared. The tub has a capacity

of from 16 gallons to r8 gallons, and the weight

of pot-pourri made is somewhere near 2241b.

For the seasoning of this I use the following

ground spices, gums, &c. : Five large packets of

.\tkinson"s Violet Powder—this is better than

using the alternative of plain Orris-root— lib.

Cloves, rib. Allspice, rib. mixed spice, ilb. Mace,

lb. gum benzoin, lib. gum storax. This is all

mixed together and put in a pail. There is,

besides, ilb. whole Cloves and lib. whole Mace.

From these weights the amounts wanted for smaller

quantities can be computed.

October having come and all the materials

being ready, we proceed to the mixing. In the case

of the rather large quantity made, it is done on a

well-swept place of the brick floor of the studio.

The Rose leaves in the jars are now so tightly

compacted that they have to be loosened by

stabbing with an iron weeding fork ; they come

up in close, thick flakes that have to be broken up

by the hand, and are then thrown upon the floor.

It is best for three or four persons to work together,

one of them having the pail of spice mixture,

so that as the heap on the floor rises, the various

ingredients are already more or less mixed. When
the jars are empty and the. spices exhausted, the
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whole is turned over backwards and forwards on

the floor with a shovel, and if it appears to be a

little too dry, a slight sprinkling of water is given

with a fine-rosed can. Of this new mixture none

is used till the following March or April, and it is

all the better if it remains for nearly a year in the

tub untouched.

I have collected and studied a number of old

recipes for pot-pourri, but find in many of them

either some want of definite instruction or some

obvious inaccuracy ; but it has not been difficult

putting out the plants ; thus a full crop cannot
be obtained.

Cabbage.—Although it is customary to sow
seed in beds, it is a good plan to sow in drills a
foot apart, especially if a large number of plants

are required. In rows the plants can be kept free

from weeds and the soil stirred between. This,

with more light and air. causes the plants

to grow more sturdily than when they are huddled
together in beds. Water the drills before sowing
the seed in order to hasten germination, and
cover the surface of the drills with short grass

to ward off attacks of Turnip fly. The choice

of varieties is much a matter of locality and

DRYING THE ROSE PETALS INDOORS.

to gather from them what is essentially useful,

and so, with the added experience of many years,

to establish a more or less regular course of

operation.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Early and second-early varieties are
quite satisfactory in their cropping qualities.

In the main, not much fault can be found with
the mamier in which they cook. The well-known
sorts are maintaining their reputation. .A.s they
are lifted, the seed size should be carefully selected,
rejecting any misshapen tubers and giving prefer-
ence to thosi about 20z. in weight. Lay them
in the sun for a few days to thoroughly dry and
solidify their skins, after which they should be
stored in an airy shed. It does not matter whether
they become green or not ; this is not imperative
to their keeping qualities.

Runner Beans are growing and fruiting
irregularly. Where well managed as to soil

cultivation, the seed sown early and not too
thickly, the plants are fruiting freely. On the
other hand, bad cultivation is bringing its own
reward in shy setting and a loss of plants. Keep
the roots well supplied with water, and the surface
between or alongside the rows mulched with
strawy manure.

Brussels Sprouts.—The early raised plants
are nearly a yard high, and where exposed to
wind require some support to keep them erect

;

a stout stake with a single tie will do this.

A final hoeing between the rows will destroy all

summer weeds and still further aid growth. These
early plants cannot grow too much at this time
of the year. More sprouts are obtained from
plants 4 feet high than from those half that height.
Many amateurs, until they realise the mistake,
are only sowing the seed when they should be

individual preference. Be that as it may, 1

would advise all not to omit Harbinger, which is

probably the most useful variety in existence.
Ellam's and •Vpril are other desirable sorts.

Peas.—Late-sown rows are growing away
sturdily, the recent bright sun having just suited
them. Keep the roots well supplied with moisture,
and broadly mulch on each side of the row with
littery manure to conserve the moisture in the
soil.

Cauliflowers are especially a success this season.
Any late plants can be assisted by giving copious
supplies of liquid manure, a sprinkling of sulphate
of ammonia about the roots, or a heavier dress-
ing of soot. Go over the plants each morning,
cracking the leaves over the forming heads to
preserve their colour.

Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—Shift the plants into larger pots
as required until they are in the flowering size-

—

8 inches. Stand them on a bed of ashes in a
cold frame with a northern aspect, so as to save
the trouble of shading from bright sun. Water
carefully and syringe them overhead after a hot
day, leaving the lights off to induce 'a robust
growth.

Primulas, double and single, should have an
open site in a frame with a southern aspect,
applying a little shade during the hottest part
of the day. Allow ample room between the
plants, and keep them close to the glass to avoid
the growth becoming weak. Pots 6 inches in
diameter are an ample size in which to flower the
plants. A compost of loam, three parts, with leaf-

mould and peat in equal quantities and a dash
of sharp sand, wiU suffice.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apples and Pears.—Heavily laden trees,

trained in any form, should be finally summer
pruned, the surplus fruits removed, the roots well
supplied with liquid manure or some artificial

fertiliser, well watered in, and the surface finally

mulched to assist the swelling of the fruits.

The Flower Garden.

Rambler Roses.—Directly the flowering is

past, cut away all shoots that produced flowers
this season where there are ample stout sucker-
like growths to take their place

; otherwise spur
the old flowering growths in to admit air and
light to those left to provide the next season's
flower crop. E. Molyneux.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)
Swaiiniore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN G.\RDENS.

The Fruit Houses.

Grapes.—Muscats are now maturing or mature,
and the borders meanwhile should be kept dry on
the surface and a current of air allowed to pass
through the vinery night and day. Keep all
voung growth rigorously repressed, and it may
be necessary to apply a thin dressing of whiting
lo the roof to keep down the temperature. Later
r.rapes will need less ventilation, now that the
nights are becoming colder and longer. Should
mealy bug be present on earlier Vines from which
the Grapes have been cut, vaporise repeatedly
with a nicotine compound. Hot water syringed
on the leaves and rods also has a beneficial effect,
a slight addition of Gishurst Compound to the
water being of much value, but care must be
exercised that it is not made too strong.

Tomatoes.—Plants ripening in cold structures,
if requiring water at the root, should receive one
soaking, and they ought to go on without any more.
That, of course, refers to those growing in borders.
It is very important also, after this date, to reduce
expansive foliage, sometimes as much as one-
half where the plants are rather closely planted,
and every bit of young growth must be rigorously
removed as soon as it can be handled. Except
on very hot days no ventilation need be given,
Tomatoes in all stages of growth revelling in great
heat, and the fruits ripen and colour perfectly
without ventilation. It is well to remember, how-
ever, that dryness is important, as on cold nights
the fruits would rot and drop before maturity.

The Fruit Garden.

Plums.—The earliest are now ripening and should
be netted to ward off the attack of birds where
these are troublesome. Usually Plums are picked
liefore they attain perfect maturity. Even culinary
\arieties may be used for dessert when allowed
to hang long enough on the trees. Always retain
the stalk when these are to be kept a few days
before being eaten.

The Flower Garden.

Geraniums.—These have still a place to fill in
the flower garden, and apart from the aesthetic
point of view from which some have condemned
them, there is no doubt that the cutting up of the
beds in autumn for propagating purposes has done
much to lessen their estimation. If, however,
the cuttings are carefully selected now, no harm
will be done, but rather good, by the removal of
shoots that are perfect for propagatuig, but which if

left would unduly crowd the beds without yielding
flowers. Besides, cuttings root better now than
if delayed tiU a later date. After being severed
they should be made at once by cutting across
under a leaf and removing some leaves and any
flower-trusses. Then lay them for at least forty-
eight hours on the ground in the open, but not in
the sun, after which they are ready to be dibbled
into bo.xes filled with a rather sandy compost.
Stand the bo.xes in the full sun on wooden trellises,

and apply no water, if possible, till the cuttings
have formed a callus.

Herbaceous Borders.—These are now assuming
their autumnal brilliance, and bi-weekly attention
will be needed to remove spikes going to seed,
shoots that intrude on their neighbours, and the
introduction of extra plants iii reserve to replace
spots that have become bare by the passing of
earlier-flowering plants. Some years it is necessary
to apply a soaking of water about this date, which,
if in sufficient quantity, will carry on the plants
without giving any more.

General Work.—If grass edges, path verges,
and the grass near shrubs and trees have been
regularly trimmed from time to time, there will

be little to do in that way henceforth ; and it

will be noticeable in cases of inattention to these
details how the working up of long-delayed opera-
tions grates on the sensibilities when inspecting
gardens where this occurs.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.

)

Tyninghame, Prestonkiyk. N.B.
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A Tale of Woe (from

London, E.4).

1

THOUGHT I 'had some grievances in the

garden here in this remote spot, in the

shape of rabbits, which, like the poor, are

always with us, and also pheasants, which

steal the fowls' food—no joke in these

days ! I, like others, inclhaed to laugh a while

ago at Mr. Lloyd George and the Mangel-

wurzels, but on two occasions, finding the

Turnips scratched up and badly bitten, and

thinking, of course, it must be rats (which are the

country equivalent of the " lodging-house cat "),

set a trap, and next morning the gardener found

the thief had paid the death penalty—-but—was a

fine cock pheasant. I had half a mind to send

the last one to Mr. Lloyd George that he might

take him, with the Turnips suspended round his

neck (the pheasant's, I mean), and exhibit him in

Parliament. But my troubles sink into insig-

nificance compared with the following extract

from a friend's letter from London, E.4, as follows :

" We are having a piece of bad luck. Something

got over the fence from the field by the Forest

(Epping) and trampled over Onions and Carrots

and started eating things. On Wednesday morn-

ing we discovered it had been a Deer, and more

damage was done. We have now found out that

three came over last night. They have cleared

off the tops of most of the Spinach, Beetroots,

Carrots, Rose trees. Delphiniums, Runner Beans,

big white Daisies and other things. They look as

if a scythe had taken off all the tops and blossoms,

and, in the case of the Beans, as if a scythe had

gone down each side and taken all the leaves.

They have eaten two rows of young Cabbage

plants, trampled on Onions and Carrots and rooted

them up, and walked through some Broad Beans

and Potatoes. We are in great trouble about it

because we don't know how to stop it, and have

only a small piece of vege-

table garden. The gardener

had put some strong wire

at the part they had come

through before, but they

have made a fresh entrance

through the hedge and

jumped our fence. The

hedge goes all down one side

of our garden and on down

the side of fields, and the

other side of the hedge is the

Forest, and that is where

they come from. Isn't it

vexing ?
"

I have replied to this tale

of woe as follows :
" The

first thing is to stop the Deer

from coming in. Now
(knowing what a nice

orderly woman you are) I

guess your hedge top is

clipped so that a spirit level

could lie along it without

having its equilibrium disturbed ; not like my

hedges, with wide-flung sprays waving in the wild

west winds. (This sounds rather reminiscent of

Rudyard Kipling's Wild Cat ' walking alone on the

wet roofs, with his Wild Tail waving '). Now Deer,

as everyone knows-, hate a ragged fence, and rarely,

if ever, will jump one. Hence the ' deer-palings
'

round parks. Perhaps you could plant your poor

denuded Bean poles along in the hedge, at irregular

heights. The Deer would disMke them. Next,

from my Cabbage seed-bed I'll send you all sorts of

autumn Cabbages, and Cauliflowers, and Broccoli,

Brussels Sprouts and Kales. I've some 25 kinds

I am still planting out, and plenty to spare. It's

not too late to sow a latest crop of Peas, such as
' Little Marvel,' and French Dwarf Beans, and a

latest row of Summer Spinach. You can buy some
Celery plants and put in a row of these, and it's

exactly the right time (end of July and ist week
in August) to sow all sorts of autumn vegs.

—

Carrots, Turnips, Onions, Lettuces, to carry you
on till Xmas, and there will be the afofesaid

winter and earliest spring ' greens ' going on till

March. So cheer up ! for tho' nothing can now at

once replace your lost summer crops, winter vege-

tables are really more profitable and not so cheap

ph

if it is treated as a pot biennial. A small

batch of plants in 3j-inch pots stood all last

winter in a friend's unheated and unprotected

greenhouse. Each one was frozen through and
through. In early March they were transferred

into 5-inch or 6-inch pots, in which they have
thrived amazingly. The inflorescence of T.

dipterocarpum is singularly graceful. The top

of the slender, delicate spike is made up of opaque

lavender-coloured pearls, which gradually become
transformed into small four-cleft parachutes.

These together bear up tiny tassels of pale

buff stamens. This variety lasts well as a cut

flower. J. Jacob.

C<0-

«i1i^^

nor easy to

buy. (I hope

the D e 1 -

phinium has

disagreed with

t h e Deer !)
"

I venture to

send this
,

hoping some

of the numer-

ous North
Countree readers of The Garden who are more

familiar with the ways of deer will send some

helpful suggestions for poor " E.4."

—

."^nne

Amateur.

THALICTRUM dipterocarpi/m (First class Certificate).

ThalicSrum dipterocarpum
Those who are looking out for suitable inhabi-

tants for a cold, unheated greenhouse should

buy seed of this delightful, novelty and raise

some plants for themselves. There seems to be

a little difficulty in keeping it alive as a

border perennial, but there is none whatever

New and Rare Plants
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Thalictrum dipterocarpum.—This unique and

elegant species received an award of merit on

August 18, rgoS, and that a nine years' experience of

it wart^nts its promotion to the higher award will,,

we think, meet with general approval. The plant

attains 5 feet to 6 feet high, and above the elegant

Meadow Rue like foliage rise the graceful in-

florescences to which it owes its charm. It

is one of the best of the

Veitchian introductions.

From Mr. J. C. Allgrove,

Middle Green, Langley,

Slough.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Anemone v i t i f 1 i a.

tjmentosa.—A remarkable

plant of exceptional vigour

and freedom of flowering.

In the mass the effect

is not unlike a rich

rosy pink A. japonica,

though it is weeks in

advance of any variety of

that species. The large,

deeply lobed, Vine-like
leaves are whitish
beneath ; above them and

reaching a yard or more

high are clusters of the

pped, rosy pink, sub-erect blossoms on 4-inch-

long pedicels, which with the golden anthers-

are singularly effective. A distinct and useful

plant.

Gentiana Purdomii.—A graceful and elegant

species from China which also promises to be an

easy doer. The radical leaves are lanceolate,

4 inches to 5 i,nches long, three-quarters of an inch

broad, the procumbent stems bearing axillary

and terminal clusters of rich royal purple flowers-

freckled with white at the base of the corolla lobes.

These were shown by Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Middle

Green, Langley, Slough.

Gladiolus Sunspot.—A distinct and beautiful

hybrid of gandavensis and nancyanus. The

handsome flowers are coloured pale salmon and

shaded yellow, the conspicuous vermilion scarlet

blotching on the lower petals rendering it highly

attractive. Showii by Messrs. James Kc^way

and Son, Langport.

Cattleya Rosita Occhidhurst Variety (C.

I'riuce John x C. iridescens).—A hybrid of con-

spicuous beauty and merit which embraces the

bold, broad C. labiata lip aiid the distinct

sepals and petals of C. Iris. Tlie above,

awards were made at the recent meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society. From Messrs.

Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.
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The Royal Horticultural

Society

THE ordinary fortnightly meeting was"

not of great extent on July 31,

though some excellent groups were

staged, several important plants re-

ceiving recognition. It was, however,

rendered the more interesting and instructive

by the holding of the annual exhibition of dry

bulbs, these unmistakably demonstrating the

excellence ' of the home-gro\vn article. For the

rest. Hollyhocks and Gladioli were particularly good,

and rarely have the first named been shown so

perfectly clean and free from disease. Phloxes,

too, were very finely presented. Orchids and
fruits were in the minority. Three hardy plants

and one Orchid gained awards.

Fruit and Vegetables.

Well-fniited branches of Plum The Czar were shown by
Mr. H. Close, Orpington, Kent, the examples remarkably
healtliy and clean. A »m&]l collection of Apples from
Messrs. S. Spooner and Sons. Hoimslow, contained ttin'

baskets of Beauty of Bath. Langley Pippin, Early Red
Margaret and Mr" Gladstone, early dessert sorts ; also
dishes of White Transparent. Lord Suffield, Grenadier
:uid Potts' Seedling. .Messrs. I)obbie and Co., Edinburgh,
>liowed their new Broad Bean Dobbie's Broad Windsor,
whicli recently gained an award of merit. As a result

of field culture, sown on March 1 last, they were splendid.

Okchids.

Mi-srs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wi'lls.

shciwid several choice things—Cattleya Illustris Orchid-
liurst Variety (golden with crimson fringed lip), C. Satuni
alba (very pure), Odmitioda Henrji, and the lovely
Cattleya Rosita Orchidhurst Variety (see " New and Rarr-
Plmts)." Dendrobium Thwaitesae was also goinl. Silver
Flora medal. In Messrs. Charlesworth's group Miltonias
were well represented, M. vexillaria Cordelia, .M. v. superba
and M. Hyeaua being noted. Lselio-Cattli-ya Appam
(yellow sepals and crimson purple iip) was also good.
Silver Flora medal.

Hardy Flowers.
There was nothing so fine in this section as the

graceful and elegant grouping of Thalictrum dipterocarpum
from Mr. J. C. AUgrove, Langley, Slough, the exampli-s

,

cut at ground level, showing this deligiitful plant at its

full worth. Gaining a first-class certificate, it is referred
to in fuller detail under " Xew and Rare Plants." Other
important things from the same source were Astilbe simpli-
eifolia. Campanula haylodgensis fl.-pl.. and the very beau-
tiful Anemonopsis macrophyllus, whose waxy, pink flowers
above Astilbe-like leafage are very pleasing. Bronze
Flora medal. In that from Mr. G. Reuthe. Keston. Micro-
meria eroatica (pink flower on an erect Thyme-like bush).
Campanula M'arley (double, deep blue, not far removed
from C. haylodgensis fi.-pl.), Mimulus primulinus (a golden
miniature) and Polygonum amplexicaule atropurpureum
were some of the more distinct things. Silver Banksian
medal. The double Hollyhocks from Messrs. James Vert
and Sons, Satfron Walden, were exceptionally good ;

in recent years we have not seen them finer or more
absolutely free from disease. Crimson Queen, alba superba.
Black Knight, Walden (yellow), Apple Blossoms. Salmon
Queen. Lady Bailey (rose) and exultum (dark erim>on) -

were some of tlie best, single flowers and towering spikes
alike demonstrating high excellence. A welcome and
refreshing exhibit. Silver Banksian medal.

Gladioli and Phloxes.

Of the first named Messrs. J. Kelway and Son, Langport,
set up a fine exhibit and gained a silver-gilt Banksian
medal, the high quality of the spikes leaving nothing
to be desired. Painted Lady (white, with vermilion
scarlet blotches), James William Kehvay (crimson scarlet),
Lloyd George (light scarlet) and King of Gladioli (salmon
scarlet with yellow) were some of the best. A large
series of primulinus hybrids were also staged. The fine
array of herbaceous Phloxes from Mr. H. J. Jones,
Lewisham, gained a silver Flora medal, the trusses being
set up in bold stands. Mrs. Alder (soft pink, new).
Doreen (salmon, very fine). Rev. Gilbert Ra>-nor (reddish
scarlet), Elizabeth Campbell (salmon, quite an in-
dispensable) and Widar (deep \iolet, white centre) were
among the best.

Trees and Shrcbs.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, gained a silver
Flora medal for a good exliibit of these, Spiraea sorbifolia
stellipeda, with white plumes, and the crimson Spiraea
Anthony Waterer being ver>' prominent. Calycantha
oecidentalis. Cladrastis amurensis, Elseagnus multiflorus
(full of scarlit fruits) and Hypericum patiUum Henryi
were among good things. In a like exliibit from Mr.
L. R. Russell, Richmond, Ilex latifolia, Salix rosmariui-
folius (an elegant plant of silvery effect), Menziesias of
sorts. Ae.r platanoides Drummondii, A. japonica laciniatus
and Juiilaii- regia laeiniata were among the more distinct.
Silver Banksian medal.

GREENHOrSE Plaxts axd Floweks.

Vases of unnamed thmgs from Mr. H. J. Elwes contained
Bomareas, Campanula Vidalii, Criuums of sorts, Hunne-
mannia fumarisefolia, Hedychium and other interesting

.hings. The Fern group from Messrs. H. B. May and
Sons. Edmonton, contained good examples of Polypodium
Mayi, P. glaucum crispum (both highly ornamental),
Nephrolepis MiUsii. N. gracillimum. the climbing Davallla
nobiJis and Selagiuella ctesia arborea, among others.
Many hardy Ferns were shown. Silver Banksian medal.
Very good Carnations were shown by Me^ssrs. Allwood
Brothers, Hayward's Heath, Circe (heliotrope fancy),
Champion (scarlet), Destiny (cerise). Salmon Enchantress
(very flue) and Bisliton Wonder beingexcellent. Princess
Victoria (a new salmon seedling from May I)ay) and Mary
Allwood weie, however, the greater attractions. Silver
Banksian medal.

BRITISH-GROWX BULB SHOW.
The competition was less keen and the entries fewer

than in last year's exhibition, no Daffodils behig shown
to equal the giant breeder bulbs from Ireland which were
so marked a feature of the first year's show. The open
Tulip class for not more than twenty varieties was the
most keenly contested, five collections being staged,
the produce generally first-rate. Here it would almost
appear there is room for a division which would
place the more easily cultivated Darwins in a class
alone, with a separate class for early bedding and other
sorts.

In the amateurs* class for a collection of ten varieties,
of which five at least must be Daffodils, two exhibitors
staged. Mr. George Stocks, Bentley Road. Doncaster.
being first. Lucifer, Monarch, Weardale Perfection and
Mme.de Graaff were the best Daffodils; King Harold.
La Tulipe Noire and Sophrosj-ne the best Tulips. Miss
V. Warren, Canterbur>-, was tlie other exhibitor.
Twenty varieties of Daffodils, single bulbs, brought

several exhibits, the leading prize going to Messrs. J, R.
Pearson and Sons. Lowdham. for a very fine all-round
sample far and away above the top sizes of the Dutch
growers, or what is called by them double or triple nosed.
Florence Pearson, J. B. M. Camm, Vaga, Weardale Per-
f ect io n , P. K.
Ba r r, Emperor,
Gloria M u n d i ,

Empress and
Seagull were

,

noted. Messrs.
R. H. Bath, Limi-
ted, Wisbech, were
second with smaller
bulbs of a very
excellent sample.
In this Crystal
Queen, Sir Watkin,
King Alfred, Gran-
d i s , M m e . d e

Graaff, Barri
conspicuus and
Bernardino were
the chief. Messrs.
Hogg and Robert-
son. Dublin, were
third ; Mr. J.
Mallender, fourth.
The class for

twentv varieties of
Tuli p bulbs
brought five com-
petitors, and here
was doubtless seen
the best produce
the exhibition con-
tained, with ako
e\idence of the
highest cultural
skill, and a com-
plete demonstra-
tion that the
Br it is h-g r own
article, in t e 1 1 i

-

gently cult ivated

,

is without equal.
Me ssrs. J. R. A DISH
Pearson and
Sons, Lowdham,
were placed first, the firm, with a single exception,
staging all Darwins, whose superb size and quality
doubtless carried weight with the judges. Nothing of
its kind could possibly have beeu finer. Fra Angelica,
Marie, Faust, Psyche, Violet Queen, Pride of Haarlem and
Fanicombe Sanders were some of the varieties staged.
Mr. George Monro, jun., Spalding, Lines, was placed
second with a superb collection which represented even
higher cultural skill than the first-prize lot. Only four
varieties of Darwins were staged; all the rest, save Mrs.
Moon, were early single bedding sorts, varieties of a more
exacting nature culturally than the Darwins. Prince of
Austria, Washington, Sir T, Lipton. La Reine, Princess
Helena. Keizerskroon and Rose Gris-de-lin were some of the
early singles ; Murillo and Vuurback, early doubles.
Higher quality or more perfectly finished bulbs we have
not seen. Messrs. Hogg and Robertson, Dublin, who
were third, were strong in singles. Messrs. R. H. Bath,
Wisbech, were fourth.
Two competed in the class for not more than thirty

varieties exclusive of Daffodils, diversity of genera and
species being a consideration. Here Slessrs. Barr and
Sons, Covent Garden, W.C, were well first with a remark-
able collection which included Colchicums, Eremuri,
Aistreemerias, Crown ImperLals. Anemone fulgens (very
fine), A. nemorosa, Leucojum, Winter Aconite, Sparaxis
Scarlet Gem. Iris bucharica. I. Susiana (both superb).
Lihum pardalinum, English Irises, MuscarJs, Oxalis
fioribunda and others. Ample representatives of all were
set up. Messrs. Hogg and Robertson were second with
quite a good lot, in which Ixia. Crocus, Gladiolus Acker-
mannii, Dutch Irises, Muscari conicum and JL c. Heavenly
Blue (grand samples both). Sparaxis Fire King, Hyacinthus
azureus. Coichicums and Ranunculus asiaticus were
inclu.ed. A most interesting collection.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FRUIT GARDEN.
TOMATOES ATTACKED BY SPOT DISEASE

iP. J. T. H.).—Your Tonmtucs are attacked by the spot
dtsease. We recommend you to remove the affected
fruits as soon as they are seen, to ventilate the house
as freely as possible, and to take great care that the
watering is done regularly and carefully, so that tlie skin
of the fruit does not become set. with the consequent
liability to crack on subsequent watering.

UNEVEN RIPENING OF TOMATOES (TT. O.).—The
uneven ripening of the Tomatoes of which you complain
is usually ascribed to deficiency of potash, and if potash
salts can be obtained, we recommend you to water tlie

plants with sulphate of potash at the rate of half an ounce
to the gallon of water once or tmce a week. We find
aphis and the fungus Cladosporium fuhnim present on
the foliage Both of these are harmful, and we recommend
you to fumigate for the former and ventilate very freely
on all possible occasions as a means of keeping the latter
in check.

GRANADILLAS AND OTHER EDIBLE-FRUITED
PASSIFLORAS {E. M. /).).~The true Granadilla is
Passiflora quadrangularis. a native of Xicaragua, but
now widely grown throughout the Tropics for the sake
of its edible fruits. These last are about the size of a.

small Marrow, and contain a considerable amount of
delicious pulp. This Passion Flower is best propagated
from cuttings, as the plants so obtained fruit more freely
than seedlings. It requires the temperature of a stove,
and should be given a considerable space for its develop-
ment. The best plan is to plant it out in a prepared

OF PASSIFLORA EDULIS.

border and train it to the roo of a good-sized structure
The second edible species is Passiflora edulis, whose
fruits are about the size of a large Plum and of a deep
purple colour when ripe. It is by most persons preferred
to P. quadrangularis, as it fruits far more freely, the
flavour is much appreciated, and it will thrive in a
structure maintained at a somewhat lower temperature
than for the true Granadilla, What is known as a warm
greenhouse or intermediate temperature will suit P.
edulis. Cuttings of both species are not at all difficult
to strike if put into pots of sandy soil and placed in a
close propagating-case in a stove temperature. Messrs. J.
Veitch are no longer in business, but most probably you
could obtain either of these Passion Flowers from Messrs.
Stuart Low and Co., Royal Nurseries, Bush Hill Park.
Middlesex.

SUMMER PRUNING APPLES AND PEARS {CHffe).—
In the case of bush and pyramid trees growing in open
borders, the right method is to slightly shorten the leaders
(or terminal shoots) a,t the end of the main branches at
the summer pruning, further cutting the same at the winter
pruning, the weaker ones to within seven buds of their
base and the strongMr ones to within nine or ten buds
of their base. In the case of trees growing against walls, it

is usual not to shorten the terminal shoot until the winter
pruning. With regard to your 24-inch shoots, we should
shorten them now to 15 inches, and the 12-inch shoots
to 9 inches. These latter should again be shortened in
winter by three buds, and the longer ones bj' six.

PEACH STONES SPLITTING {F. H. R. [?]).—The Peach
on arrival was reduced to a jelly, and our correspondent's
letter, being mixed with the jelly, was practically un-
decipherable. (Lesson : Do not enclose letters in the
same parcel as perishable fruits.) There is a difference
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of opinion among people as to the cause of stone-
splitting. The larva of a beetle (Anthonomus druparuni)
is responsible, some say ; others, a deficiency of lime
n the soil or imperfect fertilisation of the flowers ; others
say it is culture which is at fault. We think the cause
is to be attributed to the soil being exhausted of some
elements necessary to the formation of the stone, probably
lime chiefly. In any case the best remedy to apply
is to lift the trees, if they are young, as soon as the leaves
have dropped, and replant in the best new Peaeh soil

compounds procurable. If the trees are getting old
and have not been lifted before, the best way is to take
o£E the surface soil until a fair body of roots has been
exposed, and then add a top-dressing of the following
soil compound, placing it on 5 inches deep and pressing
it firmly down : To one barrow-load of best fibrous loam
of a fairly heavy texture add half a peck of lime, half a
gallon of bone-meal, the same of wood-ashes, a gallon of
old mortar rubble, and the same of brick-ends, broken
small. Give the border a thorough watering before the
top-dressing is applied. Lastly, cover the border with
short, well-decayed manure to the depth of 3 inches or
4 inches. The winter rains will wash the goodness of
the manure into the soil and so, we hope, prevent this
trouble for tlio next few years, at any rate.

WHITE FLIES ON TOMATOES (J. W. T.).—The white
flies infesting the leaves of your Tomatoes are frequently
known as Tomato flies, owing to these plants being
particularly liable to their attacks. They are exceedingly
difficult to get rid of, but inay be destroyed by the fumes
of hydrocyanic acid. This is, however, too dangerous
a poison to be recommended for general purposes. They
can be destroyed by vaporising with the XL AH Vaporiser
or one of the strong nicotine compounds now on the
market. A single vaporising is of no use whatever,
as the eggs are not affected by it and in a few days they
hatch out. For tliis reason the vaporising should be done
at intervals of three or four days until the plants are clear.

One point to bear in mind is that at the first application
of the nicotine vapour many of the insects drop to the
ground and a fair proportion of them are not killed,

so that they again quickly take their places on the plants.
A^^good plan to check this is to do the vaporising m the
evening and leave the house shut up during the night

:

then early in the morning water the paths and under-
neath the stages with boiling water or paraffin emulsion.
The leaves sent by you were badly aflfected. The very
worst may be picked off and burnt. The other speci-
mens are, No. 1, one of the Evening Primroses (CEnothera),
but the specimen was too much shrivelled for identiflca-
tioh ; No. 2, llubus odoratus.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATOES ATTACKED BY SCAB (J. H. Z>.).—The

Potato sent is very badly attacked by the disease called
black scab. You must give notice to your Board
of Agriculture at Edinburgh and destroy by fire ail

-diseased tubers and plants. You must let none of the
Potatoes from your garden leave the premises, nor
should other plants or soil be carried thence. Next
year either refrain from planting Potatoes at all (and so
for seven years, for the soil will remain infective for that
length of time) or else plant only those varieties which
are immune from the disease and a list of which has
-appeared in The G-arden.

ROSE GARDEN,
ROSE FOLIAGE DAMAGED BY INSECTS (G. H.).^

The trouble is caused by the mason bee. Probably it has
its ne^t in a gravel walk or some woodwork close by.
Watch on a sunny morning and you will see some of
the bees hovering around. You can bring them down
with a syringe, or, better still, trace the nest and
destroy it.

ROSES F. R. PATZER, DOROTHY RATCLIFFE AND
FRANCOIS MICHELON {.UaUin rale).—The first two kinds
are good, but there arc others equally fine. Margaret
is a better Rose than F. II. Patzcr, and "Dorothy Ratcliffe
is a terror for mildew. Ophelia would be a far better
Rose. Francois Michelon was the parent of Mrs. J. Laing,
but it is not half as good. Admiral Ward is the nearest
approach to Chateau de t'los Yougeot ; it is a fine Rose.
CLIMBING ROSES NOT FLOWERING (J. J. K.).—

The growths the plants are now making will give you
blooms next summer, and it would be folly to cut them
back hard. You may remove the extreme ends in October
«o as to ensure a good hard condition, of the wood; otherwise
do not prune either in autumn or spring,

COLLECTIONS OF ROSES {F. M., Yorks).—You will
be well advised to follow the selections given by the
National Rose Society, for they are prepared by experts,
whereas growers usually make up their collections of sorts
of which they have an abundance, frequently omitting
the most popidar. It would be best for you to go to a
Rose specialist and tell him exactly vour requirements,
saying you wish for the best Roses of each colour suitable
for your district. Any good grower would give you such
a list. Even the National Rose Society omit some kinds
which are far superior to those they name, and. of course,
novelties are constantly added that supersede the older
sorts. One may as well Imve the best, tliough not necessarily
the most expensive.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PRIMULAS BULLEYANA AND PULVERULENTA

FROM SEEDS (C. B. B.).—J( you have been dealing with
fresh seeds of these, we are at a loss to understand your
difficulty in raising seedlings, since probably no two
species vegetate more freely or at a higher percentage.
If the seeds were old or had been kept for months in some
particularly dry place, the failure is more readily explained.
Primula seeds under such circumstances quickly deteriorate,
or, it may be, lose vitality aito^^ctlier. The species named
are bog-loving subjects virhially, and in Nature shed
their seeds on wet gmund ; hence the seeds are never

dried off. Tliese moist soil conditions are of the utmost
importance when raising seedlings in gardens, and in
conjunction with good and fresh seeds would soon yield
an abundant crop of seedlings. On wet ground beneath
the plants we have had seedlings spring up in their hundreds
in the course of a couple of months, and left till the March
following are ready for transplanting without having
received the least attention. The seeds of both species
are now ripening, and if you sow at once in pans of loam
and leaf-soil previously saturated with water, keeping
the soil moist almost to wetness—the pans being prefer-
ably in a shady place—no further trouble should be
experienced. Cover the seeds lightly, sand of the thickness
of a shilling being sufficient.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CEDAR CONES FROM LEBANON (E. Tf.).—Cones of

Cedars are not planted whole. They are broken up and
the seeds separated from the scales before sowing.
As your Cedar cones are sixty years old, however, there
is no possibility of the seeds being alive, therefore it is

not worth while sowing the seeds. Seeds matured in this
country vr-^t^tate qmte well and produce fine plants.
Sucli seeds uvf usually sown in pots, indoors.

LICHENS ON YEW TREE (Mrs. J. S. Turnbtdl).~lt is

difficult to suggest anything that wUl kill lichens on an
evergreen without injming the leaves. Lichens on decidu-
ous trees can be killed in winter by spraying the trees
with a caustic soda wash, but such a wash cannot be
applied to evergreens without serious danger of killing
the leaves. Perhaps if you were to fork the ground
lightly iMMieath the tree right to, or rather biyoTid. the
outiT l)ranelirs. then apply a dressincof well-rottiil manure,
or watrr the tree now and then with cow-niaimre water,
more vigorous growth might be encouraged which would
assist the tree to resist the growth of lichens.

BAY TREES INJURED LAST WINTER (TT. B.).—
If the older wood of your Bay trees is alive, all the dead
wood should be cut away and the plants be stood outside,
syringing them two or tliree times a day during hot,
dry weather. Such pruning ouglit, however, to have
been done in May. as that would Iiave allowed of a long
growing season. Now the new wood will not have a
very good chance of maturing before winter. If the older
wood is dead, however, the bushes may as well be destroyed
at once. As you say that new shoots are appearing in
places, we suspect that a great deal of the wood may be
alive.

MISCELLANEOUS.
HARVEST BUGS IN A GARDEN (H. H. W.).—Harvest

bugs appear to prefer low herbage of all sorts, not only
grass, and generally attack people from such haunts.
Such herbage would be almost, if not quite, impossible
to spray effectively. Sprays capable of killing mites
such as these and red spiders are few and far between,
and rather diflftcult to apply as a rule, sulphur being the
most effective ingredient of them, Kubbing the affected
parts with Oxydol is the best-known means of alleviating
the irritation which they cause,

SUGAR BEET (IT. S. C,),—Our experience with
Sugar Beet does not lead us to say it can with advantage
be mixed witii fruit for jam or even for stewing. We can
recommend the syrup as extracted from the roots wiien
4 inches in diameter, after boiling for seven Iiours, for use
witll stewed fruit in the place of sugar, and also for use in
bottling fruit in the place of water or s>Tup, The syrup
extracted from roots boiled last March has kept perfectly
good in airtight bottles ; therefore we may reasonably say
that this year's crop of Sugar Beet will prove useful next
year. There does not seem time to grow a crop and make
use of it the same year for jam or bottled fruit. Sugar
Beet when boiled appears to lose all its saccharine taste
and is not nearly so palatable as the ordinary red garden
Beet ; it partakes more of the Mangel-wurzel flavour,
from which plant it was probably obtained.

German Prisoners for Tree

Planting.

THIS letter is a plea for the immediate
replanting of part of our devastated

British woodlands and the utilisation of

trees in British nurseries now ready for

planting. Forest trees will not wait a

convenient season for planting. When they arrive

at the required size they must either be planted

out or destroyed. The latter fate has befallen

millions of trees during the past three seasons,

and an effort should be made to save the present

year's crop, Absence of a market has discouraged

the cultivation of forest trees, and cleared land
in nurseries is being placed tinder farm and market
crops. This will result in a very small out-turn of

trees during several years, even should the nursery

trade receive an inducement to resume its legiti-

mate occupation at once. In the event of the pre-

sent conditions prevailing for several seasons longer,

not only will our home timber supply have dis-

appeared, but the raw material for its replacement
will not be forthcoming. To be almost devoid of

a home timber supply over a long course of years

will create a dangerous situation in the future,

and any means which will reduce the hiatus in

the succession should receiv* rareful consideration

The chief obstacle to immediate replanting is

lack of skilled labour, and this can be supplied
by German prisoners of war. A very large propor-
tion of the men reared in rural districts in Germany
are accustomed to woodland operations, and from
the prisoners in British custody enough labour
could be recruited to carry out the large forestry

schemes which the situation demands. One
thousand men skilled in the work could in ordinary
conditions plant 750,000 trees per day, and would
in all probability be able to dispose of all the
trees now available in the private and trade

nurseries in Britain, Proprietors of large estates

would in many cases be glad to avail themselves
of this source of labour where the reduction of

estate staffs prohibits planting by their own men.
That such an arrangement is practicable has been
proved by an enterprising Scottish County Council,

which planted almost 200 acres of land in the
spring of 1917 with the labour of fifty German
prisoners and a few schoolboys. In this case the
work done by the prisoners was found entirely

satisfactory, and no attempt was made to evade
the guard. One-tenth of the men were found to

be either skilled foresters or gardeners, and proved
excellent workmen. By the action of this County
Council approximately 700,000 trees were saved

. from destruction, and will in time become a

valuable national asset. Had this labour not

been secured, these 700,000 trees would assuredly

have gone to make bonfires. As before stated,

the succession of trees standing in nurseries is

running out, but there is still a sufficiently large

stock in existence to form plantations of consider-

able area which would in days to come show an •

excellent return, both in individual profit and
national security.

—

Nurseryman, in Country. Life

Queensland Gum Trees and Malaria.—The
Scientific American has the following :

" During
the later decades of the nineteenth century it

was a common practice to plant Blue Gum or

Eucalyptus trees from Queensland in the districts

affected by malarial fever. It was held that the

essential oil produced by the leaves combated the

harmful vapours rising from the swamps laden

with the poison of the disease. The theory that

Eucalyptus trees neutralised the poison vapours
is nonsense

;
yet the fact remains that where Blue

Gums were freely planted there was always a

notable decline in the amount of malaria. For
insta;(ce, in a certain district near Algiers the

placing out of thousands of Eucalyptus trees

completely transformed the conditions. Malarial

fever of a peculiarly virulent type had formerly

been a constant feature, but within twelve months
of the planting of the Blue Gunxs the disease en-

tirely disappeared, and is now unknown. What
is the explanation of this circumstance ? It has

been demonstrated that, of nearly all trees, the

Eucalyptus absorbs the greatest amount of water.

Seeing that Blue Gums increase in height with

great rapidity, the amount of moisture taken up
increases on a greatly progressive scale. And
this is just what brings about the downfall of the

malarial mosquito. To complete its life cycle

it is necessary that this insect should pass its

larval stage in pools of water. With the coming
of the Eucalypti these pools, and indeed all marshy
places, disappear ; the breeding spots of the

mosquitoes are gone, and in time the insects vanish

altogether. The district is then free from malarial

trouble, simply because the carriers of the disease

are not able to keep going "

• , • The Yearly Subscription to The Garden is : Inland,
10s, lOi/. ; Foreign, 13s,
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SOIL ANALYSIS
ENQUIRIES are frequently received from

farmers and gardeners who wish to

be informed where they can have soils

analysed. In most cases, it is stated by
a leaflet issued by the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, the idea appears to be

entertained that having a soil analysed is a ready

means of determining its manurial requirements

or of obtaining an indication of its fertility. A
brief discussion as to how far this view is correct

may therefore serve a useful purpose.

A complete soil analysis includes chemical,

physical and bacteriological investigations, and

may be accompanied by general field observations

for the purpose of ascertaining the nature of the

subsoil, the water supply, and climatic and other

conditions important for the growth of plants.

A full investigation of this kind, however, is very

laborious, and in practice the analysis is usually

less comprehensive, and aims not so much at

giving a complete account of the soil as at deter-

mining the amounts of certain substances present

in the soil which are known to have an important

effect on crop production.

Experience has shown that a soil analysis is

of little practical value when the interpre-

tation is based on the results obtained from an

isolated sample of soil from a district of which the

analyst has no intimate knowledge. In certain

special cases, e.g., where it is required to determine

whether a soil is in need of liming, an analysis

may be of great assistance to the farmer ; but

even where the investigation is a comprehensive

one the analyst can only give a very incomplete

idea of the general fertility of a particular field.

It is difficult to place an absolute value on
the results, and the element of uncertainty

enters too largely into the interpretation. The
difficulty will be appreciated if an attempt is

made to obtain information as to the best system
of manuring.

The analyst can determine as accurately as need
be the percentages of nitrogen, phosphates and
potash in the soil ; but it has been found that,

even where external factors such as climate, depth
of soil, &c., do not enter into the case, there is

often little or no conneition between these percen-

tages and the soil's fertility or its manurial require-

ments. Any ordinary soil contains much more
total plant food of all forms than a single crop of

any kind can possibly require. Most of this plant

food, however, is in a condition in which the plant

cannot make immediate use of it, and is only

gradually made available, the rate varying in

different cases.

As the plant can only make use of the free

or available food, it is clear that it is possible

for one soil containing quite small amoimts
of the manurial substances to produce better

crops than another soil containing large quantities,

if for any reason the first soil gives up its material

to the plant at a more rapid rate than the second.

In fact, some soils contain large quantities of

nitrogen and still respond most readily to small

dressings of manure containing available nitrogen,

because practically all that is already in the soil

is una\-ailable and as far as the plant is concerned

might almost as well not be there at all. This

also holds equally for phosphatic compounds
; a

soil may contain a good deal of phosphate and yet

respond to more.

It is true that in the case of phosphates and
potash, a method has been devised of roughly

measuring the amount which may be regarded as

of immediate or prospective value to the plant

by ascertaining the quantity which is dissolved

out in a given time by a weak solution of citric-

acid. This method gives results which in many-
cases indicate fairly well whether a particular soil

will respond to an application of either of the two-

kinds of manure, and may be used in comparing
soils of the same class. At the same time there

are many cases where the results obtained are

at variance with those obtained by actual experi-

ment in the field, and so far no ready method
has been discovered by which the availability of

the nitrogen in the soil can be estimated, except

as regards the small amount present in the form-

of nitrates or of ammonitun salts. It will be seen,

therefore, that chemical analysis of an isolated

sample of soil can hardly be expected to supply a

very accurate and reliable means of determining
its manurial requirements, and it is probable that

a simple field experiment would yield better

results.

It is not only a question of what the soil coutains,.

but also of what the plant needs. A plant is a
living thing and its needs are not constant, but

vary with the conditions under which it is grown.

Thus a plant needs more phosphates on a clay

soil than it would on a sandy soil, and it needs,

more potash on a sandy or peat soil than on a
loam. Again, a plant growing in a district receiving

32 inches or more of rain is in greater need of

phosphates than in districts with less than

24 inches of rain.

The War Office iwtifies that from now onward all papers-

posted to any neutral European country will he slopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W C.

POTATO DISEASE.

URGENT APPEAL
GROWERS.

TO i^^
SAVING THE CROPS.

^e Food ^^o^-Xl^.^l"^Ty'^^^T^^^-S^^'
ir^ent last rught ,n "^"^.t^a^oLable to the potato

weather g^neraUy has b«n lavo
outbreaks ol

crops m n.ost P"^."' ^' "gevin and several otbe^

d,soa.se are reported Uom
^^^^^^^^ that m^sures

counties, and it ^^."'r'^„,.Se such outbreaks by
should be taken, tf^^"^'"?,^ surrounding disficts.

prompUy sprayin? J"'P^ " \Ven sprayed should be
^

All crops that have °«t yet "^e P^ :>^^^ ^^ ^

"^
Thl tot outbreak reported this jea^mPemb^^^

shS wa^ <=I^«=f''^^,.'^^.'^SilJwhe,Snt^e outbreak
crops in disUicU ndioimng <^*' ^'^/tnd Dorset have
occurred. Isolated cj^^f

^'^S°merset ^d U^
^

been dealt with on the ^^f^ ^"^^ doubt outbreaks

-^enrd-^r.e-^^;SS^a^^t^;^^^^^^
bUghl-isspraymg. Uisnotwa^^

^^^ ^^^
The process o£ sprojVi^ '» v

. -^^ t,,e crops
the grower who loses ""^ ,"°P^ °

\,an hardly be held

l,Umeie^ should *\'?''^Xed In cases where the

^
potato crop faU ^^^« ff^ri ero\rth a boy or giri

fobage ba3 "fi^ "^Xta^ hf«-U"=« t,ack with a

^".t' wlulr^ttly^^'u^muTthe^^
of_spra>in..

MARK

THIS article from " The Times "

is
of the utmost importance to you.
Please read every word.

Of equal importance is the selection of
a spraying machine which can be abso-
lutely depended upon to give thoroughly
satisfactory service — year after year.
Therefore insist on the " Ubel."
All the machines in the "Ubel "line
and bearing the "Ubel" Trade Mark
(without which none are genuine) are
strong, efficient, and easy to use. They
embody all the latest improvements and
are made from the best quality of
materials by high-class labour. Each
machine is the very best of its kind.

Write for Catalogue and address of
nearest Dealer.

United Brassfounders
and Engineers, Limited,
Empress Foundry, Cornbrook, Manchester.

The largest actual manufacturers of spraying and litne-

wasking machines and accessories in Great- Britain,

UBEL
Knapsack
Sprayers
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

IT

is surprising the» number of readers who
are getting ready for the winter egg season
At least that seems to be the run of things,

judging by my recent correspondence.

Mustard for Poultry.—One correspondent
says that he is striving to get as many eggs as

possible from a flock of adult hens prior to killing

them off, and adds that he has found Colman's
Poultry Mustard a good aid to egg-production.
-Another reader asks if mustard has any feeding

properties to recommend its use for fowls. A
few words, therefore, on this subject may be of

general interest. Experiments have repeatedly
proved the fact that mustard does increase the
egg-yield. During the season igog-io—October
to March—a trial was made at the Llangammarch
Wells Poultry Farms, Central Wales, under the
supervision of a County Council poultry expert.

Six hens were fed on ordinary mash, while six

others had a teaspoonful of Colman's Poultry
Mustard added to the morning soft food. The
former produced 369 eggs during the six winter
months as compared with 532, the total from the
six mustard-fed hens.

Aids Digestion.—Mustard has a peculiar

effect on layers, acting as an aid to digestion and
assisting in the assimilation of other foods fed.

In this direction it is more or less an " appetiser."

The result is that by better digestion, health and
stamina are improved and disease repelled.

Mustard-fed fowls are not so prone to colds,

-roup and similar ailments
' during the winter or

•in changeable weather, which is a great advantage.
There is something in mustard, too, which main-
tains the staying power of fowls, and this is very
noticeable when it is fed to breeding stock. It

is a splendid aid to fertility, and thereby increases

the vigour of the chicks hatched. It is probably
the " pick-me-up " merits of mustard, too, which
make it useful as an addition to the mash given
to birds undergoing a strain to the system. I

refer to those that are busy moulting or laying,

and to young stock that are growing.

How to Give Mustard.—As regards the amount
of mustard to give to fowls, this will depend
Tipon their age and condition. Young, half-grown
stock may have a teaspoonful added to the soft

food three times a week for every twenty-four
birds. For hens or pullets coming into lay, a

teaspoonful to every twelve birds can be given
daily, and when they commence to lay well the
same quantity can be recommended three times

weekly instead of daily. Care must be taken to

see that the mustard is well and evenly mixed
with the dry ingredients prior to the latter being

moistened and dried off, or one hen wUl get more
than her share of the " appetiser." During very
cold weather mustard is a splendid ingredient

of the mash, and my readers can use it with
every confidence in the proportion recommended,
as they can for birds that are moulting and young
stock that are approaching maturity.

Scratching Shelters.—Many of my readers

seem still to be adopting the small-house system
of poultry-keeping. During the summer, when
everything is favourable to the hen, small structures

may be quite in order, but in the winter they are

not conducive to the

best egg - results.

During the cold and
wet weather e x -

perienced during the

winter months the

layers need a roomy,
dry and light struc-

ture wherein they
can scratch in the litter and be happy and
contented • if confined on unfavourable days.
It is this kind of controlment which spells

success in winter egg-production. A house of

the intensive type is ideal, as it is really

a sleeping house and scratching shelter under
one roof. Any structure built on these lines

is suitable. Many patterns of houses, however,
are useless except as sleeping structures only,

and they can only be remedied by having a scratch-
ing shelter erected against them. The side of the
ordinary house (facing the south) can be used
as the back of the shelter, the roof and sides of

the latter being boarded in. The front can be
boarded up at the bottom for about 2 feet, and
above this can be fiyed wire-netting. The latter

is best controlled at the top by a glass or canvas
hood hinged to the roof tn such a way that it

prevents rain from driving in.

Wattle Shedding.—The wattle shedding de-

picted in the July 38 issue of The Garden makes
a very useful scratching shelter for use in con-

junction with ordinary houses. The front can
be covered with wire-netting and the floor covered

deeply with litter. It is surprising the number
of uses to which these wattle shelters can be put.

1 have used them to great advantage for growing
stock, placing one here and there and allowing

the birds on range to exercise therein among ths

litter. In the latter the grain-feed was occasionally

given as a change. Take, again, the intensive

system of housing. Fowls kept intensively do
not in all instances show a desire to wander
from the building. This must not be en-

couraged, as it tends to taint the ground around
the house.

Avoid Tainted Ground.—To prevent this

tainting a good plan is to put a deep layer of

gravel round the house and to remove this periodi-

cally, replacing it with a fresh supply. It is not

a costly matter, as when the used gravel is taken

up it can be carted away and piled up for the

rain and sunshine to cleanse it. It can then be

replaced and that in use treated similarly. A
few of these wattle shelters placed here and there

—

no wire-netting being needed for the fronts in

this case—a good distance from the house will

encourage the birds to stray afield. Especially

will this happen if the grain-feed is occasionally

given in the litter. The flooring and litter must
be kept dry. Such wattle shedding can always

be strengthened by odd lengths of wood. The
roof, too, can be thatched or covered with cor-

rugated zinc, or covered with match-boarding laid

on thatch. Again, sods of grass can be pUed up
against the back and sides. Strips of linoleum

can be securely fixed over the wattle-work if

desired.

Wattle Hurdles.—I am surprised that wattle

hurdles are not more widely used by poultry-

keepers. The majority, however, are not

acquainted with the innumerable uses to which
they can be applied. In the interests of my
students I will mention a few. These wattle

(woven hazel) hurdles are made in the standard

size of 6 feet long by 3 feet high, and are easily

driven into the ground, as stakes are provided

along the bottom of each. Supporting posts

are also provided. Ordinary wire-netting runs

have the disadvantage of not providing the inmates

with protection from bitter " ground " winds,

which not only affects winter egg-production,

but fertility during the breeding season. If the

dividing partitions have a bottom of wattle ,

hurdles, this drawback is removed, and the results

are improved beyond expectation. During the

rearing season better results would accrue if each

coop was snugly accommodated in front of

wattle hurdles arranged A-shape to keep the

wind off.

Palm Kernel Meal.—I have received from Mr.

Harry Hebditch of Martock an interesting letter

wherein he endorses my opinion expressed in

my notes of July 28 that palm kernel meal is one

of the "war" poultry foods which will remain

with us after the close of hostilities. He says

that he cannot understand why poultry-keepers

have not always made full use of this foodstuff.

Times are changing, however, and he considers it

to be as popular as any food just now with poultry-

keepers. He attaches much importance to this

new food, and assures me that stocks are heavy,

which is all in favour of the poultry industry in

general. The sample he sends is one of the finest

I have seen, and, urdike the coarse kind I had to

use in pre-war days, it is a finely ground meal.

Its whiteness reveals the fact that the kernels

themselves have been utilised in its production,

which is another strong point. Most samples I

have used have been quite brown, denoting a

preponderance of the outer coating of the nut,

which is rather indigestible and compares unfavour-

ablv with the white nut itself.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should he enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly] Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell - Owen,

care of The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C.2.
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> POULTRY TRAINING.
Ladies (board-residence), poultry training ; examinations;
certificates; posts found: holiday courses given; lectures-
" Carry on."— Miss Lowry, Gilstou Poultry Farm, Wliitwell,
Herts.

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
Tlie great intestinal corrective, digestive and food economiser,
promotiuKtliat full-blooded condition so necessary for regular
laying. Trial bags, 1/3 ; lOlbs., 4/-; Carriage paid.— WILLS
|;ros., Hoddesdou, Herts.

PULLETS, laying, 5/- each ; 60/- doz. List,
30 breeds, free. Special offer : Six selected Laying Pullets and
Cock, 35/-.—Vaeney. Stratford. Essex.

CLOVER BJEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal
12s. 6d. cwt. ; 7s J-cwt.. carr. paid.—RossLYN & Co., 30,
Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instruetioni Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal HorttcuUurai
Exhibition, iqii.

SPRATT'S
POULTRY FOODS

are stocked by your Local Tradesman.

Patent PouLTHV Meal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

Chicken Meal The Chicks' Breakfast
" Laymor "' " Makes Hens Lay."
" Mebo " " Meat and Bone."
Fish Laying Meat, (a blended food)

.

Turkey ME.\t. (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

" Banto "
(a Biscuit Meal).

" Henno "
Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for adult Birds.

" PuLTO "
Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for Pullets.

' Chikko " The Dry Chick Feed.

Cut Clover, Granulated Charcoal, Pe.vf
Mos.s, Flint Grit, and Oyster Shell.

REMEDIES FOR ALL AILMENTS.

DRY MASH FEED
(BAYNES FORMULA).

All obtainable in small and large quantities.

Write for current prices and free copy of
" Poultry Culture."

SPR.\TT'S PATENT', LIMITED, 24/5, FENCHURCH
STREET. EC. 3.

Country Life Library

Paynter's System
OF

POULTRY REARING
or £500 a Year from Hens

Crown Svo, illustrated.

3/6 net; by post 3/1 O
A Compleie Prospectus will be sent post free on
application to the Offices of "CorNTRY Life," Ltd.,

20, Tavistock Street, Covcnt Garden, \V.C.2.

ROBERT MILLER'S

HEN HOUSES
are HIGMT-OKT-TOI* of every other

make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for
STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.

Downright satisfaction always.
Catalogue Free.

ROBERT MILLER, Denny.

LAST CHANCE
to obtain a bone and \i.t\t cruslier for 11/6 carriage paid. The
price will be increased next mouth. This crusher is specially
made for the amall poultry yard, and is indispensable for
thope who practice economical feeding.—L. DCNKER, Hill-
morton Paddox, Rupby.

"NITROPHOS '

^""lU'l^^^i"-^
The Best, therefore the cheapest Egg Producer.

Order No. 1 quality (fine), for wet or dry mash.
„ No. 2 quality (coarse), tor distribution.

PRICES :

18/6 per cwt., carriage paid to English Goods Stations,
10/- per i-ewt. do.

Scottish Stations, 6d. per bag extra.
Irish and Channel Islands, paid to nearest English port.

SOLE PRODUCERS:
The flood Rich Products Co. Ld.,D<'it,G2.WestMarsh.Grimsby

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, Ac.

FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality ol^amable.

^ Per 1121b. 19/6. Carriage Paid.

LAYINQ MEAL.
A maaniflceut egg-producing mixture.

Per 1121b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per H21b. 30/-. oRib. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per UJlli. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX QROUND OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per H2llj. 30/-. 5(;ib. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121l>. 22/6. Carriage Paid.

FEEDING WHEAT.
Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

THE "ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Kecoguieed by experts as tlie standard dry chicl£ food

of the day.
Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

WESSEX" DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older chicks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

"PIONEER" DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.

Per 1121b. 4/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT GRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 tou.

3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-
Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per liab. 5/6. Car. Forward.

GRANULATED MEAT. Perll2'lbs., 26/-.Car. Pd.
2nd (luality, per 112.lbs., 21/-. Car. Pd.

BONE MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs., 12/6. Car. Pd.

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL. Per 1121bs., 30/-.

Carriage Paid.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' requisites

post free on application.

HARRY HEBDITCH "">!)!' Martock, Somerset

(( CAItR'V ON
with my hard broken and small Wheat, 223. cwt. :

Wheat Offal

Meal lOs • special Heavy Ground Wheat and other nutritious

seeds, 12s. 6d. ;
grand tine Clover Meal, 10s. 6d. ; Wheat Chaff.

a grand litter, 2s. 6d. sack ; t.o.r., sacks free ;
samples 3d.

—

Harey Fox, Matlock.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbisti or fresh vegetablea, mixed

with crispy green bone, becomes—" Bacon between war

bread " Butchers' bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone

Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,

enormous protits. Particulars:—KEEFOOT, Hawkgreen,

Marple, Cheshire.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
• A worthy and formidable weapon for battling against the bacillus."—Sir J. Ceichton-Beownb. F.E.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenxa.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and

were on the feed again."
Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova.

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, IZAL POWDER, ^'^p"'^*"^^^3/6 J-gal..

6/6 per gal

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance-

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

6/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Go., Ltd.,ThornGliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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AND FOR ALL

GLASS STRUCTURES
THAT REQUIRE

OUTSIDE SHADING
The only Genuine, Original, and Improved Article.

It lias been in general use for

OVER 35 YEARS.
BE SURE TO ASK FOR

SUMMER CLOUD
AND SEE THAT YOU GET IT!

Sold by all Dealers In Hoptieultural Sundries throughout the
Kingdom. In packets containing 8 ozs., for lOOlt. of glass, 1/-

;

24 ozs. 2/6 ; and in bags ol 7 lbs., 10/6 ; 14 lbs. 20/-.

CORRY & CO., Ltd.,
Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, LONDON, W.C.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Oarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL. Ltd., "tSlrte,"" NORWICH.

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT.,

LABOUR SAVERS.-EuREKA- lawn sand,
SoiLFUME. Nicotine, insecticides Fumebs,
sprays, and other chemicals & sundries.
See List Please ask youh agemt for the Eureka
ARTICLES- They are always satisfactory If any
'difficulty in obtaining we SEMD direct carriage PAItl

.OnlrAddFKsTOMLINSON&HAYWARD L',? LINCOLN.

K

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS,
LAWNS. K

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AMD CHBUICALIiY '^PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Eeport of Royal HorticiUtural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has'proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

In the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS, Secretary.
A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full'i>artictt}ars and testimonials sent on receii>t of postcard.W BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR- MARKED. BAGS. CDNTAINING*GUARANTEEO ANALYSIS. *«

Sold in Bags, I bushel, 2/3; 2 bushel, 3/6; 4 bushel, 6/-; five 4 bushel, 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel, 55/- ; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Plckford London district, or to any station within 115 miles of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance,
W^AKELET BROS. & CO.. LTD., 75a. BANKSIDE. LONDON. S.E. 1.

Also WAKELBVa GROUND, OARng^W LIMB. 3/- hn-;h^l hr^P. r^rrl^rtp nnM ?; tnt1f>t!, pytra as above.

SANKEYS^^S>'*POT«;
** Zhe BEST and Cheapest.
5Ulc quantity of cech st/e required and hiivt ' rarrinyr .,4.;\'

quotalton ("carr'afs" frequently omountB to half vacic .-

.

joodO. fr write for Price List, free.

5PECIAL POT5 or all dc.ocrJr>lmr>5. Bulh Bawls and Fertt

Puns Irom 2d. each.

fflCMAftO SANKEY* SON, LTP.
Bolwell Po^fcries. NOmNOMAM

CASH 'or MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over ZO,OUO Machines. NO EXTRAS;
Bell, Pump, and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to- day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE BEATSON, Ltd.,
" Lion Cycle Works," 85. Moseley Street, Birmingham,

cts there P5
\
and makes the Garden ^^^^^„,
gay all the year round ^^^l^ii^i^

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.& Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d.; 14 lbs., 48. 6d. : a^ lbs,, 7s. 6d.: 56 lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs., 20s. Or
directfrom theWorks, Carriage paid in the United KincdoraforCash with 0rder(except6d. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mfrs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E,

Our charge for advertisements under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. - SFrew
day Friday.

^

HEAD GARDENER wanted for Ascot.
Wages 40/ weekly with house and milk : state age, family.

'

capabilities and if anv knowledge of stock.—Write " T. R. E.,'"

c/o STREET'S, 30, Cornhill, E.C. 3.

Printed by Hudsoh & Kiakhs, Liuited, Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E. I, and Pnblished by "Country Liti." LiatTlD, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. 1,

and by George Newnes. Liuited. ft-11, SoDtbampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants In great variety, -fiend for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather <t' Sons Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

AND

WATERER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR
PRESENT SOWING. Lists po3t free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

.Iohn Waterer. Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STRAWBEKRIES a si>eciality. — GEO.
Bunyard a Co.. Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROLITE •' far superior to White Lead Paint.' PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use. either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to tiie Offices of " Country
Ln^," Ltd.. 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

TENNIS BOUNDARY NETS, square mesh,
bound with cords, guaranteed to measure leiigth and yiiaia
when stretched, any size to order at 2d. sq. v(!.: stock sizes
25 yds. by 3 yds. 12/6 carr. paid passenger train.—W. Oliver
ALLEN, Garden Networks, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDENS FOR SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES
By Gertrude Jekyll and Lawrence Weaver. Third
Edition Now Ready. 300 pages. 450 Illustrations. 15/- net.
By post 15/8. A mine of helpful suggestions.—An Illustrated
Prospectus of this book will be sent post free on application
to "^COUNTRY Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DlCKSONs, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,
etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Royal
Letters Patent by The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, TuQiiel
Avenue. Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.

GOAT-KEEPING IN WAR-TIME. — An
invaluable booklet on the best and most profitable metliods
of Goat-Keeping. Bv C. J. D.wies. Now Ready, "d. nett,
by post, 9d.— Published at the Offices of Cointry Life, Ltd.,
20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. 2.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The oniy reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page iv.

BARR'S Autumn & Winter-flowering Bulbs,
including Crocus species, Colchicums, Nerines, Hardy
Cyclamen, Freesias, Lachenalias, Irises, etc., for early plant-

ing. List on application.— Barr & SONS, King Street,

Covent Gardeh, London, W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants

supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

—Morrisbume, Woking.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. l.'i.—Conservatories,

Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratia.

BEST TENNIS BOUNDARY SQUARE
MESH NETTING. Any length and width to order, bound
with cords, supplied on receipt of onier, passenger train,

carriage paid. Stock sizes 25yds. by 3yds., 13/6 each.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

GARDEN NETS. — Best salmon twine,

J -Inch square mesh nets, bound with cords, guaranteed cover
exact measurements, 4Jd. sq. yard ; any length and width to

order ; stout 1-inch mesh, cotton, 3d. sq. yard ; ditto, medium,
2id. As supplied to Royal Gardens over 30 years. Goods
supplied on receipt of order; carr. paid passenger train.

—

W. Oliver Allen, Garden Net Works, Porthleven, Cornwall.

Established 100 years.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C. J. Davies. 7d. net ; by post, SJd-—Published at the
Offices of " CouNTET LWE." LiD., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, 2,

RIVERS' STRAWBERRY PLANTS in aU
the leading varieties will be readv from August onwards.

Price list post free on application.—THOJIAS Rivers & SON,

Tlie Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

HARDY PRIMULAS. — Seeds are now
ripening. We will do our best to collect same for orders sent

now. Red Hugh and Alannali, 2/- per packet, rest 6d. Cash
with order.

—

Manager, Lissadell (No. 1 ), Sligo.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WILLIAM BEATTIE, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,

Westminster.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetqen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with

practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus

of the book will be sent on application to the Oifices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C. 2.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelegg & Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION FROM THE GARDEN.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUES OF SEEDS AND
GARDEN REQUISITES for present use.

SUTTON'S LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
for Summer and Autumn sowing. Contains brief cultural
notes.

SUTTON'S LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS for
present sowing and Spring flowering.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Datfodils, Narcissi, May-flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc., etc.

These Catalogues will be sent post free on application.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANGPORT, Somerset, are now booking orders for their
Choice Hardy Perennial Plants to be delivered in the Autumn.
Plant a COLOUR BORDER this Autumn, and you will be
able to enjoy its beauty for many years without any
additional expense or trouble.
S^nd the measurements of your borders, and they will

recommend a selection of flowers suitable for your district

and quote their REDUCED prices.

Pjeonies. Delphiniums, Pldoxes, Gaillardias, and other
beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from earlv Spring to late Autumn.

Write now to the Retail Plant Department for REDUCED-
Price Lists.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc., blisters, sunburn,

neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—NEW OXYDOIi
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

OUR LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS suit-

able for summer sowing is now ready and will be sen*

post free on application.—DOBBIB & Co., Seedsmen to th»

King, Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S STRAWBERRIES.—Fine early

pot plants for forcing or outdoor planting of King George V.,

Royal Sovereign, etc., pots 20/- 100 ; open ground. 6/- 100.

Laxtonian, the Grand New Maincrop, pots 30/- 100 ;
open

ground, 20/- 100.—Hiustrated Catalogue, with cultural hints

and description of ail the new and older sorts gratis.—

Laston Brothers, Bedford.

FLOWER POTS, lOin., 6 9m., 10 7in.,

10 6in, 15 5in., 20 3Jin., 15 2iin., packed tree crate

included, 12/-; half quantity, 6/-. Illustrated list free.—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, EspaUers, Rose StakM, md
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every <^8a1p-

«on Send for Hiustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel RaiUng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a smaU surplus stock of Kennel Run? for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.—

BOULION & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Vendelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10 Anyone habitually

using this book will be enabled to add to his gams and enjoy

the »« Bfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead of

o^y a moderate onl-A prospectus of thevolumew.il be sent

on application to the Offices of "CouNTEY LrFB, LTD., 20,

Tavistock Street. Covent Garden, W.C.
2^

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's

Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis Grandiflora: 1/6 .

doz. .'SO for 5/-, carriage paid. See ist vegetable plants.—

F. H.JONES, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley ,
Malvern.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE
NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore bei to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very
pleased to send their useful catalogues to our
readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Fruit Trees and Plants

R. WALLACE & CO.,

KiLNFIKLD GaBDENS
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New
Iris List

Now Ready

G. BUNYARD & CO.,

Royal Nurseries
MAIDSTONE

Ltd. Fruit Trees
and
Plants

Seeds and Bulbs

BARR & SONS Seeds
King Street, Covent Garden and
LONDON Bulbs

REAMSBOTTOM & CO.
Geashill
KING'S CO. IRELAND

St. Brigid

Anemones
Perennials, etc.

Rose Specialists

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant
Growers

JOHN K. KING & SONS
C0GGE.SHAH,

ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries.

BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,
WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

Garden Sundries

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Rosehy
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
Highgate Nurseries,

Bulbs
Strawberry Plants

Horns^ej 760LONDON, N. 6 °HerS"^ ' Retarded Lilies

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

G. GIBSON &
Leeming Bar
BEDALE.

CO. Fpuit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

HUGH DICKSON
Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers
etc.

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse
FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish
T. G. High Street, HULL Manure

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Garden

Ironwork, etc.

E. J. HICKS
Hurst, nr. Twyford
BERKS

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries Carnations
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Horticultural Builders, etc.

Orchids
BLACKMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias, etc.

FOSTER & PEARSON, Ltd.
BEESTON,
NOTTS.

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

W. RICHARDSON & Co.

DARLINGTON

MANY YEARS REPUTATION.

T WEED
KILLER

LASTING RESULTS -NO NEW EXPERIMENT.

LABOUR SAVERS.-EUREKA- uwn sand.
-

soilfume. nicotlne. insecticides fumers.
sprays. and other chemicals & sundries.
See List Please ask your agent for the Eureka

^ARTICLES- They ARE ALWAYS SATISFACTORY IF ANY '

Difficulty in obtaining we send direct Carriage paid

^OnlyAdiliissTOMLINSONitHAYWARD L'.? LINCOLN.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We atill hold certain small Btocka of

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.. ""vS'ortl"' NORWICH.

PhytobromdL
Barrs Neur Plant Food

For Flowers Vej^etzkbles and Fruit

of highest quality & ouaranteed analysis

Phytobpoma greatly increases all
Vegetable Crops.

Guaranteed Analysis: 3'50% Nitrogen; 18'60% Soluble
Phosphates; 13"50% Insoluble Phosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.

71b.. 2/9; 141b., 5/6 ; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b., 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards, carriage paid.
Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

'^ Zhe BEST and Chcopcsh
5laU quantity ol each sue required and have " rarriNfr v\'

'

quolallon (" carriage" frwjuently omouma fa half vatue t.
joQd*). or write fur Price Lift, *r«.

5PECIAI POTS ut all dc.icrrplinns, Bulh Bowls and F«rn
Pans from 2d. each.

mCHA/ti> SANK£y^A SON, LTP.
Bulwell PoHeries. NOTTINGHAM

L,IOM^ CYCLES
CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packeil in crate free and cirriafSe paid. Since 190S I have
advertised and made and sold over 20.000 Machines. NO EXTRAS;
Bell. Pump, and everylhing included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write today for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full speci6cation. — GEORGE BEATSON. Ltd..
"Lion Cycle Works." 85. Moseley Street. Birmingham,

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most
profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; by post 8id.

Published at the Offices of "Cocntkt Life," Ltd., Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.
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THE illustration on this page has

been sent by Mr. H. H. Warner, Brox-

bourne, Herts, and should, we think,

encourage amateur vegetable growers.

The Potatoes were grown on a waste

and by no means clean piece of meadow land,

all of which was double trenched, dug over

and hand weeded by a gentleman who has passed

the three score years and ten. The seed Potatoes

—

Golden Wonder—were supplied by the Herts

County Council and planted during the last week
in April. The tubers are fairly regular in shape,

of a good average size, and of the colour which

their name denotes. The foliage is remarkably

vigorous and healthy, perfectly free from disease,

and 4 feet in height. The soil they were grown
in is the fine friable loam which has made
the district so justly famed for its Roses, and it

received no addition of any manure or fertiliser

to produce these fine Potato plants, which

are indeed a credit to their cultivator.

Fruit and Vegetable Shows.

—

The Royal Horticultural Society's

Vegetable Show and Meeting will

be held in the London Scottish

DriU Hall, Buckingham Gate,

Victoria Street, S.W., on Septem-

ber 25 ; also the autumn meeting

for British-grown fruits on Octo-

ber 9. A schedule for both shows

can be had on application to the

Secretary, Royal Horticultural

Society, Vincent Square, West-

minster, S.W.

Sir Harry and Lady Veitch.

Readers will join us in tendering

heartiest congratulations and good

wishes to Sir Harry and Lady Veitch

on the occasion of their golden

wedding, which took place on

August 6.

New Rose Mrs. H. D. Greene

(H.T.)—This is a very beautiful

novelty, and cannot fail to be in

much demand when distributed. Its

colour is a lovely salmon pink,

heavily suffused with rich golden

apricot. The buds are particularly

high coloured, quite a reddish

apricot, and they are long and
handsome. The size of the open

bloom, also the form, will make it

a grand show flower, and the pro-

fusion in which they are produced

will also render the variety splendid

for the garden. The foliage is not

the least attractive attribute, the

colour in the young state being quite a beetroot

red, changing to rich bronzy green. The growth

is vigorous and branching, and altogether it is

a variety that we can highly recommend. Long
rows in the raiser's nurseries were quite an out-

standing feature even among the many beautiful

novelties of recent years. Rose Mrs. H. D. Greene

obtained a certificate of merit from the National

Rose Society at the recent show The raiser is Mr.

Walter Easlea, Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea, and we
understand it will be placed in commerce next June.

Gypsophila elegans (rosea and alba).—^This

annual, Gypsophila, is quite as useful in its way
as the better-known perennial, paniculata. Its

flowers are considerably larger, and as they are

borne on slender, wiry stems they look ni('e and

light when cut and put into vases, arranged either

by themselves or with other flowers. The pink

variety goes very well indeed with a pink Sweet Pea

like Elfrida Pearson, and the white with a white

Sweet Pea. We have been told that in pre-war

days the pink form was used to decorate the tables

in the dining-cars of the French expresses.

Potato Epicure.—.•Vs an early variety for

giving bulk and selling w-ell, this is one of the

favoured of early varieties, but it has not the best

of reputations as a high-class cooking sort. Treated

as a second-early the conditions change. The

first week in August we tested a newly dug sample,

and found them when cooked all that one could

.\ PROMISING CROP OF GOLDEN WONDER.

wish. The full-sized tubers were plentiful, shapely

and clean, and well deserved a foremost place as a

second-early variety, which the introducers,

Messrs. Sutton, class it. This experience leads us

to say that more time is needed to develop the

true properties of this Potato, which is really not

a first -early variety.

Hedge Clipping.—This important operation

should be hastened to completion. Box hedges

in these pressing times may be left imcut for a

year, but all others need trimming. The swing

outwards that one so frequently sees in taU hedges

is easy to overcome by giving the sides a slight

"batter" off the perpendicular. This is never

noticed, while, by cutting perpendicularly, the

weight of rain and snow and the effect of

wind push the top out, to the disquieting of

persons whose eyes are susceptible to notice such

things.

Increasing the Lavender Supply.—^The month

of August is the best period in which to increase

the supply of Lavender bushes. So many persons

waste time and space in inserting single shoots

in cold frames when a much better plan is to

break up an old bush by slitting pieces with four

leads in a downward direction, thus ensuring

an attachinent of old wood. Cut off the extreme

tops square to obtain an even plant. Such slips

may be anything from 6 inches to lo inches

long. If these are dibbled firmly in gritty soil in

rows I foot apart and 6 inches in

the rows, leaving the tops 4 inches

out of the ground, they wiU quickly

make bushy plants.

Sweet Lavender.—Lord Arthur

Hill is collecting Lavender from

country gardens to be sold in

various towns in aid of the

Y.M.C.A. Auxiliary Maintenance

Fund for Huts and Miss Lena Ash-

well's " Concerts at the Front."

The receiving ofifice is at loi.

New Bond Street, London, W.,

and any quantity will be most

gratefully received and acknow-

ledged.

A Useful Japanese Quince.-—

The common Quince, Cydonia

vulgaris, is a well-known fruit-

bearing tree, its large, fragrant

fruits being popular for making into

jelly, but it is not so well known

that the fruits of other Qmnces

can be used for the same purpose,

those of the Japanese Cydonia

Maulei being specially suitable for

the purpose. The fruits should be

gathered when quite ripe, which is

apparent by their golden colour,

and they should be treated in the

same way as the fruits of the

common Quince. There is no

reason to remove the rind, though

the seeds ought to be taken away.

In addition to the fruits being of

value, it is a useful and very

beautiful flowering bush, the brick-red flowers

being very attractive during April and May.

Spencer-nowered Cupid Sweet Pea.—Mr. G. T.

Dickson, Newtownards, has raised on Mendelian

lines a Cupid Sweet Pea with waved flowers of

the Spencer type by crossing (in 191 3) a tajl

Spencer with the ordinary grandiflora type of

Cupid Sweet Pea. The new form appeared in the

second generation, and has since bred true.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

JUNIPERUS NANA.
"I N reply to Mr. A. W. Stelfox, I am pleased to say

that I have a nice little specimen of this Juniper

which is perfectly upright. It is one of several

4-inch seedlings brought from the Highlands

(Perthshire) a few years ago. All showed a certain

tendency to creep at first, but soon assumed a

pyramidal form. These Junipers, however, are

not naturally so compressed in form as J. hibemica,

for example. They have an inclination to become
cleft or mitre-shaped, but I have not yet had to

clip or wire mine.—A. T. Johnson, North Wales.

HYDRANGEA HORTENSIA.

VOUR correspondent " W. D." asks the origin

of the specific name of this plant. It was
called by De Candolle after Hortense de

Beauharnais, Queen of Holland. The name
became corrupted into " hortensis," and unfor-

tunately is so entered in the Kew Hand List,

whereby the historic association is lost. It is

not only misappropriate, because the plant is no
more a garden plant than several other species

of the genus, but it also violates the rule of priority

in appellation which we are bidden to observe

in botanical nomenclature. Last week I saw in

Mr. Carrick Buchanan's garden at Corsewall,

Wigtownshire, a plant of this mutable species

with the most vividly blue blossoms I ever beheld.

It is growing unprotected in one of the terrace

borders and attracted my attention from a distance

of 100 yards. The trusses were as intensely blue

as the brightest Larkspur ; but cuttings from the

plant have hitherto produced only pink blossoms.

—

Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

COLOUR DESCRIPTION,

T WAS surprised to see in the " Flower Garden

Notes " by such an authority as Mrs. C. W.
Earle, in your issue of July 2 1 , Iris pallida dalmatica

described as blue, and the wild English Geranium

also described as blue. Violet, mauve and rich

Tyrean purple they may be, but never blue. It is

quite hopeless to try to educate people into the

proper use of colour in the flower garden while the

colours of flowers are mentioned in this loose way.

Mr. G. DUlistone, in his article on "The Garden

Irises of June," writes of blue purples and red

purples. Even this is rather misleading, and the

term employed by artists—cold purples and warm
purples—preferable. Blue is quite distinct from

purple, and when the two colours are seen together

they produce the same distressing efiect on the eye

as two semi-tones soimded together do on the ear,

viz., a terrible discord. Combinations of colours

that we should not tolerate in pictures and in the

decoration of our houses should not be tolerated

in our gardens. We do not want them to resemble

some Early Victorian stained glass window where

blues and purples, crimson and scarlet, were

distractingly mingled.-—H. H. Warner, Pant

Einion, Briscoe Road, Hoddesdon, Herts.

IRIS ROSENBACHIANA.

'T'HIS fine Iris certainly deserves all the praise

that Mr. Goodwin bestows upon it, though,

except in sheltered gardens, it will probably be

found to succeed better in a cold frame than in

the open border. It is well worth raising from

seed, and a whole frame in full flower in February

and March is a cheering sight. There are certainly

two distinct forms and probably two species

concealed under the name Rosenbachiana : one,

the first to come into flower, has yellow pollen

and brownish roots, while the other has white

pollen and whiter roots. This latter is probably

the I. baldshuanica of Tedtsthenko. These two
Irises are widely separated, both by their seeds

and by their strap-shaped falls, from the stemless

Junos of Asia Minor, such as the various members
of the persica group, all of which have winged

falls, like I. alata. I. Danfordiae is not a Juno
Iris at all, but belongs to the reticulata section.

It was first described from dried specimens, on

which the outer reticulated coats are not very

apparent, and was classed as a Juno because the

standards are reduced to mere points—a character

which is typical of the whole Juno section.

The seeds, the leaves and the netted bulbs without

roots in the resting state show at once that it

is not a Juno Iris, but a relative of I. reticulata.

One difficulty in its cultivation seems to lie in the

fact that the bulb after flowering does not, like

I. reticulata, split up into a few bulbs, one or two

of which will flower the next year and the rest the

year after, but forms at its base a large number of

minute bulblets, no bigger than grains of wheat,

which need carefid nursing in heavy loamy soil

if they are to develop into flowering bulbs.-

—

W. R. Dykes, Charterhouse, Godalming.

GARDENS AND FORMAL GARDENS.

TV/TR. ROBINSON has reminded me of the under-

graduate who, given the subject " Esprit

du corps," wrote an excellent essay on the im-

mortality of the soul. Mr. Dillistone pleaded for

the right apphcation of an English epithet ; Mr.

Robinson returns a charming disquisition on red

Anemones in the hay. He knows that I have

always rendered him his full due for his great

services to EngUsh horticulture, and he will there-

fore perhaps not take amiss my mUd protest

against the inadequacy and intolerance of his

answer to Mr. DUlistone's very temperate plea.

It is his habit to forget that it takes more than one

man or one school to make the gardening world,

as it does to make the world at large. He prejudices

all fau: readers, especially those who know the

book, against himself when he writes (not for the

first timej such a sentence as " This useless term

[" formal "] was applied to the garden by two

men who wrote a book about gardening . . .

knowing nothing about it." He steps altogether

outside his province when he legislates about the

proper use of an English adjective, and this sentence

about " The Formal Garden in England," by

Messrs. Blomfield and Thomas, is—I use the term

in as inoffensive a sense as Euclid's—-absurd. In

the first place these authors did not write, and they

expressly say so, about gardening at all, but about

gardens, that is about the planning and laying out

of a garden -without regard to its contents, which,

despite Mr. Robinson, may be as separate a matter

as is the building of a house from its chairs and

carpets. And, secondly, they show a complete

and admirable knowledge of their subject, and

every one of the rectilinear and architectural

—

let me say "formal"—gardens which they de-

scribe so appreciatively and illustrate so exquisitely,

is a beautiful and priceless English possession.

As to the accepted use of this word, Mr. Robinson

is as impotent to suppress it in this connection

as was Louis XIV. to make carrosse feminine by
Royal edict, and Mr. Dillistone has no difficulty

in showing that Mr. Robinson himself is forced

to employ it. To take instances from my own
countryside, how shall I better distinguish the

original Italian gardens of Longleat from the

wreck to which Capability Brown converted them,

or the gem-like little Italian garden still extant

at Wilton, or a Dutch garden anywhere, from the

gardens of Mr. Robinson's affections, than by this

well-understood word " formal " ? He is certainly

familiar with the Elizabethan conception of the

Garden of Eden—a square enclosed by closely

clipped hedges and divided by rectilinear paths

into a geometrical parterre of elaborate " knot "

flower-beds, the round-topped Tree of Knowledge

of Good and Evil in the precise centre, the serpent

coiled symmetrically about its stem, and a Renais-

sance fountain discharging water to the four

cardinal points from spouts labelled Pison, Gihon,

Hiddekel and Euphrates. Is not " formal

"

more apt here than any other epithet ? I imagine

that Mr. Robinson would make evasion by denying

that such a garden is a garden in any sense or

deserving of any name. But this is merely a

pious, or possibly an impious, opinion of Mr.

Robinson's, and by no means a binding dogma
of the catholic gardening world, and it is idle for

him to pronounce that unless we believe faithfully

with Mr. Robinson we shall without doubt perish

horticulturally. The creed of the larger half

of the gardening world is wider than his, and will

remain so. I observe that he commonly .uses

that facile subterfuge of -writers who cannot or

wUl not reason their subject out, the begging

epithet or sentence ; for example .the statement

that " far too many gardens in old time were

geometrical in outline " (page 268). This is

simply asserting without proof what many of

us deny and he has to prove, namely, that a

geometrical outline or internal disposition makes

a garden a bad garden or no garden. Our Eliza-

bethan forefathers, after all, were neither know-

nothings nor necessarily without taste because

their taste is not altogether ours in the year 1917-

And it gives food for reflection that to their minds

the Bible began %vith a geometrical Garden of

Eden, as it assuredly ends with the quite geometri-

cal garden-city of the New Jerusalem, which
" lieth foursquare," with the Tree of Life neatly

disposed " in the midst of the street of it and on

either side of the river." On the whole I am well

content to range myself -with them, and apparently

with the Angels, even rather than with Mr.

Robinson, though this again is a question of

taste.

—

-George H. Engleheart, Little Clarendon,

Dinton, Salisbury.

MAKING POT-POURRI.

T^HE elaborate details given by Miss Jekyll,

page 324, issue August rr, will, I fancy,

be too troublesome for most readers, and I should

say they would not desire the long waiting process

when a much simpler method can be adopted.

Last summer I made some pot-pourri, and to-day

it is as delightfully fragrant as when first made.

I enclose the recipe The quantities given can,

of course, be doubled or trebled, but I made a

good-sized jarful. Dry half a pound of Rose

petals very carefully in the sun. I selected

most fragrant kinds, such as La France, Mroe.

A. Chatenay, General Macarthur, &c. Also

dry some other sweet-scented leaves, such as

those of Aloysia citriodora. When thoroughly

dry, mix with them a handful of common salt

to prevent decay, add a quarter of a pound of

Orris root, one ounce each of Cloves and mi-xed

spice, a few Tonquin Beans, two pennyworth each

of oil of Lavender and essence of Roses, three

pennyworth of essence of Bergamot, also a quarter

of a pound of weU-dried Lavender flowers. To
these my chemist gave me some essence of Mignon-

ette. Mix all well together and place in a closed

receptacle. By opening for a few minutes on

special occasions, the room is filled with the delight-

ful perfume. Silk bags may also be filled with the

pot-pourri.

—

Walter Easlea, Eastwood, Leigh-

on-Sea.
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POTATO MIDLOTHIAN EARLY.
•ymS variety has yielded a fine crop with me,

and the quality is excellent. On July 26

we lifted 6Jcwt. from 84 square yards of ground.

I do not pretend to be a Potato expert, so I shall

be glad to know if your readers think this a good

return. The seed came direct from Forfar, N.B.

—.Arthur R. Goodwin, Kidderminster.

[This crop of eicwt. from 84 square yards of

Potato Midlothian Early is excellent ; indeed,

for an early Potato it is almost marvellous, and

is all the more gratifying because some of the fore-

most Scotch growers have recently reported

badly on this variety and talk of discarding it.

It has, in our own experience, given very large

crops from Scotch-grown seed in the South of

England, and we were glad to see, in the Lothiaus

a short time ago, some very promising crops of

it. Will you not give an account

of your cultivation, distances of

planting, treatment of seed, &c.,

for the benefit of our readers ?

—

Ed.]

WHITE RUNNER BEANS
AND ROSES.

DEGARDING the note in The
Garden of Aug. 4, page 303, as to

the employment of Scarlet Runner

Beans as ornamental flowers, it may
interest other readers to know how
extremely decorative the white-

flowered Runners are. I have been

experimenting with them this year

(Sutton's Mammoth and Carter's

Jubilee) combined with Roses, both

along fences and in large beds. The

effect is simply lovely. Those along

fences are staked in the ordinary

way, but not very high—8 feet or

thereabouts. Those in the beds are

treated tripod fashion. In addition

to the beauty of the butter yellow

bud and ivory white blossom, there

is, of course, the amazing fecundity

of the white-flowered Bean. Con-

sidering what a horrid jar one's

colour sense receives from scarlet

Rtmners in juxtaposition with Roses,

I am sure people would be delighted

with the white ones.

—

Boris.

"i'ELLOW TOMATOES.

T70R use in the raw state the best

of the yellow Tomatoes excel

in flavour the red ones. Of this

anyone with a discriminating palate

will be soon convinced, yet the

yellow varieties are seldom grown
in private gardens, and by the

market grower never, so that they

do not appear in the shops except

as an occasional curiosity. There

has in the past been some prejudice against

them on account of their shy bearing, but

now that we have a good selection of varieties,

such as, for instance, that fine thing Golden
Sunrise, yellow Tomatoes should be given a

trial by all who grow Tomatoes in any quantity.

Their lack of popularity has, to my mind, been

fostered by the absurd action—or rather lack of

action—of market growers, few of whom, by any
chance, have the pluck and enterprise to give the

consumer a lead, but are content to be just led

by the nose by him, and if attacked on this score

reply by making a positive virtue of supplying
** what is asked for," a phrase which appears to

embody the antediluvian programme of most of

them.—F. Herbert Chapman.

SOME USEFUL GARDEN PEAS
Bv J. Duncan Pearson.

THOUGH GREAT STRIDES HAVE BEEN MADE IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF
CULINARY PEAS OF LATE YEARS, THERE ARE SOME OLD FAVOURITES

MENTIONED HEREIN WHICH CONTINUE TO HOI-D THEIR OWN.

OF old friends one of the foremost

.
is Sharpe's Triumph. I consider it

one of the very best midseason Peas
in cultivation. Three feet high, of

strong, sturdy growth, it bears an
abundant crop of well-filled pods containing large

Peas of excellent flavour. I call this an almost
ideal 3-feet Pea for the ordinary amateur or

cottager. Some of the newer varieties have longer

JOHNSON S PERFECT MARROW PEA.

pods and larger Peas, but these aristocrats of

the Pea world require high cultivation, or they

may prove almost failures ; while some of the

older varieties will succeed and produce good

crops under any decent conditions of soil and
cultivation.

Prince of Wales is another old Pea which,

although far surpassed in size of pod, is still a

very useful variety for light land, on which it

will produce a good yield, whereas many of the

newer giants would be failures. Veitch's Perfec-

tion is another old favourite which has stood the

• test of time, and is still worth growing on account

of its excellent flavour.

Of the newer varieties I would mention Johnson's

Perfect Marrow, a fine second-early, 3j-feet

Marrowfat of sturdy growth, bearing a very heavy
crop of Peas of the finest flavour. Johnson's
Magnificent is another Pea of the same class,

producing a heavy crop of deep green, square-

ended pods, and the Peas are of excellent flavoiu".

In late varieties we have Captain Cuttle, which
is a dwarf form of the old Ne Plus Ultra, carrying

longer pods than that old favourite, while the

quality is quite equal—one can hardly give it

higher praise ! Autocrat is one of

the very latest. If sown at the same
time as most other late Peas, it will

be in flower when the others are

in pod. The cooking quality is first-

rate. The only thing against it is

that the pods are rather short.

Gradus was one of
,
the first really

early varieties with true Marrow
flavour, and still holds its own as

a good cropper of excellent quality.

There is no need to grow any
round-seeded Pea nowadays, unless

it be for autumn or very early

spring sowings, for we now have
quite a number of first-rate early

Marrowfats ranging in height from
1 foot to 3 feet. Of dwarf and
semi-dwarf varieties we have Reading

Wonder, 12 inches to 15 inches, very

early, and of the best table quality.

Little Marvel, ij feet, bearing a
wonderful crop of rather small but

tightly packed pods containing Peas

of excellent quality, should find a

place in every garden. It just

follows the earliest. Closely follow-

ing Little Marvel comes The Sher-

wood, ij feet, a grand Pea which

bears a very heavy crop of well-

filled, square-ended pods ; the flavour

is excellent. Excelsior (Sutton), again,

just follows the last named. It is

2 feet high and carries a wonderful

crop of rather light-coloured pods

containing about eight large Peas

of good flavour.

Now that we have so many good

dwarf and 3-feet Peas, there seems

little room for the really tall ones,

for it is doubtful whether the tall

growers bear more than their dwarfer

brethren. It will be noticed that

nearly all the tall growers only bear

near the top of the vines, while all the

best shorter varieties carry pods almost from the

ground-level. One of the best of the 6-feet sorts

is Alderman, which carries a great crop of real

exhibition pods often containing eleven or

twelve large Peas of Ne Plus Ultra flavour. In

visiting trial grounds where a bewildering number
of varieties were being grown, I have often been

struck by the good show made by this Pea.

It enforces attention among its hosts of associates.

Quite Content bears pods of phenomenal length,

but, unfortunately, they are seldom really filled
;

there are nearly always one or two blanks in each.

Although these notes will be too late for the

present season, I hope they may be of service

to some readers of The Garden in the near

future.
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How to Treat Late-

Planted Celery

THE moisture - loving nature of

Celery is fully recognised by the
professional grower, who invari-

ably selects a position for the crop
as near the water supply? as

possible ; but the ordinary amateur and
allotment holder, having little or no
choice in the matter, make their trench
where the first opportunity offers itself,

the great majority of these having to
wait until an early crop of another kind
has been taken from the ground ; and
although we have sometimes planted
rows as late as the middle of August and
got good results, it must be admitted the
success or failure of such late plantings
is largely dependent upon the treatment
the plants receive, it being very rarely,

unless extra strong plants are put out,

such rows give good results if not more
than ordinary care is devoted to them
by the grower, and this must by no means
be delayed until a few weeks before
the first digging is expected to
take place, but start from the very
commencement of life in the
trenches.

According to the calendar we still have

two months of real growing weather

before us, a period, if full advantage is

taken of every opportunity, quite ample

to ensure good results from plants put

out recently or during the next few days
;

but no time should be lost.

The distance between plants put out at

this date need not be so great as would

have been advisable a month or six weeks
earlier, 8 inches each way bging ample.

Continue to give abundance of 'water until

the plants are making plenty of new growth,

and keep the soil between them constantly

pricked up with a very small hand-fork

or pointed stick. Syringe or sprinkle

overhead at every opportunity, more
particularly during the afternoon of a

hot day.

Remove all suckers or side shoots as

they appear, and as the leaves gain size, instead

of allowing these to sprawl about and shut out

all sun and air from the rest, tie each plant

loosely together with bast or soft wool.

After the plants have been in the trenches a

month, a little extra nourishment may be given

the roots either in the form of weak soot water

or liquid manure, or, what is perhaps better still,

a light sprinkling of one of the well-known artificial

manures put up in small tins, to be had from all

florists, &c. If a mulch of nearly fresh horse

or cow manure can be given, such should have

preference where the soil is very light, but on

heavy land I, prefer the former.

The benefit of mulching is most apparent when
followed by a long spell of hot weather. The
reader in a position to apply both dry artificial and
liquid manure is advised to discard mulching in

favotu: of the judicious use of these. When
dealing with these late plantings avoid adding

earth for the purpose of, blanching on the little

and often principle, but keep this away from the

plants until growth is nearly completed, which

will not be before the end of October ; this allows

a clear six weeks before digging commences.
Opinions differ as to the value of brown paper

or blanching purposes, but few will deny that

when this is used the sticks of Celery, in addition

to being more perfectly blanched, are usually

free from those blemishes which, when grown upon
heavy soils, too often disfigure many otherwise

perfect specimens. But I warn readers whose
gardens are exposed not to rely upon paper alone

to carry the plants through a severe winter, but

at the approach of sharp frosts envelop each paper-

covered stick of Celery in dry earth or coal-

ashes. F. R. C.

Three Grand Lettuces
It is only in a dry season that we fully

appreciate a Lettuce that does not readily
" bolt." The three following varieties I have
grown for seven or eight years, and they in-

variably give satisfaction. For the very earliest

crops, whether started in heat or sown outdoors,

nothing I have ever tried can approach Carter's

Holborn Standard. It is hardy, stands long in

good condition, and is very crisp and tender,

with a pleasant flavour. New York Giant is

probably the best summer Lettuce. It grows

to an enormous size without losing quality, and
is also a slow seeder. Webb's Wonderful is the

6 inches to 8 inches between the lines. The
stronger and taller the variety, the greater the
distance that should be allowed. The varieties

treated in this way were Edwin Beckett, Duke of

Albany aiid Quite Content. The second sowings
are now giving us splendid crops, and the rows
are furnished with free, healthy growth. The
ground is mulched, and two or three good soakings
of liquid manure and clear water have been applied

during dry weather. This method means a great

saving of labour and sticks as well as an economy
in ground space.

Aldenham. Edwin Beckett.

HOLBORN STANDARD CABBAGE LETTUCE.

other variety I can recommend for summer use.

It is not unlike New York Giant in general appear-

ance, but is slightly paler and not quite so large.

All three varieties blanch perfectly.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow. C. Blair.

INTERCROPPING PEAS
For various reasons, during these strenuous

times, one has to devise ways and means for econo-

mising labour and getting thelargest possible returns

from a given space of ground. I was induced to

make two sowings of Peas, or, rather, to grow two
sowings in the same row. We make it a practice

to sow both our early and second-early varieties

under glass and plant them out. After these had
attained a height of about lo inches we sowed the

same variety at the same distance of planting

in each row, and I am pleased to record very

satisfactory results ; but to attain this it is necessary

that the ground be well prepared, and I know of

nothing better for Peas generally than preparing

trenches in much the same way as one does for

Celery, and planting two lines in a trench. Much
depends on the variety grown as to the distance

one should allow, but this ought to range from

4 inches to lo inches from plant to plant, and from

The Making of Manure

FIROM experiments I have found that

vegetable manure is not a full, perfect

and complete substitute for stable or

farmyard manure ; but that it can be
made so I fully and firmly believe, if

only someone has the patience to complete

experiments.

How shall we make it ? After trying a variety

of ways I may say that the pit method is probably

the easiest to manage, and thus the

most convenient. A large pit is dug in

an out-of-the-way part of the garden, and
the rubbish from the garden, such as

soft-growing weeds not possessed of seed

heads or creeping roots, lawn mowings,
and general clearings from the flower and
vegetable garden, may be added.

I think it is a good plan to frequently

disturb the material, since if this is done
" burning " fermentation cannot set in.

Some folks, on the other hand, when
they are advised to do this, tell us that

they do not believe in the practice at

all. They say that better manure is formed

if the material in the pit is left untouched.

In order to keep the material in as

sweet a condition as possible, it is well

to add lime to it either when fresh

matter is being added or when the

material in the pit is being mixed. The
right kind of lime to use also appears

to be a matter of opinion. I like to

add plenty of basic slag, which is cheap
here ; but I have also found excellent

results have been obtained by using quicklime

or slaked lime. A friend of mine, however, is

of the opinion that lime in its active state is

most undesirable, since he says it wastes much
of the fertilising value of the manure. He
strongly advocates gypsum, which he can

get very cheaply from Derbyshire mines, and
says he gets splendid results. Yet another friend

tells me he mixes plenty of bone-meal with his

rubbish before he shoots it into the pit, and again

when it is being turned out.

Those who do not make vegetable manure are

advised to start without delay, for stable manure
is sure to be harder than ever to get this autumn.

If a start is made at once, a great deal of valuable

manure would be available by the time the winter

comes on, and this manure can by all means be

liberally used during the trenching of practically

all soils. It is alike useful for very heavy or very

light soils, for it greatly improves both ; it can

be used alike for flowers and vegetables, though

more can be used for the latter. We cannot do
without humic manure if we are to produce the

best from our land, and as animal manure will

be practically impossible to get, it needs little

apology for urging that vegetable manure can

and should be used instead.

Weetwood, Ecclesall, Sheffield. E. T. Ellis.
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THE ALLOTMENT
By a. Cecil Bartlett.

ADVANTAGE SHOULD BE TAKEN OF SHOWERY WEATHER TO PLANT
OUT THE REMAINDER OF THE BRASSICAS FOR WINTER AND SPRING USE.

THE main stock of winter greens should

be planted, and the careful worker

will now fill any blanks that may occur.

Although due consideration has been paid

to the value of Brussels Sprouts, Kales

and Broccoli, it is Savoys which may be looked

upon as the most profitable of the winter greens, and

the hardy sprouting Kales will be good seconds ;

so that it would be good practice to still plant

Savoys in any available place, but without encroach-

ing on the portion allotted for Spring Cabbage.

These late-planted Savoys should be set out

at I foot apart each way, and they will

be found to yield firm, compact hearts, not

so large as from the earlier planting, but

still sufficiently big to repay the trouble of

planting, and will also come in later when
green vegetables are scarcer.

In view of the recent rains no watering

will be needed. No alarm need be felt if

the plants flag for a time after they have ^
been transplanted, for they will soon recover.

Many large growers of vegetables deliberately

wilt their seedlings before planting into

permanent quarters by lifting and laying

them out in airy sheds during the day
previous, and then plant them in a slightly

limp state.

A second sowing of the selected Spring

Cabbage should now be made, and it is often

advantageous to follow it with a third a

week or ten days later. By this means one

is sure that all the plants will not " bolt,"

and as those of the first sowing often become
unduly large before their permanent place is

available, the later plants are valuable.

When the seed sowing is done at several

difierent times, quite small quantities should

be sown.

Occasionally among the Potatoes one sees

odd plants with brown and shghtly curled

foliage which is harsh and brittle when
handled, and the growth is stunted. The
uninitiated not unnaturally conclude that this

is a visitation of the Potato blight, but

fortunately this is a mistake. The condi-

tion I have described is nearly always due

to a fungus which attacks the eye of the

set and spreads to the lower portions of

the stalks, arresting progress. The iungus is

already in the seed Potatoes before they

are planted, but, being minute, cannot be

easily detected. The "set" rarely de-

cays, and the new tubers are always few

in number. Often this condition is accompanied

by brownish spots on the skins of the few new
Potatoes, which give them a scabby appearance.

This, fortunately, is only skin deep, and the tubers

may be safely eaten. This scabbiness is generally

due to some mechanical influence of the soil, and

so may, and often does, appear on tubers grown in

freshly broken ground which time has not permitted

to be properly worked before the sets were planted.

So that if Potatoes shoiild be grown on the same
ground next year, by which time more labour

may be given, there is small likelihood of a return

of the trouble. Excess of fresh lime added to the

soil will at times cause scabby Potato skins.

There is no ciure at present for the fungus which
causes the unsatisfactory growth, and it is generally

considered to be often due to the use of seed which

has been allowed to remain in the ground until

the tubers have ripened, though at times it is the

penalty of continued use of home-grown or local

seed.

The unprecedented demand for seed Potatoes

this year compelled many allotment holders to

use whatever seed that could be obtained, but

this state is not likely to recur, so that in future

we shall be able to select sets from sound and
reliable sources. It need scarcely be insisted that

although fit for eating, these tubers should never

W^

as the aim of the cultivator is to grow these vege-
tables as sturdy as possible, so that they may
withstand the coming winter. The Onions should
be of the Rocca and Tripoli types, while the most
suitable Carrots for early autumn sowing are
those wliich have stump roots ; the long-rooted
sorts are useless for this pmpose.
Many allotment holders, partly in a natural

wish to have tubers of their own growing, have
commenced digging their maincrop Potatoes.
This is very bad economy. If allowed to remain
in the ground the tubers would greatly increase
in size and so give an enhanced yield. At the
present time Potatoes may be purchased cheaply

—

no one need give more than 6d. for 7lb.—but the
low prices will scarcely be maintained throughout
the winter, so that those who have grown only
maincrop Potatoes should buy for present con-
sumption and allow their own to fully mature
before digging any of them. The early sorts

and many of the second-earlies are, of

course, fully grown, and should be dug now.

Cabbages and Onions
for Spring

B

CABBAGES AND ONIONS FOR
1, Raised beds Tor seeds ; 2, Seed drills on the level : 3, Shows a " blind

"

plant; 4, " Club-root" ; 5, A good plant; 6, Hoots of Onion broken;

! 7, Roots retained; 8, Onions properly planted.

SPRING.

: 3, Shows a

be replanted. To safeguard himself from dis-

appointment in the future, an effort should be made
to sprout all sets, before the planting season, and
then any that fail to grow satisfactorily may be

discarded.

All early and second-early Potatoes should

now be dug, for if left in the groimd after the

foliage has ripened there is a great danger of the

young tubers growing out under the influence

of rains. If there are more new Potatoes than

can be used in a week, the sturplus should be
stored in a dry place and covered to exclude the

light.

The ground cleared by lifting these Potatoes

may well be used for planting the first batch of

Spring Cabbage and for sowing seeds of Onions,

Carrots and Parsley. No manure will be needed.

OTH crops are valuable because they
are fit for use early in the year,
when vegetables, especially green
ones, are scarce. Although rather
firm soil is best for Cabbages and

Onions, it must not be poor. The Onion is

very deep rooting, and the Cabbage soon
permeates the surface of the soil with its

roots, which then penetrate deeper, exhaust-
ing in a very short time the ordinary nutri-

ment contained in the soil. It is quite
useless to grow the plants in a naturally
poor soil unless the means are available for

suitably enriching it in due com-se, which
should be in the autumn and again in the
spring. Then there is the nature of the soil

to be considered. If it is light and porous,
later planting in the autumn might be
successful, whereas it would probably be a
failure in cold, clayey soils.

Last autumn an amateur cultivator raised
some Onion plants late in the month of

August in a clayey medium. Much rain fell,

followed by severe frosts. Nearly all the

plants were destroyed, and those that survived
were too stunted to grow to a profit,ible size

;

in fact, the spring-sown ones overtook and
passed them. This is an extreme case.

In both North and South it is advisable to

make two sowings—in the Northern Counties
about July 20, and again the second week in

August ; in the Southern Counties the first

week in August, and again about August 20.

Our seedsmen now supply us with splendid

strains of both kinds of vegetables, a
fact that counts for much as regards

premature " bolting " or seeding of the resultant

plants.

The three principal points are good seed, to sow
it at the right time, and treat both seedlings and
soil properly. Soil in which Potatoes have been
grown is capital for the raising of Cabbages and
Onions. In a very short time at this season the
ground can be well prepared. Avoid sowing
the seeds thickly. Many cultivators do so and
then use only a few of the resultant seedlings,

ana all those not used have materially helped
to spoil them.

Transplanting.'—Transplant both the Cabbages
and the Onions in their permanent quarters
before the end of September. A fortnight of

the latter month, when the weather is real Septem-
ber weather, does much towards the establishment
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of the plants before severe weather comes. When
lifting preserve the roots as much as possible ; dis-

card those specimens that are " blind " or " club-

rooted." In the latter case the ground should

Jbe limed in the autumn and salt applied in the

spring. Three pecks of lime and a peck of salt

per rod, respectively, will be suitable. Keep the

soil at all times free from weeds and the surface

soil loose. Allow ample space for the plants to

develop normally. George Garner.

Notes from a Queenstown Garden
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE COLLECTION OF BEAUTIFUL FLOWERING

TREES AND SHRUBS, MANY OF WHICH ARE NOW FLOWERING IN THE

INTERESTING GARDENS AT FOTA ISLAND, COUNTY CORK.

» FTER the unusually severe and long

y\ winter of 1916-17 it is gratifying to see

/ % the remarkable manner in which most

/ % of the tree and shrub life is flowering.

* * Plants of CordyUne austraUs, of which a

great number have been planted in

past years and now reached goodly

dimensions, have been a glorious

sight with their immense trusses of

bloom, fiUing the air aU around them

with their fragrance and providing

a happy hunting-ground for countless

numbers of bees.

O I e a r i a macrodonta also, which

usually flowers with remarkable

freedom at Fota, has excelled itself

this season, and here again the

wheels of Time have developed those

planted by Lord Barrymore into

grand natural specimens, not only

to be seen in the pleasure grounds

proper, but also naturalised, as it

were, in the coppices and belts of

trees bordering the park and meadows,

which they liven up with sheets of

white when in flower in the same

way as does Abutilon vitifoUum

album. Another interesting Olearia,

with honey-like fragrance, which
flowered freely and proved itself

quite hardy, was O. vurgata, a slender-

growing variety with very fine foliage
;

as did also O. Solandri, O. steUulata

and O. nunuuulariaefolia, which, with

a few other species and excepting

O. argophylla, passed through the winter

unharmed.

Most of the Pittosporums wintered

without protection and suffered no

injury, excepting P. crassifolium,

which was killed. The Leptospermums

also passed through without injury

and have been, literally speaking,

smothered with flowers. Azaras integri-

folia, microphylla and serrata each

flowered abundantly, and the former, of which

there are large specimens, are bearing their

small fruits freely, and possess that delicious

perfume not found iii the others. Embothrium

coccineum, now fruiting freely, was a blaze of

scarlet, and especially the large clump, which has

extended, and continues to extend, its proportions

year by year with its suckers, which ultimately

reach the flowering stage.

Carpenteria californica, which suffered slightly,

but now not noticed, is bearing its large .-Vnemone-

like flowers freely ; as also is a fine bush of Indigo-

fera Gerardiana.

Carmichaeha australis, Ozothamnus rosmarini-

lolius, Grevillea rosmarinifoUa and G. sulphurea,

large trees of Benthamia fragifera (flowering also

beside the roads), Crinodendron Hookeriana,

Desfontainea spinosa, Diospyros Kaki, Drimys

Winteri, Eugenia apiculata (its large branches,

covered with reddish brown bark, will shortly

he a mass of white), large bushes of Fuchsia

Riccartonii, Habrothamnus, Hydrangeas, Mitraria

coccinea, Phormiums, Plagianthus Lyall.i, Rhyn-

cospermum, Salvia Grahamii, Schizophragma

hydrangeoides, Teucrium fruticans and Veronicas

are a few of the subjects now in flower, and

Mignonette stands up bravely, all but a few sappy

tufts that were absolutely flattened by the pounding

force of the torrent. Gaillardias have stood well

and Carnations not badly. Globe Thistles are

unhurt, except that where not properly supported

with stiff spray they have been thrown about.

The great White Balsam stands up bravely.

African and French Marigolds have hardly suffered

at all, though the dwarf French varieties of the

gingerbread kinds have lost colour from the long

soalcing of their water-logged heads. Helenium

pumilum and Monarda are both unhurt. The

existing blooms of Crinums are spoilt, but there

are plenty more to come. The forwardest Yuccas

have the flowers browned and rotting, though the

later stand well and are practically unhurt. Gera-

niums are a sad sight, every flower-head a black

sodden mass bearing a crop of grey fungoid mould.

Cannas have lost all existing flowers, but more

will follow. Scabiosa caucasica, lately so

beautiful, is done for for the present.

Nearly all Campanulas are badly drag-

gled ; worst of all is C. lactiflora, a

truly miserable sight. The one of the

family that has stood best is Platycodon

Mariesii, except that the forwardest

blooms are rain-spotted and show decay

at the edges. Everlasting Peas, in spite

of the fine substance of the flowers, are

a mass of rotting pulp. Roses, of

course, have suffered badly ; fat, un-

opened buds are held in the tight grip of

decaying outer petals. Sweet Williams

are perhaps worst of all ; a thoroughly

wet through Sweet William is a truly

deplorable object !

But except that the bloom of the late

July flowers has been abruptly brought

to an end, whereas had the weather

remained fine it would have endured

yet a while, and but for the breaking

down of a few plants that the lack of

labour had left without their usual

support, there is no great damage done ;

nothing that a few fine days will not

easily repair. On the whole the summer
has been one of the most favourable

to vegetation, good rains coming at suit-

able intervals with sunny days between.

If the needs of the time had not con-

strained us to give up the best flower

borders, their usual glory would have

been greatly enhanced. G. Jekyll.

OLEARIA MACRODONTA AT FOTA, QUEENSTOWN

through the winter practicallywhich came
uninjured.

Fola, Queenstown, County Cork. E. B.

The Effect of Heavy Rain

T
1:

^0 go round the garden after such a

deluge as we had of late for nearly five

successive days and nights and to

observe in what way the long-continued

and, at times, extremely heavy do\vnpour

has affected various plants is an interesting,

though rather a melancholy, promenade. Dahlias,

Snapdragons and Pentstemons are almost unhurt,

also Gladioli, except that some tall ones of weak

habit are broken down where they were not fully

supported. Rudbeckia Golden Glow has stood

well ; Mulleins are even rejoicing ; Phloxes have

had the bloom knocked off, but more will soon

come. Nasturtiums are unhurt ; Pot Marigold

has stood fairly well. Ageratum is quite intact and

The Rose Season
By the Rev. David R. Williamson.

The season of the Queen of Flowers

in Southern Scotland has been, for the

most part, inspired and dominated by benignant

atmospheric influences, and has consequently been

much finer in this region than in many previous

years. In Logan Gardens, which are picturesquely

situated in the northern division of this peninsular

parish, such modern Roses as Mme. Edouard Herriot,

Rayon d'Or, the Lyon Rose and Lady Hillingdon

have been simply magnificent ; as under the

superintendence of Mr. Kenneth McDouall of

Logan they invariably are at the flower-effusive

period of the year. In other Wigtownshire

gardens, such as those of Lochinch, Lochnaw,

Corsewall and Dunraggit, they have flowered

very effectively this season and developed with

unusual facility.

Among the many varieties of recent origination

that make glorious the fragrant borders of

my own garden (where they have the harmonis-

ing companionship of Sweet Peas, Antirrhinums,

Pansies and Violas), some of the most conspicuous,

by reason of their brilliant colours, are the creations
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of M. Pernet-Ducher of Lyons. Perhaps the

more supremely decorative of these have been
Mile. Cariste Martcl (which, like that grand New-
townards Hybrid Tea Margaret Dickson Hamill,

recently gained the gold medal at the great Baga-
telle trials in France) ; Raymond, a very
beautiful acquisition ; Mrs. BuUeu, Mme. Colette

Martinet, and some of their luminous predecessors,

especially Rayon d'Or, a veritable queen among
modern Roses, and her inestimable derivative

Constance, Mme. Edouard Herriot, WiUowmere
(named after the residence of the American
Admiral) and the wondrously coloured Lyon Rose.

Of Roses of British origin or introduction, some
of the most impressive are Mr. Arthur Paul's

famous Scarlet Climber (which has gained the

highest possible distinctions at the great horti-

cultural exhibitions and which has outstanding

attributes of radiance, fine form and floral pro-

fuseness), and the exquisitely coloured orange

yeUow Aladdin, two varieties which will sustain

the great reputation of theWaltham Cross rosarian.

Mr. Hugh Dickson's new Roses are, in my estima-

tion, by far the most notable productions of his

that have hitherto appeared. Especially attractive

in their brilliant, yet exquisitely contrasted hues

are Nellie Parker, Miss

Mona Hunting (deep

•chamois yellow, opening

to delicate fawn). Prince

Charming (worthy of

that poetic name), and
the lovely, large-petalled,

primrose-coloured Ulster

•Gem.

Among Mr. Samuel

McGredy's most recent

creations are the

lustrous and fragrant

•Crimson Emblem

;

Modesty, a variety of

Tare refinement ; and
Flame of Fire, an intro-

duction of the rarest

brilliancy of aspect,

whose value for garden

decoration can hardly

be over-estimated. His

golden-hued Christine I

liave not yet acquired,

but I anticipate that by
this time next year it

will be one of the most
radiant of my floral

possessions. Of late

years the consummate
Newtownards firm have

produced no Roses more
impressive in their beauty than the pendulous
George Dickson (probably the finest dark Rose in

•existence), Margaret Dickson Hamill, Miss Stewart
Clark (deep chrome yeUow), and the splendidly

•floriferous—with glorious Marechal Niel fragrance

—Mrs. Wemyss Quinn, ivhich Messrs. Dobbie of

Edinburgh regard as one of the finest varieties of

its colour at present in cultivation.

Augustus Hartman, raised by Messrs. Cant
of Colchester, is a somewhat distinctive introduc-

tion, of superbly effective nasturtium red com-
plexion. I have not seen this season any new-

varieties of grander effect than Mr. Walter Easlea's

Lady Bowater, the result of a cross between two
of my favourite Roses, Snow Queen and Pharisaer.

The most effective creation of Mr. Elisha J. Hicks
is Mrs. George Norwood, whose fine formation
-and rich fragrance render it uniquely attractive.

It is a special favourite of Queen Ale.xandra.

Princess Mary, which was beautifully illustrated

last year in The Garden, has a glowing crimson
•colour.

THE NANKEEN LILY
A QUITE UNPRACTICAL DISSERTATION.

CrM
TESTACEUM (syn. Isabellina, ex-

celsum) is one of the most, if not the

most beautiful of all the Lilies of July.

It is good in every way, in stem, in foliage,

in temper, but most of all in the refine-

ment of its coronet of exquisite flowers. When
first the blossom expands and its rays thrown
back into elegant curves, it looks in colour, sheen

and texture as if it had been graven in old ivory

and highly polished. In a day or two the most
delicate flesh tint will suffuse the pigment. The
orange anthers then glow into vermilion, the

flushed ivory deepens to a subdued yellow-buff,

and the lovely flower, slowly losing its .gloss,

seems to pass out of life with no less grace and
loveliness than it possessed at the beginning.

And all the while it has been pouring forth the

most entrancing fragrance that ever Lily

breathed.

The origin of the Nankeen Lily still appears to

be very doubtful. Some authorities contend

that it is a hybrid between L. candidum and L.

mysterious, heaven-sent gift that is beyond the
craft of the hybridist to create or control.

I am told that my admiration for this Lily will
be seriously impaired when L. regale brings her
rival graces into the garden. We shall see.

Another summer must pass before my family
of baby Royals, now only toddling, but prosperous,
attain the full stature of maturity. Meanwhile
I am content to wait. If the chaste and lovely
L. japonicum (Krameri), so delicately fascinating
in rosy silk, so wayward that I never hope to see
her again, was not enough to shake my allegiance
to my Nankeen charmer, I am ready to risk the
sight of this Royal beauty and all the direful conse-
quences which may ensue. A. T. Johnson.

DRAC^NA GARDEN ON FOT.\ ISLAND.

chalcedouicum. If so, it is an offspring worthy

of such parents. The latter it certainly resembles

in many ways. In stature and the poise of its

flowers it reminds one of the old Martagon of

Greece, but it is taller and more stately. The foliage,

again, while more closely allied to that of L.

candidum, has the curious spiral twist of the

other. The perianths also resemble those of our

old friend in red sealing-wax, but they are

larger, flatter and nobler. There, nevertheless,

upon the ivory is the peculiar silken gloss of L.

chalcedouicum
; there also the same texture, the

same indication of spots where there are no spots,

the same hang of the anthers. But in perfume the

Nankin Lily follows neither of its alleged parents,

nor is its scent a blend from both. It were hardly

just to say that the fragrance it cUstils is sweeter

than that of the Madonna Lily. One might as

well attempt to compare the cold purity of L.

candidum with the more spiritual charm of the

Nankeen lady. The fragrance of those ivory

chambers is a distillation of their own, a precious.

Plants on a Small Moraine

Garden.—

V

By T. ASHTON LOFTHOUSE.

Saxifrages.—The moraine conditions are ideal

for the Kabschias and other dwarf members of this

extensive Jfamily, including so many " gems "

from the higher moun-
tain regions, most of

which flourish and are a

constant source of de-

light, some of them
throwing up their

dainty flowers as early

as January and con-

tinuing till well
through June. The vari-

ous species are all planted

in the calcareous part,

and from time to timeare

mulched with limestone,

crushed mortar or
plaster and sand, and
well watered if dry
weather occirrs imme-
diately after the flower-

ing period. The weather
being uncertain when
many of them come
into flower, especially

the earlier ones, it ex-

tends the flowering

period and prevents the

flowers being soiled if

they have a sheet of

glass placed above them.

This is probably more
needed on the outskirts

of a manufacturing

town like Middlesbrough than in more favourable

country conditions, my garden being only a little

over a mile from some of the large ironworks which

prevail in this district. S. Burseriana magna.

—

A delightful free-flowering species and quite the

best of this section, a plant I have under 4 inches

in diameter having over 100 flowers fully developed

about the end of March, five weeks later than last

year. The flowers are large and on shorter stems

than Burseriana or Burseriana Gloria, of both of

which I have representatives. The last two

flowered earlier than magna. S. csesia.—A plant

of this tiny-rosetted species, planted in May, 1915,

flowered pretty well last summer, but for some

reason it has since practically died away (possibly

through disturbing by breaking a small piece

off shortly after flowering), this being my only

Sa.xifrage failure on the moraine up to the present.

S. Faldonside.—Quite the best of the yellow-

flowering forms and perfectly at home, a very

tiny piece planted in 1914 having grown into

quite a nice plant now. The spiny rosettes are
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lighter (bluish yellow) than any of the other yellow

forms and the flowers larger—pale citron yellow

on short, stiff stems. Unfortunately the frost

caught the flower-buds this spring and prevented

them from developing. This was the only species

affected in that way. S. Grisebachii.—A plant

of a single rosette obtained in the early summer
of 191 5 threw up its interesting red-coloured

flower-spike, commencing early in December and
gradually growing up and up until it broke into

flower in the spring. The position and conditions

have suited it so well that it now has increased

to five rosettes, from each of which the flower-

spikes have been rising since December and were

fully developed at the end of April.

[In addition to the above I have (excluding the

commoner species), among the Kabschias, S. Pet-

raschii, a later-flowering species with snow white

flowers of good size ; S. Paulinae, a yellow-flowered

form second only to S. Faldonside ; S. Salomonii,

which for some reason has shown very little incli-

nation to bloom, there being no flowers on two or

flower with me until this year, when there is quite

a good show of bloom. S. Stribnryi is a species

of somewhat similar type to S. Grisebachii, with

much smaller rosettes, having reddish flower

bracts which run up in a similar way and come
into flower at a somewhat later period ; a single

rosette inserted in 1915 has now increased to fom:

rosettes, which are going over this year without

flowering. The following were only added last

year ; S. Aizoon baldensis, with beautiful tiny

silver-edged rosettes ; S. Boydii alba ; S. corio-

phylla, with small rosettes of the marginata

type ; and S. scardica. I have also many of the

better of the Aizoon varieties, which make a

good show at the top end of the moraine, especially

when in flower ; and a clump or two of S. oppositi-

folia, which flower exceedingly well in these con-

ditions, but all the last-mentioned forms do quite

as well in the rock garden if they are well " gritted
"

round and freer-growing things are prevented

from overgrowing them. The Saxifrages have .

practically all flowered this year, much more

WAHLENBERGIA PUMILIO FLOWERING FREELY IN A MORAINE.

three small clumps last spring and had only a

single flower on this year. S. lilacina, a rare

Himalayan species with very tiny green rosettes

and pinkish lilac flowers, has increased very

perceptibly and flowered in its first season. Un-

fortunately, vermin of some sort ate and nipped

the flowers off before there was much chance of

appreciating them, but the colour, which is an

exceptional one for a Saxifrage, did not appeal

to me as a very pleasing one. Since writing this

note this season's flowers have developed, it

having between fifty and sixty good-sized blooms,

and I must confess that my first judgment hardly

does it justice, as at its best (which it was not

last year) it is a very beautiful plant. Of other

forms, S. Boryi has small green rosettes with

silvery edges, and flower-spikes throwing out

three or four good-sized white flowers at the end,

a feature of them being that they last in

good condition for a considerable time. S.

cochlearis and S. cochlearis minor, with their

pretty rosettes, grow quite well, but have failed to

freely than has been the case previously, the

severe winter having evidently been very suitable

to them.]

Veronica canescens grows too freely, if anything,

running into and over adjoining plants, but it is

not difficult to pull back. The small stemless blue

flowers make their appearance about the end of

July with me and continue for about a month, but

the effect of them is often spoilt by rainy weather

which we usually have about this period. In its

early stages it is as well to watch it for slugs, it

being another plant for which they have a special

liking.

Wahlenbergia (Edraianthus) Pumilio an ex-

ceedingly pretty dwarf plant with violet blue bells,

does well and has not needed to be protected in

the winter ; it is the best of an interesting family.

Unfortunately, the flowering period is a very short

one, especially if dry weather prevails at the time.

[W. dalmatica, W. tenuifolius, and W. Kitaibelii.

—^These all seem to have somewhat similar grassy

foliage and good-sized stemless blue bells which

are quite showy, but they are somewhat inclined

to flower themselves to death, and it is just as well

to prevent them from seeding if it is wished to keep
them. W. serpyllifolia major is more of a creeping

species with Thyme-like foliage and fine bells, freely

produced as a rule, and a plant well worth having.

W. vincaeflora is a delightful species of which to

have a plant or two placed on the outside of the

moraine, its beautiful blue bell-like flowers on
longish stems (quite different to the species

mentioned before) being freely produced from the

middle of July until well into the autumn.]
[Gentiana verna.—This native has been one of

ray most successful plants ; it is a treasure indeed

with its sapphire blue flowers, which, owing to

their sensible habit of closing up in wet and sunless

weather and overnight, last for quite a considerable

period. I have it in a fairly dry part, the best

patch, covering an area of about 8 inches by
4 inches, having over 70 flowers last spring; this has

flowered freely every season since it was planted. It

usually has a sheet of glass placed over it in the

winter season (as recommended by Mr. Malby in

The Garden some time ago), and is mulched with

a limy compost immediately after flowering and
again at a later period. It is also better for watering

well if dry weather occurs soon after flowering,

and not to allow the flowers to run to seed. Other
plants flower well not protected, but do not seem
to produce flowers so freely. A plant produced
an odd flower which opened out and was perfect

on last Christmas Day. I noticed recently in a
contemporary that a correspondent stated that it

usually flowered freely with him twice in the season

in a damp and sunny situation. As this seems
unusual, it would be interesting to know if any
special treatment is required ; of course, the

locality may have something to do with it. G.

acaulis.—A plant of this always flowers well, and
as it is not by any means' a ramper, it is quite a

desirable plant to have, especially when, as with

me, it does not flower freely in any other part of

the garden.]

THE WAHLENBERGIAS

WELL known also as Edraianthus,

the European members of this

genus consist of a few species

of choice and dwarf rock plants.

There are about half a dozen

kinds, all natives of the Eastern Alps, where
they have their homes in the rocky crevices that

so many of these plants delight in. The most
important essential to their successful cultivation

is perfect drainage, and this may be obtained by
growing them either in the joints of a wall or in

a pocket in the rock garden in a compost consisting

for the most part of granite chips, broken limestone,

sandstone, or brick rubbish.

To establish these plants in the crevices of a ^

wall or between stones in the rock garden, it is

advisable to use small seedlings. If these are

planted carefully, so arranging the roots as far

in as possible and packing the compost firmly

round them, finishing up by placing a piece of stone

on each side of the plant, firmly wedged in to hold

it in position, they soon take root and form hand-

some tufts.

Most of the different kinds produce seeds freely,

and these may be sown as soon as ripe, or

kept till the spring. In the former case a season

may be gained, for good-sized seedlings are formed

which flower the following year. Seeds should be

sown in very gritty soil, potting off the seed-

lings singly as soon as they are large enough to

handle.

In favourable situations some species, like

Wahlenbergia dalmatica, reproduce themselves
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freely, seedlings coming up around the old plants.

This is also the case with W. Pumilio, here illus-

trated ; but slugs are very fond of these young

plants, and must be kept in check in order to allow

the plants to develop. The three best kinds are :

Wahlenbergia dalmatica.—One of the most

robust growing species, which forms a rosette

of long, grassy leaves, producing numerous pros-

trate stems, each terminating in a cluster of violet

blue flowers. These are produced in May and

June. This Dalmatian kind is one of the easiest

to grow, but tends to flower itself to death.

Report of the Tulip Nomencla-

ture Committee, 1914-15*

By C. W. NEEDHAM.

i

COTTAGE TULIP CORONATION SCARLET, SHOWING THE CHARACTERISTIC
BASE OF THE FLOWER.

{From the Report of the Tulip Nomenclature Committee.)

W. Pnmilio is a beautiful little plant, forming

a compact cushion of glaucous foliage, thickly

studded in the early summer with pale purple

flowers. Planted among some blocks of tufa,

many seedlings are growing on the tufa itself

without any soil, the seedlings having obtained

a foothold in the porous stone. Unlike the last,

W. Pumilio increases in size yearly, and often

makes tufts g inches or more in diameter. It

is a native of Dalmatia.

W. serpyllifolia is also of neat, compact habit,

but somewhat more trailing than the last. It

has dark green foliage and deep purple flowers.

With larger flowers than the type, W. s. var.

major is a handsome plant which is more partial

to moraine culture. In such gritty compost,

with moisture within reach of the roots, it makes

spreading tufts that are very beautiful when in

flower. .
W. I.

J
HIS is an attempt to make order out of

chaos. For garden convenience Tulips
are grouped in families and sections, and
are classified in a manner that will be
found convenient. It records faithfully

and with infinite care characteristics and
distinguishing features, so that each

variety may be readily recognised. In settling

the nomenclature of the flowers, it remains for
the Council of

the Royal Horti-
cultural Society
to insist on the
fight naming of

blooms in ac-

cordance there-
with. Not
merely a book
of reference for

a 1 1 enquirers,
comprehen-
sively describing
something like
1,600 flowers,

it has other
features that
make it a
treasure to all

lovers of the
flower.

It is not a
handbook for
the enquirer to

turn to in order
to find the best
varieties of
Darwins or the
best of the
Cottage Tulips—-the best yel-

low and the
best white. It

does not
attempt to
place varieties

in order of
merit— to dis-

tribute praise or
blame—to sum
up and judge.
The Report

has a foreword
by Mr. E. A.
Bowl e s, the
chairman of its

committee, ex-
plaining how
the need for a
scheme of classi-

fication arose
and the desira-

bility of dealing
with the
synonyms of

Tulips. During
the last twenty
years the taste

for Tulips
spread rapidly

;

corners of old
gardens were

searched for long-neglected strains of Tulips, prob-
ably discarded by an old race of seedling raisers.

Whatever the merit of these rediscovered Tulips
might be, they at least showed vigour by surviving.
Names were given haphazard and according
to faiicy—as we learn had been the case in

earlier years with the florist's Tulip—confusion
arose, and hence action by the Coimcil of
the Royal Horticultural Society was indicated
in the interests of law and order. Then follows
a short article sketching the introduction of the
flower to Europe, its description and properties,

by Mr. A. D. Hall, president of the National Tulip
Society. It is authoritative and illuminating,
and we should have liked more of it.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE TULIPS.

/. Early flowering.

A. Due Van Thol Tulips.
B. Singles.

C. Doubles.

* *' Report of the Tulip Nomenclatxure Committee,
1914—1915 '• Published by the Royal Horticultural
Society, Vincent SijUare, Westminster; price 2s. 6cl.

Typical specimens are named under colour
descriptions ; selected varieties in a sequence
which is merely suggestive and not an order of
merit follow. Certain of them are commended
for pots, others for bedding such as experience
teaches.

//. May flowering.

A. Cottage varieties.

B. Breeders.
,

(i) Dutch.
(2) English.

(3) Darwins.

C. Broken Tulips,

(i) Dutch.
(2) English.

(3) Rembrandts or broken Darwins.
(4) Broken Cottage.

D. Parrots.

///. Species.

Then comes a description of the flowers, the
blooming-time, its duration, and the height of
the plant.

In the group of Dutch florists' Tulips 300 or
more varieties are described. These are of great
interest, and represent modem flowers—varieties
in commerce. No attempt is made to describe
" antiques." For descriptions of these old-time
favourites one must turn to some of the works
described in the excellent bibliography, which
by a happy inspiration is attached to the Report,
the painstaking effort of the Rev. J. Jacob,
evidently a task he has accomplished con amore.

In the case of the English florists' Tulips a
modest number of each class is described, such
as may be readily procured from the nurseryman

—

those within the reach of all. This old favotu'ite,

which has been evolved by British seedling raisers
from 1740 until to-day—new seedlings were
exhibited at the Royal Horticultiu'al Society's
meeting in May—has been the especial care of
the faithful few who have carried on the cult and
kept the glorious flower alive, and not allowed it

to have the melancholy fate of the Ranunculus,
now utterly extinct ; the Pink—she with the
purple lace and the " moon face " ; and other
almost forgotten florists' flowers. Faithful to
the canons laid down by oiur fathers, they have
at least the satisfaction of seeing the renascence
of the Tulip. Closer acquaintance with the
flower will doubtless lead to the esoteric cult of
one of the finest of florists' flowers, the hobby
that has inspired poets and moved satirists.

An attempt has been made to give the semblance
of order to the Darwin Tulips. In the case of
this numerous family of supposed Flemish origin,

where confusion of names most existed, types
have been selected to which the other blooms are
correlated. The family has been divided into
nineteen colour sections, " a " to " s." Thus, for

instance, " a," flower vermilion-scarlet, the type
is Isis ; and the varieties falling under this head
are arranged in order of shades, as near as may be,
forming a coloiu: sequence grading off towards
the adjacent sections. There is here no order
of merit of individual blooms, but order of shades,
a harmonious grouping.

References are made to the excellent plates

showing the characteristic bases of the flowers,

also to the plates showing the outlines of the flowers,

whether cup-shaped with broad petals or with
narrow pointed petals, with elongated broader
petals, or with reflex petals ragged in outline.

The work involved has been great, and credit

is due to Mr. Titchmarsh and the students who
assisted him. The Report is of live interest,

descriptive and orderly, and in no way censorious.
The best varieties are matters of taste. Taste

can only be acquired by experience of the growth
and properties of the Sowers by those who love

the Tulip and Imow best its possibilities. Thoiigh
one bloom surpasses another on the exhibition
table, all have their places in the garden. The
position of the bed must be considered—its relation

to surrotmding foliage and shrubbery. The
intention must be studied, whether it be for bold
decorative effect or for a bed of choice and rare

specimens; whether the eye is to be arrested

boldly by riotous colour and vigour of foliage

;

whether one's fancy is to be wooed with soft

subdued shades of melting tenderness, peaceful

and restful ; whether one is to be mystified by a

bewildering mosaic of colour ; or whether one's

attention is to be attracted and mind enthralled

by the purity of colour, the delicacy of tint and
the grace of form.

" Not one of Flora's brilliant race

A form more perfect can display
;

Art could not feign more simple grace
Nor Nature take a line away."—Montgomery.
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Tripoli Onions.—Sow seed of White Leviathan,
Lemon Rocca and White Emperor, where variety

is required, to produce bulbs for spring and early

summer use. By the aid of one or more of this

type a regular succession can be obtained all the

year round. The ground following Peas or early

Potatoes should be deeply dug and made fine

on the surface ; draw shallow drills 14 inches

apart where the plants are to be allowed to remain,
simply thinning them out when too thick. If the
whole of the plants are to be transplanted in

February, the seed can be sown in drills 9 inches

apart on a south border.

Cardoons.—Where an early supply is required

in, say, ten weeks, preparation should be made
for blanching the stems. Tie the leaves together

.at the top and wind a piece of brown paper, 6 inches

wide, around the stems, commencing at the base
and making this secure. Over this place a hay-band
to the depth of the paper, banking this up at the

base with soil to increase the exclusion of light,

.and make each plant secure by the aid of a

stake.

Asparagus.—As the tops of young plants get

heavy, somemeans should be adopted to secure

them from damage by wind in the autumn.
Nothing answers better than stout Pea
stakes thrust into the soil among the plants,

especially on the south-west side. Keep the

plants free from weeds. Any weakly plants

can be strengthened by the aid of weak
liquid manure.

Cabbage.—Make an early plantation of

such small-growing sorts as Harbinger and
Ellam's in rows a foot apart, allowing the

same distance between the plants. These
will provide small, succulent heads quite

early in April. Sometimes slugs are trouble-

some to newly put out plants, and the
most effective method of checking these
pests is to cover the soil for 6 inches around
the plants with finely sifted coal-ashes, upon
which the slugs find it difficult to travel.

Sow seed of larger sorts thinly in drills for

late use. This is an important sowing, and
advantage should be taken of the first fine

day for the work.

Spinach.—Do not fail to sow thinly more
seed of the Prickly variety in drills 14 inches
apart for spring use. Ground from which
a Potato crop was cleared will be suitable'

without any further preparation.

Turnips.—For winter use, seed of

Prizetaker, Chirk Castle and Orange Jelly
should be sown thinly in shallow drills

14 inches apart on a deeply dug plot,

so that it is well drained. Thin early,

thus encouraging a sturdy growth, which
will ensure the plants withstanding
wintry weather much better than where they
are allowed to grow weakly by overcrowd-
ing.

ColewortS are very useful, filling in a gap
in the autumn when other crops are cleared,

such as Potatoes, Cauliflowers, Lettuce, or

Broad Beans. The plants can be put out a foot
apart.

Tomatoes in the open should have all side sjjoots

removed and their points pinched out when the
plants have attained a sufficient height to ensure
a full crop of fruit. If there is a doubt about the
fruit having sufficient sun to ripen, cut away
portions of the leaves. In giving stimulants to
the plants to swell up the fruit, be careful not to
overdo this, especially if the weather is showery,
cold and sunless, as such conditions are liable to
accelerate the spread of disease before the fruit

commences to colour.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Figs on Walls.—Where a full crop is formed, the
point of the most vigorous shoots should be pinched
to assist the swelling of the fruit. Any very
gross growing shoots or those weakly owing to over-
crowding should be removed instead of waiting
until the leaves have fallen, which is all too
customary. This thinning will enable the reserve
wood to mature more freely, thus giving an in-

creased crop next season.

Autumn-Fruiting Raspberries should have
any surplus current season's shoots cut away to
assist in ripening the fruit. This allows more sun-

light to penetrate the centre of the clumps as well

as aids in maturing the current season's shoots,

and produces much better results.

The Flower Garden.

The Rose Garden.—Now is the time to take
note of any alteration required in the arrangement
of the beds, replacing inferior varieties, andgenerally
overhauling the various forms of plants. As time
goes on the Wichuraiana type of rambling yarieties

finds more favour. The habit of growth is all that
could be desired for pillar, pergola, or fence ; the
freedom of flower, too, is dense, while the colour

covers a wide sphere. What is still required is a

good yellow variety flowering at the same time as the

type ; in fact, a piure yellow climber at any season
would be welcome. E. Molyneu.x.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Malmaisons.—Early rooted layers will now be
quite ready to be transferred to pots of 4 inches

or 4§ inches diameter. If they are to be repotted
in October, these, in experienced hands, will need
no drainage. Many make the fatal mistake of

burying a part of the stem, which is very susceptible

to injury from the moisture in the soil. If the part

/Cr-
«*>«3;

STRAWBERRY LEADER, PROLIFIC AND OF

WONDERFUL SIZE.

cormecting the layer with the old plants is cut
close to the former, and the cut part no more than
touches the sod, it will be a guide to the proper
depth to plant. Firm the compost in every part

and keep the plants meanwhile in a cold frame,
shading from the sun and being careful in the
administration of water all along, and especially

for a week or two after potting. Aphis can be kept
off by dusting with tobacco powder.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—^The old-fashioned custom of earthing
up Celery bit by bit is now to a large extent
exploded, but it helps the crop considerably to

apply an inch or 2 inches of soil from the ridges to

the surfaces of the trenches. If growing freely there
will be no need to add manure ; if, on the contrary,
growth is slow, soot or some other simple manure
scattered among the plants before throwing in

the soil will be very beneficial. In Scotland it is

seldom that water is required, once the plants
are started into growth, and after this date it

should not be needed at all. Very early batches
will be best blanched by means of stout paper
tied round the stems.

Leeks.-—To save labour all our Leeks are this

year planted in trenches, three rows in each trench,
and they are now ready to have more soil applied,
though not very much. Leeks, like Celery, grow
well enough without being watered, but it is

essential that a very liberal application of rotted
manure be dug deep enough into the ground to

enable the roots to benefit by it. The delicious

bulbs which form at the rootstocks of two year
old plants are now abundant. Those who save
seed must see that the stems are properly supported,
otherwise autumnal gales and high winds will

certainly break them over. Our best ripened seed
is secured from plants growing against south walls
to which the stems are attached.

Brussels Sprouts.—At this time I give the plants
a very considerable earthing up, which is necessary
to keep them from being swayed about by high
winds, and it also imparts fresh vigour to them.
Should growth be less vigorous than is desired,
a pinch of sulphate of ammonia—just as much
as can be lifted by two fingers and the thumb

—

is placed to each before earthing up, but it is seldom
this is required. Over-vigorous plants, it should
be remembered, yield coarse sprouts, good enough
to eat, certainly, bul not so desirable as small,
bullet-like ones, the produce of plants not so
highly cultivated.

Broccoli.—Any varieties not yet earthed up
should he seen to forthwith. Hard ground suits

these, and it may be necessary to break up the
soil between the rows to get loose earth for

the purpose. It does no harm, but good, to cut the
roots in these operations, if for no other reason
than that it renders the plants more hardy
and more capable of withstanding severe weather
in winter, the newer type of Cauliflower-Broccoli,
which is so great an advance on old varieties,

being very susceptible to damage by severe cold.

Carrots.—These are a failure owing to

the drought and the attack of maggot.
Where there are frames or pits to spare,

which is generally the case just now, seeds
should be sown in comparatively light soil,

which need not be deeper than i foot,

and plenty of delicious roots will be avail-

able for winter and spring. A stump-rooted
variety should be chosen.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Wall Trees.-—Not much time is required
to examine these and remove the secondary
shoots that have appeared since the usual
summer pruning. Theseareof no value what

-

\ ever, and should be rubbed off instead of

,1 being cut back. Nothing is gained, but
much lost, by allowing a profusion of weakly
growth to remain along with, often, an
over-crop of spurs and shoots. Where
birds are permitted to nest unmolested, all

trees with ripening and ripe fruit must be
closely netted to protect it from their
ravages. '

;

Strawberries.—It is a good plan when
layering for pot work to include at least

some for planting out, especially of Royal
Sovereign, which is splendid from annual
plants and usually fails if grown longer.

These will now be quite ready to plant,

allowing each a little fruit manure to
start it into growth and making the ground
really firm. Success is only assured by their

making the maximum possible growth be-
fore it is stopped on the advent of winter.

If the weather is dry subsequent to planting, it

maybe necessary to moisten the ground round each
for a short time till a grip of the soil is secured.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Preslonkirk, N.B.

An Extra Fine Strawberry

The Strawberry planting season is with us again,

and those requiring a really fine table variety

should not overlook Laxton's Leader. I have

grown it for a number of years, and no matter

what the season is like. Leader never fails. It is

a most prolific variety, the fruit of wonderful size,

good colour and excellent flavour. Our soil is a

heavy loam, well cultivated and manured ; but I

also hear excellent reports of this Strawberry from

other districts. So far as I can see, it has only one

fault, and that it shares with the bulk of modern

varieties—it is but a short liver. It gives grand

crops for two seasons, and then out it must come,

or disappointment is certain. It is a very dwarf

but sturdy grower, and produces runners in plenty.

The fruits withstand both rain and drought better

than most sorts. A really desirable Strawberry.

Predion House Gardens, Linlithgow. C. Blair.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

** BOTANICAL MAGAZINE " (M. C. U.)—The
Botanical Magazine can be obtained from Messrs. Lovell,
Reeve and Co., Limited. 6. Henrietta Street, Covent
Garden, London, W.C. It is at present published quar-
terly, price 2s. 6d. ; until recently it was published
monthly.

MALFORMED PEARS {W. F. M. C.>—You do not
say whetlier the supply of water to the Pear trees has
been kept up thruugh the spring and summer. Lithiasis,

the condition from which your Pears are suffering, is

usually attributed to lack of moisture, but experimental
evidence is lacking.

HOLLYHOCK DISEASE iBadey).—We fear there is no
known cure for the Hollyhock disease, which is due to the
fungus Puccinia malvacearura. If the plants are clean to
start with and are occasionally sprayed with a rose-red
solution of potassium permanganate, they may generally
be kept more or less clean ; but. if the disease is permitted
to attain any proportions, treatment is unlikely to be
followed by good results.

TO KEEP DOWN DUCKWEED (Wolseiey).—There is

no easy method known of destroying Duckweed in water.
It cannot be killed with a weak solution of sulphate of
copper, as is the case with lower orders of plant life.

and the application of a solution strong enough to kill

it would probably mean the death of other water plants.
The only method that has been found effective is to keep
it skimmed off. A circle of stout wire covered with canvas
at the end of a long pole is useful for removing the weed

.

It is necessary, however, to persevere with the work
for several weeks to make an effective clearance.

SALT AS A WEED KILLER (E. M.).—Ordinary common
salt is usually used for spreading on ground to kill weeds,
but it is doubtful whether it can be procured for the
purpose at the present time. If obtainable, it is probable
that any of the large stores would supply it. As a rule.
however, ordinary weed killer is more effective on drives
and paths, even on very sandy ground, for salt has a
temporary effect, afterwards acting as a fertiliser ; but
weed killer may be expected to keep the paths free from
weeds for nine or twelve months if properly applied.
Salt should be sown over the ground thickly enough to
form a light covering. It ought not to be applied during
a very wet period.

"roses for A ROADSIDE BANK (A. S. iJ.).—Rosa
rugosa ought to make a good background for your bank
of Roses. Good strong plants should be inserted about
'2k feet apart for a hedge. For the bank the following
varieties could be used, planted in the order here given :

Dorothy Perkins, pink ; Rosa arvensis flore pleno, white
;

Crimson Rambler, rod ; Alberic Barbier, cream ; American
Fiiiiir, red ; Sander's White, white ; Hiawatha, red ;

Rosa multiflora, white ; Mrs. Flight, pink ; and Ilarrisonii,
yellow, double. They ought to be planted about 4 feet
apart, providing the ground is good, except the last named,
which is not such a strong grower as the others and could
be placed about 2i feet apart. The bank would look
best planted in groups with rough branches of Oak or
Elm here and there, over which the plants might ramble.
Cattle may cause some injury while the plants are small.

AN EVIL-SMELLING FUNGUS (F. M. ff.).—The fungus
about which enquiries are made is doubtless the stink-
horn or wood-witch fungus, known under the scien-
tific name of Phallus impudicus. It is common in
gardens and plantations in the British Isles, particularly
in shrubberies or plantations where rotten wood and
other decaying vegetation is foimd. There is no good
way of eradicating it without removing the soil to a depth
of 12 inches from an infested area, for the noticeable
fungus is simply the fruiting stage, the vegetative con-
dition being in the form of threadlike mycelium which
travels through the soil beneath the ground; and the
application of any chemical in sufficient volume to soak
the soil and kill the mycelium would probably destroy
all other plant life in the vicinity as well. If the soil is

removed, it should be burnt before spreading elsewhere.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—J/. E. ff.—The Rose is Edmond
Proust ; the shrub, the Tea Plant or Chinese Box Thorn
(Lycium chinense). Boris.— Heixine Solierolii, •

Q. S., Hants.—Lysimachia Ephcmerum.

OBITUARY

CHARLES T. DRUERY, V.M.H., F.L.S.

Readers in general, and Fern-lovers in particular,

will learn with deep regret of the death of Mr.

Charles T. Druery, which occurred on August 8

after a long illness. He was a great traveller

and notable collector and writer on British Ferns,

secretary of the British Pteridological Society, and

editor of the society's journal, the British Fern

Gazette. Moreover, he was a humorist, and his

genial presence and kindness of heart will be sadly

missed at the horticultural gatherings in London.

An appreciation and portrait of our late friend

and contributor will appear in our next issue.

British

Grown Bulbs
and

Paper Shortage.

In order to conserve supplies of

paper for esseotial and other purposes

promoting Food Produclion. Bees Ltd.

will not issue Bulb Catalogues this

season. Customers are therefore

referred to the full page advertisement

which appeared on page iii. in last

week's issue, and are invited lo make
up their orders therefrom, or lo write

to Bees Ltd. for a reprint which will

be sent gratis and post free.

Roses and Plants.

New Catalogues will not be issued,

but a list of revised prices may be

obtained gratis and post tree. Appli-

cants who do not possess Bees' last

season's Rose and Plant Catalogue,

may have a copy if they will kindly

make immediate application.

175c, Mill St

|(^„ LIVERPOOL

The Garden " said in an article in the August 4th issue :

—

" Those who have not sprayed should do so without further delay. We have

seen the " Ubel " Knapsack Spraying machines in use and know them to be

effective. Moreover the comfort with which they are carried and the fine

mist-like spray which never fails, and the ease with which the pump works
renders spraying a pleasure instead of a trying occupation."

C«i

are the greatest help to increased produc- ~^ ^-^

tion, because they absolutely stamp out
blight and disease in the garden. All the
machines in the '

' Ubel '

' line and bearing the '

' Ubel *'

trade mark (without which none are genuine) are strong,
efficient, and easy to use.

Our Catalogue will help you to select the machine that is best
for your purpose.

UNITED BRASSFOUNDERS& ENGINEERS, Ltd.

Empress Foundry, Cornbrook, Manchester.

...."U^c-'

The iargcat actuai niaiiiifiicturers of sprayitifi and lii

and accessories in Great Britair
fu-ashins m&clnites

(Zchu&firri^ ^itaJ(>ip^i4JL
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
THERE are many methods of poultry-

keeping, and one plan adopted by a

reader of The Garden is worthy of men-
tion. It will be found outlined below.

Keep Pullets.—My correspondent, who is a

Professor of Agriculture, keeps twelve pullets in

a convenient run (with no male bird) for the

purpose of supplying his home with eggs. He
keeps these pullets one year, buying them about

November and killing them off for home con-

sumption in the next autumn before buying in a

fresh lot. His run is about 24 feet long by 10 feet

wide, and is covered except for about 6 feet at

one end. The roof is boarded (lean-to), then

covered with felt, and over that is fixed corrugated

iron. The whole is wired in to keep out sparrows,

&c., and a good sheltered place is arranged at

one end for the perches. His last account showed
an average of 141 eggs for each bird for the year.

Leghorns Recommended.—He considers leg-

horns the best for his purpose, as they do not

want to sit, and his egg record for the twelve

birds up to July 23 reads :

Eggs. Eggs.

January . . . . 68 May . . . . 180

February .. 154 June .. .. 198

March .. .. 175 July (to 23rd) 84

April . . . . 206

Total .. 1,065

The pullets began to lay on January i, 1917,

and they are given plenty of garden greens and

the lawn mowings, which, with their maniure,

my correspondent adds, make grand dressings

for the garden. He has adopted ray system of

feeding as already outlined in The Garden,
viz., grain for breakfast and mash for tea. The
grain—about 20Z. per diem for each fowl—-is

given in an automatic feeder or " spreader,"

and grit, shell and fine ashes (to dust in) are

provided, together with fresh water daily. He
gives Colman's Poultry Mustard in the soft food,

buying large is. 6d. tins in the town. He also

writes highly of water-glass, and puts down a

lot of eggs each year for winter use.

Housing.—I have gone fully into his plan

with the correspondent concerned and thrown out

many hints whereby he can improve his returns.

In case any of my readers might like to try

this method of poultry-keeping. I will offer them
a few suggestions. As regards housing, this

can be improved. It will be seen that the house

used for the twelve pullets is 24 feet long by 10 feet

wide, and covered except for about 6 feet at one

end. It is here that my correspondent defeats

his object, since the flooring will be continually

damp, and if a hen is wet underfoot or overhead

she will never give of her best. My suggestion

is that the house be roofed in all over. The front

will be all the better if it is boarded up for 2 feet

or so and the top section of wire-netting controlled

by a glass or canvas hood hinged to the roof

to keep out the driving rain. These alterations

will turn tjie house ' into an intensive pattern.

With the floor well littered down to promote
scratching exercise, and with a glass panel placed

n the roof and one in each side of the house, the

accommodation will

be nearer that which
is ideal for winter

egg-production.

Making a Start.

—

Professor makes
a great mistake in

starting operations

as late as November.
It is seldom that pullets bought at that time

and placed into new and strange quarters will

lay before the New Year when the milder weather

sets in. If he bought in September and placed his

pullets into their permanent winter quarters at

once, they would become settled by October and
commence to lay. Under my correspondent's

plan three valuable months are wasted, and it is

during this period that eggs are eggs. It must
not be forgotten that one winter egg is worth

two or three summer ones ; hence the imparlance

of buying pullets earlier than November.

On Ages.—The success of this method depends

to a great extent upon the price paid for the birds.

If they are expensive, the owner has but a year

in which to get back the original outlay and a

reasonable profit over cost of feeding, although,

of course, the selling price must be taken into

account. My correspondent was fortunate enough

to secure his pullets cheaply, and each bird showed

a profit of about los. on the year. Where the

pullets are "home" bred and reared, this plan

is excellent, as the birds are secured at cost price.

I think that the system can be improved if the

selected pullets are retained another season.

An Alternate Plan.—What I suggest is this

:

We start with twelve pullets purchased in August

or September and brought into lay by October.

All are kept till the next autumn, when they are

carefully examined, as under my scheme they

will have to be divided into two groups. When
July or August comes round, those birds that

have commenced the moult will be warmly house^

and properly handled with the express idea of

getting them over the moult normally and into

lay again by the October or early November.

These will be retained throughout the winter

months and as many eggs as possible obtained

from them. They can be disposed of the next

spring or summer, or even prior to the autumn

moult.

The Late-Moulters.—There wUl be some

pullets, however, that will show no signs of moult

by the time August comes round, and these should

bl marked for early disposal. While the pullets

in the other group will be warmly housed and

encouraged to moult, the puUets in this group

will be given free range and everything done

to discourage the moult. A liberal diet will be

introduced in prder to make the birds lay a final

clutch of eggs prior to their being disposed of.

Under this arrangement the purchase price of

the pullets retained over their second winter

of laying will be extended over two seasons.

With many this will be a point worthy of

consideration.

Trap-Nesting the Pullets.—A more accurate

way of ascertaining which birds were worth keeping

over the second winter for laying purposes would

be by trap-nesting the pullets during their first

season of laying. Having installed trap-nests

and marked each bird by means of a coloured

or numbered ring so that all eggs laid could be

booked to the individual layer, we should know
at once which were the best performers. As

August—the time of the moult—approached, those

that merited retention over the second winter

on account of their laying activities throughout

the year would be enticed to take a normal moult.

The remainder whose records did not warrant

their retention would be given free range and

force-fed so that a " final " clutch of eggs could

be obtained from them prior to their being

disposed of.

Winter Records.—Many will consider the

trap-nesting too much trouble ; others will not

be able to find the necessary time to attend to

the detailed work involved. Let me say at once

that trap-nesting and such detailed systems increase

the egg-yield of the flock, and should be carried

into practice. If trap-nesting cannot be attended

to for the whole season, I strongly recommend
its adoption throughout the winter months.

My experience has proved over and over again

that the pullet which starts to lay in November

has a better total for the year than her sister

who commences in December and so on. One

might, therefore, make a point of using the

trap-nests during October, November, December

and January.

Disposing of the Birds.—The disposal of the

birds should be carefully considered in the case

of pullets kept on over their second winter of

laying. Around the Jewish festivals there is a

keen demand for heavy hens, and if in the spring

several hens are placed ^vith a young cockerel,

many. buyers will be found for such mated pens.

Again, if I was running an incubator. I should

give each hen as she went broody (i.e., if a heavy

breed were kept) a dozen chicks and sell mother

and brood, getting a good price for the mother.

In such matters we enter the realms of poultry-

keeping as a profession rather than as a hobby

or a means of supplying the house with eggs.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. TT. Pmt'cU-Onvn. The Oardkn Pmillni Expert,

trill bo piriisrd In iiiisirrr. frrr nf cltdrtir. iiiiii iiiirsliinis ilniliiuj

mill prndlni-krepinih .1 .iliimpcil ami iiililrrssrd rnrrlnpe

simiilit lir nirlosed, u'hi'ii a lenijlhjl and liHililcit repli/ irill he

piistfd prnniptlij. Communicutions should be sent to Mr.
ly. Puirrll'Owen, eare of The Garden, 20, 1'avistock Street,

Strand, W.C.i.
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Everything Supplied for
Poultry-Keepers.

FULL VALUE AND SATISFACTION FROM

COOKS' «'

ORPINGTON
from 14 days to 5 months.

BREEDING PENS
from 42/- to 105/-.

Special Laying Meals
20/ cwt., 11/- Vcwl., 6/- i-cwt.

BfiKinners* Complete Intensive Outfits.

MOULTING AND LAYING POWDERS
1'4, 2 5, 5 6 ,nid 10 6 a tin.

Send your enquiries and ask for our free 16-page
Booklet, full of advice.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, KENT.

Vr- 'Phone : CKA^ 39. -«

A FOOD
WHICH
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PEARSONS RELIABLE BULBS
There is every sign of Bulbs being very scarce this season,

owing to the prohibition of foreign produce.

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May -flowering TULIPS, SCILLAS, GHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you

will support an important and grovsdng home industry.

We gained 1st Prize for Daffodils and 1st for Tulips at the

R.H.S. Exhibition of British-grown Bulbs, July 31st, 1917.

TULIPS.—" Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Lowdham, were placed first. .

could possibly have been finer.

—

From " The Garden," August 1 1 th, 1917.
Nothing of its kind J

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but
full of useful cultural details, free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Estab. 1782. The Nurseries, Lov\^dhann, Notts.

m0^0m

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. &=

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALIiT AMD OHEHICALLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, iq the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.). gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Beport of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure hae been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that It has'proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and veeetables grown both under glass and out
in the open air."

-. • -

(Signed) W. w^^^^-ggj.gt^py^
A Beautiful Free Booklet giving fuU'^articutars and testimonials sent on receii>t of Postcard.V BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR>MARKED.BAGS, CONTAINING*GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. '«<i

Sold in Bags. 1 bushel, 2/3 1 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; five 4 bushel. 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel. 65/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Plckford London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London ; Sd. per bag charged extra for every

SO miles or part beyond this distance.WAKBLBY BROS. & CO., LTD.. 75a, BANKSIDE, LONDON. S.E. 1.
Also WAKBLBY'S GROUND GARDEN LIHIB. 3/- bushel 'hag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

NOW RRADY. A new and important Volume in the Increased Productivity Series.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: S^KSBlirPR^BrE
By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM.

With Contributions by Professor Augustine Henrv, Dr. Brenchlf.y. George Bolam, Professor Someryille. etc.
Cloth 3/6 net; by post 3/10

The Offices of Country Life, Ltd.. 20. Tavistock Street. Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

cts thcru i^'
I
and makes the Garden ^Z^l^.

gay all the year round t~;^«t

^LONDONj-

TRADE MARK

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.<S Is,, and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d.; 14 lbs., 4s. 6d. ;

2.S lira., 7s. 6d.: 56 lbs,, 12s. 6d. : 112 lbs., 20s, Or
directfrom theWorks, Carriage paid in the United Kingdom for Cash witb Order (excepted. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mfrs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.

GOLGHIGUMS & GROGUS SPEGIES

For Immediate Planting.

COLCHICUMS.
Autumnale album

„ „ plenum ..

„ plenum
„ maximum
„ mixed

Bornmullerii ,,^

Giganteum
Speciosum

„ album
„ Maximum (T.S,)

Veratrifolium .,,

Doz.

3/-
1/-each 10/6

3/6
3/-

1/6
2/6
2/6
2/6

1/6 each 10/6
1/6 each 15/-

3/6

10

20/>

20/-
17;«
10/-
1S/-
15/-
15/-
70/-

?0/-[

Crocus species.
Autumn Flowering ;

—

Asturicus
Clusii
Graecus
Ochroleucus
Salzmannii
Siculus
Specioaus
Speciosus Aitchisonii
Tiupitanus
Zonatus

Doz.

3/6
1/6
2/-

1/6
1/6
1/6

1/6

100

7/6
10/-
7/6
8/-
8/-

6/- 4 7/6
7/6 A 1 0/-

7,6
6/- & II-

1,000

55/- & 65/- I

65/- & 85/- I

55/- & 65/-

Winter flowering :— doz. 100

Aucherii 2/- 12/6
Cancellatus var. Damascenus 4/-
Chrysanthus 1/6 10/-

„ fusco-tinctus 3/- 20/-

Hyemalis 1/6 8/-

Isauricus 6/- 40/-

Vitellinus 3/- 20/-

Spring flowering :

—

yEriiis 24/- —
Aureus 1/6 7/6
Bannaticus 3/- —
Heufellianus 2/- 10/6
Kotschyanus 3/- —
Maesiacus 3/- 1 7/6

,, stellaris 1/4 7/6
Versicolor obscurus 2/6 15/-

„ violasceus 1/- 6/-

Complete Collection, wit.li descriptions, will be found in

Bulb List which will be posted on application.

T. SMITH, Daisy Hill Nursery, NEWRY.

rrinted br Hudsoh & Kbasks. LmiTBD, Hatfield Street Works, Stimford Street, S,E. 1, and Published by " Country Lifi," Listtxd. at M. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C. t,

and by George Newnis. Liuitid, 8-11, Sonthampton Street. Strand. W.C. t.
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PRESERVING FRUIT IN COLD WATER.

Vol. LXXXI.-No. 2388.
Eotertdas Sccood-ciass Maltcr at the New York, N.V.,

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25, 1917.
[

REGISTERED AT THE OENERALI
POST orricE as a newspaper
AND FOR CANADIAN MAQAZINE

POST. J

Ppioe 2d.
Yearly Subscription,

llnland,10/10 ; Foreign.lS/-

WEBBS' BRITISH - GROWN BULBS.—
PRICK I Is'l' of tlie lineat varieties of Tulips. Narcissi, Dai-
fotiiis, Snowdrops. Iria, etc., post free on applicatiou. --

Webb « Sons (Stourbridge), Ltd., Tlie Kina's Seedsmen.
Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
cumbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H . Merryweather & Sons Ltd ., Southwell, Notta.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New ("'ata'ngne now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

WATERER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR
PRESENT SOWING. Lista post free.

All or any of tlie above Catalogue" forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.—,7ohn Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagsliot, Surrey ; and Twvford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will lie sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — GEO.
Bpnyard a Co.. Ltd.. Royal Nurseries, Jlaidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
]]
VITROLITB " far superior to White Lead Paint.
PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from

W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Tcrnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
18 not being put to its full use. either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Country
LIFE," Ltd.. 20, Tavistock Street. Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

NEW SEEDLING DAFFODILS. — Before
sending an oKler elsewhere, write us for a quotation for any
choice varietv you may be looking for. We are not printing a
List this year, but sliall be pleased to give special moderate
quotation for any variety named.

—

Herbert Chapman, Ltd.,
Rye, Sussex.

BARR'S Autumn & Winter-Howering Bulbs,
including Crocus species, Colcliicums, Nerines, Hardy
Cyclamen, Freesias. Lachenalias, Irises, etc., for early plant-

ing. List on application.— Barr & Sons, King Street,

Covent Garden, London. W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS.
Practical Artist-Gardener,

R. C. GROSVENOR,
silver Medal, International

Exhibition, i912. Original designs for gardens of every
description^stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants

supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

-jMorrlsbume, Woking.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/6 net, by
post 3/10. Eeclaiming waste land means a great addition to

the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see

that it has been r,umed into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on applic-ation to the Offices of
" Country LrPE," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 1.5.—Conservatories,

Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-

ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

DAFFODILS, TULIPS. First Prize R.H.S.,
Class 4.—Ld. Kitchener, -J/- , White Slave, lOd.; Mad.-de-
Graalf, Gloria Mundii, 3d. each, etc. List. -Stocks, 44,

Bentley Road. Doncaster. tf J/bti

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.
By C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, 8Jd.—Published at the

Offices of " Country Life " Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

RIVERS' STRAWBERRY PLANTS in aU
tlie leading varieties will be ready from August onwards.
Price list post free on application.

—

Thomas Rivers & Son,
The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

GARDENS FOR SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES
By Gertrude Jektll and Lawrence Weaver. Third
Edition Now Ready. 300 pages. 450 Illustrations. 15/- net.
By post 15/8. A mine of lielpful suggestions.—An Illustrated
Prospectus of this book will be sent post free on application
to "Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. i.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilisers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DICKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,
etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Royal
Letters Patent by THE Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel
Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold bv all Dealers.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See adverfcement page viii.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Our
stiff-necked, scented strain give satisfaction, and do well in

any soil and in any district. Plant early for a bed of these

lovely perennials. List free,— J. Dougias, The Premier
House, Great Bookham

GOAT-KEEPING IN WAR-TIME. — An
invaluable booklet on tlie best and most profitable methods
of Goat-Keeping. Bv C. J. D.wiES. Now Ready. 7d. nett,

by post, 9d.— Published at tlie Offices of Country Life, Ltd.,

20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. 2.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State

particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Groavenor Place,

"Westmiiater.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetgen. Hlustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the bool^ win be sent on appUcation to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelegq cS Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION FROM THE GARDEN .

SUTTON'S CATALOGUES OF SEEDS AND
GARDEN REQUISITES for present use.

SUTTON'S LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
for Summer and Autumn sowing. Contains brief cultural

notes.

SUTTON'S LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS for
present sowing and Spring flowering.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Daffodils, Narcissi, May-flowering and DarwinTulips, etc., etc.

Iliese Catalogues will be sent post free on application.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING,

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.
KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANGPORT, SOMKRSiiT, are now booking orders for tlieir

Clioice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR B( iRDER
tills Autumn, and you will be able to enjoy its beauty for

many years, without any additional expense or trouble,

Sen<l tlie measurements of your borders.
l'a:onies. Delphiniums, Pliloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in tlieir Colour Schemes, which
provide lilooms from earlv Sjiring to late .Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc., blisters, sunbtxm.
neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—NEW OXYDOL
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Rosea, Vegetable and Flower Seeds and Plants,

post free.—DOBBIE & Co., Royal Florists, Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S STRAWBERRIES.—Fine early
pot plants for forcing or outdoor planting of King George V.,

Royal Sovereign, etc., pots 20/- 100; open ground 6/- 100.

Laxtonian, tlie Grand New Maincrop, pots 30/- 100; open
ground, 20/- 100.—Illustrated Catalogue, with cultural hints

and description of all the new and older sorts gratis.

—

Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

FLOWER POTS, Saucers, Seed or Cutting
Pans, Vases, Bulb Bowls, etc., Seakale and Rhubarb Pots,

Poultry and Pigeon Fountains, etc. Illustrated List free.

—

Thos. JEAVONS, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every des^P-
tion. Send for Hlustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We aUo have

a smaU surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at ^lectal

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.—

BoULTON & PAUL, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
VENDF.LMANS. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually

using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy

the satisfaction of an abundant and first-class crop instead of

only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume wdl be sent

on application to the Offices of " COUNTRY LiFB," LTD., 20,

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's

Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis Grandiflora; 1/8

doz., 50 for 5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetable plante.—

F. H. JONES, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE
NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore hei to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our
readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Fruit Trees and Plants

Rose Specialists

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

PIPERS
Bishop's Roax>

BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

Seeds and Bulbs

REAMSBOTTOM & CO.
Geashill
KING'S CO. IRELAND

St. Brigid

Anemones
Perennials, etc,

BARR & SONS Seeds
King Street, Covent Garden and
LONDON Buibs

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
Highgate Nurseries,
'Phone: T riXrr»r»XT XT a And Barnet,
Hornsej 760LONDON, N. 6 Herts.

Bulbs
Strawberry Plants
Roses
Retarded Lilies

G. GIBSON &
Leeming Bar
BEDALE

CO. Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

J. JEFFERDES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

JOHN K. KING & SONS
CoggeshaUj
ESSEX

Higii-Class

Seeds

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farm;?,

WISBECH

Home-Qrown
Bulbs and
Seeds

HENRY ECKFORD
VVem
.SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas and
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers.

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

HUGH DICKSON
Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose NtrRSERiES

SHREWSBURY

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

E. J. HICKS
Hurst, nr. Twyford
BERKS

Fruit Trees and Plants

G. BUNYARD & CO., Ltd. Fruit Trees
Royal Nurseries and
MAIDSTONE Plants

R. WALLACE & CO.,

KiLNFiELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New
Iris List

Now Ready

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs Garden Sundries

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries Carnations

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants

BLACIiMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias, etc.

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL Manure

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine

and Herbace-
ous Plants

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Garden

Ironwork, etc.

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums Horticultural Builders, etc.

ROBERT VEITCH & SON,
Royal Nurseries,

EXETER

Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundries, Fruit
Trees, Orna-
mental Shrubs

Orchids

Co.STUART LOW &
RoY'AL Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK ENFIELD

sirrxxAmoN^
Our charge for advertisementa under the above heading is

9d. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
day Friday.

WANTED, a good, hard-working, single-
handed Gardener (with lielp occasioiiallv): state particulars
ARTHDE LEATHiM, Esq., Smallfleld Place, Horley, .Surrey.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
15/. net; by post, 15/7.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this Invaluable
book and lor illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
booiss in the " Couktey Life " Library, to The Manager
CouNTET Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W 2

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most
profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J.DAVIES. 7d. net; bypost 8|d.

Published at the OflBces o£ "Cocntet Life," Ltd., Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

FOSTER & PEARSON, Ltd.

BEESTON,
NOTTS.

W. RICHARDSON & Co.

DARLINGTON

Flowering Bulbs
A large and comprehensive Stock

of Choice Home Grown Bulbs

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE

DICKSONS
(LIIVIITEO)

Bulb Growers and Merchants

CHESTER
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GUARANTESTED

DAFFODILS AND NARCISSI

•tEmperor, dpep yellow trum-
pet, primrose pet.ils. quite first

c)jw9 lor every purpdse, ludoors or

out: well ript'iitttl guarauteatetl

flowpring bulbs.
Firetsizi-, I/- (loz. 7/6 100

Second size. !»tl. .. fl/« ..

Thinl size. 6d. „ 3/tt ..

«tEmi>rcsH. rich yellow tnim-
pt't. white pftals ; a most striking

flower; cxoullent for indoor or out-

door culture.
Mother bulbs. 1/4 doz.. 10/- 100

First size. I/- .. T/C .,

•tVlctorla, golden trumpet,
snow white petals : early, fine

forcer; splendid grower ; quite tip-

top in beds, pots or bowls.

Mother bulbs. 1/4 doz.. 10/- 100

First size. 1/- „ 7/6 ,.

*tHorsncl(li« Grand home-
grown bulbs of iirst-rate quality ;

early in pots, a superb bedder.
hardy ; pure white petals, golden
yellow trumpet.

Motber bulbs, I/- doz.. 7/6 100

First size. »d. .. 5/6 „

tOrandla* Handsome white and
gold flowers ; follows Horsfieldi ; a
ver>' useCul llowiir to continupi dis-

play outdoors. 9d. doz., 5/6 100

•tPrinceps, golden trumpet,
primrose petals ; very pretty and
useful in pots, bowls, flower beds
and borders ; early.

Mother bulbs, 9d, doz., 5/6 100

First size. 6d. ,. 3/6 ..

*tColden Spur, a glorious
Bhade of deep orange-gold, trumpet
and petals same rich tint, solid and
firm in substance; firat-class in-

doors and out.

Mother bulba. 1/4 doz.. 10/- 100

First size, 1/- ,. 7/6 ..

Second size, 9d. ., 5/6 ..

•tSIr Watkln, a most hand-
some and --ftective flower; deep
orange, frilled trumpet ; rich yellow
petals ; first-class indoors and out.

Mother bulbs. 1/3 doz., 9/- \m
First size lOd. ,. 6/6 „

"tBarrl ConspicanH. Orange
scarlet cup. golden petals; Hght.

graceful, free flowering ; unexcelled

both Indoors and out ; •plendid
bcdiler, a huge success in pots asd
bowls.

Mother bulbs, 9d. dor,. 5/6 100

First size. 6d. ,. 3/6 ..

•MPS. Lanertry, lemon yellow
cup, white petals; fragrant, grace-

ful and free; Indoors or out.

8d, doz.. 5/- 100

•tSlella, Star Narcissus, whlt«
petals, clear yellow cup, elegant

habit. 6d. doz., 3/6 100

*tl>ont>1e Yellow. This mag-
nificent old daffodU Is at its best

;

huge double rosc-siiaped flowers are

fteely produced, and last a long
time iniloors or out.

Mother bulbs, 1/4 doz.. 10/- 100

First size. 1/- „ 7/6 ,.

tnouble Oranee Phcenlx.
primrose and gold petals, with

orange centre ; sometimes called

"Eggs and Bacon"; absoliitely

tip-top. l/-doz.. 7/6 100

tDouble Incomparable.
"Butter and Eggs" is a favourite

name for this, anil describes its

pretty colouring. 9d. doz-. 5/6 100

tUouble M hitc NarciHflUH.
the gardenia flowered poetlcus

plenus, dellciously fragrant; is in

bloom until the end of May.
Top size. 7d. doz., 4/100
First .. 5d. ,. 3/- „

EARLY FLOWERING.
•Lily of (he Valley, retarded
cro^^ns; will bloom in two or three

weeks after planting ; do well in soil

or fibre in greeubouse or room.
Per bundle oi 25 crowns 'i/ti. per
100 10/-

•Frasrant Freesias. the true

refracta alba, dellciousty fragrant;

soil or fibre; room or greenhouse.
close to llgbt.

Giant bulbs, I/- doz., 7/6 100

First size, 8d. .. 5/- ..

•i;iadloluN The Bride, fine

pure white, h andsome spikes of

flowers. I/- doz.. 7/6 100

•Gladiolus. Early Mixed.
Includes lovely pinks, &c.

1/ doz.. 7/6 100

•tScilly White Narcissus,
the only alt^mative to Paper White
Narcissus, importation ol which is

prohibited; does well in soil or
fibre ;

greenhouse or room-
8d. doz.. 5/- 100

'tPolyautfaus Narci^Hns.
Grand Mouartiue, produces
buncbesof handsome yellow flowers.

orange centres lOd. doz., 6/- 100

'tPolyanthns NarcisKiis.
4Wrand Hriuio,. very early,

primrose and gold.
8d. doz., 5/- 100

•tViolet Scented Irla (reti-

culata), velvety violet, with orange
throat, most deliciously violet scen-

ted ; does remarkably well in pots

of soil or fibre in room or green-
house.
Giant bulbs, 6d. each. 5/6 doz.

Flowering bulbs, id. .. 3/6 „

tScented Golden •Vonquil
Early ; a charming success indoors
urout. 8d. doz., 5/- 100

•tl»oets* Nareiss Ornatus.
purest alabastrine white petals,

surrounding a vivid scarlet cup

;

a great f.ivourite ;
quite first class

for aU purposes. Deliciously fra-

Mother bulbs. 9d. doz.. 5/6 100

First size. 6d. ., 3/6 ..

tPheasaiits* Eye. Crimson-

ed"-ed orange cup. pure white

petals : commences to flower when
ornatus is over.

Top size. 7d. doz., 4/- 100

First size. 5d. ., 3/- ..

t*Giant Poets' Narcissus.
This is a very large and very early

-

flowering variety; the bulbs are

t^vice the size of the ordinary orna-

tus and produce the large pure

white scariet-cupp.d flf>wera '" '™-

mense quantity. lOd, doz., 6/6 100

tMIxed »aff®^il8 an*
Narcis.s. 8d. 2o, 2/6 lOO. ^2/b

l.OOU

DARWIN TULIPS

*t4'lara Butt* adeli<Mtc and
gloriously pure shade of salmon
pink; a huge success indoors and
out ; forces well ; a superb bedder

;

truly magnificent.
Mother bulbs, 1/4 doz.. 10/- 100

First size. I/- ,, 7/6 .,

*tMr. Farnconibe Sanders,
dazzling, fiery scarlet ; a uorgeous
colour; forces well, is splendid out-
doors.
Mother bulbs. I/IO doz., 14/- 100

First size, 1/6 „ 11/6,,
•tPrltie of Haarlem, huge
glosny carmine rose blooms, shaded
salmon ; one of the grandest tulips

grown ; indoors or out.

1/8 do2., 13/- 100

•tSweet Lavender, otherwise
known as 'Wm. Copland; colour
lavender; rosy tinted, outdoors, in

pots, a most delicate and lovely soft

shade. g/- doz,, 15/- 100

bPLClAL PRICED

COLLECTIONS
"A," for Tonn Gardens.
6 iloz. best Datfodils and Narcissi,

C doz. best Tulips. 12 sorts, 144
bulbs. 7/6 (half coll. 4/-) carr. paid
' B.'* Tor Windon' Boxes.
3 doz, best Daffodils and Narcissi, 4

doz. Tulips, liluebells. Snowdrops,
12 sorts, 84 bull's, 4/6 carr. paid.

"C," for Toivn House.
(do well in soil, better in "Bulbost")
3 doz. best Daffodils and Narcissi,

3 doz. Finest Tulips, 12 Freesias,

13 sorts, 84 bulbs. 5/- carr. paid.
'!>,' Prize UafTodils. 12

fine bulbs each. Emperor, Victoria,

Princeps, Golden Spur, Horsfieldi,

Double Yellow. 4y6 carr. paid (balf

coll. 2/6) carr. paid.
' E." Prize Narcissi. 12

selected bulbs each, Sir Watkiii,

Barri, Mrs. Langtry, Pheasant K>t.

Ornatus, Double Butter and Eggs,
4- carr. paid (half coll. 4/3) carr.

paid.
" F, " Varwin Tulips. •>

selected bulbs each of 12 choice and
best varieties, total 72 fine bulbs,

worth 9/-; special price 7/6 ihalf

coll. 4/-) carr, paid.

"G." Cottage Tulips. 12

fine varieties, C selected bulbs each,

total 72, worth 7/-. Special price

5/6 fhalf coll. 3/-) carr. paid.

"H,' Earl.v Flowering. 12

ScillyWMte Fragrant Narcissi. 12

Fre'-.sia'^, 12 Bride Gladiolus. 25 Lilv

of the Valley. V2 Poly.inthus Nar-
cissus, 4 Violet scented Iris, 6/"
(half coll, 3/6). carr. paid

"BULBOST."
Bees' Famous Bulb Fibre Compost;
a complete and satisfactory medium
for use in bowls, vases, pota, Ac.
with or without drainage holes;

contains all that is required, except
water, for tha production of flowers

in the highest state of perfection
;

clean to use, no smell ; in this

material the bulbs grow as well in

the city as in the country.
Per bushel 4/6. Half Bushel 2/6

Peck 1/6. All carriage paid.

" BULBILIZER."
Bees' Guarantested Fertilizer for

Bulb3 ; to be applied before planting
at the rate of two tablespoonfuls
per sq. yd.; produces most excellent
results. 71bs. «/-. 141bs. 3/6,
281b3. 6/-, cwt. 20,'- carr. paid

DARWIN TULIPS
*tRev. Ewbank, rosy helio-

trope, outdoors, in pots, a moat
entrancing, softer shade of the same
colour, 2/- doz.. 15;- 100

*tI.oveliness. satin rose, most
beautifully toned and shaded blush
pink. 1/6 doz.. 11/6 100

•fWhite Queen (La Candeur).
The nearest approach to a white
Darwin, almost pure white indoors,

outdoors it is shaded blush.

1/6 doz,. 11/6 IDO

tllarearett rosy pmk, shaded
salmon and silvery white ; very
attractive. 1/2 doz., 9/- 100

*tErffuate« mauve shaded laven-

der : a most delicate and beautiful

shade when grown indoors.
2/- doz., 15/- 100

^Baronne de la Tonnaye,
deep cherry rose, shawled blush,

edges of petals delicate pink: very
charming. 1/2 doz,. 9/- 100

fSultan* glossy maroon bronze,
shading to intense black.

1/4 doz., 10/- 100

'tlaurentla. deep rosy pink.

shSMled carmine, rich blue centre.

1/2 doz.. 9/- 100

•tPhylllS, heliotrope shaded
grey. Hushed rose, 1/6 doz,.

10/6 100.

Darwin Tulips tmlxed).
a fine blend of colour.

I/- doz., 7/6 100

COTTAGE TULIPS

MAY FLOWERING or

COTTAGE TULIPS.

These tulips are excellent for

bedding, and may be used with
confidence in place of the Dutch
tulips which are not available this

year. Height about 18 inches.

tGolden Crown, bright golden
yellow, edged and flushed scarlet ; a
strikingly effective bedding and
border tulip. I6d. doz., 6/- 100

*tBouton d'Or, practically a
golden yellow Darwin ; quite the
best hardy yellow tulip : a rich

effective colour andacertain success
everywhere, 1/- doz., 7/6 100

*iGesneriana major, bril-

liant glowing scarlet ; dazzling blue
centre ; one of the most gorgeous.

l/-doz.. 7/6 100

Gesneriana oculata, scarlet,

with white eye and blue centre,

very strildns. lOd. duz.. 6/- 100

tSIacrospila, splendid glowing
crimson, shaded scarlet, with in-

tense blue-black centre, and a
pleasant spicy fragrance.

8d. doz.. 5/- 100

Caledonia, glowingorange scar-

let; like a veritable flame; very

distinctive and striking.
l/-doz.. 7/6 100

•tineleseoinbe Yelbiiv, For
perfection ot fonn and colouring
tliis tulip has no rival. Of large
size, almost spherical when fully

grown, and of a deep canary yellow
colour possessed by no other tulip,

it is a Joy to see it growing,
1/10 doz., 14/- 100.

•tla Candour or Parisian white,
a handsome white tulip, for bedding
and cutting, does well in pots.

1/2 doz.. 9/- 100

tGeeneriana Rosea, hand-
some cherry rose flowers, shaded
carmine ; very large and fine.

lOd. doz.. 6/- 100

tRosalind, a sweet and chanm-
ing tulip, beautiful cherry carmine
shaded rose with white centre,

l/-doz., 7/6100

fPiCot*e, or Maiden's Blush;
one of the daintiest of tuUps;
charming white, edged and fea-

thered with rosy cerise, especially

in the later stages.

I/- doz., 7/6100

*tParlsian Yellow, clear rich

yellow ; a deep, elegantly pointed
flower ; showy andj-ellable.

l/-doz., 7/6 100

Cottage Tulips <uiixed>;
a showy mixture of colour for bed-

ding. 9d. doz., 5/6 100

MISCELLANEOUS.
•tWinter Aconite, the golden
or butterfly yellow gem which car-

pets the ground in March ; recom-
mended to be used in place of

crocuses. 6d. doz., 3/6 100

*+Scarlet Anemone (fulgens),

dazzling scarlet, with few exceptions
the most brilliant outdoor spring
flower. 1/- doz., 7/6 100

*tBluebell8. mixed shades of

blue, &c. ; cbamiing in pot or bor-

der. 7d. doz., 4/- 100

tBlue Spanifth Iris, very
scarce; fine home-grown bulbs.

8d. d&z., 5/- 100

tMixed Spanish Iris.
8d. doz,, 5/- 100

tWhite Enelish Iris, hand-
some large white flowers.

I/- doz., 7/6 100

tllilxed English Iris, quite

hardy outdoors. 1/- doz., 7/6 100

•tiftouble Snowdrops, very
charming in pots of fibre or soil;

do well indoors or out.

Top size, lOd. doz., 6/- 100

First size. 7d. „ 4/6 „

'tSlngleSnoiivdrops.tbetrue
English Snowdrop, the one which
grows and multiplies in border or
woodland ; does well in pots.

Top size, lOd. doz.. 6/- 100

First size. 7d. „ 4/6 .,

'tBlue Star of Bethlehem
(0. pyramidale), very handsome
spikes of rich blue flowers ; may be
grown in pots or border.

2A doz., 18/- 100

Varieties Specially Recommen-
ded/or growing :h pots or bowls, tn soil or

fibre, or in tha open ground, in beds or borders,

lire denoted as follows :—
• tndtcaies suitability for pots and bowls.

\ „ > .1
^"^'^ '^»d border';.

A.B.C. Booklet on Bnlb Culture. 32

pages packed with useful information; explains

everything. 2d. stamps, post free.

Free Carriage and Packing is

given to orders of 10/- value when cash ts s^^-i.

With order. Bees Ltd. pay carriage on order.

of less value than 10/- when 6d. extra »s en

closed.

Please send yonr orde- to-day.
Cash reittrned if bulbs do not please.

Ordinary Eulb Catalogues will not be issued this

aeason in order to conserve short supply of paper.

Cut this advt. out, or write for a reprint, post free.

175 c, Mill Street, LIVERPOOL.
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PEARSONS RELIABLE BULBS
There is every sign of Bulbs being very scarce this season,

ow^ing to the prohibition of foreign produce.

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May -flowering TULIPS, SCILLAS, CHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you

will support an important and growing home industry.

We gained 1st Prize for Daffodils and 1st for Tulips at the

R.H.S. Exhibition of British-grown Bulbs, July 31st, 1917.

TULIPS.—"Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Lowdham, were placed first. . . . Nothing of its kind

could possibly have been finer.

—

From " The Garden," August 1 1 th, 1917.

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but
full of useful cultural details, free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Estab. 1782. The Nurseries, Lowdham, Notts.

4^*M HM

/"C

Garden needs the*

UBEL"
Knapsack Spra>e^

You cannot do better than follow the advice of the Government Food
Production Department by thoroughly spraying "your crops. The
best line of spraying machines is the ' UBEL." There is a

"UBEL" Sprayer for every spraying purpose. All the machines
which bear the "UBEL" trade mark (without which none are

genuine) are strong, efficient and easy to use and can be thoroughly

depended upon. Each machine is the very best of its kind and
is made by the largest actual manufacturers of spraying and
limewashing machines and accessories in Great Britain, who
will send their 32 pp. illustrated catalogus on request.

UNITED BRASSFOUNDERS
AND ENGINEERS LTD

Empress Foundry Cornbrook
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WE all miss the flow of rata-

lugues that used to pour in

with an extra rush just before

sowing and planting seasons and
continue more or less steadily all

the year round. Many useful catalogues are

still being printed ; there are, for instance,

catalogues of fruit trees, Roses, bulbs, trees and
'shrubs, herbaceous and alpine plants. Readers
need not be without thcrii ; all that is necessary

is to glance down the list published weekly in

our advertisement pages, and they will be sent

free on receipt of a post card. It is hoped that

this selection of the best catalogues will prove
helpful alike to readers and the trade.

Phormiiun tenax.—Now that tying material

is dear to buy and sometimes difficult to obtain,

"it will be of use to remind readers of the good
qualities of the New Zealand Flax. Where this

is grown there need be no lack of good tying stuff,

for ever, leaf will yield from twenty-five to thirty

or more yards. The leaf is like two sword blades

laid'together ; they ire united at the lower end, but

towards the middle they gradually separate from
thence upwards, holding together by one edge.

At the lower end of the leaf, when it is cut off,

a nick with a knife at intervals of rather less than
one-eighth of an inch enables the leaf to be torn

into strips. We are using them now to tie up
the pillar Roses that have had their old, wood
cut out. They can be used either green or dry,

but the green are the more lissom ; hgwever,

a soaking in water will make dry strips work
comfortably. The green leaves are rather best,

and there are alwaiys some lower ones to spare,

but even the outer ones that have gone brown
are not to be despised. The fibre is so strong

—

hence the specific name tenax

(holding)—that a single one

can be used as thread for

sewing ; in fact, it is stronger

than ordinary sewing thread,

for it cannot be broken in

the hand. If it were a com-
parison of strength between a

new porpoise-hide bootlace and
a strip of Phormium, and both

were subjected to a breaking

straiUj we feel confident that the

bootlace wotild be the first to go.

Annual Poppies.—In the

flower garden of Rookesbury
Park, Hants, the ordinary

summer bedding plants, such as

Heliotropes, Calceolarias, Be-

gonias and the like, have made
room this season for a display

of double Poppies of the

Papaver somniferum type, and
certainly with pleasing colour

. results. Later the seed-pods

will be valuable from a medi-

cinal point of view. The
strain is Sutton's Giant
Double, in colours of scarlet,

chamois rose, white, mauve,

striped and black. The

seed was sown thirUy in the beds and the

plants thinned early ; the result is robust growth

and large, handsome blossoms, which contrast well

with the large glaucous leaves. The effect is

certainly handsome.

Plum Blue Rock.—Those in quest of an early

kitchen Plum ard a sure cropper could not do better

than plant the above. On a west wall it grows freely,

crops heavily, and attains almost the size of an

Orleans Plum, and is ready for stewing in ordinary

seasons by fhe end of July or quite early in August.

Apple Early Victoria.—Those who want an

early kitchen Apple where space is limited would

do well to plant this variety, which is synonymous

with Emmett's Early. The habit of growth is

upright, clean and vigorous, and at the end of

July the tree bears clean, good-sized fruits of

e.xcellent cooking quality.

Apple Peacemaker.—This new Apple, raised

by the late Mr. C. Ross, is a cross between The

Houblon and Rival, and is of handsome appearance,

in colour pale yellow flushed and streaked with

crimson. It is a heavy cropper and early in

coming into bearing. A small bush tree planted

in the autumn is now carrying thirty handsome

.\pples. .A.S a cooker it is all that could be desired.

Its season is September. The compact habit of

growth is well suited for a small garden.

Onion Autumn Triumph.—It is interesting to

note that Mr. Edwin Beckett's new Onion, Autumn
Triumph, has just received an award of merit

after trial at Wisley. A notable feature of this

variety is its wonderful keeping properties. If

sown in August it stands the winter well, and when

harvested it is said to keep quite as well as any

spring-sown Onion. On the occasion of a recent

visit to Aldenham House Gardens we were pleased

MR. BECKETT S NEW ONION, AUTUMN TRIUMPH

to see this Onion carrying a promising crop of

seed. It is an excellent variety and worthy of

the garden in which it is grown.

Rhodanthes to the Rescue.^Things are

looking gloomy for oiu: gardens, as labour is getting

increasingly scarce and as there seems at the time

of writing to be every chance of a restriction on

the use of coal and, presumably, also on that of

coke. Everyone who has a bit of glass can

grow with the greatest ease these charming annuals,

of which there are three varieties : alba (pure

white), maculata (rosy pink) and Manglesii (rosy

pink with a dark centre). Rhodanthes come
under the category of Everlasting Flowers. No
others are so dainty and pretty. When they are

carefully gathered, dried and kept, they are most

useful as a stand-by for the semi-flowerless days

of winter. They come in so well for table decora-

tion, and they are not to be despised in rooms.

They are quite a war-time flower.

The Specific Name of the Common Hydrangea.

—It is of interest to read in The Garden for

August iS, on the authority of such an enthusiastic

plantsman as Sir Herbert Maxwell, that the correct

specific name is Hortensia. There seems to be a

considerable difference of opinion on the subject,

in proof of which we may mention that in the

" Dictionary of Gardening " Nicholson refers to it

as hortensis. Then in the first Kew Hand List

of Trees and Shrubs, published in 1894, it is given

as Hortensia, while in the last issue (1902) hortensis

is used, the name Hortensia being given as a

synonym. Furthermore, we have a recollection

of a note some years ago in The Garden by Mr.

Bean, in which he called attention to the name of

hortensis being wrongly used, pointing out that

it should be Hortensia, after Queen Hortense.

In his latest work on trees

and shrubs this . writer says

the older and proper name
is no doubt hortensis.
While this may be so, one

is inclined to ask whether (if

priority of nomenclature counts

for anything) the name should

not be Hortensia opuloides ?

With regard to the Hydrangea

being named in honour of

Queen Hortense, Mr. Bean

in his work quotes from a

book published in Paris by Le

Comte Joubert in 1876. The

writer says :
" It is generally

b;lieved that the Hortensia

bears the name of Queen

Hortense, daughter of the

Empress Josephine, and was

sometimes used under the

second Empire as a political

emblem. This is a serious

error. The plant was dedi-

cated to Mme. Hortense
Lepant, wife of a celebrated

clockmaker of Paris, and a

friend of the botanist Lamarc."

This leaves the question even

more complicated.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

PLANTING POTATOES WITH A
DIBBER.

'T'HIS is a custom as old as the hiUs and still

largely employed, and, in some cases, with

success. Like every "detail in gardening, there

are two ways of doing the saiie thing—a right and

a wrong. In the hands of one person a dibber can

be used satisfactorily, while in those of another

it may be equally bad. No doubt the best of all

methods of planting Potatoes in the garden is by

digging and planting in the chopped-out trench

as the work proceeds. By this method loose soil

is around the Potatoes entirely, and nothing in the

way to interfere with the root penetration. No
doubt the planting of Potatoes on newly broken

up grassland has compelled the use of the dibber

much more than is common in ordinary times.

Where the digging or ploughing of grassland was

shallow, it is difficult to see how otherwise the

tubers could be put in. I lately saw a two-acre plot

of Potatoes growing on newly ploughed up park-

land, which was not done until February, and only

ploughed once, the sward being fairly well buried.

The planting was wholly done with a specially

made dibber 8 inches long, 4 inches thick, slightly

pointed, with a tread or cross-piece at the top,

the handle being 4 feet long. At the bottom of

each hole fine sod was placed, which made a firm

resting-place for the tubers. All the seed was

planted at the uniform depth of 6 inches. Right

away from the start the growth was regiilar and

vigorous. It was Scotch seed. As I saw the plot last

week the prospect of a heavy crop is of the best.

Ample space (2 feet 6 inches) between the rows

was given for development of haulm and leaf.

—

E. M.

. T HAVE seen some grand results from Potatoes

which have been planted with a dibber, and

have also seen both good and poor results from

seed that has been trenched. To my mind the

main thing to ensure success is the ground being

well dug-—I mean straight dug, not slanting, as

I have noticed several times tfiat straight digging

brings that part to the surface which is most needed

;

it also provides the looseness which the Potatoes

so much like. Proper manuring is also very

essential—I mean being spread evenly over the

ground. Never go on ground when wet, for

the footmarks wUl leave a solid impression and
the roots or fibres cannot get about to do

their work properly. A few years ago I was in

the Midland Counties, and one year I remember
we dibbed the Potato seed. I watched the progress

of this crop, and, of course, attention was given

when needed ; but the tubers were put in when
the ground was dry. The time for taking them up
came. From a piece of ground 225 square yards,

upwards of locwt. of Potatoes were gathered, some

weighing from 120Z. to i8oz. each. I thought this

was a fair crop after being dibbed. ^

—

Intekested.

T WAS very much interested irk Mr. Osburne's

remarks on " Planting Potatoes with a Dibber."

I note the soil was of a light, sandy nature, and

if planted in favourable weather there must have

been some other trouble than the use of a dibber.

I have used the dibber on our soil, loam on
(chalk (which becomes very sticky after rain),

for several years. Up to the present I have

lifted two sorts of Potatoes, and they gave the

following results. I planted 141b. of Sharpe's

Express, which yielded 2jcwt. ; 141b. of British

Queen gave a crop of 4cwt. 371b., with very few

small tubers. The two varieties occupied a piece

of ground measiuring about three rods. The

seed, about the size of bantam's eggs, was planted

on March 18, 2 feet apart each way. No artificial

manure was used. The plants were sprayed with

Bordeaux mixture when 6 inches to 8 inches high,

and once since. Two miles from here I have in

my charge another piece of similar ground planted

with Potatoes ; here a spade and trowel were

used. Not having taken any from this piece yet,

I cannot say what the result will be.—M. N.,

The Gardens, St. Clere, Kemsing, Kent.

TOMATO GRAFTED ON POTATO.

A FRIEND of mine, an expert Tomato grower,

has been trying an experiment in which I

have taken a great interest. I do not know
whether it is anything new or not—it may be as

old as the hills—^but, thinking it might possibly

be of interest to readers of The Garden, I enclose

a photograph of the result. It is a combined plant,

THE COMBINED TOMATO-POTATO PLANT.

producing Potatoes at the root and Tomatoes

at the top. The result was obtained by grafting

the top of a young Tomato plant on to a detached

Potato sprout and growing on in a lo-inch pot

like an ordinary Tomato. [Yes ; the experiment

is an old one, but it is none the less interesting.

—

En.] There are several clusters of unripe fruit

in various stages towards the top of the plant,

which are not included in the photograph.

—

Samuel Thompson.

DEER IN GARDENS.
T FEAR Bean poles stilck about in a hedge, as

advised by " Anne Amateur," will never deter

the deer from coming into a garden where they

have Cince found so many dainties. Of course,

the trespassers in this case are fallow deer, and they

may be less determined thieves than their big

relatives, the red deer of Exmoor. The hill

farmers in this district sometimes suspend a rope

(preferably tarred) along the hedgerows (which

are anything but level) through which the deer

have forced their way. It is effective for a time

until they become accustomed to it, but nothing

short of very tall wire-netting will ever keep
hungry stags from a Turnip field in winter. In a

garden a good plan would be to chain a big dog

(an Airedale for choice) to a strong wire running

the length of the garden ; the dog would be sure

to hear or smell the approach of the deer, and its

barking and chain rattling would, I think, effectu-

ally scare off the marauders. It would be useless

to plant fresh vegetables in the garden so long as

the deer can possibly obtain access to them.

A red deer stag is a most extravagant and dainty

feeder ; he will pull any number of Turnips

out of the ground, take one bite out of each, and

throw the root away. His wives are less wasteful,

but at the same time they are anything but

desirable visitors to a garden. Farmers often

go out with their sheepdogs after dark and scare

the deer off the crops, but they will return sooner

or later the same night to their interrupted feast.

—

N. G. Hadden, West Porlock, Somerset.

THE PLAGUE OF "CABBAGE
WHITES."

XJAS Mr. Pouting tried salt water ? A local

enthusiast who has been giving me lessons

in bee-keeping saw that my Cabbages were suffer-

ing, and advised me to drench them with salt

water. I did so, and found it most efficacious.

I also syringed my Gladioli with the same, and

for the first time they have escaped the -ravages

of these pests, which have always injured them

more or less. Last year I tried an infusion of

Quassia chips, which was useful, but not nearly

so successful as the salt water. I also go "bug-

hunting" daily with a net, and am glad to find

that my hand has not quite lost its cunning.

We have had a few big Tortoiseshells already,

so I hope for some Red Admirals when the Buddleia

is out. Last year we had none of these ever-

welcome beauties.—W. D., Altrincham.

HERB DRYING.
"pOR those who have, as all houses should, a

well-heated linen-room, there is no method

of drying herbs or any vegetables so simple and

efficient. Lay the herbs on clean paper on the

shelves ; also Peas, Beans, &c., either hung up

or also on shelves
;
push in the oven dampers and

pull out the boiler damper. If the room has a

window, open it, otherwise an electric fan will

keep the hot aur moving. If these are unobtainable,

they are at least not necessities. Herbs retain

their flavour infinitely better treated in this way

than the old-fashioned method of leaving them

hung in a barn at the mercy of flies and dust.

Peas dried thus last year were excellent through

the winter ; the remainder were sown and yielded

a fiue crop this summer.— (Mrs.) B. M. C.

CARDUUS HETEROPHYLLUS.
nPHIS, the Melancholy Plume Thistle, is generally

described as a weed ; nevertheless, when

cultivated it makes an exceedingly ornamental

perennial well worth consideration for grouping

in the herbaceous border or shrubbery. In its

wild state C. heterophyllus attains a height of no

, more than 3 feet ; but grown in oruinary garden soil

it reaches a height of 5 feet to 6 feet when in flower

in July. The leaves, which are dark green on

the upper surface with a whitish down underneath,

make a good setting for the deep purple flowers.

Plants can be increased by division in winter or

spring, though when left undisturbed for years

this wilding, unlike many of its family, seldom

outgrows its allotted space.—M. M.
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THE BEETROOT AS A BEDDING
PI.ANT.

"ymS useful vegetable has been grown largely

in the flower-beds this season, and rightly

so, as few foliage plants are more beautiful when
good varieties are employed. Here we sowed

rather a large quantity in 3-inch pots the first week
in May, raised them in cold frames, and planted

out the first week in June, the variety employed
being Sutton's Blood Red. The results are all

one could wish. The advantages over sowing in

the open are patent, as the young plants can be

planted at regular intervals without any fear of

missing, and the best-coloured plants only used.

—

E. Beckett.

NOTES FROM A COUNTY DOWN
GARDEN.

'T'HE question which I have seen in notes in

The Garden as to the fragrance of om'

newer Sweet Peas, and, for that matter, Roses,

is an interesting one. I think perhaps it may be

explained in this way : Hybridists seem to aim
at obtaining large, fiue-looldng flowers which
immediately strike the public eye on the exhibitors'

table, rather than try to secure more moderate-

sized blooms which have other attributes as well.

The way to bring back fragrance to the e-xhibition

table is to direct judges to give points for same.

In old-time gardens it was usual to have a herbary

and sometimes a special room for the distillation

and extraction of the perfumes from flowers.

The subject is a very interesting one, and I can

give the names of some books ou the subject

to interested enquirers. In this town we have over

a hundred garden plots, and one notices the im-

mense good that has been done to the community
by their adoption. Prizes were given for the best

cultivated plots, the best Potatoes and the best

vegetables, and due regard was taken of well-

maintained succession and selection of plants

grown. On the whole this, the first year of the

undertaking, has been a great success and is very

creditable to the organisers and workers. The
Irish Rose Show was held in Belfast recently,

and one has pleasure in remembering the beautiful

stands of Roses and Sweet Peas. Mr. Edward
Cowdy was to the front with his magnificent

Sweet Peas, and I noticed a dark-shaded variety,

called Lord Fisher, which was very effective ; in

fact, we want more darker varieties in Sweet

Peas, more copper-coloured varieties in exhibition

Roses, and more fragrance in both.

—

Walter
Smyth, Holywood, County Down.

ANOTHER "WORD ABOUT WEEDS."
TN common, doubtless, with many others I have

from time to time enjoyed reading in the

columns of The Garden " Anne Amateur's

"

racy articles, a good deal of which (as was doubtless

the good lady's intention) I have not taken too

seriously. As a gardener (a mere man gardener) I

can hardly let her disparaging remarks in

The Garden of August 4, page 305, on
" men " gardeners pass unchallenged. " Anne
Amateur " says, " for real weeding, give me women
workers on the land ' every time,' " the reason

assigned being that the men " generally merely

dig weeds in and make a smooth surface over

them." Now, I am not going to discuss the question

of the efficiency of women gardeners versus men
gardeners, as ray knowledge of the former (although

all in their favour) is too limited. I have, however,
had well-nigh half a century's experience of " men "

gardeners, chiefly in Scotland, but also in England
and Ireland to a limited extent. It, of course,

stands to reason that in the course of my experience

I have met with some inefficient " men " gardeners,

just as I have met with inefiicient men—aye, and
women—in other walks of life. Upon the whole.

however, my experience of " men " gardeners has

been happier than that of " Anne Amateur."
I have more than once heard my father—

a

Surrey man and trained under the once-renowned

Cliarles Mackintosh at Claremont—declare that
" you could not find a hatful of weeds in the whole

place "—a fair-sized Scottish garden—-and they

were not '' dug in." If " Anne Amateur " will

employ properly trained men she will generally

find that they will not dig in the weeds, and, what
is more, if she provides a sufficiency of labour

(almost an impossibility at present), properly

trained, whether men or women, she will neither

require the weeds to be raked off nor " dug in,"

as the operation of hoeing will be always under-

taken in time and will do all that is required in

the way of kilUng the weeds. I, of course, approve

of deep hoeing as a method of cultivation, but

keeping do\vn weeds is quite a different story.

—

Caledonia.

A WASPS' NEST ON A GOOSEBERRY
BUSH.

T AM sending a photograph of a wasps' nest

on .a Gooseberry bush. The paper with holes

by the side shows the work of the wasps. They

Both are too prone to rot away in the winter

;

at least that was my experience on a heavy soil

in Highgate. In wet winters we had to mulch
the Scabious with ashes to save it from decaying.

Other plants for grass land culture are the Tritoma

and perennial Pea, examples of each being found

so growing in Waterlow Park, Highgate—or were

so in pre-war days. The German Iris will do in

light grass land also, one of the finest groupings I

ever saw being so grown in a Yorkshire garden,

while there are a few here so treated. The Japanese

Iris will be at home in moist turf, and the Harebell

Campanula in light turf.—C. T., Ampthill.

Preserving Fruit in Gold

Water

I

ENCLOSE a note which appeared in the

Horlicultural Advertiser of August 8, and which

1 think is of such importance that it should

be made more public than is possible through

a trade paper. Charles E. Pearson.

" Dear Sirs,—It is some time since I wrote to

you. On this occasion I send you some information

THE WORK 01- TilE VV.\SPS.

used little pieces of paper to help build the nest.

—

E. M. Goddard, 66, East Street, Farnham, Surrey.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS IN TURF.
""pHE article by Mr. Clarence Elliott ou the

above subject on page 262, issue July 7,

would, I venture to write, havebeen more valuable

had he stated the nature of his soil, whether

heavy, medium, or light. That several of the

more vigorous of our hardy plants would grow

in almost any grass land is not new by any
means, while on light and well-drained soils many
more kinds will certakdy thrive, the grass acting

as a mulch and protection to the roots from the

hot sun as well as forming a pleasing setting

to the flowers. Those having a heavy or badly

drained soil to deal with should go steadily in

their experiments in planting in turf, to avoid

unnecessary losses. I have grai^ doubts of the

continued success of two kinds mentioned by
Mr. Elliott—Sweet WiUiam and Scabiosa caucasica.

which should be of the greatest importance to

the welfare of England, and which certainly deserves

the widest publicity. To your discretion I leave

the rest.

" Last winter I found in our public market a

Mrs. M. Rudd disposing of bottled fruit preserved

in cold water without the use of any sugar or

cooking. She was also telling the public how to

do the same. I asked her if she would appeai

before our Natural History Society and give us

a demonstration and submit to a public test.

She agreed. Last April Mrs. Rudd appeared

before us and produced bottles of Rhubarb, Goose-

berries, Loganberries, Blackberries, Cherries and

Black Currants put up by this process, and stated

that she had also succeeded with Peaches, Necta-

rines, Plums. Strawberries, Raspberries (these

last two lose their colour). Peas, Beans, Corn and

Tomatoes. We sampled Loganberries and Cherries.

Instead of finding the Logans watery and insipid,

as I expected, I found them rich and luscious in
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flavour, far sweeter and mucli superior to fresh

fruit. She stated the liquor would make jelly.

It was difficult to believe that sugar had not

been added. The Cherries were not as crisp as

fresh fruit, but otherwise just as good, and the

liquor was the most delicious beverage I ever

tasted. We handed these two bottles to one of

our members, an analytical chemist, for report.

A copy of his report Is' enclosed.

" Mrs. Rudd's method is as follows : Place the

fresh fruit in any bottle that can be hermetically

sealed by a rubber band
;

place the bottles in

any receptacle that will hold 4 inches to 5 inches of

water over the top of the bottles. Let the water

tap run into each bottle with some force, to pack

the fruit and wash out any impurities. Let the

tap continue to nm until the receptacle is full and

running over. Then stop the tap. Wait about

five minutes until all air bubbles have ceased to

rise ; then seal under the water. Take out bottles,

wipe dry, turn upside-down. If dry next morning

you have a perfect job ; if leaking you must do

again.
" It is evident from this that the all-essential

principle is to get the air out, and keep it out.

As proof of this I will instance ripe Plums. One

of our members whispered to me, ' How does she

get on with Plums ? When ripe there is an air space

round the pit.' I asked her. The answer came

pat :
' You must do Plums before they are quite

r(pe.' Mrs. Rudd has no scientific knowledge,

but is very practical.

" Now it is certain that what can be done in a

bottle can be done in a tin, especially in those in

which the lids push in, such as molasses and jam

tins. If the joiht leaks I would suggest covering

with paraffin wax.
" I need hardly point out to you the value of

this process at the present time. It mjins the

turning of the summer surplus into a valuable

winter food at a minimum of cost and labour, and

a great saving in sugar. It means that every

family can help themselves, and consequently

help in solving the transportation problem. (It

means also the probable end of Tomato-growing

under glass.) Mrs. Rudd has not experimented

with-- any cut fruit.

" We have notified our Provincial Government,

also the Federal Authorities at Ottawa and

Washington ; also the French and Belgian Consuls

here, and have sent a full rejjort and samples of

Mrs. Rudd's fruit to the British Food Controller,

and now I am notifying you ; and then I think

my duty is done. Yours faithfully,

" Edw. Alex. Wallace.

" Copy of Certificate.

" Dear Sir,—Some time since I was requested

to examine and report upon samples of fruit pre-

served in water.
" The samples submitted to me consist of one

sample of Loganberries and one sample of Cherries,

in glass jars.

" I found the fruit to be in excellent condition,

retaining its natural flavour and quit* free from

any objectionable taste.

" The fruit had been put up without any added

sugar and there was no evidence of any change.

" Several days after the jars had been opened

and examined, part of the contents of both jars

were used on <Jur table, and found to be fresh and

sound in every respect.

" The Loganberries, especially, were much
superior to fresh berries, as the seeds had softened

and the juices of the berries had penetrated every

part of the containing water, so that the addition

of a very small amount of sugar to the uncooked

berries produced an excellent jam.
" I remain, yours truly,

" (Signed) W. F. Best."

Restoration of Injured

Fruit Trees

I

AM sending herewith a photograph showing

one of many successful examples of grafting

performed by schoolboys under my instruc-

tion and supervision. At one of our school

gardens in Kent a number of Paradise stocks

had been planted, and on visiting the school

to see about the grafting of them last April, I

learned that during the severe winter a consider-

able number of young established Apple trees

had been gnawed by hares or rabbits, the whole

of the bark having been stripped off from a point

an inch or so from the ground up to a height of

a foot or more. I examined the trees with a view

to ascertaining whether it was possible to link

up the upper and' lower areas of uninjured bark

with scions, but, finding this impracticable, cut

the trees hard back and grafted them in the same

way as the Paradise stocks. The work was done

late in April, and the photograph—which was

taken towards the end of June by a clever amateur.

r)*'.'

APPLE TREE GRAFTED BY A SCHOOLBOY.

Mr. E. W. Penfold—shows the result. Already

we have nice young trees to reward our enterprise.

The school referred to is the Council School at

Green Street Green, near Orpington, and with

the exception of a few grafts which I put on to

demonstrate the methods, the work was done

by the interested- and intelligent head-master,

Mr. Pilbeam, and his boys, to whom much credit

is due. Perhaps I may add that in my judgment
success in grafting turns largely on the use of

fresh scions and good wax. I find nothing better

than resin, beeswax and tallow, melted together

in the proportions of 4, 2, i by weight and brushed '

on in a paint-like state. It sets instantly and
never cracks. W. P. Wright.

Apple is not a success in this country. When
one does come across a healthy tree it is a

comforting sight, because what English Apple
is equal to this in flavour when really in good

condition ? Last year I saw in Messrs. R. Veitch's

tmrsery at Exeter an exceedingly healthy espalier-

trained tree of this variety. Mr. Veitch said

the tree invariably bore freely ; and judging from

the appearance of its health and general condition

I was not surprised to hear the high encomiums
given it. E. M.

APPLE NEWTOWN PIPPIN.

CELDOM does one come across a full crop

of this American Apple ; more often do we
see trees of this variety poor in growth. I

think it is generally acknowledged that this

WORK AMONG FRUIT
TREES

ON the occasion of a recent visit tc

, Mr. H. S. Colt's garden at Ascot 1

I
noticed hanging from several fruit

trees soda water bottles containing

a mysterious-looking liquid, and with

a well-worn toothbrush attached to each bottle.

On enquiring the reason for the presence of these

strange implements in the fruit garden I learnt that

this was a special device for the destruction of

American blight or woolly aphis. The bottles

contained paraffin emulsion ; the toothbrushes were

for rubbing the emulsion into the bark whenever and
wherever the pest may be detected. As soon as

woolly aphis dares to show itself on a tree it is

immediately settled, and only by waging continual

war against it is there any possible hope of keeping it;

in check. If left alone it spreads with alarming

rapidity, doing irreparable damage to the trees.

This method of always having the materials at hand
for the destruction of woolly aphis is so very

effective that I hand it on for the benefit of

others. Incidentally it calls to mind the time-

honoured gardening rule made by Loudon

:

" Never pass a weed or an insect without pulling

it or taking it off, unless time forbids."

By the way, Mr. Colt tells an amusing story

about smudge fires, which are used by some fruit-

growers as a means of protecting fruit blossom

against spring frosts. A friend of Mr. Colt who
has a garden near to the Great Western Railway

decided to give smudge fires a trial. One night,

on the approach of frost, these fires were started.

Great columns of smoke were sent up until the

whole neighbourhood was envelbped in a thick

black cloud, but the most serious effect of this

operation was the obstruction caused on the rail-

way. The signals were obscured and the traffic

held up. The fruit blossom was saved from the

effects of frost that night ; but the operation has

not been repeated.

Pruning Raspberries.—Another of Loudon's

gardening rules runs :
" Perform every operation

in the proper season and in such a manner as to

render another unnecessary." This useful rule

applies to the pruning of Raspberries, wluch should

be done as soon as the fruit has been gathered in,

and not left till winter, as is so often the case, to

the detriment of the bushes. It is the young canes

made this year that will carry the next year's

crop ; therefore if the old fruiting canes are cut

away now the young growth will be given every

opportunity to develop and ripen this summer.

Pruning Black Currants.—While most fruit-

growers are agreed that this is the best time to

give the main pruning to Raspberries, not one in

ten gives a thought to Black Currants, and yet

the mode of fruiting is much the same with both

fruits. It is the young growth made this year

that needs light, air and room so that it may be

well ripened in readiness for next year's crop.

Do not postpone the pruning a day longer than

necessary, but cut away the old wood which has

served its purpose in life, at the same time leaving

; I
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as much young wood as may be required for next

yt-ar*s fruiting.

Silver-Leaf Disease.—This is a very serious

menace to fruit-growers. There is liardly a garden

in the country but what a Plum or Peach tree

has been destroyed by this disease. The leaves

assume an inert and silvery look, from which
they rarely recover, and the disease spreads from
brancli to branch and from tree to tree. Some
varieties are less subject to disease than ^thers.

and it is possible that if these varieties were used

as stocks on which to bud or graft others, it would
be a means of keeping the disease in check. Om-
may search through long scientific reports for a

ray of hope in combating this disease, but it is

all to no purpose, for science knows no cure.

Possibly a remedy will be discovered acci-

dentally some day, or it may happen that practical

men will solve the problem. Then the scientist

will step in and explain how it is done. This is

the way in the world of gardening. Science does

not lead ; it simply follows. In the meantime, if

anyone has silver-leaf in their trees, see to it at

once by cutting away diseased branches and
I'urning them. The diseased branches are stained

Inown inside, and they should be cut back beyond
the place where the staur makes its appearance,

then pare the wound round with a sharp knife

and give it a coating of white paint or Stockholm
tai- to keep away the spores of injurious fungi

which are always awaiting a chance to find an
entrance through wounds in the tree. If the whole

tree is affected, it should be cut down and burnt.

The fungus which causes silver-leaf disease mature^

on the dead wood and spreads to living trees.

H. C,

EARLY POTATOES
THOSE readers who took the

advice given in these columns in

early spring and planted none but
early varieties of Potatoes in the
small plots or newly made allot-

ments should have little to complain of

regarding the crop, the timely rains
which fell in many districts about the
middle of June supplying the one thing
needful to make this planting a complete
success.

Some of the heaviest crops I have ever seen

were lifted in these gardens during the early part

of July, and it is most satisfactory to myself

to find that the old favourite of mine, Midlothian

Eafly, which readers will remember I have
persistently recommended the small grower to

rely upon for his early crop, again gave us the best

returns, for although the size of the tubers lacked

something when compared with several others

grown under the same conditions, the number
of these found under each root, and what is equally

important, the good quality of even the very

smallest tuber when cooked, more than compen-
sated us for the slight deficiency in the matter

of size. Sutton's Niuetyfold again proved itself

to be well worth a place in the front rank where
early Potatoes are concerned, and, contrary to the

opinion of many, we found the results were

equally as good from cut as from whole sets.

When grown upon light ground the table quality

of this variety at the time of lifting is exceptionallv

good, the snow white appearance of a well-cooked

dish being most pleasing to the eye ; but readers

who are not acquainted with the variety are

warned against keeping a large store for winter

use, for it will be found as the season advances

that the tubers lose both colour and flavour, the

appearance of a dish shortly after leaving the pot

being anything but pleasing to the eye or accept-

able to the palate.

This year the value of a change of seed has again

been fully demonstrated, not only in these gardens,

but more particularly in that of a local market-

grower who grows Potatoes by the ton, but, not

being of a very progressive turn of mind, has yet

cliased last spring from Scotch, Irish or Lincoln

growers. Such invariably give results equally good,

or even better, the second as the first season

;

but to save one's own seed each year from none but
home-grown stocks is certainly not the most
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much to learn, as the following will prove : Home-
saved seed of a u^ell-known early variety was
planted by him about the same time as we
planted both Scotch and Irish sets. In his case

the land—to use the words of the man who
ploughed the ground—had been " done " extra

well, and the sets planted were real toppers,

so unlike those obtained from a distance

four years previously, from which stock the tubers

had been selected. On the other hand, our Potatoes -

of the same variety were planted on ground dressed

only with decayed vegetable matter and a little

fish manure strewn into the drills at the time of

planting
; yet while the grower admitted fine,

fair-sized tubers were the average under each

economical course to adopt where heavy crops
are desired, and wherever the opportunity exists the

seed for next year's planting should be obtained
at once. F. R. C.

A Reader's Allotment
I AM sending two photographs of an allotment

taken over by myself. The plot was taken
possession of in July, tgre, and the photographs
taken in August, igi6, and August, 1917. The only
help I received (which was very little) was from
my fon before he joined the Colours. The ground
was in a very bad state—nothing but a mere rubbish

heap, i.e., bottles, old tins and various other refuse,

AUGUST, 191 7.

root, nearly all of ours gave us more than a dozen,
excluding the very smallest.

Readers contemplating saving seed of any
variety from the crops now being lifted are advised
to restrict such selection to those varieties pur-

including about a cartload of linoleum pattern^.

The first plant was not put into the herbaceoii'-

border until November, and the majority of tin

other plants not imtil tlie end of March, on accouhi

of the severe weather. I put my success down
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to hard work and the knowledge obtained

week by week from your valuable paper, The
Garden. The association to which I belong is

The Avenues Garden Holders' Association,

Acton Park, W., of wliich Mr. James Judd is

the secretary. John C. Soper.

PLANT HUNTING IN UPPER BURMAH
THE FLORA OF YUNNAN AND UPPER BURMAH IS ADMITTED TO

BE ONE OF THE RICHEST IN THE WORLD.

THE following extract from a letter

to Dr. Keeble from Mr. George Forrest,

who is collecting plants in remote
parts of Upper
Burmah, will be of

interest to readers. It is

written from Talifee,

Yunnan, via Bhamo, Upper
Burmali, and dated May 2,

1917.

"After a somewhat
monotonous and uninterest-

ing journey I am ^t last

in Tali busy preparing for

trekking northwards. For

the first two days out from

Tuegyuch there was very

heavy rain and very bad
going, then ten days of ex-

cessive heat for the time of

year, ending in heavy rain

the day I got in here. As a

result there, has been another

heavy fall of snow aboye

11,000 feet, and I hear the

two passes to be crossed be-

tween here and Atnutze

—

the Li-ti-ping and Bei-ma-

shan—are still closed, so

there is no particular ^call

for haste. However, I hope

to leave here on or about

the loth, as I hope to be

able to travel by the Sung
Kwei Pass on my way to

Lichiang. That portion of

the Langkong - H a c h i n g
divide is particularly rich,

and though I have traversed

it several times, I hope to

get some more spoil.

" This, the central portion

of the Province, is still in

a very disturbed state. For

the past month the route

eastwards to Vunnanfu has

been practically closed to

all traffic, owing to the pre-

sence of robber bands—dis-

banded soldiery—wlio are

plundering and murdering

o\'er a large area. North-

w ards somewhat similar con-

ditions obtain, the country

being, more or less, held by
the remnants of White
Wolf's gang driven south-

wards. However, I guess I'll scrape through, if

my usual luck holds. The Governor of the

Province vacates office very shortly, and it is said

he has interest in one thing—only the amassing
of dollars before he retires

; and so it goes on.

Yet what a country it_^might be under good
government !

"So far, from the frontier up I have managed
to secure specimens of some 170 species new to my
previous collections. Most are trees and shrubs

of much interest botanicaUy, though of small

value horticulturally. When considering this,

pray bear in mind that I have passed over the route

twelve times ! Two or three of the finer things
^

were collected on the Shweli-Salwin divide, though

THE SCENE OF MR. FORREST'S LABOURS.

{From the Journal 0/ the Royal Horticultural Society

I only hunted casually by the wayside, as that

portion of the range comes within the scope of the

three men whom 1 dropped at Tuegyuch.
" One species, Dichotomanthes tristanisecarpa,

a monotypic genus of Rosacea;, only known and

local in Yunnan, I secured a few seeds of. Un-

fortunately, the seeds procurable were some of last

season's, fallen, and though I have little hope of

them germinating, I send them to you. I have

arranged for a quantity of seed to be collected

in the autumn. Professor Balfour holds specimens

of the species. It is a graceful shrub of 10 feet

to 20 feet, 'with light-coloured, sUvery foliage'

The flowers are rather uninteresting, but it is

good in fruit. It is practically evergreen in its

habitat, with the general appearance of a Cotone-

aster, but much more compact in habit.

" Fruits of two species of Cherry were also

collected—one in the Salwin Valley at about

4,000 feet to 5,000 feet, and the other here, altitude

6,500 feet. Both are good and very free fruiting.

SpeiJimens in collection. I shall forward seeds

of both with the above, under separate cover

;

also seed of a good Tsuga or Pseudotsuga

collected at 6,000 feet to 7,000 feet. Quite a

good conifer of 50 feet to 70 feet.

" The usual Rhododen-

drons were met with : R.

racemosum ciliicalyx, Dela-

vayi and forms of Fortune!,

so called. I secured speci-

mens of a form seen in

small numbers, which I take

to be a hybrid between a

white form of Fortunei and

Delavayi. It bears the

Fortunei foliage, though

smaller, with large pink

blooms having the blotch of

crimson at base seen in

Delavayi. A shrub of S feet

to 15 feet.

" In the Yangki Valley

two days west of Tali the

hillsides were ablaze with the

blooms of Rhododendron
niicrophyton and R.

ciliicalyx. The first named,
in my opinion, equals, if it

does not surpass, even R.

racemosum in wealth of

bloom. It is said to be in

cultivation, and that is prob-

ably correct ; but in colour

of flower and habit it is

most variable, and I ques-

tion if the finest forms have

been secured. I marked
several down, one almost

pure white.
" Since our arrival here

my men and I have been

out once or twice on the

range, as liigh as the present

snow-line, and have added a

few species to the list.

" .\mong the first tjiings

sought for was Rhododen-

dron aureum, and I was
fortunate enough to secure

a small quantity of last

year's seed, which I trust

will germinate.
" In one of the gullies on

the eastern flank of the range

—a gully so far unexplored

— I found three species,
possibly four, of Rhododen-

drons new to me. .% yet

they are not numbered, as

I wish to secure a larger number of specimens

before including them in the collection. .^11 are

excellent subjects for horticultiual purposes, two

of them specially floriferous shrubs of 3 feet to

b feet. In three the blossoms are various shades

of rose with darker markings ; one, the dwarfest

of all, lias ivory yellow blossoms flushed faint

rose on exterior.

" I found also a most delightful form of R.

dichraanthura, having blossoms of a beautiful

shade of pink. Another form of R. sulfureum was

also collected, with much larger foliage than the
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HorticiUtiiral Society, wliose experts have laid

'->iit the Roses on a colour scheme which makes a
delightful picture. It is hoped that when the

war is over, much more will be done in the way of

Rose cultivation. Why should Purley, for instance,

be the only place to show its Rose gardens to the

ordinary passer-by along the road ? Close fences

and walls might also be abolished, on the American
system, so that all who pass by should not pass by,

but stay and admire.

Croydon has fully appreciated its own Rose
garden this summer, judging by the crowds of

visitors that have thronged there, and since early

spring the Superintendent has answered innumer-

able questions on pruning and habits of growth,

which undoubtedly shows that the visitors are

not only casual admirers, but Rose lovers and
students. The Croydon Horticultural Society

well deserves encouragement in the good work it

is doing here, and, in the interest of the Rose,

what better form of education could be devised ?

Tin: RDSI. liAKDliN .\T CROVIHlN.

type. Tlie foregoing shows how very much tliere is

yet to be done on this range ; it would be well

worth spending a full year here if I could arrange

to do so. However, I'm for the north this season
;

and I have arranged for four collectors to work

the western flank of the range as well as the head

waters of the Red River, and the Ghi Shan, a

small range of hills lying to the north-east of the

Tali Lake. That region was the scene of much
of Pere Delavay's labours. I tapped it in 1914 and
found it most productive. I intend leaving men
behind at Lichiang to work the portions of the

Lichiang Range still unexplored, as well as the

mountains north and north-west of the Yangtze

bend. " Yours sincerely,

' George Forrest."

Municipal Rose Garden at Croydon
SINCE THE MUNICIPAL ROSE GARDEN AT PARK HILL, CROYDON, WAS
DESCRIBED IN "THE GARDEN" OF JLNE 10, I'Jlfi, MORE BEDS H.\VE

BEEN .\DI)ED, AND THE POPULARITY OF THE GARDEN HAS THIS YEAR
EXCEEDED ALL EXPECTATIONS.

TH
E Roses first planted arc now thoroughly

well established, and their strong growth

and profuse blooms testify, above all

things, to the care originally taken in

preparing the beds by deep trenching.

The newly added beds are planted with Red
Letter Day. Cupid, Pink Pearl, Irish Elegance,

lloonlight. Prince de Btilgarie, JosephAHiU, Mme.
Edouard Herriot, L. C. Breslau, Cissie Easlea,

Souvenir de G. Prat and some Dwarf Polyanthas.

The original scheme—that the first plants should

be presented by nurserymen and then in subsequent

years the wealthier townspeople should be invited

to add to the garden—has been carried out quite

successfully, all the orders for new beds being

placed with the nurserymen who gave the garden

its first start.

The planning of the Rose garden at Park Hill

and the superintendence of the growing—quite

a science in itself—are in the hands of the Crovdon

ANOTHER VIEW IN THE ROSE G.\RDEN AT CROYDON.

LOOKING AHEAD
A SEASON.^BLE ARTICLE FOR ALLOT-

MENT HOLDERS AND OTHERS.

L\CK
of foresight is very largely

responsible for the heavy outlay

and belated or non-appearance of

-many crops upon newrly made
^allotments during the present year

;

and among those who may be excused

if they disregard the Biblical injunction

to take no thought for the morrow, surely

none has greater claims to total exemption
than he who tills his little plot with this

object always in view, for it is upon his

acting in the opposite direction that not

onlv his own, but the very existence

of many others indirect!}- depends, and
from a financial point of view there can

be no two questions as to which is the

most paying course to adopt
—

" Wait and
see," or take time by tlie forelock and
" B2 prepared."

Take, for example, the seeds suitable for present

sowing. A good Cabbage in early spring can

rarely be purchased from local shops at less than

a penny or tliree-halfpence—this year twopence

more was often easily obtainable—yet this amount

spent now on seed of a suitable variety will furnish

plants sufficient to fill several square rods of ground.

The value of the produce can be reckoned in

pounds, not pence.

Last season the ordinary common winter greens

made fabulous prices, and those readers who have

this year filled theu bit of ground with Potatoes,

yet neglected to sow seeds of Brussels Sprouts,

Kale, &c., in early spring, are advised to purchase

a few hundred plants from advertisers, not waiting

until the ground is cleared to receive them, but

doing it at once, planting them into well-manured

plots, allowing about 6 inches between the plants,

and keeping these well watered. If this is done,

the plants being always at hand, it will be quite

an easy matter to fill the ground as the liftmg

proceeds, or to be put out where wanted either

just before or after a good shower of rain.

In many quarters Beetroots and Carrots are

allowed to stand on the -ground until November^

a most unwise thing to do in a year like the present

when we are asked to make the best possible use

.jf every square foot of ground—for by the time

mentioned many of the Carrots will be badly

split and thus be of little use for winter storing,

while the Beetroots will have grown to so large

a size as to make them quite useless for the purpose

the grower intended.
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The better plan for those to adopt who at the

present time have beds of these ahready of the

most serviceable size, and who really mean to do

the best they can for their country in the matter

of home-grown food, will be to lift these crops

and carefully store them in a shed or pit, replant-

ing the ground without wasting an hour of

precious growing time.

Crops which may be sown without waiting for

manure, dates, or rain include Turnips, Horn

Carrots, Lettuces, Endive, Spinach and Radishes,

while good results should follow the planting of

well-grown Celery or Leeks. Another most useful

crop to be sown or planted before the end of the

month is that known as the London Bunch Greens,

found in most seed lists under the heading of Cole-

wort. These are very hardy, and at a foot apart

often prove one of the most valuable winter

greens. Still looldng ahead, those readers who
for various reasons could not manure the ground

in early spring, and who still see but little chance

of applying any to the ground intended for spring

Cabbage, are advised to purchase a few pounds

that when cither of these intruders start, they

come not singly but in battalions, and soon destroy

the grower's hopes of a record crop. Such a dire

catastrophe ma^- be prevented if the grower is

careful to remove all fruits immediately they are

on the turn, finishing the ripening in a closed box
in a warm room. I". R. C.

The Yellow Austrian Briar
(ROS.\ FCETIDA = R. LUTEA.)

The bloom of this beautiful single Rose has

been fuller than usual and more intensely bright

in its pure, strong yellow colouring. It is a member
of the Spinosissima group of Roses, represented

in the British Isles by tlie Burnet Rose of our

coasts, of which the Scotch Briars are the garden

derivatives. The native places of the Yellow

Austrian Briar range from the Crimea througli

Asia Minor to Turkestan and Tibet, but it has

also been found sparingly in Switzerland and
Southern France. The brilliant scarlet Rose

A YELLOW ROSE THE AUSTRI.\X BRI.\R.

of Mustard seed and sow this lightly all over the

intended bed. When a few inches above the soil,

dig it well in and sow again, leaving the surface just

as it is dug, hoeing the seed well in, and turning

the second crop of Mustard well below the surface

about the middle of September. If this is done,

planting may be carried out immediately after-

wards, and Cabbages of very useful size should

follow from Easter onward.

Make the very best use of every bit of decayable

rubbish, such as Potato peelings. Pea or Bean
shells, Potato haulm or Cabbage leaves, putting

this into a deep hole e.«ccavated in some out-of-the-

way corner and pouring all house slops over the mass
until the end of October, at which date it should

be quicldy spread over a \acant plot and buried

a foot below the surface. Such ground if sown
during the following week with a good variety

of Longpod Bean may be relied upon to give a

crop of this useful vegetable about the end of

next May. In many districts birds, mice and
rats attack the outdoor crop of Tomatoes just

as the fruits begin to colour, and it should be noted

called the Copper Austrian Briar is botanically

the same, though with this curious variation in

colour ; their identity has been established by
flowers of the two colours having been found on
the same plant. It is related to other yellow-

flowered species, namely, Xanthina, Hugonis

and Eca-, these ranging from the Altai Mountains
to Western China. Rosa lutea is sometimes

confounded with the Persian Briar (R. persica),

but this is a double flower. G. J.

Paronychia Gapitata
This is a very dwarf trailing plant that should

he seen as it grows naturally among the boulders

and sand at the edge of a moraine or the torrent

bed. There, where it is really at home, it covers

the sand and much of the boulders with the daintiest

carpet of tiny green growth, profusely sprinkled

with little creamy white heads of flower that are

chaffy and everlasting-like in te.xture. As a

setting for other plants it is peculiarly attractive,

especially when one sees tufts of a dwarf but large-

belled Campanula emerge from the frothy foam,

or brilliant gold patches of Lotus purpusillus that

contrast with deep piu^ile Campanula pusilb.

or compact tufts of Tunica Saxifraga that here

shade from clear rose to pure white in the earlier

stages of growth and flower. In this rarefied and
fierce climate, where the sun is almost African ia

its power, it replaces very advantageously the well-

known Arenaria balearica, where rocks are so hot

at midday that the hand is scorched and tender

or moisture-loving plants would wither and die.

As a carpet for rocky steps this is, I think, an ideal

plant in every way.

Nice. E. H. W.

TRIALS AT WISLEY
The following awards have been made by the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society after

trial at Wisley. One variety of midseason Pea

which received an award of merit last year has now
received a first-class certificate after further trial.

BROAD BEANS.

Awards of }\Icrit.—Broad Windsor, from Dobbit

and Co. ; Exhibition Longpod, from Dobbie

ind Co. ; and Green Giant, from Sutton and

Sons.

MIDSEASON PEA.

First-class Certificalc.—Pea Clipper, from Robert

Sydenham, Limited (A.M., 1916).

ONIONS (AUTUMN-SOWN).

Awards of Merit.—Autumn Triumph, sent by

Beckett ; Froxfield, sent by Barr ; Mammotli
Red Tripoli, sent by Webb ; White Leviathan,

i-ent by Sutton'; and Yellow Rocca, sent by
Harrison.

GLOBE BEET (SPRING-SOWN).

Aifards of Merit.—Dewing's Turnip-shaped,

sent by Barr ; and Globe, sent by Sutton.

' ANNUAL POPPIES.

Awards of Merit.—Dwarf Scarlet Fringed, from

R. Veitch and Son ; and Scarlet King, from Barr

and Sons.

DELPHINIUMS.

Awards of Merit.—Colonel Sir Wyndham Murray,

sent by Blackmore and Langdon ; Capri, sent by

Barr and Ruys ; Harry Smethara, sent by Ruys
and BlaSfemore and Langdon ; Moerheimii, sent

by Barr, Ruys and Forbes ; Rozenlust, sent b}'

Ruys ; Kingston Queen, sent by F. Smith ; Lady
Georgina Legge, sent by Kelway ; Lady Hammick,
sent by Blackmore and Langdon ; Mrs. A'. J.

Watson, sent by Blackmore and Langdon ; Mrs.

Shirley, sent by Blackmore apd Langdon ; Professor

Coleman, sent by Bakers ; Belladonna grandi-

florum, sent by Ruys ; and Lamartine, sent by

Barr and Ruys.

ESCHSCHOLZIAS.

Awards of Merit.—Crocea compacta Mandarin,

sent by Sydenham and Bai'r ; and Mikado, sent

by Carter and Barr.

STOCKS (OUTDOOR).

Awards of Merit.—Old Rose, sent by R. Veitch

and Barr
;

Queen Alexandra, sent by Simpson,

R. Veitch and Barr.

*** Readers mho have not already done so are asl'ed ta

order THE frAKDEN to be detirered refjvlarly by ttteir news-
anent. The Board of Trade jnohibii ttw return of unsotd
copies of any journal to pabtisliers, and in eonse^uence THli
G.\RDEN is obtainable ONLV if ordered beforehand.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country uill be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagenis u'li9 hare
obtained special permission /rout the War Office. Such,

permission has been granted to THE Garden, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Dennmrlc, Holland, Noncay,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania sliould oriter copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Taristocl: Street, Corent Garden, W.C.
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A Few Desirable Bulbs for Autumn Planting
NO HYACINTHS, TULIPS OR DAFFODILS INCLUDED: JUST ONE OR

TWO OF THE BEST OF " THE REST."

Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

JUST
as "Gentiles" takes in all people

who are not Jews, so in a very old bulb

tatalogue " The Rest " includes all bulbs

except Hyacinths and Tulips, and. in a

modern one, all e.xcept Hyacinths, Tulips

and Daffodils. It is accordingly a tall order

to attempt to single out even some of the best

of the rest of the huge crowd of desirables

•minently suitable for autumn planting. Only

fools, we know, rush in—even when prodded by

.the sharp point of the editorial stylus

—

where angels fear to tread. However,

an old 'one knows " A fool must now
and then be right by chance "(Cowper)

;

so here goes.

Spanish Iris Souvenir.—
The general silvery mauve tone of

this tall-growing Iris is just as

pleasing in the garden as it was when
I first saw it to notice it on Messrs.

Bath's stand at the last Holland

House Show. I wonder if my own
feeling that all Spanish Irises should

bear their flowers on tall stems is a

usual one. Take two of the newer

very pale yellows. If Walter T. Ware
seems far more pleasing than Sweet-

heart, it is only, I think, because of

its superior height.

Spanish Iris Thunderbolt.—What
lots of gardens we ha\e, to be sure !

There is Dillistone's "Formal" and
Robinson's " Wild "

; there is Bowles'
" Lunatic Asylum." Suppose X had a

garden of Nature's gentlemen, what-

ever would be left out. Thunderbolt's

place would be assured. The exquisite

blending of rich purple, bronze and
dull orange is the high-water mark
of dignified refinement—an .\braham

Lincoln among flowers.

The Tall Yellow Dog's-tooth Violet

from America.—I have written this

down without much thought, but,

having done so, I am conscious that

quite unintentionally I have stumbled

upon quite a Parkinsonian title for

what to be more modern and infi-

nitely more precise I must perforce

call Erythroniimi americanum. I like

its lovely clear buttercup yellow—so

unexpected a colour it always seems

to be in the Dog's-tooth Violet family.

" Is that one, too ? " Then see its

tall, graceful, dignified poise. Were it

a horse I %vould call it a beautiful

creature. The pale buff yellow

Nuttallianum is more prolific, vigorous

and free—one of the best—but it has

not that something wliich makes americanum so

disiingui. Light soil with peat or plenty of humus,
and semi-shade, are indispensable conditions if

it is to be seen at its best.

The Lovely Buff and Purple Crocus from
Naples.—Crocus Imperati of botanists has- all the

makings of a florist's flower. What varied feelings

has this simple sentence called up in those w-ho have
read it ! For a James Douglas or a Francis D. Horner
possibly those of siTupathy ; in others a most pro-

nounced "Ugh!" or an even stronger intimation

of antipathy. It is a plant with flowers of infinite

variability. Not only do seedlings vary greatly

among themselves, but, according to Mr. E. A.

Bowles, incUvidual plants selected for " their

richness, or absence of feathering, after a season

or two have reversed their scheme of decoration."

The tone and shade of the purple or mauve of the

fully expanded blooms vary greatly. There is

no more interesting group in the early garden

than a good-sized patch of Imperati raised from

seed. Its early period of flowering makes it

admirably adapted for close observation, for in

February and early M,arch there are fewer beauties

but as a rule there is only one. If there is to be
a white form or variety of anything, it ought to be
a real white and not a cream. Scilla sibirica alba
lacks purity ; so do the so-called white Delphiniums
except Moerheimii. Not so this white giant. It

and its brother the delightful white Lucilia; are
white—" as white as nip," if this old Cheshire and
Norfolk saying signifies the real Simon Pure.

Cape Cowslip Rosemary. — Rosemary was
raised by the writer. As I neither believe in the
old gentleman of the lower regions nor in his
pride that apes humility, I have included this
really good thing as one of the best of " The Rest."
It passed muster with the floral committee of
the Royal Horticultural Society, who gave it an
award of merit, and our discerning Editor has
had its portrait taken. When they do agree on

the stage their unanimity is wonder-
ful. Yes ; but it is sometimes all to
no purpose. Lachenalias are as a
voice crying in the wilderness. Three
or four varieties are persistently cata-
logued, but I believe the buyers are
very few in mmiber, even of Nelsonii,
the best known an^ the most popular
of them aU. Some day things will
be different. Wait until a taller-

growing progeny has been evolved
and the daret edging of th; bells

enlarged and brightened ; wait untU
the i\J-»rathon-like staying powers of

their flowers are known ; wait until
the simplicity and the easiness of
their culture are apprehended ; wait
untU the coming of a glorified,

magnified and less coy aurea ; wait
until Rosemaries are like gold in

Jerusalem in the days of King
Solomon ; there will then be more
growers of a quietly beautiful, but
now sadly neglected, race.

Gardening of the

Week

THE NEW L.\CHENALIA ROSEM.\RY.

to share the attention of a lover ; and, again, its

variability and brightness claim for it a notice

which is not unw'orthy to be retained as a memory
of the first glorious days of a new spring.

White Giant Glory of the Snow.—-A.bout five

or six years ago I found a chance pure white

seedling Chionodoxa gigantea among a mixed
multitude of indeterminate parentage which are

allowed to monopolise certain borders of the

garden. This was carefully segregated and planted,

and as, fortunately, it gives an annual increase,

there is now a comfortable looking little patch

that yearly bears more flower-spikes, some of

which are strong enough to carry two blooms,

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

^ Carrots.—Sow seed of Horn varie-
ties, of which Inimitable is -the'
best for pulling in late autumn. A
warm south border would he the best
site, but the absence of this need not
deter the crop.

f Autumn Onions.—Sow the main
crop of these in rows r4 inches apart,
or, if more convenient, in a bed to be
planted out in February. White
Leviathan, Lemon Rocca and Emperor
are all desirable varieties.

Lettuce.—Sow batches of All the
Year Round, Black-seeded Bath and

••Hiimit Hammersmith Hardy' Green in rows' and in beds for future planting.

Late Peas.—Top the points of the
haulm of late sorts liker Ne Plus
Ultra, Goldfinder and Gladstone where
they have reached full height.

Celery.—Continue the earthing up with paper
or soil for the late batch as fast as is necessary,
first removing any offshoot growths from the
base and small, useless leaves, always choosing
dry weather, and not omitting a sprinkling oi
soot and wood-ashes about the plants before
earthing as a check to slugs.

Mushrooms.—Collect horse-manure from which
long straw has been taken, retaining the short
parts, which assist fermentation and tend to aid
in the evaporation of excessive steam. As an
economiser of material a few fresh leaves can be
added. Collect the whole in an open shed, or
cover with a tarpaulin to protect from excessive
rains. Turn over the heap daily to allow rank
steam to escape, and thus sweeten the whole
before making up into a bed.
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Clear all Refuse from completed crops, such as

Pea and Bean haulm, Cabbage leaves and stumps,

&c., burning all such refuse with weeds. Ashes

from such fires are one of the most valuable

manures, and are protectors of seedling plants

from slugs and other pests. Trench or deeply

dig all bare plots as fast as they are cleared, so

that they may be ready for future crops at short

notice.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Summer Pruning should now be brought tc

a close, or the trees will not reap the benefit of

sun, air and wind to mature the wood and fruit

buds for next season's fruit crop.

Strawberries.—Lose no time in making up
any gaps in existing rows or making new planta-

tions. Those plants layered in pots in June will

yield quite nice fruits next season if planted under

favourable conditions at once to enable them
to become well established before the autumn.

Late plants that fruited this year in pots under

cool conditions will, if put out at once, give a full

crop of fruits next year, although they may not

succeed so well in the future as young plants of

this year's layering.

Black Currants.—Cut away all surplus and

weak shoots, also those having borne a crop this

season if the trees are well furnished with current

season's shoots. The removal of useless shoots

will enable those remaining to mature and be in

a better condition next season.

Loganberries.—Cut away all the canes that

yielded fruit this season, and in their place tie

to the supports the current season's shoots, from

which next year's fruit crop will be obtained.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—As soon as the fruit is gathered

from the trees prune away ail weakly shoots,

also those that gave the fruit this season, to make
room for the current season's shoots. Copiously

supply the roots with water if there is any sus-

picion that the soil is approaching dryness. Daily

syringe the trees to cleanse the foliage of insect

pests. If there is any suspicion of red spider,

vigorously wash the trees with paraflin emulsion.

The Flower Garden.

Border Carnations.—Layer at once the pipings

of any variety that needs increasing. Gritty soil

in a mound at the base of the plants, an upward
slit in the piping, securely fastened with a wire

peg, and the soil made firm about the layers,

will quickly induce the formation of roots.

Pinks.—Any choice varieties of Pinks are

easily increased from cuttings slipped off and

inserted in sandy soil in a cold frame kept almost

close for a week or two. These will quickly make
sturdy plants.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums that ,kave filled with roots

the pots in which they are to flower should receive

aid from liquid stimulants.

Freesias.—Pot eight bvdbs in light soil in each

5-inch pot and stand the pots in a cold frame.

E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Seed Saving.—it is diflicult not to believe that

seeds of doubtful germinating power have been

distributed this year, the reports of such being

the case emanating from so many quarters. I

am saving a few seeds, and by the time this appears

1 hope to have harvested those of Celery, Parsnips,

Scarlet Runners and Broad Beans. Tomatoes

have been more true to character than last year,

but it may be worth while to keep characteristic

fruits of the different varieties of these. The
largest cropping variety of the year is Recruit,

and the finest fruits the produce of Veal's Leader.

A selection of the latter I had given me from two

sources.

Potatoes have been wonderful. Dunnottar Castle

-is spoken of very highly as an early, and Express

and Midlothian Early were ready in quantity

at the end of June. I have grown King George V.

for some years as a second-early, but this year

the crop has been less good than in former years,

probably because the stock has been grown too

long on the same ground. ArrSLH Chief and

Golden Wonder are the two popular late varieties,

and last year's tubers of both were perfectly good

eating well into July, thus overlapping the supply

of earlies. All the varieties named are of first-rate

table quality, and few small tubers are usually

produced in proportion to the large.

Spinach.—The latest-sown crop should be
thinned when the plants are quite small, giving

them full space to develop a large leafage. Should
there be any blanks, sow a few seeds to fill these

at once, and the resulting plants will overtake

the others in time. Keep the soil in the inter-

spaces deeply hoed, using a draw hoe for this

purpose, which stirs the soil to a depth of

4 inches with ease. Once the plants are well estab-

lished, cover the ground with a thick dressing of

soot, which is valuable alike as a manure and a

fungicide.

Cabbage.—Take an opportunity to get the

ground prepared for the Spring Cabbage crop.

Last year ours were planted without much pre-

paration, and before winter were dressed with

poultry manure, deeply hoed into the ground.

But that was a method not to be recommended as

a practice, and if the ground can now be very

deeply dug and a thick dressing of rotted manure
applied, the results will certainly repay the extra

labour.
The Flower Garden.

Cuttings.'—It is not well to delay securing

cuttings of such things as Ageratum, Koniga,

Heliotrope, Paris Daisies, Calceolaria amplexi-

caulis and Pentstemons, leaving other Calceolarias,

Violas, Gazanias and Chrysanthemums till later.

None of these should ever be permitted to flag,

and if the weather is hot when taking and working

with them they should be kept moist, and after

insertion in the cutting boxes watered and stood

in cold frames closely matted for a time.

Shrubs.—The late-flowering kinds, such as

Philadelphus Avalanche and Deutzia Wellsiana,

should be examined, the old growths which
have flowered be cut out, and weakly ones of the

current year excised. Some experience is required

to know just when and how to prune the great

number of beautiful shrubs available for garden

decoration, but the same principles that govern

fruit culture should be followed—plenty of space

for the shoots to ripen, and no shoots but those

of the best quality left on the plants.

Narcissi.—It is quite time to replant bulbs,

if it has not already been done. Where quantities

are forced there is always a surplus to spare for

wild gardening, and sometimes there is a clifficulty

to dispose of them where a lot of ground is already

occupied. I do not much favour the system of

scooping out a hole large enough to hold a bulb ;

this in some soils causes water to flow in from
all round about. I have never found plants

to do badly which were planted by means of

a spade pressed deep below the turf and the

handle pressed down so that the soil was loosened

in doing so, the bulbs to the number of two to

four being placed in position before withdrawing

the tool. By careful management a large breadth

of ground can be loosened fairly equally by this

means, and the Narcissi arranged in as natural

a manner as one's proclivities permit.

Crown Imperials.—Where seedlings of these

have been grown in beds to a size large enough
to flower, the tubers should now be lifted and
replanted where their decorative value, which is

greater than most people seem -to realise, can be

made the most of. They possess the valuable
' property of succeeding under the most unpromis-

ing conditions. You may set them in the middle

of a late-flowering herbaceous plant, and there

they will thrive and bloom with evidently as

much satisfaction as if no other plant were near.

Their glowing beauty is perhaps most obvious

when grouped against a background of Yew or

Box, Yew for preference. The stem of the

current year leaves a hole in the tuber, and this

in planting must always be upward. Plant to a

depth of 3 inches. R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Preslonkirli, N.B.

SOCIETIES

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Cattleya Albion (C. O'Brieniana alba x C,

Suzanne H. de Crom).—A lovely pure white

practically intermediate between the parents.

From Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge

Wells.

Cattleya triumphans var. The Baron.—

A

very handsome form with golden sepals and petals,

the pronounced crimson purple lip heavily reticu-

lated with gold at the base. From Mr. J. E.

shiel, The Dell Gardens, Englefield Green.

These were exhibited before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on August 14.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE ordinary fortnightly meeting of

the society on August 14 may
appropriately be described as a small

meeting of varied interests, inasmuch

as many phases of horticulture found

moderate representation. Hardy flowers, however,

as befitted the season of the year, predominated,

and of these the Gladioli from Langport and the

Phloxes from Hayward's Heath provided the greater

displays. Apart from these were some fine

Montbretias from Norwich ; while Ferns, Carna-

tions and Orchids also played a part. Fruit

was represented by excellent Apples and Plums

from Orpington. Messrs. Debbie contributed a

grand lot of Potatoes, and Mr. Lawsou (Cannell

and Sons) very fine Tomatoes. Few novelties

received recognition.

H.4KDT Flowers.

From Hayward's Heath Mr. James Box sent a, rich

collection of Phloxes, as good as could be desired con-

sidering the wet immediately preceding the show. From
an extensive gathering we selected Elizabeth Campbell
(lovely salmon). The Queen (white and lilac), Antonin
Mercie (palest violet and white), Le Mahdi (violet—an
indispensable), G. A. Strohlein (orange scarlet), Fiancgb
and Antonin Buchncr (white), Violetta, Asia (rosy salmon),

and Baron von Dcdem (orange scarlet). Other plants

ot interest were Rudbeckia Kerbstone, Polygonum am-
plexicaule, Thalictmm dipterocarpum, and Aconitum
Sparke's Variety, which is of intense indigo colour.

llr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, showed vases of the new
salmon-colouied Phlox Aubrey Alder, a very beautiful

variety.
Sydney Morris, Esq., Earlham Hall, Norwich (gardener,

Mr. G. Henley) contributed tliree very fine Montbretias,

viz.. Queen Mary, an almost circular flower with fine

sprays ; Queen Adelaide, handsome reddish crimson

;

and "Tangerine, pale orange with yellow centre.

The Alder Kiver Nursery, Iver Heath, had a delightful

grouping of Lilium Henryi fronting a background of

dark-leaved Acers, together with such mteresting subjects

as Lycoris squamigera, Coriaria japonica (well fruited).

Clintonia Andrewsiana (with large blackish fruits),

Crinum Powelli album, Ckimus canadensis and others.

The Lilies, however, were the main feature of an attractive

group.
Mr. G. Eeuthe, Keston, Kent, showed charming gather-

ings of Berberidopsis corallina, Eucryphia pinnatifolia,

the rare Feijoa Sellowiana, whose blood crimson anthers

and white petals are in striking contrast ; Tricuspidaria

lanceolata, and Desfontainea spinosa among many shrubby
tilings ; wliile among alpines Gentiana Przewalski and
G. septemfida were very beautiful. Astilbe simplicifolia

and Erica cinerea atrorubens were also good.

GLiDIOlI.

A full-length table of these from Messrs. James Kelway
and Son, Langport, 1 hough not of the same high e,\cellence

that we recall in normal times or in seasons better suited

to these plants, afforded, notwithstanding, a rich diversi-

fied display, while materially assisting the show from
the spectacular standpoint. The " Lang-Prim "—primu-
linus—hybrids were very prominent. Golden Girl,

Ghost (greenish yellow), Josephine KcIway and Mis.

Crane (rosy) being some of them. Of large-flowered

sorts. Princess Mary of Wales (white and pink), Weame
Wyche (salmon scarlet and yellow), Orby (crimson),

Princess Patricia (salmon), Melton (purplish mauve),

J. W. Kelway (crimson scarlet) and Lady Constance

Combe (yellow, striped red) were all beautiful. About
120 vases, three spikes of each, were staged.

Greenhouse Plants and Flowers.

Of considerable interest here were the specimens brought
by Mr. H. J. Elwes, Colesborne, a series of Crinums in-

cluding C. Moorei (very fine form), C. M. platypetalum

and C. M. album. Hedychium gracile (white), H.
coccineum (very handsome) and H. Gardnerianum
(yellowish) were also noted.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath, staged a
good group of Carnations, Benora, Circe, Destiny, Bishton
Wonder and Mrs. C. W. Ward (cerise) being notable sorts.

In a capital lot of Ferns from Messrs. H. B. May and
Sons, Edmonton, Polypodium Mayi, Adiantum Veitchii,

Lastrea erj-tlirosora and many Ncphrolepises were shown ;

also such hardy sorts as Polypodium vulgare semilacerum,

P. V. pulcherrimum, P. v. cambricum Barro^vii and P. v. c.

Prestonu, among others. The Fern which attracted

everybody, however, was the grand specimen of Athyrium
Filix-fcemina Clarissima from Mr. W. B. CrtlnfieUl, Enfield

Chase. Its fronds were about 4 feet long, and 30 inches

broad at the widest part. The finely grown example
Avas the embodiment of grace and beauty.

Shrubs.

Among the more interesting of these from Messrs. J.

Cheal and Sons were the white-flowered Clethra paniculata,

Loniccra Heckrottii, Potentilla Friedrichsonii (soft yellow

in colour), Euonymus nanus (very pretty in fruit),

Berbcris dictyophylla and Cereidiphyllum japonicum.

Hardy Heaths were very good. Erica vagans pyramidalis

alba being one of the best. Of a scries of the Crawley

Star Dahlias, the pmk-fiowered Ifleld Star was one of the

most effective.
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Frcit and Vehetables.

An exhibit of twenty baskets of early and second-early

Pntatoos from Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh, repre-

st-nted magnificent produce throughout, and was much
admired. A select few were Dobbie's Favourite. Mid-
lothian Early. Witch Hill, wliirh is practically a first-

e.irlv, white-fleshed counterpart of the first : St. Cutlibert.

- cnnd-earlv. true Ashleaf tx-po, and a great cropper;
Ituke of York; Abingdon, red kidney; and America,

a first-early round, short-topped variety that should

prove invaluable to large and . small growers alike. A
silver-gilt Banksian medal was awarded.

Mr. H. Close, Littlecroft, Orpington, had a small, fresh-

looking exhibit of Apples and Plums. Apple Beauty of

Bath was in every way excellent ; Mr. Gladstone. Red
Quarrenden, Lane's Prince Albert, The Queen and others

were noted. Of Plums. Belle de Paris, a small fruit of

almost Gage-like flavour, was excellent. The Czar,

a fine culinary sort, and lUvcrs' Early Prolific were also

well shown. Many fruiting branches of Magnum Bonum
and The Czar bore testimony to their abundant cropping
qualities.

Jlessrs. H. Cannell and Sons. E>-nsford (Mr. J. Lawson.
manager), staged the very attractive looking Tomato
Lawson's Favourite, ideal in size and colour. Seedling

Apples of promise were also from the same source.

Orchids.

.Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Timbridge Wells*

staged many good things, none more beautiful, perhaps,

than the rose, gold and crimson Cattleya Lord Rothschild
magniflca and C. L. R. delicata. Both were charming.
Lfelio-Cattleya C. Woodhams. Odontiodas in variety,

Ornithidium coccinea and the fragrant Laelio-Cattlej'a

Rhemus were others of note.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.. Hayward's Heath, con-

tributed a deliglitful series of Lielio-Cattleya Appam, with
sepals from deep red to golden and mostly showing C.

Dowiana influence in the lip. There were some half-

dozen of them. Cattleya Harold var. Hesta and Odonto-
glossum Rolfere were noted.
A single specimen of the gloriously beautiful Brasso-

Cattleya Ilene was shown by Messrs. Flory and Black.

Slough. The sepals are rich pink; the lip, finely goffered

and fringed, has a yellow base.
Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, contributed

Cattleya Saturn (white), Cypripedium J. H. Veitch.

I Laelio-Cattleya Mauretania and Brasso-Cattleya Rex.
among others.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting of the Scottish Horticultural
Association was held in *he Hall, 5. St. Andrew Square.
Edinburgh, on August 7. The president. Jlr. John
Phillips, Granton Road Nurseries, Edinburgh, occupied
the chair. Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh, exhibited
Hybrid Tea Roses and a collection of Radishes of the most
improved types. Mr. F. Baillie. Eden Garden-^, Liberton.
exhibited varieties of Chrysanthemum maximum. The
paper of the evening was read by the secretary. Jlr. A. D.
Richardson, in the absence of the author, Mr. J. Gibson,
gardener to the Duke of Portland, Welbeck Abbey.
Worksop. The subject was " Vegetable-Growing for

Present-Day Requirements." Mr. Gibson's paper was an
admirable contribution in view of the present conditions,

and dealt in detail with the methods necessary to secure
the best crops of vegetables under the conditions due to
shortage of labour and other drawbacks under which
gardeners are at present laid. As Mr. Gibson remarked,
the war has revolutionised the methods of cultivation,

and the full practical details he gave caimot but prove
most helpful to all gardeners who have to maintain the
supply. Mr. Gibson was warmly thanked for his paper.

The Late Mr. Charles

Thomas Druery.
Born May 25, 1843; Died August 8, 1917.

IT

is many years since kindred horticultural

interests brought me in contact with the

subject of this appreciation, an acquaintance

which ripened into a most sincere friendship,

and many are the happy days we have

enjoyed together in the lanes of Devon and

Dorset, and in the Lake District and Scottish

hills.

By profession a translator of languages, the

deceased gelitleman was interested in various

business enterprises which enabled him to travel

extensively in Central Europe and in the East,

and the relation of his experiences was at once

highly interesting and amusing. He was unusually

well informed upon a variety of subjects and widely

read. His favourite authors were Shakespeare,

Darwin and Kipling, but scientific subjects appealed

to him with greater force.

It was not until the later seventies that he took

up the cultivation of the varieties of British

Ferns, and it will probably be by his writings

on this subject that he will be best remembered.

His three works on British Ferns and their varie-

ties, viz., " Choice British Ferns," published in

iSgi ;
" Book of British Ferns," published in

T903 ; and " British Ferns and Their Varieties,"

published in 1910, are standard authorities, and
earned for him a world-wide reputation.

His enthusiasm in the cult led him to cross

swords with botanists, who regarded even thorough-

bred varieties as mere monstrosities ; but his

achievements in the creation of the superbum
section in Athyrium Filix-foemina and the gracilli-

mum types in Polystichum aculeatum, most of

which have received recognition at the hands of

the Royal Horticultural So;iety (one of which,

the well-known " P. D.," was accepted by Her
late Majesty Queen Victoria for a place of honovir

in the gardens at Windsor), marked a distinct

advance in this branch of horticulture, and which

example is being followed by most of his fellow

enthusiasts. Contemporary with most of the

older school of Fern hunters and raisers, his ex-

perience and knowledge of the subject was unique.

His discovery of the phenomenon of aposphory

in Athyrium FUix-fa-mina var. Clarissima (a
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division of the original plant which was exhibited

by me at the Drill Hall on August r4) secured his

recognition at the hands of some of the foremost

botanists and scientists.

He was of a most kindly and generous disposition,

and invariably distributed among his brother

enthusiasts divisions or spores of any varieties

considered worthy of recognition, believing, as

is the case, that by this means alone can their

preservation be ensured.

For many years he was a member of the floral

and scientific committees of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, and was among the first sixty

to be awarded the Victoria Medal of Honour in

Horticulture. He was one of the founders and a

member of the committee of the Horticultural

Club, a member of the Urban Club, and a Fellow

of the Linnean Society, and his nimble wit and

merry jest will long be missed at the social gather-

ings of these institutions.

It was largely owing to his enthusiastic advocacy

on the subject, both by correspondence and in

the Press, that the British Pteridological Society

assumed its present proportions, of which until

the time of his death he acted as secretary. He
was foimder and editor of the British Fern Gazette,

published by the society. His contributions to

the horticultural and general Press extended
over a long period of years and, being an accom-
plished draughtsman, his books and writings were
illustrated by his own hands.

By his death the Royal Horticultural Society

lose the jervices of a keen and critical authority

on pteridological subjects. I, personally, mourn
the loss of an old and valued friend, while the

world of horticulture is the poorer for his " going

Wes?."

His remains were laid to rest in Acton New
Cemetery (where his wife, who pre-deceased him
by some years, was buried) on the nth inst. in the

presence of those relations and friends who were
able to attend, while floral tributes received from
the societies and institutions with which he was
associated testified to the universal respect and
esteem in which he was held.

While his death creates a gap which no one can
fill, it is some somrce of consolation that his entire

collection of British Ferns and numerous notes

and writings on the subject have passed into my
possession, which will, I hope, enable me to continue

the work he had followed with such enthusiasm

and success during the greater part of his

life. W. B. Cranfield.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
VIOLETS IN FRAME (D. P. B.).—l{ you wish for

Violets in winter and early spring you should procure
well-rooted plants in March, planting them 1 foot apart in
a fairly open position in well-cultivated ground. These
by September, if all runner growth is discouraged, would
form good clumps, and may then be lifted with a ball of
earth and replanted fairly closely together in the frame.
Summer cultivation in the frame would not lead to success
unless the lights could be entirely removed, the aim of the
'Ultivator being to secure firm, well-matured crowns that
;ire sure to flower at the time stated above. September-
planted runners would give you no winter blooms at all,

though if the plants were strong they may give a few in
late spring. You could, of course, purchase flowering
clumps in September and put them into the frame direct,
propagating from them for future supplies. The summer
cultivation of the Violet consists of frequent hoeing of
the soil, watering in dry weather, and discouraging all

runner growth as it appears. Dusting the plants with
soot and sjTinging with soot-water will do much to keep
red spider—a dreaded pest—at bay. The plants may also
be watered with soot-water. All watering should prefer-
ably be done in the evening. Wellsiana is a free-flower-
ing siuglf of medium size. La France is one of the
handsumest of single-flowered sorts with a very long
stem.

HERBACEOUS BORDERs {Hampshire Sandhill).—
You preclude our giving you a hilpful reply by omitting to
give the size of the borders and the height of the wall.
If you will send us these we will do our best to help you.
The coming weeks would be suitable for carrying out the
work. The popular names for the plants will hardly
assist you. since in large genera—Phlox, " Delphinium
(Larkspur) and Aster (Michaelmas Daisy)—there are several
varieties of each that it would be desirable to plant.
However, we will do what we can to assist you. If the
borders are old or long neglected, they had better be
trenched and manured prior to planting. No manure
is equal to stable manure for the purpose, though, in con-
junction with trenching and liming. Wakeley's Hop Manure
or Native Guano might be used advantageously.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
PEAS DISEASED AND SECOND GROWTH ON BROAD

BEANS (</. F. H. R.).—Your Peas are suffering from an
attack of Pea rust (Uromyces appendiculatus var. Pisi).

a fungoid disease. Plants attacked by this rust should
be burnt as soon as possible in order to prevent the disease
from spreading. The position of the spores of the disease
in the tissues of the plants renders the destruction of the
pest hopeless without at the same time destroying the
plants. The second growth of Broad Beans is not un-
common. No usefiU results follow this growth.

SCARLET RUNNERS NOT SETTING (J. £.).—It is not
uncommon for Scarlet Kunners to cast off their first

flowers, especially in extra dry and warm weather. The
best thing you can do is to keep them well watered with
weak manure-water, and also give the soil over their roots
a top-dressing of short, well-decayed manure, say 3 inches
deep. The flowers should then set all right. Your
soil is well drained, of course. Young Black Currant trees

not bearing too well.—If you have it to spare, give them
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also an occasional good soaking of manure-water during
summer and early autumn, and in the autumn give the
soil a scattering of bone-meal, digging it in 3 inches or
4 inches deep.

BUTTER BEANS. CELERIAC AND POTATOES (H. B.).

—The Beans are attacked by the fungus Collctotrichuni

Lindcmuthianum. It is too late to do auythmg now to

prevent the spread except to remove and burn all affected

plants, wliich should be done promptly. It would be
unwise to save seed from affected plants. Celeriac cannot
be treated in the way you suggest, for that would result

in the withdrawal of the food from the root to the leaf-

stalks, thus rendering the root useless and giving only
indifferent Celery. We fear but poor results ^vilI be
obtained if the Potatoes have exhausted themselves by
gro\ving very long stems, but perhaps if the latter be
retained and planted with the old tubers (being buried in

the furrow) something may be done to help the jtlants

along.

TUBERS ON HAULM OF POTATOES (A. W. S.).—
Some pest, pos-^ihly wirewomi, has damaged the Potato
stems near tlir Ijasc. and this has cut off the passage of

the food made in the leaves on its way to the lower parts

of the plant. All the food made in the plant is produced
in the leaves, and that made in excess of the immediate
requirements for growth is sent down, in the case of the
Potato, to be stored in underground buds. If the passage
downwards is interfered with, the plant has to deposit
it somewhere, and buds on the aerial part of the plant are
made the receptacle for it, so that tubers develop above
ground in the way yours have.

INJURY TO ONIONS {Dorset).—Yowc plants have
doubtless been attacked by the Onion maggot, the grub
of a fly kno^\Ti scientifically as Phorbia Cepae. Your
best plan will be to sow during the present week the
Onions you wish to grow for next year's crop, and trans-

pliint them from the drills in which they are sown {outdoors,

of course) next February or March into theu: permanent
quarters. So treateil. Onions are rarely attacked by
the fly. As an additional measure of protection, the
rows should have sand which has been damped ydih
paraffin dusted along them in May next, to be renewed
at weekly intervals for a few weeks wliile the fly is about.

A CURIOUS BROAD BEAN {L. T.).—The Beans are.

we think, the right way round, but either the pod has
become twisted over during development or the carpel
from which it was formed was not the one which usually
develops of the five which are theoretically possible in

the flower. That this kind of thing is very unusual is

probably true ; indeed, we do not remember to have
noticed "it before ; but that it is only once in seven years
that it occurs is no more likely than that regular times
are, so to speak, set aside for the appearance of other
unusual things. No doubt because they are unusual a
legend lias grown up around them which sets a time for

their appearance, but which is based upon too few and
restricted observations to establish a rule which would
satisfy science.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE FRUITING OP XANTHOCERAS SORBIFOLIA.

—I have a plant of Xanthoceras sorbifolia. It has this

year flowered well, and has also fruited, having two bunches
of fruit, each bunch containing five large Walnut-like
fruits. Could you tell me if this is usual, also if the fruits

are edible ?—(Mis.) E. L. Warren, Rothesay, near
Midhurst, Sussex. IXanthoceras sorbifolia does not fruit

with any great regularity in this country, though a few
fruits are borne occasionally. The fruits are not edible.
—ED.}
HOLLIES FOR A CARRIAGE DRIVE {A. H. /?.).—

Green-leaved Hollies ought to be used in preference
to varieties with variegated leaves to border a carriage
drive through a wood, and for preference the common
HoJly, Ilex Aquifolium, would be more In keeping than
any other kind, providing there is no attempt at gardening
in the wood. If, however, a certain amount of gardening
is done about the borders of the drive, one of the large-
leaved Hollies, such as I. altaclarensis or I. maderensis,
could be planted. As a rule, for such a purpose, however,
freely grown common Hollies cannot be beaten. A
variety of kinds could be used, but such are inclined to
grow irregularly, and the effect is not so good as when
one single kind is planted. The following sorts can be
tried if different varieties are required : I. Aquifolium
(red and yellow fruit ed varieties) , I . altacl arensis , I

.

maderensis, I. Wilsouii, I. whittingtonensis, I. donnington-
ensis, I. Smitlnana, I. camelliwfoUa, I. Shepherdii and
I. Hendersonii. Plants may be obtained any time in

September, but if they cannot be procured before the
end of the month it would be advisable to defer planting
until next May unless a really good ball of soil can be
moved witli the plants. Even then it would not be advis-
able to move them later than the middle of October.
September Is, however, an excellent month for moving
Hollies, particularly if the weather is inclined to be damp
On no account ought Hollies to be clipped into a formal
shape.

FRUIT GARDEN.
EARLY PEARS FOR CLAY SOILS (Maida Vale).—

If you must have first-early Pears, the seleotion is confined
to Beurre Giffard and Jargonelle. Doyenne d'Ete is

sweet, but so small, and is ripe for so short a time. Jargo-
nelle, we think, is the best first-early Pear we have, but it is

a strong grower and apt to make wood growth instead of
flower-buds while the tree is young, and for that reason
is a long time in coming into bearing. But if the young
trees are lifted and root-pruned the second year after
planting, this will tend to arrest gross growth and induce
fertility. If you plant this, see that the tree is worked
on the dwarfing Quince stock. Let the clay soil be deeply
trenched and an abuudauee of opening material, such as
old mortar rubble and brick-ends, broken small, be worked
into it at the same time ; also add- a liberal quantity of

lime, some turfy loam of a light texture, and a sprinkling
of bone-dust. Be careful not to plant the trees deeply.
The top roots should be within 4 inches of the surface
when the planting is finished. Lay the soil to and about
the roots carefully with the hands, and when planting is

finished tread the soil firmly. Beurre Giffard is an excellent

and handsome Pear, and a constant and fertile bearer
of good flavour, but is ratlier a weak grower. Williams'
Bon Chretien is not a first-early Pear, but is perhaps the
best of our early Pears in its season, which is September.

RUST ON BLACK CURRANT BUSHES {Mrs. il/.-C.).—

The fungus on the Black Currant leaf is one that seems
to be becoming increasingly common. It is called Melam-
psora salicis viminalis, and is one of those curious species
that pass the autumn and winter on the leaves of a plant
altogether different from the host on which they grow
in summer. In this ease the alternate host is the Salix

viminalis, a common Willow in many parts of the country.
Wherever the two grow in proximity, the rust may be
expected to occur upon and more or less damage the Black
Currant. Nothing can usefully be done this year, but
possibly spraying with Bordeaux mixture or Burgundy
mixtiue might help to ward off the attack if done in May
or early in June next year. For the scale insects the best

treatment will be, after the old wood has been cut out
of the bushes in winter, to spray with caustic wash made
by dissolving lib. of caustic soda in ten gallons of water.

PRUNING CRAB APPLE AND MOUNTAIN ASH^ TREES
(Maida Vale).—Do not summer prune ; they are better
left alone.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSES FOR PERGOLA (R. F. C.).—The proposed

arrangement of poles seems to be quite right. Do not
make the cross-pieces too heavy, or you will find in after
years you will have blossom on top only, unless, of course,
you desire a shaded walk. We prefer to have the uprights
well clothed with growths and blossom. A few light wires
placed across are usually sufficient for a few best growths,
which will blossom all the better for not being crowded,
and you can always cut away superfluous growths. We
certainly advise Oak posts to Larch, even if not quite
straight, for the defect in this respect is soon hidden from
view. As to your list, we should eliminate Mrs. Walsh and
Leuchtstern, and add Source d*Or, Silver Moon. Edgar
Andrieu or Chatillon Ra,mbler. As to planting some of
the Climbing Hybrid Teas, you will be well advised to do
this. Such kinds as Climbing Chatenay, Lemon Pillar.

Climbing Sunburst, Climbing MeManie Soupert and Climbing
Paul Led6 would be splendid and give you a good continu-
ous supply of t)lossom. Climbing Eireflame would be too
tender, probably, and Colcestria we woidd not recommend.
These Climbing Hybrid Te;is should not be pruned the
first year save to remove unripe ends.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE MAKING OF POT-POURRI.—I was much interested

in Miss Jekyll's article in TUE Gakden of August 11,
but would be very glad to know two further details, if

possible. Miss Jekyll gives quantities for some of the
ingredients used, but does not mention how many Seville
Oranges are necessary for the amount of pot-pourri she
makes (ii2-Hb.). Also it would be useful to know how
many jars 22 inches liigh by 9 inches (inside diameter)
have to be filled with Hose petals to produce the quantity
she mentions. I cannot see how, without these two
items, one could with accuracy follow her prescription,
either for a similar quantity to that which she herself
makes or in the event of reducing ingredients propor-
tionately for the purpose of making a smaller quantity.
Evidently considerable trouble is entailed in the making
of pot-pourri, and experimenting would be slow work.

—

J. Monro Coats. [We forwarded this enquiry to Miss
Jekyll, who replies; -In answer to your correspondent
I should use anjihing from twenty-four to thirty-six
Seville Oranges for the 2241b. of pot-pourri, but the
quantity of this, as well as of the other ingredients
that liave to be partly dried and salted, can be
entirely variable, and though the Orange peel is

a very desirable addition, if it should not be con-
venient to prepare it, it will be quite good pot-pourri
without.

, We have two of the cylindrical jars 22 inches
high. The quantity of Rose petals that can be secured
in good condition is also so variable that some years not
one is full, wliile this year we have nearly filled" the two,
and the supply of Sweet Geranium will be short. It is

not so mucli the proportion of the main materials that
matters as having the right things and securing them
in good condition."

—

Ed.]

SUGAR BEET.—With reference to your reply in your
issue of August 11, to " W. S. C." (page 328), would you
please tell me how to extract the syrup after bofling for
seven horns ?—T. C. K. [Add sufficient water to cover
the Beet before boiling, and boil until soft, adding water
once during boiling to maintain a covering of the roots.
The liquid residue after boihng is the syrup.

—

Ed. J

CRAB APPLE JELLY.— I should be very glad to know
if Crab Apples make good jelly, and if so, a good recipe
for same. I Iiave a great number of fruits of the Crab
Joim Downie this year, and am anxious to make some-
thing with them.

—

RebEcca. [We sent your enquuy to
" Anne Amateur," who replies as foUows :

" Crab Apples
make one of the very choicest of fruit jellies. The follow-
ing is a Kentish recipe kindly given by Mrs. ' Busy Bee."
Wipe the Apples clean ; cut them up without peeling
or coring them

; put them in an earthenware crock,
allowing one pint of water to two quarts of fruit ; let them
simmer (not boil) very gently for from three to foui"
hours in a cool oven. The more gently they cook the
clearer the jelly will be. Turn the pulp into a jelly-bag
or a fine sieve, and press (not rub) the juice through with
a wooden spoon or a saucer with a weight in it ; do not
rub the pulp through. Next boil the juice with one pound
of sugar to one pint of juice. Boil quickly for from half
to three-quarters of an hour, stirring continuaUy to prevent

burning. Test when cooked enough by dropping a few
drops on a cold plate. If they set at once, it is sufficiently

cooked. Pour through clear musUn into the jars, and
do not tie down until quite cold. A little Lemon juice
may be added for llavour, if liked, but is not necessary."

—

Ed.)

RED CURRANTS WITH LARGE SEEDS (J. C.).—We
think that the cause of the seeds being larger than usual
is due to the hot and rather dry weather in May, causing
the stones to form larger than usual at probably the
expense of the flesh of the fruit. There is not a great
deal of difi'erence in the size of the stones of the various
varieties of Red Currants. If you find them so next year,
please send us a sample for comparison with others.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—/. P. i.—Rose Hiawatha.

Historic Firms of Great Britain and Ireland.—
Messrs. Fawcett and Co. of 125, Strand, London,

W.C.2., announce the preparation of a history of

British commercial houses which have been

estabhshed over lob years, under the title :

'* Historic Firms of Great Britain and Ireland."

rhey will be greatly obliged if firms coming under

the scope of the publication will communicate

with them giving the fullest possible particulars

and stating the nature of the material available

in the way of ancient prints and documents, por-

traits, &c., illustrative of the history of the house.

Currant Seabrook*s Black.^We have received

from Messrs. Seabrook and Sons, Chelmsford,

a sample of late fruits of this already famous
Black Currant. That it travels well, crops well,

and is of excellent flavour everyone will agree ;

but the chief feature of Seabrook's Black is its

remarkable power of resistance to the Currant

pest only too well known as mite or big-hud.

Practically all reports received from growers of

this variety emphasise its freedom from mite.

Those who have given up the cultivation of Black

Currants owing to the mite pest should certainly

give this variety a trial this autumn.

The Early Blooming Spencer Sweet Peas.—
" The Sweet Pea trial grounds at Fordhook were

a distinct surprise. It was the fifteenth day of

June. No one in this locality has Sweet Peas

in bloom outdoors. You say you have them ?

I do not doubt your word, hut let me tell you

they have been scarce in Philadelphia, where

all the Sweet Peas from outdoors that are coming

into the market are from cold frames. Here were

Peas in full bloom, long rows of them. Peas that

evidently had been in bloom for at least a month.

This sight was the more surprising because I clearly

remembered that on a previous visit, when the

Burpees had a party at Fordhook at about this

season of the year, the Sweet Peas were only just

coming into flower. These Sw^eet Peas were early

Spencer varieties. Practically nobody grows any-

thing but Spencers now, but they were started

in pots under glass. Here was something worth

while. Sweet Peas are wanted in the Philadelphia

cut flower market and probably in the markets

of many other cities from May 15 to June 15.

The early flowering varieties started in the greeri-

house and transplanted outdoors, or grown in

cold frames for the market requirements, and the

Spencer varieties grown in the same way, are too

late. They will not flower until after June 15,

when the market commences to decline. Here,

right in front of us, lay what the Sweet Pea growers

of America want—early blooming Spencer Sweet

Peas."—From the Florists' Review.

Vegetables in the City.—A wonderful show

of fine vegetables may be seen in the window
of a famous firm of seedsmen in London Wall.

Such a unique and gratuitous exliibition of super-

excellent produce in a public thoroughfare at

the present time is worthy enterprise indeed,

and should be a valuable object-lesson to every

ambitious holder of an allotment.

*#* 2'he Yearly Subscription to The Gauden is : Inland,
10s. lOd. ; Foreign, 13s.
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For the Poultry-Keeper

w
Î̂B f ^HIS week I am writing a few lines on

^BT I early laying, as several correspondents

^K' I have raised important questions thereon.

I February-Hatched Birds.—In the
*• first place I will deal with the matter

touched upon in a letter from Mrs. E. Parker of

Cambridge. The following is an extract :»" Would you be good enough to tell what

I should do about two White Wyandotte pullets

which have begun to lay ? One of theiu lays

certainly three eggs in four days and the other

has just begun—[July 3r.—-W. P. -O.]. They are

very small eggs, and I am afraid if the pullets

go on laying now the eggs will always he small."

There arc, of course, many kinds of early layers,

but here I aju concerned with piJlets that start

. to lay before they are matured. It is wise not

to allow pullets of the heavy or sitting breeds to

contribute to the egg-basket before they are seven

months old, and those of the light or non-sitting

kind tiU they are six months of age. This is made
possible by my plan of March hatching for heavy
breeds and April hatching for light ones. Pullets

hatched in these months should be in lay by
October or the first week in November, and they

will then be fully matiu-ed if they have been

judiciously handled since birth.

When Growth Stops.—The danger of allowing

immature pullets to commence to lay is serious,

because when laying starts, growth stops. The
eggs from such pullets are small owing to their

undeveloped egg-organs, and no matter how clever

the feeding may be, the owner will not be able

to increase the size of the eggs laid. The birds

are therefore ruined, as even in their second year

the eggs will be small and unmarketable,

although they be a trifle larger than the " marbles "

produced the first season. The breeder of fancy

poultry has more trouble from his early laying

than does the utility specialist. In order to get

his birds ready for the summer and autumn shows
he hatches out his stock in January and February
and forces them along for all he is worth. By
such forcing he is able to get size in his young birds,

and that is the objective. This is so because at

the summer shows the large inferior bird will in-

variably take the cup and the red ticket from the

small superior one.

Avoid Force-Feeding.—Unfortunately, these

force-feeding methods not only promote growth,
but also bring the pullets on to lay. This is the

drawback the exhibitor has to fight against.

There is also another disadvantage the fancier

has to contend with, in that these immature birds

after laying but a few eggs undergo a "false"
moult. The exhibitor does jiot desire this, and
strives hard against the early laying of immature

. birds with its many dangers. In the case of Mrs.

Parker's pullets we find the latter laying long

before they are six months old, and while steps

can be taken to prevent this, the methods re-

commended would have been more successful

had they been put into operation earlier.

Reddening Up.—In handling growing pullets I

am very particular as regards watching their

headgear. When the latter commences to redden
up, the owner from experience will be able to

judge how long iX will be before the pullets begin

CONDUCTED BY
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to contribute to the egg-basket. As the likely

date of laying approaches, the head points take

on a darker red hue, and any pullets that redden up
too early must be carefully handled. If the owner

suspects too early laying, he will be well advised

to adopt a less forcing diet. Animal food can be

withheld for a time, and upon enquiry it is often

found that the too liberal use of animal food

—

fish-meal,' meat-meal and the like—is the cause

of the trouble. I might even go so far as to with-

hold the soft food entirely for a time, giving grain

in its place. Grain will then be provided for both

breakfast and tea, with greenery ad lib.

Change of Quarters.—If this did not seem to

have the desired effect, I should remove the pullets

to fresh quarters. This will invariably stop

laying, as will the placing of the culprits with

other pullets that are strangers. A few quarrels

may perhaps ensue, but our ol>ject will have been

attained. As a rule, the owners themselves are

often to blame for early laying. In some cases I

find that open nest-boxes are the cause of the

trouble, it is very inadvisable to allow nest-

boxes to remain in the house until the birds are

almost due to lay. The presence of nests is bound

to entice the pullets out of curiosity to enter them
and scratch among the nesting material. The

result is that the young birds grow accustomed

to the boxes before it is time, and they suddenly

take it into their heads to steal away and lay that

" first " egg. The latter is always a source of

pleasure to the owner, but if from an •immattu'e

pullet it will bring disappointment.

Hens as Tutors.—Young stock readily learn

things from ojder members. The mischievous

little puppy, for instance, soon learns to behave

FEEDING THE CHICKS.

A lady student at work on Miss Lowry's

progressive poultry farm at Whiiwell, Herts.

itself if the mother is an obedient bitch. The

young pullet, too. will readily catch the habit

of laying if she sees older hens performing their

duties. It is a good idea to run a hen that is in

lay with each lot of pullets on the point of laying,

and a plan that I have always recommended.

It is, however, unwise to allow pullets to come to

mattu-ity quartered with adult hens that are

laying, because they will learn the ins and outs

of egg-production before the proper time arrives.

Autumn Laying.—I am not against autumn

laying so long as the pullets are well matured and

are hatched at the proper time. A White Wyan-
dotte pullet hatched in the last week of January

could be in lay by some time in August, as

could a White Leghorn pullet brought out in

the last week of February. The size of the

pullet and the way it has progressed since birth

must, of course, also have a say in such matters.

The immature autumn layer will lay a few eggs

and then either moult or have a long rest till after

Christmas. The matured early hatched pullet

wiU lay in the autimin from, say, August until

the cold weather sets in ; then have a rest and lay

again after Christmas. Provided the poultry-

keeper makes arrangements to rear sufiieient

pullets of March and April hatching to provide

him with full egg-baskets, he is quite at liberty

to adopt earlier hatching to fill the " autumn "

gap, when the. adult layers are moulting and eggs

are not over-plentiful, except perhaps in the

preservative. But it is the fully matured pullet

he should rely on to supply those autumn eggs.

Maturity.—No set time can be fixed for

maturity, as it varies in individual birds. Again,

it is quite natural to e.xpect the heavy-weight

pullets to take longer in coming to maturity than

the light or non-sitting birds. That is why the

former are hatched out earlier than the latter.

There is no harm in early maturity going hand in

hand with early laying, it being ' rather the

immature pullet that we must prevefit from

commencing to lay too soon. Where from birth

all chickens are grouped in sizes and re-grouped

from time to time, the owner will be in a good

position. •

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden Poultry

Expert, will be please.1 to answer,, free of charge,

any questions dealing with poultry-keeping. A
stamped and addressed envelope should be en-

closed, when a lengthy and detailed reply will be

posted promptly. Communications should be sent

to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of The Garden,

20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.2.



THE GARDEN.

PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN
POULTRY HOUSING

FULL egg-baskets depend quite as much
on the housing of the layers as on other
branches of management. I propose in a

series of articles to deal with the common-
sense principles of accommodation, and

will commence with the flooring of poultry-houses.

Flooring of Houses.—Successful results can
only be obtained where the layers are dryly housed
under foot. The feet of a hen are very sensitive,

and cold or damp feet readily " strike home

"

to the egg organs situated towards the rear of the
bird. Concrete and cement floors have their

advantages as ijegards cleanliness, since they can
so easily be washed and brushed down. These
materials are, however, cold to the hens' feet,

and where adopted, with that object in view, they
should be covered with a bottom layer of dry, fine

sand, and over this there should be a top covering
of ordinary litter. Floors of this description are
expensive, but they are lasting, and when being
flushed with water a little Izal fluid should be
added to the latter. If a good depth of litter is

INTENSIVE HOUSE.

One of the "trap-nest" houses on Mr. G. B. Metcalfe's Pedigree Farm at Lechlade,
Gloucestershire. The layers are trap-nested for size as well as number of eggs.

used as the top-dressing, it will last for many months
without needing changing. Cement and concrete
floors must, I may add, stand on a dry foundation.

Wooden Floors.—Wooden floors are essential

if the ground is of the heavy clay kind, and such
flooring must be rendered damp-proof in all cases.

The under part of the floor should be well tarred,

while the upper part—inside the house—should be
creosoted. If the latter is done it will prevent
the droppings from permeating the wood, and at

cleaning-time the brushing down of the floor can
be facilitated by a sprinkling of fine sand over the
surface. There are other jpethods of treating the
upper part of the wooden floor, i.e., within the
house. The surface can be covered with rough
roofing felt—nailed to the boards—and the whole
smoothed over with a thin layer of cement and
lime in equal parts. Another method is to tar

the wooden boards and to brush over the- whole
a thick solution of cement and lime, renewing
the coating each season. Raised floors have many
advantages, and by placing the house off the
ground on well-tarred brick or wooden supports,
a perfectly dry foundation is ensured. A great

point in a raised floor is that a free current

of air passes underneath the house and keeps
the flooring and litter dry.

Discourage Rats.—No matter what trouble is

entailed, steps should be taken to rid the poultry-

yard of rats and such vermin. They not only carry

disease to the fowls, but also run up the food bills

by devouring the foodstuffs bought for the hens.

I have many times traced outbreaks of disease

in poultry flocks to the grains and meals being

overrun by rats and mice ; hence the importance
of my notes. While certain precautions can be
taken, the systematic clearing out of the vermin
by means of traps and poison is to be strongly

recommended. The food-house represents a
splendid trapping-ground, and while all foodstuffs

should be kept in bins the covers to the latter should
be kept closed whenever the receptacles are not

in use. As regards the flooring of the poultry

house, if this is raised well off the ground on tarred

railway sleepers, suflicient room can be allowed
beneath the structure for a sharp little terrier

to clear the

ground of rats

and mice. The
match-b o a r d s

used for the

flooring should

also be well
braced together

underneath b y
means of tarred

battens. This is

recommended to

prevent grain
from dropping

through cracks

in the timber,

which would
readily encour-

age vermin
beneath the

house. Rats do
not like tar,

and fo prevent

them from
gnawing the
wooden flooring

the latter can,

if desired, be covered with tarred wire-netting.

Earthen Floors.—Where earthen floors are

adopted, steps should be taken to see that they are

perfectly dry. Dropping-boards are essential with
such floorings, and cleaning must be attended
to very regularly. To obtain a dry foundation,

the earth on which the house stands should be
raised so that it is higher than the surrounding

ground. Water will then drain from and not towards
the house—a point to be remembered. Another
plan to ensure dryness is to dig a trench (several

inches wide and r foot deep) round the base of

the house and fill it with creosote or tar. The
poultry-keeper may experience trouble from rats

when earthen floors are in use, and suitable pre-

cautions must be taken. Tarred wire-netting

can, for instance, be sunk well below the ground
to form a kind of bottom flooring, or round the
house on the outside tarred wire-netting can be
let deeply into the ground, and on the inside

tarred bricks can be let into the earth against

the walls to act as a further barrier. Yet another
method is to dig a trench round the base of the

house and fill it in with'cement and broken bottles.
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The cement, too, can be carried a little up each
side of the structure.

Tarred Clinkers.—A good flooring can be made
with clinkers or broken bricks. Having tarred

these and put them into position, smaller pieces

should be scattered on top and the whole be dressed

with tar and pitch until a nice level surface has
been obtained. Such a flooring has very many
advantages, in that it is durable, cheap, damp-
proof, not cold to the hens' feet, and easily

brushed over at cleaning - time. Brick floors

should be avoided, as, in addition to being cold

and damp, moisture from the droppings will

permeate the crevices and throw back an
unpleasant odour.

Choice of Floors.—While the flooring must
be warm and damp-proof, with a view to the health

of the birds and the egg-returns of the latter,

there is also the question of litter. It is higlily

important that the scratching material should be
kept perfectly dry, because in due course it will

contain a certain quantity of dry excrement.

It the latter becomes wet it will throw off poisonous

acids, which will prove harmftil to the birds.

Again, the drier the flooring, the longer will

the litter last without needing replenishing. For
houses of the intensive type, raised wooden floors

cannot be excelled, since it must be reriiembered

that the birds occupy the structures for both

roosting and exercising. Again, on the intensive

system the layers are called upon during the winter

months to spend most of their time inside the

house. In all cases where the environment is

in any way damp or the soil is heavy clay, raised

wooden floors have my strong recommendation.
It is useless to try to drain the soil or to take away
the top layer of clay, half measures not proving

successful. By far the quickest, cheapest and best

method is to fit wooden floors to the houses and
raise the structures off the ground.

Scratching Sheds.—As regards the flooring

of scratching sheds which are constructed distinct

from the roosting houses, choice must depend
also on environment. If the soil is heavy or

damp and not conducive to the best egg-returns,

wooden flooring should be fitted to each scratching .

shed or shelter. It is more expensive to instal

wooden floors from the view-point of initiEd cost,

perhaps, but there are other things to consider.

Wooden floors not only save in litter, but also

promote increased returns in eggs. If, however,

the site is dry, it will be quite in order to use an
earthen floor for the scratching shed so long as

steps are taken to prevent the rain from beating in.

^ Slugs
Slugs

^

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instpuotions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurseryraen,

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehou§e, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural
Exhibition, igii.
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Everything Supplied for
Poultry-Keepers.

FULL VALUE AND SATISFACTION FROM

COOKS' °'

ORPINGTON
CHICKS

from 14 days to 5 months.

BREEDING PENS
from 42/- to 105/-.

Special Laying Meals
20/- cwt.. 11/- A-cwt.. 6/- i-cwt.

Beginners* Complete Intensive Outfits.

MOULTING AND LAYING POWDERS
1/4 25, 5,6 .uid 10/6 a Iiti,

Send your enquiries and ask for our free 16-page
Booklet, full of advice.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, KENT.

BV- Thone: CRAY 39. «•

A FOOD
WHICH
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GOLGHIGUMS & CROCUS SPECIES
For Immediate Planting.

Autumnale album
» tt plenum ..

plenum
,, maximum
,, mixed

Bornmullerii
Giganteum
Speciosum

„ V album
„ Maximum (T.S.)

Veratrifolium

COLCHICUMS. Doz.

3/-
1/-each 10/6

3/6
3/-

1/6
2/6
2/6
2/6

1/6 each 10/6
1/6 each 15/-

3/6

100
20/-

20/-
17/6
10/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
70/-

20/-

CROCUS SPECIES.
Doz.

3/6
1/6
2/-

1/6
1/6
1/6

Autumn Flowering :— Doz. 100 1,000
-\sturicus
Clusii
Graecus
Ociiroleucus
Salzmannii
Siculus
Speciosus
Speciosus Aitcliisonii
Tiii)7itanus ... , ...

Zonatus ...
'

... —
Winter flowering:—

Aucherii ... /

Canceliatus var. Dama^cenus.

.

Chrysanthus
„ fusco-tinctos

Hyemalis
Isauricus
Vitellinus

Spring flowering :

—

jErius
Aureus
Bannaticus
HeufelJianus
Kotschyanus
Maesiacus...

„ stellari.s

Ver.?icolor obscurus
„ violasceus

Complete Collection, with descriptions, wlj be found in
Bulb List which will be posted on application.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. &?

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALI^y AMD CM£niICAL.£.¥ PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time. In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further

(1 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.
Eeport of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has beeo used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
lo the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving fuU*i>artict*lars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.W BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR.MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING«GUARANTEED ANALYSIS, -^fl
Sold in Bags. 1 bushel. 2/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; five 4 bushel, 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel. 55/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Pickford London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.
WAKELEY BROS. & CO., LTD., 75a, BANKSIDE, LONDON, S.E. 1.

Also WAKBLEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel bag, carriage natd 25 miles, extra as above.

ets there 1^^
and makes the Garden Zol^<^..

~C ' tl ±.1 1 WADE WARH
gay all the year roiind .,'.'f.vrsT.

i> . ^o n,^- -^ i?^ er.vwhere in TINS at 6d.& Is., and in BRANDED & SEALEDBAGS: Vlbs.^s. 6d.; 14 lbs.,4s.6d.
;

2-( lbs., 7s. 6d. : 56 lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs 20s Ordirectfrom theWorks. Carriage paid in the United Kingdom forCash with Order(except 6d TIN.S)

CLAY & SON,- Manure Mfn^ & Bone Crushers, STRATrORD, London e

Phytobrpma
Barrs Neuj Plant I^od

For Flowers Yej^etables and Fruit

of highest guzility & guaranteed analyst

Phytobroma greatly increases
Vegetable Crops.

iuaranteed Analysis: 3'50% Nitrogen; 16"60% Soluble
H'hosphates: 13"50% Insoluble Phosphates; 3% Pure Potash.

n]f., 2/9; Iflb., 5/6 ; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b., 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards, carriage paid
Circular with full particulars, on applicatioD.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden. LONDON

CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. SiRned Guarantee for all

time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
dvertised and made and sold over 20,000 Machines. NO EXTRAS;

l-ell. Pump, and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS, IF YOn
I O NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to day for copies and CataTopue with
illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE REATSON, Ltd..
" Lion Cycle Worlis," 85. Moseley Street. Hirmini^li.im.

"^ Che BEST and Cheapcsh
.SUtCq

SPECIAL POTi of all ,!«:

Printed by Hudson & Kearns. Limited. Hatfield Street Work

Buitt Bewli and F«ri

ff/CHARO SANtCeVA SON, LTP.
Bulwell Po^^CPics. NOTTINGMAM

.
Stamford Street, S.E. 1, and Published by " Countrv Life,"

and by George Newnes, Limited. 8-I1. Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.

Limited, at 20, Tavistocli Street, Strand, W.C. 3.
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THE. LIFTING EARLY POTATOES.

Vol: LXXXI -No. 2389.
Entered as Second-class Matter at the New York, N.Y.

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 1, 1917.
REGISTERED AT THE QBlfEKAL-

POST OFFICE A3 A NEWSPAPER
AND FOR CANADIAN MAGAZINE

POST. I

Price .2d.
Yearly Subscription,

Inland,l'0/10 ; Fcreign.lS

WEBBS' BRITISH - GROWN BULBS.—
PHICE LIST of the finest varieties of Tulips, Narciesi, Daf-
fodils. Snowdrops. Iris, etc., post fnee on applicatlon.e

—

Webb & Sons (Stourbridge) Ltd., The King's Seedsmen.
Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapnes3. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs. Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

WATERER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR
PRESENT SOWING. Lists post free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BARR'S Autumn & Winter-flowering Bulbs,

includinR Crocus species, Colchicums, Nerines, Hardy
Cvclamen, Kreesias. Lachenalias, Irises, etc., for early plant-

ing. List on application.— Barr <fe Sons, King Street,

Covent Garden, London. W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. 0. GROSVENOR,
Practical ArtUt-Gardener, SUver Medal, International

Exhibition 1912. Original designs for gardens of every

description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials andjplants

supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

—Morrisbume, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R U.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give

satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant earl V for a lied of these lovely perennials. List free.

— J. DoCGLAS, The Premier House, Great Bookham^

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/ii doz„ carriage paid. Fruit

trees shrubs, etc. Potatoes, durini: liftine season. 9/- cwt.,

carriage paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. JONES, Church-

field Estate. Cradley, Malvern.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — GEO.
Bdnyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

SREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
•• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson <fe Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
ifl not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " COUNTRY
Lite," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2,

FOR SALE (as new), " Nicholson's Diction-
ary," 8 volumes; "Natural History of Plants" (Kerner-
Oliver), 6 volumes; what offers y—"E.," c/o The Garden.
20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

WANTED. 150 GLASS CLOCHES. — If

anyone i.s giving up intensive gardening and wishes to part

witli their cloches, will they kindly communicate with

•Ladv L.," .'>1, Rutland Gate, S.W.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. l.i.—Conservatories,

Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-

ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

NEW SEEDLING DAFFODILS. — Before
sending an order elsewhere, write us for a quotation for any
choice variety you mav be looking for. We are not printing a

List this year, but shall be pleased to give special moderate

quotation for any variety named.—Herbert Chapman, Ltd.,

Rye, Sussex. ^
EARLY SEED POTATOES.—Guaranteed
Scotch grown. True to name, free from disease and blight of

all kinds. Make sure of your supplies for next planting season

by ordering now for autumn delivery. Write for list of sorts

and prices. Special terms to Allotment Societies ordering in

bulk.—Bees Ltd.. 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION FROM THE GARDEN.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUES OF SEEDS AND
GARDEN REQUISITES for present use.

SUTTON'S LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
for Summer ami Autumn sowing. Contains brief cultural

notes.

SUTTON'S LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS for

present sowing and Spring flowering.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGUSH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular

Daffodils, Narcissi, Mav-tlowering and Darwin Tulips, etc., etc.

These Catalogues will be sent post free on application.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,

L\N(!PORT. SOMERSiiT, are now booking orders for their

Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
this Autumn, and ynu will be able to enjoy its beauty for

many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measurements of your borders.

Pa?onies, Delphiniums, Pliloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which

provide blooms from earlv Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—

A

practical booklet on the best and most profitable methods of

rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C.J. Davies. 7d. net; by post, SJd.—Published at the

Office's of " Country Life " Ltd., Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. 2.

DAFFODILS, TULIPS. First Prize R.H.S.,
Class 4.—Ld. Kitchener, 2/- , White Slave, lOd. ; Mad.-ile-
Graaff, Gloria Mundii, 3d. each, etc. List.— Stocks, 44,

Bentley Road. Doncaster.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to

Dicksons, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens.

etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Royal
Letters Patent by THE MOLASSINE Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel
Avenue, Greenwich, S.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The oniy reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure
—See advertisement page vi.

RIVERS' STRAWBERRY PLANTS in aU
the leading varieties are ready for present planting.

Price list post free on application.—Thomas Rivers & Son,

The Nurseries. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open

Alters ;
perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State

particulars.

—

W'uliam BEATTIE, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,

Westminster.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
Illustrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tulips, etc., as

supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with tuU cultural

directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on applica-

tion.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath. Ltd., The Floral Farms,

Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND P.ffi:ONIES. — New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the

best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be

sent post free on application.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd.,

The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc., blisters, sunburn,

neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancfi.—NEW OxYDOl
PRODUCTS, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Vegetable and Flower Seeds and Plants,

post free.—DoBBlE & Co., Royal Florists. Edinburgh.

LAXTONS' STRAWBERRIES.—6/-per 100.

Post free 1/- extra. Pot plants 20/- per 100.

FRUIT TREES for profit, and how to grow
them. Catalogues gratis. Cultural Hints for Id. stamp.

Laxton Brothers, Bedford. «

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUGALL'S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The

most scientific and effective means of preventing the attacks

Caterpillars. In tins 2/- each
; P^P", bands bd. per packet

Sold by Nurserymen and Seedsmen .—Sole Manfs.,McDoC9AlJ,

Bros.,' Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net.

by post 3 10 This invaluable hook provides the reader with

practical information allowing how the possessors of gardens,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug

market with home-grown " materia medica."

—

k prospectus

of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street. Covent Garden,

W.C. 2.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelegq & Co., Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, EspaUMS, Rose Stakes, »nd

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire ^ork of every desCTj-

tion. Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Raffing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate hsts. We also lave

tsmaUsSto stock of Kennel Buns for disposal at gpecUl

pr™s : subject to being unsold. Particularson appllcatlOD.-

BouiTON & PAm^ LTD., Manufacturers. Norwtcn.

VIOLAS, choicest named ; Pansies, Bath's

Empress, fine plants in bloom; Coreopsis GrMdiflora; 1/6

dra! 50 for 5/-, carriage paid. See list vegetaWe planta.-

F. H. JONBS, Churchfield Estate, Cradley, Malvern.
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BULBS
IF YOU WANT

Really Good Bulbs
AT MODERATE PRICES

SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM
No one will serve you better.

FREESIAS.
Extra Selected
Qood First Size

Per doz.
1/

lOd.

Per 100
7/-
6/-

NARCISSI- For Christmas.
Scilly White, white witli cream cup
Soleil d'Or, ricli yellow
White Pearl, goud pure white

Per doz. Per 100
1 /2 8/-
1/2 8/-

1/2 8/-

MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS.
Per tio/.

Bouton d'or, rich yellow 1/6
Caledonia, bright scarlet ... 1/-
Elegans, rich (lark scarlet 1/6
Ellen Willmott, soft canary yellow ... 2/-
Qesneriana Major, rich crimson ... 1/6

' Golden Crown, yellow witii red edge ... 1/-
Jnglescombe Pink, pink, flushed salmon 1/6
Macrospeila, glowing crimson lOd.
Picotee, white with rosy crimson edge ... 1/3
The Fawn, specially recommended ... 2/-

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST

Per 100
10/6
-Ih

10/6
14/6
10/6
II-

10/6
6/-
9/-

14/6

DARWIN TULIPS.
Per doz.

Baronne de la Tonnaye, large rose ... 1/9
Clara Butt, pale rose pink 1/6
Donders, rich shining dark red 1/9
Erguste. flne dark heliotrope. 3/-
Europe, carmine scarlet 2/3
Isis, glowing crimson-scarlet 2/6
Loveliness, charming bright rose 1/6
Madame Krelage, rosy carmine 2/-

Maiden's Blush, delicate blush-pink ... 1/9
Margaret, soft tilnsli-pink 1/3
Mr. Farncombe Sanders, finest scarlet 2/-
Pride of Haarlem, large rosy crimson ... 1/9
Salmon King, rose, shaded salmon ... 1/9
Suzon, large pale rose and blush 2/6
Tac van Poortvliet, glowiugsalmon-scarlet 1/9
White Queen, white, slight blush at times 2/3
Fine Mixture, all colours 1/3

Per 100
12/6
10/6
12/6
21/-
16/
18/-
10/6
14/6
12/6
9/-

14/6
12/6
12/6
18/
12/6
16/-
9/-

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

POPULAR DAFFODILS.
Per doz. Per 100

Argent, charming semi-double 1/9 12/6
Barrii Conspicuus. popular red cupped 6d. 3/6
Bullfinch, line orange rimmed cup 1/6 10/6
Can-ipanelle Rugulosus, sweet scented ... 1/- 7/-
C. J. Backhouse, ricli orange cup 1/2 8/-
Oairymaid, white witli yellow cup ... 1/6 10/6
Emperor, best yellow trumpet 1/2 8/-
Fairy Queen, pure wliite iower 2/6 18/
Qoldan Spur, early yellow trumpet ... 1/- 7/-
Qrandee, good late, bicolor 1/- 7/-
Horsfieldi. popular bicolor 1/2 8/
Leonie, inostreliable 1/6 10/6
Lu Iworth, good orange cup 1/6 10/6
Mrs. Langtry, best cheap Leedsii 1/2 8/ -

Obvallaris, early yellow trumpet 1/3 9/-
Oriflamme, white with bright red cup ... 1/6 10/6
Pheasant Eye, useful for late flowers ... 6d. 3/-
Poeticus Ornatus, good tor pots or vases 7d. 4/-
Princeps, good cheap daffodil 9d. 5/~
Seagull, white with pale yellow cup ... 1/3 9/-
Sir Watkin, the giant Incoraparabilis ... 1/- 7/-
Victoria, good bicolor 1/9 12/6
Waterwitch, graceful, drooping white ... 2/- 14/6
White Lady, best and most popular Leedsii 2/3 16/-
Fine Mixture, all sorts 7d. 4/-

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Aconites, early yellow
Anemone, St. Brigld
Anemone, Giant Krench mixed
Anemone, Fulgens
Bluebells
Chionodoxa, light or dark varieties
Qrape Hyacinth, Heavenly Blue ...

Ixias, finest mixed
Lachenalia, Neisoni
Ornithogalum, UmbeUatum
Snowdrops, finest single
Snowdrops, finest double

Per doz. Per 100
6d.
1/3
1/-
1/3
6d.
1/-
1/-
8d.
4/-
8d.
9d.
9d.

3/-
9/"
11-
9/-
4/-
7/-
7/-
4/-

30/-
4/-
4/6
5/-

FULL DESCRIPTIVE LIST
of above and

OTHER SPRINQ FLOWERINQ BULBS,
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE POPULAR JERSEY COLLECTIONS OF

ROSES & CARNATIONS
Exceptional Value. Unsurpassed Quality.

Select your Roses from my Coloured Charts illus-

trating 50 Varieties direct from Photographs.

BEFORE PLANTING BE SURE TO WRITE FOR MY
.r

ILLUSTRATED r..

THE JEBSf< JERSe"*-

Mrs. PYM'S
FAMOUS PX^ANTS.

POST FREE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Leeks, Broccoli, CauHHower^ Brus.-^els Sprouts, Savoy,

Perpetual Spinach, Winter Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage.
Chicory, Lettuce, Sproutine Broccoli. Winter Onions, Curleii

Scotch Kale, Asparagus and Cottager's Kale, 1/6 100.

STRONG TRANSPLANTED PLANTS.
Cinerarias, Calceolarias, Primula Obc^anica, Malacoides,

Kewensis, Denticulata, Japonica, Cortusoidee, Cockbumianas,
etc.. Winter-flowering Begonias, etc., 6, 1/-.

Wallflower Plants, separate colours or mixed, 100, 1/9.

Wailflowers, double, -JO 1/-.

Catalogue Free.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
Vine House,Woodstone, Peterborough.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: Britain's most
Urgent Problem. By P. Anderson Graham. 3/8 net, by
post 3/10. Reclaiming waste land means a great addition to
the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see
that It has been iomed into a quick process, yielding a speedy
return for a very moderate outlay of capital.—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" COONTRY Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street. Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

British Grown Bulbs

and Paper Shortage.
In order to conserve supplies of

paper for essential and other purposes

promoting Food Production, Bees Ltd.

will not isstie Bulb Catalogues this

season. Customers are therefore

referred to the full page advertisement

which appeared on page iii. in last

week's issue, and are invited to make
up their orders therefrom, or to write

to Bees Ltd. for a reprint which will

be sent gratis and post free.

Early Seed Potatoes.
Guaranteed Scotch Grown. True

to name, free from disease and bHght

of all kinds. Matte sure of your

supplies for next planting season by
ordering now for autumn delivery.

Write for list of sorts and prices.

Special terms to Allotment Societies

ordering in bulk.

Roses and Plants.
New Catalogues will not be issued,

but a list of revised prices may be

obtained gratis and post free. Appli-

cants who do not possess Bees' last

season's Rose and Plant Catalogue,

may have a copy if they will kindly

make immediate application.

175c,MlUSt.

LIVERPOOL

BLACK CURRANT BUD-MITE.
Are your bushes free of this incurable pest? If not, plant

"SEABROOK'S BLACK CURRANT,"
the only proved mite reaister.

This variety has also every other good qualitr, beinR the heaviest

cropper and stoutest firower, proiiucing large firm berries.

Vi.)un>l bushes. 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

W. SEABROOK & SONS, Fruit Tree
Nurseries, CHELMSFORD.

and Rose

Special

Lists by

Return.

WASP -PROOF ENVELOPES.
For Protectiiis; Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Peaja, Apples, etc.

DIAM WHEN OPEN—4X5 5x7 7x9 9 X 12 10 X 15 12 X 18 in. deep

No 1 Hexaion. 19/6 26/- 36/- 51/- 63/- 75/- gross.

No. 2'. Hexagon .. 25/- 31/6 42/- 69/- 75/- 90/- ,.

Soft Wllite Tiffany 15/- 20/- 24/- 31/- 45/- 60/- „

BROWN MINERALISED TIFFANY BAGS WITH STRING.

Sizes (measured flat) 7i x 5 in. at 17/6; 9x7 in. at 22/6 ; Hi x 8 in.

at 25/- per gross.

WASP- PROOF NETTING FOR VENTILATORS.
> 3 ^56 789 ft. wide.

No. 1 Strength Sd. lid. 1/2 1/6 1/10 2/6 3/- 3/6 per yd. run.

No 2 Strength
j.,0

J

,/_ 1/4 i/g 2/- 2/9 3/3 3/9 „
(extra strong) (

WASP DESTROYER FOR TAKING NESTS
(Poison.) Powder 1/6 and 2/6 per bottle.

All ahore prices plus 10 % admiice earriniic paid on 5/- orders.

Wm. WOOD & SON, Ltd., Wood Green, LONDON.

ets there f^
I
and makes the Garden y^^U^^^^

gay all the year round r^^^^
Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d. A Is., and in BRANDED* SEALED

BAGS : 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d.: 14 lb3.,4s.6d. : 2s lbs., 78. 6d.: 56 lbs., 12s. 6d.; 1121bs.. 20s. Or

directfrem theWorks. Carriage paid in the United Kingdom forCash with 0rder(except6d.TINb).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mff^-s & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON.E.
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PEARSONS RELIABLE BULBS
There is every sign of Bulbs being very scarce this season,

owing to the prohibition of foreign produce.

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May -flowering TULIPS, SCILLAS, CHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you
will support an important and growing home industry.

We gained 1st Prize for Daffodils and 1st for Tulips at the

R.H.S. Exhibition of British-grown Bulbs, July 31st, 1917.

.

TULIPS.—" Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Lowdham, were placed first. .

could possibly have been finer.

—

From " The Garden," August I I th, 1917.
Nothing of its kind

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but
full of useful cultural details, free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Estab. 1782. The Nupsepies, Lov\fdham, Notts.

As " The Garden " said in an article in the August 4th issue :

—

" Those who have not sprayed should do so without further delay. We have

seen the " Ubel " Knapsack Spraying machines in use and know them to be

effective. Moreover the comfort with which they are carried and the fine

mist-like spray which never fails, and the ease with which the pump works

renders spraying a pleasure instead of a trying occupation."

Ml

UBEL Knapsack Spra;yers
are the greatest help to increased produc-
tion, because they absolutely stamp out

blight and disease in the garden. All the

machines in the " Ubel " line and bearing the " Ubel *

trade mark (without which none are genuine) are strong

efficient, and easy to use.

Our Catalogue will help you to select the tnachitie that is best

for your purpose.

UNITED BRASSFOUNDERS& ENGINEERS, Ltd.

Empress Foundry, Cornbrook, Manchester.
The largest actual mamtfacturcrs of sprayinn ami linu-wiisliinn macliines

a*td accessories in Grcut Britain.
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So
far as we know, Chinese Cabbafe is a new
vegetable to this country. A few days

ago we saw it in frames at Aldenham,

where it is being grown for the first time

from seed sent from China. The plant

somewhat resembles Lettuce in its growth, and we
are not sure if it should be tied up like Cos Lettuce

or whether it will form a heart like a Cabbage. The
seed is like that of the Cabbage, and the raw leaf

has a taste like Curly Kale. When cooked it is

said to be of good flavour. Chinese Cabbage is

claimed to be perfectly hardy, and it is recom-

mended for sowing in August and September to

stand the winter in open quarters.

Podophyllum Emodi.—This is one of the iv-w

hardy border plants whose chief attraction lies

in their fruit. However, the generic name of

Podophyllum was not suggested by the shawy
fruit, but by the form of the leaves. These aie

seven-parted, and are supposed to resemble the

foot of some web-footed animal ; hence the

popular appellation Duck's-foot. The derivation

is from poui, podos. a foot, and phyllon, a leaf.

P. Emodi attains a height of 12 inches or more,

and its edible, ellipsoid, bright red fruits, each

about 3 inches in length, form an attractive

feature in the hardy mixed border in autumn.
P. peltatum. the May Apple or American Mandrake,
is also an attractive border plant in summer.

St. Fiacre.—It is quite possible that a great

many people do not know that gardeners have a

patron saint. Fewer still know who that saint

was ; and, again, fewer still the day on which he

was commemorated. The saint is St. Fiacre,

who died at Breuil, near Paris, about a.d. 670 ;

and the day of his commemoration is August 30.

He is said to have been a native of Ireland and
famous for his miraculous cures. We have been

unable to trace the good
man's connection with
gardening, and can only

hazard the suggestion that

he must have been a herbalist

and that he worked his

cures through the medium
of plants. We would be glad

to be favoured with informa-

tion about him. The Hotel

de St. Fiacre in Paris is said

to have been the first place

where hackney carriages

were let out on hire ; hence

the French word for them
is fiacre.

Tomato Maincrop.—
What an excellent variety

this is for outdoor culture,

growing vigorously and
producing huge quantities

of highly coloured fruit

large enough for any purpose
with but a minimum of

corrugations ! In open-air

culture with this variety,

as with all others, so much

depends upon the manner in which the plants

are prepared for putting out.

The Beetroot as a Bedding Plant.—The
Beetroot has been largely used in the flower-beds

this year, and with very pleasing resuts, at Chewton

Glen, near Christchurch, the beautiful residence

of Major E. Tinker. Beetroot was planted in the

beds at lodges and also in the formal garden near

the mansion, as well as in beds on a gentle slope in

front of a highly coloured Privet hedge. In each

case, especially near the mansion, where old speci-

men Fuchsias and other plants in tubs were dotted

about, the effect is most pleasing. There will be

a fine stock of produce for storing, and the area

that would have been taken up in the vegetable

garden by Beetroot has been devoted to other

kinds of vegetables.

Wintering Beetroot.—.\ firm, medium-sized

Beetroot of a rich colour is the most preferable,

and the flavour is best when the roots are taken

fresh from the ground. They will not stand severe

frost, and if left to take care of themselves in

the open diu-ing the winter without some amount

of protection being afforded they will certainly

be seriously injured. To keep the roots healthy

and crisp it is a good plan to lift the whole crop,

select the best and most useful size, and lay them

in a rather slanting position in trenches, exercising

every care not to injure the roots more than

possible during the process. First select a suit-

able position, open out a trench deep enough to

hold the roots, and then place them side by side

with the leaves intact and deep enough to bury

the crowns about 2 inches beneath the surface.

Cover the roots with soil taken from the next

trench parallel to the first about a foot away,

and continue till the whole is finished. In

this way good Beetroot may be had till the early

m't^ l^^A

-•^-^s^-

CHINESE CABBAGE IN A FR.\ME.

crop of the Egyptian variety is ready in spring.

In severe weather protect with a little long litter,

leaves, or anything that will prevent the frost

from entering the soil. We have kept Beetroot
through many winters, also Carrots, in excellent

condition in this manner.

Scarlet Runners.—The crops of most varieties

are exceptionally heavy this year. The flowers

set freely from the very bottom of the plants,

and since the heavy rains the plants have attained

a great height. Last season the seed was very
scarce and difficult to obtain at the last minute,
so that saving a few of the best pods for seed
should not be overlooked, and might prove very
acceptable for the next year's crop. Prizewinner
is, we find, one of the best for all purposes, and
has become a great favourite with many. It

was awarded a first-class certificate by the Royal
Horticultural Society in 1892, so that it is not
new. To assist the plants to maintain vigour
and productiveness for a long period, remove the
pods, with the exception of those required for

seed, as fast as they become large enough, going
over the rows three or four times weekly, or daily

if desirable.

Ants and Lily Flowers.—At a recent meeting
of the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, Mr. Bowles showed buds of

Lilium sulphureum from Mr. Fletcher of AJdwick
Manor, Bognor, which had been damaged by ants
in the same way as had those which came from
Norwich recently. A further communication
concerning the latter from Dr. C. A. P. Osburne,
from whose garden they came, pointed out that
the buds attacked in many cases failed to open
properly, but split across one or more of the
petals, while in others the edges of the petals

were damaged. It would be of interest to learn

whether other species
besides regale and sul-

phureum are attacked by
ants in this manner.

The Origin of the

Loganberry.—It will be re-

membered that some doubt

has been cast on the reputed

origin of the Loganberry,

and a report of it having

been found wild in two

localities in North America

has led some to consider it

a true species. Mr. E. A.

Bunyard writes to say that

he has recently been in-

formed by a lady who knows
the Loganberry well that

%vhen in 1904 she visited

Jalapa in Mexico she was
surprised to see the natives

bringing in Loganberries

from the hills, where they

presumably grew wUd. Has
any reader heard of South

America as a locaUty for

this fruit ?
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CORRESPONDENGE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed "by correspondents).

THE FORMAL AND THE WILD
GARDEN.

HPHE discussion which has been going on for

some time in The Garden with reference

to the word " formal " in horticulture is interesting

and useful. Mr. Robinson, one of whose utterances

gave rise to the discussion, has done such undeniable

service to horticulture that he can stand any
amount of " ragging " from less eminent hands,

even the thrusts of such a master of the pen and
the camel's-hair brush as Mr. Engleheart. For

myself, so far as I understand Mr. Robinson's

views on gardening—and he has made them pretty

plain-—his tastes are for the most part my own.
If I had as many acres of land as I have square

yards, and a gardening staff in proportion, I should

love to try to establish that divine harmony
between Nature and Art which has always been,

I should think, Mr. Robinson's ideal, possibly even

his achievement. But having only a cottage

garden of modest dimensions, I am obliged, for

reasons of economy, to be a formalist of the most

rigid type, as I believe Mr. Robinson himself

might have been under similar conditions. If I

permitted myself to find fault with Mr. Robinson,

it would be not for what he says, but for the way
he says it. His Ruskinesque exuberance of scorn

does not always commend itself even to those who
think Mr. Robinson a good gardener. Anyhow,
it is too rich for my palate, which is of the simple

order. I prefer the hard precision of Mr. Engleheart,

who, among other things, charges Mr. Robinson

with a lack of tolerance. I am afraid that this is

Mr. Robinson's cardinal lack. Would that he could

suffer architects and that sort of people with a

little more gladness !

As to the term in question—" formal "—it

appears to me that Mr. Dillistone is using the

word incorrectly, or, if not incorrectly, so

vaguely as to make his remarks pointless.

He seems to think that " formal garden " means
the garden proper, the garden near the house to

which the gardening staff devotes its chief energies,

as contrasted with the outlying uncultivated

meadow or wood—the " wild garden "—into which

those plants are dumped which are not required,

or are thought undesirable, in the carefully tended

precincts of the dwelling. If this is what Mr.

DilUstone means by " formal garden," he is using

the term in a different sense from that understood

by Mr. Robinson or Mr. Engleheart. In " The
English Flower Garden," tenth edition, page 14,

I find the following passage printed in italics

for special emphasis :
" It is only where the plants

of a garden are rigidly set out in geometrical

design, as in carpet gardening and bedding out,

that the term ' formal ' is rightly applied." Quite

so ; but why then, if in a certain case the word
is rightly applied, does Mr. Robinson rule it

entirely out in respect of gardening ? [We do
not accept this definition ; for instance, a water

garden or a Rose garden may be formal, although

the plants are not necessarily rigidly set out in

geometrical design.

—

Ed.]

The fact is that Mr. Robinson objects to

the word because he objects to the thing.

"Formal" designates in gardening a special

style, the characteristic feature of which is a

symmetry and balance of design, as though the

plan were drawn with rule and compasses. The
garden proper, which receives the chief attention

of the gardening staff, need not, of course, be a'

garden of this kind. It may have no symmetry
or regularity of line, and, though cunningly planned,

no discoverable plan. Such a garden aims at

the haphazard appearance of Nature, and is there-

fore said to be in the " natural " style. Most

large gardens, however, are neither formal nor

natural in this extreme sense, but occupy some
position intermediate between the two poles.

As to " wild garden," this term may be useful

to gardeners when they wish to indicate the waste

spot where they put coarse overflow plants from
the garden proper, or, as Mr. Dillistone would
probably say, the formal garden. According to

Mr. Robinson, it might be ten miles from the

dwelling—some hedge, meadow, or ditch where

you naturalise Anemones or Foxgloves. Gardeners

are a powerful guild, powerful even over language
;

but they are not all the world, and I fancy that for

some people " wild garden " may have a different

meaning. Now and then, in some remote place-

—

mountain, valley, or wood—you come upon a spot

where lovely, and it may be rare, flowering plants

and Ferns grow in perfection, grouped relatively

to each other in gradations of form, mass and coloiu-,

precisely as an artist would, if he could, arrange

them for his pleasure in his garden. When you
chance on such a spot, you lift your hands in rapture

and exclaim :
" How Robinsonian ! ! ! Sure none

but the Master's hand could have achieved this

precious < onfection !
" But it is not so. Nature

has worked the miracle entirely off her own bat.

She is only simulating Mr. Robinson. She often

does. Then it is she makes a " wild garden."

Sometimes she even mimics our rockeries, but not

often. As for her moraines, what a plagiarist this

unblushing old Natiu-e is !

—

Soiherset.

COLOUR DESCRIPTION.

T QUITE agree with Mr. H. H. Warner (The
Garden, August 18) that the terms " cold

pnrples " and "warm purples" are sufficient for

those who understand them. Unfortunately, the vast

majority of people do not. I agree also that this

is in great measure due to a lack of colour education,

and some time since in The Garden I suggested

that a colour education was as necessary as a

musical one. I do not, however, think it is incorrect

to separate the varying shades of purple into red

and blue. If I understand the composition of

purple aright, it is a combination of both red and

blue, and if this is so it is surely no heresy to divide

the varying shades into two groups in such a way
that it is easy to determine which colour is pre-

dominant. Exactly at which point in the chro

matic circle comes the shade that is called " purple "

I should hesitate to say. Surely it comes between

blue and red ? I believe more people will under-

stand the terms I used than they would those

suggested by Mr. H. H. Warner.

—

George
Dillistone.

(~\NE cannot but sympathise with many of

Mr. H. H. Warner's comments on this sub-

ject in the issue of August 18. Assuredly there

seems to be an extraordinary amount of con-

fusion in some minds with regard to colour, par-

ticularly of certain flowers where the various

shades of blue predominate—as in Campanulas,

for instance. 1 cannot but think that a great

deal of perplexity and much trouble and incon-

venience might be avoided if the compilers of

some of the catalogues were more particular

in their descriptions of flowers in every in-

stance. I am bound to confess I have at times

been let down badly through relying too readily

on catalogue descriptions of coloiu- in flowers

I had not been personally acquainted with, and
as a consequence, after working out a plan of

colom combination, finding the scheme utterly

marred by the presence of some offensive colour

subject, thereby causing much disappointment

and loss of temper. One feels that such mislead-

ing descriptions, though I am confident they

occur quite inadvertently, should not be possible.

I cannot follow Mr. Warner, however, when he
takes Mr. Dillistone to task for using the terms
" blue purples " and " red purples " with refer-

ence to certain Irises in preference to " cold

purples" and "warm purples." The latter may
seem more artistic to some, but Mr. DiUistone's

description conveys to my mind exactly what
he intends to convey, and, indeed, precisely what
they are. But I think it must also be acknow-
ledged that many of these glorious subjects as

regards colour are quite indescribable.

—

Cecil

A. P. OSBURNE.

AN EASY METHOD OF DESTROYING
WEEDS IN A LAWN.

INSTEAD of diggiag up Plantain, Dandelion,

&c., and making a lot of holes in a lawn, get

threepennyworth of sulphuric acid and a small

glass medicine tube about a quarter of an inch

in diameter and 8 inches long, such as is usually

sold by chemists at 2d. each. Pour a little of the

acid into a shallow saucer or receptacle, making
a depth of about a quarter of an inch or so, and
dip the end of the glass tube into it. The tube

will retain just sufficient acid to kill one weed,

which is done by touching the same with the tube,

when immediately all the liquid falls out. If

more acid is required in some cases where the weed
is of larger growth, dip the glass tube into the bottle

of acid until the right quantity is in the tube.

Place the finger tightly on the top of the tube,

and withdraw it. The acid will remain in the

tube so long as the finger is kept tightly over

the end, and will come out immediately the

finger is removed. In this way just the right

quantity can be obtained. By this method
weeds can be killed quickly and effectively, and
holes avoided.—R. H. Kipping.

POTATO ECLIPSE.
nPHIS first-early has proved a splendid doer in our

light, shaly loam, this year averaging 20olb.

for every peck (i4lb.) planted. The tubers are

remarkably white and clean skinned, the eyes

hardly perceptible, and shape and size all that

could be desired. It is a good cooker of excellent

flavour, even when quite young, and free from

soapiness Eclipse is also a grand keeper, being

equal in this respect to many maincrop varieties

and much superior to some. A patch of Ninety-

fold grown under precisely similar conditions

(both Scotch seed) yielded an equally good weight,

but while this Potato is a iine cropper for market

purposes, the tubers are too large for the home
table as earUes.—A. T. Johnson, North Wales.

SCARLET RUNNERS.
TV/TAY I suggest to all gourmets, especially to

those who grow their own vegetables, to

try imagining there is no possibility of using a

steel knife in the kitchen—in fact, it is truly a

murderous weapon where vegetables are con-

cerned. Let them pull off the hard stalk of their

Runner Beans (young Beans, of course—not those

more suitable for trench timbers) and steam or

boil them with a little salt, but no soda. They
will never again even look at the horrid mess of

steel-tasting splinters called " Beans."' Even

when cold their delicate flavour remains, and a

more delicious salad could not be imagined either

with or without herbs and other vegetables.

By " herbs " I do not mean Parsley, which seems

the highest ideal of the untrained cook, but every

herb that is not Parsley. May I give the sugges-

tion of every much-travelled gourmet ? " Never

use soda, never boil if you can steam, never remove

either skin or pips of anything." You would

not boil your fowls skinless, minus liver and

gizzard, nor as a daily food boil your eggs without

shells, nor serve home-made bread without the

crust.— (Mrs.) B. .M.-C.
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COOKING SCARLET RUNNER SEEDS.

T HAVE enjoyed ripe Beans of Scarlet Runners,

well boil'd, for years, and always use up the

superfluous seed in this way.—J. F. H., South

Devon. [We commend this practice to others.

—

Ed.]

MELIOSMA CUNEIFOLIA.

CEEING the note in your issue of August ir

on Meliosma cuneifolia, I am sending you a

photograph of this shrub (taken in my garden at

Strode, Erniington, South Devon, about a fortnight

ago) in case you would care to reproduce it. It

has been planted three or four years and is

apparently quite hardy, as it was untouched last

winter. It did not flower 'ill this year.—H. G.

Hawker (Captain, Devon Regiment).

RIPENED WOOD AND HEAVY
FRUIT CROPS.

T READ with interest the article on

the above subject which appeared in

The Garden a short time ago, and I

agree with your correspondent that we are

too prone to accept this and that theory

without ever trying to prove it by ex-

periment. I expect Mr. C. Blair, like

many others, had it instilled into him by

those under whom he served that well-

ripened wood was the all-powerful factor

in the production of fruit, whereas it

is only one of the many conditions to which

a tree attains, and which, acting and

reacting on each other, produce fertility.

Fertility, like its half-brother sterility, is

the effect of many causes which seem to

be peculiarly sensitive to any and every con-

dition, both internal and external, that can

in any way affect the tree. Fruit-growers

have ever looked upon three details as

being essential if there is to be a good fruit

crop. First, there must be a good root

system close to the surface ; secondly, the

wood must be well ripened—a very vague

expression that ; thirdly, favourable climatic

conditions during the blossoming season.

The first of these can sometimes be obtained

by having the trees worked on to a surface-

rooting stock, and always by root-pruning,

and at times by placing flat stones or slates

under the roots at planting-time. Obtain

the first of these and the second is sure

to follow.

The climatic conditions are for the most

part beyond our control, at least so far as

hardy fruits are concerned. Personally, I

do not think the weather that prevails

during the time the trees are in bloom

has any, or very little, direct effect on the

crop ; and what is more, I do not think

those people who are so fond of ascribing the

failure of the fruit crop to the effect of frost

really believe it. The way in which weather

affects fruit crops is indirectly through the bees

and other insects, for should the weather be wet

and boisterous, these are not so active. Still,

that fact of itself would make no difference to those

varieties that are always self-fertile. On the other

hand, we must not conclude that, because the bees

are able to carry on their work of pollinating the

bloom of the self-sterUe sorts with pollen brought

from other varieties, a crop of fruit is sure to

follow, for we know what sometimes happens

even in the orchard-house where artificial pollina-

tion is resorted to and climatic conditions are nearly

perfect. Doubtless there are many among your

readers who have seen grand crops of fruit when
and where none of these so-called essential con-

ditions prevailed ; while sometimes there has been
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an almost complete failure when, to all appearances,

there should have been a bumper crop. On what,

then, does the success of the fruit crop depend ?

I think all who have studied this interesting and

vital question will agree that it is determined

by certain physiological conditions of the tree

more than by any external influences, conditions

that are for the most part scarcely, if at all, dis-

cernible and much more difficult to clearly define.

The study of the problems which arise around

the cultivation of fruit trees always appeals with

irresistible attraction to me. Unfortunately, I

was compelled to throw up work that afforded

me plenty of opportunities to study those questions

for work that gave a better monetary return.

Perhaps some of your readers who possess both

the time and means to study this question will

take it up, and to all such I would say. Endeavour

to find out what connection there is between

the varied tints that the foliage assumes in the

MELIOSMA CUNEIFOLI,\ IN SOUTH DEVON.

autumn and the ne.xt year's fruit crop. I under-

stand botanists do not attach any physiological

importance to the colouring of the leaves, looking

on it as incidental to the ripening of the tree or

plant ; but from observation and a few, I admit

inconclusive, experiments I feel convinced in my
own mind that there is an intimate connection

between the different colours and the times at

which different varieties and individual trees of

each variety assume those colours ; moreover,

it will be found that a certain tree will turn colour

much earlier one year than it will another. When
that happens, one may be pretty sure of getting

a good crop from that particular tree the following

year.—^W. Bickford, Laira, Plymouth.

*»* Readers who have not already done so are asked o
order The Garden to he delivered regularli/ by their news-
agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold
copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequ£nce The
Garden is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.
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The Lifting of Early

Potatoes

THE general tendency is to lift early

Potatoes too soon. Yet, on the other

hand, there is no reason why the operation

should be unduly delayed. The best

time to lift the whole crop of earlies is

when the tubers are fully developed and ripening

has commenced. The advantage of allowing

early Potatoes to remain in the ground until they

are perfectly ripe is outweighed by the disadvantages

of delaying the work, which prevents one planting

the ground to satisfaction with another crop.

Haulms of the earlies and most of the second-

earlies will be turning yellow and beginning to

show those natural signs of ripening, in which case

the crop may be lifted at once. It is not policy

to wait for the haulms to die down before com-

mencing. The skins of yoimg Potatoes are

tender and will suffer damage if the work is

done roughly, but the tubers will soon ripen

in the store. It may be argued that lifting

Potatoes before they are perfectly ripe will

check the formation of starch. This is

true, but of no consideration in the case of

the earlier kinds so long as lifting does not

take place while the tops are still green

and vigorous. Of course, waste is inevit-

able when tubers are lifted duririg the

growing period for present use. In such

cases those marble-sized tubers left adher-

ing to the haulm are lost. When allowed

to make full growth these small Potatoes

, .j'^, develop to quite a good size-.

^^&i The firmer the skin is at lifting-time the
'*"'

better, but the importance of the skin

being quite set is not so great as many
people are inclined to believe. With main-

crops the matter is of more importance,

because the setting of the skin is the most

certain test of ripeness and is an indica-

tion that the point in the fullest develop-

ment of starch has been reached. Every

care must be taken not to dislodge the skin

of early Potatoes, and they must not be

exposed to light and sunshine—that is, if

the crop is to be used for edible purposes.

" Greened " Potatoes are unwholesome.

With sets, exposure to light and sunshine

is beneficial. The longest amount of ex-

posure tender-skinned edible Potatoes will

stand is two hours.

Early lifting is always to be recom-

mended when an outbreak of disease

occurs. There were plenty of crops last

year that would have given good yields if

lifting had been done in late August or

September before the ravages of disease

had produced their disastrous effect.

Potatoes may be stored either in a clamp or shed

from which light is excluded, and in a dry situation.

Before storing, the whole bulk should be gone over

very carefully and all specimens showing traces

of disease removed. A certain amount of heat is

always generated from stored Potatoes, and if dis-

eased spores are present the temperature rendered

favourable will cause disease to spread to the whole

clamp. In a wet season, and when the presence

of disease is suspected, it is a good plan to open

the clamp and inspect it thoroughly for bad

Potatoes. One of the advantages of storing in a

shed is that the tubers are more easy to get at

for this purpose.

Tubers should be quite dry when stored, and if

a clamp is made it should be on a well-drained site.

Drainage may be assisted by making the foundation

of the clamp with a good thickness of cinders

and covering with straw, on the top of which the
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tubers are placed. Some growers make a hole

to form the clamp, while others start it on the top

of the soil. In either case the cinder foundation

is an advantage. When the heap is made up it

may he covered at once if the tubers are dry, but

if they are damp and the weather is fine they may
be left for a short time uncovered. Covering

consists of placing a good thickness of straw

material over the heap, and the straw is covered

with a thickness of 12 inches of soil. It is absolutely

necessary to exclude light and to put on sufficient

covering to protect the tubers from frost. But
ventilation is equally as important. This is pro-

vided by leaving holes in the soil along the top

ridge of the clamp, into which whisks of straw are

thrust. Such a system provides the necessary

ventilation and at the same time affords protec-

tion from light and weather. Ventilation holes

are placed at various distances apart, according

to the size of the clamp. The usual distance

is 3 feet or 4 feet. These remarks on clamping

apply both to the early and the main crop. Small

quantities, if covered up and protected from frost

and light, can be stored in cellars and sheds.

The question of saving seed is an important one.

The best size is a tuber weighing about 2J0Z.

Sets of early Potatoes are best put in the sun to

dry and "green," when they are placed in trays

or boxes and removed to a light, airy shed

which must be cool and dry. It is far better
_

not to clamp sets, particularly sets of early

varieties. L. M. Marshall.

" Although it is not easy to see any connection

with C. pulla in the plant illustrated, the label

in the seed-pot is still the one which Mr. Ball wrote

himself, and must therefore be accepted as correct.

—J. W. B., Glasnevin."

A HYBRID CAMPANULA
\Th: August number of " Irish Gardening " contains the following article on a hybrid Campanula raised

by the late Mr. C. F. Ball of Glasnevin Botanic Gardens. It is hoped that his Campanula may be

successfully increased and that it will be named after him. The illustrations are kindly lent by " Irish

Gardening," of which Mr. Ball was the Editor previous to joining the Colours.]
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popular in gardens mving.

no doubt, to its tender con-

stitution, and is now seldom

seen. The only living plant I

liave met with is a small bush

at Kcw, which, though twenty-

five years old, is not much more
than a foot high and flowers

and fruits very sparingly. The
v.ariety Rogersiana, on the

contrary, is already more than

S feet high at Kew, . after only

about six years' growth from

seed. It produces flowers and

fruit in considerable abundance.,

but the berries, which vary in

rnloiir from orange to
^' .irlct. soon disappear, being

apparently taken by birds. This

interesting shrub is no doubt

closely allied to the Himalayan

P. crenulata, but the leaves are

irregularly serrate and oblan-

ceolate rather than oblong in

outline. In its robust habit it

also resembles the recently de-

scribed Chinese P. Gibbsii, but

the leaves are smaller and of a paler green. At

Kew it passed unscathed through the recent

severe weather—a striking test of its hardi-

ness. A. Bruce Jackson.

Some Butterflies in the

Lane

FROM my earliest days I fondly, loved

a " flutter-by," as then I called him, to the

delight of my elders, who forebore to

correct my error. In turning' out some

old books the other day in a vain search

for " The Scouring of the White Horse," I found

a little manuscript book of childish rhymes, and

in it this verse :

" The butterflies, those gossips dear

Who bring the news from far and near,

The blossom and the bird and tree

Have stores of tales they tell to me."

Regretfully I realised that little " Curlywig Nan "

liad then the golden key of the gate of " The

(jarden of Fancy," and old Anne has lost

it somewhere along Life's road. Now,

with all the other " grown-ups," I plod

along the dry, hard footpath of Fact, and

onlv get a glimpse at whiles through a gap

into that enchanted garden. Though on

such intimate terms with the butterflies, I

then knew none of them by name save the

Cabbage, and the Red .Admiral, who flaunted

his gay wings frequently in the Surbiton

garden. Only during the present century

have I been " properly introduced " to

them, chiefly through " Our Country's

Butterflies and Moths," by W. J. Ciordon.

The narrow, winding lane I now live in has

steep ups and downs, and high hedges on

banks, almost like a Devonshire lane

(though not in that beautiful county, the

birthplace of heroes). My lane is a favourite

haunt of many kinds of butterflies and

luoths, for it leads through low marshy land,

up here to the borders of moorland, with

Heather, Gorse, and Pine trees
;
while not many

miles away there are bare chalk downs also. Here
early in the year is seen the Brimstone butterfly,

I he first herald of spring before even the Daffodils

und the first Dandelions " take the winds of March

with beauty." The dear little Orange Tip butterfly

usually is the next. Then I get fleeting peeps

of some Skippers, but not closely enough to

CAMr.\NUL.\ R.\I.N'ERI.

identify them ; they are such fidgety little fellows.

The lane is frequented by many Frilillaries,

especially the Large and Small Heath ones. That
"ragged Jack," the Comnra, I have often seen.

-At first I used to pity him, thinking he had been

in the wars. Needless to say, the Cabbage Whites

are here, but seeni to prefer m\' garden to the

lane. I, like other people, have a " visitation
"

of them this year, though one of the prettiest

" living pictures " I e\'er saw was, a few years

ago, a large bed of Lavender blossom and a flying

fleet of white butterflies hovering over it.

The Green-veined White is another of my
visitors. The Painted Lady pays an infrequent

call, and the Red .Admiral lives here. That most

beautiful butterfly, the Peacock, is often seen here

late m the summer and the autumn. He loves

the Michaelmas Daisy Lil Fardell, as do bees and

flies. Both Large and Small Tortoiseshells come

here; the latter abound. .Another lovelylittle visitor

among white Clover in the orchard is the Chalk HiU
Blue, It haunis parts of the lane in large numbers.

C.\Mr.\NUL.\ K.\IXERI X, rULL.\.

As for m'oths, " their name is legion." I catch

them with a large glass tumbler, slipping a stiff

piece of thin card under it as the moth flies up

into the inverted glass. Then I carry my prize

safe and uninjured to a table, get out my books,

and when I have identified my captures carefully,

I let them fly again outside, and enter their

names on my visiting list in the index of " Our

Country's Butterflies and Moths '

as aforesaid. Some day, when
The Garde.v has a spare space,

I may tell of some of the moths,

if tlie Editor thinks anyone

Willi Id care to read about

them. Anne Amatevr.

P,S,—Since writing the fore-

going I have added another butter-

fly to rily visiting list, viz,, the

Small Copper, such a smart little

red-brown-winged beauty. He
came and perched close by me on

a Tansy head which had tumbled

to the ground, and a Chalk Hill

Blue was close by on a white

Clover blossom. They made such

a pretty quartet of colour,

—

\. A.

Lucerne and Its

Colour-Forms
By H. STUART THOMPSON

F.L.S.

THE place of origin of Lucerne (Medicago

sativa) is uncertain, but probably it is

a native of the eastern Mediterranean

region. Being one of the best forage

crops, it was long since introduced into

B.itain and other countries ; and evidences of

its escape from cultivation are everywhere to be

seen. It is frequently established on roadsides,

borders of fields, in pastures and coast sandhills.

Perhaps nowhere can its variability in form and

colour be seen to better advantage than on the

sandhills and sandy enclosures close to Burnham-

on-the-Sea.

The ' .Medic Pother or Horned Clover," as

this plant was then called, was actually intro-

duced into England in the middle of the sixteenth

century by Turner, who called it " A very e^^cellent

herbe, because when it is ones sowen it dureth

for the space of ten years, . . . and it may be

mowen four times every year, and in some yeares

SIX times,"—" Herball," Part II., page 5^ (1562)-

The normal colour of Lucerne is a pale bluish

purple or violet ; but at Burnham (Somerset)

everv shade of colour from white, through

m'auve and purple to a very dark violet-black

ran be seen. Recently on Burnham sandhills

I was looking for Medicago nredia, a prob-

.ible hvbrid between M. sativa and the

deep vellow M, falcata with sickle-shaped

nods, which hybrid I discovered there in

September, 1906. The flowers are a dirty

\ellow-mauve, and it does not seem to

produce any good pods. This year I saw no

sign of the intermediate. Its yellow-flowered

[larent (M. falcata) was first recorded from

,1 sandy field near the Burnham light-

houses in 18S4, and in 1906 was still there

(White's " Flora of Bristol," page 228).

The Yellow Medick has been increasing of

late years in the Bristol district, for here it

is an alien introduced with foreign seed and

derived from mill-waste, &c. M. sylvestris,

Fries, locally frequent in East Anglia, is

supposed to be a hybrid between the same

parents, but it seems to be fertile.

But though I failed to find M. falcata or M.

media at Burnham this year, I was attracted by

a great prostrate patch of Lucerne with pretty

pale yellow flowers and yeUow-green calyces.

Close by in the same enclosure, to be let as building

land, were several huge clumps of an almost

black-flowered Lucerne. These were not pros-

trate but decidedly bushy. When viewed from
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20 yards off, the blossoms appeared quite black in

the sunlight and against the yellow sand ; but

on closer examination they were an extremely
dark violet, and not infrequently these dingy
corollas were tinged with a distinct dark green.

The large si2;e of these clumps was remarkable.

But the spirally twisted pods, the calyx-teeth

and the foliage seemed normal in the various

colour-forms I saw that day at Burnham. This

tended to sliow how little importance should be

attached to colour-forms of plants, and especially

to those with normally blue, purple or red flowers.

To the gardener or the artist they may cause

excitement, but to the field-botanist they are mere
incidents, even though, as in this case, he may
dry a good series of specimens.

Since this note was in type a fecoud visit to

Burnham revealed M. media Pers. in sma'l quantitv.

TULIP TITTLE-TATTLE
XOTES ON THE NEW TULIP VADE-MECUM, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE

TO COTTAGE VARIETIES.

B\- THE RE^. JOSETH JACOB.
Report of the Tulip Nomenclature Committee,

1914-15.—Tlic Royal Horticultural Society takes

rank as a learned society. A little pleasantry
upon a title-page of any of their publications is

unthinkable. Were it not so, what a magnificent

opportunity there would have been for the editor

I feel confident that this volume will supply a

long-felt want in another way. The question is

often asked, "Which is the ' best bright red

Darwin ? " or " Which is the best lilac ? " and so

on. The " List of Selected Varieties" on pages g
to 16 provides an answer to all such enquiries.

SHIRLEY POPPIES. SEED SHOULD BE SOWN NOW.

to have extended this brutally bald announcement
of the contents with a true seventeenth century

enlargement on the lines of old Ralph Austen, and
to have added as a sub-title " Or the spiritual use
of colour pigeon-holing, whereby any unparliamen-
tary language by certain occupants of a garden
may- be avoided."

Within a quarter of a mile of my Rectory house
there is an old wall. It was built in the sixties of

(he seventeenth century by the famous divme
Philip Henry. This good man kept a diary.

One evening, after watching the bricklayers at

work, he made this entry :
" Thank God, no bad

language heard to-day." Happy will be the man,
happy will be the woman, who takes this book
as their guide, philosopher and friend in their

Tulip arrangements, for then, after visiting their

show, their friends will be- able to go back home
and write in their diaries or in letters to friends :

" Saw a beautiful lot of Tulips at So-and-so's

to-day. Thank God, I did not hear a single

swear word. They were all so proper
;

just as

they should be."

In the text the names given under the different

colour heads are simply called " selected varieties."

All the same, they were originally, chosen by the

English members of the committee as being " the

best." The title was altered out of deference

to the wishes of our Dutch friends, who could not

agree to all the choices, and who m-ged that it

was too big a thing for even a full committee to

have attempted. On reflection I think they were
right and wise. In a matter of this kind individual

preferences, tastes and inclinations must come in

and render any agreement upon a large scale

impossible. It is a providential dispensation that

it is so for several reasons, for nevertheless, goiiig

back to the selected list, members of the committee
would both collectively and severally agree to

my summing up in colloquial phraseology of the

varieties therein included .is being " not a very
dusty lot."

Cottage Varieties.—In the present year of

grace there is a great scarcity of all " early

"

v.irieties, so much so that a famous firm like

Pearsons of Lowdhara are unable to include

any in their annual bulb list. Report says that

the cut-flower growers have been on their track

and annexed all that they could get hold of at

prices highly satisfactory to the fortunate growers !

Never mind, even now some real tip-toppers are

being worked up into decent-sized stocks, to be

all ready when wanted. Mr. Jones of Carters

and I

Know a bank whereon the wild Thyme blows.

Where Oxlips and the nodding Violet grows."

For " bank " read " an old mania-time garden in

Haarlem." and for " Thjine," " Oxlips " and
" Violet " read " Tulips " and " Daffodils." We
linuw, too, that that garden has been raided and
some of its fair occupants carried captive to

England. These are they. With regard to

Cottage varieties, the case is different. Ever
since British growers found out that they could

be grown as satisfactorily on business lines in

their own country as elsewhere, stocks of the

more popular favourites have been cultivated.

-Accordingly we will find most of the well-loiowu

names in retailers' lists this autumn. Picotee,

luglescombe Pink, Gesneriana lutea, G. spathulata,

Orange King, The Fawn, Golden Crown, Isabella,

Fairy Queen, John Ruskin, Rosalind and Jaune
d'Oiuf are all there, and a purchaser of this dozen
would not go far wrong. Taking the selected

names on page 13 of the Ro;'al Horticultural

Society's jbook, I would suggest as trial novelties

for 191 7 the following: Su: Harry, a soft refined

pink with wide pointed petals of medium. height.

It is the breeder form of Summer Beauty, an.-'

keeps fairly constant without " breaking "—^that

is. going striped. It is a most beautiful Tulip,

and I have found it to be very amenable to pot

I

culture for late March bloom. Boadicea has long,

egg-shaped blo-ims of a rich blend of mahogany
red and orange. It is quite one of the largest

of all Tulips, but it carries its size without the

least trace of coarseness. A counterpart of Samuel
Taylor Coleridge's " great good man." Here
" Greatness and goodness are not means, but

ends." Alike in a large bed, in a moderate-

sized clump pnd in a vase, Boadicea is one of the

very b:st of all Cottage Tulips. Gondvirik some-
what resembles it in its colouring, but there is

less red in its general appearance. The flower

is goblet-shaped and is borne on extra tall stems.

The pbnt as a whole is full of dignity and has a

decidedly important look. The rectified or broken
forms are worth saving. Beau Brummel is a

Tulip of a totally different style from those already

mentioned. It is well named, smart and dapper
in character, brilliant scarlet ih colour, rather on
the small side. It would be a very popular variety

were it only more constant in its behaviour. It

is late in coming into blpom. Cassandra may be

classed as a pure bright rose, pointed, and not very

tall, early to flower. It gives a bright bit of

colour of an unusual shade. Moonlight (very

pale yellow). Illuminator (brilliant yellow, edged

and flushed scarlet), and Golden Bronze are all

fine varieties well worth a place in any garden.

The Autumn Sowing of Shirley

Poppies

The war still drags on, and there appears to Ije a

likelihood of a continuance of " war gardening "

in igrS. This year made it very difficult for owners

of gardens with large flower-beds to fill, as there

was a scarcity of bedding-out material, apart from

the fact that it was unpatriotic to buy such plants.

Growing vegetables in such beds may sound very

nice on paper, but unless the bed is a long south

border which may be utilised for the growing of

Potatoes, there is nothing gained. Beds in lawns
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can only be utilised for the growing ot such crops

.IS Beet and Lettuce, botli of which are already

a glut in the gardens as catch crops, and cannot

in many cases be given away. There will be

a great deal of ground vacant as soon as the

Potatoes are lifted. This may be partly utilised

by raising Shirley Poppies to use as bedding plants

for 1918. .\11 that is necessary is to scatter the

contents of a packet of the seed on a piece of

ground which has been raked moderately fine.

The seeds need not be covered ; in fact, they will be

better left on the surface. They may be sown duriiig

.•\ugust and until the second week in September

with every prospect of success. Thinning will be

unnecessary, provided the sowing is made rather

thinly. Nothing is done to the seedlings until

February, when they are lifted with good roots

and planted i foot apart in any vacant flower-beds.

Here they will remain and look extremely unhappy
until new growth commences in late .March.

.\fter that they simply ramp ahead and each plant

will form a dense bush simply smothered in blooms,
wliich latter, by the way, are about double the size

of those of spring-sown plains. The plants grow
from 3 feet to 4 feet high.

(ireal Missfiidt'ii. Cl.\rence"I*onti.vg.

A NEW HYBRID LILY
TH1-: .\PPi;.\R.\XCH OF .\ NEW LILY OF MEHIT GIVES SVCH .\ NOTE OF
INTEREST TO LILY GROWERS TII.AT WE NEED OFFER NO .VFOLO(;Y TO
READERS FOR BRIEFLY G1VIN(; THEM A FEW DETAILS OF THE NEW-CO.MEK.

WELL-NIGH half a century ago

-Mr, Parkman, a well-known Ameri-

can Lily enthusiast, startled the

world with the glorious hybrid

Lihum Parkmanni, a grand hybrid

between those finest (jf Lilies, auratum antl

speciosum. This was undoubtedly the finest

hybrid Lily ever raised (see Mr. Grove's

reference in his work on " Lilies," and

also the notes referring to Parkmanni
in Dr. Wallace's earlier work. " Notes

on Lilies"), and the great pity is that

such a noble plant should be lost to

cultivation. It seems that many years

have now elapsed since it has been seen

either here or in .•America. I do not

know if the Editor of The G.^rden

can enlighten us, but I am under the

impression that a coloured plate of

L. Parkmanni was given in one of

the earlier issues of that worthy journal.

Certainly the Lily was shown before

the Royal Horticultural Society and
received an award of merit from that

body in years past. So much, briefly,

for L. Parlimanni.

This «eason I have flowered for the

first time the new hybrid Lily which

is a worthy successor to Parkmanni,

if it does not excel that variety in

beauty. A hybrid between the finest

forms of speciosum and aiu'atum, it

carries the immense size of auratum
platyphylluni and its wonderful frag-

rance, with the finest colouring ever

seen upon the most brilliant specio-

sums. Stem, foliage and bulb are best

described as super-speciosum.

I enclose a photograph of the first

spike carrying two blossoms, which will

give an idea (though perhaps a poor

one) of the size and beauty of mark-
ing of the new-comer. The seed was
sown late in 1914. Mr. R. W. Wallace

of Colchester was greatly impressed

whe.i he inspected the flowering plant

a few days ago.

From present appearances the new-

comer gi\*^s the impression of having

a first-class constitution, being, as far

as can be seen, without any weakness

at any point. Especially worthy of

note is the substance and breadth of

petals, which go to build up a massive

flower. P. S. Hayw.\kd

[A colomred plate of the beautiful

tjlium Parkmanni appeared in The : he

C.^rden of June 7, 1879, together with the

foUovring description :
•' This remarkable Lily

was raised by .Mr. Parkman, President of the
^rassachusetts Horticultural Society. It is a

hybrid between L. auratum and a deep-
coloured variety of L. speciosum. Tlie latter

was the female parent. Fertilisation, Mr. Parkman

states,, took place readily, and the young bulbs

were planted in the open ground for the first time

in the, spring of 1869. There were about fifty ol

them. Several, as they grew, showed the pecidiar

spotted stem of the male parent, but when they set

flower-buds, as nearly all of them did in the same
season, the features of L. auratum could be dis-

tinguished only in one of them. The rest, in bud
and flower, appeared to be merely L. speciosum,

quite unaffected by the pollen of the male parent

The one alluded to was a remarkable exception.

The flower opened ten days earlier than any of the

rest ; it had the fragrance of amratum, and resem-

bled it also in form. This first flower measured

9j inches from tip to tip of the petals. In the

following year there were several flowers, of whicli

the largest meastwed iii inches. This hybrid,

Mr. Parkman reports, was the most successful

result of a great number of experiments tried by
him in the cross-fertilisation of Lilies. This

genus is certainly remarkable in the tenacity with

whidi it preserves the characteristics of the female

parent and resists the influence of the male. Thus
he impregnated L. longiflorum and L. Takesima
with the pollen of L. auratum, L. speciosum,

and six or eight other Lilies, the anthers of tlie

fertilised flowers being carefully removed before

they ripened. L. Takesima bore seed in abundance,

but the resulting plant did not differ perceptibly

from its female parent, showing no feature of the

male. He removed its anthers and
fertilised it again with auratum and
speciosum, flunking that the influence of

the male might appear in the second

generation if not in the first, but this

double fertilisation produced no effeci.

The same result followed a similar ex-

periment with L. canadense and L.

supcrbum. In this case also the flower

resulting from the first experiment

was again fertilised. The result was a

very scanty crop of seed, but this seed

produced a plant in which no sign of

the male influence was visible. L.

Parkmanni, as will be seen, is a noble

i.ily, large in size and strikingly Dright

in colour. It succeeds well in a pot, but

Mr. .\nthony Waterer, from whose estab-

iishment at Knap Hill the flower wai

obtained from which our plate was
prepared, informs us that it grows freely

with him planted out in company with

L. speciosum."

—

Ed.]

.XEW HYBRID lily: LILIUJI SPECIOSUM X AURATUM

ROSE POSERS
(i) Sub rosa.—I have been told or

have read somewhere that the Rose

hung up over the convivial meeting

was necessarily a white Rose. Is

this so ?

(2) One historical Rose has almost

rivalled the Vicar of Bray in its etiort

to be all things to all men. At least

it is so stated. Does any reader know
which Rose this was and if the tale

is true ?

{3) I have been told by Mr. Jannock

of Dersingham how he sent Lilies

of the Valley to South Africa in bloom.

How did the Egyptians send over

Roses to Rome in winter- time in tlie

days of Martial the poet ? »

Perhaps someone will send us a note

about these interesting points in con-

nection with Rose history.

Joseph J.^cob.
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BOTTLING FRUITS. Ill

THE SEASON OF SOFT FKUITJi IS NOW PRACTICALLY OVER, BUT THERE
STILL REMAIN LOGANBERRIES, WINEBERRIES AND BLACKBERRIES, AND

WE ALSO HAVE TO CONSIDER THE BOTTLING OF STONE FRUITS.

Loganberries.—The Loganberry, which is

said to be a tiybrid between the Blackberry

and the Raspberry, makes a very delicious

preserve, resembling the Raspberry, yet distinct

in flavour, being rather more acid and com-

bining tlie flavours of the parent fruits. The
fruit shotild be gathered when just under-ripe,

the stalks removed, and be put into

the jars, packing tightly, as recom-

mended for Raspberries. I do not advise

wasliing this fruit unless absolutely

essential, as being a very juicy, soft

fruit this treatment does not suit it. Fill

the bottles with water, or s\Tup if used,

and after heating to the necessary 160°

I'ahr. seal the bottles and cool off.

Lowberries.—^The Lowberry is another

hybrid berry similar to the Loganberry,

but possibly an even more luscious fruit,

bor preserving it should be dealt with

in the same way as the Raspberry and

Loganberry.

Wineberries.—The Japanese Wine-

berry is a member of the same family as

the Raspberry, which it resembles. It

has, however, a later season for ripening

and is equally delicious when preserved.

It should be bottled in exactly the same

way as the Raspberry.

Stone Fruits.—We are now arriving

at the season for the heavier stone fruits,

and have, or shall have in the near

future, Plums of all kinds, including the

Gages ; Peaches, Nectarines;, Apricots

and Damsons.

Plums and Gages.—Dealing with the

above fruits in (jrder, we will first consider

the Plums and Gages. Of these the

culinary sorts are the best preservers,

but this does not mean that the dessert

varieties are of no use—far from it. .A.11

kinds of Plums will bottle well, the

cooking sorts responding best of all to

the treatment. Plums and Gages should

be picked for bottling slightly under-ripe,

as if picked after ripening they are apt

to be more acid in flavour when preserved

than if under-ripe. Remove all stalks

and carefully wipe the fruits with a

clean, soft cloth, and prick them before

putting into the bottles. Pack the fruit

in the bottles as tightly as possible, as

Plums shrink very considerably when
being sterilised, and in consequence rise

to the top of the bottles unless packed \-ery

tightly, which checks the rising. Heat slowly

in the steriliser for from au hour to an hour

and a "half in order to thoroughly sterilise the

fruit right through, and attahi the same tem-

perature as usual. Keep at this for about five

minutes, then remove, seal the bottles with their

covers, and stand in a cool, draught-proof place

to cool off. The best Plums for preserving are

Rivers' Early, Victoria and Monarch ; and the

Gages I would recommend are Old Green Gage
and Transparent.

Peaclies.—These are very prolific this jtar

in most places, both under glass and in the open,

and form a delicious bottled preserve. Gathered

in a slightly under-ripe condition, the fruit should

be halved with a silver or silver-plated knife,

the stone removed and the somewhat woolly skin

p.ired off. Be sure the knife is silver or sih-er-

plated, for steel will stain the fruit where it cuts

or touches it. Fill the bottle with the halves of the

fruit well but not too tightly packed, and fill up

with water, or preferably, in this case, with the

syrup previously recommended, and bring slowly

up to the required heat. Seal and cool carefully,

when the treatment is completed. The best sorts

under-ripe, the best kinds being Mourpark and
Bieda.

Damsons.—These are another front raid< fruit

ar.d should be treated exactly the same as Plums,
taking care to wipe quite clean with a soft cloth.

I'or general use the Damson probably ranks

with the Plum for general utility, and these two
form very welcome additions to the bill of fare

during the winter months.- There is a vast differ-

ence in Damsons with regard to the class, and
only the better fruits should be preserved. The
best variety for the purpose is the common Damson,
while the Pnine Damson is very useful.

Of the foregoing fruits the soft kinds, along

with Plums and Damsons, are best for

culinary purposes ; while Gages, Peaches,

Nectarines and Apricots are more useful

for dessert use,

AUicnhain. (Mrs.) E. J. Beckett.

TOPPING OUTDOOR
TOMATO PLANTS

/^

TOPPING OUTDOOR TOMATO PLANTS.

I, A [tiani not topped; 2, A plant topped: 3, Fruits not sweliini^

4, Fruits swelling; 5, Condition of plant in September; 6, Ccndi

tion of fruit in September ; 7 and 8, Relative sizes of fruits.

for preserving are Royal George, Dymond and

Sea Eagle.

Nectarines.—These also preserve very well

indeed, and should be treated similarly to Peaches,

though it is not so essential to remove the skin

of the fruit. Violette H^tive and Elruge are the

best varieties for bottling.

Apricots.—Little need be said on how delicious

this fruit is when p/'eserved in any way, and as

a bottled fruit it stands in the first rank. It is

another fruit that it is preferable to preserve in

syrup, though, of course, it can be sterilised in

capital condition for keeping qualities under the

water only method of treatment. Cut the fruit in

half 'as recommended for Peaches, and treat in

the same way, not, however removing the skin

of the fruit. Many Jieople like to break the .stones

and sterilise the kernels with the fruit. This

fruit should also be preserved when slightly

LL Tomato plants grown out-

doors must now be topped,

otherwise there is much waste

of strength of the plant and
loss in the weight of fruit. In

the accompanying sketch. No. i shows
a plant allowed to continue its growth
of main stem till late in the season

—

the middle of September. The result is

that all fruits formed after the first

week in August fail to ripen, and so the

continued growth of the top and
the fruits on it after that date rob the

fruits below—those formed before the

first week in August—of a great deal

of nourishment, the total weight of

matured Tomatoes being much lighter

than in the case of timely topped plants.

No. 2 shows a plant that -has been

topped about .A.ugust 6. . The top, as

shown at No. 3 of No. r plant, is cut

off. Immediately the leaves and the

stem and fruits set, as shown at No. 4,

begin to swell, aod so every one of the

fruits ripens properly, swelling to a large

size. This is regarded as the most
economical way of growing outdoor

Tomatoes in this country. It may be

found necessary to defoliate the plants

somewhat, as shown at the bottom
of plant No. 2, to permit of the maxi-

mum amount of light and air reaching

the fruits.

No. 5 shows the condition of an

imtopped plant about mid-September,

and No. 6 the condition of a topped

plant at that date. Also, Nos. 7 and 8 show
the relative sizes of the fruits, respectively, at

that date.

Then the question of watering and feeding

arises. We must be careful not to over water,

remembering that each plant possesses fewer

leaves, that the season is becoming cooler, and
that the rainfall often increases. The atmosphere

is much more moist, and if we apply an excess

cf moisture to the roots many handsijme fruits

split and are lost. G. G.

The War Offin' uiiHtli'n IIkiI hum imir onii'ttril <dl I'li/iers

jtosted to anil iK'iitnd Kihh/k'hii aittlltiy irill hi' titojiiii'd,

rxirpt those sent hii juihlinhi'in and ne/rmifi'tits tiiiii hitif

iihlilini'il spi'riid /ii'i'itiisnioH Irum thr War O/lin-. Sarh
lirrmisttian fias l>n-ii i/riiiifril In Thk (.>.\uni':N, iitid sidi-

srrihrrs ii'ho si'iul lit frii'iids in Drnmark, HoUaiiit, ynririni,

Siri'di'il, •'^ilitZf'rtinid, ^pain, Portuijat, Orvrri', and
Honinania stioidd ardi-r ro[i'u's to be dcspatrhrd hil fin'

Pnblislter from 211, 'Tnrislocf; .Street, Covent Harden, W.C.
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Vegetable Marrows

Now there is a glut of these, a few

recipes may bring relief from the appal-

ling sight and insipid taste of a British

cooked (?) Marrow. A witty cordon bleu

said that in England vegetables were

only prepared for cooking, and not even pre-

pared properly. He then enlarged upon the

awful " railway station paste " with which an

English cook attempts to hide her ignorance

by smearing it over Marrows, Beans, or anything

else, (i) Take a dozen or more tiny Marrows

about 2 inches long, with the flower still on, if you

like, and throw them into boiling oil. In about

eight minutes drain them out and serve on a very

hot dish. Oil is not extravagant at aU, since

you ^ can use it a dozen times or more,

simply clarifying each time. (2) Cut a fair-

sized Marrow (about 10 inches to 12 inches)

a teacupful of stock or water—to rub Garlic

round the casserole is a great improvement—and
half a tcaspoonful of brown sugar. Cover closely

and stew till a fork goes in readily. Do not over-

cook any vegetable, but remember that a certain

crispness renders them far more wholesome and
dainty. Most vegetables look as if they had been
boiled to pap and then sat upon—a truly nauseous

sight. Daintiness is the very soul of good cooking.

MARROW SOUP.

.\ cieUcious soup can als<) be made of Marrows.

Perhaps you have steamed or cooked a Cauli-

flower yesterday, perhaps Carrots or Turnips,

in fact, anything (except Cabbage). You have,

of course, kept the liquor—every trained cook

does. Then fry some Onion in any fat you like,

except mutton—you can fry it in your casserole

—

add the vegetable stock we spoke of, cut up the

Marrow—skin, pips, and all—add a little mace,

WHITE FOXGLOVES SELF SOWN IN A BORDER.

into slices about half an inch to three-quarters

of an inch thick, fry in oil nutter or with

rashers of bacon, and serve very hot together

with the bacon. This is excellent as a break-

fast or luncheon dish. Never under any
circumstances remove either the skin or the

,

pips of Marrows, also never cook soda with

any vegetable.

STUFFED MARROWS.
Cut a Marrow of convenient size lengthwise in

two, scoop out the seeds with a spoon

and lay them on a plate or in a casserole ; fill

the void with a mixture of any little remains

of meat (minced), breadcrumbs, finely chopped
Onion, ground Nuts if liked, pepper, salt, a little

Tomato sauce, a little fresh (if possible) Thyme,
Tarragon, Marjoram, Sweet Cicely and Mint.

Put the two halves of the Marrow together, tie

securely with a couple of pieces of white tape,

and lay in the casserole with the pips and any
odds and ends of vegetables that you have—Peas,

Beans, Onion, the green stalks or leaves of Onion,

a slice or two of Apple, chopped up Tomatoes,

salt, pepper and sugar, and when thoroughly cooked
rub through a sieve till every particle is used

;

return it to the casserole if wanted richer or more
nourishing, and add milk or cream. In Italy a

quickly prepared and delicious soup is made simply

from an Onion, a Parsnip, a Leek and a Turnip (or

Radishes too old and hot to eat) boiled in two
quarts of water, rubbed through a sieve, &c., as

above, and flavoured to taste. (Mrs.) B. M.-C.

WHITE FOXGLOVES
Although Foxgloves, whether white or coloiured,

are best of all in woodland, they are also most

welcome in flower-borders and in spaces in

shrubberies. The illustration shows some groups

of a pure white variety of good habit, self

sown at the edges of some borders, whose

proper occupants are for the late summer.
Sometimes in gardens a Foxglove will sport into

a regrettable malformation, when, instead of the

graceful spire, a kind of open cup or inverted

bell appears at the top, destroying all the beauty

of form and symmetry of the plant. From quite
another point of view Foxgloves are just now of

special importance, and it is to be hoped that the
leaves of the m>Tiads of wild plants that appear
in many copses are being collected for medicinal
use. The highly poisonous substance, digitalis,

pervades the whole plant, but is prepared from
the leaves. The drug is used in cases of heart
disease, but requires extremely careful adminis-
tration.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbage.—Put out the plants as fast as they
are ready

; the larger they are, the greater the
check they receive. Small, neat-growing sorts
like Harbinger and Ellam's Early will succeed
if planted 18 inches apart in 18-inch rows, cutting
out alternate heads quite early. Larger-growing
varieties like Flower of Spring or Wheeler's
Imperial will be all the better with rows 2 feet
apart and more space in the rows. Firm, clean
Kround will sufifice without digging.

Potatoes.—In many gardens the baulm displays
the presence of disease. Some persons cut off the
haulm to check the disease penetrating to
the tubers, but in this I have little faith. If
removing the haulm is an advantage, it should
be pulled up entirely by standing on the rows,
thus leaving the tubers in the soil, which, in the
case of late sorts, will enable the skin to become
firmer. All second-early varieties should be lifted,
carefully examined, and stored in a cool, dark shed
or cellar, clearing away all tops, diseased tubers
and weeds as a preventive of germs lying in the
soil.

Cauliflowers.—For wintering the young plants
under glass in a cold frame, make a sowing of
Magnum Bonum or Walcheren. These plants
will be suitable for putting out in the spring or
growing on in pots for early use. Protect from sun
the heads of those forming, by tying the leaves
over the top, thus maintaining a pure white flower-
head. Not only in appearance are these heads
superior, but they are more succulent and tender.

Endive sown last month will now be ready for
pricking out into cold frames for the winter.
Blanching of full-sized plants should be done a
few at a time, as required. Lay a slate on the top
of each head, tie the leaves up over the crown,
or cover with an inverted pot.

Lettuce.—Sow in cold frames for successional
:rops. Prick out at once those ready, to prevent
them being drawn up weakly.

Onions.—Lift the main crop as fast as growth
matures and the tops die off. Lay the bulbs on
the ground thinly to dry, and store them in a cool,
airy shed.

Parsley.—Make a thin sowing in a cold frame
for winter use.

Spinach.—No time should be lost in making
a final sowing of Prickly or the Round-seeded
varieties for early spring use.

Tomatoes growing against walls should have
surplus leaves cut off to admit sun to the fruit
to hasten colouring. Where possible, cover the
plants with lights from cold frames.

Fruit Under Glass.

Muscat Grapes should have aid in ripening
by warming the hot-water pipes day and night
during dull, sunless weather to maintain a buoyant
atmosphere, with air admitted both night and day.
The roots of the Vines must not suffer from want
of water, neither must they have too much,
especially where the soil is heavy and retentive
of moisture. Do not allow the laterals to get
too far ahead to exclude sunlight.

Late Grapes, as Alicante, Lady Downe's and
Gros Maroc, should have the laterals thinned and
shortened back, each week supplying the roots
with a sufficiency of water to enable the berries

to attain full size and colour.

The Flower Garden.

Hedges of Privet, Yew, Holly, Thuya Lobbii,
and evergreens should be neatly cut, as growth has
finished for this season.

Rambler Roses.—To enable the current season's
growth to become matured, ihe pruning of these
should be completed by cutting away almost
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all of the current season's blossoming shoots.

Where growth was sparse, a few of last year's

growths can be left if overcrowding is not the

result E. Molyneux.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swiinmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—The long-continued drought, accom-

panied by great heat, had a very bad effect on

this crop, and the bulbs will require very careful

treatment lest they begin to root afresh with the

approach of autumn. Rather than wait for an

enhanced size of the bulbs, it will be safer in many
cases to draw them and dry them off, even though

the crop may be less bulky than one could wish.

The autumn-sown batch will now be sufficiently

advanced to allow for weeding the rows, after

which the interspaces should be hoed a few inches

in depth. A swan-necked hoe is the better

implement for this purpose.

Cauliflowers.—Should the latest batch of Early

Erfurt be moving too slowly, a pinch of sulphate

of ammonia applied to each will exert an im-

mediate and beneficial effect. It is not essential

to cover all the ground with this material ; merely

round the stem of each plant, but not touching

it, is quite sufficient to ensure the desired effect.

Carrots.'—Stump-rooted varieties, when there

are any left after supplying summer requirements,

should be lifted and stored in a cool place or in soil

in pits in the garden. The roots, if left too long

in the ground, become hard and comparatively

valueless. That is why they should be lifted

soon.

The Flower Garden.

Cyclamens.—Seeds of C. neapolitanum are now
ready to sow, and, given time, are certain to yield

a large percentage of plants. I raise them in a

cold pit, and am in no panic should the seedlings

linger long in making their appearance. The old

plants, if not already surface-dressed, should have

some nice light material spread over the surfaces

where they are growing, the flowers being due

immediately.

Colchicums.—It is not yet too late to set these,

though Bornmiilleri will soon be in flower. Speci-

osum album seems to thrive best when often trans-

planted, and should there be a failure of this

beautiful variety, it maybe taken as an indication

that a new situation would be appreciated.

Iris (English).—I have lifted all our stock, and

this is a suitable time to replant. A large number
occupies but little space by planting at 3 inches

to 4 inches apart in rows and 7 inches between

the rows. Like other bulbous Irises, a dressing

of cow-manure applied to the surface so that its^

properties are washed down is a very valuable

aid to these. All our Spanish Irises were replanted

last year, and being sufficiently patriotic I took a

crop'of early Potatoes off the beds. They are now
being surface-dressed and put into shape for

another season, but no intercrop will be planted

next year.

Fruit Under Glass.

Late Grapes.—it may now be advisable to heat

the pipes in damp weather and dirring cold nights,

but much depends on the structures and their

condition and also the stage which the Grapes are

at. If started early in the year, most varieties

will be nearly matured, and in that case applied

heat will be needed only to preserve a dry and

airy atmosphere in the meantime.

Mealy Bug.—I would very strongly advise those

who have this pest to deal with, and which some-

times is so virulent as to besiege and occupy the

bunches, to vaporise with a nicotine insecticide

and continue to repeat the application till every

living bug has disappeared. If the Vines have been

grown without the leaves having been weakened
bv continued moisture, and only primary leaves

are on the Vines, they may be vaporised at double

strength without doing the least harm to anything

but the objects of the vaporisation. Vines that

have been cleared of fruit, besides being vaporised,

may be syringed occasionally with water at 150°.

Melons.—In many gardens the main crop of

Melons ripens now and a little later. There is a

danger to heedth in allowing the fruit to hang too

long and becoming over-ripe, directly the crack

round the insertion of the stalk appears being the

proper moment to cut the fruit, which may be
kept for some time in a cool room. No water

should be applied, but free ventilation should be

given in all suitable weather.

Peaches.—These will now ripen slowly both
indoors and on walls, and maybe further retarded,
if necessary, by hanging mats or other material
in front of the trees. Gather all fruit as it become ^

fit, and lay what is not required for present use in
a cool room till wanted. If trees are very vigorous
they will need going over for the last time to pinch
out side shoots, and as trees are cleared of fruit
they should be pruned without delay, leaving only
what is wanted to furnish the trees for another
season. R. P. Brotherston.

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)
Tyninghame

.
Prestonkirk, N.B.

The Autumn Treatment of

Loganberries and Raspberries

DURING the last year or two the

. value of the Loganberry for pre-

I serving purposes has been fully

realised, and it is by no means imusual

to find the fruits offered for sale in

shops as " Giant " and " Egyptian Raspberries.
"

The plant is a rampant grower and will thrive in

almost any soil, yet the majority of those who
attempt to cultivate it do not get anything like

the crop that a properly tended plant is capable

and in others collapse of the canes afttr

the flowering stage has been reached. In nearly

every case this can be traced to immature rods

or, in other words, only partial ripening the

previous autumn. For many years now I have
made a practice of going over the Raspberries

early in June, cutting away the obviously weak
and unwanted new shoots, leaving only the strongest

and best. Then, immediately all the fruit has
been gathered, the old canes are cut out and the

new ones loosely tied in their places. The result

by winter is stout, hard canes of a beautiful brown
I olour, and a heavy crop of luscious fruit the

following year. H.

A COLUMN FOR
THE CURIOUS

Rue (Ruta graveolens).—Though usually

accounted a physic-garden herb, Rue is a pretty

plant in any garden, whether it is grown for the

sake of the level mass of yellow flower-heads in

July or for its blue-grey foliage at other times oi

.\ BREADTH OF RUE IN FLOWER.

of producing. This is due more to ignorance

than to any wilful lack of attention. It should

be fully realised that the fruit next year will be

borne on the lusty yoimg growths or rods that

are being pushed up from the base this summer.

The better these are ripened before the winter

the better will be the crop next year, hence any-

thing that can be done to bring that about ought

not to be neglected. The growths that are fruiting

this year have completed their work when the

berries have all been gathered, and the sooner

they are cut right out the better it will be for

the young ones that remain. Too often they are

allowed to remain until the winter, all the time

deriving a certain amount of nourishment from

the roots, and impeding the progress of light and

air to the new shoots. After cutting away the

old rods the cultivator will probably find

that there are more new ones than can be

accommodated. If this is so, the weakest ought

to be cut away, retaining only sufficient of

the sturdiest to furnish whatever support is

available.

With Raspberries the same methods apply

with even greater force. Too often I receive

complaints of Raspberries being small and hard,

the flowers in some instances refusing to set,

summer. It has long been valued for its medicinal

qualities, a general idea of which may be gathered

from John Parkinson, who, writing early in the

seventeenth century, says of it :
" The many

good properties whereunto Rue serveth, hath,

I think in former times caused tlie English name
of Herb Grace to be given unto it. For without

doubt it is a most wholesome herbe, although

bitter and strong, and could our dainty stomaches

brooke the use thereof, it would worke admirable

effects being carefully and skilfully applyed ' as

time and occasion did require : b\it not undis-

creetly or hand over head, as many use to do
that have no skill. Some do rippe up a bead

rowle of the vertues of Rue, as Macer the poet

and others in whom you shall find them set downe,

to be good for the head, eyes, breast, liver,

heart, spleen, &c. In some places they use to

boyle the leaves of Rue and keep them in pickle

to eat them as Sampire for the helpe of weak
eyes."

In Mrs. Bardswell's pleasant book, " The Herl;

Garden "—a book which contains a quaatity of

interesting herb lore—we read of country people

eating chop'ped Rue between slices of bread and
* butter, and that it is also commonly so eaten in

Germany.
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The Rev. J. Jacob's enquiry on page 244

reminds me that the old gardening periodicals

—

mostly monthly ones—have long been regarded

as mere waste paper, and the value of them com-

mercially is almost nil. Here and there, however,

the student of floricultural history may perchance

get from them a grain of com after sifting a very

large heap of chaff. For anyone to contemplate

making a collection of periodical horticultural

literature is out of the question ; want of space

alone precludes it. It would have to be done by a

society or corporate body having a special interest

in the subject. There is unquestionably a wide

field open in this particular branch of horticul ural

literature, as I know by experience. Thirty years

ago, wh:n I was regularly at work on horticultural

literature at the British Museum, I came across

many of these old gardening magazines. But the

collection there is very incomplete, and. so far as

I know, there is really mi list or catalogue extant

which claims to be anything like a comprehensive

one. Some, like " The Floricultural Cabinet," are

still well known, but others, like the one specifically

mentioned by Mr. Jacob, were merely of local

repute ; they lasted for a time, then disappeared

and have been forgotten. It would certainly

be most useful if a comprehensive catalogue of

this class of literature could be compiled. Sucli

a work would have to be purely a labour of love,

and Mr. Jacob is just one of those wlio might

occupy his spare moments on such an under-

taking. Never having kept a record of those I

have met with, it is only possible for me to give a

few bare titles. The mee placing of them on

record may serve some purpose, and from one of

my notebooks are selected the following :
" Pax-

ton's Magazine of Botany," " Loudon's Gardeners'

Magazine," " The Floricultural Cabinet," " The

Florist and Pomologist," " The Midland and

Northern Florists' Guide," " The Florist," " The

Floricultural Magazine," " The Midland Florist,"

" The Florists' Journal," " The Florists' Magazine,"

" The Horticultural Journal," " The Gardener

and Practical Florist," " The Gardeners' and

Foresters' Record," " The Gardeners' Magazine

of Botany," " The Garden Companion and Florists'

Guide," "The Birmingham and Midland Gardeners'

Magazine," " Gossip for the Garden," " Walkling's

Florists' Guide," " The Scottish Florist and Horti-

cultural Journal," " The Gardeners' Hive," " The

Midland Florist and Suburban Horticulturist,"

" The Scottish Gardener," " West of Scotland

Horticultural Magazine," ".The Floricultiural

Review," " The Floral Magazine," " The Floral

World," " The Gardeners' Gazette," " The Horti-

cultural Register," " The Magazine of Botany

and Gardening " (Rennie's), &c. Many of these

were started in the thirties and forties of the last

century, some of them running on for quite a

number of years.—C. H. P.

Notes from a County Down
Garden in Autumn

" The melancholy days have come.

The saddest of the year."—Bryant.

SWEET PEAS have bloomed very freely

up to the present time, but it seems to

me that we have too many light-

coloiu-ed varieties, a great number of

which seem to be much alike. What
appears to be wanted are dark colours, to give

variety not only to the show table, but to the

garden.

Varieties of Marguerite Carnations are well

worth growing from seed, as they give such an

abundance of beautiful fragrant flowers, and I

have noticed very few singles among them. The

colours are brilliant yellow, pink, rose and white

selfs. They make very handsome displays in

vases.

There are a great many " useful household

vegetables " to be seen this year. Beetroot is both

ornamental and useful in the Cabbage plot. I

think I am justified in saying that " Alphol

"

has cured a trench of Celery afflicted with disease.

The aroma from the plantation has disappeared,

and the plants seem to be growing well again.

Tomatoes are ripening solid and weighty, and,

like everything else in one's garden, repay for

carefully selected compost and also for correct

potting. Everyone commencing gardening should

note these two things, as nearly everything else

in connection with gardening is routine work

;

so study yotir gardening books for ' this

information.

On the whole, one has much to be thankful

for, but a good heavy shower of rain once or twice

a week during hot weather is worth a great deal

to gardeners and farmers generally. I trust

soon the implements of warfare may be put aside

and the plough and the spade return to their own

again, for mankind was brought into this earth

to subdue and cultivate it.

Holywood, County Down. Walter Smyth.

The Land of the Bilberry

iN

the old days romantic the remote little

village of Clun was a place of some import-

ance, and up to the year 1886 it was a borough

incorporate, governed by two bailiffs and

a Recorder, its charter being confirmed

by Edward II. When first I knew it—before the

arrival of that panting juggernaut, the motor-'bus,

disturbed the seclusion of its peaceful streets

—

Clim was not very easy of access, for the nearest

station (Broome, London and North Western

Railway) was six miles distant.

In those days it would indeed have been no

surprise to have seen " an elfin vision " during

a ramble on the moors in August, when all the

children of the district go " Wimberry picking."

For does not Dryden tell us that

" Above the rest our Britain held they dear.

More solemnly they kept tlieir sabbaths here,

And made more spacious rings, and revell'd half

the year."

But even if the fairies have quite forsaken

Cltm, it is stiU full of delights for the lover of

Nature—the botanist, geologist and antiquarian.

I have been there when the hills were one wide

dazzling waste of snow and the farmers were full

of anxiety lest any of the little sheep for which the

district is famous should have been overwhelmed

in the fleecy shower. I have been there in .August

when children and " grown-ups," after an early

breakfast, start off for a day on the hills to pick

the luscious purple berries of Vaccinium Myrtillus,

the Whortleberry or Bilberry. Range after range

of hills surround the village, and here are acres

ot the little shrub growing on stony heaths alongside

the purple Heather.

It is a fine clear day, and a climb of almost

r,ooo feet reveals one of the finest ^^ews in the

County of Salop. To the north lies the little town

of Bishop's Castle, whose charter bears the date

r572, and was formerly represented in Parliament

by two members. On the western side of the

village, bordering on Wales, lies the Forest of

Clun, partially enclosed in r875 by Act of Parlia-

ment, a rough, hilly district in which are five

British camps and the most perfect portion of

Offa's Dyke. Close to the village is the famous

Clun Castle, three sides of whose great twelfth

century tower, a stately and majestic mass of

stonework, " spring sheer into the sky from the

edge of the moat, and the halves of two round
bastions with a fragment of wall between them,

containing a fireplace and relics of two fourteenth

century windows, practically form the whole

of the masonry surviving above ground." (I

quote from Mr. J. E. Auden's excellent little

guide.) This, it is supposed, is the original of

Sir Walter Scott's fortress in "The Betrothed" ;

" The Castle of Garde Doloreuse upon the

marches of Wales was a place strong by nature

and well fortified by art. It was one of those

formidable castles on the frontiers of the ancient

British, on the ruins of which the traveller gazes

with awe. The river, whose stream washed on

three sides the base of the proud eminence on which

the castle was situated, curved away from the-

fortress and its corresponding village on the west,,

and the hill sank downward to an extensive plain

so extremely level as to indicate its alluvial origin.

An ancient bridge, a high and narrow combination

of arches of unequal size, led to the opposite side

of the river, and was about half a mile distant

from the castle. Within the walls was the buttery

where each March and October tlie butler brewed
miglity ale from the best barley in Shropshire."

The children's baskets are full of the purple

berries, their hands (and mouths !) are stained

a rich red purple, and it is to be feared that

" Nanny's " heart will break when she sees the

nice clean overalls in which they started out !

Reluctantly we '* grown-ups " turn our faces

liomewards, leaving the wonderful panorama of

the hills, but mindful of those words of Arthur

Symons :

" Peace waits among the hills
;

I liave drunk peace,

Here, where the blue air fills

The great cup of the hills.

And fills with peace."

The children are tired, but not too tired to

remember that Mr. ."Arthur Morris, the Clun baker,

makes excellent Bilberry pies, and so perforce

we must call and take some back for tea.

Some of the Bilberries we bottle in " Kilner
""

jars ; but the work is tedious, as all the little

stalks and bits of leaves must be removed. As I

write there is a fragrant fruity smell throughout

the house, for most of the purple berries are being

boiled up for jelly. The process is simple. First

they are stewed in a jar in the oven until quite

soft ; then strained through a muslin bag. The
syTup is afterwards well boiled, adding lib. of

sugar to every pint of juice, until it sets on a cold

plate.

One word more. Should you, Mr. Editor, or

any reader of The Garden who is unable to

go to Clun, wish to taste what a " Wimberry

"

is like, I advise you to write to Mr. Thomas Miles,

Newport Street, Clun, R.S.O., Salop. His price

was sixpence per pound when I last enquired.

Kidderminster. .\rthur R. Goodwi.v.

APPLE BENONI
Fifteen years ago I was so impressed with the

appearance 'and quality of this Apple—which

somewhat resembles in shape King of the Pippins,

but ripens earlier, thus filling a gap between this

and Worcester Pearmain—that I planted fifty

bush trees of the variety. For some unaccountable

reason this is the first year I have had a full crop

of fruit from any of the trees, although they have

had reasonable attention ; the too stiff soil is

perhaps the main cause of failure. So disappointing

were the trees that many have been regrafted witii

other sorts, which have succeeded, thus proving

its value as an added stock. In quality the flesh

is much superior to that of King of the Pippins

ripening at the end of September. E. M.
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BOOKS
Soil Conditions and Plant Growth.*—No one

more capable of writing a monograph on the im-

portant subject with which the book under review

deals could have been iiound than the Director

of the renowned Rothamsted Experimental

Station This is not, a "popular" book, but is

written for the student and the worker in other

sciences, and for those whose education has fitted

them to appreciate the meaning of the investiga-

tions which it summarises. At the same time, it is

not a dry-as-dust scientific treatise, but a lucid

and compreheiisive account of our present knowledge
of the relationship between the plant and the soil.

In this, the third, edition new matter has been
incorporated dealing with new points of view, so

that the book is well up to date.

Perhaps the keynote of the book is the idea of a
" limiting factor," i.e., the fact that the produce of

any given crop is limited by the presence of some
deleterious or the absence of some beneficial

condition. Some of these are known, some are

guessed at, and some have, so far, eluded the utmost
search of the chemist and the botanist. Perhaps

when some unique person shelters under one hat

a profound chemist and an acute botanist—one who
will not keep the two sciences in watertight com-
partments, but will bring to bear upon each the

light the other can give, and who has at the same
time the opportunity of carrying out extensive

investigations—some of these problems may be

solved. Meanwhile, knowledge is slowly growing,

and this book will do not a little to help its growth,

for not only does it show what is known, but it also

shows what is to be discovered, where gaps in our

knowledge occur, and where explanations offered

appear to be inadequate to the effect produced.

One important point touched upon more than

once concerns us all. Farming and gardening,

calling as they do for large quantities of manurial

substances, some of which are imported from
distant places, are at least as much concerned

at the enormous waste of nitrogen and other

substances in the sewage of this and other civilised

countries. The changes that go on in the nitrogen

of the soil form one of the most interesting stories

in the whole range of natural history, for they

are not purely chemical ones, but depend upon
the activities of both plants and animals, and are

all set out p'ainly in this admirable monograph.

Lastly, we must draw attention to Chapters VIII.

and IX., for they contain the author's conclusions

on " the soil in relation to plant growth" and on
" the interpretation of soil analyses." Some of the

pitfalls surrounding the latter were alluded to in

an article in a recent issue of The Garden, and

the chapter here is addressed more to analysts

perhaps than to the general public ; but all who
have an interest in the matter may read it with

not a little profit, for much light is thrown upon
cultivation by an understanding perusal of it.

The chapter on the relation of plant growth to

the soil deals with various types of soil and the

crops they support, and here again the cultivator

may get considerable help ; but nowhere is our

ignorance made more apparent than in such

instances as the following, which we quote from

page 195 :
" Potatoes grown in the Dunbar district

are remf#kable for their quality ; they will stand

boiling and subsequent warming-up without going

black. The same varieties of Potatoes grown in

the same way in the Fens blacken badly under

the same treatment, and consequently command a

much lower price in the market. . . . Our know-
ledge of these variations is fragmentary and wholly

• " Soil Conditions and Plant Growth." by Edward J,
Russell. D.Sc, F.K.S. Third euition, 8vo., 243 pages.
Published by Longmans, Green and Co., London, 1917;
price 6s. 6d. net.
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empirical," says the author, and it must continue

to be so, though the problems presented are worth
the attention of the most acute minds, until the

necessary money for such investigations as are

demanded is forthcoming. The results of su(h
investments as are required are certain though
not always immediate, so long as suitable men are

found to carry out the work. May we hope that

after the war a more enlightened attitude may
prevail, or rather an extension of that point of

view that induced Sir John Lawes to start the

Rothamsted experiments which have been a

model for the world !

[September i, 1917.

The Sale of Hand-Picked

Seed Potatoes

[To THE Editor of "The Garden."]

Sir,—As I was mainly responsible for the seed

trade obtaining a special licence to sell their

selected hand-picked seed Potatoes at higher

prices than greengrocers, I think you may like

to have a brief statement from me.
In the first place I have noticed two errors

that have appeared in the London papers of

August 24. In the Times it is stated that we
sold 41b. of Potato Early Rose for 6s. ; it should,

of course, have read " r4lb. for 6s." Obviously

a printer's error. There is also a little error in

the Daily Graphic report as to the amount of

fine inflicted, viz., £25 instead of £15.

In case you may not have seen the licence on
which I have been fined, I enclose you a copy
together with a copy of the original application

upon which the 'icence was granted, as it was thought

that the application had a considerable bearing

on the construction of the licence. After I had
established to the satisfaction of the Board of

Agriculture the right of bona-fide seedsmen to be
treated differently to greengrocers, I was invited

to call at the Department of the Food Controller

to see Mr. Dennis, where we discussed the issuing

of licences to seedsmen. I was asked by Mr.

Dennis how the Department could determine

who were entitled to licences, when I replied :

" By the publication of catalogues by recognised

seedsmen, as it was the practice of such to publish

catalogues, and as the catalogues were invariably

issued in December or January their production

with the application for licence would be a guar-

antee that they were bona-fide seedsmen, and that

the prices contained therein for specially selected

hand-picked seed Potatoes were not fixed at an
unreasonable figure." My suggestion was adopted,

and the horticultural papers were, I believe,

duly informed that seedsmen must supply a copy
of their catalogue with the application for a

licence.

My solicitor after the trial congratulated me
on the complete vindication by the magistrate

of both my own personal honour and that of the

firm of which I am a member, which, after all, was
what the firm and myself were principally con-

cerned in. The magistrate stated there was,

in his opinion, no justification for the suggestion

that the firm or myself had attempted to " pro-

fiteer" at the expense of the public.

George Hewlings Barr.

March 19th, r9i7.

The Secretary,

Ministry of Food Control,

Grosvenor House,

Park Lane, W.

Sir,—We beg to make application to you for licence

to sell hand-picked seed Potatoes at our Catalogue

prices up to May 31st, and enclose copy of our
Catalogue herewith.

We are. Sir,

Your obedient servants,

Barr and Sons.

Ministry of Food,

Grosvenor House, W.i.

2rst March, iQry.

Gentlemen,—In reply fo your letter of the
19th instant I am directed by the Food Controller

to authorise you to sell selected seed Potatoes at

prices not exceeding those quoted in the catalogue
accompanying your application.

This authority, which wiU remain in force

until 3rst May next unless cancelled prior to that

date, is subject to the condition that not more
than 561b. of seed Potatoes of any given variety
shall be sold to any one person.

Comments on " The
Garden"

I

THINK The Garden for August 25 an
" extra speshul," packed with good things.

The one which most pleased me was " Desir-

able Bulbs for Autumn Planting." Crocus
Imperati has long been one of my winter

joys. I generally have a bowlful for Christmas
or New Year's Day. Its variability adds to its

charm.

The sly allusion to the promenade of his Satanic
Majesty was not lost on me, for my last abode
was " a -cottage of gentility with a double coach-

house"—though all the horses I ever kept there

were a clothes-horse and a towel-horse, both lame,

and long since departed to a jumble sale.

I think it was our reverend friend "
J. J." who

first made Lachenalias known to me in The Garden
;

some were sent me from Guernsey and I have
grown them ever since. Their weird, witch-like,

waxen flowers have a peculiar charm, and they
are easy to grow and last long. They are quite
" An(ne) Amateur's flower." When (?) L. Rose-
mary is as corn in Egypt and coal in Newcastle
I hope to enjoy it, and meantime content me
with cheaper kinds.

Many thanks to N. G. Hadden for advice to
" E.4." She has at once put up the wire-netting

and hopes to keep the deer at bay. The salt

water for the Cabbage White caterpillars would
be a welcome wrinkle if the proportion of salt

to water were given. As it is, it has the time-

honoured vagueness of " the size of a lump of

chalk " and " the length of a piece of string."

Mr. Walter Smyth's notes referring to perfume
are to the point ; also Mr. Beckett's on Sutton's

Blood-red Beet as a bedding plant. I grew this

Beet, just as he recommends, some years ago, with
great success.., It is also one of the best coloured

Beets for salad.

Re "Weeding"
; I did not refer to that rara

avis the "properly trained gardener," but to

average human beings who work " for love or

money " in small gardens and allotments. I

worked (pretty hard, too,, sometimes) in the

kitchen garden long before "women gardeners"
were ever heard of. Many a bed of vegetables

have I weeded, and planted long lines of Cos
Lettuces, and tied them up later on. Benedic-

tions on the man who introduced "self-folding"

ones ! I only wish he had done it twenty years

sooner. It would have spared me many a back-
ache ! Of course, there are some men who reaUy

weed (and some "Caledonians" who can discern

a joke).

But the most important article was that sent

by Mr. C. Pearson, " Preserving Fruit in Cold
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Water," especially now coals are " black diamonds "

indeed, and preserving sugar white ones ! This

iiRthod seems to me quite likely to succeed,

and 1 am going to try it because, if fruit thus

preserved will keep for a year in this climate,

it is a better way than my own old one, which
has stood the test for forty years or more. I

believe Mrs. Rudd's method will prove better

than mine for so/t berries, such as Loganberries,

Raspberries, Blackberries and Red Currants.

Here in the country, where we have no taps, I

propose to fill the bottles with water poured from
.1 ksttle, held up as high as possible.

Apple Newtown Pippin was tremendously
\aunted to me by two American friends years

.igo, so I tried it, and, though it fruited (sparsely),

it proved in my garden so poor in crop and in

flavoiu: that after a few years I got rid of it and
put in good old Wellington, which was mucli

better in every way.

I see from the illustrations that the Croydon
Rose Garden has greatly grown and improved
since, some twenty years ago, I used to trudge

through it two or three times a week. It promised
then to become beautiful.

The concluding paragraph on " Vegetables in

the City " recalled to me the time when, as a

schoolgirl, I used to cross the City and was some-
times sent to buy seeds at that corner shop in

London Wall. I well remember once, in the

middle of my order, being overwhelmed by a sudden
inrush of City men and " shoved " abruptly down
on a sack of Beans, where I meekly (?) sat (the

only woman there) until the Lords of Creation

finished fighting to get served at the counter.

When they departed I arose and completed my
order at my leisure (as they had made me miss

my train home to Surbiton), while the assistant

said, " Sorry, Missie
; you see the gentlemen were

in a hurry." " Flappers " of to-day would protest

against such treatment
; but seventeen year old

schoolgirls then expected to be generally

snubbed. Anne .\mateur.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FRUIT GARDEN.
PLANTING STRAWBERRIES (.4 Reader from Conne-

mara).—If the ground has been well prepared, by all means
plant now. If the plants are strong and well rooted, as
they ought to be by this time, the roots will become
well established in the soil by the end of autumn, and will
start strongly into grox^-th next spring and may produce
a few fruits.

INJURY TO BLACK CURRANT LEAVES (TT. L. S.).—
The leaves of the Black Curraut sent are attacked, so far
as two are concerned, by a curious rust fungus. One, how-
ever, with blistery spots on the foliage has been the victim
of an aphis attack, and, for this, sprajiug with a nicotine
wash is the best remedy. The rust fungus is called
Melampsora salicis viminalis. We gave a note with regard
to this in a recent issue. Spra>ing in May with Burgundy
or Bordeaux mixture offers the most reliable method of
dealing with this pest.

ABOUT APRICOT TREES (G. E. P.).—You may use
sulphate of iron itself if your soil is lacking in iron, which
is hardly likely. Apply as a top-dressing at the rate
of 2oz. to a square yard in autumn and fork or hoe it in.

The wild Apricot does not grow in this country : it is

a native of the Eastern Mediterranean, but no doubt
seedlings might be raised in this country by sowing the
stones of the ripe fruits. The main trouble in growing
Apricots here seems to lie in the difficulty in finding a
suitable site, in pro%iding chalk, and in giving protection
to the flowers in spring.

OUT-OF-DOOR PEACHES AND STONE SPLITTING
{Mrs. L. £,).—Stone splitting in Peach fruit is attributed
to various causes. But no one has been able to find out
specifically the actual cause. We think that the commoner
cause is the absence of a sufficient quantity of lime in
the soil. In the autumn, as soon as the leaves have fallen,
give the border a good watering with lime water. Soak
the lime the night before, and use only the clear water
on the surface. Then let the surface of the border be-
come moderately dry and take off the surface soil deep
enough to expose a moderate quantity of surface roots.
Then give a top-dressing, 5 inches deep, of the following
soil compost : To one barrowload of turfy loamy soil, add
a peck of old mortar rubble, the same of brick ends broken
small (to keep the soil open), the same of lime, a gallon
of soot, and the same of bone-meal, mixing the whole

well together. The soil sliould be moderately dry at the
time it is applied and should be trodden flown firmly.
Afterwards add a mulching or top-dressing of decayed
farmyard manure, 4 inches deep, over the roots on the
surface of the soil.

MORELLO CHERRIES CRACKING (J. iV.).—We could
have better told the cause of the cracking of the berries
had yousi-ntus a piece of the branch on which they grew.
The fruit must have had a check at the time it was about
half-grown, which had the result of contracting the skin
of the fruit and preventing it swelling afterwards as growth
took place; hence the cracking. This tree is subject to
attacks from a disease termed ** silver-leaf." It occurs
to us that this might have caused the trouble. It is very
seldom that anj'thing ails the fruit of this tree.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
COLOURED BEANS {W. S.).~The prettily flaked

gold and red Bean sent is ^f the " Painted Lady " type.
it is not an uncommon occurrence for one or two to turn
up occasionally among the normal llunner Beans.

TOMATOES NOT COLOURING {Robin Hoorf).—This
Tomato is not suffering from a disease, but from a fault
which is characteristic of a few varieties, including this
one. eWdently. It does not affect the bearing of the
plants, so that no serious loss has been suffered. The
remedy is in your own hands—do not plant the variety
again.

PEA EDWIN BECKETT (TT. ^.).—Pea Edwin Beckett
was first distributed by Messrs. William Cutbush
and Son of the Highgate Nurseries, Highgate, London, N.,
from whom it can still be obtained. This variety is of the
highest excellence, and i"? considered to be one of the
hardiest and most prolific yielding Peas of the present
day ; it is certainly one that all growers should cul-
tivate, especially where there is a heavy demand for this
vegetable.

FLOWER GAl^DEN.
INJURY TO ANTIRRHINUMS, DELPHINIUMS AND

ANENOMES {M. L.).—Xo fungus is likely to cause such
widespread damage as that which you "describe on the
various plants in your garden. The fact that so many
different ones have suffered points to some condition of
soil or cultivation, such as bad drainage or drought, or
exposure to chemical fumes or sometlung of that kind,
being the cause, rather than the attack of a fungus or
other pest.

SUNNY BORDER (Z). P. B.).—The best thing in the
fiower line for your sunny border would be a selection
of Bearded Irises, which you may plant with safety in
September. Following the treatment you suggest, there
should be every hope of success, and there is no flowering
plant the year through more fascinating than the modern
Flag Iris. The following are good sorts : Mrs. Darwin
(white and violet). Gracchus (primrose, veined purple),
Ehein-Nixe (white, narrowly edged violet), Jacquiniana
(coppery crimson and maroon), pallida dalmatica (tall,

pale blue, most handsome). Queen of May (pink), Mrs.
Neubronner (golden), Innocenza (pure wiiite). Princess
of Wales (pure white, early). Honorable (rich golden and
violet), Mme. Chereau (white, edged blue) and Maori
King (golden and maroon). Newer sorts would be Prosper
Laugier. Iris King. Isoline. Lohengrin. Ma Mie, Alcazar,
Ed. Michel. Gold Crest and Her Majesty. In planting
keep the rhizomes—the thick, fleshy roots—quite near
the surface. The Gooseberry to which you refer is

probably Rough Red, though you will find Red Champagne
and Warrington equally good for the pm-pose. Write to
Mr. J. C. Allgrove. Middle Green. Langley. Slough, who
specialises in these fruits, telling him of your needs.

MISCELLANEOUS.
LEGAL POINT (Mrs. 7^).—You will have no right

at the end of the term of agreement to remove the fruit

trees which you contemplate planting in the kitchen
garden, unless the lease specially authorises the same.
Were it not so. a tenant would be able to plant the whole
of a garden with trees, and thus greatly damage the letting

value of a property. Again, supposing that the tenant
had the right to remove all the trees at the end of the
term, it might so happen the garden would be left a barren
waste, which would be very unfair to the landlord.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS {Torquay),—It is not possible
to name the Kale from the fragment sent, though any
good gardener might do so if shown the growing crop.
The Lavender is Santolina incana ; it is popularly known
as Cotton Lavender, The Currant leaves are affected
by the Black Currant anthracuose (Ghposporium Eibis).

the remedy for which i.^ sprajing with Bordeaux mixture.
It is, however, late to do this now, and should be commenced
early in the season in order to keep the disease in check.
If the bushes are badly affected, the worst may be cut out
and burnt, and spraying resorted to also. In any case
the affected leaves should be destroyed.

NAMES OF PLANTS,—y. F. A.—\. Teucrium Polium
aureum) : 2, Tragopogon orientate ; 3. Hemerocallis
fulva var. flore pleno ; 4, Hypericum calycinum.

Dunkeld Allotment Society.

A \'ERY interesting gardening lecture was given on behalf
of the above society, and for the benefit of allot-

ment holders generally, by Mr. E. T. Ellis on August
21 at the Sheffield University at 8 p.m. There was a
fair attendance and great interest was shown. Mr.
Ellis dealt with the subject of harvesting and storing
vegetables in a simple, comprehensive and practical

manner, and illustrated his lecture with large sketches.
It is hoped that the series of lectures to commence in
October will be useful and interesting.

Mr. F. Herbert Chapman.—Great sympathy
is extended to Mr. V. Herbert Chapman on the

loss of his only son, Montague Herbert, killed in

action in Flanders on August 14. He was a second-

lieutenant in the loth Battalion of the Rifle Brigade,

and was carrying ont a very brave and daring

deed on an advanced post at t he t ime of his

death, which was instantaneous. His Commanding
Officer in a letter to Mr. Herbert Chapman, in re-

ferring to his last brave act which saved a critical

situation, says :
" He was a very, very brave

officer, and I cannot tell you how I feel his loss."

Agricultural Returns. 1W7.—The Preliminary

Statement of the Agricultural Returns for England

and Wales, collected in June last, shows that about

190,000 acres of permanent grass have been brought

under the plough since June, 1916, the arable area

being 195,000 acres more than a year ago. The
acreage under Wheat is slightly greater than a

year ago, a decrease of 63,000 acres in that sown

in the autumn being rather more than counter-

balanced by increased spring sowings. Barley and

Oats are being grown more extensively than last

year, the former showing an increase of r28,5oo

acres and the latter one of 173,000 acres; the

area under Oats is the largest recorded since 1904.

Of the pulse drops, Beans have been reduced by

25,000 acres and Peas increased by 18,000 acres

as compared with last year. The acreage under

Potatoes has been increased by 80,000 acres,

or nearly one-fifth, and is about 10 per cent,

greater than the highest previously recorded.

The area under roots has also been extended,

Turnips and Swedes by 34,000 acres, and Mangolds

by nearly r 1,000 acres. Green fodder crops have

been grown on reduced areas. Mustard has lost

the large increase recorded last year, and the area

is now below that of 191 5. Bare fallow was

reduced by 66,500 acres. The area of Clover and

rotation grasses is 90,000 acres less than last year,

nearly all the reduction being in that reserved for

hay. The area from which meadow hay was taken

also shows a reduction, and altogether the hay area

is down by nearly 108,000 acres.

National Rose Society, — Instead of the

usual autumn show the National Rose Society

will hold a non-competitive display of Roses in

the London Scottish Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate>

Westminster, on Tuesday, September nth, from

I p.m. to 6 p.m. The show will be on the

lines of the customary fortnightly shows of the

Royal Horticultural Society—that is to say,

there will be no competition, but awards of medals

and certificates will be made to such exhibits

which the judges may consider worthy. All sec-

tions of members, whether nurserymen, amateurs

and the ladies, are invited to exhibit. As it ' is

a sort of go-as-you-please Rose show, everyone

should bring something. There will be no classes ;

only three divisions—one for new seedling Roses,

one for nurserymen, and one for amateurs. The

maximum amount of space of flat staging allowed

to each exhibitor is as follows : Nurserymen,

15 feet run ; amateurs, 5 feet run. The method

of staging and arrangement will be left entirely

to the discretion of the exhibitor, but the chief

points for consideration of the judges will be

:

(i) The quality and freshness of the blooms ; (2)

the general artistic effect and method of arrange-

ment. It is hoped that as many members as

possible will stage an exhibit. Further particulars

may be obtained on application to Mr. Courtney

Page. 25. Victoria Street, S.W. i.

*,* The Yearly Subscription to The Garden is : Inland

10s. lOrf. , Foreign^ ISs.
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
WINTER egg-production should for

the most part be left to the pullets,

and those who read my notes

regularly will follow my ruling.

Pullets V. Hens.—I again repeat
my slogan, " Pullets for eggs and hens for chicks."

If this formula is put into practice the best results

will accrue. In the first place, matured hens
lose that nervousness which is a characteristic

of the young pullets, with the result that they
produce more fertile eggs. The latter, too, are
larger than those from pullets, and the resultant
chicks are robust and of a good size. Sometimes
one cannot help using puUets, but in such cases

it is wise to mate them to adult cocks. Again,
the older the hen becomes, the longer she takes
over the moult, so that unless the poultry-keeper
hastens the moulting, the adult hens" will not have
finished the casting of their feathers ready for

early laying.

Eggs and Chicks.—It is not wise to endeavour
to obtain both eggs and chicks from pullets in the
same season. It might be done occasionally, but
its regular adoption will not improve the stamina
of a strain. The poultry-keeper will readily

understand that it is unreasonable to expect a

pullet to lay heavily all the winter and then to

•engage in breeding operations without any period
of rest. Far more profitable is it to rely principally

on the pullets of the season's hatching for winter
eggs, and on the adult hens for spring chickens.
If each piillet is retained specially for laying the
first year, she can be allowed to moult late to

spend her second season chiefly in the breeding
pen. Where all the layers are trap-nested during
their first or " pullet " year, their egg-scores can be
examined and the best performers used in the
breeding pens.

The Laying Pullet.—The ideal pullet is the
one that is hatched out in mid-March for heavy
breedi, or m mid-April for light or non-sitting

varieties. Every poultry-keeper should start the
winter egg-season with a goodly number of such
birds, and it is here that so many go -wrong. Those
interested in the sale of day-old chicks invariably
dispose of all the chicks they can. They bestow
no thought upon the " home " stock needed for

winter laying. So long as there is a demand for

young chickens they readily part with all they
have on the farm at the time. There is one thing
more than another in which the owner must be
mean, and that is in respect of his March and April
chickens. Before a chick is sold the poultry-
breeder should make his arrangements so that a
given number of pullets will be reared for " home "

•use. These will be needed for winter laying,

and the matter upon which I write is of vital im-
portance to those desirous of obtaining full egg-
baskets from October onwards.

Systematic Rearing.—Systematic breeding and
Tearing should be practised by every poultry-
keeper, whether he is in a large or small way. Let
him decide early in the season the number of

liens he proposes to dispose of and the number
of pullets he intends to rear. Then he must not

rest contented until

he has made sure

that he will have
the correct head of

pullets when the

winter comes round.

The usual plan is

to possess half hens

and half puUets at

the beginning of each winter egg-season. If

the pullets of the current year's hatching are in

the majority, so much the better from the view-

point of winter egg-production. Apart from
likely deaths, it is safe to allow for half

of the young stock reared to be cockerels,

and to hatch out, therefore, at least twice the

number of chicks as pullets required. With this

object in view each poultry-keeper should commence
the season's breeding operations, and if he is short

of the required number of pullets, let him in the

autumn buy pullets of the right hatching to make
up the deficiency.

Permanent Winter Quarters.—Even when
the poultry-keeper has secured sufficient pullets

of the correct hatching, he may fail as regards the

winter egg-baskets owing to bad handling of the
stock. The average owner is too fond of shifting

his pullets to strange quarters just as they are

on the point of laying. This is a great mistake.
I like to get my pullets into their winter quarters
by mid-September, and then I am sure of an early

egg-supply. This plan will allow the birds to get

used to their new environment- and to settle dow-n
in time for October or early November laying.

The moving of the birds will invariably put them
off laying or make them postpone their initial

effort. That is why it is best to group up the

young stock into sizes and to run the pullets

in their permanent winter quarters as they come
to maturity.

Quietude Necessary.—Pullets are nervous little

creatures—a point owners must not overlook.

On no account should they be unduly disturbed
from the time they are placed in their winter
quarters until they commence to lay. Do not
be continually entering their house and banging
doors, and do not allow noisy dogs or youngsters
to upset them. Where possible, let the same
person feed and tend the birds right from mid-
September until laying commences. Do not go
down to the runs clothed in a different garb each
day, as it is reaUy surprising how scared young
pullets are if they notice the owner wearing white
for the first time. Many poulfry-keepers will

regard such precautions as involving too much
trouble. To these I would say that it is attention
to such small details which scores so heavily in

successful egg-production. It is a good idea to

school the pullets almost from birth to be docile.

They will then grow accustomed to their feeder
and will show much better egg-results than their

wild, unschooled sisters. Many complain that
they do not like Wliite Leghorns or any of the
non-sitting breeds because they are so wild. To
these I would say that proper handling from birth

will rectify any tendency towards this state of

affairs.

Even Floclis.—Where a goodly number of

pullets are reared, it is important that the flocks

should be even. By this I mean that the members
of each lot should be about the same size and at

the same stage of development. This is quite

an easy matter where the birds are systematically

handled, grouped and re-grouped. As maturity

is reached, the most forward pullets should be

placed together and the backward ones separately

quartered. The latter can then be forced on a

bit by special feeding, whereas if backward and
forward youngsters are run together all must be

treated alike. This is not to be recommended,
as the food that best suits one lot of birds will

not be ideal for the other ones. Backward pullets

can be brought on by the use of fish-meal up to,

say, 10 per cent, in the mash, and by providing

occasionally two meals of soft food per diem.

On the other hand, the more forward ones, if

too early laying is suspected, will need a less liberal

diet and grain rather than mash,

Forward or Bacliward ?—From my remarks
it will be agreed that the best plan is to group the

pullets as they reach maturity, according to their

degree of development. Where the owner possesses

many flocks of pullets he will be able to tell which
are the most forward and vice versa, and as he

gains experience he will be able to surmount all

difficulties as regards this matter. The colour

of the head-points is the best guide to go by, the

hue varying from a dull pink up to a bright coral

red, according to the degree of development. Any
backward pullets, then, should now be hurried

along, free range being allowed such birds, and
a liberal diet. My remarks apply equally to pur-

chased birds. If upon arrival they are too forward,

the owner need not worry, as the journey and new
environment will retard them. Any backward
ones, however, should be carefully handled and

pushed along. It i; surprising how readily

backward pullets shoot along if properly handled,

but no delay must be made.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stam,pcd and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care

of The Garden, 30, Tavistock Street, Strand,

W.C. 2.
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Everything Supplied for
Poultry-Keepers.

FULL VALUE AND SATISFACTION FROM

COOKS' °'

ORPINGTON
CHXCKS

from 14 days to 5 months,

BREEDING PENS
from 42/- to 105/-.

Special Laying Meals
20/- cwt., 11/- i-cwt., 6/- J-cwt.

BCffinncrs' Complete Intensive Outfits.

MOULTING AND LAYING POWDERS
1/4, 2/5. 5/6 and 10/6 a tin.

Send your enquiries and ask for our free 16-page
Booklet, full of advice.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.

WILLIAM H. COOK, Ltd.
ORPINGTON, KENT.
W 'Phone : CRAY 39. -mm

A FOOD
WHICH
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Por Qreenhouses, Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity. Made at out
own foundry, and under oui
own supervision. Before
ordering eisewhers, send for
Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

<T. & mr.iiiroois
liMlBgbiiB Itieat loondii

BTOURBRIOQE.
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Flowering Bulbs
•A large and comprehensive Stock

of Choice Home Grown Bulbs

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE

DICKSONS
(LIMITED)

Bulb Growers and Merchants

CHESTER
Phytobronaa
Barrs Neuj Pj[;^nt|Fo oil

For Flowers Ve^getatles andFrtiit
of hiohest quality s.*ouaranteeci analysis

Phytobpoma greatly increases all
Vegetable Crops.

Guaranteed Analysis: 3-50% Nitrogen; 16'60% Soluble
Phosphates 13-50% Insoluble Pliosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.
71b.. 2/9; 141b., 5/6; 281b. 8/6 ; 561b. IS/-; 1 cwt.. 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 2Slb. and upwards carriage paid
Circular with full particulars on application

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden. LONDON

UIOMT CYCLES
CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for all
time. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20.000 Machines. NO EXTRAS;
hell. Pump, and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOU
I O NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue wiih
illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE BEATSON, Ltd.,' Lion Cycle Works." 85, Moseley Street, Birminaham,

SANKEYS^^°>POTS
*^ Zhz BEST and Chcapcsh
.Stflt'c tiuantlly of each size required and have " r3r-;afe r

SPECIAL POT of all

fffCMAftp SANKEV* SON, LTP.
Bulwell Pol-^eries. NOTTINOMAM

With ease the beard.

So strong and thick,

Is shaved with Easy
Shaving Stick.

YF you would understand
* the full meaning of the

word "Easy" as applied to

shaving, you should try

LEVER'S EASY
SHAVING STICK
It lathers easily and quickly—does

not dry on the face or bite the skin.

Obtainable from all grocers, stores,

oilmen, chandlers, &c.

6D. PER STICK.
Easy on the skin—Easy on the razor—

Easy on the purse.

LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT <^ Jm m .^ GREENHOUSES

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFlCAlil^Y AMD uilt:.miCALiL.Y rRBPAMED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time. In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Beport o/ Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used In the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

In the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS, Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving fuU'i>articulars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.

W- BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR<^MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -VQ
Sold in Bags, I bushel, 2/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; five 4 bushel, 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel. 55/- ; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Pickford London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.
WAKBLEY BROS. & CO.. LTD.. 75a. BAMKSIDE. LONDON. S.E. 1.

Also WAKBLEY'B GROOND GARDEN LTWB. 3/- bnshel bag, carriage raid 25 miles, extra as above.

be. PURE ^
-^oi^eakfasT

cqcoA

"Wonderfully

appetising,

fragrant

and

strengthening."

Printed by Hudson & Kkabns. Limited. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street, S.E. 1. and Published by " Country Life." Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street. Strand. W.C. 2.

and by George Newnes. Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C. 2.
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THE. BLANCHING CELERY.

Vol. LXXXI -No. 2390.
Entered as Secood-class Matter at the New York, N.Y.. Post Office.

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 8, 1917.
[

REGISTEKED AT THE QENEBAL"!
POST OFFICE AS A NEWSPAPER
AND FOR CANADIAN MAGAZINE

POST. J

Ppice ' 2d.
Yearly Subscription,

Inland,10/10 ; Foreign,13/-

WEBBS' BRITISH - GROWN BULBS.—
PRICE LIST of tlie finest varieties of Tulips, Narcissi, Dof-
foilils, Snowdrops. Iris, etc., post free on application.e

—

Webb <ft Sons (Stourbridge) Ud.. The King's Seedsmen.
Stourbrids^e.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants In great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS LTD., SoUthwell, NottS.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH
New Catalogue now ready.

GROWN BULBS.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

WATERER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR
PRESENT SOWING. Lists post free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford. Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES,—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — GEO.
BCNTAKD & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to WTilte Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Puttv.—Full particulars from
W. Cakson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnoe. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " COCNtet
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

FOR SALE (as new), "Nicholson's Diction-
ary," 8 volumes; "Natural History of Plants" {Kerner-
Oliver), 6 volumes; what offers?—"E.," c/o The Garden,
20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

DAFFODILS, TULIPS. First Prize R.H.S.,
Class 4.—Ld. Kitchener, 2/- . White Slave, lOd.; Mad.-de-
uraaff, Gloria .Mundii, 3d. each, etc. List.— Stocks, 44,
Bentley Road. Doncaster.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mualiroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DlCKf.ONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,
etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Roval
Letters Patent by THE Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel
Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page vi.

BARR'S Autumn & Winter-flowering Bulbs,
including Crocus species, Colchicums, Nerines, Hardy
Cyclamen, Freesias, Lacheualias, Irises, etc., for early plant-
ing. List on application.— BAKR & Sons, King Street,
Covent Garden. London. W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. G. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition. 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials andfplants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisbume, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R.H.S.—Our stilf-necked, scented strain give
satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. Douglas, The Premier House, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/0 doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, sliruV>8, etc. Potatops. duriut; liftinc season. 0/- cwt..
carriage paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. Jones, Clmrch-
fleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.

WANTED. 150 GLASS CLOCHES. — If

anyone is giving up intensive gardening and wisliea to part
with their cloclies, will they kindly communicate with
"Lady L., "'.-)]. Rutland Gate/S.W.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—ConaervatorieB,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratia.

NEW SEEDLING DAFFODILS. — Before
sending an order elsewhere, write us for a quotation for any
choice variety you may be looking for. We are not printing a
List this year, but shall be pleased to give special moderate
quotation for any variety named.

—

Herbert Chapman, Ltd.,
Rye, Sussex.

EARLY SEED POTATOES.—Guaranteed
Scotch grown. True to name, free from disease and blight of
all kinds. Make sure of your supplies for next planting season
by ordering now for autumn delivery. Write for list of sorts
and prices. Special terms to Allotment Societies ordering in
bulk.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

FLOWER POTS, Saucers, Seed or Cutting
Pans, Vases, Bulb Bowls, etc., Seakale and Rhubarb Pots,
Poultry and Pigeon Fountains, etc. Illustrated, List free.

—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

RIVERS' STRAWBERRY PLANTS in aU
the leading varieties are ready for present planting.
Price list post free on application.

—

^Thosias RrvERS & Son,
The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. S^te
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place.
Westminster.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader witii

practical information showing how the possessors of gahdcns.
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will he sent on application to the Offices of
' COUNTKT LBE," Lid., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whiteleog & Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION FROM THE GARDEN.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUES OF SEEDS AND
GARDEN REQUISITES for present use.

SUTTON'S LIST OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
for Summer and Autumn sowing. Contains brief cultural
notes.

SUTTON'S LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS for
present sowing and Spring flowering.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Datfodils, Narcissi, May-flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc., etc.

These Catalogues will be sent post free on application.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANCPOET. SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their
Clioice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
this Autumn, and you will be able to enjoy its beauty lor
many years, without any additional expense or trouble.
Send measurements of your borders.
Pseonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to tlie Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
Illustrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tulips, etc., as
supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural
directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on amplica-
tion.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND PiEONIES. — New
Illustrated CataloEue, containing full cultural notes of the
liest new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be
sent post free on application.— (Dept. E.), R. H. BATH, Ltd..
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc., blisters, sunburn
neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved in«cp(.—New Oxydol
Proddcts, Ltd., 23. Fitzroy Square. London, W. 1.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Vegetable and Flower Seeds and Plant.'*,

post free.

—

Doebie A Co., Royal Florists. Edinburgh.

LAXTONS' STRAWBERRIES.—6/-per 100.

Post free 1/- extra. Pot plants 20/- per 100.

FRUIT TREES for profit, and how to grow
them. Catalogues gratis. Cultural Hints for Id. stamp.
Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUGALL'S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The
most scieutiflc and elfective means of preventing the attacks

of Caterpillars. In tins C/- each ;
paper bands lid. per packet.

Sold by Nurserymen and Seedsmen.— Sole Manfs., McDotJG.\LL

Bros., Ltd., Port Street, AJ ancliester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards. Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—

BoniTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich

HOLLAND LINCOLNSHIRE BULBS are

better than Dutch. Tulips, Daffodils, Narcissus, etc. S^end

for price list.

—

Fred Parkbs,
Wyberton, Boston.

Vine Gardens Nurseries,
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of ibe Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore bei to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Rose Specialists

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Roserv
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

HUGH DICKSON
Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nukseries
SHREWSBURY

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.r.s., f.r.h.s.

HuBST, nr. Twyford
BERKS

Horticultural Builders, etc.

MESSENGER & Co., Ltd.
Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

Fruit Trees and Plants

ROBERT VEITCH & SON,
Royal Nurseries,

EXETER

Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundries, Fruit
Trees, Orna-
mental Shrubs

G. BUNYARD & CO.,

Royal Nurseries
MAIDSTONE

Ltd. Fruit Trees
and
Plants

Fruit Trees and Plants

R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd.

Kilnfield Gardens
COLCHESTER

New
Iris List

Mow Ready

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
Highgate Nurseries,

Bulbs
Strawberry Plants

Roses
HorsV. 760 LONDON, N. 6 ""lie"""- Ret^irded Lilies

G. GIBSON & CO.
Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.
Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE. N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

H.AYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flo\wering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree
Royal Nurseries & Carnation
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
Twerton Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
L,\NGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rook, Alpine
and Herbace-
ous Plants

H. CANNELL & SOI5IS,

The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LpWDHAM
NOTTS

Fruit Trees
Cultural Notes
and Pruning
Roses

PHILIP LE CORNU
The Jersey Nurseries
JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

J. COCKER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Rose and
t~ erbaceous

Plant Growers

Seeds and Bulbs

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,
WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

REAMSBOTTOM & CO.

Geashill
KING'S CO. IRELAND

St. Brigid

Anemones
Perennials, etc.

BARR & SONS Seeds

King Street, Covent Garden and

LONDON Bulbs

JOHN K. KING & SONS
Coggeshall
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas and
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers.

Jj R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

Bulbs
Cultural Notes
Strawberries
Seeds

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Sundrii

ROBERT SYDENHAM, Ltd., Seeds

99, Tenby Street and
BIRMINGHAM Bulbs

Garden Sundries

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

G. H. RICHARDS
284, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants

G. H. RICHARDS
2:J4, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL Manure

C. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd.

65, Southwark Street
LONDON, S.E. 1.

Heating
Apparatus,
Pumps,
Hose, etc.

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Garden Espaliers
& Trainers. Par-
ticulars of ouri
Stock on appli-
cation.

Orchids

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

RABBIT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME.—A
practical booklet on the beat and most profitable methods of
rabbit-keeping for all Garden Owners in Town or Country
By C. J. Davie3.__7d. net_; by post, 8Jd.—Published at the

Ltd., Tavistock Street, CoventOfBces of " CouNTET Life
Garden, W.C. 2.

A 24 in. GREEN'S MOTOR LAWN MOWER,
No. 434, in ^orkin^ order, driven by petrol motor witli hijili

tension magneto, can be seen working, price £35.—Apply
Frank Osbourn, Ltd., Cranleigh, Surrey.

GOAT-KEEPING IN WAR-TIME. — An
invalnalile booklet on tlie best and most profitable methods
of Goat-Keeping. By C. J. D.WIES. Now Beady, ^'d. nett,

by post, 9d.— Published at tlie OtBces of Country Life, Ltd.,

20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. 2.
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BULBS
IF YOU WANT

Really Good Bulbs
AT MODERATE PRICES

SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM
No one will serve you better.

FREESIAS.
Extra Selected
Qood First Size

Per doz.
1/

lOd.

Per 100
7/-
6/-

NARCISSI- For Christmas.
Scilly White, whit« with cream cup
Soleil d'Or, ricti yelluw
White Pearl, good pure wliite

Per doz. Per 100
1 /2 8/-
1/2 8/
1/2 8/-

MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS.
Per doz. Per 100

Bouton d'or, rich yellow 1/6 10/6
Caledonia, briitlit scarlet ''/^a. '/"
Elegans, rich dark scarlet 1/6 10/6
Ellen Willmott, soft canary yellow ... 2/- 14/6
Qesneriana Major, rich crimson ... 1/6 10/6
Golden Crown. ,\'eilii\v with red edge ... 1/- 7/-
Inglescombe Pink, pink, flushed salmon 1/6 10/6
(Vlacrospeila, glcivviiitf crimson lOd. 6/-
Picotee, white with rosy crirasi in edge ... 1/3 9/-
The Fawn, speciali\ recommended ... 2/- 14/6

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

DARWIN TULIPS.
Per lioz.

Saronne de la Tonnaye, large rose ... 1/9
Clara Butt, pale rose pink 1/6
Donders, rich shining dark red 1/9
Erguste, tiae dark lieiiotrope 3/-
Europe, carmine scarlet 2/3
Isis, plowing crimson-scarlet 2/6
Loveliness, charming bright rose 1/6
Madame Krelage, rosy carmine 2/-
Malden's Blush, delicate blush-pink ... 1/9
Margaret, suit l)Iush-pink 1/3
Mr. Farncombe Sanders, finest scarlet 2/-
Pride of Haarlem, large rosy crimson ... 1/9
Salmon King, rose, shaded salmon ... 1/9
Suzon, large pale rose and blush 2/6
Tac van Poortvliet, glowing salmon-scarlet 1/9
White Queen, wliite, slight blush at times 2/3
Fine Mixture, all colours 1/3

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

POPULAR DAFFODILS.

Per 100
12/6
10/6
12/6
21/-
16/-
18/-
10/6
14/6
12/6
9/-

14/6
12/6
12/6
18/
12/6
16/-
9/-

Per doz.
Argent, charming semi-double 1/9
Barrji Conspicuus. popular red cupped 6d.
Bullfinch, tine orange rimmed cup 1/6
Campanelle Rugulosus, sweet scented ... 1/-
C. J. Backhouse, ricli orange cup 1/2
Dairymaid, white with yellow cup ... 1/6
Emperor, best yellow trumpet 1/2
Fairy Queen, pure white flower 2/6
Golden Spur, early yellow trumpet ... 1/-
Qrandee, good late, bicolor 1/-
Horsfieldi, popular bicolor 1/2
Leonie, most reliable 1/6
Lulworth, good orange cup 1/6
Mrs. Langtry, liest cheap Leedsli 1/2
Obvallarls, early yellow trumpet 1/3
Orifiamme, white with bright red cup ... , 1/6
Pheasant Eye, useful lor late flowers ... 6d.
Poeticus Ornatus, good for pots or vases 7d.
Princeps, good cheap daUodil 9d.
Seagull, white with pale yellow cup ... 1/3
Sir Watkin, the giant Incomparabilis ... 1/-
Victoria, good bicolor 1/9
Waterwitch, graceful, drooping white ... 2/-
White Lady, best and most popular Leedsii 2/3
Fine Mixture, all s.irts 7d.FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Per doz.

6d.

Per 100
12/6
3/6

10/6
7/-
8/-

10/6
8,-

18/
7/-

V
8/-

10/6
10/6
8/
9/-

10/6
3/-
4/-
5/-
9/-
7/-

12/6
14/6
16/-
4/-

Aconites, early yellow
Anemone, St. Brigid
Anemone, Giant Krench mixed
Anemone, Fulgens
Bluebells
Chionodoxa, light or dark varieties
Grape Hyacinth, Heavenly Blue ...
Ixias, finest mixed
Lachenalia, >'elsoni
Ornithogalum, Umbellatum
Snowdrops, finest single
Snowdrops, finest double

FULL DESCRIPTIVE
of above and

OTHER SPRING FLOWERING BULBS,
POST FREE ON APPLICATION

1/3
1/-
1/3
6d.
1/-
1/-
8d.
4/-
8d.
9d.
9d.

LIST

Per 100
3/-
9/-
7/-
9/-
4/-
7/-
7/-
4/-

30/-
4/-
4/6
5/-

Mrs. PYM'S
FILIVIOUS I>LiLNTS.

ALL POST FREE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Winter Cabbage, Spring t^abbage. Pickling Cabbage, Brussels
Sprouts, Leeks; Winter, Tripoli Onions; Cos and Cabbage
Lettuce, Savoys, Cauliflower, Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli,
Chicory, Curled Scotch Kale, Asparagus Kale, Cottager's
Kale, Thousand - headed Kale, Perpetual and Prickh-
Spinach, 1/0 100.

HERBS.
strong transfilanted plants
12 1/-, Par8le>, 20 I/-.

Sage, Thyme, Mint, Marjoram,

Wallflowers, separate colours or mixed, .50 1/6, 100 2/0.
Primulas, year old plants, ' Herbaceous Calceolarias, Cine-
rarias, 6 1/-.

New Catalogue now ready, free on application.

- Magnificent hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

THE POPULAR JERSEY COLLECTIONS OF

ROSES & CARNATIONS
Exceptional Value. Unsurpassed Quality.

Select your Roses from my Coloured Charts illus-
trating 50 Varieties direct from Photographs.

BATH'S
Home-Grown Bulbs

Buy your Bulbs direct from Bath's Bulb Farms.

We have for years been very large growers of Bulbs, .and can
supply Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, etc., in first-class quality, and

probably in greater variety than any other firm.

WriU lor Catalogue to-day.

AWARDED GOLD MEDAL FOR TULIPS by Royal
Horticultural Society, April, 1917.

BEFORE PLANTING BE SURE To WRITE FOR MY

THE JEBSt<

)

BLACK CURRANT BUD-MITE.
Are your bushes free of this incurable pest? If not, plant

<'SEABROOK*S BLACK CURRANT,"
the only proved mite resistor.

This variety has also every other good quality, being the heaviest
cropper and stoutest grower, producing large firm berries.

VounC bushes. 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

W. SEABROOK Sk SONS, Fruit Tree and Rose
Nurseries. CHELMSFORD.

CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for all

lime. Packed in crate free and carriage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20.000 Macliines. NO EXTRAS;
Bell, Pump, and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS, IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
Uustrations and full specification. — GEORGE BEATSON, Ltd.,
r Lion Cycle Works," 85. Moseley Street. Birmingham,

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Qarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Qarden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL. Ltd.. ""vSlrts""" NORWICH.

BUSINESS FOR SALE.
Owing to the continued ill-health of Mr. CHARLES H.
BUCE, the wt'Il known Mail Order Nursery Business,
blUCKS of IPSWICH (with or without Floral and
Seed Departments), is FOR SALE b>- Private Treaty.
It 18 capable of considerable development by practical
person either sex. Particulars to principals only.
Please mark letters '* Private."

BUCKS, Mail Nurserymen, IPSWICH.

POPULAR EARLY FORCING TULIPS.
(These are very scarce.) doz.

CRAMOISIE BRILLANT, dazzling ver-
milion-scarlet

KEIZEBSKROON, brilliant Bcarlet.edged yell.

LA GRANDEUR, brilliant scarlet
LA REirsiE. pure white, flushed pink
MOUCHERON, ileeji glowing scarlet
PR ESIDENT LINCOLN, distinct light violet
PRINCE OF AUSTRIA, superborange scarlet

PRINCE DE LIGNY, deep golden yellow ...

PniNCESS HELENE, the finest white tulip
ROSE ORIS DE LIN, white shaded rose ...

ROSE OF HOLLAND, white flushed pink...
THOS. MOORE, dark tetra-cotta ...

WHITE SWAN, pure white
YELLOW PRINCE, pure soft yellow

EARLY DOUBLE TULIPS.
LADY PALMERSTON, deep rose, flushed wh.
MURILLO, white flushed pink

POPULAR DARWIN TULIPS
ADOLPHE VAN DEN HEEOE, one of the

tiest brilliant scarlets
BARONNE DE LA TONNAYE, deep rose

CLARA BUTT, delicate salmon-rose, the
most popular of all Barwins, top size

Good strong flowering bulbs for bedding ...

a. DE CORDOUS, dazzling Turkey red,
vi-r\- earlv flowering

LA PETITE BLONDINE, lilac, shaded blue
LOVELINESS, beautiful satiny rose

MARGARET, silver white, interior rosy pink
Mr. FARNCOMBE SANDERS, rich cochi-

neal red, wliite base
Mrs. P. PALMER, glowing purple-violet ...

PRIDE OF HAARLEM, rich cerise, early...

Rev. EWBANK, lieiiotrope and lilac, light edge
SAIMONKINQ, dazzling soft scar..white base
TfiE SULTAN, glossy maroon-black
WHITE QUEEN, white, a grand forcer

WM. COPLAND (Sweet Lavender), bluish-

lilac, the best of all for forcing
MIXED DARWINS from all the best named

varieties ...

POPULAR COTTAGE (May-flowering) TULIPS
BOUTON D'OR, very deep veilow
QESNERIANA LUTEA, rich yellow ...

GOLDEN CROWN, deep veilow, red edge
INQLESCOIVIBE PINK, pink shading to

buff and salmon ...

MACROSPILA, intense crimson-scarlet
PICOTEE. white edged cerise

FINEST MIXED TULIPS, all sections, an
extra tine mixture

1/6
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9GUARANTESTED

DAFFODILS AND NARCISSI

*iElliperort deep yellow trum-
pet, pninroae. petals; ciuite first

class lor every purpose, indoors or
out: well ripened guarautested
flowcriiiL,' bullis.

Mother bulbs, 1/4 doz. 10/- 100
First size. I/- ., l/fi ,,

Second size, 9d. „ 5/ti .,

Third size, €d. „ 3/6 ,.

*fEinpresSt rich yellow trum-
pet, white petals ; a nioel striking
flower ; excellent for indoor or out-
door culture.

Mother bulbs, 1/4 doz.. 10/- 100
First size. I/- „ 1/G „

•tVicloria, eolden tmnipet,
Boow white petals ; early, fiiin

forcer; splendid grower; quite tip-

top in beds, pots or bowls, '

MotJie-r bulbs. J/4 doz.. 10/- 100
First size, I/- ., 7/ti „

VHorKfieUltt Grand horae-
erown buibfl of lirst-ratc quality;
early in jiots, a superb beddi-r,

hardy ; pun- white petals, gulden
yellow trumpet.

Mother bulbs, 1/- doz., 7/B 100
Fil^tsize, »d. „ 5/0 ,,

lOrailllis. Handsome white and
gold tlowers ; loUows Horsfieldi: a
very useful flower to continne dis-

play outdoors. 9d. doz.. 5/6 lOl)

•1l*rilicO|>.s, golden trumpet,
prjiiiruse petals; very pretty and
useful in pots, bowls, flowur beds
and borders ; early.
Mother bulbs, Od. doz.. 5/6 100

First size, 6d. „ 3/6 ,.

"tf:nl(lcii Spur, a glorious
shade of deep orange-gold. Trumpet
and petals snme iii_U tint, solid and
tirni In substance ; fii"Bt-clasa in-

doors and out.
Mother bulbs. 1/4 doz., 10/- 100

First size, I/- „ 7/6 .,

Second size, 9d. ,. .V6 ,.

•tSir M'alkill. a most hand-
some and I'll'ective flqwer; deep
or.ange, frilled trumpet ; rich yellow
petals; firstchiss indoors and out

Mother bulbs. 1/4 doz.. |0/- 100

Fiistffize lOd. ,. 6/6 „

•tBari'l Conspiciiiis. Orange
scarlet cup, golden piiUila ; light,

graceful, free flowering; unexcelled
both indoors and out: sjilendid

bedder, a huge success in pots and
bowls.

Mother bulbs, Od. doz.. 5/6 100

Fiist size. «d. ,. 3/6 „

'tlWrs. LuiiKtry. lemon ytillow

cup, white petals; fragrant, grace-
Inland free; induoi'S or out.

Sd. doz.. .V-100

*+Stella. Star Narcissus, white
pefnls. clear yellow cup, elegant
habit. «a. doz., 3/6 100

*t Double Yellow, This mag-
nificent old daffodil is at its best;

huge double rose-shaped flowers are

freely produced, and ladt a long
time indoors or out.

Mother bulbs. U4 dox., 10/- 100
Fii-stsize, I/- ., 7/6 ,,

ti>oiil»le t^raiiec Fliwiiix,
primrose and gold petaLs, with
oianire <:i"Ulre ; som^imes called

•Eggs and Bauon"; absolutely

tip-top. I/- doz,, 1/G\m
tDouble Incoinpnralile,
"Butter and Eggs" is a favourite
name for this, ;md describe'! its

pretty colouring. Od. doz.. 5/6 100

tDouble White Narcis.*4iii<.
the gardenia - flowered poeticua
plenus. deliciously fr^rant; is in

biotim until the end ol May.
'J'op size, 7d. doz.. 4/- 100
First ., 5d. ., 3/- ,.

EARLY FLOWERING.
•IJIy of tbCi Valley, retarded
crownis ; will bloom in two or three
weeks after planting; dowellinsoil
or fibre in greenhouse or room.
Per bundle ol" '^5 crowns l4/6, per
100 10/-

"Fraerant Freesias. the tnie
lehacta alba, deliciously fnigi-ant;
soil or fibre.; room or greenhouse,
close to liyht.

Giant bidba, 1/- doz.. 7/6 100
First size, 8d. ,, 5/- .,

•<;iailioliiH The Bi'Ide, fine
pure white, handsome spikes cf
flowers. 1/4 doz., 10/- 100

'OladioliiH, Early Mixed.
Includes lovely piuks. &c.

1/4 doz., 10/- 100

•fScilly White Narcissii».
the best alternative to Paper White
Narcissus, importation ot which is

prohibited ; does vvell in soil or
fibre

;
greenhouse or room.

Sd. doz., 5/- 100

•+Polyaiillin<< Narcissus.
<2raii<l ^lovai*i|iii'. produces
bunchesorhand"Jomo yellow flowers,
oi-ange centres lOd. doz., 6/- 100

Extra large. 1/4 doz., 10/- 100

*^ Polyanthus Narcissus.
iHraiill l*riino, very eaily.
primrose and gold.

8d. doz., 5/- 100

•^Violet SreiHed Iris (reti-

rulala), velvety vinlci. with orange
throat, most dehi imi'ily vinlct scen-
ted; does reiitaikubly well in pots
of soil or fibre in room or green-
house.
Giant bulbs. fid. each, 5/6 doz.
Flowering bulbs, 4d. ,, 3/6 ,,

•tsccnted Cioldeii.Toiianil
Early ; a chai-ming success indoors
or out. 8d. doz., 5/- lUU

•tPoetJ*' Narciss Ornatiis,
purest alabastrine white petals,

surrounding a vivid scarlet cup;
a great fiivourlte ;

quite first cla.ss

for all purposes. Deliciously fra-

grant.
Mother bulbs, 9d. doz., 5/« 100

First size. 6d. ., 3/6 ,.

tPheasaiitS' Eye. Crimson-
edged orange cup, pure white
petals; commences to flower when
oraatua is over.

Top size, 7d. doz., 4/- 100

First size, 5d. ,. '.if- ,.

f*c;iaiit Poefs' Narcissus.
'J'liis isa very large wid very early-

flowering variety: the butbs are

twice the size of the ordinary nrmi-

tus. and iiroduce the large puro
white scariet-cupped flowers in im-

iriciise quantity. lOd, doz., «/« 100

tllixed ]>afl'odilN and
Nareitis. 8d. -25. 'i/O uw. 'i->/B

i.iiuu

DARWIN TULIPS

*tC1ara Uiitt. a deliciite an4'
gloriously pure shade of salmon
pink; a huge success indoora and
out ; forces well ; a superb bedder;
trulv magnificent.
Mother bulbs, 1/4 doz., 10/- 100
Fii-st size, 1/- ,, 7/6 .,

*tMr.Farncombe Sanders*
dazzling, fiery scarlet; a t^orgeons
colour; forces well, is splendid out-
doors.
Mother bulbs, I/IO doz.. 14/- 100
First size. 1/6 .. 11/6 ,.

•tPride or Haarlem, liuge

glossy carmine rose blooms, shaded
salmon ; one of the grandest tulips
grown ; indoors or out.

1/8 doz,, 13/- ino

•tSwect Lavender. utbf!\vi-,o

known as W in. (.ciiihiiid, 1 nlnir
lavender: rosy tinted, outdi>nrs, in

pots, a most delic;ite ;i.iid lovely soft

shade. 'i/^ dt.z.. 15/- 100

brtdAL PRICED

COLLECTIONS
"A," for Town Gardens.
C doz. best Daftndils and Narcissi.
C. doz. best Tulips. 12 sorts. 144
bulbs. 7/6|hiili'''nll, 4;-l .;i.rr, paid
'B,** lor %%iiulo\\ lEoxes.
3 doz. best DiitTn.hlr* .111.1 N:nTissi, 4

doz. I'ulips. liluchf-lls, Sriiiwdrops,
1*2 sorts, 84 bulbs, 4/6 carr. paid,
" t'," I'or Toivn House.
(do well in soil, better in "Bulbosf'j
i doz. brwt li.itTodils and Narcissi.
3 doz. Fiiii'^t 'i'liUps, 12 Freesias.
13 sorts, H4 liiilbs, 5'- carr. paid.

•O.' Prize Uan'odilN. 12

fine bulbs cacTi, Emijeror. Victoria.
Princeps, Golden Spur, Horslieldi.
Double Yellow, 4/6 caiT. paid (half
coll. 2/6) carr. paid.
" E," Prize Narcissi. 12
selected bulbs ea*;h, Sii \V itkin

Barri. Mrs. Langtrj". Pheasant E\ e

Ornatus. Double Butter and Fggs
4/- ';arr, paid (half coll. 'i/i} arr
paid.

"F." na^'win Tnlips. 6

selected bulbs each of 12 choice and
best varieties, total 7? fine bulbs
worth 0/-; special price 7/6 (half

coll. 4/-I carr. paid.

"ti," 4'4»ttat£e Tnlips. 1^

fine varieties, C selected bulbs each
total 7'i, worth 7/-. Special pr ct

5/6 (halfcoU. 3/") carr. piid
"H," Early Flowerme. i

Scilly White Fragrant Nai ism 1

Frecsia-. I'J Ijride Gladiolus - Lily

of the Vallpy, 12 Polyanthus har
cissus. 4 Violft ocBiit*'d Iiw U
{half coll, 3/fi). curl, paid

"BULBOST."
Bees" Famous Bulb Fibre Compost;
a complete and satisfactory medium
for use in bowls, vases, pots, &c .

with or without dr-^inage holes;
contains all that is required, except
water, for the production of flowers

in the highest state of perfection
;

clean to use. no smell ; in this

material the bulbs grow as well in

tho city as in the country.
Per biishpl 4/6. Half Bushel 2/6.

Peck 1/6. All caiTiage ^taid.

" BULBILIZER."
Bees' Guarant('«u-d FiTtill/fr for

Bulbs ; to b'; applied before planting
at the rate of two talilespooufuls
per sq. yd.; produces most excellent
rfsults. 71b3. 2/-. 141bs. 3/6.
'JElbs. 6/-, cwt. 20/- carr. juuJ

DARWIN TULIPS
•tUev. E\vl»aiik, rosy hello-
tnipe, outdin-'i-s. in pots, a most
eiii.niiiciug, softer sliade of the same
colour. 2/. doz.. 15/- 100

*i Loveliness* satin rose, most
beautifully toned and shaded blush
pink. I/C doz., ll/« 100

•tWIiite Qneen (La Candeur).
The nearest approach to a white
Dannn. almost pure white Indoors,
outdoors it Is shaded blush.

1/6 doz.. 11/6 100

(Margaret, rosy puik, shaded
salmon and silvery white ; very
attractive. 1/2 doz., 9/- 100

•tErBnsfe, mauve shaded laven-
der: a most delii'ate and beautiful
shade when grown indoors.

2/- doz.. 15/- 100

tRaroiine de la Tonnnye,
deep cheny rose, shaded blush,
edges of petals delicate pink ; very
charming. 1/2 doz.. 9/- 100

tSnItan. glossy maroon Ijronze,

shading to intense black.

1/6 doz., 11/6 100

*tf.anreutln« deep rosy pink,
shaded carmine, rich blue centre.

1/2 doz.. 9/- 100

**Phyllis. heliotrope shaded
grrv. flushpd rose. 1'6 doz.,

l«/6 lOU.

l^arwin Tnlips (inixed>,
a tine blend ot colour.

l/-doz.. 7/6100

COTTAGE TULIPS

MAY FLOWERING or

COTTAGE TULIPS.
These tulips are excellent for

bedding, and may bo used with
confidence in placfi of the Dub^h
tidips which are not available this

year. Height about 18 inches.

tGoltlen Crown, bright golden
yellow, edged and flushed sjcarlet ; a
strikingly elfective liedding mid
bolder tulip. lOd. doz.. 6/- 100

'tRonton d'Or, practically a
golden yellow Darwin ; quite the
bi-st liardy yellow tulip: a rich
effective colour and a certain aiicces'i

every^vhere. 1/- doz., 7/6 100

't^ieHiierlana nia.|or, bnl-

lijint glowinir scarlet; dazzling blue

centre ; on Jfif tho most gorgeous.
1/- do/.. 7/6 100

Gesneriana ocniala, scarlet,

with white eye and blue centre.

veiy striking. lOd. doz., 6/- 100

tMacrospila. splendid glowing

crimson, shaded scarlet, with in-

tense blue-black centre, and a
pleasant spicy fragrance.

8d. doz.. 5/- 100

Caledonia, glowing orange scar-

let: like a veritable flamei very

distinctive and striking.
l/.do7... 7/6100

•tParislan Yellow, clear rich

yellow; a deep, elegantly pomted
flower, showy and n.llahle.^^^^^

*tIiiglescoinlie Yello^v, For
perfection of form and colouring
this tulip has no rival Of large
size, almost spherical when fully
grown, and of a deep canary yellow
colour possessed by no other tulip,

it is a joy to eee it growing.
1/10 doz.. 14/- 100.

•+La Candeur or Parisian white,

a handsome white tulip, for bedding
and cutting, does well in pots,

1/2 doz., 9/- 100

iOesneriana Rosea, hand-
some cherry rose flowers, shaded
carmine ; very large and fine.

lOd. doz.. 0/- 100

tRosalin<l. a sweet and charm-
ing tulip, beautiful cherry camiiJie
shaded rose with white centre.

l/-doz.. 7/6 100

iPieolee, or Maiden's Blush;
one of the daintiest of tulips;

chaiTiung white, edged and fea-

thered with rosy cerise, especially
in the later stages,

l/-doz.. 7,'6100

<'otla;j:e Tnlips <niixe.il>;
a shuwy mi.\ture ot colour for bed-
ding. 9d, doK., 5/6 100

MISCELLANEOUS.
*^Stt Bri:;id Aiieiitoiie.s. a
grand luixtoi'' ni 1iu::f' tlnwers,

mostly sr[iii ilniiblc, .nlmiring gor-

geous in tlie''xtn-irif ; vividscarb^ts

and ghiwing blues with every at-

tractive intermediate shade ; should
be freely used for bedding; do well
in pots. 1/- doz.. H/- 100.

tW^inter Aconite, the golden
or buttei-fly yellow gem which car-
pets the ground in March ; recom-
mended to be used in place of
crocuses. 6d. doz,, ;t/6 100

•tScarlet Anemone (fulgens).

dazz-litig scarlet, with few ctceptious
th<' most brilliant outdoor spring
flower. I/- doz., 7/6 lOU

"+Rluetoells. mixed shades of
blue, &v. ; charming in pot or lior-

der. 7d. doz., 4/- 100

tRIiie Spanish Iris, very
scarce; fine home-grown bulbs.

I/- doz., 7/6 100

1»li.\'Cd Spanish Iris.
Sd. doz., 5/- 100

tWhite Ene:lisli Iri», hand-
some large whit-i flowers.

I/- doz., 7/6 100

tilllxeil English Iris, quite
hardy outdoors. I/- doz., 7/6 100

•tOonhle Snowdrops, very
charming in pots of fibre or soil;

do well indoors or out.

Top size, lOd. doz., 6/- 100
First size, 7d. „ 4/6 „

"tSlnsle Snckivdrops, the true
English Snowdrop, the one which
grows and multiplies in border or
woodland ; docs well In pots.

Top size, lOd. doz., 6/- 100
First size, 7d. .. 4/6 „

nBlneStar of Bethlehem
(O. pyramidale). very handsome
spikes of rich blue flowers; raay be
grown In pots or border.

3d. each. 2/6 doz.

Varieties Specially Recommen-
ded /o^ S''f^'i"ij m pots or bowls, in soi/ or

fibre, or in the open ground, in beds or borders,

are denoted as follows :—
* indicates suitability for pots ami bowls.

t ,, ., ., befis and borders.

A.B.C. RooKlet on Bnlh Cultnre. 32

,
pages i''i''l=''d "itli useful Inlbniiat.ion; explains
evervtlniiL.'- ',•'! ^t;iirtpR. post frfo.

Leatlrt-Blow to Rotife Frnlt. id. post.

Wooden Soled 2-bnckle linrden Roofs, Ikied felt,

keep feft dry. All sizes. 6/6 carriage paid.
Free Carriage and Packing ti

given to orders of 10/- value when cash ts sent

with order. Bees Ltd. pay carriage on orders

of less value than 10/- when Gii. extra is en-

closed.
t,,.

Please send your order to-day.
Cash returned if bulbs do not please.

Ordiniiry Bulb Catalogues will not be issued this

season in order to conserve short supply of paper.
Cut this advt, out, or write foi- a reprint, post free.

IT'^c, Mill Street, LIVERPOOL.
EARLY SCOTCH QROWN SEED POTATOES.

Make sure of your supplies for next season by writing for Bees' price-list for Autumn delivery.
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THE advice given by our, worthy corre-

spondent ' Anne Amateur," page 377,

on using windfall Apples for making

spiced conserve, is very opportune. At

the present time windfalls, or " drops "

as they are known in the trade, are flooding the

market at Covent Garden. The supply is greater

than the demand, and we saw stacks of Apples in

tlie niarket recently which would have been better

employed on " Anne Amateur's" heap to be made
into cyder. The best of the windfall Apples were

lieing sold for 2S. a bushel (about 4olb.). At the

^.une time it is worth noting that Apples carefully

picked ancV packed in boxes were being sold at the

rate of ros. to i8s. a bushel.

Transplanting Sorrel for Winter Use.—Sorrel
i- much appre'iated with salads in winter when an

II id flavour is desired. The broad-leaved kind

is generally considered the best. The leaves are

.also often used as a vegetable, being boiled like

Spinach. The seed is sown in spring, but now is the

time to remove plants to their final position,

allowing i foot or 18 inches between them each way.

Siirrel likes a deep, friable soil. When growth

c eases for the season it is not a bad plan to give

a liberal dressiiiK of rich decayed manure.

Apple Newton Won-ler.—Both the habit

and fruiting qualities of Newton Wonder are all

that one could wish. Young trees have made very

satisfactory growth this year—satisfactory because

the young shoots are so strong, short-jointed and

give promise of ripening

well. The trees were planted

at first in small plots of

trenched ground, the sur-

r o u n d i n g portion being

grass ; but last winter the

whole was trenched and rows

of Gooseberries planted be-

tween the Apple trees. The
latter have been much bene-

fited. Newton Wonder is a

good companion to Bramley's

Seedling, but the fruits

keep much longer in a firm

(ondition.

Trapping Slugs and
Snails.—.\ little heap of bran

on a Cabbage leaf is a very

old device for attracting

these pests, and is still one

of the best methods of

securing them. Funkias in

pots are apt to have their

handsome leaves badly holed,

but a few enticements of

bran and Cabbage leaf on

warm summer evenings will be pretty sure to be

effective. They should be put down at dusk and
visited after dark.

Trial of Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.—
A trial of IVrpetual-flowering Carnations will be

held at Wisley during the coming season. Three
plants of each variety, together with the necessary

entry forms, should reach the Director, Royal

Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley, Ripley,

Surrey (station— Horsley. L. and S.W. R.) by

September 30. Forms of entry (one for each

variety) can be had on application to the Director

at the above address.

Peach Dymond.—The question is often asked

by the amateur, " Which is the best Peach to grow

under glass or in the open?" Our correspon-

d nt " E. M." writes: "I almost invariably say
' Dymond,' because it has all the properties

of a good Peach and, beside-;, is hardy, of free

growth, and succeeds well with either a southern

or a western e.xposure. Outdoors it ripens at the

middle of September. The flesh is white, rich,

melting, very juicy, highly flavoured, and slightly

stained with red at the stone, from which it

separates freely. I do not recommend this Peach

for early ripening under glass : but where fruit is

required, say, in August, without the aid of

artificial heat, th?n Dymond is the Peach to grow.

Like all other varieties, even this can be spoilt

by mismanagement, too rich a soil, and over-

crowding of the branches."

Peach Peregrine.—For ah open south wall

this is quite one nl the best of Peaches. In growth

it is all that could be desired, showing no trace

of blister or njildew, growing vigorously, and

bearing heavy crops of full-sized, highly coloured

fruit. What is of more importance still, the flavour

is of the best. For years we, like " E. M.," re-

garded Dymond as one of the most useful of outdoor

AN OLD DEVICE FOR TRAPPING SLUGS.

«

Peaches, but tliis must give way to Peregrine.

Its season is the second week in August.

Sale of Maincrop Potatoes.—It is announced
by the Food Controller that the restriction imposed
on dealings in maincrop Potatoes before Septem-
ber 15 has been removed, The object is to allow

farmers whose Potatoes have been attacked by-

disease or water-logged, and have had to be lifted,

to dispose of their crop without delay. Growers

are asked not to lift immature Potatoes unless

it is absolutely necessary, and both growers and
dealers are reminded that in the interests of the

conservation of food it is important that second-

earlies should be disposed of before any considerable

portion of the main crop is put on the market.

Rose William Cooper.—Nowadays, when so

many new Roses are scentless, one doubly appre-

ciates a fragrant variety. The subject of this

note was'sent out by Messrs. Hugh Dickson in

1 91 4. It is certainly one of the most fragrant

Roses we have, and, being of a perpetual-flowering

habit, is all the more valuable. Thie blooms are

large, with massive petals ; in fact, we do not know
of a Rose to equal it in this respect. The
colour is a deep rich lake red. It is a strong grower

and absolutely free from mildew.

Mr. Thomas Stevenson.—Attei a highly success-

ful career as a cultivator and exhibitor, Mr. Thomas
Stevenson is shortly leaving private service to

join the firm of Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer at their

Uxbridge Nurseries as one of the directors. We
congratulate Mr. Stevenson on his appointment
and wish him continued success in his new sphere

of acti\ ities.

Messrs. William Wood and Son, Limited.—
We are pleased to learn that the fire which de-

stroyed the offices of Messrs. WiUiam Wood and
Son, Limited, Horticultural .Sptciahsts, Wood
Green,, London, and a small portion of the ware-

houses is in no way inter-

fering with the execution

'if orders and the conduct

of business generally.
Ttmporary officts have been

jecured, and the stock
iamaged in one warehouse

• s being rapidly replaced.

Several large warehouses

were untouched.

Golden Wedding of Sir

Frank and Lady Crisp.^
Congratulations to Sir I-'rauk

and Lady Crisp, who have

just celebrated their golden

wedding. Their well-kno\vn

garden at Friar Park, Henley-

on-Thames—and may they

long be spared to enjoy it

—

has many times been illus-

trated in our pages, and the

last volume of The Garden
was dedicated in honour of

Sir Frank Crisp. The garden

has given, pleasure to

thousands, from the richest

to the poorest in the land. By way of celebrating

this occasion Sir Frank and Lady Crisp enter-

tained inmates of the Poor Law Institution.

Gift to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-

tution.—Tu commemorate the fiftieth anniversary

of their marriage. Sir Harry and Lady Veitch

have given £500 as a golden wedding gift to the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

PLANTING POTATOES WITH A
DIBBER.

TV/TY experience of planting Potatoes witli a

dibber is quite the reverse to that recorded

by Dr. Osburne, page 318, August 11 issue. In

fact, no other method has been practised in these

gardens for many years—with the exception of

a few earlies forwarded in boxes—and the results

have been excellent in every respect. The soil

here is somewhat light and porous, but quickly

binds if trampled on in wet weather, so that pre-

cautions against this must be exercised at the

time of planting the Potatoes. Our modus

operandi is as follows : The soil having been dug
to a good depth some time previous to the time

of planting, a line is strung al8ng, a man prepares

the holes with a foot dibber, and a boy follows

and drops in the seed Potatoes with the main
eyes pointing upwards. The ground between

the rows is then given a gentle

heave with a fork, the holes filled in,

and the surface made loose and
level, which completes the work
at that time. I have great faith

in giving the land a gentle heave

between the rows to loosen tli£ soil,

the results of trampling, especially

if somewhat wet, so that the

roots may travel at their will.

The dibber we use is quite 9 inches

in circumference and blunt at the

point. I have, too, like your corre-

spondent " Interested," seen this

year some very poor results from

Potatoes planted without a dibber

—

in fact, most carefully planted—-the

tubers being the cause, and not the

planting.—H. Markha.m, Wrotham
Park, Barnet.

THE GARDEN.

appear evenly all over the plot, and we find we
get better returns than when we used to dig and
plant, as the walking over at planting-time just

gives the required firmness without being in anyway
hard or lumpy ; but perhaps I might add that

the seed is a very important part. My belief is that

seed should be obtained as early as possible, laid

out to " green," and kept in a cool shed all the

winter with as much light as possible ; then one

obtains the first breaks which, to my mind, always

produce by far the heaviest crops. The seed

need not be planted tmtil the second week
of April, when the soil is warmer and in better

condition for quick growth.—C. Goodchild.

"IT will doubtless interest both the advocates

of planting the Potato with a dibber and those

who are opposed to the method to know that

one of the members of the Sutton St. Barnabas'

Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Society in 191

6

raised the prodigious total of 364jlb. of produce

—roughly, ilb. of Potatoes for every day in

the year— from a single pound of seed

tubers. The variety was the second- early sort

Colleen, the seed Irish, from an Irish source.

The sets were planted with a dibber, albeit the

[September 8, 19 17.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. P. C. H. Jay, who in the year
named saw 114 lots so treated—a splendid tribute

to the whole-hearted zeal for the society he serves

so well.—E. H. Jenkins.

SALT WATER FOR
WHITES."

CABBAGE

I
AM much interested in the

discussion on " Dibbing Pota-

toes," and must confess to be one

of its victims, though not with regret.

We grow about three-quarters of an

acre of main and late crop varieties,

all of which are dibbed and which

always give us good returns. Let me here

state thit were I dealing with heavy soil I

should adopt the old-fashioned plan of digging

and planting together, but where soil is light or

medium my experience has taught me that the

best results are obtained by double-digging and
manin'ing in winter, leaving the surface as rough

as possible (we all know what we do that for),

and when planting-time comes roimd choose a

day when the soil is in good conditioii, go over

it with a " tiu-n prong " (an old four-grained fork

bent square and put in a long handle mjikes an

ideal tool for this), working the soil 4 inches or so

deep. With a few horns' sunshine on this it

gets in good planting condition. We then set

about the planting, going along the line making
holes with our dibber, viz., an old edging-shear

handle with a foot-rest screwed on one side 6 inches

from the bottom, leaving the bottom flat just as

it came oit the shear, with, ferrule and all on.

This when pressed to the soil level each time

makes a hole 6 inches deep and about 2i inches

in diameter. After the sets are in, the " tmn prong "

again goes over, this time not quite so deep,

which leaves the surface loose to admit air and

warmth. Providing we have good seed, the plants

THE TEMPLE OF THE SUN AT KEW BEFORE THE STORM

raiser of this record crop attributed his success

not to the tool with which he inserted the sets

in the ground, but in far greater measure to early,

deep and generous soil preparation, to the primary

manurial aids employed being incorporated with

the soil in advance of planting, and to intelligent

cultivation subsequently. In a word, he attributed

his success to cultivation and that phase of it in

particular which leaves nothing undone which

ought to have been done. The record crop named
was neither the result of an accident nor was it

brought about by questionable or extreme methods

of propagation. For a decade or more the society

named has been promoting Potato-growing com-

petitions among its members, with the result that

not a few of them, having learnt practically all

there is to learn about Potato-growing, have be-

come exper.ts in the highest sense of the term.

Conditions of the competition, while permitting

each competitor to sprout and cut up his Potato

sets in the way he deemed best, debarred all from

the use of glass and resorting to cutting propagation.

In previous years the approaches to the record crop

of 1916 have been 3391b. and 3241b. raised from

a like amount of seed. All sets are cut, planted,

and subsequently raised in the presence of the

TN reply to " Anne Amateur's " comment, no
proportions ^or the brine were given me,

but I find that a double handful of salt to a

2\ gallon can is sufficient. Plants syringed with

this solution appear to be distasteful to the butter-

flies, and they do not settle or lay their eggs on
them. August 27 brought a few very welcome
hours of sunshine, and the Buddleia was alive

with quite a crowd (for us) of Red Admirals

and Peacocks. Even our Welsh , terrier sat

and gazed in admiration at a perfect specimen of

Vanessa lo outspread on the ground before him.

—

W. D., Altnncham.

BOTTLING FRUIT IN COLD WATER.

TN reference to the bottling of fruit in cold water,

we have tried our 'prentice hand at this, and
at once found a little pitfall waitings" there's

always plenty, bless 'em !
" No

matter how forcibly the water tap

was made to run, we fsund that

innumerable tiny air-bubbles were
formed all over the fruit, and these,

after a time, coalesced and formed a

big one. To get over this difficulty

we put each Plum in the bottle

under water, after rubbing it all

over to remove the bubbles of air.

By this method one can dispense

with the tap altogether. This may
be of service to " Anne Amateur,"
that cheerful person ; I wish I could

meet her and talk gardening.

—

Lewis F. Barton, Woking.

THE TEMPLE OF THE SUN
AT KEW.

TN your issue of April 8 last year

I find an illustration of this

Temple as destroyed by the fall of

a neighbouring Cedar of Lebanon,

brought down by the storm of

March 28. It was admittedly a beau-

tiful building, and in case you care to

place it on record as it was before

the storm, I send you a photograph that was taken

by my son. Lieutenant Lynch, when at Kew. It

shows the building as erected by Sir William

Chambers in 1761, also the Cedar above referred to,

which was planted at about the same time. This

Cedar came from the Duke of Argyll's garden

at Whitton, and, after growing beside the Temple
for over 150 years, at last accomplished its destruc-

tion, ending its own career at the same time.

The Temple lasted wonderfully well if, as I have

been told, it was built chiefly of lath and plaster.

—

R. Irwin Lynch.

GILIA CORONOPIFOLIA.

QILIA CORONOPIFOLIA, or to give the plant

Sweet's English name of his " British

Flower Garden " (Second Series, Vol. III.,

plate 289), Buck's-horn-leaved Gilia, is a plant

and no mistake. Should I be fortunate enough

to spend eternity in Paradise, I hope it may be

there. Were I ever to publish a great garden

book like Parkinson's and insert in it a similar

frontispiece to his, this Gilia would not be omitted.

The same joy awaits those who know it not as

awaits those to whom Pickwick and Nicholas

NickleV)y and David Copperfield are unknown.
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It is true a great gardener friend who kindly named
it for me somewhat sniffed at it. " It would be

one of the best of plants were it not monocarpic,"

he wrote. This, too, from one who does not,

I know, altogether appreciate Perpetual-flowering

Carnations ! Why should being monocarpic put

it out of court ? I would like to do battle for

annuals and biennials, but space forbids in war-

time. So now for a prosaic description : G. coro-

nopifolia is tall and slender in growth ; its divided,

glaucous green, somewhat downy foliage has a

distinct resemblance to the antlers of a deer.

Its main stem is well clothed with branches, on

which are hung brilliant scarlet, long-tubed blooms

with their expanded petal parts delicately marbled.

I have a tine example in a pot in a cold green-

house, and I have another in a dry border slightly

shaded with the boughs of a Birch, where it lived

all last winter—the one survivor out of five. In

catalogues it is described as a half-hardy biennial,

but it must be very nearly hardy. It came to

England from Carolina and Georgia as long ago

as 1725. My seed came from British Columbia.

—

Joseph Jacob.

DUCKWEED.
T WAS interested in your reply to " Wolseley "

(August 18, page 339) on this subject, because

the pool in my new garden is infested with this

weed, also the three tanks adjoining it. l-lannel

Weed was also troublesome, but persistent doses

of copper sulphate have almost eliminated this

pest, and the Duckweed is now in full possession.

Perhaps you or one of your readers can tell me
if such fish as tench would keep it down in any
way. I notice that it is generally worst on stagnant

pools in which there are no fish. Ducks and other

waterfowl would soon get rid of it, but then,

they are bad gardeners. Last winter I cleaned

out both pool and tanks, and as they are sur-

rounded by Oak trees, I secured a rich haul of

silt composed of sand and rotten leaves. In

the spring I used some of this for top-dressing

a rather shady herbaceous border, and some time

afterwards I noticed a number of little seedlings

(which at first I took to be those of Arenaria

balearica) 'coming up all over it. Soon they

spread into a perfect carpet, and it is only quite

recently I discovered that they were plants of

Lemna minor, the Duckweed. Is it not unusual

for this plant to grow away from water ?

—

.'\rthur

R. Goodwin, Kidderminster.

[It is not usual for Duckweed to grow
away from water for any considerable length

of time, although when ponds have partly dried

up during a period of drought a certain quantity

of the weed may be found alive, quite clear of

water, on the mud or wet ground which formed
the bottom of the pond. Coarse fish may help

to keep the water clear, but the presence of water-

fowl is not always effective.

—

Ed.]

BULBS FOR THE ROCK GARDEN.
T WAS much interested in the Rev. J. Jacob's

note in a recent issue of The Garden on
Chionodoxa gigantea alba. I planted a bulb

of this variety in my rock garden a few years

ago, and it has increased until it forms quite

a satisfactory group. When in bloom I always

think it the most beautiful flower in the rock

garden. When thinking of bulbs to plant for

next season, it is perhaps worth noting that in

this garden, a sandy loam, while quite unsuccessful

in naturalising the ordinary Snowdrop (Galanthus

nivalis), I have found Galanthus Ikarife rapidly

increase by self-sown seedlings. A dozen bulbs

put in as an experiment in the wild garden have

increased in a few years to some hundreds.

—

Norman Rushworth, Beechfield, Walton-on-

Tkames.

GENTIANA SEPTEMFIDA (THE CLEFT

GENTIAN).

nPHIS fine late-flowering Gentian has proved to

be a good doer in very light, dry soil with

full exposure to sun. Both it and the splendid

form known as G. s. lagodeshiana have now been

in bloom for at least a month and look like

continuing. There are to-day many hundreds
of the great azure trumpets in a small bed

not a yard wide. These plants came through

the terrors of last winter without the slightest

ill effect.—A. T. Johnson.

POTATO MIDLOTHIAJM EARLY.

T HAVE grown this Potato for several years and
should like to support all that Mr. Goodwin

says about it in your issue of August 18. On
August 14 I lifted 3cwt. from 34 square yards of

ground. The seed was suppUed by a local firm

fes Scotch seed. The tubers were " chitted " in

boxes under the stage in a cool greenhouse, then

put in the full light to harden before planting,

which was done in rows 2 feet apart and 15 inches

apart in the row. The ground had been cropped

with Turnips, and the sets were put in the

-Aberdeenshire. Asarabacca belongs to the Natura
Order Aristolochiaceae. Its dull brown flowers,

produced in May, are insignificant
; its merit

lies in its shiny green, reniform leaves—two on
each stem—which might easily be mistaken for

Ivy. It is very suitable either for edgings alone

or in conjunction with an edging of rough stones.

I was recently struck with it in conjunction with

an edging of quartz used to buttress a raised bed
filled with scarlet Begonias. Asarabacca is readily

propagated by division of its rhizomes.

—

Cale-
donia.

CALCEOLARIA JOHN INNES.
ONE had a pardonable doubt as to the

hardiness of this hybrid Calceolaria, but

as a dozen plants have survived last winter

quite unprotected and have since bloomed delight-

fully, this valuable plant may now be classed

as quite hardy. . 1 planted mine in a line

as an edging to the hardy flower borcer, but,

although this has given the plants an oppor unity

of disclosing their charms without let or hindrance,

it was a mistake, and later on I shall rearrange

them in the form o a frontal group next to a

mass of soft pink coloured Cheddar Pink. The
Calceolarias have grown freely as well as bloomed

A READER S SAMPLl. UF MIDLOTHIAN EARLY.

trenches with a good layer of decayed horse-

manure as the digging proceeded, measuring off

2 feet each time. I have enclosed a photograph
of a sample, if you think it worth reproducing.

—

H. Summers, Godmanchester.

SEDUM BREVIFOLIUM POTTSII. .

QF the lesser Sedums this is perhaps the most
charming. Once you can get its clusters

of blue established on the sunny face of some dry,

lichened rock, you will have " a joy for ever."

In early July the plant is ablaze with countless-

silvery white stars, but I think the cold electric

blue and ruddy bronze of its foliage in winter is

even more beautiful. I am afraid that S. dasy-

phyllum and others are sometimes palmed off upon
the unwary as S. brevifolium, but, once seen, the

latter will not easily be forgotten.—A. T. J.

ASARUM EUROPIUM.
'T'HIS plant, popularly known as Asarabacca,

does not appear to be very widely dispersed.

As a matter of fact, although I have visited many
Scottish gardens of varying dimensions, I have

only met the plant in two of these, both in

profusely, so that for next year my dozen plants
will make a good mass. Al hough primarily a
border plant, it is quite suitable for the rock
garden, where it should be planted at a low level

—

not above 3 feet—and in a cool position, though
it should not be shaded.—A. C. B.

ALYSSUM SAXATILE FAILING.

T WONDER if any of your readers have to

complain of the way in which the Rock
Madwort (Alyssum saxatile) has suffered with
theni during the past winter. I have seen

many big plants, which have stood for years,

hopelessly injured and ruined for all future

years. Where this happens, those who like

the Rock Madwort should either raise seedlings,

wliich come well even in the open, or strike cuttings

of the side branches. These root quickly under

a hand-light in the open ground.—S. .A,

*** Readers who have not already done so are asked to

onter THE G.\RDEN to be delivered regutarli/ by their rtews-

atjent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold

copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence The
G.\IiDBN is obtainable ONLY if ordered beforehand.
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BLANCHING CELERY
By clarence PONTING.

As every gardener knows, the main difficulty when earthing up a row of Celery plants is

to prevent the earth from dribbling into the heart of the plants. This can be avoided

by adopting the method shown in the illustration, which consists simply of placing a

paper collar round the plant.

THOSE readers who remember luy article

in the issue of The Garden for

August II last regarding the inter-

cropping of the Celery trench sides

may be interested in a few further notes

as to the treatment that the rows then illustrated

will receive, together with an illustration of the

Celery plants undergoing the first phase towards

obtaining the necessary blanch.

In my notes of August ii the photograph

showed the Celery between two rows of Peas.

These have now given their crop, and the soil

upon which they grew has been pricked over with

a fork. This will help to dry the soil. A week

later this earth will be dug deeper and smashed

tie of raffia or Greentwist is all that is necessary

to keep the paper in place, and this will rot in due

cotu'se after it has been in contact with the soil,

and thus allow the hearts to expand in a natural

manner. The advantage of these collars is primarily

the ease with which earthing-up maybe performed,

but they also enable one to. apply liquid or artificial

manure right up to the day that soil blanching

commences. At the same time they hurry on

the process of blanching by keeping the light

excluded to a large extent, although, perhaps,

brown paper might do this even better still.

Previous to commencing to blanch with soil,

the plants should receive either a good soaking

of water at the roots or some liquid manure.

CELERY IN PAPER COLLARS.

until a fine tilth is obtained. The paper was

tied round the plants previous to this pricking

over being done.

Earthing-up does not commence until the

first week in September, and then 3 inches to

5 inches of soil will be drawn to the paper collars.

This will continue at intervals of ten days to a

fortnight, until 12 inches to 14 inches of the plants

is covered in. This will about bury the collars and

will give sufficient blanch for the earliest sticks.

These earthings should h£ done on a dry day,

taking care to keep the top of the plant open to

promote growth and allow the heart to rise. Do

not hammer the soil down the sides w-ith the

spade, as I. have seen some gardeners do. This

acts as a severe check upon the future growth

which is necessary to obtain a weH-blanched

heart. The last earthing-up, which takes place

before winter sets in, may seem drastic to the novice,

as the plant is almost, if not completely, closed

up with soil to exclude the rain.

The longer that Celery is allowed to grow before

earthing-up takes place, the longer it takes to

blanch. From four to six weeks is necessary for

fully grown plants. Red Celery also takes longer

than the white variety, and then never comes

pure white. It is more of a creamy pink tint.

This year there may be a difficulty in obtaining

the necessary paper to form the collars round

the plants. Anticipating this, I saved a number

of large envelopes made from stiff cartridge

paper, one of which reaches my office daily.

These, cut open, form a capital collar. A single

This will be the last opportunity of administering

this Celery tonic.

Rust Fungi in the Garden
By NORMAN G. HADDEN.

THOUGH forming a far more serious

menace to the farmer than to the

gardener, still the rust fungi are quite

sufficiently troublesome in garden and

orchard to deserve careful study with a

view to obviating their attacks. None of our

numerous fungoid pests have a more amazing

life-history than the rusts (Uredinales) ; among

them the phenomenon of alternation of generations

is most strikingly displayed.

Let us take, for example, a very common
species (Puccinia menthffi) which attacks the

Mint, and having gained a foothold soon necessi-

tates the burning of the entire Mint bed. The

mycelium of the rust seems to permeate the whole

herb, which when once infected is forced to

support the parasite from one year to another.

The presence of the rust can be first detected in

spring by the appearance of yellow spots on the

under side of the Mint leaves. Examination with

a pocket lens shows these spots to consist of

colonies of tiny cup-shaped fungi embedded in

the leaf, each cup being the cradle of innumerable

spores. This is known as the a^cidial or cluster-

cup stage in the rust's life-history. The spores

shed by the cluster-cups fall on other leaves of

the Mint, where they speedily germinate in damp
weather, sending out minute threads through

the leaf's breathing pores and permeating the cells

of the whole herb. Soon it is the turn of this

generation to propagate the species, but it does

so in a totally different form to that of its own
parent. Instead of the quaint little yellow cluster-

cups, there appear tiny brown cushions of ripe

spores, scattered irregularly over the under

surface of the leaves, the leaf-stalks, and even

on the stems. Microscopically examined, each

of these spores is seen to be round and consists

of a single cell ; this is called the uredo stage

and the spores are uredospores, from the burnt

appearance they give to the infected leaves. On
germination the uredospores give rise to a third

and final alternation, in which the spore clusters

are very similar but of a deeper colour, and the

individual spores consist of two cells ; these are

the teleutospores, and they in their turn give

rise to the cluster-cups again in the following

spring.

The life-history sketched above is fairly typical

of the majority of rusts, but it differs from many
in that all the stages are passed on the same host

plant. Many rusts start their parasitical career

on one sort of plant and continue it on a totally

distinct species. The best known instance of

this hetercecism is the case of the Wheat rust

(Puccinia graminis), in which the cluster-cups

appear on the Barberry and the later stages on

Wheat and various wild grasses. Since the

connection between the two plants was recognised

by farmers. Barberry bushes have been rooted

out of the hedgerows, and the rust is not nearly

so plentiful as formerly. It has, however, been

proved that this rust can omit the jecidial stage,

and the infection may be carried on by the

teleutospores and uredospores alone.

One species (Puccinia pruni-spinosae) whose

cluster-cups attack Anemone coronaria (and

prevent their flowering) next makes its appear-

ance in its successive stages on Plum trees

;

another attacks common Groundsel and the

Scots Pine, and yet others alternately infect

Junipers and fruit trees. A great many rusts

do not go through all the spore forms as in the

case of the Mint rust, sometimes the cluster-cup.

sometimes the uredospore, and occasionally even

the teleutospore stage being omitted from the

life cycle, each spore giving rise to hyphae which

produce spores of the same type as their parent.

Variation in weather and climate appear to

influence the life cycle, for in some instances a

rust which will produce all its stages in one

country fails to do so in another.

There is a remarkable species which produces

cluster-cups on the Wood Anemone, and on the

Continent its later stages attack the Service Tree ;

in England it is apparently unable to infect the

latter host, although many attempts have been

made to infect it artificially. In the case of

heteroecions rusts (those whose stages are borne

by two distinct hosts) the extermination of one

host will usually be found to materially check,

if not absolutely prevent, the spread ijf the

parasite.

Young Weymouth Pines are subiect to the

attacks of a very injurious rust (Cronartium

ribicola), whose teleutospores are produced on

Currant bushes ; hence it is most important to

see that nurseries of the young Pines are not in

the vicinity of Currant bushes.

Spraying with Bordeaux mixture or potassium

sulphide solution will keep, rusts in check, but it

must be realised that they are internal parasites

and, unlike mildews, carniot be exterminated by

external washes. Burning of any infected plants

is advisable as soon as rust appears, or it will
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•quicHy spread to surrounding plants of the same
species. The practised eye will soon detect a

stricken host ; the stem generally looks attenuated

and the leaves have an unhealthy appearance

even before they are spotted by the ripe spores

of the rust.
'

Hollyhock rust is only too familiar to gardeners,

but if healthy seedlings are raised it will pay to

i.arefuUy pull up and burn all wild Mallows in

the neighbourhood of the garden, for these are

generally infected and the means of spreading the

disease.

Pansies and Violas are subject to the attacks

of a rust (Puccinia cegra) which is remarkable

in that the cluster-cups and succeejjing stages may
all be found ou the same plant all through the

summer. Infected plants continue to flower, but

their habit becomes leggy and growth weak.

In propagating, care must be taken to avoid

cuttings from infected stock ; it is better to pull

up and burn any plant as soon as the disease is

detected. Some varieties are far more liable to

infection than others, while some appear to be

quite immune. It is only by careful breeding on

scientific principles from immune varieties—as

instanced by Professor Biffeu's famous experiments

with Wheat—that the presence of rusts can be

removed from our gardens.

Unfortunately, the number of cultivated plants

which are subject to attack by rusts is very

considerable, including, besides those already

mentioned. Broad Beans, Runner Beans, Peas,

Onions, Beet, Asparagus, Carnations, Chrysan-

themums, Campanvilas, Irises (especially I. foe-

tidissima), Thrift, Box, Periwinkle and Virgin

Lilies ; t\'hile Narcissi, Aizoon Saxifrages, Sempcr-

vivums. Gentians and Violets are also occasionally

attacked. Lowly parasites though they be, the

rusts are highly specialised fungi, and the majority

can only infest one particular species of host

plant, or, as before referred to, only certain

varieties of that species.

CHANTARELLE
(C.4NTHARELLUS CIBARIUS.)

THIS has been, and still is, a remarkably

good season for this excellent esculent

fungus. In many localities it is plenti-

ful, and gives a store of wholesome and

most delectable food such as should not

te neglected. The illustration gives the general

appearance of a Chantarelle of medium growth.

When they are younger they have a quite simple

form, with the edge of the cap hardly waved at

all ; but when older and of full size the cap is

much depressed and the edge more waved and

complicated ; the whole outer part stands nearly

upright, reminding one of an umbrella turned

inside out. They are sometimes as much as

4 inches across and 4 inches high. The best way
to identify the true Chantarelle is to have in mind
that the colour is a deep yellowy much like that

of a ripe Apricot, and that, curiously enough,

they have also the scent of ripe Apricots. This

is less perceptible in a single specimen, but if

a few lie together in a basket the sweet scent is

very distinct, and is quite unmistakable if one

comes into a room where there is a basket of

Chantarelles. The consistency may be described

as buttery-le,athery ; the uneven gills run up
and branch near the top edge. They may be

found in or near the edges of woods, most fre-

quently under Oaks, but also under Beeches and

HoUies, and sometimes near Scotch Fir ; but more
usually undfr Firs there is' a small, dry, worthless

kind of a rather deeper colour that is harmless

but is not worth cooking. Their praises as written

by the Xvit mycologico-gastronnmic anthoritiPs

can hardly be more strongly worded. In Cooke's
" British Fungi " we read : Berkeley says that
" the Chantarelle is occasionally served up at

public dinners at the principal hotels in London
on state occasions, where every effort is made
to secure the rarest and most costly dainties."

Batarra says that, if properly prepared, the

Chantarelle would arrest the pangs of death

!

.\ good way to cook them is, after picking over

and washing, to put them for a few minutes in

boiling water. Then drain and dry' and stew in

butter with a little olive oil, with chopped tarragon,

pepper, salt and grated lemon peel ; simmer
over a slow fire for twenty minutes and moisten

from time to time with good stock or cream.

Or they may be simply fried in butter with pepper

and salt, but this takes an hour unless thej' are

first softened by the few minutes in boiling

water. G. J.

The Gordon Training of

Fruit Trees

THE more one sees of fruit trees generally

in gardens, large or small, the more one

is impressed with the advantage of the

cordon principle of training. In the

production of fruit, whether it be Apples,

Pears, Currants or Gooseberries, the same desirable

method prevails. I do not mean that all trees

should be restricted to one branch or stem, but

that all trees, whether they have one branch

or a dozen, should be trained on the cordon

principle from the base. For instance, take a

Pear or Apple tree. Instead of those trees having

two branches radiating away from the base, or

from the centre higher up, all too thickly growing

together, such trees should have a limited number

CHANT.\RELLE.

of main branch^, thus obtaining a maximum
amount of light. They should be summer pruned

to induce them to form fruit spurs right from the

base to the apex, and thus give a ma.ximum
amount of fruit over the w-hole of the tree. Such

trees are much more profitable and give less trouble

than the severely shaped pyramid, which, for the

purpose of producing full crops of fruit, often,

has far too many branches and all too thickly

placed, so much so that the centre of the tree

bears little, if any, fruit.

A Pear or Apple tree grown on this bush-cordon

system may have branches 10 feet long and will

in time ba quite rigid, safely carrying a full crop

of fruit. Of course, there are exi-pptinns in habit

of growth. Some are less sturdy ; such require

support, and naturally they would not be allowed
to extend so far. With Red or White Currants

there is no comparison in the amount or quality

of fruit that trees with a restricted nujnber of

branches will produce as compared with the

ordinary thickly grown bush. Under such con-

ditions of a maximum amount of light and air

the fruit is cleaner, a better colour, and will keep

so much better owing to the amount of air it

receives at all times. Gooseberries, Plums and
Cherries can all be treated under similar con-

ditions with success. Lately I have seen bush
Apple trees carrying quite a meagre crop of fruit

under opposite conditions of training ; whereas
trees in the same plantation treated on more rational

lines were loaded with fruit. Trees may require a

little more time and attention in laying the founda-

tion for such training, but when the base is formed

the rest is simple. A system of close summer
pruning is all that is required, with, perhaps in

some stubborn instances, resorting to root-pruning

when dealing with such a variety as Apple
Gascoyne's Scarlet, which is prone to vigorous

growth. E. MoLYNEUX.

Gordon Gooseberries
The cultivation of Gooseberries as cordons is

not nearly as widely followed as the good results

invariably obtained warrant, it being a note-

worthy fact that where this system is followed

and good cultivation observed, the fruit the

trees produce is very much finer, and the results

more certain, than from trees grown in the

ordinary way.

As long ago as 1890 I was favourably impressed

by the advantages this method had over all other

forms, where first-class dessert fruit was a con-

sideration, upwards 'of 800 trees being planted

alongside a walk in a shady part of the garden.

These were planted about a foot apart and kept

in position by two strands of extra stout wire,

the chief variety grown being the old favourite

Whinham's Industry, and the extraordinary crops

these carried every season was a revelation to all

visitors.

Since then, at various times and places. I have

carried out the idea on a smaller scale, choosing

such as Keepsake, Dan's Mistake, Ironmonger,

Antagonist, Crown Bob and Leveller, and the

result has ahvays been a success. In addition to

the fine fruit these trees carry, the system of

growing them makes adequate protection from

birds—and others—quite an easy matter, the pro-

tecting of a long row with old fish netting being

but a matter of minutes. F. R. C.

FIG BROWN TURKEY
This Fig, which has no fewer than eighteen

synonyms, is much the best variety for general use,

especially out of doors, being perfectly hardy, of

free growth and bearing abundantly. The fruit,

too, is of -the highest quality, large, pyriform

in shape, the skin brownish red, covered with a

blue bloom. The flesh is red and very luscious.

.\ south or a west wall not less than 12 feet high,

the higher the better, affords a capital site for

the production of high-class fruit. With such a

site the onlyjpoint that remains to ensure success

is management. The chief errors are too free

and rich a rootinglmedium and an overcrowding

of branches. By the former error too luxuriant

growth is the result ; whereas a check to exuberant

growth, coupled with a free water supply during

a spell of dry summer weather, means medium

growth and a heavy fruit crop. A restriction, then,

of the rooting space by the aid of a dry brick

wall some 4 feet from the wall on which the tree

i^ trainc'l i- Mh- vpmcdv, S, H.
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SEPTEMBER FLOWERS AT EARLHAM HALL
THE NEW MONTBRETIAS, RARE FLOWERING SHRUBS AND .ALPINES, AND A GARDEN OF BLUE FLOWERS.

WHEN Mr. and Mrs. Sydney

Morris took possession of Earlham
Hall, Norwich, they could not

have made a happier choice
;

it is a fine Old English home
with which anyone would soon make friends.

Not that the garden was all that could be desired,

but there were great possibilities. A delightful

garden cotild be made of the old paddock where

racehorses were at one time the chief feature

;

there were chances for planting Lilies and the

finest flowering shrubs along the straight and sombre
walk where the great WUberforce was accustomed

to pace up and down, and pleasant vistas could

be made through the stately trees from the south

front of the Hall. Now all these cliauges and many
others have been made with such pleasing effect

that it woiild have been a credit to the genius

of . CapabiUty Brown. Those who would know
more of the landscape or of the old associations

of this Norfolk garden should turn to the." Recol-

lections of the Gardens at Earlham Hall," by Mr.

E. A. Bowles, which appeared in The Garden for

April 7 of this year. It is our purpose now to

dwell upon some of the flowers of late summer as

we saw them a few days ago.

The Montbretias of Earlham HaU.—First

and foremost are the Montbretias. We had learnt

to expect much from the wonderful flowers which

Mr. Morris has on rare occasions brought to the

fortnightly meetings of the Royal Horticultural

Society, but we were taken completely by surprise

to see a bed of about half an acre full of named
and new seedling Montbretias, varying .in coloiu-

from the pale clear flowers of Citronella and Lemon
Queen, the .rich amber of Queen of Spain and

Queen Alexandra, to the orange and copper flamed

Cyclops and Queen Elizabeth. Some of these,

having received the high honour of the Royal

Horticultural SocietVs award of merit, have

already been described in our pages. Seen in the

soft evening light, and again in the bright suidight

of early morning, the colours were so gorgeous

as to baffle description. Incidentally, th/by baffled

the camera, for the shades of crimson and gold

are most difficult colours to record, and we must
leave the illustrations until such happy times

come round that we may again produce our

coloured plates. A feature of many seedlings

is the great size of the highly coloured flowers.

We measured a bloom of Queen Adelaide, which
is one of the finest, of them all, and found

it 4i inches across, much to the joy of the

gardener, Mr. G. Henley, who regards size as an
essential feature of a new variety, and he does

know a good Montbretia 'after thirty years'

faithful service with his present employer.

Another variety which came in for great admira-

tion was Boadicea, with rounded petals of pure

amber, a refined flower averaging 3 J inches in

diameter. A few new seedlings were selected from
the broad beds on the occasion of our visit and

known IncarviUea variabihs lutea was making a
brave show of its greenish yellow flowers. It seems
to be a plant of good constitution, and is sure to

be a favourite when better known. The charming
Viola bosniaca, with bright rosy flowers, was
making a delightful edging by a garden path.

The beautiful rock garden, cleverly built witli

water-worn mountain limestone, contains many
great treasures among mountain flowers. The
golden yello\f Oxalis lobata was just at its-

best ; and we were fortunate in seeing a solitar>'

flower on Mr. Farrer's recent introduction whi< 1',

IRISH HEATH IN THE ROCK GARDEN*.

christened Halo, Macaw and Red Indian. Of these

we shall hear more when they are grown up, for they

are the chosen few from many worthy seedlings.

Rock Garden and Herbaceous Plants.

—

The

tall spikes of Thalictrum dipterocarpum, with

a fine sprinkling of its delicate flowers, is one of

the most handsome subjects in the herbaceous

borders at the present time. Near by we see

large clumps of our old friend Salvia virgata

nemorosa, the flowers of which, as Mr. Morris

pointed out, offer a great attraction to bees and

bumble-bees. Beekeepers, please note ! The little

A GARDEN OF BLUE AND MAUVE FLOWERS.

he appropriately calls the Harebell Poppy
(Meconopsis quintuplinervis). The nodding flowers,

are satiny, pale lavender in colour, and the beauti-

ful outline in form is well shown in the accompany-
ing illustration. At the back of the rock garden we
observed Rosa Moyesii in quantity. Its large

fruits give promise of a glorious display in the

coming autumn, and the new Lonicera syringantha

is still bearing its delicate pink flowers, yielding a.

sweet and powerful odour reminiscent of the

Paper-white Narcissus. A group of the white-

form of St. Dabeoc's Heath (Daboecia polifolia

alba) flowers well through the summer and autumn,
each flower, curiously enough, having been bitten

through at its base by bees. Thus the object ot

the flower in secreting nectar is defeated.

Among the best Roses at the time of our visit .

were General Macarthur, Marie van Houttt',

Mrs. B. R. Cant and Lady Hillingdon. They
were making good masses of colour in spite of

gales and heavy rains, and the blooms may stili

be cut in armfuls. Juliet and Rayon d'Or produ< i

fewer but finer flowers.

The Formal Garden.—We have left a good

thing till the last. The formal garden is one of

the oldest and most pleasing features of the gardens

at Earlham Hall. It is a sheltered garden sur-

rounded on three sides by high walls. The beds

are filled with blue and lavender flowers and

grey-leaved plants. Here we see the work of

Mrs. Morris ; it is a clever arrangement, for thi-

plants are carefully chosen to produce a co'i!

and beautiful effect. The central beds around

an old stone figure of Cupid with a lyre contain

tall plants of a variety of Eucalyptus Globulus

known as Maidenii and the soft blue flowers of

Plumbago capensis. Verbenas, including veaos.i
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THE HAREBELL POPPY ^MECONOPSIS

QUINTUPLINERVIS).

and a seedling raised at Earlhara, are freely used

as a groundwork, and the flowers fall in careless

beauty over the low Box edging on to the gravel

pathways. A hardy form of Agapaiithus vun-

bellatus fits in well with the rolour-scheme. It

is flowering freely and is none the worse for having

been outdoors all the winter. Aster Thompsonii

—

and there is nothing to equal it—is used with

good effect along cue of the borders with the

Azure Sa^e (Perovskia atriplicifolia). The silvery

grey foliage of Perovskia enters into perfect

harmony with the neighbouring finely cut silvery

leaves of Centaurea Clementei, interspersed with

standard Heliotropes and tall plants of Plumbago
capensis. ' H. C.

Preserving Fruit in Cold
Water

WITH reference to this subject on
page 343 of The Garde.v of

August 2 J, I have one suggestion

to make while indiarubber is

scarce and bottles also—and the

price makes them prohibitive to persons of small

means—and that is that the bottles could be
sealed by using fat three days running, as each

fresh sealing stops any airholes caused by the

first sealing when the fat shrinks.

I enclose you a copy of some recipes I trans-

lated from my old French ones, a copy of which
I have given to the Royal Horticultural Society,

the Agricultural Society in Tothill Street, West-
minster, and various others to use as they

think fit.

The Preservation of Soft Fruit.—With refer-

ence to the preser\'ation of soft fruit, the plan

of stewing down the fruit and storing for jam-
making later is a good one, and succeeds well

if the jars are first warmed, then a few drops
of alcohol put into- each jar before being filled

with the hot fruit pulp. The jars should be filled!

up to the neck, but not far into the neck, as it

is necessary to leave room for about 2 inches of

fat. Bottles may be sealed successfully with

fat, provided it is not a very hard-setting, brittle

fat, as this tends to come away from the sides of

the bottle or jar. A mi.\tm'e of mutton and beef

fat is suitable for the purpose. The fat should

be melted and poured slowly into the neck of the

jar to the depth of about 1 inch, and the jar must

be warmed beforehand. The fat is then allowed

to cool in a place where the temperature is not

liable to sudden change. After the first quantity

of fat has set—say, on the ne.xt day—a further

quantity—say, half an inch—of melted fat should

be run on to the top of the cold fat first added,

and if the depth of the neck is sufficient, a third

quantity should be added at a later date.

Preserving Fruit and Vegetables by Drying

and Evaporation.—These recipes are meant

maiidy for those who have only small ovens and

ordinary appliances, and must use their owi\

materials in the way which is possible for them.

Ovens in which bread or cakes are baked can be

easily used if the recommendations are followed.

Paper bags, if clean, can be used instead of cotton

or muslin, to save expense and labour. Of course,

people with large gardens and adequate means

would be well advised to purchase the modern

apparatus for evaporating fruit and vegetables,

but such apparatus is not necessary for those of

small means with equal intelligence who are in a

position to develop " la petite culture " so

thoroughly known and practised in other countries.

Fruits Dried for Preservation.—-Plums, Apri-

cots, Cherries, Damsons and Peaches can be dried

and kept for use in the following manner : Any
clever housekeeper will see that this is' done

properly at the right time and avoid all waste.

Gather the fruits when ripe, but not over-ripe.

Place them on gratings in a cool oven until they

are shrivelled up like the fruits sold as evaporated

fruits. Put them in bags (paper for preference)

and keep them in a very dry place. When to

be used, soak them in plenty of water so that

they have room to swell, and stew them slowly

(very slowly) with the same water in which they

have been soaked. If shrivelled up when stewed

instead of being swollen to the usual size, it is

because they have been done too quickly in a

hot oven or with'not enough water to swell in'.

Peas to Preserve Dry.—Peas must be gathered

young. After shelling them put them into a

pot of slightly salted water. Bring them up to

boiling point, then drain them at once and spread

them on a cloth to remove all moisture. Put

them on a baking sheet in a cool oven to get hard.

When hard, spread them out and place them in

clean paper bags ; hang them up in tlie kitchen

till required for use. These dried Peas can be

boiled in the usual way in boiling salted water

with a sprig, of Mint, or an Onion, or a lump of

sugar, as preferred. Some put a pinch of carbonate

of soda to keep the colour.

Broad Beans to Preserve Dry.—These are

gathered young and are treated exactly like the

Peas. They are excellent either cooked whole

or as a puree, but must, of course, be soaked for

some time before being cooked. The 'Water

should be saved for a vegetable soup. {Note.—

If the Broad Beans are gathered fairly old, a

hard skin will have been formed, and must, of

course, be removed before the "Beans are put in

the oven to dry.)

French Beans.—If gathered young, these can

be dried and kept like the Green Peas, but they

may require soaking for a couple of hours

before use.

Mixed Vegetables (Julienne Seche).—This

consists of Carrots, Turnips, Parsnips, Jerusalem

.Artichokes, &c., 'shredded up and dried like the

Peas and placed in paper bags for use. In the

South of Europe the drying is done in the sun.

In the North the cool oven is the only safe method,

and dried fruit and vegetables must be kept in a

dry and airy place. Mary Beale.

Pear Charles Ernest
Like the variety Durondeau, this Pear makes

a splendid cordon. With me this year it is

one of the best. I have rarely seen fruits with more

than a faint flush of crimson on the sunny side,

J)ut my fruits are a deep crimson covering half

the fruit already. Perhaps it is maiidy owing to

the great quantity of iron in the soil—I have

one ironstone that was recently dug up weighing

icwt.—as all fruits and flowers in my garden

have the special feature of rich colour, except

Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, but in their case

I am overcoming the difficulty by the judicious

use of lime.

Pear Charles Ernest is a regular cropper

and bears large fruits ; the leaves are smooth

and quite distinct. Amateur cultivators' who
contemplate planting Pears this autumn should

include the variety named. It makes a grand

pyramid and espalier. I have noticed in late years

in villa gardens the revival of espaliers of both

Pears and Apples. G. G.

ASTER THOMPSONII AND THE AZURE SAGE (PtRGVSKIA ATRIl'LICIFOLL\ ).
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HERBACEOUS PyEONIES
SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER ARE THE BEST MONTHS TO TRANSPLANT

THESE BEAUTIFUL HARDY FLOWERS.

NOBLEST and best of herbaceous

plants that flower in summer-time,

gardens are numerous in which

Paonies may be planted on a lavish

scale, and few, comparatively, by

reason of size or peculiar situation, from which

they need be excluded altogether. Hence in

large measure they may be accounted indis-

pensable—good -enough, indeed, for all whose

gardening is chiefly, or entirely, confined to the

open air. Hardiest of the hardy so far as the

plant's roots are concerned, and suffering but

rarely as the result of late spring frosts, the

gardener is wont to regard them as the most

reliable of his subjects, a never-failing source

of flower beauty in June and July, once they have

Squill, .\nemone, Cyclamen and the like at other

seasons, so much the better. Incidentally, a belt

of shrubs sheltering the plants from north and

east would secure them from the effects of late

spring frosts, though such occurrences are rare.

In districts where the ill-effects of such frosts are

more frequently felt, planting in a western

exposure would meet the case. The greater

danger from frost arises when the flower-buds

of the Pffiony are about the size of Peas—the

nascent or petal-forming period. In ths main,

however, the plants are safe in any open position,

and only rarely indeed does a complete collection

suffer. Curiously, the old-fashioned double crimson

Pffiony, which flowers early, suffers least, the later-

flowering sorts, descendants of P. albiflora, P.

FLOWERING ROSETItS OF SEDUM PILOSUM.

become well established. .-Vnd not at flower-

time only. With each recurring spring there is

presented the rich effect of crimson stems and

leaves, as brilliant as the Scarlet Dogwood under

a winter's sun, and just as good in the picture.

Later they impress by fine leaf development and

stately habit ; anon, at flower-time, by chaste

or brilliant colouring or the unequalled fragrance

of not a few.

Adaptability and Position.—For the reasons

already given, the young Pajony growth in spring

associates well with the stronger-growing Narcissi,

and, while affording pleasing harmony or striking

contrast when thus grown, also enhances the

beauty or interest of some particular spot for a

longer tinre than usual. Adjacent to groups of

white-flowered shrubs, the more brilliant would

be in striking contrast. Conversely, white or

light-coloured sorts would have a telling effect

in the vicinity of dark-leaved shrubs, each in turn

mirroring the other into fuller life and beauty.

In this way many a shrub border may be

illumined ; and if sparkling .vith Snowdrop,

edulis and P. sinensis, being those occasionally

nipped in the bud.

Soil and Cultivation.—It is important here to

recognise that the Paeony is a deep-rooting subject,

sending down its thong-like roots to a depth of

3 feet or more into well-cultivated soils ;
hence

to attain perfection the soil should be deeply

trenched. Many soils will not, it is true, allow

of trenching 3 feet deep, though the most should be

done in every case. Remembering, too, that when

once* well planted they may be left for a decade

without showing any
,
declining vigour, they

merit being well done. Gross-feeding subjects,

too, the ground should be heavily manured. In

these two directions no one is likely to err on the

side of generosity. As to soil, the Pifony is not

fastidious, and while disliking the coldest and

heaviest day soils, may be well cultivated in the

majority outside these. In loams of medium

texture they establish themselves more quickly ;

in heavier soils they longer endure. For very

light, sandy Boils, cow-manure alone should be

employed, for its cooling nature rather than for its

high manurial value. For the rest, good stable

manure will suffice. In addition, established beds

or groups are greatly benefited by copious apph-

cations of liquid manure in autumn and winter,

when root activity is considerable.

When to Plant.—^The best period of the whole

year is September and October. Some commercial -

growers go one better and prefer August, so as

to be in advance of new' root formation—an

important factor in connection. Generally, this

new root activity begins in late September, and

Octobei; is often in before it has developed to

any considerable extent ; hence my choice of

the period named. The weeks immediately

succeeding, and while the plants' crowns remain

dormant, may be regarded a good second best.

The worst period for planting is the early spring

months when growth has already begun, and the

fact cannot too strongly be emphasised. Planting

at that time has caused much disappointment

in the past ; its weakening effects upon the plants

directly responsible for their slow recovery. In

this connection the correct test of all such work

is the quick return of the subject to a good repre-

sentative flowering. Conversely, incorrect work

may be readily gauged by slow recovery and by

the debilitated condition of the plants.

The Best Type of Plant to start with is a

youthful one of three to five stout crowns. The

planting of big clumps intact is a mistake ; indeed,

nothing is more fatal to success. By periodical

division of the subject the Pieony specialist is

enabled to supply examples that generally give

satisfaction. Rooting afresli from the base of

the crown buds, it is important that the cro%vns

be buried about 2 inches deep. In group planting,

the individuals should be rather thinly disposed

—a yard apart each way or even more would not

be too much—since leaf development is consider-

able and progressive with years. In this way a

couple of dozen plants of a variety would form a

goodly colony. On a smaller scale in the border,

groups of three or five answer well, and, of cotu'se,

there are many instances where solitary examples

only could be accommodated.

Varieties are numerous, but the following are

in every way excellent: Canarie, white and

sulphur ; Duchesse de Nemours, creamy white,

highly fragrant ; Felix Crousse, brilliant crimson ;

Festiva Maxima, snow white, of enormous size ; Her

Grace, peach pink ; Lady Bramwell, silvery rose,

very beautiful ; Marie L^moine, handsome creamy

white, very fragrant, late ; Mme. Furtado, carmine,

salmon rose centre ; Mme. de Vatobp, white and

flesh ; M. Charles Leveque, silvery blush ;
Philo-

mele, satin rose, sulphur centre. Anemone formed, a

great bloomer ; Solfaterre, white, lemon centre,

the best of its class ; Progress, the largest creamy

white, double, very free. E. H. Jenkins.

SEDUM PILOSUM
The family of Sedums, or Stonecrops, is composed

of plants of different habit. Some creep along

the ground, forming a dense carpet of small leaves ;

some make trailing growth, with pointed or flattened

leaves ; others possess a more upright habit,

crowned with heads of bloom ; while others form

rosettes resembling the Houseleek. Sediuu pilosum,

the subject of this note, belongs to the last section,

with foliage arranged in rosettes like the Semper-

vivums, covered with a fine down, and is one of the

most beautiful of the whole genus with its heads

of pretty pink flowers during June and July.

It is a native of the Caucasus, and. like the majority

of the genus, prefers a dry, light soil and a sunny

position. In some wet districts it may suffer in

winter from excessive wet, but a sheet of glass placed

over it will overcome this difficulty. It is readily

raised from seed, and should be raised annually, as

it is of a biennial nature. F. G. Preston.
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The Pere . d'Ardene

No
one who has interested himself in

French floriculture can have failed

to come across the name of this famous

old French fioricultural writer. When
he was born and when he died I do

not remember, even supposing I ever knew.

But he lived and flourished in the early part of

the eighteenth century, and is reputed by compe-

tent authorities to have been one of the most

practical and scholarly exponents of the art of

cultivating florists' flowers.

I object to Loudon's statement in his " Enc\clo-

pa;dia of Gardening" (new edition, page 113),

where, speaking of French authors on gardening,

he says :
" Their works on florists' flowers, such

as D'.\rdene, Traite des tulipes, &c., are chiefly

translations from the Dutch." Taking Morin.

<,.)ubc, •• L. B.." • L. C. B. M.," Liger, Valnay.

Fuard du Castel, Gucrineau de St.-Peravi, La

Chesnee-Monstereul, and Guenin, some of the best-

known writers of the period on florists' flowers,

to say nothing of the anon^inous ones, there is

no suggestion anywhere outside Loudon's, so far

,is 1 can find, that the works of these men were

• 'ther than original. And certainly the Pere

d'.A.rdene fully deserves our confidence in this

respe.ft. In his day, when brazen-faced plagiarism

was rife, he takes special care to denounce it in

more than one of his chubby little i2mo volumes.

If the reader turns to his "Pritzel" he will

find that Jean Paul Rome d'Ardene is there

'.redited with four works—one on the Ranunculus,

and others on the Hyacinth, the Carnation and

the Tulip. These, however, were not all, for my
old friend M. G. Gibault says that the P6re

d'Ardene wrote a monograph on the Auricula

(a work I have never been able to trace in any

bibliography or library catalogue) and a treatise

ou vegetable culture called " L'annee champetre"

(three volumes, i2mo, 1769).

The popularity of the Pere d'Ardene's works

is beyond question. His first work, " Traite

des Renoncules," published in 1746, ran into at

least three editions. Fancy a book on the Ranun-

culus, of nearly 300 pages, running into a third

edition here in England to-day ! The thing is

impossible. His "Traite des Tulipes" reached

a second edition, and two of his books were

translated into German and Italian respectively.

I have long cherished the desire to know some-

thing more about the Pere d'Ardene than his

little books afford us. Probably the " Biographie

Universelle " of Michaud would satisfy us, but

that is not accessible. In English horticultural

literature references to this old French florist

are rare, but in addition to Loudon's bare mention

there is one in Felton's " On the Portraits of

English Authors on Gardening." He says in

his preface :
" Jean Paul de Ardenne, Superior

of the Congregation of the Oratory of Marseilles,

one of the most famous florists of the period in

which he lived, and who devoted great part of

his time in deeds of charity."

It would be most interesting and instructive

to learn where Felton gathered these few details

from, because we can glean very little from

D'Ardene's books themselves. His name does

not appear on the title-page of any of them
;

but at the end of the preface to his book on the

Ranunculus and a]so>to that on the Carnation he

subscribes hnnself " Votre tres-humble & trte-

obeissant serviteur D'Ardene, P. de I'Orat ,"

t e., pretre de I'oratoire.

It was long a puzzle to me as to what a priest

of the Oratory could be. Church of England
friends and Roman Catholic friends alike could

give nd explanation. Was he a priest of a church

called the Oratory or of a religious Order ?

The latter seemed to be the most probable, for

on the title-page of some of his books appear the

words " avec permission des Superieurs." As a

final result of my enquiries I chanced to turn

to Haydn's " Dictionary of Dates," where we
get the satisfaction of learning that the Oratorians

are a regular Order of priests established by St.

Philip Neri about 1564, and that they had a

foundation in France. Hence the Pere d'Ardene's

position becomes clear. C. H.^rm.xn P.^vxe.

are full of roots, give them weak liquid maimre
occasionally.

Ferns in the greenhouse that are pale in their
fronds owing to exhaustion of the soil should be
given sulphate of ammonia at the rate of 20z.

per gallon every time they are watered.
E. MOLYXEU.X.

(Steward to W. H. Wyers, Esq.)
Swantnore. Hauls.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDEN'S.

The Kitchen Garden.

Carrots.—The main crop growing in stiff soil

will be all the better lifted and stored in sand in

a shed or at the foot of a north wall in the open
where they can be protected from frost. Carrots
grown ir stiff soil are liable to split during
wet weather in the autumn, and especially when
the roots start a second growth by putting
out new roots around the main root. Make a
last sowing of a Stump Horn variety on a warm
border, from which useful small roots may be
obtained during the early part of the year.

Tomatoes.—From the plants growing in the
open the fruits, directly they are the least bit

cc)loured. should be gathered and placed in a warm
room, where they will ripen quite well. Plants
ill bearing under glass should have all the side

shoots removed and the leaves shortened back.
Top-dress the plants carrying heavy crops with
turfy loam and half-decayed horse-manm-e in

equal parts, adding a sprinkling of bone-meal
or some approved fertiliser. Failing the top-
dressing, dissolve half an ounce of sulphate of

ammonia in a gallon of water occasionally. Sow
seed in heat 10 obifin plants to fruit early in

spring. Keep them close to the glass to induce a
stocky growth.

Celery.—Earth-up the late batches with soil

as growth progresses, being careful to tie the
leaves together first to prevent the soil getting
into the heart of the plant, which causes crooked
growth. The latest batch should have all lateral

growth and the lower small leaves removed, and
soil put around the stems, first sprinkling soot

about the plants to ward off an attack of slugs,

which in some seasons disfigure the outer leaves
considerably..

Peas.—The latest batch of Peas promises well

for a full crop if we get bright weather during
this month Where tits are troublesome, the
Peas should be protected by nets. During dry
weather the rows should be heavily watered to

ward off mildew.

Onions.—.A.s the outside-sown bulbs show
signs of ripening, bend down the tops to reduce
the " necks " and aid the maturation of late-

grown plants. Where the bulbs are ripe, they
should be taken up and laid on the surface for a
few days to dry.

Turnips.—Make the last sowing of winter
varieties, which may produce useful small roots

for spring use.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apples should be gathered as soon as they
become ripe. The best test of their fitness is

the ease with which they leave the tree when
lifted upwards. If a sharp tug is required to

release the -Apples, allow them to remain longer
on the trees. Apples cannot keep well if they
are not ripe when gathered. Store the good
fruits by themselves for future use. If none of

the Apples are damaged in the skin, they may
be placed thickly together in layers.

Strawberries.—Finally clear away runners and
old leaves, and with short manure enrich the
ground by digging it in lightly, leaving the surface

neat for the winter. Fill without delay any gaps
on new plantations, as so much depends upon
how the roots take hold of the soil before the
winter.

Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias and Primulas growing in cold
frames at the back of a north wall should now
be removed into a more sunny site. The latter

will soon be better on a shelf close to the glass

in a cool house, where they will be induced to grow
stocky. If the pots in which they are to flower

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—A few rows may yet be sown, the
material from which sometimes comes in useful
ill .-Vpril. The main winter batch is now ready
to be thinned, and if a large-leaved variety is

grown, 10 inches to 12 inches is none too much
space for each plant. A thick dressing of soot
helps the plants, and after applying it the spaces
between the rows should be deeply stirred with
a draw or swan-necked hoe. This crop should
not be picked till the July-sown batch finishes
about the beginning of winter.

Cabbages.—These are now ready to transplant,
and if sown in very firm soil they will lift with
a mass of fibrous roots to each. None of the
present-day early Cabbages need be planted
wider than 18 inches by 12 inches. It is \'ery
important that the plants are thoroughly firmed,
and where women do the work this is not always
so perfect as it ought to be.

Cauliflowers.—Many gardeners still sow at
this time an early variety—usually Early London

—

to stand the winter for transplanting in spring.
Where the old-fashioned hand-lights are still in

use, quite an early cutting may be had by utilising

these, planting five in each light when ready to
transplant, and removing the siurplus plants in

spring for a succession.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Apples.—The earlier varieties should now be
examined, and those mature enough for storing
be picked and placed in the fruit -room.' The
haphazard custom of clearing trees at one picking
is bad and wasteful, because those not quite fit,

if left for another fortnight or three weeks, will
swell to double the size and keep much better.

Late varieties should not be stored for another
month or more ; the very latest not till November.
Tender Fruits.—Apricots, owing to the damp

in the now cold nights, are liable to rot in the
ripest part of the fruit, and in order to obviate this
it is worth wtiile to pick all fruits just before they
reach the stage indicated. They ripen well enough
in a cool, airy room, but do not keep so long or
so well as Plums and Peaches, which may be
stored for future use in a similar manner.

Plants Under Glass.

'ChrysanthemimiS.—Bush plants may require
a stimulating manure to help them to regain any
vigour lost during the period when the buds were
setting. Apply water in future in the mornings,
so that the plants may be slightly dry at night.

The shoots at any favourable moment may be
finally arranged and made secure.

Carnations.—These are usually transferred to

winter quarters about this date, when the earlier

flowers are opening and therefore liable to dampiiig.
More water at the roots will be required for a
time, and ventilation of the very freest afforded.

See that plenty of room is given each plant, so

that light and fresh air may play around every
leaf. Usually no manure will be needed for some
time.

Zonal Pelargoniums.-—These also should be
moved to their flowering quarters, and a portion
allowed to throw bloom for early winter flowering,

the remainder having the buds removed mean-
while. Give these also abundance of fresh air

and as much light as possible. Slight applications

of superphosphates have a marked effect on the
colour of the flowers, which is rendered clearer

and deeper thereby.

Arum Lilies.—I summer these in the kitchen
garden, planted in one of the quarters. They
may be lifted now if previously prepared by
having the roots cut with a sharp spade. If this

has been neglected, then leave them ten days
after cutting to allow new roots to push.

A suitable compost consists of three parts of

loam to one part of rotted manure, the material

to be rammed very firm when potting. I invariably

leave the plants outdoors till well into October
before housing.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyiiinslmme, Prestonkirk, N.B.
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NEW & RARE PLANTS Society on the 28th ult., carry the award of

merit of the former and the first-class certificate

of the latter.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Brasso - Cattleya Lady Veitch.—This is one

of the most handsome bi-generic hybrids seen

for a long time, an imposing flower well

balanced in all its parts. The sepals are narrow

and long, the petals broadly ovate, the handsome,

well-proportioned lip pleasingly frilled, with rich

golden base. This finely finished variety through-

out is white, with a pretty suffusion of rose pink.

From Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Cattleya x Mrs. Pitt, Charlesworth's Variety.

The whole flower is of rich ruby red, with deeper-

coloured lip veined with gold at

the base. From Messrs. Charlesworth

and Co., Hayward's Heath.

Lselio-Cattleya Canhamiana
Golden Fleece,—A well-set-up

flower having golden sepals and

petals, the heavily fringed lip

purple and gold. It is a hybrid

of L.-C. Canhamiana crossed with

L.-C. luminosa. It found many
admirers. From Messrs. Armstrong

and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

Cattleya x Naida var. Exqui-

site,—In this the sepals and petals

are rich apricot, the crimson maroon

lip having a wire edge of white,

and coloured golden at the tube.

A striking novelty from Messrs.

Hassall and Co., Southgate.

Plum Laxton's Utility {Jeffer-

son X Peach).—A handsome dark-

skinned variety of luscious flavour.

The flesh is greenish. From Messrs.

Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

Eustoma Ellisii.—A variety of

E. Russelliana with pink-coloured

flowers, these being characterised

by a crimson-coloured base. The

foliage is ovate and glaucous, after

the type, to which it should prove

a delightfHl companion. A green-

house plant iS inches high, best

regarded as a biennial. From Mr.

C.J.Ellis, Weston Nurseries, Weston-

super-Mare.

Dahlia Mrs, J. A. Jarrett (Ps-ony-

flowered).—A giant flower of rich

scarlet shade. From Mr. J. A. Jarrett,

Anerley.

Dahlia Harry Crabtree (Cactus).

A finely incurved flower of rose

magenta with creamy centre.

Dahlia Golden Rain (Cactus).

—

A soft yellow self.

Dahlia Mrs. Herbert Blackman (Cactus).—

The variety is of good incur\ed form and coloured

pink with white base.

Dahlia Medallion (Collerette).—The guard

petals are yellow, the inner florets white and

yellow. These were from Messrs. J. Stredwick

and Son, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Dahlia Bianca (Decorative).—A pure white of

capital form. From Mr. Charles Turner, Slough.

Dahlia Eastern Star.—The colour is rose

magenta.

Dahlia Primrose Star.—A pale yellow self.

These are good additions to the '* Star " set,

and were shown by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons,

Crawley.

The foregoing Dahlia novelties, which were

adjudicated upon by a joint committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society and National Dahlia

Royal Horticultural Society

THERE were fewer exhibits than usual

at the fortnightly meeting on August 28,

though there was much of interest.

On this occasion the gold medal collec-

tion of bottled fruits from Mr. Vincent

Banks was a great attraction, nothing finer of

its kind having ever been staged. 'Fresh fruits

(Apples) from Hounslow were particularly good,

Messrs. Laxton also contributing some novelties

of their own raising. The greater floral displays

THE NEW EUSTOMA RUSSELLIANA ELLISIL FLOWKI^

were of Roses, a big bank from Mr. Elisha Hicks

constituting a chief attraction. Orchids and

Dahlias also contributed their quote, while hardy

flowers were but little shown. Several good

novelties were on view (see '* New and Rare

Plants ").

Fruit and Vegetables.

For a collection of bottled fruits and vegetables. Mr.
Vincent Banks, Chief Instructor to the Food Production
Committee, Board of Agriculture, was deservedly awarded
a gold medal. Tlie exhibit comprised 300 specimens
and about 180 varieties. Some were of the current season's

growth, others of several years old, all being apparently
in perfect condition—skinned Peaches (1913), Asparagus
(1914), young Potatoes (1911), yellow Peach and yellow
Plum (1915), Mushrooms (1913), Broad Beans (1916)

and Greengages (1916). This shows that the lesson is

clear as to the vaku; of bottling in a year of plenty, as is

the case with Plums at the present time. Oven-dried
examples of Cherries, Currants, Tomatoes, Carrots, Beans,
Apples, Peas, Plums and others were on view, thus render-

ing the exhibit one of the most comprehensive and instruc-

tive we have seen.
Messrs. S. Spooner and Sons, Hounslovp, contributed

forty dishes of excellent Apples, both early dessert and

culinary sorts. Of the former, Ruddy, Langley Pippin,
"Worcester Pearmain, Red (fuarrcnden and Lady Sudeley
were all highly coloured ; while of culinary sorts Stirling
Castle, Lord Suftield, The Queen, Red Victoria (a brilliant-

looking lot), Pott's Seedling (very fine), Norfolk Beauty
and Frogmore Prolific were among the better samples.
Sho\vn in well-filled baskets a good result was secured.
Silver Knightian medal.

Sir Albert llollit showed Figs grown in the open air at
St. Anne's Hill, Chertsey. They were very fine,

Mr. F. Herbert Chapman, Rye. contributed heaps 0!
mature fruits of his new hybrid Vegetable Marrow
Rotherside Orange, which that eminent vegetable expert,
Mr. E. Beckett, has described as " the most prolific and
best-flavoured variety yet raised."

Messrs. Laxton Brothers, Bedford, showed their new
Apple Duchess of Bedford (Cellini Pippin x Beauty of
Bath), of very promising appearance, and Plum Laxton's
Gage (Green Gage x Victoria), which has a decided Gage
flavour, though not quite ripe.

Roses.

Of these, Mr. Elisha Hicks. Twyford, formed a huge
bank of three dozen stands, the whole making a welcome as
well as imposing display. Victor Hugo (the most fragrant

of Roses and of intense colour richness),

Mrs. George Norwood (pink), Mrs, Elisha
Hicks (blush), Mrs. Dimlop Best (apricot)

and Climbing Hiliingdon, ail of the highest
merit afid richly fragrant, were among
great things : while such as Constance
(golden, an improved Rayon d'Or), Grange
Colomb, Duchess of Wellington, Louise
C. Breslau (apricot), Ophelia (flesh pink)
and Charles E. Shea (a gold medal Rose)
were others that could not be ignored. We
did not look for such a wealth of Roses
after the incessant recent rains. A silver

Flora, medal was deservedly awarded.
Roses, too, in some variety came from

the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Romford, and
here we noted Thisbe, Moonlight, Queen
Alexandra, Daybreak, the pure whitifPax,
PaiUine and others. These are of the
cluster class and in the main perpetual-
flowering sorts, whicli is a great gain.

Greenhouse Plants.

An excellent exhibit of the now rarely
seen Eustoma (Lisianthus) Russellianus,
from Mr. C. J. Ellis, Weston-super-Mare,
was a considerable attraction ; and not
less so the new pink-flowered variety which
has been named Ellisii (see "New and Rare
Plants"). The type has large violet

purple flowers of i rect, bell-shaped out-
line. The neat-habited examples were
IJ feet high. It is best grown as a green-
house biennial on the lines of Exacum
and others.
The Fern group from Messrs. H. B.

May and Sons, Edmontx)n. contained the
elegantly plumose Polypodium Knightse,
Davallia nobilis, D. tijiensis robustTis,

Polypodium Mayi, V. glaucum crispum and
a series of plumosi^ Nephrolepises, which
included Whitmanii, W. compaota, Mar-
shalli compacta, and gracillimum. Ve-
ronicas of the V. speciosa set were well

shown, Gabrielle (rose pink), Valeria (dark
blue). Pearl (carmine) and Mont Blanc
being some of them.

Hahdt Plants.

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, showed
some handsome seedling Kniphofias, one,
of weU-deflned scarlet and gold colour,

being most attractive. Clerodendron
Bungei, brilliant red trusses, was also

excellent. In addit ion a series of Hibiscuses
included Blue crelestis, Rubis (single).

Lady Stanley (pink) and puuiceus plenus,

aU valuable at this time.
Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, showed the

pretty pink Poterium obtusum, Astilbe
simplicifolia, Gentiana Pneumonanthe alba
(very rare), Parnassia caroliniana, Gaul-
theria Veitchii (a new Chinese species

S I'lNK. having blue-coloured fruits), Erica Mackay-
ana plena (rosy), E. Lawsonii (virtually

a single- flowered form of the preceding),

the new rose, pink, crimson, white and red forms of Erica

cinerea, Berberis Sargentii, and the pink-flowered Daphne
Verlotti, which is very beautiful.

Mr. H. Close, Orpington, exhibited Asters and other
hardy flowers in variety.

Dahlias.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed varieties

of several sections of the flower. Star, Cactus, Collerette,

decorative and others. Sweet Briar (pink), Prima Donna
(white), F. W. Fellows (orange) and Imp (intense dark
maroon) are all of the Cactus set ; South Pole, Sparkler

and Shiel (pink) are decorative sorts. The more attrac-

tive, perhaps, not only here but in the garden, are those

of the Star set, and these in many shades of colour

and of medium size may be accounted the most useful

generally. •
Orchids.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells,

showed a handsome lot of Lffilio-(,'attleya L. C. Woodhams,
also Cattleya Saturn alba, C. Iris in variety, Masdevallia

Chimera Roezlii, ^vith Odontiodas anil (Uhnitot;lossuras.

From Mr. J. E. Shill, The Dell Gardrns. K^liam. came
Cattleya Capclla and C. Astron, both pure white ; also

LfBlio-Cattl<'>a (itildrii Queen, the sepals salmon apricot,

the Up purplish crimson.
Messrs. Charlesworth and (Do., Hayward's Heath, had

well-flowered examples of Cattleya aurea, C. Gaskelliana
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alba. C. Miqutlito (white and crimson), Laelio-Cattleya

Brilaiinia K<gina, L.-C. Appani and others. The firm

also showed some good Odontoglossums.
Messrs. Sander and Son, St. .\lbans, contributed Laelio-

Cattleva Iremsis var. Perfecta, L.-C. Longueval (a very

darii coloured form), Cattleya Thurgoodiana and Eria

tloribunda, among others.

Windfall Apples and
Marrow Pickle

SPICED CONSERVE OF UNRIPE WIND-
FALL APPLES.

A FTER the great storm at the end of

/% Aufwst 1 was confronted with the

/ % domestic problem of some bushels of

^^^ unripe windfall Apples and a scarcity

^ ^ of sugar. In ordinary times I should

have made them into Apple jelly, but as this was
impossible, we picked out the best for a small

quantity of jelly, and then Mr. and Mrs. " Busy Bee"
and I held a small and serious committee meeting

to consider what to do with the rest, and between

us we arrived at the following, which tastes good ^

and we hope will keep well. (I am sending a

small sample to our Editor.) [It is an excellent

conserve.

—

Ed.]

Ingredients.—Si.K pounds of pared and cored

.\pples ; one to one and a half pounds sliced Sugar

Beet, and one pint of liquor from same ; half a

pound Shallots, chopped ; half a pound sweet

ripe Plums and their kernels ; a quarter of a

pound dates, chopped (weighed before stoning)
;

one tablespoonful salt ; one dessertspoonful curry

powder ; one teaspoonful turmeric ; one ounce

ground ginger ; one pound sugar (we reckon the

Sugar Beet equal to sugar) ; and one pint vinegar.

Method.—Let the sliced Sugar Beet simmer
slowly till tender with just enough water to cover

it. This takes several hours. Next, boil all the

flavouring ingredients together with the pint of

liquor from the Sugar Beet and the vinegar for

twenty minutes ; then add the remainder of the

Sugar Beet and the pared and cored .\pples, and
simmer all together for about one and a half hours.

Put into bottles or jars and tie down as jam.

This will, at any rate, keep the -A.pples from
immediate waste, and we hope it will keep as well

as most home-made chutneys. If made with

ripe -Apples it would require less time for cooking

all together.

N.B.—Our milch goat greatly appreciated the

Sugar Beet leaves, and the remainder of the Apples

are heaped up to make cyder later.

PUNGENT PICKLE OF VEGETABLE
MARROW.

(Recipe sent me by a former Mayoress of Kingston-

upon-Thames.)

Ingredients.—Six pounds full-grown and nearly

ripe Vegetable Marrow cut into one inch square

cubes ; two quarts vinegar—need not be the best

white vinegar ; one pound loaf sugar ; one ounce
ground ginger ; one ounce turmeric ; twelve

Chillies ; half a pound Shallots, cut up small
;

and one saltspoonful cayenne pepper.

Method.—Cut the Marrow into one inch square

pieces, spread on a large dish (a well-dish if possible)

and let it stand for twelve hours to drain. Boil

all the other ingredients 'together for twenty
minutes, then put in the Marrow and simmer
till tender. Tie down and store in jars.

Cost.—The cost of the above this year, including

kitchen fuel (a point always omitted by gardener

and cook, but which the housewife has to consider),

was 3s. 6d. It made a good seven pounds of pickle

before being put into the jars, and I allowed

IS. for value of Marrows. Axne Amateur.

Papaver alpinum

THOSE who are purchasing a few flower

seeds for their rock gardens, and who
wish for plants of perennial duration,

should bear the Alpine Poppy, Papaver

alpinum, in mind. It grows at the

most a foot high, but is frequently little more
than 6 inches or g inches. The leaves are

beautifully divided and of a charming glau-

cous tint. The flowers are now considerably

varied—almost as much so, in fact, as the

Excelsior strain of Papaver nudicaule— and

can be obtained in mixed packets, producing

flowers ranging from pale yellow to orange, and

in the opposite direction to white. Some have,

indeed, a shade of pink in them. The typical

P. alpinum is yellow. It is a much more refined

plant than P. nudicaule ; and the Pyrenean

variety, often classed as a separate species under

the title of P. pyrenaicum, is dwarfer and of the

most delicate grace. I find these Poppies best

sown very thinly where they are to bloom and

thinned out to at least 6 inches apart, but they

can be sown in pans or pots if transplanted when
small and in showery weather.

P. alpinum and its varieties are e-xcellent

in groups in the rock garden or moraine

;

and on the top of a wall, where there is some

soil below, they look exquisite when the sun

is shining through their almost translucent,

charmingly coloured petals. The fringed varie-

ties, offered separately, come wonderfully true.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

SEED SOWING IN THE GREENHOUSE
GIV'EX a light, airy greenhouse with a heating apparatus to keep cut frost,

it may be utilised for the raising of a great number of seedUngs,

both of flowers and vegetables. Though many of them may be raised

outdoors, plants trom seed sowti in the greenhouse will flower, or, in the

case of vegetables, be ready for use, much earlier, thus prolonging the

season over which they are available. As bearing on this subject the following

tables should be very useful.

FLOWERS TO BE AFTERWARDS PLANTED IN THE OUTDOOR GARDEN.

Va*ieti/.

Aster

Antirrhinum

Begonia,
Tuberous

Carnation .

.

Hollyhock .

.

Xemcsia

Nicotiana .

.

Petunia

Pansy

Pentstemon

Sweet
Scabious

Sweet Pea .

.

Stock

Ziunia

tVhm to .Sow.

Marcli .

.

February

February

March .

.

Februarj"

Early in March

Marcli .

.

Februarj-

End of Feb. or
early in Mar.

February

Early in March

End of Feb. it-

Mar, in small
pots

Early in March

March .

.

Aftfr Treatment.

Prick olf into shallow
boxes when large

enough
Ae above or pot singly

into small pots
Prick off as soon as

large enough
Prick out when large
enough

Pot singly

Prick off into shallow
boxes

Pot singly when large
enough

First prick off into
shallow boxes, then
pot singly

Prick off when large
enough to handle

Pot otf when large
enough

Prick off into shallow
boxes

See that they do not
get too dry

Prick off thinly into
shallow boxes

Pot singly when large
enough

When to Put Out.

Early in May in dull

showery weather

Early in May

Height
of Plants.
1ft. to

3ft.

1ft. to
3ft.

1ft. to
18in.

2ft. to
3ft.

AprU . . . . \ . . 4ft. &
more

1ft. to

End of May or early
in June

May

May

End of May or early
June

End of May or early

June

Latter part of April
or in May

End of April

Early in May

April

18in.

2ft. to
4ft.

1ft. to
ift.

1ft. ..

2ft. to
4ft.

1ft. to
3ft.

Date of
Blooming.

Summer and
early autumn

Summer and
early autumn

Late summer
and autumn

Summer and
early autumn

Summer .

.

Summer .

.

Summer and
early autumn

Summer and
early autumn

Early summer

Summer .

.

Summer and
early autumn

Latter part of April
if mild

End of May . . .

.

6ft. or Summer .

.

more

1ft. to
2ft.

1ft. to
2Jft.

Summer .

.

All the summer

Colour of
Bloom.

Various

Various

Various

Various

Various

Various, but
orange shades
predominate

White,carmine
& purple

Various

Many shades

Various

Various, some
flowers very
dark

Various

Various

Various

FLOWERS TO BE GROWN ALTOGETHER IN POTS IN THE GREENHOUSE.

When to Sow.

March . . .

.

Variety.

Balsam

Begonia.
Tuberous

Calceolaria,
Herbaceous

Camatioa

Celosia

Cineraria

Clarkia

Cyclamen

Petunia

Primula

Schizanthus

Streptocarpus February

Verbena . . February

Alter Treatment.

Pot in light, rich soil

.Size of Pots Height
to Flower in. of Plants.

February . . Prick off as soon as large

enough
July . . . . Prick otf into pans, then

pot into Sin. pots

March .. .. Pot singly when large

enough
and Pot in light, rich soil

6in. to

5in. to 6in.

5in. or 6in.

5in. to 6in.

SinMarch
April „ . ^ _.

March to May Pot directly into small Din. to .m
pots

September .. Pot into 3m. pots for Sin. to 7m
winter

July or August Winter in small pots . . . Sin. & 6in.

February

March, April

and May
September .

.

First prick off into shallow Sin. & 6in.

boxes, then pot singly

Pot singly into small

pots
Pot into 3in. pots for

winter
First prick off, then pot

singly
Pot singly

Sin

Sin. to Tin.

4in. to Sin.

Sin

ISin.to
3ft.

Itt. to
ISm.

1ft. to
18in.

2ft. to
3ft.

1ft. to
2ft.

1ft. to
3ft.

2ft. to
1ft.

6in. to
1ft.

1ft. to
2ft.

6iii. to
18in.

1ft. to
4ft.

6i^. to
9ui.

6iu. to
1ft.

Dale of

Blooming.
Summer .

.

Colour of Bloom.

MTiite to scarlet

Late summer Various
and autumn

May and June

Summer and
autumn

Summer .

.

Winter "and
spring

Spring . . .

.

Mostly shades of
yellow and red

Various

andWinter
spring

Summer and
early autumn

Autumn, winter
and spring

Spring

Summer .

.

Summer .

.

Bright shades of

red and yellow
Various

Different shades of
white and red

Various

Various

Various

Prettily marked with
various colours

Various

It will be noted that Begonias, Carnations and Petunias are included in both of the above lists.

This indicates that thev are just as useful for one piu-pose as the other. In the sowmg of seeds

great care should be taken not to sow too thickly or to cover too deeply.^ Very smaU seeds, such

as those of Begonias, Calceolarias and Streptocarpi, ' '"
"

over which paper is laid till they germinate.

are best covered with a pane ot glass.
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Variet}/.

Bean, Dwarf

Bean,
Climbing

When to Sow. When to Put Out.

Late March & In May when frosts

in April are over

Broccoli

Brussels
Sprouts

Cabbage.
Early

Cauliflower .

.

Celery

Cucumber

Leek .

.

Lettuce

Onion .

.

Radish

Tomato

Vegetable
Marrow

Late March &
in April

Jlarch .

.

Marcli

March

In fllay when frosts

are over

End of April if

weather is safe

April .

.

April or May

February and April or May
March

End of Feb. & Latter part of April

in March or in May

From Feb. April in the green-

onwards house
March . . .

.

May and June .

.

Winter
spring

February
March

and April and May

and April and May

January and
February

Jan., Feb.
Marcli

and

End of Marcli
or in April

Not. planted out
from the seed-
boxes

May be grown in

greenhouse or
planted outdoors
early in June

End of May and
in June

VEGETABLES.
Di&tance Apart to Plant.

Rows 18in. to 2ft.

apart, 9in. to 1ft.

between plants

In rows 6ft. ot more
apart, Sin. to 1ft.

between plants
In rows 2ft. to 2ift.

apart, IBin. to 2ft.

between plants

Rows 3ft. apart. 2ft. to

2ift. between plants
Rows ISin. to 2ft.

apart, 1ft. to 15in.

between plants

In rows 2ft. to 2ift.

apart, 18in. to 2ft.

between plants

In trenches 5ft. apart.

Sin. to lOin. between
plants

3ft. apart

Ill rows 15hi. apart,

Sin. between plants

In rows 12in. to ISin.

apart. Bin. to 9in.

between plants

111 rows 1ft. to loin.

apart, 6in. to 9in.

between plants

Sow seeds half an inch
apart

According to the mode
of treatment

Culture.
^

Soil well dug & manured.
Give plenty of water

Soil well dug & manured.
Give plenty of water

Well-manured soil made
fairly firm

In firm, rich soil .

.

Plant firmly and keep the
ground hoed between

Plant firmly in good

,

well-worked soil

Plant in well-manured
trenches to earth up
later on

May be trained to the
greenhouse roof

Put in trenches to allow
of earthing-up

The winter ones, if sown
thmly in boxes, may be
used in a small state

for salads
Before planting the soil

should be i»ade firm

The Turnip-rooted varie-

ties are best for this

Good soil is very neces-

sary

Season of Crop.
Summer

Summer and
early autumn

Late summer
and autumn

Autumn
winter

Summer

and

Summer and
autumn

Autumn a n d
winter

Summer

Autumn and
winter

Late spring and
summer

Summer, aut'nm
and winter

Spring

Summer a n d
early autumn

Allow ample space for

development
Sow singly in small pots Summer

and shift into larger
ones before planting

In sowing the above seeds it is very essential that they be sown thinly, otherwise the young

plants will become weak through overcrowding. In most cases the seedlings should be pricked off

when they can be handled without risk. A very essential point to. bear in mind in connection with

plants that have been raised under glass with the intention of planting them out later on is to see

that they are thoroughly hardened before putting them out. If this is not done, many may perish,

more particularly if the weather turns cold. A good plan when tliey are removed from the

greenhouse is to stand them for a few days outside in a sheltered spot where they can be protected

if necessary, instead of putting them direct into the open gromid.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUEiTiONS AND ANSWERS.—37ic Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire

assistance, no matter vhat the brancli of gardening may be,

and ivith that object makes a special feature of the "Answers

to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be

clearly and concisely written on one side of tfie paper only,

and mklressed to tfie EDITOR of The Garden, 20, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2. The name and address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he

may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one

query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for na}ning should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowerinii

sfioots, ivfiere possible, should be sent. It is useless to setui

small scraps tluti are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

oti busi7iess should be sent to the Publisher.

the bulbs at tlie time stated exceedinjily soft and susceptible

to injury, and as the bulbs incline to go deeply, you had
better open out the soil well away from the actual position

of the rising stem to avoid injury to the bulbs. From your
description the white-flowered form appears to be a sport.

FLOWER GARDEN

.

CHINA ASTERS FAILING (./. G.).—The faUure is prob-
ably due to a fungus which attacks the plants at or just

below ground-level, and which this year has been more
than usually troublesome. Another season, as a pre-

cautionary measure after planting, you might dust the
plants at ground level with air-slaked lime mixed with a
little sulphur. If this is done £very ten days or so it will

in all probability keep the fungus in check.

WISTARIA NOT FLOWERING [P. Ralli).—lt is not
possible to say why your ^Vistaria fails to (lower, but it

may be growing too luxuriantly and the wood fails to get

really well ripened. Try thinning out the shoots now
and exposing the remaining wood to full sun and air.

It might also do good to clear the roots here and there
and cut one or two of the strongest ones through. Such
root-pruning might moderate growth somewhat and so
cause the plant to flower. Probably as the plant advances
in age it will flower quite well, but it is quite old enough
now to produce a good supply of bloom.

CRINUM POWELLII (H. B.).—The dividing and
replanting of the Criuums may be taken in hand at any
time when the foliage shows signs of maturing, and in

your case, when the tracing of the bulb of the white-
flowered variation is of special interest, it had best be
done early, say, the middle of September, or even earlier.

Bulbs of Criuums which have long occupied the same
position are not the easiest things to deal with, and you
will have to mark the sportive plant low down to ensure
your getting it out intact. You will find the coats of

THE GREENHOUSE.
BUILDING GREENHOUSES {F. B. i.).—As it is

desirable that ail the sunshine possible should fall on
the houses, this object is best obtained by running them
from north to south, with the door in the south end.

If built from east to west, the north side gets no direct

sunshine. In order to economise fire-heat, these houses

are often sunk 18 inches or so in the ground, but this

should not be done unless the situation is thoroughly
well drained. It is better to build pits for the plants

than to grow them on stages, more particularly as wood
is so dear at the present time. Thepitsmust br thoroughly
drained. Instead of pits, abed may be mad-- thiuughout
the length of the house and the occupants iilaiitcd tlierein.

When top-dressing is necessary, this can then be readily

applied.

HYDRANGEAS UNSATISFACTORY {Baronne A. de
G.-Villars).—Your plants of Hortensia Eoses (Hydrangea
hortensis) undoubtedly owe their unsatisfactory condition
to lack of nourishment. In order to obviate this, a good
plan will be to water them with a mixture of liquid manure
and soot-water combined at intervals of about every
ten days. Of course, when necessary they must at
intermediate times be given clear water. Should this

kind of food stimiflant be diflicult to obtain, they may be
given one of the recognised plant foods, of which there are
so many to be obtained. Clay's Fertilizer is a very good
one. Sulphate of ammonia is Veil suited to impart colour
to the leaves, but this can be regarded as a stimulant
only, and we think that your plants require a food as
well. Both of these are supplied by Clay's. This manure
sliould be discontinued when the leaves fall, and be renewed
in spring as the new gro\vt.h is about to be pushed forth.

In the winter the plants shoiUd iiave any old and exhausted
shoots cut out, as it is the strong ones that produce the
best heads of blossoms. This pruning, however, must
not be of too severe a character. It is most probable
that a good deal of the trouble originated from the plants
being put originally into poor soil, a suitable compost
being good turfy loam, lightened by a mixture of leaf-

mould, a little bone-meal, and saud.

FRUIT GARDEN.
THE SALE OF SURPLUS FRUIT {F. W. B., North

Devon).—Amateurs and private growers are handicapped
in the sale of their produce over regular growers by the

fact that their supplies are geuerally intermittent and
in small and mixed quantities, and seldom well graded ^
or well packed. Fruit for sale must in the first place

be properly graded—first, second and third qualities.

There is nodifllculty in selling first quality at good prices

at Covent Garden or any other open market. It is with

the second and third grades that the difiiculty arises.

The best shops will not look at them, consequently

they hang fire and ultimately have to be disposed of

to hawkers for strefet sale. The salesmen arc not always
to blame. We have sold private garden produce for

many years, and found the best results by selling to good,

substantial private shops in large towns, grading our
fruits carefully, packing with all possible care, and sending

in rather small quantities twice or three times a week
to suit our customers, ratiier than sending a larger quantity

at a time. Apples and Plums are best sold by weight,

and Pears by number. Railway charges are heavy at

this time. We should try good shops in important towTis

near you, and keep to those which treat you best.

PREPARING SOIL FOR STRAWBERRIES (Alpha).—
If the KTOund has been well prepared and generously
manured for the growth of Celery this yQ»r, that in itself

is an excellent preparation of the soil for the growth of

Strawberries. Strawberries luxuriate best in fairly strong

loam, so your soil will be all right. Early iu March will

be a good time to prepare the soil. In the first place,

clear the ground of weeds if there are any, and then give

the surface a dressing of well-decayed farmyard manure
at the rate of six good barrowloads to the rod or perch.

Double dig the Rround to the full depth of the loam, hut
place most of the manure about the mi<ldle, as Strawberries

do not root deeply. After the deep digging has been

finished, add a bushel pf lime and a peck of bone-meal to

each perch of soil, spreading it evenly over the surface, and
then fork it into the soil on a dry day 4 inches or 5 inches

deep onlv. The ground wfll now be ready for planting.

It is important to have strong, well-rooted plants to put
out. lUstanrcs apart to plant.—Bearing in mind that the

plantation will stand for three years, the plants had better

not be put too close together. Let the rows be lb inches

apart and the plants in the rows 15 inches apart.

Let the plants be planted carefully with a trowel, and see

that the crown or top of the plant is on a level with the

surface of the ground when the planting is completed. I^ay

the soil to the roots carefully with the hands and press

firmly down, treading the soil over the roots after planting

is flnislied (when the soil is fairly dry). Give the plants

a good soaking of water should the weather prove dry.

Water once a week gr ten days afterwards for a month,
after which time the plants will take care of themselves.

After-management will consist in the frequent hoeing of

the ground to keep down weeds and to aerate and add
fertility to the soil. Cut away the runners as fast as they
appear. The best varieties to grow will be Royal Sovereign,

early, one of the best ; Ffllbasket, mid season, good flavour

and a heavy cropper ; and Givon's Late Prolific. This
ripens later, and will be found a grand variety in all ways.

WALNUTS NOT KEEPING (J. i.).—The outer green
envering or .slu-ath must first be removed. This comes
oft" quite easilj-rn the course of a few days after the Nuts have
fallen. It must be taken otf with gloved hands or without,
as you prefer. Tin- hands will be stained in Che process,

but you must not mind that. Let the nuts afterwards

be exposed to the sun for a few hours until they arc dry.

Then place them in boxes or barrels in fairly dry sand
(not too dry) : a layer of sand first—say, half an inch

deep—then a single layer of Nuts, then a layer of sand
deep enough to cover them, and again a layer of Nuts,

and so on until the barrel or box is filled. Place the

barrels or boxes in a cool room, shed, or cellar, and use

the Nuts as wanted. They will keep in good condition

for a, long time stored in this way.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SHRUBS FOR A SOUTH DEVON GARDEN (D. B. G.)

The following flowering slirubs are likely to suit your
garden (all are of a semi-tender character, but thrive ,

in the South-West Counties) ; Tricuspidaria lanccolata,

Desfontainea spinosa, Cordyline indivisa, Eucryphia
cordifolia, E. pinnatifolia. Escallonia macrantha, Clianthus

punieeus (for a wall). Gue\ina Avellana, Myrtus Luma.
M. Ugnii, Trachycarpus excelsa, Cornus Nuttallii, Olearia

maerodonta. Magnolia macrophylla (a small tree), Vibtu'-

num Carlesii, Plagianthus Lyallii. Brimys Wiuteri.

Clematis Armandii (for a wall), Ceanothus Veitchianus.

Solanum crispum, Veronica speciosa varieties, Stuartia

pentagyna, Abelia grandiflora, Raphiolepis japonica.

Ozothamnus thyrsoideus, Olearia Gunnii and Clero-

dendrou trichotomum. All these plants can be obtained

from Messrs. John Waterer. Sons and Crisp. Limited.

Bagshot ; or Messrs. V. N. Gauutlctt and Co., Limited,

Japanese Nurseries. Chiddingfold, Surrey.

CUTTING AN OLD BOX TREE (T. H. E.).—lt would
not be advisable to cut your old Box tree back into very
old wood, but you may cut it back to wood five or six

years old. The best time to do the work is early April.

Should the weather be dry at the time, syringe the bush
over two or three times a day until new shoots appear.

If. however, there is a moderate quantity of rain at that

time, syringing will not be necessary. After the pruning
the ground" should be surface-dressed with well-decayed

manure to assist the plant to form new shoots.

INCREASING CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA (J. H.).—
This can be increased by means of cuttings of short

shoots Inserted in a cold frame during July or

August, but the most successful results are obtained by
increasing it from seeds. Sow seeds as soon a; ripe in

light soil in pots or boxes, and, when large enough to

handle, pot them singly in small pots, keeping them in

these until they can be planted permanently. If seed-

lings are, however, planted out in nursery quarters when
a few inches high, they ought to be moved to permanent
places when no more than 12 inches or 15 inches high,

as larger plants are diflicult to establish. Seeds may be

sown indoors or outdoors. Those iu a frame usually do
best, however.
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MIsri:LLANEOUS.
CATERPILLAR TO NAME (fl. B.).—Our utmost si-ardi

failed to reveal anytliing except a few_ pieces of Cabbage
leaves in tiie box. Can it have escaped through one of

the lartre holes piirred in the box ? It is never necessary
til vcntiliitr a l'(i\ in which insects are enclosed for posting.

ROSE SHOOTS DYING (F. T. P.).—From your descrip-

tion we shonid consider the Roses have been too dry
at the root. In such case there would also be a Starved
appearance of the plant generally. If the Hoses were
only planted this yritr. the trying winter condition-*

and laek of root fibres would account for much. If not.

root dr.\ness is the most probable cause. Kudbeckia
purpurea deliglits in a good deal of root moisture, and
Biih-ss it gets this or is planted in moderately rich, well-

cult ivatcd soil the florets not only develop imperfectly,

but are poor in cfdnnr also. Trv transplanting in early

Sfiitcniber to a nioister and richer soil.

NEW ZEALAND FLAX (H. L. O.—You would pro-

bably get seeds of this from Messrs, Barr and Sons, King
Street. Covrnt Garden. W.C.2, or from Messrs. Thompson
;iii'i Morgan. Ipswich. Generally the seeds are slow in

vegetating and of uncertain germination, the plant
being also of slow growth. It is hardly possible to say
Jiow long it would take to reach maturity—by which we
•suppose you imply the flowering stage—since the plant's

LTowtli varies with the circumstances under which it is

L'lown. Seeds, however, should be given greenhouse
treatment, and seedlhigs also during the first few years.

In favoured districts frame treatment would suffice.

'I he plant is a moisture-loving one. of good effect near
water, tliough requiring some shelter in inland places

generally. Plants may be obtained from most hardy
jilant dealers, and doubtless Mr. T. Smith. Xewry. could
supjily >our wants. These would be the more satisfactory,

we think.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (St. Vincent. West Mnllinq).—
Tlie Verbascum ajipears to be V. Caledonia ; the Phlox.
P. Figaro, As received, however, we are by no means
certain, while, of the former, fuller material and leafage

should have been sent. The Chimonanthus appears
correct so far as may be judged from leaves alone. The
other plant is Chrysogonum virginicum. It is quite
distinct from the Chrysosplenium. Cambridge Scarlet
Mniijirda is not true scarlet, but a bright sliade of M.
diilyma. The only other Pentstemons of the P. barbatus
habit are its varieties Torre>i and antwerpensis, tliough
whether you could now get them true we are not certain.

P. isophylla is a graceful and charming species that is

worth growing. The colour is light scarlet, the interior

of tlie tiowers whitish. The plant reaches 3 feet higli.

The dark-leaved Japanese Maples are the most likely

for the background^ They are not, however, herbaceous,
though effectPve in colour, the leaves being also long
retained. Sidalcea Listeri, S. Rosy Gem and Lavatera
Olbia would give the pink colour in July, as would also

a pink-flowered Hollyhock, if not too tall. Bulbinella
Hookerii and Chrysobactron are synonymous.

NAMES OF FRUIT P. E TF.—The Queen, nol

Irish Peaeh. Dr. M. L. F —Beauty of Bath. •

J. TF., Coventry—The Plum too far gone to identify, "It

is not Pond's Seedling, however.

NAMES OF PLANTS.

—

Boris.—1, Veratrum nigrum;
-2, Deutzi I scabra var. : 3, Fuchsia procurabens,
liossalf ^1, Eryth^a Centaurium (Cemaury); 2,

Hype-icum perforatum—tonic and astringent properics.
——//. F.—Jasminura Sambac (Maid of Orleans) ;

2. unalile to recognise: 3. Peperonia argyieia. Miss
lin II ike

.

—G vpsophi la repe .. s native of Europe.
H'. ./, If,—Hornbeam (Carpinus Betulus).

RABBITS AND FRUIT TREES
AS indicating the virtues of certain ,wliisl<y

/\ it was said :
" 'Twas great st,uff ;

it'dmal<e

X^ \ a rabbit spit at a dog." But antipodean

rabbits can perform wonders 'without such in-

spiration ; indeed, it is commonly held that the

first importer of conies into Australia ranks high

among the world's criminals. Certainly their

skins and carfases produce a good deal of revenue,

but it is a mere drop in the bucket compared with

the damage they do. Killing fruit trees by eating

the bark is bad enough, but only an inconsiderable

item. Faced with the problem of preserving

a badly attacked and imperfectly fenced orchard,

I consulted a big book on Australian fruit culture.

Custom breeds a cynicism concerning indexes.

Sure enough " rabbits " was dravvTi blank, but

there was an entry under " hares " (apparently

the work entirely ignores the existence of rabbits,

which is as sensible as overlooking Codlin moth

or American blight). It recommended the appli-

cation of various materials, none of which was

speedily procurable, but l«cal wisdom was able

to suggest a panacea—to wit, smearing the tree

trunks with mutton-bird fat. This was procurable

and for the time is proving effective, but I doubt

its lasting long. I believe such damage in England

is more occasional, and only at all likely to occur

during severe weather. Here it has always to

be guarded against in autumn and winter. But

.

the rabbits and hares are capricious, not always

damaging trees, even with opportunity. Once

started they work terrible havoc, and their de-

predations are not confined to juvenile trees, or

to Apples alone. Rabbit-proof netting is usual for

orchards, but the rabbits are prone to burrow under

it—in fact, to exercise almost devilish activity

and ingenuity. Opossums are also accused of

barking trees (but perhaps wrongly) ; keeping

them out presents a pretty puzzle. Britons

who view fine samples of imported Apples, &c.,

must not suppose their production is an easy task,

very many difficulties having to be surmoimted,

with a chance of most disappointing salesmen's

returns. Perhaps more energy will be put into

commercial fruit-growing in England after the

war. I fail to see why it should not be at least

as good a proposition at home as here.

Tasmania. A. Garnett.

TRADE NOTE.

Protecting Frdit from Wasps.

Messrs. Wood and Sons, Limited. Wood Groon, Landon,
have introduced a very useful means of preservins; fruits

outdoors from the ravages of wasps. It is in the form
of a netting bag known as the " Hexagon Envelope,"

which is useful for coi'cring up Apples. Pears, Plums and
other fruit. The netting is a very eHieient method of

protecting Grapes from wasps, being much superior

to ordinary tiffany, as it allows the maximum amount
of ventilation to pass into the house.

The War Office rwtifies that from now onimid all paper&

posted to itnij neutral Europemi eounffif /rill he stopped,

except those sent bif publishers and ne'esiiitents irfio have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to THE Gaiii>i;n. atid sub-

scribers wfio send to friends in Denmark. Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portvijal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatcfied by the

Publisher from 20, Taviatocfi Street, Covent Garden, W.C.I.

•,* The Yearly .Subscription to The Garden is : Inland,

10s. lurf. .- ForeUjn. Vis.

W«^ ^f^^f^i.

PEARSON S RELIABLE BULBS
There is every sign of Bulbs being very scarce this season,

owning to the prohibition of foreign produce.

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May -flowering TULIPS, SCILLAS, GHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you

will support an important and growing home industry.

We gained 1st Prize for Daffodils and 1st for Tulips at the

R.H.S. Exhibition of British-grown Bulbs, July 3 1st, 1917.

TULIPS.—" Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Lowdham, were placed first. . . . Nothmg of its kind

could possibly have been finer.

—

From " The Garden," August I Hh, 19 1 7.

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but

full of useful cultural details, free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS

i

,

Estab. 1782. The Nurseries, Lov\^dham, Notts.
9*0^0t00*0^^mti^t0m^mm^t0m0mttm0^^m0mt0m^mm0t0^0»0m0t0^0mtmttm0^0i *0>m ^^*M
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

IN

The Garden of August 25, on page vi.,

I gave an illustration of one of Mr. G. B.

Metcalfe's "trap-nest" houses, and for the

guidance of my readers I will treat upon
the all-important matter of trap-nesting.

Trap-Nest the Pullets.—To carry out my plan

of " hens for chicks and pullets for eggs," we will

assume that the poultry-keeper has progressed

to such an extent that he has several large intensive

structures installed, each holding, say, fifty well-

grown pullets. His poultry establishment, we
will presume, has, in accordance with my system,

been divided into three main sections : (i) breed-

ing
; (2) rearing

; (3) laying. From the start

the best material was used, we take it, in the breed-

ing operations, giving the " hatchable " egg and
the " rearable " chick. Then came the judicious

handling of the growing stock, the sexes being

separated early and the pullets grouped and re-

grouped from time to time into sizes. The surplus

males were marketed early to save the food bill,

and otxly the selected ones reserved for stock

purposes next seSson. The flocks of pullets have
been carefully handled throughout, resulting in

nicely grown, forward young females. These must
be trap-nested on the following lines.

The Laying Section.—It matters little how
many separate flocks of pullets are possessed, as

each lot will be treated similarly. Let us take the

case of an intensive house accommodating fifty

pullets, hatched in March for heavy breeds and
in April for light or non-sitting varieties. These fifty

pullets will be placed in their intensive or laying

house about mid-September and allowed to settle

down quietly and get accustomed to their surround-

ings ready for laying in October or early November.
The laying-house will, prior to occupation, have
received a good clean out. The internal walls

will have been whitewashed and fresh scratching

litter placed on the floor, while the nest-

boxes will have been well supplied with nesting

material. My plan is to trap-nest those fifty

puUets to ascertain which are the best performers
by way of egg-laying, so that they can be used in

the breeding pens to improve my strain. At
the same time I shall find out the drones and shall

take steps to see that they do not obtain a place

among my breeding birds.

Avoid Guesswork.—Haphazard method* will

not help the poultry-keeper to improve his laying

strain. Guesswork is never certain, whereas the

trap-nest never tells a lie. In every flock of layers

there are workers and drones, and unless we take

steps to sort out the latter, the best results will not

accrue. Some pullets lay large eggs, others small,

while not a few are barren and therefore unpro-
ductive. Again, many females are unproductive
because they have internal disorders affecting

the egg-organs. It often happens that the walls

of the oviduct perish and become pierced, with
the result that the yolks fall through to the

abdomen cavity and there coagulate. The yolks

never mature, and not until the coagulated yolks

fill the cavity does the owner notice that anything
is wrong. Birds, affected in this way suddenly
die, and in debt to their owners because they have
all the time been unproductive. Other pullets

will suffer from a yolk-stoppage in the oviduct,
|j

no eggs being laid in consequence. If such cases

are allowed to go undetected, then I maintain that
the profits are being eaten up unnecessarily. The
drones invariably devour more food than the
workers, and, what is more, they are usually
" bullies" and upset the peace of the laying-house.

My strong point is this : If the owner has to provide
judicious egg-menus for his fowls, let the latter

be the productive kind, so that th'e best retm-ns
can be yielded for the material supplied.

Installing Trap-Nests.—Sets of trap-nests can
be purchased to-day almost as cheaply as ordinary
nests. They can be had in series of from two to six

nests, and they can be fitted under the drop-boards
or along one of the inside walls of the house.
The layer enters the nest and, stepping on a board,
a shutter is released which closes up the front

of the nest. The bird cannot get out until the
owner releases her and resets the " trap." The
nests must, therefore, be regularly visited. There
are many designs of trap-nests, in some of which
the drop-shutter for the front is in the nature of a

blind. Whichever brand is selected, it should
be a noiseless one in order not to startle the layer

as she enters. It is surprising how readily the birds

get accustomed to the nests. At first it is advisable,

perhaps, to discard the " trap " until one or two
pullets have commenced to lay, when all the nests

can be set. Any nervous pullets will soon follow

the lead of others that are in lay and are seen enter-
ing 'the nests.

Marking the Layers.—The pullets must be
marked in some way, so that when they are released

their eggs can be recorded in their favour. This
is not a difficult matter, however. Different

coloured or numbered leg-bands can be utilised, and

COMING TO MATURITY.

Black and White Leghorn pullets being
" finished " on free range prior to entering

their permanent winter laying quarters. Snap-
shot taken on Mr. K. C. Miller's Poultry Farm,

Springfield, Biggar, Lanarkshire.

although the latter have their advantages, I like the

former method. By adopting different coloured

rings it is possible to see at a glance from which
parents a bird has been bred—a boon where syste-

matic breeding is concerned. Supposing I had a

pen of Buff Orpingtons mated up, consisting of

seven females and a male. The male, we will

presume, wore a red ring and the seven females

were rung yellow, blue, green, white, brown, bla( k,

and purple. Now, it is quite an easy matter to ring

the progeny from the "red" male and "blue"
female with both a red and blue circlet. Again,

if the rings were placed on the lelt ]f.g this would
denote 1917 hatching, and if on the right leg 1918

rearing, and at any time I could tell the age of the

birds at a glance. Still, if numbered rings, i to

50, are placed on the birds' legs, the owner
must be careful to keep account of his matings,

so that he can turn up the history of any pullet

in his pedigree book. With either method, of

course, proper accounts are necessary.

On Egg-Recording.—Supposing the owner has

the choice of twelve different coloured rings and
has forty-eight birds to trap-nest. He can place

on the left leg of twelve pullets a different coloured

circlet or ring and repeat the procedure on the right

leg of the next twelve in place of the left. The
third twelve birds are rung on the left leg exactly

like the first lot, with the exception that each pullet

carries in addition, say, a blue circlet. The final

batch of twelve pullets are rung exactly like the

third lot except for the rings being placed on the

right leg instead of the left. There are, of course,

many deviations, but I give the above as an example
to make my system clear. Near the nests must be

hung a recording card, and thereon must be scored

all the eggs laid, and the daily scoring must appear

against the correct producers. We will take the

case of a pullet that is rung with a red circlet on

the left leg. Directly the bird is released and the

trap reset, the owner must weigh the egg and record

its weight and laying against this particular

pullet. .He will find on the sheet " R.L.L.,"

which he will know stands for " red-rung on left

leg." He will then score the egg for the day,

its weight and colour, and any other points

'>{ merit.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, THE Garden Poultri/ Expert,

will be pleased to answer, free of charge, any questions dealing

ivith poultry-keeping. A stamped and. addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a. lengthy and detailed reply will be

posted promptly. Communications should be sent to Mr.

W. Pou'ell-Owen, care 0/ The Garden, 20, Tanstoctc Street,

Straiid, W.C.2.
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SPRATT'S
POULTRY FOODS

are stocked by your Local Tradesman.

PatentPoultryMeal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

Chicken Meal
" Laymor "

" Mebo "

Fish Laying Meal
Turkey Meal

" Banto"
" Henno "

' PULTO "

" Chikko "

The Cliiclis' Breakfast
" Makes Hens Lay."
" Meat and Bone."

(a blended food).

(Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

(a Biscuit Meal).

Grain and .Meat Mix-
ture for adult Birds.

Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for Pullets.

The Dry Chick Feed.

Cut Clover, Granulated Charcoal, Peat
Moss, Flint Grit, and Oyster Shell.

REMEDIES FOR ALL AILMENTS.

DRY MASH FEED
(BAYNES FORMULA).

A!l obtainable in small and large quantities.

Write for current prices and free copy of
*" Poultry Culture."

SPRATT'S PATENT, LUflTED, 24/5. FENCHURCH
STREET. EC. 3.

A FOOD
WHICH
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Fop Fuel Economy
and an unvarying

temperature have a

genuine

horse: -

sh:o£:

LIST E10 Post Free.

COMPLETE APPARATUS
FROM STOCK.

C.P.KINNELL& Co., Ld.,

66. South^ark St.

LONDON. B.E. 1.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT *^ ,^Ii^^^ ^"'"^arhImI
FERTILIZER^ ^ f^VC/^/.V^^HAD i^ J . ."lXI^C^

* ^
I !•^ " (~p A T E N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICAI.I'Y AMD CHEMICALLY PREPARED.

In the open air. „ ,;y ,.p ^ Booklet givine fumtarticulars and testimonials sent on receiM of tiostcard.

^BEWARIOF IMITATIONS- GENUINE 0«LV IN OUR MARKED. BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS
r BEWARgOF irailAllUns, ucnuint w^^

.

^ bushel, 28/9; ten 4 hushel, S6/- ; for cash with ord

Ml faSa e'bfpi'cW^fd London dfs'tdct' or"?'Jny s'tation within 25 „,,,es ol London; 3d, per bag charged e.tra for

order, we
for every

50 mtles or part beyond this distance. , ^„„_„
WAKBLEY BROS. & CO.. LTD.. 75a. BANKSIDE. LONDON,

Also WAKBLEY'S GROUND OARDEN^iIMEJ_3^^Jni±£Ll:2£^-£;^lI:l2£Li^^

S.E. 1.
(lies, extra as above.

SANKEYS^^^'^POTS
*^ ^he BEST and CheapesK
5UIC quantity of each size requirnl and have " rarniij* ai\

•

Ttie for price List, free.

SPECIAL POTS ol all de.-icrir«i<)»'S. Bulb BowU and F«Tn

Pftnt from 2C|. each.

RICMARb SANKJSYASON.LTP.
Buiwe II Po^^epies. NOTTINOMAM

Flowering Bulbs
A large and compiThcnsive Stock

of Choice Home Grown Bulbs

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE

DICKSONS
(LIMITED)

Bulb Growers and Merchants

CHESTER

Phytobroraa
Barrs New Plant Food

For Flowers Vej^etatles and Fruit

of hiqhest quality & g.^a^'anteed analysis |1

Phytobroma greatly • increases all

Vegetable Crops.
Guaranteed Analvsis: 3-5C% Nitrogen; 1« 60% Soluble

PhOBphatea: 13'50% Insoluble Phosphates; 3% Pure Potash.

71b.. 2/9; 141b.. 5/6; 281b. 8/6; 561b. 15/-;lcwt 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards carriage paid

Circular with full particulars, on application

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

Purveyors of

every

Horticultural

requisite.

Special

Lists by

Return.

WASP -PROOF ENVELOPES.
For Protectini? Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Peai-s, Apples, etc.

DIAM. WHEN OPEN—4X.5 5x7 7x9 9 X 12 10 X 15 12 X 18 in. deep

No. 1. Hexagon .. 19/6 26/- 36/- 51/- 63/- 75/- gross.

No. 2. Hexagon .. 25/- 31/6 42/- 69/- 75/- 90/- „
Soft White Tiffany 15/- 20/- 24/- 31/- 45/- 60/- „

BROWN MINERALISED TIFFANY BAGS WITH STRING.

Sizes (measured flat) 74 x 5 in. at 17/6 ; 9x7 in. at 22/6 ; llj X 8 in.

at 25/- per gross.

WASP- PROOF NETTING FOR VENTILATORS-
2 S J 5 6 7 8 9 ft. wide.

No. 1 Strength 8d. lid. 1/2 1/6 1/10 2/6 3/- 3/6 per yd. run,

fextrl^'tr'onl))-'"''-''/-
'/'•^/«2/- 2/^3/3 3/9 „ ..

WASP DESTROYER FOR TAKING NESTS
(Poison.) Powder 1/6 and 2/6 per bottle.

All aborc prid's; idus 10 % odrance citrriaije jKild on 5/- orders.

Wm. WOOD & SON, Ltd., Wood Green, LONDON

cts there ^,
I
and makes the Garden y„J^^^„^

gay all the year round -~;^£™
Sold everywhere in TINS at Bd. & 1 s., and in BRANDED & SEALED

BAGS • 7 1bs . 2s. sd.; 14 lbs..4s. 6tl. ;
2s lbs., 7s. 6d. ; 56 lbs.. 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs,. 20s.W Or

directfrom theWorks. Carriage paid in the United Kingdom for Cash with Order (except 6d. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON, E.

Printed by Hudson & Kkahns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E. 1, and Published by ' Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street. Strand. W,C. 2,

and by Geokge Newnes. Limited, 8-11. South.impton Street, Strand, w,l„ i.
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WEBBS' BRITISH - GROWN BULBS.—
PRICE LIST of tlie finest varieties of Tulijis, Narcissi, Daf-

foiiiia. Snowdrops. Iris, etc., post fDce ou application.e—

Webb * Sons (Stourbridge) Ltd., The King's Seedsmen.
Stoarhridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and

sturdy always, Merrvweather trees, ever true to name, defy

competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,

Climbers. A Brand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Mekrtweather & SONS LTD., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalopie now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

BARR'S BULB CATALOGUE for the best
DAFFODILS, TULIPS, etc.. fur pots or bowls and for out-
doors. Sent free on apjilicatiun.

—

Bakr * SONS, 12 and 13,
King .Street, Covent Garden. London, W C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artiat-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition 1912. Original designs for gardena of every
description stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and'planta
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrisburne. Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R.Il.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give
sjitisfaction, and do well in any s^il ami in anv district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. DOCGIAS, The Premier House, iSrc-vt Bookham

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

WATERER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR
PRESENT SOWING. Lists post free.

All or anv of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.—.lOHX Waterkr, Sons * Crisp,

Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagsliot, Surrey
;
jud Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
fleBcriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of

card. ALPINE STRAWBEKRIES a speciality. — Geo.
BcHYARD & Co., Ltd., Eoyal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons. Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-

^ut the country.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Tcrnor. 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects

of this book are to show tliat the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of

growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of

giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Country
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/fi doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, slirubs, etc. Pot;itoP8, during lifting season. 9/- cwt.,
carriage jtaid. Descriptive catalogue.

—

h'. H. Jones, Cliurch-
tleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. I'l.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION FROM THE GARDEN.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUES OF SEEDS AND
GARDEN REQUISITES for present use.

SUTTON'S LIST OF FLOWER SEEDS; for
present sowing and Spring flowering.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Daffodils, Narcissi, May-flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc., etc.

These Catalogues will be sent post free on application.

NEW SEEDLING DAFFODILS. — Before
sending an order el-sewliere, write us for a quotation for any
choice variety you may be looking for We are not printing a
List this year, but sliall be pleased to give special moderate
quotation for any variety named.

—

Herbert Chapman, Ltd.,
Rye, Sussex,

EARLY SEED POTATOES.—Guaranteed
Scotch grown. True to name, free from disease and blight of
all kinds. Make sure of your supplies for next planting season
by ordering now for autumn delivery. Write for list of sorts
and prices. Special terms to Allotment Societies ordering in
bulk.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciahty, from lUt. toOit. higli ; the finest stuck in

the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(Tlie Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens.
etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Royal
Letters Patent by The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel
Avenue, Greenwich, S.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.

GARDENS FOR SMALL COUNTRY HOUSES
By Gertetide Jekyll and Lawrence Weaver. Third
Edition Now Ready. 300 pages. 450 Illustrations. 13/- net.
Bv post 15/8. A mine of lielpful suggestions.—An Illustrated
Prospectus of this book will be sent post free on application
t" "COUNTRY Llfe," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. i

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The oniy reliable and complete substitute tor Stable Manure.
—See advertisement page vi.

THE MANUAL OF MANURES. By Henry
Venbelmans. 3/6 net, by post 3/10. Anyone habitually
using this book will be enabled to add to his gains and enjoy
the satisfaction of an abundant and flrst-class crop instead ol

only a moderate one.—A prospectus of the volume will be sent
on application to the Offices of " Country Life," I/td., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

RIVERS' STRAWBERRY PLANTS in aU
the leading varieties are ready for present plantinR.
Price list post free on application.—THOMAS Rivers & SON,
The Nurseries, Sawbiidgeworth, Herts.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANGPORT, SOMKRSiiT, are now hooking orders for their

Clioice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
this .\utumn, and you will be able to enjoy its beauty tor
many years, without any additional expense or trouble.
Send measurements of your borders.
Paeonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
Illustrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tulips, etc., as
supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural

directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on a^jplica-

tion.—(Dept. E.). R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND PEONIES, — New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the
best new and stamlard varieties is now ready, and will be
sent post frep on api»Iication.—(Dept. E.), R. H. BATH, Ltd.,
The Floral Farms, W^isbech.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Groavenor Place,
Westminster.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetoen. Elustrated. 3/6 net.

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medico."—A prospectus
of the book w'ill be sent on application to the Offices of
'* Country Life." Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelegg & Co., Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Vegetable and Flower Seeds and Plants,

post free.—DOBBIE & Co., Royal Florists. Edinburgh.

CORRESPONDENCE CLASS for the R.H.S.
Exam. Gardeners and students should join the class.

Brilliant past rec«rds.—Prospectus from " Medallist," Pightle

Letheringsett, Holt, Norfolk.

LAXTONS' STRAWBERRIES.—6/-per 100.

Post free 1/- extra. Pot plants 20/- per 100.

FRUIT TREES for profit, and how to grow
them. Catalogues gratis. Cultural Hints for Id. stamp.

Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUGALL'S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The
most scientific and effective means of preventina the attacks

of Caterpillars. In tins 2/- each ;
paper bands 6d. per packet.

Sold by Nurservraenand Seedsmen.— Sole Manfs., McDoUGALI,

Bros., Ltd., Port Street, .viancliester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel RalUng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also ha«
a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on appUoation.--

Bouxton lit Paul, Ltd.. Manufacturers. Norwich

HOLLAND LINCOLNSHIRE BULBS are

better than Dutcii. Tulins, Daffodils, Narcissus, etc. Send

for price list.—FRED Parkes, Vine Gardens Nurseries.

Wyberton, Boston,
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WHILE it is important to take

measures to prevent an attack

of blight in Potatoes, a sudden
outbreak does not necessarily

mean an equally extensive in-

fection of the tubers. As it is pointed out in a

leaflet issued by the Board cf Agriculture, in the

case of a severe attack in August and a complete
blackening of the foliage it is not necessary to

lift the crop at once. It may be left with safety

until the ordinary time. This advice is being

followed by many, but it is important to note

that when the Potatoes are dug, great care should

be taken to remove the diseased tubers from the
" ware." Diseased haulms should be pulled out

and removed from the ground before the crop is

lifted.

Cutting Off the Tops of Potatoes.—It is an
interesting point relative to Potato disease as

to whether the removal of the haulm checks or

actually prevents the spread of the disease to

the root. There are some who contend that the

roots are the first to be so attacked, the disease

spreading from them to the haulm.
A correspondent writes to say that

he is of the opinion that the reverse

is the case, and that the removal of

slightly diseased haulm not only checks,

but actually prevents the spread of

disease, for he has not yet found a
diseased tuber on plants so treated,

whereas others are badly affected.

Storing tlie Potato Crop.—So much
depends on storing Potatoes, especially

after an attack of the disease. If the
tubers are to keep well, it is essential

that they should be stored in a dry
condition, and all damaged or diseased
specimens excluded from the clamp
or shed. In a dry, well - ventilated
clamp, disease does not spread rapidly

;

whereas if the clamp be wet or badly
ventilated, fungi of various kinds may
attack and destroy the tubers.

The Kew Staff and AIlotmentsT^
Very satisfactory results have attended
the efforts of the Herbarium and
garden staff of the Royal Gardens,
Kew, in the cultivation of vegetables,

about three acres of ground having
been allotted to them for the pur-
pose of cultivation m their spare
time. The growing of vegetables
evidently possesses a fund of interest

to the purely botanical mind. For
instance, we note that Mr. R, A.
Rolfe has for the time being trans-

ferred his affections from the

eccentricities of Orchid hybrids to

the remarkable cropping propensities
of the Potato, which has yielded
twenty-fold on his twenty-rod plot.

Mr. W. Dallimore, of the Forestry
Museum, is said to have the finest

bed of Onions in the district ; while

Mr. Lavender, of the Temperate House Depart-

ment, has devoted a good deal of attention

to Haricots, which he has seen grown extensively

in France. Many plants with pods are now
drying, and the results are most promising. It

accords with the fitness of things that Miss

Wakefield, the cryptogam.ist who fills the place

vacated by the late Mr. G. Massee, was

successful in winning the special Potato class

for ladies at the recent allotment holders' show

at Richmond ; but the most successful exhibitor

was Mr. J. Aikman, of the Director's Office,

who secured numerous first prizes, including

those for the collection of vegetables and for

Potatoes, while his splendid Beetroots and

clean and shapely Carrots were the envy of other

competitors.

Styrax japonica.—This pretty shrub has two

seasons of beauty, for besides the wealth of white

bloom in June, it is now bearing the pretty hanging

fruits in equal quantity. They look like beads

of jade with a sharp point, held in the neatly

scalloped calyx of pale olive green flushed with

^^^JEi^^^
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

INFORMAL HUMOUR.
\S^HY not a bit of fun now and then in The

Garden ? I will tell you a little tale which

may give a lead to others. My flower garden

is quite near the house, built in 1596 on a slope,

and so needed terracing to grow the flowers and

fruits of the time. I never changed the outline,

seeing no need for it ; but, wanting many flowers,

divided up all the space in the simplest way, as

plain as any chessboard. The flowers are all

as God made them—Cardinal Flower, Rose, or

Clematis—as I did not see how one could improve

on that. Well, one day a young lady came to

see me. I forget her name, but she was dressed

in blue, and, mounting the few steps of my little

front garden, she opened her astonished eyes

and exclaimed, "Why, you have a formal garden !

"

What did she expect—the Nettles trying to get

in at the window ? I explained as well as I could

that the modest scene she surveyed was only a

garden, and had always been called so. It was,

in fact, as simple in all ways as a cottage garden.

But I think she came from a " horticultural

coUege " and had her mind entangled between

formalities and informalities. I owe her many
a laugh. And since then the word " informal

"

has given comfort to many, like " Mesopotamia,"

and a man writing to me of a shrub says it is

informal ! In a well-printed American paper I

see an account of an " informal " sitting-room,

and it is a little step from that to the informal

lady's hat. A man came in one day who knows
a good picture on the wall when he sees one and

had travelled much. Seeing my west garden, he

said :
" Why, it's like the Certosa at Milan !

"

Well, one of my many regrets is that I have never

seen the Certosa, which no doubt was as simple

in plan as mine, and for both the one word
" garden " is good enough to last for ever, as it

has aheady lasted some thousands of years.—

William Robinson, Gravetye.

ST. FIACRE.

T READ with much interest your reference to

this Patron Saint of gardeners, about whom,
I believe, very little is generally Ivnown. But
in that entirely delightful book, " The Charm of

Gardens," Mr. Dion Clayton Calthrop devotes a

whole chapter to St. Fiacre, although he teUs

us there is another gardeners' Saint with perhaps

a prior claim to veneration—St. Phocas the Martyr,

of Sinope in Pontus, who lived in the third century.

Fiacre was a prince, the son of an Irish king,

and came to France as a missionary. He stayed

for some time in the monastery at Meaux on the

River Marne ; but, feeling a call for an even more
secluded life, he stated his case to the Bishop,

St. Faron, who granted him a space of ground

on his own domain on the Plain of Brie. Thither
' Fiacre repaired to live in solitude and meditation.

He cleared a space in the woods, built himself

a small hut, and afterwards erected a little oratory

to Our Lady. Then he began to cultivate the

groimd, and to grow vegetables, herbs and fruits.

In the course of years he became known as a

holy man, and was visited by people from near

and far. The people came to hear the good man
preach, wondered at his garden, and were invited

to eat of its produce. Also he had a great reputa-

tion for healing the sick. The Saint built another

hut for those of his visitors who came from a

distance, and as accommodation was still in-

sufficient, he applied again to the Bishop for more
ground. St. Faron, Bishop of Meaux, considered

the matter and eventually promised to grant to

St. Fiacre as much land' as he could enclose with

his spade in one day. Fiacre went back to his

garden and, taking some sticks, he marked out

far and wide in the surrounding land such a space

as no man could possibly enclose with any spade

in a day. Afterwards he retired to his little

oratory to pray for help. Then the miracle

happened. In one day aU the great space he had

marked out was enclosed. But a woman accused

him of magic to the Bishop, who, roused by the

report, came to see St. Fiacre and the miraculous

enclosure. Ever afterwards the oratory was

denied to women. When Anne of Austria visited

his shrine in the Cathedral of Meaux in 1641,

nearly a thousand years after his death, she did

not enter the chapel, but remained outside the

grating. The legend was that any woman entering

would go mad or blind. On the site of St. Fiacre's

garden a great Benedictine priory was afterwards

built, where his remains were kept and did many
wonderful healings, especially in the cure of a

fleshy tumour called " le fie de St. Fiacre." In

the beginning of the seventeenth century his

body was removed to the Cathedi'al at Meaux.

—

Harrv E. Thorn.

PODOPHYLLUM PELTATUM.

TN your note on Podophyllum Emodi, on page 353

of The Garden, issue September i, you

describe the plant as " one of the few hardy border

plants whose chief attraction lies in their fruit,"

and further on you say that the allied species

" P. peltatum, the May Apple or American .Man-

drake, is also an attractive border plant in summer."

May I add that another attraction of a garden

seems always to me to be a consideration of the

properties or uses to mankind that so many of

the plants possess, but which are for the most

part unknown or unthought of by the ordinary

garden lover, who grows them for their beauty

only. P. peltatum is an apt illustration of my
meaning. The plant belongs to the Natural

Order Berberideje, and grows in moist situations

all over the eastern side of the North American

Continent from Hudson's Bay to New Orleans

and Florida. The value of the plant economically

lies in the purgative properties of the root or

rhizome, a property that has long been taiown to

the North American Indians ; and although it

has had a place in American pharmacy since

1820, it was not till 1864 that it was admitted

to the British Pharmacopoeia. The active principle

of the root under the name of podophyllin is

now manufactured on a large scale both in England

and America.

—

John R. Jackson, Claremont,

Lympstone.

COLOUR DESCRIPTION.

TV/TR. H. H. WARNER has expressed (page 380)

an opinion which will be shared by many
flower lovers, for the carelessness often observed

in describing the colour of flowers is both unneces-

sary and misleading. For example, in the same

issue of The Garden as Mr. Warner's note I

notice Gentiana verna described as " sapphire

blue," which suggests what this exquisite flower

certainly has not, viz., a bluish transparency.

At the same time one can make too much fuss

over " colour schemes." Some people cannot

see the garden for the scheme—or the absence

of it. It is distressing to hear them express

their views, analysing with the perspicacity of an

art critic (who is seldom an artist) the poor flowers,

which wither into pigments under their cold,

uncompromising review. Of course, it is easy to fall

into the error of making discords in our arrange-

ments, but not nearly so easy as it used to be

since the "turgid mosaics" of the bedder

went out of fashion and Begonia ceased to scream

everlastingly at her rival Geranium, despite the quiet

admonitions of the little peacemaker Lobelia.

To-day the greenery of herbaceous border and rock

garden is usually enough to foil the effect of

clashing tones, so that the latter are neutralised.

This is Nature's way, and that is why I often tell

the scheme artists to " Consider the Lilies of the

field, how they grow. . .
."—A. T. 'Johnson.

A LTHOUGH it is desirable that people should

be educated into the proper use and descrip-

tion of colour in the flower garden and elsewhere

(the numerous colour-blind persons will probably

remain so), yet we can but admit, with Dr. Cecil

Osburne, that " many of these glorious subjects

(Irises) are quite indescribable." The tone of

many blue, mauve, lilac, purple and red flowers

is not only difficult to describe in words, but also

in water-colour or even in oil ; arid it is almost

impossible to reproduce accurately in colour-

printing, particularly by the modern three-colour

process. It may be invidious to mention names,

but, among modern writers, perhaps Messrs.

E. A. Bowles, G. Flemwell and Reginald Farrer

have succeeded best in describing the colour of

flowers. Of course, the first two are artists, and

Mr. Farrer has a style of his own which is hardly

of a conciseness suitable for catalogues. When
I was writing " Alpine Plants of Europe " and two

subsequent books about plants, nothing, except

the difliculty of fondly attempting to get the

coloured plates correct, gave me so much trouble

as how to express in a word or two the colour of

certain blues and purples, and reds of the "magenta"

group. It is surprising how inaccurate in their

colour-descriptions some of the best_ botanists

have been. Sir J. D. Hooker in his " Student's

Flora" shows clearly in this and other ways that

many of his descriptions were drawn from

herbarium specimens, and that often he could not

have seen the living plant. To dip at random

into that book, it appears that he did not attempt

to define the exquisite colour of Geranium pratense

(when the sun shines through it the blue

appears aglow with red), or of Gentiana Amarella

and G. germanica ; and of G. Pneuinonanthe

all he says is " corolla bright blue inside." Again,

Vicia Cracca " bright blue "
(!), V. sylvatica " white

with blue veins " (still in blossom on September i

and the markings are, as usual, pale purple or

mauve), V. sativa "pale purple" (usually a

vivid purple-fed and often crimson). French

botanical and horticultural books are often un-

satisfactory in regard to colour :
" bleu " and

" violet " are used in the vaguest way. The French

vocabulary is so full and yet sometimes so per-

plexingly inadequate ! However, I beUeve the

most complete published work on colour is a French

one. So many tints and shades are given in that

book it would be impracticable in ordinary life.

Surely cold-purple and warm-purple are artistic

terms comprehended by all ; and yet blue-purple

and red-purple and other hyphenated combinations

are useful and excusable, just as they may be the

easiest way out of a real difliculty.—H. Stuart

Thompson.
PERE D'ARDENE.

AS Mr. Harman Payne surmises, the "Biblio-

graphic Universelle " throws a little light

on Pere d'Ardfene. He was born at Marseilles

in 16S9, was superior of the college of his con-

gregation, and later retired to the Chateau

d'Ardene, where he died on December 5, 1769-

Of the " Annee Champetre " only the first volume

was completed, and this dealt with the kitchen

garden. No special mention is made on the

treatise on Auriculas, but a reference is made to

five treatises " des renoncules des oeillets, des

jacinthes, &c." so there seems some reason to suppose

that this work did e.\ist.—^E. A. Bunvard.

I
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AN EASY METHOD OF DESTROYING
WEEDS IN A LAWN.

T THINK if your correspondent Mr. Kipping

will dig up one of the Plantains "killed" by

sulphuric acid a month or so after the operation

he will find it is by no means dead, but that there

are several minute shoots starting from the base,

and the following summer, instead of one weed, he

will have half a dozen. Sulphuric acid kills the

top, but does not penetrate the long tap-root

unless inserted by means of a pointed instrument

—

a difficult business, especially as many of the roots

will be found to turn ofi at an angle ; at least, that

was my experience. A far better plan is to place

a good teaspoonful of agricultural salt in the centre

of the crown of the Plantain, and, to avoid a spotted

appearance on the lawn, this should be done early

in the spring when they first begin to show. The

grass soon covers the weed, which is seen no more.

If the following plan be adopted, it need not prove

a back-aching business. Get a good-sized funnel,

large enough to hold a few pounds of salt, but with

a small opening. Fix this on to a walking-stick,

an inch or so from the bottom, and fill it. When
the point of the funnel is over the centre of a

Plantain, give a slight tap on the ground with the

point of the stick, and a small amount of salt will

fall out. Of course, there are numerous seeds

in the ground, and it is impossible to clear

a lawn in a single season ; but if the above method

be carried out it will prove efficacious, and the large,

flat-leaved Plantain is the easiest weed to eradicate.

—Heatlev Noble.

[See also the advice given by Mr. A. H. Pearson,

page 390.

—

Ed.]

BUDDLEIA VARIABILIS AND
BUTTERFLIES.

T .VST autumn you published several letters

referring to the great attraction this fine shrub

has for butterflies, which is more marked this season

than I ever noticed before. I have counted as

many as twenty gorgeous Peacocks greedily sipping

the nectar from the blossoms at the same time, as

well as a good number of lordly Red .\dmirals.

Small Tortoiseshells and Whites. Another splendid

visitor to the Buddleia is the Silver-washed

Fritillary, which comes sailing do%vn from the

woods to the feast, and is not at all a common
garden insect. Up to the present my list nmubers

a dozen—-Large, Small and Green-veined Whites,

Silver - washed Fritillary, Small Tortoiseshell,

Peacock, Red Admiral, Speckled Wood, Wall

Brown, Meadow Bro^vn, Large Heath and Holly

Blue. I have seen a White-letter Hairstreak

close to the Buddleia, but it did not alight

on it. Painted Ladies are scarce here so

far, but will probably turn up before long. It

would be interesting to know what other species

your readers have noted at the Buddleias. We
have a regular plague of Whites this year, and

I find the Buddleia useful in attracting theu:

attention when netting them. .\11 the other

butterflies mentioned are absolutely harmless

in gardens and are a great attraction. The Pea-

cocks come over in swarms from an adjoining

orchard, where their caterpillars have completely

stripped dense clumps of Stinging Nettles.—N. G.

Hadden, West Porlock, Somerset.

SILVER-LEAF DISEASE.

T NOTE the remarks—issue August 25, page 345

—

by " H. C." on this subject, which is very

prevalent in some districts. He does not mention

it among Apple trees ; it appeared among these

in various parts some six years ago, also among
Currant trees. I have had experience of it in

Apple trees, but it does not worry me in the least.

I do not go to scientists for a cure ; I take a

common-sense view of the matter. I do not attempt

to cure it by rubbing the bark with some decoction,

knowing that the disease is much more deeply

seated in the constitution of the tree ; therefore

I attack it through the roots. Some five years

ago I had a tree of Apple Norfolk Beauty that had

been grafted on to a twenty year old tree of

Warner's King. The tree was badly attacked by

sUver-leaf, which contracted the growth in both

shoots and leaves. In the April following I took

out a trench, 6 inches deep, down to and among

the ropts 5 feet away from the stem. Into this

trench I scattered crystals of sulphate of iron,

repeating the trenches around the tree until a

complete circle was made 10 feet in diameter.

Six pounds of the crystals were used. When
growth began, the silver-leaf was equally present

to that of the preceding year, to the extent of

I foot fif new growth. Gradually a deeper tint

of green appeared with an increase of leaf size and

vigour in the shoots until, by the end of the season,

the leaves were double the size and the main shoots

a j'ard in length. The following season the lower

leaves displayed slight traces of the disease,

but the subsequent growth was free ; indeed,

since then it has been rather too much so.

Owing to the somewhat limited space, I have not

been able to combat this luxuriance of growth

as I should like.—E. M.

VERONICA TRAVERSII.

nPHE recent season has been remarkable for the

free blooming of nearly all flowering shrubs,

no doubt owing to

the good ripening

of the wood in the

severe winter.
The illustratioiz

shows the unusu-

ally full bloom of

a short hedge of

Veronica Traversii

in Colonel Lionel

Benson's garden in

West Surrey. It

was planted fifteen

years ago in the

ordinary sandy soil

of the district. It

is now from 10 feet

to II feet high

and was completely

covered with bloom

down to the
ground. This use-

ful New Zealand

shrub is one of the hardiest of the Veronicas. It

grows well by the sea and is good to plant in ex-

posed places, where the tough, elastic branches

remain quite unhurt by rough winds.—G. J.

PLANTING POTATOES WITH A
DIBBER.

T QUITE agree with " E. M." in your issue of

August 25 that there are two ways of doing

the same thing—" a right and a wrong "—-and

I venture to suggest to him that this applies, not

only to the use of a dibber, but also to planting

Potatoes. Presumably the dibber was used in

the right way in my case, as the man who employed
it had over forty years' experience in its use. It

was not my intention to prove the impossibility of

getting a crop by this method, but that it was
certainly the wrong way of planting Potatoes.
" E. M." practically admits this, for he describes

what he considers the *' best of all " methods,

and gives the reason, namely, " loose soil is around

the Potatoes entirely, and nothing in the way to

prevent root penetration." Quite so ! Then why
use a dibber ? The ground where ray Scotch seed

(Sir J. Llewehii) was planted had been broken up

many times, very liberally treated, and had great

depth of soil. When I discovered a dibber was

being used I at once stopped it. A small corner,

about a sixth of the whole in extent, was still

unplanted. I had this finished with a spade,

as is done always in my place in Ireland. The

yield from this was quite satisfactory, and many
times greater than that from the part where the

dibber was used. Imagine the time and labour

expended in planting a two-^cre plot with a dibber,

placing fine soil in each hole, and putting all seed

at a uniform depth of 6 inches. My reply to your

other correspondents is this : If they can get good

crops by planting with a dibber, they can get

infinitely better results by using a spade in the

proper manner.— Cecil A. P. Osburne,

POTATOES IN BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
AN interesting Potato item is this. Everywhere

round here for miles the Potato haulms

are standing gaunt and leafless, whether sprayed

or not, with the exception of one field grown by

a Scotchman, whom the inhabitants of this village

look upon with awe in the matter of Potato growing.

They say he never gets disease, and certainly

it looks as though he has a way of getting over

this pest, for his is the only field which has green

" tops," and not only green, but healthy. It may
be due to late planting (he usually plants the last

week in May) as well as spraying three times,

because I have two rows which I planted the first

week in July and have been sprayed twice since

A HEDGE OF VERONICA TRAVERSII ID FEET HIGH.

in the rain, and there is not a trace of disease

among them.—C. P.

THE PLAGUE OF "CABBAGE
WHITES."

nPHE plague of the caterpillars of the Cabbage

White butterfly, like most other caterpillar

pests, is, and has been, very troublesome in these

parts. To reduce their numbers all gardeners

should make an effort. I am therefore much
delighted to read of Mr. Clarence Pouting combat-

ing them with arsenate of lead mixture. Most

people are very cautious about its use.

This is quite a mistake, because the amount

of poison used is not suflicient to cause harm to

persons who happen to eat the Cabbages. Besides,

one would not spray a crop that would be cut

next day or even ne.xt week, .^senate of lead

is the best thing going, because it kills the enemy.

The solution is made to the strength of Jib. to

lib. of arsenate of lead to twenty-five gallons

of water. Up to ijlb. or 2lb. may be used if desired.

I must confess to " W. D." of not having tried the

salt and water remedy.—L. M. M., Droitwich.
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Mealy Bug on Vines

THOSE who are so unfortunate as to

have Grape Vines infested, though ever

so little, with this filth-producing insect

should make an attempt to destroy

it before the leaves fall. Even with

Grapes hanging it is possible to do much to lessen

its numbers, if not to kill the whole. Like Thistles

of the field, once it is allowed to gain a footing,

the extent to which it may increase no one could

possibly conceive. I am aware of two in^ances

where gardeners were obliged to wash every

bunch of their Grapes when cut, in order to clean

them of the dirt with which they were smothered.

These may be exceptional cases, but no one can

be certain that bug-infested Vines, however

slight may be theii number to-day, will not reach

a condition similar to those just noted. With

care Vines may be cyanidised as soon as the

bunches are cut without . the least harm to the

matured foliage. The method has been described

in The Garden, and here it may merely

be remarked that in America a considerably

less amount of cyanide is employed and the

vinery kept shut all night, danger to vegetation

being thereby lessened to the vanishing point,

while the lengthened exposure to the fumes is

destructive to the insects. For the past few

years, when mealy bug has been observed either

on Vines or plants I have fumigated with Nicotine

Compound. At first I was rather

careful as to the amount used, having

been warned that an excess of the

quantity recommended by the vendor

might be harmful. Happily, I found

the amount could be very consider-

ably increased, and it is quite as

fatal as cyanide, without any risk to

the user.

Another simple insecticide fatal to

mealy bug, but not so searching as

fumigating, and therefore not so

certain in its effect over all the

Vines, is hot water applied through a

common syringe. Provided the water

is clean and none is applied to the

bunches, it does its work effectively

and leaves only a scarcely discernible

mark on the tip of the lowermost

berries. The more pure the water the

less the mark, which is merely matter

held in suspension in the liquid.

While there is no time like th?

present, before the insects have hidden

away in winter quarters, to effect

their destruction, it is needful to take

steps in the winter to make assurance

doubly siu'C. Acting on the advice

of a gardening friend who had at one

time a bitter experience with dirty

Vines, I have used Gishurst Com-

pound for the last year or two with

which to wash the rods. It is one of

the oldest insecticides, and I have

foimd it to answer well as a winter

dressing. Last winter the Vines were

so clean that the usual " scraping

"

to which the bark is ordinarily su' -

jected was omitted, and nothing has

happened to induce a return to

former practices. After the washing

the rods are painted with a tar

solution sold under the name of

Smearoleum, which is mixed with about nine parts

of clay. But so much clay is not necessary,

as I discovered in this manner : The lads

who were occupied with painting the Vines

ran out of material, and while I was out of

the way mixed some for themselves, with the

result that I found a number of the rods black

with tar instead of brown with the mixture.

Not the least harm resulted. I knew the material

was used to paint young forest trees, but was
rather anxious as to how it would affect so tender-

barked a subject as the Vine.

Apart from measures such as have just been

recommended, Vines may be treateJ in a manner
that will either induce the rapid propagation of

this insect or, on the other hand, prejudice its

spread. It is a fact perhaps hardly recognised

that the Grape Vine is cultivated under con-

ditions of temperature, moisture and pruning

which are artificial to a degree. It is absolutely

hardy, and requires only a longer season of growth

with a modicum of artificial heat, far less than

it is the custom to provide it with to perfectly

perform its functions. It is clear that the hot

stove treatment to which it is subjected suits

exactly the insect under discussion ; while a cooler

treatment with more ventilation is unfavourable

to its rapid increase. Moreover, the system of

allowing sublaterals to grow is also conducive

to its spread an i increases the difficulty of destroy-

ing it. Sublaterals are of no advantage to either

the Vines or the cultivator, as their suppression

on trial would be sure to prove. To sum up : At
present fumigate with Joz. to loz. of cyanide to

1,000 cubic feet of air space, keeping the vinery

close all night, or fumigate with double the

amount of Nicotine Compound recommended to

kill mealy bug. As a deterrent in future give

the Vines a longer season of growth, which means
a lower general temperature and less moisture in

the atmosphere ; also suppress aU but the primary

leaves. R. P. Brotherston.

THE CULTIVATION OF MUSHROOMS
GOOD CROPS M.4Y BE GROWN BOTH OUTDOORS AND IN SHEDS.

THE PROCESS IS INTERESTING AND SIMPLE.

I
* F you want to make money out of a small

holding, grow Mushrooms. The writer is

personally acquainted with several growers

who, although not owning more than a few

acres, are yet making most enviable incomes.

GATHERING MUSHROOMS.

Only a portion of the bed should be uncovered at a time.

The first essential is fairly short stable manure,

which, until required for use, should be stored

beneath a shed. Any open, temporary building

will answer the purpose, provided the roof be

rainproof. Then ten days before it is to be used it

should be turned at least four times, a day being

allowed to pass between each turning, and water

applied to the manure if the turning iS' drying

it unduly. It should be kept in that condition

of moistness that it clings together when squeezed

in the hand. The object ot the turning is, of course,

to let the air into it and thus purify

it. The next process is to place the

manure in neat ridges, about 2^ feet

wide at the base and about the same
measurement in height, but measuring

only some 6 inches across the top. As
the manure is placed in position, a

few forkfuls at a time, it should be

beaten and trampled together quite

firmly. Then, the ridges made, they

should be covered with straw to

prevent rain from reaching them, or,

if the weather is warm, to help them
to retain their moisture. Three days

must be allowed to go by, and then

the straw should be removed and
small holes bored from the top to

about halfway to the ground and

about I foot apart to let off super-

fluous heat, and the straw put back
again.

The planting of the spawn, as a

rule, takes place some fifteen days

after this, when the temperature of the

ridges should be about 75°. The
spawn bricks are broken into seven

or eight pieces, and the pieces planted

about 9 inches apart and 3 inches deep.

A week or ten days later the spawn
should be examined, and if it presents

a mouldy appearance, the covering of

the ridge with earth—which is the

next process— should begin. Good
mould only should be used ; that

from the garden and that of a clayey

nature is unsuitable. The mould
should be turned at least three

times, then be watered, left for a

few days, and finally placed on the

ridge to the depth of about 2 inches,

being patted smooth and firm with

the spade as it is placed in position.

The mould—take notice—should be

in that condition of moistness that it works

quite easily, slipping nicely from the spade and

retaining the position in which it is placed.

Mould that is too dry crumbles to the base of the

ridge, while that which is too moist is inclined

to crack after a few days.
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Tlie next process is to cover up the ridges again.

Tliose that have been made in sheds are covered

witl> straw only ; those in the open air with

both straw and tarpaulins. This is not because

darkness is essential, but to help the beds to retain

.in even temperature, which should never be less

than 75°. Occasionally all straw should be re-

moved, shaken up with a fork, and put back again.

Mushrooms will begin to come in from a few weeks

to a couple of months, according to the climatic

conditions. Gathering should take place every

morning, and the beds should be cleared of all but

the very smallest Mushrooms, care being taken

to leave no stalks in the ridges. Outdoor ridges

do not bear prolifically during the greater part

of the winter, unless the weather is very mild,

but good crops can be obtained from beds made in

sheds.

For the market the Mushrooms are merely packed

in small baskets, with a sheet of paper tied over

the tops. Thus packed they will travel safely any
reasonable distance, and arrive at their destina-

tion looking fresh and attractive. The price

goes up and down between is. 6d. and 6d. a

pound. J. C. Bristow-Noble.

BOTTLING FRUITS- IV
ON PRESERVING MULBERRIES,
BLACKBERRIES AND PEARS

WITHOUT SUGAR.

IN

my last contribution I promised to deal

at a rather later period with a few other

fruits, which conclude the bottling season.

These are Mtilberries, Blackberries and Pears.

There are, of course, other frviits than those

I have dealt with, but the majority prove very

unsatisfactory from a preserving point of view.

For instance. Grapes are useless when bottled.

Apples, again, do not preserve well, though so

successful as a dried fruit ; but seeing that in

normal times we get such a continuous supply

of this fruit owing to the large Colonial and foreign

importations-; it is immaterial whether they may
be bottled or not. Figs can be preserved,

but as their chief glory is as a raw fruit or dried

they need not be considered; so 1 will content

myself by dealing with the three I have
mentioned.

Mulberries.—This delicious fruit, which, strange

to say, is somewhat scarce in some parts of

the country and far from well known, bottles

well, and is a very palatable and useful culinary

adjunct. It should be selected in a ripe state,

but care should be taken to choose only firm

fruits, avoiding any that are inclined to be at all

squashy. Remove any stalks and fill the bottles

tightly with the fruits ; then add the water or

syrup, completely filling the bottle, and bring up
to i6o° Fahr., maintaining this for about five

minutes. Then seal carefully \vtth the lid or

stopper, and set on one side to cool. Do not

wash the fruits prior to bottling.

Blackberries.—Large ripe fruits should be
selected, but, like the Mulberries, not over-ripe.

Remove all stalks and see that the fruits are

quite clean. A word of caution here : The larger

and finer the fruit, the greater the possibility of

a maggot being found feeding on it, and this is

where every care in looking over the fruit should
be exercised. It will not harm the Blackberries

to wash or rinse them, and where they are gathered
from the hedgerows this should be done, for the
dust raised by passing motors, &c., finely peppers
them. Fill the bottles with fruit and either

syrup or water in the same way as for Mulberries,

and heat, seal and cool as usual. With this fruit

there is a chance for the Apple to shine as a pre-

serve, for fine results can be obtained by peeling

the Apple (using a silver-plated knife) and cutting

in rings, the core being first removed with an

Apple coring knife. These rings can be put into

the bottles with layers of the Blackberries in

between, and the delicious Blackberry and Apple

preserve obtained for making tarts, which are

generally' such great favourites with children.

Kubus laciniatus is a fine cultivated variety.

requisite amount of sugar for the purpose for which

used'—a most acceptable attainment in these days of

food economy and when the sugar ticket is likely

to make its appearance and the weekly ration of

sugar for a household is a strictly meagre one

By following the hints I have given, every success

can be attained, and I say this with confidence,

having practised what I have preached. Where

proper preserving bottles cannot be afforded,

ordinary jars can be utilised, and the sealing
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though the common hedgerow Blackberry is first

class for preserving.

Pears.—With Pears care should be exercised

in their preparation. They must of necessity be

peeled to remove the tough outer skin, and again

the silver-plated knife should be employed. As

they are peeled throw them into cold water to

preserve their colottr, for Pears when peeled, if ex-

posed to the air for even a short time, will rapidly

discolour, an effect which is far from nice when
bottled. Once in the water they can be taken

out as required and cut in halves or quarters

and the core removed, returning to the water the

portions not being handled. It is best to have

some of the syrup or water ready in the preserving

bottles to place the fruit in as prepared, adding

more liquid as the friut reaches the top ; this will

ensure the colour being kept good. Heat up

to i6o° Fahr., or rather more if the fruit is very

hard, and keep at this temperature for from five

to ten minutes ; then remove, seal, and set in a

cool, draught-proof place to cool off. The fruit

should be selected for bottling when in a slightly

under-ripe state. Among the best varieties for

preserving are Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre

d'Amanlis, Durondeau, GIou Morceau and Marie

Louise. If preserving Pear Catillac, heat for a

much longer period than that given above. I

prefer to boil this variety first ; it responds well

to this treatment.

This finishes my series of articles on preserving

fruit by bottling, and in concluding I would once

again reiterate that fruit can- be most successfully

bottled in this way without the use of a single

ounce of sugar, and is then ready, when the fresh

fruit season has passed, for use, adding then the

effected by using oiled fat. A fat that sets firm

and hard when cool shoidd be selected, such as

mutton suet ; butter, margarine or lard only being

useful in a lesser degree owing to their oiling at a

lower temperature than that recommended.
Aldenham. (Mrs.) E. J. Beckett.

Choice Apples and Pears
This is just a brief selection of Apples and
Pears. The varieties mentioned each possess some
special merit and should be planted in every garden.

Apple Margil.

This first-rate flavoured and free-cropping

variety should be found in all amateurs' gardens,

as where Cox's Orange Pippin fails this pretty

Apple succeeds either as a cordon, bush or half

standard. The fruit is a little smaller than that

of Cox's Orange Pippin, the colour light russet,

tinged with deep red on the side next to the sun.

The shape of the fruit is slightly oval ; flesh yellow,

and the juice sweet and abundant. It is in season

from December to March, and is a valuable dessert

Apple.
Apple Gloria Mundi.

This is a culinary sort, and is in demand for the

huge specimens of fruit it produces, one of them,

weighing over 2lb., having been sold in the open

market for £i6—truly a goodly sum for a single

Apple. This variety has been known for lOo years,

being of American origin, but it has never met
the general wants of the public, no doubt owing

to the tree being a shy bearer. This fruitless

condition can be overcome by restricting the root

action, casing the planting position by placing

slates around the sides of the hole and one at the
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liottom. Plant cordon trees and summer prune,

when large fruit may be expected. Of course,

attend to wateringjand mulching.

Pear Triomphe de Vienne.

This fertileand'most prolific Pear can be highly

spoken of. The tree grows clean and rather

upright, therefore takes little space on the ground,

and makes an ideal variety for small gardens.

The fruit is large, conical, bright yellow, with

nissetl markings and red flush ; the flesh white,

very tender, juicy and melting, and of excellent

flavour. The tree thrives in most soils and

situations. Trees six to eight years old have

carried over lOO luscious fruits of large size.

The fruit is in season in September. Plant cordons,

bushes or half-standards.

Pear Conference.

This variety should be in every garden where

Pear trees are planted, if only as a pollinator.

It has been found to have an " affinity " to every

variety in bloom at the same time ; and as a

prolific cropper it stands unequalled, either as

standards, bushes or cordons. The fruit is of

medium size, long-necked, dark green, with brown
.

russet, and has a pinkish tinge on the sunny side.

The flesh is melting and of good flavour. It is a

good market sort, hardy, and is not affected by
the Pear midge. The fruit is in season in October
and November. Hereford.

GLEN CLOVA
By W. Herbert Cox.

SOME OF THE RARE AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS THAT GROW WILD IN GLEN CLOVA ARE FOUND SCARCELY
ANYWHERE ELSE IN THE BRITISH ISLES.

mPOST of us who are now flower-lovers

learnt our first lessons in the plant

lore of the British Isles from the

writings of Anne Pratt. We must

'•all then have been struck by the fact

that when that clever lady mentioned a particular

rarity, how often the locality given was Glen

Clova, and we looked forward to the time when

we, too, should ramble in this glen and meet its

treasures as she appears to have done so often.

Among the plants found in Glen Clova, but

scarcely anywhere else in the British Isles, are

the following : Ranunculus alpestris, with its

small white flowers and its usually trifid leaves,

which is not rare on the highest Alps. Oxytropis

campestris, allied to Astragalus, but the keel ends

in a fine point. The flowers are yellowish, but

with a pvu'ple tint. The yellow Saw-leaved Hairy

Cinquefoil (Potentilla opaca), which resembles

both P. verna and its variety alpestris, but the

leaves are deeply cut and the stems are stouter.

Elsewhere it has only been found at Balquhidder.

Another Potentilla, called tridentata, was stated to

have been found by Mr. Dow on the shores of the

little Loch Brandy. This being an American

kind otherwise, the statement was much doubted,

as were several other localities given by him,

which have since proved to be correct.

The glen is some fifteen miles long, with nothing

but a few farms. The hills on each side are

steep, covered with Heather, among which brown-

faced, long-tailed sheep graze, and grouse whirr

past. Down these sides fresh mountain burns

dash, Fern shaded. The rocks by them make

charming gardens, all bespangled with blossom.

The many-flowered golden clusters of Saxifraga

aizoides form dense carpets, but S. stellaris is less

conspicuous by having fewer flowers. On the

hills above, two others may be found—the popular

purple oppositifolia and the compact - spiked

nivalis. The little yellow Pansy (Viola lutea) is

there in plenty, also the pretty pink Polygonum

viviparum. By the sides of the River Esk, which

runs through, the golden globes of Trollius

curopasus glisten, while the striking mulberry

blossoms of Comarum palustre and the feathery

clouds of Thalictrum alpinum rise from a bed of

Forget-me-nots.

There are occasional little woods. One I

noticed was thickly carpeted with the charming

white sprays of Pyrola rotundifolia, and in others

the Chickweed Winter Green (Trientalis europsa),

called locally Toad's Clover, was very happy.

By the roadsides, catching the dust. Bald-

money (Meum athamanticum), with its beautifully

pinnated leaves and threadlike leaflets, may be

noticed. With it there is plenty of Lady's Mantle,

and also the charming Alchemilla alpina, with a

wonderful silvery lustre under its leaves. Two

pretty Geraniums grow there—the blue sylvaticum

and the maroon phaeum.

Halfway up, in the mere at Drums, I noticed

the little yellow, short-spurred Bladderwort (Utricu-

laria minor) rising through the water from the

A GLEN CLOVA BURN.

submerged plant, which is supported by small

bladders of air.

Many Orchids grow in Glen Clova, but not in

great variety. Under the Heather I was pleased

to see the delightful little Twayblade (Listera

cordata), which seems so refined and dainty after

its somewhat coarse elder brother. It is particu-

larly plentiful at Baehnagairn under the Rowans.

The delicious Fragrant Orchis (Gymnadenia Conop-

sea) and the mauve-spotted Orchis maculata with

its white variety are very common.
Above the glen is Loch Brandy, a typical

Highland loch, in which grows the strange Water

Lobelia (L. Dortmanna), with slender, leafless

stems and drooping, light blue flowers. Among

the Heather round about, in a peaty mess you may
see the Sundew, masses of Harebells, the Melan-

choly Thistle (Carduus heterophyllus) and Chryso-

splenium oppositifolium. A prostrate. Heath-
like shrub, the Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum),

with small purplish flowers peering from the axils

of the leaves, grows there too. Still higher up
in the deer forest, not far from the haunts of the

golden eagle, another prostrate shrub forms

dense cushions. This is an Azalea (A. procumbens)

;

but how distinct from our garden kinds ! The
stems, covered with rigid, turned-back leaves, are

all tangled together ; out of them appear clusters

of tiny, flesh-coloured flowerets.

Glen Clova ends at Braedownie, and divides.

To the right is Baehnagairn, through which a

path goes to Ballater, and to the left is Glen Doll,

from which Braemar may be reached. Above
Braedownie the Black Bearberry (Arctostaphylos

alpina), with white flowers, tinted with purple,

grows. Admission to Glen Doll is not easy to

obtain, it being strictly preserved, and fierce

Highland cattle guard the entrance ; but in it

grow some plants only found in this locality

and perhaps one other in the whole of our isles.

Mulgedium alpinum, the Blue Sow Thistle, is

chief of the treasures. After a stiff clamber and a

struggle over a waterfall I succeeded in finding it.

I am not sure if this was the only plant, for

Lochnagar in Aberdeenshire is also sacred to it.

There was a goodly clump, but it shocked me
to see that someone recently had been hacking

away portions of it. My suspicions were firmly fixed

on a well-known plant dealer who had been up

there the day before. He shall be nameless, but

for this sin I registered a vow never to purchase

from him. The little bells of Linnaea borealis

have been found under this waterfall. Though
described as "depressed" and "abject," the

greatest botanist, Linnsus, was not too proud

to give it his name instead of to numerous beautiful

things which he might have chosen. Astragalus

alpinus, which is a spreading thing with spikes of

drooping white flowers, tipped with purple, and

hanging black legumes, I did not see, but believe

it still lingers in the unclimbable braes above,

and, maybe, nearer Braemar. A tiny Fern.

Woodsia hyperborea, seldom more than 3 inches

high, is another of this glen's treasures only found

there and at Isla. The frond is between spear

and strap shaped, the leaflets being bluntly

triangular, the stems almost hairless, which dis-

tinguishes it from its slightly less rare brother

ilvensis, also found in the glen. I noted there the

Moonwort (Botrychium Lunaria), famed in fairy

lore.

There are also a few more interesting plants,

but not so appallingly distinguished. Pyrolf

secunda differs from its relations by having its

flowers, which are greenish, all leaning one way.

The Mountain Sorrel (Oxyria reniformis) resembles
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the Rumex in habit, but the leaves are kidney

instpatl of arrow shaped, and the flowers green,

not rusty. The Scottish Asphodel (Totieldia

palustris) is dingy, not having the spikes of golden

stars like the Bog Asphodel, whirh is common in

Clova. The Mountain Cudweed (Antennaria dioica)

is a pretty little thing, with heads of white or rose

coloured everlastings. High on the rocks was

Sedum rhodiola. well known in most rock gardens,

a broad-leaved, succulent thing, the root of which

is scented like Roses ; and the charming purple

flowers of Geum rivale.

A certain part of Glen Doll was almost carpeted

with the tiniest of our native Orchids ;
some which

were in blossom could not have been more than

half an inch high. Many distinguished botanical

writers state that the leaves of Malaxis paludosa

are spotted on the margins, but they are wrong,

for the so-called spots are in reality propagative

buds which germinate and become tubers. It is

the only true epiphyte of our native Orchids,

produ:ing a wee egg-shaped bulb growing above

the mosses. I also found it at Drums. On dried

ground I saw the little Frog Orchis (Habenaria

viridi-), which is often overlooked on account of

its dingy appearance. The sweet-scented Bicchia

albida grows there too.

Perhaps these notes have been somewhat

indiscreet in giving away the localities of some
very rare plants, but, before closing, I should

like to beg flower-huntors not to be too ruthless

in tearing them away from their homes, as many
are so exceedingly diiScult to cultivate in

gardens.

Notes from a County
Down Garden

THE note in The Garden—-page 341,

issue August 2,1—regarding Phormium
tenax is a particularly acceptable one,

having regard to the fact that the price

of tying material is so prohibitive.

The Golden Willow also is very useful to grow

for purposes akin to this, and a few cuttings might

now be propagated. It is sometimes difficult to

name an annual out of the ordinary run of the

penny packets, and one notes the name of

Rhodanthes. The Nemesias are also useful for

variety. Planting Potatoes with a dibber would

be a very expeditious method, and the results givfn

seem to be very satisfactory. I note with interest

the illustration of the combined Tomato-Potato

plant, and I think for seed purposes—that is, for

raising and hybridising new varieties of Potato

—

a graft of a Potato on to a Tomato plant might

give extraordinary results.

I have sometimes wondered- if Beet, Parsnip

and Carrot could be easily transplanted, and would
like some information on this subject, as " the task

of filling up the blanks I'd rather leave to you."
" Anne .'\mateur " complains of weeds being dug
in. Well, we had the finest Raspberries this year

we ever had, and the weeds, which were a foot

high, were carefully dug in without injuring the

roots. This is what farmers know as a " green

manure," and is full of the ingredients required

for the crop—nitrogen, phosphates and potash

—

so it is always a good thing to audi alteram partem.

This is a quiet time in one's garden, and the

gathering of the harvest continues. Apples are

a fair crop here, but Plums and Pears are scarce.

One is always learning. It is well to remember
to get in a good spece of first-early Potatoes to

make room for the Brassicas ; also to get all the

ground required trenched early. A branch of

the Herb-Growing Association has been formed
here, and should do good work. All the same, when
the war is over I think the chemists themselves

should purchase large tracts of land suitable for

the purpose in the Colonies and elsewhere, and

not depend on outsiders for their supplies. I

quite agree with " Anne Amateur " about fragrance

in a garden :
" Awake, O north wind and come

thou south, blow upon my garden that the spices

thereof may flow out."

Holywood, County Down. W. S.

Heracleum Mantegazzianutn
The older Heracleum (H. giganteum) has been

superseded in gardens by this finer kind. There

is not much difference in the great umbels of

bloom, but the giant leaves are distinctly hand-

somer, the surface more polished, and the edges

deeply and sharply cut. It is a native of Abkhasia,

a small Russian province at the foot of the Caucasus

next the Black Sea. As with the older kind,

it prefers a damp place, but does not refuse to

grow anywhere. It is best sown where it is to

grow, for not only are the plants stronger, but

there is a difficulty in transplanting seedlings

from their having a kind of glassy joint at the

crown which is easily snapped. It is one of the

but there are many curious and local plants of

interest before that elevation is reached. A
monograph might well be written on the wonderful

Thistles that spring up in the stoniest and most

barren spots. Some are of giant stature with

pure white flowers, but most are absolutely stemless,

with huge entire, leathery leaves and central

" bosses " of flower or buds that look like .Arti-

chokes in miniature, 2 inches and 3 inches across,

corrugated and brown before opening, and expand-

ing to straw-colom-ed Carline Thistles of huge

size, or sometimes to regular mauve or grey or

rich purple Thistle flowers, often tightly com-

pressed into a compact flowery mass very

ornamental for a few days.

The miles of Lavender that clothe the stony

slopes and the great variety of pretty shrubs

with Pea-shaped flowers that are unfamiliar to

more northern regions are often of real beauty,

rivalling the Cistus bushes of the South or the

Rhododendron ferrugineum of the Northern

Alps. For miles in the Valley of the Verdon

the sandy wastes and boulders near the moraines

or torrents are carpeted with the dainty Paronychia

capitata, which sets off the cushions of Campanulas,

HER.\CLEUM MANTEGAZZIANUM FROM THE CAUCASUS.

seeds least agreeable to handle, as it has a strong

and very impleasant, goaty smell. G. J.

On the Northern Slopes of

the Maritime Alps
By EDWARD H. WOOD.ALL.

TRAVELLERS to the South of France

will probably remember crossing a

stony river-bed near Avignon where
_

the Durance joins the Rhone. Any-

thing barer or more unprepossessing

could hardly be found, yet once above the old-

world town of Digne there are many valleys of

sufficient attraction to summer travellers in search

of pure air and cool mountain nights. Though

this region as a whole is sadly stony and bare,

there are yet some beauty spots well worth explor-

ing, and the mountain district near the Italian

frontier and pretty Barcelonnette deserves the

reputation it is steadily gaining. As I have said

before, tmtil the height of 6,000 feet above the

sea is attained, there is no alpine vegetation.

Lotus, Trmica Saxifraga (so varied in coloiu: here

and a score or more of annual plants that spring

up through Sedum album and other succulents.

On the mountain tops the Leontopodium or

Edelweiss is so abundant that a shepherd boy

volunteered to bring down several kilos of its

flannelly flowers if I would buy them. There are

many albinos among the flowers, and friends one

day brought down such a quantity of white

Gentiana verna of such size and such piurity that

one hoped " some had been left to seed and

propagate itself " ! A cream-coloured form of

Orchis conopsea is not uncommon, and white

Linums take the place of the Blue Flax so well

known elsewhere.

On high ground near the Pass of Alios there

is a fine Phyteuma of vigorous growth with as

nearly black heads of flower as can well be imagined.

It certainly deserves the name of nigricans, and

was singularly long-lived when cut and in a vase.

A bunch of it and the fragrant Habenaria or

Butterfly Orchis will live in my memory as a

specially delightful thing. Is it, I wonder, in

English gardens ? I do not remember to have

seen it. Aster alpinus is so dwarf as to be extra
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ornamental among the stones, and varied so

greatly in its time of flowering that for two months
I was always , able to find a bloom or two, low

down at first, and latterly on high ground near

the Edelweiss. It is curious to see how greatly

the cold springs that gush out of the rocks in many
places affect the growth of plants. I saw Orchis

latifolia in flower in a marshy meadow in mid-

June, yet within half a mile of that spot O. latifolia

was only just coming into flower, where the icy

water of a spring fresh from the rock had retarded

its growth, when I left two months later ! The blue

Echinops on the stony mountain-side is much
more beautiful than when in a garden, and a

silvery-leaved and slender-growing variety with

apple green flower-heads is a ubiquitous weed

of considerable beauty. Altogether the district

affords much interest of the unexpected kind.

Peach Culture Under Glass

PEACHES and Nectarines in the open

air do not succeed well in many parts

of the country, but where they do,

as I remember them at Somerley,

Ringwood, Hampshire ; C o m p t o n

Verney in Warwickshire, and Lathom House
in Lancashire, the returns more than justify

and not to prune them at planting-time—late

in October. The trees were three weeks on the

railway during very frosty weather, but were well

packed. I immersed the roots in water for many
hours, then planted them in prepared borders in

cut turves and the ordinary gravelly, soil, lo per

cent, of the bulk consisting of lime slaked a

year previously and exposed to the air during

that time.' I planted rather more shallowly than

when the trees were growing in the nursery, and
made the soil very firm indeed. Last year a

few fruits only were left on to mature ; this year

from fifty to seventy fruits per tree, and I regret

not leaving just eighteen more on each tree

—

there are six—as the growth has been very strong

and I prefer to arrest it judiciously by cropping

rather than by pruning.

Summer pinching of the shoots is favoured by

me, and the formation of fruit spurs all over the

tree, in addition to well-matured shoots, which

I like to tie in 4 inches and 5 inches apart. It is

only necessary in the autumn to cut out a few

branches that may be badly placed. The trellis area

covered by each tree now is 12 feet by 10 feet.

The foliage is clean, because of the general health

of the trees and the syringing. All the trees

resemble the one shown in the accompanying

illustration. The varieties are Duke of York,

A GOOD CROP OF PEACH ROYAL GEORGE IN AN UNHEATED GREENHOUSE.

the careful treatment given them. Huge crops

of fine fruits were gathered nearly every year.

Under glass the trees are more constant in their

bearing, but even in such favourable conditions

there are many failures, mainly owing to misuitable

positions, insect-infested leaves, lack of water

after the fruits are gathered, too close an atmo-

sphere through insufficient ventilation, wrong

treatment when the trees are flowering and, perhaps

above all, wrongly constructed borders.

During the past thirty-five years I have had

experience in the cultivation of Peaches, both

tmder glass and in the open air. I have

always favoured the system at plantrng-time of

cutting back the branches of young trees pos-

sessing from three to five or seven leaders, and I

still favour it. But in the autumn of 191 5 1

decided to plant some Peaches one year older

—

trees that had been cut back once in the nursery

—

Peregrine, Bellegarde and Royal George ; the latter

is the one photographed. The trees are under

glass, but grown without artificial heat as yet

being turned on. Perhaps these few particulars

may interest some readers who intend planting

this autumn. George Garner.

Rose Mme. Jules Margottin.—With the advent

of so many novelties this delightful climbing Rose

seems to have been almost elbowed out. as I have

not seen it in a Rose catalogue for a number of

years. This is to be regretted, as it is a Rose

with many good qualities. Its flowers are of a

bright rose colour and are borne in great profusion,

it is an early bloomer and goes on flowering for

a good while, a good grower and a sweetly fragrant

Rose. Will not someone endeavour to repopu-

larise it ?

—

Caledonia.

A COLUMN FOR
THE CURIOUS

Answers to "Rose Posers."—(i) Sub rosa.

—

I have read (quoted from an old book of garden

lore, &c.) that the badge of an ancient secret

society called " Roscurians " was a full-blown

pink Rose with a pink bud on either side. (2) I

-fancy the historical Rose mentioned is the

Rose of England, or York and Lancaster (Rosa

damascena), which unblushingly flaunts both the

" red and white " in a striped effect on one flower. I

hope these answers are what the Rev. Joseph Jacob
is seeking. The third question I fear I must leave

for a cleverer than I to answer.—M. F , Somerset.

Sub ROSA (Under the Rose).—In strict con-

fidence Cupid gave Harpocrates (the God of Silence)

a Rose to bribe him not to betray the amours

of Venus. Hence the flower became the emblem
of silence. It was for this reason sculptured on the

ceilings of banquet-rooms to remind the guests

that what was spoken sub vino was not to be uttered

sub devo. In 1526 it was placed over confessionals.

The banquet-room ceiling of Haddon Hall is

decorated with Roses (French, parler sous la rose).

The white Rose full of buds means secrecy, but

E. B. Browning says, " Red as a Rose of Harpo-

crate."—" Isobel's Child," III.—C. D-. L., Claygate.

FROM THE GOLDEN BOOKS.

A White Rose.

The red Rose whispers of passion

And the white Rose breathes of love
;

Oh, the red Rose is a falcon.

And the white Rose is a dove.

But I send you a cream white Rosebud,

With a flush on its petal tips
;

For the love that is purest and sweetest

Has a kiss of desire on the lips.

—John Boyle O'Reilly.

Mignonette and Rain.—Owing to various

causes my bed of Mignonette has this year resolved

itself into about half a dozen wretched-looking

plants. One evening in July, after a spell of fine

weather, happening to pass the spot where these

miserables were growing, the whiff of scent that

I got was so unexpected and strong that I mentioned

it to the old lady—my housekeeper's mother

—

who lives with us. She at once said, " There

will be rain "
; and sure enough there was rain

before the morning. She has since told me that

when she was at her first place—now well over

fifty years ago—the farmer's wife used to grow

a good deal of Mignonette, and whenever it smelt

more than usual she would say to her :
" The

Mignonette is very strong to-night, wench ;
there

will be rain." Since the little episode described

above, I have asked several people if they have -

heard of the strong smelling of Mignonette fore-

telling rain. Not one of them has. Mignonette,

I believe, was unknown in Britain until the middle

of the eighteenth century, so the prognostic

cannot claim a hoary antiquity like the truth in

the old saw :

" Evening red and morning grey,

Aie certain signs of a fair day."

Is it, however, at all widely spread, or is it very

local only ; or even quite individualistic, being

confined to this farmer's wife and those who were

brought into personal and intimate contact with

her ? I imagine that the period when this natural

" weather-glass " works must be at the best only

of somewhat limited duration, as I doubt if it

would act whenever the temperature falls very

low. Might I ask for comments on the above ?

The point is interesting.--JosEPH Jacob.
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDEiNS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—No doiilit the crop this season will

bv the means of causing much controversy as to

the value of spraying. Many plots that were
carefully sprayed twice are not immune from disease,

but they are considerably less liable to tuber attack

than those that were not sprayed. A strong point

in favour of timely spraying is that the growth
is maintained much longer in a healthy, vigorous
state than otherwise ; therefore this prolongation,

even if only for two weeks, must accelerate the
growth of the crop. No time should be lost in

lifting all crops where the haulm has ceased to be
of use to the tubers. Carefully dig and sort the

Potatoes into three sizes at the one handling—large,

seed and small—the latter to be used for pigs or

poultry. Kven diseased tubers should not be wasted.
Any tubers showing the slightest sign of disease

should be discarded, for fear of contamination of

the remainder. Place all under cover for future

storage when they are perfectly dry.

Cauliflowers.—Protect the heads by tying the

lea\'es over the crown ; this will keep the flower

white and more tender. Make a sowing of

Walchcren in a cold frame for wintering under
glass, to be planted out in spring or grown on in

pots or bo.Kes.

Cabbage.—Complete the planting of the main
batch on firm ground, where Onions, for example,
were grown. The land will not need digging, as

Cabbages like a firm rooting medium. Cover the

soil for 6 inches around each plant with finely

sifted coal-ashes to ward off slugs, which are very
numerous owing to such a continuance of wet
weather.

Spinach.—Make the final sowing of Prickly

or Round Spinach in drills 15 inches apart on
newly dug ground for early spring use. This 1

regard as one of the most valuable of winter and
early spring crops.

Brussels Sprouts.^Where the early sown batch
of plants are a yard high or more, if in an exposed
site they should be supported, as they are liable to

be blown over by strong gusts of wind. Clear all

decaying leaves from the plants, as they disfigure

the Sprouts when left to rot over them.

Fruit Under Glass.

Young Vines.—Vines planted this spring have
made satisfactory growth, as a rule. If not already

done, pinch the point out of the leader to induce
the basal eyes to plump up and aid the maturation
of the rods. Reduce the lateral growth by degrees

where this has been allowed to ramble freely, with

the idea of assisting root action.

Early Grapes.—Vines from which the crop was
cut in Tune should now have the laterals removed,
cutting" back the side shoots to within i foot or

so of their base to assist in developing the basal

eyes from which the next season's bunches will be
had. Thcoughly wash the foliage vigorously

with a hand syringe or hose pipe to cleanse the

leaves from insect pests, especially red spider.

See that the roots are not suffering from the want
of water.

Late Grapes should have aid given them in

ripening their crop by warming the hot-water
pipes nightly and during dull days so that air

can be admitted freely to dissipate condensed
moisture. During the colouring stage the roots

should be well supplied with moisture in the shape
of liquid manure ; failing this, a sprinkling of

Thomson's Vine Manure will aid growth as regards
the foliage and the size of the berries.

Strawberries for forcing should be finally put
into their fruiting pots, using a moderately rich

compost and ramming the soil firmly in the pots.

Stand them on a bed of coal-ashes or boards in an
exposed situation, where they will grow sturdily.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Selection of Varieties for future planting shotdd
now be made, especially of Apples, Pears, Damsons
and Plums, as of these personal inspection can
be made to note if certain varieties meet the require-

ments of persons and are adapted to special localities

as to soil. In so limited a space I am unable to

name many sorts ; nor is this necessary, as often

too many sorts are planted. It is much better

to plant two trees of one desirable variety than
two sorts.

Apples.—Kitchen varieties : Lord Grosvenor,
Grenadier, Norfolk Beauty, Newton Wonder,
Lane's Prince Albert and Bramley's Seedling.

Dessert : Beauty of Bath, Worcester Pearmain,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Blenheim Orange and
Ribston Pippin.

Pears.—Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne
dc jersey. Doyenne du Cornice, Pitmaston Duchess,
Josephine de Malines, Brown Beurre and Marie
Louise.

Plums.—standards : Rivers' Early Prolific,

Czar, Belle de Louvain, Washington, Jefferson,
Victoria and Monarch. Bushes : Laxton's Pros-
perity and Laxton's Supreme. Early Transparent
Gage, Jeffsrson and Count Althan's Gage.

Damsons.—Prune, Merryweather and Bradley's
King.

Where new plantations are to be made or old ones
reorganised, no time should be lost in preparing
the site by deep trenching, remembering the more
thorough this is done at the start the less trouble
and expense and the greater success there will be
in the future. In stiff soil fruit trees caimot be
satisfactory if slipshod methods of preparation
and planting are adopted. It is much better to
do the work thoroughly at the start.

E. MOLVNEU.X.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmre, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Cultivating Ground.— I would very strongly
ad\'is(' all ground as it becomes unoccupied to

be cultivated. There is not labour for trenching
if the other departments of the garden are to be
kept in fair condition, but ground may be turned
over to a depth of 18 inches by simply inserting

the spade, not across the spade-wide trench, but
lengthwise, when a gentle pressure sends the top
spit into the bottom of the trench last opened,
the under spit being then placed upon that. This
method takes little longer time than digging,

and is of much greater benefit to the soil. But
even simple digging, leaving the importation of

manure to a more suitable time, is advantageous,
should deeper cultivation be impossible.

Potatoes.—All except the latest varieties

should be lifted, the edible size stored for use,

and the seed size placed preferably in shallow boxes
and stood in a frost-proof building till spring.

It is not essential that it be light so long as they
are moved to the light in time for growth to
commence, and where space is limited the bo.xes may
safely be placed one on top of the other. Another
method is to place the tubers in a pit or clamp
with a thick covering of straw above them and
a 9-inch layer of soil above the straw. In this

case there is a tendency in the tubers to sprout
too soon.

Fruit Under Glass.

Tomatoes.—Late-planted Tomatoes now ripen-
ing in heated pits, if growing in borders should
receive no more water at the roots, only the soil

should be as firm as it is possible to make it, and
if water has been regularly applied till now, the
crop will ripen with the aid of slight fire-heat

right on to the New Year. The foliage should
be greatly reduced in quantity, not doing this at

one operation, but by degrees.

Cucumbers.—These will now require a fair

amoimt of applied heat to bring the fruits to

perfection, none of which, however, should be
allowed to grow to large dimensions, unless where
the cook occasionally asks for a ftlll-grown one,

when that person's requirements must be studied.

Plants that have been fruiting since April or May
will soon, if not already, not be worth keeping.

They should be cleared out directly it is seen that
they fail to respond to treatment, in order that

vermin does not gain a footing and so be introduced
into an otherwise clean structtire.

French Beans.—Where these are forced, a

beginning should now be made by nearly filling

the required number of 7-inch or 8-inch pots
with a sound compost, sowing five or six seeds

of Osborne's Forcing in each, and placing the
pots where the plants receive the maximum
amount of light. Heat, however, is essential.

*

The Flower Garden.

Carnations.—No time should be lost in planting

well-rooted layers of the hardier varieties. I

must mention that owing to war disabilities I

planted a lot, including flakes and bizarres, in

undug hard soil, and they succeeded just as well

as if the greatest preparations had been made
for theA. Those to be wintered in pots should
also be seen to and placed so that means for

throwing off heavy rains can be adopted. Do not

stint them by placing in very small pots.

" Making Up."—Some of the herbaceous plants

in borders will now have finished flowering, and if

the display is to be kept up as long as possible,

late-flowering plants . in reserve should be
transferred to stations to either take the place of
these or at least to cover their nakedness. Plant
somewhat deeply, soak with water, and shortly
afterwards level the soil roimd the stems. If

the plant is tall, a short stake to steady it will

be needed.

Hollyhocks.—Seeds of these will be ripe, and
should be sown at onre in a seed-box and stood
in a temperate structure, so that germination
may be delayed as little as possible and the result-
ing plants kept slowly growing through the winter
months. The greatest success is obtained with
the Fig-leaved varieties at this late date.

Pentstemons..—Cuttings should now be taken
and either dibbled into a bed of prepared soil

in a cold frame or into cutting-boxes. The cuttings
should be as long as one's middle finger, and must
never be allowed to flag or, once inserted in soil,

to become dry. The splendid Calceolaria amplexi-
caulis demands similar treatment, and should
also be taken at once. Flowering shoots of both
should be avoided and fresh side growths only
taken. R. P. Brotherston.

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)
Tyninghame. Piestoikirk. N.B.

Pruning Rambler Roses

IT

is now recognised that the proper time to

prune Rambler Roses is directly they have

flowered, or certainly not later than Septem-

ber. The main point to study is the matiu'a-

tion of the ciurent season's growth before

frost comes, which often considerably affects

the soft', sappy growths, thus reducing the flower

crop the following year. The greatest quantity

and the finest flower-trusses are produced from

the stout shoots made the year previous, which

grow as much as 15 feet long in a single season

on such varieties as American Pillar, for example.

Shoot5 that have flowered this season should

be cut away entirely from the bage, except in a

case where similar new growths are scarce and

where there is any likelihood of a scarcity of

flowers. To meet such a prospect of a shortage of

flowers, a sufficient niunber of the most promising

shoots that flowered this season should be left,

spurring in to two eyes the short flowering shoots.

From the basal eyes much bloom will be obtained,

not quite of the strength or class which new and

more vigorous shoots would give, but better than

none. The same treatment will apply to plants

put in last season, which cannot be expected to

yield a full quantity of fiurnishing material the

first year. By this method of pruning a fairly

good display can be had.

If a well-established plant has eight new shoots

from the base, these are ample to give a full flower

crop ; or even six will suffice if they are strong.

The best method to adopt is to cut away all

shoots or branches not required, then tie securely,

but not too tightly, to the supports—pole or

otherwise—taldng off the point of the sucker-like

growths 6 inches above the pole. If the plants

are standing independently, a full flower crop

right from the base can reasonably be expected

from all varieties of the Wichuraiana type, which

are the best adapted to this form of training

owing to the natrual habit of growth right from

the base.

In pruning the variety Tausendschon and its

white sport, which are two first-class rambling

varieties, an exception should be made in both.

Neither of these varieties is so free in throwing

up sucker-like growths as many other sorts, but

by retaining the older shoots and treating these

on the spurring principle a full crop of flowers

can be had. The blooms of this Rose last longer

than any other sort I know, which is a point in its

favour.

When the plants are pruned and made secure

to the supports, it is a good time to enrich the

soil to assist the growth and flower crop for the
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next year. Half-decayed farmyard manure forked

lightly in about the roots is one of the best of,

stimulants. Failing this, ground bones or super-

phosphate at the rate of half a pound per square

yard will be a good substitute,

Swanmorc, Hants. E. Molyneux.

Comments on "The
Garden"

Mi
AY I be permitted to follow in the

footsteps of " Anne Amateur " and

make a few notes, rough though they

may be ? In these days of stress

' one has not the time and scarcely

the energy to sit down and write an article, and

yet one is often inclined to add a note or comment

to something which has appeared in the pages of

The Garden.
First, I should like to say a word of apprecia-

tion. The Garden has always been a favourite

of mine, but of late it has been charming. Setting

aside any matter of controversy, what a treat we

had in reading Mr. Engleheart's letter the other

day
;

quite an education in style and virile lan-

guage, it made one absolutely envious and some-

what fearful of putting pen to paper
;
and, again,

on page 363 we have Mr. Goodwin's happy notes

on the " Land of the Bilberry," redolent of air

from the Clun hills. These things are helpful in

times like the present—a break in the daily round

and common task calculated to take our thoughts

for a short time from wars, strikes and the Food

Controller.

But to turn to other matters, I am not at

all surprised that " E. M." has waited lifteen years

for a crop of Benoni. I also at one time thought

very highly of this Apple, which I procured from

Messrs. Rivers some thirty years ago. We worked

up a stock of young trees, but as they did not

sell, a considerable number were transplanted,

.and the second year following their replanting

they had the finest crop of handsome fruit I think

I have ever seen on any variety. Alas ! it must

have been an expiring effort, for in the next ten

years we scarcely saw a fruit and the trees came

to the fire.

Sulphuric acid is all very well for destroying

weeds in your lawn, if you do not manage to drop

it on your clothes or fingers (I have done both),

but I much prefer the little hand weeder regis-

tered No. 27786. I can lift a Plantain, Dandelion,

or small Daisy quite as quickly with this as one

can apply acid to them, and there is no question

of making holes if the work is done properly.

Put the fork fairly close to the plant, insert it

nearly vertically into the soil, lift, pull out the

weed with the left hand and press down the soil

with the foot. I have taken some hundreds out

of my tennis lawn this evening, and I know I

should have a tottering time if any holes were

visible as the result of my labours. The secret

of lawn weeding is to lift the enemy while young.

•Some people defer action until the autumn, when
tennis and croquet are over, with the result that

-such things as Plantains and Dandelions get very

strong, and not only leave holes when lifted, but

destroy a considerable patch of grass each, and,

.above all, leave a plentiful crop of seed behind

them for the coming season.

It is surprising how artful the broad-leaved

Plantain is in producing seed. His natural bent

is to send up flower-spikes well above the foliage,

but put the mowing-machine over him and he says,

" This is no go at all "
; so he grows his flower^

spikes under the leaves, flat along the ground,

and there the seed ripens despite the lawn-mower.

Again, you can lift a seedling Daisy at this time

of the year with the utmost ease, but if you let

the plant get established it throws out under-

ground creeping stems, and it is then impossible

to lift without making a considerable hole which

will need filling with soil.

Some people wonder why Providence gave us

weeds in the garden. The obvious answer is,

to ensure cultivation and so benefit the crops ; but

I fail to find what end they serve in my lawn

except to keep me from getting too stout and stiff.

Anyway, theyare likely to provide me with exercise

for some time to come, for however jnany one

takes out, the lawn-mower, or some other agency,

seems to fill up their places with seed carried from

another portion of the grass which is mown, where

weeding is not so strictly done.

Lowdham. A. H. Pearson.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
RUST ON CELERY (/>. A'.).—This is :x fungoid disease

and difficult to cure. The best remedy to apply is to
spray tlie leaves with Bordeaux mixture. If the plants
derive no benefit from tliis iipiilieation .it is useless to

try any other ; better dig up tlii ].l;<nts and burn them.

WART DISEASE IN POTATOES (W. M., Ayrshife).—
The Potato was very badly attacked by the disease known
as bjack scab or wart disease, due to the fungus Synchy-
trium endobioticum. The grower must give notice

of the outbreak to tlie Secretary of the jJoard of Agricul-
ture, Edinburgh. It la stated 'to be the only one in a
crop of Ahmidance so attacked, and it is probable that
this plant was a rogue, not belonging to the true type of

that variety. Only varieties immune from the disease

may be grown on this laud in future.

DAMAGE BY SPRAYING POTATOES {A. IF. //.).—

We camiot say in this case whether the common Potato
disease is answerable for the trouble described, as no
specimens were sent. Iteports of damage done by
spraying have been received from some sources, but
investigation seems to have shown that, generally at

any rate, the damage has been due to previous injm-y,

to improper preparation, or to some cause other than
the spraying. The chemicals themselves have given
satisfaction generally, we believe.

FLOWER GARDEN.
MONTBRETIA AND IRIS LEAVES SHREDDED

(C. W.).—The damage has undoubtedly been done by the
caterpillar of a small moth, which feeds upon Irises and
allied plants in just the way you describe. You will

find it difficult to detect, as it is quite green, of a shade
similar to the leaves, and as tins is so, hand picking,

which is the best method of dealing with the pest, is rather

difficult. You will find spraying with lead arsenate of

some assistance, but as the foliage is waxy tliis does not
adhere very well.

ABOUT HARDY FUCHSIAS.—What is the name
of the enclosed Fuchsia ? It dies to the grountl in

the winter and springs up again each year about 2 feet

high ; but doubtless you \vi\\ recognise it without descrip-

tion. My little hedge of it is so gay—a welcome feature

at the end of the now rather passt'-loolcing rock garden.

I have had it many years, and it asks for nothing more
than an occasional breaking up and replanting of the
clumps. Unfortunately, the round-er-flowered bush form

—

the }?\ichsia of Wales and the West Country—is tender
here in Cheshire, and requires a great deal of coaxing,

though, much to my surprise, a small plant did survive

the frightful muter. I have been told that if you can
get it tluough the winters while it is quite tiny it will

do afterwards, but tliis early stage has been my defeat

again and again. Is this bush, so delightfully common
in the West, Fuchsia globosa ? [Yes.

—

Ed.] And what
is mine, the slender-flowered kind ? [F. Riccartonii.

—

ED.l—F. E. W.
SELECTIONS OF HARDY PLANTS (C. E. G.).—The

following are among the best varieties of the species

and groups you name. Anemone japonica : alba. Lady
Ardilaun and Queen Charlotte. Aster Amellus : Riverslea.

King George, Perry's Favourite and Onward. Tall

Asters : Beauty of Colwall, Climax, cordifolius Diana
and NovEe-AngliEe Lil Fardell. Campanulas : persicifolia

alba granditlora, p. Grasslocke, p. Moerheimii and p.

Telham Beauty. Erigeron.s : speciosus superbus,
Quakeress and S. B. Ladharas. Delphiniums : Per-

simmon. Itev. E. I-ascelles, True Blue, Queen Mary,
Lizzie Van Veen and Lamartine. Helenium : autumnale
rubrum, pumilum magnificura and Riverton Gem.
Heuchera : sanguinea Walker's Variety, Rosamund
and gracillima. Hehanthus : 11. G. Moon, multillorus

plenus and tomentosus. Iris (Flag varieties) : pallida

dalmatica, Isolene, Jacquiniana, Queen of May, Mrs.

C- Darwin and Iris King. Xniphofla : aloides grandillora,

excelsa, Red Cap and John Benary. Papaver orientale :

Jenny Mawson, Grenadier. Lady Roscoe and Waterloo.
Phlox: Elizabeth Campbell, Goliath, M6t^ore, Baron
von Dedem, Mrs. E. H. Jenkins and Le Mahdi. Verbascum :

Caledonia and cupreum. We have arranged for a aeries

of articles on the newer Roses to commence within the

next few weeks.

FRUIT GARDEN.
WHITE SCALE ON PEACH TREES IN ORCHARD

HOUSE {M oseleif).—Thiii is one of the most difficult

pests to get rid of we have. It used to be prevalent
many years ago, but of late we have not seen or heard
much about it. One of the best remedies we know of
is to sjTinge the trees, after the leaves are off, with rain-
water of a^ temperature of 1'25' Fahr. This will loosen
the scale, when it should be gently brushed off, taking
the greatest care not to injure the buds on the young
branches. The scale must be collected and burnt, as
must also the leaves as they drop. The surface soil also
to the depth of 3 inches should be taken up and burnt,
say, for a distance of 16 inches in front of the tree and
as far as it extends on either side.

OLD ESPALIER PEAR TREES NOT BEARING FRUIT
(h'y).—There is nothing else for it but to root-prune
in the case of trees which continue to make gross gro^vth
and refuse to bear fruit. The way to root-prune is to
dig a trench in the shape of half a circle round the tree
at a distance from the stem of :U feet. Let the trench
be IS inches wide and 2 feet deep. Cut all the roots
with a sharp knife you come in contact with. Break
do\vn the wall of the trench next to the tree until a good
body of roots is come to, cutting off the points of all

roots not cut before. Clear away all the old soil, filling

up the trench afterwards with the best of the old soil

and turfy loam, half of each well mixed together. Cut
up into pieces the size of one's fist, remove the surface
soil near the stem deep enough to expose a good body
of roots, and then top-dress with the new soil as above
to the depth of 4 inches, adding a sprinkling of bone-meal
to the soil for this purpose and pressing it down firmly.

The best way to find out whether the Pears are fit to
gather is to gently lift them up mth the hand to a
horizontal position. If tliey are fit to gather, they
will drop into the hand without any pulling. If they
do not, let them remain on' the tree until they do. Store
in a moderately cool, dark room with not too much air.

If you care to send us a sample, we can probably name
them for you.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOTTLING FRUIT IN COLD WATER {F. S. L.).—

Others have experii'uced the same difficulty in getting
rid of the air bubbles. Happily, it has been overcome.
See note by Lewis F. Barton in THE Garden for

September 8, page 368.

KETCHUP MADE FROM HUSKS OF WALNUTS
(Kew).—This is an old recipe, going back quite a hundred
years. Ingredients : Half a sieve of Walnut husks,
two quarts of water (salt), half a pound of Shallots, aa
ounce of Cloves, an ounce of Mace, an ounce of whole
Pepper, and an ounce of Garlic. Put the Walnut husks
into a pan with the water and a large quantity of salt.

Let them stand for ten days ; then break the husks up
in the water and let them drain through a sieve, putting a
heavy weight on top to express the juice. Place it on
the fire and remove all scum that may arise. Now boil

the liquor with the Shallots, Cloves. Mace and Pepper

;

then put the liquor into a pan, and wlien cold bottle and
cork closj^ly. It should stand six months before using.

Should it ferment during that time, it must be again
boiled and skimmed. Time : About three-quarters of

an hour. Seasonable about September, when the Walnut
husks are obtainable.

Publication Receivkd.

' The Perpetual Flowering Carnation." by Montagu C.

AUwood. Published by the Cable Printing Company,
Limited, Hatton House, Great Queen Street, W.C.

;

price Is. net.

Dumfries and District Horticultural Society.—

This society held its fourth free gift sale of flowers,

fruit and vegetables tor war charities on August 25.

Provost S. Arnott, Maxwelltown, presided at the

opening ceremony in St. Mary's Hall, Dumfries,

and Provost T. S. Macaulay, Dumfries, declared

the sale open. Nearly £80 was realised, and this

would have been much exceeded but for the stormy

weather during the week.

The Late Mr. E. E. Riseley.—The Linnean

Society has recently sustained a heavy loss by the

death of its librarian, Mr. E. E. Riseley, who was

killed in action last month.

Mr. C. H. Buck.—From our advertisement

pages it will be ,
seen that Mr. Buck's

nursery at Ipswich is offered for sale. We are

extremely sorry to make this announcemen|,

owing to the sad conditions under which it is

brought about. For some years Mr. Buck has

been in a state of ill-health, and now, while yet

in early manhood, he has to seek absolute rest

away from all business cares. Notwithstanding

his illness, his mental energies and bold enterprise

have brought him to the front rank among his

compeers. We understand that, until it is disposed

of, the business will continue to be carried on

as hitherto.

I
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BULBS
IF YOU WANT

Really Good Bulbs
AT MODERATE PRICES

SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM
No one' will serve you better.

FREESIAS.
Extra Selected
Oood First Size

NARCISSI

Per (loz.

1/
lOd.

Per 100
7/-
6/-

For Christmas.
Per doz. Per 100

Scilly White, white with cream cup
Soleil d'Or, rich yellow

Whits Pearl, ijood pure white

MAY-FLOWERING

1(2
1/2
1/2

8/-
8/-
8/-

TUUIPS.
Per doz. Per 100

Bouton d'or, rich yellow 1/6 10/6

Caledonia, bright scarlet 1/-
J/-

Elegans, rich dark scarlet 1/6 10/6

Ellen Willmott, soft canary yellow ... 2/- 14/6

Qesneriana Major, rich crimson ... 1/6 10,8
Qoldsn Crown, yellow with red edge ... 1/- '/-

Inglescombe Pink, pink, flushed salmon 1/6 10/6
Macrospeila, Blowing crimson lOd. 6/-

Picotee, wliiti- with rosy crims'n edge ... 1/3 9/-

The Fawn, siiiciallv recommended ... 2/- 14/6
FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

DARWIN TULIPS.
Per doz. Per 100

Baronne de la Tonnaye, large rose ... 1/9 12/6
Clara Butt, pale rose pink 1/6 10/6
Donders, rich shininR dark red 1/9 12/6
Erguste. hne dark heliotrope 3/- 21/-

Europe, carmine scarlet 2/3 '*6/-

Isis, fflowini; crimson-scarlet 2/6 18/-

Loveliness, charming bright rose 1/6 10/6
Madame Krelage, rosy carmine 2/- 14/6
Maiden's Blush, delicate blush-pink ... 1/9 12/6
Margaret, soft blush-pink 1/3 9/-

Mr. Farnoombe Sanders, finest scarlet 2/- 14/6
Pride of Haarlem, large rosy crimson ... 1/9 12/6
Salmon King, rose, shaded salmon ... 1/9 12/6
Suzon, large pale rose and blush 2/6 18/-

Tac van Poortvliet, glowingsalmon-scariet 1/9 12/6
White Queen, white, sliglit blush at times 2/3 16/-

Fine Mixture, all colours 1/3 9/-

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

POPULAR DAFFODILS.
Per doz.

Argent, charmiDg semi-double 1/9
Barrii Conspicuus. popular red cupped 6d.
Bullfinch, fine orange rimmed cup 1/6
Campanelle Rugulosus, sweet sceuted ... 1/-

C. J. Backhouse, rkii orange cup 1/2
Dairymaid, white with yellow cup -.- 1/6
Emperor, best yellow trumpet 1/2
Fairy Queen, pure wliite flower 2/6
Qoldtin Spur, early yellow trumpet ... 1/-
Qrandee, good late, bicolor 1/-
Horsfieldi, popular bicolor 1/2
Leonie, mostreliable 1/6
Lulworth, good orautre cup 1/6
Mrs. Langtry, beat cheap Leedsii 1/2
Obvallaris, early yellow trumpet 1/3
OriMamme, white with bright redcup ... 1/6
Pheasant Eye, useful for late flowers ... 6d.
Poeticus Ornatua, gond for pots or vases 7d.
Princeps, good cheap dattodil 9d.
Seagull, white with pale yellow cup ... 1/3
Sir Watkin, the giant Incomparabilis ... 1/-
Victoria, good bicolor 1/9
Waterwitch, craceful, drooping white ... 2/-
White Lady, liest and most popular Leedsii 2/3
Fine Mixture, all sorts 7d.

FOR OTHER VARIETIES. SEE LIST

IWISCELLANEOUS.

Per 100
12/6
3/6

10/6
7/-
8/-

10/6
8;-

18/
7/-
7/
8/-

10/6
10/6
8/
9/-

10/6
3/-
4/-
5/-
9/-
7/-

12/6
14/6
16/-
4/-

Aconites, early yellow
Anemone, St. Brigid
Anemone, Giant French mixed
Anemone, Fulgens
Bluebells
Chionodoxa, light or dark varieties
Qrape Hyacinth, Heavenly Blue ...

Ixias, finest mixed
Lachenalia, Nelsoni
Ornithogalum, Unibellatum
Snowdrops, finest single
Snowdrops, finest double

Per doz. Per 100
6d.
1/3
1/-
1/3
6d.
1/-
1/-
8d.
4/-
8d.
9d.
9d

3/-

9/-
7/-
9/-
4/-
7/-
7/-
4/-

30/-
4/-
4/6
5/-

FULL DESCRIPTIVE LIST
of above and

OTHER SPRINQ FLOWERINQ BULBS,
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE POPULAR JERSEY COLLECTIONS OF

ROSES & CARNATIONS
Exceptional Value. Unsurpassed Quality.

Select your Roses from my Coloured Charts illus-

trating 50 Varieties direct from Photographs.

BEFORE PLANTING BE SURE To WRITE FOR MY
,,-Ci

ILLUSTRATED cat.

Flowering Bulbs
A large and comprehensive Stock

of Choice Home Grown Bulbs

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FREE

DICKSONS
(LIMITED)

Bulb Growers and Merchants

CHESTER
BLACK CURRANT BUD-MITE.

Are your bushes free of this incurable pest? If not, plant

"SEABROOK*S BLACK CURRANT,*'
the only proved mite resister.

This variety has also every other good quality, being the heaviest
cropper and stoutest grower, produciug large firm berries.

Vounii bushes. 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

W. 8EABROOK & SONS. Fruit Tree and Rose
Nurseries, CHELMSFORD.

EARLY SEED POTATOES
(Guaranteed Scotch Grown)

FOR AUTUMN DELIVERY
Owing to the scarcity of eating potatoes in cbe early

summer months, early varieties were dug up in un-

usually large quantities. The result will be a serious

shortage of seed.
Having made arrangements for a much larger

quantity of early sorts than usual, and owing to the

shortage of labour, etc.. Bees Ltd. have decided to

offer a limited quantity of Early Seed Potatoes for

autumn delivery at prices which will malte it very
advantageous for you to buy now.
TERMS, Cash with Order. Money returned in full

and carriage paid both ways if goods not satistactory.

Prices include cost of bags and carriage to yotir

nearest sta/iou.

EPICURE, firm Scotch stock, specially recommended.
This is the heaviest cropping early potato. 56lbs.

10/6. 281bs. 5/6. 1 41bs. 3/., 71bs. 1/9.

ECLIPSE. Scotch or Yorkshire seed. Siilbs. 12/6.

2S!bs. 6/6. Ulbs. 3/6. 71bs. 2/-.

SHARPE'S EXPRESS. Scotch or Lincolnshire seed.

56lt.s. 15/6. 28lbs. 8/-. I4Jbs. 4/6. 71bs. 2/6.

SIR JOHN LLEWELLYN. Lincolnshire seed only.

5h|l.s, 14/.. 28lbs. 7/6. HIbs. 4/.. 7lb5. 2/3.

HRITISH QUEEN. Scotch or Lincolnshire seed.

Stilbs. 10/6. JSlbs. 5/6. I4lbs. 3/-. 71bs. 1/9.

PIONEER, an improved British Queen. Scotch seed

only. 561bs. 14^. 281bs. 7/6. Ulbs. 4/-. 71bs. 2/3.

IMMUNE VARIETIES.
KING GEORGE, when sprouted can be lifted as

early as Express or Epicure. 561bs. 15/6. 28!bs. 8/-.

Ulbs. 4/6. 71bs. 2/6.

GREAT SCOT, nice even size, all tubers over three

inches in diameter kept out. A very special offer,

as this variety produces very few seed size tubers.

Scotch seed. 561bs. 12/6, 28lbs. 6/6. Ulbs. 3/6.

71bs. 2/.. English seed. 56Ibs. 10/6. 281bs. 5/6.

Ulbs. 3/-. Tibs. 1/9.

Other Immune Varieties also Maincrop Sorts will

be available. Send .-tamp for list when ready.

SHALLOTS lib. 1/2. 3Ibs. 3/-, 7lbs. B/9. Ulbs. 10/6,

'•8U>s. 20;-.

ONION SETS. lib. 2/6. 2Ibs. 4,6. 31bs. 6/6. 41bs. 8/6.

Slbs. 10/6.

All prices Include cost cf bags and carriage.

BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
Please see advertisement which appeared on this

page in last week's issue, or write for list gratis and

post free. „„,„.,-
ROSES. PLANTS. FRUIT, etc.

Revised price lists for 1917-18 post free on applica-

tioQ No new issues will be made of catalogues. A
few spare copies of last season's list are available to

applicants. _ ,,

Write or order TO-DAY. ' Lest you Forget.

175c, Mill St.

LIVERPOOL

!Ji»ii!llia>i :•;.' • *, *. •, *.*..'

I A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY.
i OwiDK to the continued iU-healtli of Mr. CHARLES H.
iti BUCK, the will known Mail Order Nursery Business,

M BUCKS of IPSWICH la FOR SALE by Private Treaty.

iSl "The t;ui>dwill . . . sli >uM yield handsome returns in

ijt the hands of .1 capnble and metnodical man."

—

The Nursery-

?J1 man and iieeilsmiiti. September 1st. 1917.

I BUCKS, MaM Nurserymen, IPSWICH.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We stlU hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Qarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.. "rort?."" NORWICH.

Phytobroma
Barrs Neuj Plant Food

For FloM/ers Vejjetzktles and Fruit

of hiohest quality & ouaranteed analysis

Phytobroma greatly increases all

Vegetable Crops.
Guaranteed Analysis: 3-50% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble

Phosphates • 13-50% Insoluble Pliospliates ; 3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b., 5/6; 281b.. 8/6 ; 561b. 15/-; 1 cwt.. 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards, carriage paid.

Circular with full particulars, on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

SANKEYS^^>''POTS
'*'^he BEST and Cheapesb

RICHARD SANHETA SON, LTP.
Buiwe It Pofferies. MOTTINOMAM

WASP -PROOF ENVELOPES.
For Proteotiiig Gnipes, Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Apples, etc.

DIAM. WHEN OPEN—4X5
No. 1. Hexagon .. 19/6
No. 2. Hexagon . . 25/-
Soft Wlute Tiflauy 1 5/-

5x7 7 X M 9 X 12 10 X 15 12 X 18 in. deep
26/- 36/- 51/- 63/- 75/- gross.

31/6 42/ 69/- 75/- 90/- „
20/- 24/- 31/- 45/- 60/- „

BROWN MINERALISED TIFFANY BAGS WITH STRING.

Sizes (measured flat) 7ix 5 in. at 17/6; 9 x 7 in. at 22/6 ; llixSin.
at 25/- per gross.

WASP -PROOF NETTING FOR VENTILATORS.
.> 3 .15 6 7 8 ft wide.

No. 1 Strength 8d. 11d. 1/2 1/6 1/10 2/6 3/- 3(6 per yd. run.

No. 2 Strengtii
|

(extra strong)
lioa. 1/- 1/41/82/- 2/9 3/3 3/9

Pupveyops of

every

HoPticultura

requisite-

Special

Lists by

NESTSWASP DESTROYER FOR TAKING
(Poison.) Powder 1/6 and 2/6 per bottle.

All above prices plus 10 % advance carriage paid on 5/- orders.

Wm. WOOD & SON, Ltd., Wood Green, LONDON
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
BEFORE giving further hints on trap-

nesting {he laying stock during the

first or " pullet " season, I will briefly

I
outline the objective in view.

An Eye on the Breeders.—The wel'-

matured pullets when quartered in their intensive

laying-and-trapping-houses for the winter will be

trap-nested for the entire year, i.e., their first or

piillet season of laying. When June comes round,

the egg-totals from the previous October will be

carefully added up. Those that have passed the

test will b? allowed to moult late and be reserved

for the next breeding season. They will not be

hurried in the moult, but allowed to come on to lay

normally in time for breeding operations. The
drones can be marketed at once or at any time

previously, if desired. The medium layers can

be hastened through the moult and brought into

lay again by October or early November to yield

a second supply of winter eggs, when they can be

disposed of to the best advantage ; or they can be

force-fed for a final batch of eggs and the moult

postponed. Prior to the moult they can eventually

be disposed of.

Study Size of Egg.—One can always find plenty

of people desirous of getting new-laid eggs in

numbers, but how few are the poultry-keepers

who take steps to obtain size and colour with

quantity ! Trap-nesting is the most certain method
of breeding a strain of large-egg layers, and that

is one reason why I strongly recommend the

trapping of the pullets. Even in the case of

professional poultry-breeders I could name certain

strains which are noted for small eggs, because

the owners go " aU out
'

' for number irrespect ive of

size. There are many reasons for small eggs,

upon which I had better comment to help my
reader follow my line of argument. Under-
feeding, lack of the right feeding material, shortage

of shell and a deficiency of clean drinking water

are among the causes ; hence the importance

of proper feeding on egg-producing lines. An
egg consists of well over 50 per cent, of water,

so that the drinking vessels must be kept con-

stantly supplied with fresh water. The continual

use of pullets in the breeding pens, the utilisation

of immature and badly grown females as breeding

stock, and early laying (whereby the eggs laid

from the start are undersized) are other reasons

for small eggs.

Weigh all Eggs.— Where trap - nesting is

practised, it is advisable to weigh every egg aid

and to credit the responsible pullet with the

correct amount the egg scales. The modus operandi

can be carried out inside the homestead to facilitate

matters. When a pullet is released, her dis-

tinguishing mark is written upon the egg she has

just laid, and the eggs are taken into the home-
stead. Here they can be weighed and the exact

weight of each egg credited to the individual

layer on a special egg-recordkig sheet. An egg

bearing the letters " R.L.L." will indicate to the

owner that the layer is the pullet with the red

circlet on the left leg. and he can keep two record-

sheets. There will then be one in the poultry-

house hanging near the trap-nests, and a second

for general use in the homestead. On the former

can be scored the

eggs laid, these being

credited to the re-

spective producers,

and on the latter

can be detailed the

weights, colour and
any other useful
data. The exact

method of recording the eggs laid is best left to

the owner, who can study local circumstances. '4

Study Colour of Egg.—In the case of brown
eggs it is very beneficial to note the colour

characteristics of each and record the description

on the sheet. There is a great advantage, where
breeding for egg-production is concerned, in using

as the head of each breeding pen a male hatched

from a deep-coloured egg. Where trap-nesting

is not carried out, one cannot do better than use

the deep-coloured eggs for hatching purposes.

If one egg in particular stands out from the rest

for richness of colour, and if the chick hatched

therefrom can be permanently marked, I strongly

recommend such a procedure. Should the bird

turn out to be a cockerel, he can be used to full

advantage in the breeding pen. Day-old chicks

can, of course, be readily marked either by toe-

punching or the use of numbered or coloured leg-

bands. It is then quite an easy matter to trace

their antecedents. Those females which stand

out from the rest as layers of good-sized and nice

deep-coloured eggs will prove useful in the breeding

pens to produce not only high-class progeny,

but also good " stock " cockerels.

Stamp Out Broodiness.—One often hears the

cry that heavy breeds give too much trouble

from broodiness to warrant their being kept

when compared with non-sitting varieties. Broodi-

ness, like small eggs, can be stamped out of a

strain by trap-nesting and the judicious selection of

the breeding stock from the trapped pullets. One
can improve the good points of a strain by selective

breeding, just as one can by the same method
stamp out weak qualities. Every broody period

should be carefully recorded on the trap-nesting

sheet. As a pullet goes broody, the fact should

be recorded together with the date, and when
she commences to lay again this detail should be

scored to her. Then the owne;r will know at the

end of the season by referring to the egg-recording

sheets how many, if any, broody periods each

bird has had and the extent of each rest. Were
the owner to trust to guesswork, I am afraid he

would often be misled, and without the aid of

the trap-nest as his detective he would use in his

breeding pen some hens given to excessive

broodiness.

Are Buff Orpingtons Broody ?—Supposing in

mating up a pen of untrapped hens the owner
should select go per cent, of birds with two and
three broody periods to their credit in their first

or pullet season of laying. The results would

not be by any means good. If, on the other hand,

he used in his best pens hens bearing no black

mark against them for broodiness, this is going

to help considerably in stamping broodiness out

of the strain. The progeny will naturally follow

the lead of their dams. As showing what can be

done with Buff Orpingtons, I quote the case of

the Harper Adams Laying Competition, 1913-13.

In this two-year test one of the Buft Orpingtons

owned by Mr. Jonathan Collinson, Lingart P.F.,

Barnacre, Garstang, laid 209 eggs in her pullet

year and 205 in her second season. No broody

period was recorded against this wonderful per-

former. It is Buff Orpingtons which so • many
poultry-keepers refuse point-blank to keep, because

they say that they are so often broody.

Continuous Breeding Scores.—Spasmodic trap-

nesting will do good, but it will not bring in the

best results by way of increased egg-production.

Having started correctly by trap-nesting, the

poultry-keeper must continue his methods of

recording and selection, and in a few seasons he

will have maintained in his strain the strong points

aimed at. Having selected for use in his breeding

pens males bred from a heavy-laying mother
and one that has not given trouble from broodiness

or small eggs, I will admit that he will reap great

benefit through the progeny bred. The result,

however, will be greatly increased in the next

generation and afterwards when the selected dam
and granddam on both sides excelled in the points

for which the breeder is striving for, whether size,

colour or number of eggs, or all three qualities

in one. Thus it will be seen that continuous

selective breeding and trap-nesting strengthen a

strain and maintain therein the merits aimed at.

Level Flocks of Layers.—At the end of the

season, when the result of the trap-nesting is

known, many breeders go wrong in using the

highest -producing pullet to breed pullets for

further laying. They neglect other birds with

totals almost as high. When selecting from the

trap-nested stock those females that are to go

into the breeding pens, it is advisable to pick out

the birds with totals above a certain respectable

number of eggs. The best performers should be

reserved chiefly for the purpose of producing

breeding males to improve the strain and to

increase the average yield. The object should

be to breed flocks of even laying rather than a

few of abnormal egg-producing qualities. If,

then, we use the medium layers to the full extent

as the breeding hens and reserve the few out-

standing performers mainly to furnish us with

high-class stud cockerels, we shall ensure e\'en-

laying flocks in the progeny.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. IF. Poinell-Owen. THE GiUlDEN Potillrti Expert,

ivill be pteilSiid to annn'er, frri^ of rlntnie. oi}it fjjirstlons (tealing

with poultriz-l-eepiiifF. A ^t'nri/ify( iiiul mttlrfssrtt civffope
sholdd be enclosed, n/im a tni<jf)n/ n/i'l drfiillrit rrpl}t irill be

posted promptly. Commuiucalions .^hoittd Ije sent to Mr.
W. Poieell-Owen, eare ot The G.uiden, 20, Tavistock Street,

.Strand, W.C. 2.
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SPRATT'S
POULTRY FOODS

are stocked by your Local Tradesman.

Patent PoultryMeal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

Chicken Meal
' Laymor "

' Mebo "

Fish Laying Meal
Turkey Meal

' Banto"
' Henno "

' Pulto
'"

' Chikko "

Tlie Cliicks' Breakfast
' Makes Hens Lay."
' Meat and Bone."
(a blended food)

.

(Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

(a Biscuit Meal).

Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for adult Birds.

Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for Pullets.

The Dry Chick Feed.

Cut Clover, Granulated Charcoal, Peat
Moss, Flint Grit, and Oyster Shell.

REMEDIES FOR ALL AILMENTS.

DRY MASH FEED
(BAYNES FORMULA).

All obtainable in small and large quantities.

Write for current prices and free copy of
' Poultry Culture."

SPRATT'S PATENT, LIMITED. 24/5, FENCHURCH
STREET. E.C. 3.

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

GLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and contains the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY GROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Rearing.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt., 7/- J-cwt. Carriage raid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

LION CYCLES
CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed in crate free and carnage paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20.0C0 Machines. NO EXTRAS;
Bell, Pump, and everylhine included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS. IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write to-day for copies and Catalogue with
illustrations and full specification. - GEORGE BEATSON. Ltd..
" Lion Cycle Works," 85, Moseley Street. BirminRharn,

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most

profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; bypost 8|d.

Published at the Offices of "Cocntby Life," Ltd., Tavistock
Street. Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

ROBERT MILLER S

HEN HOUSES
are HIGMT-O^^'-rrO^ of every other

make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for
STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.

Downright satisfaction always.
Catalogue Free.

ROBERT MILLER, Denny.

POULTRY TRAINING.
Ladies (board-residence), poultry training; examinations

:

certificates; posts found: holiday courses given; lectures'
" Carry on."— Miss LOWEY, Gilston Poultry Farm, Wliitwelh

Herts.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
pive your birds " Klovera,*' the celebrated brand of clover meal
12s. *Jd. cwt.; 78. i-cwt.. carr. paid.—ROSSLYN & Co., 30,

Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

YOUR WINTER EGG SUPPLY.
Xow is the time to secure pullets for this purpose. I offer

1917 birds from specially selected layers of following breeds

—

Golden, Silver and White Wyandottes (273 egg strain), Rhode
Island Reds and Whit« Leghorns (285 strain); reasonable
prices.

—

Sydney Hilleb, Cleveland Poultry Farm. Standon,
Herts.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.

Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints

and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of " Countkt Life," Ltd.. 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, &c.
FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 19/6. Carriage Paid.

LAYINQ MEAL.
A maenilicent egg-producing mixture.

Per 1121b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 27/-. oiilb. 14,6. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 27/-. 561b. 14/6. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX QROUNO OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121b. 22/6. Carriage Paid.

FEEOINQ WHEAT.
Per 1121b. 26/-. a61b. 14/-. Carriage Paid.

THE "ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

" ECLIPSE " DRY CHICK FOOD.
Recognised by experts as the standard dry chick food

of tlie day.
Per 1121b. 28/-. 661b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older chicks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. o61b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared Bne, specially for Poultry.
Per 1121b. 4/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.
3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-

Carriage Forward,

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

GRANULATED MEAT. Per 112 lbs., 26/-.Car. Pd.
2nd 4Uality,per 112 lbs., 21/-. Car. Pd.

BONE MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 1121bs. 10/6. Car. Pd,

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL.
Perll21bs. 27/-. 561b3. 14/6. Carriage Paid.

MEAT AND BONE MEAL. Perll2ibs. 21/-.
Carri.-ige Paid.

We allow 1/- each for Peat Moss and Hay
Meal Sacks if returned in good condition.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' Requisites
post free on application.

HARRY HEBDITCH'^K-^Martock. Sonwrset

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
The great intestinal corrective, digestive and food economiser,
promoting that full-blooded condition so necessary for regular
laying. Trial bags, 1/3 ; lOlbs., 4/-; Carriage paid.— WILLS
Bros., Hoddesdon, Herts.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbish or fresh vegetables, mixed
with crispy green bone, becomes—" Bacon between war
bread." Butchers' bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone
Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, ttiriving chicks,

enormous profits. Particulars :—Keefoot, Hawkgreen,
Marple, Cheshire.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
" A worthy and tormidabte weapon for battling against tht bacillua."

—Sir J. Ceichtoh-Browne, FJl.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."
Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "Tho Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworra ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the featheps pids
the bipds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^;,%»-',i IZAL POWDER,
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

2/6 per 141b. bag,
8/6 per SDlb. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Go., Ltd.,ThornGliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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PEARSON S RELIABLE BULBS
There is every sign of Bulbs being very scarce this season,

owing to the prohibition of foreign produce.

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May -flowering TULIPS, SGILLAS, CHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you

will support an important and growing home industry.

We gained 1st Prize for Daffodils and 1st for Tulips at the

R.H.S. Exhibition of British-grown Bulbs, July 31st, 1917.

TULIPS.—" Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Lowdham, were placed first. . . . Nothing of its kind

could possibly have been finer.

—

From " The Garden," August 1 1 ih, 1917.

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but
full of useful cultural details, free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Estab. 1782. The Nupsenies, Lowdham, Notts.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
' GREENHOUSES'.

GARDENS.

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
etClfilNTIFiCALLY AND CMEMICALLY -i*RtlkrAkit^D.

In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time. Id me same way, and tor all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further
(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Beport of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the Sower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
Id the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks, Secretary.

A Beautiful-Free Booklet giving fuW^articulars and testimonials sent on receii>t of i>ostcard.

BV BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING'GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -«l
Sold in Bags, i bushel, 2/3 ; 2 b\ishel. 3/6 ; 4 bushel. 6/- ; five -1 busliel. 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel, SS/- ; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Pickiord London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

SO miles or part beyond this distance.
WAKBLBY BROS, ft CO., LTD.. 75a. BANKSIDE, LONDON. S.E. 1.

Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel hae. c.irrlage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.—A hand-
book to the garden. By E. T. COOK. With over 200 illus-

trations, plans, diagrams, etc. Sixth Edition. 12s. 6d. net,
by post, 133.—Published at the Offices ot " Country Lite,"
Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

GRASS SEED.
T^HE COMMISSIONERS OF HIS MAJESTY'S
J. Works and Public Buildintfs are prepared to

receive Tenders for the supply of Grass Seed to the
Royal Parks durino- the year 1918.
Forms of Tender, Conditions of Contract, and all

particulars may be obtained on application to the
Principal Clerk, Contracts Branch, at the under-
mentioned address.
The Comrriissioners do not bind themselves to

accept the lowest or any tender.
Tenders must be delivered before 11 a.m. on

Tuesday, the 2nd October, 1917, addressed to the
Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, etc.. Storey's
Gate, London, S.W.I, and endorsed "Tender for

Grass Seed."

H.M. Office of Works, etc.. itli Scptcmhcr, 1917.

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS
ARE HOLDING

SALES OF BULBS
Every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY.
Sixpence in stamps will ensure a supply ul" twelve

catalogues.

Auction Rooms, 67 & 68, Cheapsidp, London.

ets there A
I
and makes the Garden ,,t5L\t,

gay all the year round -~;^«Tf«

Sold everywhere in TINS at ed.& l8.,and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS 7 lbs 2s. 6d.: 14 lbs.. 4s. 6d. : 2^ lbs.. 7s. 6d.: 56 lbs., 12s. Gd. ; 112 lbs.. 20s.» Or
directfromtheWorks. Carriage p!iid in the United Kingdom torCish with OrderCexceptSd. TINS).

CLAY & SON , Manure Wy? & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.

Printed by Hudson & KK^^NS, Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by " Cohntrv Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. 2.

and by George Newnes, Limited. 8-11. Southampton Street, Strand. W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and clieapness. Strong and
sturdy always, llerryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Slirubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in (CTeat variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merrtweather & Soxs. Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

ANDWATERER'S RHODODENDRONS
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

WATERER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR
PRESENT SOWING. Lists post free.

All or any of tlie above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.—JOHS Waterer, Sons & CRISP,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; aud Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of

card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — GEO.
BuNYARD & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
LiF^t now ready and will l>e sent free by return of post.

—

George Btnyard iV Co.. Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone^

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to Wliite lead Paint.
" PLA8TINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from

• W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Biittersea. Agents through-
out the country.

FLOWER POTS, Saucers, Seed or Cutting
Pans. Garden Vases, Bulb Bowls, etc., Seakale and Rhubarb
Pots, Poultry and Pigeon Fountains, etc. Illustrated List
free.

—

^Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

ROCK PLANTS, good, new varieties ; list

sent.

—

Marion Gledstanes, Fardross, Clopher, Tyrone.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Tursor, 2'6 net. by post 2 10. The objects
of this book are to show that tlie land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the nia.ximum amount of food, or as a mean.s of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on aitplication to the Offices of " Country
Life," Ltd,, 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

FOR SALE, 200 very large Arum Lily Bulbs,
—Sandringham Farm, Ainsd.ale, Nr, Southport,

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DicKSOXs, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,
etc. Results will astonish vou.—Manufactured under Boval
Letters Patent by The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel
Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The oniy reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.—See advertisement page viii.

BARR'S BULB CATALOGUE for the best
DAFFODILS, TULIPS, etc.. for pots or bowls, and for out-
doors. Sent free on application.

—

Bark & SONS, 12 and 13,
King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Prartiral Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal. International
Kxliibition. 1912. Original designs for s-i^rdena of every
dt's. ription. stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, Rll.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give
satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a, bed of tliese lovely perennials. List free.— J. Douglas, The Premier House. Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1,0 doz,, carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Potatoes, during liftinc season. 9/- cwt.,
carriage paid. Descriptive catalogue.^F. H. Jones, Cliurch-
tield Estat«, Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.
LawTence Road. South Tottenliam. N. 15.—Conservatories
Winter Garden.s. Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

CHOICE DAFFODILS IN MIXTURE.—We
have a few hundreds of our own seedlings which we can offer
by the hundred at low prices to clear. Quotation; on applica-
tion.—Herbert Chapman, Ltd., Rotherside Gardens, Rye,
Sussex.

EARLY SEED POTATOES.—Guaranteed
Scotch grown. True to name, free from disease and blight of
ail kinds. Make sure of your supplies for next planting season
by ordering now for autumn delivery. Writ* for list of sorts
and prices. Special terms to Allotment Societies ordering in
bulk.

—

Bees Ltd., 17oc, Mill Street, Liverpool.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from lift. toClt, high; the finest stock iu
the Kingdom. — John 'Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Laiiy Llewlyn, Midlotiiian Early, Duke of York,
Myatt's Early Ashleaf, May Queen, 2r>/-; Conquest, Eclipse,
Sharpe's Express, Pioneer. British Queen DePance, 20/-, all

per c«t,, half cwts, same rate,— Fred Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' STRAWBERRY PLANTS in aU
the leading varieties are ready for present planting.
Price list post free on appliL-ation.^THOiiAS Rivers & SON,
The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10. This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
" Country Lite," Ltd.. 20, Tavistock Street. Covent Garden,
W.C. 2.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelegq & Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

PAPER WHITE NARCISSI.
SUTTOX * SO.N'S can supply PAPER WHITE NARCISSI
at 15/- per 100.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containini? particulars of the most popular
Dattodils.Narcissr, May-flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc., etc.,

sent post free on application.

SUTTON 4 SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THK TIME TO PLANT,

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists.
LAN(iPORT. SOMERSET, are now hooking orders for their
Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
this Autumn, and you will be able to enjoy its beauty for
many years, without any additional expense or trouble.
Send measurements of your borders.
Piconies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaitlardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write DOW to tiie Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
IlliLstrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tuhps, etc.. as
supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural
directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on appUca-
tion.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND PJEONIES. — New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the
best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will he-
sent post free on application.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltb^
Tlie Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,
et.c., post free.

—

Dobbie & Co., Royal FlOTista, Edinburgh.

CORRESPONDENCE CLASS for the R.H.S.
Exam. Gardeners and studentB should join the class.

Brilliant past records.—Prospectus from *' Medallist," Pightle,

Letheringsett, Holt, Norfolk.

LAXTONS' STRAWBERRIES.—6/-per 100.

Post free 1/- extra. Pot plants 20/- per 100.

FRUIT TREES for profit, and how to grow
them. Catalogues gratis. Cultural Hints for Id. stamp.
Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUGALL'S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The
most BCieutiac and effective means of preventing the attacks

of Caterpillars. In tins 2/- each ;
paper bands 6d. per packet.

Sold by Nurserymenand Seedsmen.— SDle Manf8.,McD0U0AU
Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

FOR SALE, .-Xnglo -Nubian Goat, pedigree ;

in milk.

WANTED, Seedling broad-leaved Endives,
Winter Lettuce and Sweet Williams.—Case, Hambledon,
Hants. ^ ^ .

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion, Senil for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel EaUmg
and Poultry Fencing, Ask for separate lists. We .also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Huns for disposal at special

prices : subject to being unsold. Particulars on appucation.

BouiTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are

better than Dut«li, Mixed Tulips, 4/- ; .Mixed White Narcissus,

3/6; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per 100. bend for

price list of named varieties. — Freij Parkes, Wyberton,

Boston.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore beg to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Rose Specialists

Fruit Trees and Plants

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree
Royal Nurseries & Carnation

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,
LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant
Growers

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

Seeds and Bulbs

J; R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

Bulbs
Culturaf Notea
Strawberries
Seeds

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,

WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

REAMSBOTTOM & CO.
Geashill
KING'S CO. IRELAND

St. Brigid

Anemones
Perennials, eu>

BARR & SONS Seeds
King Street, Covent Garden and
LONDON Bulbs

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

JOHN K. king & SONS
COGGESHALL
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
HiGHGATE Nurseries,

Bulbs
Strawberry Plants

Roses
Hor°ns'iy 760 LONDON, N. 6 °Her"°°'' Retarded Lilies

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peasand
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers.

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

G. GIBSON &
Leeming Bar
BEDALE

CO. Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.
Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Sundries

ROBERT SYDENHAM, Ltd., Seeds

99, Tenby Street and
BIRMINGHAM Bulbs

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd.

Kilnfield Gardens
COLCHESTER

New Bulb and
Iris List

Now Ready' '

t̂
?

HUGH DICKSON
Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

Garden Sundries
-4

Garden Espalierl
<& Trainers. Pa^
ticulars of ouf
Stock on appit*
cation.

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseriks
SHREWSBURY

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
Twerton Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delpiijniums
Gloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

ELISHA J. HICKS, M.c.

Hurst, nr. Twyford
BERKS

N.R.S., F.R.H.S. KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

Horticultural Builders, etc.

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine
and Herbace-
ous Plants

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants

MESSENGER & Co,,

Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

Ltd. H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

i'

Fruit Trees and Plants

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

Fruit Trees
Cultural Notes
and Pruning
Roses

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL Manure

ROBERT VEITCH & SON,
Royal Nurseries,

EXETER

Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundries, Fruit
Trees, Orna-
mental Shrubs

PHILIP LE COKNU
The Jersey Nurseries
JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

C. P. KEMNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
Southwark St., LoNnoN, S.E. 1. ready.

G. BUNYAUD & CO.,

Royal Nurseries
MAIDSTONE

Ltd. Fruit Trees
Vines

Herbaceous

J. COCKER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Rose and
H erbaceous

Plant Growers
Orchids

GARDENING MADE EASY. By E. T. Cook.
Over 200 pages. 23 Illustrations, Sixth Edition Now Ready.
1/6 net; cloth 2/- net; postage 4d. extra.—Published at the
Offices of •'Country Life." Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street,
Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

GOAT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME An in-

valuable booklet on tlie best and most profitable metliods of

Goat-keepirg bv C. .1. D.ivIES,7d.net,by post Od.—Published
at the Offices of " COUNTRY LIFE," LTP., 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

STU.A.RT LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD
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sMTe fasmo^sl^^ flfero^s rooted 5 to^^fei ^s v2^foiip»coird % 'watfi^ s^

coimstiiliuitioira late.e iroim, Tfii^ese factor's es^s^ire success imo
ter "wlhere tfi^e Roses aire plsiimiled*

24

Garden Roses
SELECTION *' A."
best and most pop'jlar

roses for general purposes.
A aplendid IC/ZS Carriage
assortment. I O/D paid.

Caroline Teatout (ht),aal.pk. ed.
Earlof\Varuick(ht),sal.roae lOd.
Eonrlate (ht), scarlet - - lOd.
Ethel Malcnlni(ht),ivory w. lOd.
Frau Karl Dniaphkl(hp),w. lOd.

OeorpeDlckson(ht),doep cr lOd.

G. C. \Vaiid(ht).orange ver. lOd.

Oen. Mc.A,rthur(Iit), scarlet lOd.

Gus Griinerwald iht).carm. lOd.

La France (ht), rose - - 9d.

La Tosc.i (ht), salmon flesh lOd.

Lady Pirrie (ht). apricot - lOd.

Lady Ashtown(ht),deep pk. 9d.
Mnie.A.Chatenay(Int),sai.pk. 9d.
Muie.r*. Lritaud(ht).yel.rose 1/-

Mme.Ed. Herriot.prawn red lOd.

Mme.Julo3Grolez(ht),sil.rose 9d.
Mme.MelanieSoiipert(ht).y. lOd.

Mme.Ravaryfhtj.iiranfce yel. 9d.
Mine.Sogond Weber(ht),3al. lOd.
Opholia (ht). flesh pink - lOd.

Phariaaer (ht), rosy white - lOd.

Rayon d'Or (ab), yellow - 1/-
Richmond (ht>, scarlet - lOd.

Tea Roses
SELECTION " C."

12 most vlt;oroii3. hardy, and
generally satisfactory.

Delicio'isly Q/Q Carriage
tea scented. 0/v7 paid.

Alex. Hill Gray, lemon yel. lOd.

Lady Hillincdoii. yellow - lOd.

Mme. Constant Soupert.yel. 1,' -

Mnie.JuIe.'i Gravereaiix.yel. Ud.
Mine. Tloste, p;ile lemon - lOd.

MissA.deRothschlld.cit.yel. lOd.

MoHySharraanCrawford.w. lOd.

Mrs. Edward Mawley. pink lOd.

Mrs. Fo'ey Hobhs, ivory wh. lOd.

Mrs. Myles Kennedy.cream lOd.

Soiiv.de Piprre Nottlng.apr. lOd.

W. R. Smith, blush white - lOd.

Town Roses
SELECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for
growing^ in smoke.
Immensely 7/Q Carriage
successful. «/^ paid.

Caro'ineTe3toiit(ht), sal.pink 9d.
Dr.O'DoncI Browne(ht).car. lOd.

E. K. Druschki (hp). white lOd.

O'^orcre Dickson (ht), crim. lOd.

Giistave<irunerwald(ht),car.lOd.
J. B. Clark (ht).deep scarlet lOd.

La Tosca (ht),silvery pink - lOd.

Mme. Ed. nerriot(per).red lOd.

Mme.Tiavary(ht\orance yel. 9d.

Mrs.JohnLaimT(hp).rose pk. 8d.

Mme. Isaac Pereire (b), car. 8d.

Ulrich Briinner(hp).cher.red 8d.

Hedge Roses
SELECTION " G-H."

12 vlijoroua and hardy sorts.
Both sets Q/ Carriage
together. y/ •

paid.

Set "C" for High Hodge, 5/-

Alberic Barbler(Wich.).yeI. lid.

Blush RambIer(Poly.),blush lid.

Excelsa (W.). scarlet - - Ud.
Dorothy Perkin3(W.), pink lid.

l-Vllcite-et-Perpetue, cream lid.

Hiawatha (Poly.), crimson Ud.

Set "H" for Low Hedge,4/6
Common Blush (China),pink 8d.

F. IL Veitch (ht). scarlet lOd.

Lady Waterlow(ht).salmon Ud.
Gruss an Teplitz (ht), crlm. 9d.
Frier (P.), creamy white - Ud.
Zeph. Drouhin<hb),carmine Ud.

Tall Bedding Roses
SELECTION '* J."

12 vlporous sorts, may be
pegged down or grown natural.
Charming 7/Q Carriage
colouring. // 5? paid.

Gen.Mc Arthur (ht)^rlm8on lOd.

Gruss an Teplitz (ht). crim. 9d.
(ills. (Jrunerwald (htj.carm lOd.

Hugh Dickson (hp),crimson 8d.

LadvHllingdona).apri.-yeI. lOd.

La Tosca (ht). silvery pink lOd.
Mme. A,. Chatonay.sal.pink 9d.
Mme. M.Soupert(ht),yellow lOd.
Mrs. R. G. S. Crawford.pink 8ri.

Pharisaer (ht), rosy white - lOd.
Pee. C.de Rohan.dark crims. 8d.
Souv. de M. Zayas (ht), car. 9d.

Garden and Cutting
SELECTION • M."

12 free-flowering roses for
garden and indoor decoration.
Abundance Q/Q Carriage
of bloom. O/O paid.

\rthur Good win,orange red lOd.
Betty, coppery rose - - lOd.
Edu Meyer, red and yellow lOd.
'"Jenl.McArthur.bright scar. lOd.
Irnss an Teplitz. crimson - 9d.
llarryKirk.deop sulphuryel. lOd.
Killamoy, pink - - - lOd.
Muie. Abe! Chatenay.sal.pk. 9d.
.Mnie.JulesGrolez,bright rose 9d.
Mme. Ravary, pale orange - 9d.
Rayon d'Or,deep orange cad. 1; -

Richmond, pure red scarlet lOd.

Sweet Briars
SELECTION " R."

6 cl'oice and fragrant sorts,
suitable for hedges, &c.
Colours ^/Q Carriage
exquisite. H/O paid.
.\nne of Geierstetn.deep cri. lOd.
Edith Bellenden, rose pink lOd.
Lucy Bertram,rich crimson lOd.
Lady Penzance, soft copper lOd.
Meg Merriles, bright crim. lOd.

Rose Eradwardine.clearrose lOd.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION ' I."

12 perpetual, free-flowering
sorts, of busliy habit.
Surprisingly Q/ft Carriage
effective. O/D paid.

A.R.Goodwin(per.),3a].pink lOd.

Betty (ht), ci>ppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron 1/-

Ecarl;ite (ht), scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick (ht),3aI.ro3e lOd.

G. C. W'aud(ht).orange ver. lOd.

LadyPirrie(ht).apricotpink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot. red - lOd.

Molly S. Crawford(t),white lOd.

Mrs.A.Ward(ht),Indian yel. lOd.

Ravon d'Or (hb),orange cad. 1 -

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

All Purposes Roses
SELECTION " K."

12 flrst-class sorts, suitable
tor general use.

Do well C/ft Carriage
everywhere. O/O paid.

Betty (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

CarolineTo3tout(ht),sal.pink 9d.

FIsherHolmes(hp),crl.sc:ir. 8d.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

n. F. Richardson (ht),crim. lOd,

Hugh Dickson (hp),crim3on 8d.

Lady Ashtown'hp).deep pk. 9d.

Lyons Rose (ht),9hrimi' pk. lOd.

M'me.A.('hatenav(ht).sal.pk. 9d.

Mme. Ed Herriot, red - lOd.

Mme. Ravary(ht),orange yel. 9d.

Wrs. J. Laing (hp).ro3e pink fid.

BEOOINC PLANTS
(Es. strong transplanted/
bushy.) Doz. 100

'

- 5/-WaXiflouitTi, red - lOd.

., yellow lOd. fi/-

FoTftet-me-not .blue 1/- 6/-
Canterhury Bells in
scp.colonrfi, w)iit€,
rose, blue or mixed 1/G 0/6 I

JcelandPoppies.mxd.S /6 15/-
]

Polyanthus, mid. . 1/6 15/-
Strcet Willinms:
PinkBeauty Hybrids t/S Sf-
Golden Alyssutn - t/S ir./-
Hardy Auriculas - S/- !0/-

|

Purp!eAuhriftifi,potsi/- 30/-
Sih^ery Rockfoih - H/- SO/-

j
(iriicciaii Viol,-t - i'- SO'- ]

New and Gold Medal
SELECTION " T."

12 flrst-clasa new roses,
noarlv all gold medallists.
Exceptional rtrt / Carriage

value. ^^/ ~ paid.
Cleveland - - - - 3/6
Constance, rich yellow - l/j
fstJj^-carmine red - 3/6
Monf^y. pearly cream - 3/6
Nellie Parker, creamy white 3/6
Gorgeousxopper and yellow 1/6
Hoosier Beauty, dark crim. 1/6
H. V. Machin, bright crfm. 1/-
Mnie, C. Martinet, deep yel. 1/3
Marg. D. Hamil.gold.yellow 1/6
Ophelia, salmon flesh pink lOd.

Mrs. B.Walker - - - 1/6

Roses for Walls
SELECTION " P-Q."

12 sorts which do very well
In various aspects.
Hardy, q ir^ Carriage
vigorous. y/O paid.

Set ** P'* for North or East, 6/.

Aimee Vlbert (c!.,n.),white Ud.
Ards Roveri,cl.,hp),cri. mar Ud.
Climbing C. Testout. pink - Ud.
Conrad F.Meyer(R.).3il.rose lOd.

Gerbe Rose (W.). pale pinlt Ud.
Oloire deDfjon(cI..t),3al.yel. Ud.

Set *' Q ** for South or West, 6/.

BlllardetBarre(cl..t),go!.yel. Ud.
CI. Mrg. W. J. Grant, rose - Ud.
Mme.AlfredCarrier(hn.),w. Ud.
Mme. J. Gravereaux,yellow Ud.
W. A. Richardson, orange - Ud.
Zephirine Drouhin.carmine Ud.

Gold Medal Roses
SiLLECTlON " L."

12 newer sorts, all gold
medallists but two.
Creme de Q/ Carriage
la creme. ^/ ~

paid.

Brltl&h Queen(ht),snowyw. lOd.

Dchy. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

GeorgeDickaonfht>.deepcri. lOd.

G. C. AVaud(ht),orange ver. lOd.

LadvPirrie(ht).coppery-sal. lOd.

LeslieHollandt hi),vermilion lOd.

Mabel Drew (ht). cream - lOd.

Mme. E. Herriot (per.)pr.red lOd.

.M.de Sinetyht),gold bronze 1/-

Mrs. A. Carnegie (ht).white lOd.

Rayon d'Or (per.), golden - ly-

Willowmere {per.),coral pk. lOd.

Baby Ramblers
SELECTION " O."

12 ruses of bushy habit,
recomnipnded for beos.
About Ift. O/a Carriage
in height. O/O paid.

Annie Miller, dazzling pink lOd.

Canarienvogel. yel. & orange lOd.

Ellen Poulsen, deep rose - lOd.

Erna Teschendorf, crimson lOd.

E. Lamesch, orange pink - lOd.

.lessie, rose crimson - - lOd.

Katherine Zeimet.pure wh. lOd.

King Edward VIL.rosycar. lOd.

[>eonie Lamesch,copperyred lOd.

Mrs. Taf t, brilliant crimson lOd.

Mrs.W.H. Cutbiish,cher.pk. lOd.

Orleans, geranium red - lOd.

Climbers. Ramblers
SELECTION " S."

6 roses 'suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, ac.
All very A/Q Carriage
vigorous. H/ 57 paid.

Alberic Barbier(W.),yeIlo\v=' Ud.
AmericanPillar(cl.,P.),pink Ud,
Blush ]lambler(cl.,P.).bIu3h Ud.
Dorothy Perkins (W.), pink Ud.
Excelsa (W), bril. scarlet - Ud.
Hiawatha (g1.,P.), crim.wh. Ud.

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION " B."

24 specially-selected varieties,
superb fprm, grand colour.

Assurea n C/fi Carriage
prizewinners. I O/O paid.

Avoca fht). crimson scarlet lOd.
Be33ieBrown(ht),creamvw. lOd.

British Queen (ht), white - lOd.

Chas. Lefebvre(hp),crimson 8d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole (ht). silvery rose lOd.

Earlof Go3ford(ht),dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Malcolm (ht).ivory w. lOd.

r;i.deC.Guinoisseau(hp).ver. fid.

GeorgeDick3on(ht),vel.crim. lOd.

Hugh Dick3on(hp), crimson 8d.

J, B. Clarke (ht). crimson - lOd.

Jonkheer J.L.Mock(ht).car. lOd.

Leslie Holland (ht),scar.cri. lOd.

Mabel Drew(ht),canary yel. lOd.

LyonsRose(ht).shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. Weat(ht), shell pink lOd.

Mildred Grant(ht),tinted w. lOd.

Mrs.AmyHammond(ht).ap. lOd.

Mrs. \ndre\vCarnegie(ht).w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLaingihp). rosvpk. fid.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (.ht), pink lOd.

Mr3.RuoseveltUit).pale flesh lOd,

UIrlchBrunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Fragrant Roses
SELECTION " D."

12 chosen chiefly for their
abundant delicious scent.
Colouring 7/Q Carriage
gorgeous. * /^ paid.

Alfred Colomb (hp), red - 8d,

Dupuy Jaraain (hp), cerise fid,

Earlof Gosford(ht),crim3on lOd,

George Dick3on<ht),vel.cri. lOd

GeneralJacqueniinot(hp).cr. fid.

Gen.McArthur(hl),crimson lOd

Juliet (hb),old gold and red lOd.

La France fht), rose - - 9d
LadvAlice Stanley(ht),pink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot (per),red lOd,

Mr3.JohnLaingihp),ro9y pk. fid

Ulrich Brunner(hp),cher.red fid,

Buttonhole Roses
SELECTION " F."

12 charmingly coloured and
daintily formed in bud.

L3 3t well Q/ft Carriage
when cut. O/D paid.

Harry Kirk (t), yellow - lOd.

Lady Hill!ngdon(t),apri.yel lOd,

LadvRobert3(t),reddishapri. lOd.

Liberty (t), velvety crimson 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht),3al.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Dupuy (ht).rose lOd.

Melody ("ht), s;iffron yellow 1/-

Mrs. A, Ward fht), yellow lOd.

Mrs. G. Shawyer (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs. n. Stevens (t), white lOd.

Richmond (hi), scarlet - lOd.

Sunburst (ht),cadmium yel. lOd.

*'Falstaff" Selection
of Cottage Garden Fruits

All best sorts. -1 O/C Exceptional value.
Strong trees. O/ *-' Carriage paid.
1 Bramley's Seedling Apple, cooker.
1 Lord Suffield Apple, cooker.
1 James Grieve Apple.dessert.
1 Cox's Orange Pippin, dessert.
1 Louise Bonne Pear, cook or eat.
1 The Czar Plum, cooker or dessert.
1 Victoria Plum, cooker or dessert.
1 Morello Cherry, cooker.
1 Loganberry, for tarts or jam.
•1 Bo.skoop Giant Black Currant.
4 Whinham's Industry Gooseberry.
(2 .Superlative Raspberry, the best.

All the above-named fruits are very
free-bearing, hardy, thrifty sorts.

Bees* "Victory" Selection, 30 First-class Perennials
O/ See catalogue for plan showingCarefully selected with object of

producing continuous display.

1 Dropmore Alkanet. 4ft., gentian blue.
2 Colwall Michaelmas Daisy, 4ft., lilac.

3 Teersteeg Marguerite,2ft.isnow white.
4 Hybrid Larkspur, 5ft., violet, purple.
5 Ballard MichaelmasDai3y,3ft., mauve.
6 False Dragon's-head. 5ft., carmine.
7 Hybrid Larkspur, 4ft., sky blue.
8 St.Egwin MichaelmasDaisy.Jft., pink.
9 Red Elecampane, 5ft. .crimson,bronze.

10 Scarlet Campion, 5ft., geranium red.

U Blue Lupin. 4ft., magnificent blue.

12 White Peach-leaved Bellflower. 2ft.

13 Oriental Poppy, 3ft.. salmon pink.
14 White Lupin. 4ft.. purest white.
15 Gauze Flower, Gypsophila. 3ft..white.

how to plant. Carriage paid.

16 Tree Lupin, 4ft., yellow, fragrant.
17 Siberian Iris. 3ft., rich blue.

18 Fire Flower or Pyrethrum, lift.

19 Showy Fleabane, l^ft., mauve.
20 Hybrid Columbine, 2ft., var. colours.

21 Pink Knotweed, 6in., rosy pink.
22 Mrs. BrariJihaw's Avens, 2ft., scarlet.

23 Mussin's Catmint, Uft., lavender.

24 Blue Peach-leaved Bellflower, 2ft.

25 Blue Perennial Flax. Uft.
26 Golden Marguerite, 2ft., rich yellow.

27 Beesian Mimulus. 9in.. scarlet, gold.

28 Jacob's Lpdder. 1ft., pale blue.

29 Gentian Speedwell, 1ft.. blue.

30 Double Pyrethrum, lift., var. colours.

Flowerimg Sliimbs
'Hey Presto'Select ion, 15 Beauties
Suitable for CI Do well in towns.
small gardens. O/ " Carriage paid.

Autumn GlorySpeedwell,evergreen,p'ple.
Double Flowered Gorse, golden yellow.
Sea Tamarisk, soft rosy pink.
Spiraea, Anthony Waterer, red.
Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow.
Graham's Sage Tree, crimson.
Golden Broom, rich yellow.
Crimson Flowering Currant,
Piptanthus, new. from China.
Giant Mock orange, white.
Starry Daisy Bush, white.
Lavender, true fragrant sort.

Hardy Scotch Fuchsia, red.

Golden Forsythia, very choice.
White Broom, exceedingly pretty.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
All goods are sold on approval for cash

with order. Baes Ltd. guarantee to return
money in full if you are not satisfied.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE
All collections, when ordered complete,

will he delivered carriage paid, when casn
is sent with order.
Delivery of goods commences about 3rd

week of October. 175 c, Mill Street LIVERPOOL

CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATED IN COLOUR
will be sent po.st free on request.
If possible, make up your order from this

advertisement. It is the most economical
way to buy what you want.

A.B.C. OF ROSE CULTURE, 2d.
Booklet of 32 pages; tells you all you are

likely to want to know about roses. 2d.
stamps with catalogue, order or alone.

REVISED PRICE LIST OF ROSES, PLANTS, FRUIT, &C., has been posted to customers. Additional copies
may be had free on application. There will be no fresh issue of Bees' descriptive and illustrated Catalogue; last season's list will

serve to those who have it. Spare copies are available, post free to those who apply.
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For FLOWERS in SPRING
PLANT BULBS NOW

IRIS LIST AND TULIP AND
BULB CATALOGUES
NOW READY.

IN CONSEQUENCE of the PAPER RESTRICTION
ORDER. 1917, WE SHALL ONLY SEND YOU OUR
PUBLICATIONS IF YOU APPLY FOR THEM.

Send a Postcard NOW, authorising

us to send you our lists as published.
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M.A.NY amateurs are in doubt as to the

proper time to lift and store Potatoes

aud it is hoped that the instructions

given on page 394 will be helpful to

tliera. Broadly speaking, the tubers

are ready for lifting as soon as the liavilm has died

down, but the best test is to remove the soil, from

around two or three roots, taking from each a

few tubers. If the skin rubs off easily, the

tubers are not yet ready for lifting ; but if the skin.

is " set," the crop should be lifted on a dry day.

The best methods of storing are plainly set

forth in the article referred to.

Potatoes, Past and Present.^From the article

under this heading on page +01 it will be gathered

that the old gardeners in the middle of last century

understood the cultivation of the Potato quite as

well as, if not better than, we do in this Potato-

growing period. We often hear of gardeners or

farmers of the old school who are looked upon with

awe in the matter of Potato-growing—such, for

example, as the Scotchman in a Buckinghamshire

village, referred to on page 383 in our last issue.

Were we to investigate the secrets of their success

we should probably find them to be good tilth

at planting-time and plenty of room between the

rows and in the rows. Perhaps there are other

reasons ; if so, we should be glad to hear of them.

Southampton Royal Horticultural Society.

—

At a meeting of the Council held on September 11,

the secretary, Mr. C. S. Fuidge, presented a state-

ment showing that the total receipts in connec-

tion with the late summer show

mounted to £338 4s. 3d. The total

attendance was 7,500. This fine

success has enabled the Council to

hand over £50 to the local branches

of the Red Cross Society and the

St. John Ambulance. '

Arachnanthe Lowii.—A nice
plant of this is in flower just now
in the Orchid Houses at Kew.

This plant has also been known as

Reuanthera Lowii aud Vanda. It

is described as Renanthera in

Nicholson's Dictionary, Vol. III.

It is a remarkable species because

of, the constant character it has

of always producing the first two
flowers of a different colour to

those on the rest of the spike.

There is no structural difference

aud no apparent reason why this

is so, as all the flowers are perfect.

The first pair are of a deep golden

yellow, covered with crimson

blotches ; the other flowers are of a

greenish white ground, heavily

blotched with purple. The name
is derived from a supposed resem-

blance to a spider in the shape of

the flower. The stem is caulescent,

and the plant at Kew has two
spikes. They are pendulous and

suspended from the roof, and are

4 fe(;t to 5 feet in length. The plant is a native

of Borneo, where the stems climb to a great height.

It is cultivated in a warm and ntoist house. It was
figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 5475, from a

plant having si.x spikes of flower and 9 feet in

height, and is said to have lasted in flower a month.

Oxydendron arboreum.—This plant, often

known in gardens as .-V.tidromeda arborea, is now
making a brave show with its loose panicles of

white blossom bending over in a characteristic

manner. It is a valuable addition to the all too

few autumnal flowering shrubs. Though usually

seen as a bush of 8 feet to 13 feet high, it will make
a small standard iit favourable soil ; our plants

are growing on a lime-free, sandy loam. The
flowers are quite in the Andromeda manner. Mr.

Bean says jt was introduced from North America
in 1753, so that it can hardly be called a " novelty "

;

nevertheless, it is by no means common in gardens.

The broad leaves turn a brilliant scarlet in autumn.
Mr. Sargent gives it as growing on well-drained

gravelly soil in its native country, and reaching

there fronvjo feet to 60 feet high.

Clematis recta.—This good herbaceous Clematis

is one of the most effective plants of the early

days of July. It is 3 feet to 4 feet high,

and the illustration shows the generous

quantity of its dense corymbs of cream-
white bloom. Even after flowering the plant

is by no means unsightly, for if the heads are

carefully cut over there remains a good show
of foliage, reminding one in colour of the blue-

THE CREAM-WHITE BLOOM OF CLEMATIS RECTA.

grey of Rue, but a little deeper in tone. It is a

South European plant. A beautiful effect is

gained by grouping Clematis recta with Del-

phiniums. The recent forms of Delphinium that

bloom in open spikes and are not so tall as the older

kinds should be planted next behind the Clematis

and be partly intergrouped with it, with the taller

kinds planted at the back.

The Bamboos.—Lovers of the Bamboo' were
seriously perturbed in the earlier months of the

year to see the foliage of their favourites badly

disfigured by the severe weather. Those ex-

perienced in their cultivation are aware that most
Bamboos have a somewhat untidy appearance in

spring, but this year, following the hard frosts of

February, their appearance was worse than usual.

The damage, however, has proved to be only

superficial, as at the present time the majority

of the clumps of Bamboos in the pleasure grounds

and borders never looked better. This, no doubt,

is largely due to the abundant rains since the

middle of June. In the London district most of

the growths of Arundinaria anceps were killed to

the ground, but the stools have since pushed up
new growths freely from the base.

A " Tip " for Bowl Culture.—In these days of

high prices, when each penny saved is more than ever

a permy gained, it may be of some utility to growers

of bulbs in drainless bowls and pots to know that

it is not at all necessary to buy any of the mixtures

advertised by dealers for the purpose. Every

bit as good results may be obtained by using

nothing whatever but any ordinary

light garden soil, or red or white

sand. As far as our experience

goes it is, too, just as easy, if not

actually easier, to manage, and it

certainly holds the bulbs in position

better when they have put forth

their foliage and flowers. It is

not generally known that when
soil or s,and is the rooting medium,
bulbs come somewhat earlier into

bloom. There will be as much
as five or six days' difference

under identically the same treat-

ment.

Rural Education.—The National

Land and Home League, whose

offices are at Queen .\ n n e ' s

Chambers, Tothill Street, West-
minster, S.W., have been fortu-

nate in obtaining permission to

publish Mr. Tumor's memorandum
on Rural Education in pamphlet

form. It should be in the hands

of all school managers and rural

school teachers, and every effort

should be made to educate public

opinion so that Education Authori-

ties will be able to take the fullest

possible advantage of the pro-

visions contained in Mr. Fisher's

Education Bill when it becomes

law.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible /or the opinions

expressed by correspvndents.)

LILIUM PARKMANNI.
TT was enough to make an old IJly lavei dance

with joy to read in The Garden that a hybrid

between Lilium auratum and L. speciosum had

been once again obtained. Since the advent of

L. Parkmanni I and many others had tried to

obtain the same cross, but my attempts, at least,

always ended in failure. In the case of the variety

raised nearly fifty years ago on the other side of

the Atlantic, the seed parent was said to be L.

speciosum, but your correspondent P. S. Hay-

ward does not mention if that was the case in

his new hybrid. Certainly the contour of the

flower shown reminds one markedly of L. auratum

platyphyUum. The variety Parkmanni soon

came to Europe, for the stock—then consisting

of four bulbs only-—was purchased by the late

Mr. Anthony Waterer of Knaphill, and a flowering

example was shown at a meeting of the Royal

Horticultiu-al Society on August 24, 1880, when

a first-class certificate (not an award of merit,

as stated in The Garden) was bestowed upon it.

I well remember the furore it created on that day.

From that time it cropped up most years at the

Royal Horticultural Society's meetings. The last

note I have of seeing it there was on August 11,

1891, when I was told there were several more

flowering examples at Knaphill. It has, how-

ever, disappeared therefrom for some years now.

Let us hope that Mr. Hayward will be able to

increase his.—H. P.

THE MAKING OF MANURE.

"V/TR. E. T. ELLIS' useful suggestions (page 332)

regarding the preparation of vegetable com-

posts interests me, because I now use this form of

manure almost entirely for vegetable growing, top-

dressing flower borders, &c., and find that, while

results are quite satisfactory, the material costs

nothing and has none of the objectionable attributes

of farmyard "muck." But I disagree. with Mr.

Ellis in his advocating the use of lime for

sweetening and decomposing the vegetable stuffs,

finding salt very much better. If I used lime,

much of the humus would be destroyed, the potent

attributes of soot and poultry-manure which are

sometimes mixed with the compost would be

vitiated. There is little doubt that lime favours

the development of scab in Potatoes, and any

compost containing it could not be used indis-

criminately among shrubs and flowers. I find

that salt has none of these drawbacks, and nothing

that I am acquainted with will so quickly convert

vegetable matter into mould.' The amount to

use must, of course, be regulated by the quantity

of material collected, but a handful to every

square yard between 8-inch layers of trodden

material will be about right. Fresh seaweed

used in the same way is also good, for it supplies

not only the salt, but valuable plant foods of its

own.—A. T. JOHNSO.v.

COLOUR DESCRIPTION.

TV/TV letter of August 18 was WTitten to call atten-

tion to the inaccurate use of the word '* blue "

in describing the tints of flowers. The word " red "

conveys no definite sense of colour to the mind
at all, and might be used to indicate that of a

Rose, a field Poppy or a brick. While this is the

case I consider it best to adopt the terms " cold

purple " and '* warm pmple." I have no doubt

that when Mr. DUlistone uses the terms " blue-

purple " and " red-purple " they serve to indicate

the tones he wishes to convey, but the terms are

not used by him only. He must be mistaken in

thinking that any large number of people would

not understand the terms " warm " and " cold
"

as applied to colour, as they are used by all who
take photographs, and occur in every packet of

printing-out papers distributed by the trade.

If, therefore, there are any who do not imderstand

them, the sooner they do so the better. One

reason for drawing attention to the matter at

the present time is this : Before the war many
catalogues needed but little change from year to

year to bring them up to date, and much of the

type was kept standing. After the war many
will have to be reset and receive a more thorough

revision than hitherto. Thus an opportunity

will occur to revise some colour descriptions,

which should not be neglected. While Messrs.

Barr, Wallace, Waterer and other leading houses

have taken infinite pains to try to convey to the

mind the subtle tints of their newer Tulips and

Irises, we find Violet The Czar described as " blue,"

and even the Neapolitan Violet as " lavender-

blue." In another list just received, Gladiolus

Baron Joseph Hulot is described as deep indigo

blue ;
while in another list it is said to be a rich

violet-purple. In yet another catalogue Iris

reticulata is described as rich dark blue, but on

another page of the same list it figures as violet-blue.

From such colour descriptions we might be led

to think that the men of our Navy and Police were

resplendent in imperial purple uniforms like

the cohorts of the Assyrian host. Again, the

deep purple spring-flowering Crocus is described

as a fine dark blue, while the old mauve striped

Sir Walter Scott figures as white with blue stripe.

The soft mauve Crocus Sieberi is catalogued as

lilac-blue. Why in the name of Fortune blue,

if lilac ! In the same list the single Poppy

Anemones and the St. Brigids are said to embrace

among other shades both blue and cobalt, but

purple is not even mentioned, yet it would be un-

wise to plant them near Muscari. The shrubby

Veronica Autumn Glory is said to bear deep

blue flowers. Mine bear those of deep violet.

Veronica amethystinum is described as amethyst

blue ; Ceanothus Glohe de Versailles, lavender-

blue. Now, with regard to such double-barrelled

descriptions, if no sense of colour is conveyed to

the mind by lavender, amethyst, lilac and violet,

there is certainly nothing gained by tacking on

the word " blue." If Gladiolus Baron J. Hulot is

indigo blue, then it follows that a Tulip of this

shade is blue also (there is one labelled or libelled

Bleu Flag). But if a blue Tulip, why not an

Aubrietia ? I turn to a catalogue and there, sure

enough, one appears named Blue Bedder, described

as a charming blue shade. Well may Dr. C. H. P.

Osburne complain of having been let down ! It

was probably this Aubrietia that I saw at Torquay

early this year associated with blue Forget-me-not,

the result being to spoil the beauty of two good

things and calculated to make every passing dog

howl.—H. H. Warner.

IS ANALYSIS NECESSARY 1

T HAVE read the article on "Soil Analysis" in

your issue for August 11 with considerable

interest. I am afraid, however, that I cannot

claim to hold the quiet, well-weighed views of

your writer. I take it from the article that your

writer does not believe in soil analyses. Well,

I do. I am a great advocate for soil analysis

for gardeners, allotment holders, smaU-holders

and farmers alike, and I hold the somewhat

unorthodox view that if soil analysis was a universal

practice and the results gained applied in practical

crop growing, we should double our food from a

given area within a year. As I am of the opinion

that the question of soil analysis is a matter of

national importance, I consider it would be a

good plan if we could have other people's views

ventilated on this subject, so I am bold enough

to set mine on paper. I hold that unless a soil

analysis is made, the land worker is fumbling about

in the dark, i have been fumbhng thus for

over ten years and more, but I do not intend to

fumble much longer. The only thing that stops

me and many others having our soil analysed is

the expense. Two or three guineas is a considera-

tion. But a way out of the difficulty has appeared

in the city where I live. It has been suggested

that the students in the advanced chemistry

classes at a certain large institution should do

some of this work for gardeners, and I understand

that arrangements are being made. I think

it is wonderful that we get the crops we do off
'

the land when we know next to nothing of the

soil. We do not know what the soil requires

to make it fertile, and frequently we must be

giving it the very thing it does not need. If

there "is no way of testing the available nitrogen,

surely someone will do research in this direction

and find a way. Chemistry has done much in

other directions in times past, and it is now time

that it did a bit for the land. I must say I would

never consent to a partial analysis of my soil.

If you only estimate one or two of the contents,

you are almost as much in the dark as you were

before. And, what is more, unless a complete

determination is made, you may miss the very

material which is rendering your soil sterile (as, -

for instance, an excess of iron or magnesia). No;
if an analysis is made, it must be a complete

one, to my mind. I have one more word to say.

That is, a strong plea ought to be made that in

every district there should be a qualified agricul-

tural chemist who would for a reasonable fee,

say, 5s., make a complete analysis of any soil

submitted to him. If this did not cover tlie cost,

surely there should be a State grant, since England

will have to depend more than ever in the future

on her own soil.

—

Land Worker.

CHINESE CABBAGE.

nPHE paragraph regarding the above, page 353,

issue September i, doubtless refers to Pe-tsai,

a species or variety of Brassica that has, in America

at least, gained popular favoiu' under the name

of Celery Cabbage. Just why the term " Celery"

is applied is obscure, but it is probably due to the

fact that it is tied up and blanched as is Endive,

but the tall foliage and stalks tend to make it

resemble Celery. Actually it resembles a big

Cos Lettuce rather than Celery. It has long been

known and cultivated in China, and I believe ,

there is also another variety of similar habit.

It is only during the past three or four years

that it has come into prominence in American

gardens, but for long years past the Chinese

gardeners on the Pacific Coast have grovvji and

marketed it. Treated as and tied like a Cos

Lettuce, the heart blanches beautifully, and it

can be used for the same purpose. Indeed, it

rivals the finest Lettuce. Cooked like Cabbage or

Spinach it is excellent green meat. It is not

recommended, however, for early sowing, as it

bolts readily in hot weather. Seed should be

sown at the latter end of July or early in August in

rows 2 feet or 3 feet apart, and the seedlings thinned

to 15 inches apart. It will not stand frost—at

least not in America, and I am not sure how it

will stand it here. Suffice to say that all my own

stock was killed last winter. Owing to circum-

stances, however, I was not able to sow until

September, nor could I observe the plants' subse-

quent behaviour. My wife simply reported that aU

the plants were killed or eaten off before the winter

was far advanced. Seed may be obtained from

any American seedsmen.—T. A. W.
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A PROPOS the note and illustration of the Chinese

Cabbage at Aldenham, page 353, the following notes,

taken from a book I have, which was publishtd

about sixty years ago, may be of interest at the

present time :
" The Pe-tsai—Brassica Chinensis

—

and the Pak-choi, a strongly marked variety of the

former, are Chinese Cabbages lately introduced

to Europe, in high esteem in China, though but

little has been done with them here, the great

difficulty being their tendency to run up to seed.

The former ought to attain great weights—141b.

and more ; the latter is of remarkable appearance

and delicate flavour. . . . The seed, doubtless,

can be obtained from nurserymen who have corre-

spondents at Paris, if not through persons who
have interest at Kew or Chiswick." I should be

interested to know if Mr. Beckett is growing either

of the above, and also if they still retain their

tendency to " bolt."

—

Herbert James. [To this

Mr. Beckett replies :
*'

I had the seed given to

me by Professor George Brown (H.M.

Consul in China, retired), Director of the

Chinese Department,University of London.

He gave me the two varieties, one for

summer and one for autumn sowing. He '

tells me they are eaten in China, both in a

raw and a cooked state. We have been

cutting some very good material lately,

though I am bound to confess the

summer-sown variety has a tendency to

run to seed early."

—

Ed.]

PLANTING POTATOES.

T THINK it may interest your readers

to know that the Potato plants of

which you published the photograph in

your issue of .August 18 were planted with

a spade. At the best a dibber is used as

a time-saving shift, and is the roughest

way of planting anything. Watch a good

gardener bedding out, and it is seen how
carefully he spreads out the fine young

roots to be received in friable fine soil.

The Potato tuber grows by sending out

such roots, and should the dibber be used

when the soil is in a binding condition,

such roots are simply imprisoned in a hard

shell case. If a spade is not available,

a rake is the next best implement for

planting.—H. H. W., East Herts.

A HEAVY CROP OF EARLY
POTATO COLONIST.

yVE have noticed reports of heavy

crops of early Potatoes in your

journal recently, and beg to enclose a copy

of a letter received on August 28 from

one of our customers. The total weight of

tubers and area of ground are not stated, but the

crop was evidently a really remarkable one.

Perhaps this will be of interest to your readers.

The following is the letter : " I am writing to

tell you how well your Potatoes have turned

out. I have this week raised seventy-two large

Potatoes weighing 151b. from a single haulm,

and have had fifty to sixty tubers from all the other

roots. The name of the variety is Webb's Colonist,

(first early), and it is the best Potato I have ever

grown for cropping and flavour ; when cooked it is

like a ball of flour. I can strongly recommend it.—

•

F. J. Dowdeswell, Head-Gardener to Mrs. Bush,

Eastington, Nupend, Stonehouse, Glos."

—

Edward
Webb and Sons (Stourbridge), Limited.

POTATO MIDLOTHIAN EARLY.
TN response to your request I send you a few

details as to how my fine crop of this variety

was obtained. The seed was planted on March 31

—

a very cold day. The soil, which is light and

warm, was in excellent tilth and had been well

dug and heavily dressed with cow-manure and a

little horse-manure. At the time of planting the

tubers were very slightly sprouted, and each one

was given some finely ground bone-meal. They
were planted i foot apart and 22 inches between

the rows. .\s soon as tiiey made their appearance

above ground they were hoed frequently, and,

when sufficiently advanced, were earthed up with

a spade, the ridges being made as broad-shouldered

as possible. My soil dries up quickly, and triangular

ridges are therefore unsuitable. Cow-manure is

the best of all manures for this sandy soil, and the

frequent use of the hoe before the carthing-up

process is very essential. Fortunately, in this

district we had rain in the early summer just

when the early Potatoes needed it, and this to a

great extent helped to produce such a splendid

crop. My only complaint is that nearly all the

tubers are large and there will be very little

NEW ZEALAND FLAX IN THE ISLE OF MAN.

suitable seed for next year's planting. Perhaps it

would be wiser to buy Scotch seed again instead

of relying on my own. I send you half a dozen

tubers so that you may form your own opinion

of their quality.

—

Arthur R. Goodwin, Kidder-

minster. [Quite up to exhibition standard.

—

Ed.]

POTATO EPICURE.

VOUR valuable note on page 329 induces me to

remark that Epicure is largely grown as an

early variety in many South of Scotland gardens,

and it finds a prominent place in a large number
of the new allotments, possibly owing to the fact

that it was one of the varieties of which seed

was plentiful at or near planting-time. It has

generally done well, but has not been so good as

an early variety as towards the middle of August.

Now it is quite dry and mealy, although cooks

complain of the difficulty of boiling it satisfactorily,

' as the outside is quite soft before the inside portion

is properly cooked, even with cut tubers. Sharpe's

Express is better in this respect, but is not so dry,

but it also has been better in mid-August than
earlier. I hear well of Golden Wonder this season,

but the old Beauty of Hebron, although a second
early, is stiU the favourite with a number of

growers, used as a first early.—A Border
Gardener.

PHORMIUM TENAX (NEW ZEALAND

FLAX).

nPHE above plant has been remarkably fine as

regards flowering this season, although it

flowers well every year. A large number of visitors

from the mainland have been very much struck
with the vigorous growth the plants make in this

exposed park. They flower when quite young.
I have fine strong plants three years old, with
strong leaves between 3 feet and 4 feet high, which
have been outside practically all the while ; in

fact, they were raised in a cold frame.

I notice your correspondent " H. L. C."

seems to have some difficulty in obtain-

ing seed, so I enclose this photo-

graph, which shows how well it seeds

in the Isle of Man. It is a beautiful and
j' striking plant for the garden with its

Vj/ large flowering spikes reaching from 10 feet

.1 to 12 feet high. I have any amount of

newly gathered ripe seed ; in fact, -I

have taken the liberty to enclose a quantity

to the large number of applicants for

the seed of Cordyline australis, illus-

trated in The Garden of August 11 last.

I find the seed germinates quite freely if

sown in March, .-^ny readers of The.
Garden may have some seed on writing

to me. — J. MiLBURN, Mooragli Park,

Ramsey, Isle of Man.

LEAVES OF CORDYLINE AUS-

TRALIS AS TYING MATERIAL.

TN "Notes of the Week" in the

issue of August 25 you recommend
utilising the leaves of Phormium tenax

as tying material. I can fully endorse

every word you say as to their adapta-

bUity for the purpose, having used them
extensively many years ago, but less

of late years, as I find those of Cordyline

australis are even better, and in our case

produce more material, having many
more large specimens of Cordyline than of

Phormium growing here. We seldom use

the green leaves, but strip the dried ones

as they become brown, storing them in a

dry place until required for use, when, by
soaking them in water for a time, they

become quite pliable and lissom, but extremely

tough, and can be used either in the broad strands

of full width for tying up newly planted fruit

and other trees and shrubs—and thus used they

do not injure the bark in the least, lasting quite

two years—or can be split up in ime threads

for smaller and more delicate subjects. We use

them almost exclusively for both in and out doors.

They harbour no vermin, and it is astonishing how
strong and lasting they are. In our case they are

also economical, which is a consideration in thes-

times when tying materials of all kinds are scarce

and dear. Where either of these are available, they

should certainly be used, and I feel certain they

will prove quite satisfactory.

—

John Roberts,
The Gardens, Tanybwlch, S.O., North Wales.

*,* Readers who have not already done so are asked to

order THE Gabden to he delivered regularly by their news-
agent. The Board 0/ Trade prohibit the return 0/ unsold
copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence The
Garden is obtainable only if ordered hejorehaiul.
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BLANCHING CELERY & LEEKS
THE SIMPLE METHOD OF BLANCHING CELERY AND LEEKS IN PAPER

COLLARS IS NOW ADOPTED IN MANY GARDENS.

BEFORE commencing to earth up it is

necessary to remove all offsets and

unsound leaves and to draw together the

I
stems of each plant, securing them by a

tic of raffia so that the soil cannot work
down into the heart of the plant. Having trimmed
and tied up each plant to make a neat specimen

without tying too tightly, the process of blanching

may proceed. There are different ways of blanching

Celery. The oldest and most common method
is to draw the soil around the plants a few inches

at a time, and to complete the earthing up in three

or four stages.

Blanching Celery by Means of Paper Collars.

A newer method is to liandage each plant with

a paper collar. At one time this was regarded

as an exhibitor's dodge to secure long sticks

perfectly clean and straight. There are, however,

so many advantages in this method that it is

rapidly becoming popular, and it is now adopted

in cottage gardens and allotments as well as in

the leading kitchen gardens in the country.

Nurserymen supply collars made for this purpose

which are quickly fastened together ;
but there

is no need to go to the expense of buying specially

made collars, as strips of brown paper or old

envelopes—^in fact, any thick paper about 8 inches

wide—will answer quite as well. The paper is

bandaged round the stem and secured in

position by two or three ties of raffia. The
accompanying illustration, from a photograph

taken in the gardens at Aldenham House,

Elstree, shows the method quite clearly ; inci-

dentally, is also shows Celery growing between

Asparagus—a wise method of intercropping wliich

might be followed in many other gardens. The
blanching of the Celery may be completed by the

use of the paper collars, but it is generally agreed

that, by earthing up in addition, the flavour and
crispness of the Celery are improved. The brown
paper collars are almost certain to rot in a wet

autumn or winter, but not before the clean, healthy

growth of the plants has been completed. Early

.September is a good time for earthing up Celery,

and as a rule it takes about six weeks to complete

the process of blanching. The cultivation of

Celery for market has reached a high standard

of excellence in this country, although this may
not be said of most other vegetables. Even Qur

Continental friends, who pride themselves on the

growing of vegetables for market, are ready to

admit that English-grown Celery is hard to beat.

Success is largely due to liberal supplies of farm-

yard manure, copious supplies of moisture, with

which we are usually so well provided, and care

in earthing up to keep the centres clean, than which

-nothing is more helpful than the paper collars.

Blanching Leeks.—While Celery is one of the

best grown vegetables in the country, it- is safe

to assert that, in Southern Counties at least, the

Leek is poorly grown. Its cultivation is less

understood than that of almost any other vegetable.

Nine persons out of ten are under the impression

that growth should first be made and the blanching

done afterwards. Thisis impossible, for, after growth

is once set, nothing in the world will induce the

plant to run to the length required, and the result

is a poor, stunted stem disfigured by lateral roots,

usually full of grit, and in every way objectionable.

The blanching of the Leek must begin immediately

the plants are put into their final quarters. There

are different ways of blanching successfully, but,

whichever method is followed, manure and moisture

are quite as essential for Leeks as for Celery.

A Continental Method.—A method of blanching

which is followed with much success on the Conti-

nent is to plant the Leeks in a hole about 6 inches

deep in well-prepared soil. Then fine sand and
sifted leaf-sou are lightly dribbled around each

plant. This allows room for the development

of the stem, which is blanched as it continues

to grow. This simple method should commend
itself to growers in this country, instead of the

laborious practice of planting in trenches in the

vain hope that the plants will make long stems

before proceeding to earth them up. Large Leeks

are of superior flavour and in every way preferable
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shnuld first be boiled in order to prevent the

germs of disease from getting into the manure

and thence back on the land.

Even after careful sorting some diseased tubers

are sure to escape notice and to be mixed with

sound tubers. To prevent disease spreading

from them to the sound tubers it is advisable

to sprinkle powdered (juicklime, or a mixture

of quicklime and flowers of sulphur, among the

tubers. The sulphur helps also to keep away
vermin.

Lifting.—The Potatoes should be ready for

lifting as soon as the haulm has died down. To
tell whether the crop is ready for lifting, remove

the soil from about a root, take up one or two
tubers, and note whether the skin is " set "

—

that

is, does not rub off easily. If the weather is wet

they may be left for a time in the ground. In

that case it is advisable to cut off and remove

the haulm, as otherwise disease present in the tops

might reach the tubers. Lift in dry weather

and leave the tubers on the ground only long

enough for tlie skins to dry. As the Potatoes are

being picked up they should be sorted and graded

and the diseased tubers removed. If part of the

crop is to be used for planting next year, the tubers

of seed size should be set aside for boxing. I

none are to be kept for seed, all tubers above

ijoz. should be stored. The sound tubers may
either be clamped at once or, if the quantity of

Potatoes and the supply of labour allow of it,

the tubers should be spread in heaps near the

clamping ground—in the driest part of the garden

or field—covered with a layer of Bracken (Fern)

or litter to give protection from rain, and picked

over at inUrvals of two weeks. If this is done

some tubers which appeared to be sound when
lifted will be discovered to have become diseased.

By the removal of such unsound tubers subsequen

wastage will be greatly reduced.

In case of an early spell of frosty weather, the

heaps must be protected by means of a temporary

covering of litter and earth.

If this course is followed, the final clamping as

described later should be done about the end o

November or in early December.

Storage.—Where large quantities of Potatoes

have to be dealt with, a clamp or pie must be made ;

r but for small quantities a cool, dry, frost-proof

shed is the best store. The Potatoes are spread

in layers on the floor either directly or resting on

straw c iBracken (Fern) or sacking. The depth

of the layer of Potatoes must not be more than

2\ feet, or the tubers may become heated and

begin to sprout. Potatoes to be used for food

should be covered with straw, litter or sacking so

as to keep out the light. The shed should be

ventilated on all suitable occasions. During spells

of specially hard weather every care must be taken

to keep out frost ; for example. Utter may be

scattered lightly and thickly over the heap.

Storage in the Larder.—Where there is no shed

suitable for use as a store and where the quantity

of Potatoes to be stored is not too great, the tubers

may be placed in thick bags and kept in a larder.

Quicklime or lime and flowers of sulphur lightly

sprinkled among the tubers will help to keep down
disease. During late autumn they should, if

possible, be looked over once a fortnight and

diseased tubers removed. In winter old sacking

thrown over the sacks will protect the Potatoes

from frost, and in very severe weather extra

covering should be put on at night and removed in

the morning or, at all events, at the end of the frost.

Storage " in tlie Roof."—In many small houses

there is space beneath the roof which, in the absence

of more convenient storage room, may be used.

The Potatoes should be put in boxes and the

boxes stood on boards on the rafters and covered

with old sacking or with several layers of crumpled

newspapers. The Potatoes should be inspected

occasionallyand diseased tubers rAnoved. In severe

weather the boxes must be protected from frost.

Storage in Cellars.—If no more suitable place

is available. Potatoes may be stored in a cellar

;

but in that case careful attention must be paid

to ventilation, particularly during the first months
of storage. The door should be kept open and the

window also when the weather is not too rainy.

If the cellar has a dry earth floor, the Potatoes

may be laid directly on it ; but if the floor is damp,
the Potatoes may be placed in boxes resting on
bricks

; or a layer of straw may be laid on the floor

and the Potatoes placed in shallow heaps 8 inches

or 10 inches deep. The heaps should be covered

lightly with straw or with dry Heather, Bracken,

or dry branches. The Potatoes should be looked

over from time to time and diseased tubers removed.

Storage in Clamp or Pie.—Storage in a clamp
or pie is in many respects the best method, but it

cannot be used if there is danger of loss by pilfering.

To Make a Clamp or Pie.—Select the driest

part of the ground. Mark out a strip 3 feet 6 inches

wide and long enough to take the Potatoes to be

stored. Having graded the Potatoes, pile them in a

is cut in the trench to allow water collecting there

to drain away. The earth is worked on the sides

and ends with a spade, and is made firnt and smooth
as the clamping proceeds. A thickness of 6 inches

of earth is quite sufficient to give protection against

moderate frosts ; but in very severe weather,

such as that experienced last winter, even 12 inches

may not be enough. It should be remembered,
however, that too much soil encourages the stored

Potatoes to grow in the clamp. Finally put a thick

layer of short litter along the ridge.

For small lots, of one ton or less, the clamp may
be made in the shape of a cone, with a round base,

built up as high in the centre as the base allows,

and well strawed with as straight straw as can be

obtained. Unless the clamp shows signs of giving

way owing to the rotting of the tubers, it may be

left undisturbed until February. It should then be

opened and the Potatoes inspected. If left longer

they are likely to sprout vigorously, and in that

case much of the goodness in the Potatoes will

be lost.

Storing Seed Potatoes.

Every care should be taken to prevent the

exposure of seed Potatoes to cold, for even at a

BLANCHING LEEKS AT ALDEXHAM.

heap with sides as upright as possible—in the shape

of the letter A. Cover the sides and ends of the

clamp with a layer of long Wheat straw 4 inches

in thickness, taking care that the lower ends of

the straw are pressed close to the ground, for it is

along the edge of the clamp that frost most often

gets in. The long straw layer should reach almost

to the top of the Potatoes. To keep the straw in

place, throw a layer of earth along the lower edge

of the clamp. In order to keep off rain, a covering

of long straw (Wheat or Barley—not Oat straw)

is placed over the ridge so that the ends overlap

the straw at the sides. By this means any rain

which falls will run down the outside and not

into the clamp. The straw may be kept in position

by means of a layer of earth 3 inches thick covering

the sides from the base up to 4 inches from the top

of the ridge.

At the approach of winter the clamp must be

finished. This is done by covering the clamp,

except along the middle of the ridge, with a thick

coating of soil dug out from along the sides. As a

result of the digging a drainage trench r foot or so

wide and 6 inches deep is formed. An outlet

temperature not low enough to kill the tuber the

eyes may be permanently injured.

Scotch and Irish seed Potatoes give the largest

yield. Yields almost, if not quite, as large are

obtained from "once grown" Scotch or Irish '

seed, provided that the seed is from Scotch or

Irish Potatoes grown for one year in a good Potato

district ; for example, Lincolnshire, the Wisbech

district of Cambridgeshire and parts of Yorkshire.

By " once grown" Scotch or Irish seed is meant

seed of Potatoes of Scotch or Irish origin grown

for one year in this country.

Because of the importance of obtaining seed

not only true to name but also of known origin,

growers should place their orders with firms of

established reputation as soon as possible after

they have decided upon their requirements for

the coming year.

Lifting.—If it is intended to save tubers

for seed purposes, the best course is to set

apart a portion of the crop and to lift it before

the tubers are fully ripe, for it is a well-

proved fact that immature tubers make the

best sets.
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REMINISCENCES OF THE LAKE COUNTRY
A READERS IMPRESSIONS OF A VISIT TO THE EiXGLlSlI LAKES IN JUNE AND OF THE HOME AND

GARDEN OF CRAGWOOD, WINDERMERE.

WITH headquarters at the little

hamlet of Grange-in-Borrowdale,

where can one spend a more restful

holiday ! For a week we wandered

over the fells, until Watendlath

and its " Churn," Castle Crag, Catbells, Seathwaite,

Honister and Stye Head were familiar friends.

And always of an evening there was the fascination

of the picturesque double bridge, the rising and

falling river, and the chance of a delicious trout

for breakfast ! No bright masses of colour there

to detract from the grey beauty of the fells and

the wonderful shatjing of the woods that clothe

the lower slopes and mark the course of the Derwent

below Seathwaite. The woods are full of Oak
and Beech Fern, and the Parsley Fern (Crypto-

gramme crispa) is everywhere. In the stoniest

places, on the bleak hillsides, on walls, everywhere

it seems to find a foothold. But those who wish

.to naturalise it in their gardens should be careful

up and down the hillside. Wonderful airmen,,

these ! Later, too, I was to see the beast. Coach-

ing from Keswick to Grasmere, abovS Thirlmere,

which the hand of man has so transformed, I was

admiring the growth of the young trees planted

by the Manchester Corporation on the steep slopes

of their watershed. Suddenly, from a grassy drive

between the woods, not 200 yards above the road,

a magnificent stag looked down at us—one of the

wild red deer from the lonelier recesses of the

mountains—tempted, perhaps, by the luscious

young trees, to which, report has it, the deer have

been doing some damage.

Sliould by chance any member of the Water

Board read these lines, let him refrain from organis-

ing forthwith an Aldermanic deer stalk ! I should

not like the blood of that fine beast to be upon

my head. After Borrowdale, what a contrast is

afforded by the fertile Vale of Grasmere ! Flowers

and gardens everywhere ; the grey stone houses

CRAGWOOD, WINDERMERE, FROM THE FRONT TEKR.\CE.

to take roots of both fertile and barren fronds, or

the plants will die out.

In all marshy places Pinguicula vulgaris, or

Butterwort, abounds—so like a deep-coloured Violet

stuck in a pat of butter ! Does it absorb the many

little insects caught by its sticky leaves ? Another

curious insectivorous plant found there is Drosera

rotundifolia, or Sundew, and of marsh plants we

also saw Viola palustris, the Marsh Violet, and

Menyanthes trifoliata, the Buckbean or Bog-

bean—such a handsome plant this, and an ornament

to any waterg^irden.

" For Beast and Bird have seen and heard

That which Man knoweth not,"

But on the top of the Stye Head Pass, looking down

on lonely Wastdale, there was an utter silence.

We were alone with the hills and the sky ; not

even the ubiquitious sheep could be seen or heard.

On all those fells bird life, perhaps because of the

recent severe winter, seemed very scarce. The

migratory swift, however, was plentiful enough in

places, and when resting near the top of Catbells

these dusky fellows almost brushed against me

as they "vol-planed" and "looped the loop"

hung with snowy wreaths of Clematis montana,

as later they are festooned with the scarlet' and

purple of Tropjeolum speciosum ; Rhododendrons

and -Azaleas a blaze of colour ; natural rock gardens

taken in hand and cultivated on all sides.

Charmingly situated in the heart of the village,

the little nursery gardens of Mr, Hayes are a great

attraction, and, by the kindness of the owner,

visitors can- at a;Qy time wander there' at will.

They are beautifully kept, chiefly, in these days,

by the industry and enthusiasm of the picturesque

brown-clad " gardener's daughter," who, in her

father's own words, " knows all about it, too."

Tliere is a fine collection of Japanese Maples

(standards and dwarfs) ; some standard Wistarias

to delight the heart of Mr, Bowles (but cut hard

back, so that I could not judge of their quality)
;

and plenty of healthy Roses, among which I

found Rosa rubrifolia, a delightful foliage plant.

The colour, as I remember it, is of rose madder,

overlaid with the bloom of a good black Grape, I

should like to plant this as a background to Tulipa

vitellina rising from pale yellow Violas such as

Primrose Dame or Linggii ; and, in the foreground,

below ray beautiful group of Lilium Szjvitzianum.

The more I see of gardens, the more I realise

the value of the " plants in between," and of

the greater effectiveness and consequent delight

of one or two good bold groups, rather than a

continuous and heterogeneous mass of colour.

Perhaps I am permeated with the spirit of Borrow-
dale—but in a garden let us " rest, and be thankful,"

That little Grasmere garden is famous, too,

for its herbaceous Phloxes ; the soil and abundant
rainfall suit them well ; and did not Mr, Hayes
win the medal from eighteen competitors at

Shrewsbury three years ago ? In every cottage

garden Lilium Martagon album seemed the com-

monest plant, and the owner of the " flax •

industry " has a beautiful bush of the best double

white Lilac I have ever seen, in the pretty

garden siu^rounding her bungalow, (What stories

of love and life—ah ! and of death, too—do

these daleswomen weave into their beautiful

linen !) Made up and embellished with ex-

quisite stitchery, it is laid away in fine old chests

in her panelled room to await the purchasers

who come from far and wide. And the little piece

I brought away with me will always bring back

happy memories of its beautiful birthplace. More
than once we passed an undulating park, the

sloping meadows rosy with the Aubrietia-like

oolouring of Geranium pratense ; and 1 wondered

if Alpine meadows could be prettier.

But from the gardener's point of view my
happiest memories are of the visit paid late one

afternoon to Cragwood, Windermere,

Mr. Warburton had spent many summers in a

house on the further side of the Lake before choosing

the site of his permanent home. That his choice

was good is proved by the words of the architect,

Mr. Frank B. Dunkerley, who has told me that io

his opinion it is the finest on the Lake. Knowing
his artistic nature, I can well understand what
must have been his feelings when first he stood

on that site and realised what it was "up to " him
to do. " Le coeur a ses raisons. oup 3 P-iJc^,^

ne connait pas."

The general idea in the planning of Ite kziti

was to get fine views from all the best rcucj,

together with a maximum of sunshine, Staadini

well away from the high road, some 100 feel

above the Lake, with magnificent views of the

hills behind Ambleside, together with Gunners

How at the extreme south end, the house is built

of stone, quarried in situ, and faced with York-

shire freestone. A wide terrace along the front

leads to a well-built pergola, terminating in a

semi-circular Rose garden. The roof of the

pergola is of streng Fir poles ; the pillars, some
round, some square, of small, thin slabs of stone,

and all now hung with creepers. These round

pillars are very attractive. Below the terrace

stretches a beautiful lawn, with herbaceous borders,

where all good things seem to flourish. And I

thought how ray bees would revel in the wide

edging of Nepeta Mussinii, could they fly so far

afield. A winding path leads down, over a stile

in the stone wall, to the wood, and almost im-

mediately, by steep steps cut in the rock, to a

small quarry, now the Fern Garden. Here most

of the native Ferns luxuriate, though I missed

Scolopendriura vulgare, the beautiful Hart's-

tongue, so abundant in many limestone districts.

A little further, and a large circular clearing

in the wood, where the ground is marshy, has

been made into a bog garden. Beautiful Silver

Birches surround it, a group of four on a mound
of firmer ground maldng a lovely centre-piece.
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Here Irises in variety, Saxifraga peltata, Bamboos,

Typha, some of the new Asiatic Primulas and many
other marsh plants find a happy home (my Lily-

loving soul would have liked a group of giganteum

in a clearing beyond—but perhaps one may still

hope !). Then gradually, round a corner, one

comes to the rock garden, originally the quarry

from which most of the building stone for the

house was taken.

I was told some years ago, by one who had

to do with the planting of it, that because of its

unique character and position it should one day

be one of tlie finest rock gardens in the country ; and

I w.is not disappointed. .At the upper end water

trickles from the base of the rock, making a natural

pool for some choice water plants, and, continuing

as a ditch, widens into a further pool, from which it

runs by the boat-lan.ding into the Lake close at hand.

Silver Birches and one of two dark Pines fringe

the edge of the cliffs ab<jve the quarry. .Masses

of .Azaleas and Genista hispanica are aflame on

the upper ledges. Yellow Poppies, single and
double, lead on to where, in a sheltered corner,

the rock is hung with sheets of blue Lithospermum,

though even here some of it has been killed in

this cruel winter. Poised over a mass of pale blue

Alpine Phlo.\, a scarlet-bodied dragon-fly shone in

the brilliant sunshine. Arenaria montana and Saxi-

fraga pyramidalis flowered profusely on all sides.

From the rustic bridge which spans the further

pool, the view of the quarry, lighted up by the

brilliant afternoon sun, is one not easily forgotten.

It is indeed a beautiful rock garden, full of good

things, but not overdone. Indeed, my impression

of the whole ^place, home and garden, was
one of strength, beauty and quiet restraint, in

perfect harmony with the natural surroundings.

Standing once more on the terrace that perfect

June evening, garden, wood, lake and hills were

bathed in the light of the setting sun. And as

I took one long last look at that exquisite scene,

a wave of thankfulness swept over me that two

good men and true had- so glorified God's earth,

and that it was given to me to realise the beauty

of it all. Once more I seemed to hear, as in the

past, the tremulous voice of a dear old friend :

" Lo ! these are the works of His hands, and for

Ihy pleasure they are and were created."

AUrincham. W. D.

CR.a,GVVOOD. FERNS ,\ND ROCK PL.ANTS

IN AN OLD QU.^RRY.

VEGETABLE & FRUIT
DRYING

SI.MPLE .METHODS THAT CAN BE
FOLLOWED IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD.

By C. N. MacDermott.

T.HERE appears to be an opinion, pretty

generally held, that the drying of fruit

and vegetables ran only be economically

carried out in a country more blessed

with sunshine than this, and the native?

are pictured as preparing frugal meals with the

sun-kissed products of their labours. However
picturesque this may be, fruits and vegetables

can be dried in this, country just as effectively,

if not quite so economically, although in these

days of high prltcs the cost of the home-dried

articles compares favourably with that of the

ordinary commercial product. I will now attempt

to describe the methods employed which have

pfa.ved successful in practice.

It must be borne in mind that water enters

to a very considerable degree into the composition

of all vegetation, and our purpose is to remove

this in such a manner as to alter the remaining

constituents as little as possible. This being so,

it -wiirbe obvious that the drying must be carried

out at such a temperature as is compatible with it

being finished within a reasonable time.

The first thing to be considered is the provision

of suitable apparatus, and in this connection I

will not describe the special ovens made for the

purpose, as these are too expensive for use in the

ordinary household, however excellent they may
be for dealing with the matter commercially.

In every household is to be found an oven,

and this forms the principal piece of apparatus.

This is supplemented by suitable shelves and a

thermometer. The shelves can be easily made
from ordinary wire-netting of about three-quarter-

inch, or less, mesh. The netting can be cut

into rectangular pieces, which are then laid On

the grids usually found in ovens, or it can

be framed by threading one-eighth-inch wire

through the outer meshes in such a manner
as to strain the netting and hold it taut.

The latter method will have to be followed

if a sufficient number of grids are not available,

and,^ failing the supply of properly constructed

trays, is quite satisfactory. Of course, any other

perforated material may be used, but it is scarcely

safe to employ any of an inflammable nature.

Almost any kind of thermometer may be used,,

provided it is constructed to deal with tempera-

tures up to about 400^ Fahr. This range is to be

recommended, although the higher figures are not

required, because it provides a margin of safety

which prevents the thermometer being broken

if the temperature of the oven should run up from

any cause.

Drying.—The actual process is very simple,

and there are but slight differences between the

methods employed in handling fruit and

CRAGWOOD. THE UrPER LEDGES OF THE
ROCK G.'VRDEN.

vegetables. Under the heading of fruit I include all

stone fruits, such as Plums and Cherries, as well as

Apples, Pears and Tomatoes. In all cases, to

obtain the best results, the fruit should be only

just ripe.

The fruit should be placed on the trays, one

layer at a lime, and there should, preferably, be

a small space between the fruits ; on no account

should they be crowded, or heaped on top of one

another. When the trays have been loaded

they should be placed in position in the oven.

If the latt«- is part of a coal-fired range, the best

plan is to put in the fruit at night when the fire

is dying down but the oven is still hot ; the fruit

can then be left till the following morning. If a

gas range is used, the oven should be brought to a

high temperature by keeping the gas full on for

five minutes, and then it should be turned half

down before the fruit is inserted. In this con-

dition it should be left for not longer than another

five minutes. So far it will have been unnecessary

to use the thermometer, as the sole objects of the

above procedure are to sterilise the stone and to

toughen the skin of the fruit. The toughening

is required in order to prevent the juices running

out at a later stage. When this has been done,

all is ready for drying, and here it will be found

that the gas oven is by far the most suitable for the

purpose, as it has to be kept below a certain tem-

perature for a number of hours, which is difficult

of acconjplishment with the ordinary kitchen

grate. The highest temperature should not

exceed 200° Fahr., as it is essential that the fruit

shoiild not be cooked, but any temperature below

this may be used, it being understood that the

higher the temperature the quicker the drying.

In most gas ovens it will be found that if the

gas is turned as low as it will go without being

extinguished, a suitable temperature will have been

reached. If, however, this is found to be still
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too high, the door must be left open to suit. In

any case the ventilator on the oven should be left

wide open to ensure a free circulation of air

therein, which will hasten the drying.

In my own case, with an oven 12 inches by

13 inches by 14 inches high, the consumption of gas

is about II cubic feet an' hour, and at this rate,

with gas at 3s. 3d. per thousand cubic feet, a six

hours' run costs about 2jd. Such an oven will

hold about I2lb. of fruit, so it will be seen that

the cost of drying is very moderate ; also it should

be considered that having once found the proper

height the gas should be turned, there is nothing

to be done except to examine the fruit from time

to time as mentioned below.

Plums of the larger varieties, such as Victoria,

will require about six hours to complete, hut the

smaller kinds take less time. All Plums and

Cherries become discoloured, some of

them attaining the deep black of the

commercial Prune, and when cold they

should be of the same consistency as

the latter—that is, the skin should be

tough and the interior soft but not

" squashy." It is not at all a bad plan

to obtain a few Prunes from the grocer

and examine them, comparing them

with the finished results of your own
efforts. It is important to notice that

the fruit feels softer when hot than it

does when cold, and a fruit should be

taken out from time to time, allowed- to

cool, and then be examined. In the

early stages of drying the skin com-

mences to wrinkle, and as soon as this

appearance commences all anxiety is

passed, as things should then go quite

smoothly to the end.

Stone fruit should be dried whole,

but Pears, Apples and Tomatoes should

be sliced. I may mention that Plums

of the fleshy kinds are more suitable

than those of the watery sort, e.g., the

Prune Damson rather than the Victoria.

The best method of storing is to

construct muslin bags, in which place

the fruit, afterwards suspending the

bags in a cool, airy but dry room.

All kinds of vegetables may be dried,

the most convenient being such as

Beans, Peas, Carrots, Turnips and

Potatoes. They are treated in a similar

manner, but the initial heating should

be omitted and the drying process

carried out at a temperature not ex-

ceeding 150° Fahr., as there is danger

of discoloration if this figure is

exceeded. All vegetables 'except Peas

and Beans should be sliced, French

Beans or others in which the pods

are eaten being so treated even when
used quite young, as this hastens

the evaporation considerably and has

effects.

When done the vegetables will have a shrivelled

appearance, and should feel tough and leathery
;

they should not be discoloured, but will, of course,

have lost their freshness and bloom. A good plan

is to dry them until they are brittle immediately

they are withdrawn from the oven ; they will

then soon become supple on exposure to the air,

and you will have the satisfaction of knowing that

they have been thoroughly dried.

All vegetables should be stored in the dark

;

otherwise they lose their colour. Lever-top tins,

wooden boxes with lids, earthenware jam pots

or any receptacle that is dry and can be kept dark
can be used for storing. When it is desired to

use either fruit or vegetables, they should be put

to soak in cold wat-.r for over twelve hours, when

they can then be cooked just as if they were freshly

gathered.

So far as dried Plums are concerned, not many
people know that these are excellent to eat in their

dry state for dessert. For this purpose the

plumper fruits should be selected, and if eaten

with a little sugar, or, better still, plain chocolate,

they will be found to be quite a luxury.

The Indian Bean Tree
(Catalpa bignonioides).

THERE is a further period of interest to

the Catalpa tree, which flowered so well

in July and August, now that the slender

Bean-hke fruits are jianging down in unusually

large clusters. Some weeks ago a correspondent

It is surprising that it is not planted more freeljr

in London, for it is a beautiful tree, not only in

flower, but as Loudon so accmrately puts it, " from
the fine pale green of its very large leaves, which
are of a different shade of green from those of

almost every other tree."

The tree forms a low, wide-spreading head of

an average height of 20 feet to 30 feet. Generally

speaking, it is not long lived, and declines at fifty

years. When the Catalpa attains this age it hat
an unfortunate way of losing its limbs in stormy
weather, and if the tree is to be preserved it is

advisable to prune with care and to place supports

to the heavy horizontal branches low down on.

the tree. The flowers, which are white, marked
with purple and yellow spots, are borne in large

panicles about the size of the inflorescence of the

Horse Chestnut. The flowering season is in July
and August, and this is another tree of

which it is said that the honey coUected.

from the flowers is poisonous (see

Loudon's " Arboretum and Fruticetum,"

Vol. III.). It is also said that if

a portion of the bark be removed in

spring " a venomous and offensive odour
is exhaled." The bark is said to be
tonic and stimulative, and more power-

fully antiseptic than the Peruvian

bark.

Catalpa bignonioides is synonymous
with C. sjTinga;folia ; it is a deciduous

tree, native of North America, where
it is found on the banks of rivers in

the upper part of the Carolinas, Georgia

and the Floridas. It was introduced

to this country in 1726.

In fine summers in the South of

England the flowers are- succeeded by
slender seed-pods from i foot to 2 feet

in length. In the autumn a well-fruited

tree presents a very attractive appear-

ance, and is sometimes known as the

Indian Bean Tree.

As a single specimen on a lawn few
trees can equal the Catalpa. We were

led to expect great things of the lesser-

known C. Targesii from Western China.

Dr. E. H. Wilson, who found it in

Hupeh, speaks very highly of it ; but,

so far as we laiow, it has not flowered

w- 11 in cultivation. H. C.

i-PODS OF THE INDIAN BEAN (CATALPA BIGNONIOIDES)

no ill drew our attention to a Catalpa tree in full flower

in a London garden near to the Royal Academy of

Music. This is one of many of the London Catalpas,

for this beautiful flowering tree has long been

famous for the way in which it will flourish in the

heart of London. Loudon, in his " Arboretum

and Fruticetum " (1844), gives a long list of notable

Catalpas in the environs of London, including

' an immense tree at Syon 52 feet high, and

an old one at Fulbam Palace planted 150

years ago.

An almost incredible characteristic of the tree

is that it seems to flower better in and around

London than it does in the pure air of' even the

Southern Counties, and in this respect it is unlike

any other tree with which we are acquainted.

Some years ago Mr. William Robinson referred

to it as the tree which flowers so well in London.

about

shire.

Tropaeolum " speciosum

nP H E Flame Flower is universally

admired, and yet how many fail

to get it to grow, or at least to thrive,

with them. The reason why I cannot

tell. It is common knowledge, how-

ever, that it generally does well in

the North of Scotlan^. Sauntering

in the Vale of Alford, in Central Aberdeeu-

this summer I have seen it luxuriating

in villa and cottage gardens in various positions
;'

but nowhere have I seen such an extent of it as

in the gardens at Whitehaugh, Alford, where

the south side of a Yew hedge running right across

the Scotch Acre Garden is practically smothered

with its fl.'.ming scarlet flowers. The surprising

thing is that tl ' Trcr.T'^him was never p'anted in

its present posilic:' Srino twenty years ago

there was a clump of it n; •,. mixed b.i der bisected

by the hedge. True to Dame Nature's law of

adaptation, the twiner laid hold, of the handy

support, and, once fairly in possession, it ran along

the whole length indicated with the celerity of

Bishop's Weed, a well-bottomed gravel walk

proving no barrier. The soil of the garden is a

deep, heavy loam. Caledonia.
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TULIP TITTLE-TATTLE—II
Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

WHERE GREW THE GOOSEBERRY BUSH UNDER WHICH THE DARWINS
WERE FOUND? A FEW OF WHOM THEIR P.VRENTS ARE VERY PROUD.

Darwins.—In his play. " La Flcur Merveilleuse,"

M. Miguel Zamacois puts these words in the

mouth of the timid Gilbert when he presents his

beautiful Tulip Griet Amstel to the judges :

" D'oii vient-elle ? On ne salt .... mais il

parait certain

Qu'un ange I'apporta d'un paradis lointain,

Car elle est, grace unique et bcaute solitaire,

Un fhef-d' ceuvre du ciel egare sur la terre !

"

There is a similar mystery with regard to the

origin of the Darwins. At one of the reunions

of the Horticultural Club, when the Tulip was

the subject of the monthly lecture and discussion,

Mr. E. H. Krelage of Haarlem was asked if he

would tell us where his father found the magnificent

strain which now bears the famous name of our

great British naturalist. He rose, and in his

impressive and solemn manner uttered the oracular

sentence :
" It is sufficient that we have them."

I am perfectly convinced that although they, too,

like Griet Amstel, have a " grace unique et

beaute solitaire," they can make no claim to

Paradise as their nursing mother. That pro-

verbial little bird, however, whose many and

strange messages almost suggest for its home an

unearthly abode, whispered in my ear when I

was in Haarlem in the old pre-war days that they

were procured from a certain M. Lenglart of

Lille by Mr. J. H. Krelage, the aforesaid Mr. E. H.

Krelage's father. As this can now only be a

matter of academical interest, it would be a kind

action on the part of my Haarlem friend of the

Horticultural Club lecture, should these words

meet his eye, if he would settle once for all by an

ex cathedrd pronouncement the place of origin of

the original Darwins. It must be thirty years

or more since they left their ancestral home to

be sent in due time into all lands, where they have

increased and multiplied. An immense number

came to Britain. Now our British home-grown

)ulbs are the equals of any, come they from

-N'orth, South, East or West.

A Few of Particular Merit.—Following the

course I adopted with regard to the Cottage

varieties, I am going to make my selections from

the list on pages 13 and 14 of the Royal Horti-

cmtural Society's Tulip Report. Anyone is quite

safe in using it as a guide in their purchasing, and

were every one mentioned to be bought, the owner

would possess a collection of no mean merit. Of the

lesser-known varieties, mention must be made of

City of Haarlem, a magnificent deep-toned rich

red, a bulldog-looking bloom, one meet in shape

and size to silently proclaim the splendid deter-

mination of the women and men of Haarlem in

the days of the great siege in 1572, while the rich-

ness of its colouring suggests the work of her

great painter-citizen, Frans Hals. Next I would

single out The International. It is included in

a group of (to me) great charm, notwithstanding

the reading of the label which runs " Flower

magenta." I am always inclined to fight and

hit out when one hears and reads the indiscriminate

vituperations poured upon this unlucky colour.

However, on this occasion I do not intend to " cut

off my nose to spite my face," for nothing would

please me better than to see this grand rich, deep

ruby toned flower— fit memento of the great

show at Chelsea in 1912—at a price more com-

mensurate with unpopularity. The straight, rigid,

clean, sharp-cut segments give that smart, satis-

factory look to a flower which always suggests the

spruce appearance of a woman who knows how
to put on her clothes. We get it in several other

Tulips, e.g., Professor Francis Darwin, J. Reynalt,

Geefs and Vespuccio.

The International has as a group-fellow Andro-

maque, a much more easily purchasable variety,

and one that is bound to come to the front because

of its quiet, rich colouring.

Next in order of those on page 14 I would single

out Millet. Everyone of late years has gone for

well and each one was a picture. I had never

before realised how similar the two were in certain

stages of their growth. Valentin takes on a much
paler tone with age and has not the same stiff

stem as The Bishop. " C'est une tringle, mes-

sieurs, c'est une barre de fer I
" (Alfonse Karr, in

" Les Tulipes," Musee des Families, 1856.)

Euterpe must have a line or two, if only because

it is one of my special favourites. 'A friend saw
some in my collection in the spring of 1916. He
went mad on it. He must buy some bulbs and

have it in his own garden. He did ; and last

May, when his bed was in full flower, he fired off

a post-card telling me of the pleasure it was giving

his wife and himself. Familiarity did not breed

contempt ; it only enhanced his admiration for

the tall rosy mauve beaut^f with the long petals

and their saucily curved-in edges. The section

L EXERCICE DE LA BAGUETTE.

pinks and the brighter and more lively shades

of red. Hence Millet has become more or less

a catalogue flower, one of the many which year,

by year appear in the lists waiting to be purchased

—

but waiting in vain. Millet's turn will come.

Its dark crimson and its large size invariably

attract visitors when they see it at Whitewell

Rectory, while its being somewhat below the

statitte of the very tallest marks it out as suitable

for the more wind-swept positions in a garden.

After Millet come Fra AngeUco and Faust. It is

doubtful if they can be classed among the little

known. Anyhow, it should not be so. They are

two of the very best of the blacks, the first named
being of a maroon shade, and the other (Faust)

much more of a purple.

Next in order comes The Bishop. It belongs

to the violet purple section and, as" far as I know,

it has no superior. This year I had two fair-

sized beds in front of my dining-room, one of The

Bishop and the other of Valentin. Both did

or class which is a " slaty lilac " in colour and has

Remembrance as its type plant contains several

handsome varieties. Oliphant (EngUsh, Elephant)

is well named, as both in colour and size it suggests

its living namesake. Massive and grey, the blooms

tower over all their fellows and compel our notice.

Ronald Gunn is another great tall plant of this

section. The curious characteristic white tops of the

buds mark it off as something distinct. The sight

of them always reminds me of the quaint yellow-

tipped Crocus George Maw, or of some of those

purples or mauves which actually repeat in their

colour-scheme the white tops of this Tulip ; or,

again, the long violet and grey blooms might be

ripe fruit hanging all ready to fall on the branches

of a Barnacle Goose tree with the feathers of the

newly born bird just protruding. I think, too,

of Balls Park and Maggie Mott Viola, for it was

as a part of the well-thought-out spring Tulip

scheme there that I first met with Ronald, sur-

rounded or carpeted with that exquisite gem.
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New and Rare Plants

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Pyrus prunifolia var. coccinea (Cheal's Crimson

Crab).—The popular name here given, and by

which doubtless this excellent variety will in future

be generally known, is descriptive in part of one

of the showiest and most consistent bearers among

Ornamental Crabs. The branches were laden with

brilliant fruits. From Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons,

Crawley.

Laelio-Cattleya Bronze King.—.\ strikingly

handsome hybrid. The undulated sepals and

petals are of bronze, old gold and red ; the lip

wholly reddish crimson.

Laelio-Cattleya Commander-in-

Chief.—The sepals and petals arc

richly golden, the latter broadly

ovate and well disposed. Lip

intense velvety crimson, lightly

reticulated with gold at the base.

Both came from Messrs. Armstrong

and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.

These and the Dahlias below

were shown at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meeting on

September ir, when the awards

were made.

NEW DAHLIAS.

Miss Lewis (Pompon Cactus).

—

a

pretty flower of cerise pink tone.

Most useful for cutting.

Harold (Decorative).

—

A big

flower of reddish scarlet colour.

Seahorse (Decorative).—The

flower is lemon coloured with

conspicuous white tips. Very
distinct. These three were from

Mr. J. T. West, Brentwood, Essex.

T e y Bell (Collerette). — A
superbly handsome variety, the

colour rich glossy crimson, with

white disc florets. Shown by Messrs.

Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh.

W. Dunn (CoUerette).—Outer

florets fine rich scarlet, with golden

disc florets.

Penelope (Single).—The dis-

tinctly grooved florets are broadly

banded with cerise at the margin,

the centre being pure white. Very

showy and striking.

Alma (Pffiony-flowered).—Of the

purest white throughout. The

variety is semi-double. These
three were shown by Messrs.

Burrell and Co., Cambridge.

Dominion (Cactus).—The colour

is pale, refined orange, in a rather

artistic flower.

The Guardian (Garden Cactus).

—

A bold looking variety of self scarlet

tone with big fluted florets. These were from Messrs.

James Stredwick and Son, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

The Rev. John Hamlet (Decorative).—A very

showy semi-double variety, the florets coloured

rose cerise ; the centre golden. Shown by

Reginald Cory, Esq., Duffryn, Cardift (gardener,

Mr. Cobb).

Mauve Star.—A new addition to the " Star
"

class. The colour is rosy mauve ;
the variety

semi-double. Shown by Messrs. J. Cheal and

Sons, Crawley.

The foregoing Dahlias, having been adjudicated

upon by a joint committee of the National Dahlia

Society and the Royal Horticultural Society, carry

the first-class certificate of the former and the

award of merit of the latter.

NEW ROSES.
Novelties were not numerous, nor, as we

venture to think, of the same high excellence as

we are wont to expect at a National Rose

Society's meeting. The following, however, gained

awards at the autumn exhibition on September ii.

GOLD MEDAL.
Rose Mrs. Redford (H.T.).—The only variety

gaining the highest honour at this meeting. It

is recommended as a decorative, bedding and

garden Rose. The dominant colour is soft apricot

and old gold. It is neither large nor full, and lacks

good form. From Messrs. S. McGredy and Son,

Portadown, Ireland.

THE NEW GOLD MEDAL ROSE MRS. REDFORD.

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.

Rose J. de Escofet (H.T.).—A delightful feature

of this new-comer is its pronounced fragrance.

The purplish maroon shade which predomi-

nates is not attractive. From Messrs. McGredy

and Son.

Rose Frances Gaunt (H.T.).—The colour is

cream with a suspicion of buff. A beautiful-looking

Rose.

Rose Clarice Goodacre (H.T.).—Save for a

touch of cream low down at the base of the petals

this charming variety is wholly white. It is

chaste-looking and shapely withal. These two

were shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons,

Newtownards.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Stirring the Soil among such crops as late Carrots,
Spinach, newly planted Cabbage and Lettuce
assists the growth and is one of the best preventives
against slugs, which are very troublesome owing to

the continued showery weather experienced of

late. In spite of this, the early sown Spinach
in plots is growing apace and will be found useful

at the end of October, when choice vegetables
will not be so plentiful as at present.

Parsley.—Make a sowing in a cold frame to
stand the winter. Should the plants be too thick

when they emerge through the soil,

thin them to induce a stocky
growth ; this enables tbem better
to withstand the winter.

Celery.—Continue to earth up
the late batch of plants. An im-
portant detail is to make the soil

quite fine before placing it about
the stems, as when it is in lumps
of a stiff character it is apt tc>

press the plants on one side, causing
crooked stems, which when dug up
have an unwelcome appearance.
Do not omit to dust the soil and
leaves with soot before earthing up ;

this is a preventive of slug attacks
on the outer leaves.

Tomatoes.—The fruits on plants
growing in the open should be
gathered directly they show signs

of colouring, as if placed in a
warm room they will colour rapidly.

Plants carrying a full crop of fruit

under glass should be fed with
liquid manure or a mulching of

half-decayed horse-manure, to which
may be added a small quantity of

bone-meal or superphosphate, into

which mulching the roots will

quickly enter and absorb much
nutriment.

Lettuce. — Where a continual

supply is required through the
winter and early spring, plants

should be put out in rich soil in a
cold frame, giving open-air treat-

ment after they are established

until the weather compels the lights

to be put over them nightly. A
batch of plants should be pricked
out in frames for planting outdoors
in the spring. Make final plantings,

too, in the open of winter varieties,

such as Brown Cos, Hicks' Hardy
White Hammersmith, and All the

Year Round.

Herbs.—Now is a good time to

renovate several of the herb beds
or quarters. Mint, where too
plentiful, could be reduced, cutting

off the tops and giving a mulch
of leaf-mould and decayed vege-
table refuse, making all tidy for the
winter. Sage can be planted, using

slips, dibbling them firmly and
deeply in the soil 9 inches apart.

Such plants in the spring will be
vigorous and .quickly grow into

neat bushes. Chives and Thyme
may be similarly treated.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Trees

of late varieties from which the fruit has been

gathered should have copious supplies of water
given the roots to aid in fully maturing the

fruit-buds for next season's fruit crop. It is

a mistake to stint water to trees under
glass; much bud-dropping in the spring could

be traced to this error. Any trees in the early

houses that are to be replanted should be

done early in October to give tbem an opportunity

of becoming established in the new soil so that

the next season's fruit crop is not interfered with.

Trees with all their leaves attached can be safely

replanted early in October if well watered after-

wards and occasionally syringed overhead. If a

tree shows signs of unduly flagging, a light shading

over the glass will correct this in a few days.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning Apple Trees.—There is no occasion

to wait until the leaves fall from the trees before

pruning is done ; indeed, the leaves are a guide
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to the inexperienced, showiTig how close together

the shouts can be left. Cut all shoots of the current

season's growth back to within an eye of the base
;

if left longer the spurs soon become unsightly

and take up too much space, robbing other portions

of the trees of light and air. The centre of all

trees—bushes or standards—should be kept open

right into the crown, so that fruit can be secured

from all portions of the tree. Too often trees are

too thickly furnished with branches. All branches

which do not bear fruit should be cut away, or

be so thinned that they will come into bearing

in due course.

The Flower Garden.

The Herbaceous Border.—The final staking

and supporting of the main stems of Michaelmas
Daisies should be attended to in such a manner
that the centre of the plant will get its full share

of light—not be huddled together as is too often

the case.

Phloxes that have flowered should have the

stems cut back to make room for other subjects

growing near, such as Chrysanthemums, Heleniums,

Rudbeckias and others.

Plants Under Glass.

Bulbs.—Now is a good time to pot or box a

batih of hulbs of Roman Hyacinths to provide

flowers for Christmas. Place the bulbs thickly

together in boxes of rich soil and plunge them
in ashes. E. Molv.seux.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swaiimore, Hants.

FOR NORTHEHN G.\RDENS.

Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—If very large plants are wanted,

give those chosen a final shift into g-inch pots,

using rather coarse turf with half quantities of

leaf-soil and rotted manure. Keep them as long

as possible in cold frames, in which they progress

much better than in plant houses. The sashes

may still be removed daily, and only replaced

at iiight when frost seems imminent, when mats
or other extra coverings must be placed over the

sashes. Very little water at the roots will be required

all the time they remain in frames, and usually

no aphis attacks them. A dusting of Tobacco
powder will kill any which appear.

The Lawns.
Mowing.—All odd parts that have escaped the

mower should have a final switch over with the

scythe, and places where the scythe cannot nicely

reach should be trimmed with a pair of hedge-

shears. The rougher portions of the grounds, too,

which are mown only twice annually, may also be

mown now, and if leaves are falling in quantity

the grass may be left till these have been collected.

It is, however, at best a slovenly practice, and only

a very serious labour shortage is a condonation.

Paths.—The edges may be trimmed for the last

time for the season, and if weeds are present

they may be hoed up ou a dry day and the paths
neatly raked smooth. It sometimes, however,
involves the expenditure of less labour to hand
pick the weeds, which can be done in moist weather
when there may be less doing than in fine weather,

but, of course, all depends on local circumstances.
Dirty alleys in pleasure grounds as well as in

kitchen gardens, of which I am afraid there are

more than the usual number to be found, are most
expeditiously cleaned by means of spades, which,
in the hands of clever workmen, rapidly skim
the surfaces, clearing off all weeds and moss and
leaving the paths quite clean throughout many
months.

The Shrubberies.

Transplanting.—Opportunities should be em-
braced, such as when no other work can be per-

formed owing to bad weather, to transplant trees

and shrubs. Much extra labour and loss is entailed

through attempting this important operation
without having previously prepared the shrubs by
root-pruning. Even small specimens bear the
shift better when thus prepared, and where there
is reason to fear that any valuable specimen
may fail to qtiickly overcome the effects of trans-
plantation, it is much better to delay for a year or

two till it can be prepared. Next to the succeeding
seven or eigh^ weeks, the best time to transplant
is when the buds have begun to move in spring

;

indeed, this is probably the best time of all.

Pruning.—This important operation has been
to a large extent left over. However, in the case
of flowering shrubs, such as Philadelphuses and
others, an attempt should be made to clear away
as much as possible of the old material previous
to the fall of the leaf, when one is able to see better
than later the portions that have become choked
with overgrowth. Standards should also be seen

to and shoots that have pushed from the stems
be cut clean out, as well as any that have risen from
the base. Even were these to do no harm, they
are unsightly.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—The whole of the crop should now
be harvested, and should the weather be wet,

instead of allowing the bulbs to dry on the ground,
spread them out on wire-netting raised a little

above the ground, or on wooden trellises ; but
these are not so good till the Onions are thoroughly
ripened off. Do not be in a hurry to store them
in unsuitable weather. Ours are stored in a dry
loft, where they keep in perfect condition in most
years. The old-fashioned method of stringing is

not to be despised, but it entails a lot of labour,

and so long as dryness is secured, nothing else is

harmful.
Brussels Sprouts.—If the latest planted

Sprouts have not yet had soil drawn to their stems,

it must be done now. Place a good quantity

to them as a steadying agent, as well as being

a valuable cultural aid. Some sow Sprouts at

this time for next year's crop. I would advise
those who do so to make the soil fairly firm, and
to sow thinly in order to secure a robust lot of

plants.

Cabbages.—Finish transplanting these, thin

out the seed lines to give space for those left,

and thoroughly firm the soil about the plants,

trampling it quite hard. Some may turn in early

for cutting, but the majority will' be useful to

plant in March and April to form a succession to

those planted now. "The firm nature of the ground
will keep the plants from running to leaf while

making many fibrous roots.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghamc , Prcstonkirh, N.B.

POTATOES, PAST AND
PRESENT

THE year 191 7 may well be remembered

as the " Potato-growing year." The

most casual observers cannot fail to be

impressed by the thriving plots all over

the country. Amateurs and novices

have become expert enthusiasts in the culture of

the valuable tuber, and much old lore is being

related daily as newly discovered matter.

Although everyday growers may be inclined to

treat this newly found enthusiasm as a joke, I

personally think it worthy of the fullest en-

couragement ; indeed, it is so refreshing that to

suppress the ardour of these amateurs by cold

criticism might be termed sinful.

A lady some months old in Potato culture told

me the other day she had discovered the secret

of keeping disease away, and detailed the well-

known spraying mixture ; in addition she informed

me that the flowering of the Potato had not been

so profuse since some year in the middle of last

century, and that year proved one of the greatest

of Potato crops. All this might amuse some,

but it was of great interest to me, and I have just

looked up some old records. So far the abnormal

flowering year has not come under my notice,

but I have noted very much that is interesting

and a good deal that we have been led to believe

the modern scientist has discovered. In 1857

one cultivator relates his work in combating the

then virulent disease ; his modus operandi was to

dust the Potato haulms with quicklime while

the dew was on them. This was done at three

stated intervals, much as we now spray with

sulphate of copper and lime ; the results were

eminently satisfactory. The progress of the disease

was particularly noticeable, as it is still, during

wet, muggy weather.

Leaving the disease behind, we come to the

question of boxing versus pitting Potatoes for

seed purposes, and many records are found clearly

emphasising the benefits of boxing the seed at

lifting-time. The old men plainly knew what

our young experts are teaching now with regard

to sprouting.

Cultural details were then, I think—judging

from these old gardeners' writings—quite as well,

if not better understood in the middle of last

century than they are to-day, and one cannot

read the old messages without feeling the utmost

pride and respect for those past sages ; indeed,

but for theu: teachings both practice and science

would cut a sorry figure in the present emergency,

and much of what we are now told is new would

be still unknown, and we should still be groping

in the clouds of doubtfulness.

One great evolution has, however, taken place

in the Potato—that is, the change in named
varieties ; most of the older generation will

exclaim," " to the detriment of flavour !
" Let

us be charitable and attribute this flavoiu" matter

to the change of taste from the boy to the manhood

stage, and still we hanker after the Dalmahoys

and Blue Regents our grandmothers used to set

before us in their torn jackets with the flour

literally biu'sting from every rent. To take a

list given in The Garden, March 23, 1872, we have

in earlies : Myatt's .\shleaf. Royal Ashtop,

Gloucester Kidney, Alma, and Harry Kidney. I

know only one of these by name, viz., Myatt's

Ashleaf. Next is given for succession Webb's

Imperial, Sutton's King of Potatoes and King

of Flukes ; for long keeping, Yorkshu-e Hero,

Rixton Pippin, Belgian Kidney, and Yorkshire

Hybrid are recommended. Then follows a list

of varieties to suit different purposes, in which

figure Tiu-ner's Union, Hogg's Coldstream, Scotch

Blue, Dalmahoy, Carter's Maincrop, Alexandra,

Wellington, Victoria, &c., few of which I feel sure

will be remembered by present-day gardeners.

The judging of tubers in those days appears

to have been on the same lines as we still work,

and fine regular specimens were favovnred before

large coarse ones. Much of this may appear

superfluous, but it proves that we are advancing

every year ; and still benefiting by the work of

the early pioneers we may go on to unknown

limits improving the cropping and disease-

resisting properties, but let us not be unmindful

of the question of flavour. Venturing an opinion,

I should be inclined to award the old Champion

the premier place in that category, but it has not

the cropping powers of many of the newer sorts,

and accordingly I presume it must sooner or later

pay the penalty of being left behind in the race.

My intention in starting this note was to state

a few short facts, but I have got out of boimds,

and I recommend all growers of Potatoes, whether

novice or expert, to select theu" seed tubers for

next year's work as they dig their crop. A more

perfect seed cannot be bought than the one boxed

now, and kept in a subdued light during winter.

A frost-proof house is the place to store the

boxes. A. F. P., in Irish Gardening.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

WITH the amalgamating of the

National Dahlia Society's show

and the autumn exhibition of
'

the National Rose Society
with the above on September 11,

the LondoT Scottish Drill Hall, full to

the doors with many excellent exhibits, was

reminiscent of many an old-time display. High-

class fruits were in great array and attracted

everybody. Not less so the Roses, as witness

the congested condition of the gangways for horns
;

indeed, the Roses were a feast alone. Dahlias,

while very fine and of high quality generally,

were less numerously shown. There was, however,

no lack of variety, and not a few novelties. For

the rest, hardy plants. Orchids, shrubs and
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Ornamental Crabs each played a part, the whole

constituting a rare feast of gaiety and beauty.

Hardy Flowers.

These were not numerously shown. The Alder River
KuTsery, Iver Heath, had, however, some good. Lilies,

chiefly of the :^peeiosum set, as, for example, the in-

dispensable L. s. Kraetzpri and L. s. roseum, together with
a good lot of L. longiflorum. Arranged in substantial
groups the latter were interspersed with plants of ex-
ceptional merit, such as the rich yellow liirengeshoraa
palmata, with 4-feet-high growths ; Viburnum rh>i:ido-
phyllum, resplendent with black and scarlet fruits

;

Erythrina Crista-galli. Thalictrum dipterocarpum, Enki-
anthus campanxilatus, Cotoneaster bullata, full of rich
red fruits, and mucli besides. JMr. W. Wells, jun..
Mersthara, had the new Aster Amellus King George,
one of the handsomest of its set, with Senecfo pulcher
and others. Mr. G. lleuthe. Keston, Kent, showed many
interesting things, which included Gentiana calycosa, an
erect-growing species with rich blue, white - throated
flowers, valuable for its late coming : Kireugeshoma
palmata, a striking plant mth golden flowers of Lapageria-
like texture; GanJthcria Veitchii. Berberidopsis corallina,
Fagus fusca, an exquisite Beech of miniature habit : Vibur-
num japonicum, wliite with violet-coloured stamens,
fragrant; Berberis Sargentii, and Rhododendrons obtusa-
tum, fastigiatum and intricatum—a rare trio.

Shrubs.

A group of these from Messrs. Piper, Bayswater, was
gay with well-fruited examples of Cratgegus Pyracantha
Lelandii, other things of note being Tricuspidaria laueeo-
lata, Juniporus pachrophylla elegantissimus, Eucryphia
cordifolia and Pittosporum Mayi Silver Queen. In that
from Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, Ornamental
Crabs were prominent, and of these we selected
Transcendent, Dartmouth, J. Downie, and Montreal
Beauty, larger fruited than the first named- Aronia
arbutifolia (Choke Berry), Sea Buckthorn, Pjtus Mains
Sargentii (scarlet fruited) and P. edulis were also noterl.
From IVIr. J. C. Aligrove. Middle Green, Langley, Slough,
came finely fruited examples of Enonymus japonicus
latifolius, ornamental in the extreme.

Dahlias.

Of these, Mr. J. B. Biding. Chingford, had a remarkable
display, gaining a silver Flora medal. Giant of Lyons,
DeUce, Exmouth Glory and Pierre Leblond were very
fine. Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, also had a compre-
hensive group, among which St. Egwin, Aphrodite (best
white Paeony-flowered), and the single scarlet Artemis were
noted.

Fruit and Vegetables.

The superb collection of trees in pots and gathered fruits
from Mr. J. C, Aligrove, Langley, Slough, well merited
the silver-gilt Kni^'htijin nu'dal awarded. The trees in
pots were heavily ludin with fruits. The new Apple
Rev. W. "Wilks, on both l*aradise and Crab stocks, demon-
strated its adaptability to each, the trees bearing many
giant fruits. Other Apples were Potts' Seedling, Red
Victoria, Cellini, Cox's Orange Pippin and Werder's
Golden Reiuette. Of gathered fruits of Apples, St. Everard
(richly coloured, tin' finest dessert Apple of the moment),
Worcester Peannain and James Grieve were notable.
Of Plums, Nectarine, Early Transparent Gage, Jefferson,
Pond's Seedling, Monarch and Coe's Golden Drop were
noted in a gianu lut.

Mr. J. Lawson (manager, H. Cannell and Son, Eynsford)
contributed his new seedling Apple James Lawson
(Cellini x Gravensteiu). an excellent dessert sort of the
moment ; and Tomato Lawson's Favourite, a solid-fruited
sort of brilliant colour.

Superb, too, was the collection of fruits from Mr. J. A.
Nix, Tilgate, Crawley (gardener, Mr. E. Neal). Grapes
Gros Maroc, Appley Towers, Black Hamburgh. Lady
Hastings, Muscat of Alexandria, Muscat Hamburgh, Lady
Downe's and Madresfleld Court, three bunches of each,
constituted a formidable backgroimd; while from the
basket groups Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Brown
Turkey Figs, Apples and Pears were in great array. A
high-class exliibit admirably staged. Silver-gilt Knightian
medal. A splendid collection of fruit, too, was shown by
Mr. H. Close, Littletroft Nursery, Orpington. Apple-s
and Plums were strongly represented, the former including
handsome groups of Emperor Alexander, Charles Ross,
James Grieve, New Hawthornden, Bismarck, Worcester
Pearmain (very fine), Peasgood's Nonsuch, Ribston,
Lane's Prince Albert and Yorksliire Hero. Of Plums;
Cox's Emperor, Magnum Bonum, Pond's ^ Seedling,
Monarch and Jefferson's Gage were noted. Pears Con-
ference, Marguerite Marillat and Doyenne Boussoch were
of exceptional merit. Silver Knightian medal. Jlr.

Herbert. Chapman, Rye, again exhibited his new hybrid
Vegetable Marrow Rotherside Orange, which has now
passed into the hands of Messrs. Watkins and Simpson
for distribution.

Orchids.

Important examples from Messrs. Sander and Son were
Odontonia (Miltonia x Odontoglossum) Macnabiana,
with an arching raceme of rose purple flowers ; Cattleya
Thebes var. Britannic, rose fawn petals, hp velvety
crimson ; and Cypripedium Robinhood, whose rich rosy
dorsal sepal is very good. Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,
Tunbridge Wells, showed Odontioda Sensation var.
Roseum, a lovely form ; also Cattleya Saturn alba,
C.ClEesiana alba. C.IIIustris, C. Iris, C. aurea, and the unique
Lselia punula alba among many. Messrs. Flory and Black
had a very fine Brasso-Cattleya, Ilene Perfccta, and
Sophro-Cattleya Faboris. Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart,
(gardener, Mr. J. Collier), sent Anguloa Cliftoiui, Sophro-
Cattleya Faboris and others. In the group from Messrs.
Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, Lailio-Cattleya
Britannic, Ccelogyne Veitchii, Cattleya Adula var.
Vesuvius (rich rose salmon sepals and petals and crimson
lip) and Stanliopea oculata were the more prominent.
Messrs. Hassall showid Cattleya Adula and Brasso-
Cattleya Ilene (soft pink) among others.

NATIONAL DAHLIA SOCIETY.

As already hinted, the exhibition was not of an extensive
order, and elsewhere we have given the novelties- whicli
gained awards at the meeting. FoUomng are some
particulars of the show ; exigencies of space preclud-
our giving a filler report.

The Cory Cup, offered for a group of decorative garden
Dahlias arranged on a table space '2d feet by 8 feet, was
awarded to Messrs. Carter Page and Co., London Wall,
for a representative group, in whicli Delice, Garibaldi
(Picony-flowered, dark maroon), Sulphurea and Queen
Mary (CoUerette varieties), White Star, Marianne (orange)
and Jocelyn (white and amaranth) were notable. In a
stand apart the firm's new orange-coloured Cactus Dahlia
Lord Kitchener was well shown.
For eighteen varieties of Cactus Dahlias, six blooms of

each, Messrs. Stredwick and Son, St. Leonards-on-Sea,
wore first, having Mrs. Kennedy (white). Captain Bruce
Bairnsfather (salmon orange, yellow centre), Alex.
Kennedy (crimson), British Lion (orange and yellow),
Sir Douglas Haig (pink) and JLrs. M. Stredwick (pink with
buff centre) among others. This firm also secured first

prize for forty-eight Cactus Dahlias, distinct, staging an
admirable lot of iTowers.

For twenty-four varieties of single Dahlias, in bunches of
ten blooms each, Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley,
were first, having such as Flora. Beacon, Leslie Seal,

Marie, Lilian and JMiss Roberts. iNIessrs. Cheal were also
first for twelve fancy single Dahlias, in which the flowers
are striped or edged. Owen Thomas, Eileen, Hilda,
Tommy and William Parrott were some of the good sorts
sliown.

For six varieties of decorative Dahlias, six blooms of each,
I\Ir. J. A. Jarrett, Anerley. was first, his best being Ho t

and Warneford (whites) and Roweana (fawn). In the class

for twelve distinct varieties of CoUerette Dahlias Messrs.
Cheal were again in the winning place ; while in that for
twenty-four show or fancy Dahlias, distinct, Mr. S. H.
Cooper, Chippenham, was well to the front. Glowworm,
Mrs. J. Downie, C Wood, Purple Prince, Goldsmith and
Mabel being some of the finer sorts. Mr. R, Burgiu,
Bedford, was second with clean but smaller flowers.

For six varieties of Cactus Dahlias, distinct, three blooms
of each, Mr. Charles Luckin, Pulborough, was placed first.

Golden Wave, Sovereignty (yellow) and F. W. Fellows
(orange) being very good.
Twelve varieties of Pompon Dahlias, distinct, six

blooms of each, brought an excellent lot from Mr. H.
Brown, Luton. Beds, who was placed first, the blooms of
model character tlnoughout. Jessica, Nerissa, Darkest
of All, Glow and Queen of Whites are a set of the best.

In the following classes Mr. J. A. Jarrett, Anerley,
excelled, taking first prize in each with good quality blooms :

Three vases of Star Dahlias ; four varieties of decorative
Dahlias ; six Pseony-flowered varieties, six blooms of each ;

six CoUerette varieties, six blooms of each ; and six

CoUerette varieties, distinct, three blooms of each.

NATIONAL ROiS SOCiETY.

The most striking single stand of Roses i n the whole
exiiibitioa was that of the Queen Alexandra Rose, which has
already received the society's gold medal. The colour
is crimson scarlet with buff reverse. Hardly less attrac-
tive—certainly not less beautiful—was the delicate lemon
white Mrs. Leopold de Rothschild, a lovely Rose in every
way. These were shown by Messrs. S. McGredy and
Son, Portadown. The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Romford,
showed the pure white semi-double Pax particularly
well, with Moonlight and others. Of exceptionally good
colour was Lady Hillingdon, Mme. E. Herriot and Hugh
Dickson in a nice group from Mr. George Prince, Oxford,
who also had a big stand of Snow Queen at its best. In
a rather extensive gathering from Messrs. F. <3ant and
Co.. Colchester, Mrs. C. E. Salmon, Lady Hillingdon,
Mrs. Herbert Stevei^ and Duchess of Wellington were
the best.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards, County
Down, displayed lovely stands of Red Letter Day, Mar-
garet Dickson Haniill, Mrs. McKellar (cream), Mrs. H.
Stevens and Duchess of Wellington among others. In
a big collection from Messrs. W. and J. Brown. Peter-
borough. Edith Part (very fragrant). Souvenir de Gustave
Prat, Ophelia and Mrs. Wemyss Quiun (lemon chrome)
were excellent.

JMr. Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford, excelled with such notables
as Chmbing Hfllingdon (a coming variety of undoubted
merit), C. E. Shea, Queen Mary, Red Letter Day, Joanna
Bridge, Snow Queen and Mme. E. Herriot ; a really
fine exhibit. In that from Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons,
Colchester, Lady Hillingdon, Mrs. Christie Miller. Hugh
Dickson, Red Letter Day and Duchess of Wellington
were the more notable ; while of those shown by Messrs.
William Paul and Son. Waltham Cross. Waltham Scarlet,
the new single Mermaid, Mme. Leon Pain, and the intensely
coloured Chateau de Clos Vougeot were of outstanding
merit.

Messrs. R. Harkness and Son, Hitcliin, put up good
examples of Mrs. Herbert Stevens, Mrs. Andrew Carnegie,
St. Helena, 3Irs. Foley Hobbs and others ; Messrs. Prior
contributing well of such good sorts as Ophelia. Duchess
of Wellington and Lady Hillingdon ; while Mr. George
lilley, Yie\vsley, Middlesex, had probably the best coloured
lot of Mme. E. Herriot in the whole show.

Mr. J. C. Aligrove, Middle Green, Langley, Slough,
contributed fxuits and not flowers, setting up an attrac-
tive exliibit of Rose hips to demonstrate the high orna-
ment of certain species when flowering is past. Those
of outstanding merit were Moyesii, setipo^a and Fargesil,
a quite remarkable trio from China.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

Tke War Office notifies that irom now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country uill be stopped,
except those sent by pu'dishers and newsagents who have
obUtinvd special permission from the War Office. .Sitch

permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub-
scribers who Send to friends in Dentnark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Sivitzerland, Spain, Portiigal, Greece, and
Roumania sho'dd order copies to he despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Coveni Garden, SV.C:1.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS {A. C ).—You may safely plant
a Plum tree in the position occupied by the Apple, as the
Plum tree is not often, if ever, infested with this blight.
But we advise that the surface soil under the Apple tree
for the depth of 4 inches be burnt before the Plum is planted;
also add some turfy loam and a liberal sprinkling of bone-
meal to the soil at the time of planting. (2) Do not mix
them. (3) Loganberry doing badly.^—This is the hardiest
and most fertile of all the berried plants we have, and ought
to succeed well in spite of the sea breezes, so long as it is

protected from violent storms of wind. Cut down to the
ground at once all the old canes which have borne fruit,
and secure the new canes (the growth of this year) to stakes
or other supports. Train the canes over low supports
in order to protect from high wind storms. Rough
poles will do.

EARWIGS IN PEACHES AND DISEASED KERNELS
(£. M. P.).—It is the diseased kernels which attract the
earwigs. We have never known them to attack a fruit
with a sound kernel. The most effective way of pre-
venting an attack is to destroy the earwigs first. The
best way of doing this is to place a piece of Carrot, Turnip
.or Potato inside an empty flower-pot, covering the same
with a bit of hay. Examine the pots frequently and
destroy the earwigs by dropping into bofling water. Aa
to the cause of diseased kernels, no specific reason can
be assigned. Many cultivators attribute it to the absence
of lime in sufficient quafltity in the soil ; others say it

is due to the imperfect fertilisation of the flowers. Both of
these agents may be contributory causes, and both may
be eliminated—one by the addition of a liberal quantity
of lime to the soil of the border in autumn (say, a gallon
to 2 square yards), digging it in 4 inches deep ; and the
other by taking extra pains to fertUise the blossom in
spring, using the pollen of another variety.

USING DISEASED POTATOES FOR THE MANU-
FACTURE OF ALCOHOL.—We have just returned from
Cornwall, and are shocked to si'c literally thousands
of acres of Potatoes tht-re and in Devon, Somerset, Wflts,
Dorset and Hampshire simply devastated by disease,
I wonder if you could inspire people to use these for the
very lucrative and valuable product methylated spirit.

In Germany a regular trade exists in collecting diseased
Potatoes and all Potato refuse from houses and institu-
tions, millions of gallons of spirit resulting for trams,
taxis and motive power for agriculture ; in fact, any
and every purpose for which spirit can be used. In
Russia vodka is made from it, but we would not advocate
that! Of course, in Ireland they make " poteen " of it.

—

Beatrice P. Mudie-Cookk. [It is true that the ordinary
Potato disease does no damage whatever to the starch
in the tuber, and that may, after grinding, be washed
out without much difficulty. Then, like all starch, it

may be converted into sugar, and that into alcohol. It
is not very diflScult to do in the laboratory, but could not
b& done at home owing to lack of facilities, the Excise
laws and so on. Potatoes are at times used for making-
alcohol in England, but the price paid is (or was) not a
lucrative one. Now alcohol is about 45. or more a gallon,
the makers could afford to pay well, we should think,
and there are unlimited uses to which alcohol could be
put as fuel and in manufactures provided a constant sicpply

of Potatoes were forthcoming. We expect to see Potatoes
used greatly for these purposes later on, but the labour
question at present checks enterprise, of course.

LARGE BUSHES OF GRUSS AN TEPLITZ AND J. B.
CLARK {H. W.).—Your idea of cutting out the old wood
now is a very good one, as you say the plants have become
so unwieldy. You must take special care of the young
growths produced before June. These should give you
the best results next season. Perhaps some of these
spring from old wood and not from the base, in which
case cut the old wood back only so far. These earlier

growths are better than the soft shoots appearing now.
Any shoots of this year that you retain should be topped
about October ; this will help to harden them. Many
of these fine shrub-like Roses might be grown something
on the plan we do our Raspberries—that is, insert a small
hoop in the centre and tie the young growths thereto.

This answers the double purpose of keeping the centre open
and of maturing the growths. Two or three well-ripened
young growths are ample to retain. We note your
remark of being an old reader, but are glad you believe
one is never too old to learn.

GEANOTHUS GLOIRE DE VERSAILLES,—In the
early spring of 1916 I planted some Ceanothus
Gloire de Versailles. The following spring they looked
absolutely dead, but on the off chance I cut them back
as hard as possible. I did not see the bushes for some
time, when, to my surprise, I found each cut had broken
and there was a shoot some 2 feet long with a flower in

bud at the end. Subsequently they all came out, looking
charming until the rain beat them down. What am
I to do now—cut them back again next spring as hard
as I did before, or only shorten them now ? I am deeply
indebted to you for the advice you kindly gave me about
cutting my old Lilacs. They have shot all the way down
the stem.

—

Heatley Noble. [Ceanothus Gloire de
Versailles is often killed back to within a few inches of

the ground-line during a severe winter, but is not often
killed outright. Every year, however, the flowering ends
of the branches die, and it is usual to cut such branches
back to a strong bud in February. No definite instruc-

tions can be given as to the exact point at which a plant
should be cut back, as so much dt;peuds upon local con-
ditions. If a plant is required to develop into a large

bush, do not prune very severely ; but if space is limited,

the branches may be cut back to within a few buds of

the base. Weak shoots ought always to be cut back
more severely than strong ones. It is sometimes
advisable to cut an old branch out and allow a young one
to take its place.

—

Ed.]
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SERGEANT JOHN GILES.
News of the death of this Old Kewite in France

on July 17 has just come to hand. The only

information at present available is that he was
killed in action while engaged on \'ery dangerous

duty. Previous to entering' Kew in January,

1904. Sergeant Giles was employed in the gardens

of the Duke of Leeds ; Spinficld Gardens, Great

Harlow ; and the Royal Gardens, Frogmore.

From April, 1905, to August, 1907, Mr. Giles was
sub-foreman of the Orchid department, vacating this

position on his appointment as Assistant Super-

intendent of the Municipal Parks and Gardens

of Shanghai, China. In 1912 he turned his atten-

tion to landscape gardening, entering the service

iif Messrs. Mawson and Son, South Vancouver.

When war broke out he was laying out a large

estate on The Uplands, Victoria, British Columbia.

While training in this country Staff-Sergeant

Giles, as he then was, found time to visit old friends.

In order to get to France earlier he reverted to

the ranks. He leaves a widow and one son. aged

seven.

JAMES L.4ING.
It is with regret that we record the death, on

September 9, of Mr. James Laing, of the firm of

Messrs. Laing and Mather, nurserymen and

seedsmen, Kelso, at the age of si.xty. Mr. Laing

acquired his practical knowledge of the seed trade

with the firm of Messrs. Little and Ballantyne.

Carlisle. Some thirty-five years ago he and' Mr.

R. V. Mather entered on business in Kelso as

nurserymen and seedsmen, and soon built up a

large connection. Some years afterwards Messrs.

Laing and Mather acquired the old-established

business of Messrs. Stuart and Mein, nurserymen
and seedsmen, Kelso, with which their own name
was incorporated in recent years. In addition

to taking an active part in the businesses, Mr.

Laing, who was an able agriculturist, farmed

Harriotfield, near Kelso. He was a man of much
energy, and among other public appointments

represented Kelso on the Roxburghshire County
Council at an early period after its constitution.

Mr. Laing, who was much esteemed in business

and social circles, is survived by Mrs. Laing and
a grown-up family, one of whom is serving his

country with the Yeomanry.

JOHN PHILLIPS.
It is also with great regret that we record the death,

on September 13, of Mr. John Phillips, the well-

known nurseryman of the Granton Road Nurseries,

Edinburgh. Mr. Phillips, was a prominent figure

in Scottish horticultural circles, and w-as widely

known and greatly esteemed. Besides attending

to his large nursery business, Mr. Phillips took a

warm interest in other horticiiltural affairs, and
rendered good service to the Royal Caledonian

Horticultural Society and the Scottish Horti-

cultural Association. He was an office-bearer

in both, and gave much assistance at the shows
and other meetings. His services to the Scottish

Horticultural ."Association and the appreciation

of the members were shown by his being appointed

president at the last annual meeting, on the re-

tirement of Mr. W. G. Pirie. In his own business

Mr. Phillips had a capital grasp of the work of

a nurseryman, and in business circles his reputation

was of the highest. His death took place, after

a brief illness, at his home, Rossarden, Granton
Road, Edinburgh. Mr. Phillips was only iifty=

eight years of age.

BULBS
IF YOU WANT

Really Good Bulbs
AT MODERATE PRICES

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM
No one will serve you better.

FREESIAS.
Extra Selected
Qood First Size

Per doz. Per 100
1/ 7/-

lOd. 6/-

NARCISSI- For Christmas.
Scilly White, wjiite with cream cup
Soleil d'Or, ricl, yellow
White Pearl, gotxl pure while

Per doz. Per 100
1 /Z 8/-
1 2 8
1/2 8,'-

MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS.
Per doz. Per 100

Bouton d'op, rich yellow 1/6 10/6
Caledonia, briRht scarlet 1/- 7/-
Elegans, rich dark scarlet 1/6 10/6
Ellen Willmott, suit canary yellow ... 2/- 14/6
Qesneriana Major, rich crimson ... 1/6 10/6
Qoiden Crown, yellow with red edge ... 1/- 7/-
Inglescombe Pink, pink, tlushed salmon 1/6 10,6
Macrospeila, glowinR crimaOD lOd. 6/-
Picotoe, wliite with rosy crims in edge ... 1 3 9/-
The Fawn, .specially recommended ... 2/- 14/6

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

DARWIN TULIPS.
Per doz. Per 100

Baronne de la Tonnaye, large rose ... 1/9 12/6
Clara Butt, pale rose pink 1/6 10/6
Donders, rich sliining dark red 1/9 12/6
Ergusto, fine dark heliotrope 3/- 21/-
Europe, carmine scarlet 2/3 16/-
Isis, eluwing crimson-scarlet 2/6 18/-
Loveliness, charming bright rose 1/6 10/6
Madame Krelage, rosy carmine 2/- 14/6
Maiden's Blush, delicate blush-pink ... 1/9 12/6
Margaret, Sftit I'hish-pink 1/3 9/-
Mr. Farncombe Sanders, finest scarlet 2/- 14/6
Pride of Haarlem, large rosy crimson ... 1/9 12/6
Salmon King, rose, yhaded salmon ... 1/9 12/6
Suzon, large pale rose and blush 2/6 18/-
Tac van PoortvMet, glouingsalmon-scarlet 1/9 12/6
White Queen, white, slight blush at times 2/3 16/-
Fine Mixture, all colours 1/3 9/--

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

POPULAR DAFFODILS.
Per doz. Per 100

Argent, charming semi-double 1/9 12/6
Barrii Conspicuus. popular red cupped 6d. 3/6
Bullfinch, tine orange rimmed cup 1/6 10/6
Campanelle Rugulosus, sweet scented ... 1/- ' 7/-
C. J. Backhouse, rich orange cup 1/2 8/-
Dairymaid, white with yellow cup ... 1/6 10/6
Emperor, best yellow trumpet 1/2 8/-
Fairy Queen, pure white flower 2/6 18/
Golden Spur, early yellow trumpet ... 1/- 7/-
Grandee, good late, bicoior 1/- 7/
Horsfieldi, popular bicolor -1/2 8/-

Leonie, most reliable 1/6 10/6
Lulworth, good orange cup 1/6 10/6
Mrs. Langtry, best cheap Leedsii 1/2 8/
Obvallaris, early yellow trumpet 1,3 9/-
Oriflamme, white with bright redcup ... 1/6 10/6
Pheasant Eye, useful for late flowers ... 6d. 3/-
Poeticus Ornatus, good for pots or vases 7d. 4/-
Princeps, good cheap daffodil 9d. 5/-
Seagull, white with pale yellow cup ... 1/3 9/-
Sir Watkin, the giant Incomparabilis ... 1/- 7/-
Victoria, good bicolor 1/9 12/6
Waterwitch, graceful, drooping white ... 2/- 14/6
White Lady, best and most popular Leedsii 2/3 16/-
Fine Mixture, all sorts 7d. 4/-

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Per doz. Per 100

6d. 3h
1/3 9/-
1/- 7/-
1/3 9/-
6d. 4,-
1/- 7/-
1/- 7/-
8d. 4,-
4/- 30/-
8d. 4/~
9d. 4/6
9d 5/-

Aconites, early yellow
Anemone, St. Brigid
Anemone, Giant french mixed
Anemone, Fulgens
Bluebells
Chionodoxa, light or dark varieties
Qrape Hyacinth, Heavenly Blue ...

Ixias, finest mixed
Lachenalia, Xelsoni
Ornithogalum, Umbellatum
Snowdrops, finest single
Snowdrops, finest double

BATH'S
Home-Grown Bulbs
Buy your Bulbs direct from Bath's Bulb Farms.

We have loV years been verv large growers of Bulbs, and can
supply Tuliii.s, Narcissi, Criieus, etc., in flrst<laS9 quality, and

probably in greater variety than any other tirm.

Write lor Catalogue to-day.

AWAEDED GOLD MEDAL FOR TULIPS by Royal
Horticultural Society, April, 1917.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE LIST
of above and

OTHER SPRING FLOWERINQ BULBS,
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

POPULAR EARLY FORCING TULIPS.
100(These are viTv scarce.) doz.

CRAMOISIE BRILLANT, dazzling ver-
lliihnli-sr;irlet

KEIZEBSKROON, brilliant Bcarlet.edged yell.

LA GRANDEUR, brilliant scarlet ...

LA REINE. pnre wliite, fluslied pink
MOUCHERON, deep glowing scarlet
PRESIDENT LINCOLN, distinct light violet
PRINCE OF AUSTRIA, superb orange scarlet
PRINCE DE LIQNY, deep goWcn yellow ...

PRINCESS HELENE, the finest white tulip
ROSE ORIS DE LIN, white shaded rose ...

ROSE OF HOLLAND, white flushed pink...
THOS. MOORE, dark terra-cotta
WHITE SWAN, pure white
YELLOW PRINCE, pure soft yellow

EARLY DOUBLE TULIPS.
LADY PALMERSTON.dee]. rose, flushed wh.
MURILLO, wliite fluslied pink

POPULAR DARWIN TULIPS
AOOLPHE VAN DEN HEEOE, one of the

best brilliant scarlets
BARONNE OE LA TONNAYE, deep lose

CLARA BUTT, delicate salmon-rose, the
most popular of all Darwius, top size

Good strong flowering bulbs for bedding ...

Q. OE CORDOUS, dazzling Turkey red,

vtT^ earlv flowering
LA PETITE BLONDINE, lilac, shaded blue
LOVELINESS, beautiful satiny rose

MARGARET, silver white, interior rosy pink
Mr. FARNCOMBE SANDERS, ricll cochi-

neal red, white base
Mrs. P. PALMER, glowing purple-violet...

PRIDE OF HAARLEM, rich cerise, early...

Rev.EWBAN K, heliotrope and lilac, light ed?e
SAi-MON KINQ, dazzling soft scar..white base
TnE SULTAN, gliLssy maroon-black
WHITE QUEEN, white, a grand forcer

WM. COPLAND (Sweet Lavender), bluish-

lilac, the best uf all for forcing

MIXED OARWINS from all tile best named
varieties ...

POPUUlt COTTAGE (May-flowering) TULIPS

BOUTON D'OR, verv deep yellow
QESNERIANA LUTEA, rich yellow
QOLDEN CROWN, deep yellow, red edge
INQLESCOMBE PINK, pink shading to

butf anil salmon ...

M ACROSPILA, intense crimson-scarlet
PICOTEE. white edged cerise

FINEST MIXED TULIPS, all sections, an
extra fine mixture ... ... ... — 5/-

POPULAR VARIETIES, DAFFODILS (Narcissi).

BARRII CONSPICUUS, primrose, orange
cup, edtfed scarlet

C. J BACKHOUSE, yellow, orange-scar. cup
EMPEROR, yellow trumpet, top size

,, good strong flowering bulbs
EMPRESS, white, yellow trumpet, top size...

,, good strong flowering bulbs
FAIRY QUEEN, pure white,a lovely variety

GOLDEN SPUR, deep yellow, grand forcer

,, ,, good flowering bulbs
GRANDEE, pure white, yellow trumpet ...

HENRY IRVING, deep yellow trumpet,
earlv forcer ... ..." ... ^ •••

MRS. LANGTRY, white, cup edged yellow

ORNATUS, the early forcing Poet Narcissus

,, jxood flowering bulbs ...

POETICUS (Pheas.ant Bye), the late, variety

PRINCEPS, yellow trumpet and sulphur
S I R WATK I N , bright yellow , very large flower

,. strong flowering bulb
VICTORIA, white with yellow trumpet
OLD ENGLISH DOUBLE DAFFODIL

(Telemonius Pleniis)

DOUBLE WHITE POETICUS

CROCUS.
VERY FINE MIXED, all colours ...

Complete Illustrated Catalogue with cultural notes free on
application.

1/6
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

w POWELL-OWEN
THE trap-nesting of laying stock with

a view to selecting therefrom the best

performers for use in the breeding pens

is not over-popular because so many
poultry-keepers will not or cannot find

the time or labour it involves. The majority do

not, however, appreciate the good that must

accrue from such methods of breeding, or they

would adopt them in their entirety. Still, there

are alternative schemes.

Winter Trap-Nesting.—Those who are unable

to trap-nest the pullets for the entire year should

do so during November and December. Given

hatched-to-time pullets—March in heavy breeds

and April in light varieties—it is quite possible

roughly to tell from the November and December

egg-results which pullets are likely to be the best

producers for the entire twelve months. As a

concrete example I quote a well-known laying

competition which commenced
on October 31 and closed on the

following August 30. During the

November thirty-live pullets laid

20 eggs and over, and they

averaged for the ten months of

the test 204 eggs per bird.

Ninety birds laid from 10 to 19

eggs during the month, and the

average per bird was 184 eggs for

the ten months, although twenty-

four out of the ninety pullets

laid over 200 eggs. There were

fifty pullets which produced from

I to 9 eggs during the November,

with a final average of 157 eggs

per bird for the ten months and

only three birds exceeding the

200 line.

December Laying.—As regards

the December results, the following

figures concern those which started

to lay during that month. Six

pullets recorded 20 eggs or over

and averaged 197 eggs per bird

for the ten months. Thirty-two

pullets produced during the month
from 10 to 19 eggs and averaged

164 eggs per bird, while thirty

pullets recorded from i to 9 eggs, with a final

average per bird of 158 eggs. During January
thirty-nine pullets commenced to lay, and they

averaged only 151 eggs per bird. 1* I attach import-

ance to the results because no'fewer than three

hundred and fifty pullets took part in the laying

test. Of the birds producing 20 eggs and over

during November, over 57 per cent, laid more
than 200 eggs during the ten months as against

26 per cent, of those yielding from 10 to 19 eggs

during the month and 6 per cent, of those recording

from I to 9 eggs.

Eggs that Count.—Those poultry-keepers, then,

who do not wish to adopt the use of the trap-nest

for the entire twelve months can avoid working

in the dark by trap-nesting the pullets from

October to December. If necessary, January
ran be added, and when the totals are compared
in the spring the owner will be able to pick out

the " likely " best layers for his breeding pens.

I am, of course, presuming that he intends to use

pullets in his breeding pens. Under my system

of " pullets for eggs and hens foi chicks " the

owner will trap-nest from October to December

or January, and after feeding all his pullets for

eggs during the spring and summer he will be able

to pick out his "likely" best layers for breeding

purposes during the following spring. He will

be guided in his selection by the records of the

previous winter as if they stood good for the

whole year. In all cases eggs laid in the winter

months will carry more weight than those laid

in the summer.

Single-Pen Testing.—Many poultry-breeders

adopt the single-pen system of egg-recording to

do away with trap-nesting. A long, continuous

house is used divided into 3-feet compartments.

The structure is 3 feet deep, and wire-netting

divisions are used, inside to divide off the compart-

ments, each of the latter then measuring 3 feet

square. Attached to each section is an outer

wire-netting run 3 feet wide by, say, 20 feet long.

WINTER LAYING QUARTERS.

A flock of White Leghorn pullets " wintered " in a commodious intensive laying-

house on Mr. Jon. CoHinson's Lingart Poultry Farm, Barnacre, Gars'ang.

Over 1,000 birds arc trap-nested annually, and both adults and growing stock

are fed on dry mash.

and the continuous building can be any Jength.

Each compartment is furnished with a roost,

drop-board and nest, and the house is perfectly

weather-proof. The enclosures or runs are grass,

and can be covered in if desired, while a larger

run beyond can be planned, if deemed necessary,

for use as a kind of exercising ground. One

layer is placed in each compartment and her

eggs recorded in the ordinary way, together with

the weights, &c., as if trap-nests were installed.

Sonte breeders rim two pullets in each 3-feet

compartment and enclosure, one of a heavy breed

and the other of a light variety. The eggs of

the former will be brown and those of the latter

white, so th.it they can be readily distinguished.

Keep Layers Docile.—Where single-pen testing

is carried out, each layer is provided with a dis-

tinguishing leg-band or circlet, and egg-recording

is carefully attended' to, as with trap-nesting.

The pullet's distinguishing colour is also painted

on the door oE the 3-feet roosting compartment,

viz., " Yellow," -" Red " and so on, to facilitate

matters. If all the birds are allowed out in the

exercising yard together, they can, where this

plan is adopted, be readily placed back in their

proper quarters. Those who adopt single-pen

testing argue that it is superior to trap-nesting

because the birds are not handled as is the case

with trap-nests. This I grant them, but tempera-

ment has a say in the matter. Every poultry-

keeper should accustom his or her puUets to grow

up docile and fond of their attendant. This is

recommended even where trap-nests are not

installed, because it means better egg-results and

happiness within the roost. Again, a trap-nest

should not be selected upon its simpleness only,

but on its method of working in general. If

it is a noisy arrangement, where the trap-door

bangs down after the bird has entered, discard it.

Sharp noises must naturally disturb young pullets

not accustomed to using trap-nests to lay in.

The Small Producer.—The single-pen system

of testing can be profitably carried out where but a

few fowls are kept, although it is equally applicable

to the owner of large flocks. The disadvantages

are the question of extra cost of plant and the

additional labour required in respect of feeding

and management. The small poultry-keeper is

usually under the impression that trap-nesting

does not concern him. That is erroneous, as it

is quite as important and beneficial for him to

use the best producers in his

breeding pens as the person who
keeps a large head of poultry.

If only a dozen layers are kept,

some wiU stand out from the

rest as regards their egg-output,

and these are the ones to mate

to a high-class cockerel that has

been bred out of a prolific-

laying mother and, further back,

grandmother. With trap - neSts

installed the few pullets kept can

be trapped for their entire " first
"

season or from the October to the

December or January. In the

case of the laying competition

already quoted, it was found in

comparing the laying results for

the three hundred and fifty

pullets that those birds which

produced an average of 58 eggs

during November, December and

January laid over 220 eggs in the

ten months on an average. Those

pullets that averaged 52 eggs for

the three months produced 209

eggs on an average for all the

birds.

Summing Up.—My experience

amply proves that the best results accrue

where every fowl kept is a profit-getter and

not a profit-eater. The same applies to practi-

cally aU sections of the livestock fraternity.

Unless trap-nesting is carried out, however, I

fail to see how the owner can tell which

are the workers and which are the drones.

And yet it is all-important that he should know
;

hence the benefit from the use of the trap-nest,

irrespective of the time and labour involved.

At the moment I am dealing with the trap-nesting

of the laying stock with a view to selecting the

best performers for the breeding pens. Later I

shall treat upon the trap-nesting of the breeding

stock and show the benefits to be had from same.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Omen, The G.iliDEN PoiiUri/ E.tpert,

will be. firmed to answer, free of charge, any queMions dealing

with pmiltry-keeping. A stamped and addressed envelop

shoxM be enclosed, when a lengthi/ and detailed reply luill be

posted promptly. Communications should be sent to Mr.

W. Powell-Owen, care of The Garden, 20, Taeistock Street,

Strand, W.C. 2.
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SPRATT'S
POULTRY FOODS

are stocked by your Local Tradesman.

Patent Poultry Meal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

The Chicks' Breakfast
" Makes Hens Lay."
" Meat and Bone."

(a blended food).

(Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

(a Biscuit Meal).
Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for adult Birds.

Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for Pullets.

" Chikko " The Dry Chick Feed.

Cut Clover, Granulated Charcoal, Peat
Moss, Funt Grit, and Oysteb Shell.

Chicken Meal
" Laymor "

"Mebo "

Fish Laying Meal
Turkey Meal

"Banto"
" Henno "

" Pulto "

REMEDIES FOR ALL AILMENTS.

DRY MASH FEED
(BAYNES FORMULA).

All obtainable in small and large quantities.

Write for current prices and free copy of
'" Poultry Culture."

SPRATT'S PATENT. LIMITED, 24/5, FENCHURCH
STREET, EC. 3.

A FOOD
WHICH
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SCIENTIFICALIiT AND CHEmiCALrLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Beport of Royal Horticultaral Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that it has-proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
In the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks. Secretary. -

A Beauti/ul-Pree Booklet giving f%iWi>articHlars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.

Wtt BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED.BAGS. CONTAINING'^GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -VQ
Sold in Bags, I bushel, 2/3; 2 bushel, 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; five 4 bushel, 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel. 55/- ; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Pickford London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.
WAKELEY BROS. & CO.. LTD., 75a. BANKSIDE, LONDON. S.E. 1.

Also WAKBLEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3'- Inishr-l hng, c.Trrl.Tge nnM ?S miles, extra as above.

SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE

BEATIHG APPARATUS
Economical and efficient. Always gi\'es

satisfaction. Everyone who owns a green-
house should wiite for particulars of the

"HORSE-SHOE"
BOILER

The most durable heater
niade. A genuine fuel and
labour saver. Burns 10 to 20
hours without attention.

/.isf A'd, 42 sentfrre with booklet
' Hoiiz s'latl I heat my Greetihoicf ?'

CHAS. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd..

1 65.5oathwark&t..London,S.E.l^

Phytobroma
Barrs Neuj Plant Food

For Flowers Vejgetatleis and Fruit

of hiohest quality & ouaranteed analysis

Phytobpoma greatly increases all
Vegetable Crops.

Guaranteed Analysis : 3"50% Nitrogen ; 16'60% Soluble
Phosphates 13'50% Insoluble Phosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b.. 5/6; 281b. 8/6 ; 561b.. 15/-; 1 cwt.. 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards carriage paid.
Circular with full particulars ou application

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

SANKEYS^^S;^'>^'*POrS
*^ Che BEST and Cheapest-.
- t.tlon

goodK). ftr\wrltc t

SPECIAL POTi ot III ducripnons. Bulb Bo«l. and I

liiBBiWi l^^llWB

mCMA/tb SANKET* SON, LTP.
Bulwell Pb^^eries. MOTTINOMAM

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being uusold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd., "rorts,"" NORWICH.

IL.ION^ CYCLES
CASH OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Signed Guarantee for all

time. Packed in crate free and carrtafie paid. Since 1905 I have
advertised and made and sold over 20,01)0 Macliines. NO EXTRAS;
Bell, Pump, and everything included. Carriage paid. YOU CAN
RIDE AND TEST THE MACHINE FOR 10 DAYS, IF YOU
DO NOT APPROVE I PAY ALL CARRIAGE. I have thousands
of Testimonials. Write today for cr-pies and Catalogue with
Illustrations and full specification. — GEORGE BEATSON, Ltd..

Lion Cycle Works," 85. Moseley Street, Birmingham.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
15/- net; by post. 15/7.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this Invaluable
book and tor Illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Country Lefe " Library, to The Manager,
" Country Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C. 2.

Purveyors of

every

Horticultural

requisite.

Special

Lists by

Return.

WASP -PROOF ENVELOPES.
For Protecting Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, IVai-a, Ajiplfs, etc.

DUM. WHEN OPEN—4X5 5x7 7 x H 9 X 12 10 x 15 12 x IS in. deep
No. 1. Hexagon .. 19/6 26/- 36/- 51/- 63/- 75/- gross.
No. 2. Hexagon.. 25/- 31/6 42/- 69/- 75/- 90/- „
Soft White Tittany 1 5/- 20/- 24/- 31/- 45/- 60/- „

BROWN MINERALISED TIFFANY BAGS WITH STRING.

Sizes (measured flat) 7^x5 in. at 1 7/6 ; 9 X 7 in. at 22/6 ; Hi x 8 in.

at 25/- per gross.

WASP -PROOF NETTING FOR VENTILATORS.
2 :! J 5 6 7 .^^ 9 ft wide.

No. 1 Strength 8d. lid. 1/2 1/6 1/10 2/6 3/- 3 6 per yd. run.

rexlrl^tao"ng)M^°<'-
^/- '/'*1/8 2/- 2/9 3/3 3/9 „ ..

WASP DESTROYER FOR TAKING NESTS
(Poison.) Powder 1/6 and 2/6 per buttle.

All ahuvc priirs plus 10 % advance carriage paid on 5/- orders.

Wm. WOOD & SON, Ltd., Wood Green, LONDON

I and makes the Garden ^^gi,
gay all the year round rf^^^l^

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.cS Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS: 7 lbs.. 2s. 6d.: 14 lbs.,4s. 6d. :

2s lbs.. 7s. 6d.: 56 lljs.. 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs.. 20s.® Or
directfromtheWorks. Carriage paid in the United KincdnmforC.Tsh with Order (except 6d. TINS).

CLAY & SON, Manure Mfrs* Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

VEGETABLE GROWING

IN WAR-TIME.

By HERBERT COWLEY.
Editor of " THE GARDEN."

Sixpence nett, by post Eightpence

The proprietors of "The Garden"

have pleasure in announcing the

publication of an invaluable booklet

on the best methods of cultivating

Vegetables in the Kitchen Garckns,

Allotments or Vacant Plots. Chapters

are included on :

—

' Preparingfthe Ground,

The Cultivation of Potatoes,

The Cabbage Family,

Peas, Beans, Root and Stem
Crops,

Catch Crops,

The right treatment of the

Soil, etc.

Orders for this booklet should be sent to the

Manager, " Country Life " Offices, 20, Tavistock

Street. London, W.C. 2.

Printed by Hudson &. Keakns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C Z.

and by George Newnes. Limited, 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
Wide repuUtioii for quality ami ciieapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Jlerryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varietie.s. Dwarfs. Standards,
Cliiiiliers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.

Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for OataloRiie.

—

H. -Mkrryweather & SONS, Ltd., Soutliwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now read>'

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplemeutary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

WATERER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR
PRESENT SOWING. Lists post tree.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.—JOHN Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent «n receipt of

card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — GEO,
BuNYARD & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

George Eunyard & Co.. Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
' VITRijLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PL.A.STIXE " supersedes Putt> .—Full particulars from
W. C.VRsoN * Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents througli-

out tlie country.

ROCK PLANTS, good, new varieties ; list

sent.

—

Makion Gledstanes, Fardross, Clorher, Tymne.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnoe. 2 6 net. by post 2 10. The objects

of this book are to show ttiat the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, eitlier for the purposes of

growing the maximum amount of food, or a.s a means of

giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Coi'ntry
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR POULTRY.—
A few more crusliers for bone and grit have l>een received
onil will be sold at 12- each, carriage paid. This is >our
opportunitv to get a patented practical crusher, made
particularly for the small poiUtry keeper, which Is practical,

efficient, and lasts for years. Only a limited number to be
sold due to restrictions in manufacture. — L. DlNKER,
Hillmorton Paddox, Engby.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other higli-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
filiisliToom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSOXs, Roval Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Cliester.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,
etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Royal
Letters Patent by THE MotASSlNE Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel
Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manure.
—See advertisement page viii.

BARR'S BULB CATALOGUE for the best
DAFFODILS, TULIPS, etc.. for pots or bowls, and for out-
doors. Sent free on application.

—

Babr & SQ^'S, 12 and 13,

King Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical .\rtist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Jlorrisburue, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R.H.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give

satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. Dodglas, The Premier House, Great Bookham

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/6 do2,, carriage paid. Fruit
trees, slirubs.etc. Potatoes, during lifting season, 9/- cwt.,

carriage paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. Jones, Church-
field Estate, Cradley, Slalvem.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD,
LawTence Roa<l, South Tottenliam. N. 15.—Conservatories
Winter Gardens. Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

BORDER CARNATIONS AND PINKS.—
Surplus layers from private collection. 200 varieties. 12 in

12 varieties, 3/6 and J/-. 50 in 50 varieties, 12,6 and 18/6.
Lists sent.—J. Havwarb, Chace Gardens, Woodhouse Eaves,
Loughborough.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, \\here and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock izardeners. Postage one penny.—G. R. PHIPPS,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from l}ft.to6ft. higli ; the finest stock in
the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Lady Llewellyn, IMidlothian Early, Duke of York,
Myatt's Early Ashleaf, May Queen, 2.>/-; Concjuest, Eclipse,
Sharpe's Express, Pioneer, Briti.sh Queen, DeHance, 20/-. all

per cwt., lialf cwta. same rate.—Fred Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' STRAWBERRY PLANTS in aU
the leading varieties are ready for present planting.
Price list post free on application.

—

Thojias Rivers <& 8o\,
The Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WILLIAM BEA.TTIE, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminater.

DAFFODILS.—First Prize, R.H.S., Class
IV. Neptune. 3,6 ; White Slave. lOd.; Monarch, 1'-; Mad.de
Graaff. 2!d. each. List. What offer for lot?

—

Stocks,
4i, iJentley Road, Doncaster.

FLOWER POTS.—88in., 10 6in., 15 5in.,

SO 4in., 1*0 24'in., complete, packed free, 7, 0, lUustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb
pots, free.- Thc^. Jeavoxs, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whiteleqq & Co., Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

PAPER WHITE NARCISSI.
SUTTON & SONS can supply PAPER WHITE NARCISSI
at 15/- per 100.

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGUSH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Daffodils.Narcisai, May-flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc., etc.,

sent post free on application.

SUTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANGPORT. SOMERSiiT, are now booking orders for their

Clioice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
this Autumn, and you will be able to enjoy its beauty for

many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measurements of your borders.
Pieonies, Delphiniums, PlUoxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Writ« now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
Illustr.ated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tulips, etc., as

supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural

directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on applica-

tion.—(Dept. E.), K.' H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND P.ffi:ONIES. — New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the

best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be
sent post free on application.—(Dept. E.), R. H. BATH, Ltd.,

The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,

ett.. post free.—DOEBIE & Co., Royal Florists, Edinburgh.

CORRESPONDENCE CLASS for the R.H.S.
Exam. Gardeners and students should join the class.

Brilliant past records.—Prospectus from " Medallist," Pightle,

Letherlngsett, Holt, Norfolk.

LAXTONS' STRAWBERRIES.—6/-per 100.

Post free 1/- extra. Pot plants 20/- per 100.

FRUIT TREES for profit, and how to grow
them. Catalogues gratis. Cultural Hints for Id. stamp.
Laxton Brothers, Bedford^

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUGALL'S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The
most scientific and effective means of preventing the attacks

of Caterpillars. In tins 2/- each ; paper bands Rd. per packet.

Sold by Nurserymen and Seedsmen.— Sjle Manfs.,McDotIQAlL

BROS., LTD., Port Street, Manchester.

FOR SALE, Anglo-Nubian Goat, pedigree ;

in milk.

WANTED, Seedling broad-leaved Endives,
Winter Lettuce and
Hants.

Sweet Williams.—CASE, Hambledon,

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS.
Tree Guards. Gates, .Arches, EspaUers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We .also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. ParticiUars on application.

—BouLTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are

better than Dutch. Mixed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,

3/6; Mixed Trumpet Daifodils, 4/-, all per 100. Send for

price list of named vaiieties. — Freo Parkes, Wyberton,

Boston.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore heS to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Fruit Trees and Plants

J. COCKER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Rose and
Herbaceous

Plant Growers

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree
Royal Nurseries & Carnation

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,

LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

Seeds and Bulbs

ROBERT SYDENHAM,
99, Tenby Street
BIRMINGHAM

Ltd.. Seeds
and
Bulbs

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Lowdham
NOTTS

Bulb8
Cultural Notee
Strawberries
Seeds

R. H. BATH, Ltd.
The Floral Farms,
WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

Rose Specialists
LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.r.s., f.r.h.s.

Hurst, nr. Twytord
BERKS

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

Fruit

Tree
Growers

REAMSBOTTOM & CO.
Geashill
KING'S CO. IRELAND

St. Brigid

Anemones
Perennials, etc

BARR & SONS Seeds
King Street, Covent Garden and
LONDON Bulbs

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

JOHN K. KING & SONS
COGGESHALL
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
HiGBGATE NtniSERlES,

Bulbs
Strawberry Plants

Roses
Hornsey 760 LONDON, N. 6 H°'tT' Retarded Lilies

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas and
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers.

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

G. GIBSON & CO.

Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus.

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

R. WALLACE & CO.,

KiLNFiELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New Bulb and
Iris List

Now Ready

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs
Garden Sundries

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.
Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

C. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
Southwark St., London, S.E. 1. ready.

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nursery'
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Qarden Espaliers
& Trainers. Par-
ticulars of our
Stock on appli-
cation.

Horticultural Builders, etc.

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants
Colour Borders
Gladioli

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

MESSENGER & Co.,

Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

Ltd. PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine
and Herbace-
ous Plants

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide A
Fumigants

Fruit Trees and Plants
H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

G. BUNYARD & CO.,

Royal Nurseries
MAIDSTONE

Ltd. Fruit Trees
Vines

Herbaceous

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Lowdham
NOTTS

Fruit Trees
Cultural Notes
and Pruning
Roses

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL Manure

ROBERT VEITCH & SON,
Royal Nurseries,

EXETER

Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundries, Fruit
Trees, Orna-
mental Shrubs

PHILIP LE COHNU
The Jersey Nurseries
JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

Orchids

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.
Nurseries
CRAWLEY

Landscape
Gardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

PERRY'S
Hardy Plant Farms,
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD
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^ Guarantest

coff^stit^tioini liK.e i^©^- Tlhes© fej-cttor

imisiti^er ^^^S^ere thiG Roses
Garden Roses
SELECTION " A."

24 best and most popular
roses for general purposes.

A splendid ^Clfi Carriage
assortment. I O/O* piiiil.

Caroline Testout (ht),3al.pk. 9d.

CarIofWarwlck(ht).sal,rose lOd.

Ecarlate <ht), scarlet - - lOd.

Rthel Maloolm(ht).ivory w. lOd.

Fran Karl Druschki(hp).w. lOd.

(jeorpeDickson<ht),deep cr. lOd.

O. C. Waud(ht) .orange ver. lOd.

Gen. McArthurt lit), scarlet lOd.

Gua Grunerwald (ht),carm. lOd.

La France (ht), rose - - 9d.

La To=;ca (ht). salmon flesh lOd.

Lady Pirrie (ht). apricot - lOd.

Ivadv Ashtown(ht),deep pk. 9d.

Mnie.A.Chatenay(ht),8al.pk. 9d.

Mme.<^ Lutaud(ht),yel.rose 1/-

Mme.Ed.Herrlot.prawn red lOd.

Mme.JiiloBGrolez(lit).sil.ro3e 9d.

Mrae.MelanieSoiipert(ht),y. lOd.

Mme.Bavary(ht>,orange yel. 9d.

Mme.Segond Web6r(ht),Bal, lOd.

Ophelia <ht). flesh pink - lOd.

Pharisaer (ht), rosy white - lOd.

Rayon d'Or (ab), yellow - 1/-

Richmond (ht), ecarlet - lOd.

Tea Roses
SELECTION "C."

12 most vigorous, hardy, and
generally satisfactory.

Deltciously p,'Q Carriage
tea scented. O, i7 paid.

Alex. Hill Gray, lemon yel. lOd.

Lady Hillingdon. yellow - lOd.

Mme. Constant Soupert.yel. 1/-

Mme.Jules Gravereaux.yel. lid.

Mme. Iloste. pale lemon - lOd.

MissA.deRothschild.clt.yel. lOd.

MollySharmanCrawford.w. lOd.

Mrs. Edward Mawley, pink lOd.

Mrs. Fo'ey Hobbs.lvory wh. Wd.
Mrs. Myles Kennedy.cream lOd.

Souv.de Pierre Notting.apr. lOd.

W. R. Smith, blush white - lOd.

Town looses
SELECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Immensely 7/Q Carriage
successful. 7/9 paid.

CaroUn6Testout(ht),sal.pink 9d.

Dr.O'Donol Browne(ht).car. lOd.

P, K. Druschbi (hp). white lOd.

Gfiorge Dickson (htl. crim. lOd.

GustaveGrunerwald(ht>,car.lOd.
J. B. Clark (ht).deep scarlet lOd.

La Tosca (ht).silvery pink - IQd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot(per).red lOd.

Mme.Ttavary(hti.orange yel. 9d.

Mr3.JohnLaing(hp),rose pk. fid.

Mine. Isaac Pereire (b), car. 8d.

Ulrich Brunner(hp),ch6r.red 8d.

Hedge Roses
SELECTION " G-H."

12 vigorous and hardy sorts.

Both seta q/ Carriage
together. 57/

"

paid.

Set "C" for High Hedge, 5/-

Alberic Barbler(Wlch.).yei. lid.

Blush R.>niblerfPoIy.).blush lid.

Excelsa (\V.), scarlet - - Ud.
Dorothy Perklns(W.), pink lid.

Felicite-et-Perpelue, cream lid.

Hiawatha (Poly.), crimson lid.

Set "H" for Low Hedge, 4/6

Common Blush (China),pink 6d.

F. H. Veitch 'ht). scarlet - lOd.

Lady Waterlow(ht).salmon Ud.
Griisi an Teplitz (ht). crim. 9d.

Trier (P.), creamy white - Ud.
Zeph. Drouhin(hb),carmine Ud.

Tall Bedding Roses
SELECTION " J."

12 vigorous sorts, may be
pegged down or grown natural,
(harming ^ ^Q Carriage
colouring. / / 5* paid.

Gen.McArthur{ht).crimson lOd.

Gruss an TepIItz (ht), crim. 9d.

Giis. Grunerwald ihtl.carm lOd.

Hiich Dick3on(hp>.crimson 8d.

LadvHilingdon(t).aprl.-yel. lOd.

La Toaca (ht). silvery pink lOd.

Mme. A. Chatenay.sal.pink 9d.

Mme. M.Soupert(ht).yelJow lOd.

Irfrs. R. G. S. Crawford.pink 8d.
Pharisaer ^ht), roay white - lOd.

Pee. C.de Rohan.dark crims. 8d.
Souv, de M. Zayas (ht), car. 9d.

Garden and Cutting
SELECTION -M."

12 free-flowering roses for
garden and indoor decoration.
Abundance Q/Q Carriage
of bloom. O/O paid.

.\rthur Goodwin.orange red lOd.

Betty, coppery rose - - lOd.

Edu Meyer, red and yellow lOd.
• Teni.McArthur.bricht scar. lOd.

iruss an Teplitz, crimson - 9d.

UarryKirk.deep sulphuryel. lOd.

Killarnoy, pink - - - lOd.

Mme. Abel Chatenay.sal.pk. 9d.

.Mme.JulesGrolez.bright rose 9d.

Mme. Ravary, pale orange - 9d.

Rayon d'Or.deep orange cad. 1/-
Richmond, pure red scarlet lOd.

Sweet Briars
SELECTION "R.'V

6 choice and fragrant sorts,

suitable for hedges, &c.
Colours /I /o Carriage
exquisite. *t/0 paid.
Anne of (ieierstein.deep cri. lOd.

Edith Bellenden, rose pink lOd.

Lucy Bertram,rich crimson lOd.

L.-xdy Penzance, soft copper lOd.

Mpg Merriles. bright crim. lOd.

Rose Bradwardine.clearrose lOd.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION I."

12 perpetual, free-flowering

sorts, of bushy habit.
Surprisingly q /c Carriage
ellectlve. O/U paid.

.\.R.Goodwin.per.).s.aI.pink lOd.

Betty (hti, coppery rose - lOd.

Ochs. of Wellington, saffron 1/-

Ec:irU(te (ht). scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick(ht),saI.rose lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht),orange ver. lOd.

LridyPirrie(ht).apricotpiDk lOd.

.Mme. Ed. Ilerriot. red - lOd.

.Mollv S. Crawford (t).white lOd.

Mr3.A.\Vard(ht). Indian yel. lOd.

Ra von d'Or (hb).orange cad. 1/-

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

All Purposes Roses
SELECTION "K."

12 first-class sorts, suitable

tor general use.

Do' well C/A Carriage
everywhere. D/Q paid.

Beltv (ht). coppery rose - lOd.

CaroUneTcstout(ht),8al.pink 9d.

Fi9h5rHoluies(hp).crl.scar. 8d.

F. K. Druschkl (hp), white lOd.

fT. F. Richardson (ht).crim. lOd.

Huch Dickson (hp).crim8on 8d.

Ladv .\shtown(hp).deep pk. 9d.

Lyons Rose (ht).shrlmp pk. lOd.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht).sal.pk. 9d.

Mme. Ed Ilerriot, red - lOd.

Mme. Ravary(ht),orange yel. 9d.

Mrs. J. Lainp (hp).rose pink 8d.

BEDDING PLANTS
<Ei. strong transplanted

|

bushv.) Doz. 100 '

Wall'fto were, red • lOd. 5/-

., ueilow lOd. 51-
Forget-nie-not,blue !!• €f-
Cnntfrbury Deflg in
$ep.colouri>. }vhite,

rQt;e, blue or mixed 1,'6 9/6
tcelandPoppiee,mxd.i /€ 75/-
Pohjanthu»,vixd. -t/BlSf-
Sweet WiUinma:
PinhBeautiiHybrids 1/S Sf-
Golden Atyssum - S/8 16/-
Hardy AHTiculaB - Sf- tOI-
PurpleAubrietia.potsi'- SO/ -

'

Sileery RoekfoiU - i'- SO/-
Graecian Violet - if- SO/- !

New and Gold Medal
SELECTION " T."

12 Srst-class new roses,
nf>ar!y all gold medallists.
E.\ceptional QH/ Carriage

value. ^\Jf ~ paid.
Cleveland - - - - 3/6
Constance, rich yellow - 1/3
(sohel, carmine red - - 3/6
Modesty, pearly cream - 3/6
Nellie Parker, creamy white 5/6
Gorgeous.copper and yellow 1/6
Hoosier Beauty, dark crim. 1/6
tl. v. Machin, bright crim. 1/-
Mnie. C. Martinet, deep yel. 1/3
Marg. D. HamiLgold.yellow 1/6
Ophelia, salmon flesh pint lOd.

Mrs. B. Walker - - - 1/6

Roses for Walls
SELECTION ' P-Q."

12 sorts which do very well

in various asjiects.

Hardy, q ,o Carriage
vigorous 57/

O

paid.

Set '* P'* for North or East. 5/.

Aimee Vibert (c!..n.).white Ud.
Ards Roveri.c!..hp),cri. mar Ud.
Cllmbins C. Test'DUt. pink - Ud.
Conrad F.Mever(R.),sil.rose lOd.

Gerbe Rose (W.), pale pink Ud.
Oloire deDijonicl.,t>.sal.yeI. Ud.

Set " Q " for South or West. S/-

BiltardetBarre(cl..t).goI.yel. Ud:

CI. Mrs. W. J. Grant, rose - Ud.
Mme.AlfredCarrier(hn.),w. Ud.
Mme. J. Gravereaus.yellow Ud.
\V. A. Richardson, orange - Ud.
Zephirine Drouhin.carmlne Ud.

Gold Medal Roses
Si:lection "L."

12 newer sorts, all gold

medallists but two.
Creme de Q/ Carriage

laoreme. ^/" pald.

BrilibhQueen(ht),snowyw. lOd.

Dch9. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

GeorgeDicksoniht),deepcri. lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht) .orange ver. lOd.

LadvPirrie(ht),coppery-sal. lOd.

LesIieHolland(ht),vermilion lOd.

.Mabel Drew (ht). cream - lOd.

Mme.E.Herriot (per.)pr.red lOd.

M.de Sinety(ht),gold bronze 1/-

Mra. A. Carnegle(ht),whtte lOd.

Bavon d'Or (per.), golden - 1/-

Wi'Uowmere (per.hcoral pk. lOd.

Baby Ramblers
SELECTION ' O."

12 roses of bushy habit,

recommended for beds.

About Ift. Q /R Carriage

in height. O/ O paid.

Annie Miller, dazzling pink lOd.

Canarienvogel.yel. & orange lOd.

Ellen Poulsen, deep rose - lOd.

Erna Teschendorf, crimson lOd.

E. Lamesch, orange pink
Jessie, rose crimson -

Katherine Zeimct.pure wh,

King Edward VIL.rosycar. —
Leonie Lamesch.copperyred lOd.

Mrs. Taft, brilliant crimson lOd.

Mrs.W.H. Cutbush.cher.pk. lOd.

Orleans, geranium red - lOd.

Climbers, Ramblers
SELECTION " S."

8 roses suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, &c.

All very A/Q Carriage
vigorous. "/ ^ paid.

Alberic Barbier (W.),yellow Ud.
AraericaiiPillar(cl.,P.),pink Ud.
Blush ItamblericI.,P.),blush Ud.
Dorothv Perkins (W.), pink Ud.
Excelsa (W), bril. scarlet - Ud,
Hiawatha (cl-.P.), crim.wh. Ud.

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION " B."

24 specially-selected varieties,

superb form, grand colour.

.\S9urea 1 K 'R Carriage
prize winners. I O/ D paid.

Avoca (ht). crimson scarlet lOd,

BessieBrown(ht),creamyw. lOd.

British Queen (ht), white - lOd.

Chas. Lefebvre(hpj.crimson 8d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose lOd.

Earlof Gosford(ht),dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Malcolm (ht),Ivory w. lOd,

Gl.deC.Guinoisseau(hp),Ter. 8d.

GeorgeDickson(ht).vel.crim. lOd.

Kiigh Dicksonihp). crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke (ht I, crimson - lOd.

Jonkheer J.L.Mock(ht),car. lOd.

Leslie Holland (ht),scar.cri. lOd.

Mabel Drew(ht),canary yel. lOd.

LyonsRose(ht),shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. West(ht). shell pink lOd.

Mildred Grant(ht),tinted w. lOd,

Mr3.AmvHamniond(ht),ap. lOd.

Mrs. \nd"rewCarnegie(ht),w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLalng(hp), rosypk. 8d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs.Roosevelt(ht),pale flesh lOd.

inrichBrunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Fragrant Roses
SELECTION " D."

12 chosen chiefly for their

abundant delicious sceni.

Colouring y/q Carriage
gorgeous. //^ paid.

Alfred Colomb (hp), red - 8d.

Dupuv Jamain 'hp), cerise 8d.

Earlof Gosford(ht),crimson lOd.

George Dickson(ht),vel.cri. lOd.

GeneralJacqueminot(hp),cr. 8d,

Gen.McArthur(ht),crim9on lOd,

Juliet (hb),old gold and red lOd,

La France (ht), rose - - 9d
LadvA'iceStanley(ht).pink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot (per),red lOd,

Mr3.JohnLalngfhp),rosy pk. 8d

Ulrich Brumier(hp),cher.red 8d.

lOd.

lOd.

lOd.

lOd.
Buttonhole Roses

SELECTION " F."

12 charmingly coloured and
daintily formed in bud.

Last well Q/R Carriage

when cut. O/O paid.

Harry Kirk (t), yellow - lOd,

Lady Hillingdon(t).apri.yel lOd.

LadyUoberts(t),reddishapri. lOd.

Liberty (t), velvety crimson 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht).3al.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Dupuv (ht),rose lOd.

Melody (ht). saffron yellow 1/-

Mrs. A, Ward (ht), yellow lOd.

Mrs. G. Shawyer (ht). pink lOd.

Mrs. H. Stevens (t), white lOd.

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Sunburst (ht).cadmium yel. lOd.

*'Falstaff'* Selection
of Cottage Garden Fruits

All best sorts. -1 0/f5 Exceptional value.
Strong trees. I O/U Carriage paid.
1 Bramley's Seedling Apple, cooker.
1 Lord Suffield Apple, cooker.
1 James Grieve Apple.dessert.
1 Cox's Orange Pippin, dessert.
1 Louise Bonne Pear, cook or eat.
1 The Czar Plum, cooker or dessert.
1 Victoria Plum, cooker oj dessert.

1 Morello Cherry, cooker.
1 Loganberry, for tarts or jam.
4 Boskoop Giant Black Currant.
4 Whinham's Industry Gooseberry.
12 Superlative Raspberry, the best.

All the above-named fruits are very
free-bearing, hardy, thrifty sorts.

n. 3

6/-

Bees' "Victory" Selection. 30 First-class Perennials
Carefully selected with object of o/ See catalogue for plan showing
producing continuous display. v; " how to plant. Carriage paid.

1 Dropmore Alkanet, 4ft., gentian blue. 16 Tree Lupin, 4ft., yellow, fragrant.

Flowering Shrubs

2 Colwall Michaelmas Daisy, 4ft., lilac.

3 Teersteeg Marguerite,2ft..snow white.
4 Hybrid Larkspur, 5ft., violet, purple.
5 Ballard MichaeImasDaisy,3ft., mauve.
6 False Dragon 's-head, 5ft., carmine.
7 Hybrid Larkspur, 4ft., sky blue.

8 St'.Egwin MichaeImasDaisy.5ft., pink.
9 Red Elecampane, 5ft..crimson.bronze.

10 Scarlet Campion, 5ft., geranium red.

U Blue Lupin, 4ft.. magnificent blue.

12 \\'hite Peach-leaved Bellflower. 2ft.

15 Oriental Poppy, 3ft.. salmon pink.
14 White Lupin, 4ft.. purest white.

15 Gauze Flower, Gypsophila, 3ft..white.

17 Siberian Iris, 5ft., rich blue.

18 Fire Flower or Pyrethrum, lift.

19 Showy Fleabane, l^ft., mauve.
20 Hvbrid Columbine, 2ft., var. colours.

i:l Pink: Knotweed, 6in.. rosy pink.

22 Mrs. Bradshaw's Avens, 2ft., scarlet.

25 Mussin's Catmint, lift., lavender.

24 Blue Peach-leaved Bellflower, 2ft.

25 Blue Perennial Flax. Uft.

26 Golden Marguerite, 2ft., rich yellow.

27 Beeslan Mimulus. 9in., scarlet, gold.

28 Jacob's Ladder. 1ft., pale blue.

29 Gentian Speedwell, 1ft., blue.

50 Double Pyrethrum, lift., var. colours.

'Hey Presto'Selection,i5 Beauties
Suitable for f^j Do well In towns,
small gardens. ^/ " Carriage paid.

Autumn GlorySpeedwell.evergreen.p'ple.
Double Flowered Gorse, golden yellow.
Sea Tamarisk, soft rosy pink.
Spirsea, Anthony Waterer, red.

Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow.
Graham's Sage Tree, crimson.
Golden Broom, rich yellow.

Crimson Flowering Currant.
Piptanthus, new, from China.
Giant Mock Orange, white.
Starry Daisy Bush, white.
Lavender, true fragrant sort.

Hardy Scotch Fuchsia, red.

Golden Forsythla, very choice.

White Broom, exceedingly pretty.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
All goods are sold on approval for cash

with order. Bees Ltd. guarantee to return

money in full if you are not satisfied.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE
All collections, when ordered complete,

will be delivered carriage paid, when cash
is sent with order.
Delivery of goods commences about 3rd

week of October.
175 c, Mill Street LIVERPOOL

CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATED IN COLOUR
will be sent post free on request.

If possible, make up your order from this
advertisement. It Is the most economical
way to buy what you waut.

A.B.C. OF ROSE CULTURE. 2d.
Booklet of 52 pages ; tells you all you are

likely to want to know about roses. 2d»

stamps with catalugue, order or alone.

REVISED PRICE LIST OF ROSES, PLANTS, FRUIT, &c., has

may be had free on application. There will be no fresh issue of Bees' descriptive

serve to those who have it. Spare copies are available, post free to those who apply.

been posted to customers. Additional copies
and illustrated Catalogue ; last season's list will
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For FLOWERS in SPRING
PLANT BULBS NOW

IRIS LIST AND TULIP AND
BULB CATALOGUES
NOW READY.

IN CONSEQUENCE of the PAPER RESTRICTION
ORDER. 1917, WE SHALL ONLY SEND YOU OUR
PUBLICATIONS IF YOU APPLY FOR THEM.

Send a Postcard NOW, authorising

us to send you our lists as published.
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Two grave mistakes arc frequently made
in cottage and allotment gardens where

Potatoes are being lifted. In order to

protect them from light the decaying

haulm is often laid over them for a time.

X'^thing could be more conducive to the spread

1 the Potato disease fungus than this, except

the other mistake. The spores may so easily

> fall upon the tubers and set up the attack, which

may only be discovered whAi the tubers are

rotted. Better keep the haulm and the lifted

tubers quite separate and burn the former. The
' second mistake is in leaving diseased tubers on

the ground or throwing them upon the rubbish
'' heap. There is little doubt that slightly diseased

^ tubers so left or planted next season are likely

to fornx the starting-place of the disease another

ir. Diseased tubers may, if first boiled, be fed

pigs or fowls ; otherwise they should be

lUected and burned.

Planting Fruit Trees.—In his article on pages

406 and 407 Mr. E. .-V.. Bunyard does well to point

f, out the evil of deep planting, especially in wet

and heavy soils. This is a point well known to

- practical fruit-growers, but a veritable pitfall to the

amateur. Our correspondent advances a new

theory, viz., " the higher out of the ground the

tree is planted the less the growth and

. more the fruit." It may seem a novel

. theory, but we are convinced there

is a great deal in it, and it is well to

have such advice now that we are at

last waking up to the real importance

of fruit-growing in this country.

Potato Midlothian Early.—No doubt

this has beeii one of the best of early

Potatoes this season, either in the open

or in frames. Not only does it crop

freely, but the quality has been good.

i
.4.1 Aldenham, where Potatoes in frames

are much grown. Midlothian Early was
the favourite, with many points in its

favour.

Trial of Late Peas at Wisley,

1917.—The following awards of merit

have been made to late Peas by the

Council of the Royal Horticultural

!,
Society after trial at Wisley : Latest of

.. All, sent by Messrs. Barr ; Long-

, slander, sent by Messrs. Sutton and
tNIcssrs. Barr ; Rearguard, sent by
Afpssrs, Hurst.

Rose Mrs. G. Norwood.—As an

autumn-flowering Rose this is an ideal

variety, growing sturdily, with ample

foliage which greatly emphasises the

rosy pink coloured blooms. In fragrance,

L too, this Rose is all that could be

desired, which enhances its value

considerably.

Restrictions on the Importation

of Pines and Ribes to Canada.—The
Board of .-Vgriculture and Fisheries

desire to draw the attention of English

nurserpnen and other persons to the

regulations issued by the Government

"f the Dominion of Canada, which prohibit

the importation of all five leaved species

of the genus Pinus and also all species and'

varieties of 'Currants and Gooseberries into

Canada. The importation of all Pines and Ribes

(Currants and Gooseberries) into the United States

'if America has already been prohibited.

Effect of Last Winter's Frost at Kew.—The
season is now- sufliciently ad\'anced to summarise

the damage done to the trees and shrubs in the

pleasure grounds. Comparatively speaking, it

is very little, plants in wind-swept areas and cold

corners being the worst. Subjects on the borderland

of hardiness we expect to suffer little or much
during most winters, and these have been hit

rather worse than usual. One of the niost sur-

prising results is the damage to the common Gorse,

Ulex europaea, though in numerous instances the

plants have nearly, if not quite, made good, the

young growths from the older wood hiding a good

deal of that killed. The Cistuses, Ceanothuses,

Escallonias, Myrtus, and numerous South European

plants suffered the^ most. Deaths arc relatively

very few, young shoots having pushed out from

the older wood or grown up from the base.

Preserving Fruit in Cold Water.—Refer-

ring to vuur interesting article, " Preserving

Fruit in Cold Water " (.•Vugust 25), it would
be very interesting to know whether any of

your readers have tried and succeeded with

this method. Our water is very limy ; would
that cause any trouble ? My own efforts are

doubtful (a small air bubble always forming),

but I am hoping for the best.

—

J. N.

Potato Sets Chilled.—Instances have been
brought to our notice this season in which certain

seed Potatoes behaved very badly, especially early

in the season. The opinion has been expressed

by experienced growers that the sets had been
chilled ; that is to say, they had been as nearly

frozen as possible without being actually frozen.

In two instances we are able to trace the poor

growth to the cold places in which the seed tubers

had been put. This coincides with the experi-

ence of no less an authority than Mr. W. Cuth-

bertson, who explains in a contemporary that

his slowest tubers to start growth last spring were
some pedigree seedlings which should have been

the strongest of all. He fomid that the boxes

containing them had been kept all through the

winter in a store ne.xt to an outside north wall,

where they would several times be on the verge

of freezing. This experience, which is confirmed

by that of other large growers, should be borne in

mind when the time comes round for

again sprouting the seed tubers.

Ipomoea Learii.—This pretty climb-

ijig plant is making a glorious display

at Kew, where its festoons of intensely

bright blue flowers are suspended

from the rafters of the Temperate House.'

It is an evergreen climber of rapid

growth, native of Tropical America.

Although it has been in cultivation

in this country for the best part of a

century, it is comparatively little

known, which is very surprising. It con-

tinues to flower from July tiU October.

The Common Hornbeam.—Carpinus

Betulus, the common Hornbeam, is at

the present time a conspicuous tree by
reason of its yellow-tinted foliage and
its clusters of fruiting catkins and
three-lobed bracts with which it is now
so freely furnished. Apart from the

Hornbeam being one of our hand-

somest trees, it is also a most useful

hedge plant. There are fine Hornbeam
hedges to be seen in many of our old-

established nurseries, such as at Messrs.

Cheal and Sons', Crawley, which is

described in the pages of this issue.

The hedges were originally planted

for shelter. When closely clipped the

Hornbeam, like the Beech, retains its

brown dead leaves until the new shoots

push forth in the sprmg. The Horn-

beam hedge is attractive in winter

and affords useful protection. .Although

the hedge illustrated on this page is

about 15 feet in height, it is less than

2 feet through. It forms a perfect

screen in the minimum amount of

JKING THROUGH THE F.\MOUS HORNBEAM HEDGE. ground space.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed, by correspondents.)

COLOUR DESCRIPTION.
TNj[this discussion Mr. Warner is quite right in

his desire to establish a fuller and more
accurate nomenclature of colour^ but quite wrong
in his contention about the use of " warm " and
" cold." He confuses the point of how people

might speak with how they actually do speak
in current language. Artists, people who photo-
graph and people educated to a semi-technical

use of words, are in an immense minority, and
for one who understands the use of " warm

"

and " cold " applied to colour there are fifty who
do not, but who know quite well what is meant
by red purple or blue purple. Mr. Warner is

wrong also in his assertion that " red " conveys
no definite sense in this connection. " Red,"
when we say " red purple," means here unqualified

red, the absolute red, say of the spectrum. It

is true that even in the spectrum red merges on
either side into orange or violet ; nevertheless, there

is a middle red, and all the world knows what is

meant by " red " here. Or, to put it in a different

way, we mean abstract red, redness, and modifi-

cations of the colour do not here come into the

question. Moreover, this small quarrel comes to

nothing, for, after all, redness is warmth and
blueness is coldness in colour, and the only real

question is whether we had better use words
in general or in restricted use. As to the whole
subject, the difficulty is that with our present

small colour-vocabulary we cannot get much
further. To correct the crude and misleading

use of " blue " Mr. Warner can only offer some
three or four epithets, lilac, mauve, violet, cS:c.

Well, there are perhaps loo lilacs all distinct

to the eye of a professional in a dye-laboratory,

and as many mauves and violets. In the last

thirty years I have raised many hundreds of

thousands of yellow Daffodils, and am sure that

no two are of precisely the same colour. Where,
then, am I to find a word to describe every several

yellow? Again, colour is a matter of surface

—

the Greeks knew this 2,000 years ago and had only

one and the same word for both " skin " and
" colour." So that if the yellow of each one

of these Daffodils was transferred to a flower of

different texture, it would appear different and
would demand a fresh name. Therefore you
would soon require thousands of names for yellow

alone. This is the trouble with all colour-charts,

which can never be more than approximate guides,

a paper-surface conveying to the eye an impression

different to what every other surface conveys.

Cut off a bit of paper labelled " gentian blue "

and hold it against a Gentian, and see where you
are. The truth is that at present we have so few

colour-adjectives that we can only describe a

colour by saying it is like some other coloured

object—like an Orange, a Mallow (mauve). Lilac

blossom or what not. It is impossible to predict

whether the English language will, in the course of

gradual development, elaborate a full colour-

terminology. The Greek language might have

done so if it had lived in its purity and in artistic

use until now, and would have been invaluable

in its delicate flexibility. If this does not come

by natural evolution it will not come at all, for

all experience teaches that you cannot arbitrarily

enforce changes or additions. There is nothing

more stubborn than current speech, and this is

why the public at large will never adopt Mr.

Warner's "warm" and "cold." It is not their

way of speaking, and that ends it. As to the

rough and imdiscriminating use of " blue " in

botanical books, it must be remembered that to

botanists colour is not a determining " character "

of a flower, and is often entirely omitted in their

descriptions.—G. H. Engleheart.

LAURUS NOBILIS.

T H.WE just received the issue of June -z of

The Garden, and I notice there an article by
Miss Gertrude Jekyll on the leaves of Rhubarb
and notes on the use in French cookery of the leaves

of Laurus nobUis and Prunus Laurocerasus. Both
are used, but in small quantities (owing to the

quantity of prussic acid which they contain, than
which I know of only two plants which contain

more). However, the ways of using them are

different. The leaves of Prunus Laurocerasus

—

which amateur gardeners commonly call " Cherry
Laurel," and cooks " Cream Laurel "—serve to

flavour milk foods. (rice, tapioca, millet, vermicelli

and flour boiled with milk) and custards.

The leaves of Laiurus nobilis'—which amateur
gardeners commonly call Apollo's Laurel ; the

-*!fakers of pjckles, "Ham Laurel"; and cooks,
" Sauce Laurel "—are used in the kitchen to increase

the taste of sauces and stews and to flavour grilled

fish (mullet, mackerel, salmon and shad steaks;, and
to improve the seasoning of fish soup (mixed with
the water and wine in which the fish has been
boiled). The piclde makers, pork butchers and
farmers, who are an important body in the country,

employ its leaves both in the water in which
hams are boiled and in the mixtture of aromatic

herbs, the burning of which serves to smoke and dry
them. I for^got to say that the leaves of Prunus
Laurocerasus communicate to milk foods—^in the

preparation of which they are used—a taste some-
thing between that of smaller and bitter Almonds,
but inferior. If one cares to philosophise a little,

one finds in the confusion of popular terms in Miss

JekyU's article and in the letter beneath it a

proof of the necessity of retaining Latin as the

language of science and to facilitate understanding

between scientists. The confusion is worse in

English than in French, as I see by Nicholson's

Dictionary (French translation by Mottet) that the

name common Laurel is applied to Laurus
nobilis and to Cerasus Laurocerasus. We at

least follow our word " Laurier " with a qualifica-

tion. ^ It is true that we say as well Laurier-tin

for Viburnum Tinus.

—

Emile Thibault.

TOMATO-GROWING IN A LOFTY
CONSERVATORY.

AS we planted a great part of oiu" conservatory

/ this year with Tomatoes, 1 had my doubts

of much success owing to the height of roof, &c.,

and the liability of the plants to become drawn.

However, we had some bo.xes made, 3 feet by
8 inches by 10 inches, and planted the Tomatoes
•—Dickson's Liberty, of Hawlmark fame—and the

results are very good. Some bunches have sixteen

Tomatoes, but. the average is nine, ten and
twelve to the bunch, weighing eight to the pound,

a size which is of more use here than the larger

ones. The soil I used was loam, old mortar
rubbish, plenty of wood-ashes, and a little soot.

A little sulphate of ammonia was given once a week,

and liquid manure, of which we have plenty

here, and use on many other vegetable crops,

also for Roses on walls and in beds. We find it

keeps them in good health. The above is WTitten

with the object of helping any in doubt af to

trying Tomatoes in lofty houses, and so helping

the food supply.—J. McClean, Ardtara.

ANOTHER WINDFALL CHUTNEY.
T AM afraid that I shall be rather " out of my

depth " in attempting to describe the above',

which my wife says I ought to hand on to readers.

now that economy is so necessary. However.
I have to thank " Anne

.
Amateur " for letting:

me in for this, as it was when my wife saw her
recipe for Apple and Marrow conserve that she

told me to send it oil to you. I. have put it off

on the score of my inability to write it, but will now
attempt to give the method, and must, being a
" mere man," be excused if I fail to make every-

thing plain. The beauty of this chutney is that

it enables one to utilise what would otherwise

be wasted. Its components consist of windfall

Apples, thick-necked Onions, and either green
or ripe Tomatoes. Two pounds of Apples, whea
peeled and cored ; two pounds of Tomatoes,,

peeled and sliced ; one and a half poimds of Onions,

sliced ; eight ounces of stoned raisins, eight ounces

of brown sugar or six ounces of treacle, one pint

of malt vinegar, one ounce of mixed pickling

spice and one teaspoonful of salt. Mode.—Bruise

the ginger and tie with the spices in a piece of

muslin, to remove when finished. Put all into-

a stew jar or enamelled pan and simmer gently

for two hours at least. Place into pickle bottles-

or jars, which need not necessarily be of the vacuum
type, and store away until required. This makes
an excellent adjunct to cold meat at any time

of the year. Being once more upon safe ground,

I can testify to the excellence of this chutney.

As my yotmgster says :
" It's Top-Hole !

"

—

Clarence Ponting, Great Missenden.

THE CHINESE MARGUERITE ASTERS.

TN September flowers for cutting in the mixed
borders are scarce, the Phloxes are past their

best, and little remains for house decoration.

The above single Asters supply a " cut and come
^gain " choice of lovely, lasting flowers on long

stalks. The growth is most elegant and the colours

are pure selfs, ranging through white, blush, pale

rose, deep rose (almost carmine), pale slate blue,

mauve, deep blue, and violet. A large bed in my
private garden, planted in masses of the same
colour, is most beautiful and attracts much appre-

ciation. Those who have not grown these Asters

should make a note to secure seed next spring.

It may be sown in the open, but I prefer to sow it

in gentle heat, to transplant in a cold frame, and
lift the plants with a ball to theii final positions.

They are offered in seven colours, or separately.

In addition to their other good qualities they

endure winds and rain well, and again make one

further call on our admiration by attracting the

autumnal brood of the lovely Vanessa (Tortoise-

shell) group of butterflies in great number ; also

the Brimstone (Gonepteryx).

—

George Bunyard,
Maidstone.

ROSE MRS. LITTLETON DEWHURST.
nPHE Rambler Rose referred to in your " Notes of

the Week " should be Mrs. Littleton Dewhurst.

It is a white sport of Lady Gay and originated

in the garden of the lady whose name it bears and

who kindly gave it to us. It was mentioned under

its correct name in your pages recently as being

superior to White Dorothy. Tlie note on Peacock

butterflies is very interesting, as we have heard

from several quarters that this species is dying

out in Britain.—J. R. Pearson and Sons.

TF yourreaders try to find a Rose under the name
Mrs. Lyttelton Dewar they will be disappointed,

The correct name is Mrs. Littleton Dewhurst.

It is a fine rambler and exceedingly pretty with

its Carnation-like tinting on the older flowers

;

but if anyone wants the best white rambler they

should plant Sander's White. It is of the true

Wichuraiana type. Pemberton's White is very

good, but is more of the multiflora type, and would

be an excellent contrast to the old Crimson Rambler.
—Walter Easlea, Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea.
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IRIS ROSENBACHIANA.
TT is now a good many years since I first grew

Iris Rosenbachiana and fell a victim to its

fascinations. But my experience, like that of

several otliers in this district, was that it could

not be relied upon as a flower to grow without

some protection. It appears too early and suffers

greatly from late frosts, so much so, in fact, that

it will not sur\-ive for more than a few years.

It will, as Mr. W. R. Dykes says, succeed better

ill a cold frame than in the open border. Failing

that, a bell-glass or hand-light will answer the

purpose. It is a variable Iris and some forms

are much finer than ethers.—S. .\rnott, Sunny-

mead, Maxwclltown, Kirkcudbrightshire

A COLLECTED LILY FROM CHINA.
T WAS much interested by the article with

illustration in your issue of September i of a

new Lily, auratum x speciosum. While I can

only claim to be an amateur cultivator, I

have this year flowered a Lily the seed of

which was sent to me from Eastern Szechwan,

China, in 1913. The seeds were sown in an open

border in 1914, and the resultant

plants have been in the same
situation ever since, so that,

having come through last winter,

they are evidently quite hardy.

As the sender of the seed did not

give a name for the Lily, I shall

be glad if you can give me any
' help in fixing its variety, as the

flower does not enable me to do
s'l myself. The flower is of a

I'tag trumpet shape and did not

I'pen widely after the manner of

auratum. The inside of the flower

i> white, with greenish yellow

I "lour down the centre of the

petals. The outside is of a

greenish colour overlaid with

chocolate brown. I enclose photo-

graphs, taken, A on .August 25 and

B on August 27—[One of which

we reproduce.

—

Ed.]—as I was
desirous of sending a pictorial

record of the flower to my friend

iu China. At the time I did not

think of writing to you about the

name of the variety, so I took no

measurements. I understand the

Lily grows wild in China.—H. D.

Walkden.
[We have submitted the photo-

graphs and note to Mr. A. Grove,

who replies: "I know the plant

figured in the photographs well, and grow it myself.

It is one of the many intermediate fornis between

regale and Sargentias and sulphureum which col-

lectors are constantly coming across in Western

China. It is not a particularly beautiful plant

because of the absence of colour on the trumpet

and the predominance of green about the white

of the flower. The Lily is not of any great horti-

cultural interest, because there are so many
somewhat similar Lilies superior to it from every

\"nni of view."

—

Ed.]

THE NAME "FORMAL GARDEN."
TT was not until I arrived at the concluding

remarks in the letter from " Somerset " in

\our issue of September i that I grasped the fact

ihat he was \vriting in a jocular, if not a satirical

\ein. It is, of course, impossible to take him
seriously wlien he speaks of Nature simulating

man's work. Nature never imitates, simulates,

or mimics man or his handiwork. Frequently

man tries to pay Nature that compliment, and what
an awful mess he often makes of it ! Perhaps

the most ghastly example of all his failures is

in the very thing quoted by " Somerset "—the

thing he makes and calls " moraine." And when he

has done all he can, and achieved something " wild,"

truly delightful and " Robinsonian," it is a little

galling to hear, " Ah, yes, very beautiful ; but I

should like you to come to a spot I know in Surrey

^vhen the Bluebells are in flower."

By what process of reasoning he reads into my
remarks the restricted use of the word " formal "

he attributes to me I must confess I fail to con-

ceive. I have not a copy of The Garden by me at

the moment containing my plea for the retention

of a word in gardenuig vocabulary, but I am con-

vinced that the following, or something very much
like it, will be found therein :

" Those portions

of the garden that have for one reason or another

to conform to regular lines, methodical arrange-

ment, and ordered severity of design." This

should be explicit enough to include Versailles,

the " Dutch " Garden at Hampton Court or

Kensiogton Palace, the garden front at Holland

House, the Pond Garden at Easton Lodge, and
hundreds of Rose gardens throughout the country.

AN UNNAMED LILY.

I mereh- wished to suggest that sometimes the

architectural lines of a house make it imperative

that the garden in its immediate vicinity should be

developed on more or less geometrical lines. I

claiined, and still do so, that such developments
have some right to a name whereby they may be

distinguished irom the " natural," " wild," " rock "

or any other portion of the garden into which the

element of geometrical design does not enter.

" Formal " answers this purpose and conveys to

most of us what it is meant to convey. " Garden "

or " flower garden " does not do this. Both terms

can be used to include all and every development

of ornamental gardening ; hence my protest

against abolishing its use.

Mr. Robinson has enjoyed " many a laugh "

at the young lady who said, " Why, you have a

formal garden !
" There would have been greater

humfJur in the remark if, knowing all Mr.

Robinson has written and done, she had said (as

he would have it), " Why, you have a garden !
"

That anyone could be surprised at Mr. Robinson

having a garden would be funny indeed !

I purposely avoided raising the question of

whether formal gardens were good or bad,

desirable or otherwise. I should require the

whole space of The Garden for one week
at least to give all my reasons for and against

such gardens as I have mentioned, and

another to do the same with wild gardening.

My point is that they exist, and therefore require

some distinctive name whereby they may be

separated from what " Somerset " calls a " Robin-

sonian " garden. I thank him for that word,

although it is not new to me. I have often used

it myself when I have wished to express some
particularly delightful effect so dear to the heart

of " Somerset," to Mr. Robinson, Mr. Engleheart,

and, last, to myself. Some day I hope the word
may become as popular as the epithet " formal."

I hope it will, if only for the implied compliment

to the work of a great man. The greatest

tribute I can possibly pay to Mr. Robinson is

to say that it is a term I should never misunder-

stand, and that I believe it would be sufficient

for a great majority of the gardening public.

For some reason, however, "Somerset " appears

to express doubts of my ability

to imderstand the meaning of

" wild " gardening as well as formal.

I do not imderstand by the term a

dumping-ground for the garden

overflow ; nor, I think, could such

an interpretation be placed upon
anything I have ever said. I

need not go outside that very

tenth edition of " The English

Flower Garden " he quotes to

illustrate, or rather let Mr. Robin-

sou illustrate, what I do under-

stand by it. On pages 98, 160

and 161 he will find the real wild

garden pictured. Because I love

the wild garden I do not forget

that it is but an interlude between

the garden and the wild. There

are many gardens, " symmetrical

and balanced in design," that

appeal to me with equal force,

though possibly for different

reasons. I deprecate as strongly

as anyone can the thrusting of

vast ornate, geometrical garden

schemes out into the beauty of

an English landscape, but I feel

just as strongly that the "wild"
is not the complete garden.

Should "Somerset" be His

Grace the Duke, whose signature

he has used, I am sure he will

forgive any implied familiarity on my part in the

above.

—

George Dillistone.

BUSH PLUMS.
OOME five years ago I planted in very stiff soil

several varieties of choice Plums in bush

form with a view to testing their capabilities to

give full crops within a limited space. I am
much pleased with the result, and shall hope to

extend the method. Certainly I can recommend
the plan to those with limited space. The main

point is during the summer to closely pinch the

current season's shoots and prune hard during

the autumn, and in this way induce the trees to

make fruiting spins close home, as it were. The

varieties were Count Althann's Gage, Deu-

nistou's Superb, Early Transparent Gage,

Jefferson's, Oullin's Golden Gage, Kirke's, and

Late Transparent Gage.—S. P.

*»* Readers tvho have not already done so are asked to

order THE GARDEN to be delivered reijularly by their news-

agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold

copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence THE
Garden i> obtainable only if ordered beforehand.
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GATHERING FRUIT

THE few notes under this heading are

not intended for the fruit-grower or

professional gardener, but for the

amateur only.

When to Gather Fruit.—My own
practice with early eating Apples is not to gather

them at all, or, at any rate, only the last of the crop.

Early Apples are always best when eaten fresh

from the tree ; if they are kept indoors for even a

week they lose a great deal of their flavour or

become soft. By leaving them to fall naturally,

one gets them in the proper order of ripening.

Of course, if the crop is a heavy one it must be

gathered, or there will be a great deal of waste.

However, let the fruit hang as long as it will, and
then get rid of it quickly.

Pears.—I can only think of two Pears which

ripen on the tree ; these are Doyenne d'Ete

(a delicious little thing and very early) and the

old Jargonelle. All other Pears must be gathered

before they are ripe and be ripened indoors, a cool,

dark place being the best. To find when the fruit

is ready for gathering, take a fruit lightly in the

hand and turn it upwards. If ready, the stalk

will part quite easily ; if not ready, the stalk will

break or refuse to give way at all without some
violence being applied. To test when a Pear is ripe

for eating, give a gentle press with the thumb
quite near the stalk. This is the point where the

fruit ripens first, and a gentle pinch there will

do no harm ; whereas a simil|fcr pinch applied to any
other part of the fruit would almost certainly

cause decay to set in.

Plums.—In case of very heavy crops of this fruit

it is wise to thin them while still green, if one can

possibly find time to do it. If left to ripen, the

whole crop may be almost useless. This is

especially the case with Victoria, which is quite a

good Plum when well grown, but when trees are

roped with fruit, as they sometimes are, the Plums
will be quite worthless, even for jam. The thinnings

of Plums may be used for cooking any time after

the stones are formed, so all the thinnings need
not be wasted. In gathering the crop it is not

\vise to get all from a tree at one time, for Plums

ripen irregularly. By making several pickings one

gets all the crop iii the best condition. Plums,

Damsons, &c., must be picked quite dry if to be used

for jam, but if intended for bottling it does not

matter about being wet, for they have to be washed
before putting them into the bottles. Plums
intended for dessert should always be gathered by
the stalk so as to preserve the " bloom," but when
to be used for cooking it saves time to pull them
from the stalk.

In gathering fruit from trees of any height a

pair of steps or a ladder will be a necessity. A
great deal can be drme with a pair of high steps,

but for anyone inclined to giddiness the top s'tep

is not a very comfortable " stance," to borrow a

golfing expression. A very useful hybrid affair

between steps and ladder has been made. The two
parts are hinged together, and when closed can

be easily shouldered like an ordinary ladder.

The sides being set out somewhat at the bottom
gives the ladder a very fair amount of stability, and
as it will stand quite independently of any support

from the tree, it may be used in getting fruit from

trees that would not bear the weight of an ordinary

ladder. In the case of tall standard trees a long

ladder will be a necessity. There is some art in

placing a ladder properly. P'irst, work it carefully

among the smaller branches so as to cause as little

damage as possible to the tree or ifs fruit. Secondly,

if the tree be rather weak, set the ladder as nearly

upright as possible, but be careful when descending,

or the spring of the branches may send you and

the ladder backwards, with unhappy results.

Thirdly, and most important of all, always place

your ladder facing inwards towards the centre of the

tree. Never trust the outside branches, for if they

should give way you may come a nasty cropper.

If the ladder be set towards the centre of the tree it

will never go to ground, even if it should give way a

little. A basket with a hook fastened to the handle

is a" great convenience in gathering fruit. The
usual thing is a natural hook of stick fastened with a

bit of string, but for a small basket one made .if

thick wire is

neater and

handier. This

year I found,

quite by acci-

dent, a particu-

larly handy
form of hook
for the basket.

Here is a rough

sketch of same.

It will be
noticed that the

wider bend is

to hang on the

branch of the

tree or rung of

the ladder;
the narrower

one is for the

handle of the

basket. This being brought close to the shank of

the larger hook prevents it from slipping off

the handle of the basket, but allows it to be

detached immediately. I have not taken out a

patent, but make a free gift of the " notion

"

to any reader of The Garden who may care

to try it ! J. Duncan Pearson.

The Nurseries, Lowdham, Notts.

HANDY FORM OF
BASKET HOOK.

THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES
We arc able to grow in this country some of Die best fruit in the world, and there is no reason why we

should be so dependent on imported supplies. For those who are seeking guidance on this subject -we now
publish the first of a series of articles spccia'.ly written to meet their needs.

THE STEP-LADDER SPECI.'VLLY MADE
FOR FRUIT PICKING.

A S in the autumnal months the gardener's

/% fancy lightly turns to thoughts of fruit

/ % trees, a few wandering reflecvtions_.may

^"^^ not perhaps be now amiss. The kitchen

^ * garden needs no apologetic introduction

in these days, what time the majestic Orchid is

hiding in seclusion and trying to convince us that

it really requires but little attention. We are all

gardeners nowadays, and though some of us

perhaps shone more particularly on the moraine

in former days, we do not now disdain the more

practical vegetable and fruit quarters. If, however,

a little of the rock garden spirit—that striving to

find the right conditions for the difficult subject

—

can be brought to bear on our fruit trees, something

will have been achieved.

A wise old Frenchman, Legendre, finishes his

little book on fruits with the following lines :
-

" The advice which I esteem the principal and most

important of all is that one cannot have fine

trees without loving them. Neither goodness of

soil, nor rich manure, nor favourable situations

alone will make them thrive, but it is the gardener's

affection which makes them strong and vigorous."

Let this be our text.

Soil and Aspects.—There can be few soils in this

country where fruit trees of some sort cannot be

grown. On such different formations as the hot

gravels of the Thames VaUey, cold clays of Oxford-

shire, the loams on the chalk of the South Downs,
and the rich loams of the Greensands, fruit trees can

be found thriving. If 1 had to choose the two

most indispensable requirements, I should say

water and lime. It may be considered that the

first can be taken for granted, but I feel convinced

that the all importance of an adequate water

supply for fruit trees is greatly neglected. It

is precisely because it is taken for granted that it

is so often lacking, and many chlorotic and un-

healthy trees are, I believe, suffering more from

lack of water than anything else. In the classical

experiments at Woburn the effect of peat mixed
with the soil had a remarkable effect upon the

growth, even in the rather cold clay soil of the

station. Fortunately, every garden can provide

the humus, which is so valuable as a water retainer,

by the rotting of all vegetable refuse, weeds,

lawn mowings, leaves, &c. This can be rotted

in a pit, and after a year incorporated in the soil.

In a garden which has been manured for many
years there is probably a sufficiency of humus,
and too much would result in a rank growth

in a freshly planted tree. The lack of humus
can be easily seen by the gritty, crumbUng nature

of the soil and its pale colour. In this case .the

vegetable matter should be omitted, but in any

gravelly or sandy soila liberal dressing should be

dug in the top spit before planting. For wall

trees it must be remembered that bricks are

great water absorbers, and for these a liberal

allowance should be given. The scrubby Peaches

often seen on walls are more water starved than

anything, and are an invitation to the red spider

seeking whom it may deveur. Sufficient humus
should therefore be given to compete successfully

with the all-absorbing bricks. The question of

trenching ground before planting has caused much
ink to flow in past times, but I consider this quite

unnecessary in the great majority of soils. The
essence of garden trees is that the roots should
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1m kept oil tlie surface where they can be readily

t, li, and no downward encouragements are needed.

1.11 tlie contrary. The same may be said for the old

liihit of putting a large stone underneath the tree.

N'liwadays all trees save standards are worked

.1 layered or cutting stocks, and the tap-root.

headed of old, is not a feature of them as of the

irr seedling stocks. Lime should always be

added when fruit is planted, and even on the

!.Mils on the chalk where they show a whitish

colour, apparently due to lime ; it may often be

that there is really none in the surface spit, the

white appearance being due to silica, the chalk

having long since been utilised or washed out.

In any case, Jhe addition of lime to a soil in

: superfluity will do no harm to the trees, and its

' value at this time in helping to release the stores

i of potash in the soil needs no emphasis.

Aspects.—If fruit trees were able to express

'their desires atidibly, we should probably find them
'," saying with (Goethe : " More light, more light !

"

for our cardinal enor is, I think, too dose planting.

While many fruits will support a considerable

. amount of shade, it is not that they prefer it, and

fruit farmers are now bringing their Gooseberries

.." from the shade of standard trees into the open,

with greatly improved results. We are a fresh

air nation ; let us see that our trees have their

share. This said, what else can we say as to

aspects ? It may still perhaps be advisable to

repeat that late ripening fruits require the best

'- and sunniest positions ; early kinds, coming as they

do in warmer days, will do fairly well in less favoured

'.i spots. The north wall, consecrated by custom

.; to Morello Cherries, will also produce the earlier

i Pears and Plums quite well ; no wall, however

J short or ill-favoured, should be exempted from
"•', " doing its bit." Two-tiered espaUers of Pears

".' can fill up a low greenhouse wall which now absorbs

the sun to no one's benefit btit its own. Even the

sacred spaces under the drawing-room window

would be as beautifully occupied by a Pear as by

the more general Pyrus japonica. Sun and air

'are therefore the governing words in this connec-

tion, and a row of cordon trees with their well

ripei\ed and formed fruits will serve as a text for

reflective musings.

Planting.—.-Vround this -subject lie the ashes

of many controversies, and it is one which I think

causes undue fears in the minds of the beginner.

" Please send a man to plant " is a request which

the nurseryman often receives, it being thought

that, this delicate operation being once achieved,

all will be well. I think, however, the dangers

r.OKYVM.lS OCHROLEUCA SELF SOWN IN A STET,

and difficulties are greath-

exaggerated. In England

we are told to " lay out the

fibres carefully, taking care

to preserve all possible "
;

in .\merica Mr. Stringfellow

is sharpening his roots to

a spear-like point so that

the trees can be thrust in

the soil and the spade left

at home. In the neighhour-

h o o d o f Woburn dull

sounds are heard which

some take for the distant

guns in Flanders, while the

initiated know that- it is

only the sign of the arrival

of the planting season. And
yet all the trees thrive ! I

must confess myself a slap-

dash planter. Fibres are

of value only as an indica-

tion that the tree has grown

in a good soil and has been

well nourished ; fresli ones

must be fornred. and as these come from only fairly

stout roots, the laying out of fibres when planting

is but in the nature of a carefully conducted funeral.

If the roots are awkward and long, I cut off the

ends to save making so large a hole, but other-

wise in they go, fibres and all, and are well trodden

down at once. If the ground is very wet, the tread-

ing can be left till later, but it must be well done,

and Woburn has shown us at least that we cannot

do harm if our feet are a trifle heavy. The right

height to plant is easily determined by the earth

mark on the tree showing its height in the nursery ;

but I am convinced that it is better to err on the

side of shallow planting than of deep. Roots

will stand exposure without danger, but the above-

ground bark will not endure interment.

If a theory may be advanced, I venture to think

that the higher out of the ground the tree is planted

the less the growth and more the fruit ; such,

at least, is my experience. It is obviously useless

to grow trees on dwarfing stocks and then plant

them so deep that the scion takes root itself, as

many Apples and Pears do ; and a too vigorous

growing tree might well be lifted and replanted

higher to see the effect.

On the whole, I think one cannot easily go wrong

in planting, and the critical season of the early

spring days, often with bright sunshine and cold

winds, merits the gardener's more anxious care.

It is at this period that

the young tree, under-

going the double task of

opening its leaves and

making fresh roots, needs

attention. A liberal water-

ing—a pailful to a tree

—

and an overhead syringing

will do much to help it on

its way. When the voice

of the lawn-mower is heard

in our land, a mulch of grass

will aid to retain moisture

and, in strawless da>-s, make
a good substitute for the

time-honoured mulch of

stable manure. A stake for

larger trees is desirable, and

this should be put in first

and the tree planted up

to it.

As to the best time to

plant, there are many
opinions, but the real

factor is, if we can get in

the trees while the ground

ERINUS AND WILD GERANIUM ON SOME OUTSIDE STEPS
TO A LOFT.

is still warm they will make fresh roots ; if

not, there is no advantage in any one of the

winter months. Apples, for instance, hold their

leaves and grow often into November, so it is

obviously not possible to get these in time for

autumn rooting ; stone fruits, Gooseberries and

Currants can be planted earlier.

Pruning after Planting.^.A.round this question

also have the experts furiously raged together,

and while it cannot be dismissed as a vain thing, it

must be said that a general rule cannot be laid

down. Early planted trees should be cut back,

notably Currants and Gooseberries, while older

developed trees will be better left. A maiden

or one year old tree will make a good growth if

cut back after planting at any time during the

winter, wherea? a late planted standard tree

will be best left alone. Trained trees, such as

cordons, fan-trained, &c., will, of course, be

left also. E. A. Bunyard.

(To be continued.)

PLANTS IN STEPS AND
PAVEMENTS

By GERTRUDE JEKYLL.

IT

was the example of the natural growth

of small plants in the joints of steps and at

the edges of pavements that led to their

bjing so planted intentionally, and in very

careful hands it is a charming way of gardening.

What Nature does in this way is full of surprises,

for it sometimes happens that what one would

have considered a most unUkely plant places itself

in dry wall or pavement and justifies its intrusion

by a distinct success. But though plants will of

tlieir own accord do well in most unlikely places,

when they are intentionally placed it should be with

the fullest sympathy with what is kno\vTi of their

needs. It is also important that it should be done in

strict mode.ation, for there are gardens that should

be taken as warnings, where the plants in pavements

are so much in excess that it becomes impossible

to use the paving for its original purpose as a place

to walk on, and there are steps so much crowded

with vegetation that no one can go up or down

without some crushing or bruising of pretty plants.

The illustrations show two examples of self-sown

plants in the joints of stonework. Some rough

sandstone steps lead up to a loft over a stable.

They have a partial coating of Moss, but where

they join the wall an accumulation of dust and
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various sinall debris liave formed a little deposit

of soil in which Erinus thrives and this year is

accompanied by the pretty wild Herb Robert

(Geranium Robertianum). Higher up in the same

flight of steps a bush of Rosemary has come,

also from self-sown seed, and has thriven so well

that it has been necessary to cut back all the

front branches to allow- of free passage.

Notes from a Surrey
Garden

By MRS. C. W. EARLE.

A S a rule this garden is a dried-up wilder-

/% ness in August ; this wet year it is not

/ % at all the case, but the weeds have
/~"~^ triumphed—left terribly to themselves
^ * for want of labour. In some beds

they seem to have kept the ground cool, and the

stronger late herbaceous plants have done rather

well. As a rule, almost all single-flowering plants are

preferable to the double varieties—at least, so

I think ; but one of the exceptions to this rule is

I'absinthe." Another version of sweet and bitter.

I have a very white foliaged .Artemisia, but I

do not know its name ; it has the whitest leaf in the

garden and is useful for mixing with flowers ; it lasts

well in water, so does to send away in hot weather.

I have this year in a large pot a new (to me) African

Pelargonium ; its name, I am told, is Monsieur

Nonin. It is a distinct and beautiful variety, and has

remained in flower all the summer, which is unusual

with these plants, for as a rule they cease flowering

early in the year. The foliage is cut and beautiful.

Criniuns, the pink an^, better still, the white,

are magnificent autunm plants. A South African

bulb one rarely sees, called Eucomis punctata,

is seldom grown, and I have never seen it in any

English catalogue, but it is now m full flower.

I think my first bulbs came from a nurseryman

at Naples. In a good situation and well fed

they seem quite hardy. Another pretty autumn
plant is Uesmodium penduliflorum ; it is quite

hardy if the stems are cut down every winter. I

grow it in a hole in the grass, as even when staked

up it wants lots of room to look well. Mine has

flowered faithfully every year for over thirty years.

The shrubby Veronicas are great favourites of

THE REMARK.\ELE TREE OF PIERIS FORMOSA AT PENTILLIE CASTLE, CORNWALL.

Gypsophila paniculata, the double variety of which

is more effective growing or cut to mix with other

flowers. It does not stand digging up—at least,

that was my experience*—but is easily increased

in spring by cuttings of the spring shoots, which

grow easily, like Phloxes.

Another useful and very effective early autumn
plant is Artemisia lactiflora. It is tall, handsome,

and creamy white, and generally supposed by
the ignorant to be a Spiraea, though not at all

the same family. It is flowering better than

usual this year, and would be effective near

a pond. Arteraisias seem to be a very large

family with very different growths ; the one

most known is the " Old Man " of cottage

gardens with its sweet foliage. It is quite hardy,

but it never seeds here in England, and always

has to be grown from cuttings. The wild Artemisia,

Wormwood, is used in the making of the^

poisonous liquor of France called absinthe,

of which the.JFrench Government are trying to

stop the sale altogether. Herbs in alcohol

seem generally to render it more injurious. Victor

Hugo, describing .1 woman, says :
" Sa main

mvsterieuse et sainte salt cacher le miel dans

mine. With one or two exceptions they are not

quite hardy, but they strike very easily and one

must look after them. A Idnd friend of mine,

hearing of my loss last winter, sent me rooted

cuttings of forty diiTerent kinds, all named ; some

seem quite small and low growing, and are quite

unlike in foliage and growth the usual large-leaved

flowering kinds. In gardening, as in life, one

often learns something from wholesome neglect.

I have now two instances of this. In a cool green-

house, with the roots outside, I have three Vines

—

a black and a white and a Madresfield Court. The
last named wants better and more tender care

and never does well. At the time of thinning this

spring the gardener was called up, and the bunches

remained unthinned. Tlie Vines have never before

done so well nor looked so pretty, and the Grapes

tasted like those grown round Paris. I shall

never again have that tiresome job of thinning

done ; of course, the fruit is smaller.

' The other hint comes frofff a friend who left

her Lilium speciosums in the pots after flowering,

they were hidden away under the greenhouse

stage by accident, where they had a certain

amount of moisture from the drip of other plants.

Slie found them beginning Jo show growth this

spring, so was afraid to repot, and only filled up
with as much fresh soil as she could, and they have

flowered well, though rather late. My Egyptian

Onions have done very badly this year, which I

attribute to the wet, cold summer ; they were not

replanted, but are growing vigorously now. They ^
are nientioned in Vilmorin's famous vegetable book,

translated by Robinson, 'but even he gives no
instructions as regards their cultivation, replanting,

&c., so I suppose sunshine is all they really want.

PIERIS FORMOSA IN A
CORNISH GARDEN

I

AM sending two photographs of Pieris formosa,

taken in the gardens at Pentillie Castle,

Cornwall. The tree is quite 25 feet in height,

and is mentioned in " Trees and Shrubs for

English Gardens," by E. T. Cook, as the finest

example in the country. When in full bloom it

is magnificent. The second photograph shows '

a nearer view of the clustering flower sprays.

The tree must be of considerable age, but no

one knows when it was planted ; it is growing

on the soil that suits Azaleas and Rhododendrons

so well. The odour of the flowers is wonderful— .

a mixture of the Lily of the Valley and a faint

odour of everything that is delicious. Its scent

pervades tliat portion of the garden, and the air

is filled with the humming of the bees. The
garden lies above the castle on a high plateau,

and covers four acres. ' A. H.

AN ATTRACTIVE GARDEN
WRITING from Kirk House, Kirk-^

maiden, Wigtownshire, N.B., on

August 25, the Rev. David R.

Williamson says :

" I have seen many interesting

gardens this year, a number of which had special

characteristics, but none more fascinating than

that of Mr. Robert Davidson, Head-master of the
,

Central School in this parish, to -which, with

exhaustless patience and perseverance (yet not '

without occasional physical exhaustion) he con-

secrates all his leisure hours. By his example in

the school garden, which is of large dimensions,

lie has imparted to his pupils that love of Nature
'

which is the chief solace of the conscientious,

earnest life, and which makes horticulture especially

an abiding fascination. Most flowers of any

value- for ornamental purposes succeed admirably

in Mr. Davidson's private garden,
,
particularly

Narcissi, Violas, Pansies, Irises and Sweet Peas.

Among the charming Daffodils that grow to

absolute perfection within its half-shady precincts

are Sir Watkin, queen of the incomparabilis

section ; Victoria, one of the grandest contribu-

tions of Messrs. Barr of Covent Garden to the

glorious bicolors ; Empress, Grandis and Hors-

fieldii ; while many of the older and hardly less

effective varieties of this much-loved floweT,

such as Narcissus scoticus and the familiar English

Len' Lily, are lovingly grown. In the school

garden there is always a superb display of fragrant

Wallflowers and Sweet Williams, profuse in flower

and of strikingly contrasted hues ; while Sweet ,

Peas and Roses, including many of the finest

modern varieties (notwithstanding great exposure

to the force of the east winds) are cultivated by
Mr. Davidson with marvellous success. This

exceedingly assiduous amateiur horticultiurist,

whose efforts in the garden can hardly be ovei>

estimated (but whose health is hardly adequate

to the extent of his exertions) has also a notable

collection of the grandest herbaceous flowers."
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The Kitchen Garden

WOHK TO BK DONE IN SEPTEMBKK.

IT

is very important during the moiitli of Sep-

tember to keep down all weeds. September
is often a "' month of weeds^ as bad as May,
except that they are not so much taken

notice of. But they soon cover the ground,

smothering cultivated crops and spreading their

seed broadcast all over the place. Groundsel

will be very abundant. There is only one remedy,

and that is eradication. AH efforts must be

drastic and persistent. Also there are crops to

be lifted and stored, and large plantings may be

made of Cabbage, Endive, Lettuce and Onion,

and even thinnings of Spinach.

Cabbages.—These should be in their permanent
c]uarters some time before the end of

the month, as this affords an opportunity

-of the plants obtaining a good roothold

before the end of the growing season.

Plant on the crowding system without

overcrowding, on well-prepared and rich

soil. Large Cabbages for use in spring

can be planted 2 feet apart, if desired,

with Coleworts or other small Cabbages

in the interspaces. These must be re-

moved, however, before spring growtli

commences. Of course. Cabbages are

transplanted right through October, but

it is so much better for the crop if

the work is done in September A
little Cauliflower seed sown in a frame,

or in a pan in the greenhouse, will

produce plants for early work. The
transplanting of any remaining plants

of Broccoli, Kale and Savoys must be

linished at once.

Cardoons.—The treatment to which

Cardoons are subjected is similar to that

for Celery. Growth will have tinislied

completely, or nearly so, and blanching

commences. The work is done on a

fine day when the soil is dry. Before

earthing up, matting or haybands must
be placed around the plants to protect

them from contact with the/soil. When
using haybands, begin with one end at

the base of the plant and bind upwards
to the top until only the foliage shows.

Then earth up as for Celery. Blanching

takes about six weeks.

Celery.—Earthing up of Celery checks

growth, so if large sticks are desired it is

advisable to delay the operation so as

not to commence a day too soon. --But

it takes quite five weeks to blanch

Celery well, and it will be necessary to

continu' blanching in accordance witli

prospective needs. Do the work on a

fine, dry day, and take care that no

soil finds its way into the hearts of

any of the plants. The earlier crops are already

earthed up.

Corn Salad sown now will produce plants in

the spring. Little attention is required. They
succeed in any soil, but, of course, do better on

moderately rich, well-prepared plots. Successional

sowings are made as a small place becomes available

from August to October. Leaves of Corn Salad

are \ery useful for mixing with other salads.

Chards.—Those who go in for Chards—and
some prefer them to Cardoons^^will need to

commence blanching when it is thought that

sufficient growth has been made. They take fully

six weeks to blanch, and th* operation is per-

formed in the same way and by the same method as

recommended for Cardoons. Hay or straw may be

used for banding ; this is then covered with earth.

Cucumbers.—One needs to be on his guard

ag.iinst the diminution of heat. .As the heat wanes
the growth will gradually abate. .'Vt this time of

year much care needs to be exercised in the

management of Cucumbers. It will not be wise

to make oijy a single sowing; it is much better

to make occasiojial sowings between now and the

end of October. In cold weather moisture is best

secured by syringing or sprinkling the walls and
floor of the house with water instead of syringing

the foliage. Plants will need repotting once or

twice. Successional sowings provide a supply of

plants to take the place of the old ones as they

get past their best.

Endive, to be hinned and planted out, if

possible on dry, sloping ground. Set out some plants

in frames or on the ground of the greenhouse or

vinery. Old frames, so long as they have some

COLUMNS FOR
THE CURIOUS

Mignonette and Rain.—.1 propos of the letter

"Mignonette and Ram " in your issue of Sep-
tember 15, I have often heard people in this part
of Lancashire remark that there will be rain
when the perfume of any scented flower or plant
is particularly noticeable ; and more especially

is this the case in the evening. The smell of

Sweet Briar cannot be detected at any great
distance from the plant, except before rain. The
reason why the perfume of flowers and plants
is more noticeable before rain and at dusk is

because the air is then more strongly charged
with humidity than at other times; or, to

put it more accurately, the amomit of moisture

ill the atmosphere has more nearly

reached the point of being discharged

as riiin or dew ; and the sense of smell

is more easily stimulated in a moist

atmosphere.—J. E. H., IVatcrfoot, near

Manchester.

ROSE YORK AND LANCASTER.

(Verses sent with a White Rose by a

Gentleman 0/ the House of York to his

Lancastrian Ladye-love.)

Should this fau Rose offend thy sight

Placed on thy bosom bare,

'Twill blush to find itself less white.

And turn I^ancastrian there.

But should thy ruby lip it spy

—

.As kiss it thou might'st deign

With envy pale 'twill lose its dye

.And Yorkshire turn again.—E. F. C.

.A NE.ARER VIEW OF THE TIERIS BLOSSOM.

kind of glass <M3vering, are suitably. Endive

plants should be strong and compact from the

beginning. (For details of culture, see The Garden
for -August ir. page 3:20.)

Lettuce.—Any variety of the following may be

sown for winter use : Cos—Covent Garden White

and Brown, Hardy Winter White and Brown Bath
;

Cabbage— Daniels' Continuity, Hammersmith
Hardy Green and Standwell. For French or

cloche gardening, Parisian Coche Lettuce and

Harbinger Forcing are good sorts. The ground

for outdoor sowings should be well dug, but not

manured. Sow the seed thinly so as to prevent

overcro'wding of the plants and the necessity for

heavy thinning. Plants of August sowing should be

planted out as soon as possible to ensure their being

well established before winter. L. M. Makshall.

Pierre Morin.—Gentle reader, you

cjf a literary turn of mind 1 mean, you

who are a lover of old-time gardening

books—and there are many of you

among the subscribers to The Garden—
do you know Pierre Morin— Pierre

Morin, the famous French florist ? Of

course, I do not mean personally. He
lived too long ago for that. But do

you know him by repute ? If not, I

wiU try to tell you something about

him. That he was famous in his day

and generation is beyond dispute. The

.Abbe Gregoire called him the

" Vilmorin " of his age. He lived in the

seventeenth century, and was probably

descended from a family of florists.

His brother Rene Morin, also a Parisian

florist, published the oldest knowp

French catalogue of its kind. Its title

was " Catalogus plantarum horti Renati

Morini inscriptarum ordine alphabetico,

cum quatuor anni temporibus, quibus

florent " (Parisiis), i6zi, i2mo, a floricultural

literary rarity that would delight the heart

of some of the collectors with whom 1 am '

acquainted.

But Pierre Morin also issued a catalogue of

flowering plants in his garden, or perhaps it

would be more correct to say a series of catalogues

in one volume, a small quarto of 48 pages, bearing

the title of " Catalogues de quelques plantes

a fleurs qui sont de present an Jardin de Pierre

Morin, le jeime, dit TroisiI'me, sgitue an fauxbourg

Saint-Germain, proche la Charite." From the

entries in Pritzel it would appear that this little

volume was reprinted on several occasions between

1654 and 1658. The catalogue contains the names

of Tulips, Ranunculuses, Iris;s and .Anemones,

which may be' assumed, I think, to have been
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Morin's leading specialities, although the Carnation

was then a most popular flower in France, and

a special cultural treatise on the subject was
subsequently written by him and formed part

of his florists' guide, which is referred to further

on in these notes.

Later, Pierre Morin published some other works,

which will be briefly alluded to before my observa-

tions are drawn to a close. In the meantime,

however, it will be interesting to see what a great

contemporary Englishman says about this old

French florist. John Evelyn in his Diary, under

date March 38, 1644, says: "The next morning

I went to the Garden of Monsiem- Morine [sic],

who from being an ordinary gardner is become

one of the most skilful and curious persons in

France for his rare collection of shells, flowers

& insects.

" His Garden is of an e.xact oval figure, planted

with cypresse cutt flat & set as even as a wall :

the tulips, anemonies, ranunculus's, crocus's,

&c., are held to be of the rarest, and draw all

the admirers of such things to his house during

the season. He lived in a kind of Hermitage

at one side of his garden, where his collection of

purselane and coral, whereof one is carved into a

large Crucifix, is much esteemed," &c.

Seven years later John Evelyn appears to have

paid another visit to Morin, for under date May 23,

i65r, he writes, " and as I return'd I visited Mr.

Morine's garden and his other rarities. . . .

He had also the pictures of his choice flowers

and plants in miniature. He told me there were

10,000 sorts of tulips onely."

Subsequently Pierre Morin published his well-

known little manual, " Remarques necessaires

pour la culture des fleurs," the first edition being

dated 1658. It was often reprinted; I have

those of 1670, 1677 and 1694. Others are noted

by Pritzel as having been issued in 1665, 1674

and 1698. The later editions of Morin's flori-

cultural guide are chubby little lamo volumes

divided into a monthly calendar and various other

headings specially relating to the flower garden

and its occupants. The names are given in lists

of those flowers in bloom during the twelve months

of the year, upon perusal of which the reader is

not a little surprised to find that French gardens

in the seventeenth century were so liberally

adorned with flowering subjects. There are

many other details in the book too numerous to

mention. The volume "concludes with a series

of short catalogues (each with a separate title

and preface) of flowe'ring plants in his garden,

vi?,, Anemones, Ranunculuses, Tulips and Irises,

paged in with the book itself. Although the

items are unpriced, they were presumably offered

for sale.

Morin is also credited with the authorship of

another similar little hand-book for florists, and

this, like the preceding, ran into several editions.

It was entitled " Nouveau traite pour la culture

des fleurs," the first edition appearing in 1674.

I have this and also editions dated 1682 and 1704.

In addition to Pierre Morin's literary labours in

floriculture, mention may be made of another

of his works, entitled " Instruction facile, pour

connoistre toutes sortes d'orangers et citronniers,

&c." (Paris, 1674).

Such are a few brief notes of a famous French

florist, of whose career more can be gleaned by

the enquiring student of floricultural history if

need be. For some of the facts in this article it

is only proper to state that I am indebted to

M. Georges Gibault's essay on old horticultural

literature. References will be there found to

articles on " Le Jardin de Rene Morin " and
" Le fleuriste Pierre Morin," by M. Hamy, which

have appeared in different bulletins of the Museum
d'histoire naturelle.—C. Harjuan Payne.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Trenching is so importaut a detail in ronnectiuu
with vegetable production, especially in the case

of uewiy broken up ground—grass or otherwise

—

and which was perhaps done in a hurry during
last spring, that such land will benefit

immensely by being trenched this autumn as 1. st

as the crops-are cleared. Dry weather is the most
suitable period for trenchmg, especially land
heavy in character. If trodden upon when wet
the soil kneads, and in spring it requires much more
manipulation to get it into goocl working order.

Plots from which Peas, Beans, Cabbages or Potatoes
have been cleared should be trenched at least

2 feet deep. Such plots will be in good conditii n
next year for Onions. Carrots, Parsnips and all

such deep-rooting subjects.

Cabbages.—Slugs have been very troublesome
to newly planted plots owing to continued showers.
Fill all such gaps up at once and put out the final

batch of late-sywn plants, using around each a

pkntiful supply of finely sifted coal-ashes.

Onions.—The latest batch of Onions should be
lilted, laid in a sunny position to dry, removing
any decayed leaves and gradually trimming off the.

roots before finally storing in a cool shed or room,
or, what is better still, tying them in ropes on string

or a stick a yard or so long. In this way they can
be suspended from the roof in a room or shed.

A late sowing of Tripoli varieties would perhaps
serve a useful purpose in spring for filling up gaps,

owing to losses during the winter.

Salsify should be carefullj- lifted and stored
in sand or ashes in a shed, or at the foot of a north
wall where ample protection could be given during

the winter.

Mushrooms.—Collect and prepare the ingrelients

—horse-manure, short straw, and a few freshly

gathered leaves if the manure is scarce. Put in

a heap in an open shed or protect from rain in

the open, allowing the mass to ferment sufficiently

to throw off the rank steam before finally making
up. The material should be not less than

15 inches thick when made up in a house or shed.

Make the mass very ftim by beating down the

manure as it is put together.

Endive.—Blanch those plants growing in the

open in small batches by tying up the outer leaves

over the crown of the plant, and by excluding light

with an inverted pot, covering with a tarpaulin,

or even by laying a slate on the centre of each
plant. Plants sown last month should be pricked

out in frames for winter and early spring use.

Potatoes.—Lift as fast as possible all varieties

and sections, carefully selecting the seed tubers,

which should weigh from loz. to 2oz. Allow
these to become thoroughly dry by exposure before

finallv putting them away for the winter. Any mis-

shapen tubers should be rejected, as they do not

represent the true type of any variety. Be careful

to pick out any tubeis having a suspicion of

disease, as they are certain to contaminate those

adjoining.

The Alpine Garden.

Bulbs.—Now is a good time to plant bulbs,

such as Aconites, Alliums, Chionodoxas, Jonquils,

Muscari, Snowdrops, Scillas, dwarf Tulips and the

small-growing forms of Narcissi, such as N.

triandrus albus (Angel's Tears) and other dwarf-

growing sorts. Quite an interesting feature can

be made with these bulbs in vacant places in the

rock garden without harming the regular occu-

pants. A pimh of sand under each bulb when
planting accelerates root action.

The Flower Garden.

Violas should now be propagated for next

season's displav, taking cuttings 2 inches to

3 inches long from the base of the old plants and
rejecting all that are flowering shoots. Insert

them in sandv soil in a cold frame, give a good

watering, and shade from bright sun for a few

days. The lights need not be put on except in

the event of heavy rain.

Border Carnations should be planted at once

to ensiue the roots getting well hold of the soil

before winter. Lift the layers carefully with soil

attached to the roots, and plant on well-prepared

ground 10 inches apart where required in beds

for supplying cut flowers. If to be t'Ut in the

front of the herbaceous border to fill gaps or take

permanent positions, plant in groups of three or

five to produce a colour effect. Where the border

is not ready for their reception, plant them thickly

together in a frame or on a border until the spring,
when they can be transferred as required.

Pentstemons for next season's display should
be increased by inserting cuttings of non-flowering
shoots in pots, boxes, or in a bed in a cold frame,
where they may remain until April, when they caji

be planted where the}' are to flower.

E. MOLVNEU.X.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Er-q.)

Sivdiimore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Cuttings.—A great variety of plants are readily
increased by means of cuttings, for which I prepare
beds in cold frames. These need not be more than
4 inches in depth, and the soil is covered with a
layer of sand as much to keep weeds from germinat-
ing as for any other purpose. Most of the cuttings
do not ask for much space. Violas, for instance,
may be touching, provided they are removed
early in spring. In addition to these, Viola
gracilis varieties and common Pansies, Boyle's
Black and others, are propagated annually.
Gazania splendens. Lavender, Sage, Rosemary.
Lavatera Olbia, common Calceolarias and shrubby
Veronicas are others which are preserved or in-

creased in the same manner now.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—These should now be
well rooted, and if not already cleaned of decayed
foliage, it must be seen to at once, else damp may
cause rot. There is no need to hurry to place the
boxes under glass, and as a rule there is no frost

to hurt in most localities till November, any slight

frost before then being kept off by ordinary
coverings, and the longer the young plants can be
kept in the open the better. Old ' plants to be
lifted from beds should not be left too long, as we
usually get a sharp snap about ten days hence.
To prepare the plants, all long roots should be
shortened and the greater part of the foliage

removed, also flowers and buds. Bo.x them in

rather light soil and keep on the dry side. If

wintered in a dry, airy structure, scarcely any
water at the roots will be required.

Other Plants.—All the other plants to be pre-
served should also be lifted in good time, and if

to be placed in pots, select those just large enough
to contain the roots. Large Fuchsias may be
preserved in cold sheds covered with straw.
Agapanthuses are stood close together in a cold pit

and left alone till late in spring. Cannas are usually
difficult to winter, and so are Lobelias of the
cardinalis type. The colder these are kept the
better, so long as they are not frosted, a covering
of flaky, half-decayed leaves being a valuable
aid, laid over them. This at once keeps out
frosts of ordinary severity and maintains an
equable degree of moisture in the balls of soil with
which the plants are lifted.

Plants Under Glass.

Fuchsias.—These may be roughly trimmed
and left to dry off for storing away for the winter.
Young plants for specimens—not now much in

evidence—may have a final shift and be placed in a
structure where they will keep growing slowly
throughout the winter months.

Pelargoniums.—Summer-struck growths of

decorative varieties, if not already potted into
5-inch pots, should be shifted at once and also

kept just moving. Aphis is usually the greatest

source of trouble with these, but occasional
fumigation keeps them quite free from that pest.

Primulas.—Obconica gigantea still in cold

frames and throwing flowers should now be trans-

ferred to a slightly warm pit. If too warm the

colour, so lovely in this strain, will be spoilt.

The plants need much water at the roots, and
occasionally mairare. Forward plants of malacoides
and its varieties do well in a cool house. Last
spring plants out of doors withstood 29° of frost,

so there need be no fear of damage. The common
sinensis succeeds best with enough heat to keep
the plants on the move ; but the obconicas are so

fine that if there is foom for only one of these I

would prefer to have the latter.

Begonias.—These should be allowed to dry off

slowly by withholding water and keeping the plants
cool. The stem snaps off at the junction with the
tubers, and when this happens the pots with the
tubers should be stacked away in a frost-proof,

dry place, where they will remain safely till spring.

Gloire de Lorraine varieties may now be allowed
to produce flowers, which they will continue to

do for many months provided they are kept clear

of thiips by vaporising and not unduly forced.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Prcsionkirk, N.B.
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STORING OF VEGETABLES
:.SIMPLE METHODS OF RESERVING VEGETABLES FOR AVIXTEH ISlv

HAPPILY THERE IS A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY IN GARDENS.

T behoves all persons now to economise in

every shape and form with foodstuffs

and to store all possible material fur

future use. With vegetables a splendid

opportunity presents itself, because much
may be dealt with, and as they are plentiful

in gardens this season, now is the time to set

about the various details necessary. I purpose

detailing the best means to adopt on both a large

>and a small scale, whereby the cottager may
prepare a supply for the future as well as his more

' affluent neighbour.

Carrots, Beet and Turnips should be left in

(he garden until fully grown, but not

afterwards. Thev are easily stored for

months in sand in a shed or cellar, or

in the open, protected from too much
»wet and frost. If sand is not avail-

'able, they can be massed in a heap

an.d covered over with any light

Inatcrial underneath a thick coating

..f soil.

^ Couve Tronchuda and Celeriac may
he treated in a similar manner, but

not in such quantities as the foregoing

kinds.

Parsnips keep best where growing

until quite late in the spring ; in fact,

f
until new growth in the leaves is on the

move, when they should be lifted and

stored in sand in a damp situation.

Should eaiiy frost take place in the

autumn, cover the crowns with soil

4 inches thick to preserve that portion

of the root exposed by the growth of

the leaves.

Leeks keep best where growing, ex-

cept, perhaps, those matured quite

early for exhibition. These, when
" growth is complete, should be lifted

and stored in a dry place with moist

soil about them, still retaining their

roots.

Celery will come under the same
category as Leeks, keeping better

where growing as long as the hearts

are protected from excessive rain ; this,

when followed by frost, is the principal

cause of decay.

Vegetable Marrows can be preserved

over a long period, ^nd as tbey are

plentiful this season, a good opportunity

is afforded of prolonging a supply.

When the Marrows are fully grown
and before they become hard in the

skin, they should be cut and hung up
in a cool, airy shed. The time to cut

is best ascertained by inserting the

thumbnail in the skin of the Marrow near

the stalk ; if it penetrates easily, the Marrow
should not be cut. The larger fruits, as Long
White, Green and Cream, should be. allowed to

grow to their full size and mature fully. These
will keep in a dry room for mouths, and can be
made into jam or used for pies at will.

Cabbages, when nearing maturity, should be
balf pulled up, severing a portion of their roots

in the ground. This will check growth and pre\ent

the plants running to seed.

Cauliflowers, as they approach maturity, should

be pulled up, standing the roots in water in a cool

shed or behind a south wall, where the Cauli-

flowers will keep fresh for some time.

Salsify and Scorzonera should be treated in

the same way as Carrots and Beet.

Runner Beans may be induced to bear

longer by removing the Beans as fast as they

grow to their full size and before they form
seed, and thus relieve the plant of an undue
strain. If the plants can also be protected

from, early frost, so much the better. The
Beans arc best preserved by standing the stalks

in water.

Jerusalem Articholies should be left in the

soil until required, as they keep better there than

anywhere until new growth commences in April.

Cucumbers keep best placed in a box one layer

thick on green Nettles and buried i foot below
the surface.

Rhubarb is best made into jam when fully

matured in its growth.

With regard to the growth of such crops as

BrusselsvSprouts, Savoys, Broccoli, Kales and other

winter vegetables ahready in existence, these

should be encouraged to grow to their fullest

extent by keeping them free from weeds and
constantly stirring the soil:

Sowing and Planting.—Every available piece

of ground between fruit trees should be planted
with Cabbages, Coleworts, late Savoys and Kales.

Quantities of Spinach, Onions, Carrots, Turnips
and so forth should be sown without delay among
Strawberries or on any vacant places ; even
flo.wer-beds might be extemporised for such crops

as are still available by planting and seed sowing.

.Appearances in the garden are of little account

in case of such dire necessity as we may
be put to in the near future, when
sentiment avails but little.

The preserving of such vegetables

as Kidney Beans and green Tomatoes
in bottles, too, should not be for-

gotten. S. H.

Two Good Sea

Hollies

ERYNGIUM OHVERI..^N"UM.

Globe Artichokes ought to be cut directly they

attain full size and before they harden. Stand

the stems in water in a cool shed or under a wall

away from the sun's rays.

Onions must be carefully handled. Directly

the tops exhibit signs of maturity they should be

pulled up, laid thinly in the sun to thoroughly

ripen, and then be suspended in ropes or singly

from the under side of the roof in a cool shed, or

be spread thinly on a boarded floor. The early

growing Tripoli varieties may be longer preserved

than ordinarily by pulling them up directly their

full growth is assured, removing the slightest sign

of decayed skin and giving them an airy position.

THE Eryngiums are among the

rliief glories of the garden iu

July. They are - always im-

posing plants, with their splen-

did structure, their appearance

of great strength, with nobility of

aspect, and their wonderful metallic

lustre ; in the case of one, like the

blued steel of damascened work, and
in tlje other of polished silver. The
accompanying illustration shows a border

filled with ErvTigium Oliverianum, the

kind commonly sold in nurseries as E.

amethystinum. The flower-heads, with

their handsome fringe of bracts,^ and
especially the stems, have the curious

and beautiful tinge of metallic bluish

coloiu: so characteristic of these plants.

The nearest part of the group in the

picture is composed of a remarkably

fine garden variety, taller and larger

altogether than the type, and of a

deeper colovu: ; the strong metallic blue

of the stem and general bluer tinting

make it stand out distinctly from the

rest. It came from the garden of the

late Rev. C. WoUey-Dod, whose memory
is one of the most warmly cherished

of the band of great gardeners of thirty

years ago, and who, as learned scholar

and careful botanist as well as generous

^ friend and splendid English gentleman,

will ever be held in memory with

reverent and grateful affection by all

who had the privilege of knowing him. Eryngium

Oliverianum is a long-lived perennial, delighting

in a warm, sandy soil ; indeed, in such a soil and

in full sunlight there seems no end to the duration

of the plants. Those in the picture have stood

in their place quite twenty years.

The Rose in the background, Evangeline,

is one of the most beautiful of the Wichiuraiana

group. It was only beginning to bloom when

the photograph was taken ; ten days later the

whole was a sheet of bloom. The single flowers,

of Dog- Rose character but of greater size and

substance, are in generous, long-shaped clusters,

faintly pink with distinct yellow stamens. It is
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a Rose of very free growth and should be more

generally used. Nothing could be better for rambling

over any unsightly shed or outbuilding, or anything

in or near a garden that it may be desirable to

clothe or hide with a mantle of flowering beauty.

Eryngium giganteura, the Silver Thistle, is

a biennial, rejoicing in the same conditions as its

congener. It sows itself freely in the warm,
light soil, so that one is never at a loss for yoimg
plants. G. J.

FRUIT GARDENS OF ENGLAND
I.—MESSRS. CHEAL AND SONS, LIMITED, CRAWLEY.

JUST
lately we have been reading in the

daily papers of the urgent protests made
by representatives of the fruit trade in

Covent Garden against the embargo on

the importation of Apples. The prohi-

bition, ''it will be remembered, was enforced

early in the spring of this year, when imports of

fruits of all kinds were considerably curtailed.

A very serious shortage of Apples is prophesied

by leading dealers in Covent Garden if the embargo

on imports is not removed. We are told that the

English fruit will be well-nigh exhausted by

December, as there are not half a dozen varieties

grown for market that will keep until the spring,

and that what few Apples remain will, unless

more are shipped, rise to prices beyond the reach

of the general public. What ! An Apple famine

in England when the crops are good ? Can it be

possible ? Here are we, in one of the finest Apple-

growing countries of the world, with acres upon

acres of fertile land waiting to be brought under

cultivation. What fools we have been in " Meriie

England "
!

Happily, there are large stocks of young fruit

trees in the country. Our leading nurserymen

in the fruit tree trade looked far enough ahead

to provide for the increased demand that seemed

certain to follow. We purpose during the planting

season to describe some of the leading fruit tree

nurseries of the country.

The Fruitfulness of Young Trees.

A few days ago we journeyed to Messrs. Cheal

and Sons' niu-series at Crawley, and the one

thing in the nursery with which, we were most

impressed was the prolific crops borne by young

trees. There were trees of the new cooking Apple

Rev. W. Wilks, no more than four years old

and carrying sixteen and eighteen fruits on a tree,

each fruit large enough to make a good-sized

Apple dumpling. But the variety named after

the respected Secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society is known to be a precocious cropper ; it will

even fruit on a maiden tree. It is a culinary Apple

in season from September till November, and it is

so extremely fertile that it is prophesied " bushels

of Wilks " will be as plentiful in Covent Garden a

few years hence as the shellfish are in Billingsgate.

This promising market Apple was raised by Messrs.

Veitch from Peasgood's Nonsuch x Ribston Pippin

and introduced in 1908, having received Jirst an

award of merit, and later a first-class certificate

from the Royal Horticultural Society.

Royal Jubilee was another culinary Apple to

arrest attention in passing down the long lines

of healthy young trees. It is a good cooker,

of sturdy growth, and, flowering very late, escapes

the late frost. It always bears a good crop,

and is one of those varieties which should find a

place in every collection.

An Apple that attracted attention by virtue

of its bright colour and heavy crop was Crawley

Beauty, an excellent late cooker of local origin.

The fruits are splashed and striped with crimson.

It is a culinary Apple that will keep till April or

May and, like the Wise Apple, is late in flowering,

thereby escaping injury from late spring frosts.

Three other Apples of local origin are Crawley

Reinette, Nanny and Jolly Miller. The first of

these was carrying a magnificent crop. The
original tree is still standing in the nursery, and
Mr. Alexander Cheal remarked as we passed by
that it was raised from a pip sown by his mother.

A large tree of the variety Nanny near the entrance

to the nursery was carrying an exceptionally

heavy crop of highly coloured fruits. Like its

companion Jolly Miller, it is not very well known
outside the Countv of Sussex.

A FOUR YEAR OLD TREE OF APPLE

REV. W. WILKS.

Newton Wonder is one of the very best

culinary Apples in cultivation, and is in

season from December till May. The older

trees were bearing very well, and from the

great stock of healthy young trees in the nursery

Messrs. Cheal and Sons are well prepared for a

big demand.

The Crab Apples, too, were in the height of

their autumn splendour. One of the finest is

Cheal's Crimson Crab (Pyrus prunifolia coccinea),

for which an award of merit was given a few weeks

ago. The Hyslop or Dartmouth Crab, John
Downie, Siberian Crab or Cherry Apple, and
Transcendent were all remarkable for their

brilliant colouring and prolific crops.

Dahlia-time at Crawley is a sight to be remem-
bered. From the garden point of view the Star

Dahlias, which originated at Crawley, stand

out from all the rest. We are glad to see that

Messrs. Cheal are now getting many delightful

shades of colour into this new type v.of Dahlia.

We must, however, give a word of praise to the

decorative variety Crimson Flag, by far the most

effective of the section and a brilliant but beautiful'

colour.

A COLUMN FOR
THE BIBULOUS

THE Editor, I fear, will be very shocked'

at the title of these notes, and if he

allows it to escape his blue devil (I refer,

of course, to his pencil of that hue !).

he will certainly run the risk of oiifending

those readers who are total abstainers, as welt

as those who by reason of the war are ardent

supporters of tbe " Down Glasses " campaign.

But (may I be allowed to argue the point ?) if

the " cjirious " are granted a column to them-
selves, why should not those of us who are interested,

in things " bibulous " be allowed to " have our
say " ? Chambers' Twentieth Century Dictionary-

—a valued occupant of my study table—clearly

shows that there is a connecting link between
the word " curious," i.e., skilfully made, and the

subject of these notes, which is home-made wines.

And if any further apologia is needed for a disserta-

tion on " gentle stimulants " in The Garden,.

I would remind my horrified readers of what the

Muse of Anacreon, in an ancient relic of Grecian

song, has to say concerning it

:

" The dark earth drinks the falling rain.

Trees drain the moistened earth again
;

Ocean drinks the mountain gales.

Ocean's self the sun inhales.

And the sun's bright rays as soon

Are swallow'd by the thirsty moon.

All Nature drinks ! If I would sip.

Why dash the nectar from my lip ?
"

Damson harvest is almost with us as I write,

and the myriads of trees in this coimty and the

adjoining one of Shropshire are glowing with a
plenteous harvest of piurple fruit, which is being

safely garnered into brimming " pots " by the

women of the lonely villages and townships.

There is an old Worcestershire saying that

if you ask a man from Pershore in a bad fruit

season where he lives, he replies, " Pershore,

God help us !
" But in such an annus mirabilis

of fruit as this he would reply to this same enquiry

by sticking out his chest and saying, " Pershore ;

where d'ye think ? " This year the times are

out of joint, and I am a little puzzled as to what

reply one would receive to this query, for the

scarcity of labour and rough wet weather have

made things difficile for everyone. Then, again,

sugar (" white diamonds," as " Anne Amateur "

aptly terms it) has curtailed the demand, and I

fear that not one quarter of the Damson cheese

or Damson wine for which the cottagers of

Worcestershire and Shropshire are famous will

be made this season. Lord Rhondda does not

appear to have expressed his opinion on the

question of the use of sugar for maldng wine,

and I expect, like poor Marrow jam, it will be

banned. But as I ha\e laboriously pinched myself

of sugar for a twelvemonth in order to make
" Worcestershire claret," I am going to run the

risk of brewing some, and also increase the enormity

of my ofl'ence by telling others how to do it.

First and foremost, the Damsons must be

grown on the red sandstone formation, and be

gathered on a dry day. Select perfectly sound
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fruit (an old recipe in my possession reads " the

fairest Damsons off the tree "), wipe it and remove •

the stalks, and when it is dead ripe bruise it gently

without breaking. Weigh the fruit and put it

into an earthenware pan or bowl, and to each

1 81b. of fruit pour on a gallon of boiling water,

covering with a thick cloth to keep in the steam.

Let this stand for four days, stirring daily three

or four fiines with a wooden spoon. Then draw

off the liquor, and to each gallon add sib. or 41b.

of loaf sugar and half a pint of French brandy.

As soon as the sugar is dissolved, pour it into

an earthenware cask through the bunghole. These

casks can be obtained to hold from one to five

gallons, and their cost is now about is. 3d.

per gallon size. They should be fitted with

a spigot (small plug) and a faucet (short

wooden tap), in addition to a large cork for the

bunghole.

.\fter the wine has been poured into the cask

It will need time to ferment, and during this

process the bunghole should be kept covered

by a cloth folded into several thicknesses. When
fermentation is completed, close the bung tightly

and let the cask remain undisturbed in a cool

cellar for twelve months. After this period it

- may be racked off into bottles, and if well corked

and kept in a dry, cool place, it will keep good

for years.

There are numerous superstitions as to

whea wine should be racked. Tlie English

author of the " Art and Mystery of Vintners and

Wine Coopers " says that " the best time to rack

wine is in the decrease of the moon, the wind

being at north-east or north-west, but not at

south, and the sky serene. . . . The times

of the year when wines are observed to be most

subject to ferment and fret are midsummer and

Allhallows, when our vintners used to rack them

from their cross lees ; and they cSoose to do it

in the wane of the moon and fair weather, the

wind being northerly."

There are several variations in the recipe 1

have given for Damson wine. One is a gallon of

fruit to a gallon of boiling water, but the sugar

is added to the water before it is boiled and then

poured upon the fruit. Most cottagers omit the

brandy and use 3lb. of sugar, but when racking ofif

the wine a lump of sugar is placed in each bottle.

Good Damson wine should be the colour of

good Burgundy, e.g.. Chateau de Clos Vougeot,

after which vin veloiiii my friend M. J. Pemet-

Ducher named that fine but sprawly habited

Rose that most of us grow. Vougeot, by the way,

is derived from " La Vouge," a sparkling stream

running close by the estate, which at one time

abounded with trout.

Connoisseurs will smile at my audacity in com-

paring Damson wine with " peerless " Burgundy,

but let them come and have a day's shooting

in Bewdley Forest and taste some fifteen years

old ! It is a wholesome drink and

" It does no harm to take a glass or two,

Tho' from great numbers mighty ills ensue."

The ill? in this case would probably be that

uue's joints might swell like those of a Hemp
Nettle.

One word more. If, dear reader, j'ou decide

to follow my e.'jample and make ready a barrel

for the time " when the boys come marching

home," do not also copy ray example, or be like

.Mrs. Bennet or Mrs. Philips in Jane Austen's
" Pride .and Prejudice "—" Mrs. Bennet was

privileged to whisper it to Mrs. Pliilips, and she

ventured, without any permission, to do the same

by all her neighbours in Meryton "—but keep

the secret strictly to yourself lest you receive a

\isit from the Food Inspector. If, however,

^ our stock of sugar be so low that your wine cask

must perforce remain empty, you must try to

eke out a miserable e.Kistence like that of Diogenes,

of whom we are told :

" Diogenes, surly and proud.

Who snarl'd at the Macedon youth,

Delighted in wine that was good.

Because in good wine there is truth
;

Till growing a; poor as a Job,

Unable to purchase a flask.

He chose for his mansion a tub,

.^nd liv'd by the scent of the cask !

"

Kidderminster. Arthur R. Goodwin.

crop up. The book is well printed and freely

illustrated with practical and interesting photo-

engravings. True, there Are one or two small

printer's errors, and one feels disposed to challenge

the statement that freezing will destroy eelworm.

As a whole, however, it is a capital little hook,

and I have spent an enjoyable hour and a hal£

in camp perusing it.—T. A. Weston.

BOOKS
The Perpetual-Flowering Carnation.*

—

The

introduction of^a book dealing purely with flowers in

such times as these requires confidence sublime, but

all who know Mr. Montague C. .AUwood will readily

agree that he lacks nothing in that direction

where Perpetual-flowering Carnations are con-

cerned. Indeed, one might hazard that he is

a super-optimist, and therefore his latest literary

effort will occasion little surprise. As he points

out in the Preface, his large standard work is

out of print, and to meet the demand of the

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
BEAN TO NAME (Somerset).—Your Bean is a variety

of thi.' Prague Kidney Bean, which is itself a form of the -

Climbing French Bean. One of these varieties is called
the Two-coloured Italian Kidney Bean, but that hay-
seeds half white, half pale chamois, and pods of a lively
red when ripe. The Red Prague Kidney Bean has dark
brown-red seeds.

CELERY PLANTS DYING OFF (7?enm'o).—We cannot,
in a long experience, call to mind having come across a
similar ca.se t^ yours. We notice that tlie tip ends of
practically all the small roots are dead. This seems to-

point strongly to the fact that there must be something
of a sour or poisonous nature in the soil or in the
manure. Has the manure been collected from roads over
which tar has been laid or wlien- there has been much

MIGNOX D.\HLIAS IN AN OLD ENGLISH GARDEN AT CRAWLEY.

moment he has revised and compressed into a

shilling edition practically all that bis earlier work

contains. It goes without saying that this small

112 page volume is crammed with practical

pointers easily understandable by the veriest

novice. Unlike some practical men, " M. C. A."

never attempts to talk over his readers' heads,

and the fact that he grows Carnations by the

scores of thousands does not lead him to assume

that all his readers have that modicum of know-

ledge which will enable them to understand

professional jargon. Our author is of the stamp

that both talks to and talks at his readers in a

free and easy style that is truly " AUwoodian."

Just as he is a unique character, so is his style

of writing, and it is this dominantly assertive

style that has made him the successful business

man he is. In the twelve chapters of the

volume under notice he explains everything the

amateur- wants to know, and one, furthermore,

gets the impression that the services of the author

are still available, should any doubtful point

* Th*' Perpetual-Flowering Carnation," by Montague C.

AUwooi. Printed and published by the Cable printing

and Publishing Compaay; price Is.

motor traffic? This would help to explain the trouble

if it has been. To save the rest of the plants, we should be
inclined to make a new trench and replant those left in

new, sweet and well-manured soil. The plants would
scarcely feel the shift, pro\ided you are careful to lift them
with a large ball of soil, to well water, and shade for a
week or ten days. Mix some lime and soot ^vith the-

new soil.

POTATOES AND WIREWORM (Toims End).—
Wireworm is always more prevalent in soil which has
been lying dormant for some years under Strawberries,

as in your case, or under grass, than on soil which is

frequently disturbed in cultivation. Unfortunately,
wireworm has been most destructive to Potatoes this

year, especially on grass land brought under cultivation

for the first time. Wireworm is one of those pests of

the soil which cannot be exterminated by any known
means other than picking by hand or by the instrumen-
tality of birds picking them up when seen on the surface.

The "best and only effective way of getting rid of them
is to be well on the look-out for them when digging or
trenching the soil, and then pick them up and destroy

them ; and by frequently deeply hoeing the ground
during spring and summer. The disturbing of the soil

brings them to the surface, when they can be picked up
or destroyed by birds.

STORING CARROTS (A Reader).—X good time to take
up the Carrots will be about the middle of October. They
are hardy, so a little frost will not hurt them. Take no
notice of a few of them splitting : that is common in all

seasons. The best way to store them for winter use is to

pack them one on top" of another in sand (not too damp
nor too dry) against a wall in an outhouse or cellar, or some
other sucli out-of-the-way place. See that the roots are

fairly dry before storing, and cut off the leaves to within
lialf an inch of the crown.
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FRUIT GARDEN.
INJURY TO APPLE LEAVES (H^x).~The Apple

foliage is attacked by two boring insects, both belonging
to tlie very small moths, the Tortrices. viz., Lyonetia
clerckella and NepticuJa malella. Keither does much
damage, coming as the attack does towards the end of
the growing season. The burning of the foliage is due
to some cause other than the attack of insects, and is

possibly the result either of exposure to cold winds or
of interference with the water supply. The hoe is as
important an implement in the orchard, especially the
young orchard, as it is in the vegetable garden.

INJURY TO PEARS (^1. H. If.).—The Pears have
been attacked early in the season by Capsid bugs, active
green, or sometimes brown, insects that run sharply
uiiont the trees, easily visible to the naked eye but very
dilticult to kill. They are best dealt with when seen
by spraying with piiraffin emulsion to which nicotine
;it tlie rate of half to three-quarters of an ounce to
T.n gallons of spray lias been added. Treatment at the
liresent time is impracticable. The insects arc to be looked
for about the middle of June or even earlier,

PEACHES WOOLLY AND SOUR (B. R.). — The
peach will bear an enormous crop of fruits if allowed to.
The proud owner of a tree bearing 300 fruits was at a loss
to know the other day why they were so small and flavour-
less, and asked us to look at the same. There ought to
be a law passed for cruelty to trees as well as to animals !

(>«r friend's tree would have swelled and developed fifty

fruits to perfection. But 300 I We are afraid tliat the
cause is, more or Jess, the same in our correspondent's
ease. Better have fifty really good luscious and sweet
Peaches than a bushel of nondescripts. Amateurs are
always frightened at over-thinning. It would be better
tor them if they were frightened the other way, and better
lur the trees, too ! There is a rule beaning on tliis question,
ami those who are wise should stick to it. At the final

thinning of the fruits, after the process of stoning is finished,

there should be only one fruit left to every superficial
square foot of the surface of the tree.

BITTER PLUMS (H. .S.).—The Plum sent is attacked by
brown rot. Take care that all mummy fruits are picked
L'tf the tn.es during the winter, for it is on these that the
fungus passes the winter; and next spring spray the trees
with Jiordeaux mixture just after the flowers have di'opped.
It is quite natiural for the flesh to ciingto the stone in some
vaiieties of Plum, as in many Peaches, &c.

CHERRY PLUM (H. .V.).—The Plum sent for identifica-
tion is th(^ Myrobalan or Cherry Plum {Prunus cerasifcra).

The fruits are edible. The second specimen mentioned
in the letter did not arrive.

STORING MEDLARS (r.fi.).—The fruits of the Medlar are
hard and us.l. ^s unlil they begin to decay, when the green
eolouriugmatter passes away and theficshor pulp becomes
>uft. acquiring what is considered by some an agree-
ably acid ilavour. In this incipient state of decay (the
process w^ich is called l>letting) the fruits are generally
eaten raw, but sometinns they are preserved with sugar
in the way of jellies and elieese, and a sauce for game is

occasionally also made from them. The fruits should not be
gathered until the enil of October, or later if hard frosts
keep away. They should be perfectly dry when gathered,
and the best place we know of to store them is the cool
end of a fruit room, not giving too much air, and arranging
in single layers on paper, the fruits not touching one
anotlier. Once softening or bletting takes place, they
will remain in good condition for dessert for three weeks
or h.inger.

PRESCRIPTION FOR CATCHING FLIES, ETC., ON
FRUIT WALLS (F. G. /'\).—There is no better way
'.han to partly fill the bottles with beer and then well
iswei ten with honey, sugar or treacle, and hang on the
trees near the fruit.

HOW TO PRESERVE WALNUTS AND FILBERTS
(A. G'.).—The active principle in the preservation of such
fruits is in surrounding them with conditions which will

prevent evaporation of the jtiices of the fruit and catise

tlicni to shrivel and wither ; and, on the other hand, the
avoidance of too much damp and cold, causing them to
rot. The best way we have foimd of keeping them is to
place them in layers of sand (not too dry nor too damp) in
boxes or barrels, and store them in a dry, cool cellar. The
position you suggest—under a north wall—would not be a
bad one, provided you can protect the Nuts from too much
wet and depredations from rats and mice.

PLANTING APRICOTS AND NECTARINES
iM. M. E. C).—The two best Apricots are Moorpark
and Heniskirk. The two best Nectarines are, we think,
Lord Napier and Pitniaston Orange. The former is ripe
early in August, and the latter early in September. It
is difficult to pick out the two best from among so many
good ones. Trays for storing fruit.—Try H. Blacknell,
Fleet Saw Mills, Fleet. Hants.

APPLE TREES FOR AN ENCLOSED GARDEN
(A. O. B.).—There is too much importance given to the
sterility and non-sterility of Apples nowadays. If you
oonfine yourself to the so-called fertile or non-sterile
varieties only, you bar yourself against possessing many
')f the best varieties. ^ ou had far better mix them up"; .

they will then help one another. Experience has proved
over and over again that half-standard trained trees
are the best to plant and the most profitable. Tliree year
old trees are the best to plant. They should be grown on
ihn Paradise stock, as they fruit much earlier. Tlie
following list comprises tlie best : Apples (dessert)

—

Devonsliire Quarreuden and Irish Peach, ripe in July
and August ; Lady Sudeley, James Grieve and Worcester
Pearmaiu, ripe in September and October : Ellison's
Orange, Cox*s Orange Pippin and Ilival, ripe in October
and November ; Gascoyne's Scarlet, Bleulreim Orange
and Kibston Pippin, ripe in December and January

;

Lord Hindlip, Brownlee's Russet, Allen's Everlasting
and Adam's Pearniain. ripe in February and March. Apples
(Looking)—Wliite Transparent and Early Victoria, ripe
in July and August ; Ecklinviile, Grenadier. Stirling

Castle and Kev. W. Wilks, ripe in September and October
;

Lord Derby, Mdfe du Manage, Norfolk Beauty and Tower
of Glamis, rii)e m November and December ; Beauty of
Kent, Lane's Prince Albert and Belle de Boskoop. ripe
in January and February : Newton Wonder. Bramley's
Seedling and Alfriston, ripe from February to May,
Please do not hesitate to ask fiu'ther questions if we can
lielp you.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSES FOR NORTH-EAST FENCE {E. B.).—You

can grow some fine Hoses on such a fence providing you
prepare the soil well by deep digging and manuring.
The following would be excellent : Florence H. Veitch.
Hugh Dickson, Bouquet d'Or, Candeur Lyonnaise and
Zephyrine Drouhin.

ROSES GOOD FOR EXHIBITION AND ALSO FOR
GARDEN (li. E. 2'.).—We should jilu-r tij. following as the
six best of your lists : Gorgeou-^, Mrs. (_'. Uus-;ell, Mareella,
Margaret Dickson Hamiil, Countess of Shaftesbury and
Edgar M. Burnett; and then following as next "best:
Nellie Parker, Cyuthia Forde, Mrs. Bryce Allen, Sunburst,
Mi-s. C. Eeed and Duchess of Normandy.- If you have
not got them, add Clarice Goodacre, Cleveland, Jlrs. B. J.
Walker, Mrs. F. Dcnnison and Mrs. Mackellar.

them every second or third day many wireworms may be
captured and destroyed. A piece of stick should be stuck
fnto each Carrot or Potato so that it may stand C inches
out of the ground when the Carrot or Potato is buried
3 inches or 4 inches deep. A good deal of information
about wireworms is to be found in Leaflet No. 10, published
by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, obtainable
free on application to the Secretary, Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.I.

FLOWER GARDEN.
DIVIDING GENTIAN (E. T. Martin).~li by " out-of-

doors Gentian "—all Gentians are hardy and should be
out of dooi-s—you refer to the common Gentianella,
G. acaulis. there is no better season than early October
for dividing and replanting it. It may be done, indeed,
at any moment now. If the clumps are large and growth
much congested, pull tbem to pieces quite freely, planting
the divisions fi inches to 8 inches apart so that room is

given for future development. Ift-planting. it is important
that the units be gathered together in a level head, as it

\«ere. and, holding the little tuft firmly in the left hand,
insert it in the soil to ground level after the natiu-al growth
of the plant. Firm planting is most essential ; looseness
the plant abhors. Moderately light or medium loams,
well in corporated with did mortar, suit the plaut generally.
Cold, tenacious clay soils :uc less well suited to it.

DIVIDING AND REPLANTING CRINUMS {Rehecca).—
The time to lift and replant tiie Crinums is when they
are in a dormant state. It should be put off as late as
possible, but the work must be done before they commence
to grow. It will be found that the large club-like bulbs,
especially those of Crinum Powellii, extend downwards
for some distance ; hence particular care must be taken
to avoid damaging the bulbs or roots. With the return
of spring these are very active, and the plants will soon
become established in their new quarters. From experi-
ence we know that the operation of digging up large
clumps of C. Powellii is not a matter to be lightly under-
taken.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CASTOR OIL PLANTS AND AZALEAS {Mha E. S.).—

Tlie srr.ls nf (';istor <.H1 Phfiits should be sown in the early
Iiait of -Mareh ami iilaei'd in a structure maintained at
a temperature of 55'^ to 70'', when they will soon germinate.
The most suitable compost is a mixture of loam, leaf-

mould or peat, and sand. In sowing the seeds they should
be covered with about one-tliird of an inch of soil. For ob-
vious reasons we cannot recomnuMui any particular dealer,
but most of those in The Garpen Catalogue Guide would
no doubt be able to supply seeds. We do not feel sure
whether your question refers to the true Castor Oil Plant,
but are rather hiclined to tliink that Fatsia japonica is

meant. This, which is also known as Aralia Sieboldii, is

often popularly termed the Castor Oil Plant. From the firm
nature of its lobed leaves it is frequently used for house
decoration. This is much hardier than the true Castor
Oil Plant, and may in its earlier stages be successfully
grown in the greenhouse. Presumably your question
refers to Azaleas that requu-e the protection of a greenliouse,
and are generally Icjiown as Indian Azaleas. The different
varieties are propagated by grafting on to stocks of one
of the strong-growing kinds. Cuttings can be struck,
but a good deal of practical knowledge and different
appliances are necessary, so that we cannot recommend
either of these courses to an amateur. If you obtain
established plants, they are not difiicult to grow, provided
they are given greenhouse treatment. Should your
question refer to the hardy varieties, these may be raised
from seeds sown in a peaty soil and placed in a cold frame.
They will. ho%vever, take some years before they flower.
Seeds cannot be depended upon to perpetuate any par-
ticular variety, as the named ones are increased by
grafting, whieli is, as in the case of the tender kiuds, a
delicate operation.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
TREATMENT FOR YEW HEDGE AND TO ERADICATE

WIREWORM (/-'. M. A'.).—Regarding your Yew hedge,
we cannot suggest a reason for the branches dying,
other than that the roots are probably in a bad sVate.
Such a tiling might occur through the ground becoming
waterlogged at some time. If the roots are really bad,
there is little chance of saving the hedge; but if tliey are
apparently healthy, some good may be done by cutting the
branches well back. Some of the worst may be removed
now, but it would be advisable to reserve a general cut-
ting back until next April. Wireworms are rather difQcuIt
to eradicate, for they exist for about three years in the
ground before emerging as mature beetles. The most
successful method of destroying wireworms has been to
pour a quarter of an oimce of bisulphide of carbon into a
small hole made in the ground and at once cover with
a piece of turf. Similar holes about a yard apart should
be made and treated with the chemical. This, however,
is an expensive operation, and is, perhaps, only justifiable
on special areas, such as your Strawberry bed. By
burying Potatoes and Carrots m the ground and examining

iMISCELLANEOUS.
HERB GROWING (.4. J.).—It depends entirely upon

position as to wliether Belladonna and Henbane could
hs grown successfully in Westmorland. It would be
unwise to plant a considerable area without first experi-
menting with the plants. By applying to the Secretary,
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, Whitehall Place,
London, S.W.I, a circular dealing with the cultivation
of medicinal herbs can be procured free of cost. A
bulletin on herb growing is also published by the West
of Scotland Agricultural College, Glasgow. It is No. 78,
and is by Mr. A. Hosking. You can procure seeds and
get into touch with buyers by applying to the Secretary,
j??ationai Herb-Growing Association, 20 and 21, Queen
Anne's Chambers, Broadway, Westminster, London, S.W.I.

SAWDUST LITTER FOR MANURE {H. .4.).—Sawdust
is the least satisfactory kind of litter to use for manm-e
to be added to the soil of a garden. It is slow to decay,
and fungi are apt to grow in or on it, to the detriment
of the plants cultivated. ^ Failing other types of manure,
and if well broken up, i.e., thoroughly distributed through
the soil, it is better than nothing, and will be less harmful
than if put in a layer, as farmyard or stable manure too
often is.

AN EDUCATIONAL GARDEN (C. J. F.).—The largest
garden of the kind you enquire about is that of the Boyal
Horticultural Society at Wisley, near Byfleet. Surrey.
This garden js not open to the general public, but Fellows
of the Society and those having Fellows* tickets are
admitted at any time to see the experimental work in
progress, which covers almost the whole range of horti-
cult^ure. Among the many privileges of the Fellows is

the entry to the Gardens and the right to ask for advice,
which is always readily given. Full particulars of Fellow-
ship may be obtained from the Secretary, Hoyal Horti-
cultural Society's Hall, Vincent Square, London, S.W.I.

SUGAR BEET (E. M. /\).—We have published from
time to time various recipes for the use of Sugar Beet.
Probably the most satisfactory way of using it is to boil
it and eat it as a vegetable. The general opinion seems
to be that the amount of water required to extract tlie
sugar, and the mawkish taste which seems diflflcult to
get rid of. preclude its use in jam-making to any con-
siderable extent.

SUGAR BEET SYRUP (H. C. i?".).—We submitted your
enquiry to *' Anne Amateur," who repUes as follo'ws

:

" Sugar Beet is still in tha experimental stage for ordinary
household purposes with most of us. I am ' finding
out ' how to use it. We found the Mangel flavour
too apparent when the Sugar Beet was used alone, so
are now combining and disguising it by adding other
ingredients. I am amused at my recipe being described
as ' elaborate 'I It is not dithcult to make, nor expensive.
(It worked out at a fraction over 4d. a pound, allowing
9d. for the windfall Apples, and it was made in a country
cottage kitchen.) The ingredients could be got at any
ordinary grocer's, and the sweet fruits varied. The
Plums and Dates were all we had wlien the Apples
fell, (The grocer's motor van comes here only once a
fortnight.)"—Ed.
LIQUID MANURE OBTAINED FROM THE DRAINAGE

SYSTEM OF THE HOUSE (.V. M. S.).~Uqmd manure
of this nature has not found favour among gardeners for
the watering of plants in consequence of the impurities
with which it is commonly associated, Neither is it

commonly used for helping crops during the time of growth
as other liquid maniues are when made from well-known
fertilisers, simply because the dilution of its strength
is so uncertain. It is scarcely ever of the same strength,
and there is no means, as far as we know, of standardising
its strength ; hence the danger of its use in watering plants
when in active growth. On sanitary grounds it is not
always pleasant nor wise to use it in warm weather. But
there is another way of using it by which the fertility

of the soil is very greatly increased, and that is by apply-
ing it to the soil when it is in a dormant condition. This
is especially tnie when it is applied to the roots of
fruit trees in autumn and winter. It is safe to use it

for the watermg of such trees in liberal quantities at these
times—say, three or four times in succession at intervals
of a few weeks. Applied in this way it appreciably en-
riches the soil, thus producing useful food for the roots
of trees for months afterwards. It is seldom too strong
to apply in this way, and on sanitary grounds any nuisance
arising from its use is done away \\ith. For the growth
of vegetables it may be used liberally and witiiout dilution
if applied to the soil in autumn and winter in the absence
of crops. A good way is to form furrows, one after the
other, at distances of 18 inches apart, and irrigate each
until it is full, serving the others the same until a whole
plot has been irrigated. The earth will purify and absorb
to itself the manurial agents it contains, giving them
back in generous measm^e in the shape of food for the"
roots of plants. It should be specially heijiful in the
case of a jioor soil like yours. It may be ajqjlied to soils

at any time provided tliey are bare of crops.

NAMES OF FRUIT. — Towns End. — 1, Keswick
Codlin ; 2, not recognised ; 3, Winter Queening ; 4,

Worcester Pearmaiu ; 5, Annie Elizabeth ; 6. Golden
Ilusset ; 7, Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 8. Plum MoTiarch.
A. J. S.—1, Dr. Harvey ; 2, "Hibston Pippin. New
Forest.—Doyenn6 du Comice. M. R. P.—1, Ribston
Pippin (?), deformed fmit ; 2, Victoria ; 3, Tower of
Glamis; Williams' Bon Chretien. Dr. M. L. V.—
Beauty of Bath.
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NAMES OF PLANTS.—/. M. /(.—Guizotia olcifcra.

'i Itr I'tttrit Arnha.— 1. Krica ciliaris ; 2 and G, Calluna
vulsiarld ; 3 uiui 4, Calluna vulgaris alba ; 5, Erica
.ciiHTi^a. ./. I'\ A.—1, Linuui aiiKustifolium ; 2, Statice
tatiirica ; 3, too much withered to identify ; 4, liudbeckia
toeiniuta. A'. (J. H.—The s!u-ub with dark purple berries

is Cotoneaster bacillaris. native of the Himalaya ; the
niant with ! scarlet ilower-s is Physelius capensis, from
jsouth Africa. The Liliaceous plant may be Oloriosa
fiiiperba ; and the tree of which a description is sent may
be t'ydonia catJiayensis. If specimens of these plants

iiUl be sent we should be pleased to verify tlie names.
- S, U. U.—Escallonia philippiana.

(.ARDENERS' PROVIDENT SOCIETY.
Tiir monthly meetinf; of the United Horticultural lienefit

and Provident Society was held at the Itoval Horti-
cultural Soeietj's Hall on iMundiiy, September 10, Mr.
C. H. Curtis pr<'sidin2. Three members were elected.

: Two members were allowed to withdraw a double amount
(if interest amounting to £5 14s. Od. and two members
were allowed to withdraw from their deposit accounts
siuns amounting to £;i S)s. 5d. The Army forms notifying
the deaths of Privates W. L. Creek, 1''. Hills, V. Bowden,
H. K. Castle and A. V. Waldock were received ; also
those of Sergeant !•". J. King and of I.auce-Corporal W. J,
Eagle, and tlie sum of £G5 9s. ud. was passed for payment
to their respective nommees. One member was also
assisted f[oni the Distress Fund. The sick pay for the
month on the ordinary side was £4:i 16s, lid., and from
January 1 to August 31, 1917, was £465 17s. Id. Of
this sum £112 (is. 8d. has been paid to members serving
with the Colours. The secretary reported tiiat the

, Government auditors had completed the audit of the
society's books up to August 13, 1U17, and produced the
ccrtifleate certifying the account as correct.

National Chrysanthemum Society. — The
schedule is now ready for the annual exhibition,

wliieh will be held at the London Scottish Drill

Hall, Buckingham Gate, Victoria Street, London,
S,W., on November 6. It may be obtaine* from

.'the Secretary, Mr. Richard A. Witty, 6, Dowgate
Hill, Cannon Street, London, E,C.

Cory Cup for Dahlias.—At the meeting of the

Koyal Horticultural Society held on September ii,

\he judges placed Messrs. Carter Page first in the
" Cory Cup Dahlia Competition, Messrs. Carter

"Page having, however, won the cup in 1916, and
the same winner being eligible only once in three

Niurs, the cup was accordingly awarded to Messrs.

Clreal and Sons, and a special award of a silver-

gilt Flora medal was granted by tlie Council to

Messrs. Carter Page and Co.

Credit for Farmers and Co-Operative Societies.

.\rrangements have now been concluded with the
iMiiks, under which credit will be given, on the

!• riinmiendation of County Agricultural Executive
( "1 limit tees, for the purchase of any requirements
iiriessary for the increase of food production,

nil luding seeds, artificial manures, working horses,

111,11 hinery and implements, but not for the payment
"I wages. Application should be made to the

."^reretary of the Agricultural Executive Committee
fiT the adn inistrative county within which the

applicant's land is situated, on a form to be obtained

from the Committee. On the approval of an appli-

( .ition by the Committee the applicant will be
aitthorised to order what he requires, and to send
tlie bill to the bank nominated to make the advance.

The bank will settle the account and treat the

amount as a special overdraft, repayable under
(.ii\ernment guarantee, taking from the applicant

a promissory note in the usual form. Overdrafts
will be charged with interest at the rate of 5 per
cent, per annum, and will as a rule be granted for

a period of nine months, but at the expiration of

that period may be renewed for a further period,

t 'i-operative societies equally with individual

applicants are eligible for the grant of credit under
this scheme.

The War Ofice notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to ont/ neutrai European country wilt be stopped^
<rcept those sent bij publishers and newsagents wlio have
"''tinned special permission from the War Office. Such
t'crmission has been granted to THE Gakijen, and sub'
^rribers icho send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sireden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
lUiinnania should order copies to be despatched by the
I'uhlisher front 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, TF.C',2.

BULBS
IF YOU WANT

Really Good Bulbs
AT MODERATE PRICES

SEND TO

ROBERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM
No one >vill serve you better.

FREESIAS.
Extra Selected
Qood First Size

Per I'^z.

1/'
.. lOd.

Per 100
7/-
6/-

NARCISSI- For Christmas.
Seilly White, white with cream cup
Soleil dOr, rich yellow
White Pearl, good pure white

MAY-FLOWERING

Per doz. Per 100
1/2 8/-
1/2 8/-

1/2 8/-

TULIPS.
Per doz.

1/6Bouton d'or, rich yellow
Caledonia, briglit scarlet 1/
Elegans, rich dark scarlet 1/6
Ellen Willmott, soft Canary yellow ... 2/-,
Qesneriana Major, rich crimsoD ... 1/6
Qolden Cpown, yellow with red edge ... 1/-
Inglescombe Pink, pink, tluthei salmon 1/6
Macrospeila, glowing crimson lOd.
Picotee, white with rosy crimsnTi edge ,.. 1/3
The Fawn, specially reconiinended ... 2/-

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST

Per 100
10/6
7/-

10/6
14/6
10/6
>/-

10/6
6/-
9/-

14/6

DARWIN TULIPS.
Per doz.

Baronne de la Tonnaye, large rose ... 1/9
Clara Butt, pale rose pink 1/6
Donders, rich shining dark red 1/9
Erguste. fine dark iieliotrope 3/-
Europe, carmine scarlet 2/3
Isie, glowing crinisou-scariet 2/6
Loveliness, charming bright rose 1/6
Madame Krelage, rosy carmine 2/-

Maiden's Blush, delicate blush-pink ... 1/9
Margaret, soft l)luah-pink ... 1/3
Mr. Farncombe Sanders, Hnest scarlet 2/-
Pride of Haarlem, large rosy crimBon ... 1/9
Salmon King, rose, shaded salmon ... 1/9
Suzon, large pale rose and blush 2/6
Tac van Poortvliet, glov\ ingsalmon-scarlet 1/9
White Queen, wliite, slight blush at times 2/3
Fine Mixture, all colours 1/3

Per 100
12/6
10/6
12/6
21/-
16/-
18/-
10/6
14/6
12/6
9/-

14/6
12/6
12/6
18/-
12/6
16/-
9/-

',* The Yearly Subscription to The Gabden is : Inland,
10s. Wd. ; Foreign, 13s.

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

POPULAR DAFFODILS.
Per doz. Per 100

Argent, charminsi semi-double 1/9 12/6
Barrii Conspicuus. popular red cupped 6d. 3/6
Bullfinch, fine orange rimmed cup 1/6 10/6
Campanelle Rugulosua, sweet scented ... 1/- 7/-

C. J. Backhouse, rieli orani^e cup 1/2 8/-
Dairymaid, whit^ with yellow cup ... 1/6 10/6
Emperor, best yellow trumpet 1/2 8/-
Fairy Queen, pure white flower 2/6 18/
Qoloen Spur, early yellow trumpet ... 1/- 7/-

Qrandee, gouil late, bicolor 1/- 7/

Horsfieldi, popular bicolor 1/2 8-
Leonie, most reliable 1/6 10/6
Lulworth, good orange cup 1/6 10/6
Mrs, Langtry, best cheap Leedsii 1/2 8/

Obvallaris, early yellow trumpet 1/3 9/-

OriHamme, wliitc with hrifftit redcup ... 1/6 10/6
Pheasant Eye, useful for late flowers ... 6d. 3/-

Poetfcus Ornatus, good for pots or vases 7d. 4/-

Princeps, good cheap daftodil 9d. 5/-

SeaguM, white with pale yellow cup ... 1/3 9/-

Sir Watkin, the giant Incomparabdis ... 1/- 7/-

Victoria, good bicolor 1/9 12/6
Waterwitch, graceful, drooping white ... 2/- 14/6
White Lady, best and most popular Leedsii 2/3 16/-
Fine Mixture, all sorts 7d. 4/-

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Per doz. Per 100

Aconites, early yellow
Anemone, St. Brigid
Anemone, Giant French mixed
Anemone, Fulgens ... ;

Bluebells
Chionodoxa. light or dark varieties

Qrape Hyacinth. Heavenly Blue ...

Ixias, finest mixed
Lachenalia, Nelsoni
Ornithogalum, Umbellatum
Snowdrops, hnest single
Snowdrops, finest double

FULL DESCRIPTIVE LIST
of above and

OTHER SPRINa FLOWERINQ BULBS,
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

6d.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

THOSE poultry-keepers who trap-nest

their ptillets throughout the next season

with a view to ascertaining the best

producers will lay a sound foundation

for the 1919 breeding season. Their

breeding pens in that year will contain hens

that have proved their value, when pullets, as

regards laying. But what of the 1918 breeding

season ?

1916 Hens Needed.—Those who intend carrying

out my suggestion of " pullets for eggs and hens

for chicks" will need suiificient 1916-hatched hens

for use in the breeding pens next spring. These

adults will be allowed to mark time during the

coming winter so that they will reserve their energy.

They will not be force-fed for eggs or rushed into

laying condition, since the owner will^rely upon

his stock of 1917-hatched pullets for winter eggs.

It will be seen at once that it is only necessary

for the poultry-keeper to adopt an approved

system and remain loyal to it each season. There

is no need to carry over too many adult hens

for breeding so long as there are sufficient on hand

when mating-up time comes round. The person

who makes his plans well ahead will not carry

too many or too few breeding birds. Winter

eggs will be his first consideration, and he cannot

have too many young pullets for this object.

The few " best " hens will be slowly moulted out

and be wintered leady for breeding activities

the next spring.

The 1918 Chickens.—Many poultry-keepers

fail in disposing of all their adult hens prior to

the moult, thereby jeopardising their breeding

plans the next year. The use of pullets for breed-

ing may be quite in order now and then, but it

is inadvisable as a practice. Hatchability and

rearability are weakened by the continual use of

piillets as breeders. Any reader who has only

1917-hatched pullets on hand should take early

steps to procure a few 1916-hatched hens, so that

ihe former can be retained for laying only during

their first year, and the latter used in the breeding

pens next spring. At this time he will not find

it difficult to obtain adult hens, but I strongly

recommend a reliable breeder being selected,

so that the correct age of the birds can be guaran-

teed. A heavy stock of such hens is not necessary

so long as there are a few available next spring.

Subsequently, as each season comes round, the

owner will find under this scheme that he has

not only laying stock, but also breeding birds,

which he can handle according to the object in

view.

Are Hens Unprofitable ?—The usual plan

is to keep the head of poultry equally divided

between pullets and hens. While I favour the

former being in the majority, I insist on sufficient

of the latter being kept on for breeding. I am
against the owner who carries on too many hens.

Rather is it advisable to retain the select few,

.and if trap-nests are installed the poultry-keeper

will be aided in his choice. Having placed all

his pullets into their winter quarters, let him trap-

nest them during, if possible, the entire year

—

say, October to September. When the moulting-

time comes round he can examine his record-

sheets and continue the trap-nesting of only those

which have the best egg-totals, because these

will be reserved for his breeding pens the next

spring. All pullets below the average _will be

moulted out normally and brought on to lay in

time to contribute their quota of winter eggs.

The next summer they can be disposed of. Any
very inferior layers can be marketed before the

moult takes place.

Trap-Nest the Breeders.—Even the breeding

stock of adult hens should be trap-nested. I am
not in favour of the retaining of hens after their

second season of laying as a practice, but agree

with ihe exceptions. Where the owner does not

carry out any system of trapping he will be ill-

advised to keep hens beyond their second year

of laying. Using the trap-nest as my " detective,"

however, I should keep on those few hens which

excelled in certain merits. If, for instance, I

was endeavouring to breed broodiness out of my
strain, I should retain any hen which did not go

broody during her first two seasons, and I should

make full use of her for breeding, and also her

progeny. Again, if I were paying strict attention

to the size of egg, I should retain any individual

hen noted for e.xceedingly large and beautifully

coloured eggs. Such individuals I might use

expressly for the purpose of obtaining from them

a few breeding cockerels which would be likely

to inherit the splendid merits of their mothers

and hand the same on to their progeny.

Individual Points of Merit.—The trap-nest

will reveal many points of merit peculiar to certain

hens and their offspring. One female may stand

out for the percentage of puUets she throws,

and another for the number of cockerels. The

owner would, naturally, make full use of the

former as against the latter, and by careful breed-

ing he would endeavour to maintain the pullet-

throwing merits in his strain. Constitution,

naturally, plays an all-important part in successful

poultry-keeping, and if I were carrying out trap-

nesting thoroughly I should place much stress

on the health of the individual. In conjunction

with the recording of the eggs laid I should from

the start enter on the sheets all aUmeuts. A
kind of sick-list would be necessary, and when a

layer went sick the ailment would be entered

against her and the date of both the outbreak

and effectual cure. If, when selecting the hens

for the breeding pens, my accounts proved that

a certain hen had been ailing on and off, her

services would be disposed of.

Watch for Ailments.—Where such a sick-list

is kept, the owner must distinguish between the

various ailments. Any outbreaks due solely to

the bad management of the owner must be credited

against the latter rather than the hen. Again,

such ailments as roup will score more heavily

against a bird than an ordinary cold. A schedule

can even be drawn up to advantage, whereon will

be written those more serious ills which disqualify

a hen from the breeding pens altogether. Such

plans of breeding may seem too troublesome to

many, but that is no reason why they should not

be followed more or less by all in a position to

spare the time and labour. As make-weight there

is the additional interest, which is of quite an

absorbing kind. It has always been said of the

Britisher that he is never happier than when

striving to breed for an ideal that is difficult to

obtain. And this is very near the truth.

Incubators as Detectives.—The incubator

will prove another splendid detective, helped by

the trap-nest. Each egg incubated will be specially

marked so that the layer can be traced. The

resultant chick will be marked in some way,

whether by leg-band or toe-punch, and if a batch

at chicks from a certain pen give trouble from

heavy mortality, the male at the head will be

suspected and removed. Again, if from a certain

pen the chicks are strong except those from a

particular hen, she will be removed. Special

rearing accounts will be necessary, and -pn the

sheets will be recorded all ailments and deaths,

also the causes of the latter.

• WHITE LEGHORN PULLET.

Rearid on the Lingart dry mash, this pullet

after ten months of laying has exceeded the

200-«gg mark. The property of Mr. Jon.

ColHnson, Lingart Poultry Farm, Bamacre,

Garslang, who trap-nests over 1,000 birds

annually.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Poi'-ell-Oueii, The Gakden Povltry Expert,

will be pleaseil to answer, free of elmrge, nnij questions dealing

with lioiittni'l-i-'eping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should lie eiichised, when a lenrjlhil and detailed rephj loill be

posted piomptlij. Communications should be sent to Mr.

IF. Powell-Oieen, care of THE Gakden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C. 2.
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SPRATTS
POULTRY FOODS

are stocked by your Local Tradesman.

Patent Poultry Meal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

CniCKEN Meal
" Lay.mor "

•• Mebo "

Fish Laying Meal
Turkey Meal

"Banto"
"Henno "

" PULTO "

" Chikko "

The Cliicks" Breakfast
' Makes Hens Lay."
' Meat and Bone."
(a blended food)

.

(Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

(a Biscuit Meal)

.

Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for adult Birds.

Grain and Meat Mix-
ture for Pullets.

The Dry Chick Feed.

Cut Clover, Granulated Ch.\rcoal, Peat
Moss, Flint Grit, and Oyster Shell.

REMEDIES FOR ALL AILMENTS.

DRY MASH FEED
(BAYNES FORM0LA).

All obtainable in small and large quantities.

Write for current prices and free copy of
" Poultry Culture."

SPRATT'S PATENT. LIMITED, 2*fi. FENCHURCH
STREET, E.G. 3.

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

GLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and contains the food value of either maiie, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY GROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Rearing.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt., 7/- ^-cwt. Carriage paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

I TRAP NEST 1,000 BIRDS
.iimualiy and can sui»i>ly ynu with lip-top i)L'dipree pullets

and stuck birds in White and Black Lejhorus White
W>and<jttes, antl Buff Orpint-'tons. My strains are to the

fiire ill all leading laying competitions; please sen<l p.c. for

illustrated catalogue. " LiNGART " DRY Mash, used on my
larm. 2ii/* cwt. If you want proliflc laying stock or cockerels

to iiicrea^ egg-returns of your present flock write t*)-day.

—

Jonathan' Collinsos, Lingart P.F., Barnacre, Garstang.

PULLETS. BREEDING STOCK.
B

hotii sexes for sale, moderate prices. Jiindly state exact
reijuirenieuts.

SYDNEY HILLER,

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give vour birds " Klovera," the celebrated brandof clover UiCal

123. "6d. cwt.: "a. i-cwt.. carr. paid.—Kosslys & Co., 30,

Keimingtou Park Road, Londou, S.E. II.

BUY YOUR CHARCOAL
direct from the Manufacturers in grades to suit

all requirements. UIIjs., 4,-: J-cwt., 6,6;
i-cwt., 12/6: 1 cwt., 24 6. All carriage paid.

Please state nearest station when ordering.

SHIRLEY ALDRED & Co., Ltd., WORKSOP

BREEDING COCKERELS from the finest

laying strains in the best breeds of Utility Poultry, 10/- to

20/- each; en(]uirieB promptly attended to and satisfaction

guaranteed.—JOHN E. SHACKLETON, Cliolesbury, near Tring,

Uerte.

Country Life Library.

Paynter's System
OF

POULTRY REARING
or £500 a Year from Hens

Crown 8vo, illustrated.

3/6 net; by post 3/1

A Complete Prospectus will be sent post free on
application to the Offices of"CorNXRY Life," Ltd.,

20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, &c.
FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

LAYINO MEAL.
A mat^niticent egg-producing mixture.

Per 11211). 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 27/-. ofilb. 14,6. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 27/-. 561b. 14/6. Carriage Paid. *

SUSSEX QROUNO OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 112lh. 30/-. 561b. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121b. 22/6. Carriage Paid.

THE "ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Recognised by experts as the standard dry chick food

of the day.
Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. IS/-. Carriage Paid.

" WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older clucks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.
Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.
3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-

Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

GRANULATED MEAT. Per 112 lbs., 26/-. Car. Pd.
2nd quality, per 112 lbs., 21/-. Car. Pd.

BONE MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 10/6. Car. Pd.

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL.
Perll21b8. 27/-. 561bs. 14/6. Carriage Paid.

MEAT AND BONE MEAL. Perll2lbs. 21/-.
Carriage Paid,

We allow 1/- each for Peat Moss and Hay
Meal Sacks if returned In good condition.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' Requisites
post free on application.

HARRY HEBDITCH<l?rxMartocl(, Somerset

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
The great intestinal corrective, digestive and food economiser,

promoting that full-blooded condition so necessary for regular

laying. Trial bags, 1/3 ; lOlbe., 4/-; Carriage paid.— Wills
Bros., Hoddesdon, Herts.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbisti or fresli vegetables, mixed
with crispy green bone, becomes—" Bacon between war
bread " Batchers' bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone

Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,

enormous profits. Particulars:—Kkkfoot, Hawkgreen,

Marple, Cheshue.

BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
' A worthy and formidable wfavon for battling against the bacillus."

—SirJ. Cbichton-Bbownb. F.E.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Golds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water

to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night

and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and

were on the feed again."
, ,. . , , ,

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-

trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids

the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, '" »
"^ IZAL POWDER, ^^'^"''^^^^

J 6/ti per gal.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry

S/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhopncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. V.

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHBUICALLT PREPARED.
Id the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure is put Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.). gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds worms, etc.
Report of Royal Horticultural Society. " Vour Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens'at Wisley. and Iam pleased to report that It hasproved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
In the open air."

^.^ , „ r, ^, . . . ^ ...
(Signed) W. WiLKS. Secretary.A Beauttful Free Booklet giving fuWpartjculars and testimottials sent ou reccit>i of postcardV- BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAININGiGUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -«<i

Sold in Bags. 1 bushel, 2/3; 2 bushel, 3/8; 4 bushel. 8/-; five 4 bushel. 28/9; ten 4 bLisliel. 55/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by PIckford London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London; Sd. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.WAKELEY BROS, ft CO.. LTD., 75a, BANKSIDE, LONDON. S.E. 1.
Also WAKELEVa GROUND PARPEN LIMB. 3/- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

^ /.«
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation Jor quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Climbers. A urand stock of Slirubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryaveathee & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH
New Catalogue now ready

GROWN BULBS.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplemeutary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

Ail or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Wateeer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Niu^ries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twytord, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now readv, and will be sent on receipt of
:ard. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — Geo.
Bontard it Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
li^t now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

tuRGE Bcntard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
VITROLITE" far superior to Wliite Lead Paint.

' PLASTINE " supersedes Puttv.—Full particulars from
\\ ('.\KS0N <fe SONS, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
'iit the country.

ROCK PLANTS, good, new varieties ; list
lit. -Marion Gledstanes, Fardross, Clopher, Tyrone.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Tursor, 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
uf this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
Sirowing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the OlBces of " CotJNTRY
LIFE," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circtilars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nturseries, Cliester.

TWO NEW CHINESE SHRUBS.—ASATOS-
rlGMA WILLMOTTLANA, A.M.,R.H.S., September 25th.
Gentian blue flowers from January to Decemlier, on bush
jive to six feet in height. Both plants passed last winter
in the open witliout any protection. Also HYDRANGEA
SARGENTI. Prices according to size required. — .\pplv
Head Gardener, Warley Place, Great Warley,

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
[The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,
etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Royal
Letters Patent by The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel
Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete Bubstitote for Stable Manure.
—See a'.*vtr^'- -irent page viii.

BARR'S BULB CATALOGUE for the best
DAFFODILS, TULIPS, etc.. for pots or bowls, and for out-
doors. Sent free on application.

—

Barr & SONS, 12 and 13,
King Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR.
Practicjil Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Extiibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Workpereonally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, E.H.S.—Our stiff-necked, 8cent«d strain give
satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. Douglas, The Premier House, Great Bookham

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, eplendidly grown, 1/6 doz,^ carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Potatoes, during Iiftine season, 9/- cwt,.
carriage paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. Jones, Cburch-
6eld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Koad, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens. Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

BORDER CARNATIONS AND PINKS.—
Surplus layers from private collection. 200 varieties. 12 in
12 varieties, 3/6 and 5/-. 50 In 50 varieties, 12/6 and 18/6.
Lists sent.—J. Haywakd, Chace Gardens, Woodhouse Eaves,
Loughborough.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, \Vhere and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock pardeners. Postage one penny.—-<3. R. PHIPPS,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from IJft. to6ft. high; the finest stock in

the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Lady Llewellyn, !Midlotliian Early, Duke of York,
Myatt's Early Ashleaf, May Queen, 25/-; Conquest, Eclipse,
Sharpe's Express, Pioneer, British Queen, Defiance, 20/-. all

per cwt., half cwts. same rate.— Fred Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' STRAWBERRY PLANTS in aU
the leading varieties are ready for present planting.
Price list post free on application.

—

Thomas Rivers & Son,
The Nurseries. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
fUtera ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

Willlah Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

DAFFODILS.—First Prize, R.H.S., Class
IV. Neptune, 3/6; White Slave, lOd. ; Monarch, 1/-; Mad. de
Graaff, 2Jd. each. List. What offer for lot ?— Stoiks,
44, Bentley Road, Doncaster.

FLOWER POTS.—88in., 10 6in., 15 5in.,

20 4in., 20 2Jin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb
pots, free.— Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelegq & Co., Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

SUTTON'S DAFFODILS AND NARCISSI,
especially adapted for naturalisation in garden borders, etc.

100 in 10 named varieties . . . 6/6
50 in 10 named varieties . . . 3/6
25 in 5 named varieties . 1/9 *1

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGUSH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Daffodils.Narcissi, May -flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc.,*etc.,

sent post free on application.
j

SUTTON A SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN. READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists*
LANGPORT. SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their
Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
this Autumn, and you will be able to enjoy its beauty lor
many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Senil measurements of your borders.
Paoonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
Illustrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tulips, etc., as
supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural
directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on applica-
tion.—<Dept. E.), R. H. BATH, Ltd., The Floral Farms,.
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND P.ffi:ONIES. New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the
best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be
sent post free on application.^Dept. E.), R. H. BATH, LTD.,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,
etc., post free.

—

Dobbie & Co., Eoyal Florists, Edinburgh.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST REMARKABLE
.4PPLES AND PEAR.S ON RECORD. SO Acres of Choice
Fruits to select from. Please see our Illustrated Catalogue,
free by post, before ordering elsewhere. — KING'S ACRE
Norseribs, Ltd., Hereford.

LAXTONS' STRAWBERRIES.—6/-per 100.

Post free 1/- extra. Pot plants 20/- per 100.

FRUIT TREES for profit, and how to grow
them. Catalogues gratis. Cultural Hints for Id. stamp.
Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUGALL'S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The
most scientific and effective means of preventing the attacks

of Caterpillars. In tins 2/- each
;
paper bands 6d. per packet.

Sold by Nurserymen and Seedsmen.— Sole Manfs., McDODQALL
Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

OXYDOIN for HOT WEATHER TROUBLES,
Mosquitoes, harvesters, flies, gnats, etc., blisters, sunburn,

neuritis. 1/3 and 1/9. Approved Lancet.—New OXTDOl
Products, Ltd., 23. Fitzroy Square, I ondon, W. 1.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Gu.ards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wu-e Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Raihng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—Bodlton & Fapl, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are

better than Dutch. Mixed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,

3/6 • Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per 100. Send for

price list of named varieties. — Fred Parkes, Wyberton,

Boston.
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Garden Roses
SELECTION " A."

24 best and most popular
roses for general purpoaes.

A splendid IC/ft CarrLige
assortment. lO/O paid.

Caroline Testont (ht),3al.pk. 9d.

EarlofWarwlck(ht), sal.rose lOd.

Ecnrlate (ht). scarlet - - lOd.

Kthel Malootni(ht).ivory w. lOd.

I'Tau Karl Dniachkl(hp).w. lOd.

neorgeDickson{ht),deep cr. lOd.

O. C. \Vaud(ht),oringe ver. lOd.

(^en. McArthur(:lit), scarlet lOd.

Gns GriinerwaUl (ht).carni. lOd.

La France (ht), rose - - 9d.

La Tosca (ht). salmon flesh lOd.

Lady Pirrie (lit), apricot - lOd.

Lndv Ashtown(ht).dPcp pk. 9d.

Mme.A.Ch:iten:iy(ht).sal.pk.9d.
Rlme.r. Li!triijd(ht),yel.r030 If-
Mme.Ed.Herriot.prawn red lOd.

Mme.JiiIcsGroIez(ht),8il.ro3e 9d.

Mine.M0lanieSoupert(ht),y. lOd.

Mme.Ravarv'{ht).orange yet. 9d.

Mme.Scsond Weber(ht),sal. lOd.

Ophelia (ht), flesh pink - lOd.

Pharianer (ht). rosy white - lOd.

Ravon d'Or (ab), yellow - 1. -

Elchruond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Tea Roses
SELECTION " C."

12 most vigorous, hardy, and
(generally satisfactory.

Delfciously Q/Q Carriage
tea scented. 0/i7 paid.

lOd.

lOd.

1/-
lld.

lOd.

lOd.

lOd.

lOd.

Hedge Roses
SELECTION "G-H."

12 vit'orous and hardy sorts.

Both sets Q/ Carriage
together. v7/ -

paid.

Set "C" for High Hedge, 5/-

Alberic Barbier(Wich.),yel. lid.

Blush R<imbler(^Poiy.),bliish lid.

Excels.-! f\V.). scarlet - - Hd.
Dorothy Perklns(W.), pink lid.

Felicitp-et-Perpetue. cream Ud.
Hiawatha (Poly.), crimson Ud.

Set "H" for Low Hedge, 4/G

Common Blu3h(Ch!na),pink 8d.

F. H. Veitch (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Lady Waterlow(ht).3alnion lid.

Gruss an Teplitz (ht). crlra. 9d.
Trier (P.), creamy white - Ud.
Zeph. Drodhini hb),carmine Ud.

Alex. Hill Gray, lemon yel.

Lad? nillincdon, yellow
Mme. Constant Soupert.yel.
RIme.Jules Gravereani.yel.
Mme. Hoste, pale lemon
MissA.deRothschild.cit.yel.
MollySharm;inCrawford,i
Mrs. Edward Mawtey, pink
Mrs. Fo'ey Hobbs, Ivory wh. lOd.

Mrs. Myles Konnedy.cream lOd.

Souv.do Pierre Notting.apr. lOd.

\V. R. Smith, blush white - lOd.

Town Roses
SELECTIO?: '• E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Immensely ^ /Q Carriage
successful. //y paid.

Carol ineTestout(ht), sal.pink 9d.

Dr.O'Donel Brownp(ht),car. lOd.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

G<)orge Dickson (htl, crira. lOd.

GustaveGrunerwald(ht),car.lOd.
J. B. Clark (ht).deep scarlet lOd.

La Tosca (ht).silvery pink - lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot(per),red lOd.

Mme.Ravary(ht),orant'e yel. 9d.

Mrs.JohnLain5(hp),ros6 pk. 8d.

Mme. Isaac Pereire (b), car. 8d.

Ulrich Brunnor(hp).cher.red 8d.

Tall Bedding Roses
SELECTION "J."

12 vigorous sorts, may be
pegged down or grown natural.
Charming 7/Q Carriage
colouring. / /^ paid.

nen.McArthur(ht).crimson lOd.

Gruss an Teplitz (ht), crim. 9d.

Gus. Grunerwald (ht'.carm lOd.

Hugh Dick3on(hp),crimson 8d.

LadvHIIingdoni't).apri.-yel. lOd.

La Tosca (ht), silvery pink lOd.

Mme. A. Chatonay, sal. pink 9d.
Mme. M.Soup';rt(ht),yellow lOd.

Krs. R. G. S. Crawford.pink 8d.

Pharisaer (ht), rosy white - lOd.

Pee. C.de Rohan.dark crims. 6d.

Souv. de JI. Zayas (ht), car. 9d.

Garden and Cutting
SELECTION * M."

12 free-flowering roses for
garden and indoor decoration.
Abundance Q/Q Carriage
of bloom, O/O paid.

Arthur Goodwin.orange red lOd.

Betty, coppery rose - - lOd.

Edu Meyer, red and yellow lOd.

iienl.McArthur.bright scar. lOd.

jTuss an Teplitz. crimson - 9d.

HarryKirk.de?p sulphuryel. lOd.

Killarnoy, pink - - - lOd.

Mme. Abel Chatenay.sal.pk. 9d.

Mme.JulesGrolez,bright rose 9d.

Mme. Ravary. pale orange - 9d.

Rayon d'Or.deep orange cad. 1/-

Richmond, pure red scarlet lOd.

Sweet Briars

SELECTION " R."
6 choice and fragrant sorts,

suitable for hedses, &c.
Colours AjQ. Carriage
exquisite. "/O paid.

lOd.

lOd.

lOd.

lOd.

lOd.

lOd.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION "I."

12 perpetual, free-flowering
sort^, of bushy habit.
Surprisingly Q/O Carriage
eflectlve. O/O paid.

A.R.Goodwin(per.),8aI.plnk lOd.

Betty (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron 1/-

Ecarlate (ht). scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick(ht).saI.rose lOd^

G. C. Waud(ht).orang6 ver. lOd.

LadyPirrie(ht).apricotpink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot, red - lOd-

Molly S. Crawford (t),white lOd.

Mr3^.Ward(ht),Indian yel. lOd.

Ravon d'Or (hb).orange cad. 1/-

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

All Purposes Roses
SELECTION "K."

12 f\rst-clas9 sorts, suitable

^or general use.

Do well A/A' Carriage
everywhere. O/O paid.

Bpttv <ht). coppery rose - lOd.

C'iroiineTestout(ht),sal.pink 9d.

FishsrHolnies(hp).cri.scar. 8d.

F. K. Druschki (hp). white lOd.

H. F. Richardson (ht).crim. lOd.

Hueh Dickson fhp),crlmson 8d,

Ladv Aehtownihp),deep pk. 9d.

Lyons Rose (ht),shrimp pk. lOd.

Mrae.A.Chatenay(ht).8al.pk. 9d.

Mme. Ed Ilerrlot, red - lOd.

Mme.Ravarv(ht),orang9 yel. 9d.

Mrs. J. Lalng (hp),rose pink 8d.

Roses for Walls
SELECTION "P-Q."

12 sorts which do very well
In various aspects.
Hardy, Q ic Carriage
vigorous. v7/0 paid.

Set **P" for North or East. 6/.

Aimeo Vibert (cl.,n.),white Ud.
Ards Rover(cl..hp),cri. mar Ud.
CiimblnK C. Testout, pink - Ud.
Conrad F.Mever(R.),sil.rose lOd.

Gerbe Rosa (W.). pale pink Ud.
uloire deDijonicl..t).sal.ysI. Ud.

Set *' q " tor South or West. 6/.

BillardetBarre(cl..t),gol.yeI. Ud.
CI. Mrs. W. J. Grant, rose - Ud.
Mme.AlfredCarrier(hn.),w. Ud.
Mme. J. Gravereaux.yellow Ud.
VV. A. Richardson, orange - Ud.
Zephirino Drouhin.carmine Ud.

Gold Medal Roses
SiZLECTION "L."

12 newer sorts, ail gold

medallipts but two.
Creuio de Q/_
la ereme.

BEDDING PLANTS
I Ex. strong transplajited

|

bushy.) Doz. 100
'

Waltfiotveri,red - lOd. Si-

., yellow lOd. 51-
Fortj€t-nic-not,blue l;- C/-
Cnnterburij Bells in

DPI*.colours, xrJiite,

rose, blue or mixed 1/6 9/6 \

leelnndl'oppies.mxd.t /6 15/-
Potyanthiia. mxd. • t/6 15/-
Sw':ct WilUmns

:

PinklirautijHybridsl/S 8/-
Goldcn Alijssum - S/8 16/-
Hardtf Anriculas - Sf- iOf-
Puri)U\lubrietia,potsi/- SO/-
Silvcnj Rnckfoila - i/- 30/-
Graci'iun Violet - i/- 50/-

New and Gold Medal
SELECTION " T."

12 Srst-clasa new roses,
nearly nil gold medallists.
Exceptinnal nf\ i Carriage

value. ^V' ~ paid.
Cleveland - I -

Constance, rich yellow
fsohel, carmine red
Modesty, pearly cream

Carriage
paid.

British Queen(ht),snowyw. lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

GeorgeDickson(ht).deepcri. lOd.

G. C. Waudfht),orange ver. lOd.

LadyPirrieCht),coppery-sal. lOd.

LeslieHolland{ht),vermilion lOd.

Mabel Drew (ht). cream - lOd.

Mme.E. Herriot (per.)pr.red lOd.

.M.de Sinety(ht),gold bronze 1/-

Mtb. a. Carnegie(ht),white lOd.

Rayon d'Or (per.), golden - 1/-

Willowmere (per.),coral pk. lOd.

Baby Ramblers
SELECTION " O."

12 roses of bushy habit,

recommended for beas.
About 1ft. Q/C Carriage

in height. O/ O paid.

Annie Miller, dazzling pink lOd.

Canarlenvogel.yel. & orange lOd.

Ellen Poulsen, deep rose - lOd.

Erna Teschendorf, crimson lOd.

E. Lamesch, orange pink - lOd.

Jessie, rose crimson - - lOd.

Katherlne Zeimet.pure wh. lOd.

King Edward VTL.rosycar. lOd.

Leonle Lamesch.copperyred lOd.

.Mrs. Taft, brilliant crimson lOd.

Mrs.W.H. Cutbush.cher.pk. lOd.

Orleans, geranium red - lOd.

Anne of Gelerstein.deep cri.

Edith Bellenden. rose pink
Lucy Bertram.rich crimson
Lady Penzance, soft copper
Meg Merriles, bright crim.
Rose Bradwardine.clearrose

3/6
1/3
3/6
3/6

Nellie Parker, creamy white 3/6
Gorgoous.copper and yellow 1/6
Hoosier Beauty, dark crim. 1/6
H. V. Machin, bright crim. 1/-
Mme. C. Martinet, deep yel. 1/3
Marg. D. Hamil,gold.yellow 1/6
Ophelia, salmon flesh pini lOd.

Mrs. B. Walker - - - 1/6

Climbers, Ramblers
SELECTION " S."

6 roses suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, Jtc.

All very AlCk Carriage
vigorous. "/ C7 paid.

Alberic Barbier(W.),yellow Ud.
AmericanPUlar(cl.,P.),pink Ud.
Blush RambIer(cI.,P.), blush Ud.
Dorothy Perkins (W.), pink Ud.
Excelsa (W), bril. scarlet - Ud.
Hiawatha (cl.,P.), crim.wh. Ud.

fl-^ire suaccess b^o

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION "B."

24 specially-selected varieties,

superb form, grand colour.

Assured I C/f3 Carriage
prize winners. I O/O paid.

Avoca (ht). crimson scarlet lOd,

BessieBrown(ht),creamyw. lOd.

Rritish Queen (ht). white - lOd.

Chas. Lefebvre(hp),crimson 8d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose lOd.

Earlof Go3ford(ht),dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Malcolm (ht)>Ivory w. lOd.

Gl.deC.Guinolsseau(hp),ver. 8d.

GeorgeDick3on(ht),vel.crim. lOd.

Hugh Dickson(hp). crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke (ht), crimson - lOd.

Jonkheer J.L.Mock(ht),car. lOd.

Leslie Holland (ht),acar.crl. lOd.

Mabel Drew(ht),canary yel. lOd.

L,yonsRose(ht),shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. West(ht), shell pink lOd.

Mildred arant(ht),tintedw. lOd.

Mrs.AmvHamniond(ht).ap. lOd.

Mrs. \ndrewCarnegie(ht),w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLaing(hp), rosypk. 8d.

Mrs. J. n. Welch (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs.Roosevelt(ht).paIe flesh lOd.

UlrichBrunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Fragrant Roses
SELECTION " D."

12 chosen chiefly for their

abundant delicious seem.
Colouring 7/Q Carriage
gorgeous. //^ paid.

Alfred Colomb (hp), red - 8d.

Dupuy Jamain (hp), cerise 8d.

Earlof Gosford(ht).crimson lOd.

George Dickson(ht),vel.cri. lOd.

GeneralJacqueminot(hp),cr. 8d.

Gen.McArthur (ht),crim3on lOd.

Juliet (hb),oId gold and red lOd.

La France (ht). rose - - 9d.

LadyAlice Stanley(ht),pink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot (per),red lOd.

Mrs.JohnLaing(hp),rosy pk. 8d.

Ulrich Brunner(hp),ch6r.red 8d.

Buttonhole Roses
SELECTION " F."

12 charmingly coloured and
daintily formed in bud.

L?st well QlCi Carriage

when cut. O/O paid.

Harrv Kirk (t), yellow - lOd.

Lady IIillingdon(t),apri.yel lOd.

LadyRoberts(t),reddi8haprI. lOd.

Liberty (t), velvety crimson 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht).8al.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Dupuy (ht),rose lOd.

Melody (ht), saffron yellow I/-

Mrs. A, Ward (ht), yellow lOd.

Mrs. G. Shawyer fht), pink lOd.

Mrs. n. Stevens (t), white lOd.

Richmond (ht), scarlet - IW.
sunburst (ht),cadmium yel. lOd.

**Falstaff" Selection
of Cottage Garden Fruits

All best sorts. -1 0/f5 Exceptional value.
Strong trees. iO/^ Carriage paid.

1 Bramley's Seedling Apple, cooker.
1 Lord Suffield Apple, cooker.
1 James Grieve Apple.dessert.
1 Cos's Orange Pippin, dessert.
1 Louise Bonne Pear, cook or eat.

1 The Czar Plum, cooker or dessert.

1 Victoria Plum, cooker at dessert.

1 Morello Cherry, cooker.
1 Loganberry, for tarts or jam.
4 Boskoop Giant Black Currant.
4 Whinhnm's Industry Gooseberry.
12 Superlative Raspberry, the best.

All the above-named fruits are very
free-bearing, hardy, thrifty sorts.

. Sfard^ Boirdes" Flowers
Bees* "Victory" Selection, 30 First-class Perennials

Carefully selected with object of 0/ See catalogue for plan showing
producing continuous display. O/ how to plant. Carriage paid.

1 Dropmore Alkanet, 4ft., gentian blue. 16 -Tree Lupin, 4ft., yellow, fragrant.

2 Colwall Michaelmas Daisy, 4ft., lilac. 17 Siberian Iris, 3ft., rich blue.

3 Teersteeg Marguerite,2ft.,snow white. 18 Fire Flower or Pyrethrum, lift.

4 Hybrid Larkspur, 5ft., violet, purple. 19 Showy Fleabane, lift., mauve.
5 Ballard MichaeImasDaisy.3ft., mauve. 20 Hybrid Columbine, 2ft., var. colours.

6 False Dracon's-head. 5ft., carmine. 21 Pink Knotweed, 6in., rosy pinfe.

7 Hybrid Larkspur, 4ft., skv blue. 22 Mrs. Bradshaw's Avens, 2ft., scarlet.

^ St.Egwin MichaeImasDai'sy,3ft., pink. 23 Mussin's Catmint, lift., lavend^er.

9 Red Elecampane, 5ft. .crimson,bronze.

10 Scarlet Campion, 5ft., geranium red.

U Blue Lupin. 4ft., magnificent blue.

12 White Peach-leaved Bellflower, 2ft.

13 Oriental Poppy, 3ft., salmon pink.
14 White Lupin, 4ft.. purest white.
15 Gauze Flower, Gypsophila, 3ft..white.

24 Blue Peach-leaved Bellflower, 2ft.

25 Blue Perennial Flax. lift.

26 Golden Marguerite, 2ft., rich yellow.

27 Beesian Mimulus. 9in., scarlet, gold.

28 Jacob's Ladder, 1ft., pale blue.

29 Gentian Speedwell, 1ft., blue.

30 Double Pvrethrum, lift., var. colours.

Flowering Shrubs
'Hey Presto'Selection,i5 Beauties
Suitable for 0/ Do well in towns,
small gardens. ^/ ' Carriage paid.

Autumn GlorySpeedwell.evergreen.p'ple.
Double Flowered Gorse, golden yellow.
Sea Tamarisk, soft rosy pink.
Spirasa, Anthony Waterer, red.

Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow.
Graham's Sage Tree, crimson.
Golden Broom, rich yellow.

Crimson Flowering Currant.
Piptanthus, new, from China.
Giant Mock Orange, white.
Starry Daisy Bush, white.
Lavender, true fragrant sort.

Hardy Scotch Fuchsia, red.

Golden Forsythia, very choice.

White Broom, exceedingly pretty.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
All goods are sold on approval for cash

with order. Bees Ltd. guarantee to return

money in full If you are not satisfied.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE
All collections, when ordered complete,

will he delivered carriage paid, when casn

is sent with order.
Delivery of goods commences about 3rd

week of October.
175 c, Mill Street LIVERPOOL

CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATED IN COLOUR
will be sent post free on request.

If possible, make up your order from this
advertisement. It is the most economical
way to buy what you want.

A.B.C. OF ROSE CULTURE. 2d.'
Booklet of 32 pages; tells you all you are

likely to want to know about roses. 2d.

stamps with catalogtie, order or alone.

REVISED PRICE LIST OF ROSES, PLANTS, FRUIT, &C., has been posted to customers. Additional copief

may be had free on application. There will be no fresh issue of Bees' descriptive and illustrated Catalogue ; last season's list will

serve to those who have it. Spare copies *te available, post free to those who apply.
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I
COLLECTION *' C " ofGARDEN ROSES.

A REAL BARGAIN—comprising
24 Best Garden Roses, in dwarf plants, for contjauous

blooming. 18/6.
C. F. Faure (H.P.)
Capt. Hayward (H.P.)
Caroline Te&tout (H.T.)
Charles Lefebvre (H.P.)
F. Holmes (H.P.)
FrauKarl Druschki (H.P.)

I,

General Jacqueminot
<H.P.)

Genepal IHcApthur (H.T.)

I

Glolre de Chedane
Gulnnolsseau (H.P.)

Hugh Dickson (H.P.)
Irish Fireflame (H.T.)
Jessie (D. Poly.)
N.B.—Any 6 H.P.'s and six

Liberty (H.T.)
Madame A. Chatenay

(H.T.)
Madame Herrlot (P.)
Madame M. Soupert (H.T.)
Madame Ravary (H.T.)
Miss A. de Rothschild

(H.T.)
MPS. D. HcKee (H.T.)
Mrs. John Lalnfi <H.P.)
Rayon d'Or (P.)
Ulrloh Brunner (H.T.)
Victor Hugo (H.P.)
Zephyrlne Drouhln (B.)

1 any other varieties supplied
from this selection for 9/6.

Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A firand stock of
Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great
variety. Send for Cataloeue No. 1'2. full of interesting informa-

tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd
Dept. 2), Garden Specialists, Southwell, Notts.

i)<? C^TVl

HOME-GROWN FRUIT

THIS Country can produce the
finest Apples in the World,
then why spend the millions

we do in importing them ? We
should produce all we require from
August until May, but in order to

do this many more acres must be
planted and old and unprofitable

orchards renovated.

To those who realise the urgency
of making this Country more self-

sustaining, we recommend our large

stock of trees in all forms which
,

are in the healthiest and cleanest

possible condition, which have been
grown without undue forcing and
with particular attention devoted
to obtaining good roots. Such trees

cannot fail to give satisfaction in all

soils and situations and to quickly

become an asset to the nation.

Catalogues of all Trees (a limited

supply) free on application. Special
quotationsgivenforlargequantities.

PENNELL & SONS
LINCOLN.

BULBS
IF YOU WANT

Really Good Bulbs
AT MODERATE PRICES

" SEND TO

RGRERT SYDENHAM LIMITED

99, TENBY STREET, BIRMINGHAM
No one will sepve you better.

FREESIAS.
Extra Selected
Qood First Size

Per doz. Per 100

^h 7/-
.. lOd. 6/-

NARCISSI- For Christmas.
Scilly White, white with cream cup
Soleil d'Or, rich yellow
White Pearl, good pure white

Per doz. Per 100
1 /2 8/-
1/2 8/-

1/2 8/-

MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS.
Per doz. Per 100

Bouton d'or, rich yellow 1/6 10/6
Caledonia, bright scarlet 1/- 7/-
Elegans, rich dark Bcarlet 1/8 10/6
Ellen Willmott, soft canary yellow ... 2/- 14/6
Qeaneriana Maior, rich criitiBon ... 1/6 10/6
Qolden Crown, yellow with red edge ... 1/- 7/-
Inglescombe Pink, pink, flushed ealmon 1/6 10/6
Macrospeila, glowing crimson lOd. 8/-
Picotee, white with rosy crimson edge ... 1/3 9/-
The Fawn, specially recommended ... 2/- 14/6

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

DARWIN TULIPS.
Per doz. Per 100

Baronne de la Tonnaye, large rose ... 1/9 12/6
Clara Butt, pale i;oae pink 1/6 10/6
Donders, rich shiniDg (lark red 1/9 12/6
Erguste, fine dark heliotrope 3/- 21/-
Europe, carmine scarlet 2/3 16/-
Isis, plowing crimson-scarlet ' 2/6 18/-
Lovelineas, charming bright rose 1/6 10/6
Madame Krelage, rosy carmine 2/- 14/6
Maiden's Btush, delicate blush-pink ... 1/9 12/6
Margaret, soft blush-pink 1/3 9/-
Mr. Farncombe Sanders, flneat scarlet 2/- 14/6
Pride of Haarlem, large rosy crimson ... 1/9 12/6
Salmon King, rose, shaded salmon ... 1/9 12/6
Suzon, large pale rose and blush 2/6 18/-
Tac van Poortvliet, glowingsalmon-scarlet 1/9 12/6
White Queen, white, slight blush at times 2/3 16/-
Fine Mixture, all colours 1/3 9/-

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST.

POPULAR daffodils:
Per doz.

1/9Argent, charming semi-double
Barrii Conspicuus. popular red cupped 6d.
Bullfinch, tine orange rimmed cup 1/6
Campanelle Rugulosua, sweet scented ... 1/-
C. J. Backhouse, rich orange cup 1/2
Dairymaid, white with yellow cup ... 1/6
Emperor, best yellow trumpet 1/2
Fairy Queen, pure white flower 2/6
Qolden Spur, early yellow trumpet ... 1/-
Qrandee, go<xl late, bicolor 1/-
Horsfieldi, popular bicolor 1/2
Leonie, most reliable 1/6
Lulworth, good orange cup 1/6
Mrs. Langtry, best cheap Leedsii 1/2
Obvallaris, early yellow trumpet 1/3
Oriflamme, white with briglit redcup ... 1/6
Pheasant Eye, useful for late flowers ... 6d.
Poeticus Ornatus, gotid for pots or vasea 7d.
Princeps, good cheap daffodil 9d.
Seagull, white with pale yellow cup ... 1/3
Sir Watkin, the giant Incomparabilis ... 1/-
Victoria, good bicolor 1/9
Waterwitch, graceful, drooping white ... 2/-
White Lady, best and most popular Leedsii 2/3
Fine Mixture, all sorts 7d.

FOR OTHER VARIETIES, SEE LIST

MISCELLANEOUS.
Per doz.

6d.

Per 100
12/6
3/6

10/6
7/-
8/-

10/6
8;-

18/-
7/-
7/
8/-

10/6
10/6
8/.
9/-

10/6
3/-
4/-
5/-
9/-
7/-

12/6
14/6
16/-
4/-

Aconites, early yellow
Anemone, St. Brigid
Anemone, Giant French mixed
Anemone, Fulgens
Bluebells ....

Chlonodoxa, light or dark varietiea
Qrape Hyacinth, Heavenly Blue ..

I xias, finest mixed
Lachenalia, Nelsoni
Ornithogalum, Umbellatum
Snowdrops, finest single
Snowdrops, finest double

FULL DESCRIPTIVE LIST
of above and

OTHER SPRING FLOWERING BULBS,
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

Per 100
3/-

1/3
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WHAT an e.xcellent Tomato Hide's

Recruit is proving, both under

glass and in the open ! It has

given, and is still giving, grand

crops in the open, carrying as many
as si.x and seven large trusses to a plant. The fruits

are rather small, with smooth skin and solid flesh,

hut of good serviceahle size, averaging eight to

a pound. It bids fair to outrival Sunrise, which

it much resembles, and is still one of the best

in cultivation. The remarkable feature of Bide's

Recruit is the immense crop which each plant

is capable of carrying, and for this reason it is being

e.xtensively taken up by market growers.

Allotments' Exhibition in Edinburgh.—

A

highly successful two da\'s' e.Khibition of the

produce cultivated on the allotments in the

Edinburgh and I.eith districts was held recently.

The quality of the produce reflected very high

credit on the exhibitors, many of whom had culti-

\ated allotments or gardens for the first time.

There are nearly 4,000 allotments in Edinburgh

and Leith districts, aitd for exhibition purposes

these were divided into groups. About 600 entries

were made, and the competition in many classes

was very close and keen. As was to be anti<i-

pated, the classes for Potatoes

were strong and the quality

excellent. The exhibition was
opened by the Lord Provost, Sir

J. Lorne Macleod, the chair

being occupied by Bailie M'Arthy.

Unfortunately. Councillor Mac-

farlane. Convener of the Public

Parks Comm.ittee, was unable

to attend owing to illness, but

Mr. J. W. M'Hattie, the Parks

Superintendent, who has taken

special interest in the allotments

question, was one of the com-

pany. The exhibition was largely

patronised by the public and

much interest was manifested

in it.

An Interesting Event.—To
celebrate the twoT} hundredth

anniversary of the establishment

«f their business, Messrs. Austin

and M'Asian, the well-known

nurserymen and seedsmen of

Glasgow, entertained a large

company at dinner in the Trades

Hall, Glasgow, on the evening of

September 28. The guests included

representatives of horticulture

and agriculture, and the chair was occupied by
Mr. A. N. Hunter, the principal of the firm. The
toast of the evening, that of the firm of Austin

and M'Asian, was proposed by Lord Provost

Sir Thomas Dunlop, and Mr. Hunter, in his reply,

gave an interesting narrative of the career of the

firm during the two centuries. Sir Robert P.

Wright, the Chairman of the Board of Agriculture

for Scotland, proposed the " Agricultural Seed

Trade," and expressed the sentiments of the

company in wishing the firm a prosperous con-

tinuance of its career.

Chinese Cabbage (Pe-Tsai).—Although com-

parati\ely little known in this country, the Chinese

Cabbage has been catalogued by our seedsmen

for -a number of years. Messrs. Robert Veitch

and Son, Exeter, have catalogued this Cabbage

Salad since iqi2, and it was both figured and

described as a vegetable of special merit in their

seed catalogue for that year. Messrs. Waterer,

Sons and Crisp, Limited, Bagshot, having disposed

of quite a large quantity of seed of the Chinese

Cabbage, have just recently obtained a fresh stock

of seed ; and a few days ago we noticed a large break

of this salad in Messrs. James Carter and Co.'s

trial ground at Kaynes Park. Doubtless it is

stocked by many other seedsmen, but sufficient

has been said to show that it is not necessary to

send out of the country in order to procure seed.

The Chinese Cabbage is claimed to be of very

pleasant flavour whether cooked or eaten raw as a

salad, but its great failing is that it soon runs to seed.

For this reason it is recommended for autumn
sowing (like Endive) to come in during the

winter.

'Anthemis E. C. Buxton.—This is one of the

best of the Camomiles and an invaluable plant

for poor soils and sun-dried banks. The flowers

TOMATO BIDE S RECRUIT PICKED FROM THE OPEN'

are large, of a rich goldeii yellow, and borne on

long, graceful steins. The habit is also good,

bat perhaps one of the most distinguishing

features of the variety is its freedom of blooming.

It bears an abundance of its wekome blossoms

in unbroken succession from early June to

November.

Ivy Geranitun Mme. Crousse.—This good old

flower holds its own among the many more recent

kinds.. It has the merits of freedom of bloom
and of an excellent colour quality of good clear

pink. It is seen to its be.t advantage when

planted on the top of a low. dry wall as a ground
covering to plants and shrubs of grey colouring.

We have it like this on the brow of a wall about

2 feet high, facing west, where it revels in the full

afternoon sunshine and forms a most harmonious
groundwork to Lavender. Santolina and Phlomis.

Wherever there is a space between these, there is

a group of the Geranium, its good pink colour

charmingly set off by the greys of the shrubby
plants near.

The Claret Vine.—The red-leaved variety of the

common Vine of Simthern Europe (Vitis vinifera)

is a fine thing for autumn colouring ; not a bright

red such as we see in the autumn tinting of Vitis

Coignetia;, but low in tone, with a subdued richness
'

that makes it an admirable background. Just

now it is beautiful on a wall as a groundwork
to pink Japan Anemones, rosy Crinums and some
claret-coloured Hollyhocks.

The Black Hamburgh Vine at Melchet Court,

Romsey, Hants.—This Vine, which is growing in

the gardens belonging to Sir Alfred and Lady Mond.
occupies a house 115 feet long, 15 feet high and
i6 feet wide. It is supposed to have been planted

considerably over 100 years ago. The girth of its

stem at the base is 2 feet 9 inches, and it has a

length of permanent rod of 699
feet. Judging by the luxuriant

growth it makes and the crop of

Grapes it ripens annually, the

roots must travel a great dis-

tance, independent of the Vine

border. This year it is carrying

a crop of 236 bunches of good
size, both in bunch and berries,

which- are well coloured.

Potato Competitio n.

—

A
Potato competition organised by
the High Wincobank Corpora-

tion .A.llatments Society in con-

nection with the offer of prizes

made by Mr. E. T. Ellis was
a great success. The lifting of

the crop took place ou Saturday,

September 22, a start being

made at 6 a.m. The lifting took

the whole of the day, and
during that period about 2 tons

of Potatoes were lifted, thanks

to the energy of the working

committee. The Potatoes w'ere

of excellent quality and beau

tifully clean ; some of them
were ou the small side. The

/ nameofthesort (not
disclosed until the end of the competition) was

Great Scot. The following were the results

:

First prize (silver cup), won by Mr. Peter Green

for a crop weighing i5olb. ; second prize (book),

Mr. W. Luker, for 1431b. ; third prize (book),

Mr. D. Betts, for i2oJlb. The silver cup has

to be won two years in succession before it becomes

the personal property of the winner. Seven

pounds of Potato seed were supplied free to each

competitor by Mr. Ellis, the rule being that the

seed tubers should be planted whole iu not more

than 30 square yards of ground.
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CORRESPONDENGE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

PEA GLORY OF DEVON.

T HAVE grown a Pea of this pame for the first

time this year, and as a maincrop sort it

has done so excellently as to constrain these

few words in its praise. Of medium height

—

3 feet to 3j feet—it has answered every essential

of a satisfactory kitchen Pea in being a strong

grower, free bearer and of good flavour. I some-

times wonder whether some Peas get more than

one name, being sent out by different firms ; hence

the host of varieties we have to-day. Some

varieties, of course, are so obvious as to leave

little doubt about their recognition.—C. Turner.

COLOUR DESCRIPTION.

A LL lovers of the garden are greatly indebted

to Mr. Engleheart for having raised "many
hundreds of thousands of yellow Daffodils " of

varying shades, as he tells us in his letter of

is quite difficult to grow without winter protection.

Mrs. Walter Jones is a keen horticulturist, and her

gardener, Mr. Robertson, a skilled craftsman, so

that the Gunnera is aptly placed at Aberruchill.

One good plant is by the side of the stream where

it flows through the paft, and is associated with

Spira?as, Irises, Roses and other plants. This

is a good specimen ; but an even better one is to

be found in a delightful wild garden in a glen where

the stream rushes down from the hills. This is

an exceptionally good plant of Gunnera scabra,

set in the happiest surroundings, and associated

with many good Lilies, Senecios, and other plants

suitable for the position.—S. Arnott.

IS ANALYSIS NECESSARY ?

TN your issue of September 22 " Land Worker "

appears to be under a misconception as regards

the value of an analysis of the soil. In the present

state of knowledge of the subject it appears to

be of more value to rely upon the results obtained

by actually growing plants, rather than upon the

result of an analysis wnich it is very difficult to

interpret correctly. Russell in " Soil Conditions

and Plant Growth " (1917), page 199, says " it

DESSERT APPLE ST. EVERARD.

September 29. If some of these had been de-

scribed as green, he would have had no more

cause for just protest than a man who receive as

purple Aubrietia described as blue, or a purple

Gladiolus described as indigo. A monopoly for

calling things by their wrong names should not

even be granted to the horticulturist. If such

colours as lilac, mauve, violet and heliotrope be

but epithets, is it not better to use an epithet

than to use a—let me hasten to add—" termino-

logical inexactitude," since this humble plea

for greater accuracy in colour description is no

quarrel, but a friendly suggestion thrown out to

brother plant-lovers.—H. H. Warner.

GUNNERA SCABRA IN PERTHSHIRE.
TT is always interesting to observe how some plants

which are difficult to grow in certain parts of the

country are happier further North than one would

expect them to be. In the gardens at Aberruchill

Castle, Comrie, Perthshire, are two exceedingly

good plants of Gunnera scabra, and these stand

the winter quite well ; whereas in some of the

more Southern Counties this noble foliage plant

is manifestly impossible for the chemist to make
a satisfactory report on a sample of soil on the

basis of analytical data only." Your article of

August II on this question dealt very ably and

fully with this point.—F. H. G.

THREE " QUALITY " APPLE TREES.

r~\N several occasions you have praised an Apple

called James Grieve, and you will do well to

continue in the same strain until it is more widely

known and grown. In my own garden it is the

most prolific of all the Apple trees I , have,

the trees often being so loaded with fruit tliat the

boughs have to be supported. With me the Apple

is rather large for dessert, but is very good and

juicy, and my boys in their holidays do not find

it at all too big. It is a handsome Apple, yellow

with crimson streaks, and is as good as it looks.

But it has not the flavour of Cox's Orange which

many catalogues attribute to it. No two varieties

could be more different. . Another Apple—

a

Russet—of first-rate quality and even less well

known is St. Edmund's Pippin, which ripens a

little later than James Grieve. The Arbutus

Unedo was so called because if a man ate one of

its fruits, he did not want another. On the same
principle of nomenclature St. Edmund's Pippin

might have been called Mult-edo, because when you
have eaten one fruit of it you want many more.

A third Apple—a recent introduction—is called

after another Saint. On Se'ptember i I walked

round my garden after an absence of some months
on war work, and noticed a very bright crimson

Apple of medium size on a youthful cordon.

The tree was labelled St. Everard, and I remembered
buying it on the recommendation of a friend.

As the Apple was ripe, I picked and ate it. And
now I am longing to have many trees of this

variety, for the Apple had the true Cox flavour,

and might truthfully have been described—£.s

to quality—as an early " Cox." Would some

of your readers who have tried this Apple give

others like myself the benefit of their experience ?

Is it hardy and a good bearer ? If it is both of

these, then it is quite safe to prophesy that one

day there will be a St. Everard in every garden

where flavour is appreciated.—H. Rollo Meyer,
Watton Rectory, Hertford.

APPLE ST. EVERARD.
T ENCLOSE an Apple which I think is little

known and deserves to be widely cultivated.

The Apple was raised at Papworth St. Everard,

Hunts, and is named St, Everard. It is an

abundant bearer, and better eaten fresh from the

tree. I imagine it would grow much larger

with a small crop.—E. Hunnvbun, Codmanchcster

.

[It is indeed an attractive variety, worthy of

extended cultivation. The fruits are ruddy crimson,

with crisp, juicy flesh and of good flavour.

In 1909 this variety received the high award of

a first-class certificate from the Royal Horticultural

Society. It is an early dessert Apple of great

merit, having for its parents Cox's Orange Pippin

and Margil, two of the best flavoured Apples

extant. It is a September Apple, the fruits

ripening much earlier than those of either of its

parents.

—

Ed.]

APPLE GLORIA MUNDI.
T DOUBT the wisdom of " Hereford " in advo-

cating the planting of this Apple, _seeing that

there are such a huge number of superior sorts, not

only in crop, but also in appearance. If it is neces-

sary to slate the circumscribed rooting area to

induce a tree to give a crop, I fear such advice will

be difficult to follow in these days of great labour

scarcity. Surely such time can be more economic-

ally spent !—E. M.

IVTR. GARNER'S experience with the above

is unique, but allow me, as one who has

known it for sixty-five years, to say it is a worthless

fruit and, except for a dish for exhibition—where

its size is taking—it is a bad insipid cooker, bad

bearer, and quite nine out of every twelve fruits

are ill formed ; and I strongly advise no gardener

or amateur to plant it. As regards the fancy

price obtained for one fruit—when calves were

sold and resold for £150 at the war auctions,

which buyers attended as a spree—that is no

guide ; and as I have seen giant fruits on pot trees,

with only one fruit on a tree, this is confirmation of

my contention. Either under its own name or

as Belle Dubois or Grosse de St. Clement it is a

rank failure. Let planters get Newton Wonder
in place of it ; they will find this will buy a horse

(and cart), while Gloria Mundi will not run to a

bridle.

—

George Bunyard, Maidstone.

PEAR LOUISE BONNE DE JERSEY.

"pOR a small garden this Pear, grown in bush

form, succeeds capitally. It is not partial

to any kind of soil, provided it is given encourage-

ment to make roots at the time of planting. Here
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m deeply trendied, heavy, retentive soil it thrives

i;rafted on the Quince. With a system of close

inumer pruning it is surprising how the growth

an be limited and still give a full crop of handsome

fruit. On a wall, too, this Pear succeeds admir-

ably, .-^s far back as 1788 this Pear was raised

;it A\Tanches by M. Longueval. Without a

doubt it is still one of the most popular varieties

in use at the end of September or in October.

—

E. M., Swan more.

THE BROAD-LEAVED PLANTAIN.

T IKE most of your readers, I have always

regarded this as a particularly horrid weed.

There is a large patch of it in my orchard

where the mortar was mixed when the bungalow

was a-building ; but the " ancient," aged seventy-

• iyht, who is now my outdoor assistant, was

scything it down the other day, and he regarded

it with respect, for, said he, " t' seeds be good

for t' chicken, an' t" leaves be \vunnerful good

feed fer t' rabbits when they be a bit withery,

not lesh " (? lush). This recalled to my memory
that more than fifty years ago in Hackney they

used to hawk bunches of ripe Plantain seed' and

• f Groundsel at id. a bunch, for the canaries,

which nearly everyone there used to keep then.

—

.\.VNE Amateur.

DftYING POTATOES FOH STORING

TS Mr. L. II. Marshall correct in urging that

Potatoes should be dry ? Depend upon it, when

Potatoes are to be clamped, the sooner they are

^.ithered up for the purpose the better, and in a

season like this, vvlien there is much rain, drying

may be out of the question. In the past, people

have been tempted to wash their Potatoes before

-^tciring, and have had cause to regret it. Never

mind the dirt ; and in damp weather, on sticky

land, dirty tubers arc unavoidable. So long as

there is no disease, store them damp and dirty.

A little lime dusted among them will do wonders

towards cleaning them, but never be tempted

to wash Potatoes for storing, and whether they

are to be clamped or stored in a shed, do not

fret about drying. Of course, if they are to

be stored in bags, drying must be done, but do

not leave Potatoes on the ground for that

purpose.—T. A. W.

PLANTING POTATOES WITH
DIBBER.

A

T HAVE read the correspondence on the above

subject in recent issues of The Garden with

great interest. Your various correspondents seem

to think that the choice of method lies between

the use of the spade and the dibber. As I practise

a method different from either, I may perhaps

be allowed to explain it here. But first a remark
or two about dibber planting. .Although I have

never adopted the method myself, I have had

the opportunity of seeing the results of it from

time to time—the latest opportunity this season

—

in one garden for well-nigh sixty years, my father

and brother in succession having practised no

other method for sixty-three consecutive years.

Although the soil in the garden referred to is a

good holding loam, the results have—apart from

other contingencies—always been quite satis-

factory. My own method, practised for over

forty years, is to dig and manure the ground

in the autumn, leaving it rough. In the spring,

previous to planting, the ground is forked over

with a digging fork. The line is then stretched

in position and a drill is drawn with the draw hoe,

as for Beans, &c., only deeper. Into this drill

some wood-ashes or other suitable Potato manure
is sown, and then the sets are planted. The drills

are filled in by drawing the feet along the surface

of the ground, keeping the toes well turned out.

THE GARDEN.

This method leaves the soil quite loose, and is

more expeditious than either of the other ways

already referred to.

—

Caledonia.

POTATO MIDI,OTHIAN EARLY.
XXZELL might the Editor exclaim " almost

marvellous " in connection with Mr. A. R.

Goodwin's crop of 6Jcwt. from 84 square yards

of ground. Actually, this is well under 3 rods,

so that Mr. Goodwin has dug something like

zjcwt., viz., 5 bushels, of Potatoes per rod,

800 bushels, or 20 tons, to the acre. Surely

" some " crop ; and it must be in keeping with

what a friend of mine at Hytlie has been digging

of the same variety. Being home recently, my
friend ran up to Orpington to see me, and together

we dug my little patch of Eclipse, which panned

out at ijcwt. to the rod, which I tliought tip-top

for an early ; but my friend calculated that

from the same length of row, i.e., about 20 feet,

he had been averaging a bushel, by which I

calculated he had lifted from his field over 2Cwt.

per rod. Midlothian Early can crop, I know,

for I have seen Mr. Scarlett in the past lift roots

approaching 61b. of tubers. But, as a general

rule, earlies are not classed as great croppers,

although, maybe, this is largely owing to lifting

before the crop has fully developed. May Queen

in its early days was a gigantic cropper on some

of the sandy Hythe soils ; indeed, I have known

it to come up so big and coarse that the grower

could not find a sale for the tuf>ers except among
fried fish and chip Potato merchants. Inci-

dentally, I assume Mr. Goodwin's crop was well-

nigh finished if not actually ripe, and this would

tend to prove that earlies, if the locality suits

them, will crop as well as maincrops if given

sufficient room. This season earlies made
unusually heavy tops. Allowing that earlies

will crop, why bother about maincrops, seeing

that earlies more or less escape blight and can be

lifted early so that other crops may follow ?

It is a question worth pondering over.—T. A. W.

POTATOES IN WORCESTERSHIRE.

'T'HE note in The Garden for September 15,

page 383, by " C. P." is very interesting.

Practically the same condition of things exists here

in Worcestershire with regard to the Potato crop.

I notice, too, in my travels in Warwickshire,

Shropshire and Oxfordshire that crops are badly

attacked by disease. ~ In this county " for miles

the Potato haulms are standing gaunt and leafless,

whether sprayed or not "—and this with the

exception of one field that was not sprayed, but

which was planted in May, and the haulm has

only just begun to decay. The other fields,

whether sprayed three times, twice, once, or not

at all, are badly attacked by disease. Referring

to the editorial note in the same issue with regard

to the cutting off oi tops when the leaves first

become infected, I may say that the general belief

about here is that the operation does check the

disease to some extent, especially if all the tops

are gathered up and burnt. I do not practise

it now, for I dig the crops soon after they show

signs of " going off." But some years ago, when
I had rather a big crop of Potatoes on heavy

land, I used to cut off the haulms, because it was

not always possible to dig the tubers, at just the

right time. I quite believe that the results were

beneficial, although, of course, I found some

bad tubers. One wet season I remember cutting

the tops off half a field, the other half being allowed

to remain. Then there set in a fortnight's rain,

and we could not work on our heavy land. But

when we were again able to resume our Potato

lifting we found that that portion of the crop

which had not had the tops cut off was fully

50 per cent, worse than the other portion, through
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the spread ut dist asc to the tubers. This may

have been an isolated instance, but, generally

speaking, I think it is a good plan to carefully

remove diseased parts when they first occur, and

to burn them. As to the results this season of

spraying with Bordeaux or Burgundy mixture^

there appear to be none.—L. M. M.

THE DUTCH BEAN.
npHOSE people who availed themselves of the

offer of the Dutch Bean by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society will have no cause to regret it.

I saw it stated in a horticultural trade paper that

it was nothing new ; in fact, that it was a well-

known stock article. I do not contradict this,

but am content to say that I have no previous

knowledge of the Bean, and having to-day

cooked and tasted it I can pronounce it of really

excellent and first-class table quality. It is very

mealy, succulent, and of full, rich flavour, excelling

anything of the Haricot type that I have pre-

viously tasted. As grown here it also possesses

all the most meritorious qualities of a garden

vegetable, every seed germinating, and the growth

and crop being all that one could possibly desire.

At a time like this, when, owing to the high prices

of meats and other staple articles of food, vege-

tables of palatable and nutritious qualities are

in demand, the Dutch Be.in will be counted here as

one of the most useful things that we have grown,

and I recommend it, without any reservation, as a

sterling good thing.—F. Herbert Chapman, Rye.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES OUTSIDE.

Q ELDOM, if ever, do I remember such magnificent

crops in the open as those of this year. In

spite of the dull, sunless season the fruits are

large and richly coloured. The notes by " E. M."

in your issue for September 8 are most interesting,

and I fully agree with his remarks on the two

varieties named. Dymond is a fine all-round

Peach, both inside and out. Peregrine was

remarkably good here, but a little lacldng in

flavour, .-^msden June was specially fine, and

ripened its fruit in July; one tree 14 feet by'

7 feet carried no fewer than twenty dozen good

fruits. Grosse Mignonne, 14 feet by 8 feet, has

seventeen dozen grand fruits, and is one of the

finest. Of Nectarines, Lord Napier, Rivers'

Orange and Violette Hative are among the best,

all bearing large quantities of fruit and finely

finished. It is pleasant to be able to record such

successful crops after last year's miserable failure.

—

Edwin Beqkett, Elslree.

AN IDEAL TULIP LIST.

AS one of the committee who are responsible

for the garden classification of Tulips in the

Royal Horticultural Society's Tulip Report, may I

say how glad I am to see that it has already borne

fruit in the 1917 bulb catalogue of Messrs. Hogg

and Robertson of Dublin. Every variety there

offered for sale is pigeon-holed into its proper

section according to the arrangement in the above

Report. Hence it is a much easier and more

satisfactory list to select from than others which

ignore the Royal Horticultural Society's brochure

altogether or only partly go by it. I hope for

the sake of the gardening public that all firms

- will " line up " next season with theu- catalogue

arrangement and also invariably adopt the names

given in that Report. This I again urge every

Tulip lover to buy. Everyone should send

2S. lid. to the Royal Horticultural Society,

Vincent Square, and get a copy of this useful

work.

—

Joseph Ja,cob.

•,* Retldrrs u'ho have not alrendii done so are alked lu

order The Garden to be delivered reitul'^rly by their netes-

agent. The Board 0/ Trade proh'bit the return of umoUl

eopies of any journal to publishers, and in ronsequence IHE

Garden is ob.ainable osly il ordered beforehand.
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MORE ABOUT DUCKWEED
AN ATTEMPT TO MAKE AN EFFECTIVE CLEARANCE OF A TROUBLE-

SOME WATERWEED.

from Coorabefishacre under the varietal name
of Daphne, which perpetuates the beautiful

habit of its parent with the advantage of

larger flowers, a purer pink colour, and the same

WE have made a skimmer for the

Duckweed as suggested by you
(page 339), and it is such a success

that I thought a rough sketch

of it might be of service to other
readers. I say " we," but really—apart from
cutting the wood—my placcns uxor did all the work,
and must, therefore, have all the credit for this

handy contrivance.

The pole is a straight piece of " green " Yew
7 feet 3 inclies in length, and the triangular cross-

pieces, which are of split Hazel, are nailed to it,

and they are also fastened to each other at the

ends of the triangle (a and b). The coarse
gauze wire (of which I send you a sample) is tacked
on to the flat (or split) sides of these cross-pieces,

and is quite taut. This wire is made by Messrs.

John Staniar and Co. of the Manchester Wire
Works, and is very strong and durable. Both
sides of the skimmer can be used, but I find that

the opposite side to that on which the wire is

fastened is the best for the purpose, as the Duck-
weed cannot float away when once it is inside

the shallow net formed by the cross-pieces. The
September baby took great interest in the pro-

ceedings, and made numerous interrogatories

until she was told that it was being made " to

skim the cream off the pool." To this came the

prompt reply :
" Yes, Mummy, the green cream "

!

With this rough-and-ready contrivance I have
caught buckets of Duckweed, to say nothing of

sundry tadpoles, lots of little water-beetles, and'
one monster of that ilk whose appearance was really

quite alarming. He seemed so indignant at being

put in a bucket for rfloser examination that I

could not help being reminded of two lines in

Punch's " Elegy on the Porpoise, By the Sturgeon,"
which appears in the " Life of Frank Buckland "

:

" Is a king like me, I humbly ask, to be put in a

trumpery puddle.

For fellows to walk about and spy, and talk

zoological muddle ?
"

By the way, as Duckweed is an annual, can any
one tell me what becomes of the seed ? Does
it float on the surface of the pond all the

winter and germinate in the spring, or does

it sink to the bottom of the pool and then rise

to the surface of the water and germinate ?

So many people do not even know that Duck-
weed flowers that I send you a little sketch of

Lemna trisulca, the Three-lobed Duck-meat or

Furrowed Duckweed, which is equally as trouble-

some as the small Duckweed, and a stronger grower.

They both flower in June and July, but unless

you look carefully you will not succeed in dis-

covering this simplest of all known flowering plants.

All you can see, on a still and sunny day, are

exceedingly minute straw-coloured specks here

and there on the edges of the plants. These are

the anthers, which come from a marginal slit

(Fig. 2.0) at the side of the plants, and, although

so minute, their sparkling appearance readily

catches the eye. Under a microscope the whole

plant is very interesting, and the secret of its

flowering stands revealed. If you widen this slit

with a dissecting forceps you will be able to

extract the blossom. This consists (Fig. 3) oi-

a transparent membranous bag, shaped like a

pitcher and split on one side ; within it are the

two stamens with two-celled anthers, and a

roundish ovary with a short, thick style and a

flat, expanded stigma. The fruit (Fig. 4) contains

but one cell, in which are one to five seeds

(Fig. 5.)

Its peculiar habit of covering pools and ditohes

with its pellucid green fronds was evidently well

known both to Gerarde and Parkinson, for the

former calls it Hederula aquatica and the latter

in his ** Theatre of Botany " refers to it as Ranun-

culus hederaceus aquaticus. Bentham tells us

that Duckweed has no distinct stems or real leaves,

" but consists of small, leaflike fronds, either

separate, or cohering two or three together by
their edges, emitting, in most species, one or more

fibres from their under surface into the water,

and multiplying by similar fronds growing out

of their edges. Flowers very rare." From this

it is plain that propagation is effected not so much
by seed as by prolification, and the use of the

skimmer I have described is probably the best

means of counteracting what, to water gardeners,

is a great nuisance.

Kidderminster. .\rthur R. Goodwin.

MICHAELMAS DAISY
NOTES

THE season of the perennial Asters is

rapidly slipping away, and at the time

of writing (early October) one can take

stock of the greater number of varieties

and their value this season. Here we
always have novelties as well as standard varieties

of hardy plants, and the Michaelmas Daisies are

no exception to the rule. Of standard varieties

we still find a place for the old Coombefishacre,

as it makes such a shapely bush and flowers

from base to crown. The colour is not unpleasing

(perhaps midway between lavender and pink),

andwiththe
brownish centres
the blossoms are ^
distinctly effective,

though only of

medium size. We
have a seedling

THE SKIMMER M.\DE FOR CLEARING DUCKWEED.
CM

1, Plants of Furrowed Duckweed [Lemna trisulca)

floating on water ; 2, A plant magnified, and in

flower at " a." ; 3, A flower extracted from the slit

in which it is laid—" a," the membranous bag :

4, A fruit ; 5, A seed.

quaint bronzy centres. This will make a very

useful decorative subject.

St. Egwin, so often mentioned in The Garden,

has been very good this season. As it makes a

neat bush and is very floriferous, it should main-

tain its position as a garden favourite for some

time to come.

Another variety which may come to the fore-

front is Rosalind. This is a pretty pink having a

neat, bu&hy habit, with hosts of blossoms which

are dainty and refined in formation, the petal?

being narrower and longer than those of St.

Egwin.

One of our most striking Michaelmas Daisies

is Autumn Beauty ; a tall, tapering variety

which grows 6 feet high and over, and clothed

from the crown of its tapering spires to their base

with nicely spaced sprays of blossom. It is a

large-flowered pale blue, with bright yellow centres-

to the flowers. Autumn Beauty is certainly one

of the most striking flowers in the garden during

the autuum days.

I had not intended to speak of Blue Bird, but

it is diflicult to write of Michaelmas Daisies

without mentioning it. This variety, which

is now obtainable from one of our leading

hardy plant firms, is glorious in October. Its

beautiful metallic blue, rich and clear, and the

golden centres of its exquisitely placed blossoms,

together with its ideal habit of growth, will make

it a general favourite. For late flowering in the

garden it is a plant to conjure with, and in my
opinion there is no other Michaelmas Daisy which

can compete with it at this season.

Climax is good and larger in individual blossoms.

Blue Bird, however, beats it in colour and in
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habit, and many readers of The Garden will

endorse this opinion in the near future.

I have noted these varieties as the interests

of the gardening enthusiast are turned towards

new and little-known meritorious plants.

,

Finally, let me commend also the free use of

the fine blue purple species grandiflorus, which i^

so grand for its late-flowering habit and for its

neat garden effect.

Little Holland, Essex. P. S. Havward.

Notes on Breaking Up Grass Land
REASONS FOR TILLING MOKE LAND.

Area under Grass and Arable Land.—From
a pamphlet issued by the Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries, we learn that there are in

England and Wales about i6 million acres

of land permanently under grass, and ii million

acres of arable land. About z] million acres of

the latter are temporarily under grass, so that

at the end of 1916 there were more than 2 acres

under grass for every acre of tillage land in England

and Wales.

Reasons for Breaking Up Grass.—On the

average of the whole of the United Kingdom,

that portion of the land which is mider tillage

pro\ides food for about four times as many persons

per 100 acres as the portion under grass. It is

obvious, .therefore, that an immediate method
of increasing the food supply is to till more
land.

The objections urged against the ploughing up

of grass are that it is uneconomical, and so risky

that in 1918 less, not more, food may result from

the ploughing up of pastures and meadows.

It is admitted that at the prices ruling before

the war it would have been uneconomical to break

up any very large area of grass land. .\t present

prices much might profitably be tilled, and thr

object of the Corn Production Act is to secure at

least a fau: return to those farmers who plough

out the land scheduled for brealdng up by Agri-

cultural Executive Cominittees.

The breaking up of grass laud during the past

winter and spring has been very successful.

Four out of five of those who have reported to the

Board have secured satisfactory crops.

In most cases an Oat crop has been sown
on newly ploughed land, either the ordinary

White Oat favoured in the district or, in many
cases, the Black Tartarian Oat. Reports of

successful results with the following crops have

also been received : Wheat (autumn and spring).

Barley, Beans, Peas, Potatoes, Mangels, Mustard,

Rape, Turnips and Linseed.

The Report issued by the Board of Agriculture

on the above important question is timely, and
should prove of great assistance to all those who
contemplate such work during the coming
season.

I have read with keen interest the experience

and results of people in various parts of the

coimtry, which, on the whole, are extremely

satisfactory, and tend to confirm my opinion

that when such work is properly performed, good
returns may be looked for. I do not pretend to

be an authority on corn growing, but my interest

centres chiefly on that relating to Potatoes and
other vegetables.

When the question o£ turning a large portion of

our pasture to more profitable use was first

launched, all kinds of objections were put forth,

and much sympathy was bestowed on those who
had the temerity to dare such a coiu'se. Wireworms,
leather-jackets and all Idnds of pests were to ruin

all their efiorts, especially for the first year, on
such ground. During the past few weeks I''have

carefully noted the results from newly broken up

ground, and in nearly every case the cultivators

are more than satisfied, and are well recompensed
for their efforts. This applies more especially to

allotment-holders and small-holders, and in all cases

where deep tillage has been practised for other

crops than Potatoes.

I am not quite in agreement,with the advice

given that poor pasture should not be chosen

at this lime for such work. On the contrary, I

would much more favoiu: such land being brought

under the influence of the plough and spade

rather than tamper with our better pasture.

In such cases it is, of course, most essential that

some forni of drainage be carried (mt.

will see to it that they will do their part in assisting
;

while, on the other hand, when the turf is covered
over to the depth of from 6 inches to 8 inches, the

pests are there waiting to devour any vegetation

which may be planted or sown. Most of the

successful reports confirm this.

I had the honour and pleasure last spring to

inspect a large quantity of waste Government
land near Aldershot. Up to the time of my visit

there were only about 21 acres under cultivation
;

to-day there are 351 acres so utilised. The land
looked practicallyhopeless for cultivation, especially

for the first year. It was covered with Heath,
rough pasture and rubbish. A very large portion

of the land is now planted with Potatoes and
other useful vegetables. Potatoes that have been
lifted have yielded 13 tons per acre, a magnificent

sample in every way. A good deal of the land has
been given over to the troops to cultivate.

This year a vegetable exhibition was held at

Aldershot on August 25, and probably a finer lot

of vegetables has seldom been seen. When I

say that there were no fewer than fifty-three

collections of eight kinds of vegetables, and in

other cases nearly seventy entries in some of the

classes, one will realise the splendid results obtained

by these men from what would otherwise have been

USEFUL AND ORNAMENT.^L FLOWER BED.

My own experience during the past year may
prove of interest. Probably the worst piece of

pasture on the estate was selected, this being badly

drained and abounding with tussock grass. The
work was not commenced before the end of

January ; consequently there was no time for

draining, which would otherwise have been done.

The whole of the rough grass was first cut up and
.

burnt, the refuse (a most valuable item in Potato

culture) being carefully preserved for use when
planting-time came round. The land was then

ploughed 5 inches in depth, cross ploughed,

thoroughly harrowed and rolled, after which a

dressing of fresh lime was applied. The land in

question is a very heavy loam with about 4 inches

of soil. .\ very small quantity of London manure,

with the burnt ashes, mixed together, was placed

in the rows at the time of planting. The crop

is quite satisfactory.

I am not in favour of burying the turf and
subsoiling, as is so often recommended. Where
wireworm abounds it is far better to deal with the

enemy on the surface. The constant stirring

up of the soil in some form is the most effectual

way of dealing with it, and the birds during spring

derelict ground. Their Majesties the King and

Queen, who graciously visited this exhibition,

were deeply interested in the produce staged for

competition, as well as that staged honorarily

by the G.O.C.-in-C, Aldershot ; and Major F. R.

Harding Newman, the Chief Land Agent for

the Aldershot Command, is indeed to be congratu-

lated on such a fine achievement.

Elstree. Edwin Beckett.

A War-time Flower Bed
I have a very beautiful bed on my lawn—

a

" War-time bed "—composed of vegetables in-

stead of the usual flower?,. It contains Leeks, with

their Lily-like leaves ; Carrots, with their feathery

plumes ; and glorious red Beet to complete the

picture. The only other growth is some self-

sown Violas of various colours which Nature has

mingled with them. So beautiful was the bed—

•

or rather is, for it is not yet on the wane—that I

had it pliotographed and thought you would like

to have it reproduced for The Garden.

(Miss) H. C. Philbrick.

The Cedars, Halsiead, Essex.
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The Lily Season in

Southern Scotland
By THE REV. DAVID R. WILLIAMSON.

DURING the present season, now
. rapidly drawing to a close, Oriental

I and American Lilies have in many
' regions been seen at their best. They
experienced the effects of drought

to some realisable extent in the beginning of the

season ; but during the last two months they have

been greatly stimulated by heavy rains, super-

induced by electric atmospheric conditions.

J^Iever have the finest forms of Lilium longiflorum,

and especially the varieties entitled Wilsonii and

giganteum, been more radiantly beau-

tiful here at Kirk House in Kirk-

maiden, whether in the sunny terraced

garden, where Roses luxuriate, or in

a miniature conservatory.

In Logan Gardens, which have been

supremely attractive of late, and which

are assiduously superintended by their

Nature-loving proprietor, Mr. Kenneth
A. McDouall, such impressive Lilies as

Lilium giganteum (of the Himalayas),

L. pardalinum and its richly coloured,

intensely glowing derivatives, L. tigri-

num splendens and L. speciosum mag-
nificum have been distinguished not 'less

by the perfection of their foliage (upon

which the success of the inflorescence

entirely depends) than by the mar-

vellous radiance of their flowers. The
most interesting Lily, by reason of

its extreme rarity, I have had the

privilege of seeing in Logan Gardens
this year was the distinctively coloured

L. nepalense, a native of Northern

India, which is generally regarded by
horticulturists as being somewhat
capricious, and is seldom seen flowering

to advantage in the open air. In a

sheltered nook of the spacious gardens

at Logan House (which abound in

unexpected treasures like this), it has,

nevertheless, succeeded admirably, and
has been greatly admired by visitors

for its stately aspect and distinctive

hues.

I have seen fine specimens of the

Gigantic Lily of the Himalayas this

season in Sir Mark J. Stewart's ex-

quisitely beautiful Rose garden at

Southwick in the County of Kirkcud-

bright ; also at Canens House in the

Parish of Kirkbean. I have not had
the supreme pleasure of seeing Sir

Herbert Maxwell's unique collection

of Oriental and Occidental Lilies at

Monreith this year, as atmospheric

conditions were unfavourable for cycling pur-
poses ; but I learn from various sources that
they have been, as formerly, exceedingly
fine. It is marvellous how grandly such Lilies

as giganteum, auratum, tigrinum and speciosum
grow and flower in the " Wild Garden " of the
Countess of Stair at Lochinch Castle, where they
are cultivated by this fair lover of flowers in the
heart of a shady wood.

A Lily garden of quite exceptional beauty,
even for such a season, has been that of Mrs.
Henry at Ardwell in Wigtownshire, which is

charmingly situated between the gracious woods
that environ Ardwell House (the residence of

Captain Orde Stewart of the Grenadier Guards),
and the luminous Bay. of Luce. There, with
a glorious environment of Wichuraiana Roses

THE GARDEN.

festooning pergolas and garden walls, Lilium
candidum for a long period during the past
summer reigned supreme. Seldom have I seen
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the fair Madonna Lily shining with such
immaculate purity in the noblest possible aspect

of her artistic potentiality.

TULIPS IN THE GARDEN
By GEORGE DILLISTONE.

THEIR COLOUB.

^HOSE of us who live oiu- lives intimately

associated with flowers have learned

that Nature never received a colorn:

education.
, One man writes :

" Combi-
nations of colour that we should not

tolerate' in pictures and in the decoration of our

11

LILIUM NEr.\LL.\Si;, .\ BEAUTIFUL ORIL.XT.VL bl'EClLb.

The flowers are citron and purple black.

houses should not be tolerated in our gardens."

jflow simple a pursuit gardening would become
if this teaching were carried to its logical con-

clusion ! What a clean sweep would be made
of thousands of the denizens of the flower garden !

Why, Nature has violated every man-made law
of colour combination that ever existed, and done
it thousands of times. The good lady has an
unfortunate habit of throwing all the primary
colours into her palette, and from the mysterious

results selecting subtle combinations, vivid con-

trasts and quite bizarre effects that defy descrip-

tion. She does this not only in the way she

mixes her vegetation, but often in a single flower.

True, in this respect she conforms to tlie teaching

of a great writer and teacher who said " No colour

harmony is of high order unless it involves

indescribable tints. It is the best possible sign of

a colour when nobody who sees it knows what
to call it, or how to give an idea of it to anyone
else." Perhaps the great writer learnt this from
Nature. I think he did, because about the same
time he said that good Art consisted principally

in the " love of Nature leading to the effort to

observe and report her truly."

Is it not possible to go a little too

far in the direction of limiting our

garden colour arrangements to the

fancies of the latest popular house

decorator ? Everyone possesses a colour

sense of some sort and a desire for

certain colour effects. These are not

always those that would appeal to me
or the author of my first quotation,

nor do my fancies appeal to them.

Last May it was my lot to spend a,

good time with some very interesting

people among the Darwin and May-
flowering Tulips. Now, if there is one

family of bulbous plants that offers

facilities for pleasing everybody so far

as coloiur is concerned, this is the one.

What struck me most was the wide

divergence of preferences expressed.

The people I speak of were all educated

in every sense of the word ; some were

Ivnown to be possessors of highly artistic

temperaments. Most of them could

claim some knowledge of the value of

colour, and a few of them could legiti-

mately claim to be experts. And yet

when asked to express a preference for

any particular variety for its colour

effect, scarcely two of them chose the

same. Everybody who knows the

Tulips is aware that there exist some

weird examples of colour mixing among
them, that is, judged from the
" artistic " standpoint. Often enough it

was these weird examples that were

chosen. Yet it was ascertained that

few of the specimens were representa-

tive of what each would call his or her

favourite colour arrangement as

evidenced in the things they did, and

liked, in everyday life. The conclusion

arrived at was that, being overwhelmed

by such a wealth of colour as is pro-

vided by several hundred thousands

of Tulips, the mind lost the sense of

direction given it by cultivation and automatically

made its natural selection. In other words,

when one gets, far enough away from artificiality

to Nature, anything that Nature does is accepted

as the best without hesitation.

I must here state that I have no word to say

against colour schemes, pleasing arrangements,

or studied effects in the garden. I like them,

and believe that without them the garden would

lose much of its pleasure. But it is surely possible

to follow the cult of colour too far and, incidentally,

make ourselves slaves to restricted ideas, to our

great loss and the possible gain of monotony.

Monotones can be achieved, for those who like

them, with paint, wallpaper and such uninterest-

ing though necessary appliances. (To me most

things are uninteresting that do not change.
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live, grow and die.) The garden is not the placc

tVir monotones. If we remember that " Given a

lortain group of colours, by adding another colour

at the side of them you will either improve the

group and render it more delightful, or injure it

and render it discordant and unintelligible,"

that is enough restriction to impose in the garden.

How will you paint the pictures in your garden

lor the coming spring ? There are few gardens,

uid few spots in any garden, where you cannot

use the wonderful colour <:if the Tulips. Do
vou wish to see your garden rivalling the setting

iin, ablaze with crimson and gold, orange and

.irlet ? In the Tulips you will find your pigments

1 1 ady to hand, and they will give you all you want

.

Do you want some quiet colour harraony that

will be soft and soothing as a summer evening

breeze ? Or perchance your inclination runs to

contrasts and you like to see the richest purple

maroon thrown into bold relief against the softest

t if creamy yellows. If you would be conven-

iional and mingle lilacs, pinks and lavenders,

\-. lU can do it. If you have a desire for the bizarre

and would splash your colours in gaudy profusion,

It is easy. Do you want a garden that shall in

its lurid glare be emblematic of the wild horrors

d the war, symbolic in its soft-toned beauty of

peace ? Sh.all it be rich in Oriental splendour,

or betray a subtle combination, cuol and ex-

qiiisite ? For each and all the Tulips arc

sufficient.

It is in May the best results are obtained, and

then that they are most appreciated. The earlier

spring flowers are past, The Daffodils have

filled the wild garden with a wealth of every shade

of yellow for weelcs past. While they are at their

best they satisfy, but there is no colour in the garden

that so soon gets monotonous as yellow, even with

all the variations the modern Narcissi offer. By
the last week in April the eye begins to long for

new and more varied effects, and these the Darwin

and May-flowering Tulips provide.

THEIR USES.

There are many ways of using them ; in bold

groups along the margin of the shrubbery ; in

beds and borders of formal design ; in shimmering

drifts of greater magnitude among blossom-laden

trees in an old orchard. Here the sombre tree

trunks will lend their bronze, green-brown, grey,

and a beautiful network of light and shade to

the picttu'e below ; while the air is filled with

pink and white showers of falling blossom. In

the wild garden they are at home if care is taken

in the arrangements to provide for their cultural

requirements.

To take the last position first. In the wild

garden Darmns, May-flowering and "Cottage,

early singles and doubles are alike of value. It

must be remembered, . however, that many of

them do not naturahse in the true sense of the

word. Left to take care of themselves, they

continue to bloom for years, but several conditions

mitigate their continued success. In grass they

eventually become starved and small. Even
when the surface of the groimd above and around

them is clear of weeds they get smaller each year,

although they may increase in number. To get

the best out of them they should be planted in

positions in which they can be kept fairly clean

and lifted every two, or at most three, years.

Of course, no one would recommend growing thus

to obtain specially fine blooms. The cluster of

smaller bulbs that form round the original naturally

tends to starve the flowering bulbs, with the

result that the flowers do not attain great size.

This does not matter, however, for the purpose

for which they are required. Then the spaces

selected to plant must be open, airy and sunny.

To those who love the Bluebell eSfccts, Primroses

and Wood -Anemones, it wiJJ be easy to conjure

up the pictures that can be created with the

intenser colours of the Tulips. Who does not

.'.pprcciate the beauty of a sunlit glade seen beyond

the purple shadows of overhanging trees? Just

as the grass seems greener there, and as the yellow

sunlight streaming in wakens to greater intensity

es-ery variation of tone and tint in bush and

sward, so it will give fuller power to the gold and

crimson, fawni, orange, bronze and flaming scarlet

of Tulips if they be used there. Not grouped in

carefully designed beds and borders, but splashed

hither and thither with almost careless effort.

" Not nice art in curious beds and knots." If it

is desired to preserve the bulbs, it can be done by
keeping the actual plantation clear of weeds and

grass. For effect the grass can be allowed to

grow long all round such plantations (I hesitate

to use the word " bed," because it means something

so different). By doing this the Tulips will

appear as though growing among the grass. I

know perfectly well we shall be told that this

would not be a natiu-al place wherein to find

Tulips ai all, and that we should therefore not

attempt such pictures. The same remark might

be made to apply to most gardening efforts, and

Many such effects can be achieved on a smaller

scale in the garden, even when the flowering

portion of it is restricted to a few beds or borders.

.An excellent idea is to leave certain spaces in thi;

herbaceous border especially for Tulips. Each
space can be filled with a distinct colour group,

and the whole arranged in such a way that either

harmony or contrast is produced. The spaces so

filled can be occupied by annuals for the late

svunmer.

In beds some groundwork or carpeting plant

is usually desirable. Purple .Aubrietia with cream
or primrose Tulips gives an exceedingly pretty effect

.

The blue of Forget-me-not offers facilities for a

variety of groupings. Polyanthus, the early

flowering Viola gracilis in deep purple, yellow,

ultramarine and creamy white are all excellent

for groundwork. The Arenarias, such as caespitosa,

make beautiful carpeting plants and an excellent

foil for Tulip colours.

FABI.\NA IMBRICATA.

Those of us who have visited the lovely

gardens of South Devon and Cornwall know
this Chilian evergreen as one of theii' favoured

TULIPS IN A STRETCH OF PARKLAND.

the garden is the last place on earth for the operation

of ptu'ist principles.

One of the most successful results I have ever

loiown was achieved by taking in a stretch of

parkland. The trees were so disposed that they

created a number of distinct vistas, all long enough

for the eye to travel on until the view was lost

in the purple shadows of more distant trees.

Here was a situation in which the broad lines

might be treated with lavish colour and in which

there need be no jarring note. The May-flowering

Tulips offered exactly the material required.

The centre of the picture was filled with all the

darker colours—the maroons, crimsons and purple

shades.

Radiating from this central group were dis-

posed graduations, a distinct one for each

vista. That in one direction would pass from
orange to yellow and yellow to cream ; in another

the deeper crimsons gradually gave place to the

brighter, which, passing through scarlet and on

to deep rose, became pink and finally white.

In yet a third the purples and violets faded away
into heliotrope, lavender and pale lilac. Thus
each was a satisfying picture in itself.

denizens. In early June a specimen 6 feet or

8 feet high is a beautiful sight when smothered

with countless white, tubular flowers. To the

casual observer this shrub is a dccepiio

visCis, for it looks exactly like a Tree Heath

whereas a reference to "Nicholson" will show

that it belongs to the Solanaceae, or Potato tribe,

and was introduced in 1838. It will interest

readers of The G.-vrdem to learn that this shrub

has been grown for a number of years in the

open (away from a wall) by Mr. G. B. Cope of

Tettenhall, Wolverhampton. At the time of my
vi^it it was growing in the rock garden—where there

is a most interesting collection of plants and shrubs

—and was quite 3 feet or + feet high. Mr. Cope's

garden lies about .(80 feet above sea level, and

I noticed that the Fabiana was growing in similar

soil to that in which some splendid groups of

hardy Heaths were flourishing. The shrub was

named in honour of Francisco Fabiana, a botanist

of Valencia in Spain. Do any Midland readers

of The Garden find this plant hardy against a

wall or in the open ? If so, I should be interested

to hear about it.

Kidderminster. - Arthur R. Goodwin.
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THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES.—II

GATHERING AND STORING FRUIT.

" For the better preserving of fruits it is universally recommended that the storeroom should be

situated in a cool, dry spot, with a well-boarded floor and windows looking out towards the

North. . . . Windfalls should always be kept separate, and there ought to be a layer of

straw, or else ma's or chaff, placed beneath. . . ."

THESE words are not quoted from any

of our classic English authorities, but

from Pliny the Elder, and they show

how little one thousand years of ex-

perience has added to the wisdom of

the ancients. In gathering, also, I might quote

again many of his sage remarks which apply so

well even to our northern regions, but the curious

will doubtless search for themselves.

The question of storing fruit has an

added interest in these days, and I

am therefore putting this chapter

rather out of ' its due place in the

hope that it may enable some readers

of this paper to get their prepara-

tions forward. In this matter I also

must strike rather ail iconoclastic

note, but when one sees Apples kept

in piles 4 feet high in brick buildings,

ill cellars, in an underground tank,

in matchboard sheds, airy attics,

&c., it is difficult to follow the dog-

matic line so often taken. The main

point is to store only keeping fruit, a

truish, perhaps, but not a superfluous

remark, as I have seen the sad spec-

tacle of early cooking Apples stored

in a sure hope of the safe reappear-

ance during the winter, and the

conclusion is generally that " Our

store will not keep Apples."

Any place that is not too airy or

too .damp will suffice, and as dark-

ness is desirable it can easily be

procured by covering the pile of fruit.

Kentish fruit-growers uje the most

unlikely places to store Apples in

times of heavy crop, and any place

that will keep out the rain suffices
;

tin sheds, barns and lofts are all

pressed into duty. For many, cellars

are the most readily available places,

and nothing could be better than a

dry underground chamber, little

afficted as it is by change of

temperature.

My own fruit-room is now well

known, and has been reproduced in

many parts of the world. Great was

my surprise on one occasion to meet

in an unfrequented village in Hol-

land an exact replica on a smaller

scale. But if in war-time such

luxuries must be passed by, the smallest

Apple-grower need not despair ; a substitute is

readily available. Procure, some stout wooden

boxes ; the Tate sugar box of the present day,

holding about ij bushels, is excellent. The fruits

are then wrapped in paper, each fruit separately,

and laid carefully in the boxes. If grease-proof

paper is obtainable, it is preferable, being without

any smell and preventing a rotting fruit, should

one be overlooked in selection, from contaminating

the remainder. The box when filled can be placed

in a cupboard or in any cool room, and a further

advantage of the papering is that the fruit does

not smell, and might even be placed, suitably

draped, under the grand piano. An outhouse

will do equally well ; some of my own boxes

last year reposed in a thin matchboard shed

through which the frost penetrated, and both

Apples' and Pears were frozen to the hardness

of stones. However, left alone, they thawed

gradually, and were none the worse for their

experience, it being evident, therefore, that the

frost-proof building so often postulated as a

necessity is not absolutely essential. In milder

winters than last the frost would not have reached

beneath does not affect the fruit which is used

up to Christmas, but, as the end of the season

approaches, the fruits are apt to take up a faint

" strawy" flavour, which is unpleasant. A fruit-

room de luxe which I have in mind would ha\e

slate or glass shelves, which could be cleaned down
annually. In any room which is being used for

fruit annually, it is a good plan to burn a sulphur

candle before the fruit is placed in it, as a means
of killing any of the fungus spores which may
remain over from last year's bad fruit.

On the matter of gathering, much misappre-

hension reigns. The great idea to keep in mind
is to gather only when the fruit parts easily from

the tree. If it hangs on tightly, it is obvious that

it has not 5'et done its work. There is, however,

an exception, and that is in the case of early

varieties, which should be gathered before they

come away easily, and they will then

ripen slowly indoors. If allowed to

ripen on the tree we get mealy fruit,

poor flavour, and rotting at the core

^o often seen in Pears. The greater

the care used in handling the fruit

the better the chance of keeping it

well. Pears especially must be treated

with the reverence they demand.

Doyenne du Comice and Beurrfe

Superfin, for instance, put in baskets

and wheeled in a barrow to the fruit-

room will soon protest against such

undignified treatment. A flat basket

or Kentish " bodge " padded at the

bottom and filled with only one layer

should be carried by hand into the

store and handled with the greatest

rare. Once- again it must be said

that late fruits must be left on the

tree as long as possible. Slight autumn

frosts will do them no harm, but

early gathering will mean shrivelled

fniits and subsequent digestive dis-

orders. E. A. BUNYARD.

nTii l !" '^'^ '
' •"' '

APPLE .\t.\Vlo.N WONDER, ONE OF THE BEST.

the fruits, covered as they were by a few mats.

A modification of this method is to place the

fruit in boxes and fill with sand. This has the

effect of retarding the fruit very considerably,

and I have kept Co.\.'s Orange Pippin tiU June by

this plan. It is, 'however, very difficult to get

the sand so clean that it leaves no earthy taste.

Buckwheat husks, chaff and any tasteless and

smell-less material which excludes the air will

also do. In all of these methods it is necessary

to take out only as much fruit as is wanted at

a time, as it rapidly goes off as soon as exposed

to light and air. Pears are best taken out and

placed in a warm room for a few days before being

used. In a fruit-room of the standard kind the

fruit is best placed on the wood direct. Straw

well-

best.

APPLE NEWTON
WONDER

This late-keeping Apple is yearly be-

coming more popular as its merits

are more widely known. In . the

autumn of 1915 I planted quite small

bush trees, and this season they have

huge crops—for their size—of hand-

some fruit. In growth the variety is

all that could be desired, being

vigorous and generally free from

canker. Bush form is perhaps the best

method of training, but the branches

should' be kept thin, as its ''natural

upright growth tends to darken the

centre if not carefully attended to.

The fruits are large, solid and keep

5 safely pronounced as one of the

E. M.

Alderborough St. Brigid

Anemones
FOR A GLORIOUS SPRING DISPLAY.

The Alderborough St. Brigid Anemones are per-

fectly hardy if planted in good time. ' We
have never known even the severest frost lasting

for weeks to injure them. It may cut the foliage,

but it will not injure the roots. As regards culture,

after the first year's bloom it is far better to lift the

plants, dry, and replant in a fresh position than
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to leave them in the ground ; but the best results

arc obtained by planting a fresh stock. Fairly

rc-cently cultivated land is preferable to old garden

soil, unless the latter has been recently limed.

To obtain the finest results from these glorious

Anemones we strongly favour very early planting

in preference to late. For outdoor culture through-

out England and Scotland the best results are

obtained when planted from the middle of August

to the end of September. In favourable parts

of the country where the climate is naturally

moister and more humid and the autumns generally

milder—such as Devon, Cornwall, the South-West

of Scotland and West of England—the best results

may perhaps be obtained from later planting also.

It is well worth while starting the Anemone bulbs

in small pots, from which they can be planted out

into beds later in the autumn, when started, with-

out breaking the balls of soil. In this way all the

advantage of early planting is gained without

interfering with bedding plants till these are os-er.

For spring and early summer display in the

open, these Anemones are quite as effective as

tlie finest early Tulips or other spring bulbs.

Many amateurs think them even finer, so no one

need lament the absence of foreign bulbs when

these delightfully bright coloured St. Brigid

Anemones are so pleasing and attractive. They

have also the additional merit of lasting much
longer in flower and being much more suitable

for cutting purposes.

NEW & RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Ceratostigma Willmottiana.—This new and

welcome addition to blue-flowered plants asstmtes

a bushy habit and reaches from 5 feet to 6 feet

high, flowering in May on the old wood and

thereafter on the freshly made shoots. We have

known it to be in flower for six months. In these

rircumstances it is a little unfortunate tbe plant

was not shown earlier in the season. From Miss

Willmntt, Warley.

Aster Joan Vaughan.—The largest and best

double of mauve blue shade yet shown. It is

one of the Novi-Belgii set, and produces huge

panicles of flowers. ]-rom Bakers, Wolverhampton.

Brasso-Cattleya Ilene The Bride (B.C.

Maroniae x C. aurea).—A very handsome hybrid,

sepals and petals white, suffused with delicate

pink, the fringed Up of the same colour being

marked by big light yellow side blotches. From

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, N.

Cattleya Iris Orchidhurst Variety (C. bicolor

>c C. aurea).—^The highly disposed petals, which

are coloured a rich apricot touched with bronze,

give character and distinction to a hybrid of high

rank, The lip is of rich purple and in rare contrast.

I'rom Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge

Wells,

These and the following Dalilias were shown

before the Royal Horticultural Society on

September 25.

NEW DAHLIAS.

Blush Star.—A further addition to the " Star
"

get, of rather delicate colom-ing. Shown by Messrs.

Ij. Cheal and Sons, Crawley,

Mrs. Edward Moss (Pteony-flowered).—A self

pink of semi-double character.

Mark (Pa;ony-flowered).—A most brilliant scarlet

, a variety of exceptional size.

Cambria (Decorative).—A lovely self pink

;

an indispensable.

Sincerity (Pa;ony-flowered).—The colour . is

intense crimson scarlet and very showy.

Planet (Collerette).-—Maroon scarlet with white

central florets. These five were shown by Messrs.

J. Burrell and Co., Cambridge.

Snow Cloud (Collerette).—Self whites in this

section are not frequent, and this is one of the

most shapely we have seen.

Transport (Decorative):—This did not appeal

to us. The carry of the Sower-heads was not

good, neither were the pale pink green, hard-

centred blooms. These two were from Messrs. J.

Stredwick and Sons, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Mrs. J. A. Jarrett (Collerette).—.Magenta with

cerise outer florets, centre ones white.

Autocrat (Collerette).—Guard petals vermilion

scarlet, inner ones rich golden. The most brilliant

and striking novelty the show contained. These

two were from Mr. J. A. Jarrett, Anerley.

Fire King (Collerette).^Of clear scarlet with

yellow petaloids. Shown by Mr. Charles Turner,

Slough.

The foregoing Dahlia novelties, having been

adjudicated upon by a joint committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society and National Dahlia

Society, receive the award of merit of the former

society and the first-class certificate of the

latter.

Gardening of the Week

FOR .SOUTHERN G.AHDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—N'o time should be lost in finally

earthing up the latest batch of plants, carefully

securing the leaves in an upright position before
placing the soil about the stems, either by holding
them firmly in the hand while a second person
adds the soil, or by first tying the leaves with
ratfia.

Cardoons.—Continue to add haybands to the
stems as progress in growth is made, finally cover-
ing the haybands with soil. Add supports to

the stems, as required, to ensure an upright growth.

Spinach.—The early August sown batches are

now providing a quantity of green, succulent

leaves, which are a welcome change, and will

continue until frost checks the growth. The
latest -sown plot gives promise of a full spring
supply. During dry weather frequently stir

the soil to encourage growth and disperse slugs,

which sometimes attack the plants. Make certain

the plants are not too thick in the rows. If they
are, the growth will be weakened and will sufier

from frost much more than »-hen the growth
is sturdy owing to freedom of space.

Parsley.—Seedlings raised in August should
be transplanted 6 inches apart in frames to ensure
a spring supply. In some soils Parsley does not
succeed during the winter months ; the plants

are apt to die off suddenly, and in other cases

the leaves turn pale in colour. A plentiful supply
of wood-ashes in the soil and soot occasionally

sprinkled over the plants will aid growth in extreme
cases. Where the soil lacks iron, a soaking with
water in which 20z. of sulphate of iron to a gallon

of water have been dissolved is a good corrective.

Cauliflowers.—The plants raised from seed
sown last month will now require potting singly

in small pots, plunging them in ashes in a cold

frame for planting out in March next ; or they
may be pricked out in a cold frame 4 inches apart,

taking the lights off on all favourable occasions to

ensure a sturdy growth.

Cucumbers will now require attention by
giving a night temperature of 65" to encourage
a free growth from recently raised plants which
have fruited only a short time. Keep the growth
thin on the supports to allow abundance of light

to reach all the leaves
;
pinch the point of each

shoot at every second joint, and do not allow

more than one fruit to remain on a cluster, as

overcropping is sure to cause a check to the free

swelling of the fruit. Encourage surface roots

by frequent thin top-dressings of loam and
leaf-mould.

Tomatoes in pots carrying full crops of fruit

should be given occasional supplies of weak liquid

manure, and a buoyant atmosphere maintained
by warming the hot-water pipes at night ; this

will accelerate the ripening.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines from which the Grapes were cut in June
should now have all side shoots shortened back
to within 6 inches of the base to aid the plumping
up of the basal buds for next season's crop.

Young Vines should have the lateral growths
shortened back for the same reason and to ensure
a thorough ripening of the canes.

Late Grapes need careful attention. Maintain
a buoyant atmosphere to prevent damping of

the berries, which frequently occurs in the centre
of the bunches, especially if the berries were not
thinned sufficiently to admit air freely among them.
The laterals shoilld also be removed in such a
manner that they do not obstruct light and air.

Do not stint the roots of moisture ; if a good
soaking is required, place a thin covering of straw
on the surface afterwards to keep down the
moisture rising from the soil.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting Bush Fruit Trees.—The early part
of the month is a good time to plant Gooseberry
and Red, White and Black Currant trees. This
early planting enables the roots to take hold of

the soil while it is still retaining some warmth. In
this way such trees have a distinct advantage
over those planted later.

The Herbaceous Border.

Chrysanthemums.—The late-flowering varieties
will need supporting with stout stakes to ensure
their stems being kept in an upright position,
rendering them all the more valuable for cutting
as compared with crooked stems, which occur
when the plants are not supported.

Narcissi of the tall-growing type, like Emperor,
maximus. Sir Watkin and Horsfieldii, make a
good show in the borders early in the year before
the regular occupants have made much growth.
Now is a good time to plant the bulbs in groups
of five or ten i foot apart and 3 inches deep.

E. MOLVNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hauls.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Beetroot.—-The main crop may now be lifted

and stored in sand under cover for use diiring the
winter and spring nronths. Most people know
that the roots should not be lacerated ; therefore
they should be loosened properly to ensure their

being drawn from the ground intact, and the
leaves should be twisted off instead of being cut,

the reason for this being that there is a chance
of cutting into the root, which should be avoided.
The leaves are useful for manure, and should be
dug into the ground directly the roots are removed.
The deep stirring of the ground in the process of

lifting is almost as beneficial as double digging.

Potatoes.—Late varieties may be lifted at any
suitable time, the sooner the better, as the tubers
contract little or no soil on their skins at this

comparatively early date. .Sort them into sizes

when gathering, and after setting apart the required
quantity for current use, place the remainder
in a pit, in which the tubers keep much better
than when exposed to air. If at all wet when
clamped, an opening must be left at the apex of the
pit to allow moisture to, escape; but if lifted in

dry weather and before the ground is soaked by
rain, this precaution is not needed, while the
ground suffers nothing from the lifting and
consequent trampling.

Brussels Sprouts.—These are now ready, and
care for a while is needed in gathering, taking only
a few from each plant. Any coarse, open Spiouts
should be set aside for soups or vegetable puddings,

and only the hard ones used for dishes.

Lettuces.—Sow in a box, to be placed under
glass, enough seeds of a Cabbage variety to yield

material for late spring use ; that is if there is

a suitable pit in which to plant out and grow on
the plants. Choose enough nearly full-grown

plants to transfer to cold frames for winter use.

If stood on a hard bottom, they need only enough
leaf-soil packed about the roots to keep them
quite fresh, but proper balls of soil must be pre-

served when lifting. Endive may be left out for

some time longer.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—These can no longer be
safely left out of doors. They should have been
prepared previously by cleaning off bad foliage and
weeds from the soil, and all ties seen to. After

lifting and before arranging under glass, the pots

should be cleaned. The latest plants should

have plenty of room, the earlier ones needing

less space. Ventilate very freely at night as well

as day in suitable weather. Much depends on
the structure for retarding the bloom of late sorts,

and, %vhere more than one structure is filled, the

different keeping qualities of these should be noted
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and that suitable for these qualities filled with

late kinds.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—The earliest batch of

winter-flowering Zonal Pelargoniums should now
be in full bloom, and the plants will preserve their

beauty for a long time in a dry. airy structure,

all the attention needed being water at the roots

—

probably not more than twice weekly during

this month and at longer intervals afterwards

—

with the removal of decaying leaves and flower-

trusses, and the tips of shoots pinched off imme-
diately beyond new trusses as soon as they can be

handled.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pears.—Keeping varieties are now ready for

gathering, as in the case of Apples, going carefully

over the fruits and removing only the more
forward. Many of the backward fruits will

continue to swell for another month, and, of course,

the latter are somewhat longer in maturing in

the fruit store than those picked earlier. All the

very late varieties should be left meanwhile. If

it can be avoided. Pears should not be stored

with Apples, the latter keeping best in a very
cool, slightly damp room, while Pears prefer dry-

ness and not to be' quite so cool as Apples,

Indeed, Pears approaching maturity can be con-

siderably hastened to ripeness by placing them
in a warm room.

Apples.—During the next fortnight the bulk

of these should be pulled and stored, leaving

the very latest a few weeks longer on the

trees. Only experience can teach just when the

fruits should be taken, but it is worth noting

that, while allowed to hang long enough, they

keep without shrivelling and at the right time

develop into good eating fruits. If gathered too

soon they shrivel and never lose their woody
toughness. Ventilate the Apple store freely in

the meantime and the nasty Apple smell will

never be noticed.
R. P. Brotherston.

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)
Tyninghame, Fnstonkirk, N.B.

The Winter and the War
LOSSES AND SURPRISES.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

THE winter of 1 91 6-17 will assuredly

go down to history as one of the coldest

and most trying seasons for garden

vegetation on record. As I have seen

comparatively little about its effects

in the pages of The Garden, I am venturing to

jot down and send for publication a few of the

most interesting happenings in my own enclosure,

hoping thereby to set the ball of other people's

experiences rolling.

If I were asked to name the most striking general

or universal results of the war in English gardens,

I would hazard as answer, Vegetables and Weeds.

Miss Jekyll told us months ago how her beautiful

herbaceous border was being made into a Potato

patch. Sir Herbert Maxwell not so long since

in the pages of a contemporary bemoaned the

steady advance of our always-ready common

enemy—the weeds—in many parts of his garden.

These are typical examples of the spirit of the time.

" To scatter plenty o'er [what is still, thank God]

a smiling land " is the highest aim of the enforced

stay-at-homes ; while as for Groundsel, Chick-

weed, Sow-thistles, Squitch-grass and other like

annoyances which, if the ancient saw,

" One year's seed

Seven years' weed," *

be correct, will be with us for a season whenever

the great tight is over, " He jests at scars who

never felt a wound." Pardon, great Bard, the little

liberty I have taken in the endeavour to clothe

my feelings with apt words. Weeds for a time at

least will no longer mark the sloven, but rather

the patriot who gladly endures for the sake of

his country.

The depredations of King Frost are in a different

category altogether, but, none the less, many of

them are equally or even more trying. I refer to

the losses of shrubs and plants on the border-

land of perfect hardiness. One expects a Cistus

to collapse ; but some plants of Azara microphylla

grown against the house and some Rosemaries

survived and are now none the worse. I have,

however, in 7-inch pots a common Holly, some

rooted Rosemary cuttings, a common Yew and

three seedlings of Cupressus Lawsoniana. These

were forgotten and stood outside quite unprotected

through all the intense cold. The Rosemaries

have gone ; I expected it. So, too, has the

Holly ; I did not expect it. The others, bar one

Lawsoniana which has gone, are in no way affected.

Fact No. I. Was this to be looked for ?

After all the hard frost I was flattering myself

that both black and white slugs would have been

considerably lessened in numbers. But when

the Peas and Beans came up I had a warning.

In common with several neighbours I found the

young plants got badly eaten ; hence several

evenings' slug picking was necessary to keep^them

in check. Now I am getting up my Tulips, I am
finding the little beasts busy browsing on the bulbs

in greater numbers than I can ever remember in

the whole of my twenty odd years' experience.

The frost has certainly not killed off many slugs.

Fact No. 2.

Last year we had a couple of beds 4 feet wide

by 40 feet long filled with seedling Dahlias. Press

of work prevented them being taken up until

late in the autumn. When preparing these same

beds for late sowings of vegetables this spring several

tiny self-sown seedlings were found. These were

lifted and transplanted, and they are now nice

little plants. Fact No. 3. Is this unusual?

Again, there are a goodly number of Primrose-

Polyanthuses in different parts of the garden.

The two and three year, olds got badly

cut up ; the one year olds fared better, but in

each case there was a mere tithe of the bloom that

one usually gets. I conclude the embryo flower-

heads could not stand the excessive cold. Fact

No. 4. Doubtless other readers have facts to

record. Gardeners enjoy relating their own and

learning about other people's experiences. This is

ray excuse for writing.

SOCIETIES
ROYAI. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE ordinary fortnightly meeting held on

September 25 was considerably augmented

by the vegetable show being held in con-

junction therewith, the twain filling the

hall to its utmost capacity. Outstand-

ing exhibits of the meeting were the re-

markable collection of vegetables from the

University College, Reading, and the wondrous

collection of Potatoes from Messrs. Dobbie,

Edinburgh, each of which received a gold medal.

Roses again were particularly good and from

many sources ; while Dahlias, Carnations and

Orchids also contributed their quota of interest

and beauty. Fruit collections from Coombe

Court and Orpington were especially noteworthy,

and attracted much attention. Eleven new

Dahlias, two Orchids and two hardy plants gained

awards of merit.

Truit and Vegetables.

The f.ict that two gold medals and cue silver-gilt

ICnightian medal were awarded in this section alone

should go far to demon.stratc the high excellence of the

produce shown. Nothing, imlcid, could be finer or pay
a higher tribute to cultural itfort, inchiBtry, and a recog-

nition of the needs of th.- tinir than these. One of the

gold medals was awarded iMcssrs. Dobbie and Co., Edin-

burgh, for an exhibit of fifty baskets of Potatoes, the

quality of which even this eminent firm lias probably not

before equalled. Of the highest possible excellence

throughout and practically without spot or blemish,

pedigree seedlings that may mean much to future genera-

tions mingled with the best of to-day, at once an object-

lesson of cultural skill and the exhibitor's art that will

need some beating. We have no room to name the
fifty varieties shown, and content ourselves by giving a
few that appealed to us. Of tlicsc Debbie's Favourite.
The Factor. Midlothian Early, Majestic (new. a second-
early of great promise). Great Scot, Witch Hill (virtually

a whiti'-ticslicd .Midlothian Early), Arran Chief. Kerr's
"Pink (a gnat cropper and also a wart resister) and Edzell
Blue (perhajts the whitest of white-fleshed .sorts) were
some of the best, A magnificent exliibit in every way.
The other gold medal was awarded to a collection of
vegetables from the University College, Reading (Mr.
E. li. Janes, Superintendent). Here some 250 dishes
of vegetable produce were set out in the most artistic

way, and rarely indeed has so much colour beauty
gone hand in hand with the cultural skill exemplified. by
this exhibit. Leek Prizetaker, Olcumber Iving George.
Carrots Sutton's New Ked Intermediate and Champion
Scarlet Horn, Student Parsnips a yard long. Celery of

the best, and Runner and French Beans were all in

perfection. Colour was afforded the group by great
shields of Carrots. Sutton's Blood lied Beet, Chillies,

Capsicums, Long Purple Egg Plant. Tomatoes and the
like. Great size was not noted. Instead, every-
thing was of a useful nature and model-like in its

uniformity. The exliibit constituted a chief attraction.

Very fine was the collection of Apples and Pears sent

by the Slarquis of Ripon. Coombe Court, Kingston Hill

(gardener, Mr. T. Smith), for which a silver-gilt Knightian
medal was awarded. Some good dishes of Apples were
Cox's Pomona, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Stirling Castle,

Potts' Seedling, Cellini Pippin. The Queen, Emperor
Alexander, Worcester Pearmain, James Grieve and Charles
Ross. Pears, too, were good. Messrs. Sutton and Sons,
Reading, contributed a most interesting lot of Marrows,
Squashes, Pumpkins and the like. American Bush
Squash, Turk's-cap or Turban Edible Pumpkin or Gourd,
Ohio Squash, Pumpkin Spanish Giant. Pumpkin Nicaise

(rich yellow) and Sutton's Mammoth Gourd were among
those shown. Vegetable Marrows were strongly in

evidence, the small Pen-y-byd being noted among others.

Trays of Plums President, Coc's Golden Drop and Golden
Transparent were well shown by Mr. J. C. Allgrove.

a silver Banksian medal being awarded. A new Apple,

Arthur Theed (Peasgood's Nonsuch X Bibston Pippin),

shown by Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg and Co., Chislehurst,

is of considerable promise. Large and higllly coloured, it

is said to possess the Ribston Pippin flavour with keeping
qualities into Jlay. Very fine fruit (Apples chiefly)

was shown by Mr. H. Close, Orpington. Charles Ross,
New Hawthornden, Warner's King, Emperor Alexander,
Cox's Pomona, Blenheim Orange (very fine), James
Grieve (superb), Emperor Alexander and Norfolk Beauty
were some among many,

Roses.

In Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.'s group Ophelia was in

grand form. Duchess of Wellington, Margaret Dickson
Hamill, Sea Bird (cream) and Edith Part were others

of note. The Rev. J. H. Pcmbcrton, Romford, again

displayed a scries of his own raising, chiefly cluster sorts.

In that from Messrs. B. li. Cant and Sons, Beaute de
Lyon, Red Letter Day and Mnie. Edouard Herriot

stood out well. Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, New-
townards, showed the fine semi-double red K. of K.,

Clarice Goodacre, Chameleon and Red Letter Day. Jhr.

J. C. Allgrove, Langlcy, Slough, contributed fruiting

examples of Rosa Moycsii and R. setipoda. a big plant of

the former carrying a dozen 3 feet to 4 feet long fruiting

branches. At this stage the plant is a fine ornament
for the garden. Brilliant as is this species, the other

one named is more so, and of a rich lustre withal, lo

jUr. Elislia Hicks' group Princess Mary, Charles E. Shea.

Mrs. Dunlop Best, Joanna Bridge, Mrs, George Norwood
(very fragrant), Ophelia and Climbing Hillingdon were

among the best.
DAHLIAS.

A great gathering of these, representative of many
sections, came from Mr. J. B. Billing, Chingford. Collerette

v,arieties were very good, also Pieony-flowered and Decora-

tive sorts. Diana (Pseonv-flowered), ruby red ;
Exmouth

Glory (Decorative), yellow and white ; Pierre Lebond,

maroon and wliite ; Marienne (orange bedding sort),

Godfrey's Crimson, and Sterna, soft yellow, were some
conspicuously good sorts. Messrs. J. Clieal and Sons,

Crawley, also showed Dahlias well, singles. Star varieties

and Collerettes being freely staged.

H.IRI1V Plants.

Of these Mr. Ernest Ballard. Colwall, staged good

Jliehaelmas Daisies of the Novi-Bclgii type, Mrs. E.

Ballard (pale blue), Rachel Ballard and Beauty of Colwall

being some of them. In a small lot from Mr. W. Wells,

jun., Merstham, Senecio pulcher and Helianthus sparsi-

folius were the more conspicuous items, the latter very

fine. Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, had, among others, the

rarely seen Philesia buxifolia (whose fleshy, scarlet flowers

approximate to those of Lapagcria), Khabdothamnus
Solandri (a New Zealander with orange red flowers),

the pretty Fagus fusca, and bunches of fruiting pods

—

not yet fiiUv coloured—of Dccaisnea Fargesii. Colchicums,

Sedum tritidum and the richly berried Cotoncaster

divaricata were also noted.

Miscellaneous.

Fruiting and other shrubs were contributed by Jlessrs.

J Cheal and Sons, Crawley, and Messrs. Piper, the last

named firm having good examples of Pjiacantha

Lclandii with choice shrubs in pots. Messrs. Allwood

Brothers dis]ila\ id Carnations ; Messrs. H. B. May and

Sons, a choice assortment of Ferns and flowering spr.ays

of Lapagcria (red and white).

^—
- Okchids.

Some very choice things were staged by Messrs.

Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridgc Wells. Of these

Cattleya Iris Orchidhurst Vari.tN- (apricot, purple crimson

lip) Lajlia Acis Orchidhurst Variety (rich golden petals

and ruby red lip) and Cattleya Armstrongie var. hlacina

(very delicate m colour) were included. Two new Odonto-

"lossums were labelled S. T. Wright and W, E. Bissctt.
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(.). Jaspor Kiirtli'i's variety bi'ing in gootl fofm. Of most
iiitiTPst, perhaps, was La-Iia pumila alba, raised from
hoine-savfd srcd, tin- seedlings coining (|Uitp true. Messrs.

Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, had a flue i)lant

of Brasso-Cattleya Safrano, the petals of softest primrose
with golden base to a much fringed lip affording a pretty
picture. Cattleya Hesta and La'lio-Cattleya Thyone
were al^o noted." Messrs. Hassall showed Brasso-C^ttleya
llene and Lselio-Cattleya llouniania. In a small group
from Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, choice Cypri-
j'.diums were noted, C. Koyal Sovereign. C. Shogun,
I'. Mary Beatrice and C. Cavalier ignenm. with richly

-potted dorsal petal, being the more striking.

The Veuetaule Show.

In-1;hc leading class, for which the first prize was the
Sutton Cliallenge Cup (value £21) and £5 cash, three
entered, the coveted cup being awarded to W. H.
Myers, Esq., Bishop's Waltham (gardener. Mr. G. Ellwood),

for an excellent exhibit. Twi-lve kinds, distinct, were
asked for. the finer dishes being Gladstone Pea, Best of

All Tomato. Cucumber Ideal. Exblbition Brussels Sprouts,

rrizetaker Leeks and Prizewinner Kunner Beans. The
items were well displayed. Second. Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon,
whose .A,ilsa Craiiz Onions, Cliampion Leeks, and Exhibition
llunner Beans were very good.
Nine distinct kinds (first prize the Gordon-Lennox

Challenge Cup and £4 cash) also brought three entries,

the leading prize- going to Eustace E. Palmer, Esq..

Basingstoke (gardener. Mr. H. E. Wallis). for a capital

selection in wliich Dwarf Gem Sprouts. Champion Horn
Carrots, Tomat<j Best of All, and Gladstone Pea stood

out well. Second, the Hon. Mrs. B. Gre\'ille, Polesdon
Lacey. Dorking (gardener, Mr. H. Prince), who showed
Premier Onions. Sunrise Tomato, Scarlet Perfection

Carrot and Lyon Leeks well.

For six distinct kinds Miss E. L. Bradshaw, Steeple

Aston. Oxon {gardener, Mr. R. Wadliam), was first.

Best of All Tomatoes, New Intermediate Carrot and
Satisfaction Potato being the best dishes ; second,

G. Thorn, Esq.. Ashford. Kent (gardener, Mr. Hoad).
Twelve varieties o( Potatoes, distinct, brought several

collections, the produce being good. First, J. B.

Fortcscue, Esq.. Dropraore (gardeiKT, Mr. C. Page),

whose best dishes were Royal Kidney, Royalty. Great
Scot and King Edward VII. A. Smart, Esq., .\hergele

(gardener, Mr. R. Rogers), was second, having the last

two named and Satisfaction very good.
For six distinct varieties of Potatoes G. Thorn, Esq.,

.\shford. Kent, was first. Industry, White City and King
Edward VII. being good. Second, W, H, Myers, Esq.,

Bishui)"s Waltham.
The last-named exhibitor (gardener. Mr. G. Ellwood)

was in the winning place for six varieties of Onions,
distinct, having Wliite Italian. Brown Globe, Ailsa

Craig and Improved Reading very fine. EuStace E.
Palmir, Esq., Basingstoke, was second, tlie dishes of

Cranston's Excelsior, Blood lied and Ailsa Craig being
particularly good.
W. H. Myers. Esq., Bishop's Waltham (gardener.

Mr. G. Ellwood), was also in the winning place for a collec-

tion of six distinct salads, having Ideal Cucumber, BaA'arian
Endive, .\ll he Year Round Lettuce, Beet and Tomato
Perfection. Mr. E. Mattliews, Jtortimer, was second.

Sinc;le-pish Classes for AM.\TErRS.

That for Scarlet Runner Beans brought eight excellent

dishes, albeit the date was late for good produce. First,

Miss E. L. Badshaw, Steeple Aston. Oxon (gardener,

Mr. R. Wadham). who staged a superb dish of Prizewinner.
Best of All was sent by Sir Montague Turner, Romford
(gardener. Mr. A. J. Barrett), and awarded second prize.

Mr. E. Matthews, Mortimer, was awarded first prize

both for French Climbing and Dwarf Beans, the produce
generally not first-rate. A like remark applies to the
Globe Beet class, in which Mrs. Jenncr. Wenvoe Cattle,

near Cardiff (gardener, Mr. H. Wheeler), was placed first.

Long or Tap-rooted Beet was of a decidedly superior
type; and in a competition eight strong Sir Montague
Turner, Romford (gardener, Mr. A. J. Barrett), was given
fli-st i)rize for very flue Sutton's Black. .Mr. Eustace
Palmer was second.

Eight excellent dishes of Brussels Sprout-s (fifty buttons)
were staged, Mr. T. Jones. Ruabon. leading with a
superb lot of Exhibition. W. H. .Myers. Esq.. Bishop's
Waltham (gardener, Mr. G. Ellwood), being second with
Dwarf Gem. A good class, practically every dish worthy
of a prize. For three plants of Brussels Sprouts Mr.
R. Staward, Panshanger, was first, Mr. G. Ellwood,
gardener to W. H. Myers, Esq., Bishop's Waltham, being
second.

For three Cabbages Mr. H. Prince, gardener to the
Hon. Mrs. R. Grevtlle, Woking, was a good first with
clean, model-like examples of Wheeler's Imperial ; second,
Jlr. Eustace Palmer with All Heart ; third. Mr. G.
Thorn. Ashford, with Emperor. For a similar number
of Savoy Cabbages Mr. Eustace Palmer was first with
Perfection ; second, the Hon. Mrs. Gre\ille, who sent
Early Dwarf Ulm ; third, Sir Daniel Gooch, Chelmsford,
with Best of All. For Cauliflowers Mr. T. Jones,
Ruabon. was in tlie winning place with Autumn Mammoth
Mr. E. Matthews, who showed Purity, being second.
For both White and Red Celery Mr. T. Jones. Ruabon,

was in the place of honour, his Giant Whit^ being very
good. Aldenham Pin nd Superb Pink were staged
in the "red" class. W. H. Myers, Esq. was awarded
second prize. Six competitors entered. For Cucumbers
Mr. Eustace Palmer excelled with the variety Delicacy,
Rlr. T. Jones being second. Seven brace were staged.
The last-named exhibitor excelled in the class for Leeks
and Vegetable Marrows. ha\ing superb International in
the former. In the class for Onions Mrs. Jenner led
with very good produce ; while in tJiat for Parsnips
and Long Carrots Miss Bradshaw, Steeple Aston, Oxon
(gardener, Mr. K. Wadliam). occupied the place of honour
with particularly clean, well-developed roots. Tender
and True Parsnip and New Red Intermediate Carrot
were the varieties respectively. Much opinion was
expressed with regard to the second prize in the Parsnip

class, which was awarded Mr. Eustace E. Palmer, Mr.
E. .Matthews being given third. Obviously the last-

named exhibitor showed the finer roots—certainly the
most free from blemish.

For Stump-rooted or Short Carrots Mr. T. Jones,
Ruabon. was well first with the variety Model, the roots
also being of model character. Miss Bradshaw with
the same variety took second prize. Ten capital lots
were staged. Culinary Peas brought eight good dishes,
Mr. E. .Matthews and Mr. T. Jones taking first and
second prizes respectively with Gladstone, of excellent
quality. For white and yellow fleshed Tm-nips 3Ir. T.
Jones excelled, Miss Bradshaw winning in tiie Purple-
top class.

For a dish of white Potatoes Mr. G. Thorn was first

with The Factor ; second, Mr. E. Matthews. For
coloured Potatoes Mr. G. Ellwood. gardener to W. H.
Jlyers, Esq., Bishop's M'altham. was first, and Mr. G.
Thorn second, both showing the popular King Edward VII.
very well.

Eleven staged in the red Tomato class. Miss E. L.
Bradshaw, Steeple Aston, Oxon (gardener, Mr. R.
Wadham), being first with a splendid lot ; second, Jlr.

G. Thorn with Progre,ss. A most attractive class, the
I»roduce first-rate throughout. Only tliree dishes of
.yellow Tomatoes were staged, Sir. T. Jones excelling
with Golden Sunrise ; second. Miss Bradshaw, this
exhibitor being also awarded first for any other vegetable,
in which class Sutton's Silver or Seakale Beet was well
shown.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SHRUB TO NAME (Wrt/'/cr/c*/).—The specimen received

lor identilication is Amelancliier canadensis. It docs
not require regular pruning.

TO RESTRICT THE ROOTS OF A WELLINGTONIA
(Sidbrook).—The best nu-ans of preventing the roots
of a Wellingtonia spreading into your herbaceous border
is to open a trench several feet from the border and about
2 feet wide to a depth of 3 feet and cut off all the roots.
Fill the trench with ()rdinary soil and repeat the operation
every three or four years. It is of no use filling the trench
with stones or anything of that kind, for the roots will
penetrate almost anything that could be used for filling

with safety.

FUriT (;.\RDEX.
PALE COLOUR IN APPLE LEAVES {T. U. /'.).—

The trouble with the Apple foliage is known as chlorosis,
and is due to a deficiency in tlie amount of chlorophyll
present. This may not occur next year, but in order to
gruard against its possibility it would be as well to give
the soil a dn-ssing of sulphate of iron at the rate of, say,
4oz, to the square yard^about the tree.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DRYING (G. .V. J.).—
You may safely u-^e galvanised iron wire for the drying
trays. Jerusalem Artichokes are far better left in the
ground until they are require I in the ftin'er. or if they are
lifted they may be stored in sand. This is such a hardy
vt'getable that it is not worth the trouble and expense of
drying. If, however, you desire to dry it, the tubers
should be sliced.

GATHERING MEDLARS (F. TT.).—They should not
be gathered until from the middle to the end of October.
If no frost intervenes, let it be the en;! ; but should a
sharp spell of frost come on towards the middle of the
month, which is not unusual, let them be gathered,
bearing in mind, however, that 5" or G" of frost will not
hurt them. Store in a cool corner of an ordinary fruit-
room on clean paper, one layer deep only. They should
be eaten as soon as they are soft. They remain in gdod
condition for a fortnight or three weeks. See answer
recently given on the same subject to " C. Komaine." '

BITTER MELONS (M. 0.).—In the absence of specimens
it is impossible to say whether the bitter flavour is due to
the attack of a fungus or not. A fungus which produces
bitterness does occasionally attack Melons, but the effect
of it should be seen on the outside of the fruit, and, it is

unlikely that all the fruits on one plant would be simul-
taneously attacked. At the same time, the flavour of
Melons varies very much, and it may be that the seeds
from which these were grown had been crossed mth another
variety, which has resulted in the bitterness. Again,
occasionally the seeds begin to germinate inside the
Melon, and this produces a bitter flavour.

KITCHEN (;.\RDEN.
STORING GARDEN SWEDES {Areniw Kssrx).—These

Swedes are very liardy, and may be left in the ground
until late October. A good place to keep them in is an
odd corner in a cold outhouse, burying them in sand,
which should not be dry nor wet, but slightly moist. In
hard frost cover with straw as well—not that it would
hurt them, unless it should be very severe. Cut the tops off

to within half an inch of the crown, and store in the rough
as taken out of the ground. Jerusalem Artichokes.

—

Do not take these up at all. They are better lifted from
the ground as wanted. They are "perfectly hardy.

THE STORING OF CARROTS AND PARSNIPS IN
WINTER (U. L. .S.).—Parsnips are quite hardy and
may be left in the ground all the winter if desired ; but
we think it is better to take them up at the end of October
and store in sand in a cool, dark cellar or outhouse. Cut
off the leaves to within ha'f an inch of the crown, but do
not bury this. A good way is to stack the Parsnips up
against a wall, covering the roots witli sand as the stack

grows, but notthe crowns. Take up the Carrots at the same
time and serve in the same way. They are not quite so
hardy as Parsnips. The sand should be "moderately moist
MANURE FOR MUSHROOMS (G. P.).—Fungi are very

particular, as a rule, concerning the material upon which
they feed, and stable manure is the best for the common
Mushroom. It will live on decaying turf and the like,
but does not grow so vigorously there as it does on stable
manure, and we know of no substitute for it in cu tivation.

HOW TO USE BASIC SLAG IN THE KITCHEN
GARDEN (D. .7.).— In the absence of farm or stable yard
manure, basic slag forms a useful substitute to apply to
the kitchen garden in autumn. It takes a long time
to dissolve and mix with the soil ; hence the importance
of applying it in autumn. It should be dug into the ground
in the same way as ordinary manure, at the rate of 71b.
per rod.

BEETROOTS AND CARROTS TO STORE (T. Q.).~
To hang them up as you suggest would spoil them
by the action of air drying up their juices. The better
w^ay is to store them iu moderately dry sand on the floor of
an outhouse or cool cellar. Let thembe taken up carefully
on a dry day at the end of October. Expose the roots
for a day to the sun to dry ; cut off the tops of both to
within half an inch of the crown or top of the roots;
bed them in sand, a layer at a time, beginning with a
layer of sand, then a layer of roots, and so on. They
will keep quite fresh for a long time. In case of hard
frost in the depth of winter, add a covering of straw
or mats to protect the roots from frost.

STORING CARROTS AND TURNIPS (J. F. J.).—
They had both better n'niiiiu in the ground until the
end of OctobiT ; then take up in fine weather and expose
for a day to the sun to dry. Cut away the tops of both
half an inch above the crown or top. Store the Carrots
in moderately dr>* sand (not too damp nor too dry) in a
cool cellar or outhouse. Protect from hard frost in
winter by covering with straw or mats. Turnips.

—

Place these in a heap on the floor of a cellar or outhouse
as above. Cover over with mats to keep them dark, and
they will keep well up to Christmas or later. Protect from
hard frost.

The ''Kew Bulletin."—The editor of the

Kcw Bulletin begs to announce that the Select

Committee on Publications and Debates Reports,

having considered the question of the recent

suspension of the Kciv Bulletin by the Controller

of H.M. Stationery Office, have recommended the

resumption uf its publication. The second number
for 191 7 has accordingly been published, and
further numbers will follow in the usual course.

Trials at Wisley, 1918.—The Royal Horti-

cultural Society will hold trials of Achilleas (all

kinds), Candytufts (perennial varieties), and
Chrysanthemum maximum and its allies at

Wisley in 191 8. Three plants of each variety,

to be tied together with the necessary entry

forms (one for each variety), should reach the

Director, Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Wisley, Ripley, Surrey (station—Horsley,

L. and S.W.R.), by November 30, I9r7. Forms
of entry can be obtained from the Director at the

above address.

Canned Pineapples from Queensland.—The
following paragraph comes from a Queensland

journal :
" With the needs of Britain and her

Allies for foodstuffs becoming more urgent, it

is good news to hear that the other day a shipment

of 10,000 cases of canned Pineapples was despatched

to the Old Country. This is the second large

shipment during recent weeks, and the material

was gathered from the various canneries in and
around Brisbane. The canned fruit is for the

use of troops in England and " on the Western

Front. Before despatch the goods'were subjected

to a careful and close investigation by the officers

of the Department of Agriculture, and found to

be of excellent quality. In view of the fact that

there are thousands of acres available in Queens-

land for the culture of this luscious fruit, a big

trade should be built up after the war with the

older civilisations."

The War Office notifies that from now omrard all papers
posted of any neutral European country iHll be stopped,
except those sent bi/ publishers and news<i(jents 2vho have
"htiiined special permission from the War Offiec. ^uck
j'l /mission has been i/ranted to The Gakden, and sub-
srribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland. Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland. Spai7t, Portugal, Greece, and
]ioumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tacistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C 2.

*»* The Yearly Subecription to The Gakden w .• Inland,
lOfi. lOrf. Foreign, 138
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For the Poultry-Keeper

w
CONDUCTED BY

POWELL- OWEN
A S I write I have before me a letter from

/m a Scottish poultry-keeper asking for

/ % advice regarding some of his pullets

A^"^ that are ailing. As the matter raised

* '^ is likely to be of general interest sooner

or later, I will deal with the subject in this week's

notes.

Suffering from Colds.—In the case in point it

appears that this poultry -keeper a few weeks ago

bought some 1917-hatched Leghorn pullets from

Yorkshire and installed them on his "home"
farm in Scotland. Although perfectly fit when

delivered, the majority are now down with colds.

Here is an extract from my correspondent's

lettr:
' Several weeks ago I purchased from a York-

shire breeder fifty White Leghorn pullets of

this year's hatching, and all were

in nice condition upon arrival. Now
the majority seem to be suffering

from colds, and I am wondering if

it is because White Leghorns cannot

stand the exposed sites of Scotland,

and therefore do not get acclimatised

very easily. I think I ought to

mention, however, that we had

changeable weather at the time the

trouble showed its appearance. Is

there any precaution that I can

take ?
"

Our Changeable Weather.— I have

not the least doubt that the change in

the weather brought on the outbreak

of colds, as White Leghorns are no-

toriously hardy and are very popularly

kept in Scotland. What is more, this

particular breed does well in Scotland,

as egg-records in my possession testify.

In these isles we experience very

changeable weather, which is not

altogether appreciated by fowls.

Especially is this noticeable between

autumn and the commencement of

winter, when the poultry-keeper should

keep a careful eye on his birds and

watch for any signs of colds. Warm
housing is necessary, although, of

course, coddling in any shape or form

must not be tolerated. It is draught

that must be guarded against, and

for this reason the owner must pay

strict attention to housing, which must

common-sense lines.

Attend to Housing.—The forward youngsters

should be perching well, and steps should be taken

to see that Jhey take to the perches at night.

They are often troublesome in this respect, and

seem to prefer sleeping on the floor or-in the nests.

Such methods are harmful, since the birds when
huddled together sweat and readily catch cold

upon going out into the cool air in the morning.

What is more, where ground-roosting is allowed,

many promising youngsters are lost through

being suffocated, One can easily prevent birds

from roosting in the nest-boxes by closing these

up at night and by fixing a slanting roof or lid

to each. At first one may have to school the young
birds into taking to the perches, but that is not

a difficult matter. The owner should visit the

house the last thing at night and place all the birds

upon the perches. If this is done several evenings

in succession the youngsters soon know what is

desired of them.

Ventilation Essential.—Poultry-keepers must

learn to differentiate between fresh air and draught.

The latter is harmful, whereasthe former is essential.

Fresh air has never been responsible for the death

of a single fowl. If the poultry-keeper has not

already done so, let him overhaul his poultry-

houses and make them both rain and draught

proof, ready for the changeable weather ahead.

There must be proper ventilation to ensure a

perfect current of fresh air within the house at

night. Some houses are so badly constructed

that the inmates are always catching cold, and

no progress will be made until such structures

are remodelled. I have often found it an advan-

tage to bore a few holes in the back (just under

SICILIAN BUTTERCUP.
Alt aristocratic cockerel, the property of Miss Champion, Heather Hall,

Leicester. Readers will notice the cup-comb peculiar to this variety.

be the roof) of such buildings, and this invariably

has the effect of preventing further outbreaks.

The ventilators, too, must be well placed, both

inlet and outlet. The fresh air should enter

well above the heads of the birds as they roost,

and the perches should not be directly under the

inlet hole. The outlet aperture should be placed

as high as possible, and in all cases it should be

made possible to regulate the ventilators. The

house, too, is all the better where the structure

can be given an airing in the daytime.

To Ward OH Colds.—It is far better to take

steps to prevent an outbreak of ailments in the

poultry-yard than it is to apply the remedy

directly the symptoms are noticed. Where large

flocks of layers are kept, the owner has to be very

keen if he is to detect early symptoms. It is here

that the owner of a few birds scores heavily, in

that he always has all his fowls under his eye.

Where the owner of large flocks has his birds at

heart, he will more readily detect symptoms uf

an ailment than the person who feeds the layers

and collects the eggs automatically. I am greatly

in favour of periodical visits to the roosts at night,

wheiv all the birds can be carefully examined.

One cannot always tell by appearances whether

a bird is ailing or not, and it would be inadvisable

by day to catch each bird .and handle it. After

dark the fowls will readily allow the owner to ex-

amine them without any protest whatsoever.

Examine the Crops.—My readers will probably

be curious to know to what kind of examination I

should submit each fowl. In the first place I

should listen for any abnormal breathing or sneez-

ing, and if such were present I should locate the

invalid and remove her to " hospital " for special

treatment. I should pay particular attention

to each bird's crop. If the latter was empty, 1

should suspect a derangement of the gizzard or

other internal prgan, or even " bullying." If, mi

the other hand, it was very hard, I should mark

the bird and examine it again before breakfast

was served. If the contents still felt a solid mass,

I should suspect compaction of the crop. Isola-

tion and treatment would follow. I should also

be on the look-out for birds with " razor " breast-

bones and an absence of flesh either

side. If any were discovered they would

be put under treatment and the cause

of the " going light " sifted out.

A Useful Aid.—^To ward off colds

and roup I know of no more reliable

aid than Izal Disinfectant Fluid. It is

best given in the liquid used to soak

the ingredients of the mash, one liquid

ounce of the disinfectant fluid being

added to each eight gallons of water

poured over the mash, and pro rata.

When symptoms of an outbreak of

cold show themselves in the poultry-

yard, Izal can be given daily—dose as

above recommended—to all the birds

until the " All clear " is given. While,

however, this disinfectant proves a

remedy when colds are present, it is

also a reliable preventive of colds and

roup when given regularly. From

autumn onwards right through the

winter, while the weather is continually

unfavourable, Izal can be used in the

mash two or three times weekly in

the proportion mentioned, when it will

be found to protect the birds from

most ills.

Danger of Roup.—Although it is

not generally known, many serious

ailments spring from an ordinary cold

that has been neglected. Roup is one

of them, and when an outbreak of this

disease is experienced,very careful atten-

tion is imperative. Many fail to cure roup merely

because they pay attention to the exterior of the

suffering fowls and neglect the interior. If the

Izal is added to the soft food as already mentioned,

this will do its work within the ailing bird. As

regards the exterior, one will find no more reliable

treatment than that of dipping the heads of the

birds in weak Izal wash. Fill a bucket with

water to which has been added Izal Disinfectant

Fluid in the proportion of one part of disinfectant

to twenty parts of water. Morning and night

merely dip the invalid's head in the wash for a

second or so and withdraw it.

ADVICE OS POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Oiren, THE OAllDEN Poultry Expert,

mil he jilemrd to uiiswer, free of charge, anii questioiu dealiiig

mill imiillni-keepiiig. A stamped and addressed envelope

should he enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed reply will be

posted promptly. C'ommunicatio?is slioiild lie sent to Mr.

W. Powell-Ou'en, care of THE tUKDEN, 20, Taeiltoek street.

Strand, WC.2.
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PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN
POULTRY HOUSING

{Continued from August 2^ issue.)

SO
far 1 have not dealt with backyard

poultry structures. As a rule, the back-

yard site is a dry one, for which reason

an earthen flooring to both house and run

will give equal results with the wooden

floor. Sometimes, however, the backyarder finds

himself on heavy clay, and rather than experiment

bv removing the top surface and trying to make

I hi- foundation dry by drainage, let him instal

«iiiidcn floors to both house and run. Backyard

mis should always be covered in if the best results

I to be obtained, and while the soil in the run

I. add be kept soft and scratchable, the flooring

to the sleeping-house can be bedded down with

litter. There is no reason, however, why the

backyard poultry-keeper should not use as a

foundation tarred clinkers if he so desires. In

the summer comparatively good egg-results can be

obtained even with faulty and badly planned

houses, but the very opposite is the case in the

winter months when the fowls

are subjected to every kind of

unfavourable weather.

Types of Nest-Boxes.—I will

now deal with nest-boxes.

i.cnerally speaking, these are of

two types—(i) outside, and (2)

inside. Both have disadvantages

IS well as advantages, as my
readers will readily glean from

luy notes. Outside nest-boxes

midoubtedly save much time and

labour when the eggs are being

cgllected, and the attendant

usually has a better light outside

than inside the house when

recording the eggs laid. Again,

at such times he is not so cramped

for room. Outside nests do not

use up any of the ground space

within the house, and if properly

designed they represent snug

retreats for the layers. Another

strong point made out by those

who adhere to outside nests is

that they allow of cleaiiliness

more so than the inside ones.

The interiors, it is contended, can

be easilycreosoted or liraewashed,

with outside nests, and the nesting material quickly

renewed. The bottoms of the nests, too, can be

readily scrubbed out with Izal bar soap and disin-

fectant wash, a few holes being bored in the under-

neath boards to drain off the water. The roosting

on and in the nests is not so noticeable with outside

.IS inside nests, and in the cool "outer" nest-

boxes experience has proved that broodiness is

not so prevalent. Another advantage is that the

lids to the outside nests can be partially opened

prior to roosting-time to fill the structure with

fresh air.

Inside Nest-Boxes.—Those who advocate the

use of inside nest-bo.xes argue that the nests caifbe

removed for cleaning purposes, and that they can

be fixed at a height to prevent litter from being

scratched into them by the fowls. At egg-collecting

times they argue that the recording sheets can be

hung up near the nests, where they are under

cover and protected from the rain which would

smudge the figuring. Again, in very cold weather

the eggs are not so liable to become frozen, and,

being under cover, cheap material can be utilised

in the construction of the "inner" nests. No
locks and keys are necessary and the building

is not weakened in any way, which is the case,

they aver, where structures are fitted with outside

bo.ves, apertures having to be cut to take them.

The drawbacks to inside nests are many, chief

among them being the disturbance to the birds

occasioned each time the house is entered at egg-

collecting time and the damage to the litter caused

by muddy boots in wet weather. Docility can

be schooled into the birds during their period of

growth, and a brush-and-scraper can be fixed

outside each house for the owner to clean his

boots before entering the house.

Select the Bight Design.—It is, after all,

a matter of choice as to whether inside or outside

boxes are adopted, although I rather favour the

former. It is more important, however, to select

the proper design. For the large laying-houses

and for breeding and backyard structures, outside

FR.\N"CE S F.WOURITE UTILITY BREED.

A fine flock 0/ La Bresse, the property 0/ Mrs. D. Longueville, Oerley, Oswestry

nests have their advantage^, for one has but to

book the daily totals of eggs laid, and time and

labour are thus saved. If trap-nesting is carried out

,

however, the inside boxes are to be recommended.

No nest that encourages egg-eat!ng is at ail suitable,

and yet the majority of nest-boxes fail in this

direction, whether in design or position. Dark

nests are a sine qua non, and they should in all

cases be located in a dark corner of the house.

In intensive houses the ideal place for the outside

nests is directly below the wire-netting front.

Those " outer " boxes arranged along the side of the

structure within sight of the birds as they scratch

in the litter are often the cause of egg-eating.

With their open fronts and their nearness to the

Adoring the birds scratching in the litter can watch

their sisters lay, and eagerly await the eggs as they

drop into the nests.

Snug Retreats.—-The nests should represent

snug retreats to which the pullets or hens can steal

at laying-time. The fronts of open outside boxes

are for that reason, and in order to check egg-eating,

best boarded up except for a circular entrance

hole t»> each compartment. Again, they should

be well above the litter to prevent the latter being

scratched by the birds into the nests. Inside

boxes are best fitted underneath the droppings-

board, with their openings facing the back of the

house. The birds, when desiring to lay, pass

to the rear of the house and enter the nests, which,

so placed, are snug and quiet retreats in every way.

A small glass panel can, if desired, be fitted in the

back of each nest (i.e., facing the front of house)

so that the owner can peep through to see if a hen

is laying within. For cleaning purposes the backs

can be hinged, so that they dropdown when fresh

litter has to be placed within the nests or the

eggs therein collected. Even where "traps" are

fitted to nests arranged under the droppings-

board it is not a difficult matter to reset them, and

the layers can be liberated by just dropping down

the hinged backs.

Roosting in Nests.—A habit that must be

rigidly kept in hand is the night-roosting of birds

either on top of or within the inside nest-boxes.

This is quite common where the boxes are not

fixed beneath the drop-boards. Many poultry-

keepers fix their nests along the side of the house

(inside), and these encourage this night-roosting.

Steps, however, can be taken to prevent this.

In the first place the roof should be fixed in a

slanting position so that birds

cannot get a grip thereon or

feel at all comfortable if they

endeavour to roost there. .\s

regards the open fronts, a

hinged drop-shutter can be

arranged to shut up at night

and be buttoned, when closed,

at the top. If desired, this drop-

shutter governing the fronts can

be fixed in such a manner that

when down it acts as a step-

board, on to which the birds

fly when visiting the nests prior

to entering them for laying

purposes. Some step must be

taken, because if birds crowd

together in or on top of the

nests thev readily sweat and

are liable t* catch colds. Again,

night - roosting encourages
broodiness.

Outside Nest-Boxes.—Where

outside boxes are adopted, they

should be fixed at a convenient

height. If they are placed too

low down, the operator has to

kneel very uncomfortably when

gathering the eggs. This is not

an ideal method of collecting eggs for the lady

poultry-keeper during inclement weather when

the ground is muddy. Matters can be helped if

the ground directly below the nests is com-

posed of broken bricks that have been well

rammed down and covered with sand. This

is, of course, only one method of keeping the

ground reasonably dry, but it matters little

which plan is adopted so long as the object

I have in mind is achieved. Care should be taken

in fixing the lid to outside nest-boxes. If it is

placed at the top of the range of nests, a hood

should be fixed directly above it to catch the rain

and turn it from the nests. On no account must

the rain be allowed to rtm do%vn the house into the

nests to make the nesting material wet.

Fitting the Lid.—The best plan, perhaps,

is to have a " fixed " top, felted over, and arranged

in a slanting position to carry off the rain. This

roof can be carried well over the front with the

same object 'in view, and the felt can be carried

a distance up the side of the house.

(To be continued.)
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RECENT ORDERS OF THE ROYAI,

COMMISSION ON PAPER AND SEEDS-

MEN'S CATALOGUES.

[To THE Editor of " The Garden."]

IN

March last the Royal Commission on Paper

issued an Order under the terms of which

tradesmen's catalogues, price lists or advertis-

ing circulars could be^^sent out only in response

to direct applications for such catalogues, &c.

On March 12 a representative meeting of mem-
bers of the seed trade was held and a committee

appointed, of which I was asked to act as Chairman.

As a result of several meetings of the committee

and correspondence and interviews with the Paper

Commission, a very valuable concession was made
on May 15, by which the distribution of seedsmen's

catalogues was permitted by the Commission

during the present year on condition that not more
than 50 per cent., whether in number or in weight,

of the catalogues distributed in the year 1914 were

sent out, and that the catalogues contained the

offer of " food product " seeds only. Subse-

quently, on August 20 a further Order, which

revoked the earlier Order, was issued by the Paper

Commission, granting licence for the issue and
despatch of tradesmen's catalogues, price lists

and advertising circulars, between the date of this

licence and January 31, 1918, to the extent of

one-third of the weight of paper used for such

catalogues, &c., between _ August i,- 1916, and'

January 31; I9r7. ' '

" The situation thus raised was so setious that an

interview was at once arranged with the Paper

Commission. As a result of subsequent interviews

and correspondence the Commission has now
definitely declared that seed merchants may still

avail themselves of the special concession granted

in May last for the issue, without application, of

50 per cent, of the weight of catalogues sent out

in the season 1913-14, provided that such catalogues

refer exclusively to " food product " seeds, and
has asked me, as Chairman of the Trade Conimittee,

to communicate this decision to the members of

the seed trade.

It is therefore now open to seedsmen to send

out combined catalogues of vegetable seeds,

flower seeds, Sec, as formerly, but using only

one-third of the paper utilised between August i,

1916, and January 31, 1917 ; or else to divide their

catalogues into two parts and thus make use of

the 50 per cent, concession for catalogues of

" food product " seeds, in addition to the one-

third allowance for other catalogues.

The Paper Commission, in response to my
appeal, will not now place a limit on the number
of catalogues issued, provided that the weight

of paper does not exceed 50 per cent, of that used

in the year I9i3-r4 in the case of catalogues of

"food product" seeds; or 33^ per cent, of the

weight of paper used between August i, 1916,

and January 31, 1917, in the case of all other

catalogues.- But it is definitely laid down that

catalogues issued under these concessions must
include the total number sent out, whether in

response to applications or without applications.

The Commission have agreed that catalogues

of " food produJt " seeds may include the offer

of grass seeds and also of garden sundries.

Arthur W. Sutton.

P.S.—The Chairman of the Royal Commission

on Paper received a deputation from the Seed

Trade Committee on September 28, and afttr

very full and sympathetic consideration given

to points raisedjjy the deputation, the following

official ruling was given: "The recent Order of

the Paper Commission relating to all catalogues

issued between August 20, 1917, and January 31,

1918, shall not be deemed to apply to any catalogues

for bulbs, nursery stock, seeds, &c., which haa
been printed before the date of the Order

—

August 20, 191 7—but had been sent out since

that date. Any balance of tjie catalogues so

prepared and printed which may, have been

reserved for issue to customers and which have

not yet been seiit out must now be deemed as

coming within the recent Order of the Paper

Commission dated .August 20, 191 7, and the weight

of such catalogues must consequently be included

in the weight specified in the recent Order affecting

all catalogues issued between August 20, 191 7,

and January 31, I9r8." Catalogues containing

the offer of " food product " seeds, exclusively,

are still covered by the concession of May 15

last as explained in the foregoing letter. I

may also mention that the Secretary of the

Paper Commission, when writing to the Secre-

tary of the Horticultural Trades Association

on September 20, 1917, stated: "Catalogues of

flower seeds fall within the Conditions of the general

licence of August 20, 1917, a copy of which is

enclosed herewith, and in the case of catalogues

combining both food and flower seeds the propor-

tion oj weight permitted must be arrived at 6y

calculation."—A. \V. S.

OBITUARY
J. C. COLLINS.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son of Highgate and^
Barnet Nurseries deeply regret to record the'f

death of then esteemed traveller Mr. J. C. Collins, 1

who passed away on August 30 at the age of'-J

sixty-eight. He was greatly respected by alP

who knew him "and had worked assiduously J

and conscientiously for the past thirty years,

during which time he made many friends.

CHEALS' NURSERIES
ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., in immense
quantities and in the pink

of condition.

Send for Catalogue to—

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.,
The Nurseries, CRAWLEY.

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instruotions Free.

6d. & l/-Tins& 15/- per Cwt.((.o.r, London)
of ail Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal al Royal Horticultural
Exhibition, tgii.

Mrs. PYM'S
ALL POST FREE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Winter Cabbage, Spring Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage, Brussels
Sprouts, Leeka; Winter, Tripoli Onions; Cos and Cabbage
Lettuce, Savoys, Cauliflower, Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli,
Chicory, Curled Scotch Kale, Asparagus Kale, Cottager's
Kale, Thousand - headed Kale, Perpetual and Prickly
Spinach, 1/6 100.

HERBS.
strong transplanted plants: Sage, Tlivme, Mint, Marjoram
12 1/-, Parsley, 20 1/-.

Wallflowers, separate colours or mixed, ."iO 1/6, 100 2/6
Primulas, year old plants, Herbaceous Calceolarias, Cine-
rarias, 6 1/-.

New Catalogue now ready, free on application.

Magnificent hardy Perennials, Kockery, Spring Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

PLANT NOW.
Hollies^ Yews, Cupressus IVIacrocarpa,

Laurels, Privet and other Evergreens.

Owing to the cool, wet Summer, the ground is in excellent
condition for planting any of the above, which would become
well established before Winter, and grow away next season

without check.

We have a good stock, in addition to immense stock
of Fruit Trees, Roses, Deciduous Trees and Hardy

Perennials.

CATALOGUES FREE.

THE BARNHAM NURSERIES, LTD.
BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

Phytobroma
Barrs Neuj Plant Food

For Flowers Ye^getaUes and Fruit

of hiqhest quality & ouaranteed analysi

Phytobroma greatly increases all

Vegetable Crops-
Guaranteed Analysis: 3'50% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble

Phosphates 13-60% Insoluble Phosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.

71b.. 2/9; 141b., S/6; 281b. 8/6 ; 561b.; IS/-; 1 cwt . 28^
Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards, carriage paid

Circular with full particulars on application

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

CHAPMAN & Go. sFAMOUS ROSES
New Varieties Gd. each.

Our ne^' descriptive Catalogue is now ready and will tio

sent post free on application.

CHAPMAN & CO.,
Royal Nurseries, Scraptoft, nr. Leicester

Messrs. PROTHERCE & MORRIS
AKE HOLDING

SALES OF BULBS
Every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY.
Sixpence in stamps will ensure a supply of twelve

catalogues.

Auction Rooms, 67 & 68, Cheapside, London.

BLACK CURRANT BUD-MITE.
Are your bushes free of this incurable pest? If not, plapt

'<SEABROOK*S BLACK CURRANT,*'
the only proved mite resister.

This vnrietj' has also ever\- other good guality, beinj^ tlie heaviest

cropper and stoutest grower. iSoiUicinf; large lirm berries.
Younti bushes. 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

W. SEABROQK & SONS, Fruit Tree and Ro8«

Nurseries, CHELMSFORO.
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SPRATT'S
POULTRY FOODS

are stocked by your Local Tradesman.

PatentPoultrvMeal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

Chicken Meal The Cliicks" Breakfast
" Laymor " " Makes Hens Lay."
' Mebo " " Meat and Bone."
Fish Laying Meal (a blended food).

Turkey Meal (Biscuit, Meat, etc.)

" Banto "
(a Biscuit Meal)

.

" Henno "
Grain and Meat Jli.K-

ture for adult Birds.
" PuLTO '" Grain and Meat Mix-

ture for Pullets.
" Chikko " The Dry Chick Feed.

Cut Clover, GranuLjVted Charcoal, Peat
Moss, Flint Grit, and Oyster Shell.

REMEDIES FOR ALL AILMENTS.

DRY MASH FEED
(BAYNES FORMULA).

All obtainable in small and large quantities.

Write for current prices and free copy of
" Poultry Culture."

SPRATT'S PATENT, LIMITED, Z4-/5, FENCHURCH
STREET. EC. 3.

I TRAP NEST 1,000 BIRDS
.innually and can supply you with tip-top pedigree pullets

and stock birds in White and Black LeL'honis White
Wyandottes, and Buff Orpingtons. My strains are to the

fure in all leading laying competitions ;
please send p.c. for

illustrated catalogue. " Linqart " Dry M.ish, used on my
farm, 22/- cwt. If you want proliHc laying stoclc or cockerels

to increase egg-returns of your present flock write to-day.

—

Jonathan Collinson, Lingart P.F., Barnacre, Garstang.

PULLETS. BREEDING STOCK.
B\'Y your birds uow and get them settled down tur winter

laying. I have hirge selection^G olden, Silver, \Vliite

Wyandottes (273-epg strain), Rliode Island Beds. Wliite

Leghorns (-ISi) Btraiu), Butt Orpington Ducks. Birds all ages,

both sexes for sale, muderat* prices. £indly state exact
requirements.

SYDNEY HILLER,

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give vonr birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal
12s. 6d. cwt.; 7b. i-cwt.. carr. paid.—RosSLYN & Co., 30,

Kenningtou Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

BUY YOUR CHARCOAL
direct from tlie Manufacturers in grades to suit

all reiiuireinents,- Ulbs., 4/-; hcwt., 6/6;
A-cwt., 12,6; Icwt., 24 6. All carriage paid.
Pkvise .^tatv nearest station when orileriiiLZ.

SHIRLEY ALDRED & Co-, Ltd.,WORKSOP.
listal.hslicd 17%.

BREEDING COCKERELS from the finest
laying strains iu tlie bcf^t breeds of Utility Poultry, lU/- to
20/- each; enfjuiries promptly attended to and satiafaction
guaranteed.^

—

.John E. Shacklkton, Cholesbury, near Tring,
Herte.

1

A FOOD
WHICH
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No shave as easy.

Nor as slick.

As one with Easy
Shaving Stick.

^

IF you would understand the
full meaning of the word

"Easy" as applied to shaving,
you should try

LEVER'S EASY
SHAVING STICK
It lathers easily and quickly—does not dry on

the face or bite the skin. Obtainable (rom all

grocers, stores, oilmen, chandlers, &c,

6^. PER STICK.
Ecisy on the skin—Easy on the razor—

Easy on the purse.

I,E\'ER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
GREENHOUSES.

GARDENS.

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
SCIENTIFICAIiLT AND CHEBIICJILI.Y PREPARED.

In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time. In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put Goesfurther
(4 bushels equalllog 15cwts.), gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelliofi, and tree from weeds worms, etc.

Beport of Koyal Horticultural Booletr. Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley. and Iam pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
In the open air." o ,., . . . ^ ...j. ^. (Signed) W. WiLKS. Secretary. -

^^ A Beauit/uVPree Booklet ^tvtng full^arhculars and iesUmonials sent on reietH of postcard
•"BEWAHEOF IMITATIONS! GENUINE ONLV IN OUR MARKED BAGS, C0NTAINING<GUARANTEEO ANALYSIS. •«•
Sold in Bags. 1 bushel, 2/3; 2 bushel 8/6 i 4 bushel. B/- ; five 1 bushel, 28/0: ten 4 bushel. SS/- ; for cash with order, wepaying carriage by Plcklord London district, or to any station within 25 miles ol London ; Sd. per bag charged extra tor every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.WAKBLBT BROS, a CO., I,TD„ 76a, BANKSIDB. LONDON. S.E. 1.
Also WAKBLBY'B GROOND PARPEN LIMB, 3/. bushel bag, carriage raid 25 miles, extra as above.

*f Che BEST and CheapesK
SUtC quantity oi each sup required and have carrlnxe >(

quoUllon ("carriage" I'reyuenily amounift »o h«lf v.-uc .,

good*), or ^»ril« for Price Ltsr, frc».

SPECIAL POTj o» aU d«.*crip(i<ins. Bull* BowU «nd Fern
Puns from Zd. ;«ch.

RfCHAnb SANKCirA SON. LTP.
Balwcll Pofkries. NOTTINCHAM

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Qarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Qarden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.. Torts"" NORWICH.

ets there f^-^
and makes the Garden ^,l'"ii
gay all the year round .^'^i^itiL

I Sold everywhere in TINS at Bd.& Is., and In BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs., 28. 6d.; 14 lbs., 48. 6d. ; at lbs., Vs. 6d.; 56 lbs., 12a. 6d. ; 112 lbs., 208.©Or
directfrom theWorks, Carriage paid in the United Kingdom forCash with Order(except6d.TINSi.

CLAY & SON, Manure M'.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATrORD, LONDON. E.

RABBIT-KEEPING
IN WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most

profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; bypost 8|d.

Published at the Offices of "Codntet Life," Ltd., Tavistock
Street, Covant Garden, W.C. 2.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E, 1, and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. 2.

and by George Newnes, Limited, 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W,C, 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and dieapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier tree;*, ever true to name, defy
competition. .\11 the newest varieties. Dwarfs. Standards,
riinibers. A grand stoi-k of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herhaceous riant« in creat variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
. PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and clioice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
„ CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Cataloguen forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.—John Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagahot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now readv. and will be sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a specialitv. — Geo.
Bcnyard <S Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent tree by return of post.

—

George Biinyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE ' far superior to White Lead Paint.
'; PLASTINE " superseites Puttv.—Full particulars from
W. Cakson * Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-
out the country.

ROCK PLANTS, good, new varieties ; list
sent.—Marion Gledstanes, Fardross, Clofher, Tyrone.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 10 6in., 15 5in.,
20 4iu., 20 23in.. lomplete, packed free, 7/G. Illustrated list
of pats, saucers, seed ami cutting pars, seakale .and rhubarb
pots, free.— Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertihzers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
Dicksons, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

TWO NEW CHINESE SHRUBS.-CERATOS-
TIGMA WILLMOTTIANA, A.M..R.H.S., September 25th.
Gentian blue flowers from .lanuarv to December, on bush
five to six feet in height. Also HYDRANGEA SARGENTI.
Both plants passed last winter in the open without anv
protection. Prices according to size required.—Apph-
Head G.\rdener, Warley Place, Great Warley.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. Mi.\ed Tulirs, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,
3/6; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per 100. Send for
price list of named vaiieties. --Freo Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

BARR'S MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS, the
richest coloured flowers of Spring. Plant now. Descriptive
list free.

—

Bark & Soxs, King Street, Covent (Jarden, W.C.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, Internation;U
E.Kliihition, 1912. Original desipns for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, pavinp, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
(iold Medals, RH.S.— Our still-necked, scented strain give
satisfaction, and do well in any sniJ and in any dietrict.^

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. Douglas, The Premier House, Great Bookham.

SUTTON'S DAFFODILS AND NARCISSI,
especially adapted for naturalisation in garden borders, etc.

lOU in 10 named varieties . . . 6/6
fiO in 10 named varieties . . . 3/6
2.') in 5 named varieties . 1/9

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Dalfodils.NarcissijMay-tlowering and Darwin Tulips, etc.,'etc.,

sent post free on application.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute tor Stable Manare.—See advertisement page vi.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly prown, 1/fi doz,, carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Potatoes, during liftinc season, 9/- cwt.,
carriage paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. Jones, Church -

field Estate, Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15,—Ctonserwitories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

LOVELY TULIP COLLECTION.—25 each
Clara Butt (pink), Didieri Alba (wliite), Bouton d'Or (yehowl,
and MacrospUa (red), 100 bulbs, 7/« ; 12 of each. 4/-. Fine
Mixed Tulips, 100 5/-; 50.3/-. All carriage paid.—Thomas
Baker, Bulb Grower, Surfleet, Lincolnshire.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant tliem."'—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock uardeners, P()3tage one penny.—^G. R. Phipps,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Barnham.Bognor.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Uur speciality, irom lUt. to61t-. high; tlie finest stock in
the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Lady Llewellyn, 'Midlothian Early, Duke of York,
Myatfs Early Ashleaf, May Qneen, 2j/-: Conquest, Eclipse,
Sharpe's Express, Pioneer, British Queen, Defiance, 20/-. all

per cwt., half cwts. same rate.—Fred Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Kips. Oranges and Orchard House trees are of first-class

(iuality, and a large and select stock is always on view
Insptction invited. Price list post tree on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

DAFFODILS.—First Prize, R.H.S., Class
IV. Neptune, 3/6; White Slave, lOd.: Monarcb.J/-: Mad. de
Graaff, 2Jd. each. List. What offer for lot?

—

Stocks,
44, Bentley Road, Doncaster.

FLOWER POTS.—8Sin., 10 6in., 15 5in.,

20 4in., 20 2Jin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rimbarb
pots, free.— THOs. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Bill.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whiteleog & Co.. Chislfhurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

SUTTON A- SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANGPORT, SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their
Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
this Autumn, and you will be able to enjoy its beauty tor
many .years, witliout any additional expense or trouble.
Send measurements of your borders.
Piconies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their t'otour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
Illustrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tulips, etc., as
supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural
directioas, is now ready, and will be sent post free on applica-
tion.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND PiEONIES. New
DIustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the
best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be
sent post free on application.—<Dept. E.), R. H. BATH, Ltd.,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech^

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,

etc., post free.—DoBBiE <fe Co., Royal Florists, Edinburgh.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST IIE.MARKABLE
APPLES AND PEARS ON RECORD. 60 Acres of Choice
Fruits to select from. Please see our Illustrated Catalogue,

free by post, before ordering elsewhere. — King's Acre
Nurseries, Ltd. , Hereford.

LAXTONS' STRAWBERRIES.—6/-per 100.

Post free 1/- extra. Pot plants 20/- per 100.

FRUIT TREES for profit, and how to grow
them. Catalogues gratis. Cultural Hints for Id. stamp.
Laxton Brothers, Bedford^

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUGALL'S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The
most scientific and effective means of preventing the attacks

of Caterpillars. In tins 2/- eacli
;
paper bands 6d. per packet.

Sold by Nurserynienaud Seedsmen.— Sale ManIs.,McDonQAlL
Bros.. Ltp.. Port Street, Manchester.

CORRESPONDENCE CLASS for the R.H.S.
Exam. Gardeners and students should join the class.

Brilliant past records.—Prospectus from " Medallist," Pightle,

Letheringsett, Holt, Norfolk.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Raihng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small sm-plus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on appUcation.

—BODLTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwuii.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,

etc Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Royal

Letters Patent bv The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel

Avenue, Greenwich, 3.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore beg to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Rose Specialists

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.

RoYAi. Nurseries
BELFAST

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.r.s., f.r.h.s.

HuBST, nr. Twyford
BERKS

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

STUART LOW & Co.

RovAL Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries
PORTADOWN, IRELAND

WALTER EASLEA
Daneceoft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON.SEA

Fruit Trees and Plants

GEO. COOLING & SONS
The Nurseries
BATH

Roses
and
Fruit Trees

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.
NtTRSERlES

CRAWLEY

Landscape
Gardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

G. BUNYARD & CO., Ltd. Fruit Tre«s
Royal Nurseries Vines
MAIDSTONE Herbaceous

Fruit Trees and Plants

PHILIP LE CORNU
The Jersey Nurseries

JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

PERRY'S
Hardy Plant Farms,

ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

J. COCICER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Rose and
Herbaceous

Plant Growers

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree

Royal Nurseries & Carnation

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,

LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Ptants, etc.

WiVI. CUTBUSH & SON
HiGHGATE Nurseries,

Bulbs
Fruit Trees
Roses

Horns'ej, 760LONDON, N. 6 *°?,f,rs"'' Retarded Lilies

G. GIBSON & CO.

Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-
ing Plants

and Bulbs

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
Twerton Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias
Cyclannen, etc.

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine

Seeds and Bulbs

IPENNELL' & SONS

LINCOLN X

Ev: i Seeds
and
Bulbs

R. WALLACE & CO.

KiLNFtELD Gardens
COLCHESTER
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MESSRS.
"' ..-ill '^i-r

Horticultural Builders, etc.

MESSENGER & Co., Ltd.

Heating Engineees
LOUGHBOROUGH

THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT,

THE NURSERIES, HIGH BEECH,
~

ESSEX.

IMPORTANT SALE, by order of Messrs. P:uil

and Son (Cheshunt), Limited, who arc relinqui.sli-

ina the business in consetiiienee of tlie retirement

of Mr. George Paul.

PROTHEROE & MORRIS
win SKLL bv Alt Til )X on the p^e^li^es a8 above,

on Wednesday, October 17th, and two following days, the
first portion of the extensive Stocit,

SPECIMEN CONIFERS, OKNAMENTAL EVEUGBEENS,
NEW CHINESE and other SHRUBS

of recent introduction,

Thousands of ORNAxMENTALl AND FLOWERING'
TREES, 'S

one of the Onest collections in tlie country.

STANDARD LIMES and PLANES.
• Many hundreds of P.EONIES.

STANDARD PYRAMID and DWARF-TRAINED FRUIT
TREES. ,..-,

100 STANDARD and BUSH MULBERRIES. S^:-
PRIVET in quantity.

1,000 RHODODENDRONS well budded, best named
varieties, including Paul's new Fortunei Hybrids, Pink Pearl

and others, .si ^^

'loO named Gold, Silver, and other HOLLIES, 21 to 8ft.

GREEN HOLLIES for Hedges, Azalea Mollis.

May be viewed. Catalogues can be obtained at the respec-
tive Nurseries, and of the Auciioneers and Valuers, 67 & 68,
Cheapside London, E.C. 2.

N.B.— The Freehold Nurseries and Land are for Sale.

CHEALS' NURSERIES
ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., in immense
quantities and in the pink

of condition.

Scud for Catcilogiic to—

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.,
The Nurseries, CRAWLEY.

PLANT NOW.
HollieSj YewS; Cupressus Macrocarpa,
Laurels, Privet and other Evergreens.

Owing to the cool, wet Summer, the ground is in excellent
condition for planting any of the above, which would Liecome
well established before Winter, and grow away next season

without check.

We have a good stock, in addition to immense stock
of Fruit Trees, Roses, Deciduous Trees and Hardy

Perennials.

CATALOGUES FREE.

THE BARNHAM NURSERIES, LTD.
BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
IS/- net: by post, 15/7.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this Invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the snpei'
books In the " Cocntby Lira " Library, to The Manager,
CocNTET Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C. 2.

EARLY SEED POTATOES
(Guaranteed Scotch Grown)

FOR AUTUMN DELIVERY
Owin^ to the scarcity of eating potatoes in the early

summer months, early varieties were duC up in un-
usually large quantities. The result will be a serious
shortage of seej. Bees Ltd., however, uav.; made
-arrangements for a much larger quantity of early sorts
than usual, and owing to the shortage of labour, etc.,
they have decided to offer a limited quantity of Early
Seed Potatoes for autumn delivery at prices which
will make it very advantageous for you to buy now.
TEKMS. Cash with Order. Money returned in full

and carriage paid both ways if goods not satisfactory.
Bags included, carriage extra. See below.

EPICURE (Scotch)
ECLIPSE (Scotch)

(Vorks)
EXPRESS (Scotch)

(Lincsf
LLEWELLYN (Lines ) .

B. QUEEN (Scotch)
,. (Lines.)

PIONEER (Scotch*

IMMDNE VARIETIES.
KING GEORGE (bcot.h) 11/- 5/9

When sprouted can be lifted as early as Express or
Epicure.

GREAT SCOT (Scotch) .. 11/- 5/9 3/- 1/6
.. (Lines.) .. 9/6 5/- 2/9 1'6

Nice even size, all tubers over three inches in
diameter kept out. A very special offer, as this
variety produces verj* few seed size tubers.

56lbs.
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Garden Roses
SELECTION " A."

24 best and most popular
roses for general purposes.

A splendid IC/O Carriage
assortment. I O/D paid.

Carollno Testout (ht),sal.pk. 9d.
EarlofWar\vick(ht), sal. rose lOd.

Ecarlate (ht), scarlet - - lOd.

Ethel MaIcolm{ht),ivory w. lOd.

Prau Karl Druschbl(hp),w. lOd.

GBorg'eDickson(ht),deep cr. lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht),orange ver. lOd.

Gen. McArthur(ht), scarlet lOd.

Gus Grunerwald Cht),carm. lOd.

La France (ht), rose - - 9d.

La Tosca (lit), salmon flesh lOd.

Lady Pirrie (ht). apricot - lOd.

Lady Ashtown(ht),deep pk. 0d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht),sal.pk. 9d.

Mme.C. Lutaud(ht).yel.rose 1/-
Mme.Ed.Herrlot.prawn red lOd.

Mme.JulesGrDlez(ht),sil.rose 9d.

Mme.MelanieSoijpert(ht),y. lOd.

Mme.Ravary(ht).orange yel. 9d.

Mme.Sogond Weber (ht), sal. lOd.

Ophelia (ht), flesh pink - lOd.

Pharis?.er (hi), rosy white - lOd.

Rayon d'Or (ab), yellow - 1/-

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Tea Roses
SELECTION "C."

12 most vigorotis, harfiy, and
generally satisfactory.

Deliclonsly Q/Q Carriage
tea scented. O/ 17 paid.

Alex. Hill Gray, lemon yel. lOd.

Lady TJillingdon, yellow - lOd.

Mme. Constant Soupert.yel. 1/-

Mnie.Jiiles Gravereaui.yel. lid.

Mme. Hoste, pale lemon - lOd.

MissA.deRothschild.cit.yel. lOd.

MollySharma nCrawford.w. lOd.

Mrs. Edward Mawley, pink lOd.

Mrs. Foley Hobbs,ivory wh. lOd.

Mrs. Myles Kennedy.cream lOd.

Souv.de Pierre Nolting.apr. lOd.

W. R. Smith, blush white - lOd.

Town Roses
SELECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Immensely 7/Q Carriage
euccessful. //^ paid.

Carolin6Testout(ht).3al.pink 9d.

Dr.O'Doncl Browne(ht),car. lOd.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

George I>ickson (ht), crim. lOd.

GustaveGrunerwald(ht),car.lOd.
J. B. Clark Cht),deep scarlet lOd.

La Tosca (ht).silvery pink - lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot(per),red lOd.

Mme.Ravary(ht),nrange yel. 9d.

Mrs.JohnLaing(hp),rose pk. 8d.

Mme. Isaac Pereire (b), car. 8d.

Ulrich Brunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Hedge Roses
SELECTION " G-H."

12 vigorous and hardy sorts.
Both sets Q / Carriage
together. t?/

"

paid.

Set "C" for High Hedge,5/-
Alberic Barbier(Wich.),yel. lid.

Blush Rarabler(Poly.),blush lid.

Exce'sa (W.), scarlet - - lid.

Dorothy Perkins(W.), pink lid.

Folicite-et-Perpetue, cream lid.

Hiawatha (Poly.), crimson lid.

Set "H" for Low Hedge, 4/6

Common Blush(China),pink 8d.

F. H. Veitch (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Lady Water]ow(ht),salmon lid.

Griiss an Teplitz (ht), crim. 9d.
Trier (P.), creamy white - lid.

Zeph. Drouhin(hb).carmine lid.

Tall Bedding Roses
SELECTION "J."

12 vigorous sortSj may be
pegged down or grown natural.
Charming 7/Q Carriage
colouring. * /^ pAld.

Gen.McArthur(ht).crimson lOd.

Gruss an Teplitz (ht), crim. 9d.

Gus. Grunerwald (ht),carm lOd.

Hugh Dicksonfhp),crimson 8d.

LadvHi)ingdon(t),apri.-yeI. lOd.

La Tosca (ht), silvery pink lOd.
Mme. A. Chatenay, sal.pink 9d.
Mme. M.Sonpert(ht),yellow lOd.

Mirs. R. G. S. Crawford.pink 8il.

Pharisaer (ht), rosy white - lOd.

Pee. C.de Rohan,dark crims. 8d.

Souv. de M. Zayas (ht), car. 9d.

Garden and Cutting
SELECTION " M."

12 free-flowering roses for
garden and indoor decoration.
Abundance Q/Q Carriage
of bloom. O/O paid.

Arthur Goodwin.orange red lOd.
Betty, coppery rose - - lOd.
Edu Meyer, red and yellow lOd.

uenl.McArthur,bright scar. lOd.

Srnss an Teplitz, crimson - 9d.
RarryKirk.de^p sulphuryel. lOd.

Killarnoy, pink - - - lOd.

Mme. Abel Chatenay.sal.pk. 9d.

Mme.JulesGrolez,bright rose 9d.

Mme. Ravary, pale orange - 9d.

Kayon d'Or.deep orange cad. 1/-

Richniond, pure red scarlet lOd.

Sweet Briars
SELECTION " R."

6 choice and fragrant sorts,

suitable for hedi'es. &c.
Colours Al*^ Carrltige
exquisite. f/O paid.
Anne of Gelerstein.deep cri. lOd.

Edith Bellenden. rose pink lOd.

Lucy Bertram,rich crimson lOd.

Lady Penzance, soft copper lOd.

Meg Merriles. bright crim. lOd.

Rose Eradwardine,cIearrose lOd.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION "I."

12 perpetual, free-flowering
sorts, of bushy habit.
Surprisingly q If* Carriage
effective. O/O paid.

A.R.Goodwin(per.),sal.pInk lOd.

Betty (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron 1/-

Ecarlate (ht), scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick(ht),sal.rcse lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht),nrange ver. lOd.

LadyPirrie(ht),apricotpinfc lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot, red - lOd.

Molly S. Crawford(t),white lOd.

Mrs.A.Ward(ht),Indian yel. lOd.

Ravon d'Or (hb),orange cad. 1/-

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

All Purposes Roses
V SELECTION " K."

12 first-class sorts, suitable

\or general use.

Do well Glfi Carriage

evervwhpre. O/O paid.

Betty (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

CnroiineTestout(ht),sa!.pink 9d.

Fish3rHolines(hp),cri.sc:ir. 8d.

F. K. Druschki fhp), whit© lOd.

H. F.. Richardson (ht).crim. lOd.

Hueh Dickson fhp),crimson M.
Lady AHhtown'hp).deep pk. 9d.

Lvons Rose (ht),shrimp pk. lOd.

M'me.A.01intenayCht),3al.pk. 9d.

Mme. Ed Herriot, red - lOd.

Mme.Ravary(ht),orange yel. 9d.

Mrs. J. Laing (hp).rose pink 8d.

""bFddTnc^plants^
(Ex. strong transplanted

,

bushy.) Doz. 100

Wallflowers, red • lOd. 5/-

„ ijellow lOd. 51-
Forget-me'iiot.hlve Ij- CI
Canterbury Dells in
sep.colourx, ivhite,
rose, blue or mixed 1/6 P/f, I

I
IcelandPoppics.mxd.f /6 151-
Polyanthtts , ntxd. -2/6 15/-
Sweet Williovis:
PinkBcautyHybrids 1/H 8/-
Goldcn Alijssutn - S/8 16/- '

Hardy Auriculas $/- SO/-
\

PurpleAubrietia.potfi/- SO/'
Silvery Rockfoils - I,/- 30/-
Graccian Violet - />/- SO/-

New and Gold Medal
SELECTION •' T."

12 first-class new roses,
nearly all gold medallists.
E.\ceptionaI nr\ i Carriage

value. ^W " paid.
Cleveland - - . , 5/6
Constance, rich yellow - 1/3
Isohel, carmine red • - 3/6
Modesty, pearly cream - 3/6
Nellie Parker, creamy white 3/6
Gorgeou3,copper and yellow 1/6
I=Ioosier Beauty, dark crim. 1/6
H. V. Machin, bright crim. 1/-
Mme. C. Martinet, deep yel. 1/3
Marg. D. Ilamil.gold.yellow 1/6
t)phelia, salmon flesh pink lOd.

Mrs. B. Walker - - - 1/6

Roses for Walls
SELECTION "P-Q."

12 sorts which do very well
in various aspects.
Hardy, Q/ft Carriage
vigorous. i7/0 paid.

Set " P'* for North or East. 6/.

Aimee Vibert (cl.,n.),white lid.

Ards Rover (cl.,hp), cri. mar Ud.
Climbing C. Testout, pink - lid.

Conrad F.Meyer(R.).3il.rose lOd.

Gerbe Rose (W.), pale pink Ud.
Lrloire deDijon(cl..t),sal.yel. Ud.

Set " Q *' for South or West, 6/.

BiilardetBarre(cl..t),go!.yel. lid.

CI. Mrs. W. J. Grant, rose - Ud.
Mrae.AlfredCarrier(bn.),w, Ud.
Mme. J. Oravereaux,yellow Ud.
W. A. Richardson, orange - Ud.
Zephirine Drouhin.carmine Ud,

Gold Medal Roses
SiSLECTION " L."

12 newer sorts, all gold

medallists but two.
Creme de Q/ Carriage

lacreme. ^/~ paid.

British Queen (ht),snowyw. lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

GeorgeDJckson(ht),deepcri. lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht),orange ver. lOd.

LadyPirrie(ht),coppery-sal. lOd.

LeslieBolland(ht),vermilion lOd.

Mabel Drew (ht). cream - lOd.

Mme. E.Herriot (per.)pr.red lOd.

M.de Sinety(ht),gold bronze 1/-

MrB. A. Carnegte(ht),white lOd.

Ravon d'Or (per.), golden - 1/-

Wiilowmere (per.),ooral pk. lOd.

Baby Ramblers
SELECTION " O."

12 roses of bushy habit,
recommended for beds.
About 1ft. Q/C Carriage
in height. O/ O paid.

Annie Miller, dazzling pink lOd.

Canarienvogel.yel. & orange lOd.

Ellen Poulsen, deep rose - lOd.

I'>na Teschendorf, crimson lOd.

E. Lamesch, orange pink - lOd.

Jessie, rose crimson - - lOd.

Katherine Zeimet.pure wh. lOd.

King Edward VXL,ro3ycar. lOd,

Leonie Lamesch,copperyred lOd.

Mrs. Taft, brilliant crimson lOd,

Mrs.W.H. Cutbush.cher.pk. lOd.

Orleans, geranium red - lOd.

Climbers. Ramblers
SELECTION " S."

6 roses suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, ate.

All very A/Q Carriage
vigorous. H"/ s7 paid.

Alberic Barbler(W.),yellow Ud.
AraericanPillar(cl.,P.),pink Ud.
Blush. Rambler(cI.,P.),blush Ud.
Dorothv Perkins (W.), pink Ud.
Escelsa (W), bril. scarlet - Ud.
Hiawatha (cl.,P.), crim.wh. Ud.

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION "B."

24 specially-selected varieties,

superb form, grand colour.
Aasurea ^ f^/A Carriage

prize winners. I O/O paid.

Avoca (ht). crimson scarlet lOd.

BessieBrown (ht),creamyw. lOd.

British Queen (ht). white - lOd.

Chas. Lefebvre(hp).crimBon 8d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose lOd.

Earlof Go3ford(ht),dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Malcolm (ht),ivory w. lOd.

GI.deC.Guinoisseau(hp),V6r. 8d.

GeorgeDickson(ht),vel.crim. lOd.

Hugh Dickson(hp), crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke (ht). crimson - lOd.

Jonkheer J.L.Mock(ht),car. lOd.

Leslie Holland (ht),scar.crl. lOd.

Mabel Drew(ht),canary yel. lOd.

Lyon3Rose(ht).shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. West(ht), sbeU pink lOd.

Mildred Grant(ht),tinted w. lOd.

MrE.AmyHammond(ht),ap. lOd.

Mrs. ;VndrewCarnegie(ht).w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLaing(hp), rosypk. 8d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs.Rooaevelt(ht),pale flesh lOd.

UlrichBrunner(hp),cher.r6d 8d.

Fragrant Roses
SELECTION "D."

12 chosen chiefly for their
abundant delicious scent.

Colouring 7/Q Carriage
gorgeous. ' / ^ paid.

Alfred Colomb (hp), red - 8d

Dupuy Jamain (hp), cerise 8d.

Earlof Gosford(ht),crimson lOd,

George Dickson(ht),vel.cri. lOd,

GeneralJacquBmlnot(hp),cr. 8d,

Gen.McArthur(ht),crimson lOd,

Juliet (bb).old gold and red lOd.

La France (ht), rose - - 9d.

LadvAlice Stanley(ht),pink lOd,

Mme. Ed. Herriot (per),r6d lOd,

Mrs.JohnLaing(hp),rosy pk. 8d,

Ulrich Brunner(hp),cher.red 8d,

Buttonhole Roses
SELECTION "F."

12 charmingly coloured and
daintily formed in bud.

L:ist well Q/ft Carriage
when cut. O/O paid.

Harry Kirk (t), yellow - lOd.

Lady Hillingdon(t),apri.yel lOd.

LadvRobert3(t),reddishaprl. lOd.

Libe'rtv (t), velvety crimson 9d.

Mm6.A.Chatenay(ht),sal.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Dupuy (ht),rose lOd.

Melody (ht), saffron yellow 1/-

Mrs. A, Ward (ht), yellow lOd.

Mrs. G. Shawyer (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs. IL Stevens (t), wbite lOd.

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Sunburst (ht),cadmium yel, lOd.

"Falstaff" Selection
of Cottage Garden Fruits

All best sorts. -lO/C Exceptional value.
Strong trees. lO/v Carriage paid.
1 Bramley's Seedling Apple, cooker.
1 Lord Siiffield Apple, cooker.
1 James Grieve Apple.dessert.
1 Cox's Orange Pippin, dessert.
1 Louise Bonne Pear, cook or eat.

1 The Czar Plum, cooker or dessert.

1 Victoria Plum, cooker ai dessert.

1 Morello Cherry, cooker.
1 Loganberry, for tarts or jam.
4 Boskoop Giant Black Currant.
4 Whinham's Industry Gooseberry.
(2 Superlative Raspberry, the best.

All the above-named fruits are very
free-bearing, hardy, thrifty sorts.

Bees' "Victory" Selection, 30 First-class Perennials
Carefully selected with object of f^j See catalogue for plan showing
producing continuous display. O/ " how to plant. Carriage paid.

1 Dropinore Alkanet, 4ft., gentian blue.

2 Colwall Michaelmas Daisy, 4ft., lilac.

5 Teersteeg Marguerite,2ft.,snow white.
4 Hybrid Larkspur, 5ft., violet, purple.
5 Ballard MichaelmasDaisy,3ft.. mauve.
6 False Dragon's-head, 5ft., carmine.
7 Hybrid Larkspur. 4ft., sky blue.

8 Rt.Egwin MichaelmasDaisy,3ft., pink.
9 Red Elecampane. 5ft„crimson.bronze.

10 Scarlet Campion. 3ft., geranium red.

U Blue Lupin. 4ft., magnificent blue.

12 White Peach-leaved Bellflower, 2ft.

\i Oriental Poppy, 3ft., salmon pink,
14 White Lupin, 4ft., purest white.
15 Gauze Flower, Gypsophila, 3ft. .white.

16 Tree Lupin, 4ft., yellow, fragrant.

17 Siberian Iris, 5ft., rich blue.

18 Fire Flower or Pyrethrum, lift.

19 Showy Fleabane, Uft., mauve.
20 Hybrid Columbine. 2ft., var. colours.

21 Pink Knotweed. 6in., rosy pink.

22 Mrs. Bradshaw's Avens, 2ft., scarlet.

23 Mussin's Catmint, lift., lavender.

24 Blue Peach-leaved Bellflower, 2ft.

25 Blue Perennial Flax, lAft.

26 Golden aiarguerite, 2ft., rich yellow.

27 Beesian Mimulus, 9ln., scarlet, gold.

28 Jacob's Ladder, 1ft., pale blue.

29 Gentian Speedwell, 1ft.. blue.

30 Double Pvrethrum, lift., var. colours.

s
*HeyPresto'Selection,i5BeautJes
Suitable for C*l Do well in towns.
small gardens. O/ - Carriage paid.

Autumn GiorySpeedweIl,evergreen,p'pIe.
Double Flowered Gorse, golden yellow.
Sea Tamarisk, soft rosy pink.
SpirEea, Anthony Waterer, red,

Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow.
Graham's Sage Tree, crimson.
Golden Broom, rich yellow.
Crimson Flowering Currant.
Piptanthus, new, from China.
Giant Mock Orange, white.
Starry Daisy Bush, white.
Lavender, true fragrant sort.

Hardy Scotch Fuchsia, red.

Golden Forsythia, very choice.

White Broom, exceedingly pretty.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
All goods are sold on approval for cash

with order. Bees Ltd. guarantee to return

money in full if you are not satisfied.

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE
All collections, when ordered complete,

will he delivered carriage paid, when casn

is sent with order.

Delivery of goods commences about 3rd

week of October.
175 c, Mill Street LIVERPOOL

CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATED IN COLOUR
will be sent post free on request.
If possible, make up your order from this

advertisement. It Is the most economical
way to buy what you want.

A.B.C. OF ROSE CULTURE, 2d.^
Booklet of 32 pages; tells you all you are

likely to want to know about roses. 2d.

stamps with catalogtie. order or alone.

REVISED PRICE LIST OF ROSES, PLANTS, FRUIT, &C., has been posted to customers. Aaditional copie.

may be had free on application. There will be no fresh issue of Bees' descriptive and illustrated Catalogue ; last season's list will

serve to those who have it. Spare copies are available, post free to those who apply.
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SUGGESTIONS, both from thf Southern
and Midland Counties, have been madi-

regarding the formation of a national

society of allotment-holders. Such a

society is needed h^th in the interests uf

landowners and land workers, and it should pro\'e

a source of influence fur the promotion and pro-

tection of plot-holders. It would be a national

disaster if previously neglected land now under
cultivation is ever allowed to fall back into a

derelict condition. To obviate this would, we pre-

sume, be one of the first considerations for the

proposed national movement. With the object of

creating a national allotment society a conference

of delegates from allotment societies will be held

on October 20 at Essex Hall, Essex Street,

Strand, W.C, at 3 o'clock.

Sprayed v. Unsprayed Potatoes.—Reports
scut to the Food Production Department show
that at Guildford sprayed plots yielded 25 per cent,

greater crop than unsprayed-; and at Salisbury

twenty-four sprayed plants gave i2olb. as against

961b. from twenty-four unsprayed plants. A
Devon report says tubers from sprayed plants

were "distinctly larger" than from unsprayed.

Other Devon reports and reports from Essex,

Hereford and elsewhere confirm the theory that

even where spraying does not entirely prevent

disease, infection is less likely to occur

after spraying, and outbreaks of disease

.ire checked.

Potato Sets Chilled.—One plot of

seven acres planted here with last

season's grown seed came up very slowly,

weakly, and remained so all the season,

so much so that I forecasted a poor
return, which has, unfortunately, been
the case. Quite early in the season I

formed the same theoretical opinion as

suggested by several writers, viz., that

the seed being subjected to a low

temperature so long, although not

actually frozen, the vitality of the tubers

was so weakened as to give poor results.

I am interested to find such an authority

as Mr. Cuthbertson holds the same
view.—E. M., Swanmore.

Should Onions be Grown on the

Same Beds for Many Years ?—The
axiom thait a change of crop is always

desirable is not without its exceptions,

and the rule does not appear to hold

good with the cultivation of the Onion

—

a fact of which amateurs ought to be

advised. When we find that well-

known prize-winners grow their Onions

year after year on the same beds, we
may well "think furiously"^ as to

whether we should not copy them with
ijur utility crops. We remember hear-

ing a most interesting discussion on
this particular point between a number
of excellent gardeners. A prominent ex-

hibitor led off the discussion by a strong

statement in the affirmative, but excep-

tion was taken to this by some gardeners

wlio held by the old rule of changing the land

every season. But none could gainsay the fact

that the exhibitor who led had achieved note-

worthy success.

Kohl Rabi.—We are generally ad\'ised to grow
this delicious vegetable as a substitute for Turnips,

being assured that it will do on laud unsuited to

the latter. This is doubtless true enough. But
why not grow it in addition to Turnips ? It is

far superior to the average garden Turnip in

flavour, and well worthy of cultivation upon its

own merits. The green variety is the best, and
two sowings will provide a succession of roots

from summer well into winter, for it is quite hardy.

This year, while almost everything of the kind

was attacked by caterpillar, " Cold Rabbit "

was left untouched. Kohl Rabi should always
be used when young—say, no larger than a billiard

ball. It should be boiled whole and without

peeling, so as to conserve the delicate flavour.

We do not know whether -this is the orthodox
way, but there is no comparison between the peeled

Kohl Rabi and the unpecled when on the table.

Hibiscus Waimeae.—This plant, now in flower

in the Mexican Hmise at Kew, was formerly known
as H. Arnottianus, and is a native of the South
Sea Islands. The flowers are handsome and of a

good size, being about 6 inches across when fully

HIBISCUS WAIMEJE, NOW FLOWERING IN THE MEXICAN
HOUSE AT KEW..

Flowers while with conspicuous red staminal tube.

expanded. The stamens are arranged on a long

column standing about 5 inches out from the
flower. The petals are pure white and the stamens
and column crimson. When the stamens are
ripe the poUen is a shade of orange scarlet, the
stigma remaining crimson. The column forms
a pleasing contrast to the white petals, while
the leaves, being of a bright shining green, show
up the flowers to advantage. They ' are about
6 inches long, and at the widest part 5 inches across.

The plant is nearly 15 feet high and, unfortu-

nately, flowers for only about a third of the
length from -the top. The shoots may be pruned
back annually, the flowers appearing on the current

season's wood during September and October.

Hibiscus schizopetalus, another member of

the same genus, flowering close by, differs largely

in habit and growth from H. Waimece. A native
of Tropical Africa, it requires a fairly warm place,

and the flowers are very few on wood that has
been cut back, but on shoots left full length

they are plentiful. The habit of the plant is

drooping, and the flowers "are quite pendulous.

As its name implies, the petals are finely cut

or laciniated, and the brilliant orange red petals

are very pretty and curious. The filaments of

the stamens are united, and extend 2 inches below
the flower. The leaves are small and dark green.

The habit of the plant, which grows very
freely, is net one that can be kept very

well in shape, and it requires a lot of room.

Aster paniculatus.—This Michaelmas
Daisy is not so often seen as it deserves.

Among the many purple kinds its cream
white flowers, in spreading panicles from
6 inches to 10 inches across, are a pleasant

break. We have it in the borders for the

September Asters, and to add to its effect

we have Clematis Flammula, of nearly

the same colouring, running through and
over it. The flowers of the two plants are

so nearly alike that the patch makes a sort

of mystery of a pleasant, mildly puzzling

kind. The Aster grows about 5 feet high.

The Herbaceous Border.—Now is the

time to overhaul the herbaceous border,

and in these times it is impossible to do
more than check the over-luxuriance of

the more rampant occupants and make
good those that have failed from any
cause. Montbretias should not be allowed

to remain more than two years, otherwise

the amount of flower to foliage is dis-

appointing. Michaelmas Daisies in most
sorts, Helianthuses and others of similar

habit also need controlling and reducing

in size. A dressing of thorougldy rotted

manure should be applied, and either dug
or forked in between the plants. It is not

at all harmful, perhaps beneficial, to sever

roots in the process, and when finished

—

as it ought to be before the cold rains of

winter set in—one has the satisfaction of

knowing that the borders are out of hand
for many months, and, besides, ready
for another season's campaign.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE DUNWICH ROSE.

T READ in The Garden that a description of

the Dunwich Rose was required. I enclose

the following, hoping it will be useful : The
Dunwich Rose is a very nearly true Rosa

hispida. It is bushy, and never grows more

than 2j feet to 3 feet high. Leaflets are seven

to eleven, serrated. This Rose is almost extinct.

It was no doubt growing in the ruins of Dunwich,

and has been cultivated. The flower is semi-

double and grows in groups of three ; almost

white all over, but has a tinge of yellow. The
fruit is very dark red, almost black.

—

Dunwich,
Henham Hall, Wang/ord, Suffolli.

[As pointed out by Mr. James Britten, issue

August 4, page 304, there can be little, if any,

doubt that the plant is Rosa spinosissima. The
description of flower and fruit given by Viscount

Dunwich agrees. The flowers are often double

or semi-double, but we doubt whether they always

ROSE SANDER'S WHITE.

T CANNOT agree with Mr. Easlea that Sander's

White is the best white rambler. Granted,

tlie blooms individually are white and shapely,

while the freedom of flower is all that could be

desired and the growth is quite of the best, but it

has a serious fault, namely, the blooms after being

open a few days die and do not drop off the cluster,

but remain there brown and quite disfigure the

trusses. If one could remove these dead, un-

sightly petals, all would be well, but that, 1 fear,

is too much to expect. I wonder if Mr. Easlea

has noted this defect. If another white Wichurai-

ana is wanted besides Mrs. IJttleton Dewhirrst,

I suggest Mrs. W. H. Walsh, a pure white rambler,

but rather weak in growth.

—

E. M.

BEGONIA HATTON CASTLE BEDDER.

T RATHER suspect that this fine bedding Begonia

is little known South of the Tay, not to say

South of the Tweed, although I found it freely

used at Hopetoun House, West Lothian, when
Mr. Hay (now Superintendent of Greenwich Park)

was head-gardener there. It is certainly the most

effective bedder that I have seen, and 1 have been

k- .-

s . 1
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THK CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES.

TV/IR. E. A. BUNYARD, in his interesting remarks

on the above subject, glides over one of

the most important details in gron-ing fruit trees

successfully, viz., that of trenching. He considers

trenching in the great majority of soils unneces-

sary. I fear I must disagree with him on this

point. Except in sand, peat, or light loam, trench-

ing is an absolute necessity. He seems to infer

that trenching is done to encourage downward
rooting. That is not so. It is not necessary to

tell Mr. Bunyard why trenching is done ; but it

may be wise to acqu-ain*. any inexperienced reader

who sees Mr. Bunyard's note on this phase of

the subject, and thus sees an opportimity of

" slipping over " the trenching so easily, that

I would endeavour to persuade any with such

thoughts to hesitate first before committing so

grievous a mistake where the soil is heavy, cold

and retentive of moisture owing to overlying a

subsoil of clay or a heavy, impervious approach

to clay. Trenching in such conditions is not

done to encourage the roots to go down ; neither

will they if other conditions are properly provided

for their remaining near the surface. Trenching

is done to provide the means of quick drainage

of surplus water from heavy rains, which other-

wise would create stagnation about the roots,

which is the most fertile cause of canker in the

branches and shoots yet defined. Canker is one

of the most fruitful sources of disappointment

when endeavouring to grow such varieties of

Apples as Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin

and many desirable kitchen varieties. Therefore,

with all due deference to Mr. Bunyard, I would
strongly advise beginners to seriously consider

tlie matter if they have soil conditions of a similar

character to thi>se to which I have alluded.—E.

IIOLYNEUX.

COLOUR OESCRIPTION.

T^HERE .ire two statements in Mr. Engleheart's

letter which appeared in The Garden of

September 29 that need correction. First, he

writes :
" It is true that even on the spectrum

red merges on either side into orange or violet,"

What Mr. Engleheart probably meant to express

was that the red of the spectrum might be made
to merge into the violet, for a glance at the rainbow

or other spectrum reveals that violet never occurs

beside the red to merge into it natiurally, but is

situated at the furthest possible point from the

large, slowly' vibrating and less refrangible red

rays. If a ray of white light be passed through

a piece of purple gelatine, the beautiful purple

colour may be thrown on a screen. By placing

a prism in the beam of purple light, the colour is

spread out into its constituents ; there is red at

one end, there are the blue and violet at the other.

But in between, where orange, yellow, green and

peacock colours should come, there is darkness.

The purple stain has cut off all these, but lets

the others go by. Secondly, the ideas of the

Ancient Greeks about physics were as primitive

as their theology. Though they may only have

ossessed one word to denote two totally distinct

;liings, and may have imagined, as Mr. Engleheart

rites, that "colour is'a matter of surface," the

uth is that colour is emphatically not a matter

of surface. Professor Tyndall, in his book " On
Light" (page 33), writes: "Solar light reflected

from the surface of even a black body is white,"

as, for instance, sunlight reflected from a dark

cloud or black smoke. " The second portion of

light enters the body, and upon its treatment there

the colour depends. . . . The flower owes its

colour, not to the light reflected from its surface,

but to the light which has entered its substance,

which has been reflected from within, and which

in returning through the substance has had the

other constituents of solar light extinguished."

During the progress of this world war our language

has received many strange additions and modifi-

cations, but the evolution of the colour sense

seems to have been more rapid than that of language

in Great Britain, since we can perceive what we

cannot well desciibe. Was it not in the Nineteenth

Century that the late Mr. \V. E. Gladstone wrote

an article attempting to show from a study of

Homer that the Ancient Greeks were unable to

perceive the colour known to us as blue ? If

so, we have made progress, though there is reason

to believe that with human vision a \vide variation

exists in the power to perceive the minute and

rapidly vibrating blue and violet waves which

lie at the extreme end of the spectrum.—M. D.

THP: name "FORMAL GARDEN."
TT grieves me to have ruffled the serenity of Mr.

DilUstone's temper by misunderstanding, as

he thinks, his remarks on the formal garden in

his article of June 30. No doubt Mr. Dillistone

intended to make his meaning clear to the meanest

inteUigence ; but below the meanest there is

evidently a meaner, for I have read his article

again and find the view there set forth to be in

substance precisely that of Mr. Robinson's young

lady. If we imagine Mr. Dillistone paying a

visit to Gravetye Manor and holding a discussion

on formal gardens with the distinguished o\vner,

it will not be difficult to proceed further and

imagine the general- drift of the conversation :

" Why, Mr. Robinson, I perceive you have terraces,

you have straight lines, you have herbaceous

borders. I see everyivhere, if I may be permitted

to use the expression, an ordered severity of

design. In short, I find that your young lady,

who must now be approaching years of discretion,

was entirely right when she said that you had a

formal garden." To which the Lord of the Manor

would reply : "It is true that I have terraces,

where the lie of the ground requires them ; and

straight lines, where crooked lines would look

foolish ; true also that I love herbaceous plants

and have borders of them where I can, straight

or otherwise. ' Ordered severity of design

'

strikes me as a particularly noble expression,

though I am not quite sure what it means. Is

it, perhaps, terraces, straight lines and herbaceous

borders over again ? There is design, of course,

in every garden that is a garden and not a chaos,

and if the execution is not slip-shod, there must

be such order and severity as the design requires.

All these things you may find in the gardens of

Gravetye Manor. Yet if you would understand

what a formal garden is not, curcumspice, and

now I will tell you what, in my opinion, a formal

garden is ; or, better still, I will give you a recipe

for making one, though you must remember that

recipes for formal gardening, like recipes for pot-

pomri, vary within limits, the dominant note,

however, being the sjinmetrical balance and

repetition of geometrical forms. Take, then,

a fairly large piece of level ground. Trim it to

a mathematical shape-i-square, circle; oblong,

hexagon, it matters not what, provided it is

mathematically exact. We will suppose, therefore,

that the oblong is the form you have chosen

and marked out. You must now proceed to edge

it or hedge it with some uniform edging or hedging

—

Box, Yew, stone, bricks, or tiles. Exactly at the

middle point of your oblong place some work of

art of reasonably durable material—a sundial,

a statue of Venus .Anadyomene, or a basin and

fountain with a Cupid or Triton in stone or lead

to spout the water. Now take your compasses,

and at one end of your oblong, no matter which,

mark out in each corner a circle, to be subsequently

edged and planted. Having done this, take next

a graded measuring-rod, and in the space between

the curcles and equidistant from them mark out

an oblong, planting and edging as before. In

this way work over your siurface, cutting out at

regular distances mathematical shapes in variety

(circles, diamonds, volutes, &c.) until you get as.

near the Venus as it is desirable to go. That

done, one half of the formal garden is finished.

Next take the ground on the further side of the

Venus and proceed da capo. The ground space

between the figures may be in any medium you

choose—grass, gravel, flags, powdered brick, or-

cement. The figures thus formed may be planted',

with whatever plants and in whatever order youi

please ; the garden will always be a formal garden.

But if yoO desire the ne plus ultra in fermal gardens •

—the very ' glass of fashion and mould of form '

—

you must be as geometrical with your plants

as with your plots ; that is, you must make circles,

stars, half moons, lines and scrolls of Echeverias,

Sempervivums, Lobelias, Geraniums, or other

prim and easUy managed flowers. Then you
will have a formal garden indeed—a precious

mosaic which upholsterers and haberdashers will

flock from all the points of the compass to see."

Such I imagine to be Mr. Robinson's concep-

tion of the formal garden. If it is not so,

I ask his pardon. It is, at any rate, a reason-

able conception, though no doubt there are

others.

I think I must be allowed a few lines on the

subject of my nom de plume, the right to which

has been impugned. I have no right apparently

to my pseudonym, unless I am a peer masquerading

as a cottage gardener. Absurd enough, surely,

and yet no kind of eccentricity is impossible to

our peerage. As regards the pseudonym, however,

Mr. Dillistone has reason on his side, and I accept

his " implied " censure and correction with the

proper docility. " Somerset," when I come to

consider it, is ambiguous and misleading, the more

dangerously so because, as my adverse critics

sometimes hint, there is in my style and manner
something remotely ducal. 'Thus, for example,

I am exceedingly careful with the final " g " in

my participles—that is, to omit it—a characteristic

trait of dukes, as we know, and especially of

duchesses. I now, therefore, renounce the pseu-

donym of " Somerset." I have written it for

the last time, and am for the moment nameless.

Yet some such name I must have. My shrinking

temperament shrivels to think of the fierce light

that beats round the Dillistone identity. A
pseudonym I must have. What shall it be ?

George ? Mary ? Alexandra ? Simple names,

full of charming suggestion, and owned by dozens

of my acquaintance who would willingly lend them.

But it may not be : in these seeming-simple

appellatives the gimlet eye of Mr. Dillistone

would detect unworthy aspirations. Victor

Emanuel ?—too long. Alfonso ?—too romantic.

Constantine ?^too contemptible. In the storm

and stress of a revolution I might appropriate

" Nicholas ". unperceived, but I will steal no
man's name when he is under a cloud. " Nicholas,"

however, suggests "Nick"—a strong, sulphiuous

monosyllable with something about it, I know
not what, of " implied familiarity." But " Nick "

is barred. Mr. Dillistone would smell brimstone,

and accuse me of posing as a fallen archangel.

Yet S-m-rs-t has to go, though this renunciation

of the territory in which lies my forma! garden

tugs at my vitals. Let us rather effect a compro-

mise. My pseudonym shall shed its tail (such a

poor little tail, after all !) and shall be from hence-

forth in perpetuity

—

Somers.

•,* Readers u'ho have not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly by their news-

agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold

copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence TuE
Garden is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.
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The Genus Juniperus and Its Commercial

Importance
The species herein mentioned are chosen for their uses, but most of them are of slow growth and it is

doubtful if their cultivation would prove a financial success in this country.

THE genus Juniperus includes many
species of trees and slirubs widely

distributed in the northern hemisphere

and occurring south of the Equator in

the mountains of Eastern Tropical

Africa. They are found throughout Europe,

in Asia Minor, Asia from the Himalayas north-

wards almost to the limit of shrub life, North

America, the West Indies, Northern Africa, East

Africa, the Canary Islands and the Azores. They
are often of slow growth, and it is doubtful whether

any species planted under forest conditions in

the British Isles would prove a financial success.

In many instances the wood is red or yellow in

colour, and fragrant. It is sometimes used for

building purposes and for cabinets, but its most

important use is for the casings of lead pencils,

no other kind of wood having been found so suit-

able for this purpose as the better grades of

Juniper. When too small or knotty for other

uses, it forms very serviceable fences. Oil, used

for perfumery, &c., is obtained from the wood
by distillation, and may be also procured from

the leaves and fruits of certain species. Medicinal

properties of a dim'etic character are possessed

by the Junipers. The following species are of

economic importance :

Juniperus barbadensis, Linn. (Barbados Cedar,

Southern Red Cedar).-—This is found in the West
Indies and in the Southern United States, where

it often grows in swamps near coastal rivers, and

under the best conditions attains a height of

50 feet with a girth of 6 feet, its average size

being 30 feet. The wood is popular for pencil-

making.

J. bermudiana, Linn. (Bermuda Cedar, Bermuda
Red Cedar), is found in Bermuda, where it

grows under a variety of conditions, both in

brackish swamps and on limestone hills. Average-

sized trees are 40 feet to 50 feet high. The wood
is valuable tor shipbuilding and for furniture.

J. californica, Carr. (White Cedar, Sweet-berried

Cedar, Californian Juniper).—A bush or small

tree found wild in California, Arizona, &c. The
wood is used for fence posts.

J. Cedrus, Webb, and Berth (Canary Islands

Juniper, Canary Islands Cedar, Sabina Tree).

—

A native of the Canary Islands, where it ascends

the mountains to a height of 7,000 feet to g,ooo

feet, sometimes attaining a large size. Dr. G. V.

Perez of Teneriffe considers it might be planted

with advantage under forest conditions for its

timber.

J. chinensis, Linn. (Chinese Juniper).—This is

quite hardy in the British Isles, and is largely

grown as a decorative tree or bush. The wood
is durable and useful for many purposes, but is

not obtainable in quantity, and is of no importance

in the timber market.

J. communis, Linn. (Common Juniper, Ground

Cedar).—Widely distributed through Europe,

Northern Asia and North America. In some

Continental countries it attains a height of 30 feet

to 40 feet. The wood is used for fencing, for

milk pails and other domestic articles, and for

walking-sticks. The oil is used for medicinal

and for flavouring purposes. The fruits have

been of commercial importance (for use in the

distilleries) for a long period.

J. drupacea, Labil. (Drupe-fruited Juniper,

Syrian Juniper).—Native of Asia Minor and

Syria, where it often grows 60 feet high. Although

the timber is reputed to be of good quality, the

consumption is apparently quite local.

J. excelsa, Bieb. (Grecian Juniper)..—Widely

distributed from the Balkans through South-East

Europe to Asia Minor and Syria. In Asia Minor

it attains the maximum size—70 feet to 100 feet

in height and 4 feet in diameter of the

trunk. The timber is reputed to be of good

quality, and has been recommended for railway

sleepers.

J. formosana, Hayata (Prickly Cypress).—

A

species spread over a considerable area in China

and also found in the mountains of Formosa. It

was introduced in the British Isles about the

middle of last century, but is rare in cultivation.

The timber only appears to be used locally.

J. macrocarpa, Sibth. (Large-berried Juniper).

—

Found as a bush or a small tree throughout

Southern Europe and in some parts of North

Africa. The fragrant wood appears to be used

with that of J. Oxycedrus for distillation.

J. macropoda, Boiss. (Himalayan Pencil

Cedar).—Widely distributed from Nepal to

Afghanistan, often froju 40 feet to 50 feet high,

with a trunk 6 feet to 7 feet in girth, but some-

times much larger. The wood is fragrant and

moderately hard ; it is used for wall-plates,

beams and fuel. A closely allied tree from the

same region is J. religiosa.

J. mexicana, Schiede (Rock Cedar, Juniper

Cedar, Mountain Cedar, Cedar).—This species

forms forests on the limestone hills of Mexico and

Texas, where it sometimes reaches 95 feet high.

The wood is used for general construction, fencing,

sills, telegraph poles, railroad ties and fuels.

J. occidentalis. Hook (Canadian Juniper, Cali-

fornian Juniper, Western Red Cedar, Yellow

Cedar).—Widely distributed in North-West

America from Canada to California. The wood
IS used for fencing, as it lasts well in contact with

the soil.

J. Oxycedrus, Linn. (Sharp Cedar, Brown-
berried Juniper).—Common throughout the Medi-

terranean region from sea-level up to 5,000 feet

to 6,000 feet, usually as a shrub, but sometimes

as a small tree. In Italy it occupies considerable

areas on sand dunes. The principal use of the

wood is for distillation (" oil of cade ").

J. pachyphlfea, Torr. (Oak-barked Cedar,

Thick-barked Cedar, Mountain Cedar, Chequer-

barked Juniper).—Found wild in the dry regions

of Texas, New Mexico and Arizona.

J. phoenicea, Linn. (Phoenician Juniper)..—An
important tree in the Mediterranean region ; its

timber is us^d for building purposes and for fire-

wood. It varies in height from little more than

a shrub to a tree of 40 feet.

J. procera, Hochst. (East African Juniper or

Cedar).—Found wild on the mountains of East

Africa. The wood, of light weight and nearly as

soft as Red Cedar, is a likely substitute for that of

J. virginiana for pencil-making.

J. recurva, Buch.-Ham.—A tree native of

the Eastern Himalaya. The wood is quite equal

to the best pencil Cedar, but is only used for

burning as incense in the Buddhist temples. J.

squamata from the Western Himalayas, China and

Formosa is a closely allied species with very

similar wood.

J. rigida, Sieb. et Zucc.—A shrub or small tree

native of Japan. The wood has good lasting

properties and is put to many local uses.

J. Sabina, Linn. (Savin).—A shrub or bush dis-

tributed through Central and Southern Europe,

the Caucasus, North Persia and North America.

The wood is of little value except for walking-

sticks and firewood. From the shoots and leaves

a medicinal oil (savin oil) is extracted.

J. scopulorum, Sarg. (Red Cedar, Rocky
Mountain Red Cedar).—A small tree native of

the Rocky Mountains. The wood is useful for

fencing, posts, &c.

J. thurifera, Linn. (Spanish Juniper, Incense

Juniper).—A tree distributed through Spain,

Portugal, Algeria and Morocco. The wood does

not appear to be used other than locally, although

AN ENGLISH BRAMBLE, RUBUS KOLLERI, Gr
PEN

OWING OVER A HA-HA WALL AT NANDANA,
RITH.
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it is of uicc appearance and possesses good lasting

qualities.

J. virginiana, Linn. (Cedar, Pencil Cedar, Red
Cedar. Virginian Cedar).—^This speiies is very

widely distributed in North America, and is the

most satisfactory of the large-growing Junipers in

the British Isles. It varies from a bush to a tree

i.;o feet high with a diameter of 3 feet. A very

\.ilnable species from a commercial standpoint,

lis wood is used more often than that of any other

kind for the casings of lead pencils. Knotty wood,

unsuitable for pencil-making, is very useful for

fences, railway sleepers, &c. The shavings and

dust from pencil factories are distilled for the

fragrant oil, which is used in perfumery. The

sli.ivings after distillation make an excellent

substitute for Cocoanut fibre as a plunging

liijterial for horticultural purposes, as fungi do

nit grow upon them.

J. Wallichiana, Hook f. (Black Juniper).—.A

v.iriable species in the Himalaya. The wood
ippears to be used locally for building purposes.

W. D.^LtiMOKE, in the Kcw Bulletin.

NATIVE BLACKBERRIES-
CULTIVATED

I'll those who contemplate the iiilrojuctioii 0/ a

iiii) plants n/ our native Blackberries, perhaps the

first and most important point is to procure canes

<•/ only those varieties that are the most productive

and with the largest fruit, as well as being early and

rigorous in their growth.

T
HE question is often asked, " Why do

we not cultivate our native Blackberries

more extensively ? " They will be found

to give greater satisfaction than the

many .\tnerican varieties, which cannot

to be altogether suitable for o\ir fickle

climate, especially in the north uf uur

be said

Englisli

i-sland.

Probably many will say, " Why take up space

111 our gardens when we have them growing in

• Hir lanes and waste places ? " Quite true ; but

this answer is not quite satisfactory. In the

first place, a little liberal attention in the way
' 't tending and manuring increases the production

;is well as the size of the fruits. They can. also

be left to ripen completely instead of being gathered

when half ripe, as is so often the case in positions

ivhere they are anyone's property, and where

motor dust and other objectionable things spoil

them.

It may astonish many who are not botanists

to know that some hundreds of varieties of wild

Blackberries exist in the British Isles. True,

many are too rare as well as useless for oiu: purpose.

Xow that plants are in fruit, the most approved

wiriety should be selected and marked for

removal into the garden in the autumn or early

spring.

The variety of which illustrations are given

possesses all the good qualities necessary. It is

the variety Rubus Kolleri, which may be found

growing in many parts of England.. It is very

productive, early, and bears large fruit. The

stems of this variety are densely covered with

many straight hairs and prickles of various

lengths. The writer has the plants growing and

hanging down over a high ha-ha wall facing

srmth, a position very suitable, and where the

fruit can be easily gathered.

When once a few canes are planted, all that

1^ necessary to extend a row of plants is to bury

the tips of the long shoots in the soil, where they

j'ln form roots and make nice plants by the

I'.llowing rear. In F^-bruary or JIarrh all old

CULTIVATED NATIVK BRAMBLE, RUBUS KOLLERI.

Fruit very large.

wood should be cut out and the new shoots arranged

where they can obtain equal light and sunshine,

and the plants be top-dressed with manure. Odd
corners and waste places in most gardens can

with a little trouble be made both useful and
ornamental by planting good varieties.

Penrith. J. C. Vartv-Smith.

NOTES FROM A COUNTY
DOWN GARDEN

THE cold winds are sweeping through
the gardens and the first leaves are

falling one by one, and if it were not
for the evergreens the landscape would
soon have a woe-begone look. It is here

thaj: our nurserymen come in with their beautiful,

ever-standing foliage trees in gold, silver, grey and
myriad greens. Anyone planting should never
omit to plant trees which appeal to the eye in the

dark days of winter. There are many of them
;

even the stems of the Deciduous Dogwoods
are beautifully crimson against a belt of Pines.

This has been a good year in most gardens

here, but certain plants have not had enough sun

to give very good retiirns. Vegetable Marrows,

for instance, and the early Chrysanth-mums are

coming in later than usual. I notice a rather

deplorable practice—that is, the severe defoliating

of Tomatoes under glass. I do not think this is

desirable, as it undoubtedly checks the growth
and hurls the vitalitj' of the plants. Tomatoes
can be fruited in lo-inch pots most satisfactorily

for all ordinary purposes, and the pots are much
more handy than boxes. The secret is firm potting

and frequent top-dressing with strong old manure,
rammed home. Sweet Pea growers will soon

be sowing seed in small pots for next year. Old
fibrous loam is perhaps best, with a trace of old

hotbed manure and sand ; no drainage is necessary

in these pots. The very best results" can only

be obtained by the most scrupulous attention to

detail—one or two seeds to a pot-—but everyone

does not go in for exhibitions, so such do things

more moderately. Wallflowers are being planted

out, and they, too, require attention in order to

have good spikes of bloom, so give them a dressing

of soot or guano through the winter. In fact,

everything requires attention if fine bloom is the

desideratum. Growing bulbs in fibre is a nice

occupation for the ladies oi the house, but it must
be remembered that the roots must be well in growth
and the tops, too, before the bulbs are brought

into the light. The fibre must not be allowed

to get dry. In the advertisements in The Garden
1 note that home-grown early Tulips are on
sale, as well as quite a fine selection of other

bidbs. This is very encouraging for a good home
industry.

Holywood, County Down. Walter S.myth.

THE GARDEN OF PEACE
(Grasmere, August, 1917.)

When all the August Roses blow

And the Gladioli in a row
Unplait their green and break to fianu-

That puts fair Dorothy's bloom to shauif,

I wander down the well-kept sward
Which gallant Phloxes grace and guard,

.^nd while their autumn scent is sweet

Gaze on the Rainbows at my feet,
,

White, purple, pink and crimson seen

Mixed with tlie touch of gentlest green.

I wonder if by any Lake

Is such a sight for hearts that ache,

-\nd praise the hand that set His bow
In clouds, but thought of earth below

;

Who in this cloudy day of strife

(iives us new hope of happier life.

When peaceful as these Phloxes are

The nations shall forget to war,

.And in imjealous companies

bhall bid us dream of Paradise.

Bloom Phloxes : bloom by Grasmere shore

To give us comfort from earth's store.

May the dull eyes of man behold

God's love, God's beauty here enscrolled,

.\nd take to heart the lesson given

That peace not war is willed by Heaven.

H. D. R.AW"\SI.EY.
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THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES. Ill

(Continued from page 422.)

THE APPLE. A UTILITY LIST AND A QUALITY LIST.

HAVING now discussed generalities, we
pass to the fruits in detail, and to give

the place of honour to our most useful

fruit we will consider first the Apple.

With a little care we can have Apples

of British growth during every montli of the year.

Crabbed age if the form of French Crab and

\outh in Red Juneating can meet, if not dwell

together.

Much has been written on the " best " Apples,

and such list -making is a never-failing resource

to some editors when their correspondence column

flags a little. When artists fire agreed as to the

" best " painters, and artistes upon the greatest

vocalists, we may hope for agreement in the fruit

garden. I will dodge some of the difficulties

by giving first a utility list and then a quality

list ; the former is for the man of limited space

whose trees must be sm'e starters.

Utility List (Cooking Fruits).

Early Victoria (July-August).—Cooks to a

frothy white cream, a capital grower, and as sure

to crop as any.

Stirling Castle.—A round, green fruit, cooks

frothily, dwarf habit, and generally e.\cellent for

small gardens. Specially designed for the cook's

.A.pple-paring machine.

Rev. W. Wilks (September-November).—

A

huge fruit, cooking well, dwarf and vigorous, a

coming Apple. Under the breath it may be

mentioned as a first-prizer at the local show.

Royal Jubilee (November-December).—^A tall,

even, yellow fruit, remarkably fertile, starts to

flower very late, very compact habit.

Lane's Prince Albert (January till May).

—

The small garden cooking Apple par excellence,

cooks frothily, extraordinarily prolific, and easily

managed as it requires little pruning.

red.

Peasgood's Nonsuch (October-November).

—

.Vlmost too beautiful to hide in a dumpling, but

well worth the effort.

Golden Noble (November-December).—Cooks

golden yellow, with all the merits of a Wellington,

but not quite the acidity. Will not thrive every-

where, but no epicure will object to that.

Voluptatcs commeiidat rarior tisus.

Wellington (December to March).—For general

use quite vniequalled, in my opinion. Lime and

sulphur spraying has delivered this from its

worst enemy, the black scab.

King's Acre Pippin.—.\ new-comer quickly

forging its way to the front. Of Sturmer flavour,

only more so.

Reinette du Canada (February to May).—An
Apple of very refined flavour, well wortlx the

trouble of bringing to perfection. A warm corner,

leaf-mould, and careful storing should be given.

Roundway Magnum Bonum (December to

March).—-\t first sight a burly intruder in an

aristocratic company, but its merits are un-

questionable.

Having now made my suggestions as to varieties,

it remains to consider the form of the trees. There

is nothing more useful for the average garden

than the open bush, which is, or should be, simply

eight or nine cordons radiating from a single stem.

It has the simplicity of the cordon plus the advan-

tage of covering a larger area. Espaliers in the

open give fine fruit, but not better than the bush

Utility List (Dessert).

Gladstone (Early August).—.\ bright

rather uneven fruit, tut welcome in the August

heats (when present).

Langley Pippin (Mid-August).—A pretty, coni-

cal fruit, gaily striped, remarkably prolific, quite

agreeable flavour.

Worcester Pearmain (Early September).—Needs

no description but perhaps a defence. Detractors

should get a really ripe fruit, not merely a coloured

one, and reconsider at leisure.

James Grieve.—A rara avis, quality, quantity

and beauty combined ; September-October and

till Christmas in more Northern climes. The

best-flavoured Apple of its season, and a worthy

monument to its \'eteran raiser.

Allington Pippin (October-December).—Flavour

brisk or sprightly (which being interpreted means

a little acid), attractive to the eye and to most

palates. A great cropper.

May Queen (January-March).—A crisp, yellow-

fleshed fruit, of good quality and red and russet

looks. Comes a good deal Before the swallow

dares, but is as unfailing in its appearance. This

is ihc winter dessert Apple for small gardens, in my
opinion, and I back it heavily.

Quality List (Cooking).

Early Victoria.—The connoisseur mu.=t .111! i

this with his less fortunate beings, and alsM

Rev. W. Wilks.

APPLE PE.4.SGOOD S NONSUCH FROM HERTFORDSHIRE.

Average weight lib. each.

Beauty of Kent (December to February).

—

A flavour all its own, and highly to be recom-

mended. Not very fertile on all soils.

Such are the .A.pples, in my opinion, most worthy

of baking and concealment under a crust. For

sauces, Wellington, Golden Noble and French Crab
;

and for compotes. Cox's Orange Pippin and

Roundway Magnum Bonum (cries of "Shame")
may worthily be sacrificed. Lucutlus did not

know everything !

Quality List (Dessert).

The connoisseur will not regret the fact that

he must delay his pleasure for a month or so

after the mere utility grower ; lie knows well

that anticipation is no small part of his pleasure.

James Grieve.—Taken au point, the most

fastidious will accept this as a worthy entrance

to the .^pple season.

St. Everard (September).—A new-comer, but

I fancy it will keep its place in this list. Most

delicious. —

Margil.—Quite of the aristocrac>, a little

tender, not very prolific, but quality first rate and

always to be relied on. Related to the Cox's family.

Cox's Orange Pippin (November to March).—
" We needs nnist love the highest when we see it."

Ribston Pippin (November to Marcli).—Needs

no words. Those who fail to grow it well should

see it has a liberal water supply.

Orleans Reinette (December to March).—
This .\pple will, I fancy, soon be ranked in the

first half-dozen best for flavour. It is all a winter

.Apple should be.

Clajgate Pearmain (December to March).

—

Rather softer flesh than the preceding, bul .1

choice between them would be difficult.

form mentioned above. Apples are best grown
away from walls South of the Trent.

Single upright cordons are easy to managu
and give a large return, and are in one way better

for edging the borders than espaliers, as at 4 feel

apart they do not block access to the central

quarters. They- may require lifting once or

twice, but can be kept down to 6 feet or 8 feet,

and once they fruit will give but little trouble.

Nearly all the varieties mentioned will do welt

in standard form in the garden and where space

allows ; well-ripened fruit is gathered from such

trees where carefully looked after. Very dwarf

growers, such as Stirling Castle and May Queen,

will be best iu bush form. E. A. Bunyakd.

(To be continued.)

Apple Blenheim Orange

I

AM sending an article copied from the

fifth ecUtiou of " Hogg's Fruit Manual "

(1S85). If I was restricted to plant only oiu

.Apple tree, culinary and dessert, Blenheim
Orange would be my choice, on the Paradise

stock. I would lift and replant it every year if

necessary, until I got the better of its strong

growth, along with summer pruning. T. McP.

"BLENHEIM ORANGE.
" The following interesting account of this

favourite variety appeared some years ago in the

Gardeners' Chronicle :

" ' In a somewhat dilapidated corner of tlie

decaying borough of ancient Woodstock, within

ten yards of the wall of Blenheim Park, stands

all that remain of the original stump of tliat

beautiful aid justly celebrated Apple, tlie Blenheim
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Change. It is now entirely dead, and rapidly

falling to decay, being a mere shell about ten feet

high, loose in the ground, and having a large hole

in the centre ; till within the last three years

it occasionally sent up long, thin, wiry twigs,

but this last sign of vitality has ceased, and what
remains will soon be the portion of the woodlouse

and the worm.
" ' Old Grimmett, the basket maker, against

the corner of whose garden-wall the venerable

relict is supported, has sat looking on it from his

workshop window, and while he wove the pliant

osier, has meditated, for more than fifty successive

summers, on the mutability of all sublimary

substances, on juice, and core, and vegetable,

as well as animal, and flesh, and blood. He can

remember the time when, iift\' years ago, he was

a boy, and the tree a fine full bearing stem, full

of bud, and blossom, and fruit, and thousands

thronged from all parts to gaze on its ruddy,

ripening, orange burden ; then gardeners came
in the springtide to select the much coveted scions,

and to hear the tale of his horticultural child and
sapling from the lips of the son of the white-

haired Kempster.
" ' But nearly a centiu'y has elapsed since

Kempster fell, like a ripened fruit, and was

gathered to his fathers. He lived in a narrow

cottage garden in Old Woodstock, a plain, practical,

labouring man ; and in the midst of his bees and

flowers around him, and in his " glorious pride,"

in the midst of his little garden, he realised Virgil's

dream of the old Coryci.^n :
" Et rcgum equal>at

opis animis."

"'The provincial name for this .\pple is still

Kempster's Pippin, a lasting monumental tribute

and inscription to him who tirst planted the kernel

from whence it sprang."
"'

Some Autumn Resurrections

THOUGH it is the end of September-

we are enjoying a second June, the

reason being so raauy*plants were sent

into quiescence during the baking days

of the later summer that they have

awakened refreshed to the call of autimin rains.

The Campanulas are especially lovely in the rock

garden. C. muralis is a mass of colour, and the

little C. pusilla, in both blue and white, as well as

the elegant Miss Willmott, ai-e among the most
light-hearted of their confusing race. Nor can

one pass by the exquisite C. abietiua, with its

almost pure blue rayed stars ; C. isophylla,

ivory white, and its variety Mayii, both of which

love the damper autumn soil (as dearly as the

slugs love them), and the endless diversities

which C. carpatica affords.

There are Dianthi in plenty, even D. alpinus

yielding a number of flowers, while many
hybrid seedlings which " didn't ought to " have
blossomed into matiurity and maternity while

still in their little nursery beds. But more
surprising than these are some snow white

clusters on a Mexican Orange (Choisya ternata),

a splash of apple-blossom pink upon the

now bronzy green of Clematis montana rubens

and a mass of flowers on some Helianthemums
which usually give us no.inore than an odd bloom
or two at this season. Some of the Phloxes of

the subulata group, namely. Vivid, G. F. Wilson

and others, are well covered with their bright

-

rayed flowers, and several of the lesser Hypericum^
are happier in their wealth of bloom than the>-

werc in earlier days. The green cushions of the

Thrifts are studded with their carmine h-eads,

and the creeping Veronica rupestris, though usually

a faithful autumn bloomer, has never responded

so readily to its annual cutting back. Gentiana

septemfida is still bearing a good number of

flowers. .\nd yet, while so many plants that give
few or no blooms at this late date are so sur-

prisingly good, others, like Gentiana acaulis and
the Lithospermums, which one can usually
rely upon for an autumn display, are doing
nothing. A. T. Johnson-.

Is Sugar Beet Worth
Growing ?

JUDGING by the number of questions that

have been asked about the utilisation of

Sugar Beet during the summer of this year,

both in the gardening and the farming
Press, one may conclude that many people

have been growing this crop. And now I would
like to ask tlie question, " Is Sugar Beet growing
worth wliile ? " Perhaps some readers who
have tried the experiment of substituting Sugar*
Beet for sugar in jam-making, or in any other

way, will let us know what they think about it.

A correspondent in the Gardeners' Chronicle for

September 8 says that he has used it with fruit

preserve,' and as a vegetable like ordinary Beet
;

but in neither case was it satisfactory. The
Farmers' Gazelle (Ireland) recommends the use

of one-half to two-thirds proportion of Beet to

fruit. Some fruits are naturally sweeter than
others, and therefore require less sugar when
made into jam. The paper says :

" Some fruit

requires a little real sugar to augment the sweetness

of the Beet, but . . . fruits such as Straw-
berries require no such addition." Also, " a

very ripe fruit requires less Sugar Beet than a

less ripe kind."

If I had a few pounds of nice Strawberries to

make into jam, I do not fancy myself spoiling the

flavour by the addition of Sugar Beet. When I

have Strawberry jam I like to taste the fla\-our

of the fruit. Should anyone want Alangel jam,
let them have it, but do not call it Strawberry.

Besides, jam containing Sugar Beet will not keep.

With regard to the table use of Sugar Beet, the

same paper says " it can be used as garden Beet,

but the less said of its quahty the better. It

will be found to resemble Mangel," which is about

true.

Of course, those who have a crop will be justified

in trying to put it to the best use, and there is

no reason why they should not experiment with

any of the methods under discussion. But perhaps

the best thing for those to do who have pigs or

poultry will be to boil a little of it and to mix it

with the soft food.

As to The Garden's advice to boil the roots for

seven hours for the sake of extracting the syrup
for use with fruit for jam-making or even "for

stewing (see The G.^rden for August ri and 25,
-'" Answers to Correspondents," pages 328 and 352),
this is perhaps the most satisfactory way of using
it yet discussed. But it is poor stuff, and it

requires seven hours' fire in these hard times !

I quite understand that a pot of Sugar Beet could
be put on to boil when the fire was not needed
for any other purpose than to warm the room,
which would partly get over the item of firing

cost. Still, one is ever persistent with the question,
" Is Sugar Beet Worth Growing ? " when con-
sidering its limited usefulness, the cost of seed,
of digging and preparing the ground, of manuring,
of sowing the seed and keeping the crop clean,

of harvesting and, last but not least, of preparing
the roots for some sort of use.

No
; I would rather enjoy my fruit with-

out sugar and my Beet as Beet, and not as
Mangel. L. M. Marshall.

The Editor's Table
A Good Collection of Apples and Pears.

—

I'rom Mr. E. Caiiii. The Woodman. Worraley
West End. Broxbourne, comes a really noble

collection of Apples and Pears. It consisted of

Apples Peasgood's Nonsuch, three of which are

shown in the illustration on the opposite page,

averaging ilb. each. The fruits are remarkable
for their fine shape and condition, and quite live

up to the description of this variety given in the
quality list for cookers—" they were almost
too beautiful to hide in a dumpling." The illus-

tration on this page depicts a group comprising

four fruits of Lord Suiifteld suppoi-Hng two remark-
ably fine Pitmaston Duchess Pears. The three

bottom right-hand Apples are Emperor Alexander,

and the three top right-hand fruits are Peasgood's

Nonsuch. The fruit was grown by the sender

and his neighbour, Mr. C. Cox, gardener to Mrs.

Trotter of Brickendon Grange, and the collection

affords ample proof, if such were needed, that

Hertfordshire is capable of producing fruits of

a high standard of excellence. After photo-

graphing, the Apples and Pears, together with some
fine Blaek Hamburgh Grapes, were conveyed to

the South African Hospital at Richmond Park,

where, needless to add, they were greatly appre-

ciated. Several of the wounded, some of whom
were great fruit-growers, expressed unbounded
surprise that the Old Country could produce such

fine fruit.

A COLLECTION OF LARGE APPLES AND PEAK^.
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KEW NOTES

IN

the Begonia House (No. 8) just now several

interesting plants are to be seen in flower.

Among them is Beloperone oblonga, a native

of Brazil. This is a plant well worth growing

for late summer and autumn decoration, as

the flowering season extends over several weeks.

It is allied to Jacobinia and to Justicia and

succeeds in a warm greenhouse, being easily propa-

gated from cuttings rooted in a warm frame

and potted into rich soil afterwards. The flowers

are of a pretty shade of rosy purple and are freely

produced.

Belonging to the same Order (Acanthacea;)

is another plant flowering close by, formerly

known as Libonia floribunda, but

now called Jacobinia pauciflora.

The flowers are scarlet, tipped with

yellow, and are produced in abun-

dance all over the plant. The habit

is graceful, and the plant easily

propagated by means of cuttings.

They succeed in a greenhouse, or

may be grown in a cold frame

duuring summer, completely exposing

to the air to ripen. They may be

had in flower from September to

Christmas, and can be relied upon

to make a show at a dull season.

In the same house is a pretty

group of Rivinias, also natives of

South America. They are well

covered with their pretty berries,

the scarlet R. humilis contrastin'g

very nicely with the orange berries

of R. aurantiaca. Some of these

plants are grown as small

standards, others as bush plants,

which adds greatly to their effec-

tiveness. They continue to be deco-

rative for several weeks and are

easily grown from seeds in rich

loamy soil in a greenhouse. The

plants look at their best in 5-inch

and C-iuch pots.

In the Temperate House a large

plant, of Hoheria populnea, a

native of New Zealand and allied to

Plagianthus, is to be seen flowering.

It is a smaU evergreen tree, and in

the warmer parts of the country

succeeds outdoors. The .clusters of

pure white flowers are produced

from the axils of the leaves, which

are serrated, from 3 inches to

4 inches long, and ovate.

The plant was not very well

known twenty years ago, but seems

,to have been popular in Ireland for

some time. The plant in the Tem-
perate House is visited by bees in

large numbers when in flower.

Among the pretty berried plants

to be seen in the outdoor col-

lections at present, some of the

are worth noting. A plant of V. betulifolium

is carrying large clusters of its scarlet berries.

It was one of the plants introduced by

Dr. Wilson, and is worth growing for its

colour at this season. V. lobophyllum is another

of the same section, really better than V. betuli-

folium, having fruits in masses sufficient to weigh

down the branches. The colour of the fruits of

this is a bright red, almost cerise. The plant

is a native of Western China.

The Water Lily House, popularly known as

No. 15, is interesting to many people just now
because of the Gourds which are in fruit

this season. These tropical plants make a fine

show, and are well worth growing for the

decoration of a large house such as this during

the srmimer and early autumn. They differ

greatly in form, colour and size, and when hanging

from a roof like this they can be seen at tfieir

best. Among many other interesting and useful

Cucurbits is the Towel Gourd (Luffa a;gyptiaca),

the popular loofah of the shops. This, when

imported dried, is put to such uses as scrubbing-

brushes and sponges, and is used in the Tropics

through which to strain Palm wine. It is also

used to stuff soldiers' and other helmets for use

in the sun. Another interesting plant is Momordica

Charantia, which has very attractive fruits,

long and pointed, and when ripe they split open

at the apex, showing dark reddish seeds arranged

Viburnums

PRIMUL.^ L.\ LORRAINE, A HANDSOME HYBRID,

in rows. This plant is cultivated throughout

India, Malaya and Tropical Africa for food and

for its medicinal uses. Equally interesting and

effective is the curious Snake Gourd (Trichosanthes

anguina). The fruits are long and very twisted,

resembling a snake; hence its specific' name.

The colom- of the fruits is green, changing to

orange and orange scarlet. They are about

2 feet long at Kew, but in India the fruits attain

a length of from 4 feet to 5 feet. The plants grow

very rapidly and produce an abundance of fruits,

which are greatly esteemed for use in curry.

Lagenaria vulgaris and its varieties include the

Bottle Gourd, Club Gourd, &c. They are handsome

and distinct fruits. In the Tropics thi-y arc \i\t\ to

a number of domestic uses, and in some cases are

elaborately carved and painted. Another curious

plant is the Horned Cucumber, or, as some people

call it, the Hedgehog Plant. Among the largest

and most imposing fruits in the house are those of

the Wax-bearing Gourds (Benincasa cerifera). The
plants are natives of the Tropics, and the fruits

look like wax. They are about 2 feet long and

about 9 inches to t2 inches in diameter. Another

interesting and effective plant is Aristolochia

gigantea, which has immense flowers of a dark

colour, veined. It differs from A. gigas both in

shape and smell, this one not being unpleasant. It

is very free flowering and quick growing.

The plants growing in or over the tank itself

include the Indian Garland Flowers (Hedychimns).

The fragrance, which just now is a

feature of this house, comes from
these beautiful plants. H. coro-

narium has large white flowers ; H.

spicatura (flavescens) is a creamy
yellow and the best of all ; and
H. Watsoniiis white, having spikes

of flower 9 inches m length. The
last is a cross between H. Gard-

nerianum and H. coronariiim.

These are in large pots stood on

inverted ones, just the bottoms of

the pots touching the water. Other

plants in the tank include, of

course, the Nymphaeas, which are

still very nice, some of the best

^ being N. Lotus, N. devoniensis, N.

Mrs. C. W. Waud, N. Lotus rosea,

N. gigantea (a lovely blue), N. stel

lata, N. amazonica and N. zanzibar-

ensis rosea. Here there is also

growing a large plant of the Giant

Cyperus, a native of Sicily,
Palestine, &c., and the pretty little

water plant Hydrocleis Commer-
sonii. Tlie leaves and fresh yellow

flowers are very pleasing. The
plant is a native of Brazil, .\roimd

are fine plants of Canna President

Meyer and C. J. B. Van der School.

At the other side of the path is

Pontederia cordata, having pale

blue flowers and growing in soil at

the water level ; and at another

corner, plants of the Egyptian

Sacred Lotus (Nelumbium specio-

sum). This plant is now out cjf

flower. Growing around the stages

are Sensitive Plants, always popular

with visitors ; Torenia Fournieri,

w i t h its pleasing blue-coloured

flowers, and many others. A plant

always pretty, growing in a lar.ge

pot and trained all round the rail-

ing, is Ipomoea digitata, which

bears trusses of pink shaded
flowers ; and Vitis pterophora,

a native of Brazil, is suspended

from the roof, givmg a very

pretty effect over the water. L. W.

PRIMULA LA LORRAINE
This is a vigorous, hardy, free-flowering plant,

soon forming a strong clump. It was raised by

Lemoine of Nancy by crossing Primula Veitchii

with the pollen of a variety of P. Sieboldii. The

foliage is bold and handsome ; the flower-stalks

are strong and hairy, carrying one or two whorls

of beautiful pink magenta flowers. As this hybrid

Trimula responds well to pot treatment, a batoli

should be grown in the cold greenhouse, where,

if well shaded from the sun, it makes a fine show,

flowering in May and June. John Macwatt.
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TULIPS IN THE GARDEN~II
VAHIETIES OF TULIPS TO USE AND AN INDICATION OF THEIR

WONDERFUL COLOUR TONES.

Bv George Dillistone.

the sunray into a thousand fragments, and
embodied them with form and texture ; she
has resolved the spectrum into its constituents,

and mingled them with variations subtle and
bewilderir.g.

THE mere thought of Tulips at once pro-

duces a sense of glowing warmth of

colour. One thinks of Lily of the Valley

and smells its fragrance ; of Roses

and both fragrance and beauty of form,

combined with rich variety of colour. With the

Tulip, however, the value is so emphatically that

of colour that the graceful elegance of form and
mild fragrance that many of them possess are

attributes that are often overlooked. In what
other flower of the garden can we find scarlet,

crimson and orange, lilac, lavender, heliotrope,

violet, purple, soft and deep pink, every shade

of yellow, blooms that are almost black, and
others that glow with the sheen of burnished

metal ?

To attempt to divide them accurately into theii

colour groups is a task that is much too great

for the present article, but it is possible to give

some general indication of their tones that

should prove helpful to those not familiar witli

them.

Take first the warm colours : scarlet, vermilion,

pure spectrum red, orange scarlet and real orange.

These are the colours wherewith to light up a

distance or put a cheerful life and glow into the

cool recesses among shrubbery plantings. Tall

and splendidly regal are Claude Gillot, General de

Cordons, Ariadne, John Eraser, Farncombe Sanders,

Professor Michael Foster, Van Poortvliet and
Bartigon.

Dwarfer, but none the less vivid (perhaps

they are rather more so), are Inglescombe

Scarlet, Norman Knight, Red Standard, Globe

of Fire, Grenadier, Orange Globe, Orange
King, Flame, Coralie and La Merveille. This

last is one of the best for naturalising, so far as

Tulips can be naturalised. Then there are those

heavy purple shades that, rich enough in them-
selves, are full of wonderful possibilities when used

in combination with oth^r colours. These are

all of the tall Darwin class, and include maroon
blacks such as Philippe de Commines, Arizona,

Zanzibar and Negro, and purple blacks of )vhich La
Tulipe Noire is still the deepest, but Leonardo da
Vinci, Sultan and Zulu are fit companions. Of
the varieties that most nearly approach purple

are Viola, Marconi, Paul Boudry and Mrs. Potter

Palmer, also known as Fashion. Some exceed-

ingly rich colours are provided by the maroon
shades—which, incidentally, vary considerably—of

Eclipse, Hecla, King Harold and Millet. The
colours of these might, however, almost as correctly

he called dark crimson. To say that there are

any Tulips that are blue would be to call for

criticism, but there are some that certainly show a

considerable proportion of blue in their colour

composition. Heliotrope, dull grey lavender, lilac,

and pale violet most accurately describe them,
but they belong essentially to those groups of

colours that are difficult to describe. What is

more, they do not present exactly the same colour

surface two hours together, and vary in themselves
so much that it is rather their effect in the mass
that must give them their colour classification.

To these belong Rev. H. Ewbank, Dream, Meli-

cette, Hippolyte, Bleu Aimable, the slender-

stemmed and gracefully formed Erguste ; while

among the paler of them are Electra, Lantern,
Nora Ware and La Tristesse. Of yellows there

are tall sorts, such as Mrs. Moon, Avis Kennicott

and Golden Spire ; while among the medium and
dwarfer varieties are Inglescombe Yellow, Bouton
d'Or and the very pale shades of EUen Willmott,

Moonlight, Primrose Beauty and Leghorn Bonnet.

To attempt to convey the colour of Bacchus,

except by saying that it is like a huge rich purple

Plum with all its delicate bloom intact, is beyond
me, and Velvet King is of similar colour but with

more re* in its composition. Cardinal Manning
or Kings Court is another indescribable colour.

It is not violet, it is not purple, and there is little

red in it, but it suggests all three. Among the

metallic shades are several that do no more than

suggest bronze, copper and old gold, and as they

are more often than not found in the same flower,

to separate them is impossible. To these belong

Jaune d'CEuf, Quaintness and Bronze Queen.
To no particular colour group can we assign those

varieties where amber runs into apricot, lilac

Indian Corn or Common
Maize

I AM sending a pliotograph of the common Maize
(Zea Mays) grown in a small front garden here

in Epsom. They are extra fine plants, the tallest

being ii feet high. (Pte.) J. Adamson.

No. I Company, Grenadier Guards, A Ward,
Manor W(ir Hospital, Epsom, Surrey.

MAIZE GOLDEN BANTAM
Since the middle of September this Corn has
yielded a succession of fine, well-filled cobs, and
the stems still (October i) carry a goodly number
which, with " luck and fine weather," should

fill out in due course. It is odd that more people

do not go in for this splendid vegetable, whicli

is as pretty on the table as it is delicious. More-
over, few things are more easily cooked, ten minutes'

boiling being sufficient if the cobs arc freshly cut,

INDI.\N CORN IN .-VN EPSOM G,\RJ)EN.

into old rose, cream into gold, and wherein
heliotrope, lavender, fawn, buff and every shade
of yellow can be detected. John Ruskin, Beauty
of Bath, Fairy Queen, Doris and The Fawn are

the best examples, and if there exist among all

the wonderful colour combinations in Nature
examples more complex and, withal, more ex-

quisitely beautiful than these I have yet to find

them. Here, then, are a few of the many varieties

that can be used for every purpose for which the

Tulip is suitable, and if these do not offer sufficient

variety, there are three times as many more that

are only left out because space and time are un-

available.

Nature, in her many benign achievements for

the aesthetic enjoyments of mankind, . has be-

stowed upon us infinite variety of excellence,

and has fortunately implanted in us all a con-

sciousness of her exquisite beauties. In no domain
of her beneficent sway has she clad her populace

in such glory of raiment as in this of the May-
flowering Tulip. To achieve it she has split

as they always ought to be. Cultivation, again,

is of the easiest. I have two lots this year. The
first plants were raised in small pots in a cold

frame in April and transferred to the open in the

middle of May. The other batch of seed was
drilled in across the orchard. The former came
about ten days sooner, but as it was in a more
sheltered spot, this was in itself sufficient to account

for the difference. The land—sandy loam—was
deeply dug, and had some old manure worked
into it. When the plants got away a mulching
was given, and during dry weather a copious

supply of water was poured over the roots aliout

twice a week. It was found necessary to support

the exposed plants by thrusting in some stiff

Pea-sticks alongside of them, otherwise the wind
WQuld have laid them low. No other attention

of any kind was accorded. Golden Bantam
does not grow more than about 4 feet high, which
is often a great advantage, and, so far, it is the

earliest and best variety I have grown.

North Wall":. .\. T, Johnson.
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Flower Garden.

Cutting Hedges.—Proceed with the cutting of

evergreen hedges as fast as possible to ensure

their not being affected by frost, as is sometimes

the case when winter cutting is practised, the

exposed surface not having had time to heal or

become hardy.

The Kite en Garden.

Carrots, especially tiiose growing in heavy

soil, should be lifted and stored in sand or ashes,

as with so much rain they are liable to split now
that they have completed their growth. A cellar

or cool shed is the best place in which to store

the roots. On the floor place a layer of Carrots,

then a thin layer of sand, and so on, and complete

the heap, covering the whole with sand. A
sheltered place outdoors will suffice, provided

frost is excluded. The seedlings sown in frames

in August will reqtiire thinning to 3 inches apart.

Give them abundance of air during the day to

induce a stocky growth.

Asparagus.-—The " grass " is dying off unusually

carlv this year. When quite ripe there is no gain

in leaving'it longer. Cut ofi the tops to within

2 inches of the soil, and clear off all weeds. The
earliness of doing this will be beneficial, as a second
crop of weeds can be cleared from the beds.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting Wall Trees.—The end of the month
is a good time to make arrangements to prepare

the sites and plant trees against walls. In replac-

ing old trees with new on the same site, it is wise

to remove the whole of the soil for a distance

of 6 feet wide and 2 feet deep, as a new tree cannot

be expected to grow satisfactorily in soil that

may be quite exhausted. Replace the soil with

soBie from another part of the garden, adding some
half-decayed farmyard manure.

Pruning Bush Trees.—No time need be lost

in finally pruning bush trees of Apples, Plums or

Pears. The removal of surplus shoots thus early

will do much good, letting in light and air to the

inner part of the trees.

Plants Under Glass.

Cyclamens.—Treated as annuals, Cyclamens
give much pleasure, and only a minimum of

labour is required. Sow the seed at once in pans

BULBOPHYLLUM ERICSSONIl. NOTE THE LONG SPIRAL TAILS OF tHE SEPALS.

{From the " Orchid Review.")

Rhubarb.—Lift a few roots of a good forcing

variety like The Sutton or Royal Albert, and place

them in the Mushroom-house or any similar

structure where they will obtain heat and moisture
in darkened surroundings to ensure supplies by
Christmas. Failing the places noted, under the

greenhouse or hothouse staging, covering the

crowns with leaves, will make a good substitute.

Cabbage.—This has been a bad time for new
plantations, slugs having been so troublesome
owing to the continued wet weather. Make up
all losses and put out another batch, if plants are

available, of any general cropping variety like

Wheeler's Imperial or Flower of Spring. Place

fine coal ashes around the newly put out plants.

Stir the soil among the early plants to in-

duce growth. Draw a little soil around the

earliest batch of plants to protect the stems from
frost.

Chicory.—Where Endive and Lettuce are

scarce. Chicory is a good substitute. Well-grown
loots placed in a warm, dark site quickly produce

a quantity of succulent leaves, which have a

pleasant flavour and are most useful for salading.

Lettuce.—Any plants about which there is

any doubt of their withstanding the winter should

be lifted and placed in cold frames. Smaller

plants may also be treated in frames for spring

use. Give abundance of air to induce a stocky

growth.

of sandv soil in a temperature of 60°, cover the

pans with a sheet of glass, and on this lay moss
to shade the soil, thus maintaining it moist for

a longer time. The plants to flower in January
should now have a light position near t^ie

glass in the greenhouse. Water carefully. Later

on some stimulant in the water will improve
the foliage and add strength to the flower-stems.

Weak liquid manure and soot water is good.

Where this cannot be had, sulphate of ammonia,
given twice weekly at the rate of 20Z. to a gallon

of water, is a good substitute.

E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanviore, Hants.

knows how is able to cover a lot of ground in a

short time by this method.

Alleys.—I have noticed that service alleys,

are not being kept so free from weeds as usual.

These are difficult to clean by hoeing, the smrface

being so hard ; but it is quite a good plan to

skim it with a spade, disposing of the dirt in the

readiest way in the meantime. Where quarters

are shortly to be cultivated, it should be laid

thereen to be buried.

Mushrooms.—The manure in which Mush-
rooms are growing still yields sufficient heat for

these, and a little ventilation will do much to

keep the atmosphere sweet and render the intro-

duction of deleterious fungi less easy. While
horse-manure is so scarce, a mixture of Beech
or Oak leaves, with more than the usual quantity

of straw, may be permitted. A covering of clean

straw upon all beds is also of service in keeping

surfaces moist.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Young Trees.—It is worth while to lift al!

young fruit trees that are growing vigorously.

Some need only to be replanted at once ; but

others, which may need a more severe check,

should have the roots shortened, not only the

stouter ones, but the whole be neatly trimmed
and the tree immediately replanted. This is

I
best done before the fall of the leaf, so that

a modicum of new roots may be produced

before winter. As a further inducement to

the proper kind of growth, see that the tree

when being replanted is not deeply set in

the ground, and, provided the soil is in

good condition, press it very firmly around

the roots.

Raspberries.— If these have not been

pruned and tied, no longer delay should be

allowed in doing so. None but strong, stout

canes should be kept. If weak ones are

needed to make up, they should be cut to

within a few inches of the ground, when,

next year, strong shoots are almost certain

to result. Some growers hesitate to shorten

the fruiting shoots until spring, thinking

that the canes if cut suffer during the

winter. A coating of manure—cow-manure
preferably—should be laid to a thickness of

3 inches or 4 inches all over the surface, and
may be left so, or, if extra neatness is impera-

tive, just covered with soil by digging. This

is also the proper time to make new-

plantations.

Plants.

Carnations.—I propagate the bulk of the

winter flowering or Perpetual varieties at this

time, getting nearly all the cuttings required

off two year old plants. To the tyro it may
be said that the secret of successful propa-

gation consists in getting shoots of the right

age—not soft nor hard ones—when " heel
"

or no " heel " rooting is certain, provided

they are never allowed to wilt either at the

time of handling or in the cutting stage in

pot or sand bed. It is an aid to quick rootmg

to cover with glass, which preserves an equable

condition of moisture without a too frequent

us« of the water-can or, spray. A brisk

bottom-heat means a rapid rooting, but is not

really essential to success.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Pnstonkirk, N.B.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Hoeing.—While the surface is dry the Dutch
hoe should be run through the interspaces in

all young crops to loosen the soil and to

kill small seedling weeds, this being the last

opportunity for the year. Where weeds have
attained a 'few inches in height through want of

attention earlier, the most satisfactory method
is to cultivate the ground to a depth of 3 inches

to 4 inches with a spade, turning the weeds under
and leaving a fresh surface. A workman who

Bulbophylliim Ericssonii

BULBOPHYLLUM ERICSSONII is surely

one of the most striking species of

a very large and enormously varied

(genus, for the inflorescence, which is

here represented about five-eighths

natural size, from a plant which flowered with

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, bears a rough

resemblance to some weird octopus. The flowers

are borne in an umbel, and radiate horizontally

from the central axis. Individually they have

been compared to those of some Chimsroid Mas-

devallia, and their colour is light green, with

numerous brown blotches, the lip being marked

with reddish purple on a white ground. Tin-

tails of the lateral sepals, it will be noticed, curl

spirally -at the apex, while the erect dorsal sepals
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are piled up into a sort of cone in the centre of

the inflorescence. The nearly horizontal peduncle

is not shown, being on the other side of the

inflorescence. B. Ericssonii is one of the few

Bulbophyllums which have received a first-class

certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society,

this award having been given to a plant exhibited

liy the Hon. Walter Rothschild, Tring Park, in

1907. Both it and the allied and equally remark-

.ible B. virescens have recently flowered well at

Kew.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
WATER SNAILS IN A LILY POND.—I am writhiR

I
to you on behalf of a friend of minn who is perplexed

> and troubled about her little water garden, where slie

grows a few Lilies. The pond, which covers only a few
square yards, is infested with water snails, or, at least,

water molluscs of some kind. This molla'^c is about an inch
long, and shaped not like a land snail, but rather like a
whi'lk : that is, it is a longish tapering spiral, the whorls
i,'raduaUy contracting and ending in a point. The shell

is black in colour and thin and fragile in substance.
When they are thrown on to dry ground, where they soon
die, the shell collapses and disappears. They are so

numerous that by moving the open hand gently through
the water one may catch a handful of them. Needless
to say, they are destructive, living on the vegetation of

the pond. My friend would like to know the name and
nature of the mollusc ; also whether there is any substance
available which, if put in the water, would destroy the

mollusc and yet not harm the vegetation. I may mintion
also that the under side of the tloating leaves is infested

with gelatinous bodies about half an inch long and of a
pintisi) colour. These may possibly be the spawn of the
mollusc.—A. W. [The snail referred to is probably Limnaea
stagnalis, and the jelly-like material beneath the leaves

is the egg masses of the snails. We advise you to put
some carp into the pond with the Lilies, and th-y will

greatly assist in keeping the snails down. It would be
desirable to clear out as many of the creatures as possible

to start with as they arc so numerous.

—

Ed.]

several of these yellow and red Beans in vogue. One. named
Golden Carmine Horticultural, 1 gnnv for years because
of its delightful flavour. It used to attract much attention
when I exhibited it at local shows. The common one is

known as the Horticultural, Cranberry or Wren's Egg.
It is quite a. free cropper, and is useful both as a Snap
Bean or for drying. Like our Scarlet Kunner, it is favoured
in the more nortliern parts of the United States, where
the season is too cool or short to allow of the cultivation
of Limas and other tender typos. The Scarlet Kunner,
by the way, is always used by many Americans both as
a green Bean and as a dry Beau. Apart from the tall

Horticultural, there is also a dwarf form with the same
beautifully marked pods. This is often grown and used
as we use Peas, viz., the seeds when well developed are
shelled out and cooked. Indeed, it is classed as a Shell

Bean—that is, grown solely for shelling, and eaten either
green or dry. Perhaiis the best Shell Bean, however,
is White Marrowfat. The great fault of these Beans,
however, is their liability to rust in the pods, but by
avoiding working among them while the foliage is wet
this is largely avoided.—T. A. W.

KITCHEN G.VRDEN.
POTATOES AND HEAVY CROPPING.—Do you know

if in any part of England thrcr, crops of Potatoes are

grown in one year ? Seeing in The Gauden of

September 22 that Mr. F. J. Dowdeswell has
obtained 151b. of Potatoes from a single haulm, I am
pleased to say I can beat him by 3Ib. 15oz., as I dug nearly
19lb.—twenty-six large Potatoes, some lib. each

—

from one haulm of King Edward VII., which is very
good.—A. T. Glenister (Gardener to Captain Lindsey),
Beaumont, West Soutfibourne, Bonrnemoidh. [No ; we
do not think it is possible to obtain three crops

of Potatoes outdoors in any part of this country worth
ha\iug in one and the same season. It is quite possible

to have two by planting an early variety early in March
in well-prepared soil and digging the same up early in

June, replanting at the same time with sets (or seeds)

saved from the previous year's growth (not this year's

seeds). These should be ready to take up from the
middle to the end of September. Another crop might
then be planted, but the result would not pay for seeds

or labour. We congratulate you upon the splendid crop
of Potatoes you have been able to grow. Please send us
a short paragraph describing your modus operandi of

culture.

—

Ed.]

TREATMENT OF CLAY SOIL (Thorpclough).—Yon
will find the following a good way of preparing
your clay soil for planting next spring. Now is

a good time to get on with the work. Take out a trench
pl8 inches deep and 2 feet wide across one end of your
fallotment (wheeling it to the far end to fill the last trench).

VTurn over the soil at the bottom of the trench a foot deep ;

'you will thus obtain rather more than 2 feet of tilled soil.

The top soil of the next trench should then br turned into

the open trench ; the second spit also turned up and
tplaced on the lop of the first spit turned owr, so that
fsome of the bottom soil is brought to the top, but not the
I^Tvorst. Let the trenching go on in this way mitil the whole

completed. Any farmyard manure, basic slag or
kioad grit (there must be no tar in it) should be mixed
iwith the soil of the top spit as the work goes on, leaving
fihe surface soil as rough as possible for the weather to

laet upon it during winter. Towards the end of March
add a liberal sprinkling of lime and fork it in 4 inches deep.
fTVhen the furrows are drawn, lay some short manure
fat the bottom for the Potatoes to lie on, also scatter
Cover some soot. The rows should be 2^ feet wide for late

Potatoes, 2 feet for second-earlies, and 20 inches for

early ones. Your crop has been good ; but you must
improve on it next year.

COLOURED BEANS.—In reference to your reply
to " W. B." that the prettily flaked gold and red' Bean
is of the Painted I.ady type, may I point out that the
old Painted Lady is the red and white flowered Kunner
Bean, the original of our present-day Scarlet Kunner,
The appearance of a golden and red JBean among green
Runners indicates one tiling only, viz., cliance seed,

and as Beans were so very scarce in the spring, it is more
than likely that " W. B.'s " stock was originally grown
in America, where by some chance a few seeds of the
old Horticultural got in. There are now, or were years ago,

FRUIT GARDEN.
DARK PATCHES ON PEAR TRIOMPHE DE VIENNE

(U'. F. M, C).—The Pear was too far gone to be certain
about it, but from what you say we suspect the fruits

arc atl acked by bitter-pit, not due to the attack of a fungus
or an insect, but apparently to some inequality in the
water supply. The trouble is common in the soft-fleshed
Apples, and may be found at times in some of the harder
ones as well. A peculiar feature of the specimen sent,

however, was the dead stalk, wliich had turned quite
black. Were all the fruits like that ?

PRESERVING WILD PEACHES (B. C.).—In many
localities wild Peaches have fruited well this year and
are also ripening excellently. These can be preserve^
in a similar manner to ordinary dessert varieties, either
with or without sugar. The fruit should be. picked just

b,^fore it becomes perfectly ripe, and the skin removed
with a silver-plated knife, the fnut. -if RuflSciently large,

being cut in half. Pack the bottles well, but not too
tightly, with the fruit, adding suflBcient water (or syrup
if sugar Is available) to fill the bottles. Bring up
to 100° Fain*, in the steriliser or vessel used for the
purpose, and keep at tliis heat for about five minutes.
Seal the bottles and stand in a draught-proof spot to
cool off. Alternatives for the proper preserving jars

were given in THE Garden of September 15.

PEARS IN A COOL ORCHARD-HOUSE.—I have never
tried to grow Pears, as I know they are very uncertain
outdoors here owing to late frost, but I shall be very
pleased to have your advice on the following : I desire

to grow some of the finest Pears, and I am erecting a
Bmall orchard-house, imheated, against a south wall

8 feet liigh to grow eiglit single cordons—four at the
front and four at the back—supported on wires to form
an arch. I have been told the trees would not do if

planted in borders, as the growth would be too vigorous, so I

propose to confllne the roots in concrete rings that will

stand the frost. They will be like inverted pots resting

on loose concrete plates, having good drainage, and will

be about 15 inches in diameter at the bottom and 11 mches
at the top. This is for convenience in repotting, as I

shall be able to lift the pot without disturbing the tree.

I intend to mix some fine ashes in the concrete to make
it more porous, and also make a ring of small holes round
the centre. Do you think the trees would be a success ?

If so, could you suggest anything better than the followuig

eight varieties : I)oyenn6 du Cornice, Beurr6 Superfln,
Beurr6 Did, Emile d'Heyst, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Marguerite Marillat, Pitmaston Duchess and Durondeau ?—William Jamikson, Nursery Avenue, Kilmarnock.
[Your letter is interesting, and the suggestions you
put forward as to how you propose planting your
Pear trees excellent so far, but there are one
or two points which we tliink you will do well to
reconsider. You must bear in mind that the trees will

bloom earlier under glass than they would outdoors

;

consequently the bloom would be subjected to a more
severe frost, and the glass protection alone would not
be sufficient to protect the bloom from severe frost. The
remedy in this case would be a flow and return hot-water
pipe and a small boiler. The cost would be small, as they
would only be in use while the trees were in bloom and
perhaps for a few short spells of severe weather afterwards.

As regard-s the second point, we think you will do well to
give up the idea of concrete rings. The roots of the
trees would be too confined, necessitating constant
watering in hot weather. If this duty were neglected
even only for a few hours, the trees would be so crippled

thereby that their success then and in the future would
be jeopardised to a serious degree. Rather, we should say,

form a border (or a tank) the length of the house 3 feet

mde and the same in depth, concrete the bottom,
laying a 3-inch drainpipe with a small fall to ^it in the
concrete in front of the border (of course, with an outlet

for discharge). On the top of the concrete and the pipe
place a layer of broken brick-ends 7 inches deep. Cover
this with lurves, grass-side downwards, place them
quite close together and ram down hard. The border
will then be ready to receive the trees. As regards the
soil to use, to one barrow-load of turfy loam (of a rather

heavy than a light description) add a peck of old mortar
rubble (broken small), half a peck of fresh lime, the same
of basic slag and the same of bone-meal. Mix well together.

The loam should be cut up into pieces the size of one's

fist. Do not plant the trees too deeply, and be careful to

press the soil of the border together firmly while planting.

Give the trees a good watering when planting is com-
pleted. Cut off the tip-ends of all the roots before planting.

Make a similar arrangement tor your back row of trees.

Do not forget to make provision for ample ventilation

;

Pear trees love plenty of air in favourable weather. If

you can arrange lor the roof lights to be taken off in late

summer and autumn, so much the better

—

Ed.]

MISCELLANEOUS.

,
BRACKEN LITTER (IF. H. TF.).—There h no truthm the Idea tliat Bracken litter encourages wireworm.
GENERATING FORMALDEHYDE VAPOUR (T. R. F )—Formaldehyde may be applied in the form of a solution,

such as formalin, and used at, say, thn rate of 1 part of
formalmto 100 pari 8 of water to scrub the greenhouse;
or the formalin may be poured into a basin containing a
rose red solution of potassium permanganate ; or the
apparatus used for disinfecting rooms where parafonn
tabloids are heated in an atmosphere of carbonic acid
gas may be applied to the same purpose in the green-
house. Fumigation must not be done while the plants
are in the house, as the fumes are as deadly to plant life
as to animal life.

THE CULTURE OF FIELD MUSHROOMS (A, P. 5.).—
To grow field Mushrooms successfully the older the pasture
IS the better. A loamy, well-drained and moderately
heavy soil suits them well. If horses are grazed on it, all
the better. We suggest that you start in a small way
first, as the venture docs not always turn out a success.
The end of May is a good time to plant the spawn. It
^nli then have the full summer before it to spread and
permeate into the soil, and to produce a crop in late summer,
generally in September. Select that part of the pasture
which is moderately shaded from midday sun. (This is
not absolutely necessary.) As regards culture, in the
first place cut off a piece of turf a foot square and 3 inches
deep. Then dig up the exposed soU to the depth of a foot
and plant four pieces of spawn in it. Let each
piece be the size of a hen's egg. The top of each piece
when planted should be half an inch below the top of
the soil, which shoulil be tro.lden at firmly as possible
over the spawn. Then replace the turf over the
hole, ramming it hard down and covering with a
thin layer of soil to prevent it being burnt up by the
sun. The holes to plant in should be 6 yards apart.
Early in August, especially if the weather is dry, give the
turves over the spawn a good soaking of water. Be careful
to buy the best spawn you can get, and stipulate that it
must, be fresh. It is sold in bricks.

' NAMES OF PLANTS.—H. C—Polygala vulgaris var.
depressa. Mrs. O. C. O.—l, Cratjegiis prunifolia; 2, C.
Oarri^rt-i. Mm L. S. 0.—Potentilla fruticosa.
Ineutenant-G'enenil C.—Siberian Crab (Pyrus baccata).

NAMES OF VRVir.—Cliffe.—A, Bourrfl Clairgeau

;

E, Fondante d'Autonane ; 0, Louise Bonne of Jersey :

D, Marie Louise ; E, Fertility ; p, Emile d'Heyst.
Pilchford.~l, Brabant Bellefleur ; 2, Wealthy ; 3,
Small's Admirablr. The remainder of the Apples were
not marked and the labels were mixed up.
H. S., Stone.—Apples : 1, Duchess of Oldenburg ; 2,
Sturmer Pippin ; 3, London Pippin ; 6, Gloria Mimdi.
The others we do not recognise. ./. S.—Apple, Haw-
thornden ; Pear, Glastonbury (do not gather too early,
ripe in October and November) , Potato, King
Edward VII. .1. J. M., Worksup.—Apple, Feam's
Pippin, ripe in December and will keep until filarch

;

you have gathered it too soon. The Plum was a mass
of decay and unrecognisable ; please send a less ripe
sample. H. M. C— 1, Wanier's King ; 2, Lane's Prince
Albert ; 3, Scarlet Pearmain ; 4, uncertain ; 5, Newton
Wonder ; 7, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 8, Blenheim Orange ;

9, arrived in bad condition, unable to name. Yes ; the
Plum is attacked by silver-leaf disease. Forfar.—
1, Wealthy ; 2, London Pippin ; 3, vmcertain ; 4, Lord
Burgliley. H. N.—1, Warner's King ; 2, Histoa
Favourite ; 3, James Grieve ; 4, Gravenstein.

SOCIETIES

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Food PaoDucTioy,

The first meeting of the autumn session in connection
mth the above association was held in the Abbey Hall
on Monday evening, when Alderman F. B. Parfitt pre-
sided over a splendid attendance ; in fact, the largest

since the outbreak of war. Tills can easily be accounted
for, as the evening was set apart for the weighing in of
the tubers entered for the Potato competition inaugurated
in the spring for the heaviest crop produced from tliree

tubers, which had to be planted as received from the
secretary. The competition created a great amount of
rivalry, and the result was looked forward to with much
interest. The digging of the crop was supervised by a
set of judges (Messrs. Fulker, Townsend, Dore and Cox),

No fewer than tliirty lots were staged, and the result -was

as follows : First, Mr. H. Wilson. The Gardens. Wessex
Hall, Keading, 46Ib. ; second, Mr. A. F. Bailey, The
Gardens, North Court, Fiuchampstead. 3Slb. 9oz. ; tlurd,

Mr. A. H. Fulker, The Gardens, Etmhurst, Keading,
341b. 13Aoz. The total of the three lots was Icwt. 7lb. 6oz.,

produced from nine tubers weighing 18oz. The variety

used was Sutton's Superlative. During the evening the
prizewinners gave an account of their method of culture,

and a good discussion ensued. There were also several

other exhibits, \iz, : Apples and Slarguerite Marillat

Pears, from Mr, H. Wihon; Apple Lord SuffielU. from
Mr. H. Tovey, The Gardens, Leighton Park; Apples
Warner's King, Cox's Pomona and Blenheim Orange,
from Mr. F. Alexander, Kennet Lodge Gardens, Theaie,

A beautiful dish of Apple James Grieve was shown by
Mr. K. Osmond, Northcourt Avenue, Reading. Plum
Autumn Compote, a splendid late variety, shown by
Mr. H. G. Cox, Hamilton Koad, Keading, was given an
award of merit. Tomatoes were staged by Mr. A. F.

Bailey. An excellent collection of vegetables produced
from seed sown since July 1, exhibited by Mr. E. J, Dore,
Liverpool Koad, Reading, was given an award of merit;
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
AUTUMN FRUIT SHOW.

AN
exhibition of much excellence was

brought together on the gth iiist. on

the occasion of the annual fruit show.

i The larger classes, considerably reduced

^at the last moment owing to the

exigencies of space, were, notwithstanding, a great

attraction and well contested. The Grape classes,

if not so well contested as in some former years,

were still good. It was, however, in the single-

dish classes that some of the finest produce was

noted, the colour being very fine. Colour, indeed,

and a high quality standard were noted throughout

the show, and in these respects have rarely been

excelled.

Division I.

—

Ope.-j to Gardeners and Amateurs
ONIY.

r For a collection of nine dishes of ripe dessert fruit,

six kinds at least, four admirable colleotions were staged,

the first prize going to Mr. G. Mullins. gardener to Lord

Somcrs, Eastnor Castle. Ledbury. His nine were Black

Alicante and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Harrington

and Gladstone Peaches, Humboldt Nectarine, .\pples

Second, the Duke of Newcastle, whose bunches were
smaller.
Two bunches of Mrs. Pince Grapes.—Lord Hillingdon was

again first in this class with fahly good, well-coloured

bunches of fruits. The Duke of Newcastle was second ;

only two competed.
Grapes Alicante, two bunches.—Eight staged in this

class. Lord Hillingdon, Sevonoaks, Kent, leading with

broadly shouldered, well-coloured, admirably finished

bunches. Second. Lord Somcrs, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury,
with longer, well-finished bunches.

Madresfleld Court Grapes, two bunches.—The second
prize only was awarded in this class. Lord Hastings,

Jtelton Constable, Norfolk (gardener, Mr. J. G. Besaut)

being the recipient.

Grapes Prmce of Wales, two bunches.—In this class

also the second prize only was awarded, G. Mayer, Esq.,

Wistler's Wood, Woldingham. Surrey, being the mnner
with fairly good bunches, somewhat lacking in colour.

For any other black Grape, two bunches, the Duko of

Newcastle, Worlisop, was first with small bunches of

Muscat of Alexandria. Lord Histings, Melton Constable,

was second with much larger bunches of Alnwick Seedling.

Two bunches of Muscat of -Alexandria Grapes.—Superbly
finished bunches from the Duke of Newcastle, Worksop,
secured the first prize iu tliis class. They were also well

coloured and of good finish. Second, S. P. Emanuel, Esq.,

Oatlands Lodge, Weybridge (gardener. Mr. J. Lock).

Eight exhibitors staged.

Any other white Grape, two bunches.—Lord Somers,

Eastnor Castle, Ledbiuy (gardener. Mr. G. Mullins),

staged Mrs. PeJirson and took first prize with capital

•!!

MEMBERS OF THE CONFERENCE AT WISLEY IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOOD
H3 production CAMPAIGN.
JSa

Left to right :' E. H. Starling, A. C. Lehane, A. E. Usher, J. G. Weston^ C. Wakely, T. A. Lawrenson,

C. E. J. Walkey, C. R. Fielder, A. Andrews, W. Stewart, W. H. turner, A. S. Gait, G^ Corbett,

Wilson {R.H,S. Gardens), F. J. Chittenden, W. H. Morter, I. Lloyd, W. H. Divers, Blakey

{R.H.S. Gardens), J. Glavin, C. H. Curtis, and J. IV. Howe [Press Association).

Cox's Orange Pippia and Houblon, Pear Mirguerite

Marillat aact seedling Melons: a beautiful and unifonu
collection. Second, the Duki^ of Newcastle, Clumber.

Worksop, whose Muscat of Alexandria Grapes were of

particularly good colour. Apple Cox's Orange Pippin

was also good, and Golden Eagle and Piinoess of Wales
Peaches. Third, C. A. Cain. Esq., J.P., Welwyn, Herts.

For a collection of six dishes of ripe dessert fruit,

four kinds at least. Lord Hillingdou, Wildernesse,

Sevenoaks. Kent (gardener, Mr. J. Skeltou), took the

lead. Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes.

Lord Palmerston Peach. Marguerite Marillat Pear, Rival

and Cox's Orange Pippin Apples were all good. Second,

E. Matthews, Esq., Stratfieldsaye, Mortimer, Bucks.
For a collection of six distinct varieties of Grapes,

two bunches of each, four exhibitors stagai, the leading

award going to the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber, Workiop.
whose bunches of Gros Guillaume were of grand sizH

and well coloured. Chasselas Napoleon. Muscat of

Alexandria, Gros Colman (one a really grand bunch) and
Cannon Hall Muscat were very good. Second, G. Millet,

Esq., Radlett, Herts (gardener, Mr. J. Kidd), whose better

bunches were Appley Towers, Alicante, Alnwick Seedling

and Lady Hutt. Third, Lord Hastings, Melton Constable,

Norfolk "(gardener, Mr. J. G. Besant), whose buu:-heso£

Muscat of Alexandria were of handsome proportions.

For two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes compara-
tively poor produce was staged, the flrst prize being awarded
to compact, well-coloured bunches from Lord Hillingdon,

Wildernesse, Sevenoaks, Kent (gardener, Mr. J. Skeltou).

bunches. Second, the Duke of Newcastle. Clumber.
Worksop, who staged fairly good bunches of Cannon Hall
Muscat, one of the bunches being particularly well finished.

Collection of hardy fruits, thirty dishes, distinct, grown
entirely in the open, not more than twelve varieties of

Apples nor eight of Pear?. First prize, Mr. R. Staward,
The Gardens. Panshanger, whose Apples Emperor
Alexander, Rev. W. Wilks, Gascayne's Scarlet, AUington
Pippin, Bismvrck, Rival and Coronation were of the best.

Plums, Peaches, Rivers" Late Red Currant and Fears were
also good. Second, Mr. G. MuUins, gardener to Lord
Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, whose Charles Ross,
Emperor Alexander and Annie Elizabeth Apples were
very good. Peaches Gladstone, Barrington and Sea
Eagle were also excellent.

Division IL—NaRSEUYMEN Only.
Friit Gro'Vn Entirely Out of Doors.

In this Mr. J. C. Allgrove was first with a very superior
lot of fruits—high class and clean throughout. The
finest lot was a stand of thirty mignificent fruits of Rev.
W. Wilks Apple, the best all-round sample we have seen.
Other good Apples were Lane's Prince Albert, Charles
Ross, Wealthy, James Grieve, Pcasgood's Nonsuch,
Alexander, Blenheim Orange and Gascoyne's Scarlet.

Plums President and Coe's Golden Drop were very good.
Of Pear5. Marguerite Marillat was of bntstanding
merit. Finer Apples have probably never been shown.
Second, Messrs. George Bunyard and Co.. Maidstone, whose
best dislies were Apples Ecu's Red, Bismarck, Bramley's

Seedling, Lane's Prince Albert, James Grieve, Autumn
Poarmain and Warner's King. _Good Pears were Beurre
Jean Van Gecrt, Conference, Doyenne du Cornice and
Durondeau. Third, Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Eynsfovd.
Kent (Mr. J. Lawson, manager). Here Apples Pea'^good's

Nonsuch, Wadhurst Pippin, Annie Elizabeth, Wellington,
Edward VIL, Golden Spire, King of Pippins, Charles
Ross. Coronation, AUington Pippin and Twenty Ounce
were all excellent. This class was well contested, five

excellent collections being staged.
In the succeeding class, 20 feet run of 6 feet tabling.

Messrs. S. Spooner and Sons, The Nurseries. Houiislow,
were first with a capital collection of fruits. Arranged in

basket groups Apples Ribston Pippin, lung of the Pippins. '

Rival, Houblon, Peasgood's Nonsuch, The Queen. Annie
Elizabeth, Royal Jubilee and Lane's Prince Albert were
very fine. Second, Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley,
whose dishes of Apples St. Edmund's Russet. Royal Jubilee,

Cox's Pomona, Rev. W. Wilks, Lane's Prince Albert.

Lord Derby, Charles Ross, Alexander. The Queen and
Crawley Beauty were particularly good and clean. Third,
the Barnliam Nursery Company ; fourth, Mr. H. Close,

Littiecroft Nursery. Orpington. Five competed.

Division IIL—Market Growers Osly.
This class is arranged for twenty baskets of Applet,

cooking and dessert. Only one exhibitor staged, the first

prize going to Lieutenant-Colonel H. Lumley Webb,
Ham Green, Sittingbourne. for an admirable lot of fruits.

Peasgood's Nonsuch, King of the Pippins (a perfect dish).

Lane's PrinceAlbert. Ben's Red, Paroquet, Rival. Bramley's
Seedling. Ribston Pippin, Ne\vton Wonder and AUington
Pippin were among the finer examples, ^^mperor Alex-
ander was also excellent and superbly coloured.

Division IV.

—

Gardeners ani> Amatettrs Only.
Fruit Grown Entirely in the Open.

Twenty-four dishes of Apples, sixteen cooking and eight

dessert, were asked for in this class, the leading prize

going to C. A. Cain, Esq., J.P., The Node, Welwyn, Herts,
for a very flue exhibit. Royal Jubilee, Charles Ross.
Tyler's Kernel, Newton Wonder, Rev. W. Wilks, Houblon,
Pcasgood's Nonsuch and Tower of Glamis were very fine.

Wealthy and Gascoyne's Scarlet were of exceptional colour.

Second, Lord Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, whose
best were Rev. W. Wilks. The Queen, Warner's King,
Tyler's Kernel, Newton Wonder, Rival and Houblon,
all well shown. Third, John Liddell, Esq. Four collec-

tions were staged.
Twelve dishes of Apples, eight cooking and four dessert.

—

First, G. Miller. Esq., Radlett, Herts, who staged good
Rival, Charles Ross and Rev. W. Wilks among many.
For six dishes of cooking Appk^s, C. A. Cain, Esq., J.P.,

was first. Emperor Alexander, Rev. W. Wilks and Lane's
Prince Albert, being the better dishes.

Dessert Fears, cigliteen dishes, distinct.—First, J.

Liddell, Esq., Basingstoke (gardener, Mr. R. Learmonth),
who staged very good Durondeau, Beurre Hardy, Princess,

Beiurre Bosc and BeurrA Diel in a good lot.

In the class for nine dishi"^. Lord Somers. Eastnor Castle,

was first, his finer dishes being Louise Bonne de Jersey
and Souvenir du CongrSs.

For three dishes of Plums, distinct, C. H. Berners,
Esq., Wolverstonc Park, Ipswich (gardener, Mr. W.
Messenger), was first, staging Reine Claude de Bavay,
President and Coe's Golden Drop ; second. J. Liddell,

Esq., Basingstoke, who had dishes of Coe's Violet, Rivers*

Late Orange (very fine) and Coe's Golden Drop. Four
collections were staged.

Division V.
Special County Classes.

These were not strongly represented on this occasion.

For Pears (B.B.), open to Surrey, Sussex and Hants,
the Rev. McMurdio, Woburn Park, Weybridge (gardener,

Mr. A. Basile). was first, his half-dozen dishes being
grand. The varieties were Durondeau, Roosevelt,
Marguerite Marillat and Souvenir du Congrfis,

Six dishes of Apples, distinct, four cooking, two dessert

(confined to the counties of Essex, Suftolk, Norfolk, &c.) :

First, C. H. Berners, Esq., Ipswich, whoso Rev. W. Wilks,

Houblon, Charles Ross and Peasgood's Nonsuch were
very flue. For Gloucester, Oxford, Bucks, Ac. : First,

Sir Edward Pearson, ' Brickeudonbury , Hertford, who
had an excellent set.

For six dishes of Pears, distinct (confined to Essex.

Sulfolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, <&c.). Sir R. Shafto Adair,

Bart., Bungay, Sutfoik, was first, Beurr6 Hardy, Beurr6
Bosc and Doyenn6 du Comice being his best ; second

,

C. H. Berners, Esq., who staged very fine Roosevelt,
Durondeau and Marguerite Marillat.

Division VL
Choice Dessert Apples.

For Blenhi'im Orange thirteen dishes were staged,

the leading prize going to E. E. Palmer, Esq., Basingstoke,

In the Charles Ross class twenty di.slies were staged,

W. J. Grcsson, Esq., Severn Stoke, Worcester (gardener.

Mr. T. Parry), being awarded first for a medium-sized,
well-finished lot.

Cool'ing Apples.
For Emperor Alexander ten staged, Sir R. Shafto

Adair, Bart., taking first prize.

In the Lord Derby class the Rev. J. R. Leigh, Yalding,

Kent, was fl[-st ; wliile in that for Peasgood's Nonsuch,
Mark Firth, Esq., Market Harborough, excelled against

a dozen competitors. His dish of fruits was very fine.

CONFERENCE ON FOOD PRODUCTION
In furtherance of its Vegetable Food Production

Campaign, the Royal Horticultural Society

recently issued invitations to its itinerant lec-

turers to attend a Conference at the Wisley

Gardens, at which methods of instruction, differ-

ences of practice and arrangements for organisa-

tion could be discussed. Further reference to the

Conference will be made in our next issue.
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BOOKS
standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture.*—With

the puMiratiou of \'(il. VI. tliis usiful work of

reference is brougfit to completion. It is gener-

ally recognised that we are in urgent need
of an encycloptedia of British horticulture, and
•ilthough the work under review is of Aineiican

origin, it nevertheless helps to meet this want
and deserves most noteworthy recognition. Nichol-

son's " Dictionary of Gardening " is regarded as

our standard work, hut it is becoming antiquated

and rails for revision. It is therefore with delight

that we welcome this new raonimiental cyrlopsedia.

the work of editing which has been ably carried

out by Mr. L. H. Bailey, a keen horti-

I'ulturist who requires no introdurtion to British

readers.

In the year igoo Mr. Bailey was responsible

fur the " Cyclopedia of .American Horticulture,"

and the present work is founded on this compila-

tion ; and while the purpose of the earlier book
was " to make a complete record of the stattis

of North American horticulture as it exists at the

close of the nineteenth century," the recent cydo-
pas-lia covers a wide area and a fuller treatment

has been given to plants cultivated in Southern

Florida, Southern California, and other parts of

the continental United States. The main purpose

of a cyclopaedia is to supply descriptions of species,

and in this work an attempt has been made to

account for all the species in " the trade," while •

ever-changing lists of gardening varieties are rightly

exi-luded. Coupled with the identification of

species is the other essential need, viz., that of

• ultivating the plants described, and every effort

has been made to supply the best cultural

advice.

The first volume (A—B, pages i—602, Figs.

1^700) opens with a " Synopsis Of the Plant

Kingdom," by Mr. K. M. Weigand, occupying

seventy-eight pages of text, and this is followed

I'y " A Key to the Families and Genera." A
useful list of " English Equivalents of Latin Names
<if Species" is also given, while "The Glossary

of Botanical Terms" will prove of great help to

many. Besides the description of plants, many
practical and scientific articles areiucorporated, in-

cluding Alpine Plants, .\nnuals. .\nts. Arboriculture

(a splendid article jointly written by Messrs. J. B.

Davy and B. Y. Morrison), .\utumn Gardening,

Basket Plants, Bees, Birds, Borders, Bouquets,
Bulbs, &c.

The second volTi'me treats of the letters C. D, E.

the pages being carried on from 603 to 1200 and the

figures from 701, to 1470. The principal genus
in this volume is Chrysanthemum, and includes

Pyrethrum. A general review of the genus is

siven. followed by a full and concise description of

tlie twenty-nine species. Mr. W. Miller classifies the
" Types of the Comrnon Chrysanthemum," while
" The Treatise on the Culture of the Florist's

Chrysanthemum " comes from the same writer

in conjunction with Mr. E. Smith. This article

is subdivided into six sections, as follows: i.

" Culture of Chrysanthemums for Cut Flowers "
:

2, " Culture of Chrysanthemums in Pots "
;

;!.
" Culture of Chrysanthemums for the Produc-

tion of New Varieties "
; 4, " Varieties "

; 3.

"Culture of Chrysanthemums for Exhibiting":
6, ' Culture of Chrysanthemums Out of Doors,"
and is illustrative of the thoroughness with which
the whole work is stamped.

Volume in. (F—K, pages 1201—1760, Figs.

1471—2047) contains articles on Floral Designs,

Formal Gardening, Forcing, Fumigation, Frost,

• " Standard Cyclopedia of Horticultxire," by L H.
Bailey. Vols. I.—Vi. Published by the Macmillaii
Company, Xew York and London : price 25s. net per
volume. .

Grasses, Grafting, &c. ; while an extensive article

on Horticulture and Horticulturists comprises

over one hundred pages of text. The genus

Iris may be taken as a fair representative of the

manner in which a large genus is treated. It

opens with a short account of the genus, which

is siibdi\ided into the groups German Irises,

Japanese Irises, The Tall Apogon Irises, Dwarf
Irises, Oncocyclus Irises and Bulbous Irises.

"The Cultivation of Irises" is contributed by
Mr. J. N. Gerard, while Mr. S. B. Mitchell is

responsible for an article on " The Iris in Cali-

fornia," Next follows an unsigned article on
" Orris-root Cultivation." A key to the sub-

genera Evansia, Pogoniris, Pseudoregelia, Regelia,

Oncocyclus, Pardanthopsis, Apogon, Juno,

-Xiphium and Gynandriris^—the whole com-
prising some no species—is followed by a detailed

key to each of the subgenera, while the species \

are amply described and full synonymy included
;

moreover, references are given to figures and
botanical and horticultural literature. In the

descriptions special stress is laid on points which

the grower woidd consider of importance. Flori-

cultural hints and the times of flowering are

usually appended, and the geographical distri-

bution also receives attention. In smaller type

a number of species and hybrids not commonly
'met with in cultivation are briefly described,

the whole treatise being carried out by Mr. H.

Hasselbring.

Volume IV. (the same may be said of Volumes V.

and VI.) is of equal interest, and fully main-

tains the high standard set by the previous volumes.

Being an American work, it naturally contains

many things which^are of passing interest only

to us, but in spite of this it is a work which deserves

a place in every library. There is not a page

which does not possess one or more illustrations.

The figures are excellent reproductions, not too

large, and are from drawings executed by many
gifted artists, among whom we may cite the name
of Miss Matilda Smith of Kew. In each volume
there arc about twenty full-page plates, four of

which are in colour. The books are strong,

well bound, and will stand much %vear, and we
think that the price is exceptionally reasonable.

What is the Strength of a

Sweet Pea Tendril ?

I

WONDER how many readers will believe the

following jtory, which is illustrative of the

strength of a Sweet Pea tendril. I know that

it will be placing a strain upon the credulity of

the average person ; I would not have be-

lieved it myself had I not actually witnessed the

incident and released the bird. It also raises the

interesting query as to how long a period of time is

required by a Pea tendril to get a stranglehold upon
its support. However, to get to the story. My
little son and I were busy himting the ubiquitous
" Cabbage White " one afternoon, when his sharp

eyes saw a little flycatcher struggling in a clump
of Sweet Peas as we approached. I expected to

see the bird fly away, but as it did not do so I

told him I would try to catch it in the butterfly

net in order that he could, observe the bird at close

quarters.

The net was unnecessary to capture the

flycatcher, which was already caught by the

Sweet Pea tendril. This was firmly coiled round
one of its feet, so much so that, even by fluttering

when I approached, the bird could not break it or

release itself. Now comes the interesting part of the

story. Howdid thattendril adhereto thebird'sfoot ?

It was not accidental, as I broke off the tendril

and found it firmly tightened on the leg. Also

the question as to how long it takes for a tendril

to attach itself to the support can be raised from
this incident. The bird was evidently among the

Sweet Peas clearing the blooms from green fly,

which had just commenced to attack them ; and
excellent little helpers the birds are, too ! Not only

do they eat aphis, but also the green caterpillars

of the " Cabbage White." .Assuming that the fly-

catcher alighted on the sticks for a moment to

make a meal off aphis, and that the tendril touched

its leg, would it be likely to stay long enough in one

position to allow the hook to encircle and bind

on the leg ? Assuredly no ; and yet there it was,

and I do not attempt to explain it. It is sufficient

to say that I caught and released the bird from the

trap Nature had laid for it. I wonder if any reader

has had a similar experience.

[Witli quick-growing plants, such as occur in

tropical or subtropical countries, a revolution

of tendrils is a matter of minutes ; we do not know
how long a Sweet Pea tendril would take. It has

been shown in the case ot Coba;a scandens—

a

well-known occupant of our conservatories—that

the revolution of a mutating tendril is completed

in twenty-five minutes ; the tendril of a Passion

Flower took half an hour ; and that of the Vine

sixty-seven minutes to complete the revolution,

but the rapidity with which the tendrils curve

when in contact with a support is a matter of

seconds.

—

Ed.]

Peculiarly enough, flycatchers seen) to have

favoured me this year. A couple were good

enough to make their nest in a Rose arch

over a path, beneath which a constant stream

of traffic from the household passed on the

way to the vegetable garden. They seemed

the tamest little chaps I have seen^ and remained

undiscovered until the building operations were

nearly finished, when they were discovered

through one of them flying out when I was standing

under the arch. They gave an added interest

to the garden, for by and by four eggs made their

appearance, and the little head and beak could

be seen anxiously watching anyonewho approached

;

but the bird did .lot fly off the nest, as would be

expected.

The eggs hatched, but unfortmiately only

three were fertile, although, judging from the

compressed condition of those three towards the

end, the nest was not designed to hold more.

I was much interested in watching' the parents

feeding the offspring. This I did by means of a

telescope, as I wished to see what food they gave

them and as to whether they really did much
good or ill in the garden. I found that the favourite

item on the menu was the beautifully coloured

butterfly named, I think, the French Admiral,

but am not sure of this, as the insect was some-

what crumpled when held in the beak. The family

did not forsake the garden, and have practically

cleared my Turnips from the attack of green

caterpillars. The flycatchers knew where to look

for them—under the leaves. It was amusing to

see them going in and out of the plants. They
would crouch beneath a plant, Ifok upwards, and

make' a dart at some invisible msect, but which

I eventually found to be the Cabbage White

caterpillar.

While on the subject of the caterpillar I

might just add that the spraying with lead

arsenate was most effective, the whole of the

first brood being destroyed (and this was when
the plague was at its worst). As the plants threw

out new leaves, which, of comrse, had no pro-

tection, the butterflies again attacked them, but

not in such numbers as to make it difficult to dea I

with the offspring by hand picking. I am now
speaking of the round dozen plants which did

not succumb to the Anbm"y attacks.

Clarfnce Ponting.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

w PO W E L L-O WEN

Two or three important points are touched
upon in a letter to hand from a Garden
correspondent. In the first place he
asks me for fuller particulars of the hen
hospital, &c., referred to in my last

week's notes, and below will be found a few useful

hints thereon.

The Hen Hospital.—A watery discharge from
the eyes and nostrils, accompanied by sneezing,

are the usual symptoms of common colds. When
roup follows, the eyes may become closed and
there may be growths on face and comb. A com-
mon cold should not be treated lightly, in view of

serious consequences, and the same can, of course,

be said of any ailment. Diseases quickly spread
from one bird to another, the usual medium being

the drinking water, so that once a bird is found
to be out of order it should be isolated for

special treatment. It is inadvisable merely to

remove the invalids and allow them to run about
outside the enclosures ; total isolation is the proper
course to be adopted. Any suitable outhouse
can be utilised as a hen hospital provided it is

nice and comfortable.

Interior of Hospital.—Around ' the walls of

the hospital should be arranged ordinary coops
with wooden partitions, backs, bottoms and
tops, the fronts consisting of narrow slats

Solid dividing boards are necessary, so that

the inmate of one coop is kept entirely

away from the bird in the next " box."

The coops should be well bedded down
with peat-moss, and hanging to the front

of each there should be receptacles for

food, drinking water, shell, grit and charcoal,

so arranged that the inmate can have
access to the contents. A medicine cup-

board should be given a place within the

hospital, . and this should contain a stock

of medicines. A table or bench will also

be useful, and if there is a fireplace

therein so much the better for use in

severe weather.

Cause of Death.—Secondly, the corre-

spondent asks for guidance respecting the

deaths of several of his birds. Here is

an extract from his letter :

" I am also writing to ask your

opinion on a Brown Leghorn which I

killed as it seemed in great pain and for

along time has been mopish. It used to

open its mouth as though breathing was
very difficult. Its crop was quite full

;

and I have had other similar cases.

One of my White Leghorn cocks died

after suffering as above for three weeks,

while a Rhode Island Red collapsed

suddenly, and here also the crop was
•full and felt solid. The Rhode, Island

was in splendid condition, but the White

Leghorn fell completely away and was all skin

and bone when death took place. If you can

fathom the trouble from these rough particulars

I shall feel grateftil. My man who looks after

the birds is nonplussed, although he is well

versed in poultry matters." ^^..

Digestive Disorders.—There is not the least

doubt that digestive disorders are to blame, and

my articles in The Garden of July 7 and July 28
should be referred to by my querist. My regular

readers should file my notes each week for future

reference. The compaction in the disorders I

have in mind may affect the crop or the gizzard,

or both. If the gizzard becomes inactive and
food lodges there, the ailing bird may fiU its crop
with food (which also remains in that organ)

or it may entirely lose its appetite and partake
of the drinldng water ai lib. There are many
deviations, but the main principle is the same,
viz., that something is causing a " blockage,"
and the food is not being passed on and the bird
is not nourished. The food retained in the
gizzard is apt to go sour and poison the intestines

and internal organs, and this must be carefully

guarded against.

Going Light.—Death can come quickly or
slowly. When the former, however, there is

another factor to account for death besides the
compaction. Sometimes the heart breaks down

;

in other cases a blood-vessel in the brain gives way
;

while in not a few cases the liver is ruptured.
The ailing bird in each instance has a short life

after the digestive disorders set in. It will be
seen, then, that the inward condition of the affected

RHODE ISLAND RED.

A graceful single-combed pullet owned by Mrs. W. B. Goodc,

f.4ldborough Lodge, Boroughbridge, Yorks, who has done so

much to popularise the breed.
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Keep the Organs Sweet.—Charcoal is a splendid

material for keeping sweet the organs and any
food retained in the crop or gizzard. I do not

know why poultry-keepers do not universally

provide it for all their birds. In its powdered
form it is mixed in the mash, while in its coarse

state it is given in a hopper like grit. All that is

needed is a small self-supply " grit " hopper, this

being filled with the coarse charcoal and hung
up on the wall within the house, scratching shed

or run. The appliance will hold sufficient material

for a long time, and the " cup " will be automatic-

ally fed from the body of the hopper. Three
such receptacles must be placed before the fowls

so that they can take either material as they

desire it, viz., grit, charcoal, or shell.

Injudicious Feeding.—Overfeeding, inferior

foodstuffs, wrong preparation of the mash (the

ingredients being insufficiently steamed and bulked),

irregular hours of feeding (bracketed with an
interrupted supply of fresh drinldng water), and
presence of an irritant in the digestive organs

are causes of this compaction. The everyday

use of charcoal will invariably counteract dis-

orders of the digestive organs, and that is why I

am so strongly in favour of it. It is very difficult

to ascertain the presence of such troubles until

they have been in evidence for some time, so that

it is wise to take action in advance against the root

of the evil. If in co-operation the fowls are occa-

sionally handled to make sure of their condition,

such is strongly to be recommended. For a cleaner

bill of health, then, let every poultry-keeper make
full use of charcoal.

IMassaging the Crop.—One can often set aright

compaction of the crop by massaging the latter.

The poultry-keeper should gently work

the food therein by means of the thumb
and finger in an attempt to break up
the solid mass. In many cases where this

is done the food will pass through to the

gizzard. If this fails I make the invalid

swallow plenty of water and again try the

massage. If still unsuccessful I give plenty

of water, break up the food, and then,

holding the bird head downwards, I try

to shake out the contents of the crop

bit by bit, placing one finger in the fowl's

mouth to keep it open. Poultry-keepers

should take precautions against such dis-

orders of the digestive organs by soaking

and steaming thoroughly such foodstuffs

as bran, clover meal, biscuit meal and

palm kernel meal prior to " drying off
"

the whole with the finer meals. Boiled

vegetables and scraps, too, should be

thoroughly and finely niinced prior tii

being used in the soft food, and particularh-

is this essential with bacon and cheese

rind. Maize should be given kibbled (or

broken) for preference, the whole grain

being difficult to digest. I have often

traced compaction to a blockage caused

by a whole maize, and since kibbled

nraize can be had for a few pence extra

I rfcommend its use.

Red bird has a say in the matter. A perfectly healthy

bird is easier to cure of compaction than one

having a fatty liver or .heart and so on, where the

owner has to contend with several factors. A
healthy bird usually has a prolonged death, and

in reality starves itself. No matter how much
food is in the crop or gizzard, no nourishment is

passed on, and the ailing fowl becomes thinner

and thinner until its breast -bone is almost as fine

in edge as a razor"

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden

Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care

of The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand,

W.C.2.
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the Nation

wank g^

from yourhens^

The national demand for 5I0RE EGGS is so

urgent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his hens up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPRATT'S scienti-

fic svstem of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
MEBO "it"LAYMOR"

The i<ienl sott. hteik-
fast feed for laying htns.
Rich in egg-producing
properties.

"LAY%rOR" can be
used with middli/igs or
other raw iiieiits in equal
quai'tiiies by addini^ 10

to 15 p cot "MEBO."

Spratt's Foods arc ntocked by dealers. If any difficultj/

in obtaming supplies, write to

SPRATT'S PATENT. LTD., 24-25. FENCHURCH ST„ E.C 3.

Rich in albuminoids.
Induces prolific egg-
layii'j without weaken-
ing the birds.
Follow the advice

given on the back of a
7-lb. bag of "MEBO,"
or send a postcard for

our leaflet, "Winter
Layers," free on request.

A FOOD
WHICH
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GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FQR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. CA

N T E D )

^ THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEHaiCALLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, In the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further'

(4 bushels equalllnR IScwts.), gives better results, Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Beport of Koyal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley. and I

am pleased to report that it has proved excellent for the 0ower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

in the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks. Secretary, x *

A Beautiful-Free Booklet^giving fuWi>articulars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.V BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. *««
Sold in Bags, 1 bushel, 2/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; » bushel, 6/-; five 4 bushel. 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel, 55/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Plckford London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.

WAKELEY BROS. & CO.. LTD.. 75a. BANKSIDE. LONDON. S.E. 1.

Also WAKELEY'S OROUND GARDEN LllflE. 3/- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, pxtrn ns above.

SANKEYS*^S;Sot»»POTS
*^Zhe BEST and CheopesK

SPECIAL POTS ot «11 d«.icriplion!

Puns from 2d. <«ch.

RICHARD SANKETA SON, LTP,
Bulwell MJepies. NOTTIftOMAM

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain email stocks of

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

Tonkl,"" NORWICH.

Phytobroma
Barrs Neur Plant Food

For Flowers Vejgetables and Fruit

of hiohest quality & ouaranteed analysis

Phytobpoma greatly increases all

Vegetable Crops-
Guaranteed Analysis: 3-50% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble

Phosphates 13"50% Insoluble Phosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b., s/6; 281b.. 8/6 ; 561b.. 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 28Ib. and upwards, carriage paid.

Circular with full particulars on application

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.,

lets there >-'

I
and makes the Garden ^^^^
gay all the year round ^^^^

CHAPMAN & Co. sFAMOUS ROSES
New Varieties 6d. each.

Our new descriptive Catalogue is now ready and will lie

sent post free on application.

CHAPMAN & CO.,
Royal Nurseries, Scraptoft, nr. Leicester

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS
ARE HOLDING

SALES OF BULBS
Every MONO AY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY,
Sixpence in stamps will ensure a supply of twelve

catalogues.

Adction Rooms, 67 & 68, Cheapside, London.

Sold everywhere in TINS at ed.A Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS- 7 lbs, 2s. 6d.; 14 lbs.,4s.6d. : 2^ lbs.. 7s. 6d.: 66 lbs., 123. 6d. ; 112 lbs 20s. Or

directfr'om theWorks, Carriage paid in the United KingiUnnforOash with Order(exccpt6d. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON, E.

THB 6TOURBRIDGB HBATINO APPARATUS
For Qreenhouses, Conservatories, &c

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attainer

great popularity. Made at oi

own foundry, and under ou
own supervision. Befori
ordering elsewhere, send fo^

Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

<7. & isr.iiiroor
IrminKhaiB ltr««t ffoondir,

BTOURBRIDQE.

Our charge for advertisements under the above heading ia

ad. per line, consisting of eight words to the line. Press
day Friday.

WANTED, HEAD GARDENER (temporary),
male or female ; three others kept. Conservatory, vinery,
peach-house, etc.; good reference.—Apply to Wm. Fleming,
Land Agent, Tuclhoe, co. Durham.

Mrs. PYM'S
FAIVIOUS I>I-iANTS.

ALL POST FREE,

STRONG PLANTS.
Winter Cabbage, Spring Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage, Brussels

Siirouts, Leeks; Winter, Tripoli Onions; Cos .and Cabbage
Lettuce, Savovs, Cauliflower, Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli,

Chicory, Curled Scotch Kale, Asparagus Kale, Cottager's

Kale, Thousand - headed Kale, Perpetual and Prickly •

Spinach, 1/6 100.

HERBS.
Strong transplanted plants: Sage, Thyme, Mint, Marjoram
12 1/-, Parsley, 20 1/-.

, Wallflowers, separate colours or mixed, ,'iO 1/6, 100 2/6

Primulas, year old plants. Herbaceous Calceolarias, Cine-

rarias, 6 1/-.

New Catalogue now ready, free on application.

Magnificent hardy Perennials, Rocliery, Spring Bedding

and Greenhouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

MPS. PYM, F.R.H,S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WODDSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

BLACK CURRANT BUD-MITE.
Are your bushes free of this incurable pest? If not, plant

"SEABROOK'S BLACK CURRANT,"
the only proved mite resistor.

This variety has also every other good quality being the heaviest

cropper and stoutest grower, producing large firm berries.

Young bushes. 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

W. 8EABROOK & SONS, Fruit Tree and Rose
Nurseries, CHELMSFORD.

PIG-KEEPING IN
WAR TIME.

By C. J. D.\VIES.

7d. net ; by posf, 9d.

Please writ* to-day for illustrated prospectuses of some of

the super-books in the " Country Life " Library, to The
Manager, " Country Life," Limited, Tavistock St.. W.C.2.

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most

profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; by post 8Jd.

Paynter's System
OF

POULTRY REARING

or £500 a Year from Hens

Crown %vo, illustraied.

3/6 net; by post 3/1 0-

PubliBhed at the Offices of "Country Life," Ltd., Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

A Complete Prospectus will be sent post free on

application to the Offices of "Country Life," Ltd.,

20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

Printed by Hudson & Kearks. Limited, Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street, S.E. I, and Published by " Countrv Life,"

and by George Newnes, Limited, 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. ^
Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. Z.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards,
Cliniljers. A crand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.—
H. Merryweather & Sous, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINE;^ & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH
New Catalogue now ready.

GROWN BULBS.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES,
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of tlie above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of luime and address.

—

John Waterer. Sons * Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of
card." ALPINE
Bcntabd 4 Co.,

STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — GEO.
Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BARR'S MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS, the
richest coloured flowers of Spring. Plant now. Descriptive
list free.

—

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical .\rtist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants

supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R. U.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give

satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. DoDOLAS, The Premier House, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidlv grown, 1/6 doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Potatoes at Gov. price. (V' cwt. Cabbage
plants. 100 1/0, 200 2/0 ; post paid. Descriptive catalogue.—
F. H. Jones, Churchfield Estate, Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,

Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-

ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

George Bunyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITRT)LITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. CARSON & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

VIOLETS, "MARIE LOUISE." — Fine
clumps, well set with bud, 3/6 doz. Polyanthus, Douglass
Riant strain, 10/- 100. all carriage paid.—H. Harris* Writtle
Road Nursery, Clielnisford.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DicKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Lady Llewellyn, 'Midlothian Early, Dube of York,
Myatt's Early Ashleaf, May Queen, 25/-; Conguest, Eclipse,
Sharpe'a Express, Pioneer, British Queen, Def ance, 20/-, all

per cwt., half cwts. same rate.

—

Fred Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES AND HARDY
PLANTS.—All the best varieties at moderate prices.—Des-
criptive Catalogues free on application to Thompson and
Morgan, Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Ipswich.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame JASPER. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of

interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book wilt be sent on
application to the Offices of "COUNTEY LIFE," LTD., 20,
Tavistock Street. Covent Garden. W.C. 2.

LOVELY TULIP COLLECTION.—25 each
Clara Butt (pink), Didieri Alba (white), Bouton d'Or (yellow),

and Macrospila (red), 100 bulbs, 7/6; 12 of each. 4/-. Fine
Mi.xed Tulips, 100. 5/-; ,=>0. 3/-. All carriage paid.—TH0M.\.s
Baker, Bulb Grower, Surfleet, Lincolnshire.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in

what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock pardeners. Postage one penny.—G. R. PHIPPS,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

SUTTON'S GOLD MEDAL COLLECTIONS
OF DARWIN TULIPS. Darwin Tulips are easy to grow,

exijuisite in colouring, admirable for decoration and not
expensive.

2.'>0 in 25 named varieties . . . 3.5/-

100 in 10 named varieties . . . 14/-

50 in 10 named v.arieties . . V/6

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
DatTodils,Narcissi, May-flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc., etc.,

sent post free on application.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 Sin., 10 6in., 15 5in.,

20 4in., 20 2Jin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb
pots, free.

—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. Mixed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,

3/6 ; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per lOO. Send for

price list of named varieties. --FRET) Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from lift. to61t. high; the finest stock in

the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & SON, LTD., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs, Oranges and Orcliard House trees are of first-cla^rs

quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Inspection Invited. Price list post free on application.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The oniv reliable and coraplet-e substitute lor Stable Manare.
Order now lor prompt delivery.—See advertisement page viii.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,

Westminster.

OXYDOIN for AUTUMN. Neuritis, rheu-
matism, chilblains. Rapidly reduces pain and inflammation.
Burns, scalds, ruts, sores, quickly healed. 1/3 and 1/9.

Approved Lancet.—New Oxydol Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy

Square, London, W. 1.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelegq & Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

SUTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,

L.\NGPORT. SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their

Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
this Autumn, and you will be able to enjoy its beauty tor

many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measurements of your borders.
Pieonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in tlieir Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
Illustrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tulips, etc., as

supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural

directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on applica-

tion.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND PEONIES. — New
Ulustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the

best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be

sent post free on application.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd.,

Tlie Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants.

etc., post free.—DOBBIE & Co.. Royal Florists, Edmburgh.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST RE.MARKABLE
APPLES AND PEARS ON RECORD. 60 Acres of Choice

Fruits to select from. Please see our Illustrated Catalogue,

free by post, before ordering elsewhere. — KING'S ACRE
Nurseries, Ltd., Hereford.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogues

gratis Cultural hints for Id. stamp.—Laxton Broihebs,

Bedford.

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUGALL'S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The
most Bcientittc and effective means of preventmg the attacks

of Caterpillars. In tins 2/- each
;
paper bands 6d. per packet.

Sold by Nurserymen and Seedsmen.— Sole Manfs., McDoUQALL
Bros.," Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Cates, Arche*, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Ralhng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a smaU surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices • subject to being unsold. Particulars on apphcatlon.

BouLTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it lor your Winter Greens,

etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Roya

Letters Patent by The Molassine Co., Ltd., 2-1, Tunnel

Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board oi Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore hei to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Rose Specialists

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
^

COLCHESTER

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

HUGH DICKSON,
Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

Ltd.

Fruit Trees and Plants

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
Highgate Nukseries,
phone:
Hornsey 760

Bulbs
Fruit Trees
Roses

LONDON, N. 6 ""nfA""' Retarded Lilies

PHILIP LE CORNU
The Jersey Nurseries
JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

PERRY'S
Hardy Plant Fahms,
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

J. COCKER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Rose and
Herbaceous

Plant Qrowers

Seeds and Bulbs

JOHN K. KING & SONS
COGGESHALL
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Seeds
and
Bulbs

R. WALLACE & CO.,

KiLNFiELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New Bulb and
Iris List

Now Ready

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree

Royal Nurseries & Carnation

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery-, Middle Green, Roses,

LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

ELISHA J. HICKS, M.c,

Hurst, nr. Twyford
BERKS

N.R.S., F.R.H.S.

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens]
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

Bulbs
Cultural Notes
Strawberries
Seeds

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,
LWISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

REAMSBOTTOM & tO.
Geashill
KING'S CO. IRELAND

St. Brigid

Anemones
Perennials, eto.

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas and
Garden Seeds,
Fertilizers

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus

Orchids

S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries
PORTADOWN, IREL.\ND

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

Fruit Trees and Plants

PENNTILL & SONS

LINCOLN

Fruit Trees,
Flowering
Shrubs,
Climbing Plants

GEO. COOLING & SONS
The Nurseries
BATH

Roses
and
Fruit Treiss

G. GIBSON & CO.

Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

J. JEFFEREES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nitrseries

CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
JSOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

M

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

Garden Sundries

J.BENTLEY, Ltd.

Barrow-on-Humber
HULL

Weed Destroyers
Lawn Sand
Insecticides
Fertilizers

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.
NUBSERIES
CRAWLEY

Landscape
Gardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

G. BUNYARD & CO., Ltd. Fruit Trees
Royal Nurseries Vines
MAIDSTONE Herbaceous

ROBERT. VEITCH & SON,
Royal Nurseries,
EXETER

Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundries, Fruit
Trees, Orna-
mental Shrubs

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rook, Alpine

and Herbace-
ous Plants

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Lowdham
NOTTS

Fruit Trees
Cultural Notes
and Pruning
Roses

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL IVIanure

C. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
Southwark St., London, S.E. 1 . ready

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Garden Espaliers
& Trainers. Par-
ticulars of our
Stock on appli-
cation /

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants
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Horticultural Builders, etc.

MESSEl^GER & Co., Ltd.

Heating Engineers '

LOUGHBOROUGH

SHELTER TREES.

MUCH better results will follow in

exposed situations if fruit and
vegetable cropping ean have some

shelter from the prevailing winds. This

^helter may be oheni)!y and quickly sup-

plied by planting hedges or belts of such

trees as Lonibardy Poplar and Austrian

Pine, two of the most effective shelter

trees it is possible to grow. liimes and
Elms also, thougli not so quick growing
MS Poplars, are more ornamental and
\cry clfective with Austrian Pines as it

wind .screen.

The following prices are far stout

well-rooted trees

:
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I

COLLECTION 'C " ofGARDEN ROSES.
r,M o * « ^ REAL BARGAIN—comprising
24 Best Garden Roses, in dwarf plants, for continuous

btooming. 18/6.
I

C. F. Faupe (H.P.)
Capt. Haywapd (H.P.)
Caroline TesCout <H.T.)
Charles Lefebvre (H.P.)
F. Holmes (H.P.)
Prau Karl Druschki (H.P.)
General Jacqueminot

(H.P.)
General IVIcArthup (H.T)
Glolre de Chedane

Gulniiolsseau (H.P.)
Hugh Dickson (H.P)
Irish Fireflame (H.T.)

I

Jessie (D. Poly.)
N.B.-Any 6 H.P.'s and six

Liberty (H.T.)
lOadanie A. Chatenay

(H.T.)
Madame Herriot (P.)
Madame M, Soupert (H.T.)
Madame Ravary (H T.)
Miss A. de Rothschild

(H.T.)
Mrs. D. McKee (H.T.)
Mrs. John Laing (H.P.)
Rayon d'Or (P.)
Ulrlch Brunnep (H.T.)
Victor Hugo (H.P.)
Zephyplne Drnuhin (B.)

f any other varieties supplied
from this selectioD for 9/6.

^h^!u
T''««Sof all kinds to select from. A crand stock ofbbrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in ereatvariety Send for Catalogue No. 12. full of interesting Informa-
tion and cheap prices, post free on appUcation to

"~^RYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
, Garden Specialists. South nrell, N ottE

Of Surpassin!^ Beauty

CHEALS' NURSERIES
ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., in immense
quantities and in the pink

of condition.

Send for Catalogue to—

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.,
The Nurseries, CRAWLEY.

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.ar. London)
01 all Chemists. Stores and Nurservmcn,

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal al Roval Horlieullui at

ExhibitiO'i. IQII.

="GREAT SALE of BULBS'^
CLEARING GROUND TO SOW WHEAT.

MAGNIFICENT SHILLING PARCELS.
Twelve 1/- Parcels (or 20 at 6d.) for 10/-; Carriage

Paid, Cash with order.

All Bulbs guaranteed strong Howeringt and of best quality ; money
back if not satisfied.

20 Emperor Daffodils,

Is.

The finest of the well-known
8ort3. Brand ly-slrapert anil

well-coloured flowers : does

well itidoorg or out-

20 Horsfiefdi Daffodils,

Is.

Snowywiiite pet.ils ; rich

yellow trumpet ; very hand-
some and early ; borders or

pnts.

3.

25 Princeps Daffodils,

Is.
primrose and ?olcl ; early

Qowerinij : specially reconi-

niended for border? am)
beds outdoors.

4.

25 Grandee Daffodils,

Is.

White and cold ; a moot
grrafeful flower ; very
hardy : doe.- remarkably

well in ^hade.

20 Golden Spur Daffs.,

Is.

G 1 n r i n u s orance-jri^M

Bhaded citron * most mas-
nificent llnwer : quite

unstirpa*«ed.

r.

20 Sir Watkin Daffs.

Is.

Deep orance frilled tniin-

pet. rich jold petals ; a
huge success everywhere

indoors and out.

35 Barri Narcissi, Is.

Oran'.;e- (scarlet cup, 2"Meri
petal!^ ; light, graceful, free-

Qowerine ; splendid in

fibre or soil.

R.

15 Double Yellow
Daffs.. Is.

Huge double, golden-yel-

low, rose-shaped dowers ;

excellent all purposes
0.

30 Double White Nar-
ciss., Is.

Frn^ranl n^ a tlardcnia ;

pure tr.Mjsliii-et.t wliite
;

blooms well into May
|i;i.

20 Double Orange
Phcenix, Is.

The lituHMK Egg^ and
Bacon Diiftuiil ; absolutely
tip-top ; very hardy and

Iree.

U
40 Pheasant Eye Nar-

ciss., Is.
Crirn?on, etlqed orange cup.
pure-;t white petals : flowers
ni'ten '-i inches across.

Vl.

30 Ornatus Narcissus,

Is.
Vivid -scarlet cup sur-
rounded by snowy-white
petals ; firat-ctass every-

where

i;r

20 Giant Poets Narciss.,

Is.
Thiq early, large-flowered
variety is new and scarce :

white petals, scarlet cup.
14.

30 Large White
rreesias, Is.

The true refrai'ta alba for

yrowina iniioor-i in pots of

soil or fibre.

M-
20 Xmas White Nar-

cissus, Is.

French Paper White Nar-
cissi cannot bp •upplici.l :

this variety is in many
respects supeiinr.

Hi.

20 Grand Primo Nar-
ciss., Is.

Primrn^e and fiolj ; other-
wi-je a couiiterjiart of the
Early Paper UKitc ; vcrv

[rai:;r...ir.

i;,

15 Monarque Narciss.,

Is.
Vellow flower-i with oranee
cups i n huce bunches ; very

fragrant and enrlv-

IS

4 Violet-scented Iris,

Is.

Rich relvetv viilet with
oranse thnnf ; deliciously

scented ; doet well indoors
or nut.

I'l

20 Golden Jonquils, Is.
D.ainty floi^er? lor pots or
bowls ; a lew scent an
entire room : quite hardy

outdoors.

16 St. Brigid Anemone,
Is.

Huce. semi double flowers
in all F^hades of blue, violet,

scarlet , rose, white, etc.

30 Golden Winter
Aconite, Is.

Rich bullereup-yellow.
with a dainty green ruffle

;

makes a hne edging.

16 Scarlet Anemone,
Is.

The most vivtd scarlet

flower of Sprinc ; irresiy

tibly attractive ; every-
body stops to gaze at it.

•2:!.

30 Bluebells (Scitlas),

is.
Do well in pots of soil or

fibre ; a great success under
trees and in other shady

places.

25 Double Snowdrops,
Is.

Try these in pot= of soil or
fibre ; they are exquisiitely

pretty when looked at
closely.

30 Single Snowdrops,
Is.

For planting as an edging
to other bulb*, in t^eds. on

graves, borders. Ac.

20 Clara Butt Tulip, Is.
M'lct Elnrimii pink, sh.ideit

salmon and !>ilver ; a huge'
success iiidoor^^i and ool,

10 F. Sanders Tulip, fs.
Au iriiTedibly daz/.ling

ahaile of hery scarlet ; a
most entrancing colour

;

huge" size
;

perfect fond.

10 White Queen Tulip,

Is.

The only" white" DMrwin.
a stately and fine Tulip;
huge, goblet-like blooms.

15 Tonnaye Tulip. Is.
Kioh clierry-iose. shaded
hlu-ih. edsed delicate pink ;

one of tlie mo^t useful.

30.

15 Laurentia Tulip, Is.

Deep rosy-pink, shaded
carmine, with a startlingly

rich blue centre ; extra.

:J1.

12 Mrs. Cleveland Tulip,

Is.
f)ld lavender-rose, sliaded

lilac and silver ; flowers

early ; large size and
.stately habit.

15 Gesneriana Major
Tulip, Is.

Brilliant glowing scarlet
dazzling blue centre; one
of the most gorgeous of all

Tulips.

20 Sweet-scented Tulip,

Is.
T. macrospila has the fra-

grance of Sweet Pea.s and
a fine crimson -scar let

20 Rosalind Tulip, Is.
Charming ; cherry-carmine
ehaded rose, with whitt
zone and blue centre.

25 Gold Crown Tulip,

Is.

Rich golden-.yeilow, shaded
and flamed scarlet ; fine

bedding and borders.

FREE BOOKLET of Instructions HOW TO
GROW BULBS, when requested, with all

orders of 10/- value.

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER.
fllustrated Catalogue of Bulbs free on request.

10 Inglescombe Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Perfection in form and
corouring : deep canary-
yeilow ; magnificent.

:t7.

20 Maiden's Blush
Tulip, Is.

One ni thedainlrest ; while
edged and feathered with
rusy-cerise ; the Picotee

Tulip.

15 La Candeur Tutip,

is.
Pure white ; very scarce :

fine for bedding, borders,
pots. &c. ; good (or cutting.

15 Parisian Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Rich yellow ; elegant
flower ; showy and reliable;

beds, pots, border- ic,

-in,

20 Cottage Tulips,

Mixed, Is.

A very fine showy uiix'tuie ;

can be well reconiinended.
Hpecia! price per 100, A/it.

41.

15 Darwin Tulips,

Mixed, Is.

Includes a lot of fine art
shades ; very useful for

cutting: Per 100. 6/G

4-i.

50 Mixed Daffs. and
Narciss., Is.

Includes niauy liand.*<ju»e

sorts, such as Eiuperor,
Barri. Per 1,000. 18/"

4a,

1 Peck "BulbosI," Is.

Keej" Famous Bulb Fibre
ioTiipost. Sent Carriage
Paid with Bulhi of 10/-

vahie

44.

51b. " Butbilizer," Is.

B«es' ypecial Bulb Manure.
.vtnt Ciirriagc I'aiil with

Bulbs 1.1 in.A value

175 c, Mill St., LIVERPOOL

CHAPMAN & Co. sFAMOUS ROSES
New Varieties 6d. each.

Our new descriptive Catalogue is now ready and will be
sent post free on application.

CHAPMAN & CO.,
Royal Nurseries, Scraptoft, nr. Leicester

BLACK CURRANT BUD-MITE.
Are your bushes free of this incurable pest? If uot, plant

'SEABROOK'S BLACK CURRANT,"
the only proved mite resistor.

This variety has also every other good quality, being the heaviest
cropper and stoutest grower, producine large firm berries.

Yountl bushes, 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

W. SEABROOK & SONS, Fruit Tree and Rose
Nurseries, CHELMSFORD.

Phytobroma
Barrs Neuj Plant Food

For Flowers Ve^getatles and Fruit
of lii£hest quality & oi/aranteed analysis

Phytobroma greatly increases all
Vegetable Crops.

Guaranteed Analysis: 3'50% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble
Phospliates; 13'50% Insoluble Phosphates; 3% Pure Potash.
71b., 2/9; 141b.. S/6; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b.. 15/-; 1 cwt.. 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards carriage paid.
Circular with full particulars on application

BARR and SONS,
King street, Covent Garden, LONDON
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IN'

many districts this year will be remembered

as a " Marrow" year, but in others even more

notable than Marrows have been the most

extraordinary crops of Carrots lifted during

the last few weeks, Long Red, .\ltrincham

ii.d Carter's Red Elephant growing a yard or

lu're long and as straight as the barrel of a gun;

-Model and Prizewinner approaching the length

lud girth of a man's arm; while all of the " Gem"
md the " Favourite" types have done uncommoidy
.11. During the latter days of June we made
viags of several of the most popular stump-

led varieties, choosing land just recently cleared

1 early Peas and Potatoes. The heavy rains

during August just suited these sowings, and by

the end of that month we were pulling e.xcellent

Carrots. By the middle of October those left in

thu bed had developed into specimens large

fiiDUgh for any purpose.

A Potato Competition.—^The Dumfries and

District Hoitirultural Society has had a competi-

tion, confined to allotment holders, for the heaviest

crop of Potatoes grown on an allotment in a row
<if 5 yards. The Potatoes were lifted in the

presence of and weighed by members of the

siiciety's committee. The number of entries was

large. Three prizes were offered for Dumfries

allotments. The prize-winners were as follow,

and the weight given is that of the crop as lifted ;

First, Mr. S. Thom, Barkerland .•Ulotmcnts,

4st. 4lb. ; second, Mr. J. Ross, Annan Road
Allotments, 3st. ijlb. ; third. Constable Killop,

Johnstone Park Allotments, 3st. olb. 6oz.

New Fruit : Plum Victor Christian.—This

new Plum, shown before the Royal Horticulttu'al

Society on the occasion of

the exhibition of British-grown

fruit on October 9, when it

was given an award of merit,

is best described as a late

Monarch, and as a successor

to that good, well-known
sariety will be as welcome

;o the private gardener as

M the market man. Of

dark colour, it is also not

uidike Monarch in form and

outline. It was shown by

Mr. Vizard, Churchdown,

Gloucestershire.

Well-Tried Pelargoniiuns.

The Ivy-leaved Pelargonium

Mme. Crousse, referred to in

"Notes of the Week,"
October 6, is, as therein stated,

a good old variety. It was

sent . out by its raiser,
M. Crousse of Orleans, in the

spring of 1881, soon became

poptilar, and has held its own
in the front rank ever since.

About that time, and for two

rr three years afterwards,

'il. Crousse raised several other

desirable varieties, some of

them remarkable for the

bright colour of their

blossoms, but none took the British fancy so much
as Mme. Crousse with its pretty silvery pink

blossoms. Three of the most popular kinds of the

present day are, as they have been for many years,

Mme. Crousse, sent out in 1881 ; Souvenir de Charles

Turner, in 1 885 ; and Galilee, which was distributed

by M. Lemoine of Nancy in the Jubilee year of

1887. Varieties innumerable have been put into

commerce since then, but none of them has been

regarded with as much favour as the above-

mentioned trio. On this point it has before now
been asserted that our growers for Covent Garden

Market are very conservative, to which the answer

may be given that they grow those plants which

sell best. We once recommended some of the

newer varieties to a grower, and having grown a

batch he told us that as he could not sell them

till the above-named kinds were disposed of or

nearly so, he should for the future depend upon

the well-tried ones. It may be noted that the

first double-flowered Ivy-leaved Pelargonium,

Koenig Albert, was sent out in 1875 at a price of

15s. each.

Clematis " Die-Back."—Mr. Jackman's very

interestmg discussion of this subject in the current

Journal of the Royal Horticultiural Society leads

u^ to think that the following notes from one of

our readers may be of some interest: "In 1914

I (unthinkingly) planted a Clematis Lady North-

cliffe on a south wall, and the border is extremely

hot and dry, the soil a light sandy loam. The
plant was grafted on a Vitalba root. In 1915

it made fair growth, but in the autumn it suddenly

collapsed, and I gave it up for lost. However,

the spring of 1916 found it growuig strongly

THE PROMISING L.i^TE PLUM VICTOR CHRISTL\N.

and it soon reached 8 feet in height and flowered

well. In 1917 the wood was sound and unkilled

by winter, so it broke weU from top to bottom

and made good growth. However, after the hot

days we had in spring it died off entirely,

and I again gave it up as lost. The rains of

.\ugust, however, revived it, and It has

now reached some 4 feet high and is just

about to flower. These facts lead me to think

that, as has been before suggested, one cause of

the ' die-back ' is sunstroke. In a cool and

comparatively sunless year, as in 1916, it could

support a warm exposture and no shade, only to

fall a victim to the scorching days of early spring

in this year. I have other plants of Clematis

on the same soU, planted under hedges of Rhodo-

dendrons, so that the stem is always shaded,

and these flourish enormously." Our British

Clematis generally grows in such a position,

and it would be interesting to know if any of our

readers have noticed that their losses from " die-

back " have been less during cool months than

in those of hot sun, assuming, of course,

that the stems of the plants are not in shade.

It has also been suggested that the ' die-

back " of Apricots may be due to the same

causes.

Polygonum vaccinifolium.—^This handsome

Knotweed is perhaps the most striking patch of

colour in the October rock garden. Its wiry,

vermilion shoots, covered with their tiny leaves,

love to ramble over old mossy stimips and

rocky mounds, especially where the ground

affords some natural moisture and a rather

cold aspect. From this network of trailing

stems there rises at this

season a profusion of upright

flower-stalks, each of which is

clothed from tip to base with

a mass of bright pink florets.

P. vaccinifolium is seldom so

happy as when grown in com-

pany with the charming little

Twin-Flower (Linaria borealis),

Cornus canadensis, the creep-

ing Gaultherias and other

lowly plants which delight

in the embrace of moisture-

loving Mosses.

Gardening Lectures a t

Sheffield University.—

A

series of monthly gardening

lectures intended for amateurs

and war plot holders is being

given by Jlr. E. T. Ellis at

the Sheffield University. The
lectures, which include sucb

subjects as " The Making 01

Plant Food," "Allotment
Weeds and Diseases of Crops,"

and " How to Lay Out an

Allotment," are free to anyone

interested in gardening. The
next lecture will take place

on November 7 at 8 p.m., the

subject being " How to Work
the Soil."
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

APPLE GLORIA MUNDI.

T DO not linow where Mr. Bunyard has seen

i any reference of mine to the above-named

Apple. I have never grown the variety nor had

any personal experience of it. Judging from

the experience of other cultivators, it is a variety

that should not be grown in these days when so

many better ones are available. Possibly Mr.

Bunyard, in his note on page 416, refers to the note

on page 385 by " Hereford."

—

George Garner.

APPLE ST. EVERARD.
T AGREE with all that has been said in favour

of this dessert Apple. It has more of the flavour

of one of its parents—Cox's Orange Pippin—than

any other Apple I know. In shape and colour it is

all that could be desired. The principal factor,

though, in its favour is that it comes in when there

is really no other good dessert obtainable. With me
it bears freely, though the habit of growth is rather

weak, but with more cultural attention no doubt

that could be improved. Certainly I shall wish

to increase my number of trees this planting

season.—E. M.

STORING APPLES.

T WAS very much interested in Mr. Bunyard's

article on the storing of Apples and Pears.

My experience is the same as his on the question

of damage by frost. Frost does not appear to

have any bad effect on Apples. Last year was a

bad Apple year here, and I had only one large tree

of Beauty of Kent that had any crop at all. For

want of labour the tree was not picked until the

end of October, after several severe frosts. The

Apples were placed on the floor of a very open

loft, under 2 inches of straw. We had days and

days with 25° of frost. We finished the Apples

this June ; they were without a wTinkle and looked

as fresh as if they had just been picked. This is

all the more remarkable as Beauty of Kent is

not supposed to keep beyond February or March.

I may mention that in mild winters the Apples

in this loft do not keep well..

—

Edward M. Hadow,

Uffington Vicarage, Faringdon, Berks.

PLANTING FRUIT TREES.

T WAS pleased to note Mr. E. A. Bunyard's

strong advocacy of high planting. Generally

speaking, planters have always been urged to

bury the point of union when the trees are

budded low ; but my first doubts as to its necessity

arose when I was once visiting the great nurseries

of Messrs. G. Mount and Sons, Canterbury, where

I noticed-that no particular effort had been made
to cover the union of maidens and bush trees on

the Paradise stock. At the time I asked Mr.

Harry Mount's view, and he opined that it was

quite a needless proceeding. A few years ago

I was looking over a small plantation of some

three acres of bush Apples which were bearing

phenomenal crops, and I observed that the trees,

then in their fourth year from planting, were all

standing above the soil-level. Remarking on it,

I learned that the grower had strong views regard-

ing planting on heavy land such as he had, and

to keep the trees high he simply laid the roots

on the flat surface and piled soil over them,

gatjiered from the sun'ounding areas, so that each

tree really stood upon a small hillock. That the

plan answered was very obvious, for the growth

was great and the fruit magnificent ; indeed, the

finest Allington Pippins and Cox's Orange Pippins

I ever saw came off these very trees. The

Allington Pippins in many instances were nearly

half a pound apiece.

—

T. A. W.

THE BROAD-LEAVED PLANTAIN.

T HAVE learned some more merits of the Broad-

leaved Plantain. My ancient assistant told

me later :
" Ole-fashioned folk did use to make

ointment of it, and counted it good fer burns

an' 'flammations 'n' such-like." Mrs. " Busy Bee "

endorses this, and says her grandmother used to

pound the leaves in a mortar and simmer them

in good lard, then strained them carefully, and

stored the pale green ointment in pots on the high

kitchen mantelpiece. It was used for horses—when

rubbed by saddle or collar. On turning to Hulme's
" Familiar Wild Flowers " (beloved books !) I

find the Broad-leaved Plantain was called in the

Highlands " the plant of healing," and was credited

with many virtues. When I read this I called to

mind Keble's lines :

" The plants we seek to heal our woe

Familiar by our pathway grow."

—-.^nne Amateur.
P.S,
—" The Ancient " is a mine of rustic lore, and

knows much that folks who can read and write

do not. He can do a good day's work, too, though

A MINE OF RUSTIC LORE.

he tells me '

' When Ah wur sixteen Ah wur a plough-

boy, an' 'arned sixpence a day. Ah never had
'nuflf to eat, nor much clo'es nayther." I send his

portrait, taken when harvesting " 'Taturs " last

year.

—

A. A.

IVY-LEAVED GERANIUM MME. CROUSSE

pOR covering the back wall of a greenhouse,

where it is difficult at times to get plants to

succeed, this Ivy-leaved Geranium does exceedingly

well. I had a wall 12 feet high- covered with it for

twenty years, and huge quantities of flowers were

obtainable for the greater part of the year

with a minimum of labour.—E. M.

PEA GLORY OF DEVON.

jV/TAY I endorse all yoin correspondent C. Turner

says in reference to the Glory of Devon
Pea ? He may perhaps like to know that it

is of true Devonshire origin, having been raised

in the Exeter nurseries of Messrs. Robert Veitch

and Son. I have grown it in a small garden fur

my own consumption for some years, and all

those who have tasted it have commented on its

delicious flavour. It may further interest your

correspondent to know that the award of merit

given to it some years ago by the Royal Horti-

ctiltural Society was granted after having been

tried in the Royal Horticultural Society's own

garden.—J. R. J.

TOMATO BIDES RECRUIT.

"you do well to call attention to this Tomato,

which for extent of crop, evenness ot fruit,

shape and colour it is difficult to think of a better

variety. I saw it growing in the Alma Nursery,

Farnham, in August ; the plants were simply

roped with fruit in clusters of twenty or more.—
E. MOLYNEU.X.

FABIANA IMBRICATA.

TV/TR. GOODWIN'S note on the above on page 421

will be useful to readers who have been

thinking of planting it but are deterred by doubts

of its hardiness. It may be of intei^st to others

still further North to mention that Fabiana

imbricata has been cultivated for many years

on the front of the terrace waU at the range of

houses in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh,

and that it thrives well on a wall in quite a good

number of South-west of Scotland gardens. It is

a distinct shrub in every way, and is, as Mr.

Goodwin well remarks, a deccptio vis&s, bearing

every appearance of a Heath, but is a member of

the Solanacese, or Potato family. This is apparent

on closer examination than is usually given by tie

average garden visitor.—S. Aenott.

WITH me in South Hants this plant has annually

flowered profusely for the last twenty years,

growing at the foot of a south wall in a border of

prepared soil only 10 inches wide and the same

in depth. Last winter gave it a serious shaking,

but I note it has grown away again this suniraer all

right. It is not so much a question of any particular

kind of soil that it requires, but a warm site and

plenty of water when making its growth after

flowering are the all-important points to obtain

success. In the open it does not succeed even

here.—S. H.

POTATOES MIDLOTHIAN EARLY AND

ECLIPSE.

T HAVE been much interested in the references

to these varieties in The Garden. Both

varieties have cropped remarkably well in my
garden this year. The majority of the tubers

of both were over average size, very clean, and

even in form. I have this season grown more

of the old Myatt's Kidney, and it has had a neck-

to-neck race with the two sorts named above.

On a plot of new ground, under grass last year

but trenched last autumn, early Potatoes did

much better than on older cultivated ground,

and without the aid of organic manure, a light'

dressing of sulphate of ammonia being given.

The flesh of Midlothian Early is yellow, or nearly

so, and the flavour very agreeable. When 1

first came to Hampshire it was my privilege to

have as a friend the late Mr. James Clark, the

raiser of Magnum Bonum. He said yellow-fleshed

Potatoes were much superior to white-fleshcd

ones as regards flavour, but generally, on account

of appearance, the latter were liked best on the

table.—G. G.

CURIOUS POTATOES.

T AM sending a photograph of freak Potatoes.

The variety is King Edward and was grown in

an allotment at Scotforth, Lancaster. The bed

is more or less a failure, being full of freaks and

distortions.

—

Samuel Thompson.
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A POTATO-PLANTING DIBBEH.

'T'HE accompanying sketch is intended to show
tlie form and dimension of a dibber for

planting I'otatoes. It may be called a slightly

coned cylin-

d e r with a

handle. The
whole of the

earth of the

first hole
made is with-

drawn in the

cylinder and
is expelled by
the act of
making the
second hole,

an d so on.

The soil is

left loose and

free, and it

is easy to fill

in the holes

by the method
described by
" Caledonia "

in The Gar-

den of Oc-

t o b e r 6 .

Another ad-

vantage o f

this method
is that it

leaves a slight

ridge 2 inclits

or 3 inches in

height, which

serves to

mark the
rows, thereby

enabling one

to hoe with

safety be-

tween the rows before the sprouts appear. As

none of your correspondents has mentioned this

form of dibber, it may be of local origin,

.idaptc-d from the implement used for making
the holes on putting greens of golf courses.

—

.-V. L., St. Andrews.

" L'ANNEE CHAMPETRE."
TS Mr. Bunyard quite sure that he is right in

saying that only the first volume was com-

pleted ? I know the work only by name, as

vegetable books are outside the scope of my
collecting activities. My authority was M.

Georges Gibault, who says in his " Etude sur la

POT.\TO DIBBER .\S USED
.\T ST. A.NDREWS.

POT.\TO FRE.\KS AND DISTORTIONS.

THE GARDEN.

Bibliographie et la litterature horticoles anciennes":
" L'Annee champStre (1769, 3 vol. in—12) du
Pfere d'Ard^ne, est aussi consacree k la culture

des legumes." The book is not mentioned in

Pritzel ; but it is in the library of the National

Horticultural Society of France. In the catalogue

of that society (1900) it appears as follows

:

" Ann& champStre (par le P. d'Ard^ne). Florence,

Paris et Marseille, r769
; 3 vol. in— 12. Le mSme,

Lausanne, 1770; in—8°." So there are two

editions. It seems hardly likely that the two
references quoted would have been so made tmless

the book had actually been published in three

volumes as stated.—C. Harman Pavne.

THE FRUITS OF PRUNUS PISSARDII.

T HAVE grown Prunus Pissardii for the sake

of its beautiful sweet-scented white flowers

and rich purple bronze foliage for many years,

but never until this year has it fruited with me,

though it may often do so in other localities.

The fruits are nearly as large as a small Green Gage

and have almost as fine a flavour, with a soft,

juicy flesh. They are scarlet, with a dash of burnt

sienna, in colour—about the tint of an over-ripe

Tomato—and they are nearly as glossy in appear-

ance. The absence of bloom on the fruits is

remarkable in one so nearly resembling a Plum,

and in this respect they are more like the Cherry,

but they do not hang in pairs as Cherries do.

The single fruits hang on very fine, dark, hair-

like stalks some 2 inches or 3 inches in length,

giving the tree a curious but decorative appearance,

the colour of the fruits harmonising delightfully

with that of the foliage.—H. H. Warner,
Hoddesdon, Herts.

WEEDS IN LAWNS.
"T'HE eradication of weeds from, lawns is of

absorbing interest to many, because who
does not delight to look on a smooth greensward

free from all objectionable weeds ? When some

of these become deeply rooted, it is sometimes

difficult to get them removed without disfiguring

the surface of the lawn. Dandelions are perhaps

as difficult as any to get rid of when once they be-

come established, owing to the depth to which the

long tap-root penetrates. The method which we

tried during the past summer in dealing with

this weed may be of interest to sortie readers of

The Garden. A small lawn had become badly

infested owing to Dandelion seeds blowing in

from a neighbouring plot, and we desired to

eradicate the plants with as little disfigurement as

possible. With a knife we cut the root an inch

or so beneath the surface and drew out the top.

Into the small hole thus made by the removal

of the, root we
dropped a small

quantity of weed
killer, using an oil-

feeder for the purpose.

The weed Idller, of

course, dropped right

on the top of the

freshly cut root and,

we hope, will com-

pletely destroy it.

The weed killer kills

ordinary weeds when
used at a strength of

r in 100, and as

we used i t—half

weed killer, half

water—we are hope-

ful of , its efficacy.

When the work
is carefully done no

harm to the grass

follows.—W. L.
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GARDENS AND
GARDENING

Bv THE REV. G. H. ENGLEHEART.

" WS Saul also among the prophets ? " I said

1 to myself on reading Mr. Robinson's

I paragraph on " Informal Humour." He
I is new to most of us in this vein, but grave
* or gay he is ahvays entertaining, and we

must all be of his mind that the horticultiural

Press would be none the worse for a little fun

now and again. But in this mood no less

than when serious he is the same " W. R.,"

not over-logical and often self-contradictory. I

observe that he, the hater of the geometrical

and formal, has " divided up all the space " of

his garden " in the simplest way, as plain as any
chess-board." Surely a chess-board, if anything,

is geometrical and formal in pattern i He next

says that the flowers in it are all " as God
made them—Cardinal Flower, Rose or Clematis

—as I did not see how one could improve on

that."

This is a typical instance of his inisty-mindedness

about Nature and Art. Every one of those

flowers—probably nearly every flower in the

Gravetye garden

—

is man's improvement on the

pattern as God made it, the truth being that the

Creator not only allows us to work with Him in

His creation, but has from the first laid it upon

us as a task that we shall improve the material

given us. God gives us the grass, but it is for

us to cut and roll it into the greensward, which

nowhere exists apart from man and his handiwork.

Then Mr. Robinson, because he cannot quite

successfully argue his betes noires " formal

"

and " informal " out of court, tries to laugh them

out. But I am not so sure, after all, as he seems

to be, that it is always ludicrous to speak of an

informal tree. How, for instanct7"^n we better

hit off the character of a Cypress or an Irish Yew
than by the epithet " formal " ? And is not

a Birch or a Willow informal by the side

of these ?

To myself, as a humble student of English, it

would seem a pity to discard such useful words,

even if it could be done. But it cannot ; they

are too firmly fixed in the language in this con-

nection, and, as Horace said ages before Enghsh

e.xisted, it is the current use of a word that settles

its meaning. And it is just here that Mr. Robinson

is altogether at fault in his definition of the formal

garden :
" It is only where the plants of a garden

are rigidly set out in geometrical design, as in

carpet bedding and bedding out, that the term
' formal ' is rightly applied." This is piurely his

own, brand-new definition, and his only, and is-

entirely mistaken.

The confusion of gardening with garden^

always so prevalent in his mind, is con-

spicuous here. When it is difficult to frame

an abstract definition of an object, we can often

grasp its characteristics by considering several

examples of the same thing. Take, then, the

gardens of Haddon Hall, Prior Park, Montacute,

and Risley Hall. These are seen to be, one and

all, quite different in feature from the other

sort of garden, the garden as God and Mr-

Robinson made it. Accepted EngUsh, spoken

and literary, has always called these gardens

" formal," and in giving the name no one thinks

"for a moment of the arrangement of the plants

in them. I do not know that I can formulate

a quite satisfactory definition, but something

like this is, at all events, nearer to the general

acceptation than Mr. Robinson's :
" A formal

garden is a garden planned in more or less
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intimate connection with the architecture of

the house to which it belongs." If this definition

holds good it gives a key to the whole question

at issue between the Robinsonian and the

Formalist.

I will here repeat, sans phrase and in all sincerity,

that no one can appreciate Mr. Robinson's life-

long work more than myself. He, more than

anyone during two generations, has made our people

see the beauty of tree, shrub and plant, in leaf

and flower, in earth, on rock and in water. He
is somewhat of a dreamer and a visionary, but

has always stood nearer to me on that account.

I find no one more difficult to " get on with "

than the man who dreams no dreams and sees no
visions.

If I have any small quarrel with him, it is

that he has shown himself rather bonii. He is

reluctant to live and let live, to see value in work
done and books written by others and on lines

which need not cross his. Some of these whom
he slights are of a more generous spirit. When he

says they know nothing of gardening, they do

not retort, as they might fairly, that he knows
nothing of gardens. For his authority and reputa-

tion assuredly lie in the domain of gardening

rather than of the garden. Now tlie men of

assemblage of plants, and might just as well be a

mile from the home and reached by an under-

ground tube. I have used the word " fitting."

The makers of those older gardens had a perception

of the congruous which would never have suffered

the notes of moderation and simplicity and repose .

to be jarred upon by masses of rough stone built

up on the level of an English lawn, or in a sham
ravine dug in it, in a monstrous parody of the

Alps. Many of them knew Italy and brought

from Italian gardens such features as were con-

sonant with English conditions. But they also

knew their own climate too well to show the

imperceptiveness of our doctrinaires who make
a pergola the preposterous sine qud non of every

respectable garden.

I was staying some years ago with the late

Lord Redesdale, a foremost exponent of the

modern school of gardening. I do not loiow how
it may be now, but at that time the palatial

house looked as if it had suddenly fallen from the

sky into a large expanse of unkempt ground, while

a hillside at some little distance, beset with winding

paths and every choice shrub and plant that love

and money could collect, constituted the garden.

To my host's questioning what I thought of his

garden I answered, over-truthfuUy and not at

MR. BECKETT S ONION BED.

Yield about 2cu>t. per rod.

Tudor times and after who laid out our classical

examples of the formal garden, such as I have

named, thought very much more of the garden

Ihan of gardening. They had not a hundredth

part of the wealth of plant and blossom that we
possess, and from sheer lack of material could not

possibly have so highly educated a sense of form

and colour in plant and flower as we have attained

to. But their sense of what is fitting and desirable

in a garden, apart from its contents, was truer

and finer than ours, and came to them by a way
which many of us moderns have foolishly closed

to ourselves—the way of home-love. They did

not leave their homes for London in the loveliest

months of the year, but lived their lives in them,

and the garden was to them a part and parcel

of the home.

The house, as it were, stretched out the

arms of its masonry and gathered the garden

within its fold, making it a hortus inclusus, a
" pleasaunce," full of the shelter, the quietude

and the refreshment of the home itself. On
entering such a garden one has an immediate
consciousness of these quaUties and of a kindly,

ancestral, human spirit pervading it which is rarely

.

felt in the best of modern gardens. The " best "

modern garden is too often only a magnificent

all to his pleasure, that it was beautiful but not a

garden. In refutation he read me, from a book
of his o\vn writing, an eloquent description of

an Eastern forest glade, and said " That is what-I

call a garden."

This is, of course, the extreme naturalistic

view, held perhaps by very few and not by
Mr. Robinson. Nevertheless, our moderns at

large are given to much voluble and unthinldng

discourse about Nature, forgetful that a garden

is primarily a clearing redeemed from Nature,

into which she can be admitted only on terms and
under human restraint. It is forgotten that

all civilisation is artificial and formal, and that

the garden is a part of civilisation. The only

absolute informality was chaos, when the earth

was " without form and void." If Mr. Robinson
answers. that a garden must still be natural, I

reply that still more must it be human, and that

too many of our " best " modern gardens seem
to have no human association whatever. All

this Is expounaed at length, very ably and
beautifully, in " The Formal Garden in England,"

a book I recommend to those who have not

read it, and the disdainful dismissal of which

by Mr. Robinson has drawn me into overmuch
print.

ONION GROWING
By EDWIN BECKETT.

IN
these stirring times, when probably more

than half of the population of the British

Isles are, with varying success, doing theii

utmost to help to increase the country's

food supply by growing vegetables, reading

matter in this direction is sought for helpful

advice on how to cultivate. Foremost among
the members of the vegetable kingdom are

the Potato and the Onion, and the latter

is not such a difficult subject to grow as many
think.

Here at Aldenham we have recently garnered

a good crop of an estimated weight of 3I tons

—

if anything, over this weight rather than under

—

and this product was reaped from a plot of ground

measuring 100 yards long by 14 yards wide ; and

though we have other plots of Onions, this is

the one I purpose dealing with in this short

account, because the conditions under which the

Onions were grown are approximately those

under which hundreds of other folk are growing

them.

The whole secret of 'success lies in two things :

proper preparation of the ground and the pre-

liminary bringing on of the young seedlings in

seed-boxes.

Dealing with the latter first, there is no question

that it is the way of cultivating Onions, and I

have advocated this for many years past. By
sowing the seed thinly in boxes early in the year

(February is best) and bringing them on under

glass (a cold fr£ime, carefiilly tended, is ideal for

this purpose), they can. when they attain the

age when the leaves appear, be planted out

in the open, after first hardening off. By this

method they escape the ravages of the Onion fly,

being of sufficient size by the time that pest visits

xis to resist its attack. The bulbs mature much
earlier, and can thus be lifted earlier, which is a

distinct advantage as it frees the ground for winter

crops ; and we also obtain finer and better

keeping bulbs into the bargain.

Now to revert to our plot. The seed was sown

in boxes, as recorded, about the second week in

February, and the plants were eventually p\it

out between May i and May 12. There weri'

twenty-one rows of various sorts, which wen-

planted at distances of 14 inches between the

rows and 4 inches from plant to plant. In

addition there were two rows of Ailsa Craiy

at 6 inches apart and the rows 14 inches

apart ; also four rows of Walker's Exhibition

and Ailsa Craig, and in these cases a space of

16 inches was left between the rows and 14 inches

from plant to plant. The bed was completed

by nine rows sown in the open in drills at a foot

apart.

The crop was ready and lifted by September 11,

yielding the weight previously mentioned. The

box-sown Onions were far ahead of those sown in

ilrills, and the value of the one method over the

other is inestimable, for one minimises the risk

of losing one's supply owing to the Onion fly's

destructive methods, and thus a good crop

is assured. It is interesting to note that the

whole of the planting out was done by unskilled

female labour, and the failure of plants was

practically nil.

On the score of ground preparation I would

once again urge the importance of deep cultivation

and careful eiurichment by manuring. These

are essential for the growing of Onions, and

once the ground is in good condition the plot

can be used for a number of years for Onions,

provided it is well worked each season and the

necessary food added.
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STORING THE ONION CROP.

Ir has not iallen to the lot of everyone to be suc-

cessful in obtaining a good crop of Onions this

year. Unfortunately, the crops are a long way

from being satisfactory, with the result that market

prices are very high. A common source of waste

is due to improper ripening and unsuitable places

i(.r storing. It is essential above all else that
'

Onions should be thoroughly ripened, and then

stored in a dry, airy place. They keep well if

spread out in layers on wooden floors or on shelves,

or better still if plaited in ropes and suspended in

a dry shed. If the bulbs have not had a thorough

ripening in the open air it is a good plan to finish

them off under glass. On the occasion of a visit

to the Allington Nurseries last week we were in-

terested to see Onions suspended in bunches on

poles in one of the spacious fruit-houses, and

where space under glass is available the method

may be followed with good results.

AMATEUR WORK IN THE GARDEN
By J. Duncan Pe.arson.

•' ONE OF THE GREAT SECRET.S OF SUCCESS IN MANAGING A GARDEN
LIES IN TACKLING THE MOST I.AIPORTANT WORK FIRST."

THERE arc so many amateurs now work-

ing their own gardens, either from choice

or necessity, that I thought a few hints for

their guidance would be appropr;ate

and, I trust, helpful. First, learn how
lo use garden tools properly. Watch a good

man at work with spade, hoe, or rake,, see

how he does it and, if necessary, ask a few questions.

.\ good worker can be " spotted " by the ease with

which he seems to work, thei pace he makes, and

lhe result of his labours. It is a mistake to think

that strength is everything in garden work ; slcill

plays a great part, as well as muscle. Of course,

a strong man who is skilful will beat a weak one,

though he be equally clever. .\t the same time,

a well-trained man of light build will do more

and better work than a clumsy, untrained one,

though he be much the stronger of the two.

Secondly, do not start witli a rush that you

c annot possibly keep up for the wliole time at

\i>ur disposal. This is one of the most frequent

mistakes made by ardent amateurs. If you start

.It too great a speed you will soon get tired and

1 ither have to stop altogether or be inclined to

wander off to some fresh job, which I will presently

show is not the best way to get or keep yout garden

in order.

Thirdly, always try to finish the job you are at

i.ither than run off to something fresh. I grant

you it is often a pleasant change, but it is not

I he way to get the work done. In startmg fresh

work you will have to fetch fresh tools, which

will waste time ; so try to do one thing at a time

lid do it well. .'Vn untrained amateur will spend

,; half-holiday something after this style : After

Uinch or midday dinner he strolls into the garden

with an unfinished pipe in his mouth, he looks

.i.und to see what wants doing, catches his eye

in some especially flourishing weeds, makes a

mild attack upon these—still smoking his pipe

—

and throws them about promiscuously (not con-

sidering the time that will be wasted presently

in gatliering them up). Having become some-

what heated, our friend then takes off his coat,

Iviiocks out his pipe and decides to start in earnest.

The weeding has by now lost its interest or looks

too hopeless for a short afternoon. So he ties

up a few straggling plants, %vhich, by the way,

lught to have been seen to a month before !

Xow, perhaps he thinks it is time some flower of

\-egetable was sown, so off he goes for fresh tools

and the seeds. Perhaps before the seeds have been

sown his good wife calls him to tea. This gives

jny, as -it is a pleasant break which he feels is well

'Mrned after all that has been done in the last two

r three hours. After tea another pipe, and then

1 fresh attack upon the garden. In crossing the

lawn our amateur sees some very bold, bad weeds,

nnd is again off for a weeder and spends half an

liiiur at the Plantains and Dandelions; then,

having contracted a backache, he seeks fresh

work which will relieve the back. Having tried

one or two more jobs and tired of them all, our

friend now espies some rubbish which looks as if

it needed burning (once started one can stand and

It is oqualiy iinponaut not to miss the rigiit time

for putting in young plants, whether they be vege-

tables or flowers. It often pays to put off the

transplanting of greens for a week or two if the

weather be dry, rather than plant in dry weather

and have the extra labour of watering afterwards.

But when tiie rain does come, do not miss it for

anything r Obtain help if you can and get those

Cabbages or Brussels Sprouts transplanted while

the soil and air are still moist ; it may be that in

two or three days' time it will be dry again.

In the flower garden an important matter is

the staldng of such tall plants as need support.

If this work is not done in good time, it will give

far more trouble and the results will not be good.

-Mways put your sticks to such plants before they

appear to need it ; they will then grow over and
hide the stakes and ties before the plants come
into bloom. If left until they are in flower, some
of the growths will have got broken or be flat

on the ground, and wlien tied up they will probably

look like besoms. .\nd pray, Mr. or Mrs. .-Vmateur,

do not use 4-feet stakes for 3-feet plants ; nothing

looks worse than sticks standing up above the

plants. I once saw a bed of Gladioli planted

singly in straight rows and staked with 4-feet

Bamboo canes ; the effect was rather like soldiers

standing four deep with rifles at the " present " !

DRYING ONIONS IN THE .\LLINGTON NURSERIES.

watch a lire barn), so a busy but rather fruitless

afternoon is brought to a close, and the amateur

goes into the house to tell his wife how many tough

jobs he has tackled and accomplished in the hall

day. Now, if a professional gardener were to

follow this good man, he would say :
" Mr. Jones

said he had been hard at it all the afternoon
;

but I'll be hanged if I can see what he has

done !

"

No ; that is not the way to get through work.

Rather do one thing and do it thoroughly than

. try to do half a dozen, none of which is properly

finished off.

One of the great secrets of success in managing

a garden lies in tackling the most important work
first. By " most important " I mean work that will

not wait without loss to the gardener. Seed-

sowing and the transplanting of young plants are

things which it does not pay to neglect wlien tiie

right time arrives. For instance, take the early

spring, when Onion seed should be sown. If a

favourable day should be missed, it may be weeks

before the soil is again in proper condition, and

valuable time is lost which can never be made
good.

•''

\ gardener should always try to choosi" the

work according to the state of the soil and weather.

For instance, if he has made up his mind to hoe,

dig, or sow seeds on his next half-holiday, and the

day should be wet or the ground wet from previous

rain, he would be better employed in the house

reading a book than in the garden, where hi'

would be puddling the soil into a sticky mcis an 1

doing far more harm than good.

In fine weather think of odd jobs which may b^

done on a wet day ; for if you wait for the wet day

you will probably be so annoyed that it is not fin"

that you will be unable to think of anything

which may be done under cover. /
Another point is : Always be looking ahead.

Think of ne^ week, next month, and next year ;

if you do not do so, you will find the garden short

of many things it ought to contain.

When all tlie spring sowing is done, do not

think that sowing seed is over for the year !

Lettuces and other saladings must be s6\vn about

every fortnight if a proper succession is to b;

maintained. Then, from April to September,

seeds of perennial and biennial plants, such as

Primrose, .^quilegia, Canterbury Bells, Myosotis,
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Wallflowers, &c., must be iown to bloom the

following year. And how cheaply these things

can be produced from seed ! A sixpenny packet

of one or a threepenny packet of another will

produce all the plants you require and perhaps

to spare. Certainly time is required to sow and
transplant these tilings, but you have them close

at hand when the right time comes (for setting

them out in their flowering quarters, instead of

having to wait for them commg from a grower,

from whom they may quite likely arrive half

dead.

Again, towards the end of the summer many
vegetables may be sown, either for use as soon as

grown or to stand the winter and be ready for

use in the early part of the following year. It is

hardly necessary to name all these things, for they

will be found week by week in the columns of

The Garden.
It is a good plan for amateur and professional

alike to make a habit of keeping a diarvof gardening

seedlings were some time in coming up, but one day I

said :
" Oh, those Carrots have come well ; I can

see them half across the garden !
" Some four

days later there was hardly a seedling left ; those

thrice accursed slugs had taken the lot. Now,
if I had not chanced to see the bed at the first

time, I might easily have said that the seed had not

grown.

I do not think it an exaggeration to say

-that probably nine-tenths of the complaints

of the non-germination of seeds are ill-founded,

and that the failures arise from sowing at the

WTong time, an improper condition of the soil, or the

attacks of slugs or other depredators. In saying

this I am not only defending myself as a seedsman,

but the whole of the seed trade, for I feel sure

that no seedsman worthy of the name knowingly

sells seeds of even doubtful quality. There may
be cases when, owing to very bad harvesting

conditions, seeds are sent out which are not up
to the usual standard, but the cases where really

THE WILLOW GENTI.\N, SELF SO\VX, XE.\R A N.^KROW GRAS.S PATH.

Operations, not only making notes of all work
done, but noting afterwards whether the work
was done too early or too late. Do not be in too

great a hurry to sow with the coming of the new
year. Even under glass it is a mistake to sow too

early, for even if the seeds germinate all right they

will make but poor, " drawn," weakly plants if they

do not get a proper amount of sun and light ; and
sunshine is often a very scarce thing in the first

two months of the year. Again, do not think

that there is a fixed date for seed-sowing in the

open. No; you must be guided by the season. One
year you may with safety sow your Onions early

in March ; in another it would be impossible to

do so with any chance of success.

One more " Don't," and then I think I have
done ! Do not be in a hurry to condemn seeds

and say they will not grow. The soil may have been
cold or over-wet at sowing-time, or dry weather

mayhave set in after sowing and the soil have become
" set " and nearly as hard as a road. Or, again,

slugs may have eaten off the seedlings while yet

in the seed-leaf stage before you had even noticed

tliat they had germinated. Only this year I

sowed a bed of Carrot, of ample size—thinking

<'f the war and a pfissih'Ie ft^rnl shttrtpge ! The

bail seeds are distributed are very few and far

between.

GENTIANA ASCLEPIADEA
(The Willow Glnti.an.)

Both in garden and woodland this is one of the

delights of mid-September. In places it has come
by self-sown seed and shoots up through low bushes
of Alpenrose with a backing of Male Fern. But
in many other positions it has been planted.

Where a wide grassy wa> goes up into the wood
there are Rhododendrons, with an irregular

edging of Andromeda axillaris. The Gentian
occupies spaces betweeji the two, and shows up
finely with its long, arching sprays with the pairs

of purplish blue flowers. But perhaps the most
successful planting is -where a rocky bank about

2 feet high is crowned for some yards with hand-
some tufts of Hart's-tongue Fern. Here it is

planted between and behind the Hart's-tongues,

which are now in their fullest and brightest

frcndage. The. combination has proved a happy
one both as to form and colouring, and may
be confidently recommended to intending planters

of this capital autumn flower. G. J.

The Flowering of the

Century Plant
(Agave Americana.)

By ED\VARD H. WOODALL.

WHO is there that has not heard

of the flowering of the Century
Plant, the Aloe, or, more correctly,

Agave americana ; but who e\-er

tap^s of its beauty ? Everv
traveller on the Riviera or in other Southern lands

is familiar with its splendid flower-stem and it;

many candelabra-like branches thick with seed-

pods ; but how many, I wonder, have seen it

.n flower. It is one of Nature's tragedies, one
may say. for when a plant, after many years nf

patient growth, has at last accumulated strength

to perfect its flowering, it might well be expected

that its season of bloom would be prolonged.

In the case of the American Aloe it is just the

reverse, for it is so short a time in perfect beaui\

thafej^ amounts, as one may say, to a tragedy

in the flower world. Only think of it ! In thn i-

sliort days the expansion, the full flowering, ;ind

the fading of the flower of the Century Plant i>

c uiuplete ! After all these many years'of steady

growth—varying from fifteen or twenty years up tn

the' extreme limit of one hundred years in tin-

ni(.)st unfavourable conditions—all is finished >•

quickly that few folk ever see the Aloe flown

in its beauty, and there are not a few who will

deiij- that it has any, simply because they h,i\'-

missed their chance.

Lilies, as a rule, expand their flowers one by
one, beginning from the top, as in Lilium gigan-

teum. and from the bottom', in iHost cases, as shown
ill L. auratum, L. candidum and many other;

I'Ut not so in this stately plant. Every flower on

r.ii h branch, whejher at the top or at the bottom
lit the spike, expands the same day, almost the

same hour, and the whole flower beauty is past

and over in three days. Never shall I forget it.

Driven down by force of circumstances to Nice

in mid-.August, I saw, one scorching afternci'm,

a group of fifteen or more tall flowering A\or-

with brilliant lemon yellow Lily-like flowers widely-

expanded against the pale turquoise blue of tlit-

summer sky, and so surprised and overcome

was I that, like Liimaeus of old, I was tempted to

bow the knee to their surprising beauty of colour

and shape. All the flowers were evidently freshly',

opened, and so I retiu-ned the next day to feast

on tlieir beauty and urged other friends to do thr

same. Lo ! on the third day I went up with friends.

to fix in our minds the curiously distinct colouring

of lemon yellow Lily and blue green of stem and

leaf. But when we got there, where were iii\

lovely lemon Lilies ? Nothing was left but dirt\-

whitish brown faded petals and fast-swelling

seed-pods ; not a flower remained to be seen ! I

rubbed my eyes in the vain hope they were inert l>-

dazzled, until conviction seized me that all w,-.-

over and there was nothing left to admire. Tin u

I set about exploring some smaller groups il

flowering stems retarded by- growing in ratlu r

deep shade, and there I saw that the flowers

fertilised so quickly in the hot sunshine that they

faded at once, anffthat only an accident prolonged,

their beauty by a single day.

Some good Pears, like the Jargonelle, for instaiici-.,

ripen so quickly that it is commonly said you must

sit up all night if you wish to eat them in perfection :.

and so it may almost be said of the Agave Lily,,

wliich is really only one whole day in perfect beaut\-,.

the crown and glory of so many years' growtli

The first day is taken up in opening ; the second..

its flowers are fertilised ; and the third day tl.i

colour has fltd and turned tn a dull wliilish browii
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which causes the unobservant man to say there is

no beauty in the Aloe flowers. Now I linow why
so few speak of the beauty of these lemon yellow

Lily flowers, but, believe me, an Agave flower-

spike is indeed a glorious sight on tlie right day !

Sic transit gloria flortim.

%

Hardiness of the Iris

C
winter robbed our gardens of many
apparently hardy shrubs and suffruticose

plants. The early frosts of November
were succeeded by the ungenial weather

of December and January, wliich culmi-

nated in the prolonged .Arctic con-

ditions of February, when ihc

mercury dropped below zero. Then

was begun the havoc among

cherished plants, while the hjng

spell of bitter winds in March, and

April's frost and snow sealed many
a death warrant.

The snow left at last on .\pril i^.

.ind after an incredibly few days

>ummer burst upon us. cheating u?

'if the long-desired spring. Nearly

.1 month's drought followed and,

' oupled with the powerful sunshine,

Uaftodils and Tulips came and

went with a breathless burst of

colour ; but later spring plants bene-

fited by refreshing thunderstorms.

It was cheering to see how
rapidly and well the long-retarded

Iris foliage came up through the

ground when released by rain and

sui\sliinc ; and now that the Iris

season is over we can chronicle a

record one, brilliant with blossom.

The special massing of colour w.i^

largely due to the retardation "I

flowering, and consequent conccn-

tratii>n of flowers in a shorter spa(f

of time than usual. Most of the

plants were unusually robust and

free from disease, but there were a

few kinds which failed to flower. In

the following notes the earliest dates,

recorded during a long series of

years, are compared with those of

this abnormally late season. Iris

unguicularis.—Not one flower suc-

ceeded in opening, though there

were flowering shoots 3 inches

-above ground. All were destroyed

by frost. The long floweruig season,

from November to April, just

coincided with the wintry spell, and

the light covering of Bracken failed

this year to be a sufficient protection.

I. fimbviata does not flower here

in the open, though its foliage

is hardy enough ; but for the

first time it was cut back severely, though not

quite killed. I. tingitana is a tantalising plant

and wiU not flower here outside, but its long

foliage came up as vigorously as usual. I.

tectorum, usually so strong and free flowering,

fared badly, but some of the shoots smvived and
flowering began on May 26, three weeks later than

usual.
,

Of the Juno Irises, sind-pers, a pretty silvery

grey hybrid, protected by an overhead light,

flowered on March 22 instead of February 15 ;

and bucharica began on April 20 instead ot at the

end of March. The bulbous species reticulata,

which usually begins to flower in early February,

waited till •Vpril 3 ; and tuberosa, instead of late

February, only began on .'\pril 30.

May came in with a sudden burst of warmtli

foe the first week, and this brought out the Dwarf

Flag Irises with a rush, and they made a grand

show for a fortnight or so in every shade from

creamy white, sulphur, lemon yellow, through

pale blue, violet and crimson to reddish and deepest

blue purple. Puniila ca;rulea is always the first,

beginning about April n. This year it was the

2yth, followed by atropm'purea and several forms

of Chamseiris on May 2. Lutescens, Statellse,

several aphyllas, balkana, Fieberi and benacensis

followed between May 6 and 16, their usual dates

being between April 15 and 26.

The IntermecUates followed on quickly and

flowered most profusely in their delicate shades

forms of pallida, plicata, flavescens, amoena,

squalens and variegata. The pink forms, such

as Queen of May and Her Majesty, were specially

good ; also Iris King and Peacock Eye, and they

laited till the third week in June. A few failures

must be mentioned. Black Prince did not flower,

nor the tender Eastern kinds albicans and Madonna,
nor the white kashmiriana.

Turning to another group, the Regelias and

their hybrids flowered amazingly. Vaga began

a week late, on May ro, and Leichtlinii not for

ten days more ; but the many forms of Korolkowii

came at their usual time in mid-May ; Susiana

and sofarana not till after May 20, over a week
l.itc ; and the Regelio-cydus hybrids were from

three to fourteen days late. May 6

to 18 instead of April 25 to May 8,

beginning with Charon, followed by
Isis, Hesperia, Hera, Thalia and Eos,

and ending with Medusa.

The narrow-leaved Apogons, Tol-

mieana, Tollong, longipetala and

graminea, flowered in late instead

'f mid May, and the various sibirica

forms were similarly retarded ; but

most of the later moistme-loving

ones came at about the average

date—virgiuica at the end of May ;

ochroleuca, Delavayi, spuria and its

hybrids in late June ; Kaempfcri

in early July. Of the Chines.-.

Bulleyana flowered in mid-June,

ind Wilsonii later.

The foregoing notes show that

in spite of the utmost rigour of

winter, we can depend on an

ample display of Irises, provided

that the preceding summer and

autimrn have been hot enough to

ripen their reserve tissues.

EtEONORA ARMITAGE.

Dadiioi', Herefordshire.

Sedum populifolium

SEDUM POPULIFOLIU.M IN THE ROCK G.VRDEN .\T E.\RLH.\M H.ALL

of white, greyish blue, cream and yellow, besides

red purple and deep blue. Charmant began on
May 13, and was followed by King Humbert,
Odin, Ivorine, Mars, Dolphin and Queen Flavia

before May 20, fully a fortnight later tluin usual.

The tall late Flags which overlap these were
also delayed, but made up for it when they came
by a gorgeous display of bloom which astonished

visitors who did not know what Irises can do
in this respect. Usually the first week in May
sees Purple King, Kharput, florentina and font-

arabie, but it was May 20 before their first flowers

opened, .\fter this the flowering of the later

kinds became more normal, with only three to

se\en days' retardation, most of them opening

between May 2S and June 6, such as the various

This distinct Sedum is a very

'lid inhabitant of British gardens,

liut is not so often met with

nowadays as so charming a

plant should be. It was introduced

in 1780 to Kew- by its discoverer,

the celebrated Russian naturalist

Pallas. He found it in Siberia

—

a fact which vouches for its

hardiness. It is the only thoroughly

hardy Sedum that I know of with

a shrub-like habit and w o o d >•

stems, and if given a good open

ind sunny position and treated

well as to soil, it will grow into a

small shrub ri feet high and spread

out wider than its height. The leaves

are not very much like those of a

Poplar, to m\- mind, except perhaps as regards

their long and slender petioles. Anyway, they have

provided the plant with a name, and they manage
to be attractive during the seasons they appear

on the twiggy growths. A pleasant light green

when young, they become bronzed, and in some

seasons and if grown in a sunny position they

achieve a fine series of shades of red before they

fall. The flowers are in round heads and of a very

pale pink. They cover the plant in August and

September so as almost to hide the leaves, as may
be seen in the accompanying photograph, taken

in the rock garden at Earlham Hall this yenr.

It grows easily and quickly from cuttings, like most

members of its family, and at one time was mm li

grown as a pot plant. E. A. Bowles.
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THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES.—IV
{Continued from page 432.)

PEARS : SELECTIONS FOR UTILITY AND QUALITY.

A FTER a Pear, wine or tlie priest,"

/% said a fifteenth century French

/ % proverb. Happily, we may approach

F^^^L the Pears of the twentieth century with
" *less foreboding. Tlie introduction of

the melting Beurres, which stand to the memory
of the little band of Belgian raisers—Van Mons,

Hardenpont, Esperen and others—has brought

this fruit within the range of the most delicate

interiors. It is true that there still remain a

few sorts which only the eupeptic can tackle with

impunity, but these I will avoid in

the following lists.

Of the fruits which have been

lirought to garden uses, none is more
amenable to the restricted pruning

and training that this culture entails.

One is reminded of an old French

writer who advises that one particular

variety should be planted near the

house, as it "pines for its master's

breath " if banished to the outskirts

o( the garden. There seems a com-
placent and almost feline air about

a Pear well furnished with fruit, and
the analogy might be pressed further

did I not realise the demands of the

times for the severely practical.

But to return to the consideration

of the best forms. For open ground,

I ordons and bushes are suitable for

most kinds and are the best form for

the small garden. Many sorts do well

as standards, and I think more
should be grown in this way in

shrubberies and parks, flower, fruit,

and, in many, autumnal colour being

alike beautiful. Early varieties should

not, for small households, be grown
in this form, as they often produce

a large number of fruits ripening in

a short time. The medium and late

sorts will be more useful—such kinds

as Beurre Hardy, Conference, Duron-
deau, Emile d'Heyst, Josephine

de Malines, Louise Bonne and
Thompson's

;
alid fcr cooking, Catil-

lac, Bellissime d'Hiver and Vicar ot

Winkfield all thrive as standards.

.Ill Pears do well and improve in

appearance on walls, except, perhaps,

the early sorts, which are certainly

of better flavour from the open.

The old practice of putting the

more choice varieties on the wall

cannot be bettered. Fans, coi'dons

and espaliers can be used for this purpose,

and if carefully attended to, during the 'ripening

season especially, will not be ungrateful. When
cordons are grown on walls or trellises it is well

to plant them upright at first, as this gives a better

chance of developing fruit spurs on both sides of

the stem ; they can then be lifted in three or four

years and planted diagonally. For the fancy
trainer no tree. is so plastic as the Pear, and to

those of contemplative temperament this is a very
fascinating occupation. The young or old man
in a hurry should, however, pass by on the other

side.

"In selecting a utility list of Pears, we are assisted

by the fact that quantity is not in this fruit always
divorced from quality. There are few Apples
which crop abundantly and which are at the same

lime of good quality ; but Pears have managed
things better.

Utility List.

Jargonelle.—The indispensable fruit, cropping

freely a]id thriving under the most adverse con-

ditions. " Born in 1600 and still going strong."

An east or north wall may be profitably occupied

by a tree of this variety.

Colmar d'Ete.—A small but good fruit, hardy,

sturdy in growth, and a never-failing cropper.

I'lavour sweet, juicy and refreshing.

first Pear of good flavour. If Mr. Laxton's new
Supreme lives up to the good impression it gave

me when presented to the Fruit Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society, Williams' will, I

think, be displaced in this list.

Thompson's.—After a hundred years this Pear is

far too little known
;

quite the best flavoured

of Its season. A rather poor grower, but such things

are details of no importance in the search for the

best.

Marie Louise.—Too well known to need fturther

praise ; a little shy, does very well on light soils.

Beurre Superfin.—A serious rival of the regal

Doyenn6 du Comice, but it comes a little earlier

and so escapes the fate of being dethroned. Not

\"ery fertile in all soils, but in places most reliable.

Doyenne du Comice.—Primus inter pares, only

here do not happen to be any ! Plant north,

south, east and west, on walls and
off, on dry and on wet soils, .so

perchance its queenly desires may
be -discovered. Handle with rever-

ence and consume with thanks-

giving.

Winter Nelis.—1 had almost

written " small but good," but to

propitiate some readers, let me say
" small and good." A really but-

tery fruit. A warm waU and a

_ delayed gathering are necessary.

Josephine de Malines. — Will

come into the epicure's list also.

Bergamotte Esperen.—-A text
for a sermon on the beauties that

may lie under a rough exterior. A
warm spot should be chosen to

trap all the autumn sunshine.

E. A. BUNVARD.

The Grease-Banding of

Fruit Trees

T
I

PE.\R DOYENNE DU COMJCE. THE FIRST AMONG ITS EQU.VLS.

Fondante d'Automne.—Medium size, but over

average quality ; its French name. Belle Lucrative,

is at once descriptive and true.

Conference.—Of Calabash shape, flesh melting

and good ; if only one Pear is to be grown, this

is the one.

Josephine de Malines.—This will keep till

April or May, and has the great advantage of

ripening slowly and not all at once. Does well

as a standard or, indeed, in any form.

Quality List.

As in Apples, it is necessary to pass several

of the earlier sorts and start with

Williams' Bon Chretien.—There are some who
consider this Pear too sweet and musky, but I

fancy the majority of epicures will consider it the

HE prevention of injury to

fruit trees, especially .Apples,

by grease-banding has no
doubt been somewhat ne-

glected of late owing to the

want of labour. Thus we hear of a

l'-)ss of crop and defoliated trees,

tioth of which are aggravated by
neglect of winter and summer
spraying. It is not only the current

season's fruit crop that suffers when
the main leaves are destroyed, but

it is the subsequent growth and the

tnundation that should be laid for

future crops that are in jeopardy.
• Many persons do not agree with

grease - banding, possibly for two
reasons : First, some orchards are

almost immune from winter moth
caterpillar infestation, especially

where fowls are continually kept among the trees
;

secondly, some unfortunate worker may have

grease-banded improperly, resulting in the death,

perhaps, of several trees or serious injury to many.
These are not good reasons why grease-banding

is not an advantage.

If grease-banding is to be effective it should be

done by the early part of October, as the males

appear about that time, flying at dusk along the

hedgerows, woods and orchards. The females

crawl out of the ground a few days later and con-

tinue until nearly the end of the year. It is the latter

that the grease-bands are put upon the trees to

intercept. The f .males crawl up the stems and lay

their eggs about the buds and spurs, where they

remain till March and eventually develop into cater-

pillars bytho time the flower-buds arc formed, which
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tliey injure by eating into the centre ot the ckisters.

If the caterpillars are left uninterrupted they fall

to the ground in June, entering the soil, where

they remain until a further stage takes place, and

once more they emerge into male and female moths.
- Standard trees are quite easy to band, but

bushes with the branches close to tlie ground are

difficult. To effectively and safely grease-band

the trees, stout grease-proof paper, cut into strips

5 inches or 6 inches wide and long enough to en-

circle the stem, with a slight lap, is necessary; or one

may make use of the corrugated " Multiplex" bands

sold by Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone,

tying them seciu-ely on the trees an incli or so from

the top and bottom of the bands. Place on the

paper a thick layer—say, 2 inches wide—of approved

grease, as sold by Messrs. Strawson ; or " Tangle-

foot," which is a desirable preparation. Freshen up

the grease during the winter mouths if it becomes

hard and dry, as its stickiness is the point to aim

at in trapping the pests. E. Molyneu.x.

Wages for Agricultural

Workers

THE
Corn Production Act, passed on

August 21, which guarantees minimum
prices of Wheat and Oats, also makes

provision for fixing minimum rates of

wages. AU farm workers, and also workers

in market gardens, nvu^ery grounds, orchards,

woods and osier beds, are included under the Act,

which applies to boys, women and girls as well as

men. For the purpose of settling, under the Act,

. the lowest rates of wages which may be paid to

workers in agriculture, a Central Agricultural

Wages Board is about to be formed, consisting

of sixteen members representing employers, sixteen

members representing workers, and seven impartial

persons appointed by the Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries. The Wages Board will be estab-

lished by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,

after consultation with the Minister of Laboiur.

The Wages Board will have power to issue permits

to enable workers who are infirm, or physically

injured, to obtain employment at less than the

minimum rates. Nothing in the Act prevents

the payment of wages at rates higher than the

,
minimum rates.

District Wages Committees will be set up

throughout England and Wales, each comprising

an equal number of representatives of employers

and workers, respectively, and also one or more

impartial persons appointed by the Board of Agri-

. culture and Fisheries. These Committees will have

to make recommendations to the Central Board as

to the rates of wages applicable to theur districts.

The representative members on the Central'Board

will be partly elected by organisations represent-

ing farmers and labourers, respectively, and partly

nominated by the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries. The President will be glad to receive and

consider suggested names of representatives of

employers, submitted by farmers' organisa-

tions, or by groups of at least ten farmers

;

and of representatives of workers, submitted

by labourers' organisations, or by groups

of at least ten agricultural labourers. From
among the persons so suggested nominated

representative members of the Central Board

and ctf the District Committses will be selected.

All suggestions of names, together vvith the full

postal addresses of the persons suggested, should

be forwarded at an early date to the Secretary,

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, 8o, Pall Mall,

S.W.I. A memorandum giving details of the

provisions of the Act relating to minimum rates

of wages may be obtained post free on application

It the address given above.

CLUBBING IN BRASSIGAS
By clarence PONTING.

This d'seasc, known under the various names of anbury, club, fmger-and-toc, or grub, will sooner or

later visit all gardeners, so that a few notes on the subject may prove interesting reading, and
perhaps provoke discussion which may prove helpful to readers.

What is Clubbing ?—Happy beyond the

dreams of mortal man is the gardener who can

ask this question. I am sure that if anyone

who has seen my garden asked me this question,

a wild look would come into my eyes, I should look

quietly round for the nearest object which could

serve as a " club," and I should smite that intrepid

individual " just one." He would not ask mc
that twice, I can warrtmt. Club ! I have nothing

but club ! There are times when I could sit

down and weep at the manner that this slimy

little fungus manages to get the better of all my
well-meaning efforts to conquer it. As a matter

of fact, I, do nothing of the kind, but continue

the ground, and from the first spot attacked

the disease spreads rapidly in all directions and

in various ways. It may be carried by the soil

adhering to implements or the boots of labourers.

And each patch becomes a new centre of infection,

which is spread by digging and raking. Every
scrap of infected soil, or of diseased fibre which

may be added to the manure heap, distributes

the virus over a wide area, so that finger-and-toe

may suddenly appear in parts of the garden

which have hitherto been free from this trouble-

some pest."

Tha Appearance o( Plants When Attacked.

—

From this description it will be seen that club

EX.\MPLES OF CLUB ROOT ON BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

to wage warfare until I shall eventually " give

it best."

Sutton's excellent book, " The Culture of

Vegetables and Flowers," gives a good descrip-

tion of this disease, which is as follows:
" The disease known by the above names is

common in the roots of cultivated cruciferous

plants, such as Cabbages, Kohl Rabi, Radishes,

Swedes, Turnips, &c., and also in many cruciferous

weeds, including Charlock and Shepherd's Purse.

The cause of this disease is an extremely minute

fungus, which may lie dormant in the soil for

several years for want of a comfortable home,

and when a cruciferous plant becomes available

the fungus fastens on the fine roots, multiplies

rapidly in the tissues, and produces malformation

and decay. After the disease has made some
progress, insect agency frequently augments the

mischief, so that on cutting open a large decaying

root it is not unusual to find the interior packed

with millepedes, weevils, wireworms, and other

ground vermin. Unlike the Potato disease,

which spreads from plant to plant through the

atmosphere, the fungus of finger-aud-toe infects

in the garden is not at all a desirable thing, for

once it has made its appearance it is another

thing to cause its exit. Those who are not

acquainted with this disease will find no difficulty

in discovering it, should any plants be attacked.

Healthy plants may be put into the soil and grow

away splendidly for a time. Then they seem to

make no fm'ther progress. They stand still

and, should a dry period intervene, become a

prey to blue aphis. In hot sun the plants will

droop, even after the soil has been saturated

by rain. It is not necessary to pull up the plant

in order to make sure of such attacks ; but should

there be any doubt about this, the root system

will indisputably prove this. Pull up such a

plant, and what is found ? There are no roots

worthy of the name. In place of these a knotted,

stinking lump will be seen, the size varying from

that of a Walnut to a good-sized Cocoanut. It

all depends upon how long the plant has been

allowed to grow after infection. Badly, attacked

plants will fall over in wet soil during periods

of strong winds, owing to there being no roots to

anchor the plant in the soil.
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When are Plants Liable to Attack ?—I have

had such boundless opportunities of obser\ing the

work of this fungus in its attacks upon Brassicas

that I can give the answer to this question without

delay. Plants are liable to attack from the very

first stages of the seed-bed ; in fact, I 'am rather

inclined to think that it is here they first

receive the infection. It does not follow that all

the plants in the seed-bed will be infected, although

I had a case this season where every plant in the

seed-bed was infected. This was rather an inter-

esting case, for having observed that the attack

usually took place in the seedling stage, I filled

a cold frame with soil which I kttew had never

had any of the Brassica tribe grown upon it.

This was mixed with stable manure and Beech

leaf-mould. To make assurance doubly sure,

this soil was treated to a heavy dressing of soil

fumigant. The seedliligs came up well and

proceeded to make beautiful plants. Upon
lifting them, however, club was found to be

present upon every seedling. Well, as the

Americans say, this fairly " had me beat." That

there was something in that soil which caused the

plants to be attacked I knew, and the cause of

this trouble in my garden seems to be apparent.

It is no doubt due to the use of leaf-mould. The
decaying of the leaves probably was assisted by

the spores of finger-and-toe disease. My con-

clusion regarding this as the cause of the disease

is due to the fact that my garden has been manured

for years with the leaves of the Beech trees, which

blow down every year from a wood at the bottom

of the garden. These are gathered into a heap

each year and dug into the soil when in a half-

rotted condition, the result being that my soil

is very rich in leaf-mould, and will no longer carry

a crop of the Cabbage tribe.

Supposed Remedies.—it will be noticed that

I say " the Cabbage tribe." I mention this

because all the other plants belonging to the

Crucifera; I can grow splendidly, even Turnips,

Radishes and Kohl Rabi flourish, and never is the

slightest sign of anbury evident. Probably a

shower of letters will reach the Editor telling me
to lime my soil. This, I know, is the supposed

remedy, but having caused my soil to be limed

at the rate of five tons to the acre without effect,

this cannot be the remedy in my case. Oth' rs will

tell me that my soil should receive a dressing of

agricultural salt. Again, I have tried this. One

year I so salted a piece of ground that not a weed

grew upon it that season. However, Cabbf.ges

planted the next season produced the finest example

of club that I have yet seen. Ashes scattered in

the holes at the time of planting is another supposed

remedy, which has been tried without effect.

Another peculiar point regarding this disease which

is supposed to infest the soil is this : that if plants

which are badly attacked are staked and earthed

up to a height of 6 inches to g inches, fresh roots

will form on the stem above the part attacked
;

hut, curiously enough, these roots are not infected

as one would naturally assume would be the case,

as the soil drawn to the plants should carry the

disease to the new upper roots.

Conclusions Formed.—From the foregoing I

am beginning to think that club disease only

attacks plants during the summer months. My
reason for forming this conclusion is because, as

plants are not attacked after earthing up, which is

done in the autumn, the spores are not active

at this time. Another reason is due to an experi-

ment which I tried this season. I raised some

Brussels Sprout plants in heat early in January

and planted them during February in soil known

to be infected. These grew away steadily and

never looked back. Probably they grew too

quickly during the moist weather which one

experiences at this time. I pulled up two or three

plants last week (they are now 4 feet high) in order

to observe the action at the roots. The root system

was splendid, so much so that the plant was well

fed, and, although club was in evidence, it was
only in such a small proportion as to be negligible,

and did not affect the growth sufficiently to cause

that stunting from which they never recover.

A Next Season's Experiment.—From the fact

that this disease is of fungoid origin, I intend to

try the following experiment during various periods

of the year. Knowing how useful Burgundy
mixture is in combating the Potato disease,

which is also of a fungoid character, I shall fill

the holes with Burgundy mixture before planting.

If any spores are there resting, this ought to

effectually finish them. Whether it will also finish

the plants is a point which I have yet to discover,

although I do not think it will have any adverse

effect upon the roots.

Perhaps some reader who has already tried this

method will give others the benefit of his experi-

ence. It should make interesting reading.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Trenching.—The month of October is perhaps
the slackest of all times in the kitchen garden,
and opportunity should therefore be taken to
trench all vacant plots, such as where Peas, Beans
or Potatoes were growing, to prepare the ground
for next season's sowing and planting of

such crops as Onions, Carrots and Parsnips.

I am a staunch believer in trenching the bulk
of soils, especially those which are heavy and
with a hard, pan-like subsoil. Well-trenched
soil benefits more by this mechanical action than
by the application of a heavy dressing of manure.
The object of trenching is not only to encourage
deep rooting, but to add warmth to the soil by the
admission of air, and also to peimit a free drainage
of surplus water from heavy rains, which, when
lying on the subsoil, causes root stagnation to

all growth, which in turn creates and furthers the
progress of diseases, such as canker in fruit trees, as
well as a loss of growth in vegetables, especially

in the Brassica tribe. In stiff soil, trenching should
not be done during wet weather. No trenching
should be less than 2 feet deep—3 feet would be
better—and remember when land is broken up to

this deptn it is done for ever. At no future period
is it necessary to again trench so deeply.

Collecting Such Refuse as leaves, decayed
vegetable matter, wood-ashes, charcoal and disused
potting soil is time well spent. Such materials

supply much plant food and are found extremely
useful when sowing and planting various crops
in the spring. Store all such matter in neat heaps,

keeping them as dry as possible. Freshly gathered
leaves are valuable to mix with the soil when
trenching is going on, as they not only enrich the
soil, but aid in the porosity where the soil is heavy
in character.

Broad Beans.—Now is a good time to sow seed
of Longpod or Windsor Beans, as if the plants

pass through the winter safely they will give an
earlier and a heavier crop than those spring sown.
Select a chry site in trenched soil quite in the
open. Sow the seeds in dry weather in double
rows 8 inches apart, with a space of 6 inches in

the rows. AUow a yard between the rows. If

the soil is heavy, sow the seeds in a little prepared
compost to hasten germination, and keep them
free from slug attacks.

The Flower Garden.

Planting Roses.—Plants carefully put in this

month become established by making fresh roots

while the soil is still warm, and are in a much
stronger condition when growth starts in March
than plants put in in December. It is a good
plan to remove all the leaves when receiving the
plants, and to shorten the long shoots. The former
do not then draw upon the energy of the weakened
plant, and the removal of tall shoots aids in

keeping the plants free from winds, which tend
to loosen them in th;> soil. Deeply trench and
heavily manure the soil before planting ; this

is best done during drj' weather, especially where
the soil is heavv.

Plants Under Glass.

Violets in Frames.—No time should be lost
in getting the plants of double Violets into the
frames where they are to flower, so that they may
become established before frost sets in. A base
of freshly gathered leaves on long mamure i foot
thick to ensure good drainage should be supplied,
and on this a compost of light, friable soil at least
I foot thick, in which is a goodly proportion of
decayed leaves and road grit to render the whole-
porous, should be placed. Lift the plants with,
a ball of earth attached to the roots. Allow space
so that overcrowchng cannot take place ; if this,

occurs, the leaves are liable to rot. Give a good
soaking of water to settle the soil about the roots.
Leave the lights off until the nights grow colder
or much rain falls. Afterwards give air freel>'

on all favourable occasions.

E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.

Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Parsley.—Those who transplant this herb and
grow the plants singly have no difficulty in trans-,
ferring as many as will carry the supply safely
through winter and spring. The inexperienced,
when lifting, invariably endeavour to raise more
sou than is needed with the plant, often to its-

damage. The proper quantity is just as much
as the roots attach to themselves, and this is quickly
discovered by experience. The less handling,
given the plants the better, and once planted, the
soil packed firmly around the ball and freely
moistened with water, little more is required for
weeks. The general requirements are coolness
without frost, and water at the roots given at
only rare intervals.

Cauliflowers.—Seeds may be sown in a prepared
bed in a cold frame to come in for planting out
late in March or early in April, a light covering of
sand being levelled over the soU to keep down weeds
and mitigate the evils of damp. Early Erfurt is a
reliable sort when true, and from the one sowing
provides a lengthened supply of material. If a
pit is to be had, then better, or, rather, earlier plants
may be secured by potting some in January and.
once well rooted, planting out in a cool house.
By similar means very strong plants can be had
to plant out in March, and the remainder may be
left to produce heads without transplanting,
either the strongest or the weakest, according
to circumstances.

Carrots.—Long-rooted sorts need be left in the
ground no longer. They may be stored in pits
similarly to Potatoes if space under cover be
limited ; or if there is room in a shed or other
outhouse, be buried between layers of sand. It

hinders new growth when a slight portion of the
root is cut off with the foliage when trimming the
roots previous to storing.

The Rose Garden.
Ramblers.—These may now be pruned and the

present year's shoots tied to the trellis or nailed to
walls. Conrmon Roses may also be pruned and
done up for the year, which makes a saving of
labour in spring. If any kinds are to be increased
by means of cuttings, the present time is also
suitable for that work. Stout, well-ripened shoots
are best, or those about r foot in length, of which
9 inches should be buried. There are more ways
than one by which the shoots can be planted, but
where large numbers are treated they should
be laid in trenches in lines, the soil, when put back,
being pressed firmly in. There is little fear of

frost loosening them if properly managed. Six
inches apart is quite enough space to allow each,
with r5 inches between the rows, giving ramblers
double these measurements.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias.—As soon as these are over for the year,
lift the roots, first cutting the plants over quite

T foot above ground. If lifted carefully, so as to

preserve a quota of soil about the claws of the
tubers, they will keep in perfect condition without
doing anything else than seeing that neither
frost nor' wet reaches them. I grow many
hundreds and never lose any by this simple
method.

Tuberous Begonias are also ready to store,

but the tubers in this instance are all the better

if laid out to dry on the border of a vinery,

after which, also keeping a portion of soil on each,

they should be stored in boxes or barrels in a dry,

cool riiom.

Lobelia cardinalis and similar kinds keep best

in a cold frame. My system is to arrange the
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plants close together in cutting boxes as they are

lifted, and after placing in the frame they are

covered several inches in depth with leaf-soil

and left till early spring, when they are trans-

ferred to a structure warm enough to start them
into new growth for breaking up. If one could be
certain of orJy slight frosts, the roots would be best

left in the ground and covered there with some
protecting material. Next to that, the best thing

to do is to see they are kept as cool and dry as

possible.

Chrysanthemums.—Many of the early flowering

-.rtion comi- safely through the winter in light

^ul with merely a covering of cinders placed over
the plants; but to be certain of preserving them
It is better to lift and plant in a cold frame, also

I vcring deeply as a further protection. There is a
Muthcr value of cold frame treatment, in that cut-

; iigs are produced much earlier for the next year's

stock. Some varieties already have shoots coming
from the roots. These may be taken oS and
dibbled into soil in a frame, where they will root

in due time and prove strong material for next

season. R. P. Brotherstom.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyningluime, PrcsUmkirk, N.B.

COMMENTS ON
GARDEN"

"THE

ABOUT APPLES AND OTHER THINGS.

A PPLE JAMES GRIEVE I have grown

/% for about twelve years, and I consider

/ % it one of the best for beautiful blossom

/ % and fruit and regular and abundant
» * crops. I think it resembles Cox's

(jiinge Pippin in flavour a little, but doubtless

this varies in different soils and situations. (Per-

sonally, I prefer it to Cox's Orange Pippin, which

I think an a%vfully overrated Apple—a matter

of taste, and " tastes differ " !)

Newton Wonder was a complete failure in my
garden, but many praise it. I concur with Mr.

Bunyard's remarks about the storing of Apples

in all sorts of places, which my " amateur

"

experience has often proved true, but am amazed

to hear the same from an expert. The queerest

example I call to mind is that of an early " non-

keeping" French Codlin, a tall old tree beneath

whose branches there was a pergola thickly roofed

with climbers. This caught some of the ripe

Apples one autumn as they fell, and they remained

there till Christmas, when I found them, quite

-mnd and of unimpaired flavour.

Pear Louise Bonne of Jersey.—If obliged to

content myself with one Pear tree, I would choose

this for beauty of blossom and fruit, flavour, and

constant and profuse crops ; but of good Pears

there is an embarras des richesses and no excuse

for growing " greengrocers' shop-window " and
" hotel dessert " ones (of which I count Conference

an example).

I must buy, beg or steal some of those Dutch

Beans to sow next season. I have had some ripe

Dwarf Beans this autumn. They were excellent,

:iud looked very like chocolate creams when
' < loked. I found them better than ordinary white

H.iricots.

I am glad to read a word of praise given to my
dear old Mme. Crousse. I remember her in her

youth (and mine). Though not disdaining newer

ones, I think it still remains the most beautiful

of all Ivy-leaved Geraniimis. It is hot a " quarrel-

some " pink, as so many are, but combines happily

with many crimsons, lavenders and mauves.

The picture of JVIiss Philbrick's ornamental

\"egetable bed is very convincing, and ought to

.lUure others to copy or rival it. For several

years I had to study the effects obtainable in a

small garden where flowers, fruit and vegetables

grew "cheek by jowl"—pink Hollyhocks with

a background of grey-green Cabbages
;

pale

. ellow Evening Primroses in front of Beetroot

;

C irrots behind Poppies and Cornflowers, or .i

few of these growing amid the ferny feathery

foliage, and so on.

My experience this year coincides in two respects

with those of our revered friend. My " PoUy

Prims " were terribly " cut up," and as for slugs

(censored by Editor) I have never had worse

losses due to " the little beasts," as, with fine

disregard of Natural History, he caUs them.

(/ say " reptile " when very angry, being a daughter

of Eve.) A propos of Eve, can anyone tell me
where I can get a Mussel Plum tree ? "I have

sought, but I seek it vainly " in all the fruit

catalogues. There was a tree which stood in

the midst of the garden (at Surbiton) and its

fruit was forbidden, and—er—well—I was nol

" a good little girl who died young." and " stolen

fruit was sweet." Anne .Amateur.

No More " Beastly Days "

THE strenuous days of " summer time "

have come to an end, and those whom
the shackles of business keep out of

tlieir gardens until the fall of twilight

grey must now rest content within the

peaceful precincts of their " ain fireside."

" And when the darkness muffles up the skies

Still to be happy is her sole desire.

She sings sweet songs about a great emprise,

And sees a garden blowing in the fire."

So many homes have been plunged into the valley

of the shadow, so many brave soldier-gardeners

have gone to " the island-valley of Avilion,"

that to some these pleasant lines, culled from a

poem called " The Gardener " in a soldier's " Songs

of Peace," may appear inapt. But sorrows and

blessings oft come together, and so, though we

gardeners at home may forget that 1917 v,-as

ushered in with Potato queues, we shall, surely,

remember for the rest of our lives the miracle

of its bounteous crops. My only wish is that the

Huns could be forced to send a horticultural

deputation over here, and that Frau Karl Druschki

and Oberhofgartner Terks could make their

appearance m the flesh ! How I should glory

in showing them my well-filled trays of Midlothian

Early, Windsor Castle and Arran Chief, and my
neighbour Mr. Hadley's multitudinous nets of

Vegetable Marrows ! And then what a joy it

would be to pack them right across country

(goodness knows where !) to see (or hear) " .^nne

Amateur's " groaning shelves laden with bottled

Pears, sweet chutney and other delicious con-

fections ! I hesitate to speculate on what she

would have to say to them, or whether they would

be allowed to depart back to the Vaterland scot-

free ; but if they did get there, surely the " starving

English " fiction would receive its final quietus.

And so we must be thankful to the Creator for

the blessings vouchsafed to us in 1917, and forget

all about the " daggledy " (as we say in Worcester-

shire) days of .August and Septamber, which made
the Plums crack and the corn harvest so difficult

to ingather.

The other day some business took me to the

large carpet works of Messrs. Brintons, Limited,

in my native town, and there, in the caretaker's

office, was a conspicuous notice board which read

as follows :

" NO MORE ' BEASTLY DAYS.*

" For as the rain cometh down, and the snow

from heaven, and retumeth not thither, but

watereth the earth ; and maketh it bring forth

and bud, that it may give seed to the sower,

and bread to the eater.—Isaiah LV., 10."

It was pouring with rain at the time, and the

signs were all propitious for a soaking wet day,

but, though sorely tempted, I was on my guard.

and only remarked that I hoped it would soon

clear ; and when the sun did shine an hoiu: or

two later it reminded me of dear old Alphonse

Karr's experiences on board the boat which con-

veyed him by the Saone from Chalons to sunny

Lyons. It came on to rain, and one poor woman
who could not afford a cabin to herself was left

on the deck while everyone else went below

;

but let me tell the last part of the tale of " The
Poor Travellers " in his own words. He says :

" J'adressai du meilleur de mon coeur une priere

k Dieu pour que la pluie cessat. Quelques instants

apres, un rayon de soleil dissipa les nuages
;

je

crus que j'avais ete entendu et exance, je remerciai

Dieu comme je I'avais prie."

.\ somewhat similar episode to thisTias persuaded

mc to adopt the old caretaker's motto and to

beg for recruits in The Garden. It was a drench-

ing August night when, in company with a com-

panion, I was on " special " duty, and both of

us were having a most uncomfortable time. I

was wishing that " policemen " were allowed to

carry umbrellas, and this train of thought led me
to remember that Bellamy, in a book on Socialism,

writes with prophetic rapture that in his Utopia

there will be no need of umbrellas, since there will

be porticoes over all the sidewalks in every town !

My companion's thoughts were unknown to me,

but presently he expressed an earnest wish that

the rain would cease. Amid the hiurying storm

clouds a nearly full moon was shining from the

South, when suddenly an influence that-seemed

almost mystic caused my companion to turn

towards the North, and there we saw revealed

in all its splendour a shimmering arch of palest

iridescent silver. Thus, while the rest of the world

w-ere thanldul to be in the shelter of their homes,

this exquisite lunar rainbow was set in the heavens

as if to remind us that instead of complaining

about the weather, we ought at all times to bear

in mind that the philosophy of rain is as singular

as it is simple, and that such an admirable arrange-

ment for watering the earth could only have

been devised by Omniscience.

" For faithful to its sacred page.

Heaven still rebuilds thy span
;

Nor lets the type grow pale with age

That first spoke peace to man."

Apart from the weather there are other " beastly

days " that will have to be coimtered in this

fourth winter of war, for we are threatened with

a shortage of comestibles that in normal times

would be deemed essential. Meat seems likely to

be scarce after Christmas. For this reason I

would strongly advise everyone to keep an extra

reserve of Potatoes. They may be the first food

that a doctor condemns, but it should be remem-
bered that they are far more digestible to most

people when cooked with either milk or butter

or eggs than when they are sent to table plain

boiled or baked ; while they are rendered very

indigestible when fried or " chipped." In Herman
Senn's " Meals Without Meat " there are some

capital suggestions for cooking Potatoes, one of

which is of such particular excellence that I have

copied it out for readers of The Garden :

" Dutch Potato Mould.
" Wash, peel thinly, and cut into slices about

ijlb. of potatoes; peel and slice thinly 2 to'Js

onions ;
grate 40Z. cheese. Spread the inside of

a plain mould thickly with butter, and sprinkle

with breadcrumbs. Fill the mould with layers

of potatoes, grated cheese, onion and breadcrumbs.

Melt loz. of butter in J a pint of hot milk, season

it with salt and pepper and a grate of nutmeg,

and pour this into the mould. Bake it in a

moderately heated oven for about ij hours.

Turn out the shape on to a hot dish, and serve-

at once."
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With this recipe at one's elbow, instead ot being

a " beastly day," it will be a festus dies when the

inaid comes in at breakfast to say " Please, Mum,
the butcher's got no meat." Potato and Onion

soup, in the same book, is of equal excellence,

but my crop of Onions proved such a failure this

year that dishes requuring many will have to be

deleted.

And while on the subject of Potatoes, can any

reader give me a simple and inexpensive recipe

for a Potato pudding ? Fifty years ago it was

considered a piice de risisiance, but to-day the

recipe, which has recently been sent me from

Somerset, is too extravagant for the times. It is

as follows

:

" Take ^Ib. of floury potatoes and boil them,

then rub them through a fine colander or pound

them in a mortar ; add ilb. of butter, 6oz. of

fine sugar, 4 eggs (yolks), a little nutmeg and

lemon peel. Put the white of eggs the last thing,

beat up to a froth just before the pudding is baked.

Bake in a moderately heated oven for three quarters

of an hour."

But revenons d nos moitions. There was a fine

sequel to a " beastly day " in a village not very

far from here. The supply of malt liquor at The

Gate Hangs Well gave out in the midst of the busy

harvest season, and a limited supply of cider

and perry was in consequence similarly threatened.

But the landlady was a woman of natural resource-

fulness (I hope I shall not betray her whereabouts

to the Excise officers !), so to her store cupboard

she went and brought out a large jar of treacle.

This she well mixed with water in the proportion

of I4lb. of treacle to 11 gallons of water, and boiled

it in a furnace for two hours with 6oz. of Hops.

"When quite cold she added a teacupful of yeast

and stirred it well. It was allowed to ferment

for sixteen hours in a tub covered with a sack.

Then it was put into a g-gallon cask and kept

well filled up with water for two days. At the

end of that time it was corked down, and seven

days afterwards, when there was still no beer,

this " home-brewed " was placed before the

customers and pronounced excellent on all sides.

With such a glut of Pears most of us are faced

with another variation of a " beastly day " because

they are all ripening together, and no one likes

to see them going to waste. My constitution will

not allow me to sit up all night to eat them, and

to bottle them unsweetened is only postponing

the evil day. So we put on our " thinking caps "

to see if we could devise a plan to bottle in syrup

all the " Louise Bonne " we could, using only a

minimum of sugar ; and as the recipe for making

this syrup appears to be a success, I hand it on

to readers with the distinct understanding that

they mark it probalum est in their cookery books.

The ingredients are 31b. of sugar, six tablespoonfuls

of corn syrup, six tablespoonfuls of honey, six pints

of water, and the juice of two Lemons. Mix

all together in a preserving kettle and bring to

the boil, stirring with a wooden spoon until

thoroughly dissolved. Add a quarter of a pound

of crystallised Ginger cubes (this is ^ confessed

extravagance, but it is a marvellous improvement

to the syrup and does not injure the flavour of

the Pears) and let it boil in the syrup for about

ten minutes. Then remove froni the fire and

allow the syrup to cool down a little ; then with

a teacup pour it into " Kilner " jars which have

been previously filled with the Pears, cut into

halves and cored. The cubes of Ginger which

are left at the bottom of the preserving kettle

should be placed on the top of the Pears, about

two cubes to each bottle. After this the bottles

are stoppered up ready for the usual method

of bottling. By this means we filled seven 4lb.

jars with syrup up to the bottom of the neck of

each bottle, and had a nice drop of this most

delicious syrup left over in which to stew, some

Pears for immediate use. The Pears should be

bottled before they are quite ripe.

Reader mine, if I have only written about

matters trivial, it is not because I am blind to the

overwhelming days of affliction through which

all are now passing. Rather have I tried to emulate

the spirit of our esteemed helmsman who, in the

midst of personal sorrow and anguish, has kept

the pages of The Garden full of helpfulness and

good cheer.

Let us hope that the paper famine, which has

stricken the newspapers of Hunland, will not

seriously trouble him, for it would be a superla-

tively " beastly day " on which we could not say

in the true Cowperian spirit :

" Now stir the fire, and close the shutters fast,

Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round,

That we may read The Garden to our heart's

content."

Kidderminster. Arthur R. Goodwin.

Notes on Breaking Up
Grass Land

FROM the pamphlet issued by the Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries, to which

we have already referred (see issue

October 6, page 419), it is quite clear

that the Board does «ot admit that

the ploughing up of grass land is likely, even in

the first year, to result in a reduction of the net

food supply, much as this opinion has been urged

of late by persons who are unwilling to plough up
grass. Few farmers have attempted to argue

that grass will yield more food than arable land,

so widespread is the knowledge among agricul-

ttrrists of the superior productivity of land under

the plough ; but many men who agree with the

general proposition of tillage being in the interests

of the country have yet been led to believe that

the first crop after ploughing is too precarious

to be likely to result in any substantial increase

in food production. The results of this year's

cropping of newly ploughecl grass are, however,

sufficient to show that there is no risk of a decrease

in the production of food ne.xt year in any district,

not to speak of the country as a whole, through

the conversion of grass land into tillage.

Three considerations may be advanced to

justify this assertion

:

(i) Taking the country as a whole, it will be

necessary to plough only one acre out of

eight now in grass, and though the pro-

portion rises much above the average in

some counties, it may be assumed that

as the land for breaking up is being carefully

selected by competent local agriculturists,

the ploughing of the right kind of grass

land is assured.

(2) There is a wide margin in favour of land

under corn. The produce of 100 acres

imder an average Wheat crop would supply

subsistence for 200 persons for a year.

One hundred acres of Oats would similarly

provide for 160, and 100 acres of Potatoes

for 450 ; while the produce of 100 acres of

the grass which would usually be broken

up for tillage would only provide for from

twenty t" thirty persons i* couverted into

meat 01 1 ilk.

(3) The thir'j consideration is that already a

very considerable amount of experience

in the breaking up of grass land has been

obtained, and the results secured by those

who ploughed grass land for the harvest of

1 917 are very encouraging. Enquiries on

this subject have recently been addressed

to farmers, and over 300 replies from all

parts of the country have been received.

A Report giving a summary of many of

these replies has been prepared, and will

be sent on application to anyone interested

in the breaking up of grass land. [The

Report (Miscellaneous Publications, No. ly)

may be obtained free from the offices <.f

the Board, 3, St. James's Square, S.W. i.

Letters of application need not be stamped.]

A few points from the Report are referred

to below.

Time to Plough.—By far the greater number
of reports relate to land ploughed after January i,

but there is evidence of successful ploughing at

all seasons. Clay soils in the South and East

are best broken up in summer ; medium and
light soils, where the turf was not very thick,

have generally given the best crops when ploughed

in February, March and early April. Success

has been secured in some cases where the land

was not broken up for spring com until the

begiiming of May.

Cultivation.—The usual secret of success has

been thorough consolidation of the soU by pressing,

or rolling with the Cambridge roller.

For the purpose of securing a solid seed-bed

the following attachments, or implements, ha\o

been most useful

:

Disc coulters and skim coulters on the plough
;

the use of these attachments enables the turf I'l

be buried. On deep soil the best results have been

secured by letting two ploughs follow each other

in the same furrow, the first turning a furrow

of 2 inches to 4 inches, the second a furrow of

6 inches to 8 inches, thus burying the turf. An
inverted (flat) furrow has usually proved lo bi-

most satisfactory, especially in late ploughing,

for with this type of furrow there is less risk of

leaving the soil " hollow." After ploughing,

the land-presser, the wheel of a loaded cart, or

the Cambridge roller should follow to press the

land. The harrow should follow along the furrow

and should not cross untU the turf has rotted,

otherwise the furrows may be pulled back.

The disc harrow is most useful in securing a

covering for the seed and in reducing rough plougli-

ing to a suitable seed-bed. Where seed is drilled,

the disc drill should be preferred to the coEomon

drill. With this implement a good covering for

the seed may be secured in hard soils. After

sowing, the roller should be used freely (loaded

if the soil is dry). The harrow may also be used

freely in most cases, but it is not, as a rule, desir-

able to work down new land into a very tilthy

seed-bed for Oats. There is some danger of

disturbing the buried turf and so loosening the

soil.

Causes of Failure.—^The chief cause of failure

in 1917 was a loose, open soil. Where thorough

rolling had not been resorted to, the surface

quickly dried up dm'ing May. A certain number

of wireworms exist in most old grass land ; fre-

quently they are numerous, and in a soil which

is not sufficiently rolled they do great injury and

may even completely destroy the crop. The

loose soil contributes to the destruction in two

ways. Wireworms move about readily in open

soils and attack many more plants than they do

in land which has been thoroughly rolled. Further,

in a compact soil a plant is able to re-establish

itself if the roots are partly cut by wireworms,

whereas in an open, dry soil the injm'ed plant,

even if it does not die off, produces little or no

grain.

The wireworm attacks nearly all crops, but

does much less damage to Beans and Peas than

to white straw crops.
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The frit fly, common from Yorkshire southwards,
i- another frequent cause of failure in Oats

;

~ome districts it does more damage than the

...rcworm. Early sown, and in some cases late~

sown, crops are much less subject to attack than

those sown between the middle of March and the

middle of April, and Tartarian Oats are said to

suffer less than ordinary Oats.

Manures.^—Cereal crops grown after grass of

fairly good quality should not need manure,

hut where the land is poor and the grass does not

rot readily, sulphate of ammonia at the rate of

Jcwt. to icwt. per acre applied when sowing in

spring will help the Oat crop to withstand drought

and insect attacks. Poor clay soils intended for

Wheat should get 2Cwt. to 3cwt. of basic slag

:>re sowing in autumn, and may also require

; -iphate of ammonia.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

HOSE GARDEX.
INJURY TO ROSE FOLIAGE (C.).—The Roses are

not attacked by black spot, and the creosote may be the
cause of the somewhat unhealthy appearance of the leaves.
At the same time, red spider and thrips (although none
are now present) produce similar disee 1orations in the
foliage, and may have been the culprits.

FRUIT GARDEX.
BLACK ROT IN PEARS (TT. ^.)-—Instead of using

potassium sulphide, use Bordeaux mixture for the rot
in the Pears, spraying the trees immediately after the
I

tals fall in spring.
SEEDLING APPLE (Mrs. H. D.).—The fruit sent

I -L-ly resembles King of the Pippins. We note that
t 13 a seedling from Cox's Orange Pippin. Tlie flavour
I- -lood, and we regard it as a very promising Apple.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATO FOR INSPECTION (E. M. fl.).—Tlie Potato

(uber is, we regret to say, attacked by the common Potato
disease, due to Ph>'tophthora infestans. Some varieties
are more susceptible than others to this disease, and
possibly the Fprayiog was delayed until the disease Iiad
obtained a foothold.
LEAF-SPOT IN CELERY (T. H. 5.).—Your Celery i?

badly attacked by the Celery leaf-spot disease, due to
the fungus Septoria Petroseiini var. Apii. It is, we fear,
too late to do much to check it, but alt diseased pieces
should be carefully picked off and burned and the remainder
of the plant sprayed with Bordeaux or Burgundy mixture.
The disease is undoubtedly carried from place to place
hi the seed, and is now very widely spread over the country.
Take care that the whole of the refuse from the plants "is

burned, and next year secure clean seed and spray the
plants at totervals from May onwards with one of the
mixtures already referred to.

FLOWER GARDEX.
PiEONY DISEASED (Mrs. fl.).—The only thing that

can now be done is to cut down and burn all the infected
stems and leaves, though this may avail but little so far
as a recurrence of the trouble next year is concerned.
Another year, in May or thereabouts, the foliage should
be sprayed with flowers of sulphur and soft soap, a break-
fastcupful of the former, first reduced to the consistency
of mustard, to 3oz. of soft soap. Dissolve the latter in
hot water and stir well. The above quantities would be
suflficient for about 2i gallons. Use rain-water for
preference. Take care to •v.vt the under surfaces as well
as the upper surfaces of the leaves. Spray once or twice
both before and after flowering.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF . PLANTS.—i;. N. C.—l, Begonia Rex:

2, Santolina Chamaecyparissus (Cotton Lavender), not
an Artemisia ; 3, Cotoneaster Simonsii ; 4. Aster AVilliam
Bowman ; 5, Aster (the nearest we can find is Moonstone,
which is rather larger flowered) ; 6, Aster (probably
same as No. 5 or a seedling therefrom) ; 7, not sent.
Brj/n Deriom.—Niiandraphysaloides. F. M.—Erigcrou
mucronatus. E. M. D.—Acer Kegundo (Bos Elder).

N. F,—Calceolaria mexicana, a native of Mexico.
-Rose.—Evidently a Lilac, but cannot identify without
flowers. M. A.—Aster araethystinus.
NAMES OF FRUIT.—i^. M. L.—l. Mabbott's Pearmain ;

2, Duchess of Gloucester ; 3 and 5, Cox's Pomona

;

4, Grenadier ; 6. Norfolk Beefing. M. S. W.—l and
12, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 2, Worcester Pearmain ; 3,
Royal Jubilee ; 4. Mother ; 5, King of Tompkin's County ;

6, Winter Queening ; 8, Devonshire Queen ; 9, Lady
Sudeley ; 10, Ribston Pippin; 11, Kerry Pippin; 13,
Cellini ; 14, Golden Spire ; 16. Warwickshire Pippin

;

17, Yorkshire Greening. Kos. 7 and 15 we are uncertain
of. The Pear was decayed. We cannot undertake to
return boxes. B. S., S&uthport.— 1, Grenadier ; 2.

Gold Medal ; 3, Wellington ; 4, cannot tell from half a
fruit ; 5, Wealthv ; 8. Grange's Pearmain : 9, Golden
Xoble ;1 10, Warner's King ; 12, Lord Derby ; 13, Eckiin-
\itie ; 13, red, Cellini ; 14, Golden Koble. Those omitted
we are not quite certain of. W. S.—1, Lemon Pippin;
2, Waltliam Abbey. Miss V. D. E.—k, Hawthoraden ;

B, Bramley's Seedling ; c, Histon Favourite ; i>, School-
master ; E, Dutch Miguonne ; f, High Canons.

Wooda.—1. 7. 16 and 17, King of the Pippins ; 2, 9 and
10. Cox's Pomona ; 3, Sturmer Pippin ; 4 and 14, Waltham
Abbey; 5, Golden Spire; 6, 13, 20 and 23. too poor
to recognise; 8, Duke of Devonshire; 11, Wellington :

12, Beauty of Bath ; 13, Kerry Pippin ; 15, Anuip
Elizabeth ; 19, Royal Russet ; 21, possibly Rambour
Papalen ; 22, Grenadier. £om.—Pear Vicar of Wink-
fleld.

National Sweet Pea Society.—The annual

general meeting of the National Sweet Pea Society

was held at the oflices of the British WTiolesale

Florists' Federation, 35. Wellington Street, Covent

Garden, on Tuesday,October 9, under the presidency

of Mr. E. W. King, the President. There was a

very small attendance. The report of the com-

mittee for 1917 was presented by Mr. J. S. Brunton
;

it showed that though war-time had curtailed the

enterprise of the society by preventing the holding

of the Manchester Show and the conduct of trials,,

good work had been done, the Annual having been

published and a small show held at Westminster.

The financial statement showed a tiu:nover of

£276 OS. 4d., and as a result of the generosity of

some friends, a balance of £3 14s. 5d. was shown

on the right side. The officers and committee

were thanked for past services and the standing

orders were suspended to allow their re-election,

with the addition of Mr. C. H. Curtis to fill a

Vcicancy arising, by resignation, on the committee.

No trials will be held in 1918, but an effort is being

made to arrange for an exhibition at Westminster

in conjunction with the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting in July next. A vote of thanks

to the President concluded the proceedings.

BEES Guarantested ROSES
The National Rose Society's Selections.

Bees* Rose trees are famously fibrous rooted ; hard as whipcord.

Garden Roses
SELECTION " A.'-

2i best and most pop'jlar
rosea for general purpuses.
A splendid 1C*'R Carriage
nssortment. IvJ/O paid.
Caroline Testont (ht).sal.pk. 9d.
F,arlof\Varwlck(ht).3al.roae lOd.

Ecrirlate (ht), scarlet - - lOd.

Kthel Malct'tm^ht). Ivory w. lOd.
Frati Karl DmschkKhpj.w. lOd.

';enr;:eDickson(ht).dpep cr, lOd.
r,, c. \Vaiid(ht),orank'e ver. lOd.

lien. McArthurfht). scarlet lOd,

Gus firtinerwalrt (hl>.carm. lOd.

La Fr.tnce (lit), rose - - 9d.

Ea Tos;c.i Hit). s.'ilnion flesh lOd.

Lady Pirrie (lit), apricot - iOd.

r.ndv Ashtown(ht),deep pk. 9<1.

Mi!ie..\.Chatenav(ht).s.il.pk. 9d.

Mhi*".*'. LutaMd(ht).ycl.ro3e 1/-

.MiiK'.Ed.IIcrrliit.prawn red lOd.

>tiiie..Tiile9(;rt>lez'.lit).3iI.ro9e 9d.
Mii(v..MeiariioSoiipert(ht).y. lOd.

Mnip.i:;ivarvi!it)..tr;inKe vel. 9d.
Mine.S'^'Xfmh Weher.ht),sal. lOd.
optiolKi (hi), flesh pink - lOd.

Pliarisner OU). rusv white - lOd.

Rayon d*Or (.>hi. yellow - 1 '-

Richmond (hi 1, sc;irtpt - lOd.

Fragrant Roses
.SELELTIOX •' D."

12 chosen chiefly for their
nhiind:>Pt delicious scent.

-onroons. . i)^ paid.
Alfred Colonib (hp). red - 8d.

niipijy Jainain ihp). ceris6 8d.

F^irlof r,osfordiht).crimson lOd.

(ieorce DicJison(ht).vel.cri. lOd.

i:9neraIJac<i<ieniinot(hp).cr. 8d.

f.en.McArthnrthD.crinison lOd.

Juliet 'hb).old t^old and red lOd.

La France 'hti. rose - - 9d.

LndvA'ice .<lanley(ht).pink lOd.

Mnie. Ed. Herriot Cper),red lOd.

MfsJo>inL:(ini^'hp).rosy pk. 8d.

I'lrich Bninner(hp).cher.red 8d.

Buttonhole Roses
.'^EEErTIOX " F."

12 rharniin-^Iy coloured and
dnintilv loriiied in bud.
E:" St well Qlft Carriage
when cut. O, U paid.

Harrv Kirk 't). yellow - lOd.

Eadv"Hinmf;don(t).apri.yeI lOd.

EadvTloberts(t).reddishapri. lOd.

r.iheVtv (t). velvety crimson 9d.

Mine.A.Chatenay0it).3aI.pk. 9d.

Mine. Jean Dupuv (ht>.rose lOd.

Melodv 'ht). saffron yellow 1/-

Mrs. .i. Ward (ht>, vellow lOd.

Mrs. G.Shawyer (ht). pink lOd.

Mrs. IT. Stevens (t), white lOd.

Richirond fht), scarlet - lOd.

5i:nbiirst (ht),cadmium yel. lOd.

HARDY FRUIT
FaNtad 8eIec'(ion.

Best ?ortj 1 Q ft f-truuj trees.

I O, VJ ( Hirriage paid.

1 Bramlev'p Apple, conker,

1 Lord Suffield Apple, cooker.

1 .Tames Grieve Apple, dessert

1 Cux's Orange Pippin. de*<ert.

1 Louise BoQne Pear, cook or eat-

1 The Czar Plum, cook •
< eat.

1 Victoria Plum, cook or eat.

1 Morello Cherry, cooker.

1 Logranberrv. for tarts or jam.

4 Boskoop Giant Black Currant.

4 \\"hinhara*a Gooseberry.

12 Superlative Baspl>erry, best.

All are very free-bearing, hardy,
thrifty sorts.

All Purposes Roses
SELECTION " K."

12 firsl-class sorts, suitable
lor general use.

Do well filfi Carriage
everywhere. D/O paid.

B*;ttv (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

CaroiineTestout(ht), sal. pink 9d.

FisherIIolmes(hp).cri.scar. 8d.

P. K. Druschki thp). white \M.
I!. K. Richardson (ht),crlm. lOd.

Hiit'h DIcksttn riipj.crimson 8d,

Lady .'Vi»hlownfhp),deep pk. 9d.

Lvons Rose ^ht),shrimp pk. lOd.

Miiie.A.('hatenay(ht),sal.pk. 9d.
-Mnie. Ka Herriot. red - lOd.

Mme.Ravary<ht),orange yel, 9d.

Mrs, J. Lainp ihp),rose pink fid.

Gold Medal Roses
Si^LECTION "L."

12 newer sorts, all gold
medall:?ts but two.
Creme de q / Carriage
la crenie. w/ pjkid.

Britibh Queen (ht>.snowyw. lOd.

Dchy. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

Oeorg;eDicl£son(ht),deepcri, lOd.

O, C. Waijd(ht).orange ver. lOd.

LadvPir»ie{ht>,coppery-sal. lOd.

Lesiien..Hand fht).vermilion lOd.

Mabel Drew (ht), cream - lOd.

.Mme.R.Herriot (per.)pr.red lOd.

.M.de Sinety':ht),t;old bronze 1 ,' -

Mrs. A. Carnegie(ht). white lOd.

Ravon d'Or <per.>. golden - 1 -

Wiilowiiiere (per.),c<iral pk. lOd.

Climbers. Ramblers
SF.LFXTIOX "S."

6 roses suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, «c.

All verv /1/Q Carriage
vii^'orous. H-/ 57 paid.

\iberlc Barbier(W.). yellow lid.

AmericanPinar(cl..P.).pink Ud.
Blush Ilamblericl..P.).blush lid.

Dorothv Perkins (W.). pink lid.

Eicelsa <\V), bril. scarlet - lid.

Hiawatha (cl.,P.), crim.wh. lid.

BEOPINC PLANTS
'Ex. .stronir transplanted I

hiisbv.) Doz. 100 1

WaUftowcrs,red lOd. 5;-|

Fordet-me-notMue 1/- 6/-
'

Cariierhury BeUs in

sep.colotirs, white,
rose, blue ormixed I'G 9ff-

Jccl<fndPoppies,mxd,i /G J5:-
Polijauthus, mxd. - S/G 15f-
Sivef^t Wiltiams:
PinkBeautyHvbrids 1/S 8/-

Goldcn Abismm - i.'S 161-

Hardy Auriculaa - SI- 20/-
PuTple.\ubrietia,potsil ' SO/ -

Silvery Rocl;foils - t,/- SOI-

Graecinn Violet - hi- SOi-

For Illustrations in Colour

and descriptions see Catalogue No. r<ii.

issued last seanon. A few spare copies

post free on request.

HARDY
Continuous

display.

Alkanet, blue

M'mas Daisy, lil

FLOWERS
6; Carriage

paid.

Lupin, yellow

Iris. ricL blue.

Margruerite, white Pyretlirum. lift.

Larkspur, violet. Fieabane. mauve
M'oias Dai'V, ma. Hybrid. C'mbine.

Dragon's-liMd, car Pink Knotweed
Larkspur, blue Aveos, scarlet

M'mas Daisy, pk. Catmint, lavender

Red Elecampane.
Scarlet Caujpion.
Bine Lupin.
White Bellfiower.

Poppy. Fink.
VThit'e Lupin
Gypsophila.

Blue Bellflovrer

Blue Flas.
Golden Marguerite
Mimulus. scarlet

Jacob's ladder
Speedwell, blue.

Double Pytethrum

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION *• B."

24 gpecially-selected varieties.

Assured 1 £^ 'fi
Carriage

prize winners. I O/O paid.
Avoca fht). crimson scarlet lOd.

BessieBrown (ht),cream vw. lOd.

British Qtieen (ht>, white - lOd.

Chas. Lefebvre(hp).crimson 8d.

Coronation (hp). flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole <ht), silvery rose lOd.

Earlof (.iosford(ht>.dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Malcolm (hti,ivory w. lOd.

Ql.deC.(.;uinois3eau(hp),ver, 8d.

GeorgeDick3onrht).veUcrini. lOd.

Hugh Dlckson(hp), crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke tht), crimson - lOd.

,}onkheer J.L.Mnck(ht).car. lOd.

Leslie Holland <ht>,scar.cri. lOd.

Mabel Drew(ht),canary yel. lOd.

LyonsBose(ht).shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. Westfht), shell pink lOd.

Mildred Grant(ht).tinted w, lod.

Mrs..\myHammond(ht),ap. lOd.

Mrs. A.ndrewCarnpt;ie(htl,w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLaingfhp). rosvpk. 8d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht). pink lOd.

Mrs.nooseveitrht>.pale flesh lOd.

L'iricliBrunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Town Roses
SF.LECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Immensely 7/Q Carriage
successful. / / ^ p^ id.

Caro'ineTestout(ht).sal.piiik 9d.

Dr.OT)on<?l Browne <ht).car. lOd.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

G'5jrt7P Dickson (hti, crim. lOd.

Oustave(jrunerwald(ht),car.l0d.
J. B. Clark (ht).deep scarlet lOd.

La Tosca (ht).silvery pink - lOd.

Mme. Ed, Herriot(per).red lOd.

Mnie.Ilnvaryfhti,orant:e yel. 9d.

Mrs.,TnhnLain?:'hp>.rose pk. 8d.

Mruf. lsa;ic Pereiro i h). car. 8d.

Llrich Briiniierihp).cher.red 8d.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION " I."

12 perpetual. frpe-flowerinK

sorts, uf hushy habit.
Surprisingly Q /ft

Carriage
effective. O'KJ paid.

A.R.''ioodwin(per.),3al.pink lOd.

Bettv (ht). coppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington. s;iffron 1'-

Ecarl;ite (ht). scarlet red lOd.

EarlofWarwick(ht). sal.rose lOd.

G. O. Waiid(ht),or3n?e ver. lOd.

LadvPirrie(ht).apricotpink ICd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot. red - lOd.

Molly S. Crawfordft).white lOd.

Mrs.A.Wardfht).Indian yel. lOd.

Ravon d'Or (hb).ornnee cad. ! -
Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

HARDY S H RU B S
H«*.v I»resto' .Helerlioii

Suitable to\nis' ft/
Carriage

small Gardens, w' "
Paid.

Purple Speedwell, evercreen.

Double Gorse. yellow
Sea Tantarisk. soft pint.

Spinea. Anthony Waterer, red.

Spani-ih Broom, frasrant. yellcw.

Gratiam'3 Race Tree, crimaon.

Golden Broom, rich yellow.

Crimson Flowerio? Currant-

Piptanthus. new, from China.

Giant Mock Orange, wfiite.

Starry Daisy Bush, white
Lavender, true fragrant sort.

Hardy Scotch Fuchsia, red.

Golden Focsythia. very choi«.
May Broou), very pfetty.

175 c,

MILL ST.,
LIVERPOOL

A.B.C. of Rose Culture. 2d.

Bo.ikletol'32 pages ; telUyou all you
are likely to want to kuow about roses.

Jd. stamps with catalogue, order or



VI. THE GARDEN.

For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

w POWELL- OWEN

To
the observant there is always something

to be learned from a snapshot, whether

it be of birds, houses or poultry runs.

This Week's Illustration.—With my
notes this week is reproduced a photo-

graph of some of the breeding pens on Mr. Sydney
Killer's Poultry Farm at Standon, Herts, and we
will scrutinise it for educational matter. In the

first place the runs or enclosures are spacious,

measuring some 30 yards by 25 yards. Thisisalways

an advantage, even though their planning may
mean additional expenditure. I like nice roomy
runs, because they can so readily be remodelled

to suit any scheme the breeder may have in mind.

It may happen that the heavy demand for sittings

of eggs or day-old chicks compels the owner to

mate up extra pens of birds. If so, all he has to

do is to instal another house in the run and divide

the latter into two by means of a wire-netting

partition. Again, he may wish to reserve one of the

enclosures for his growing chickens, or for moulting

stock, or for a large nmnber of

surplus cockerels. Here, too, he has

but to place more houses in the

run and he can keep his birds

together.

On Housing.—The house seen in

the illustration is a useful type of

combined roost and scratching-shed

that is very commonly used for

breeding stock, It is not a

"laying" structure, although for

" general " use on the farm it is

hard to beat. During the rearing

season it is quite customary to see

a number of such houses lined up
in an open field— the rearing

grounds—as accommodation for the

young growing stock running about.

As the cockerels grow to a decent

size, these, too, are often housed in

small flocks in such houses. With a

number of such structures kept

handy about the farm it wiU be seen

how readily the owner can turn a

large enclosure over to the half- Snapshot

grown young stock merely by
placing in the run several of these

small houses. In the above direction such

structures have their merits, but it is when
poultry-keepers treat them as winter laying

houses that they do not allow of the best

results.

For Laying Purposes.—I must place emphasis
on the word " winter," because in other seasons

they are not so much at a disadvantage by way of

laying results. If the owner is prepared to erect

a nice commocUous open-fronted scratching shelter

adjacent to each small house of the type in question,

then he will convert it into a winter laying house.

The back, side and roof of the shelter must be

covered in, while the front should consist of wire-

netting. The front, however, must be controlled

by a hinged shutter at the top and matchboarded
at the bottom for a reasonable way up. As
regards the flooring, I would suggest a wooden
one, raised off the ground if the site is heavy or

damp. Failing a wooden floor to the shelter,

the turf should be removed and the ground beaten

down, a good depth of peat-moss being placed on
top as the scratching litter.

The Supports.'—^One does not have to look twice

at the photograph to discover that the run is

stoutly built. The class of timber used as

supports for the wire-netting tells its own tale.

The art in erecting wire-netting lies in so arranging

it that it is always taut. Where stout supports

are usad they can be fixed a reasonable distance

from each other. If thin battens are employed,

many are required, and they must be erected quite

close together. There are many reasons why
wire-netting should be taut. In the first place,

loose, baggy netting looks unsightly and does not

leave a good impression of the farm on the minds

of visitors. Secondly, it weakens the erection, and

the wind is likely to play havoc with it sooner or

later. Thirdly, it is always needing repairs on

account of the wear and tear, which is greater

on loose than taut wire-netting. Fourthly,

if the wind catches it fairly, the supports

close at hand will probably be blown down,

snapping under the strain, and that will

WELL-PLANNED BREEDING PENS.

taken on Mr. Sydney Hiller's Poultry Farm at Stai

{See text.)

mean further outlay and a waste of time and
labour.

Dividing Boards.—it has always been a surprise

to me why " dividing boards " are not more

popular with poultry-keepers. The idea can be

clearly seen from a glance at the illustration.

Instead of having wire-netting only as the partitions

to the runs, matchboarding is fixed at the bottom

to a height of, say, 2 feet 6 inches, with netting

above. The advantages of such an arrangement

may not be apparent at first sight, but they are

nevertheless there. In the first place, the match-

boarding prevents the inmates of one pen from

fighting with those of the next enclosure. During

the breeding season male birds are generally

quarrelsome, and it is always wise to prevent

them from fighting. If this is not done, fertility

will probably suffer. I have known many cases

where two male birds have fought through the wire-

netting until both have fell e.xhausted and bleeding.

In such a condition neither bird can possibly

attend properly to its breeding duties for a long

time, and infertile eggs appear as the result.

[October 20, 1917.

Protecting the Layers.—Such dividing boards,

however, offer the best advantage in protecting

the layers from ground winds. On a bitterly cold

day the birds iu an ordinary wire-netting enclosure

will mope around the house trying to shake off .

the elements on the sheltered side of their structme. .»

Note the difference where dividing boards are
''

employed. True, the birds will sometimes be seen ^

near the boards, but they-wiU have a happy rather
'

than a mopish look on their countenances. They •

wUl look as if they are enjoying life, and every now
and then they will stroll about the run and go back

'

again to their sheltered spot. Such antics will be

noticed not only in the winter, but also during

the moulting period. Where roomy laying houses

are installed, the layers can be confined therein

on very .cold days and allowed out only for a ;

period. Such controlment, however, is not short
.

possible with the ordinary type of small breeding

house.

Handling Non-Sitters.—It is the light or non-
-^

sitting breeds which feel the " pinch," so to speak,

at least more so than the heavy varieties. If

matchboarding, however, is fixed, not only as

partitions to runs, but on all open and disagreeable

sides, the results by way of egg-production and
health will be greatly increased. The extra

outlay will be well repaid. Where there is a

sequence of breeding pens, the ground winds will

" hit " the first set of dividing boards and go

right over those arranged below,

with the result that the inmates ,

of all the enclosures will be pro-

tected—from top to bottom of the

farm.

Early Chicks.—T hose w h o

practise early rearing will obtain

a greater fertility and hatching

percentage where dividing boards

are erected than where open runs

are the order of the day. .\nd

early mating is desirable in the

case of heavy breeds where Marcli-

hatched chicks are required to

.i«9 represent the next winter's layers.

It is also necessary where a few

February-hatched chicks are needed

to produce well-matured ctockerels

for use in the breeding pens the

next year. These dividing boards

are recommended not only for

the enclosures accommodating the

breeding stock, but also those

containing the young chickens.

tdon; Herts. As a substitute for matchboarding,

some poultry-breeders use sheets

of corrugated iron, while Tothers

bring into play waterproofed canvas and not a

few try wattled hxrrdles.

Wattled Hurdles.—Wattled hurdles should

play a far greater part in the plant ofthe poultry-

keeper than they do at the moment. I am glad,

however, to see them coming into favour. They

can be arranged as the lower half »f all dividing

partitions or employed in the erection of scratching

shelters to advantage. When thatched they are

useful as roofs, ensuring an even temperature

within the structm-es.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, jree

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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the Nation

wanls more eg^s

from yourhensj

The national demand for MORE EGGS is so

urgent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his hens up to the highest standard of

•productivity by adopting SPRATT'S scienti-

fic system of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
MEBO "«<LAYMOR «

The ideal soft break-

fast feed for layiughens.
Rich in egg-producing
properties.

"LAYMOR" can be
used with middlings or
otherraw meals in equal
quantiiies by adding' 10

to ISpc.of "MEBO."

Spratt'B Foods are stocked by dealers. 1/ any diffieultv

in obtaintTig supplies, wriU to

SPRATTS PATENT. LTD.. 24-25. FENCHURCH ST. E.C X

Rich in albuminoids.
Induces proUflo egg-
layina without weaken-
ing the birds.

follow the advice
given on the back ot a
7-lb. bag of '*MEBO,"
or send a postosrd for

our leaflet, " Winter
Layers," free on request.

SITUATION VACANT.
Required now, or shortly, a married couple (or two single

persoDs) to attend to (1) Dairy and Piga and (2) Poultry, at a
Scottish Nobleman's Home Farm. Only those thoroughly
qualified for these duties need apply. Cottaae for cottages)
and garden, fire, light, and suitable wages will he civen.

—

Apply, giving full particulars, to "Box COOO," c/o The
Garden, 20, Tavistock Street Covect Garden, London. W.C. 2,

PULLETS. BREEDING STOCK.
DUY your birds now and get them settled down for winter^ laying. I have large selection—Golden, Silver, White
Wyandottes (273-egg strain), Rhode Ishind Reds, White
Leghorns (28.5 strain), Buff Orpington Ducks. Birds all ages,

both sexes for sale, moderate prices. Kindly state exact
requirements.

SYDNEY HILLER,

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds "Klovera, "the celebrated brand of clover meal
123. Gil. cwt.; 79 i-cwt.. carr. paid.—RosSLYN & Co., 30,
Kenniiifftoii Park Road, Londtm, S.E. 11.

A FOOD
WHICH
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GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. £.?

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

BCIENTIFICALLT AND CHEIUICALLY PREPARED.
Intheformofaleaf-mould.readyfortiseat any time, in the same way, and for all puri>05es that stable manure is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalHne IScwts.). gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds worms, etc.
Beport of Royal Hortlcaltnral Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and Iam pleased to report that It has proved escelleot for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
In the open air.'-

,., , „ ...... ^ ,
(Signed) W. WiLKS. Secretary.

_ A Beautiful Free Booklevgtmng fuWfiarticulars and testimonials sent on receii>t of j>ostcard
•-BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -VQ
Sold in Bags. 1 bushel, 2/3; 2 bushel, 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; iive 4 bushel, 28/9; ten 4 bushel. 55/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Picliford London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

„,_„ 50 miles or part beyond this distance.WAKELBT BROS. A CO., LTD., 7Sa, BANKSIDE, LONDON. S.E. 1.

____ Also WAKELEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

SANKEY5»^S&-'*P0TS
** ^he BEST and Cheapest.
5t«tc quantity of each size rtt^uxttA and have ' carrlnre i?l"

'

"—*allon ("cr—

—

" ' . - .. • '

SPECIAL POTS ol all d

mCHARb SANKBY* SON, LTP.
Bulwell Poh^eries. NOTTINOMAM

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We Btill hold certain small BtockB of

Garden Seats, Qarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL. Ltd., ""^'rts^"' NORWICH.

lets there P|
I
and makes the Garden :^2g:,^
gay all the year round r^T.o^it^L

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.& Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs., 2s. 6d. ; 14 lbs., 4s. 6d. ; 2s Iba., 7s. 6d. ; 66 lbs., 1 2s. 6d. ; 112 lbs., 20s. Or
directfrom theWorks. Carriagepaid in the United Kingdom forCash with OrdertexceptSd.TDfS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON.E.

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next year,
and insure having the finest quality at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well
grown fruiting trees of all kinds.

Catalogues Free.

The BARNHAM NURSERIES, Ltd.,
BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE

HEATING APPARATUS
Economical and efficient. Always gi\es
satisfaction. Everyone who owns a green-
house should write for paiiiculars of the

*<HORSE-SHOE"
BOILER

The most durable heater
made. A genuine fuel and
labour saver. Burns 10 to i

hours without attention.

List No. 42 ^mlfree with booklet.
' No7u shall I heat tny Greenhouse?'

CHAS.P. KINNELLAGO.,Ltd,.
[ 66.SoutliwarkSt.,LoDdon.S.E.l4

Paynter's System
OF

POULTRY REARING
or £500 a Year from Hens

Crown Svo, illustrated.

. 3/6 net; by post 3/1

A Complete Prospectus will be sent post free on
iipplication to the Offices of "Country Life," Ltd.,

20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2.

Spring Flowers
; Now :— i|

I"

For
Plant

WALLACE'S
TULIPS
BEARDED IRISES
SPANISH IRIS
ANEMONES
NARCISSI
FREESIAS
Etc. Etc. Etc.

List of British-Grown Bulbs post free

on application.

See our advfrliscnunis in previous issuer,
namely/, Atigust 4 d- 11, and September ±2.

R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd.
Kilniield Gardens, COLCHESTER

MPS. PYM'S
FAIMLOXJS PLiLNTS.

ALL POST FREE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Winter Cabbage, Spring Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage, Leeks,
Brussels Sprouts, Tripoli Winter Onions, Cos and Cabbage
Lettuce, Savoys, Cauliflower, Broccoli, Sprouting Broccofi, i

Chicory, Curled Scotch Kale, Asparagus Kale, Cottager's

'

Kale, Thousand - headed Kale, Perpetual and Pricklv
Spinach, 1/6 100.

HERBS.
strong traiisplaDted': Sage, Thyme, Mint, Marjoram 12 1/*,

Parslej-, 20 1/-.

WALLFUOWERS (separate colours or mixed), 50 1/8

100 2/0. ,:

PRIMULA MALACOIDES, to flower at Christmas,
6 1/-. .Strong plants for Winter and Spring flowering. Cal.

ceolarias. Cinerarias, Scarlet Salvias, various Primulas,
.Schizanthus, Stocks, Begonias, 6 1/-.

Magnificent hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

New Catalogue now ready, free on application.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns, LlHrrED. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E. :, and Published bv " Countrv Like." Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. 2. -j
and by George Newnes. Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C. 2. Jm
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WEBBS' BRITISH -GROWN BULBS.—
MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS, finest mixed, 1/3 doz., 8/6
per 1(10. DARWIN TULIPS, mixed, in dioice variety,

V- doz.; V/fi per 100. NARCISSI, choice mixture of
double varieties, 1/- doz. ; 7/- per 100. NARCISSI, mixed
ail classes, 3/6 per 100.—Webb A Sons, Ltd., The Kinc's
Seedsmen, Stourbridge.

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation for quality and clieapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwiirts. Standards,
Climbers. A grand stock of Slirubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.—
H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH
New Catalogue now ready.

GROWN BULBS.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready,

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Watkrer, Sons & Crisp,
I/TD., The NuraerieB, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — Geo.
Bustard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.~New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

George Bdnyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
•• VITEOLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
" PLASTINB " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-
out the country.

BARR'S MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS, the
ricliest coloured flowers of Spring. Plant now. Descriptive
list free.

—

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exliibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants

supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

—Morrisbume, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R.H.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give

satisfaction, and do well in any suil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. Douglas, The Premier House, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/6 doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Potatoes at Gov. price, 6/R cwt. Cabbage
plants, 100 1/6, 200 2/6 ; postpaid. Descriptive catalogue.

—

F. H. Jones, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,

Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other higli-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn,—Priced circulars free on application to
DlCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Lady Liewellyu, Midlothian Early, Duke of York,
Myatfs Early Ashleaf, May Queen, Sharpe's Express, Eclipse,
20/-; Conquest. Queen Mary, Royal Kidney, Pioneer, British
Queen, Defiance. 15/-, all per cwt,, half cwts. same rate.

—

Fred Parkes, Wyberton, Boston.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Planting Crowns,
50,2/6; 100,4/-; large planting crovvns, .50, 3/6; 100.6/-;
flne forcing crowns, 50, 8/-- 100, 15/-. Carriage paid.

—

Thomas Barer, Bulb Grower, Surfleet, Lincolnshire.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock pardeners. Postage one penny.—G.R. Phipps,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 10 6in., 15 5in.,

20 4in., 20 2}in., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb
pots, free.

—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
bett«r than Dutch. MLxed Tulips, 4/- ; Mbced White Narcissus,

3/6 ; MLxed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per 100. Send for

price list of named varieties. -- FRED Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

SUTTON'S DAFFODILS AND NARCISSI,
es-pecially adapted for naturalisation in garden borders, etc.

100 in 10 named varieties - - 6/6
50 in 10 named varieties - - - 3/6
25 in 5 named varieties - - - 1/0

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
Daflodil8,Narcissi, May -flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc.,".etc.,

sent post free on application.

SUTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THB TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,

LANG PORT, SOMERSET, are now booking orders for theit

Clioice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
this Autumn, and you will be able to enjoy its beauty for

many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measiirements of your borders.

Paeonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, wIDch
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS,—New
Illustrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, TuUps, etc., as

supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural

directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on applica-

tion.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,

The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND PEONIES. — New
niustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the

best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be

sent post free on application.—(Dept. B.), R. H. BATH, LTD.,

The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from IJft. to61t. high; the finest stock in

the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES AND HARDY
PLANTS.—All the best varieties at moderate prices.—Des-
criptive Catalogues free on application to Thompson and
Morgan, Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Ipswich.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultjry -keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hints
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Ofi&cea of "Countrt Life." Ltd., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute for Stable Manore.
Order now for prompt delivery.—See advertisement page viii.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs, Oranges and Orchard House trees are of lirst-class

quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.

Inspection invited. Price list post free on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ;

perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State

particulars.—WQLIAM BEATTIE, 8, Lower Groavenor Place,

Westminster.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,

etc., post free.—DoBBiE & Co., Royal Florists, Edinburgh.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST REMAREABLE
APPLES AND PEARS ON RECORD. 60 Acres of Choice

Fruits to select from. Please see our Illustrated Catalogue,

free by post, before ordering elsewhere. —r KING'S ACRE
Ncrseries, Ltd., Hereford.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogues

gratis. Cultural hints for Id. stamp.—LAXTON Brothers,

Bedford.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Tornok, 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects

of this book .are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of

growing the maximum amount of food, or as a ,meaas of

giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the

book will be sent on application to the Offices, of " Country
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whiteleoq & Co., Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUQALL-S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The

most scientific and effective means of preventmg the attacks

of Caterpillars. In tins 2/- each
;
paper bauds bd. per packet.

Sold by Nurserymen and Seedsmen.—Sole Manfs., McDODGAIJ.

Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, EspaUers, Rose SUkes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel RatUng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Usts. We also have

a smaU surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—Boulton & PAUL, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,

etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Roya

Letters Patent by The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel

Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE I

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore hei to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Rose Specialists

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.
RoYAi- Nurseries
BELFAST

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.h.s., f.r.h.s.

Hurst, nr. Twyford
BERKS

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries
PORTADOWN, IRELAND

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

Fruit Trees and Plants

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Fruit Trees,
Flowering
Shrubs,
Climbing Plants

GEO. COOLING & SONS
The Nurseries
BATH

Roses
and
Fruit Trees

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.
Nurseries
CRAWLEY

Landscape
Gardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

G. BUNYARD & CO.,
Royal Nurseries
MAIDSTONE

Ltd. Fruit Trees
Vines

Herbaceous

ROBERT VEITCH
Royal Nurseries,
EXETER

& SON, Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundries, Fruit
Trees, Orna-
mental Shrubs

Fruit Trees and Plants

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
Highgate Nurseries,

Bulbs
Fruit Trees
Roses

HomTej. 760 LONDON, N. 6 *°HeAs""' Retarded Lilies

PHILIP LE CORNU
The Jersey Nurseries
JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

PERRY'S
Hardy Plant Farms,
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

J. COCICER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Rose and
Herbaceous

Plant Growers

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree

Royal Nurseries & Carnation

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,

LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

G. GIBSON & CO.

Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine

and Herbace-
ous Plants

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Lowdham
NOTTS

Fruit Trees
Cultural Notes
and Pruning
Roses

Seeds and Bulbs

JOHN K. KING & SONS
Coggeshall
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Seeds
and
Bulbs

I

R. WALLACE & CO.,

KiLNFiELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New Bulb and
Iris List

Now Ready

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Lowdham
NOTTS

Bulbs
Cultural Notes
Strawberries
Seeds

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,
WISBECH

Home-Qrown
Bulbs and
Seeds

REAMSBOTTOM & CO.
Geashill
KING'S CO. IRELAND

St. Brigid

Anemones
Perennials, etc.

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas and
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus

Orchids

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

Garden Sundries

,J.BENTLEY, Ltd.

Barrow-on-Humber
HULL

Weed Destroyers
Lawn Sand
Insecticides
Fertilizers

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON. S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL IVIanure

C. P. KEMNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
Southwark St., London, S.E. 1. ready

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Garden Espaliers
& Trainers. Par-
ticurars of our
Stock on appli-
cation

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

G. H. RICHARDS
2.'i4, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants
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Horticultural Builders, etc.

MESSENGER & Co., Ltd.

Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

''4

1
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COLLECTION " C " ofGARDEN ROSES.
„„ X, ^ ^ \ REAL BARGAIN-comprising
a« Ben Garden Roses, In dwarf plants, for continuous

blooming. 18/6.
C. p. Paope (H.P.)~

' (H.Capt. Hayward (H.P.)
Caroline Testout (H.T.)
Charles l.efebvre (H.P.)
P. Holmes (H.P.)

f»a« Karl Druschkl (H.P.)
I

OeneFa

Liberty (H.T.)
jaadame A. Chatenay

(K.T.)
Madame Herrlot (P.)
Madame M. Soupert (H.T.)
Madame Ravary (H T.)
Miss A. de Rothschild

(H.T.)
Mrs. D. HoKee (H.T.)
Mrs. John Laing (H.P.)
Rayon d'Or (P.)
Ulrlch Brunner (H.T.)
Victor Hugo (HP.)
Zephyrlne Drnuhin (B.)

eties supplied

Jacqueminot
1 . <HP>
General MoArthur (H.T.)
Glolre de Chedane

Guinnoisseau (H.P.)
Hugh DIchson (H.P)
Irish FIreflame (H.T.)
Jessie (D. Poly.) __

1
N.B.—Any 6 H.P.'s and sis ut any orher va:

i
from this selection for 9/6,

I

fruit Trees of all binds to select from. A Brand slock of
fahrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great
variety. Send for Catalogue No. 12. full of interesting Informs.

tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

AERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
2). Garden Specialists. Southwell. Notts

Of Surpassin!^ Beauty

CHEALS' NURSERIES
ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., in immense
quantities and in the pink

of condition.

Send for Catalogue to—

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.,
The Nurseries, CRAWLEY.

I
[

For Spring Flowers
Plant Now :—

WALLACE'S
TULIPS
BEARDED IRISES
SPANISH IRIS
ANEMONES
NARCISSI
FREESIAS
Etc. Etc. Etc.

List of British-Grown Bulbs post free

_ on application.

See our adeerlisfmeiits in previous issues,
namely, August 4 <£,- 11, and September 22.

R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd.
KUnfield Gardens, COLCHESTER

="GREAT SALE of BULBS-
CLEARING GROUND TO SOW WHEAT.

MAGNIFICENT SHILLING PARCELS.
Twelve 1/- Parcels (or 20 at 6d.) for 10/-; Carriage

Paid, Cash with order.

All Bulbs guaranteed strong flowering, and of best quality ; money
back if not satisfied.

20 Emperor Daffodils,

Is.

The finest of the well-known
sorts, crandly-shaped and
well-coloured flowers ; does

well indoora or out.

20 Horsfieldi Daffodils,

is.
Snowy-white petals : rich

yellow trumpet; very hand-

some and early : borders or

pots,

3.

25 Princeps Daffodils,

Is.

Primrose and gold ; early

flowering; specially recom-

mended for borders and
beds outdoora.

4.

25 Grandee Daffodils.

Is.
White and cold : a most
graceful flower ; very

hardy ; does remarkably
well in shade.

5.

20 Golden Spur Daffs.,

Is.

G I n r 1 o u s orance-gold

shaded citron ; most mag-
niflcent flower ;

quite

unsurpassed.
6.

20 Sir Watkin Daffs.

Is.

Deep oraiifie frilled trum-
Iiet. rich gold petals ; a
huge success everywhere

indoors and out.

7.

35 Barri Narcissi. Is.

Ora-nge-acarlet cup, golden
petals ; light, graceful, free-

flowering ;
splendid in

fibre or soil.

R.

15 Double Yellow
Daffs., Is.

Huge double, golden-yel-

low, rose-shaped flowers :

excellent all purpoaeg
9.

30 Double White Nar-
ciss.. Is.

Fragrant as a Gardenia

;

pure translucent wliit-e

;

blooms well into May.
10.

20 Double Orange
Phoenix, Is.

The famous Ecq^ and
Bacon Daflodil ; absolutely
tip-top ; very hardy and

free.

U
40 Pheasant Eye Nar-

ciss., Is.
Crimson, edged orange cup.
purest white petals : fiowerg

often 3 inches across.

12.

30 Ornatus Narcissus,

Is.
Vivid scarlet cup sur-

rounded by snowy-white
petals ; first-class every-

where

13.

20 Giant Poets Narciss.,

Is.
This early, large-flowered
variety is new and scarce ;

white petals, scarlet cup.
14.

30 Large White
Freesias, ^s.

The true refracta alba for

growing indooiy in pots of

soil or fibre.

10,

20 Xmas White Nar-
cissus, Is.

French Paper Wliite Nar-
cissi cannot be 'supplied ;

this variety is in many
respects superior.

It).

20 Gracd Prjmp Nar-
ciss.. Is.

Primrose an<l gnld : other-
wise a counterpart of the
Early Paper White ; very

fragrant,
i7.

15 Monarque Narciss.,

Is.
Yellow flower* with orange
cups in hufie bunches ; very

fragrant and early.

18

4 Violet-scented Iris,

Is.
Rich velvety vl i!et with
orancc throat ; dehciously
scented ; does well indoors

or out.

m
20 Golden Jonquils, Is.

Dainty flo^^ers for pots or

bowls : a few scent an
entire room : quite hardy

outdoors.
20.

16 St Brigid Anemone,
Is.

Huge, semi double flowers

in all shade." of,blue, violet,

scarlet, rose, wbt^, etc.

21.

30 Golden Winter
Aconite, Is.

Rich butt«rcup-yellow,
with a dainty green ruffle ;

makes a fine edging.

16 Scarlet Anemone,
Is.

The most vivid 'scarlet

flower of Spring ; irresis-

tibly attractive ; every-
body stops to gaze at it.

•2;j.

30 Bluebells (Scillas),

Is.
Do well in pots of soil or
fibre ; a great success under
trees and in other shady

places.

24.

25 Double Snowdrops,
Is.

Try these in pots of soil or
fibre ; they are exquisitely

-pretty when looked at
closely.

30 Single Snowdrops,
Is.

For planting as an edging
to other bulb^i, in beds, on

graves, borders, &c.

2t].

-20 Clara Butt Tulip, Is.

Mopt glorious pink, shaded
salmon and silver ; a huge
aucceas indoors and out-

10 F. Sanders Tulip, Is.

An incredibly da/zlin^
shade of fiery scarlet ; a
most entrancing colour;
huge sUe

;
perfect form.

2S.

10 White Queen Tulip,

Is.
Theonly" white" Darwin,
a stately and fine Tulip :

huge, goblet-like blooms.

ilt.

15 Tonnaye Tulip, Is.
Rich cherry-rose, shaded
blush, edged delicate pink ;

one of the most useful.

30.

15 Laurentia Tulip, Is.

Deep rosy-pink, shaded
carmine, with a startlingly

rich blue centre; e.\tra,

31,

12 Mrs. Cleveland Tulip,

Is.
Old iavender-rose, Rhaded
lilac and silver; flowers

early ; large size and
stately habit.

32.

25 Gold Crown Tulip,

Is.
Rich golden-yellow, shaded
and flamed scarlet ; fine

bedding and borders.

33.

15 Gesneriana Major
Tulip, Is.

Brilliant glowing sca(let
dazzlin? blue centre ; one
of the most gorfjeous of all

Tulips,

34.

20 Sweet-scented Tulip,
Is.

T. macrospila has the fra-

grance of Sweet Peas and
a fine crimson-scarlet

colour.

35.

20 Rosalind Tulip, Is.
Charming ; cherrv-carminc
shaded rose, with white
zone and blue centre.

36.

10 Inglescombe Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Perfection in lorni and
colouring ; deep canary-
yellow ; magnificent.

37.

20 Maiden's Blush
Tulip, Is.

One of the daintiest ; white
edged and leathered with
roav-cerise ; the PIcotee

Tulip.

15 La Candeur Tulip,
Is.

Pure white; very scarre ;

fine for bedding, boniers,

potf, &c. ; good for cutting,

30.

15 Parisian Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Rich yellow ; elegant
flower ; showy and reliable;

beds, pots, borders, &c.

40.

20 Cottage Tulips,

Mixed, Is.

A very fine showy^mixture ;

can be well recommended.
Special price per 100, 4/6.

> 41.

15 Darwin Tulips,

Mixed, Is.
Includes a lot of fine art

shades ; very useful for

cutting. Per 100. 6/6

42.

and

FREE BOOKLET of Instructions HOW TO
GROW BULBS, when requeeted, with all

orders of 10/- value.

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER.
Illustrated Catalogue of Bulbs free on request.

50 Mixed Daffs.

Narciss., Is.

Includes many handsome
sorts, such as Emperor,
Barri. Per 1.000. 18/-

43.

1 Peck " Bulbost," Is.

Bees' Famous Bulb Fibre
Compost. Sent Carriage
Paid with Bulbs of 10/-

v.ilue.

44.

51b. " Bulbilizer," Is.

Bees" Special Bulb Manure,
eent Carriage Paid with

Bulbs of 10/- value.

175 c, Mill St., LIVERPOOL

CHAPMAN & Co. sFAMOUS ROSES
New Varieties 6cl. each.

Oiir new descriptive Catalogue is now ready and will be
sent post free on application.

CHAPMAN & CO.,
Royal Nurseries, Scraptoft, nr. Leicester

BLACK CURRANT BUD MITE.
Are your bushes free of this incurable pest? If not, plant

"SEABROOK'S BLACK CURRANT,*'
the only proved mite resister.

This variety has also every other good quality, being the heaviest
cropper and stoutest grower, producing large firm berries.

Young bushes, 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

W. 8EABROOK & SONS, Fruit Tree and Rose
Nurseries, CHELMSFORD.

Phytobroma
Barrs Neuj Plant Food

For Flowers Yejgetatles and Fruit
of highest quality s, waranteed analysi

allPhytobpoma greatly increases
Vegetable Crops.

Guaranteed Analysis: 3'50% Nitrogen; 1«'60% Soluble
Phosphates; 13'60% Insoluble Phosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.
71b., 2/9; 141b., 5/6; 281b., 8/6 ; 561b. IS'-; 1 cwt., 28/-

^St Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards carriage paid.
'JfcCircular with full particulars on appUeatiOD.

BARR Tand SONS,
King^Street, Covent Garden, LONDON
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THE Rose planting season has come round

once again, and following our usual

custom at this season our next issue will

be mainly devoted to Roses. Among
the contributors are Miss Jekyll, V.M.H.,

on " Neglected Roses " ; and our special Rose

contributois—" White Lady," on " Red Roses "
;

" Danecroft," on " Roses for Allotments" ; H. R.

Darlington, on " Wichuraiana Roses " ; and
.Mr. L. J. Cook, on " Roses for Market." With
this number Mr. R. A. Rolfe, A.L.S., who is making
a special study of the genus Rosa, will commence
a series of articles on " Wild Roses," containing

descriptions of the best new and old species

;

and Mr. E. Molyneux. V.M.H , will commence
a series of articles on " New Roses." This number
will also contain an illustrated account of Oxted

Place, the home of Mr. Herbert Wettern, the noted

amateur exhibitor of Roses. This number will

be published at our usual price Already we have

received a great many orders for extra copies of

this number, and readers are advised to place

their orders at the bookstalls in advance.

Improving Allotments.—As the re-

sult of the meeting of allotment-holders

held in Essex Hall, Strand, on

October 20, a series of proposals have

been made which it is hoped will be

approved by the Departmental Com-
mittee in charge of Food Production.

We hope to draw further attention to

these proposals, which include the pro-

vision of more land for allotments,

increased security of tenure, skilled

advice and instruction, co-operative

pmchase of seeds, tools, &c., and the

systematic marketing of surplus pro-

duce. At the present time there is much
overlapping of work, and it is hoped

that the system of co-operative

distribution may be utilised to the

full.

Storing Onions.—Large bulbs of

the Ailsa Craig section should have an

airy site to keep them firm when re-

quired for spring use. Hanging them
up is the best method of keeping

them. Clean off all loose skin, tie them
in ropes, and suspend them in a cool,

airy site free from frost.

The Question of Soil Analysis.—At

first it seems reasonable to assume that

an analysis would be a certain

method of ascertaining the plant

foods that are present and those that

are deficient in a soil. In actual

practice this is not as simple as

it may seem, and our leading experts on soil

analysis agree that the most satisfactory method
is to find out from the plants themselves what
manurial treatment the soil requires. This

point is ably dealt with on page 456 by Mr. F. J.

Chittenden, who makes the capital suggestion

of setting aside one plot in every group of allot-

ments for experimental purposes. The demonstra-

tion plot, if carried out on the lines suggested,

would be a source of great interest to allotment

workers, and if properly conducted, no one would

fai) to learn the lessons it would have to teach.

The Rocli Garden in Autumn.—Some plants

requue attention at this season, reducuig any very

spreading plant, such as Crucianella, and cutting

it down close. The Thymes, Saxifrages of the

Mossy section, and Arenaria balearica may be

mentioned as other plants that may require

curtailing. Some, again, may need pieces plucked

out here and there in order to induce young growth

where the plant has become worn out, and after

cleaning all the portions some very light, fine soil

should be spread over the whole, not forgetting a

sprinkling over the plants also.

The Japanese Quince as a Pot Tree.—On the

occasion of a recent visit to Messrs. George Bun-

yard and Co.'s nursery we were attracted by the

long rows of seedlings of Cydonia Maulei heavily

laden with fruits of varying size and colour.

These seedlings were grown in pots plunged in the

open ground. It is but the work of a moment
to lift the pots, and each plant forms a picturesque

subject with aromatic fruits, an object of interest

JAPANESE QUINCE (CYDONTA MAULEl) AS A ROOM PLANT.

and beauty well adapted to the drawing-room in

the dull days of autumn and early winter.

Geraniiun Wallichianum E. C. Buxton.

—

" Be sure to get Buxton's Variety," writes Mr.

Farrer in referring to Geranium Wallichianum.

And he is right, for then you will secure one whose

flower is zoned by a pure, cold azure instead of

indefinite shades of purple and reddish violet.

This is, to our mind, the most beautiful member
of a beautiful race. There is nothing heavy,

nothing loud, nothing coarse in its exquisite

blossoms. They are drawn, as they are tinted,

in perfectly good taste. The whole plant is refined,

well bred. If you want to grow it to perfection

—

it does not appear to be particular as to soil,

provided it is well drained—place it where it will

be screened from all but the evening sun and

where there is some natural moisture. The first

flowers opened this year about the middle of

September. They have maintained a succession

for a month, and will continue well into autumn.

Oxalis spectabilis.—Though infrequently seen,

this is quite one of the best of its genus. The

large trifoliate leaves are a rich green, banded

with a ringjof purple bronze, and above them is

raised the tall flower-stem, which bears a succession

of rosy carmine flowers of great size and beauty.

The plant grows from a small bulb and appears

to do anywhere in well-drained soil, whether in

full sun or half shade.

Late Brooms.—Lovers of the " bonnie Broom "

should get some plants of the late variety. These

do not come into flower until the old type has

gone over, and they continue in blossom

until quite the end of July. They are,

therefore, a great acquisition to the

shrubbery or wild garden. These late

Brooms, which are the result of patient

selection, are even more prolific

bloomers than the wild form, and they

are admirable subjects for hot, dry

. Jp banks and poor soil. They mostly

jT follow the type in colour, but the

crimson and gold of Cytisus An-

dreanus sometimes occurs. Seed is

the best method of propagation.

rafPot Marigold (Calendula offici-

nalis).—It is hardly necessary to re-

mind anyone of the value of this fine

old annual, but, as with all other

annual plants, the advantage of cut-

w T ting off overblown flowers, that would

IJ"*'
' otherwise exhaust the plant by going

to seed, cannot be too often insisted on.

A row of Marigolds was sown last

spring for the purpose of drying the

petals as a medicinal crop. The first

blooms were cut about the middle of

June, and from then onwards to the

middle of August every fully developed

flower was picked, the gathering taking

place on two regular days of the week

when the plants were regularly covered

with fresh relays of bloom. By the

third week of August the plants, note

withstanding the constant cutting, had

grown tall and widely branched, and

lookedj'more or less exhausted. We then cut

them hard back, to within 8 inches of the ground,

and awaited the result. By the last week of

September they had made sturdy growth of great

vigour and were again loaded with bloom, and as

they are very hardy they look like lasting well

into November. The flowers are larger and ot a

deeper and more splendid colour than they have

been all the year ; some of the fully double flowers

measure 4 inches across.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE SPECIFIC NAME OF THE
COMMON HYDRANGEA.

r\N page 330 Sir Herbert Maxwell states that this

shrub was called Hydrangea Hortensia by
De CandoUe, after Hortense de Beauharnais,

Queen of Holland, but does not give any authority

for the statement. So far as I can ascertain, the

first published mention of the name " Hortensia "

occurs in Jussieu's " Genera Plantarum," page 214,

which appeared in Paris in the year 1789. Hor-

tensia is there given as a generic name and is

attributed to Commerson, but I have been unable

to find any previous pubUcation of the name by

this botanist, and it may have existed in manuscript

only when used by Jussieu. That, however, does

not matter. Commerson died in 1773, ten years

before Hortense de Beauharnais was born, and she

was only six years of age when the name first

appeared in print. It seems impossible, therefore,

that the origin of the name could have had any

connection with her. Jaubert, who published

an inventory of the plants growing at Trianon

in 1876, states that the name was given in honour

of Mme. Hortense Lepaute, a friend of Commerson

(not Lamarck as I have elsewhere stated). Loudon,

in the "Arboretum et Fruticetum," Vol. H.,

page 996, is even more explicit. He says " it

was named by the celebrated Commerson in honour

of Mme. Hortense Lapeaute [sic], the wife of his

most particular friend, M. Lapeaute, a watch-

maker. Commerson first named it Lapeautia

;

but in order that the compliment paid to Mme.
Lapeaute might be the more direct, he changed

the name to that of Kortensia, from her Christian

name Hortense." With regard to the proper

name for the plant itself, it was first called Hor-

tensia opuloides by Lamarck in the third volume

of his Encyclopaidia, published in 1789. Three

years later, Sir J. E. Smith, declining to accept

Hortensia as a separate genus (in which he ha|^

proved to be right) gave the plant the name
Hydrangea hortensis (" Icones Picta;," t. 12).

If we accept what has been Imown as the " Kew "

rule, which gives a plant the oldest specific name
published in conjunction with the proper generic

name, then Smith's name stands ; but if the

" Vienna " rule be adopted, the oldest specific

name published must be used, no matter with

what genus it was first associated. This gives

us the name Hydrangea opuloides, which is, in

fact, used by some Continental and American

authors. As for the name Hydrangea Hortensia,

so far from having priority, it came in a bad third

and did not appear until 1829, when it was em-

ployed by Siebold.—W. J. Bean.

PARSNIP SOUP.

T AM sending a recipe for Parsnip soup which

we found very useful last winter, and which

may interest some of your readers if you care to

put it in The Garden. , We had considerable

difficulty in making use of our Parsnips last winter,

as we found so many people objected to the strong

flavour, but after much experimenting we evolved

the following recipe for Parsnip soup, which very

much modifies the flavour and makes a most
excellent soup. It is made as follows : Foiu' good

Parsnips, two pints of water, one pint of milk, half

a teacupful of sago, curry and a little salt. Boil the

Parsnips with the water and milk for two hours

and then sieve. Add the curry, which has been

nioistened with a little hot water, and the sago,

and boil for twenty minutes. If any of the soup

is left over, it is even improved by being warmed
up and is more creamy the second day.

—

H. G. H.

WATER SNAILS IN LILY POND.

T TOO have a Lily pond infested with snails

like those " A. W." describes in The Garden
of October r3 ; but mine is also full of goldfish,

a species of carp, so I doubt your remedy.

Nymphxas, goldfish arid snails get on very well

together in my case, and have done so for several

years, so I shall let them remain. Toads in early

spring are a far greater nuisance than snails.

They come long distances to breed, and did so

directly my pond was made fifteen years ago,

though how they found it out is a mystery, as

there is no similar piece of water near.—F. W. B.,

North Devon.

SUGAR BEET AND BROWN BEANS.

/^NE must confess to a vast sense of consolation

on reading the value of Sugar Beet as a pig

food, rivalling that of the much lauded Potato
;

for is not one pound of either equal in feeding

qualities ? Or, such is the news boomed forth

by every gardening column. Sugar Beet—pale-

faced brother of the red skin—^was but lately a

homely panacea for all those multitudinous ills

that rise from the possession of an unsatisfied

sweet tooth. Alas ! But the sorrows of human-
kind will ftrrnish the all too brief joys of a sty,

and return after many days a tasty rasher. Would
you spare yotu: ears the agony of swinish doom ?

The outer leaves of Beet, pulled and cooked as

Spinach Beet, furnish a good substitute for that

vegetable ; and in the last week or so a correspon-

dent of the Nottingham Guardian vouches for the

pleasant excellence of Beet cakes made as follows

(a mere man, who only knows that by some

mysterious craft the once prosaic vegetable becomes

a fit morsel for the epicure, I yet venture to pass

on the recipe to those many and honoturable

devotees of whatever goddess chances to preside

over the kitchen) :
" Wash and bod the Sugar

Beet without cutting it except to remove the leaves.

[Of course, but I am setting it out exactly.] When
cooked, the skin will strip off easily. Mash the

Beet to a pulp, and to every 40Z. work in 40Z.

of ground rice and 2oz. of flour into which has

been worked 20Z. of margarine, or butter, and a

pinch of salt. Flavouring is optional. Make into

small cakes—no water or milk is needed—and bake

thoroughly to a crisp brown." Not in vain have

we laboured with tireless hoe among the rows of

Beet, and the pig shall return to wallow in his husks.

So, as Pepys would have it, to Beans. Truly

the Royal Horticultural Society has found in its

Dutch Brown Beans a valuable garden crop.

From a solitary half pint I have gathered for winter

store a great quantity of dried seeds, pleasing

to the eye by reason of their golden brownness.

Five or six seeds to a pod, of which there are

some scores on every plant, bring within reach

the Biblical return of a hundredfold, and there-

fore are heartily to be recommended.

—

Ronald
C. S. Ross.

SPRAYING POTATOES.

COME cultivators say that the spraying of

Potatoes is useless work ; others are very

keen on spraying and say it is time and labour

well spent. Cultivators who have sprayed their

Potatoes year after year for many years back

would not have done so if they had not reaped

good results from it. But the work of spraying

is not done soon enough, and I have repeatedly

told cultivators so in this district during the present

season. At a recent meeting of the Highclifte

Gardeners' Association the point was discussed.

In a competition among members in Potato

growing, Mr. James Murray, head-gardener,

Sopley Park, Christchurch, had a yield of 4221b.

from fifty sets. About ten sets were cut, but in

the yield there was no difference between

that from the cut and that from the uncut sets.

Three individual roots were weighed and turned

the scales at io|lb., lailb. and 131b,, respec-

tively. There were three diseased tubers. The
haulm was more than 6 feet high when held upright,

and bore numerous flowers in the second week
of September. The haulm was free from disease.

Mr. Murray was asked at the gardeners' meeting

if he had sprayed ; if so, when and how many
times. He said he sprayed the haulm four times,

the first early in June when it was about

a foot high. The other sprayings were done

when the haulm was, of course, much more ad-

vanced, and he said he could not do it thoroughly

on that account—not as well as at the first spray-

ing. Other Potatoes sprayed the first time much
later than the date given above were diseased to

a certain extent in the same garden ; and other

plots of Potatoes in the same garden not sprayed

at all were badly diseased.

—

George Garner.

OUTDOOR TOMATOES.

TT is probable that more Tomatoes have been

gro%vn outdoors this year than ever before,

and if growers would give their experience, the

information would prove useful to many. The
varieties I grew were Kondine Red and Sunrise.

The former gave a capital crop of good-sized fruits,

but they were very late in maturing. The third

bunch on Sunrise was colouring before the first

on Kondine Red showed the slightest indication

of ripening, although the plants were the same
age and planted out at the same time. Sunrise

cropped well, but there were too many small

fruits. What is wanted for outdoor culture is

a variety that will crop well, with about six to

eight fruits to the pound, and one that will mature

early. Holmes' Ideal and Princess of Wales are

spoken well of. Can they be recommended for

ripening early ? A variety raised in Devonshire

—

Duke's Special No. i—is being boomed, but

what does well in " glorious Devon " may not

suit a more northern latitude. Perhaps Mr.

F. R. Castle, whose articles in the spring were

so thoroughly practical, can recommend a variety

that combines the above qualities.—S. E. D. T ,

Bridgnorth.

SHOULD ONIONS BE GROWN ON THE
SAME BEDS FOR MANY YEARS?

'M'O doubt many readers will be greatly interested

in the reference to the above query in

" Notes of the Week," issue October 13. From
my own experience I unhesitatingly say that

Onions may be most successfully grown on the

same plot year after year. Of course, I would

not grow them on the same plot for many years

in succession in a garden where there was ample

room for a change. In small gardens, and in

others where the soil was not very suitable except

on a certain plot, it would be advisable to grow

the Onions on the latter. I am growing Onions

on the same bed each year, and every year the

bulbs are better. Very little manure is dug in,

but a lot of wood-ashes, burnt soil and a moderate

quantity of soot are dug in diuring the winter

months. Liquid manure is applied while the

plants are growing freely. For many years I

also grew Celery on the same bed, planting on the

level ground. The plants were for exhibition,

and served their purpose well. The soil was deeply

trenched and well manured, the plants staked

in the summer, surface mulched and fed with

liquid manure. The blanching was done by

placing sand and sifted ashes next to the stalks,
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aid ordinary soil to toriu tin- bulk of the ridge.

I or sevi'ral years I liave grown Carrots on the

s.rme Ijcd. Many readers of The Garden will

remember the fine produce exhibited at leading

hows by Mr. G. Lambert when he exhibited

' getables so successfully. 1 believe he grew

Parsnips and several other kinds of vegetables

on the same beds for many years until quite high

ridges were formed.—G. G.

\X^HEN we sec the Onion-bed in gardens

where such handsome bulbs are grown and

exhibited year after year, and note that in time

it gets higher and higher than the siurounding

ground level by at least a yard, we can only arrive

at one conclusion, and that is that "nothing

succeeds like success." The gradual increase in

the depth of soil is owing to the extra material

added to it in the way of manure yearly, until

tlie Onions have a rooting space of from 4 feet

to 5 feet deep. In the first place, the site would

be trenched 3 feet deep, knowing, as the expert

cultivator does, that the roots of a vigorous Onion

plant will penetrate at least 2 feet deep in quest

of moisture. The roots have been traced to this

depth, and, naturally, with satisfactory results.

The successful exhibitor of Onions

is one whom we can all afford to

follow in his methods if we wish to

do something in cultivation and

production out of the common. In

the growing of many vegetables I

am sure we worry too much about

rotation of crops. If we would stop

to consider the requirements of

certain kinds and return to the soil

the constituents such crops absorb, I

think we should achieve greater

success. A writer in the daily Press

said some time ago that all the

allotments and plots on which

Potatoes had been grown this year

should be changed next !—S. H.

A DOUBLE ESCHSCHOLZIA.
r^UITE a number of new forms of

the Californian Poppy have been

evolved in recent years, but until

recently I was unaware that a

double variety 'was in existence.

Possibly some may have seen such

a type, but to most people I imagine it

will be a new break of great promise.

The new-comer is to be intro-

duced next season by the Waller

Seed Company, a big wholesale

firm of Guadalupe, California, and
doubtless home seedsmen will be stocking

it. The variety has no other name than

Double Pure White, the illustration of which
shows it to be as double as a good Pink,

which it much resembles. The same firm has

evidently been working upon Eschscholzias, for

it aimounces the advent of many new shades

of colour, including purple. The Eschscholzia

has in latter years shown a decided tendency

to break away from the typical yellow, and I

believe that the fiery bronze, red and pink tinted

forms we have now have all been developed by
selection.—T. A. W.

few of them have been selected and kept) were

absolutely identical in colour. No one of these

yellows has been green—to speak Irish fashion—

•

so far, though artists tell us the Primrose is not

yellow but green. Mr. Warner seems to misread

me : I do not disagree, but agree, with his main

contention that we should use our colour terms

more accurately- I only meant to point out, first,

that 'with our present pitifiUly slender colour

vocabulary we can only discriminate colours very

roughly ; and, secondly, that it is impossible, and

unprofitable if possible, to press such a change in

well-understood ordinary speech as " warm " and
" cold " for " red " and " blue." Perhaps both

Mr. Warner and myself are apt to overlook the

hindering fact that unfortunately some five people

out of every ten have neither a natural nor an

educated eye for colour, and that therefore

blues and ptu^ples and lilacs probably look more
alike to them than we can easily imagine.

" M. D." has a scientific knowledge to which

I can make no claim. But it is not clear that his

assertion, backed by Professor Tyndall's words,

that coloiu- is not a matter of stn'face, substantially

refutes my contention. Whatever may be the

precise process of absorption and reflection of

COLOUR DESCRIPTION.

.\PrLE THE HOUBI.ON, ONE OF THE BEST OF IHl^

ORANGE PIPPIN SEEDLINGS (SLIGHTLY REDUCED)

light, and whether we speak of surface or of texture,

it remains that colom-s on paper convey to the

eye an impression often very different from the

flower coloturs to which they are supposed to

correspond. As to the absence of a colour sense

in the' Greeks, the verdict of scholars on Mr. Glad-

stone's paper was, if I remember rightly, " not

proven." It is highly probable that in the Homeric
age, when men were so fully occupied with eating

and fighting, they had little leisure for either

seeing or recording refinements of colour. Homer's
epithet "wine-faced" of the sea has been said

to indicate that he confounded blue with red-

purple. But the sea often looks purple, and if

there was no word for blue, the nearest common
TV/TR. WARNER'S covert rebuke of my figures simile had to be used. Also the epithet may

is justified. I wrote " hundreds of yellow

Daffodils " and altered it to " thousands of," but

forgot to strike out the first words ; hence the

exaggeration. I have, however, probably raised

quite one hundred thousand, flowering at least

two or three thousand annually for over thirty

years. And I am sure that no two of these (very

have referred to the sparkle or brightness of wine

rather than to its colour. It is extremely doubtful,

a priori, that there should have been this great

gap in the perceptions of a people so extraordinarily

artistic all round as the Greeks, except in quite

preliistoric and barbarous times. It is much
more probable that their marvellous sensitiveness

to every subtle gradation of form was accompanied

by an equal eye for colour, and that the deficiency

was not in the sense but in the language to give it

utterance, just as the vocabulary of the most

colour-sensitive modern artist cannot cope with

the myriads of tints and tones he perceives. If

Greek pictures or textile fabrics had survived,

we could judge better. As it is, the colouring on

some Greek vases is extremely delicate and

beautiful, and the same is true of some of the

Pompeian wall-paintings, which were certainly

executed by Greeks or copied from Greek originals.

I fear I have helped to make this discussion rather

too discursive.—G. H. Engleheart.

APPLE ST. EVERARD.
yOUR Correspondent asks for opinions on this

fruit. With us it has rather a thick skin,

but is an excellent September Apple. Unfortu-

nately, some nurserymen list it as " October-

December," when it is very woolly.

—

Cornwall^

UTILITY AND QUALITY APPLES.

T AM reading with much interest and great

respect the contributions of Mr. E. A. Bunyard

in The Garden on " The Culture of Fruit Trees."

As an amateur gardener I value his

distinction between the utility and
quality lists of Apples, as I wa.s.

originally much misled by th6

average nurseryman as to the value

of individual varieties. Almost the

only guides an inexperienced amateur
has in his selection of trees when
planting are the opinion of the

nurseryman and the awards of the

judges at shows. I accepted these

guides and fotmd both a delusion

and a snare, and , have only

ultimately come to a sound judg-

ment by planting numerous varieties

of cordon trees and deciding for

myself which were the best kinds

for the orchard. It is encouraging

to note that Mr. Bimyard's quality

list contains my most appre-

ciated fruits, with the exception

of The Houblon, which I think

much the best of the Cox's

Orange Pippin seedlings. It is

more beautiful, crisper and juicier

than the parent, about the same
size or a little larger, and a

longer keeper. It cropped badly

as a very young tree, but is

improving with age. The soil

here is a light red loam on
sandstone rock, which suits the Cox's Orange
Pippin and Margil types very well. I am
glad to, note Mr. Bunyard's appreciation of

King's Acre Pippin, an Apple which has the

delightful quality of retaining its summer freshness

all through the mnter \vithout that woody hard-

ness which is too characteristic of most of the

late Apples. There is still room for one that is

equally refreshing but will keep still longer. I

trust that one of the minor advantages of these

troublous times will be to teach the British pubUc

—

now that they are compelled to use home-grown
fruit—-that England produces choicer and more
beautiful Apples than any which are imported.

At least it is " up to " the market gardeners to

convey this lesson if they are not too obsessed

with utility and too regardless of quality.

—

F. S. Paul, Cloudeslee, Caldy, Cheshire.

*,* Rentiers who hdi'e, not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regidftrUj by their news-
agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold
copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence THE
Gakden is obtainable ONLY if ordered beforehand.
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SOIL ANALYSIS
THE ADVANTAGES OF AN EXPERIMENTAL PLOT.

By F. J. Chittenden, F.L.S.

A GOOD deal of interest seems to have
/% been aroused by the note on soil analysis

/ % which appeared a few weeks since in the

/ % columns of The Garden. A competent
* ^•soil chemist who knows all the facts

about the soil, and who has experience as well as

the knowledge of the chemical composition of

the soil, is able to give very valuable advice as to

its manurial treatment. If he is not in possession

of the other facts, he will probably be able to make
suggestions which, if followed, will give good results

;

but by far the most certain method is to let the
plants themselves tell what manurial treatment
the soil requires.

Why should not a plot be set aside in every
group of allotments for the demonstration of the

effects of manure ? Its rent, cultivation, manuring
and so on should be a common charge, say, 2d.

or 3d. each, upon the allotment holders. Its

teaching would be their common property ; its

care the charge of one man who would duly carry

out all the cultural operations in due season, and
who would weigh and record the crops for the

benefit of all. The plot might be of the usual size

—

to square rods—and it should represent the average

of the soil of the group. It should be thoroughly

double-dug (drained, if necessary), then cut up
into small plots as in the diagram below.

plot should be very plainly labelled, and no one

seeing the plots will then fail to learn the lessons

they have to teach. If lime be deficient, then a

strip such as is enclosed between the dotted lines

on the diagram should be dressed with fresh

slaked lime in autumn if the soil is heavy (five

bushels of quicklime to be slaked on the ground
will be required), or if light, with chalk, ten bushels.

Lifting and Replanting

Unfruitful Trees

TREES that are making too luxuriant

growth should be noted, and as soon
as the right time arrives be lifted, root-

pruned and replanted in a sweet, fertile

compost. This is a very important
item in connection with the production of regular

crops of choice fruits. I have lifted the roots

of large, unfruitful trees in the middle of October,

with excellent results, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums,
Pears and Cherries, also bush fruit, having been
treated alike and brought to a very satisfactory

state of bearing. I consider the end of October

and early in November, when the soil is still warm
the best time to undertake the. work. First lej

... N--.
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yrar; tlieivfurf I'Mnidid variety generally means"

.in annual i;ro|) oi fruit from one sort or another.

The following I noted especially as carrying good

irops : South wall.—Beiu're Hardy, Beurre

d'.-Vnianlis, Glou Jforceau, Dr. Hogg, Duchessc

d'.\ngoulenu', Xfrnc. Treyvc, Souvenir du Congres,

Williams' I3on Chretien, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

ritmaston Duchess, i\[arechal de la Cceur, Marie

Louise, Brockworth Park, Comtc de Lamy and

Princess. West wall. — Beurre Diel, Beurre

Baclielier, Beurre d'.-\.remberg. Passe Colraar,

President Barabe, Jargonelle and Josephine de

Valines. S. 1'.

JUNIPERUS PHCENICEA
< If the twenty odd species of Juniper in cultiva-

tinn, this well-known Mediterranean species is

.>ne of the rarest in English gardens. In this

• ountry it does not attain large dimensions,

usually forming a compact shrub or small tree.

L,i-.t month 1 saw a small specimen on the lawn

at Tortworth Court bearing a profusion of fruits

in various stages of development. They take two

M-ars to ripen, and when mature arc shining yellow

. If reddish brtiwn in colour, providing a pleasing

< ontrast to the bright green foliage. The typical

form has globose fruits, but there is a variety

—turl)inata—in which the berries are ovoid or

shortly conical. The dimorphic foliage frequently

-1 in on Junipers is not present on the branch

photographed. There are also specimens of this

Juniper at Highnaiii Court, Gloucester ; Bieton,

Devon ; and Rostrevor in Ireland. The plant

•it Rostrevor is now 13 feet high. Alton

slates that Juniperus phoenicea was first culti-

N.ctcd in Britain in 16S3 by James Sutherland,

urator of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden.

.\s a wild tree.it is widely distributed through-

out tlie Mediterranean region. According to

Lefeb\Te, it is common on the coast of .\lgeria,

and ascends to 6,000 feet on the southern slopes

<ii the moimtains of the interior, where it is often

the (jnly arborescent vegetation. In the Canary
Isles it was formerly common, but has been much
destroyed on account of its use for lirewood.

In Cyprus an oil is distillccl from the unripe berries

of this Juniper, but it differs considerably in con-

stitution from the Juniper oil of commerce distilled

from the berries of J. commmiis, and has apparently

little or no commercial value. A well-grown

specimen of J. excelsa is also to be seen on the lawn

at Tortworth Court, which possesses one of the

finest private collections of new trees in the

uuntry. A. Bruce Jackson.

Comments from a County
Derry Garden

THERE have been many useful hints in

The G.iRDEN of late, and it is well

worth the e.\tra penny. Not having

written anything since I, among many
others, lost the dear old Journal of

Horliciiliure, niany an old and new friend was
found through ^ts pages, not forgetting the

odd wrap, as it were, on the fingers from

the Editor. I fancy I see some old friends

shining in The G.4RDEn. As regards Buddlcia

variabilis and others, such as Veitchiana, it is

quite a siglit on a fine day to see many kinds

of butterflies enjoying themselves. Having to cut

some sprays of bloom to send away and put them
in water for a time, I find the butterflies on them
in the potting-shed, which is some distance away
from the trees. Not having much knowledge al.iout

the names of butterflies, I cannot tell tlie different

kinds. Veronica Traversii, like that in the

beautiful pict\ire in The G.\RnrN- of September 15,

was quite a sight- here this year and of equal
height, a mass of white around the upper tennis

court. It seems to be a first-class shrub for bn s,

of nliich we have eight hives.

I planted Potatoes with a dibber when a boy,
first sowing superphosphate over the ground
.ind raking it in with a W(;oden rake ; of course,

the soil was loose and an old garden. The results

were fairly good ; but I do not consider it workman-
like. My father used to say any old woman
could plant Potatoes with a dibber. Regarding
Phormium tena.x, surely no one for the sake of a

few e.xtra coppers would spoil a beautiful plant of

this for the want of tying. I w<juld as soon do
^^•ithout (I was going tq say Sugar, but I am fairly

olT th^t now; as tliey say here we are not as

sweet as we used to be) a fire or put on less. Bast
and certain sorts of cord for trees are still cheap
and lasting. We have a Royal George Peach
tree which had about 2Z0 Peaches of an average

Effects of the Winter

M
V -experience of the effect o! the

last severe winter on rock plants,

shrubs, &c., in my garden at the .

south end of Lake Windermere is

as follows :

The connnon Laurel was cut badly in exposed
situations. Gunnera scabra and Cape Pond-
flower suffered no damage at all. The Cape Pond-
weed, by ihc' way, is sowing itself all over the
pool. .-Vrum Lilies in pots under the water
survived, but all the young growth was eaten
olif in the spring by water-snails, which almost
killed the plants. Lithospermura was erratic.

In situations where it was sheltered froih the
bitter north-east wind it took no harm, but was
killed, or nearly so, where exposed to wind. Some
Cistuses died

; others took no harm at all. Mossy
Saxifrag.s r^mr out of the \rr in perfect condition.

JUXITKR (JUNIPJ-.KUS I'llUiXICE.^).

size. It is growing in a swimuung bath, with the

roots outside, and fed with liquid manure. The
swimming bath has a glass roof and is ventilated

like a greenhouse. The tree shades the bath in

suhimer
; of course, the bath is empty in winter.

I have tried sulphuric acid on Plantains in

different ways, cutting the crowns and putting on
the acid, also putting the acid on the crowns
without cutting, and tried it with a pointed
wooden stick on the side of the root, but after

a time some of them grew again. Mealy bug on
Vines, or on anything, is a plague in gardens, but I

have not had it for years. I make it a practice

never to take a cutting or plant from any place

where the bug is. I have known my chief, some
years ago, to try everything in reason to get rid

of it, but after a time it came back again.

To planters of Apples I would recommend a

\ariety that does well here almost every year,

namely, Worcester Pearuiain. It can be eaten off

the tree. The colour is inviting and children are

very fond of it, as are als(jthe birds.

Aici'arn. Johx .MTle.^x.

Dracaena, indivita and Chamocrops Fortunci
wintered well.. The latter had a slight screen of
sacking to protect it ; not a leaf was l)rowned.
The Draca;na, which had been protected with
hay-bands and the foliage tied up, lost the majority
of its leaves through wet getting in, a tie ha\-ing
become unfastened. The tree, 8 feet high, has
now quite recovered. New Zealand Flax and
Arundo coiispicua did not suffer at all. (By tlie

way, it has ne\-er flmvered here, but grows strongly.)

Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles had to be partially
cut back, but has since flowered well. Choisya
ternata.—Some of the foliage suffered. Berberis
Darwinii had some foliage browned. Lawson's
Cypress.—Young trees of this in some cases
were browned. Veronicas (shrubby) had to be
cut back. Tree Heaths came through all right,

but some of the Heathers had to be cut back.
Hardy Fuchsias stood the frost, as did Hydrangea
paniculata. The Bamboos of various Idnds came
through well. .Magnolia conspicua, a lawn shrub
here, flowered well, but, contrary to the ordinary
course, flowered after the foliage had burst.
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The most l-cmarkable thing was that after tlie

last frost and snow left ns in early April all plants

and. shrubs developed amazingly, the result being

a perfect riot of colour and fine foliage, all early

and late spring things flowering together. Azaleas

were magnificent, also Rhododendrons. Apples,

Plums and kindred trees and almost all flowering

shrubs were marvellous pictures of bloom. Here
we ne%cr before experienced such a favourable

season, and scarcely expect to do so again in

our time. It was a wondrous season. There

really was hardly any spring at all. We seemed

to jump from midwinter to early summer almost

at once. To show the severity of the season I

may state that old Heather in large areas on
the fells was cut well down, but the young, short

Heather suffered no damage. Here there was
little snow except in April, but a long period of

black skies and l>ittor nurlh-east wind in Feliruary

and March.

The frost was not as severe as m many
Midland districts, 25° on four or five nights being

the severest spells.

Slock Park, Lakeside, Lanes. X. E. Hoyl.\nd.

NERINE NOTES-I
NOMENCLATURE—A BIT OF HISTORY OR ROMANCE—TH1-; BENEFIT

OF COLD (?)

Bv THE Rev. Joseph Jacob.

Nerines or Guernsey Lilies ?— I wonder if

the general flower-loving public will ever take

kindly, as the saying is, to the name Nerine.

I am so accustomed to using it myself that I

cannot imagine anything very " high I'arned

"

in the sound of such a familiar word. Yet without

hardly any exception, when visitors are told that

these glorious October flowers are Nerines, the

question is asked, " But have they no other,

no English name ? " Then follows a short dis-

coiu'se about the Guernsey Lily, and reasons are

given why "the curious" light shy of converting

the ancient English name of a single species into

a generic one to cover the whole group or family,

including the multitudiucais hybrid fornts of

wet blanket on a race of beautiful flowers which

were just beginning to make a bid for popular

favoiu'. Herbert's word Nerine must be used

exclusi\'ely.

Two years' expei'ience has made me doubt

the wisdom of this. First of all, the present

generation know very little indeed about the

Guernsey Lily, and are proformdly ignorant of

its blooming properties. Secondly, if om- flower

ever becomes really popular, a good English name
with a spice of history and a touch of ambiguity

in it would be a bene esse. Thirdly, such a one

is ready to hand in Guernsey Lily, and no other

unappropriated name that I can think of is so

satisfying to one's sense of fitness. Fourtlilv,

A POT OF NERIXE OR GUERNSEY LILY EXCELLENS. (SEE " NICHOLSON.

modern extraction. Some two years back I

raised this question in the pages of The-Osrden
and elsewhere. There was a decided consensus

of opimon in favour of dropping the title Guernsey

Lily, because sarniensis, which has borne this

name- since the days of Evelyn's " Calendarium

Hortense " (1O64), was, and still is. a poor bloomer,

and it was thought that its adoption would be a

to refuse to use the old name in an extended sense

savours more of the doctrinaire than of the practical

man, and from a remark on page 411 of his

" Amaryllidacea> " Dean Herbert himself would,
in all probability, have acquiesced in it as being
a good thing to do imder the circmnstances.

May I plead, then, for our being allowed to call

all Nerines Guemscv Lilies ?

Tulips and Guernsey Lilies : A Coincidence.

Miiu's I'uliuary iiirliiuitiinis were, it is saitl,

the means whereby the Tulip was secured for

Western Em'ope and the Narcissus of Japan for

Guernsey. The cargo of Tulips from Constanti-

nople reached Antwerp, but 'no one could make
much of them, and- it was only the wish to give

them another chance that a few were planted in

a kitchen garden. The bulbs from Japan or

the Cape of Good Hope never reached their

journey's end, but suffered shipwreck oft' Guernsey,

wheic, being washed ashore, the islanders foimd

them and thought they had got hold of a new
Onion—doubtless a sort of an Edwin Beckett

production—^which they at once planted, hopiixg

later on to have a new and delicious vegetable

for their tables. I feel I wou.Id like to be a poet

and \irite a poem to the Onion that would com-
memorate the humble part it has played in giving

us Westerns the most glorious flower of spring

and the most glorious flower of autumn.

Cultural Queries.—A cultivator of Nerines

wrote to me in September asking whether I thought

that we were on the right tack when we kept oiu-

bulbs dry until we saw the little saucy-looking

tongue protruding, as on one occasion, when some
of his own bulbs got wet weeks before this sign

of renewed growth appeared, he was rewarded

with an extra bountiful harvest of bloom. Never

ha\ing made the experiment myself, I cannot

say ; but if it be so, then all text-books are wTong.

and from my own experience of six years I would

not like to say tlie~y were. On the other hand,

my own practice, which is exactly on their lines,

has annually given me excellent results. Hence
I still follow their teaching.

.'\s my correspondent in all human proba-

bility will read these notes, may I ask him
if it is not possible that as a rule Guernsey Lilies

are kept too warm in winter-time ? The
autumn of 1917 has quite unexpectedly been the

most floriferous season I have e\er had. For the

last four, or sometimes for five years, records of

the number of heads of bloom of each pot has

bee]i carefully recorded on the label. With
two or three exceptions there has been an increase

on previous achievement, or at least an equality.

Excellens, a rather nice pinkish flower with a

red stripe down the centre of each petal, has had
its photograph taken a la the aeroplane way

—

from above, and is here reproduced. The record

of this particular pot is as follows : Three in 1913.

three in 1914, five in 1915, seven in 1916, and

eleven in 1917—not a bad performance, but one

typical of many others. Take, for example, one

of the best-known named hybrids raised by Mr.

Elwes—Lady Mary Shelley. On this pot the label

reads: Three in 1913, two. iu 1914, six in 1916,

and eight in 1917. Why such profusion of bloom
in this particular autumn ? I cannot account

for it unless it was the result of the \cry low-

temperature in which they had t<-) be last

December and January. On December 10 my
greenhouse boiler began to leak, and I had to wait

imtil February 6 before a new one was fixed.

By a dreadfid expenditiu'e of paraffin I mahagejl

to keep out the frost dm'ing the trying week of

the blizzard and on the nights when the luercurx'

almost touched zero. More often than not the

temperatiu-e was well below 40° at night, but the

surprising thing, is that not one is a penny the

worse. In fact, one is inclined to think that their

experience has benefited them. One expects Lady
Mary Shelley, humilis, Epic, Lady Howard de

Walden, Fothergillii major and Lady Bromley to

give a good account of themselves annually, but

when sarniensis comes out of its shell, some-

thing has happened. Was that something in this

case that spell of cold ?

(To be continued.)
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AN ASPECT OF COLOUR IN RELATION TO
PLANT LIFE

Bv II. 11. W.VHNKH

SINCE the appearance of Cliarles Darwin's

immortal work, " The Fertilisation of

Orchids," numerous books have been

written dealing with the relationship that

exists between insect and plant life.

It is asstuued that some flowers in

I he com'se of their evolution be-

lume blue in order to attract bees,

,is this is their favourite colour.

Some blue flowers, such as those

of Salvia patens, are most beauti-

fully adapted mechanical appliances

til secure fertilisation by flying insects
;

while others, such as the Gentians,

protect themselves from unwelcome

visitors by concealing their nectar at

tlie base of a long tube, .^gain, it is

assumed that other flowers become

wliite solely in order to attract the

night moths and become fertilised

by them. It is quite true that tin-

?;reen colour of unripe fruit causes it

to remain hidden among the foliage and

thus protects it from the attacks of

birds, while 'the colom" of the fruit

when ripe attracts them and so

secures the distribution of the seed..

But many flowers and fruits may, I

think, partly owe their colours to quite

another cause which I have not seen

referred t". To understand this we

umst first briefly consider the natun

of colour.

When a beam of sunlight p.isses

through a prism it is split up, and

yields a coloured inrage which Newton

named the spectrum. This he divided

into seven parts—red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, indigo, and violet. Tlie

sense of violet is produced by the

very rapid vibration of minute waves tliat

are very refrangible, while the sense of red is

produced by larger waves vibrating with only

half the speed of the violet, and which are

but little bent by their passage through tlie prism,

being what is termed far less refrangible. The

greatest heating eft'ect occurs with waves at the

red end of the spectrum, having a length of about

forty millionths of an inch ; the greatest luminosity

tu our eyes is possessed by yellow waves about

twenty-two millionths of an inch in length ;
while

the greatest photographic and chemical effect

occurs with violet waves of about si.\teen and a half

millionths of an inch in length. The violet rays

and the rays invisible to our eyes beyond the

violet possess _ scarcely any heating properties,

such properties being found in the red rays and

those which lie beyond the red.

If we adopt the language of music, the range

of visible light is represented by about one octave

(the extreme violet vibrations having about

double the frequency of the extreme red), but

the infra-red waves go down to more than live

octaves below, and the ultra-violet ascend to

about two octaves above the rays visible to us.

Perhaps the nearest approach to a monotone

garden, which lasted for about a fortnight, that I

e\er~saw (though that was a long way from it in

reality) is the one shown in the accompanying

photograph, where white Narcissi are flowering

beneath white Plum blossom. It was taken, by

kind permission of Mrs. Thomas Rochford, at

Tnrnford Hall.

In his book entitled " .\nts. Bees and Wasps,"

Sir John Lubbock—as he then was—records

numerous experiments which prove that ants

can perceive the ultra-violet waves which our

eyes are unable to respond to. Natural bodies

green ray, be then suitably tested, its temperature

would be found raised. A black surface, such as

a fence, becomes more heated when exposed to

-sunlight than a white one, because the black

absorbs all the rays which fall upon it, while the

wl\ite surface reflects them.

.\nd now, after this brief outline of the nature

of colour in the various objects we see around

us, we come again to the point with which Wi?

started, viz., one of the uses of colour to the plant.

It will now be clear that a flower appears white

because it reflects all the ravs ftf sunlight which

,\X .\LMOST MONOTONE G.VRDKN. WHITli NARCISSI ri.OWlCRlNG BKNE.^TH WHITK PLUM BLOSSOM.

have showered upon them in the while light of

the sun tiie sum total of all possible colours, and

their action is limited to sifting that total.

The Rose is red, in virtue, not of the liglit re-

flected from its surface, but of the light wliich

has entered that substance and whicli is refl'cted

from within, and which in returning through that

substance has all the colours but the red extin-

guished. In the hard green leaves the red is

extinguished, and green light is sent from the body

of the leaves to the eye. A leaf, a flower or a

fruit, then, owes its colour to the power it possesses

of absorbing or quenching some of the constitu-

ents of light and rejecting others. It is the portion

of light which they reject and not tliat which they

absorb that gives bodies their colours. The colour

is not in the flower, but in. th'' light which the flower

reflects. But when we speak of light being

quenched or absorbed it is by no means annihilated.

It escapes the range of our vision, but may be

perceived as heat. If we pass a black ribbon

through the colours of the spectrum, it quenches

all of them, and the meaning of blackness

is revealed. It is the result of the absorption of

all the constituents of sunlight. Pass a red ribbon

through the spectrum ; in the red light the ribbon

appears red, because the light that enters the

ribbon is not quenched or absorbed, but sent back

to the eye. Place the same ribbon in the green

of the spectrum and it appears black, because

it absorbs the green light and renders the space

on which it falls a space of intense darkness,

If this red ribbon, while it appears black in the

fall upon it, and where tliis whiteness is combined

with a glistening surface, as it is in the Madonna
Lily, the flower will be protected from the heat

no longer recjuired to bring it to maturity, and
it will therefore retain its beauty tlie longer.

May it not be for this reason that we find flowers

which grow in tropical regions arc so frequently

scarlet, such as the Hibiscus, the Gladiolus, Pelar-

gonium, the Oriental Poppy, the Field Poppy, and
the Cactus ? Their rejection of the heating red ray.s

must tend to preserve their blossoms. In the cast-

of the ripe Currant, the Raspberry and Straiv-

berry, the red colouring shows that they are now
reflecting or rejecting the heat rays that fall upon
them, which they so eagerly absorbed before they

were ripe. But this red screen also effectually

cuts off the chemical violet rays just as it does in

the photographic dark-room. The frnit is now
ripe, the chemical action which gives it the flavour

is now complete, therefore the cooler the fruit is

kept the better. The supply of further chemicals

is automatically cut ofi when the fruit has

reached perfection and the status quo is pre-

served.

In the case of the Elderberry, the black colour-

ing of the fruits shows that they are still absorbing

all the rays which fall upon them. Growing as

they do in a shaded position, they need to gather

what store of heat and chemicals they can. The
Sloe and the Blackberry, which ripen their fruit

late in the year when the action of simlight is

much weaker, absorb all they can also. The

Bilberry, which ripens its dark berries on high
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and cool mountain slopes, does the same. When
we see the autumn glory of the leaves of

Arapelopsis Veitcliii, may we not read in their

orimson glow the message of a year's work done ?

Thev, too, are throAving off heat waves which they

no longer require. They have screened off the

violet chemical rays, thus preparing the parent

plant for the gradual withdrawal of its sap that

it may sink gently and safely into its long

winter rest.

THE FRUIT GARDENS OF ENGLAND
MESSRS. GEORGK BUNYAKD .VXD CO., LIMITED.

IT

was only a few days before the great Autumn
Fruit Sliowthat we paid a visit to the AUington

Nurseries of Messrs. (Jeorge Bunyard and

fo,. Limited. Certainly we could not have

chosen a hotter time to see the vast collection

of .\pples and Pears, a selection of which received

the coveted gold medal of the Royal Horticultural

Society. Seldom has the large thatched fruit-

room at .Mlington held finer fruit. The nursery

hands were still bringing in baskets laden with

the pick of the .\pples from the nursery. There

was a wonderful assortment of Cox's Orange

Pippin—clean and well coloured throughout.

.-Already the pick of the fruits of this Variety are

realising 3us. a busiiel in the inarket. We can

well imagine how much these fruits will be appre-

ciated in December, and cannot agree with

those Who regard it as a much overrated variety.

Tlie grand dishes of the very fragrant Gravenstein

came in for a great deal of admiration. It is

now just at its best for dessert, a crisp, juicy Apple

on the small side and of good flavour, .\mong

other dessert Apples which caught the eye in

looking along the shelves of the fruit-room were

Charles Ross, large fruits and all that could be

desired from an exhibitor's point of view ; Claygate

Pearmain, of rich flavour and russety hue ; Ben's

Red, James Grie\'e and the pretty Kerry Pippin,

three of the best September and October Apples.

.Vn excellent trio of Pippins were represented

by King's .\cre Pippin, AUington Pippin and

Fearn's Pippin. King of the Pippins was fair

to look upon, but this we do regard as a much
overrated variety in point of flavour.

."Vmong the cooking Apples, seldom, if ever,

have we seen finer fruits than those of Bramley's

Seedling, Lane's Prince .-Mbert, Bismarck and
Warner's King.

Of Pears, Beurre Van Geert, Doyenne du Comice,

Marguerite Marillat, Durondeau and Conference

heavy crops of superior fruit. Som? of Ihe-i-

trees 'were photographed, among them Applr

Rival, raised by the late Mr. Charles Ross, the

trees of which carried more than a good sprinlv-

ling of handsomely shaded scarlet fruits. Thi-

lesser-known Belle dc Boskoop, a handsome
culinary Apple which originated at Boskoop,

Holland, is worthy of extended planting over

liere. It keeps till April, and, among its other

virtues, it is said on the Continent to resist .-Vraerican

blight. Fearn's Pippin was also noted for its

remarkably fine crops.

The stock of fruit trees is carefully scrutinised,

especialK" in the fruiting season. 5jo stone is left

unturned to keep this vast collection true to

name, and here we may say that the naming of

.\ri'LK K1\.-\L. A WI'.LL-CKOl'PKD TREE.

were of outstanding merit, and looked too tempting

for words.

In passing through the nursery, several fruiting

trees caught the eye by reason of their remarkably

THE 1I.\NDS0ME CULINARY APPLE BELLE DE BOSKOOP.

fruit is brought to a very fine art at AUington. Com-
parisons are made not only in the fruits them-

selves, but in the leafage, stipules and buds, whicli

vary ..greatly in different varieties, and also thi-

stones, which show marked characteristics in the

case of Plums and Cherries.

Probably most, if not all, of the fruit will be

gathered in before these notes appear in print,

but there is always much of interest to be seen

at ."Mlington, and for the benefit of those who
travel in these days we should say that the .\llington

Nurseries adjoin Barming Station on the London,

Chatham and Dover Railway ; but those who
wish to see the Grape Vines and Figs, which

are a speciality of this firm, should make fc)r

the South Eastern Railway Maidstone West

Station, which adjoins this nursery, and here also

niay be_ seen greenhouse, herbaceous and rock

plants galore.

Fruit-growers in general are ever ready ti_>

express their gratitude to this firm, which has

done so much to encourage fruit-growing in this

country and to promote the study of pomology on

scientific lines.

Until recent years Mr. George Bunyard was a

familiar figure at the fortnightly meetings of the

Royal Horticultural Society, and he used to preside

over the fruit and vegetable committee ; but

advancing years prevent him from journeying

to London. We miss him at the shows, but we
are glad to know that he is well enough to send

occasional notes for piiblication in our " Corre-

spondence " pages, and readers are always glad

of the sound advice he offers.

The business is now under the able direction

of Mr. E. A. Bunyard, a worthy son of a worthy
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father, and one who needs no introduction to our

readers. T^e catalogue of fruit trees edited by

him is worthy of special praise. It was, we

believe, the Rev. Joseph Jacob who aptly described

it as the " ' Who's Who ' of fruit trees." To fruit-

growers it is too well known and cherished to

need further reference.

Japanese Windflowers,

New and Old

IT

cannot be said that the Japanese Wind-

flower or Anemone japonica has been

greatly improved either by selection or

hybridisation. Contrary to a widespread

beUef , the original species has rose-

coloured flowers, while the white form

is in reality a variety of the pink

species. There are, however, a few

varieties to which special attention

might be given. The first is Anemone

japonica cristata, which is now
(October 13) flowering in wonderful

profusion. As this variety is appa-

rently very little known, it wiU perhaps

be as well if a brief description is

given. In the first place, it is

perfectly distinct, by virtue of its

exquisitely cristated foliage, remind-

ing one, in a degree, of the crested

Hart's-tongue Ferii. The flowers, which

are rather small, are pink, and borne

in profuse masses well above its

unique foliage. It is not, however,

tall growing, for it does not exceed

4 feet in height. In the writer's opinion

the most beautiful of all the Japanese

Anemones is hupehensis, a wild form

that is said to be the original native

species. Although extremely beau-

tiful, it appears to be very little

known. The flowers are of varying

shades, pale pink and deep rose pink

sepals and petals appearing in the

same flowers.

In some gardens Queen Charlotte is

regarded as the very best of the pink

varieties, and it certainly is a noble

plant, especially in heavy soils
;

iiut

in other gardens it is superseded by

Profusion and Mont Rose. The lattn

is a rather dwarf variety, usuall

less than 3 feet in height, but it

continues to flower over a very long

season and its flower-stems are stiU

crowded with a perfect mass of large,

semi-double, pink blooms. Mr. R. P.

Brotherston of Prestonkirk, N.B.,

writing in praise of these beautiful

flowers, says : " I find the white

varieties difficult to grow well, no

doubt on account of the soil being

light and pervious. The largest of

the whites is Geant des Blanches, which lived

only a short time. Whirlwind, the most deco-

rative of this colour, also died out -\fter a

time, and so did the old white, a particularly

handsome border plant. The coloured forms,

on the contrary, succeed very well, and a few of

them are at present conspicuous in mixed borders

for their general attractiveness." We are often

asked to name plants that will thrive in clay soil,

and the Japanese Anemone is one of the best.

The roots are long and thick, and the plants

appreciate a deeply cultivated soil. It is not

advisable to replant them more than is absolutely

necessary, and this is one reason why they often

thrive in cottage gardens, where they are allowed

to remain undisturbed for years. C. Q.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—.All the Potatoes should now be lifted.

Where they are in small quantities it is well to dry
them by exposure during the day, as they keep
better than when put away in a wet condition.

Sort them into three sizes—those for use, seed, and
small, which are only fit for pigs. Ceire should
be taken in selecting the future seed to ensure

the best shaped tubers ; those weighing^ from loz. to

20Z. are the most suitable. Where a lot of tubers

are in stock, no method of storage is superior to the

old-fashioned clamp system. There should not be

too great a width of Potatoes—3 feet to 4 feet at

base—placing a thick covering of straw, then soil,

and finally thatching the whole, if possible, leaving.

A PE.AR HOUSE AT ALLINGTON.

Uvedale's St. Germain tn foreground.

of course, ventilators at the apex to emit steam

from the sweating of the tubers. Small quantities

can be stored in cellars or frost -proof sheds, covering

the tubers with straw or bags to prevent greening.

Cabbage.—The persistent wet weather is not in

favour of the growth of young plants recently

put out, and slugs are very troublesome. Give

the plot a dressing of soot and stir the surface

soil about the plants. The more disturbance slugs

meet with, the less harm they do ;
besides, the

Stirling of the soil accelerates the growth of the

plants.

Cauliflowers.—Where the heads are turning

in they should be daily examined, and protected

from frost by cracking the leaves over the heads

or, what is better still, tying the leavesover the top.

Carrots.—All Carrots, except the very small

roots sown late for autumn use, should be taken

up, cleaned, and stored iu sand or ashes in a frost

proof shed or cellar. Where the soil is especially

heavy in character, the roots are liable to split

with so much rain, and as they have completed
their growth, there is no advantage in leaving them
longer in the ground.

Beet.—The same remarks apply to Beet as to
storage, only that more care is needed in freeing

them from the soil and in lifting them to see that
the roots are not bruised or the tap-root broken.
If they are, there is a risk of them bleeding when
cooked.

Autumn Onions.—The August - sown batch
of plants are very promising in their growth.
A sprinkling of soot or dry wood-ashes will be an
advantage, as will a stirring of the soil to admit
air to the roots.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Grease-Banding the Trees.—From past ex-

perience, where the winter moth caterpillar has
caused damage to the blossom-buds the trees

should be grease-banded as a pre-
^

ventive. In some localities the winter
~

x(fi>..^^^ moth caterpillar does no harm, espe-
^ cially where poultry run under the

trees. No doubt they eat many grubs,
caterpillars and wingless moths. Some
persons think grease-banding causes
injury to the trees. This I agree with
if not done properly ; that is, if the
grease is put on in such a manner that
it comes in contact with the bark itself.

Strips of corrugated paper 4 inches
to 6 inches wide, covered with grease-

proof paper on which the grease or a
preparation is spread 2 inches wide,
is the safe method of applying the
remedy. If put on too thickly the sun
occasionally melts the substance, in-

ducing it to run down the stem, and
this may cause injury to the bark.

Fruit Under Glass.

Pruning Peach and Nectarine
Trees.—The latest bearing trees in the
house can now be pruned ; there is no
occasion to wait until the leaves fall.

Cut away all weakly shoots, giving

more space to those retained. An
ideal current season's shoot is one of

the size of a cedar pencil, with plump
buds, from which a full crop of fruit

may reasonably be expected. Make
certain the trees do not suffer from
want of water at the roots ; abundant
moisture is required to enable the tree

to perform its natural function of de-

veloping the embryo buds in the axils

of the leaves.

The Flower Garden.

Planting the Beds for a spring dis-

play of Wallflowers, Myosotis, Prim-
roses, Aubrietias and bulbs should be
done at once, so that the plants will

be well established before much frost is

experienced. In the case of Tulips
and Hyacinths the bulbs should be

4 inches deep and 9 inches apart.

Deeply dig over the soil, especially that

somewhat heavy in character, to pro-

vide a free percolation for surplus

water from heavy rains.

The Herbaceous Border.—Cutting
down the stems of such subjects as

Helianthuses, Hekniums, &c., to give

more space to Michaelmas Daisies is

important, as if the latter are properly
staked they require considerable space

to allow the side shoots to develop.
E. MOLYNEU.X.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmo e, Hauls.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Flower Garden.

Leaves.—Falling leaves are now becoming a

source of trouble, for if left on lawns they are

not only unsightly, but are also a serious hindrance

later through the extra work involved in sweeping

and raking. It is preferable, where they cannot

be lifted frequently, to sweep the lawns and let

the leaves remain in heaps as little exposed as

possible. Exactly the same occurs on walks

and roads when leaves are not removed at short

intervals, the remedy here being to brush them
to each side, leaving a clear space for passage

iu the centre. The time occupied in these partial

clearances is not great, and saves a very consider-

able amount of labour when a final clearing up
comes to be made.
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Flower-Beds.—Directly these are cleared of

their summer occupants, and provided no spring-

flowering material is to be set in them, as will

generally be the case, they should be dug deeply
and all rubbish buried in the bottom of the furrows.

If arrangements for next year have been made,
those beds which are to be occupied by plants

reqturing manure may have it incorporated in

the soil just now; otherwise it can be left till

spring and the ground redug at the same time,

which is always an advantage in breaking down
the soil as finely as possible.

Bulb Planting.—Tulips and Irises (Spanish
and English) need not be kept any longer out of

the ground, but may be planted while it is not too

wet. Much depends on the nature of the soil

as to the depth to plant. On heavy, retentive

soil they should be planted only 3 inches deep,
while on very light soil they should
be double that depth.

Gladioli.—Most of the sorts will

now be ripe enough to lift. Those
with leaves still green can also be
lifted, provided the soil is not
shaken from the corms, laying them
out on the border of a perfectly

cold house for some weeks till the
leaves turn yellow. Many of the
-kinds now grown for decorative
purposes and for cutting produce
quantities of little corms at the
base, and, indeed, all round them.
These should be carefully preserved,
as they make healthy, strong-flower-
ing corms after growing on for one
or two seasons ; and should there be
any of these so growing, it is better
to protect them in the ground than
to lift them till fully grown. Small
seedlings should be treated similarly.

Arum Lilies.—If any flowers are
required for Christmas, it is now full

time to place a few plants into a
warm stove, selecting those which
are the most forward, and even at

the expense of souring the soil keep-
ing it always soaked as a means' of

forcing on the spathes. The re-

mainder of the stock in the mean-
time should be placed in a cool

house, and will require only a

limited supply of water at the roots

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—-The early Peach trees

should be finally examined, removing
any shoots that have been missad
when excising worn-out material.

Then wash the trees with a solution

of Gishurst Compound at the rate of

30Z. to the gallon of water, and tie

the shoots to wires, allowing 5 inches
or so for each shoot. Most of the
late trees will have been denuded of

fruit, and these should be pruned at

once, taking as nearly as possible

every shoot that will not be needed to

furnish the trees for another year. If

red spider has gained a footing,

syringe repeatedly with a weak
solution of Gishurst Compound or

other insecticide. Bear in mind that

the Peach is susceptible to injury

from insecticides unless these are
applied in a very diluted form.

Bottling Grapes.—The past two
years I have cut nearly the whole
of the Grapes about the middle of

the present month, in 1915 with
some trepidation ; but, keeping for

six months, I can recommend doing
so to those whose Grapes are ripe

and who have a dry room in which
to put the bottles and the Grapes.
The saving of coals and labour was
the primary reason for bottling
so early. If any should object to the loss of

leaves resulting, that, of course, is not important
considering the practice is to reduce the amount
of foliage considerably at this period, and by
inserting the portion beyond the bunch into water
the loss of foliage is to that extent lessened.

Strawberries.—Those in pots shoiild be trans-

ferred to cold frames, seeing that the soil in the
pots is moist and packing fine coal-ashes or
Cocoanut fibre refuse, if it can be had, quite up
to the rims of the pots. Unless frost is hard,
cold is not hurtful.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyningluime , Prestonkirk, N.B.

POTATOES
GREENING SEED TUBERS—STORING

EATING ONES.

By George Garner.

THOUSANDS of cultivators will now be

very busy lifting and storing their

Potatoes, both seed and eating tubers.

Last winter the question of seed Potatoes

was a difficult one to solve, as stocks

were limited and the demand greater than in

previous years. Those cultivators who can should

purchase fresh seed tubers from other growers

GREENING SEED POTATO TUBERS
\ STORING EATING ONES

residing at a distance from their own district,

as a change of seed is beneficial. But all culti-

vators are not in a position to buy the whole of

their "sets" for planting next year, and where
this is the case it will be necessary for them to

make the very best use of seed tubers from their

own gardens, and so treat them that they will

produce a heavy crop when planted. It is probable

that the disease may cause much havoc to the
crops in some parts of the country this year

;

but, even so, cultivators should make preparations

for very extensive planting next year, as the disease

may not then cause much loss ; and those persons

suffering from its effects this year should not

feel discouraged—at least, they should not be

discouraged. Every care must also be taken in

the matter of storing the eating tubers, as last

winter, which proved very severe, losses were

caused through inadequate covering of Potato

clamps, c&c.

The Importance of Greening Tubers.—
When tubers intended for planting are greened

in a proper way, they are not so likely to be

diseased in the winter-time as those that are

stored without greening. This is a fact I have

proved year after year for a generation. I not

only green the early varieties, but

also the second-earlies and late sorts.

Where many tons of the latter are

retained and stored, it may not

be possible to properly green and
store them ; but to the extreme

limit of available conveniences

general greening should be the rule.

The tubers are greened by laying

them in boxes, in frames, or on the

floors of sheds where full exposure

to light and air can be secured with

due protection from rain. It may
be necessary to turn over the tubers

three times ; they must be turned

twice at least. The skin becomes
hard and of a blackish green colour ;

then the tubers must be per-

manently stored for the winter

months. The sets of the early

varieties should weigh from 2J0Z.

to 30Z. each ; those of second-early

and late sorts from 30Z. to 3J0Z.

each. If a tuber is weighed and
closely observed by the workman, he
will have a very clear idea of the

size and be able to sort out the

seed tubers very quickly. The latter

must be of good shape and quality,

after the style of that in sketch

No. I. Properly made seed-boxes

are a boon, but the amateur may
make use «f ordinary boxes of

varying sizes by simply nailing

stakes .in each corner so that the

ends come about 4 inches above

the top of the box ; then a number
of boxes may be placed one on

the top of another (No. 2). In

sheds shelves may be erected, as

shown in sketch No. 3. If there

are windows in the walls, as shown

. by the three arrows, light is shed

on the tubers on the shelves and
from skylights, as denoted by the

double arrow. If there are no sky-

lights in the storeroom, the door

may be left open every day, even in

the depth of winter, when the

weather is favourable. There is no
better place for greening the tubers

than an open shed, as shown in

No. 4. Maincrop varieties in

biilk may be greened in this way.

To properly green the tubers, the latter must be

left in the shed for at least three weeks and be

tm'ued over once. 'On no account must the

tubers be placed in a frame and the glass lights

kept closed or nearly closed, else burning may
result. Prop up the glass lights so as to permit

a good current of air to pass through.

How to Store Eating Tubers.—A Yorkshire

cultivator once told me that he always stored

his tubers with soil adhering to them, and rarely

had any diseased ones This is a debatable point.

Inexperienced growers should be careful to
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thoroughly examine the tubers for any diseased

ones before the final storing. They must choose

dry ground for open-air pits or clamps, and cover

iv-ell with dry litter and soil. Long, narrow

clamps with wisps of straight straw fixed in the

ridge 5 feet apart for ventilation are the best,

as shown in sketch No. 5. No. 6 shows the layer

of straw, and No. 7 the layer of soil. In very severe

weather short litter laid over all will keep out

many degrees of frost. In sheds, only straw

coverings are necessary.

COMMENTS ON
GARDEN

"

THE

THE concluding lines of Mr. Goodwin's

article in the issue of October 20 so

exactly describe my own feelings that

I venture to endorse very fully what he

and others have recently wTitten on

—

shall we say ?
—" The Charm of (The) Gardens."

After a hard day's work, and when the evening

can no longer be spent in the garden, it is

a real joy to sit by the fire and read

The Garden. And not only read, but

mentally converse with those eager spirits

who, week in, week out, combine to fill its

pages with such varied matter. " My
imknown friends " I call them (with apolo-

gies), and I try to picture not only the

(
gardens, but the hearts and minds of those

who have taught me so much.

The erudite, the simple, the bibliophile,

the Nature-lover, the professional and the-

amateur gardener, the specialist or the

veriest tyro—from rugged North and sunny

South they come, their contributions

forming a delightful pot-pourri, which
" our Editor " mixes with consummate

skill. Not once, but often, I re-read some

of the choicer numbers ; and when next

I hear our City's fine orchestra play the

" Nibelungenlied," it will not be the

Land of the Nibelungs that in fancy I

shall visit, but Mr. Dillistone's exquisite

Iris garden, where " Knights in shining THE
armour and great lords and barons of the

realm flash forth " to do homage to " a

dream of fair women." Thursday would indeed

be a " beastly day " if it did not bring its Garden.

AUrincham. W. D.

Tlie sardcncrs ilispla.vod their fruit in the very best

of conilition. and the prizes were evenly divided among
them. Mr. J. C'outts, GranKehall ; Mr. J. A. Grigor,

Mr. C. E. Ciimming, Bellie School Garden, and Mr. A.

Duff all secured premier awards. The two first prizes

in the section for bottled fruit were gained by Jlrs. T. L.

Maun. In the amateur class Bellie School Garden
(.Mr. A. J. Adams, schoolmaster) was the, principal prize-

winner.
The exceptional producing powers of Morayshire gardens

WA8 made clearly evident by the show of vegetables.

Tlie entries were both numeroiLs and of excellent quality,

and altogether formed a feature of the exliibitiou. They
included Potatoes, Carrots, Onions, Leeks, Vegetable

Marrows. Beetroots, Cabbages, CauliHowers, Celery, Peas,

Beans and Turnips.
The principal prizewinners in the open class for vege-

tables were Mr. W. Ogston. Jtr. J. A. Grigor, Mr. C. E.

Gumming, Sir. H. Boyd and Mr. J. Coutts, (Jrangehall.

In the amateur class Mr. J. M•Gilli^•ray, Neivton ; Mr.

J. George, Fochabers ; and Bellie School Garden took
the leading places.

The free gift stall of fniit, flowers and vegetables, set

out at the back of the hall, attracted considerable attention,

and although the articles for sale were very numerous,

the demand was equally great.

There were several non-competitive exhibits staged,

prominent among which was the magnificent display of

Apples, Pears. Plums and bottled fruits shown by Mr.

Charles Webster, the popular gardener of Gordon Castle.

His exhibit occupied almost 20 feet of staging, and seldom

has there been seen such an extensive collection of fruit

of such splendid quality from any private place. Mr.
Webster thoroughly deserved the compliments which he

was receiving on all hands, .\nother very prominent

OBITUARY
PRIVATE W. EASLEA.

Readers will join us in expressing great sympathy

to cm' contributor Mr. W. Easlea, Danecroft

Nursery, Eastwood, Essex, in the loss of his

eldest son. Private W. Easlea was killed in action

while performing the duties of stretcher-bearer

under heavy shell fire. No man could hope for a

nobler end than this. His officer writes :
" A

finer man I never met ; he was absolutely upright

and brave." In civil life Private Easlea assisted

his father in his nursery and showed great promise

as a rosarian.

CAPTAIN DUDLEY WALLACE.
We greatly regret to announce the death in action

of Captain Dudley Whistler Wallace, M.C., West

Yorks Regiment, only son of Alderman and Mrs.

R. W. Wallace of Kilnfield Nm-series, Colchester.

.\ few months ago he was awarded the Military

Cross for a gallant and successful raid carried out

imder his leadership. The gallant young

officer fell on October 9, while leading his

company into action tmder heavy shell fire.

SOCIETIES
ELGIN DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The interior of Elgin Town Hall underwent a charming
transformation on October 10. the occasion being an
exhibition of Chrysanthemums, fruit and vegetables under
the auspice-s of the Elgin District Horticultural Society
in aid of the local Red Cross funds. Not only was the
varied colour of the flowers pleasing to the eye, but there
was a material satisfaction, in these days when food supply
is all-important, to be derived from the really magnificent
display of fruit and vegetables. Probably never before
has a "finer show of the produce of the garden been seen
in Elgin.
The total gross takings amounted to the handsome

sum of £110, which shows a very substantial increase on
any previous effort.

Many well-known gardeners had exhibits in the
classes" for Chrysanthemums, and competition was very
keen. In the pot plant section Mr. A. Duff, Darliston ;

Mr. R. Macdonald, Springfield ; Mr. C. E. Gumming.
Pitgaveny ; Mr. H. Boyd, Newmill ; and Mr. J. Coutts,
Rosefleld". were the principal winners. In the section for

cut flowers that very successful exhibitor, Mr. J. A.
Grigor, Seapark, Kinloss, carried away the premier honours.
Success also attended the entries of Mr. C. E. Gumming,
Mr. J. Coutts, Mr. H. Boyd. Mr. R. Macdonald and Mr. W.
Ogston, Newton.
There was a large number of choice exhibits in

the amateur class for Chrysanthemums, the honours,
of which were secured mainly by Mr. J. M'Gillivray.

Newton ; Mr. J. Taylor. New Elgin ; and Bellie School
Garden.
The display of fruit was, without doubt, the finest

that has ever been seen in Elgin. The exhibits were
arranged with much taste on either side of the hall, and
brought out many expressions of delight on the part of
the onlookers.

LATE MR. O. G. ORPEN WITH THE TEA
NOISETTE TROPHY AND REPLICA.

fruit-grower, Mr. Thomas Macdonald. Orton House, put

up a marvellous collection of dessert and cooking Apples.

Mr. Macdonald takes a keen interest in his orchard, and
for colour of fruit he would certainly be hard to beat.

Both of these exliibits were generously given for sale on
behalf of the Red Cross Society.

.\nother featiuc of the show was the splendidly staged

exhibit by Mr. Thomas L. Mann, Batchen Street, Elgin,

which occupied almost the entire front of the platform.

GARDENERS' BENEFIT SOCIETY.

The monthlv meeting of the United Horticultural Benefit

and Prondent Society was held in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Hall on Monday, October 8, Mr. C. H.
Curtis presiding. Two new members were elected. Two
members withdrew from theu deposit accounts the sum
of £54. The Army forms notifying the deaths of Privates

M. C. Metcalfe and T. O. Edwards were received, and the

sum of £13 19s. Cd. was passed for payment to their

respective nominees. The sum of £1 2s. 9d. was also

passed for payment to the nominee of a deceased lapsed

member. The sick pay for the month on the ordinary side

amounted to £42 lis., on the State Section to £16 15s. 4d.,

and maternitv benefits to £3. The special general meeting

re Juvenile Section, over which .'Ur. Charles H. Curtis

presided, was also held, and the amended rules for that

section were carried unanimously. The monthly meetings

will take place at fi p.m. during the %vinter months instead

of 7 p.m.

EAST ANGLIAN HORTICULTURAL ICLUB.

The October meeting of this club, held at Norwich under
the presidency of Mr. Herbert Perry, was very well

attended. Mr. E. J. Oakley of Hobbies, Limited. Dereham,
gave a most practical paper upon " Fruits," dealing more
with their utilitv side rather than with the varieties

to grow. For this purpose he placed the Apple in the

first position, and the Plum second. How to keep up a
succession, how to stone the fruits, and how to bottle

the siu-plus soft fruits were all matters ably explained.

Tlie paper w.as followed by a good discussion. There
was a fine display of Apples and Pears and a varied

assortment of grand vegetables upon the exhibition tables .

O. G. ORPEN.
Rose-growers will regret to learn that

that well-known exhibitor of Tea Roses,

Mr. O. G. Orpen, passed away on Sunday,

October 7. On the previous day he was

at his business apparently in the best of

health, and his end was quite unexpected.

He was one of those amateurs—in the

truest sense of the word—who grew, budded,

prtmed and staged his own Roses, and his

modest boast was always that he was his

own head-gardener. Although he was not

by any means a big grower—confining him-

self to about 2,000 trees—he was perhaps

one of the most successful of exhibitors,

and had the proud distinction of winning

the National Rose Society's Champion Tea

Trophy on no fewer than seven occasions,

besides nimierous other trophies and prizes.

.\ND As an exhibitor, too, he had a very im-

portant qualification, and that was—on

rare occasions, it is true—the ability to

take a beating with cheerfulness and equanimity.

He was a very keen judge of Roses and

a staunch supporter of the National Rose

Society, of which he was a vice-president.

One could not help being attracted by his genial

and kindly personality, and the sympathy of all

rosarians will be extended to his widow in her

sad loss. C. P.

Trial of Spring-Sown Onions at Wisley, 1917.

—

The following awards have been made to spring-

sown Onions by the Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society after trial at Wisley. Highly

commended : No. 35, A i, sent by Messrs. Sutton,

Reading ; No. 20, Ailsa Craig, sent by Messrs.

Dobbie, Edinburgh ; No. 12, Bedfordshire Cham-

pion, sent by Messrs. Sutton, Reading ; No. 32,

Champion, sent by Messrs. E. W. King, Cogge-

shaU. Commended : No. 26, Up-to-Date, sent by

Mr. Gray, Sandy, Beds.

Gardening Lectures at Worcester.—^The City

of Worcester Higher Education Committee have

arranged for classes in horticulture for school

teachers to be conducted by Mr. L. M. Marshall at

the Victoria Institute, Worcester. Over eighty

teachers have expressed their willingness to attend,

and it has been found necessary to divide the

classes. It is hoped to arrange for lectures to be

given at a later hour for gardeners, allotment-

holders and the general public.
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

THE solving of readers' poultry problems

is quite entertaining, and not so heart-

breaking as some would have us believe.

True, some funny questions come to

hand for treatment, but they " spice "

(he whole and serve to break the monotony.

As I write I have before me quite a pile of letters

I have just aiiswered by post, and at the top I

find what at first looks like a conundrum. The
correspondent asks, " Why has my Runner drake

lost his curly tail ? " And yet it happened
to be the one needing the shortest reply

—

" Moulting."

Table Crosses.—My next correspondent wishes

to know if she can profitably use a Dorldng cockerel

with her Rhode Island Red hens to produce well-

fleshed table birds for next spring. In the first

place, the Rhode Island Red has yellow legs

and flesh, and the hens of this breed will not be

suitable material for those who follow the fashion

of white legs and flesh which rules in table poultry.

The same, too, can be said of Wyandottes and
Rocks. The Dorking is an excellent table fowl,

but rather a slow grower, and it is wise to mate
to Dorking hens an Old English Game or Buff

Orpington cockerel. Old IJnglish Game males

are splendid birds to head pens from which table

poultry are desired, the hens mated to same
being either Orpingtons, FaveroUes or Sussex.

Crosses between Orpingtons and FaveroUes,

Orpingtons and Sussex, and FaveroUes and Sussex

—no matter to which breed the male belongs—also

carry my vote, and, if desired, pure-breds can be

stocked. I have always had a soft spot for the

Sussex—particularly the Light—whether for egg

oc table merits or a combination.

Praise for the Sussex.—Where the Sussex

fowl is kept, one can always select straight from

the run a cockerel that is ready for the table

without a special fattening course. The same, too,

can be said of the Orpington and the FaveroUes
;

and if one is not prejudiced against yellow flesh,

I can add the Rock, the Wyandotte and the Rhode
Island Red. AU make nice weights at an early

age. In treating of table breeds it would be

.unfair to overlook the claims of La Bresse—France's

premier table fowl—the Houdan and the Russian

Orloff. AU three are non-sitting or light breeds,

and Houdan males are particularly useful for

crossuig purposes to produce table birds. If

one is not especially breeding for table purposes,

he or she may be well advised, perhaps, to stock

the aU-round pure-breds.

Value of Crossing.-—Where the owner intends

to mate up pens to produce table birds in par-

ticular, a cross may suit the case best. More

so, too, if the poiUtry-keeper stocks two breeds

which lend themselves to such cross-breeding.

Where White Orpingtons and Light Sussex are

kept, these two breeds cross well, no matter to

which family the male belongs. White Orpington

X Light Sussex males are quick growers and

ready for the table at an early age, when they

will be found to be very meaty and to carry sweet,

juicy flesh. When one adopts such a cross, it

invariably happens that he or she does not know
how to continue the breeding in subsequent

seasons. I will ex-

plain how the
crosses can be
maintained. Sup-

posing the first

season we mate a

White Orpington

male to Light
Sussex females,

the second, year we must mate the progeny to a

Light Sussex male. In the third year the progeny

from the second season's mating must be headed
by a White Orpington male, and in the fourth

a Light Sussex male will be mated to the progeny

of the third season, and so on.

Sex in Day-Olds.—Another querist wishes to

know if it is possible to tell the sex in day-old

chicks. It is rather early for this problem to

arise, but I expect my correspondent is adopting

all-the-year-round hatching or proposes to hatch

out early broods to produce table birds. It needs

an experienced eye to pick out the cockerels from

the pullets, but it can be done. I am glad the

querist said day-olds, as, peculiarly enough,

one can teU better at a day old than when the

chicks have been out three days. The young
cockerels have round, fat heads then as compared

with the slender heads of the young females.

They have, too, short, thick necks and short,

stoutly built legs. In the single-combed breeds

the combs are noticeable more in the cockerels

than in the females, and there are fewer " spikes"

or serrations in the case of the former than in the

latter. In the males there is quite a noticeable dis-

tance between the serrations. These distinguishing

features are readily seen by the person used to

handling a lot of chicks. The novice can, if he

wishes to perfect his knowledge, make his choice,

mark the chicks, and compare results later.

Fallen Fruit.—Here is another problem which

arises almost weekly :
" Will fowls come to harm

in an orchard when the fruit is falling ? " There

is not the least doubt that poultry and fruit culture

go nicely hand in hand, and I am glad to see the

combination so much in evidence just now. Every

orchard should have its quota of laying hens

comfortably housed in intensive structures, so

that the owner can reap both eggs and fruit—

a

harvest top and bottom. It is wise, however,

to take precautions when fallen fruit is about,

since hens having a surfeit of same are likely to

come to harm. One owner will run his fowls

in the orchard with " faUers" everywhere on the

ground and not lose a hen. Another poultry-

keeper wUl do the same but lose nany birds from

poisoning. I can only put it down to individuality

of the hens. Some in each flock are likely' to

overfeed themselves on the fallen fruit ; others

wUl not touch the latter.

Symptoms of Poisoning.—One can readily

detect the symptoms of poisoning brought on

by a siirfeit of fallen fruit. The ailing birds will

become quite thin, as if they were wasting away,

despite the amount of food eaten. In the majority

of cases they do not lose their appetites, and the

owner is, naturally, nonplussed at the loss of

flesh. It is by far the best plan to collect all fallen

fruit daily, so that the danger is removed. The
fallen fruit can be given to the fowls in moderate
quantities so long as it is mixed in the soft food

after it has been cooked. Cooking removes the

acids, and the liquor should be thr\)wn away.

The fruit, if well boUed, can be mashed up, or it

can, when partly cooked, be passed through a

mincing machine. There is just one other point

those who run their fowls in the orchard should

bear in mind. If the hens are underfed they will

quickly fly up into the trees and help themselves

to the fruit. Moral : Feed the birds well and

regularly.

Question of Housing.—Mrs. C. writes to say

that she has two acres of orchard and grass-

land, and is anxious to keep fowls for laying pm'-

poses only. She would prefer, however, to keep

the houses in the orchard and only shut up the

birds at night. I quite understand Mrs. C.'s

view-point. She wishes to allow the layers free

range and not keep them confined in any way.

Perhaps she is thinking that the hens if confined

would be sad and lonely. If so, she is wrong in

her presumption. Given a roomy intensive house

or light, spacious and well-littered scratching shed,

the inmates wiU be quite happy and contented,

lu the winter the grass has no " body " in it and

grub or natiural life is absent, so why be so anxious

to adopt free range where egg-production is the

chief objective ? I am not against free range in

suitable weather dm-ing the winter, but, when
bitter elements rule, the layers are safer in their

snug " retreat " than outside.

Autimin Chills.—With maturing young stock

one must be careful where free range is allowed

in toto. Especially do I refer to the autumn,

when the running in long, wet grass is likely to

set up internal chills or lung trouble. Whenever

the grass if long is wet, it is wise to confine the

birds in the nice roomy intensive house or scratching

shed which stands for my original ideal. I am
not going to say that hens housed in small roosting

houses of the usual type will not lay or will not

thrive. I maintain, however, that the best results

by way of winter egg-production accrue where

the layers are controlled. Nor do I reconmiend

total confinement throughout the winter. There

will be days, however, when the weather is

awful and quite unsuitable for hens to have

free range.

ADVICE ON POVLTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden Poultry Expert,

%iAll be pleased to answer, free of charge, any questions dealing

with poultry-keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed reply will be

posted promptly. Communications should be sent to Mr
W. Powell-Oieen, care of The Gabden, 20, Tamtock Street

Strand, W.C. 2.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
PRICES OF SEED POTATOES (77 O. C'.).—W.' have

at present seen no Order dealins with the pricei of seeil
Potatoes of the mainerop varieties. Early varieties of
certain liinils have been ear-marked for wart-infested
:ireas. Tlie selllne priee of " ware " Potatoes must not
lie below £6 per ton nor above £C 10s.

FRUIT 0.\RDEN.
APPLE SCAB (J. 77.).—The .-Vpples arc attacked by

the scab fungus, Fusicladium dentriticum, and as tlie
attack has come quite late, it has done no more than
discolour the skin to some extent. Treatment lies in
reuiovinK all the dead and iring spurs and s'loots during'
the winter pruning and any that show cracl. in the bark
or skin. The trees should thiTi be spraved w^tli Bordeaux
mixture just before the buds burst and a^ain just after
the petals have fallen This treatment will generally
ki'cp the trees i>raetically free from attack.

APPLE AND TOMATO CHUTNEY (.1/. E. T.).—In-
gredients : One and a half pints of best vinegar, one dozen
medium-sized green Apples, two Spanish Onions, one to
two pounds of Tomatoes, three-quarters of a pounrl of
brown sugar, two ounces of salt, half an ounce of Jlnstanl
seed, one ounce of Ginger (ground), sLx ouncejs of Sultanas.
and half a teaspoouful of Cayenne pepper. iMeUlud :

Peel and cut up the .Apples and OnioiLs, and quarter the
Tomatoes. Th .Mustard seed may be left in or put in
a bag. Boil until soft, say, slowly for two hours. Place
in jars or bottles and cover when cold. It Is a simply
made medium chutney that costs very little.

STANDARD DOUBLE PINK PEACH TREE {I'oimingx).—This tree has fruited in many parts this vear where
it has never before fnllted. We sliouM be "inclim-d to
advise our correspondent to let well alone. The tree
might resent being moved and tlie charm of fruit bearing
sacrificed. If it were growing in richer soil, probably
the wood would not ripen so well, and the chances of
the tree fniiting would be so mucli the more lessened.
We would suggest that the best means of recouping the
tree's strengtil after the exhaustion of bearing a heavy
crop of fruit would be to wat-T it copiously with manure
water from a stable yard on several occasions during
autumn and winter, and to mulch the surface soil over
its roots with short, well-rotted manure next AprU, laying
it on 3 inches deep.

TREATMENT OF WALL FRUIT TREES IN AUTUMN
(.7. D. H. ^.-.S.)— If your tnx-s are old and all the fruit Is

gathered, the best thing you can do now is to give tlie

trees a copious irrigation of manure water at tlie roots.
Kevcr mind if we iiave liad much rain lately ; rain generally
partly misses tlie soil near the wall. One must also remember
that the soil here is poor,' rendered so by the perpetual
drain upon it by the growth of the trees and the crops they
produce. Liquid manure in strong solution may be applied
now and at intervals of a month during winter ; the soil

will then be richly charged with the best possible fertilisers
for helping the trees and their crops next year. In the
case of young trees there would be a danger of over-luxuriant
growth if this plan were adopted; but not so with old
trees. Bo not top-dress or mulch the trees with manure
now ; the end of April is the best time to do tliis. The
mulch then serves the purpose of keeping the surface
roots moist by arresting evaporation. It also encourages
the growth of new surface roots and feeds them at the same
time, so nourishing the trees and their crops. Burn the
leaves as they fall, so destroying the larvte 01 many
marauding pests.

ROSE GARDEN.
SAMPLE OF SOIL IN WHICH ROSES HAVE FAILED

{Ladij Ardilaun),—The soil is devoid of fibre and of
itself quite unfitted to grow Koses satisfactorily. We
suggest that half of it be taken out of the beds and
good, turfy loam of a fairly hi avy description be sub-
stituted and mixed with the remainder ; add also the
follo%vlng : Basic slag, at the rate of lib. per square yard
superficial, the same of bone-meal and the same of fresh
lime and soot. Also dig in a generous, quantity of weli,-

decayed short manure.

ROSES WITH RED RUST (C. B. P.).—We do not think
you need be alarmed by the red rust; it has been rather
rife tills year. We advise you to gather up all the
foliage and burn it ; also, if practicable, remove 1 inch or
2 inches of the surface soil and burn this as well. The
spores rest in the ground, and if they can be destroyed dur-
ing winter, you wonld to a large extent check the fungus.
Next spring, as soon as pruned, spray the trees with
Bordeaux mixture and keep on spraying at frequent
intervals. Some good single and semi-single up-to-date
Roses are Eed Letter Day, Princess JIar)-, Ulster Gem.
Isobel, Irish I'irefiame, Cherry Page. Chrissie .McKellar,
Flame of Fire, Irish Elegance, Simplicitv. Vanessa,
Brilliant, Old Gold, Charlotte Klemm, Alexander Zarifl,
Mile, de la Valette, Cheerful, Georges Cain. Adrian
Kiverchon. Jfoonlight, Trier, Altaica, Bardou Job and
Gottfried Keller.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CHRYSANTHEMUM LEAF-MINER (75. C.).—The

leaves are at.acked by the Chrysanthemum leaf-miner,
the larva of a small two-winged flyi which has also probably
attacked the Cineraria in the same way. They are in
so bad a state that we fear little can be done mth them.
The grubs are, however, still in the leaves, and may with
patience be killed by pinching, or be picked out with a
needle. Sometimes spraying with a nicotine insecticide,
such as Corry's Niquas. or nlth Katakilla proves an
effective remedy for the trouble.

BEGONIA REX (E. N. C.).~Tliis is one of the winter
llowcriug siction. In the case of leggy specimens cut back
e.irly 111 the Ni'W Year (February or -March), when the
iiitfii;;., -;|ioii!il be put in. and iinmediatelv the old plants
lnL:iii ti) lir.'ak thev should be rejiotted.
GREENHOUSE FLOWERS FOR CHRISTMAS (Burlun).— It is now far too late to sow seeds of anv plants that

are needed to be in bloom at Christmas. Hucli t he same
may be said of bulbs, though perhaps iloman Hyacinths,
if potted at once and placed in a greenhouse, removing
them into a warmer structure wlien rooted, may be induced
to Uower by the time stated. You will tliirefore find
it necessary to depend chiefly for your Christmas display
upon the plants you find in the gardens where vou are
going. If things are in a neglected condition, a good
deal may be done by tying them into shape, top-dressing
where necessary, and by giving an occasional weak
stimulant. If there are any Zonal Pelargoniums in fiots,
they may, if carefully attended to. Bower- at Christmas,
provided a tcmperatu£e of 50' to eo° is maintained.
.A.nothor suggestion may be made, and that is, it Wall-
flowers are plentiful, there may be a few precocious ones
that, if carefully lifted and potted, will in a greenhouse
temperature flower by Christm.as. The same may be
said of Primroses and Forget-me-nots. When you have
looked over file gardens and noted the plants available.

you will be in a better position to know what subjects
are likely to prove available for your purpose. When
you have done this we shall be pleased to answer any
further questions regarding the plants you find there.
Books such as you require are ' Orchids," by James
O'Brien, Is. lOd. ;

" Vines an ( Vine Culture," by A K.
Barron, 5s. 5d. :

" The Book of the Peach." by H. W.
Ward, 2s. lOd. ; and " itoscs," by 11, 11. Darlington,
2s. Ud. All of these may be obtained post free from the
Publisher, 41, Wellmgton Street, Covcnt Garden. W.C.2.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF FRUIT.— (?. 77.— 1. Striped Beefing;

2, Wellington. J. M. 77.— Malstcr. E. R,—i,
probably Peasgood's Nonsuch ; 2, Hawthornden ; 3.

Pear badly bruised, probably Doycnn6 du C'omice 4
Beurr6 Hardy ; 5, General Todleben ; 6. uncertain.
.7. 77. T,— 1, Cox's Pomona; 2, probably Rival, but
rather out of shape. /. W.— 1, Williams' Favourite

;

2, Hawthoruden; 3, Tower of Glamis ; 4, Duke of Devon

-

sliire. H. S., Slone.^1, Galloway Pippin: 3. New
Hawthornden ; 4, New Bess Pool ; 5, Lord Burghlev ;

(i, probably Beurr6 Did : 7. Go:l 13, Lady Clapp. The rest
are very noor specimens. We do no i feel sure a bout them.—

—

J., D. I'urtey.— 1. Marie Louist : 2. t.00 noor to name.

BEES Guarantested ROSES
The National Rose Society's Selections.

Bees* Rose trees are famously fibrous rooted ; hard as whipcord.

Garden Roses
SKLKCTION •• A."

24 best and moat popular
roses for general purposes.
A Hplentild 1 C/ft Carri^it-e
aysorliiient. I ^J/^J paid,
Caroline Testout (ht),sal.pk. 9d.
Earlof\Varuicfc(ht),sal.ro8e lOd.

f:rirlate (ht). scarlet - - lOd.

Ktliel M.ilculiiKht).ivory w. lOd.

Pnui Karl Druschkl(hp),w. lOd.

nc>irKeDlcksi>n(lit>,deep cr. lOd.
(I. C. Waudditjiorariyo ver. lOd.
Ceii. McArlhurtht). scarlet lOil.

G11S Grimerwald (ht),cariii. lOd.

La Franctf (ht). rose - -, 9d.

La To<5c.i (ht). sulnion flesh' lOd.

Lady Pirrie (lit>. apricot - lOd.

Lady Ashtown(ht).deep pk. 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht>,3nl.pk. 9d.
Mme.C. Ltitaud(ht).yel.ro3e 1/-
Mnie.Kd.Iierriot.prawn red lOd.

^^me.JllIc30^olez(ht),3iI.ro3e 9d.
Miiie.MelanifSoiipertfhD.y. lOd.
,\fiiip.i::ivnrv(ht).orange vel, 9d.
M(no>;»sond \V9her<ht).sal. lOd.
opholia (ht). flesh pink - lOd.

Ph:(ri.'*ner (ht). rosy white - lOd.
Rayon d'Or (ab). yellow - 1/-
Richniond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Fragrant Roses
SKLKCTION " D."

12 chosen chiefly for their
abundant delicious scent.
Colouring 7/Q Carriai^e
gorireoua. / / 57 paid,

Alfred Colomb (hp). red - 8d.

Diipiiv Jaruain (hp), cerise 8d.

tCarlof Oosford(:ht).crinison lOd.

Oeorge Dickson(ht).vet.cri. lOd.

GeneraMacqiieininut(hp).cr. 8d.

r;en,McArthur(ht),criinson lOd.

Juliet (hb).oid gold and red lOd.

La France iht). rose - - 9d.

LadvAMre Stanley(ht),pink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot (per),red lOd.

Mrs.JohnLnine(hp>,rosy pk. 8d.

Ulrich Briinner(hp).cher.red 8d.

Buttonhole Roses
SF.LKCTION *' F."

12 charmingly coloured and
daintily formed in bud.
Lpst well Qlfi Carriage
when cut. O/U paid.

Ilarrv Kirk (t), yellow - lOd.

Lady'Hill!ngdon(t>,apri.yel lOd.

LadvT^obertsCtl.reddishapri. lOd.

Liberty (t). velvetv crimson 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht).3al.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Dupny (ht).rose lOd.

Melodv Cht). saffron yellow 1/-

Mrs. A. Ward (hf), yellow lOd.

Mrs. G. Shawyer 'ht). pink lOd.

Mrs. n. Stevens (t). white lOd.

Richmond fht\ .'icarlet - lOd.

Sunburst (hD.cadmium yel. lOd.

H A R D Y FRUIT
Fiilstaff SelecMon.

Be?t Sorts 1 Q /C Strong trees.

I O/ U Carriage paid-

1 Bmrnley's Apple, cooker

1 Lord Suffield Apple, cooker.

1 Jftineg Grieve Apple, dessert

1 CoxS Oraose Pippin, dessert.

1 Louise Bonne Pear, cook or eat

1 The Czar Plum, cook '-r eat.

1 Victoria Plum, cook or eat-

1 Morello Cherry, rooker.

1 Loganberry, (or taxta or iam.

4 Boakoop Giant Blacli Curr.^nt

4 WhinhAm's Gooseberrj-.
1-2 Superlative Raspberry, best.

All are very £re«-bearing. hardy.

thritty sorw.

All Purposes Roses
SELECTION " K,"

12 Qrst-claBS sorts, suitable
(or general use.
Do well f\lf\ Carriage

everywhere. O/D paid.
Betty (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

CarolineTestout(ht),sal.pink 9d.

FishsrHolmes(hp),cri.scar. 8d.

P. K. Druschki (hp). white lOd.

H. E. Richardson (ht),crim. lOd.

Hugh Dicksnn (hp),crirason 8d.

Lady Ashtown'hp).deep pk. 9d.

Lyons Rose (ht).shrimp pk. lOd.

Minc.A.("'hatenay(ht),sal.pk. 9d.
Mme. Ed Herriot. red - lOd,

Mrn0.Bavary(lit).iirange yel. 9d,

Mrs. J. Laing Uip).ro8o pink 8d.

Gold Medal Roses
Si:LECTION " L."

12 newer sorts, all gold
medallists but two,
Cremo de q / Carriage
la creme. ^i paid.
Britiiih Queen(ht),snowyw. lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

OeorgeDick8o'ni'ht>.deepcri. lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht).orange ver. lOd.

LadyI'lrrie(ht),coppery-sal. lOd.

Le8li'eHoI!and(ht), vermilion lOd.

Mabol Drew (ht), cream - lOd,

Mme.E.Herriol (per.)pr.r6d lOd.

M.de Sinety(ht),gold bronze 1/-

Mrs. .4. Carnegie(ht>.white lOd.

Rayon d'Or (per.), golden - 1 /
-

WiUowmere (per.).coral pk. lOd,

Climbers, Ramblers
SELECTION " S."

6 roses suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, &c.

All very A/O Carriage
vigorous. "/ ^ paid.

Alberic Barbier(W.),yellow Ud.
AraericanPiUar(cl.,P.).pink Ud,
Blush Raniblencl..P.).bliish Ud.
Dorothv Perkins (W.). pink Ud.
Excelsa (W), bril. scarlet - Ud.
Hiawatha (cl.,P.), crim.wh. Ud.

BEDDING
(Ex. strong
bushv.)

PLANTS
transplanted I

Doz. 100 1

For Illustrations in Colour

and descriptions see Catalogue No. 58.

issued last season. A few spare copies

post free on request

Wall'ftoiveTs.red - lOd. 5f
yellow lOd. 51-

Forget'ine-not.hl^c II- 6/-

Canterhxtry Bells in

3ep. colours, ivhite,

rose, hlue or mixed 116 f)/G

Icelandl'oppies.mxd.t /6 15/-

Polyanthus, mxd. • Sf6 15/-

Sweet Wiltiams

:

PinkBeaut'jHybridal/S SI- '

Golden Alyssum - Sf8 Ul-
,

Hnrd'J Auriculas - SI- tOI-
PurpleAubrietia.potsi/ - SO/ -

,

Silvery Rockfoih - i/- SOI-
(

\ Gmecian Violet - Ul- SOf- \

HARDY FLO>VERS
Continuoud C/ Carnage

display. ^l '
paid.

Alkanet. blue Lupin, yellow.

M'mas Daisy, lil Iris, rich blue.

Marguerite, white Pyrethrum. lift-

Larkspur, violet. Fleabane. mauve
M'mas Daiay. ma. Hybrid. C'mbiae
Drason's-head. car Pink ^notweed-
Larkspur. blue Avens. scarlet

M'mas Daisv. pk- Catmint, lavender

Re.1 Elecampane. Blue Bellflower

Scarlet Campion. Blue Flax.

Blue Lupin. Golden Marguerite

White Bellflower. Mimulua, scarlet

Poppy. Pink. Jacob'^ ladder

White Lupin Speedwell, blue.

Gypsoptiila. Double Pyrethrum

^#@sUc

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION " B.-

24 specially-selected varieties.
Assured H C/C Carriage

prize winners. O/D paid.
Avoca (ht). crimson scarlet lOd.

Bes3leBrowD(ht),cre3myw. lOd.

British Qpieen (ht). white - lOd.

Chas. Lefebvre<hp),crinison 8d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink lOil.

Dean Hoie (ht), silvery rose lOii.

Earlof Go3ford(ht),dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Malcolm (ht).lvory w. lOd.

ni.deC.Guinois3eau(hp),ver. 8d.

GeorgeDickson(ht),vel.crim. lOd.

Hugh Dlckson(hp), crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke (hi), crimson - lOd.

Jonkheer .T.L.Mock(ht).car. lOd.

Leslie Holland (ht),scar.cri. lOd.

Mabel Drew(ht),caniLry yel. lOd.

LyonsRiise (lit).shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. West(ht). shell pink lOd.

Mildred Grant(ht),tinted w. lOd.

Mrs.AmyHainmond(ht),ap. lOd.

Mrs. VndrewCarnegi6(ht).w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLaing(hp), rosypk. 8d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs.Roosevelt(ht),pale flesh lOd.

UlrichBrimner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Town Roses
SELECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for
growing in smoke.
Immensely 7/Q Carriage
successful. / / ^ paid.
CarotineTestout(ht). sal.pink 9d.

Dr.O'DonoI Bro%vne(ht).car. lOd.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

Gtjrge Dickson fht>. crim, lOd.

GiistaveGrunerwaM(ht),car.lOd.
J. B. Clark (ht).deep scarlet lOd.

La Tosca (ht).silvery pink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herrlot(per).red lOd.

Mme.navary(ht),orange yel. 9d.

Mrs..TohnLa!ng(hp),rose pk. fid.

Mme. Isaac Pereire (b), car. 8d.

Ulrich Brunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION " I.'*

12 perpetual, free-flowering

sorts, of bushy habit.
Surprisingly Q/C Carriage
effective. O/U paid.

A.R.Goodwin(per.),3al.pInk, lOd.

Betty (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron W-
Ecarlate (ht). scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick(ht),sal.rose lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht),orange ver. lOd.

LidyPIrrIe(hf).apricotpink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot. red - lOd.

Molly S. Crawforda).white lOd.

Mrs. A.Ward(ht).Indian yel. lOd.

Rayon d'Or (hb),orange cad. 1/-

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

HARDY SHRUBS
'Ht-y Presto Selccliou
Suitable towns'

f^j ^ <>;aiTiage

small Gardens. U/ Paid.

Purple Speedwell, everereen.

Double Gorse. yellow.

Sea Tamarisk, soft pink.

Spirtea. Anthony Waterer, red.

Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow.

Graham's Sage Tree, crimson.

Golden Broom, rich yellow.

Crimson Flowering Currant.
Piptanthos, new, from China.

Giant Mock Orange, white.

Stiirry Daisy Bush, whije

Lavender, true fragrant sort-

Hardy Scotch Fuchsia, red.

Golden Foraythia. very choice.

May Broom, very pretty.

175 c,

MILL ST.. LIVERPOOL

A.B.C. of Rose Culture. 2d.

Booklet of 32 pnges ; ttllsyou all you
are likely to want to know about roses.

2d. stamps witU catalogue, order or

alone.
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PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN
POULTRY HOUSING

Mi

(Continued from October 6 issue.)

Y article in The Garden of October 6

treated upon nest-boxes, setting out

the pros and cons of the patterns

in use. A few more words are neces-
' sary regarding the outside type of nest.

The lid proper can be arranged in the front facing
the operator, being hinged at the bottom to drop
•down and reveal the open nests. The majority
of poultry-keepers use one continuous flap or lid

to cover the whole series of nests. This is not
advisable, as while the owner is attending to a bird
in one nest, another bird may escape. The
tendency would be to close the lid quicldy to

prevent escape, and this might seriously injure

the layer if the lid fell on her. Besides, it is not
advisable to excite layers, which would be the
result if any that escaped had to be chased and
caught. Where possible, arrange a separate
lid to each nesting compartment.

Air and Sunshine.—it is sm-prising the nunrbev
of poultry-keepers who deny the
fowls fresh air and sunshine, even
though these two essentials can
be provided very cheaply. The
discussion of these items brings
-us to the design of the roof and
to whether the roof should slope
from front to back, or vice

versa. The advantages of a

slope from front to back are
many, chief among which is that
fresh air and sunshine can be
given free admission. I am here
referring to the open-fronted in-

tensive type of house. But there
is the drawback in that the fowls
have to roost at the back, where
the space between floor and roof
is smallest. This disadvantage
must, therefore, be rectified by
some means or other.

Slope of Roof.—Many make
the mistake of allowing a deep
drop in the roof from front to
back, which only narrows down
the roosting space in the rear.

Take care, therefore, to arrange
but a gentle slope,- since the latter

performs its duties if it allows
the rain to run off the roof. In
houses with long drops a few alterations must be
carried out before they become ideal roosting

places. The fresh an must be so admitted and the

foul air released that there is a constant influx of

the cool, sweet air to keep the whole on the move.
If the foul air for want of a proper " outlet

"

ventilating arrangement becomes a solid mass
in the rear of the structure where the fowls are

roosting, the birds will come to harm. One good
plan is to bore with brace and bit or a red-hot
poker circular holes along the back of the structure

near the roof and a few inches apart. Such aper-

tures can be controlled from the outside by means
of a hinged or sliding shutter if desired. Failing

this, cut out a few nan'ow apertures along the back
near the roof, cover with perforated zinc, and
arrange sliding shutters to control the outgoing air.

Open Fronts.—In the case of open wire-netting

fronts such as we find to intensive structures,

it is well to plan then design carefully. The
usual plan is to have matchboarding at the bottom,
wire-netting at the top, and over the netting a fixed

or hinged hood to keep out the driving rain. Such
a front will admit fresh air ad lib., but, unless holes

are bored in the back, the foul air is in most cases
" trapped " and there is not that free circulation

of air which is desirable. I plan my fronts on
rather different lines, allowing both fresh air to

enter and foul air to escape via the front. To make
this possible there must be the bottom match-
hoarding, and over this the netting ^nd hood,

and the " inlet " is allowed for. Now above

the hood I arrange a long, narrow aperture directly

under the roof, covering it with perforated zinc

and fixing over it a small protecting hood. As
the foul air rises to the highest point of the house,

it has a chance to get away and the air is kept in

motion.

Drop-Boards.—Many make the mistake of

ft.xing the drop-boards right against the back

wall of the house. This has its disadvantage,

in that it " traps " the air and does not allow of

IN THE "TRAP-NEST" PENS.

White Wyandotte pullets (igiy hatched) being put to the test in the

Mr. Edward Cam's Glen Poultry Farm, Hoghton, near Preston. Only

are bred from and 360 trap-nests are in daily use.

a free current. We will suppose that the drop-

board touches the back of the house. It stands

to reason that the fresh air entering the structure

finds its way under the board, and before it can
rise it must push the foul air upwards. If the out-

let ventilating arrangement is bad, the fresh air

will remain stationary and will not perform its

duties. If the foul air is properly leaving the

structure, what happens then ? The fresh air

passes up the front of the drop-board, but instead

of being inhaled by the birds on the perches it

forces back the foul air on to the fowls. The
latter will, therefore, be prevented from obtaining

fresh air, or, at any rate, in proper quantities.

The drop-board should, therefore, be arranged a

little from the back of the house, and if a wide
board is used it will protect the birds from any
ground or " up " draught.

Control of Ventilators.—Quite a number of

poultry-keepers are under the impression that to

ventilate a house properly they must have large

apertures, and if the latter are nice and open

and allow air to enter ad lib., they are working
on the right lines. This is not so. In the first

place, there must be both inlet and outlet venti-

lators, the latter being at the highest point of

the house, as the foul air rises. It is essential,

however, that the ventilators be under control,

so that the outer elements and the season of the

year may be taken into account. It is quite a

simple matter to control the apertures. Wooden
or glass shutters can be arranged to slide in grooves

over the apertures, and these can be fixed eithei

inside or outside the structure. The latter is

preferable, as labour and time are saved, since

they can be attended to without going into the

house.

Study tlie Season.—I have already mentioned
the advisability of studying the seasons as regards

ventilating arrangements, and where the latter

are controlled this is made the easier of accom-
plishment. In the summer ventilation is not

so difficult a matter. On warm, muggy nights

one can arrange a canvas-covered wire-netting door
inside the ordinary door, so that the latter can be
thrown open. On cold winter nights, however,
a slow circulation of air is advisable. If too much
fresh air is admitted and the outlets are large,

the warm, foul air will be pushed out too quickly

and the interior of the house will be icy cold

throughout the night. A cold

house is by no means desirable,

since the atmosphere will cause

the birds to lose unnecessary

energy. And such energy is more
profitably employed in contribut-

ing to the winter egg-basket, as

you will agree. While in the

summer we have to contend with

warm, stuffy nights, in the winter

we have to bear in mind the great

length of time the birds are

compelled to spend each night

on the perches. We must, there-

fore, hit at a happy medium for

the atmosphere in the interior of

the roost.

Tempering the Air.— The
ventilating arrangements should,

too, be consistent with the number
of buds accommodated in the

house in question, and also the

size of the structure. Long,

narrow ventilators are much
preferable to short, deep ones,

and it is advisable in all cases

to temper down the ingoing and

outgoing air. This is readily

accomplished if the apertures

are covered with perforated zinc,

muslin, or canvas. Summing up, then, the roof

that slopes towards the back has in the in-

tensive type of structiure advantages over the

one which slopes from back to front. Such

a house is dark within, and the birds do not on

that account have such long hours for exercising.

In the ordinary type of house one has sometimes

to adopt the slope from back to front in order to

fit in with the surroundings, as, for instance,

in a garden where it is desired to use an existing

wall as the back. If the interior is dark, glass

lights must be installed, whether " ground " or

" roof " arrangements.

Avoid Darli Houses.—WhUe, in order to

encourage egg-production, the nest-boxes should

be placed in a dark corner of the house ; the

interior of the latter should be nice and light for

more reasons than one. It is quite an easy matter

to make a dark house light, as will be shown in

njy next article in this series.

{To be continued.)

trap-nest on

200-(;gg birds
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The Nation

wank more eg^s

from yourhens^

The national demand for MORE EGGS is so

urgent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his hens up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPRATT'S scienti-

fic system of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
"LAYMOR"
The ideal soft break-

fast feed for laying hens.
Rich in egs-produoing
properties.

"LAYMOR" can be
used with middlings or

other raw meals in equal
qaantilies by adding 10

to 16 pc. of "MEBO."

(( MEBO "

Rich in albaminoids.
Induces proliflo egg-
laying without weaken-
ing the birds.

Follow the advice
given on the baok o( a
7-lb. bag ot '*MEBO,"
or send a postcard for

our leaflet, " Winter
Layers," tre« on request.

SpraU'8 Foods are $toeked by dtalers. If any diffUultii

in obtaining supplies, write to

SPRATTS PATENT. LTD.. 24-25. FENCHURCH ST., E.C3,

300-EGG GRIT
5/9 cwt., National Service grit 5/- cwt., cockle

579 cwt. ; all carriage paid ;
reduction large

quantities. Particulars free.

—

Midland Grit Co.,

Stourbridge.

PULLETS. BREEDING STOCK.
BUY your birds now and get tlieiii settled down for winter

laying. I have large selection—Golden, Silver, White
Wvandottes (273-egg strain), Rhode Island Reds, White
Leghorns (285 strain), Buff Orpington Ducks. Birds all ages,

botli sexes for sale, moderate prices. Kindly state exact
requirements.

SYDNEY HILLER,
Cle-vela.xid JE>.F., S«a.ndon, XIei>4:s.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal
123. 6d. cwt.; 7b. i-cwt.. carr. paid.—ROSSLTN & Ccr., 30,

KenniugtoD Park Road, London, S.B. 11.

A FOOD
WHICH
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GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT GREENHOUSES.

GARDENS.
LAWNS. &=

( PATENTED)
- ONLY RELIABLE AND

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
SCIENTIFICAIiLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.

In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at anytime, lo the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further
(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Beport of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used io the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved escellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
Id the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving fuU'^articulars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.W BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. *««
Sold in Bags. 1 bushel. 2/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 bushel, 8/-; five 4 bushel. 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel, 65/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Picbford London district, or to any station within 25 mll^s of London; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.WAKELEY BROB. & CO.. LTD.. 75a. BANKSIDE, LONDON, S.E. 1.
Also WAKBLBY'S GROUND GARDEN LIMB. 3/- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

^ XJhe BEST ond Cheape«K
Slate quantity of each sizt required and have " tarrlngt t3\-

'•

Quotation V carr\mfe" 1r*%iuenlty omounia to h«ir vaioe < .

joods). nr —-'— '- n--— "-'

SPECUt POTi of all dMcriptiAfis. Bulb Bewit and F«rn
Pans from 2d. each.

RJCMARp^SANKBY* SON, LTP.
Bulwell Poperies. NOTTINOMAM

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We Btill hold certain small stocka of

Garden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we ehal! be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.. Torts,"' NORWICH.

lets there P-

"

I
and makes the Garden ,f,Si'l

^ay all the year round .^t^^t^:l

Sold everywhere in TINS at ed.& Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS: 71b3., 2s. 6d.; 14 Ib3.,4s.6d. : 2s lbs.. 7s. 6d.: 661b3., 128. 6d. ; 1121b3., ZOs. Or
(llrecttrom theWorks, Carriagepaid In the United Klngdnra forCash with 0rder(except6d.TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.fs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

THB STOUBBRIDGB HEATING APPARATUS
For QreenhouseSf Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity. Made at our
own foundry, and under our
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for
Price List giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

<x. &i'iar.'sirooi>
Bipmingham Street Foundry

STOURBRIDGE.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. TEETQEN. Illustrated. 3/6 net,
by post 3/10. This invaluable booli provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on application to the Offices of
CouNTBT Lite," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C. 2.

THOMSONSCEL-EBRATED

MANURES
PERFECT PLANT FOODS
UNRIVALLED- F^OR
ALL GARDEN CROPS.
SOLD e-y ALL. SEEDSMEMOR RROIS/1 S01_E MAKE_RS,.

WM THOMSON &SONS.La
CLOVENFORDS,N.B.

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next year,
and insure having the finest quality at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well
grown fruiting trees of all kinds.

Catalogues Free.

The BARNHAM NURSERIES, Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

PEMBERTON'S ROSES
What people say of them: "The Finest Plants

f" I have ever received."
—

" Both lots were splendid."

Price List d; Guide to ^election post free for twopence

J. H. PEMBERTON, Havering, Romford

Mrs. PYM'S
FJLIVIOUS P]LiA:NTS.

ALL POST FREE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Winter Cabbage, Spring Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage, Leeks,
Brussels Sprouts, Tripoli Winter Onions, Cos and Cabbage
Lettuce, Savoys, CauIiHower, Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli,
Cliicory, Curled Scotch Kale, Asparagus Kale, Cottager's
Kale, Thousand - headed Kale, Perpetual and Prickly
Spinach, 1/6 100.
Shallots, large sound bulbs (very scarce), 20, 1/6.

HERBS.
strong; transplanted^: ;Sage, Thyme, Mint, Marjoram 12 1/-.

Parsley, 20 1/-.

WALLFLOWERS (separate colours or mixed), 60 1/6
100 2/6.
PRIMULA MALACOIDES, to flower 'at Cl>ristmas,

6 1/-. Strong plants for Winter and Spring flowering. Cal.
ceolarias. Cinerarias, Scarlet Salvias, various Primulas,
Schizantlius, Stocks, Begonias, 6 1/-.

Magnificent Iiardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring Bedding
and Greenliouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

New Catalogue now ready, free on application.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
15/- net; by post, 15/7.

Please write to-day for full particulars ot this Invaluable
book and for Illustrated prospectuses -of some of the sapei-

bookB In the " Cochtet Life " Library, to The Managei,.
" CODNTET Life," Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C. 2.

Printed by Hudson & Kearhs, Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E. I, and Publislied by " Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. 2,

and by George Ne\vnes, Limited. 8-11, Soutb.-iinpton Street, Strand. W.C. Z.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
uiiip reputation for quality and ciieapness. Strong and

!v always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
netition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Staiidards.

i.iiiiiers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great varietv. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLASfTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

vtrieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

Jobn Waterer, Sons * Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagsliot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality, — Geo.
BCNTARD & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

Georoe Bunyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
••VITROLITE" far superior to Wliite Lead Paint.
•' PLASTINE " supersedes Puttv.—Full particulars from
W. Cakson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other Jiigh-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mu-sliroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Wareliouses and Nurseries, Ciiester.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor, 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects
of this book are to show tliat the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the piu-poses of
growing tlie maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will he sent on application to the Offices of '• Cocniry
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Lady Llewellyn, Midlothian Early, Duke of York,
Hyatt's Early Ashleaf, May Queen. Sharpe's Express, Eclipse.
20/-; Conquest. Quei^n Mary, Royal Eidney, Pioneer. British
Queen, Detiance. 15/-, all per cwt., half cwts. same rate.

—

Fred Parkes, Wyberton. Boston.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES AND HARDY
PLANTS.—All the beat varieties at moderate prices,—Des-
criptive Catalogues free on application to Thompson and
Morgan, Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Ipswich.

THE FLEMISH SYSTEM OF POULTRY
REARING. By Madame Jasper. 3/6 net, by post 3/11.
Readers of this work will find that there is very little in the
art of poultry-keeping for which Madame Jasper has not
suggested an improvement. Her book is not only full of
interest but will be found to contain a wealth of useful hinte
and directions.—A prospectus of the book will be sent on
application to the Offices of " CODNTBY LIFE." LTD., 20,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute tor Stable Mao ore.
Order now for prompt delivery,—See advertisement page iv.

BARR'S MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS, the
richest coloured flowers of Spring. Plant now. Descriptive
list free.

—

Barr & SONS, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R.H.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give
satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. Douglas, The Premier House, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
7U kinds, splendidly grown, l/fi doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Potatoes at Gov. price. fi/*"i cwt. Cabbage
plants. 100 1/6. 200 2/t}

; post paid. Descriptive catalogue.

—

F. H. Jones, Churchfleld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Planting Crowns,
50, 2/G ; 100, 4/- : large planting crowns, 50, 3/6 ; 100. 6/-

:

tine forcing crowns, 50, 8/-- 100. 15/-. Carriage paid.—
Thomas Baker, Bulb Grower, Surfleet, Lmcolnshire.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock gardeners. Postage one penny.—G. R. Phipps,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. Mixed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,
3/6 ; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per 100. Send for
price list of named vaiieties. --Fred Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from IJft. to 6lt. higli; the finest stock in
the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs, Oranges and Orchard House trees are of flrst-class
quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Inspection invited. Price list post free on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WILLIAM Beattib, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

THE 12 LOVELIEST NEW MONTBRETIAS,
including UNA, CEDRIC, THOS. GODWIN, etc., for 6/-,

carr. paid. Newest Asters, Violas, Aubrietias.

—

Hayward,
Pearls Farm, Clacton.

TO THE FAMOUS LILY FIRMS.— P. S.
Hayward will receive offers for tlie grand New Lily.

—

Pearls Farm, near Clacton. (St-e The Garden, Sept. 1st.)

OXYDOIN for AUTUMN. Neuritis, rheu-
matism, chilblains. Rapidly redmes pain and inflammation.
Burns, scalds, cuts, sores, quickly healed, 1/3 and 1/9.
Approved Lancet.—New Osydol Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy
Square, London. W. 1.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whiteleqq & Co., Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

SUTTON'S DAFFODILS AND NARCISSI,
especially adapted for natural!- ation in garden borders, etc.

100 in 10 named varieties - - 6/6
50 in 10 named varieties - - - 3/6
25 in 5 named varieties - - • 1/ft

SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH-
GROWN BULBS, containing particulars of the most popular
DatlodilB,Narci88i, May-flowering and Darwin Tulips, etc.,'etc.,

sent post free on application.

SUTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANG PORT, SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their
Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
thisAutumn,and you will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty
for many years, without any additional expense or trouble.
Send measurements of your borders.
Paeonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, tor REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
Illustrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tulips, etc., as
supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural
directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on applica-
tion.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms.
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND P.ffiONIES. — New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the
best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be
sent post free on application.—(Dept. E.), R. H. BATH, Ltd.,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants.
etc., post free.—DOBBIE & Co., Boyal Florists, Edinburgh.

'

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST REMARKABLE
APPLES AND PEARS ON RECORD. 60 Acres of Choice
Fruits to select from. Please see our Illustrated Catalogue,
free by post, before ordering elsewhere. — King's Acre
Nurseries, Ltd., Hereford.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to g>ow them. Catalogues
gratis. Cultural hints for Id. stamp.

—

Laxton Brothers,
Bedford.

FLOWER POTS.—10 8in., 10 6in., 15 5in.,

20 4in., 20 23iu., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of 'pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb

pots, free.— Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

BAND YOUR FRUIT TREES NOW WITH
McDOUGALL'S OSTICO and save next year's crop. The
most scientific and effective means of preventing the attacks
of Caterpillars. In tins "2/- each ;

paper bands 6d. per packet.
Sold by Nurserymen and Seedsmen.—Sole Manfs.,McD0UQAXL
Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wure Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing
and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have
a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—BoDXTON & I?ACL, LTD., Manufacturers, Norwicb.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,

etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured, under Royal
Letters Patent by The Molassinb Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel
Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore beg to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Fruit Trees and Plants

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
HiGHGATE NUKSERIES,

Ho?„"sVv 760 LONDON, N. 6 ^''nl\T''

Bulbs
Fpuit Trees
Roses
Betarded Lilies

Fruit Trees and Plants

G. BUNYARD & CO., Ltd. Fruit Trees
Royal Nurseries Vines
MAIDSTONE Herbaceous

\

Seeds and Bulbs

Rose Specialists
PHILIP LE CORNU
The Jersey Nurseries
JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd.

KiLNFiELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

New Bulb and
Iris List

Now Ready

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLdHESTER

PERRY'S
Hardy Plant Farms,
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

JOHN K. KING & SONS
Coggeshall
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

J. COCKER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Rose and
Herbaceous

Plant Qroweps

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Seeds
and
Bulbs

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.
Royal Nitrseries

BELFAST

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree
Royal Nurseries & Carnation

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

Bulbs
Cultural Notes
Strawberries
Seeds

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.r.s., f.u.h.s.

HuBST, nr. Twyford
BERKS

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,

LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,

WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

Fruit

Tree
Growers

REAMSBOTTOM & CO.
Geashill

KING'S CO. IRELAND

St. Brigid

Anemones
Perennials, etc

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas and
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus

S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries
PORTADOWN, IRELAND

G. GIBSON &
Leeming Bab
BEDALE

CO. Fpuit Trees
Alpines and
HeplAceoue
Roses

Garden Sundries

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fpuit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Qapden Espaliers
&Tpaineps. Par-
ticulars of our
Stock on appli-
cation

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.
Hawlmark
NEWTOWNARDS, IRELAND

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

J. BENTLEY, Ltd.

Barrow-on-Humber
HULL

Weed Destroyers
Lawn Sand
Insecticides
Fertilizers

Fruit Trees and Plants

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Peppetual Floweping
and Hapdy Border
Capnations, also
Hapdy Allwoodii

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

ROBERT VEITCH & SON,
Royal Nurseries,

EXETER

Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundpies, Fruit
Tpees, Opna-
mental Shpubs

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

THE HUMBER FISHING &
FISH MANURE CO., Ltd.

T. G. High Street, HULL

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agpicultural
Manures

Eclipse

Fish

Manure

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Fpuit Tpees,
Floweping
Shrubs,
Climbing Plants

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine
and Herbace-
ous Plants

C. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
SouTHWARK St., London, S.E. 1. ready

GEO. COOLING & SONS
The Nurseries
BATH

Roses
ahd
Fruit Trees

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fpuit Tpees,
Roses, Hepba-
ceous Plants,
Pelapgoniums

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd. Manupes
^ ^ Insecticides
Cranmer Street, ^^^^ ^^.^^^^g

LIVERPOOL etc.

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.
Nurseries
CRAWLEY

Landscape
Gardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Lowdham
NOTTS

Fpuit Tpees
Cultural Notes
and Pruning
Roses

G. H. RICHARDS
2.34, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
insecticide <&

Fumigants
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Orchids

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

Horticultural Builders, etc.

MESSENGER & Co., Ltd.

Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

PEMBERTONS ROSES
W'liat people say nf them : " The Kineet I'lanrs
I have ever received."

—
" Botli lots were splendid."

PnW List A- Guide to t election post free for twopence

: u \ \ ^ f

r
\

For Spring Flowers
Plant Now :—

WALLACE'S
TULIPS
BEARDED IRISES
SPANISH IRIS
ANEMONES
NARCISSI
FREESIAS
Etc. Etc. Etc.

List of British-Grown Bulbs post free

on application.

See our adirrtiscvients in previoiis issues^
namely, August 4 d- 11, and Seplember 22.

R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd.
Kilnfield Gardens, COLCHESTER

gUNYARD'S
FRUIT TREES

Catalogug
by ReTURn

GEORGE BUNYARD* CO.
Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.
Ltd.

BEES Guarantested ROSES
The National Rose Society's Selections.

Bees* Rose trees are famously fibrous rooted ; hard as whipcord.

Garden Roses
SELECTION " A."

24 best aod most popular
roses for general purposes.
A splendid 1 C 'f5 Carriage
assortiiient. I vJ/

W

paid.
Caroline Testout (ht),sat.pk. 9d.
Eariof\Varwick<ht),sal.rose lOd.
Ecarlate (ht), scarlet - • lOd.

Kthel Ma!colni(ht).ivory w. lOd,

Frail Kar! Drirgchkl(lip).w. lOd.

neorr!:eDick3on(lit).deep cr. lOd.
(J. C. \Vatid(ht),orange ver. lOd.

Gen. McArthvirdit). scarlet lOd.

fins Griinerwald (ht).carni. lOd.

La France (hi), rose - -* 9d.

La To^iCi (ht). salmon flesh lOd.

Lady Pirrie (ht). apricnt - lOd.

Lady Ashtown(ht).depp pk. 9d.

Mnie.A.Chatenav(ht).sal.pk. 9d,
Mme.r. Lutaii(l(ht),yel.rose 1/-
Mine. Ed. Her riot.prawn red lOd.

^[^le.Jlllp9G^olcz(ht>,sil.roso 9d.
Mme.aiel3iucSotipert(ht),y. lOd.

Mnie.Ravary(ht).oranEe yei. 9d.
Mme.fiosond Weberi'hU.sai. lOd.
opdpiia (ht), nesh pink - lOd.

Phariai'er (ht), rosy white - lOd.
Rayon d'Or (ah), yellow - 1/-
Bichmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Fragrant Roses
Sl'.LKCTIOX " D.-

12 chosen chiefly for their
abundant delicious scent.
Colouring 7/Q CarriaRe
goreeoiis, f / 57 paid.
Alfret! C.ilomb (hp>. red - 8d.

Diiptjy Jatnaln clip), cerise 8d.

Fnrlof Oosford(ht).crini3on lOd.

fJeorge Dickson (htt.vel.cri. lOd.

r;eneralJ:ic';iioiiiinot(hp).cr. 8d.

rien.Mc Arthur fhlt.crinison lOd.

Juliet (hh).okl gold and red lOd.

La France (ht), rose • - 9d.

f.adv.V'ice Stanley(ht).ptnk lOd.

Mine. Ed. Tlerriot (per).red lOd.

Mrts..Ti)hnLalng<hp),r03y pk. 9d.

l';rich Ilrunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Buttonhole Roses
.SELECTION " F."

12 rharniingly coloured and
daintily formed in bud.
Lpst well Q/fi Carriage
when cut. O/O paid.

Harry Kirk (t). yellow - lOd.

Lady niH!ngdon(t),aprl.yel lOd.

LadvTloberts(t\reddi.shapri. lOd.

Lihertv (t). velvety crimson 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenaytht),sal.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Diipuy (ht>.rose lOd.

Melody ""ht), sadron yellow 1/-

Mrs. A. Ward (ht). yellow lOd.

Mrs. O. Shawver (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs. IT. Stevens (t>, white lOd.

Richmond (ht). scarlet - lOd.

?i!nbiirst (ht).cadmium yel. lOd.

HARDY FRUIT
" FalstafT Selection.

B«st Sorts. 1 Q R strone tree?.

I O,' U Carriage paid.

1 Bramlev's Apple, cooker.

1 Lord Suffield Apple, cooker.

1 James Grieve Apple, dessert

1 Cox' 3 Orange Pippin, dessert

1 Douiae Bonne Pear, cook or eat

1 The Czar Plum, cook rr eat

J Victoria Plum, cook or eat

1 Morello Cherry, cooker.

1 Loganberry, for tarts or jam.

4 Boskoop Giant Black CMrraot
4 Whintmm's Gooseberry.

V2 Superlative Raspbern,-. best.

.Ul are very free-bearing, hardy,

thrifty bortj.

For Illustrations in Colour

and descriptions see Catalogue No. .V<.

issued last aeaeon. A few spare copies

post free on re'iuest.

All Purposes Roses
SELECTION "K."

12 first-class sorts, suitable
\or general use.
Du well

fi/fi Carriage
everywhere. O/O paid.

Betty (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

CarolineTestoutiht), sal.pink 9d.

Fi3hsrHolmes(Iip),cri.scar. 8d.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

H. E. Richardson (ht),crim. lOd.

Hugh Dickson (hp),crimson 8d.

Lady Aahtown(hp),deep pk. 9d.

Lyons Rose (ht),shrimp pk. lOd.

Mme.A.<^hatenay(ht),sal.pk. 9d.
Mme. Ed Herriot, red - lOd.

Mme.Ravary(ht),orange yel. 9d,
Mrs. J. LaJng ihp).rose pink fid.

Gold Medal Roses
StSLECTION *'L."

12 newer sorts, all gold
medallists but two.
Creme de Q/ Carriage
la creme. ^/*" paid.
British Queen(ht).snowyw. lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

Genrt;eDicksim(ht).deepcri. lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht).orange ver. lOd.

Lady I'irrieCht),copppry -sal, lOd.

LeslieHollandfht),vermilion lOd.

Mabel Drew (ht), cream - lOd,

Mme. F.. Herriot (per.)pr.red lOd.

M.de Sinety(ht),go]d bronze 1/-

Mrs. A. Carnegie(ht).white lOd.

Bayon d'Or (per.), golden - 1 /
-

Wlllowmere (per.).coral pk. lOd.

Climbers, Ramblers
SELECTION •' S."

6 roses suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, ic.

All very A/Q Carriage
vigorous. H"/ 57 paid.

Alberlc Barbler(\V.).yellow lid.

AmericanPillar(cl..P.),pink Ud.
Blush Itambler(cl..P.).blush lid.

Dorothv Perkins (W.). pink lid.

Excelsri (W), hril. scarlet - lid.

[liawatha fcI-.P.). crim.uh. Ud.

BEDDING
(Ex. strong
bushy.)

PLANTS ^

transplanted
j

Doz. 100 '

WaU}f»wers, rt-d - lOd. 5/-
j

., yellow lOd. 51-
Forfjet-me-not.hlue II- HI-
CnnUrhuTij Bells m
sep.colour», white,
rose, hhic or mixed 1/G 0/6

\

IcelnndPoppies.mxd.t/6 151-

Polyanthus, mxd. .
- S/6 15!-

Sweet WUlinnis:
PinkBeautllHi/hrids 1/3 S/-
Golden Al'jssum • i/S K./-

Hirdif Auriculas - S/- to I

-

PurpleAubrietia.potsi/ ' SO/ •

I Silvcni Rochfoih - I,/- 30/-
j

) Grdccion Violet hi- 30/-

HARDY FLOWERS
Continuous C / Carriage

display. ^/ '
paid.

Alkanct. bine Lupin, yellow.

M'mas Daisy. HI Iris, rich blue
Marguerite, white Pyrethrum, lift-

Larkspur, violet. FJeabane, mauve
M'maa Daisy, ma. Hybrid, C'mbine.

Dragon's-bead. car. Pink Knotweed-
Larkspur, blue Aven-s, scarJet

M'mas Daisy, pk. Catmint, lavender

Red Elecampane.
Scarlet Campion-
Blue Lupin.
White BeUflower.
Poppy, Pink.
White Lapin
Gypsophila.

Blue BeUflower
Blue Fla.t.

Golden Marguerite
MiroulU3, scarlet

Jacob'^ ladder
Speedwell, blue.

Double Pyrethrum

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION '• B."

24 specially-selected varieties.
Assurea IK/A Carriage

prize winners, i O/D paid.
Avoca fht). crimson scarlet lOd.

BessieBrown(ht),creamyw. lOd.

British Queen (ht), white - lOd.

Chas. LefebTre(hp).crimson 8d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose lOd.

Rarlof Go3ford(ht),dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Malcolm (ht),ivory w. lOd.

(if.deC.Guinoisseau(hp),ver. 8d.

(ieorgeDickson(ht),vel.crini. lOd.

Hugh Dickson(hp). crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke (ht). crimson - lOd.

Jonkheer J.L.Mock(ht),car. lOd.

Leslie Holland (ht),scar.cri. lOd.

Mabel Drew(ht),canary yel. lOd.

L.vonsIi-pse(ht).shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. Westiht), shell pink lOd.

Mildred Granl(ht), tinted w. lOd.

Mr3.AmyHammond(ht),ap. lOd.

Mrs. A.ndrewCarnegie(ht).w. lOd.

Mr3.JohnLaiTi!j(hp), rosypk. 8d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs.Uoosevelt(ht).pale flesh lOd.

UlrichErunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Town Roses
SELECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for
growing In smoke.
Immensely 7/Q Carriage
successful. //^ paid.
Caro'ineTe3tout(ht),saI.pink 9d.

Dr.O'Doncl Brovvne(ht).car. lOd.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

tjijrge Dickson (hti, crira. lOd.

GustaveGrunerw:ild(ht).car.lOd.
J. B. Clark (ht),deep scarlet lOd.

La Tosca (ht).silvery pink - lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot(per),red lOd.

Mme.Ravary(ht),rrange yel. 9d.

Mrs.JohnLain5^(hp),rose pk. 8d.

Mme. 1^5aac Pfireire (h), car. 8d.

IJIrich Bnmner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION •' 1."

12 perpetual, free-flowering
sort?, of bushy habit.
Surprisingly Q/fi Carriage
eflectlve. O/U paid.

.\. R.(Goodwin (per.),sal.pink lOd.

Betty (ht). coppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron 1/-

Ecarlate (ht). scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick(ht),sal.rose lOd.

G. C, Waud(ht),orange ver. lOd.

LadyPirrie(ht).apricotpink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot, red - lOd.

Mollv S. Crawford(t).white lOd.

Mrs. A.Ward(ht),Indian yel. lOd.

Rayon d'Or (hb).orange cad. 1/-

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

HARDY SHRUBS
"Hey Presto Selecljoii
Suitable townm" O / Carriage

email garden«i. v//
'

Paid-

Purple Speedwell, evergreen.

Double Gorse, yellow.

Sea Tamarisk, soft pink.

Spiraea, Anthony Waterer, red.

Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow.

Graham's Sage Tree, crimaoo.
Golden Broom, rich yellow.

CYimson Flowering Currant
Piptanthus. new. from China.
Giaot Mock Orange, white.

Starry Daisy Euah. wliite

Lavender, tiiie fragrant sort.

Hardy ScotcJi Fuchsia, red.

Golden Forsythia, very choice.

May Broom, very pretty.

A.B.C. of Rose Culture, 2d.

Booklet of 32 pages ; tells you all you
are likely to want to know about roses,

"id, stamps with catalogue, order or
alone.

CHAPMAN & Co.'sFAMOUS ROSES
New Varieties 6d. each.

Oiir new descriptive Catalogue is now ready and will be
sent post free on application.

CHAPMAN & CO.,
Royal Nurseries, Scraptoft, nr. Leicester

BLACK CURRANT BUD-MITE.
Are your bushes free of tliis incurable pest? If not, plant

"SEABROOK'S BLACK CURRANT,"
the only proved mite resister.

This variety has also every other good quality, being the heaviest
cropper and stoutest grower, proilucing large firm berries.

Young bushes, 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

W. SEABROOK A SONS, Fruit Tree and Rose
Nurseries, CHELMSFORD.

Phytobroma
Barrs Neuj Plant Food

For Flowers Vejgetzkbles and Fruit

of hiohest quiility & oi/aranteed analysis

Phytobroma greatly increases all

Vegetable Crops.
Guaranteed Analysis: 3-50% Nitrogen; 16-60% Soluble

Phosphates ; 13'50% Insoluble Phosphates ; 3% Pure Potash.

71b., 2/9; 141b., 5/6; 28Ib.. 8/6 ; 561b. 15/-; 1 cwt., 28/-

Prepaid Orders for 281b. and upwards carriage paid.

Circular with full particulars on application.

BARR and SONS,
King Street, Covent Garden, LONDON
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INSECTICIDE
The most effective and satisfactory

preparation for Roses and, indeed,

practically all Garden Plants.

Safe and pleasant to use. In use

in the Royal Gardens.

1 pint. I/-: pint. 1/6: quart, 2/6:
i gallon. 4/-: gallon. 7/6.

UNEQUALLED FOR

ROSES
Of all Nurserymen, Seedsmen & Florists.
E. A. WHITE, Ltd., 64, Beltring, Paddock Wood, Kent.

eKg^Vt^POTS
Che BEST and Chcapcsh.

5Utc quantity of each siie required and have ' rarrlnj* ^'
'

""''"" uenlly omounta fo h«ir v«i;-p .
,

le for Price Liil, (rce,

.•iPECIAL POTS ot atl de-icriphn»s. Sulb BowU anJ F«t"
Puns rrom 2d. <eMth.

RfCMARO SAHKSra^ SON, LTP.
Bulwell Poh^eries. NOTTINOMAM

[November 3, 19i7.
%
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#«?W=
MADE OF: ^r^^^-

—

il:
HAIR a. wooi-'. :.

.

: to Bfe HAD ;bl=: ALL NURSERYMEN

:,.
.

(S.W. S ILVER & C ? & B ENJAMIN'iEOG INCTOnVl?) ' ':

2 DUKE SI LONDON oBRiPflEI/iSEV

To-day the Rose-grower
is seldom a Rose-grower only.

For the Nation's welfare he has other garden interests.
Food production is so vital a concern that he too will be
iookins for the means wherewith to ensure the finest crop.
To spray Frui t Trees just now, and again early in the year
is a certain aid and, for this purpose. 'the machine to use
is the «.>^3»?'f -jtqj

STONE-HOUSE
N APS A C K

a model selected and larj^ely used by the
Government in the Season that's just past.

Handy in use, simple to manipulate, there
is no machine that equals it in design,
manufacture, or actual service, and its

success in the past season is proof positive

of this.

And there are other
models just as in-

teresting.

Prices from 23/-

Ask ior Catalogue.

STONEHOUSEWORKS CO.,
25, Spon Lane Mills.

WEST RROMWICH.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS, t,'.

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCl£MTIFiCAI<L^y AND CUEimiCAl<l<y PRGPAKKD.
In theformof aleaf-mould,readyforuseat any time. In the same way, and for jUI purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Beport of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

in the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full'Particulars and testimonials sent on receipt of postcard.

BIT BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. *«
Sold in Bags. I bushel, 2/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; 4 busbel, 6/-; five 4 bushel. 28/0 ; ten 4 bushel. 55/- ; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Picb/ord London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.
WAKELET BROS, ft CO.. LTD.. 75a. BAMKSIDE. LONDON. S.E. 1.

Also WAKELEY'S OROPND GARDEN LtmE. 3'- bushel bae. carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

lets thereA
I
and makes the Garden T^ri£«
gay all the year round r^:^s£f^s^.\

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.& la., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS • 7 lbs , 2s. 6d.; 14 lbs., 4s. 6d. : 2h lbs.. 78. 6d.: 56 lbs., 123. 6d. : 112 11)3., 20s. Or

directfrom theWorks. Carriafiepald in the United Kinedom forCash with Order (excpptSd. TINS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.'-.s & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Garden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL. Ltd.. "rorkl,"' NORWICH.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By Ada B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 3/6 net,

by post 3/10 This invaluable book provides the reader with
practical information showing how the possessors of gardens,
large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug
market with home-grown " materia medica."—A prospectus
of the book will be sent on appUcation to the Offices of
" Country Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden.
W.C. 2.

SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE

HEATING APPARATUS
Economical and efScient,

satisfaction. fcveryone
should

*<HORSE-SHOE"
BOILER

The most durable heatPr
made. A genuine fuel an^
labour saver. Burns 10 to 20
hours without attention.

/, Ltt .Vo. 42 sent free -u'lth boaklet.
' How s'lall i heat tny OreenkouseV

CHAS. P. KINNELL & Co., ITO.,

S.Sontliwark St-.London
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are the

FINEST OBTAINABLE

and grown on an

exposed situation

succeed where

others fail.

Il'ustiated Catalogue
j0 on application J0

HUGH DICKSON. L.td
;t^y/:lw:ln;w;^:^l

CHARLES TURNERS

Rose Catalogue
containing full descriptions of

NEW AND POPULAR
VARIETIES.

Also Catalogue of Fruit Trees,
Shrubs, etc.,

Can be had on application to

THE ROYAL NURSERIES, SLOUGH.

Mrs. PYM'S
ALL POST FREE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Spring Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage, Leeks. Brussels Sprouts,
Tripoli Winter Onions, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Savoys,
Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli, Chicory, Curled Scotch Kale,,
Asparagus Kale, Cottager's Kale, Thousand-headed Kale,
Perpetual and Prickly Spinach, 1/9 100. -: ,^v-:
Shallots, large souad bulbs (very scarce), 20, l/G.' ' *""

Strong transplanted : Sage, Thyme, Mint, Marjoram 12 1/-,

Parsley. 20 1/-.

WALLFLOWERS (separate colours^or mixed), 50 1/9,
100 3/-.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES, to flower at Christmas,
6 1/-. Strong plants lor Winter and Spring flowering. Cal-
ceolarias, Cinerurias, Scarlet Salvias, various Primulas,
Schizanthus, Stocks, Begonias, 6 1/-.

Magnificent hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

New Catalogue now ready, free on application.

Mns. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

GARDENING MADE EASY
By E. T. COOK. Over 200 pages. 23 illustrations.
Sixtn Edition Now E«ady. 1/6 net; clotli 2/- net;

postage 4d. extra.

Please WTite to-day tor full particulars of this invalualile
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Cocntky Life " Library, to The Manager
'• Country Life." Limited, Tavistock Street. W.C 2.

-GREAT SALE of BULBS-
CLEARING GROUND TO SOW WHEAT.

MAGNIFICENT SHILLING PARCELS.

Twelve 1/- Parcels (or 20 at 6d.) for 10/-; Carriage

Paid, Cash with order.

All Bulbs guaranteed strong Howering, and of best quality ; money
back if not satisfied.

20 Emperor Daffodils,

Is.

The finest of the well-known

well-coloured iIqwcm ; J<'fy

well iiidoori or out.

20 Horsfieldi Oafiodtis,

is.

Snowv-white peUl* : rich

vfllow trumpet : very liand-

poruc and early : borders or

25 Princeps Daffodils,

is.

Priinroee and enUi ; early

flowerinz ; speciallv recoiii-

iDi^iiderf for borders and
lieds oiildoor--

L
25 Grandee Daffodils,

Is.

White and cold ; a nunt
RrHCCful (lower ; very

20 Golden Spur Daffs.,

is.

O I o r i o u 9 orinee-gol.!

haded citron ; un-st inaj-

nitUent (lower ; t|iiite

unsurpassed.
fi.

20 Sir Watkin Daffs.

is,

Dwp orance frilled trytii-

pet, rich eold fietatx : a

btjcc sTJceesi evervwherc
iiiJoors .iml out.

35 Barri Narcissi, Is.

Oran^c-scarlct tup. Ko'dcn
peulii : light, graceful, tree-

Uuwerins ; splendid lu

fibre .-^r snil.

15 Double Yellow
Daffs., is.

Hiise donble. Rolden-yel-

low. rwe-shaped flowers ;

excellent all purposes

30 Double White Nar-
ciss.. Is.

Fruqrant as a GarJeitia ;

pure translucent while ;

blooms well into May
10.

20 Double Orange
Phcenjx, Is.

The fainou'^ Egxi and
BacoD Datloiil ; absolutely

tip-top : very hardy and
free.

II

40 Pheasant Eye Nar-
ciss.. Is.

Crimson, edged oianee cup.
purest white petals : dowers
often 3 inches acrosa.

1-2.

30 Ornatus Narcissus,

Is.

Vivid scarlet <.iii> 'sur-

rounded by snuwy-wliite
petals ; first -clas:? every-

where

l^.

20 Giant Poets Narciss.,

Is.

Thig early. Iar?e-flowereil

variety is new and scarce ;

white petals, scarlet cup.
14.

30 Large White
Treesias, Is.

The true relracla alha for

growing indoor? lu poU o(

Boil or fibre.

15

20 Xmas White Nar-
cissus, Is.

French Paper While N'ar-

eissi cannot be -ui>plied ;

this variety is in many
respect? superior.

10.

20 Grand Primo Nar-
ciss., Is.

l-nu-i^e ami t: ill : otlier-

nii;e a co<i iilerpart ot the

Early Paper White ; very
Iracrant^

17.

15 Monarque Narciss.,

Is.

IS

4 Violet-scented Iris,

Is.

Rich velvety viilet with

oranuc thro.-»t ; deliriously

scculed ; does well Indoors
or out.

1^

20 Golden Jonquils, Is.

D-iinty (lowers tor poU or

bowW : !t lew scent an
entire room ; quite hardy

outdoors.
*J0.

16 8t Brigid Anemone,
is.

Huffe. semi double flowera

in all Bliade- of blue, violet,

scarlet, rose, white, etc.

•2\.

30 Golden Winter
Aconite, Is.

Bicli buttercup- yellow,

with a dainty green ruffle ;

make^ a Hue edging.

18 Scarlet Anemone,
Is.

The most vivid scarlet

flower o( Sprin? ; irresis-

tibly attrictive ; every-

body stopj to gaze at it.

30 Bluebells (Scillas),

is.

Do well ill pots of soil or

fibre; a creat success under
trecj and in other »hady

placci.

25 Double Snowdrops,
is.

Try the^e in pot.'t of ?oi! or

fibre : they are exnui^'telv

pretty when looked at

elo'^ely.

30 Single Snowdrops,
Is.

For plniillni: n,* an ed;;tu','

t.) other biilh". iu beds, on
graves, b'lrdcrs. 4 c.

25.

20 Clara Butt Tulip, Is.

Miv>t ploriou? pink, .ihaded

salmon nod f-ilver ; a hiue
iiid'Kir.^ and out.

10 F. Sanders Tulip, Is.

An incredibly daz,?liii.:

shade of Ikry acarlet ; a
nig^t eittrtincins; colour

;

huge site ; perfect form.

10 White Queen Tulip,

Is.
Theonly" white" Darwin.
A sUtely and fine Tulip;
bus:c, goblet-like blooms.

i9.

15 Tonnaye Tulip, Is.

Rich cherry-rose, shaded
blush, edKed delicate pink ;

one of tlie moat useful.

30.

15 Laurentia Tulip, Is.

Deep n.isy-pink. shaded
carmine, with a startlinely

rich blue centre ; extra.

12 Mrs. Cleveland Tulipf

is.
Old lavender-rose, shaded
lilac and silver; flowers

early ; large size and
stately habit.

3-2.

25 Gold Crown Tulip,

is.

Rich golden-yellow, shaded
and flamed scarlet ; fine

bedding and borders.

FREE BOOKLET of Instructions HOW TO
GROW BULBS, when requested, with all

orders of 10/- value.

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER.

Illustrated Catalogue of Bulbs free on request.

15 Gesnerlana Major
Tulip, Is.

Brilliant gtowine ncarlet,

d^zzlinc blue centre ;• one
of the most eorceou^ of all

Tulip-.

:m.

20 Sweet-scented Tulip,

Is.

T. macro^p'la hivs the fra-

Rrance of Sweet Peas ami
a Hue crimson-scarlet

colour.

20 Rosalind Tulip, Is.
riiarmiLii; ; cherrv-'Mnn;nc
Hhaderl u.^e, wiUl Wlutr
a.ine and blue iciitie,

10 Inglescombe Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Perfection in form and
culrinnu!; ; deep canary-
yellow ; mai^nillcenU

;17.

20 Maiden's Btush
Tulip, Is.

One of the daintiest ; white
ed^ed and feathered with
roay-i^erise ; the I'icotee

Tulii..

15 La Candeur Tulip,

Is.

Pure white ; very bcarce ;

fine for beddin", border:*,

pot;, ic. ; good lor cutting.

15 Parisian Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Rich yellow ; elecant

flower ; showy and reliable;

beds, pots, border-j. ic.

40.

20 Cottage Tulips,

Mixed, Is.

A very fine showy mixture ;

can be well reconiiueuded.
Special price per 100. i/H.

41.

15 Darwin Tulips,

Mixed, Is.
Includes a lot of fine art

shades ; very useful for

cutting. Per 100, 6/G.

(2.

SO Mixed Daffs. and
Narciss., is.

Includes many handsoaiB"

sorts, such as Emperor,
Barri. Per 1,000. 18/-

4n,

1 Peck " Bulbost," Is.

Bees" Famous Bulb Fibre

Compost. Sent C-arriage

Paid with Bulbd of 10/-
value.

H.
51b. " Bulbilizer," Is.

Bees* Special Bulb Manure,

sent Carriage Paid with

Bulbs of 10/- value.

175 c, Mill St., LIVERPOOL

mow PEAPy. A new and important Volume in the Increased Productivity Series.

RECLAIMING THE WASTE: ESJ^iirPRrBSM
By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM.

With Contributions by Professor Auoustine Henrv. Dr. Brenchley, George Bolam. Professor Somerville, etc.

CONTENTS OF THE BOOK:—
The Urgency of Land Reclamation.
Reclaiming a Norfolk Heath.
How to Hold Reclaimed Waste.
How mach Reclaimable Waste is there ?

Sand Dunes and Coast Erosion.
Poverty Bottom : A Lesson from Downland.

Cloth 3/6 net; by post 3/10

Reclamation of Waste Land in Holland,

Belgium and France.
A Colonial Minister's Experience.
Making Farms out of Moorland.
Fish Ponds and Reclamation.
A War of Timber.liii

Afforestation of Peat Bogs and Sand
Dunes.

Planting on the South Downs.
Reclaiming the Pit Bank.
Labour and Reclamation.
Forestry and Reclamation.

The object of this book is to direct attention to the vast possibilities of Waste Land Reclamation. More than twenty mUlion

acres in Great Britain and Ireland are lying in complete or partial waste, and no one denies that a very considerable portion is

improvable. Reclamation means a great addition to the wealth of the country, and readers of this book will see that it has

been turned into a quick process, yielding a speedy return for a very moderate outlay of capual.

The Offices of CouNTMf Life. Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street. Govern Garden. W.C. 2.
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RYWEAT
ROSES\

Collection " F" of Garden Roses
A REAL BARGAIN—comprising

24 FINEST HYBRID T?AS, in dwarf plants, for 22/6

Any 12 selected from this Collection for 12/-

Caroline Testout
Chateau de Clos.Vougert
Dean Hole
Duchess of Wellington
General IVIcArthur
Harry Kirk
Henrietta
Killarney

Lady Ashtown
Lyon
[Vladame A. Chatenay
Madame E. Herriot
Madame M. Soupert
Marquis de Sinety
Mons. J. Hill

Marie Adelaide

Mrs. David McKee
Old Gold
Paul Lede
Pharisaer
Prince of Bulgaria
Queen Mary
Rayon d'Or
Richmond

FRUIT TREES of all kinds to select from. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental
Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great variety. ^

Send for Catalogue No. 12, full of interesting information and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., s6'utHwTLL:NOTTs

THE NATIONAL
FLOWER.

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
mill rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparro-ws, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instruotiont Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural
\

Exhibition, iqii.

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next year,
and insure having the finest quality at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well
grown fruiting trees of all kinds.

Catalogues Five.

The BARNHAM NURSERIES, Ltd.,
BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

TIMBER SHORTAGE

EVERYONE who plants a

potential timber tree "now
is doing a service to the

country" for it is being denuded as

quickly as possible of its useful tim-
ber. There may not be the labour to

plant the large acreages necessary,

but thousands of land and property

owners can find time and labour

to plant a few hedgerow and other

trees which will help to supply the

country's needs in years to come.

As we intend to considerably

reduce our stock of standard trees

of Elms, Sycamores, Limes, Ash,
Chestnuts, Beech, Birch, I'oplar,

etc., we can offer these on advan-
tageous terms.

All are fine, well-grown trees,

trequently transplanted. Tree Cata-
logue (limited quantity only) free.

PENNELL & SONS
LINCOLN
Established 1780.
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NUTS,COBS * FILBERTS
Plant up all Waste Ground.
NOW is the Proper Time.

Good Healthy Fruiting Trees.
Price • - 7/- per doz.

Peaches and Nectarines, in variety,

splendid trained trees, 5/- each.
per doz.

Roses, dwarf, best named sorts, 8/-

climbing. best named sorts, 12/-

H. CANNELL & SONS,
THE NURSERIES, EYNSFORD.
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CHEALS' NURSERIES
ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, &c., in immense
quantities and in the pink

of condition.

Scud for Catalogue to—

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.,
The Nurseries, CRAWLEY.
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WE must not lose sight of the fact

.at this season that the time of

greatest dearth in the vegetable

garden is usually May and June.

The Parsnips, Beet, .-Artichokes

1(1 Carrots of the winter store are then cijming.to

in end ; Leeks and even autumn-sown Beet and

nrrots arc nearly done; the Turnip and Swede

I'lps are quickly passing, and fortunate is he

wlio has planted a good breadth of Spinach Beet,

-Aliich even such severe frosts as those of last

r,ir passed unscathed. In such a time as this

It behoves every gardener to do his utmost to

kicp up home supplies, for even, though there

may be ample food for all in the country, the

ditiiculties of transport arc such that food shortage

i-^ quite likely to occur at any time, and no efforts

"usht to be spared by allotment holders and others

t" prepare for it.

Planting and Sowing.—All available Cabbages

for spring use ought to be planted, and those

who have more than they want should give to

those who have none. Broad Beans may be sown

any time up to the end of November to give earlier

lops than the spring-sown ones. Onions sown
. ,irly in the season for tise in the green state arc

\ .lUiable, and Spinach, if the seed can be procured.

~"\vn early for quick supplies should not be

:'r-lected. Early Peas, too, may be expected to

\ iild a crop by the second week in June if sown

in the middle or end of January. None of these

things is possible unless the ground work is well

forward before Christmas, and every opportunity

of double digging, &c., in preparation for the early

sowing of suitable seeds should be taken. Potatoes

for planting next season should also be obtained

as soon as possible, placed in boxes in a light,

frost-free place, and sprouted before they are

planted.

An Interesting Collection of Plants.—-Vt

a recent meeting of the scientific committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society, Mr. Bowles

showed the fruit of Lonicera Hildebrandtii from

a cold greenhouse at Earlham—a very large fruit

for a member of this genus, measuring over an

inch in diameter ; Rhodostachys argentina,

with stalked heads of flowers ; Akebia lobata

fruit, from Mr. Howard Baker's garden near

Bristol ; fruit of Actinidia chinensis from .Mr.

P. D. Williams' garden at Lanarth, Cornwall
;

fruits of the deep-flowered form of Cydonia Maulei.

tcj draw attention to their . strong and pleasant

perfume ; fruits of Arum italicum. with the

foliage, appearing this year unusually early

;

Arum hygrophyllus, from the Holy Land ; and

that of a robust form of .\rum Dracunculus, all

from his garden, whence also came ripe fruits

of the double red Peach, which has from two to

four ovaries and which bears twm fruits ; of the

purple-leaved Peach, of the variegated form of

Cornus Mas, and of the yellow-fruited Yew.

Stamping Out Potato Disease.—Despite the

many and repeated warrtings that have been

given and much advice that has been tendered

in a friendly sort of way, there are obviously

many workers who pay no heed and are quite

indifferent as to what may follow. Hence so

desirable a consummation as is indicated would

appeal- as far off as ever. How many times

allotment holders and cottagers have been urged

to burn all diseased Potato haulm and take eqtially

effective measures for the disposal of diseased

tubers it would hardly be possible to say. Some,

to their credit be it said, have done all that is

possible ; others, entirely indifferent, still permit

the diseased tubers and haulm to strew the ground,

regardless of results, till the last vestiges of the

plague are apparently lost to sight. But it is

not at an end. Rather by corrupting and con-

taminating the soil is it storing up trouble for the

future—trouble which does not, unfortunately,

begin and end with those whose neglect of pre-

cautionary measures have brought it into being.

Rose Minnehaha.—^This Wichuraiana was in-

troduced by Walsh in 1905, and is still one

of the best of the section. In growth it is

vigorous, making strong shoots, which flower

abundantly. The raceme-like flower- trusses are

18 inches long, with individually large blooms

each set apart, so that a most handsome
flower-truss is obtained. The colour is dark

rose, the foliage having the true Wichuraiana

deep green tint. The specimen shown in the

PILL.\R ROSE MINNEH.\H.\.

illustration was worked on a half-standard Briar

which is an excellent method where the plants

are required among dwarf Roses, as in this

instance.

Autumn Tints in the Wild Garden.—Seldom
has the woodland garden been such a blaze of

colour as it is this autumn. The bold crimson

and bronze of Azaleas and rich wine red of

Guelder Rose and Ribes aureum have rarely

indeed been so strikingly lovely among the pale

yellows and duns of leaning Bracken and the

chequered leaf-fall of Oak and Elm. Though
the hardy Ferns of waterside and glen are still

green, their fronds are interlaced with the gold

of dying Spirsas. and the round leaves of Galax

aphylla are flushed with a fiery crimson. The
sinking Pa;onies are tinged with the hectic of their

passing ; Rugosa Roses are aflame with yellow

leaf and crimson fruit ; Briar and Bramble are

aglow with the embers of the dying suu. And it

is at this season that such evergreens as Cypress,

Holly, Ivy, Bay and Fir make so pleasing

and cooling a contrast in tone to the burning

hectic of the departing year.

Nierembergia rivularis.—This is an indis-

pensable subject for a cool, moist, rather stiff

soil in the rock garden, where it can at the same
time get plenty of sunshine. Although perfectly

hardy, many people fail to induce this plant to

flower freely, but this defect can often be remedied

by sinking some stones around the roots and so

confining the latter to a more limited run. The
blossoms are very large, pearly white and cup-

shaped. Being so much bigger than the leaves,

the effect is curious as well as beautiful. They
are, or should be, produced in succession through-

out the late summer and well into September

and October.

The Winter Cherry (Physalis Alkekengii) is

an autumn favourite in many an old garden. It

is now at its best, the 18-inch stems being hung
with tlieir glowing " Chinese lanterns" of orange

red. It is one of the Potato genus, and is fond

of a warm, dry soil, preferably close up against

a south wall. To those who appreciate such

things, the richly tinted calyces make a fine winter

decoration. The Cherry-like fruits are quite

edible, being wholesome and of a pleasant flavour.

The Japanese variety of the above, P. Franchetii,

is a noble plant, taller in stature than the old kind,

and bearing calyces often 3 inches long and more
than twice as much in circumference.

A Double-flowered Eschscholzia.—A double-

flowered Eschscholzia has been in cultivation

for some years. True, it is a variety of E. cali-

fornica with orange blossoms, not the white-

flowered form referred to by " T. A. W.," page

455. Whether the flowers of the new white kind

will prove to be as double as the illustration

remains to be pro\ed. The double orange form

is quoted at a cheap rate in one of the last seed

catalogues of the house of Veitch—that is, for the

year 1911. It is curious to note that the word is

generally, though erroneotisly (at least, according

to the Kew authorities), spelt " Eschscholtzia,"

the letter " t " therein being superfluous.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Eiitor^is not responsible lor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE LOSS OF THE CLEMATIS IN

GARDENS.

TV/TR. A. G. JACKMAN has a paper in the

Journal o{ the Royal Horticultural Society

for September last on " Some Fallacies Re-

garding the Clematis," in which he does not

touch on the absence of the plant in most

gardens in any hsalthy way, and these

gardens often among the best as to site,

soil and means. Apart from the loss to the

gardens of our islands, it is a great fallacy to

suppose that a mode of propagating a plant that

ensures its death can do anything but injury to

a trade that permits it.

I am now writing a paper giving my trials of

the Clematis, now extending well over a quarter

of a century, which will make the matter clear,

and I send this note now on a statement by Mr.

Jackman that the scion absorbs or in some way

overcomes the root of the wild Clematis on which

it is grafted ; as I know from experience, to its

certain injury. For years past many plants that

have come here from nurseries have been ex-

amined on arrival and the balls of soU washed

away. They always showed clearly two sets of

roots, often quite distinct even in colour—one,

the lower, a wig of dark roots ; the other, the

root of the good variety, trying to free itself,

sometimes with vigour, sometimes feebly. In

every case we cut away the wig of black roots of

the stock-^surgery needing care and risk to the

plant ; but I will not have the handsome plants

on any but their natural roots, a right they

surely have. Anyone who gets a batch of plants

from a nursery may prove for himself there

are two sets of roots—one, of the stock of

the most vigorous of ovu- wild tree climber

;

the other, that of a plant of the isles or hills of

Japan. The two plants so used to nurture one

fragile plant are from different climates,

and I think each has its own time of the sap

rising in the spring. Where is the need for

such a practice ? There is not a word in Mr.

Jackman's paper saying why it is necessary to

put two sets of roots to a fragile plant where there

is a natural way of increasing it. It is a mere

trade practice, as harmful in its way as the use

of the Manetti stock for the Rose—a practice

that has paralysed the growth of mUlions of

beautiful Tea and other Roses ; or the use of a

European Plum as a stock forjjie Apricot, which

has led to disease and eventual loss in our

gardens for some hundreds of years.

Anyone who takes a broad view of the question

win see that it is not merely a matter of a way

of increase in nurseries, but one for the buyer

of the plants and his gardener who has to care for

them. The public who support the trade in plants

are entitled to the first consideration. And when

they know the truth it is not likely they will

endure the devastation of their gardens from the

use of wrong and wholly needless ways of increase

of the most beautiful hardy climber ever brought

to our isles.—W. Robinson, Gravelyc, Sussex.

CLEMATIS "DIE-BACK."

WITH reference to the note on Clematis " die-

back," issue October 20, it undoubtedly

takes place to a greater extent during

the hot, dry summer months than at any

other period of the year, as I mentioned in the

lecture I gave before the Royal Horticultural

Society, the heat being apparently conducive to

the spread of the parasite, a fungus belonging to

the genus Ascocyta. It consequently follows

that in a cool and comparatively sunless summer

the number of Clematises attacked is appreciably

less, even those which had previously suffered

from it in many cases escaping altogether. I

have for a long time advocated the planting of

Clematises in an easterly or westerly aspect, in

preference to full south, so that they may escape

the full force oi the sun during the hottest time

of the day. I have also noticed they apparently

derive benefit from being planted in close proximity

to other plants, where the foliage of the latter

acts as a partial shade, more particularly to the

stem and roots of the Clematis, thus bearing out

your correspondent's experience that those planted

under the shade of hedges of Rhododendrons
" flourish enormously."—A. G. Jackman.

FORMAL AND INFORMAL GARDENS.

TV/TAY I offer for consideration these two defini-

tions ? A " formal " garden is one in which

the lines of construction are more obvious than

beauty of growth. An " informal " garden is one

in which beauty of growth is more obvious than

lines of construction. The lines are there in both

cases, or it would not be a " garden," but Nature-

un-humanised. A garden planned in connection

with the house, or any other design, is " formal "

so long as the plants are kept subservient to the

lines ; but so soon as the plants are allowed to grow

more freely, these lines become partly hidden

and considerably softened—and one is conscious

most of the plants themselves. Clear lines and

soft masses together make a garden, and which

of the two predominates makes it formal or

informal. Of course, there is a point between,

where one balances the other. 1 think this is

often seen in a Rose garden. A parallel is to be

found among the trees. The earliest trees show

their lines clearly and one scarcely thinks of their

leaves, the Christmas Tree being an example

;

but the later, or " informal " trees cover and

soften their lines with such rounded masses that

one thinks most of their wealth of leafage, the Oak

being an example. Nevertheless, the lines are

there. The mere piling of mass on mass does not

make a tree, but rather a shrub ; every tree has

clear lines of structure beneath its mass of leaves.

May I say, in conclusion, how much I enjoyed

the Rev. G. H. Engleheart's article on the subject.

—

L. A. Louden.

THE QUICK PECULIAR QUINCE.

pHRISTOPHER SMART wrote of the " quick

peculiar Quince" in the "Song to David,"

most princely of devout poems, and chose his

epithets aptly. This year Quinces have done

nobly, and many trees have borne more heavily

than ever before. They are preserved less than

their subtle flavour deserves. Some connoisseurs

judge a man's taste by whether he shows a due

devotion to Quince cheese ; so here is a treatment

for i2lb. : Cut into thin slices, cover with water,

boil to a mush, and strain through a jelly bag

until three pints of juice are yielded. To the

juice add alb. of sugar, and be rewarded, after

slow boiling for an hom:, with 31b. of jeUy. Rub

the remaining and still juicy mush through a fine

wire sieve, which will give about 131b. of smooth

pulp. Add iioz. of sugar to the pound, and boil

strenuously for two hours, stirring manfully.

This will give lylh. of cheese. Ten ounces of

sugar to the pound is enough and even better

for those who like the " quick " flavour more

pronounced. Twenty pounds of such delectable

conserves from I2lb. of fruit and rather less than

nib. of sugar is good hunting, but the cheese-

making is a strenuous business.^—L. W.

THE GOLDEN PIPPINS.

nPHE great fame of the Golden Pippin, an .'^pple

known in Evel^Ti's day, led to a large number -i^

of seedlings being raised from it, just as at the 9

present time Cox's Orange Pippin is a favourite

starting-point for breeders. Many of these seed-

lings are now almost lost, and I have been for

years on the look-out for such as might still exist

in old gardens. I was therefore greatly interested

to receive from the Editor a box containing two

varieties from Mr. Hunnybun of Godmanchester.

One of these, the Pine Golden Pippin, is o;ie of

the most delicious Apples I have tasted, and one

wonders why so excellent a fruit has been so nearly

forgotten. Of its origin little seems to be known

before it was sent to the Chiswick Gardens from

Hawick, N.B. A coloured figure of it may be

seen in the Herefordshire Pomona, but it gives

a poor idea of its size and shape. The other

variety is, I think, very probably Hughes' Golden

Pippin, but my own tree of this is yet small,

and I cannot pretend to identify it with certaints

The original Golden Pippin so tickled the palate

of Catherine the Great of Russia that she had

the fruits sent from England, each one wrapped in

silver paper. My own tree has fruited %vell with

me this year, and the Summer Golden Pippin

and its later brother so often confused with it

—

the Yellow Ingestre, are still found in gardens.

But there are many others—Franklins, Autumn

Golden Pippin, Dredges, Dobb's Kernel, &c.

—

which I hope some day to find for my collection.

Can any of your readers help me ?—E. A. Bun yard.

HEAVY-CROPPING BLACKBERRIES.

T H.WE read Mr. J. C. Varty-Smith's article

on " Native Blackberries," and in reply I say.

Why worry about them while the American Cut-

leaved Blackberry and the Himalayan Giant Black-

berry are available ? In these days we need the

greatest return possible from all food-producing

things we plant, and these aliens, in my opinion, bear

a greater weight of fruit than any native Black-

berry that I have seen, while the fruit is more

luscious and not so seedy. Will yoiu- correspondent

satisfy himself about the Himalayan Giant by

enquiring of the courteous Superintendent at

Wisley what he thinks of it ? There is no doubt

about its hardiness, as it stood 34° of frost here last

winter, and bore an immense crop of fruit this

summer. Surely it would be better to treat

Blackberries as we do Loganberries and Rasp-

berries, and cut out the old wood directly it has

fruited so as to throw the strength of the plant

into the new growths, and thus enable them to be

tied into place, and not to leave this important

operation over till February or March as advo-

cated by your correspondent.—B., Wi;ybridge.

A HEDGE OF ROSE MOONLIGHT.

TF any of your readers should be thinking of

making a Rose hedge of, say, 4 feet to 5 feet

high this autumn, I can strongly recommend the

Hybrid Musk Moonlight. X planted a few plants

last autumn against a low fence, and they have

all made very good growth indeed and flowered

continuously throughout the summer in large

clusters of most attractive and dainty blooms

of a silvery white colour about the size of half-a-

crown. At the present moment there is on one

plant a single spray with over eighty blooms or

buds just coming out, and the effect is charming.

As a companion to Moonhght the Hybrid Musk

Danae makes a contrast with its soft yellow

blooms, and this also flowers throughout the year.

What more could one expect from any Rose ?

With me both appear mildew-proof.

—

Gerald S.

Martyn, Rock Cottage, Upton Park, Chester.
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HEAVY CROPPING OF FRUIT TREES.

pROM one cause or another (perhaps the hard

winter) all fruit-bearing trees seem this autumn
to have made a special effort to produce an

unusually heavy crop. I have in my garden an

interesting e.Kaniple of this special fecundity in

the shape of a beautiful double pink flowering

Peach. It is not, I understand, commonly ex-

pected to bear fruit in this country, but a dish

of eleven Peaches recently gathered from it

testifies to its enthusiasm, and, although they

could not, of course, compare with the best, they

were fairly good in texture and flavour.—H. C.

Stewart, Tonbridge.

ST. ANNES-ON-SEA.

AS a rule, gardening folk do not find much to

interest them in the public gardens at the

average seaside resort, but an exception must be

made in favour of this charming place. On
the front there is a well-planned water garden

with a • refresliing waterfall, and winding,

sheltered walks that, in the hands of a capable

gardener, offer possibilities of beauty

galore. The stream is only a

shallow one, but is quite safe for 1

children to play near, and I was '.

heartily amused, when passing the pool i.

on which the children swim their boats,

to hear a " flapper " remark to her

mother, " This is the pool Tommy fell

into "
! In these same gardens is a

memorial that reads as follows :

" This monument was erected by
public subscription in memory of

William Johnson, coxswain ; Charles

Tims, sub-coxswain ; Oliver Hodson,

bowman ; and ten of the crew of St.

.-Vnne's Lifeboat, who lost their lives

m a gallant attempt to rescue the crew

of the German barque Mexico, wrecked

off Southport on the night of the 9th

of December, 1886." lempora ! O
mores ! But by far the most charm-

ing spot is the .\shton Gardens, pre-

sented to the town by Lord .'\shton in

1914. Here is a spacious and well-

conceived rock garden, sadly lacking,

however, the discriminating eye and
nimble fiiiger of a Bowles to give' it

an air of individuality. The paved

Rose garden is a very restful spot,

surrounded by low sunk walls

;

the beds filled with many of the

best Tea and Hybrid Tea Roses.

.-Mas ! due to the cold, wet autumn they were
almost flowerless, and to reach a splash of colour
we had to visit the beds of Begonias and Antir-
rhinums, which were a really gorgeous picture.

-Altogether a delightful spot, and well cared for,

despite the shortness of staff engendered by the war,
and I can thoroughly commend St. .^ne's-on-Sea
to those gardeners who are in need of a breezy
and healthy spot, and where clean, wide-spreading
sands are a paradise for children.

—

.\rthur R.
Goodwin.

BOTANISTS AND COLOURS OF
FLOWERS.

JF no one else takes up the cudgels in defence of

the memory of Sir Joseph Hooker I must do so,

for among all my books none has been more con-
stantly in hand than the copy of " Bentham and
Hooker " which he gave me in 1887. To describe
the far-travelled collector and author of the vivid
Himalayan journals as an indoor botanist is surely
not only short of generous, but wide of fact. In
the passage quoted on page 529 from Mr. H.
Stuart Thompson's paper in The Garden, Gentiana

Pueumonanthe is mentioned as one of the plants

Sir Joseph described from a herbarium specimen
" and could not have seen the living plant."

Why, Sir, when I told Sir Joseph that I had never

seen this Gentian as a wild plant in England, he

said that if I paid him a visit at Sunningdale he

would showit to me growing wild near his own house.

I freely admit that the definition of colour in flowers

is the reverse of satisfactory, but in this matter

liorticulturists ' are fully as untrustworthy as

botanists. Nor do I see much chance of improve-

ment, colour being both subjective and relative—
subjective inasmuch as colour is a sensation on the

rods and cones of the retina caused by different

parts of the light-ray, and unless these rods and
cones were of uniform sensibility in every individual

(which it is demonstrable that they are not)

the sensation experienced, and therefore the

description given, by different individuals must
vary. There is, indeed, no such thing as objective

colour, any more than there is objective sweetness,

saltness, or sourness. But perhaps what tends

even more to render colours so elusive of definition

is that they are relative ; that is, the sensation

im»'*i^:,

RED ROSES IN 1917

Summer is gone -with all its Roses."
—Christina Rossetti.

SU.MMER is [alas !] gone," and with it

the glory of the Rose season
;
yet'autumn,

too, brings us Roses, and gives us also

more leisure to think of the Roses of

the past summer, and to consider which

of our old favourites or our latest experiments

have come up to our expectations, and which

have disappointed our too sanguine hopes. After

a long winter, lasting on to the end of April,

we had a spell of fine weather through May and

June, with the result that the early summer
Roses were, for the most part, more than usually

lovely. But there were some exceptions, and it

has been interesting to notice the effect of the

warmth and sunshine of June on the colouring

of red Roses, which in the case of many of the

Hybrid Teas was very disappointing.

Richmond, usually the loveliest of red Roses

in the latter half of June and early July, both as

.jS*!»->*

A CORNER OF RED ' ROSES.

caused by rays of a certain colour reflected from the

surface of one object is modified and altered by
rays of a different colour reflected from adjacent

objects. To cite an example now before me.

The contrast of the conspicuous orange stigma

of Crocus speciosus with the hue of the corolla

gives it the appearance of a blue flower as it grows

in the border, but when closely examined the

segments of the blossom give the sensation of

purple. Therefore, to arrive at a definition of the

colour sensation produced by any flower as

accurately as the colour terms of any language

will permit, the flower must be isolated on a black

or neutral-tinted background. Seeing that

nobody complains of Homer describing wine as

black, and the sea as wine-coloured, botanists

may claim similar indulgence for having failed

to define what is practically indefinable.

—

Herbert
Maxwell, in Gardening Illustrated.

*,* Headers who have not already done so are asked to

order THE Garden to be delivered regularly by their news-
agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold
copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence THE
Garden is obtainable ONLY it orderedJbeforeltand.

to shape and colour, has this year scarcely made

a flower of any individual value. We have three

groups of this variety in different parts of the

garden, but in each position the result has been

the same—^a quantity of poor-shaped, indifferently

coloured blooms. The second blooming of Rich-

mond is always liable to consist of these poor

flowers ; but very often in September, when the

cooler weather comes, the flowers again improve.

This year, in spite of the cool and wet August, this

has not been the case.

Dora van Tets, which in the cool season of igid

gave us some brilliantly hued flowers which lasted

into October, has in 191 7 produced none of

.^ny particular merit. Liberty also has been

sparing of its dusky crimson blooms, and a bed

of H. E. Richardson has scarcely bloomed at all.

This last, however, is not to be recommended

as a bedding Rose, for it is apt to put up long

shoots, many of which are flowerless.

The red Hybrid Teas which have done well

with us this summer are General Macarthur

(which has been of fairly good colouring and is

always worth growing ^ for its vigour and its
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delicious fragrance), Mrs. Edward Powell and
Red Letter Day. Mrs. Edward Powell is a

delightful bedding Rose, always in bloom. Its

large, bright red flowers, contrasting charmingly

with the dark metallic foliage, are borne on very

stout stems and hold themselves proudly erect.

Red Letter Day is a newer Rose, and it is the

first year we have given it a bed to itself, an

honour only accorded to the varieties of greatest

promise. It has quite justified our choice, for

all through the summer this bed has made a

brilliant patch of colour; and though the flowers

are almost single, the petals do not fall quickly,

and they keep the real red coloiu: to the end.

Just now, however—in the latter half of October

—

the flowers of Red Letter Day are few and far

between, whereas Mrs. Edward Powell blooms
freely right through October. Edward Mawley
was good in June, but it is too susceptible to

black spot to be a good autumnal variety.

We do not grow a great many of the old Hybrid
Perpetuals, but have a group of Victor Hugo
chiefly for the sake of the lovely flowers we
generally get from them in the beginning of

August. This year, however, when the red

Hybrid Teas were on the whole not coming up
to our expectations, Victor Hugo surpassed itself,

and in the middle of June burst forth into its

incomparable crimson scarlet blooms. The reason

for this is easier to guess at than the comparative

failure of the dark Hybrid Teas. The nights of

May and early June are often very cold, with the

result that the somewhat slow-growing buds of

the Hybrid Perpetuals get nipped and the flowers

come a bad shape. The quicker-opening flowers

of the Hybrid Teas seem less affected by the cold.

Of the newer Hybrid Teas, Augustus Hartman
has here been the most attractive. It is free-

flowering and vigorous. Each bloom comes a

good shape and a very beautiful colom-—bright

scarlet red with an overlaying of cerise. Unfortu-

nately, this Rose has scarcely any scent. Hoosier

Beauty, on the other hand, is delightfully fragrant,

but not very vigorous. The flowers are a good
crimson, but the flower-stalks are weak, and
eonsequently have the serious defect for a bedding
Rose of hanging their heads. Grown as maidens
tlie stems appear to be much stronger. National

Emblem, a good-shaped Rose of fine colour and
with a delicious scent, is also weak in the stalk.

An old Hybrid Tea, Laurent Carle, with full,

rather heavy, claret crimson flowers, has an
excellent habit, and is well worth growing for its

autumn blooms. They are very fragrant, and
are abundantly produced on smooth, stout stems.

Among climbers, the one I noticed as being

specially fine this year was the old Crimson

Rambler. The stems were less mildewed than

usual, and the flowers were of a decidedly brighter

crirnson. Excelsa and Hiawatha are always

good. Diabolo, which as a rule flowers early,

was quite late with us this year, and did not bloom
nearly so freely as it usually does.

Florence Haswell Veitch, a good pillar Rose

of dark crimson hue and delightful fragrance,

has bloomed moderately well, and Ards Pillar is

still (in mid-October) putting out some well-

shaped crimson flowers.

All the Chinas have bloomed well, the spells

of fine weather having synchronised with their

early flowering in May and their late flowering in

September. Charlotte Klemm and Cramoisie

Superieitte growing together made a ver)' bright red

clump in June. The old Princesse de Sagan has been

flowering freely all the summer tlurough, and
even at the end of September was covered with

its deep blood red blooms.

The most surprising thing I have seen in the

Rose garden this season has been the second

blooming of that pretty, shrub Rosa rubella, a

hybrid from R. alpina. It usually blooms a

little in the autumn, but this year in late September

its branches were wreathed with its charming

crimson lake single flowers, although there were

the berries to tell of its earlier blooming.

And what a wonderful season it is for Rose

hips ! The hedges and bushes of the Rugosas
glow with brilliant red berries, and the bushes of

Fedtschenkoana, lucida and Fendle'ri are all

brightened up by their scarlet fruits.

Another crimson effect is given in the Rose

garden by the shining of the sun through the

translucent thorns on the new growths of Rosa
sericea pteracantha. This Rose, from the Chinese

slopes of the Himalayas, is pretty in May when
covered with its pure white, four-pctallcd flowers.

T
when

THE CARLANP ROSE AT MUNSTF.AD WOOD.

REINE BLANCHE OR HEBE S LIP.

but its chief interest lies in these wonderful coral

red thorns of autumn.

In October and November Rosa nitida gives

the last crimson colouring of the year in the Rose

garden, when, besides the brightness of its round

red , berries and numerous pricldes, the leaves and

stems turn to a vivid scarlet. White Lady.
\

SOME GARDEN ROSES
Bv Gertrude Jekvll, V.M.H.

HERE is about the old garden Roses

that delightful quality of simple charm

that is never felt in the same degree

ontemplating the big beauties of show

and nursery. One is thankful to have

these, and glad to think with gratitude

of the laboiurs of raisers and growers,

but one admires and passes by. But

ih the case of the older favourites

there is a longer pause, a more

deliberate examination, a more heartfelt

enjoyment of their simple beauty. One
of these arresting flowers is the old

Reine Blanche, a nearly single flower

of warm white colouring. It opens

creamy white and the buds have crimson

splashes, which in the expanded flower

show as interrupted picotee edges.

Evidently a near relation of the

Damasks, it was rediscovered some
twenty-five years ago and shown at

one of the meetings of the Royal

Horticultural Society as Hebe's Lip.

Though of late years there have

been so many notable additions to the

climbing Roses, there is none that

takes the place, either for beauty or

freedom, of the Garland Rose, one

of the old A>Tshires. Every year it

blooms wi^h the same profusion. The
flowers are in close clusters, opening

faintly flesh pink and turning to a

warm white. For many uses there is

no better Rose—for arbour or pergola,

to train as flowery garlands, to cover

^ny rough shed or unsightly building,
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or to let ;ilont; to tako its own ^hapc ai a natural

fountain.

The third illustration shows a charming rambling

Rose raised by an amateur—the late Mrs. Alfred

Russel Wallace, (lu" wife of the renowned scientist.

It IS line ni 111,- pn-ttiesi of pillar Roses. The
flowers are fully double and of a good pink colour.

Besides its general good appearance it has the great

merit of lasting longer than the greater number of

the ramblers. It is of multiflora parentage.

THE WILD ROSES. I

THE WILD ROSES AHE

Bv

AMONG THE LOVELIEST OF
WILDINGS.

R. A. KoLi.-K. A.L.S.

N.\TITRE"S

THE very mention of wild Roses serves

tu recall some sunny bank or roadside

during leafy June garlanded with pink

or white and fragrant blossoms, or it

may be of some tall hedgebank during

early autumn bespangled with

scarlet hips glittering in the warm
sunshine; both equally beautiful.

.\nd such scenes are familiar on the

neighbouring Continent, the steppes

of Central Asia, in China and
Japan, and on the other side of the

."Atlantic. In short, the wild Roses arc

very widely distributed through the

Northern Hemisphere, and each

great region possesses its own par-

ticular group of species. Wherever
found, they possess characters and

beauties of their owfi, and a con-

siderable number of them have been

introduced to embellish our gardens

and shrubberies, which they do most

effectively when planted in suitable

positions. But whether seen under

native conditions or in our gardens

at home, the wild Roses are always

attractive ; their flowers and fruit,

their foliage, armature and habit of

growth, also the wide range of

diversity between the species of

the different groups, all serve to

invest them with special interest.

During recent years several addi-

tional kinds have been introduced

from that great source of novelties.

Northern China, and the interest

in the subject seems to be ever

widening. It was doubtless with

these considerations in mind that

the Editor invited me to give a series

of articles on the best of the wild

Roses—those which have secured a

more or less permanent position in

our gardens and shrubberies. And
if space permits, it may be possible

to mention a few others, for even

our garden Roses have their wild

prototypes. At all events, there is

no lack of materials; the difficulty

wUil rather lie in its selection and

arrangement. The chief aim, how-

ever, will be to present the species

under their several characters,

with a few details of their origin and history.

Some very distinctive characters among the

Roses are found in the fruits, which in some cases

possess a high decorative value ; and as these are

the special productions of late summer and autumn,
a few words about them may serve as a seasonable

introduction to the subject. If there is one

character more than another which separates the

wild Roses from their favoured cousins of the

garden, it is that of producing fruit in abundance.

Here the garden Roses have lost something, and

during the autiinui, at least, the interest is largely

transferred to the wild collection, some of the

bushes then being literally covered with masses

of scarlet hips, our own familiar Dog Rose among
the number. The wild Roses of the Kew collec-

tion have made a brilliant display this year.

character, but is a larger bush with fewer leaflets.

The majority of the Roses have scarlet hips,

but in the R, spinosissima group they are of a

shining purple black, ultimately nearly jet black,

and these have also fruited profusely, R, spinosis-

sima is the well-known Scotch Rose, and there

are many varieties, differing much in the colour

of the flowers, though in fruit the distinctions

are hardly perceptible, except for some differences

in size and shape. The Scotch Rose has geographi-

cal representatives elsewhere, R. myriacantha
in the Mediterranean region and R. altaica in

Central Asia, and these are often regarded as

varieties of R. spinosissima ; but at the very least

they are geographical subspecies, the former
markedly different in armature, and the latter

with both flowers and fruit of quite double the

size. R. altaica also has fruited very freely at

Kew. Then we have the yellow-flowered R.

hispida, a distinct plant of unknown origin, and
the so-called R. spinosissima lutea,

probably a hybrid with R. lutea,

and these also have black fruits,

wliich have been prpduced freely.

The Chinese R. Hugonis has most
affinities with this group, though
the fruits remain crimson for a

considerable time, ultimately;' be-

coming purple black.

(To ic continued.)

RIVERS AND ROSES
The changes of time are strikingly

illustrated in the activities of the

weU-known firm of Rivers of Saw-
bridgeworth. To the present genera-

tion of gardeners it is known on
account of its fruit, whereas eighty

years ago it was certainly the

leading house for Roses and Icnown

as well in the New World as in the

Old, The " Rose Amateurs' Guide,"

by T. Rivers, was the forerunner of

Paul's " Rose Garden." The first

British seedling raiser whose pro-

ductions could be compared to the

Laffays and Viberts of France was
Rivers. There was a time in the

thirties of last century when " the

most useful catalogue of Roses, pub-
lished either in France or in Eng-
land," was the one that had its

genesis at Sawbridgeworth. It was
of curious shape and build—one
large imperial folio sheet, so that it

could be sent as a single letter,by
post. T. Rivers was not only a

rosarian ; he was a prophet as well.

In his notes on Noisette Roses he
says :

" This division, with the Per-

petual Roses, will ultimately be the

ornament of every British garden,"

R.\ISED BY THE LATE MRS. .-ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE.

among the first to change colour being the Chinese

Rose omeiensis, a comparatively recent introduc-

tion of the R. sericea group. Several bushes

have fruited very profusely, and the hips, which
include both orange scarlet and blood red varieties,

cluster among the Fern-like foliage along the

branches, and form most graceful objects. After

remaining for a considerable time on the plant,

they fall off while still quite fresh, and so profuse

has been the crop that the ground beneath the

bushes was completely littered with them. The
Himalayan R. sericea has much of the same

ROSES DOROTHY PERKINS
AND LADY GAY

There is not the slightest doubt
that there is a distinctness in the

two varieties noted ; but whether both are

necessary, that is a question for individuals.

Personally, I would not be without them

both. Lady Gay is deeper in colour thaa

Dorothy Perkins. The former is cherry pink,

while the latter is a softer tint of pink. The
blooms, too, in Lady Gay are larger and set

wider apart on the panicles. The habit of

growth, too, is more vigorous ; but I do not

think it flowers in such profusion as Dorothy

Perkins, which is perhaps the most popular Rose

in cultivation, E. M.
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OXTED PLAGE AND GARDENS
THE HOME OF A NOTED ROSE-GROWER.

IT

was in late summer, long after Roses were

past their best, when we paid a visit to Mr.

Herbert Wettern's garden at Oxted Place

in Surrey. The garden is new to Mr.

Wettern and, let us hasten to add, to Mrs.

Wettern, who is equally keen ; and where, may
we aslc, would the garden be without her aid and
constant attention ? But Oxted Place is not

new; it is, in fact, one of the oldest places in

the neighbourhood, and was at one time the

Rectory, although a few miles from the village

and its grand old church ; and we are left to picture

the Rector of bygone yearsjnaking his daily rounds

I in horseback, for such, we believe, was the case.

The house and grounds are beautifully situated,

and command magnificent views of quiet English

scenery ; one may safely trust a Rector for

choosing a good site.

The front terrace loolis out upon a spacious

lawn with a water garden at the far end, where

grow Water Lilies in variety, with Gunnera,

Pampas Grass and Torch Lilies along the water's

edge. Beyond the water garden the eye is carried

to stately Oaks, between which glimpses of the

Kent and Sussex hills are seen. To the right of

the lawn is a high cliff rising well above the

house. This is clothed with Gorse, Heather,

Rhododendrons and Cytisuses. A little stream

runs down the cliff and through the garden, the

banks of which are planted with Ferns, with

Japanese Anemones and Montbretias above.

The terrace wall (see Fig. i) is buUt as a ha-lia

wall, and in no way impedes the view from the

terrace. The outer branches of a fine Cedar tree

are seen on the right of the illustration, and the

branches have given protection to a Banana
tree, which has safely passed through the severe

winter of this year in the open. On the terrace

wall is seen a magnificent plant of Rose Lady
Roberts, grown as a climber, with its main stem

nearly 3 inches in diameter, a plant which would

gladden the heart of Mr. Frank Cant, its producer.

A flight of stone steps (Fig. 2) moss-grown and

mellowed with age, leads up to the terrace, and

Wichuraiana Roses fall gracefully over the stone

wall. The mention of Wichuraianas calls to mind
the delightful effect made by the pairs of weeping

Wichuraianas along the drive to signalise the

approach to a place where Roses live not oiih'

in the gardens, but also in the hearts of those who
grow them.

An archway of American Pillar and a long

Rose walk of Blush Rambler mark the approach

to the new Rose garden. Each Rose is given a

bed to it^lf. Here we see Mme. Leon Pain, Lady

Hillingdon, Mrs. Tate, Mrs. H. Stevens and L. C.

Breslau. A few plants of Cupressus erecta are

well chosen to relieve the flatness of the Rose-

beds, especially in springtime. At the north

end of the garden are beds of Edu Meyer, Mme.
Pernet-Ducher, Mrs. Pearson, Major Peirson,

Mme. Ravary and Mme. Jules Bouche. To the

south are beds of Caroline Testout, Mme. Edouard

Herriot, Cherry Page and Willowmere ; whUe

to the west we see Butterfly, Pink Pearl and

Cupid. But the greatest of all these, in the

opinion of Mr. Wettern, is M. West—that is, as an

all-round Rose for bedding and cutting. It has

beautifully formed buds and blooms, and it is a

bed to which the owners come and cut again as

often as they will.

The absence of red Roses will be noticed in the

foregoing beds. These have a garden to themselves

nearer to the house, and the garden of red Roses

is a pleasing feature of this delightful place. There

are seventeen beds, and once again each Rose

has a bed to itself. Only perpetual-flowering

Roses are admitted, and so, for example. Liberty

and Leslie Holland have had to be discarded.

The most satisfactory of them are Red Letter

Day, General Macarthur, Warrior, Lieutenant

Chaur6 and Ecarlate.

Among exhibitors of Roses, Mr. Herbert Wettern

is looked upon as the coming man. In 1915 and

again in 1916 he won the National Rose Society's

Amateur Championship Trophy, which he still

holds. This is the prize for the large class for

thirty-six distinct varieties. In the same years he

was successful in winning the Tate Memorial Cup

for decorative Roses and the class for twenty-four

varieties. His successes at the Leamington

Red Cross Show in 1915 included the Jubilee

Challenge Trophy. The summer show of the

National Rose Society was abandoned this year
;

but we have reason to believe that a show

mav be held next vear, in which case no one will

2. STONE STEPS LEADING TO TERRACE.

welcome keen competition for the amateur

championship more than the present holder.

The exhibition Roses at Oxted Place are grown

in two separate places, one for half-standards

only—a sheltered corner where Teas look like

doing well—the other devoted to dwarf maidens

on some vigorous soil encroaching on the orchard.

The soil generally is loamy sand, running to clay

at the lower altitudes. Rabbits are a great

trouble, necessitating wiring ; but in time the wires

will be quite hidden from view by climbing Roses.

At present no labour is obtainable, so that the

plants are not treated as they would be. When
happier times come roimd Mr. Wettern hopes to

start a new Rose garden on a far greater scale,

the plans for which are already settled.

-OXTED PLACE : HOUSE AND TERRACE.

THE AMERICAN ROSE
ANNUAL

THE sub-title of this little book, which

recently reached us, is " The 1917 Year

Book of Rose Progress," and progress

is decidedly visible in every chapter.

Considering that this is only its second

year of publication it speaks well for the keenness

of American rosarians with their go-ahead methods,

and leads one to expect even greater things from

them in the future when their Rose Annual has

reached the august age of our National Rose

Society's publication.

The most striking articles in the American Rose

Annual are those describing the work done and

progress made in the Test Gardens, which seem to

be numerous. Minneapolis, Cornell, Portland

—

all possess them ; while the National Rose Test

Garden at Washington is under the direct super-

vision of the American Rose Society.

What an object-lesson to our National Rose

Society, which, after nearly forty years of existence,

has possibly never considered the formation of

such an interesting garden. What fitter and

nobler memorial could be founded to perpetuate

the memory of that great Rose lover, Edward
Mawley, than a National Rose Garden ?

The descriptions of these American gardens

would be much enhanced by plans showing the

arrangements of beds and grouping of varieties
;

perhaps they will be published later. Short

articles are contributed to the Annual, describing

work and experiences in the Rose garden, by
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American enthusiasts, such as. Mr. G. C. Thomas,
jun., a prolific writer of Rose literature, who
makes a tabulated study of the successes and

failures of new introductions.

Admiral Aaron Ward describes his Rose ex-

periences, while there are several articles on new
varieties, which are as keenly sought after in

America as in England.

Two coloured illustrations are included in the

viilurae. One, a beautiful unnamed seedling (Frau

Karl Druschki x Mrs. Charles Russell), is almost

identical with Mmc. Abel Chatenay. The other

is the new American Rose Los Angelos, of whicli

great things are expected.

The little book caters for all—the novice and
the expert, amateur and professional—and every

page of it can be read with interest.

Roses in the Allotment
Garden

Now that allotment gardening will

unquestionably be an established

feature of our land, it may be advis-

able to see if anything can be done to

make allotments attractive as well as

useful. The question arises, " What can be grown

in the allotment in addition to vegetables that will

afford satisfaction for the toil expended ? " Is

there a household in the land that would refuse

a good supply of cut Roses ; and what can give

more pleasure to the invalid than these delight-

ful flowers? Then again, Roses can be readily

removed in the event of the allotment having to

be given up ; and we know that many holdings

are but temporary.

No one will dispute the fact that the allotment

garden presents a sorry appearance in the

autumn, and to enliven it with glorious Roses

that are as gay in September as in June must

appeal to all who love our national flower.

I think I may say it is extremely likely that

Rose shows will be held during the next summer.

Certainly I believe this will be the case with th?

National Rose Society. Possibly many who have

vied witlA each other in producing the largest

yield of Potatoes, the largest Carrots, or the most

weighty Marrow, will now want to try their hand

in producmg the most glorious Roses. As the

National Rose Society provides classes tor those

3- -OXTED PLACE : GARDENER S COTTAGE. MAIDEN ROSES ON THE RIGHT.

members who have never gained a prize, here is

a stimulus to many readers who have not hitherto

exhibited with success ; and I may say that there

is no royal road to this achievement, for with

ordinary skill, such as we have seen this year

upon the allotments of many munitioners and

others in regard to vegetables, there is no reason

why they should not win prizes for Roses.

If, then, this should be the desire of any reader,

I would advise early preparation and to see that

the land be deeply dug at once, taking care to

work into the lower soil some of the best well-

rotted manure he can get hold of. In addition,

some basic slag at the rate of half a pound to a

square yard of soil would be an excellent and

lasting fertiliser.

I would suggest planting in rows, not necessarily

all together, but at intervals here and there, so

as not to interfere with the vegetable plots. It

must be remembered that Roses delight in plenty

of air and sunshine, so he must not plant where

they will be overshadowed by tall rows of Beans

or Peas.

Procure good ripened plants from noted growers,

and do not heed the " cheap Jacks," which has

frequently been the cause of many heart-burnings

and failures. It is better to pay a little more

for good material than to buy cheap auction-room

-THE WATER GARDEN AT OXTED PLACE.

plajits that are often wrongly named and that

have lain about for days. The Rose is very sensi-

tive about its roots, and unless these are well

preserved from drying winds, failure will be certain.

I would advise early planting, say, the end of

October and the first three weeks in November.

As tovarieties, a dozen good ones for the beginner,

if he wishes to exhibit, would be Candeur Lyon-

naise (better than the German Druschki), Dean
Hole, Hugh Dickson, William Shean, George

Dickson, H. V. Machin, Florence Pemberton,

Mrs. John Laing, M^lanie Soupert, Mrs. R. D.

Maclure, Marcella and Mrs. T. Roosevelt. As
regards George Dickson, many fail to grow this

Rose well ; so many of the flowers corae divided.

To overcome this to a large extent, the centre

flower-bud should be removed, and only one of

the side buds retained on each growth. Now one

plant of a sort would not do ; rather would I

advise six, or even twelve, of a kind.

Supposing that one requires Roses only for

decoration, I would strongly advise growing them
as tall bushes or pillars, and many of the climbing

sports of popular Roses are eminently suited for

this mode of culture. These pillars take up no

more ^pace, and the Roses raise themselves aloft

out of the way of other plants, yield abundance

of blossom, and are far more economical and

satisfactory than standards.

Another excellent method is to erect a light

trellis-work of Bamboo canes some 5 feet or 6 feet

high, and plant the Roses against this. I would

advise planting such Roses about 3 feet apart.

Really good sorts for this purpose would be

Florence H. Veitch, Climbing Mme. A. Chatenay,

Climbing Sunburst, Climbing Lady Ashtown,

Hugh Dickson, Mrs. John Laing, Red Letter Day,

Hadley, Chrissie Mackellar, Irish Fireflame, Lady
HiUingdon, Betty, General Macarthur, Lyon Rose,

Pharisa€r and such-like Roses. Prune them very

sparingly, merely cutting away some of the oldest

and most worn-out wood every autumn.

If one has a friendly neighbour, there could be

no objection to a dividing line of such Roses

between the two allotments, and possibly one

might even share the Roses.

One excellent method of using Roses in the

allotment would be to plant rows of Polyantha

Roses along the paths, giving them a space of

about a foot from the edge of the path and about

r8 inches between the plants. Isolated bushes

may also be planted. They would not interfere

with the general use of the allotment for vegetables,

and, providing they are given a good deep root-

run in well-manured soil, a few bushes thus planted

will be a real joy to the grower. Danecroft.
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The Best Market Roses and

Reminiscences of June

JUST as a shepherd knows his own sheep,

so does a keen rosarian know his'^ own

Rose bush ; he may possess several scores

of varieties and yet know their individual

peculiarities, even when they are leafless

in midwinter. It is a pleasant pastime in

midwinter to wander round the garden and to

recall the charm of the various varieties as they

were in June.

Old rosariaus, if they only knew it, are a very

privileged class. They (and they only) have seen

the transition from the misnamed Hybrid Perpetuals

of a generation ago to the truer Perpetual Hybiid

Tea of to-day ; and while one may agree that the

Hybrid Perpetual in its June ' glory has never

been beaten in the newer varieties of reds in the

Hybrid Teas ; such sorts as Hadley

and Hoosier Beauty equal them in

colour and scent, and have the

additional advantage that they stay

with us in flower until winter, cold

and grim, sends them to a well-

earned rest.

The individuality of the Hybrid

Tea Rose is truly marvellous. As

we walk round the garden we may
remember the extraordinary colour

developed in hot, sunny weather

of such reds as the dark crimson

Chateau de CIos Vougeot, the scarlet

crimson in Hoosier Beauty, and

the richness of Hadley in shades

and perfume.

One walks on, and the dwarf-

ness of Joseph Lowe reminds one

that this variety e.xcels in wet \
weather when many others are

washy, even if they open at all

;

shoots of the Pernetiana class dying

back remind one of the weakness

of this type of beautifully colom'ed

varieties, and so on. Masses of

Roses of one colour in a bed are

most effective, but the more varieties

one has in a garden the more interest-

ing it is. Many and great are the

good new things in store for those

interested in Roses. It is a blessing

for us all that finality and per-

fection are never attained in this

world. The Rose world knows no

war, but goes marching on in blissful

ignorance of its existence. Many
improvements and great strides over

what one had in 1914 are at the

disposal of 'a rosarian planting to-

day. The finest and certainly the most useful of

all Roses are found in the class known as

Market Roses,

which, for cut-flower purposes, have been proved

and tested by market growers as the most suitable.

Market growers are somewhat conservative, but

the more up to date among them test most of the

newer varieties which appear from time to time.

In Reds Richmond and Liberty have held

tlie field for some time, but Hoosier Beauty

as a forcing Rose is challenging- their position,

and for outside work Hadley is a strong competitor.

In Salmon Pinks Mme. Abel Chatenay holds

the undisputed premier position, and it is truly

one of the finest of all Roses for every purpose

except exhibition.

In Pale Salmon and Flesh Pinks Prince dc

Bulgarie, a grand Rose, has a strong companion in

Ophelia, one of the few " market Roses " also

s\n'tablc for exhibition and indispensable for the

garden. Pharisaer, another fine Rose of the same

type, has been little grown by commercial growers.

Mme. C. Lutaud has been more grown in America,

and although not more free flowering than Prince

de Bulgarie, is richer in colouring.

The Rose Pinks give us the richest and most

difficult to select from, as there are so many good

ones. The old favourite Mme. C. Testout has

not such good form as, nor the intense colouring of,

Lady Alice Stanley. Mrs. Charles Russell, although

a little 'dull in colour, is otherwise one of the

finest of all Roses in other respects. This

is without a rival in lasting qualities when cut.

Mme. Segond Weber is another grand variety

of a full and satiny salmon rose colour. Killarney,

so popular in America, does not " make good " here

on account of its weakness for mildew.

Apricot and Orange Shades, too, provide several

fine Roses. Marie Adelaide, still little grown,

will come to the front as a worthy counterpart

better form and forces better, but I would not grow

this latter variety, as it is so subject to mildew.

The old Niphetos is still to be found in small market

nurseries where a constant supply of white Roses

for wTeath work is required, but it is too

weak in the neck and too small in size to be grown

by the larger commercial growers. A few other

sorts, such as Bride and Bridesmaid, are still being

grown in reduced quantities, but many growers

have given them up entirely for the more up-to-date

varieties. Because market growers are so critical

in the habit of the plant and the lasting

quality of the flowers when cut, as well as

of colour, &c., their opinion of a Rose is a

very safe one to follow when one is out to .find

the best Roses. There is still room for

further development in colour among the purely

market Roses, notably for one of the Dorothy

Page-Roberts coloiu' (this variety being too thin

for a cut flower). One day, no doubt, we shall

have them all, and the fact that we

still lack them keeps us all on the

qui vive. Laurence J. Cook.

Bush Hill Park.

I

THE SURVIVORS

B

MRS. CHARLES RUSSELL.

The Rose which lasts Inngest in a cut state.

to Mme. A. Chatenay. Mrs. Aaron Ward, on the

small side, has delightful form of flower.

Yellow Roses, of which there are now many,

include Melody, best for forcing ; Harry Kirk,

a grand grower and large, but, like Lady Hilling-

don, a trifle thin. I have not seen Mrs. Wemyss
Quinn in a market nursery under glass, and this

Rose was sent out, X believe, as a decorative

variety, but, unless I am much nristaken, it would

make an excellent market Rose. It is my favourite

yellow Rose. Mrs. Hugh Dickson, too new to

have been grown much for cut-flower purposes,

when grown in a warm soil is a most delightful

variety of superb form. It is really a deep cream-

coloured Rose suffused with apricot and orange.

Simburst is much grown by cut-flower people,

but is unreliable in colom".

The White Roses do not give much choice,

and none is perfect. Molly Sharman Crawford

is the best, although Mrs. Herbert Stevens is of

Y the end of October, after

some occasional nights

of rather severe frost

and violent storms of

rain, one does not expect

to see much remaining of the summer

flowers. Even the Michaelmas

Daisies that should still be in

beauty have been destroyed by the

wet and are deplorable objects,

hanging in sodden masses of tangled

rags. One of the pluckiest sur-

vivors of the tender plants is

Calceolaria amplexicaulis, which
still makes a fair show of bloom,

well set oK by its groundwork of

the good old variegated Mint

mixed with the golden green of

Feverfew. Some of the Snapdragons

are still also good. The fine late

Aconite, A. japonicum, remains in

beauty ; in colour one of the finest

of the blue purples. Clematis
paniculata is in full bloom. One

wonders why this fine plant is not

in every garden, for it does for us

in October what Clematis Flammula

does in September, and does it

even better, for the flower is

larger and of greater substance,

and the foliage is proportionally

more important and is of a deeper

green. Near it we have a good

late Golden-rod. The ordinary Golden-rods I

do not care for ; in fact, I dislike them, thinking

the colour bad and heavy and the cluster of bloom

of a lumpy, formless shape. But this late Idnd

—

I do not know whether it is a distinct species or

a garden variety—is a graceful plant, taller than

the commoner ones and with an open-shaped

feathery flower of a good pale yellow. That

always interesting plant Leycesteria has now

its second season of beauty, carrying its load of

claret-coloured bract and berry. Clematis Vitalba

is full of its feathery seed that puffs out so prettily

when it is brought into a warm room. October

Chrysanthemums ought now to be in flower,

but our stock was kUled last winter and has not

been replaced. Pot Marigold, cut back in late

summer, is a mass of bloom. Laurustinus, which

comes into flower at the time when all else is

going, is getting fairly full of bloom, and the

ever-faithful China Rose is still with us. G. J.
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Autumn - Flowering Wichuraianas
A PROMISE OK GOOD THINGS IN THE FCTUKE.

Bv H. R. Darlington.

IN

the Rose season now approaching its close,

which must be one of the most unusual

that any living rosarian can recall, the

autumn crop of Roses has proved par-

ticularly good, notwithstanding the continued

rain showers to which the hlooms have been

subjected. The hot May and June had given us

full crops of particularly clean flowers, both on

dwarfs and climbers, but the growth was short

and poor. July and .August brought the rain

and put a rather sudden end to the summer
blooming of the climbing Wichuraianas, particu-

larly the later-flowering forms, whose petals were

prematurely scattered over the lawns by the

weight of the rains. This was, however, to some

extent compensated for by the excellent summer
growth which followed. Tliis summer growth

was not only strong and vigorous, but on the whole

very free from disease. This was the more notice-

able because in most gardens—and certainly in

the writer's—the preventive methods of spraying

usually resorted to were reduced to a minimum
'<n account of the absence of the accustomed

.i^sistance ; indeed, in the case of the climbing

and pillar Roses it was almost entirely neglected,

yet I have seldom seen them much cleaner.

The vigorous summer growth has brought

adventitious flowers on many of tlie species this

autumn, while Rosa rubella has shown nearly

as many blooms as in its early siunmer show.

The little dwarf R. alpina pyrenaica has also had
a few blooms ; and it seems, therefore, a favourable

year to review the position of the Wichuraianas

from the standpoint of autumn flowering. It

must be confessed that we have as yet a long way
to go before it seems likely that even the most

enthusiastic amateur could feel satisfied witli our

progress in this respect.

The Climbing Roses of our moderru gardens

comprise a large number of garden forms of

Wichuraianas and multifloras, which have for the

most part been obtained by crossing the Tea Roses

of our gardens, which contain a high proportion

of the blood of R. indica, more or less directly

with the wild type of Wichuraiana or multiflora.

In the case of R. multiflora two very distinct

types resulted from this operation. We have,

on the one hand, i.inipaiil rlimbers even stronger

than the climbing wild parent, such as Crimson

Rambler, Tea Rambler and Blush Rambler,

which, like the climbing parent, flower but once

in the year ; and we have, on the other hand,

a second group which in stature more resemble

the Tea parent, and are even more floriferous and

more constantly in bloom than tlie perpetual-

flowering Tea Rose. Examples are Airs. Cutbush,

Orleans and Jessie, all perfect bedding Roses.

Before the war we were beginning to get an

intermediate class, of which Trier ma\' be taken

as an instance, which, while not so rampant as

the hybrid forms resembling the climbing parent,

yet possessed the virtue of summer and autumn
flowering ; and it is possible that but for the war
Mr. Lambert might have shown us others of this

class by this time. Something of the same kind

has occurred in the case of the Tea hybrids of

R. Wichiu-aiana. We have the strong climbing

forms, far stronger than R. Wichuraiana the type,

which flower, some early, like Alberic Barbier,

and some later, like Hiawatha, but have no profuse

second blooming period ; and we find also a dwarf

group, most of which we owe to Mr. G. L. Paul,

containing Iceberg, Amber, Seashell and others.

Subject as hereafter noted, no intermediate type

resembling the Trier group in the multifloras has

yet appeared. On the other hand, several of

the climbing Wichuraiana forms produce a certain

number of adventitious autumn flowers, which

in a few cases are numerous enough to constitute

DOROTHY PERKINS. THE SOUTHERN BAY OF THE PERGOLA AT MOUNTQN HOUSE
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an attempt at autumn tiowering and at least

hold out a promise of better things in the

future.

Messrs. William Paul and Son have given us

in Sylvia a little Rose of the Wichuraiana type

which is truly perpetual, and can with care and

suitable soil be induced to clothe a low pillar.

I have seen it grown in this way, but in my own

garden it seldom produces growths much exceeding

a couple of feet, and almost induces me to class

it with Mr. G. L. Paul's dwarf type. The nearest

of the Wichuraianas approaching continuity of

flowering among the climbing hybrids with me

is Francois Foucard. This is a Rose of the type

of Alb&ic Barbier and Gardenia, but inferior

in form to both of these. It is not a strong grower,

and might possibly be regarded as an instance

of the intermediate type in this group, but it

readily clothes an 8-foot pillar, and from the time

of its summer flowering until the winter frosts

it continues to put forth blooms, at times in fair

quantity, but they are seldom good enough to

gather for decoration.

Paul Transon is another climbing Wichuraiana

which always produces autumn flowers in moderate

quantity. It is a strong grower, and the summer

flowers are a pretty shade of salmon pink. Those

of the autumn, however, are much inferior in

colour, and apt to look rather as though the rain

had washed the colour out of them.

Dorothy Perldns is very variable in the matter

of autumn flowering. Some few adventitious

flowers are always produced, and in neighbours'

gardens I have sometimes seen it flowering in

sufficient quantity to be called an autumnal.

I do not remember to have seen it flowering to

anything like this extent in my own garden, and

sometimes I wonder whether this greater profusion

in other places may be due to the existence of a

distinct type or sport, or whether it is a mere

accident of soil and situation. The experience

of others on this point would be valuable.

Alice Gamier is another climbing form flowering

fairly regularly in autumn. The flower, however,

is inferior to many both in form and colour, which

is a rather dull and pale coppery yellow. It is

a good grower and makes a neat pillar, but I

only retain it as something of a curiosity on account

of its autumn flowering, and I should like to

see it superseded by a better one of similar

habit.

Alberic Barbier, itself a fine Rose both in flower

and foliage, and the best of its type, always

produces a certain number of adventitious flowers

from time to time during autumn, but they are

never at any one time in sufficient quantity to

be characterised as giving a true second

flowering display. Gardenia seldom flowers to

any extent.

Mr. Frank Cant's Braiswick Charm also gives

an occasional autumn flower, and so does Mr.

G. Paul's Shower of Gold. Both have beautiful

foliage, but neither of them can be hailed as any

decided step towards a real autumnal. The result

seems to be that we have many Wichuraianas

mth a more or less pronounced tendency to autumn

flowering, but that this tendency is as yet in-

sufficiently developed in the climbing forms.

A Wichuraiana that would give a real mass

of bloom in autumn following on the summer

show of flower, and which should at the same

time be of good colour and form retained in

the second bloom, would be a real acquisition,

and one that could scarcely be too highly valued.

We have a number of new-comers in this group,

some of them of considerable attractiveness,

as, for instance, the beautiful Chatillon Rambler
;

but in respect of autumn flowers they have not

carried us much further, down to the present,

than some of the older varieties.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Berberis Polyantha.—This highly ornamental

Barberry, a Wilsons hybrid or seedling which

originated at Wisley, is destined, we imagine,

to make a good companion to B. rubrostilla,

which, originating in the Wisley Gardens and,

if we remember rightly, from the same set, also

received 'a like award a year or so ago. The

jiresent plant attains a height of 6 feet or more,

its arching branches aglow with the brilliant

clusters of fruits characteristic of B. Wilsons

at its best. It is, indeed, a glorified B. Wilsonao

with all the low bush habit deleted, capable, with

its increased height, of brilliant effect in the garden

or elsewhere. From the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens, Wisley.

Apple Ellison's Orange (Calville Blanc x

Cox's Orange Pippin).—This distinctly promising

APPLE Ellison's orange.

{First-class Certificate.)

fruit had already received an award of merit

and has now been advanced to the higher award.

Characterised by a fine aroma, there is much to

suggest the influence of Cox's Orange Pippin in

its make-up. It is, however, of higher build and

more deeply coloured and distinct in other ways.

It has already attracted the attention of most

up-to-date fruit specialists. Shown by Mr. H.

Markham, gardener to Viscount Enfield, Wrothara

Park, Barnet.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Vitis betulifolia.—The species named is one

of the best of the Vines introduced by Mr. Wilson,

the plant referred to being regarded as a very

superior seedling form of it. The russety leaves

are small and ovate-acuminate, the miniature

Grape-like clusters of fruits of rich dark colour

covered with a bluish bloom. Regarded as one

of the best for pillar or pergola use. From
Mrs. Berkeley of Spetchley Park, Worcester.

Sophro-Laelia Roehampton.—A weU-marked

and distinct hybrid of a vinous red tone throughout.

Laelio-Cattleya St. George Bryndir Variety

(Fabia x St. Gothard).—The large, spreading

sepals and petals are rich rosy red, the front lobe

of the lip crimson purple. These were from Dr.

Miquel Lacroze, Bryndir, Roehampton (Orchid-

grower, Miss Robertson).

The foregoing were shown before the Royal

Horticultiural Society on October 23, when the

awards ivere made.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Globe Artichokes.—Clear away any decaying
leaves from the base of the plants and pack some
protective material around them to ward off

frost. Nothing is better than freshly gathered
leaves i foot thick, with a covering of long strawy
manure to prevent the leaves blowing away.
This protection should extend 2 feet away from
the roots. Last winter being so severe, following

so many mild winters, due protection was not in

all cases given ; the consequence was the loss

of many roots, making the stock scarce during
the last season.

Broccoli.—Now is a good time to take steps

to protect the plants from severe frost, as last

year the severe weather killed huge quantities

in many parts of the country. The vital part to

protect is the stem, which this season, owing
to so much r^n, is soft, therefore more liable to
injury by frost. The most effective protection

is to heel the plants over to the north. Take out

a spit of soil on the north side close to the plant,

lift the plant with a fork, laying it over to the north,

and cover the stem with the soil taken from behind
the next plant. If possible, a sprinkling of freshly

gathered leaves would effectually afford ample
protection over the surface among the plants

after they have been heeled over.

Lettuce.—Transplant seedlings in frames as

fast as they are ready, to grow on for spring use.

Those already established should have free

exposiu-e during favourable weather to keep them
sturdy and free from damp.

Celery.—Afford protection to the plants in

case of frost ; straw, litter and Bracken are all

useful if spread over the leaves. Shorter material
is useful for covering the soil on the top of the
ridge, as here the injury to the young leaves is

more likely to be felt.

Seakale.—Take up roots at intervals for forcing,

removing the leaves and placing the roots in any
moist, warm site, such as the Mushroom-house,
under the staging in the greenhouse, or in boxes
in the stokehole, where the growth will be rapid
if the roots are kept moist and dark. Covering
them with fresh leaves is quite a good method.

Tomatoes ripening their fruit or approaching
that stage require a genial temperature of not
less than 60°, and not too much moistiu'e at the
roots, yet they must not be kept actually on
the dry side. Plants intended for fruiting early

in the year should have an open position near the
glass to induce a sturdy growth. A temperature
of 60° by night should be provided.

• The Flower Garden.
Alterations.—Where alterations to e.xisting

Rose-beds are contemplated, now is a good time
to set about them. First carefully lift the plants,

tie the labels securely to them, and prune
back any thong-like roots to within 4 inches of

their base, preserving all fibrous portions intact.

Lay the plants in soil if they cannot be planted
for several days, or, if in a shorter period, keep
them moist and cover with mats. Deeply trench
the soil in the bed or border, adding half-decayed
manure to the upper trench ; level the surface,

and replant at once if the weather is dry. If

possible, provide a small portion of compost
consisting of decayed vegetable refuse, wood-
ashes and old potting soil. A little of this placed
directly about the roots will induce prompt action,

thus enabling the plants to quickly become estab-

lished. Many persons advise mulching the surface
with half-decayed manure to protect the roots
from frost. Tlris is neither necessary nor wise ;

the soil when covered with this mulching material
is kept cold by being robbed of any sun there may
be. Should it be necessary later on to protect
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the stems, not the roots, dry Bracken or straw
is the best material.

Sweet Peas.—Now is a good time to sow seed
I') provide the finest blossoms next year in Jmie
-lud the following in<-inths. There is no eomparison
m the length of the flower-stems and the size of
the blooms produced by plants sown in the autumn
as against those sown in February, for example.
Sow two seeds in sandy soil in each 3-ineh pot,
plunging the pots in ashes in a cold frame. Keep
the soil moist and the frame closed until the plants
show through the soil, when air should be given
on all favouraiile occasions in order to keep the
growth sturdy.

Early Flowering Chrysanthemums that have
Ceased to fiower should have their stems cut down
and the surface covered with coal ashes in order to
protect the roots and young growth ; or lift and
pack them in a cold frame.

Plants Under Glass.

Zonal Pelargoniums for winter flowering
should have a light position near the glass, with
ample space, so that the growth may be sturdy,
riip plants should ha\e all decaying leaves removed
and be carefully watered, giving occasional doses
of weak liquid manure to plants that are thoroughly
established in their pots. A temperatiure of 50"
by night should be provided.

E. MOLVNEU.X.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmori:, Hants.

FOR NOUTHEKN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Soil should be placed about the plants
on the first fine day and when the ground is

moderately dry, first breaking it into fine particles,
and the plants themselves tied so that the centres
are protected from dirt falling into the outer
leaves. I'ress the soil rather firmly as the
work is proceeded with, to ensure its keeping
the mininmra of water in suspension, and slope
the finished trench as much as possible to a point
to throw off rain. The earlier prepared trenches
will now be providing material for use, and it is

^\orth while, when lifting the heads, to do so
methodically, levelling the soil and clearing away
all rubbish. From this time as many heads
as will serve a week's consumption may be lifted
at once, always lifting on the same day of the
week to ensure it is not forgotten.

Cultivating Ground.—As far as possible, all

vacant plots should be either deeply dug or double
dug without delay or before being saturated
with cold rains or snow ; otherwise these opera-
tions had better be held over till after winter.
The great success attending the breaking up of
ground for allotments last spring is evidence
that, beneficial as frost is, it is not essential, and
so the condition of the soil and the weather should
be a guide to winter cidtivation.

Beans.—A sowing of Early Mazagan should
be made on a warm border for early picking
next year. Sow rather thickly, because this
variety demands less space than others, and
also because the crop, once ready, does not last
long. Peas may also be sown, but on the whole
they are a troublesome crop owing to mice, and
usually it is possible to have early Peas just as
soon by waiting till January.

Lettuce.—Seeds may now be sown in a box,
which, placed in a structure a little warmer than
a greenhouse, will cause germination very soon.
Afterwards keep the little plants rather cooler.
These will be useful to plant in cold houses or
pits in January. One of the most useful varieties
is All the Year Round.
Mustard and Cress.—These must now be

raised in heat. If a layer of well-rotted manure
or that from Mushroom-beds is placed in the
bottom of a cutting-box and a modicum of soil

laid thereon, then the seeds pressed gently down
and moistened with tepid water, covered at once
with brown paper, and the box placed on the
pipes heating any of the hothouses, fine material
win quickly result. The box must be transferred
to a light position as soon as the plants are
above the soil, and kept in a slightly growing
temperature. Sow as often as needed and always
on the same days, so as to ensure that no break
occurs in the supply.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Late Pears.—Some of the varieties, such as

Marie Louise, will now be ready to pick, but
the very latest must be picked with some caution.
Glou Morceau, Winter Nelis and Bergamotte
Esperen are examples of those which should be
left tin the latest moment. It will be noted
how some trees shed their fruits when ready, while

others do not. Just when to take these is a matter
for experience, but usually it is important not
to hurry late sorts.

Apples.—All, with the exception of a few-
very late varieties, should now be gathered.
The best time is after midday, leaving off before
dew falls. A breezy day is very suitable for
gathering at this late date. Store where the
fruit will be absolutely cool all through the winter
and, if possible, where the temperature varies
only a few degrees. It does no harm whatever
to the fruit to store it several layers in depth.
I have always to do so, and never have any trouble
in consequence. Even fallen fruit, if the skin
is not broken, will keep good for months under
suitable conditions, but, of course, it is wise to
keep it apart from the other.

Pruning.—A conrmencement may be made
with Red and White Currants, putting a few
cuttings of each aside to produce plants to fill

blanks or make new plantations. The lower
buds should be rubbed off, and as soon as possible
the cuttings planted 9 inches deep tiU rooted.
Clear off prunings and burn as the work proceeds,
and " point " the ground about the bushes, adding
a slight dressing of cow-manure where necessary

;

but, as a rule, the bushes ask for little manm-ial
.assistance. After these are finished, go on with
tlic Apples, the foliage of which is yellowing,
even though still on the trees. It will be found
a great advantage to get all this work out of
hand as early as possible, and no harm will follow
to the trees. Rather is it an advantage, the
leaves showing where crowding occurs and how
it may be avoided in future by thinning shoots
and spms. R. P. Brotherston.

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)
Tyniughame, Preslonkirk, N.B.

Federation of Allotment Societies

THREE hundred delegates, representing

over 30,000 allotment holders in London
and the Southern Counties, met in the

Essex Hall, Strand, on October 20,

at a conference convened by the Vacant
Land Cultivation Society, 8, Buckingham Street,

Strand, W.C.2, and unanimously decided to

establish a Federation of Southern Counties

Allotment Holders, which will assist in the forma-

tion of a irational organisation on democratic
lines eventually embracing every allotment society

and allotment holder throughout Great Britain.

Mr. Frank Smith, chairman of the Vacant Land
Cultivation Society, who presided, paid a tribute

to the memory of Joseph Fels, " internationalist

and lover of humanity," the founder of the Vacant
Land Cultivation Society, and spoke in appreciative

terms of the great work accomplished by allotment

holders who had " mobilised with spade and hoe

at this critical jmicture." The lines along which
they might advance for the removal of land

monopoly were organisation, combination and
co-operation. The Defence of the Realm Act
had cut through the barbed wu-e of land monopoly.
They were a» quarter of a million strong, with a

probable addition of three-quarters of a million

ready to take the field when legislative and
administrative powers permitted.

A Provisional Council of twenty was appointed,

and it was decided to remit to this body the

"Allotment Holders' Charter" which was sub-

mitted by the Vacant Land Cultivation Society,

and which points out that the time has arrived

when provision should be made by the Govern-

ment for increasing the number of allotments

and affording security of tenure to those working
them, and urges the necessity for organisation

among allotment holders.

The conference unanimously decided that a

petition expressing the claims of allotment holders

shotild be at once prepared and circulated for

general signature, for presentation to the Board
of Agriculture at as early a date as possible. The
Vacant Land Cultivation Society is to provide

the necessary office accommodation and staff

for the conduct of the business of the Federation

for a year or a shorter period, as may be desirable.

AUTUMN ROSES

How we love oiur autumn Roses !

They seem the more precious because
we know they are a fleeting pleasure.
This year, in spite of wind and rain
and want of sun, the Roses are pouring

their fragrance out upon the world as if it were
still summer. My rosery is a stretch of velvet
lawn, and only when a Rose has proved itself,

when I know it will bloom and bear its leaves
right into autumn, is a bed cut for it in the emerald
setting. Each kind is separate, and this year I

am reaping a rich^ harvest. Great bunches of
that dream of beauty, Mme. Abel Chatenay,
still find their way to my vases, leaving many
more to charm the garden with theu: sweet loveli-
ness. Near by, her rival, the true old La France,
shows us in a sheltered spot that old Roses caii

still keep their places in our gardens; but as
Time seems to have made her tender, she must
have a wall to show her true worth. Caroline
Testout opens daily her pink blooms, mostly
flanked by darker buds, and her stiff, straight
stalks make her a joy in the house. Against a
wall that old early favourite, Reine Marie Henriette,
is spreading her perfumed flowers, and a nameless
friend is covered with rich creamy petals. Here
the ultra-modern Mme. Edouard Herriot teases
one with tlve everlasting question of her colour.
She is too golden to be red, too red to be salmon,
too pink to be yellow, so the only way to know
her is to see her. Among these ladies we come
to that king of autumn Teas, Joseph Hill, covered
with a profusion of coppery salmon flowers ; and
here is our ever-welcome friend, dear old General
Jacqueminot. Matchless in colour, with its own
exquisite scent, no Rose can ever take its place in
my heart. And so I move from bed to bed,
from bush to bush, drinking in all the beauty and
delight before winter robs me and leaves only a
memory and bare brown stalks. May Noel.

AUTUMN AND WINTER
VEGETABLES

THERE is a wealth of good green vege-
tables obtainable all through the winter
months if those kinds are grown which
are reliable. Of course, at this season
I can only briefly note cultural details,

but mention of some vegetables that are not
grown as much as they deserve should prove of

interest to amateurs. A great many growers
are not able to force such plants as Seakale,

Asparagus and other kinds of vegetables, so that
I shall not touch upon these, but on those kinds
that are easily grown and give a long supply.
The useful Celeriac is a vegetable that the

amateur can grow to perfection and at small
cost ; indeed, it is less troublesome, if I may use
the term, than Celery, as there is far less labour
and food required, and the plant is hardier and
gives a crop from November to April. The seed
is sown early in the spring somewhat like Celery,

and the plants grown on and planted out in deeply
dug, well-manmred land in rows or drills (not

trenches) 2 feet apart. Unlike Celery, to which
it is closely allied, it makes a bulbous growth
like a large knob, and this is the edible portion.

It has a distinct Celery flavour. When fully

grown the roots are trimmed and stored in soil

or sand in a cool place, much the same as Beetroot
or other roots, but I have in the southern part

of the country drawn some soil up to the plants
and thus wintered them in the open, just covering
them with litter in severe weather. I have found
Erfurt, Prague and the Large Knob the best.
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Celeriac is also valuable as a salad. Boiled and

sliced like Beetroot it is delicious, and it may be

used in other ways as a salad. As a vegetable

the common mode of cooking is to boil it and serve

with white sauce, but it is delicious when boiled for

a time in clear water, then finished with rich

stock and served hot, or partially boiled and then

cut in slices or large pieces and finished in butter.

Endive, such as the Large Round-leaved

Batavian, is a splendid winter vegetable. I do

not advise its culture in the same way as Celeriac

for winter supplies, but in the autumn it is far

better to make use of it than allow it to spoil,

and when boiled it is excellent.

The value of the Cucumber when served as a

vegetable is usually overlooked. It is delicious
;

and at this season there is often a fair supply,

which may be used in a variety of ways as a

vegetable. Couve Tronchuda is a vegetable not

n^uch used in this country, yet it is excellent in

the autumn. It is more commonly known as

Seakale Cabbage, the midrib or stalk of the plant

being used like Seakale, and in the autumn the

heads are cut and boiled. Like Seakale, it grows

freely in any soil ; but to get fine fleshy leaves it

is well to Sow in the spring and plant out in good

ground in May or June for an autumn supply.

Plant 2 feet apart between the rows and half

that distance in the row.

Salsify and Scorzonera are two distinct vege-

tables much overlooked by amateurs, yet their

culture is as simple as that of Celeriac. The seed,

if sown in May or June, will give fine roots for the

winter. If sown too soon, both of these plants, and

especially the last named, have a tendency to bolt

or run to seed, so that the dates given are suffi-

ciently early. The Salsify has the larger root

and should be given a space of quite 2 feet between

the rows ; and this distance is also suitable for the

Scorzonera. The Mammoth is the best Salsify.

The roots are lifted and stored like Beetroot.

It is a great favourite on the Continent, and

may be cooked in a variety of ways. The same

remarks apply to Scorzonera, a long black

root with a very peculiar flavour, quite distinct

from that of other vegetables, and often much
liked on this account. The Large Russian is the

best type of Scorzonera.

Though a simple vegetable, I would call atten-

tion to the value of the yeUo%v Turnips. These

are quite distinct from the ordinary white roots,

and they remain sound all through the winter.

Golden Ball is very good, as is Dobbie's Golden,

which is a splendid keeper.

I have not dwelt upon green vegetables, such

as Borecoles, Savoys and others of the Brassica

type. The Kales are so well known that I need

not describe them. We now have fine forms

of the Scotch, such as Sutton's Arctic and cithers
;

but I would point out the value of the true winter

Cabbages. These are quite distinct from the

ordinary spring Cabbages and the Colewort

varieties. The latter are not hardy enough to

go through our severe winters, as when fully

grown they split badly, and this spoils the heads.

The most hardy variety is the Christmas Drum-
head, a medium-sized flat head with very short

stalk. This at Christmas is almost equal to a

good spring Cabbage, and it is very hardy and

remains solid and good for a considerable time.

It should be sown in May or June for early supplies.

St. John's Day is a true winter Cabbage and a

very good flavoured variety. There is also a

winter Cabbage called Veitch's Drumhead
Colewort, which is very useful for its small,

compact growth and excellent flavour. Much
more might be said about vegetables for autumn
and winter supplies, but the foregoing notes will, I

hope, arouse interest in tliis important phase of

kitchen gardening. W. G.

THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES.—

V

{Continued from page 448.)

PLUMS : SELECTIONS FOR UTILITY .\ND QUALITY.

IN

considering the special requirements of

Plums we must place lime in the foreground.

Without this necessary material they pine

and fade, and those M^ho fail with this fruit,

as well as those who are about to plant

it, must first make sure that it is present. The

Plum, secondly, dreads the " knife " not less

than the working-man's wife. Were it articulate,

it would, I imagine, echo the Irishman in " John

Bull's Other Island "
:

" All we want is to be left

alone." Let us preach, therefore, the gospel of

freedom ip. this matter. Standards and free-

growing bushes are undoubtedly the best way
to grow Plums ; the bushes not to be cut back

as the much enduiing Pear and Apple, but to be

left to grow naturally as a standard on a low stem.

Cordons will fruit if often lifted and root-pruned ;

in fact, this should be done every year until they

are " learned " to restrain their vegetative exu-

berance. Horizontally trained Plums are spoken

well of by some experts, but I must venture to

demur to this. (If experts did not differ occasion-

ally, how dull would be the layman's life !) Fan-

trained trees, being, as it were, a section of a

standard, are a nearer approach to a natural form,

and if the gardener will aUow the tree to grow ad

lib., this will, I think, give the best results on walls.

The early flowering habit of Plums is often their

undoing, and in a season such as this, when all

blossom was late, it would seem to show that

protection during the flowering period would be

worth while. A light mat hung over the tree

would keep off spring frosts of the less violent

order, to be removed during sunny weather.

The Plum has also been shown to be self-sterile in

some places, and therefore hand pollination

—

a matter of a few minutes per day per tree—is well

worth trying. This should not, however, exclude

the possibility of a lack of phosphates as an

alternative, and very possible cause of infertility,

a matter of which more anon.

Utility List.

Czar.—Early August. A small blve fruit,

moderate dessert quality, but a good cooker.

A compact and upright grower and most reliable.

Early Transparent Gage.—A delicious Gage,

the most consistent cropper of its family.

Belle de Louvain.—End of August. A large

fruit well known to the London coster and his

clients.

Victoria.—^Too well known to need description.

Its regular cropping makes it decidedly the fruit

for those who can only accommodate a single tree.

Giant Prune.—This is comparatively little grown

yet, but is quite the most certain cropper of the

late Plums. It resembles Pond's Seedling. Does

well as a cordon, being thus an exception to the

general'rule.

Quality List.

Early Transparent Gage will be the earliest

in this section. It ripens successively, so that

in some seasons, as the present, it will still be

furnishing fruit after Green Gages are over.

Denniston's.—Mid-August. Medium in size

but rich iu flavour.

Purple Gage.—A rather small fruit of a dark

purple red. Most delicious.

Jefferson's.—One of the most popular and best

of Gages.

Green Gage.—Still the standard of excellence.

Old Transparent Gage.—Worth growing for its

beauty ; not apt to go mealy. " Diaphane "

—

its French naiiie—is descriptive.

Kirke's.—One of the best flavoured of the

blue Plums. A moderate cropper.

Coe's Golden Drop.—Still unequalled at its

season, and has the merit of keeping some weeks
in a cool room after gathering.

Bryanston.—A tardy Green Gage equal to its

parent, and should be in every collection.

Reine Claude de Bavay.—The latest of Gages,

of good quality, ripening from the middle to the end
of September. Of vigorous growth.

There are several good Plums omitted from this

list, but those chosen will give a continuous supply

throughout the whole season.

Cooking Varieties.—As a general rule the

mealy Plums are best for culinary purposes.

Early Rivers', Orleans, Czar, Belle de Louvain,

Pond's Seedling, Monarch and the Kentish Bush

all cook well. The Gages are generally dis-

appointing when used for pies or stewed, and,

except for jam, are better reserved for

dessert. E. A. Bunyard.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

THE fortnightly meeting of the society

iin the 23rd ult. was, following closely

upon the heels of the special exhibitions

of vegetables and British-grown fruits,

in the nature of a surprise, fruit and

vegetable collections of the highest excellence

vying with each other for supremacy. Rarely

indeed have so many meritorious collections been

staged at one meeting, a proof, if such were needed,

that food products are receiving the attention

they merit. Of even greater interest and teaching

value was the collection of vegetables staged by

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, from sowings

made on .August i last, the comprehensive assort-

ment proving to demonstration the possibilities

of successional cropping when intelligently under-

taken. Bottled fruits and vegetables were also

good. For the rest, there were delightful gather-

ings of Roses and Carnations, groups of brilliant

foliage plants, choice Orchid collections and much

besides.

Fedit and Vegetables.

Tn this section two gold medals were aw."ivded, one of

these going tp Messrs. Barr and Sons for a highly meritorious

and comprehensive collection of vegetables, for which
no amount of praise would be excessive. With everything

of the best it is not easy to particularise. Celery in

variety and Leeks in the background were most effective,

as were also the Seakale and Chilian Beet. Potatoes

Exhibition Red, Kerr's Puik and Snowdrop, French
Beans, Stump-rooted Scarlet and other Carrots, and
Sprouts Barr's Standard were very fine. Onions were

particularly good, James' Keeping, Ailsa Craig and
Kousham Park Hero being noted. Tomatoes and
Aubergines afforded colom- beauty and variety.

The whole was .idmirably staged. An excellent

collection of vegetables, too, came from Eustace E.

Palmer, Esq.. Dravton House, Basingstoke (gardener,

Mr. H. E. Wallis). Here Earlv Gem Carrots, also Sutton's

Champion Horn and Sutton's Favourite, were perfect

examples. Perfection Tomatoes, Blood Eed Onion,

Dwarf Gem Sprouts, Delicacy Cucumber and much
besides were seen in excellent condition. A silver-gilt

Knightian medal was awarded. In that from Messrs.

Sutton and Sons, Reading, interest centred, as already

noted, in the tact that all had been raised from sowmgs
made on August 1 last, thus constituting it an object-

lesson of more than ordinary import.
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Tilesrnnisr 'FRANK CANT. COLCHESTER '

GANTSiiROSES
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiewick Rose Gardens (Dept. A),

COLCHESTER.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGH-: POST FREE.

hi. stamf>s.

ROSES
NOW is the Time to PLANT your

Rose Trees far the "VICTORY
YEAR" Flower Bed—you cannot

do better than buy your Roses from

us WINNERS OFOVER 2,500

PRIZES in open competition. Try

one of the following Collections, the

CREAM of the BEST SORTS
from all the classes

—

STRONG,
STURDY andTRUE TO NAME
they will please anyone and grow

anywhere.

Collec- PACKING & CARRIAGE FREE
tion FOR CASH WITH ORDER,

A 12 HYBRID-TEA ROSES . 9/6

D 12 CLIMBING R08ESf°p^i,f,^?:")1O/6
Vwalls, etc./

F 12 EXHIBITION ROSES . . 9/6

G 12 NEWER ROSES (ttS . 17/6

H 12 CHOICE ROSES /fine usetuA 9/-
nc Bedding, K., ;«

,, lb ,, II I Decorative I I lyD'

,,50 ,, ,, V Jariet^es } 32/6

I 6 FINE STANDARD ROSES. 15/-

SPECIAL NOTICE.—For this .\utumn

only. With any of the above Collections

we will present free one plant of that

wonderful new Rose, " CHEERFUL "

(pure orange flame colour).

ROSE CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.

R. HARKNESS & GO.
The Rose Gardens, HITGHIN.

a:

m

m

m.

m

'-C
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SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES

EARLY SCOTCH SEED POTATOES.
BEES Ltd. are now completing

lifting and grading, and find crops

heavier and cleaner than usual.

Instead of putting this extra profit

into their own pockets they are

reducing prices to customers.

Orders are now bemg booked at

prices quoted below for delivery

when ready.

Orders already booked will also

be executed at these reduced
prices.

Special Terms to Allotment
Societies,

Epicure (Scotch). An olcl favom'ite wliicli produces very heavy
crops, and has tubers of good size ready to Uft very early .-

Eclipse (Scotch). Splendid white round, very early, shallow
eyes, good cooker

Eclipse. Once grown in Yorkshu'e
Sharpe's Express (Scotch). A great favourite, very early;

suicotb skin, heavy cropper
Sharpe's Express. Once grown in Lincolnshire
Sir John Llewellyn (Lines.) First class in every way
British Queen (Scotch). Remaikably fine, both as regards

cropping and cooking qualities. A superb second early;
keejjs well

British Queen. Once grown in Lincolnshire
Pioneer (Scotch). A gi'eatly improved secocd early ; first-class

cooker and cropper

IMMUNE SEED POTATOES.
Rees Ltd. arehctns.d l>\ the Hoard of Agriculture to supply

varieties suitable for )>hmtmt^ in districts affected with Black
Si»ib or Wart Disease.

King George (Scotch). Although generally classed as a second
early, this variety when grown from sprouted seed ie ready
for liftuig as early as " Sharpe's Express " or "Epicure."
It is an excellent cropper, does well everywhere, especially
on medium and heavj- soils. Owing to first eaiiy immune
sorts being practically unprocurable. "King George" is in
great demand as a fii-st early.

Great Scot (Scotch). Secondearly, immense cropper, fine quaUfcy
and flavour. Keeps.as well as a main crop, strongly recom-
mended.

Great Scot (Lincolnshire seed)
The Ally (Scotch). A second early immune variety with tuber of

tine lluaUt^ and shape, lieavy crojiper

I An excellent set of three potatoes for infected areas would be
"King George," "Great Scot," and "Lochar" or "Templar."
Prices of main croj) sorts will be quoted later.)

11211)8.
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Of culinary Peas the varieties Ideal, First of All,

Kiiig'eader and Improved William the First were
noted. Lettuces Sutton's Heartwell and Stanstead
Park ; Early Gem and other Carrots ; and White
Milan. Golden Ball and lied Globe Turnips and
others were included. Radislies wero abundant. Every-
thing was of high table quality and, naturally,
invested with the delicate flavour associated with youthful
produce. The collection of bottled fruits and vegetables
from Lady Elizabeth Dawson, Cannon Hill, Maidenhead,
was also of high merit. Cherries, Raspberries, Plumi,
Peaches, Loganberries, Gooseberries and many kinds
of vegetables were noted, a sMver-gilt medal being awarded.
C. A. Cain, Esq., The Node, Welwyn (gardener. Mr. T.
Patcman), sent sixty dishes of excellent Apples and
Pears, The Queen, Rev. W. Wilks, Cox's Pomona, James
Grieve, Tyler's Kernel, Rival, Bramley's Seedling and
Newton Wonder of the former being very good. Excellent
in every way was the gold medal collection of Apples and
Pears staged by Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Maid-
stone, some 150 dislies of the finest conceivable quality
being skilfully arranged. Rarely indeed has finer produce
been seen. St. Edmund's Pi.usset, Egremont Russet,
Ribston Pippin, Golden Spire, Rev. W. Wilks and other
Apples were grand ; tempting-looking dishes of Doyenne
du Cornice, Benrre Diel and Beurre Clairgeau Pears
being also noted. Of considerable interest as showing
what is possible in school gardens was the collection of
vegetables and fruit from the Purfleet School Gardens,
for which a silver Knightian medal was awarded. Sixty
dishes of fruits (chiefly Apples) and thirty-four of vegetables
were staged. Fourteen of the boys, it was stated, have'
raised 2,51Glb. of Potatoes, which have realised some
£14—a rather creditable performance in times like these.

Of considerable interest, too, was the collection of wart
disease resisting Potatoes from tlie Society's Gardens
at Wisley. Forty-five varieties in duplicate—cooked
and as lifted—were staged, together with the resulting

weights from forty plants of each. Some of these we may
refer to again.

Orchids.

Some beautiful novelties came from Messrs. Armstrong
and Brown, Tunb''idge Wells, the more notable being
Brasso-Cattleya The Baroness Orchidhurst Variety,
whose broad golden petals and well-proportioned, pro-
truding lip rendered it conspicuous amid all ; and Odonto-
glossum Pembury, whose white-tipped petals with heavy
chocolate base render it unique. Each received a
first-class certificate last year. Odontoglossum Aspasia,
O. Adonis, Cattleya labiata Princess of Wales and Cattleya
Venus were also shown. Some of the seedling Odonto-
glossums, it was noted, were flowering on the first bulb,
a rare occurrence in these plants. From Messrs. Hassall
and Co. were Brasso-Cattleya Moira, Cattleya Hilary
and Lowiara insignis (red and crimson), the recognised
generic name for the Brasso-Laslia crosses. Mr. Edward
V. Low, Hayward's Heath, slwwcd Cattleya Venus and
Dendrobium Phaljcnopsis hololeuca, the latter pure white.
Cypripediums and Cattleyas were the chief items from
Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, Cattleya Fabia
elatior Rex being very fine. In a good group Messrs.
Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, had beautiful
examples of Vanda caeriUea. Odontoglossum crispum
The Premier {white with lacerated petals), Brasso-Cattleya
Queen Alexandra and Lselio-Cattleya Laura (chrome,
with orange and fa^vn coloured lip). Cattleya Iris,

C. Prince John and Laelio-Cattleya Carmencita were
notable among many things from Messrs. J. and A.
McBean ; Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
showing Brasso-Cattleyas. Vanda cterulea and Cattleyas
in variety. A grand inflorescence of Odontoglossum
coronarium, 2 feet 4 inches long and cro^\Tied with crimson
and yellow flowers, was sent by Sir Jeremiah Colman.
Bart, (gardener, Mr. W. Collier), together with Cattleya
Bro\vnise.

JlOSES.

Though late in the year, Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Hurst.
Twyford, Berks, staged a delightful lot of Roses, the great
stands of not a fewsoits demonstrating the wealth of such
things even at the end of 0«tober. Old Gold. Mrs. Dunlop
Best, Charles E. Shea, Mrs. Wakefield Christie-xMiller,

Mme. Edouard Herriot and Lady Hillingdon were among
many, though perhaps the new seedling Sir Almotli
Wright was the chief attraction in a notable lot. The
Rev. J. H. Pemberton showed vases of Pax, Moonlight

,

Ecarlate, Clarissa and others.

Hardt Plants.

The most beautiful hardy plant shown was Nerine
Bowdenii, a fine gathering of which Mr. Frank Lilley

brought from Guernsey. Others less hardy, of the same
group, were N. Fothergillii elegans. whose brilliant scarlet

flowers are flushed with orange vermilion— it is excep-
tionally long in the stem and good for cutting ; N.
Red Star, N. elegantissima and N. delicatissima.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed
shrubs with effective autumn foliage and fruits, Sea
Buckthorn, Pernetfryas, Berberis Thunbergii (very
brilliant), Liquidambar and Amelanchier arbutifolia

being among them. Messrs. Piper staged well-fruited

examples of Crataegus Pyracantha, also many Acers,
Cotoneaster adpressa and choice Vines. The Alder River
Company, Iver Heath, associated varieties of Lilium
speciosuin, rostum, Krietzeri, also L. longiflorum, with
effective autumn foliage, Acers, Berberis Thunbergii,
Coriaria terminalis, Pernettyas and the pale yellow
shrubby Potentilla Vilmoriniana, The lovely Primula
crispata—a glorified P. capitata in colour and size of bloom
—was represented by two or three dozen flowering plants.

In Blr. G. Reuthe's group the most brilliant flowering
plant was Gentiana sino-ornata, whose rich blue cups
attracted everybody. The most striking foliage plant
was Rhododendron quinqu«folia. Eucryphia cordifolia

and Crocus marathonisius were very beautiful.

Greenhouse Plants.

Of these, the Fern group from Messrs. H. B. May and
Sons, Edmonton, was noteworthy, the best Nephrolepis,
Marshallii corapacta, Whitmaunia compacta, Davallia

tenuifolia stricta and Platyceriums being well shown.
A good set of Veronicas was also on view. Messrs.
Atlwood Brothers. Hayward's Heath, alone displayed
Carnations, Salmon Enchantress being the most tellmg
pink, Champion tlie pick of the scarlets, and Wivelsfleld
White the best of its class. Some promising seedlings
were also shown.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUiAI
SOCIETY.

On Monday evening, October 22, a meeting of the execu-
tive committee was held at Carr's Restaurant, Strand,
when Mr. T. Bevan occupied the chair. The preliminary
part of the evening's work was chiefly routine arrange-
ments in connection with the society's show on Novem-
ber G. This will take place in conjunction with the Royal
Horticultural Society's U'^ual fortnightly meeting at the
London Scottish Drill Hall. It will be open to the public
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. only. Non-members will pay at
the door. The other part of the evening's work was to
consider the resignation of Mr. R. A. Witty, the liighly
respected secretary, who for over eleven years has so ably
and successfully filled that post. Owing to an increase
in his professional work Mr. Witty finds it impossible
to continue, an announcement that was very much re-
gretted by everyone present. There was, under the cir-
cumstances, no option but to accept the resignation, but
the committee felt that they could not part \vith Mr.
Witty's valuable services without making him some
substantial recognition, and it was therefore resolved
that he should be presented ^vith the National Ch ysan-
Ihemum Society's gold medal and an illuminated address
as a token of the committee's appreciation of the way
in which Mr. Witty had carried out his duties. There
was but one nomination for the vacant place. The
voting was unanimous, Mr. Chailes H. Curtis being
appointed. As an old worker on the committee, Mr.
Curtis, in thanking them for the honour done, said he
would always be pleased to do his best, as hitherto, in
the interests of the society.

EDITORIAL NOTICES
Event department of horticulture is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor inmtes readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they tvish expert advice.

The Editor welcomes photographs^ articles and notes,
hut he will not be responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, will be taken, and where stamps
are enclosed, he will endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

As regards photographs, if paytnent be desired, the Editor
asks that the price required for reproduction be plainly stated.
It must be diMinctly understood that only the actual photo-
grapher or owner of the copyrigfit will be treated with.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic
or literary contributions which he may not be able to use, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken as emdence that an
article is accepted. Publication in The Garden ivill alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND Mi'^^VIERS.—The Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers ivho desire
assistance, no matter what the branch of gardening may be,

and with that object makes a sprriul^cature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely written on one side of tl^e paper only,
and addressed to the Editor, of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, ir.C'.2. The name and address
of the sender are required in iuldition to any designation he
may desire to be usvd in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly nmnbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and floivering

shoots, ivhere possible, should be sent. It ts useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters
on business should be sent to the Publisher.

FRUIT GARDEN.
EXTRACTING ALMONDS {A. H. B.).—There is no

otluT mrtliod nf extractiug the kernels from Almond
shells than by hand cracking. Machinery can be used,
but it would not pay to purchase a machine for one year's
nuts. Moreover, the Almond that is grown for its kernels
is a special variety with a much thinner and more easily
fractured shell than the Almond that is grown in gardens
here as an ornamental tree. After the kernels have been
extracted, they will require very careful drying if they are
to be kept for any great length of time.

APPLE NEWTON WONDER NOT BEARING (W. B. C).
—It is characteristic of many of our strong and vigorous
growing varieties of Apples, such as this and Peasgood's
Nonsuch, not to bear freely until they have attained
moderate age, say, about ten years old or so ; but once
they begin to bear, they fruit well afterwards. This
Apple is one of the finest of all cooking sorts, and is

also good for dessert in spring. It is well worth waiting
for. The leaders should be cut back to half tlieir length,
and let all the side shoots on the main branches be spurred

back, the weaker ones to within two, and the stronger
ones to within three buds of their base. Some would
advise root-pruning, but we do not for the present.

CYDONIA FRUITS (.1/. C.).—The fruit sent for exami-
nation is api)arcutly one of Cydonia Maulei, not C
japonica. It is not quite ripe. Such fruits are yellow
and fragrant when quite ripe. The fruit may be used
for jelly-making in the same way as that of the common
Quince. At a time like the present, when sugar is so
scarce, it is doubtful whether anyone is justified in using
it for the preservation of such fruits.

GRAPES SHANKING (,/. JT.).—Overcropping is respon-
sible more than anything else for bringing about tlie
shanking of Grapes. The best way of preventing an
attack and to bring the Vines round to good health again
is to avoid overcropping and to partly renew the Vine
border with the best new Vine soil procurable.
PACKING GOOSEBERRY BUSHES (Mrs. A. O. S.).—

The best way will be to tie up the branches of each bush
singly fairly tightly together, thus getting them into as
little compass as possible, and then to place them in a
crate or hamper, pressing them fairly closely together,
covermg with matting, and lacing them tightly down.
As soon as they reach their destination let them be un-
l)acked, planted immediately, and afterwards pruned.
It would not do to prune them before, as the pruned shoots
might afterwards be damaged.

APPLE PEASGOOD'S NONSUCH (J. C. F. AX.).—
There is a tree of this variety in a neighbour's garden,
the history of which is on parallel lines with yours. We
knew it first about sixteen years ago. It was'then about
six years old and had not borne a fruit. It remained
barren for another three or four years, and was about to
be rooted up. We pleaded for its respite, for in the mean-
time it liad become a handsome tree. The owner has
reason to be thankful for liis clemency. The tree has
borne good crops practically ever since. It has only
missed bearhig a crop once in that time. You may
therefore now live in hope that your tree has at last
become a treasure. It wiil be found an advantage not
to gather the crop of fruit of this variety all at onee.
It is better to begin vnth the poorest and smallest fruits,
say, towards the end of September, a few at a time, pro-
ceeding in the same way at intervals of a fortnight, leaving
the largest and best until the last week in October. By
adopting tiiis metliod the fruits remain fresh and in good
condition much longer than if all were gathered at
the same time.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
KEEPING SUGAR BEET (A. A. M.).—At the end of

October or any time during November carefully dig up the
roots mthout injuring the tap-root, remove the soil from
them, and cut off the tops to within an inch or so of the
crown. In a shed, if possible, make a pile of the roots, cover-
ing them with sand or ashes. If no shed is available, make a
stack of them out of doors, and cover with straw and soil
over the heap sufficiently thick to keep out frost. The
roots will keep quite fresh and fit for use until June,
when new roots would be available. If the heap is more
than 3 feet square, leave a ventilating hole at the top to
let out steam, which may arise at first if the bulk is large
enough to generate such. An ordinary drain-pipe fitted
in the top will suffice, allowing the base to stand on the
roots %vith the opposite end exposed.

FLOWER GARDEN.
MICHAELMAS DAISIES (A. S.).—la Mr. Beckett's

opinion the dozen best varieties of Asters (ericoides and
vimineus types) are, in order of merit, the following ;

1, Perfection ; 2, Aldeboran ; 3, Hon. Edith Gibbs
;

4, Kingdove ; 5, Enchantress ; 6, Golden Spray ; 7, Sim-
plicity ; 8, White Diana ; 9, Little Boy Blue ; 10, Little
Bo-Peep; 11, TwUight; 12, Ideal.

ROSE GARDEN.
CLIMBING ROSES IN COLD HOUSE (Bon. Mrs. T.).—

You should at once give the soil a top-dressing of some
good fertiliser, such as Clay's. Remove an inch or
2 inches of the soil aroxmd each plant to a width of about
2 feet each way and sprinkle on a good handful or
two of the fertiliser ; then return the soil. Such pruning
as is necessary should be done early in December. You
should retain the ripened young growths made this year
almost to their full length. Shorten back any lateral

shoots springing from old growths to 3 inches or 4 inches
for the smallest, and leave the longest some 12 inches
to 18 inches long. To accelerate growth, keep the house
closed after you Iiave pruned ; even on sunny days
you should do this. As new gro\vth appears, syringe on
bright mornings—about ten o'clock. If frost threatens
to be severe, you could, perhaps, have an oil stove intro-
duced ; but what would be better still would be a Lough-
borough boiler. This would enable you to have a gentle
heat, and you would get blossom in about twelve or
foiu:teen weeks from pruning.

MISCELLANEOUS.
CLOVER IN LAWN (G. H. R.).~By dressing your

lawu with uitrate of soda you may be able to destroy
a good deal of Clover, although it is difficult to eradicate
it from a lawn. A good dressing of sand will help to
lighten the surface of the lawn. It can be applied to a
depth of an ineh. but it ought to be raked about on every
possible occasion, otherwise it will be liable to cake on
the surface and prevent the grass growing through. If

sea sand can be procured, it is better for the purpose than
any other Idnd.
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COOKING SWEET CHESTNUTS {B. L. D.).—A cheap
way of conking Sweet Chestnuts is to boil them until
><>ft, and then mash them with a little salt, pepper and
Tuilk, and serve in the same way as Potatoes.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS {7. (?.).~1. There is always
a very limited demand for the seed named, and under
the conditions whieh prevail at the present time we do
not think you will be able to obtain more than a
.^liillinu per 100 good seeds. Of course, if a firm happens
tn liave a special demand for the same, you may obtain
a lii^'lier price. 2. Messrs. George Famiiloe aiid Sons.
Liniit.d, 34. St., John's Street, West Smithfleld, E.G.
;i. \Vi- have had no practical experience of the waterproof
paper, but have heard good accounts of it. 4. We have
made cmiuiries e<jncerning this matter, and, from what
we learn. t*liould prefer paint and putty to the other
subjects named.

KEEPING CHESTNUTS (Torji/fli/).—Chestnuts may
be kept in good condition for a long time in a moderately
cool place, such as a cellar. In this way they will keep
plump and fresh. They can also be kept for an evea
longer time if put in layers in a tub or box, each layer
hiing covered wiih dry sand. Though it is necessary
tliat the sand be dry, it must not be baked in order to
rnsurc that condition, as if excessively dry it will extract
too nnieh moisture from the nuts.

NAMES OF PLANTS,— /'\ E. C, St. .4sap/i.—Viburnum
opuius, the Water Elder. Torquay.—Much shrivelled,
hilt apparently Salvia Grahamii. A. M. 7i.—Japanese
-Uaple {Acer palmatum). W. Z>.— Probably LiUum
bulbifeium, ni»t uncommon.
NAMES OF FRUIT.— .ff. T.—Annie Elizabeth.

.Mrs. V.(.\ A'.—Colonel Vaughan. D. L. S.—\, Lane's
Prince Albert; 2, Warner's King; 3 and 4, Wellington :

."., Pear Marie Louise ; 6. too bad to name. C. E. D.—
Apples : 1, Cox's Pomona ; 2, Lord Burghlcy. Pears

;

1, Broom Park ; 2, Beurr6 Hardy ; 3. Josephine dc
Malines ; 4, Swan's Egg ; 5, Louise Bonne of Jersey.

OBITUARY
ELIJAH ASHWORTH.

We regret to learn that Mr. Elijah Ashworth of

Harefield Hall, Wilmslow, passed away unex-
pectedly early on October 18. Mr. Ashworth
belonged to the older race of Orchidists, and his

''illertion was a thoroughly representative one
and well known in the Manchester district, where

^ WATERER'S
WARGRAVE ROSES

A magnificent stock of Trees

including the BEST NEW
VARIETIES grown at their

Twyford Nurseries In soil speci-

ally suitable for the production of

that essential factor—fibrous roots.

MAY WE SEND YOU A CATALOGUE?

We also issue the following Catalogues,
which may be had post free upon
application :

—

FRUIT TREES

CHOICE SHRUBS including

RHODODENDRONS

HOME GROWN BULBS

ALPINES &HERBACEOUS PLANTS

JOHN WATERER, SONS &
CRISP, Ltd.,

The Nurseries, BAGSHOT, SURREY
and TWYFORD, BERKS.

some fine exhibits have been staged. Of late

years, liowever. he had been less frequently seen

as an e.xhibitor. Mr. Ashworth was also an

occasional exhibitor in London, and he had been

a member of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Orchid committee for the last sixteen years, his

death causing a vacancy on that body. He was
also chairman of the Manchester and North of

England Society from 1906 to 191 1, and a very

regular attendant at the meetings. Mr. Ashworth
was an enthusiast in his favourite hobby, and each

section of Orchids was well represented in the

eight or nine houses devoted to their culture,

the plants, moreover, being very well grown. He
also raised a number of seedlings, more particu-

larly Cypripediums. The collection contained

a number of rarities, among them the remarkable

Trevoria Chloris, an Andine Orchid, of which few

plants have reached this country. He was also

very successful with the Philippine Dendrobium
Victoria-Regina, of which about a dozen plants

were suspended in the Odontoglossum house,

this having been found the most suitable position

for them. Here also was grown successfully

the pretty little Epidendrum Endresii, which is

now seldom seen. A white form of Laelia Jongheana

was one of his favourites, and a good many

other choice varieties were included in bis collec-

tion. His death is a great loss to Orchidology.

The Scarlet-Fruited Thorn.—Mr. Arthm- R.

Goodwin sends us leaves and fruits of this tree

(Crataegus coccinea), which is by no means as well

known as its merits deserve. The fruits or haws

are several times larger than those of our common
Hawthorn, and of a bright coral red colom-. Several

of these large-fruited Thorns are in the front rank

of the smaller deciduous trees, as not only are they

handsome in spring, but also in autumn, when

resplendent with their brilliant fruit. We hope,

shortly to publish some notes about these most

desirable trees.

The War Office notifies thiit from now onward all papeis

posted to any neutral European country will be stepped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents wlto have

obtiiined special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to THE GARDEN, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland. Spain, Portugal, Qreeee, and

Rounmnia should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tacistuek Street. Corent Garden, TVC2.

DESIGN (REGISTERED

Direct from the Original Firm. ESTABLISHFD 1765.

THE FINEST IN THE KINGDOM FOR ALL SOILS AND SITUATIONS.

Our Selection from the best known sorts only
STANDARDS, mi.xed all classes

HALF STANDARDS. Do.

DWARF STANDARDS, Do.

DWARFS, Hybrid.Perpetuals

DWARFS, Mi.xed, all classes

CLIMBERS, Do. Do. ..

Do.

Do.

from 30/-
27/-
16-

.. 9/-

., 10/6
., 12/-

dozen.

Purchasers wishing to make their own selection should write for full descriptive

Catalogue, post free on application.

OUR NEW WiCHURIANA CLIIVIBING ROSE " EMILY GRAY."
(Awarded Gold Medal of the National Rose Society, July 17th, 1916.) The finest

golden yellow Wichuriana Climbing Rose yet introduced. To be offered in June, 1918,

tine plants in pots, 1 0/6 each, (iround plants in Autumn, 1918, 7/6 each.

ORDERS MAY BE BOOKED NOW.
'EMILY GRAY," a marvellous Wichuriana with foliaKe like Berberis vulgaris, great substance and

very glossy ; flowers as rich and almost as large as Madame Ravaiy."—Horticultural Press. July 19lh, 1916.

For further particulars apply to

Benjamin R. Gant & Sons/^^ENr Colchester

THE HARDY FLOWER BOOK.
By E. H. JENKINS. 2s. 6d. net, by post 5d. extra. Prospectus free on application.

Please write to-day for (ull particulars of this invaJuable book and for inusliated prospectuses of some ol tbe

super-books in the " COUNTRY Life " Library, to The Manager, " Country Lifb," Limitbb, Tavistock Street, W.C. 2.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

IN

my last week's notes I dealt with the

handling of layers during the winter months,

and recommended controlment during un-

favourable elements. Watch the birds in

such weather and they look the very

picture of misery, so that one can readily under-

stand why on these days they must feel happier

in their snug retreat. On some occasions confine-

ment may be advisable for the whole day, and on

others for but an hour or so. If the fowls were

more sensible and retired to their roosting place

when it rained, all would be well. But they will

not do so, and, what is more, the sleeping house

is not ideal for a " day " structure or shelter.

Buying Stock Cockerels.—" Shall I buy my
breeding cockerels now ? " asks Lady . This

is quite a timely query. Personally, I strongly

recommend poultry-keepers to buy their cockerels

for the 1918 breeding season now.. In more

normal times it was usual to purchase the stock

cockerels about January, but the chances are that

the professional breeders will not carry a heavy

supply of males, and later there may be strong

competition for the birds. Those who can should

purchase without delay and ensure success for

their igi8 breeding operations. Although, as I

have so often pointed out, the best hatching and

rearing results will be obtained from cockerels

mated to adult hens, many poultry-keepers may
find themselves next spring with 1917-hatched

pullets only. If these are used in the breeding

pens, they should be mated to early hatched

igjy cockerels, unless adult cocks are at hand.

If it is necessary to purchase males, I recommend

for preference January or February hatched

cockerels, which by now should be well-grown,

vigorous birds. Then the owners will have age

on one side of the mating, which is a desideratum.

Use of Acorns.—Of late many correspondents

have asked for my advice on the use of acorns

for fowls. I dealt with the question in The
Garden of June 23. Acorns have one great

drawback in that they contain tannin, and if

eaten in excess, poisoning is likely to be the result

with certain birds. The symptoms are loss of

appetite, wasting away and severe diaixhoea.

Given in moderate quantities two or three times

weekly, acorns represent a useful supplementary

food, but they should not be given alone as a

meal. As regards their pi'^paration, the husks

are best removed, when the nuts can either be

put through a bone-cutting machine or be dried

in the oven. In the former case the particles

are added to the mash prior to drying off, while

in the latter the dried nuts are ground into a

meal. Storing, boiling and sprouting are three

processes which tend to reduce the amount of

tannin in the nuts, If placed in a heap and

covered with hedge trimiliings, leaves, sticks,

&c., they can be stored for quite a long time,

and when so treated the husks can be easily

removed.

Value of Bone-Cutter.—To the poultry-keeper

having vegetables,' soft bones, acorns, horse

chestnuts, &c., available, a combined bone and

vegetable cutting machine should prove a boon.

Having boiled the acorns and removed the husks,

they can be cut into shreds in the cutting machine,

and so prepared they are ready for feeding. One

must, however, educate the fowls Jo take to the

acorns kindly if they have not been accustomed

to their taste. Introduce the acorns in a very

small quantity and gradually increase untilthe

desired amount is reached. It is a good plan

where acorns are added to the mash to mix with

the dry ingredients of the soft food Colman's

Poultry JMustard at the rate of one teaspoonful

to every dozen fowls. This acts as an appetiser

as well as aids digestion. The same practice

can be carried out when oil-cake meals are

being brought into the soft food. The liquor

in which acorns and horse chestnuts have been

boiled prior to the nuts being minced should be

thrown away. Another mode of preparation

is to dry the nuts in the oven, remove the hpsks,

and after passing them through the bone-cutting

machine, mix the particles with the grain diet.

Marrows.—Some time ago a correspondent

asked for my advice on a very troublesome matter.

Her young stock accommodated in the orchard

insisted upon flying into all the trees and devouring

A NEW BREED.

Black Mendel cockerel, the property 0/ Mr. J. H.

Burn-Murdoch, Great Shelford, Cambridgeshire.

{See text.)

the fruit. Having satisfied myself from details

supplied at my request that it was not due to

short rations, I recommended an experiment.

The lady owner in the same letter mentioned that

she had a surplus of marrows and desired to know

liow to use them for her fowls. The idea struck

me that if the young stock were given " something

to do " they would be too busily occupied to

continue their habit ^f _fruit gathering. I

suggested, therefore, that my correspondent

should cut the marrows through into chunks

about 3 inches or so deep, leaving the skins thereon.

The marrows were to be introduced gradually,

and in time to be scattered in all quarters of the

orchard. At the close of each day I suggested

that the "remainders" should be collected,

washed, and boiled up for use in the soft food.

My querist now writes to say that by following

my advice she cured the vice of fruit gathering,

and adds that the birds have greatly appreciated

and benefited by the marrow chunks, clearing out

all the centres and leaving the outer casings or

shells only. These were boiled up as recommended.

Black Mendels.—llr. J. H. Burn-Murdoch of

Great Shelford, Cambs, sends me a snapshot and

particulars of a new breed he has introduced,

called the Black Mendel. The photograph is

reproduced on this page. The breed is the result

of experiments in scientific Mendelian breeding

spread over fifteen years, and very many utility

advantages are claimed for it. It is a black-

plumaged bird, with bright red single comb and

lobes, light-colom-ed legs, and a non-sitter laying

tinted eggs. Quick maturity, splendid table

qualities, early laying, active in foraging, eggs

averaging zjoz. to 2J0Z. each, and prolific winter

laying are other strong points in this " combi-

nation " fowl. Every prospective egg from no\v

to the end of next May has already been
" booked."

The Moult.—Miss E. T. desires to know how-

to hurry her birds over the moult. They started

well, but are now "hanging" in the moult, and

are on short rations. In the first place, short

rations are all right at the commencement of the

moult, but directly the new feathers show an

appearance the amount of food must be increased.

The growth of the new feathers natuially throws

an additional strain on the bird's system, which

must be countered. The inclusion of linseed

mash in the soft food will help the growth of the

new feathers. Place half a pound of linseed in

two quarts of water and boil until it becomes a

jelly. Add a little of this to the warm mash

daily. A strengthening tonic will also prove

beneficial. Make a stock medicine by dissolving

20Z. of sulphate of iron in a gallon of boiling

water, and twice or thrice a week for a time add

a dessertspoonful of the mixture to each pint of

drinking water. Collect all cast feathers daily,

and confine the birds to their roomy scratching

sheds on days when the weather is rainy or bitterly

cold.

Number of Males.—Writing from Marlow,

Sir wishes to know how many cockerels he

will desire for a flock of eighteen 1916 Rhode

Island Red hens. He intends to breed from the

hens next spring and to obtain the cockerels now.

Two males will be necessary to manage the flock

of eighteen hens, and as I have pointed out in

my reply by post, both should be purchased from

the same breeder. The professional poultry-

farmer favours the small flocks of six to eight

females and a male, each lot being accommodated

in a small house and wired-in grass enclosure.

In addition, however, he often runs several flocks

of eighteen to twenty females in a large house

and enclosure, headed by two males. The small

lots give the better results by way of fertility

and hatching. Where, however, two iiiales are

used, they should be purchased from the same

breeder, so that they will agree. If the vendor

is asked to supply two cockerels that have been

running together since they " pipped " their shells,

lie will arrange this and the birds will live

amicably together.

Handling the Males.—It is unwise to allow

males to run with the females all the winter,

i.e., if the best hatching results are desired next

spring. Males should be separated from the

females directly after the close of the breeding

season.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to ]\Ir. W. Powell-Owen, care 0/

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.
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the Nation

Vanb more eg^s

from yourhens^.

The national demand for MOBE EQQ8 is so

urgent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his hens up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPRATT'S scienti-

fic system of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
MEBO "(( LAYMOR"

The ideal soft break-
fast feedfor layinghena.
Rich in egg-produciug
properties.

"LAYMOR" can be
ased with middlings or
other raw meals in equal
quantities by addint; 10

to 15p.o. of *'MEBO.*'

««

Rich in albaminoids.
Induces prolifla egg-
laying without weaken-
ing the birds.
Follow the adrloe

given on the back of a
7-lb. bag of *'MEBO,"
or send a postoard for

our leaflet. " Winter
Layers," free on request.

SpratVt Foods are ttocked hy dealers. If any diffleulty

in obtaining supplies, torite to

SPRATT'S PATENT, LTD., 24-25. FENCHURCH ST^ E.C S.

A FOOD
WHICH
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HUDSONS

TIMES MAY CHANGE, BUT HUDSON'S NEVER!

HOUGH old-time customs may disappear
one by one, habitual cleanliness will ever
remain one outstanding feature of the
British race. That is why Hudson's Soap

will also remain unchanged—unchanged in quality

—

unchanged in usefulness—unchanged in wholesome-
ness—unchanged in popularity.

Our homes may be furnished differently as times come
and go, yet perfect cleanHness will ever remain the
keynote of the British home.

Hudson's Soap will always be used for cleaning Floor Boards and
Linoleum, Painted Surfaces and Tilework, and for washing up after

meals. Heroes from our earlier wars returned victorious to happy
homes cleaned with Hudson's Soap.

IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE.
R. S. HUDSON LIMITED, LIVERPOOL, WEST BROMWICH & LONDON

Printed by Hudson & Kearns, Limited. HatBeld Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistocli Street, Strand. W.C.
and by George Newnes. Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C. 2.
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Vol: LXXXI.-No. 2399.
Entered as Second-ciaES Matter at the New York, N.Y.,

:

REGISTERED AT THE GENERAL'
POST OFFICE AS A NEWSPAPER
AND FOR CANADIAN MAGAZINE

POST. 1
Price 2d.

Yearly Subecription,
Inland,10/10 ; Foreign.lS/-

MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards
Climbers. A graad stock of Slirubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in ^eat variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Meuryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell. Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready. ^ ._„_

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Cataloguea forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now readv, ami will be sent on receipt of
card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a epeciality. — GEO.
BuNYARD & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.--New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

George Bunyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
"VITROLITE" far superior to White Lead Paint.
"PLASTINE" supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W, Cakson * Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-

out the country.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other liigh-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Turnor, 2/6 net. by post 2/10. The objects
of this bonk a^e to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of *' Country
Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Lady Llewellyn, Midlothian Early, Duke of York,
Myatfs Early Ashleaf, May yneen. Sharpe's Express, Eclipse,
20/-; Conquest. Que-n Mary, Royal Kidney. Pioneer. British
Queen, Defiance, 15/-, all per cwt., half cwts. same rate.—
Fred Parkes, WyberU>n, Boston.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from IJft. to6(t. liigh; the finest stock in

the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

FOR CUT FLOWERS, MIXED DAFFODILS
AND NARCISSI. 2/- 100 ; 15/- 1,000. Mixed Tulips,
5,'G 100 ; 52/- 1,000. Mixed Anemone.s, 4/0 100 : 40/- 1,000

;

Pink or Scarlet Tulips, 5'- 100 : 4S/- 1,000. Golden Crown
Tulips, scarlet and aold, 4/- 100 ; 38/- 1.000. Poets Narcis-
sus 2/6. 100 ; 20/- 1,000. Barri Conspicuus. 2/«' 100 ; 20/-

1,000, Donble \\'hite Narcissus, 2/6 100 ; 20/-, 1,000. 10/-
orders and upwards carriage paid, cash with order.

—

Bees
Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool,

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The oniy reliable and complete eubstUiite tor Stable Manure.
Older naw for prompt delivery.—See advertisement page viii.

BARR'S MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS, the
richest coloured flowers of Spring. Plant now. Descriptive
list free.

—

Barr &. Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R.H,S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give

satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. Douglas. The Premier House, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/6 doz,, carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Potjitoes at Gov. price, tl/r, cwt. Cabbage
plants. 100 1/B, 200 2/0 ; postpaid. Descriptive catalogue.

—

F. H. Jones, ChurchBeld Estate, Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

ONION SETS GROW where seeds fail.~l lb.
It): 21bs.. 4 0; :Jlbs., O/il; 4lbs., 8/6; 5lbs.. 10/G, carriatie

paid, cash with order ; deUvery as soon as reaciy.

—

Bees Ltd.,
175c, JMill Street, Liverpool.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, \Vhere and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock eardeners. Postage one penny.—G. R. PHIPPS,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutcli. Mixed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,
3/6 ; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils. 4/-, all per 100. Send for
price list of named varieties. — Frei> Parees, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs, Oranges and Orchard House trees are of first-class

quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Inspection Invited. Price list post free on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Groaveuor Place,
Westminster.

SCOTCH - GROWN BRITISH QUEEN, 2nd
EARLY SEED POT.iTOES, splendid cropper, superb quality,
'lean, vigorous Highland seed, 15/- cwt,; 8/-, 561bs. ; 4/4,

281bs, ; 2/3, 141bs. ; 1/2, 71bs,. bags free, cash with order.

—

Bees Lid., 176c, MiU street, Liverpool,

ROSES, FRUIT TREES AND HARDY
PLANTS.—All the best varieties at moderate prides.—Des-
criptive Catalogues free on application to Thompson and
Morgan, Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Ipswich.

SHALLOTS.—Best hand-picked, ready for
immediate delivery, carriage paid, SUbs,, 3/- ; 71bs., 5/0 ;

141bs., 10/6; 2Slbs., 20,,-; 561bs., 39/-; cwt., 76/6 net, cash
with order.

—

Bees Ltu,, 1750, Mill .Street, Liverpool,

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelego & Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

SUTTON'S BULBS.
FORCING TULIPS FROM HOLLAND.
Single i''.arly, tine bulbs.
KHl.KASED BY ORDUR of the ADMIRALTY MARSHAL.
IJclle Alliant^e, Chrysolora, Couleur de Cardinal, Duchess de
Parma. Fred Moore, La Reine, Prince of Austria, Proserpine,

Itose (tris de Lin, Thomas Moore, Vermilion Brilliant, Yellow
Prince, and others. Prices on application.

SITTON * SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LAN(iPORT, S0MEIISI5T, are now booking orders for their

Clioice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR, BORDER
thi8Autumn,and you will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty
lor many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measurements of your borders.
P.Tonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S HOME GROWN BULBS.—New
Illustrated Catalogue of the finest Narcissi, Tulips, etc., as

supplied in the Royal Parks and Gardens, with full cultural

directions, is now ready, and will be sent post free on applica-

tion.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd., The Floral Farms,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

BATH'S ROSES AND P.ffiONIES. New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the

best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be
sent post free on application.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, Ltd.,

The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,

etc., post free.

—

Dobbie * Co., Royal Florists, Edinburgh.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST REMARKABLE
APl'LES AND PEARS ON RECORD. 60 Acres of Choice

Fruits to select from. Please see our Illustrated Catalogue,

free by post, before ordering elsewliere. — KING'S ACRE
Nurseries, Ltd., Hereford.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogues

gratis. Cultural hints for Id. stamp.—Laxion Brothers,
Bedford.

FLOWER POTS.—10 8in., 10 6in,, 15 5in.,

211 4in., 20 2|in., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb

pots, free.—Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

'FUMERS" andMcDOUGALL'S
INSKCTICIDE
FUMIGATION
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen,

SHEETS " FOR GREENHOUSE
SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wu'e Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Raihng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate Usts. We also have

a smaU surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on apphcation.

—BouLTON & Paol, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,

etc Results will astonish you,—Manufactured under Roya
Letters Patent by The Moi-assine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel

Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.

I
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore beg to point

<out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Fruit Trees and Plants

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine

and Herbace-
ous Plants

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Qloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

Fruit Trees and Plants S.

G. BUNYARD & CO., Ltd. Fruit Trees
Royal Nurseries Vines

MAIDSTONE Herbaceous

Seeds and Bulbs

Rose Specialists
WM. CUTBUSH & SON
HiGHGATE Nurseries,

Bulbs
Fruit Trees
Roses

, ,60 LONDON, N. 6 '^ h"A" Ketarded Lilies

REAMSBOTTOM & CO.
Geashill

KING'S CO. IRELAND

St. Brigid

Anemones
Perennials, etc

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

PHILIP LE CORNU
Toe Jersey Nurseries

JERSEY

Fruit Trees

Roses and
Carnations

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

PERRY'S
Hakdy Plant Fakms,

ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.
Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.r.s., f.r.h.s.

Hurst, nr. Twyford
BERKS

J. COCKER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Rose and
Herbaceous

Plant Qrowers

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree

Royal Nurseries & Carnation

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,

LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

R. WALLACE & CO.,

Kilnfield Gardens
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New Bulb and
Iris List

Now Ready

JOHN K. KING & SONS
COGGESHALL
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Seeds
and
Bulbs

i

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

Bulbs
Cultural Notes
Strawberries
Seeds

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,

WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1T65)

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

Fruit

Tree
Growers

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas and
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers

S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries
PORTADOWN, IRELAND

WALTER EASLEA
Danecropt Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.
Hawlmark _
NEWTOWNARDS, IRELAND

Fruit Trees and Plants

GEO. COOLING & SONS
The Nurseries
BATH

Roses
and
Fruit Trees

ROBERT VEITCH & SON.
Royal Nurseries,

EXETER

Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundries, Fruit
Trees, Orna-
mental Shrubs

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Fruit Trees,
Flowering
Shrubs,
Climbing Plants

J. CHEAL & SONS, Lto.
NtmSERIES
CRAWLEY

t.andscape
Gardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

G. GIBSON & CO.

Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowerinp
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Border;
Gladioli

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Lowdham
NOTTS

Fruit Trees
Cultural Notes
and Pruning
Roses

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus

Garden Sundries

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Garden Espaliers
& Trainers. Par-
ticulars of our
Stock on appli-
cation

J. BENTLEY, Ltd.

Barrow-on-Humber
HULL

Weed Destroyers
Lawn Sand
Insecticides
Fertilizers

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL Manure

C. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
SouTuwARK St., London, S.E. 1 . ready

BOUNDARY CIIEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.
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Orchids

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

Horticultural Builders, etc.

MESSENGER & Co., Ltd,
Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

Poultry Breeders

lOHN E. SHACKLETON
Cholesbury

Near TRING. HERTS

Eggs for Hatching

Day-old Chicks

Coclierels.

Mrs. PYM'S
FJLIVIOUS I>LiLNTS.

ALL POST FREE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Spring Cabbage, Pickliug Cabbage, Leeka. Brussels Sprouts,
Tripoli Winter Onions, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Savoys,
BKKCOli, Sprouting Broccoli, Cliicory, Curled Scotch Kale,
Asparagus Kale, Cottager's Kale, Thousand-headed Kale,
Perpetual and Prickly Spinach, 1/9 100.
Shallots, large sound bulbs (very scarce), 20, 1/6.
Strong transplanted : Sage, Thyme, Mint, Marjoram 12 1/-,

Parsley, 20 1/-.

WALLFLOWERS (separate colours" or mixed). 50 1/9.
100 3/-.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES, to flower at Christmas,
•)1/-. strong plants for Wint«r and Spring flowering. Cal-
ceolarias. Cinerarias, Scarlet Salvias, various Primulas,
Schizanthus, Stocks, Begbnias, (5 1/-.

Magnificent hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spriug Bedding
aod Greeniiouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

•, New Catalogue now ready, free on application.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

gUNYARD'S
FRUIT TREES

CATALOGUe
by ReTURTv

GEORGE BUNYARD ^ CO.
Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.
Ltd.

BEES' Guarantested ROSES
The National Rose Society's Selections.

Bees* Rose trees are famously iibrous rooted ; hard as whipcord.

Garden Roses
SELECTION " A."

24 best and most popular
roses for general purposes.
A splendid "IC^'K Carriage
nssortinent. paiil.

r.truiinp Testoiit (ht),sal.pk. 9d.
E;\rlol\Varuick(ht).sal.rose lOd.

i:c:irl;Ue (ht), swvrlet - - OHd.
Kthel MalcoltiKht). ivory w. lOd.

Fran Karl Prii3chki(hp),w. lOd.

np.irt,'eDickson(ht),dcep cr, lOd.

<;. C. Waiid<ht).or:inge ver. lOd.

fJen. McArthur(ht). scarlet lOd.

Gus Griinerwald (ht),carm. lOd.

La Trance (hi), rose - - 9d.

I,a To><ci (ht), salmon flesh lOd.

Lady Tirrle (lit), apricot - lOd.

Lady Ashtown(iit».deep pk. 9d.

Mnie.A.ChatennylhD.sai.pk. 9d.

^IlllB.*^ Liitaiid(litl.yel.rose l/-
Miiie. Ed. IlcrriPt,prawn red lOd.

Miiie..liilrH(;ro!e2fl]tl,siI.rose 9d.
Minp.MflaiiicSoiiperldiD.y. lOd.

Mine.Ravarv('ht).ornnqe ve!. 9d.
Mine.S'»S"nd W>ber'ht).sal. lOd.
(ipfiolia (ht). flesh pink - lOd.

PhariHi'pr (ht). ro.sv white - lOd.
Rnvon d'Or (nh), veilow - 1/-

Kichnioiid (ht). scarlet - lOd.

Fragrant Roses
SELFX'TION D."

12 chosen rhicfly for their
abtinrl^nt delicious scent.
Colouring 7'Q CarrlaRe
yorcf^oii paid.

Alfred Colomh (hp), red - 8d.

Diipiiy Jamaiii (hp). corise 8d.

Knrlof GosfordfhlKcrimsoii lod.

Oeort'e Dickson(ht>.vet.crt. lOd.

fienpralJiicii'iemtnot(hp),cr. 8d.

f;en.Mc.\rtbiir(ht),crinison lOd.

Juliet 'hb).old pold and red lOd.

La Kranoe fhtt. ro^e - - 9d.

Ladv.^'ire Stanlpy (ht).p(nk lOd.

MiiiP. Ld. IIerri"l (per). red lOd,

Mr3..IiihnLainu''hp).rosy pk. 8d.

ririrh Brimner(hp).cher.red 8d.

Buttonhole Roses
j^V.IJOCTION ' F."

12 rhaniiinely coloured and
daintily formed in bud.
L:>st well Q'fi Carriage
when cut. O/O paid,

llarrv Ivirk (t), yellow - lOd.

Lady ni!l!ncdon{t).apri.yeI lOd.

Ladvnobertsa\reddishapri. lOd.

rjhertv (t>. velvetv crimson 9d.

Mme.A.C'.ntenay(ht),sal.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Dupuy (ht).rose ICd.

Alelodv fht). saffron yellow 1 /
-

Mrs. A. Ward (htl. yellow lOd.

Mr3. n. Shawver fht), pink lOd.

Mrs. n. Stevens ft), white lOd.

Richmond ^ht). scarlet - lOd.

fiinburst (ht).cadmium yel. lOd.

HARDY FRUIT
Falstatr ft<*lei'fii»u.

Bfc^t Sort9 1 Q C Stroll? trce^i.

I O/W Caxriage paid

1 Br.'im"le5-"3 Apple, cooker

1 Lord Suftield Apple, cooker.

1 Jjime9 Grieve .Apple, dessert

1 Cox's Orange Pippin, deaserL

1 Louise Boime Pear, cook or eat

1 The Czar Plum, cook < ^ eat.

1 Victoria Plum, cook or eat

1 Morello Cherry, cooker.

J Loganberry, for tart? nr jam.

4 Bo^koop Giant Black Currant
4 Whinham's Gooseberry.

12 Superlative Raspberrj-. beat

AJI are very free-bearing, hardy,

thrifty sort*

Alt Purposes Roses
SELECTION " K."

12 first-class sorts, suitable
tor general use.

Do well filfi Carriage
everywhere. D/O paid.
Bettv (ht). coppery rose - lOd.

CaroiineTestout(ht), sal. pink 9d.

Fifeh?rHolme3(hp),cri.scar. 8d.

F. K. Druschkl (hp), white lOd.

H. K. Richardson (ht).criiu, lOd.

Fliigh Dickson (hp^crimson 8d.

Lady A3htown(hp),deep pk. 9d.

Lyons Rose (ht\shrimp pk. lOd.

Mmc.A.rhatenay(lit),sa!.pk. 9d.
Mine. Fa Herriut. red - lOd.

Mme. Ravary(htj.orange yel. 9d.

Mrs. J. Laing ihp),rose pink 8d.

Gold Medal Roses
Si:LECTION " L."

12 newer sorts, all gold
medalMfts but two.
Creme de Q / Carriage
la ereme. v?/" paid.

Britibh Queen(ht).snowyw. lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

OenrgeDicb3onfht),deepcri. lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht).orange ver. lOd.

LadvI*irrIe(ht),coppery-sal. lOd.

LeslleHoHand(ht), vermilion lOd.

Mabo! Drew (ht). cream - lOd.

Mme.K.Herrlot (per.)pr.red lOd.

.W.de Sinety',ht),i;old bronze 1/-

Mrs, .\, CarncLMe(ht).white lOd.

Rayon d'Or (per.), golden - 1/-

Wiilowiiiere (per,),coral pk. lOd.

Climbers, Ramblers
SF.LF.CTIOX '• S."

6 rosf!S suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, 5:c.

All very A/Q Carnage
vicorous. ^/ ^ p;iid-

Alberic Barbier(\V.).yelIow lid.

AmericanPillar(cl..r.),pink Ud.
Blush Ramt)ler(cl.,P.).bliish Ud.
Dorothv Perkins (W.), pink Ud.
Excslsa (W), bril. scarlet • Ud.
Hiawatha Ccl..P.). crim.wh. Ud.

PLANTS
transplanted

j

100 '

j/- i

51-
67-

^I'G

BEDDING
cEx. strong
bushv.) Doz.
WaUfluXVcrs, red - lOd.

„ ypHou) lOd.

Forget-itie-not,blue II-

Cnnii'Thnnj Bells in

sep.colours, ichite,

ro^e,htue or mixed 1'

Jct'landl'oppies.ntxd.S /6 151'

Pobjcnihus, mxd. • t/6 15/-

Sivcnt Willinms

:

PinkBeant'iH'jbrids 1/S 81-
\

Golden AUjsaum - SfS ir./-

Hrirdy Auriculas - S/- tOh
\

PurpleAubrietia.potsi/- 50/ -

Sjireru Rochfoits • h! SO/-

Graccian Violet - if- SO!-

HARDY FLOWERS
Continuous f\ I Carriage

display *-'/
*

paid.

Alkanct. blue Lupin, yellow.

M'mas Daisy, lil Iris, rich blue.

Margueiite, white P>Tethruna, IJft

Larkspur, violet Fleabane. mauve
M'mas Daisy, ma. Hybrid, C'mbine-

Draeon'a-head, car. Pink Knotweed.
Larkepur. blue Avens. scarlet

—

M'mas Daisy, pk. Catinint. lavender

Red Elecampaoe.
Scarlet Campion-
Blue Lupin.
White Bellflower.

Poppy, Pink.
White Lupin
Gypsophila.

Blue Bellflower,

Blue Flas.
Golden Marguerite
MJmulus. scarlet

Jacob*= ladder
Speedwell, blue.

Double Psretbrum

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION * B."

24 specially-selected varieties.

Asaiirea ^ C^/fi Carrlaj:e
prize winners. I O/O paid.
Avoca fht). crimson scarlet lOd.

BessieBrown<ht).creamy\v. lOd.

British Queen (hti, white - lOd.

Chaa. Lefebvre(hp),crirason 8d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose lOd.

Rarlof Gosford(ht),dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Mnlcolm (ht),ivory w. lOd.

r;i.deC.Guinoisseau(hp),ver. 8d,

GeorgeDickson(ht),vel.crim. lOd.

Hugh Dickson(hp), crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke (ht). crimson - lOd.

Jonkhesr J.L.Mock(ht),car. lOd.

Leslie Holland {ht),scar.cri. lOd.

Mabel Drew{lit).canary yel. lOd.

Lvon3Knse(ht>.shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. Westfht). shell pink lOd.

Mildred Grnnt(ht), tinted w. lud.

Mrs.AmyHainniond(ht).ap. lOd.

Mrs. \ndrewCarnecie(ht),w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLaingihp), rosvpk. 8d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht). pink !0d.

Mrs.ni>nseveltfht\pale flesh lOd.

UirichBrunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Town Roses
Sli^LECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Immensely 7/Q Carriage
successful. ' / ^ paid.
Caro'ineTestout(ht),sa!.pink 9d.

Dr.O'Donol Browne(ht).c;tr. lOd.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

Gijrge Dickson (hti, crini. lOd.

OustavcGrunerwald(ht).car.lOd.
J. B. Clark (ht).deep scarlft lOd.

La Tosca (ht).silvery pink - lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot(per),red 'lOd.

Mme.R:iviry(ht\orange yel. 9d.

Mrs.JohnLning(hp).rose pk. 8d.

Miiif. ls;!;ic Pereire (b), car. 8d.

IMrich Tiriiniier(hp),cher.red 8d.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION " I."

12 perpetual,, free-flowering
sorts, of busily habit.
Surprisingly Q/C Carriage
effective. 0'\> paid.

A.R.GoodwIn(per.).saI.plnk lOd.

Betty (ht). coppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron 1/-

RcarlHte (ht), scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick (ht).sal.rose lOd.

G. C. Waudfhtt.orange ver. lOrt.

LadyPirrlefht).apricotpink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot, red - lOrt.

Moliv S. Crawford{t). white lOd.

Mrs. A.Wardnit), Indian yel. lOd.

Ravon d'Or (bbXorange cad. U-
Richinond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

HARDY SHRUBS
••!<•>' Presto weloction
Suitable towns" ^/ Carriace

email gardens. "/ "
Paid.

Purple Speedwell, evergreen.

Double Gorae, yellow.

Sea Tamarisk, soft pink.

Spir.-ea. Anthony Waterer. red.

Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow.

Graham'3 Saee Tree, crimson.
Golden Broom, rich yellow.

Crimson Flowerinc; Currant
Pipfanthus, new, from China.

Giant Mock Orange, white.

Starry Daisy Bush, white
Lavender, true fragrant sort
Hardy Scotch Fuchsia, red.

Golden Foraythia, very choice.

May Broom, very pretty.

For Illustrations in Colour

and descriptions see Catalogue No. 5S.

issued last seaion. A few spare copies

post free on request

Uly-sT.. LIVERPOOL

A.B.C. of Rose Culture. 2d.

Booklet of 32 pages : tullsyou alt you
are likely to want to know about ruses.

>d. stamps with catatogue. order or
;Ui>UC.

CHAPMAN & Co. sFAMOUS ROSES
Ne>w Varieties 6d. each.

Our new descriptive Catalogue is now ready and will be
sent post free on application.

CHAPMAN & CO.,
Royal Nurseries, Scraptoft, nr. Leicester

BLACK CURRANT BUD-MITE.
Are your bushes free of this incurable pest? If not» plant

"SEABROOK'S BLACK CURRANT,"
the only proved mite resister.

This variety has also every other good quality, being the heaviest
cropper and stoutest grower, pro>lucing large firm berries.

Younfi bushes, 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

W. 8EABROOK & SONS, Fruit Tree and Rose
Nurseries, CHELMSFORD.

Gardens for Small

Country Houses

By GERTRUDE JEKYLL and LAWRENCE WEAVER

THIRD EDITION NOW READY.

300 Pages. 450 Illuatrations. 15/- not. By post IB/8

Please write to-dav for fiiU particulars of tills invaluable

book and for Illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-

books In the " CotrSTRY LIFE " Library, to The Manager
" CODNTET LIFE." LmUBD, TavIstock Street, W.O. 2.
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1 COLLECTION ^'C** ofGARDEN ROSES.
A REAL BARGAIN—comprising

I 24 Best Garden Roses, in dwarf plants, for continuous
bloo

C. F, Faure (H.P.)
Capt. Hayward (H.P.)
Caroline TeEtout (H.T.)
Charles Lefebvra (H.P.)

, F, Holmes (H.P.)

i

FrauKarl Druschki (H.P.)
General Jacqueminot

(H.P.)
General IVIcArthur (H.T.)

] Glolre de Chedane
GuinnolBseau (H.P.)

I

Hugh Dickson (H.P )

IHsh Fireflame (H.T.)

I

Jessie (D. Poly.)
N.B.—Any 6 H.P.'s and six

18/6.
Liberty (H.T.)
Madame A. Chatenay

(H.T.)
Madame Herrlot (P.)
Maaame M. Soupert(H.T.)
Madame Ravary (H T.)
Miss A. de Rothschild

(H.T.)
Mrs. D. McKee (H.T.)
Mrs. John Lalng (H.P.)
Rayon d'Or (P.)
Ulrich Brunner (H.T.)
Victor Hugo (H.P.)
Zephyrine Drouhin (B.)

rf any other varieties eupplied
from this selection for 9/6.

Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A crand stock of
Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants In great

^

variety. Send for Catalogue No. 12. full of interesting informa-
tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
Dept. 2), Garden Specialists. Southwell. Notts.

Of Surpassing Beauty

The "Country Life" Library.

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most

profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J.DAVIES. 7d. net; by post 8^d.

Published at the OfiBceB of "COUNTET LlPE," LTD., TaTietock

Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

;;•;;•"•;;••;

NUTS,COBS & FILBERTS
Plant up all Waste Ground.
NOW is the Proper Time.

Good Healthy Fruiting Trees.
Price • - 7/- per doz.

Peaches and Nectarines, in variety,
splendid trained trees, 5/- each.

fffra-'J- per doz.

Roses, dwarf, Ijcst named .sorts, 8/-

,, climbing, best named sorts, 12/-

H. CANNELL & SONS,
THE NUKSERIES, EYNSFORD.

m
m
mm
i
m
m
m

mmmmm!^

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next year,
and insure having the finest quality at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of ^vell

grown fruiting trees of all kinds.

Catalogues Free.

Tiie BARNHAiyi NURSERIES, Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

Telegrams: "FRANK CANT. COLCHESTER."
Telephone No. 182.

CANT8«=R0SES
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Rose Gardens (Dept. A),

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE POST FREE,
.ill. sfatnps.

="GREAT SALE of BULBS

=

CLEARING GROUND TO SOW WHEAT.

TWO 1/- PARCELS FREE.
Twelve 1/- Parcels (or 20 at 6d.) for 10/-; Carriage

Paid, Cash with order. (Carriage 6d.^«.tra^on orders under

All Bulbs guaranteed strong flowering, and of best qualHy ; money
back if not satisfied.

20 Emperor Daffodils,

is.

The Bneat of the well-known
Eorts, grandly-shaped aoil

well-coloured flowers ; does

well Indoora or out-

20 Horsfjeldi Daffodils,

Is.

Hno^^T-^hite petals ;
rtch

yellow Irunipel ; very haod-

toiiie and early ;
borders or

pots.

3,

25 Princeps Daffodils,

Is.
lYimrose and gold ; early

flowering; specially recom-

mended for borders and
beds Outdoors.

4,

25 Grandee Daffodils,

Is.
White and pold ; a most
praceful flower ; very

haidy; does remarkably
well ill shade.

5.

20 Golden Spur Daffs.,

Is.
a I o f 1 o u a oranffe-pold

shaded citron ; most luag-

niflcent flower; quite

unsiirpasaed
li.

20 Sir Watkin Dsffs.

Is.

Deep orangre frilled tnim-

net. rich gold petals ; a

huge success everywhere
indoors and out

7.

35 Barri Narcissi, Is.

Omnge-Bcarlet cup. golden

petals; light, graceful, free-

flowering :
splendid In

fibre or soil.

S.

15 Double Yellow
Daffs., Is.

Huce double, golden-yel-

low, rose-shaped flowers :

cicelleut all purposes.

30 Double White Nar-
ciss., Is.

Fracrant as a Gardenia

;

(iure translucent white

;

blooms well Into May
10.

20 Double Orange
Phoenix, Is.

The lanious Eggs and
Bacon Daffodil ; absolutely

tip-top ; very hardy and
tree.

11.

40 Pheasant Eye N«r-
ciss., Is.

Crimson, edged orange cup.

purest white petals ; flowera

otten 3 iuch&s across

12.

30 Ornatus Narcissus,

Is.
vivid scarlet cup sur-

rounded by snowy-white
peials ; tirst-claea every-

where

PEACE CELEBRATION COLLECTION.
"Get yonr fliu^s n-ariy!" So said, recently, a

popular war wiitrr who ii;ia lind exoeptjoual oppor-
tuilitii'3 airnrdriHiiiiL to sci' how ihattei-s are going.

100 Daffodils, 100 Narcissi, 100 Tulips.
Total ; oMO fiiii.^ bulbs, 10/-, i.:irr. paid, o.w.o.

25 iMch. ,^0 carh.

Clara Butt, Gold Crown. Emperor, Ornatus.
Gesneriana, Paris White. Horsfieldi, Barri.

For descriptions, Ac, see below.

14.

30 Large White
Freesias, Is.

The true relracta alba (or

growing indoors in pota of

soil or fibre.

15

20 Xmas White Nar-
cissus, Is.

French Taper White Nar-
cissi cannot t>e supplied :

this variety is in many
respects superior.

16.

20 Grand Primo Nar-
ciss.. Is.

Primrose and gold ; other-

wise a counterpart of the

Early Paper White ; very
fragrant.

18

4 Violet-scented Iris,

is.
Rich velvetj violet with
orange throrit ; deliciousiy

pcented ; does well indoors
or out

20.

16 St Brigid Anemone,
Is.

Huge, semi double flowers

in all Bba*1ed of blue, violet,

scarlet, rose, white, etc.

21.

30 Golden Winter
Aconite, Is.

Rich buttercup-yellow.**'

with a dainty green ruHle ;

makes a fine edging.
22.

16 Scarlet Anemone,
Is.

The moat vivid scarlet

flower of Spring ; irresis-

tibly attractive every-

body stops to gaze lit it.

03.

30 Bluebells (Scillas),

Is.

Do well in pots of soil or

fibre; a great success iinder

trees and in other shady
places.

25 Double Snowdrops,
Is.

Try these in pots of soil or

fibre ; they are exquisitely
pietty when looked at

closely.

30 Single Snowdrops,
Is.

For planting as an edging
to other bulbs, in beds, on

graves, borders, Ac.

20 Clara Butt Tulip, Is.

Most glorious pink, shaded
talmon and silver ; a huge
success indoors and out

27

10 F. Sanders Tulip, Is.

An incredibly dazzling
phade of fiery scarlet ; a
most entrancing colour

:

huge size ; perfect foroi

28.

10 White Queen Tulip.

Is.
Theoniy" white" Darwin,
a stately and fine Tulip

:

huge, goblet-lil^e blooms

29.

15 Tonnaye Tulip, Is.

Rich cherry-rose, sh-xded
blush, edged delicate pink '

one of the most useful.

15 Laurentia Tulip, Is.

Deep rosy-pink, shaded
carmine, with a startlingly

rich blue centre ; extra.

31.

12 Mrs. Cleveland Tulip,

Is.
Old lavender-rose, shaded
lilac and silver ; flower?

(.arly ; large size and
stately habit-

FREE BOOKLET of Instructions HOW TO
GROW BULBS, when requested, with all

orders of 1 0/- value.

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER.
Illuslrated Catalogue of Bulbs free on request.

25 Gold Crown Tulip,

Is.
Rich golden-yellow, shaded
and flamed scarlet ; fine

bedding and borders.

33.

15 Gesneriana Major
Tulip, Is.

lirilliant glowing scarlet,
dazzling blue centre ; one
ot the most gorgeous of all

Tulips.

34.

20 Sweet-scented Tulip
Is.

T. macrospila has the fra-

grance of Sweet Peaa and
a fine crimson-scarlet

colour.

3«.

10 Inglescombe Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Perfection in form and
colouring ; deep canary-
yellow ; magniflceot

37.

20 Maiden's Blush
Tulip, Is.

One ol the daintiest ; while
edged and feathered with
rosy-cerise ; the Picoteu-

Tulip.

33.

15 La Candeur Tulip,

Is.
Pure white ; very scarce

;

fine for bedding, borders,
potf, &C. ; good for cuttin?,

39.

15 Parisian Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Rich yellow ; elegant
flower ; showy and reliable;

beds, pots, borders, liic,

40.

20 Cottage Tulips,

Mixed, Is.

A very line showy mixture :

can be well recommended
Special price per lOO, 4/0,

41.

15 Darwin Tulips,

Mixed, Is.

Includes a lot of tine art

shades; very useful lor

cutting. Per 100. 6/0

42.

50 Mixed Daffs. and
Narciss,, It.

Includes many handsome
sorts, such OS Emperor,
iiarri Pci- 1,000, IS/-

43.

1 Peck " Bulbost," Is.

Uees' Famous Bulb Fibre
Compost Sent Carrlago

raid with Bulbs of 10/-
value.

44.

61b. " Bulbilizer," Is.

Bees' Special Bulb Manure,

sent Carriage Paid with

Bulb^ of 10/- value.

175C Mill St.. LIVERPOOL
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THE suggestion is made on page 480

that the Board of Agriculture and Food

Production Department should institute

a regular anti-clubbing campaign. The
loss of wholesome food each year due

to this low fungus disease must be enormous, and
ill in the Brassica family is apparently very much
the increase. An anti-club campaign is all

well in theory, but whit are the remedial

isures ? One correspondent says the disease

is favoured by decaying leaves, another by farm-

yard manure, and others disagree. One reader

regards lime as a certain cure, while another has

tried lime, gas-lime, quicklime, salt and chalk,

all without success.

Remedies for Club in Brassicas.—Since the

letters referred to were selected for publication,

we have received two which contain good

suggestions and may help to solve the difficulty.

Mr. \V. F. M. Copeland of Shirley, Southampton,

writes: "I send a few lines on the article

of one of your contributors, on his wail

about clubbing. He could not have been a

constant reader of The Garden, for I remember

treading nearly two years ago that if you treated

the young Cabbages to two drinks of Seride,

obtainable, from Mr. Gleeson, chemist, Watford,

it would cxu-e clubbing. Our garden is an

impossible one in which to grow Cabbages

or Sprouts or Broccoli, because ' of the

clubbing ; but w-ith the use of Seride wo

are no longer troubled with this disease."

-The other letter, from Mr. A. Glenister.

Bournemouth, is as follows :
" Mr. Clarence

Pouting asks if any reader has ever used

Burgundy mixture to prevent clubbing in

.Brassicas. I have tried it this year. I

got some Brussels Sprout plants and put

them in the mixture a little while and then

planted them, and I can say I have not

found any club in them and it did not

injure the roots at all. I do not know

it the mixture destroys club, but 1 am
'i'-'ing to try again this year to make sure.

I have always used a mixture of soot,

lime and paraffin—one tablespoonful of soot,

tablespoonful of lime, and two table-

, 'onfuls of paraffin to one quart of

•water, well mixed—and just dip the plants

in. I have never had many plants with

club, but I know that this old-fashioned

mixture will help to keep it away."

Thatching Potato Clamps.—So many
losses were incurred last winter owing to

Potatoes being frozen in the clamps that

most growers are now giving a heavier cover-

m- of soil than usual. It is a good plan

I supplement this with a rough thatch of

la or Bean straw, reeds, fern or hedge-

brushings, kept in place with a few heavy

branches. This not only serves as a pre-

caution against severe frost, but it prevents

the soil from being washed off the clamp by

heavy rains. In the early part of this year
" the earth covering of some clamps was much
• disintegrated by frost, the soil coming

away with large lumps of ice. A littering of some

kind thrown over the heap wUl go far to prevent

the recurrence of such disasters, and in cold dis-

tricts it is wise to see that the sides of the ridge

are not pitched too steep.

Planting New Vines.—Where new Vines are

to be planted from last season's raising, the

present is a good time to do this. No time should

be lost in preparing the border, so as to enable

the soil to settle down somewhat near its natural

level. Borders of soil 2 feet deep are ample for

a start, with satisfactory drainage of at least

6 inches in depth. Far too many borders are

too deep, especially when they are wholly inside

and under control. Borders too deep are expen-

sive to make, encourage shanking and badly

coloured berries, as the roots are too far away

from the sun's influence, and the soil is more

liable to waterlog, especially if it is of a heavy,

retentive clraracter.

Chinese Rhododendrons.—Some at least of

the many new species of Rhododendron intro-

duced into our gardens from China during the

last twenty years are proving valuable garden

plants. The worth of others has yet to be proved,

but it is quite certain that, differing so widely

in habit, they open up an immense new field for

C.\RVOPTERIS MASTAC.A.NTHUS, .\ NOVEMBER
FLOWERING PLANT.

the hybridist. Little attention can be given to

this interesting work while the majority of our

young and energetic fellow-workers in the field

of horticulture are engaged in the sterner duties

of war, but, with their return to civil life, plant-

breeding will no doubt be taken up again with

renewed energy. The writing of this note is

suggested in watching the development of the

Chinese Rhododendrons at Kew raised from

seeds collected by Messrs. E. H. Wilson and

G. Forrest. To accommodate the increase in

numbers and the size of the bushes, the borders

devoted to their cultivation in the American

Garden, near King William's Temple, are being

considerably extended.

A Decorative Oak.—Quercus Mirbeckii is one

of the most ornamental of the hardy Oaks and

a desirable tree for planting in any garden or park

where there is sufficient room for its proper develop-

ment. Although a deciduous tree, it retains its

leaves until January, thus having at least two

months' advantage over most deciduous trees.

It is a native of North Africa and Portugal, where

it grows to a height of 90 feet or 120 feet. Here

it grows rapidly, forming a handsome, shapely

tree of p\Tamidal outline with a well-branched

head heavily clothed with oval leaves, which are

up to 7 "inches long and 3i inches wide with

deeply cut margins. It should be planted

111 deep loamy soil where it can have plenty

of room for develapment, as if crowded by

other trees much of its beauty is lost.

It can, however, be planted with advan-

tage in groups of considerable size, for it

is not only a good ornamental tree, but

produces valuable timber which in character

is rather like that of Q sessiliflora. The

tree is perfectly hardy, and may be

expected to thrive anywhere where the

common Oak succeeds.

Caryopteris Mastacanthus.—The Blue

Spira;a, as it is popularly designated, is a

native of China, and is an excellent plant

for th? cool greenhouse during the late

autumn months. Although listed as a

hardy shrub, in many catalogues it is too

late in flowering (at least in Scotland) to be

oi any value in the open. Grown, how-

ever, under cool greenhouse treatment it

succeeds capitally and makes a really hand-

some and attractive subject, coming into

bloom just when the ordinary run of

summer flowers are on the wane. The in-

florescence somewhat resembles in form some

of the dense flowering Spiraeas, such as

S. Douglasii, hence its popular name. Th'

coloiu: of the flowers is bright violet, am
they /re freely borne on the shoots made

diuring the previous summer. The foliage

is fragrant and pleasing, pale green on the

upper surface and hoary underneath. Treat-

ment simUar to that given to Hydrangea

paniculata suits it admirably. Hard

pruning in early spring, abundance of

water and full exposure to sunshine during

its season of growth will give good results.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

L'ANNEE CHAMPETRE.

PERHAPS I did not make it quite clear that my
note on this was a quotation from the " Biblio-

graphie Universelle." The responsibility for the

truth of its information is not mine, happily.

—

E. A. B.

PARSNIPS.

pARSNEPS, Panais (in French), Pastinaca

(in Italian).—The Parsnip is one of the

most wholesome and plentiful vegetables one

can have at this time. It is not to be found

in any modern French or English cookery book

except for flavouring and for eating with salt

cod. But in bourgeois houses in France and

Italy, in America, and in those houses where old

recipes are cherished it is used fried, boiled,

stewed, cold as a salad, in every way the same as

a Cauhflower, a Jerusalem Artichoke, a Carrot,

or a Turnip, &c., is used. My recipes date from

one of Mrs. Raffuld, 1776; one of Dr. Kitchener,

1829 ; and several modern ones of M. Delice, a

French chef of an American club of some forty

years ago.

—

Mary Beale.

POTATO PUDDING.

T ENCLOSE a recipe for Potato pudding as

asked for by Mr. Goodwin : Jib. Potatoes,

20Z. butter, 20Z. sugar, two eggs, half a lemon.

Mash Jib. Potatoes while hot, mix in butter and

sugar, add eggs, mix, add lemon. Bake in a

moderate . oven for twenty-five minutes.

—

Hon.

Mrs. L. Soltau-Svmons.

POTATO MIDLOTHIAN EARLY.
nPHIS Potato at its best is so good that one cannot

wonder at its being appreciated and recom-

mended. Yet in 1915 many growers had a terrible

experience with it, ScQtch, Cambridgeshire and

other stocks which should have been of the highest

class being so hopelessly bad that the crop was

worthless. The haulm was puny, the foliage

miserable, and thcseed tubers remained undecayed.
" Curl !" -ejaculates the reader, naturally. But

mycologists failed to find either Macrosporium

Solani or any other fungus in the plants, and seemed

disposed to attribute the trouble to purely physio-

logical causes. Duke of York (very like Mid-

lothian Early), May Queen and certain other

varieties were similarly affected. King Edward VII.

was not entirely free. I did not see the trouble

in i9i6,nor have I seen it this year. I do not expect

to see it to any extent in 1918, because I believe

it to be largely due to dry conditions in the previous

summer. It is not, as some suppose, due to over-

heating in the clamps. I shall be glad to hear if

any readers have had the trouble with Midlothian

Early this season. If not, I shall be emboldened

to grow it again.—W. P. W.

CLAMPED POTATOES AND FROST.

"TPHE concluding lines of Mr. Garner's article

on Potatoes, issue October 27, page 462,

which read " In very severe weather short litter

laid over all (the clamp) will keep out many

degrees of frost," should prove of benefit to those

who think the clamping of Potatoes is finished

when the earth is applied. Given an ordinary

season, the average clamp will keep out all

frost. However, a season such as we experienced

last year will find out the weak spots and penetrate

to the tubers, with disastrous consequences unless

extra protection is afforded. Short litter is

admirable for this purpose ; but who in these

days can place his hands (metaphorically

of course) upon this wonderful by-product

of the extinct animal—the horse ? How-
ever, this war has proved the correctness of the

old saw, " Necessity is the mother of invention."

Such necessity was responsible for my adopting

the present method of affording my Potato clamp

the extra protection needed in case of extra severe

frosts—nothing which cannot be found in the

average garden ; simply old Pea haulms and the

cleanings of the .\sparagus-bed. The .-Asparagus

foliage is cut when yellow and placed on and round

the clamp. On this is piled the whole of the

Pea haulms, which serve to keep it in position.

Neither do I wait for these terrible frosts to come
before adding this protection. My clamp is

protected in this manner as I write. The clamp

will not be opened imtil F^ebruary at the earliest,

for sufficient tubers are kept in sheds for immediate

needs. Another good idea regarding the clamping

of Potatoes is to make the clamp, where possible,

under the sheltering boughs of some fruit or other

tree. It is wonderful how such protection breaks

the frost.

—

Clarence Ponting, Great Misscnden.

SUGAR BEET AND BROWN BEANS.

T .-^M personally grateful to Mr. Ronald C. S.

Ross for adding another prick to the Sugar

Beet bubble, and can endorse all he says in praise

of Dutch Brown Beans. My little lot were not

sown vmtil quite the end of May, and the land

(very light loam with sharp drainage) was prepared

very indifferently. But from the first the Brown
Beans came away with surprising vigour, every

seed germinating. They were never watered,

yet, though the drought was serious at times,

there was no shedding of blossom or other indica-

tion of suffering. At the end of September the

plants were pulled up and suspended by the

legs in an airy shed to dry. I am now shelling,

and there is a bumper crop. Many of the little

plants carry at least twenty pods, often more,

and the Beans in the latter usually number five

or six. I am inclined to think that this Bean
is not nearly so deep-rootingi as the ordinary

kidney varieties. It has, nevertheless, proved

itself to be a good subject for a hot, dry border.

—

A. T. Johnson.

APPLE GLORIA MUNDI.
'T'HIS Apple has of late come in for much adverse

comment, but I think if those who have

spoken so disparagingly of its quality had seen

the wonderful specimens so freely displayed in

the principal winning collections at the recent

fruit show of the Royal Horticultural Society they

would have thought they were somewhat prema-

ture in their remarks. Certainly as an exhibition

variety this Apple has much to recommend it.

It grows large enough, has a clear skin, and is

of undoubted good shape.—S.
^

RUBUS KOLLERI.

TT may perhaps be as well to point out that

the name of the Blackberry recommended on

page 431 should be written Koehleri. The mis-

spelling may cause disappointment to those who
fail to trace the name in that form.

—

James
Britten, 41, Boston Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

GREEK COLOUR PERCEPTION.

A CURIOUS light is thrown upon the colour

sense of Mediterranean peoples in a passage

which I have before quoted in The Garden from

the ever-delightful " Old Calabria " of Norman
Douglas. Speaking of the Calabrians, he sayi :

" Of Blue they have not the faintest conception.

. . . Figs are white or black [hence I suppose

our White and Black Ischia], Wine is white or

black," &c. The author asked a lad as to the colour

of the sea, in his own eyes a brilliant sapphire

blue. The reply was " A sort of dead colour."

The sky on a cloudless day is " white." A Beecli

in full leaf is " half black " or " tree colour."

" Rosso " is not red, but rather dun or dingy,

all of which will make us careful in discussing what

Homer or other writers meant by their colour

terms.—E. A. Bunyard.

COLOUR IN RELATION TO PLANT
LIFE.

TV/TR. H. H. WARNER'S article (page 459) is

so interesting that few lovers of Nature

can read it without being led away into one or

other of the enchanting by-paths to which he points

the way. I have often thought (or I may have

read it somewhere) that the crimson and bronzy

red of the new shoots of the Rose may serve the

same purpose as the red in the flowers mentioned

by Mr. Warner. That is to say, if it were not for

this red colomring in the young growths of the

Rose, would not those tender tips be more liable

to be scorched by the summer sun ? The crimson

in these sensitive shoots is presumably the product

of sunlight, since those growing in the shade

remain green. But that does not of necessity

imply that the sun which threatens to burn may
not also be the source of the protective screen.

—

A. T. Johnson.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA.

'M'EARLY all outdoor flowers here were killed

by a very sharp frost on the night of

October 27. Against a west wall the Japanese

Clematis paniculata is now in full flower, and we
are finding its sprays most useful for table decora-

tion, especially when blended with branches of

Berberis Aquifolium, which always takes on its

ruddy winter tints after the first frosts. " Nichol-

son " gives its flowering season as July-August,

but this is an obvious error, as it never opens here

even in late September.—A. R. G., Kidderminster.

AUTUMN-FLOWERING CROCUSES.

/^ARDEN lovers are hardly alive, I think, to

the merits of the autumn-flowering Crocuses.

C. speciosus sows itself freely about the garden,

but it is always welcome because it never en-

croaches. To my surprise and pleasure I find

self-sown zonatus in the grass at the edge of the

lawn. Its charming flowers are, unfortunately,

very fragile, so are much battered about by

autumn storms. A variety of the Snowberry

with clustered fruit, sent out by Messrs. Wallace,

is very attractive now.—F. A. Sturge. Coed Efa,

near Wrexham.

WEED-piLLING REMEDIES.
T H.WE read with interest in recent issues of

The Garden many and varied methods used

for the killing of weeds on lawns. My unfailing

method is to mix weed-killer in the ordinary way
as for a gravel walk, but made a little stronger.

This is applied by a machine oilcan with a little

plug in the spout so as to allow no more than

rather fast drops to issue and drop into the

middle of the Plantain, Dandelion or whatever

weed it may be. Nothing further is required ;
no

digging or moving any grass or cutting the tops off

the Dandelions, as one of your correspondents

recommends. Use two garden lines so as to be a

guide as to what is done. This I consider the neatest

and most effectual method of destroying weeds

on lawns. If done in the early spring the grass

will, before the summer is over, quite cover up the

little bare places left by the death of the weeds.

W. H. Lawrence, The Gardens, Green End House,

Little Munden, Herts.
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potato gordon castle.

WITH a view to testing the keeping qualities of

this Potato, of which I have an extremely

high opinion, I cooked samples of the 1916 crop on

August 3 and 4 and found them excellent.

A ROOT OF GORDON CASTLi;.

r retaining that high flavour which marks this late

• variety as one of the best in existence, apart fronx

its heavy cropping properties.—E. M.

[We endorse the good opinion of this weight-

producing maincrop Potato. Not only is it a

heavy cropper, but the quality leaves nothing

to be desired. The tubers are attractively russeted

—always, we think, a sign of quality in a Potato.

Jiveryone has his favourite Potato, and this is

ours. Seven pounds of seed tubers from Messrs.

'[ Sutton and Sons gave over 6olb. of good tubers

and very few small ones. We gave a few tubers

to a Potato expert, who reports them as being of

the finest table quality.

—

Ed.]

DRYING POTATOES FOR STORING.

T CERTAINLY agree with your correspondent

" T. A. W.," page 417, that the sooner Potatoes

are gathered up and clamped, in a season like

the present one, the better, and the practice of

[. washing before storing is quite unnecessary.
'"

All the same, tubers are the better for being dry

when stored, and I should still urge growers to

store them in that condition whenever possible.

The tubers need not be perfectly dry, and no

risks of frosts should be run, nor should the tubers

be exposed to the sun for long, or they will turn

green and become unwholesome for f»Dd. Digging

Potatoes on heavy land is a hard business this

* season, and for those who are compelled to store

their crop while wet with the mud adhering I

would support " T. A. W.'s " suggestion of dusting

a little lime among them in the store, otherwise

difficulty in getting them dry will be experienced.

I am not bothered with heavy soil this time,

although I have hitherto always had heavy clays

to deal with.—L. M. M.

FLAVOUR IN APPLES AND PEARS.
" A NNE AMATEUR," writhig in your'issue of

October 20, says that "tastes differ";

she afterwards proceeds to remark that there

s no excuse for growing Pear Conference, which,

n her judgment, belongs to the " greengrocers'

shop window " and " hotel dessert " class. In

the very same number of your paper Mr. E. A.

Bunyard writes of Conference, " If only one Pear

is to be grown, this is the one." Evidently tastes
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do differ, with a vengeance. Then, pray what

has Co.x's Orange Pippin done to be classed by
" Anne Amatevu- " as an awfully overrated Apple ?

Can she name even, say, half a dozen that excel

it in flavour ? The only Apple that I have yet

tasted even to equal it is American Mother at Us

best ; and the oidy other individual I ever met

who shared "Anne Amatem-'s" opinion of Co.x's

Orange Pippin was a former gardener of mine

who had somewhat impaired his palate by the

excessive use of Tobacco, in more ways than one.

But " that's another story," as a Sussex neighboiu:

of mine remarks, and 1 should be sorry to be so

unmannerly as even to hint that such a failing

as this could be laid at the door of a lady. To

be serious, although I admire and enjoy a great

deal of what " Anne Amatetu- " writes, I am dis-

posed to think that very few good judges will

agree with her extraordinary and peculiar taste

in fruit.—F. H. C.

GROANING SHELVES—HOME BREWED
—ONIONS—AND " CLUB.'

DEING one of the "laugh and grow fat " folks--

who, for the first time in oiu: lives, find our-

selves in favour, as we require less food than the

" lean kine "—a fact which, as a Domestic Food

Controller, I have often noted— I laughed right

merrily at Mr. Goodwin's reference to my " groaning

shelves," for, though well laden, my shelves do

not " groan." .\11 the " groaning " was done by

my architect (now at the Front) at what he con-

sidered my outrageous extravagance in insisting on

the shelves being made of solid slabs of slate. I

foresaw that, owing to the remote inaccessibility

of this spot (" it's a long, long way " from Kidder-

minster), ice would be practically improcurablc
;

f o my larder and store-room face north, and have

no woodwork except the creosoted doors and

window frames.. Iron brackets support the slate

slabs, strongly set in the smooth, hard plastered,

damp-proof walls, and the floors (tell it not to the

Huns) are of solid concrete! I was greatly

interested in the resourceful landlady and her

"home brewed"—just the sort of thing Mrs.

" Busy Bee " would do I I have made many home-

brewed wines, and now am embarking, per Mr.

" Busy Bee," on a first attempt at cyder-making,

using honey in place of sugar. I am glad—no !

that is wicked

—

consoled that other folk's Onion

crop, like mine, falls short." However, we are not

weeping over our Onions (until they are peeled),

as we have a splendid store of Shallots. I have

"read, marked and learned" Mr. Beckett's most

valuable advice re Onions, and hope next year

" inwardly to digest " the

result (though I have

no desire to emulate his

unwieldy, large s p e c i -

mens). At the imminent

risk of being brained

with a Brussels Sprout

stump by Mr. Pouting

(who is evidcnth* lU'^-

perate and would span-

neither my sex nor age)

I here record that I do not

know what a " clubbed
"

Cabbage is like, and

I "lime" my ground

freely.

—

Anne Amateuh.

SEEDLING NERINES

ANOTHER batch of

these flowering for the

first time, and a bigger

batch than ever this

autumn, lends distraction

479

and brings a little bit of sunshine into

what has been a clouded and sad year for the

writer. One forgets one's troubles when contem-

plating a group of them with the morning sun

shining upon them, the pale forms glistening like

frosted silver, the darker ones spangled with gold.

Preference is just a matter of taste between two

distinct types, the one with broad, flat segments

(the florist's flower this), or the type in which

probably flesuosa or crispa has been used as a

parent, and in which the segments are crinkled

throughout most of their length and are usually

narrower. Many look upon autumn as perhaps

the most depressing season of the year ; but 1

am in agreement with a friend who told me that

for him it was mitigated by two things—the

enjoyment of a good Apple and the contemplation

of his Nerines.—A.

THE HEIGHT AND COLOURS OF

TULIPS.

TV/TR. GEORGE DILLISTONE writes so

charmingly and so accurately that one

hesitates to criticise anything he says, but on

comparing the advice he gave in your issue of

the 13th ult. with the Report of the Tulip

Nomenclatiure Committee, there is a conflict as

to the height of Tulips of the warm colours. Among
the tall red v.arietics of Tulips, Mr. Dillistone

gives, inter alia, John Fraser. In the Report

John Fraser is thus described :
" Type I. (this

refers to colomr), .small, very like Murillo, the

height of which is given as 15 inches." There is,

therefore, no justification for describing John

Fraser as " tall and splendidly regal." Among

Mr. Dillistone's dwarfer varieties Tfind Inglescombe

Scarlet (26 inches). Globe of Fire (30 inches).

Flame (27 inches), Orange King (29 inches) and

La Merveille (26 inches). These might well be

advanced to the taller section. I only mention

these discrepancies in an admirable article in case

some of your readers may be disappointed in

expecting dwarf varieties, only to find they have

tall ones, or vice versd. The Report of the Tulip

Nomenclatiue Committee recently published by

the Royal Horticultural Society is well worth

every Tulip grower buying it as a work of refer-

ence. It is a pity, however, that the names are

not in alphabetical order.—B., Weybridge.

*, Readers who hare not ttiready done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly by their news-

agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold

copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence THE

G.iUDEN is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.

GORDON CASTLE FROM 7I.B. OF StFD.
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*' CLUBS"
AN AFFLICTION OF THE BRASSICA TRIBE AND THE NECESSITY OF

A REGULAR ANTI-CLUBBING CAMPAIGN.

SOMETIMES I must bow to the inevitable

and crusade no more against a tlaousand-

headed, pestiferous alliance of insect and

fungus. At which time I shall get me

to my water-cask—with swelling middle

like a city alderman—and cogitate upon the

sorrows of a new Diogenes, or meditate a fresh

philosophy of gardens.

Until then a practical world demands that I

shall quit such dreams, and realise a faint but

libellous ambiguity about the tub. It is of sound

wood, brown and solid, yet even there the fungus

would soon rival me for its possession. What's

to do ? Only, on October 20 last The Garden

came forth with solemn warning, " clubbing in

Brassicas will sooner or later visit all gardeners."

My doleful way may, after all, be quick with

pilgrims making dismal satisfaction out of common

woe, and exchange of remedies. Companions

in misfortune ! That 1 own is distinctly comfort-

ing, for since taldng over an allotment in September

galls were cut off and the roots dipped into a

puddle of lime, soot and wood-ashes, an ancient

" wheeze," with good results. The permanent

quarters were limed in readiness, and those

plants grew away with only about 9 per cent,

clubbed.

In June, having laid in a stock of Strawsonite,

I dibbled in half a score each of Brussels Sprouts

and Kale with a generous dose of the mixture

made up with water to the strength for Potato

spraying, and about a month later gave a dusting

of the powder to each root and watered it in.' The

two batches were purposely set in different parts

of the garden so as to give the spores every chance

of doing their worst. So far from harming the

seedlings, eighteen of the score are the best grown

and healthiest members of the Cabbage tribe in

the garden, the other two—Brussels Sprouts—
being slightly clubbed. Before passing final

judgment on the merits of Bordeaux or Burgundy

mixtures as a cure for anbury, I shall have to make

VARIOUS STAGES IN THE LIFE OF THE LOW FUNGUS RESPONSIBLE FOR CLUBBING

IN BRASSICAS.

of last year, nothing else has met me but one-time
healthy Brassicas making no progress, a prey to

blue aphis, shamefaced and wilting in the honest

sun—" clubs " in size from Cocoanuts, gnarled

to the liking of primitive man.
There is a commercial possibility in growing

the giant Cabbages of Jersey in that allotment

for shipment to the few tribes which still look upon
the casual missionary as a heaven-sent blessing of

dietetic value ; or to fill the hold of some Irish-bound

merchantman with their huge stems and knobbled
roots for sale in the shillelagh markets of the dis-

tressful country.

Now (revenons A nos moutons), unlike Mr. Ponting,

my Kohl Rabi has suffered from it, but the crops

were little affected, and the Turnips do not seem
infected in any way.

I am unable to say whether liming has had an
entirely good effect, but the clubbing is not worse.

Indeed, one can scarcely see how it could have
been. The soil is sandy loam with practically

no leaf-mould, and as the nearest trees are not
less than 100 yards away, I cannot attribute the

spread of the fungus to tliis agency. Shepherd's
Purse flourishes like the proverbial green Bay tree

in the neighbouring plots and along the hedge-

row with hardly any systematic check. When
transplanting infected seedlings of Cabbage, the

more exhaustive tests, but there certainly seems
a promise.

On a new piece of grassland (25 miles fi-om the

other allotment ) newly tm'ned in spring as a war plot,

1 planted three score of very sturdy autumn-sown
Cabbages. Every plant was infected and quite

worthless in a few weeks. I might say that a

prolific crop of Charlock appeared after the turf

was out of the way, and doubtless the infection

was retained by this host plant,

The enclosed drawings are after those in that

very admirable Sutton's Guide referred to by
Mr. Ponting. (a) Protoplasmic condition of the

fungus
; (b) spore-producing stage

; (c) spore

development, showing a tail for writhing through

the soil; (d) stage in which they enter the root-hairs

to again assume protoplasmic condition. By the

scale I should judge A to be i-6ooth of aninch long.

It would be no bad plan if the Board of Agriculture

and Food Production Department instituted a

regular ant i -clubbing campaign on simiJar lines

to this year's Potato spraying movement. The
total loss must be of enormous value.

In a microscopic world of enemies there

is no time for the honest man to ease his

weariness at " The Gardeners' Rest"—I nearly

wrote pest !—and the philosopher's tub is as

far as ever. Ronald C. S. Ross.
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In a number of more than ordinary interest -and

helpfulness it would be invidious to make com-

parisons, but, personally, I think the most striking

feature, in The Garden fbr October 20 was Mr.

Clarence Ponting's article on " Clubbing in

Brassicas." I have known this "affliction" for

more years than i care to remember, but not quite

so intimately as some other gardeners, and for this

latter I am truly thankful. The most original

point in Mr. Ponting's article was the suggestion

that the use of leaf-mould is more or less responsible
'

for the appearance of this dreaded pest. In .

this garden I had never before had " club " until ^

this year, and its appearauce is coincident with a

heavy dressing of half-decayed leaves dug in in

spring. _ ^
These leaves had been used as a winter

mulch for Globe Artichokes, and to save the

labour of removal were dug into the adjoining

vacant vegetable ground. The ground was planted

mainly with Potatoes and Beet, and these have

done well ; but one vacant strip was used as a

seed-bed for the July-sown Cabbages, and these

"clubbed" badly in the seedling stage. To
fill out the row, which was too long for my require-

ments in Cabbages, I dusted in a little seed of

Golden Ball Turnips, and these, too, have " clubbed
"

badly. So much for confirmation ; but what of

the fact that in my last garden, in which I used

very heavy dressings of leaves each season, " club "

was never present ? The soil there was a heavy

grey clay. Here is another remarkable fact,

and I tope Mr. Ponting will forgive me for mention-

ing "lime." On a large farm on this estate, for

many years the Tujrnip crop was a most precarious

one on account of finger-and-toe. For the last

seven or eight years an annual light dressing of

ground agricultural lime has been applied just

before sowing, and -finer crops of Turnips, both

common and Swede, one could hardly wish for.

I am awaiting with much interest the experiences

of other readers with this fungus.

Preston Gardens, Linlithgow. C. Blair.

As a fellow-sufferer I can sympathise with Mr.

Clarence Ponting in his experience of "club"

in the Brassica tribe, and although I have tried

many supposed remedies, I have not yet succeeded

in defeating the pest, and I have almost given up

all hope of doing so. However, I get some amuse-

ment out of trying to conquer " club." It admits

of no doubt that hereabouts " club " attacks seed-

beds, and practically every seedling of Brassicas

raised in my garden this summer had to be bm'nt.

I am now trying my luck with some plants one

well known to many of your readers kindly

gave me a month since. These were raised on

heavy soil and promise well, so I may yet succeed

in getting some greenstuff in the temble times

which are predicted. - Mr. Ponting tells your

readers how seed sown in soil on which Brassicas

had not been previously grown, but mixed with

stable manure and Beech leaf-mould, resulted in

every one being "clubbed." He alleges that it was

no doubt due to the leaf-mould. I venture to

differ from him, as I do not use leaf-mould, but

I do dig in stable manure. For some time past

I have wondered whether stable manure does not

increase the spread of anbm'y, and I am encom'aged

to do so by the experience of a neighbom', who tells

me that he has had no " club "in his garden since

giving up stable manure and using fowl-manm'e

instead. F^ortified by my friend's experience, I

mean to try his dodge. Anyhow, I cannot be

worse off than I am now, and I have tried gas-

lime, quicklime, salt and chalk, and have kept

Brassicas off some of my ground for three years,

but without Guccess.

Weybridge. B.
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THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES. VI
{Conliiiued from page 476.)

CHERRIES.

IN
using the word " Cherries" in this country

we include all the varieties, sweet and sour
;

hut in France every peasant will correct

you if you refer to a " Guigne " as a " Cerise."

This is not merely a matter of terminology,

as it represents a distinction which we should

do well to realise better in our gardens. The
Bigarreau Cherries are descended from Prunus
.Vvium, which is a large tree, rather fastidious

iis to soil and drainage ; while the sour Cherries,

descended from P. Cerasus, are much more cosmo-
politan in their habits, and few indeed are the

gardens in which they will not grow, as witness

their best-known representative the Morello.

They are emphatically more garden trees, making
compact bushes or small standards for the most
part, while the Bigarreau race demand space

to stretch their wide branches and are suited for

the orchard rather than for the garden. In the

"Duke" race, so called, of which May Duke is

a well-known representative, we get an ijiter-

mediate type resulting from the crossing of the

two sections, and these are very suitable for

garden uses and deserve wider cultivation.

In regard to culture and choice of the form
"i tree, all the remarks made under the Plum
will apply with added force. Lime, freedom to

grow naturally, and absence of pruning, so far as

possible, are conditions of success. A warm,
light soil is necessary, the poorest sand being

better than a clay subsoil, and very important to

add is the danger of too much nitrogen in the

young stages of growth. Hundreds of trees are

annually killed by kindness ; in this case the

manure cart. No manure should be given when
planting, and an old garden soil is often too rich

ill nitrogen for young trees. When they are old

and established, it is quite another matter, and
orchard trees then amply repay for rich feeding.

For walls fans ai'e the best form, and in many
gardens I notice the most successful trees are

those which have been allowed to grow to their

own devices rather than to the strict device of a

well-shaped fan. Cordons are hardly a great

success for the same reason, though planted under
glass they can be made to grow wisely and not

too well by careful regulation of the water and food

supply. In choosing varieties it is not so easy

to give a short list as in the other fruits, as there

are really three distinct races : the Bigarreaus,

with firm flesh, yellow or black ; the Guignes,

with tender flesh, white or black ; the Cerises,

or sweet, soft-fleshed Cherries with just a touch

of the bitter Morello flavour, and those of the same
class with a sharp astringency usually confined

to kitchen uses. I will therefore name a few
in each section.

The White Bigarreaus (Firm-fleshed Sorts).

Kent Bigarreau (July).—A wonderful cropper,

making an enormous tree. Fruit sweet, but not

particularly rich. For the aged and impatient

I remark that a standard will take about six years

before it gives much of a crop.

Napoleon.'—Quite the best of the firm Bigarreaus,

very large, brightly colom-ed and of good flavour

when well ripened. (Please do not judge from

"market" specimens.) It makes a strong tree

and crops regularly. My own enthusiasm, how-
'/ever, is reserved for the

Soft Bigarreaus.

Governor Wood (Early July).—This is doubtless

the best Cherry for small gardens, the flesh

very tender and sweet. Remarkably prolific, and

nearly always at the post when the Cherry season

starts. Makes a compact tree. If only one

Bigarreau is wanted, this is it.

Elton (Mid-July).—A beautifiU fruit, rather

tender and uncertain in cropping, but one to be

included in the epicure's list. Best on walls in

most gardens.

Blaclt Bigarreaus.

Noir de Guben (End of June).—A large dark

red fruit, very sweet and rich, quite fertile, and

most excellent under glass or on a wall.

St. Margaret's (End of July).
—

" An exceedyng

great Cherye," very firm and, be it said, a trifle

difficult of digestion to some. Makes a large

tree. Noble, a recent introduction, proves to

be the same variety.

The Black Geans.

These are, to my mind, the best of all Cherries,

and the public who buy rather than grow are

beginning to find them out. The black Cherries

of this t>T)e now generally fetch a higher price

in the market than the BigaiTeaus.

Early Rivers (End of June).—The first of its class,

and a most delicious fruit. Forces well under glass.

May Duke (End of June).—A very well known
sort of upright growth, not always very fertile,

but makes a good garden tree.

Waterloo (Mid-July).—The sweetest of all

Cherries. Makes a ueat, round-headed standard

suitable for garden uses.

Ronald's Late Duke (End of July).—A large

fruit, very sweet when well ripened, and the most

fertile at this season.

I should like to have added Royal Duke to

this selection, as its flavour is most delicious

;

but, alas ! it so seldom crops well that it will

be evicted from most garders. To quote the

immortal Balmy Walters, " very pleasant and

enjoyable indeed, . . . from time to time."

The Red Geans.

This is a class of Cherries little grown,

but to my mind most desirable. They have a

very slight Morello bitterness which is very

attractive, and the flesh is as melting as a Grape.

Belle d 'Orleans (Early June),

—

A bright red

fruit, flesh pale yellow, very juicy.

Nouvelle Royale (July).—Rather dark red,

growth compact, very hardy and fertile.

Duchesse de Palluau (End of July).—Very
large, dull red, extremely juicy, and of a very

distinct flavour. Most highly recommended.

Morello Cherries.

Though generally planted on walls, they should

also be tried as bushes. They make nice round-

headed trees not over 8 feet or so in height, and
fruit amazingly.

Morello.'—^This is well known to every gardener.

Coe's Carnation.—A later form of the Morello,

very useful to prolong the season, very hardy and

fertile.

The Red or Kentish Cherries.

These, again, are but little grown out of Kent.

They are most useful for cooking and drying,

while jam made from them is in a class by itself.

The problem of returning the stones to one's plate

is not yet solved, but even Royalty experiences

these difficulties, as Calverley tells us

".
. . and as they ate.

The stones all coyly reappeared on each illus-

trious plate."

Kentish (Mid - July).—A large fruit of a

bright agate red, not very prolific, but quite

average.

Flemish (End of July).—A later and smaller

form of the same, extremely prolific, and well

worth growing as an ornamental tree. Both in

flower and fruit it is most beautiful.

Olivet.—A large edition of the above, vigorous

in growth and excellent in flavour.

Though these are classed as cooking Cherries,

they are, when well ripened, very refreshing and
pleasant on a warm day. There are many other

sorts, and among a collection of these I have on

trial I hope to select later varieties which will

carry the season on for quite another month.

All these " Kentish " varieties should be tried

in gardens where other Cherries do not usually

succeed, both as standards and bushes. A tree

in the shrub border will astonish those who
liave not seen them before, as the transparent

red fruits make a picture not easily forgotten.

Birds do not worry them so much as the ordinary

Cherries. E. A. Bunvard.

The Manure Problem

EVER since the advent of the " petrol

horse " the supply of horse-manuxe

in or near our large towns has each year

steadily decreased, and although, thanks

to the more stringent rules now laid down
for observance by owners of motors, the horse has

almost regained his lost popularity, one is pretty

safe in saying that owing to the enormous ini rease

in allotments and small holdings during the last

twelve months, and in the absence of a fixed price

for horse-manure dm'ing the winter and early

spring, not only will the supply fall very short ot

the demand, but this only to be had at very high

prices. The sooner this fact is realised and the

warning it contains heeded by the small grower

or the gardener who has to depend on

outside sources for his supply, the better

and more profitable are ne.xt year's crops likely

to be.

Those who at the present time are in a position

to get either horse, cow, pig or sheep manure
should on no account let the opportunity slip,

for even though it may not be convenient to use it

for many weeks or months, if stored under good

conditions it will not only be of far more benefit

to the crops it is intended to assist than if allowed

to remain in the usual large heap until the spring

(by which time much of its goodness will be

lost), but be always close at hand. Thorough

ground preparation may be undertaken at any

time during the winter without the loss of time

and temper, which is too often a feature with many
who rely upon the local rojin to deliver manure on a

certain morning, but who invariably fails to per-

form what he has promised.

Whenever possible, the manure heap should be

made on the square, two ordinary cartloads making

quite a nice stack, and if this is built with care

it need not be objectionable to anyone. The top

of the heap should be covered with boards or sheets

of corrugated iron, thus keeping the mass from

becoming sodden after heavy rain or snow and

preventing the waste of valuable plant food. When
no covering is possible and the heap has to be

made in an exposed position, it will be found a

good plan to sink a tub or large pail at the lowest

corner and convey all the liquid manure running

from the heap into this by means of shallow

channels on each side.

Possibly the best use to make of the drainings

from such a heap is to pour them over another heap

made in a large hole near by, into which all decay-

able garden rubbish, weeds or lea\cs are placed
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and allowed to remain until next March, by which

time it will be a capital addition to land upon which

it is intended to grow any of the Cabbage tribe or

Peas. Last spring we dressed a very light portion

of our garden with nothing but this, and the results

were most satisfactory ; while the appearance

of a bed of Broccoli at the time of writing, growing

upon ground which for two years has had no other

manure than these clearings up of leaves, &c.,

leaves nothing to be desired. F. R. C.

LAURUSTINUS
FOR

the common Cherry Laurel, which

is no Laurel at all but simply a wolf

in sheep's clothing, I have the usual

Robinsonian contempt ; but for the

Laurustinus, which, again, is no Laurel

but a Viburnum, I have an affectionate regard.

In my new garden I am glad to say it thrives

splendidly, though during last winter almost

every flower-bud was killed. But

" From dearth to plenty, and from deatli to life.

Is Nature's progress, . . ."

and so my Laurustinus bushes set to work to

reclothe themselves anew and, heigh presto 1 as the

conjurer says (Dame Natm-e is ever the trickiest

joynt stand two leaves, long, smooth, and of a

darke greene colour, somewhat like unto the

leaves of the Female Cornell tree, or between that

and Baye leaves : at the toppes of the branches

stand many small white sweete smelling flowers,

thrusting together, as it were in an umbell or

tuft, consisting of five leaves a peece, the edges

whereof have a shew of a wash purple, or light

blush in them, which for the most part fall away

without bearing any perfect ripe fruit in our

Countrey : Yet sometimes it hath small black

berries, as if they were good, but are not. In

his naturall place _it beareth small, round,

hard and pointed berries, of a shinmg blacke

colour, for such have come often to my hands

(yet Clusius writeth they are blew) ;
but I

could never see any spring that I put into

the ground."

Cato (about 450 B.C.) mentions three kinds of

Laurel—the Laurus Cypria, Delphica and silvatica,

and by the last was evidently meant Viburnum

Tinus.

Nicholson gives the date of its introduction

into England as 1596, and mentions nine varieties,

as follow : Frobelii, hirtum, lucidum, strictum,

virgatum, purpureum, pyramidale, rotundifolium

and variegatum. Of these I grow only lucidum,

from Mount .\tlas, with handsome glossy green

[te.\-housk of the urriiR g.\rden.

of them !), here they are in November smothered

with little bouquets of expanded flowers that are

full of huzzy insects when the sun is shining.

As an antithesis the bushes are also set with

numbers of late flower-buds which will open

(weather permitting) soon after Christmas, so that

we shall be able to say in the words of James

Montgomery :

" Fair tree of winter, fresh and flowering.

When all around is dead and dry
;

Whose ruby buds, though storms are lowering.

Spread their white blossoms to the sky :

Green are thy leaves, more freely green.

Through every changing period seen
;

And when the gaudy months are past,

Thy loveliest season is the last."

Parkinson Imew this plant as " Laurus Tinus

(sive) silvestris. The wilde Bay tree." His

description of it is so apt that, though he wrote

almost three centuries ago, it would even now

be difficult to write a better. He writes :
" This

wilde Baye groweth seldome to bee a tree of any

height, but abideth for the most part low, shooting

forth divers slender branches, wliereon at every

leaves and large clusters of pure white flowers.

The true plant is scarce, but it can be obtained

from Messrs. Gauntlett of Chiddingfold, and is

a really fine thing. It came through the past

winter with only the loss of its flower-buds.

[Flowers of Laurustinus are sent with this

note, and accompanying them are sorne sprays

of Darwin's lovely Berberis and the fragrant

spiky racemes of the Willow-leaved Veronica,

both of which (like the Laurustinus) are now
maldng up for the time they lost in the spring

and early summer.

—

Ed.]

By the way, why do Messrs. tlauntlett and

Mr. T. Smith of Newry spell the word Lamcstinus ?

It is equally incorrect to spell it Laun'stinus, as

is done in " Flower Lore." A warm, sandy soil

seems to suit the Laurustinus, and where it is

not exposed to keen north and east winds it makes

a fine boundary hedge. Good plants can sooii

be obtained by layering branches of established

bushes. In the " Language of Flowers " Lam'us-

tinus is said to be the emblem of cheerfulness in

adversity, so its flowers are well suited to the

times we now live in.

Kidderminster. .Arthur K. Goodwin.

Pictures of a Michigan

Garden

WILL it divert your readers to

glance at two small pictures of

a little garden some fourteen

years old ? The tea-house at

the further end of the upper

garden is seen in the first photograph, and for

the amusement of those who like such things I

set down here the stanza which is painted in Old

English letters on a board hung above the seat.

The lines are from a charming little English book,

" The House, the Garden, and the Steeple," a

fascinating collection of old mottoes (although

I have my doubts as to the antiquity of this one) :

" Give this house oh. Traveller, pray,

A blessing as you pass this way.

And if you've time, I beg your pardon,

While you're at it, bless the garde'n."

I enclose, too, a photograph of Salvia Sclarea,

seed of which was gi\'en me some years since by

Mrs. Philip Martineau.

Let me add to what Mr. Pearson has said lately

my own impression concerning the growing

charm of The Garden. Discussion in its pages

was surely never livelier nor more enlightening.

I have been particularly interested in the question

of colour description of flowers, and have often

thought what an eye-opener a Bl'ue Flower Show
might be, everyone's idea of blue appearing in

concrete form. How full of humour such a situa-

tion, but how full of useful opportunity for com-

parison, too, especially if the recognised charts

were on hand—the French and Ridgway's

!

Gardening, as Mr; W. P. Wright asserts in those

capital opening chapters of his last book, " Food,

Fruit and Flowers," will come to its own again

in the fulness of time. Meanwhile, let me con-

gratulate The Garden on its undaunted spirit

under present conditions, and offer my personal

thanks to those of its contributors who so valiantly

blow upon the gardening spark.

Louisa Y. King.

Orchard House, Alma, Michigan.

Notes from a Berkshire Garden

WITH the advent of the heavy

morning frosts we may say the

season is now over and we can
'

take a really comprehensive view

of the year. The year, of co\irse,

was an abnormal one, winter lasting until April 15,

with uninterrupted frosts up to 25°. In the middle

of April the weather broke suddenly, and, barring a

slight frost on May 5, continued mild to the end.

I will sum up how this extraordinary season

affected this garden. It would be interesting to

know how it affected other parts of the country.

I know you have already had several letters on

this subject, but they were written far too early

in the year. Had I written months ago, I should

have given a long list of plants as dead which

are now, as the doctors say, " sitting up and

t.ikiuy a little nom-ishinent."

Rock Garden.—All the large plants of Rock

Roses are dead ; all the young plants survi\ed.

Gentians and Saxifrage rejoiced. Gentiana acaulis

not only insisted on flowering profusely last

Novembei", but again in tlie spring ; while Saxifraga

Cockburniaua, which has sulked for six years,

condescended to flower quite well. Wahlenbergia

sorpyllifolia was a mass of blossom.

Herbaceous Plants.—Phloxes have never been

better. They have made a marvellous display.

Tritoma in small clumps died ; the larger clumps

looked quite dead, but in July began to shoot up
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again, though they only produced one head of

blossom. Hollyhocks were stunted and poor,

.md nearly all the deeper-coloured ones died. It

i^, however, rather remarkable that this flower

ilid better in vxfioscd borders. .A.11 the hardy

white Chrysanthemums gave up the ghost ; this

I cannot understand. All Michaelmas Daisies

rxtreinely poor.

Bulbs.—Daffodils, fully out September :!6.

I'heasant-eyes, .May 13, never made a show
;

the sun was too hot for them and they wilted

before they could come out properly. Gladiolus

bulbs left in the soil through the winter, by accident,

came up and flowered well !

Fruit.—Strawberries poor, as the fruit did not

Mt ; Peaches and Nectarines in blossom .\pril 27

were a poor and tasteless crop ; want of sun, I

suppose. Pears blossomed May 12. A heavy crop

of Windsor was not worth eating ; this was hard

lines, seeing there were no wasps to rob us as in

other years. Apples, the finest crop for years

and 90 per cent, flawless. One can say the same
of the Plums, only that they suffered from want
of taste, except the Green Gages, which have never

been better ; in normal years I never get any.

Quinces, which visit us in twos and threes

usually, arc present in their hundreds ; they are

a bitter disappointment to the little boys who creep

through the hedge to sample them.

To sum up, taking the year as a whole, if only

we had had sun enough the continued frost would

have been a blessing in disguise. As I have said in

a former letter, the frost kept us in sound .A.pples

until the end of June. A mild season will not

do this for us. Edward M. Hadow.
Uffington Vicarage, Fariiigdon, Bcrkx.

GUERNSEY LILY NOTES. II

By the UEV. JOSEPH .I.\COB.

HAS the .\lmighty ever allowed mankind
t(i create a race of flowers of more
superb magnificence than the Nerincs

or Guernsey Lilies ? Were I to allow

myself to be carried away by my
enthusiasm like De La Chesnee-Monstereul, the

author of " Le Floriste Francois," I wcmld see

them planted in the beds and borders of Paradise,

and even go so far as to suggest that tlie sight of

thent bathed in the rays of an Eastern sun and
seen through the partly opened door of the celestial

garden was naught else but the flaming sword

of the guardian angel. No human eye could

stand the sight. "Thus far: and no farther,"

Toleave imaginings, there are few more brilliant

spectacles provided for us by flowers than a

greenhouse full of choice Guernsey Lilies, say,

from nine to ten o'clock in the morning and from

four to five o'clock in the afternoon on a sunny
day in early October. Not- only do the blooms

look as if each petal was studded with innumer-

able quantities of the tiniest diamonds, but they

almost seem to be made of a natural tinsel which

presents to the visitor a mass of solid brilliance.

The silvery sheen of the paler pinks, the glowing

redness of the deeper reds and crimsons, and the

rich refulgence of the roses cannot be matched
elsewhere in the kingdom of flowers.

And who are the individuals that compose this

wonderful show ? What are their names and

what are their several characteristics? It is

exceedingly difficult to reply in a useful way,

for the very simple reason that with the exception

of a dozen or so species and varieties whose names

are common property or current coin, all the rest

have only, as it were, dialectic labels, known by

a single firm or in a certain garden, and no more

in general usage than our local " hog " and
" heem." 1 am very much afraid that the nomen-

clature of this South .\frican family is in somewhat

of a tangle. To begin at the beginning, I am very

uncertain if what John Rea in 1665 called " the

Garnsey Lilly or Narcissus of Japan " is what in

tlu^ liolaiticat Magaziiu- (plate 294) is called

.\maryllis sarniensis, which name Nicholson gives

as a s\-aonym of Nerine sarniensis. Rea calls

his flower " peach coloured " ; the Botanical

Magazine plate shows a good rose ; while in the

" Dictionary of Gardening " Nerine sarniensis

is described as " pale salmon." I have had

sarniensis sent me from the island on two separate

occasions. It is a clear bright rose self, neither

peach coloiu' nor pale salmon. Mr. Elwes once

sent me N. rosea (or N. sarniensis rosea) with a

note that it seldom blooms. I have flowered it

for the first time this autumn, and if it is not

what I have previously grown and bloomed as

sarniensis, it is its " doubl?." Another difficulty

is to account for the ancient export of flowering

bulbs from Guernsey if the variety cultivated

A FORM.^L GARDE.V IN .MICHIGA.X.

SALVI.\ SCL.\REA OR CL.\RV.

for this purpose a htindred or a hundred and

fifty years back was so exceedingly shy of blooming

as all present-day growers in the island know

sarniensis to be. After all, it would be grown as

a business proposition. Could such a poor

performer have ever been made to pay ? Is our

modern sarniensis a supplanter ? I can well

imagine 'how its fine colour and perfect form

miglit eclipse in popular favour another variety

not so richly endowed.

So much for the historical side of the Guernsey

Lily. Now to come to what we see in our collec-

tions to-day. To begin with, there is the beautiful

sarniensis, with its exquisite shape of flower and

umbel and real rose colouring. I would not

scrap my bulbs were they only to bloom once in

a decade. Twelve would not take up much room,

and with this number and with enlightened treat-

ment at least one or two heads should appear

every year. Then there is Fothergillii major,

which is a sub-variety of curvifolia, a magnificent,

tall-growing plant clothed in royal scarlet as

befits a herald who by his presence announces

the coming of his fellows. After Fothergillii

comes the smaller bright yellow-red corusca. It

is one of the most certain of bloomers, and of

that particular colour which invariably compels

the attention of those who see a collection for

the first time, .-ifter these the fun begins. Having

already made it plain that the varietal names of

the Guernsey Lily tribe are something of a difficulty,

I must, for the purposesjof this article, confine my
remarks to the plants of my own collection, which

had its genesis in kindly gifts from Sir Frederick

.Moore, Mr. Ehves and Mr. Bennett-Poe, supple-

mented by a few purchases from Messrs. Barr

and Sons and two or three other dealers. As

all who are familiar with the family know full

well, there are two main types of flowers : (i) the

-\zalea shaped and (2) the Martagon shaped.

The words are well knowTi by everyone, and the>-

suggest with very considerable accuracy the

character and style of bloom that must be expected

when one reads that corusca is Martagon and Miss

Woolward Azalea shaped. So much is this the

case that when last in London Mr. Bennett-Poe

told me that a lady had been lately admiring his

" lovely .Azaleas," when all the time they were

the aforesaid Miss Woolward Guernsey Lilies.

The idea of Martagon has been suggested by
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my own visitors, who have frequently said that

the petals turn back " exactly like a Martagon."
These are the flowers that at present are mv
favourites. The most glorious of all is the scarlet

Ifeadowbankii, a gift from Mr. Elwes. Tall in

stature, large in umbel and brilliant in colour,

it takes " a lot of beating." Miss Willmott is

another bright spot of vermilion, for there is a

good deal of yellow in the red. It is a fine plant
when well grown. Glory of Sarnia is equally bright
and attractive. I have a whole series of delightful

narrow-petalled flowers which appear to be variants
of corusca in their tone and shade of colour. The
best, perhaps, is Mrs. Hooker. It is so tall and
important-looking that those who ilo not as a
rule like the narrow segments of September,
Exhibition, Lady Guise, Ada Bryson and Lady
Lawrence are disposed to make an exception in

its favour. The last named is a little gem with
especially narrow petals and a considerable amount

of salmon in its composition. With appropriate

greenery and arranged in silver or cut-glass

vases it would make a pretty centrepiece for a

fairy's dinner - table. Coming to the more

carmine and fiowers with wider petals, I have

Queen of Portugal (I believe, Barr's Queen
Nathalie), Guernsey and Garibaldi. These have

departed very far from the corusca red, and are

quite a rosy carmine. In pinks there is a varied

assortment ; Miss Shelley, Lady Mary Shelley,

Miss A. Mackie (deep rose centre). Lady Carrington,

Mary Anderson, Hon. Mrs. Kingscote and Dainty

Maid are a selection of the most attractive. But

I am only piling up meaningless names in my
desire to cut my cloth according to the columns

of The Garden; so with the permission of the

Editor, which I herewith ask, I will close with these

words—witch-like in the diverse possibilities of

the spirit that they may call up in those who get

so far as to read them—" to be continued."

THE WILD ROSES.-II
SOME OF THE BEST FRUITED SPECIES.

By R. a. Rolfe, A.L.S.

OF scar)et-fruited kinds their name is

1 legion,' and the hips differ largely in

I shape and size and in the way they

are arranged on the bushes. One
of the most effective is the Chinese

R. sertata, the branches of which are literally

wreathed with elongated fruits, and thus, whether

in fruit or flower, the species answers well to its

name. In fact, it is a plant of high decorative

value. Others of the R. macrophylla group have

been very effective. The Himalayan R. macro-

phylla is represented by a large bush, while the

allied R. setipoda and R. Swerginowii, both of

Chinese origin, are tall bushes bearing a profusion

of brilliant fruits. R. Moyesii is now so well

known that a mere mention of the name will

suffice—and there have been brilliant exhibitions

of its fruits at recent meetings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society at the Drill Hall—but there is

another Chinese species, namely, R. Davidii,

THE GREEN SPINY HIPS
PHYLLA.

OF R. MICRO-

HIPS OF R. MOYESII, ONE OF THE FINEST OF THE
SCARLET FRUITED SPECIES.

that should be better known, as its brilliant hips

are borne in fascicles, and have recently made
a good display at Kew. The

large, rounded hips of R. rugosa

are of well-known decorative

value, and the British R.

tomentosa and R. mollis are

both fruiting very freely. R.

alpina, the Thornless Rose, has

unusually elongated fruits, and

tliese have also made a good

show, with R. pyrenaica, a

dwarfer ally, in which the

prickles are well developed.

R. pisocarpa is one of the

North American species that

have fruited well, its hips being

rather larger than its name
would denote, and several other

American kinds could be

enumerated.

In the Roses of the Synstyla

group the fruits are generally

borne in umbels, those of R.

multiflora being too small to

be of any decorative value

;

but in R. Helenas they are of

about twice the size and orange

buff in colour, as shown by a

bush at Kew. In R. Soulieana,

not very dissimilar in general

character, the hips remain

green for a considerable time.

THE BRILLIANT HIPS OF R. SETIPODA.

but ultimately become ydllowish ; while in R.

lucens the change of colour, at all events here,

is hardly seen before the winter.

It is a prevailing characteristic of the Roses

to have coloured hips, but in one species, which

is well represented at Kew, the character is not

seen, for the large, rounded and very spiny hips

of R. microphylla mature and fall off the bush

without any material change of colour, and they

remain yellowish green after they have fallen from

the bushes. This Rose is fiurther exceptional

in habit, as will be seen when we come to speak

of the species more in detail.

It is not in the fruits alone that the wild Roses

appear to advantage—though in this respect

they may claim to have remained untouched

by the hand of man—for many are of considerable

decorative value when in bloom, and the majority

can be used very effectively in suitable places in

the shrubbery or on the rockwork, the latter, of

course, for the dwarfer species ; while a few others

that are not quite hardy in Britain succeed best

on some sheltered wall. They possess varying

degrees of beauty, but when seen under native

conditions they are, \vithout exception, attractive.

THE NEWER ROSES
By E. Molyneux, V.M.H.

A T the request of the Editor, who is always

/% anxious to help the inexperienced, I

/ % am writing a series of articles on
/~~^^ these popular flowers with a view
^ ^to aiding those persons with little or

no experience of varieties or methods of cultivation.

In matters of culture I can assure the beginner

that my remarks will be of a plain, practical

nature, such as wiU help any ordinary person

to grow the flower and thus incite a greater interest

in it. One of the most interesting phases in Rose

ctilture is that of watching the development of

new or lesser-known varieties. As all people have

not the opportunity of seeing the newer sorts,

a note on those desirable may be useful to those

who intend to form new collections or add to

those they already have in the coming season.

The Hybrid Tea section is the most popular

owing to the excellent points this section possesses,

especially in the continuance of flower during the

summer and autumn months. I do not know
who is responsible for the nomenclatm'e of certain

sorts in this section, but it is a moot point if all

are correctly classified. Some varieties are really
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^iiigle-flowcred. Screutifirally, it may be correct

ii. class them as Hybrid Teas, but I think it would

In- more helpful to the inexperienced if such were

nnted as they are—single-flowered. The following

\,uiftits are desirable :

Golden Emblem (McGredy, 1917)-—^This bids

i.iir to be the finest yellow Rose in cultivation.

Ihe habit of growth is ideal, the flowers shapely

iiul sweetly scented. Gold medal.

Mrs. C. E. Shea (McGredy, 1917) is one of the

li.st of garden or decorative varieties. In colour

u is madder red, shot with scarlet.

Colonel Oswald Fitzgerald (A. Dickson and

Suus, 1917) iu colour is blood red velvety crimson
;

in t:ru\vtli vigorous and branching.

Molly Bligh (A. Dickson and Sons, 1917)-

—

I'lie colom- is deep madder pink with an orange

- i>ne at the base of the petals.

Florence Spaull (B. Cant and Sons, 19 16)

c aunot fail to become a favourite,

- apart from its shape and deep

m; pink colour, it is sweetly

iitcd.

Clarice Goodacre (A. Dickson

and Sons, 1916) gives perfectly

formed flowers, ivory white, tinted

with biscuit chrome.

Gorgeous (H. Dickson, 1915)

truly deserves its name. Quite

, small buds develop into gorgeous

\ blooms even after being cut. In

» colour orange yellow, veined with

reddish copper. Gold medal.

Admiral Ward (Pernet-Ducher.

1 91 5), although not quite new, is

such a handsome Rose that it

^lioiild be in every collection.

The perfume is so enchanting and

the colour so attractive—crimson,

shaded velvety purple.

Ada Paullin (E. J. Hicks, 1916)

has superseded that good old

x.iriety .^nna Olivier, in that its

I olouring—apricot, bronze shading

—is more intense.

C. E. Shea (E. J. Hicks, 191 7)

i> one of the most attractive half"

opened blooms we have. The

colour is a rich pink ; the growth

is all that could be desired, vigorous

and producing flowers perpetually.

This Rose cannot fail to become
':_ immensely popular in the garden.

Gold medal.

Donald Macdonald (A. Dickson

" and Sous, 1916) as a bedding

Rose should be popular, the orange

r.irmine, medium -sized blooms

leiug so freely produced.

Golden Spray (H. Dickson,
1 91 7) is really a bedding Rose of

a deep Marechal Niel yellow. The
intensely coloured buds develop

large single blooms on arching shoots in really

elegant sprays. Gold medal.

Hon. Mrs. R. C. Grosvenor (B. Cant and Sons.

1916) is quite a good autumn-flowering variety.

The blooms are not large, but shapely ; in colour

porcelain flesh with a deep orange yellow centre.

Joanna Bridge (E. J. Hicks, 1916).—For,

I utting on long stems this is a charming variety.

In bud the colour is straw yellow with strawberry

shading, which pales with age, the blooms termi-

nating semi-double. The foliage is bronze tinted.

Lady Plymouth (A. Dickson and Sons, i9r4)

may not be quite new, but it is a Rose I admire

very much in a cut state. It opens ivory cream,

changing to a pale yellow hue. A shapely bloom.

Good in growth and free in flower.

Mrs. Bryoe Allan (A. Dickson and Sons, 191C)

is a coppery carmine rose. Gold medal.

Mrs. Dunlop Best (E. J. Hicks, 1916) in colour

is reddish apricot, the base of the petals coppery

yellow. In the bud and half-open state it is a

charming variety for cutting ; of e.\tra strong

growth and perpetual flowering.

Miss Stewart Clark (A. Dickson and Sons, 1916).

—Pure golden yellow with crimson splashes on

the outer petals before unfolding ; stiff, leathery,

tleep ^reeu foliage.

Mrs. Mackellar, citron or canary yellow colour
;

large deep blooms on stiff, erect stems.

Red Letter Day (A. Dickson, 191.1) is so useful

for cutting that I cannot omit this Rose from any

list of utility varieties. Although not a novelty

in the strict sense, as a continuous and late-

fiowering variety I do not know its equal. In

colour scarlet crimson.

THE PROMISING NEW ROSE C. E. SHEA.

Autiunn Tints (B. Cant and Sons, 1914).—For

its quaint colouring this Rose is much appreciated
;

coppery red, shaded with orange and salmon.

Augustus Hartman (B. Cant and Sons, 1914).

—

Apart from its colouring—brilliant geranium

red, flushed with orange— I know of no Rose that

develops such massive blooms when cut in the

bud state and placed in water. In growth it is

all that could be desired, with ample foliage. 1

William Cooper (H. Dickson).—I look upon this

Rose as quite the most attractive of any variety

in perfume. The blooms are made up of huge

petals of a deep rich lake red.

TEA-SCENTED VARIETIES.

Mrs. Campbell Hall (h. Dickson and Sons, 1914)

s a delicate creamy buff, faintly tinted with rose.

Titania (VV. Paid and Son, 1915).—Coppery
crimson, changing with age to deep salmon red,

an attractive colour ; free flowering, but weak
in growth.

PERNETIANA VARIETIES.

Muriel Dickson (H. Dickson, 1915) is one of

the most strikingly coloured Roses in cultivation

—

deep reddish copper in the bud state, opeiung to

cherry red with copper shading ; of dwarf growtli

and free flowering.

G. F. Barry.—Pale yellow or deep sulphur

colour, a continuous flowering variety with ample
foliage.

Mme. Edouard Herriot (Pernet-Ducher, 1913) is

popularly known as the " Daily Mail Rose." For
growing in the open for producing cut blooms I

regard this as the most popular of all Roses. Coral

red, shaded with yellow and bright rosy scarlet.

Ill the half-open condition the colouring of this

Rose is superb.

SINGLE VARIETIES.

Isobel (McGredy and Sons, 1916)

in colour is carmine red, flushed

orange, with a faint Austrian Copper

shading. The blooms are made up
of large petals with full yellow

anthers, delightfully perfumed.

This is one of the best of decorative

Roses in a cut state.

Ulster Gem (H. Dickson, 191G1

has perfectly single flowers of a

deep primrose colour, freely pro-

duced on stiff stems.

Princess Mary (E. J. Hicks,

1915).—Deep crimson scarlet with

bright yellow anthers. Gold medal.

Walthara Scarlet (W. Paul and
Son. 1914).—This crimson scarlet

variety is produced in huge trusses.

CLIMBING VARIETIES.

Climbing Lady Hillingdon (E. J.

Hicks, 1917) bids fair to be a

desirable Rose, as it grows freely.

The copper-tinted foliage is attrac-

tive, forming a good contrast to

the orange-coloured blooms.

Golcestria (B. Cant and Sons,

1916).—Satin rose in the centre,

shading off to silvery pink in the

outer petals. This variety gained

the Clay Cup for fragrance at the

Holland House Show, which is a

proof of its merits. Shotild prove

a good wall Rose.

Cupid (B. Cant and Sons, 1915I

in growth is vigorous, with huge

dark green leaves. In colo,m' the

blooms, when in the bud state, are

flesh, fading slightly to peach.

Lemon Pillar (G. Paul and Son,

1915).—^Pale lemon buds passing to

lemon white ; large bold flowers,

freely produced. Gold medal.

Mrs. Rosalie Wrinch (W. and J. Brown, rgij)

has large single and, at times, semi-double blooms

of a rich shade of pink. One of the earliest varieties

to flower, therefore valuable.

Danae (Rev. J. H. Pemberton, 1913) gives

huge quantities of yellow semi-double flowers.

Pemberton's White Rambler (Rev. J. H.

Pemberton, 1914).

—

K piure white rambler not

liable to mildew, lasting a long time in flow-er.

Paul's Scarlet Climber (W. ParU and Son,

1916) is probably the most vivid colour in Roses

we have ; the huge trusses of scarlet crimson

flowers are freely produced on stiff, erect stems

well clothed with foliage. A second crop in

September can be obtained by judicious pruning

after the first flowering is past.
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ON BURNHAM SANDS
By H. Stuart Thompson, F.L.S.

IT

is always pleasant to revisit a district one

remembers as a child, and especially if

the place was a hunting-ground for the

budding naturalist. My earliest reminiscences

of Burnham-on-the-Sea, as it is now called,

are not only of sea bathing and sand castles,

but of butterflies and caterpillars, of flowers and

shells. In the early eighties Fritillaries and other

butterflies were far commoner than now upon the

sandhills.

As a boy of twelve. I had the good fortune to

discover on the Burnham sands a specimen (now

in the Kew Herbarium) of the rare Polygonum

maritimum, hitherto only found in these islands

at Braunton Burrows in Devon, and in Hants and

Dorset. But though correctly named, it was not

until I became a student at Bristol that I realised

the importance of that find, on making the

acquaintance of Mr. J. W. White, F.L.S. , who had

already published his initial work on the flora

of the Bristol coalfields. P. maritimum has never

since been recorded from Somerset, and is now

almost extinct in Britain. But in 1906 its near

ally, P. Raii, was found by the Rev. E. S. Marshall

in hollows amid the sandhills, and it has since

been seen sparingly in other spots about Burnham
;

while on August 20 this year a few straggling

plants were growing with some Clienopodiums

within a hundred yards of the esplanade, and they

ran the risk of being dug up by some child's wooden

spade.

In 1S96 Mrs. E. S. Gregory discovered on the

sands near Burnham a clump of Scirpus Holo-

schoenus, a plant common enough on the Continent,

especially on the Mediterranean, but only known

in Britain at Braunton Burrows. Ray admitted

in his Synopsis that he was in error in writing

Somerset for Devon in 1688 ("Hist.," Vol. II.,

page 1303) ; but in 1791 W. Sole recorded the

plant from " near the seaside below Watchet "

(CoUinson's " History of Somerset "). It seems

to have soon disappeared from Watchet, and Mrs.

Gregory thus restored to the county an important

species long supposed to have been lost.

It would be interesting to know how these three

rare plants came to the Somerset coast in such

small quantify, and whether seeds could have been

washed across Bridgwater Bay from North Devon.

It is, not likely that they could have escaped the

notice of careful field botanists like Thomas Clark

and his friend John Collins, who visited Burnham

so often in the first half of the nineteenth century
;

nor perhaps of other well-known workers who paid

less frequent visits since that time.

The writer came into the possession of Tliomas

Clark's herbarium some twenty-five years ago,

and it contains most of the flowering plants known

to grow in Somerset in the early part of last

century, including many from Burnham, Berrow,

Brean Down, the Steep Holm and Steart Island,

as well as from the Quantock side of the tidal

river Parrett. It is gratifying to know that not-

withstanduig the advent of golf, the extension

of building operations and the increasing popularity

of this healthy resort, practically all the plants,

except Crambe maritima, found by Clark and

Collins can still be seen growing in the district,

and several others have since been found. This

may be partly due to the fact that maritime plants

are usually deep-rooted. Even so uncertain and

sporadic a subject as Henbane maintained itself

near Berrow Church and near Brean for over

thirty years.

In 1859 Thomas Clark gathered on the sandhills

specimens of the beautiful Patagonian Evening

Primrose (CEnothera odorata), which has since

held its ground with varying success, and is now
well established in several spots. The flowers of,

this species turn a deep orange-red when fading

or when dried in the press. The common CEnothera

with larger and paler blossoms, which was intro-

duced from America, has been recorded at Burnham
since 1837. It comes under CE biennis as an

aggregate.

Among other handsome or interesting alien

plants long established about Burnham are Soap-

wort (Saponaria officinalis), often with double

flowers ; Reseda alba ; Asparagus officinalis,

scarcer now than formerly, but known since 1836
;

Melilotus alba, and Medicago sativa in great

variety. The colour-forms of Lucerne and allied

species were recently dealt with in The Garden
by the present writer. This year a fine yellow

Linaria has got established in a sandy enclosure

facing the sea. Except for the leaves, which are

broader at the base than usual, it resembles L.

italica. Flixweed (Sisymbrium Sophia) is a denizen

or colonist known in waste sandy ground at

Burnham for just a century, for T. Clark's first

specimens bear the date 1818. The Sea Buck-

thorn (HippophaS rhamnoides) was planted on

the sandhills about ' 1890. This prickly shrub,

with narrow, silvery leaves and orange-yellow,

stemless berries, is useful in binding the sands

together, just as it does as a native in some of the

sandy river-beds in Switzerland at considerable

elevation. It is indigenous on the east and
south-east coasts of England.

Let me now mention a few of the more remark-

able or beautiful native species. The elegant

pink blossoms of the Convolvulus Soldauella,

whose thick, leathery leaves so closely resemble

those of the Alpine Soldanella, can still be seen

both north and south of the town. Patches of

Iris fcetidissima, with its handsome orange or

vermilion seeds, are here and there. Epipactis

palustris, one of the prettiest of our native Orchids,

is abundant on the borders of an overgrown

swamp in tlie midst of the golf links. This marshy
ground also produces Orchis latifolia, O. maculata,

Scutellaria galericulata, Carex acutiformis, C.

acuta and C. riparia, together with the variety

humilis. The last-named Sedge is probably

merely a short and slender sand-grown form of

riparia, which is so common in the Somerset

lowlands. Some of the flowering spikes of the

variety are only 8 inches or 10 inches high when
growing in the sand. Mr. Marshall first saw it

north of Berrow. Juncus maritimus is very rare

and local near Berrow, where it was discovered by

Mr. J. W. White in 1897.

Most of the orcUnary sand-dune plants are

here, such as the Yellow Horned Poppy, Ononis

horrida, Cakile maritima, Lycopsis arvensis and

Euphorbia Paralias. There is also much Cyno-

glossum officinale. Carex arenaria and the great

spiny grass Ammophila arundinacea bind the sand

together ; while Phleum arenarium and Festuca

uniglumis are two less common grasses very

frequently seen. Galium verum variety maritimum

is abundant. It flowers several weeks later

than the ordinary form, is much branched, and the

leaflets are very narrow and small. Sometimes,

as this year, it is the host plant for the parasitical

Dodder. Viola ericetorum is the dominant species

of the sandhills ; and Arenaria serpyllifolia var.

vjscidula is quite frequent and usually very

glandular. On the splendid stretch of sand

within reacji of the highest tides are most of the

plants one would expect, including Suaeda, Sali-

cornia, Atriplex and Chenopodium in variety,

Salsola Kali, Beta maritima, Cakile and

Honkenya peploides.

Near the Berrow road, which separates the sands

from the inland marshes, are Lepidiura latifolium,

Carduus tenuiflorus and Chaerophyllum Anthriscus,

among others. The marshes themselves, including

those towards Highbridge, produce Frog-bit

(Hydrocharis), Wild Celery, Butomus and
CEnanthe Lachenalii. And in the mudflats at

the mouth of the River Brue are most of the usual

salt-Ioving plants of Southern England, such as

Aster Tripolium, Statice Limonium, Artemisia

maritima, Bupleurum tenuissimum, Glaux mari-

tima and many others. i

Gardening of the Week

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting Fruit Trees.—It is advisable to
have new trees planted as soon as they can be
safely lifted. When brought from a distance
or exposed in any way the tips of the smaller
roots perish, and besides removing the broken
portion of the thicker ones, these should be care-
fully trimmed to living parts. So often has the
method of planting been related that it may
suffice here to note that shallow planting is

essential, staking important, and mulching, in
Scotland at least, may be dispensed with. In
the case of wall trees the stems should be kept
several inches out from the wall, and if fastened
to it, the tie should be rather loose. I prefer
maiden trees to older ones, but of Currants and
Gooseberries those four years of age.

Raspberries.—The rods of these may now be
securely fastened to wires or, where bunched,
tied to their stakes, first seeing that none of the
latter are too decayed to stand another year.
The rods, as advised previously, will have been
thinned out, but some that could be better done
without may have been left, and these should
now be also removed.

Blackberries.—Even the common Blackberry
is enormously improved mider cultivation, but
nothing like so fine as the so-called Parsley-leaved,
which also is later in ripening. In the North it

is wTsll worth a place on an east wall. Now that
the crop is past—though old saws have it that
October 10 is the latest date the fruit can be
used—all the old stems should be cut out close

to the ground and the strongest nailed about
a foot apart, cutting off the ends not wanted
to fill up space. Weak shoots should be cut to

the ground.

Loganberries and Wineberries.—These, too,

should be done up for the season, the first

named in the same manner as Blackberries, but
trained to rails, preferably to poles. The Wine-
berry does well as a bush and needs no supports.
It is one of the handsomest of the coloured
stemmed shrubs of winter, a mass on a sunny
day being unique in its bright brown colouring.

Raspberry-Strawberry.—This is still recom-
mended, but I have long since discarded it as

worthless.
The Rose Garden.

Transplanting.—It frequently happens that

by transplanting Roses which are not doing so

well as one would wish, cutting back the roots
before replanting and giving fresh soil, a very
great improvement results. This is the best

time for these operations.

Pruning.—Quite a number of common and
old Roses may be pruned now and so save time
in spring ; also ramblers and climbers, which
take up much time in cutting out old wood.
They may be tied now or merely fastened tempo-
rarily, to be finished in spring. Gloire de Dijon
trained to a wall may also be pruned and nailed,

when a much earlier crop of flowers will be secured.

It is one of the hardiest of Roses. I treat W. A.
Richardson similarly, and get bloom in May.

Roses with Hips.—Very fine is Rosa alpina

in autumn and, of course, R. rugosa is well known.
Less so are the Scotch Roses with their black
hips. In the more wild parts a group of common
R. canina is very effective in winter, and for its

stems R. lucida is well worth a place.

Mulching.—This is so general that one can
only say it is by no means essential. If

to preserve from or lessen the effects of frost.

Bracken is in all respects preferable ; and if to

enrich the soil, it is quite early enough to add
proper manures in spring.

The Kitchen Garden.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—The stems may now
be cut over close to the ground and stacked in
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buudk'S t(i dry, after which they may bf burnt to"

make ashes for the garden, or be used ior
fuel. Enough tubers should be lifted at a time
to supply requirements for a week or a fortnight.

Globe Artichokes.—Any of these worth cutting
should be gathered and the stems stuck in sand
till wanted, cutting all the old stems hard back.
In many years the plants do not prove to be
hardy, and some means of protection are needed.
Littery strawy manure is good, or leaves heaped
up around the plants. Should a fresh plantation
be in prospect, now is the proper time to detach
suckers from the old plants. These, if laid in in
itnders in a protected position and covered during
frosts, will form a nice lot of fibrous roots by
early spring for setting out in March.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Prestonkirk, N./l.

instance, take the early variety Bouton d'Or and
the later Gesneriana lutea, or Dusart and
Gesneriana rosea.

Cutting Hedges.—Lose no time in completing
the cutting of all evergreen hedges. The longer
they are left, the greater likelihood there is of
injury by frost later on, as the cut parts do not
have time to become inured.

E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants. I

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Mushrooms.—As fast as the manure is avail-
able, make up the beds as described in former
issues. Those who have not a house set apart
for the purpose may grow good Mushrooms under
the greenhouse staging, provided they keep this

part dark and make up the bed not less than
15 inches deep. If possible, it should not be less

than 2 feet wide. A yard would be better, as
the greater the bulk the less liability there is

for the manure to become unduly dry, especially
if the bed is niade up above the floor line with,
say, retaining walls of boards or loose bricks.
Not that Mushrooms require much water, but a
moist position favours their growth without the
necessity of continuous waterijlg to keep (he whole
sufficiently m<nst.

Brussels Sprouts.—Owing to the want of sun
and such a plague of caterpillars, this crop is not
so successful as it is in some seasons. The sprouts
are irregular in size ; not close, firm buttons
such as are so highly appreciated. .A.ny dead
leaves should be stripped oft the plants, as when
decaying they adhere to the sprouts, discolouring
them. Any late batches of plants can be assistecl

by sprinkling superphosphate on the surface
at the rate of 40Z. to the square yard, or giving a
good dressing of soot, which has an influence
upon the growth of both plants and sprouts.

Spinach.—Where the latest-sown plants are
too thick in the rows, pull out the weaker
ones, leaving at least 4 inches of space between
the plants. Continuously stir the surface soil to
aid growth, and gi\'e an occasional sprinkling of
soot or wood-ashes, which will tend to check
slug attacks as well as aid growth. The plants
sown early in August are now giving free supplies
of large, succulent leaves, which should be gathered
carefully as required, giving space for later growth
and thus rendering the plants hardier and better
able to stand the winter.

Parsley.—Thin- late-S(jwn plants to 6 inches
to ensure stockiness of growth, using the thinnings
to fill up gaps or to make new plantations in the
open or in frames.

Fruit Under Glass.

Late Grapes will require constant watching to
see that no decayed berries are allowed to remain
in the bunches, as one will quickly contaminate
the remainder surrounding it. Continually warm
the hot-water pipes to ensure a free circulation
of air to dissipate condensed moisture, which is

sure to take place, especially when plants have
to be watered in the same house. Shorten the
laterals to aid the circulation of air, and admit
sun whenever possible. The roots must be
attended to as regards water ; they must not
lack for want of it, or the next season's crop will

be interfered with.

"Newly Planted Peach Trees must be well
soaked at the roots if there is any suspicion that
the soil is approaching dryness. Syringe the
trees to aid the formation of new roots, which
will do much towards giving them a better
start in the spring, and thus render the prospect
of a crop doubly sure. These early lifted trees
always make more progress than those not taken
up before the turn of the year.

The Flower Garden.
Planting the Beds.—No time should be lost

in completing the beds for a spring display of

Daisies, Aubrietia and such-like spring-flowering
subjects. Also all bulbs should be planted with-
out delay. In the case of Tulips growing among
Daisies, Aubrietia or the like, if an early and a
late variety of a similar colour are planted alter-

nately, a longer season of bloom is assured. For

Potatoes Grown from

Single Eyes

THE shortage of seed Potatoes in the

spring of 1917 created a good deal of

discussion in the Press as to the advisa-

bility of cutting tubers for planting into

small sections instead of planting thcni

whole. In order to test certain assertions as to

the heavy yield from small scraps of tubers con-

taining single eyes, the following experiment was
conducted under conditions available to every

allotment holder.

In January lib. of tubers of Kerr's Pink and

3 Jib. of tubers of Lochar were obtained from

Scotland. The Kerr's Pink were very small

and were fifteen in number. The Lochar were

nmch larger; the exact number was not kept.

.AH were at once placed in boxes and put in a

light room from wliich frost was just excluded.

Little progress in sprouting was made before the

begimiing of March, so the boxes were placed in

a warmer room for a fortnight. The sprouts were

by that time a quarter of an inch long. The tubers

were then cut into sections with one eye each, except

in the case of the five largest tubers of Lochar,

which were left whole. In this way fifty-one

single-eye sections were procured from Kerr's

Pink and eighty single-eye sections of Lochar.

The eyes were then placed in boxes of leaf-

mould and sand and lightly covered. They were

stood in a light room in which there was a fire

for several hours each day, but the bo.xes had
eventually to be placed in a cold shed to check

too rapid growth, the weather being too inclement

for planting.

The ground used was part of an old market

garden that had been more or less derelict for

several years - It was very heavy and dirty, and

it had to be dug when very wet. In that con-

dition it was too sticky to break up well, and when
dry it became very hard and lumpy. Planting

could not be undertaken until April 20, and on

account of the poor planting condition of the soil

a little fine soil from an old rubbish heap was
placed in the trenches with the sets. The rows

were planted 28 inches apart and the plants were

placed 14 inches apart in the rows, and covered with

about 3 inches of soil. The first shoots appeared

above ground on May r, and from that time the

plants grew vigorously. Before earthing up, a

little guano was sown between the rows, but no

other manure was given.

.A.bout the middle of July, and again during

the second week in August, they were sprayed

with Burgundy mixture, but the tops did not show
signs of disease. In both cases the haulms were

very vigorous.

Lochar was lifted on September 15, and yielded

1971b. of tubers. The largest tuber weighed

i3^oz., and there were many between 8oz. and

rooz. There were 271b. below seed size and twelve

small tubers were diseased. Many tubers were

attacked by scab. Of the five large uncut tubers

one was cut into two equal pieces at planting-

tiine, the others being planted whole. There

was no difference at lifting-time between the whole

and- the half tubers, but they bore hca^'ier crops

than the single eyes. The six sets yielded 241b.

looz. of tubers, but there was a large percentage

of very small Potatoes, each root numbering over

100 tubers.

Kerr's Pink was lifted on September 22 and
each root was weighed separately. The total

yield was i57lb., the heaviest root yielding 7lb.

130Z. Two other roots yielded 51b. and 5lb. lOOz.

respectively, while ten other roots produced 41b.

or more each. Sixteen roots bore between 31b.

and 4lb. each, and but two roots yielded below ilb.

each. Those two roots were always rather weak,
and the tops were eventually killed by their stronger

neighbours. They produced but 6oz. and 70Z.

respectively. The heaviest tuber weighed 15J0Z.
and there were many tubers between goz. and
130Z. Seven pounds were below seed size. Seven-
teen tubers were infected with ordinary Potato
disease, and many were marked with common
scab in the same way as all the varieties of Potatoes

grown on the same ground.

More room ought to have been allowed both
between the rows and the sets, for the tops became
very crowded by the end of July.

W. D., in the Kew Bullelin.

OUTDOOR TOMATOES

THE note on the above by "S. E. D. T.,"

asking for readers' experiences of this

subject, prompts me to send these notes

on the conduct of my own plants.

This is the first year that I have,

grown Tomatoes. It was the excellent articles

on the subject which appeared in The Garden
-in the early part of the year which induced me
to grow them.

I had no heat, but like to overcome difficulties.

I therefore purchased a threepenny packet of

Carter's Outdoor Tomato seed and sowed about
a third of the same in a pan, which was placed

upon the Icitchen shelf above the fire, with a sheet

of glass, to prevent evaporation, placed upon the

pan. This primitive method of obtaining bottom-
heat proved quite successful in bringing up the

seedlings (and I have adopted it for many other half-

hardy subjects with success). In all, about roo

seedlings appeared. The pan was then placed in

a cold frame in the middle of March (a fortnight

after sowing) until the first rough leaf began to

appear. I boxed twenty of the sefdlings and
grew them on for my own use, giving the re-

mainder to friends, who also boxed them and in

due time did well with them.

The plants were brought on in the cold frame

imtil they were a foot high and beautifully sturdy

—quite different to the weedy stuff usually

^old as Tomato plants, and which could never

bring much of a crop. The second week in May
these plants- were planted out against a south

fence 4 feet high, the border being treated to wood-

ashes as suggested in the articles mentioned.

The weather being warm during May, the plants

soon took hold and grew away splendidly. One
of the plants refused to blossom, and two others

suffered so badly from leaf-curl that they were

destroyed. This left me with seventeen plants,

from which I expected, perhaps, with luck, to

get a pound of fruit per plant, basing my yield

on plants I have seen purchased from dealers.

Those plants interested me more than anything

else in the garden. Had I not raised them under

practically impossible circumstances ? Certainly 1

Very well, then, they had every possible induce-

ment to repay me as the author of their being.

When the first blossom had set I commenced to

feed the plants. How they grew after that !

The plants became like young trees, sturdy of

stem and full of blossom. What did 1 feed them
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on ? Whisper it. (Very small type for this, Mr.

Printer, please !) Bedroom slops, diluted with an

equal quantity of water, administered once a

week.

August came, and with its advent the first

coloured fruits, which were two to the pound and

seventeen to the cluster ! Great Scot ! I had

so many Tomatoes from those plants that it was

impossible to keep them down by using in the

house. Most of them now repose in a bottled

condition in the store cupboard. I could go out

and cut 61b. every other day until the latter part

of September, when they did not ripen so fast.

As I had to leave the garden for a fortnight's

holiday, I picked all the tinted ones (141b.) and

placed them in a sunny window before departing.

All were deep red on my return, and another

141b. had ripened on the plants. .Altogether,

. those seventeen plants gave 921b. of ripe Tomatoes,

and about 141b. of diseased ones which were useless.

What a lot of disease there has been this year !

The fruits look as though they had been bruised.

Round here very few escaped, from what I hear.

Of green ones there were none. The plants were

stopped as soon as the fourth cluster had appeared.

The fruits were corrugated ? What of it ! They

eat and bottled beautifully.

Great Misscnden. Ci-.\rence Ponting.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAt! Editor endeamurs

io make The Gaiu'EN fuljifi/l to all readers who desire

assistancCy no matlci- vhat the hrnnck of (jardcnino man ^'?.

and with that object makes a special feature of the "Auawers
to Correspondents " columns. All comiitanications fnhnuld be

clearly ajid concisely written on one siilc of the paper onUi,

and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tanstock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2. The name arid address

of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.

Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely

packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and ftolvering

shoots, ivhere possible, should be sent. It is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters

on business should be sent to the Pttblisher.

FRUIT GARDEN.
APPLE ORLEANS REINETTE (E. .U.).--This excellent

variety was previously ealled Winter liibston, and it

appears under this name in some catalogues of fi'uit trees.

INJURY TO MELON (ff. 5.).—The Melon is attacke 1

by the trouble known as canker. As soon as any trace

of it is evident, sprinkle the surface of the Melon with
quicldime and dust the surface of the soil about the stem
with it as well. Take care to use fresh soil in which to

grow the next crop of Melons.

BOTTLING PEARS {W. F. M. C.).—As you appear to

have pot vacuum jars, we advise you to sterilise by heat.

The quality of water varies in different districts, and
unless your district water has been proved to ^preserve

without sterilisat on. you should only do one bottle as a
test, and do the others in the ordinary way.

SCAB ON PEARS (Mrs. TF. P.).—The Pears sent for

examination were badly attacked by ordinary Pear scab
(Venturia pirina). It is caused by a fungus, andis vi'ry

common in many gardens. It flr.st appears on the leaves
and young shoots, and spores are then waslied from the.

leaves and shoots to the fruits. The eradication of this

disease is difficult, but some good can be done by cutting

away and burning infected shoots w^hen the disease Is

isolated and when it is general by spraying the trees,

when the buds begin to swell in spring, with Bordeaux
mixture, prepared by mixing 121b. of copper sulphate
and Sib. of quicklime in loc uallons of water. Later on,

when the leaves are devi-iuping. the trees may be again
sprayed with the mixture at half the above strength.

Leaflet 131 issued by the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries deals with this disease. It can be obtained
free of charge by application to the Secretary, Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place, London.
S.W.I.

ROSE GARDEN.
MANURING ROSES {P. T.).—We advise a dressing of

basic slag, 6oz. to 8oz. per square yard, at once, and
have it lightly forked in. Then give a good handful
of bone-meal to each plant in the spring after pruning.
The soot can be given as a dressing later on in spring.
As you describe your soil, we certainly think you would
do wtH to lift all your Hoses this autumn and trench
your ground, removing some of the gravel so that you
have a depth of at least 30 inches of soil. Into the lower
foot of soil work in some good rotted manure, cow-manure
for preference. Ap^ly the basic slag to the surface after
tlic replanting. This may seem a big task, but it will

pay you. We prefer to give Roses a change of food

—

basic slag about every fomth year, and bone-meal
about every second year. In the interim good rotted
farmyard manure should be liberally applied in November
and dug under the soil at the time of applying it.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATO TO NAME (F. M. ^.).— It is very diflicult to

name Potatoes from their tubers if not quite impossible,

but we think yours is likely to be May Queen. It is

certainly not Rlidiothian Karly, as the flower is wrong
for that variety.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PRIMULA JAPONICA FAILING (D. W., S'irrei/).—

The i;iiljiiL: :(]iipi',uN In lu" entirely due to local conditions
and oiiK' iliirrrruiiabk- on the spot. In the absence of
information, seeing that the roots have been practically
eaten away from the plants, we should attribute the mis-
chief to the grub known as " leather-jacket," which
feeds on a great variety of plants and roots ; or to some
other of the soil pests. Thorough and frequent moving
of the soil, exposing it totheatlacks of birds and an appli-
cation of lime or one of the soil fumigants woidd be most
likely to help you to get rid of the trouble. Where farm-
yard" manure is difficult to obtain, Wakeley's Hop Manure
will be found excellent for most garden crops, the Potato
included.

SPH^ERALCEA PEDATA {T. W, /..).^SphaM-aIcea
pedata is a perennial, and native of the Southern and
Western United States. It is not hardy in this country,
but strikes readily from cuttifigs in the autumn. It "is

the plant wliich is often grown in gardens and sold as
S. aiunroana. Of trailing, prostrate habit with hairy
stents 18 inches to 2 leet long, furnislied with much-
divided and lobed leaves, it is a somewhat rampant
grower during the .summer and autumn. The rose-
coloured flowers are produced in the axils of the leaves
along the greater part of the stems during the same
jieriod till cut down by frost. The true S. Munroana
is of erect, bushy habit vnth almost woody stems 1 foot
to 2 feet high, less divided leaves and lighter, more brick
red flowers. It is hardy in sheltered positions, but gets
killed right down to the ground every winter, coming" up
again in the sjiring.

BELLADONNA LILIES NOT FLOWERING (A. K.).~
These, like Criimms and some other bulbous plants.
ai*e Impatient of disturbance, and require time to re-

establish themselves. Two years before flowering is

not unduly long, even with top-size bulbs, and if you
had not these, some time longer must elapse before they
settle down into a regular annual flowering. As the
foliage is healthy and you have proof that the bulbs
are sound and increasing, J you must] possess your
soul in patience until a flowering appears. Some years
ago, with bulbs of the variety blanda, which were also
of giant size, we only got a flowering every second or
third year, even with long-established bulbs. It was of
sucli colour, richness and long duration, however, that
the memory always remained till the next flowering
appeared. The only thing you can do to hurry them
up is to see that they do not .suffer from the want of
moisture during the leafing period, throughout which,
at weekly intervals or thereabouts, they may also
receive applications of weak liquid manure.

THE GREENHOUSE.
A SELECTION OF GERANIUMS,—I have benefited

greatly from my constant reading of The Garden, and
have been much instructed by the " Twelve Best Hoses
for Climbing," " Twelve Best Carnations," &c. 1 should
be greatly pleased if some of your staff would give me a list

of tlie twelve best Geraniums for growing under glass

and say where such plants could be secured.

—

Canadian
Ajiateur. [The following is a good selection of

Geraniums, or, more properly, Zonal Pelargoniums,
for growing under glass. With shigle flowers.—Aldenham,
rich crimson ; Cevic, pale salmon ; Hall Caine. bright
cherry red; H. Bartlett, orange scarlet; Lady Curzon,
blush pink ; Lady Warwick, wliitc, margined reddisii

pink ; Maxime Kovalevsky, orange salmon ; Mrs. Brown
Potter, rich pink ; Mrs. H. Cannell, deep salmon ; Naples,
deep scarlet-; Paul Crampel, intense scarlet ; St. Louis,
vivid scarlet crimson ; Sir Thomas Hanbury, crimson,
bluish tinge on top petals ; The Mikado, soft cerise

;

and The Sirdar, bright scarlet. With double or semi-
double flowers.—Bertha de Presily. satiny rose ; Colossus,
reddish crimson ; Double Jacoby, deep crimson ; Fleuve
Blanc, white ; Fraicheur, white, edged red ; F. V. Raspail,
rich scarlet ; Golden Glory, orange scarlet ; Gustave
Emich, clear scarlet ; Hermine, pure white ; King of

Denmark, salmon ; Lord Derby, rich pink ; Miss G.
Asiiworth. wliite ; JMrs. Lawrence, satiny salmon ; The
Speaker, brilliant salmon ; and l\irtle's Surprise, scarlet.

We have in each case slightly exceeded the dozen in case

one or other may not be available. A Idrge collection
is grown by Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, The Nurseries,
Eynsford. Kent. England, from whom the above varieties

can be obtained.

—

Ed.]

and any other varieties of Ceanothus of that type ; Ithodo -

deiidron fla\iim (Azalea pontica), E,. nudiflorum, li.

calendulaceura. 11. molle, Pieris japonica, Kalraia iatifolia,
K. angustifolia and Zenobia speciosa. Among the more
vigorous Lilies, evergreen Rhododendroas in variety,
also species such as II. yunnanense, B. campylocarpuin.
R. cinnabarinum, Pieris formosa. Borberis Darwinii,
Fothergilia major. Haraamelis mollis, and Tree Heaths
such as Erica lusitanica, E. arborea, E. australis and
E. mediterranea may be used. Escallonia exoniensis and
Cornus alba are not quite suitable shrubs for the purpose.
DAPHNE UNHEALTHY (F. S. J.).—As far as we can

decide without seeing the plant, we should say that the
roots of the Daplme are in an unhealthy condition, and
have been gradually getting worse for some time. Yoi:r
better plan will be to leave the plant midisturbed at the roots
till next March, then turn it out of the pot and take awa>-
as much of the old .soil as you can without unduly distressing
it. This will give you an opportunity to ascertain tlie

condition of the roots. If they are in a poor state, as we
expect will be the case, all decayed roots should be cut
off. and the plant repotted in a mixture of equal parts
of loam and peat with a good sprinkling of silver sand.
In all probability you will find that the roots may be
comfortably accommodated in a pot smaller than that
in whichthe plant was in before. That, of course, is a matter
for you to determine. After potting, the plant should
be stood in a shaded part of the vinery and lightly syringed
two or three times a day. Enough water must be given
to keep the soil moderately moist, but particular care
should be taken not to make it too wet. If the new
roots take possession of the fresh soil, the plant may be
stood outdoors during the summer.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SOIL ANALYSIS (J. P.).—There is more in this subject

than meets the eye. Our leading soil experts do not
appear to attach very great importance to soil analysiSi
The subject is dealt with in a special article in our issue
for October '27. If there are any points arising out of

. th'' article on which you are not clear, kindly send a line

and we will do our best to help you.

SOIL ANALYSIS AND HEAVY CROP OF POTATOES
(G. .S'.).—The article on tliis subjeet. issue October 27,
page 456, is an answer to the points which you raise.
So far as the extraordinary crop of Potatoes is concerned,
it cannot be too widely recognised that not only do the
preparation and cultivation of the soil as well as its

manuring and the variety of Potato grown count in tiie

kind of yield obtained, as well as the weather conditions
prt^vailing during the growth period, but also the source
of the seed tubers, i.e.. whether they were grown in,

say, Scotland, or Ireland, or in the South of England

;

the treatment after lifting, the greening, sprouting
and careful planting, and the attention to checking of
pests.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (A. 'M., Bants).—We do not
recognise the '* Star-flowei "

; the other plant referred
to is Anehusa myosotidiflora. The death of the Chry-
santhemum leaves is doubtless due to irregularities in
watering. Care must be taken in watering all through
their growth, and plants in pots often need attention
tliree times a day during hot, sunny weather. The
cracking of Figs is also due to irregularities in the water
supply, but Pears crack generally on account of the
attack of the Pear scab fungus upori them. We have
frequently referred to this disease in these columns, and
recommend you to cut out any spurs or branches that
show signs of cracking in the bark, and to spray th&
tree with Bordeaux mixture just before the buds burst
and again after the petals have fallen,

INSECTS TO NAME (C. .1/.).—No. 1 is an ichneumon
fly that lays its eggs in the bodies of caterpillars, which
are devoured while they are still living and feeding.
No. 2 is the grub of the Narcissus fly. All bulbs should
be examined at planting-time for tliis pest, and, when
found, either the bulb, grub and all, should be destroyed
or the grub carefully removed and burned. No. 3 had
vanished. It was not an insect, but either a millepede
or a centipede.

CATERPILLAR TO NAME (G. B.).—The caterpillar

you describe is probably that of the tussock moth, a wide-
spread and rather common moth in many parts of the
country-. J'Ik- caterpillar feeds on various trees.

CULTIVATION OF CARAWAY (B. H. H.).—Seeds
of the Carawiiy (Carum Carui) should be sown about the
end of ftlarch or early in April in good, well-drained loamy
soil which lias been reduced to a fine tilth on the
surface. Sow thinly and thin the plants to about

- 6 inches apart. When grown in flelds the seeds are usually
sown thinly broadcast or in rows, and the plants are left

unthinncd. Keep free from weeds, and collect and dry
when the seeds are fully grown and turning brown. When
the plants are cut over or pulled up, they should be laid

on sheets so that the seed is not wasted. .

NAMES OF FRUIT.— H'. i., Godabning.—French
Crab. Marthall V icaraije.—VYOhahXy Smart's Prince
Arthur. S. ('. A.— 1, Cellini Pippin ; 6. Boston
Russet. Quite impossible to name the rest of the fruits

with any accuracy ; they are such poor specimens.
E. T.— 1. Gloria" Mundi ; ii, King of the Pippms ; 3,

Worcester Pearmain.

—

~A. II. H. F.. Bristol— 1. Tom
Putt; 2. Emperor Alexander; 3, Beauty of Kent: 4,

Newton Wonder ; 5, Gravenstein. *

TUKKS AND SHRUBS.
SHRUBS FOR LILY-BEDS*(fi. E. 7--.).—The following

shrubs might be intermixed with your Lilies with advan-
tage No, 1 arrangement.^Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral Europeiin country will be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. .Such

permission has been granted to THE Garden, and sub-

scribers tvho send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Siueden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Houmania should order copies to be despatcfied by the

Publisher from 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, IF.C.::.
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OBITUARY
WOUTIIINGTON GEORGE SMITH.

\'\- the death of Mr. W. G. Smith, which occurred

)i October 27, we lose a celebrated botanical

h .lughtsman. Born in London in 1835, his early

' xrs were spent as a drawing student of Greek

iiul Roman sculpture. The study of ancient

-' ulpture and ornament led him to pay close

iitention to plant forms, and ultimately to botany.

In 1869 he was chosen as chief illustrator for the

irdencn' Chronicle; he was afterwards editor

111! illustrator in colours for the Floral Magazine.

ile was an exceedingly versatile man, a well-known

writer of books on fungi, and a great antiquarian.

A. PERCY BURCH.
It is with much regret we have to announce the

death of Corporal-Major A- Percy Bm"ch (Life

i.uards), son of Mr. W. H. Burch of the well-

known Rose Gardens, Peterborough. The brave

i.id was killed in action on October 12 in the

vicinity of Yprcs. He had taken an active part

in -the Ros^ nurseries and was very skilled as a

ji'iwer and as an exhibitor of Roses, and for

I veral years assisted as one of the judges at the

X.ilional Rose Society's and other shows. He
•nas held in the greatest esteem by all who knew

H. C. LAWRENCE.
The death of Mr. H. C. Lawrence, florist and seeds-

man, Chatham, on October 14, has removed one
i| the best known and most successful men in

tln^ horticultural trade of Kenff A native nf

Cambridge, Mr. Lawrence came to Rochester

)u 1868, and in a small way founded the business

>i Messrs. H. G. Lawrence and Sons. In 1882

Mr. Lawrence acquired a site which enabled

him to erect premises that gave the ancient

High Street a new feature. These were recon-

-iructed some years later to admit a large c.on-

I ivatory and other plant-houses above the shop

^vlth levfl access from the rear, giving a very

handsome elevation to the whole. A nursery at

Luton enabled Mr. Lawrence to supply his exten-

sive local trade, chiefly by his own culture. Of
I very genial disposition, Mr. Lawrence enhanced
linsiness acumen with a winning personality,

.ihvays tending to success. Mr. Lawrence took

li.ut in public life as a town councillor for some
years, and in other ways, but his chief interests

were in the cultiu-e his business entailed and
in landscape gardening. He is succeeded in the

I'U-iiness by his only son, Mr. A. Lawrence.

Supplies of Seed Wheat of the 1917 Crop.—
The Food Production Department is offering

farmers a special selection of seed Wheat of the

'. .11 ieties known as Wilhelmina, Little Joss, Victor

.md Browick. The seed has been selected and
'leaned with great care, and the percentage of

purity is in no case less than 99. The selection

w.is undertaken by a .special committee under

the direction of Professor Bifien. Standing crops

were inspected by these experts in all the Jinglish

Wheat -growing districts in order that only crops

of outstanding quality might be chosen for the

riepartment's seed Wheat orders. The price

t this selected seed is gos. per quarter of 4Solb.

t.'j.r., including new non-returnable sacks. Parcels

"f the seed Wheat are stored at a number of

centres throughout England, and the Department
will endeavour to supply the seed from the district

indicated by the purchaser on his order form.

Samples may be had from the Food Production

licpartnrent, 72, Victoria Street, London,

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES

EARLY SCOTCH SEED POTATOES.

IlL'll.S.
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
nweek I recommended separating the

males from the females at the close

of each breeding season. They should

be placed together in a flock" fathered"

by an adult cock to keep order, moulted

out, and be carefully handled throughout the

winter. When they are needed in the breeding

pens, they will under such treatment be full of

vigour and throw robust progeny. Cockerels

that are just " finishing ofi " and are being reserved

for next breeding season should also be quartered

in one flock, a fatherly old cock being placed with

them to play the part of " policeman."

To Prevent Fighting.—Several correspondents

ask if newly-purchased cockerels should be placed

with the pullets or hens at once. One seeks my
opinion as to whether two fresh cockerels will

come to harm through fighting if they are placed

with 1917-hatched males of his own breeding.

Where it is not possible for the owner to winter

the males apart from the females, there is no

alternative but for him to place the purchased

cockerels with the hens or pullets they are to

take care of. If he has suitable accommodation,

let him run the males in one flock throughout

the winter and thereby nurse their energies until

mating-time comes round. To prevent fighting,

the introduction of Mr. Policeman into a flock

of young cockerels will help to keep order. Directly

he observes a fight he will interfere and separate

the combatants.

The "Tango."—When strange cockerels are

placed together in a flock they invariably fight

to decide which one is to be " cock of the walk."

Bloodshed is the result, and occasionally some pay
the supreme sacrifice. To hasten peace, take each

cockerel and tie a piece of string (above the spur)

to the right leg. Let the string hang a trifle

loosely between the legs and fasten the other end

to the left leg. This operation will not interfere

with their walking, but they will be prevented

from " giving chase." Their antics will rather

remind you of the " Tango," perhaps, but it is

effective, as you will find. When so tied the birds

can fly up to the perches and walk about com-
ifortably, but they cannot fight or use their spurs.

There must not, of course, be too much spare

string between the legs. WTien peace -sets in,

remove the strings, and if, after this, one male gives

trouble and shows fight, let him remain tied up
for a little longer. When the combs and wattles

bleed after a combat they should be treated with

Friar's Balsam. Males of the large-combed breeds

call for careful management in the winter. In

very cold weather it is a good plan to anoint the

combs and wattles with vaseline to prevent frost-

bite, the latter being detected by a shrivelling

and darkening of the headgear.

Winter Egg-Production.-—Many correspondents

have written for advice on matters touching upon
the winter laying of pullets. A few helpful

reminders will not be out of place here, and those

who carry them out should be able to bring their

pullets on to lay if the birds are well matured and

of correct hatching. The nesting-place should

receive primary attention, because pullets will

postpone laying if they are not provided with

comfortable nes t -

boxes. The latter

should be made as

tempting as pos-

sible, being well

lined with nesting

material. Pullets

are peculiar little

creatures, and the

owner must study their fads. They like to have

plenty of material in which they can " hide

"

themselves when attending to their laying duties.

It is due, I expect, to their natural love of

secrecy. Be that as it may, every poultry-keeper

should provide clean nesting material ad lib.

during the winter months to obtain the best results

by way of eggs.

Dark Nests Desirable.— Pullets, too, take more

readily to nest-boxes that are fixed in a dark corner

of the house—another example of their natural love

of secrecy, and readily understood by the ardent

student of fowl cultm"e, who must notice how birds

on free range like to steal away and " nest " in

some quiet spot in the hedgerow. Considering,

then, that the pullet of to-day is placed in artificial

environment, the owner roust provide for her fad

and adopt reasonably dark nests. By accommodat-

ing the puUet in this matter the poultry-keeper

incidentally benefits in other directions. Light

nests are more often than not to blame for egg-

eating, or, at least, for encouraging the habit to

spread. If an egg (perhaps a soft-shelled one)

by chance gets broken, the layer can see to relish

the yolk if the nest is light, and her sisters can see

what is going on and join in the yolk-scramble.

In a dark nest, once the egg is laid, the hen or

pullet is handicapped owing to " low visibility."

Dummy Eggs.—The use of the dummy egg is

not so popular as it was in years gone by, except,

perhaps, in certain country places. I am still

fond of the dummy egg for enticing pullets to lay,

although it should not be left permanently in the

nest. These dummy or china eggs of which

I write can be purchased from any large poultry

appliance firm, and one should be placed in every

other nest. When the pullets are in lay the dum-

mies should be removed, and they will come in

useful again during the hatching season. By their

use the merits of a broody hen can be tested.

If she sits steadily on the china eggs and means

business, the real eggs can be entrusted to her.

Many declare that the idea that dummy eggs

entice the pvUets to commence laying is a fallacy;

but I do not agree with them. Most members

of the feathered tribe are easily hoodwinked,

except, perhaps, the duck, who is a " wise old

burd." The reader has but to recall his boyhood

days, when as a cruel burglar of birds' nests (so

it seems to us now) he substituted bright-hued

spotted sweets for the stolen eggs. Unsuspecting,

the little bird laid beside those dummies further

eggs to be called for on the next visit.

The Real Eggs.—Having dealt fully with the

nest-boxes in which the eggs are to be deposited,

let us now consider the real article. The average

poultry-keeper is under the impression that a

pullet (or hen) cannot hold back her egg-supply.

If this were so, winter egg-production would be

an easy matter. The unfortunate part is that a

fowl can postpone her laying, and that is why
eggs are often not forthcoming. The pullet is not

comfortable, or some essential or other is being

denied her. A house cannot be built without

material, and a pullet cannot lay eggs without

shell. Would that every poultry-keeper realised

this ! It is wrong to wait till the first egg is laid

before supplying shell. This vital material

should be provided ad lib. long before maturity

is reached.

Grit and Clean Water.—Hanging up in each

house, as I have previously pointed out in my notes,

there should be three self-supply hoppers containing

respectively (i) shell, (2)grit,and (3) coarse charcoal.

These are vital essentials. Where there is a dearth

of shell provided, laying will be postponed, and

when the eggs are ultimately laid they will be

soft-shelled. Do not be misled into thinldng

that fowls on free range can find their own supply

of shell ; take precautions to have sufficient always

before them. Having dealt with the exterior

of the egg, what of the interior ? An egg consists

chiefly of water—from 50 to 70 per cent.—so

that it is imperative to provide an ample supply

of clean drinking water." Let one person attend

to the replenishing of the drinking vessels to make
sure that the fowls are never short of water.

Well scald out the receptacles regularly and rinse

round with weak Izal disinfectant wash each time.

Wire off aU stagnant pools, as clean water is highly

essential. In frosty weather stir the grit and shell

to prevent them from freezing hard and being un-

available for the birds. Empty the drinking vessels

overnight to prevent the contents from freezing
;

fill them up in the morning.

Quietude Desirable.—Pullets are nervous little

creatures, and they must on no account be unduly

disturbed when they are on the point of laying.

This is a delicate period, and the same person

should, as far as possible, visit the birds and attend

to their feeding and management. The owner

should be similarly dressed each time he or she goes

near the pullets, in order to get their confidence.

There should be no banging of gates or doors,

no barking of dogs, and no noises from children

while the pullets are settling down to their laying.

Houses are best cleaned out quietly -while the

pullets are fully occupied eating their breakfast.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The G.iUDEN Poultry Expert,

will be pleased to answer, free of charge, any questions dealing

itdth •poiUtry-keepinij. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed reply itnll be

posted promptly. Communieations should be sent to Mr.
W. Powell-Owen, care of The G.auuen, 20, i^amtock Street,

Strand, W.C. 2.
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.VBtiite has endowed hens with plenty of eggs, but poultry

keeper do not use therijjht food to develop these, consequently

they lieep their birds for about six months iu ' the year for

uo return, so that those which are produced during the remain-

der of tho period have to be relied on as tlie sole return for the

year's outlay.

WM. COOK &, SONS
WTTO ATtE TJIF.

Originators of the Orpington Fowls and
Ducks, and the largest breeders of Poultry
in this Country, whose one address is

ST. MARY CRAY . KENT,
liavo solved the iiue;tiuii ui pruiitaMe egg production for all

—for it was necessary that they should get egps from their

own large stock of hirds (0,000 head always mated up for

breeding purposes), and they are now offering to farmers and
poultry keepers the fuod to which they attribute tiieir own
success—and this is their

IDEAL MEAL
which they supply in two innn-i :

—

(1) For use with Middlings.
(2) As a complete Food.

Their system of feeding is effective and economical, and it

]» the only one which develops eggs without tiie birds becom-
ing over-fat in the process.

A TUIAL WILL CONVINCE THE
MOST SCEPTICAL OF ITS VALUE.

The price of the Ideal Meal is :—Per cwt., 2l8.
;
per

}-cwt., 11s. ; per |-cwt., 6s. ; carriage paid in England
and Wales, or Is. less per cwt. carriage forward to
Scotland and Ireland, or carriage paid for 24s. per cw^.,
138. per }-cwt.

I'or a few fowls a 6s. bag, or for twenty or more one at
lis., will prove that this is the egg-producing, hcaith-
viomoting food everyone wlio is a poultry keeper lias

been looking for for years.

Many letters are received daily from satisfied users
in all parts of the country, and the following are a few
of those recently to hand :

—

Riselcy, Knaresboro" Road, Harrogate. 22nd Oct., 1917.
- Will you be pood enough to send me a further bag of Ideal

.Meal? il/.v two year old birds are still laying and I attribute

this tvyonr meal. __ G. F. PlLLMOOR.
18, Barriiigton Road. Brixton, S.W. October 22nd, 1917.
I have given your Complete Ideal Meal a fair trial and am

perfectly sntisiiud with the results and shall certainly recom-
nienil it to my all friends. A. GiDDINOS.

31a, Bridge Street, Swinton. Rotherhara. Yorks.
October 20th, 1917.

I iun glad to tell you that the ileal arrived last Tuesday
/ httvf turer been without eggs gXnee using your Menl. My hens
hare immlted easily and quickly on your food. A. H.\RRISON.

11, Marine Place. Seaton. Devon. October 24th, 1917.
Wiil you forward another bag of your No. 1 Ideal Meal. /

am very pleased indeed ivith the results from this food.
F. W. DAyiES.

17, Coronation Road, Washwood Heath. Birmingham.
October 23rd, 1917.

/ enclose another order for Original Id^al Meal, for I cannot
get equal satisfaction elsewhere. I am glad to tell you I have
temred two more customers fur your food. C. AVeakes.

Gas Works House, Stafford Street, Stone, Staffs.
October 23rd, 1917.

Will you send me another cwt. of your Complete Ideal Meal ?

Your food is good stuff and is cheaper than anything else to

h. bmgkt. A. Quick.

18. The Broadway, Muswell Hill, October 20th. 1917.
, [ certainly iind your Complete Ideal Meal the 7nost economi-
cal method of feeding and by far the most profitable for egg pro-
duction, order enclosed for another sack. W. U. Cummins.

The Wycombes, Rochester. October 23rd. 1917.
Will Messrs. Cook send Mrs. A. another cwt. of Complete

Ideal Meal which is most satisfactory ? Her fowls are all

in splendid condition on it.

188, Uavenseroft Road, Beckenham.
October 19th, 1917.

I enclose order for myself for Icwt. Complete Ideal Meal
;iii-l two tins Poultry Powder, also for ^-cwt. to be sent to Mr.
--.of Elmers End Road, who has been so interested in the way
my fowls have laid on your food that he lias decided to try it,

for I have had more eggs this season from sixteen tlian he has
'

! from thirty, so he has need to wonder why mine have
.' so well. It is solely due to your Meal. H. G.

7, Elm Road, Horns Cross. Greenhithe.
Ortober 20th, 1917.

I enclose order for 2cwt5. Original Ideal Jleal which I have
fniiiid to be excellent for hens for egg production. M. F.

37, Broad Street, Oxford. October 16th, 1917.
I require another cwt. of your Original Ideal Meal which

1 Iind is a most convenient and effective food. H. Cj

43, Onslow Road, Rochester. October 19th, 1917.
I should be glad to have anotlier bag of Complete Ideal

Heal. /( is Slick a splendid food that I shovXd not like to be
" ithout it. A. Witty.

Three penny stamps to defray postage will secure
their current advice on poultry keeping on mentioning
this publication.

All letters must be sent to their Only English Address :

—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS, St. Mary Cray, KENT
TELEPHONE : 7 GRAY (not a Trunk Call).

The Nation

wants more eg^s

from yourhensj.

The national demand for MOEE EGGS is so

urgent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his heus up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPEATT'S loienti-

fio system of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
"LAYMOR '

The ideal soft break-
fast feed for laying hens.
Rich in egg-producing
properties.

"LAYMOR" can be
ased with middlings or
other raw meals in equal
quantities by adding 10

to 15po. of "MEBO."

<« MEBO '

Rich in albuminoids.
Induces proliflo egg-
layin» without weaken-
ing the birds.

Follow the adrtoe
given on the back of a
7-lb. bag of "MEBO,"
or Bend a postcard for

oar leaflet, " Winter
Layerst" tree on request.

8pratV$ Foods are itoeked by dtalen. If amy 4ifficuU$

in obtaining supplies, vfrite to

SPRATTS PATENT, LTD., 24-25. FENCHURCH ST^ E.CX

A FOOD
WHICH
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BY APPOINTMENT BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
• A worthy and formidable weapon /or baltling againtl the bacillus."

—Sir J. Ceiohton-Beowne, F.E.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against " The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal
is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers
the birds of insect pests.

pida

IZAL FLUID, "' i^ • IZAL POWDER, ^'« p" '*"' ''^s
J 6/S per gal.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance
Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

8/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Go., Ltd.,ThornGliffe, nr. Sheffield.

Calor Clogs
No. C518

5 1

1

No. C529,

76
Post Paid.

With Irons on
Soles 6d. More

AM Sizes for

MEN or
WOMEN,

Same Prices.

CHEAPER THAN BOOTS
CALOR CLOGS are the cheapest- foot covering you

can buy to-day. They keep your feet dry and
warra. The model illustrated is made witli good grain
leather uppers, lined with non-teariDg felt, nicely
finished. Plain, strong wood soles. In the same sizes

as boots, for Men or Women, 5/11, 7/6, post paid.
Men's Watertight Clogs, 8/11.

Fine Clog Catalogue Free on Request.

Wm. PATTERSON & SONS
B89, OVERGATE, DUNDEE.

THK STOURBRIDGE HEATING APPARATUS
For Qreenhouses, Conservatories, &c

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity. Made at our
own foundry, and under our
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for
Price Ivist giving full par-

ticulars, free by post.

Birmingham Street Foundry
STOURBRIDGE.

SUBSTITUTE FOR RUSSIA IVIATS.

«?re5LW
REG?
TRADE
MARK

; T6 BE HAD/bp^

: :(s.W:siLVER/&-C?&BENJ>«,MiN:iCb^GiNCtb

2 DL/kfE sr London Bfk IP QEfs.E::

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT * JM m^ ^ GREENHOUSES.
FERTILIZER ^\#C >», tJ^llAii ^M . GARDENS.
FOR ^ «^ 1 Wlf ^rJ/tbfsif^rmM wMM mm m m^ lawns. c

( PATENTED)
THE ONLY RELIABLE AND

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.

Id the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure is put. Goes further
(4 bushels equalling IScwts.). gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds worms, etc.

Report of Koyal Hortictiltural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens'at Wisley, and Iam pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
Id the open air."

,.^ , „ „ ., . . .
(Signed) W. Wilks, Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet gtvtng full particulars and testimotiiats sent on receii>t of PostcardW BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -««
Sold in Bags. 1 bushel. 2/3 ; 2 bushel, 3/6 ; 4 bushel, 6/- ; five 4 bushel, 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel. 55/- ; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Pickford London district, or to any station within 25 milps of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.WAKBLBY BROS. & CO.. LTD.. 75a. BANKSIDE. LONDON, S.E. 1.
Also WAKBLEY'8 GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bnshpl bng. CTrrl.Ttfe nnM 2$ mllfs, extra as above.

lets there 1^^
I
and makes the Garden Zl^ln
gay all the year round r^:^i:/j:t^L:

Sold everywhere in TINS at 6d.<6 Is., and in BRANDED & SEALED
BAGS : 7 lbs., 2s. 6d.; 14 lbs., 4s. 6d. : 2h lbs.. 7s. 6d.; 56 lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 112 lbs,, 203. Or
dlrectfrom theWorks, CarriagepaM In the United Kincidora fnrCash with Order(except Gd. TENS).

CLAY & SON. Manure Wy? & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.

THOMSON'S
CEI-EBRXV-rED

MANURES
PERFECT PLANT FOODS
UNRIVALLED FOR
ALL. GARDEN CROPS.

-.SOLD BV AUL SEEDSMEfslOR PROtvl SOL-E. MAKERS,-

WM THOMSON aSONS, Lo
CLOVENFORDS,N.B.

SANKEYS»SSot»»poTS
"Che BEST and CheapcsK
5Latc quantity of each skze required and have "carrlac* "',*\'

"

lucnlly 01

»».-.,, ^.Itc fur Priw, ...... .,„.
5PECIAL POT5 of all dc.icrjpiions. Bulb B»<wU and Fern

Pans Irom 2d. ««ch.

RICHARD SANKer* SON, LTP,
Bulwell Mfcries. NOmNGMAM

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We Btill hold certain Bmall stocks of

Qarden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Qarden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application,

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd., "rorts""" NORWICH.

Paynter's System
OF

POULTRY REARING!
or £500 a Year from Hens

Crown 8vo, illnstraied.

3/6 net ; by post 3/I O

A Complele Prospectus will be sent post free on

application to the Offices of "Country Life," Ltd.,

20, Tavistofk Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2.

Printed by Hudson & Keahns, Limited, Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistocli Street, Strand. W.C. 2,

and by George Newnes. Limited, 8-II, Soulb.ampton Street, Strand. W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world
wide reputation for quality and clieapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newe3t varieties. Dwarfs, Standards.
Climbers. A grand stoclt of Slirubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Soutliwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S STRAWBERRIES.—Our new
descriptive list is now ready, and will be sent on receipt of

card. ALPINE STRAWBERRIES a speciality. — Geo.
Bunyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

6E0RQE BCHYARD & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.

PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents througli-

out the country.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circvilars free on application to

D1CK8ONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Cliester.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies.
By Christopher Titrnor, 2/6 net, by post 2/10. The objects

of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of

growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of

giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Oflices of " Country
LIFE," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Lady Llewellyn, Midlothian Early, Duke of York,
Myatt's Early Ashleaf, May Queen. Sharpe's Express, Eclipse.

20/-; Conquest, yueen Mary, Royal Kidney, Pioneer British
Queen. Defiance, 15/-, all per cwt., half cwtB. same rate.—
Fred P.irkes, Wyberton, Boston.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
-Our speciality, from lJft[to6ft. high; the finest stock in

the Kingdom. — John
Nurseries, Cirencester.

Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal

FOR CUT FLOWERS, MIXED DAFFODILS
AND NARCISSI. 2/- 100 ; 15/- 1,000. MLxed Tulips,
5/6 100 ; 52/- 1,000. MLxed Anemones, 4/6 100 ; 40/- 1,000 ;

Pink or Scarlet Tulips, 5/- 100 ; 48/- 1,000. Golden Crown
Tulips, scarlet and gold. 4/- 100 ; 38/- 1,000. Poets Narcis-
sus 2/6, 100 ; 20/- 1,000. Barri Conspiciius, 2/6 100 ;

20/-

1,000. Double White Narcissus, 2/G 100 ; 20/-, 1,000. 10/-
orders and upwards carriage paid, cash with order.—BEES
Ltd., 1750, Mill Street, Liverpool.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The oniy reliable and complete eubatitute tor Stable Manore.
Order now for prompt delivery.—See advertisement page viii.

BARR'S MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS, the
richest coloured flowers of Spring. Plant now. Descriptive

list free.

—

Barr & SONS, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International

Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants

supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.

—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R.H.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give

satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.

— J. DoPGLAS, The Premier House, Great Beckham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/6 doz., carriage paid. Fruit

trees, shrubs, etc. Cabbage plants, 100 1/6, 200 2/6 ;
post

paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. JoNES, Churchfleld

Estate, Cradley. Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,

Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-

ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

ONION SETS GROW where seeds faU.-l lb.

2/6 ; 21bs., 4/6 ; 31bs., 6/6 ; 41bs., 8/6 ; 51bs., 10/6, carriage

paid, cash with order ; delivery as soon as ready.—BEES Ltd.,

175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant them."

—

A catalogue of great use and
value to rock gardeners. Postage one penny.—G. R. Phipps,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Barnham, Bognor.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. Mixed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,

3/6 ; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per ICO. Send for

price list of named vaiieties. - -FRED Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs, Oranges and Orchard House trees are of first-class

quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Inspection invited. Price list post free on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
Alters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State

partictilars.—WHLIAM BEATTIE, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,

Westminster.

SCOTCH -GROWN BRITISH QUEEN, 2nd
E.^RLY SEED POTATOES, splendid cropper, superb quality,

clean, vigorous Highland seed, 15/- cwt. ; 8/-, 661bs. ; 4/4,

281bs. ; 2/3, 141bs. ; 1/2, 71bs., bags free, cash with order.

—

Bees Lid., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES AND HARDY
PLANTS.—All the best varieties at moderate prices.—Des-
criptive Catalogues free on application to Thompson and
Morgan, Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Ipswich.

SHALLOTS.—Best hand-picked, ready for

immediate delivery, carriage paid, SJlbs., 3/- ; 71bs., 5/0 ;

141bs., 10/6 ; 281bs., 20/- ; 561bs., 39/-; cwt., 75/6 net, cash

with order.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whiteleqq & Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

SUTTON'S BULBS.
FORCING TULIPS FROM HOLLAND.
Single Early, flne bulbs.
RELEASED BY ORDER of the ADMIRALTY MARSHAL.
Belle AlUance, Chrysolora, Couleur de Cardinal, Duchess de

Parma, Fred Moore, La Reine, Prince of Austria, Proserpine,

Rose Oris de Lin, Thomas Moore, Vermilion Brilliant, Yellow

Prince, ancl others. Prices on application.

SUTTON & SONS, THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,

LANG PORT, SOMERSET, are now booking orders for theit

Choic* Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
thisAutumn.and you will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty

lor many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send nteasurements of your borders.
PaKinies, Delphiiuums, Phloxes, Gaiilardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S ROSES AND PEONIES. — New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing fuU cultural notes "£ the

best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and wUl De

sent post free on application.—(Dept. E.), R. H. Bath, LTD.,

The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,

etc., post free.—DoBBIE & Co., Royal Florists, Edmburgh.

OXYDOIN for AUTUMN. Neuritis, rheu-

matism, chilblains. Rapidly reduces pain and inflammation.

Burns, scalds, cuts, sores, quickly healed. 1/3 ana l/S).

Approved iancct.—New Oxydol Products. Ltd., 23, Fitaoy

Square, London. W. 1.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogues

gratis. Cultural hints for Id. stamp.—Laxton Brothers.

Bedford,

FLOWER POTS.—10 8in., 10 6iii.. 15 5in.,

^0 4in . 20 2iin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots! saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb

pots, free.—Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Bnerley Hul.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES, 8, 1/-; AURI-
CULAS, 12, 1/6.—Mrs. W-UIBCRTON, Burge.ss Hill, Sus.sex.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS" and
TNSFCTICIDE •SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMI&OVTION. SAFE EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS*
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion Send for lUustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel RatUng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate hsts. We also have

a smaU surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices • subject to being unsold. Particulars on appUcatlOQ.

—Bodlton & Padl, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST REMARKABLE
API>LBS AND PEARS ON RECORD 60 A^es of Cho.(^

Fruits to select from. Please see pur IHustra**'' J;'^*"'"?"!,;

free by post, before ordering elsewhere. — KING s ACRE

Nurseries, Ltd., Hereford.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,

etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Koya

Letters Patent by THE MOLASSiNB Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel

Avenue. Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by ail Dealers.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore beg to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Fruit Trees and Plants

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.

NUBSERIES
CRAWLEY

Landscape
Qardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine

and Herbace-
ous Plants

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nursery
BATH

Segonias
Delphiniums
Qloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

Fruit Trees and Plants

G. BUNYARD & CO.,

Royal Nurseries
MAIDSTONE

Ltd. Fruit Trees
Vines

Herbaceousi
J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

Fruit Trees
Cultural Notes
and Pruning
Roses

Seeds and Bulbs

Rose Specialists

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
HiGHGATE Nurseries,

Horns^ej 760 LONDON, N. 6 °HeAs° ' Retarded Lilies

Bulbs
Fruit Trees
Roses

R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd.

KiLNPEELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

New Bulb amt
Iris List

Now Ready

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

PHILIP LE CORNU
The Jersey Nurseries
JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

JOHN K. KING & SONS
Coggeshall
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

FRANK CANT & Co.

Beai^wick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

PERRY'S
Hardy Plant Farms,
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Seeds
and
Bulbs

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

J. COCIvER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Rose and
Herbaceous

Plant Growers

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LoWDHAM
NOTTS

Bulbs
Cultural'IMotes
Strawberries
Seeds

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree

Royal Nurseries & Carnation

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,

WISBECH

Home-Orown
Bulbs and
Seeds

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.r.s.,

Hurst, nr. Twyford
BERKS

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,

LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas and
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus

GEO. PRINCE
Rose Grower
OXFORD

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

Garden Sundries

S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries
PORTADOWN, IRELAND

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

G. H. RICHARDS
2.34, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide <&

Fumigants

WALTER EASLEA
Danechoft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

G. GIBSON & CO.

Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Garden Espaliers
A Trainers. Par-
ticulars of our
Stock on appli-
cation

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.

Hawlmark
NEWTOWNARDS, IRELAND

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

J. BENTLEY, Ltd.

;^RR0W-ON-HUMBER
HULL

Weed Destroyers
Lawn Sand
Insecticides
Fertilizers

Fruit Trees and Plants

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

GEO. COOLING & SONS
The Nurseries
BATH

Roses
and
Fruit Trees

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL IVlanure

ROBERT VEITCH & SON,
Royal Nurseries,

EXETER

Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundries, Fruit
Trees, Orna-
mental Shrubs

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

C. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
Southwark St., London, S.E. 1. ready

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Fruit Trees,
Flowering
Shrubs,
Climbing Plants

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.
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Orchids

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

Horticultural Builders, etc.

MESSENGER & Co., Ltd.
Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

Poultry Breeders

.lOHN E. SHACKLETON
( noLESBUuy
.\i;au TRING, HERTS

Eggs for Hatching

Day-old Chicks

Cockerels.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF SOUTHEND-ON-
,SK,A. — APPOINT.MK.NT IIF HEAD (iAKDHXER.

—

Tiie ('(irporatiLiii invite applicutions for tlie appointment ot
Heail Canleuer; wages US per week, rising by animal incre-
nientsiif L'/fi per Aveek to f.3 Ids. per week. Candiilates must
not lie over 50 years of aae. Kornis of application anil lists
of iluties may be obtained upon application to Mr. E. J. Elforu,
lioroimh Surveyor, Jlunicipal Biiildinss, Clarence Eoad,
Soiitliend-on-Sea, and the same must be returned, duly filled

in, not later than .Monday, the :;ctli ^llvlnlber, 1317.—
H. .1. WoRwoon, Town Clerk, .Municipal Buildinas, SouMienrt-
on-Sea. [Utli XovcnibiT, 1017.

ROSE MOONLIGHT.
For descriiiiiv.- ^iinl inii>tralc(l price list .if tlii-,

DANAE, and other new Seedling Roses,
Applv tn the rui^er,

J. H. PEMBERTON
HAVERING, ROMFORD, ESSEX.

MESJES TMm%

^
COLLECTION *X** ofGARDEN ROSES.

A REAL BARGAIN—comprismg
I
24 Best Garden Roses. In dwarf planes, for continuous

blooming, 18/6.
C. F. Faure (H.P.)
Capt. Hayward (H.P.)
Carorine Testout (H.T.)
Charles Lefebvre tH.P.)
F. Holmes (H.I\)
Frau Karl DruschM (H.P.)

,

General Jacqueminot
(H.P.)

General UoArtbur (H.T.)
Gloire de Chedane

Guinnolssaau (H.P.)
Hugh Dickson (H.P.)
Irish Flreflame tH.T.)
Jessie (D- Po)y.)

Liberty (H.T.)
Uadame A. Chatenay

(H.T.)
Madame Herrlot (P.)
Madame M. Soupert(H.T.)
Madame Ravary (H.T.)
Miss A. de Rothschild

(H.T.)
Mrs. D. McKee (H.T.)
Mrs. John Lalng (H.P.)
Rayon d'Or (P.)
Ulrich Brunner (H.T.)
Victor Hugo (HP.)
Zephyrtne Drouhin (B.)

N.B.—Any 6 H.P.'s aod six jf any other varieties supplied
from this selection for 9/6.

I

Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A Rrand stock of
Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herbaceous Plants in great
variety. Send for Catalogue No^iZ, full of interesting informa-

tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
1 Dept. 2), Garden Specialists. Southwell, Notts.

Of Surpassing Beauty

BEES' Guarantested ROSES
The National Rose Society's Selections.

Bees* Rose trees are famously fibrous rooted ; hard as whipcord.

Garden Roses
si;;lection A."

2J best and most popular
roses for general purposes.
A splendid ICniR C'arri.ige

assortment. I O/ O paid,
Caroline Testout (ht),sal.pk. 9d.
EarlofWarwick (ht).sal.rose lOd.

Ecnrlate (ht>, scarlet - - lOd.

KtliL'l Malcolm fht),ivory w. lOd.

Prati Karl I)riischki(hp).w. lOd.

(Je'>rpeDickson(ht),dL'ep or, lOd.
(';. C. \Vaud(ht).oranL'e ver. lOd.

Cen. »Ic.\rtliur(lit). scarlet lOd.

GiJ9 Grnnerwald (lit),carm. lOd.

La France (lit), rose - • 9d.

[.a Tosc.t (ht), salmon flesh lOd.

Lady Pirrie (ht). apricot - lOd.

tyadv Ashtown(ht).deep pk. 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht),saI.pk. 9d.

Mtne.r. Lutaud(ht),yol.rose 1/-

Mine.Ed.Herrict.prawn red lOd.

Mnie.JuIcsGrolez(lit).siI.rose 9d.

Mine.MelanlcSoiipert(ht).y. lOd.

Mrne.IIavary(ht).orant'e ycl. 9d.
MmcSogond Wel)er(lit),sal. lOd.

OphPlia (ht). flesh pink - lOd.

Phari.q.Ter (ht). rosy white • lOd.

Ravon d'Or (ah), vellow - 1/-

Richniond (ht). scarlet - lOd.

Fragrant Roses
SKLIXTION • D."

12 chosen chiefly for their
abtind;'nt delicious scent.
Colouring 7/Q Carriace
gorcoous. //t7 paid.

Alfred Colomb (hp), red - 8il.

niipuy Jamain (hp). cerise 8d.

Earlof nosford (ht).crtni3on lOd.

r.eorge Dicks'm(ht>.vet.cri. lOd.

(^enpraUacc[ULMnin<it(hp),cr. 8d.

r;en.McArth'ir(ht),crimson lOd.

Jiilipt (hb),old ^old and red lOd.

La Fran'-e ihtt, rose • - 9d.

I^adyAHre Slanley(ht).phik lOd.
,

Mnie. Ed. Herriot (per),red lOd.

Mrs, .lohnLainjr'hp). rosy pk. 8d.

L'hich Brunner ^ipi.cher.red 8d.

Buttonhole Roses
SKLEfTION " F."

12 charmingly coloured and
daintily formed In bud.
Last- well Q/C Carriage
when cut. O/O paid.

Harry Kirk (t). vellow - lOd.

Ladv"Hillincdon(t).aprl.yel lOd.

LadvTtobert3(tl.reddishapri. lOd.

Lihertv (t). velvetv crimson 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht).sal.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Dupuy (ht).rose lOd.

Melodv fht), saffron yellow 1/-

Mrs. A. Ward fht), yellow lOd.

Mrs. O. Shawver fht). pink lOd.

Mr3. n. Stevens (t). white lOd.

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Sunburst (ht).cadmium yel. lOd.

HARDY FRUIT
Falsliiir Sploelioii,

Best Sort^ "1 QCi Strone; trees.

I O/ \J Carriage paid

1 Brnmlev's .-Vpple. cooker

1 Lord SumeM Apple, cooker.

1 Jarueg Grieve Apple, dessert

1 C^jc'5 Orange Pippin, dessert

1 Louise Bonne Pear, cook or eaU

1 Tbe Czar Plum, cook or eat-

1 Victoria Plum, rook or eat.

1 Morello Cherry, cooker.

1 Loganberry, fur tarts or jam.

4 Boakoop Giant Black Currant
4 Whinham's Gooseberry.

12 Superlative Raspberry, best.

All are very free-bearing, hardy,

thrifty sorts.

For Illustrations in Colour

and descriptions see Catalo^e No. 58,

issued last season. A few siiare copies

post free on request.

All Purposes Roses
SKLECTION " K."

12 first-class sorts, suitable
(or general use.

Do well filfi Carriage
everywhere. D/D paid.
Bfittv (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

CaroiineTestnut(ht),sal.pink 9d.

FlsherHolme9(bp),cri.scar. 8d.

F. K. Druschki (hp), whito lOd.

H. E. Richardson (ht).crim. lOd.

Hugh Dickson (Vip),crimson 8d.

Lady Asbtown'hpi.deep pk. 9d.

Lyons Rose rbt),shrimp pk. lOd.

Mme.A.('h.itenay(ht),sal.pk. 9d.

Mme. Ed Herrica, red - lOd.

Mme.Ravary(ht),orange yel. 9d.

Mrs. 0. Lainp (hp),rose pink 8d.

Gold Medal Roses
SCLECTTON " L."

12 newer sorts, all g61d
medail:.=ts but two.
Creme de q/ Carriage
la ereme. ^l" paid.

British Queen(ht),snowyw. lOd,

Debs, of Wellington, yellow 1/

OeorgeDickson(ht),deepcri. lOd

G. C. WauiUht),orang:e ver. lOd

LadvPlrrie(ht).coppery-sal. lOd

LpslieHo! land (ht).vermilion lOd

Mabel Drew (ht), cream - lOd,

Mine. F.. Herriot (per.)pr.red lOd,

M.de Siiietv'ht),goId bronze 1/

Mrs. A. Carnepiefht). white lOd,

Kavon d'Or (per.), golden - 1/

Wniowniere (pQr.).coral pk. lOd,

Climbers, Ramblers
SELF-CTION " S."

6 rosps suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, &.C.

All very A/Q Carriage
vigorous. "/ ^ paid.

Alberic BarbierfW.).yellow Ud.
AmericanPillar(cl.,P.).pink lid.

BInsli ]lanililer(cl.,P.).bIush lid.

Dorotl'.v Perkins (W.). pink lid.

Excelsa. (W), bril. scarlet - Ud.
Hiawatha (c!..P.), crim.wh. lid.

BEDDING PLANTS
'Ex. strung transplanted

bushy.) Doz. 100

Wallflowcrt, Ted - lOd. 5/-

„ yellow lOd. 5/- )

Forfjet'tne-notMue II- 61-

CantrThiirii Bells in

se}>.coloUTi>, ivliite,

ro^e.hluc'or mixed J/6 ^fS\
IceUindl'ojipies,mxdJ /ti 15/-

Polijnnthus, mxd. - 2/6" 15/-

Sivcf-t tt'illinins:

l'inJ:Benut!lHul>rids IfS SI
Golden Alysaum - SI-

Hnrdy Auriculas - 3/
/»urp/e,lubrit;tra,potsi/

Silvern Rockfoils • hi-

Graccion Violet - 4/-

Jfi/-

toi-
SOl-
501-
soi-

HARDY FLOWERS
Continuous C/ CaiTjajje

display. *J'
"

paid.

Alkanct. blue Lupin, yellow.

M'mas Daisy, lil Iria." rich blue.

Marguerite, white Pyrethrura. lift.

Larkspur, violet Fleabane, mauve
M'mas Daisy, raa. Hybrid, C'nibine.

Dragon' 8-head, car- Pink Knotweed.
Larkspur, blue Avena. scarlet

M'mas Daisy, pk. Catmint, lavender

Red Elecampane.
Scarlet Campion.
Blue Lupin.
White Beilflower.

Poppv. Fink.
White Lupin
Gypsophlla.

Blue Beilflower.

Blue Fla.t.

Golden Marguerite
Mimulus. scarlet

Jacob'-^ ladder
Speedwell, blue.

Double Pyrethrum

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION " B."

24 sppcially-selected varieties.

Assurea ^ C^/R Carriage
prizewinners. lO/D paid.

Avoca fht). crimson scarlet lOd.

Bes3ieBrown(ht),creamyw. lOd.

British Queen (ht). white - lOd.

Chas. Lefebvre(hp7,crimsoii 8d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose lOd.

Earlof Oosford(ht).dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Mnlcolm (ht),ivory w. lOd.

r;].deC.Guinoisseau(hp).ver. 8d.

GeorgeDickson(ht),vel.criin. lOd.

Hugh Dickson(hp). crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke (ht), crimson - lOd.

Jonkheer J.L.Mock(ht),car. lOd.

Leslie Holland (ht),scar.cri. lOd.

Mabel Drew(ht),canary yel. lOd.

LyonsIio.se(ht).shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. West(ht), shell pink lOd.

Mildred Grant(ht),tinted w. lOd.

Mrs..\myHamniond(hl),ap. lOd.

Mrs. A.ndrewCarnegie(ht),w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLainpfhp). rosypk. 8d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs.nuosovelt(ht).pale flesh lOd.

tJlrichP.riinner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Town Roses
SELECTION •' E."

12 scrts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Immensely 7/Q Carriage
successful. / /^ paid.

Carol ineTestout<ht). sal.pink 9d.

Or.O'Donol Browne(ht),car. lOd.

F. K. Druschki (hp). white lOd.

u'sorge Dickson (hti, crim. lOd.

GustaveGrunerwald (ht),car.lOd.

J. B. Clark (ht),deep scarlet lOd.

La Tosca (ht).si!very pink - lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot(per).red lOd.

Mme.Ravarynit>,orange yel. 9d.

Mrs..TohnLain5;(hp),rose pk. 8d.

Mme. 1-iaac Pereire (b), car. 8d.

Ulrich Brunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
sKLr:rTioN ' i."

12 iterpfltinl. free-flowering

sorts, of bushy habit.
Surprisingly Qlfi Carriage
eflectlve. O'U paid.

A.R.Goodwin (per.), sal.pink lOd.

Betty (ht). coppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron 1-
Kcailate (ht), scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick(ht),sal.rose lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht>,orange ver. lOd.

LadyPirrie(ht).apricotpink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot. red - lOd.

Molly S. Crawford(t),white lOd.

Mrs.A.AVard(ht).Indian yel. lOd.

Ravon d'Or (hb).orange cad. ly-

Rlchmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

HARDY SHRUBS
'•|I»*,y l*rosto M'hM'lioii
Suitable towns" f^j

Carriage

email carden?. U/ "
Paid.

Purple Speedwell, evergreen-

Double (iorse, yellow

Sea Tamarisk, soft pink.

Spir^a. Anthony Waterer, red.

Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow.

Graham's Sage Tree, crimeon.

Golden Broom, rich yellow.

Crimson Flowerint; Currant.

Piptanthua, new, froni China.

Giant Mock Orange, white.

Starry Daisy Bush, white
Lavender, true fragrant sort

Hardy Scotch Fuchsia, red.

Golden Foraythia, very choice.

May Broom, very pretty.

175 c,

MILL ST.. LIVERPOOL

A.B.C. oF Rose Culture. 2d.

Booklet of 32 pages ; tells you .all you
are likely to want to Imow about roses.

2d. stamps with catafctgue, order or
alone.

CHAPMAN & Co. sFAMOUS ROSES
New Varieties 6d. each.

Our new descriptive Catalogue is now ready and will be

sent post tree on application.

CHAPMAN & CO.,
Royal Nurseries, Scraptoft, nr. Leicester

BLACK CURRANT BUDMITE.
Are your buslies free of this incurable pest? If not, plant

"SEABROOK'S BLACK CURRANT,"
the only proved mite resister.

This variety has also every other good quality, being the heaviest

cropper and stoutest grower, producing large tirm berries.

Yountl bushes. 6/- and 8/- per dozen.

w. SEABROOK & SONS, Fruit Tree and Rose
Nurseries, CHELMSFORD.

GROW

YOUR OWN FRUIT
for next year,

and insure having the finest quality at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well

grown fruiting trees of all kinds.

Catalogues Free.

The BARNHAM NURSERIES, Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.
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IF YOU REQUIRE THAT WONDERFUL

SALMON PINK ROSE, Charles E. Shea,H.T.
(See illustration in last week's issue of " The Garden," p. 485.)

You cannot do better than send to the raiser for full particulars, also for his general rose catalogue, post free-

Even in war time, Twyford Gold Medal Roses have kept up their reputation, and during 1917 they have won

THE CROYDON CUP - for 48 distinct blooms.
THE SOUTHAMPTON CUP for 36 distinct blooms.

Also all the princiapl first prizes at these shows, besides 3 Gold Medals at other shows, and no less than 1 3 Medals at the
Royal Horticultural Society's Shows in London. This record must convince all rose growers the quality is right.

ELiSHA J, HICKS, ivi.c.N.R.s..F.R.H.s..etc. Rose Specialist, HURST, BERKS
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NUTS,COBS & FILBERTS
Plant up all Waste Ground.
NOW is the Proper Time.

Good Healthy Fruiting Trees.
Price - - 7/- per doz.

Peaches and Nectarines, in variety,
splendid trained trees, 5/- each.

per doz.

Roses, dwarf, best named sorts, 8/-

„ climbing, best named sorts, 12/-

H. CANNELL & SONS,
THE NURSERIES, EYNSFORD.
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Gardens for Small Country Houses
15/- net: by post, 15/7.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this invaluable
books and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super-
books in the " Cocntky Life " Library, to The Manager.
" CoHNTRY Life." Limited. Tavistock Street, W.C,.2

gUNYARD'S
mjiT TREES

CATAl-OGUe
by ReTURB

GEORGE BUNYARD ^ CO.
Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.
Ltd.

^GREAT SALE of BULBS=
CLEARING GROUND TO SOW WHEAT.

TWO 1/- PARCELS FREE.
Twelve 1/- Parcels (or 20 at 6d.) for 10/-; Carriage
Paid, Cash with order. <Carriage 6d.^ext^a^on orders under

All Bulbs guaranteed strong flowerings and of best quality ; money
back if not satisfied.

20 Emperor Daffodils,

Is.
Thefineat ol thewell-kDown
eorta, grandly-shaped and
well-coloured Qowera ; does

well Indoora or out

20 Horsfieidi Daffodils,

Is.
Snowy-wblte petals ; rich

yellow trumpet ; very band-
eome and early ; borders or

P0t3.
3.

25 Princeps Daffodils,

Is.
Primrose and gold ; early

flowering; specially recom-
mended for borders and

beds outdoors-
4.

25 Grandeo Daffodils.

Is.
\Vliit« and gold ; a mc^t
graceful flower ; very
iiardy ; does remarkably

well in shade.
6.

20 Golden Spur Daffs.,

Is.
Ci I o r 1 o u e orange-gold
shaded citron ; moat mag-
utQceot flower ; quite

unsurpassed.
(J.

20 Sir Waikin Daffs.

Is.

Deep orange friUed trum-
pet, rich gold petals ; a
huge success everywhere

Indoors tuid out
7.

35 Barri Narcissi, Is.

Orange-Bcarlet cup, golden

petals ; light, gracefal. free-

tlowering ;
splendid in

flbre or soil.

8.

15 Double Yellow
Daffs., is.

Huge double, golden-yel-

low, roee-shaped flowers :

excellent all purposes.
9.

30 Double White Nar-
ciss., Is.

Fragrant aa a Gardeula

;

pure translucent white

;

blooms well Into May-
10.

20 Double Orange
Phoenix, Is.

The famoua Bgga and
bacon Daffodil ; absolutely
tip-top ; very hardy and

Irce.

11,

40 Pheasant Eye Nar-
ciss., Is.

Crimson, edged orange cup-

purest white petals ; flowers

often S inches acrosa.

12.

30 Ornatus Narcissus,

Is.
vivid scarlet cup sur-

rounded by snowy-white
petals ; flirat*cla8s every-

where.

PEACE CELEBRATION COLLECTION.
"Get your flags readyl" So said, recentlj". a

popular war wiiter who has had exceptional oppor-
tunities afl'ordedliiin to see how matters are going.

100 Daffodils, 100 Narcissi, 100 Tulips.
Total : 300 fine bulbs, 10/-, earn paid, c.w.o.

25 each. 60 each.

Clara Butt, Gold Crown. Emperor, Ornatus.
Gesneriana, Paris White. Horsfieldj, Barri.

Kor descriptions, &<•., see beluw.

14,

30 L arge White
Freesias, Is.

The true refracta alba for

growing indoors in pote ol

soil or Qbre.

15

20 Xmas White Nar-
cissus, Is.

French Paper White Nar-
cissi cannot be nipplied ;

this variety ta In many
respects superior.

16.

20 Grand Primo Nar-
ciss.. Is.

Primrose and gold ; other.
wise a counterpart of the
Early Paper White ; very

fragrant
18

4 Violet-scented Iris,

Is.
Rich velvety violet with
orange tliroat ; deliciously

scented ; does well Indoors
or out

20.

16 St Brigid Anemone,
Is.

Huge, eemi double flowers
in all shades of blue, violet,

scarlet, rose, vhite, etc-

21.

30 Golden Winter
Aconite, Is.

Rich buttercup-yellow.
with a dainty green rulfle

;

makes a flne edging.
22.

16 Scarlet Anemone,
is.

The most vivid scarlet

flower of Spring ; irreai^-

tibly attractive : every-

body stops to gaze at it.

23.

30 Bluebells (Scillas),

Is.
Do well in pots of soli or

fibre; agreatsuccess under
trees and in other 6hady

25 Double Snowdrops,
Is.

Try these in pota of soil or
libre ; they are exquisitely
pretty when looked at

closely.

25.

30 Single Snowdrops,
Is.

For planting aa an edging
lo otiier bulbs. In beds, on

graves, borders. Ac.

20 Clara Butt Tulip, Is.
.. Most glorious pink, shaded
salmon and silver ; a huge
success indoors aod out.

27

10 F. Sanders Tulip. Is.

Ad incredibly dazzling
f^hade of fiery scarlet ; a
most entrancing colour

;

huge size ; perfect form.

2&
10 White Queen Tulip,

Is.

The only "white" Darwin,
a stately and floe Tulip

;

huge, goblet-like blooms

29.

15 Tonnaye Tulip, Is.

Rich cherry-rose, shaded
blush, edged delicate pink *

one of the most useful.

15 Laurentia Tulip, Is.

Deep rosy-pink, shaded
camune, iritb a startlingly

rich blue centre ; extra.

31.

12 Mrs. Cleveland Tulip,

Is.
Old lavender-rose, shaded
lilac and silver ; flower?
early ; large size and

etately habit

FREE BOOKLET of Instructions HOW TO
GROW BULBS, when requested, with all

orders of 10/- value.

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER.
Illustrated Catalogue of Bulbs free on request.

25 Gold Crown Tulip,

Is.
Rich golden-yellow, shaded
and flamed scarlet; floe
bedding and borders.

33.

15 Gesneriana Major
Tulip, Is.

Brilliant glowing scarlet,
dazzling blue centre ; one
of the most gorgeous of all

Tulips.

34.

20 Sweet-scented Tulip.
Is.

T. niftcrospila hag the fra-
grance of Sweet Peas and
a • n c crimson-scarlet

colour.

36.

10 Inglescombe Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Perfection in form and
colouring ; deep canary-
yelJow ; magniflcent

37.

20 Maiden's Blush
Tulip, Is.

One of the daintiest ; white
edged and feathered with
rosy-cerise ; the Plcotee

Tulip.

38.

15 La Candour Tulip,

Is.

Pure white ; very scarce
;

flne for bedding, borders,
pote, &C, ; good for cutUng,

30.

15 Parisian Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Rich yellow ; elegant
flower; showy and reliable;

beda> potfi, borders. Jic.

40.

20 Cottage Tulips,

Mixed, Is.
A very fine '^bowy mixture

;

can be well recommended.
Special price per 100. 4/0.

4L
15 Darwin Tulips,

Mixed, Is.
Includes a lot ol flne sjt
shades ; very useful lor

cutting. Per 100. 6/G

42.

60 Mixed Daffs. and
Narciss., Is.

Includes many handsome
tiorta, such as Emperor,
Barri, Per 1,000, 18/-

43.

I Peek " Bulbost," Is.

Bees* Famous Bulb Fliire

Compost Sent Oarrlagc
raid with Bulbs of 10/-

value.

44,

51b. *' Bulbilizor,** Is.

Bees' Special Bulb Manure.
Bent Carriage Paid witli

Bulbs of 10/- Taloe.

175C. Mill St, LIVERPOOL
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THE
organisation and consolidation of

the allotments movement has made
rapid progress within recent weeks.

Following upon the decision to form a

federation for London and the Southern

( .luntics, a National Union of Allotment Holders

lias been established. Appointments have been made
ill connection with the Southern Federation. Mr.

I'rank Smith, chairman of the Vacant Land Culti-

witiou Society, 8, Buckingham Street, Strand,

\\liich has taken a leading part in organising the

I'lod plot cultivators of London and the South,

luis been elected chairman of the Provisional

Council bf the Southern Federation. Mr. Cyril

Harding is hon. secretary ; Mr. Gerald W. Butcher,

In 111. organising director ; Mr. H. F. Garrard, hon.

treasurer. The offices arc at 8, Buckingham Street.

A Great Organisation of Allotment Holders.

At a meeting of representatives of the Southern

1 ederation and the Midland Federation, at which

it was unanimously decided to form the National

ULiion of Allotment Holders, the following officers

and e-xecutive were appointed to conduct the

business of the Union until the first general meeting

in December next : Chairman, Mr.

T. Bladon (Birmingham); vice-

rhairman, Mr. Frank Smith
(London) ; treasurer, Mr. New
(Birmingham). Mr. D.Chater (Seven

Kings) has been appointed organis-

ing secretary for London, adjacent

and Southern Counties, and Mr. G.

Streetly, 55, Temple Row, Birming-

ham, is organising secretly for

Birmingham, the Midlands and the

North. Mr. J. R. White, 46,

Paulton Square, Chelsea, is pro-

paganda and Parliamentary secre-

tary. The executive of the

Union comprises three representa-

tives from the Northern Division,

tliree from the Midland Division,

three from the Southern Division,

and the Scottish and Welsh

Division have been invited to

appoint two representatives each.

The Southern Federation is

making good headway, and already

the membership approaches 20,000.

.^ great organising campaign is

about to be started with the object

of securing the affiliation of societies

in all the outlying districts and

educating public opinion to the

immense advantages to the

community of allotment cultivation, not only in

war-time but for all time.

High-Prieed Potatoes.^Some thirteen orfoiir-

tfen years ago there was quite a craze (for it could

be regarded as nothing else) in favour of high-

priced Potatoes. Now this useful vegetable has

once again come to the fore, but in a more rational

manner, and we no longer hear of exorbitant

' prices being paid for particular varieties. In

the height of the craze the variety Northern Star

was brought forward as being in every respect a

perfect Potato, and was eagerly bought. Being

so much lauded at the time, one is inclined to ask.

Where is it now ? Though this seems to have

disappeared, other kinds much older than that

still hold their own in many places.

Sedum pulchellum.—This beautiful Stonecrop

is seldom more attractive than it is to-day when
the glaucous green of its fuzzy leaves are turning

to gold and shining crimson. This year flowering

has been prolonged beyond the usual limit, there

still being a number of the lovely bright pink,

bird's claw blossoms held erect on their 4-inch

stems. S. pulchellum, unlike so many of its race,

prefers rather a cool roothold, one where there

is some natural moisture if possible, and some-

thing good to live on. It ^is a subject worth

some trouble, and those who have been dis-

appointed with it may try it in a damper bed

and note the change.

A Handsome Laurustinus.—In the article on
" Laurustinus," issue November 10, page 482,

Mr. A. R. Goodwin remarks that of the numerous

varieties of Viburnum Tinus, he grows ordy one,

viz., lucidum from Mount Atlas. Our corre-

spondent is fortunate in his selection, for this is

A BEAUTIFUL EVERGREEN, VIBURNUM TINUS LUCIDUM

unquestionably one of the most handsome of all

the varieties. In habit it is stronger than the type,

although perhaps less hardy. The glossy green

leaves are larger than those of the species ; so,

too, are the trusses of bloom, which, by the way,

are not always pure white, but are sometimes oi

pinkish hue.

The Tulip Nomenclature Report.—In last

week's issue, page 479, a correspondent expresses

regret that the Report of the Tulip Nomenclature

Committee recently published by the Royal
Horticultural Society does not give the names in

alphabetical order. As a matter of fact there is an
index, but apart from this the names are arranged

in a very convenient and useful order, for, as

explained in the Report, an endeavour has been

made to arrange the varieties as they might be
in a border, so that they form a colour sequence

grading oft towards the sections above and below.

Where this careful grading is not employed,

the sections are given in alphabetical order. It

is, in fact, a most valua6le record, and we believe

that if the Darwins were planted in a long line

in the order given, there would be very little to

alter in the gradation from vermilion scarlet

through cerise and magenta to rose, and from
crimson maroon to lilac. This careful piece of

work was done by Mr. E. A. Bowles and Mr.

Titchmarsh, who laboured at it for days together

with blooms of each variety before them.

Chrysanthemums from Seed.—When every

little dodge that saves time and labour in

our gardens is ever so much more valuable

than it would be under ordinary circum-

stances, it may be well to remind readers

that, unless they are particular as to the

varieties which they grow, ex-

cellent results may be obtained

from Chrysanthemum seed sown
and treated much as the old-

fashioned China Asters used to

be
; in other words, as half-hardy

annuals. The main thing is to

get hold of a good strain ; hence
- it is just as well to enquire of the

seed merchant if he can really

recommend his seed. Single and
double, early and late flowering

types are obtainable.

The Wild Morello Cherry.—As
Mr. E. A. Bunyard pointed out in

his article on Cherries (page 481) we
should do well to realise the

botanical distinctions between sweet

and sour Cherries. Some time ago
Mr. J. Fraser exhibited at a meet-

ing of the scientific committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society a

fruiting specimen of PrunusCerasus,

or dwarf Cherry, from a Surrey

wood, which he considered to be the

origin of the cultivated Morello,
'

because the wild and cultivated

trees agreed in their botanical

characters. P. Cerasus may be
recognised by its dwarf habit

(3 feet to 8 feet) in the wild state, its

small, leathery, glabrous leaves on a level with

the branches (not drooping), and in being green

at all stages of growth. The fruit is round,

red, with a globular stone, and the acid juice

does not stain. He also showed specimens of

P. Avium for comparison. It makes a tree 20 feet

to 60 feet high, with large, flaccid, drooping leaves,

hairy on the veins beneath, and much tinted with

red in their early stages. Ihe fruit is heart-

shaped, black or red, with a sweet or bitter (not acid)

juice that stains the hands. This he considered

the origin of many of the Sweet Cherries of gardens.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{Tlic Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

TOADS WANTED.
yOUR correspondent " F. W. B., North Devon,"

on page 454, October 27 issue, appears,

under the heading of " Water Snails," to be so

troubled with toads as to find them a nuisance. I

wisli I could partially complain of the same trouble,

as I would like to be able to keep down other pests

with them, and could do with fifty or more if he

could let me have them. I would pay cost of

" packing " and carriage if it would not be too

much to ask of him.—S. J. Hughes, 41, Leyborne

Park, Kew Gardens.

SAP-TRANSFUSION.
DEADERS of the Horticultural Advertiser may

remember some notes on this subject about

two years ago and the wonderful results said to

be obtained by puttinp grafts of Glou Morceau

Pear on Doyenn6 du Cornice. While not accepting

all the conclusions claimed, I was much interested

in the subject, and having two pretty big bushes

ot Doyennfe du Comice of the same age and equal

size growing side by side in my garden, I put

half a dozen grafts of Glou Morceau on one of

them a year ago last March. Four or five of the

grafts took, and this season have made good

growth, but, of coiKse, no flower as yet. Recently

I gathered three pecks from the grafted tree,

exactly double what the other one produced.

This result bears out the statements previously

made, and seems to show that there is room for

fiurther experiment in the same direction. What
have our scientific friends to say on the subject ?

—

Charles E. Pearson, Hill Crest, Lowdham, Notts.

CULTURE OF NERINES.
VrOTICING in the article on Nerines by the

Rev. Joseph Jacob in your issue of

October 27 a query as to the cultiural treatment

of Nerines, I may say that I have been a grower

of Nerine umbellatum for some years, and I always

give the plants a thorough watering some time

before the flower-sheaths are due to appear. This

ensures me a splendid crop of flowers as well as

some nice green foliage at the time of flowering.

To prove my statement, I have at the time of

writing two pots (my original bulbs, now twelve

years old) with nineteen and twenty-two flower-

spikes opening, besides several pots of seedlings

sown at various times. My treatment of the

bulbs at other seasons of the year is the usual

one : plenty of water in the growing period, a real

good baking in the resting period, and then the

soaking before flowering, resulting in a good

crop of blooms at the flowering period. Do not

overpot, nor very often. I have not potted tut

once in ten or twelve years.—A. E. M., Fittleworth,

Sussex.

CRINUMS.

(~\NE seldom sees these handsome plants growing

in the open, and yet at least some of the

varieties are practically hardy, even near London.

I have a iine clump of Crinum PowelUi which has

been in a south-east border for the last seven

years, and for the last six has never faUed to have

from three to five heads of bloom. The heads

generally have from six to ten buds, but I find

it is seldom that they all open. Usually each

stem expands about five or six of the beautiful

peach blossom coloOTed Lilies, which are sweetly

scented and very showy. Even when not in

bloom the bright green foliage, 4 feet to 5 feet

long and about 2 inches wide, is very striking,

and the plant is well worth growing. Last winter

cut the Crinums very badly, all the tops above the

ground going black and pulpy ; but when the

damaged part was cut away to about an inch

below the surface, the bulbs were found quite

healthy, and bloomed this season, though rather

later than usual. I originally had these Crinums
in pots, also C. capense and C. c. album ; but

as they did not flourish, I got discouraged and
turned all of them out in an open border. C. capense

and the white variety died after two or three

years, and never did well here, though at Torquay
I have seen some very handsome beds of the

latter, which, when grown in masses, gives a very

fine effect. But the climate at Torquay is milder

than ours near London.

—

Harry E. Thorn.

APPLE IRISH PEACH.

A LL tliis autumn I have been going in for reading

Apple notes and articles in The Garden and
other gardening papers, and I have not come across

a single mention of Irish Peach. I would like to

know what it has done to be excluded from my
friend Mr. Edward Bunyard's quality list, for

example. Thirty years ago I enjoyed the friend-

ship of a dear old " Apple " man. My earliest

introduction to Lane's Prince Albert and Bramley's

Seedling was in his garden at Malpas. How
well I remember his Irish Peaches in August,

plucked from the tree when ripe and straightway

devoured ;
" eaten " is much too mild a word to use.

They were so good. I have never come across a

Gladstone that came up to them. One of my
August sorrows is the remembrance of my little

tree that was destroyed one year when I had a

particularly bad attack of Tulip madness. Why
no mention of Irish Peach ? Was my palate

thirty years ago less fastidious than it is to-day ?

Is it that distance of time has lent enchantment

to my taste ? Is it that Irish Peach is a dying

variety ?

" Oh where. Oh where, is my wee dog gone ?

Oh where, Oh where, is he ?

—Joseph Jacob.

THE HIGH PLANTING OF APPLE
TREES.

'T'HOSE who have had to deal with stiff, wet

soil in their gardens or orchards have learnt

from experience that to bury the trees with a

view to only covering the junction between stock

and scion, whether budded or grafted, is a harmful

proceeding. Especially in deeply trenched soil

is this a fault. If trees are planted under favoiu-

able conditions, I fail to see why two sets of roots

are necessary to ensure success. If canker is

sought for in varieties like Cox's Orange Pippin,

King of the Pippins and Warner's King, plant

deeply and cover the junction. If those who are

troubled with canker in trees will lift them entirely,

deeply trench the soil underneath, and plant the

trees on the surface, mounding so as to cover the

roots, they will soon have cleaner trees.—E. M.

OUR NATIVE BLACKBERRIES.

TN reply to " B., Weybridge," on Brambles,

I may say that not all of us have gardens

with such suitable climate, soil and physical

surroundings as Weybridge and Wisley. I grow
my plants 650 feet above the level of the

sea. I and my neighbours, who employ ex-

perienced gardeners, have grown Rubus lacini-

atus and other American varieties as well

as the Loganberry, and have found them utterly

useless. R. laciniatus I still have, but it is only

kept on account of its prettily cut foliage. I have

by me a letter from one -of ovlT ablest writers on
gardening, and with an experience of years on this

subject, in whicli he says : " I am a believer in

our native Blackberries. The American plants

are fine at home, not good with us." If the intro- ',

duced varieties of Brambles give satisfaction,

why is it that so many persons, as well as two well-

known firms of nurserymen—specialists in fruit

trees—write and ask me for as many cuttings of

mine as I can spare ? The reason I leave the old

fruiting canes on the plants during the winter is

that I consider they serve as a protection to the new
wood against the cold, drying winds and frosts

in the early spring. I may say that on October 31

I gathered jlb. of fruit from a dozen square yards

of plants.—J. C. Varty-Smith, Penrith.

ONION-GROWING AT ALDENHAM.
XJAVING seen the vegetables on more than one

occasion at Aldenham this year, I am more
than ordinarily interested in what Mr. Beckett

has to say of one ot his Onion plots on page 444
of The Garden. In some notes of mine therein

published on July r4 last, after having been privi-

leged to see the vegetables, I wTote " of aU the

crops . . . the Peas and Onions have left

the greatest impression on the mind, the almost

entire absence of blanks or failures being alone

remarkable." That impression was formed from

what I saw in the last days of June. Two months
later, when I again saw the plot as depicted in the

illustration on page 444, after a closer and more
critical inspection I found my early " impression "

abundantly confirmed. Indeed, it was well-nigh

impossible to conceive anything approaching nearer

to perfection. For this very desirable consumma-
tion Mr. Beckett's modus operandi is unquestionably

responsible. This he himself sums up in the follow-

ing terse passage :
" The whole secret of success

lies in two things : proper preparation of the grotmd

and the preliminary bringing on of the young
seedlings in seed-boxes." Mr. Beckett follows

by stating some of the advantages of the system

—

practical immunity from the attacks of the Onion
maggot, the earlier matming of the bulbs, and

obtaining " finer and better-keeping bulbs into

the bargain "—^matters which cannot but commend
themselves to amateur and professional alike.

An item of economic importance arising from

box-raised Onions not mentioned by Mr. Beckett

is the great saving of seeds ; and as Onion seed

is already dear and likely to be scarce in the coming

season, all interested shoifld make a note of the

same and endeavour by this system of box-raised

seedlings to make the seeds go as far as possible.

In a concluding sentence Mr, Beckett refers to

the all-important fact that " once the ground is

in good condition, the plot can be used for a number
of years for Onions, provided it is well worked

each season and the necessary food added." That

statement the following circumstance whole-

heartedly endorses. Some years ago I was in

the chair at a gardeners' mutual improvement
meeting at Kingston, when a paper on " Onions"

was given. Among other things, its author stated

that he was then growing his Onions on the

same plot of ground for the fourteenth year in

succession, and he had no desire to see a finer

crop. And if for fom-feen successive years,

why not twenty-eight, atid so ad infinitum?

Mr. Beckett, I note, estimates the weight of

the illustrated plot of Onions at " 3J tons, over

this weight rather than under." When I last

saw it, speculation was rife as to this among soine

of the workers, ana I made a rough calculation

myself. In the main the bulbs were nine to a

yard, and pitting these sown in drills in the open

against Ailsa Craig and Walker's Exhibition, I

estimated that over all they would average four

to a pound. On this basis the weight of the crop

would be 3 tons rs cwt., or, roughly, a quarter of

a ton in excess of Mr. Beckett's estimate.-—E. H.

Jenkins.
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ISOME FALLACIES REGARDING THE
CLEMATIS.

Ft have read with some surprise the criticisms

by Mr. W. Robinson in yoxir issue of November 3

fion my lecture entitled " Some Fallacies Regarding

he Clematis," given before the Royal Horticultural

ociety and printed in the Society's journal of

Fiast September. I had hoped that I had explained

^:the different points sufficiently, with the aid of

. specimens shown, and illustrated in the journal,

• to have removed any doubt which might exist

in the mind of any unbiased person. There is an

old saying that "A man convinced against his will,

is of the same opinion still." Apparently Mr.

l\i)binson is quite unable to dismiss from his mind
Iris pet aversion to the general practice of propagat-

ing plants by budding and grafting. In the present

iiLStance he is only too ready to come to the con-

' liision that therein is to be found the cause of the

"die-back" in Clematis, and in vaunting it as

experiments entirely bear out the conclusions I had
formed as to the nature and development of the

disease. In order, however, to throw doubt on
the accuracy of my statements, he evades and
misrepresents what I said. Where in my lecture

can he find that I said " that the scion absorbs

or in some way overcomes the root of the

wild Clematis on which it is grafted " ? What
I said was :

" Within a few weeks; after the

plant has been repotted (after grafting) it com-

mences to form ' own roots "... the plants

after they have formed their scion roots are mainly ,

supported by them and not by the roots of the

stock." To this I adhere, and I am supported

in this opinion by M. Morel, who says ;
" When

grafted on the roots of C. Viticella,a union is secured

which borrows from the stock only temporary

aid wherewith the scion forms for itself roots on

which it is to live," a very different result to that

which Mr. Robinson would like his readers to

believe is the case when he savs " it is reasonable

-^

wishes to say anything further, may I ask him
to kindly give direct answers to the following points :

If he still maintains that the stock on which
the Clematis is grafted causes " the death of the

graft in time "and is the reason for the "die-back "

(i) Will he explain why the scion roots generally

increase to a greater extent than the roots of tlic

stock ?

(2) Why the " die-back " does not affect the

plant from the union upwards, instead of from
the stem downwards ?

(3) Why, in the case of a shoot dying back, those

below it continue to thrive (if not afterwards at-

tacked) and strong new shoots are sent up from
above the scion roots ?

(4) How does he account for plants suffering

from " die-back " which have been raised from seed

or cuttings ?

(5) On what grounds does he contend that

C. Viticella is not a suitable and natural stock

on which to graft hybrids of that type ?

In conclusion, may I express the

hope from Mr. Robinson's silence that

my lecture has at least cleared his

mind of the fallacy he had entertained,

and expressed in the public Press, as

to the authenticity of the origin of

C. Jackmannii, and that the public

have now seen the last of the frivolous

statement as to it being synonymous
with C. hakonensis.—A. G. Jackman,
Woking Nurseries, Surrey.

THE CLEMATIS AMONG
SHRUBS AND IN OTHER
NATURAL WAYS.

TN The Garden
page 466, Mr.

wrote :

for

A.

November 3,

G. Jackman

CLEM.\TIS OF THE PATENS GROUP GRAFTED
ON C. VITALBA, SHOWING "DIE-BACK."

a proof of the correctness of his theory entirely

disregards the fact that the " die-back " also

occurs in seedlings and plants raised from cuttings

growing on their own roots and ungrafted, as

clearly stated in my lecture and proved by speci-

mens shown.

It apparently did not suit Mr. Robinson to take

any notice of the exposure of his fallacy, or

of the fact (mentioned in my lecture) that

in the letter from M. Morel which Mr. Robinson

published in Gardening Illustrated—but did

not translate—M. Morel, in expressing his

opinion on the matter, entirely ruled out

grafting from the list of possible causes of

the " die-back." Mr. Robinson also disregards

the fact (likewise mentioned in my lecture) that

Mr. W. C. Glover has been able to identify the

parasite which is the cause of the disease to be a

fungus belonging to the genus Ascocyta, and

has also succeeded in transmitting it from one

plant to another by inoculation. His views and

A SEEDLING CLEMATIS ALSO SHOWING
" DIE-BACK."

to expect that the native plant (rootstock) will

be the death of the graft in time."

Mr. Robinson may have had experience of

Clematises " extending well over a quarter of a

century," and so have I, and of a practical nature,

too, and possibly have as many thousand plants

come under my direct supervision yearly as he

has single plants.

I challenge him to prove his statement, which

he has not done in his article of November 3,

but has only written roimd the subject and obscmred

the point at issue. Who has ever heard of anyone

having " ' put ' two sets of roots to a fragile plant "

of Clematis ? Has not his quarter of a century's

experience taught him that the scion is put on

one set of roots, and that the scion roots are

formed after the union of the scion with the

stock ?

It is not my intention to continue a lengthy

correspondence on this subject, as I have already

dealt with it fullyin my lecture ; but if Mr. Robinson

" I have for a long time advocated

the planting of Clematises in an

easterly or westerly aspect, in

preference to full south, so that

they may escape the full force of

the sun during the hottest time of

the day. I have also noticed they

apparently derive benefit from
being planted in close proximity

to other plants, where the foliage

of the latter acts as a partial shade,

more particularly to the stem and

roots of the Clematis."

He may be assured that it is a good

way, and has been practised here for

years. Anyone who comes here on a

summer day may see Nellie Moser look-

ing down over his head from a Magnolia.

In the nurseries of Europe as I have seen them
there is rarely any means of growing the plant in

such ways ; nor could one fairly expect it. To
grow the plant is the work of the owners and
their gardeners ; and niirserymen's work to

grow plants for us that will live hardy. The
very artificial means of increasing a climber

by grafting should only be followed when there is

proof that the natural way faUs. The idea that

grafting is a more rapid way of increase is not

true. Layering and cuttings are simpler and

far better. My garden is open to all one day a

week, and here the Clematis rhay be seen in every

position, and first of all in the flower garden

—

its right place.^W. Robinson, Gravetye Manor.

*»* Readers »Ao Jane not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly by their news-

agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return of unsold

copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence The
Garden is obtainable only if ordered beforeha
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THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES.—VII
{Continued from j-age 481.)

GOOSEBERRIES A SELECTION FOR FLAVOUR.

THE Gooseberry is a particularly English

fruit and has been one of the favourites

of the fruit garden for many centuries.

Tusser, who, by the way, always seems

to have called upon his wife when the

garden required attention, instructs his long-

suffering spouse in September :

" The Barberry, Respis and Gooseberry too

Look now to be planted, as other things do
;

The Gooseberry, Respis and Roses all three

With Strawberries under them, trimly agree."

Pepys, a townsman by nature, did

not altogether disdain country

things, and remarks on Goose-

berries " as big as Walnuts."

In planting Gooseberries in our

gardens we are thus carrying on

an old custom, and if I read the

signs rightly, this fruit is just

being discovered by the amatem-,

who is fast realising that there

are Gooseberries and Gooseberries,

and is now seeing that he gets

the lattef.

It is certainly an easy matter

in many gardens to prolong the

season of this fruit and to improve

its quality, and as it is a long-

suffering plant, few indeed are

the gardens where it cannot be

grown. We do not wish to

emulate the Midland growers with

their elaborate attempts to pro-

duce the biggest berry of the

season, but we can at least

choose the best flavoured of the

race.

The Gooseberry is essentially a

plant of Northern climates, and

dreads the summer heats. In the

centre of France a healthy Goose-

berry is, to my experience, a

rarity, the rude vigour of me-

ridional sun proving too much for

it. And so in dry soils the first

thing to consider is the provision

of sufficient water in the soil by

an abundance of organic matter.

Gooseberries will also support con-

siderable shade, and while they

will " do " under trees, they will

do more in the open and, incident-

,ally, be less liable to American

mildew with its attendant sheaves

of official forms and notifications.

Let us therefore give them a place

in the sun wherever possible.

The Gooseberry bush of most

gardens forms an excellent pro-

tection against marauding hands,

and if half of the branches were cut away it would

be better for all parties concerned. Perhaps

it should be ordained that the gatherer of the fruit

should always be set to prune in winter ; he would

then ensure that the fruit in the tree could be

gathered without undue laceration. Failing this,

there is a thornlcss Gooseberry—^but this is, I

think, not playing quite fair with Nature.

However, let om- bushes be even as our bush

Apples, a cup of radiating cordons, and all will be

well. The single and double upright cordons

provide a neat and pretty way of growing well-

ripened fruit, and they are very easy to prune

and keep in shape. Trained on a wire trellis

diagonally, 18 inches apart, a large selection

can be obtained in small compass. In choosing a

selected list it is not necessary in this case to

distinguish utUity and quality ; happily, many of

the best flavoured are excellent croppers and also

many of the largest fruits are quite equal to the

smaller ones, thus providing a somewhat striking

exception to most of our fruits. (I hope this will

catch the eye of " Anne Amateur "
1) My selection

for flavour would be :

Whitesmith,—Pale whitish yellow, very swc-ct

and—as adjectives are getting a bit exhausted

—

I will say equal to the best.

Lancer,—A large dull green fruit, late and vcr\-

good.

Cousens' Seedling (Sandwich Yellow).—Brings

up the rear with credit. A beautiful clear golden

yellow ; flavour as before or nearly so.

This list will give anyone a taste of the hp^t

at all seasons, but it may be supplemented by a

choice of general utility—that is, earliness for green

fruit, good size and fla^'our when ripe. For this

purpose Whinham's Industry and Whitesmith

are unexcelled. The combination of large size

and good flavour will be found in Ringer, High
Sheriff, White Eagle (extra extra). Leveller and

Ocean.

The largest fruit to ripen for early dessert is

Careless, now fast becoming .i

" market " variety.

I For bottling green. Crown Bob,

May Duke, Keepsake, Leveller

and Whinham's are all good, but
it is most important for this

purpose to take the fruit before

it has fully grown, or a wood-
pulp texture will result. Elabo-

rate experiments on the Continent

have shown that half-grown fruit

is best for bottling, and my own
experience confirms this.

The Gooseberry always seems
to me the special fruit of youth
(fear not, O ! reader, I will not

include the obvious quip !j, and
I think I have remarked before

that the garden offers no better

welcome to the children home
for the summer holidays. My
own memory, a long one, is very
definite on the point that the

home supply was never equal to

the demand. Let the parents of

this generation see to it and
make themselves secure from any
such reproach in the evening of

their days. E. A. Bunyard.

GOOSEBHRRY LANCER "AS BIG AS WALNUTS.

Yellow Rough,—This is often called, though

wrongly. Yellow Ball ; it is the first of the yellows ;

medimn size.

Rough Red,;—A small round fruit of very

distinct flavour. '

Rosebery.—.K deep sea green, very sweet and

quite first class.

Glenton Green,—Small, hairy, very rich in

flavour.

Langley Gage.—Pale yellow green, transparent,

and perhaps the best of all for flavour. Cheshire

Lass is hardly distinguishable
;
perhaps a little

less s%veet.

JERUSALEM
ARTICHOKES
THis crop may be lifted as required,

but where necessary the tubers may
be stored. A- dry day should, if

possible, he chosen for the work,

and the entire crop be lifted and
spread out on the surface soil for

a short time. All very small

or ill-formed specimens should

be discarded, and the rest

collected and stored in damp
sand in a dark shed. It is quite

a simple matter to save seed of

these, and this is best done as

soon as the crop has been
dug. Many people believe that

all extra large tubers are most suitable to

be kept as seed, but this is quite a mistake.

Before storing the crop, go over it, choose
the tubers that are of medium size and
of good shape, and store these in ashes

for s^d. Then all the others can be handed
over in instalments to the cook. So far as

my experience goes, it is better to keep the

seed tubers in damp ashes till the day on which
they are to be planted. Seed obtained from a

distance (so necessary in the case of Potatoes)

is quite unessential, for we get huge crops

here every season from home-saved seed. The
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Jerusalem Artichoke, though such an easily grown
vegetable, is also one of the most nutritious, and

we grow large quantifies of it each season. It

will grow in nearly every soil, provided it has a

sunny position.

Weelwood. Ecclesall, Sheffield. E. T. Ellis.

GROWING PRIZE
POTATOES

:

IS IT WORTH WHILE?
By Clarence Poxting.

THE paragraph relating to a Potato

competition held by the Dumfries and
District Horticultural Society for the

heaviest crop of Potatoes grown on an

allotment in a row of 5 yards (" Notes

of the Week," page 441, October 20) was extremely

interesting to me, owing to the fact that I grew

a row of exactly the same length this season

with the same object in view. I wished to see

what weight it was possible to produce from
sixteen uncut tubers of an early variety. Sir John
Llewelyn.

Now, it is a well-knowii fact that in order to

produce the greatest weight possible from a given

niunber of Potato " sets," two things are necessary.

One is plenty of room ; the other, good light soil

which has been well treated in the way of fertilisers

or maniu'e.

The first can always be obtained. It simply

means that nothing must be grown nearer the

low than 3 feet on either side. The second is

not so easy, unless one possesses a suitable soil.

My land is a heavy clay—not exactly suitable for

growing Potatoes. I therefore expended the

sum of Od. with the roadman, who deposited

three barrow-loads of flinty road scrapings (which

had been stacked for a year) outside my domain.
These were wheeled on to the site I had selected

for this experimental row. Early in March this

sandy soil was well mixed with the clay,

and had the effect of making the land much
lighter.

The third week in March a drill 4 inches deep

and 6 inches wide was drawn along this prepared

site. Along the bottom of this drill was spread

a liberal dressing of Beech leaf-mould, with which

had been mixed a pound of a complete fertiliser,

costing, say, 3d., to the barrow-load of leaf-mould.

On this the Potatoes (whichr had been previously

sprouted and disbudded to one shoot to the

"set") were laid, each a foot apart. The drill

was then filled with the fertilised leaf-mould,

and a slight scattering of road sand placed along

the top to prevent it from being blown away as

it' dried:

Nothing further was done until the shoots

were high enough to allow of earthing up. This

was done by drawing the soil of the prepared site

to the stems until the tubers were covered a

depth of a foot. Stakes were then placed at each
end of the row and two in the middle, stout strings

being run along the row at distances of 6 inches,

and a foot from the soil. This was to keep the

haulms erect—a small tiling in itself, but one
which considerably assists towards weight

production.

The normal height of the haulm of Sur John
Llewelyn Potatoes is somewhere about a foot to

16 inches. Under the treatment which I gave them-
the haulms reached 4 feet, with a liasal circumfer-

ence of stem of an inch. The splendid top growth
was probably due to the after-treatment which
the plants received. Dmring the dry spell in the
early smnmer a gallon of water was poured into

the heart of each plant. The water vanished at

once, and gallons would have disappeared in the

same way had I given it to the plants. However,
the tubers appreciated the water, which was
followed by another gallon of liquid manure com-
posed of sulphate of ammonia loz., and complete

fertiliser 30Z., to each gallon of water. Probable

cost, 2d. each plant, or 2s. 8d. for the complete
row. This was done twice during the summer,
and the result was seen in the tree-Uke growtli

of the haulms. The yield from this row, which
was dug on August 15, when growth was com-
pleted and the haulms commencing to take on
that brown tint which denotes the ripening of

the tubers, was highly satisfactory when one

considers that the variety was a first-early one.

The total yield from the row of sixteen tubers,

weighing 2lb., was exactly silb., or equivalent

to 351b. per root. The probable cost of pro-

duction, not including labour, was somewhere
near 6s.

.•Vt the time I was inclined to think I had
produced an excellent yield. From the results

of the Dumfries competition I am, however, not

quite so satisfied at the present moment, for I

notice that the first-prize winner lifted 6olb.,

A Cottager's Crop of Onions
The enclosed photograph is that of a bed of

Onions grown by Mr. J. Lester of this town.

The bed measured 21 feet by 17 feet, and the

Onions when ready for storing weighed 3cwt. 361b.

The variety is Ailsa Craig, and the seed was sown
the last week in March in drills 10 inches apart.

Mr. Lester, who is a bricklayer by trade, is a very

capable gardener, and believes in cultivating his

ground well. The soil is a sandy loam, and
besides " putting something into it," to use the

grower's words, he also made frequent use of the

Dutch hoe.

Bridgnorth. S. E. D. Turner.

Brussels Sprout Dwarf Gem
Thaxks to the heavy autumnal rains, winter

greens of all sorts have made e.xceptionally strong

growth, but the appearance of many batches

of the popular Brussels Sprout leaves very much
to be desired, this being especially noticeable

where the plants are growing on newly broken

AILSA CRAG ONIONS GROWN BY A COTTAGER.

or gib. oitire than my crop. Possibly this is

accounted for by the variety, wiicli is not men-
tioned, and was probably a maincrop. The
second-prize winner did not equal my yield by
7ilb.,so that, after all, my crop was a moderately

good one. I nxight perhaps add that nothing

was grown near this row of Potatoes, 3 feet being

allowed on each side of the row.

I now come to the point of all this talk. Does
it pay ? Consider the cost of ground preparation

and fertiliser, to say nothing of the amount of

gromid necessary to produce the crop, roughly

7 feet by 15 feet, and I say " No !

"

Five rows of the same " sets " planted 2 feet

apart in the ordinary way without special culti-

vation resulted in a yield of 251b. to the row. The
ground monopoUsed by the special row gave
equivalent to two of these rows, and cost 6s. to

obtain. On the other hand, all the special row
tubers were large, handsome samples ; while

those from the ordinary rows were smaller,

although of perfectly usable size. No
;

prize

Potatoes cannot be said to pay when not grown
for competition.

up soil and less than the ordinary amount of

room allowed between the plants. I have lately

made an inspection of several of these new allot-

ments, and find in the majority of cases that

really good, firm Sprouts mil be very few, the

reason for this being that, in their owners' desire

to increase the food production of the land, the

plants were planted without due allowance being

made for the variety or manner of growth.

As a set-off to this I came across one of the

finest batches of Brussels Sprouts I have yet

seen, and '^as not surprised to hear from the

owner of the land that it was my old and well-

tried friend Sutton's Dwarf Gem, which in my
opinion is an ideal variety for those who have
only a small plot to fill ; it may safely be planted

at 2 feet apart each way. Even though the size of

the " buttons " may lack something when com-
pared with others of the " giant " class, the fact

that they remain beautifully firm over a very

long period makes them more acceptable at many
tables than others which, if not soon picked, are

more suggestive of Coleworts than Brussels

Sprouts. F. R. C.
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THE DROP-SCENE
A GOSSIP ABOUT A NEW GARDEN AND THE COUNTRY SURROUNDING IT.

Bv Arthur R. Goodwin.

A
SOFT south-west wind is blowing np

the Severn—making vagrant melodies

among the branches, and whispering

like a passionate lover amnng the

^russety-orange leaves of the Oak trees

which go to make up my little wood. The pale

winter sunshine filters through the leaves on to

the autunm-tinted Bracken be-

neath, and counter - changes the

mirrored surface of the sober-

hued pool in the hollow with little

plots of gold and black. Above
ihe path, which is circumjacent to ,

me pool, the ground rises abruptly

into a sheer cliff of soft, red rock

—the home of myriads of little

Ferns and mist-bespangled Mosses

that shine like emeralds in this

passing gleam of wintry sunshine.

The steep cliff -terminates in a

level tableland that lies well-nigh

300 feet above sea-level, and here—
though I possess neither Aladdin's

lamp nor Fortunatus' purse—some

day I hope to build my " castle."

T4iere was a heavy shower this

morning, but now the air is clear

and a few clouds only fleck the

limpid sky. On all sides there are

beaux points de vue. South-west-

wards the dark brow of Malvern's

lonely height—• Nature's vastest

monument in these parts—rears

itself aloft. More westerly lies

the lovely Valley of the Severn,

but the ri\er is hid from our

eyes by the high cliffs of its rocky

channel and the trees that clqthe

them.

One of these cliffs, a but-

tressed pillar of solid red sandstone,

known as Blackstone Rock, stands

out boldly athwart the river as if

to challenge its passage. But,

though the water has been forced

to turn' aside by this intruder, it

has cleverly hollowed out the rock

beneath, making it a perilous spot

for bathers, for the undercurrent

flows swiftly and is full of whirl-

pools and eddies. But disciples

of Izaak Walton love the deep

waters, for here

" Men catch big fish, but judging

from what they say,

Those always are the biggest of

fish that swim away !

"

He sowed acorns, and thus secured for hiuLself

and for his descendants a tenure of almost 3,000

years, at least, according to Dryden :

" The monarch Oak, the patriarch of trees,

Shoots, rising up, and spreads by slow degrees
;

Three centiuries he grows, and three he stays

Supreme in state, and in three more decays."

IN THE GARDEN AT WINTERDYNE, BEWDLEV.

Across the river and still nearer

to the west, Woodbury Hill and

the Abberley Hills lie in the distance—both

pygmies by the side of Malvern, but of

interest because they are the dividing water-

shed between the valleys i.>f tlie Severn and

the swiftly flowing Teme. On this side of the

river the banks are thickly wooded, for here

are Bewdley Forest and, more to the west, the

great Forest of WjTe stretching for miles across

the upland country. Almost all the trees are

Oaks, and remind me of the old story of how a

knight of ancient days, who had done the King

some great service, was rewarded by a liroad

.tract of land which he was to hold for three crops.

The Rose-embowered steps leading down to the River Severn.

Almost due west from where we are looking you
will see smoke issuing from a hollow, as if it were

from the very bed of the river. It marks where the

old town of Bewdley lies huddled together beside

the river banks—a town that still boasts a mayor
and corporation, but that has otherwise lost the

pristine magnificence of those days when it re-

turned two members to Parliament. It is an

interesting place, full of old-world tales and
ancient memories. Here, at Winterdyne, on the

opposite side of the river to where we stand,

Frances Ridley Havergal spent some of the hap-

piest days of her precious and all too brief life
;
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and here were written some of her most exquisiti;

sonnets and hymns. It was on the occasion whm
her brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Giles

Shaw, left Celbridge Lodge, County Kildare, f.jr

their English home at Winterdyne that she wrote :

" Where Ivy green on the red rock grows.

And silvery Severn swiftly flows,

With an extra sparkle and glitter and shine

Under the woods of Winterdyne."

The garden is an old-world pleasaunce such as

would delight the soul of Mr. Engleheart, where
Nature lavishes her charms and the air is full of

sweet memories for pensive minds. It is laid

out on the sloping hillside above
the Severn, and the picture shows
the Rose-embowered steps leading

down to the water. Behind the

ancient borough of Bewdley the

hills rise almost precipitously,

and the road winds and twists

uphill for many miles. Bewdley
itself is but 75 feet above sea.,

level, while Clows Top, - the

highest point of the road before

it begins to descend into the

enchanting Valley of the Teme, is

?oo feet above sea-level. More
years ago now than I care to

remember {eheu fugaees, labuntur

amii .') Mr. A. H. Pearson and
myself took our bicycles and
explored this wild upland coimtry.

We spent a delightful day at Far
Forest Vicarage, whose incum-

bent at that time was Mr. G. F.

Eyre, a keen gardener and.

delightful host ; and I have a

vivid recollection of how amused
ray companion was when in the

evening, after looking round a
small-holder's orchard, on pre-

paring to go its OAvner bade us

in true Worcestershire fashion,
" Good-night each "

.'

Another day we took the

same acclivitous road, but this

time we climbed the steep hill to

Clows Top and on through the

little village of Mamble that

leads down to the fertile pastures

of the Teme. It is a quaint

spot, perched right upon the

hillside, with little half-timbered

houses and an ancient stone

church in the Early English

style with a western turret of

wood and a spire. The register

dates from the year 1586, and
in the church there is a brass

to John Blount, Esq. {circa

1 5 10), and to his wife. His
descendant. Sir Walter Aston
Blount, is the present Lord of

the Manor.

At the " Cross House," the

village shop, you can obtain the

and butter, and (I only whisper

gentle reader) if you are a

good lady who keeps it, a sip

of Damson wine ! And the bread ! Even now
it is good ; but before the dire effects of the " G.R."
became evident it was made of tlie very best

superfine flour (stored in a delightfully carved
old Oak bin) and baked in an old-fashioned side-

flue oven heated with wood, so its delicious flavour

may well be left to your imagination. Let nothing,

therefore, deter you from visiting Mamble some
day when you chance to be in the neighbourhood

;

and do not let yourself be persuaded by Mr. John

best of eggs

this to you,

friend of the
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Brinkwater's pleasant verses in " Swords and
Ploughshares " to " take another road "

:

" MAMBLE.

" I never went to Mamble
That lies above the Tenie,

So I wonder who's in Mamble,

And whether people seem

Who breed and brew alon^ there

As lazy as the name,

And whether any song there

Sets alehouse wits aflame.

" The finger-post says Mamble,

And that is all I know
Of the narrow road to Mamble,

.\nd should I turn and go

To that place of lazy token

That lies above the Teme,
There might be a Mamble broken

That was lissom in a dream.

" So leave the road to Mamble
Ani take another road

To as good a place as Mamble
Be it lazy as a toad ;

Who travels Worcester county

Takes any place that comes

When .\pril tosses bounty

To the Cherries and the Plul^^."

But let us return to our coign of vantage. That

tall, frowning hill in the far west that you can

just see above my Oaks is Titterstone—one of

the Clee Hills—which forms a sublime barrier

between here and the romantic town of Ludlow.

It is of volcanic origin, and out of its purple brain

comes that wonderfully hard basalt or dliu-stone

which is being used " somewhere in France

"

f 'r purposes too obvious to need explanation.

To the north-west lies its sister Brown Clee, which

IS also contributing its quota of assistance towards

that great victory which will proclaim the triumph

of Freedom.

From the pool below comes a pleasant water-

noise made by two little streams that bubble up
out of the madder red rock into two fish-tanks

{piscina was the Roman name) on either side

of it.

AW of the books on water gardening that my
library contains are silent on the subject of fish,

••", pending information, they are without occupants.

On a recent visit to Blackpool .-Vquarium, the

fish I took most pleasiure in was the golden orfe,

and I wrote at once to Messrs. Cross of Otterspool

Gardens, Liverpool, to enquire for some ; but

alas I they could only ofier me roach, dace and
yoimg pike, so I shall have to content myself

with the first two for the tanks and some perch

from another source for the pool. I should have

liked some lusty trout, but, though the pool has

a sandstone liottom and a nice rivulet of pure

water, 1 decided against them after hearing what

a gentleman who lives in this neighbourhood, and
has had much experience in pisciculture, had to

say on the question. " If there is gravel on the

sandstone and some water-weeds would grow,"

he wrote, " I should put in trout, but they must
have shelter. If the flow of water is scanty,

Rainbow ; if good. Loch Levens. Rainbow, if

well fed, will grow from 4 inches long to ajlb.

in eighteen months. But they don't last more
than three years, and then you should restock.

If the water is not suitable for trout, then I

should put in perch, which are not so

particular."

.\t Blackpool they told me that among the

yearling trout there was great mortality, but

that the two year olds succeeded very well.

Certainly they had a large number of beautiful

trout there, and they appeared to be on excellent

terms with the golden orfe whose tank they shared.

These trout had not travelled far, as they were

reared at the Wj-resdale Fishery Company, Scorton,

Lancaster. Some day I hope my fish will Ivnow

me like those fishes in a lake at Baia; in Campania
consecrated to Domitian, of which Martial tells

us they laiew their master ;

" Sacris piscibus hce natantur trnd.-e,

<}ui norunt domiuura, manumque lambunt
;

et ad magistri

Vocem quisque sui venit citatus."

It is to be hoped, however, that the same fate

will not befal them as befel those of a lady who
has a garden between Bewdley Railway Station

and the Severn. One day an otter found its way
to her pool and wrought much destruction among
the fish, but being disturljed, it made good its

escape and, in attempting to cross the railway,

was killed by a train that was coming into the

station.

The orange sunset is waning low among a mass
of clouds over the Clee Hills, flushing the skv

Self-sown Seedlings on a

Retaining Wall

THE accompanying photograph shows

some self - sown seedlings of Scduni

brevipes major. These seedlings are

of this year's growth, and are on the

upper portion of a small retaining wall

facing south-west. This retaining wall is just a

rough construction of red sandstone that I built

in the autumn of 1915. The following spring all

the plants flowered very well, considering they

were of small size and so recently planted ; and by
the autumn of the same year (1916) they had
developed into good-sized clumps and gave great

promise for their future well-being. But the severe

weather of the past winter worked dreadful havoc,

the plants on this portion of the wall suffering

very badly, especially Mossy Saxifrages, of which
I lost about one hundred plants. These Saxifrages

were grown from seed sown in the spring of 1914.

The original plants of Sedum brevipes major

occupied a portion of the wall at the right side

of the illustration, and were almost completely

SELF-SOWN SEEDLINGS OF SEDUM BREVIPES M-\JOR .\ND S. SPECTABILE.

with daffodil and amber, and here and there

making " windows of agate " like those in the

Lesson for St. .Andrew's Day ; the air grows chill,

and I must not keep you gossiping any longer

about my new garden or the rich panorama which

surrounds it.

Like a drop - scene that falls and hides a

brilliantly lighted stage, so the clouds across

the west have grown dark and the sky-glow

pales and faints to nothingness. Is it pure fancy,

or do my eyes (like those of Coventry Patmore)

make pictmres when they shut ? For with the

falling of the darlcness comes a vision of the

peace that is to be, and in the words of the poet

:

" Methinks I see again

Those gentle days renew'd that bless'd our

isle.

Ere by this fury of division,

Worse than our Etna's most destructive

fires.

It desolated sunk. I 'see our plains.

Unbounded, waving with the gifts of harvest,

Our seas with commerce throng'd, our busy -

ports

With cheerful toU."

" wiped-out." On looking over this retaining wall

in the spring of the present year, I was just about

to remove the dead plants of this Sedum when
I noticed a few tiny bright green specks, and
thinking, if they were left imdisturbed, more would

perhaps make their appearance, I left them
alone to see what would happen, with the result

that I have now a very fine healthy crop of self-

sown seedlings covering a space of about 2 feet,

and a smaller clump, as shown in the illustration.

Sedum brevipes major is a very bright and
happy looking plant, in colour a beautiful glaucous

green. Its habit is of the carpeting nature, and
quickly forms a beautiful foil for bulbs, &c. When
commencing to flower it develops into a very

beautiful plant of - extended growth, creeping

well into the Iris at the back. Its flowers are star-

shaped and of a delicate pinkish white. The plant

will grow in any light sandy soil and in almost

any position, but prefers plenty of sun, like the

majority of this family. It is one of those plants

that should be left to seed, and if the old growths

are not cut away till the autumn, some pleasant

surprises in the way of accidental combinations

may be expected.
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Towards the left-hand side of the illustration

will be noticed two tiny self-sown seedlings of

Sedum spectabile. These made their appear-

ance among the original clump of Sedum brevipes

major, and flowered for the first time this September.

It will scarcely be necessary to remind the

readers of The Garden that Sedum spectabite

is one of the > most handsome of the Stone-

crops and one of the latest to flower,

" and its great flat rosy corymbs are irresistible

to that splendid autumn butterfly, the Red

Admiral. . . . Well, this morning I have

been watching a number of these robust insects

im the large Stonecrop—-so busy as to allow me to

use a lens on them. There were no less than

sixteen Admirals at work on one group of specta-

l)Ue Stonecrop. . . . Let anyone who desires

to possess Sedum spectabile be careful to get the

bright-coloured variety. All are equally hardy,

grow like Chickweed, and are easily and quickly

propagated by cuttings' or ' pinchings ' ; but

there are some worthless, dull-coloured varieties

which should be avoided."

The above is a portion of an extract from the

first series of " Memories of the Months," by Sir

Herbert Maxwell. I do not remember seeing

these Memories referred to in The Garden during

the many years I have been a reader of the journal.

I find there is scarcely a subject that is of a Nature-

study on which one desires information (even if it

should be of so remote a topic as midges to golden

eagles, or, again. Snowdrops or Pines) but what may
be found in these Memories. They are books that

«in be taken up at all seasons, and prove a great

solace during these terrible times we are all passing

through. J. P. Cheshire.

Gardening of the Week

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—If wanted for Christmas, enough of

the strongest two year old heads should be lifted at

once. I find they come on very rapidly if aiTauged
and set in leaf-soil iu the bottom of a box of suit-

able dimensions which is covered with a lid and
further darkened with sacks or other material.

All occasional moistening with pm'e water is needed,
and the box stood on the warnrest spot in a stove.

If put on the floor pipes, something should be
placed between these and the box to mitigate the
heat. Once the foliage decays, the whole of the
plants should be lifted, assorted, the roots broken
off, and then be stored in a pit or clamp for use as

required. If the roots are cut into 6-inch or

7-inch lengths at once, and also covered up iu a
pit, they will start sooner into growth than if

the preparation is left till spring. Even very thin

roots are useful if strong ones are not obtainable.

Rhubarb.—it is usual to let the roots for forcing

Jie for a time above ground previous to introducing
them into the forcing-house. A low temperature,

as opposed to a high one for Seakale, at this time
of year is essential to success. The roots do welt

without the addition of any soil, so long as large

roots are chosen, only they must be kept moist

to induce the production of stalks and leaves.

Tomatoes.—Those in pots, either for spring

fruiting or coming on for use earlier, must be very
(arefuUy watered. The Tomato is remarkable
in not only keeping alive, but making growth
in very dry soil, a fact that growers of experience

know very well. To apply water at present as

-one would for most plants in vigorous growth
is, therefore, not at allgoodfor the futm"e prospects

of the early crop. Excessive forcing must also

be guarded against.

Cauliflowers.—Should there be a glut of these

and of early Broccoli, it is well to know that they
can be kept for some time in cold weather by lift-

ing the plants and hanging them head downwards
where they will never be subjected to changes of

temperature. Cold, if without frost, is ideal for

preservation.

Rosette Coleworts.—There should be abundance
of these delicious mock Cabbages, \\hicli, though

not quite hardy, are all the nicer eating for experi-

encing a slight frost. It saves much after-labour

and consequent eyesore to clear away the whole
of the plants when gathered. Twist the stems
round when pulling up the plants, and little or no
disturbance of the surface will result.

Plants Under Glass.

Cyclamens.—Young plants will now be throwing
flowers, aud if the plants have not been vaporised
regularly, the flowers will almost certainly be
spoilt by tlrrips. Vaporising should be done
without delay, but dusting with Tobacco powder
is a rough-and-ready substitute. Much care is

needed in the application of water, the plants

requiring a fair amount ; but, at the same time, to

flood the corms may involve the damping of the

younger flower-stems. Therefore, when watering
see that this does not happen, but go over each
plant two or three times, giving a small quantity
of water at each time, so that none ever reaches

the stems. Old plants are always later in flowering,

but should be treated similarly.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—These are now in full

bloom, and if kept in a dry atmosphere and not

overwatered, the trusses will last in good condition

for many weeks. They appreciate a breezy atmo-
sphere, but the air should be admitted as far

away as can be managed from the plants, and on
wet days, if fire-heat is not at present used, no
air should be given. Infrequent applications

of superphosphate of lime keeps the foliage dark
green and the colours of the flowers bright and
clear. At the same time, care must be exercised

in the application of artificial manm'es ; rather

apply weak manm'e-water when the ingredients

are not known.

Cypripedium insigne.—This useful Orchid
is now in flower or rapidly coming on. I grow a
number of large plants under the shade of Grape
Vines, and at this time of year they are frequently
subjected to very low temperatures, but without
any harm resulting ; only a very little water is

needed. Being in large pots aud therefore rooting

in a liberal medium, the loss of moisture is incon-

siderable all the winter through. The wonderful
thing about these is the long time the blooms
last when cut—never less than six weeks if the
slippers are young and fresh. Ophiopogon
japonicum provides foliage which suits the flowers

perfectly. R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninglmmc, Prestoiikirk, N.B.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Trenching.—^Jio much advantage is gained
in the future crops by this work that I ofier no
apology for making so quick a reference to the
subject, especially when I consider the number
of fresh readers The Garden- has from time to

time. The amateur, too, with little experience
is apt to forget the necessity of the operation.

Where new land was broken up in a hui-ry, perhaps,
last spring to get in a crop, this might not have
been properly prepared. Now is the time, as

fast as the crops conre oft', such as Potatoes, roots

and Cabbage, to thoroughly trench such vacant
plots not less than 2 feet deep ; i foot more would
be all the better. Where the subsoil is clay or a
near approach to it, leave all such at the bottom
of the trench, to avoid difliculties of getting in

the crops on the surface next spring. All the
refuse, such as leaves, grass, roadside grit and long
strawy manure, should be placed in the various
trenches as the work proceeds. All such material
lightens the soil and em'iches it for future crops.

Leave the smface as rough as possible for the frost

to disintegrate the lumps aud thus produce a
fine tilth in spring.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—.^though it is not
necessary to lift the roots until needed, if the
space is required for another crop they can be
dug up and stored like Potatoes in a heap where
they will be free from frost, saving the smaller
roots for future planting. It matters not how-
small they are ; they are sure to grow and give
good results.

Asparagus.—The tops are now ripe and should
be cut over to within an inch of the soil. Clear
off all w-eeds, lightly fork over the surface, and
give a covering of half-decayed. manure 2 inches
thick. For the sake of appearance and to prevent
birds scratching off the manure, put over it a
thin covering of soil from the alleys between the
beds, making all neat and tidy for the winter.

Potatoes.—When the weather is unsnitable
for outside work, turn over the Potato heaps,
pick out the seed tubers (those weighing from

loz. to 20Z. are suitable) and set them up on end
in boxes to sprout ; this will save future trouble.

This method of preparing seed Potatoes has much
to recommend it ; they start into growth quicker,
are always stronger in the haulm, and give superior
results iu every way.

Cabbage.—Lose no opportunity of stirring the
soil among the plants when the weather is dry,
as I find slugs are very troublesome, and this is

the best method of checking these pests. At the
same time it encourages growth.

Swedes have grown remarkably well this season,
the showery weather having just suited these
roots. Swedes continue to grow until Christmas

;

therefore those in the garden that are large enough
for use should be pulled to prevent them growing
too large. Stack the roots in a heap and cover
with straw and soil. They will keep quite fresh
until April. ••

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning Apple Trees.—No time need be lost

in pruning the trees, even though the leaves are
still on, as they are in the case of Bramley's Seed-
ling. Standard trees of thirty years old are all

the better for close spur pruning. Even in trees
of this type the branches should be treated on
the cordon principle, radiating right away from
the centre of the tree. Cut back to an eye of their
base the current season's shoots that are not
required to fill gaps. The leading shoots on
standard trees should simply have the tip taken
off, if such trees have not filled the allotted space.
In the case of bushes that have not room for exten-
sion, cut back the leaders also to an eye. Any
vacant places should be fiUed by the retention of
this season's shoots. In all cases remove the tip,

and in others, where the shoots are, say, 2 feet

long, cut away g inches or more, but not too low,
as this close pruning excites vigorous trees to
make more growth instead of fruit -buds.

Pruning Peaches on Walls.—Cut away all

surplus growth in the shape of gross foreright
shoots. Remove also the small spuidly growths,
which can never produce good fruit. Bear in mind
when pruning that the leaves of one branch should
not overlap those of its neigfibour.

Plants Under Glass.

Using a Cucumber-Bed.—Where an oppor-
tunity exists, say, a Cucumber or Melon bed in

a span-roofed house which is not occupied during
the winter by Tomato plants, such may be profit-

ably used for East Lothian Stocks raised from
seed sown in June, and the spaces filled in with
Paper -white Narcissi. White flowers of this
character are much appreciated during the winter.

E. Molvneux.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmoic, Hants.

COMMENTS ON " THE
GARDEN"

I

HAVE been treated to some " beastly days
"

for the past few weeks, because through some
cause or another—^ possibly air raids— I

have not received my copy of The Gardek
on the Thursday. It is usually Saturday

be fore I am able to devour its contents ; in one

ca se, through wrong delivery, it -w^s three weeks
before I was able to satisfy my craving. Fancy
having to wait for even two days ! This week
it arrived only one day late !

However, I have not rested until I read every

line. What a lovely collection of articles upon
that glorious flower the Rose ! Truly the printed

words bring back to memory the glory of summer.
One can almost smell the Roses described b>-

" White Lady." Unfortunately, through lack

of space, I cannot grow all the Roses which I

desire, so have to be content with some hundred
and fifty of the best. I do not think that the newer
Hybrid Teas of a red shade are equal to the old

Hybrid Perpetuals, unless, perhaps, Avoca is

excepted. Until I saw this Rose I was of the

opinion tliat for scent, colour and vigour it

was impossible to equal Hugh Dickjon -, whereas

Avoca not only has all the fori going virtues, but

it is a better bloom.
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Doi'oUiy Perkins: The Southern Bay of the

r^ola at Mounton House."—This lovely picture

pealed to me from the photographic point of

\v. The photographer is not named, but I

111 appreciate the difficulties under which he

Miii5t have worked. To have produced so ex-

Mi^itely graded a print in sunshine as the one

loduced required an expert to accomplish

,1 h a result.

The article upon " .-Vutunm-flowering Wich-

ur.iianas" (a horrid word) raises an interesting

P'lint relative to the autumn flowering of Dorothy

P' rkins. The writer suggests that possibly those

which do bloom a second tune are a sport from

Dorothy. The idea is novel, but in my case does

iiut hold good. I have a weeper I budded on to

ilie Briar stock which in previous years has given

.1 second show of bloom almost equal to the first.

This year, however, it did not make a single bloom

in the autumn. It seemed to expend its energy

in making new wood.

K. P. Brotherston's note upon'~the priming

li .\pple trees while the leaves are still upon

them is, to my mind, a capital hint. Peculiarly

enough, the idea occurred to me this season, and

in the middle of October I set to work and did all

the pruning that is usually left vmtil winter. It

is wonderful how easy the pruning of an Apple

tree or bush becomes when the leaves are still

in situ.

One can see as the work proceeds how the

leaves and shoots which are removed allow the

light to enter into the centre of the tree in a

manner impossible if this work is left until after

the fall of the leaf. In effect, it gives one the appear-

ance of the tree as it will start into growth in the

spring.

Another interesting point relative to Apples

is this : Why is it that some trees cast then: leaves

earlier than others ? It is not a question of

early fruiting, for I have all the leaves gone

from my Peasgood's Nonsuch, while an early

green cooker has not dropped a single leaf.

They all start into growth at the same time

in spring.

Great Missenden. Clarence Ponting.

INTENSIVE HONEY PRODUCTION
ONE HUNDRED .\ND SIXTY-SIX POUNDS OF EXTRACTED HONEY AND
ONE CR.\TE OF TWENTY-ONE POUND SECTIONS FROM ON'E STOCK OF BEES.

H.A.VING noticed from time to time-

notes and queries on bees in The
Garden, I thought the accompanying
photograph of a stock of bees

,
which produced the above quantity

' of honey, togetlier with, a brief account of the

methods employed, would be of interest to a

good many amateur bee-keepers among readers.

This particular hive belongs to a neighbouring

farmer, and he frankly admits that the piece of

ground upon which it stands has given him less

trouble and proved more remunerative than any
other on the whole of his farm. Fortunately,

he is able to secure the services of a local bee-

keeper, Mr. Hawkins, who lives near by and
has a large apiary of his own, which he works in

his spare time principally upon the same lines

as those of the hive illustrated, having an ex-

cellent market for extracted honey. I have often

heard it remarked that people whose work brings

them in contact with horses cannot manipulate

bees, owing to the bees' sense of smell and savage

dislike ; but evidently in his case it is an exception

to the rule, for he can, and does, handle various

stocks of bees at almost every hoiu: of the day,

without veil or gloves, in the calmest possible

manner.

.As previously mentioned, he invariably works
for run or extracted honey, and as a rule uses for

the purpose standard bar frames, though he also uses

some shallow bar frames, but his reasons for his

preference for the former will be seen later on. He
is an advocate of brood-spreading in the spring ot

the year, but this, like all other manipulations, must

not be carried out too soon, otherwise more harm
than good will result. Towards the end of May
or in the early part of June, according to the

season, when the brood chamber is getting crowded
and the brood is found on almost every bar, and
when the bees would soon swarm, he commences
to extend operations for them by taking a

crate of ten standard bar frames, and, for pre-

ference, those possessing drawn-out comb left

over from the previous season, which he stands

on a lift beside the hive. From the brood chamber
he takes four or five bars of sealed brood, one at a

time, shaking the bees off each one back into the

hive again, and in the place of those removed

he puts the same number of bars fitted with full

sheets of wired foundation or, as before mentioned.

on her mission of egg production in the newly
placed combs.

About a week after extending the hive in the

manner described, the four or five bars of sealed

brood raised from the brood chamber must be

examined for queen cells, and these must be de-

stroyed. It is most likely that the bees will

form one or more when they find they are isolated

and queenless. The hatching bees above and
below will, in the former instance, provide further

cells for the storing of honey, and, in the latter,

for raising brood, &c. When the top crate is

crowded with bees and if bars of brood foundation

only were used, when the back frame is well drawn
out a further crate is put on underneath the last

and more frames of brood are lifted from the

brood cliamber. The same thing is carried out

as described above and the frames of brood
examined again after four or five days for queen
cells, which is very important ; otherwise the old

queen in the brood chamber will leave with a

swarm, and the whole idea is to prevent that

and give her every facility for strengthening the

stock of worker bees by keeping open the brood
chamber and tiering up the hive accordingly.

Such is a brief description of the way in which
the hive shown was built up from the original

ten bars, and this may be an incentive and
open up ideas for those bee-keepers who may not

know the method for producing honey on an

extensive scale and are not afraid to open up
the bees, examine and work them on favourable

occasions, handling them firmly and gently

when properly subdued.

Queenslown. E. B.

[The method described is not new, and in a

favourable season, as the above article states,

the results are exceedingly good. But such a

harvest as 1871b. from a single colony is ex-

ceptional. It would be interesting to know %vhat

is Mr. Hawkins' average take per colony, say for

the last three years, under this system of working.

The method of working is perhaps more suitable

for the experienced bee-keeper than for the novice.

So much depends upon weather conditions and
other details not mentioned. There are many
modifications of the above system ; other

methods have in a favourable season produced
equally good results, but not often. The bees

referred to must be of a particularly good tempered

strain and the queen exceptionally prolific. It

would be interesting to hear whether they are

English, Itaban or hybrids. The majority of

bees that I have come across appear to dislike

the smell of a horse, but the scent from a perspuring

human being seems to irritate them likewise.—

•

L. B.-W.]

HONEY !

drawn-out combs for preference. Then on top

of the brood chamber he places a sheet of excluder

zinc and fits crate number two on top con-

taining the four or five bars of sealed brood and

the remaining bars, and makes it as draught-proof

as possible by the use of small strips of calico

or similar material. The object of shaking off the

bees is to make certain that the queen bee is left

below in the brood chamber, where she can carry

Pea Masterpiece
This new-comer from Clibrans bids fair soon to

become a very great favourite among those who
make a feature of growing early Peas, more
particularly those whose gardens are small or

situated in districts where the ordinary Pea sticks

are difficult to procure. Early in March we sowed
four rows of this, together with rows of two other

popular earlies, one of which has for many years

been a great favotirite of mine ; and at the same
time we planted nearly a dozen short rows of what
is perhaps the most popular of all early dwarfs.

These were strong plants raised in cold frames,

the seed being sown early in the year. Each
variety, although averaging about 18 inches in

height, was given short, bushy sticks, and watered

very freely during the latter part of May and early

June. The difference between the dates when well-

filled pods could be gathered from each row was
very little. Masterpiece being a trifle behind the
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variety planted out from pots, but the weight of the

crop was nearly double, nearly every pod containing

nine or ten large Peas, these being a beautiful

deep green, and when cooked equalled any of the

later Marrowfats in flavour. F. R. C.

NOTES FROM A COUNTY
DOWN GARDEN

IW.'^S

on a visit to a house in this neighbour-

hood some time ago and saw a fine specimen

of the cUmbing Rose Grliss an Teplitz. It

seems to make an admirable wall Rose,

and it is very fragrant and attractive. I

also noted a bed of Irish Elegance. This Rose is

quite good enough to grow almost for its foliage

alone, and what a choice lot of buds it gives late

in the autumn ! These, if brought

in while in the bud stage, develop

beautifully and show their copper tints

to perfection. Irish Fireflame is

another lovely Rose of this class.

I was speaking to a gentleman

some time ago about storing Apples.

He said he put his in a pit like

Potatoes, and that they kept quite

well until the following May. This is

a way out of the difficulty of storing
;

but what of the " boys " going about ?

If they (the Apples) were not in a

secure place, I am afraid there would

be a shortage.

I saw a pretty sight recently in the

garden. It was a Red Admiral butter-

fly preening itself on the breast of a

Sunflower. What brilliance of colour

there was ! I remember seeing Red

Admirals in great numbers on Ve-

ronicas, and wondered very much what

they were doing there. Nature is full of

such surprises.

Border Chrysanthemums are rather

late here this year, but, neverthe-

less, we have had a Chrysanthemum

Day recently which was a great

success.

We have tried Miss Jekyll's recipe

for pot-pourri which appeared in The

Garden recently, and it is going to

be a success. After all, one likes to

follow the instructions of a past-master

in gardening topics rather than a

novice, whose recipes are generally

too artificial and produce the fragrance

of a chemist's shop.

I was in an old-fashioned house

in an old-fashioned town not long

since, and admired the peace of the

quaint old garden with its gnarled

fruit trees. One does like old things,

especially old gardening books, which have a

charm of their own. I picked up a couple

of these many years ago in Smithfield, Belfast,

and they are splendid reading for an idle

hour. The instructions in them are quite

valuable, and I think there are a great many
unnecessary things done nowadays, as, for

instance, shifting plants from pot to pot when

they can be potted right off at first into the largest

pot they have got to bloom in. This is called the

"one-pot system" (see Johnson's Gardening

Dictionary).

The Japanese Maples, Virginian Creepers and

Stag's-horn plants are looldng beautifully crimson

at present, and I notice Schizostyhs coccinea

coming into bloom. I think the Crocuses will be

early next spring, as their points are nearly an

inch long.

Holywood, County Down. Walter Smyth.

Methods of Potato Culture

WITH so many plots of Potatoes

in cultivation this season there

must be great diversity in the

methods of culture. Many ex-

periences are being gained, and
much of what is peculiar and inexplicable will be

noted.

A Change of Seed will perhaps provide a

greater cause of satisfaction than any other. Even
in this there will be exceptions to the general

rule. Never before has the advantage of an

entire change of seed been more fully displayed.

Even on newly ploughed plots of grass there is

a marked difference in the appearance of the haulm
in the breadths where the seed came direct from

Scotland or Ireland as compared with those grown

a boon on cultivators generally. I think this

season's crops prove the value of space between
the rows as compared with those where the haiilm

has been sadly overcrowded. E. M.

CATTLEY.'^ ASTRON THE DELL VARIETY.

from seed once removed and grown in the same
area, although not On the same site. In the growth

of the former the haulm is much more robust,

the leaves larger, with a greater possession of

clrlorophyll, or colouring matter. In the case of

home-grown seed, generally the haulm produced
is irregular in height, weak in growth and pale

in colour, with all the appearance, in many cases, of

an early attack of rust and a premature cdllapse

of growth. In most instances where the seed

was planted back again on to the same site the

results are of a meagre chai'acter, and should

certainly deter anyone from repeating such an
experiment. I am positive it is bad policy to plant

a second time from certain stocks.

The cause of failure or success with seed

Potatoes under apparently favourable conditions

as to site, soil and cultivation would be an interest-

ing theme for scientific experts, and would confer

New and Rare Plants
FIRST CLASS-CERTIFICATE.

Cattleya Astron The Dell Variety (Dussei-

dorfiana Undine x Harrisonii Stanley's Variety).

—

A. remarkable and chaste hybrid which, in the

clustered character of the inflorescence, evidences

the influence of the last-named parent. The
shapely, well-proportioned flowers are solid white,

save for the green shading which characterises

the sides and central parts of the Up and emphasises
the purity of the whole. The lip is also prettUy

fringed. The spike, bore six handsome flowers.

From Mr. J. E. Shiil, The Dell Gardens,

Englefield Green.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Chrysanthemum Crusader.—A ture

white decorative variety with slightly

reflexing florets, whose crispness denotes

keeping qualities of a high order. From
Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer, Uxbridge.

Chrysanthemum Alex Hervey.—.\

superb golden-coloured Japanese exhi-

.bition variety. The flower-head is of

great depth and of the largest size ; the

florets crisp and of good quality. Shown
by Mr. H. J. Jones, Lewisham.

Chrysanthemum General Petain.

—

.\ drooping Japanese of large size and

silvery pink colour.

Chrysanthemum Donald (Single).

—

The flower is rounded and well formed,

the colour deep rose pink. As shown,

the stems were short. From Messrs. W.
Wells and Co., Limited, Merstham.

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya B r y n d i r

(S.-L.-C. Sandhage x L.-C. Golden

Oriole).—Save for the gold reticulations

at the base of the lip the whole flower

is of deep vinous red or claret colour.

A shapely variety of good size. Shown
by Dr. M. Lacroze, Bryndir, Roehamp-
ton (Orchid-grow-er, Miss Robertson).

The foregoing were shown before the

Royal Horticultural Society on the

6th inst.

SOGIETJES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting held on Novem-
ber 6 showed a considerable falling off

in the number and variety of exhibits,

albeit the annual exhibition of the National Chry-

santhemum Society, held in conjunction there-

with, contributed not a little to the general

display. Orchids were, however, shown in con-

siderable variety and excellence, the fine group

from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge

Wells, being noteworthy. An exhibit of fruit

(chiefly Apples) from Messrs. Cannell was a great

attraction, superb quality characterising the whole.

Nerines were well shown from two sources and

afforded a welcome colour warmth. Carnations

were also fresh and good. Several new plants

received recognition.

ORCHms.

The most notable single exhibit was Cattleya Astron
The Dell V.ariety, a lovely pure white (see " New an<i Rare
Plants "). The most notable group came from Messrs
Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, the exhibit

including many choice specimens. Among the rarest

was Cattleya aurea aibena, whose sepals and ])etals are

inire wliite, the lip being as in the type. Others of
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i onspicuous beauty or merit were Odontot;Io9sum Asp:isia
(M-ry dark blotchfd variHy), (J. Adonis (a singularly
uhiteform with a few dark, roundrd spots) and O.Madelim;
(of ricli orange and brown and gold markings). Cattleya
Illustris Cloth of Gold is self-descriptive ; it is a remarkable
bit of colour. Very pure and good were Cattleya Cla^iana
alba and C. Saturn alba, while C^ypripediunis and Cyni-
bidiums also played a prominent part.

Sir Jeremiah Colnian. Bart., Gatton Park, Rcigate
(gardener. Mr. W, Collier), sent Cattleya Portia Lorna
l^'irlden (of rich rose colour) and Odontoglossum splcndi-
dtmi album.

Mr. C. V. Waters, Baleonilie. Sussex, had a deliglitful

series of .seedling Cattleyas, among which were good forms
nf C. Fabia. The most notable, liowcver, was a seedling
from Harrisonii x Colonia. the soft rose colour of the big
llower cluster very beautiful. C. Cliftonii was also good.

In that from Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, th'*

new Cattleya Una was prominent, its rose and white effect

very pleasing. C. Mary Sander alba (very pure), C. Fabia
;Uha, Lselio-Cattleya luminosa variety and Odontoglossum
irispum Harryanum were others of note.

Alessrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,
-taged fifteen flowering examples of Cattleya aurea

;

i]uite a show alone. C. Princess Royal and Brasso-
i jitth'ya Rutlierfordii (softest pink with gold touched
tliroat) were also noted.
The very fine Brasso-Cattleya DietricJiiana .-VneahU'

\';iriety (salmon and delicate fawn with gold
liase to the heavily fringed lip) was shown
I'V Mr. J. Anealds, Rose Bank, Mumbles.

Neuines.

Of these, .Mr. Herbert Chapman, Kotlu-r-
^idi' Gardens, Rye. had some charming
things, the brilliant Montague Chapman,
named in honour of his only son, being one
"I the most striking. Miss Woolward, rosy
almon, good truss, very decorative, was
li^autiful and free; Rosy Morn has thi-

M u'lni-nts shaded witli heliotrope ; Dawn is a
most brilliant red. and Gaby Deslys is deep
cerise. The dull carmine coloured Lmia
Buckhorse has a faint purple stripe ; Glow-
worm, a narrow-petalled sort, is of bright
errise scarlet tone, Kcston Beauty having
waved segments coloured salmon scarlet. A
\ ery beautiful series.

Some good Ncrines, too, were shown by
Mr. G. Renthe, Kcston. Galatea (cerise),

Rheingold (salmon), Juliet (of Bowdenii
form), Rosalind (deep carmine) and Rose-
bud (mth white central line) being very dis-

tinct. The varieties of N. corusca also made
a brilliant display. In addition Mr. Renthe
showed Crocus Tournefortii, a species whosL':

flowers remain expanded when once open. It
is of mauve or lilac colour, very refined and
pretty. C. grsecus, virtually a late-flowering
C. asturicus, was also noted. Speeimens of
Becaisnea Fargesii, with long blue fruits

were also on ^^ew.

Fruit.

For a magnificent exhibit ,of seventy dishes
of fruit (chiefiy Apples) Messrs. H. Cannell
and Sons, Eynsford, Kent (Mr. J. Lawson.
manager), were awarded a silver-gilt

Knightian medal, though in the opinion of
excellent judges it merited a higher award.
The produce was superb throughout, the
generous dishes in conjunction with an ex-
hibit rich alike in variety and utility respon-
sible for the liigh-class display. "While
Peasgood's Nonsuch constituted a great
centre, one of the most meritorious dishes
was, in our opinion, Wellington. This could
hardly have been surpassed. Of grand quality
and size, too, were Emperor Alexander.
Bramley's Seedling, Bismarck (particularly
good in colour), Coronation (gold and
crimson), Annie Elizabeth (a very handsome
lot), Gascoyne's Scarlet, Blenheim Orange.
Newton Wonder and others. Of Cox's
Orange there was a grand dish of fruits,

Browniee's Russet. Leathercoat Russet and
Allington Pippin being also first rate. A
highly creditable exhibit.

A dish of Apple Orange Pippin, an
excellent dessert sort, said to be from
a tree 100 years old. was shown by
Mr. A. Bayley, Revelstoke, Slough. The fniit is very
juicy and palatable.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

It was quite obvious to the habitues of the exhi-

bitions of this special'^ociety that the influence

of the war was being sorely felt, for instead of

experiencing difficulty in accommodating the

large number of exhibits that is usual at the

autumn festival of this society, the tables of

t^o or three avenues sufficed to display the whole

of the exhibits of Chrysanthemums set up on this

occasion^ Quite good quality was represented

in most of the exhibits, the Japanese and single

types of the flower being well shown. Table

decorations, vases and other decorative exhibits

all combmed to make an interesting display.

The shortage of blooms may be attributed to

want of labour and lack of transport facilities.

Trophy Class.

The Finchley Clirysanthemum Society again won the
Affiliated Societies' Trophy for twelve vases of cut Chry-
santhemums representing singles. Anemone - flowered,
pompons, incurved and Japanese varieties. Of the
singles. Jessica and Mrs, Reece-James ; Anemones,
Descartes and Delaware ; incurved, Triomphe de Mont-
bnm. Buttercup and Mrs. Percy Wiseman ; and Japanese,
Mrs. R. Luxford, Rosammid and D. B. Crane were the
best of the series.

/

Japanese Varieties (Open Classes).

There were four entries in Class 3 for twenty-four
Japanese blooms, distinct, and the leading stands
represented this type of the flower in excellent
condition. First prize was deservedly awarded to Mr.
W. J. Smith, who had a very even lot of blooms of
good quality. The more noteworthy were Louisa
Pockett, Mrs. J. Gibson, Queen Mary, Mrs. Lloyd Wigg,
Undaunted. Rear-Admiral. Mrs, R. Luxford. K. "Luxford,
F. S. Vallis, Mrs. 11. C. Pulling, Golden Champion (very
flne), II. E. Converse and Lady Talbot. .Mr. A. Smith
was placed second with blooms much less pleasing. Mrs.
G. l>rabble, Master James, Mrs. J. Gibson, t^ueen Mary

Jlrs. Gilbert Drabble and Jlis .Majesty were very fine

in this stand. Mr. A. Smith was thitd,

iNctTRVED Blooms (Open Classes).

There were two competitors in the class for twenty-
four incurved blooms, distinct, which is one of the classes
for the Holmes Memorial Cup. Leading honours were
awarded to Jtr. A. B. Hudd, gardener to Mrs. Chalmers,
Farrants, Bickley, Kent, who had large, fairly even
blooms. Mrs. P. Wiseman, Buttercup, Pantia Ralli,
Douglas Wells. Calypso, Godfrey's Eclipse, J. Wynne.
Romance and Clara Wells were a ifew of the better blooms
in this exhibit. A good second was found in Mr. E.
Dove, who had slic^litly larger blooms in most instances,
but they were rather rough. Buttercup stood out in
this stand.

In the class for twelve incurved blooms, Mr. Hudd
was again flrst with fair specimens, and Jlr. Dove followed
again with larger bloonrs, but less even than those in the
leading stand.
The same order was observed in the class for six incurved,

distinct. Buttercup and Mrs. P. Wiseman in tiie leading
stand being excellent.

Pompons.
First prize was awarded to ilr. A. Robertson, gardener

to Mr. F. J. Yarrow, 18, Abbey Road, St. John's Wood,
N.W., in a class for six vases of pompons, distinct. The
blooms were very good, and represented the following

varieties : Prince of Orange, Black Douglas,
W. Westlake, Mile. Elise Dordan (2), and W.
Sabey. This was the only exliibit in this
class.

Trade Displays.
Mr. Norman Davis, Framfleid, Sussex, won

the gold meda! presented by Messrs. Clay
and Sons. Stratford, for the best trade dis-
play in the show ; and the silver-gilt medal
of the society for his table group of
t'hrysauthemums. His new, rich velvety
crimson Japanese. Mrs. George Monro, jun.,
which gained a first-class certificate at ttie

meeting of the floral committee, was well
shown, as were Edith Cavell, Mrs. Algernon
Davis, Market Bronze, and good individual
blooms of Florence Reed and a number of
good singles.

A silver medal was awarded to Messrs.
W. Wells and Co.. Merstham, Smrcy, for a
table group of decorative Japanese and
singles in variety, all most pleasing and
attractive.

Floral Committee.
Quite a number of novelties were placed

before the floral committee for adjudication,
and as a very high standard of quality was
observed, few of these gained distinction.
The following were recognised with an
award : Sirs. George Monro, jun.—A large
and attractive bloom of even, reflexed,
drooping form, ha\'ing fairly broad, rather
pointed florets neatly disposed, and building
a splendid Japanese exliibit ion bloom.
Colour, brilliant crimson, with bronze
reverse. First-class certificate. From Mr.
Norman Davis, Framfield, Sussex. Alex.

J
Hervey.—A highly attractive Japanese ex-
hibition bloom, having long, drooping fiorets

fi
of medium width. Coloiu", rich golden

'

yellow. Commended. From Mr. H. J.
Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisliam, S.E.

f^ Lustre.—Tills is a large decorative Japanese
)L^',*3 bloom of pleasing form with long, fairly

a broad florets, slightly curled and twisted.
Colour, chestnut, with golden reverse.
Useful for market growers. Commended.
Also from 3Ir. H. J. Jones. The committee
wished to see again Donald, a very distinct
and pretty single of medium size and beautiful
form. The colour is one of its best points,
this being a unique tone of pink. Other
good sorts were General P6tain, Mrs. W.
Holden. Mrs. Wainwright and W. Holden.

THE NFAV CHRYSANTHEMUM DONALD,

and F. S. Vallis were the better blooms. Third .prize
was awarded to Mr. E. Dove, gardener to Mr. H. Bennett,
Abbeyfield, Bickley, Kent, with a really attractive
display.

Class 4, for twelve Japanese blooms, distinct, proved
to be a very spirited contest. Leading honoxns were
secured by Mr. H. Blakeway with a wonderful lot of
large and handsome blooms.' W. Rigby, His Majesty,
Queen Mary, Mrs. H. Kinsey, Bob Pulling, Frances
Jolliffe, Mrs. G. Drabble, Mrs. Pulling, Jlrs. Algernon
Davis and Mrs. J. Gibson were all very good indeed.
Second prize was won by Mr. D. Barnard, gardener to
the Lord Wandsworth Institution, Long Sutton., Winch-
field, Hants, with a beautiful series of large blooms of
splendid quality. James Stredwick, Reginald Vallis,

Mrs. R. Luxford and Queen Mary were noteworthy.
Mr. W. J. Smith, with a handsome lot of flowers, though
less even than the others, was placed third. H. E.
Converse was a very flne flower.

Class 5, for six Japanese blooms, distinct, found five

exliibits, and Mr. W. J. Smith, gardener to Mrs. Hamilton
Fellow^s, Tangley Park. Worplesdon, Guildford, was
adjudged first vnih splendid flowers. Lady Talbot,
Mrs. H. J. Jones, JMrs. H. E. Converse, R. C. Pulling
and Mrs. A. E. Tickle were all very noteworthy. A
very close second was foimd in Mr. H. Blakeway. gardener
to Mr. W. H. Allen, Bromliam House, Bedford. W. Rigby,

BOURNEMOUTH AUTUMN
J

SHOW.
The thirty-flrst autumn exhibition of fruits,

flowers and vegetables was held recently in

the spacious pa\"iIion at the Winter Gardens,
and in every way proved a great success.
Perhaps Bournemouth has never before
accommodated a display of fruit and

vegetables equal to the one now referred to, and
certainly from an individual firm no collection of
vegetables equal to the one staged by Messrs. Sutton
and Sons of Reading; about seventy dishes were
arranged in faultless style. Messrs. R. Veitch and
Sons, Exeter, put up a beautiful group of berried
shrubs and Apples ; ilr. J. Stevenson of Wimbome,
Clurysanthemums and Apples ; Messrs. Parsons and M<jrris,

Parkstone. fruit and vegetables ; Mr. C. A. D. George,
Corfe Mullen, richly coloured Apples ; Messrs. Stuart
Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield, Orchids and Tree
Carnations ; the Park Nurseries, Bournemouth, single

Chrysanthemums and Apples ; Mr. V. D. Hughes, Welling-
ton Nurseries, Broadstone, fruit and vegetables (the
last-named gentleman gave five giiineas as the flrst prize

for a collection of twelve dishes of Potatoes); and Messrs.
Jeans and Trowbridge, Bournemouth, fruit and vegetables.
These, the principal displays from non-competitive ex-

hibitors, added greatly to the flne appearance of the
exhibition. The following arc a few of the principal

wiuning exhibitors in the

CojiPETiTiVE Classes.

Fur a collection of twelve dishes of Potatoes (not fewer
than six varieties) Major Sir R. Baker, M.P. (gardener,

Mr. A. E. Usher), was flrst with beautiful tubers of Up-
to-Date, The Ally, Satisfaction, Secundus, Kerr's Pink,
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JDng George V., The Provost, Colonist, Bobbie's Favourite,
Arran Chief and Great Scott. Second honours went to
Major E. Tinker (gardener, Mr. W. Weaver), New Milton,
and third to Messrs. Jeans and Trowbridge, Bouinemoutli.
The collections in this class made a fine display.

For a collection of vegetables, six distinct kinds. Mr.
George Garner, Highcliffe-on-Sea, was first ; Mr. W. F.
Dickenson (gardener, Mr. B. Dacrc) second ; and Messrs.
Jeans and Trowbridge third. Mr. Garner won in the
classes for collections of vegetables, six distinct kinds,
the prizes for which were given by Messrs. T, K. Ingram,
Parkstone, and Messrs. G. Watts and Sons, Limited,
Bournemouth, respectively. Mr, Usher had the twelve
best Onions and twelve Carrots, respectively ; Mr.
Weaver the twelve best Parsnips, and Messrsl Jeans
and Trowbridge the winning Beet.

Mr. Garner was successful in the open class for two
bunches of black Grapes, also in the local division for

' two bunches of black, Mr. C. Jones-Pateman being
second. For one bunch the latter gentleman won

;

second, Mr. Garner; third, Dr. Ramsay (gardener, Mr.
W. Webb), Bournemouth. In the class for the most
tastefully arranged collection of fruit and flowers on a
table 5 feet by 4 feet, Mi'. Gamer was the winner, having
a central silvered arch from which bunches of Grapes
were suspended, Grapes in dishes at the corners, Apples
and Pears in other receptacles, Asparagus Fern, Grasses
and Source d'Or Chrysanthemums in vases.

Mr. Dacre staged the four best dishes of dessert Apples

—

Co.x's Orange Pippin, King of the Pippins (grand), Charles
Ross and Rival. He was followed by Mr. W. Webb
and Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne.

Mr. Weaver won in the class for four dishes of kitchen
Apples with Peasgood's Nonsuch, Warner's King, Bis-
marck and Beauty of Kent. Single dishes of Apples
and Pears- were well shown by BIr. E, M. Scott, Mrs.
Francis Pretty, W. H. Thomson, Esq. (gardener, Mr.
H. Trask), and G. G. Russell, Esq. (gardener, ftlr. G. H.
Heath). Mr. Trask won the silver cup offered for a group
of Chrysanthemums, staging a charming collection of
decorative and other varieties.

Mr. B. Dacre won the silver challenge cup in the class

for nine Japanese Chrysanthemums, cut blooms. Only
a few classes for flowers were scheduled. The singles

were quite charming.
Many classes were provided for cottagers and allotment

holders, and all were well filled with excellent produce.

Non-competitive Exhibits.—Awards.

Oold Medal.—Messrs, Sutton and Sous, Reading, for

a superb collection of vegetables.

Silver Medals.—Messrs. R. Veitcli and Sons, Exeter,
for shrubs and Apples ; Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne,
for Chrysanthemums, Apples and Pears ; Mr. C. A. D.
George, Corfe Mullen, for Apples grown on peat-land ;

and Messrs. Parsons and Morris, Parkstone, for Apples,
Bronze Medals.—The Park Nurseries, Bournemouth,

for Chrysanthemums, Apples and Mushrooms ; and
Messrs. Jeans and Trowbridge, Bournemouth, for Apples,
Pears and vegetables.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY FOR
GRETNA FACTORY,

A MEETING was held in the Town Manager's Office, Gretna,
on November 1 to consider the advisability of forming a
horticultural society in connection with H.M. Factory,
Gretna. There was a good attendance, presided over
by Mr. John Earkness, Town Manager. After con-
sideration it was agreed to form a society, entitled the
Gretna Factory Gardeners' and Allotment Holdei-s'

Association. Mr. Jolm Harkness was appointed president

;

Mr. Evan Tweedie, vice-president ; Sir. Robert wBell,

secretary ; and Mr. F. M. Good, treasurer. It was agreed
that the committee should consist of sixteen members,
arranged to represent the various districts of the area
of the factory. The Gretna representatives were appointed
as follow : Mr. R. Brooks, Mr. R. Cairns, Mr. A, Dewick,
Mr. R. Dewhurst, Mr. J. M'Hardy and Mr. W. M'Whir.
As the houses of the factory are mainly arranged in the
garden city style and there are numerous gardens and
plots, a felt want will be supplied by this society.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

THE GREENHOUSE.
INJURY TO CARNATION STEMS (R. W. D.).—The

Carnations are not attacked by eelworms, but by the
" fairy ring " fungus of the Carnation, Helminthosporium
echinatum. The atmospliere in which the plants have
been liept has probably been too moist and close, and
U the plants are syringed with a rose red solution of
potassium permanganate after the removal of the leaves
that show the diseased patches and arc afterwards Itept

where the air is dry (but, of course, not dry at the root),

we thinl; they will be likely to grow away free from the
disease.

TREATMENT OF NERTERA DEPRESSA (N. Y. O.).—
The main essentials in inducing Nertera depressa to fruit

freely is to keep the plants in a good light, airy position
during the flowering period and to avoid watering them
overhead at that time. The Nertera, whether grown
in pots or pans, will thrive in a mixture of loam, peat,
leaf-mould and sand. Thorough drainage is necessary,
and copious supplies of water should bo given at the
roots during the growing season. At that time over-
head watering will be beneficial. Whether in a frame
or grcenliouse, plenty of ah should be given, especially

as the plants approach the flowering stage. With regard
to the temperature needed, it should be borne in mind

that this Nertera is almost hardv : hence a minimum
temperature of 45' mil be quite sufficient for it. During
the summer a cold frame or a greenhouse will suit it well

;

in fact, it will be quite at home outdoors at that season.
NERINES AND INDIAN AZALEAS (Burton).—k<i

Nerines are grown in pots, you mav take up then- culture
at any time. If you obtain them now, they must, during
the mnter, be given a good light position in the green-
house, and be watered when necessary, as they continue
to grow throughout that season. As spring advances,
the leaves will turn yellow, when water must be gradually
discontinued, and when the bulbs are quite dormant
they must be kept perfectly dry and stood in a sunny
spot. Then, towards the latter part of August or a
little later, the flower-spikes will begin to push, when
the plants must have a good watering. As the soil will
by then be so very dry, the most satisfactory way to
moisten it will be to soak the pots in a pail of water.
The spikes will then make rapid progress and flower
in due season. Though you may buy the bulbs now,
one point in favour of putting it off till next autumn
is that you will not have to grow them throughout the
mtervening time. These bulbs may be obtained from
Jlessrs. Barr and Sons, 12 and 13, King Street, Covent
Garden

; Jlr. F. Lilley, St. Peter's, Guernsey ; and Mr.
G. fieuthe, ICcston, Kent. Azaleas should at the present
time be kept in the greenhouse and be well supplied with
water. Dming mild, bright days a syringing overhead
in the morning will be beneficial.

FRUIT GARDEN.
INJURY TO APPLE AND PLUM BRANCHES (.High-

field).—The cause of the death of the branches sent
cannot be ascertained, for it is operating lower,
probably much lower, down the trees than the pieces
were taken from. It may be canker, but this disease
is not shown on the shoots ; or it may be death of the
roots through insufficient drainage. You will fiud^some
excellent advice in recent numbers of The Gakden on
planting in heavy soils, and this may suggest something
to you concerning the cause of the trouble.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—j1. j1.—Escallonia maerantha.

^4. A'.—Solanum Capsicastrum (Star Capsicum).
ir. D.—1, Cannot identify leaf alone, please send flowers;
a, Clerodendnin squamatuiu ; 3, Asparagus plumosus

;

4, Cypiipeiliuin insigne.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—1/. E. P. /.—I, New Bess Pool

;

2, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 3, Bamack Beauty ; 4, White
l)oyenn6 ; 5, Josephine de Malines. E. E. W.—
Pear St. Luke. «., Wilts.— 1, Pineapple Uusset ; 2,
Blenheim Orange ; 3, too poor to name ; 4, King of the
Pippins. n. E. S.—l, Lord Derby; 2, Emperor
Alexander; 3, Cox's Pomona; 4, Lady Henniker ; 6,
Cellini; 8, Lemon Pippin. The others were too poor to
name. AgricuUnral Labourer.— 1, Nutmeg Pippin; 3,
local Apple, not known; 4, Hollandbury ; B, Ked-
ribted Greening; 7, Potts' Seealing ; 8, Gibbon's
Eusset; 10, Claygate Pearmain; Pears: A, Vicar of
Winkfleld; B, quite smashed; c, probably Pitmaston
Duchess—very damaged. The others are local sorts we
do not recognise.

Outstanding Roses in a Scottish

Garden in 1917

IN

a season of very mixed climatic conditions

our Roses have been really very fine, and
but for the heavy rainfall and want of sun-

shine during August must have been even
better than usual. The season was a late

one, growth being very slow to start in' spring,

but with May, June and July dry arid sunny,
considerable leeway was made up, and our first

crop of bloom towards the end of July was indeed

glorious. Never previously has Mme. Ravary
been so. fine, and its perfume was the strongest

and most delightful of any Rose we have.

Probably the finest were Lady Pirrie, Mme.
Melanie Soupert, Lady Ashtown, Lyon Rose,

Mme. Maurice de Luze, Pharisaer, Mrs. Edward
Powell, George C. Waud, Mme. Edouard Herriot,

Mrs. John Laing, Rayon d'Or, Liberty, General

Macarthur, M. Paul Lede, and Mme. Ravary.
In the late autumn (we are still—October 20

—

enjoying some really good blooms) the outstanding

sorts have been General Macarthur, Gustav
Grunerwald, Pharisaer, Rose du Barri, Lyon
Rose, Antoine Rivoire, Mrs. A. R. Waddell, Hugh
Dickson, M. faul Lede, Liberty, Lady Ashtown,
and Richmond. Many of the newer varieties

have been most disappointing, too many of them
seemingly being chosen for colour alone, as they,

although well grown, much too quicldy show the
" eye." Mrs, Alfred Tate is good. Queen Mary
fair, and Mrs. Norwood very fine. No otlier new
variety that ^ve tried this season is at all worth

the space it occupies. Probably the variety tha t

has given the greatest number of perfect blooms this

season is Lyon Rose. The colour varied con-

siderably, of course, but even the poorcSt-coloured

blooms were exquisite in form. We could do \?ith

a number of good colours with equal consistenc\-

of form. I took special note of the varieties here
that are most richly perfumed. Here they are :

Lady Pirrie, General Macarthtu-, Hugh Dickson.
Richmond, Mme. Ravary, Lieutenant Chaure,
Betty, Gloire de Dijon, Mrs. John Laing, Chateau
de Clos Vougeot, Viscountess Folkestone, Juliet,

La France, Laurent Carle, Griiss an Teplitz, Charles

Lefebvre, Avoca, Zephyrine Drouhin, Mme. Isaac
Pereire, General Jacqueminot and Mme. Maurice
de Luze.

Preslon Gardens, Linlilhgew. C. Blair.

Correction.—In the article on " Oxted Place
"

which appeared in our recent Rose Number, it

is stated that Mr. Herbert Wettern regards M. West
as the best all-round Rose for bedding and cutting.

So far as we know, there is no Rose of this name.
There is, of course, a variety named Mrs.

Cornwallis West, but this is an exhibition Rose.

Tlie variety which should have been singled out
for bedding purposes is Mme. Leon Pain.

Produce of Crops.—From the Preliminary

Statement on the Agricultural Returns of England
and Wales, I9r7, issued by the Board of Agri-

culture, the total production of Wheat in England
and Wales in 1917 is estimated at 7,r64,649

quarters, or 330,000 quarters more than last

year ; and the yield per acre, 29 88 bushels, is

ij bushels greater than in 1916, though i J bushels

below the average of the ten years 1907-16.

Although the yield per acre of Barley is three-

fourths of a bushel smaller than in 1916, the
total production, 5,539,514 quarters, is 360,000

quarters greater, owing to the increased area

under this crop. The total production of Oats,

10,866,765 quarters, is 450,000 quarters more
than fn igre, and the largest crop since 1907.

This large crop is due to the increased area, as

the yield per acre is lij bushels less than a year

ago, and about the same amount below average.

Beans are a very poor crop, and are the smallest

crop recorded since 1885, both in total production

and yield per acre. Peas are rather more satis-

factory, and the total production is slightly greater

than last year, but still much below normal.
The total production of hay from Clover and
rotation Grasses is 2,405,468 tons, or nearly

500,000 tons less than the large crop of last year.

The yield per acre, 28-6ocwt., is 4icwt. lighter

than in 1916, and nearly icwt. below average.

The total production of hay from permanent Grass,

5,149,537 tons, is also less than in 1916 by some
800,000 tons, the yield per acre in this case being

rather over 3cwt. less than last year, and ifcwt.

under average. Taking all kinds of hay together,

the total production is 7,550,000 tons, which is

1,380,000 tons less than last year, but nearly

1,000,000 tons more than the total production

in 1915. The rettrrns of the production of Potatoes

and roots are collected at a later date, and will

be issued subsequently.

The War O^ce notifies that from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country uill be stopped,
except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special pertnission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to THE GARDEN, and sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Stoeden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal. Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.-2.

',* Tlte Yearly Subscription to THE GAKDEN is : Inland,

10s. Wd. ; Foreign, 13s.
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Tcleeranis: 'FRANK CANT. COLCHESTER.-
Telephone No. 182.

CANTS^meIonROSES
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Rose Qardens (Dept. A),

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE POST FREE.
3(i. stamps.

,y Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as AVorms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instruetiont Free,

6d. & l/-Tins& 15,/- per Cwt.(f.o,r. London)
ol all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen,

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, B,

Awarded Medal al Royal Horticultural

Exhibition, igi/.

HOME-GROWN FRUIT

THIS Country can produce the

finest Apples in the World,
then why spend the millions

we do in importing them ? We
should produce all we require from
.\ugust imtil May, but in order to

do this many more acres must be
planted and old and unprofitable

orchards renovated.

To those who realise the urgency
of making tliis Country more self-

sustaining, we recommend our large

stock of fruit trees in all forms which
are in the healtliiest and cleanest

possible condition, which have been
grown without luidue forcing and
with particular attention devoted
to obtaining good roots. Such trees

cannot fail to give satisfaction in all

soils and situations and to quickly

become an asset to the nation.

Catalogues of all Trees (a limited

supply) free on application. Special

quotationsgivenforlargequantities.

PENNELL & SONS
LINCOLN.

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES

EARLY SCOTCH SEED POTATOES.

1/2

1/6
1/6

1/9
1/7
1/7

1/2
1/2

1/7

BEES Ltd. are now completing

lifting and grading, and find crops

heavier ^nd cleaner than usual.

Instead of putting this extra profit

into their own pockets they are

reducing prices to customers.

Orders are now being booked at

prices quoted below for delivery

when ready.

Orders already booked \n\\ also

be executed at these reduced

prices.

Special Terms to Allotment
Societies.

Epicure (Scot<;h). An oU' favom-ite whicli produces very heavy
- *crop3, and has tubers of good size ready to lift very t-ar!y ...

Eclipse (Scotch). Splendid white round, very early, shallow
eyes, good cooker

Eclipse. Once grown in Torkshii-e
Sharpe's Express (Scotch). A great favourite, very early;

smooth skin, heavy cropper
Sharpe*s Express. Onco grown in Lincolnshire
Sir John Llewellyn (Lines.) First class in every way
British Queen (Scotch). Kemai'kably fine, both as regards

cropping and cooking qualities. A superb second early;
keei>3 well

British Queen. Once grown in Lincolnshire
Pioneer iScctch). A greatly improved second early; first-class

cooker and cropper

IMMUNE SEED POTATOES.
Pees Ltd. arc licensed by the Board of Agriculture to supply

varieties suitable for planting in distaricts affected with Black
Scab or "Wart Disease.

King George (Scotch). Although generally classed as a second
early, this variety when grown from sprouted seed is rea»;ly

for lifting as early as " Sharpe's Express " or "Epicure."
It is an excellent croppei', does well everywhere, especially
on medium and heavy soils. Owing to first early immune
sorts being practically unprocurable, "King George" is in
great demand as a first early.

Great Scot (Scotch). Second early, immense cropper, fine aaality
and flavour. Keeps as well as a main crop, strongly recom-
mended

Great Scot (Lincolnshire seed)
The Ally (Scotch). A second early immune variety with tuber of

fine qnahty and shape, heavy cropper
(An excellent set of three potatoes for infected areas would be

"King George," "Great Scot,*' and "Lochar" or "Templar."
Prices of main crop sorts will be quoted later.)

Cost of Carriage.
The above prices inclade coslj of bags. It" carriage is to be jirepaid, please reirit as under;

—

U21bB. 561bs. 281bs. 141bs. Tibs.

Upto.60mUos 1/3 ... 1/- ... -/8 ... -/7 ... -/7

„ ]»J 1/9 ... 1/2 ... 1/- ... -/8 ... -/7

„ 200 2/4 ... 1/7 ... 1/2 ... -Ill ... -17

Over aOO 3/2 ... 2/1 ... 1/5 ... 1/- ... -17

(To ascertain distance from Liverpool to your station look up passenger fare in time-table, which
is ralciilated at about Id. per mile. Thus, if ordinary passenger fare is between 4/3 and 8/4, the
distance will be between Dl and 100 mUes).

Shallots, lib. 1/2. 3ilbs. 3/-, 7lb3. 5/9. 14lb3. 10,'6 Carriage paid.

Onion Sets, l")- 2/6, 21bs. 4/6, Slbs. e/e, 4lb3. S/e. 5lb3. 10/6 carriage paid.

BEES Ltd., 175 c Mill St., Liverpool.

11'21bs.
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
A GAIN I devote my notes to readers'

/% poultry problems as raised in cmrrent

/ % correspondence. The diificiilties brought

^^^^ up by querists represent to my way of
^ * thinking a mirror in which are reflected

the things poultry-keepers wish to know.

Early Laying.—In an earlier article I warned
my students against the early laying of immature
pullets, and recommended ways of preventing

the same. I also set out the disadvantages

accruing from this too early laying. Mr. F. G.

Bell of Sheffield has sent me a letter that bears

. on the subject, an extract from which is here

given :

" Will you. if possible, explain why one

of my Leghorn pullets, hatched on April 23.

r9T7, which commenced to lay on September 2,

laid twelve eggs up to September 23, then

ceased and has not yet recommenced ? She
appears healthy with the exception that her

comb lacks colour and is somewhat shrivelled.

What special treatment do you recommend ?
"

Those who will refer to my earlier notes will see that

the above case was quoted as coming under the

disadvantages resulting from allowing too early

laying. Mr. Bell's pullet laid before she was five

months old and stopped directly a cold or un-

favourable speU came along. It is a typical case,

and amply proves that pullets should not be allowed

to commence their egg-output until they are fully

matured. Had the pullet in question given her

first egg in October when six months old, there

would not have been this break in activities.

Treatment Recommended.—Treatment is diffi-

cult once the "break" has arisen. The remedy
should have been applied before September 2,

the date the first egg was yielded. Directly the

bird showed signs of reddening up too quickly

in headgear, she should have been fed on a less

stimulating diet and moved with her companions
to new surroundings or fresh quarters. In the

ordinary way such pullets do not come on to lay

again till Christmas, so that one is well rewarded
in taking these early layers in hand in good time.

Small eggs are invariably the result, because with
the commencement of laying, as I pointed out,

growth stops. It should be the aim of, the poultry-

keeper to bring his pullets on to lay as the cold

weather sets in, and then the birds remain on active

service right through the winter months. The
only plan for Mr. Bell to adopt now is to try a

liberal system of feeding. This will often entice

such pullets to commence laying again.

A Liberal Diet.—The pale and shrivelled comb
merely denotes that the pullet is out of laying

condition. Such a symptom is noticeable in all

birds that are resting after a period of laying,

and, of course, in those that have' not reddened up
for egg-production. The provision of animal food

in the soft mash will have a good effect on such
pullets reddening up the headgear and hastening

the formation and production of eggs. Starting

with ro per cent, of fish-meal or meat-meal in the

mash, the owner can gradually increase it until

r5 per cent, or 20 per cent, is reached. When
laying starts again, the feeder can go back to the

10 per cent, of animal food, 'which I consider about

the. right amount for pullets

or hens in lay. One can often

bring on laying by a little

extra animal food so long as

a surfeit is not provided. If

poultry-keepers would only

make a practice of using

animal matter in their soft mashes in the proper
proportion, they would secure much better egg-

returns. It is an essential ingredient of an egg-

producing mash, although, as I have pointed out,

it must be used judiciously.

Soft Food in Toto.—Occasionally my corre-

spondent may with advantage give two feeds of

soft food on two days in the week, dispensing with

the grain on such occasions. It is surprising

the good effect this plan has on backward pullets,

and hens and pullets that are resting. It would not

be wise to give soft food in toto day after day,

as this would be too stimulating, but two or

three times a week mash for breakfast and tea

will prove beneficial to certain birds. Late-

hatched and backward pullets, pullets that have
not yet started to lay, and hens that have finished

their moult but not started laying, are the ones

that will benefit by the plan of feeding here out-

lined. Where this original method of mine- is

caiTied into practice, be careful to provide shell

and grit ad lip. With any forcing diet soft-shelled

eggs will^prove troublesome unless plenty of shell

is handy for the fowls. On days when the grain

is dispensed with, greenery will, of course, be given

at midday as usual.

Change of Quarters.—When treating upon the

bugbear of early laying in an earlier article I

pointed out that change of quarters will often

provide the remedy and check laying ; and i
also warned readers against moving pullets to fresh

surroundings when on the point of laying. My
suggestion was that the pullets should be placed

in their winter quarters about mid-September
and be allowed to settle down quietly ready for

laying. That my advice was highly practical is

clearly seen from the following extract from a letter

to hand this week from Lieutenant-Colonel B. :

" In March I hatched out fifty White
Wyandotte pullers from eggs bought from a

well-known breeder. Up to late October they

were kept in a house away from my adult hens.

Two or three began to lay, so I moved aU into

then permanent winter quarters. This has

seemed to stop laying."

I am afraid my correspondent has rather spoilt

his chances of getting full egg-baskets in November.
He will now have to wait till the birds " find their .-

bearings " in their new quarters before eggs are

again forthcoming.

Moulting of 1917 Pullets.—Mrs. B. C. P. seems
.^-(.j.y ^voiTied because her pullets have been dropping

feathers during the past month. She has nine

handsome March-hatchedWhite Wyandotte pullets,

and she fancies that she has read " that by hatching

in March they would avoid a moult." She now fears

that the dropping of the feathers will retard their

laying. Very few poultry-keepers are aware that

chickens under a year old moult. Yet this is

true, although the change of the feathers is not so

rapid or so marked as in the case of adult hens
in their second season. My correspondent has

no cause for worry. The moulting that retards

laying, of which she is thinking, occurs with very

early hatched pullets, which, after laying a few

eggs in early autumn, have a false moult and a

rest before commencing to lay again. It is the

fancier who experiences such troubles, because

he hatches out chicks from January onwards.

Dry Mash Feeding.—Another correspondent

says he is experiencing difficulty in persuading

his hens to take to the dry mash system of feeding.

He asks if I can recommend an appetiser. Fowls

ai'e peculiar little creatures, as I have so often

remarked in my notes, and do not take readily

to sudden changes. My querist made the mistake

of dispensing with the wet mash and substituting

the dry too quickly. When introducing the dry

mash to fowls that have been accustomed to soft

food it ?s advisable to retain the latter for a time
'

after the change has been decided upon. At first

the dry mash hoppers can be available for an hour

at midday and the wet mash be fed in conjunction

at the usual time. After a few days the dry mash
hopper can be left open a little longer and the

amount of wet mash can be gradually reduced.

WTien the owner is sure that the birds have taken

to the dry mash, he can dispense with the soft

food and reaiTange his feeding time-table. '

Breed for Scotland.—A very interesting letter

comes from a Scottish reader, in whom, being a

novice, I have long since taken a kindly interest.

He writes to say that he has had his first egg,

and all his pullets look in beautiful trim. This

correspondent is not favourably placed, his site

being an exposed one, and when he first sought my
advice I recommended him to try Black Leghorns

and instal several intensive structures. Starting

last spring with sittings of eggs and day-old chicks,

mortality has been very low, thus proving that

my recommendation of Black Leghorns was well

founded. The fact that the " first egg""—always

a flag-flying event with novices—has been recorded

already still further enhances the claims of the

stylish Black Leghorn for Scotland and exposed

sites. The birds have black plumage and yellow

legs, la-\' white-shelled eggs, and are very hardy.

Black Mendels.—In The Garden of November 3

I gave an illustration of a Black Mendel with

notes on this new breed. Mr. J. H. Burn-

Murdoch writes that many readers have wiitten

him for fuller details, and a few have congratu-

lated him as the " originator." He wishes me to

correct this impression. Mr. Oscar Smart, the

well-known biologist, poultry Mendelist and expert

adviser to the Scientific Poultry Breeders' Asso-

ciation, is the originator and bred Mr. Burn-

Murdoch's stock birds. Mr. Burn-Murdoch, who
is on the Council of the S.P.B..A:., is specialising

in Mendels exclusively.
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ailtry Keepers have no need to seek

ror anv other food than THE

IDEAL MEAL
made by the oldest and most experienced
Poultry breeders in England—

} WM. COOK & SONS
WHO ARE THE

Originators of the Orpington Fowls and Ducks,

for this meal costs less than any other
advertised — and does more.
Every food advertiser naturally thinkb his the beyt, hut

W. t'ook ami Sons* eustomers are tlie best advertisers of this
meal, they rt'cummeud it daily and many tons weekly are
8oKl on ret-umuK'ndations alone. The following should con-
vince those who Hke up-to-date letters

:

Sl. Peters, Exmouth. Nov. 6th, 1917.
Mrs. F. would be glad If Messrs. Cook would send another cwt. of

Ci^mpletc Ide.H Meal, urhlch she has found most eoonomical
and satisiactory.

:>y. I'pt'er Portland Street. Aston, Birrainfiham. Nov. 5lli. 1917.
I enclose £2: J; (I for another 2 cwts. of your Complete Ideal

meal, which. Judged by results. Is undoubtedly the most
satlsfa.tory food I have ever had for my hens.—G. COLEV.

Nuntield Cottage, Hartlip. Sittingbourne, Nov. 5th, lill?.

Please seoil another cwt. of Original Ideal Meal. I am pleased to
say that the Leghorns I bought from you as day olds, reared and fed nn
your food, are in full la^- and have beeo since they were 5J months old

H. F. WITHRINGTON.
53. Wigan Road. Ormskirk. N'ov.Sth. 1^*17

I'lease send another bag of Ideal Meal which has given splendid
results.—H. G. TITTERSHILL.

Stortford. Poplar Road, Heacbatn. Norfolk, Nov. 2nd. 1417.
I should like another bag of your Meal. I am very glad to be

able to recommend your Ideal Meal, for I find It perfect and
have not been without eggs since I used it. My Kh< .|l Isl.in.i
Reds which I hat^he.J froni y.^ur ecrf^ started lo lav in J.nnuary. l he first
bird on the 15th. and ihev fuUjued on. 1 had eight from the sitting
and they have givenme J,284 eggs since they started which
Is really good, as the grain feed is so poor. I ha\ e h id several
people on^iuirinf^ ai.out >-L>ur food, and I h.ive f;iven all parhculars. I
Shall always recommend it to every one as it is the best food
lever used, and never wish to be without it. E. POLLICCTT.

18, Sutton Lane, Middlewich, Nov. ;ird. 1917-
U'lll you fa ward me two hags. I cwt. each, of your Ideal Meal. A

t-t wanted to know what we fed our birds on as they loaked so well.
I lold him it was your Ideal Meal, and he aske<l me to get 1 cwt. for
hence doubl- order this time.—ELI HOLBROOK.

15. Clayton Street. Kennington Oval, Lambeth. Nov. 7th, 1917.
[!i most satisfied with your Ideal Meah I enclose order for another
rCom lete Ideal.—S. E. SOAJVE.

56, London Road. Horsham. Nov. 7th. 1917.
I'iease send another cwt of Meal, which has given me every satisfac-

tion, as my birds have laid right throughout the year without a break.
.EO. POTTER. *

°
-

135. Roferg Road, Gainsborough, Lines. Nov. 1st. 1917.
!io bag of Ideal Meal purchased a few weeks a'4o has proved to be
V satisfactory, and I enclose order for a further cwt.—SIDNEY

' iDS.

41. Sherwood Road. South HarroA, Nov. 4th, 1917.
i[l you send me another cwt. of Ideal Meal at once, as I do not want

. ^ without it. for I am more than satisfied with the results
ob:ained.—G JACKSON.

Fernside. Dale Grove. North Fincbley. N.. Nov. 4th. 1917.
I should like another bai; of ynur Complete Ideal Meal. My hens are

la\ins well, which I attribute to your very excellent food.-M. W.
50, BeulahT?oad, Watthamstow. E., Nov. 4th. 1917.

It is HOW about six weeks since I received the first consignment of
your Complete Ideal Meal, which I have used with excellent results, for
eggs have come along much better than htret fore, and the hens,
although going through moult, have laid well. The old ones f told yoii
I intende 1 to kill off have moulted too. and are all in new plumage, so
t!-ey will be kept on. Please send another cwt.—E. B. DARLlNuTON

The Viney. Abberley. Worcester. Nov. 1st, 1917.
Kindlv send me on 1 cwt. of your Ideal Meal, which I have proved

to be splendid for fowls, and makes a great difference to the
egg output.—W. H. PEA.

rias Issa, Mold. N. Wales
I sliniild I.L- L^l.ui to h.ive 1 cwt. of your Com[ilete Ideal Meal. I used

this form jf Ideal last Winter with success, and although I
have tried various mixtures since, I have not found one to
equal it.—H. E. \\ -E.. Lt -Col.

315. Dale Street. Chatham. Nov. 1st, 1917
Two more of my friends have started to use your Ideal Meal, and I

f ii certain that they will never go away from this. I have proved it to
.1 great value.—E. A. CORDIER.

Prince George. Hillside Road. St. George. Bristol. Nov. 1st, I9I7.
ntended to give up poultry keeping owing to the cost, but I saw

> Miie good pullets and bought them, and as I know I cannot do well
without your Meal—from past experience—I enclose £1 Is. for I cwt.
Complete, which is what I used before with excellent results.—F.
HASKINS.

THE IDEAL MEAL is made in two forms-viz. :

il)THE ORIGIN All, which is used in the proportion of one
part to several of middlings.

(21 THB COMPLETE, which is used without any addition of
other meals.

The price of the Ideal Meal, in both forms, is : per cwt., 21/- : per
hnlf-cwt.. ll.'>: i>er quarter-cwt., 6/- ; carriage paid in England and
\\"ales : 1/- per cwt. less than these prices for Scotland. Ireland and
the Channel Isles carnage forward, or 3/- per cwt. in addition
carriage paid. When ordering it is only nf=cessary for poultry-
keepers to specify No. 1 or No. 2 IDEAL MEAL.

Three penny stamps to defray postage will secure
their current advice on poultry keeping on mentioning
this publication.

All letters must be sent to their Only English Address :

—

WILLIAM COOK & SONS, St, Mary Cray, KENT
TELEPHONE : 7 CRAY (not a Trunk Call).

The Nation

wants more eg^s

fromSieSf

The national demand for MORE EGGS is so

urgent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his hens up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPRATT'S loienti-

fio system of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
MEBO "(( LAYMOR

The ideal soft break-
fast feed for laying hens.
Rich in egg-producing
propertiea.

••LAYMOR" can be
ased with middlings or
other raw meals in equal
qaatitities by adding 10

to 15p.c. of "MEBO."

C<

Rich in albuminoids.
Induces proliflo egg*
laying without weaken-
ing the birds.

Follow the advioe
given on the back of a
7-lb. bag of "MEBO,"
or aend a postcard for

our leaflet, "Winter
Itayers," free on raqaeit.

SpratV* Food* are ttoeked by dealers. If any difflevlt$

in obtaining mpplie*t irrtt« tc

SPRATTS PATENT. LTD^ 24-25. FENCHURCH ST^ E.C 1

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

GLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and contains the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY QROUNO FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Rearing.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clovef and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt.. 7/. ^-cwt. Carriage paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

JOHN E. SHAGKLETON
OF THE BEST STRAINS IX THE FINEST

BREEDS OF UTILITY POULTRY.
PRICE LIST NOW READY.

It IS to your advantage to have it.

CHOLESBURY, near TRING

PULLETS. BREEDING STOCK.
BUY your birds now and get them settled down for winter

laying. I have lar^e selection—Golden, Silver, White
Wyandottes (273-egg strain), Rhode Island Keda, White
Leghorns (285 strain), Buff Orpington Ducks. Birds all ages,
both sexes for sale moderate prices. Kindly state exact
requirements.

SYDNEY HILLER,

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbish or fresh vegetables, mixed
with crispy green bone, becomes—"Bacon between war
bread." Butcliers' bones ever>'where 9d. score. Green bone
Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,
enormous profits. Particulars:

—

Kebfoot. Hawkgreen,
Marple. Cheshire.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, &c.
FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

LAYINO MEAL.
A ma?niliceiit egg-producing mixture.
Per 1121b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 27/-. snib. 14,6. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 27/-. 561b. 14/6. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX GROUND OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

THE "ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Becogtiised by experts as the standard dry cliick food

of the day.
Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older chicks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.
Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.
3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-

Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

GRANULATED MEAT. Per 112 lbs., 26/-.Car. Pd.

BONE MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 10/6. Car. Pd,

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL.
Perll21bs. 27/-. oOlbs. 14/6. Carriage Paid.

MEAT AND BONE MEAL. Perll21be. 21/-.
Carriage Paid.

SOYA BEAN MEAL.
Per 112 lb, 27/-. Carriage Paid.

Our Mixtures are guaranteed free from Sliell and Grit.

We allow 1/- each for Peat Moss and Hay
IMeai Sacks if returned in good condition.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' Requisites

post free on application.

HARRY HEBmTCH'^aptock^ Somerset

HEN HOUSES
are RIQHT-ON-TOP of every other make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for

STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.
Downright satisfaction always.

Catalogue Free.
XC01BE:Rrr IVIZI1>I:.e:I{, X>ennsr

300-EGG GRIT
5/9 cwt., National Service grit 5/- cwt., cockle

5/9 cwt. ; all carriage paid ;
reduction large

quantities. Particulars free.

—

Midland Grit Co.,

Stourbridge.

PURE BUFF ORPINGTON DRAKE, THREE
DUCK.S, sn/- ; B. I. Ked.s, 1917 cockerels, T/6 each.—Mr>-.

W.\RI!TRTOX, Buri^ess Hill, Sussex.

PATENT CRUSHER for breaking bones,
ovstiT shell, iliina, etc., for your poultry. Of .simple fon-

strmtioii, unbreakable, easy to work, 12/- carriage paid.

—

1.. DlNKEK, Hillnwrton Paddox, Kugby.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birda " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover ireal

123. "6d. cwt. ; 78. }-cwt.. carr. paid.—ROSSLYN & Co., 30,

Kennington Park Uoad, London, S.E. 11.

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
Tlie great intestinal corrective, promoting full - blooded
condition, necessary for regular laying. Trial bags, 2/-;

lOlbs., 4/-; *-cwt., 13/9 (line or granulated). Pure Clover
for Poultry, containing valuable mineral salts, .5 bushels, 6/-

10 bushels, 11/-; all carriage paid. — Wills Bros,,
Hoddesdon, Herts.
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BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
" A worthv and formidable weapon for battling againtt the bacillue."

—Sir J. Cbiohtoh-Beowne, F.R.8.

Use Fi*eely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal
is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ''' ^^' IZAL POWDER, ?^fip"ii"'''^«
J 6/8 per gal.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance
Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry

8/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Ghambers&Go., Ltd.JhornclifTe, nr. Sheffield.

Mrs. PYM'S
FAIVIOUS IPLANTS.

ALL POST FREE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Spring Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage, Leeks. Brussels Sprouts,
Tripoli Winter Onions, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Savoys,
Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli, Chicory, Curled Scotch Ka'le,
Asparagus Kale, Cottager's Kale. Thousand-headed Kale,
Perpetual and Prickly Spinach, 1/9 100.
Shallots, large sound bulbs (very scarce), 20, 1/6.
Strong transplanted : Sage, Thyme, Mint, Marjoram 12 1/-,
Parsley, 20 1/-,

WALLFLOWERS (Separate colours" or mixed), 50 1/9,
100 3/-.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES, to flower at Christmas,
6 1/-. Strong plants tor Winter and Spring flowering. Cal-
ceolari.aa. Cinerarias, Scarlet Salvias, various Primulaa,
Schizanthus, Stocks, Begonias, 6 1/-.

Magnificent hardy Perennials, Eockery, Spring Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

IMevK Catalogue now ready, free on application.

10,

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

SIMPLE AND inexpensive:

HEATiriG APPARATUS
Economical and efficient. Always gives
satisfaction. Everyone who owns a green-
house should write for particulars of the

'<HORSE-SHOE'
BOILER

The most durable heater
made. A genuine fuel and
labour saver. Burns 10 to 20
hours without attention.

I.ift No. 42 sent free -wttH booklet.
' Hqw shall I heat my Greenhouse?'

CHAS. P. KINNELL & Go., LTD..

I es.Sonthw&rkSt. ,London,S.E.1«

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Garden Seats, Qarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Qarden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd., Tortr" NORWICH.

"r^he BE9T arid Chcapcsh
dUtc quantity of cnch site required and have " rarriaft >,U'

'-

R/CHARb SANKEY* SON, L79.
Bulwell Po^feries. NOTTtNGMAM

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PE^lFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR"

GREENHOUSES.
. GARDENS.

' '° LAWNS. 6t

N T E D )

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE FOR STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLT AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use 3( any time, in the same way, and for aJl purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results, Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.
Beport of Royal Hortlcnltaral Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out
In the open air." (Signed) W. Wilks, Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklei giving fulli>articuJars and testimonials sent on receibt of postcard.

W^ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. *«•
Sold in Bags. I bushel. 2/3; 2 bushel, 3/6; 4 bushel. 6/-; five 4 bushel. 28/9 ; ten 4 bushel. 65/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Plckford London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London ; 3d. per bag charged extra for every

50 miles or part beyond this distance.WAKBLBY BROS. A CO.. LTD.. 75a. BANKSIDE. LONDON. S.E. 1.
Also WAKBLEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIMB. 3/- bushel bag, carriage natd 25 miles, egtra as above.

ets there $^i
r and makes the Garden \Z^^^1^
gay all the year round r^^^^£f}p^

Sold everywhere for Horticultural purposes, in TINS at 6d- & 1/-, and in

BRANDED & SEXLED HAGS: 71bs.,2/e: 14Ihs..46; liSlbs.. 7/6; 561bs. 13/6; II21bs.. 24'-. Or direct
from the Worlis, Carriage paid in the United Kiiiedoui for Cash with Order (except 6d. TINS.)

Q'innliri s of Sfilljs, and upwards are supplied iu 281b. bags.

CLAY & SON. Manure Wr? & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, london.e.-

SUBSTITUTE FOR RUSSIA MATS.

mmm REG.

TRADE
MARK

:MADE.0F;-;;7^rTT-~:_

: t6 BE had: OF ALL NURS:E^R

liafiMMIfiaHnl^imi]^
; (s,VV.SJLvERV&VC?:&-BENJAMJN':eb'ClNCMNL^

: 2 P UKE ; S I LONDO rsi^ Rl D^CE ; S ^EV

RABBIT-KEEPING
IN WAR TIME

A practical booklet on. the best and most ,

profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for
all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; bypost 8id.

Published at the Offlcea of "ConNTET Lrra," LTD., Tavistock
Street. Covent Garden, W.C, 2.

Printed by Hudson & Kearns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by " Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. 2,

and by George Newnes, Limited, B-U, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. AU the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards.
Climbers. A crand stocli of Slirubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in (Treat varietv. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons. Ltd., Southwell, Notta.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplemeutary List of new and choice

varie tieB now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Cataloguen forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford. Berlis.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

George Bhnyard & Co., Ltd., Koyal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
'• VITROLITE " far superior to Wlute Lead Paint.
" PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Caeson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea, Agents tlirough-
out the country.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Koyal Seed Warehouses aud Nurseries, Chester.

OUR FOOD SUPPLY : Perils and Remedies,
By Christopher Ttjrnor, 2/6 net, by post 2/lp. The objects
of this book are to show that the land of the United Kingdom
is not being put to its full use, either for the purposes of
growing the maximum amount of food, or as a means of
giving the maximum of employment.—A prospectus of the
book will be sent on application to the Offices of " Country
JiiFE,'* Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOE' for best
results. Lady Llewellyn, Midlothian Early, Duke of York,
Myatt's Larly Ashleaf, May Queen, Sharpe's Express, Eclipse,
20/-; Conquest. Queen Mary, Royal Kidney, Pioneer British
Queen, Defiance, 15/-, all per cwt., halt cwts. same rate.

—

Fred Parkes, Wybertou, Boston.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from IJft. to 6Jt. high; the finest stock in

the Kingdom. — John
Nurseries, Cirencester.

JEFFERIES & Son, Ltd., Koyal

FOR CUT FLOWERS, MIXED DAFFODILS
AXn XARCISSI. 2/- 100 ; 15,- 1,000. Mixed Tulips.
5/0 100 ; ,'52/- 1,000. Mixed Anemones, 4/0 100 : 40/- 1,000;
Pink or Scarlet Tulips, 5/- 100 ; 48/- 1,000. Golden Crown
Tulips, scarlet and gold, 4/- 100 ; 38/- 1,000. Poets Narcis-
sus 2/6, 100 : 20/- 1,000. Barri Conspictfus, 2/6 100 ; 20/-

1,000. Pouble White Narcissus, 2/6 100 ; 20/-, 1,000. 10/-
orders and upwartls carriage paid, cash with order.

—

Bees
Lti»., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool. •

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The ODjy tellable and complete gubstitute mr Stable Manure.
Order now for prompt delivery.—See advertisement page v.

BARR'S MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS, the
richest coloured flowers of Spring. Plant now. -Defcriptive
list free.

—

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R.H.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give
satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. Douglas, The Premier House, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/6 doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Cabbage plants. 100 1/6, 200 2/6 ;

post
paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. Jones, Churcheeld
Estate, Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

ONION SETS GROW where seeds fail.— 1 lb.

2/6; 2lbs., 4/6; 3lbs., 6/6 ; 41bs., 8/6; olbs., 10/6, carriage
paid, cash with order ; delivery as soon as ready.

—

Bees Ltd.,
175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock cardeoers. Postage one penny.—G. R. Pbipps,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Bamham, Bognor.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. MLxed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,
3/6 ; Mixed Trumpet DaffodUs, 4/-, all per 100. Send for
price list of named vaiieties. --Fred Parkes» Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs, Oranges and Orchard House trees are of first-class

quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Inspection invited. Price list post free on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WtLLlAM Beattib, 8, Lower Groavenor Place,
Westminster.

SCOTCH -GROWN BRITISH QUEEN, 2nd
EARLY SEED POTATOES, splendid cropper, .superb quality,
clean, vigorous Highland seed, 15/- cwt.; 8/-, 561bs. ; 4/4,
28lbs. ; 2/3, 14lbs. ; 1/2, 71bs., bags free, cash with order.

—

Bees lAlr., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES AND HARDY
PLANTS.—All the best varieties at moderate prices,—Des-
criptive Catalogues free on application to Thompson and
Morgan, Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Ipswich.

SHALLOTS.—Best hand-picked, ready for
immediate delivery, carriage paid, 3ilbs., 3/- ; 71bs., 5/9;
Ulbs., 10/6; *2Slbs., 20/-; 561bs.. 39/-: cwt., 75/6 net, cash
with order.

—

Bees Lto., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whiteleog * Co., Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

SUTTON'S OLD ENGLISH AND MAY-
l''LOWHK(N(i TULIPS.

SPECl.VL MIXTI'RE, including many of the'finest
flowers tirnwn, l>rilliunt in colour and elegant in'form.
Per 111(1, 10 6. Per dozen, 1/fi.

SUTTON'S GOLD MEDAL COLLECTIONS
OF D.\RWIN Tl'LIPS. Darwin Tulips are ea.sy to grow,
exquisite in colouring, admirable for decoration and not
expensive.

25U in 25 named varieties . . . 35/-
100 in 10 nameil varieties . . . 14/-
50 in 10 named varieties . . 7/6

SUTTON A SONS, THE KJNG'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANGPORT. SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their

Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
tIiisAutumn,and you will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty
for many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measurements of your borders.
PiPonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes. Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to lat« Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S ROSES AND PEONIES, — New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the
best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be
sent post free on application.^Dept. E.), R. H. BATH, Ltd.,
The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,

etc., post free.—DOBDIE c$! Co., Royal Florists, Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogues
gratis. Cultural hints for Id. stamp.—L.1XT0N Bkothees,
Bedford.

FLOWER POTS.—10 8in., 15 6in., 15 Sin.,

20 4in., 20 2Jin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed ami cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb
pots, free.—Teos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Planting Crowns,
511, 2/6 ; WO, 4/-, Large Planting Crowns 50, 3/6 ; 100 6/-.

Fine Forciu'.; Crowns, 50, 8/-; 100, 15/-. Carriage paid.—
Thomas Bakeb, Bulb Grower, Surflcet, Lincolnshire.

McDOUGALL'S " FUMBRS " and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

—BocLTON & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST REMARKABLE
APPLES AND PEARS ON RECORD. 60 Acres of Choice

Fruits to select from. Please see our Illustrated Catalogue,

free by post, before ordering elsewhere. — KING'S ACRE
Nurseries Ltd., Hereford^

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,

etc. Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Royal

Letters Patent bv The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel

Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board oi Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore beg to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Rose Specialists

Fruit Trees and Plants

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.

NUKSERIES
CRAWLEY

Landscape
Qardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine

and Herbace-
ous Plants

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
Twerton Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Qloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

Fruit Trees and Plants

G. BUNYARD & CO.,

Royal Nurseries
MAIDSTONE

Ltd. Fruit Trees

Vines
Herbaceous

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

Fruit Trees,
Flowering
Shrubs,
Climbing Plants

Seeds and Bulbs

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas and
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.

Hawlmark
NEWTOWNARDS, IRELAND

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
Highgate Nurseries,

HoZV, ,60 LONDON, N. 6 ^"i^A's""

Bulbs
Fpuit Trees
Roses
Retarded Lilies

R. WALLACE & CO.,

KiLNFiELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New Bulb and
Iris List

Now Ready

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

PHILIP LE CORNU
The Jersey Nurseries
JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

JOHN K. KING & SONS
Coggeshall
ESSEX

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

PERRY'S
Hardy Plant Farms,
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

PENNELL & SONS

LINCOLN

High-Class
Seeds

Seeds
and
Bulbs

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

J. COCKER & SONS

ABERDEEN

Ros6 and
Herbaceous

Plant Growers

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

Bulbs
Cultural Notes
Strawberries
Seeds

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree
Royal Nurseries & Carnation

BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,
WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.r.s., f.r.h.s.

Hurst, nr. Twvford
BERKS

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,

LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens]
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries
PORTADOWN, IRELAND

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers
Garden Sundries

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmeb Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants

Orchids
G. GIBSON & CO.
Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

QardenEspalJere
& Trainers. Par-
ticulars of our
Stock on appli-
cation

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

J. BENTLEY, Ltd.

Barrow-on-Humber
HULL

Weed Destroyers
Lawn Sand
InsecticiJes
Fertilizers

Fruit Trees and Plants

GEO. COOLING & SONS
The Nurseries
BATH

Roses
and
Fruit Trees

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL Manure

ROBERT VEITCH & SON,
Royal Nurseries,

EXETER

Seeds, Bulbs and
Sundries, Fruit
Trees, Orna-
mental Shrubs

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

C. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
SouTHWAHK St., London, S.E. 1. ready
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Horticultural Builders, etc.

MESSENGER & Co., Ltd.

Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

* Poultry Breeders

JOHN E. SHACKLETON
Cholesbury
Near TRING, HERTS

Eggs for Hatching

Day-old Chicks

Cockerels.

MERSELIME, 3/6 ^:^l:^!:
This improved druasiiit; for nil classes of soil and crops

corrects aridity and promoti'S fertility mucli more quickly

than slaked lime or ordinary ground Unu^stoue ;
j»r<'pared

by a s]»ecial process ; fine us flour yet not dusty ; a pleasure

to apply. Samplk and Lfaflet eiving mil parlfL-uUn-s,

post free, 3<l« stamps. Sjieci il ((uotations for quauliU'/s.

BEES LTD., 175c Mill St., LIVERPOOL.

THE STOaRBRIDGB HEATING APPARATUS
For Greenhouses, Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efficient.

*rhis apparatus has attained
^re it popularity. Made at our
own foundry, and under our
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for

Price List giving full par-

i ticiilars, free by post.

J. &-yir.'yirooi>
Birmingham Street Foundry

STOURBRIDGE.

SANKEYS'S^'^'^POTS
^Che BEST and Cheapest-.
5uicquanlt

SPECIAL POTS vt .ll

mCMAKH SANKEYASON.LTP.
Buiwe 1 1 Po^^«ries. NOTTIftGMAM

ELLISON'S ORANGE
is the best September-October

Dessert Apple we know . Similar

in appearance and flavour to

Cox's Orange Pippin, it is

rather larger, considerably

earlier and is a more certain

and prolific bearer in all soils

than this well-known variety.

As the original distributors of

Ellison's Orange we can offer

the true stock in strong healthy

trees as imder

:

3-year old bush trees .

EACH.

. 2/6

4 and 5-year old bush and
pyramid trees 3/6 36/-

Standards 5 to 6ft. stems... 3/- 30/-

Tree Catalogue {limited quantity

only) free on npplieation.

PENNELL & SONS
LINCOLN.

BEES Guarantested ROSES
The National Rose Society's Selections.

Bees* Rose trees are famously fibrous rooted ; hard as whipcord.

Garden Roses
SELECTION '• A."

.24 best and most pop'ilar
roses for general purposes.
A splendid 1 R/fi Carri:iye
ass«">rtnient. IvJ/v/ paiil.

Caroline Testoiit (ht),sal.pk. 9d.

EarIofWarwick(ht>,sal.rose lOd.

Kcarlate (ht), scarlet - - lOd.

Kthel M;i!cn!nifht).ivory w. lOd.

frail Karl Drnschkl(hp),w. lOd.

i;e»r[,'eDicksi»ii(hl).flfep cr. lOd.

(J. C. Wand(lit).oratit'e ver. lOd.

r.en. McArthiirditl. scarlet lOd.

GuaGninerwald (hD.carin. ICXI.

La France (lit), rose - . - 9d.

La Tosc.i (ht), salmon flesh lOd.

Lady Pirrie (lit), apricot - lOd.

Lndv AshtownChD.deep pk. 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht).s;tl.pk. 9d.

Mnie.*"'. Liitaud(ht).vel.rose W-
Mnie.Ed.Herript.prawn red lOd.

Mine. Jii!os(;roloziht),3il. rose 9d.

Mn-ie.Melanlo.Soupcrl(ht).y. lOd.

Mme.Kavary(ht).orange yel. 9d.

Mine..Sesond WebcrdiD.sal. lOd.

Opnolia (ht). flesh pink - lOd.

Pliarisner (ht), rosy white - lOd.

Ravon d'Or (ab>, vellow - 1/-

Rkhmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Fragrant Roses
t^KI.KCTION • D."

12 chnseii cliiefly for their

ah'iiidant delicious scent.
Colouring 7/Q CarrjriMe

t^orccoiig. //57 p;il<l.

Alfred Colomb (hp), red - 8d.

Diipuv Janiain (lip), cerise 8d.

Karlof Oosford(ht),crinison lOd.

fieorge Dlckson(hl),vel.cri. lOd.

Gcnft'raIJ;icipiL'ininot(hp).cr. 8d.

r;en.,MeArlhur(ht).crinison lOd.

Juliet (hl)).old gold and red lOd.

La Trance (hti. rose - - 9d.

LadvAMce Slanley<hl).pink lOd.

Mine. Ed. Ilerriot (per),red lOd.

Mrs..To]mLairic(hp).rosy pk. fid.

tjliich Brunner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Buttonhole Ros3s
-SKLECTION " F."

12 rharniinsly coloured and
d.-iintily formed In bud.
L;>st well Q/^ Carriage

when cut. O/U paid.

Harrv Kirk a), yellow - lOd.

Ladv"nill!ngrdon(t).apri.yel lOd.

Ladvnolierts<t>.reddishapri. lOd.

Liberty (t>. velvetv crimson 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(ht).s:\I.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Dupuy (ht^rose lOd.

Melody (ht), saffron yellow 1/-

Mrs. A- Ward (ht), yellow lOd.

Mrs. G. Shawyer fht), pink lOd.

Mrs. n. Stevens (t). white lOd.

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Simburat (ht).cadtniiim yel. lOd.

HARDY FRUIT
• FalsUifl" Selection.

Best Sorts 1Q/A Strone trees.

I O/ \J Ojirriage paid,

i Braniley*9 Apple, cooker.

1 Lord Suffleld Apple, cooker.

I James Grieve Apple, desaert

1 Cox's Orange Pippin, dessert

1 Loui.ie Bonne Pcat. cook or cat.

1 The Czar Plum, cook or eat

1 Victoria Plant, cook or eat.

1 Morel lo Cherry, cooker.

1 Loganberry, for tarts or iain.

4 Boakoop Giant Black CXirrant.

4 Whinliatn's Gooseberry.

V> Superlative Raspberry, beat-

All are very free-bearins. hardy,

thrifty sorts.

All Purposes Roses
SELECTION " K."

12 fir.'it-clasa sorts, suitable
^or general use.

Do well filfi Carriage
everywhere. D/O paid.

Betty (ht), coppery rose lOd.

CaroiincTcstouKhtj.sal.pink 9d.

FishsrH()lnies(hp).cri.scar. 8d.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

H. E. Richardson (lit),crlm. lOd.

Huyh Dickson (hp).crimson 8d.

Lady Ashtown i hp),deep pk. 9d.

Lvona Rose fht>.shrimp pk. lOd.

M'inc.A.rhatenay(ht),sal.pk. 9d.

Mme. Ed Herriot. red - lOd.

Mme.Ravary(hl),orange yel. 9d.

Mrs. J. Lainp (hp),rose pink 8d.

Gold Medal Roses
SiXECTlON '• L."

12 newer sorts, all gold
niedall:?ta but two.
Cremo de q /

Carriage "

la creme. ^I" paid.

Brltibh Queen(ht»,9nowyw. IQd.

Dch^. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

OeorEeDick3on(ht),deepcri. lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht),oranee ver. lOd.

I.advPlrrie(ht).coppery-sal. lOd.

Le3lieHolland(ht).vermilion lOd.

Mabel Drew (ht), cream - lOd.

Mme.E. Herriot (per.)pr.red lOd.

M.dt; Sinetv'ht),i;oId bronze 1/-

Mrs. A.Carnev;l6iht),\vhite lOd.

Ravon d'Or (per,), poldon - 1/-

Wi'liowinere (per.).coral pk. lOd.

Climbers. Ramblers
SEt.ECTION " S."

G rosi'S suitable (or trellis,

pilkirs, arches, pergolas, ac.

All very AfO Carriage

vitrorniis. *+/ *^ pald.

Alberlc Barbier(W.).yellow Ud.
AraericanPiUar(cl.,P.).pink lid.

Blush Ranibler(cl..P.),bltish Ud.
Dorothv Perkins (W.). pink Ud.
E.\celsa (W). bril. scarlet - Ud.
Hiawatha (cI.,P.), crim.wh. Ud.

BEDDING PLANTS
(E>:. strong transplanted I

bushy.) Do?. -100 ^

Wallflowers, red - lOd. 5/-

„ ycUow lOd. fit-

Forfje(-nic-«o(,b(ue II- Gh
Cfin'terhury Bells in

sfp.colourn, iv}dte,

roKe, blue or mixed 1/G fifC
^

Jcel(indPoppie!t,mxd.t /O 15/-
j

Polyanthus, mxd. - S/C 15/-

Su'Cf^t WiUinms:
PivkBcatityHubrids I/S Si-

Golden Alyssum tl8 If-/-

Hnrdy Auriculas • SI- SOI-
puri)lcAubrietia,poteil - SOi-

I Silvery Jlockfoils - 4/- 50/-

\ Graecian Violet - hi- SOI- \

HARDY FLOWERS
Continuous Cij Carriage

display. *-'/ paid.

Alkaaet. blue Lupin, yellow.

M'nia.3 Daisy, lil Irie. rich blue.

Marguerite, white Pyrethrum. lift

Larkspur, violet. Fleabane, mauve
M'ma* Daisy, ma. Hybrid, C'rabiue

Dragoii*s-head. car. Pink Knotweed
Larkspur, blue Avena. scarlet

M'mas Daiav, pk. Catmint, lavender

Red Elecampane.
Scarlet Campion-
Btue Lupin.
While Bellflower.

Poppy. Pink.
White Lupin
Gypsophila.

Blue Bellflower

Blue Flax.
Golden Marguerite
Mimulus. scarlet

Jacob's ladder
Speedwell, blue.

Double PyrethrucQ

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION " B.-

24 specially-selected varieties.

Assured H CjC Carrlatie
prizewinners. lO/D paid.

Avoca fht). crimson scarlet lOd.

Bes3ieBrown(ht),creamyw. lOd.

British Queen (htl, white - lOd.

Chas. Lef0bvre(lip),crimson 8d.

Coronaiicn (hp), flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose lOd.

Rarlof iIosrord(ht).dk.crim. lOd.

ethel Malcolm (ht),ivory w. lOd.

Gl.deC.Guinoisseau<hp),ver. 8d.

GeorgeDicksoD(ht),vel.criiii. lOd.

Hugh Dick3on(hp), crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke (ht), crimson - lOd.

Jonkheer J.L.Mnck(ht).car. lOd.

Leslie Holland (ht),scar.cri. lOd.

Mabel Drewcht),canary yel. lOd.

LvonsRose(hti.shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. West(ht), shell pink lOd.

Mildred Grant(ht). tinted w. lOd.

Mrs.AmyHammond(lit),ap. lOd,

Mrs. \ndrewCainpG;ic(ht).w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLainRfhp), ros\'pk. 8d.

Mrs. J. H. Welch (ht), pink lOd.

Mrs.Buospveltfhtl.pale Hesh lOd.

UlrichBrunner(hp).cher.red 8d.

Town Roses
SELECTION "E."

12 sorts proved suitable for

growing in smoke.
Immensely 7/Q Carriage
successful. « /^ paid.

Caro'ineTcstout(ht). sal.pink 9d.

Dr-O'Donel Browni!(ht),cJir. lOd.

F. K. Druschki (hp). while lOd.

Gt^orge Dickson (ht\ crim. lOd.

Gust-iveGrunerwatd(ht),caf".10d.

J. B. Clark (ht),deep scarlet lOd.

LaTosca (hD.silvery pink - lOd.

Mine. Ed. Herriot (per),red lOd.

Mme.Ravarv(ht>,orange yel. 9d.

Mr3.JohnLain<T(hp).rose pk. 8d.

Mme. Isaac Pereire (b), car. 8d.

Ulvich Brunnerfhp).cher.rcd 8d,

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION "I."

12 perpetual, free-flowering

sorts, of bushy habit.
Surprisingly QICi Carriage

ellectlve. O/U paid.

A.R.Goodwin(per.),sal.pink lOd.

"Betty (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron l/-

Ecarlate (ht), scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick(ht),9aI.rose lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht),orange ver. lOd.

LadyPirrie(ht),apricotpink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot. red - lOd.

Molly S. Crawford(t).white lOd.

Mrs. A.Ward(ht),Indian yel. lOd.

Ravon d'Or (hb).orange cad. 1/-

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

HARDY SH RU B S
"Hi-y Pi'fsto ' Selection
Suitable towns' f^l Carriagi'

email gardens. U/ "
Paid.

Purple Speedwell, evergreeu.

Double Gorge, yellow.

Sea Tamarisk, soft pink.

Spiraea. Anthony Waterer. red.

Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow

Graham's Sage Tree, crimson.

Golden Broom, rich yellow.

Crimson Flowering Currant.

Piptanthus, new, from China
Giant Mock Orange, white.

Starry Daisy Bush, white

Lavender, true fragrant sort.

Hardy Scotch Fuchsia, red.

Golden Forsythia, very choice.

May Broom, very pretty.

For Illustrations in Colour

and descrlptious see Catalogue No. .''!>.

issued Lost season. A few spare copies

post free on req.ue3t. -L%T LIVERPOOL

A.B.C. of Rose Culture. 2d.

Boi'kletof 32 piiges ; (ells you all you
are likely to want to know about roaes.

2d. stamps with Catatoffue, order or

alone.

cts there
and makes the Garden
gay all the year round

.fl
LONDON^

TRADE MARK

___ Sold evei

BRANDED & SE \L
from the Works

everywhere for Horticultural Purposes in TINS
.^J.
«/

^.^'r-.^^'J.J" 24^0?dlfectim ij Ar:<; 7lli<; 9/S I41h^ 46- 281bs.. 7/6; Sfilbs.. I3/d; IUIDs., £'* - ur aireui.

CardM. pVu in\hi Dnl.ed Kinedim for Cash with OrJer (except 6d. HNS.)
,^ . - _ -E T.ii . J T.-.ir- -II-.. ^uniili.iii in ?« h. hacs.nd upwards are ^upplieJ
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gUNYARD'S
FRUIT/i«?^TREES

Catalo
by ReTURTx

GEORGE BUNYARD^CO.
Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.
Ltd.

ROSJBS!

JAMES WALTERS,

IN ALL BEST AND
POPULAR KINDS.

Weeping Standards, from 2fi eacli; Standards and Half-
Standards, 2/6 each. Bush, Climbiue, Ramblers, Fairy or
Polyantha Roses, China and Moss Roses, strong, 7/- 8/-, 9/-

and 10/- per doz. Orders for 10/- and over carriage paid for
cash with order. Fruit Trees, Bush Fruits, Evergreen and
Flowering Shrubs, Oval-leafed Privet, etc. ; Bulbs, Wait-
flowers, etc. Catalogue and list free on application.

Establisheii over 50 years.

MOUNT RADFORD NURSERIES,

THOMSON'S
CEI-EBRA-rED

MANURES

COLLECTION * C *' ofGARDEN ROSES.
A REAL BARGAIN—comprising

I
24 Beet Garden Roses, in dwarf plants, for coatinuous

blooming, 18/6.
C. F. Faure (H.P.)
Capt. Hayward (H.P.)
Caroline Testout <H.T.)
Charles JLefebvre (H.F.)
F. Holmes (H.!',)
Frau Karl DruschkJ (H.P.)
General Jacqueminot

(H.P.)
General MoArthur (H.T.)
Glolre de Chedane

Gulnnolsseau (H.P.)
Hugh Dichson (H.P )

Irish Flrefiame (H.T.)

I
Jessie (D. Poly.)
N.B.—Any 6 H.P.'s and six ol

from this Belectlon for 9/6.
Fruit Trees of all binds to select from. A f^rand stock of

I

Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Herb.iceous Plants In great
I variety. Send for Catalogue No. 12, full of interesting Informa-

tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
[ Dept. 2), Garden Specialists, Southwell, Notts.

Of 3urpassin!^ Beauty

Liberty (H.T.)
Madame A. Chatenay

(H.T.)
Kadame Herrlot (P.)
Madame M. Soupert (H.T.)
Madame Ravary (H T.)
Miss A. de Rothschild

(H.T.)
Mrs. D. MoKee (H.T.)
Mrs. John Lalng (H.P.)
Rayon d'Or (P.)
Ulrloh Brunner (H.T.)
Victor Hugo (H.P.)
Zephyplne Drouhin (B.)
any other varieties eupplied

PERFECT PLANT FOODS-
UNRIVALLED- FOR
ALL. GARDEN CROPS.
SOLD B-^ AL,I- SEEOSh/ll^tM
OR F-ROM SOL.E MAKERS,

WM THOMSON &SONS, Lo
CLOVENFORDS,N.B.

Telegrams: "FRANK CANT. COLCHESTER."
Telephone No. 182.

GANTS»^ROSES
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Rose Gardens (Dept. A),

COX^CKESTER.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE POST FREE,

3d. stamps.

CLEARANCE BULB SALE
CLEARING GROUND FOR FOOD CROPS.

TWO 1/- PARCELS FREE.
Twelve 1/- Parcels (or 20 at 6d.) for 10/

Paid, Cash with order,

All Bulbs guaranteed

Carriage

strong
back

(Carriage 6d. extra on Orders under
lO/- value.)

Howering, and of best quality ; money
if not satisfied.

1.

20 Emperor Daffodils.

Is.
1 he finest of tbe Bell-kuowii
-<iit8. grand ly-sliapeO and
« ell-coloured flcwers : doc3

well iudotTs or out,
•2.

20 Horsfleldi Daffodils,

is.
ynowywhite petals ; rich

vcllow trumpet ; very liRnd-

sume and early ; borders or

puts.

;<-

25 Princeps Daffodils,

is.
Primrose and gold ; early

flowering ; specially recom-
mended lor borders and

beds outdoor^.
4.

25 Grandee Daffodils,

1$.

White and gold ; a most
graceful flower : very
iiardy ; does remarkably

well ill shade-

20 Golden Spur Daffs.,

is.

Gl or I ou-s orange-gold
shaded citron ; moMt mag-
nificent flower ;

quite
unsurpassed.

6.

20 Sir Watkin Daffs.,

is.

Deep orange frilled trum-
pet, rich gold petals ; a
huge success everj-where

indmjra and out.

7.

35 Barri Narcissi, Is.

Orange-scarlet cup. golden

petals ; light. graceful, Iree-

floweriiig ; splendid i n
fibre or soil.

8.

15 Double Yellow
Daffs., Is.

Huge double, golden-ycl-

low, roae-shaped flowers ;

excellent all purpitses.

9.

30 Double White
Narctss., Is.

Pr.xgrant aa a Gai'ilenia

;

pure translucent white

;

blooms well into May
10.

15 Victoria Daffodils,

Is.

A more niactiiticent iluwcr

than Empress ;
pure .vhite

petaJa. rich gold trumpet

;

indoors or out.

It

25 Langtry Narciss.,

is.
Dainty lemou yellow cup
set In a beautiful stai' funn-

ed by six showy petals

;

exquisite Indoors or out.

12.

20 Double Golden
^ Phoenix, Is.

The fanioua Butter and
Eggs Dafludil ; absolutely
tip-top ; very hardy and

free.

THIS WEEH^S BARGAIN LOTS.
Carriage 5/- i;aid.

100 Choice Tulips in 5 sorts.
Double (luantity, 0/ti, carriage paid.

200 Choice Daf fB.and Narciss.in 5 sorts
Double quautity, 9/B, carriage jmid.

FKEK. 1.'- ravc(?l Snowdrops or niucheUa
with each iV* parcel, ciirn^ge piiid.

All for cash with order only. Satislactiou
eiiar:iiiti't:d.

13.

40 Pheasant Eye
Narciss., Is.

Crimson, edged orange cup,

purest white petals ; flowers

often 3 inches across,

14.

30 Ornatus Narcissus,

Is.
Vivid scarlet cup sur-

rounded by anowy-white
petaJe ; flrst-class every-

where.

15.

4 Violet-scented Iris,

is.
Rich velvety violet with
orange ttiroat; deliciously

scented ; does well indoore
or out.

16.

24 St. Brigid Anemone,
Is.

Huge, semi-double flowers

in all shades of blue, violet,

scarlet, rose, white, etc.

17.

30 Golden Winter
Aconite, Is.

Rich buttexcup-yellow
with a dainty green ruffle ;

makes a flne edging.

18.

30 Bluebells (Scillas),

Is.
Do well in pots of soil or

hhre ; agreatauccess under
tiees and in other shady

places.

19.

25 Double Snowdrops,
is.

Try these in pots of soil or

fibre : they are exquisitely

pretty w hen toothed at
closely.

20.

30 Single Snowdrops,
is.

For plaiiting as an cdgiug
to other bull>a, in be-Js, on

graves, bordcTs, Ac,

21.

18 Golden Button
Tulip, is.

Bouton d'Or is usually con-

sidered to be equal to that
" rara avis " — a golden
Darwin Tulip : a tiling

more to be desired than
Dumas' Black Tulip.

18 Caledonian Tulip,

Is.
Ll lowing orange scarlet

;

like a veritable flame

;

a gorgeous thing for bed-
din?.

2;!.

18 Mixed Early
Flowering Dutch

Tulips, Is.

These aie very scarce in-

deed ; fine for jndour
lulture in fibre or outdncn

.

—

bedding.

•24.

20 Clara Butt Tulip, 1s.

Most glorious pink, shaded
salmon and silver ; a huge

; indoors and out.

25 Gold Crown Tulip,

is.

Pi<'h golden-yellow, shaded
and flamed scarlet ; line

heddmgaud borders.

15 Gesneriana Major
Tulip, Is.

Brilliant glowing scarlet.
dazzling blue centre ; one
of the most gorgeous of all

Tulips.

31.

20 Sweet-scented Tulip,

Is.

T. macrospila has the (ra-

srance of Sweet Pea^ and
a fine crimson-scarlet

colour. 1

a2.

10 Inglescombe Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Perfection in form and
Lolouring ; deep canary
yellow ; ma^niScent.

15 La Candeur Tulip,

is.

Pure white : very scarce ;

flne for bedding borders,

pots, &c. ; good for

cutting.

15

10 F. Sanders Tulip, Is.

ATI iniJediHy dazzling
shade of fiery scarlet ; a
most entrancing colour

;

huge siz.; ;
perfect form.

2(1.

15 Tonnaye Tulip, Is.

Rich cliPTry-rme, shaded
hhiah, edged delicate pink,

line of the nmst useful.

27.

15 Laurentia Tulip, Is.

Deep rosy-pink, shaded
cai'mine, with a startlingly

rich blue centre ; extra.

2S.

12 Mrs. Cleveland Tulip,

is.
Old Javender-roae. shaded
lilac and silver ; flowers

eai'ly ; liLfge size and
stately habit.

34.

Parisian Yellow
Tulip, Is.

K i c h yellow ; elegant
flower; showy and reliable; j

beds, pots, borders, &c.

35.

20 Cottage Tulips,

Mixed, Is.

A very fine showy mixtuie.
can be well recommended.
.Special price per 100. 4/ti,

15 Darwin Tulips,

Mixed, Is.

Includes a lot of fine art
shades ; very useful for
cutting. Per 100. 0/6.

50 Mixed Daffs. and
Narciss., Is.

Includes many handsome
sorts, such as Emperor,

Per 1,000. IS/..Barri

SS.

HAND-PICKED SHALLOTS.
licadynow. lib. l/2;3Mbs. 3/-; 71bB. 5/9

]41btj. 10/6, carriage paid,

ONION SETS. 2/6 per lb., post free.

1 Peck <* Bulbost," Is.

Bees' Famous Bulb Fibre
fonipo^it, Sent Carriage
Paid with Btilba ot 10/-

value.

.i'X

51b. " Bulbilizer," Is.

Bees' Special Bulb fllaunrc,

tient Carriage Paid with
Bulbs of 10/- value.

175c Mill St.. LIVERPOOL
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ON November 14, Mr. Prothero, the

L President of the Board of Agriculture

I and Fisheries, opened the new official

seed - testing station for England

and Wales at the Food Production

Department, 70, Victoria Street, Westminster,

London, S.W. The new station will supply a

long-felt want, and it is difficult to understand

why it was not instituted many years ago. The

necessity for a laboratory of this kind was advocated

in the Kew Bulletin at least two decades ago.

Scotland and In'land have had their stations for

\i ars, and it is upwards of forty years since seed-

tisling was established in Denmark and Saxony.

The new station will prove a Ijoon to farmers,

gardeners, and to the seed trade in general. In

opening the seed-testing station the President of

the Board paid a high tribute to Mr. Lawrence

Weaver, Director of Supplies, to whose energies

and enterprise this new institution is mainly due,

" Real Value " of Seed.—While good seed is

procurable in this country, there is evidence that

there is much bad seed on sale, and the importance

of a proper examination of seeds to ascertain their

purity and germinating power is now generally

recognised. The new station will avoid wasting

money, time and labour on weeds and dead seeds.

It is, perhaps, worth while pointing out the method

of calculating tlie " real value " of seed. This is

arrived at by multiplying the percentage of

growing seeds by the percentage . of pure seeds

and dividing by 100. Thus,

if the germinating capacity

is 90 per cent, and the

purity is 95 per cent., the true

value is 90 x 95 -f- 100 =: 85-5

per cent. It should be noted,

however, that the value must

also depend on the nature of

the impurities which an-

present.

New Scottish Seed Trade

Association.—A meeting of

the menrbers of the Scottish

«ed trade was held recently

in the Corn Exchange
business room, Gorgie, Edin-

burgh. The object of the

meeting was to consider the

position of the trade in view

of Government Orders and
other matters connected with

the war. Mr. D. Bell, of

Messrs. Bell and Bieberstedt,

seed merchants, Leith, was
in the chain Among other points discussed was

that of guarantee of purity and germination.

After consideration of the various points involved,

a committee of seven members was arranged to

watch over the interests of the seed trade and to

lay before the Government anything necessary to

conserve its position.

Many-Seeded Apples.—At a recent meeting

of the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, Mr. J. Fraser showed seeds taken

froni the varieties Duchess' Favourite, Winter

Quarrenden and King of the Pippins, showing

seeds in excess of the normal number, ten. Such

excess number, up to twenty, appears to be fairly

constant in some varieties, <.g., American Mother,

where four ovules in each carpel appear to be

normal.

Potato Competition in Southampton.—Forty-

nine members entered the Potato competition

arranged by the Southampton Gardeners' Mutual

Improvement Society, of whom eight retired and

one was disqualified. Fourteen sets (ijlb.) were

given to each competitor, the variety (Sir John

Uewelyn). provided by Messrs. Toogood and Son,

not being then known. The space to be occupied

in the garden was 21 feet by 2 feet 6 inches. The

forty competitors dug 1,8701b. of clean Potatoes,

with an average of 40}lb. per competitor. Two
members tied for first place with 941b. each,

followed by one with 84!!).

New Potato Order : Compensation for

Growers Who Sell Under £6 per Ton.—A general

licence has been issued by the Food Controller

permitting growers to sell their own Potatoes

below the minimum price fixed by the Potato

Order, 19x7. A new Order—known as the Potatoes

Order No. 2, 1917—is being made at imce which

provides, under certain conditions, for compensation

to growers selling below the Government guaranteed

price of £6. The new Order applies to all transac-

tions on and after November 19, 1917, involving

the sale of sound marketable ware Potatoes in

lots of four tons or more by the grower.

THE NEW SEED-TESTING STATION OF THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

Seed Potatoes.—While the ij inch maximum

obtains for 1918, the Food Production Leaflet

No. 8 of the Board of Agriculture recommends

a 20Z. average for seed. We have, however,

seen good results from seed imder loz. and

even from ^oz. seed. So allotment holders and

others need not break the law through fear,

that the smallness of the sets is inimical to

cropping.

How to Prolong the Nerine or Guernsey Lily

Season.—The notes on the above which are

appearing in our pages lead us to suggest that

by a free use of N. undulata and N. fle.xuosa alba

as seed-bearing parents the flowering season of these

beautiful autumn bloomers might be considerably

prolonged. We know of some very pretty hybrids

which have been obtained in this way. Where

two low temperatures—one, of course, somewhat

higher than the other—are available, it is not a

very difficult matter to retard some of the usual

varieties by cold frame or cold house treatment

and grow them in a cool house to accelerate

by a week or two the blooming of N. undulata and

N. flexuosa alba, so that their periods of flowering

may coincide. These hybrids come in very useful

in the middle or the second half of November

to prolong the season.

Saxifraga Fortunei.—This splendid Saxifrage

deserves our gratitude, for it sends up its great

cheerful clusters of silver blossoms in October

when most things in the rock garden have fallen

asleep. Being such a late bloomer, it should

have a sheltered nook, one that is screened from

the summer sun for preference. The handsome

round leaves of a rich, glossy green disappear in

winter, and the plant will not again show many
signs of life until spring is over and the summer

far spent. Then some autumn morning, when

you have most likely forgotten all about it, S.

Fortunei will greet you with a vision of the spring

reborn. He is liable to be a sulky fellow,

this Chinaman ; but take no notice of him,

and he will come round in time if you are

careful to protect him from

sunstroke.

The Green of the Rock
Garden.

—

.\ 1 1 h o u g h the
flowers are daily becoming

fewer, a fresh interest is

afforded at this season by

the new growth. In many
of the Saxifrages this is par-

ticularly noticeable. They
have cast off that pale,

enduring expression with

which they suffered " the

heat and the thirst"
of late summer, and are

making cushions and mounds
of a restful and charming

verdure. The little Hyperi-

cums have spread abroad

new fringes of delicate
emerald, and Thymes are

enmeshing the rocks with a

clinging tracery of more

redundant vigour, without so

much as a thought for the wrath to come. Speed-

wells are maldng woolly mats of promise, and the

exquisite little Arenaria balearica has at last

discovered that the stones are cool and damp

enough for its lace of green. Drabas are creep-

ing into fresh territory, Silene acaulis swelling

its cushions of pale green moss, and the greenery

of distant Bamboos was never more refreshing.

Even those plants and grasses which are variegated

with white or yellow have all but lost their blood-

less markings to join the others in an ardent

preparation for another spring.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

TULIP NOMENCLATURE REPORT.

T HAVE been gently chided by one of the Tulip

Nomenclature Committee for having stated

in my recent note that the names were not in alpha-

betical order in the Report. Notwithstanding

your ample note in last week's issue, may I crave

space for these few lines ? At the time I wrote

I only glanced at the names of the varieties and,

finding them out of alphabetical order, I commented
thereon. I have now had the opportunity of

perusing the list of varieties at the end of the

Report, and I desire to tender my sincere apologies

to the compilers of this admirable work, and to

Messrs. Bowles and Titchmarsh in particular,

for the slip I made. I appreciate the great amount
of time and thought they gave to the task, and I

am sure all lovers of the Tulip will agree that they

have produced a work which is indispensable.

—B., Weybridge.

DOUBLE ESCHSCHOLZIAS.

^^E are much interested in the notes on the

so-called new double-flowered Eschscholzia.

This we have grown for many years, and the

result of our continued selections is a much-
improved strain, both of the white and orange

flowered varieties, which latter may be described

as almost like a Marechal Niel Rose. These

beautiful and early grown annuals are certainly

deserving of a wide popularity.

—

Watkins and
Simpson, Limited.

THE DARWINS.

"fc/TV friend the Rev. Joseph Jacob, in The
Garden of September 22, has recalled most

pleasing recollections of that gathering of

the Horticultural Club in 1908 when 1 was
invited to say something about the origin of

the Darwin Tulips. On the morning of the

same day I had been informed that the

invitation for the lecture would include an
interview on this subject, and as tlie inter-

viewers seemed to expect information of com-
mercial value, or at least to hear something never

before published, I decided to answer all questions

proposed without touching the question of origin.

Well, no raiser of new varieties can be expected

to tell how he obtained them before such knowledge
has become a matter of academical interest only,

and this, evidently, was also the opinion of the

much-regretted Mr. Druery, who after the meeting

said to me :
" You have replied just as an English-

man would have done." Of course, I always felt

very proud of this testimonial until I now see

from Mr. Jacob's " Tittle-Tattle " that the question

asked me nearly ten years ago did not refer to

the origin of the Darwin varieties, but only had
the object of discovering where my father found
the original collection of these Tulips. There is

no mystery at all, and Mr. Jacob need not have
listened to that " little bird when in Haarlem in

pre-war times," for my father has never kept secret

the name of the French Tulip amateur who sold

him his Tulip collection, and the name of M.

Jules Lenglart of Lille was mentioned in

those days in several horticultural papers. In

the dear old Garden of Mr. Robinson's days
my father's purchase was mentioned in the issue

of May 22, 1886, page 465, where the first reference

was made to these Tulips " bought last year at

Lille from M. Jules- Lenglart." And when 1

furnished an article accompanying coloured plate

No. 939 in The Garden of December 9, 1893,

I said about the Darwin Tulips :
" They originated

mostly in French Flanders, which for a rather

long time has been the centre of amateur Tulip

culture. The last amateur collection to be found

in that coimtry, being one of the most renowned

ones, was purchased by our firm." Similar

statements are to be found in many notes on

Darwin Tulips, and I certainly should not have

thought that these facts would have escaped

the attention of Mr. Jacob, who is more familiar

with Tulip literature and history of all periods

than perhaps any other living man in the world.

—

Ernst H. Krelage, Haarlem.

THE WILLOW - LEAVED VERONICA.

TN the editorial note to Mr. Arthur Goodwin's

letter on page 482 " the fragrant spiky racemes

of the Willow-leaved Veronica " are mentioned

as blooming at this season. I cannot help thinking

that the species referred to is not Veronica salici-

folia, but V. parviflora. These two' shrubs are

often confounded with each other, being very

similar in foliage and habit, but very different

in their flowers. More than forty years ago I

received a plant under the name of V. salicifolia,

and it was not until I saw the true V. salicifolia

at Mount Usher some years later that I realised

the difference between the two species. The

flower racemes of V. salicifolia are considerably

longer than those of V. parviflora and hang

vertically ; whereas those of V. parviflora stand

out horizontally and answer the description of

" spiky." Moreover, V. salicifolia flowers in

July and has done with it ; whereas V. parviflora

continues to bloom on different plants all tlu-ough

the autumn. Both are highly desirable shrubs,

but V. salicifolia is far the more beautiful when
in bloom.

—

-Herbert Ma.xwell, Monreith.

[It is not surprising that Sir Herbert Maxwell

should suspect that it was Veronica parviflora

sent by our correspondent, because, as he says,

it naturally flowers throughout autumn, and, we
might add, in the depth of winter, for we have

known Mr. T. Smith's winter-flowering form

hyemalis to do so. But to clear up this interesting

point we have obtained a fresh supply of flowers

from our correspondent and submitted them to

Mr. Irving at Kew, and he identifies them as one

of the late-flowering hybrids of V. salicifolia.

Mr. Irving adds :
" This plant has the habit

and leaves of V. sahcifolia, and only differs from

the species, in the time of flowering."

—

Ed.]

FLAVOUR IN APPLES AND PEARS.

A FTER sending my note (The Garden, Novem-
ber 10, page 479) I suspected I might find

myself in disgrace in The Garden, and on reading

Mr. Bunyard's commendation of Conference

Pear in the same issue I felt sure of it, and though

only an(ne) Amateur, at once wrote to him,

metaphorically challenging him to " coffee and
pistols for two " in a less observed spot than

The Garden. This, being a professional expert,

he nobly declined, and most magnanimously
proffered the Olive branch, which I reluctantly

accepted so far as to own I wished I had instanced

Dr. Jules Guyot instead of Conference. (Shall

I get into further trouble for this ?) But, re

Cox's Orange Pippin, I stick to my guns. (How
up to date for an old maid in a country cottage !)

Though they have not the hardihood (or fool-

hardiness ?) to say so openly, I Icnow several

private sconnoisseurs of Apples who think as I

do, albeit non-smokers like myself (though,
" F. H. C," several of my younger women friends

do smoke, and, theoretically, I hold that women's
nerves need soothing quite as much as men's

do). " F. H. C." is rather greedy in demanding
\

six choicer Apples than Cox's, and must be content '

with the " reduced ration " of five, to wit :

(i) American Mother. I am glad he grants this

is a good Apple, for it is my favourite, so here

my " extraordinary and peculiar taste " agrees

with his " good judgment." (2) An English-

grown Ribston (methinks I have him here also !).

I was glad to see this Apple so well shown at the

Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit Show recently.

It grew in great perfection in our Surbiton garden

in the seventies. Also, when well grown, (3)

James Grieve. This is described by some as

practically an earlier Cox's. (4) The old Sussex

Forges, an all-round good Apple (though on the

small side for cooking). I had quite two bushels,

among the eight from my ancient Apple tree

this year, superior to the one poor little plateful

I saw at the Fruit Show. Also at Surbiton we
had a very choice little dessert Apple, firm-fleshed,

fruity and nutty in flavour, red-skinned, with

white dots. From this description Mr. Bunyard
identified it as Reinette Rouge EtoiUe, and in hi%

catalogue, by a droll coincidence, calls it " an

amateur's fruit."

—

.'\nne Amateur.

COLOUR DESCRIPTION.

J
NOTE that Sir Herbert Maxwell admits

that " the definition of colour in flowers

is the reverse of satisfactory," but he goes

on to state that he " does not see much
chance of improvement, colour being both

subjective and relative, and that there is no such

thing as objective colour, any more than there

is objective sweetness, saltness or souurness."

Although it is true that all we perceive is through

the agency of our senses with their varying limita-

tions, and our perception of the universe is sub-

jective and relative, yet the fact remains that

the central bliie of the spectrum holds as definite

a place in the colour scale as the note A holds in

the musical scale and as 32° Fahr. holds in the

scale of temperature.

In the medical world a failure to distinguish

the difference between a temperature of 98°

and, say, ro3° in a patient might be the cause

of death. The failure to distinguish the colour

of a signal at night might be the cause of a railway

disaster. The presence of poisons is revealed

by spectrum analysis. Each substance when
brought to a high tempftature gives out its own
peculiar light, yielding bands which never difieir

or vary in their position in the spectrum by sc>

much as one-thousandth of an inch. One of

these bands denoting the presence of a poison

would afford sufficient evidence to send a criminal

to the gallows !

It is surely a great tribute to the senses we
are gifted with that we are able to measure the

length of the waves of light that travel, to us.

from the sun and the remote stars at the rate

of 185,000 miles a second, and to know that it

takes 64,631 violet waves placed end to end to

span an inch.

Our five senses serve us very well, and we have

a normal standard that we take as our guide.

A cook who was such a poor judge of temperature

that she made tea before the water boiled, or who-

possessed an abnormal idea of what was sweet,

sour or salt, would not retain her place long

;

and a man with a palate of this sort would not

make his fortune as a buyer of Burgundy. A
violinist or a bell-founder who could not distinguish

.A flat from A natural would not earn a handsome
living even if he escaped a violent death. An
artist who persisted in representing an azure mid-

day sky as mauve would, I trust, soon have to

take up another profession. We differ in our

ideas as to what constitutes the highest human
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beauty, but a flush uf crimson on the uose instead

of the cheek, anything abnormal in coloiu- and

form, or in the nature of a deformity, however

slight, is repugnant, not only to the sculptor,

but to all, for our conception is here coupled with

the race instinct. Although our knowledge is

subjective and relative, this must not be allowed

to form a plea for inaccinacy. The question

raised was not one of inability to define what is

mdeftnabic, but to define what is definable

1 orrectly.

Another point which should not be lost sight

of is that colour discords and harmonies depend

i:ot only on the colours associated, but on the pro-

portions in which they are used. In the simplest

hymn tunc or chant a chord is often met with

which, if isolated, would sound discordant, but

when associated with those which imiriediafely

precede it and those which follow, sounds harmonic.

It is the same with combinataons of colour which

we meet with even in the same flower.

In the blossom of the scarlet Cactus, for example,

we have a suffusion of purple which is a discord,

but when combined with a touch of white and

emerald, as it is, so perfectly are the vivid colours

balanced and proportioned that the strange

purple tinge only serves to intensify the effect

of the preponderating mass of the scarlet. It

may perhaps be regarded as an example of

Wagnerism in colour harmony ! If this beautiful

balance of colour did not exist, a clean sweep

might be made of thousands of denizens of tlic

flower garden.

In Japan coloiu: combinations have been

studied for nine centuries or more, but there is

,1 great need for a closer study of them in England.

In proof of this I regret to record that during

the past summer and the two previous ones a

gentleman near me who resides in a modern red-

brick villa fills his window-boxes with scarlet

Geraniums. Beneath his windows he beds out

with scarlet Geraniums of another shade, placed

between yellow Calceolarias under pink and crimson

Roses ! Let us, for a moment only, carry this

colour scheme indoors. On the table we will

place a terra-cotta cloth, and in the centre of it

a scarlet mat. Upon tliis we will place a yellow

\-ase containing crimson Roses. Such a parlour

>Iiould be difficult to let, even to those anxious

to escape from the vagaries of a "sky barrage,"

though the colour is only subjective. Why shoulil

such abominations be tolerated' in the gardens

of those who would not tolerate them in their

dress or in the decoration of their houses ? It

has the same distracting effect on the eye as a

piano has on tlie ear when performed upon by a

baby with both little dimpled fists. Though any

prolonged visit to such houses and gardens would

be distressing, it would be charitable to regard

them in the light of these discords, which make
what comes before and after all the sweeter.

How delightful do our mvu artistic homes appear

after staying in some seaside lodging-house !

lu the garden, as in the orchestra, we have all

the individual instruments for the production

of a fine harmony ; but have not many of our

mixed borders and conservatories been left in

the tuning-up stage ? Do they not rather suggest

the baby fist rather than the skilled musician ?

Some of the Tulips so lately described in The
Garden indeed represent chords of colour as

exquisite and as difficult to analyse as an orchestral

harmony ; but the arrangement of chords requires

even greater skill than the arrangement of single

notes.

The law governing colour combinations is no

man-made law, but a Divine one, such as that

which governs musical harmony. Man only

discovers it. Some are able to appreciate the

effect of it more than others, and such must

become our guides and teachers, te train our ears

and eyes to a greater knowledge and appreciation

of the beauties and wonders with which we are

surrounded.—H. H. Warner.

THE SCARCITY OF BIRD LIFE.

'M'OT the least noticeable feature of the year in

most gardens has been the scarcity of birds.

So terrible was the destruction of our feathered

companions by the frost that there was scarcely

any spring song, and now that the summer birds

have gone, the copses are almost untenanted and

the autumn evening more silent than in midwinter.

Not once this season have I heard that sweetest

of all garden sounds—the robin's soliloquy of peace

in the darkening shrubbery. But apart from the

sentiment of the thing, there is the menace of

insect vermin. We have had a plague of pests

probably never before equalled, and, their natural

enemies having been so reduced, most of these

creatures have made preparations for abundant

families next year. It is therefore incumbent

upon all of us to do as much as lies in our power

to preserve through the coming winter what bird

life remains, especially the insectivorous species.

Some Potatoes, Old and

New

IH.WE
this year tried eighteen different

varieties, including some of the newer ones,

from the standpoint of comparative quality,

productiveness and resistance to disease

;

this for the purpose of selection of fewer

varieties for next season's planting. Of course,

the following results are those arising in my own
soil, a fairly stiff loam. For a first-early

Harbinger seems the best, the tubers even in

size, and of very good cooking quality from the

first. Practically, although not sprayed, there

was no disease.

Dunnottar Castle.—Excellent in quality and

a great cropper ; no disease, but, per contra, very

irregular in size. Nevertheless, to be tried again.

Eclipse.—Well known, excellent.

Sharpe's Express.—The same, and, if kept

long enough, ( ooks like a ball of flour.

Windsor Castle.—Absolutely first class in every

way and a siurprising cropper, nine sets, weighing

lib., producing gilb. of Potatoes.

POT.\TO PROSPERITY, A GOOD CROPPER OF EXCELLENT QUALITY.

We can do this in many ways, viz., (i) by feeding

in hard weather ; (2) by destroying or checking

the ravages by bird-eating cats ; (3) by keeping

an eye on sparrow clubs, which often destroy the

useful little hedge-sparrow and other invaluable

insect-eaters
; (4) by protecting the starling from

the loafing gunner and trap-shooter
; (5) by support-

ing the good work done by the Royal Society for

the Protection of Birds. Unfortunately, a winter

which spells hardship and death to insectivorous

and many seed-eating species means a feast to the

sparrow-hawk. This bloodthirsty villain has done

remarkably well the last twelve months, and he is

inordinately fond of tits, hedge-sparrows and other

useful birds. He is more common to-day m
many places than he has been for years, and a

reduction in his numbers should be included in

the above suggestions.—A. T. Johnson.

*«* Headers who have not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly by their news-

agent. The Board of Trade prohibit the return 0/ unsold

copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence The
Garden is obtainable only if ordered beforehanti.

Gordon Castle.— I fully confirm the report of

" E. M." and the editorial note thereto appended

(page 479). I have obtained a better result

than that stated in the note, for seventy-five sets,

weighing 7lb., gave me i6ilb. of Potatoes, almost

all of perfect table size, and absolutely no disease.

Drummond Castle.—It is too soon to judge

of the cooking quality as a late Potato, but in

size of tuber and productiveness it is all that can

be desired. No disease.

Abundance.—Well known, and withjme fully

sustains its good reputation. Size of tubers very

good and level. l<to disease.

Superlative.—Also good, but, like Dumiottar

Castle, ihe size of the tubers very irregular. One
weighed ijlb. and several lib. 50Z. Very little

disease.

Webb's Prosperity.—A good cropper, nearly

.dl tubers of a good table size. Good quality,

scarcely any disease.

Early Puritan will have another trial, as,

when kept long enough, its table quality is very

good. Up-to-Date, Myatt's Ashleaf and the

rest of the eighteen go out.
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The tubers of most sorts were gently sprouted.

All the second-early and late varieties were sprayed

twice, and in consequence of the abundant quantity

of the haulm two men had to be employed in order

to get under the leaves, one to bunch up the haulm

and the other to spray. In the South of England

I think the spraying should commence in the

thud week of June instead of early in July, as

often advised.

Foots Cray, Kent. Chari.es E. Shea.

and starvation can surely never overtake Britain

when such men as he are alive.

Edinburgh. George M. Taylor.

NOTES ON TOMATOES
A GIANT SEEDLING—FEATS OF CULTIVATION—CROPPING THE SIDE

GROWTHS—PROMISING VARIETIES FOR THE OPEN AIR.

WITH reference to the query in

the issue of the 27th ult. for a

good variety of Tomato for out-,

door cultivation, I think I can

claim to have such a one in

my possession at the present time, and the

following particulars may be of interest to your

numerous readers.

In May last, on one of my outside Vine Ijorders

a stray self-sown Tomato plant sprang up, and
when the plant had attained a height of some

9 inches to 12 inches, the head was somehow
broken ofi and side shoots developed. The plant

was practically neglected until the end of July,

trade channels for anyone wishing to give it

a trial.

Holmwood Gardens, Ipswich. Thomas Savage.

When man is considered in the light of evolution,

it is proved that the fittest arose not from choice

so much as from compulsion. It is declared that

our ancestors migrated from the open steppe into

forest-clad Europe, and that pasturage became

scarce. Open land was limited, and it must be

cultivated by them, or there was no option but

starvation. Many starved, but many learned to

till the soil. The spur of necessity is the best

teacher. History repeats itself—it has a knack

IPSWICH GI.\NT TOM.\TO PLANT.

A self-sown plant with eight branches bearing thirty matured trusses of fruit and numerous

spikes of bloom when photographed.

when on inspection I found it resembled a huge

bush. I then trimmed up the plant and placed

stakes around it, and when fully developed

the plant had no fewer than eight branches

and over thirty matured bunches of fruit,

averaging seven fruits to the pound, liesides

several smaller trusses. Another remarkable point

was the uniform size, colour and perfect shape of

the fruits of each bunch on the entire plant.

No special attention was given to the plant

during its period of growth ; in fact, it received

only three artificial waterings during that

time. I submitted some of the fruits to Mr. R.

Holmes of Norwich, who considered them very

fine.

If this plant had been raised in the ordinary

way and properly attended to, no doubt the

results would have been still more astonishing

;

and to anyone requiring a thoroughly good outdoor

variety' of fine colour, flavour, and a good cropper,

the one in question will take some beating. At

present the stock is, of course, small, but I

hope a limited quantity of seed will be available

diuring the ensuing season through the usual

of doing so. War conditions these days, with a

threatened scarcity of foodstuffs, have given us

a clever class of cultivator, of whom Mr. Clarence

Pouting appears to be a worthy representative.

Necessity has driven him to perform wonderful

feats in the cultivation of vegetables, and I have

been intensely interested in a study of his

methods. His experiences with outdoor Tomatoes

(issue November 10, page 487)) are a landmark

in the history of horticultural evolution.

Hats off to the man who can successfully keep

a panful of young Tomato seedlings in a cold frame

from the middle of March onwards—especially

in such a March as the last. The Tomato must be

a much hardier plant than most of us imagine.

All honour to the man \yho can—even with bed-

room slops—in a wet month like last August

produce fruits weighing two to the pound and

seventeen to the cluster from plants so raised.

A great peer once stated that necessity bred

genius, and it is good to know that Mr. Clarence

Pouting has overcome so many difficulties. He
is a worthy descendant of our ancestors who first

began to cultivate land for the production of food.

A VARIETY likely to meet the need expressed

in the note from " S. E. D. T." on page 454 will be

found in Cooper's First Crop, a new-comer to

our garden, but one which has done exceedingly

well during late summer and throughout the

autumn ; and although not found in many retail

seedsmen's lists, I have good reason to believe

it is largely grown by market men. It is sent out

by Messrs. Cooper, Taber and Co., Southwark
Street, S.E. Judging from its behaviour here,

I think it is quite worthy of the name it carries,

and, in addition to the early ripening of the fruit,

the fact that it makes but little foliage is another

point which will commend it to those whose

gardens are small and who rely on the outdoor

plants for their crop. We had it growing in the

open garden, against a low greenhouse, also in

pots outdoors and under glass, and in every case

the crops were most satisfactory.

Many plants carried six or eight trusses of

fruit. Some of these trusses numbered over a

dozen, but from eight to ten was the rule. In

nearly every instance the first truss of fruit set

so low down the plant as to rest upon the soil, one,

carrying seven large trusses of fruit, being only

a trifle over 4 feet high. The bunches are quite

distinct from those found on many of the most

recent introductions, having only a very short

stem, and so compact that no tying up to prevent

damage is needed. The fruits are of a beautiful

light red colour, and if liberally treated with

maniu'es are of exceptionally sweet flavour ; but

I noted the fruits upon plants left to themselves

were deficient in flavour, this being accounted for

by the unusually heavy rainfall in August.

O.xford. F. R. Castle.

SIDE GROWTHS FOR WINTER
FRUITING.

The following system of treatmg the Tomato under

glass may be of interest and benefit to some

readers. It is really a prolongation or extension of

the life of old-established plants. Pot-grown or

border-grown plants can be so treated, provided

they have been healthily grown. Before the plants

quite finish their allotted fruiting, encourage a

fresh break of growth frorh near the bottom,

tying it to the old stem for first support. At the

same time gradually do away with the old foliage

from the bottom of the parent fruiting stem, so that

the young growth may be better encouraged

;

and finally cut away the old stem after the fruit

has been cleared. With me several old plants

in pots have young growths on them varying

in length from i foot to- 3 feet 6 inches. After

the old stems have been cut away, further induce-

ment can be given the young growth by top-

dressing, and in a minimum of time, owing to

the strength of the newly made stem, fresh trusses

of flowers will show. These plants, which in

the usual way of Tomato growing are thrown

out, will now go on growing and fruiting through-

out the winter. There is also a saving of labour

in this method, such as the raising and potting

on of young plants—an important item in many
places to-day.

Ampthill, Beds. C.Turner.

BIDES RECRUIT.

The Tomato represented in the illustration on

page 505 is the new variety Recruit, introduced

by Messrs. S. Bide and Sons of Farnham. I have

grown it with four other varieties this year.
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.-•nd Recruit has prowU the best

li.th as regards yield and quality

(.1 fruit.

In order to test the merits of

I ills variety I have carefully
. I shed all fruits as gathered.

li.iiu' t\*enty-one plants I have

ihered 3461b. o£ fruit, being \
,.;, average of i6Jlb. per plant, ;.

wliich was 2jlb. per plant above J.

liie yield of any of the other

\ irieties grown.

The fruit—which is of excellent

iinality, medium size, of good

Miape and colour—is produced on

1 iig branching sprays. The

Lunch represented in the illus-

tration is by no means the

,, largest bunrh I have had, but

'
it shows the type of fruit and

bunch better than any other I

( nuld select at the time. I

cjLisider this one of the best

Tomatoes in cultivation, well
worth a trial ' by all Tomato

i growers, whether for market or private

' use. W. R. Catt.

Hodiid Hall Gardens, Market Draylnn.
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Sugar Beet Syrup : Our

Latest Experiment
Mrs. " Busy Bee " begs me to say, " Don't be in

too much haste to ' prick the Siigar Beet bubble.'
"

She has just made a second lot of spiced -•Vpple

conserve (see The Garden, September 8, page 377.

The first was liked so well that it is just at an end.

It was a great help when we could get neither

butter nor margarine one week). This time Mrs.

" Busy Bee " washed and pared the Sugar Beet

like Potatoes, and then sliced them straight

into the water they were to be cooked in, and

simmered them in a china gourmet pot in the oven,

keeping them just covered with water all the time.

The result was a thick brown treacle-like syrup

without the Mangel flavour, which Mrs. " Busy

Bee " thinks is chiefly in the outer skin, and that

the mistake hitlierto made has been in cooking

Sugar Beet like Beetroot. She thinks this sjTup

may also be useful for puddings and stewed and

bottled fruits, but not for use in tea and

coffee. Anne Amateur.

A POTATO EXPERIMENT

Cmost patriotic souls, I felt it incum-

bent upon me to do something to

meet the Government's appeal to grow

increased food in the season just gone.

It was difficult to keep things going with

a staff of trained men ; how could one expect

to do more with untrained labour ? However,

we managed, and in addition to certain early

crops that were set going, a hard frost in January

allowed me to utilise the services of an ex-soldier,

an ex-groom and a schoolboy to turn up a piece

of grass land planted with Daffodils preparatory

to a crop of Potatoes. The results were nothing

startling qua results. Still, the details of the ex-

periment may be helpful to those similarly circum-

stanced. There was no time to lift the Daffodils,

which were turned upside down into the bottom

of the trenches along with the turf, a full spit of

the under layer of soil being superimposed there-

upon. I then got seed of Arran Chief and of

Golden Wonder Potatoes, and as soon as the soil

was in workable condition had it planted by

A BUNCH OF THE NEW V.\RIETV KECRUIT.

women who had never before planted Potatoes.

The seed of .Arran Chief was fairly good ; that of

Golden Wonder so small as to require only 7cwt.

to plant an acre, and, moreover, had had all the

growths rullbed off before it came to me. Growth
was not seen till Jime, probably on accoimt of

the frozen turf keeping the soil cold,

probably also because the sets were

planted 7 inches deep. The ground
was forked up in April mainly to

clear it of "quick" and of any
Daffodils that survived. I intended

to have manured the ground once

growth appeared, *ut, surprising as

it may seem, it was so rapid and
exuberant that there was only time

to roughly hoe the ground and
then draw earth to the haulm before

it got out of bounds. So no manure
was applied. As usual, a kind of

blight withered the foliage in Sep-

tember, but the stems were un-

affected, and from past experience-

I knew the tubers would not be

touched, so the crop was not lifted

till mature—in October. Arran
Chief lifted fully 15 tons to the acre,

large tubers, few small, and no
disease ; Golden Wonder, about

10 tons to the acre, not counting

the few small ones, the tubers

averaging 6oz. each, and no disease.

Though there is nothing wonderful about the

crop, to me it was a revelation, and for the follow-

ing reasons : The seed mostly was under the

prescribed i| inch size, and it scarcely needs

me to assure the reader that I had little confidence

in its productiveness. Then, the depth the seed

was planted was abnormal ; while a farmer informed

me that the Potatoes were planted two months
earlier than the proper time. But it was a case

of plant now or plant never I The condition of the

soil—light natiurally, and innocent of an acquaint-

ance with manure of any kind for at least a quarter

of a centiu-y—was also quite against preconceived

notions; and, finaUy, the crop was a good average

for the varieties. I intended to have distributed

the crop at lifting, but the Food Controller's " No !

"

caused it to be pitted, and meanwhile my endeavour
has borne little fruit.

I hear that Dunnottar Castle is spoken well of

as an early, as well as a great cropper of good eating

quality.

Prestonkirk, N.B. R. P. Brotherston.

A TOMATO PL.\NT SHOWING SIDE SHOOT
IN FLOWER .\ND SUIT.\BLE FOR WINTER

FRUITING.

THE CATALPA TREE
I WAS much interested in reading " H. C.'s

"

article in the issue of September 22 regarding

Catalpa bignonioides, but little did I think

then that I should soon come across it out here,

for, until we moved to the part we are now on,

it was a great thing to see a living tree, and great

was my joy when we moved from that sector

and travelled through country that-had not seen

the horrors of war. It is difficult for one who
has not been out into desolation to realise what
tlie feeling of joy is like to be back into a land

that is clothed with living things. And never

shall I forget that day. I had to go to a chateau

on business in the latter p4rt of October. I am
always looking for good things from a horticultural

point of view, and it gave me great pleasure to

see the Indian Bean Tree, which was fruiting

well, and of a height of quite 20 feet. I stopped

in astonishment when I found what I had stumbled

upon, and great was the amusement of my friend

at the enthusiasm that I showed in finding, as

I told him, a treasure. I was sorry that there

was nothing else of interest there ; but I returned

to camp with the knowledge that I had again

found a dear friend, though I am sorry to say

they have been so few.—18591 Private F. C.

Willie, Army Ordnance Corps, c/o D.A.D.O.S.,

igth Division, B.E.F., France.
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CODLINS, PIPPINS & OTHER MATTERS
By E. a. BUNYARD, F.L.S..

THE question " What is a Codlin or a

Pippin ? " is one that the pomologist

is ofteib asked, and it is by no means
easy to answer. These class names

have been given with so little discrimi-

nation that in most cases they no longer retain

any value. Properly used, however, they should

be of great service in grouping the ditterent classes,

and in most plants which have produced a large

number of varieties we see an attempt made to

provide such groups ; for instance, in the recent

Classification of the Tulips, and in the arrangement

of the Iris germanica forms which we are promised.

It may be of interest, therefore, to describe the

origin of the names u6ed in the Apples, and so

attempt to limit their application in some measure.

Codlins.—This is perhaps the oldest class of

Apples, and it is one that most people recognise,

denoting as it does a green and generally greasy

fruit used for cooking. I have found it in an

early cookery book so far back as 1440, and "the

variants of spelling
—

" querdlyng," " quodlyng "

and this has continued to the present day,

so that it has no real value as describing a class,

and is one .which in the interests of bre\'ity might

well be dropped.

Pearmains.—The origin of this word has

exercised the ingenuity of many pomologists,

and Dr. Hogg sought its origin in " Great Pear

Apple," Pyrus Magnus—Pearmain, on the analogy

of Carolus Magnus—Charlemagne. This ingenious

attempt is, however, swept away by the authors

of the Oxford Dictionary, who give it as from
Parma—Latin: " Parmanus." However this may
be, we can trace the word back to the twelfth

century in France, and it was applied to a fruit very

like oiu: Pearmains of the present day. A Pearmain
should be of conical form, red skinned with russet,

and a fruit of good quality. Adam's Pearmain
might well serve as a type.

Queenings.—Here again we have a word
wliich has exercised the wits of students. Dr.

Hogg would have it from " quoining" or " coin,"

an angle or corner. This, however, onpomological

may be taken as a typical representative. As -'

was mentioned before, the value- of these divisions

has been greatly spoilt by their incorrect use
;

for. example, Grange's Pearmain is not a Pear-

main at all, and Calville Rouge Precoce not a

Calville.

A RETROSPECT OF THE
APPLE CROP

TH.'\T
the .\pple crop has been an un-

precedented one no one will deny, as

there were few localities in wliich the

yield was below the average. The grow-

ing of certain varieties—like Blenheim

Orange, for example—that do not require so much
sugar as some sorts should be encouraged in the

near future. Never before have I seen the colour

so fully developed ; this was no doubt owing to

the continued moist weather experienced during

August and September, wlien but few dry days

were registered.

A season like the past cannot fail to be educa-

tional in the matter of variety to intending planters,

and no doubt these will increase in tire near future,

THREE TYPES OF APPLES REPRESENTED BY WHITE NONP.\REIL, AD.^M'S PEARMAIN AND CALVILLE BLANC.

and " quadling "—are probably corruptions'. The

Oxford Dictionary is a little cautious as to its

origin, giving the Irish " cueirt," Apple, as a

probable somxe. To coddle or caudle may perhaps

be mentioned as derived from the Latin " calidus."

In parentheses one wonders why Epilobium

hirsutmn should be " Codlin and Cream." The

English Codlin is probably the oldest member
of the family, and is sometimes found in old gardens.

It roots from cuttings, and this was probably the

usual way to propagate it, if one may judge from

the old writers.' Such trees are always very

dwarf in habit, and it was from them that the

idea of using dwarfing or Paradise stocks originated.

The use of the word "Codlin" has, however,

on the whole been much more accurate than in

other cases, and it might well be still kept for the

green cooking fruits.

Pippins.—This word comes obviously from

the French " Pepin," and should thus only denote

that the fruit is a seedling. Falstafi refers with

pride to a " last year's Pippin of my own grafting."

(Is there, one wonders, a learned treatise on

Falstaff as a gardener?) In the seventeenth

centm'y the word was used as denoting seedlings.

evidence seems unlikely. If the old Queening

was a fruit which showed ribs or angles in a very

marked degree, or more so than- other fruits,

it might stand ; but this is not so. Many of the

Codlins are much more angular. Modern authori-

ties derive it from the diminutive of " queen,'.'

iu the same way as the Frenchrmade " Reinette."

Reinettes.—This is also a very old word,

.^ud can be traced back to the sixteenth century

at least. Probably the oldest representative is

the Reinette Sauvage, a cider variety known in

Normandy for many centuries. Of" this class

Cox's Orange Pippin is a type, and, in fact, all

the best frmts come under this heading. Some
authorities have seen in this class the influence

of i\lalus dasycarpa, and it is certainly characteristic

of the best Apples to have dark leaves with dense

wool underneath, though there are, of course,

a few exceptions.

Calvilles.—This word is probably derived from

Caleville, a commune in the Department of the

Eure, France. It is first met witli in the remark-

able catalogue of fruits published by Le Lectier

in 1628. It is always used iu France for those

markedly ribbed fruits of which CalviUe Blanc

as Apples are all the while becoming more and

more a recognised food. In the past there has

been, and during the future there will be, no

doubt, many selections of " best " sorts. My
advice to intending planters is to ascertain local

requirements before deciding upon any selection,

and plant in quantity trees of approved varieties,

so that a bulk of desirable fruit can be assured

when required.

Dessert varieties probably make the most money,

and where this is so they should be encouraged.

Mr. Gladstone as an extra early variety is popular,

but not so much so as Devonshire Quarrenden,

which during the late season made liigh prices.

Iu standard form this variety succeeds best,

requiring space for extended growth to obtain

the largest crops. The most popular of all Apples

in any section is, in my opinion, Worcester Pear-

main ; its brilliant colour is so attractive. So

many, too, appreciate the firm flesh, which is full

of juice. As standards or bushes this Apple grows

successfull>' in almost any soil under reasonable

cultivation. Lady Sudeley is very attractive

in Its brilliant colouring, but too quickly goes

" mealy," which is a fault. A great future is
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11 front of tliP Scotch Apple James Grieve. This

1 1 ips enormously, even on small trees. Tlie fruit

., not too large, has a pleasing flavour, and is in use

it the end of September and early October. To

-ounteract the strain on the tree by its heavy

.Topping tendenry, abundant manurial aid should

!» given. St. Everard is a somewhat new variety

wliich lias one point of great excellence—flavour,

which is important, and may be described as an

irly " Cox," being a cross between that variety

lul Margil, and one that I advise being largely

|il\nted. The fruit is in season in September

•uid October. Where it succeeds, King of the

Pippins is popular. No variety crops letter

;

ilie fruit keeps well and sells in a like manner.

It may be grown either as a standard or a bush.

Allington Pippin lias many points" to recommend

it. It is free in growth, crops heavily, the fruit

IS attractis-e, always sells well, and keeps some

time, improving in appearance during

Novcniber. Cox's Oranire Pippin lias

probably done better this year t-han

ever before. The crops have been

especially heavy, free from scab, of

high colour, and not too large, which

is a gain. The trees, too, have not

suffered nearly so much from canker in

heavy soil as in some seasons. No
Apple fetches, the price this does.

With care the fruit can quite easily

he kept until March. An Apple that

is rapidly taking a prominent place is

Ben's Red, an exceptionally richly

Coloured fruit of medium size, some-

what resembling Quarrenden in shape.

It is ripe in October. A strong

virtue it possesses is heavy cropping

on quite small trees ; indeed, it may be

planted 5 i'eet apart. The growth

being erect, it requires little space,

yet gives huge returns.

Among kitchen varieties, enormous

crops have been obtained from Grena-

dier and Lord Grosvenor, the latter

giving exceptionally fine fruits, which

are so clear in the sldn. The former

.is perhaps a trifle earlier and less

liable to scab than the latter. Early

^'ictoria and Gojden Spire, where space

is limited, have done well. An Apple

which has been a huge success this

season is Norfolk Beauty. Years ago

I said this would be a popular Apple

and do much to replace Warner's King.

This season has proved this to be the

case. In growth and crop it is all

.that could be desired. The fruit is

clean and large, with evenness, which

is a point in its favour. Jubilee has THE FR
done well, as has Bismarck, Gascoyne's

Scarlet, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Mere du Menage and

Lane's Prince Albert. Once more Bramley's Seed-

_ ling has enhanced its reputation in a remarkable

degree. Perhaps the fruits are not so large, owing

to the heavy crops, but the colour is much more

intense—jiot that this is a virtue in a cooking

Apple. Newton Wonder again proves its value

as a late keeper. In growth and crop, indeed,

it is a race between this and Bramley's Seedling

as to usefulness. Anyhow, there is room for

both. An Apple that is making headway is

King Edward VII. I have a high opinion of its

qualities. The growth is free and clean, and the

leaves are heavily charged with chlorophyll,

which means the fruit will be higlily charged with

flesh and juice. The fruit is shapely, with scarcely

any eye ; skin slightly tinted with red. Its keep-

ing qualities are longer than those of Bramley's

Seedling. The question of grading the fruit is, I

fear, little understood by the ordinary grower. He

still fails to realise why his returns are not so

good as those of the man who takes pains to make
at least two samples. Many make three. Time
and loss, I presume, will open the eyes of the

careless to this desirability.

Sicdninorc, Hauls. E. Molvsev.x.

Autumn in a Surrey
Garden

By MRS. C. W. EARLE.

THE autunm flowers this year, in spite

of wind and rain, have been unusually

good ; they stand any amount of wet,

but the weeds have been fatal to all

but strong-growing plants. Funlca

Sieboldii is one of my special favourites ; the

INCt TREE (CHIONANTHUS VIRGINICA'I AS A POT

flowers stand up so well above its large bright

green leaves. Like many perennials, it must
have just what it wants ; it looks healthy, but

does not flower at all. First, it must have a

dry, sunny situation, be replanted every two or

three years, and in dry, hot weather it is well

to give it a mulching in July or August ; but it

is worth this care. It does well in water and the

buds expand, so it lasts a long time. Dictamnus
Fraxinella is a plant no garden should be without.

It seems to like a dry, light soil, and it also, I

am told, likes chalk. I have grown b<5th kinds,

white and purple, from seed, but that is a slow

process ; and the books say the roots, if cut in

spring, soon strike and make good plants. A small

shrub I forgot to mention called Chionanthus

(the Fringe Tree) is well worth growing. If

Chimonanthus fragrans is well pruned back like

fruit trees, it flowers better in the winter. The
yellow, bronze and white early Chrysanthemums

liave been excellent this year. The cuttings

were put into a frame last winter and planted
out in fairly good soil in June, and they
have flowered profusely for nearly three months.
They are invaluable for picking, as they do so

well in water. We used to keep the old plants,

but that is no good at all. They are best thrown
on tlie rubbish heap after the cuttings are taken.

The American Maize, or Indian Corn, one of

the many plants which were unknown to the Old
World, has done much better than I have ever

before had it, and instead of bringing it on in

pots and planting it out, it was sown in a shallow

trench in the first week of May, and has been
much enjoyed by friends, eating it in the ugly
way. The American Indians used to put a fish on
each side of. their seeds, not willingly as a manure,
but to propitiate their gods. I strongly advise an
increased growing of the best wild Strawberries

in English gardens, but it is important
to remember what few English
gardeners know—that Vilmorin says
in his invaluable " V^egetable Garden "

that the Alpine Strawberries do better

raised every second year from seed
than cultivated from runners, as the
plants deteriorate. Children love the

fniits. There is a Bush Alpine Straw-
berry that makes hardly any runners.

My garden is surrounded by fihe

old Sweet Chestnut trees. I was
afraid the Chestnuts might not ripen

so well this wet year, but they are

extra good, so I was wrong. The
trees vary greatly. On some the nuts
never grow to any size and are useless

for eating ; but others, on the con-

trary, produce excellent nuts year
after year, not quite so large as those

seen in London shops, which come
from Italy or Spain. But why Chest-

nut trees are not more planted in

England along roads and hedgerows,
instead of the ugly, useless Elms, I

cannot understand. The Elms were
originally planted in great quantities

in the early days of the nineteenth

century, when they were pruned
up to a head. Now they are no
longer pruned, and have a hideous

fringe up the stems. They were grown
and carefully tended, as they were
hollowed out and laid down as drain-

pipes in London ; but they were
quickly superseded by earthenware and
iron pipes. I saw an old Elm pipe dug
up in a London street not so very long

ago. Sweet Chestnut trees grow
PL.\XT. quickly from seeds, but it is extremely

important to choose them from a good
tree of the best fruiting kind. X have many trees

round my garden, but they vary greatly, not one

year or another, but always. Many never produce

a nut of any size. They grow right up a lane

which is supposed to be part of the old straight

Roman road which ran between Guildford and

London.

I wonder if it would be better to grow the young
Chestnut trees from the larger fruits that are

seen in London shops, or from those grown in our

uncertain climate. This I must leave to better

gardeners than I am to know ; but let all young
gardeners grow these or the English ones in a

small nursery and plant out in suitable places.

An amusing experiment for children is to tie a

Horse Chestnut with string, half fill a fruit bottle

with water, and let the Chestnut just touch the

water. Hold the . string by the cork, and the

mystery of Nature is plain. Both root and
Itranch burst from the same spot, and one grows
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up and the other down. If single grains of Wheat

are sown in November or January and thinned

to 6 inches apart, the one grain will produce

thirty or forty heads. Only one grain must be

allowed to grow ; if there are two near each

other, pull one up.

GUERNSEY LILY NOTES. Ill
FLORISTS ALL—VARIETIES OF NOTE—" JUST RIGHT" (A TALE AND A

DEFINITION)—MY HOPE.

Bv THE Rev. Joseph J.\cob.

Two Mesembryanthemums
for Amateurs

THE Mesembryanthemums best loiown

to amateurs are M. crystallintim and

M. cordifolium, therefore I will not

describe these plants, but only speak

about two rare, very interesting sorts

named M. Bolusii and M. tigrinum. The first

was sent to Kew Gardens from East Africa in

1870 by Harry Bolus. M. tigrinum was found

in South Africa. The appearance of M. Bolusii is

very singular, as can be seen in the illustration.

The big, fleshy leaves, which grow in pairs, have

a grey-green colour with dark green points. In

their youth each couple forms one single body,

the whole having the aspect of a little pebble.

MESEMBRVANTHEMUM BOLUSII.

{Three-quarters natural size.)

This Mesembryanthemum flourishes in winer,

and has yellow flowers, without stalk, growing

out of the centre of the plant. The flowers

resemble in appearance those of M. cordifolium

fol. var., but are much larger. In May, 1916,

I bought a small
,
specimen of each Mesembry-

anthemum at a succulent nursery in Holland.

The plants have not yet flowered. M. tigrinum

has prickly leaves of a similar colour -and also

fleshy, but less pointed than those of M. Bolusii.

It flourishes in winter or spring, and also has non-

stalked flowers. This plant grows more easily

than M. Bolusii. The culture of both of these

succulents is the same as that for Cacti. In winter

they should be kept near the glass in a sunny,

ventilated room or greenhouse, and a little water

must be given them every two or three weeks.

They do not endure frost. In, summer the

potted plants can be dug in in a sunny place in

the garden. Every day in spring and summer
a little water should be given. In cold summers
it is best to keep the plants in a room or greenhouse*

The compost should consist of well-decayed leaf-

mould, river sand, powdered lime taken out of

any old wall, and a little soot.

(Miss) M. C. K.\RSTEN-.

Terborg, Gelderland, Holland.

I

LEFT off my second article with a bare

enumeration of some of the pinks of this

race of knights in shining armour. Now
in almost every group of plants, or even in

any single plant, great or small, that shows

the least atom of potential sportiveness or varia-

bility man is never satisfied with what Nature

has done for it. Directly a Forrest, a Wilson or

a Farrer sends home hithertounlcnown or forgotten

species and varieties, someone begins to " take

them in hand." In other words, the vast majority

of mankind are tarred with the florist's spu'it.

And yet there are some superior people who con-

stantly affect an attitude of benevolent condescen-

sion towards those, as they think, misguided beings

who can take their beauty in such a concentrated

form as a single Tulip flower or the solitary truss

of an Auricula. Again, as we say in sermons,

there is in very many of us, whether " wild "

men like " W. R.." or " natm-al " men like Lord R.

(see page 444 (K The Garden), or even mere
florists, a kind of ancient alchemistic longing

for the next to the impossible. Ves ; the struggles

made to attain it and the many disappointments

and set-backs of the seekers would make a volume
of stimulating and, occasionally, rather pathetic

reading. The patience and perseverance of an

Elwes in his quest of a pure white Nerine is a

case in •point. Whiteness has been confined by
Nature to the small half-open pudica and the

bird's nest shaped umbel of an undulata alba.

Man, however, would like to have the rose of

sarniensis made white, " hence the pyramids."

Now probably next in difficulty of attainment

to a white has been a good pink. Here Mr. Elwes

can say, " Veni, vidi, vici." We have a good
series of them, thanks largely to his efforts. But
they are still among the uncommon. Speaking

from my own limited knowledge, I am disposed

to put Lady Mary Shelley at the head of this

pretty and taliing group. It is free-flowering,

it increases quickly, and it is of a very pleasing

shade of warm pink, quite a self. My two potfuls

have never disappointed me in the whole of their

five years' sojourn at Whitewell. I have a single

bulb of Miss Shelley which is more delicate in

its coloiu-ing, with the edges of its petals of a

lighter tone than their centre. It is a delightful

flower. It has all the charm and freshness of

a young girl. Then there are several with a deep

rose eye or centre. My best is labelled " No. (^

B-P." It is a gift from my good friend and
fellow Neruie-lover Mr. Bennett-Poe. Lastly,

there are two narrow-petalled delicacies in Lady
Carrington and Dainty Maid, the latter, I believe,

a " Lilleyacious " beauty from Guernsey. Salmon
pink is found in Miss Woolward, an Azalea-looking

bloom ; and the tall, stately Hon. Mrs. Kingscote,

which has the Martagon curled, strap-shaped

petals. In their general appearance the two are

as far as the Poles asunder, but this only shows
the possibilities of the race. The last named
reminds me so much of Duchess, which came from
Glasnevin—a somewhat fleeting beauty I am
afraid, but, when caught just right, one of the

most lovely. " Just right." I hardly like to

associate Duchesses and beer, but the definition

is too good to be lost. A certain publican had
some casks of beer which he found were rapidly

deteriorating. He did not for some reason or

another want to return the beer to the brewery,

so he resolved to have a free night, and forthwith

invited all his regular, customers for the evening.

Next morning he met one of his guests and
asked him how he had liked the beer. " Mister,

it was just right. If it had gone a bit morfe we
couldn't have drunk it, and if it had not been

quite so much gone we would never have got

it. It was just right." Duchess opens a pale

pure shining pink ; with age soft grey stripes

appear on each of the petals. See it, then, before

they have grown too prominent, before the first

flower of the umbel has begun to fade, when it

is just right ; one can only say it is a real beauty.

This grey and purple colouring, whence comes

it ? I am best acquainted with it in Lady
Bromley, in which, soon after the flower expands,

smoky purple broad stripes occupy the edges

of each segment, while the original rose persists

in their centre. Again, if the umbel is caught

when it is " just right," the effect is not unpleasing ;

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM TIGRINUM.

{Three-quarters natural size.)

at least this is about all most men can be got

to say of it. Ladies, however, think differently.

They all love grey-haired Lady Bromley. There
is a picture of one of Herbert's hybrids in his
" Amaryllidaceje " on plate 45 (N. Mitchamia;).

It shows most distinctly this curious grey colouring.

Its parents were curvifolia and undulata, but

if I have got the right plants under these names
neither of them shows any inclination to premature
greyness. Whence came it in this hybrid ?

Rose pinks and roses form a numerous colour

group. The large Bowdenii is always prominent
in a collection on account of its size. The colour

is a pleasing rosy pink. To me, however, its

chief title to be mentioned here is the possibility

of its becoming the progenitor of a hardy race.

Mr. Veitch of E.xeter has told me that it has lived

with him for some years outside in a narrow green-

house border with a southern exposure, and that

he has raised hybrids from it which bid fair to

inherit a like degree of hardiness. In my green-

house this autumn three in this rosy group were

very prominent—Miss Carrington, Lady Acland,

and the extra free-blooming Epic. For some
reason the lovely deep rose, broad-petalled Lady
Llewelyn was not up to what I have been accus-

tomed to expect. All the same, the variety
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deserves a word of praise for what it is when at

the top of its form. Another claimant for honour-

able mention is Lord Cadogan, on accoimt of its

lateness of flowering. It and several others,

viz., the tall, deep crimson Margaret Mclntyre,

Lily Baker (salmon), undulata, flexuosa alba and

India (a dusky acquisition from Mr. Reuthe)

lill up the gap before the coming of Mansellii

—

the beginning of the end; as Willyum Grubbins

in his letter about " green fli " put it, the " Minnie,

.Minnie tickul the parson " on the wall (the late C. T.

Druery in " The Tatur Disees "). There seems

to be a dearth of very dark crimsons. The best

I have seen came to me as an unnamed seedling

from Guernsey. It is so rich in appearance,

and the shining tinsel look of the family is very

pronounced on its petals.

The Azalea-flowered type does not at present

include a large number of varieties. Miss Wool-

ward, already mentioned, was the first one I

owned, and it still. "takes some beating." It

almost might be a small salmon pink and palest

blush Azalea placed on a tall flower-stalk. I

have a whole bevy of beautiful seedlings claiming

this variety as their mother. Empire, which

• ame from Barrs, has a longer flower, more

[ludica or gramophone-like in its build, pink in

I olour, with a rose central stripe, very large

compared with the afore-mentioned pudica,

but no—it is not as pleasing to me as its rare

sliape should make it. Lady Louisa Langley

(Elwes) is akin to Empire in bloom and umbel,

but a deeper shade of rose pink. Notwithstanding

my rich harvest this autumn, I have had a dis-

appointment in not seeing Chapman's Rothersidc

blow. It is, as well as I can remember it, a sort

of soft pinky scarlet, a replica of sarniensis in

shape, equally tall and imposing—but, I am
afraid, just a wee bit difficult to coax into bloom.

All the same, it is a wonderful " five bobs' " worth.

With the mention of Lady Howard de Walden

ray names must come to an end. To me it appears

to be a bright cerise carmine, and a potful is always

clieery and charming. It is a free flowerer, on

the late side, would want a footstool in a crowd,

but quite one to have. And now to conclude.

No family of plants is more easy to cultivate

if a greenhouse from which frost can be excluded

can be given up to them. Guernsey Lilies are

well worth it. They are a beautiful autumn
gift from Dame Nature which I for one hope

never to be without.

KEW NOTES
A N interesting group of plants in bloom

/% at present in No. 4 Greenhouse is that

/ % of Heeria rosea, also linown as Rhexia

/ % rosea, and figured in the Botanical
* ^Magazine as Heterocentrum. It is a

native of Mexico ; the flowers are of a pleasing

shade of rosy pink and about an inch across.

The plants are in 6-inch pots and from 2 feet to

3 feet high. The panicle is composed of many
flowering branches, and the flowers are freely

produced. The healthy-looking foliage has a

rough surface.

In the Begonia House are some nice plants of

Clerodendron disparifolium. They are flowering

freely and make nice strong-looking plants.

Tlie dull green foliage shows up the small white

flowers to advantage. The scent is rather strong

and of a curious faint odour.

Near the ruined arch is to be seen a clump

of Celastrus articulatus. This is a Chinese plant,

and is now at its best. It is well worth going to

see. The foliage has nearly fallen, and the fruits

show up to advantage on the bare stems. Before

ripening the fruits are Pea-shaped and, when the

capsules open, the three valves turn back, showing

inside the bright orange scarlet berries in the

centre of the yellow covering. They are very

freely produced this season, and now the plants

are studded all over with colour.

Another class of plants also very beautiful

are the bright-fruited Crabs. One of the prettiest

masses of colour is a large tree of Pyrus

baccata close by the Victoria Gate. The fruit

hangs in ropes of crimson, and, now that the

foliage is falling, the colour shows up to advantage.

The fruit of this tree is used in Siberia for making
a kind of punch, and in England to make jelly.

It is one of the prettiest lawn trees, flowering in

.\pril and May.
Another pretty tree is Cratcegus prunifolia.

The fruits of this are bright red, and are this year

hanging longer than usual. The leaves fall early

in October, but before they fall make one of the

prettiest trees at that season, the leaves being all

shades of copper and gold. W. L.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—.\ny remaining plants in beci>

or boxes, no matter how small, should not be
wasted, but be transplanted into frames on a bed
of soil 4 inches deep. Such plants will be valuable
for putting out in April next year. Any heads
now tiurning in on late plants should be protected
by tying the leaves over the centre of the plants.
Any plants just forming heads would be better
lifted and planted in cold frames, where the heads
would mature and be acceptable next month.

Chicory.—Lift the roots as required, bringing
on a few under the staging in the greenhouse,
in a Musliroom-house, in a bo.\ in a dark room,
or cover with freshly gathered leaves, through
which the leaves will grow.

Beetroot.—All the roots should be lifted and
stored in sand or ashes in a shed or cellar from which
frost is excluded.

Parsley in frames should be well ventilated
during fine weather, stirring the soil frequently
to check fungus growth and prevent decay of

the leaves. Small plants from an outside bed
may still be transplanted in the franies for spring
use.

Club Root in the Brassica and Turnip tribe

has been somewhat rampant in some gardens.
Where the crop is cleared, the soil should be deeply
dug over and dressed on the sm'face with gas-

lime, allowing it to gradually work down among
the soil. This is an excellent corrective for soil

that has been troubled with fungoid pests, but it

should not be used too freely, as its effect upon
plant-life is at times injurious.

Celery.—There are still some batches of late

plants which have not yet had their final earthing
up. These should not be longer neglected, as a
sharp frost might injure the hearts of the plants.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias and Cannas should be lifted and
stored in soil in a frost-proof shed or cellar.

Hedges.—The planting of such hedges as

Beech and Hornbeam, which make neat, close

growth and afford excellent shelter, should now
be completed. Where tall, quick growth isdesired,

Thuya Lobbii and T. occidentalis are fast-growing
subjects and make capital screens.

Roses.—Complete the planting as fast as

possible. This is all in favour of success next
year. The plants put in now will have more
time to become established before winter sets in.

If the leaves are removed from the plants, the
roots take more quickly to the soil and do not
feel so much the check of removal.

The Planting of Deciduous Subjects, such
as Lilacs, Deutzias, Diervillas, Thorns, &c., should
be proceeded with as fast as possible.

The Herbaceous Borders.—-A clearance can
now be made of all stems that have borne flowers,

making the whole tidy, finishing o& with a mulching
of decayed leaves or vegetable refuse and old

potting sod, which increases surface roots about
such subjects as Heleniums, Aconitums, Gaillardias

and Chrysanthemum Leucantheroum. .-Vny gaps
should ^)e filled up, or plants reduced if they are

overgrown, as where this occurs the stems are

difficult to support without having a "bunched"

appearance. Remove the soil 2 inches deep from
the crowns of Delphiniums, and replace it with
finely sifted coal ashes as a preventive of slugs,
which often do much damage to the crown growths.

Montbretias, although hardy in some soils
and situations, are not always so. In the case
of choice varieties it is wise to lift the roots and
place them in boxes of soil in a frost-proof place.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Gooseberry and Currant Trees in some gardens
are liable to have their buds picked out by sparrows
even at this time of the year, and this would
diminish the next season's crop if allowed to go
tmchecked. Spraying with pure lime Has a pro-
tective efiect if done twice during the autumn
and early winter.

The Pruning of Apple Trees should be done as
fast as possible. There is no advantage in waiting
longer, as the shoots are thoroughly ripe. Cut
all the current season's growth back to a smgle
eiye where the shoots are not required to increase
the size of the trees or to fill gaps. In pruning
an established tree, the first thing to do is to remove
a main branch if the branches are too closely
placed on the tree. Abundance of light and air
are the salient points to observe. More fruit will
be obtained from one mature branch than can be
had from several that are weak owing to over-
crowding. E. MOLYNEUX.

(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)
Swanmore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Glass Structures.

Routine Work.—We have now entered into
the most difficult period of the year for plants,
when watering, ventilating and firing must be
managed with the utmost discretion. Apart from
saving fuel, high temperatures diu-ing winter
are to be deprecated. Low temperatures, on the
other hand, demand careful application of water
to all kinds of plants, the loss of moisture by the
foliage being little or nothing and root action
slight. Manurial dressings also should, if possible,
be discontinued, and ventilation secured whenever
the. weather is favourable. The spaces between
the plants should be sufficient to allow air to play
all round them.

Peaches.

Late Peaches.—Where the foliage is still

holding, it may be removed by switching it off

with a Birch broom, being careful in doing so
to move the implement in a line with the movement
of growth. Leaves, though green, should now
come off with a very slight use of the broom ;

if they do not, -it is a sign that the shoots have
not been matured. What pruning is needed may
be done at the same time, the great mistake with
the inexperienced being the leaving of too many
shoots. If one can picture the space wanted to
allow the young shoots of another year to have
room and verge enough, and prune accordingly,
that would just be right.

Cleaning and Tying.—Though these are tasks
fitted for wet and stormy days, do not let them
stand over longer than possible. Arrears of any-

kind are not good for gardening. The Peach,
it may he remarked, resents strong insecticides
and washes, and if the trees have been clean
throughout the period of active growth, nothing
more is needed than drawing a sponge saturated
with soapy water along the shoots. For red
spider a weak solution of Gishm'st Compound
is effective, applied in the same way. Arrange
the shoots perfectly straight and radiating from
the base as from a common centre. One will

not get any more or any better fruit, perhaps, but
it simplifies the work in the end, and it is the
only method whereby the foliage all over receives

equal space and light. The ligatures should never
be tight.

Outdoor Peaches.—These may be left till

February unless scale is present, when the shoots

may be treated now in the way advised for trees

infested with red spider. Pure cow-manure is

of the greatest value for Peaches, and it may be
applied as a surface dressing either now or in spring.

A great many Peach trees one sees strugnling for

existence would revive were they properly manured.

Shrubberies.

Leaves.—These, if possible, should be removed
itS lawns, walks and shrubberies at the earliest

opportunity, or before being sodden with wet.

They are of great value as a mulch to shrubs in

congested shrubberies. Where no use can be
made of them, the easiest way to get rid of them
is by burning in small heaps ;

but this can be
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accomplished only when dry, and therefore as

soon as possible after their fall.

Surface Dressings.—Accumulations of soil,

composts, sweepings, &c., which have lain a year
or two and been tm'ned and well mixed, thoigh
not to be admitted to gardens, are of much use if

spread a few inches thick above the roots of shrubs
and up to a foot above those of trees, either or

both of which exhibit signs of exhaustion. No
time is more suitable for the w'heeling or

carting of such material than the period we are
now entering upon. Newer refuse should be
prepared by turning and mixing it similarly,

which can be done when other work is stopped
by bad weather.

Protecting Shrubs.—Such tender things as
Myrtles, Olearias, Eriobotrya japonica, Nandina
domestica, the less hardy Roses, Fuchsias and
such like are all the better for having some
slight protection, which, if powerless to avert
disaster in the case of extremely low temperatui'es.
is nevertheless, of some use in the majority of

winters. One of the simplest and most effective

coverings is straw in the form of rough ropes

—

the rougher the better. This is wound around
the shrub to be protected—not too closely, because
a close wrapping excludes air, and that is bad for

the shrub. Spruce branches are also good, but
more as a shield against a hot sun succeeding
frost than as a protection.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Presionkirk, N.B.

Viola bosniaca
This is a name in use in gardens for a very

beautiful annual Viola from Bosnia. When it is

happy it sows itself freely and forms neat little

tufts of leaves by autumn which in the following

year produce quantities of flowers of a most

distinct and delightful rosy shade of red. Speak-

ing from memory, I should say they would require

the paint kno%vn as purple lake mixed with some

rose madder to reproduce their hue in water-

colours. They are of the warmest red tones in

spring and early summer, and become rather

paler and sometimes slightly more purple during

the heat of July and August. The " Kew Index "

in its first supplement informs us that Viola

bosniaca is referable to V. declinata, Waldst. and

Kit. On the other hand, V. B. Wittrock in his

" Viola Studies.—I.," published in 1897, does not

mention the name bosniaca, but gives excellent

coloured figures, tab. vii., figs. 82-85, of it, stating

that they were prepared from plants cultivated

in the Bergen Botanic Garden from seeds col-

lected by Dr. Murbeck in alpine places in Bosnia.

Wittrock refers them to V. latisepala, Wettstein,

and terms the bright red variety 1. rosea, Freyn.

The most obvious distinction between declinata

and latisepala as set forth by Wittrock is the

much greater width of the lowest petal in latisepala

and the generally rounder and more pleasing

shape of its flower. As Wittrock's work is the

latest on these groups of Violas, and is so very

thorough, we need have no hesitation in following

him and henceforth calling our pretty little red

Pansy V. latisepala rosea. E. A. B.

Herts.

SOCIETIES
HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

The annual autumn exhibition of fruit, flowers and
Tegctahles was held in the Parish Hall on November 7.

and proved to be a great success. The show was opened
by Lady Mcyrick of Hlnton Admiral, and was well attended

by visitors. After defraying all the expenses of the

exhibition, the surplus money, representing a very sub-

stantial sum, was sent to St. Dunstan's Hostel for Blind
Soldiers. All the produce was sold, and the money raised

added to the fund referred to abovs; Some very flne

non-competitive exhibits were sent by the following

ladies and gentlemen : Sir Edward Goschen, Bart., our
Ambassador at Berlin before the war commenced : J. B.
Luekham, Esq. ; Mrs. Tinker and Mrs. Braddyll. All

sent splendid collections of Apples and Pears ; and Mrs.

Uhsall, New Milton, sent Grapes and Apples. Mr.
G. Gamer staged a bunch of Grapes, the weight to be

guessed at sixpence per guess, the money so raised to

be sent to St. Dunstan's. The sura of fills. Cd. resulted.

Mrs. E. Tinker liad a bushel of Peasgood's Nonsuch
Apples in another guessing competition, which realised

the sum of £1 Ss. In the class for four dishes of Potatoes,
distinct varieties, Jlr. E. GrifHn, head-gardener to the
president, E. Huntley Hooper, Esq., was first with Up-to-
Date, Toogood's Tremendous, Arran Chief and Satis-

faction ; second and third, Messrs. C. Grace and W.
"Weaver in the order named. In the class for a collection

of six dishes of vegetables, distinct varieties, Mr. Gamer
was first, Messrs. Griffin and Weaver equal seconds, and
Mr. M, Foskett, gardener to Mrs. Ubsall, third. Messrs.

Grace, Griffin and Weaver were the winners in the classes

for Apples and Pears. Mr. Griffin won in the class for

twelve blooms of Japanese Chrysanthemums. Mr. M.
Foskett had the .>ix best vases of decorative Chrysanthe-
mums, and Mr. Grace the six best vases of single-flowered

varieties.

base and pruning back all other shoots to witliin two
buds of their base. This final pmning should not take
place until the end of March or early in April. In the
meantime it would be well to slightly shorten the longer
shoots at the time of replanting.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
BRUSSELS 'SPROUTS NOT SPROUTING PROPERLY

(IF. P. J.).—All the Sprout stems should have yielded

Sprouts in the same way tliat you say one of them has
done, namely, good button-like Sprouts all up the stem.

Why they have not done so, we think, is because of the

seeds not being of the best.

POTATO TREMENDOUS PRODUCING 2421LB. FROM
ILB. OF SEEDS {Sceptic),—Our correspondent states

that a paragraph ai)peared in a recent issue of a London
evening newspaper saying that the Rector of Lower
Hardres, Kent, offered prizes for the heaviest yield of

this variety grown from lib. of seeds, and that Mr. Pigg,

a local gardener, took the first prize with a yield of

242*lb., an amateur being next with ]2lilb. We know
that rem,arkable yields have been obtataed during the

past two years from many Potatoes hi various paits

of the countrv. This, surely, must be one of the most
remarkable. JTor the benefit of allotment holders generally,

as well as for the country's sake in these times of shortness

of food, a useful service would be rendered if the Rector
would kindly favour The Garden with a few particulars

regarding, the variety and the seed from which this great

weight was obtained. Are its cooking qualities good ?

Is it fahly immune from disease ? Were the seeds home
saved, or were they obtained from Scotland or Ireland ?

Into how many eyes or sets were each tuber cut ?

DRIED RUNNER BEAN SEEDS (D. H. P.).—It is

difficult to say which summer-grown Bean, when well

ripened, may or may not be uswi as a substitute for the

Butter Bean. We have no Beans exactly like it, or none
perhaps so good as it as a whiter vegetable. But we
have no standard to go by as to which may or may not

be used as a substitute for this or for the more common
Haricot Bean. Canadian Wonder is largely used as a

substitute for the latter. Yes; Scarlet Eunuer Beans
are perfectly wholesome when cooked, and we should

have no hesitation in doing so were we placed in

your -position. If they prove toothsome and are liked

when cooked, there is no reason why they should not be

consumed, unless it is, perhaps, in the matter of colour,

which however, is only skin deep.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES TO COOK (A- Q-)-—

Soup.—Cut a coujile of dozen tubers in lialves after having

washed and peeled them, place in a saucepan with two
large Onions cut in rings, add a quarter of a pound of

butter, salt, pepper and a little grated nutmeg to taste.

Turn with a wooden spoon on a moderate flre, adding

stock or water. Pass all through a fine sieve into a purSe,

and add sufficient milk, water or stock to make the soup,

also a little butter and a cupful of cream. Serve with

cubes of fried bread. To fry.—After the tubers are

washed and peeled, cut in slices and fry like Potatoes ui

boiling fat. Strain and serve with a little fried Parsley.

To boil.—Wash and peel a quantity, iind boil in milk

with salt to taste. The milk must be boiling when the

tubers are thrown into the saucepan. Strain and place

in a vegetable dish. In another saucepan mix a table-

spoonful of flour with a lump of butter the size of an

egg Add the milk in which the Artichokes have been

cooked, salt and pepper. Tum constantly on a moderate

flre for a quarter of an hour, and then poiur this sauce

over the Artichokes.

AN ECONOMICAL WAY OF USING VERY SMALL
POTATOES {N. C. J.).—Inexperienced allotment Potato

growers—and there are very many thousands of them

—

will be encouraged and benefited by the experience of

our correspondent. It has been a common difficulty

to know what to do ivith very small Potatoes, too small

in the estimation of many to profitably plant as seed,

and as a consequence are generally consigned to the pig

trough Our correspondent says :
" I weighed out this

sprint lib. of small Potatoes (forty-eight to the pound).

I made a row with a flat bottom the width of a spade

and scattered them along the row. I have taken up
181b of good eating Potatoes, which works out at 2521b.

for a stone of such small seeds." Our correspondent

wishes to know what is the largest size and heaviest

weight of any Potato lifted this autumn. Some of our

readers may perhaps be able to help him.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SHRUBS FOR A SHADY. DAMP GARDEN {I. C. B.)—

The following shrubs are likely to thrive in the position

you describe : Berberis Aquifolium, B. stenophylla,
LigiLstrnm japonicum, Olearia Haastii. Viburnum Tinus
(Laurustinus), Staphylea colchica, Comus Mas, Viburnum
Opulus and variety sterile, Cotoneaster buxifolla, and
Tree Ivies in variety. The ground should be well worked
before the shrubs are inserted, and if it is over-
run with the roots of the trees in the \'icinity, a trench
should be made outside the border deep enough to enable
you to cut all the roots through. Your Cyclamens should
be kept moist at the roots, and if the soil is well filled with
roots the plants may be given liquid manure once a week.
If, however, they are not well rooted, it will be better
to leave them without manure. As a rule, Cyclamens
-are rather difficult to manage as room plants for any
length of time.

ROSE GARDEN.
RAMBLER AND OTHER ROSES TO MOVE (i'. E. W.)

—In the case of the Ramblers you will be well advised

to cut back to their base all the old shoots which have

flowered, retaining only the young shoots of this past

summer's growtli, cutting back only the immature points

of such shoots. Tliese should flower all riglit next year.

In the case of dwarf Roses, let them be, pruned liard

back. This means cutting out the weak shoots to their

FRUIT GARDEN.
PEAR' FOR IDENTIFICATION (E. E. TV.).—The

variety is St. Luke's. Without seeing the destroyed
fniit it is difficult to suggest the cause of damage. It

seems to us very much as if squirrels had been at work.
They often do much damage to fruits left on the trees
until late.

GREYISH MOULD ON FRUITS OF PEAR MARIE
LOUISE D'UCCLEi (fl. B.).—The mould is not now
in a quite suitable condition for examination, but it

appears to be Entomosporium raaculatum, a fungus
which occasionally causes trouble on the fruit, though
more often damaging the foliage. Spraying with Bordeaux
mixture about the beginning of Juue would probably
keep the trouble in check.

PEAR FOR INSPECTION (W. F:M. C.).—Jhe indica-

tions are in the direction of picking (as you should do
all midseason Pears) a little before they are fully ripe.

We think the trouble (wliich is clearly not bitter-pit)

must arise from the natural tendency of the Pear to
decay wlien it is ripe. The other Pear is probably Marie
Louise ; but it is out of character, lacking a calyx, and
so on. The Apple is no doubt Margil.

APPLE TO NAME AND BITTER-PIT (Rev. G. S.).—
-1. Scarlet Nonpareil, pale fruit of it. 2. The fruit is

covered with bitter-pit. Next spring, when the inht
is the size of a Hazel Nut, spray all the tree with half an
ounce of sulphide of potassium dissolved in a gallon of

soft water.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PERENNIALS FOR OUT FLOWERS (.n. W. J. .S.).—

As you say nothing about the season of the year you
require cut flowers, we have concluded that they will

be welcome at any time. Daffodils and Tulips rank
high in value as cut flowers, though you may probably
grow these apart. They are, however, indispensable,

and a selection should be grown in every garden. Then,
among other bulbous and tuberous-rooted subjects are
Alstrcenieria aiirea. A. aurantiaca, and the bulbous Irises

known as " Spanish " and " English." which are quite
cheap by the dozen or hundred, and which are among the
most artistic and useful of hardy pKants. Among border
perennials proper may be mentioned Doronicums austria-

cum and plantagineum excelsum ; Delphiniums Bella-
donna, Laniartine and Moerhelmii ; Flag Irises Rhein
Nixe, Queen of May, Mrs. H. Darwin, Her Majesty,
Mme. C'h6reau, pallida dalraatica, aurea, Jacqniuiana,
Iris King, Gracchus, L'Innocence and albicans—these
are distinct from those first named ; single Pyrethrums
Hamlet. Tasso, J. Kelway, Monarch and Jubilee

:

double Pyrethi-ums Queen Mary, Aphrodite, J. N. Twerdy,
Lady Derby, Melton, Mont Blanc, Pericles and Ne Plus
Ultra ; Phloxes Mrs. Jenkins, Elizabeth Campbell,
Metfeore, Dr. Konigshofer, Europe, Fiancee, Baron Von
Dedem iind Rijnstroom ; such Pieonies as Marie Lemoine,
Solfaterre, Philomele, Canari and Mme. Charles L^vSque ;

any of the Montbretias, planting single pieces a few niches
apart, as these produce finer spikes of flowers ; Lilium
candidum ; Lathyrus White Pearl ; Heleniums Riverton
Gem and magnificum ; Monarda Cambridge Scarlet

;

any of the Heucheras, which are most graceful ; Gypsophila
paniculata fl.-pl. ; any of the garden Pinks ; Galega
Her Majesty ; Geum Mrs. Bradshaw ; Gaillardias in

variety ; and the following selection of Michaelmas
Daisies, viz., Peggy Ballard, Deshe, ericoidcs Silver

Queen, Climax, Feltham Blue, cordifolius Dandy, Edwin
Beckett, Mrs. S. T. Wright and Beauty of Colwall. In
addition. Asters Amellus, Framfield, Aldenham, Progress,

Ultramire and Distinction would be valuable. Apart
from these are other groups of flowers—white Marguerites
and perennial Sunflowers, if these would not be considered

too coarse grooving. If it is desired that border ornamenta-
tion be wedded to utility, it would be well that the plants

be set out by someone with a good knowledge of the
subject.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—H. A'.—The plant sent from

India is Neriiie filifolia. It is a native of South Africa.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—'. 1'. i.—Small fruit of King
of the Pippins. .S. M. P.- Apple King of the Pippins.

Pears : 1, Brown Beurr6 ; 2, Doyenn6 du Cornice,

a. E. /".-Beauty of Kent. A. J. C— 1, Claypate
Pearmain; 2, Tibbett's Peannain ; 3. Royal Nonsuch;
4, Lemon Pippin. Orcliurd. — 1, Wyken Pippin;

2, Northern Greening; 3, Cox's O.'ange Pippin ; 4, King
of the Pippins.
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" My Wood Fires and

Their Story " *

IT

is a pleasant thcmi' that Mr. William

Robinson has chosen for his latest book, and
wc have found it a congenial task to sit

before " the glowing hearth " and read

within its pages much that will prove helpful

and suggestive to those who live in districts where
wood is plentiful. It is not surprising that the

author is enthusiastic about wood fires ; no one,

indeed, after reading this book and seeing the

pictures of the delightful fireplaces at Gravetve
could fail to be converted. When Mr. Robinson
tirst took possession of this ancient manor house

he found the old fire hearths had been closed up
uul attempts made to adapt them to coal burning,

attempts that were uuavaihng. Then once again

the spirit of old things moved in Mr. Robinson,

and the old-fashioned hearth fires were restored ;

the chimneys that had been tampered
with and made narrow were widened

;

and by a simple but ingenious system
air ducts were provided for those

hearths which had not sufficient draught

for the combustion of wood. If the

hearth is to carry a wood lire, the size

of the chimney should be 14 inches

by 14 inches, and the hearth should be

raised 8 inches or 10 inches above the

level of the floor, so as to secure a

better radiation and improve the

draught.

Some o£ the old inns and farm-

houses in the West Midlands have the

roomy grates and wide chimneys that

were intended for burning wood, and

though we have often thought that

much heat went to waste in them, it

was a rare event to find one that

smoked. These old hearths will burn

pieces of wood 4 feet or more in

length, and when they are burnt

through the middle, the ends are

pushed together into the fire. No
doubt it is to lengths of wood like

this that Mr. Robinson refers when he

says it can be had " if one pays three

shillings a cord for cutting it up by
hand." But, -when we asked an old

Bewdley forester how much it would
cost to cut up a cord of wood suitable

for burning in the stupid little modern
grates of our present house, the reply

was, " Seven or eight shillings."

The author justly praises wood fires

for their cleanliness, for their heat,

and for their economy, in that one

avoids the unpleasant task of taking away a

mass of coal ash every morning, as well as

making use of fuel that is close at hand. This

is a point wor'hy of remembrance, that the ash

of a wood fire should be seldom removed—not

more than two or three times a year with a fire

in constant use. From a gardener's point of view

Mr. Robinson's wood fires are most commendable,
because, while they fill his rooms with a sweet

incense, they leave the flowers in his garden un-

spoilt by the sooty black smuts that emanate
from a coal fire. A most interesting chapter is

• ' My Wood Fires and 'llieii- Story. Showing the
beauty and use of the wood fire : of the way to secure
good draught ami combustion : of the native woods
best for fuel : of the abolition of the fender : and of the
economy and value of wood as fuel." By W. Kobinson,
author of " The English Flower Garden." Published
at the Offices of Country Life, 20, Tavistock Street,
Covent Garden, London, W.C. ; and by George Newnes,
Limited, 8-11, Southampton Strect","~ Strand, Loudon,
W.C. ; price 5s.

that entitled " Working the Wood Fire," in which
the author tells us how to keep the fires going

without a maximum of trouble and, withal, by
the use of a minimum of fuel. " Wood Fires in

London " is yet another chapter of considerable

interest, and one that will appeal to those who
spend most of their lives pent in that vast city.

We are told that a wood fire is " the best and
prettiest of fires "—a dictum that we accept quite

readily ; the author might also have added
" companionable," for we always feel that there

is a kindred spirit in the room when there is a log

crackling merrily on the hearth, and Mary Howitt
must have had this in her mind when she -wrote :

" A fire's a good companionable friend,

A comfortable friend, who meets your face

With welcome glad, and makes the poorest shed

.\s pleasant as a palace. Are you cold ?

He warms you—weary ? he refreshes you—
Hungry ? he doth prepare your food for you

—

.\re you in darkness ? he gives light to you

—

Oak is the best of all wood to burn, and its

boughs when barked make splendid fuel after

being " ranked up " (as they say in Bewdley
Forest) for twelve months. From time immemorial
wars have forced the woods to pay tribute, and
this one is now laying its hand upon them. The
hollow stroke of the woodman's axe and the rasp

of his saw everywhere resoimd in the woodlands,

making great inroads upon the Oaks. The charcoal

burners, too, are busy "getting the smoke out,"

as they will tell you, and so the monarch of the

forest after centuries of peace helps to propel

the thunderbolts of Mars. Such a one we saw
at Bewdley Station a few days since, borne thither

from the lovely woods of Ribbesford that lie on
the Severn's marge. Its Gargantuan limb was
6 feet 9 inches in diameter at the butt—a Cyclops

without a blemish.

Beech, Ash, Hornbeam and Burch are next in

order of merit as good for burning, while Elm
comes last. This is good, though, to put as a

i-?;t-»i:,i-^-.r.ry-;^<«>»

THE MO.^T COTT.\GE FIREPLACE AT GRAVETYE.

In a strange land ? he wears a face that is

Familiar from your childhood. Are you poor ?

.

Wliat matters it to him. He knows no difference

Between an emperor and the poorest beggar !

Wliere is the friend, that bears the name of man,

Will do as much for you ?
"

Of coiurse, there are arguments-against the adoption

of wood fires, even where wood is plentiful, on

the ground of the extra labour involved in cutting

up the wood as well as the provision of storage

accommodation. To have an equable tempera-

ture throughout the house by means of central

heating is now the most approved plan of saving

labour, but it inakes no pretence of beauty, and

one loses the dear old associations of the English

hearth that have been so worthily regenerated

by Mr. Robinson. We. would suggest to future

architects that all large halls should be given a

fireplace for burning wood in conjunction with a

heating apparatus.

log at the back of the tire, for it will burn for

days. Our old forester declares that it must be

stored in the dry for two years " before there's

any fire in it."

We fear that the chapter on " Cooking with

Wood Fires " will prove somewhat of a disappoint-

ment to those who have lived in the Colonies

and had some experience of those excellent cooking

stoves which are so much in favour in Canada

and British Columbia. Mr. Robinson tells us that

he saw good ranges made for burning wood both

in Vienna and in Buda-Pesth, and it would be

interesting to loiow whether these were superior

in any way to a wood-burning range like the

" Gurney-Oxford." This consists of a shut-in

firebox, a large oven to bake six tin loaves, and

four saucepan holes on the top. At the side there

is a hot-water tank, or, if water is laid on, pipes

are fitted in the firebox for heating. Over the

top is a warming closet for keeping tilings hot.
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The " Gurney-Oxford " is made of steel, and
before the war cost £8 or £9 in Winnipeg. It

does not require to be black-leaded, but is kept

clean and bright by wiping over with paraffin.

The oven door is fitted with an oven thermometer
;

and the heat can be turned all round the oven

or sent direct up the stove-pipe. It is splendid

for baking, but (like all wood-fire grates) it requires

constant attention when cooking, though the

draught can be shut off so that the fire burns

slowly. The heat is fairly regular, and the stove

should be fed with pieces of dry wood a few inches

in thickness and 14 inches to 16 inches in length.

For lighting and getting heat quickly the WTiter's

sister tells him that Canadian Cedar is best, but

for general use Birch is prime favourite, Tamarac
(or Tamarack, i.e., Larix americana) next, followed

by Pine, Hemlock and Cedar in the order of

preference.

No one will quarrel with the author's remarl';

that " the best cooking in Eiurope is done with

wood and by the charcoal bench for stewing

and braising." Before the war our modern bread

—

rushed by the quick-dough process and parboiled

in a steam oven—was often tasteless and un-

interesting, and in no way to be compared with

that made in a side-iiue oven heated with sticks

from the woods, a method that still lingers in

certain parts of the country. Aad who that

has tasted a piece of wheatmeal bread toasted

over the ashes of a wood fire would care to go

back to restaurant toast made over a fire of gas ?

Let us a'dmit that the charming illustraticms

of the fireplaces at Gravetye which are depicted

in this well-printed book have made us envious

of Mr. Robinson and out of temper with our

landlord's grates. It is to be hoped that the

author will persuade one of his artist friends

to paint a pictiure of the " Book-room Fire " at

twilight when the logs emit a red radiance as of

a West Coast sunset, just as Robert Louis Stevenson

painted a similar picture (but in words) for us in

" A Child's Garden of Verses" :

" Now in the falling of the gloom
The red fire paints the empty room :

And warmly on the roof it looks,

And flickers on the backs of books."

Kidderminster. Arthur R. Goodwin.

OBITUARY
WILLIAM MARSHALL, V.M.H.

William Marshall passed away on the nth inst.

at his home in Bexley in his eighty-third year.

For nearly a quarter of a century he was chairman
of the floral committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society. He was one of the old school who found
infinite pleasiu'e in growing florists' flowers. The
Carnation, Auricula, Tulip and old Roses shared

his deepest affections. He was elected a member
of the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

in r868.

WILLIAM ANSON THOMSON.
We have to record the death, on November 14.

of Mr. William Anson Thomson, Penicuik, at

Rosebauk, Tranent. Mr. Thomson was for a

number of years a keen and highly successful

gardener, and his services as treasurer and an

active member of the Horticultural Society were

greatly appreciated. Mr. Thomson, who was for

fifty years in the employment of the firm of Messrs.

Cowan and Sons, Valleyfield Paper Mills, Penicuik,

also took considerable interest in public affairs,

and was a member of the Town Council for twenty-

six years, his resignation being announced onl\'

on November 12. He was sixty-eight years of

age and highly esteemed.

Potato Show at Kirkconnell, Dumfriesshire.

—

The allotment holders of Kirkconnell, Dumfries-

shire, recently held a Potato show, the proceeds

being devoted to the funds of the Y.M.C.A. There

was a capital entry, no fewer than twelve exhibitors

entering in one class, and there was a gratifying

attendance at the opening—-which was presided

over by Mr. N. M'MiUan—and afterwards. In

the class for the heaviest Potato, the prize one

weighed 3jlb. The first-prize winners in the

respective classes were Mr. J. Maxwell, Cairn
;

Mr.. J. Campbell, Rosedale ; Mr. J. Steele, St.

Conal's Square ; Mr. W. Wilson, Rosedal,e ; Mr.

A. Wilson, Fauldhead ; and Mr. Andrew Harkness,

Back Row. .\ gratifying sum was realised for

the Y.M.C.A.

nAOE ^-^^ MARK,.

To-day the Rose-grower
is seldom a Rose-grower only.

For the Nation's welfare he has other garden interests.

Food production is so vital a concern that he too will be
looking for the means wherewith to ensure the finest crop.
To spray Fruit Trees just now, and again earl>' in the year
is a certain aid and, for this purpose."the machine to use
is the

STONE-HOUSEKNAPSACK
a model selected and largely used by the
Government in the Season that's just past.

Handy in use. simple to manipulate, there
is no machine that equals it in desijiin.

manufacture, or actual service, and its

success in the past season is proof positive

of this.

.^nd there are other
models just as in-

teresting.

Prices from 23/-

Asl: for Catalogue.

STONEHOUSEWORKS CO..
25, Spon Lane Mills.

WEST BROMWI^_

THE NEW ROSE OF THE SEASON.

Miss MAY MARRIOTT.
Award 'of Merit. R.H.S., July 3.

Certificate of Menr, N.R.S., July 17.

See what the H.A. for July 11 says as to its merits :—
" Tliis remarkable rose is a sport from Mme. Ed, Herrint
but absolutely distinct from it or any other rose we kno\v,
tbe CLrlour being a rich glowing apricot. Should be noted
by all Rose Growers."

GRAND STRONG GROUND PLANTS ... 5/e each.

C.iRRUHE Paid.

Send for our descriptive list. Post Free.

THOMAS ROBINSON,
Porchester Nurseries, NOTTINGHAM

Mrs. PYM'S
FiLlVIOUS PX^ILNTS.

ALL POST FEBE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Spring Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage, Leeljs, Brussels Sprouts,
Tripoli Winter Onions, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Savoys,
Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli, Chicory, Curled Scotcli Kale,
Asparagus Kale, Cottager's Kale, Thousand-headed Kale.
Perpetual and Prickly Spinach, 1/9 100. Strong Seakale and
Khubarb Eoot.s 6 1/6.

Shallots, large sound bulbs (very scarce), 20, 1/4.

Strong transplanted : Sage, Thyme, Mint, Marjoram 12 1/-

Parsley, 20 1/-.

WALLFLOWERS (separate colours or mixed), SO 1/9,
100 3/-. Double WallBowers, 20 1/-.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES, to flower at Christmas,
6 1/-, Strong plants for Winter and Spring flowering. Cal-
ceolarias, Cinerarias, Scarlet Salvias, various Primulas,
Schizanthus, Stocks, Begonias, 6 1/-.

Magnificent hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

New Catalogue now ready, free on application.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUOH.

Choice Flowering
Plants.

Berberis Sargentiana, A.M., R.H.S.,in 3 in.

pots, 3/6.

Spirasa Arborea grandiflora, F.C.C., R.H.S.,

in Sin. pots, 3/6; in 7in. pots, 5/- ea.

Caesalpinia Japonica, 3/6.

Fendlera rupicola, in Sin. pots, 2/6 ea.

Jamesia Americana, 2/6, 3/6.

Plagianthus Lyalli, in Sin. pots, 2/6 ea.

Strong plants, 3/6, 5/- ea.

Stuartia pseudo Camellia, 7/6 ea.

Enkianthus Japonicus, 3/6, 5/- ea.

Eucryphia pinnatifida, extra fine
,
plants,

10/6 ea.

G. BUNYARD & CO., Ltd.
Royal Nurseries, MAIDSTONE.

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next year,
and insure having the finest quality at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well

grown fruiting trees of all kinds.

Catalogues Free. -

The BARNHAM NURSERIES, Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.
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: NUTS,COBS * FILBERTS

;.; Plant up all Waste Ground.

y NOW is the Proper Time.

I Good Healthy Fruiting Trees.
^•; Price - - 7/- per doz.

:• Peaches and Nectarines, in variety,

;»; splendid trained trees, S/- each.
per doz,

Roses, dwarf, best named sorts, 8/-

ilinibing, best named sorts, 12/-
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H. CANNELL & SONS,
THE NURSERIES, EYNSFORD.

Sgl^l^^l^l^Ml^a!^ JKl^li^l
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ROSE MOONLIGHT.
For descriptive and illustrated price list of this,

DANAE, and other new Seedling Roses,
Apit'v t(. tho raiser,

J. H. PEMBERTON
HAVERING, ROMFORD, ESSEX.

ji.-vcrxorts.

SALE BY AUCTION.
fAPA.NKSE DWARF TRKES * .MINIATVRE GARDENS.
GAKDEX OKXAMEXTS, iiii liulini! Vases, Fountains

and otlier Figures, Sundinis, etc.

JARDEX Fl'R.MTfRE. uuhidiii'; I liairs. Tables, Tubs
and other articles suitalile for Winter Garden'*.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7TH, 1917, liy

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. 2.

Catalogues on application.

A SPECIALITY FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS.

POT VINES
Exceptionally fine this season. Inspection invited.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWOHAM, NOTTS.

SUBSTITUTE FOR RUSSIA MATS.

«reavW
?lf'/?o

REC.

TRADE
MARK

0W^5.^
^ HAIR a -WOOU-v^: .V: ^:V,-K::^v»^3!!£;451P. .:V:

TO BE HAD OF AtLislURSERYMEN , i

.(s.W.srLVER & C?i BENJAMIN EDGiJ^CTpN L?):
"

2 DUKE ST LONIPON iRjPOE:;iS.E;

RABBIT-KEEPING
IN WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most
profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J. DAVIES. 7d. net; by post 8^d.

PuMislied at the Offices of 'Country Lite," Ltd., Tavistock
Street, Covant Garden, W C. 2.

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES

liaiba,

15/-

18/-
18/-

23/-
21/-
21/-

15/-
15/-

21/-

561bs.
I

281b3.

8/- 4/4

9/6
9/6

12/-
11/-
11/-

8/-
8/-

11/-

18/-

18/-
18/-

24/-

9/6

9/6
8/6

12/6

5/-

5/-

6/4
5/10
5/10

4/4
4/4

5/10

5/-

5/-

4/6

6/6

141bs.

2/3

2/9
2/9

3/3
3/-

3/-

2/3
2/3

2/9

2/9
2/6

3/6

'(lbs.

1/2

1/6
1/6

1/9
1/7
1/7

1/2
1/2

1/7

EARLY SCOTCH SEED POTATOES.
BEES Ltd. are novi' completing

lifting and grading, and find crops

heavier and cleaner than usual.

Instead of putting this extra profit

into their own pockets they are

reducing prices to customers.

Orders are now being booked at

prices quoted below lor delivery

when ready.

Orders already booked will also

be executed at these reduced

prices.

Special Terms to Allotment
Societies.

Epicure (Scotch). An old favom-ite which produces very heavy
crops, and has tubers of good size ready to lift very early ...

Eclipse (Scotch). Splendid white round, very early, shallow
eyes, good cooker

Eclipse. Once gl-own in Yorkshire
Sliarpe's Express (Scotc.'i). A great favourite, very early:

smooth skin, heavy cropper
Sharpe's Express. Once grown in Lincolnshire
Sir John Llewellyn (Lines.) First class in every way
British Queen (Scotch). Eeniaikably tine, both as regards

cropping and cooking quahties. A superb second early

;

iieeps well
British Queen. Once grown in Lincolnshire
Pioneer (Scotch). A greatly improved second early ; first-class

cooker and cropper

IMMUNE SEED POTATOES.
Bees Ltd. are hcensed by the Board of Agriculture to supply

varieties suitable for planting in disti-icts affected with Black
Scab or Wai't Disease.

King George (Scotch). Although generally classed as a second
early, this variety when grown from sprouted seed is ready
for lifting as early as " Sharpe's Express " or "Epicure."
It is an excellent cropper, does well everywhere, especially

on medium and heavy soils. Owing to first early immtme
sorts being practically improcurable. "Bang George" is in

great demand as a first early.

Great Scot iScotchi. Secondearly, immense cropper, fine Quality

and fl:tvour. Keeps.as well aa a main crop, strongly recom-
mended «

Great Scot (Lincolnshiro seed)

The Ally (Scotch). A second eai-ly immune variety with tuber of

line ciualitv and shape, heavy cropper
(An excellent set of three potatoes for infected areas would be

"King George," 'Great Scot," and "Lochar" or "Templar."
Prices of main crop sorts will be quoted later.

)

Cost of Carriage.
The above prices include cost of bags. If carriage is to be luepaid. please remit as nnder ;—

ll'21bs. 561bs. 281bs. 141bs. Tibs.

Up to .50 miles 1/3 ... 1/- ... -/8 ... -/7 ... -/7

iW . ... 1/9 ... .1/2 ... 1/- ... -8 ... -/7

:: -xi :. ... ... 2/4 ... th ... 1/2 ... -/u ... -/?

Over -\10 ; 3/2 ... 2/1 ... 1/5 ... 1/^ ... -/7

(To ascertain distance from Liverpool to your station look up passenger fare m tmae-table, which

is calculated at about Id. per mUe. Thus, if ordinary passenger fare is between 4/3 and 8/4. the

distance will be between 5t and lOO miles).

Shallots. !"'• 1/2. 3 Jibs. 3/-, libs. 5/9, 14lb3. 10/6 Carriage paid.

Onion Sets. I'b- 2/6, albs. 4/6, Slbs. 6/6. *lbs. 8/6. 51b3. 10/6 Carriage paid.

BEES Ltd., 175 c Mill St., Liverpool.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASrWJTH

1/6

1/6
1/4

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
SCIENTIFICALLY AND CBEBUCALLY PREPARED.

r ... f„rtl,pr
In the form of aleaf-mould. ready for use at aoy time, In the same way, and for all purposes ihat stable manure Is put. Gees further

(I bushels equalUnelScwtsJ, gives bette? results, is clean to handle, sweet smell ng, and '«= '™^ "f.^^J "'''^^i^^nJ I

Eenort otEoyal HorticSltnral Society.. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used m the Society s G^-rJe^s ?' ^J''''^f ="^ '

?m pleased ,= report that It has proved e^tcel.ent for the flower borders, fruit and veeetabl^e_sjrow^n
w^LKif. Secretar;.""

In the open a.r.'j
^^^^ ^^^^,^, .,,,.„^ ^„„ tarticulars a»d te.HmoniaU »^' °";«^; J'

»' *°.''"',''-
,, „,,- ._- *r BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONIV IN OUR MARKEp BAGS CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANAU^^^^^^

" ' ^ '
50 miles or part beyond this distance. ,.„„„„ o m .

WAKELEY BROS. S CO., LTD.. 75a, BANKSIDE, LONDON. S.B. 1.

Also WAKBLEY'B GRODND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel bag. carri.iee_2ai£_25jnlleSj_e^tt^^s_above^
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

Mi
V reference to Black Leghorns and
their suitability for Scotland, has

brought many interesting letters from

Scottish readers. Some praise Leg-

thorns generally, and others the Blacks
in particular.

For Smallholders.—Mr. Robert Miller, the

popular poultry appliance manufacturer of Denny,
Scotland, has forwarded me a brochure which
represents an address he gave to smallholders

and their delegates at the second annual Con-
ference of the Scottish Smallholders' Organisation.

From his well-aixanged patgphlet I cull the follo"w-

ing paragraph, which praises up the Leghorn :

" In advising which breed to go in for, thei-e

ai-e various breeds more or less suitable, but in

my opinion there is none to beat the Leghorn.

It is hardy, healthy, easy to feed, and not apt

to get over-fat. If properly fed and protected

during the stormy, cold weather, it will lay as

well in winter as the so-called winter layers,

and in spring and summer it will, I think,

easily beat them. There are other good varieties,

no doubt, but my preference is for the Leghorn."

We can attach importance to Mr. Miller's remarks,

as he has always been a prominent Scottish breeder

of Leghorns, having originated at least one member
of the family.

Housing the Pullets. — His statements on

housing the pullets, as set out in the brochure

referred to, are valuable. Here i^ an extract :

" The chickens will be put into movable
chicken houses till they are four or five months
old, at which age" the pullets can be transferred

to the larger laying houses. The houses should

have wooden floors, and should be built on
sledge-runners so that they can be moved about

when required. There should be plenty of

light and ventilation, but draught should not

be allowed in winter.

" In tlie late spring, summer and early autumn
the birds may have full liberty, but in the late

autumn, winter and early spring, when the

weather is often very cold and stormy, they may
be kept more enclosed in the house and only

allowed out for a few hours daily when the'

Avcather is reasonably good. Nothing in winter

prevents laying, or it laying, checks it, like birds

hanging about listlessly in the cold doing nothing

but getting chilled to the bone. A little reason-

able protection will enormously increase the

winter egg supply.
" In winter the laying hens should have

plenty of nice dry litter on the floors of their

houses, and their feed of small grain should

be well forked into the litter to induce healthful

exercise."

One Shilling and Twopence a Pound.—There
one other point in the letter referred to in the

November 17 issue. For his Leghorn cockerels

he obtained rs. 2d. per pound, live weight, which
is a splendid price. Cockerels, owing to their

small frames and quantity of flesh, are always a

drawback with non-sitting breeders. Plenty of

breeders I know are glad to clear ofl the cockerels

when young for is. a head, and thus cut down

the food bills. Where the

poultry-keeper adopts syste-

matic breeding and trap-

, nesting, and has a market
in consequence for his light-

breed cockerels for stock

purposes, it pays him, on

account of increased returns, to retain the males

beyond the age of maturity. "Where the cockerels

are sold for table pturposes, they should, as a general

rule, be disposed of early. . There comes a time in

the case of light-breed cockerels sold for table

purposes when the returns cannot by any chance

exceed the outlay to date. This is the vital point

to keep in mind from the " profit and loss " view-

point.

Fly Like Pheasants.—A query from a Hants

student cannot be read without some amusement,

although the matter, to my correspondent, is

serious. Here it is :

'' My White Leghorns fly like pheasants.

Is it a bad thing to cut the feathers or pull

them from one wing ? If so, how can one

prevent the' birds from flying over ? My wire-

netting is 9 feet or 10 feet high !

"

This is one of the annoying habits of all non-

sitting breeds, and we will examine the likely

remedies. The clipping of the flight feathers is

efficacious in most cases, but only those of one

wing must be cut. The idea is to unbalance the

bird when it attempts to fly over the wire-netting.

The feathers should be clipped near the shoulder,

and there is no disfigurement as the flight feathers

are always hidden under the wing itself. Much can

be done to prevent this habit from taking root if

the birds are taken in hand early. There is not the

least doubt that one culprit teaches the rest.

As the pullets are ireaching maturity it is a good

plan always to carry a pair of scissors when visiting

the pens. Any birds noticed to be in their wrong
enclosures can have their flight feathers cut before

being placed in their proper quarters. This is

one of my " do-it-now" ideas which brings good

results.

Wire-Netting Enclosures.—The height of the

wire-netting does not act as a remedy, although

so man;' think this is so. I am not in the least

surprised at finding the birds successfully locating

the lo-feet netting used by my correspondent.

But we must dispense with the word " flying."

If my friend will carefully watch the culprits he

will see just how they scale the high netting.

They will fly half way up, perhaps, and then it is a

case of " crawling-up-and-over." I am reminded
of a recent experience. Having been called in to

diagnose and treat a serious outbreak of diphtheritic

roup, there was a deal of steeplechasing, as the birds

(Leghorns) were on free range around the home-
stead. One obstinate-hen made straight for the com-
modious barn and literally climbed the brick wall,

subsequently squatting at ease on the roof. I am
concerned here not with how the little bounder
was enticed down after a long period of patient

waiting, \but rather with the fact that birds
' climb " as well as " fly." The only certain

remedy is to erect along the top of the wire en-

closure a framework of netting fixed in a slanting

position. The birds cannot locate this, as it

protrudes towards the run. Such a contrivance

is often fixed along a brick wall to prevent the

latter being scaled by Pussy,

In the Breeding Season.—During the breeding

season the plan recommended should be carried

out, or many cross-bred chicks will be the result.

It is quite a common practice for a White Leghorn

female to flyover into the pen of Rhode Island Reds

adjacent and return to her proper quarters without

the owner being anv the wiser. It is such an

occtirrence that often leads to complaints from

piu-chaser to vendor. The former buys a sitting

of White Leghorn eggs and cannot understand

why a few of the resultant chicks are bufi-colom'ed.

He writes a very uncomplimentary letter to the

breeder who supplied the eggs, and unpleasantness

is the result. Those who make a speciality of

selling eggs for sitting should take steps to pre-

vent such mishaps on the lines I have recom-

mended.

Females Not Ruined.—Many are under the

impression that once females fly over into an

enclosure containing a male of a different breed

they are ruined. This is not so, as the bu"ds are

not what we technically term " lined." The
batch of eggs under course of development will be

crossed, but after about fourteen days they will

become pure again. When hens or pullets are

caught in their wrong pens, their eggs should be

marked and not incubated for a reasonable time.

Where many pens of the same breed are mated
up, it is an excellent plan to aiTange them adjacent,

so that no harm results if a female flies over into

the next pen. The latter will contain a male

of the same breed, and her eggs will remain prne

if there should be an alliance. If this idea is

adopted, it can be perfected by leaving one pen

empty between the various breeds.

Plenty of Offals.—Speaking on poultry-feeding

at the first annual meeting of the strong National

Utility Poultry Society, Mr. T. W. Toovey, the well-

known miller and poultry-farmer of King's Langley.

said that •

" there was undoubtedly a great scarcity ot

feeding grains for poultry. Fortunately, of

Canadian and American clipped oats there was

a moderate supply, and also of foreign damaged
wheat. They had indeed to be thankful for

the oats. For mashes there was a much brighter

prospect. He estimated that mills were still

producing 80 per cent, of the pre-war offals,

and as exports of these were prohibited, the

available supply was as miich as ever. Cooked

swedes and mangels could be added to improve

the balance of food."

Asked by a member present if oats cotild be

fed to poultry, Mr. Toovey replied :
" Yes

;

and since No\ember i English as well as

foreign oats." -
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Eggs all the year pound and
ESPECIALLY during the bad weather
are assured ^Mhen poultry-keepers

feed on THE

IDEAL MEAL
Made by the most experienced and
largest poultry breeders in this

country,

WM. COOK & SONS
WHO AKE THE

ORIGINATORS OF THE ORPINGTON
FOWLS AND DUCKS.

-^v iiiakor a<ivi.ses thai hi> Uhu\ is the he^t, Imt the
ii>Lr> uf tlie Ideal fire the ht'yt jiKltics, and tliey INVAIU-
ABI.V recomiiH'iul it to irM^nds, ami many tons weoklv
art\>'>lil on rrcnrnmendations aUmc. It is supphr.l in two

lonns:

(1) For use with middlings.

(2) As a complete Food.

fir system of U'Ctliuc is effective ami etom>mic;il, ami it

( only tnw which develops eggs uithoiit the hir<l^

Miing over-fat in the process.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THE
MOST SCEPTICAL OF ITS VALUE.

1 hr price of the Ideal Meal is;—Per cwt., 21s.: per
I. ,11s.: per 1-cwt., Gs.: carriaire paid in Entiland and
-, uv Is. less per cwl. i-arria-Jie forward to Scotland
Irehuid, or carriatre paid lor 24s. per cwt.: 13s.

per ^-cwt.

Many letters are received daily
from satisfied users in all parts of
the country, and the following are a
fevt/ of those recently to hand :

Great Dalby. Melton Mowbray.
Misider your Complete Ideal Meal, an excellent food for fowls.
have got through their raoult better this year od your food than
I'ffore.—R. MEAVS.

Cotmaton. Lindfield, Haywards Heath, Nov. 12th, 1917.
\-

I lucks continue to lay well on your Complete Ideal Meal the three
havina given me 131 eggs since August 20th. I enclose further
for Meal— K. L.

59. Mainsgate RoaJ. Millom, Cumberland. Nov. 7th. 1917.
ijlosed please find order for another bag of Ideal Meal, which I

recommended to several of myfriends—on results.—J. STEEL.
40. Station Road. Sudbury. Suffolk. Nov. 9th. 1917.

ii:i SO well 5atis6ed with the results from the J cwt. of Idea) Meai
:ied that I enclose order for 1 cwt. to be sent on.—E. M. GREEN

Pentreve. Toniuay. Nov. Sth. 1917.
. n^e send me 1 cwt. ef your Original Ideal Meal. From 16 hens

fe:l on this food I averaged ten eggs daily for seven months.

75. Westfiate. GuisbLirOLii;h. Yorkshire. Nm . 9ih. 1917.
Will you please s-^nd me t cwt. of your No. 1 Id-al Meal. I consider

this is the most excellent food. My hens have moult'd and
(aid well at the same time and I give your food credit for it.

U\ BULMER.
The Gardens. Umberslade. Hockley Heath, Nov. 9th, 1917.

,i you please send me I cwt. of your No.2Ide.il Meal. I am very
id with it. and ilth ugh it is only a short time since I commenced

it. my fowls have improved wonderfully, and I shall continue to
and recnmmPDd it wherever possible.—H. S. FOSTER.

48. Birch Lane. Manhester. Nov. lOth. I9I7.
r Ideal Meal is very satisfactory, and I have been using it about
veeks. and get on an average 22 eggsperweek from five fowls.
I I consider good for this time of year.-LEONWRD S. COOPER,

23, Chantry Road. Brixton S W.. Nov. 9th. 1917.
I find youp Ideal Meal most economical and my bir s do

extremely well on ic. Tlie hens fed on your system look in good
111.- ilih. M\- Black L- tlhorn Pullets reared from your eggs are cominy
. v-.ll.—\V. H. BOVES

Fairlawo. Southborough. Kent. Nov. 13lh. 1917.
nsider your Complete Ideal Meal is Pine, and so is your Poultrv
ier—S. H H. •

*

. Westward Ho, Howard Road. Bournemouth. Nor. Sth. 1917.
Mil very pleased w.th results from your Ideal Meal, so enclose
- ror another bag —B. 3.

St. Peters. Exmouth. Vov. 7th, 1917.
!' F- encloses cheque for another cwt of Complete Ideal Meat.

which she has found to be most economical and sitisfactory-

Strathani Station, Ely, Cambs. Nov. 1st, 1917.
Your Ideal Meal gives me entire satisfaction. No other

food on the market can, op d es. in my opinion equal your
Ideal for results, and I want another cwt.— a . G. WYBREW.

All letters must he sent to tlieir Only English Address:—

WM. GOOK & SONS, St. Mary Gray, Kent.

TELEPHONE: 7 CRAY (not a Trunk Call).

the Nation

wants more eggs

from yourhensj.

The national demand for MOBE EQQB is so

argent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his hens up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPRATT'S goienti-

fio system of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
MEBO "«"LAYMOR"

The ideal soft break-
fast feed for laying hens.
Rich in egg-producing
properties.

"LAYMOR" can be
ased with middlings or
other raw meals in equal
quantities by arldin^ 10

to 15p.o. of "MEBO."

Bpratt't FoodM are stocked by dealers. If any diffleulty

in obtaininQ supplies, icHte to

SPRATTS PATENT. LTD., 24-25. FENCHURCH ST., LCl

Rich in albaminoids.
Induces prolific egg-
laying without weftkeo-
ing the birds.

Follow the advloe
given on the back of ft

7 lb. bag of "MEBO,"
or send a postoard for

oar leaflet, "Winter
Layers," free on request.

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

GLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and contains the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY GROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Rearing.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt., 7/. .^-cwt. Carriage paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

JOHN E. SHAGKLETON
OF THE BEST STRAI.VS IN THE FINEST

BREEDS OF UTILITY POULTRY.
PRICE LIST NOW READY.

It is to your advantage to have it.

CHOLESBURY, near TRING

PULLETS. BREEDING STOCK.
BUY yoTir birds DOW and get them settled down for winter

laving. I liave large selection—Golden, Silver, White
Wvandottes (273-egg strain), Rhode Island Reds, White
Leglioma (285 strain). Butt Orpington Ducks. Birds all ages,

both sexes for sale moderate prices. Kindly state exact
requirements.

SYDNEY HiLLER,

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbish or fresh vegetables, mixed
with crispy preen bone, becomes—" Bacon between war
bread." Batchers' bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone
Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,

enormous profits. Particulars;

—

Keefoot, Hawkgreen,
Marple. Cheshire.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, Ac.
FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

LAYING MEAL.
A magnitjcent egg-producing mi.xture.

Per il21b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. Sfilb. 16, . Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX QROUIMO OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16,6. Carriage Paid.

PALM KERNEL MEAL.
Per 1121b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

THE "ECLIPSE" MIXED POULTRY CORN
FOR ADULT FOWLS.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

"ECLIPSE" DRY CHICK FOOD.
Recognised by experts as the standard dry chick food

of the day.
Per 1121b. 28/-. 561b. 15/-. Carriage Paid.

" WESSEX " DRY CHICK FOOD.
A coarser grade for older chicks.

Per 1121b. 28/-. 661b. IS/-. Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.
Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOewt. 1 ton.
3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-

Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

ORANULATED MEAT. Per 112 lbs., 26/-. Car. Pd.

BONE MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 10/6. Car. Pd.

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL.
Per 1121bs. 30/-. 561bs. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

MEAT AND BONE MEAL. Per 1121b8. 21/-.
Carriage Paid.

SOYA BEAN MEAL.
Per 112 lb. 27/-. Carriage Paid.

Ovir Mixtures are guaranteed free from Shell and Grit.

We allow 1/- each for Peat Moss and Hay
Meal Sacks if returned In good condition.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' Requisites
post free on application.

HARRY HEBDITCH<"Kf Martock, Somerset

HEN HOUSES
are RlQHT-ON-TOP of every other make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for
STYLE, 8TBENQTH, and QUALITY.

Downright satisfaction always.
Catalogue Free.

XtOlBESStT' IVIXIJI1.E:S{, Dennar

SAVE MONEY!!
Buy the right Grits in bulk, and avoid soft

shelled eggs. 5/-, 5/9 cvt-, carriage paid.

Samples Free.—Midland Grit Co.. Stourbridge.

PATENT CRUSHER for breaking bones,

ovster sliell, diina, etc., for your poultry. Of simple coji-

structioic, unbreakable, easy tu work, 12/- carriage paid.—
L. DvSKEK, HiUmorton Paddox, Ruaby.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal

12s. ed. cwt.; 78 J-cwt.. carr. paid.—RossLYN & Co., 30,

Kennington Park Road, London, S,E. 11.

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
The great intestinal corrective, promoting full - blooded

condition, necessary for regular laying. Trial bags, 2/-;

lOlbs , 4/-; J-cwt., 13/9 (fine or granulated). Pure Clover

for Poultry, containing valuable mineral salts, r. bushels. 6/-

10 bushels, 11/-: all carriage paid. — Wills Bros,

Hoddesdon, Herts.
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BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
•' A leorthv and tormidable weapon lor battling againit the baeiltus."—SirJ. Ceiobton-Beowne, F.B.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal .should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result.has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against " The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal
is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of peiie-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, f
« ^^' IZAL POWDER, ^'^ "" "!> ''^^

J 6/8 per gal
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry.'

8/6 per 501b. keg.'

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.

.ViVi

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We Btill hold certain small stocks ol

Qarden Seats, Garden Engines and Punnps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Qarden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL. Ltd.. Torks."' NORWICH.

( No, C518,

5/11
No. C529

Post Paid.

With Irons on
Solee 6d. More

II Sizes for

MEN or
WOMEN,

Same Prices.

CHEAPER THAN BOOTS
CALOK CLOGS are tlu- cheapest foot covering you

can buy to-day. They keep your feet dry and
warm. The mode! illustrated ts made with good grain
leather uppers, lined with non-tearing felt, nicely
flnislied. Plain, btrong wood soles. In the same sizes

as boots, for Men or Women, 5/11, 7/6, post paid.
Men's Watertight Clogs, 8/11.

Fine Clog Catalogue Free on Request.

Wm. PATTERSON & SONS
I
^ B89, OVERGATE, DUNDEE.

HUDSON'S
.:^..

Lf.
''

p RANNY loves to tell, with
^^ a smile, how the folks in

the old village sighed and
shook their heads. "The Belle

of the Village," they said,

"could never make a good
housewife." But she did, for

Hudson's Soap took all the

drudgery out of the work.
Young housewives of to-day have still

.—^ the aid of Hudson's Soap. It stands

unequalled for all home cleaning

for washing-up after meals.

IN PACKETS
EVEHYV/HERE.

Printed by Hudson & Keapns, Limited, Hatfield Street Works.
and by George

Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by " Country Life." Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. 2,

Newnes. Limited. 8-11, Soutb.impton Street, Strand, W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards.
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Planta in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons, Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary Liat of new and choice

varietiea now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer, Sons & Crisp,
Ltd.. The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford. Berks.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

George Buntard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
;;V1TR0LITE" far superior to White Lead Paint.
PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from

W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-
out the country.

BARR'S MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS, the
richest coloured flowers of Spring. Plant now. Descriptive
list free.

—

Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener. Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, pavinp, etc. Materials and plant.3

supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, U.H.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give

satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. Douglas, Tlie Premier House, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/6 doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Cabbage plants, 100 1/8, 200 2/6; post
paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. Jones, Churchfleld
Estate, Cradley. Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
D1CKS0N3 , Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

WELLS' CHRYSANTHEMUM CATALOGUE
now ready. Post free on application.- -W. Wells & Co.,
Merstham, Surrey.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Planting Crowns,
.^0,2/6; 100, 4/-, Large Planting Crowns 50,3/6; 100 6/-.
Fine Forcing Crowns, 50, 8/- ; 100, 15/-. Carriage paid.

—

Thomas B.\ker, Bulb Grower, Surfleet, Lincolnshire.

LINCOLNSHIRE SEED POTATOES for best
results. Lady Llewellyn, Midlothian Early, Duke of York,
Myatt's Early Ashleai, May Queen, Sharpe's Express, Eclipse,
20/-; Conquest. Queen Mary, Royal Kidney, Pioneer British
Queen, Defiance, 15/-, all per cwt., half cwts. same rate.

—

Fred Parkes. Wyberton. Boston. .

FLOWER POTS.—10 Sin., 15 Gin., 15 5in..
20 4in., 20 23in., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrateri list

of'pots. saucers, seed ami cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb
pots, free.— Thos. Jeavoxs, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from IJft. to 6ft. high; the finest stock in

fc^the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & SON, LTD., Royal
^wurseries, Cirencester.

FOR CUT FLOWERS, MIXED DAFFODILS
AND NARCISSI. 2/- 100 ; 15/- 1,000. MLxed Tulips,
5/6 100 : 52/- 1,000. Mixed Anemones, 4/6 100 ; 40/- 1,000

;

Pink or Scarlet Tulips, 5/- 100 : 48/- 1,000. Golden Crown
Tulips, scarlet and gold, 4/- 100 ; 38/- 1,000. Poets Narcis-

sus 2/6, 100 : 20/- 1,000. Barri Conspicuus, 2/6 100 ;
20/-

1,000. Double White Narcissus, 2/6 100 ; 20/-, 1,000. 10/-

orders and upwards carriage paid, cash with order.

—

Bees
Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete eubstltnt* 'or stabi« Manure.
Order now for prompt delivery.—See advertisement page viii.

ONION SETS GROW where seeds faU.— 1 lb.

2/6 ; 21bs., 4/6 ; 31bs., 6/6 ; 4lbs., 8/6 ; 51bs., 10/6, carriage

paid, cash with order ; delivery as soon as ready.

—

Bees Ltd.,
175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock gardeners. Postage one penny.—G. R. PHIPPS,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Bamham. Bognor.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. MLxed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,

3/6 ; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per 100. Send for

price list of named varieties. — Freo Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

SUTTON'S OLD ENGLISH AND MAY-
KLOWERING TULIPS.

SPECIAL MIXTURE, including many of tlie finest

flowers grown, brillianf in colour and elegant in form.

Per 100, 1(1/6. Per dozen, 1/fi.

SUTTON'S GOLD MEDAL COLLECTIONS
OF DARWIN TULIPS. Darwin Tulips .are easy to grow,
exquisite in colouring, admirable for decoration and not

expensive.
250 in 25 named varieties . . . 35/-
100 in 10 named varieties . . . 14/-
50 in 10 named varieties ... 7/6

SUTTON & SONS. THE KINO'S SKEDSMEN. READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY «& SON, The Royal Horticulturists,

LANGPORT, SOMERSiJT, are now booking orders for theit

Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
thisAutumn.and you will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty

for many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measurements of your borders.

Paeonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes. Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which

provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S ROSES AND P.ffiONIES. — New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the

best new and standard varietiea, is now ready, and will De

sent post free on application.—<Dept. E.), E. H. Bath, Ltd.,

The Floral Farnas, Wisbech.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs, Oranpes and Orchard House trees are of first-class

quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Itapection invited. Price list post tree on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattib, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,

Westminster.

SCOTCH -GROWN BRITISH QUEEN, 2nd
EARLY SEED POTATOES, splendid cropper, superb (luality,

clean, vigorous Highland seed, 15/- cwt. ; 8/-, 561bs. ; 4/4,

281bs. ; 2/3, 141bs. ; 1/2, 71bs., bags free, cash with order.

—

Bees Ltd.. 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

OXYDOIN rapidly relieves neuritic and
ri>eumatic pains. Burns, scalds, cuts, sores quickly healed.

1/6 and 2 -, post free. Approved Lancet.—New Oxydol
Products. Ltd. 23. Fitzroy Square London W. 1 .

THOMPSON& MORGAN'S SELECT SCOTCH
SEED POT.^TOE.S. early varieties. Midlotliian E.irly and
Duke of York, 3y6 per stone; Sharp's Express, Eclipse and
Sir .Tolm Lleweilyen, 3/- per stone; Epicure. 2/6 per stone.

I Bass extra.) Catalogues of Flower and Vegetable Seeds in

.January.—THOMPSON & MORGAN, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Ipswich. j_

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,,

etc., post free.—Dobbie & Co., Royal Florists. Edmburgli.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogues.

gratis. Cultural hints for Id. stamp.-Laxton Brothers,

Bedford.

McDOUGALL'S WINTER WASH FOR
FRUIT TREES—TO CLEAN FRUIT TREES FROM
MOSS LICHEN. TO DESTROY FUNGOID SPORES
SCAB HIBERNATING INSECTS, and to CHElIv THE.

GROWTH and SPREAD OF CANKER. /Sy/'^^'; ™'>',(^'1<'

trees are dormant. 1 gal on drums to make 80 gallons Wash,

8/ each Ituarttins 2/9, 1 pint tins 1/6. Frum.Nursery-

nen Seedsmen and Iromnongers. - Sole Manufacturers

:

McDouoall BROS., Ltd., Port Street, Mancliester.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS" and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

SHALLOTS.—Best hand-picked, ready for
immediate delivery, can-iacie paid. 31lbs., 3/- ; 7lbs., 5/9 ;

141hs., 10/0 ; 2Slbs., 20/- ; 56lbs.. 39/-; cwt., 75/6 net, cash
with order.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelegq St Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel RaUIng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stcclf of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices • subject to being unsold. Particulars on appUcatlon.

Bodlton & Padl, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST RE.MARKABLE
APPLES AND PEARS ON RECORD. 60 Acres of Clioice

Fruits to select from. Please see our Illustrated Catalogue,

free by post, before ordering elsewhere. — KING s ACRE

Nurseries Ltd., Hereford.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens

etc. Results will astonish you,—Manufactured under Royal

Letters Patent bv The Molassine Co., Ltd., 1.2. Tunnel

Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper
Restrictions, and also that of the Post 06fice,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore be^ to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very
pleased to send their useful catalogues to our
readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Fruit Trees and Plants

G. BUNYARD & CO.,

Royal Nurseries
MAIDSTONE

Ltd. Fruit Trees
Vines

Herbaceous

GEO. COOLING
The Nurseries
BATH

& SONS Roses
and
Fruit Trees

Seeds and Bulbs

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

Bulbs
Cultural Notea
Strawberries <

Seeds

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,

WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

Rose Specialists

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus

WALTER EASLEA
Danecropt Roseby
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.
Nurseries
CRAWLEY

Landscape
Gardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

Orchids

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.
Hawlmark
NEWTOWNARDS, IRELAND

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine
and Herbace-
ous Plants

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Qloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

Horticultural Builders, etc.

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
HiGHGATE Nurseries,

Bulbs
Fruit Trees
Roses

Horre^, 760 LONDON, N. 6 ""li^.'.T'' Retarded Lilieg

MESSENGER & Co.,

Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

Ltd.

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

PHILIP LE CORNU
The Jersey Nurseries
JERSEY

Fruit Trees
Roses and
Carnations

Poultry Breeders

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

PERRY'S
Hardy Plant Farms,
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

JOHN E. SHACKLETON
Cholesbury
Near TRING, HERTS

Eggs for Hatching

Day-old Chicks

Cockerels.

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.r.s., f.r.h.s.

Hurst, nr. Twyford
BERKS

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree
Royal Nurseries & Carnation
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries
PORTADOWN, IRELAND

Fruit Trees and Plants

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,

The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,

LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

J. JEFFERtES & SON, Ltd.

Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

G. GIBSON & CO.

Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

Seeds and Bulbs

JOHN K. KING & SONS
Coggeshall
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peasant
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

R. WALLACE & CO.,

KiLNFiELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New Bulb ano

Iris List

Now Ready

Garden Sundries

THE HUMBER fishing & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL IVlanure

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LRTLRPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

Garden Espaliers
& Trainers. Par-
ticulars of our
Stock on appli-
cation

J. BENTLEY, Ltd.

Barrow-on-Humber
HULL

Weed Destroyers
Lawn Sand
Insecticides
Fertilizers

G. H. UlCIiARDS
234, Borough
LONDON. S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
IVIanures

C. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
SouTHWARK St., London, S.E. 1. ready

THE NEW DE.STRUCTOR CO., Ltd.,

41, Walter House, Bedford Street,

Strand, LONDON, W.C. 2.
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COLLECTION ** C ** ofGARDEN ROSES.
A REAL BARGAIN—comprisiDg

[
24 Beat GaPden Rosea, in dwarf plants, for cootlouous

blooming. 18/6.
Liberty (H.T.)
Hadame A. Chatenay

(H.T.)
Madame Herrtot (P.)
Madame M. Soupert (H.T.)
Hadame Ravary (H.T.)
MlsB A. de Rothschild

(H.T.)
Mrs. D. HoKee (H.T.)
Mrs. John Lalng (H.P.)
Rayon d'Or (P.)
Ulrloh Brunner (H.T.)
Victor HQgo (H.P.)
Zephyrlne Drouhln (B.)

N.J3.—Any 6 H.P.'s and six .jt any other varieties supplied
from this selection for 9/6.

Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A drand stock of

I

Shrubs and Oniamontal Trees. Herbaceous Plants In great
I

variety. Send for Catalogue No. 12. full of interesting Informa-
tion and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER & SONS, Ltd.
Dept. 21, Garden Specialists, Southwell, NottB.

Of Surpassing Beauty
SITUAmOMS VACA-Ifi:.

GARDENER required to take charge of
small market ^'ardeii, vt-geta^iles ouly, 5 miles from Guildford,
entirely worked by women.—Apply ''Bcix .^,' e;o Thk
(iARiiEN, 20, Tavistiick .Street, Coyent Garden, London, W.C. 2.

WANTED for small countrj' house, married
gardener (ineliLrible) and wile a-s caretakers. Wages 2."> - a
week, gootl cottage and tiring.—Apply Countess liATHUKST.
C'irence.^ter House. Cirencester.

WANTED, a Good \'egetable Grower for a
private garden in Herkshire : wage.^ 30/- to 40/- per
week: very ^ood tiousc, coal and vegetables.—Apply " Box
7,"i o The Gardex, JO, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
tondon. W.C. 2.

SI'TUATIONTS Mil AtHTlSTa.
GARDENER, all round man, age 48, married,
no encnmberani-e. seeks re-engagement,— Ajjpiy " Bo.\ 3," c

o

The (J.vriiex. Jo, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,
W.c. -2.

Choice Flowering
Plants.

Berberis Sargentiana, A.M., R.H.S., in 3in.

pots, 3 6.

Spiraea Arborea grandiflora, F.C.C., R.H.S.,

in 5in. pots, 3/6; in 7in. pots, 5/- ea.

Caesalpinia Japonica, 3/6.

Fendlera rupicola, in Sin. pots, 2/6 ea.

Jamesia Americana, 2/6, 3/6.

Plagianthus Lyalli, in Sin. pots, 2/6 ea.

Strong plants, 3/6, 5/- ea.

Stuartia pseudo Camellia, 7/6 ea.

Enkianthus Japonicus, 3/6, 5/. ea.

Eucryphia pinnatifida, extra fine plants,

10/6 ea.

G. BUNYARD & CO., Ltd.
Royal Nurseries, MAIDSTONE.

BEES' Guarantested ROSES
The National Rose Society's Selections.

' Rose trees are famously Hbrous rooted ; hard as whipcord.

Garden Roses
SELECTION " A."

24 beat atid most popjUir
ri^aea for general purposes.
A splendid 1K/f? Carri.iyo
asisi.rtinent. I w/ w paid,
Caroline Testout (ht),sal.pk. 9d.

EarUjf\Var\\ick(ht),sal.rose ICd.

l-:carlate (ht), scarlet - - lOd.

Kthel Malcolmfht),ivory w. lOd.

I'^rau Karl Driischki(hp),w. lOd.

Oeorg:eDickson<ht>.deep cr. lOd.

r;. C. \Vauri(ht).orange ver. lOd.

Oen. McArtbur(lit), scarlet lOd.

Gus Gninerwald (ht),carm. lOd.

La France (ht). rose - - 9d.

C,a Tosc.i (ht), salmon flesh lOd.

Lady Pirrie (ht). apricot - lOd.

Ladv Ashtowniht),deep pk. 9d.

Mme.A.Chalenay(ht),sal.pk. 9d.

Mme.r*. Lntaud(ht),yel.rD3e l/-

Mnie.Ed.nerriot.prawn red lOd.

Mine.JuIesrirolez(ht),siI.rose 9d.

Mme.Melar^ieSoiipert(ht),y. lOd.

Mme.navarythD.orange yel. 9d.

Mme.Sosond Weber(ht),sal. lOd.

Ophelia iht). flesh pink • lOd.

Pharts.-'er (ht). rosy white - lOd.

Ravon d'Or (ah), yellow - 1'-

Richrnond (ht), scarlet - lOd.

Fragrant Roses
SELECTIOX " D."

12 chosen chiefly for thcfr
abrindnnt delicious scent.
Colouring 7/Q Carrtape
yorcooiis. '/*^ paid.

Alfred Colonih (hp>. red - 8d,

Onpuy Jamain (hp), cer{s*j 8d,

R:irIof Gosford(ht),crimson lOd,

ileorge Dickson{ht).Tel.cri. lOd
(;'?noral.Iacqucminot(hp>,cr. 8d,

i;eii.McArthur(ht).crimson lOd

.liiliet (hb).old gold and red lOd,

r.a France (ht>. rose - - 9d

I,:idyA'ico Stan!ey(ht).pink lOd

Mme. Ed. Ilerrlot (per), red lOd,

Mr3.JohnLaine(hp).rosy pk. 8d

U'.rich Brunner(hp).cher.red 8d

Buttonhole Roses
SELECTION * F."

12 rharniingly coloured and
daintily formed in bud.

Lnst well Q/R Carriage
when cut. O/

O

paid.

Harry Kirk (t). yellow - lOd.

Lady Hillingdona).aprl.yel lOd.

Ladvnoberts(tl,reddishapri. lOd.

Liberty (t>. velvetv crimson 9d.

Mme.A.Chatenay(titr;saI.pk. 9d.

Mme. Jean Dupiiy (ht),rose lOd.

Melody (ht). saffron yellow 1/-

Mrs. A. Ward (ht), yellow lOd.

Mrs. O. Shawyer *ht), pink lOd.

Mrs. n. Stevens (t), white lOd.

Richmond (ht). scarlet - lOd.

Sunburst (ht).C3dmium yel. lOd.

HARDY FRUIT
• Falstatr Selection.

Best Sort3. 1 Q fi strong treev

I Oy VJ Carriage paid-

1 Bramlev's Apple, cooker.

1 Lord Suffleld Apple, cooker.

1 James Grieve Apple, dessert

1 Cox'a Orange Pippin, dessert.

1 Louise Bonne Pear, cook or eaU

1 Tbe Czar Plum, cook nr eat

1 Victoria Plum, cook or eat.

1 Morello Cherry, cooker.

1 Loganberry, for tarts or jam.

4 Boakoop Giant Black Currant.

4 Whinham'a Gooseberry.

12 Saperlative Raspberry, beat

All are very free-bearing, hardy,

thrilty sortA

All Purposes Roses
SELECTION' " K."

12 first-class sorts, suitable
U>r general use.

Do well Cijfi Carriage
everywhere. D/D paid.

Bettv (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

Caro"lineTestoiit(ht),sal.pink 9d.

FishL>rIIolmes(hp),cri.scar. 8d.

F. K. Dnischki (hp), white lOd.

H. K. Richardson (ht).crim. lOd.

Hugh Dickson (hp).crimson 8d.

Lady Aahtown(hp),deep pk. 9d.

Lyons Rose (ht).shrimp pk. lOd.

Mme.A.Chnten;iy(bt),sal.pb. 9d.

Mme. Ed Herriot, red - lOd.

Mme.Bavary(ht).orange yel. 9d.

Mrs. J. Laing ihp),rose pink 8d.

Gold Medal Roses
Si:LECTION '* L."

12 newer sorts, all gold

medall:5ts but two.
Creme de q/ Carriage
la creme. 57/~ paid.

Britihh Queen (ht>,snowyw. lOd.

Dch"^. of Wellington, yellow 1/-

GeorgcDicksan":ht).deepcri. lOd.

G. C. Waiid<,ht).orange ver. lOd.

Lad vIMrrle(ht) .coppery- sal. lOd.

LeslicHoIlandiht).vermilion lOd.

Mahel Drew (ht). cream - lOd.

Mme.E. Herriot <per.)pr.red lOd.

M.de Sinety':ht).co!d bronze 1/-

Mrs. A. Carneeie(ht). white lOd.

Ravon d'Or (per.), golden - \l-

VVillowmere (per.).coral pk. lOd.

Climbers, Ramblers
SELECTION' " S."

6 ros«3 suitable for trellis,

pillars, arches, pergolas, &c.

All very /l/Q Carriage

vieorous. "/ ^ Paid.

Alberic Barbier(W.),yellow lid.

AmericanPIlIar(cl..P.),pink lid.

Blush Ramhler(cl..P.).blnsh lid.

Dorothv Perkins (W.), pink lid.

Excels:i (W), bril. scarlet
""

Hiawatha (ci.,P.>. crim.wh.
Ud.
Ud.

BEDDING
(Ex. strong
bushy

PLANTS
transplanted I

Doz. 100

;

n'a/l/Iwitvrs. red lOd. 5/-

yeUow lOd. 51-

For;;et-nic-not,b/uc I/- 61-

Canifrburij Detls m
sep.colotirn, ichite,

rose, blue or tnixed lJf< ^/'G

' JcelfindPoppiea.nixd.S Hi 151-

Polyanthits, mzd. - i/6 15/-

SweH Williams:
finkBeaut^lHybridslfS SI-

Golden AlJjssum -,SfS It:/-

Hardy Auriculas • SI- tOh
PurpleAubri€tia,potsl4 / - SOi -

Silvery Rockfoils - hf-JOI-
Graecian Violet - dl- SOI-

HARDY FLOWERS
Continuous C / Carnage

Oiaplav ^/ '
PaJd.

Alkanet. blue Lupin, yellow.

M'mafi Daisy, lil IrLi, rich blue.

Marguerite, white Prretbrum, \\iX-

Larkspur, violet. Fleabane, mauve
M'mas Daisy, ma. Hybrid. C'mbine.

Dra^'on'a-head. car. Pink Knotweed-
Larkepur. blue Avens,' scarlet

M'mas Daisy, pk. Catmint, lavender

Ked Elecampane-
Scarlet Campion.
Blue Lupin.
White Bellflower.

Poppy. Pink.

White Lupin
Gypsopbtla-

Blue Bellflower.

Blue Flax.

Golden Marguerite
Mimulus. scarlet

Jacob"-- ladder
Speedwell, blue."

Double Pyrethnim

Exhibition Roses
SELECTION " B."

24 specially-selected varieties,

.^ssiirea ^ C^/R Carriage
prize winners. I O/O paid.

Avoca Chi), crimson scarlet lOd.

Bes3ieBrown(ht),creamyw. lOd.

British Queen (ht), white - lOd.

Chas. Lefebvre(hp).crimson 8d.

Coronation (hp), flesh pink lOd.

Dean Hole (ht), silvery rose lOd.

Earlof Gogford(ht).dk.crim. lOd.

Ethel Malcolm (ht), ivory w. lOd.

ni.deC.Guinoisseau(hp).ver. 8d.

GeorgeDickson(ht),vei.crim. lOd.

Hugh Dlckson(hp). crimson 8d.

J. B. Clarke (ht), crimson - lOd,

Jonkheer J.L.Mock(ht).car. lOd.

Leslie Holland (ht).3car.cri. lOd.

Mabel DrewUit),canary yet. lOd.

LvonsRose(ht).shrimp pink lOd.

Mrs. C. West(ht), shell pink lOd.

Mildred Grant(ht),tinted w. lOd.

Mrs.AmyHaromond(ht),ap. lOd.

Mrs. \ndrewCarnegieCht),w. lOd.

Mrs.JohnLaing^hp), rosypk, fid.

Mrs. J. n. Welch (ht), pink lOd.

Mr3.Roo3eveIt(ht).pale flesh lOd.

UlrichBrnnner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Town Roses
SELECTION " E."

12 sorts proved suitabie for

growing in smoke.
Immensely 7/Q C^irriaije

successful. //^ paid.

CarotineTestout(ht),saI.pink 9d.

Dr.O'Doncl Browne(ht),car. lOd.

F. K. Druschki (hp), white lOd.

Giorge Dickson (ht). crim. lOd.

GiistaveGrunerwaId(ht),car.lOd.

J. B. Clark (ht),deep scarlet lOd.

LaTosca (ht).silvery pink - lOd.

Mm.e. Ed. Herriot(per),red lOd.

Mme.Ravarv(ht),orange yel. 9d.

Mr3.JohnLa'ing(hp),rose pk. 8d.

Mme. Isaac Pereire (b), car. 8d.

Ulrich Brdnner(hp),cher.red 8d.

Dwarf Bedding Roses
SELECTION "I."

12 perpetual, free-flowering

sorts, of bushy habit.
Surprisingly q if* Carriage
effective. O'w paid.

A.R.tioodwin(per.),sal.pink lOd.

Betty (ht), coppery rose - lOd.

Dchs. of Wellington, saffron 1 / -

Ecarhite (ht), scarlet red - lOd.

EarlofWarwick(ht).sal.rose lOd.

G. C. Waud(ht),oranee ver. lOd.

LadyPirrie(ht).apricbtpink lOd.

Mme. Ed. Herriot, red - lOd.

Molly S. Crawford(t). white lOd.

Mrs. A.Ward(ht),Indian yel. lOd.

Ravon d'Or (hb).orance cad. 1/-

Richmond (ht), scarlet - lOd. ^

HARDY SHRUBS
"Hey Presto" Selection
Suitable towns" O/ Carriage

small garden.^. U/ '
Paid.

Purple Speedwell,' evergreen.

Double Gorse, yellow.

Sea Tamarisk, soft pink.

Spiraea, Anthony Waterer, red.

Spanish Broom, fragrant, yellow.

Graham's Sage Tree, crimaon.

Golden Broom, rich yellow.

Crimson Flowering Currant.

Piptanthus, new, from China.

Giant Mock Orange, white.

Starry Daisy Bush, wliite

Lavender, true fragrant sort.

Hardy Scotch Fuchsia. red-

Golden Forsythia, very choice.

May Broom, very pretty.

For Illustrations in Colour

and descriptions see Catalogue No. 5S.

issued ladt reason. A few spare copies

post free on request. 175 c,

MILL ST..
LIVERPOOL

A.B.C. of Rose Culture, 2d.

Booklet of 32 pages ; tells you all you
are likely to want to know about roses,

'2d, stamps with cat^tegue. order or
ali.'ni".

lets there f%
I
and makes the Garden ^^riM^K

gay all the year round ^^^^^^
vciy»uo.= .u. „„...^,.,.ural purposes, in TINS at 6d- & II; and in

eSbaGS: 7;bs..'2/8; 141bs .4 6 ; 281bs.. 7/6 : SBlbs 13/6: 1121bs2«.. Or direct

riage paid in the linked kingdom for Cash with Order (except 6d. TINS.)
nd upwards are supplied in 28lb. bags.

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.'-.s & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON. E.-
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gUNYARD'S
FRUIT/i^^TREES

Catalogug
by ReTURB

GEORGE BUNYARD^CO.
Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.
Ltd.

-D^^Ci'E^CSlI IN ALL BEST AND
Xn.\JiSJ2Al9 m POPULAR KINDS.
Weeping Standards, from 2,6 eaclr, Standards and Half-
Standards, 2/6 each. Bush, Climbing, Kamblers, Fairy or

Polvantha Roses, China and Moss Roses, strong, 7/- 8/-, 9/-

and 10/- per doz. Orders Tor 10/- and over carriage paid for

cash with order. Fruit Trees, Bush Fruits, Evergreen and
Flowering Shrubs, Oval-leafed Privet, etc.; Bulbs, Wall-
flowers, etc. Catalogue and list free on application.

Established over 50 years.

JAMES WALTERS, MOUNy^^R^^URSER.ES,

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next year,
and insure having the finest quahty .at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well
grovtrn fruiting trees of all kinds.

Catalogues Free.

ThelBARNHAM: NURSERIES/ Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

Telegrams; "FRANK CANT, COLCHESTER,"
Telephone No. 182.

CANT S^M»F ROSES
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick .Rose Qardens (Dept. A),

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE POST FUEE,
3d, stamps.

TWO GILT-EDGED
INVESTMEHTS

I. Buy National War Bonds.

Next to personal service the

greatest service you can ren-

der the Country is to lend

your money for the cause of

freedom and justice.

Your Country needs this

money and pays handsomely

for the use of it.

a. If you have any left, help to

keep the country more pros-

perous and self-supporting by
increasing • food production

by planting Apples. No more
profitable variety can be

grown than Bramley's Seed-

ling, and we can offer stout

half-standard and feathered

trees, just the trees for exten-

sive planting or cottage

gardens, at i8/- per dozen, £6
per 100, carriage paid.

PENNELL & SONS
LINCOLN.

ESTABLISHED 1780.

=CLEARANCE BULB SALE=
CLEARING GROUND FOR FOOD CROPS. ,

TWO 1/- PARCELS FREE.
Twelve 1/- Parcels (or 20 at 6d.) for 10/-; Carriage

Paid, Cash with order. «=«"!««« 6d.^extra^on orders under

All Bulba guaranteed strong flowering, and of best quality ; money
back if not satisfied.

1.

20 Emperor Daffodils.

Is.
The finest of the well-known
sorta, grandly-shaped and
flcJl-coloured (lowera ; (Joes

well indoiira or out.

20 Horsfieldi Daffodils,

Is.
Snowy-white petals : rich

yellow trumpet ; very hand-

eome and early ; borders or

pot^.

3.

25 Princeps Daffodils,

is.

Primroflc and gold ; early

flowering ; specially recom-

mended lor bordera and
beds outdoors.

4.

25 Grandee Daffodils,

is.
White and gold ; a moet
graceful flower ; very
hardy ; does remarkably

well in shade.
6.

20 Golden Spur Daffs.,

is.
Glorious orange-gold

shaded citron ; moot mag-
niflcent flower; quite

unsurpasficd.

6.

20 Sir Watkin Daffs.,

is.

Deep orange frilled trum-
pet, rich gold petals ; a
huge success everywhere

indoon and out.

7.

35 Barri Narcissi, is.

Orange-scarlet cup, golden

petals ; li gbt. graceful, free-

Qotvering ; splendid i n
fibre or soil.

8.

15 Double Yellow
Daffs., is.

Huge double, golden-yel-

low, rose-shaped flowers
;

excellent all purposes.

30 Double White
Narciss., is.

Fragrant aa a Gardenia

;

pure tran.fluct:Qt wliite

;

blooms well into May.
lu.

15 Victoria Daffodils,

is.

A more magniflcent flower

than Empreaq ;
pure white

petals, rich gold trumpet

;

indoors or out.

11

25 Langtry Narciss.,

is.
Dainty lemon yellow cup
set in a beautiful star form-

ed by sis showy petals

;

esquisite indoors or out.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAIN LOTS.
Cftrriage S/- paid.

100 Choice Tulips in 5 sorts.

Double Quantity, 9/6, carriage paid.

200 Choice Daff8.and Narctss.in 5 sorts
Double quantity, 9/6, carriage paid.

FREE. 1/- Parcel Snowdrops or Bluebells

with each 9/6 parcel, carriage paid.

All for cash with order only. Satislaction
guaranteed.

13.

40 Pheasant Eye
Narciss., Is.

Crimson, edged orange cup,

purest white petals ; flowers

often 3 inches across.

14.

30 Ornatus Narcissus,

Is.
Vivid scarlet cup sur-

rounded by snowy-white
petals ; flrat-claas every-

where.

15.

4 Violet-scented Iris,

Is.
Rich velvety violet with
orange throat ;

del'clously

scented ; does well indoors
or out.

/ 16.

24 St. Brigid Anemone,
Is.

Huge, semi-double flowers

in all shades of blue, violet.

scarlet, rose, white, etc

17.

30 Golden Winter
Aconite, Is.

Rich buttercup-yellow

with a dainty green ruffle ;

makes a flne edging.

18.

30 Bluebells (Scillas),

is.

Do well in pots of soil or

fibre ; a greatsuccess under
trees and in other shady

places.

19.

25 Double Snowdrops,
is.

Try these in pots of soil or

fibre ; they are exquisitely

pretty iihen looiied at
closely.

20.

30 Single Snowdrops,
Is.

For planting as an edging
to other bulba. in beis, on

graves, borders, Ac.

21.

18 Golden Button
Tulip, Is.

Bouton d'Or is usually con-

sidered to be equal to that
" rara avia " — a golden
Darwin Tulip ; a thing

more to be desired than
Dumas' Black Tulip.

22.

18 Caledonian Tulip,

Is.
Glowing orange scarlet

;

like a veritable flame

;

a gorgeous thing for bed-
din;.

18 Mixed Early
Flowering Dutch

Tulips, Is.

These are very scarre in-

deed ; flne for indoor
culture in fibre or outdoor

bedding.

24.

20 Clara Butt Tulip, Is.

Most glorious pink, shaded
salmon and silver ; a huge

aucccag indoors and out.

10 F. Sanders Tulip, Is.

An incrediMy dazzling
shade of flery scarlet ; a
most entrancing colour

;

huge eiz= ; perfect form,

26.

IS Tonnaye Tulip, Is.

Rich chprry-rose. Bha^led

blush, edged delicate pink,

one of the moet useful.

27.

15 Laurentia Tulip, Is.

Deep rosy-pink, shaded
carmine, with a startliualy

rich blue centre ; extra.

28.

12 Mrs.Cleveland Tulip,

is.

Old lavender-rose, shaded
lilac and silver ; flowera

early ; large size and
stately habit.

25 Gold Crown Tulip,

Is.

Rich golden -yellow, shaded
and flamed scarlet ; fine

bedding and borders.

15 Gesneriana Major
Tulip, Is.

Brilliant glowing scarlet,

'

dazzling blue centre ; one
of the most gorgeous of all

Tulips.

20 Sweet-scented Tulip,

Is.

T. macroepjla has the fra-

grance of Sweet Peas and
a flne crimson-scarlet

colour. 1

32.

10 Inglescombe Yellow
Tulip, Is.

Perfection In form and
colouring ; deep canary
yellow ; magnificent.

33.

15 La Candeur Tulip,

Is.

Pure white; very scarce;

fine for bedding Ixirdcra,

pots, Stc. ; good for

cutting.

15

Rich
flower

;

beds.

34.

Parisian Yellow
Tulip, Is.

yellow ; elegant
showy and reliable; J

pots, borders, sc.

^ 20
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^HE Japanese Quince is grown as an

ornamental shrub in most gardens, andTI the hard, green fruits are seldom used, yet

I they are delicious when made into either

^ jelly or Quince cheese. Some con-

noisseurs are of the opinion that the Japanese

Quince is better than the common Quince for

this purpose, and in our opinion the fruits

THE FRAGRANT FRUITS OF CYDONI.V M.^ULEI.

of Cydonia Maulei are the best of all. These

fruits are generally smaller than those of C.

japonica, they are very aromatic, and turn a

golden hue when ripe. This year all of the Quinces

seem to have borne with unusual freedom, and

there are still lots of fruits in excellent condition

in gardens that might be put to good use if only

sugar can be spared. Delicious jelly and cheese

may be made from the recipe under the heading

"The Quick Peculiar Quince" in our issue for

November 3. We have not, however, found the

cheese-making nearly so strenuous as one might

he led to suppose from that excellent recipe.

Dutch Brown Beans.—Many readers have

written expressing their complete satisfaction

with the Dutch Brown Bean, and we quite ag:rec,

for it is an excellent cropper and the Beans are

superior to the general run" of Haricots. The
popularity of the Dutch Brown Bean in this

country seems to be due to the efforts of the Rev.

VV. Wilks, secretary of the Royal Horticultmal

Society, who'has distributed seeds to Fellows of

the society throughout the land. In Holland

this Bean is grown in enormous quantities by all

classes of the people, who use the seeds for winter

food.

An Unsolicited Testimonial.—Mr. w. Hobby,
steward to Mrs. Gordon Canning, Hartpury

Estate, Maisemore, Gloucester, writes :
" I should

just like to add my testimony to the Dutch Brown
Beans. I had a few last spring very late for

trial. They were planted in a piece of ground

where Perpetual Spinach had been growing.

They had no special preparation whatever. The
soil was very heavy, the subsoil stiff clay, and

they came away very well and produced a wonderful

crop. I did not use any of them in a green state,

but have saved all of them for seed. I exhibited

some of the Beans at the Gloucester Root,

Fruit [and Grain Show last Friday, and they

attracted a lot of attention. As an addition to

our winter food I should say they will be very

useful."

The Spanish Broom.—This is a very valuable

shrub for poor, dry soils. It continues in flower

for a long period during summer and autumn,

seldom requires any attention, and is perfectly

hardy. As its Rush-like twigs are almost leafless,

it looks best in combination with other shrubs,

and is not particular as to aspect. The seed is

ripening now. If this is gathered and dried, it

will germinate freely if scattered broadcast, pre-

ferably during warm, showery weather in early

summer.

Rose Flower of Fairfield.—This has proved a

really perpetual climber, fine clusters of bloom

being produced until quite recently. In colour

it is rather brighter than Turner's Crimson Rambler,

and is considered by some to be an improvement

upon that old favourite. It is much like the

latter in foliage and habit, but not so susceptible

to mildew.

Romneya Coulteri.—Despite a cold and wet

autumn and a few frosty nights, the last buds of

this fine Poppy opened on November 15 into

fully expanded flowers. On the whole, this

has been a dismal season for such a sun-worshipper.

But the latter has a wonderful way of deferring

the opening of its calyces should

it be inclement weather at the

time of their fulness.

Helleborus niger altifolius.—

Much the finest hardy plant

exhibit at the meeting of . the

Royal Horticultural Society on

November 20— and seasonable

withal—was the grouping of cut

flowers by Mr. C. Scrase-Dickins,

of this unique form of the

Christmas Rose, They were of

the pure white variety, which

is quite distinct from that
usually sold under the name
and whose blossoms never lose

the reddish purple hue which

characterises them externally.

Handsome in the extreme,

4 inches or so across, and of the

purest white, the foot-long stems

supporting the giant flowers

were evidence of vigour and of

the supremely happy conditions

under which they had been grown.

Best of its race—if, unfortunately,

far from common—^it is difficult to conceive any-

thing finer for the garden or for cutting' for the

house than this, or any plant of the time meriting

the best attentions of the gardener, and we con-

gratulate Mr. Scrase-Dickins on his success with

this good plant. Associated with the flowers

were sprays of the red-stemmed Rubus Polytritis,

as happy a marriage as could be conceived.

Security of Tenure Wanted for Allotment
Holders.—As a result of a recent meeting of the

Parliamentary Committee, the President and
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society have

forwarded the following resolution to the Board
of Agriculture, together with a covering letter

expressing their hearty approval of the same

:

" The President and Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society recommend the Board of Agri-

culture to give every possible encouragement to

allotment holders, both as regards increasing the

number of plbts and reasonable security of tenure,

and they request that the Board will, without

delay, take the steps necessary to secure these

ends, as, from letters received by the society,

great difficulty is being experienced throughout

the country in both these directions." A somewhat
similar resolution is being sent to the Board ot

Agriculture by the National Union of Allotment

Holders (see page 523), •

Be Patient.—The planting season is a busy

time for nurserymen in normal years, but the

depletion of labour, together with munerous
other difficulties, lead one to think that the

nurseryman's life is not a happy one. From some
of our leading nlu'serymen comes the request

that we should ask readers to exercise more
patience than usual. One firm typical of others

writes :
" Our orders are despatched in strict

rotation and with all possible speed, but as we
have less than half our usual staffs do please ask

your readers to have a little extra patience,"

wheat-ears" on a perpetual-flowering carnation.

Wheat-ear Carnation.—The accompanying illu

-

tration shows a specimen of the well-known

Wheat-ear Carnation, which was shown before

the scientific committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society on November 20, This curious formation,

where a multiplication of the bracts takes the

place of the flower, was known centuries ago,

as is evidenced by figures in old herbals.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Eiiilor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

POTATOES FROM SINGLE E^'ES.

pOR the last twenty-six years I have been

growing my first and second early Potatoes

from single eyes. When I took charge here a

year ago I was surprised to find that not a man
in the neighbourhood ever cut his Potatoes to

single eyes. They had never heard of it, and

when I planted mine they laughed at me ; but

they laughed louder when they saw the crop I

MAY QUEEN POTATOES GROWN FROM
SINGLE EYES.

./

dug. I planted 561b. of seed in three sorts

—

May Queen, Duke of York and Sir J. Llewelyn

—

and I lifted isjcwt. I may say that about 150

sets were planted in pots, and so did not get the

same chance as those planted outside. I am
sending you a snapshot of a few roots of May
Queen. I think I convinced a good -many ab/iut

here that it can be done, as several have said

they will do it next time. \ have just set up my
seed tubers on end in the trays so as to get good

strong shoots', as I do not let them grow a lot of

useless shoots and have fo break them oS..—
W. HoBBV (Steward to Mrs. Gordon Canning),

Hartpury Estate, Maisemore, Gloucester.

HEAVY CROPi> OF ONIONS.

A/TR. EDWIN BECKETT is, of course, absolutely

right (I do not think we often find him wrong !).

in advocating the box-sowing of Onions ; never-

theless, with a good stock of seed and a welf-pre-

pared bed it is possible to get heavy and profitable

crops with outdoor sowing. As an instance of

this we grew this year igcwt. on 10 square rods

of ground, as against Mr. Beckett's 3^ tons from

47 square rods. The ground was thoroughly

bastard-trenched and fairly, but not heavily,

manured. The plants started off with a will and
" never looked back." The variety was Chelsea

Maincrop, from seed supplied by Mr. A. Dawkins

of Chelsea. The bulbs are remarkably even in

size and shape, firm and solid. James' Keeping

on the same ground was very poor and, I think,

must have been Californian seed. I strongly recom-

mend Chelsea Maincrop, in spite of its being .a

member of the flat section.—W. P. W.

PEA GLORY OF DEVOlil, AND OTHERS.

T CAN fully endorse every word of the praise

bestowed on this fine Pea, .Glory of Devon,

by your correspondents Mr. C. Turner and

"J. R. J." I have grown it each season since

its introduction, and find it in every way reliable

where large quantities of Peas of the highest

quality are required. In my heavy, rich soil

it grows quite 43 feet high, and the large pods

are invariably perfectly filled with large Peas

of the finest flavour. For a thoroughly reliable

second-early, commend me to Webb's Senator.

This Pea probably carries the heaviest crop of any

variety I have ever tried. Its table quality is

excellent. Royal Salute, sent out some years

ago by Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons, is by far

the finest late maincrop here, never failing to give

a splendid crop of first-rate Peas. It has the

added virtue of not soon tiu'ning old. As a latest

Pea nothing in this district can come near Dickson's

Rearguard. All through October I was daily

picking first-rate dishes of this variety, and even

into the early days of November. I tried Little

Marvel this year for the first time, and truly it is

well named, except that the seeds are anything
^

but little. It is a variety of great merit.-—C.

Blair, Preston Gardens, Linlithgow.

KOHL R.\BI.

T QUITE agree that this vegetable should be

grown much more extensively than it is now,

though in many gardens the root is well repre-

sented. This year, in the Southern Counties

at least, the caterpillar has worked havoc among
the green crops, even garden Swedes being eaten

greedily. Kohl Rabi has not suffered much.

By the way, it is astonishing the number of people

who do not Imow what Kohl Rabi is. At an

exhibition recently a seed firm exhibited a grand

collection of vegetables, including Kohl Rabi.

A visitor asked the attendant what the particular

vegetable was, and, on being told, said, " Oh ! I

thought it was a Turnip gone mad."—G. G.

JERUSALEJI ARTICHOKES.

T SMILED when reading the "advice given as to

" lifting, storing and planting " the above.

A long row of Jerusalem Artichokes (planted in

a 2-feet border to hide a high, ugly fence across

the end of the kitchen garden) was given into

my charge in schoolgirl days to dig and plant,

as the cook reported that I brought in a larger

. number of suitable tubers than the gardener

did ; and my planting produced a better crop

also the following year. All my simple " Amatetir "

method was this : I dug them up when required

(keeping only a small reserve above ground in

a primitive^ clamp in case of hard frost), using

a fork, and, alteays going down far enough to lift

the lower layer of tubers, I usually found some

way beneath those attached to the stem. Picking

out the best and most even shaped and sized

for the cook, I then and there put back the smaller

ones, some 9 inches apart, and cut up the larger,

ungainly ones and replaced them also, breaking

up the soil well before resetting the tubers ; then

Covered them with the soil, well broken and

beaten down, and that's all ! They were not

tended in any way, save to tie the tall stems

back to the fence to keep them from being broken

by autumn storms, and they yielded abundantly

for some fifteen years.

—

Anne Amateur.

APPLE BLENHEIM ORANGE.

T AGREE with " T. McP." that this i« the

Apple I should grow if confined to one.

As a cooker it cannot be excelled, especially in

these days when sugar is scarce ; none is required

when using this Apple. As a dessert Apple it has a

flavom- all its own. If " T. McP." will double-

graft the variety on to another stock, he will obtain

a regular crop after five years' growth. Again,

if he will give the trees space in which to grow

and not prune back so hard, he wiU quickly

obtain fruit without the trouble of replanting at

all, let alone every year.—E. M.

" THE DROP-SCENE."

TV/TR. GOODWIN'S charming article in your

issue of November 17 recalls pleasant

memories of days long past, when as my host he

took me for some very stiff but enjoyable rides in

the beautiful country which he so eloquently

describes. We spent two or three very pleasant

days, and visited two of the finest fruit farms

it has been my lot to see—those of Mr. Best and

Mr. Montague Taylor, the latter in that Valley

of the Teme which might well dispute with Kent

the title of " The Garden of England." But

these are ancient memories, of which the details

are becoming somewhat blurred, and I have a

very recent picture in my mind of the spot where

Mr. Goodwin intends to build his " castle," for

I had the pleasure of visiting it this autumn,

and truly it would be difficult to find a more

delightful situation. Any words of mine in praise

thereof would, after my host's description, seem

somewhat like painting the Lily. ; but if he can

lay out his garden with the same facility that

he can use his pen (and I think he can), it will

some day be a charming spot, which I trust he

may long live to enjoy and develop ; for, after all,

a complete ready-made garden has no charm
for a gardener, who is never happy unless he can

be adding here or altering there, pleasures which

are often denied to the unduly rich, who want

, everything spick and span and finished before

they take possession.

—

A. H. Pearson, Lowdham,

Notts.

THE TULIP NOMENCLATURE
REPORT.

T WAS pleased to read the note on page 4S9,

issue November 17, calling attention to the

record of the work of the committee as preserved

in the lists of Darwin and Cottage Tulips in this

Report. But I must disclaim so great a share

of the credit for this work as that note implies.

It is true that I proposed we should make this

grading of colours the chief work of the two days'

conference in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Hall, and planned out the lines of the work, but

I could never have done it without the help of

the British members of the committee, and I

greatly wish we could have had our Dutch friends

there also to assist. I must have walked many
miles in the hall carrying the vases of cut blooms

up and down to find their correct positions between

the two shades that came nearest them, but I

was a very slave-driver in the way I kept my
confreres running about too, and we all examined

the results together several times under varying

conditions of light before we finally settled each

variety was in its right place, and left Mr. Titch-

marsh to make the record of the exact order in

which we left the vases. It was work that could

not have been done in a garden with growing

plants without giving several seasons to it, and

it was wonderfully interesting and delightful

when the rougher and more laborious part of the

classifying was finished and the long lines of

colour up and down the hall began to shade along

evenly. I have often wished there had been more

time, both for myself and the public, to examine

and enjoy the finished result. Failing that, we

must be thankful that it is preserved to us in these

two lists in the Report.—E. A. Bowles,

*^* Readers who have not alreadu done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delimrcd regalarb.i bii tlteir news-
agent. The Board of Trade prohibit tin' return 0/ unsold
copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence The
Garden is obtainable only // ordered beforehand.
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THE CLEMATIS
FREED

I

FEAR my success with the Clematis has ruffled

Mr, Jackman's temper, but I hope he will get

over it when he sees the result of the right

Way. I will answer each point, I hope,

without the obscurities, fallacies or other

drawbacks of which he accuses me in The Garden
of November 17. The reader will please note

first that Mr. Jackman is not a grower of the

plants in any permanent, established way, but a

propagator, and therefore not so well able to judge

of effects as those who grow plants to last.

In the nurseries of Europe as 1 have seen them

there is rarely any means of growing the Qeraatis

in the natural or any free way ; nor could one

fairly expect it. To grow is the work of owners

and their gardeners ; and nurserymen's work to

grow plants for us that will live.

.Mr. Jackman says that in the present instance

1 am only too ready to come to the conclusion

that therein is to be found the cause of the " die-

back " in Clematis, and in vaunting it as a proof

of the correctness of my theory I entirely dis-

regard the fact that the " die-back " also occurs

in seedlings and plants raised from cuttings growing

'in their own roots and ungrafted, as clearly stated

in his lecture and proved by specimens shown.

I deny it absolutely ; the " die-back " is common
in the grafted plants set in pots in nurseries.

It does not occur in plants on their natural roots

in my collection. The " die-backs," in a word,

should not exist.

Mr. Jackman says that if I still maintain that

the stock on which the Clematis is grafted causes

" the death of the graft in time " and is the

reason for the " die-back,"

(i) Will I explain why the scion roots generally

increase to a greater extent than the roots of the

^tock ?—I have no " die-backs "
; they do not

arise in plants naturally grown.

(2) Why the " die-back " does not afiect the

plant from the union upwards, instead of from

the stem downwards ?—I do not admit it.

Plants as bought here often show the stock with

more rootfe than the scion. -»
^

(3) Why, in the case of a shoot dying back,

those below it continue to thrive (if not afterwards

attacked) and strong new shoots are sent up
from above the scion roots ?—The question is '

not clear.

(4) How do I account for plants suffering
:

from " die-back " which have been raised from '

seed or cuttings ?—They do not with me, and

there may be other minor causes.

(5) On what grounds do I contend that C.

\'iticella is not a suitable and natural stock

on which to graft hybrids of that type ?—The
union is too fragile ; why use it ? The natural

root of the Japanese kind is stronger than that of

C. Viticella. Mr. Morel uses C. Viticella. I think

he is wrong. The plants are never as strong as

those from layers. The true way is the stool

in the nursery bed, layering into small pots set

around ; also by cuttings.

Mr. Jackman asks :
" Who has ever heard of

anyone having '"put" two sets of roots to a

fragile plant ' of Clematis ? " Has not my quarter

of a century's experience taught me that the

scion is put on one set of roots, and that the scion

roots are formed after the union of the scion

with the stock ? «"

The question amazes me. In the many plants

that have come here from nurseries of late years

we wash the balls out and always find two sets of

roots as clear as day—thSwild plant of the chalk

hills and the variety grafted upon it. Any buyer

can test this for himself. Therefore it is for those
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who plant with a view to some lasting beauty
and their gardeners to judge of results of any mode
of increasing plants. The planter who pays
deserves some consideration, and in the case of

the Clematis we see a complete absence of the plant
in any picturesque or beautiful way. Is this

right, either for the buyer or seller ? I have
proved the practice to be wrong in all ways and
wholly needless. Once the public Icnow this,

there will be a demand for plants on their own
roots. Now, there is not a tithe of them grown,
owing to the supposed presence of a disease which
in healthy plants does not exist.

Mr. Jackman says that I disregard the fact

(mentioned in his lecture) that Mr. W. C.

Glover has been able to identify the parasite

wliich is the cause of the disease to be a fungus
belonging to the genus Ascocyta, and has also

succeeded in transmitting it from one plant to

another by inoculation. His views and experi-

ments entirely bear out the conclusions Mr.
Jackman had formed as to the nature and
development of the disease.

Mr. Glover is wrong. The fungus arises in the

dead plant as dead fungi arise in all dead
animal and plant matter. I do not suffer from
the malady induced by wrong and needless ways

TWO SETS OF ROOTS ON' A GRAFTED CLEM.\TIS.
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of propagation. No observer of what goes on-
in gardens can but deplore the fact that vast
injury has been done to plants by the use of stocks
for grafting—the Manetti, a coarse Rose ; the
Privet, a mean, shrubby weed foetid in flo\ver,.

which not only lolls the plant it is supposed to'

nourish, but infests the earth with its own evil

presence afterwards ; the Quince, a good shrub
misused to graft the Pyracantha and other shrubs,
wliich it usually kills. The native Clematis of

the chalk hills is in the same class—an evil thing
out of place as a stock. This is the plant that
has robbed the gardens of our isles of the loveliest

climber of J^he northern world. Mr. Jackman
appears to have given it up, and leans to the
fragile and graceful C. Viticella, which lias graced a
hedgerow round my orchard for years. But it

is more fragile at the root than the nobler Clematises
with their giant yellowisli roots. The union
of it with the large kinds, like lanuginosa, is not
good, and is proved here by the loss of some of

-Mr. Morel's beautiful seedlings. Can Mr. Jackman
or anyone give any reason for grafting plants,

so easy to increase from layers and cuttings, on a
plant of a different kind and climate to theu: own ?

Surely such a practice should not be followed
unless the natural ways fail ; and anyone can prove
that it is no more necessary to graft a Clematis
than a Raspberry.

It is a long time now since I saw Mr. Jaclonan's
grandfather in his nursery—before the young men
sought the rough climber of the Surrey and Wilt-
sliire hills, and when the good way of layering
from the stock in the open ground was the rule.

I hope that when Mr. Jaclonan sees the results

of the right way of increase he will get such a

stock of these beautiful plants that I must go
' and see them. In that case he will, I believe,

find the demand for them tenfold to what it is

now, when one often sees large gardens without
any trace of their beauty.

As to C. hakonensis, the fallacy of which he
accuses me is not mine, but the statement of

a French gentleman, in whose garden at Segrez and
in whose book are the best illustrations of the

plant. The subject is of such interest that I

hope to deal with it in full in another paper.

Mistakes are common with botanists as well as with

gardeners, and the clearing of them up can do no
harm. Meantime, I am writing to Japan to get

the true native type of these precious plants,

and hope to grow them here.

The idea that the Clematis is a delicate plant,

subject to mysterious parasites, is a delusion,

arising through the death of plants from wrong
ways of increase. Look at the poor plants in

any nursery in France or England, all grafted,

standing in pots, in the worst imaginable condition

for a healthy natural growth, and say if those who
practise this way are right.

Instead of the plants being delicate and subject

to hopeless disease, I find them the hardiest and
stoutest of all climbing plants. Lectiu-es and
writings on the maladies of these plants that shut

out all mention of what the plant did on its natural

roots might well be used by Dr. Charles Mercier as

an example of non-reasoning, a total absence of

common sense. Instead of the feeble plant it is

supposed to be and the subject of incurable disease,

the queen of the flower garden is as vigorous in

growth as it is beautiful in form and colour.

I went round with friends on November 17

—

at a date when the last gold had fallen off the

Field Elm and the leaves ofE the Tea Roses—to

see the state of the Clematis on that day in various

positions—on walls, north and south sides and on
the top, on pergolas, on Oak fences, beneath an^
clambering up trees, on tripods and in the flower

garden. Leaving aside as never troubled by
disease the Mountain Clematis, fragrant autumnal
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and small kinds like C. Viticella, we found most of

the large-flovfered nobler kinds in robust health

without a trace of any malady. I hope it will

be seen by all who read that this is not a matter

of theory but of clear fact,

all one day a week and at

these plants.

Gravetye, Sussex.

My garden is open to

all times to lovers of

W. Robinson.

GROWING VEGETABLES FOR
ARMY

THE FRENCH

THE Editor of Country Life, having made
a recent visit to France, describes in

the pages of his journal the efforts that

are being made by France to supply her

soldiers with vegetables. From his

impressions it is evident that the work has been

no telling that land with soch a history was bound

to be infested not only with weeds, but insects. In

France, as in England, the latter were very prevalent

during the year, so much so that it was difficult

to raise Cabbage seedlings, to be replanted, so as

to stand out all the winter, on account of the

FOUR ACRES OF ONION AND CABBAGE PLANTS. (Photograph taken in September.)

carried out in haste and with due regard to labom

and expense ; but for all this the scheme has

proved a brilliant success. The question is natur-

ally asked : What are we doing to provide fresh

\-egetables for the British soldier ? A strong plea

is made for the appointment of a Director of Food
Production for our troops in France. It

is hoped that the time is not far off when
a qualified horticulturist, who is also a

good organiser, wiU formulate a plan and

carry out the cultivation of vegetables

in France. We wish all speed and success

to the suggestion made in Country Life

that a Head Director of Food Production

should be appointed in France for the

whole Army, and under him sub-directors

for each individual Army. " The scheme

already accomplished for the French Army
owes its inception and birth to the

studious and practical mind of Lieutenant

Georges Truflaut, whose name is familiar

to English gardeners. Before the war he

owned and edited Jardinage, one of the

finest gardening periodicals ever issued.

" At the moment it will be enough

to give a broad outline of the scheme.

The work was only set going in April,

and involved some reclamation at the

outset. Vegetables were grown in the

Trianon Gardens before the war, but for

three year's the ground had been neglected

and allowed to lapse. How to get rid of

the weeds and bring the ground speedily

into a cultivable condition was the first

problem. Expert gardeners will need

ravages of the Turnip fly. Lieutenant Truffaut

found an easy and effective" way out. of the

difficulty. Interested as he is in English ex-

perimental work, he was thoroughly familiar

with what Dr. Russell has done at Rothamsted

in his sterilisation experiments. The knowledge

thus acquired was applied with happy effects to

the growing of seedling plants. Let the reader

realise that 25,000,000 plants have been raised here

between April and September, and his imagination

will easily clothe the ground and fill the beds be-

tween their alleys with their green inhabitants. It

was impossible to conceive anything fresher or

healthier. Lieutenant Truffaut attributes his

success largely to an application of Dr. Russell's

experiments at Rotharnstedj which also had the

unexpected effect of enabling him to do without

manure. His method of cultivation after the usual

preparation of the ground was to give a dressing of

bisulphide of carbon. This not only checked the

insect pests most successfully, but acted as a most

'

effective stimulant to growth. Readers will like

to know that the material was

.-, obtained in liquid form and

applied through the watering-

can an hour before sowing.

Its effects wire manifested by
contrast with a control plot

which had not been treated

with the bisulphide. On this

the ravages of the insects

were shown in leaf and plant

—often in the absence of the

plant, which had been entirely

devomed. The sowing was

done by machine and in drills,

which—this again being
proved by a control plot

—

gave far better results than

sowing broadcast. He attri-

butes this in great measure

to the regular depth of about

half an inch at which the drill

sowing was done by ma-

chinery, and the necessarily

irregular covering of the seeds

sown broadcast. Watering

was carried out systematically

and consistently, partly by
watering-cans and h a"n d

labom-, partly by the use of an

admirable mechanical -contrivance.

What have to be considered just now are

the economies effected and the extent to which

they are practicable in case it were thought

desirable to adopt a similar scheme behind the

English lines. Let it be remembered that the

TONQUINESE WORKING IN THE TRIANON GARDENS, VERSAILLES.
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production amounted to 25,000,000 plants, and

that the plants were chosen as being particularly

suitable to the needs of the French Array. They
consisted of varieties of Cabbage to the number of

6,567,000 ; Onions were grown in huge quan-

tities, and were still being sent out at the

beginning of October. Very strong and forward

plants they were. Of the famous Paris Onion

ao fewer than 7,200,000 were sent out. It is

very highly favoin'ed by the Irench, who prefer

a white, medium-sired Onion to the Giant Rocca

and Ailsa Craig favoured in this country. It

conies to table about May. Another populaf

white Onion is the Oignon de Vagirarde, of which

i,QOO,ooo were sent. The red Spring Onion de

N'iort was sent out to the extent of 1,800,000.

Onion and Cabbage plants were monopolising

attention in September and October. Earlier

in the year other vegetables had been grown,

such 4S Leeks
; 5,424.000 Endive, Curled and

Batavian ; 1,836,700 Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Kohl

Rabi, Celery, Tomatoes, New Zealand Spinach,

.lud so on. Lieutenant Truffaut recommends the

last especially for its vigour and productivity.

It was growing well at the time of the visit

refi-rred to, and lasts till the first keen frosts.

" How the Labour Bill was Kept Down.—This

wa5 approached in the true spirit of economy.

We in England appear to believe that money can

dti everything ; our French Allies hold that its

wholesale expenditure can be avoided by a use of

mother wit. Soldiers were employed at the rate

of pay they receive on the field, and they accepted

this small remuneration because they liked the

wiik and knew that the plants were supplied to

thfir brother soldiers free of charge. This is a

spirit which ought to be emulated. In the British

.\rmy are thousands of garden enthusiasts who
would take a delight in growing vegetables if the

plants were found and they were convinced that

their doing so would be for the common good."

THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES—VIII
[C onliiiiied from page 492.)

NUTS.

ON APPLE EATING
I AM sending you a short note on Apple eating

from the British Columbia Fruit ami Farm
Magazine. The article might have been headed
" Eat Apples and Live for Ever !

"
T. H.

" Do you know what you are eating when you

eat an .\pple ? You are eating gallic acid, one of

: the most necessary elements in human economy.

t Vou are eating sugar in the most assimilable form,

,, .combined carbon, hydrogen and oxygen caught

and imprisoned from the sunshine. Vou are

eating a gum allied to the ' fragrant medicinal

gums of ,\raby.' And you are eating phosphorus

in the only form in which it is available as the

source ,of all brain and nerve energy. In addition

:' to all these, you are drinking the purest of water

and eating the most healthful .and desirable fibre

for the required ' roughness ' in food elements.

The acids of Apple diminish the acidity of the

stomach and prevent and cure dyspepsia. Tliey

drive out the obnoxious matters that cause skin

eruptions, and thus are Nature's most glorious

complexion makers. They neutralise in the blood

the deleterious elements that poison the brain

and make it sluggish. The contained phosphorus

is not only greater than in any other form of

food, but it is presented in a shape for immediate

use by the brain and nerves, where it may flash

" into great thoughts and great deeds. The ancients

assigned the Apple as the food for the gods, and

its juices the ambrosial nectar to which they

resorted to renew their youth. Men are the gods

of to-day, and the Apple is their royal food, the

magic renewer of youth. Eat a rich, ripe Apple

; every day and you have disarmed all diseases

- of half then terror."

" And an oaken fire i' the winter days

With Chestnuts roasting at the blaze

.Vnd puddings in the Pot

As little care I for the wintry sky

As the toothless for Nuts when porridge is by."

THE association of Nuts with jollity

seems to be old : from the merry

gatherings of youth, when the Hazels

were gaily plundered, to their post-

prandial appearance with the port wine;

Nuts are surrounded by pleasant associations.

It is true that latter years have bred a race to

whom Nuts are of more serious import, folks who
contrive to make them a substitute for almost

every product of farm and field. After a com-
fortable meal we are told with reproachful looks

that six Walnuts are equal in calories to a pound

crop, due, I fancy, to the fact that the flowers,

both male and female, opened together. If, how-
ever, we interplant with a variety which develops

its catkins early, such as Pearson's Prolific, this

opinion could be tested. The old Kent Filbert

and its red-skinned variety are extremely good in

flavour, and well worth a little trouble to lead them
to success. Of the Cobs, the Kent Cob is the most
widely grown, and, though good, it is not quite

the best for flavour, Duke of Edinburgh being my
choice for this position. It is a handsome fruit

and a fair cropper. Pearson's Prolific is good and
does not belie its name, and Cosford is also to be

included for its flavour and prolific crop of catkins.

The Frizzled Filbert is a prodigious cropper and
ripens some weeks before other kinds are read\'.

It is not generally known that Nuts do well as

cordons, and are so very easy to prune and keep n

\ TWELVM VE.\R OLD NUT TREE IX THE B.\SIN SH.\PE.

of Steak—or thereabouts. But both these classes

will agree that more can be done in the planting

of Nut trees. There is no fruit that will so cheer-

fully pick up a living on a dry and stony bank as

the Cobnut and Filbert ; and shade trees in the

park might well be Walnuts or Chestnuts, instead

of the infructuose Lime or Elm.

An idea exists that Cobnuts and Filberts will

not grow well out of Kent—a wholly mistaken one,

be it said. On any limestone rock Nuts will do
well, and if by a tradition of hard pruning we
produce in Kent larger Nuts than elsewhere,

this is a matter easily to be remedied. Even if

not pruned in the severe Kentish manner. Nuts
will fruit well and make up in quantity what they

lose in size.

Filberts are not so much planted now as formerly,

the robust and hardy Kentish Cob having largely

displaced them. But it is likely, X think, that

their infertility is due to the fact that in many years

their flowers open before the catkins are ready to

shed their pollen. The last season saw a good

shape. I know of several Nut pergolas and arches

made by bending such trees over paths, and they

are a great success. Here is a way to economise

space ! , Plant the cordons at the edge of the path

and train them over wires or pleach them, thus

using the sun which falls idly upon our gravel

walks ! Should the soil he scant of lime, the neces-

sary additi<m must be made. But, above all. Nuts

should be planted on stony banlvs and disused

quarries ; they will cling on to them by their

" eyebrows " in a way that would make an ex-

perienced alpinist envious, and thus steep slopes

can be brought into service as food producers

without displacing any useiul crop.

Walnuts.

The Walnut tree in the farmyard is to my mind

one of the pleasant sights of winter ; its grey,

corrugated bark shining in the sunlight always

has a cheery look. Owing to the great difficulty

of grafting and budding Walnuts, they are raised

from seed ; and though, when from selected trees
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of good quality, they (;ome nearly true to type,

they cannot always be relied upon to reproduce

their parents' good qualities. The only way out

of the difficulty will be to adopt a plan which I

always use when eating baked Pears. These

fruits are, as everyone knows, very unequal, and

it nearly always happens, by some dispensation

of Fate, that the second is worse than the first.

The correct method is to try one, and, if good, to

put it on one side and eat the second first. So

with Walnuts. Let us plant two trees instead of

one, and the least good then be cut down if it

proves unworthy. A word of caution may be

here inserted against the very large French

Walnut which is often seen in shops. Though
imposing in appearance, it is also imposing in other

ways. Rarely does it fill its large shell, and seldom

does it keep for more than a few weeks. The
French name, " a bijou," denotes its value in

their eyes.

Chestnuts.

Spanish Chestnuts, though trees of more Southern

lands, do well in this country in a well-drained

loam, and produce edible fruit in many seasons

from trees ten years old and upwards. I am testing

of the niore southern Sierra Nevada, which

in early spring are covered from base to summit

with the incomparable blue of this sweet-smelling

" Lilac." C. divaricatus, which is an evergreen,

has proved hardy enough for our Western Counties

even as a bush. Last winter treated it roughly,

but, by cutting back, the little trees soon made

fresh growth. Good soil is not . an essential,

provided it is sunny and dry. Where Gorse and

Brooms thrive the Californian Lilac should be

happy, but it should never be trained against a

wall when it can be grown in the open as a shrub.

The foliage is a rich glossy green, affording a

fine setting for the cold blue of its crowded panicles

of bloom. A. .T. J.

A Pretty Plant for Quickly

Covering Arches
The mention of Cobaea scandens by the Editor

on page 439 of The Garden for October 13 reminds

me how little the usefulness of this plant is appre-

ciated by present-day gardeners, more especially

those who have arches, trellis-work, or some

CE.-\NOTHUS DIV.\RIC.\TUS IN ITS N.\TIVE H,^BIT.\T.

some American varieties which are reported to

fruit at the age of two years, and if they so behave

in this country we may have bush trees in our

gardens among the Apples and Pears.

I have mentioned all the Nuts which can

pr(jfitably l>e grown in this country, but there

are perhaps others which might be tried.

.\merican nurserymen are now booming hardy

Pecans, and some have found theu- way to my
trial garden, where they grow slowly, but do not,

1 fear; show much promise of making such trees

as they do in the States. Dr. Johnson advised

gardeners to " never grow a thing to show that

you could not have it." Gardeners are, however,

hopeful beings and always willing to put a small

stake on the off-chance, and I 'therefore still

iherish my Pecans, despite the learned lexico-

grapher. E. A. BUNYARD.

The Californian Lilac
,A.MONG the many species and hybrids of

Ceanothus now in cultivation, few are more

lovely than C. divaricatus and few more

admirable when growing in bush form. The

accompanying " illustration shows this attrac-

tive slirub on its " native heath"—the foot-hills

be planted in the open garden, always giving a

good rich soil and plenty of moisture dtiring dry

weather. It soon settles down to rapid growth,

and becomes more ornamental each week.

One never sees it recommended as a self-clinger

for walls, and doubtless it would be of little use

against an ordinary brick wall without support ;

yet on several occasions I have planted.it against

what is known as a " roughcast " wall, and found

the tendrils cling as tenaciously to this as do many
better-known plants. F. R. C.

unsightly object in the garden which during the

summer-time they are anxious to cover cheaply,

quickly and effectively. Several years ago we

had half a dozen arches v/eU covered with both

tlie white and the purple varieties of this, and it

is no exaggeration to say that from August until

the end of the autumn these arches aroused more

curiosity and favourable comment among visitors

than anything we have yet grown. Many were the

times I was called upon to give the name, also the

treatment of the plants, and equally many were

the times when the names were dotted down
for future growing

;
yet, strange to say, very

little success rewarded the sowers, the fault

resting not in the seed, but in the manner it

was sown, this requiring to be inserted on edge

exactly as is usual when sowing Melons or

Cucumbers.

Early in March is soon enough to sow, the

heat of an ordinary greenhouse being sufficient

for raising the plants. If the seeds are sown in

pans and not less than 2 inches allowed between

them, no disturbance of the soil need be made
until the plants are ready for " large 6o's " or

4-inch pots ; and if a second shift is given before

the plant gets potbound and a place given it

under glass xmtil the end of May, it may safely

A POT-POURRI ABOUT
ROSES

THEIH INTERESTS—THEIR HISTORY
—THEIR AFFAIRS.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

GOODNESS knows what a gardener

should not be if he is to be that all-

round person who is in my mind.

I know it is an unattainable ideal

that I picture, for if the nomenclature

of a single family was sufficient to disturb

the mental equilibrium of a Robert Sweet, it

is utterly inconceivable that such a gardener

as I have above postulated should ever exist.

Let us take Roses alone. Let us take that

specialised branch of gardener whom we call a

rosarian. Just to take the first thing that comes

into my head. Is EasTea correct in calling his

garden Danecroft Rosery ? A friend who has

the eye of a, hawk for inaccuracies of spelling saw

Easlea's list on my writing table. " Hello

!

What have we here ? I5 that right ? " pushing the

list towards me with his fijiger under " Rosery."

We could get no satisfaction from reference books

in my small library, so he took the case to a higher

court—the Free Library at Liverpool. A few days

afterwards a letter came : " Rosery is quite correct,

but so is Rosary." Even to do such an ordinary

thing as to name oiu: Rose patch we need to be

something of a philologist. Suppose, now, we
take it in our heads that we would like to know
something of the literature of the Rose. To begin

with, we ought to be able to read Spanish, for I

believe the standard bibliography is in this

language. How many more languages we ought

to know I dare not begin to add up. Doubtless

Persian would be included, for was not Persia one

of the homes of the Rose ?

" And 'mong the groves of far Cathay

The Persian Hafiz' accents rang."
—" The Rose."—S. B. Parsons.

Did not Attar, too, in his " Bulbul Nameh

"

(or "Book of the Nightingale") make the wise

King Solomon acquit the bird for singing so much
and so loud because his love for the Rose drove

hun to distraction ? .'\gain, were we more his-

torically inclined, to take one single place and

period—Rome in the days of the Cajsars—Martial,

Seneca, Cicero artd Pliny all have something to

say about the Rose. Once Rome was glad to get

winter Roses from 5gypt. Then, with the adoption

and improvement of gi-eenhouses they were able

to provide their own ; so much so, in fact, that a

present to the Emperor Domitian on his birthday

in the middle of the winter, instead of being taken

as a splendid compliment, e.xcited only " ridicule

and disdain."

" Mitte tuas messes, accipe, Nile, Rosas."

.

—

Martial, lib. vi., epig. 80.

" Mea rosa." " Sub ro.sa."-—These are sugges-

tive expressions, for they remind the historian

that, like so many human beings and families, the

Rose has a skeleton in its cupboard. We associate

it with war in " The Wars of the Roses "
; with
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medicine in the Dog Rose, once, considered to be a

cure for hydrophobia ; with perfumes in the world-

1 cuowued attar, once valued at five times its weight

111 gold ; but we must not forget that in the

ht-ydey of Imperial Rome the Rose was put

(1 unworthy uses and for a period became the

symbol of Sybaritic selfishness and sensuality.

Pliny records how Lucius Fulvius, during the trying

limes of the second Punic War, ostentatiously

'Nposed himself in the Forum wearing a chaplet

il Roses and was "by authoritie of the Senate

committed to prison and was not enlarged be-

fore the end of the warre."—Holland's " Pliny,"

Part II., page 83. The Rose in several ways is

a " paddlebox," as Mrs. Malaprop

might say. Among the flowers of

the field none is more ancient
;

nnne has been for a longer period

llio friend of man—it shares its

.uitiquity in this with the dog
;

>rt no flower is more modern.

English and French hybridists

li.ive within the last seventy or

ci;;hty years given us a Rose for

almost every pmrpose of the

garden. Even within the memory
•of a young lady the change has

been phenomenal ; and what gaps -

there are which bid fair to soon

!> filled up ! Wliat a vast diffcr-

• iiie there is between what was
ji'issible in 1682, which was the

y.ar Samuel Gilbert first issued

his " Vade-Mecum," wherein is a

list of the varieties to be found

in English gardens. Under

mUow Roses he enumerates

luiu', viz., the Yellow Austrian

Briar, the Copper Austrian, and two

doubles. " 1 know of no other

\rllow Roses," he says. Yellows

,11c more uncommon than either

I'inks or reds, but, compared with

Cilbert's list, a modern catalogue

with its Lady Hillingdons, Rayon
d'Ors, Danaes, Duchess of Welling-

ti'iis, and its Irish Elegances would

111,ike old Samuel Gilbert rub his

' cs with wonder. Xo Itmger could

lie say that " July-flowers are

indeed the Summer's glory." The
pride of place has been taken by
the Rose, which to-day has no seri-

ous rival unless perchance the little

cloud like a man's hand rising from

the PiEony gardens of America may
be taken as a threatening of her

supremacy. However, this old

new-comer cannot climb ; cannot

rliithe pillars or pergolas, if this

last-named feat of the Rose be

something to be copied in British

gardens; cannot become
diminutive Jessies ; and therefore wanting in

adaptability, which is one of the supreme tests

by which the Rose takes her place as the natural

companion of mankind. When I go in for a self-

examination of my thoughts about the multi-

tudinous occupants of a modern English garden,

notwithstanding my love for other flowers 1 am
iiistrained to acknowledge that I look upon the

ivnse as one looks upon bread : one the prime

necessity of life, the other of the garden.

What is the outward and visible sign of

nhe Rose modernity ? The issue of a Rose

Number of The Garden in the commence-

ment of the fourth year of the Great War ?

This speaks volumes, but it is not what is in my
mind. I was rather thinking of the existence

• f our National Rose Society. Founded by

Reynolds Hole, nurtured by Edward Mawley,

watered by the gracious and never-failing presence

of our own Rose Queen—Queen Alexandra—

at the annual summer shows, it has grown and

spread until it has become a mighty power in

the world of flowers ; and unless I am greatly

mistaken about the mind and energy of him on

whom has fallen a double portion of Mawley's

spirit—the present secretary, Courtney Page

—

it will go from strength to strength. A National

Rose Garden ; a Rose Library ; a Rose JIuseum

—

these are the dreams of the dreamers of to-day.

Somehow I think when the much wished for peace

C'imos thev will materialise.

would like a yomig seedling I shall be happy

to make an exchange with them for some-

thing that my garden does not yet contain. It

grows about 15 feet high here, and should be cut

down to the ground.each winter. Clematis nutans,

C. Armandi and C. repens are certainly an

interesting trio. Arthur R. Goodwin.
Boscombc, Kiddcrminstfr.

CLEM-\TIS .\R.M.\NDI .\T MYDDELTON HOUSE.

THE DROOPING CLEMATIS
(C. NUTANS.)

This is not one of those Clematises " a grandes

fleurs " (as our French friends^saj'), but a species

from Western China that flowers freely from .-August

to October, and is so sweetly scented at night

that all the moths of the neighbourhood seem to

be attracted by it ; and if you go out with a flash

lamp after dark you will find scores of them

hovering round the drooping, greenish yellow,

campanulate flowers, which evidently contain

some kind of nectar. At a distance the clusters

of flowers look like Hops, but by the end of October

the flowers are over, and now in mid-November

the plant is covered with seed-pods that will not

ripen much before Christmas. If any readers

CLEMATIS ARMANDI
Bv E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S.

This is one of the century of certificated plants

introduced from China by Dr. E. H. Wilson. It

gained its first-class certificate in

1914, when it was shown in flower

from Aldenham, and therefore,

almost needless to say, in the

finest possible condition. Even if

it had not been so well grown

and treated en prince from a

plant's point of view, or had been

shown without its bunches of

white flowers, I maintain it would

deserve its award every bit as

much as the other ninety-nine

plants recorded in the Journal of

the Royal Horticultural Society for

October, 1916.

It is one of the most distinct of

hardy climbing plants by reason

of its handsome leaves. At first

sight they suggest some tropical

i'assion Flower rather than a Clem-

atis, yet they took no hurt here

last winter—a very good test, surely,

reing they had to face 29° of frost

•md a week of wind that browned

Yews and Ivies.

Then again, it is an evergreen,

md almost as handsome in mid-

winter as at midsunnner, and only

more beautiful then because of the

' iiiitrast of the old and new growths.

Tlie dark olive green of the old

leaves sets off the rich yellow green

•jf the young, and as the shoots are

.1 yard or two long, there are many
beautiful shades of green along

them. It does not show its true

beauty until it is allowed to pro-

duce hanging growths, and the

finest effect is not obtained until

the shoots of three seasons are

forming the fringe.

Evergreen climbers are so

rare, and, excepting Ivies, gener-

idly look rather woe-begoue when
the winds of March are worry-

ing the Bamboos and scorching

- Choisya ternata. This Clematis

laughs at the biting blast and

p u s h e's "along its flower-buds,

developing emerald green bracts among its

oldest and most sombre leaves, and the contrast

is as fine as that of the pale flowers and almost

black leaves of Helleborus foetidus. The flowers

appear in .\pril here, and the earliest to open

are rather small and greenish ; but if a spell

of warm weather permits they make a good show,

and those that come at the end of the month

are in most seasons almost white and of a good

size. The seeds ripen in July, and look rather

like pale green spiders with long and hairy white

legs, and before they have all fallen we get a

second blossoming, not so general as that of

spring, but lasting on in little bursts here and there

till the sharp frosts come. So I say this Clematis

pays rent all the year round in beauty and interest

for the space it covers.
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SOME NEW BORDER
CARNATIONS

" W "W THAT is the finest new border

% y^ / Carnation of the year ? " This is

% / % / a question one grower likes to

%/ %/ ask of another year by year, and

» » the interest of it never dies. To

answer it in ray own way I would give place of

honour to Mr. Douglas' new white' self Purity.

I think it is the best white ever given to the public,

and 1 am not forgetting the admiration we all

accorded to Furthest North and Bookham White

in their respective years. I have still a very great

affection for Bookham White,

for, while exhibitors never tire of

reminding one that it is a cream

white, it is so only to the cap-

tious eye, and it is nigh perfection

in shape and size, with a substance

in the petal that builds up a

magnificent bloom. Purity, how-

ever, is all that also, and at the

same time entirely satisfies that

captious eye as regards colour.

Is there any more that can he

said of higher praise ?

I am not going to place the

hovelties in order of merit beyond

Nos. I and 2, and the second place

I give to Peach Blossom. This

is one of Mr. Douglas' wire-

stemmed breed, a fine healthy

grower with abundant grass and a

flower of unique colour. It is self-

descriptive, but there is something

more in it than tlie colour of

Peach blossom, and 1 cannot put

it into words. ' Every reader who
can, however, will bloom it for

himself ne.Kt year and make his

own story of how the colour

strikes his eye. Colonial is another

\ery attractive flower, having,

like Peach Blossom, a suggestion

of lilac, but with more of a pink

blend or salmon shade in it than

the last named. Admiral Beatty

I have not seen in flower, but

its description of bluish lilac with

salmon base to the petals sounds

quite out of the ordin'ary. Sun-

beam is after the style of Border

Yellow, an excellent doer out of

doors and longer in flower than

most of the yellows. Carnatioir

lovers must possess their souls in

patience for another year before

they can procure that new
Edenside masterpiece, Narcissus.

This will certainly be the best

yellow since Daffodil saw the

light, and may even prove better

than that great prize-winner.

Mr. Douglas has taken endless pains during the

last few years to improve the Old Clove so dear

to the hearts of our grandmothers. He has now
a trio of perfect calyx flowers in Bookham Clove,

My Clove and (latest of all) Surrey Clove. The
last named is offered for the first time this year,

and I can testify to its wonderful scent. It is

deeper in colour than Bookham Clove, being more
of a maroon shade, and will do well in the open

border or on rockwork.

At the Carnation Show this year I was greatly

attracted by The Grey Douglas, and immediately

put it down as the finest of all tlie heliotrope

shades yet introduced. It is rather deep in colour,

overlaid with a metallic sheen, perfect in shape.

and, withal, sweetly scented. Mr. Douglas tells

me the plant has a good habit, with stifi' flower-

stems, and I am sure it will be in great request.

The last on the novelty list from Edenside is a

fancy bearing the name of The Jester. I have

not seen the flower, but I expect it is the beautiful

formation of the petal which has earned it its place.

In my own seedling bed this year I had a flower

of similar description (crimson and scarlet stripes

on a coral or salmon ground) of such shapely form

that I had not the heart to discard it, so I took

three layers to try it under glass next season.

One of the best new fancies is a fine yellow ground

marked heavily with bright purple, and known as

Melba. I referred to it in my show notes a little

while Induna has proved one of the finest dark

sells yet sent out. Rosetta (rose pink self)

and The Dawn (an apricot-ground fancy heavily

marked with rose pink) have also proved first-

class. Prairie Belle, which I prefer to know as

Bellfield White, is a good exhibition pure white,

but it has not very strong lasting powers, and
must be caught just right for show day.

Mr. Brown of King's Norton showed a new white-

ground fancy in London this year named Betty

which struck me as a fine flower, but I do not

know whether he is sending it out yet. Brilliancy

is another product from the s^me grower. If

it was shown at the Drill Hall in July last I must

have overlooked it, but Mr. Morton has kindly

given me its description. It

resembles Queen Eleanor, raised,

by Mr. Douglas, and sent out, I

think, in 1910. If anything, the

scarlet markings of Brilliancy are

a trifle brighter than those of

the older flower, so I should

judge it must make a handsome
and bright-looking bloom.

Layers and plants should be

ordered without delay, and if grown

in the open, should be got in as

soon as possible so that they

will be thoroughly well rooted .

before hard winter weather
arrives. I. L. Gibson.

CARNATION BORDER YELLOW (XYPE OF SUNBEAM

time back, but I might remind exhibitors that it is

a flower to note and purchase. General French,

an excellent new scarlet self ; Hilda Blick, pink
;

and George Robey, a white-ground fancy, should

also be added to any up-to-date collection.

I think all of these come from Mr. Blick of Hayes.

Of the newer varieties, not now actual novelties,

I would like to mention Fair Ellen, which was

particularly good with me this year. It has a

pui-e white ground with dainty lavender markings,

and is first-class for size and shape. It is also

a persistent bloomer, and even on Septem-

ber 28 was opening new buds of good substance.

Fiery Cross, a big, robust grower, is a good solid

scarlet self standing full sun without scalding
;

BOOKS
American Indian Corn.*—To

the English reader this book on

the uses of Maize meal and flour

is a surprising revelation of the

many pleasant ways in which it

can be prepared for food. It is

a grain that has long had the

character of being overheating,

but in modern processes of

milling much of the oily con-

stituent is removed, with the

result that it is one of the most

wholesome of grain foods ; an

adequate substitute for Wheat at

less than half the cost. It is

further said that in the case of

persons whose staple food is of

Maize products, dyspepsia is

unknown, and in those who
have long been sufferers from

this distressing disorder a cure

may be effected by its persistent

use. It appears that, except in

the case of the refined pre()ara-

tions sold in packets as corn flour,

meal or flour for ordinary use is

not yet fully available to the

English consumer. It is to be

hoped that the question of proper

milling may be taken up in

order that we also may ha\'e

the benefit of some of those, excellent things

whose clearly written recipes are contained iu

the book. They include every kind of bread,

cake, biscuit, muffin, porridge and pudding,

besides numerous appetising dishes prepared from

green and Sweet Corn, the fully formed but un-

ripened grain. In the older days wc read :
" The

green ears, roasted on the hearth, or by the burning

heaps in the old-time clearing, or cooked by being

buried in the hot embers or ashes, made many

of the long remembered and toothsome feasts

of the pioneers of the forest." The green Corn

• • American Indian Corn : 150 Ways to Prepare

ana Cook It," by C. J. Murrhy. Published by O P
Putnam's Sons, New York and London. 7s. ha. net.
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was also cut from the cob and dried in the sun

<ii- by the fire for a winter supply. " The hominy

mortar is now only a tradition." To our grand-

i fathers and more remote ancestors it was a beautiful

[ reality. In its most substantial and effective

form it was made by excavating a large and deep

1m.wl in the top of an oaken stump. The firushing

touches were made by fire, and when with great

f
patience it was smoothly finished, it was a work

[ of art. The pestle to this huge mortar was of

[ hard wood, rounded on the end, sometimes tipped

with an iron wedge, and suspended from a spring-

pole over the raortar. By means of this implement

the hulls were beaten and worn from the flinty

srains which were more or less broken in the

process, and the resultant product was called

; hominy. The word is a corruption of the Indian

[ name for parched Corn. Hand-made hominy

I was bought as a luxury after the grinding mills

' made the cheaper article a common food.

Gardening of the Week

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Pruning Vines.—All \'ines should be pruned
as early in winter as possible, not only because
prunijig now forwards work, but also because it is a

valuable promoter of strong RTOwth in sprmg and.

moreover, is a certain remedy against bleeding. Old
Vines yield the best results when not too closely

pruned ; and a good deal depends on the nature
of the soil whether very close pruning or, on the

other hand, a less rigid system is pursued with
young Vines as well. It may be probable that
leaves are still retained on some Vines, but at this

date no harm will follow if these are ignored and
pruning carried out. t

Cleaning the Rods.—It is essential to strip

off bark only in instances where mealy bug is

known to be present ; otherwise only bark that

is loose should be removed, and the rods subse-

quently scrubbed with hard brushes moistened

repay the labour to gather all these and at the same
time pick off those on the plants. Sometimes I

have had them lightly dug in between the rows,

and have thought that the plants have benefited

by this freshening of the soil. One needs to look

after the vegetable gatherer, who is usually in-

experienced, to see that only the Sprouts that are

at the right stage to pick are removed. By no
means should the Cabbage-like terminal head be
cut, otherwise the futuure crop is depreciated.

Endive.—Though hardy, it is best to have this

vegetable in frames throughout the winter, whence
a supply can be lifted every five days to be blanched
in the Mushroom-house. The procedure is very
simple. The plants having balls of soil attached

are placed close together on a part of the floor

and surrounded with a little soil, some water
being poured, not over the plants, but near the

soil-level just once.

Lettuce.—The sowing made some time ago in

a box will have produced plants which are now
ready to be transplanted, and happy is he who
has a heated pit into which he can transfer them

;

not that heat is necessary, but in these circum-
stances there need never be a check from frost..

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Brasso-Lselio-Cattleya Lady Manningham
Buller (B.-C. Digbyano-Mossi.v var. Queen

.\Iexandra x L.-C. Ophir).—This epoch-making

novelty, apart from its outstanding excellence,

r has the unique distinction of being the first all-

f yellow trigeneric hybrid yet produced ; hence

may prc^ve to be the progenitor of great things

in the not far distant future. With sepals and

_ petals having an exceptional expanse, the whole

f flower is large and of handsome proportions,

r the shapely, well-poised lip adding appreciably

t to a fine presence. Coloured a golden canary

in the main, the fringed lip pales into softest

primrose at the side margins and assumes a richer

;
golden hue at the base, the prettily waved petals

I adding yet another touch of beauty. The advent

of this remarkable plant, raised by Messrs.

.\rmstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, was
- marked by the rare award of a silver-gilt Lindley

medal in addition to the first-class certificate.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Sophro-Lselio-Cattleyai Anzac var. Vesuvius
(S,-L.-C. Marathon x L.-C. Di.>niiniana).

—

An
exceptionally large form having ruby red sepals

and petals and deep crimson lip. From Messrs.

Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath.

Odontoglossum General AUenby (O. crispum

nigrescens x an unrecorded hybrid).—A particu-

larly good dark form, almost wholly of dark
chocolate in the sepals and petals, the lip being

heavily tipped with white. Shown by Messrs.

Flory and Black, Slough.

Cbrysantbemum Princess Mary (a sport from
Queen Mary).—.\ hig golden yellow exhibition

Japanese. From J. B. Fortescue, Esq.. Maiden-
head (gardener, Mr. C. Page).

Chrysanthemum Brilliant. — A handsome
decorative sort coloured a rich crimson, the florets

having a golden reverse. The varietal name is

well merited. From Messrs. H. J. Jones,

Lewisham. S.E.

Primula Eureka Hybrids.—In this case the

award was given for the strain, which is of a high

-order of merit. Sent by Adeline Duchess of

Bedford, Rickmansworth (gardener, Mr. John
Dickson).

The foregoing were shown before the Royal
Horticultural Society on November 20.

BR.ISSO-LiELIO-CATTLEYA LADY MANNINGHAM BUI.LER.

Awarded Firsl-Class Certificate and Lindley Medal.

with a solution of Gishurst Compound of a strength
of 80Z. to the gallon of water. This is also a perfect

remedy for mildew where bad management has
allowed it to gain a footing. By no means be in-

duced to employ petroleum, which is particularly

dangerous when applied to so tender a plant as the
Grape Vine. Cleaning of woodwork, &c., follows

that of the Vines as a matter of course.

Vine Borders.—It always repays to remove
a little of the surface material, substituting for

it new soil and manure. Every gardener has
his own special brand of Vine manure for applying
just now, and in addition to that a layer of piire

cow-manure, about 3 inches in thickness, laid all

over the surface will be found of great value.

Young Vines.—Where additions are to be made
to partly formed borders, these also may be effected

now ; but_ the very w'ide borders which were
considered to be essential by a former generation
are of no importance, and may, indeed, be less

than beneficial in the end.

The Kitchen Garden.

Brussels Sprouts.—The lower leaves have a

tendency to turn yellow and fall off, and it will

and, unless a Lettuce grows unchecked, it is usua Uy
a poor thing indeed. The very old All the Yea r

Round is a reliable variety for winter planting.

One or two French varieties are considered superior,

but in private gardens we have to be content

with our own material, and for all purposes the

above can be recommended as quite satisfactory.

Broccoli.—-This important crop is a difficult

one in the many gardens exposed to low tempera-
tures, and no doubt the lifting of the plants and
laying them heads northwards and at an acute

angle is of value in heavy soils. In light soils

a spade should be run down deeply between the

rows. It is a pity that the improved type
of Cauliflower-Broccoli is so much less hardy
than the old kinds.

Seakale.—Note what was remarked in a previous

calendar regarding having this early, and watch
how the growth proceeds, putting another batch
in before the previous one is far advanced. After

this month the chief difficulties in successfully

forcing Seakale will have gieatly disappeared.

R. P. Brotherston. fi

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)
Tyninghame, Prestonkirk, N.B.
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FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—Plants in fruit and those prepared
for this purpose during the summer, growing out-

side in pots or boxes, are fruiting heavily, and
should be supplied with weak liquid manure at

alternate waterings or be given a sprinkling of

Clay's Fertilizer twice weekly. A night tempera-
ture of 55° should be maintained. The plants

should not be denuded of their leaves, remember-
ing that these plants, which are expected to give

fruits until March, require their leaves to aid the

swelling of the frjiits. Do not overcrowd the
plants, then there will be no necessity to cut off

so many leaves to give light to the ripening fruits.

As the fruits colour, cut them early to relieve

the strain on the plant. The fruits will ripen in

a warm, dry room quite as well as on the plants.

Seakale.—Remove the decaying leaves from
the plants intended for forcing, to enable them
to ripen their crowns quicker, before placing them
in heat, which should be done at intervals of a

fortnight to maintain a regular supply.

Rhubarb.—Take up roots for forcing in boxes
or beds of soil under the greenhouse stage, if no
better site is available, keeping the light from the
roots when growth commences.

Asparagus.—For forcing on a mild hotbed
in frames or on a bed of soil in the Cucumber-
house, the roots from a partly worn out bed will

give a fair supply of "grass" at Christmas and
be very acceptable.

Endive.—Where the plants are being blanched
in darkened frames, they must be well protected
from frost, but be given air during the daytime
to prevent the leaves damping. Spare plants
can be put out on the border in the Peach or

orchard house, where space is available, giving

the roots a good soaking of water and tying the
leaves over the centre to blanch the hearts for

immediate use.

Examine all Roots, such as Beet, Turnips
and Carrots, that are stored in sand, in case any
may be diseased. These, if left, will contaminate
the others.

Mint.—Where an early supply of Green Mint
is required, place roots in shallow boxes of sandy
soil in a moderately warm greenhouse.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—As the plants go out of

flower, cut them down to within a few inches of

the soil to induce them to throw up suckers where
no growth is forming. Where the cuttings are

3 inches long, take off the strongest, cut below
a joint, remove the lower pair of leaves, and insert

the cuttings singly in sandy soil in small pots,

standing the pots on a bed of coal ashes in a hand-
light in a cool house. Here they will make roots

in about three weeks.

Carnations require careful watering, especially

at this season, when we have so little sun to dry
the atmosphere. Careless watering maj' easily

bring about an attack of rust.

Fruit Under Glass.

Muscat Grapes that have been grown without
fire-heat are much more susceptible to damp than
(jthers. as the skin of the berries is softer. As a

preventive of decay in the berries and to aid in

the maturing of the wood for ne.xt season's crop,
the hot.-water pipes should be warmed night and
day to dissipate condensed moisture and maintain
a buoyant atmosphere.

Strawberries in Pots.—The plants for late

forcing should be plunged in a bed of coal ashes
in a cold frame, where they will be safe from frost

and wUl not reqmre much water at the roots.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Complete without
delay the planting of all trees under glass, giving
sufhcient water to keep the roots moist and to

prevent the buds di'opping. Prune all trees,

early or late, deferring the tying of the shoots
until a more convenient time.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting.—-No time should' be lost in com-
pleting the planting of Apple, Pear and Plum
trees. One of the greatest mistakes is in planting
the trees too deep. When the roots are so far

away from the surface they lose the influence of

sun and are liable to make gross, immature shoots.
I do not agree with mulching the stirface with
heavy manure, as the soil is kept too cold. It is

nrach better to have a warmer rooting medium
lor the trees by the presence of sunshine, whenever
that is available.

Cordon Apples and Pears are now being planted
in considerable numbers in various gardens.

This method gives an opportunity of testing many
varieties, as the trees can be grown 15 inches

apart at the back of a vegetable border in the
kitchen garden or alongside a path, where they
take up hut little space.

E. MOLYNEU.X.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swanmore, Hants.
,

Trial of Spring-sown Beet and

Potatoes at Wisley, 1917

The following awards have been made to Beet

by the Council of the Roj'al Horticultural Society

after trial at Wisley :

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Green Top, Sutton's Strain, sent by Messrs.

Sutton.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Brydon's Exhibition, sent by Messrs. Barr

;

Cheltenham Green Top, sent by Robelrt Sydenham,

Limited ; Dewar's Northumberland Red, con-

sidered identical with Covent Garden Compact

Top, sent by Messrs. Barr and Nutting ; .Sutton's

Perfection, sent, raised and introduced by Messrs.

Sutton ; and Nutting's Selected Red, sent by

Messrs. Nutting.

The following awards were given to Potatoes

resistant to wart disease, grown at Wisley to

notwithstanding the lack of sunshine throughout';

August, the crop taken from plants in the open,

air surpassed that of any previous year ; but the

surprise of the season has been a self-sown plant

of this, which early in July we found growing,

among the Potatoes. This plant, although only

supported by a stout stake and attention paid

to the removal of all superfluous growth, neither

clear water nor liquid manure being supplied, set

three good trusses of fruit, the first of these being,

ripe before the end of September, many others-

following early in Octeber. Surely no greater

testimony than this need be given as to the

suitability ijf the variety for outdoor growing

or cultivation by those having a small unheated

greenhouse. In addition to its heavy cropping

qualities, this variety has size, form and colour

to recommend it ; while the sturdy nature of

the plant makes it one of the very best varieties

for growing in the ordinary lean-to or low span-

roofed house usually finding favour with small

growers. F. R. C.

SUTTON'S GREEN-TOP BEET (fIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE).

compare cropping and cooking qualities. The
names in parentheses following the name of the

variety are of those~who presented the seed or

from whom it was prurchased. The seed was in

each case grown in Scotland or Ireland.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Golden Wonder (Dobbie, Sutton) ; Great

Scot (Dobbie, Sutton, Veitch), which the committee
considered to be identical with Sir Douglas Haig
(Sands) and Southampton Wonder (Toogood)

;

King Albert (Sands) ; King George (Sutton)
;

and Langworthy (Dobbie, Sutton), which the

committee considered to be identical with What's
Wanted (Sutton).

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES
It is whispered that a lady, writing to her husband
near Gaza, hoped he would " soon be able to send

some Artichokes, which would be so nice from
Jerusalem "

(!), which reminds me that Mrs. Earle's

" Pot-pourri from a Surrey Garden "

has a reference to Palestine soup.

I wonder how the Italian " Girasole "

can have become " Jerusalem," and
whether there is not another ex-

planation of the word's origin. I

wonder it is not more generally

grown, too. From some very

ordinary seed we have dug sib.

r4oz. to a root, and few averaged

less than 4lb. The secret seems to

have lain in widely planting new
seed in sandy soil, for, beyond hoeing

to keep down weeds and conserve

moisture, nothing else was done. As
a matter of fact, the plants were

grown mainly as a wind screen on
the north and east sides of an open

allotment ; and a profitable shelter

they proved. The tubers came up in

a solid mass. Though a youngster

at the time, I remember my grandfather—a great

garden lover—describing the flavour of boiled

Artichokes as smoked Potatoes ; and certainly

many have little liking for them. Chacun a son

gout. Cut into slices and fried to a golden browm
in dripping or fat, the transformation is complete.

The very look of chipped Artichokes should bring

the hermit headlong from his cell to " Tempt the

dying anchorite to eat."

West Bridgford. Ronald C. S. Ross.

Tomato Kondine Red
Most market growers are already familiar with
the wonderful cropping qualities of Tomato
Kondine Red,, which certainly is one of the very
finest varieties, if not absolutely the finest, for

all-round results yet sent out by the famous
Tuckswood raiser ; and a few months ago there

appeared in The Garden an illustration of a group
of several varieties as grown in the open air in

these gardens. In this group Kondine Red
figured very conspicuously, several plants that

year giving us fine, extra heavy bunches, some ol

whicli weighed from 4lb. to sib. This year.

Pea Clibran's Masterpiece
Early last June I forwarded for the Editor's

opinion a shelled sample of Pea Masterpiece, one

of the latest introductions from the well-loiown

Altrincham firm. Tlie Peas were from seed sown
in the open garden during tlie latter half of

February, and grown without any further protec-

tion than that afforded by a few Hazel sticks

to keep the haulm from coming into contact

with the soil. Previous to this year I had not

given the variety a trial, but I was so struck

by the remarkable size of the Peas and the length

of the pods that quite a long row was allowed

to ripen seed. By the first week in July many
of the pods were sufficiently ripe to allow the seed

to be sown. This was done at once, six seeds

in an ordinary 3-inch pot, the pots being kept

in a cold frame until the plants were about 3 inches
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high, by which time the pots were well filled with

riidts and the plants just ready for a shift. A por-

tion of well-dug and fairly heavily manured ground

was found for the plants, short sticks being supplied

as soon as planting was finished. Plenty of water

was given as required, and manure water after

the first flowers opened towards the end of August.

By the end of the month the row was a mass of

flowers and pods, good pickings being taken from

the middle till the end of September. The Peas

I am now forwarding were gathered from the row on

(-October 17, at which date many more remained

til be gathered, and not a trace of mildew was to be

seen. Certainly, when deciding upon the name of

-Masterpiece the introducers were well aware of its

wonderful qualities. Its height is about

li feet. F. R. Castle.

SWEET CORN
Corn is the usual .'American name for what we
I all Indian Corn or Maize. It is only of late

tliat we English have recognised the merits of

the garden kinds of ^weet Corn—a too long neglect

nf a good thing. It is such a capital autumn
N'fgetable that those to whom it is once known
will not be content to be without it, and table

kinds are now appearing in the catalogues of our

best seedsmen, A trial during the past summer
with some of the finest kinds from the United

States has been most encouraging. The Corn

was in four kinds, viz.. Golden Bantam, au early

• kind, sown on May 10 ; Howling Mob—what an

uukind name for something sweet and tender and

entirely amiable and desirable !—a white-grained

Ciirn of excellent quality, sown May 10; Golden

E\'ergreen and Thorburn Nordheim, both sown

a week later. They are sown straight into the

"pcn ground, ij inches deep and t foot apart
;

wlien 2 inches high a little soil is drawn up on

r.irh side. They rejoice in an open, sunny place,

.Old must not be dried up. They are ready to

,it when the grains arc fully formed but are

still milky. With a little practice one learns to

> feel when the cob is fit to gather— it feels full

and solid under its casing of many coverings.

It is boiled in water or milk, aitd the proper way
to eat it is to rut it over with a little butter, jiepper

and salt, and to gnaw it off the cob. G. J.

Clubbing in Brassicas

WITH regard to keeping in check

club-root or gout of Brassicas,

I am of the opinion that it is not

safe to rely on one specific to

prevent an attack of the disease.

1 do not think a method can be quite safe that is

supposed to render each single plant safe from

being attacked, as the dressing, whatever it may
be, may have some flaw in it, either due to its

application or some condition of the soil or

weather. It seems far better to try to bring

about soil conditions and conditions of the plant

itself which do not encourage or assist the life of

the Plasmodiophora.

The methods I practise, and which I )vould

recommend to others to make aU conditions as

near as possible militate against the disease, may
be summarised thus ;

Thorough drainage.

Deep working of the soil to make it more open

and sweet.

The use of quicklime (a) to destroy the disease,

{b) to render the soil non-acid (acid soil encourages

the disease).

Taking care that the stable manure used does

not contain any residue of the Brassica family,

either in excreta or as vegetable waste.

Never use acid manures, neither superphosphate
nor sulphate of ammonia, nor special mixed
manures.

Use basic slag annually ; this is non-acid and
promotes the growth of healthy roots.

Grow your own plants raised on club-free soil

that has been well limed and with basic slag sown
with the seed in the drills. Infection may occur

in the seedling stage.

Sow basic slag with Tturnip and Radish seeds.

Keep land free from weeds.

Dig up (not pull up) all infected plants as soon

as noticed ; remove soil and all, to be burnt.

Remove and burn all cut stumps as soon as

heads are Cut.
^

.\void earthing up plants, if possible.

By a careful plan of cropping arrange a long

rotation, especially with Cauliflower and Broccoli.

The' above precautions are not difficult, as they

are only methods of good cultivation, and as the

disease is one living in the soil they are necessary

to bring about proper soil conditions. A campaign
against club-root miist be fought upon these lines,

as the disease differs very widely from late blight

Potato disease, where spraying may prevent in-

fection by the leaves of the plant. • A. D, T,

With reference to the articles on " Clubbing

m Brassicas " in recent issues of The Garden,
we draw the attention of readers to the following

paragraph by Professor M. C. Potter, Sc.D., of

the Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in

a paper in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural

Society, Vol. XLII. :

" The chemical effects of lime upon the soil

have received great attention, but its action in

neutralising soil acidity is not sufficiently recog-

nised. In the case of Plasmodiophora this is a

most important factor. Since the middle of last

century it has been noted that ' finger-and-toe
'

is practically absent from calcareous soils, and

that dressings with lime tend to check this disease.

.Also it has been noted that manures which tend

to increase the acidity of the soil favour its develop-

ment. This problem has received solution by the

work, of G. Potts, carried out in the Botanical

Laboratories at Newcastle and at Halle (Salle),

by which it was demonstrated that alkalinity of

the soil, from any cause, secured the immunity

of the host from attack by the parasite. " His

experiments also showed that the soil calcium has

not necessarily any relation t-o the disease. I

have shown that below a depth of 4 inches to

5 inches the spores of Plasmodiophora are killed,

or are at least inoperative. Hence a sufficient

dressing of lime should be given to render the soil

alkaline to this depth. The acidity of the soil

varies from field to field, and also is not constant

throughout the year. It is thus impossible to

predict how much lime should be applied in any

given case, and field experiments following up

Potts' work, to test the power of lime to neutralise

the acid in the soil, are much needed as a means

of saving our cruciferous crops from this most

destructive parasite. How far soil acidity or

alkalinity are factors in other plant diseases is

another of the points awaiting elucidation."

From this it would seem that Dr. Potts has

shown how clubbing may be kept in check,

and has indicated the line of attack.

Southern Federation of

Allotment Holders

ORGANISATION in the allotments

movement of the Southern Federa-

I

tion is proceeding briskly. The Pro-

visional Council of the Federation,

whose ofiices are at 8, Buckingham
Street, Strand, have set vigorously to work to

tackle the numerous problems which confront
the movement. The most important work of

the moment is that of the organising of the
various districts, and for this several voluntary
organisers have come forward. Meetings are

being held in different centres ; these are being

largely attended, and the heartiness of the pro-

ceedings reflects the enthusiasm of the people

for food plot cultivation and their determination
that this necessary national service shall be

continued.

In a leaflet which the Federation has just issued,

the objects defined are generally : The securing

of legislative or administrative action to obtain

more land for allotments in order to satisfy

applicants at present unprovided with plots

;

to encourage a large increase in the number of

applications, and to permit of an increase in the

size of existing allotments for those who have
the necessary skill and leisiffe to cultivate them.

The most important demand of the moment is

that of increased security of tenure. Claims are

also made for extension of the powers under the

Cultivation of Lands Order, 1917, and the provision

in all town-planning schemes of permanent allot-

ments and, where necessary, travelling facilities

where the allotments provided are at a distance.

A Trading Committee has been established for

the co-operative pm'chase of seeds for plot-

holders, and this work is being carried on actively.

A few days before the Seed Potato Order was
notified, the committee made a strong protest

to the Board of Agriculture against the delay

on the part of the Government in fixing the price

of seed Potatoes, and have taken action on matters

of security of tenure, illegal charges, &c.

As a result of a meeting at Birmingham under

the auspices of the National Union of Allotment

Holders, the geographical areas of each federation

have been defined, and it has been decided that

the affiliation fee of one penny per member per

annum should for the present be adhered to.

In the Southern area a campaign will be under-

taken for the formation of district federations.

Altogether, the future before the movement
seems bright indeed. It has gathered round it

an active body of workers who are prepared to

do their utmost to secure effect to the Prime

Minister's declaration that '* every foot of land

in the country is necessary for food production,"

The War Office notifies- that ffom now onward all papers
pouted to any neutral European country will be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and neu'sagents who have
obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to THE G.\RDEN, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Dennuitk, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portagal, Greece, and
Roamania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 2U, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2.

THE NATIONAL UNION OF ALLOT-
MENT HOLDERS

[To THE Editor of "The Garden."]

Sir,—I beg to enclose you a copy of a resolution

which my executive desire passed by public meet-

ings of all allotment societies throughout the

United Kingdom by December 10.

D. Chater.

Organising Secretary for London and

the Southern Counties.

8, Buckingham Sired, London, W.C.2.

" That this meeting urges upon the President

of the Board of Agriculture and the Director-

General of the Food Production Department the

strong necessity of at once extending the tenancy

of allotments held under the Cultivation of Lands
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Orders to such time as the said land shall be re-

quired either for immediate building or other

urgent public purposes, and to take such steps

as are necessary to provide that where tenants

have to be dispossessed of their allotments from

such causes, other^ suitable ground shall be

made available for their use.

" Further, that it is desirable that such legisla-

tion be at once introduced and passed as shall

make it possible for allotments of a permanent

character to be secured by all who are prepared

to cultivate them.
" In view of the prospect of a continued shortage

and high prices of foodstuffs both during and after

the war, and in order to relieve to some extent

the economic pressure caused by the effects of

the war, which will press with special severity

upon the working and middle classes, it is urged

that these representations should receive prompt

recognition."

SOCIETIES

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
ARTICHOKES (J. H. B.-Af.).—Our coirespondenl

says his trouble is not how to grow thom, but how to

get rid of them. The best way of ridding soil of self-

planted Artichokes is to trench the same 3 feet deep

and pick out every tuber that can be found, however
small it may be. There may be a few left over even then ;

if so, Hiey will appear above ground in spring, and should

be pulled up. A less laborious way would be to fork up
the plants, roots and all, at the time they appear above
ground, and so destroy them, and continue to do so until

the last is dug up.

FRUIT GARDEN.
BIG-BUD IN BLACK CURRANT (D. M. F.).—The

big-bud of the Black Currant is full of little live mites,

which are most difficult to get rid of. The only time it

is possible to do so is wlien the mites migrate from bush

to bush from the end of April to the end of June. Spray

the trees at that time, at intervals of a fortnight, with

Quassia and soft soap and you will stand a good chance

of killing a large number of them, but not of eradicating

them altogether, as we fear this is scarcely possible.

Bushes infested go on bearing very well for many years,

and therefore, if we were you, we would not scrap

thom. If you did this and planted more, you have
no guarantee that you would not be in the same predica-

ment again soon.

FLOWER GARDEN.
NOVEMBER FLOWERS.—I send for your inspection

flowers grown against the house in a cottager's garden

in this village. It is considered rare that one would find

them at this time of year, and especially after the sharp
frost we have liad here.

—

Charles W. Paxton, CowHnge,
.'Suffolk. [The flowers are those of Tropjeolum majus
in many forms. They must have been growing in a very
sheltered position to have escaped the frost.

—

Ed.)

ZAUSCHNERIA AND HYBRID TEA ROSES (fl. U.).—
The non-tloweriug of the Zausclmeria is most probably

due to too much root room, the precursor of rampant
growth at tlie expense of flowers ; to loose as opposed
to ven/ Arm soil, or to lack of sun, or all combined. The
plant 'has generally flowered sparsely this year owing to

the wet and the absence of much sun. Try a rather ijoor

soil freely mingled with old mortar rubble, making it

very firm about the roots. In old brick walls 10 feet

above ground, with its roots under the coping, where
little moistm-e can reach them, the plant is often prodigal

of flowering, while refusing to do so in the garden soil

below. In such case the moral and object-lesson are

ob\'ious. Native of a hotter, far sunnier clime than our

own, we have to cater for the needs of such things on
special lines in order to induce them to play their part.

If you have no wall, try a nearly vertical rock crevice

where little soil obtains, replanting for jjrefercnce in

March or early April. Prune the growths of the Hybrid
Tea Hoses to good plump eyes within 6 inches or

8 inches of the soil early in April next.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAME OF PLANT.—G. F. J.—Berberis vulgaris

(Barberry).

NAMES OF FRUIT.—^. McD.—Pears : Large Pit-

maston Duchess. The russet brown fruit is Durondeau.

W. ('. H.—New Bess Pool. TV. A. A'., Beds.—
1, Unrecognised ; 2, Yorkshire Greening ; 3, St. tJermain ;

4, Seaton House. U. .S'.—Dutch Mignonne.

K. J. O.— 1, Bietighelmcr ; 2, Hormead Pearmain.

E. A.—Gravenstein. W. J. L—l, Lane's Prince

Albert ; 2, Tower of Glainis : 3, Fearn's Pippin : i. AJam's

Pearmain; 5, Wellington. Pears: 1, Gansel's Bergamotte

;

2. Mar6i-hal ilc la Cour ; 3, Catillac K. F.. Hiissex.—

1, Bess Pool; 2, Yorkshire ISca ty ; 3, Gulden Noble;

4, Beauty of Hants ; 6, KeJleston Pippin ; 0. Hambledon
deux Ans; 7, Claygate Pearmain; 8. Old Nonpareil:

9, Nelson's C'odlin; 10, Baronne d' Mello.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
s

If quite a small gathering of plants and flower_

characterised the fortnightly meeting on Novem
ber 20, it was not lacking in variety or interest

Orchids, for example, were particularly well

shown, and one entirely unique novelty—that

from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown—-was an eye-

opener to all lovers of the race. Apart from this,

a table of winter-flowering Begonias merited

high praise, the more so seeing it came from a

private garden in these troublous times. Chry-

santhemums, too, added their quota of beauty,

not a few being of the decorative type, which

appeals to all. Of hardy plants, the finest was

the pure white giant form of the Christmas

Rose (Helleborus niger altifolius) from Horsham,

which is referred to elsewhere. No fruits or

vegetables were shown.

Chrysanthemums.
The stand of these from Messrs. W. Wells, Limited,

Merstham, was a great attraction, albeit only three
varieties were staged. These were, however, generously
displayed and showed their full worth. Undoubtedly
the most popular of the three was L^dy Stanley, a
decorative sort of a high order of merit and rich rose pink
colour. Under artificial light it is charming. Bronze
Beauty and Mary Morris are semi-double sorts and of

deep bronze colour, the last named having the longer
florets and very free. Both are highly ornamental.

Mr. Charles Page, gardener to J. B. Fortescue. Esq.,

Maidenhead, showed William Iligby (golden), Mrs. Gilbert
Drabble (white) and Mrs. R. C. Pulling (golden), all big
exliibition sorts.

Mr. G. G. Whitelegg, Chislchurst, staged a gi'oup of a
very attractive red seedling, obviously a great bloomer.
A group of King of the Plumes, rich golden yellow,

was contributed by Messrs. Fulton and Sons, Hanover
Square, W. It is a capital variety for decoration.

Greenhouse Plants.
The most notable exhibit here was the table of winter-

flowering Begonias from the Misses Tanner and Tate,
Bushey Heath, Herts (gardener, Mr. T. W. Birkenshaw).
The central grouping of Emily Clibran, a lovely double
salmon, was admired by all, and rarely has it been
better shown. Next to it in importance was the yellow
and buff Mrs. , H. Barton, an exceptional coloiu in these
flowers. Optima (pale orange), Success and Winter
Cheer (red shades) and Clibran's Pink were others of note.
Silver Flora medal.

Of more than ordinary import, too, was the hybrid
Eureka race of Primula obconica sent by Adeline Duchess
of Bedford, Rickmansworth (gardener, Mr. J. Dickson).
These are stated to be crosses between P. sinensis and P.
obconica. Much the greater leaning, liowever, is to the
Iast-name(^ species. This notwithstanding, the strain is

not only diversified, but of a high order, of merit.
Carnations.

The Misses Price and Fyfe, Horsted Keynes, Sussex,
had an excellent lot of these flowers, all of their own raising.

Grizel (purplish crimson), Malcolm (very fine scarlet)

Kenneth (a modified Bishton Wonder) and Maisic (deep
pink) were some that appealed strongly. Silver Banksian
medal.

In a group from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill

Park, Red Ensign ^nd Brilliant stood out among those
of scarlet colour, Eileen being the most pleasing salmon-
coloured sort. British Triumph (crimson) and Pink
Sensation were good.

In Messrs. Allwood's group the most telling sort

was the yellow-ground fancy Miriam Wilson. The variety
is targe and' well marked with scarlet. Salmon Enchantress
was of exceptional colour.

Nekines.
'The largest collection of these came from Mr. G.

Reuthe, Keston, the gi-oup constituting a brilliant mass
of colour on a dull November day. Flora (cerise), Amorell
(a lovely salmon). Carmen (salmon, lined scarlet), Walter
Reuthe (rich crimson scarlet), Mrs. Charles Waters (rose

with white base), gracilis (deep cerise, scarlet midrib)
and Annie (softest salmon) were among the best. Pudica,
corusca and flexuosa alba were also on view.

Mr. Herbert Chapman, liye, showed Tacrine J. T.
Bennett-Poe, of rose cerise shade, clouded with magenta ;

and Gaby Deslys, cerise scarlet, shaded with a purplish
tint. Both are good and distinct.

Orchids.
For a brilliant lot of these flowers Messrs. Armstrong

and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, received a silver Flora
medal in addition to the special awards noted elsewhere.
(See "New and Rare Plants.") Most notable _ were
Cattleya Ajax (pale, pink with crimson purple lip), C.
Venus (whose golden-coloured petals are shaded with
bronze), C. Saturn alba (very pure) and C. Maggie Raphael
alba, whose lip is rich red.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, showed the
dark-coloured Odontoglossum Lambeauianum,. Cattleya
Bellona and Sophro-Cattleya Pearl.

In an effective grouping from Messrs. Charlesworth
and Co., Hayward's Heath, for which a silver Flora
medal was awarded, the outstanding feature was
the brilliant array of Epidcndrum vitcllinum majus,
and these, freely interspersed with the pure white arching
racemes of Odontoglossum arnKiin\illierensis Xanthotcs,
O. c.ximeum and O, amabilis, constituted a considerable
attraction.

Mr. James Whitton, J.P.—We are glad to

learn that Mr. James Whitton, V.M.H., Superin-

tendent of Glasgow Parks, Jias been included

among the new Justices of the Peace vAo havi-

been appointed for the City of Glasgow. Mr.

Whitton's abilities well qualify him for the honour

bestowed upon him, and his many friends will be

pleased to hear of his appointment.

Gardens too Large for Tenants.—Urging
that partially cultivated gardens are prejudicial

to the success of the garden city movement,

the Letchworth Gardening Club report that the

wasted and unsightly gardens there proves that

the plots on the average are too large for the tenants,

which shows the need for cottages being built

closer together or the garden plots being merged

into public spaces.

Gardeners' Benefit Society.—It has come to

the notice of the committee of the United Horti-

cultural Benefit and Provident Society that some,

members of the society have been under the

impression that they were not entitled to benefits

while they were serving with the Forces, although

they had kept their contributions paid. Up_Jo
the present time the sum of £162 4s. 8d. has been

paid in sick pay to members who have been

wounded and sick, and the committee would

feel indebted to any gardener who would inform

them of any member who is either sick or wounded

that the case may be investigated for the

member to receive the benefit he is entitled to.

OBITUARY

LIEUTENANT W. V. R. SUTTON.

Lieutenant William V. R. Sutton, aged twenty,

fotirth son of Mr. Leonard Sutton of Hillside.

Reading, was killed in action on November 13

in Palestine. He was educated at St. Andrews,

Southborough, and Repton. On leaving school

at the age of seventeen he went to Canada to

join his uncle, who was farming in Saskatchewan,

He joined his regiment in Egypt in October, 1916,

and was promoted lieutenant last month. Mr,

Suttoa has three other sons still serving. His

second son. Lieutenant E. G, Sutton, M,C, (Royal

Sussex Regiment), was killed in action in France

in April, 1916. The deepest sympathy is felt

with Mr. Leonard Sutton in his heavy loss.

»,* The Yearly Subscription (o'The Garden is : Inland
10s. Wd. ; Foreign, 13s.

Mrs. PYM'S
FAndOUS PLiLNTS.

ALL POST FREE.

STRONG PLANTS.
Spring Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage, Leeks, Brussels Sprouts,
Tripoli Winter Onions, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Savoys,
Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli, Chicory, Curled Scotch Kale,
Asparagus Kale, Cottager's Kale, Thousand-headed Kale,
Perpetual and Prickly Spinach, 1/9 100. Strong Seakale and
Rhubarli Roots, 6 l/(i.

Sirallots, large sound bulbs (very scarce), 20, 1/4.
Strong transplanted : Sage, Thyme, Mint, Marjoram 12 !/•

Parsley, 20 1/-.

WALLFLOWERS (mixed), 50 1/9, 100 3/-. Double
Wallflowers, 20 1/-.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES, to flower at Christmaa,
6 1/-. Strong plants for Winter and Spring flowering. Cal-
ceolarias, Cinerarias, Scarlet Salvias, various Primulas,
Schizanthus, Stocks, Begonias, 6 1/-.

Magnificent hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

New Catalogue now ready, free on application.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.
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THE NEW ROSE OF THE SEASON.

Miss MAY MARRIOTT.
Award of Merit, R.H.S., July 3.

Certificate of MeHt, N.R.S.. July 17.

See what the H.A. for July II says as to its merits :

—

" This remarkable rose is .1 sport from Mrne. Ed. Herriot
but absolutely distinct from it or any other rose we know,
the colour heioft a rich glowing apricot. Should be noted
by all Rose Growers."

GRAND STRONG GROUND PLANTS 5/6 each.

Carriage Paid.

Send for our descriptive list. Post Free.

THOMAS ROBINSON,
Porchester Nurseries, NOTTINGHAM
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NUTS,COBS & FILBERTS
Plant up all Waste Ground.
NOW is the Proper Time.

Good Healthy Fruiting Trees.
I'rite - - 7/- per doz.

Peaches and Nectarines, in variety,

splendid trained trees, 5/- each.
per doz,

Roses, dwarf, best named sorts, 8/-

„ climbing, best named sorts, 12/-

H. CANNELL & SONS,
THE NURSERIES, EYNSFORD.
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SALE BY AUCTION.
fAP-^NESE DWARF TREES & MINIATURE GARDENS-
GARDEN ORNAMENTS, including Vases, Fountains

and other Figures, Sundials, etc.

QARDEN FURNITURE, including Cliairs, Tables, Tubs
and other articles suitable for Winter Gardens.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER Tth, 1917, by

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. 2.

Caldlogues on apiilication.

SALES BY AUCTION
OF BULBS

EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY.
ROSES,

HERB.\0EOUS PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, Etc.,

EVERY WEDNESDAY.

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. 2.

SiJ^pence in stamps will ensure twelve Catalogues.

.^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instruotlons Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o,r. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" GO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, B.

Awarded Medal al Royal Horticultural

Exhibition, igil.

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES

EARLY SCOTCH SEED POTATOES.
BEES Ltd. are now completing

lifting and grading, and find crops

heavier and cleaner than usual.

Instead of putting this extra profit

into their own pockets they are

reducing prices to customers.

Orders are now being booked at

prices quoted below for delivery

when ready.

Orders already booked will also

be executed at these reduced

prices.

Special Terms to Allotment
Societies.

Epicure (Scotch). An old favourite which produces very heavy
crops, and has tubers of good size ready to lift very early ...

Eclipse (Scotch). Splendid white round, very early, shallow
eyes, good cooker

Eclipse. Once grown in Yorkshire
Sharpe's Express (Scotch), A great favourite, very early;

smooth skin, heavy cropper
Sharpe's Express. Once gi'own in Lincolnshire
Sir John Llewellyn (Lines.) First class in every way
British Queen (Scotch). Remarkably fine, both as regards

cropping and cooking qualities. A superb second early;
keeps well

British Queen. Once grown in Lincolnshire
Pioneer (Scotch). A gi^eatly improved second early; first-class

cooker and cropper

IMMUNE SEED POTATOES.
Bees Ltd. are licensed by the Board of Agriculture to supply

varieties suitable for planting in districts atfected with Black
Scab or Wart Disease.

King George (Scotch). Although generally classed as a second
early, this variety when grown from sprouted seed is ready
for lifting as early as " Sharpe's Express " or "Epicure."
It is an excellent cropper, does well everywhere, especially

on niedium and heavy soils. Owing to first early immune
sorts being practically unprocurable. "King George" is in

great demand as a first early.
Great Scot (Scotch). Second early, immense cropper, fine quality

ajid flavour. Keeps_as well as a main crop, strongly recom-
mended

Great Scot (Lincolnshire seed)
The Ally (Scotch). A second early immune variety with tuber of

fine quaUty and shape, heavy cropper
(An excellent set of three potatoes for infected areas would be

"King George," "Great Scot," and "Lochar" or "Templar."
Prices of main crop sorts will be quoted later.)

1121bs.
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For the Poultry-Keeper

w
CONDUCTED BY

PO W E LL-O W E N

ROOTS, particularly swedes, mangels

and turnips, should take their place

in the menu of the layers diuring the

winter months. A few notes thereon

^will not,' therefore, be out of place.

Swedes and Mangels.—Swedes should now
play their part in the soft food. It is customary

to store these roots iu beds for use from November
onwards, and mangels follow them for use after

Christmas. Mangels do not stand the frost like

swedes or turnips, and early storing is therefore

necessary. For the same reason more of the leaves

should be left on when they are buried than with

other roots. They should not be removed from

the earthen beds till they are ripe, as the feeding

of unripe roots results in bowel troubles. Many
poultry-keepers on this score do not feed mangels

till February, when the supply of swedes runs out.

The Golden Tankard and Long Red have, it is

claimed, a higher feeding value than the Yellow

Globe—a point to be remembered. The feeding

ratio of swedes reads : Leaves, i to 3 ; bulbs, i to 5 J.

And of mangels: Leaves, i to 2|; roots, 1 to 8J.

Use Turnips Carefully.—Tmnips represent

quite a useful root for the winter, but they must

not be fed too generously. The
albuminoid ratio is : Leaves, i to li

;

and bulbs, i of albumen to 5 of

carbohydrates. It is difficult to

understand what exactly there is in

the tmnip to upset the fowls, but

the fact remains that if this root

is fed too libcrallj' to either chicks

or adults, harmful results will follow.

Hence my note of warning. As I

\vrite I have before me a letter

from Mrs. W. Owen of Caversham
(no relation) wherein she mentions

an incident connected with the

feeding of turnips. Here is the

extract :

" At about a year old I limited

them a little, as I saw a few

soft -shelled eggs and thought

they might be too fat. I found,

however, that raw turnip caused

the soft shells. One of the birds

was very upset by the turnips,

and laid small eggs without yolks

until I found out the cause and
stopped the raw tm-nip."

In addition to soft-shelled eggs

there is a tendency to dian'hcea

where turnips are given in excess. Swedes can be

distinguished from turnips by their bluish-

•tinged leaves, which spring from a kind of neck

at the crown, a characteristic not found in the

turnip.

How to Give Roots.—The roots can be fed to

the fowls either cooked or raw. In the former

case they should be mashed when thoroughly

boiled and be added tu the soft food. They can

in their raw state be given to the birds in several

ways. Quite a good plan is to cut the root in

half and drive a large nail through each part

into a ssUd piece of wood beneath. This plan

enables the fowls to pick out the centres cleanly,

leaving just the outer shells. To save time and
labour several long nails can be driven into a

heavy piece of wood and the contrivance left

always handy, although when not in use it

can be hung lip to the side of the house. With
such a device in- use, all the poultry-keeper hasto

do is to push " home" half a root on each nail.

If the roots are finely minced or cut up, they can

be fed raw in ordinary troughs or be added to the

soft food prior to the latter being scalded and

dried off.

The Hardy Ancona.—Mrs. Shortt of Southwick

Rectory. Sunderland, sends me a pretty sketch

of one of her breeding pens of Anconas. It is

rendered the more interesting because my corre-

pondent tells me that she has been constantly

in exhibitions with miniatures and interiors,

and does a good deal of figure work. Mrs. Shortt

is full of praise for tire Ancona, which breed she

specialises in, finding it active, pretty "and hardy,

and a- splendid layer. Each lot of birds has a

roost and attached scratching shed, and the
" combination " sti'ucture may be seen in the

illustration. To protect the birds owing to an

otherwise bleak and exposed site, the background

is made up of bushes, although, in referring to the

original, my correspondent jocularly adds, " not

a shell exploding."

CORNER VIEW OF BREEDING PEN.

A skelcJi by Mrs. Shortt, Southwick Rectory, Sunderland, 0/ one of her

breeding pens of Anconas. (See text.)

For Intensive Purposes.—Picture a Leghorn

with mottled black and white plumage—each

feather tipped with the white—and you have the

Ancona. In fact, I have often heard them referred

to as Mottled Leghorns. The hens are non-

sitters and layers of good-sized white-shelled

eggs,' and the breed is deserving of more popu-

larity. The Ancona is a busybody—a good

forager and scratcher—which qualifications fit

it for free range. It is such merits, however,

that have kept many non-sitting breeds out of

the limelight, people, still clingmg to the_old-

time idea that the light, active varieties are not

suited to confinement. The little Leghorn has

proved this to be but a fallacy. The Ancona, if

properly handled, will do well in intensive structures

and in even backyard runs. True, it is shy, but

here again management during the growing

stages from shell to maturity has an important

say in the matter.

Increased Poultry Supplies.—A reader oi

my notes has sent me an interesting cutting

from an American poultry journal. Across it

was blue pencilled, "What is our Board of Agri-

culture doing ? " The cutting deals with an

autographed letter sent by Mr. Herbert C. Hoover,

the United States Food Administrator, to the

American Poultry Association and producers of

poultry and eggs in the United States of America.

The letter runs :

" We are short of red meat. Our soldiers

and our Allies require more than ever before.

We are advocating in every household, every

hotel and restaurant in this country the substi-

tution of poultry for red meat. Increased

production of poultry can be effected much
faster than beef; pork and mutton. While

we want to increase in all the latter, we must

have a quick response in poultry and poultry

products.

.

" There is a great waste of poultry feeds

from every household and every farm. It

requires little labour. Cannot the poultry

raisers of the country help us by providing the

increased supply we need ?

—

Herbert Hoover."

Chickens versus Bullocks.— As regards my
con'espondent's query, I presume he wishes

me to answer it. My views on the matter have

already appeared in The Garden, and I admit

right away that I cannot understand why the

powers that be have never shown any sympathy

to the British hen. It is absolutely wrong to

buy eggs, as we are now doing, from abroad,,

necessitating tonnage to bring them

here—ships that^ might be bringing

poultry - feeding grain, since they

'

can evidently be spared. The eggs

for the most part are condemned

as " rotten" when they do get here.

.\nd both poultry and eggs are being

bought extensively abroad to be

shipped here. Germany realised the

value of its poultry stocks directly

war broke out. Officials fostered

the idea so well that they erected

poultry houses and supplied the

necessary fowls free for any person

who desired the same. The outlay

had to be refunded on the instalment

s y s't e m . America has followed.

Three dozen table chickens produce

as much flesh in a week as one

Imllock. Is it not possible, there-

fore, to convert the majority of

poultry-producers into farmers ?

Looking Ahead.—In pre-war
days we spent well over £10,000,000

per annum on imported eggs and

table poultry, Russia alone in 191

3

sending us 1,374,393,240 eggs. So

patriotically has poultry been taken

up that if the war closed to-morrovv we could

be self-supporting by w«y of "home" poultry

produce. Woxild it not be deemed feasible

for the Board to realise what this means ?

In a nutshell, it means that we poultry-

producers could every year after the close

of hostilities save over £10,000,000 to the

nation. The Board might do well to collect

waste from households, hotels and restam-ants for

the pmpose of feeding poultry and pigs.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Owen, THE G.vEDEN PotMry Expert,

will-he pleased to answer, free of i--Iiar;n\ any qitcsli'ma ilmling

wLtlt poultry-keeping. A &tamin'd ami a(hli-<'s.'^<-il nurtope
&}ixmld be enclosed, when a length;/ and detailed te/'ht a-ill be'

posted prompthi. Communications sliould be sent to Mr.
W. I'oarll-Our'n. care of TuE Garden, 20, Tai-istock Street,

Strand. IV.C. 2.
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The present price of Eggs makes
their production a profitable matter
for poultry keepers whose fowls are
laying, but the present price of
foods represents a serious loss when
eggs are not forthcoming. Thousands
of additional eggs are being produced

weekly by fowls fed on THE

IDEAL MEAL
Made only by

WM. COOK & SONS
ORIGINATORS OF THE ORPINGTON

FOWLS AND DUCKS,
and the largest breeders of poultry
in this country, whose food is the
proved egg-producer, and is be'ng
recommended by its regular users as

the utmost value purchasable.
IS of the Ideal Meal have overy reason to know that
iiiposition is regulated l>y the one thin? whieh lounts—
I. al experience, and the thousands of birds, all in the

jjink oi rnndition,at 8t. Mary Cray provide a proof that the
povM-,slim (»f knowledge in feedint; resists in the healthiest
aiid IiLie.st flocks to be seen anywhere in England.

Tlii-^ is made in twn t()rnis:—

^(1) Fop use with middlings.

(2) As a complete Food.
J Purchasers are asked to ^perially mention whether they
-require No. 1 or N<j. *2 fornrof meal.

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THE
MOST SCEPTICAL OF ITS VALUE.

The price of the Ideal Meal is:—Per cwt., 21s.: per
J-ewt.,11s.: per i-ewt., 6s.; carriage paid in Kn^Iand and
W"ales, or Is. less per ewt, carriage forward to Scotlaml
and Ireland, or carfiajre paid tor 24s. per cwt. ; 13s.

per i-cwt.

For a few fowls a 6s. bag, or for twenty or more one at
1 Is., will prove that this is the egg-producing, health-
i>romoting food everyone who is a poultry keeper has
been looking for for years.

Many letters are received daily
from satisfied users in all parts of
the country, and the following a^e a
few of those recently to hand :

< Edward Street. Ola Hare-Law. Annfield Plain, Co. Durham.
14th Xovember, 1917.

!v send 2 cwts. No. 1 Ideal Me.il. and send at once, as I do nnt
:o he wiihout. Ny hens are stMl laying really vrell on

your food.—W. THOMPSON.
I The Gardens. Umberslade. Hockley'Heath, 9th Nov.. 1917'

\\"\]l you please send me^l cwt: of yoilr No. 2 Ideal Meal ? I am very
; i with it, and although it is only a short time since I commenced

it. my fowls have improved wonderfully, and I shall continue to
uid recommend it wherever possible.—H, S. FOSTER.

48. Birch Lane. Manchester, Nov. 10th. 1917.

1 deal Meal is very satisfactory, as 1 have now been using it about
-.dks. and get on an average 22 eggs per week from five fowls,

,,.> 1 consider good for this time of year.—LEONARD S. COOPER.

35. Princes Road. Altrincham. ISth November. 1917.

Pie.ise send I cwt. of your Complete Ideal Meal. I bad i cwt.
sr.d

1 1 has suited my fowls, for they look brighter than they have done
for a !<jogtime—W. PILLING.

Mevagissy. Cornwall. 13th November. 1917.

I shou'd be Jilad if you would forward 2 cwts of your Complete
Ideal Meal. It is because I have had experience of your
Meal and am so satisfied ivith it that I come for more. I am
more than satisfied with the special White Orpington chickens pur-
chased from you and should be glad to know what ch ckens you will

have for the coming season.—E, MARTIN.
The Hollies. Rowton. Nr. Chester, I4th November. ]9'7,

'. Bag of Mea' reached me only on Saturday last, and as it takes
some lime to get through I should like another cwt. of the Complete
Ideal Meal at once, cheque enclosed. I noticed a complete drop in the
Diimlier of eggs produced during the period I had to go without your
Menl owing to delay on rail.—F. S. GILLING:

Rosemary Hill Road. Streetty. Sutton Coldfield. 13th Nov., 1917.
K-indly forward another cwt- of your Complete Ideal Meal. My

fowls are doing well on this food and have gone through
their moult splendidly. -A. W, YARDLEY.

Ki=;. Park Road. Ilkeston. 14lh November. 1917
Her^.' ith find choqut- fur another cwt. of j'our Complete Ideal Meal,

This is a splendid food, and I vould not like to be without
It. as I get such good results from it.—w. TL'RTON.

All l-rters shoiiM be carefully sent totlieir Only Address :—

WM. COOK & SONS, St. Mary Gray, Kent.

TELEPHONE: 7 CRAY.
T^ -ulers who mention The Garden will receive Booklet free-

The Nation

wank more eggs

from yourhensj.

The national demand for MORE EGOS is so

urgent that every poultry-lieeper should bring

his hens up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting BPRATT'8 ioienti-

fic system of feeding, viz. ;

—

SPRATT'S
"LAYMOR" "MEBO"
The ideal soft break-

fut feed for laying hens.
Rich in egg-producing
properties.

"LAYMOR" can be
QBed with middlings or
other raw meals in equal
quantities by adding 10

to 15 p. o. of "MEBO."

Rich in albuminoids.
Induces proiiflo egg-
laying without weaken-
ing the birds.

Follow the adTloe
given on the baok ol ft

7-lb. bag of '•MEBO,"
or send a postcard lor

our leaflet, " Wlnt«
Layers," free on rsqaeit.

Spratt'* Foods are itoeked by dealfta. 1/ ai^f diiflealt^

in obtaining tupplw, torite to

SPRATTS PATENT. LTD., 24-25, FENCHURCH ST^ tC L

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

CLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and contains the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY QROUNO FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be

found in manufactured foods for Egg Production
and Chicken Rearing.

No Pale Yolks while Feeding Dent's
Mealed Cloven and Alfalfa.

U/- cwt., 7/- ^-cwt. Carriage paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, &c.

FISH MEAL.
. ^,

Guaranteed pure and the flneat quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

LAYING MEAL.
A masniflcent egg-producing mixture.

Per il21b. 20/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. Sfllb. 16,-. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX GROUND OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared line, specially tor Poultry.

Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.

3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-
Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

GRANULATED MEAT. Per 112 lbs., 26/-. Car. Pd.

BONE MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 21/6. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 10/6. Car. Pd.

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL.
Per 1121bs. 30/- o61b3. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

MEAT AND BONE MEAL. Peill21b8. 21/-.
Carriage Paid.

Our Mixtures are guaranteed free from .Shell and Grit.

We allow 1/- each for Peat Moss and Hay
Meal Sacks if returned in good condition.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' Requisites

post free on applicatio>i

.

HARRY HEBDITCH^'Kf Martock, Somerset

JOHN E. SHACKLETON
OF THE BEST STR.A.IN.S IN THE FINEST

BREEDS OF UTILITY POULTRY.
PRICE LIST NOW READY.

It is to your advantage to have it.

CHOLESBURY, near TRING

COCKERELS. BREEDING PENS.
SECURE vour stock at once, before others have had the

best. Birds always for sale. Eaas for hatching now
ri-adv. Golden, Silver, White Wyandottes (273 egg strain),

Rhode Island Reds. White Leghorns (285 strain). Buff

Orpington Ducks. Kindl.v state exact requirements.

SYDNEY HILLER,
Cleveland Poultry Farm, STANDON, Herts.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Anv kind of digestible rubbish or fresh vegetables, mixed
with crispy green bone, becomes—" Bacon between war
bread." Butchers' bones everywliere 9d. score. Green bone
Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,

enormous profits. Particulars:—KEEFOOT. Hawkgreen,
Marple. Cheshire.

HEN HOUSES
are RIGHT-ON-TOP of every other make.

ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for

STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.
Downright satisfaction always.

Catalogue Free.

SAVE MONEY!!
Buy the right Grits in bulk, and avoid soft

shelled eggs. 5/-, 5/9 cwt., carriage paid.

Samples Free.

—

Midland Grit Co., Stourbridge.

PATENT CRUSHER for breaking bones,
ovster shell, china, etc., for your poultry. Of simple con-

struction, unbreakable, easy to work, 12/- carriage jiaid.

—

L. DUNKEK, Hillinortou Paddox, Rusby.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal
123. '6d. cwt.; 78. J-cwt.. cart. paid.—ROSSLYN & Co., 30.

Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
The great iutestiiial corrective, promoting full-blooded

condition, necessary for regular laying. Trial lags, 2/-:

lOlbs., 4/-; i-cwt., 13/9 (fine or granulated). Pure Clover

for Poultry, containing valuable mineral salts. 5 bushels, 6/-

10 bushels, 11/-; all carriage paid. — Wills Bros.,

Hoddesdon, Herts.

ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.

Notice is hereby Given that an ELEl TIOX of CANDI-
DATES to receive the benefits of this Fund will take place

at SIMPSON'S, 100, STRAND, London, W.C, on FRIDAY,
February 8th. 1918. Nomination forms, to be obtained

from the Secretary, must be returned to him not later than

December 18th next, on which date the lists will be closed.

By order.
B. WYNNE, Secretary.

19, Bedfnnl Cliambers, ('event Garden, London, W.C. 2.
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,BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
' A worthy and lormidable weapon tor battling againgt the baeillut."—Sir J. Ceiohton-Beownb, F.E.8.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result^has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—"Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers pids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^;«»;f;.i
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance

Ask for Free Copy of '* Healthy Poultry

IZAL POWDER, ^"^'^""""^^^
8/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Ghambers&Oo., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.

SIMPLE.ANO rNEXPEN^IVE

HEATIMG APPARAIOS
Economical and efficient. Always gives
satisfaction. Everyone who owns a green-
house should write for particulars of the

<'HORSE.SHOE'»
BOILER

The most durable heater
made. A genuine fuel and
labour saver. Bums 10 to 20
hours without attention.

I.tsC No. 42 sentfree -with bookia,
' How shall i heal my GreenhouseV

CHAS. P. KINNEll & Co., LTD..

L 6A,SoathvarkSt.,London.8,E.l4

SUBSTITUTE FOR RUSSIA MATS.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT _*^ Jm m .^ ^ GREENHOUSES.

CANVAS

\ REG.

J TRADE
/ MARK

I

TO BE HAD;bF/ALL NURSERYMEN ,;^:

:

.-. (S.W; S I LV E R. St . C:? & B ENJamIn .E.DC IN CTpN t?) 'r-

2 DUKE S: LoisipdN BFJip^CE;S>Ei;

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEIfllCALLT PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, readpfor useat auy time. Id the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure Is pul. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling JScwts.), gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Beport of Royal Horticultural Society., " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

In the open air," (Signed) W. Wilks, Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet givitig futl particulars and tCBtimonials sent on receittt of itostcard.V BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -WC
Sold in Bags, I bushel, 3/3; 2 bushel. 3/6; i bushel, 6/-; five 4 bushel, 38/9 ; ten 4 bushel, 65/-; for cash with order, we
paying carriage by Pickford. London district, or to any station within 25 miles of London; 3d. per bag charged extrafor every

SO miles or part beyond this distance,
WAKELEY BROS, A CO., LTD., T5a, BANKSIDB, LONDON. B.B. 1.

Also WARBLBT'S GROUND GARDEN LIMB, 3/- bushel bag, carriage raid 25 miles, extra as above.

This lather rich

Will do the trick,

It comes from Easy

Shaving Stick.

^ A
^"'

IF you would understand
* the full meaning of the

word " Easy " as applied to

shaving, you should try

LEVER'S EASY
SHAVING STICK
It lathers easily and quickly—does

not dry on the face or bite the skin.

Obtainable from all grocers, stores,

oilmen, chandlers, &c.

6^" PER STICK.

Easy on the skin—Easy on the razor—
Easy on the purse.

r.EVER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.

Printed by Hudson & Keaens, Limited. Hatfield St.eet Works, Stamford Street. S.E. I. and Published by "Country Life," Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C. 2,

and by George Newnes, Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS* ROSES have a world
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always. Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. AH tiie newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants In great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Mebrtwbathbe & Sons. Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S BRITISH GROWN BULBS.
New Catalogue now ready.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varietieB now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Cataloeues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer, Sons A Crisp,
Ltd.. The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

Qeobqe Bunyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
•• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
•' PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents through-
out the country.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
And other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DICKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Cheater.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Planting Crowns,
50, 2/6 ; 100, 4/-, Large Planting Crowns 50, 3/6 : 100 6/-.

Fine Forcing Crowns, 50, 8/- ; 100, 15/-. Carriage paid.

—

THOMAS Baker, Bulb Grower, Surfleet, Lincolnshire.

BARR'S CASH CLEARANCE SALE OF
CHOICE DAFFODILS, April and May-flowering TULIPS,
etc., for in and outdoors. Also Bulbs for large plantings. List
free.—Barr & Sons, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrlsbume, Woking

UNCOLNSHIRE'S FINEST SEED POTA-
TOES at Government fixed prices. Scienttfti'ally grown,
sprayed twice. Myatt's Early Ashleaf 25/- ; MitUotliian Early,
Duke of York, sliarpe's Express.Eclipse, May Queen, Llewellyn.

20/* ; Arran Chief, British Queen. Conquest, Defiance, Queen
Rlary, King Edward, Evergoods, Royal Kidneys, Up-to-
Dat«s, all at 12/- per cwt. Smaller quantities 1/6 per stone.

Eating Potatoes 7/6 per cwt.

—

Fred Pabkes, Vine Gardens
Nurseries, Wyberton, Boston.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R H.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give
satisfaction, and do well iu any soil and in any district.

Plant earlv for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. DoroLAS. The Premier House. Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidiv grown, 1/6 doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Cabbage plants, 100 1/6, 200 2/6 : post
paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. JONKS, Churchfield
Estate. Cradley. Malvern.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 Sin., 15 6in., 15 5in.,

20 4in., 20 2Jin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb
pots, free.— Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from IJft. to6ft. high; the finest stock in

the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

FOR CUT FLOWERS, MIXED DAFFODILS
AND NARCISSI. 1/- 100 : 9/- 1,000. Mixed Tulips. 5/6 100 ;

62/- 1,000. Mixed Anemones, 4/6 100 ; 40/- 1,000. Pink
Tulips, 3/6 100 ; 30/- 1,000 Golden Crown Tulips, scarlet

and gold, 3/- 100 ; 25/- 1,000. Poets .N^arcissus 2/6, 100 ;

20/- 1,000. Barri Conspicuus, 2/- 100 : 15/- 1,000. Double
White Narcissus, 2/- 100; 15'- 1,000. 10/- orders and upwards
carriage paid, cash with order.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street,

Liverpool.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The ODiy reliable and complete pnh<»tjtnt*» -or stahin Mannrn.
Order now for prompt delivery.—See adyertisemeat page viii.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries. Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratia.

ONION SETS GROW where seeds faU.— 1 lb-

2/6 ; 21bs., 4/6 ; 31bs., 6/6 ; 4lb8., 8/6 ; 6lbs., 10/6, carriage
paid, cash with order ; delivery as soon as ready.

—

Bees Ltd.,
1750, Mill Street, Llverpool.__

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock tzardeners. Postage one penny.—G. B, PHIPPS,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Bambam. Bognor.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. MLxed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,
3/8; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per 100. Send for
price list of named vaiiettes. — Fred Parees, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs. Oranges and Orchard House trees are of first-class

quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Inspection invited. Price list post free on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

Williau Beattie, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

SCOTCH -GROWN BRITISH QUEEN, 2nd
EARLY SEED POTATOES, splendid cropper, superb quality,
clean, vigorous Highland seed, 15/- cwt. ; 8/-, 561bs. ; 4/4,

281bs. ; 2/3, 141bs. : 1/2. 71bs., bags free, cash with order.

—

BEES Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool,

WELLS' CHRYSANTHEMUM CATALOGUE
now ready. Post free on application. -W. Wells & Co.,
Merstliam, Surrey^

THOMPSON & MORGAN'S SELECT SCOTCH
SP:ED POTATOES, early varieties, Midlothian Early and
Duke of York, 3/6 per stone; Sharp's Express, Eclipse and
Sir Jolin Llewellyen, 3/- per stone; Epicure. 2/6 per stone.
(Bags extra.) Catalogues of Flower and Vegetable Seeds in

January.—THOMPSON & MORGAN, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Ipswich.

SUTTON'S OLD ENGUSH AND HAY-
FLOWEIUNG TULIPS.

SPECIAL MIXTURE, including many of the finest
flowers crown, brilliant in colour and elegant in form.
Per 100, 10/6. Per dozen, 1/6.

SUTTON'S GOLD MEDAL COLLECTIONS
OF DARWIN TULIPS. Darwin Tulips are easy to grow,
exquisite in colouring, admirable for decoration and not
expensive.

250 in 25 named varieties . . . 35^
100 in 10 named varieties . . . 14/-
50 in 10 named varieties . , . 7/0

SUTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SHALLOTS.—Best hand-picked, ready for
immediate delivery, carriage paid, 3Jlbs., 3/- ; 71bs., 5/9;
141bs., 10/6 ; 281bs., 20/- ; 561bs., 39/-; cwt., 75/6 net, cash
with order.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelego & Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticnlturlsts,
LANiiPORT. SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their

Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDEE
thisAutumn.and you will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty
lor many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measurements of your borders.
Paeonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
privide blooms from earlv Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for EEDUCED

PRICE Lists.

BATH'S ROSES AND PEONIES. — New
Illustrated Catalogue, containing full cultural notes of the

best new and standard varieties, is now ready, and will be

sent post free on application.—(Dept. E.), R. H. BATH, Ltd.,

The Floral Farms, Wisbech.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,

etc., poet free.—DoBBiE * Co.. Royal Florists Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogue*

gratis. Cultural hints for Id. stamp.—Laxton Bkotheb^
Bedford.

McDOUGALL'S WINTER WASH FOR
FRUIT TREES.—TO CLEAN FRUIT TREES FROM
MOSS, LICHEN. TO DESTROY FUNGOID SPORES^
SCAB. HIBERNATING INSECTS, and to CHECK THE
GROWTH and SPREAD OF CANKER. For use only while

trees are dormant. 1 callon drums to make 80 gallous Wash,
8/- each. 1 quart tins 2/9, 1 pint tins 1/6. From Nursery-

men, Seedsmen, and Ironmongers. - Sole Mannlacturers

;

McDouQAiL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

McDOUGALL'S " FUMERS " and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.

BouLTON & Padi, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES HAVE PRO-
DUCED THE FINEST AND MOST REMARKABLE
APPLES AND PEARS ON RECORD. 60 Acres of Choice

Fruits to select from. Please see onr Illustrated Catalogue,

free by post before ordering elsewhere. — King s Acrb
Nurseries Ltd., Hereford.

HELP YOUR COUNTRY tand yourself) by
using RITO and increasing your crops, and by investing all

the cash you can in „ . „ „r.i.TT^oNATIONAL WAR BOK"--.
The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel Avenue, Greenwich,

S.E. 10.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore be^ to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Rose Specialists

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Roseey
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.

Hawlmabk
NEWTOWNARDS, IRELAND

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

FRANK CANT & Co.

Braiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.
Royal Nurseries
BELFAST

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c.,*N.r.s., f.b.h.s.

Hurst, nr. Twypord
BERKS

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old. Rose Gardens]
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

.S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries <

PORTADOWN, IRELAND

Fruit Trees and Plants

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

Fruit Trees and Plants

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

G. BUNYAilD & CO., Ltd. Fruit Trees

Royal Nurseries Vines

MAIDSTONE Herbaceous

GEO. COOLING & SONS
The Nurseries
BATH

Roses
and
Fruit Trees

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

J. CHEAL & SONS, Ltd.
Nurseries
CRAWLEY

Landscape
Gardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine

and Herbace-
ous Plants

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
Twerton Hill Nursery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
HipHGATE Nurseries,

Horrej. 760 LONDON, N.

Bulbs
Fruit Trees
Roses

6 And Barnet.
, , t-..

Herts. Retarded Luies

PERRY'S
Hardy Plant Farms,
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree
Royal Nurseries & Carnation
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

J. C. ALLGROVE, • Fruit Trees,
The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,
LANGLEY, slough. Seeds, etc.

J. JEFFERIES & SON, Ltd.
Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

G. GIBSON & CO.
Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE, N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs'

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Qrowers

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

Seeds and Bulbs

R. WALLACE & CO.,

KiLNFiELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New Bulb and
Iris List

Now Ready

JOHN K. KING & SONS
COGGESHALL
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas an C

Garden Seeds
Fertilizers

CARTER PAGE & CO.
London Wall
LONDON, EC. 2

Ltd. SEEDS.
Come and
Help Yourself.

Seeds and Bulbs

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Lowdham
NOTTS

Bulbs
Cultural IMotee
Strawberries
Seeds

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,

WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

Orchids

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

Horticultural Builders, etc.

MESSENGER & Co., Ltd.
Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

Poultry Breeders

JOHN E. SHACKLETON
Cholesbury
Near TRING, HERTS

Eggs for Hatching

Day-old Chicks

Cockerels.

Garden Sundries

C. p. KINNELL & Co., Ltd. New Boiler

Greenhouse Heating List now
Southwark St., London, S.E. 1. ready, postfree

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL Manure

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmer Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumigants

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

QardenEspaliers
& Trainers. Par-
ticulars of our
Stock on appli-^.'

cation

J. BENTLEY, Ltd.

Barrow-on-Humber
HULL

Weed Destroyers
Lawn Sand
Insecticides
Fertilizers

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures

TheNew DE.STRUCTOR Co., Ltd.

41, Walter House, Bedford St.

Strand, LONDON, W.C. 2.

Rubbish
Destructors
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A SPECIALITY FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS-

POT VINES
Exceptionally tine this season. inspection invited.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM, NOTTS.

SANKEYS^»SS«^*'POTS
•^Bhe BEST and ChcapesK^

mCMARti SANtrey* SON, LT?.
Bulwell Poffcries. NOTTINGHAM

THOMSONS
V IME, PLANT 6'VEGETABLE

Unrivalled for
all Qarden Crops.

The result of lonff practical
experience in Horticulture.
So compounded as to combine

stimulating w^icb lasting effects*
Produces vitforoas. healthy and

fruitful growth.
ALSO

THOMSON'S SPECIAL
Top-Dressing MANURE,

An Excellent Stimulant.
Sote : Quantities of S6 lbs. and over are

suf<piied in 2S lb. ba^s
Prices — Vine. Plant and Vegetable
Manore, IT.' lbs 24/-; 56 lbs.. 13/6: 28 lbs.
7/6 : M lbs. 4/6 ; 7 lbs. 2/6 : tins 2/6. 1/- and
Qd. Carr. paid on 56 'bs. and up anywhere

In Doited Klagdoni. '

8p«elal Top-dressing Manare. 56 lbs.
jo/-; 28lbs 11/-: 14 lbs. 6/-; 71bs 3/6,
Tins I/. CaiT- paid on 281b<;. and upany-
wbere in'tJcited Kingdom.' Al o;
Thomson's Styptic 3/- and 1/6 per

bottle.
Sotd for HorticuHural finrposea
by all SeettsmcH and Nursery-

men, or^rom

(

SOLE

MAKER5

t

m TI10,nSON£SOM5 U° ClX)VcMrORDS.N.B.

Mrs. PYM'S
FAIVEOUS PLANTS.

ALL POST FREE.

STRONG PUVNTS.
Spring Cabbage, Pickling Cabbage, Leeks, Brussels Sprouts,
Tripoli Winter Onions, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Savoys,
Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli, Chicory, Curled Scotch Kale,
Asparagxis Kale, Cottager's Kale. Thousand-headed Kale,
Perpetual and Prickly Spinach, 1/9 100. Strong Seakale and
Khiibarb Hoots, 1/6.

Shallots, large sound bulbs (very scarce), 20, 1/4.

Strong transplanted : Sage. Thyme, Mint, Marjoram 12 1/-

Parslej-, 20 1/-.

WALLFLOWERS (mixed). ^0 1/9. 100 3/-. Double
WaUflowors, 20 1;-. Alpine Wallftowers, 20 1/-.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES, to flower at Christmas,
6 1/-. Strong plants lor Winter and Spring flowering. Cal-
ceolarias, Cinerarias, Scarlet Salvias, various Primulas,
Schizaathus, Stocks, Begonias, 6 1/-.

Magnificent hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring Bedding
and Greenhouse Plants, etc., cheap and good.

Nevi/ Catalogue now ready, free on application.

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.
10, VINE HOUSE, WOODSTONE, PETERBOROUGH.

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Garden Seats, Qarden Engines and Punnps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Qarden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON a PAUL, Ltd., "°>;-„>.'" NORWICH.

USE A
STONE-HOUSE
Sprayer now, and on the turn of the
year, to ensure that your fruit trees

shall bearplenteouslv in their season^
The Knapsack model, illustrated, is specially
adapted lor this purpose, and for the higher
branches a lonq bamboo lance is supplied.

The price is £3 10 O complete.

By spraying, you will considerably increase the
" possibilities " of your fruit crop, and it is now
that no one can afford to ignore any means by
which fruit—a first essential in our food supply

—

may be rendered. certain in the year ahead.

STONEHOUSE WORKS CO..
25. 10, Spot! Lane Mills.

West Bromwich.

ets there f'^
and makes the Garden traSV^k
gay all the year round -StCF^

^^_mA Sold evoryi»here lor Horticultural purposes, io TINS al'6d- * I/-, and in ™-—— —
BRANDED «, SEALED BAGS: 71bs.. 2/6 ; Mll,s..46: 281bs..7/8; S61bs.. 18/6: llSlbs., 24.. Or direct

Irom the Works. CarriMe paid in the Dolled Kingdom tor Cash with Order (except Bd. TINS.)
Qnantitt s of 561bs. and upwards are supplied in 2Slb. bags.

CLAY & SON. Manure Mf.rs & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON.E.-

SUBSTITUTE FOR RUSSIA MATS.

TO BE HAb;;bFVALLNUF?S:ER¥MEN^;<::i

:,.(S.W.S1LVER. 4;'Cri:BENJAM.IN;:.E:DGiNC

2 baKE S^iLpisjpxJNsBRJe

SEED POTATOES
Reliable Stocks. SCDtch and Yorkshire Grown.

SEND FOR LIST

ISAAC POAD & SONS, WALMGATE, YORK

THE STOORBRIDCa HEATING APPARATUS
For Greenhouses, Conservatories, &c,

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained
great popularity. Made at our
own foundry, and under our
own supervision. Before
ordering elsewhere, send for

Price List giving full par-
ticulars, free by post.

a. aciw.woon
Birmingham Street Foundry

STOURBRIDGE.

SALES BY AUCTION
OF BULBS

EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FKIDAY.
ROSES,

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, Etc.,

EVERY WEDNESDAY.

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. 2.

Sixpence in stamps will-ensure twelve Catalogues.

RABBIT-KEEPING
I N WAR TIME

A practical booklet on the best and most
profitable methods of rabbit-keeping for

all Garden Owners in Town or Country.

By C. J.DAVIES. 9d.net; by post 10\d.

PiiliUshed at the Offices of "CocnteyLife," Lid., Tavistock

Street. Covant Garden. \V C. 2.

Payliter's System
OF

POULTRY REARING
or £500 a Year from Hens

Crown 8vo, illusirated.

4/5 net; by posf A-/9i

A Complete Prospectus will be sent post free on

applicatibn to the Offices of'.'CotiN.i^: i-im,'.' Lt?) •,

20, Ta\nstoclc Street, Covent- GafdertyW .0. 2.
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gUNYARD'S
FRUIT^ TREES

CATALOGUe
by ReTURTi

GEORGE BUNYARD^CO.
Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.
Ud.

ROSSS! IN ALL BEST AND
POPULAR KINDS.

Weeping Standards, from 2^6 eacli; Standards and Half*
Standards, 2/6 each, Bueh, Climbing, Kamblers, Fairy or
Polyantha Koses, China and Moes Boses, etrong. 7/- 8/-, 9/-

and 10/- per doz. Orders tor 10/- and over carnage paid for
cash with order. Fruit Trees, Bush bruits. Evergreen and
Flowering Siirubs. Oval-leafed Privet, etc.; Buibs, Wall-
flowers, etc. Catalogue and li^t free on application.

Bstablisheit over 50 years,

JAMES WALTERS, "ouNy^roRD^umBiES.

SHELTER TREES.

MUCH better results will follow in

exposed situations if fruit and
vegetable cropping can have some

shelter from the prevailing winds. This
shelter may be cheaply and quickly sup-
plied by planting hedges or belts of such
trees as Lombardy Poplar and Austrian
Pine, two of the most effective shelter

trees it is possible to grow. Limes and
Elms also, though not so quick growing
as Poplars, are more ornamental and
very effective with Austrian Pines as a
wind screen.

The following prices are for stout

well-rooted trees

:

LOMBARDY POPLARS, 3 to 6 ft. hieh 4/- 25/-
6 „ 8 ., .. 6/- 40/-
8 .. 10 ., .. 9/- 65/-

.. 10 .. 12 ,. ., 16/- 100/-

LIMES. 5 to 6 ft feathered trees .

.

5/- J5/-
6 ,. 8 ..standards.. .. 15/- 100/-
8 ., 10 18/- 1J0/-

.. 10 ..12 24/-

ELM8, 6 to 8 ft feathered trees .

.

10/- 70/

„ 8 .. 10 .. standards •• 15/- 100/-
,. 10 ,, 12 „ .. \ .. 18/- 1J0/-

AUSTRIAN PINES, single specimens,
well furnished and several iines
transplduied .. .. lJlo2ft. 5/- 20/-

2 „ 3 „ 9/- 60/-
3 „4 „ 15/- 100/-
4 ,. 5 „ 21/- 160/-

Qarrtage ^aid on orders of £2 and ufivrarda.

PENNELL & SONS, LINCOLN

'«: -w*

IlJi)J

COLLECTION "C " ofGARDEN ROSES.
A REAL BARGAIN—comprising

9< Beat Gardan Roses, to dwarf plams. for contlnuoal
bloomlog. ia/6.

C. F. Psora (H.P.)
Capt. Hayward (H.P.)
Caroline Testout (H.T.)
Cbarlea Lefebvre (HP.)

I
F. Holmea (H.P.)
Frau Karl Oruaehkl (H.P.)

I

General Jaoquemlnot
(H.P.)

General HeArthur (H.T.)

I

Glolre de Chadane
Gulnnolsseau (H.P.)

Hn(h DIokson (H.P)
,
Irish FIrename (H.T.)
Jeasia (D. Poir.)
N.B - " -

Uaerty (H.T.)
Madame A. Chatenay

(H.T.)
Madame Harriot (P.)
Maaame M. boupert (H.T.)
Madame Ravary (H T.)
Miss A. de Botbschtld
_ (H.T.)
Mrs. D. MeKee (H.T.)
Mrs. John Laing (H.P.)
Bayon d'Or (P.)
Ulrloh Brunner (H.T.)
Victor Hago (H.P.)

. . Zephyrlne Drouhln (B.)
Ad7 6 H.P.'s and sis .,! aay other varieties tupplied

from this selectloo for 9/6.
Fruit Trees of all kinds to select from. A crand stock of
Shrubs and Omameotal Trees. Herb.iceous Plants In grest
variety. Send (or CsUlogue No. 12, full of interesting Informs.

tioo and cheap prices, post free on application to

H. MERRYWEATHER A SONS, Ltd.
Dept. 2). Garden Specialists. Bonthwell, Notts.

Of Surpassin:^ Beauty
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NUTS,COBS & FILBERTS
Plant up all Waste Ground.
NOW is the Proper Time.

Good Healthy Fruiting Trees.
Price - - 7/- per doz.

Peaches and Nectarines, in variety,

splendid trained trees, 5/- each.
per doz.

Roses, dwarf, best named sorts, 8/-

„ climbing, best named sorts, 12/-

H. CANNELL & SONS,
THE NURSERIES, EYNSFORD.
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MERSE-LIME. 5/-''.lT.-,^^,'!-
li -cwl. is a goxit dressingfor 300 square yards.

Thia ImpruvKii di'e.s^iii<; for dtl ijlauic-s of soil and crops
tiuipcU nrldityaiiU [iroiiiote^ fertility nun:(i more quickly
tlmii 8lalc>-(l liiiiH or nnl'nary tfiitund lliitestime ; prcpaied
Ijy u H)it^ci»l piore^s ; tino us fltiiir yet nut dusty ; a [iU'ii.<)iire

to Hpitly. Sami'LE and Leaklkt glvinn lull panliiiltti-s,

po»t lice. '4tt, »tumpa. Specl li quotations for quuuiltiea,

BEES LTD., 175c Mill St., LIVERPOOL.

The "Country Life" Library.

Gardens for Small Country Houses
18/9 net: by post. 19/4.

Please write to-day for (uU particulars of this Invaluable
bool; ami for illustrated prospectuses of some of ttie super-
books In the " Country Life " Library, to The Manager,
OooNTRy Life." Limited, Tavistock Street, W.C.2.

Telegrams: "FRANK CANT, COLCHESTER."
Telephone No. 182.

CANT85MSSR08ES
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Rose Qardens (Dept. A),

COIuCHESXER.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE POST FREE,

3d. stamps.

.^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS»» POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as AVorma, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c

Laaftet and Fpm Samala
with iMitruatlons Fraa.

6d. & l/-Tins& I5/-perCwt.((.o.r. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, B.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural

Exhibition. iQii.

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next year,
and insure having the finest quality at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well
grown fruiting trees of all kind*.

Catalogues Free.

The BARNHAM NURSERIES, Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

Choice Flowering
Plants.

Berberis Sargentiana, A.M., R.H.S., in 3in.

pots, 3/6.

Spiraea Arborea grandiflora, F.C.C., R.H.S..
in Sin. pots, 3/6 ; in 7in. pots, 5/- ea.

Caesalpinia Japonica, 3/6.

Fendlera rupicola, in Sin. pots, 2/6 ea.

Jamesia Americana, 2/6, 3/6.

Plagianthus Lyalli, in Sin. pots, 2/6 ea.

Strong plants, 3/6, 5/- ea.

Stuartia pseudo Camellia, 7/6 ea.

Enkianthus Japonicus, 3/6, 5/- ea.

Eucryphia pinnatifida, extra fine plants,

10/6 ea.

G. BUNYARD & CO., Ltd.
Royal NMrsenies, MAIDSTONE.
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COLONEL H. E. RAWSON, a member
of the scientific committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society, delivered a

lecture before the Royal . Colonial

Institute at the Royal Society's

Lecture Theatre, Burlington House, on " The Sun
as Empire Builder." Colonel Rawson has done

much work regarding the action of light on plant

growth, and he stated that the Monterey Pine,

which is of unsatisfactory growth in California,

succeeds and is a very valuable timber tree in

New Zealand. The conditions of light and environ-

ment were responsible for this variation, and it

had led him to e.xperiment in his own garden. The
results of these experiments were illustrated by

a unique series of lantern slides. Thus in the

Nasturtium the colour and formation of the flower

had been changed and the simple leaves had
become divided into lobes (as many as five) when
the plants were grown and the incidence of light

had been controlled. Several of these variations

had become fixed and came true from seeds.

The production of fruit in Tomatoes had also

been increased, and it was stated that by atten-

tion to sunlight our fruit supply would be greatly

augmented. With regard to colour, the law

seemed to hold that the low sun of early morning
fostered yellow ; midday sunlight produced violet,

blues, or purple ; while the

middle light produced _
violet, blue, and red. An
interesting point brought

out by the lecturer was that

Roses and crops need not

suffer from certain diseases

and pests if grown under

the influence of rays that

would keep them healthy.

For instance, plants

attacked by black aphides

had been cured of the pest

by means of selective screen-

ing. Experiments, from
which there was great hope,

had been made with a view

to showing that certain

human diseases supposed to

correspond with those of

plants might be cured in

the same way. The mystery

as to the cause of
variation in plants was
cleared away by these

proofs of the influences of

light.

Union for Scottish Allotment Holders.—

A

movement is on foot for the formation of a Scottish

National Union of Allotment Holders, and a con-

ference on the subject is to be held in Dowell's

Rooms, Edinburgh, on December 15. when it

is expected the union will be successfully launched.

The address of the interim secretary is i, Rutland

Square, Edinburgh. It has been calculated that

there are over 30,000 allotment holders in Scotland,

of whom over 5,000 are in Glasgow and upwards

of 3,000 in Edinburgh, so that there is a good

field for the operations of a body such as is proposed.

Forcing Chicory.-—Chicory is quite a valuable

winter and spring esculent. It is often stewed

and served with melted butter, but more often

—

especially in these times—is eaten in the same

manner as Celery, with cheese. It also makes a

good and wholesome salad. The salading is ob-

tained by carefully lifting the roots from the

ground with a fork, and setting or packing them

closely with fine soil or leaf-mould in boxes. The

boxes must then be stored in a cellar or some other

place in absolute darkness, with the temperature

above freezing point. Cutting should commence

from three to five weeks hence. Watering should

not be necessary for a month, or until the plants

begin to show signs of flagging. The boxes will

need to be deep ; or, if a trough is made in

the cellar, instead of using boxes, the boards should

be very wide. By taking up a few roots like this

at intervals", a good supply of salading can be kept

up till May. A few roots should at once be lifted

and treated as directed. It is astonishing the

amount of salad that can be obtained from a small

number of plants.

The Wireworm Pest Again.—Once more readers

are asking how to deal with the wireworm pest.

Now there is nothing like cultivation to keep this

very destructive pest away. Turn over the

ground on every conceivable occasion and break

FRUITS OF THE MANCHURIAN WALNUT.

in two every wireworm that is seen. All soil pests

dislike being disturbed, and if brought to the

surface are readily devoured by robins, starlings

and other birds. Wireworm generally abounds

in the fibrous roots of grass, and is almost certain

to be troublesome when old pastures are broken up.

A dressing of soot and lime is often recommended.

This will keep slugs and leather-jackets at bay,

but it has very little, if any, effect upon wireworm.

The latter may, however, be trapped by placing

sliced Carrot or Potato under the surface of

the soil. These baits should be attached to

pieces of stick so that they may be lifted

occasionally, and the wireworms be taken out and

destroyed.

The Oregon Grape (Berberis Aquifolium).

—

The fruits of Berberis .\quifolium or Mahonia are

edible, despite the fact that many people seem to

regard them as poisonous. In America they are

known by the name of Oregon Grapes, and are

preserved in the same way as recommended in

cookery books for the fruit of the common Barberry

(Berberis vulgaris). The fruits of the Mihonia

have been abundant this year, and doubtless

many have been induced to make jam of them,

but we do not think that it warrants the expendi-

ture of sugar. The skins and seeds of the fruits

are such a nuisance that we have heard the jam

referred to as a " moraine mixture." The fruits

are better for making into jelly, in the same way
as Red Currant or Blackberry jelly, when the skins

and seeds are removed by straining.

The Manchurian Walnut.—In very few years

is it possible to record sufh an abundant and

varied harvest of the fruits of trees and shrubs.

The Manchurian Walnut (Juglans mandschurii a)

is a case in point. It is not a common tree in

this country and has not fruited with any regularity,

but it usually flowers well. As a rule, it flowers

early, hence it is often damaged by cold A-inds or

late frosts, but this year

flowi ring was delayed.
The fruits shown in the

illustration were borne on

a tree about twelve years

of age, some 18 feet high

and almost as much in

spread. This tree has

fruited this year for the

first time, bearing about

two dozen bunches of fruit.

The Nuts in their green

cases are closely packed

along a stalk. That which

we illustrate had eighteen

Nuts before the upper ones

fell off. The kernels are

sweet and oily, but they

are rather difficult to ex-

tract on account of the

hard, thick shells.
Another year when the

fruits are plentiful we
suggest that they should be

pickled in the same way
as the Nuts of the common
Wdnut whi n very young.

To Save 10,000,000 Trees.—As the result of an

enquiry conducted by the Board of A rirulture,

there are in the hands of nurserymen in this country

some 10,000,000 forest trees which will be destroyed

if they cannot be planted out into the forest

during the planting season. In order to avoid

such waste the Board have undtr ronsidf ration

a scheme for training forewomen to supervise

planting operations, and for organising gangs of

women planters for landowners who desire to

undertake planting operations. Enquiries should

be addressed to the Board of Agricultvire, London.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

GOOD OLD GUERNSEY LILIES.

AN Australian soldier lying in a London hospital,

after an encounter with an enemy " whizzbang "

in France, recently wrote to ask me if I could

spare him a few Guernsey Lily blooms. I sent all

I could muster—mostly late-flowering seedlings of

my own with flexuosa alba and undulata blood

in them, and a few named varieties, including

an umbel or two of Mansellii. Such are always

treasured beyond their objective merits, for the

beginning of Mansellii- to bloom is, as it were,

the family putting out their hands for a long

" good-bye," and "the last" among flowers are

not judged by the " curious " according to ordinary

standards. These treasures left home for the wider

world of a London hospital. Their recipient

has written me that they were unfamiliar flowe.rs

to the visitors, nurses and inmates of his ward,

but that since their arrival they have decidedly

" ruled the roost." To reverse a well-known New

Testament proverb :
" If they do these things

in a dry tree, what shall be done in the green ?
"

—

Joseph Jacob.

PROPAGATION OF THE CLEMATIS.

AS one who over a period of many years grew

the Clematis largely in a private garden

until forced to desist by hopeless failure, perhaps

I may be allowed to give my experience in relation

to the present discussion. I am obliged to say

that if Mr. Robinson's last contribution (page 515)

had been unsigned, there would still have been

abundant evidence of Its authorship. Its whole

tenor is of point-blank assertion or denial, without

proof, of Mr. Jackman's reasonable arguments.

'
I deny it absolutely. Die-backs ' do not

ccur in plants naturally grown." " I do not

admit it." "The question is not clear." "I

think Mr. Morel is wrong." " The question

amazes me." " Mr. Glover is wrong." Really,

language of this kind can only defeat itself

;

seekers, after truth do not write in this way. Now
let me give my own experience. When one after

another, suddenly and mysteriously, my splendid

Clematis plants, many of them long established

and covering large spaces,' died, I felt as certain

as Mr. Robinson that grafting was the cause, and

set to work to replace them by plants from cuttings

and layers. But when riot only one but several

generations of these " natiural " plants perished

in precisely the same way, I suspected an infectious

disease, and my final and utter- inability to get

any self-rooted Clematis to live at all confirmed

me in the belief, though at that time I was ignorant

of the nature of the parasite. As one man's

positive experience is as good as, if not better

than, another man's negative, this disposes of

Mr. Robinson's rash assertion that "die-backs"

do not arise in plants naturally grown. Mr.

Jackman's Question 3, which Mr. Robinson

dismisses unanswered as " not clear," was perhaps

somewhat too awkward a one for Mr. Robinson's

case. It was, in substance, this : If the source

of infirmity is the unsuitable stock, how is it that

shoots below the dead parts sometimes remain

healthy, and that the stock will send up vigorous

growths to restore the plant ? The answer, of

course, is that it is a case of infectious disease

beginning high up and not in the stock at all.

This I have seen again and again. Finally, 1

entirely fail to see any difference between a plant

from a layer or cutting and a grafted plant which

is strongly established on its own roots. How can

you have more than this, whichever way you

propagate"?—V. M. H'.

SAVING SEED OF FORGET-ME-NOT.

\S7'E annually uSe a large quantity of that lovely

Forget-me-Not Royal Blue. As usual, I

purchased what X considered an ample amount

of seed, which was so-wn early in May. By the first

week of June the seedlings were well up, but

showed so very thin in the lines that I knew a

shortage was inevitable. We were then lifting the

last of the old s^ock, the seed of which did not

seem fit to harvest. So I worked a piece of ground

in the kitchen garden rather deeply with the Dutch

hoe and strewed it thickly with the newly lifted

Forget-me-Nots. They were left undistiu-bed

for a month, and on being carefully removed we

were cheered by the sight of thousands of seedlings.

Doubtless the old plants, acting as a mulch, con-

served the moisture in the soil and ensured the

germination of every ripened seed.

—

Caledonia.

SURVEY OF THE FRUIT CROP.

T 'W.\S much interested in the " Survey of the

Fruit Crop," by Mr. E. Molyneux, in your issue

of the 24th ult., and to find some of his favourite

varieties are mine also ; for instance, James

Grieve, an Apple many growers are afraid to

plant owing to its tendency to canker. I find it

an excellent and regular cropper, very little canker,

and flavour very good ; one of the best in its

season. I was much struck with the appearance

of Ben's Red, seen for the first time this season,

and decided to order some bush trees from an

English nurseryman. Mr. Molyneux speaks highly

of this variety. To show you the way in which

prominent authorities differ in such matters as

the utility of a variety, I will quote the reply of the

nurseryman in question :
" We regret being unable

to send Ben's Red in any form. We have ceased

to propagate this variety as it is of no value."

Now, my trees are ordered and this variety is not

included in my order. A variety gro-wn somewhat

largely in this district is Royal Codlin ;
it is a

free cropper and flowers late in the season, thereby

escaping late frosts. Locally, this variety brought

£2 per barrel of gst. It is likely to supersede

Bcamley'-s Seedling, as this variety scabs so badly

of late years. Varieties badly attacked by scab

this year are numerous, very few being entirely

free from it, largely due to the abnormal amount

of sunless weather and wet during late summer

and autumn. Bramley's Seedling grown here by

the thousand were very poor, b6th small and scabby.

Newton Wonder, Gascoyne's Scarlet and Blen-

heim were also badly attacked. Will any of yoiu-

readers say what is the approved means of counter-

acting' scab on Apples and Pears, and give their

experiences ? It would be 'most valuable to many

who are in vain trying- to fight this pest, and if

successful in diminisljing it by even 50 per Cent,

it would be the meanr'of putting fruit-growing

on a much Inore profitable footing than at present.

—William R. Spencer, Manor House Gardens,

Loitghgall.

OUR ANCIENT METHODS.

TN The Garden of October 27 Mr. Chittenden

recommends the making of experimental plots,

and in another number a second correspondent

pointfe out the value of grading fruit. Some years

ago a certain noble lord of active brain and generous

disposition did his utmost to encourage such move-

ments in a county that shall be nameless. He

helped to found a co-operative society for pur-

chasing seeds, &c., which was meant to lead

the way to a co-operative society for selling

produce. The small man only can grade his fruit

and sell it to advantage by having a central

grading placfe, and this it was hoped would be set

on foot. But the small man was too full of sus-
\

picion of his neighbour and too blind to his own '

interests. An attempt was made to start a co-opera^j,

tive egg seUing department. The railway authorities

promised reduced rates, also an office at the station
,

for £1 per annum, and the noble lord promisedj

to defray all the expenses of collecting stations,

carts, &c., for the first year'; but the offer was not

.

taken, the reasons being that stale eggs would be .

found out and some of the wives lose a day's outing t

at the markets. I showed Apples from the

Herefordshire Fruit Co-operative Society and told *

of the good prices, but was Informed that I -was-l

easily taken in. Since that time the Herefordshire ",

Society has, I believe, collapsed through lack of
|

loyal support. The same noble lord gave some j'

land rent free for an experimental plot. A com- .t

mencement was made with Potatoes. The various a
manures were supplied gratis and oversight given 3

by a County Council Farm College. We were to
*

supply the seed and labour and take all the profits.

A committee of small-holders and market growers

was elected to manage the plot. But there was a

deficit ! I tried to find the secret, and was

privately informed that the committee considered

it was dangerous to show good results, as their

rents would then probably be raised I The plot

had to be abandoned. Perhaps the war will wake

us up. I felt that something like an earthquake

must come before a change in ancient methods

and from unworthy suspicion could take place.

If the war does not effect this change, then nothing

can do it but many years of education. The noble

lord, although over age, joined a dangerous branch

of our fighting forces, and died, as he had livedo

for his country.—H. R. M.

A VEGETABLE PUDDING.

A RE not lots, if not all, of the recipes for cheap (?)

vegetable dishes of little utility on account

of the expensive decorative elements, such as

butter, cream, &c., that enter into their com-

position J I have been practically a vegetarian

for some years, to the advantage of my health,

comfort, and enjoyment of life, and X can make

a very good dinner off a vegetable pudding. This

is by no means a novel dish, for I find its antitype-

prescribed in an early seventeenth century cookery

book. The only fault one can find with it is the'

astonishing number of ingredients admitted into its:

composition. Any kind of vegetable is admissible,,

from Nettles to Tomatoes, but those to which.

I usually confine myself are Beans, Broccoli,

Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflowers, Celery, Lettuces,

Coleworts, Scotch Kale, Carrots, Onions, Leeks,

Parsley and Peas. The young growths of Broad:

Beans and Peas are also used. The wlwle of these

are shredded or grated very fine, mixed with Rice,,

and cooked slowly for three hours. The pudding:

is sufficiently appetising with salt, pepper and:

vinegar only, and the addition of Potatoes,,

but meat eaters would find it very nice with any

kind of meat. The ancient recipe already alluded

to admitted fruit, such as Apples and Plums,

which I have no doubt would be extra nice, but

hitherto our domestic food controller demurs

to the addition of fruit of any Idnd. Usually-

the number of vegetables used at one time is six.

to eight, and one soon learns to choose the nicest

in season. Diuring winter dry Broad Beans replace-

the young ones of summer, and Peas similarly..

Onions and Leeks are seldom used together, and of

the Brassicas usually no more than two. Lettuce

and Carrots are always valued. I do not care

for Spinach, but that, of cotirse, may be a matter

of taste. Potatoes are best cooked separately.

The question of cost has repeatedly been brought

up when recommending this dish. On the whole,.
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I do licit think it would be expensive even to

purchase all the vegetables, and, of course, all

the readers of The Garden will be, or ought to

be, in a position to pick their own from their own
" kailyaird."—R. P. B.

THE WILLOW-LEAVED VERONICA.

TH.'V VE been interested in the recent corre-

spondence respecting Veronica salicifolia and
V. parvifiora, and as I happen to have photographs

THE USELESS. ELM.
TN reference to Mrs. Earle's remarks on the

" useless Elm," in Kent there is a regular

demand for Elm boards for barge bottoms and sides,

for cheap coffins, and for weather boards for

the sides of farm buildings and sheds. The
Spanish Chestnut, grown from imported Nuts,

generally produces a poor tree, as the growth is

diffuse and the timber not nearly so useful as that

from frees raised from English Nuts. There is a

VERONICA SALIClFOLI.\ IN JULY.

of both species, I am sending them for reproduction.

My experience agrees with that of Sir Herbert

Maxwell as to the time of flowering and other specific

distinctions. V. sahcifolia with me attained a

height and diameter of 4 feet in about four years

from a cutting, flowering profusely in July, as

seen in the accompanying photograph. The
species Imown as parvifiora is, I believe, angusti-

folia, and I wonder if the typical parvifiora is in

cultivation in this country. The plant in question

flowers with me in late autumn, and is often at

its best in November, during which month the

photograph herewith was taken, representing a

plant about 2 J feet high. Both species suffered

severely last winter, but both have Jbeen making
good growth from the base, and bid fair to attain

their former proportions if mild winters prevail.

—

E. J. Allard, The John Innes Horticultural

Institittion, Alostyn Road, Merton, Surrey.

VERONICA ANGUSTIFOLIA IN NOVEMBER.

great demand for Chestnut underwood for the

peignoir fencing and for park fencing, and the

annual sales have revealed very high prices. In

planting up our Kent woods, buyers insist on plants

from English Chestnuts, as they make a strong,

upright growth, whereas the Spanish variety

yields faggot wood and a small portion of timber.

—

George Bunyard, Maidstone.

REPRESSION OF WIREWORM.
'T'HE notes on breaking up grass land on page 452

of The Garden of October 20 are obviously

written for farmers rather than for gardeners ; never-

theless, they have an interest for horticulturists.

Particularly is this the case in respect to wire-

worm. Well-rolled soil is advocated, because

loose soil favours the movements of the grubs.

An " open, dry soil " is referred to, as though

looseness and aridity go together. But we have

always been taught to hoe regu-

larly and maintain a loose crumb
of soil, for the reason that it

retains moisture. And more
especially have we been taught to

provide Potatoes with a loose,

friable, rather than a firm medium.

It seems as if those who turn in

turf must be prepared to modify

the standard garden in practice to

serve a particular purpose. I am
satisfied that wireworm is more at

home on a light, friable soil than

on stiff clay. I have broken a

good deal of turf on both types of

soil, and found that wireworm and

the almost equally malignant

leather-jacket are more abundant

by far on the former than on the

latter. Yet surface firmness is

not enough in itself. Who that has grown Onions

on freshly broken up turf land has failed to lament

heavy losses from wireworm, in spite of the

thoroughness of his firming ? (Yes ; I am, of

course, aware of the Onion maggot, but on " new "

land wireworm is often first in the field.) A heavy
summer seeding of Mustard, sown after early

Potatoes have been lifted, and dug in as a green

manure in autumn, will help greatly to reduce

the pest. But, after all, the gardener is better

placed than the farmer, in that he can readily

strip and stack the turf to rot, and in many cases

that is the best course.

—

W. P. W.

"FORMAL" AND OTHER GARDENS.

pR.ANKLY, I think people who indulge in

arguments upon adjectival meanings have

committed one or more of three grievous sins

:

They have failed to grasp the fundamental principles

of gardening (without a qualifying adjective)
;

they have strained at gnats and swallowed camels
;

or they have bartered their sincerity for a soiig,

and an old one at that. R. L. Stevenson said,

talking of gardens :
" Give me mucn lawn against

the early summer, so as to have a great field of

Daisies, the year's morning frost." He was no

gardener, you say, because he loved to see Daisies

where Daisies " didn't oughter be." But he

knew what he was talking about, otherwise he

could not have added, " The old flowers are best

and should be grown carelessly in corners. . . .

The ideal fortune is to find an old garden, once

richly cared-for, since sunk into neglect, and to

tend, not repair, that neglect." We once found

such a garden. It was the work of no man's

hands. Neglect gave it what it has given us.

.And because of that do we ever contrive to foster

that neglect, trying not to forget for a day or an

hour those corner stones of truth upon which the

foundations of our garden were laid. Mistakes ?

Of course, there have been mistakes in plenty,

rueful errors of judgment for which Nature imposes

punishment so condign that one smarts under

her cold shadow of reproof until repentance and

energy have succeeded in righting the wrong.

To the florist who specialises in Roses, Carnations,

or Violas we owe much. We can admu-e his

Chrysanthemums, as the poet did, with " a

brother's interest," because he has impregnated

the flowers, humanised them, " with the thought

and will of man." But do not, for the love of

gardening, call him a gardener. For, after all,

there is, intrinsically, no difference between the

spirit of the rosarian who grows for the exhibition

stage and that of the enthusiast who spectaUses

in Savoys to the same end. The rudimentary

essentials of gardening must, as I have implied,

come from the lips of Nature and the lap of Earth.

Hillside and moor, woodland and meadow and the

track by the river ; Loosestrife, hedgerow Wood-

ruff, and Bog Asphodel blazing in vermilion among

the dying Heath : these are for ever tirelessly

pointing the way, the way to the only inspiration

worth attaining, the only gardening that matters

to one who is a gardener and not a florist. But

we are beginning to understand gardening if we

still trip over English adjectives. " Like a child

escaping from the dreams of night," man rubs

his eyes and begins to see a little of the world of

flowers as it is, and as it always will be to the

end. In the new light of his awakening he per-

ceives, as on a photographic plate, the slow un-

folding of those eternal truths which have been

hidden from his vision, and he goes forth into

the day as one restored to sight.—A. T. Johnson.

*«• Readers who have not already done^so are asked to

order THE GARDEN to be delivered regularly by their news-

agent The Board ot Trade prohibit the return of unsold

eopies of any ournal to publishers, and in consequence THE
Garden is obtainable only it ordered beforehand.
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THE VINE ON WALLS OUTDOORS
A FERTII^ SOU., A SUNNY WALL AND SUITABLE VARIETIES

ARE ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS.

THE Vine is not very commonly grown upon
walls outdoors in the British Isles for the

sake oi its fruit ; nevertheless, there are

many districts where if thus planted it

will flourish and produce fruit fit both
for dessert and making wholesome wine. The
walls should have a south or west aspect and be
fuUy exposed to the sun, so that the wood or fruit

can reap the full benefit of the sun's influence,

which is essential to success. The soil must
also be suitable for the Vine's requirements. A
fertile deep loam naturally well drained is best,

and all the ' preparation such a soil wants to

be made a satisfactory rooting medium is to be
trenched and broken up 2 feet deep. By incor-

porating a good supply of crushed bones, wood-
.ashes, and lime or old mortar rubble, most soils

;are rendered suitable for Grape culture. Thorough
Kirainage is necessary.

Strong young canes may be planted early in

October before the leaves fall, or in spring when
their buds are bursting ; in either case they shoiJd
ibe cut down to three buds from the base while

dormant. Carefully remove the soil from about the

roots, disentangling and regularly spreading them
out not more than 6 inches and not less than

2 inches below the surface ; this should be made
quite firm, and subsequently mulched with short

litter. The Vine succeeds best and is most simply

managed when placed upon moderately high walls,

with its shoots trained 3 feet apart in a vertical

position. It can be restricted to one rod or more

as desired, and planted accordingly at 3 feet or

more apart. With the single-rod system all

growths but the strongest one should be removed
;

train this in position, and stop it when 3 feet long,

MOORE S EARLY GRAPE TRAINED

allowing its subsequent leading growth to extend

indefinitely, and stopping the laterals beyond one

leaf. The winter pruning merely consists in

shortening the Vine to within 3 feet of its base at

the point where it was checked, and closely cutting

away the lateral growths. The following season

the leading young shoot should receive similar

treatment, and the laterals arising beneath it be

so disbudded that the strongest of them only are

left ; arrange them about 16 inches apart on either

side of the Vine. They must be stopped so that

they meet half way those of the adjoining canes,

and the sublaterals be pin.ched at the first leaf.

At the winter pruning the leading growth should

be treated as before, while the laterals upon the

older part of the Vine stem should be cut back to two

prominent basal buds. This method of manage-

ment gives sufficient space for the wood to become

thoroughly ripened, and should be followed until

the allotted space is filled, after which time the

training and pruning will be wholly confined to

the laterals. When Vines have more than one

branch or " rod," each should be treated as if it

were a separate Vine.

Vines may be lightly cropped the third season

after being planted, but at no time should a lateral

be permitted to carry more than one bunch, and

the weight of the fruit that established Vines may
carry must be governed by their vigour and size

;

overcropping, however, always has an enfeebling

effect and impairs the quabty of the fruit. There

is no better stimulant than the drainings from

cowsheds and stables, which can be applied in

a diluted form during the growing season as well

as in the ai tumn after the fruit is gathered. Top-

dressings of light soil, bone-meal, or similar rich

fertilisers used in the
autumn are also of much
value, while, during seasons

of drought, mulching the

borders with short litter

is beneficial. The most

virulent enemies that the

Vine on walls outdoors is

subject to arc red spider

and mildew, but if the

Vines are kept adequately

supplii d with nourishment

and moisture at their roots,

and properly syringed with

soft water in summer,

attacks of red spider will

be comparatively rare. An
efficient remedy for mildew,

which is very injurious

if permitted to take its

course, is Bordeaux mix-

ture ; this should be applied

in a fine spray. Flowers of

sulphur, which should be

distributed with a dredger,

also make a good remedy.

As a winter dressing after

the Vines have been pruned

and the loose bark re-

mo v e d , Gishurst Com-
pound, used at the rate of

40Z. to a gallon of hot, soft

water and well rubbed

into the crevices, so that

the whole surface of the

rods is thoroughly soaked,

AGAINST A SHED. is a very effectual cleaner.

Of varieties, Sweetwater is excellent for general

purposes. Black Cluster and Royal Muscadine

are also useful. Reine Olga should be added

;

it is a varitey of great excellence, and has

obtained an award of merit from the Royal

Horticultural Society. Its colour is tawny red

;

the bunches are large, while the flavour is rich.

For ornamental uses Vitis purpurea, V. Coignetise,

and the Parsley-leaved Vine are invaluable.

AN OUTDOOR GRAPE.

I AM sending you a photograph of a tree of

Moore's Early Grape. This is a useful hardy black

Grape, ripening early out of doors. The berries

are sweet and yet have an astringent quality that

reminds one of the Strawberry Grape. It suggests

a North American origin and possibly some con-

nection with Vitis Labrusca ; but on this point

I would ask for correction. The leaves, rather

widely spaced upon the branches, are for the most

part undivided, though some of them are bluntly

three-lobed. J.

[Your correspondent " J." is right in thinking

this Vine has a North American origin ; it was

raised by Captain John B. Moore of Concord,

Massachusetts, from a seed of Concord some time

before 1870. Concord is undoubtedly a descen-

dant of Vitis Labrusca, and is the most popular

Grape for general culture in the States. The

story of the repeated attempts to acclimatise our

European Vines in North America makes an

interesting chapter in the history of plant wan-

derings, and it was not until they were hybridised

with native species that it was possible to obtain

hardy and mildew-resisting varieties. Of these,

Concord is a standing example, and its descendant,

Moore's Early, bears witness to its parentage in

the slight " foxy " taste to which your corre-

spondent refers. I am testing a collection of hardy

Viij^s on the wall, and in the present year the only

one which is likely to ripen with me is Millers

Burgundy, which, though known to Miller of

dictionary fame, does not deserve the apostrophe

often awarded to it, but is so called from its leaves

being covered with white hairs when young,

recalling the flour-dusted miller. If " J." can

spare me a few cuttings, I should like to include

them in my trials.—E. A. Bunyard, AUington,

Maidstone.]

OUTDOOR GRAPES IN LONDON.

The Black Hamburgh Vine, from which the

Grapes shown in the illustration (page 529) were cut,

was planted six years ago in a narrow border on

the south-east side of a dwelling-house. The sub-

soil being stiff clay, good drainage had to be pre-

pared, and the border was made up with ordinary

loam, with a liberal admixture of ground bones.

This Vine, as well as an Esperione on the south-west

side, are pruned on the spur system. The Grapes

were thinned in July and only a dozen bunches

were retained. The Vine, having now a stem of

3I inches in circumference, could, no doubt, have

been allowed to ripen more bunches, but it was

thought wiser not to overtax its strength, as fresh

wood was required for extension. The Grapes

began to colour early in September and finished

well, most of the bunches keeping their bloom.

The Vines have fruited and ripened regularly for

the last three years, some of the best bunches

weighing over lib. Both in flavoxu- and sweetness

these Grapes compare favourably with those grown

under glass. O. Rosenheim.

Hampilead Garden Suburb, N.W.
[We might add that our correspondent was

recently awarded a silver Banksian medal and a
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uUural commendation for ouldoor-gromi Black

Hamburgh Grapes by the Royal Horticultural

>Mcifty, after the Vines had been inspected by

a deputation from the Fruit Committee. Tlie

hunches shown in the accompanying illustration'

were cut in. October.

—

Ed.]

THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES
OF BERRIES IN THEIR KINDS.

OUITE one of the most interesting

features of the last twenty years

in the fruit garden is the arrival

of many new species and hybrid

Rubi. Many of them already fill a very

useful place, and, from what leaks out

occasionally, I gather that this new invasion is

not yet by any means over. There are some who
condemn the intruders wholesale and will have

none of them, but there are among them many
which may be considered as permanent featiures

of the fruit garden and very valuable additions.

Coming as they do from many parts of the world,

it is not to be expected that they will thrive with

equal vigour in all gardens, and I will give my
experience of them as they behave with me.

The Loganberry Group.

Of this group the Loganberry, the first to be

introduced, is still the best. Even the man in

Fleet Street knows this fruit, so no description

wiU be needed on this occasion. There is nothing,

in my opinion, better to put into a bottle. It

is necessary to give plenty of room to the plant,

and also to feed well. The great enemy of this

fruit is the Raspberry beetle (Byturus tomeutosus),

and this persevering insect will find it out

even when far distant from the RaspbeiTy, its

natural host. When in bloom the beetles will be

seen laying their eggs in the flower, and they

must be shaken off into an umbrella or other

receptacle and killed. A large piece of cardboard

covered with Tanglefoot or other sticky material

(a fly-paper or two, for instance) is also a convenient

method of trapping them. Neglect of this pre-

caution will lead to a ring of small maggots floating

around the top of the bottled fruit ; and in some

places the attacks have been sufficiently bad to

prevent the development of fruit altogether.

Phenomenal.—This is supposed to have a

smaller core than the Loganberry, but the difference

to my eyes is very slight, and it is not worth having

the two varieties. The Newben'y is identical

with this sort.

Laxtonberry.—This interesting fruit is a cross

between a Raspberry and the Loganberry, and

has the grow-th of the latter with a fruit like a

magnified Raspberry. The flavour is pleasant,

but the fruit breaks up into its constituent

drupes when gathered, which makes it useless for

any prurpose but for eating straight from the tree.

The Blackberries.

These may be divided into the American varie-

ties and those of a hybrid origin having black

fruits. The American varieties have been con-

demned times without number as unsuitable

for this country ; but this judgment is, I think,

rather sweeping. On the whole, they do not

compare favourably with oiu: native Blackberry

for flavour, but many of them come in much
earlier, so that they are worth a further trial.

They can be divided into groups according to the

species from which they have been derived, and

this grouping is a matter of some importance

cultiurally. The strong-growing varieties derived

from Rubus nigrobaccus make tall bushes as

strong as a Loganberry, while those derived from

R. canadensis (now ' villosus," I believe) are

of trailing habit and thin, whippy growth.

Lucretia being, I expect, the best known of this

group in England.

Tall Bush Blackberries (R. nigrobaccus;.

Agawam.—This is a strong grower, quite hard>

.

.uid ihi' fruit is sweet. Dr. Durham reports it

growing well with him at Hereford.

Snyder.—Extremely vigorous and with the

habit of suckering badly. The fruit is very

large but rather sour, and is ready three weeks
before our own Blackberries.

Mersereau.^Similar to Snyder, but a little

earlier.

I can hardly recommend any of the above as

yet, but they are all hardy and, I think, deserving

of further trial.

American Dewberry Group (R. canadensis .

f fear I have condemned these from lack

of the knowledge of the right way to Ueat them.

Last spring I found all my plants, which had Iftei

carefully tied up to stakes, killed to the grouiio,

and gave them up for dead. However, in tin-

early autumn I found some few shoots, wliich

were covered with fruit, trailing on the ground. I

have since heard from America that the plants will

not stand the frost out there when trained t"

stakes, and they are always left to trail on tin-

ground or even buried under the soil during tin

winter months. This year I therefore ha\N

preserved what shoots there are and covert.:

them witlL_a fe^^ clods of earth, and hope to si-.

them again fruiting ne.xt season. The best known
of this type in this country is Lucretia, which

has now been sold for many years. The fruit i-

large, quite sweet, and very freely produced.

Wilson Junior, another sort long knowu in

England, is a cross between this Dewberry sectinn

aTid the tall bush group. It fruits extremelv

well in many parts, and is perhaps the most

successful of all the .-American sorts. It is hardy,

and does not require laying down fgr the winter.

King's Acre Berry.—This bears a close resem-

. blance to the above sections, and though its origin

is not stated, one might presume it was a hybrid

from some of the American sort?. The growth

is moderate and the fruit of pleasant flavour.

Lowberry.—This also has its origin " wTapt

in mystery," and I am told it is the Californiar.

Mammoth. With me, however, it does no gooil

at all outside, and will be scrapped this winter.

Himalaya Berry.—^This might be describcU

as a rampant form of the British Blackberry.

Supposedly from the Tibetan slopes of the

Himalayas, it turned up in Seattle in rgoj, and

came to this country quite recently. Anyone

having seen it at Wisley will give it first class for

vigour and productivity, though not for flavour.

It hears from the old wood, and so does not need

to be cut out after fruiting, as in other varieties.

Species of Rubi Valuable for Fruit.

The Wineberry (R. phoenicolasius).—^This fruit.

one of the prettiest of our climbers, was hailct:

with joy on its arrival as a fruit tree, but has ot

late been under a cloud, rather unjustly, I think.

I had several dishes of fruits this year fron

one plant, and squashed up cold as a swen

they are most delicious and require no sugar !

They have a flavour quite their own, very

clean on the palate; and one of my after-w;u

treats is to have them with cream. There is

probably a liqueur which was made for them,

as a friend of mine tells me that every fruit ha=
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IIS own appropriate one, and I must confess that

luni is justified of its existence when used with

Black Ciurants.

My last group is, happily, small, and should

l>e headed, following Quintinye, " The worst of

an hundred." Here I place The Mahdi and R.

iniiominatus so far as their fruit value is concerned.

May they rest in peace, but preferably in someone
else's garden ! E. A. Bunyard.

Some Notes About the

Hawthorn
'

' The Hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade

For talking age, and whispering lovers made."
—Goldsmith.

IN
my notes on the Laurustinus I told you

that it was the emblem of cheerfulness in

adversity because it brightens our gardens

in the dull, dark days of winter. The
Hawthorn or Whitethorn (the botanist

says Crataegus and the children " May"), though

fruits of the noble C. coccinea. This tree has been

introduced long enough (1683) to have its merits

known on all sides, yet it does not find a

home in the great majority of gardens, and, indeed,

few people know it at all. Early in October I

happened to go to the little village of Ombersley,

eight miles from here—a village much beloved of

Americans (before the Kaiser put an end to their

little joy-jaunts across the water !) on account

of its lovely old half-timbered houses and charming
surroundings. In tlris vUlage may be seen several

specimens of the Scarlet-fruited Thorn, and one

tree about 18 feet high, growing in a coppice on

Lord Sandys' estate dose to the road leading

to Holt Fleet, was a blaze of colour, looking in

the distance as if it were covered with little dabs

of red sealing-wax. This was a particularly fine

form of coccinea, so much so that when I sent

fruit of it to Messrs. B., they pronounced it to be

C. mollis, which I knew it was not, because this

has pubescent (or woolly) leaves. The difierences

between the two trees, of which mollis is the best,

may be summarised as follow :

Crataegus coccinea.—Relatively large bright

green leaves, roundish-ovate in shape and glabrous.

A GARDEN IN SHIKOKU IN SOUTHERN JAPAN.

a child of the " sweet month," is nevertheless a

boon companion of the Laurustinus, because it

is the emblem of contentment, and also because,

in the autumn, it brightens up our hedgerows

with its polished haws until late in the season,

when cold weather forces the birds to gobble

I hem up.

I suppose it is because there are almost legions

of species and subspecies of Thorns that people

are scared when they consult a catalogue,

and so end by planting only a " red May." And
\ very beautiful tree it is, too, especially when
you prociu-e the real Paul's Double Scarlet, a

tree that glows with rich crimson for a fortnight

when it is in bloom, and was introduced many
years ago by my old friend Mr. George Paul of

Cheshuiit. But, like other double flowers, this

does not bear haws, and to get these the single

rose or single scarlet forms of Crataegus Oxyacantha

must be planted. The yellow-berried form of

our native Hawthorn is well worth planting in a

hedge, while the graceful pendula makes a very

pretty specimen tree.

But the Thorns I have in mind to-day are the

Large-fruited Hawthorns, to which the Editor

drew attention recently when I sent him some

White flowers nearly an inch across in dense

corymbs. Brilliant coral red, auoderate-sized

berries, ovoid in shape and scarcely edible, though

not unpleasant. It is among the earliest to flower

of all the Thorns, and in autumn it dies off tinged

with yellow and red. '

Crataegus mollis.—Close to the above, but the

flowers are larger and have a more conspicuous

red centre caused by a small red mark at the

base of each petal. The tree grows about r5 feet

high, with spreading head and large, firm leaves

slightly pubescent on the back. Fruit ovoid,

medium size, bright crimson. Not so strong a

grower as coccinea.

The Tansy-leaved Thorn (C. tanacetifolia) is

also seldom seen outside a good garden or nursery,

though handsome in foliage, flower and fniit.

It is not of such graceful habit as our native

Hawthorn, but it has larger flowers and very

fragrant fruits, yellow, and as large as a Cherry.

It is one of the latest Thorns to flower, and may
be readily recognised by its cut leaves of a whitish

hue (" deeply pinnatifid, downy," as " Nicholson"

describes them). There are several varieties,

and the best to plant is tanacetifolia Lecana,

raised in Lee's renowned old nursery at

Hammersmith, which has larger and more deeply

cut leaves, and the tree is of more erect and

fastigiate habit.

The Eastern Thorn (C. orientalis) must conclude

my brief list. This is near tanacetifolia, but it

has large pmple, five-cornered, smooth fruits,

hairy leaves, and branches covered with hoary

tomentum. It is a native of the Levant, grows

from ro feet to 20 feet high, and was introduced

in 1810.

These Large-fruited Thorns are most beautiful

objects in the autumn garden, and provide a feast

of colour in the house when arranged with Chry-

santhemums and Michaelmas Daisies ; and in

districts where the birds allow the fruits to hang
late upon the trees, their beauty helps to reconcile

us to the advent of the wintry days. Then,

remembering its emblem, we can repeat to our-

selves those words of Beaumont's:

" He that from dust of worldly tumult flies.

May boldly open his undazzled eyes,

To read wise Nature's books, and with delight

Survey the plants by day, the stars by night.

We need not travel, seeking ways to bliss
;

He that desires contentment, cannot miss :

No garden-walls this precious flower embrace

—

It common grows in ev'ry desert place."

Kidderminster. Arthur R. Goodwi.n.

JAPANESE GARDENS
PERUSAL of the correspondence in

The Garden concerning gardens, formal

and informal, has led me to believe

that readers might be interested in

photographs of some gardens in Japan.

It is said that every nation has the government
it deserves. It is less open to doubt that most
countries have the gardens best suited to the

dwellers therein. To the artistic eye of the

Japanese there is little attraction in a flare of

tolom' such as is often seen in our herbaceous

borders, cleverly blended into one another though
the colours may be, and doubtless the excessive

heat of the summer and the trying glare make
the duU green and greys of the shrubs and trees

and stones far more restful and peace-giving,

attributes as important in a garden in a sub-

tropical climate as is the cheerfulness of our
brightly coloured borders in our less sun-favoured

island.

It is, of coiurse, well known that landscape

gardening in Japan is a high art, and the wealthy

Japanese will spend a great deal of money on a

well-Iaid-out garden, and will, in particular, give

large sums for well-shaped stones and rocks

shaped by a mountam stream—not by the hand
of man.

The use of stones is, indeed,' one of their

most attractive accomplishments—it would not

be far wrong to say " secrets "—for most of the

reproductions of Japanese gardens elsewhere would
seem to fail from the unsuccessful use of stones,

attractive though they may seem to those who
have not been fortmiate enough to visit a garden
in the country of our Far Eastern Ally. Japanese

landscape gardeners have, however, lieen engaged
to lay out gardens in England and .America, and
the apparent failure may be due to suitable stouts

or rocks being unobtainable for the " framework "

of the exiled gardens.

The_ first illustration shows part of a famous
old daimio's demesne, now public property and
one of the three famous public gardens in the

country. It is situated in Shikoku in Southern

Japan. The others are snapshots in two wel'-

known Kyoto gardens. K.
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The Herbaceous Border

in Winter
yfc T this tiiiu- of year or a trifle earlier,

/% and year after year with tireless rejju-

/ % larity, a curious and silly thing happeits

/ % in i7iost gardeus. People cut down and
* * burn the dead herbage in their herbaceous

borders, dig over the soil, and leave all spick

ind span for the winter. If they cut down and
burnt their herbaceous borders in June, it would
be a silly thing to do, but not nearly so silly as

cutting them Aovni in November. In June the

shorn plants would soon begin to -grow. In a

very few weeks the border would be a blaze of

1 olour again. But nothing will replace the lovely

liaze of autumn colour once it has been cut down
in November and burnt. What was a fine picture

I'f yellow and red, russet brown and straw colour

must remain a flat desolation for four solid months
r more. People can see June flowers and so leave

I hem alone. Few folk see the beauty of a border

111 autumn and winter. It is a haze and not a

blaze, and they do not recognise it. They might
tliink the same colours very nice in terms of a

I weed suit ; but when found in the border a silly

~'arden tradition tells them to cut and burn. They
might even recognise such beauty in a water-

ilour drawing. I wish some owner of a big

licrbaceous border would stand over it with a

liaming sword and keep out the tidy gardener

until the end of November, and then get, say,

Mr. Alfred Parsons to come and paint the eflect.

It only needs a little propaganda work by our

best garden painters to kill this wretched garden
iiabit of cutting and burning winter beauty. As
it is, a little band of tidy souls writes regularly,

year after year, to the gardening papers to tell

us not to fail foment and burn and dig and tidy.

I have found them doing it for years and years.

One would almost think they tiuiied up back
numbers of those papers for annual inspiration.

Perhaps they do.

It would be rather interesting to trace the

tradition back and see when it began. It

has gone on for so long now that the doctrine

i; almost universally accepted and acted upon.

.Vnd it is really very foolish. Supposing one
wrote to a gardening paper one November (of course,

no living editor would print it, but what editor

iu the dim past allowed the cut, burn and dig

tradition to originate ?) and said that now was
the time to sponge the leaves of Holly trees

.iiid pull off the berries so that they might be

ripened safely in a cool, airy outbuilding. I

wonder, if one wrote such nonsense with enough
solemnity, how long it would be before it became
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a hardy annual iu

all the gardening

papers. We are all

rather apt to follow

one another in oiu*

gardens. The gar-

dener at "The
Lindens " notices
that the gardener

at " Beau Rivage "

next door mows
" the grass in front

"

on Thursdays. In

course of time he

begins to think there

must be something
in this, and follows

suit, until, in the

coiu'se of still more
time, half the
gardeners in the
terrace are rehgi-

ously mowing " tin

grass in front " on

Thursday. It has
become an article of faith with them. I exag-

gerate a little, but not very much, and 5"ou know
what I mean. So next June go over your border

with a scythe if you will, but guard it with

the flaming sword in November and start a new
and reasonable tradition.

Stevenage. Clarence Elliott.
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AUTUMN CUCUMBERS

A

SX.\1'S110T IN ANOTHER KYOTO G.'^RDEN.

a winter crop the Cucuraber-is rather

expensive and demands constant atten-

tion. But it has many advantages.

In other respects it compares very

favourably,, with the Tomato and is

loss liable to disease. -\ good house is essential,

although it is possible to adapt practically any

heated structure to the needs of the crop. Plenty

of heat and careful management are both necessary.

Besides the heat, the air and moisture must be

well regulated.

It is unlikely that there will be any new erec-

tions of Cucumber-houses while the war lasts

;

therefore we will leave the question of house

construction for the present.

Heating is the secret of success. Everything

else may be favomrable, but if the heating is not

light, all will be wrong, for the crop will fail. The

size of the boiler and the amount of piping re-

q'.iired will depend upon the size of the house.

Hot-water piping is the best means of supplying

heat, and there should be sufficient of it to provide

an adequate tem-

perature, .'^n even

temperature at 70°

or 75° should be

maintained. The
former is the best

if the plants are

desired to last long.

Dry heat is fatal,

and in making the

sites for the plants

the bottom of the

boxes or other re-

ceptacles containing

the soil in which the

plants are to grow

must not come
directly into contact

with the pipes.
Really, the bottom

of the beds should

rest on rods or
'

l.N A WELL-KXOW.X KYOTO GARDEN.

bearers that allow 6 inches of air space between
them and the hot-water pipes. This method is

called the bench method and is most successful,

although there is little doubt of the usefulness

of both pit and border beds.

Before a commencement is made, and as a pre-

ventive against disease and insect attacks, the

house, woodwork and glass, should be thoroughly
cleaned and disinfected. Stop all holes in the

woodwork and brickwork, after clearing out any
rubbish remaining from previous crops. This
rubbish should be burnt. Remove any remainins

summer shading and other obstacles to light.

Every scrap of available light will be needed
during the dark days of autumn. Commence
the beds with a foundation of turf and old coarse

maimre. Do not use fresh manure. Success depends
more than a little upon the preparation of the

compost. For this purpose decayed turf is very
useful, and there is plenty of it stacked away
in the newly created allotments. Such material

is best because it is rough and coarse, which is

just what the roots of the Cucumber like. It

will also afford good drainage and prevent the

souring of the soil. In addition it provides a

porous medium through which heat is readily

and evenly diffused. Plants may be set iu the

usual way for greenhouse work, or they may be

set in mounds. Many persons prefer the latter

method. Beds and mounds should be made up
some days before the plants are set out, in order

that the soil may get a chance of settling and
of becoming thoroughly warmed through. When
making a start, open the mound of soil where a

plant is to be set and place in it a handful of good
leaf-mould ; then set the plant firmly, water

with lukewarm water and close the ventilators.

The roots will appear through the soil from time

to time during the season. When they do this,

cover them with a layer of compost. Supply
manru'e-water when the plants begin to make a
start. Great strain is made upon the plants

while bearing, and for this reason they will require

.adequate feeding. But one needs to guard very

severely against waterlogging. There will be

no danger of this if the bed is made up of good,

loose and coarse turfy material as indicated

above, and if fresh compost is added from time to

time. It is much better to add the soil gradually

in this way rather than to make up a large bed by
adding all the soil when the plants are set out.

The plants may be trained on trellis, or by any
other method which the grower may desire. Any-
way, when the plants are about half way u,i

they should be nipped back. .\s a result of
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slinrtening, side slioots will appear. Now I do not

believe in stopping plants too severely, because

vigorous growth is a desirable feature, and cutting

back hard checks growth. In this matter in-

dividual judgment is required. The side shoots

should be shortened when they have made growth

to the extent of about 2 feet. Overcrowding

must be avoided and surplus growths removed

at all times.

Care and sldll are both essential to the successful

wintering of Cucumbers. Care is perhaps the most

important- factor. One respect in which this

quality must \>e constantly and properly exercised

is in the matter of regulating the atmosphere.

Tlie moister the air is in' the house, the better the

plants will thrive. Unfortunately, this condition

is not compatible with sweetness and freshness, and

there is nothing more certain to produce an out-

break of disease than a close, stagnant atmosphere.

Sweetness is only obtained by ventilation, and

currents of air not only carry away moisture

but are also liable to check and chill the tempera-

ture. This is where care and skill are necessary

the object being to secure a gentle circulation

of warm, moist air and to avoid

stuffiness and the admission of

sudden blasts of chilling air.' In

cold weather, moisture may be

obtained by sprinkling the vrMs
and floor with water.

W hen fruiting commences,

attention must be given to the

plants to make sture they do
not suffer in any way. Feed

them well to encourage new and

sturdy growths, as you will be

dependent upon them for futiure

bearing ;. that is, of coiu-se, if a

regular supply over a long period

is required rather than one or

two heavy cuttings. Pots may
be used ' for sniall crops if

desired. Plants for succession are

secured by making sowings as

follows : One early in Sep-

tember, one early in October, ana

another early in November. The
next sowing is not made until

early in February. Fruiting from

the first sowing should commence
in , November, and thence-
forward, under good management, a regular

supply should be available. Cuttings are best for

pot culture. They do not produce crops as

heavy as those from plants raised from seed,

but imder this method it is possible to obtain

fruit earlier. L. M. Marshall.

valuable for soups, as they are of stronger flavour.

Celery cannot always be bought m a fresh state,

but if not frosted it will keep fresh a long time, so

that if possible it should be obtained when firm. If

wrapped in a damp paper or cloth and then placed

in dry paper or in a place where the air cannot

reach it, it keeps fresh much longer. I have kept

roots six weeks in the spring in a cool store quite

dark, the heads wrapped in paper, except the green

portion, and the roots just touching the water.

In spring, when the weather becomes warmer.
Celery when lifted may be kept some time ; it

becomes tough and flavourless in the growing
quarters.

Just a note as to the cooking, and here I may
be taken to task, as cooking is not connected with

the culture, except that we are often blamed for

poor vegetables when the cooking is at fault. The
common way of serving whole Celery is in a

stewed form, and served with white sauce or

brown gravy it is delicious. Few vegetables are

more appetising than Celeriac, the Turnip-rooted

Celery, which is even more solid than the ordinary

Celery, and much liked. This can be cut in slices

and fried or served cold. Ou the Continent

Then place in a dish, cover over with breadcrumb^
and finely grated cheese, and add a few lumps
of butter, salt, and other seasoning. Bake for

a quarter of an hour and serve hot. This is a very
nice dish after the sweets are served. Celery

-

chopped finely may also be used as stuffing with
breadcrumbs and butter. This is very good with
chicken, and the green portion may be used for

this purpose. Doubtless there are many other
ways of using this vegetable. For instance, the
roots of large Celery or Celeriac may be served
like large Onions, braised, with rich gravy, and the

tops come in useful for other purposes. W. G.

The Value of Tree Leaves -

1

M.\KING A HOTBED WITH LEAVES AT ALDENHAM.

This liolbcd is surrounded by a wind-screen, and is useful for forcing various hind:

Ways of Using Celery

and Celeriac

COOKED Celery may with advaittage be
eaten by those who cannot eat it in a

raw state. Celery is doubtless of more
value as a vegetable than many would
think. Few vegetables are more de-

licious. I have been told that Celery

is quite as valuable as Grapes or Apples
when used in unlimited quantities, that it has

certain medicinal qualities, and that there

are few better foods for those who suffer

from biliousness. My doctor friend even goes

further, and says that as a tonic for the nervous

s\'stem it is most valuable. I feel sure we could

with advantage use all kinds of vegetables,

especially green ones. Celery is not regarded as a

profitable vegetable, as much of the outer leaf

cannot be used ; but this is not so when cooked as

a vegetable, as the green parts, e\en the leaves,

when boiled are good, but the last are more

of vegetables.

Celeriac is a favourite winter vegetable, and with

advantage could be more largely grown in this

country. I have referred to stewed or boiled

Celery, and Celery cooked in the same way as Sea-

kale is excellent. Celeriac, though closely allied,

is quite a different dish, but of great value. The
root is the edible portion, not the stalk, and when
the roots are lifted and stored they keep well

until the spring.

Fried Celery is a dish not much known. The
white part is used and cut in lengths of from

3 inches to 5 inches, sprinkled with salt, dipped
in a well-beaten egg, covered with breadcrumbs,
and allowed to dry, as much of the egg and crumbs
being used as possible. The lengths are then

fried in boiling fat and served very hot. Another
way is to cut in lengths and boil for half an hour
in brown gravy and serve on toast, and for this

purpose the solid or root portion is delicious.

The Celeriac may with advantage be used in this

way, cut in slices half an inch thick, and served

as advised. Two large pieces of cut Celeriac will

cover a small round of toast.

Baked Celery is liked by many, and this is

prepared by placing the stalks, cut up small, in

good stock, then adding salt and flour to thicken,

first cooking it for half an hour before the last two
are added. Many also use butter sparingly with the

flour. Celery and cheese are by no means a poor
dish, and here Celeriac may be used. The Celery

should be cut in lengths and partly cooked in water.

H.WE long thought that the. importance
of tree leaves has not been fully recognised,

and more especially do I think so now when
the question of artificial heating is becoming
more and more serious. My experience

teaches me that there is no material which conserves
heat nearly as long as fresh leaves when properly
placed together. We have for a very long period

made our hotbeds for forcing

various kinds of vegetables en-

tirely of these. Our plan is to

choose a large open space and
enclose this with stout posts and.

roMgh slabs about 4 feet in depth,
the leaves being gathered and
placed therein. These are made
very fii-m and raised about a
foot above the level of the enclo-

sure to allow for sinking. A
number of standard-sized portable

frames and " lights have been -

made, which prove a great con-

venience. These can be brought
into use at all seasons of the year.

.-\ mild, humid heat is maintained
for months, which is well suited

for the growth of nearly all

kinds of vegetables that can be

brought forward under glass.

Each year half the bed is taken
nut and replaced with new
material,' and the following year
the second half is so treated.

The excavated portion is in-

\-aIuable for use as lightening

many branches of gardening.
Far too frequently leaves are collected and

stored away in some out-of-the-way position and
left simply to decay till required as leaf-soil, or,

worse still, often consigned to the smother-fire.

I am fully aliye to the fact that it is not b\- anv
means all who can practise this to the same extent

as we do here
; but what can be done in a larg^-

way can equally well be carried out on a smaller
plan, the principle being the same. I have tried

many methods of producing early vegetables,

but I know of none which is so satisfactory either

from an economic or profitable standpoint, and,
when once a commencement is made on the

right lines, the frames can be fully occupied for

the whole year, as by a proper method of rotation

one crop follows another without loss of time and
with very little labour.

The large quantities of leaves which at this

time of the year are in very many places to be
found by the sides of the roads, swept by the
winds to block up the waterways and drains,

should most certainly be brought into use b>'

amateurs, cottagers and allotment holders,

especially during these anxious times. "The
value of a portable frame can hardly be over-

estimated, and every effort should be directed ti:

secure one, even by those possessing the smalle?t

garden.

Aldcnham. Edwin Beckett.

material in ;
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—Sow a pinch of 'eed of Sunri?e in

order to ob a n plants to take the place of any not

satisfactory next spring. Plants now in 3-inth pots

should be kept as near to the glass as possible

to induce a stocky growth. Shift them into

larger pots wh n they require more rooting space,

in order to obtain healthy, vigorous plants that

will give early fruit in the spring.

Cauliflowers.—Plants in frames should have
the lights removed daily, keeping the plants

growing sturdily, as they will be more suitable

for putting outside than weakly and tall plants

raised in unsuitable conditions. Any plants

just forming hearts in the open should be lifted

and put in a pit or cold frame, where they will

come in useful later on.

Rhubarb.—Plots of young plants should have
manure freely dug iu among the clumps to induce

vigorous growth and to ensure a clean surface.

Cabbage.—Stir the soil about the plants to

aid growth and disturb slugs, which have been
very troublesome, especially to late batches of

plants.

Chicory.—introduce a few roots at a time
into gentle warmth, keeping the plants dark to

induce blanched growth;. If no other means
exist, place several roots in a large pot under
the greenhouse staging, covering the crowns
with an inverted pot.

Grass Land intended for vegetable crops should
be broken up as early as possible to allow time
for the turf to decay. Tremhing 2 feet deep is

much the best method, burying the turf i foot

below the surface, where the roots of any vegetable

crop will tind the benefit of it when in full growth,

and at that depth it will not hamper h futture

sowing or planting ot any crop next spring.

Where the surface is composed of rank weeds
or any similar rubbish, this should be buried in

the bottom trench. In this way the ground can
be cleared at any time or in any weather. If

it were dry it would be better to burn such rubbish,

because the ashes are so valuable for crops of all

kinds.

Mushrooms.— Collect the materials—horse-

manure, short straw and an eighth part of dry
leaves—as fast as possible, throwing them into a

heap to ferment steadily. Continue to make up
beds as fast as the material is ready. See that

beds in bearing do not suffer from 1 h want of water.

Instead of sprinkling the surface daily, give a

thorough soaking of tepid water to thoroUL;hly

wet every portion. In the case of beds part y
exhausted of their crops, sprinkle common salt

over the siurface before watering ; this will give

a fillip to growth.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Blacl{ Currants should be finally pruned,
cutting away all old, weakly branches where
there are young shoots springing up from
the base to take their place. These sucker-like
growths give finer fruit than the older branches.
Some trees neither give good fruit nor make new
growth freely. In that case cut the whole of

the branches close to the ground, and thus induce
the tree to produce stronger growth. Of cour e,

there will be no fruit the first year by such a drastic
action, but eventually a much better bush will

be formed.

Cuttings of Currants and Gooseberries.
I foot long, should now be taken, removing the
point and taking out the eyes from the base
upwards to within four or six at the point. The
removal of these eyes under the soil prevents
sucker growths and forms a tree with a '" leg,"
which in the case of Red and White Currants
and Gooseberries is an advantage. With Black
Currants it is better to retain the eye , as finer

fruit .is produced on suck;r-like growths than
on older wood. Put the cuttings firmly in
the ground iu any position in rows i foot wide,
allowing 4 inches to 6 inches between the cuttings
in the rows. Here they can remain for a year
or two and be finally transplanted to their
permanent site.

The Flower Garden.

Christmas Roses growing in beds or borders
or in a mass on a south border should now have
a covering of glass—either hand-lights over single
clumps car a frame over a mass—to induce longer

flower-stems to push up and also to keep the
blossoms clean.

Lawns should have the final weeding. Where
moss is troublesome, the surface should be
vigorously raked with a sharp iron-toothed rake
and have a top-dressing of decayed vegetable
refuse, wood-ashes, and old potting soil, to which
add a sprinkling of bone-meal. This compost
will ind ce new growth and encourage the finer

grasses to make greater progress.

E. MOLVNEU.X.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swaiimore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN G.\RDENS.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Bush plants are now in

full beauty some, as the Tho pe class, remaining
fresh for weeks, and all may be helped to keep
their good looks by ay.ng attention to ventilation,

espe( ialK' during damp weather, and giving the

plants only enough water at the roots to keep
them incondiiiou. Late varieties not yet in flower

should be freely ventilated meanwhile, and these

also should receive the minimum of water at the

roots and be watched for mildew, which yields

to slight appli:ations of flowers of sulphur. It

will now be necessary to apply heat on the approach
of frost, for though the plants may have been
safe from any frost previous to this time, it would
be unwise to risk them to pass through winter
frosts without applied heat.

Carnations.—We have arrived at the worst

period of the year for these, and the only way to

keep the plants in good health and at the same
time produce flowers to meet current demands
is to have in the first place plants well provided
with forward buds that will open readily with
little applied heat, to use heat with caution, and
to see that dry, fresh air is always present. The
greatest care must be exercised in applying water,

some varieties requiring much more than others,

ihe nature and quaity of the soil having a verv
marked effect on the q antny of water required.

Usually it is bad policy to apply manure for the
next six or seven weeks, and, of course, regular

vaporising is essential to keep aphis off the plants.

Young Stock.—If rooted in pots earlier in the

season, these may require a sh ft about this time,

but it must be remembered that autumn propa-
gation is of advantage, mainly because it provides
plants ready in spring to at once start into vigorous

growth. It is of no advantage, but the contrary,

to excite growth at this season.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning.—It is worth while to have the pruning
of all kinds of fruits finished forthwith, saving

as it does much worry in spring, when other work
has to wait or else the trees get neglected. During
the winter, pruning should stand over on account
of the cold, and especially now ihat girls are

employed. Nailing is even worse, and nothing
is lost by allowing ii to stand over till the warmth
of February makes this operation possible without
it being at the same time an undeserved punish-
ment to the operator.

Planting.—This operation should be finished

for the season. Early planting is advisable,

but it cannot always .be accomplished, and pro-

vided the soil is in proper condition—not soaked
by rain— I do not know bu'- what Apples, for

instance, do just as well planted late as early,

the idea that only early planted trees root after

planting being incorrect, as observation has
frequently proved. The risk is in the soil being
unfit to work.

The Fruit Store.—Ventilation is always of

advantage for the maturing of winter fruit, but
it must now be reduced to the minimum and
means taken to keep the temperature at a low
level. Should frost set in, it is better to apply
heat to keep he e n 1 a u "' level, even though the
fruit would be unaffected by the additional cold

when no heat is applied, because the raising of

the temperature foil iwiug on a thaw has a very
injurious effect, especially on Pears. If possible!

ihese should be kept apart from Apples, because
the s'ight damp that is beneficial to these is

prejudicial to the former.

The Pleasure Grounds.

Lawns.—These should be thoroughly cleaned
for the winter, any weed^ here and there that
have escaped notice on walks de^. -ox ed, and leaves
and other dirt whi<-h has accumulated recently
under isolated shrubs and trees be removed.

Shruoberies.—Some Oaks are very late in
defoliating, but all will be leafless by now, and the

iast cleaning Up of shrubberies should be done
forthwith. Much labour is involved where the
leaves have to be raked together and removed,
but it is less labour, as a rule, than digging them
into the smrfaces, and everyone has to judge for

himself the best way to get rid of these. I have
occasionally used them to rejuvenate shrubs,

that have been losing vigour by heaping them
round the stems, but this can be done only where
the particular shrubs are out. of sight. Leaves,
however, are va uable aids to growth and worth
preserving. R. P. Brotherston.

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Prestonkirk, N.B.

Rotation or Repetition in

Vegetable Growing?

THE recent correspondence on the grow-

ing of Onions is my reason for the above

title. I have followed such remarks

closely, and come to the conclusion

that an old and hitherto accepted

fundamental principle of agriculture and horti-

culture is seriously challenged, or rendered most

debatable. The above basic rule was that crops

should rotate and not be planted continuously

on the same piece of ground ; and that this practice

has been believed and taught by recognised

authorities in gardening and farming can be proved

by a reference to the standard works used by
either profession. Moreover, rotation of cropping

is held firmly to by many gardeners of the present

day, and was, in pre-war days at any rate, instilled

into the minds of the young men under their

supervision. But to-day most striking evidence

can be adduced proving that almost any vegetable

crop, probably every one, can be grown on the

same piece of ground for many years in succession

with quite satisfactory results. Of course, the

soil must be suitably prepared for the repetition

of a crop—-that point will be conceded—but what
about the principle involved ? Is rotation of

crops necessary ? Is it the highest and wisest

mode of culture for crops ? What have our

scientists and other leading vegetable growers

to say ?

The recent remarks by Mr. E. Beckett, who is

an authority no one can dispute, clearly gives

weight to the practice of repetition for Onion

growing, at any rate. [Also for Potato growing.

A piece of land at Aldenham has been cropped

regularly with Potatoes for about twenty years.

The crops are good, but the ground is made up.

—

Ed.1 So does the incident recorded by Mr. E. H.

Jenkins, also the records of previous writers

concerning the Onion. And if Onions can be

grown repeatedly on the same plot, why not other

vegetables? They can be and ha%^e been so

grown.

Mr. R. P. Brotherston, a recognised gardener

of repute, states in the Gardeners* Chronicle for

June 2 of this year that he has grown Brussels

Sprouts on the same ground for twenty years.

An allotment holder m this district told me he has

grown Celery on the same spot for twenty years.

In my previous charge I grew culinary Peas,

through necessity, on the same piece of ground for

several years, with fair results. Other instances

can no doubt be cited, but enough has been men-

tioned to question the thought to be necessity

of rotatory cropping, and enough to lend much
support to the prevalence of continuous cropping

of any given piece of land with a crop which

succeeds when so grown. On the other hand, is

not a change of ground advised by those in

authority as one of the best means of combating

and preventing such diseases as clubbing. Onion

maggot and Potato disease ?

Ampthill Park Gardens. C. T.
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PLANTING AN APPLE ORCHARD
STANDARDS INTERPLANTED WITH BUSH TREES.

THERE are many ways of training

fruit trees. For an orchard nothing is

more serviceable than the ' standard

tree—that is, one with a clean stem
of about 6 feet. For convenience in

gathering fruit and pruning some prefer the half-

standard, but the tree which is raised well above
the ground receives the maximum amount of

sun and air which is essential to heavy crops.

Standard trees may bear light crops two or three

years after planting, but, speaking generally,

it takes about eight years for standards to bear
well, after which time they are capable of bearing
good

,
crops for many years to come. We have

known instances where standard trees of Blenheim
Orange have not borne well until twenty years
after planting, but this is an exceptionally slow
fruiting variety as a standard tree, although it

with bush trees we get fruit in the shortest time'

while the standard trees will be coming into full

bearing when the bush trees are more or less

worn out.

A newly planted orchard on the estate of Major
Sir Frederick Garden at Stargroves, near Newbury,
shown in the accompanying plan, has been planted

on this principle. This orchard—chiefly Apples

—

was planted in the first fortnight of December,

1913. The standard trees, marked by a circle

in the plan, are about 25 feet apart each way.

A few notes on the varieties may be of interest.

The first row of standards (No. 2 on plan) contains

AUington Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin and
Braraley's Seedling. The two Pippins bore freely

this year, and the trees are doing well. The
AUington Pippin was loaded and carried a better

crop than any of the standard trees in this

'
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soalvirtg the soil in wliii-h tlie roots are grow-

ing, the whole becomes charged with stimu-

lative food, which the trees absorb when the

roots are active, as is the case from the month of

April onwards. This is an easy method of assisting

fruit tree growth when more solid manures are

not available, and is a way of utilising plant

food which would otherwise be wasted. Liquid

manure from the stable, cow-house, or piggery,

or house sewage, can all be rendered useful and

will give good results.—£. M.

Breaking Up Old Pasture
By Edwin Beckett, V..M.H.

IT

is gratifying to know that much of this

class of land was broken up during the

past year with a view to producing more

vegetable food, and imder the present

circumstances it is likely that a great deal

more will have to be done during the coming

winter in this direction to help in feeding our

teeming population. In the majority of cases

which have come under my notice, crops did

Probably the most important object to keep in

view is to see that a proper system of drainage

is carried out, either with pipes or open ditches.

Here, where we broke up many acres of

land during the past winter, it is very noticeable

that where the water could not drain away freely

the crops suffered in consequence, and in one case

especially, where a large plantation of Brussels

Sprouts was made, the plants were anything but

satisfactory owing to being waterlogged. I took

immediate steps during August and drained between

the rows with pipes. The land had been deeply

ploughed, cross-ploughed, well harrowed and

rolled before planting. At the time of writing, a

finer lot of Brussels Sprouts could hardly be found.

Other green vegetables, such as Savoys, Cabbage,

Kales, Sprouting Broccoli and Cauliflowers, are

equally satisfactory.

I am distinctly opposed to breaking up the

best pasture, where it can possibly be avoided.

Rather take in hand unsatisfactory grazing grounds

or waste land with the object of bringing it into

a better -state and thus utilising it to produce

vegetable food. One often hears the remark

that such land is hopeless for such purposes
;

but this is a poor and weak argument in the large

English could not exist for any length of time-

without them ! Let our enemies sink every
pound of tea grown, we have only to remember
that we existed before tea ever came to our shores,

and that we shall exist should none ever come again-

THE ORCHARD AT STARGROVES AS SEEN FROM THE ROSE GARDEN.

remarkably well generally, in spite of the pre-

dictions launched forth by ill-advised folk, who
stated that wireworms, leathfer-jackets, &c.,

would destroy all efforts made on this class of

land.

My views on deep cultivation are well known,

and I am as firmly as ever convinced that in forming

a vegetable plot, large or small, where it is intended

to remain as such for a number of years, deep

working and efficient drainage are essential
;

but the seriousness of the position at the present

moment must be taken into consideration and

the greatest quantity of produce must be aimed at

at the earliest possible moment. In the case of

pasture, unquestionably this is generally infested

with various kinds of pests injurious to vegetable

growth ; consequently I advise turning this over

and thoroughly cultivating it on the surface for

the time being, in order that birds, weather and

other influences may do much to eradicate such

troubles. When happier times return, one may go

in for deeper working and bring the subsoil

to the surface.

After the land is turned over, where it is destitute

of lime, apply a good dressing. No manure for

the first season will be required.

majority of cases. Common sense and good

cultivation should quickly render such land fertile

and useful.

A COLUMN FOR
THE CURIOUS

Tea AND War.—One is unable to say how long

we have enjoyed the reputation of being a nation

of tea-drinkers. With tea at four shillings a pound,

and with it having to be doled out by the ounce, as,

alas ! is the case in certain localities, war comes

very near to the average Br-itish household. Our

shortage is one of the results of the submarine

menace ; maybe designedly so if the German
Emperor has got the same idea in his head that

the Emperor of China had in 1843. Robert

Fortune, the great plant collector, records in his

" Three Years' Wanderings in the Northern Pro-

vinces of China " that he was told during his

travels that his Celestial Majesty had urged his

subjects during the war to prevent all supplies

of tea and Rhubarb going to England, as the

A Fodder Plant from the Cotsvvolds.—Some
little time ago a lady residing at Darsley, on the

edge of the Cotswold Hills, gave me a plant of

Vetch, of which I enclose a specimen. She said

that according to local tradition this Vetch was
introduced many years ago when the Cotswold.

plateau was a great wool-growing district. I gave
the plant (which is a perennial) a place in my
garden, where it has grown and spread vigorously,,

overpowering its neighbours in the border. The
flower is a dull light pink. Can you kindly tell

me its name and history ? I have no sheep, but

the Vetch is greedily eaten by horses. Cows and
pigs do not seem to care much for it. In these

days of scarcity any source of fodder supply seems
worth investigating.—W. Wedderburn.

^ [The plant sent is Coronilla varia, a European,

species sometimes met with as a casual on waste

ground, always an escape from cultivation.

In " Lindley's Vegetable Kingdom" it says,

that the juice of C. varia is poisonous, with well-

marked purgative properties.

—

Ed.]

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Mr. R. C. Ross, on

page 522, wonders " how the ItaUan ' Girasole '

can have become ' Jerusalem,' and whether

there is not another explanation of the word's

origin." There is little doubt that this etymology,

which has gained a wide currency and a place

even in standard dictionaries, is a mistaken one-

and belongs to the "too clever by half" class of

etymologies made in someone's study without

reference to the word's actual history. In 'the

tirst place, this plant has never "been grown in

Italy, or certainly not in any general way as a

vegetable. I have dined " all over " Italy without

ever meeting it. Secondly, it does not stand alone-

with this epithet " Jerusalem," which is borne-

by several other plants ; for instance, Phlomis

fruticosa, " Jerusalem Sage," and Pulmonaria

officinalis, " Jerusalem Cowslips." A very old

Hampshire villager, whom I knew when he was
close on 100 years of age, always called French

Beans " Jerusalem Beans." The word is, I think^

really " Jerusalem," as written, and in this use

dates as far back as the time of the Crusades, when
Jerusalem was the typically foreign place, so that

the meaning is " foreign," " imported," " new-

fangled." I have read that " Saracen," in more

than one corrupted form, is used in the same

sense, and no doubt for the same historical reason,

in some parts of England. There is a village in

(I think) Leicestershire called Sarson, it is said

from the settlement there of a company of foreign

weavers ; and the same explanation has been given,

rightly or wrongly, of the name " Sarsen stones
"

given to the great sandstone boulders which lie

on the Wiltshire Downs, foreign to the apparent

geology of the district. One of the plants men-
tioned above, Pulmonaria, is a double instance of

the long endurance of old local names. It is really

wild in some Hampshire and Dorset woods, where

the children call it " Joseph and Mary." The
striking characteristic of its blossom is that it

shows at the same time bright blue and red-purple

flowers. Now 400 years ago in every village church

in England—as on the Continent to-day—there

stood the image of St. Mary in a blue robe and of St.

Joseph in a purple one, and in the absence in those

days of illustrated books these were to the common
folk the most obvious examples of colour —G. H.

Engleheart.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE DUCHESS OF NORMANDY {Normnndt/).—This

is a fine Hose. It is a sport from Dean Hole and is identical

in all save colour, which is a much paler shade, almost
a cream.

STANDARD OF ROSE JESSIE NOT FLOWERING.—
Why does a Jessie standard Hose tree grown in a bed full

of Roses of the same variety come into bud and never
bloom when the rest are in flower from June till December ?—Query. [There is no explanation why this occurs.

as it frequently does. We suggest you prune the tree hard
and well manure it. Jessie, being a sport from another
variety, has possibly again sported, but we have had a

similar experience to your own.

—

Ed.]

KITCHEN GARDEN.
YOUNG ONIONS TO PLANT NOW (G. i.)—Settle as

^oon as possible on the size of your bed. Manure the same
iind dig deeply. Then form rows across or lengthways

of the bed to receive the young Onions. To do this stretch

A line across the bed, then with the corner of a hoe mark
the row to the line, and then plant in the row. The rows
;phould be 1 foot apart and the plants should be planted

9 inches apart in the row. Having formed the number
of rows required, you will then know exactly how many
plants to order. Rake the surface of your bed smoothly
before forming the rows. A short, blunt-pointed stick

termed a dibber is the best thing with which to plant.

Make a hole large and deep enough to hold the roots

and a portion only of the small bulb. Press the soil firmly

to the roots. The young plants will then take care of

themselves. All the attention they will need afterwards

will be to keep them clear of weeds by hoeing. Some of

the Onions will be ready to pull in a young state early

in May. and through tlie subsequent months until ripe

^t the end of August.

FRUIT GARDEN.
GRAPES DECAYING (H. J. S. H., County Kilkennij).—

•The Grapes have been over a week on the way, and in

consequence the berries are more or less decayed and fallen

iaway from the bunches, so that it is less easy to diagnose

the cause of injury than would have been the case with

more perfect specimens. We cannot trace any signs of

.disease on the Grapes. The cause of their decaying and

.some falling off Is due to the fact that they are quite

ripe and unable to stand the cold temperature and damp
atmosphere to which they seem to us to have been subjected.

Apply more warmth (tlurough hot-water pipes) in order

to dry the air, and ventilate freely in fine weather (s.ig tly

also in wet and cold weather with heat), the object being
to always maintain a fairly dry. warm atmosphere, with a
^matl current of air always in circulation. This will keep
,off dampness and decay.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PLANTING BVLBOUS-ROOTED SUBJECTS {./. P. L.).

^—If dry bulbs are refe red to. Leucojum vernum would
have been better planted two months or more ago, a
like remark applying to the Belladonna Lily. Camassia
.and Sternbergia, though it may be possible to get

"/airly sound rop,ts even now. Babianas may be dealt

'with in February next—much earlier, say December of

the present year, if you intend growing them in pots
^nd affording frai^e protection ; Galtonia, from now to
March. All species of Oxalis are ripe for transplanting

as soon as growth piatures. If you have any particular

species in mind, y^u had better write again, naming it.

All, with the exception of Galtonia and Belladonna Lily

.(which should be planted fully 6 inches deep), should be
planted 4 inches deep. In pots, given frame culture,

ithe Watsonia may ^e flowered from April to June, and,
,in the open, July"o;r eariy August.

CHRYSANTHEMUM SPORT (.7..4.).—We do not know
.of a pale yellow sp^rt from the once popular white
.Japanese variety G\Iy Hamilton. When first introduced

ithe parent variety was grown for exhibition, but in course

,of time market growers realised that the plant had a
value for their especial purpose. After a few years

.Guy Hamilton becan^e less highly esteemed, and in due

.course gave way to better and more interesting varieties ;

.consequently your pale yellow sport has not much com-
mercial value. It is, of course, quite interesting, and that
is all we regret we can say in its favour. It is really

remarkable what a large number of Chrysanthemums
sport in the course of a few years, but unless the parent
iVariety is a plant of cpi^paratively recent introduction,

or the colour of the sport is unique or especially good,
it is seldom regarded with favour by the experts.

are growing agaiast the same building, one of the plants
flowering well every year, and the other rarely producing
a flower.

PLANTING YEWS AND HOLLIES (W. S. H.).~-IU
as you suggest, your soil is fairly good and deep. Yews
ought to succeed admirably without manure ; but if

the soil is on the poor side, add some well-rotted manure,
keeping it well away from the roots If the water is

inclined to stand on the cay subsoil, the clay pan mu^t
be broken up and an agricu.turai drain laid, for standing
water about the roots of Yews is detrimental. The same
remarks apply to Hollies. Trench the ground at once
2 feet d>ep for both Hollies and Yews, but do not plant
either until early May. By planting at that time the
bushes will commenc* to grow again better than if p, anting
were done at the present time. When planting, mix a
little leaf-mould with the soil that is placed immediately
about the roots. The roots should uot be exposed to
the air any longer than is abso.utely necessary, and it

is a good plan if they look at all dry to dip them in a tub
of water before planting. As soon as the soil has been
filled in, give a good watering, and if the weather is dry.
syringe the plants overhead twice a day. It is-also a
good plan to cut away a few branches here and there
to counteract tlie effect of root injury. A muich of leaves
and decayed manure placed over the soil will add materially
towards the re-estab.ishment of the plants. Should the
hedge be mucli exposed to wind, p.ace a stake liere and
there and run a wire along so that each bush can be
secured in position. Be careful to select ^i.ants that
are bushy to the ground line. They may be up to 4 feet

high, and a double row may be formed as suggested.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SUGAR BEET (M. C. H. and Others).—We cannot

recommend Sugar Beet for jam-making, but the syrup
is distinctly useful in taking the piace of sugar for bottling
fruit. Boil the Beet slowty for five or seven hours,
according to the age of the roots, add a little water to
allow for evaporation while boiling, keeping the roots
covered, carefully strain, and keep the syrup in aurtight

glass jars until required either this season or next year.
See also " Anne Amateur's " instructions on using Sugar
Beet with windfall Appies for making a spiced conserve
in the issue for September 8. page 377 : also November 24,

l)a e 505. We cannot advise you how to make starch
from Potatoes.

COCOONS ATTACHED TO CATERPILLARS (7. G.).—
The little cocoons attached to the chrysaddes or remains
of caterpillars of the white Cabbage butterfly are those
of a sm^ll ichneumon, which does the gardener enormous
service every year by 'aying its egg* in the caterpillar,

which is subsequently destroyed, i^one of these little

chrysalides should on any account be destroyed, for

every one has a chance of producing an ichneumon to
continue the beneflcent work which th.s group of insects

performs for the plant ru.tivator

NAMES OF PLANTS.—^. M. /?.—Tilia petiolaris (Pen-
dent Silver Lime). G. Wild^.— 1, Cupressus Lawsoniana
erecta viridis ; 2, C. L. var. luLea ; 3, Cedrui atiantica
var. giauca ; 4, Cupressus nootkatensis ; 5, Juniperus
chinensis ; 6, Cupressus Lawsoniaua Anumi. H.J, H.—
1. Escal onia ph.lippa. a: L'. Salvia azu ea; 3, Leu o-

phytum Bruwiii; 4, Feu's a icaas varii-gata.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—Mrs. IF.—N, B.enheim Orange ;

0, Cox's Pomona ; P, Ross Nonpareil ; Pear, Durondeau.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
MAGNOLIA WITH ONLY ONE BLOOM IN THIRTY

YEARS or. J. If.).—It is difficult, without actually seeing

the plant and the conditions under which it is growing,
to suggest a reason for yoiir ^Jagnolia failing to flower.

As you say that it is perfectly healthy, it may be that
it is growing too vigorously to allow of its flowering.

In that case it might be advisable to open the ground
about the roots and cut a few of the main roots. If that
is done, however, be careful to tar the cut ends of the
roots, otherwise tliey will \>e liable to rot. Some Magnolias,
naturally, flower less freely than others, and we know of

an instance where tyfo plants of Magnolia grandifiora

KEW NOTES
rHERE is to be seen ^n the Himalayan

House at present on a tall tree of Davidia

involucrata a good crop of its curious-

shaped fruits. It stands over the centre

path, and the fruits are scattered all

over the tree. This plant is the one sent to Kew
by Messrs. Vilmorin in 1901. It was obtained

as a cutting from the solitary plant that was
raised from two consignments of seed that reached
Messrs. Vilmorin in 1897-98, and was sent from
the borders of China through P^.re Farges. The
Kew plant is now upwards of 40 feet high and
growing rapidly. In spring it is usually covered
with its curious flowers. Seed of Dav.dia is very
slow in germinating, the plants often not appearing

until after being in the ground for two years.

Also this year fruit is to be seen on one plant

introduced by Dr. Wilson, the one near King
William's Temple havmg two or three fruits.

Pyrus Sorbus (Service Tree) is now rather showy.
The foliage is just changing colour, and the

leaves are becoming 5II shades of copper and
yellow. The heavy crop of fruit of this is also

ripening rapidly. This is sometimes eaten in

England. In France people treat it like a Midlar,

and when it is bletted use it for dessert. It has

also been used for cider in some parts of France, and
the wood is valued as being especially good to

make the cider presses, as it does not break
or split easily. L. W.

What to Do with Frozen

Plants

IT

is safe to state that there is not a winter

passes by without a number of plants being

destroyed by frost in the United Kingdom,
pot plants in particular, many of which
could undoubtedly be saved did their owners

know what to do with them when King Frost

holds them in his icy embrai e. " Pit( h them on

the rubbish heap " used to be the general verdict

when more or less tender plants beiame frozen,

but during the last decade or two si ience has

come to the aid of the practical man, and informed

him that it is not the actual freezing which is fatal

so much as the after-treatment.

In order that we may the better understand

the treatment of frozen plants, it will be wise to

briefly consider what happens when frost reaches

them. The liquid contents of the cells become
frozen and e.xpand, the cell walls are ruptured,

and the plant's tissues in general are disorganised.

It is now a fairly well known fai t that a plant

whose cells contain only a comparatively small

amount of water will stand, without injury,

several degrees more frost than a similar plant

whose cells are turgid with liquid : therefore it

is excellent practice, as a preventive of injury by
frost, to keep plants as dry as possible without

injury during the winter months.

But supposing a plant or plants have been

badly frozen, what are we to do to save their

lives ? The whole answer is given in three

words, viz., thaw them slowly. It has been

proved over and over again that if a plant is

thawed sufficiently slowly, the cells are able to

once more absorb their contents that have been

displaced by expansion, and the plant is little

the worse for the disorganisation that has

occurred. If it is a window or room plant that is

affected, stand it in a very cool corner where the

temperature is only slightly above freezing point,

and keep it there until it has thawed.

The occupants of cold frames are often badly

frozen, and if a sudden burst of sunshine is

allowed to reach them mui h damage will be

done. Keep the mats or other i-overnig over

them until a slow or gradual thaw takes place.

But it is when the whole of the occupants of the

greenhouse, owing to some defect m the heating

arrangements, become frozen that the most
destruction is likely to occur, and prompt
measures must be taken if any of the plants are

to be saved. As soon as such a condition is

noticed, take care that the heating apparatus does

not right itself and thus send up the temperatitre

quickly. Then cover the elass with thick mats,

straw or other shading material, in case the sun

comes out and causes a sudden thaw After

these precautions have been taken, sei ure a good

supply of very cold water and syringe the plants,

pots, staging and glass with it until the whole

are drenched. This will cause a very gradual

thawing to take place, and many plants will be

saved. Leaves will probably be lost, and the

plants will need several weeks to recover from

the shock ; but better this than a total loss.

Half - hardy plants growing in sheltered

positions out of doors are often ruined by the

removal of the protecting material as soon as a

thaw sets in. Such proteition should be left on

until all signs of frost have gone from the plant

under notice. If such a spei imen has had no

protection before frost occurred, mm h good might

be done by covering it with mats after it is

frozen but before it thaws. In concluding, it

may be well to emphasise the statement that to

safely bring plants through the ordeal of being

frozen they must be thawed slowly.
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

THIS week I deal with the new Poultry

Food Orders, and my notes should be

filed for future reference.

Home-Grown Grain.—In bark num-
bers of The Garden I dealt fully

with the foodstuffs that could be grown for the

fowls. Readers should refer to these and plant

some of the foodstuffs as the seasons come along.

I also gave methods of using and feeding values

in the series of articles referred to. It seems

that poultry-keepers can sow wheat, barley and

other cereals for their fowls if I read aright a

letter from the Ministry of Food to the chairman

of the Brailes (Warwickshire) Rural District

Council. It is to the eflect that allotment holders

growing wheat, barley and other cereals on not

more than half an acre of ground may use the

produce for their own domestic purposes, which

includes the feeding of poultry and pigs. The
produce must not, however, be sold. No objection

is raised to a miller grinding the grain thus produced.

The Russian Orlofl.—Mrs. C. Colbeck of

Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, near Wakefield, sends

me a snapshot—-reproduced on this page—of

cue of her Spangled Orlofi hens. The Russian

Orloff owes much of its popularity in these isles

to the activities of this lady breeder, who has also

done yeoman service on behalf of the Rhode
Island Red and the Sicilian Buttercup. Apart

from its utility points of merit, the Orloff is a

quaiiU breed, and therefore appeals to those

who admire anything out of the ordinary. Its

comb resembles a raspberry that has been placed

on its base and cut through the top, while the eye-

brows are overhanging like those of the Malay.

It is a non-sitter and yet a first-class table bird,

carrying a plentiful supply of meat on the breast,

while it is bred in three colours—White, Spangled,

and Mahogany. Some poultry authorities aver

that the sporting Russian Count Orloff had a

hand in the production of the breed, while others

say that it was named after the celebrated Russian

Admiral Orloff who strangled Peter III. with his

own hands. The Orloff lays a white-shelled egg,

and its beard and muffings add still further to the

breed's quaintness.

New Poultry Food Orders.-—The Food Con-

troller has just issued his long-looked-for poultry

food Orders, to be known as the (i) Damaged
Grain, Seeds and Pulse (Prices) Order, 1917,

and (2) Horse and Poultry Mixtures Order, 1917.

The former comes into force on December r7,

and the latter from November 22. The former

applies chiefly to imported grain, and maximum
prices have been fixed as under :

mentioned, the maximum price

must be the maximum ruling

for that one of the component

parts having the lowest maxi-

mum price. All storage, trans-

port and other charges
incurred on the articles after

sale by the importer have to be borne by the

buyer. In the case of home produce the buyer

has also to bear the cost of freight, haulage,

porterage, or carterage, as well as sack hire.

Dealers' Charges.—The maximum prices con-

cern the importer, and we now have to consider

the dealer's legitimate charges. The Food Con-

troller has evidently had in mind the corn dealers

who with too fine a profit might have declined

to stock poultry foodstuffs. The small poultry-

keepers would thus have suffered. The dealer

who is not the importer may add 2S. per quarter

to the maximum prices on large lots, 4s. per

quarter where the purchaser buys from the same

dealer lots not exceeding 7^ quarters in seven

days, and 8s. per quarter where the total for the

same period does not amount to half a quarter.

The purchases need not be on any particular day

so long as they take place in any week of seven

days. " Seeds " stand for dari and other seeds

except oil seeds, " pulse " represents peas and

beans, and " feed" wheat is wheat specially graded

as such before importation.

Bints on Buying.—Home-grown grain is already

under control, and the poultry-keeper who relies

on the local " dealer " for his supplies of imported

damaged grain, &c., will be well advised to bear

in mind the above paragraph. My readers will

do well to consider two pointers: (i) buying in

bulk and (2) co-operative buying, i.e., with a

view to saving on the food bills. On lots exceeding

Imported feed wheat . . .

.
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PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN
POULTRY HOUSING

{Concluded from October 27 issue.)

I

PROMISED in my previous article in this

series to give methods by whicli dark houses

could be made light. Below will be found

helpful advice in this direction.

Arranging Ground Lights.—In a house that

is used as a combimd roost and scratching

shed it is highly important that there be a good

light on the floor. This is necessary because

tlie birds will need to see the grain when scratching

for same in the litter.' 'Now it is quite an easy

matter to make the flooring light by arranging

what may be termed " ground " lights. The
owner must remove the timber from one side of

the house at the bottom lor, say, 2 feet or so

up, and substitute glass. Thick plate glass must

be used, and, if necessary, it can be arranged on

two sides of the house. Where such a plan is

adopted, it is of real benefit to the fowls during

the autumn and winter months as the nights draw
in. At such times the birds spend most of the

twenty-foiu: hours within the house on the perches.

The Evening Meal.—This being so, the import-

ance of the last or evening

meal cannot be over-esti-

mated. Yet this is the feed

that is hurried by nearly

every poultry - keeper. The
latter should study the daily

elements during the winter,

taking, care to see that the

last feed is not given so late

that darkness intervenes be-

fore the birds have cleared

up all the food. One can

understand why it is vitally

important that the fowls be

sent to bed with full crops

if he boars in mind the

number of hours the birds

have to remain each night

on the perches in the winter

months. More so, too, when
he probes further into the

matter and makes allowance

for the fact tliat in cold

weather there is a greater

strain on the system than in

warmer elements ; also that

on most mornings when they

drop from their perches fog,

rain, or cold greets them. Ground or " foot

"

lights, therefore, provide the hens with longer

hours for scratching exercise, proving that dark

structures are at a great disadvantage.

Scratching Exercise.— Realising, then, how
essential to successful egg-production scratching,

exercise is, it is well worth while to arrange foot

lights to structures that have the serious draw-
back of being dark interiorly. To enable the

fowls to get the most from the grain, the litter

should be raked towards the plate glass and the

grain scattered therein. The birds will then

scratch away from the light. If fowls are watched
at feeding-time, it will be noticed how they
always face the light when scratching, and keep
their tails in the background. Where it is desired

to admit Old Sol, " roof " lights can be brought
into play, or ordinary glass panes can be placed

midway up one side of the house, where they will

intercept the sun's rays. Do not get the impression

that a glass house is desired, as such a structure

would be icy cold in the winter. Remember,

too, that the' thicker the glass used, the warmer

the interior of 'the house when compared with the

thin kind. '

Roof Lights.—If it should happen that the

sun does not shine sufficiently into the roost, run,

or scratchiijg shed, this drawback can be rectified

by the adoption of roof lights. Here again I

do not recoraniend a glass roof. In a small house

one plate-glass " light " will be sufficient, measuring,

say, 2 feet wide by 3 feet deep. In a large structure

holding fifty birds three can be recommended,

one near each end and a third in the centre. These

sheets of plate glass must be fitted near the highest

point of the house, and in such a way that the

sun's rays can penetrate into the interior of the

structure, paying its attention particularly to

the corners furthest from the front of the erection.

Having cut out sufficient timber {i.e., in an existing

building), carefully cover the aperture with a

sheet of thick plate glass. If the latter is

raised higher than the roof itself, precautions

Each hen has

dam laid 276

PtUIGRliil WHITE LEGHORNS.

a record 0/ over 250 eggs in her pullet year, while

eggs in twelve months. Owned by Mr. Edward Cam,

Farm, Hoghton, near Preston.

must be taken to s^ that rain - water cannot

settle there, which is not a difficult matter to

arrange.

On Hoods.—In open-fronted structures I am
always in fa-vouf of the use of hoods at the top

to prevent- rain from "beating inside. Where
such hoods are adopted, the material brought into

play varies according to' 'the owner's taste and
purse.. Some poultry-keepers use timber, others

canvas, and not a few muslin. Wood has its

great disadvantages in that it makes the interior

of the structure dark. It matters little whether

a fixed or a movable hood is selected, and in the

designs I have a liking for I prefer the former.

But glass is the best material to use, although lor

the ends wood can be utilised if desired to

check " side " winds. During snowy weather,

however, the snow must be frequently re-

moved from -the glass hood to avoid breakages

due to the weight. A hood is excellent as a

shield for all structures that have open fronts

or wire-covered apertures that need to be

controlled.

Keep Litter Dry.—Where litter is used, it

is imperative to keep it dry. In the first

place, it will last longer when so .kept ; and,

secondly, no harm will come from the droppings,

which will dry up and can be easily sieved from

the litter once a month. If the litter is allowed

to get wet, the ammonia rises from the droppings,

and this is harmful to the fowls. It is surprising

the length of time litter will remain in good con-

dition if properly cared for. The main thing

is to keep it comparatively dry ; a little wet will

not hurt, but the litter must not get a thorough

soaking. Then, the deeper the litter, the

better it will keep in condition. It shoulcj be

from 6 inches to 9 inches deep if possible,' and

peat-moss is to be strongly recommended.- If

the depth is not as much as that quoted above,

it, is wise to have a bottom layer of dry, fine sand,

which when scratched through the litter will clean

the latter. Occasionally pass the litter through a

sieve and remove all the lumps therein. Once

a month, too, lightly sprinkle the litter with a

weak Izal disinfectant wash to , freshen it,

and when the used material is removed, well

scrub the flooring (if wood) with Izal bar

soap and Izal disinfectant wash prior to re-

plenishing.

The Dust-Bath.—In every run, scratching

shed, or intensive structure, accommodation should

be found for a dust-bath.

An ordinary box will

answer the purpose, and

it should be fitted with

legs so as to be off the

ground. Floor space will

thereby be saved for the

birds. A deep box is advis-

able, and the dusting
material—dry ashes, &c.

—

should half fill it. Near the

bottom of the receptacle a

fairly wide step-board should

be fixed, on to which the birds

can fly prior to entering the

dust-bath. The dusting
material should be regularly

replenished, while it is wise

to sprinkle thereon a little

grit and shell and some Izal

disinfectant powder. The

dust-bath should be placed

in a sunny spot, and if it is

made portable it can be

mo\-cd as desired.

Busybodies. — The busy-
bodied hen is always the best

egg-producer, a pjint poultry-

keepers should carefully bear in mind. It is useless

to provide litter in the house or scratching shed

unless it is made full use of. Many there are who
bed down the flooring with material and yet put it to

waste by scattering the grain to the fowls in the

grass enclosure. All grain should be well raked

into the litter, the fowls being compelled to scratch

for every particle. There are plenty, "too, who
^Uow the litter to get into such a condition that

the fowls refuse to turn it over. The fowls are

given a surfeit of graui at each meal-time, with the

result that the litter is full of graui. Where this

is the case, the fowls soon lose their appetites

and the deshre to engage in scratching exercise.

This can easily be prevented if the birds are given

at each meal-time only sufiicient that they will

clear up at once. Successful egg-results depend

to a degree upon correct feeding of the layers,

and where the appetites of the latter are

kept keen the health of the stock will be,

maintained.

the cockerel's

Glen Poultry
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The food which can be RELIED on to produce eggs
rlghtthrough the worst weather is always in demanJ,
but this is particularly the case now that the value
of the eggs is higher than it has ever before been,
and consequently

WM. COOK & SONS
ORIGINATORS OF THE ORPINGTON

FOWLS AND DUCKS
(ESTABLISHED NEARLY 50 YEARS),

ire receiving many additional orders weekly for their

IDEAL MEAL
which they supply in two forms:—

(1) For use with middlings.
(2) As a complete Food.

There ar^ several convincing points in favour of this
Meat which those who are at present not getting
eggs would do well to consider—

(ai The orice is moderate.
(b) The health of the birds fed on it regularly 18

:

maintained right through the year.
: (c) it is non-fattening, but a proved Egg Producer.

(d) Larger quantities are sold on the personal recom-
nrtendation of user each succeeding ntonth.

The Food which is producing many thousands of

additional Eggs weekly is in both forms.

Per cwt., 21, -
; per 1-cwt., 11 -

; per j-cwt., 6 -

;

carriage paid in England and Wales, or 1 - less per
cwt:. carriage forward to Scotland and Ireland, or

carriage paid for 24 - per cwt., 13 - per i-cwt.

SPECIAL NOTICE—The Ideal Meal is only obtain-
able from St. Mary Cray, and is not sold through
the trade as the price is based on a low margin
of profit, leaving nothing for the middleman, and
the added value of the food as the result of direct
dealing is in favour of the users. ^ - 6 > t

Tlif daily mails contain finauy (letteit. like the loliowiag,

«ach entirely unsolicited:

—

'M. Park Rnad. Coalville. Leicester, 16th Nov.. 191*7.

Wj!1 ynu forward another cwt. ot your No. 1 Ideal Meal ? My fowls
fed >n-your fooiMaiJ-ft'ithont a brea^ for nine months Ooivii to the first

week m Octuber and are now through moult and will be in full layagnln
^i„,.,]y,—w. STAGEY.

Ardsley Vicarajie, Barnsley, 16th Nov., 1917.

I iwls have improved wonderfully in appearance since feedinij

>n your Ideal Meal.—Rev. J. P.

15. Princes Road, off Woodfield Road. Altrincliam. I7tli NHv., 1917.

I enclose further order for 1 cwt. of your No. I Ideal Me.Tl f.ir myst-lf

and a ba^ for a friend. 1 have recommended your food to
various poultry keeping friends, so feel sure you vtrlU be
tfettind orders from them.~ED. PARKER.

84. Londgn Road. Clapton. E.. 17th Nov. 1917.

Please forward anotli r cwt. of your Complete ideal Meal. Since
I have been without your i\ieal my egg yield has not been at all satis-
factory. With your food 1 am expecting great results from some
promising pullets.—WALTER H. P.

The Green, Nettleham. Lincoln. 17th Nov.. 1917.

My fowls, fed on your Ideal Meal, are in good hea'th and have started
10 Ktv very nicely, so please send another cwt.—j. NEEDHAM.

Fiizroy. Norton Fitzwarren. Taunton. 19th Nov.. 1917.

I enclose cheque for another cwt. of your No. 1 Idea! Meal which is

excellent and l have recommended it to several of my friends.^
A. W.-T.

34. Victoria Street, Hucknall Torkard, Notts, 19th Nov.. 1917.

\\\]\ you send me a bag of your Ideal Meal f r a friend of mine, for

when lie saw my pullets he was surprised at theircondition. and thought
he V aid like to try a bag.—W. CLIFTON.

Inglemere, Waterlooville. Hants. 19tli Nov.. 1917

!'l. ise forward another c t. of your ideal Meal No. 1. I consider this
T ,r. ,( excellent foodf ir the mash and we have been using it throughout

tr. and I have always Ifen well ahead of the neighbourhood with
T which I thank j'our Ideal Meal.—M. KOWLAND.

Saumarez. Sunnioghill. Berks. 20th Nov.. 1917.

Dr. A. G. L will be obliged if William Cook & Sons will send
another three cwts. of their Complete Ideal Meal, as his bitds have
laiii exceedingly well since he started to use this.

131. St. Stephen's Road. Hounslow. 15th Nov., 19! 7.

I li.ive npver had my fowls moult so easily o lay so well as since I

have led on your Ideal meal, and enclose order for another cwt. and a
6-'. tin of your Poultry Powder.—G. E. PLL'MBRIDGE.

130. Strathville Roid. Earlsfield. 18th Nov.. 1917.

lam sending you my third order for Complete Ideal ^'eal. and I

am cmnpht ly satis^d with it. Fowls lay well and moult easily on
it.-W. HICKLING.

30. St. James Park, Tunhridge Wells. 17tli Nov.. 1917.

K:ii.Uy send me another sack of your Ideal Meal Complete, the
same as supplied several tim^s, as I am very pleased with
results obtained. -J. B. P.

Il'ey Brook Fa'm, Illey. Halesowen. 16th Nov., 1917.

My fowls have laid so well on your Ideal Meal that 1 do not like to be
wifhout it. I enclose 2'!'- for I cwt. No. 1 (Original), and a 2/- tin of
Poultry Powder.—E. TIBBETS.

100, St. Margaret's Grove. East Twickfnhara. 16th Nov.. 1917.

H'M-ing had the best of results from your Ideal Meal, I enclose Order
for .mother cwt.—W. H. STONE.

27, Kirkgate, Wake6eld. 16th Nov., 1917.

1 linve found your Orijiinal Ideal Meal most satisfactory and enclose
further order.—A. F. BARHAM.

All letters should be carefully sent to their Only Address :—

WM. COOK & SONS, St. Mary Gray, Kent.

TELEPHONE: 7 CRAY.
Readers who mention The Garden will receive Booklet free.

the Nation

wank more eg^s

from yourhensj.

The national demand for MORE EGGS is so

urgent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his bens up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPRATT'8 scienti-

fic system of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
" MEBO

"

<( LAYMOR"
The ideal soft break-

task feed for laying hens.
Rich in egg-producing
properties.

"LAYMOR" Qftn be
ased with middlings or
other raw raeals in equal
quantities by adding 10

10 16p.o. ot "MEBO."

Rich ia albuminoids.
Induces proUflo egg-
laying without weaken-
ing the birds.
Follow the adrloe

given on the back of a
7-lb. bag of "MEBO,"
or send & postcard for
our leaflet, " Winter
Layers," free on requesl.

8pratt'$ Food* are tttteked by dealers, 1/ any tfij^lcuity

in ohtaininif tuppliss, vfriU to

SPRATTS PATENT. LTD., 24-25. FENCHURCH ST, E.C X

A FOOD
WHICH DENTS

MEALED

CLOVER
AND

ALFALFA

PAYS TO
FEED.

A Green Food rich in Protein and Mineral Salts

and contains the food value of either maize, wheat,
or oats.

PROPERLY GROUND FOR POULTRY.

This Meal contains properties which are not to be
found in manufactured foods for Egg Production

and Chicken Rearing.

NoPaleYolkswhile Feeding Dent's
Mealed Clover and Alfalfa.

13/- cwt.. 7/. i-cwt. Carriage paid.

Q. DENT, LTD., WIQSTON, LEICESTER.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
WHITE WYANDOTTE, Gold Medal Winners.
BUFF ROCKS. WHITE LEGHORNS.

OTHER BREEDS, BEST QUALITY.
7/e and ID'- doz.. U.R. CARR. PAID.

Sknh For Mv Price List.

CHOLESBURY. NR. TRING.

COCKERELS. BREEDING PENS.
SEtUKK vour stock at once, before otliers have had the

best. Birds always tor sale. Egas for hatching now
ready. Golden, Silver, White Wyandottes (273 egg strain).

Rhode Island Reds, White Leghorns (28.5 strain), Billf

Orpington Ducks. Kindly state exact rerinirements.

SYDNEY HILLER,
Cleveland Poultry Farm, STAN'DON, Herts.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbish or fresh vegetables, mixed

with crispy green bone, becomes—" Bacon between war

bread." Butchers' bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone

Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,

enormous profits. Particulars:—KEBfOOT, Hawkgreeo,
Marple. Cheshire,

H E BDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, &c.

GRANULATED MEAT. Per 112 Ills.. 26/-. Car. Pd.
:;ii.l uHaiity. I'er 112 lbs., 21/-, t'ar. Pd.

FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30 -. Sfilb. 16,-. Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL..
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL.
Per 1121b3. 30/- 5611>s. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 10/6. .'ifi lbs.

6/3. Cairiagc Paid.

SUSSEX GROUND OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30'-. af.lb. 16,6. Carriage" Paid.

MEAT AND BONE MEAL. Per 1121bS. 21/-.
Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per H21b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared flue, specially for Poultry.

Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.

3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-
Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

Our Mi.xtures are guaranteed free from Shell and Grit

We allow 1/- each for Peat Moss and Hay
Meal Sacks if returned in good condition.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' Requisites

•post free on application.

HEN HOUSES
are RIGHT-ON-TOP of every other make.

ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for

STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.
Downright satisfaction always.

Catalogue Free.

SAVE MONEY!!
Buy the right Grits in bulk, and avoid soft

shelled eggs. S/-, 5/9 cvt-, carrrage paid.

Samples Free.—Midland Grit Co.. Stourbridge.

PATENT CRUSHER for breaking bones,
ovster shell, china, etc., for your poultry. Of simple con-

struction, unbreakable, easy to work, 12/- carriage paid.—

L. DiNKER, Hillmorton Paddox, Rugby.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal

12s. 6d. cwt.; 78. i-cwt.. carr. paid.—RossLYN & Co., 30,

Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
Tlie great intestinal corrective, promoting full - blooded

condition, necessary for regular laying. Trial bags, 2/-;

lOlbs., 4/-; J-cwt., 13/9 (tine or granulated). Pure Clover

for Poultrv, containing valuable mineral raits. 5 bushels. 6/-

10 bushels, 11/-; all carriage paid. — Wills Bros.,

Hoddesdon, Herts.

OVELLE
" Made my hens lay 2 dozen eggs a week extra iti >"oyember

and December," writes Mrs. Mageniiity, Faughart.

Sold at 6d., 1/-, 2'-, 5/-, 10/- 21- Carriage 4d. any size

OVELLE MILLS. NEWRY
SPICE
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BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
" A worth)/ and formidable weapon for battling aeainit the baeillut."—Sir J. CElOBTON-BEOWira. F.K.8.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against influenza.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result.has
been so beneficial that 1 think it should be known.

Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again.

'

'

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

IS the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

iZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^
« «^' IZAL POWDER, ?'«p^''^!'"'»''

6'8 per sal
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Aak for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry

8/6 per SOlb. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Go., Ltd-.ThornclifTe, nr. Sheffield.

No. C51S,

No. C529,

7/6
Post Paid

With Irons on
Soles 6d. More

Sixes for

MEN or
WOMEN,

Same Prices.

CHEAPER THAN BOOTS
CALOR CLOGS are the cheapest foot covering you

can buy to-day They keep your feet dry and
warm. Tl-e model illustrated is made with good gram
leather uppers, lined with non-tearing felt, nicety
finished. Plain, strong wood soles. In the same sizes
as boots, for Men or Women, 5/11, 7/6, post paid.
Men's Watertight Clogs, 8/11.

Fine Clog Catalogue Free on Request.

Wm. PATTERSON & SONS
B89, OVERGATE, DUNDEE.

Give yoikr
FRUIT TREES
a fair chance and
they will put money
in your poclcet !

BUT the fruit must be in i^ood condition,
which can only be achieved by keeping
the trees clean, free from Moss and
Lichen, and in a healthy condition.

COOPERS WINTER (VI) FLUID
WiLL DO THIS

and will remove that loose rough bark which
harbours so many insect pests until they
come torth in the Spring, when they do
such an enormous amount of damage.

Cooper^s Winter Fluid

DOES NOT BURN THE BARK of the trees

nor the skin and clothes of the operator.

/ Gall, makes 101 Galls. Spray Fluid

Full particaUrs, with Prices, on applicatioa to the

Sole Manufacturert.

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS,
Berkhamsted

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE fROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES,
GARDENS.
LAWNS. V.

PATENTED
THE ONLY RELIABLE AND

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
bcientificai.lt and chbhicallt prepared.

In the form of aleaf-mould. readp for use at any time. Id the same wa7. and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Gnes further
(4 bushels equalling IScwts.). gives better results. Is clean to b;indle. sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, .^tc.

Report of Boyal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Flop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens nt WU ey. and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vef^etables grown both under glass and out

In the open air." (Signed) W. WILKS. secretary.
A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full particulars and textimoniala gent on reLeH>i of postcard. _BV BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS.«

Sold In Bags. I bushel, a/Si 2 bushel, 3/8: 4 bushel. 8/- I five 4 bushel. 38/8) ten 4 bushel. 6S/-i for cash with order, we
paying carriage by PIcbford, London district, or to any station within 25 mil- s of London; 8d. per bag charged extra lor ever>-

50 miles or part beyond this distance.
WAKELEY BROS. A CO.. LTD.. T5a. BANKSIDB, LONDON. S.E. 1.

Also WAKBLBY'S GROUND OARDEN LIMB 31- bushel bag. carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

This fairly does

Creation lick.

The Ease of Easy^

Shaving Stick.

E ea—no

IF you would understand
•^ the full meaning of the

word "Easy" as applied to

shaving, you should try

LEVER'S EASY
SHAVING STICK
It lathers easily and quickly—does

not dry on the face or bite the skin.

Obtainable from all grocers, stores,

oilmen, chandlers, &c.

6^- PER STICK.
Easy on the skin—Easy on the razor—

Easy on the purse.

LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.

Primed by H<;osoM & Keafns, Liuitid. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by " CouNTRy Lifk," Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Stiacd. W.C. 8,

and by George Newnes. Limited, 8-11. Southampton Street. Strand. W.C. 3.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world
wide reputation for (juality and cheapness. Strong and
Btnrdy always, MerryweatJier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. AH the newest varieties. Dwarts, Standards
Climbers. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.—
H. Mebryweather & Sons. Ltd., Southwell, Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

CLEARANCE SALE OF BRITISH GROWN
I'.ri.Hi List free.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer. Sons Si Crisp,
Ltd.. The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

George Buntard & Co., Ltd., Eoyal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
• VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
"PLASTINE" supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Cakson & SONS, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-
out tlie country.

BARR'S CASH CLEARANCE SALE OF
fflOICt DAFFODILS, April and May-floweriui:! TULIPS,
etc., lor in and '>utdo<jrs. Also Bulbs for larye plantings. List
free.—B.VRR & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. i.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exldbition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morrisburne, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R H.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give
satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.
Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List tree.— J. Douglas. The Premier House, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/6 doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, shrubs, etc. Cabbage plants, 100 1/8, 200 2/6 ; post
paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. Jones. Churchfleld
Estate. Cradley, Malveru.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, K. 15.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratis.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Musliroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Planting Crowns,
.')0, 2/6 ; 100, 4/-, Large Planting Crowns 50, 3/6 : IOC 6/-.
Fnie Forcing Crowns, 50, 8/-; 100, !.->/-. Carriage paid.--
Thomas Baker, Bulb Grower. Surfleet, Lincolnshire.

LINCOLNSHIRE'S FINEST SEED POTA-
TOES at Government fixed prices. Scientiiieally grown,
sprayed twice. Myatt,'s AslUeaf; Midlotluan Early, Duke
of York. Sharpe's Express, Eclipse, May Queen. Llewellyn, 19/-
cwt., 2/fi stone; Arran Chief, British Queen, Detiancei Queen
Mary. King Edwards, Evergoods, Royal Kidneys. Up-to-
Dates, all at 11/6 cwt., 1/6 stone. Eating Potatoes 7/6 per
cwt.

—

Fred Pakkes, Vine Gardens Nurseries, Wyberton,
Boston.

FLOWER POTS.—10 8in., 15 6in., 15 5m..
20 4in., 20 2Jin., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb
pots, free.

—

Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from IJft. to 6ft. high ; the finest stock in
the Kingdom. — John Jefferies <S Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

FOR CUT FLOWERS, MIXED DAFFODILS
AND NARCISSUS. 1/- 100 ; 9/- 1,000. JUxed Tulips, 5/6 100

;

52/- 1,000. JOxed Anemones, 4/6 100 ; 40/- 1.000. Pink
Tulips. 3/6 100 ; 30/- 1,000. Golden Crown TuUps. scarlet
and gold, 3/- 100 ; 25/- 1,000. Poets Narcissus, 2/6 100

;

20/- 1,000. Barri Conspicuus, 2/- 100 ; 15/- 1,000. Double
White Narcissus, 2/- 100; 15/- 1,000. 10/- orders and upwards
carriage paid, cash with order.—BEES LTD., 1750, Mill Street,
Liverpool.

ONION SETS GROW where seeds fail.-l lb-
2/6 ; 21bs., 4/6 ; 31bs., 6/6 ; 41bs., 8/6 ; 51bs., 10/6, carriage
paid, cash with order ; delivery at once.— Bees Ltd., 175c,
Mill Street, Liverpool.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great usie and
value to rock gardeners. Postage one penny.—H3. R. Phipps,
F.R.H.S., AlpineNursery, Bamham. Bognor.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. MLxed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,
3/6 ; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-. all per luO. Send for
price list of named vaiieties. --FEET) Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs. Oranges and Orchard House trees are of first-class
quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Inspection invited. Price list post free on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no sollda ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.—WILLIAM Beattib, 8, Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.

SCOTCH - GROWN BRITISH QUEEN, 2nd
EARLY SEED POTATOES, splendid cropper, superb quality,
clean, vigorous Highland seed, 14/- cwt.; 7/6 561bs. ; 3/10
281bs. ; 2/- 141bs.—BEES Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute lor Stable Mannre.
Order now for prompt delivery.—See advertisement page vi.

WELLS' CHRYSANTHEMUM CATALOGUE
now ready. Post free on application.- -W. Wells & Co.,
Merstliani. i-^urrey.

THOMPSON& MORGAN'S SELECT SCOTCH
SEED POTATOES, early varieties, Midlothian Early and
Duke of York, 3/6 per stone; Sharp's Express, Eclipse and
Sir John Llewellyen, 3/- per stone; Epicure. 2/6 per stone.
(Bags extra.) Catalogues of Flower and Vegetable Seeds in
January.

—

Thompson & Morgas, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Ipswich.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LAN(iPORT, SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their
Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
thisAutumn.and you will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty
tor many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measurements of your borders.
Pieonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Roses, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,
etc., post free.—DoBBiE & Co., Royal Florists, Edinburgh.

OXYDOIN rapidly relieves neuritic and
rheumatic pains. Burns, scalds, cuts, sores quickl.v healed.
1/6 and 2/-, post free. Approved Lancet.—New Oxydol
Products, Ltd., 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogues
gratis. Cultural hints for Id. stamp.—LAXION Brothers,
Bedford.

McDOUGALL'S WINTER WASH FOR
FRUIT TREES.—TO CLEAN FRUIT TREES FROM
MOSS, LICHEN. TO DESTROY FUNGOID SPORES,
SCAB, HIBERNATING INSECTS, and to CHECK THE
GROWTH and SPREAD OF CANKER. For use only while

trees are dormant. 1 gallon drums to make 80 gallons Wash,
8/- each. 1 quart tins 2/9, 1 pint tins 1/6. From Nursery-
men, Seedsmen, and Ironmongers. - Sole Manufacturers

;

McDouoALL Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

McDOUGALL'S "FUMERS " and
INSECTICIDE " SHEETS " FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We also have

a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on appUoation.

BouiTON & Padl, Ltd., ManuJacturers, Norwich.

SHALLOTS.—Best hand-picked, ready for
immediate delivery, carriage paid, 3ilbs., 3/- ; Tibs.. 5/9 ;

141bs., 10/6 ; cash with order.

—

Bees Ltd., 17dc, Mill Street,
Liverpool.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whiteleog it Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

SCOTCH-GROWN EARLY SEED POTATOES
hand pickeil. Epicure, 2/9 ; Eclipse, 3/9 ; Express, 3/9 ; Sir

Jolin Llewellyn, once grown, 3/3 ; all per stone, bags incluiled,

cash with order.

—

Bees Ltd., 175o, Mill Street, Liverpool.

BOOKS FOR SALE.—" Flowering Plants of

Great Britain," l)y Anne PriitKWarne & Co.), in three double

vols., with additional vol. on " Ferus and Grasses," for

Sale • valuable coloured illustrations ; in new condition.

Price 25/-.—=Apply Rev. W. Serjeantsov, Acton Burnell

Rectory, Shrewsbury^

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greens,

etc Results will astonish you.—Manufactured under Royal

Letters Patent by The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Taonel

Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers
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THE great efforts made by the people

of this country to increase the supply

of home-grown food is worthy of every

encouragement, and afitords a solution

of the serious problem of food shortage

"Uh which we are faced to-day. The problem

- not entirely due to the war. In 1908 Sir William

Liookes foretold the world shortage and said that

^ we should soon be in deadly peril for lack of food.

The statement that was then regarded as unduly

K.iggerated is now the source of grave attention.

However soon this awful war may come to

[. an end, it is certain that the shortage of food

will be felt for years. Instead of growing 30 per

I 'Ut. of our food—or whatever low figure it

iii.iy be—'these islands must be made to yield

-
I per cent, to 90 per cent, of the food required.

riie Board of Education, realising that on the

^rhool-children of to-day depends the future

prosperity of our people, are offering greater

^ facilities for instruction in gardening to teachers

; and pupils. School teachers will attend special

[ courses in the science and practice of gardening,
"

^ and efforts will be made to start new school gardens

and to bring existing gardens to a much higher

standard of perfection.

The Southern Federation of Allotment

Holders.—During the past month no fewer than

3,000 allotment holders connected

with some thirty societies have
' joined this Federation, thus auto-

matically becoming members of

the National Union of Allotment

Holders, which is going to formu-

' late the national demands of allot- _
ment cultivators. Societies under

the Federation and others are

passing a resolution requesting

the extension of tenancy of allot-

ments under the Cultivation of

Lands Order till such time as

the land is required either for

immediate building or other lu'gent

public purposes, and urging the

' , necessity of providing dispossessed

,' tenants with other suitable
ground. Mr. Gerald W. Butcher,

Hon. Organiser of the Federation,

S, Buckingham Street, Strand,

W.C.2, urges upon all unaffiliated

societies the necessity of at on'ce

linking up with the great national

movement in order that the

strongest support may be

obtained to represent the interests

of the allotmentees. Numerous meetings which

have been held, pairticularly those at Tunbridge

Wells, Colchester, Eastleigh, Addlestone,

"^unbury and Leyfonstone, reflect the enthu-

siasm of the people for the continuance of

their work on the land.

The Horticultural Club.—The Hotel Windsor

liaving been commandeered by the Govern-

ment, arrangements have ntiw been made for

members of the Horticultural Club to share

the rooms of the Farmers' Club at 2,

Whitehall Court, Westminster. Whitehall Court

is situated immediately at the rear of the

War Office.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—We had fondly sup-

posed the name of this useful and accommo-

dating vegetable to be a corruption of the Italian

Girasole articocco, or Sunflower Artichoke, but

in our last issue the Rev. G. H. Engleheart offers

another explanation of the word's origin, viz.,

that Jersualem was the typically foreign place

to country folk dating back to the time of the

Crusades. In support of this statement we

call to mind many instances in which the word
" Jerusalem " in the West Country is used to denote

something foreign or new-fangled. Only last week

we heard a sailor's story of a Jerusalem cuckoo

which ttirned out to be no bird at all, but a kitten.

In a like manner the so-called Jerusalem Arti-

choke is no .-Artichoke, but, as John Abercrombie

puts it, " the fleshy tubers bear some resemblance

to a Potato and taste somewhat like the bottom of

an Artichoke ; hence probably the name originated,

as they bear not the lecKt resemblance in growth

to an Artichoke." We arrive at the conclusion

that the Jerusalem Artichoke is so named, because

it is not an Artichoke and has nothing to do with

Jerusalem. But where does it come from ? A
very curious slip occurs in Nicholson's " Dictionary

of Gardening." Under ** Jerusalem Artichoke "

A DISH OF JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES.

it is referred to as a native of Brazil, but as Heli-

anthus tuberosus the reference runs :
" Upper

Canada and United States, i6r7. This was culti-

vated by the aborigines, and the tubers developed.

It is certainly not Soutlj American, as stated in so

many books." Whatever place name might

have been given to this plant, it seems doubtful

if we should ever have it right. The fact remains

that it is a good-natured crop. It is no trouble to

grow and never fails. From a nutritive point of

view it is about equal to the Potato, and when

properly cooked'—but that is another subject.

Potato-Onions.—.\ correspondent writes to

say that he thinks many of our readers would be

grateful for a note on the Potato-Onion. This

Onion had practically gone out of cultivation

until the recent boom in vegetable growing ;
now

it has again been brought into public notice.

Forty or fifty years ago a few rows of it used tn

be gi-owu in most gardens. The Onion is really

useful only for its earliness, being ripe and fit to

puU at the end of June. There is sometimes a

scarcity of Onions at that time onwards until

the spring-sown ones are ripe in August and

September. In regard to cultivation, there is

little or no difference between its culture and

that of the Shallots, excepting that it is usually

planted in early winter instead of in February,

as the latter generally is. The rule as to its

planting and harvesting used to be, " Plant on

the shortest day and gather in on the longest."

Plant in rows 12 inches apart, the single bulbs

or Onions in the row being 6 inches asunder and

planted 2 inches deep. It will succeed very well

when planted in ordinary well-cultivated garden

soil, but prefers a faiiiy light rather than a heavy

soil, and likes a sunny position. The y6ung

Onions are produced in clusters at the base of the

parent plants in spring. Some earth them up

with soil, as is common with the Potato (hence

their name), but better results are

obtained by allowing them to re-

main on the surface of the soil ex-

i posed to the weather until they

are ripe.

Polyantha Roses in Autumn.—
A little collection of the older Dwarf

Polyanthas has again provided a

very pleasing show of late blooms.

During the second half of October

and throughout November Leonie

Lamesch has been covered with its

attractive coppery gold, carmine-

tipped flowers. Jessie, most faithful

and perpetual of all, hasbeen equally

good, thrusting up large trusses of

cherry red. A very dainty semi-

double is Canarienvogel, its wide-

spread blooms of delicatest yellow

standing the roughest weather, de-

spite their fragile appearance. Erna

Teschendorf!, though a lovely crim-

son, is hardly to be relied upon for

this season, but, like Mrs. Cutbush,

Baby Dorothy, and Aennchen

MUUer, it is admirable in the earlier

autumn. A top-dressing of manure

in September is very helpful in promoting

these late blooms, and, though the bushes have

such a prolonged period of flowering, spring and

summer invariably find them as prolific as ever.

Pot-Pourri from an Edith Cavell Home
Garden.—We have pleasure in announcing that

anyone wishing to help an Edith Cavell Home of

Rest for Nurses can do so by purchasing, at

los. per pound, pot-pourri made from an 1804 recipe.

Any quantity will be sent on receipt of remittance

and postage to the Hon. Mrs. Corbet, Raven House,

Edith Cavell Home, .\dderley, Market Drayton.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE COMMON BARBERRY.
T ENCLOSE a specimen of berries from a large

shrub in my garden. In summer it is covered

with a sweet-smelling yellow blossom. I shall

be glad to know if this is a Barberry, and if the

berries are good for eating or not.— (Mrs.) May E.

Raphael.

[The fruits are those of the common Barberry.

In company with other fruit-bearing shrubs the

common Barberry is this year quite unusually

loaded with its coral-like berries. In some of

the .^pine regions where it abounds it is a wonderful

sight, the masses of red fruit reddening the whole

bush and showing up all the more conspicuously

on the groundwork of grey rock. The berries

siiould not be wasted, for they make delicious

jam and jelly, and also a charming dessert dish

if the berried racemes are tied with thread three

or four together in a' little bouquet, kept whole,

and treated in the usual way for making jam.

As a hedge plant Berberis vulgaris is absolutely

impenetrable, especially if the shrubs are allowed to

grow for a few years and then cut to the ground,

when the growth from the stools comes up thicker

and more vigorous than ever. The only drawback
to the more general planting of this beautiful

fruiting shrub is that it is commonly attacked

liy a red rust (^Ecidium Berberidis) which has been

proved to be an alternate form of Wheat disease,

Puccinia graminis. If on the occurrence of the

red rust the portions bearing it are removed and

burnt, no harm can come to the Wheat ; but if

this precaution is not observed, it is better that

it should not be planted in the neighbourhood

of farm land.

—

Ed.]

DWARF BERBERIS THUNBERGll.

VS^HAT promises to be an important garden

shrub novelty is to be distributed among
traders of the United States of America this autumn
and to the general public a year later. It originated

with the Elm City Nursery Company, New
Haven, among a bed of several thousand
Berberis seedlings some fifteen years ago. The
peculiar habit attracted notice, - and throughout
the period stated it has kept its character. With
typical American ingenuity the raisers have given

it the name of Box Barberry, because its dwarf
habit and style of growth make it highly desirable

for edging purposes. The extreme height, I

believe, is about a foot, the habit bushy and
compact, with foliage very small, dark and glossy.

Presumably it will fruit, but its chief claim is its

compact growth. It is very readily propagated
from hard or soft cuttings.—T. A. W.

GOOSEBERRIES.

]y[R. BUNYARD'S pin prick drew " .\nne

Amateur's " attention, but did not " pique "

her, for (this really ought to be printed in red ink !;,

for once, she agrees with a professional ! Large
Gooseberries, first-class in flavour, are " the

exception that proves the rule " as regards garden
produce, generally speaking. (Note en passant
Mr. Ponting's large Potatoes, and he's another
" amateur " !) I have grown twelve of the

Gooseberries named by Mr. Bunyard, and take
exception only to May Duke. Though large and
early, it cropped too sparsely for my cottage
garden. I find Keepsake the best for early

gathering, and agree again with Mr. Bunyard
that Gooseberries are best bottled before tliey attain

full size. My youthful experience of " Goose-

gogs " was more fortunate than that of Mr.

Bunyard, for in our old Surbiton garden there

were Gooseberries galore—yellow, red, . green

and white—enough and to spare for all the little

London cousins who came and feasted there in

the summer holidays. I think now that possibly

Mr. Wilberforce Bryant's bees, which often

swarmed in our garden, were partly responsible

for its fruitfulness ; for the Gooseberries here

certainly have yielded better since I started bee-

keeping.

—

Anne .Amateur.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS A FOOT APART.

T H.^VE noticed in the columns of The Garden,

also in those of many other papers, complaints

CORAL-LIKE FRUITS OF COMMON B.^iRBERRY.

of the weak growth of Brussels Sprouts. This

year I was very pressed for space, and as a result

I planted my Brussels Sprouts only about a foot

apart. I did not expect good results, but to my
surprise they have turned out exceptionally well.

The Sprouts are as big as a small hen's egg, firm,

and there are a great number on the plants, which

stand about 3 feet high. I got my plants from a

friend's seed-bed, and his did better, if anything.

The sort grown was Scrymger's Giant. So far

I have not seen one bad crop of Brussels Sprouts

in the whole village. .Mthough this year we have

had an exceptionally heavy rainfall, all the crops

have turned out well, except Onions, which failed

badly in the whole district.

—

Joseph Bridge,

St. Bcnets, Buchfast, Devon.

BIRDS : FRIENDS AND FOES.

VOUR correspondent A. T. Johnson, writin.

in The Garden, November 24, page 503, on

the scarcity of bird life, pleads for the protection,

among others, of tits. I am sorry my experienci

of the blue tit or tomtit is such that I consider

it the most destructive bird that a gardener ha'-

to contend with. Anyone who has grown Swen
Peas, especially for exhibition, has seen the greater

part of his blooms spoilt by these little pests,

and I have never known any successful method

of frightening them away. Then when Apples

and Pears are beginning to ripen, say, from August

onwards, these pretty creaturesflit from fruit to fruit

and just peck a small hole the size of a buckshot
;

then along comes the wasp and you find 50 per

cent, of your best fruits useless. This year I lost

about thirty Pitmaston Duchess Pears, each

averaging lib., although protected with muslin bag^.

I carefully watched the tits, and it was wonderful

how quickly they could peck a hole through

strong muslin. In my opinion the common spar-

row is quite harmless in a garden when compared

with the tits. I quite agree that starlings, hedgi -

sparrows, robins and most of the soft-billed bird-

should be protected. I was very sorry this year

to miss a pair of goldfinches. For six years .1

pair have nested in some bush Apple trees on h

path side in the centre of the garden, and ha\'i

always reared their young, some years two broods,

but only one pair ever returned ; this year

none came to nest. I often wondered what

became of the others, and tliink it really a crime

that such pretty, harmless things should be

destroye(|, because they are so showy. All the

same, I hold the opinion that when a bird destroys

crops greatly in excess of the good it does, it shoidd

be destroyed. I am regularly visited by both

the bullfinch and the hawfinch. They are very

pretty, no doubt, but I do not profess to give

them any quarter. It would be very interesting to

have the opinions of other readers of The Garden
on which birds they consider are friends and wliicli

are foes. The blackbird and the thrush arr

greatly overrated as gardeners' friends; I consider.

—H. R.

DISAPPOINTMENT CAUSED BY
GRAFTED SHRUBS.

lyrR. ROBINSON'S letter in The Garden of

December i is most encouraging to those

of your readers who, like myself, have failed to

grow the Clematis satisfactorily. But where are

plants to be procured that have been raised by

layering or from cuttings ? My own experience

entirely bears out Mr. Robinson's views. The

only surviving Clematis of the many that I have

planted with every care and in various positions

are two seedlings given me by a friend who
had raised them. These are on a wall facing due

south. They flower freely every year and show
no signs of disease. I have tried to get more

seedlings from the nurserymen, but have failed

to do so, though I was content to take those

which they considered were not up to the best

standard. I can give two examples from my
own garden of the disappointment caused by
grafted shrubs. Some years ago I planted iu

my small wild garden a specimen of Prunus

triloba. In a year or two the ground for yards

around was taken possession of by the suckers

of the Plum on which it was grafted, so that I

was obliged to dig up the tree to avoid further

trouble. Twice I have planted Robinia hispida,

and on each occasion it has died back to the

graft, and I have been left with a fine specimen

of the stock (probably Robinia Pseudacacia) for

which I have no possible use. — Normax
RUSHWORTH.
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>().ME FALLACIES REGARDING THE
CLEMATIS.

TN criticising my article in The Garden of

November 17, Mr. Robinson lias again in

Uis article of December i sought to gain weight

I' I his own opinion by throwing doubt as to my
• lualification to express an opinion upon the subject

It issue. He says : " The reader will please note

tirst that Mr. Jackman is not a grower of the plants

ill any permanent, established way, but a propa-

-.itor, and therefore not so well able to judge

it effects as those who grow plants to last." The

.-.Uitement is too ridiculous to be taken seriously.

If I am not a grower, how does he explain the fact

that my firm has exhibited large established

specimen Clematises for years at the Temple, Chelsea

.ind Holland Park Shows, also that for a number

"f years we have gro%vn, and advertised io our

< .italogues, extra strong established plants grown

in the open ground, which have been seen and

f admired by many visitors to our nurseries ? Are not

wc the raisers of many of the hybrids in commerce

at the present time, and are continually intro-

ducing new varieties ? If there is a question as

to anyone being quaUfied to e.xpress an opinion

on the effect of the stock upon the plant with regard

to the " die-back," is Mr. Robinson the person

to look to ? We have it on his own authority

that for years past, whenever he receives a consign-

ment of Clematises from a nursery—mostly French,

1 understand—he immediately has the balls of

soil washed away and the roots of the stock

t removed, as he " will not have the handsome plants

on any but their natural roots." Such being the

i ase, how has he had the opportunity of studying,

;. and experimenting on, the effect of the roots of the

t stock on established plants in connection with the

cause of the "die-back"? Mr. Robinson gives

his case away completely, as it is evident his theory

is simply a matter of conjecture„with no evidence

f to prove his case, or to rebut tlje statements I

f' made in my lecture, and the direct questions I put

7 to him in my article of November 17. To none

of the latter has he given a definite reply, nor has

lie brought forward corroborative evidence to the

'iintrary, but evades them with the remarks:
"

I have no die-backs; they do not arise in plants

naturally grown "
;

" I do not admit it "
;

" The

question is not clear "
;

" They do not with me,

and there may be other minor causes "
;

" Why
use it ? " He has admitted, however, losing some

plants imported from France—even after his

skilful surgery—and growing the plants on their

natural roots, which I presume, of course, he

attributes to " other minor causes." I have already

stated that it is not my intention to continue

J- a lengthy correspondence on this subject, as I

' have fully dealt with it in my lecture, and must

decUne to take any further part in it until Mr.

Robinson has given direct answers, with proofs

to substantiate his case, to the five questions I

put to him. Until he has done that he has neither

" freed " the Clematis nor himself. FaiUng these,

I leave the readers of your valuable paper to draw

their own conclusions as to whose theory is right.

—

A. ('.. Jackman, IVoking Nurseries, Surrey.

GROWING PRIZE POTATOES.

T^HIS is so carefully and clearly described by

.\Ir. Ponting as to become valuable to the

rrader. But in asking the question, " Does it

pay ? " would it not be better to take a broader

imtlook ? Things ceasing to pay commercially

iiften take on another value. Although his food

return be no greater, what about the impetus

given to a nobler manner of growth ? The stems

bravely responded to the help given. Surely a

iintiuuance of such help for three seasons would

|i velop a power to grow strong, upright stems

of themselves. Of course, this necessitates either

keeping the seed in his own hands or co-operating

with other growers ; but a good work has been

started, and it would be a pity for it to be lost. In

fact, the treatment given is exactly that ad%-ocated

recently by " Hurstcot " in " The Spirituality of

Plants."—L. A. Louden.

IS IT WORTH WHILE ?

]y[R. CLARENCE PONTING might have asked,

" Is it worth while growing prize vegetables

of any kind ? " Those who have made a practice

of e.xhibiting will usually admit that the returns

do not balance the cost. Of course, the pro-

fessional gardener, who does not bear the expense,

is not concerned about the cost of growing prize

stuff. He may perhaps argue that it is merely

a form of sport, and that the growing of such

is all more or less lumped in the general routine

of operations. We do, however, know that the

growing of fine examples means a great deal of

extra work, especially if the soil has to be made
up, and labour costs money, without counting

the cost of extra manures, &c. The allotment

holder or amateur gardener who desires to exhibit

usually does his best in the way of culture, and at

show-time makes his choice, which invariably

means that he has to lift a great deal more stock

to get the necessary vegetables than he would

otherwise do. I have seen cottagers lifting scores

of roots of Potatoes in order to find the needful

half-dozen perfect tubers, thereby reducing the

crop that might have been, had the roots been

allowed to develop. Exhibiting for the ordinary

individual is not profitable, but it affords pleasure,

and is certainly preferable to backing horses.

Personally, I have done a bit of exhibiting, and

enjoyed it, but I never grew stock wholly and

solely for prize winning. That is a miUionaire's

or—shall I say ?—a " mug's " game. I daresay

I am safe ih hazarding that where one perfect

example of vegetable, fruit or flower is shown,

ten accorded the same treatment of culture have

been left at home. When it is a question of

weight or size alone, obviously such can only be

obtained by giving room. To get big fruit one

must thin. Bigness in everything is only obtained

by reducing numbers. Big Sweet Peas, big Beans,

big Marrows and all other items are secured by
restricting the crop, and when it comes to heavy

Potato roots, as Mr. Ponting shows, the crop

on a given area is no more—less in his case—than

can be obtained by ordinary cultivation.—T. A. W.

POTATO GREAT SCOT.

VOL) have recently had some interesting notes

on Potatoes, so I am sending you a few-

lines about Great Scot. It has been most

carefully under my observation during this season,

and has proved very satisfactory. Great Scot,

so it appears to. me, does better on freshly turned

grass land than on cultivated ground. A piece

of land here, less than half a rod, was turned

over and a few pieces of Great Scot seed tubers

put in, with the result that we got nearly a navvy

barrowful of Potatoes, and some of fine size,

too. It has done extremely well on another

piece of grass land turned over for the first time

this year. At the other side of Sheffield we grew

for a Potato competition. About a hundred com-

petitors planted it, and gave it many different

cultural methods. It proved very satisfactory

and gave a heavy cropl I think we want to hear

about a few more Potatoes which, like Great

Scot, are disease resisters, good cookers and heavy

croppers. I am on the look-out for a good Potato

to give the competitors for the competition next

year, so perhaps some readers can suggest one.

—

li. T. Ellis, Weeiwood, EcclesaU, Sheffield.

SPREADING POTATO DISEASE.

A GOOD deal of disease is spread by carelessly

leaving infected tubers or haulm about the

garden ot field. I remember last year a neighbour

of mine, who had a large area under Potatoes,

starting to dig them quite early. The weather

was fine, and instead of removing the tubers

straightway from the plot, he put them in heaps

and covered them with haulm. _ During the

night after the third day a heavy rain set in.

which lasted off and on for about three days.

.\bout this time the heaps were examined, and

it was found that most of the largest tubers

—

quite 50 percent, of the whole—were badly attacked

by summer blight. The tubers in the heap

not showing signs of disease were those at

the bottom nearest to the ground. The others

were so badly infected that cottagers, to whom the

Potatoes were offered gratis, would not use them
for their pigs. What really happened in the end

was that the diseased tubers were allowed to

remain on the ground for a long time, and when
fairly rotten were taken away and dug into the

ground among fruit trees. The decaying haulm

was not burnt. I was, to say the least, very

much astonished at all this, because my neighbour

was a man who ought to have known better.—

L. M. Marshall.

CLUBBING IN BRASSICAS.

T^HE remarks of Dr. -Potts in the Jommal of the

Royal Horticultural Society, Vol. XLII.,

relative to the experiments which show that the

spores of Plasmodiophora are either killed or

rendered inoperative below a depth of 4 inches

to 5 inches, opens up a new line of attack. It

would only appear necessary to well lime tho

soil and then insert the roots of the seedlings

below or at this depth. That there is evidently

some truth in this statement I am able to prove

from a case in point in my own garden. Within

2 feet from some vilely "clubbed" Brussels

Sprout plants I planted a row of Cottagers' Kale.

The plants were somewhat "leggy" when taken

from the seed-bed. In order to do away with

this long stalk I inserted the plants with a dibble

(au instrument I only use for obtaining straight

Carrots, Beets and Parsnips) quite 6 inches beneath

the surface of the ground. The dibble was used

to get the work done quickly, as I did not expect

to obtain any result from them, but put them in

on the off chance. They were given every oppor-

tunity of contracting the disease. The soil was

dry, and no water was given to help them to root.

The weather remained dry for a week after plant-

ing, during which time the plants reposed in a

flaccid condition, and never looked like taking

hold. As I write, this row is the finest lot of

"greens" which I have yet had on this laud.

1 had intended to write a paragraph on the plants,

the success of which I attribute to planting with

the dibble, thinking that the hard hole made by

this instrument had prevented the spores from

pushing their way to the roots of the plants.

I really think that Dr. Potts has hit the mark,

and that this deep planting defeated the anbury

disease. I usually plant my Brassicas by means

of a trowel from a seed-bed with a nice ball of

soil attached to the roots, and plant them almost

on the surface. At the same time, I have noticed

that the Kales do not seem so liable to anbury

attacks as do other members of the Brassii a

tribe.

—

Clarence Ponting.

*»* Readers irho have not already done, t.., are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered retfidarly by their news-

agent. The Board 0/ Trade prohibit the return of unsold

copies of any journal to publishers, and in consequence Tul:

Garden is obtainable only if ordered beforehand.
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LITTLE-KNOWN APPLES : DESCRIPTIONS
THE GOLDEN PIPPIN APPLES.

mR. E. A. BUNYARD records the loss

of many seedlings of the Golden

Pippin. I respectfully suggest this loss

recoils on the heads of the Royal Horti-

^ cultural Society's officials, inasmuch

as no one has the work in hand of collecting and

making notes of little-known and unknown varie-

ties of Apples still existing in very old orchards.

There are such Apples in out-of-the-way orchards

and meadows, in Herefordshire, for instance

;

but the old trees are fast dying out, and any work

of rescuing should be put in hand at once and

carried out systematically over several years on

account of irregular cropping. I have nowhere

else seen the Apple called London Pearmain outside

Herefordshire, though, of course, it may have a

synonym. Some of the older folk of that county

used to call one variety Priory Wood Pippin.

It much resembled the Summer Golden Pippin, but

lacked the colour of this sort. Franklins and

Dobbs' Kernel seem names I remember when in

that county. The Apple London Pearmain referred

to was both of good appearance and fine flavour.

Was not. the variety Byford Wonder an Apple

rescued or found in that county some years

back ? C. Turner.

DESCRIPTIONS : A WAIL.

A THING that has worried me for some time is

the kind of description of plants and trees which

catalogues contain. I thought it was merely my
ignorance which was at fault, but since reading

Mr. Bunyard's remark in the issue of October 13

under the head of " Alhngton Pippin," I have felt

emboldened to lift my voice and complain. The

remark is as follows :
" brisk or sprightly (which

being in'terpreted means a little acid)."

On one front a battle has been raging over the

question of correctly describing the colours of

flowers, but I wish to invite the attention of the

professional eptalogue maker to a state of things

which is exceedingly upsetting to the amateur,

and which by peaceful persuasion could probably

,be settled satisfactorily. Most descriptive notes

give one the impression that all Apples, for instance,

are practically ahke ; whereas my experience

points to there being at least three kinds differing

in flavour alone, and these are the " sweet," the

" sour " and the " beastly sour." I feel that

even this is not adequate, somehow, and certainly

does not express my feelings completely when I

attempt to devour an .'Vpple of one of the latter

varieties.

But I seriously think that the present arrange-

ment is capable of improvement. Try to imagine

the state of mind of the unfortunate person who
is confronted with such a " description " as " A
free-growing variety, medium size red fruit,

subacid, bears well in average soils, somewhat

similar to Hennes' Lemon Pippin, only more so."

The man who writes thus may have a clear idea

of what he means ; but what about the innocent

enquirer after knowledge ? He does not know

what a " subacid " flavour is, nor even what is

an average soil. Again, is a free-growing variety

one that will overshadow the entire garden,

smother the house, and make it difficult to open

the back door without an axe ; or is one to expect

an abundance of fruit on a few walking-sticks ?

When I started to select some Apple trees for

my garden, I did so light-heartedly, but the perusal

of a few catalogues soon put that right. I found

that all Apple trees were the same, except for

colour, and the differentiation between dessert

and kitchen varieties, but that each grower had

one, or perhaps two, which were absolutely pre-

eminent. On further investigation, however, these

latter were found to be unsuitable for the average

amateur, and apart from this feature such trees

are usually fully described, and there is not much
complaint to be made about the descriptions

given.

The more ordinary tree is commonly only

favoured with some remark that it is " like the

last, only more so," or "bears large fruit briskly

flavoured." Again, in some cases the colour of

the fruit is given, and in others is entirely omitted.

Much the same sort of thing is done in connection

with flowers and vegetables, and I do wish someone

would start a catalogue listing their products

with a certain degree of regularity in their descrip-

tions, which should also be based upon certain

standards. My ideal catalogue of fruit trees

would have several columns on each page. The

first would contain the name of the fruit ; the

second would state colouring ; the third its shape,

with any peculiarities there may be ; the next

would quote the average size of

fruit in pounds or inches
;
yet

another column would state in

which form the tree flourished

best, i.e., as. standard or espalier,

&c. ; then should follow a state-

ment of season and of flavour

when ripe, and the latter would

be based on a few well-

established favourite varieties.

Further details would then be

given as to the most suitable

locality and soil, stating also

whether the variety was suited

for the orchard or small garden.

This sounds as tJiough there

would be too much " column "

about the book. However, the

information would not neces-

sarily be given in columns, but

should be set down in the same

order in each case. Symbols

could, of course, be used, and I

rather favour the use of an out-

line of each fruit being printed

alongside or beneath its name.

Another thing about my ideal

catalogue would be that all the

names would be given alpha-

betically, according to their class

or to the important word in the

name. Thus all the Pippins would be ranged

together in their alphabetical place, and we

should not behold the spectacle of the " Allington

Pippin " heading the list, followed by the other

"A's""and " B's " of the Apple world, before

reaching " Cox's Orange Pippin." Yet again, all

the "Dukes of " should not be lumped to-

gether under " D," but be placed in true alpha-

betical order according to the places of which

they are " Dukes."

No doubt it will be objected that such a method

would be too methodical, and, although perhaps

suitable for a text-book, would prove too dry

and uninteresting for a catalogue, which is expected

to arouse a certain amount of enthusiasm in the

reader. Now this is where " my " catalogue

would pile on perfection, for, in addition to the

^ bald but useful information given, any amount

of photographs and florid \vriting would be pre-

sented to the astonished reader until he was
moved to cheers, and yet all the time his

outbursts would be safely based on the dry rocks

of description, at least approximately accurate.

In conclusion, let me give two descriptions,

one characteristic of the ordinary catalogue, and
the other taken from my ideal lists :

Usual Description.—Red Juneating, medium
size, finely flavoured, slow grower, but succeeds

well on Paradise stock. Fit for use August.

Proposed Description.—Juneating, Red. Bright

red, rather flat, about 2J—3 inches across.

Standard. August. Crisp and juicy if not

allowed to stay till red all over ; rather sweet,

about the same as Cox's Orange Pippin, but not

aromatic. Suitable for garden. Prolific in light

soil. Slow grower. C. N. MacDermott.

APPLE IRISH PEACH.

It is somewhat of a coincidence that the Rev.

Joseph Jacob should be voicing what I have had

in my mind for some time past. At my billet

there is a fair-sized tree of this variety, which

this season bore an immense crop of fruit. Prior

to deciding its identity, the owner had informed

me that it was an early Apple of small size and

not particularly prolific, due, he thought, to the

fact that it was always eaten up by caterpillar.

The shape of the tree did not please me, for

ERB WALK AT ABBEVLEIX HOUSE.

{See page opposite.)

obviously it had never been pruned, while a new

head had grown out above the original, so that

it reached up some 18 feet or 20 feet. Noting

that all the shoots were crowded with fruit-buds,

I refrained from doing much in the way of pruning.

When" in flower the tree was a marvellous sight

—

simply a dense mass of bloom ; but I was assured

most of it would drop. However, it was rather

late in flowering and no damage by frost Occurred,

so that I may safely say that 90 per cent, of the

blooms set. Scarcely a twig without fruit was

visible. I kept a close watch on the tree when

the foliage developed, but no pests could I find,

until one day I discovered two colonies of lackey

moth caterpillars. The owner at once said that

these pests would swarm over the tree in no time.

" Sure," I replied, " if we allow them," and

without further ado I cut out the colonies

and destroyed them. Not another " critter

"

did I find afterwards, and in due course the owner

saw his Apples swelling " wisibly," and long

before they were ripe the youngsters started

gathering all within reach. It was some time in

August that I tried a sample, but it was towards
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mid-September that the fruit was really , ripe.

My word ! Where does the talked-of Gladstone

compare with it ? I gathered over four bushels,

and I daresay two bushels had already been

gathered. To me the Apple was a stranger,

for I could not place it with any variety because

of its earliness ; but a fruit-growing expert at

home immediately recognised it. While the bulk of

the fruits were rather small, there were a few near

the top of the tree that measured some 2 J inches in

diameter. For flavour and juiciness Irish Peach

is truly " some " Apple. Certainly, as Mr. Jacob

has said, Gladstone is not " in it "
; in fact, the boys

of ifly tent voted it the " peacbiest " Apple they

had ever tasted. Whatever experts may say

regarding Irish Peach, it appears to me that it

is a variety that fruits freely on ternunals, and

that it may well be left alone so far as pruning

is concerned. I might mention that Irish Peach

will duly be planted in my garden, even if Gladstone

has to come out. As a matter of fact, Gladstone

has proved a very shy cropper, and this season

it did not bear a solitary fruit. T. A. W.

Herbs at Abbeyleix House
A BO

A
House
placed

BOUT the cultivation of medicinal herb

there is almost an " odour of sanctity
'

and an influence of far-gone

times; therefore in the

Church Walk of the Abbeyleix

gardens thev seeitl most suitalih-

There is a very interesting collection of

a great many kinds (of which I give a

list), and, in addition, a good collection of

the culinary and sweet herbs. Each

variety of herb is planted in a triangular-

shaped patch, and the whole effect is very

pleasing. On a bright August morning

the contrast of Borage and Marigold

was very charming, but herbs, as a rule,

are not gay in blossom and their

fohage is rather of the more greyish

green type. In the Blue Garden the two

most valuable herbs—Atropa Belladonna

and Hyoscyamus niger (Henbane)—have

been interned. The former has done ver\-

well, and yielded a reasonable fu'st crop

of leaves for this season.

The Henbane has not yet appeared,

but no herb-grower would be daunted by

that, knowing that the seed has in some

cases lain dormant for over fifty years.

On the Terrace some of the beds are

filled with Camomile, Marigold, Mullein,

.\conite. Black Pansies, Thyme, Mar- TH

joram, &c. ; and- its sunny, open situa-

tion should suit most herbs well.

There are two field crops in the demesne

—

Datiu-a and Blessed Thistle. The former—with

everyone—suffered in the early part of the year

from slugs and snails, and had in many instances

to be replanted ; but now, though late, it promises

to be a good crop. The Blessed Thistle aho

saw trouble in its early days, and a great propor-

tioiji of it was grubbed up and eaten by mice,

pheasants and pigeons, and a portion of the field

is quite bare ; but where it has taken hold the

Thistle grows fiercely, plant jostling plant for

elbow-room.

As will be seen in the picture, the individual

plants are very large, and are, I should think,

2i feet high or more, and about 3 feet from tip

to tip of the- branches.

Mr. McGlashan has takeu a great interest in

this new line of horticulture, and has now in his

care a very large and representative collection,

which should prove of much use to, students.

He also has made careful notes of sowings and germi-

nation, and of any difficulties he has had. One

most useful thing he has discovered is that

Belladonna leaves can be quite successfully dried

without heat. This, of course, needs care and

time, but some of his dried stuff was examined

by Miss Geoghegan, the Leinster Herb Associatit)n

Drying Expert, and she said that it was excelUnt,

both in colour and texture, and was quite as

good as some that she had dried at a high

temperature.

Though the herbs in the garden are more pleasing,

the field crops are in a way more instructive and

helpful, as so few people have had the courage

to grow a large quantity of herbs. It is un-

doubtedlv that form of herb culture which may be

made profitable, and we shall owe a debt of gratitude

to anyone who will pioneer a new^ industry in this

way, hoping, meantime, that those who have

started on the larger lines will continue to help

and show us the way.

The following is a list of the herbs grown in

field and garden at .\bbeyleix House ; Belladonna,

Henbane (sown), Hyssop, Camomile, Artemisia,

Thyme, Pennyroyal, Hollyhock, Mallow, Solanum
nigrum. Lavender (Lavandula vera). Coriander,

Ranipion, Poison Hemlock, Inula Helenium,

Balm, Horehound, Catmint, Rue, White Dead
Nettle, Parsley, Teucrium Chama;drys, Aconite,

Fennel, Dill, Aniseed, Angelica, Datura, Blessed

Thistle, Verbena, Mullein, Borage and Nicotiana.

Muriel E. Bland, in Irish Gardening.

HOME-GROWN HARICOTS
By W. L. lavender.

IN

these days of rationing, home-grown supplies

(if Haricots are very useful. Plenty of people

have tried this year for the first time to ripen

these Beans, and many have been success-

ful. I am sending for the Editor's inspection

some that have been grown on an allotment near

BLESSED THISTLE {c.\RBEXI.\ BEXEUICT.\)

.\BBE\T.EIX HOUSE.

London, ripened in the open, and taken indoors

early in October. .Although I have grown Haricots

in quantity in France, I had not previously had

an opportunity to grow them in England, but 1

saw no reason why they should not succeed,

as the conditions are very similar to those in

the region of Paris as regards climate, &c.

Ground was not secured before the middle of

March, consequently no digging was done previous

to the spring, and, as it was very heavy and wet,

it could not be worked very much until rather late

in ^he season. It was dug over one spit deep

only, but had it been possible it would have been

more deeply worked. No manure of any Idnd

was given, but the ground had been in fairly

good condition previously. When it was dug it was

too wet to break up finely, and it was impossible

to do this before it had dried and then been wetted

again. When this occurred it was easy to secure a

fairly fine tilth. It was then made up in ridges about

2 feet apart, and in tlie second week of May seeds

were sown on the sunny side of the ridges in clumps

about 15 inches apart, putting five or six seeds

in each clump and covering very slightly. As

soon as the second leaf appeared, the soil was

lightly drawn up to the stems, and later, as they

grew, they were earthed up with about

6 inches of soil, as one would for Pota-

toes.

Of course, sown thicldy together,

one does not get a long succession, but

a lot of seed is Set at one time and it

ripens off earlier than jf the seeds are sown

more thinly and a longer succession

seciu-ed. Two tall-growing kinds also

were grown, of course requiring more

room, the variety Haricot de Soissons h

rames growing about 5 feet high. This

is one of tlie most widely grown Hari-

cots in France, and one of the most

esteemed varieties. It is grown e\*ery-

where, but in ordinary times in great

quantities at Soissons, near Paris, for

export. The nearest equivalent in

English lists is Sutton's Tender and

True, as far as I have seen, but it is not

identical with it. The seeds are white

and flat and freely produced. The other

variety that required staking was

H. coco or H. de Prague, the seeds of

which are lined chocolate , colour and

are round and heavy.

Dwarf varieties grown were Sutton's

Green Gem, which gave very good

\T results. The seeds of this are light

'green and equivalent to the variety

H. Roi des Verts of the French

seedsmen, which is grown largely for use as "Hari-

cots verts." The Brown Dutch kind sent

out by the Royal Horticultural Society was

another variety, and ripened seed very well,

but not quite so quickly as H. de Prague.

Another brovm-seeded variety of which I have not

the name also gave good resnlts, comparing well

with the Dutch kind. Sutton's Masterpiece, a

few plants of which were left to try, has also

given a good crop.

.\\\ the plants were, pulled up when yellow and

hung on sticks to dry, being tied up in bundles

by the stems, then taken to a shed early in October,

and put in sacks to be beaten out as wanted.

As a crop they are certainly well worth growing

—

especially in times such as these—where anyone

has the ground to spare. Last season was anything

but an ideal one for them, but there is certainly

a fair prospect of success in growing Haricots

for drying.
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ABERUGHILL AND ITS GARDENS
A CHARMING GARDEN IN PERTHSHIRE.

By. S. Arnott.

IN

one of the most beautiful districts of

Perthshire, and quite near Comrie, stands

the ancient Castle of Aberuchill, the property

of Mrs. Walter Jones, a true lover of gardens

and flowers. The castle is a fine example
of old Scottish architecture, and a portion dates

from about 1642. It is a charming picture with

its white walls gleaming in the sun, as was the case

on the day of my visit. Standing in a finely

wooded parlv, amid the most verdant turf and
noble trees, with a background of the picturesque

hills of the Comrie district, Aberuchill is a delightful

place, and one cannot but l>e grateful for the fact

that it stands unimpaired, although in imminent
danger some years ago, having been set on fire

by certain militant suffragists, whose attempt

was largely foiled by the zeal of the estate workers

Gunnera scabra ; there are grand plants of Senecio

Wilsonii and others ; while Helianthuses and other

good herbaceous plants abound. Saxifraga peltata

is also very fine, and Irises of numerous species

do well. Primulas are happy, and there are

great numbers of plants of such species as japonica,

rosea, pulverulenta, Cockburniana and other

suitable species, together with Polyanthuses, &c.

Astilbes and Spirjeas add grace to the wild

garden ; while early Anemones, such as blanda,

apennina, Robinsoniana, &c., with Snowdrops,

Daffodils, Cyclamens and many other early flowers,

give this Eden-Uke garden many delights during

the earlier season. From the wild garden the

stream flows through the finely wooded park,

and is fringed with Irises of numerous kinds,

Spirajas and Astilbes, including some of the

THE .\NCIENT CASTLE OF ABERUCHILL.

and others, who checked the conflagration before

irremediable damage was done.

The estate of Aberuchill is a charming om-,

and not the least of its finest features are the

gardens, which it was the writer's quest to view.

.V notable feature of the horticultural department

is the wild garden in the wood. It is happily

placed just beside a charming waterfall, which

is formed by a stream rushing from the hills over

the rocks. Beside it, and extending further down
the steep banlcs of the glen, is the wild garden,

one of great beauty and many attractions to the

plant lover. Lilies are evidently a great speciality

here, and the tall spikes which had earlier borne

the grand flowers of Liliuni giganteum attested

the happiness of this magnificent Lily at Aberuchill,

although the wealth of young plants showed by
their vigour how congenial the Giant Lily finds

the soil and conditions there. Liliums Krameri,

Henryi, auratuni, pardalinum, superbrnn, the

white Martagon and nuraerous others are splendidly

grown.

In autumn Other bold plants are in evidence.

There is here a remarkably fine specimen of

Arendsii coloured varieties. In spring there are

acres of Daffodils and other bulbs in the grass,

and it is easy to imagine how exquisite nmst lie

the effect in the time of these flowers.

The Rose garden is composed of beds cut in

the grass. These are of a simple character, and
contain good groups of many of the finest Roses
of the time. Mrs. Walter Jones appreciates the

Roses of Irish origin, and here are to be found
some of Messrs. Dickson's and Messrs. McGredy's
newer creations, together with such Pernetiana
varieties as Rayon d'Or, which has a better

constitution here than Constance. '

Thence we reach a charming bil of wall gar^len-

ing, a low retaining wall having been transformed
into a pretty wall garden, filled with many good
treasures dear to the heart of the admirer of

alpine flowers, Here are excellent collections of

Saxifrages, including all the best of the new^Red
Mossies and other sections of the favourite genus
to which these belong. There are many Dian-
thuscs. Campanulas galore, Anthemises, Ramondias,
Shortias, Galax aphylla, Drabas, creeping Phloxes,

Violets and, in a word, representatives of the

best geuera of these miniature flowers, which grow
ever dearer to their cultivator, and which Mrs.
Jones so much appreciates.

Passing through an elegant wrought-iron gate-
way we enter the garden proper, where one is

struck by the briUiance of autumn Phloxes and
Lobelias of the cardinalis types.

It is impossible to recount the many other good
things to be seen in and about the gardens of

Aberuchill. There are many choice shrubs, also
quite a varied collection of the newer Rose species,

Berberises, &c. Rosa Moyesii is exceedingly
well grown; R. Willraottiae flourishes; siJ does
R. Hugonis. The variety of other flowering
shrubs is very large, and all seem happy in that
pure Perthshire air.

It is pleasant to observe the good relation^
which exist between Mrs. Walter Jones and her
able gardener, Mr. Robertson. Where such pre-
vail it is not so surprising to understand how
well kept are the gardens of Aberuchill, in spite

of the fact that the difficulty of obtaining
labour o%ving to the war has reduced the staff

almost to vanishing point.

It may be said in conclusion that

Aberuchill and its gardens are among
the most delightful of the many
gardens of all kinds the writer has
been privileged to visit.

AN ASPECT OF
FLOWERS & MUSIC

IN

the far-off days before the war
and the black blight of Prussianism

swept over the fair face of God's
earth, flowers and music went
hand in hand at our brave

summer shows, and oiu: eyes and ears

were gladdened with a feast of colour

and sound. It is with interest and
profit that we may now consider them
in another aspect, since the study of

one helps us to understand the othft'

the better.

We read in The Garden of

October 6 that, " given a certain

group of colours, by adding another

colour at the side of them you will

either improve the group and render

it more delightful or injure it and
render it discordant." We all know
this, but it is well to enquire into

the reason for it, and" it is here

that music can help us. Such dis-

cordant colour groups may exist in wearing

apparel,' decorative fabrics or flower-beds, and
thus it is that " combinations of colour that

we should not tolerate in pictures and in the

decoration of our houses should not be tolerated

in our gardens," or, indeed, anywhere else. What
a strange comment on this statement it is to be

informed, as we are, that " were tliis teaching

carried to its logical conclusion, it would involve

making a clean sweep of thousands of the denizens

of the flower garden." With logic such as this,

why stop at plants ? The gardener must certainly

be included among the denizens, since it could

be said of him, as of a house for sale, " the owner
has no further use for him." The true logical

conclusion is to plant all except the gardener

with due regard to colouring.

We are further told by the same writer that
" Nature has violated every man-made law oi

colour combination." It is an error to suppose

that there is any such man-made law, but om
scientists have taught us to perceive that there

is a Divine one. This it is not diflicult to show.
If two tuning-forks arc in perfect unison, both of
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LILIUM KRAMURI IN WOOD.

tliem giving us the note A, for instance, the suui'il

flows from each evenly and smoothly as if from

one ; but if a small weight be placed on one of

them, we cause it to vibrate more slowly, and

so cause the pitch of the note to be slightly lowered.

If one of the forks performs loi vibrations

in the time required by the other to perform loo,

they coincide when starting, and again at the

one hundred and first beat, one fork having gained

one whole vibration on the other ; but at thi'

fiftieth beat the two forks are in opposition,

and the even continuity of the sound is interrupted,

for one fork has gained half a wave length on the

other. Instead of an even flow of sound from the

two forks, we get shocks of sound separated 1)\

pauses.

With colour, exactly the same thing occurs.

The sensation of blue is produced by a definite

number of rapid vibrations per second ; the

sensation of red is produced by much slower

vibrations. If we mix the red with the blue

we get a sensation of purple, because we lower

the rate of vibration, just as we did by loading

the tuning-fork.

The blue and the purple vibrations behave

towards each other in precisely the same manner
as the vibrations issuing from the two tuning-forks

when one of them is tlirown out of pitch. Those

who possess an ear ior music are distracted in

the one case ; the eyes of those who possess a

colour sense are distracted in the other.

In the front of a red brick house which I frequent ly

pass, scarlft Geraniums are to be seen in the window-

boxes, while in the border beneath them Geraniums

of a deeper shade are planted between pink Roses

and yellow Calceolarias. They proclaim to those

who pass that the occupants of the otherwise

desirable residence possess a colour sense on a

par with the musical sense of the child who delights

to bring both of his dear little chubby fists down
on the keyboard of " that long-suffering domestic

instrument " the piano. The planting of the

Geraniums thus referred to sljows a lack of know-

ledge of the natural law relating to colour. The

effect is that of pure anarchy.

Let us now carry out the same arrangement

of colours into the sitting-room for one moment
only. On the table we will place a brick red

.

cloth ; on it we will place a vermilion table centre
;

upon this we will place a yellow vase containing

some pink Roses. Is it here that a weary city

toiler can find repose ? Alas ! we must answer,

in the words of Mrs. Hemans, " Not there, not

there, my child !

"

The artist goes direct to the Great Master and

Teacher Nature for guidance, and strives to repro-

duce her colour harmonies. Such artists as Burnc-

Jones, Albert Moore, William Morris, Walter

Crane and Lewis Day derived their inspiration

and their colour schemes from natural objects.

I have watched with great interest the skilled

workmen engaged in carrying out the colourings

such as we find in the richest brocades, the finest

woven fabrics, and even in the best hand-painted

wallpapers, with such natural objects as a butterfly,

,1 moth, a tropical bird or a flower placed in front

nf them for guidance.

As the pages of The G.^rden now contain

matter relating to our feathered as well as our

floral friends, it may not be out of place to remark

that for a real eye-opener, object-lesson and

revelation concerning combinations of colour,

the Small Birds House at the Zoological Gardens

is hard to beat, but the less said about music

here the better. They are not song birds, though

some of them speak fluently in English.

Colour karmony depends not only on the colours

combined, but on the proportion in which they are

combined or their balance. In the harmony of a

simple chant or hymn a chord is frequently met

with which, if sounded by itself, would be a discord,

but, when touched between the chords that precede

it and those which follow, it appears harmonious

and helps to bring out the sweetness and richness

of those with which it is associated.

We meet with something very similar in the

scarlet flower of the Cactus. Here a most daring

and unexpected combination occiu-s, for we find

a touch of emerald and a remarkable suffusion

of magenta which serve to give an added brilliancy

to the preponderating mass of scarlet.

Again, in the lovely seed-vessels of the Spindle-

wood we find an extraordinary combination of

soft pink and orange. The slightest alteration

in the tone of either would produce a discord.

Such plants as these have long been treasured

for their decorative effects, both in the dwelling-

house and out of it, and they form charming

subjects for pictures and panels such as the

Japanese excel in. Such combinations of colour

would be extremely difficult, if not impossible',

to follow out when planting, even by the greatest

master, but one might find it attempted in Japan.

When any pair of colours combined together

make white light, they are named " complementary

colours." If any two tints are so related that

each contains the constituents wanting in the

other, the one is " complementary " to the other.

Crimson is complementary to moss green, scarlet

to peacock, orange to turquoise, yellow to blue,

primrose to violet, greenish yellow to purple.

When one of th^se complementary colours is

seen, the eye naturally craves for the other. When
they are associated they always produce a pleasur-

able combination. This, again, has a physical

cause, and is due to no " man-made law." If

we look fixedly for a few moments at a scarlet

disc and then look away from it, we perceive a

peacock coloured ghost of it. The red colour

has fatigued the eye and the retina is unable

to respond to the red rays as readily as it does

to the other colours. The eye craves for relief,

wliich we supply when we place flowers possessing

complementary colours side by side.

All must admit that the scarcely distinguishable

flavour, the delicately blended illusive perfume,

the exquisite and unexpected chord in music,

have a far greater fascination for us than the

.\BERUCHILL : PIILOXKS .VXD G.VXliWAV.
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strong iiiste, the crude and easily recognised

smell, and the single musical note. They stimulate

our minds and suggest to us a sense of mystery

we fain would pierce.

In the subtle blended shades and shot colourings

of many of the Tulips we have in each individual

flower a precious chord of colour, while the glowing

crimson of the Gesneriana may be not inaptly

compared to the single clarion note of the trumpet,

when viewed from a distance. When near at

hand we see the wonderful peacock blue at the

base of the flower, and what an unexpected

combination it is with that gorgeous crimson !

" The garden is not the place for monotones,"

because it would be impossible to produce one

even in green ; but the quiet backgrounds encour-

aged by our decorative artists are now, fortunately,

popular. They evidence a desire

to get back to Nature, with her

wide blue skies, tranquil expanses of

field or lawn, and her restful Yew
trees. One might grow a collection

of flowering plants, but one could

never make a garden without the

relief that such spaces afford.

.Although a slight knowledge of

the Divine laws which govern colour

harmony may appear to limit

colour arrangements in the garden,

a fuller knowledge of natural law

and a closer study of natural

objects will reveal endless vistas of

possibilities and e.xcite a man to

deeds of daring that he could never

essay nor evolve from his own inner

consciousness. H. H. W.

nut mind the rain ; but the Lyon Rose is very

shy in flowering here. Rayon d'Or, although

erratic in growth, flowers well and is far better

than its supplanter (?) Constance. Lady Pirrie

(what a splendid garden Rose this is !), Mrs. Fred

Straker, Dorothy Page- Roberts, Viscount Carlow,

Mrs. A. R. Waddell, Mr's. P. Blair and Chrissie

McKellar are all fine growers and free bloomers.

Queen Mary, too, an exquisite Rose, flowers

freely, but does not grow. The plants seem the

same size as when they were put in years ago.

Mrs. Cornwallis West, strange to say, with its

niany-petalled, sweetly-scented blooms, flowers

profusely ; and Jonkheer J. L. Mock, LadySAlice

Stanley, Mme. P. Euler, Sunburst, La Tosca, Caro-

line Testout, and that chaste and beautiful Rose

Mme. Mfelanie Soupert all flower freely ; but

THE WILD ROSES.-III
.\ NATURAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE

SPECIES OF ROSES.

By R. Allen- Rolfe, A.L.S.

M:

ROSE-GROWING IN

THE WESTERN
HIGHLANDS

IT

may interest some of 'the

readers of The Garden to

hear something about Rose

growing in the far-off Western

Highlands, in the midst of

mountains. Rose-growing here is

done under difficulties. Our climate

is the first difficulty, as we had

only 78 inches of rain last year

(it is the penalty we pay for

the presence of the glorious

mountains, and we often wish

Some other part of the country

paid it)'; and just think of that

penalty of 78 inches of rain, ye

happy Rose-growers of the South

with your puny rainfall) of

25 inches or so in the year,*'and

rejoice ! We have good reason

to envy you sometimes, but we

will not part with our moun-

tains, all the same ! The second

difficulty is one of soil. Our

light, porous soil the Queen of

Flowers cordially dislikes ; but if it >were not

for our porous soil, Her Majesty would be drowned,

without a doubt. Yet, in spite of bur difficulties,

Roses do flower more or less—the decorative

varieties,.as one would expect, more ; the exliibition

varieties, less.

First and foremost in freedom of flowering in

our garden is Mme. Edouard Herriot. Is she not

first everywhere, with blooms of wond_erf ul colour ?

Rain and shine are both alike to her, and she

flowers more freely than Flame of Fire. Willow-

nic-re is also generous with its blooms, and di^s

ROSE L-\DV jVLICE STANLEY IN A READER S GARDEN

Beavite de Lyon and Soleil d' Angers refused to

flower at all this year. Our climate seems to

suit Roses of brilliant coloiu: like Red-Letter

Day, of wonderful colour and so free flowering

here ; but " K. of K.," a new-comer, is a still

more wonderfully coloured Rose, for its large,

semi-double, velvety scarlet petals are superb

in colour ; indeed, it is the outstanding colour

in the garden, and at once attracts attention.

I have budded on seedling cutting and Laxa
stocks, and for our light soil the Laxa stock is

the best. (Rev.) E. Benwell.

ANY systems of classification of tlit-

nus Rosa have been proposed,

some confessedly artificial, others

intended to indicate, as far as possible,

the progressive development of the

gfenus. Both succeed in bringing together groups

of allied species, but the object of a natural

classification is also to trace the evolutionary

history -by the help of existing characters. This

object naturally followed the publication of

Darwin's immortal "Origin of

Species," which it has lieen well

remarked plucked the old tree of

natural history up by the roots

and planted it again in fresh soil.

It might be a little difficult to

say what the , ancestral Rose was
like, but most botanists agree in

placing the simple-leaved Rosa

persica—often known under its

later names of R. simplicifolia or

R. berberifolia -^ at the foot of

the series. It' is not only remark-

able for its simple leaves, but for

the absence of stipules, the

numerous needle-shaped prickle* of

the calyx, the bright yellow petals

with a crimson spot at the. base,

and the depressedly globose, pale

green, bristly fruit, crowned with,

the persistent sepals. " Its whole

appearance," remarks Lindley, " i^

remarkably unlike the rest of t)ie

geuus." 'It is a native of Northern

Persia, Soongaria and Afghanistan.

Dr. .-Vitchison remarks that in

-Afghanistan it is the most charac-

teristic shrub of the cotmtry from

Bala-morghab westwards over the

whole Badghis the Hari-rud valley

into Khasan, up to an altitude of

3,000 feet. It was found by
Olivier '{ covering the plains near

.Amadan and in many other places

in the same neighbourhood. Un-

fortunately, it is not hardy in this

Country, and attempts to grow it

mside have not met with much
success, probably owing to the

difficulty of imitating the condi-

tions under which it grows natur-

ally. Ttiere is a plant at Kew, but

it very rarely produces^ a flower.

In the South of France, however,

it succeeds, and here appeared the

only hybrid from it that is known,

namely, R. Hardii. An atteinpt is

said to have been made to- in-

crease the species by seed, but

the flower must have been

pollinated by insects from a

neighbouring bush of R. involucrata, for the

seedhng had pinnate leaves and was in

other respects intermediate between- the two,

though the petals were yellow, with a crimson •

spot at the base. The hybrid is also tender in

this country. R. persica was separated as a

distinct genus by Dumortier, under the name of

Hultheimia berberifolia, but is now generally

considered to represent a subgenus at most, for

which the name Hultheimia is retained. Lindley

afterwards figiured it under the name of Lowea

berberifolia {Bot. Keg., t. 1261), the rest of
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tlip genus being included in a second subgenus

railed Eurosa, the latter being characterised by

the pinnate leaves and the presence of stipules.

The subdivision of the great subgenus Eurosa

into natural groups, and their arrangement in

a progressive series, is not easy, partly because

of the existence of intermediates and partly on

account of the difficulty of deciding which are

the most primitive characters. Most recent authors

have commenced with the Synstyte, but these

are obviously highly specialised and better occupy

the other end of the series, where they are placed

by Focke. The primary divisions have generally

been based upon the armature, but this sometimes

separates species that are allied in other respects,

and a more natural arrangement may be sought

in the structural details of the flowers and fruit.

A search among Roses proper for characters

approximating to those of the primitive R. persica

is necessarily thus limited, since the pinnate

leaves and the presence of stipules are common to

all of them. The nearly free, decidu-

ous stipules of the Banksianffi are

exceptional, but this is not a primi-

tive character, as will be seen here-

after. But there is one section of

Eurosa which in the characters of

the fruit bears a very close resem-

blance to R. persica, naraelyr Micro-

phylte, and the floral details are

sufficiently in agreement, with the

exception of the large purple

petals; while the compact, busli-

like habit is what we ought to

expect. These characters more than

compensate for the differences in

'ither vegetative characters, and we

are convinced that the Microphyll.v

form the starting-point of this great

division of the genus.

The section Microphyllae is mono-

typic, and the characters of the fruit

are well shown in the illustration,

page 548. R. microphylla has a

curious history. Its double form has

been known for over a century, and

was described from plants in the

Calcutta Botanic Garden that were

said t% have been received from

China. .\ plant was sent home,

which flowered in Colvil's nursery

in 1S24. In 1862 the single form

was collected by Maximowicz on

the shores of Lake Hadone in

Central Japan, and some years

later it was met with by Dr. •

Shearn at Na-kiang in Northern

China. It has since been found in ROS.-

the provinces of Szechuen, Hupeh
and Yunnan, and according to Wilson

is common in certain localities by waysides

and in semi-arid valleys up to 4,000 feet

elevation. It is sometimes used as a hedge plant.

It forms a compact bush, with stout, woody
branches, and the leaflets are small and from

eleven to fifteen in number. The flowers are

large and solitary, the rose purple petals having

an expanse of 3 inches and occasionally as much
as 5 inches. A white variety is also known,

but this I do not remember to have seen. The

large, tuberculate fruits have a very fleshy pericarp,

which turns yellowish green when ripe, and they

then have the smell and taste of an Apple. It is

Slid that they are eaten by the Japanese. One

liybrid of R. microphylla is known ; this appeared

in the Institut Botanique at Strasburg as a seedling

at the base of a bush of R. microphylla, but the

flower had evidently been pollinated from R.

rugosa, whose characters it combined. There is

a good bush of it at Kew.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN' GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Seeds for the 1918 Crops.—No time should be
lost in selecting the varieties of the various kinds
of vegetables for next season's crops, at the same
time placing the orders early in the hands of

seedsmen so that they can have reasonable time
to execute them. It is difficult to lay down a

rule that any variety of any vegetable is a success

universally. I*or instance, Duke of "Vork is one
of the best of early Potatoes in some districts,

while in others Eclipse is preferred. It is the
same with second-early Potatoes. Windsor Castle

is the favourite with some, while with others

Warwick Castle is preferred. In the same manner
preference is given to certain varieties in vegetables

generally, none more so than in Peas. There
are now so many Marrowfat varieties that there

is no need to grow the smaller-podded sorts like

William.!., which at one tijue was so popular.

In the same way more raoderii raised varieties

Tke Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning should be proceeded with as fast as-

possible before the cold weather renders the work
less comfortable. In pruning bush, standard
and pyramid trained trees, it is better to err on
the side of thinness than the opposite. 'Every
branch should be pruned on the cordon principle,

viz.. closely spurred right from the base to the
tip, no matter if it is 15 feet long. One such
branch will give more fruit than three of a weakly
nature. .\ir, light and sunshine are the salient

points to observe and provide. In pruning any
tree where the spurs are of the right order as to
number and length, the current season's shoots
should be cut back to one eye, not to two or three

as is so common among persons with little experi-

ence. The planting of single-stemmed cordon-trained
Pear and Apple trees is largely on the increase

in small gardens. This method enables those
with limited space to produce many varieties

and a quantity of fruit. If planted 18 inches

apart in rows 4 feet wide running north and south,

space can be profitably occupied. When planting
fruit trees some writers advise that manure should
not be used at the time of planting. I advocate
a moderate quantity with every tree, because the

aim in growing fruit trees is to obtain
as much fruit as possible in a short
time. If the trees do not cover a large
area in quick time, how can fruit be
had in quantity ? 1 do not say the
manure should be buried more than
r foot under the surface. The roots
should be kept as near as possible
to the surface to benefit from the
warmth gained from the sun. If ihe
manure is buried deeper the roots go
in quest of it and are further away from
control, resulting in too vigorous
growth of the wrong kind, viz.. soft,

sappy shoots which do not mature
readily.

The Flower Garden.

Lily of the Valley Beds should be
cleaned of leaves and weeds, the
surface soil stirred, and be covered
with a compost of decayed leaves, old

^ JIushroom-bed material, and wood-
ashes. Sprinkle soot over the sur-

face before putting on the compost
2 inches thick.

E. MOLYNEU.X.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq,)

Swanmorc, Hants.

IIARDII, .\ HYBRID BETWEEN R. PERSIC.\ .\ND

R. INVOLUCR.\T.\.

in the second-early and general varieties produce
much larger pods and naturally contain a greater

number of Peas, which it is the aim of cultivators

to obtain. It is not, though, in all sections of

vegetables that we get superior varieties over

some older sorts ; for instance, the Onion. For
a general crop of long-keeping bulbs of a suitable

size for use, where can one find three better sorts

than Brown Globe, James' Long Keeping and
Maincrop ? Two of these are certainly not new.

.\ilsa Craig, where huge bulbs are required, cannot

be excelled ; but all do not require these large

bulbs. In Runner Beans there has been great

strides made in varieties. It is not an uncommon
sight to see pods 14 inches long, as compared with
the 8-inch pods in vogue at one time. In Cabbage,
too, we have ample choice of excellent sorts that

require much less space than some of the okler

varieties ; and space is the most important point

to study at the present moment. We want all

the crops we can obtain now more than at any
time in the past ; therefore close planting is an
advantage. To give a selection of varieties in all

sections would require more space than can be
spared in this column. I purpose dealing with the

subject in a special article.

FOR XOHTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—The earliest of these

are now showing colour. If given a
very little artificial heat they come
on rapidly, but it must be seen to that

the plants are supplied copiously with
manure water, otherwise the lower
leaves will be lost and aphides prove
troublesome. .\ moist base on which
to stand the pots is an advantage.
When cool treatment is given with a

moist base, very little water will be
reqtiired, but attention to insect at-

tacks is always needed. Leaf-borers

are easy to exterminate by crushing
between the finger and thumb.

Cal eolarias.—If these are protected from frost

and giVfU cool treatment the better will they

thrive, making, under these conditions, abundance
of roots and large foliage. Though dryness at

ihe roots is fatal to success, the less frequently

water is given the better, and coolness tends to keep
the plants in a medium state of moistness at the

roots, which is much better than having to apply
water often. It also keeps the foliage free from
attacks of aphis.

Begonias.—Plants of Gloire de Lorraine will

need abundant supplies of manure water to keep
them healthy and continually in bloom ; a tem-
perature of 55° suits them very well, and occasional

vaporisings are needed to keep away thrips.

Gloire de Sceaux needs similar treatment.

Cleaning.—There is no better time than the

present to give plants a thorough cleansing, not

onlv of insects, but also of the dirt that accumu-
lates, unless the labour available is sufficient to

meet requirements of this kind. Hot water at

150°, with soft soap dissolved in it, is a capital

insecticide and cleansing agent for smooth-leaved

plants that bear syringing with hot water, then

rubbing the leaves and stems over with a squeezed-

out sponge. For most plants, however, a les;
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vigorous system is essential, and there are so many
insecticides available that one' of these should b?
used in preference to home-made ones. To those
whose experience is not great in their use, I may note
that the sponge used should invariably be cleaned
in pure water, and ne\'er charged with more in-

secticide till it has been so cleaned. Then, instead
of using it dripping with insecticide, the sponge
should be partly squeezed out again after being
charged. It is more effective thus, and by cleaning
off the dirt in pure water the insecticide lasts much
longer and, of com'se, remains clean. Crotons
and Orchids, especially East Indian Orchids,
require much care in sponging, lest the leaves be
split or otherwise deformed. Tobacco powder
is useful for dusting among the flower-buds of

Cyclamens on which thrips ha\'e gained a footing.

The Kitchen Garden.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—If these are still un-
lifted, it should be no longer delayed, sorting the
larger tubers for use and setting apart the smaller
one^ for planting. They may be planted forth-

with, a system which I follow. They need a
highly cultivated soil, in which the plants make
enormous growth, and on that account must have
space for development. I set them out in double
rows about a foot apart, with 5 feet or 6 feet in-

tervals between. If the tubers are covered 7 inches

deep, the plants will not need earthing up in

summer.
Rhubarb.—Enough roots should be lifted to

ensure a supply of stalks till they are produced
naturally. Then make good the blanks so pro-

duced with portions sliced off permanent plants.

Owing to the impossibility of hoeing among
Rhubarb in the growing season, noxious weeds
are apt to gain' a footing. Any such should now
be eradicated and. if the soil calls for it. a very

The greenish yellow sfiny hips of
r microphyll-^, a primitive rose.

(See page 545.)

liberal dressing of partly rotted manure be dug or

forked in. But grass, leaves, or" compost of all

kinds affords a valuable substitute, the thing that
is necessary being the absolute need of a very
fertile soil to induce the production of long, succu-
lent stalks for a long-continvied period in the season
of growth.

The Flower Garden.

The Rockery.—The less hardy plants should
have some slight protection, such as Fern fronds
or Bracken, placed lightly over and among them.
The fronds of deciduous Ferns to be removed and
the coarser-growing plants, such as Nepeta Mussinii,

should be cut close to the soil. Any drifted leaves
and weeds should be removed and light sifted soil

or compost spread nicely all over bare spots, as

well as among masses of plants, e.g.. Primula Juli*.
Mossy Saxifrages, alpine Campanulas, Vincas. and
others of a like habit of growth.

R. P. Brotherston.
(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)

Tyninghame, Prestonkirk, N.li.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Sophro-Cattleya Faboris (C. Fabia X S.-C.

its outer margin bordered with creamy white.

Shown by Mr. J. E. -Shill, The Dell Gardens,

Englefield Green.

Cypripedium insigne Louis Sander.—The
size and boldness of the dorsal petal is a consider-

able attraction in . this variety. It is broadly

bordered with pure white and copiously spotted

with brown. The lip also is of brownish hue.

From Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans.

Carnation Mrs. Edward Douty.—A Perpetual-

flowering variety of bright crimson scarlet, fhe

two shades affording life and fire to a useful sort.

It is also fragrant. From Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co.. Kutield, Middlesex.

Carnation Marian Wilson.—Much the finest

yellow-ground fancy Perpetual-flowering Carna-

tion we have yet seen, the flowers being of handsome
proportions, the grouitd colour decided and good,

the scarlet flaking bright and pronounced through-

out. The variety has a non-splitting calyx.

In the growing plants shown, great freedoiti of

blossoming and bushy habit of growth were marked
characteTi«tics. A novelty of the coming year.

The award was luianimous. Shown by Messrs.

AUwood Brothers, Hayward's Heath.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on December 4, when
the awards were made.

The following awards of merit were made by

the Perpetual - Flowering Carnation Society on

the same date.

Carnation Marian Wilson.—See above.

Carnation Winter Glow.—A good free habit

"f growth and powerful Clove fragrance charac-

terise this novelty, whose flowers are of medium
size and scarlet cerise colour. From Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, Enfield.

Doris).-—A beautiful hybrid with a fine presence.

The 5epals and petals are golden, the latter broad,

waved or undulated and of e.>;ceptional expanse.

The lip, as also the exterior of the tube, is of a

uniform ruby red colour with white reticulations.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The last fortnightly meeting of the year on

December 4 was also one of the smallest that we
remember at this season, sharp frosty weather

and the untoward nature of the times being the

chief causes of so much empty space. Flowering

subjects were represented by Carnations and
Orchids, the last named from Messrs. Armstrong

and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, deservedly gaining

the gold Williams Memorial Medal—a rare honour.

Two collections of fruit—Apples and Pears

—

were staged. Four novelties gained awards.

Orchids.

It says mucli for tlic enterprise and enthusiasm of
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown. Tunbridge Wells, that
in the tooth of a severe frost a group meritiug the gold
Williams Memorial Medal should have been staged by
them. Its dominant feature was some thirty well-
tiowered examples of Cattleya Maggie Kaphaei alba,

hardly two being marked alilce. Particularly noteworthy
were tlie varieties splendens and Dreadnought, these
being vtTy striking. The most telling plant apart from
these was a specimen of Lslio-Cattleya Diana var.
liuttcrcup, the sepals and petals of rich gold in marked
contrast to the cliestnut scarlet lip. Cattleya O'Brieniana
alba, C. Freya (rosy ^ith crimson lip), Cypripedium
Tracyanum, C. Minos, C. Troilus variety, and a lovely
lot of Odoutoglossums were others in a group rich in
variety and beauty.

In that from Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans.
Cypript'tlium insigne Louis Sander (see " New and Rare
Plants ") stood out well. C. Lecanum Gnitrixiai was
well Howered and handsome, others of note being C.
Ma\is variety. C. Coreau and C. ^^ubia variety, the last

a shapely flower with wliite, peacii-suffused dorsal petal
and brownish crimson lip. C. Hippolyta (Dante :: Hera),
with white and rosy dorsal pet^l, was also i-ffective and
v;ood.

From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,
came a nice group, in which Lvplio-Cattleya Cappi'l (orange
and crimson), Brasso-t.';itllcya Itiitlnifordii (wliite.

flesh tinted) and Suplir"-L;ilin-('atthyii Isabella (rosy

pink with velvet crimson lip) were some uf the best. This
firm also sliowed some good Odoutoglossums,

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook, Sussex,
had- Sophro-Cattleya Doris and La>lio-Catt!eya Alex,
among othei"s,

Fritit.

Only two collections of fruit were staged in tliis section,
the finer being that from Colonel W. N. Davis, Salt Hill

House. Slough (gardener, Mr. W. H. Poullock), who had
forty dishes of Apples and Pears, chiefly in capital form.
'J'lie best Pears were Doyenne du Cornice, Beurre ik* Jonghc
and Olivier des Serres; of Apples, J^cwton Wonder,
Blenheim Orange, Winter Codlin (particularly good),
Charles Ross, ^A'arner's King. Lord Derby and Pcasgood'.s
Nonsuch. Orange Pippin. Cox's Orange Pippin, Egremont
Russet, Adam's Pearmain, Christmas Pcarmain and
Brownlee's Russet were also of fine quality. Silver-gilt
Knightian medal.

Sir Daniel Gooch, Bart.. Hylands, Chelmsford (gardener.
Mr. W. Heath), was awarded a silver Banksian medal
for a collection of thirty-two dishes of Apples, not of very
high quality. Bess Pool, Cox's Orange Pippin, Court
Pendu Plat, King of the Pippins, Bismarck and Bramley's
Seedling were among the better examples.

Carnations.
Messrs. AUwood Brothersr Hayward's Heath, in addition

to' then excellent novelty Marian Wilson, had Salmon
Enchantress, Enchantress Supreme, White Enchantress,
Benora and Triumph particularly good in a group whicii
gained a silver Flora medal. Many vases of seedlings
were on view.

In a grouping from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bash
Hill Park, Enfield, Red Ensign was the most telling and
distinct. In the red-flowered class it is quite alone,
catching the eye at once. Brilliant, Pink Sensation.
Saffron (self yellow sport from Sunstar) and Czarina
(heliotrope fancy) were very good. In a group of berry-
bearing and other shrubs, Pyracantha Lelandii and
Symph6ricarpus Isevigatus were the more conspicuous
things, and Olearia ramulata, with starry white flowers
less tlian half an inch across, quite the most interesting.
Its neat habit is also distinct.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE AND BRIAR SEED (L. E. T.).—If you have a

greenhouse, the choicer Rose seeds should be sown in

pots at once. Break the pods with a hammer, pick out
tlie seeds, and sow thinly in 5-inch or C-incli pots. Use
plenty of crocks and a very sandy compost. Plant the
seeds about half an inch deep, and keep the soil in the
pots fairly moist. When the seedlings show the second
leaf, pot off into 2i-inch pots and grow on in gentle
heat. If you have no greenhouse, place the pots in a
frame. Tlie Briar seed may be sown outdoors at once in

rows 18 inches apart. Be careful to protect it from mice
and birds.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PLANTING IVY AGAINST A HOUSE WALL TO

ABSORB MOISTURE (F. IF.).—It is vtay doubtful
if Ivy planted against a wet wall would do much towards
making the wall dry, especia'ly if there is some structural

defect in the wall," such as an improper damp course.
Rather than depend upon a climber drying the wall, it

would be advisable to have the structure properly examined
with a ^iew to finding the cause of the dampness ; then
take steps to have the oondition rectified. At one time
people considered that climbers of various kinds, and
particularly Ivy, caused dampness in walls : but that idea
has largely -disappeared, for damp walls are found both
bare and climber-covered. Wc have known perfectly

ilry walls thickly covered with Ivy, and also Ivy-covered
walls which at various times of the year always showed
dampness. The corarnqn Irish Ivy would be a suitable

one to use for covering a wall quiclvly and well.

THE VENETIAN SUMACH AND RHUS COTINOIDES
m(E. A.).—In your letter you have mixed up two shrubs,

for you have used the common name of one and the
scientific name of another. Kims cotinoides is a native

of the South-Eastern United States, and is known under
the common name of Chittam Wood ; whereas the Venetian
Sumach is Rhus Cotinus, a native of Southern Europe.
The two plants grow together at Kew, and in making uotes

the two names may have become mixed. That would
account in one way for your plant not colouring, for you
may have ordered the Venetian Sumach, iu which case

it Is likely that Rhus Cotinus was supplied, and that plant

rarely colours well. Rhus cotinoides, liowever, if planted
in rich soil cannot be depended upon to colour, the best

colour usually being obtained from bushes growing in

quite poor ground. If you send us a leafy shoot next
year, we shall be pleased to advise you as to which species

vour bush is.

:\IISCKLLANEOUS.

PLASTER OF PARIS AS A GARDEN DRESSING
{L. i<\ B.).—Unless it were ground up very small, plaster

uf paris would be of little use in your soil. We recommend
^tlie use of chalk, finely ground, instead.

NAMES OF FRUIT.— ff. A. C— 1, Fearu's Pippin:
2, The Houblon ; 3, Bismarck (now called Kitcliener

in Covent Garden) ; 4 and 5. Newtou Wonder.
E. T.— 1, iS[elson's Glory ; 2 and 3, unkno^vn ; 4, Goff.

A Pleased Subscnber.—i, Lane's Prince Albert; 2, Annie
Elizabeth ; 3, probably flirs. Phillimore ; 4, Lodgeiuore
Nonpareil ; 5, King of the Pippins ; 0, Pear Conseillcr

de la Cour ; 7, unknown. The sann^ variety was shown
from another soiuce before the fruit committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society recently, but not recognised.

There is no such Pear as White Cornice ; there is a Doyenne
Blanc. There is no advantage in the practice of storing

Apples stalk downwards.
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VINES
Extra fine Canes are offered of

Appiey Towers
Black Hamburgh
Bowood Muscat
Foster's Seedling
Madresfield Court
Mrs. Pines
Muscat ot Alexandria
Prince of Wales

and all other leading sorts.

From lOie to 211- each.

GEO. BUNYARD
& CO., LTD.,

The Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.
A SPECIALITY FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS.

POT VINES
Exceptionally fine this season. Inspection invited.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM, NOTTS.

JOHN
WATERER, SONS & CRISP,

limited:

Special Clearance Sale

BULBS
The Bulbs are in splendid condition, sound, and guaran-
teed flowering size.

DARWIN. Per iloz. Pel 100 Per 1,000
Clara Butt, extra large ... 1 7 6 70
Dream, beautiful mauve ... 1 10 14 O —
James Douglas, \iolet rose ... 10 7 6 70
Jupiter, glossy crimson ... 1 3 9 85
IVIargaret, bluish pink ... 1 2 8 6 80
Mr, Farncombe Sanders,

scarlet 16 12 115
Salmon King, salmon and rose 13 9 85 O
Wtiite Queen 13 10 95
Extra Choice, mixed ... 9 5 6 45

COTTAGE.
Bouton D'Or, golden yellow 10 7 65 O
Didieri Alba, creamy white ... 13 9 85
Emerald Qem, salmon oranee 13 10
Qolden Crown, red and yellow 9 5 6 50
Inglescombe, pink 18 12 115

scarlet 14 10 6 —
:, yellow 14 10 6 100

Macrospiia, crimson 9 5 50
Parisian, yellow 13 9 85
Picotee, white, edged pink .10 8 75
Rosalind, bright cerise .10 8 —
Choice mixed 09 60 50

SINGLE EARLY.
Cramoise, brilliant scarlet ... 2 15 —
La Reine, rose and white ... 1 6 12 —
Yellow Prince 2 3 17 —
Special Cheap Offer of other Bulbs on application.

JOHN WATERER, SONS & CRISP, Ltd.,

THE NURSERIES,
BAGSHOT and TWYFORD

Surrey, Berks.

NUTS,COBS & FILBERTS

Plant up all Waste Ground.
NOW is the Proper Time.

Good Healthy Fruiting Trees.
Price - - 71- per doz.

Peaches and Nectarines, in variety,

splendid trained trees, 5/- each.
per doz.

Roses, dwarf, best named sorts, 8/-

„ climbing, best named sorts, 12/-

H. CANNELL & SONS,
^ THE NURSERIES, EYNSFORD.

A.UC1?IOVfS.

SALES BY AUCTION
OF BULBS

EVERY M0ND.4y, WEDNESD.W and FRID-W.
ROSES.

HERB.A,CEOUS PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, Etc.,

EVERY WEDNESD.W.

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. 2.

Sixpence i7i stamps will ensure twelve Catalogues.

Teleerams: "FRANK CANT. COLCHESTER.-
Telephone No. 182.

CANT8i=« ROSES
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Bralswick Rose Gardens (Dept. A),

coi:.cke:stc:r.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE POST FREE,

kl . siatnps.

M V Slugs
Slugs

»*SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as 'WormB, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instruotiont Free.

6d. & l/-Tins& 15/- per Cwt.(f.or. London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SAN ITAS" CO., Ltd.
Liraehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal al Royal Horticultural

Exhibitio n, ipri.

tmmmimmtmumgmimi^mmiuBmi^B^a^

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next year,
and insure having the finest quality at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well

grown fruiting trees of alX kinds.

Catalogues Free.

The BARNHAM NURSERIES, Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

SEED POTATOES
Reliable Stocks. Scotch and Yorkshire Grown.

SEND FOR LIST.

ISAAC POAD & SONS, WALMGATE, YORK

CHOICE SHRUBS
Honeysuckles (shrubby), pot grown plants.

Fragrantissima, white flowers, early spring-

Maackii, creamy flowers, followed with scarlet

berries.

Nitida, white flower, evergreen, fine rockery

shrub.

Pileata, creamy flower, succeeded with purple

berries, fine rockery shrub.

Chrysantha, profusion - of yellow flowers.

berries dark red.

Syringanthe, rosy lilac flowers, very sweet

scented, 1/6 to 2/6 each, according to size.

Nice plant of each for 12/- package free.

GEO.BUNYARD&GO.,Ltd.
Royal Nupsenies, MAIDSTONE.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

M
' Y rendering of the new Poultry

Food Orders was a " winner," although

my having to go to press with the

poultry notes more than a week in

advance robbed the same of the

laurels due.

Poultry Mixtures.—It is sad to see the other

poultry experts apologising for their mistakes of

the previous week. One poultry paper originally

declared that the Poultry Mixtures Order

"renders it impossible for any dealer to sell

a complete poultry meal, for every practical

man knows that a meal is not complete or

productive unless it contains a proportion of

animal food. We draw the attention of the

Board of Agriculture Advisory Committee to

this point, for the inclusion of animal food in

meals sold is a matter which must receive the

Food Controller's authorisation. How much
simpler it,, would have been had a number of

standard mashes been compiled and maximum
prices fixed."

As I stated in my last week's notes, the Poultry

Mixtures Order concerns grain mixtures only,

and not meals.

Standard Mixtures.—The Order tends to bring

about a siandg^rd grain mixtiue, in that every

mixtucre must now contain at

least one ingredient which has

been mechanically treated by
bruising, kibbling or splitting.

It will be no longer possible

for a dealer to mix wheat,

barley and whole maize and
charge up the mixture at the

full price of wheat. The
maize (or one ingredient)

must be kibbled or mechanic-

ally treated before the graii 6

constitute a mixture. To sum
aip, we must have at least

tliree principal ingredients, one

of which has been mechanically

treated. The profit allowed

the maker is to be~ 30s. per

ton beyond the actual cost of

the ingredients. The cost of

the ingredients includes car-

riage and delivery to the

factory, and grains gi-own by
the maker must be regarded

at current market value de-

livered to the factory, while

for reconditioning a reason-

able addition may be made.
I have already dealt with the

maximum prices to be charged

by maker and retailer, but the factor or agent is

left. The factor is understood to be a person who
sells to the consumer, acting as middleman, without

handling the supplies, and his profit must not

exceed a sum at the rate of los. a ton—just half

the retailer's profit on a ton order. All who sell

grain must keep accm-ate records, and their books
will be open to inspection. The buyer has to

bear the transport charges after delivery ex factory,

i.e., from the latter to the retail shop and thence

to his food house, but the amount . charged for

same must be a separate item on the invoice,

and can therefore be checked as reasonable or not.

Prices of Bran, &c.—My readers will do well

to note that a new Order has been issued regulating

the prices of bran and toppings (sometimes called,

rightly or wrongly, middlings, sharps, shorts,

thirds, pollards, blues, or boxings in certain

localities). The Millers' Control Committee which

controls the mills is responsible for same, and the

schedule of rates—in force from November 15

—

are :

Bran.—Over 2 tons, dealers' price, £12 13s. gd.
;

consumers', £13. Over 5cwt. up to 2 tons, dealers',

£12 i8s. gd. ; consumers', £r3 5s. 5cwt. and

less, dealers', 13s. 8d. ; consumers', rjs. per cwt.

Toppings. — Over 2 tons, dealers' price,

£13 8s. gd. ; consumers', £13 15s. Over 5cwt.

up to 2 tons, dealers', £r3 13s. gd. ; consumers',

£14. 5cwt. and less, dealers', r4s. 5d. ; consumers',

15s. gd. per cwt. All prices have to carry the

addition of cartage, delivery and sacks.

Here again it is hardly necessary for me to

recommend the purchase of these offals iu bulk or

co-operatively.

Type in Wyandottes.—The photographs of

many of our best egg-proditcers have from time

to time graced the poultry pages of Jhe Garden.
This week's snapshot depicts five White Wyandotte

hens which won first prize and all specials in the

WHITE WYANDOTTES.
Hens: Won the Philaielphia Aorlh American Competition, igi5-i6, bung sent all

the way from Lancashire. Cockerel: Bred from a 245-egg hen. The property of

Mr. Tom Barron. (See te.xt.)

Philadelphia North American International Egg
Laying Competition, igi 5-1 6, for their breeder

and owner, Mr. Tom Barron, The Poultry Farm,
Catforth, near Preston. These &we hens laid

1,305 eggs in the twelve months, or an average of

26r eggs each. Their respective totals were 28g
(by "Lady Barron"), 25g, 256, 254 and 247,

and in the picture they are seen mated up to a

cockerel bred from a 245-egg hen. Those who are

interested in White Wyandottes will be able to

study the type of these champion layers to advan-
tage. The breeding of heavy pedigree layers is

\"ery fascinating, and success is possible onlv

where the antecedents of every bird on the estab-

lishment arc fully known.

Examine Your Grain.—Miss E. F. of Stockport,

in asking for my assistance, raises an important

matter. I publish her letter, as it shows clearly

the advisability of examining poultry grain,

not only on delivery, but also periodically when
stored. She WTites :

" I am in the habit of buying my poultry

corn in large quantities at long intervals, as

it is so much cheaper to do so, and I have
excellent dry and warm storing places. So far

I have had ,no trouble at all. though much of

the stuff has been in stock six months or more.

But to my disgust I find that a large bin

of mixed corn is full of small black weevils,

and as everything else is quite right, I take it

they must have been there when I bought it,

but escaped my notice.

" As I have enough in stock to last till

the spring, I am at a loss what to do, as the

trouble is bound to be worse by then. Is there

anything I can do to check the pest ?
"

Corn Weevil or Beetle.—My querist refers to

the black wee\'il, but there are some 10,000 of

the species, the corn weevil (or Calandra granaria)

being the most remarkable of all and noted for

the ravages it commits upon the corn in our

granaries. This is a slender beetle of a pitchy

red colour and about one-eighth of 'an inch "in

length. The larvas are sometimes so numerous
in a heap of stored wheat and commit such ravages

that they leave nothing but the husks. Unfortu-

nately, the mischief is generally unperceived till

it is too late to remedy it. The female deposits her

eggs upon the wheat after it is stored, and the

young grubs hatched therefrom immediately

burrow into the wheat, each

individual occupying a single

grain. There they undergo

their transformations, and at

the appointed time come out

perfect beetles to lay their eggs

for a second brood.

Applying a Remedy.—I do

not wish my readers to be-

come alarmed and imagine

every time they lift the lid

of the corn-bin they will

see a thousand odd beetles

there and no grain. - It is a

very uncommon incident, and

I have quoted this isolated

case only to acquaint my
students with the methods to

adopt should they at any

time meet with such a'

trouble. I have recommended

Miss F. to place the grain in

a bucket, pour over boiling

water, stir the whole, and

then gradually- dry the grain

in the oven. As each lot of

grain is so treated, it should

be placed to a narrow depth

on the floor of the dry store-

house until all is thoroughly dry

again, and then be put into a clean bin. The old

bin should be thoroughly scalded out with boiling

water and placed in the open air for a time prior

to being used again. It may be a laborious

process, but it will gain the desired objective.

H

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. ir. Powell-Oiven, The Garden Poultru Expert,
tviU be pleased to answer, free of charge, any queMions dealing

u'ith poult rii-keephifj. A stamped and iidilre.ssed envelope
should he enrlosrd, nhen a lemithtj and drtaili-d reply unll be
posted prumpilti. VomnmnivatUins shanld be sent to Mr.
W. Powell-Owen, cure of THE Gauden, 20, Tam^tock Street,

Strand, W.C. 2.
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The food which can be RELIED on to

produce eggs right through the

worst vweather is always in demand,
but this is particularly the case now
that the value of the eggs is higher

than it has ever before been, and
consequently \

WM. COOK & SONS
ORIGINATORS OF THE ORPINGTON

FOWLS AND DUCKS
(ESTABLISHED NEARLY 50 YEARS),

are receiving many additional orders weekly for their

IDEAL MEAL
which they supply in two forms:—

(1) For use ^^ith middlings.

(2) As a complete Food.

There are several convincing points in favour of this
Meat, which those who are at present not getting
eggs would do well to consider

—

(a) The orice is moderate. *

(b) The health of the birds fed on it regularly is

maintained right through the year.

(c) It is non-fattening, but a proved Egg Producer

idi Larger quantities are sold on the personal recom-
mendation of user each succeeding3month.

The Food ^Mhich is producing many
thousands of additional eggs weekly

is in both forms.

Per cwt., 21/-; per Icwt., 11-'-; per J-cwt., 6/-;

carriage paid in England and Wales, or 1/- less per
cwt. carriage torward to Scotland and Ireland, or

carriage paid .or 24/- per cwt., 13/- per A-cwt.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—The Ideal Meal is only obtain-
able from St. Mary Cray, and is not sold through
the trade as the price is based on a low margin
of profit, leaving nothing for the middleman, and
the added value of the food as the result of direct
dealing is in favour of the users.

Letters like the following are to hand in numbers

daily, each entirely unsolicited :—

51, Oakfield Road, Ilford. 3rd Dec. 1M17.

I'lease send I cwt. Complete Ideal Meal as before. My pullets Inve
made good proSres^i i n the previous supply and I shall be glad to have
this bag as quickly as possible.— H. A. MAVHEW.

12 Barton Street, Aston, Birminiihnm. 2nd Dec, 1917.
' Please repeat order for Complete Ideal Meal. This meal does
you CPedit.-W. MORRIS.

11. Morley Road, Francis Road, Leyton, 3rd Dec. 1917.

Please senj nnnther cwt. of your No. 1 Ideal Meal .ft once. I don't
-want to be withoat this food as I get such good results
from it.—W. BARRETT.

37. Nursery Road, Brixton. S.W.. 3rd Dec. 1917.

I'lease fon.varil another cwt. of vour Complete Ideal Meal. I never
had my fowls lay enont;h until I started usin^; your Meal. Vour Me d
l>eats all a^d it's goiha food alright for eggs. Publish by all

means—people tarant eggs now-a-days.— R. SINGER.

. 12. Shepherd Street. Millfield. Sunderland. 3rd Dec, 11117.

' Please send another bag of your No. 1 IJeai Meal, I find this a most
excellent fnod and da not want to be withont it a^^aln. The last supply
was delayed on railway, and the food I was trying in the meantira-
knocked my fowls back a lot. They have now "gome on to lay again on
-your's, so please sjnd along as I want to keep them at it.—N. COOK.

77, Wentworth Road, Harborne. Birmioehain. 3rd Dec, 1917.

Please send I cwt of 5*our No. 2 Ideal Meal. I had some in the
iummer and found it very satisfactory. My pullets fed on it are doing
.veil.—A. FAZEV.

-Ail orders ami letters of encjuirv should be carefully
jtddresF^ed to tlieir ONE ADDRESS IN ENGLAND—

WM. COOK & SONS, St. Mary Gray, Kent.

TELEPHONE: 7 CRAY.

tlie Nation

wank more eg^s

from yourhensj.

The national demand for MOBE EGGS is bo

urgent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his hens up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPBATT'S loienti-

fio system of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
MEBO "(("LAYMOR"

The ideal soft break-
fast feed for laying beos.
Rich in egg-producing
properties.

"LAYMOR" can be
ased with middlings or
other raw meals in equal
qaantities by adding 10

lo 16p.o. o( "MEBO."

8pratt*» Foodi are itoeked by eUalert. If •i^ 4itfl0«Uy

in obtaining *uppli4*, vtriU to

SPRATTS PATENT. LTD^ 24-25. FENCHURCH ST^ LC

1

Rich in albominoidi.
Induces prollflo egg-
laying without weaken-
ing the birds.
Follow the adTlo*

given on the baok ot •
7-lb. bag of " MEBO,"
or sand a poitoard tor
our leaflet. " Wlnt«t
Layers," free on nqaeit.

Eggs for Hatching
WHITE WYANDOTTE, Gold Medal Winners.
BUFF BOCKS. WHITE LEQHORNS.

OTHER BREEDS, BEST QUALITY.
T/e and lO/- doi.. U.R. CARR. PAID.

Send For .Mv I'iU'K List.

JOHN E. SHACKLETON,
CHOLESBURY, NR. TRING.

COCKERELS. BREEDING PENS.
SECURE your stock at oncf, before others have had the

best. Birds always for sale. Eaas for hatching now
ready. Golden, !?ilver. White Wvandottes (273 ecg strain),

Rhode Ishtnd Reds, White Leghorns (285 strain), Butf
Orpington Ducks. Kindh- stato exact requirements.

SYDNEY HILLER,
Cleveland Poultry Farm, STANDON, Herts.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbish or fresli vegetables, mixed
with crispy green bone, becomes—"Bacon between war
bread." Butcliera' bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone
Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,
enormous profits. Particulars:

—

Kerfoot. Hawkgreen,
Marple. Cheshire.

SPECIALADVANCE OFFERof SEED POTATOES

Duke Lif \'orl(, Kclipse, Midlothi.nn Early, Llewellyns. Sharpe's
Express, per 112 lbs. 20/-. S6 lbs. 10/-. 2S lbs., 5/-, 14 lbs. 2/R.

Epicures, per 112 lbs. 16/-. 56 lbs. 8'-. 28 lbs. 4/-. I4!bs. 2/-

King Edwards, Evergoods, Dalhousie. Arran Chief, Queen
Mary, 10/- per cwt.. S.'i 51- rer ton ; 4 ton lots £S St- per ton.

NOT UNDcR ONE CWT. SUPPLIED.
Eating Potatoes. Table Carrots, Swedes. TurniDS, Parsnips.

Beetroot. 7/K cwt., 4/6 j cwt.. 2/6 per 28 lbs.

Shallots, l/;( per lb. Onion'Sets. 2/- per lb.

Potatj Manure. 10/. per cwt., 6/- i cwt.. 3/6 per 28 lbs.. 2/- per
14 lbs. Bags free. Free on Rails.

Narcissus Bulbs I/- per do^eti, post free. Send for Ccitalojiiue.

CASH WITH ORDER.
HORACE TAYLOR, Seedsman, CHATTERIS, Cambs.

Payliter's System
OF

POULTRY REARING
or £500 a Year from Hens

Crown 8vo, illustrated.

4/5 net,' by post 4/9

A Complete Prospectus will be sent post free on
application to the Offices of"Country Lifk,"Ltd.,

20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, dec.

aRANULATED MEAT. Per 112 lbs., 26/-. Car. Pd"
211(1 cnuuitj. I'er 112I1>K., 21/-, Uar. I'll.

FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and tlie finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 56lb. 16/ . Carriage Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 661b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL.
Perll21b8. 30/- 561b8. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 10/6. ofilbs.

6/3. Cairiagi; Paid,

SUSSEX OROUND OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

MEAT AND BONE MEAL. Perll2Ibs. 21/ .

Carriage Paid.

LAYING MEAL. Per 1 121bs. 20/- Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared flne, specially for Poultry.
Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.
3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-

Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

Our Mixtures are guaranteed free from Shell and Grit

We allow 1/- each for Peat Moss and Hay
Meal Sacks if returned in good.condition.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' Requisites
post free on application.

HARRY HEBDITGH'"K>"MartoGk, Soinerset

HEN HOUSES
are RIQHT-ON-TOP of every other make.
ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for
STYLE, STRENOTH, and QUALITY.

Downright satisfaction always.
Catalogue Free.

x{O^E:R'r' iviii:<i:.e:r, r»ennar

SAVE MONEY!!
Buy the right Grits in bulk, and avoid soft

shelled eggs. 5/-, 5/9 cwt., carriage paid.

Samples Free.

—

Midl.\nd Gkit Co., Stourbridge.

PATENT CRUSHER for breaking bones,
oyster shell, china, etc., for your poultry. Of simple con-
struction, unbreakable, easy to work, 12/- carriage paid.--

L. DUNKER, Hillmorton Partdox, EuRby.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover aieai

123. "6d. cwt.; 78. J-cwt.. carr. paid.—RossLYN & Co., 30.

Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
The great intestinal corrective, promoting full - blooileil

condition, necessary for regular laying. Trial bags, 2/-:

lOlbs., 4/-; J-cwt., 13/9 (fine or granulated). Pure Clover

for Poultry, containing valuable mineral salts, 5 bushels, 6/-

10 bushels, 11/-; all carriage paid. — Wli.LS BEOS.,
Hoddesdon, Herts.

OVELLE
"Made my hens lav 2 dozen eggs a week extra in November

and December," writes Mrs. Magennity, Faughart.

Sold at 6d.. 1/-, 2/-, 5/-, lo/- 21/- Carriage 4d. any size

OVELLE MILLS. NEWRY
SPICE
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BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
• A worthv and formidable toeapon for btttUing againtl the baeillue."—SirJ. Ceiohion-Beownb, F.£.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known.

Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal
is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the featheps rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, f'
^^i IZAL POWDER, ?'«'^""'!"^»«

I 6/8 per gal
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance

Ask for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry."

8/6 per SOlb. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.Jhorncliffe, nr. Sheffleid.

SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE

HEATIMG APPARAinS
Economical and efficient. Always gives
satisfaction. Everyone who owns a green-
house should write for paiticulars of the

<'HORSE-SHOE"
BOILER

The most durable heater
made. A genuine fuel and
labour saver. Burns 10 to 20
hours without attention.

Lisf No. 42 sentfree with booklet.
' How shall I heal tny Greenhouse?^

CHAS. P. KINNELl & Co., Ltd.,

1 66,SontliwarkSt.,Lon(lon,8.E.l4

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT

SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Garden Seats, Qarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Qarden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special pricea, subject to

being uusold. Particulars on application.

BOULTON & PAUL. Ltd.. "Xrtl."' NORWICH.

"Ghe BEST and ChcapcsK
5utc quantity or cACh sii« required and have " rarrl.f< <,t\

f.dO:
SPECIAL POTi ,.l 1

mCMARb SANt<£YA SON. LTP.
Buiwe II Po^^e^ies. MOTTINCMAM

GREENHOUSES
GARDENS
LAWNS. V

N T E D )

ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

BCIENTIFICALLT AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
Intheformof aleaf-mould, ready for use at any time, In the same way. and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(4 bushels equalling IScwts.), gives better results, Is clean to handle, sweet smelUnfi. and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Rflport of Royal Horticnltural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisley, and 1

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent (or the flower borders, fruit and vegetables erown both under glass and out
lo the open air." (Sif^nedl W. WiLKS, Secretary.

A Beaufiful Free Booklet giving full ftarticulars and teaiimomals sent on receipt of i>ostcard.

^BEWARE OF IMITATIONS: GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -«a
Sold in Bushel Bass. 1 bag. 2/9: 4 baSs. 9/-; 10 batss, 30/- for cash with or.Jer. carriage paii-!, to any station withm
25 Miles of London. 3d. charged extra for every 4 bags or less quantity for each 50 miles or part beyond this distance.

Special price quoted for ton lots.

WAKELEY BROS, ft CO.. LTD.. 75a, BANK8IDG, LONDON, S.B. 1.

Also WAKBLBT'S GROUND GARDEN LIME. 3/- bushel bag, carriage p.itd 25 miles, extra as above.

MERSE-LIME. 5/-''^-X^-
l^-twt. is a good dressing for 300 square yards.

This improvftd dresshijj lor all classes of soil and crops
coiTect-s acidity and promotes fertility inuiih more quickly
than slakifd I li tie or ordinary t;ri>und liinestuiie ; prepared
by a spBclal process ; fine as fl'iur yet nut dusty ; a pleasure
to ai.ply. SAMfLE and Lkaklkt giving full parUcutai^,
post free, '.ill* stumps. Speclil quotations for quauiities.

BEES LTD., 175c Mill St., LIVERPOOL.

SITUATIONS YACAWT.
WANTED, a Good Vegetable Grower for a
private garden in Berkshire ; wa{*es 30/- to 40/- per
week : very good house, coal and votietables.—.^pply " Box
7," 1-/0 The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
London, W.C. 2.

SUBSTITUTE FOR RUSSIA MATS

^m^m REG?
TRADE
MARK

MADE of; ;:^^--^^—i-^-;j_ij_:
HAIR a^w.ooL" ^^ ,.;•;;.:

TO BE HAb: OPALL NURS^ERYMEN

; (s.W;SILVER- & C?& BENJAmIn .EDGJNGTONL?), --^

2 DUKE S^LONDON BRIIDCEiSiE-i

[

ARE YOU GETTING
THE BEST RETURN

FROM YOUR
FRUIT TREES?
IF NOT, WHY?

There must be a reason. Is it tliat the trees

are dirty, or moss and lichen are growing on
them, sappiny their vitality and preventing a

full crop?

TO SECURE THE BEST RETURN
it is just as necessary to keep the trees clean

and healthy as it is to pick the crop in order

to obtain the fruit.

COOPER'S WINTER (VI) FLUID
Will put you right. It kills moss and lichen,
cleans and re-invigorates the trees, leaving
them in a beautifully healthy condition. It will

also remove that louse rough bark wiiich harbours
so many insect pests until they come forth in the

Spring, when they do such an enormous amount
of damage.

Cooper's Winter Fluid
DOES NOT BURN THE BARK of the trees
nor the skin and clothes of the operator.

1 Gall, makes 101 Galls. Spray Fluid

Prices and particulars od application to Sole IV1h*s.,

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS. Bcrkhamsted

etsthcreA
and makes the Garden ^R^r^ m^h
gay all the year round T,r£;/r^r.^

Sold evorynhere lor Horttculturat purposes, Jq TINS at 8d. & I/-, and In

BRANDED ft SEALED HAGS: 71bs.. 2/6 ; Mliis.. 4 6; 281bs.. 7/6; 561bs.. 13/6; U21bs., 24'-. Or direct

from the Works. Carriage paid in tho United Kingdom (or Cash with Order (except Bd. TINS.)
Q<iantii) s of StiUis. and upwards are supplied io 281b. bags.

CLAY & SON. Manure Wr? & Bone Crushers, STRATFORD, LONDON. E.-

Printed by HuDf.ON & Ksapns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street. S.E. I. and Published by "Country Life." Limited, at 20, Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C. 2.

and by George Newnes, Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world
wide reputation for quality and cheapness. Stronj; and
sturdy always, Merryweather trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards
Climbera. A grand stock of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in great variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merryweather & Sons. Ltd., Southwell. Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PLANTS. New Catalogue now ready.

CLEARANCE SALE OF BRITISH GROWN
BUI,F,S. I,isf free.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready,

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Cataloeues forwarded poat free on
receipt of name and address.

—

John Waterer. Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The NuraerieB, Bagahot, Surrey; and Twyford, Berks.

BUNYARD'S FRUIT TREES.—New Price
List now ready and will be sent free by return of post.

—

George Bcnyard & Co., Ltd., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
"VITROLITE" far superior to White Lead Paint.
"PLASTINE" supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Carson A- Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-
out the country.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mualiroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on application to
DiCKSONS, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Cliester.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Planting Crowns,
50, 2/6 ; 100, 4/-, I*»rue Planting Crowns 50, 3/6 : 10(; 6/-.

Fine Forcing Crowns, 5G, 8/-; 100, 15/-. Carriage paid.

—

Thomas Baker, Bulb Grower, Surfleet, Lincolnshire.

LINCOLNSHIRE'S SEED POTATOES.—
Midlothian Earlv, Duke of York. May Queens. Sliarpe's

Express, Eclipse. 2/10 I41hs. ; 5/6 28lbs. ; 10/6 56lbs. : 20/-.

King Edwards, Arran Chief, Britisli Queen, Queen Marys,
Evergoods. Defiance, Roval Kidneys, Up-to-Dates, 1/6
I41bs.: 2/10 281bs. ; 5/6 561bs.: 11/-. Eiiting Potatoes, 7/6
cwt. All prices inclusive of bags.—F. Parkes, Wyberton.
Boston.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in.. 15 6in., 15 5in.,
20 4in., 20 23in., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed anil cutting pans, seakale and rhubarb
pots, free.— Thos. Jeav05s, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
—Our speciality, from IJft. to6tt. high; the finest stock in

the Kingdom. — John Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Royal
Nurseries, Cirencester.

FOR CUT FLOWERS, MIXED DAFFODILS
AND NARCISSUS. 1/- 100 ; 9/- 1,000. Mixed Tulips. 5/6 100

;

52/- 1,000. Mixed Anemones, 4/6 100 ; 40/- 1.000. Pink
Tulips, 3/6 100 ; .30/- 1,000. Golden Crown Tulips, scarlet

and gold, 3/- 100 : 25/- 1,000. Poets Narcissus, 2/6 100 :

20/- 1,000. Barri Conspicuus, 2/- 100 ; 15/- 1,000. Double
WhiteNarcissu-s, 2/- 100; 15/- 1,000. 10/- orders and upwards
carriage paid, cash with order.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street,
Liverpool.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute tor Stable Mannre.
Order now for prompt delivery.—See advertisement page vi.

BARR'S CASH CLEARANCE SALE OF
CHOICE DAFFODILS April and May-flowering TULIPS,
etc., for in and outdoors. -Also Bulbs for larce plantings. List
free.—Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Original designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.—Morriflbume, Woking.

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals, R H.S.—Our stiff-necked, scented strain give
satisfaction, and do well in any S"il and in any district.
Plant earlv for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free.— J. DODOLAS, The Premier Houae, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown. 1/6 doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, aliruba, etc. Cabbage plants, 100 1/6, 200 2/6 ; post
paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. JONES, Churchfleld
Estate. Cradley. Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
LanTcnce Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houaea, Portable Build-
ings, eto^ Catalogue gratis.

ONION SETS GROW where seeds fail.— 1 lb.
2/6 ; 21bs., 4/6 ; 31bs., 6/6 : 41bs., 8/6 : 61bs.. 10/6, carriage
paid, cash with order ; delivery at once.— Bees Ltd., 175c,
Mill Street, Liverpool.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant them."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock L'ardeners. Postage one penny.—G. H. Phipps,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nursery, Barnhara, Bognor.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. Mixed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,
3/6 ; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per 100. Send for
price list of named vai ieties. - - Fret) Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs, Oranges and Orchard House trees are of tirst-class

quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Inspection invited. Price list post free on application.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

William Beattie, 8, Lower Grosveaor Place,
Westminster.

SCOTCH - GROWN BRITISH QUEEN, 2nd
EARLY SEED POTATOES, splendid cropper, superb quality,
clean, Wgorous Highland seed, 14/- cwt. : 7/6 561bs. ; 3/10
281bs. ; 2/- 141bs.—BEES Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

WELLS' CHRYSANTHEMUM CATALOGUE
now ready. Post free on application.- -W. Wells tV Co.,
Merstham, Surrey^

THOMPSON & MORGAN'S SELECT SCOTCH
SKED POTATOES, early varieties, Midlothian Early ami
Duke of York, 3/6 per stone; Sharp's Express, Eclipse and
Sir John Llewellyen, 3/- per stone; Epicure. 2/6 per stone.
(Baes extra.) Catalogues of Flower and Vegetable Seeds in

January.

—

Thompson & Morgan, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Ipswich.

SHALLOTS.—Best hand-picked, ready for
immediate delivery, carriage paid, SJlbs., 3/- ; 71b.';., 5/9 ;

141bs., 10/6 ; cash with order.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street,
Liverpool.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whiteleog & Co., Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

SUTTON'S VEGETABLE SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FLOWER SEEDS.
THE BEST.

SUTTON & SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.
KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturists,
LANiiPORT. SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their
Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDEB
ttiisAutumn.and you will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty
tor many years, without any additional expense or trouble.
Send measurements of your borders.
Paeonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes. Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, wiijch
provide blooms from earlv Spring to late Autumn.
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Liata.

DOBBIE'S AUTUMN LIST OF BULBS,
Sweet Peas, Rosea, Carnations, Seedling and Vegetable Plants,
etc., poat free.

—

Dobbie * Co., Royal Floriats, Edinburgh.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogues
gratis. Cultiu-al hints for Id. stamp.—LAXTON Brothers,
BedforcL

McDOUGALL'S WINTER WASH FOR
FRUIT TREE.S.—TO CLEAN FRUIT TREES FROM
MOSS, LICHEN. TO DESTROY FUNGOID SPORES,
SCAB, HIBERNATINr; INSECTS, and to CHECK THE
GROWTH and SPREAD OF CANKER. For use only while
trees are dormant. 1 gallon drums to make 80 gallons Wash,
8/- each. 1 quart tir.s 2/9, 1 pint tins 1/6. From Nursery-
men, Seedsmen, and Ironmongers. - Sole Manufacturers:
McDougallBros,, Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

McDOUGALL'S " FUMERS " and
INSECTICIDE " SHEETS " FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL.
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards, Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and
Ornamental Garden Iron and Wu-e Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel Railing

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate lists. We alao have
a small surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on application.
—Boulton & Paul, Ltd., Manufacturers, Norwich.

SCOTCH-GROWN EARLY SEED POTATOES
luanil picked. Epicure, 2/9 ; Eclipse, 3/0 ; Express, 3/0 ; Sir

Jolm Llewellyn, once grown, 3/3 ; all per stone, bags included,

cash with order.—Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ADA B. Teetgen. Illustrated. 4/.> net,

by post 4/9 This invaluable book provides the reader with

practical information sliowing liow the possessors of gardcna,

large or small, can raise medicinal herbs and supply the drug

market with liome-grown "materia medica."—A prospectus

of tlie book will be sent on application to tlie OCBces of
" Copntry Life," Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C. 2.

BOOKS FOR SALE.—" Flowering Plants of

Great Britain," by Anne Pratt(Warne & Co.), in three double

vols., with addition.ll vol. on " Ferns and Grasses, for

Sale valuable coloured illustrations ; in new conditiou.

Price 25/-.—Apply Rev. W. Serjeantsos, Acton Burnell

Rectory, Shrewsbury.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food tor soil bacteria). Use it for your Winter Greena,

etc. Results will astonish you,—Manufactured under Royal

Lettera Patent bv The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel

Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers.
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"THE GARDEN" CATALOGUE GUIDE

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

IN accordance with the Board of Trade Paper

Restrictions, and also that of the Post Office,

catalogues cannot now be sent without a

written application. We therefore beg to point

out that the under-mentioned firms will be very

pleased to send their useful catalogues to our

readers free of charge, on receipt of a post card.

Rose Specialists

Fruit Trees and Plants

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Strawberry
Plant

Growers

PIPERS
Bishop's Road
BAYSWATER, W.

Trees and
Shrubs
Plants, etc.

G. BUNYARD & CO., Ltd. Fruit Trees

Royal Nurseries Vines

MAIDSTONE Herbaceous

GEO. COOLING & SONS
The Nurseries
BATH

Roses
and
Fruit Trees

KELWAY & SON
Retail Plant Department
LANGPORT, SOMERSET

Hardy Plants

Colour Borders
Gladioli

Seeds and Bulbs

R. H. BATH, Ltd.

The Floral Farms,

WISBECH

Home-Grown
Bulbs and
Seeds

DAWKINS
408, King's Road
CHELSEA, S.W.

Seeds
Bulbs
Schizanthus

CARTER PAGE & CO. Ltd.

London Wall
LONDON, EC. 2

SEEDS.
Come and
Help Yourself.

Orchids

STUART LOW & Co.

Royal Nurseries
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD

S. McGREDY & SON
Royal Nurseries
PORTADOWN, IRELAND

J. CHEAL & SONS,
NUBSERIES
CRAWLEY

Ltd. Landscape
Qardeners
Trees and
Shrubs, etc.

Horticultural Builders, etc.

WALTER EASLEA
Danecroft Rosery
EASTWOOD, LEIGH-ON-SEA

PULHAM & SON
Nurseries
ELSENHAM, ESSEX

Rock, Alpine

and Herbace-
ous Plants

MESSENGER & Co.,

Heating Engineers
LOUGHBOROUGH

Ltd.

FRANK CANT & Co.

Bbaiswick Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER

BLACKMORE & LANGDON
TwERTON Hill Nuksery
BATH

Begonias
Delphiniums
Gloxinias
Cyclamen, etc.

EDWIN MURRELL
The Rose Nurseries
SHREWSBURY

WM. CUTBUSH & SON
HiGHOATE Nurseries,

Hdr°„se, 760 LONDON, N. 6 '^°?,r/is"'' Retarded Lilies

Bulbs
Fruit Trees
Roses

HUGH DICKSON, Ltd.

Royal Nubsebies
BELFAST

PERRY'S
Hardy Plaijt Farms,
ENFIELD, MIDDX.

New Alpines,

Perennials

and Bulbs.

ELISHA J. HICKS, m.c, n.r.s., f.k.h.s.

HimsT, nr. TwYFORD
BERKS

B. R. CANT & SONS
The Old Rose Gardens
COLCHESTER (Established 1765)

Fruit Trees and Plants

R. & G. CUTHBERT
Nurseries
SOUTHGATE N.

Azaleas, Forc-

ing Plants

and Bulbs

H. CANNELL & SONS,
The Nurseries,

EYNSFORD

Fruit Trees,
Roses, Herba-
ceous Plants,
Pelargoniums

STUART LOW & Co. Fruit Tree
Royal Nurseries & Carnation
BUSH HILL PARK, ENFIELD Growers

J. C. ALLGROVE, Fruit Trees,
The Nursery, Middle Green, Roses,
LANGLEY, SLOUGH. Seeds, etc.

LAXTON BROS.
Nurseries
BEDFORD

Fruit

Tree
Growers

Seeds and Bulbs

J. JEFFERIES & SON,
Royal Nurseries
CIRENCESTER

Ltd; Roses, Fruit
Forest and
Ornamental
Trees

ALLWOOD BROS.
Carnation Specialists

HAYWARDS HEATH"

Perpetual Flowering
and Hardy Border
Carnations, also
Hardy Allwoodii

G. GIBSON & CO.

Leeming Bar
BEDALE

Fruit Trees
Alpines and
Herbaceous
Roses

R. WALLACE & CO.,

KiLNFiELD Gardens
COLCHESTER

Ltd. New Bulb anc
Iris List

Now Ready

JOHN K. KING & SONS
Coggeshall
ESSEX

High-Class
Seeds

HENRY ECKFORD
Wem
SHROPSHIRE

Sweet Peas anc
Garden Seeds,

Fertilizers

Poultry Breeders

JOHN E. SHACKLETON
Cholesbury
Near TRING, HERTS

Eggs for Hatching

Oay-old Chicks

Cockerels.

Garden Sundries

TheNewDESTRUCTOR Co.,Ltd.

41, Walter House, Bedford St.,

Strand, LONDON, W.C. 2.

Rubbish
Destructors

C. P. KINNELL & Co., Ltd.
Greenhouse Heating
Southwark St., London, S.E. 1.

New Boiler

List now
ready, postfree

THE HUMBER FISHING & Eclipse

FISH MANURE CO., Ltd. Fish

T. G. High Street, HULL Manure <-

BOUNDARY CHEM. CO. Ltd.

Cranmeb Street,

LIVERPOOL

Manures
Insecticides
Weed Killers

etc.

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough,
LONDON, S.E. 1

BARNARDS, Ltd.

NORWICH

XL ALL
Insecticide &
Fumlgants

QardenEspaliera
& Trainers. Par-
ticulars of our
Stock on appli-
cation

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
LOWDHAM
NOTTS

Bulbs
Cultural Notes
Strawberries
Seeds

J. BENTLEY, Ltd.

Barrow-on-Humber
HULL

Weed Destroyers
Lawn Sand
Insecticides
Fertitizers

G. H. RICHARDS
234, Borough
LONDON, S.E. 1

XL ALL
Fertilizers and
Agricultural
Manures
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" r H "^HE war will be decided in the prosaic

I region of the human belly," declared

I Mr. Prothero, President of the Board

I of Agriculture, in a speech at Notting-

* ham. "Victory," he added, "would
.;•) to that side which could command the last

sack of Wheat and the last stone of meat.

"

He alluded to changed conditions in regard to

Overseas food supply and the lack of tonnage,

pointing out that we should raise every ounce

of food that we could at home. Landowners and
l.irmers must make greater sacrifices and take

even greater risks than heretofore.

More Allotments and School Gardens Needed.

The allotment movement deserves encourage-

ment ; it provides large quantities of vegetables

for the consumption of the holders and

tlieir families, and so relieves the burden on

the transport services. If land cannot be

obtained by agreement, the executive com-

mittees should be asked to exercise their

powers of entry, and, having taken possession of

the land, to let it to the Parish Council for allot-

ment purposes. The number of

allotment plots so far reported

as laid out under the Culti-

vation of Lands Order in

England and Wales is 183,004.

In a like manner the school

garden movement also deserves

encouragement, for it is on the

schoolboy and schoolgirl of to-

day that the future prosperity

of our people depends.
!

A Record Potato Year In 1'

the Preliminary Statement issued

by the Board of Agriculture it

is estimated that the total pro-

duction of Potatoes in England '

and Wales in 1917 is 3,339,995

tons, or 835,000 tons {33 per

eent.) more than in 1916, and

is the largest crop recorded since

returns of the production of

crops were first collected in 1885.

The yield per acre, 6-57 tons, is

tluree-fourths of a ton heavier

than last year, two-fifths of a

ton above the average of the last

ten years, and has only been

exceeded four times in the last

thirty years.

Replanting Orchards in

France.—Further consignments

of fruit trees have recently been sent by

the Agricultiual Relief of Allies Committee

to France for the replanting of the orchards

destroyed by the enemy early iii the year.

They have been selected specially for their

adaptability to the soil and climate of

France's northern fruit-growing and cider-making

districts.

Lonicera Maackii.—There are few of the Bush

Honeysuckles more beau ifu' than this variety,

which, though grown in Europe since 1880, is

yet but little known in many gardens. In height

it reaches about 8 feet to 10 feet, and the white

flowers, which fade to a creamy yellow, are pro-

duced in great abundance. The accompanying

illustration shows its value in the autumn and

early winter months, when the bright red frui;s

are a cheerful feature in the garden. It was first

discovered in Manchuria, and later by Wilson

in China, so there need be no fear of its ability to

support a cold climate.

Jasminum nudifloriun.—The unusually full

and early bloom of this charming winter flower,

illustrated on page 554, sets one thinking about

the best and prettiest ways of using it. Nothing

is better on a fence or wall in any cool aspect,

and a good thinning every second year will keep

it in a satisfactory blooming state. But its natural

way of cascading downwards makes one long for

a bit of almost precipitous hillside where it could

be planted high and allowed to rush down in

torrents of its clear yellow welcome winter bloom.

It lasts long as a cut flower, and every unopened

bud will expand in the warmth of a room. We
arrange it with good effect with branches of Golden

THE BRIGHT RED FRUITS OF LONICERA MAACKII.

Privet and the gold-splashed foliage of Elajagnus.

In a garden where variegated shrubs are not

much in favour these are grown mainly for

their use as cut foliage with yellow and white

flowers.

"How to Collect and Dry Flowering Plants

and Ferns."—An interesting little book has

recently been received on the collecting and drying

of flowering plants^ and Ferns, which will be

found of considerable use to persons interested

in botany and Nature study. The work is by
Harold Stuart Thompson, F.L.S. (a well-known

contributor to our pages). It tells in a clear and

concise way all that it is necessary for the col-

lector to know from the time he sets out to procure

his equipment until his specimens are mounted

and put away in herbarium cases. Remarks

are also given as to packing for travelling

through the post. In schools where Nature

study and botany are taught, the book will

doubtless become very popular ; and people who
deal with the economic properties of plants will

herald such a book with pleasure, for it will

give children who intend eventually to go abroad

an idea as to how to collect and dry specimens of

plants they may from time to time find. One of the

greatest drawbacks to the successful determination

of various plants of economic value is the failure

of people who send home for information to forward

properly dried specimens of all parts of the plants

in which they are interested. This book, by

interesting young people in plant drying, may, to

some extent, help to make people pay more

attention to this matter. It is published

by George Routledge and Sons, Limited,

Broadway House, 68-74, Carter

Lane, London, E.C.;
price 7d. net.

Southampton Royal Horti-

cultural Society.—At a recent

meeting of the Council of the

above society, Mr. C. S. Fuidge,

who will complete forty - five

years' continuous service as secre

tary at the end of this year and

is in his seventy-ninth year,

asked the Council to take an

early opportunity to select a

successor to his office. The

Council, however, believing that

the members would not consent

to dispense with Mr. Fuidge's

services altogether, induced him

to consent to continue his office

as secretary with the help of an

assistant secretary, Mr. J. T.

Robb, a former member of the

Council, being appointed to that

position. This arrangement was

unanimously confirmed at a

meeting of the Council held last

week, the largest meeting held

this year. At the same meeting

the auditedstateraent of accounts

for the twelve months ending No-

vember 30 was presented, show-

ing a cash balance in the bank of over £r3i ; liabili-

ties nil. The experiment of combining the Rose

Show and the Summer Show in one exhibition has

not proved a success from the exhibitor's point of

view ; it has therefore been decided to hold next

year a Rose Show at South Stoneham House

grounds (again very kindly lent by Ellen Lady

Swaythling) on June 26, and the Summer Show

on the Pifer on July 23 and 24. It is also proposed

to hold a fruit and vegetable show to encourage

food- production, special classes to be provided

for allotment cultivators, on October 15" and 16.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by eorrespondents.)

LOSSES FROM GRAFTED TREES AND
SHRUBS.

jyjR. NORMAN RUSHWORTH is quite right,

and his loss is slight compared with that

of others. Hundreds of precious Lilacs have
perished on the foetid Privet, thousands of Tea
Roses have gone to their death on the coarse

Manetti stock. Halt my Thorns of Northern
.\sia and North America have been killed,

being grafted on our native Quick, which we see

in thousands round our fields. The Quince, a

beautiful shrub, is often misused. I lost a hundred
plants of the Burning Bush (Pyracantha) sent

me from a Surrey nursery, all grafted on the Quince,

a heavy task to get rid of. As to Mr. Norman
Rushworth's question, the first plants on their

own roots which I ever had from an English

nurseryman came this year from Mr. Russell's

nurseries. Sheen Road, Richmond, Surrey. These
few facts are not the whole story of the evils of

grafting, but such as they are they deserve to

be pasted up in every shed in a nursery. The
nurseryman we want, and often have good reason

to like
;
but his only mistake is in not controlling

liis propagator, who, judging by such results

as the above, gets as near to imbecility in his

work as it is possible to man.—W. Robinson,
Gravetye, Sitsscx.

THE FRUITS OF LAURUSTINUS.

QN page 482 Mr. A. R, Goodwin quotes a descrip-

tion of the Laurustinus by Parkinson. In

this the fruits are said to be " small, round, hard
and pointed berries, of a shining blacke colour,

for such have often come to my hands (yet Clusius

writeth they are blew)." There ought not, one
would imagine, to be any question as to the

colour of the fruits of such a common shrub as

the Laurustinus. But, as a matter of fact, they

are, in my experience at any rate, very rarely

seen. I suppose the season at which the flowers

open prevents the development of fruit. Still, I

remember very well seeing a few fruits on a bush
s ime years ago, and my recollection is that they

were blue. I have also fruits gathered in Kew
tliirty years ago and preserved by the late Mr.

George Nicholson ; they are distinctly ticketed

in his own handwriting " fruits indigo-blue." I

think Clusius will prove to be right and Parkinson

vsTong. Unless the Laurustinus developed fruits

more frequently in Parkinson's time than it does

now, the berries that " often came to his hands "

must have been those of some other species. It

may be that in the gardens of the South-West
the fruits are better known.—W. J. Bean.

BRUNSVIGIA JOSEPHINE.

/^OULD any reader of The Garden give me a

few hints on the, culture of this plant ? I

got three bulbs of it a few years ago, and so far

have failed to get it to flower. It grows all right

when treated like the Amaryllises—and these bloom
gloriously every spring—but bloom it will not.

I would be greatly obliged by advice as to suitable

soil, the proper temperature, and as to whether
this plant should at any time be dried off.

—

C. Blair.

[It is some years before the bulbs of this Bruns-

vigia attain flowering size, and even then they

cannot be depended upon to bloom every year! The
Ijulb when fully developed is often larger than a

Cocoanut. The best way to induce it to bloom

is to treat it much in the same way as is so successful

in the case of the NerinsK, though, as a rule, it

flowers somewhat earlier than they do. Towards

the end of the summer it pushes up its flower-spike

and commences to grow. After the blossoms are

over, it must be ke'pt in a good light position in

order to perfect its growth during the dull portion

of the year. It must be kept watered till the

leaves begin to turn yellow in the spring, when
less water should be given, and when the bulb is

quite dormant be discontinued altogether. After

this, full exposure to sunshine and dr%Tiess at the

roots are necessary till signs of growth are apparent

,

when water must be given. A compost mainly

consisting of loam, lightened with a little peat and
sand, is very suitable for it. As with other natives

of South Africa, this Brunsvigia is essentially a

greenhouse plant, and will succeed in a minimum
winter temperature of 45° by night, rising 10°

BRUNSVIGIA JOSEPHIN-E IN FULL FLOWER.

or so in the daytime. In the summer the tempera-

tm'e of the outside air will be sufficient.

—

Ed.]

THE HEIGHTS AND COLOURS OF
TULIPS.

T AM extremely grateful to " B., VVeybridge,"

for calling attention to the erroneous impressions

conveyed in my article on Tulips which appeared

in The Garden of October 13. Upon reading

the paragraph to which he calls attention, I must
admit that one is likely to gather that some of

the varieties are dwarfer than they really are,

and for the slip I offer my apologies to the Editor

and readers of The Garden. Mainly, the error

occurred in writing twice as much as was necessary,

and then too carelessly trying to condense it.

At the same time, I must say that I was writing

from impressions rather than from actual measure-

ments. I do not know if it is prevalent throughout

the country, but there is a saying very common
in the Eastern Counties that it " Takes a tall

woman to look as tall as a short man," (Lady

readers, please note that this is a quotation,

not an assertion.) -I am sure that few Cottage

Tulips look as tall as a Darwin that is actually

the same height. The more pointed petals con-

tribute something to this, and the weaker stems

of the Cottage section, causing them to hang over,

more readily assist in this delusion. I thought

only of comparison in masses, and :ilthough ' I

fully recognise the value of " B.'s " criticism, I

believe on the whole I was more nearly right

than he suggests, if my remarks are taken to

apply to broad effects rather than to isolated

specimens.

When I wrote the articles referred to I had not

had an opportunity of seeing that valuable work
" The Report of the Tulip Nomenclature Com-
mittee." His quotations therefrom compelled me
to do so, as although John Eraser may not be

" tall or splendidly regal," it was with something

of a shock I read that it was only 15 inches. Upon
referring to the Report I find that no height is

given, but that it is compared with MuriUo, which

is described as 15 inches. Surely a very poor

and weedy specimen of John Eraser must have

been measured to arrive at this conclusion. I

should certainly place it at about 24 inches or

even a little more. It is not so tall as Whistler,

which is given in the Report as 27 inches. It

is generally taller than Inglescombe Scarlet,

which is, I see, given as 26 inches. Then I turn

to Globe of Fire (Gesneriana aurantiaca), given

as 30 inches, the same height as Mrs. Moon. I

think those familiar with Tulips will agree that

these two cannot both be right. Next to Mrs.

Moon in the Report we find Avis Kennicott

given as 22 inches. I have distinct recollections

of seeing them growing side by side this year,

and I am positive there was nothing like 10 inches

difference between them. Avis Kennicott was

nearer 27 inches to 30 inches. I do not know if

the Rev. Joseph Jacob recollects calling my atten-

tion to the faint perfume of this beautiful Tulip as

reminding him of Muscat Grapes. If he does,

he will perhaps substantiate my statement in

this respect, as the blooms we were then looking

at were considerably more than 22 inches, and

were not out their full length. Parisian Yellow

at 33 inches I should also have thought was the

normal height, plus a good 6 inches of imagination,

especially as Golden Spire is given as 25 inches

and Inglescombe Yellow as 23 inches. There

seefn to be discrepancies somewhere in the following

also ; Beau Brummell, 25 inches ; La Reve,

16 inches ; Boadicea, 29 inches ; Audley, i8 inches

Claudius, 22 inches; Marteman, 18 inches;

La Merveille, 26 inches ; and Flam.e, 27 inches.

And if Orange King is 29 inches, Farncombe

Sanders is certainly more than 30 inches. I do

not think these can possibly all be right, though

some of them undoubtedly are. Mrs. Potter

Palmer, 31 inches, and Palissa, 27 inches, is giving

rather too liberal an advantage to the former as

compared with Palissa, and the difference between

Mme. Krelage, 34 inches, and Anthony Roozen,

26 inches, also seems too great. In raising these

points I have not the remotest intention of casting

any doubt on the reliabihty of the Report. I

have not measured the varieties mentioned, and»_

speak only from memory. I am curious to loiow

if ray -impressions are shared by others. The
book is a valuable one, and even the complaint

by " B." that the names are pot in alphabetical

order is discounted by the fact that an excellent

index is furnished in the list of names on page 130

and onwards. [Also that the lists are arranged

in colour sequence, which is most useful.

—

Ed.]

With regard to the very kind personal remarks

made by " B." in his opening sentences, I would

like to say that it is the certainty of provoking

intelligent and friendly criticism that makes

writing for The Garden so enjoyable.

—

George
DiLLlSTONE.
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APPLE FRENCH CRAB.

'T'HIS is a favourite in Tasmania, but not on tin-

mainland, being largely exported and also

1. d for home consumption. Predominantly green,

t medium size, remarkably round and an excellent

I 1 l)er, its invariably high price late in the season

not due to external beauty. It is one of the

I liest Apples introduced to Tasmania, supposedly

Irnni England. But I do not know it as an Apple

oi reputaticm in England, and take the fact that

it is not listed by Messrs. George Bunyard and Co.

as evidence that it has little vogue in the Mother

Country under the name current for it here.

Lacking a copy of " Hogg's Fruit Manual," I

should be grateful for the history of this Apple :

and should it have passed almost into oblivion in

I-.ngland, I suggest that its exceptional merits

.IS an all-purpose late keeper might

deserve resuscitation.—A. G., Cam-

bridge, Tasmania.

[Tnis is probably an English fruit,

as it was noticed about the seventies

of last century by Abercrombie,

Forsyth, &c. ; but no one ever

seems to have given any historical

data.

—

Ed.]

VINES IN .\N UNHEATEl)

GREENHOUSE.

COME time ago I sent you a photcj-

graph of " An Amateur's Vinery."

I am now sending you another photo-

graph of Vines grown this year

entirely without artificial heat. The

Grapes shown are those of Gros

Maroc, Black Hamburgh and Muscat

of .Mexandria. Though this year has

not been particularly hot or sunny,

the Grapes coloured as well as in

previous years and were of equal

flavour to those previously grown

with fire-heat. This proves that for

maincrop purposes good crops can be

grown in the South without any

tiring, sun-heat being quite sufficient.

—Henrv Hall.

OUTDOOR GRAPES.

dessert, w'nile the unthinned fruit froni the trellis

was used for making wine, which also varied in

quality according to the season.—W. Botting
Hemsley, V.M.H.

GR.APE MILLERS BURGUNDY.
1\/r.-VY I add my experience of Grape Millers

Burgundy to that of Mr. Bunyard in the in-

teresting notes on outdoor Grapes,issueDccember 8,

page 528 ? I brought cuttings with me from the

Cambridge Botanic Garden seven years ago, and
a year later planted one on the south side of my
house, where it has grown well and never failed

to produce and ripen a good crop of Grapes.

I have found that the younger \%'Dod—be it a young
rod from the base or the extension of the older

ones—alwavs bears the best fruit. This has led me

page 528,
I

' -^
enough to ' aS^'

"yHE illustrated article on " Out-

door Grapes in London" in The
Garden of December 8

reminds me that I am old enough

remember the time when outdoor

Grapes were by no means rare.

Quality and quantity depended then,

as now, largely on the time and skill

of the cultivator ; but weather was

the determining factor of the quality

of the crop. There were favourable

and unfavourable seasons, with an occa-

sional " vintage year," when Grapes

ripened under the influence of an unusually

sunny season. The memory is good of the

pleasant things of childhood, and fruit is one

of the very good things in the estimation

<A even the very young. Operations are re-

membered, though their purpose was not under-

stood at the time. I remember a Grape Vine

in those far-off days of over seventy years ago

that was cultivated with all the care that a

sympathetic gardener could give it. Some seasons

brought good fruit ; fewer, excellent ; and occasion-

ally there were no Grapes worth eating. This

Vine was trained against a wall of south aspect,

and over a slated roof on a trellis, perhaps i foot

high. Unnecessary foliage was removed as

required, and the bunches of the part covering

the wall were thinned and furnished fruit for

M.\GENTA MEMORIES.
TN his "Tulip Tittle-Tattle" which appeared

in The Garden recently, the Rev. Joseph
Jacob wrote :

" I would single out The Inter-

national. It is included in a group of (to me)
great charm, notwithstanding the reading of the

label which runs, ' Flower Magenta.' / am always

inclined to fight and hit out when one hears and reads

the indiscriminate vituperations poured upon this

unlucky colour." I fee! I should much like to

shake hands with the author of this confession.

It recalls a lesson in colour which I received some
years ago while waiting one day to receive the

exhibits of bouquets at a local flower show. One
of the last to be received was sent in by a lady stay-

ing at " The Bury " (let us call her the Countess of

Vallombrosa). The bouquet was composed of the

richest-toned frilled Petunias, gradu-

ated from the most intense magenta in

the centre of it to those that were
nearly white rouiid the edge. These
were surrounded with Adiantum
Farleyense, while from the centre of all

and standing above the rest of the

flowers there were three sprays of the

deepest orange Montbretia. We tried

to place that bouquet everywhere in

the tent devoted to ladies' bouquets,

but it killed the tints of the delicate

Sweet Peas, positively screamed at the

crimson Roses, and quarrelled violently

with the purple Clematis. At length in

desperatioB we placed it near the white

bridal bouquets. -It took the furst prize,

as it richly deserved, and in the after-

noon "the Countess" appeared to

receive it. She was a tall, dark, hand-

some woman wearing a costume of

petunia-coloured voile, with a hat or

toque of the same shade. The bodice

of her gown was just relieved by a

suspicion of tangerine ribbon, and
in her hat there was a splash of

rich tangerine velvet. She wore two

superb Cattleya blossoms of pale

magenta, with richly coloured lip suf-

fused with orange. The dresses of the

other ladies which had looked so bright

until this superb subtropical beauty

appeared now seemed to have faded

until they resembled mother-of-pearl.

Her presence dominated the tent as a

queen, and she was perfectly well aware

of it.—H. H. Warner.
P.S.—This colour is very beautiful

when associated withr chestnut brown

and terra-cotta, such as we get among
the Chrvsanthemums.—H. H. W.

ROSE HORACE VERNET.
AN EXCELLENT CROP OF GR.\PES IX .\N' AM-\TEUR S VINERY

to the opinion that it might be better to replace

the old canes by young ones from the base in

succession, so that' in the space mine occupies

no canes would be. more than three years old.

Apart from its fruiting qualities, its silvery grey

foliage when young is very pleasing, and it colours

well in autumn and so doubly justifies its existence.

I planted at the same time and from the same

sotirce the " Cambridge Vine," the origin of which

I do not know, but I believe Mr. Lynch procured

it from Messrs. Bunyard some years ago. This

I planted on a west wall, and although it makes
stronger growth than Millers Burgundy, and has

larger bunches and berr'es, it is only dtiring an

exceptionally warm ^autumn the fruit ripens.

Perhaps on a south wall it would give better

results.—E. J. Allard.

'T'HE article in the issue of No-

vember 3 on " Red Roses in

1917" attracted my attention. It broughf to

mind the old Rose Horace Vernet. I have

twenty- five plants, all in a row, sheltered on

three sides by a Privet hedge, and if any Rose

is a Hybrid Tea " for want of a better name,"

this Rose in my experience is of that class.

From the last day of June to October 20, when we

had our first severe frost, we have been able to get

every day from four or five to a dozen bloom*

for the house. It is the most persistent ever-

blooming Rose I have in my garden.

—

^Thomas N.

Cook, 189, Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

*,* Readers who have not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to ie delivered regvljxrly by their news-

agent. The Board of Trade prnliibit the return 0/ unsold

et/pies ol any iournal to puOUshers. and in consequence THE
Garden is oitainable only »/ ordered beforehand.
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SELECT VEGETABLES FOR 1918

A GUIDE TO THE INEXPERIENCED.

By E. Molyneux, V.M.H.

4 S a guide to the inexperienced 1 give a

/\ list of varieties of the various kinds of

/ % vegetables for next year. I need hardly

/^~^ say that in but few instances is there
^ * any " best " sort. Selection is purely a

matter of personal opinion, according to circum-

stances.

Peas.—Early Giant (3 feet). Pilot (4 feet) and
Pioneer (3 feet) are good for the first sowing. Of

in growth, producing an abundant supply of large,

well-filled pods of exceptionally fine Peas. Latest

of All (4 feet), Late Queen (3J feet). New Dis-

tinction (3* feet) and Latest Giant (4 feet) are all

good. Ne Plus Ultra is still a good late variety

of high-class quality. A variety I have grown

for many years, and which is immune from mildew,

of excellent quality, and a heavy cropper, with

short pods, is Goldfinder, 6 feet ; the height it

PEA SUTTON S E.\RLY GIANT, FOR FIKST SOWING.

second-early or midseason varieties there is an

abundant choice. It is from this sowing that

the bulk of Peas are grown, especially by the

amateur. For the special convenience of-^ this

section of cultivators, varieties that produce

heavy crops at 3 feet to 4 feet high are especially

valuable, efti account of the difficulty of procuring

supports, although it cannot be denied that the

taller-growing varieties, when good, give heavier

crops. Centenary (5 feet), Superlative (4 feet),

Duke of Albany (still the most favoured variety

in this section, 5 feet). Peerless (3 feet). Senator

(3 feet, gives prodigious crops), King George

(5 feet), Stourbridge Marrow (a superb variety,

5 feet) and New Model (4 feet) are all good. No
garden should be without Quite Content where

5-foot supports can be obtained. This is one of

the heaviest cropping Peas we have. Another

point in its favour is that it is so continuous in

bearing ; so many lateral growths are made.

Carter's Daisy, another second-early from the

same firm, height 2 feet . 6 inches, crops over a

long period. Alderman (5 feet) cannot be omitted

from this section ; neither can Gradus (4 feet).

The late section is valuable, continuing as they

do to provide pods till quite the end of October

—

in a limited degree, of course. Selected Gladstone'

(4 feet) is excellent. .-Vutocrat (4 feet) is sturdy

grows is all against its being more popular. Still,

apart from that, it is a fine late or general Pea.

Broad Beans.-—Mammoth Longpod and Giant

Windsor are still reliable varieties.

French Beans.—Superlative, for forcing, is

good. For general outside cropping. Masterpiece

and Canadian Wonder provide all that is required.

Runner Beans.—Prizewinner, A I and Scarlet

Emperor produce tender pods over 1 foot long,

and are free bearing. I need hardly say that

cultivation has much to do with success in this

vegetable, as in others.

Climbing French Beans are useful, giving

quantities of pods both under glass and in the

open. Tender and True is valuable..

Beet.—Blood Red, Black and Green Top
provide all that is needed in the Long section

;

indeed, one variety is ample, with one sort of

Globe for an early crop.

Broccoli.—Here we have much choice. Michael-

mas White, Autumn Protecting, Winter Mammoth,
Christmas White. "Snow's Winter White, Late
Queen and Model are all satisfactory.

Brussels Sprouts.—Exhibition (tall-growing)

and Matchless (dwarf) cannot well be excelled.

Kale.—A I Favourite, Asparagus and Thousand-
headed give abuii^ int supplies over a long season.

Cabbages.—In these we have an immense
number from which to choose. For spring sowing,

Earliest and Tender and True are desirable ;

for the general late summer sowings. Harbinger,

Ellam's, .April and Flower of Spring provide all that

is necessary.

Savoys.—Earliest of All, Perfection and Orms-
kirk, with Late Drumhead, give a succession.

Cauliflowers.—This is an important crop all

the year round where suitable accommodation
is available. First Crop, sown in January, pro-

duces heads in quick time. Magnum Bonum is

still a standard variety ; so is Early Giant,

succeeded by Autumn Giant, which is still indis-

pensable.

Carrots.—These play an exceptionally im-

portant part at the present time as food_for

the people ; immense quantities can be produced

in a limited space. Champion Scarlet Horn,
Early Gem and Model are good for an early crop,

succeeded by New Red Intermediate, Favourite

and Long Red or Altrincham.

Celery has many more admirers now that its

value as a vegetable is more appreciated. Alden-

ham Pink and White are superb varieties, with

Solid White and Sulham Pink for variety.

Cucumbers.—Every Day, Delicacy and Im-
proved Telegraph are high quality, robust-growing

varieties.

Lettuces.'—In these we have abundant choice,

.^mong Cabbage varieties. Favourite, Ideal.

Golden Ball, Matchless and All the Year Round
are good. In Cos varieties. Peerless, Black-

seeded Bath, Superb White, Champion Brown and
Mammoth White are desirable.

^

Leeks.—Prizetaker for large growth and Im-
proved Musselburgh for an ordinary crop provide

all that is required.

Vegetable Marrows.—Table Dainty, Tender
and True, Long White, Moore's Cream and Pen-y-

byd are excellent, with White and Green Bush
for field culture.

Onions.—'The cultivation of Onions has increased

enormously in England during the last two years,

since imports h^ve been limited. For general

use. Brown Globe, Main Crop, Bedfordshire

Champion and James' Long-keeping are desirable,

with Ailsa Craig for extra large bulbs.

Parsnips.—Tender-and True, Hollow Crown,

and Student are all excellent for special and
maincrop culture.

Spinach.—Long-standijig Round and Prickly,

with Victoria, are all that is necessary to keep up
a supply all the year round.

Tomatoes.—Of red varieties there is great

choice. The newer Side's Recruit is an exceed-

ingly heavy cropper, with medium-sized and
smooth fruit. Sunrise, Main Crop, Up-to-Date
and Perfection are all good, with Peachblow for

a distinction in flavour. Yellow varieties to be

noted are Golden Perfection and Golden Jubilee.

Turnips.—Early Snowball cannot easily be im-

proved upon for a general crop, with White and Red
Milan for the earliest supply. All the Year Round,
Green-top White, Red Globe and Golden Ball are

good maincrop sorts.

Potatoes.-—Now that the varieties are so

numerous, it is difficult to give a list of the best.

All I can do is to suggest varieties for general

use, beginning with Midlothian Early, Duunottar
Castle, May Queen, Ninetyfold, Eclipse, Sharpe's

Express and New Colonist, following with Epicure,

Warwick Castle, Windsor Castle, New Guardian

and Snowdrop. Of maincrop varieties, Gordon
Castle, King Edward VIL, Iron Duke, Prosperity,

Great Scot and Up-to-Date are excellent. Other

good sorts are British Queen, Arran Chief and

Main Crop.
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EARLY PEAS

The;
first dish of Green Peas is never

too early, either for the gardener or for

those whom it is his pleasure to serve.

All growers having previous experi-

ence to guide them agree ihat it is not

ivcry soil that allows seed of the more e.xpensive

varieties to be sown, without grave risk of losing

the seed through decay, until at least the second

week in March ; and those having a heavy clay

or badly drained soil to deal %vith only make

sowings at an earlier date on the chance that

an unusually mild winter may favour the sowing.

In fact, many years' cultivation of a very light soil

goes to prove that even in this the very earliest

sowing of Peas in the open garden must always

be regarded in the light of a lottery, wherein the

prizes are far outnumbered by the blanks; and in

these days, when dealing with such an important

crop, and seed only to be had at greatly increased

prices, those whose duty it is to provide the early

dish of Peas should think twice before entrusting

any but the very hardy round-seeded varieties

in the open garden until the near approach of

real spring weather. But as it is generally admitted

that the table quality of all varieties in this section

compares most unfavourably with the wrinkled

or Marrowfat varieties, where circumstances

.ire favourable and Peas of first-class quality of

the greatest importance, advantage should be

taken of the opportunity to get the plants well

forward by sowing under glass many weeks before

it would be safe to sow in the open garden. The

plan invariably followed by a former generation

of gardeners was to sow seed upon inverted turf

laid out in shallow bo.xes, and I have had

quite good results from such a course ; but we have

long since given up the boxes and now sow all our

early Peas in pots. The 4-inch or "60" pot

is the one we generally use, this being ample for

eight or nine seeds. By doing so we find germina-

tion is better and more even than when boxes

were used, and, when the time for transplantini;

arrives, this is done in less time, with absolutely

no loss or damage to the roots, therefore no check

to growth.

One hundred pots of the size stated take up

very little room in a cold or unheated frame, and

if I foot is allowed between each two potfuls of

plants at the time of planting, it will be seen that this

number is sufiicient to make quite a good row.

.Although for a few weeks following the planting

the appearance of the row may be somewhat

gappy, a few weeks of nice growing weather

soon alters the appearance of this, and, if well

cared for, such a row may be expected to

maintain a supply over a considerable period.

None but very clean pots should be used, and,

instead of the usual crocks, we always use the

rough material which fails to pass through a

half-inch mesh sieve when sifting the residue from

the previous summer's hotbed.

Equal parts of the sifted material and ordinary

garden soil make up the compost, and after filling

the pots to within 2 inches of the top with this,

pressing it fairly firm with an em^ty pot, the surface

is covered with a layer of finely sifted ashes from

the garden smother Upon this the number of

seeds stated above are sown at equal distances apart,

and providing the compost is of a slightly adhesive

nature, no water is applied until the seed

germinates.

Ventilation is given on all suitable occasions,

and whenever water is needed this is given very

early in the morning and always in a tepid state.

.\s growth proceeds, the soil between the plants

is kept constantly stirred with a pointed stick,

and on bright days the little plants are treated

to a shower bath through an .\bol or similar

syringe. Planting out is usually doue during

the last week in March, and, as soon as the row is

complete, plenty of nice bushy sticks are placed on

each side, and during very cold nights or windy

days further protection is afforded by the free

use of straw or Bracken. It is only during a very

dry .-^pril that water is needed until the plants

show flower, but when this stage is reached each

row receives a thorough soaking of tepid manure
water, after which a good mulch of long strawy

manure is placed on each side of the row.

If earliness is the chief object sought after,

selection should be confined to one of the many
valuable dwarfs or semi-dwarfs. Among these,

Peter Pan, Little Marvel, Laxtonian, Clibran's

Masterpiece, Supreme and English Wonder are

reliable ; but where the demands are heavy and

space limited, preference should be given to the

ftrst-earlies found in all seed lists, growing frem

J 5 feet to 4 feet high. F. R. Castle.

In Praise of Parsley

THE associations of this delightful and

useful herb are to the classic mind
a source of infaUing interest, for

both Virgil and Horace make mention

of it, and as long ago as 570 years

before Christ it was used for garlands and was

the trophy or prize won by the victor in the

Nemean Games. It is, we all know (who feel

the weekly cheer brought by The Garden in

these dreary, anxious day^), a hardy biennial, a

native of Sardinia, and was introduced into this

dear old England of ours about the mij^dle of

the sixteenth century. There are three varieties

of it, two of which are well known and commonly

used as pot-herbs and for garnishing (and surely

it is the garnish of garnishes), viz., the common
or plain-leaved, and the Hamburg Large or Carrot-

rooted, which last is cultivated only for its roots,

which are occasionally used like young Carrots.

The curled variety is by far the most useful, and

from its beautiful, foliage cannot be mistaken for

the Fools' Parsley, a poisonous plant somewhat

resembling the plain-leaved variety. The cultiva-

tion, as all gardeners know far better than I

can tell them, is to sow, usually in the spring,

in shallow drills about i foot apart, or in single rows
along the borders of the kitchen garden. There are

many good sorts worth growing. Myall's Garnishing

being one of them, besides Double Curled, Fern-

leaved, Sutton's Dwarf Perfection (which was
given an award of merit by the Royal Horticultural

Society in August, 1908), and Hardy Winter
Matchless. Sutton's Imperial Curled is like

a frond of a beautiful Fern. The Hamburg or

Carrot-rooted, previously mentioned, requires a light

soil such as would suit the Carrot, and one may
safely give it the same treatment. In winter the

demand for Parsley is often great and the supply
small ; it is therefore well to cover some plants

with hand-glasses for winter use so as not to

be without it. I may here mention that oiu-

Allies and friends of La Belle France have a great

penchant for fried Parsley, and in midwinter
Parsley often fetches a high price in Paris for this

purpose. Hares and rabbits also find it a very
choice and toothsome morsel, and will travel

a long way to get it. If the garden is near a

wood or at all exposed, they will come and rob

it of it all, as gardeners know too well. On the

other hand, should one ever by chance want to

entice rabbits into a meadow, all one need do is to

plant some Parsley. What would boiled chicken

or the savoury omelet or boiled rabbit be without

this useful herb ? H. C. P.

A REVIEW OF THE
VEGETABLE CROPS
A T this time of year, when we are less

/% occupied in actual gardening operations

/ % and cropping schemes, a review of the

/ % past season's work and results may
^ ^ possibly conduce to a sagacious anticipa-

tion of the spring and summer to come. The two
things which stand out prominently in my mind
this year are a good Tomato yield and an indifferent

Onion crop (so far as concerns those sown in the

open). I was interested in reading Mr. Beckett's

PEA CARTER S DAISY.
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notes the other week on Onions, and can heartily

endorse all he says. It appears to me that wherever

trees abound or the vegetable quarters are enclosed.

Onions and Carrots suffer more or less from the

ravages of the fly. From twelve rows of Onions

sown in March I harvested scarcely a bushel

;

whereas six rows transplanted from boxes yielded

95 per cent, of magnificent bulbs, Those sown

outdoors were given a specially prepared site and

received several dustings of soot and two applica-

tions of paraffin and sand ; whereas the transplanted

Onions were put on just a handy piece of ground

which had been dug and manured in the ordinary

•way. I give one or two cropping suggestions as t he

resulf of experience : Two rows of dwarf Pea Sher-

wood, about 4 feet apart , with Spinach between, were

sown at the same time (late March).

When the Spinach was cleared, a Celery

trench was prepared and Cabbage Lettuc e

planted out on the ridges, the place < f

the Peas eventually being occupied by

Kale, which affords some slight pro-

tection to the Celery.

On another plot early Potatoes

(Sir John Llewelyn) were put 2| feet

apart on March 29, and Cauliflower

plants were subsequently put out

between the rows of Potatoes. The
tubers were dug from July i onwards,

and Sprouting Broccoli took their place

as they were lifted, thus securing three

crops from the same site.

After Shallots were cleared off (mid-

July) they were followed by Leeks,

which were sown under glass in February

and transplanted to a cold frame ; in

both cases the crops were good to look

upon and very good to eat.

In the issue of March 24 is an article

on Runner Beans. The picture accom-

panying this article induced me to

follow the advice given. " Quoth the

raven, ' Nevermore !
'
" The only sense

in which my crop were Runner Beans

was that they " ran " to seed ! I like

to sow outdoors early in May in a good

trench. M. E. Green.

Selection of Seed Potatoes

It is not to be expected that we shall

experience a shortage of seed Potatoes

for planting in the coming year such as

was the case last spring. At the same

time, readers would be well advised to

procure seed as early as possible. The

tubers should be carefully sprouted,

and sprouting should be started in January.

First-Earlies.—Place the tubers " crown end "

uppermost in shallow boxes or trays or on shelves

one layer deep in a frost -proof, cool place,, where

they get as much light and air as possible. Tubers

so "boxed" develop two or three strong green

sprouts instead of a large number of weakly shoots,

which they produce if they are pitted or kept in

the dark. Sets (seed) so treated need not be cut at

planting-time, nor need any of their sprouts be

removed.

Second-Karly, Maincrop and Other Varieties.

The seed tubers of these varieties need not be

so large as iu the case of the first -earlies. Tubers

about the size of a hen's egg and ot not less than

20Z. in weight will make good seed, though, it

required, larger tubers may also be used.

Wherever it is possible the seed should be placed

two or three layers deep in bo.xes, and the boxes

stored in a well-lit, airy, but frost-proof place,

such as a shed, outhouse, or disused room of a

dwelling-bouse.

SOME FLOWERS OF WINTER -I

N
THOUGHTS AND NOTES ABOUT THE WINTER JASMINE.

potter

OW is the winter of our discontent,"

when gardening folk who do not

boast of even a cold greenhouse

wherein to grow what Pliny calls

hortensii bulbi wish they had one to

about in;, while Mr. Woodall—whose

If a plebiscite were taken of readers of The
Garden as to which was the most popular hardy

flower of winter, what plant would receive the

most votes ? I think I should plump for the

Winter Jasmine mj'self, though there would be a

vast number of eligible candidates to select from.

garden knows no whirring, withering, whistling— But Jasininum nudiflorum ("naked" may be
" North-Easter "—makes us sigh for "the Palms

and temples of the South " by sending to The
Garden glowing descriptions of the plants that

flourish so amazingly in his golden clime.

THE WINTER JASMINE.

(From a drawing by Mrs. Arthur Goodwin.)

One is reminded l>y this of some verses that

old Charles Cotton, " hearty, cheerful Mr. Cotton,"

as Charles Lamb calls him, addressed to his bosom

companion Izaak Walton ; for in them he com-

plains that the " bleak winds " and " great rains

. . . of this dead quarter of the year " had

made life so monotonous (even Pescatore gets

tired of a little library of books, all filled with fly-

leaves !) that he is thankful that his friend is not

paying him a visit, and goes on to say :

" In this estate, I say, it is

Some comfort to us to suppose.

That in a better clime than this

Vou, our dear friend, have more repose."

Measured by the standard of richness of the

floral wealth of Riviera gardens at this period of

the year, it is true that most English gardens

have not much to show; but it would be difficult

to gatlier together a more delectable collection

of plants than those that now assist Robin Red-

breast to cheer the ungenial days.

reminiscent of Lady Godiva's heroic exploit, but

, it is too shivery an adjective for these days !)

is such a uniformly joyous plant ; from November,

when sluggish winter returns (bruma recurrit

liters, as Horace puts it), until March
barely a day passes when its leafless

branches are not alight with flowers

—

a bush all sunshine—graceful from very

gladness—beautiful because bright.

It was one of those plants that the

late Dean Hole insisted upon growing

wherever he resided, and it will no

doubt give pleasure to many readers if

I quote the inimitable words he wrote

in 1881 about the plant which grew on

his house at Caunton Manor :

" Close by ray door stands a hero, so

handsome and so brave, that the face

smiles and the heart is refreshed to

look on him. While the army to which

he belongs is in full retreat, or under

canvas, he remains, in his bright uniform

of green and gold, defiant. While the

other ships of the fleet are driven with

bare poles to and fro by the winds, he

walks the water like a thing of life, full

sail, ' dressed ' with all his flags and

pennants, and with joyful music on

deck. He is twenty feet high, and his

name is Jasmine. What a gracious gift

in our dreary season of decay, like a

child's laugh in a dull company, or an

examiner's nod when one is ' up for

degree '
! What a fountain of golden

glory to make our desert smile ! No
home should be without these flowers

—

which

Twinkle to the wintry moon
And cheer the ungenial day

—

without Jasininum nudiflorum on

walls.

" It comes to us so silently,

expectedly, unostentatiously in

beauty, like true charity. It is the

brother born for adversity, who enters

unheard the darkened room, and puts his hand

upon the shoulder when the head is bowed down
by sorrow, and says, Let me share and help."

Verily, the facile pen of the noble old Dean
might have penned these words but yesterday,

so apt are they in these days when sorrow rules

the world. It was indeed a red-letter day for

British gardens when Robert Fortune sent home
this fine plant from China in 1844, and yet I

suppose its arrival was not heralded with the

praise that was showered upon that much inferior

plant, Jasminum primulinum ; and The Garden
was non-existent in those days, so it could not be

honoured with a coloured plate as was the latter.

However, as Thackeray somewhere observes,

" novelty has charms that our minds can hardly

withstand. The most valuable things, if they

have for a long while appeared among us, do not

make any impression as they are good, but give

us a distaste as they are old. But when the

influence of this fantastical humour is over, the

same men or things will come to be admired again,

its

un-

its
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In" a happy n-tuni uf our gond taste." Hence

the Winter Jasmine is once more to the fore,

while the Piimrose-flowered Jasmine has retired

into oliscurity—in my case a sliarp frost despatched

It to the spirit world of plants very soon after I

liought it.

There is no better way of growing the Winter

Jasmine than .in a cold greenhouse, for there the

llowers are much larger and are not spoilt by the

.ilternate rain, frost and sfiow of our winters.

I'he plant requires a good-sized pot, and, after

flowering, the growths should be well thinned out
;

then it may be plunged all the summer in a fairly

ool situation, the only attention needed being

.in occasional dose of liquid manure and some

water in time of drought. Repotting should

always be done immediately after the plant has

Itaished flowering. Those who have no cold

-;.c'enhouse should train it horizontally along

-iime sticks 2 feet from the ground, so that

<ime lights or mats can be placed over it

early in November.. By this means the flowers

may be kept beautifully clean, and they will

continue to

" Open their golden petals

To woo tlie fitful sun "

lot at least three months.

I always think it a pity to train this plant up
stiffly to a wall, for it is of naturally drooping

habit ; indeed, it is never more beautiful in a

mild winter than when it is grown,

on a sloping bank or tumbling

over a boulder in the rock garden,

making a cascade of yellow blos-

soms that glitter in the winter

sunlight. Against a wall, especially

one with protecting eaves, it is

true that the flowers are the better

preserved from bad weather, but

only the main growths should be

fastened to the wall, the side shoots

being allowed to assume their grace-

fully drooping habit. Sometimes it

looks very charming when planted

with some of the climbing Cotone-

asters or with the Fire Thorn

(Crataegus Pyracantha LcTlandi),

but unless carefully tended they

will become locked in an embrace

that will in no way resemble that

of true lovers. Perhaps the love-

liest of all ways of growing it is to

group it with Silver Birches—not

actually trained up their trunks,

but planted around them, so that

when the Jasmine is in flower the

silvery stems rise from among a

mantle of glistening yellow. No
position and n(T atmosphere appear

too bad for the plant to thrive in,

for I have seen it in some of those

mean and dirty streets of the

" Black Country," where it sees

" nought lovely but the sky and

stars," bravely flowering amid soot

and grime. For house decoration

there is nothing more delightful and

nothing more cheerful ; it looks

charming with the tinted leaves of

Berberis Aquifolium, but best of all,

perhaps, by itself or with just a sprig

or two of the elegant polished leafage of the Mexican

Orange Flower (Choisya ternata). To have it in per-

fection, cut the sprays about a foot long before the

flower-buds expand. Place them in a deep vase

with plenty of water in which are a few lumps

of charcoal, and every bud Will come out larger,

finer and of purer colouring than those cut out of

doors. When the buds are half out, cut off a

piece of the stem to give them a fresh start, and

they will last for a fortnight. It is as well to,

remark that the flowers do not open well under

this method of treatment where gas is burnt. As to

the mode of increasing the plant, nothing could be

easier, as it strikes readily from cuttings put in

in March ; moreover, the drooping shoots fre-

quently layer themselves where they touch the

soil. The Jasmine is said to be the emblem of

amiability, though this was intended for our

older friend the White Jasmine, whose " elegant

sweets " and " bright profusion of her scattered

stars " Cowper thought so fascinating.

Please, then, dear reader, let me stretch a point

and say that the Winter Jasmine, too, is of a

sweet disposition, for when I am hurrying off to

business these dark mornings and see it smiling

at me irf the garden I feel that it is helping me in

my day's work by (as Shakespeare says)

" Driving back shadows over low'ring hills."

Kidderminster. Arthur R. Goodwin.

the open air, it is brought out much better when
flowering sprays are cut and placed in water in a

warm room for a few hours. H.

IN

O
TWO WINTER - FLOWERING HONEY -

SUCKLES
Although the fragrance of the Honeysuckle is

usually associated with the sweltering days of

summer, there are two species that naturally

flower in January. These are known under the

names of Lonicera fragrantissima and L. Standishii.

Both have creamy white flowers, which, although

THE ROCK GARDEN
WINTER

NE of the great charms of the rock
arden is that at the most unlikely

times and during the most inclement
weather you may come upon some
brave little plant showing bloom when

it ought to be sound asleep for the wmter. On
December 6 I was delighted to find Oxalis
enneaphylla with three blooms on it, looking so
cheery and bright in spite of the fact that its

foliage was withered and gone long ago. It had
survived 17° of frost three days before, and looked
none the worse for it. On the top of a low mound
near by was Polygala Chamajbuxus, with quite a

good show of its purple-tipped yellow flowers
among its evergreen foliage. Just- underneath
there was quite a little show of Primulas Double
White, Double Lavender, and single purples with
their cheery bright eyes. On the small moraine
was a plant of Aster alpinus showing four bloom-
heads on a single 3-inch stem, one of the blooms
being fully open. On the top of an adjoining
mound of soil of a sandy mixture there were,

until the day before the frost,

two stems of SchizostyUs coccinca
with their bright cherry red
blooms open ; but they were re-

moved to the house for protection.

This does not exhaust the interest

of this little garden, for I can now
estimate the amount of bloom there
is to be on Saxifrages apiculata,

Burseriana, Elizabeths and sancta,
which promise an early flowering,

seeing that they slept so soundly
durmg our unusually cold October.
The close Mossy Saxifrages aho
have, now that beautiful green tint

which makes them so attractive

all the winter when so many plants
are sere and grey. Truly from
January till December the rock
plants are a dehght, the more so

because they vary in their re-

quirements, and these you have
the pleasure of learning and satis-

fying as you study them during
the year. Perth.

COMMENTS ON
"THE GARDEN

I

MOSSY S,\XIFRAGES COVERED WITH HOAR FROST

they do not create any startling effect in the

garden, are higlily appreciated at this season for

their delicious fragrance. These Honeysuckles

form neat, bushes about 6 feet in height and as

much in diameter, are perfectly hardy, at least

in the London district, and will thrive in any

ordinarily good garden soil that suits the better-

known summer-flowering kinds. Although the

fragrance of the blossoms is quite noticeable in

READ with great dehght in

the issue of December 8 the

article on " The Herbaceous

Border," by Clarence Elliott,

having long realised its truths

and practised its teaching. My
mother never permitted herbaceous

borders to be " tidied up " nor cut

down for the winter (although the

most orderly among women). She

considered the old summer growths shielded

the plants from frost. They were not re-

moved till spring growth appeared (but there

was an annual battle with the gardener about it).

/ do not permit it either, for esthetic reasons also.

What is more lovely in its season, for example,

than the soft " chinchilla " seed-heads of Golden

Rod and the rich brown Tansy tops among
Michaelmas Daisies ?
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" W. G.'s " "Ways of Using Celery" is full

of useful suggestions. Stewed Celery is a favourite

dish here, baked Celery not unknown, and Celery

stuffing for fowls long sacred to our Christmas

feast ; but jriad Celery is new and enticing. The

value of the green outer leaves and stems for

flavouring soups and stews I learned long ago

in France. May I add Celery sauce to the fore-

going ? It is good with many meats, and can be

eaten hot or cold.

" Rotation or Repetition of Crops ?
"—My

practical amateur " small garden " experience

says :
" Rotation where possible and repetition

where necessary, but in the latter case more care

and more manure required."

"Planting an Apple Orchard " interested me
immensely, as my orchard was planted in 1914,

with standards 25 feet apart, exactly on the plan

depicted, and the avenues it makes in every

direction are already pleasant. Bushes and cordons

are being added round its outer edges, the centre

being reserved for tethered goats aird for hay,

and for fowls to roam in.

The Japanese garden photographs are fascinat-

ing. To my mind Japanese gardens are far more

artistic than English rock gardens (although as

artificial). The latter I generally regard as 'an

offence against ^ood taste, being a kind of

theatrical pretence, and more objectionable

than " bedding " borders, which are frankly

formal.

The Rev. G. H. Engleheart's note in " Columns

for the Curious " is extremely interesting. His

interpretation of " Jerusalem " Artichoke and

other plants seems to me far more probable than

the " Girasole " one. Pulmonaria I first knew as

" Spotted Sage," then as " Soldiers and Sailors "

—

in pre-khaki times—on account of its red and blue

blossoms ; but " Joseph and Mary " is dehghtful.

How often the children hand down to each other

old customs and folklore forgotten by " grown-

ups "
! .\nne Amateur.

THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES
ON MANURING.

THE study of the requirements of fruit

trees as to manure has hardly received

the attention it deserves in most gardens.

We generally expect om' trees to pick

up such leavings as may exist from the

vegetable quarters, and to look after themselves

in this respect. Those who give some thought

to the trees' requirements are often content with

an occasional dressing of farmyard manure,,

which is not a complete food for them. Potash^

phosphate and nitrogen are needed, and for their

efficient use they must be based upon a sufficiency

of lime in the soil.

It is difficult to over-estimate the importance of

lime as a basis for all successful fruit culture ; the

largest type at editorial disposal could not over-

emphasise its prominent place in all schemes of

rational manuring. The present time is seasonable

for its application, and if 8oz. per square yard

is put on, or lib. of chalk to the same area, if

this is more readily obtainable, the soil will be

in a position to utilise the later applications of

manure. This being done, the question of potash

may be considered. The usual source of this

manure being cut off, we have to look around for

a substitute, the only generally available one

being wood-ash. The ashes from wood fires are

most valuable, and should be stored in a dry place
;

and all prunings or other useless wood should

be burned and added to the store, great care being

taken to keep it dry, as the salt is very soluble

and washes out
,
very quickly. This is then

sprinkled on the ground after the lime has been

applied, and it should be put on before February.

As to how much, it is difficult to say exactly, but

there will be little danger of applying too much,

as in most cases the quantity available will probably

be all too short. A good handful per square yard

may be mentioned as an approximate measure.

Upon an adequate supply of potash depends the

flavour and sweetness of fruits, and it is probable

that many of the anaemic fruits upon which we

are often called to advise are lacking this essential

material. In March it is necessary to add phos-

phate, upon which the fruitfulness of our trees

depends. How many cases of so-called infertile

trees may be due to the absence of phosphate it

is impossible to guess, but I should like to be

assured of its presence in all cases before accepting

the records of "self sterility" which have been

so much in evidence in past years. Superphos-

phate, though difficult to get, is still obtainable,

and 20Z. for each bush fruit, such as Currant or

Gooseberry, increased according to the size of

the larger Pears and Apples, will be a sufficient

dose. Peaches and Nectarines on walls should

especially be remembered, and a tree covering

20 feet or so should have 2lb. equally spread on the

border. This phosphatic treatment should be an

annual practice.

So far the inorganic manures have been recom-

mended, but emphasis is now being laid on the

value of the organic manures or those made by
animal life. These have many advantages, one

being their slower action, and another, that they

are often in a form which improves the mechanical

condition of the soil. There are many waste

products in many houses which are burned, and

thus wasted, which would be invaluable at the

roots of our fruit trees.

This is no new idea ; in fact, it is a harking back

to an old practice. Sir Hugh Plat, in his " Floraes

Paradise," published in 1608, gave the following

advice :
" Dogs and cats applied to the roots of

trees before the sap rises have recovered many
old decaying trees ; shred them." I would not

advise, even in the important matter of food

production, that the readers of The Garden
should start to shred their domestic pets, but fur

waste, feathers, old wool rugs.—if any such relics

of Victorian days still persist—may be profitably

cast as an offering to Vertumnus, These can be

dug in at any time during the winter, and will

greatly benefit all kinds of fruit trees.

Another waste product, calcium carbide from

acetylene plants, will also take the place of lime,

and if it be allowed to weather in a heap for a

month or two before using, no danger need be

feared. In my own garden it has been my only

source of lime for several years. We have now
provided all the important eletnents which are

likely to be lacking in the soil, and there remains

but one word to add, as to water. It is not always

realised that, manure as we may, if sufficient water

is not present we cannot expect to get value from

our additions. The present wet season has taught

me many lessons as to the need for water on a

dryish soil.

Opportunely to the moment comes the Long

Ashton Report emphasising this point, and the

Woburn Reports showed the remarkable increase

in growth caused by the addition of peat, a water-

retaining silbstance, even in the clay at that station.

In dry soils leaf-mould is a valuable addition, and

when one sees, as one so often does, the water-

starved Pears and Peaches on walls, one realises

that the point of a sufficient water supply requires

emphasis.

These hurried notes cannot do more than indicate

a few outstanding points, and those who wish to

go deeper into the subject should purchase the

valuable little book by the late H. H. Cousins,

entitled "The Chemistry of the Garden" (Mac-

millan). They will then realise my indebtedness

to him for the many points of this article, and

obtain a book which every gardener should have

on his shelves. E. A. Bun yard.

BOOKS
Rhododendrons.*—The passing of the glass-

house garden has been hastened considerably

in recent years by the introduction from Western

China of a large number of good garden plants

which are hardy in the British Isles. By far the

most valuable of these are the Rhododendrons, of

which over 200 species are known to be growing

in gardens here. It was a piece of good fortune

when the late Mr. James Veitch decided to send a

collector to China for some of the plants a know-

ledge of which had come to us through the dried

specimens and accounts received from French

missionaries. Dr. Henry and others. Mr. E. H.

Wilson's first haul from the mountains of Yunnan
turned out very well for horticulture. Of Rhodo-

dendrons alone he sent to Messrs. Veitch no fewer

than sixty-three species. They were growH in the

Coorabe Wood Nursery, where most of them proved

to be hardy. In addition to these a great many
more have since been introduced by Mr. G.

Forrest and other collectors, and there are said

to be plenty more in the wild and rugged regions

of China-Tibet, a continuation of the Himalayas,

where Sir Joseph Hooker discovered the beautiful

species which for the last fifty years or so have

been the glory of many British and Irish gardens.

Rhododendrons are now far and away the most

valuable hardy shrubs we have. Breeders as well

as growers are busily occupied in their cultivation

and improvement, so that, before many years have

passed the genus will be as conspicuous a feature

in gardens as the Rose is. Hitherto Rhododendrons

have not reached that high position among popular

garden plants to which they are entitled. Only

one, the ubiquitous R. ponticum, has really caught

on, and excellent plant as it is in many ways,

there are many others that are at least its equal.

Ignorance of their beauty and good nature is

largely to blame for their neglect, though several

of our nurserymen who specialise in Rhododen-

drons make praiseworthy efforts to re»nove this

ignorance • and prejudice. The soil question,

which also tells against them, is of little practical

account, for it is easy to provide a suitable soil

in places where the natural soil is not to their liking.

This is done for Roses and other plants which have

no greater value than Rhododendrons.

It~is a remarkable fact that Rhododendrons

have been neglected by the scribes. Hitherto

the only book devoted to them is the small popular

treatise by Mr. W. Watson, published about

five years ago by Messrs. Jack. We have now,

however, a really sumptuous work about them

from Mr. Millais, the author of several big illustrated

works on natural history subjects, and an enthusi-

astic collector and cultivator of Rhododendrons

m his garden in Sussex. He has visited nearly

all the best gardens in the British Isles where

Rhododendrons are grown, and he has consulted

all the writings which afforded information,

• " Ehodoclcndrons and the Various Hybrids," by

J. G. Millais. Published by Longmans, Green and Co. ;

prici- £8 8s.
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botanical as well as horticultural, concerning the

plants. His book is therefore a treatise and

compilation of just the right kind to assist gardeners,

imateur and professional, to a full knowledge

jf Rhododendrons, their distinctive characters,

lultural requirements, garden history and decora-

tive quahties. It also contains much interesting

information, gleaned from the writings of collectors

such as Hooker, Wilson, Forrest and Cooper,

on the place in Nature occupied by Rhododendrons.

This is one of the most valuable chapters in the

book. What Heath* are on the highlands of

Europe, Rhododendrons are in the great range of

mountains which extend from Burma to Tibet.

The number of species described by botanists

14 now well on to 450. Of these about one-half

ire known to be in cultivation and are described

in Mr. MiUais' work. In addition to these all the

known hybrids arc described, and a list of the best

of the popular sorts, known as

Caucasicum Catawbieuse hybrids, is

given. Many of them are repre-

sented by either coloured figures

or photographic illustrations, all

prepared from cultivated plants.

The great collections in Cornwall

naturally receive attention, that of

Mr. John Charles Williams at Caer-

hays, perhaps the richest in the

country, being prominently noticed.

Sir Edmund Loder's collection at

Leonardslee, also a very large one,

remarkable for the great breadths

of some of the species and hybrids it

contains, is also dealt with at length.

The book is very large—16 inches

by 12 inches—and it weighs loJlb.

For practical purposes and to bring

it within the means of gardeners,

the letterpress might be reset and

some of the illustrations incorporated

in a smaller volume, which we feel

certain would have a large sale, and

thus help to spread a knowledge of

Rhododendrons, which is very de-

sirable in view of their capabilitiis

as garden plants.

COLUMNS FOR
THE CURIOUS
Jerusalem Artichokes. — Mr.

Engleheart's exceedingly interesting

note on page 535 of The Garden
about how the word " Jerusalem

"

came to be part of the popular name
of certain plants has been to

me just as if, supposing I were a dog,

he had said, " Rat, good dog, get it

out." The results of my scratchings

among old herbals and other books

are as follow : (i) If we may trust

Parkinson, the word *' Jerusalem
'*

came into use between the years 1629 and 1640, be-

cause in his " Paradisus " (1629) he calls the plant

the Potato of Canada (Battatas de Canada), whereas

in his " Tlieatrum " (1640) one of the two English

names given is Hierusalem Artichoke. In the

letterpress nothing is said about it. It simply

appears as one of the aliases over a picture of the

plant, which, curiously enough, is here portrayed

in full flower. (2) W. Cole, in his " Adam in

Eden, or The Paradise of Plants," published in

1657, makes a statement in Chapter CCLXIX.
which supports Mr. Engleheart's contention that

" Jerusalem " was a convenient and delightfully

vague epithet to apply to anything foreign, a

kind of blessed word like Mesopotamia, for the

.unlearned soothing and satisfying in one. Cole

says " it will not be amisse to tell you that the

last came from Canada and not from Jerusalem,

notwithstanding some ignorant people that have

I hem growing in their Gardens with us, call them
.\rtichocks of Jerusalem." In 1664 Stephen

Blake, in his " Compleat Gardeners' Practice,"

gives the culture of Jerusalem-Artichoaks without

any comment on the name, which, as he frequently

does in other cases, goes to prove its very general

use at and before this date. (3) No less an

authority than Georges Gibault, in his " Histoire

des Legumes" (1912), says, on page 289, " Jerusa-

lem Artichoke, Artichaut de Jerusalem, est une

corruption de I'italien Girasole (Tournesol ou

Soleil)." (4) I have always liked Christmas

carols, and we are going to sing some in our church

on the evening of December 23, when a collection

will be made for the children of blinded soldiers.

say " Yes," but then I am not up in these matters,

and so I beg Mr. Engleheart, or someone who is,

to enlighten us. Prior to some extent backs up
Cole. Everything seems to turn upon whether
the use of " Jerusalem " as a word signifying some-
thing foreign and foggy was still current coin, or

whether it was obsolete in the first half of the

seventeenth century.

—

Joseph Jacob.

RHODODENDRON OREOTREPHES, DISCOVERED BY GEORGE FORREST
IN GRASSY MOUNTAIN SLOPES OF WESTERN CHINA.

(From " Rhododendrons and the Variois Hybrids.'')

I beUeve the influence of the Crusades and the

mystery plays was a great factor in the composition

of the older ones. One of the most striking

examples is, " I saw three ships go sailing by."

So hazy were the mediaeval ideas about Jerusalem

that it was generally thought among the less

educated that Jerusalem was on the sea, and that

anyone could sail there. Still, Jerusalem was
known because of its sacred associations, but it

was little more than a name. Query.—The
Jerusalem Artichoke did not appear in England

until 1617, so it is generally supposed. Now,
was " Jerusalem " a term or word that was then

applied to anything foreign, about which little

was known ? Taking Cole as my guide, I should

CODLINS AND Other MATTERS.—The question
as to what a Codlin is or was should not be difficult

to answer. Codlins were half-grown soft Apples
used in summer cookery, coddled or partly cooked,
and the word was not necessarily an appellative

to a distinct variety. The Kentish Codlin is the
oldest name I have seen of this kind. " Quodlin "

occurs as late as Ralph Austin, who refers to it

in one or two of his delightful treatises. I am
inclined to accept Dr. Hogg's " Pyrus
magnus" in preference to the

Dictionary's " Parmanus." It is

not " great Pear Apple," but " large

Pear." Dr. Hogg, whose library was
almost unique in books relating to

pomology, was no doubt aware-

that the Pearmain was regarded as

much a Pear as an Apple, which the

following extract from an early woi k
shows to have been the case. The
author remarks thus :

" Peafe-trees

where upon growe the Apples called

Peare maines, which is a mixture
of two sortes of fruits." That there

was a " Parmanus " is proved from
a Pear of this name appearing in

the list of varieties in the " Theatre

d' Agriculture." The Latin name o£

the Pearmain was well known as

Melapium. Queen Apples and
Queening or Quining, were synonym-
ous, and in Parkinson's plate

of Apples the fruit is ribbed and
large, rather like a Quince or
" coyn." Calville appears in.

Parkinson (1629) as " Calual.'"

.\ later writer spells it " Kairville,"

and in the old orchards on the

Scottish Borders it is kno^vn as " The
Gayvil." This is the red-checked

variety. Regarding Codlins and
Cream as applied to Epilobium
hirsutum, I believe the connection

is found in the scent, as in the

Daffodil of that name in the colour.

In regard to Falstaff, one can with
every assurance of being correct say

that there is no " learned treatise

on Falstaff as a gardener," Mr>
Bunyard, like many others, myself

unhappily of the number, in similar

circumstances, having failed to

verify his allusion to Falstaff and
to Justice Shallow's Pippin ! And
this reminds me that Malvolio gives

us a perfect definition of a Codlin in the time

of Shakespeare in the phrase " a Codling when
'tis almost an Apple."—R. P. Brotherston.

Mr. George Caselton.—We have received the

following letter: "You will remember our old

friend Mr. George Caselton, who for nearly twenty

years filled the position of Garden Superintendent

at the Crystal Palace. Every exhibitor who
attended the many shows held at the Palace

will remember the great help he rendered, and
how eager he always was to give any assistance

in his power to all who might be in the slightest

difficulty. Owing to a very serious illness, together
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with changes at the Crystal Palace, he was forced

to relinquish his charge. To add to his troubles

his wife was ill for a long time. For nearly three

years he has been under the doctor and has had

a nurse in the house, and even at the present time

he is in bed for twenty-one out of each twenty-

four hours. As a consequence of all this trouble,

the savings he had put by have vanished.

Our fyiend is now trying to exist on £20 per annum

he receives from the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent

Institution, 5s. per week from his club, and

occasional help from his son, who is a private

in the Army. We as treasurer and secretary

of the National Chrysanthemum Society feel

certain there are many who came into contact

with Mr. Caselton at the Crystal Palace shows

who would wish to render him some assistaiice

in his time of need. We therefore beg to enlist

your kind sympathy and aid on his behalf. Any

help you may be disposed to give should be

forwarded as quickly as possible to Mr. Charles H.

Curtis, 35, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.2.

—

John Green ; Rich.\rd A. Witty."

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—Where it is desired to have Green Peas

in May ne.xt, the seed should be sown in small pots,

three seeds in each, to be afterwards transferred

to boxes or large pots. A temperattu-e of 55" by
night will be ample .0 start the growth. Edwin
Beckett is one of the best of Peas for this work.

It is sturdy in growth, crops freely, and, what is of

great importance, the quality of the Peas is -all

that could be desired. Quite Content and Duke of

Albany are also excellent for the purpose.

Broad Beans.—Mammoth Longpod and Exhibi-

tion varieties should be sown in the same way
as the Peas. When 3 inches high the plants can

be transferred to boxes—say, 3 feet long, 9 inches,

wide, and 10 inches deep—in which the Beans

will flourish when grown sturdily, and give abundant

crops at a time when choice vegetables are none too

plentiful.

French Beans for fruiting in February should

now be sown, putting five seeds in a 7-inch pot.

The compost should consist of half loam, leaves

and decayed hor e-manure, three-parts filling the

pots, to be afterwards top-dressed as the plants

progress. Provide a temperature of not less than
60° by night, and give a position .close to the glass

when' the plants are well above the soil, to keep

them stocky.

Tomatoes.—Sow a pinch of seed of Sunrise,

Golden Nugget and Bide's Recruit in small pots

for an early supply of fruit. Keep the plants

growing stu' dily in an even temperature of not

less than 50° by night.

The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas sown two in each 3-inch pot in

October are now stocky plants 3 inches high.

When the pots are full of roots the plan's should be

transferred to 5-inch pots, still retaining the two

plants together in one pot, as they are easily

planted out intact. This second potting will

make them grow more vigorously. When the

second leaf shows above the seed leaves, pinch

out the point of each to induce stou basal growths

to push from the axils. Abundance of air to the

plants will keep them robust. The site the plants

are to occupy should be trenched 3 feet deep,

adding farmyard manure freely, and a sprinkling of

superphosphate occasionally will be an advantage.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines that have cast their leaves should be

closely pruned, cutting back all (uiTcnt season's

growth to two eyes. One of these when in growth

can be removed by disbudding when the best

bunches are seen. Thoroughly wash the rods

with soft soap and a stiff brush ; also round the

spurs, where there may be insect pests lodging.

It is not necessary to peel off the bark from the

rods, but anv loose pieces may be removed. Do
not allow the borders to bci onie dry even during

the winter, as this is against Nature and may lead

to mischief in the summer.

Peach Trees should be pruned and trained,

keeping the branches and shoots thin on the trellis.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Wall Trees should be pruned, cutting back

the lurrent season's shoots to within an eye of

the base. If left longer, as to.i often many are,

the spurs in quite a few years will be abnormally
long, unsightly, and so in the way if the trees

are protected by netting from frost. If the trees

are a tacked by s^a e or red spider, they should
be well cleansed, first scrubbing the main stems
with soft soap and water, and afterwards syringing
them with lime-sulphur or a weak solution of

caustic soda.

Plant Trees of Damsons where this fruit is

scar"e. Standards of The Merryweather variety
succeed admirably, giving full crops the second
year ; as also does the Langley Bullace, whi; h is

quite a desirable fruit. Damsons silcceed as bushes
equally well, but standard-trained trees in an
orchard are perhaps more out of the way, taking
up less space where the orchard is cropped with bush
fruits or vegetables. ^

E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

Swaimiorc, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Gard n.

Forcing in the Open.—This is an old-fashioned
method which still obtains for the production
of Rhubarb and Seakale. Large lidless and
bottomless boxes for long-established clumps
are best, and the heating material leaves of Oak
or Beech, with a quota of rough stable manure
to induce a steady heat. A comparativ ly large
quantity is needed, for not only have interspaces
to be filled, but the boxes have to be co\ered
I foot in depth. A piece of wire-ne ting must
be placed over each box previous to applying
the heating material.

Asparagus.—This is easy to force by similar
means, only frames must be placed on 6-foot-deep
beds of heating material with 6 inches or so of

soil between the latter and the roots of Asparagus,
th S' to be covered with about as much soil.

One soaking with tepid water will carry the plants
through the period of production.

Other Vegetables.—Preparation should be
made for the furting of early Carrots and Radishes
in the same way, only about 9 inches of light

compost will be enough in this case. The Carrots,

if thinly sown at 6 indies between the rows, will

need no thinning. The Radishes should be sown
between these, one seed at every 2 inches. A
sprinkling of se d of All the Year Round Lettuce
may also be sown, both il.e Radi he and Letti ce
being removed before the Carrots are large enough
to need the space they occupy.

Tomatoes.—A sowing may now be made of an
early variety, such as Sunrise, provided there is

enough heat to keep the seedlings in vigorous
growth early in the year. A much lighter compost
should be used for this crop than is suitable for

spring-raised plants, and directly the seedlings
are large enough to transplant they should be
transferred to 2i-ihch pots filled with a similar
compost, planting close to the inside of the
pot—one in each. Only slightly firm the soil

and be cautious in the application of water.

Plants Under Glass.

Tulips.—Proserpine- is the easiest of the large-

flowered section to force and may be had in flower
by now, but usually it pays better to start it later,

when longer stalks and better foliage are produced.
It is very important to grow on the plants in the
dark until the flowers begin to show colour, and
equally important to keep the soil wet up to the
same stage. Subsequently allow them to get

inured by degrees to light and air and a colder
temperature.

Narciss;.—A large batch of trumpets should
be placed in the forcing-house, anywhere under
stages, covering the pots or boxes for a lime
with straw in order to draw up the flower-stems.
At the same time introduce more material to a
cooler house, where the plants will come along
slowly to be later given more heat.

Violets.—There should now be quantities of

these where forced either in manure-heated frames
or in pits. I prefer the latter as a simpler and less

laborious method, while the flowers can be picked
in all weathers without] exposure. It is very
important when applying water to be careliif

not to wet the foliage or any part of the plant,

more especially if the heat is low or the outside
temperattu-e in a similar condition. One likes to see

plenty of flowers on the plants, but it is reallv

more satisfactory in the end to pick them at

frequent intervals so as to always have the flowers

young and therefore long lasting and fragrant.
Ventilation is a valuable aid, when weather permits,
to let in air.

Arum Lilies.—Those forced will now be yielding
flowers, but the main bat( h coming on in a cool
temperature will be mainly engaged in fil ing
the pots with roots, for which abundant supplies
of manure water even now will he essential. Arum
Lilies are frequently- damaged by ihe careless
when cutting spathes by taking leaf and spathe
low down. This is certain to cause the loss of the
later flowers, each strong leaf prodm ing in succes-
sion three spathes. and careless cutting sui h as
indicated destroys the power of the plant to produce
these even if the knife does not sever them or one
of them.

Camellias.—These too much neglected shrubs
should be examined and the flow-er buds reduced
to two where they are clustered thickly together.
The plants will >oon begin to move and will want
watching that dryness at th roots does not super-
vene. Plants in vigorous health and well rooted
need occasional aid in the way of manure. The
leaves are apt to become coated with dirt when
grown under the shade of Roses or other climbing
plants, and after being syringed the leaves should
be sponged with a petroleum soluticm, which will

render them clean arid glossy for months hence.
R. P. Brotherston-.

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)
Tyningkame, Prestonkirk, N.B.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS
RASPBERRY CANES FOR INSPECTION {H. A. P. L.).—

Tlie distoioratioii of the bark of the Itaspbi^rries is probably
duf to a fungus, but at present the damage done is con-
fined to the extreme outside of tlie stem, and it may
possibly go no further. We think it would be wise to
leave the rods now. but if they sliow signs of dying in the
spring, cut out the infected ones and spray the rest with
Bordeaux mixture.

PERUVIAN GUANO (If. G. S.).—The Peruvian Guano
woukl be Ijest applied a little before the plants it is in-

tended to serve are ready to use it. Sprinkle it on the
surface and hoe it in, or -forli it in when preparing the bed
for transplanting, &c: You would find two or three
small dressings at the rate of about half an ounce to an
ounce to the square yard better than a single dressing of

tlie total quantity which would be so added.

DOUBLE GRAFTING {W. B.).—l. What variety of

Pear is known as the common Pear, and used as a stock
upon which to graft better varieties ? The Pear referred

to is Pyrus conimuuis. It is found wild in some parts
of England ; wildings, or those grown from seed, are also

sometimes used. 2. What is the operation known as
double grafting ; and how is it performed ? It is seldom
that double grafting is resorted to now; it is chiefly

confined to Pears. It is supposed to have the effect of

converting uncertain and shy bearers to greater fertility.

Marie Louise and Souvenir" du Congr^s are sometimes
operated upon in this way for this purpose. The operation
is car.ied out in the nursery wliile the trees arc young,
grafting the stock twice instead of once as is usual

—

once on the stock and once on the scion.

POOR CELERY (H, N.L.).—The Celery is attacked by
the fungus Septoria Petroselini var. Apii, the cause of

Celery biight. At this season nothing can be done to

check the disease wlucti is often carried in the seed. Next
year, if tlir seed shows any sign of the fungus, steep it

for a couple of hours in hydrogen peroxkh' and, in addition,

spray tli«- jtlants from May onwards witli Bordeaux mix-
ture. Tlie rifusc from the attacked crop should be biu'ut

—

not allowed t(.i go on to the rubbish heap or be dug into th^'

soik

HAIR WASH FROM ROSEMARY (7. S. 5.)—The follow-

ing lecipes for Ituseniary hair waslies appeared in the /'ha>-

inaceutical Journal for April 11. 1914. (1) Powdered borax,

loz. ; dried sodium carbonate. }oz. ; powdered ammonium
carbonate, joz. : flowers of camphor, 30 grains: and oil

of Kosemary, 10 minims. (2) Powdered borax. 360 grains ;

powdered quillaia bark. 60 grains ; flowers of camphor,
30 grains : and oil of Rosemary, 10 minims.

BOOK ON FUNGI {E. G. -S.).—A suitable book would be
' I'ungi and How to Know Them," by E. W. Swanton

.

Pubiislied by Messrs. Methuen an. I Co., 36, Essex Street,

Lniidon, W.C.L:.

PLANTING MONTBRETIAS {C. B. fi.).—The "local

florist" referred to is misinformed in the matter, the

best cultivators lifting the whole of their choice stocks

annually in late October or early November, storing tliem

in a not too dry, frost-proof place, and replanting Iheni in

late March or early April. InconjuMction with thlsaiinual

lifting singling of the corms (buibs) at pUititiiig i< also

resorted to, the plants thus individualisiHl giving nuieh the

finer spikes of bioom. Indeed, tin- b.sl e\liibilioii spikes

areso grown generally. The mere breaUing iipol the clumps

of these fast- increasing subjects affords the plants little

ojiporlunity for development, though often indulged in

by gardeners of a certain class. Another advantage of

annual lifting is the chance of affording the plants a new
site or, in any case, rested, sweet, and freslily prei)ared

soil, all of wliich are important. All you have to do is

to store your plants in a cool, frost-proof place, and you
will have nothing to fear.
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VINES
Extra fine Canes are offered of

Appley Towers
Black Hamburgh
Bowoad Muscat
Foster's Seedling
Madrestield Court
Mrs. Pince
Muscat of Alexandria
Prince of Wales

and all other leading sorts.

From lOie to 211- each.

GEO. BUNYARD
& CO., LTD.,

The Royal Nurseries,

MAIDSTONE.

SEED POTATOES
Reliabre Stocks. Scotch and Yorkshire Grown.

SEND FOR LIST

ISAAC POAD & SONS, WALMGATE, YORK

MERSE-LIME, 5/-'^^Z':^^t
\\<wt. IS a good dresaiii/j /or aoo square yards.

Thl3 improved drfssiiii; tor all classi-s of soil and crops

corrects nridity and promotes fertility imn-h more quickly
tlitiu alakitd liiiii' or ordinary ^'mund liiiiL-stinie; prepa)ed
by a special process ; fine as fl.iur yet rn.t dusty ; a pleasure

to apply. SAMi-LE and LEAhXKT giving full pariiculai-s,

post flee, 2(1. stamps. Spect.il quotations for quautittes.

BEES LTD., 175c Mill St., LIVERPOOL.

With Irons on
Soles 8d. More

All Sizes for

MEN or
-WOMEN,
Same Prices.

CHEAPER THAN BOOTS
CALOR CLOGS are the cheapest foot covering you

can buy to-day They keep your feet dry and
warm. Tl'e model illustrated is made with good eram
leather uppers, lined with non-tearing felt, nicely
finished. Plain, sfrous wood sole-s. In the same sizes
as boots, for Men or Women 6?6 and 7/11

, post paid.
Men's Unhned Waterlipht Clogs, 8/11. Men's Welhng-
toD Clogri, Felt Lined, 11/6 and 14/6. All pott paid.

Fine Clog Catalogue Free on Request.

Wm. PATTERSON & SONS
B89, OVERGATE, DUNDEE.

TIMBER SHORTAGE

EVERYONE who plants a

potential timber tree " now
is doing a service to tlie

country" for it is being denuded as

quickly as possible of its useful tim-

ber. There may not be the labour to

plant the large acreages necessarj-,

but thousands of land and property

owners can find time and labour

to plant a few hedgerow and other

trees wliich will help to supply the

country's needs in years to come.

As we intend to considerably

reduce our stock of standard trees

of Elms, Sycaniores, Linies, Ash,

Chestnuts, Beech, Birch, Poplar,

etc., we can offer these on advan-

tageous terms.

.•\ll are fine, well-grown trees,

frequently transplanted. Tree Cata-

logue (limited quantity only) free.

PENNELL & SONS
LINCOLN
Established 1780.

NUTS,COBS & FILBERTS
Plant up all Waste Ground.
NOW is the Proper Time.

Good Healthy Fruiting Trees.
Price - - 7/- per doz.

Peaches and Nectarines, in variety,

splendid trained trees, 5/- each.
per doz.

Roses, dwarf, best named .sorts, 8/-

„ climbing, best named sorts, 12,-

H. CANNELL & SONS,
' THE NURSERIES, EYXSFORD.

mm
M

ii
Wi

A.lJC17IOI«S.

SALES BY AUCTION
OF BULBS

EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY
ROSES.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, FRUIT TREES Etc.,

EVERY WEDNESDAY.

Messrs. PROTHEROE & MORRIS,
67 & 68, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. 2.

Sixpence in stamps will ensure twelve Catalogues.

the: stourbridgh heating apparatus
For Ureenhou.ses, Conservatories, &c.

Most economical and efficient.

This apparatus has attained

great popularity. Made at qui

own foundry, and under oui

own supei vision. Befoie
irderinti elsewhere, send for

Price List fiivinji fu)l pai-

ticulars, free by post.

J. sn Msr. ^wiroor»
Birmingham Street Foundry

STOURBRIDGE.

Telegrams: "FRANK CANT. COLCHESTER."
Telephone No. 182.

CANT8«5msR08E8
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Rose Gardens (Oept. A),

COLCHESTER.
DESCRIPTIVE CAT.ALOGVE POST FREE,

yd stamps.

,y Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from

other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Frn Sampla
with instruotiont Free.

6d. & l/-Tins& 15/- per Cwt.((.or. London)
of all Chtmists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SAN[TAS" CO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural

Exhibition. IQII.

GROW

YOUR OWN FRUIT
a for next year,

r" and insure having the finest^quality at '2

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well

grown fruiting trees of all kinds.

Catalogues Free.

TKBARNHAM: NURSERIES, Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

CHOICE SHRUBS.

HONEYSUCKLES
(shrubby); pot grown plants.

Fragrantissima, white flowers, early spring.

JIaackii, creamy flowers, followed with scarlet

berries.

Nitida, white flower, evergreen, fine rockery

shrub.

Pileata, creamy flower, succeeded with purple

berries, fine rockery shrub.

Chrvsantha, profusion of yellow flowers,

berries dark red.

Syringantha, rosy lilac flowers, very sweet

scented, 1/6 to 2/6 each, according to size.

Xice plant of each for 12/- package free.

GEO.BUNYARD&GO.,Ltd.
Royal Nurseries, MAIDSTONE.
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
* CORNS have been widely used for live-

/\ stock of all kinds this season, and school'

/ % children have been freely encouraged

/ % to collect the nuts for stock-feeding.
^ ^ Acorn - Feeding.—In recommending
the collection by school children of acorns for stock-

feeding, the Ministry of Food and Board of Agri-

culture consider that acorns should be worth from
2S. to 4s. a bushel. The acorns should be delivered
in fresh, sound and dry condition, or they will be
liable to go mouldy in storage, in which condition
it is unsafe to feed them to stock. Where large

quantities are collected, they should be spread
out to a depth of 6 inches to 9 inches on a dry
floor in a well-ventilated shed, and be turned daily

until all surface moisture has evaporated. Where
it is possible to roast them gently, this method
dries them thoroughly and removes all risk of

moulding, while the acorns are more' palatable to

stock and easier to shell.

The Professional Breeder.—When the novice
posts his order to the professional poultry-breeder
for half a dozen pullets to supply a few eggs for

the house, or for a well-matured cockerel to mate
to his hens, he is, as a rule, ignorant of the routine

through which the purchased birds have passed
since they saw the light of day. A few words on this

subject will not, therefore, be out of place. The
average professional breeder regards the supplying
of matured laying pullets and stock birds as one
of his chief assets each season. Long before the
ordinary poultry-keeper thinks out his chicken-
rearing schemes for the year the professional has
mated up his

breeding pens and
started hatching

activities in

tamest. Already

I have had many
reports to hand
from some of my
professional
friends of "chicks

out and doing
well." It .wants

a stout heart
indeed to face the

many disappoint-

ments resulting

from early
mating, incuba-

tion and rearing.

But without his

early broods the

professional
would be "all at

own requirements

mi^
eggs and from losses in rearing

early in the season, and he is at

the mercy of Dame Nature as

regards the sexes. He may
find cockerels well in the

majority when the birds

mature in all broods hatched
out up to March, with the result that he

is short of early hatched pullets when the

autumn comes round. One day he may be admir-

ing his flocks of well-grown pullets, and the next

lamenting the sudden visit of Reynard and blaming

Fate for escorting his lordship to the pullets'

quarters instead of to the cockerels'. When autumn
comes round the- professional breeder makes the

daily round of the " growing " section of the farm
either well pleased or disappointed with results.

Our Illustration.—The photograph reproduced

this week has prompted me to touch upon this

subject. It depicts part of the rearing-grounds

on the Suffolk Poultry Farm, Hadleigh, Suffolk,

the property of Messrs. Eastman Brothers. The
well-matured young birds are seen in their quarters

prior to disposal or removal to the laying section

of the farm. In the foreground Light Sussex

fowls are to be seen. Perhaps some of you have
before now wondered why pmxhased birds have
been so much larger than your home-reared
youngsters. The progressive breeder makes full

use of free range, once the little chicks get " strong

on the leg." They are grouped into sizes and
sexes, the cockerels being removed from thr
pullets at quite an early age to give the latter

""SS-T"

'<**^*({8Hft
IN THE REARING-GROUNDS.

Snapshot taken on the Suffolk Poultry Farm, Hadteigh, Suffolk, the property of Messrs. Eastman Brothers

(See text.)

sea." He has to fit in his

IS well as supply all the
sittings of eggs and day-old chicks booked in

advance by customers. And before he can scheme
out the number of pullets and cockerels to rear

for sale he has to bear in mind the quantity he

will need to fill the gaps in his " home " stock.

When Buying Stock.—When, therefore, the

novice buys six pullets at 15s. or £1 is. ea'ch, it

is well to bear in mind the stages -the bh'ds have
passed through. The professional breeder invari-

ably suffers disappointments from weakly fertilised

every opportmiity of making progress. The
growing stock are grouped and reshuffled for

,
quality as they reach the stage of matm-ity, so

'

that the owner can put his hand at once on the

good, selected and specially selected specimens,

respectively, in either sex. Thus, when you send

your ord'-r for a £1 is. or £2 25. cockerel, the
" riglit " bird can be promptly despatched.

Egg-Binding.—My advice is sought by " F. S."

of Redruth, who writes :

" We have a Rhode Island Red pullet which

commenced to lay last month. On Mondav

the bird was unable to drop her egg, which

had apparently got crossways. After straining,

the egg was laid, but part of the organ came
outside. Will you kindly advise ^as to treat-

ment ?
"

Egg-binding usually manifests itself in the

affected bird frequenting the nest repeatedly

and straining to get rid of the burden, her tail

being carried low. If the bird is handled, the

egg will be felt by the vent, but care is essential

to prevent the egg from being broken. Steaming

is the plan usually adopted to extract the egg.

In the first place, give the invalid a teaspoonful

of castor oil, and afterwards lubricate the vent

with vaseline, olive or sweet oil. Next hold the

fowl's vent over a bucket of boiling water for

twenty minutes or so, which should release the

troublesome egg. If the fingers are brought into

play, take care not to break the egg, or inflammation

may set in ; in case of a mishap, remove every

particle of shell to lessen the chances of inflamma-

tion.

A Remedy.-—It will help matters if the invalid

is afterwards isolated, being quartered in a nice

warm coop or box for a time. The receptacle

should be in the natiu'e of a " hospital " coop,

being well littered

and having a

sparred front
with feeding and

drinking re-

c e p t a cl e s at-

tached. For a

time stimulating

food should be

withheld, very
little mash being

given, grain of

the small 'appe-
al ising " kind

being provided

instead. Should

a part of the

intestines p r o -

trude from the

vent owing to the

straining, replace

the same after

lubrication with viseline (the fingers being be-

smeared with the latter), isolate the bird and

keep her quiet, adopting a non-forcing diet.

Egg-binding may result from an insufficiency

of shell-forming material.

Mr
ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
W. Powell-Owen, The Gauden PouUry Expert,

will he pleased to answer, free of chartie, uny questions dealing

with poultry-keepinrj. A stumped und uddressed enrelope

shmild be enclosed, when a lemilhy and detuiled reply will Ije

posted promptly. Communieutioiis should be sent to Mr.
W. Powell-Owen, care of The Gakden, 20, Tavistock Street,

.strand, W.C.2..
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Optimistic poultry journalists are predicting a
prosperous season for those who have the good for.

tune to possess stocks of fowls from which to breed
during the coming year. They are fully justified in

this, because all far-seeing people wiio carefully study
the requirements of the country realise the absolute
need of adding to the number of layers. Eggs wtre
never before as greatly needed as now, and even when
importations might recommence, there are not
the stocks of fowls on the Continent to produce the
eggs. Home production in this direction must be
relied on and should increase from month to month

—

(1) By everyone hatching every available chicken, and
(2) By those who have the fowls, feeding these so that
their health may be maintained, and so ensure
healthy progeny.

WM. COOK & SONS
ORIGINATORS OF THE ORPINGTON

FOWLS AND DUCKS
(ESTABLISHED NEARLY 50 YEARS),

and the Original Firm of Cooks, whose reputation is
world-wide , are daily providing the country with the
necessary food to increase Egg production and
promote healthiness, - nd their pens of birds being in
full lay, they can dispat h Fertile Eggs by return, and
are booking Day-old Chickens ahead for early delivery

The Food ^vhich is producing many
thousands of additional eggs weekly
in every part of the country is their

IDEAL MEAL
which they supply in two forms:

—

(1 ) For use vt/ith four parts of
middlings. (2) As a complete Food.
Purchasers are asked to specify which they require-
A trial will convince the most sceptical of its value-

The price of Hie Ideal Meiil is :

—

Per cwt., 21/- ; per J-cwt., 11/- ; per i-cwt., 6/-

;

carriage paid in England and Wales, or 1/- less per
cwt. carriage lorward to Scotland and Ireland, or

carriage paid f^r 24/- per cwt,, 13/- per A-cwt.

This food is only obtainable direct from ST. MARY
CRAY, and is not supplied through the trade.

There is only room for one letter this week.butit
represents the gist of dozens received daily :—

Cornwall House. Kemball Street, Ipswich, llth Dec 1917.

Vou recently sent me '1 cwts. of your Ideal Meal (I cwt. of the No. 1

and 1 cwt. of Complete). 1 nm a Blue Le horn breeder, keeping a
tireedint; stock of nearly 200 birds and have f unit your Mcal to be all
you Claim for It, t^T my pullets, although earjy hatched,
owing no doubt to the poorness of the Meaisand grains novr
to be obtained, had noc commenced to lay. I am pleased to
say that your Ideal Meal has alteri^a this state oi atTalrs
and I am havin(> fresh birds commencing to lay dally. I am
well known on this Bast Coast and any use you may care to
make of these remarks you are at liberty to. I enclose cheque
or £3 3s. for 1 cwt. Oneinal ^nd J cwts. Complete.~G. R. DAWSON.

RELIABLE EQQS FOR HATCHING.
are now being tiispatrJied daily from their Uap-nested layers
in the foUowins luvi^ds :

—

Fertile Eggs from good
Utilitv Stock of guaran-
teed 200-220-egg strains.

BUFF ORPINGTONS,
WHITE ORPINGTONS,
WHITE WYANDOTTES,
RHODE ISLAND REDS,
LIGHT SUSSEX,
SPECKLED SUSSEX,
HOUDANS,
WHITE LEGHORNS,

and y
BLACK LEGHORNS.

8/6 per dozen.

And from trap-nested ;

284 strains.

10/6 per dozen.

CHICKENS.DAY-OLD
The following will be ready for dispatch on and after

December 27th. and those requiring deliveries during this
month are specially requested to enter their orders now, as
William Cook and Sons have already booked a number of
chickens from tliese hatches.
BUFF ORPINGTONS,

WHITE WYANDOTTES,

BLACK LEGHORNS,
and

WHITE LEGHORNS.

WHITE LEGHORN
als..

BLACK LEGHORN
COCKERELS.

From good Utility Stmik
of guaranteed produi-ers
of 200-220 eggs each per
annum.

18/- pep dozen.
From trap-nested 220-284
egg strains.
21/- pep dozen.

Sale delivepy is guaranteed in England and Wales,
the risks in transit being taken by them.

MALE BIRDS.
Only a few left^now, and no more will be'available

till 1918.
From trap-nested '2.'j0

to 281 egg hens. Feb-
ruary hatched. 25/- :

March hatched, 21/- ;

April hatched. 18/6
WHITE WYANDOTTE COCKERELS.

A few March birds from their finest layers, with individual
records of over 2G0 eggs each in the year.

30/- and i.5/- each,
and April hatched birds 21-.

All Stock, Chicks and Eggs ape cappiage paid.
All orders and letters of engiiirv should be carefullv
addressed to tlieir ONE ADDRESS IN ENGLAND—

WM. COOK & SONS, St. Mary Gray, Kent.
TELEPHONE: 7 CRAY.

fheNabion

wants more eggs

from yourhensi

The national demand for MORE EGGS is so

urgent that every poultry-keeper should bring

his hens up to the highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPEATT'S scienti-

fic system of feeding, via. :

—

SPRATT'S
MEBO "(("LAYMOR"

The ideal soft break-
fast feed for laying hens.
Blob in egg-produoin

g

properties.

"LAYMOR" can be
OBed with middlings or
other raw meals in equal
qaantities by adding 10

%0 ISp.o. of "MEBO."

BpratVt Food* are $toeked by dtalert. If ctm$ 4igUvlt$
in obtaining aupplisa, wriU io

SPRATTS PATENT. LTD.. 24-25. FENCHUtCH ST, LC

1

Rich in albnmiiioldi.
Induces prolifla egg*
layinc wlthoot weaken*
log the birda.
FoUow the mdrloe

given CD the back of a
7-lb. bag of "MEBO,"
or send a postoard (or

oar leaflet, "Winter
Layers," frea on raqaett.

Eggs for Hatching
WHITE WYANDOTTE, Gold Medal Winners.
BUFF ROCKS. WHITE LEOHORNS.

OTHER BREEDS, BEST QUALITY.
"7/6 and lO/- doi.. U.R. CARR. PAID.

Send For My Price List.

JOHN E. SHAGKLETON,
CHOLESBURY, NR. TRING.

COCKERELS. BREEDING PENS.
SECURE your stock at once, before others have had the

liest. Birds always for sale. Eijcis for hatching now
ready. (Jolden, Silver, White Wvandoftcs (273 egg strain),

Rhode Island Reds, White Leghorns (285 strain). Buff
Urpiugton Ducks. Kindly state e.xact requirements.

SYDNEY HILLER,
Clevelaad Poultry Farm, STANDON, Herts.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbien or fresh vegetablen, mixed
with crispy preen bone, becomes—" Beicon between war
bread." Batchers' bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone
Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks
enormous profits. Particulars:

—

Kkrfoot, Hawkgreen,
Marnle. Clienhire.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, &c.

GRANULATED MEAT. Per 112 lbs., 2e/-.Car. Pd-
2nd quaiitj. I'er 112 lbs., 21/-, Car. Pd.

FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30-. Sfilb. 16 -. Carriai?e Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fish Meal.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL.
Per 1121b8. 30/- 561b3. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 10/6. 561bs.

6/3. Cairiage Paid,

SUSSEX QROUNO OATS.
The Real Thjhg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16,6. Carriage Paid.

MEAT AND BONE MEAL. Perll21bs. 21/-
Carriage Paid.

LAYINQ MEAL. Per 1121b». 20/- Carriage Paid.

" PIONEER " DRV MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.
Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage forward.

FLINT GRIT. Icwt. 6cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.

3/- 14/6 28/6 56/-
Carriage Forward.

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

Our Mixtures are guaranteed free from Shell and Grit

We allow 1/- each for Peat Moss and Hay
Meal Sacks if returned in good condition.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' Requisites

post free on application.

HARRY HEBDITCH^'fMartock, Somerset

KOJ3ERT I«II-,IL.E:II'S

HEN HOUSES
are RIGHT-ON-TOP of every other make.

ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for

STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.
Dow/nrieht satisfaction alivays.

Catalogue Free.

SAVE MONEY!!
Buy the right Grits in bulk, and avoid soft

shelled eggs. 5/-, 5/9 cwt., carriage paid.

Samples Free.—Midland Grit Co., Stourbridge.

PATENT CRUSHER for breaking bones,
ovster shell, china, etc., for your poultry. Of simple con-

.structiou, unbreakable, easy to work, 12/- carriage paid.

—

L. DiNKER, Hillmorton Paddox, Rugby.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " KIovera,"the celebrated brand of clover meal
123. fld. cwt.; 79 j-cwt.. carr. paid.—RosSLTN & Co., 30.

Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
The great intestinal corrective, promoting full - blooded

condition, necessary tor repular hiyinp. Trial bags, 2/-;

lOlbs., 4/-; i-cwt. 13/9 (fine or granulated). Pure Clover

for Poultry, containing valuable niineial ^alts 5 bushels. 6/-

10 bushels, 11/-; all carriage paid. — Wills Bros.,

Hoddesdon, Herts.

OVELLE
" Made my hens lay 2 dozen eges a week ext-a in November

and December," writes Mrs. Magennity, Faughart.

Sold at 6d., 1/-, 2'-, 5/-, 10/- 21/- Carriage 4d. any size

OVELI.E MILLS. NEWRY
SPiCE
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BY APPOINTMENT. t .
, , .- ^ BY APPOINTMENT^

DISINFECTANT FLUID
c

*' A worthy and formidable weapon for battling againtt the bacillue."—Sir J. Ceichton-Beownb, F.E.8.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known.

Against Colds and Roup.—" I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—" Of the advertised disinfectants Izal

is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers pids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^;«^-f,>i IZAL POWDER,
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Aek for Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry

2/6 per 141b. bag,
8/6 per SOIb. keg.

Newton, Chambers & Co., Ltd.JhornGliffe, nr. Sheffield.

Give your
FRUIT TREES
a fair cliaitce and
they will put money
in your pocket !

BUT the fruit must be in good condition,

wliich can only be achieved by keeping
the trees clean, free from Moss and
Lichen, and in a healthy condition.

COOPER'S WINTER (VI) FLUID
WiLL DO THIS

and will remove that loose rough bark which
harbours so many insect pests until they
come forth in the Spring, when they do
such an enormous amount of damage.

Cooper's Winter Fluid

DOES NOT BURN THE BARK of the trees

nor the skin and clothes of the operator.

1 Gall, makes 101 Galls. Spray Fluid

Full particulars, with Prices, on application to the

Sole Maaufacturers.

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS,
Berkhanisted

WANTED, a Good Vegetable Grower for a
private garden in Berkshire ; wages 30/- to 40/- pt^r

week ; very good house, t-oal and veiietables.—Apply " Box
7."c/o Thb Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Coveut Garden,
London, W.C. 2.

SPECIALADVANCE OFFER of SEED POTATOES

Duke of York, Eclipse, Midlothian Early. Llewellyns, Sharped
Express, per 112 bs. 20/-. S-i lbs. 10/-, 28 lbs., 5/-, 14 ,bs. 2/6.

Epicures, perH2 lbs. .6/-, 56 lbs. 8'-. 28 lbs. 4'-. 4 lbs. 2/-

King Edwards, Evergoods, Da housie, Arran Chief, Queen
Mary, 10/. per cw .. £1 5/- > er ton ; 4 ton lots £S 5/- per ton.

NOT UND R ONE CWT. SUPPLIED.
Eating Potatoes, Table Carrots, Swedes, Turnios, Parsnips,

Beetroot. 7/ticwt.. 4/6 -i cwt., 2/6 per 28 lbs.
Shallots. !/,( per lb. Onion Sets, '2/- per lb.

Potat J Manure, 10/- per cwt., 6/- i cwt.. 3/6 per 28 lbs.. 2/- per
14 lbs. Bans free. Free on Rails.

Narcissus Bulbs 1/- per dn?en, post free- Send for Catalogue.
CASH WITH ORDER.

HORACE TAYLOR, Seedsman, CHATTERIS,' Cambs.

fiCIENTIFICALLT AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
Intheformofaleaf-mould, ready for use at any time, in the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is put. Goesturtner

(4 bushel<; equalling IScwts.). gives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from wefds. worms, etc.

Report of Roval Hortlcultupal Society- " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wis'ey. and J

am pleased to report-that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetable^: Crown both under glass and out

In the open air." (Si^ned^ W. WiLKS. Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full particulars and testimonials sent on receibt of hostcard.

V- BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -WB
Sold in Bushel Baas. 1 baS. 2/9; 4 bacs. 9/-; 10 ba'js. 20/- for ct^H with order, carriage paid, to any station withi i

25 Miles of London. 3d. charged extra for every 4 bngs or le'is quantity for each SO miles or part beyond this distance.

Special price quoted for ton lots.

IVAKELEY BROS. A CO.. LTD.. /o^. BANK8IDE. LONDON. S.B. 1.

Also WAKt'LEY'S GROUND OAKDBN LTIWff af- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above.

SALE OF SUkPLuS STUCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Garden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Garden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on applicatiOD.

"Tonts"." NORWICH.BOULTON & PAUL, Ltd.,

SANKEirS^SSotHpoTS
** 'Ghe BEST and Chcapcsh
iutc,

SPECIAL POTS or all I

mmm
l*«(i« from 2cl..*«ch.

mCMAffO SANtfETJt SOfi, LTP.
Bulwell M>Tic3. MOTTIMGMAM

ctsthciul^^
and makes the Garden ^^^^^^^
gay all the year round \^iz^iL

Sold everywhere (or Horticultural purposes, in TINS at 6d. & I/-, and In

BRANDED etSE sLED HAGS: 71bs..3/e: Mli.s., fl 6 ; 281bs,. 7/0; 56lbs-, 13/6: 1121bs., 24'.. Or direct

from the Works. Carriage paid m the Dnited Kingdom for Cash with Order (except 6a, TINS,)
Q.aotlil 9 of .SSlbs. and upwards are supplied in 281b. bags.

CLAY & SON. Manure Mfrs* Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON. E.-

BEVERAGE,

STIMULANT,

FOOD.

<«>?«

rcT-ti^ mrnn^'Br2:mke/istw cocoJi

DEFIES

COLD AND

DAMP.

Printed bv Hudson & Keapns. Limited. Hatfield Street Works, Stamford Street. S.E. I. and Published by "Country Life," Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C. 2,

an.l by George Newnes. Limited. 8-U, Southampton Street. Strand, W.C. 2.
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MERRYWEATHERS' ROSES have a world-
wide reputation tor quality and cheapness. Strong and
sturdy always, Merryweatlier trees, ever true to name, defy
competition. All the newest varieties. Dwarfs, Standards.
Climbers. A crand stocls of Shrubs and Ornamental Trees.
Herbaceous Plants in (Treat variety. Send for Catalogue.

—

H. Merrtweather & SONS. Ltd., Southwell. Notts.

WATERER'S ALPINES & HERBACEOUS
PL.\NTS. New Catalogue now ready.

CLEARANCE SALE OF BRITISH GROWN
BULBS. List free.

WATERER'S WARGRAVE ROSES.
Catalogue and Supplementary List of new and choice

varieties now ready.

WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS AND
CHOICE SHRUBS. Catalogue free.

All or any of the above Catalogues forwarded post free on
receipt of name and address.

—

Jqbn Waterer. Sons & Crisp,
Ltd., The Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey ; and Twyford, Berks.

GOAT-KEEPING IN WAR-TIME. — An
invaluable booklet on the best and most profitable methods
of Goat-Keeping. By C. S. Pavies. Now Ready. 9d. nett,
by post, 1 Id.— Published at the Offices of Countrv Life, Ltd.,
20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C. 2.

GREENHOUSE PAINTING & GLAZING.—
" VITROLITE " far superior to White Lead Paint.
' PLASTINE " supersedes Putty.—Full particulars from
W. Caeson & Sons, Grove Works, Battersea. Agents tlirough-

out the country.

DICKSON'S HORTICULTURAL MANURE
and other high-class fertilizers ; also Dickson's Improved
Mushroom Spawn.—Priced circulars free on appUcation to
Dicksons, Royal Seed Warehouses and Nurseries, Chester.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Planting Crowns,
50,2/6; 100, 4/-, Large Planting Crowns 50, 3/fi ; 100 8;'-.

Fine Forcing Crowns, 50, 8/- ; 100, 15/-. Carriage paid.

—

Thomas Baker, Bulb Grower, Surfleet, Liucolnshirc.

LINCOLNSHIRE'S SEED POTATOES.—
Midlothian Karlv, Duke of York. -May Queens. Sh.arpe's

Expre",s. Eclipse, 2/10 14lbs. ; 5/6 iSlbs. ; 10/6 561bs. : 20/-.

King Edwards, .\rran Chief, British Queen, Queen Marys,
Evefgoods, Defiance. Roval Kidneys, Up-to-Dates, 1/6

141bs. : 2/10 281bs. : 5/6 5mbs.: 11/-. Eating Potatoes, 7/6
cwt. All prices inclusive of bags.—F. Paekes, Wyberton,
Boston.

FLOWER POTS.— 10 8in., 15 Sin., 15 Sin.,

20 4in., 20 2}in., complete, packed free, 7/6. Illustrated list

of pots, saucers, seed and cutting pans. se.akale and rhubarb
pots, free.—Thos. Jeavons, Potteries, Brierley Hill.

,GOLDEN & GREEN YEWS FOR HEDGES.
^^—Our speciality, from IJft. to6(t. high; the finest stock in

'he Kingdom. — John Jetferies <fe Son, Ltd., Royal
..urseries, Cirencester.

UTTfOR CUT FLOWERS, MIXED DAFFODILS
_iAND NARCISSUS. 1/- 100 ; 9/- 1,000. Mixed Tulips, 5/6 100 ;

- 52/- 1,000. Golden Crown TuUps, scarlet and gold. .3/- 100 ;

__25/- 1,000. Poets Narcissus, 2/6 100 ; 20/- 1,000. Barri
"^^onspicuus, 2/- 100: 15/- 1,000. Double White Narcissus, 2/-
~-^ 100: 15/- 1,000. 10/- orders and upwards carriage paid, cash
—^with order.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

WAKELEY'S PATENTED HOP MANURE.
The only reliable and complete substitute ror Stable Manore,
Order now for prompt delivery.—6ee advertiBement page iv.

BARR'S CASH CLEARANCE SALE OF
CHOICE DAFFODILS. April and May-Uowering TULIPS,
etc., tor in and outdoors. .Also Bulbs for large plantings. List
free.—Barr & SO\s, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

THE HON. MRS. R. C. GROSVENOR,
Practical Artist-Gardener, Silver Medal, International
Exhibition, 1912. Oricinal designs for gardens of every
description, stone terraces, paving, etc. Materials and plants
supplied. Work personally superintended. Estimates given.
—Morrisbume, Woking. ^^_^_

HARDY BORDER CARNATIONS.—Four
Gold Medals. R.H.S.—Our stilT-necked. scented strain give
satisfaction, and do well in any soil and in any district.

Plant early for a bed of these lovely perennials. List free,— J. Douglas, The Premier House, Great Bookham.

250,000 HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
70 kinds, splendidly grown, 1/6 doz., carriage paid. Fruit
trees, slirubs. etc. Cabbage plants. 100 1/6. 200 2/6 : post
paid. Descriptive catalogue.—F. H. JONES, ChurchGeld
Estate. Cradley, Malvern.

WM. DUNCAN TUCKER & SONS, LTD.,
Lawrence Road, South Tottenham, N. 15.—Conservatories,
Winter Gardens, Vineries, Peach Houses, Portable Build-
ings, etc. Catalogue gratia.

ONION SETS, READYNOW.—GROW, where
sccIs fail.— lib. 2/6 ; 21bs., 4/6 ; Slbs., 6/6 : 41bs., 8/6 ; 51bs.,

10/0, carriage paid, cash with order ; delivery at once.— BEES
Ltd., 1750, Mill Street, Liverpool.

"ROCK GARDEN PLANTS, Where and in
what Soils to plant tiiem."—A catalogue of great use and
value to rock cardeners. Postage one penny.—-G. R. Phipps,
F.R.H.S., Alpine Nurserj', Barnham, Bognor.

HOLLAND, LINCOLNSHIRE, BULBS are
better than Dutch. MLxed Tulips, 4/- ; Mixed White Narcissus,
3/6 ; Mixed Trumpet Daffodils, 4/-, all per 100. Send for
price list of named varieties.— Fred Parkes, Wyberton,
Boston.

RIVERS' FRUIT TREES, ROSES, VINES,
Figs. Oranges and Orchard House trees are of flrst-ciass

quality, and a large and select stock is always on view.
Inspection invited. Price list post free on application

.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR COUNTRY
HOUSES.—No emptying of cesspools ; no solids ; no open
filters ; perfectly automatic ; everything underground. State
particulars.

—

Whuam Beathe, 8, Lower GioBTeuor Place,
Westminster. ^ .

SCOTCH - GROWN BRITISH QUEEN, 2nd
EARLY SEED POTATOES, splendid cropper, superb quality,

clean, vigorous Highland seed, 14/- cwt.; 7/fi 661bs. ; :J/10

2Slbs. ; 2/- 141b3.

—

Bees Ltd., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

WELLS' CHRYSANTHEMUM CATALOGUE
now ready. Post free on application.- -W. Weils & Co..

Merstham , Surrey. ^

THOMPSON& MORGAN'S SELECT SCOTCH
SEED POTATOES, early varieties, Midlothian Early ami
Duke of York, 3/6 per stone ; Sharp's Express, Eclipse and
Sir John Llewellyen, 3/- per stone: Epicure. 2/6 per stone.

(Bags extra.) Catalogues of Flower and Vegetable Seed.4 in

.lanuary.—THOMPSON & Morgan, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Ipswich.

SHALLOTS.—Best hand-picked, ready for
immediate delivery, carriage paid, 3}lbs., 3/- ; 71bs., 6/0 ;

141bs., 10/6 ; cash with order.—BEES LTD., 1750, Mill Street,

Liverpool.

BUY YOUR ALPINES FROM
Whitelegg & Co.. Chislehurst.

Descriptive catalogue free on application.

FOOD PRODUCTION AT HOME
consult
SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF
FOOD PRODUCTION SEEDS FOR 1918

Now Ready. Order at once from

SUTTON A SONS. THE KING'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, The Royal Horticulturtsts,
LANCPORT. SOMERSET, are now booking orders for their

Choice Hardy Perennial Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER
thisAutumn.and you will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty
for many years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send measurements of your borders.
Paeonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes. Gaillardias, and other

beautiful flowers included in their Colour Schemes, which
provide blooms from early Spring to late Autumn,
Write now to the Retail Plant Department, for REDUCED

PRICE Lists.

DOBBIE & CO., ROYAL SEEDSMEN,
EDINBURGH, will send a copy of their 1918 Catalogue and
Guide to Gardening, free, if this paper is mentioned.

LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES AND SMALL
FRUITS for profit, and how to grow them. Catalogues

gratis. Cultural hints for Id. stamp.—LAXTON Beoiheeb,

Bedford I

MeDOUGALL'S WINTER WASH FOR
FRUIT TREES.—TO CLEAN FRUIT TRBES FROM
MOSS, LICHEN. TO DESTROY rUNGOID SPORES
SCAB. HIBERNATING INSECTS, and to CHECK THE
GROWTH and SPREAD OF CANKER. For use only while

trees are dormant. 1 gallon drums to make 80 gallons W.ish,

8/- each. 1 quart tins 2/9, 1 pint tins 1/6. From Nursery-

men, Seedsmen, and Ironmongers. - Sole Manufacturers:

McDouG.U-L Bros., Ltd., Port Street, Manchester.

MeDOUGALL'S " FUMERS " and
INSECTICIDE "SHEETS" FOR GREENHOUSE
FUMIGATION. SAFE, EFFECTUAL, ECONOMICAL,
Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

IRON AND WIRE FENCING for GARDENS,
Tree Guards. Gates, Arches, Espaliers, Rose Stakes, and

Ornamental Garden Iron and Wire Work of every descrip-

tion. Send for Hlustrated Catalogue. Also Kennel RalUng

and Poultry Fencing. Ask for separate hsts. We also have

a smaU surplus stock of Kennel Runs for disposal at special

prices ; subject to being unsold. Particulars on appUcation.

—BouiTON & Paui, Ltd., Manulacturers, Norwich.

PROFITABLE HERB GROWING AND
COLLECTING. By ABA B. TEETGEN. Ilhistrated. 4/5 net^

bv nost 4/9 This invaluable book provides the reader with

practical information showing how the possessors ol gardens

large or small, can raise medicmal herbs and ,8UPP'5' ''\« <|.™8

market with home-grown " mat"ia medica -A prrapectus

of the book will be sent on application to the 0™«8 o>

' COCNTRJ LIFE," LTD., 20.Tavi8tock Street. Covent Garden,

W.C. -2.

SCOTCH-GROWN EARLY SEED POTATOES
hand picked. Epicure, '2/9 : Eclipse 39; ExpreS3.,3/9 :

Sir

John Llewellyn, onc« grown, 3/3 ; aU per stone bags lucluded,

cash with order.—BEES LTD., 175c, Mill Street, Liverpool.

OXYDOIN rapidly reUeves neuritic and
rheumatic pains. Burns, scalds, cuts, sores quickly healed.

1/6 and 2/-, post free. Approved iaiicft.—NEW OXYDOL
Propocts. Ltd.. 23, Fitzroy Square, London, W. 1.

RITO SUITS EVERYTHING THAT GROWS
(The Food for soil bacteria). Use it for yom Winter Greens

etc. Results will astonisli you.—Manufactured under Royal

Letters Patent by The Molassine Co., Ltd., 22, Tunnel

Avenue, Greenwich, 8.E. 10, and sold by all Dealers
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'T is satisfartory tu learn that the movement

advorated by Counlry^Life for increased

agricultmal production by our Armies in

France is at last taking definite shape. The

necessary arrangements have been made

with the French Board of Agriculture, and the

military authorities in conjunction with the

I iiod Production Department are appointing

'fficials to undertake the work. Officers and men
specially conversant with agriculture are to be

withdrawn temporarily from the Army for the

purpose. A start is to be made with 20,000 acres,

part of which is to be cultivated as market gardens

and the remainder used for farming purposes.

Tonnage is the crux of the war, and it may well

be that the growing of vegetables and cereals

behind our lines in France may prove of vital

importance. Steps are now being taken to apply

a similar scheme to the Army in Great Britain.

In 1918 it should be urged upon garden workers

that no time should be lost in turning over the

ground for next year's crop. The "action of frost

and wind will do a great deal

towards bringing the soil into a

good state of cultivation. It is a

misfortune that opportunities should

have been missed in 1917. Let us

see that no stone is left unturned

to produce vegetables of the greatest

food value in 1918.

A Substitute for Meat.—On the

eve of Christmas comesthe
announcement that Lord Rhondda

has decided upon a meatless day

per week. This follows upon the

admitted shortage of meat in all

parts of the country. It will be

remembered that Lord Devonport

instituted a meatless day, but this

was abolished, as it wis shown

that the consumption of bread was

considerably increased as a conse-

quence. To meet this shortage and

the inevitably greater shortage

twelve months hence, a dead set

should be madron Peas and Beans

by all who have the means of

growing them. They are rich in

proteids, and should be appreci-

ated more than any other vege-

tables on meatless days.

The Dutch Brown Bean.—On
several occasions recently we have

called attention to the Dutch

Bro\vn Bean introduced and dis-

tributed by the Secretary of the

Royal Horticultural Society. The
great value of this Bean is in its

winter use—that is to say, the

seeds are ripened in their pods and

used as ordinary Haricots. There

is no question of the great feitiilty

of this Bean. It has cropped in

this country beyond all expec-

tation, giving a yield as high as

sixty, and even in some recorded

cases a hundredfold. An analysis of this Bean

recently published makes an interesting com-

parison with that of beef and Potatoes :

Carbo- Crude Various
Protein- Fat. hydrates. Fibre. Water. Salts.

Beans ..23-2 2-1 53-7 3-7 13-7 3-5
Beef v.. 20-9 5-2 — — 72-2 1-2
Potatoes.. 1-9 0-1 20-7 07 73-5 10

From this it will be seen what an important addi-

tion may be made to the country's food by the

growing of tbe^e and other seed Beans like them.

Potato Great Scot.—I can fully bear out Mr.

Ellis' remarks in The Garden of December 15,

page 541, about Great Scot, both for cropping

and for cooking, and being a second-early it is

quite fit for lifting at the end of August. I had

one row of twenty-four sets, planted quite in the

ordinary way, nothing being done to them
except a little water given when the weather was

very dry. From those twenty-four sets I lifted

igolb., and as splendid a lot as one could wish for
;

there were but very few seed size tubers. From
7lb. I lifted 3981b., and I am thinking Mr. Ellis will

CUT BLOOMS OF HELLEBORUS NIGER ALTIFOLIUS

have a hard task to find one to beat it—it is what

may be termed a good all-round Potato. I have

not given it a trial on freshly broken up pasture

land ; i)nly in the kitchen garden.—M. Hoad.

Daphne Mezereum.—This favourite winter-

flowering shrub, which forms the subject of an

article in this issue, is a very old inhabitant of

British gardens, and it is a much debated

point whether it is a true native or an

alien, though H. C. Watson, in the " London

Catalogue of British Plants," seventh edition,

1874, describes it as an alien or denizen ; while

Sir J. D. Hooker, in the " Student's Flora of

the British Islands," describes its habitat as

" copSes and woods, perhaps native in the

South." Phillips, in his " Flora Domestica,"

claims it as a native, and says, " with us it is

very common in the Beech woods of Buckingham-

shire." It would be interesting to know in what

districts of Britain it still grows wild. Perhaps

some reader will oblige.

Likes and Dislikes of the Mezereon.—This

was one of the plants which that

good gardener, the late Canon

EUacombe, had to confess that

he could not grow, though why
this was so he could never explain,

as it grew easily in many of the

cottage gardens surrounding Bitton.

It favours a light loam, and when

grown on a sandy soil the bushes

are all the better for an annual

top-dressing of leaf-mould. The

best time to transplant is in

October, when the plant has

dropped its leaves and before the

flowers are bushing. Almost before

they fade the leaves begin to

develop.

A Handsome Christmas Rose.

The accompanying illustration de-

picts cut bloopjs of the beautiful

Helleborus niger altifolius shown

by Mr. C. Scrase-Dickins at a

recent meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society (see The Garden

for December i, page 513). The

flowers are associated with sprays

Df the red-stemmed Rubus
Polytritis.

Powdered House Refuse.—At

a recent meeting of the scientific

committee of the Royal Horti-

:ultural Society, Mr. Hudson

showed a sample of finely

powdered house refuse which was

being offered as a manure. Since

such samples contain large quan-

tities of coal-ashes, it is unlikely

that their value wiU be great,

though if the material is to be

had for a nominal sum and at

small cost for carting, it may

be worth using. It is bound

to be somewhat variable in

composition.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor i$ not responsible for Ihe opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

FATSIA (SYN. AEALIA) JAPONICA.
'T'HE merit of this iine slirub as a winter <3owerer

does not seem to be generally recognised,

for it is more often to be seen grown in pots, wliere

it cannot develop its true character, than in the

open, where it is as hardy as the common Laurel
(which, by the by, is not a Laurel, but a Prune).

Moreover, despite its large leaves—the largest

of any evergreen hardy in this country except

the Palm Trachycarpus excelsa—it stands a

considerable buffeting by wind, for the leaves are

leathery and tough, and their stalks firmly riveted

to the branches. In late autumn it pushes up
processes from the ends of the branches like

lumps of Broccoli, which presently expand into

branching panicles, bearing on ivory white stems
globular umbels of white flowers. The panicle

when fully developed is quite I2 inches long, and
bears twelve to twenty umbels of bloom sym-
metrically arranged, each umbel being 2 inches

or 3 inches in diameter. If the weather continues

moderately mild, the bloom lasts a long time,

and is conspicuously decorative in the dark mid-
winter days. It is wonderful how much cold

these flowers will endure unhurt. On the nighls

of December 8 and 9 we had 13° of frost. A
rapid thaw set in on the afternoon of the loth

;

on the 13th the panicles showed no trace of injury
;

fresh blossoms were expanding, and numerous
flies, great and small, were busy among them in

the bright sunshine, just as they may be seen on
the autumnal blossoms of Ivy, the only British

representative of the Araliacea;. I do not know
how Fatsia behaves on limestone or chalk ; it

is the reverse of fastidious about the quality of

soil free from lime, and is very good-humoured
about exposure, even thriving with more over-

head shade than most flowering slirub? will endure.—Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

LIQUID MANURE FOR FRUIT TREES
IN WINTER.

VX^HEN " E. M." advises applying liquid maimre
to fruit trees during winter, he touches a

subject which I have advocated for years. Years ago
I had abundance of such manure at my disposal

in winter and had no means of storing it till what
many would consider " a more convenient season,"

so I applied it in a diluted state to fruit bushes,
with excellent results. These results I duly com-
municated to a Scottish gardening weekly, and
got smartly taken to task for advocating nonsense

;

some fruit-growers ridiculing the plan as worse
than useless. Consequently, when such an
authority as " E. M." gives the same advice
I natm-ally feel a little flattered. When liquid

manure is applied to fruit trees and bushes during
late autumn and early winter, before defoliation

is complete, it is of the utmost benefit, very
materially assisting in plumping up the buds,
making them strong and vigorous, the resulting

blossom being well de\'eloped and thus better

fitted for fruit production. We must keep in

mind that the bud is the first stage in fruit pro-
duction, and therefore the proper development and
ripening of it is of paramount importance.—W.L.

ROTATION OR REPETITION.

^HICH is it to be ? Both have their champions,
who can give indisputable proof that theirs

is the correct method. Theory says rotation crop-
ping is undoubtedly the best way in which to deal

with garden and field crops, as by this means the

soil is made to yield its maximum to the cultivator.

Cropping year after year with one class of vegetable

tends to exhaust the soil of certain particular ele-

ments, leaving others practically untouched. On
the other hand, practice says if you find a certain

vegetable succeeding better on a certain piece of

ground than anywhere else, by all means grow

it there. I could cite many instances where such

practice has been carried out for years, with

excellent results as to crops. Of oom'se, the spot

has ahvays been thoroughly well prepared for that

particular crop every winter, and herein is the whole

secret of success. Return to the soil those elements

which have been extracted by the particular crop

grown on it, and it is ready to do the work over

again. Where, however, this cannot be done,

it will, maybe, pay to listen to theory's advice.

—W. L.

THE COTTAGE GARDEN.

'Tis a strip of Cod's brocade,

By the merry season laid,
''

Far below the shining sun

For His feet to walk upon.

Here are Pansies, head to head

—

Not a sign of plot or bed

—

In the sunlight laughing low

Whilst His feet among them go.

Overhead the Lilies nod
A friendly greeting to their God ;

Roses'at the pathway edges

Cast a shadow as of hedges

Over Axabis and Cloves,

Over tiny Harebell groves.

Where the glinting quartz encloses

Like a hem, the flowers and Roses.

Here the slow gigantic bee

Golden-dusted to the knee.

Takes the warp of this year's growing.

Weaves the weft before the sowing.

Changing, though he knows it not.

All the pattern of the plot.

Anne F. Brown, in Country Lite.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS IN WINTER.

•jV/TR. CLARENCE ELLIOTT'S note (issue

December 8, page 53r) regarding the retain-

ing of the old stems of herbaceous plants intact

throughout the winter is one with which Lentirely

agree. The various tints of the stems and ripening

foliage have quite an artistic effect when viewed

in .the winter's sunshine, and although the brilliant

colours of the summer and autumn flowers are

gone, the quiet, but none the less attractive autumn

tints are quite as beautiful in their way. Another

advantage in retaining the stems and foliage

during winter is the enabling of Nature to complete

the growth and maturing of the crowns of the

plants, so that better results may reasonably

be looked for during the coming season than vfould

be the case when the top growth is all cut away

before ripening has been thoroughly completed.

Fiurther, the ripened stems and foliage left on make

an excellent protection during winter against

severe frosts or superabundant rains.—W.L.

HORSERADISH.

XX/'HEN at Aldenham recently I noted a (to me)

new method of growing Horseradish. Raised

beds of soil a yard wide and a foot high were made

in long lines among forest trees. The thong-like

roots, 6 inches in length, of the thickness of a

Cedar pencil, were laid horizontally on the bed
of soil, with the growth end laid alternately on
each side and covered with 4 inches of soil. The
roots have now been lifted, and show wonderful

results for nine months' growth. Some are 2 feet

long and an inch in diameter
; others, 19 inches

long and half an inch thick. All are clean

and straight
;

just the material for kitchen

use.—E. M.

PRIZE VEGETABLES.

TPHIS subject is agitating the minds of several

contributors ; some cannot see the advantage

of growing vegetables good enough to win prizes.

Cannot they see that if they produce them by
extra exertion—not always by added expense

—

it is not necessary that they shall exhibit

them ? I wonder if those who decry the system

have stopped to realise 'how much more is the

produce realised and how greatly superior are the.

individual items, not only in appearance, but in

bulk and quality also. Especially does this

remark apply to the small grower—amateur.

I will ask the critics of prize vegetables to say

candidly if the prize vegetables are not superior

from a utilitarian point of view—bulk and quality

combined ? For instance, take Peas. A well-

grown example of Quite Content or Duke of

.Albany will produce pods containing ten Peas

of huge size possessing most excellent flavour.

Such are obtained without limiting the pods to

quite a few on each plant. Take Leeks, again.

An exhibition example will measure 16 inches

long, with an even-sized, perfectly blanched stem
;

while the ordinarily grown specimen will do well if

it has more than 9 inches of blanched stem. Will

anyone say the latter contains the tenderness

and juiciness of the more quicldy grown example ?

I do not think the ordinary person quite realises

what quality there is in a Leek grown for exhibi-

tion. Take the large Onion. More weight per

rod of ground will be realised from the large

bulbs of Ailsa Craig than any other method

or variety can produce. Onions, as a rule, are

used for cooking, and except for boiling or roast-

ing are cut into slices. Surely, then, the l.-irger

bulbs can be similarly used, and for roasting

whole large bulbs contain more of what is

required. Take Celery. If required to be eaten

raw. Celery never comes to the table whole ; it is

usually cut into small pieces. Surely the larger

sticks will give more pieces, and if required whole,

braised, why not a larger stick ? Runner Beans

grown on the. exhibition method produce pods

14 inches long, exceptionally tender, and if

gathered at the right moment are stringless.

These are sliced or cut in short lengths before

cooking. Are not they more economical than

those ordinarily grown half the Ifngth ? I could

give many more examples to show the advantage

gained by cultivating vegetables on the exhibition

principle, but I fear I should occupy too much
space. One never hears an exhibitor, or even a

grower who produces his vegetables by the show

method, decry the plan of culture. The waitings

usually come from those who do not, or cannot,

produce superior examples,—Nous Verrons.

BRUSSELS SPROUT SCRYMGER'S

GIANT.

T NOTE Mr. Bridge (page 540) mentions this old

variety as succeeding so well with him; This is,

in my opinion, one of the best of Brussels

Sprouts in point of quality and prolificacy. The

Sprouts are small, firm and of excellent flavour.

I note Mr. Bridge says they " are as big as a small
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.lien's egg." I do not think, as a rule, they grow
=0 large as that ; the variety is noted for its small

-proiits. Perhaps the size in bis case is owing
ii> extra good culture; or has he the true

variety ?—S. H.

FLAVOUR IN APPLES AND PEARS.

ALTHOUGH "Anne Amateur" appears to

have " baclced down " in her opinion, expressed

in your columns, with regard to Pears, she still

sticks to her guns, I see, in describing Apple Cox's

Orange Pippin as awfully overrated. She instances

five varieties which she asserts excel it in flavour.

I will take them seriatim : (i) American Mother.-

—

That she and I do not quarrel about. (2) An
English-grown Ribston.—To that I reply that

Ribston is a delicious fruit ; but, taking a well-

finished specimen of Ribston and Cox's, the latter

beats it in flavour by a point or two. Until the

advent of Cox's, Ribston was without doubt the

best flavoured of all Apples. (3) James Grieve.

—

This is a nice juicy, early fruit, and I am aware

that in some catalogues it is described as similar

in flavour to Cox's. It is nothing of the kind.

" .\nne Amateur" says she finds it excels

Cox's in flavour. Ridiculous ! No competent

judge will agree with her. (4) The old Sussex

Forges is superseded by so many superior new

varieties that to contest her opinion here is mere

waste of time. Her description of it as an all-

round good .A.pple may be allowed to pass by some,

but even here many would disagree. {5) This

she is no doubt correct in identifying as Reinette

Rouge Etoilee. I grow and know Reinette Rouge

Etoilee. It is a neat, coloury little fruit, with a not

unpleasing flavour, but very many points inferior

to Co.x's. To sum up, I may say that I am not

so altogether in love with Cox's as to describe

I

I

as an absolutely ideal Apple. I live in the hope

of some day seeing (perhaps raising !) a more

finely flavoured fruit, but up to now (with perhaps

the exception of American Mother) Cox's, to ray

mind, holds the field for flavour —F. H. C, Rye.

APRICOT FRUITING SPURS.

T MA. sending a photograph of two spurs, laden

with fruit, from a tree of the Moorpark variety

growing in the gardens at Penrhyn Castle, near

Bangor, where it has flourished for eighty-eight

years. The tree is a marvel of management in

production, as the photograph will show, and

a credit to Mr. Speed, the head-gardener, who

has managed these famous gardens for the last

fifty-four years. The chief causes of success are

undoubtedly the perfect system of training the

tree, allowing ample light and air to reach the

branches by the thin training of the branches and

the close spurring of the summer growth, and

an ample supply of water at the roots as re-

• luired. This Apricot has been known in gardens

since 1784 and is still one of the best varieties.

—

E. MOLYNEUX.

" SOME FALLACIES REGARDING THE

CLEMATIS."

T H.'^VE been much interested in the articles and

criticisms under the above heading, as three

years ago I planted Clematises between a row of

Dorothy Perkins Roses; the latter were 6 feet

apait. I bought the Clematises from a well-known

niurseryman, but have been very disappointed

with the way they " die back." All have had
'' die-backs," though some have done better than

i.thers. I am only an amateur gardener seeldng

light, but as I laiow my plants were grafted, I am
one (and perhaps the only one) who would doubt

Mr. Jackman's theory. I do this with great

•tliffidence ; but on account of the disappointments

in the past I shall follow Mr. Robinson's advice

next season. I trust to learn the experience of

others through the medium of The Garden.—
Argo Gold.

WAR-TIME CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
A LTHOUGH it is undoubtedly our patriotic

duty to produce the maximum of vegetables—

•

which no doubt we arc all doing—no apology

need be mad^for advocating the growing of a

few flowers for our hospitals and churches. In

the spring and summer the herbaceous borders

provide a variety of bloom, but as autumn advances

the supply recedes ; and the problem of obtaining

a few flowers in the dark days is a very real one

to matrons and nursing sisters. In pre-war times

we were wont to spend an.xious days and weeks

in growing Chrysanthemums for the show table
;

but as this pastime is now taboo, those of us with

greenhouses and stock would be doing a really

patriotic turn by growing as many Chrysanthe-

mums as we can compatible with the highest

possible yield in the kitchen garden. Little or

Raising Vegetable Seeds

Under Glass
By EDWIN BECKETT, V.M.H.

TO
all who have the means, it is of the

utmost importance that no time should

be lost in making provisions for increasing

our food supply at the earliest possible

moment. The seriousness of this question

has been forcefully placed before us by our leading

statesmen, as well as by those who are in a

position to express an opinion. Much has

been done during the past year in this direction,

but still greater efforts should be put forth during

the coming year, and certainly no one should

hesitate to do his or her " bit " in this direction.

There are thousands upon thousands of acres of

suitable land up and down the country which at

the moment are practically waste, and only require

proper tillage to bring them into the highest

state of cultivation.

APRICOT SPURS LADEN WITH FRUIT.

no heat is required to grow decorative sorts of good

quality. The cuttings may be dibbled into

boxes as late as March and April, potted into

small pots, and planted out in a spare corner of

the vegetable garden, to be lifted in September,

packed in old boxes, and transferred to the green-

house to finish. Suitable varieties for this purpose

are FraraSeld Early White, Goacher's Crirnson,

Lizzie Adcock, Quintus, Champagne, Souvenir de

Petite Amie, La Triomphante, Rayoimante, Money-

maker and many others. These will provide flowers

of various colours from early November till Christ-

mas. Of the better sorts for pot culture, good doers

are Mrs. A. T. Miller, Mrs. Tickle, Mrs. R. Luxford,

Mrs. William Knox, Mrs. Marsham and D. B. Crane,

all of which the writer finds give good results

with the minimum of trouble. No doubt many
other Japanese varieties would give good blooms

under similar treatment ; and one has the satis-

faction of perpetuating a good healthy stock for

future use in happier times, as, not being overfed,

the cuttings obtained are strong and vigorous.—
M. E. G.

There are a very large number of nutritious

vegetables which can, and should be, brought for-

ward in their early stages under glass, which means
a very considerable increase in the early supply

at a period at which shortage usually reigns ; and

much better results are obtained than by sowing

in the open ground. This system has many dis-

tinct advantages over outside sowing. The seeds

germinate much more readily owing to the genial

temperature in which they are placed, and one

has them under control to a far greater extent.

Thus it means a great saving of labour, less seed,

and better results.

A cool house or a sUghtly heated pit is an ideal

structure in which to raise the seedlings. An excess

of heat is prejudicial rather than otherwise, and

the boxes or pans in which the seed is sown should

be elevated as near the glass as possible. In all

cases the seed should be sown thinly, as over-

crowding, even in the young state, means a serious

drawback to their future.

Some of the , most useful vegetables which X

recommend should be treated in this way and
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sown at once are early Peas, Broad Beans, Cauli-

flowers (such as Early Giant, Early Forcing and

Snowdon), Cabbage (any quick-maturing variety),

Lettuce (both Cos and Cabbage), Onions,

Leeks and Parsley. Tomatoes and Cucumbers

should be raised in strong heat for early supplies.

Potatoes should be planted largely, choosing only

those varieties which mature quickly. These

may be planted either on the borders or in

heated pits. All available pots and deep

boxes should be utilised for their production.

It is surprising, if good tubers are employed

for the purpose, what a large yield can be

relied oipon.

ARRANGING CROPS
FOR 1918

By EDWIN MOLYNEUX, V.M.H.

FOR
the successful cultivation of vege-

tables a thorough system of rotation

for the bulk of the crops is an advantage,

although it has been abundantly proved

that a change of site and soil is not, in

many instances, absolutely essential. Indeed, in

small gardens it is an utter impossibility to arrange

that every vegetable shall have a new position

to that which it occupied the season before.

iThere are certain vegetables grown—such as the

Onion, for example—that need a thorough prepara-

tion of the site, and if it were compulsory to repeat

such an operation annually, most likely it would

not be done. The great point when allotting

certain crops to the same site for the next year

is to ensure that the land is provided with similar

food to that taken from it by the previous year's

crop. There is no doubt that farmyard manure

plays an important part in the successful growth

of the bulk of vegetable crops. The cultivation

is also all-important, embracing as it does so many
details, such as hoeing, thinning the crops, watering

and so^rth.
Deep trenching or digging is one of the salient

pomts to remember, as, without due preparation

of the soil, after-attention is useless, or nearly so.

For the encouragement of the inexperienced

with a limited space, I assure them they need have

no fear of success if they carry out my suggestions.

The following are vegetables that may safely

occupy the same site continuously. Onions revel

in deep, well pulverised and heavily manured

soil. Potatoes can be , successfully grown on the

same site thirty years without a break. Certain

members of the Brassica tribe flourish if arranged

in the following manner : Brussels Sprouts,

followed by Cauliflowers put out in April and

cleared off in October. The land, if then trenched,

manured and dug over again in February, is ready

to receive the Brussels Sprout plants in March or

April, as the case may be. In this manner Cauli-

flowers and Brussels Sprouts can occupy the

alternate sites for many years. In the ordinary

way of rotation cropping, Cabbage succeeds

Onions. Parsnips, Beet, Carrots, Salsify and

Scorzonera follow Celery, because the manipulation

of the soil for the Celery trenches and the subsequent

earthing up of the plants thoroughly disintegrates

the whole, rendering it more amenable to root

culture. Peas may follow Potatoes quite safely,

while Broccoli and other members of the Brassica

family are certain of success after root crops.

All such small crops as Turnips, French Beans,

Lettuce, Spinach, Endive and so forth requne no

special arranging or preparation. Much more

might be written on this important subject, but

sufficient has been said to give an outhne of the

production of these valuable crops.

The Best Vegetables in a

Scottish Garden

THE seed catalogues are once more condng

to hand, and the making out of the

seed order for next year's supply of

vegetables will have to be attended

to. On the whole, 1917 was a very

favourable year for vegetables.^phd perhaps a

short accoimt of the best kinds grown here may
be of some little use to others situated in similar

districts. We stand some 380 feet above sea-

level, and the soil is a fairly heavy loam, inclined

to clay. Abimdance of stable manure and deep

cultivation make us pretty well independent of the

long spell of drought such as we experience during

May and June. I will now give a few notes on

the best of the varieties of the various kinds

grown in this garden.

• Beans, Broad.—MUecross Monarch was again

the best, with Green Giant an excellent second,

two remarkably fine Beans sent out by Messrs.

A. Dickson and Sons of Belfast. The Cropper

was also good.

Beans, Dwarf.—Sutton's Reliance was even

finer than ever before, and that is saying a lot.

It is probably the very finest Kidney Bean in culti-

vation for this district. Another very good Bean

was Webb's Supreme, tried for the first time last

year. The old Canadian Wonder was also extra

good.

Beet.—Dickson's Black-leaved and Webb's

Volunteer were excellent. The latter is a very

fine and true variety, with green fpliage.

Borecole.—Carter's Russian Kale is a most

excellent vegetable, and only wants to be better

known to ensure wide cultivation. Very hardy

and of fine flavour.

Broccoli.—Methven's June was, as usual here>

the best. A very hardy variety and of fine table

quality.

Brussels Sprouts.—We grow these largely.

Newtownards Gem is again the best, both as

regards quantity and quality. Solidity, Ideal and

Sutton's Dwarf Gem are also very good.

Cabbages.—Sutton's Flower of Spring is still

unbeaten for spring use. Sutton's Harbinger

comes in a few days earlier, and is also a good

hardy Cabbage. It matures all at once, however,

whereas Flower of Spring continues in condition

for many weeks and never bolts. For spring

sowing and to ensure a regular succession, nothing

can approach Sutton's Favourite and Winningstadt

in this district.

Cauliflowers. — Sutton's Magnum Bonura,

Sutton's Favourite and Webb's Autumn Queen

gave a first-rate succession, notwithstanding the

drought.

Celery.—Grove Pink and Dickson's Superlative

Red are very fine indeed.

Leek.—Scotch Musselburgh, as always, gives a

fine crop.

Lettuces.—Carter's Holbom Standard, even

during the hottest and driest part of the season,

furnished grand heads of perfect quality. New
York Giant is another particularly fine Lettuce.

It grows to a large size, and is as mild and crisp

as a good Cos variety.

Onions.—A failure.

Peas, Early.—PUot and Carter's Giant Lightning

were very good.

Peas, Second-Early.—Webb's Senator gave a

most wonderful crop of grand Peas. This is

probably the most prolific of all Peas here. Daisy

was very fine indeed. Manifold was most satis-

factory—a fine dwarf Pea. The Lincoln again

proved to be a really excellent Pea, one of the

very best dwarfs.

Peas, Maincrop.—Boston Unrivalled gave a very

good crop and was of superior flavour. Webb's

Nonsuch is a remarkably fine new Pea. The
crop was very heavy, the pods large and well filled,

while the table quality was excellent. Glory of

Devon, as usual, gave a ^ne crop, while Royal

Salute is undoubtedly the finest maincrop Pea

grown here.

Peas, Late.—The Gladstone was truly grand,

but, I thuik, was surpassed by Dickson's Rearguard.

It somewhat resembles The Gladstone, but the

pods are larger and the crop, if anything, heavier.

Carter's Latest Giant is another extra fine Pea

for latest supplies. Webb's Prizetaker Marrowfat

should, perhaps, be classed with the maincrop

varieties. It was one of the very best sorts

here. It has large, deep green pods, and the

crop was very heavy. For flavour this left

little to be desired.

Potatoes.—May Queen was the best early,

while The Factor and Langworthy were first-

rate late sorts.

Savoys.—Sutton's Best of All is a very fine

selection for all purposes, with Ormskirk for latest

supplies.

Spinach.—Victoria Round is an excellent thick-

leaved variety which does not readily run to

seed.

Tomatoes.—These have always to be grown

under glass. This year's crop was very heavy,

and the fruits were, on the whole, larger than

usual. The best sort was Laird's Supreme,

with Freedom (an American variety) a good second.

This latter gives very fine fruits, but is, perhaps,

not quite so prolific as some others. Stirling

Castle and Carter's Sunrise were both first-rate.

Turnips.—Snowball is the best early Turnip

we grow. Silver Ball is also excellent. Beck's

Golden Stone is a good yellow Turnip, and Dickson's

Garden Swede is a fine selection for winter use.

Preston House, Linlithgow. C. Blair.

Roses from North or South

A FALLACY exists in the minds of many amateurs

that to obtain Roses from the South of England

for planting in the North is very detrimental

to the well-being of the plants. In like manner,

those hying in the South have a reluctance to

purchase plants from the North. This is a very

absurd notion, as all Rose-growers of large experi-

ence would be the first to admit. The idea is

largely exploited by catch-penny advertisers, but

readers may take it that there is nothing whatever

in the assertion. I, and I am sure many other

rosarians, have .had Roses from all parts of England,

Ireland and Scotland, not to say from all over the

Continent, and I have not foimd a single case where

success or failure could be traced to the point of

the compass whence the Roses were obtained. The

success or non-success is to be found in the variety

rather than in the district, and I should also add

on the stock upon which the Rose is budded.

The native Briar is so hardy that it imparts much
of its hardy nature to the Roses, whereas the

Manetti stock is so tender that I have known
instances where hardy Roses on the Briar have

succumbed when they were budded on the Manetti.

Much more depends on the success or non-success

of the plants as to the manner in which they are

sent out Some dealers have no regard whatever

for their roots, but, believe me, unless they are

well protected on the journey and arrive in a

healthy condition, it would not matter whether

they came from North or South—they would

almost certainlv be a failure. Danecroi-t.
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SOME FLOWERS OF WINTER—II

THE MEZEREON AND ITS MESSAGE OF HOPE.

BEFORE you corae for a stroll—or what

John Burroughs in " The Exhilarations

of the Road " calls " a gleesome saunter
"

—round my garden this winter's

morning, I want you to light your pipe

(provided Mr. Duncan Pearson is not looking !)

and glance at this scene from " King Henry V.,"

in which Shakespeare transports us to a room in

the Palace of Rouen, where the French Kin';,

the Dauphin, the Duke of Bourbon, the Constable

of France and others are gathered together in

council.

' French King. pass'd the

'Constable.

' Dauphin.

Constable.

'Tis certain he hath

river Somme.
And if he be not fought withal,

my lord.

Let us not live in France
;

let us quit all.

And give our vineyards

to a barbarous people.

O dieu vivant ! shall

a few sprays of us,

Our scions, put in wild

and savage stock,

Spurt up so suddenly into

the clouds

-Vnd overlook their

grafters ?

Dieu de baiailles ! where

have they this mettle ?

Is not their climate
foggy, raw and dull

;

On whom, as in despite,

the sun looks pale.

Killing their fruit with

frowns ?
"

-•Vnd now that you have studied this

passage, we will start on our round, each with

his mind in a meditative mood like that of

Alphonse Karr's, which will allow us to draw
all sorts of analogies from what we have just

read.

I do not know what you are thinking about,

my good companion, but my own thoughts have
wandered away to our soldier-gardeners in France,

who, though they have long "passed' the river

Somme," have many weary miles to march before

the fruition of their labours becomes apparent.

The civilian-gardener, too, has " passed the river

Somme," for the shortest day has come and gone,

and soon he must begin anew his year's work and
play his part in the great world struggle by per-

forming what the Russian writer B6ndaref calls

" bread-labour " (" In the sweat of thy face shalt

thou eat bread ") ; thus it may be said of each

one of us that is not fighting, " totus et mente
et animo bellum insistit."

But " man does not live by bread alone," and
though in my garden you will see rows of well-

blanched Leeks and Celery, and patches of hefty

Cabbages and Sprouts—unhke those that VVilUam

Morris tells us grew in John-a-Wood's garden :

" There, in a" clearing of the wood.
Was John's house, neither fair nor good.

In a ragged plot his house anigh

Thin coleworts grew but wretchedly."

—you will also notice that I grow those flowers

that provide food for the soul, as Mahomet says of

the Narcissus. Most of these, are yet asleep,

but there are others that vie with the Winter

Jasmine in endeavouring to keep the garden gay

<luring those drear months when the swallows are

sunning themselves on the minarets of the Great

Mosque of Morocco. Chief among these, and

one of the most lovable of plants, is the Mezereon

(or Mezerion), which Cowper, in his " Winter

Walk at Noon," describes as

" Though leafless, well attired, and thick beset

With blushing wreaths, investing every spray ;

"

Please to come and look at my little group of

plants, and you will see that it comprises

half a dozen of the common kind with flowers

that nearly resemble those of a Peach in colour

(" pink silky," one writer calls it), and the same

number of Paul's Snow White, a peerless variety

that came to me from Cheshunt : in beautv far

THE MEZEREOX (aFTER PARKINSON, 1 629.)

(From a drawing by Mrs. Arthur Goodwin.)

before the ordinary white forms that most nurseries

purvey. On mild days like to-day, from December
to March these bushes just below my drawing-

room window perfume the air (if it were not for

your attachment to " My Lady Nicotine " its

fragrance would enchant you !) for^. considerable

distance with the scent of its odorous, honeyed,

stalldess flowers, clustered usually in tlirees on
the upright, leafless branches, making a delightful

picture with Snowdrops just peeping beneath them.

It would only have been a transmigration from
one state of ecstatic loveliness to another had the

nymph beloved of Apollo (from whom the genus

derives its name) been allowed to select the plant

into which she was to be metamorphosed, and
her choice (as well it might) had fallen upon
Daphne Mezereum.

LTnless the season is a severe one, the

branches after flowering are soon thickly set

with berries, at first green, then ripening in

September to red in the common variety and
yellow in the white. The whole shrub is

poisonous to human beings, especially the

berries, which are very acrid and cathartic (purga-

tive), though finches and robins find them as

much to their taste as does the cuckoo when he

gobbles up a caterpillar with stinging hairs. In

"Gray's British Plants" (1821) the berries are

said to be corrosive, and a gruesome story (surely

of interest to gardeners who are doctors !) is told

that " gr. xij killed a young woman immediately."

Personally (hke the September baby) I prefer

stories with a happy ending, like that of the lady

in " A Dream of Fair Women,"

" Who kneeling, with one arm about her king.

Drew forth the poison with her balmy breath,

Sweet as new buds in Spring."

The bark and branches were used at one time

for making a yellow dye, and, according to Gray,
" when chewed cured a palsy of the tongue." He

might well have added that " when
chewed they excite an insupportable

sensation of burning in the mouth and
throat," which is the testimony of another

writer. In this case it is evident that he

detested the medicine yet desired the

cure. The leaves, according to numerous
HTtters, have been used for bhstering,

but I am unable to say whether the

plant has a place in our modern phar-

macopoeia. A ready mode of increas-

ing this Daphne is to sow tlie seeds

immediately they are ripe, and I am
glad to be able to tell you that Paul's

Snow White variety comes quite true

from seed and soon makes nice little

bushes.

To Parkinson the Daphne family was
known as Chamaelaea, and the plant

we are discussing is called by him
" Charaaelaea Germanica sive Mezereon
floribus dilutoris coloris et saturatioris.

Bay, or flowering Spurge Olive." As
his description is very apt, and the

illustration that accompanies it is of equal

excellence :
" We have two sorts of this Spurge

Olive or Dwarfe Bay, differing qnely in the

colour of the flowers. They both rise up with

a thick wooddy stemme, five or six foot

high sometimes, or more, and of the thicknesse

(if they.- be very old) of a mans wrest at

the ground, spreading into many flexible long

branches, covered with a tough grayish barke,

beset with small long leaves, somewhat like unto

Privet leaves, but smaller and paler, and in a

manner round pointed : the flowers are small,

consisting of foure leaves, many growing together

sometimes, and breaking out of the branches by

themselves : in the one sort of a pale red at the

first blowing, and more white afterwards ; the

other of a deeper red in the blossorae, and con-

tinuing of a deeper red colour all the time of the

flowring, both of them very sweete in smell : after

the flowers are past, come the berries, which,

are greene at the first, and very red afterwards,

tm'ninj blackish red, if they stand too long

upon the branches : the rootes spread into many
tough long branches, covered with a yellowish

barke ... It is generally called Mezereon, and

is indeede the true Mezereon of the Arabians, and

so used in our Apothecaries shops, wheresoever

the Arabians Mezereon is appointed '. . . ."

He does not say that the plapt is a native, but

that " the first sorts growe plentifully in many
places of Germany," and " are most usually in

flower about Christmas, or in January, if the

weather be not violent, and sometimes not until

February."

Dwarfe

usual.
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BRITISH GARDENING IN A GERMAN
CAMP

By miss K. HUGHESDON.

I
OIL is scarce, manures are scarcer still,

but if we each help the other we shall

be able to make the very most and very

best use of what is at our disposal and

ensure, the ultimate success of the

society's aims."

The above extract is from the Ruhleben Camp
Magazine for June, 1917, the editor of which

has allotted a certain amount of space to the doings

of the Ruhleben Horticultural Society. Our
exiled brothers formed the " R.H.S." in October,

1916, and as one of the members expresses it,

" at that time we possessed nothing." However,

organised effort by barrack gardeners and other

enthusiasts achieved a notable success in the first

Bulb Show, held on April 7, 1916, a success the

more gratifying in that the winter 1916-17 had
proved one of the most trying on record.

Hyacinths, Daffodils, Narcissi, &c., were eagerly

bought up by " the man in the camp " to beautify

his barrack, and had the " R.H.S."beenable to sup-

ply twice the number of blooms, the Ruhlebenites

would have bought them all. Glowing descrip-

tions were forthwith written to interested friends

in England, with prophecies of further beauties

of the Summer Show to come—these latter coupled

with the expression of a pious belief that the

claims of " Little Mary " would not be forgotten.

This hope was justified. As a youthful sailor-

boy, writing at the end of June, put it :
" We

lined up in turn in Bond Street for horticultural

produce, and bought Lettuce, Radishes and
Spring Onions to eat with our corned b^ef, and

—

it just rolled down !

"

The plan alluded to in the Camp Magazine for

"supplying all barrack and public gardens with

plants of all our homely English fiowers raised

from seeds from the Old Country " promised

employment and pleasure to scores of willing

amateurs, at whose disposal professional advice

was placed freely and gladly at all times. The
Summer Show (August 3 and 4, 1917) was an

unqualified success. Prizes were awarded for

barrack gardens and public gardens, and a

special award of merit was made in favour of

the "rock garden near the wash-house."

The extremely interesting photographs to hand
include views of the vegetable garden, showing

long rows of sturdy Tomato plants ; the nursery

potting shed, nursery greenhouses and frames.

Rose bed, invalids' garden, numerous barrack

and public gardens, &c.

The heart of " the man in the camp " seems to

have gone out principally to the Sweet Pea exhibit

in the " R.H.S." Summer Show; after which the

Melon exhibit made perhaps the greatest im-

pression. Incidentally, it may be mentioned that

these Melons fetched 8 marks 50 pfennigs each

—

Y.M.C.A. GARDEN AT RUHLEBEN.

SWEET PEAS AT THE RUHLEBEN SUMMER SHOW, AUGUST, I9I7.

'Ja^j

A BAR CORNER IN THE PRISON GARDEN.

weight 3jlb. To quote the sailor-boy once more :

" The whole collection of vegetables grown on

the field was grand, and the flower show was a

fine sight to see."

Photographs of the society's exhibits of vege-

tables, grown from seed supplied by the Royal
Horticultural Society, London (to which the

Ruhleben Society is affiliated), shows what can be

done by the genuine enthusiast, even when
handicapped by the adverse conditions alluded

to in the opening paragraph.

Readers will be interested to learn that the

greenhouse and frames were made by interned

workmen, packing-cases, &c., of all descriptions

being made use of in the camp joiners' shop, where

this work was carried out. By degrees the frame

accommodation amounted to 56 square yards, and
eventually about 20,000 Lettuce, Cabbage and
Cauliflower, 1,500 Celery and 150 Marrow plants

were raised for the vegetable garden, while 600

Tomato plants were forthcoming for outdoor

cultivation. Plants of all kinds to the number
of 20,000 were supplied for barrack and public

gardens, in addition to the early spring flowers

and bulbs.

The financial side of the undertaking is not

without interest, and the society's report informs

us that I mark was fixed upon as the membership

subscription, 921 Ruhlebenites enrolling them-

selves before the end of the summer.

All the work in the flower department has been

voluntary, with the exception of that of two men,

who each receive the sum of 8 marks per week for

his services.

/ The vegetable garden covers about 5 J acres

of land, and the society's rental of this is

fixed at 100 marks per month. To this part of

the undertaking a permanent staff of twelve men
was allotted, and the wages paid were 8 marks

per week for skilled and 7 marks per week for

unskilled labour. Sufficient voluntary assistance

was always to hand whenever it was required
;

in fact, a number of the interned have worked

voluntarily all the season and thus helped to

materially reduce the wages bill, besides doing

useful work.

The report also mentions that various arrange-

ments have been made with regard to seeds, &c.,

and to such manures, artificial and others, as

may be obtainable ; and the belief is expressed

that the digging operations, which were to be

recommenced as soon as the crops were off the

ground, would ensure as far as possible the

prospect of still better ciops next year.
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A Fine Display of

Annuals

SOME years ago, one of the most successful

flower gardeners in the country was

asked how he managed to have such a

grand lot of annuals every year in his

garden borders. He replied, " Because

I give them the same careful attention

as I do the Rose or any other choice flower."

Undoubtedly, good cultivation is essential if we
are to have fine borders of annuals. Too often

these plants are allowed to struggle to the flowering

stage in an unsuitable rooting medium and in an

overcrowded condition. It may be well enough

to sow seeds thickly in the open borders in the case

of hardy annuals, but early and judicious thinning

out is needed if the plants retained are to grow

robust and bear the best flowers possible. Some
of them, too, must be well, but neatly, staked.

because the result-

ant plants require

protection in

cold frames for a

time, and these are

not too numerous

nor to be spared

for such plants at

the season when
needed, as they will

be occupied by

other subjects ; and

if kept unduly long

in a greenhouse

temperature the

young seedlings are

considerably
weakened. I have

for many years
made considerable

use of temporary frames. The seeds are sown in

pans and boxes, and placed in a warm frame or

March, the compost used was made up of

fibrous loam and leaf-soil in equal proportions.

REPRODUCED FROM THE " RUHLEBEN CAMP MAGAZINE.'

Half-Hardy Annuals.—It is neither necessary

nor advisable to sow the seeds of these very early,

on a shelf in a greenhouse. The bulk of the

kinds being raised during the latter half :if

THE PRISON NURSERY, AS SEEN FROM POTTI.N'G SHED.

with road grit or coarse sand. In the mean-
time, some boards, about i foot deep, were
placed on edge and nailed together to form
a rough frame in a sheltered position in the

vegetable garden. It was only necessary to

put a thin layer of well-rotted manure on the

surface, and a similar one of sifted leaf-soil,

to be lightly forked in and then neatly raked.

Directly the seedlings were large enough they were
transplanted, a few inches apart, in the bed and
covered for a week or so with loose glass lights.

Afterwards mats and scrim were used, and the

young plants grew strong, possessing tufts of

roots, and were, in due course, in excellent condi-

tion for planting in their flowering quarters. They
were always more satisfactory than those raised

and retained in boxc^ to the stage of growth
referred to.

Hardy Annuals.—In clayey soils hardy annuals

do not make good progress while in the seedling

stage, and I have found it a good plan to

sow the seeds of many kinds in the temporary
frame, transplant, and finally replant the resultant

seedlings in the flower borders. Again, where
heavy loams obtain and the seeds have perforce

to be sown in the flowering quarters, I have proved

it to be a decided advantage to use road grit

obtained from roads on which motor-cars do not

pass, mixing it with the ordinary soil on the

surface to give the seedlings a good start. When
once established and growing thinly, annuals usually

do remarkably well. It is during the infant stage

that extra care is needed, and must be given if

success is to be assured. B.
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Successes and Failures.—With the close of

the year the careful cultivator takes stock of the

successes and the failures, and wisely makes
plans to remedy defects in cultural details.

One error commonly made is in not allowing

sufficient space for the various crops to fully

develop the stems and foliage. Without a full

opportunity to develop their leaves so that matura-
tion is assured, how can crops be successful ?

Potatoes and Peas are two examples of what
ill results accrue for want of space. Other common
faults are in sowing the seed too thickly in the

rows and in not removing the surplus plants

promptly so that those remaining may grow more
sturdily. The need of surface stirring of the

soil is also traceable to non-success, especially

during a spell of dry weather, when perhaps the

plants are suffering from the want of moisture

at the roots. Next to soaking the roots thoroughly

and mulching afterwards, surface stirring of the

soil is important. Such points as I have briefly

alluded to may be useful to the inexperienced

in the future.

Brussels Sprouts.—Remove all decaying leaves
_

from the plants, as, if allowed to remain, the rotted

particles adhere to the Sprouts and spoil the

appearance of the crop. Do not remove the tops

of the plants until all the Sprouts have been
gathered. Some advise that this should be done,

under the plea that more Sprouts are procured
by the check given to the top growth of the plant.

Potatoes for the earliest-forced crop should be

stood on end to sprout in a temperature of not

less than 50°, afterwards placing them in a compost,
largely composed of decayed leaves, in large pots

or boxes.

Globe Artichokes should have ample protection

around the collars of the plants. This should

consist of freshly gathered leaves, surfaced with

strawy litter to prevent the leaves being blown
away.

The Flower Garden.

Lawns,—Where new lawns are to be made
or alterations suggested, or where one is not

satisfactory, wet, perhaps, or heavily infested with
moss, now is the time to make a preliminary

start. A wet lawn can only be remedied by
drainage, either by laying pipes with an accurate

fall, or by trenching the soil 2 feet deep. This
method has much to recommend it, especially

where seed is to be sown in April, as this deep
disturbance of the soil ensures freedom of growth
in the grass. If the soil preparation is made now,
the soil will have settled down to somewhat near

its natural level when the time comes to sow the

seed. Where new turf is to be laid on a satis-

factory site, no time should be lost in doing so.

as the turf will have taken well hold of the soil

before hot and perhaps dry weather sets in during

the month of May. Some people cut. the turf

for lawn-making much too thick, which only

increases the cost of carriage ; an inch or so is

ample. Before laying, any weeds present should

be removed, thus saving time later on.

The Herbaceous Border.—A mulching of half-

decayed leaves, vegetable refuse, spent materials

from a Mushroom-bed, with wood-ashes and a

sprinkling of soot, will be an immense gain to the

subsequent growth of such subjects as perennial

Phloxes, Heleniums, Rudbeckias, '&c., as this

compost encourages sucker-like shoots with ample
surface roots to push from the clumps and grow
away vigorously next spring.

The Alpine Garden.—Sprinkle fine soil, leaf-

mould and wood-ashes about the roots of alpine

Phloxes, Aubrietias and such-like subjects as an
inducement to these plants to produce sucker-like

growths.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—To have ripe fruit in May, the seed

should be sown quite at the end of the month in

-a brisk bottom-heat and in a temperature of not

less than 60°. Sow one seed in a compost of half

loam and half leaf-mould in a small pot. If the

soil is moist, as it should be, water will not be
required until the plants show through the soil.

When the pots are full of roots, transfer the plants

to larger pots and give them a position close to

the glass to ensure sturdy growth.

Planting New Vines.—Now is a good time to

make new borders to ensure the soil settling down
to near its normal level when planting is done
iu February. AU Vine borders should be inside,

where possible, as the roots are mnch more under
control and success in producing good Grapes
more assured. Too many borders are made
too deep. Two feet of soil, with 6 inches of broken
bricks' for drainage, is ample, as top-dressings can
be added when necessary to give a fillip to

growth. E. MOLYNEUX.
(Steward to W. H. Myers, Esq.)

SwaniKore, Hants.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—Should this crop have been properly
treated, the only care it requires meanwhile is to

see that it is picked over with discretion, taking
a leaf here and there and not stripping any plant.

Those who have tried a large-leaved variety

against the old "prickly" and given each plant

plenty of room to develop will now be in a position

to estimate the very grea' value of the former
compared with the latter. Plants of the latest

sowing should not be gathered from till the winter
is past and new growth has sprung.

Seedlings in Frames, such as Cauliflowers and
Lettuces, will need examining lest mildew should
gain a footing, and, if it has, sulphur should be
applied. Chickweed in light soils is apt to grow
very vigorously among these during winter, and
should also be seen to. If damp has caused any
low vegetation to grow on the surfaces, it must also

be removed, and sand that has been well heated
spread evenly over the latter. This will usually
be sufficient to carry on till the spring. Hot lime is

another aid at this moment that may be applied
instead of sand, should the latter not be clean.

Composts.—The omnium gatherum of all kinds
that has accumulated during the year should be
shaken up and turned at times when other
work is impossible. If raw, a small addition of

hot lime mixed throughout is of advantage. Two
year old material not yet reduced to soil should
also be turned, when a few months will render it

fit for use. It is a question whether this material
is of greater .value dug deep into the ground or

kept near the surface. My own experience leads

me to keep it on the surface in the form of a mulch,
but the soil here is light, and on heavy ground it

may be better to bury it.

Potatoes.—For forcing early, the seed should be
brought out of the store and placed in a pit where
there is a slight heat above normal. I rather
like to set the tubers on a little rough leaf-soil,

with some of the same material scattered among
them. If space for boxes is limited, it may be
found in beds where other plants grow. I do not
think it is any disadvantage to allow the roots to

push among the soil or leaf-mould previous to

planting permanently.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Grapes.—The vinery should now be
kept close with a slight heat in the pipes, so that
the temperature may range between 45° and 55°.

It is usual to s>Tirge the Vines twice daily, but
this is of no advantage, and, as a fact, tends to

lower the temperature. A dodge I have seen in

forcing days, when the glass registered a degree or

two above the rigid number of degrees that was
deemed essential, was to flood bare spaces with
water, when the correct degree quickly appeared

;

and we know that water is used to lower tempera-
tures in hot weather. So I have no regard to

keeping up what is merely a theory at the expense
of applied heat.

Peaches and Figs.—These may be treated in

a similar manner 10 Vines for the present, with
the difference that the latter should have the
borders under-moist in the meantime, while the
Peach-buds would certainly drop were the borders
not in a moist condition. A slightly lower tempera-
ture may also be given, while the Fig needs a few
degrees higher.

Vines for Planting.—Strong plants are best

for tlxis purpose, and in the meantime, or, indeed,
till they are ready to be planted, they are best in

a cool structm'e. The rods should be shortened
to the length required, which depends upon the

height of the front portion of the vinery, though
nothing is lost in the end by pruning fairly closely

to the base. The Vines are ready to plant wh n the
buds have swelled almost to the point of bursting.
It is not desirable to plant Vines in a dormant
condition, as it is not unusual for them to refuse
to grow at all. Little water at the roots will be
needed for some t'lme, otherwise the roots may
decay.

Plants Under Glass.

Ferns.—Most Ferns should be in a much cooler
atmosphere until new growth begins than they

needed while growing. Root dryness is also
important for nrany, the common Adiantum
cuneatura, for instance ; while the numerous forms
of Nephrolepis exaltata need occasional waterings
only. Hardy Ferns grown in pots cannot be kept
too cold, excitement at this season being followed
by weak growth, often made much earlier in
the year than in a state of Nature. This is

a usual stumbling-blo2k for amateurs, who do not
understand that their kindness may be disguised
cruelty. I<. P. Brotherston.

(Gardener to the Earl of Haddington.)
Tyninghame, Prestonkirk, N.B.

A COLUMN FOR
THE CURIOUS

The Duke of Wellington and his Gardener.
—Readers may find some interest in the following

cutting from an unknown newspaper, which I

came upon lately in turning out some papers

relating to the Iron Duke. As the said newspaper

must have been pubhshed before the Duke's death

in 1852, no question of copyright can arise.

—

Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.
" The Gardener at Walmer Castle.—We must

not forget the garden, aboimding in flowers not

rare nor recherchi, but rich, luxuriant, and abun-

dant ; and the pride of the lawn, a noble lime tree,

which the Duke declares is the finest in the world,

and which, just bursting into flower when we saw

it, will now be flinging its luxuriant aroma far and

wide. Still less must we forget the gardener—the

Duke's own especial gardener, for so he certainly

is—a fine, healthy, happy, handsome, elderly

man. He was at the battle of Waterloo, and his

regiment was disbanded afterwards, and the Duke,

for reasons good, doubtless, proposed to him to

take the situation of head gardener at Walmer.

He demurred—as much as a true soldier could

presume to do at the decree of his commanding
officer—for by his own especial declaration he did

not know a moss-rose from a cabbage ; but the

Duke was peremptory, and he could but obey

orders. ' But now,' he said, ' I get on pretty well.'

'And like it?' 'Oh yes.' 'But suppose war

were to break out, should you be a soldier again ?
'

' Why, that would depend upon the Duke ; if he

said I must go, of course I must.' ' But how did

you manage when you first caine here ?
'

' Why,
as well as I could ; but I was rather awkward.'
' Perhaps you studied hard—read a good~deal ?

'

' No, I didn't read at all.' ' You looked about you,

then?' 'Why, yes;_I did.' 'And you get on

very well ? ' ' Why, yes ; but I'm plagued some-

times ; the names of the flowers puzzle me sadly.'

' And what does the Duke say to that ? ' ' Oh,

I have him there, for he doesn't Imow them

himself.'
"

" Jerusalem " Artichokes.—Mr. Engleheart's

very interesting note on this point is, I fancy,

the first plausible suggestion as to the origin of

the name " Jerusalem." The origin from " Gira-

sole " has been adopted by many learned authors,

including even Thomas Love Peacock, who makes

Dr. Opimian in " Gryll Grange " adopt this theory.

A story exists that it was first brought from Italy

to this country ; but Parkinson, whose " Paradisus "

was written in 1629, gives the following informa-

tion, which throws an interesting light on the

point:, "The Potatos of Canada (Which hath

diuers names given it by diuers men) as Bauhinus

upon Mathiolus "Tails it Solanum tuberosum

esculentum, Pelleterius of Middlcborough in his

Plantarum Synonymia Heliotropum Indicuin

tuberosum, Fabius Columna in the second part

of his Phytobalanos- Flos Soils Farnesianus, sive

Peruanus tuberosus : We in England, from some

ignorant and idle head, hane called them Artichokes

of Jerusalem only because the roots being boylcd
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is in taste like the bottom of an artichol-ces head :

but they may most fitly be called Potatoes of

Canada because their rootes are like in forme,

colour, and taste like unto the Potatoes of Virginia,

but greater, and the French first brought them

from Canada into these parts . .
." It is

rather singular that though only introduced,

according to report, in 1617, Parkinson should

say later on :
" The Potatos of Canada by reason

of their great increasing groone so common here

with vs at London, that even the most vulgar

begin to despise them, whereas when they were

first received among us, they were dainties for a

Queene." Time docs not permit a more detailed

examinatioD-of this interesting question, but we find

it was well known in France in 1610, according to

Claude Mollet, and as the French explorers Cabot

,ind Jacques Cartier had visited Canada in the

late fifteenth century and the early sixteenth

century, it seems probable that the date given

for the introduction of this vegetable, 1617, may
be wrong. I cannot claim to have dined all

over Italy, but I must remark that the Jerusalem

Artichoke is not quite so unknown to the Italians

as Mr. Engleheart would lead us to suppose.

It was known there in the early seventeenth

century, in Tuscany at least, as " Tartufi di

Canna " and " Cane TrufifJes," and is sold by

seedsmen at the present time under the name of

" Girasole tuberoso."—E. A. Bunyard.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

MISCELLANEOUS.
NATDRALISING ARUM LILIES f.l. II. /?.).—The best

Arum l-ily to trj' i" your pond is Richardia africana.

A very severe winter will probably kill it. but if a succession
of mild winters are experienced it will very likely become
well established. You cannot do better tban you suggest
in the way of planting. Take a hamper 2 feet to 3 feet

across and 9 inches to 12 inches deep, and fill it with good
loamy soil, into which a little leaf-mould lias been mixed.
Place your plant in the centre, then over the siu-face put
turves grass downwards to prevent the finer soil being
washed out. Sink in 12 inches to 18 inches of water. The
best time to plant is April, just as new growth is beginning.
There is no necessity to enclose the basket with wire-
netting, for the plant is rather acrid and may escape injury
from the pests mentioned. At the best wire-netting is

an eyesore when placed around plants, and it would be as
well to leave it until you see whether it is wanted or not.
It is probable that the duck-s will be the chief enemies,
and if they attack the plants wire-netting is, of. course, the
best thing to employ.

TREATMENT OF AMARYLLIS (E. B.).—From your
letter it would appear that the bulbs of Amaryllis were
vested during the summer. This is quite contrary to the
treatment which should have been accorded them. At
that time they ouglit to have been growing freely and
building up the substance of the bulbs, with the embryo
flowers for the next season's display. Briefly, the treat-
ment of Amaryllids, now known as Hippeastrums. is. as
soon as the flowers are over, to keep them in the warmest
part of the greenhouse, watering when necessary. Liquid
manure and soot-water combined may with advantage
be given about every fortnight. Care should be taken
that it is not too strong, as two weak appl ications are much
preferable to a single strong one. When growing they
should be shaded from the hottest rays of the sun. By
July a cold frame in a sunny spot is the best place for

them, at the same time allomng a free eurculation of air.

.Shade when necessary at fi.rst. gradually inuring the
plants to full sunshine". They must be watered as before
till the end of the summer or early autumn, when the leaves
will commence to turn yellow, and tlien the supply must
be lessened, finally discontinuing it altogether wlien the
bulbs are totally dormant. They may be wintered in a
structure where the temperature ranges from 45° to 60",

Until the end of January no water wUl be needed. After
this a little may be given till growth recommences,
wlien the supply must be increased. In the case of

your bulbs we advise you to leave them till the end of

January, then take them in hand, remove as much of the
old soil as can be done witliout injuring the roots, and
top-dress with a compost made up principally of loam,
to which a little leaf-mould, bone-meal and silver sand
has been added ; water as above advised. As soon as
the flower-stems show, some very weak liquid manure
may be given every ten days, but better far do without it

than give it strong. If the roots are in good condition
they will not need dividing, but should be encouraged to
grow after flowering by the application of stimulants as
above advised Repotting, if necessary, should be
carried out immediately the flowers are over. In tliis

case no stimulants must be given tUl the pots are well

furnislied with roots, though, of course, water must be

applied when neerssary. By no means give liquid manure
now as you suggest.

PRUNING CORDON FRUIT TREES (.1. O.).—The
principle to adopt is to cut back all the weaker of the side

shoots to within two buds of their base, and the stronger

ones to within three buds of their base. Speaking generally,

too many shoots are allowed to grow together in groups
on the stems of cordon trees, with the result that they
crowd one another out. preventing the full development
and prrfect ripening of the shoots. The time to correct

tlii?^ is in spring by rubbing off weak and superfluous shoots.

HOW TO GROW CELERY (O. H. I. /?.).—To grow
Celery well—and if it cannot be grown well it is better

not to attempt its growih : it will only be courting failure

—

it should have deep loamy soil to grow in. It is more
or less a water plant, and should receive liberal waterings
in summer during dry weather. Sow tin' seed in a pot
early in March and place on the shelf of a warm green-

house. As soon as the young plants are 2 inches high,

transplant into boxes of rich soil. The boxes should
be 5 inches deep. Place a layer of wril-rotted manure
an inch deep in the bottom of the box before the soil is

jiut in. and then llli with soil. Plant the seedlings 4 inches

apart each way in these boxes, and then place the boxes
on the shelf of a greenhouse and near the glass, growing
the seedlings cool and sturdily, and attend carefully

to their watering. Early in April p'are the plants in

a cool frame, taking the "light off during the day in fine

weather and replacing at night (with air on) to protect
from extreme cold. Karly in May they will be fit to

plant out. Plant in trenches 1 foot deep and 3 feet apart.

Place well-rotted manure to the depth of 5 inches in each
trench, and then dig it into the trench, mixing it with the
soil ; then plant tlie Celery plants 6 inches apart, in the
trench, pressing tlie soil firmly round their roots and
giving each plant a good i\'atering. Write us again in

May and we will gladly help you further.

NAMES OF PLANTS.— Pcris.—l. Escallonia species:

2 and 4. Dabcpcia polifolia ; .1. probably a seed'ing,

Vaecinium Vitis-Ida-a ; 5. CalUina v^l^garLs ; 0. Erica
vagans. J. E. M.— 1. Cannot identify; 2. Cassandra
ealyculata ; 3, Sedum album brevifoMum ; 4. Euonymus
radicans variegata ; 5. Arabis alpina variegata : (l,

cannot identify ; 7. Cerastium Biebersteinii. Kindly
send better specimens. It is impossib'e to name with
any di-gree of certainty from such scrappy material.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—5prin'7/!e/(/.—3. The Queen:
r. Curnish GillyflowiT ; 12. Catillac : IS. Souring: 20,

Tr)\v<r of (Jlainis. The remainder of the frnits were
decayed ; all were badly damaged in the post. M. f K.
— T.arge Apple, Adam's Pcarmain : smaller variety.

Stone's Api>Ie. M. L. W., He^f.—rJolden Spire.

E. Ji. M.—Winter Greening or Northern Greening.
O. M. B.— 1, Cox's Orange Pippin : 2. liibston Pippin ;

3, Sweet Laden ; 4, not recognised ; 5, probably King's
Seedling: 6, White Nonpareil.

Death of Mr. Walter T. Ware.—As we are

going to press wo learn with regret of the death,

after a long illness, of Mr, Walter T. Ware.

Tnglescomb^ Nurseries, Bath. Further reference

will be made to his work in our next issue.

Scottish National Union of Allotment Holders.

A larg-ely attended and representative meeting

was held in Dowell's Rooms, Edinburgh, on the

afternoon of December 15 to consider the advisa-

bility of forming a National Union of Scottish

Allotment Holders. The chair was occupied by

Mr. James Scott. S.SX., Edinburgh. Secretary of

the Scottish Smallholders' Association, Limited.

Mr. Scott made an excellent statement of the objects

of the meeting, referring, among other matters,

to the-^formation of the English Union and the

various important questions in which the influence

of such an organisation wo\ild be effective in dealing

with such subjects as length of tenure and. other

points of crucial importance to the success of

allotments. Mr. Orr, Hamilton, moved a resolu-

tion in favour of the formation of a Scottish

National Union of Allotment Holders, this being

seconded by Councillor Mackenzie, Bo'ness. A
committee, with Mr. Scott as interim secretary,

was formed to frame a constitution.

EAST ANGLIAN HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

The annnal meeting of this ehib was held on December 12
at the Boar's Head Hotel. Norwich. The annual report
presented by the secretary. Mr. G. Todd, showed that in

spite of the large nnmber of members who had joined the
forces, the membi^rship now stands at 147, The finances

were in a sound condition, £4 lis, 4d. being added to the
already substantial balance. The club had done useful

work in connection with the local schemes for food pro-

duction and had collected and despatched good consign-
ments of fruit and vegetables for the Fleet. Tlie officers

e'eeted for tlie year were as follows : President, Mr.
Herbert Perry ; acting vice-president. Mr. W. Shoesmith ;

secretary. Mr. G. Todd, 12. Royal Arcade. Norwich : and
a good committee. Special prizes and a fine list of lectures

and essays for 1918 were announced.

Teiegr.ims: "FRANK CANT, COLCHESTER."
Telephone No. 182.

CANT8«=R08E8
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.,
Braiswick Rose Gardens (Dept. A),

COLCHESTER.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE POST FREE,

3d stamps.

DOBBIES
CATALOGUE & GUIDE TO

GARDEKING.
A FREE COPY

Will be sent by Post

to anyone interested in

Gardening who makes

application and mentions

"The Garden.
"

oossib: & CO.,
Royal Seedsmen and Florists,

EDINBURGH.

SEED POTATOES
Reliable Stocks. Scotch and Yorkshire Grown.

SEND FOR LIST.

ISAAC POAD & SONS, WAIMGATE, YORK

MERSE-LIME, 5/- ^^el^r'-paff

"

Havl. is a good dressing/or 300 square yards.

Thia improvfid dressing for all classes of soil and crops

corrects acidity and (.ironiotea fertility much more quickly
than slaki'il lime or ordinary {ground limestone ;

piujuiied

by a special process ; fine aa fi-tur yet nut dusty ; a pleasure

to apply. S.\S[i'LE and LeaflkT giving full partJLulars.

post free, '^il* stamps. Speci.il quotations for quantities.

BEES LTD., 175c Mill St., LIVERPOOL.

CHOICE SHRUBS.

HONEYSUCKLES
(shrubby)j pot grown plants.

Fragrantissima, white flowers, early spring.

Maackii, creamy flowers, followed with scarlet

berries.

Nitida, white flower, evergreen, fine rockery

shrub.

Pileata, creamy flower, succeeded with purple

berries, fine rockery slirub.

Chrysantha, profusion of yellow flowers,

berries dark red.

Syringantha, rosy lilac flowers, very sweet

scented, 1/6 to 2/6 each, according to size.

Nice plant of each for 12/- package free.

GEO.BUNYARD&GO.,Ltd.
Royal Nurseries, MAIDSTONE.
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For the Poultry-Keeper

w
CONDUCTED BY

PO W E LL-O WE N

I

AM taking two quite extremes for my subject-

matter this week, viz., goats and Bautams,

and, incidentally, I am bringing in a little

hard-working donkey called Jenny.

Goats and Poultry.—Mrs. St. Johnston of

the Annandale Poultry Farm, Boswell Road,
' Sutton Coldfield, sends me several snapshots to

show how goats and a donkey can be made useful

on a small poultry farm. Mrs. St. Johnston is

a well-known utility breeder of poultry, rabbits

and goats, and runs a special school of utility

poultry culture for pupils. Her,e\ is an extract

from her letter :

" The goats are put to graze the poultry

runs, which all through the summer is a great

labour-saver, because in a large run the grass

grows so long and so quickly that it would have

to be frequently mown. With the shortage

of labour there is no time for frequent mowings."

My correspondent then points out the usefulness

of a donkey on the poultry farm. She adds

:

" Jenny (and her coster cart) carries food and
water all over the farm, thereby saving time and
labour. She works all day—-heavy and light

loads—and never asks for a rise in wages."

Labour-saving Devices.—Where poultry are

kept there is always plenty of work to be done,

but the majority of poultry-

keepers do not trouble to put

into practice labour - saving

devices. In my writings in The
Garden I have from time to

time recommended labour-saving

methods, and commend this

highly important matter to the

notice of all my readers. I am
not in favour of the poultry-

keeper adopting a particular

method merely because time or

labour or both are saved thereby.

Results must also be borne in

mind. A poultry-keeper, for

instance, might leave the grain

in the bucket for the fowls to

help themselves ! It would save

time, certainly, but what of the

poor fowl which might perchance

be imprisoned when the bucket

got overturned ? To carry out

Mrs. St. Johnston's plan, it

would be a good idea to have

two runs or
,
enclosures to each

house, such as I have before

recommended for "resting"
purposes. While the goats were attending

to one of the two runs, the fowls could occupy

the other. One of my friends makes use of

sheep in this way. Every other run is thrown
open for the sheep to enter and graze while the

fowls are in the other enclosures. When the grass

has been nibbled short, the fowls are moved into

the runs, while the sheep pay attention to those

vacated.

Eggs for Children.—Mrs. White of Southampton
asks advice on a matter that I have not so far

dealt with in The Garden. Her litter reads :

" I am wanting to keep three'or four pullets

to lay small eggs, as I have a: little boy who
needs a new-laid egg daily. The ordinary egg

(Houdan, Leghorn, Sec.) is too large and lasts

three days,

" We have a sheltered, warm garden, but

could only allow limited run, so that it must be

a kind that takes kindly to confinement. I

would be glad of any advice, but should say

that I have a general knowledge of, poultry-

keeping."

The questions I am so often asked to answer

concern the " big " egg, so that it is a pleasing

change (even poultry experts like a varied menu)
to discuss the "little" egg. I could recommend
to my querist many strains known to me as useful

only for their small eggs, i But that would be no
good advertisement to the breeders concerned.

It is not in the large breeds of fowls that Mrs.

White will find her ideal, but rather in one of the

many handsome varieties of Bantams.

Bantams !or Utility.—It has always been a

matter of surprise to me why the miniatures have

not become more popular from the utility view-

point. As regards exhibition or fancy points.

Bantams command a very large following, and I

have visited many a show where well over a

thousand of the " wee uns," as the fanciers call

them, have been in competition. The prize-bred

specimen, however, is not the one I have in mind.

The exhibitor is not concerned with eggs, nor does

he feed for eggs. He' is out only for size, or rather

Snapshot taken on th

of which Mrs

GOATS ON A POULTRY FARM.

Annandale Poultry Farm, Boswell Road, Sutton Coldfield,

St. Johnston is the proprietress. {See text.)

I

lack of it ; the smaller the bird, the more
valuable it is. He therefore mates up his pens,

rears his chicks, and feeds his birds with that

one object in view, viz., " keeping down size."

Wet mash is taboo, because it means extra

size, looseness of feather (in some breeds) and egg-

production ; hard grain in toto (and particularly

rice) is the usual rule of feeding from cbickenhood

to maturity. But why does not the utility man
feed and breed for egg-production just in the same
way as he manages the large breeds ? He can

have as his ideal a " largish" Bantam, most of the

breeds of which are only miniatures of their bigger

brethren, Resort can be had, therefore, to a bird

of the large breed to increase the size somewhat.

For the Juniors.—Bantaijis are ideal little

pets for children, for whom the eggs are of just

the correct size. The little birds are easily

accommodated, requiring but small houses and
runs, and costing little for food. It is the latter

item that should be the means of bringing the

breeds of Bantams to the front just now, and,

provided "utility" specimens are purchased, it

is surprising the number of eggs they lay. There

are many good utility strains to be procured in

those varieties that_have not been bred exclusively
,

for fancy points. They are quite easy to manage,

and any bright youngster will keep Bantams
healthy, profitable and prolific if given feeding

formulas to follow. Feeding can be on exactly

the same lines as those adopted for the l^rge breeds,

the grains and meals being identical for each,

although, as regards grain, maize should always

be kibbled. Smaller quantities will naturally be

needed at each meal, owing to the size of Bantams

as compared with that of the large breeds of fowls.

Breeds of Bantams.—In the matter of selecting

a breed the would-be keeper has ample choice

to suit his tastes, for practically every large breed

of fowls has its counterpart in miniature. One
can choose from self-coloured, pencilled, laced,

spangled, barred, feather-legged, clean-legged,

crested or frizzled breeds—quaint and otherwise.

For egg-production I should narrow my selection

to (i) Spangled Old English Game, (2) Black-red

Old English Game, (3) Black Rosecombs, and

(4) White or Black Wyandottes. Personally, I

prefer the Spangled Old English Game, and this

is the breed I recommend my correspondent to

buy. Pullets of May hatching, 1917, are to be

preferred, and if breeding operations are antici-

pated, it is usual to riin frOm three to five females

to each male. The eggs take from nineteen to

twenty-one days to hatch, and

it is customary to entrust the

eggs to a small ordinary hen or

a Silkie. The latter is a " go-

between," being too big for a

Bantam and too small for a

large fowl. It is a dainty little

bird, covered with silky hair

instead of feathers, and is noted

for its reliability as a broody

and mother, being very gentle

and careful. On many farms

a cross between the Silkie and

Wyandotte is retained for the

sole purpose of providing
broodies, and one of my friends

rears over a thousand chicks

each season, using Silkie-Wyan-

d o 1 1 e broodies exclusively.

Bantams are not always reliable

sitters, but there are, of course,

exceptions.

Housing the Miniatures.

—

Any design of house and run

will suit the miniatures, and little

expense is necessary by way of

plant. A structure 4 feet high

in front, 3 feet at back, and from 9 feet in

length will do nicely for from six to ten specimens.

The selected design for a backyard can be on the

same lines as the house and run usually erected

in gardens for the larger kinds. If a wall is handy,

this can represent the back of both house and run.

Small-meshed wire-netting is usually employed

where Bantams are kept, and the internal fittings

in the sleeping-house can be planned on the same

lines as those for the larger breeds of fowls.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powdl-Owcn, The Gahden PouUri/ Expert,

will he pli'iL^rd to (iiisircf, free of cttitrgc. any questions dealing

nilh poult n/-/.-<''']'in'l. A stninped and addressed eneclope

slionid !» iiielnsed. v/ien a lemitliij and detailed reph/ mil be

ported pioniplh/. Vommunieations should be sent to Mr.
W. Poirrll-Uwen, care ol The Gakdeb, 20, Tavistock Street,

Ulruiid, W.C. 2.
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Optimistic poultry journalists are predicting a

prosperous season for those who have the good for-

tune to possess stocks of fowls from which to breed
during the coming year. They are fully justified in

this, because all far-seeing people who carefully study
the requirements of the country realise the absolute
need of adding to the number of layers. Eggs were
never before as greatly needed as now, and even when
importations might recommence, there are not
the stocks of fowls on the Continent to produce the

eggs. Home production in this direction must be
relied on and should increase from month to month—
(1) By everyone hatching every available chicken, and
(2) By those who have the Fowls, feeding these so that
their health may be maintained, and so ensure
healthy progeny.

WM. COOK & SONS
ORIGINATORS OF THE ORPINGTON

FOWLS AND DUCKS
(ESTABLISHED NEARLY 50 YEARS),

and the Original Firm of Cooks, whose reputation is

world-widei, are daily providing the country w/ith the
necessary food to increase Egg production and
promote healthiness, nd th6ir pens of birds being in

full lay, they can dispat h Fertile Eggs by return, and
are booking Day-old Chi,, kens ahead for early delivery

The Food which is producing r>]any
thousands of additional eggs weekly
in every part of the country is their

IDEAL MEAL
which they supply in two forms:

—

(1) For use with four parts of
middlings. (2) As a completeiFood.
Purchasers are asked to specify which'they require-
A trial will convince the most sceptical.of its value.

Tlie price of the I»leal Meal is :

—

Per cwt., 21/- ; per Wcwt., 11/- ; per i-cwt., 6/.;

carriage paid in England and Wales, or 1/- less per
cwt. carriage torward to Scotland and Ireland, or

carriage paid l^r 24/- per cwt., 13/- per !-cwt. i

This food is only obtainable direct from ST. MARY
CRAY, and. is not supplied through the trade.

There is only room for one letter this week, but it

represents the gist of dozens received daily :—

Cornwall House. Keniball Stre- 1. 1 pswich, llth Dec. 1917.

You recently sent me 2 cwts. of your Meal Meal (I cwt. of the No. I

and I cwt. of Complete), i nin a Blue Le horn breeder, keepint; a
breeding siock of nearly 200 birds and have f 'unil your Meal to be all

you Claim (or It. f'>p my pullets, although eariy hatched,
owing no doubt to the poorness of the Mealsand grains hoiat

to be obtained, had not commenced to lay, I am pleased to
say that your Ideal Meal has altered this state oi affairs
and I am having fresh birds commencing to lay daily. I am
well known on this East coast and any use you may care to
make of these remarks you are at liberty to. I enclose clieque
or £3 3s. for I cwt. Orisinal ,.nd -' cwts. Complete.—G. R. DAWSON.

RELIABLE EQGS FOR HATCHING.
are now beintj dispatched daily from their trap-nested layers
in the followiim lireed^

BUFF ORPINGTONS,
WHITE ORPINGTONS,
WHITE WYANDOTTES,
RHODE ISLAND REDS,
LIGHT SUSSEX,
SPECKLED SUSSEX,
HOUDANS,
WHITE LEGHORNS,
•« and ~{

BLACK LEGHORNS.

Fertile Eggs from good
Utilitv Stock of guaran-
teeit '2no-220-egg strains.

8/6 per dozen.

And from trap-nested 2-0-
284 strains. . (, .

.

10/6 per dozen.

DAY-OLD CHICKENS.
The following will be ready for dispatch on and after

December 27th, and those requiring deliveries during this
month are specially reqnei^ted to enter their orders now, as
William C:ook and Sons have already booked a number of
chickens from these hatches.
BUFF ORPINGTONS,

WHITE WYANDOTTES,

BLACK LEGHORNS,
and

WHITE LEGHORNS.

WHITE LEGHORN
also

BLACK LEGHORN
COCKERELS.

Fi^m good X'tility Stock
of guaranteed producers
of 200-220 eggs each per
annum.
18/- per dozen.

From trap-nested 220-284
egg strains.
21/- per dozen.

Sale delivery is guaranteed in England and Wales,
the risks in transit being taken by them.

MALE BIRDS.
Only a few left now, and no more will be available

till 1918.
From trap-nested 259
to 281 egg hens. Feb-,
ruary hatched, 25/- :

March hatched, 21/- ;

April hatched, 18/6
WHITE WYANDOTTE COCKERELS.

A few Marcli birds from their finest layers, with individual
records of over 2G0 eggs each in the year.

30/- and iS/- each,
8nd April hatched birds 21 '-.

All Stock, Chicks and Eggs are carriage paid.
AH orders and letters of enqiiirv should be carefully
addressed to their ONE ADDRESS IN ENGLAND—

WM.GOOK& SONS, St. Mary Gray, Kent.
TELEPHONE: 7 CRAY.

the Nation

wank more eggs

from yourhensj.

The national demand for MORE EGGS is bo

urgent that every poultry-keeper ahould bring

his bens up to tbe highest standard of

productivity by adopting SPKATT'S loienti-

fio system of feeding, viz. :

—

SPRATT'S
MEBO "«"LAYMOR"

The ideal soft break-
fast feed for laying bens.
Rich in egg-produoing
properties.

"liAYMOR" oan be
aied with middlings or
other raw meals in equal
quantities by adding 10

»0 16p.o. of "MEBO."

Bpratt'M Foodt are ttoeked hy dealer*. If any Ai^ltfwUy

in ohtaining nLppliu^ wriU to

SPRATTS PATENT. LTD, 24-25. FENCHUICH ST^ IX. 1

Rich in albumlnofdi.
Induces prollflo egg-
laying without weaken-
ing the birds.

Follow the adrlofl

given on tbe baok of a
7-lb. bag of *'MEBO,"
or send a postcard tot

oar leaflet, " WlnUi
Layers," fiM on reqnest.

Eggs for Hatching
WHITE WYANDOTTE, Qold Medal Winners.
BUFF ROCKS. WHITE LEGHORNS.

OTHER BREEDS, BEST QUALITY.
T/6 and XO/- doz.. U.R. CARR. PAID.

Sknd For .My Price List.

JOHN E. SHACKLETON,
CHOLESBURYj NR. TRING.

COCKERELS. BREEDING PENS.
SECURE your stock at once, before others have had the

best, Birds always for sale. Egc:s for hatching now
ready. Uolden, Silver, White Wyandottes (273 egg strain),

Khode Island, Keils, White Leghorns (285 strain), Buff
(Jriiiiigton Ducks. Kindly state exact requirements.

SYDNEY HILLER,
Cleveland Poultry Farm, STANDON, Herts.

CHEAP EGG-PRODUCTION.
Any kind of digestible rubbisb or fresh vegetables, mixed
with crispy green bone, becomes—" BaCon between war
bread." Butchers' bones everywhere 9d. score. Green bone
Cutters £1 19 6 delivered. Plentiful eggs, thriving chicks,

enormous prorits. Particulars:

—

Kekpoot, Hawkgreen,
Marple. Cheshire.

The •• Country Life " Library.

Paynter's System
OF

POULTRY REARING
or £500 a Year from Hens

Crown 8vo, illustrated.

4/5 net; by post 4/

A Complete Prospectus will be sent post free on

application to the Offices of "Country Life," Ltd.,

20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2.

SITUATION'S VnCANT.
WAIJTED, a Good Vegetable Grower for a
private garden in Berkshire ; wages 30/- to 40/- per
week ; very good house, coal and vegetables.—Apply " Box
7," c/o The Garden, 2(3, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
London, W.C 2.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, Stc.

GRANULATED MEAT. Per 1121b8., 26/-. Car. P d
2nd quality. Per 1121bj., 21/-, Car. Pd.

FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pnre and the tinesl quality obtainable.

Per 1121b. 26/-. Carriage Paid.

"ARCADIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Meat.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 5(ilb. 16/-. Carriatje Paid.

"UTOPIA" BISCUIT MEAL.
25 per cent. Fl&h Meal.

Per 1121b. 30.-. 561b. 16-. Carriage Paid.

PEERLESS BISCUIT MEAL.
Per 112lb8. 30/- 561bs. 16/-. Carriage Paid.

CLOVER HAY MEAL. Per 112 lbs. 10/6. 56lbs-

6/3. Carriage Paid.

SUSSEX GROUND OATS.
The Real Thihg.

Per 1121b. 30/-. 561b. 16/6. Carriage Paid.

MEAT AND BONE MEAL. Perll2lbs. 21/-
Carriage Paid.

LAYING MEAL. Per 1121bs. 20/- Carriage Paid,

" PIONEER " DRY MASH.
Per 1121b. 20/-. 561b. 11/-. Carriage Paid.

PEAT MOSS. Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.
Per 1121b. 5/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT. Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton.
3/- 14/6 28/6 66/-

Carriage Forward.
'

COCKLESHELL. Per 1121b. 5/6. Car. Forward.

MIXED CORN FOR ADULTS. £1 6s. 6d. per

112 lbs. Bags included. Carriage forward. CON-
TKOLLED PRICE.

Our Mixtures are guaranteed free from Shell and Grit

We allow 1/- each for Peat Moss and Hay
Meat Sacks it returned in good condition.

Catalogue of Poultry Keepers' Requisites

post free on application?f^a^j_j^

HARRY HEBDITCH"'Kr Martock, Somerset

HEN HOUSES
are RIQHT-ON-TOP of every other make.

ROBERT MILLER holds supreme place for

STYLE, STRENGTH, and QUALITY.
Downright satisfaction always.

Catalogue Free.

SAVE MONEY!!
Buy ttie right Grits in bulk, and avoid soft

slielled eggs. S/-, 5/9 cwt., carriage paid.

Samples Free.—Midland GRfr Co., Stourbridge.

PATENT CRUSHER for breaking bones,
oyster shell, china, etc., for your poultry. Of simple con-

struction, unbreakable, easy to work, 12/- carriage paid.

—

L. DuNKER, Hillmorton Paddox, Rusby.

CLOVER MEAL.—To get eggs you must
give your birds " Klovera," the celebrated brand of clover meal

12s. 6d. cwt.; 78 J-cwt.. carr. paid.—ROSSLTN & Co., 30,

Kennington Park Road, London, S.E. 11.

TRY CHARCOAL FOR YOUR POULTRY.
The great intestinal corrective, promoting full - blooded

condition, necessary for regular laying. Trial bags, 2/-;

lOlbs., 4/-; i-cwt. 13/9 (fine or granulated). Pure Clover

for Poultry, containing valuable mineral salts 5 bushels, 6/-

10 bushels, 11/-; all carriage paid. — WllLS Begs..

Hoddesdon. Herts.

OVELLE
"Made my hens lay 2 dozen eggs a week exl-a iii November

and December," writes Mrs. Magennity, Faugha^t.

Sold at 6d., 1/-, 2'-, S/-, 10/- 21/- Carriage 4d. any size

OVELLE MILLS. NEWRY
SPICE
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BY APPOINTMENT. BY APPOINTMENT

DISINFECTANT FLUID
"A worthv and lormidabU weapon /or battling againit the bacilltu."—SirJ. Ceiohion-Beowne. F.E.8.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known.

Against Colds and Roup.—"I mixed twenty parts of water
to one of Izal, dipped their heads in it for a few seconds night
and morning, and at the end of a week they could all see and
were on the feed again."

Against "The Gapes."—"Of the advertised disinfectants Izal
is the best, and the only one which I have found capable of pene-
trating the chitinous coating of gapeworm ova."

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers
the birds of insect pests.

Pids

IZAL POWDER, ?'«p"'^!'"'«IZAL FLUID 3/6 J gal.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance
Ask top Free Copy of " Healthy Poultry

8/6 per 501b. keg.

Newton, Ghambers&Go., Ltd.Jhornclife, nr. Sheffield.

SPECIALADVANCE OFFERof SEED POTATOES
Duke of York. Eclipse, Midlothian Early, Llewellyns. Sharpe's

Express, per 1)2 lbs. 20/.. 5S lbs. 10/-, 28 lbs.. 5/-. 14 lbs. 2/6.
Epicures, per 112 lbs. i6/-. 56 lbs. 8/-, 28 lbs. "I/-. 4 lbs. 2/-
King Edwards. Evergoods. Dalhousie, Arran Chief, Queen

Mary. 10/. per cwt.. £9 5/- ner ton ; 4 ton lots £S 5/- per ton.
. NOT nND-R ONE CWT. SUPPLIED.

Eating Potatoes, Table Carrots, Swedes, Turnios, Parsnips,
Beetroot. 7/6 cwt.. 4/6 1 cwt., 2/6 per28 llis.

Shallots. \li per lb. Onion Sets, 2/- per lb.
Potat I Manure. 10/- per cwt.. 6/. k cwt.. 3/6 per 28 lbs., 2/- per

14 lbs. Baffs free. Free ott Raits.
Narcissus Bulbs 1/- per do^en. post free. Send for Catalogue.

CASH WITH ORDER.
HORACE TAYLOR, Seedsman, CHATTERIS, Cambs.
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NUTS,COBS & FILBERTS
Plant up all Waste Ground.
NOW is the Proper Time.

Good Healthy Fruiting Trees.
Price - - 7/- per doz.

Peaches and Nectarines, in variety,
splendid trained trees, 5/- each.

per doz.
Roses, dwarf, best named sorts, 8/-

,, climbing, best named sorts, 12/-

H. CANNELL & SONS,
THE NURSERIES, EYNSFORD.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE W(TH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES
GARDENS
. LAWNS. &'

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE

SCIENTIFICALLY AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, readpfor userit anytime. In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure la put. Goes further

{4 bushel?; equatUng IScwts.), Cives better results. Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from wepds, worms, etc.
Report of Royal Horticaltnral Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens st Wis'ey, and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for *he flower borders, fruit and vegetable^ erown both under glass and out
m the open air." (Slgned> W. WiLKS, Secretary.

A Beautiful Pree Booklet giving full Particulars and testimonials sent on receibf of hostcard-

V* BEWARE OF IMITATIONS: GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -W
Sold in Bushel Ba'is. 1 bati, 2/9; 4 baiis, 9/-

•, 10 bails. 20/- for ca'^h \^ith order, carnage "paiii, to any station withi'i

25 Miles of London. 3d, charged extra for every 4 bags or less quantity for each 50 miles or part beyond this distance.
Special price quoted for ton lots,WAKBLEY BROS, ft CO.. LTD., 73d. BANKSIDB, LONDON. S.E. 1.

Also WAK^LEY'S GROUND GARDEN LIME 3/- bushel bag, carriage paid 25 miles, extra as above,

SXIM OF SUKPLliS STOCK.
We still hold certain small stocks of

Qarden Seats, Qarden Engines and Pumps.
Also Qarden Rollers, Water Carts, Qarden

Arches and Hand Lights,
Which we shall be pleased to clear at special prices, subject to

being unsold. Particulars on application.

""worts"" NORWICHBOULTON & PAUL, Ltd..

SASWEYStSpVPOTS
** Che BEST and ChcapcsK

MIIlliM :TfCTBS]

mCHAftO SMNK£)rA SON, LTP.
Bulwell Po^^«ries. NOmNOMAM

etsthcreA
I and makes the Garden y^^^^^
gay all the year round r^^^gfip.

Sold everyTvhero for Horticultural purposes, in TINS at 8d. & I/-, and In

BRANDED » SEVLED BAGS: 71bs.. 2/6; Mlhs.. 4 6: 28tbs.. 7/8; 561bs.. 13/6: 1121bs.. 24'.. Or direct

from the Works, Carriage paid in the Doited Kingdom (or Cabh with Order (except 6(i. TINS.)
Qiianthi s of 56lbs. and upwards are supplied in 281b. bags.

CLAY & SON. Manure MfrsSt Bone Crushers, STRATFORD. LONDON E.'

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next yeat*,
and insure having the finest quahty at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well
grown fruiting trees of eill kinds.

Catalogues Free.

The BARNHAM NURSERIES, Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE

HEATM&APPARATDS
Economical and - ent. Always gives
satisfaction "live one who owns a green-
house should wri. for particulars of the

"HORSE-SHOE"
BOILER

The most durable heater
made. A genuine fuel and
labour saver. Burns 10 to 20
hours without attention.

S^^

/, I'sf .\'t>. 42 sfnt/i « -u'-.th *t o^M
' How s'latl I heat my Greeithous '

CHAS. P. KtNNELL & Co., LTD..

1 6S.Soatbwark6t..X<oQdon.8 E.li

Printed by Hudson & Keapns, Limited. Hatfield Street Works. Stamford Street. S.E. 1, and Published by "Country Life/* Limited, at 20. Tavistock Street, Strand. W.C, ^
and by George Newnes. Limited. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C. 2.
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